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THE

PREFACE

To the LONDON OCTAVO.

HAVING been long employed in the study and cultivation of the

English language, I lately published a dictionary like those compiled

by the academies of Italy and France, for the use of such as aspire to ex

actness of criticism or elegance of style.

But it has been since considered, that works of that kind are by no means

necessary to the greater number of readers, who, seldom intending to write

or presuming to judge, turn over books only to amuse their leisure, and to

gain degrees of knowledge suitable to lower characters, or necessary to the

common business of life: these know not any other use of a dictionary than

that of adjusting orthography, or explaining terms of science or words os

infrequent occurrence, or remote derivation.

For these purposes many dictionaries have been written by different

authors, and with different degrees of . (kill ; but none of them have yet

fallen into my hands, by which even the lowest expectations could be

satisfied. Some of their authors wanted industry, and others literature:

some knew not their own defects, and others were too idle to supply

them.

For this reason a small dictionary appeared yet to be wanting to com

mon readers : and, as I may without arrogance claim to myself a longer

acquaintance with the lexicography of our language than any other writer

has had, I shall hope to be considered as having more experience at least

than most of my predecessors, and as more likely to accommodate the na

tion with a vocabulary of daily use. I therefore offer to the publick an

abstractor epitome of my former work.

In comparing this with other dictionaries of the fame kind, it will be

found to have several advantages.

L It contains many words not to be found in any other*

H. Many barbarous terms and phrases by which other dictionaries may

vitiate the style, are rejected from this,

A 2 HI. The
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HI* The words are more correctly spelled, partly by attention to their

etymology, and partly by observation of the practice of the best authors.

IV. The etymologies and derivations, whether from foreign languages or

from native roots, are more diligently traced, and more distinctly noted.

V. The fenses of each word are more copiously enumerated, and more

clearly explained.- -.,>--..

VI. Many words occurring in the elder authors, such as Spenser, Shake

speare, and Milton, which had been hitherto omilted, are here carefully

inserted ; so that this book may serve as a glossary or expository index to the

poetical writers.

VH. To the words, and to the different fenses of each word, are sub

joined from the large dictionary, the names of those writers by whom they

have been used ; so that the reader who knows the different periods of the

language, and the time of its authors, may judge of the elegance or pre

valence of any word, or meaning of a word; and without recurring to

other books, may know what are antiquated, whai are unusual, and what

are recommended by the best authority.

The words of this dictionary, as opposed to others, are more diligently

collected, more accurately spelled, more faithfully explained, and more

authentically ascertained. Of an abstract it is not necessary to fay more ;

and I hope, it will not be found that truth requires me to fay less.

' • N. B. The Editors of this Dublin Edition have endeavoured to render

it more worthy of the public attention, by adding at full length, the Au

thor's curious preface to the Folio Edition, his History of the English lan

guage, and by inserting in their proper places, above 500 Words from the

Folio Edition, none of which are contained in the London Oflava: As to

the Paper, Print and Correction, they will be found, on comparison, much

superior, although the Book is given for near one half of the price of the

London Edition.

PREFACE



PREFACE

To the F O L I O EDITION.

r" is the fate of those who toil at the lower employments of life, to be ra

ther driven by the fear of evil, than attracted by the prospect of good ; to

be exposed to censure, without hope of praise ; to be disgraced by miscar

riage, or punished for neglect, where success would have been without

applause, and diligence without reward.

Among these unhappy mortals is the writer of dictionaries ; whom mankind

hit considered, not as the pupil, but the slave of science, the pioneer of litera

ture, doomed only to remove rubbish and clear obstructions from the paths of

Learning and Genius, who press forward to conquest and glory, without be-

ftoring t smile on the humble drudge that facilitates their progress. Every

other author may aspire to praise ; the lexicographer can only hope to escape re

proach, and even this negative recompense has been yet granted to very few.

I hare, notwithstanding this discouragement, attempted a dictionary of the

E*glfi language, which, while it was employed in the cultivation osevery species

ef uttratnre, has itself been hitherto neglected, suffered to spread, under the di

rection of chance, into wild exuberance, resigned to the tyranny of time and fa-

fticn, and exposed to the corruption of ignorance, and caprices of innovation.

"hen I took the first survey of my undertaking, I found our speech copious

without order, and energetic without rules : wherever I turned my view, there

*« perplexity to be disentangled, and confusion to be regulated ; choice was to

be made out of boundless variety, without any established principle of selection ;

^Iterations were to be detected, without a settled test of purity ; and modes

« expression to be rejected or received, without the suffrages of any writers of

ciiiacal reputation or acknowledged authority.

raring therefore no assistance but from general grammar, I applied myself to

rae perusal of our writers ; and noting whatever might K« of use to ascertain or

iiiustrato- any word or phrase, accumulated in time the materials of a dictionary,

*fcich, by degrees, I reduced to method, establishing to myself in the progress of

tiework, such rules as experience and analogy suggested to me ; experience,

"fcich practice and observation were continually encreafing ; and analogy, which,

though in some words obscure, was evident in others.

la adjusting the Orthogra?hy, which has been to this time unsettled ants

jwraitons, I found it necessary to distinguish those irregularities that are inherent

» our tongue, and perhaps coeval with it, from others which the ignorance or

^igtnce of later writers has produced. Every language has its anomalies,

'kin though inconvenient, and in themselves once unnecessary, must be tole

rated among the imperfections of human things, and which require only to be

fpflered, that they may not be encreascd, and ascertained, that they may not be

confounded : but every language has likewise its improprieties and absurdities,

*nich it is the duty of the lexicographer to correct or proscribe.

As language was at its beginning merely oral, all words of necessary or com-

traa use were spoken before they were written ; and while they were unfixed

°T wj visible signs, must have been spoken with great diversity, as we now ob-

fcw those who cannot read to catch sounds imperfectly, and utter them negli-

ptftly, When this wild and barbarous jargon was first reduced to an alphabet,

every
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every penman endeavoured to express, as he could, the sounds which he was ac

customed to pronounce or to receive, and vitiated in writing such words as were

already vitiated in speech. The powers of the letters, when they were applied to

a new language, must have been vague and unsettled, and tlieiesore different

hands would exhibit the fame sound by different combinations.

From this uncertain pronunciation arise, in a great part, the various dialects of

the fame country, which will always be observed to grow sewer, and less dif

ferent, as books are multiplied ; and from this arbitrary representation of sounds

by letters, proceeds that diversity of spelling observable in the Saxon remains,

and I suppose in the first book of every nation, which perplexes or destroys ana

logy and produces anomalous formations, which, being once incorporated, can

never be afterward dismissed or reformed.

Of this kind are the derivatives length from long, strength fromstrong, darling

from dear, breadth from broad, from dry, drougtb, and from high, height, which

Milton, in zeal for analogy, writes bight ; ^uid te exempta jwvat/pinis de flu-

ribus una ; to change all would be too much, and to change one is nothing.

This uncertainty is most frequent in the vowels, which are so capriciously pro

nounced, and so differently modified, by accident or affectation, not only in every

province, but in every mouth, that to them, as is well known to etymologists,

little regard is to be ihewn in the deduction of one language from another.

Such defects are not errours in orthography, but spots of barbarism impressed

so deep in the Englijh language, that criticism can never wash them away ; these,

therefore, must be permitted to remain untouched : but many words have like

wise been altered by accident, or depraved by ignorance, as the pronunciation of

the vulgar has been weakly followed j and some still continue to be variously writ

ten, as authors differ in their care or skill : of these it was proper to enquire the

true orthography, which I have always considered as depending on their deriva

tion, and have therefore referred them to their original languages : thus I write

enchant, enchantment, enchanter, after the French, and incarnation after the

Latin ; thus entire, is chosen rather than intire, because it passed to us not from

the Latin integer, but from the French entier.

Of many words it is difficult to fay whether they were immediately received

from the Latin or the French, since at the time when we had dominions in France,

we had Latin service in our churches. It is, however, my opinion, that the

French generally supplied us j for we have few Latin words, among the terms

ofdomestick use, which are not French ; but many French, which are very re

mote from Latin.

Even in words of which the derivation is apparent, I have been often obliged

to sacrifice uniformity to custom ; thus I write, in compliance with a numberless

majority, convey and inveigh, deceit and receipt, fancy and phantom ; sometimes

the derivative varies from the piimitive, as explain and explanation, repeal and

repetition.

Some combinations of letters having the seme power are used indifferently with

out ainy discoverable reason of choice, as in choak, choke ; soap, /ope ; fetvel, fuel,

and many others ; which I have sometimes inserted twice, that those who search

for them under either form, may not search in vain.

In examining the otthography of any doubtful word, the mode os spelling by

which it is inserted in the scries os the dictionary, is to be considered as that to

which I give, perhaps not often raslily, the preference. I have left, in the exam

ples, to every author his own practice unmolested, that the reader may balance

suffrages, and judge between us: but this question is nat always to be determined

by reputed or by real learning ; some men, intent upon greater things, have

thought little on sounds and derivations ; some, knowing in the ane'ent tongues

have
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tire oegleS-ed those in which our words are commonly to be sought. Thus

HirnKsnd writes/iribleness for feasibleness, because I suppose he imagined it de

sired immediately from the Latin ; and some words, such as dependant, dependent ;

ctftsJance, dependence, vary their final syllable, as one or other language is pre

sent to the v.riter.

la this part of the woik, where caprice has long wantoned without controul,

sod ranity sought praise by petty reformation, I have endeavoured to proceed

rith a scholar; reverence for antiquity, and a grammarian's regard to the genius

of cur tongue. I have attempted tew alterations, and among those sew, perhaps

the greater part is from the modern to the ancient practice ; and I hope 1 may be

lilowed to recommend to those, whose thoughts have been, perhaps, employed

t» seriously on verbal singularities, not to disturb, upon narrow views, or for

ri;u;e propriety, the orthography of their fathers. It has been asserted, that for

the law to be knouin, is ot more importance than to be right. Change, fays

tinier, is not made without inconvenience, even from worle to better There

ii in constancy and stability a general and lasting advantage, which will always

overbalance the flow improvements of gradual correction. Much less ought our

«iiuen language to comply with the corruptions of oral utterance, or copy that

*Lich every variation or time or place makes different from itself, and imitate

'hese changes, which will again be changed, while imitation is employed in ob

serving them.

This recommendation of steadiness and uniformity does not proceed from an

opinion, that particular combinations of letters have much influence on human

t;ppine&; or that truth may not be successfully taught by modes of spelling fan

ciful and erroneous : I am not yet so lost in lexicography, as to forget that ivcrds

vi ;be daughters of earth, and that things are the Jim of heaven. Language \i

a'j tie instrument of science, and words are but the signs of ideas: I wish, how-

t^", that the instrument might be less apt to decay, and that signs might be per-

ixnent, like the things which they denote.

la lertling the orthography, I have not wholly neglected the pronunciation, which

I kve directed, by printing an accer.t upon the acute or elevated syllable. It

vj] sometimes be found, tnat the accent is placed by the author quoted, on at

crerent syllable from that marked in the alphabetical series ; it is then to be un-

«l!ood, that custom has varied, or that the author has, in my opinion, pro

duced wrong. Short directions are sometimes given where the sound of letters

isirregolar; and if they are sometimes omitted, defect in such minute observa-

uouvill be more easily excused, than superfluity.

In the investigation both of the orthography and signification of words, their

Etymology was necessarily to be considered, and they were therefore to be di-

"cal into primitives and derivatives. A primitive word, is that which can be

cited no further to any English root ; thus circumfpecl, circumvent, circumstance,

■Wr, concave, and complicate, though compounds in the Latin, are to us pri-

■asitei. Derivatives, are all those that can be referred to any word in English

^greater simplicity.

she derivatives I have referred to their primitives, with an accuracy somc-

^ms needless ; for who does not fee that remoteness comes from remote, lovely,

tr*n [yze, concavity from concave, and demonstrative from demonstrate ? but this

pnmatical exuberance the scheme of my work did not allow me to repress.

•' i: of great importance in examining the general fabrick of a language, to

ttee one word from another, by noting the ulual modes of derivation and in

jection ; and uniformity must be preserved in systematical works, though some-

tiaej at the expence of particular propriety.

Among other derivatives I have been careful to insert and elucidate the ano

malous
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malous plurals of nouns and preterites of verbs, which in the Teutonick dialects

are very frequent, and though familiar to those who have always used them, in

terrupt and embarrass the learne.3 of our language.

The two languages from which our primitives have been derived are the Ro

man and Teutonick : under the Roman I comprehend the French and provincial

tongues j and under the Teutonick range the Saxon, German, and all their kindred

dialects. Most of our polysyllables are Roman, and our words of one syllable

are very often Teutonick

In assigning the Roman original, it has perhaps sometimes happened that I

have mentioned only the Latin, when the word was borrowed from the French j

anil consulting myself as employed only in the illustration of my own lan

guage, I have not been very caiesul to observe whether the Latin word be pure

or barbarous, or the French elegant or obsolete.

For the Teutonick etymologies I am commonly indebted to Junius and Skinner,

the only names which I have forbo:n to quote when I copied their books ; not

that I might appropriate their labours or usurp their honours, but that I might

spare a perpetual repetition by one general acknowledgment. Of these, whom I

ought not to mention but with the reverence due to instructers and benefactors,

Junius appears to have excelled in extent ot' learning, and Skinner in rectitude of

understanding. Junius was accurately (killed in all the northern languages,

Skinner probably examined the ancient and remoter dialects only by occasional

inspection into dictionaries ; but the learning of Junius is often of no other use

than to sliow him a track by which he may deviate from his purpose, to which

Skinner always presses forward by the sliortest way Skinner is often ignorant, but

never ridiculous : Junius is always full of knowledge ; but his variety distracts his

judgment, and his learning is very frequently disgraced by his absurdities.

The votaries of the northern mules will not perhaps easily restrain their

indignation, when they find the name of Junius thus degraded by a disadvantage

ous comparison : but whatever reverence is due to his diligence, or his attain

ments, it can be no criminal degree of censoriousnefs to charge that etymologist:

with \?ant ofjudgment, who can seriously derive dream from drama, because life

is a drama, and a drama is a dream ; and who declares with a tone of defiance,

that no man can fail to derive moan from nh&*, monos, who considers that grief

naturally loves to be alone *

* Thit I may not appear to have spoken too hinc non obscure firmare codex Rnlh. Mat. xii.

irreverently ofJ"i*s,\ have here subjoined a lew M. ubi antique scripium invenimus Jemoeteb,

Specimens of his etymological extravagance. bit emctij. " Invenit earn vtcantem."

Banish, religare, ex banoa vel territcrio HlLl, mm, ctilis. A. S hyll. Quod videri

exirere, in cxilium afire, O. bannir. It. ban- potest. abscissuni ex «oX»>n xiXxti;. Collis, tu-

iirt, b-ndtggiare. H. bannir. B. bannen Ævi mulus, locus in piano editior. Hum 11 b. 811,

medii feriptores bannire dicebant. V. Spelm. in if h t.< irpTifoi&i *oX|i&< Inila, j»x«mf. Ubi

Banum & in Banleuga. Quoniam ver6 re- anthori brevium fcheliorom xaXw, exp. T«r©»nc

gmnum urbiumqi limites arduis plerumq; mon- *■*&■ ±m»o», >•!»><><.©• tfoc*.

t;bus, altis fiuminibus, longis deniq; flexuolilq-, Yi kt , ti take a naf,. Dcrmire, endtrmifeere.

angulliflimarum viarum amfractibus inclurieban- Cym. heppun. A. S. hnzppan. Quod postretnum

tur, fieri potelt id genus limites ban dici ab co- videri potest desumptum ex x»i?«c, obscuritas,

qusd Bumw & B«W». Tarentinis oMm, ficuti tenebrx :^ nihil eniin *que Met conciliare sem-

iradit Helychius, vocabamur »1 **J* **l f« tSv num, quim caliginol'a protundx notis obscuritas.

nwcrfw, " obliquæ ac minimi inrectumten- Stiukshu, Balbui,blvsusGoih STAMMS.

•' denres vis." Ac fortasse quoque hue facit A. S. rrimep, rtimurv D. flam. B. stameler.

nuod B«ic, eodem Hesychio teste, dicebant Su. stamma. Id. Barm, Sunt a r«j«>XMiv vcl

tfi rpyyvXv, monies trdnos. ewftiMtn, nimia loquacinie alios offendere 4

Emi^ty, em:ie, vaenus, nnii. A. S. Æm&g. quod irapedite loqueutes libentiffiær garrire fc>-

Nfscio an sint ab if*iw vel iftHm. Vtao, evomo, leant ; v«l quod alfls nimii semper vidcantur,

varai:a cticbo. ^idetur iuteriaa etynjoleg'tin etiam pan-Aunt loqutatts.

. . . Our
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Oar knowledge of the northern literature is so scanty, that of words un

doubtedly Teutenici the original is not always to be found in any ancient language,

and I have therefore inserted Dutch or German lublihutes, which I consider not

is radical but parallel, not as the parents, but sisters of the English.

The words which are represented as thus related by descent or cognation, do

not always agree in sense ; for it is incident to words, as to their authors, to de

generate from their ancestors, and to change their manners when they change

their country. It is lufficient, in etymological enquiries, if the senses of kindred

words be rbucd soch as may easily pass into each other, or such as may both be

referred to one general idea.

The etymology, so far as it is yet known, was easily sound in the volumes

where it is particularly and professedly delivered; and, by proper attention to

the rules of derivation, the orthography was soon adjusted. But to collect the

Words of our language was a taflc of greater difficulty : the deficiency of dicti

onaries was immediately apparent ; and when they were exhausted, what was yet

wanting must be sought by fortuitous and unguided excursions into books, and

gleaned as industry ihould find, or chance should offer it, in the boundless chaos

of a living speech. My search, however, has been either skilful or lucky } for I

have mucn augmented the vocabularly.

As my design was a dictionary, common or appellative, I have omitted all

words which have relation to proper names ; soch as Arian, Socinian, Calvinist,

Senedi3ine, Mahometan ; but have retained those of more general nature, ua

Heathen, Pagan.

Of the terms of art I have received such as could be found either in books of

fcience or technical dictionaries ; and have often inserted, from philosophical

writers, words which are supported perhaps only by a single authority, and which

being not admitted into general use, stand yet as candidates or probationers, and

most depend for their adoption on the suffrage of futurity.

The words v/hich our authors have introduced by their knowledge of foreign

languages, or ignorance or their own, by vanity or wantonness, by compliance

with fashion, or lust of innovation, I have registered as they occurred, though

commonly only to censure them, and warn others against the folly of naturalizing

Kselese foreigners to the injury of the natives.

I have not rejected any by design, merely because they were unnecessary or

exuberant ; but have received thole which by different writers have been diffe

rently formed, as viscid, and viscidity, viscous, and viscosity.

Compounded or double words I have seldom noted, except when they obtain

a signification different from that which the components have in their simple state.

Thas bigbvaayman, -woodman, and horsecourser, require an explication ; but of

tbitstike or coachdriver no notice was needed, because the primitives contain the

owning of the compounds.

Word* arbitrarily formed by a constant and settled analogy, like diminutive

-<3;ectiTes in ijb, as greenish, bluish, adverbs in ly, as dully, openly, substantives

a ness, as vileness, saultiness, were less diligently sought, and many sometimes

have been omitted, v/hen I had no authority that invited me to insert them ; not

that they are not genuine and regular offsprings of Englijh roots, but because their

zdarion to the primitive being always the fame, their signification cannot be

aistaken.

The verbal nouns in ing, such as the keeping of the castle, the hading of the

army, are always neglected, or placed only to illustrate the sense of the verb,

except when they signify things as well as actions, and have therefore a plu:al

aamber, as dwelling, living ; or have an absolute and abstract signification, aa

nlsurirg, tainting, Uarning.

^' * [>I The
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The participles are likewise omitted, unless, by signifying rather qualities than

action, they take the nature ot adjectives : as a thinking man, a man ot' pru

dence j a pacing horse, a horse that can pace : these I have ventured to call

participial adjectives. But neither are these always inserted, because they

are commonly to be understood, without any danger os mistake, by consulting

the verb.

Obsolete words are admitted, when they aie found in authors not obsolete, or

when they have any force or beauty that may dt serve revival.

As composition is one osthe chits characteristics of a language, I have endea

voured to make !ome itparation lor the universal negligence ot mv predecessors, by

inserting great numbers ot compounded words, a.-, nay be found under after, fere,

nciv, night, fair, and many more. These, numerous as they are, might be

multiplied, but that use and curiosity ave here satisfied, and the frame of our

language and modes of our combination amply discovered.

Of some forms ot composition, such as that by which re is prefixed to note

repetition, ar.d un to signify contrariety or privation, all the examples cannot be

accumulated, because the ule os these particles, if not wholly arbitrary, is so

little limited, that they are hourly affixed to new words as occasion requires, or is

imagined torcquiic them.

'1 here is another kind of con position more frequent in our language than per

haps in any other, from which arises to foreigners the greatest difficulty. We

modify the signification of many vtibs by a panicle subjoined ; zsxocome off, to

escape by a fetch ; to full ox, to attack; to fall off, to apostatize ; lo break off,

to stop abruptly ; to bear out, lo justify ; to fall in, to comply ; lo give over, lo

cease) loset off, to embellish ; toset in, to begin a continual tenour; to set out,

lo begin a eouise or journey ; to takeoff', to copy ; with innumerable expressions

of the fame kind, of which some appear wildly irregular, being so far distant

from the sense of the simple words, thatno sagacity will be able to trace the steps

by which they arrived at the present use. '1 hese I have noted with great care ;

and though 1 cannot flatter myself that the collection is complete, I believe I

hate so far affilled the students of our language, that this kind of phraseology-

will be no longer insuperable | and the combinations of verbs and particles, by

chance omitted, will be easily explained by companion with those that may be

found.

Many words yet stand supported only by the name os Bailey, Ainf-worih,

Philips, or the contracted Did. for Dictionaries subjoined : of these I am not

always certain thai they are lead in any bool: but the woiks of lexicographers. Of

iuch I have omitted many, because I had never read them ; and many I have

inserted, because they may perhaps exist, though they have escaped my notice :

ibey are, however, to be yet considered as lesting only upon the credit of former

dictionaries. Others, which 1 considered as useful, or know to be proper,

though I could not at present suppoit them by authorities, I havefuffered to stand

upon my own attestation, claiming the fame privilege with my predecessors of

Leing sometimes credited without proof.

The words, thus selected and dilposed, are grammatically considered : they

nre referred to the different parts ot speech ; traced when they are irregularly

inflected, through their Various terminations ; and illustrated by observations, not

indeed of great or stiil<ing importance, separately considered, but necessary to

the elucidation of our language, and hitherto neglected or forgotten by English

grammarians.

The part of my work on which I expect malignity most frequently to fasten,

i.-, the Explanation ; in which 1 cannot hope to satisfy thole, who are perhaps not

i::c!:r.c j to be pleased, since I have not alv.av. been able to satisfy myself. To

interpret
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ittsprtt t iiaguage by itself is very difficult j many words cannot be explained by

traoc'zjtf, because the idea signified by them has not more thin one appellation ;

ex by paraphrase, because simple idea; cannot be described. When the natpie

ot dungs b unknown, or the notion unsettled and indefinite, and various in va

rious niads, the words by which such notions are conveyed, or such things de

leted, wili be ambiguous and perplexed And such is the fate of hapless Itxico-

fiftr, that not oniy darkness, but light, impedes and distresses it ; things m:iy

beaotoory too little, but too much known, lo be happily illustrated. Toex-

fiaia, requires the use of term* less abstruse than that which is to be explained,

ai inch teici! cannot always be found ; for as nothing can be preyed but by sup-

x&g something intuhively known, and ewdent without proof, lo nothing can

bedetated but by the use of word; too plain to admit a definition.

Other words there are, of which the sense is too subtle and evanescent to be

iifd ia a paraphrase ; such are all those which are by the grammarians termed

txfittk.fi, sad, in deed languages, are suffered to pase for errptv sounds, of no

Kaernse tea- to fill a verse, or to modulate a period, but which arc cr.si!v per-

ufteri ia living tongues to have power and emphasis, though it be sometimes luch

a so other form of exprisijon can convey.

Mt labour h«s likewise been much increased by a class of retbs too frequent

a tac t*gl:jb language, of which the signification is so loose r.nd general, the

tie ib vague and indeterminate, and the senses detorted so widely from the

.-rB idea, that it is hard to trace them through the maze of variation, to catch

"-ittn oo the brink of utter inanity, to circumscribe them by any limitations, or

r-tspret then: by any words of distinct and settled meaning: such art hear, break,

'ief, s«tf, full, gel, g'"'~y do, put, stt, go, run, make, take, turn, tbroiu. Is os

M'k At whole power is not accurately delivered, it must be remembered, that

r'zLe cur language is vet living, and variable by the caprice of e\eiy one that

iseAsh, these words are hourly shifting their relations, and can no n.ere be as-

traiaed in a dictionary, than a grove, in the agitation cf a storm, can be ac-

C*atdy delineated from its picture in the water.

The particles are among all nations applied with so great litiutee, that they

ttret easily reducible under any regular scheme of explication; this difficulty is

»■ its', not perhaps greater, in English, than in other languages. I have la

teral them with diligence, I hope with success ; such at least ng can be cxt

peCeti in a task, which no man, however learned or frgacious, has yet been able

10 psfbnn.

Some words there are which I cannot explain, because I do not understand

ism j these might have been omitted very often with little inconvenience, but I

*n'd r.ot so far indulge my vanity as to decline thjys confession : for when Tullj

was himself ignorant whether lejsus, in the twelve tables, means a funeralsong,

zmimiag garment ; and Arijlolle doubts whether cT;:w, in the Iliad, signi-

CeiaaaV, or mulcterr, I may freely, without shame, leave some obscurities to

Appier industry, or future information.

The rigour of interpretative lexicography requires that tbs explanation, anJibe

"«itxrlamta',j}>tiula' be always reciprocal ; this I have always endeavoured,

Wcculd not always attain. Words are seldom exactly synonimous ; a new term

•31 not introduced, but because the former was thought inadequate : names,

'■Kretbre, have often many ideas, but few ideas have many names. It was

^necessary to use the proximate word, for the deficiency of single term* can

•ejfcWom be supplied by circumlocution ; nor is the inconvenience great cf

fccb mutilated interpretations, because the sense may easily be collected entire

1*90 the example*.

f I b i ] In
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In every word of extensive use, it was requisite to mark the progress of itt

meaning, and show by what gradations of intermediate fense, it has passed from

its primitive to its remote and accidental signification ; so that every foregoing

explanation mould tend to that which follows, and the series be regularly conca

tenated from the first notion to the last.

This is specious, but not always practicable ; kindred senses may be so inter

woven, that the perplexity cannot be disentangled, nor any reason be assigned

why one mould be ranged before the other. When the radical idea branches

out into parallel ramifications, how can a consecutive series be formed of senses

in their nature collateral ? The shades of meaning sometimes pass imperceptibly

into each other ; so that though on one side they apparently differ, yet it is im

possible to mark the point of contact. Ideas of the fame race, though not ex

actly alike, are sometimes so little different, that no words can exprels the dissi

militude, though the mind easily perceives it, when they are exhibited together j

and sometimes there is such a confusion of acceptations, that discernment is

wearied, and distinction puzzled, and perseverance herself hurries to an end, by

crouding together what she cannot separate.

These complaints of difficulty will, by those that have never considered words

beyond their popular use, be thought only the jargon of a man willing to magr

jiify his labours, and procure veneration to his studies by involution and obscu

rity. But every art is obscure to those that have not learned it : this uncertainty

of terms, and commixture of ideas, is well known to those who have joined

philosophy with grammar ; and if I have not expressed them very clearly, it

must be remembered that I am speaking of that which words are insufficient to

explain.

The original sense of words is often driven out of use by their metaphorical

acceptations, yet must be inserted for the sake of a regular origination. Thus I

know not whether ardour is used for material beat, or whetherflagrant , in Eng

lish, ever signifies the fame with burning; yet such are the primitive ideas of

these words, which are therefore set first, though without examples, that the

figurative senses may be commodioufly deduced.

Such is the exuberance of signification which many wo:ds have obtained, that

it was scarcely possible to collect all their senses ; sometimes the meaning of deri

vatives must be sought in the mother term, and sometimes deficient explanations

of the primitive may be supplied in the train of derivation. In any case of doubt

or difficulty, it will be always proper to examine all the words of the fame race ;

for some words are (lightly passed over to avoid repetition, seme admitted easier

and clearer explanation than others, and all will be better understood, as they

are considered in a greater variety of structures and relations.

All the interpretations of words are not written with the fame (kill, or the fame

happiness: things equally easy in themselves, are not all equally easy to any

single mind. Every writer of a long work commits eirours, when there appears

neither ambiguity to mislead, nor obscurity to confound himj and in a search

like this, many felicities of expression will be casually overlooked, many conveni

ent parallels will be forgotten, and many particulars willadroit improvement from

a mind utterly unequal to the whole performance.

But many seeming faults are to be imputed rather to the nature of the under

taking, than the negligence of the performer, Thus some explanations are una

voidably reciprocal or circular, as bind, the female of theflag iflag, the male of

the hind: sometimes easier words are changed into harder, as&urialinlofepu/ture

or interment, drie-r into destecati've, dryness into fieeityot aridityJit intoparoxysm ;

for the easiest word, whatevcritbe,canneverbe transited into one more easy. But

easiness and difficulty are merely relative, and if the present prevalence of our lan

guage
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yis*e should invite foreigners to this dictionary, many will be assisted by those

vodi which now seem only to encrease or produce obscurity. For this reason I

kr; endeavoured frequently to join Teutonick and Roman interpretation, as to

cKEEi to gladden, or exhilarate, that every learner of English may be assisted

by his own tongue.

The solution of all difficulties, and the supply of all defects, must be sought

ia the examples, subjoined to the various senses of each word, and ranged ac-

cordiag to the time of their authors.

When first 1 collected these authorities, I was desirous that every quotation

Æoaid be useful to some other end than the illustration ofa word ; I therefore

ntraded from philosophers principles of science ; from historians remarkable

facb ; from chymists complete processes ; from divines striking exhortations ;

and from poets beautiful descriptions. Such is design, while it is yet at a dis

tance from execution. When the time called upon me to range this accumula

tion of elegance and wisdom into an alphabetical series, I soon discovered that

tie bulk of my volumes would fright away the student, and was forced to depart

f»D my scheme of including all that was pleasing or useful in Englijh literature,

and reduce my transcripts very often to clusters of words, in which scarcely any

meaning is retained ; thus to the weariness of copying, I was condemned to add

the fcx&ticn of expunging. Some passages I have yet spared, which may relieve

the labour os verbal searches, and intersperse with verdure and flowers the dusty

defkrti of barren philosophy.

The examples, thus mutilated, are no longer to be considered as conveying

die sentiments or doctrine of their authors ; the word for the fake of which they

at inserted, with all its appendant clauses, has been carefully preserved ; but it

but sometimes happen, by hasty detruncation, that the general tendency of

the sixience may be changed : the divine may desert his tenets, or the philoso

pher his system.

Some of the examples have been taken from writers who were never men

tioned a masters ofelegance or models of stile ; but words must be sought where

they ate used ; and in what pages, eminent for purity, can terms of manufacture

<c agriculture be found ? Many quotations serve no other purpose, than that of

proving the bare existence of words, and are therefore selected with less scrupu

lousness than those which are to teach their structures and relations.

Mv purpose was to admit no testimony of living authors, that I might not be

stifled by partiality, and that none of my contemporaries might have reason to

complain > nor have I departed from this resolution, but when some perfor

mance ofuncommon excellence excited my veneration, when my memory sup-

pt*d me, from late books, with an example that was wanting, or when iriy

kaxt ia the tenderness of friendship, solicited admission for a favourite

So far have 1 been from any care to grace my pnges with modern decorations,

«*t I have studiously endeavoured to collect examples ind authorities from the

*nteri before the restoration, whose works I regard as the -wells of English unde-

f*'t as the pure sources of genuine diction. Our language, for almost a cen-

'"7. has, by the concurrence of many causes, been gradually departing from its

œijinal feutonick character, and deviating towards a GallicI structure and pbrase-

*kgy, from which it ought to be our endeavour to recal it, by mr.king our an

cient volumes the ground-work of stile, admitting among the additions of later

•hms, only such as may supply real deficiencies j such are readily adopted by the

pamsofour tongue, and incorporate easily with our native idioms.

nw is every language has a time ofrudeness antecedent to perfection, as well

B tf false refinement and declension, I have been cautious lest my zeal for anti

quity
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quity illicit drive me into times too remote, and croud my book with words now

no longer understood. I have fixed Sidney's work for the boundary, beyonci

which 1 make few excursions. From the authors which rose in the time of

Elizabeth, a speech might be formed adequate to all the purposes of use and ele

gance. If the language of theology were extracted from Hooker and the transla

tion of the Bible ; the terms of natural knowledge from Bacon ; the phrases of

policy, war, and navigation from Raleigh; the dialect of poetry and fiction from

Spenser nnd Sidney ; and the diction of common life from Shakespeare, few ideas

would be lost to mankind, for want of English words, in which they might be

expressed.

It is not sufficient that a word is sound, unless it be so combined as that its

meaning is apparently determined by the tract and tenour of the sentence ; such

passages I have therefore chosen, and when it happened that any author gave a

definition of a term, or such an explanation as is equivalent to a definition, I

have placed his authority as a supplement to my own, without regard to the

chronological order, that is otherwise oblerved.

Some words, indeed, stand unsupported by any authority, but they are com

monly derivative nouns or adverbs, formed from their primitives by regular and

constant analogy, or names of things seldom occurring in books, or words of

which I have reason to doubt their existence.

There is more danger of censure from the multiplicity than paucity of ex

amples ; authprities will sometimes seem to have been accumulated without

necessity or use, and perhaps some will be found, which might, without loss,

have been omitted. But a work of this kind is not hastily to be charged with

superfluities : those quotations which to careless or unskilful perusers appear only

to repeat the fame fense, will often exhibit, to a more accurate examiner, diver

sities of signification, or, at least, afford different shades of the lame meaning :

one will shew the word applied to persons, another to things ; one will express;

an ill, another a good, and a third a neutral sense ; one will prove t-hc expression

genuine from an ancient author ; another will shew it elegant from a modern : a

doubtful authority is corroborated by another of more credit; ail ambiguous

sentence is ascertained by a passage clear and determinate ; the word, how often

soever repealed, appears with new associates and in different combinations, and

cr-TT quotation contributes something to the stability or enlargement of the lan

guage

\K hen weds arc used equivocally, I receive them in either sense ; when they

are metaphorical, I adept them in their primitive acceptation.

I li:ive sometimes, though rarely, yielded to the temptation of exhibiting a

genealogy of sentiments, by shewing how one author copied the thoughts and

fiction ofanother: such quotations are indeed little more than repetitions, which

might justly he censured, did they not gratify the mind, by affording a kind of

intellectual history,

The various syntactical structures occurring in the examples have been carc-

tv.V.v noted ; the licence or negligence with which many words have been hi-

rlie-tc used, has made our stile capricious and indeterminate; when the different

combinations of the fame word are exhibited together, the preference is readily

given to propriety, and I have often endeavoured to direct the choice.

'l !;« I have iabouied to settle the orthography, display the analogy, regulate

r'le structure, ;tnd ascertain the signification of English words, to perform all

the parts of a faithful lexicographer : but I have not always executed my own

scheme, or satisfied my own expectation. The work, whatever proofs of dili

gence and attention it may exhibit, is yet capable of many improvements : the

or:h«grsphy which I lecommcnd is stijl CQntrovcrtible, the etymology which I

adopt
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sdopt « uncertain, and perhaps frequently erroneous ; the explanations are some-

cues too much contracted, and sometimes too much diffused, the significations

ire distinguished rather with subtilty than skill, and the attention is harassed

with unnecessary minuteness.

The examples are too often injudiciously truncated, and perhaps sometimes,

I hope very rarely, alleged in a mistaken fense ; for in making this collection I

Gulled more to memory, than, in a state of disquiet and embarrassment, memory

can contain, and purposed to supply at the review what was left incomplete in

the rirli transcription.

Many terms appropriated to particular occupations, though necessary and signi

ficant, are undoubtedly omitted ; and of the words most studiously conlideied and

exemplified, many senses have escaped observation.

Yet these failures, however frequent, may admit extenuation and apology.

To have attempted much is always laudable, even when the enterprize is above

the strength that undertakes it : To rest below his own aim is incident to every

ooe whotc fancy is active, and whose views are comprehensive ; nor is any man

Unified with himself because he has done much, but because he can conceive

finie. When first I engaged in this work, I resolved to leave neither words nor

things noexamined, and pleased myself with a prospect of the hours which I

•JioaUl revel away in feasts of literature, the obscure recesses of northern learn

ing which I should enter and ransack, the treasures with which I expected every

search into those neglected mines to reward my labour, and the triumph with which

I should display my acquisitions to mankind. When I thus enquired into the

original of words, I relolved to show likewise my attention to things ; to pierce

deep into every science, to enquire the nature of every substance os which I in

serted the name, to limit every idea by a definition strictly logical, and exhibit

every production of art or nature in an accurate description, that my book might

be in place of all other dictionaries whether appellative or technical. But these

»cre the dreams of a poet doomed at last to wake a lexicographer. I soon sound

that it is too late to look for instruments, when the work calls for execution, and

that whatever abilities I had brought to my talk, with those I must finally per

form it. To deliberate whenever I doubted, to enquire whenever I was igno-

rmt, would have protracted the undertaking without end, and, perhaps, with

out much improvement ; for I did not find by my first experiments, that what I

bad not of my own was easily to be obtained : I saw that one enquiry only gave

occasion to another, that book referred to book, that to search was not always

to fiod, and to find was not always to be informed ; and that thus to pursue per

fection, was, like the first inhabitants of Arcadia, to chase the fun, which, when

they had reached the hill where he seemed to rest, was still beheld at the fame

distance from them.

I then contracted my design, determining to confide in myself, and no longer

to solicit auxiliaries, which produced more incumbrance than assistance : by this

I obtained at least one advantage, that I set limits to my work, which would in

time be finished, though not completed.

Despondency has never so far prevailed as to depress me to negligence ; some

frnits will at least appear to be the effects of anxious diligence and persevering

activity. The nice and subtle ramifications of meaning were not easilv avoided

by a mind intent upon accuracy, and convinced of the necessity of disentangling

combinations, and separating similitudes. Many of the distinctions which to

common readers appear useless and idle, will be found real and important bv men

versed in the school philosophy, without which no dictionary ever shall be accu

rately compiled, or skilfully examined

6caw senses however there are, which, thoi'gh net the seine, are vet so nearly

a»IIl.u.
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allied, that they are often confounded. Most men think indistinctly, and there-

tore cannot lpeak with exactness ; and consequently some examples might be in

differently put to either signification : this uncertainty is not to be imputed to

me, who do not form, but register the language ; who do not teach men how

they should think, but relate how they have hitherto expressed their thoughts.

The imperfect fense of some examples I lamented, but could not remedy, and

hope they will be compensated by innumerable passages selected with propriety,

and preserved with exactness ; some shining with sparks of imagination, and some

replete with treasures of wisdom.

, The orthography and etymology, though imperfect, are not imperfect for want

of care, but because care will not always be successful, and recollection or infor

mation come too late for use.

That many terms of art and manufacture are omitted, must be frankly ac

knowledged ; but for this defect I may boldly allege that it was unavoidable. I

could not visit caverns to learn the miner's language, nor take a voyage to per

fect my (kill in the dialect of navigation, nor visit the warehouses of merchants,

and shops of artificers, to gain the names of wr>.res, tools, operations, ofwhich

no mention is found in books ; what favourable accident, or enquiry brought

within my reach, has not been neglected ; but it had been a hopeless labour to

glean up words, by courting living information, and contesting with the suilennefs

of one, and the roughness of another.

To furnish the academicians dtlla Crusca with words ofthis kind, a series ofco

medies called la Fiera, or the Fair, was professedly written by Buonaroti ; but

I had no such assistant, and therefore was content to want what they must have

wanted likewise, had they not luckily been so supplied.

Nor are all words which are not found in the vocabulary, to be lamented as

omissions. Of the laborious and mercantile part of the people, the diction is in

a great measure casual and mutable ; many of their terms are formed for some

temporary or local convenience, and though current at certain times and places,

are in others utterly unknown. This fugitive cant, which is always in a state of

increase or decay, cannot be regarded as any part of the durable materials of a

language, and therefore must be suffered to perish with other things unworthy of"

preservation.

Care will sometimes betray to the appearance of negligence. He that is catch

ing opportunities which seldom occur, will suffer thole to pass by unregarded,

which he expects hourly to return ; he that is searching for rare and remote

things, will neglect those that are obvious and familiar : thus many of the most

common and cursory words have been inserted with little illustration, because in

gathering the authorities, I forbore to copy those which I thought likely to occur

whenever they were wanted. It is remakablc that, in reviewing my collection,

I found the word Sea unexemplified.

Thus it happens, that in things difficult there is danger from ignorance, and

in things easy from confidence ; the mind, afraid of greatness, and disdainful of

littleness, hastily withdraws herself from painful searches, and passes with scorn

ful rapidity over tasks not adequate to her powers, sometimes too secure for cau

tion, and again too anxious of vigorous effort ; sometimes idle in a plain path,

and sometimes distracted in labyrinths, and dissipated by different intentions.

A large work is difficult because it is large, even though all its parts might sing

ly be performed with facility; where there are many things to be done, each must

be allowed its share of time and labour, in the proportion only which it bears to

the whole ; nor can it be expected, that tke stones which form the dome of a

temple, should be squared and polished like the diamond of a ring.

Of the event of this work, for which, having laboured it with so much appli

cation,
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ana, Icmnct but have some degree of parental fondness, it is natural to form

cajcctares. Tbosc who have been persuaded to think well of my design, re-

czttfcat it should six our language, and put a stop to those alterations which

tac tad chance have hitherto been suffered to make in it without cyposition.

'* H. '±L consequence I will confess that I flattered myself for a while ; but

:a* brgia to fear that I have indulged expectation which neither reason nor ex-

arircee can jollify. When we see men grow old and die at a certain time one

l"jt <irjtbei, from century to century, we laugh at the elixir that promises to

"jnAg iife to a thouland years, and with equal justice may the lexicographer

x denied, who being able to produce no example of a nation that has preserved

■xi Tosdi aed phrases from mutability, shall imagine that his dictionary can

-n*^-'=; his language, and secure it from corruption and decay, that it is in his

ruse to change sublunary nature, or clear the world at once tirom folly, vanity,

■jd iffectation.

'rt ih til; hope, howeveT, academies have been instituted, to guard the ave-

sa -j their unjuages, to retain fugitives, and repulse intruders ; but their vigi-

-rcriad activity have hitherto been vain; sounds are too volatile and subtile lor

:?«! re.tnirts ; to enchain syllables, and to lash the wind, are equally the un-

.-nk_-g: of pride, unwilling to measure its desires by its strength. 1 he French

~p*g< has visibly changed under the inspection of the academy; the stile of

'•tin's translation of father Paul is observed by Le Ciurajtr to be un peu pafsc ;

'-■cm lia/iaH will maintain, that the diction ot inv modern wtittr is not per-

iffiiT uirTercnt from that of Btttace, Macbiavel, or Cart.

Totil and sudden transformations of a k.-guage seldom happen; conquests

mi migrations are now very rare : but there are other causes of change, which,

'rœjiuow in their operation, and invisible in their progress, are perhaps as much

S5cxwr to human resistance, as the revolutions of the Iky, or inturneseence

a the tide. Commerce, however necessary, however lucrative, as it depraves

•i manners, corrupts the language ; they that have frequent intercourse with

~^|cts, to whom they endeavour to accommodate themselves, must in time

■nr* a mingled dialect, like the jargon which serves the trafficker: on the Medi-

'■■•nmuan and Indian coasts. This will not always be confined to the exchange;

'.x Tarehouse, or the port, but will be communicated by degrees to other ranks

«'■»* people, and be at last incorporated with the current speech:

Tbere are likewise internal causes equally forcible^ The language most like'y

j continue long without alteration, would be that of a natltn railed a link,

ad bat a little, above barbarity, secluded from strangers; .ard totsily errploje.l

" procuring the conveniencies of life ; either without book;, or, like tome of

.t .'tiattmetan countries, with very few: men thus busied and unlearned, hav-

"-< odv such words a: common use requires, would perhaps long continue to

npresathe (ame notions by the fame signs. But no such constancy can be ex-

lethal in a people polished by arts, and classed by subordination, where one part

rf the community is sustained and accommodated by the labour of the other.

Those who have much leisure to think, will always be enlarging the stockof idecs,

ud every increase of knowledge, whether real or fancied, will produce new

*oeii or combination of words. When the mind is unchained from necessity;

"will range after convenience ; when it is left at large in the field: of specula-

uoa, it will shift opinions ; as any custom is disused, the worsts that expressed

nawst perish with it ; as any opinion grows popular, it will innovate speech in

las same proportion as it alters practice.

Ar by the cultivation of various sciences, a language is amplified, it will be

aee furai/hed with words deflected from their original sense; the geometrician

*Statk of a courtier's zenith, or the excentrick virtue of a wild hero, and the

[ c ] pi ysisian
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physician of sanguine expectations and phlegmatick delays. Copiousness ot',

speech will give opportunities to capricious choice, by which some words will

be preferred ami others degraded ; vicissitudes of fashion will enforce tht ule

of new, or extend the signification of known terms. The tropes of poetry will

make hourly encroachments, and the metaphorical will become the current ltnse :

pronunciation will be varied by levity or ignorance, and the pen must at length

comply with the tongue ; illiterate writers will at one time or other, by publick

infatuation, rife into renown, who, not knowing the original import of words,

will use them with colloquial licentiousness, conlound distinction, and forget pro

priety. As politeness increases, some expressions will be considered as too gross

and vulgar for the delicate, others as too' formal and ceremonious for the gay

and aiiy ; new phrases are therefore adopted, which must for the fame rea

sons, be in time dismissed. Sivift, in his petty treatise on the Englijb language,

allows that new words must sometimes be introduced, but proposed that none

should be fust tred to become obsolete. But what makes a wotd obsolete more

than general agreement to forbear it i and how iliall it be continued, when it

conveys an offensive idea, or recalled again into the mouths of mankind, when

it has oace by disuse become unfamiliar, ar.d by unsamiliarity unplcasing.

There is another cause os alteration more pievalent than any other, which yet

in the present state os the world cannot be obviated. A mixture of two lan

guages will produce a third distinct from both, and they will always be mixed,

where the chief part of education, and the most conspicuous accomplishment, is

skill in ancient or in foreign tongues. He that has long cultivated another lan

guage will find its words and combinations croud upon his memory ; and haste

r.r.d negligence, refinement and affectation, will obtrude borrowed terms and

exotic expiefficr.s.

The great pest of speech is frequency of tranflation. No book was ever turned

from one language into another, without imparting something of its native

idiom j this is the most mischievous and comprehensive innovation j single words

may enter by thousands, and the fabrick of the tongue continue the lame, but

new phraseology changes much at once ; it alters not the single stones of the

building, but the order of the Columns. If an academy fhoulel be established

for the cultivation of our stile, which I, who can never wish to see dependance

multiplied, hope the spirit of English liberty will hinder or destroy, let them,

instead of compiling grammars and dictionaries, endeavour, with all their influ

ence, to stop the licence of translators, whose idleness and ignorance, if it be

fuflered to proceed, will reduce us to babble a dialect ot France.

If the changes that we fear be thus irresistible, what remains but to acquiesce

with silence, ar. in the other inlurmountable distiesscs of humanity ? it remains

that we retard what we cannot repel, that we palliate what we cannot cure. Life

mavbe lengthened by care, though cieath cannot be ultimately defeated : tongues,

like governments, have a natural tendency to degeneration ; we have long pre-

seived our constitution, let us make some struggles for our language.

In hope of giving longevity to that which its own nature forbids to be immor

tal, I have devoted this book, the labour of years, to the honour of my country,

that we may no longer yield the palm of philology to the nations of the continent.

The chief glory of every people arises from its authors : whether I shall add

any thing by my own writing to the reputation of Englijb literature, must be

left to time : much of my life has been lost under the pressures of disease ; much

has been trifled away ; and much has always been spent in provision for the

day that was passing over me : but I /hall not think my employment useless or

ignoble, if by my assistance foreign nations, and distant ages, gain access to the

propagators of knowledge, and understand the teachers of truth ; if myjabours

afford
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xfbrd light lo the repositories of science, and add celebrity to Bacon, to Hooker,

id MUtix and to Biyle.

Vvhen I am animated by this wish, I look with pleasure on my book, however

cefeitive, and deliver it to the world with the spirit os a man that has endea

voured well. That it will immediate!/ become popular F have not promised to

myseii : a few wild blunders, and risible absurdities, sronr which no work of

Sjci multiplicity wss ever free, may for a time furnish folly with laughter, and

harden ignorance into contempt; but useful diligence wiil at last prevail, and

taere never can be wanting some who distinguiih desert; who will consider

rial no dictionary of a living tongue ever can be perfect, since while it is hasten

ing to publication, some words are budding, and some falling away ; that a whole

lire cannot be spent upon syntax and etymology, and that even a whole life

wcnjd not be sufficient ; that he, whose design includes whatever language can

express, mull often speak of what he does not understand ; that a writer will

ibrnetime-s be hurried by eagerness to the end, and sometimes faint with wear

zed under a task, which Scaliger compares to the labours of the anvil and t .<•

^Ll< ; that what is obvious is not always lenown, and what is known is not al

ways present ; that sudden fits of inadvertency will surprize vigilance, slight avo-

catjoai will seduce attention, and casual eclipses of the mind will darken learn

ing ; and that the writer (hall often in vain trace his memorv at the moment of

sect!, for that which yesterday he knew with intuitive readiness, and which will

co-ne uncalled into his thoughts to-morrow.

In this work, when it shall be sound that much is omitted, let it not be for-

j&rtrn that much likewise is performed ; and though no bock was ever spared

cut of tenderness to the author, and the world is little solicitous to know whence

proceeded the faults of that which it condemns ; yet it may gratify curiosity to

bsorm it, that the Englijb Dictionary was written with little assistance of thr

learned, and without any patronage of the great ; not in the soft obscurities of

retsement, or under the shelter of academick bowers, but amidst inconvenience

ud distraction, in sickness and in sorrow : and it may repress the triumph ofma-

egaact criticism to observe, that if our language is not here fully displayed, I ha\r

eeJy failed in an attempt which no human power? have hitherto completed. Is

tise lexicons of ancient tongues, now immutably fixed, and comprised in a few

vorfunez, be yet, after the toil of successive age% inadequate and delusive ; if the

aggregated knowledge, and co-operating diligence of the Italian academician;,

cjd not secure them from the censure of Beni ; ifthe embodied criticks of France,

wfeen fifty years had been spent upon their work, were obliged to change irs

œcoaomy, and give their second edition another form, I may surely be con-

-.rzted without the praise of perfection, which if I could obtain, in this gloom

tr'soiitnde, what would it avail me ? I have protracted mv work till most ot those

»aom I wished to please, have sunk into the grave, and success and miscarriage

ire empty sounds : I therefore dismiss it with frigid tranquillity, having little to

tax ot hope from censure or from praise.

[cij THE
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THOUGH the Britc'sns or Weljb were

ihe first polselTors os this illand, whose

names arc recorded, and aie there ore in civil

history always considered as ihe pn d?ce fijrs cf

the present inhabitants \ yet the deduction of

the Englijb language from the earliest times of

which we have any knowledge to its present

state, requires no mention of them . tor we

have so few words, which can, with any prob-

bility be retened to Britijb roots, that we justly

regard the Saxms and IVeljb, as nation* totally

distinct. It has b?cn conjectured, that when

the Saxons seized thisenumry, they suffered (he

Britain! to live among them in a state of vassal

age, employed in the culture of the ground, and

other laborious and ignoble services. Hut it is

scarcely possible, that a nation, howeverdepres-

sed, shuuld have been mixed in considerable

numbers with the Saxomt without some commu

nication o^ their tongue, and theiesore it may,

with great reason, be* imjg'ined, that those, who

v;ere not sheltered in the mountains, perilhed by

the sword.

The whole sabrick and scheme of the Enrjijb

language is Gotkick or Kteutcnick ; it is a dialect

of that tongue, which prevails over all the nor

thern Countries or Eurcf>ey except those where

the Scltivsnian jr. spoken. Os these languages

Dr. thckci thus exhibited the genealegy.

C O T H I C K.» n

I t I
Akglo-Saxon, Fkancick, Cim brick,

Dutch, German. Iflandick,

Frisick, Norwegian,

English. Swedish,

Danish.

Of the Gitbicky the only monument remain

ing is a copy ot the gospel- somewhat mutilated,

which, from the silver with which the characters

are adorned, i< call d the fih/rr bsak. It is now

preserved at Upsal,, and hasbeen twice published.

Whether the diction ost'.iib venei?.H!c manuscript

be purely Gctbirk, has been doubted; it seems

however to cxhib.t thf most ancient ritslect now

to be f <und of ihe Tew-- v race, and the Saxtnf

which r; the criminal ul the present Englijb, was

either derived trom it, or both descended Irom

some common paieut.

What was the form of the Saxsn language

y,-htn} about the year 45c, they first enured

Britain^ cannot now be known They seem te

have been a people without learning, and very

probably without an alphabet v their speech

therefor*, having been always cursory and ex

temporaneous, must have beep artless cnJ un

connected, without any modes of transition or

involution of clauses; which abruptness and in-

connection may be observed even in their later

wtiting-.. This barbarity may be supposed to

have continued during their wars with the Bri

tain!, which for a time left them no leisure for

loiter studies ; nor is there any reason for sup

posing it abated, till the year 570, when rfu-

gufime came stom Rsme to convert them to

Christianity. The Christian religion alwjys im

plies, cr produces a certiin degree of civility and

learning; they then became by degrfes ac-

quaintedwith the Roman language, and so gain

ed, from time to time, some knowledge and e-

lcgance, till in three centuries they (ud formed

a language capable of expressing all the senti

ments of a civilised people, as appears by king

Alfrtdy% paraphrase or imitation ol RoetHut, and

hi b short prelace, which 1 have selected as the

first specimen of ancient £nglijb.

CAP. I.

ON fcepe tibe J>e Dotan of Si&Jiu misj-e

pif> Romans pice fcepin upahopon "jrru})

hcopa cyntnjum. Raebjora arib €alltpica pæ

on harnc. Romanc bupijr, abpxcon. anb eall

taha pice *}• if bttpux \zm munrum *j Suiha

$am ealinde in anpaib jcpeht^n. ^ )>a sejcepi

)>am pi.pepppecenan cyninjum Decbptc penj

to \>zm ilcan p:ce fe Deobpic p.cp Amulint t.

he yxf I.'p'ften. )>eah he on f'lm Appi-

amptan jcbpolan ttuphpunob*. De Jehit

Romanum hip ppeonbpcipe. spa ^> hi rnoptan

heopa ealbpihta pypfo beon. Ac he )>a gebac

plifce ypele jeUejte. *i ppioe ppa)>c jeenbobe

mib minium mane. 1* P^T to eacan ojipttm

unapimebum yplurn. *^ he lohannep bon«

papan tar opp lean. Da pxs pum consul. ^

pe hepetoha harab. Boetiup pip hacen. fe

pep m bcc.p^prum *i on pop u ib J>capum pe

pihxpiprpra. Se 'iSi onjear )vi mam^pealban

fpt\ be ye cyninj Deobpic pip J^n lxpiprc-

nafiboiTie *i pij> bam Romanipcum pirum bybe.

he bajemunde *5apa ebueppa *j bapa eaibpihra

of hi unbep tSam Lapcpum hæpbon heopa,

ealbhlipopdum. Da onjan he pmcajan j

leopnijan ca him peifum hu he *^ pice Sum

vnpibxpifaa

r,
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ntttkzTisin cyniose apeppan rruhre. -j on

nrte je eappn'pa anb in pihtpppa anpalb

JefcTucjan. Seube J>a iitellice sepcnt3eppituto

^iai Capepe to Conptantinopolim. j*ep ip

sjrtecaheah bupx ~\ hcofn cyncptol. pop jam

pe Lapepe pa-p her pa cyncptol. pop bam pe

Capepe prf becpa calbhlap pb cynwp hsbon

hiae bit be htm Co hecpa s-ptpcenbomc *]ro

beopa eatbruhcum 5epultumcbe. Da "p onjceat

pe pzlhepeopa cymr.3 Deobpic Sa her he bine

{ebpinxan od capcerv.e. -3 b> p inne bt-lucan.

i)i bit Sa 5ciorop -p pe appypSa pr p on ppa

cacelpe reapamppe lecom ba pap he ppa

mkle pptSp on hip Webc jebpeptb. ppa hip

rJob ap ppiSop to )um poptlb piibum un-

^epob pip*- ~] he Sa rarpt ppoppe be innan

Jam capctpne ne Semunbe. ac he gereoil

repol op burse on )>a p-op -3 hine aprpehce

ppbe cr.pciC. anb cpmob hine pelpne ongan

pepan -1 blip pnxenbe cpxb.

CAP. II.

DAfecS "pe ic pp-cca jeo luptrxtplice ponj;

K pxeal cu heopenbe pinjan. *] rnib ppi un-

Xepabcm p-p.-lum jepettan. bcah ic Jeo

hpilœn Trcopltce panbe. ac ic nu peper.be -3

Cipocobe op jepafepa pipba mippo. me abltr-

ku bap tr-ittr- 0J1 ptpulb parlba. ~j rreba

Coplrcaa pp* b'inbne on pip bimme hoi. Da

bepeapebca atlcefie luptbapneppe ba Sa ic

bin xfpe beTft tpnpobe, Sa pendon hi me

b-ena fare Co inb me mib calle ppomjreptcan.

To phon peeofban la mine ppienb pejjan bxC

jc^epilrs room pipe, hu maej pe beon XepxlrJ

pe Se on Sam Sepælbum Suphpoman ne

met ;•

Of the following version os the gospels the

age i- not certainly known, but it was proba-

biv written between the time of Alfridzni that

o.' the A~rr««J« conquest, and therefore m3y pro

per!) be inserted here.

Translations seldom afford just sfecimens of a

la3c,nage, and least of all thole in which a scru

pulous and verbal interpretation is endeavoured,

because they retain the phraseology and structure

of the original tongue ; yet they have often this

L U C Æ Cap. I.

FORDSffl pc picoblice niantrja bohton

}-apa pir.Sa pace je-enbebypban be on up

Jrpellebe pjnc.

1 Spa op- berzhenn ba Se hie of ppym Se

Jtpapoo. anb p.epe rrr>«:e benap p*pcn

3 tCe scJut.Te [or pylrjbe ppom fpuma]

Tfrrpn ice eailum. [mi%] enbebypbotppe ppitao

Se JsuSe pclupca Thcophilup.

a D=c bo onctwp: bapa prpbs poSpspr-

aerpe. op pirn Se bugtpeb cape ;•

; On Bcpobep basnm lubea cyntncjcp. pip

pam pacepb on naman. Zachapiap. op Abian

c«ne -j hip pip p*r°F Sapontpbohrpum.

atbhype nimi pip €lrzabech *•

6 SoSlice hr5 pxpon bucu pihcpipe bepopan

liobe. sangenbe on ealltrm hip bebobum -j

faiirripnerpum buran ppobxej'

CAP. III.

DA ic d» Sip leob cpi-S Boeriup. Jeom-

picnJe spunjen hapbe. Sj com Sip Jin in ro

rre heopencunb pipborr. ~j •)> man mupnenbe

Wobmib hip pepbum xespecre. -3 bup epib.

Du ne tape )>u pe mon be on m'npe pcile

pipe apeb -j jopeb. Ac hponon pupbe J'u

mib bippum p .puld popgum bup ppipi- Jcp-

penccrl. buron ic par -p j>u hxppr Sapa p.ipna

Co hpabe popijitcn Se ic be ap ptaibe. Da

chp<bf pe pipb.im -j cpTp Eip;rab nu apip-

Sebe pcpulri pcpja op minep );<St:nep CPode.

popbjm Jf pinb )>a mxptsn peeapan. Lstab

hine epc hpioppan Co minum lapum. Da eobe

pe J?.pb,TO map. ip*b Boeciup. minum

bpeorpicr.bar. Stbohrc. -j hie ppa mopolilkpic

hpcja upap pVe. abpijbe ba m1r.enepCP1.bep

eajan. ami hie ppan blibuni pepbum. hpibrp

hir onencope hip poprepmodrp. mib Sam be

Sa -ji Cl?ob pib bepenbe. Sa geeneop hie ppibo

ppeorele hip alnemobtp. "ppip pe pipb^m

jje h,c lapje xp cybe -j læpbe ac hit engeae

hip lape ppibe tocpe.ine ~j pyipc robpoctnne

mib bypijpa honbum. -j hint ba ppan hu -p'

Jcpupbe Da ar.bppypSe pe ]:'ipbom him -j

pxbe. ■f hip Smjpan h*pbon him- ppa toto-

penre bip b.ip h; Cechhcbon -j; hi hine ea line

habban peeoibon. ac hi jejsbcpiaS monipealb

bjpis oa b^pe pepepupunja -j on bam

Jnpe bucan heopa hpelc epc to hype bore

lecippc:-

Thia may perhaps be considered as a specimen

of the Saxon in its highest Hate of purity, for

here are scarcely any words borrowed from Jhe

Heman dialects.

convenience, that the fame book, being tran

slated m different ages, alTbrrts opportunity of

maikin^r llic gradations ot chanpt, and bnn^iii^

one aRe in compar;ion with another. For thia

purpose I have placed the Saxsn version an>i that

of IVicklijft, written about the year 1380, in

opposite columns •, because the convenience of

easy collation stems greater t(ian that of regular

chronology.

i. u k, chat. r.

I
N" the days 0f Fro\jdc Uyn^ ot' Judeer!-cr

a prest Zacarye by nime : of (lie fort

ot Ab:% and his wyf was or* the doughtris ot

Aaron: and hir name was niiTatx'.1!.

1 An bathe werenjuite bi ore God: goynce

all the maundementis and juftifjingis of ihe

l^ord vi(ho-4ten playnt.

y Anb
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7 Anb h"5 n*pbon nan beapn. popbam te

Clizabech prf uabepenbe. ~\ by on hyp'a bajum

butu popfc-eubun ;•

8 SotShce pæp Jepopben bi Zachapiap hyp

pacepbhabep bpeac on hip Jeppixlep enbe-

bypbneppe bepopan Eobe.

9 Æptep Jepunan j>ep pacepbha'Dfp hlotep.

he eube -f he hip opppunje pette. ?Sa he on

liobep tempel eabe.

10 €all pep.b hip polcep pæp ute Jebib-

benbe on pirpe opppunj,* timan ;•

1 1 Da itypbe him Dpihtnep enjel ptan-

betbe on b.vp peopobep ppifcpan healpe.

ii Da peapb Zachapap Jebpepeb -J; je-

peonbe. -] him ejeonhpeap '•

13 Da cpteft pe enjel him to. Ne onbped

}>u <5e Zachapiap. popbam bin ben ip Jehypeb.

•3 bin pip (Elizabeth be punu cen$. ar.b bu

nempt hypnaman lohannep.

14 T he byTS be Co Jepean T t0 Hirrb- T

maneja on hyp * enrebneppe Jcpajr.iafc ;•

15 SoSlice he by^S mspe bepopan Dpihtne.

anb he nc bpirco' pin ne beep,. -] he bi%jepylleb

on eihjuni ljapte. bonne Jyt op hip mobop

ionise.

16 And maneja Ippahela beapna he JecypcS

to Dpihtne hypa C >be.

17 And he jiB topopan him on Japte -j

6hap mihte "b he pæbepji hcoptan to hypa

beapnum jecyppe. -] unjeleappulle to piht-

pippz jleappeype. Dpihtne pulppemtb sole

Jejeappian ;.

1 8 Da cp.1% Zactup ap to bam enjele. Bpa-

num a*t ic b'p. le eom nu ealb. anb min pip

•n hypebajuin popfoebe t*

1 9 Da anbppapode htm pe enjel. Ic eom

Cabpiel. re be ptaube bepcpin Cobe anb ic

eom apenb pr<5 be pfpecan. ~j be bip bobian.

10 Anb nu bu bipt pupijenbe. "1 bu prPe"

can ne miht oft bone b. 5 fe bap finjjcpup-

iiaft. popbam bu minum popbuni ne Jelypfcept.

ba beoft on hypatirran jcpyllcbe l>

ai And "{• pole pap Kachapiam Je-acbibi-

Jenbe. anb punbp.-bou "b he on bam temple

lit p*r*'

12 Da he ur-eode ne rr.ihte he him to-

pppecan. *} hij opener. pon ~f he on bam temple

pume gfpihtSi' Jepeah. -) he fxy bicnienbe

hyni. "1 bumb bupr.pune.ie ;•

13 l)i pip jepqibenba hip benunja bajip

3;cpyllebc pæpon he pp pbc to hiphupe^*

14 8o%lice apten b<jum Cluabeth hir pip

Jceacn<>e. ar.b hto btb.jlude hij pip monpap.

•jcpiS.

15 8'.?!lice me Dp;hren Jcbybc bup on )>am

ba.3um be he ^epeah mmnc lii.pp betpux man-

nu n apyppan ;•

-6 So^lice on bam p-yxran momj'e pa:p apenb

Eabpiel pe enjel ppani Dpihtne on Dahki

ejaptpe. brpe uama pxy N'anpcth.

3 And thei hadden no child, for Elizabeth

was bareyn and bothe weren of greet oge in her

dayet.

4 And it bisel that whinne Zacarye schouU

do the office of presthod in the ordir of hiscouxl'e

to fore Cod.

$ Astir the custom of the presthod, be -wente

forth by lot and entride into the temple to en-

censen.

6 And at the multitude of the puple wn

wiihout forth and preyede in the hour of en-

censying.

7 And an anngel of the Lord apperide to

him : and flood on the right half of the auter of

encenfe.

8 And Zacarye seynge was afrayed : and dxede

fel upon him.

9 And theaungelfayde to him, Zacarye drede

thou not : for thy preier is herd, and Elixabeth

tbi wif fchil bere to thee a lone : and his name

schal be clepid Jon.

10 And joye and gladyng schal be to thee :

and manye schulenhave joye in his natyvyte

1 1 For he schal be great bisore the Lord :

and he schal not drinke wyn ne sydyr, and he

schal be suliild with the holy gost yit of hie mo

il r v.om'cie. *&

1 1 And he schal convert manye of the chil

dren of Israel to her Lord God.

13 And he schal go bisore in the spiryte and

vertu of Helye : and he schal turne the hearlit

of the fadri& to the son'.', and men out os be-

leeve : lo the prudence of just men, to make re-

dy to prefer puple to the Lord.

14 And Zacarye leyde to the aungel : where

of schal Y wyte this ? for Y am old : and my

wyf hath gon fer in hir dayes.

15 And the avngel anfwerde and feyde to

him, for Yam Gabriel that stonde nygh before

God, and Y am sent to thee to speke and to e-

vangelise to thee these thingit, and lo thou schalt

be doumbe.

16 And thou schalt not mowe speke, til into

the day in which these -thingis schulen be den.

for thou hart not bUcvcd my to wordis, whiche

schulen be fulfild in her tyme.

17 And ihe puple was abidynge Zacarye : and

thei wondriden that he taryede in the temple.

1 8 And he gede out and myghte not speke to

hem: and thei knewen that he hadde seyq a

vifioun in the temple, and he bekenide to hem :

and he dwellide slille doumbe.

19 And it was don whanne the days of his

office weren fulfillid: he wenie into his nous..

:o And astir these dayes Elirabeih his wif

confryvede and hidde his fyve monethis and

s<yde.

1 1 For so the Lorde dide to me in the dtyt in

whiche he bihcldto takeaway my reprof among

men.

it But in the sixte monethe the aungel Ga

briel was lent from God : into a cytee of Gali

lee whot name was Nazareth.

17 To
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»; To bepcbbobpe paminan anum pepe.

}if ami hip Iopep. op Dauibep hupe. -]

]*?£ simian nama px[" tt?apia.

:S Di cpio ft er.jel injan5enbe. pal pep

fomfcjyfe S^FJHeb Dpihren mib be. ou

nrit Jebletpub on pipum !•

19 pt peapo heo on his rrP*ce Se^fF**-

uifohce bpit peojperinx, p.tpe.

;o D» cpifc pe enjel. Ne onbpib bu Se

Tina. p&Slite bu jyjre nub Eobe jemcrresc.

31 SoSUe nu bu un innobe je eacnspt.

»r> soon cespr. ar.b hie furaan pilenb

TC^mnerT.

31 S<aiomipe. -j bephehpran punu re

tell** anb him pyi3 Dpihten Got; hip

r.tS<n Damiep petl

33 Aob he pcj-aS on ecneppe on I»co°*r

hope. -] his picep <obe ce bi o J •

34 Di cfiS Wapia ro bam eirc,le. hujepyp?

)>r. fu^bim ic pepe ne oncnape ;.

35 Sa inb poie hype Je enjel 8e hah;a

Capt 03 pe becpinfc -j bij- heahpban rruhc

Sofenr-eabiU. anb popjiam j5 halrje be op

acncee tuo. brj Eofcep punu jenemneb.

3s Aub nv. Elizabeth bin raaje j-uau on

ktpe ytoe geacsobe. ainb )>ep. mona<S if hype

ijiu. peo ip unbepen*e jenemoeb

37 Fc4\bain aip ailc popb niib Eobe unmi-

tet* ;•

il L>acpio TOapia. pep ip Dpihtnep binen.

yponoe me srptep binum pcpbe ;• Anb pe

tsjd hype tpam-x.*paT ;.

39 Soolice on bam bajom »pip CPapia -j

13 To a maydun weddid to a man: who*

name was Joseph of the hous of Dauiih, and the

name ot the maydun was Marye.

14 And the aungel entride to hir, and sayde,

heil ful of grace the Lord be with thee : bleffid

be thou among wymmen.

25 And whinne sche hadde herd : sche was

troubtid in his word, and thoughts what manner

salutacioun this was.

16 And the aungel seid to hir, ne drede not

thou Marye : for thou haftfounden grace anentis

Cod

17 Lo thou schalt confeyve in wombe, and

fib alt here a lone: and thou schalt clcpe his

name Jhesus.

aS This (hall be gret : and he schall be clepid

the sone of higheste, and the Lord God serial

geve to him the seete os Dauiih his fadir.

-9 And he schal regne in the hous of Jacob

withouten endc, and of his rewme schal be

noon ende.

30 And Marye seyde to the aungel, on what

maner schal this thing be don r for Y knowe

not man.

31 And the aungel answrrd* and seyde to

hir, the holy Gost schal come fro above into

thee: and the vertu of the higheste schal ouer

schad^we thee: and theifore that holy ikingihat

schal be borun of thee : schal be clepide the lone

of God.

31 And to Elizabeth thi cosyn, and sche also

hath conseyved a sone in hir celde, and thi*

monethe is the sixte to hir that is clepid bareyn.

33 For every word schal not be importable

anentis God.

34 And Marye seide to the hond maydun of

the Lord : be it doon to me astir thi word -t and

aungel departide fro hir.

35 And Marye roos up in tho dayes and

rfjiSe on muntlanb tuiborpre. on lubeipcpe wente with haste into the mountayncs into a

«aptpe.

♦0 •) eobe mro Zachapiar huj-e. -n jpecte

Cataheth \-

41 Da pip gepopben ba Elizabeth Jehypbe

Tifutn j/ietinje. Ba jepajnube -f cilo on

kTfi; iaoo««. ;nb b« peipo Gluabece halijum

Eipw jepylleb.

41 p heo ch/pobc micelpe ptefne. anb

tpfS. Dveapc beepux pipmi 5ebletpub.

jtb^tpub ip binep mnoSep prepcm

citee of J udee .

36 And sche entride into the hous of Za-

carye and grette Elizabeth.

37 And it was don as F.lizabtth herdc the sa

lutacioun of Marye the young childe in hir

wombe gladide, and Elizabeth was lultild wiih

the holy Gost.

3S And cryedc with a gret voice and seyde,

nd blefsid be thou among wymmen and bletTid be

the fruytof thy wombe.

43 ■] hpanun ip me bip. -b minep Druhrctp 39 And wherof is this thing to me, Uiat the

atbcfi ro me cume '.• modir of my lord come to me J

44 Soni ppa binpe Jpetmje prepn on mi- 4° For lo asthevoisof thy salutacioun \va«

sob eapum geportben yxs. bi pahnube [in maad in myn eeris: the yong child gladiJe \r>

V'^T'l ruin a b on mtnuminoobe.

4; Anb eabip bu eape bu be jelyfbepT. "f

ft'pymebe pyor ba binj be be spam Dpihrne

lerzcepynb:.

4< Da cprl5 COapia. TOin papel m^ppiS

Dniten.

47 1 m:n papr getlipfube on Eobe rniBum

Ptlence.

4! Fopbam be bb Jepeah hip binene eab-

f'birr4 otjouce heonum-fop? me ead>j«

r*!Jitl ealle cneopepp*.

joye in my wombe.

41 Andbleflid be thou that hast beleevcd:

for th'lke thingis that ben seid of the Lord to

thee schulen be parsytly don.

41 And Marye seyde, my soul raagnifieih

the Lord.

43 And my spiryt hath gWide in God myn

helthe.

44 For he hath bchulden the mekene.Te o:

his handmayden : for lo this a!lc generation. •>

Ichulenfeve that 1 am blefliJ.

40 Pop-
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49 Fcpbam be me mycele JiinJ byb« pe be

mihrpij, ip. -] his rami ip halrj.

50 *J nip milb he' perep op creopeppe on

cceoprxppc h:r.e c.r.bp etenbum *•

";i pc fjp'r re majne on hip eapme. he to-

bx'lte }>i opep-tmban on mete hypi heepcan

;i Be sp«*pp ]>a pican op pecie. anb ba

eao'nKbanupahep.

53 Binxpijenfce he nii Jybum jepylte. -]

opcpm.Æe itele poplec.

54 £e afetig Ippahel hp cnihc. ~] Jemunbe

hip rr.ilb-hecpcne ppe

55 Spa he pi pzc Co ipum flifpum. Xb-

pahame anb hip p*bc on a pecpu.b "•

^6 Softbce 0?>pia punube mib hype ppylce

bpy mono'ap -j Jepenie ba Co hype hupe ;•

= 7 Da pipsepylleb eiuabrthe cenninj-cib.

anb heo pur.u cenbe.

$8 -j hype nehehebupap. -j hype cuSan *p

Jehypbon. -b Dpihren hip milb-he. prneppe

mit hype mapput.e -] hij mib hype bl pp^don ;•

59 Da on pam cheeottan daje hij comon

"p ulbymfcpnro'an. anb nembon hine hip F^tep

1:1mm Zachapiam ',•

60 Da anbpypapobehipmob-p. Nepe pocep.

ac he hitS lohanr.ep Jenemneb ;.

fii Da cpa.bon hi Co hype. Nip nan on picpe

mijfce byppum naman jenemneb '.•

6* Da bicnobon hi co hip pxtep hync he

pslbe hrr.e jenemnebne heon '.•

63 pa ppac he Jebebenum pex-bpebe.

Iohanntp ip hip nama. Sa punbpobon hip ealle * •

64 Da pcapft pona hip muo' "] hip Cunje

5e-operob ~j he pppi:c. Dpihcen blctprjenbe •;

65 Da peapB eje Jepopten 1 pep ealle hyp»

nehehebupap. ar.b apep ealle lubea munc-lanb

pxpon bap prpb jepibrmppobe.

66 -j ealle ba oe hir Jcbypbon. on hypa.

heopcan yt ccun "j cp.ibon. JTVnpc %'u hp*t

byo' hep enapa. picoblice Dpili-r.ep hanb pap

mib him I •

67 Anb Zachapiap hip p.bcp pxp mib

halcjum Eapce Jepylleb. -j he pitei,obe anb

cp.io\

68 Ee' leepub py Dpiliten Ippahela Eob.

popbam re he jencopube. -j hip polcep

alypebneppe bybe.

69 Anb he up h.xle hepn apivpbe on

Dauitep hupe hip eniheep.

7" Spa he ppp^c buph hip halejpa pitejena

mu'Ji. b« oe op poplbep ppym oe pppæcon.

7 1 -j he alypbc up op upum peonbum. anb

op ealpa bapa hanba be up hatebon.

71 Wilb heepeneppe to pypeenne mibopum

patepum ■] Jemunan hip halejan cyBneppe.

73 Byne f>y Co pylienne bone a% be he

npum pxtep Abpahame ppep.

74 B^c pe bucan e5e. op upe peonba hanba

alypebe. him beopian.

75 On halitneppe bepepan him eallurn upum

b&5um ;.

76 Anb bu enapa bipc b.vp hehpcan piceja

jenemneb })u p ipe bepopan Dpihcnep anpyne.

his P«5'i' SS,lP"^n.

45 For he that is mighti hath don to me grete

thingis, ami his name is holy.

46 And hib merfy is fro kyndrede into kyn-

dredis to men that dnden him.

47 He made myght in his arm, he Ccateride

proude men with the thoughte of his here.

48 He let down myghty men fro scele and

enhaunfule mcke men-

49 He haib sulfiilid hungry men with goodis.

and he has left riche men voide.

;o He havynge mynde of his mercy, took up

Israel his child.

; 1 As he hath spokun to our fadris, to Abra

ham, and to his feed into worldi*.

51 And Maryc dwcllide with hir as it were

thre monethis and turned again into his nous.

;3 But the tyme of beringe child was furfillid

to Elizabeth, and Iche bar a son.

54 And the neyghbouris and cofyns of hir

herden that the Lord hadde magnytied his mercy

with hir, and thei thankiden him.

;; And it was doon in the cightithe day thei

camen to circumiide the child, and thei clepiden

him Zacarye by the name of his fadir.

$6 And his modir anfweride and se.de, nay ;

but he (hall be clepid Jon.

57 And thei feiden to hir, for no man is in

thei kyndrede that is clepid this name.

58 And thei bikenyden to his fadir, what ha

wolde that he were clepid.

§9 And he axinge a poyntel wroot feiynge,

Jon is his name, and alle men wodriden.

60 And aaoon his mouth was openyd and

his tunge, and he fpak and bleslide God.

61 Anddrede wasmaad on all hir neighbour ic,

ami alt the wordis weren publifchid on allc the

mounteynes of Judee.

6z And alle men that herden puttiden in her

herte, and feiden what manner child seal this be,

for the hond of the Lord was with him.

63 And Zacarye his fadir was fulsillid with

the holy Gofl, arid profeciede and seide.

64 BlefTid be the Lord God of Israel, for he

has visitid and maad redempeioun of bis puple.

6; And he has rered to us an horn of he I the

in the housof Dauith his child.

66 As he fpak by the mouth of hit's holy pro-

phetis that weren fro the world.

67 Helth fro oure enemyes, and from the hood

of alle men that hatiden us.

68 To do merfy with oure fadris, and to have

mynde of his holy testament.

69 The grete ooth that be I'woor to Abraham

our fadir.

70 Togeve himself to us. that we without

dredc delyvcred frd the hond of oure enemyes

serve to him.

7 1 In holinesle and rightwisnesse before him,

in all our dayea.

71 And thou child schalt be clepid the pro-

fete of the higheste, for thou schalt go before the

face of the Lord to make redy hise weyes.

73 To
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?• To jjtttat hip poke hale Jepit on hypu

rfia fi^Foerre-

•5 Dan* lanooip upep Eobep rmlb heo-

rSaerpe. <a bun he up geoecpabe of eaptbzle

•p-rfftojtcfee.

"5 Odyfcran bim be oa byptpum 7 on

kiSer peeabe prctaB "P* Fec togepeccenne

So Soolce pe cnapa peox. -j pip on gapte

?FPa^ S "j pip on ptj-Cinum cB bone

^ Hyp xTrpebneppum on Ippahel ;•

Oftbe Stin poetry some specimen is neces-

ioy, booth oar ignorance of the laws of their

MBt tad be quantities of their syllable!, wb<ch

~* sold be itry difficult, perhaps impossible, to

"tawr, eidn-'e? us from that pleasure which

u« oK turdi undoubtedly gave to their contem-

atrariet.

Tit 6r! poet-y of the Saxsmi was without

liroe, tad consequently must have depended

•sw be cjsactity ot their syllables j but they

*«faa ia tinst to imitate their neighbours, and

dote "heir reries with correspondent sounds.

Tte t»o passages, which I have selected,

"•uua apparently the rudiments of our present

IHek aeifures, and the writers may be justly

oskirmi « the genuine ancestors of the £■-

fc e* hm f-erie abprteen,

wt ke Ssane ope bibbe ne munn,

fTf Mange* ilorce.

Bt r rr f bit aub b;te

** arc breipen borne

j^S :— on Bip rrcbelapb

^•JSapbepleponbe,

■--epmae anc popje and irpinc,

"rtiac en lonbe.

•e sm eftrp Baonc ic fey,

' f^ne T ec a lope.

k cdh ospe Sanne ic bebe,

' J* "S11' to bi mopie.

fefbioe pelue uopget,

£» r-ae obrp ucp chilbe.

fcjalcotBen on euele pteSe,

**«S:bbaiibi mitbe.

Xe kontt rj to hipe pepe,

"rtntto hip piue.

' fnbsn ptlue eupicb man,

^rlebebseS aline.

.. -1** man mife -p. be haucB,

.'^"teu.reuhe.

^"TTeTreSemcfie,

, <*»-» »n> tpBe he oueppiaB,

'"C-.tsbiSpuJbpiht.

"** T moae -] alie j-trppen,

„• **Ttn« on hip libte.

fcMnrrc ocncheS anb hpex bob,

i*l«**p*ite

*T ■> loatnb fTich if xipt,

"""'a? rP"-. ij-bpihte.

,**•* 1 tpBe -j all ?ar if,

tj««T wbrhir.be.

73 To geve science osheelth to hit puple ia-

to remissioun of her synnes.

74 By the inwardeness of the mersy of our*

God, in the which he springyng up fro on high

hath visited us.

75 To geve light to them that sitten in derk-

neÆs, and in schadowe of deeih, to dresse our*

feet in the weye of pees ;

75 And the child wexide, and was confortid

in spiryt, and was in desert placis till to the day

of hit scbewing to Vsirael.

pe bsS al -p" hip pille ip,

On pea anb ec on lonbe.

Pe ip opb albucen opbe,

Sob enoe albucen enbe.

Pe one ip eupe on e;he prebe,

IDenbe pep Va penbe.

0e ip buuen up anb bineSeo,

Biuopen anb ec bihinb.

Se man ~p Jobep pille beB,

pie mai hine a;hpap uinbe.

Gche pune he ihepB,

Anb pot eche bebe.

pe Suph pijc! echep iBanc,

UJai hpat pel up «o pebe.

Se man neupe nelc bon Job,

Ne neupe gob lip leben.

€p beB ~j bom come to hip bupt,

pe mn him pope abpeben.

punjep -j fcuppt hete 7 cheld,

€eSe anb all unhelfte.

l^uph beB com on ftip mibelapb,

Snb oBep unipellie *;

Ne mai non hepte hit ibenche,

Ne no tunje telle.

pa muchele pinum anb hu uele,

BieB inne helle.

Louie Gobmib upe hiepte.

Sab mib all upe mihte.

Snb upe emepiptene ppo up pelf,

8po up lepeB bpihte.

Sume c!en habbeB lerre mepxBe, J

Snb.pume c!ep habbet! mope.

€ch eptep Ban -p he bebe,

Gpcep -p he rpanc pope.

Ne pel Bep bi bpeb ne pin,

Ne obep kennep epte.

Cod one pel bi echep lip,

Snb blipteanb eche pepte.

Ne pal t5ip bi peete ne repub,

Ne popibep pele none.

Sc pi mepjbe -f rrea up bihat,

Sll pall ben gob one.

Ne msi no inepgbe bi ppo mucliel,

Spoip Jobep ipibSe

pmp pob punc anb bpiht,

Snb bii bure mhre.

Dep ip pelt bare pane,

Snb pepre buten ip pmchc.

Se "£ mat ar.b nelc ?5ebep come,

Sope hie p-1 uopuertche

i)tp ip bliptc baren tpege,

Sub lip buctn bcafce

i)et cupe ru'kn purue "Scjx,

I d ) BUB.
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Bli$e hi blep anb eaSe.

Dtp ip Sfujepc buren elbe,

Anbelde burti. unhelpe.

Nip oVp pops? ne pep non,

Ne non uiipelSe.

Dtp mi- pel fcphtcn ipen,

Spoape he :p mib ip:ppe.

Be one mai anb pel al bien,

Gnjlep and mannep blipce.

ToSape blipce up bpinX %ob,

Dec pixeii bucen enbe.

Danne he upe paula unbinc.

Op lichamlice bend.

Lpipr 5cue up lebe ppich lip,

5nb habbe ppicbne ende,

Dec pe mocen u\bi p curatn,

Danne pe hennep penbe.

About the year 1150, the Saxon began to

take a torm in which the beginning of the pre

sent Ergljb may be plainly dis-ovend , this change

lecrr.s not to have been the effect of the Norman

conquest, for very few trench words are found

to have been introduced in the first hundred years

a.ier it ; the language must there'.ore have been

altered by causes like thole which, notwithstand

ing the care of writers and societies instituted 10

obviate them, are even now daily making in

novations in every living language. 1 have ex

hibited a specimen of the language of thi - age

from the year 1 1 35 to 1 140 of the Saxon chro

nicle, of which the latter part was apparently

written near the time to which it relates.

Dip txpe pip \"! king Stephne opep ps Co

Nopmar.bi. -j Dtp fief unbtp p-ujen. poptSi "p

hi penbtn -p he peulbe ben alpuic alpe )>e com

pep. -j pop he habbe gee hip epepop ac he Co-

belb it -j pear ped porlice. ffinel l.abb.i Benpi

kin£ jab; peb y >lb-| pyluep anb na 5 >b ne bibe

me pop hip p.iule pap op D.i be kinj; Scephne

Co 6nl!alanb com pa maiub he hip gabipnig

a:C Oxenc p«pb. -j pap he na:n pe bipcop Roxtp

op Stpepbcpi. -] Alcxai.b. pbipcop of Lincoln.

")Ce tancelop R05CP h.pc ncuep. -) bibe clle

111 ppipun. cil hi japen up hv-pe capclcp Da pe

puikef undfpijÆCon "p he. milbe manp?p. -j

popce p 50b. -] na jnpClfe ne bibs, pa biben

hi alle punbep. Di habbvnhim manpeb makib

anb a'JS.-p pu pen. ac hi nan rpeufte ne heolbcn

•He he pepon poc-ppopev.. 7 hepe cpcSep

pop lopen. pop xupic pice nun hip capt'tp

Oiakete anb ajœnrp him hcolben. anb pyibtn

pc lanb pull opcptlcp. Di pnencten pui'5e

pe ppecce men op pe lanb nib capcle-peop-

cep. pa pe captlep papen niakeb. na pylben hi

tnib bcouUp anb yu; le men. Da namen hi pa

men Jx- ei penben. "p am 50b hepben. baiSe be

rohtep anb be dæiep. c-pl-men ~j pimmen. an^

biben heom in ppipon ipc^p Julb anb pyluep.

~j pmtb hcom un Cellenbhee pining. p«p ne

pepen nxupe nan rruprypp ppa pineb alpc hi

pxpon. We hcm>efl up bi pe pec and pniokeb

heom mib pul pmokc me hcnj.d bi be pumbep.

oSep bi pe hepvb. -j hen.^en bpynipep on hep

pec TOebibe cnocttb ptpenjep aburon hepe

h*ueb. -] uupyUeQ co ■p ic scebe pe hxpncp.

B' oiien heom in quapeepm: J>ip mfcp\ep ■}

pnakcp ^ pabep pi.p^n tone, "j papeb heom

ppa. Same hi biben in cpuceC hup, "pip in

an empire •)> pap peepe ^ napeu. 7 un-bep. ~j

bibe pcæppc pCjncp pep inuc. -] bpen^be pe

man psep inne "p hi bpxcon alle pe limep. In

mam op pe captlep pæpon lop "] Jpi. "JS

pzpun pacheneejep ■p epa oBep J>pe men hab-

ben onoh Co bxpon onne -p pap ppa maceb "p if

pæprncb co an beom •} biben an pcajpp ipen a-

buron pa manoep ppoce •] hip halp. ~p he ne

mihce nopibcppapdep n« piCcon. ne lien, ne

plepcn. oc bæpon al "p ip- n. TOam pupen hi

bpapen mib hunjxp. J ne canne. *■] ne mat

Collen aiie pe punbep. ne alle pe pinep "p

hi bibben ppecce men on hip lanb. -j ~p lapcebi

J)a xix. pmepe pile Scephne pap kinj. ~j

seupe ic pap uueppe anb uueppe. B1 Iseiben-

3æilbep on pe cunep acupeu pile. ~j clepeben

ic cenpepie. J» pe ppecce men ne habfcea

nan mope Co $iucn. pa pæuebea hi anbj

bpenbon alle pe Cunep. "p pel pa miheep

papen all adæip pape pculbepc pu neupe-

pinben man in cune piccenbe. ne lanb Cileb.

Da pap copnbcepe. ~j plcc. "j expe. ~) buCepe.

P'>r nan ne pxp o pe land. tUpecce men rcupi-

uen op hunjxp pume jeben on xlmep pe

papen pum pile pice men. pum flugeu nc

op lanbe. UJep nxupc Jæc mape ppec«het>

on lanb ne nxupe htSen men peppe ne bben

pan hi biben. pop oucp p'Jion ne pop-hapen h«

nou^5en cipee. ne cypee-iæpb. oc nam al pe

50b •p pip ione pap. 7 bpenben py?en pe

cypee -j alcegsbepe. Ne hi ne pr.p-b-pen

bipcoptp lanb, ne abbocep. ne ppeopeep. ac

pxueben munecip •} tlepekep. ~j xupic man

o?Sep pe ouep myhee. Hip Cpa men iÆ5rpi

ppe curr.an p;bcnb Co an cun. al pe cunpeipe

plujæn pop heon.. penben "') hi pxpon pxuepej".

De bipcopep -j ltp^b men heom cuppede

xupe oc pap heom nahc pap op pop hi px-

pon all pop-cuppab -j pop punptn -] poplopen

UJap rx me Ciledc pe ept5e ne bap copn.

pop pe lanb pap all pop-bon mib puilce bibep.

-} hi p.xben openhee -p Cpipc plep. ~j hip

halechcn. Suilc "] mape panne pe cunnen

pun pe polenben x 1 x pmepe pop upe pinnep.

On al pip yuele Cimc heolb Wapcin abbot:

hip abboepice xx. pinrtp. *j halp ^H- ^ viii.

b.eip. mib micel puinc. ~] panb pe munekep. -^

Ce jepeep al -p hcom behoueb. ~) heolb mycel

capiccb in che hup a:;b po5 peSepe ppohce

on pe cipee ~j recce pap Co lanbep -] pencep.

^] Jo^cb ir puyi5e anb Ixc ic pepen anb bpohce

heom into pe nep;e mynprpe on p. PcCpep

mxppe dxi mib nucel pupepeipe -p pap anno

ab incipnacione Uom. mcxl. a combupcione

loci xxi 11. Anb he pop to Rome-] pip pep

pel unbcp.paircen ppam pc Pape eujcnie. T

Dc5"C chape ppiuilc^iep. an op alle pe lanbep

op pabboc-piee -] an o^ep op pe lanbep pe lien

Co pe cipv.c-pican. ~j Jip he lenj m.ipce lluea.

alpe hemme co"Bon op pc hopbeppyesn. An>>

he bejxc in lanbep p \\ ^c men hepben nnb>

ptppnjpe. op UJillelm WalbuiC pc hcold Ro-

Sin\,hansi
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pe caprel he pan Cutinjliam -]

fprca -] r>p JJu;o op UJaltmle he pan J3ypt-

Injb. -y 6tanepi;. -y li. j-o4- of Albe-

p-ijle ale ;»p- Anb he makebe man:e

rannekep -] plant«be pinupb. "y makebe

raame peopkep T penbe be tunlxtepe }>an

ir a-p pip. anb p r S°k muncc "y 50b nun.

"] popSi hi luucben Cod ar.b gobe men. Nu

pe pillen r>Jen sum bcl pat bclamp on

Scephne kinjep rime. On fair time he Ja-

beup cp Nop-pic bohton an Lpipten cilb be-

pepen Gptpea. anb pineben him ai!e be ilcc

pawj "p up* Dpihten pas pineb. anb on lan;-

pn.* 1 hrm en pobe heroes 5 >p ape Cp 1 ti.cp

lost -j pySen bvpeben him. HJerAien -si it

pcofoe ben pc.p-bolen. oc upe Dpitin arypebe

•f be pap hali miptyp. "y to munekep him

namea. -y bebvpieb him he;lice. in 15e myn-

ptne. 1 mikec bup. upe. Dpihtin pundeplxe

as* matu-p Itlice roipaclep. -j hatte he

r UMelm;.

On bip- ;rp coit> DaJid kin; op Scctlanb

mi* opavere plpb to bip Unb pulbe p'nnan

bip Itnb -j him com tojincp U):llelm eapl op

Albimip y* king rt>be hetehc' Gurp-pic. •)

toooep ruez men mtb ptu men *y puhxen pib

hroni. ■] plemben be kin; *t te ptanbipb. -y

plojea pui3e micel op hip jetije ;•

O.i b.p ;ip pol.le be km; Stephne txcen

Roeoep: eopl op I7iouccprpe ye binjep pune

Berniep. ac he ue m hte pop he papt it p.p.

fiaeftep hi be ltojjcen beptepebe le punne. -y

t*b.-,i aburon nonrib dtjcp. ba men eren -p

cw lihtede candiep to ~-ten bl. -y *J5 pap xm.

i t- Appil. prpen men pui^e oppunbpeb.

ten epttp pnpS-peopbe IDiiltlm Æpcc-bipcop

"f Cartpip-bypi;. -] te king makebe Teubalb

Ænce bipcop jje pap abbot in be Bee Dep

efttpprx pmB« micel uneppe betnyx be kin^

~] Rir-dolp copl op Hiptpe noht pi>p5i ■f'

««jap him al is> he cuSc anex him. alpe

keb.be allc o?pe. oc ippe be mape lap heom

{* p^ppe hi p' pion him. Dc copl heolb

Uncd ajarnep Cc kinj. ^ K-nam him al •f

ke tbee zo hauen. ~j te kiD£ prp fi.bcp -j

brpttte him -j hip bpoSep UJIlelm be

fc... ape in be caprel ^ r« eopl pt el uc

TF'Pbe eptep Kobbept copi op niouceptpc.

1 bfuot him bibcp mid micel pepb. anb

pat.tea ppitSe on Canbelmappe-b-n ajcnep

be^pe lauepb -j namen him. pop h:p men him

P«yken ■] piujcn. anb Lit him to Bpiptope

aaab.ben b-pi in ffi.poa. T ... tepep. IJa

f»r »U Gnjic laud ptipeb map Jijnæppip.

a&iilyuil pus in lai ae. De]\ epeep com

ft Siajpdohtcp p-:npiep be hepbc ben Gm-

Pjnit on A'aaiinie. ~j nu pip cunteppe in

Anj^a. -^ com -j Lunbene. ~) te Lur.bcnippce

pile hipe poibe tæcen -j pcæ pltrh. -) poplep

{■"smicrl;. Drp eptep ))c b peon op lUm-

ts^P« Urnpi J-e kiajer bpoi5 p Srcphncp.

Jfri. fb Robbepr e> pi ~] p.b pempLpicc anb

tpon hem aSap -ji he noupe ma mib te kir.5

h'T bpo^cp polbe halben. -j cuppebe alle )e

men Je ni>b him heoiben. "] p.ibe hcom "b

he polbe mien heom up U3in-ceptpe. "j bibe

heom cumen Jribcp Da hi bœp imie pæpen

pa com be kinjep cuen . . . hipe prpen5?e -]

bcp.st he.->m. "b j>cp p?.p inne micel hun3ip.

Da hi ne leng r,c muhten bolfn J>a ptali hi

ut *] plujen -j hi pvp?5en p^p pÆuten -)

polcc^.eben heom. anb namen Robbept eopi

op trtou ceprpe anb iebben him to Ivou;'-

ceptpe. anb bben bipe in [*p'pun. anb

te empepuee pieh into an rr.y-.prpe. Da

petpben tia pipe men bitpyx. be ktnjcp

Fpennb -] te ecplep ppeond. anb pahtlcde

pua -b n; pculte leten ut be km5 op ppipun

pep be copi. -j te copl p;p be kinj. •] pua

bbe.-i SÆentS'.p eptep pathltbcn y« kin^ -f

Kanbolp copl ac bt:n-popb -j a?ep ppopen

anb rpeuficp p.ipton -Ji hep noiÆep pculbc

hcpuikcn uiStjx. -] it nc poppti.b naht. pop

y>- k:r.5 him pi^cn nam 111 pamtun. ji'jphe picti

pib, -j bibe him in [pipun ~] ep pincp he

let bun ut buphe p eppe peb to "b' popr-

papbe -f he pu p on haiibom. "J Syriep panb.

•b he alle hip capti' p ptulbe nuai up. oumc

he Up up anb sw.$ ne iap he noht. anb

bibe jianoe p.tppe Xirne he It. p piuibe. J)i

pap 6nT;le-bnb puÆe to beieb. pume htlbcn

n.ib re kin;. ~] puire tr.ib bt-mpepice. prp ba

be k'n; pip in pp'pun. y* penben be eoplep *]

te pice men "pi he ncupe mape pcuibff cumme

ut. -j i^-htlcben pys bji-npcp:c-2. ~j bpr.uten

hp<^ into Oxen popb a;ibiau<-nh peb? bupth ;•

Di 5e km; pap un-. ba hepac ■f P'Se.n anb

toe hip peopb ~j bep»t in be tup -] me

lit hipe bun on niht op be tup nib panep.

-j ptul ut -] pc-: plch -j larbe on p- te totUi-

kr.J-pr.pb. D;cp eptep pcæ pepbe opep px.

T hi op Nopmanbi ptntitn alle ppa be kin;

to be eopl op Ang-cu. pu:ne htpe }>ankc,"

"j pume hrpe un bankep. pp he bcpxc

heom til hi aiauen up hepe baptlep. -} hi nan

helpe ne hæpien op be kin^. Da pepbc

Cuptace be kinjep pune to Fpance. -j nam

be kir.;ep puptep op Fpance to pipe,

penbe to bijæton Nopman'tii bæp buph oc

he ppebbe litcl ~] be 5*e pihte. pop he pip

an yuel man. pop pape pe he .... bibe;

mape yuel banne 5 b. he peuebe be lanbep ~j

læibe 1111c p on. he bpohte hip pipe

to Gnjlc-lar.b -j bibe h;pc in be captie

tcb. 50b pimman pcx pæp. oc pcæ hebbe

litel blippe m.b him. and icpipt ne ;olbe -b he

pculbe Ian;" pixan -j p^-pb beb anb hip mo-

bep beien. -] pe copl op Anjtu p pb bcb. -y

hip pune £enpi tre to be pxe Anb te cuc;i

ap Kpacce tobclbe ppa ]'e kin; "J pcx com

to be iunje e >pl P npi. "] he toe hipe to piue.

~j al PJrou m;b Iv.pc. Da pepbc he mib inicel

p.pb into ensle-lanb. ~) y*n captlcp. •] te

km; P'P^e a;cnep him micel mape pcp5.

T po^^^^ep-- paten hi noht. oc pepben y-e:

Æpce-bpc ;p T tc pipe men betpux hcom. -]

niakcbe -p' pahte "b tc kin; pculbe ben lauepb

-] kin; pile he liuebe -j ^ptep hip bfi pape

penpi kin;. -] he helbe him p >p p»bep. -j he

him pep pune. anb pib -y pœr.te pculbe

|L d » j Leo
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'*n betpyx heom ■] on al Gnjle-lanb. Dip

poupen Co oBpe pcrpuuapbip bet hi makeben

»nb ce halben j>e kin; -j te eopl. anb te

bipcop. -j te eoplcp. •] pet-men alle. Da pap

Jc eopl unbeppanjen a.t UJin-ccptpe anb ix

Lunbene mib micel puptfeipe. anil allcbiben

him man-peb. anb puopen jie paip to halben.

anb hit pap's pone puiBe job paip pua ■£ neupe

pap hepe. Da pap Be kin; ptper.Jepe panne

he .xuept hep pap. ~] te eopl ptpbe ouep px.

~J al pole him luuebe. pup he bibc job juptipe

•j makebe paip.

Nearly about this time, the following pieces

of poetry seems to have been written, of which I

have inserted only short fragments ; the first is a

rude attempt at the present measure ' of eight

syllables-, and the second is a natural introduc

tion to Robert es GUuctfltr, being composed in

the fame measure, which, however rude and

barbarous it may se»m, taught the way to the

AUxar.irinn of the Frtncb poetry.

lTp U R in fee bi weft spaynge.

P Is i lo"^ ihote cokaygne.

Dcr islonb unber heuennehe.

Of wel of gobnif hit llichc.

Boy paradis be mm anb briyC.

Lokaygn is of sainr siyt.

What is per in paradis.

Bot grasse and flure anbgrenens.

Doy ber be 101 anb gret bute.

Der nis met bote frute.

Der is halle bure no bench,

Bot watir man is bursto quench.

Beb ber no men but two.

Dely anb enok also.

Elinglich may hi go.

Whar per womb men no mo.

In eckaygne is met anb brink.

Wibuti- care how anb swink.

Demet istnc be brink so cle.-e.

To none ruffin anb Topper.

I sigge for sob boute were.

Der nis lonb on erbe ispere.

Unber heuen nis lonb 1 wisse.

Of so mocliil 101 anb Mifle.

Der is mani fwete siyte.

Al is bai nis bi-r no nyte.

Der nis baret neber sens.

Nis her no beb «c euer lif.

Der nis lac of met no dob.

Der nil no man no woman wrob.

Dcr nis serpent wolf no fox.

Dors no capil, kowe no ox.

Ber nii sehepe no swine ne g''te,

No non hovyla gob ir wotc.

No ber h irate nober tobe.

De lanb is :ulofober gobe.

Nis J-er fici fle no lowsc.

In clob in tour.e btb no house.

Dcr nilbunnir Pete nohawle.

No non vile worroe no snawile.

No non irorm re;n no wii.be.

Dei nil" nan no woman bhnbe.

Ok al if game loi anb gle.

Wel is him bat ber mai be.

Der beb rivers gret anb fine.

Of oile melk honi anb wine.

Watir seruib per to nobing.

Bot to siyt anb to waufiing.

SANCTA MARGARETTA.

OLDE ant younge i preit ou oure toUeC

for to lete.

De.-ichet on gob bat yes ou wit oure sunnef Co

bete.

pere mai tellenou. wib worbesfeirc ant Iwete.

pe vie o! one meiban washoten TOaregrcte.

pire saber wasa patriac as icou tellen may.

In aunnogc wis eches l Be false lay.

Deve gobes ant boumbe. he served nitt mt

bay.

So beben mony obere. pat fingeb weilawey.

Theobosius was is nome. on crist ne levebe

he noutt.

pe levede on be false gobes Bat perenwibhon-

ben wroutt.

Do bat chilb scul'be Christine ben. ic com him

well in boutt.

6 beb wen it were ib»re. to bebc it were ib

poutt.

De moBer was an hebene wif bat hire ro

wyman bere

Do J>at child lbore was nolbe ho hit sursare.

po lenbe it into »sye. wib messagers ful yare.

To a nopice bat hire Wiste. ant sette hire to

lore.

De nonce fat hire wiste. dnlbren aheuebe

seuene.

De emebe was Waregretc. cristes may of

heuene.

Tales ho ani tolbe. ful seirc ant ful euene.

Wou ho boleben martnbom. fern Laurence anc

seinte Stseuene.

In these fragments, the adulteration of the

Saxon tongue, by a mixture of the N-rmnn, be

comes apparent; yet it is not so much changed

by the admixture of new words, which might be

imputed to commerce with the continent, as by

changes of its own forms and terminations: lor

which no reason can be given.

Hitherto the language used in this island,

however different in successive time, may be

called Saxon ; nor can it be expected, from the

nature of things gradually changing, that any

time can be assigned when the Saxon may be

ftid to cease, and the Eng/ijb to commence. Re-

btrt of Gloucester however, who is placed by the

criticks in the thirteenth century, seems to have

« ed a kind of intermediate diction, neither

Saxon nor English \ in his work therefore we fee

the transition exhibited, and, as he is the first of

our writers in rhyme, of whom any large work

remains, a more extensive quotation is extract,

ed. He writes apparently in the fame measure

with the foregoing author of St. Margarite9

which polilhed into greater exactness, appeared

M
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tntur ancestors so suitable to the genius of the And wende ajen pys Deneys, bit mnche we

Ei£kjh language, that it was continued in u'e adde y do.

ataost to the middle of th« seventeenth cen- Vor myil tuo hondred ssypes, Se an alf at Temse

cary. moub hii come.

And Londone, aodKanterbury, and ober tonnes

OT be bataylet of Denemarcli, bat hii nome,

dude pys londe And so vorb in to Sobereye, & slowe Se brande

7»t worst were of alle obere, vre rr.ote abbe an vastc,

honde. bere be kyng and ys som hem mette atte lade.

Worst hii were vor obere adde sumwanne ydo, bere was batayie strong ynou yfmyte inanprowe.

As Romeros Sc Saion;, Sc wel wuste bat lond be godes kynjtes leye adoun as gras, wan medep

berto. mowe.

Ac hii ne kepeeyt bclde nojt, bote robby, and Heueden, (bat were yfmyte,) & ober lymes

ffeode, also,

And destrue, Se berne, Sc (le, Sc ne coupe abbe Fletein blode al fram be groande, ar be batayie

non ende. were ydo.

And bote lute yt nas we-rb, bey hii were ouer- Wanne bat blod stod al abrod, vas ber gret wo

ceme ylome. v nou.

Vor myd slypes and gret poer as prest essone hii Nys yt reube vorto hure, bat me so vole flou ?

come Ac our suete Lonerd atte laste (sewede ys suete

Kyag Adelwdf of bys lond kyng was tuenty grace.

Jrr. And sende be Cristyne Englysse men be maystrye

be Deatys come by hym ryuor ban hii dude er. in be place.

Vor in be al our vorst jer of ys kynedom And be hebene men of Dencmarch bynebe were

Myd bre Sr bryuy flypuol men eer prince hyder cchon.

corce, Nou nas ber Jut in Dencmarch Cristendom noni

And at Soubhampton aryued, an hauene by be kyng her after to holy cliyrche ys herte be

South. mire drou,

Another gret ost bulke tyme aryuede at Pones And tebejade wel Se al ys lond, as hii ajtc, wel

noebe. y nou-

F? kra^ nnste weber kepe, at delde ft ost atuo. Seyn Swythyn at Wynchcstrebyssop bo was,

>o Denes adde be rrjystre. bo al was ydo. Ami Alcston at Syrebourne, bat amendede

And by Eftingle Sc LyndeJeye hii wende vorb mnche bys cas.

atte laste, be kyng was wel be betere man boru her beyre

And so hamward al by Kent, 8c flowe & barnde red,

vaste. Tuenty wynter he was kyng, ar he were ded.

Ajen wynter hii wende hem. anober Jer est hii At Wynehestre hewasybured, as he Jut iyb

come. bere.

And detlmde Kent al out, and Londone nome. Hys tueye sones he Jef ys lond, as he byjet ham

bat al an ten Jer bat lond hii brojte ber doune, ere.

So bat in be tebe Jer of be kynge's croune, Adelbold, the eldore, be kynedom of Estsex,

Al bysoube hii come alond, and bet sole ot So- And subbe Adelbry^t, Kent and Westsex.

merlete" Eyjte hondred Jer yt was leuene and rysty

bora be byssop A leston and bet felc of Dorsete. al so.

Hii come Sc smyte an batayie, Sc bere, boru Aster bat God onerbe com, bat by« dede was

Code's grace, ydo.

pe Deneys were al bynebe, Sc be lond sole adde Babe hii wuste by her tyme wel her kynedom,

be place. At be vyfte Jer Adelbold out of bys lyue nome.

And more prowesse dude bo, ban ]« kyng myjte At Sfyrebourne he was ybured, Sc ys broj'er

byoore, Adelbryjt

rmre gode loncie men ne beb nojt al verlore. Hys kynedom adde after hym, as lawe was and

kfuz ait be boldore bo, 8c ajen hem be ryjt.

more drou. By ys daye be verde oom of be hej>ene men wel

Aad yt foure godes sones woxe vaste y nou, prout,

Eddk»ld «rd Adelbryjt, Edelred and Alfred. And Hamiessyre and destrude Wynehestre at

ft »aa a Italwa.-de tern, Sc of gret wysdom 8r out.

red, And J at lond sole of Hamiessyre hea red fe

And lcynge« were al foure, and defendede wel neme

by. lood. And of Barcssyre,and fojte and be ssrewen ouer-

Aa Deocya dude ssame ynou, bat me volwel erme.

vt>nd. Adelbtyjt was kyng of Kent Jere« folle tone,

lo fyetebe^ere of be kynge's kynedom And ot Wellfex bete vyuc, bo he deyed yea

I« eldeste lone Adelbold gret oil to hym nome, wene.

Axlr- ader also god, and obtre htye men »1-

L ADRLRED
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J>e kyng Adelredsone bo ben wey of deb nome,

ADELRED was after hym kyng y mad in As yt vel, be vyfty jer of ys kynedom.

be place. At Wymbourne he was ybured, as God Jef

liyjtc hondred & seuene Se lyxty as in be Jer bat cas,

of grace. J>e gode Alfred, ys brober, after hym kyng was.

J)e vorste jer of ys kynedom be Deneys bycke

com, A LFRED, bys noble man, as in be Jer of

And rubbede and deftrude, and cytes vaste JT\. grace he nom

nome KyS'e hondred & fyxty & tuelue be kynedom.

Maystres hii adde of her oft, as yt were duke;, Arft he adde at Rome ybe, Se, vor ys gretc wyl"-

tueye, dom,

Hynguar and Hubba, bat ssrewen were beye. be pope Leon hym blessede, bo he bnder com.

In Ell Angle hii byleuede, to rest hem as yt And be kynge's croune of hys li>ud, jut in J'ys

were. iond 50* ys :

Myd her ost al be wynter, of be vorst Jere. And he led hym to be kyng, ar he kyng were

bit obei jer hii dude hem vorf, 8c ouer Hombcr ywys.

come, And he was kyng of Engelond, of allc bit J>er

And flowe to grounde & barnde, & Euerwyk come,

nome, bat vorst bat ylad was of be pope of Rome,

ter was batayle strong y nou, vor yflawe wa« And fubbe ober after hym of be erchebylsopes

bere echon

©stye kyn(» of Homlcilond, & monye bat with So bat hyuor hym pore kyng nas ber non.

hym were. In be Soub fyde of Temese nyne batayles he

bo Hombcrlcnd was bus yssend, hii wende & nome ^

tonnes nome. Ajen be Deneys be vorst Jer of ys kynedom.

So bat atte lallc to Estanglc tijcr hym come. Nye Jer he was bus in bys Iond in batayle & in

ber hii barndc & robbtdc, & pat lolc to grounde wo,

flowe, And ofte fybe aboue was, and bynepe oftor mo :

And, as. wolues among ssep, reulych hem to So longc, bat hym ncre by leuede bote bre

drowe, ffyrcn in ys hond.

Scynt Edmond was bo her kyng, & bo he fey Hamtcflyre, and Wyltefsyre, and Somcrscte, of

pat delusl cas al ys Iond. •

bat me morbredc so bat sole, & non amende- A day as he wery was, and afuoddrynge hym

ment nas, nome

He che< lenere to deye hymsulf, bat such sorwe And ysmen were ywend ouyssej), Seyn Cutbert

to yl'ey. to hym c«m.

He duiie hym vorb among ys son, nolde ho no- " Ich am," he seyde, " Cutbert, to be ycham

pyg flc. " ywend

Hii nome hym & scourged hym, & fubbe naked " To brynge bo gode lytynges. Fram God

hym bounde " ycham ysond.

To a tre, & to hym (Tote, & made hym mony a " Vor j>at f le 01 Jiys Iond to synne her wylle

woundc, *' al Jeue,

bat be arewe were on hym ba byece, bat no " And Jut nolle herto her synnes byleue

slede nas byleuede. " boru me & ober halewcn, bait in bys load

Attc laste hii martrcdhym, & Imyte of ys heued. " were ybore ;

be syxte Jer of be crounement of Aldered be " J»n vor Jou byddeb God, wanne we heb hym

kyng. " byuore,

A nywc ost com into hys Iond, gret boru alle " Hour Louerd myd ys eyen of milce on be

byng, " lokcb beruore,

And anon to Redynge robbede and flowe. " And by poer be wole Jyue ajen, bat bou, atfl

^cking and Alfred ys brober nome men ynowe, " ney verloxe.

Mette hem, and a batayle fmyte up Asseldoune. " And bat bou ber of sob ysc, bou fsalt abbe

ber was mony moder chyld, bat some lay ber " tokynynge.

donne " Vor bym men, bat beb ago to day auylTynge,

be batayle ylaste wort nyjt, and ber were " In leprs & incoufles so muche vysi. hii Isolde

allawe u hym brynge.

Vyf dukes of Denemarch, ar hii wolde wyb " bat echman wondry (Tall ossogret cacdiynge.

drawe, " And be mor vor be harde vorlte, bat be wa-

And mony bousend of ober men, 5c bo gonne tfc ter yirorc hys,

hii 10 fle j " bat be more aj*n pc kundc of vyiTyng yt ys.

Ac hii adde alle ybeassend, Jysfe pyjt nadde y " Ot serue yt wel ^en God, and ylet" me ys

be. " messager,

Tueye batayles her atcr J)e suit Jere " And bou (fall by wylle abyde, as ytham ytotd

H:i I'mytc, and at bobe be htbene roaystres " her."

were. As bys kyng herof iwoc, and of bys syjtc bop;toT
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Hyi TTftLtj cone to hym, segretwonof fj»

hra brsgtr,

jc »Dorr yt was, 6c namclyche vor be weder

*ti 0 coice.

)c iTseot }« god man wel, batSyn Colbert

'uxtkU

U tVseorssire her after aryoede of Deneyi

)tt sad tsesrj lirriaol men, a!J ajen be peys,

j« knee's briber of Deaenurch doc of oft was.

Out trace's men of Eogelood meue hem by

œ,

Asc fame ber iobatayle, andher gretdoc flowe,

A«ri erpr hundred tad founy men, fie her ca-

Toeja to drove.

}* kyafAlfred horde bya, ys herte gladede bo,

)*■ toad iok to hym come so bycke so yt myjte

P*"

OtSonerfee^fWflteffvre.of" Hamtessyre berto.

I itre u he venae, aod of ys owe sole al Ib.

& ,r tx side pocr yuou, and aite lade hii

cm,

Asia buayle a: Edendone ajen be Deneys

•me,

Aal Ion to grenade, & woode be raaystre of

tfcerrlde

j* tyag Sr yi gret doke bygoone hem to Jelde

To {t Ireg Alfred to j. wylle, and ostzges

Hit,'

Vau wade oat of ys loud, Jlyf he yc wolde

bkej

AsJjatbato, Toryslooe to auonge Cristen-

Ijt Camrand, £e hezte kyng, vorst ter to

rrae.

tat Alfred ys godader was, & ybaptyied ek

Jer.ere.

ro rf ber hextednkes, and much of bat

We }>ere

l»w Atxcd hem hold wy}> hym tnelf dawes as

teheooe,

Ao! fsfpe he j,ef hem large Jyftes, and let hym

*"". >s! nolie Cristyn be, of lande 8owe bo,

^ byj*>noc see in France dude wtl rruche wo.

&*« arewen come ogen, and muche wo here

wreye.

** r* kT"t AJirtd atte lille lo flame hem euere

-. *W
•J* Al red be wysoft kyog, J>at long was

•TKCt

'*r*f roc sijjt be lawes be): in worre tyme

»w'»rr,

*■ yt aojt lo hut daye, vor bey he in worre

""■keraaderypnclloce, and strengore ban er

»«.
teiae«as god yncu, aed jut, as me telleb

ac

* »« more ban un Jer old, ar he coube y s

«Jmc.

~ j* { A* trader ofte finale 5; sees hym tok,

*J*b])eit ober pie, and loky on ys boke.

~ r* t>) for ck'gye y» ryjt lawn he wonde,

r" "acre tr acre y mad, to gouerny ys lond.

**c,-» bs aorre was so muche ol be luber

Dta,7s

be men of pys sulue land were os be worse

pep-

And robbede and flowe obere.beruor he byuande,

bat ber were hondredes in ethe contreye of ys

lond.

And in ech tonne of be hondred a tej-ynge were

also,

And bat ech man wyboute get lond in tebynge

were ydo'

And bat ech mjn knewe ober bat in tebyoe were,

Aod wuste somdel ofher' stat,5yfme j)uvpbem

here.

So streyt he was, bat bey me ledde amydde

weyes heye

Seiner, bat non man ne dor ft e yt nyme, bey he

yt seye.

Abbeys he rerde moay on, and mony ftndes

Ac Wynchestrye he rerde on. bat nywe mnnitre

ycloped y».

Hyt lyf eype and tuenty Jer in ys kynedora

yliste.

After yj deb he was ybnred at Wynchestre atte

liste.

Sir Jeh* Maninillc wrote, as be himself

informs us, in the fourteenth century, and his

work, which comprising a relation of many dif

ferent particulars, consequently required the use

of many words and phrases, may be properly

specified in this place. Of the following quota

tions, I have chosen the first, because it shows,

in some measure the state of Emrefta* science

as wel! as of the Etgl-.Jh tongue; and the se

cond, because it it valuable for the force of

thought and beauty of expression.

IN that lond, ne in many othere bc20r.de

that, no min may see the sterre tranlmon-

tayne, thit is clept the sterre of the see, that is

unmevible, and thit is toward the Northe, that

we clepen the lode sterre. But men seen ano

ther sterre, the contrarie to him, that is toward

the Southe, that is clept Antartyk. And right

as the schip men taken here avys here, and go-

verne hem be the lode sterre, right so don schip

men bezor.de the parties, be the sterre of the

Sou'.hr, the which sterre apperethe not to us.

And this sterre, that is toward the Northe, that

wee clepen the lode sterre, ne apperethe not to

hem. For whiche cause, men may wel perceyve,

that the lond aod the see ben of rownde scapp

and forme. For the panie of the firmament

schewethe in o contree, that schewethe not in

another contree. And men may well preven

be experience and setyle compassement of wytt,

that zis a man fond passages be schippes, that

wolde go to serchen the world, men myghte go

be schippe alle aboute the world, and aboven

and benethrn. The v.hici.c thing 1 prove thus,

afire that I have seyn. ForJ have been to

ward the parties of Bratan, and beholden the

Astrolabre, that the sterre that is clept the

Iransmonlayoe, is 53 degrees highe. And

more forthere in Alrr.ayne and Bewne, it

ha-h«
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bathe 58 degrees. And more forthe toward

the parties septemtrioneles, it is 61 degrees of

heghte, and certyn mynutes. For I my self

have mei'ure 1 it by the Astrolabre. N< w

schulle ze knowe, that azen the Trarsmon-

tayne, i« the tnrher sterre, that is clept. Antar-

tyk; aslhavescyd he ore. And tho 1 sterres

lie meeven nevere Anil he him turnethe alle

the firmament, ri^hte as dnlhc a wheel, that

turnethe be his axillc tree ; lo that tho sterres

beren the firmament in 1 rjralle parties; lo that

it hath alb mochi I aboven, as it rathe bene-

ahen ATtrcthi?, I have goo toward the par

ties meridicnalts, that is toward the S>uthe :

and I have fourulen th»t in l.ybyc, men seen

first the- sterre Antartyk Ar.d so ter 1 have gon

more in tho contrees, that I have foundethat

sterre more hinre i so 'hat toward the highe

Lvhye, it is tii degrees in heighte, and certeyn

minutes (of the whiche, 60 minutes maken *

degree) afire goyr.ge be lee and be londe,

toward this c«nlree, of that I have spoke, and

to other yles and londs bezonde that contree,

I have founden the Q*rre Antartyk of 33 de

grees of htghte, and mo mynutes. And zif

1 hadde had companye aud fchippynge, for to go

more bezonde, I trowe well in certyn, that

wee fcholde have seen alle the roundneffe of

the firmament alle about. For as I have scyd

zou be torn, the half of the firmament is be-

twene tho 1 sterres : the whiche halfondelle

I have seya. And of the tother halfondelle,

I have l'eyn toward the Northe, undre the

Transinontayne 6x degrees and 10 mynutes;

and toward the partie meridionalle, 1 have

seen undre the Antartyk 33 degrees and 16

mynutes : and thaone the halfondelle of the

firmament in alle, ne holdethe not but 180

degiees. And of tho i8g, I have seen <>z on

that o part, and 33 on that other part, that

ben 95 degrees, and nighe the hillondelle of

* degree; and so there ne faylethe but tbat

I have seen alle the firmament, fas 84 de

grees and the halfondelle of a degree ; and

that is not the fourth part of the firmament.

Forthe 4 partie of the roundneffe of the fir

mament holt 90 degrees : so there faylethe

but 5 degiees and an half, of the fourthe

pariie. And also 1 have seen the 3 panics

of alle the roundneffe of the firmament, and

more zit 5 degrees and an half. Be the

whiche I feye zou certainly, that men may

envirowne alle the erthe of all the world,

as well undre as aboven, and turnen azen to

his contree, that hadde company and Ichip-

pynge and conduyt: and alle weyes he fcholde

rynde men, l<mdts, and yles, als wel as in this

countree. For zee wyten welle, that thei that

bea toward the Antartyk, theiben streghte, leet

izen teet of hem, that dwellcn undre the

Iranfmoniayne ; als wel as wee and thti that

dwellyn under us, ben feel azenlt feet For

alle the parties ot lee and of lond han here

apnolitees, habitable* or trepassables, and thei of

this h»l. and beaond ka.Lt. And wytethe wel,

that aftre that, that I may parceyve and com

prehend the londes of Prestrc John, emperour

of Ynde ben undre us. For in goynge from

Scotlond or from Englond toward Jerusalem,

men gon upward alweys. For our lond is in

the lowe partie of the erthe toward the Welt :

and the lond of Preflre John is the lowe panic

of the erthe, tsward the Eft : and they han

there the day, when we have the nyghte, and

also highe to the contrarie, thei han the nyghte,

when we han the day. For the. erthe and

the see ben of round forme and schapp, a* I

have seyd besorn. And that men gon upward to

© cost, men gon dounward to another cost. Also

zee have herd me seye, that Jerusalem is in

the mydde6 of the world j and that may men

preven and fchewen there, be a spere, that

is pighte in to the erthe, upon the hour of

mydday, when it is equenoxium, that fchewethe

no schadwe on no syde. And that it fcholde ben

in themyddesof the world, David wylncssethe

it in the Plautre, where he scythe, Deus ope-

r:tus est salute in medio terre. Thanne thei

that parten fro the parties of the Weft, for to

go toward Jerusalem, als many iorney s as thei

gon upward for to go thidre, in alt many ior-

neys may thei gon fro Jerusalem, unto other

confynyes of the soperficialitie of the erthe

betonde. And whan man men gon bezonde the

iourneyes, towarde Ynde and the foryyn vie;.,

alle is envyronyngc the roundneffe of the erthe

and of the fee, undre oure contrees on tins

half. And therefore hath it befallen many

tymes of o thing, that I have herd cownted,

whan I was zong ; how a worthi man de

parted sometyme from our contree?, for to

go scrche the world. And so he pasted Ynde,

and the yles bezonde Ynde, where ben rrv>

than 5000 yles : and so longe he wente he

lee and lond, and so enviround the world be

many feysons, that he fond an yle, where he

herde fpek his owne language, callyngeonoxcn

in the plowghc, suche wordes as men spekrn

to bestes in his own contree : whereof he

hadde gret mervayle : for he knew not how

it myghte be. But I feye, that he had gon so

longe, be londe and be fee, that he had en-

vyround all the erthe, that he was comen

azen cnvyrounynge, that is to feye, goynge a-

boute, umo his own marches, zil he wolde

have passed forthe, till he had founden his con

tree and his ownc knouleche. But he turned

azen from thens, from when* he was come,

fro ; and lb he losten moche pcynefulle labour,

as him self feyde, a great while aftre, that

he wa« comen hom. For it befclle aftre,

that he went in to Norweyc ; and there

tempest of the foe toke him ; and he arryved

in an yle ; ar.d when he was in that yle,

he knew wel, that it was the yle, where he

had herd speke his own language before, and the

callyngcol the oxen at the plowghe : and that

was possible thinge. But how it scmeihe to

symple men unlerned, that men ne mowe not

go undre the erthe, and also that men fcholde

sal le
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ftite tcw-ard the hevene, from undre ! But

t&tt may not be, upon lesse, thin wee mowe

hilt towirde hevene, fro the erthe, where wee

ten. For fro what panic of the erthe, thit

n»eo docile, outher aboven or benethen, it

femctbe alweyes to hem that duellcn, that

thei gon more righte than aay other folk.

And righte as it femethe to us, that thei ben

uodre ot, righte so it semethc hem, that wee

ben oodre hem. For lif a man myghte fallc

fro the enhe unto the firmament ; be grettere

reseuo, the ei the and the see, that ben so grete

aod fo hevy, seholoe fallen to the firmament :

n« mat may not \+e : and therfore feithe oure

tord God, Ncn timeas me, qui suspendi terra

ei ctcholo ? And alle be it, that it be possible

ihing, that men may ib envyronne alle the

•or'de, natheles of a iooo personnes, on ne

tnjghte not happen to returnen in to his

contree For, fro the gretnesse of the erthe and

©f the fef, men may go be a iooo and a iooo

°ther weyes, that no man cowde redye him

pcTfiteW toward the parties, that he cam fro,

tot xit it were be a venture and happ, or be

the grace ot God For the erthe is fulle large

and fallc grtt, and holt in roundnesse and a-

booce envyroun, be aboven and benethen

--425 myle?, astre the opynyoun of the olde

*"e astronomerec Ami here feyenges I re-

preve noughte. But aftre my litylle wyt, it

femethe me, savyiwe here reverence, that it

n more And tor to have betiere under-

ftoodynge, 1 se)e thus, be ther ymagyned a

^fure, that hathe a gret compas; and aboute

thepoyat ofthegret compas, that is clept the

tettre, be made another litille comr^a: than

iSre, be the gret compas devised be lines in

raaoye parties ; and that alle the lynes meeten

* the centre ; so that in as many parties,

aa ihe grete compas fchal be departed, in als

ma^ye, fchal 1c be departed the litille, that is

*bg,utCi,the centre, alle be it, that the spaces

«n lesse. Now thaone, be the gret compas re-

prefented for the firmament, and the litille Com

paq represented for the erthe. Now thanne the

aVmament is devyfed, be astronomeres, in il

fipet; and every tigne is devyscd in 30 de-

greea, that it 360 degrees that the firmament

ka:.he aboven. Alib, be the erthe devyfed in

*'* rcany parties, as the firmament ; and lat

**ery pai tye anfwere to a degree of the fir-

ma—ent ; and wyteihe it wel, that aftre th#

*s3oure» of afir:»nomye, yoolurlcnges of erthe

actirrren to a degree of the firmament -, and

tko beo 87 myles and 4 furlonges. Now be

that here Hinltiplyed be 360 sit lies 4 and than

thei ben 31506 myles, every or 8 furlongen,

afire my le* of oure contree. So moche hathe

the erthe in roundnesse, and of heghte enviroun,

aster tnyn oppynoun and myn understondynge.

Ac-i zee scfinlle undirstonde, that aftre the

epjayaun ot olde wise philosophres and as-

trcttamerex, our contree ne Irelond ne Wales

ac Scotlond ne Norweye ne t^ie other yles

cost; nee to hem, ne ben not in the superficyalte

cownted aboven the erthe ; a,s it schewethe he

alle the bokes of astronomye. For the fnperfi-

cialiee of the erthe is departed in 7 parties, lot

the 7 planetes : and tho parties ben clept c!y-

mates. And oure parties be not of the 7 cly-

mates ; for thei ben descendynge toward the

(West. And also these yles of Yndfc, which beth

evene azenst us, beth noght reckned in the cli

mates; for thei ben azenft ns, that ben in the

lowe contree. And the 7 climates (Uecchen hem

envyrounynge the world.

If. And I John Maundevylle knyghte above-

seyd, (alle thoughe I be unworthi) that depart

ed from our contrees and paged the fee, the

zeer of grace 1311. that ht^e passed manye

londs and manyeyles and conWees, and cerched

manye fullc straunge places, and have ben in

many a fulle gode honourable companye, and

at many a faire dedc of armes (alle be it thac

I dide none myself, for myn unable infulfifance)

now i am comen horn (mawgree my self) to

reite : for gowtes, artetykes, that my diflreynen,

tho dissynen the ende of my labour, azenst my

will (God knowethc.) And thus takeynge so

lace in my wrecched reste, recordynge the tyme

passed, 1 have fulfilled theile thinges and putte

hem wryten in this boke* as it wolde come rii

to my mynde, the zeer of grace 1356 in the

34 zeer that 1 departede from oure contrees.

Wherfore 1 preye to alle the rederes and hereres

of this boke, zif it plcie hem, that thei wolde

preyen to God for me: and I fchal le preye for

hem. And alle tho thatseyn forme a Paternoster*

with an Ave Maria, that God forzeve me my

synnet, I make hem partneres and graunte hem

part of alle the gode pilgrymages and of alle the

gode dedes, that I have dun, zif any be to h---.

plefance : and noghte only of tho^ but of alle

that evere I sthalle do unto my lysea end. And

I befeeche Almyghty God* fro whom alle gode-

nesse and grace cometh fro, that he vouchesaf,

of his excellent mercy and habundant grace, to

fulle fylle hire foules with inspiration of the

Holy God, in makyinge defence of alle hire

gdflly enemyes here in erthe, to hire salvacioun*

bothe of body and soulc j to worschipe aod

thankynge of him, that is three and on, with

outen begynnynge and withouten endyrge^

that is, with outen qua'itee, good, and with

outen quantytee, gret; that in alle plages is

present, and alle thinges conteynynge ; the

whiche that no goodnesse may amende, ne none

evelle empeyre; that in perfeyte trynytee ly-

vethe and regnethe God, be alie worldes and be

alletymmes. Ameoj Amen, Amen*

The first of our authors, who can be proper

ly said to have written Ertglijby was Sir John

Gotver, who, in his Confession cf a Lovery calls

Chaucer his disciple, and may therefore be con

sidered as the father of our poetry.

[e] NOWK
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NOWR for to speke of the commune,

h is to drede of that fortune,

Which hath be'alle in Ibndrye londes ;

But ofte for deiaute of bor.des

Alllndeinly, er it be will,

A tunne, whan his lie arist

Tohreketh, and rcnneih alt aboute,

Whicbe els fhulde nought gone out.

And rke full ofte a liitcll tkare

Vpnn a har»ke, er men bewaie,

I -et "n the streme, whiche with gret peinc,

Iftay man it (hall restreine.

Wheie iawe failleth, errcur pfoweth.

He U not w'se, who that ne irowcth

For it h :i t h ptoued oftcr this.

And thils the common clamour is

In t-tery londe, where people- dwelteth :

And eche in his complaints telktli,

How that the worlde is mil'wem,

And ihervpon his argument

Yeutth euery man in fondric wife :

But what man wolde him felt auife

His conscience, and noualu misuse.

He anaie well at the first excuse

Hi* gcd, whiche euer stant in one,

In him there is delautc none

So must it ftinde vpon vs selue,

Nought only vpon ten ne twelue,

But plenarly vpon vs alt

For man is cause of that shall fall.

The history of our language is now brough

to the point at which the history of our poetry is

generally supposed to commence, the time of

the illustrious Gecflry Chaucer, who may per

haps, with great justice, be tlylcd the first of our

versifyers who wrote poetically. He does rift

however appear to have deserved all the praise

which he has received, or all the censure that

he has suffered. Dryjen, who mistakes genius

for learning, and in confidence of his abilities,

ventured to write of what he had not examined,

ascribes to Chaucer the first refinement of our

numbers, the first production of easy and natural

rhymes, and the improverrum of our language,

by words borrowed from the more polished lan

guages of the continent. Skinner contrariiy

blamei- htm in harsh terms for having vitiated

his native speech by <whzk carthafa ef foreign

•wcrJt But he that read- the works of Genver,

will find smooth numbers ard caly rhymes, ot

which Chaucer is supposed to have been the in

ventor, and the French words, whether good or

bad, of which Chaucer is charged as the im

porter. Some innovations he might probably

make, like others, in the infancy of our poetry,

which the paucity of books does allow us to dis

cover with particular exactness s but the works

of Goiver and LyJgate sufficiently evince, that

his diction was in general like that of his con

temporaries : and some improvements he un

doubtedly made by the various dispositions of

his rhymes, and by the mixture of different

numbers, in which he seems to have been

happy and Judicious. 1 have selecled several

specimens both ot his prose and verse; and a-

moni; them, part of his translation of Bceiittr.

to which another version, made in the time of

queen Mary, is opposed. It would be improper

to quote very sparingly an author of so much re

putation, or to make very large extracts from a

book so generally known.

CHAUCER.

AT. A S ! 1 wepyng am constrained to begin

verse of surrowtull matter, that whilom in

rlonshyng studie matte dclitable ditees. For lot

rendying muses of Poetes enditen to me things to

be wiiten, and drerie tere-s At Iftste no dredc

ne might overcame the mules, that thei ne

werren ft Howes, and feloweden my wate, that

is to faie, when I was exiled, thei that weren

of my youth whilom welfull and grene, com-

forten now lorrowfull wierdes of me olde man :

for elde is comen unwarely upon me, hasted by

the harrr.es that I have, and sorowe hath com-

maunded hit age to be in me. Heres hore aren

(had overtimeliche upon my bed : and the ilacke

ikinne trembleth ot mine empted bodie. Thilke

deth of men is welefull, that he ne cometh not

in yeres that bcfwete, but cometh to wretches

often iclcpcd : Alas ! alas ! with how defe an era

tteth ci ut II turneth awaie fro wretches, and nai-

tth for to closewepying eyes. While fortune

unfaithful! favoured me with light godes, that

forowful houre, that is to faie, the deth, had

almost drente mync hedde ; but now for fortune

cloudie

C O L V I L E.

I That intymeof profperite, and flofyfhing

studye, made pleasaunte and delectable di

ne, or verses : alas now beyng heauy and fad

ouetthrownin adueisitie, am compelled to fele

and tast heuines and grief. Beholde the musea

Pocticall, that is to seye : the pleasure that is in

poe; es verses, do appoynt me, and compell me

to wilt these verses, in meter, and the lorrowfull

versesdowetmy wretched face with very waterye

teares, yfsuinge out ofmy eyes for sorowe.Whiche

muses no scare without doute could ouercome,

but that they wold folow roe in my journey of

exile or banishment. Sometyme the ioye of

happy and lusty delectable youth dyd comfort

me, and nowe the course of sorowfull olde age

causeth me to reioyse. For hasty old age vnloked

for is come vpon mewith at her incommoditics and

ruyls, and (brow hath commaunded and brought*

me into the fame olde age, that is to fay : that

sorowe causeth me to beold,before my time com*

of old age. The hoer heares do growe vntimely

vpon my heade, and my reuiled skynne trembleth

roy flesh, cleane consumed and wasted with so

rowe
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tm Manic, cei'h is happy, thai cotneth not cloudie hath cluunged her decevable chere v>

tiKci xbunmu islaftye, and in pleasure mewarde, myce unpitous lite diaweth along

«Kltb:bo*ia time of aduersitie, when it is ungreablc dwellynges. O ye my trer.des, what,

R-eadByred Alls Alaahowe dull and deffe be or ivheietoavaumed ye n-e to ben welfull ? Fur

tbc cam ofcruel dea'h vnto mrn in misery that he that hath fillin, (lode in no tletlfast degre.

meld fayne dye : and yet refill} the to come and

tau-vpiberr careful! wepyng eyes, Whiles

ibrialie fortune fiuor yd me with her transuorye

puies, then ibe howre of dciih had almost

cieruxn me. That is to fay deathe was redy to

cppretTr me when 1 was in prosperi:e. Nowe for

fey ciue that fortune beynge turned, from pro-

7eruieiatoaduersi:ie (as the clere day is dirkyd

»rri cloodes) and hath chaungyd her deceyuaMe

raarramnce, ray wretched lifejs yet prolonged

c*;«.ili continue in dolour. O my frendcs why

tame ion ib often boiled roe, fayinge that 1 was

fcapry when I had honour, possessions riches, and

ij&rrr-ie whycb be transitory thynges. He that

t«i ailsa wa« in no stedfast degre.

IN the mene while, that I (1111 record these

usages withmy self, and marked my wenelie

cjapisiate with office of poinctell : I tsugh

^tacysgiboveo the hightof myn hed a woman

cr Tuil free reverence, by iemblacnt. Her even

■'reenjag, and clere, seying over the common

ŒLtiaotiEeane, with a lively colour, and with

«ae ripex and strength that it ne might not be

aawwd, ill were it so, thit (he were full of so

grttt igt, iiat menne woulden not trowen in no

ocet, tilt (he were of our elde.

lie ftiture of her was of doutous Judge-

Kate, tec (benetyme (he constrained and (nronke

'OKirea, like to the common mefure osmenne :

Aac tometyme it seined, that (he touched the

S«e»»iththe hight of her hedde. And when

it hove her hedde higher, (he perced the self

teiea, fo that the fighte of menne Ickyng was

isyotli : her cloches wer maked of right delie

'^eoet, and fubtel craft of perdurable matter,

i^t vhiche clothes (he had woven with her

«*ne kaodes, as 1 knewe well after by herself

oecUrjnr, and Ihewyng to me the beautie :

^* wbrche clothes a dirknesse of a forleten and

Wpiini elde had riulted and dirked, as it it

» ■*» to daike by smoked Images.

la the ■ethcresl hemme and border of these

twits menne red* le iwoven therein a Grekishe

^ oat sgor&eth the lite active, and above that

'ffierinthehiest bordore, a Grekishe C. that

"PJSeih the life contemplate. Andbetweue

■** :wo letters there were seen degrees nobly

•"•Jot, in manner of ladders, by whiche degrees

"•s* œi^ht climben from che netherest letter

"•<•* »"perest : nathelesse handes of some men

Nta kerve that clothe, by violence or by

*K»rth, ud the hygher parte wher the letter T.

*u»tich it vnderstand specalacion or contem-

""ona, Nenerthelesi the hindes of some vyo-

■°«t ptrfcnes had cot the fayde vestures and

«lokeaiwaye certayne pecis thereof, such as

f*T one coulde catch. And she her self'c dyd

™* >» her ryght hand litel beke, and in her

■Kthitrit afeepter, which torelayd phylofcphy

(•tea Git la* the mules poctycal present at my

bed,

WHYLF.S that I considerydde pryuvlve

with my seise the thynges before fayd,

and descrybed rry wofull complayntc a ter arc

maner and office of a wrytter, me thought I

sawe a woman stand ouer my head of a reuerend

countenaunce, hauyng quyeke and glysteryng

clere eyes, abnue the common forte of men in

lyuely and delectable colouie, andful of strength,

although (he It red so aide that by no mcar.es

(he is thought to be one of this oure tyme, her

stature is of doute'.ul knowledge, lor nowe (he

stiewethe herfel e at the commen length or statur

of men, and other whiles flie semeth so high,

as though (he touched heuen with the crown of

her hed. And when fne wold stretch fourth her

hed hygher, it also perced thorough heaaen, so

that menslyghte couMe not attain to behold her.

Her vestures or cloths were perfy t of the finylte

thredes, and subtyll workemanfhyp, amloflub-

staunce permanent, whych vestures (he had wo-

uen with her own hands as I petcevued a ter by

herowne faiynge. Thekynde or bi.L-.vtye of the

whyche vestures, a certayne darkents rr rather

ignoraunce ofchler.es forgotten badde obicuryd

and datkened, as the sirjke is wont to carken

Image? mat stand nyghc the smoke. In the lower

parte of the said vestures was read the greke let

ter P. wouen whych signify eth practise or actyffe,

and in the hygher part of the \ellures the greke

letter. T. whych etUndeth lor theorica, that

signisieth speculacicn or conu-mplition. And be-

twene both the sajd letters were fene certayne

degrees, v.ronpht after the miner of Udders

wherein was as it were a piiTige or waye in

steppes or degrees from the lower part wher the

letter. P. was which is vnderstand ;rom practys

or actyf, unto everithc marine of 'hem hid bo.ne

awaie soche peces, as i.e might getten. And

lorsothe this foresaied woman hare i.mle bokes

in her righte hande, and in her k.t hand (iie

barea scepter. And when ll-.e lawe these Poeticall

muses appochyr.g ab.-ut my bed, and endityng

wordes to my wepynges, (he wa*- a little airioted,

and glowed with crutll eyen. Who (qS st^e)

hath lulTercd approchen to ibis siike rtanne these

[ c t J caronxi
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commen strompetfes, of which 't the place that

menne callen Theatre, the whiche onely ne

astwagen not his sorowes with remedies, but thei

would leden an.i noriHie hym with fwete vcnime ?

Forsothe, that ben tho thit with thornes, and

prickynges of talented of afcccions, whiche that

ben nothyng fru^uous nor profitable, diitroien

the Corne, plentuou? of truictes of reson. For

thei holden hertes of men in usage, but thei ne

doJivcr no lolke fro maladie. But if ye muses

had withdrawen fro me with your flatteries any

unconnyng and unprofitable manne, as ben wont

to findecommenly ernong the peple, I would w?ll

suffre the lalse greve-ufly. For why, in fbche au

unprofitable man myne ententes were nothyng

t-nd imaged. But ye withdrowen fro me this man,

that hath ben nourished in my studies or scoles of

K leatic if, and ot Acadcmicis in Grece. But go-

eth now rather awiie ye Mermaiden% whiche

that bfin swete, till it be at the laft, and suffreth

this man to be cured and hclcd by my muses,

that is to lay, by my notrtull science*. And thus

this companie of muse* iblamed caste n wrothly

the chere dounward to the yerth, and shewing by

rtdnefle ther shame, thei pafieden sorowfully

the thresholds And I m whom the tic;ht ploung-

ed in teres was darked, so that I ne might not

know what that woman was, of so Imperial

auclhoniie, I woxc all abashed and stonied, and

cast my sight doune to the yerth, and began st til

for to abide whit she voujd doen afterward.

Then cme fiie nere, and let here dr-unc upon the

uttermost corner of my bed, and (he beholriyng

my cherc, that was cast to the yerth, hevie and

grevous of wcpyng, complained with these

wordes (that I shall sainc) the pcrtuibacion of

my thought.

bed, spekyng sorrowful wordes to my we'pyngc^

beyng angry fayd (with terrible or frownyngi

countenaunce) who fuffred these crafty harlutte?

to Cjm to thys fy eke man ? whych can helphvrr

by no means of hvs griefe by any kind of medi

cines, but rather increase the fame with swet*

ppyson. These be they that doo dyftroye th<

fertile and plentious comrm dvtycs ot t ca Ion anc

the truytefj thereof wyth their prickynge thornrs

or barren atFectes, and accustorneor subdue men*

myndes with sickeners, and heuvnes, and do noi

dciyuer or heale them of the fame. But yf youi

flatterye had conueyed or wythdrawen from me,

any vnlernyd man as the comen forte of pcopte

are wonte to be, I coulde haue ben better con-

tentyd, for in that my worke stiould nor be hurt

or hynderyd. But you haue taken and conueycrl

from me thys man that hath ben broughte vp

in ihe studyes of Arillou-1 and of Plato. But yet

get you hence maremaids (that feme fwete un-

tyll you h ave brought e a man to dcathc) ac/}

suffer me to heale th)<. my man w\ih my muse*

or seyeners that be noisome and good. And aftci

that philosophy had spoken these wordes the fayd

companyc o: the musys poeticall beyngc rebukyd

and sad, caste down their countenaunce to the

grounde, and by blussyng confessed their sham-

fastnes, and went out oi the dores. But 1 (that

hadmysiyht dull and blyrd wyth wcpyng, so

that 1 knew not what wonian this hauying soo

great auclhoriiiei was amasyd or astonyed, aixi

lokyng downeward, lowardc the grounde, 1 be

gan pryvylye to look what thyng ihe wiuld save

senh'.jr, than she had said. Then she approach

ing and drawyng nere unto m«, satdowne vpon

the vttenntjst part of my btd, and lokyng vpon

my face lad with weping, and declynyd toward

the earth sot sorow, bewayled the trouble os my

rpinde with these layinges tofowynge.

The conclusions of the Astrolabik.

This book (written to hi;> son in the year of our

Lord 1391, and in the 14 os King Richard

II.) standethso (*ood at lha day, especially for

the horizon of Oxford, as in the npinion of the

[earned it cannot be amended, fays an Edit, of

Chaucer.

LYTEL I,owys my fonne, I perceve well by

certainc evidences thyne abytyte to lernc

Icyences, touching nombre & and proportions, and

allb well conl'ydre I thy besy e prayer in especyal

to lcme the tretyse of the astrolabye. Than lor

as* moche as a philosopher fait he, he wrapeih

hym in his frende, that condifc<*ndeth to the

jyghiiu.ll prayers of his frende : therlore 1 have

fciven the a sufficient astrolabye for our orizont,

compowned after the latitude of Oxrnforde :

upo.t the which by mediacion of this Iytell tre-

tile, I purpose 10 ttche ihe a certain nombre

•sconcluliuns, pertainynge to this s*ir.e instiu-

ment I fay a certain* nombre of conclusions fs>:

thre causes, the full cause is this. Truste wel

that at the conclusions that have be founden, or

ells pofliblye might be soundc in so noble an in

strument as in the astrolabye, ben unknowen

perfttely to anye mortal man in this region, a:

1 suppose. Another cause is this, thaisothely in

any canes of the astrolabye that I have yfene,

ther ben fume conclusions, that wol noL in al

(hinges permurme ther behest es : and some ot hem

ben to faarde to thy tender age of ten ycre to con-

ceve. This tret i 1c divided in five paries, wil I

flicwe the wondir light rule;* and naked worde^

in EngLishe, for Latine ne canst thou nal yet but

smsle,my litel Ibnne. Bu( nevcrthelefle lufKscth

to the these trewe conclusions in Englithe, as

well as suffice ih to these noble elerkes grakes

thole fame cur-elusions in greke, and lo the Ara

bics in Atauike, and to Jcw& in Hcbrcwe, and

to the Latin iolke . in Latyn ; whiche La'yr

loskr
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Vs: had Tsena firftc oute of other divers lan-

raves, aad write laem in ther owoe tonge,

em is to faint in Latine.

AadGsd vote that in all these languages inel

iaTasye on, hive these cooclusvooa ben suffici-

tatiye leraed ud taught, and yet by divers roles,

r-A: at divers pathet leden divert lolke the

'"•eh: ware to Rome.

Now wol 1 praT roekely every person discrete,

cscrtot'h bereth or his lityl treatise to have

cj rode eatrntiag excused, and my superflnite

* wdet, tor two causes. The 6rst cause is,

tr that corioas cndnyng and hard sentences is

Ja: faery at ones, for such a childe to lerne. And

c* feconde catue is this, that sothely me semeth

aeterio written notoa child twise a gode sen-

Mcc, ihaa he foriete it one£. And, Lowis, if

t sefc that I (hewe the in my lith 1 r.glishe, as

trw coodafions touching this matc-r, and not

t^Tasirewebot as many and subtil conclusions

a tea rtaewed in latin, in any comon tretil'e of

i* tflrolabyr, conoe me the more thanke, and

jraje Cod lave the kinge, that is lorde of this

'Uprt, aai all that bim faith bereth, and

c°eiei ererich in his degree, the more and tha

tee. Barconsydreth well, that I neasurpe not

■ohavefaaadentbis werke of my labour or oi

erne earia. I name bat a leude compilatour

cfaa tabmre ot olde astrologiens, and have it

calami in myn engltsheonely for thy doctrine:

an ana tbu swerde stial 1 slene envy.

The hist party.

The trS partye of thia tretise (hall reherce the

■***»» aad the merabrea of thyne astrolabve, by -

auetbtt thou (hake have the greter knowinge

* ih«e owae instrument.

The fecoode party.

Tie fecoode partye thai teebe the to werken

.everr practike of the foresaid conclusions, as

'"-"**£* aud alip narowe as may be shewed in

s Stale an inilmment portal se aboute. For

*ti»we every astrologieu, that smallest frac

as" tt wo! not be (hewed io so final an inllru-

"«i at in fabtil tables calculated for a cause.

TferioLoccaofthc TasTimaiT of LOVE.

MANY men there ben, that with eres

openly sp:ad fa moche swalowen the

«5»aiaetre of jestes and ot ryme, by queint

inTi»s;i coloures, that of the godent sse or of

'■* satoeSe of the sentence lake they litel heue

■"Jaoae.

. *Adje dalle witte and a thooghtfulle soule

fhrtbarc mined and grassed in my spirited,

"* «*he craft of endiringe wol na t ben os mine

Kptioaince, And tor rode wordes and boistous

!**• the herte of the herer to the forest point,

* plaatea there the lenience ot thinges, lo

** »Hh Uttl helpe it is aile to spring, this

bcke, that noihvr.frc hath of the grete flode of

wytte, no of semelyche cohurs, is dolven with

rude wordes and boiltous and so drawe togrtier

to maken the catchers therof hen the more redy

to hent sentence.

Some men there ber, that pa men with co

lours riche and some with were, as with red

inke, and some with coles and chalke : and yet is

there gode matter to the leude people of thylke

chalk>e purtreyturc, as 'hem thinktth for the

time, andai<rward the tyght of the belter co

lours yeven to 'htm more love lor ths Erst lecde-

neslc. So lothly this leude clowdy occupacyon

is not to praysir, but by the leude, for comenly

leude leudenesie commendeth. Eke it (ha!

yeve sight that o:her precyous thynges shall be

the more in reverence. In Latin and French

hath many soveraine wines had grete delyte to

endue, and have many n^ble thinges iulfilde bnt

cenes ihcre ben lomc that speken ther ptiisye

mater in Frenche, or whiche speche the Frenche

rrea have as g.ide a fantasye as we have in

heryng of Frenche niens En'glilhe. And many

termes there ben in Englifhc, whiche unneth

we Englishe men connen declare the knuw-

leginge: howe should than a Frenche man

borne ? soche termes connejumpere in his mat

ter, but as the jay chattereth Englishe. Right

so truely the nnderstaniivn of Englishmen wol

not slretche to the privie termes io Fienche

what lo ever we boflen of straunge laogage.

Let than clerkes enditrn in Latin, for they have"

the propertie of science, and the knowinge in

that facultie : and lette Frenche men in ibeir

Frenche also enditen ther queint termes, for it

is kyndely to ther mouthes ; and let us shewe

our fantasies in tucb wordes as we lerneden of

our dime's toege. And althorgh thi; h-.ke by

lytel thank worthy for the leucceise iu :ravaile,

yet soch writing cxiien men to ihiike thin^ea

that ben necessarie : for every man :he-by may

as by a perpetual myrrour scne the vices or ver-

tues of other, in whychc thyngc lightly may be

concaved to eschue perils, a7id necessaries to

catch, after as aventurci have fallen toother

people or persons.

Certes the soverainst ihinge o! desire and molt

creture resonsbie, have or els (hu!d have full

appe;iieto ther oerfeceyon: unresonible bestea

mowen not, fithe the reson haih in 'hem no work

ings : than res >r.;ble that wol no:, i< compari-

soned to unrei'onahle, and made lyke 'hem.

Forsj he the mr.st soveraine and hnali perfeccion

of man is in knowyngc of a fothe, wuhouteo

any entent decevable, and in love of one very

God, that is inchaungeable, that is to knov,,

and love hh creaiour.

Nowe principallv the mene to hryngeinknow-

Ic^inj and lovyngc his creatour, U the consider-

acyon ot thynges made by the creatour, wher

through by thylke thinges that ben made, ander-

stondynge here to our wyttes, arne the unsene

pryvities of God made to us syghtfnll and know:

inge, in our comcmplacion and understoodinje.

These
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These llvnpes thin fbrsothe moche brir.^en us to

the ful knowlcginpe si>the, and lo the paifyte

love of the maker of hevenly thyngcs. Lo! Da

vid faith : thou haste dt Lied me in makinte, as

■who faith, to have delitc in the tune how God

hath lent rot in consideration ot thy makinpe.

Wherof Aristotle in the boke de Animalil-us,

faith to nmurell philosophers : it is a pmc hk-

yngc in lo-e of knowiuge (heir cretoure : and also

in knowinge of causes in kirdelye thyngei,- enn-

sidrid soriethe the formes of kindelve thingc-s and

the Ihap, a gtet kyndcly love we f-.uldc have to

the weikir.an that "hem made The crau- ■ • a

werkman is shewed in ihcwtrk. Herein t lu

ll' i-'c philosophers with a lyvcly tludit man:e

liobic thirgts, righte precious, and wort I y to

memrt ye, wriicn, ard by a c;rtt swet and ira-

vaille to us Icften of causes the properties in na

tures of thingts, to whichc therrore philosophers

it wasmop joy, n-ore lykinge, moie htrty lull

in kindcly venues and matters of rtion the j-cr -

feccirn by busy study to knowe, than to have

had al the trei-soui, al the richesli, al the vaine

ry, that the passed ernperours, prlncer, or

infees hidden. Therlore the names o: 'hem

intl.tboke of perpetual! rr.cmorie in venue aud

pece ame writen ; and In the contiaric, that is

tosainc in Styxe the foule pine of hclle arnc

thilke pressed that socli ftduits haled. And bi-

cauli this bcke shall be of love, and the prime

causes ol stering in thai dninge with parTions and

distils for wanting? o: desire, 1 wil that this

boke be eleped the teltamcnt of love.

Hut nowe thou reder, who is thilke that will

not in Icorne lairghe, to btre aewar'e orelshalii

» man, :ay he wil itmle out the swerde ot Her

cules bander, and also he thulde set Hercules

Cai'c-, a mile yet stithtr, ar.il over that he had

power os strength to pull up the spere, that A-

iisander the nolle night never wagge, arid that

pa slinge al thinrv lo ben mayster oi Fraunce by

might, there as the n'-bie gr»cious Edv.a:de ihe

thirde for al his gret proweiic in victories ne

rtiipht al yet corqu> re ?

Cettes I v/ote wt 1!, thtr shall be made more

scorr.e and jij-t os rr.t, that I so unwonhely

clothed altogithcr in (he cloudic cloude ot ur.con-

li'ng, wil putten roe in puts to speak of love,

or elsoi the causes in ihat matter, siihtn al the

grette'.l elerkes !,jn had ynough to don, and as

who faith gatheitd up dene toforne 'htm, and

with ther sharp suhts of conning al mowtn and

rnade thtrof grete rtkes and noble, ful' of al

plenties to fade me and many an other. Envye

lorsoti.e commendeth nou, hie his rclcn, that he

hath in hain, be it ntvtrto tiufty. And al'hough

iiitc r.cble reperr., as gone wt rk.ncn ar,d worthv

therhier,h»n alriiaw andlounoeupinthe flieves,

and mad? many fhnekes, yet have 1 er.fample to

gafter the smalc cromme*, and iuilin ma walet

ot tho that fallen from the bourde among the

Imalle hour.des, notwithstonding the travailc of

the ahr.olgncr, that hath draw up in the cloth

althe rtmiflailet, as trenthours, ard the reltse

to cere to the alir.iuc Yet a,!iu have 1 leve us

the noble hufbande Boece, although I be

ilraungtr of conningc to come after his doctrina

and these grete woikmen, and glene my hanc

fuls of the fhtdynge after theirhandes, and yf m

laile ought of my ful, to encrese my porcion wit

that I thai drawe by privyties out offhockes;

(lye servaunte in his ownc helpe is often moch

ccrnmtnded \ knowyoge of trouthe in 'causes cj

thynges, was more hardici in the firste sceher-

and fosayih Aristotle, and lighter in us that hai

folov ed after. For ther pasting study han freshet

our wittes, and oure understondynge han exett

ed in cansidcracion of trouth by sharpened of die i

resons. Utterly these thinges be no dremes n<

japes, to throw t to hogges, it is Ivfelych mete foi

children o'" trouth, and as they me betiden whar:

1 pilgramed out ot my kith in wintere, whan

the weir-?.- out of mesure wasboillous, and the

wyld wynd Boieas, as this kind aiktih, with

drying-, toldes maked the wawes of the ocean fe

so to ajise unkindely over the common banket

that it was in point lo spill all the ti the.

The Prologues of the CiNTittmir Tales

ol CHAUCF.R, from the MSS.

WHEN that Aprilis with his fhouris sotc.

The drought of March had percid to the

rote,

And bathid every veyn in such licour,

Of which venue engendrid is the floor.

When Zephyrus eke, with his I'wete breih

Knlpind hath, in every holt and heth

The lender croppis; and that the yong Sunn

Hath intht Ramm has halve cours yrunn j

And finale foulis makin melodye,

That flepin alle nighte with opin eye,

(So prickith them nature in ther corage)

Then longin folk to go on pilgrimage :

Aod palmers for to fekin strange strondes,

To Itrvin hallowes couth in sondry londes j

And specially fro every Ihir'is end

Of England, to Canterbury they wend,

The holy blis.'ull martyr for to like,

That them hath holpin, wliaa that thee wer«

like.

Befell that in that felon on a day

InScuthwerk at the Tabbeid as I lays

Redy to wendin on my pilgrimage

To Canterbury, with devote corage,

At night wercome into that hosiery

Wele nipt and twenty in a cumpany

Of sundrle sulk, by aventure ytall

In selasliip i and pilgrimes wer they all ;

That tuvvard Cameibury wouldin ride.

The chambers and the stablis werinwide,

And well we werin esid at the best :

Ard thortly whan the sunne was to rest,

So had I iii, .kin with them everych one,

That I was ot ther 'elafhip anooe :

And made forward eili lor to rile,

To take our weye, ther as I did devise.

I ut nathless while that 1 have time and space

Er' that 1 farther in this tale rabe,

Methiiikith it accoid-iuui to rcson,

To tell you alle the condition.

Of
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'f ah of them, fi> is it somid me.

•d which they wcrin, and of whit degree,

'ad eke ia srhat array that they wcr in :

Aod it i knight then woll I first begin.

The K&moht.

A knight ther was, and thit a worthy man,

Tfcit fro the time that he first began

Tariiiiioot, he lovid Chevilrie,

TWO ind honour, fredome and curtesy.

•'ell worthy was he in his lord 'is werre,

Aid thereto had he ridditi nane more ferre

Aijrdl io Christendom, as in Hethness ;

AMerrr rumoured for hit worthiness.

At AUiTiodre' he was whan it was won ;

fill oft timis he had the bord begon

Abcrin illc aaciouns in Proce :

laLrttow had he riddin, and in Lace,

« Christen- man Ib oft of his degree

la Canda ■, in the lege had he be

Oi Aljeiir, and ridd io Belmary t

A: Uyiiwashe, acdatSataly,

Who that they wer won , and in the grete fee

At many a acblt army had he be :

A'°^»1 snails had he benfiftene,

Aad toaghuo for our seilh M Trlmesene>

'» Mrs thrys, and alwev (lein his fo.

Thi> ilke worthy knight had been also

wwtmti wrth the lord of Palathy,

Aytai anothir hethin in Tnrky ;

A»j evirmere he had a sov'rane priie ,

A»*™fb that he was worthy, he was wife 5

*«ior hu port as meke as is a maid,

, ?V.r T« 00 villany nc said

^~ ,u, llfc "mo no manner wight :

««, 1 very parfit gentil knight.

»"hrtatellinyon of his array,

..1 be* w„ good . bvt he was ^-

a! ^bewe,id»eipon,

J t Beinottrid with his haburgeon.

Z, *" l»e ycome fn^n his viege,

^•twe for to do hit pilgrimage.

The Hoota of F A M E.

The first Boke.

\f°* h«*io> *» I have you (aied,

fw- f. " tiM ' meUe or ' »braied,

^Dtceœbertheteoithdaie,

S»L°l,Wuni*bt» to lepe ' laie,

^fiUrfepewondirsone,

'""tat was Werie forgo

ToS.tnœ,8"n'1'* two
_ ■* corps of fainct Leonarde,

"««■ luhe that erst was hard*.

KithL" me flept me mette ' w"

0f"7fBt'1«re werein mo images

^r*le, Handyng in sondric stages,

JJ l0 TO riche tabir oacles,

Am *'* P*"* mo pinnacles,

Aid lno "■"•»« portraituris,

jlWUKminirofligurri

y 'PMe fforkt, then I sow «vir.

But certainly I n'lst nevir

Where that it was, but well will t

It was ofVenus redily

This temple, f„r in purirciture

I sawe anonc right her figure

Nakid vfletyng in a sc.

And also on her hedde narde

Her rosy g.irlairi white and redde.

And her combe for 10 kembe her hed..'c.

Her dovis, ar.d Dan Cupido

Her blinde fonne, and Volcano,

That in his face ywas full bruunc.

But n I rsimid up and riounne,

1 sounde that on the wall there was

Thus wrnten on a table' n; bras.

I woll now fyng, if that I can,

The armis, and also the mr.n.

That first came throiivh hU destine

Fugitife fro Trove the countre

Into Itailc, with full mndic pine,

Unto the llrondisof l.avinc.

And tho b-^in the siorie' anonc,

As I (hall tellin you e.hone.

First sawe 1 ihedillruccion

Of Trjie, thorough the Grtke Sinon,

With his false untrue fnrtwcrynges.

And with his chere and his lelynees,

That made a horse, b-onght into Troye,

By whiche Trojan* loste all ther jiye:

And astir this they graved, alts 1

How llionscaltill assailed was.

And won, and kyng Priamtis slain,

And Polites his fonne certain,

Difpitoufly of Dan Pyrrus.

And next that sawe I how Venus,

When that (lie sawe the caltill brende,

Doune from hevin the gan descends,

And bade her lonne Æneas si«,

And how he fled, and how that he

Escapid wis from all the pres.

And toke his father' old Anchises,

And bare hym on his back awaie,

Crying alas and wela-.vaie '

The whiche Anchises in his hande.

Bare tho the goddis of the hndc

I mene thilke that Unfctend.il were.

Then sawe I next that all in Icre

How Creusa, Dan Æneas wife.

Whom that he lovid all his. life,

And her yong sonne clepid julo.

And eke Ascanius also,

Fleddin eke, with full drerie there,

That it was pitie for to here,

And in a forest as thei went

How at a toutnyngofa went

Creusa was ilulle, alas ! *

That rede not I, how that it wfis

How he her Icuijht, and how her ^liofti

Bad hym to die the Crckis bolle,

And faied he mutt into lta.lc,

As was his destine, fauna laile,

That it was pitie for to r.e.-c.

When that her spirite gan app-re,

The wordis that (lie to him laied.

And. for to kepe her lonne l-yni praier1.

There
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There sawe I praviu f kc liow he

His fathii eke, and his meine,

With his fhipp's began to faile

Toward the countrey of Iiaile,

As streight as ere ihei mightin go.

There sawelekcthe, cruil Juno,

That art Dan Jupiter his wise,

That hall ihatid all ihy life

Merciless all the Trojan Mode,

Rennin and erie as ihou were wode

On Æo!ur, the gcd ofwindes,

To blowin out of alle kindes

So loude, lhat he should ydrenche

Lorde and ladie, and grome, and wenche

Of all the Trojanisnacion,

Without any' of their favacion.

There sawe I soche tempest arise,

That every herte might agrise

To se it paintid on the wall-

There sawe I eke gravin withall,

Venus, how ye, my ladie dere,

Ywepying with full wosul chere

Yprayid Jupiter on hie,

To save and kepin that navie

Of lhat dere Trojan Æneas,

Sithins that he your sonne ywas.

Code counsaile os Chaucer.

FLIE fiothe press and dwell with sothfastesse,

Susfiie untothy gode though it be small,

For horde h»th hate, and climbyng tikilnesse,

Prece hath envie, and wele it brent oer all,

Savour no morn then the behovin shall,

Rede well thyself, that other folke canst

rede,

And trouthe the shall delirir it 'is no drede.

Paine the not echecrokid to redresse,

In trust of her that tournith as a balle,

Crete rest standith in litil businesfe,

Beware also to spurn again a nalle,

Strive not as doith a crocke with a walle,

Demith thy self that demist othir's dede,

And tranche the (hall delivir it 'is no drede.

That the is sent receve in buxomenesse j

The wrasllving of this worlde afkiih a fall •,

Here is no home, heie is but wildirnelse,

For the pilgrim, torthe o best out of thy stall,

Loke up on high, and thank thy God ot all,

Weivilh thy luste and let thy ghost the

lode,

Andtiouthe the (hall delivir, it 'is no drede-

Baiade of the village without paintyng.

THIS wretchid world'is transmutacion

As wele and wo, nowe pore, and now

honour,

Without order or due discrecion

Governid is by fortunes errour,

But nathcli (le the lackc of her favour

Nc mile not doe me syng though that I die,

J'ay tout perdu, mon temps 5c labeur

For finally fortune I due defie.

Vet is me left the fight of my refjun

To knowin frende fro fre in thy mirrourT

So moche hath yet thy tournyng up and doun,

I taughtin me to knowin in an hour,

But truily no force of thy reddour

To hymthatovir hyml'clf hath maistrie,

My fuffifaunce ylhal be my succour,

For finally fortune 1 do defie.

0 Socrates, thou stedsast champion,

She ne might nevir be thy turmentour,

Thou nevir dreddist her oppression,

Ne in her chere toundin thou do savour,

Thou knew wele the dilceipt of her colour,

And that hermoste worship h to lie,

I know her eke a false diflimulour,

For finally fortune I do defie.

The answere of Fortune.

No man is wretchid but hymlelf it wene,

He lhat yhath hymfell hath fuffifaunce.

Why faielt thou then I am lo the so kene,

That hast thy self out of my govirnaunce ?

Saie thus grant m?rcie of thin habuodance,

That thou hast lent or this, thou (halt not

strive,

What woll ihou yet how I the woll avaunce ?

And eke thou hast thy beste frende alive.

1 have ihe taaght divilion betwene

Frende of effecte, and frende of countinaunce,

The nedith not the galle of as hine,

That curiih eyin derkc for ther penaunce.

Now scest thou clere that wer in ignoraunce,

Yet hull thine anker, and thou maiest arive

There bountie bereth the key of my sub-

llaunce,

And eke thou haste thy beste frende alive.

How many have I refused to lustene,

Sith I have the fostrid in ihy plefaunce ?

Wolt thou then make a statute on thy cjuene.

That I shall be aie at thine ordinaunce ?

Thou born ait in my reign of variaunce,

About the whole with othir mult thou drive

My lore is bet, then wicke is thy grevaunce,

And eke thou hast thy beste liende alive.

The answere to Fortune.

Thy lore I dampne, it is adverfitie,

My frend maill thou not revin blind goddessc.

That I thy friendis knowe I thank it the.

Take 'hem again, let 'hem go lie a presse,

The nigardis in kepying ther richesse

Pronostike is thou wolt ther toure assaile,

Wicke appetite cometh aie before sicknclsc,

In generall this rule ne maie not false.

Fortune.

Thou pinchist at my mutabilitie,

For 1 the lent a droppe of my richesse,

And now me likiih to withdrawin me.

Why should ill thou my roiallie oppresse ?

The se maie ebbe and flowin more and lesse.

The welkin hath might to shine, rain and

haile,

Right lo must I kithin my brotilnesse,

In generall (bis rule ne maie nut lailc.

Tke
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The Pliimifie.

Lo, lac* eiecuuoo of the majestic,

That all thepurveighithofhis rightwisenessr,

Tirat fane th» og fortune yclepin ye,

Ye bl.ode teftis mil ot ludeness f

The heven hath prepirlie of sikirness,

Thuworlde huh evir restlesse travail?,

The lift daie is the code of myac entrefle,

Ja general ibis role oe mai not faile.

Th* ecreye of Fortune.

rV.aœi I praie you of your gentiloesse,

Let not this roan mod me thascrie aad plain,

Aad I (hall qnittin you this businefle,

And if ye lirte releve hym of his pain,

Prase ye hi best Ireode of hit noblenefse,

That 10 some beuir state he may attaio.

Lyigate «ii • monk of Bury, who wrote a-

be— the some time with Chaucer. Out of his

r*i"-i£ue to hit third Book of the Fall ef Pri'cti

a 'n stanzas arc selected, which, being com-

■ra--c-c with the llyse ot bis two contemporaries

w- : bow that oar Language was then oot writ-

tea by caprice, tut was in a settled line.

LIKE a. pilgrime which that goeth on foote,

Aod hath none horseto rcleue his trauayle,

Vtixe, drye and wery, and may find no bole

Of we* cold whao thrust doth hym assayle,

Wiee nor Isconx, that may to hym auayle,

Tajbt to sore which in my businesse,

jia faccovr fy ode my rudenet to redrefle.

I meane aa that, 1 have no fresh licour

Oat or" the cendukes of Calliope,

Sot through Clio in rhetorike no fioure,

la ray labour for to refresh me :

Vsr of the fasten in coumber thrise three,

VTiLJi with Cithera on Parnaso dwell,

Taey eeacr gave me drink once of their wel.

Soros tbeyr springes clere and christalline,

Tiai fprange by touchyng of the Pegafe,

The-r Fauour lacketh my making ten lumine

1 7>^e theyr bawme of lo great tcarcitie,

T: -joe their tunnei with tome drop of ilentie

F^r Poliphcmus throw his great blindnes,

Had) m me clerked of Argus the bnghtnes.

Oar lite here Ihort ot wit the great dulnes

The J*ny toule troubled with tranayle,

And o: memorye the glafyng brotelhes,

Drtiie and vecusning haue made a strong batail

*-^i *erines my spirits to assay le.

Aac -srith their iubtil creping in most quient

Had made my sp tit in makyng for to feint.

Aad ouermore, the serefull trowardnet

Of ray stepmo--her called obliuion,

Hair, a bastyll of foryetfulnes.

To flop the passage, and lhadow my reason

Tfcat 1 might hare no clere direccion,

Is t.-asGaung of new to quicke me,

Sfix.ti to write of olde antiquite.

Thai waa I let and ftode in double werre

I th* rr.etjng of jetrefal wiyat tweyne,

The one wa« this, who euer list to lere,

Whereas good wyll gan me constrayne;

Bochas taccomplisti for to doe my pay ne.

Came ignoraunce, with a menace of drede,

My penne to rest I durst not precede.

Fcrtescue was chief justice of the Common-

Pleas, in the reign of king Henry VI. He re

tired in 1471. aiter the battle of Tewkelbury,

and probably wrote most of his works in his pri

vacy. The following passage is selected froin

hit book os the Dijf'treatc befwee* a" abjolmte

aad limited Mcaarcbj.

HYTmay pertdventure be marvelidby some

men, why one Realme it a Lordfhyp on

ly r?sya.7, and the Prynce thereof ml) th yt by

his Law, callid J*s Regale, and another Kyng-

dome is a Lordlchip, Riyall and Fm::ie, and

the Prince theaeof ruiyih by a Lawe, callyd Jut

P-hticum & Regale ; fy then ihes two Princes

be;h of egall AUate.

To this dowte it may be aeswervd in this

manner ; the first Institution of ii.es twoo

Rramys, upon the Incorporation ot. them, is

the cause of this diversyte.

Wh n Nembroth by Might, for his own

Glorye, made and incorporate ihe first Realme,

and lubduyd it to hymielf by Tyrannye, he

would not have it govercyd by any other Rule

or Lawe, but by his own Will-, by which and

f-r th' accomplishment thereof he made it.

Andtherfor, though he has thus made a Realme,

holy Scripture denyydto cal hym a Kyng, !$3id

Rex duiiur a Regeadc ; Whych thyrg he •)l

not, but opprclTyO the People by Myght, a.id

therfor he was a Tyrant, and call il I'nmm Ty-

ran-.cnm But holy Writ callith hvm R:bufiui

P~eaatsr ctram Dei. For as the hunter takvth

the wyld beste for to fcle and eate hym ; so Nun-

broth fubduyd to him the people with Might,

to have their service and their goods, using upon

them ihe Lordschip that is callid, Damimum Re

gale taalum. Alter him Belus that was callid

first a Kyng, and after hym hit Sonne Nynut,

and after hym other Pany ms ; They, by Exam

ple of Nembroth, made them Realmys, would

not have them rulyd by other Lawvs than by

their own Wills. Which Liwys been right good

under good Princes ; and their Kyngjloms a then

most resembled to the rvingdome ef God, which

reynith upon Man, rulyng him by his own Will.

Wherfore many Crystyn Princes ufi-.i the fame

Lawe; and therfor it is, ihat the Lawys layen,

Slued Priacipi placmit Legit kabet tiigurem. And

thus I suppose first begane in Realmys, Demi-

■''» r««/»i» Regale, but afterward, when Man-

kynd was more mansuete, and belter dilpoijd

to Vcrtue, Crete Communalties, at was the

Fclilhip, that came into this Lond with Brute,

wyllyng to be unyed and made a Body Poln kc

callid a Realme, havyinganHeed to governe :t ;

as after the Saying of the Philosopher, eycry

Commuoaltie unyed o: many parts must neidt

have an Heed ; than they chose the fame Bi uie

[ f j to
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to be their Herd and Kyng. And they and he ^

upon this Incorporation and Institution, and on-

yng of themsclfinto a Realme, ordeyryd the

sime Realme so to be ruiyd and justylyd by

such Uwya, as they al would assent nnto -, which

Law therfor is callid Polilicnm, and bycauseit

is mynystrid by a Kyng, it is callid Regale. Do-

minium Pcsiticum dicitur quasi Regime', pl"inm

Scientia, Jive CcnJiH) min-siratum. The Kyng

of Scotts reynith upon his People by this Lawe,

videlicet, Regimine Pelit:cc Sf Regxli. And as

Diodorus Syculus faith, in his Boke ie\fri)cif

hijhriii, The Realme of Egyple is rutid by the

lame Liw, ond therfor the Kyng therof chaung-

itu not his Lawes, without the Assent of his

People. And in like forme as he fa.th is rulid

the Kyngdome of Saba, in Felici Arabia, and

the Lend" of Liiie ; And also the more parte of

al the Rclmys in Asnke. Which manner of

Rule and Lordship, the layd Diodorus in that

Boke, praysith gretely, For it is not only good

for the Prince, that may thereby the more

lewerly do justice, tRan by his own Arbitrimentj

but it is also good for his People that receyve

therby, such Justice as they defyer themielf.

Now asmeseymelh.it ys fhewyd opinly ynough,

why one Kyng rulyth and reynith on his People

Vcmir.ie lanlum Regalt, and that other re) nith

Dcmmh Politico & Regali : For that one Kyn£-

dome beganne, of and by, the Might of the

Prince, and that other bepanne, by the Desier

and Institution of the People of the fame Prince.

Of the woiks of Sir Thcmas M;re it was ne

cessary to give a larger specimen, both because

our language was then in a great degree formed

and fettled, and because it appears from Ben

Jchnsm, that his woiks were considered as mo

dels of pure and elegant style. The tale, which

is placed first, because earliest written, will show

what an attentive reader will, in perusing our

old writers, often remark, that the familiar and

colloquial part of out language, being disused a-

mong those classes who had no ambition of re

finement, or affectation of novelty, has suffered

very little change. There is another reason why

the extracts from this author are more copious :

his works arc carefully and correctly printed, and

may therefore le better trusted than any other

edition of the Englijb books of that or the pre

ceding ages.

A merry iest how a sergeaunt would Ifacne to

playe the frere. Written by mailter Thomas

More in hys youth.

WYSE men alway,

Affyrme and fay.

That best is for a man v

Diligently,

For to apply,

The busines that he can,

And in no wyfe,

. Toenterpryse,

An other faculte,

"For he that wyll,

Aud can no iky II,

Is neuer like to the.

He that hath lasie,

The hosiers crafte,

And falleth lo making (hoac

The sinythe that (hall,

To payntyng fall,

His thrift is well nigh done.

A blackc draper.

With whyte paper,

To goe to writyng scolc,

An olde butler,

Becum a cutler,

I wene shall prone a sole.

And an olde trot.

That can I wor,

Kolhycg but kysse the cup,

With her physick,

Wil kepe one tickc,

Tyll (he haue soused hym vp.

A man of lawe,

That neuer sawe.

The wayes to bye and soil.

Wenyng to ryle,

By marchaundife,

I wish to spede hym well.

A marchaunt eke.

That wyll goo seke,

By all the meanes he may.

To fall in sole,

Tyll he dispute,

His money cteane away,

Pletying the lawe,

For every strawe,

Shall prone a thrifty man,

With bate and strife,

But by my life,

I cannot tell yon whan.

Whan an hatter

Wyll go smatter.

In philosophy.

Or a pedlar,

Ware a medlar,

In theology,

All that ensue,

Such crastes new,

They diiue so farre a cast,

That euermore,

They do therfore,

Beftirewc ihetnfelfe at last.

This thing was tryed

And verefyed,

Here by a lergcaunt late,

That thriltly was,

Or he could pas,

Rapped about ttie pate,

Whyle that he would

See how he could,

A little play the frere :

Now yf you wyll,

Knowe how it fyll,

Take hede and yc (hall here.

It happed so,

Not long ago.

A thrifty mao there dyed,

Ad hundred ponndc,

Of
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Of nobles rounds,

Tim he bad liyd a side :

His ionoe he wolde.

Should haoe this golne.

For to beginne with all :

Bot to fufnTe

Hit chylde, well thrift,

Tnat money wastosmal.

Yet or this day

I b*Te hard fay,

That many a man certefle,

Hath with good cast,

Be ryche at last.

That hath begoane with lesse.

Bat this yonn; marie,

So well brgaane,

H;.i money to irnploy.

That certainly,

His policy.

To fee it was a jay.

For left sum blast,

Myght oner cast.

Hit fliip, or by mischiuace,

Men with sum wile,

Myght hym begyle.

And ministi hit subflaunce,

For to put out,

AH maner dout,

He made a good puruay,

For euery whyt,

By hit owne wyt,

And tokc an other way,

First fay re and wele,

Tberof much dele,

**e ^vgged ■' '<> * P01*

But then him thought

That way was nought.

And there he left it net.

So was he tune.

From thence agayne,

To put it in a cup.

And by and by,

Cuuetoufly,

He supped it fayre up,

la hi« owne brest,

He thought it best,

His money to enclose,

Then wist he well,

What euer fell,

He could it neuer lose.

He borrowed then,

Of other men,

Money and maTchaundise :

Nener payd it,

Up he liid it,

In like maner wyse.

Yet on tbe gere,

That he would were,

He reight not what he spent

So it were nyce,

Aa for the price,

Could him not mHcomcnt.

With lusty sporte,

And with resort,

Of ioly company,

•a mirth tad play,

Full many a day.

He lived merely.

And men had lv/onie.

Some man is b.irne.

To haue a lucky howre,

And la was he,

For such degre,

He gat and suchc honour,

That without dout,

Whan he went out,

A sergeaunt well and fayre,

Was redy strayte,

On him to wayte,

As sone as on the mayre.

But he doubtletse.

Of his mekeneise.

Hated such pampe and pride,

And would not go,

Companied so.

But drewe himself a side.

To St. Katharine,

Streighi as a line,

He gate him at » tyde,

For deuoeion,

Or promocion.

There would he nedes abyde.

There spent he fafl,

Till all were past,

And to him came there meoy^

To a si; Lheyr det,

But none could get.

The valour of a peny.

With visage stout,

He bare it out,

Kuen unto the harde hedge,

A month or twaine,

Tyll he was fainc,

To laye his gowne to pledge.

Titan was he there,

In greater reare,

Than ere that he came thither,

And -woo Id as sayne,

Depart againe,

But that be wist not whither.

Thau after this,

To a frende of his,

He went and there abode,

Where as he lay,

So sick alway,

He myght not come abrade.

It happed than,

A marchaunt man,

That he ought money to,

OfanOfEcere,

Than gan enquere,

What him was best to do.

And he anl'werde,

£e not afetde,

Take an accion therfore,

I you beheste,

I (hall hym reste,

And than care for no more.

I scare quod he,

4t wyll not be,

For*he wyll not come out,

[fl] The
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The scrgraunt said,

lie not afrayd,

It shall bt Drought about.

In manv a game,

Lyki- to the lame,

Haue I bene well in vre.

And tor your sake,

.Let me be hake,

But yf I do this core.

Thus part they boih.

And foortfa then goth,

A pace this officere.

And tor a day,

All hi* array,

He cbaur.ged with a srere.

So wap he dight.

Tha no man might,

Hym for a frere deny,

He dipped and dooked,

He spake and looked,

So religiously.

Yet in a glasfe,

Or he would passe.

He toted and he peered,

Kis harte for pryde,

Leptc in his syde.

To see how well he freered.

Than orth a pace,

Unto a place.

He goeth withouten shame

To do this i^ede,

But now take hede.

For here begynneth the game.

He drew hym ny,

And softcly,

Sircyghtat the dorehe knocked :

And a dam ell,

That hard hym well,

There came and it unlocked.

The frere sayd,

Good ipede sayre mayd.

Here lodgeth such a man,

It is told me :

Well syr quoth she.

And yf he do whit than.

<^uoth he mayftrcfle,

Ko harm domlesse *

It longcth for our order,

To hurt no man*,

liat as we can,

Fuery wight to forder.

With hym truly,

Fayne speake would I.

Sir quod (he by my fay,

He is so sike,

Vc be not like,

To speake with hym to day.

<iucth he sayre may,

Yet I you pray.

This much ut my desire,
Vouchsafe to do,

As go hym to,

And fay au austen frere

Would with hym speke,

And matters breake.

For his auayle certayn.

Quod (he I wyll,

Stonde ye here styli,

Till I come downe agayn.

Vp is she go,

And told hym so,

As (he was bode to fay,

He mistrustying,

No maner thyng,

Sayd mayden go thy way,

And fetch him hyder,

That we togyder.

May talk. A downe (he gothe,

Vp (he him brought.

No harme (he thought,

But it made some folke wrothe.

Thirfofficere,

This fayned frere,

When he was come aloft,

He dopped than,

And grete this man,

Religiously and oft,

And he agayn,

Ryght glad and fayu,

Toke him there by the hande,

The frere than sayd,

Ye be dismayed,

With trouble I understandc.

In dede quod he,

It hath with me,

Bene better than it ia.

Syr quod the frere,

Be of good chere,

Yet (hall it after th'n.

But I would now,

Comen with you,

In counsayle yf you please,

Or ellys nat

Of matters that

Shall set your heart at ease.

Downe went the mayd,

The marchaunt sayd,

Now say on gentle frere,

Of thys tydyng

That ye me bryng,

I long full sore to here.

Whan there was none,

But they alone,

The frere with euyll grace

Seyd, I rest the,

Come on with me,

And out he toke his mace :

Thou shalt obay,

Come on thy way,

I have the in my clouche.

Thou gocst not hence,

For all the pense,

The may re hath in his pouche.

This marchaunt there,

For wrath and fere,

He waxyng welnygh wood,

Sayd horson these,

With a mischese,

Who hath taught the thy good,

And with his first,

Vnon the lyfl,

H<
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He ?iue him such i blow,

That backward downe,

Almost in fowne,

The frere is overthrow.

Yet wts this man,

Well fearder than,

Left he the frere had flayne,

Tyll with good rappes,

And beany clappes,

He dawde hym vp agayne.

The frere toke harte,

And vp he starte,

And well he layde about,

And to there goth,

Betwene them both,

Miny a lofty clut.

They rent and tere

Eche others here,

Andclaoe togyderfast,

Tyll with luggyng,

And with tuggyng.

They fell down both at last.

Than on the grounde,

Togyder rounde,

With many a fadde stroke,

They roll and rumble,

They turne and tumble,

As pygges do in a poke.

So long lboue,

They hene ami (hone,

Togider that at last,

The mayd and wyfe,

To broke the strife,

Hyed them vpward fast.

And whan they Ipye,

The captaynes lye

Both waltring on the place.

The freres hood,

They polled a good,

Adowne about his face.

Whylehe wasblynde,

The wenche behynde.

Lent him leyd on the store,

Many a ionic,

About the noule,

With a great batyldore.

The wyfe came yet,

And with her fete,

She holpe to kepe himdowne^

And with her rocke,

Many a knocks,

She gaue hym on the crowne.

They layd his mace,

Abont his face,

That he was wood for payne.

The frere frappc,

Gate many a fwappe,

Tyll he was full nygh slayne.

Vptbey hym lift,

And with yll thritt,

Hedlyng a long the stayre,

Downe they hym threwe,

A layde adewe,

Commende us to the mayre.

Tha frere arose,

But I suppose,

Amasedwas his hed,

He stioke his eires,

And from grete feares,

He thought hym well yfltil.

Quod he now lost,

Is all this cost,

We be neuer the nere.

Ill mote he be,

That caused me.

To make myself a frere.

Now masters all,

Here now I shall,

Er.rle there as 1 began,

In any wyfe,

I would auyfe,

And counsayle euery man,

His own crafte use,

All newe refuse,

And lightly let them gone :

Play not the frere,

Now make good chere.

And welcome cuerych one.

A rusul lamcntacion (written by master Thomas

More in his youth) of the deth of quene Eli

sabeth mother to king Henry the eight, wife

to king Henry the feuenth, and eldest dough-

ter to king Edward the fourth, which quene

Elisabeth dyed in childbed in February in

the yere os our Lord 1503, and in the

1 8 yere of the reigne of king Henry the

feuenth.

OYe that put your trust and confidence

In worldly joy and srayle prosperite,

That so lyue here as you Ihould neucr hence.

Remember death rind loke here vppon me.

Ensaumple I thynke there may no better be.

Your seise wotte well that in this realm was I,

Your quene but late, and lo nw lu-re I lye.

Was I not borne of olde worthy linage ?

Was not my mother queene my father kyng ?

Was 1 not a kinges fere in marriage r

Had I not plenty oteucry pleafaurt thyng }

Mercisull god this is a straungc rcckenvnj; :

Rychesle, honour, welth, and aunceltry ?

Hath me forsaken and lo now here I ly.

If worship myght have kept me, I had not

gone.

If wyt myght haue me saued, I noded not sere.

If money myght haue holpe, I lacked none.

But O good God what vayleth all this gere.

When deth is come thy mighty medangere,

Obey we must there is no remedy,

Me hath he summoned, and lo now here I If.

Yet was 1 late promised otherwyse,

This yere to Hue in welth and delitc.

Lo where to cometh thy blandifliyn^ promvsc,

O false astrolagy and deuynatrice,

Osgoddes secretes makyng thy felt si wyfe.

How true is lor this yere thy prophecy.

The yere yet lalleth, and lo nowe here I ly.

O bryttill welth, as full of bitternelsc.

Thy single pleasure doubled is wiih payne.

Account my tbrow s.rlt and my dillicljc,

Jr.
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In sondry wyse, and recken there agayne,

The ioy th»t I haue had, and I dare sayne,

For all my honour, endured ye: haue I,

More wothanwelth, and lo now here I ly.

Where are our castels, now where are our

towers.

Goodly Rychmonde Cone art thou gone from

me,

At Westminster that costly worke of yours,

Myne own dere lorde now (hall I neuer fee.

Almighty god vouchesafe to graunt that ye,

For you and your children well may edefy.

My palyce bylded is, and lo now here I ly.

Adew myne owne dere spouse my worthy

lorde,

The faithful loue that dyd us both combyne,

In manage and peaseable Concorde,

lmo your handes here I cleane refyne,

To be bestowed vpon your children and myne.

Erst wer you father, and now must ye supply,

The mothers part also, for lo now here I ly.

Farewell my doughter lady Margertte.

God wottefull oft it greued hath my mynde.

That ye should go where we should scldomc

mete.

Now am I gone, and haue lefte you behynde.

O mortall folke that we be very blynde.

That we least feare, full oft it is most nye.

From you depart I fyrst, and lo now here I

lye.

Farewell Madame my lordes worthy mother,

Comfort your sonne, and be ye of good chere.

Take all a worth, for it will be no nother.

Farewell uiy doughter Kathcrine late the fere.

To prince Arthur myne own child so dere,

It booteth not for me to wepe or cry,

Pray for my soule, for lo now here I ly.

Adew lord Henry my louyng sonne adew,

Our lorde encrease your honovr and estate.

Adew my doughter Mary bright of hew,

God make you vertuous wyse and fortunate.

Adew i'wete hart my little doughter Kale,

Thou shalt fwete babe suche is thy desteny

Thy mother neuer know, for lo now here I

Lady Cicyly Anne and Katheryne,

Farewell my welbtloved sisters tferee,

0 lasty Briget other sister myne,

Lo here the ende of worldly vanitee.

Now well are ye that earthly foly flee,

Audheauenly thynges loue and magnify.

Farewell and pray for me, for lo now here

Ily.

Adew my lordes, adew my ladies all,

Adew my laithfull leruauntes euerych one,

Adew my commons whom I neuer ihall.

See in this world wherefore to the alone,

Jmmortal god verely three nnd one,

1 me commende. Thy infinite mercy,

Shew to thy leruant, for lo now here I ly.

Certain meters in English written by master

Thomas More in hys youth for the boke of

fortune, and caused them to be printed in the

begynwng of that boke.

The wordes of Fortune to the people.

MINE high estate power and auctoritie,

If ye ne know, enserche and ye shai

That richesse, worship, welth, and dignitie.

Joy, rest, and peace, and all thyng fynally,

That any pleasure or profit may come by.

To manner, comfort, ayde, and sustinaunce.

If all at my deuyse and ordinaunce.

Without my lauour there is nothyng wonne.

Many a mattes haue I brought at last.

To good conclusion, that fondly was begonne.

And many a purpose, bounden sure and fast

With wile prouision, I haue ouercast.

Without good happe there may no wit suffisc.

Better ib lo be fortunate than wyse.

And therefore hath there some men ben or

this,

My deadly foes and written many a boke.

To my diiprayse. And other cause there nya.

But forme list notfrendly on them loke.

Thus like the fox they fare that once forfoke.

The pleasaunt grapes, and gaa for to defy them.

Because he lept aud yet could not come bf

them.

But let them write theyr labour is in vayne.

For well ye wote, myrth, honour and richesse.

Much better is than penury and payne

The nedy wretch that lingereth in distresse.

Without myne helpe is euer comfortltffe

A wery burden odious and loth,

To all the world, and eke to him fclfe both.

But In- that by my fauour may afeende,

To mighty power and excellent degree,

A common wele to gouerne and defends,

O in how blist condicion Aandeth he :

Him self in honour and felicite,

And ouer, that may farther and increase,

A region hole in ioysul rest and peace.

Now in this poynt there is no more to fay,

Eche man hath of him self the gouernaunce.

Let euciy wight than iolowe his owne way.

And he that out of pouertee or misthaunce.

List for to to liue, and wyll him self enhaunce,

In wealth and richesse, come forth and wayte on

me.

And he that wyll, be a beggar let hyrn be.

Thomas Mo«e to them that trust in Fortune.

THOU that are prowde of honour shape or

kynne,

That hepest vp this wretched worldes treasure,

Thy fingers shrined with gold, thy tawny

(kynne,

With frcfli apparyle garnished out of measure,

And wenest to haue fortune at thy pleasure,

Cast vp thyne aye, and loke how flipper

chaunce,

Illudeth her men wilh chaunge and varyaunce.

Sometyme (lie loketh as louely fayre and

bright,

As goodly Uenus mother of Cupyde.

{ibe beckeih tud (he smileth on every wigbt.

B«
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Bat tail ehere ftyned, mi y not long abirfe.

Ttotconwth a ckmde, and farewell all our

pryde.

Lie to; serpent flie beginneth to swell,

Aadlooketh as fierce as any fury of hell.

Yet for all that we brotle men are fay ne,

(So wretched is our nature and so blynde)

A: <boae as Fortune lift to laugh agayne,

With fayre counrenaunce and drfceittull mynde,

To tranche and knele and gape after the

wyode,

Not one or twayne but thousandea in a rout,

Lyke swarmyog bees come flickeryng her a-

boot

Themsabiytelhe bryngeth forth her ware,

Siittr, told, riche perle, and precious stone :

On whiche the rrukJ people gale and flare,

Aocgipe therefore, as doggea do for the bone.

Foitaoe it them laughetb, and in her trone

Amjtl her treasure and waueryng ryebesse,

Prowdly flte boueth as lady and empreffe.

Fill by her fyde doth wery labour stand,

Pile sere also, and sorow all bewept,

Disdiyo and hatred on the other hand.

Eke resiles watche fro step* with trauayle kept,

Hi eyes drowsy and lokyog at he slept.

Before her standeth daunger and enuy,

f'ttwry, dyseeyt, mischieie and tiranny.

Aboot her commeth all the world to begge.

He tiketh laode, and he to pas would bryng,

Thiiuie and that, and all not worth an egge :

He would ia lone prosper aboue all thyng :

He kaeleth downe and would be made a kyng :

Heferceth not so he may money haue,

.Tioogh til the world accompt hym for a knaue.

Lo that ye see diuera heddea, diuers wines.

Fortrac alone as diuera as they all,

VaSable here and there among them flitteu :

Aid at lsenture downe her giftes (all,

(vat who Ib may she throweth great and small

Nat to all men, as commeth tonne or dewe,

Eat for the most part, all among a fewe.

Ami yet her brotell giftes long may not last.

Htthitshegaue them, loketh prowde and hyc-

Shh whirlth about and pluckth away as fast,

Ata1 giueth them to au other by and by.

Asa thus from man to man continually.

She vfeth to gene and take, and fitly tosse,

faensiito wynnyng of on others lofse.

Aad when she robbeth one, down goth his

pryde.

HtVtpeth and wayleth and cu feih her full sore,

wt be that receueth it, on that other syde,

u tkd> and blesth her often tymes therefore

w ia a whyle when she loueth hym no more,

"S'joethlrom hyro, and her giftes to,

Awl he her curseth, as other fooles do.

Al« the folyfh people can not cease,

"« "^ her trayne, tyll they the harmedo sole.

**wt her alway, bescly they preace.

S« loni how he doth thynk hym seise full wele,

That any set once his haode vppon her whele.

He holdnh fast : but upward as he flieth,

we whippeth her whele about, and there he

lyob.

Thus fell Julius from his mighty power.

Thus fell Darius the worthy kyng of Perse.

Thus fell Alexander the great conquerour.

Thus many mo then I may well reherle.

Thus double fortune, when (he lyst reuerse

Her slipper fauour fro them that in her trust.

She sleeth her wey and leyeth them in the dull.

She sodeinly enhaunceth them aloft.

And sodeynly mischeueth all the flocke.

The head that late lay easily and full soft,

In stedc of pylows lyeth after on the blocke.

And yet alas the most cruell proude motke :

The deynty mowth that ladyes kissed haue,

She bryngeth in the cafe to kyile a knaue.

In chaunging of her course, the chaunpe

shewlh this, [knight,

Vp slartth a knaue, and downe there faith a

Tne beggar ryche, and the ryche man pore it)

Hatred is turned to loue, loue to defpyghr.

This is her sport, thus proueth (he her "myght.

Great bolle (he maketh yf one be by her power,

Welthy and wretched both within an howre.

Pouertee that of her giftes wyl nothing take,

Wyth mery chere, looketh vpon the prece,

And seeth how fortunes houfhold goeth to wrakc.

Frst by her standeth the wyse Socrates,

Arristippus, Pythagoras, and many a lese,

Of olde philosophers. And eke agaynst the

sonne

Bekytb hym poore Diogenes in his tone.

With her is Byas, whole country lacks de

fence,

And whylom of their foes stode so in dout.

That eche man hastely gan to carry thence,

And asleed hym why he nought caryed out.

I bere quod be all myne with me about :

Wiledom he ment, not fortunes brotle fees ;

For nought he counted his that he might leese, '

Heraclitus eke, lyst felowfhip to kt pe

With glad pouertee, Detnociitus also :

Of which the fyrst can neuer cease but wepe,J

To see how thick the blinded people go,

With labour great to purchase care and wo.

That other laugheth to see thee foolyfh aper,

Howe earnestly they walk about theyr capes.

Of this poore sect, it is comen vsage,

Onely lo take that nature may l'ustayne,

Banishing cleane all other surplusage,

They be content, and of nothyngcomplayne,

No nygarde eke is of his good so fayne.

But they more pleasure haue a thousande folde,

The secret draughts ofnature to bcbol.se.

Set fortunes servaumei by them and ye wul',

That one is free, the other eucr thrall,

That one content, that other neuer full.

That one in sureyte, that other like to fall.

Who lyst to aduise them both, parceyve he

shall,

As great difference between them as we see,

Betwixte wretchednes and felicite.

Nowe haue 1 shewed you bothe : these which*

ye lyst.

Stately fortune, or humble pouertee :

That is to fay, nowe lyeth it in your fyst,

To take, here bondage, or free libertte.

B. •
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Rot in thys poynte and ye do after me,

i:iaw you to fortune, and labour her to please,

I f that ye thynk your seise to well at ease.

And fyrst vppon the louely shall (he smile,

And frendly on the cast her wandering eyes,

Embrace tiie in her armes, and lor a whyle,

Put the and kepethe in a fooles pan. life :

Anil soorth with all what so thou lyst deuise,

She will the graunt it l.berally parhappes:

But for all thai beware of after dippes.

Reckcn you neuer of her fauoure lure :

Ye may in dowds a^ easily trace an hare.

Or in dry lande cause sOiCs 10 endure,

And make the burnyng syre his heate to spare,

And all thys worlde in compate to forfare,

As her to make by era t or enpine stable,

That of her nature is ever variable.

Scrue her day and nyght aa reuerently,

Vppon thy knees as any scruant may.

And in conclusion, that thou shalt winne thereby

fcihall not be worth thy servyce 1 dare say.

And looke yet what she geueth the to day,

With labour \vi nne she IV.ali happly tomorrow,

Pluck it a£ayne out os thine hand with sorrow.

Whereiore y; thou in suretye ly ft to llar.de,

Takepoucrties parte and let prowde fortune go,

Receyue nothing that commeth from herhande.

Louc- maner and vertue : they be onely tho,

Whichc double fortune may not lake the fro.

Then mayst thou boldly defye her tuinyng

chaunce :

She can the neyther hynder nor auaunce.

But and thou wylt nedes medle with her trea

sure,

Trust not therein, and spende it liberally.

Bearc the not proude, nor take not out usmea-

sure,

Eylde not ihyne house on heyth vp in ike ficye.

>Jone falleth farre, but he that climbeth hye,

Remember nature sem the hviher bare.

The gystes of lortuue count them borrowed

ware.

Thomas More to them that seke Fortune.

WHO so delyteth to prouen and assay,

Of wavtryng fortune the vncertayoe lot,

Ii that the aunswere please you notalway,

Biame ye not me : for I cammaunde you not,

Fortune to trull, and eke full well ye wot,

1 haue of her no brydle in my fist,

She renneth loose, and turneth where (he lyfl.

The rollyng dyse in whome your luckedoth

(lande,

With whose vnhappy chaunce ye be so wroih,

Ye knowe yourseltecame neuer in myne hande.

Lo in this pondc be fyflie and frogges both

Call in your nette: but be you liefe or lethe,

Hold you content as fortune lyst alsvm- :

For it is your own tisliyngand not myne.

And though in one chaunce fortune you os-

fend,

Cru.igc not there at, but beare a merry face.

In many an other the shall it amende,

'i here i!. no manne so farre out ol her grace,

But he sometytne hath comfort and solace -.

Ne none agayne so farre soorth in her fauour,

That is full fatisfyed with her behauiour.

Fortune is stately, solemne, prowde, an*

hye :

And rychefle geueth, to have servyce there

fore.

The nedy begger catcheth an halfpeny :

Some manne a thousaode pound, some leiTe

some more.

But for all that she kepeth euer in store,

From euery manne some parcell of his wyll.

That he may pray therefore and serue her styli.

Some manne hath good, but chyldren hath he

none

Some man hath both, but he can get none

health.

Some hath al thre, bur vp to honours trone,

Can he not crepe, by no manner of stelth.

To some she sendeth, children, ryches, wealthe.

Honour, woorfhyp, and reuerence all hys lyfe :

But yet (he pyncheth hym with a (hrewde wife.

Then for aimuch as it is fortunes guyse,

To graunt no manne all thyng that he wyll axe,

But as her seise lyst order and deuyse,

Doth euery manne his part diuide and tax,

I counfayle you eche one trusse vp your packes,

And take no thyng at all, or be content,

With such rewarde as fortune hath you sent.

All tkjrnges in this boke ihat ye (hall rede,

Doe as ye lyst, there stall no manne you bynde,

Them to beleoe, as surely as your crede,

But notwithstandyng certes in my mynde,

I durst well swere, as true ye stall them fynde,

In euery poynt eche anfwere by and by,

As are the iudgementes of allronomye.

The Desctipcion of Richard the thirde.

RICHARDE the thirde soone, of whom we

nowe entreate, was in witte and courage

egall with either of them, in bodye and pro-

y.else farre vnder them bothe, little of stature,

ill fetured of limmes, croke backed, his left

stovlder much higher than his right, hard sa-

uoured of visage, and such as is in states called

warlye, in other menne orherwife, he was ma

licious, wrathfull, enuious, and from afore his

birth, ever froworde. It is for trouth reported,

that the duches his mother had so much a doe

in her trauaile, that stee coulde not bee de-

liuered of hym vncutte : and that hee came in

to the world wiih his seete forwarde, as menne

bee borne outwarde, and as the fame runneth,

also not untothed, whether menne of hatred re-

porte aboue the trouthe, or ellea that nature

changed her course in hys beginninge, whiche

in the course of his lyfe many things unnatu-

rallye committed. None euill captaine washee

in the warre, as to whiche his disposition was

more merely thaD for peace. Sundrye victories

hadde hee, and sommetlme ouerthrowes, but

neuer in defaulte as lor his owne parlbnc, either

of hardinesse or polytike order, free was hee

called of dyfpence, and lommewhat aboue hys

power
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fn liberall, with Urge gifres bee get him

■airiille freodeflirppe, for whiche bee was fain

u 7:1 tad (perle in other placet, and get him

t--£i& haired. Hrc waa close and secrete, a

<«jr iffiroaler, sow Iye of coumeynaunce, ar-

npet as" bean, outwardly coumpinable where

t- cnurii bated, not letting to kisle whome

be ibooettt to kyll : dispuiotu and cruell, not

«x raill will alway, box after lor ambition, and

ritrfcr the saretie or encreaseof his estate.

f;eafc aad too waa muche what indifferent,

net hit adoauntage grew, he spared no mans

wait, whole life withstoode his porpose. He

Sroi with hit owne haode* king Henry the si«t,

-■vpriijoerioibe Tower, as meane constantly

Are, aad that without commaunoement or

i»<eleige ot cocking, whiche wonlde vndoubt-

eSf rf he had entended that thinge, haue ap-

fojsed that boocherly office, to some other then

hi ewac borne brother.

Some w/iie raenoe also wetnc, that bis drift

oaenlf tanayde, lacked not in helping forth

s»bfoifcerof Clarence to his death : whiche hee

railed openly, bowbeit, somwhat (as menne

o») raore faintly then he that wer hartely

*»l to his wckh And they thit thus done,

oak thii te long time in king Rdwardet life,

feithoajlu to be king in that case the king his

^oier (whole life bee looked that euil dyete

asalat feorten) fhoulde happen to decease (as in

•soehedid) while his children wer yonge. And

"« deaw, that for thys intente he was gladde

*' hit hrotbers death the dake of Clarence,

*^tt life roast nedes hane hindered hym so

moorage, whither the fame doke of Clarence

^cktotchisu true to his nephew the yonge

"S, or eaterprised to bekyog hirnfelfe. But of

i i>u pointc, it there do certaintie, and whoso

*»»uh rppon conjectures, rnaye at wel (hote

JUrrt utofW How bet this hane I by

crca%!e informacioo learned, that the lele

•ijsw ia whiche kynge Edwardc died, one

Milebrooke songe ere mornynge, came in

P« astte 10 the boose of one Pottyer dwellyng

* aaUecrotTe strete without Crepulgate : and

•wahr >a with hastye rappyng quickly letten

*• ate tewed mto Pottyer that kynge Edwardc

^ deatned By my troothe manne quod

rw;cr then wyll my mayfter the duke o' Glou-

^ bet kynge What caul- hee haddt seo to

-ituaaidtit is to faye, wbyther hee being

saw him, anye thyoge knewe that bee suche

2)>pparpised, or otherwyfe had anye inkelynge

Aetai: so, bee waa not likelye to speake it of

«s Mtt to returne to the course of this

tjisrje, were it that the duke of Gloucester

£***°* old toreminded this conclusion, or was

*»t tt erftt thereunto moued, and putte in

**r* by the occasion of the tender age ot the

T'^ec princes, his nephues (at opportunity^

•"'iwlybcode <, "p-.e, puiteth a manne in

"*»<« of ihat bt: r:.,iia emended) certayn it

,.au bnt conmuci meyr iteltroccion, with the

'^Lfician of the r,.-,! oignitye vpon himsel.a.

And for as mnche as hee well wiste and holfrs

to mayntayn, a long continued grudge and heane

brennynge betwene (be quenea kinred and the

kinges blood eyther partye enuying others an-

thorityr, he nowe thought that their deuision

fhoulde bee (as it was in dede) a fonherlye be-

gynnynge to the pursuite of bit interne, and a

sure ground for the foandacion of al bis building

yf he might firste vnder the pretext of reueng-

ynge of olde displeasure, abuse the anger and

ygnoranree of the tone panie, to the destruccio.i

of the tocher : and then Wynne to hit purpose

at manye at he coulde : and those that couL'e

not be wonne, myght be loste ere they looked

therefore. For of one thynge was hee certayne,

that if hit entente were perceiued, he (hold so oe

haue made peace beetweae the bothe parties,

with his owne blonde

Kynge Edwarde in his life, albeit that this

discencion beetwene hys frendes sjmmewhat

yrked hym : yet in his good health he sororrie-

whatthe lefse regarded it, because bee thought

whaisoeuer bufincs fhoulde falle betwene them,

hymlelfe should alwaye bee babie to rule bothe

the parties.

But in his last sicknesse, when he perceiued hia

naturall strengthe soo sore en'cb 'J, that hee

dyspayred all reconerye, then hee consyderyngc

the youtheof his chyldren, albeit hee nothyngc

lefse mistrusted then that that happened, yet

well forseynge that manye harmet myghte

growe by they r debate, whyle the youth of hys

children fhoulde lacke discrecion of themself and ■

good counsayle, of their frendet, of whiche either

pany fhold counsayle for their owne commodity

and rather by pleastunte adu.fe too wysine

theml'elfe fauoar, then by profitable aduertise-

mente to do the children good, he called some of

them before him that were at vaiiaunce, and in

elpecyall the lorde marques Dorsettc the qnenea

s nne by her fyrste housebande, and Richardethe

lorde Histynges, s noble man, than lorde chaum-

berliyne agvne whome the quene specially

grudged, for the great tauoure the kyng bare

hym, and also for that shee thoughte hym

secretelye familyer with the kynge in wanton

coumpanye. Her kymed also bare hym sore, aa

well tor thit the kynge hadde made hym c-p-

tayne of Calyce (wbicheoffice the lorde Ryocrt

brother to the qutnc claimed of the kinget

tormer prorayfe as for diuerse other great giftes

whiche hee receyued, that they looked for.

When these lordes with diuerse other of bethe

the parties were comme in presence, the kynge

1 ftinge vppe himsclle and vndersette withpil-

lowet, as it it reported on thit wyfe lava Vtato

them, My lordes, my dcre kinsmenne and alie-,

in what piigh'e I lye you see, and I feele. By

whiche the lefse whyle I looketo lyue with yen,

the more depelye am 1 moved to care in what

case 1 leaue you, for such at I leaue you, suche

bee my children lyke to fynde you. Whiche if

they should (that Godde forbydde) fynde you at

vnyaunce, myghte happe to fall them set fe at

wane eie thair discrecioa would serue to sette

[ g J jrou
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•you at peace. Ye se il'.cir youths, of whiche I forsene, as 1 haue with my more payne the"

rrcken the onrly fureiie lo relle in ynure con- pleasure proued, by Gcdrici blessed I.adie (tha

cord. For it iufnfeth not that al you loue was ever his othc) 1 woulde ncucr have won th

them, yf eebe of you hate other. If they wer coortesye of mennes knee, with the lutse of so'

mermt, your faith-ulnelle happelye woulde fas- many header Bat sithen thyn^es passed canne

site. But chili'thood mud be maintained by be game called, muche oughte w - the more be

. nun authotitye, ar.tl flipper youth vnderpropped ware, by whar occasion we haue taKen soo great

with elder coun ay le, whicb neither they can hurte afore, that we estesoones fall not in tha

haue, but yc geue it, nor ye geue it, yf ye occasion a»ayne. Nowe be those grieses passec1

giee not. For wher eche labnureth to breake and all is (Godde be thanked) quiete, and likeTi

that the other maketh, and for hatred of ech of right* wt I to prosper in wealthfull peace vnde

othets paison, impugreth eche others counsayle, your coseyns my children, if Godde sende then

• there mull it nctles bee long ere anye good lice and you loue. Ofwhyche twoo things*, th

conclusion goe foiwatde. And also while either lefl'e Icsse wer they by whome thoughe Godd

partye laboureth lo be chiefe, flattery (hall didde hys pleasure, yet (hou'de the realms alwa

. hane more place then plaine and faithfull fiiuie kinges and peradvenlnre as good kir.gei

aduysc, of whyche muste needes ensue the euyll Bot yf you among yonre seise in achiHes-reygni

bringing vppe of the prynce, whole mynd in fall at debate, many a good man shall per s

tender youth infect, shall redily sal to milchief and hapely he to, and ye to, ere thys land 6nA

: and >iot, and drawe down with this noble realme peace again. Wherfore in these last wor<le

to ruine, but if grace turn him to wisdom : that euer I looke to speak with you : I exhor

: which if God send, then thei that by euill you and require you al, for the love that yo

. menes before pleased him best, lhal alter fall haue eucr borne to me, for the loue that cm

farthest out of sauour, (b that euer at length l-ord beareth to vsall, from this time forwards

euil drftes dreue to nought, and good plain all grieues forgotten, eche of you lou< other

: wayes prosper. Great variaunce hath ther long Whiche I verelye trnste you will, it yean;

bene betwene you, not alway for great causes, thing earthly regard, either Godde or your king

Sometime a tiling liyht wel intended, our mis- afnnirie or kinred, this realme, your owne coun

construccion lusneth vnto worse or a Imal dis- trey, or your owne surety. And therewitha

pleasure done vs, eyther ovr owne affeccion or the king no longer enduring to fitle vp, laid

suit tongues agreueth. But this wote 1 well ye him down on his right Ode, his face towardi

neuer had so great cause of hatred, as ye haue them t and none was there piclcnt that coulrii

«f loue. That we be al men, that we be refrain from wep:ng. Hut the loides recom

- christen men, this shall I lcaue for preachers sorting him with as good wordes as they cuuld

to tel you (and yet 1 wote acre whither any and answering for the time as thei though

preachers wordes ought mote to moue you, lo stand with his pleasure, there in his pre

then his that is by and by gocying to the lence (as by their wordes appered ech forgaui

place that thei alt preache of.) But this fhal other, and ioyned their hands together, whet

I desire you lo itmember, that the one pane (as if after appeared hy their Jedes) their heart

of yow is of my bloode, the other of myne were far a fonder. As lone as the lung was de

alier, and eche of yow with other, eyther of parted, the noble prince his fiinne drew towzr

kindred or afEnitle, whiche l'pirytuall kynred of London, which at the time of hrs decease, kep

ail'jiuty, if the sacramentes of Christes churche, his houfh Id at Ludlow in Wales Which coun

bcare that wcyghte with vs that woulde Godde trey being far of from the law and recourse i

thei did, fhoulcie no Icsse moue us to caaritye,

then the rclpecte of flelhlye consangtiinitye. Oure

Lord> sorbydde, t hat you loue together the worse,

. for the ielie cause that you ought to loue the

iustice, wasbegon to be farre out of good wv!

and waxen wild, robber* and riuters walking a

libertie vneirected. And for this enchealbn th'

prince was in the lite of Iris father sent thither

better. And y« that happeneth. Aud no where lo the end that the auihori'ie of his piesence

fynde were so deadlye debate, as among them, ihould refraine euill disposed parsons fro th

whvche hy nature and laws mode oughte to boldnes ..I their forniar nutcrages, to the gouer

at;ree together. Suche a pc'.lUente lerpente is naunce and ordering of this yong prince at hi

arr.btcion and dcfyie of vaine glorye and k>ue- lending thyther, was there appointed Sir Anton

raintye, whiche among slites where he once Woduile lord Riueis and brother vnto thequene

entrethcrepethtoorlh so larre, tyll with dcuision a right honourable man, as valiaunie of hand

and variaunce hie lurneth all to mifchiele. a-, pjlitike in counsiyle Adioyned wer then

Firste longing to be ntxte the best, a:terwardc vnto him other of the same partis, and in si

sgall with the belle, and at lade chiefe and sect euery one as he was neretl of kin vnti

aboue the belle. Of which immoderate appetite the queue, so was piamed next about the prince

• f wootslup, and thereby of debate and dillencion That riri'.te by the queue not vnwilcly dsuited

whatlofle, what lorrowe, what trouble hathe whereby her bloode mi^lue of youth be rootei

within these fewe yeares growen in this i calme, in the princes sauor, the duke of Gloucerte

I prays Godde as well forgeate as we well turned vnto their destruction, and vpon tha

remember. groundc set the '.oundacion of. ill hi« unhapp

Wluthe (hinges yf I coulde « well hwe building
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"■ftJiag. For whom sncuer he perceiued, either

at rjriicce with them, or bearing himself their

kcar, hte brake vr.to them, some by mouth,

fem bj writing and secret messengers, that it

eejtfcer was reason nor in any wile to be suf

fered, thai the yong Ling tfceir master Mid

tirJmanae, mould be in the bander and custody e

*•* faia mothers kinred, sequestred in maner

from theyr compan i and attendance, of which

eaeri oae ought him as taith'el serulce a& they,

and manye of them far more honorable part

of kin then bis mothers fide : whose blood

(onod he) lao-cg the kir.ges pleasure, was ful

vanetely to be matched with his : whiche

■owe to be as who fay renamed from the

"yog, as»i the lesle noble to be left fhouic

km, U (qaod he) neither honorable to hys ma-

£*&e, nor v»io vs, and also to his grace no

ft-ety to haoe the mightiest of his frendes from

him, tad unto vs no little ieopardy, to fust er

•ar weiproued euil wilkrs, to grow in ouer-

|T« authontie with the prince in youth, name-

h *H-cb is iighte of beliefe and sone perswaded.

\e remember 1 trow king Edward himself, al-

ktit be vat a raanne of age and of discretion,

?« was be in maoy thynges ruled by the

■eaufe, more then stode either with his honour,

w our profile, or with the commodity ot any

nxanae tls, except onrly ike immoderate ad

vancement of them sell*. Which whither

mey sorer thi riled after their own weale, or

■sr **, it wer hard I wene to gucll'e. And

i? IfDc ir Ikes trieodlhip had not holden better

pUcc with the king, then any respect of kin-

ft-i, thei might peraduemure easily haue bs

tri-ped and brought to contusion somme of vs

ce tb.f. Why not as easily a* they haue done

iWne other aJrcadyp, as nere of his- my al bloode

*; *e. But our Lord hath wrought his wil,

*=d ihznkes be to his grace that peril is paste.

H„* »j£ ;-t xs great is growing, yf, we suffer

this yooge kyng in our enemyc* hande, whiche

without his W)tt)ng, might abuse the name of

*i* cotnuu-'OtkiTicni, to ani of our vndoing,

wfckJi ihyng fjed ar.d good prouifion forbyd.

Of -»ta.h ga'*vl p.-ou'uion none of u$ hath any

Ciag the Ulse cede, ter the lite made at-

Uremen-e, in whiche ihe kieges pleasure hadde

toorc place then the parue* willcv. Nor cone

of vs I btliene is k» vnwyfe, ouersone to truste

A «eve irtode made oi an old foe, or to

tfc^ :hat an houeriy kindset*-, fudainely con

tract in one hoorc continued, yet scant a sort-

& ^tt, flic old be drper setted in their stomackcs :

«kc« a l«ng accustomed malice many yeres

saoted-

Wiih these wordes and writyng'*1 and luchc

«ther, the duke of Gloucester lone set a tyre,

them that weie of themsclt" eihe to kindle,

and in special J twayoe, Edwarde duke oi*

aWkyngbam, and Richarde loide Histingcsand

chauroberlayo, both roeo of honour and oi great

power. The tone by tonge iucctrfiion from his

jaceftrie, the totfaer by his office and the

<te$es faoox. These two nut buriug ethe

to other so muche loue, as hatred unfhcvnto

the queue- parte : in this poynte accorded to

gether wyth the duke of Gloucester, that they

wolde vtterlye emoae fro the kyr.gcs company*',

all hi* moLhcrs frendes, vnder the name of

their enernyes. Vpon trm concluded, the duke

of Gloucester understandyng, thit the Ior*'^<

whiche at that ivme were about the kyng,

emended to bryng him vppe to his coronacion.

accuumpanied with luchc power of theyr frendest,

that it should bee harde for hym to brynge

his purpose to paste, without the gathering anal-

great assemble of people and in maner ot

open warre, whereof the end he wiste was

d<>ubtuous, and in which the kyng being or

their side, his part should haue the face and

name of a rebellion : he secretly therefore by

diuers meanes, caused (he quene to be per-

swaued and brought in the mynd, that it nei-.

ther wer nede, and also mold be ieopardout,

the king to come vp strong. For where as

nowe tuery lorde loued other, and none other

thing study ed vppon, but aboute the coronaciort

and honourc of the king : if the lordes of her

kindred (hold assemble in the kinges aa-ne

muche people, thei fhoaW geue the lordea

atwtxte whome and them hadde bene somrre-

tymme debate, to feare and suspect e, leltc thty

should gathtr thys people, not for the kynges

saueguarde whom nomanenpugned,but tor theyr

destruction, hauying mare regardej to their

oJde variaurtce, then their newe attonement.

For whiche cause tl.ei should alscmbie on the

other partic much per-ple agayne for their de

fence, whose power Che wyile wel farre streich*-

ed. Ami thus Ihould all the realme fall on

a rore And of al the hurte that theros thould

ensije, which was like y not to be litle, and

the most hirme there like to ft\ where (he lest

would, all the worlde woakle put her a:.d her

hindred in the wy^ht, and fay (hat thei had vn-

wylclye a -d untrcwlye alto, broken the amitir

and peace that the kyng her husband so pruden-

telye made betwene hys kinne and hers in Im

death bed, and whiche the other party faithfully

obserued.

The quene being in this wife perswaded,

luthe woorde sent vnt> her lonnc, and vnto

her brother being aboute the kyng-, and ouer

thit the duke oi Gloucester . hy~niel:e and o-

ther lorde 8 the chie;e os hys bende, wrote

unto the kyr»t*e si'» rt-ueren lye, and to the

queened srendes, there loo 1 niyngf lye, that thty

nothyng earthelye niytlrust)nge, bxoughte the

kynge vppe in greate haste, not in good spede,

with a sober cornpanye. Nowe was the kinij

in his wayc to London gone, tiom Northamptnn,

when these dukes of Gloucester and Euckyng-

him came thither. Where lemained behynd,

the lord Ryucrs the kynges vncle, entenoyh^

on the morrowe to tolow the kynge, and bec

with hym at Stony e Siratford miles

thence earely or lice departed. So was there

made that cyyhtc much frendely chere be-

ivreae Laese UuUes and the loide Rivers a
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greate while. Bat incontincme after that they

were oppertlye with greate courtesye departed,

and the lorde Rinert lodged, the dukes sccretelye

with a sewe of their molt priaye frendcs, sette

them downe in counsayle, wherin they spent a

great parte of the nyght And at their rilinge

in the dawnyng of the day, thei sent ab< ■at pri-

uily, to their scruantes in their innes and lodg-

nor mistrustinge as yet But enen by and by Ib

his presence they picked a quarrell to the lorde

Rkharde Graye, the kynges other brother by hia

mother, seyinge that nee with the lorde marq«e«

his brother and the lon'e Riuers his vncle, hadde

coumpassed to rule the kinge and the realme,

and to sette variaunce among the states, and to

subdeweand deft roye the noble blood ol the realm.

yngr* about, geuinge them commaundemente to Toward the accoumplishinge whereof, they tayde

nuke them seise (hortely readye, fortheir lordes that the lorde Marques hadde entered into the

wer to horfebackward Vpponwhiche messages, Tower of London, and thence taken out the

manye of thrir folke were attendaunt, when kinges treasor, and sent menne to the sea All

manye of the lord Riuers scruantes were yn- whiche thinge these dukes wiste well were done

readye. Now hadde these dukes taken also in- for good purposes and necessari by the whole

to their custodye the kayes of the inne, that

none should paJTe fooith without theyr licence.

, And ouer this in the hyghe waye towarde

Stonye Stratforde where the kynge laye, they

counfaile at l.on.lon, sauing that somewhat thei

must sai. Vnto whiche wordes, the king aun-

swered, what my brother Marques hath done I

cannot sai o. But in good faith I date well aun-

hid.le beestoweu certayne of they r folke, that swere for myne vncle Riuers and my broiherhere,

fhoulde sende backe agayne, and compell to re- that thei be innocent of any such matters Ye

tourne, any marine that were gotten oute of my liege quod the duke of Butkyngham thei

Northampton toward Stony Stratlorde, tyll they haue kepte theire dealing in these matters farre

should geue other licence For ac muche as the fro the knowledge of your good grace. And

dukes themsel e emended for the (hewe of theire foorthwith thei arrested the lotde Richarde and

dylygence, to be the fyrfte that fhoulde that Sir Thomas Vaughan, knighte, in the kinges

daye attende vppon the kynges highnesse oute presence, and broughte ihe king and alle backe

■f that towne : thus bare they folke in hande

But when the lorde Ryuers vnderstode the gates

closed, and the wayes on euerye side besette,

neyther hy6 scruantes nor hymself suffered to

go oute, parceiuyng well so greatc a thyng with

out his knowledge not begun for nougtve, cem-

paryng this maner present with this last nighies

chere, in so few hours so gret a chaunge mar-

uc\ louslye mifliked. How be it sithe hee coulde

not geat awaye, and keepe himlelfe close, hee

woulde not, leste he fhoulde seeme to hyde him-

selfe for fume secret feare of hys owne faulte,

whereof he saw no such cause in hym self: he

determined vppon the suretie of his own con

science, to goe boldelye to them, and inquire

what thya matter myghte meane. Whome as

soone as they sawe, they beganne to quarrell

with hym, and laye, that hee intended to sette

distaunce beetweene the kynge and them, and

to btynge them to confusion, but it fhoulde not

iye in hys power. And when hee beganne (as

hee was a very well spoken manr.e) in goodly

wise to excuse himself, they taryed not the ende

of his aunswere, but shortely tooke him and

pu'tehimin warde, and that done, foorthwyth

v elite to horsebacke, and tooke the waye to

Stonye Stratforde. Where they sounde the

kinge with hit companie readye to leape on

borsebacke, and depart forwarde, to leaue that

lodging for them, because it was to streighte for

bothe companies. And as sene as they came

in his presence, they lighte adnwne with all

their companie aboute them. To whome the

duke of Buckyngham saide, gee afore gentle-

raenne and yeomen, kepe youre rowrres. And

thus in goodly arrays, thei came to the kinge,

and on their knees in very hurr. le wife, saluted

his grace j whiche reccyued them in very :oyous

i,oJ amiable maner, nothinge carthlye knowing

vnto Northampton, where they tooke againe

further counfaile. And there they sent awaie

from the kinge whom it pleased them, and sette

newe scruantes aboute him, fuche as lyked bet

ter them than him. At whiche dealinge hee?

wepte and was nothing contente, but it booted

not And at dyner the duke of Gloucester seme

a difhe from his owne table to the lord Risers,

ptayinge him to be of good chere, all Ihould be

well inoogh. And he thanked the duke, and

prayed the messenger to beare it to his nephewe

the lorde Richard with the fame message tor hit

comfort, who he thought had more nede of coom-

fort, asone to whom such aduersitie was straunge.

But himself had been al his day< in vre there

with, and therefore coulde beare it the belter.

But for al this coumfortable courtesye of the

duke of Gloucester, he lent the lord Riucra and

the lorde Richatde with Sir Thomas Vaughan

inte the Northe coumrey into diuers places to

p:ison, and afterward al to Pomfraii, where

they were in conclusion beheaded.

A letter written with a cole bySirTttoMaa

Mori to hys doughter maistres Maigakit

Rote*, within a whyle after he was prisoner

in the Towre.

MYNE own good doughter, our lorde be

thanked 1 am in good helthe of bodye,

and in good quiet of mind : and of -vorldl*

thynges 1 no more defy er then I haue. I be-

seche hym make you all merry in the hope of

heauen. And such thynges as 1 somewhat long

ed to talke with you all concerning the worlde

to come, our Lorde put them into yourmyndes,

as I tiuste lie dothe and better to by hys holy

spi rite : who blclse you and prefer ue you all.

Wiitten wyth 1 cett by your tender louiog it.

ther,
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:xr, *t» in hu pore priycrs fr>rgetteth none

flr'yooail, nor yonr babes, nor your nurses, nor

yoarpodhu(biad?s, nor your good huibandes

urevde wyori, nor your iaiheii (hrewde wyle

aciber, Kir our other 'rendea. And (bus t»ie

ytkutcly well tor lackc ot paper.

Thomas Moil, knight.

Tm Inert balletm which Sir Thomas Mori

Dior for byt pastime while he was prisoner

ia ibt Tower ot London.

Liwti the lost loaer.

EY altering fortane, lokeihbn neuer sosayre,

Orsfuer ib plciantly begin to Imile.

A'lhaogh thr.o wrulill my mine all repayre,

Iforiae.iy lie thou (halt me not bcgtle.

Trail fluU I God, to entre in a while.

Hyi hinea or heaurn sure and voiforme.

iio atur thy calme, lokc 1 lor a (lor me.

DirT the dyeer.

LOKG was I laJy Lucke your seruing man,

And now haue lid ap*yne all thai I gat,

Worrelose when I thinke on you nowe and than,

Asfliamy mynde remember this and that,

Yc sit sot blame me though I bcstirew your

eat,

In in 6151b. I blefleyouagaynea thousand times,

Ft» trading rne now louse Layfute to make rymes.

At the fame time with Sir thtmai Mirr,

Ctrf Skin, ihe poet laureate oi Henry VII.

from whose works it seems proper to insert a

few ttimat, though be cannot i.r said to have

nuiotj great elegance ot langui^e.

The prologue to the Bouge ot Courte.

IK Aatumpne whan the tonne in vy-gvre

By radyante bete eoryped hath out come

wfaea Lena full ot mutebylyte

Ai Eraperes the dyademe hath worne

Oi wr pole artyke, smylynge hal V in scorn*

At oar My, and our vnstedjfastneiTe

Tbt lime whan Mart to vrarre hym dyd liret,

I ollyngt to rrryode the greate auctoryte

0-' poet olde, whiche fall craftily

Yaicr aicwerte terme* as coulde be

Cuioachea trouth, andcloke fabtylly

Wfct fresfte vtteraunce fall sentencynufly

Drome io style some spared not vyce lo wryte

»J"e of mortalltie nobly dyd endyte

tfhereby I rede, theyr renome and theyr same

Miyeoroerdyt. but eucrmore endure

' *ulbre moued to a torse the same

Bit ieMraooce foil suone dyde me dy scare

AcJlhewed that in this arte I was not sure

'°t to illumine we sayd I was to dulle

AAiyryngememy penne awayetopulle

Aod not to wryte, for he fo wyll atteyne

Ftced^og sender than his connynge is

Kt heed may be barde, but feble is brayne

Yet btue 1 knowen liiche er this

»H of rtproeb* surely he may not roys

That ctymmeth hyer than he may sotinge haoe

What an he Hyde downe, who shall him saue?

Thus vp and downe my mytide was drawen

and cast

That J ne wyste what to do was beste

So fore enwered that I was at the laste

Enforsed to flepe, and tor to take some reste

And to lye downe as scone as I my drdle

At Harwyche potte (lumbryii:ge as 1 lave

la myne holies house called powers keye.

Of the wits that flourished in the reign of

Hnry VIII. none has been more frequently ce

lebrated than the earl of Strrj, and this history

would therefore have been imperfect without some

specimens of his works, which yet it is not easy

to distinguish stom those of Sir Thomas Wyat

and others, with which they are confounded1

in the edition that has fallen into my hands.

The three first ate, I believe, Worry's; the rest,

being of the fame age, arc selected, some as ex

amples of different measures, and one as the

oldest composition which 1 have found iQ blank

verse.

Description of Spring, wherein eche thing re-

newes, save only the lover.

TH E soote season that bud, and bloome

fourth bringes,

With grene hath cladde the hyll, and eke the

vale.

The Nightingall with *ethert new (he stages;

The >urile to her mate hath told her tale :

Somer is come, for every spray now springes.

The ha it hath hunge hysolde head on the pale.

The bucke in brake his winter coaie he flynges ;

The hlhes flete with newe repayred leale :

The adder all her (lough away Ihe flynges,

The i'wi't swallow pursueth the flyes ltnalle.

The billy bee her honey how (lie mynges;

Winter j* worne that was the ftourea bale.

And thus 1 fee among these pleasant thynges

Eche care decayes, and yet my sorrow springe a.

Deseiiption of the restless estate of a lover.

WHEN youth had led me half the race,

That Cupides scouige had made me

runne;

I looked back to meet the place,

From whence my weary course bejuntte ;

And when I saw howe my desire

Misguiding me had led the waye,

Myne eync to greedy of theyre hyre.

Had made me lose a better prey.

For when in sighes I spent the day,

And could notcloake my grief with game i

The boyling smoke dyd still bewray,

The present heat of secret flame :

And when silt tcares do bayne my breast.

Where love his pleasent traynes hath sown,

Her beaaty hath the t'ruyics opprest,

Ere that the buddet were spronge and blowne.

And when myne eyen dyd still pursue,

The flying chase of they te request -,

' ' Theyre
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They re greedy looks «!ytl oft renew,

The hydden wounde within my breffe.

When every loke these cheeks might stayne,

Frem dedly pale to glowing red :

By outward stones appealed jMayne,

To her for hcloe my hart was sled.

But all to late Love learneth me,

To paynt all kind of Colouis new :

To blyrd theyre eyes that elle should fee

My speckled cheeks with Cupids hew.

And now the covert brest I clairce,

That worfliipt Cupide secretly ;

And nourished hys (acred flame,

From whence no blairing tpaiksdo fl ye.

Dcscripcioo of the fickle Affections, Pangs, and

Sleightes of Love.

SUCH wayward waies hath Love, that most

part in discord

Cur willes do slan.l, whereby our hates but sel

dom do accord :

Becyte is hys delighte, and to begyle and mocke

The simple hartes which he doih strike with

froward divers stroke.

He cauleth th'one to rage with golden burning

darte.

And doth alay with Leaden cold, again the o-

thcrsharte.

Whose gleames ofburning fyre and easy fparkes

of flame,

lo balance ol unequal weyght he pondereth by

ame

From eafye ford where 1 myghte wade and pass

full well,

He me withdriv.es and doth me drive, into a

depe dark hell :

And me witholdts where 1 am calde and offred

place.

And willcs me that my mortal foe I do beseke of

Grace ,

He lettesme topurfue aconquest welnere wopne

To follow where my p»)nes were lost, ere that

my lute begunre.

Sa by this means 1 know bow soon a hart may

turne

Frem warre to peace, from truce to stryie, and

Ib agayne relume.

I know how to content my self in others hist,

Oi little stuff; unto my self to weave a webbe

of trust :

And how to hyrie my harmes with sole dylTem-

bling chere,

When in my face the painted thoughtes would

outwardly appears

I know how that the blood forsakes the face sor

dred.

And how by (bame it stayrxs agayr-e the Cht kes

with flamynit red :

I know under the Grcne, the Serpent how he

1 hi kes:

The hammer of the restless forge I wote eks

h'iw it woikcs.

I knowc and con by roate the tale that I wou'.de

tell

But ofte ihe wnordes cornc fourth awrye of him

Uiit lovtih well.

I know in heate and cold the Lover how he

(hakes,

In sy"b:'-tj how he doih complayne, in sleeping

how he wakes

To languish without ache, sickelesse for to con

sume,

A thousand thynges for to dcvyfc, resolvynge of

his frme ;

And though he lyste to fee his Ladyes Grace full

fore

Such pleasures as delyght hys F.j.-, do not his

healthe restore,

I know to I'eke the tracte of my defyred fne.

And lere to fynde that I do feck, but chiefly this

I know,

That Lover* must transfourme into the thynge

beloved.

And live (alas ! who would believe ?) wi'Ji sprite

frem Lyfe removed.

I knowe in barty sighes and laughters of the

Ipleene,

At once to chaunge my state, my will, and eke

my colour clene.

I know how to deceyve my self wythe others

helpe,

Arid how the Lyon chastised is, by beatynge of

the whel; e.

In standynge nere the fyre, I know how that I

freafe ;

Farre of I burne, in bothe I waste, and so my

Lyfe I lei fe

I know how Love doth rage upon a yeylding

mynde.

How fmalle a nete may take and male a harte

of gentle kinde :

Or else with seldom swete to season hepes of Ri\\,

Revived with a glympse of Grace old sonowes

to let fill.

The hidden traynes I know, and secret snarei

of love.

How s>onc a loke will prynte a thoughte that

never may remove.

Theflypper state I know, the sodein lurnes from

welihe

The doubtful hop-, the certaine wooe, and sure

despaired helthe.

A praise of his ladie.

GEVF* place you ladies and be gone,

Boalt not your selves at all,

f oi here at hande anproachetli one,

V.hofe sice will stayne j'n all.

The vet tut: of her lively -lookes

Excels the precious stone,

! wiihe to have none other books

'1 o rede or look upon.

In eche of her two christall eyes,

Smyleth a naked boy \

It would you all intieart suffile

To see that lampe os joye.

I think nature hath lost the moulde,

Where (he her (hape did take ;

Or else I double if nature coulde

So fayre a creature make

She may be well corrparde

Dwcthe Pheoix kiude,

Whose
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WWe like was never seen nor heard,

Tine my nun can fynde.

lo lyfe (he it Diana chad

In (rooth Penelopey,

lo woord and eke in dede stedfast ;

Whil will ye more we say •

If ill the world were sought so tarre,

Who could find suche a wight.

Her beauty iwinkleth lyke a starre

Within the frosty night

The lover refused of hit love, embraceth venue.

MY youthful I yeret are past,

My joyfull dayet art gone,

My lyfe it may not list.

My grave and'l am one.

My Mynh and joyes are fled,

Aod I a man in wo,

Dtfirout to be ded.

My misaiesc to sorgo.

I burn and am a colde,

I freese amydrlea the t'yer

1 see see doth witholde

That it my honest dcsyre.

I see my help at hande,

I see my lyfe alt),

I see where she doth stande

That is my deadly so.

I fee how (he doth see,

And yet (he will be blynde,

I lee in helpyng me.

She sckes and will not fynde.

I fee how she doth wrye,

When I begynne to mone,

I see when t come nye,

How fayne she would be gone.

1 lee what wil ye more,

She will me gla.ily kill.

And you shall see thertore

That see stiall have her will.

1 cannot live with stones,

It it too hard a foode,

I »il be dead at ones

To do my Lady good.

Tl* Death of ZOROAS, an Egiptian astrono

mer, rnthe first figh, that Alciaader had with

"* Persians.

NOW cUuring armet, now raging broyls of

Waire,

sea ruffe the ooy* of dredful trumpettt clang,

toowoed with (hafts, the heaven with cloude

ofdaites,

Co«red the ayre. Against full fattrd bulles,

Aiiorceth kyndled yre the lyons keene,

~U: greedy g out the gmw.ng hunger prkkes;

J>Micejcns aga.nft the Persians fare,

°* »'|>t» hyde the purpurde soy le with blood;

"'jtuiuehter on eche side, but Perles more,

H°jst field, bebled, theyr hearts and numbers

r . «*»'■«.

'""ed while .hey give back«,and fill to flighte.

'"' luening Macedon by swords, by gleavcs,

1 oia-t aod troupes of footmen, with his earde.

»f™e«t to Uary, but hyra hit rarest kyn,

Oxste preserves with horsemen on a plumpe

Be.ore his carr, that none hit charge should give.

Here grunts, here groans, ech where strong

youth it spent :

Shaking her blondy hands, Bellone among

The Perscs sowethall kinds oi cruel death •

With throte yent he roares, he lyeth along

H,s entrant with a l.unce through gryded quyte,

Hym Imytes the club, hyra woundes iarre stryk-

ing bowc, '

And him the sling, and him the shining sword ;

Right over stood, in snowwhite armour brave,

1 he Memphite Zoioat, a cunnying clarke

To whom the heaven lay open at his book'e .

And in celestial bodies he could tell

The moving meeting light, aspect, eclips,

And influence, and constellations all •

What earthly chaunecs would betyde, what yere,

Of plenty storde, what singe forewarned death.

How winter gendreth snow, what temperature

In the^ prime lyde doth season well the soyle.

Why summer burnes, why autumne hath ripe

u/k- u 8r*P"'

Whither the circle quadrate m.y become.

Whither our tunes heavens harmony can yelde

Ot four begynt among themselves how Kreat

Propornon ,s ; what sway the erryng lights

Doth tend ,n course gay„e thlt siyrst movyng

heaven ; ; *

What, gree> one from another distant be

What start doth leu the hurtful! lyre to'r.ge.

Or him more mylde what opposition makes,

What fyre doth qualilye Mavorscs fyre

What home eche one doth seeke, what'plannett

raignes

Within this heaven sphere, nor that small thy ngea

11 speake, whole hesven he clofoh in hit bred"

Thi. lage then in the starre. hath spyed the fates

Thieatened him death without delay, andsith,

He saw he could not (.tail oider chaunee

Forewaid he prest in ba.t.yse, that he might

Me,e wuh the ruler, ot the M.cedons,

Ot h s right hind desirous lo be tain

The bouldest borne, and worthiest in the f ilde ;

And as a wight, now wery of hit Use,

And leeking death, in lyrst front of his rage,

Comet delicately to AiexanJers face * »

At him will, Janet one i.ter other throws,

Wuh, recklei eworde. andclamourhim provoker,

And layth, Nectanack. Dastard fhamelujl st.yne

Ot mothers bed, why West thou thy strokes,

Cowardes among, 1 urn thee to me i„ case

Manhood there be so much left in thv heart.

Come tight wuh me, that on my helmet weare

Appollo t laureil both for learnings laude.

And.- ke ,or ma, tail praise, th,l in my ,h,e|d*

The even tolj Sophie of Minerve contein.

A match more mete, Syr King, then any here.

Ihe noble prince amoved takciuth upon

lhe wilful wighi, and with soft word, ayen

0 monstrous man (quoth he) what so thou art,

1 pray ihee live, ne no not with thy death

Th„ lodge 01 Lo.e, the muses mansions marre ;

lha: Ueaiurc houle Ljis hand (hill never fpoy le,

Mv
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My sword (lull never bruise thit flcilfull brayfle,

Long gather'd hnpca of science sone to spill ;

O how sayre fruites may you to mortall men

Fiom Wisdoms garden give } how many may

By you the wiser and the better prove :

What error, what mad moode, what frenzy thee

Perswadestobedowne, senttodcpe Averne,

Where no artes flourish, nor no knowledge vailea

•For all there sawes. When thus the sovereign

said,

Alighted Zoroas with sword unsheathed,

The careless king there smoate above the greve,

Al lh' opening of his quifhes wounded him,

So that the blood down trailed on the ground :

TheMacedon percei/inghurt, gan gnastie,

But yet his mynde he bent in any wife

Hymto forbeare, sett spurrs unto his stede,

And turnde away, lest anger of his Imarte

. Shoulde cause revenger hand deale baleful blowes.

But of the Macedonian chieftainea knights,

One Meleager could not bear this fight,

But ran upon the said Egyptian rode,

And cutt him in both knees: he fell to ground,

Wherewith a whole rout came of souldiours

And all in pieces hewed the sely seg, [sterne,

But happely the soule fled to the flarres.

Where, under him, he hath full sight of all.

Whereat he gaied here with reaching looke.

The Persians waild such sapience to sorgoe,

The very sone the Macedonians wisht

He would have lived, king Alexander seise

Demde him a man unmete to dye at all s

Who wonne like praise for conquest of his Yre,

As for Aoute men in field that day subdued,

Who princes taught how to discerne a man,

That in hi* htad so rare a jewel beares,

But over all those fame Camenes, those seme,

Divine Camenes, whose honour be procurde,

As tender parent doth his daughters weale,

Lamented, and for thankes, all that they can,

Do cherish hym deceist, and sett him free,

From dark oblivion of devouring death.

Barclay wrote about 15501 his chief work is

Che Stif> ifFitits, of which the following extract

will (hew his style.

Of Mockers and Scorners, and false Accusers.

O Heartless fooles, haste here toour doctrine,

Leaue off the wayes of your enormitie,

F.nlbrce you to my prceeptes to encline,

For here (hall I (hewe you good arid veritie :

Encline, and ye finde shall great prosperilie,

Ensuing the doctrines of our lathers olde,

And godly lawes in valour worth great golde.

Who that will followe the graces manysolde

Why 1 are in vertue, (hall find auauncement :

Whertbre ye fooles that in your sinoe aie bolde,

. Ensue ye wisdome, and leaue your lewde intent,

Wisdome is the way of men most excellent:

Theifore haue done, and shortly spede your pace,

. To quaynt yourself and company with grace.

Learne what is virtue, therin is great solace,

Learne what is truth, fadnes and prudence,

Let grutche be gone, and grauvrtie purchase,

Farsakc your folly and ic: Mueoience,

Cesfe to be fooles, and ay to sue offence,

Followe ye virtue, chief ronte os podlynet

For it and wifedomr is froan.l of clenlynea.

Wisedomcand virtue twothinges aredoubtlea,

Whiche man endueth with honour speciall,

But such heanes as fli-pe in toolifhnes

Knoweih nothing, and will nought know at all ;

But in this little barge in principal!

All foolifli mockers I purpose so repreue,

Clawe he his backe that feeleth itchte or grew.

Mockers and scorners that areharde ofbelcse.

With a rough combe here will I clawe and grate.

To proue if they will from their vice remrue.

And leaue their folly, which caufeth great de

bate : [estate,

Suche caytincs spare ncythrr poore man nor

Ard where their lelfe are moste worthy derision,

Other men to scorne is all their molt condition.

Yet are mo fooles ot this abul'ton,

Whiche of wise men defpiseth the doctrine,

Wiihmowe«, mockes, scorne, and collusion,

Rewarding rebukes for their good discipline :

Shewe to suche wisdome, yet shall they net

encline.

Unto the same, but set nothing thereby,

Butmocke thy doctrine, still or openly.

So in the worlde it appeareth commonly.

That who ihat will a foole rebuke or blame,

A mocke or mowe (hall he haue by and by :

Thus in derision haue fooles their speciall game.

Correct a wise man that wouldeeschue ill name.

And fayne would learne, and his lewde life

amende.

And to thy wordes he gladly shall intende.

If by misfortune a rghtwife man ofV'ende,

He gladly susfcre<h a juste correction,

And him thai him teacheth taketh for his frende.

Him lelfe putting mekely unio fubiectiou,

Folowing his preceptes and good direction.

But vf tkat one a foole rebuke or blame,

He (hall his teacher hate, (launder anddiffame.

Howbeit his wordes oft tuine to his own

shame.

And his owne dartes retourne to him agayne.

And so is he fore wounded with the fame,

And in wo endeth, great misery and payne.

It also proue. 1 full often iscertayne,

That they that on mockers alway their mindet,

call,

Shall of all other be mocked at the last.

He that goeih right, stedfast, sure, and fast.

May him well mocke that goeth halting aiW

lame

And he that is white may well his fcornes cast,

Agaynst a man of lade : but no man ought to

blame

Anothers vice, while he vseth the fame.

But who that of sinne it cleane in deede arui

thought, [nought.

May him well scorne whose living is ftarke

The scornes of Nabal full nere should haue been

bought.

If Abigayl hit wise discrete and sage.

Had not by kindness right crafty meanes fought.

The wrath 01" Diuid to temper and allwage.

Hath'
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Hati not two beam la their fury laJ rage

Twoiod rortie children rent tod tarne,

For they the prophets Helyseus did (come.

So might they corse the time that they were

borne,

For their mocking of this prophete diuine :

So buqv other of this fort often maurne

For their iewrfe mockes, and fall into mine.

Thai it is foly for wife men to encline.

To this lewde Hocke of fuoles, for fee thou shall

Them rooste fcoraing that ate most bad of all.

The Ler.uoy of Barclay to the fooles.

Ye mocking fooles that in fcorne set your ioy,

PToodly despising Cods ponition :

Take ye example by C ham the fonne of Noy,

Which laughed his father vnto derision,

Which him after curled for his transgression,

And made him seruaunt to all his lyne and

frocke.

So shall ye caytiffs at the conclusion.

Since ye are nought, and others fcorne and

mocke.

Abon the year 155 J wrote Dr. Wilsn, a

man celebrated for the politeness of his style,

aad the extent of his knowledge : what was the

state o« oar language in his time, the following

may be of sic to (how.

PRooounciation is an apte ordering botbe of

the royce, couoteniunce, and all the whole

eadre, accordyoge to the worthines of fuche

T5ontes and mater as by fpeache ate declared.

The vie hereof it fuche for anye 00c that likelh

uhaae pray (e for tellyngehis ule in open iHtm-

Tfcos have I deduced the F-'gHJb language progress many be easily traced, and the gradations

iran the age of Alfrid to that ol Elizabeth ; in observed, by which it advanced from its filst

farae parts imperfectly for want of materials -, rudeness to its present elegance,

ha I hope, at least, in such a manner that in

blie, that hauing a good tongue, and a comelye

countenaunce, he shal be thought to passe all

other that haue not the like vtteraunce : thought

they haue much belter learning. The tongue

geueth a certayne grace to eucrye matter, and

beautifieth the cause in like manor, as a iwete

loundynge lute muche fetteth forthe a meane

deuil'ed ballade. Or as the lo uncle of a good in-

strumente styrreth the hearers,and mouctb muche

delite, so a cleare soundyng voice comforteth

muche our deintie cares, with much sweete me-

loiie, and causeth vs to allowe the matter rather

for the reporters fake, then the reporter for the

rr alters fake. Demosthenes therfore, that famoufe

oratour, beyng asked what was the chiefest point

in al oratorie, gaue the chiefe and onely praise

to Pronunciation ; being demaunded, what was

the secor.de, and the thirde, he still made aun-

swere, Pronunciation, and would make none

other aunswere, till they lefte askyng, declaryng

hereby that arte without vtteraunce can doce

nothyng, vtteraunce without arte can dooe right

muche. And no double that man is in outwarde

appearaunce halfe a good clarkc, that hath a

cleaae tongue and a comely gesture of his body.

Æl'chines lykwyfe beyng bannifhed hiscountre

through Demosthenes, when he had redde to the

Rhodians his own oration, and Demosthenes

aunswere thereunto, by force whereof he was

bannifhed, and all they marueiled muche at the

excellencie of the fame: then (qdÆ.chines) you

would have marueiled much more if you had

heard hymselfe speak it. Thus beyng cast in

miferie and bannilhed for euer, he could not but

geue such great reporte of his deadly and mortal

ennemy.

[h] A GRAM-



GRAMMAR

OF THE

ENGLISH TONGUE.

GRAMMAR,which is fAs art ifusing v>erdt

prptrly, comprises four parts; Orthogra

phy, Etymology, Syntax, and Prosody.

In this division and order of the parts of gram

mar 1 follow the common grammarians, without

enquiring whether a fitter distribution might not

be found. Experience has long shown this method

lo be so distinct as to obviate confusion, and so

comprehensive as to prevent any inconvenient

omissions. 1 likewise use the terms already re

ceived, and already understood, though perhaps

others more proper might sometimes be invented.

Sylburgius, and other innovators, whose new

terms have funk theii learning inio neglect, have

leli sufficient warning against the trifling ambition

os teaching arts in anew language.

Orthoora?iiv \itbe art if cmbiningUttert

into syllablei,andjy '/ablet ints vi:rds. It therefore

teaches previous!) the form and sound of letters.

The letters of the English language are,

Roman.

A a

1! b

C c

0 d

E e

F f

0 g

H h

1 i

J j

K k

I. I

M m

N a

O o

* P

Q» <i

R r

S s>

T t

11 u

V v

\V w

X x

X 7
Z t

Iralick.

A a

K b

C c

D J

E e

f f

0 g

II k

1 ,

7 V
J j

K i

J. I

M m

N n

0 o

P

S.
A'

S

I

u

r

If

X

r

7.

P

1

r

s>
t

Old English. Name,

a a a
■& b be

C c y«

2> D del .

C t €

$ f 'I

in B jti

i) I) aitcb

1

ft

t

93

0

9D

19

a

au

ca

t i (or ja

i j con Ion

h ka

I it

m em

ii IK

0 0

P 1"

<i <-•-

t ar

Is eft

r tee

it u [oV va

» t> conIon.

!U double u

t ex

V nvy
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rommonly i~-

t.arA or Bastfra,

that is, shard.

To these may be added certain combinations

of letters usiversally used in printing ; asct, ft,

fl, sl, ft, (h, sk, ft", IT, si, fi, fli, ffi, ffl, and Se, or

and fer fe, and, H,st,fi, Jl,fi,Jb,st,ff, ff,fi,

A/#i#- »• *,fl, ^ ft, IT, 0, 8, fft,

Ut, *

Our letters are commonly reckoned twenty-

four, because anciently i andy, as well as* and v,

were expressed by the seme character j but s«

those letters, which had always different powers

have now different forms, our alphabet may be

propetly laid to consist of twenty-fix letters.

None of the small consonants have a double

form, except /, t ; of which [, is used in the be

ginning and middle, and x at the end.

Vowels are five, a, e, i, o, u.

Such is the number generally received ; but

for i it is the practice to write y in the end of

words, as thy, hohy ; before ;', as from die, dying ;

from beautify, beautifying ; in ihe words f'y'y

dayt, eyet ; and in words derived from the Greek,

and written originally with v, ti system, cvcmi**,

sympathy, TufxTtttSiut.

For u we often write *» after a vowel, to make

a diphthong , as, raw, grew, view, viv>, slew

ing, Icwuejt.

The sounii of all the letters are various.

Ici treating on the letters, I shall not, like

some other grammarians, enquire into the origi

nal of their form as an antiquarian; nor into

their formation and prolation by the organ of

speech, as a mechanick, anatomist, or physio

logist; nor into the properties and gradation of

founds, or ihe elegance or harshness of particular

combinations, as a writer of universal aud tran

scendental grammar. 1 consider the English al

phabet only as it is English ; and even in ih's

narrow view I follow the example of lormer

grammarians, perhaps with more reverence than

judgment, because by writing in English I supposes

my reader already acquainted with the EnglifK

fanguage ; and becaule of sounds in general ic

may be observed, that words arc unable to

describe them. An account therefore of the

primitive and simple letters is useless almotl

alike to those who know their found, and thoftr

who know it not.

Of VOWELS.

A has three sounds, the slender, open, act?

broad.
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A deoder is soand in most words, as face,

o*w; and in words ending in ation, as creation,

jthatien, generation.

The a sl*nder is the proper English a, called

*tr> justly by Erpenius, m his Arabick Gram

mar, a Angltcum cum e mistum* as having a mid-

ci« found between the open a and the f. The

French have a similar sound in the word pais, and

:aibtir e masculine.

-*open is the a of the Italian, or nearly re-

ttmbles it ; as father, rather, congratulate,

!**cJy gta/t.

Abroad resembles the a of the German j as

u% <aaU% emit.

Many words pronounced with a broad were

anciently written with an, as fault, mault ; and

west.li Iky fault, mault. This was probably the

Saxon found, for it is yet retained in the northern

Salectj, and in the ruflick pronunciation: as

«*«« for man, tauud for hand.

The shot a approaches to the * open, as

past.

The long a, if prolonged by e at the end of

tie ward, is always flender, as graze,fame.

A terms * diphthong only with i or_y, and u

»«. At or ay, as \n plain, wain, gay, clay, ha^

~-> the found of the long and flender a, and

'-iffers not in the pronunciation from plane,

Au or aw has the found of the German a, as

W, naughty.

A* u sometimes found in Latin words not com-

?teteh naturalised or assimilated, but is no Kng-

..6 diphthong ; and is more properly expressed

•f fcagie r, a» Cesar, Eneas.

E.

/ is the letter which occurs most frequently in

tie English language.

£ is long, as in Jceee; or short, as in cellar,

separate* celebrate, men, then

k is always short be ore a double consonant,

wtwo consonants, relent, medlar, reptile, flr-

pM, cellar, effattom, blessing, fell, felting,

Ik.

£ is always mute at the end of a word, ex-

*xx in monosyllables that have no other vowel,

fc tie i or proper names as Penehpe, r'hebe, Der-

*- beieg uied lo modify the foregoing conso-

^at, a* fiace, once, hedge, oblige; or to lengthen

Csftr^cecung vow;], as ban, bane; can, cane $

fa pine j turn, tune; rob, robe; p^p, pope ;

lustre \ cSr, cure ; tub, tube.

Almost, all words which now terminate in

^fcaan*.* ended anciently in e, asyear, yeare \

*~U%*js, wtldnesfe ; which e probably had the

'■''"3: ot the French e feminine, and constituted a

i*^am*e with its associate consonant , for, in old

•^tsm^words are sometimes divided thus, r/z^-r*,

*•£-*!, immpled-ge. Thus e was perhaps for a

t-3* tacal or silent in poetry at convenience re-

*»fced; but it hi* been long wholly mute. Cam-

*» caiU u the silent /.

it doe* not always lengthen the foregoing

It has sometimes in the end of words a found

obscure, and scarcely perceptible, as open,Jhafen,

fhotten, thistle, participle, metre, lucre.

E forms a diphthong with* a ; as neat , with

i, as deign, receive ; and with *, or w, as new,

flew.

Fa founds like e long, as mean ; or like ee,

as dear, clear, near.

Et is sounded like e long, ut seine, perceiving.

Eu sounds as u long and soft.

E, a, u are combined in beauty and its deriva

tives, but have only the found of*.

E may be said to form a diphthong by redupli

cation, as agree,sleeping.

Eo is found in yeemen, where it is sounded as e

short ; and in people, where it ib pronounced like

ee.

I.

/ has a found, long, as fine -, and short, as

That is eminently observable in i, which may

be likewise remarked in other letters, that the

short sound is not the long found contracted, but

a found wholly different.

TIk long found in monosyllables is always

marked by the e final, as thm, thine.

I is often sounded belore r as a short * ; as

flirt,first, Jbirt.

h form? a diphthong only vAih e,zsfeld,shield,

which if founded as the double ee t exceptfriend,

which h sounded as freed.

I is joined with eu in Mem, and ew in view\

which triphthongs are founded as the open **

O is long, as born*, obedient, corroding; or

short, a' bhek, kntek, tblique, till.

fVonten in pronounced wimen.

The short o has sometimes, the found of a close

u, 2% fin, come.

0 coalesces into a diphthong with a, as moan,

groan, approach \ oa has the found of o long.

0 is united to e in some words derived from

Greek, as teconimy ; but ce being not an Eng

lish diphthong, they are better written as they

are sounded, with enly e, economy.

With i, as etl,joil, moil, noisome.

This coilition of letters seems to unite the

founds ot the two letters as far as two founds can

be united without being destroyed, and therefore

approaches more nearly than any combination in

our tongue to the notion of a diphthong.

With o, as btot, ho:t, cooler ; oo has the found

of the Italian *

With * or no, as our, power, slower ; but in

some words has only the sound of o long1, as in

Jeul, boiul, Jew, grew. These different lonnds

are used to distinguish different significations , a*

how, an instrument for shooting t beta, a de

pression of '.he head : sow, the she of a boar ;

sow, to scatter seed : bowl, an orbicular body ;

bowl, a wooden vessel.

On is sometimes pronounced like e soft, as

Hurt j sometimes like c short, as cough ; some-

[ h a J times
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limes, like > close, as could ; or Bopen, as rough,

tough ; which use only can teach.

Ou is frequently used in the last syllable of

words which in Latin en;l in or, and are made

English, as honour, lab:ur, favour, from honor,

labor, savor.

Some late innovators have ejected the u,

without considering that the last syllable gives

the found neither of or nor ur, but a sound between

them, if not compounded of both; besides that

they are probably derived to us from the French

nouns in eur, as honeur, favour.

U.

V is long in use, confusion ; or short, as ui,

concussion.

It coalesces with a, c, i, t; but has rather

in these combinations the force of the w con

sonant, as quaff, quejl, quit, quite, languish;

sometimes in ui the i loses its found, as in juice.

It is sometimes mute before a, c, i,y, as guard,

gu'st, guise, buy.

V is followed by e in virtue, but the e has no

found.

C'e is sometimes mine at the end of a word,

in imiiation ot the French, as prorogue, syna

gogue, plague, vague, harangue.

Y.

T is a vowel, which, as Qui ntilian observes

is tme of the Roman letters, we might want

without inconvenience, but that we have it. It

iupnlies the place of i at the end of words, as

t/y; before an ;', as dying; and is commonly

retained in derivative words where it was part

of a diphthong in the primitive; a* dejlry, de-

Jlroyer; betray, betrayed, betrayer; pray,

prayer; say, jayer; day, a'ayr.

1 bein? the Saxon vowel y, which wa*. com

monly used where /' ir. now put, occurs very fre

quently in all old books.

Cimm Runs.

A vowel in the beginning or middle syllable,

before two consonants, is commonly short, as

opportunity.

In monosyllables a single vowel besore a single

consonant is short, isjiag, frog.

Of CONSONANTS

R has one unvaried sound, such as it obtains

in other languages..

It is mute in debt, deb!:-, subtle, doubt, lamb,

limb, dumb, thumb, climb, c:mb, w>mb.

It is used before / and r, as black, brown,

C.

C has before ? and / the sound of s; as sin

cerely, centnei, century, circular, cijlern, city,

/••fy: before a, .-, and ir, it sounds like i, as

«<i'w, concavity, copper, incorporate, euriejity,

concupiscence,

C mic,ht be omitted in the language without

loss, since one of its sounds might be supplied by

/, and the other by k, but that it preserves to the

eye the etymology of words, atsate fromfacia,

captive from capttvui.

Ch has a found which is analysed into tfb, as

church, chin, crutch. It is the fame sound

which the Italians give to the c simple before i

and e, is citta, cerro.

Ch is sounded like k in words derived from

the Greek, as chymifi, scheme, cholcr. Arcb is

commonly sounded ark before a vowel, as arch

angel; and with the English found of ch before

a consonant, as archbilhep.

Ch, in some French words not yet assimilate;),

sounds like I'-, as machine, ciaije.

C, according to English orthography, never

ends a word j therefore we write Jiick, block,

which were originally Jlicke, Llocke, in finch

words. C is now mute.

It is used before / and r, as clock, cress.

D

Is uniform in its sound, as dear' , diligent.

It is used before r, as drain, droji ; and «-,

as dwell.

F, though having a name beginning with at

vowel, it ir, numbered by the grammarians a-

mong the semivowels, yet has this quality of at

mule, that it is commodiously sounded before a

liquid, »sflafi,fiy, fieri le [t has an unvariable

sound, except that oj sometimes spoken nearly

as ov.

G.

G his two sounds, one hard, as in gay, g-,

gun; the other soft, a.- in g,-m, giant.

At the end of a word u is always hard, ring,

fung. Jong, frog.

Be.ore e and ; the found is uncertain.

G bt;ore e is sott, as gem, generation, except

\ag:ar, geld, geese, get, gewgaw, and deriva

tives from words ending in g, i*singiug,slrcngfr,

and generally before er at the end ol words, a;

finger.

G is mule before n, as gnajh, fieri, foreign.

G be ore i is hard, as give, except in giant,

gigantick,gibb.-t, gibe, giblett, giles, gill, g:li,.

fewer, gm, ginger, gingle, gipsy.

Gh in the beginning of a word has the found

of the hard g, as ghcflly; in the middle, and

sometime at ihetnd, it is quite silent, xnibomrb

nglt, sought, spoken //•»', rtte,Jtute.

It has often at the end the sound of f, as

laugh ; whence laughter retains the fame sound

in the middle; cough, trough, J-ugh, long/;

enough, Jiough.

It is not to be doubled, but that in the origi

nal pronunciation gh had the force of a consonant

deeply guttural, which is (till continued among

the Scotch.

G is used before h, 1, and r.

H.

//isa note of aspiration, and (hows that the

tollcw'sig
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lillosrag vowel must be pronounced with a queen, equestrian, quilt, enqniry,quiri,quotiaian.

Ilroogemission of the breath, ts tat, horse. $u is never follovfgdby u.

It seldom, perhaps never, begins any but S>« is sometimes founded, in words dem-ed

tie first syllable, in which it is always sounded from the French, like k, as conquer, liquor,

Mh « hill breath, except in heir, herb, hostler, risque, chequer.

fci:ir, humble, honest, humour, and their de-

R has the fame rough snarling found as in ci

ther tongues.

The Saxons used often to put b before it, as

before / at the beginning of words.

Rb is used in words derived from the Creek,

as myrrh, myrrhine, catarrhous, rheum, rheu-

mattek, rhyme.

Re, at the end of some word* derived from

the Latin or French, is pronouneej like a w;ak

7 consonant founds uniformly like the soft

f, and is therefore a letter useless, except in

etymology, as ejaculation, jester, JKuud, juice.

K.

K bas the found of hard c, and is used

b«ore i and i, where, according to Knglifh ana-

kp, c would be soft, as kept, king, flirt, er, as theatre, sepulchre,

fiefuti, for lo it should be written, not Jeep-

tick. S.

It is used beibre n, as knell, knit, but totally •''has a hissin» found, msibilatitn,siller.

loser its fburd ' A single t seldom ends any word, except the

JTis never doubled •, but c is used be'bre it to third person of veibs, as hvis, groins ; aid the

'Wten the vowel by a double consonant, as plurals of nouns, as trees, bujbes, distresses; the

'idle, tickle. pronouns this, his, curs, yours, us ; the adverb

thus ; and wor.is derived from Latin, as reb-js,

\lt surplus; the close being always either in/r, a*

houje, herse, or \njs, as grajs, drejs, blejs, /r,.,£ ha; in English the lime liquid found as in

wber languages.

The custom is to double the / at the end of

.nonot) llables, as kill, ivill,sull. 1 hel'e word*

«rt originally written kille, vsille, Julie;

and when the e first grew silent, and was aster

isks omitted, the // was retained, to give

force, according to the analogy of our language,

ta the foregoing vowel

anciently grossc, dresse.

S single, at the end of words, has a gross, r

sound, like that of z, as trees, eyes, except tin.

thus, us, rehus, surplus.

ft founds like r. before ion, if a vowel goes

before, as intrusion; and like/, if it fellows a

consonant, as conversion.

It founds like s bclore e mute, as refuse, ami

L is sometimeii mute, as in calf, half, halves, before y final, as rejy; and in those words, bo-

nnvr, cltld, -would, p]aim, talk, salmon, Jal- fern, desire, wisdom, prism, prisoner, prejenr,

m present, damsel, casement.

The Sixors, who delighted in guttural founds. It is the peculiar quality iff, that it miy he

fcaretiroes alpirated the / at the beginning or founded betore all consonants, except *■ and z,

wonls, as hlap, a Uaf, or bread; hlapcrib, a in which / is comprised, x being only ki, and

bti; bat this pronunciation is now dilated. «. a hard or gross/. This J is therefore icrm-

iratthe end of wordr, is pronounced like a ed by grammarians Jua p-Arftatis litera; the

*eak el, in which the e is almost mute, as reason of which the learned L)r Clarke i rrom-

'oi!e,Jbtttle. oufly supposed to be, that in some words it might

M. be doubled at pleasure. Thus we find in leve-

'Whasalwrys the fame found, as isarmar, ral languages:

•smustutaJ. ZU.vupt, scatter, sdeguo,sdrucctolo,sfavellare,

N. c^y\,sgombrare,]granare,jbake,slumber,smell.

If has always the lame found, as noble, strife, jface, splendour, spring, squeeze, Jkrew,

Kim. step, strength, jlramen, sventura, Jvsetl.

A'is sometimes mute after m, as damn, con- S is mute in isle, island, demejne, vijcount.

4*', bjmn.

P.

P has always the fame found, which the Welsh

>W Germans confound with B.

' is sometimes mute, as in psalm, and be

tween r and /, as terns t

T has its customary found, as take, tempta

tion.

'Ti before a vowel has the found off, as

salvation, except an / goes before, as question,

Pi h ukd'tor/in'words derived from the excepting likewilederivativesfromj;, as mighty,

C:«k, a> phiejophv,pkilaittbr<ty, Philip. mightier.

Th has two founds; the one soft, as thin,

(V ■whether; the other hard, a thing, think. The

^,, as in other languors, is always follow- found is soft in these words, then, thence, and

"•hy », and has * found which our Saxon an- there, with their derivatives and compounds,

WUi well expressed by cp, <w, ai ■...'■ ant, that, these, thn, thet, thy, thine, their, they.
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th'Sy these, them, though, thus, and in all words

between two vowels, as fatbtf, •whether ; and

betv't-cn r and a vowel, as hurthen

In other words it it hard, as thick, thnnJer,

faith, faithsit]. Where it it fastened at the

end of a word, an e silent mult be added, as

breath, breathe, ilslh, clothe.

y has a found of near affinity to that of/,

ir.in, vanity.

From/in the Iflandick alphabet, v is only

diflinguilhcd by a diacritical point.

W

Of w, which in diphthong* is osten an un

troubled vowel, some gvammai ians have doubt-

id whether it ever be a consonant ; and not

rather as it is called a double u or eu, as

luster may be relblved in onater; but letters

of the fame found ate always reckoned con

sonants in other alphabets: and it may be

observed, that iff follows a vowel without any

hiatus or difiiculty ot utterance, as Jmjiy, win

ter.

PVh has a found accounted peculiar to the

English, which the Saxons better expressed bv

lip, llv, as what, whence, whiting; in where

pnlv, and sometimes/a wbolejime, wh is found

ed like a simple b.

•' begins no I'nglish word; it has the found

ctf hi, as axle, exti aiicsui.

Y.

7~, when it follows a consonant, it a vowel;

when it precedes either \owel or diphthong, is

a consonant, as ye, jaring. [t is thought by some

to be in all cases a vowel. But it may be ob

served of y as of w, that it follows a vowel

without any hiatus, as refyjittlb.

i? begins no word originally English; it has

the found as its name izr.aril or / bard

expresses, of an J uttered with cioser compres

sion of the palate by the tongue, as freeze,

f ve

in orthography I have supposed orthapy, or

jtjl utterance of wirdt, to be included; ortho

graphy being only the art of expressing cer

tain rounds by proper characters. I have ifrere-

Jorc observed in what words any of the letters

are mute.

Most of the writers of English grammar have

given long tables of words pronounced other

wise rhan they are written, and seem not suf

ficiently to have considered, that os r'.nvlifh,

f as of all living tongues, there it a double pro

nunciation, one cursory and colloquial, tin- o-

Iher regular and solemn. The curlor. pronun

ciation is always vague and uncertain, betng

marie different in different mouths by negli

gence, unikilsulceis., o: ast'ectauoc. lite so

lemn pronunciation, though by no means im

mutable and permanent, is yet always less re

mote from the orthography, and less liable te»

capricious innovation. They have however ge

nerally formed their tables according lo the

cursory speech or those with whom they hap

pened to converse; and concluding that the

whole nation combines to vitiate language in

one manner, have often estabiilhed the jargon

of the lowest os the people as the model of

speech.

For pronunciation the best general rule is, to

consider thole as the moll elegant speakers who

deviate least from the written words.

There have been many schemes offered for

the emendation and settlement of our ortho

graphy, which, like that of other nations, be

ing formed by chance, or according to the fancy

ot the earliest writers in rude ages, was at first

very various and uncertain, and is yet suffici

ently irregular. Os these reformers some have

endeavoured to accommodate orthography bet

ter to the pronunciation, wilheut considering

that this is to measure by a shadow, to t.rke

that for a model or standard which is changing

while they apply it Others, less absurdly in

deed, but with equal unliklcgood of success,

have endeavoured to proportion the number

of letters to that of founds, that every found

may have its own character, and every cha

racter a single found. Such would be the or

thography of a new langui je'to be formed by a

synod of grammarians upon principles of sci

ence. But who can hope to prevail on nations

lo change their practice, and make all their old

books ulcless ? or what advantage would a new

orthography procure equivalent to the confu

sion and perplexity of such an alteration ?

Some of these schemes I Ihall however exhi

bit, which may be uled according to the diversi

ties of genius, as a guide to reformers, orter-

rour to innovators.

One of the first who proposed a scheme of re

gular orthography, was Sir Thomas Smith, se

cretary of state to Queen Elizabeth, a man of

real learning, and much practised in gramma

tical disquisitions. Had he written the following

lines according to his scheme, they would have

appeared thus :

At length Erasmus, that great injur'd name,

The glory of the priesthood, and the shame,

StcmmM the wild torrent of a birb'rous age,

And drove those holy Vandals off the stage.

At lengft Erasmus, <$at gret injur'd nam,

£e glorr osftc pristhiid, and %e aam,

Stemmd ,Se wild torrent of a barbVous 35,

And drbv *$'6% holt Vandals offset sttij

After him another .mode of writing was of

fered by Dr. Gill, the celebrated master of St.

Paul's tehool in London; which 1 cannot re-

prcl'-ni exactly for waul of types, but will

approach
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apcntch as nearly as I c»n by means of cha-

ractas now in use Ib as to make it understood,

eihibiiing Iwo stanzas of Spenser in the reform

ed orthography •

Spenser, book iii. canto 5.

Tnthackful wretch, said he, is this the meed,

Wuh which her sovereign mercy thou dost

quite r

Thy lite she saved by her gracious deed;

Bat thou dost ween with villainous despight,

To Mother honour, and her heavenly light.

Die, rather die, than so disloyally.

Deem ot her high de eit, or seem so light.

Fair death it is to (hun more shame j then

(Se.

Die, rather die, than ever love disloyally.

Bat if to love disloyalty it be.

Shall I then hate her, that from deathes door

Me brought ? ah ! far be such reproach from

roe.

What can I less do, than her love therefore,

Sitb 1 her due reward cannot restore ?

Die, rather die, and dying do her serve,

Dying her serve, and living her adore

Thy lire (he gave, thy life (he doth deserve;

Die, rather die, than ever from her service

swerve.

Va*«akful wrs», Uid hj, it Wis We mjd,

WitD Si' h.'r so&rrain rmrsi Wou dust quji ?

Dj Ijr rj U»o«l W\ htr grtsiusdjd;

Bat Sm dust wen wih tiftnu difpjt,

Tu blot hsr honor, and htr heliolj I ■ A t .

Dj, TaWtr dj, W*o so difleialji,

l>jrn of htr hii drztrt, or sjm sa lift

Fair dei* it iz tu pun nwr p-.m ; Win dj.

Dj. roWtr dj, Wsn id r luu cisloiolj.

Bat it tu luV d.lloialtj it bj,

Sa! 1 35 n hit htr <5ac from d Wez cUt

Mi brourt * ah ( far bj fu' rcpro3 trom mj.

Wstkanl Us du Wsn h(r luB <5*rf»r,

Sii I htr ca rrw*rd kanot rtstwr ?

Dj, tattt dj, and djir, du htr Iter,

DilS bar ("irB, and licij her ad*r. .

D? Yy pj gil), Bj Iji rj dui diitro ;

Ei, raSir dj, Wsn t))ir Irom hsr iirljs fwsrv.

Dr Gill was followed by Charles Butler, a

man who did not want an understanding which

might, have qualified him tor better employ

ment. He stems to have been more sanguine

tbaa his predecessors, for he printed his book ac

cording to his own scheme-, which the folkiw-

iag specimen will make easily understood.

Bat whensoever you have occasion to trouble

their patience, or to come among them being

t^nslcd, it is better to stand upon your guard,

man to trust to their gentleness For the fate-

fuard of your lace, which they have most mind

a.ia, provide a pursohood, made of coarse boul-

terrag, to be drawn and koii about your collar,

wjib for more safety is to be liutd against

the eminent parts with woollen cloth. Firft

cut a piece about an inch and a half broad,

and half a yard long, to reach round by tha

temples and forehead, from one ear to the

other j which being sowed in his place, join

onto it two Ihort pieces of the fame bread.h

under the eyes, for the balls of the cheeks, and

then set another piece about the breadth of a

shilling against the top of the no e. At other

times, when they are not angered, a little piece

half a quarter broad, to cover the eyes and parts

about them, may lerve though it be in lite heat

of the day.

Bet penfoever you hav' occasion to trubble

Weir patienc', or to cflffm among Wem biting

trubled, it is better to stand upon your gard.

Wan to trust to Weir gentleness. For We fat '-

gard of your sac', pia Bey hav' most mini."

unto, provid' a pursehoed mad' of csffrse boul-

tering, to bee drawn and knit about your collar,

pi' for roor' saf'ty is to bee lined against V

eminent parts wit w^llen clot:. First cut a

prre' about an in' and a half broad, and half a

yard long, to rea' round by We temples aud

fnr'head, from one ear to tie oiler; pis beting

loved in his plac', join unto it two port p«ces

of the lam breadt under We eys, for the bal* of

tie 17«ks, and then set an oWer p«c' about We.

breadt ot a pilling against the top of We note.

At oWer ttm's pen Wry ar' not angered, a little

pice' half a quartet broad, to cover We eyes and

pans about them, may serve Wowj it be in We

heat of fie day. Butler on the nature and prs-

ptTtiesnj Bets, 1634.

In the lime of Charles I. there was a very

prevalent inclination to change the orthographv;

as appears among other books, in such editions

of the works ot Milton as were published by

himseK. Ot these retormers every man had hifi

own scheme ; but they agreed in one general

design of accommodating the letters to the pro

nunciation, by ejecting luch as they thought

superfluous. Some of them would have written

these lines thus:

All the erth

Shall then be paradis, far happier place

Than this of Kden, and far happier daie.

Bisliop Wilkins afterwards, in his great work

of the philosophical language, proposed, without

expecting to be followed, a regular orthogra

phy : by which the Lord's prayer is to be writ

ten thus:

Y»r Fadher haitsti art in heven, halloed bi

dhyi nim, dhyi cingdym cym, dhyi »ill be dyn

in erth as it is in heven, Sec.

We have since had no general reformers;

but some ingenious men have endeavoured to

deserve well of their country, by writing At-

ticr and Ult* for bi-itu r and lateur, and red for

read
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read in the prescnt-trnse, sais for fayi, repete for

repeaty explane for explain, or drdame for de

claim. Of these it may be slid, that as th«y

have dune no good* they have done little harm;

both because they have innovated little, and be

cause few have followed them.

K T Y M O I. O G Y.

ETYMOLOGY teaches the deduai.m ofone

word from another, aud the various modi

fication* by which (he scale of the same word is

diversified; is tirje, horses ; licit, lined.

Os the AlTtCLI.

The English have two articles, an, a, and

the.

An, a.

A has an indefinite signification, and means

ni with some reference to more j as, This is a

rood b:ok, that is, one among the bocks that are

rood. He <wai killed by a sword, that is, /(*

sword. This is a better book for a man than a-

its, that is, for one of those that are men, than

cue cs these that are boys. An army might enter

•uti'hout resistance, that is, any army.

In the fenses in which we use a or an in the

singular, we freak in the plural without an arti

cle ; as, these are food books.

I have made an the original article, because it

is only the Saxon an, or xa, one, applied to a

new use, as the German em, and the French

un ; the n being cut off before a consonant in the

speed of utterance.

Grammarians of the last age direct, that an

should be used before I ; whence it appears that

the English ar.cieiuly aspirated less. An is still

used before the silent h, a«, at herb, an benest

man: but otherwise a : as,

A horse, a horse, my kingdom fora horse.

Shakespeare.

The has a particular and definite signification.

The fruit

Os that forbidden tree, whole mortal taste

Brought death into the world. Milton.

That is, that particularfruit, and this -world

in which we live. So He giveth fodderfor the

cattle, and green herbsfor the use of man ; that

a, for these beings that are cattle, and his use

that is men.

The is used in both numbers.

I am as free as Nature first made man, -*

Ere the base laws of servitude begin, /

When wild in woods the noble savage ran. r

Dryden. j

Many words are used without articles; as

I . Proper namer, as John, Alexander, Lergi-

nus, Ari/larchus, Jerujalem, Athens, Rene, Lon

don. God is used as a proper name.

1. Abstract names, as blackness, wircheraf;

virtue, vice, beauty, ugliness, Ine, hatred, anger,

•dnature, kindn^ji.

3. Words in which nothing but the mere be

ing of any thing is implied : This is not beer,

but water ; This is not brass, batsieel.

Of Noi'Ns Substantives.

The relations of English nouns to words going*

before or following are not expressed by cajes, or

changes of termina'ion, but as in most of the

other European languages by prepositions, unless

we may be said to have a genitive case.

Singular.

Norn. Maglster, a Master, the Master.

Gen. Magistri, of a Master, tf the Master, er

Masters, the Masters.

Dat. Magistro, lo a Master, to the Master.

Ace. Magistrum, a Master, the Master.

Voc. Magister, Master, 0 Master.

Alb. Magistro,/rera a Master,/rcra /^Master.

Plural.

Norn. Magistri, Masters, the Masters.

Gen. Magistrorum, of Masters, of the Masters.

Dat. Magistris, to Masters, to fir'Masterj.

Ace. Magistros, Masters, the Misters.

Voc. Magistri, Masters, 0 Masters.

Abl. Magistris, from Masters, from the Ma

ster*.

Our nouns are therefore only declined thus :

Master,

Scholar,

Gen. Masters.

Gen. Scholars.

Plur. Masters.

Plur. Scholars.

These genitives arc always written with a

mark of elision, master's, Jchclar's, according to

an opinion long received, that the 's is a con

traction of his, as the soldier's valour, for the

soldier his vahur : but this cannot be the true

original, because '1 is put 10 female nouns, Wo

man's beauty ; the Virgin's delicacy, Haughty

Juno's unrelenting hale : and collective nouns, as

Woman's passions ; the rabble's insolence ; the mul

titude's filly ; in alt these cases it is apparent that

his cannot be understood. We fay likewise the

foundation's strength, the diamond's lustre, the

winter's severity ; but in these cases his may be

understood, he and his having formerly been ap

plied to neuters in the place now supplied by it

and its.

The learned, the sagacious Wallis, to whom

every English grammarian owes a tribute of reve

rence, calls this modification of the noun an

adjeflivt possessive ; I think with no more pro

priety than he might have applied the fame to

the genitive in cquitum decui, Trojee oris, or any

other Latin genitive.

This termination of the noun seems to con

stitute a real genitive indicating possession. It is

derived to us from those who declined prnic*, *e

smith; Gen. irniWcp, ofa smith ; Plur. f-mitSej-,

or fmitSap, smiths; and so in two other of their

seven declensions.
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k is a farther caafirmatioo of thii opioioo,

~sm at the old poets both the genitive and plarxl

»"ere lower or i si liable than the original word;

«-■:-, for i«rjrft, in Cbaacer ; leavit, far

kumnz, m Spender.

When a word cad* in /, the genitive mar be

sr feaane writ the tiarnirritrve, as Venue ternsU.

Tie praral is farmed by adding /, as table,

'trtrs ; stee, ^frr ; fj^er, f3ert i voesd, veondl ;

w s w^cre i ccnald not otherwise be sounded, at

sect si, *.yt, *•. a j after c seanded like », and

; sate • ; the ixrsste r it vocal before t, as Zaire,

^flfc-« -, outrage^ xmtraget.

Tie formatioe of the plural and genitive fia-

pasrtsebe on.

A faw wjscU yet make the plural in », nan,

■an, urrv. fuwtne, and more aatiently ry/«

rw wn. This formation is that which gene

ra, t jviails ia the Tcatonick diilects.

Worris that end in /' commonly form their

- :ZrL b% ver, as h.af, leavet ; calf, caevet.

Iice^e a re-w, «/, nruffi ; rii'r/, chieft. So

■ i»: r*cf~, pruts, ret f, mischief, faff, cuff,

tats, tanJirrcUrf, grief.

I—egalar pi arals are teeth from /k/.1, lice from

s ', cjce -'ram an/K £r^/r from £»/r, /'rr from

*^. jk-r froan ^»r, pence from penny, brethren

.-» *r?.~er, children from chtU.

fnri.\ ending in / have no genitives ; but we

V. w/orojra? excellencies, and Weigh the meat

er v tramst the ladies lain. Pope.

Or Wall-a thirties rr-r Lzrdt henje may be slid

<sr *»V hss'ir tf Lsrde ; bat fach phrase* are not

sew sa wfc ; aad sorely an Engli.h ear rebeU

*i"s * rl e m

O/A DJtcTivas.

\f»ciives in '.be English languageare wholly

•*- -»->* ; bavin; neither cafe, gender, nor

mac. lad be 05 airird to substantives in all re-

.»asaa w tfcotu any change ; as, a gecd gasman,

pws'wpnwfar, e} s Z'4^ ts;w«, d £*<«* man, gltd

■ra, c/^ £»v^ mem.

The Cemparifsa *fAdirflivet .

TV? comparative degree of adjectives it form-

ei by aaUtac; ev, the superlative by adding './?, to

eat jedttive ; a«, /ar'r, si rrr, fairs*? ; /W/jr,

rvesUr, fen-eHr'.'; street, (mttust ; lew, lowtr,

r»^i rv^f, higher, high;/?.

Vaase ward* sue irrega'.arly compared ; mtroed,

t=er.west: tad, -aorje, v.rsi ; lit tic, left, least ;

*-sv, nearer, MUJet \ mnch, mere, m'st; many

rmzc,, zterre ('or mxrj, m:ft (for must) j Ule,

.n^r, i*?*jl or inst.

SomeceejaparaiiveformafamerUtive by aild-

>v ■■*£, aa metier, netherwnjl ; enter, outmost ;

axer, n.nierw.rst ; »<•., «/>/rr, upper msst ; /arc,

"rmer, ssremist.

M-t i» fome-.iaiet added to a fubstactive, as

BJm^, fetrthmsst.

\{m*-; a-ijecirrei is en admit of canparison

«« tcrrc^aaiioa^, i^J we oo'.;- compared by rr:rr

and w»/?, as heneveknt, mere benevtUnt, meflhei

nevalent.

All adjectives may be compared by mere and

msst, even when they have comparatives and

superlatives regularly formed ; safair ; fairer} '

or mere fair ; fairest, or mest fair.

In adjectives that admit a regular comparison,

the comparative more is oftner Died than the su

perlative a««^, as morefair is o'tener written for

fairer, than msst fair for fairest.

The comparison of adjectives is very uncer

tain; and being much regulated by commodi-

oufocss of utterance, or agreeablcneft of fjund, is

not easily reduced to rules.

Monosyllables are commonly compared.

Polysyllables, or words of more than two syl

lables, are seldom compared otherwise than by

mere and mist, as deplerahle, mere ieplerahle, mist

ieplsrable.

Dissyllab'es are seldom compared if they ter

minate infeme, is fnlfeme, tcilfsme ; iaful, as

careful, spleenful, dreadful; in tut, as trifling,

charming; in cut, as psreut ; in left, as care ejt,

harm/eft ; in ed, at vreichcd; in id, as candid s,

in at, as mortal; in cut, as recent, fervent ; in

ate, it certain; in ive, as missive; ia dj, as

•ec!9</y ; \afy, *\ puffj ; \aky, \% rocky, except

Inchy ; in my, ltro:my ; in »r, i'stinny ; ia py,

** r,£»> except ia££y ; in ry, at r»«ry.

Some comparatives and superlatives are yet

sound in good writers formed without regard ts

the toregoing rule* ; but in a language subjected

so little and so lately to grammar, such anomalies

must frequently occur.

Soshady is compared by Mthen.

She iajbaaicst covert hid,

Tun'd her nocturnal note. Farad. Lost,

And virtnm.

What she wills to lay or do,

Seems wisest, v.rtuiufest, discreetefl, best.

Farad. Lest.

Sa trifling, by Ray, who is indeed of no great

authority.

It is not so decorous, in respect of Cod, that

he should immediately do all the meanest and

Irifiiurest thing* himsd', without making use ot

any ineror or subordinate minister.

Ray an the Crcalien.

Famous, by Milan.

I shall be named among the fem:ufeft

<} women, sung at solemn festivals.

Milt.n't Agcnista.

Inventive by Afcham.

Those have the inrentiveft heads for all pur

poses, and roundest tongues in all matters.

AJckam'i Scbeelmajier.

Mortal, by Bacon.

The mortalcfl poisons practised' by the Weft

Indians, have some mixture of the blood, fat,

or flesh of rnan. Baceu.

Natural, by Wtttn.

I v/ill now deliver a few of the properest and

[ 1 j naturaiest
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naturalist considerations that belong to this

piece. Wotton's Architecture.

Wretched, by Johnson.

The wretcheder are the contemners of all

helps j such as presuming on their own na

turals, derive diligence, and mock at terms

when they understand not things. B. Johnson.

Powerful, by Millcn.

We havesustain'd one day in doubtful fight,

What heav'n's great King hath pow'rfultest to

fend

Against us from about histhrone. Farad. Lost.

The termination in ifb may be accounted in

some sort a degree of comparison, by which the

signification is diminished below the positive, as

Hack, blackish, or tending to blackness ; fall,

faltijb, or having a little taste of salt : they

therefore admit no c mparison. This termna-

ticn is seldom added but to words exprt fling

sensible qualities, nor often to words of above

on* syllable, and is scarcely used in the lolemn or

sublime style,

0/"P«Ol»OON«.

Pronouns, in the English language, are, /,

thou, be, w'uh their plurals, we,ye,they,it,whe,

which, what, •whether, whojoever, whatsoever,

my, mine, our, our:, thy, thine,your, yours, bis,

her, ben, tbeir, theirs, this, that, other, another,

the/ame.

The pronouns pcrsunal are irregularly inflected.

Our, furs, hers, theirs, are used when the

substantive preceding is separated by a verb, as

'Theft are our books. These books are ours. Your

children excel ours in stature, but ours furpost

yours in learning*

Ours,yours, hers, theirs, notwithstanding their

seeming plural termination, are applied equally

to singular and plural substantives, as This book

is ours. These books are ours.

Mine and thtne were formerly used before

a vowel, as mine amiable lady ; which though

now disused in prose, might be Hill properly

continued in poetry : they are used as ours air I

yours, when they are reterred to a substantive

preceding.

Tbeir and theirs are the posseflives likewise of

it, and are therefore applied to things.

Pronouns relative are, who, which, wbat,

whether, whosoever, whatsoever.

Singular. Plural

Norn. I. We

Aecus, and oiher

oblique cafes. \
Me t\

Mm, Thou Y«

Oblique. Thee You

You is commonly used in modern writers for

ye, particularly in the language of ceremony,

where the second person plural is used for the

second person singular, Tou an my friend.

Singular. Plural.

He They 1 Applied to mas-

icmj

Nom.

Oblique. Him The culines.

Nom. She

Oblique. Her

Nom. It

Oblique. Its

They \ Applied to femi-

Them J nines.

They 7 Applied to neuters

Thtmi or things.

For it, the practice of ancient writers was to

use be, and for its, his.

The possessive pronoun;, like other adjectives,

are without cafes or change of termination.

The possessive of the first person is my, mine,

uur,ours; of the second, tly, thine, you, yours :

of the third, from he, his, from Jbe, her, and

ters, and in the plural tbeir,thcirs, for both lexes.

Singular and Plural.

Nom. Who

Gen. Whose

Other oblique cafes. Whom

Nom. Which

Gen. Os which, or whose

Other oblique cafes. Which

Who is now used in relation to persons, and

which in relation to things; but they were an

ciently confounded.

Whose is raihcr the poetical than regular ge

nitive ot which :

The fru't

Of t'latforbit'den tree, whose mortal taste

Brought death into the world. T.iiltcm.

Whether is only used in the nominative arid

accusative cafes . and has no plural, being

applied only to :ne of a number, commonly to

oneofiwo, as Whether of' thejc ss left I kn>z<rv

not. Whtlbcrjbali I choose f ItiaOoM aim. ;t

obsolete.

Whit', whether relative or interrogative, is

without variation.

Wh:foever, whatsoever, being compounded o:

who or what, ixuijoevcr, follow the ruleof their

primitive!.

Singular. Plural.

sThis Thrse

) That Thole

") Other Others

C Whether

 

/* all cafes,

The plural others is not used but when it is

referred to a substantive preceding, as / barve

sent other horjes. I haic not Jent tbtjame borj'ts^

but others.

Another, being only an other, has no plural.

Here, there, and where, joined with certain

particles, have a relative and pronoimnal use.

Hereof,btrcin,kcreby, hereafter, herewith, there

of
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•»'.-*«-»«, tlerrby,therenp:n, therewith, where-

«-, eritemc, whereby, wberenpiu, wherewith,

»*db signify, »y riii, m this. See. r/ »£jr, <»

"■•i, 4c nfwhich, in winch. Sec

Therefore and wleref:re, which ire properly

:'er? fr~, and nrttre fir, f:r that,fir which,

*~? sjw re-ckoned conjunctions, and continued

s sJe T6e rest seem to Le paiiing by deprees

■aa aefUrct, th:>«£^l proper, userul, lad analo-

toe-' Thej are re;er red both u> ungulir «od

:.irlj aa£ecerjemt.

There are two more words used only in con-

*nrrnTw;ih prone not, «i» laiself.

Cnmi* a*Ued to poiTefllves, both singular and

;-ara<. a* nry own hand, enr own r;*/f. It is

*-jrni.-al, and implies a silent contrariety or

^■wl i Ml. a*. / icr ra «iv .-Tt'« henje, that is,

tr» < ttred hnnse. 7ft i I did with my s\on

ramd, that is, mtbwmt help, or nst by prexy.

irr is added to porTtrstives, as mjjclf ; ym-

• ■■?*: : and iWneiimes to personal pronouns, as

.-mfehs, tself, iremfemj. It then, like swn,

erp cafe emphasis aad opposition, as / did this

»r t-.'", cbat r*, *•: amiher ; or it forms a re-

ocvacsl proaoBis, a* We hurt tmrsehvee by vain

•;p.

Bnuslf, itself, themtfehei, is supposed by

VaSia to be pat by c rr uption, for bit self, /.-

_*ej, ttarsrimrei ; so that /i// is always a sub-

fiasrtc. This teems justly observed, for we (ay,

i* :<w iimfelt; Himjtlffbail dt this ; where

r .Mjeif Tit~^ be aa ivcutati ve.

O/ lir Vial.

EUaglfe vetts are active, as I leve; or neater,

at .' us^uji. The neuters are formed like the

serne.

Most verbs, signifying allisn, may likewise

mpmrj cmtUtiin or habit, aod become mtnteri ;

t. / rice, I am in love i I strike, 1 am now

b-Amj.

Vrrei have only two tenses inflected in their

cxiaiaoni^ the present, and simple preterite ;

ox other teaslca are compounded of the auxiliary

icrrs tsvt,Jball, <aiU, lei, may, cam, and the

atatiTT o> the active or neuter verb

Tie patfive Twice is forme 1 by joining the

5a.-ticipje preterite to the substantive verb, as /

'emirced.

8!.g.

Ptmr,

Simg,

Ptmr.

PUr.

S.ng

PUr

Campsund Preterite.

shave had, tern hall had, he his had;

We have had, ye have had, they have had.

Prelerpluperfea.

/had had, thin hidst had, he had hid;

We hid had, ye had had, they had had.

Future.

/si ill have, then shalt hive, he (hill have;

W. (hail hive.jre (hillhive, frVy will hive.

Se.-cnd Futmre.

/will hive, ;Æ«i wilt hive, he will hive :

We will hive,_»ewillhive, siey willhive.

Tt H*w. Indicative Mood.

Presmt Tens.

im. /have, ri.-» hist, he hath sr has t

Ar. We have, je hive, Jirv hive.

st«/ k a termination corrupted from ear/, but

jrw more frequently used both in verse and

Simple Preterite.

■«{ /had, /<"«• hidst, /rhad;

/"ir. «WV had, yt had, rrer had.

By reading these suture tenses miy be observ

ed the vi.-iatiom ofshall and will.

Imperative Mood.
■■> * ». Hive :r hive /.f ;», let /-.'ra have ;

PUr. Let «» have, havew have yf,let Menhare.

Conjunctive Mood.

Present.

S'»». /have, Mm have, le have ;

/V*/\ tVe hive, je hive, /eey hive.

Preteritesimple is in the Indicative.

Preterite ctmpcnnd.

Sing, /hive had, they have h jd, be hive hid ;

Plur. rVe hive had,je have had, they hive hid.

Fa/are.

Sing. I shall hive, it in the Indicative.

Second Future.

Sing, /(hall hive had, //'on (halt have had, £«

(hall have hid ;

PUr. We (hall have bid, ye dull hive hid, they

shall have had.

Poientiil.

The potrntii! form of speiking is expressed by

•fay, can, in the present ; and might, ctmid, or

stnnld, in the preterite, joined with the Infini

tive mood of the verb.

Present

Slug. / may hive, than miytt hive, he may

hive ;

Plur. We miy have, ye may hive, then miy

hive.

Preterite.

Sing. I might hive, them mighted hive, he

might have.

PUr. We might hive, ye might have, they

might hive.

Present.

Sing, /can have, th;n canst hive, As cm hive ;

i".'*r. We can have, ye tan have, they can

have.

[ i Z j Preterite.
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Preterite.

Sing, /could have, then couldst have, he could

have;

Plur. We could ktvc,ye could have, they could

have.

In the like manner Jbsuld is united to the

verb.

There is likewise a double Preterite.

Sing. I should have had, tie* (hooldst have had,

he should have had ;

Tlur. We should have had, ye should have bad,

thry should have had.

In like manner we use, / might have hid ; /

tonfd have had, fife.

Infinitive Mood.

Present. To have.

Preterite. To have had.

Participle present. Having.

Participle preterite. Had.

Verb active. Te lev(.

Indicative. Present,

tin. I love, then loved, be lovelh »r loves i

Plur. We love, ye love, they love.

Preteritesimf le.

S ng. I loved, than lovedst, he loved ;

Plnr. We loved, ye loved, they loved.

PreterpersecJ compared. I have loved, fife.

PreterpluperfeU. I had loved, fife

Future, /shall love, fife, /will love, fife.

Imperative.

Sing. Love er love thin, let him love

Plnr. Let «i love, love or love vf,

love.

let them

verb /» if, which must therefore be here ex

hibited.

Indicative. Present.

Sing. I am, thin art, As Is \

Plur. We are er be, ye are er be, ;Ary are er

be.

The plural ie is now little in use. j

Preterite.

Sing. I was, then wast er wert, Ae was ;

Plnr. We were, ye were, they were.

/f«7 is properly of the conjuctive mood, and

ought not to be used in the indicative.

Preterite cempeund. I have been, fife,

Preterpluperfect. 1 had been, fife.

Future. I shall or will be, fife.

Imperative.

Sing. Be then ; let A/at be ;

Plur. Let »i be ; be jr* ; let them be.

Conjunctive. Present.

S'ng. I be, /A»u becst, A* be ;

Plur. We be, ye be, /Aey be.

Preterite.

Sing, /were, /Am wert, As were j

Plur. We were, ye were, /Aey were.

Preterite compound. I have been, fife.

Future. I shall have been, fife.

Potential.

/ may tr can ; would, could, er should be ;

could, would, er should have been, fife.

Infinitive.

Present. To be.

Preterite. To have been.

Participle present. Being.

Participle preterite. Having been.

Conjunctive. Present.

Sing. I love, /A« love, he love ■,

Z7»r We hive, jelove, rA*y love.

Preteritesimple, as in the Indicative.

Preterite cempeund. /have loved, fist.

Future. I shall love, fife.

Secend Future. / shall have loved, fife.

Potential.

Present. J may or caa love, Gfe.

Preterite, /might, could, er should have loved,

fife.

Infinitive.

Present. To love.

Preterite. To have loved.

Participle present. Loving.

Participle past. Loved.

The paflive is formed Ay the addition of tha

ptrtjciple preterite, to the different tenses of the

Passive Voice.

/ am loved, fife. /

been loved, &c.

Indicative Mood,

was loved, Sic. J have;

Conjunctive Mood.

If / be loved, fife If / were lov.ed,

shall have been loved, fife.

ic. If /

Potential Mood.

/ may er can be loved, fife. / might, could, »r

should be loved, fife. / mi^ht, could, er

should have been laved, fife.

Infinitive.

Present. To be loved.

Preterite. To have been loved.

There is another form of English verbs, ia

which the infinitive mood is joined to the verb

do in its various inflections, which are therefore

to be learned in this place.

T» J).
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r. Dc

Indicative. Present.

Sr;, /do, th:u dost, hcdolh;

Ptnr. fVe Jo, ye do, they do.

Preterite.

S-rr. /did, /£« didst, rV did ;

fl.r. We did, jr did, they did

Preterite, &c. I have done, Sfr. / had done.

fitmre I (hall or will do, Gfr.

Imperative.

Sing. Do r£.-a, let tmn do ;

/"iar. Let « do, dojif, lei /£«§ do.

Conjunctive. Present.

Sing, /do, them do, Æf do;

JW. *P* do, jre do, r^«yj do.

The red are as in the Indicative.

ItJUitive. To do; to have done.

Participle. Present. Doing.

Participle preter. Done.

/ do is sometimes nsed superfluously, as, / do

Iw, /did love ; simply for / lime or / loved ;

hat this is considered as i vitious mode of speech.

It is sometimes used emphatically -, as,

/ do ttve thee, and when I lave thee not,

Ccaa is ceme again. Shakefp.

It is frequently joined with a negative ; as,

/ uke her, but \ do not love her ; / vaijbed him

j'uteefs, but did mt trip him.

The Imperative prohibitory is seldom applied

■a the second person, at least in prose, without

the word d* ; as, Step him, bnt do net hurt him ;

Praise meanly, bnt do not dele tn it.

Its chief use is in interrogative forma of

foeedt, in which it is used through all the per-

soes, as. Do / live * Dost thoujlrike me f Do

ttxy rebels Did I complain f Didst thou love

her t Otri Jbe di.-f So likewise in negative in

terrogations ) Do / not yet grieve f Did Jbe

«-/ die t

Do is thus only used in the simple tenses.

There is another manner of conjugating neu

ter verbs, which, when used, may not im

properly denominate them neuter passives, as

tawy are inflected according to the passive form

by the help of the verb substantive to be. They

aoiwer nearly to the reciprocal verbs in French ;

-'.
J n risen, surrexi, Latin; Je me suis leve.

French.

I vtot walked eut, citiei am. Jc ra'etois pro

tone.

lo like manner we commonly express the pre

fer tense ; as I am going, eo. 1 am grieving,

aWr». She is dying, ilia mtritur. The tem

pest i? raging, furit procrlla. I am pursuing an

enemy, hostem injecjuor. So the other tenses, a*

We were walking, iivyya\oijiir wt{majS>llc, I

have been walking, I had been walking, I shall

or wilt be walling.

There is another manner of using the active

participle, which gives it a passive signification i

as, the grammar is now printing, grammatica

jam nunc ckartis imprimitur. The brass is

forging, era excuduntur. This is, in my opi

nion, a vitious expression, probably corrupted

from a phrase more puie, but now somewhat

obsolete : The bsok is a printing, The brass is a

forging', a being properly at, and printing and

forging verbal nouns signifying action according

to the analogy of this language.

The indicative and conjunctive moods are by

modern writers frequently confounded, or ra

ther the conjunctive is wholly neglected, when

seme convenience of versification does not invite

its revival. It is used among the purer wiiters

alter if, though, ere, before, whether, except,

unlcj', whatsoever, whomsoever, and words of

wishing i as, Doubtless thou art our father,

though Abraham Le ignorant of us, and Israel

acknowledge us not.

Of Irregular Virbs.

The English verbs were divided by Ben John-

fan into four conjugations, without any reason

arising from the nature of the language, which

has properly but one conjugation, such as has

been exemplified; fiom which all deviations are

to be considered as anomalies, which are indeed

in our monosyllable Saxon verbs and the verbs

derived from them very frequent; but almost all

the verbs which have been adopted from other

languages, follow the regular form.

Our verbs- are observed by Dr. Wallis to be

iregular only in the formation of the preterite,

and its participle. Indeed, in the scantiness of

our conjugations, there is scarcely any other

places for irregularity.

The first irregularity, is a slight deviation from

the regular form, by rapid utterance or poeti

cal contraction : the last syllable ed is often join

ed with the former by suppression or" e ; as lov'd

for loved; atterr, ch, Jb, f, t, x, and after

the consonants /, ib, when more strongly pio-

nounced, and sometime* alter m, n, r, irprca-

ded by a short vowel, t is used in pronunciation,

but very seldom in writing, rather linn d, as

place's, fiatck't, fijb't, wati't, diuei't, Jmel'l,

for piic J, fnateb'd, fi/b'J, walk','., dwrl'J,

fmesd; or placeJ, snatched, sijbeil, walked^

dwelled, smelted.

Thole words which terminate in / or //, or f,

make their preterite in t, even in solemn lan

guage ; as, crept, felt, dwell ; fomttimes a -

ter x, ed is changed into t ; as vext ■• this i»

not constant.

A long vowel ir, often changed into a shore

one; thus kept, Jitpt, io:p; crept, Jwft ;

from the verbs, to keep, losieep, to «■>*'< ,*< w

creep, to sweep. Vi hei«
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Where & or / go before, the additional letter

d or 1, in this contracted form, coalesce into one

letter with the radical d or 1 , is I were the r»

dical, they coalesce into /; but \i d were the

radical, then into J or t, as the one or the other

letter may be more easily pronounced ; a* read;

ted, spread, jbe.i, jbrcd, bid, hid, ibid, fid,

bled, bred, jped,flrid, rid ; from the verbs, to

read, to lead, to Jbread, lasted, la /bread, to

bid, to bide, to elide, lo feed, to bleed, lo breed,

tojpeed, to stride, lostide, to ride. And thus,

east, hurt, cost, burst, ea:, beat, sweat,sit, qui:,

/mil, writ, bit, hit, met, jbtt ; from the verbs,

to cast, to hurt, to cost, to burst, to eat, to beat,

to sweat, lo Jit, to quit, lojviite, to virile, to

i/rr, to hit, to meet, lostoot. And in like man

ner, k«', ye*/, r«/, girt ; from the verbs, to

lend, lo find, to rend, to £""</.

The participle, preterite or passive is orten

formed in en, intlead of ed ; as, been, taken,

gt*?tn, stain, known, from the veibs, to be, lo

take, to give, lostay, to knew.

Many words have two or more participles, as

not only written, bitten, eaten, beaten, hidden,

chidden, Jbetten, ehl/en, bnken ; but likewise

writ, bit, eat, beat, hid, chid,steel, chose, brake,

are promiscuously us <i in the participle, from the

verbs lo write, to bite, lo eat, to beat, to bide,

to chide, lostec!, to cheese, to break, aud many

such like.

In the fame manner sewn, stewn, hewn,

tnewn, leaden, laden, as well as/eeuV, stewed,

htw^d, mevfd, hailed, laded, from the verbs to

Jow, toJbew, to hew, to mew, to lead, to lade.

Concerning these double participles it is dif

ficult to give any rule , but he (hall seldom err

who remembers, that when a veib has a parti

ciple distinct irom its preterite ; iswrite, wrote,

written, that distinct participle is more proper

and elegant, as. The beck is written, is better

than tie beck is wro'.e, though wrote may be

used in poetry.

There are other anomalies in the preterite.

1. //'7a, spin, begin, Jwim, strict, stick, sing,

sting, fling, ring, wring, Jf,i tng,swing, drink.

Jink, shrink, stink, elm*, run,Jind, bind, grind,

wind, both in the preterite imperfect and par

ticiple passive, give wen, spun, begun, jwum,

struck, stuck, sung, stung, slung, rung, wrung,

sprung, Jwung, drunk,jun!;,Jhrtink,stunk, come,

run, Jeund, bound, ground, wcund. And most

of thtm are also forn.ed in the preterite by a, as

began, rang, sang, sprang, drank, came, run,

and I.me others ; but most ol these arc nuw ob

solete. Some in the participle passive likcwile

lake en, a* stricken, Jlrucken, drunken, bundcn.

1. Fight, teach, reach, Jccl, beseth, tatch,

buy, bring, t/.ink, work, make sought, taught,

raugll, Jeught, besught, taught, leug/.t,

brought, thought, wrouglt.

But a great many or these reta'a likewise

the tcgulai soim, as, leached, reachJ, bejeech-

ed, Ciitched, iisrhcd.

3. lake, stake, forsake, wake, awake,stand,

break, speck, hear, shear, swear, tear, weave,

cleave, strive, thrive, drive, stine, rise, are/ff

smite, write, bide, abide, ride, choeje, cbttje,

tread, get, beget, forget, seethe, make in both

preterite and participle took, forsook, woke, a-

woke, stod, broke, spoke, bore, /here, swore,

tort, were, wove, clove, strove, throve, drGve,

stone, r fe, arose, smote, wrote, bede, abtefe,

rode, chose, trode, get, begot, forget, fed. But

we fay likewise, thrive, rise, Jmit, writ, abeed,

rid. In the preterite some are likewise formed

by a, as brake, Jpake, bare, stare, sware, tare,

ware, clave, gal, begat, forgat, and perhaps

some others, but more rarely. In the part'eif le

passive are many of them formed by en, as, taken,

Jbaken, forsaken, broken, fpeken, berm, storm,

sworn, torn, worn, woven, cloven, thriven,

driven, risen, smitten, ridden, chosen, tredden,

gotten, begotten, forgotten, sodden. And many

do likewise retain the analogy in both, as wakeJ,

awaked, steared, weaved, leaved, abided,

seethed.

4. Give, bid, fit, make in the preterite gave,

bade, Jut; in the participle passive, given, bid

den, sttten ; but in both bid.

5. Draw, knew, grow, threw, 7>lew, crsKD,

like a cock; sty, stay, fee, ly, make their pre

terite drew, knew, grew, threw, blew, cnVL,

stew, stew, jaw, ley , their participles passive

by n, drawn, kneivn, sown, gtewn, thrown,

blown, jhwn, stain, Je:u, lien, lair. Yet from

flee is madefed; from ge, went, from the old

wend, and the participle gone.

Of Derivation.

That the Enghsti language may be more

easily understood, it is necessary toenquire how/

its derivative words ate deduced fiom their pri

mitive , and how the primitives are borrowed

from other languages. In this enquiry I (hall

sometimes copy Dr. Wallis, and sometimes en

deavour to supply his defects and rectify his

errors.

Nouns are derived from verbs.

The thing implied in the verb as done or pro

duced, is commonly either the present of the

verb ; as, to love, love ; to fright, afright j to

strrfre, 1 strick or strook, istrekr.

The action is the fame with the participle pre

sent, as loving, frighting, fighting, striking.

The agent, or person acting, is denoted by

the syllabic er added to the verb, as lover,

jnghtcr, striker.

• Substantives, adjective-, and sometimes other

parts of speech, are changed into verbs : in

which cafe the vowtl is often lengthened, or

the consonant softened, as, a house, to louse;

brass, to braze ; glas , to glare ; grass " Kra"r "»

price, to prix,e ; breath, to breathe ; a sissi, to

fist 1 oyl, to eyl ; further, le further; forward,

to forward; hinder, to hinder.

Sometimes the termination en is added, espe

cially to adjectives; as, halle, to hasten, length,

to lengthen \ strength, lo strengthen ; short, lo

storlrn ; fast, a fasten , white, to whiten ;

Slack
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Mick, U iltiln ; hard, to harden ; Cod, ft

#"■ . ■

From substintives ire formed ldjectives of

plenty, by adding the termination y ; a , a

iu't, Injy ; wealth, wealthy ; health, healthy;

might, mj^/y ; worth, worthy ; earth, earthy ;

mi, a wood, woody ; air, o<>y , a heart,

f«r{y; i hind, handy.

From substantives are formed adjectives of

plenty, by adding the termination sul, denot-

iaj abundance •, is, joy, joyful > fruit, frmit-

fil; youth ycnilsul ; care, careful; use, «/ir-

/■/; delight, delightful; plenty, plentiful; help,

tilpf-L

Sometimes, in almost the fame fense, but

with some kind of diminution thereof, the ter-

rauiition/MK is added, denoting /imvri/dg ; or

ii jimedeirei; as, delight, Jehghljome ; game,

Itmjime ; irk, irkjsmc ; burden, burdenfeme \

trouble, trotblejime \ light, lightfeme ; hind,

huJjmt; aline, lonesome; toil, toiljomc.

On the contrary, the termination of /r/r idded

to substantives, mikes adjectives signifying win t ;

v, vmbltji. viilifi, harmless, joyless, careless,

Mfltfi. Thus comfort, comfortless ; sap,

josh),.

Privuioti or contrariety is very often denot-

<& by the particle ■> prefixed to many adjec-

t'res, or in before words derived from the Lai in •,

", i>leiUnt, tnpleajaut, ; wife, unwise; profi-

tibie, k'frsiabl- ; patient, impatient. Thus

onsirthy, unhealthy, unfruitful, uuujisul, ami

muy more.

The original English privilive is an i but

"•eorun borrow from the Latin or its de-

Leodstts, words already signi yiog privation,

* itrpUacicui, impious, indiscreet, the insepar-

•ble particles aa and in ha-e fallen into con-

fa&oo, from which it is not easy to dilcntangle

ibem.

Vu is prefixed to all words originally English,

llsilrte, nntrutb, untaught, unhaudjtmf.

"■is prefixed to all particle' made priva

tise adjectives, at unfeeling, unajjijiiug, unaided,

"blighted, uneudeareJ

Ut onght never to be prefixed to a parti-

'[ie present, to mark a forbearance of action,

u"prhiug, but a privation of habii, as «»-

fityi.g.

Ut >i prefixed to most substantives wh'ch have

in Koglilh termination, as unjertilenefs, uuper-

l*3ttli„ which it they hive borrowed lermina-

t«s, take i« or ra», as infertility, imptrfcHiou ;

mtnil, incivility, uuaQtvt, inactivity. ■ •

la borrowing adjectives, if we receive them

'''»»J.y compounded, it it usual to retain the

sarucle prefixed, as indecency, inelegant, impro

per ; bat if we borrow the adjective, and add

''* privative pirticle, we commonly prefix *»,

"—petite, uugallaul.

The prepositive particles dis and mis, de-

ri?ej from the del in.l mts of the French, sig-

■ y ilroost the fame as «» ) yet die rather

imports contrariety than privation, since it an

swers to the Latin preposition de. Mis insinuates

some errour, and for the most part may he ren

dered by the Latin words male or perperam.

To like, to dislike ; honour, dishonour ; to ho

nour, to grace, 1$ dishonour, te disgrace; to

deign, todisdiigu; chance, hap, mischance, mis-

bap ; to take, to mijlake : deed, misdeed; \n

use, to miju/e ; to employ, te misemploy ; to ap

ply, to misapply.

Words derived from Latin written with dc or

Jit retain the fame signification, as iisl-nguijh,

distinguo-. dttrafl, dftnho; defame, delamo ;

detain, detineo.

The termination /» added to substantives, and

sometimes to adjectives forms adjectives that im

port tome kind of similitude or agreement, being

formed by contraction of lick or like.

A giant, giani/y, giantlike: earth, earth ty ;

heaven, heavenly ; world, worldly ; God, godly ;

good, goodly.

The fame termination ly, added to adjectives,

forms adverbs of like signification; as beautiful,

beautifully ; sweet, sweetly ; that is, in a beau

tiful manner ; withjame degree '.f sweetness.

The termination ijb added to adjectives, im

ports diminution ; and added to subftintives,

imports similitude or tendency to a chaiacter;

is, green, grecnijb ; while, whitish ; soft, fif-

tjb ; a thief, tbievijb ; a wolr, wokiib i a

child, childish.

We have formt of diminutives in substan

tives, though not Irequeni; as, a hill, a hiUock\

a cock, a cockril; a pike, pikrel; this i» a

German termination : a lamb, a lambkin ; %

Click, a chicken; a mao, a manikin;* pipe,

a pipkin ; and thus Halkiu, whence the pa-

tronimick Hawkins, Wilkin, Thomson, and o-

thers.

Yet still thure is another form of diminuti

on among the English, by lessening the sound

itself, especially of vowels j as there is a form

of augmenting them by enlirging, or even

lengthening it ; an.l that sometimes not so

much by change ot the letters, as of their pro

nunciation! *s,s»pJip,J"p,sop,stppct; where,

betides the extenuation of the vowel, there is

added the French termination et ; top, lip'.

'oby, i\braic j greatspit, spout ; babe, baby, bo<

pronounced long, ef ecially it with a stronger

found, great ; little pronounced long, leetle t

»r»£, tang, long, imports a lucceslion of smaller

afld then greater funds ; and to in jingle,

jang!ef tingle, tangle, and many other mado

woids.

Much however of this is arbitrary audfan

ciful, depending wholly en oral utterance, and

therefore scarcely worthy the notice ofIVallis.

Of concrete adjective* are made abstract sub

stantives, by adding the ter-ninnion nest, ind a

tew in hoed or head, noting character of quali

ties i as, white, ■whiteness ; hard, hardness ■,

great, grealueft ; Ikilful, skilfuluefs, unfkilful-

f'/'i
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ness ; godhead, manhood, maidenhead, witUitt-

hood, knighthood, priesthood, likelihood, false

hood.

There are other abstracts, partly derived

from adjective', and partly from verbs, which

are formed bv the addition of the termination

th, a smalt change being sometimes made ; as

long, length ; strong, strength ; broad, wide,

breadth, width ; deep, depth \ true, truth ;

warm, warmth ; dear, dearth ; flow, stewth ;

merry, mirth \ heal, health ; well, weal,

wealth ; dry, droughth ; yo\ir.g,yeulk ; and so

moon, month.

Like these are some words derived from

verbs; dy death; till, tilth ; grow, growth ;

mow, later mowth, after mow'tb ; commonly

spoken and written later math, aster math ;

steal, flea th ; bear, birth ; rue, rath ; and

probably earth from to ear or plow \ fly,

flight . weigh, weight \ fray, fright ; to draw,

draught

Thrse sliould rather be written flighth,

frighth, only that custom prevail*, lest h should

be twice repeated.

The same form retrmfairb,spight, wreathe,

wrath, broth, frith, breath, Jeelb, wirth,

Itght, wight, and the I'ke, whose primitives

arc either entirely obsolete, or seldom occur.

Perhaps they are derived from fey or fey,

spry, wry, wreak, brow, mew,fry, bray, say,

work.

Some ending in ship, imply an office, em

ployment or condition ; afi, kingship, ward

ship, guardianship, partnership, stewardship,

headship, Itrdjbtp.

Thus, worjhip, that is, werthsbip; whence

worshipful, te worship.

Some few ending in dem, rick', wick, do espe

cially denote dominion, at least state or condi

tion ; as, kingdom, dukedem, earldom, prince-

dim, papedom, Christendom, freedom, wisdom,

whoredom, bijkoprick, bailywick.

iWent and age are plainly French termina

tions, and are ot the fame import with us as

among them, scarcely ever occurring, except in

words derived Irom the French, as commandment,

usage.

There are in F.nglifh often long train* of

words allied by their meaning and derivation *,

as, to beat, a bat, batten, a battle, a beetle, a

battle-door, to batter, butter, a kind of glutin

ous composition for food. All these are of si

milar signification, and peihaps derived from

the Latin batuo Thus late, touch, tickle, tack,

tackle; ail imply a local conjunction, from the

Latin tango, tetigi, tailum.

From tw?, are formed twain, twice, twenty,

twelve, twim, twine, ttvifl, twirl, twig,

twitch, twinge, between, betwixt, twilight,

twibil.

The following remarks, extracted from Wal-

lis, are ingenious, but of more subtlety than

solidity, and such as perhaps might in every

language be enlarged without cud.

Sn usually implies the nose, and what relates

to it. From the Latin nasut are derived thx

French nes and the English "'fe; and neffe, a

promontory, aa projecting like a nose. But as

it trom the consonants »r taken from uasut,

and transposed that they may the better corres

pond sn denotes nasus ; and thence are de

rived many words that relate to the nose, as

fneut, sneeze, fire, snort, snear. Juicier,

snot, snivel, suite, snust, snuffle, snaffle, Jnarle,

smudge.

There is another sn, which may perhaps be

derived from the Latin Jiuuo, as snaie,sueak,

snail, snare; so likewise snap andsnatch, suib,

jnub.

Bl implies a blast ; as blow, blast, lo blast,

tebhglt, and, metaphorically, to blast one's re

putation ; bleat, bleak, a bleak place, to look

bleak or weather-beaten, bleak, blay, bleach,

bluster, blurt, bister, blab, bladder, bleb, blis

ter, blabber-lipt, blubbtr-cbeek't, blosect,' blote-

herrings, blast, blaze, t: blow, that is bleffom,

bloom ; and perhaps blood and blush.

In the native words of our tongue is to be

found a great agreement between the leturs and

the thing signified ; and therefore the sounds ot

letters smaller, sharper, loader, closer, softer,

stronger, clearer, more obscure, and more strt-

dulous, do very often intimate the like effect*

in the things signified.

Thus words that begin with str intimate the

force and effect of the thirg signified, as if

probably derived from c'oomjfMi, or streuuus ;

usftreng, strength, strew, strike, streak, strch,

stripe, strive, strip, struggle, ftrout, strut;

stretch, strait, strict, fircight, that is, narrow,

distrain, fires, distresi, string, strap, stream,

streamer, strand, strip, stray, struggle, strange,

stride, straddle.

St in like manner implies strength, but in a

less degree, so much only ac is sufficient to pre

serve what has already been communicated,

rather than acquire any new degree; as if it

were derived from the Latins, for example,

stand, stay, that is to remain, or to prop ; staff,

stay, that is, lo oppose j flip, to stuff, stifle, to

stay, that is to stop; a stay, ihat is an obstacle ;

stick, stuck, stutter, stammer, st.igger, stickle,

stick, stake, a sharp pale, and any thing depo

sited at play; stock, stem, ftin7, to stmg, stiul.

stitch, stud, stanchion, flub, stubble, lo stub op,

flump, whencestunble, stalk,! o stalk, step, stamp,

with the sect, whence lo stamp, that is, to make

an impression and a stamp, stew, to stow, to be-

stnv, steward, acsteward, stead, steady, stead

fast, stable, a stable, a stall, to fall, foul, flail,

still, stall, fla.lage, flail, stage, still, adj. arnl

st://, mai. stale, stoat, sturdy, steed, float, stal/icr,

ft'sty flark-dead, tostarve with hunger or coM ;

st'UC, steel, Jhrn, stanch, to stanch blood, /.-

flare,fleep,st.eple.stair, standard, a stated mei-

lure; stately. In all these, and perhaps some o-

thers, // denotes something firm and fixed.

1
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Ttr iaopry a actore violent degree of motion, g-utules. Thick and thin differ, In thit the

as rtnw, ttrruji, tkrung, thrsb, tkrtugk, threat, rormer endt with an obtuse conli.ns.nt, and ibe

/•not, tf-raU, thrsws. latter with an acute.

Vr atnprv aornetori. of obliquity or distortion, In like manner, in [queen* squeak, squeal,

IS arr, tt wreathe, wrtji, wrejile, wring, squall, branl, wraul,yr.ul,spual,screek,sbrcck,

v:~mr, mrrimcb, wrench, vrangle, wrinkle, Jbril,Jbarp,fbrivcl, wrinkle, cratk, crash, claf:,

vra:K wrrei, wrack, wretch, wrijl, wrap, gna/b, plajb, crush, hujh, hitje, f.jjc, whijl, soft*

jwimaiy a Strut a^iiatinn. or a fetter kind of j~rr, hurl, curl, whir!, huz., hnfile, spindle,

la-eral attm : **,fway,Jw*ug,ti sway, swag- dwindle, tnaine, tw-st, and in many more, we

(-r», rwerxa,fmnret, fwp, swill, swim,)wing, may observe the agreement of Inch sort of sound >

'--•:, fmert, switch,swinge, with the thing > signifies! : and this fe frequently

Jfor h mere tnurii difference ofy« in smesthe, happens, that scarce any language which 1 know

>u9r, smile, smart,'smite, which signifies the can be compared with ours. So that one mono-

ant as to Jiriie, bat isa softer word ; {"all, ssllab'e word, of which kind are almost all ours.

tn-X. tm+.l, lumttber, smart, a smart Mow pro- emt statically expresses what in other languages

peril fiewi&ea sock a kind of stroke as with an can l'. arcc be eiplained but by compounds, or

sc-^-.r-aiS safest mtf ioo implied \asm, prcceeds decompounds, or sometimes a tedious circumlo-

t» a quick violence, denoted by ar suddenly end- cution.

ci. a n {aenrn by /. We have many words borrowed from the La-

f.onMt i kind of adhesion or tenacity, as in tin; bat th* greatest part of them were commu-

i»era, flar. cling, climb, c ember, clammy, clasp, nicated by the intervention of the French j as,

nc'>ajf,Utkf,:i ilineb,cUak, cUg,clc e,li clije, grace, face, elegant, elegance, rescmhle.

a :kj, a cUr, as at clit of blood, canted cream,

* c\n»:er, m elnjtnr.

Xp œpfy a kind of dissipation or expansion,

c*3ccjll' a qakk ont, particularly if there be an

r. a* if at were tram Iparg: orJepa-i: for ex-

anftc, fprcaj, spring, sprig, sprtu:, sprinkle, afpnvc, tpprobo, cnceive, coocipio.

pi; {punier, 'full, Jpit, sputter, spatter. From tbe (ap\act,supplicaie. lupplico ; demen

ti ikott a kind ot" silent fall, or a less ob- ftrate, demonltro j dijpfc, dispono ; expatiate,

inat cutioa; u.%iofime,Jlide, flip, si tper, expatior; suppress, sopprimo; exempt, exitno.

' ,fr,g?:,j7i!,fn*n,Jlack, flight, Jhng, flap. Nothing is more apparent, than that Wallis.

Asa's* likewise -r/r , in cra/h,rajr, gash, fist, goes too tar in quest of originals. Many of these

. r*-. -**, dash, plash, trash, indicates something which seem selected a* immediate descendenU

from the Latin, are apparently French, as c:n-

ceive, apprtxe, exptjr, exempt.

Some words purely French, not derived from

the Latin,we have transferred into our language;

as, garden, garter, buckler, t7 advance, fury, :t

plead, from the French jardiu, jarticr, bmclicr,

avauccr, crycr, plaidcr; though indeed, even ot"

these, part U ot Latin originil.

As to many words which we have in common

with the Germans, it is doubtful whether the

elc Teutons borrowed them from the Latins, or

the Latins from ihe Teutons, orbothha<i them

from :otne common original ; as, wine, vinura a

w.uj, veniusj went, veni; way, via; wall,

I? tine be an i, at to jingle, tingle, tinlle, vallum; wallc, volvo ; Tt:c/, vellus; «■<//, voloj

mix.gL.fpr.ulU, twinkle, there ia impiirH a fre- wtrm, vermis; wtrll, virtus; wasp, vtspa >

ar iteration of small acta. And the same d.iy, dies; draw, traho; tame, domo, l*f*ttn s

of a3-,bui less, future by rcafonot the y£c. jugum, {«£?€*• ; ever, upper, super, vnif ;

rr vowel a, is indicated in jangle, tangle, en, sum, tun: hr/al, frango ; fly, volo; hl:w,

Some verb* which seem borrowed from the

Latin, are formed from tbe present tense, lad

some from the supines.

From the present are formed, spend, expend,

expendo; cenduce, conduco; dejpise, despicio ,

tiag more timbly and sharply. Bat us, in

«™t. rujh, gujc;jiujh, elujh, brush, iujb, pust ,

execy femetftuog as acting more obtusely and

•afcv Yet ia hwth there it indicated a switt and

feanrx mot.or, not intlamane;ua, but gra.:ual,

t» Ac continued loand jb.

TWai iajitu(,Juur;, d-nr, swing, cHur fag,

v~i.-. fc-ur, the tipe'ting os the termination ug,

aac^ettarpoesa of the vowel i, imply the con-

♦ ***- -r ot a very slender motion or tremor, at

ieaf*& ia*5eed vaaiQiing, but not suddenly intcr-

-aaed. B&x ia think, wink,jink, ciznk, chink,

" */, mar ead its a mute conLnant, there is also

I a fsadden coding.

_*»«-.,', mangle, wrangle, braagle, daarlt ; at

aaa ta mmnmblt, grumble, jumble, tumble,jlum'ie,

ms-e, crumtie, fumble. Em at the lame time

T£e ci^e a "unparea something obscure or cbtund-

eat; eoca tonger'es of coot.Tants mil, denotes a

caacasex! k*nd of rolling Qr tumbling, asinrarav-

aV ', T ami e, scramble, watribL^ameie ; at in

taeeiereit somethiog actire M

k u.miL; tbe acutenck ot' the vowel denotes

crer''- lo ttarkle, Jp denotes diaTipaiion, ar

as nlc cradling, i a su.Ueo ioierruption, I a

•rrqwt itera i too i audio like manner lastrizHe,

.i.csfc.« rx-av ia'p'y ihcs*.it:.l'ty nl the .'iitipateu

rlr.. 1 make no rj jubt but the Teutonic k is more

ancient than the Latin: and it is no lei's cer

tain, that the Latin, which borrowed a great

number of words, not only from the Greek,

especially the Æ'jlic,buttrom other neighbouring

languages, as the Oscan anJ others, which have

l""g become obloleie, received not a lew from

the Teutonick It is certain, that the F.nglifh,

German, and other Temcnkk linguages, retain

ed some derived intn the GreeV,which thcl.atin

hi> not ; as path, s/ad, ax, a. hi,"tit,serd,pfurj,

da:-.l:er, f.tlt.r, m-.im, n.n^'e^ Mia, few,

[ k j gra-.,,
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grave, g'-af. teg-ave, 11 scrapr, whole, leal, Jam; as ihe French hcmme, fttr.me, v.ik, from

fromiriR&->«5»i;vu£7n,3:op3u^-,/u;j,i>©-, /a-nix, bominc, fcemina, nomine. Thus pigina, pare >

b"*** K*P:> ?(*$"> '*&; <iXs«. Since they re- vS^tn, pit ; ninrtWa, cup; cantharus, cam j

ceivcd these immediately from the Greeks with- tentorium, lent; precor, pray ; præda, prey ;

out the intervention of the Latin language, why specio, speculor,//>y ; plico, ply ; implico, imply;

may not other words be derived immediately replico, reply; complico, empty ; sedes episcopa-

from the same fountain, though they be likewise lis, see.

found among the Latins ? A vowel is also cut off in the middle, that the

Our ancestors were studious to form borrowed number of the syllables may be lessened ; a=

words, however long, into monosyllables; and amita, ««»/ ; spiritus, sprigbt ; debitum, debt ;

not only cut off the formative terminations, but dubito, doubt \ comes, comilis, cant; eleriens,

cropped the first syllable, especially in words be- clerk ; quietus, quit, quite j acquieto, to acquit ;

ginning with a vowel; and rejected not only Sttmo,tosparc ;stabilis,y?ai/f ; stabulum,y?ai/<- :

vowels in the middle, but likewise consonants pallacium, palace, place ; rabula, rail, raw/,

of a weaker found, retaining the stronger, which wrawl, brawl, rable, brable ; quscsitio, quest.

>cm the bones of words, or changing them for As also a consonant, ot at least one of a softer

others of the fame organ, in order that the sound, oreven a whole syllable, rotundus,rssn^-,

found might become the softer; but especially fragilis ; frail; securus, sure; regula, rule;

transposing their order, that they might the more tegula, tile; subtilis, subtle ; nomen, mean ; de-

readily be pronounced without ihe intermediate canus,aV«»;computo,r»uiif ; subitaneus,/i«/Va;ir,

vowels. For example, in etfendo, spend ; ex- s»m ; superate, le sear ; periculuan, peril; mira-

emplum, sample ; excipio, scape; extraneus, bile, marvel; as, magnus, main ; dignor, deign j

strange ; extractuin^y/Vrr* A'*/ ; cxcrucio,r?y<-rYw; tingo, stain ; tinctum, taint; pingo, paint;

exseorio, to scour; excorio, toscourge; excortico, prædari, reach.

to scratch; and other* beginning with ex: as The contractions may seem harder, where

allo, emendo, to trend; epilcopu*, Injbep ; in many of them meet, as xu ikxo.-, kyrk cburcl :

'Danish, Biffi; epistola, pistle ; holpitale, spilai; presbyter, priest; saciistanus, sexton ; fraego,

Hispania, Spain ; historia, story. ftegi, break, breach ; fagus, ^k/o, beech,fe3xuk%-

Many of these etymologies are doubtful, and ed into I, and g into el, which are letters near-

fume evidently mistaken. akin ; frigesco,/rrrar ; fr'igefcn, sresb ;sc into

The following are somewhat harder, Alcxan- ft, as above \nbijbop,fisb, (oinscapha, ftiff,Jit p.

der, Sander; Elisabetba, Betty; apis, bee ; aper, and refrigefeo, resrejb ; but viresco,/ry£ ; phle-

bar; p passing into b, as in bishop ; and by cut- botamus, steam ; bovina, bees; vitulina, veal ;

ting ossa from the beginning, which is restored scutifer, jqeare ; pcenite.uia, penance ; sanctua.

in the middle; but for the old bar or bare, we rium, JanSuary, j<ntry; quæsitio, chase ; per

now say bear; as for long, long ; for bain, bant ; qu:sitio, purcbaje; anguilla, eel; insiila, iste.

for stanc,ft:ne ; aprugna, brawn, p being chang- >'*i 'stand, iland ; insuletta, islet, ilet; eygbt and

ed into b, and a transposed, as in aper, and g more contractedly fy, whence Owsney, Ruhr

changed into w, as in pignus,^a^'B; lege, law; Ely; eximinare, toscan ; namely, by rejecting

aXim%, fox, cutting off the beginning, and from the beginning and end e and o accordin(

changing p into/, as in pcllis, a fell; pullus, a to the ulual manner, the remainder xamm, whits

foal; pater, father; pavor, fear ; polio, file; the Saxons, who did not use x, writ esamen, c

pleo, impleo, ///, suit; piscis, fijb; and trans- ejamer is contracted into yea* ; as from domi

posing e into the middle, which was taken from nus, den ; nomine, noun ; abomino, bam ; ar*,

the beginning; apex, a piece ; peak, pike ; to- indeed, apud examen i hey turned into sciamt

phorus, freeze; multum,y/«m ; defensio, />n« ; for whicn we fay sviarme, by inserting rtodr

dispensator,/j(>fir«r; asculto, escouler. Ft. scout; note the murmuring; thesaurus, store ; ledile

exscalpo, Jcrcpe, restoring / instead of r, and stool ; vn'oe, -wet; iu&osweat ; gaudium, gay

hence scrap, scrabble,scrawl; exculpo, scoop ; jocus.jty ; 1'uccus, juice ; catena, chain; caliei

exterritus, start ; extonitus, altonitu?,y<t«irV; calga ; chaufe, chauffc-, Fr. hose; extingu"

ftomachus, maiv ; ossendo, fined; obllipo,y?^> ; stanch, jquench, quench, stint ; foras, forth j (pe

audere, dare; cavere, ware, whence aware, ties, jpice ; recito, read; adjuvo, aid ; &■-

beware, wary, warn, warning; for the Latin v xvum, ay, age, ever; floccus, hok ; excerpo.

consonant formerly sounded like our -.r, and the s'rape, srabble, scrawl ; extravagus, strar

modern sound of the v consonant was formerly straggle; collectum, cht,cluicb; colligo, cell

that of the letters, that is, theÆolickdigamma, recolligo, recall; levero, f-j>cur; stridulus./irr/i

which had the found of f, and the modern found procurator, proxy ; pulfj, to push ; calamus, •

of the letter / was that of the Greek 9 or ph ; qnill; impetete, i> impeach ; aueeo, auxi, wax

\i\cxis,u\c;etc,ulcer,scrc,9taclheiKeJerrY, sorrow, and veneko, vanui, wane ; fyllabare, tojscll

Jorrcwsul ; ingenium, engine, gin; scalenus, putcus, pit ^inum, am ; comprimo, cram',

leaning, unless you would rather derive it from crump, ctu^m?, crinkle.

uXnui, whence inclino; infundibulum, funnel ; Some may seem hirsttrr, yet may not be re

gagates, jell; projectum, I* jett forth a jetty ; jected, for it at lev st appears, that some ol then

cucullus, a cc-æl. are derived from proper names, and there are a

There are syncopes somewhat harder; from thers whose etymology it :ckaov.ledjfd bv ever

tcropore, time\ from nomine, name; domina, . boJ,
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bo4j>«, Alexander, Elick, Scander, Sander, count of the (harper and clearer vowel a,

Sands, Sammy; Elitabetha, Elizabeth, Eh/abtth, intimates a more distinct noise, in which it

Bitty, Best ; Margaret], Margaret, Marge!, chiefly differs from sputter. From the lame

Mil, Peg; Miria, Mary, Mai, Pal, Malkin, sp, and the terminaiicn art, cometspark, signi-

Mawkm, Mavket ; Matthias, Maltha, Mat- lying a single emission of fire with a noise;

■ tea; Martha, Matt, Pat ; Gulielmus, rVtlkel- namely, sp the emiflion,«r the more acute noise ;

ui, Gtrilama, Guillaurte, William, Will, Bill, and k, the mute consonant, intimates ilk being

tfiiim, Wickem, Wtcki, Weeki. suddenly terminated ; but adding /, is made the

Thuscariophyllu5,flos;gerofilo, Ital. giriflee, frequentative yje.j^ V The fame sp, by adding

fiiofer, Fr. gitlistvrrer, which the vulgar call r, that isjfr, implies a more lively impetus of

:ntyjlœer, as if derived from the month Juy ;

f« -.*-•..& I inum, parJley, portulaca, porstjin ; cy-

iisi--m, quince ; cydoniatum, qmddeny \ per-

itara, peach ; eruca, eruke, which they corrupt

to enr-^aig, as if it took its name from the ear ;

jaouilos gemiaus, a gimmal, er gimbal ring ;

aodtnui the word gimbalmndjumbal is transferred

toorf-.tr things thus interwoven; que Iques theses,

keistanys. Since the origin os these, and many

iKoer-:, however forced, is evident, it ought to

appear no wonder to any one if the ancients have

' isvihasdissiguretl many, especially as they so much

affected monosyllables; and, to maWe them found JP"""i and with the termination ig, sprig

thesoittr, took this liberty of maiming, taking

a-anry, changing, transposing, and softening them.

Eat while we derive these from the Latin, 1

4o not mean to say, that many of them did not

i-iiroedtately come to us from the Saxon, Danish,

Dwch, and Teutonick languages, and other dia-

diffusing or expanding itself 4 to which add.ng

the termination ing. It becomes spring; its vi

gour spr imports, its fharpnesi, the icrmination

ing, aud lastly in acute and tremulous, ends in

the mute consonant g, denotes the sudden end

ing of any motion, that it is, meant in its primaiy

significati n, of a single, not a complicated e»

ilition. Hence we a\\ spring whatever has an

elaltick foicc ; as also a fountain os water, and

thence the origin of any thing ; and to spring,

to germinate ; and spring, one ot the four sea

sons. From the lime spr and cut, is formed

sprout, and with the termination ig, sprig ; of

which the following, for the most part, is the

difference : jpr-.ut, or a giosser sound, imports

fatter or croflVbud ;spng, of a slenderer found,

denotes a Imaller (hoot. In like manner, from

sir of the vcib strive, and cut, comes/rVoar and

strut. From the lame sir, and the termination

acts, and some taken more lately from the "i&l'i is miiestruggle , and this gl imports,

French ot Italians, or Spaniards.

The fame word according to its different 2g-

afkatwns, often has a different origin ; as, t>

bear a imritm, fiomsen ; but to bear, whence

birth, bsrm, b :rm, comes from pario ; and a

star, at least if it be of Latin original, from sera.

Thus perch, a si(h, from perca ; but perch, a

neafure, from ptrtica, and likewise to perch.

Tispell is from syllaba ; but spell, an inchant-

but without any great noise, by reason oftlie

obscure sound of the vowel u. In like manner,

from throvi and roll is made trull ; ana almost in

the fame fense is trundle, from threw or thrust,

and rundle. Thusgrajsor greugb iscomponnded

Of grafe and rough ; and trudge from tread or

tret and drudge.

In these obiervations it is easy to discover great

ftgacit) and great extravaganie, an ability to do

swot, by which it is believed that the boundaries much defeated by the delire of doing more than

are so 6xed in lands that none can pass them a- enough. It may he remarked,

tamtl the master's will, from expelh ; todspcll, ' ■ That Walli-'s derivations are often so made,

a messenger, from epistola ; whence gospel, good- triat by the fame licence any language may be

fptt, or gtd-spel. Thausrrese, orfreeze, from deduced from any other.

frigeset ; but freeze, an architectonic word *■ That he makes no distinction between words

km x.!ph&-mt ; but freest, for cloth, from Frijia, immediately dt rived by us from the Latin, and

•r perhaps from frigeset, as being more fit than those which being copied from other languages,

ley e*her for keeping out the cold.

There are many woid* among us, even mo-

aafollabhrs, compounded of two or more words,

at Sea3 serving instead of compounds, and com-

ariaui£ the signification of more words than one*,

a-, tram scrip and rill comes scroll ; from

prnmd mad dance, prance ; from Jl of the verb

stay, or stand mnAjhut, is made stout ; from

stam: and hardy, sturdy, from sp ofspit or spew, ly erroneous

and therefore affoid no example of the genius of

the English language, or its laws of derivation.

3. That he derives from the Latin, often with

great harshness and violence, words apparently

Teutonick; and therefore, according phis own

declaration, probably older than the tongue to

which he refers them.

4. That some of his derivations are apparent-

i«r>f, comes spiut ; from the fame sp with

the termination in, is spin; and adding out,

spin tut; and from the fame jp, with it, is

Jp*i9 which only differs from spout in that it

st ^nailer, and with less noise and force ; but

sputter \i, because of the obscure «, something

between spit and jpout ; and by reason of add

SYNTAX.

The established practice of grammarians re

quires that I should here treat of the Syntax ;

but our language has so little inflection^ varie

ty of terminations, that its construction neither

requires nor admits many rules. Wallis there

fore has totally omitted; and Johnson, whose

rng r, it intimates a frequent iteration and noise, desire of following the writers upon the learnei

tut obscurely confused ; whereas spatter, oavac- languages made him think a syntax indispen

[kt] tabs
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vibly necessary, his published such petty obser

vations is were better omitted.

The verb, is in other language, agrees with

the nominative in number and person; a.., 'shorn

sliestfrom good; He rum to death.

Our adjectives and pronouns ire invariable.

Of two substantives the noun possessive is the

genitive; as. Hit father*'t glory \ The sun's heat.

Verbs transitive require an oblique cafe; as,

lie loves we; TTou fear htm.

All propositions require an oblique cafe: He

gave this to me ; He took thii from m: ; Hejayi

tbit of me ; He cam! naith me.

PROSODY.

It i* common for those that deliver the pram-

tnar of modern languages, to omit thcirProt'ody

So that ot the Italians is neglected by Buomattei ;

that of the French by Defmarais ; and that of

the English by Wallis, Co-.per, and even by

Jetmstm though i poet. But it the lawl of metre

are included in trie idea of a grammar, I have

thought it proper to insert them.

frojody comprises orthoepy, or the rules of

pronunciation ; and ortbemetry, or the laws of

versification.

1'ioMUNci ation is just, when every letter

has its proi»er fjund, and when every syllable has

its proper accent, or, which in English versifica

tion is the fame, its proper quantity.

The founds of the letters have been already

explained; and rulrs for the accent or quantity

are not easily to be given, being subject to in-

oumerable exceptions. Such however as 1 have

lead or formed, I shall here propose.

I. Of dissyllables formed by affixing a termi

nation, the former syllable iscommonly accented,

as, ctildijb, kingdom, uStest, acted, toilsome,

liver, scoffer, fairer, foremost, x.e'altnl, fulness,

g'dly, meekly, artist

i. Dissyllables formed by prefixing a syllable

to the radical word, have commonly the accent

on the latter; aa, to beget, tohejeem, to befiiva.

3. Os dissyllables, which ire it once nouns

and verbs, the verb his commonly the accent on

the latter, and the noun on the former syllabic,

as, ;: dejeant, a descant ; to ecu. cut, a cement ,

to contract, a contract.

This rule has many exceptions. Though verbs

seldom have their accent on the former, yet

nouns often have it on the Utter syllable j as, de

light, perfume.

4. All diss) llables ending in y, as cranny ; in

aur, as labour, favour ; in ov>, is nvillovj, vrdl-

lonv, except, aliiw, in le, as battle, bible; in

ijb, is banish ; in ck, is eimhrick, cJffick ; in

ter, is to batter ; in age, as courage ; in en,

as fasten ; in et, as oiiel, accent the former

syllable.

5. Diss)llable nouns in er, as canker, bitter,

have the accent on the former syllable.

6. Dissyllable verbs terminating in a con'onant

and e final, as comprise, escape ; or having a

diphthong in the last syllable, is appease, reveal;

or ending in two consonant', as attend j have

the accent on tbc latter pliable.

7 Dissyllable nouns having a diphthong; iti t> e

latter syllable, have commonly their accent on

the latter syllable, as applauje ; except words in

am, certain, mountain.

0. Trisyllables formed by adding a termina

tion, or prefixing a syllable, retain the accent ot

the radical word as Ijvelinefs tenderness, enmte'tm-

ner, nxiggenrer, physical, bespatter, commenting,

romme'ndtng, assurance.

9. Trissyllables ending in am, is graeinus,

drduom ; in al, as capital; (iii ion, as me'metnm,

accent the first.

10. Trissyllables eading in cr, ent, and ale,

accent the first syllable, as countenance, cimti-

nence, armament, imminent, elegant, propagate,

except they be derived 'rum words having the

accent on the list, as connivance, acquaintance ;

or the middle syllable ruth 1 vowel before two

consonants, as promulgate.

1 1. TriiTyllablca ending in y, a entity, specify,

liberty, victory, subsidy, commonly accent the

first syllable.

it. Trissyllables in re ot le accent the fiist

syllable, at legible, the'atie, except disciple, and

some words which have a position, as example,

'/'tsilc.

13. Trissyllables in ude commonly accent the

first syllable, as plenitude.

14. Trissyllables ending in alor or attar, at

criatonr, or having in the middle syllable a diph

thong, n&cnde^viur ; or a vowel before two con

sonants, as dome/ltd, accent tiit middle syllable

15. Trissyllables that have their accent on

the last syllable ate commonly French, aa ac

quiesce, repartee, magazine, or words formed

by prefixing one or two syllables to an acute syl

lable, as immature, overcharge.

16. Pol) syllables, or words of more than three

syllables, follow the accent of the words from

which they arc derived, as arrogating, contineucy,

incontinently, commendable, cemmuuicahleueji.

17. Words io fan have the accent upon the

antepenult, \%satvatiou, perturbation, concision;

words in atsur, or alor on the penult, as dedi

cator.

18. Words ending in le commonly have the

accent on the sirst syllable, is amicable, unless

the second syllable have a vowel before two con

sonants, as combustible.

19. Words ending in cut have the accent on

the antepenult, as uxorious, voluptuous.

to. Words ending in ly have their accent on

the antepenult, as pusillanimity, activity.

These rules are not advanced as complete or

infallible, but proposed as useful. Almost every

rule of every language his its exceptions; and

in English, is in other tongues, much must be

learned by example and authority Perhaps more

and better rules may be given that have ekaped

my observations

VEisiricATioN is the arrangement of a cer

tain number ef syllables according to certain laws.

The feet of our verses are either iambics, as

aloft, create; or trochaick, as h ly, U/ty.

Our iatnbick measure comprises vet tea

As four syllables.

Most
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Most good, most fair,

Or things as rare

To call you's lost j

For all the cost

Word* can bestow,

So poorly (how

Upon your praise.

That all the ways

Sense hath, comes ikon. Drayttm.

With ravish'd ears

The monarch hears, DtjJn.

Of sir.

This white we are abroarl,

Shall we not touch our lyre ?

Shall we not sing an ode ?

Shall that holy sire,

la as that strongly glow'd,

In this cold air expire ?

Though in the utmost Peak

A while we do remain,

Amongst the mountains bleik,

Eapos'd to fleet and rain.

No sport our hours (hall break,

To exercise our vein.

Who though bright Phœbus' beams

Refresh the southern ground.

And though the princely Thames

With beauteous nymphs abound,

And by old Camber's streams

Be many wonders found :

Yet many rivers clear

Here glide in silver swathes,

And what of all most dear,

Button's delicious baths.

Strong ale and n»ble chear,

T'asswage breem winter's scathes.

In places far or near,

Or famous, or obscure,

Where wholesom is the air,

Or where the most impure,

All time*, and every where,

The muse is still in ure. Drmytt*.

Of eight which is the usual measure for (hort

poems.

And may at last my weary age

Find out the peaceful hermitage,

The hairy gown, and mossy cell.

Where I may sit, and nightly spell

Of ev'ry stir the fley does (hew,

And ev'ry herb that sips the dew. Milten-

Often, which is the common measure of beroick

aod tragick poetry.

Full in she midst of this created space,

Betwixt beav'n, earth, and fltiet, there stands a

place

OoSninsj on all three; with triple bound ; •>

Whence ill things, though remote, are view'd (

around, (

Aod thiiber bring their undulating found .)

The palace of loud Fame, her seat of pow~r >

Piat'd on the summit of a lofty tower ;

A thousand winding entries long and wide

Receive of fresh reports a flowing tide.

A thousand crannies in the walls are made)

K« gate nor bar; exclude the busy trade.

'Tis built of brass, the better to diffuse

The spreading sounds and multiply the news)

Where echo's in repeated echo\ play :

A mart for ever full; and open night and day.

Nor silence is within, m,i voice express,

But a deaf noise of founds that never cease ;

Confus'd and chiding, like the hollow rore

Of tides, receding from th' insulted shore;

Or like the broken thunder, heard from far

When Jove to distance drives the rolling war.

The courts are 6 1I'd with a tumultuous din

Of crouds, or issuing forth, or entring in :

A thorough-fare of news ; where some devise

Things never heard, some mingle truth with

lies ;

The troubled air with empty founds they beat.

Intent to hear, and eager to repeat. Dryiln.

In all these measures the accents are to be

placed on even syllables; and every line consi

dered by itself is more harmonious, as this rule

is more strictly observed.

Our trochaick measures are

Of three syllables.

Here we may

Think and pray

Before death

Stops our breath :

Othei joys

Are but toys.

Of five,

In the days of old,

Stories plainly told,

Lovers felt annoy.

Of seven,

Fairest piece of well-form'd earth,

Urge not thus your haughty birth,

In these measures the accent is to be placed

•n the odd syllables.

These are the measures which are now in use,

and above the rest those of seven, eight, and ten

syllables. Our ancient poets wrote verses some

times of twelve syllables, as Drayton'a Polyol-

bion.

Of all the Cambrian shires their heads that bear

lo high, [eye,

And farth'st survey their soils with au ambitious

Mervinia for her hills, at for their matchless

crouds, [clouds.

The nearest that are said to kiss the wand'ring

Especial audience craves, offended with the

throng,

That (he of all the rest ntglected was so long ;

Alledging for herself, when through the Saxons

pride,

The godlike race of Brute to Severn's setting side

Were cruelly insert'd, her mountains did relieve

Those whom devouring war else every where

did grieve, (might,)

And '.vh*n ill Wales beside (by fortune or by

Unto her ancient foe resigo'd her ancient right,

A constant maiden f*ill she only did remain.

The last her genuine laws which stoutly did re

tail.

And
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And is each one is prais'd for her peculiar things;

Sa only she is rich, in mountains, meres, and

springs, [waste,

And holds herself as great in her superfluous

As others by their towns, and fiuUful tillage

grae'd.

And of fourteen, as Chapman's Homer.

And as the mind of such a man, that hath a long

way gone, slet alone

And either knoweth not his way, or else would

His propos'd journey is distract.

The verse of twelve syllables, cal'ed an Alex

andrine, is now only used to diversify heroick

lines.

Waller was smooth, but Drydrn taught to join

The varying verse the full resounding line.

The long majestick march, and energy divi

The pause in the Alexandrine must be at the

sixth syllable.

The verse of fourteen syllables is now broken

into a soft lyridk mratore of verses, consisting al

ternately of eight syllables and six.

She to receive thy radiant name,

Selects a whiter space.

When all (hall praise, and ev'ry lay

Devote a wreath to thee,

That day, for come it will, that day

Shall I lament to fee.

We have another measure very quick and

lively, ar.d therefore much used in longs, which

may be called the anaptjlick, in which the ac

cent rests upon every thirdsyllable.

May I govern my paflions with absolute sway,

And grow wiser and better as lire wears away.

In this measure a syllable is often retrenched

from the fust foot, as

Diogenes surly and proud.

I think not of I'ris nor I'ris of me.

These measures are varied by many combina-,

tions, and sometimes by double endings, either

with or without rhyme, as in the heroick mea

sure.

'Tis heav'n itself that points out an hereafter.

And intimates eternity to man.

So in that of eight syllables,

They neither added nor confounded,

They neither wanted nor abounded.

In that of seven,

For resistance I could fear none,

But with twenty ships had done,

What, thou brave and happy Vernon,

Hast atchiev'd with six alone.

In that of six,

'Twas when the seas were roaring,

With hollow blasts of wind,

A damsel lay deploring,

All on a rock reclin'd.

In the anapestick,

When terrible tempests assail US,

And mountainous billows affright,

Nor power nor wealth can avail us,

But skilful industry steers right.

To these measures, and their laws, may be

reduced every species of English verse.

Our versification admits of few licences, ex

cept isynaittphay or elysion of e in the before a

vowel, as th' eternal ; and more raraly of « in

/», as t'tccept ; and xsyneeresn, by which two

Ihort vowels coalesce into one syllable,as auejiiem,

special; or awoidis contracted by theexpul-

sion of a sliort vowel before a liquid, as aifritt,

temp'ranee.

Thus have I collected rules and examples, b?

which the English language may be learned, it

the reader be already acquainted with gramma

tical terms, or taught by a master to those that

are more ignorant. To have written a gram

mar for such as are not yet initiated in the

schools, would have been tedious, and perhaps

at last ineffectual.

The SAXON and ENGLISH ALPHABETS.

X A a a

15 B b b

r c c c

D D b d

e K e c

F F r f

c G 5 g

p 11 h h

I 1 i i

K K k k

1. I. 1 1

flp M m m

N N n a

O O o o

I' r>
P p

Q. Q. L'.V q

R R n r

8 S r f

T T t t

V V V V

u u u u

IU vv
V w

X X X X

Y Y
y y

Z Z ■ z

Th D, fc, J>, That f, and >

A GENERAL
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

ABA

A His, in (be English tingwigc, three

different founds The broid (boas,

— is, aB, veiL A open, father, ra-

' tier. yf slender or close, isthepe-

ahtiai the English language. Os this found

*c base examples in ^/or/«,^fre, ivqfie. 1. A,

assrode set before nouns of the singular num-

Wr, < man, a tree. Before a word begin-

■st vkh a vowel, it is written a«, as, aa ox.

t A U umetirnes a noun ; is great A. 4. A,

■ptieed before a participle, or participial noun.

«KUJ. Prur. A begging. DryJl 5. A has

'^ffrir-nq, rlenonirg proportion. The land

lord bub a hundred a year. Addisen. 6". A is

■» ia burlesque poetry, to lengthen oat a

(•Sable.

fe doves and nutmegs to the line-*. DryJ.

" A 1 fametimet put for if. S. A, in compo-

r-ae, teems the French «, and sometimes at,

t-'f&,*fUpt^Bari, a-weary, a-trit. Stairs.

M»*r»jlillil 1 redundant; as, arise, artmse,

«a/, brji. 10. A, in abbreviations, stands

*ertmtt, or arts.

liACKE adv. o&olete. Backwards. Spems

Æ-tCrGt.s. [turaiaSir.] Those who drive

*«xi or tfcil cattle uwherds, in distinction from

« dat steal only a sheep or two. B/nut.

dltXVXf [Lat. aiar.J.] 1. A counting-table.

:- The uppermost member of a column.

**ATT.aY«. [ofabaczan,Sax.] From the fore-

Fan of the (Jap, towards the stern.

AiAlSiNCE. / [from toe French abuser.]

-'-£ set of reverence, a bow.

*>AIXLl£NATE. v. a. [from abahina. Lit.]

To nait t^t another's which was our own

*<« Cafe. Lex. Jar.

*«AUIXA TION. /. [Ut. aiaJfraa/...] A giv-

«W^'i nght to another perCin, by rile, or

■*e tonne 01 law.

J* A£A?sD *. a. from ABANDON.

'■> A»A NDON. ». a. [Fr. abandewner.] 1 . To

P" ap, resign, or quit. Dryd. t. To desert.

**9, Stakes 3. To forsake. ^e»/

ABA

To ABANDON OVER. v. a. To five up) to

resign. Dryd.

ABANDONED, ^ar/. aJ. 1. Given up. SJaie/".

z. Forsaken. Corrupted in the highest de

gree.

ABANDONING. Desertion, forsaking.

ABANDONMENT. /. [aba*dt»mem»mt, Fr.]

The act of abandoning.

ABANNI'TION./ [Lat. aJawr/e.] Banishment

for manslaughter.

A'BARCY. / InsatiaWenese.

To ABAHE. v. a. [abaruan, Sax.] To make

bare, uncover, or disclose.

ABARTICULA'TION. / [from ai, from, *nd

articuhi, a joint, Lat.] That species of articu

lation that has manifest motion.

To ABASE, v. a. [Fr. abaijser.] To cast down,

to depress, to bring low. Sidney.

ABASED, a. [with heralds.] is a term used of

the wings of eagles, when the top looks down

wards towards the point of the shield; or when

the wings are fliut. Bailey. Chambers.

ABASEMENT. _/". The state of being brought

low; depression. Eiclejiafticut.

To ABASH, v. a. [See BASHFUL.] To make

alhamed. Milts*.

To ABA'TE. v. a. [from the French abbatre.]

I . To lessen, to diminish. Daviej. a. To de

ject, to depress. Dryd. 3. To let down the

price in felling.

To ABATE, v. n. To grow less. Dryd.

To ABATE, [incommon law.] Toabatex writ,

is, by some exception, to defeat or overthrow it.

Csviel.

To ABATE- [in horsemanship.] A horse is said

to abate or take down his curvets; when work

ing upon curvets, he puts his two hind-legs

to the ground both at once, and observes the

fame exactness in ill the times.

ABATEMENT./ [abatement, Fr.] 1 . The act

of abating. Lccke. 1. The state of being abated.

Arbutk. 3. The sum or quantity taken away

B by
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by the ict of abating. S<aift. 4. The cause of

lotting; extenuation. Atterhury.

ABATEMENT, [in law.] The act os the iba-

tor; 15, the abatement os the heir into the land

before he hath agreed with the lord. Convel.

ABATEMENT, [with heralds.] is an accidental

mark, which being added to a coat of arms, the

dignity of it is abased, by reason of some (tain

or dishonourable quality of the bearer.

ABA'TER. / The agent or cause by which in

ibitement is procured. Arbuthnot.

ABA'TOR./ [1 law term] One who intrudes in

to houses 01 hnci, void by the death ot the former

possessour, as, yet oot entered upon by his heir.

A'BATUDE / [old records.] Any thing dimi

nished. Baihy.

A'BATURE. J. [1 hunting term.] Those sprigs of

grafs thrown down by a stag in his passing by.

ABB. / The yarn on a weaver's warp, among

clothiers. Chamber!.

ABB'A.J. [Heb. SR] A Syriac word, which sig

nines father.

A'BBACY. / [Lat. abbatia] The rights or pri

vileges of an abbot

A'BBESS. / [Lat . abbatifa, abefe in Fr.] The

fuperiour of a nunnery. Dryden.

ABBEY, or ABBY. / [Lat. abbatia] A mona

stery of religious persons, whether men or wo

men. Shakes.

A'BBEY-Lubbik./ A slothful loiterer in 1 reli

gious house, under pretence of retirement. Dry.

A'BBOT. / [in the lower Latin abba,] The

chief of a convent.

A'BBOTSHIP. / The state or privilege of an

abbot.

To ABBREVIATE, v. a. [Lat. Mreviare]

1. To shorten by contraction of parts without

loss ofthe main substance. Bacon, a. To shorten,

to cut short. Brown.

ABBREVIATION. / 1. The act of abbrevia

ting. ». The means used to abbreviate, as cha

racters signifying whole words. S~vist.

ABBREVIA TOR. / One who abridges.

ABBRE'VlATURE./.[aWrTO,a/x^;Lat.]i.A

mark used for the lake of shortening. 1. A

compendium or abridgment. Taylor.

ABBREVVO'IR. [in French, a watering-place.]

Among masons, the joint, or juncture of two

stones.

A, B, C. 1. The alphabet, a. The little book by

which the elements of reading are taught. '

ToA'BDICATE. v. a. [Lie. abiiee] To give

up right; to resign. AJdiscn.

ABDICATION./ [abduatio, Lat] The act of

abdicating; resignation.

A BD1CATIVE. a. That which causesor implies

an abdication.

A'BDITIVE. a. [from 0W1.] That -which has

the power cr quality of hiding.

ABDOMEN./ [Lat. from abdo, to hide.] A ca

vity commonly called the lower venter or belly :

It contains the stomach, guts, liver, spleen,

bladder, and i: within lintti with a membrane

called the peritonseurn.

ABDO'MINAL. I „ , . ., , ,
ABDO MINOUS. S "■ Rel«'=S t0 tke »Momen.

To ABDU'CE. v. e. [Lit. abduct] To draw fa

1 different part; to withdraw one pirt from t-

nother. Breton.

ABDUCENT, a. Muscles ^abducent serve to

open or pull back divers parts of the body.

ABDUCTION. / [abJnffio, Lat.] 1 . The act:

of withdrawing one part from another. 1. A

particular form of argument.

ABDUCTOR. s. [abdnaor, Ut.] The muscles,

which drtw back the several members. Arbnth.

ABECEDARIAN./ [rromthe namesofa,b,c]

A teacher of the alphabet, or first rudiments of

literature.

A'BECEDARY. a. Belonging to the alphabet.

ABE D. ad. [from a, for at. See (A,) and sirs)]

In bed. Sidney.

ABERRANCE. / A deviation from the right

way ; an errour. Glanville.

ABERRANCY. The same with Auaimci]

Brown.

ABERRANT, a, [from aberrant. Lat] Wan

dering from the right or known way.

ABERRATION./ [from aberratio, Lat.] The

act ofdeviating from the common track. Glanv.

ABE'RRING. part, \aberro, Lat.] Going astray.

Brovtn.

To ABEP.U'NCATE. v.a. [aberunco, Lit] To

pull tip by the roots.

To ABET. v. a. [from beran. Sax.] To push

forward another, to support him in his designs

by connivance, encouragement, or help. Fa. ^

ABETMENT. / The act of abetting.

ABETTER, or ABE'TTOR./ He that abeta;

the supporter or encourager of another. DryJ.

ABEYANCE./. The right of fee-simple lieth in

abeyance, when it is all only in the remembrance,

intendment, and consideration of the law. Co-wet

ABCRF.GATION. / [abgregatio, Lit.] 1 se

paration from the flock.

To ABHOR, v. a. [abherreo. Lat.] To hate with

acrimony; to loath. Mihon.

ABHORRENCE. / [from abhor.] The ict os

abhorring, detestation. Sonth.

ABHORRENCY. / The same with Amou

nt n ca. Locke.

ABHORRENT, a. [from abhor] 1. Struck with

abhorrence. 1. Contrary to, foreign, inconsis

tent with. Dryden.

ABHO RRER. / [from abhor] A hater,, de-

tester. Swift.'

ABHO RRING.Theobjectofabhorrence. Isaiah.

To ABI'DE. v. n. I abode or abid. [from su-

bifcian, Sax.] 1 . To dwell in a place, not re

move. Gen. i. T^> dwell. Shakes. 3. To re

main, not cease or fail. Fsahn. 4. To continue

in the fame state. Stiltinrsi. 5. To wait for, ex

pect, attend, await. Fairy Q^ ( To bear or

support the consequences of a thing. Miltsn.

7. To bear or support, without being conquer "d.

IVeedviard. 8. To bear without aversion. Sijn.

9. To bear or suffer. Pope. 10. It is used with

the participle viitb before a person, and at or m

before a place.

ABI'DER./ [from abide] The person that abides

or dwells in a place.

ABIDING.
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ABrDING./[from<tin/c]Continuince.Æ«&i£j5.

ABJECT, a. [abjedut. Lat] I. Mem, or

worthless. Addtfon. 2. Contemptible, or of no

vilue. Milt. 3. Without hope or regard. Milt.

4- Destitute, mean and despicable. Dryd. Pope.

A*BJECT./ A man without hope. Pjalm.

To ABJE'CT. v. «/ [abjicio, Lat.] To throw

away

ABJE CTEDNESS. / [Cram abjeS.] The state

of an abject. Boyle.

ABJECTION. / [irom abjeS.] Meanness of

mind ; servility ; baseness. Hooker.

ABJECTLY, a. [from abjed.] In an abject

manner, meanly.

A'BJECTNESS. / [from abjrfi.] Servility,

meanness. Grrw.

ABl LITY. /. [Habiliti, Fr.] 1 . The power to

do any thing, whether depending upon skill, or

riches, or strength. Sidney, z. Capacity. Dan.

3. When it has the plural number, abilitiej, it

frequently signifies the faculties or powers of

the mind. Rogers.

ABINTE STATE, a. [of at, from, and intefia-

tui. Lat.] A term ot law, implying him that

inherits from a man, who though he had the

power to make a will, yet did not make it.

o A'BJUGATE. *.

yoke, to uncouple.

ToA'BJUCATE. i>. a. [abjuge, Lat.] To un-

yet

(at

To ABJURE, t. a. [abjure, Lat.] 1. To swear

not to do something. Hale. z. To retract, or

recant, or abnegate a position upon oath.

ABJURATION./ [from abjure.} The act of

abjuring. The oath taken lor that end.

To ABL.VCTATE. v. a. [ablafle, Lat.] To

wean trom the breast.

ABLACTATION. / One of the methods of

grafting

ABLAQUEA TION. [ablaqueatio, Lat.] The

practice of opening the ground about the roots

of trees. Evelyn.

ABLATION. / [ab'ahe, La:.] The act of tak

ing away.

A'BLATIVE. [abiativut, Lat.] 1 That which

takes away. 1. The sixth cafe of the Latin

nouns.

ABLE a. [labile, Fr. babilii, Lat] I. Having

strong faculties, or great strength or knowledge,

riches, ur any other power of mind, body,

or fortune. Bacon. 1. Having power sufficient.

South.

To ABLE. •». a. To make able; to enable.

Sbakefp.

ABLE-BODIED, a. Strong of bodv.

To A'BLEGATE. v. a. [ablege, LatJ To send

abroad upon some employment.

ABLEGATION. /. [trom ablegate.] A sending

abroad

A BLENESS./ [from able.] Ability of body, vi

gour, sore*. Sidney.

ABLEPSY. / ['AUj^Gr.] Want of sight.

To A BLIGATE. v. a. [ablege, Lat.] To bind

or rye up from.

A'BLIGURITION./ [abliguritio, Lit.] A pro

digal spending on meat or drink.

To A BLOCATE. v. a. [ablta, Lit.] To let

001 to hire, Cehi*.

ABLOCA'TION. / [from allocate.] A letting

out to hire.

To ABLU DE. *>. n. [abludo, Lat.] To be un

like.

A BLUENT. a. [abluent. Lat.] That which has

the power of cleansing.

ABLUTION./ [abluti,, Lat.] 1. The act of

cleansing, z. The rinsing of chemical prepa

rations in water. 3. The cup given, without

consecration, to the laity in the popish churches.

To ABNEGATE, v. a. [from abneg,, Lat.] To

deny.

ABNEGATION. / [abnegatio, Lat.] Denial,

renunciation. Hammond.

ABNODA'TION. /. [abnodatio, Lat.] The act

of cutting away knots from trees.

ABNO'RMOUS. a. [abntrmit, Lat.] Irregular,

mifliapen.

ABOARD, a. [from the French a bird, as, al

ter a b*rd, envoyer a bird."] In a (hip. Raleigh.

ABODE./ [fromoWt] 1. Habitation, dwel

ling, place of residence. Waller, z. Stay, con-

• tinuance in a place. Sbakefp. 3. T« make a-

bode; ta dwell, t reside, to inhabit. Dryd.

To ABODE, v. a. [See Boot.] To foretoken

or forelhew; to be a prognostic, to be ominous.

Shakes.

ABO'DEMENT. /. [from to abede.] A secret an

ticipation of something future. Sbakefp.

To ABO LISH. v. a. [from aboleo; Lat.] 1. To

annul. Hooker, z. To put an end to ; to de

stroy. Haya.

ABO'LISHABLE. a. [from abelijb.] That which

may be abolished.

ABOLISHER. / [from abolijb.} He that abo-

liihes.

ABOLISHMENT. / [from abolijb] The act

of abolishing. Hotker.

ABOLITION./ [from abolish.] The act of a-

boliihing. Grew.

ABOMINABLE, a. [akominabilii, Lat.] 1.

Hateful, detestable. Swift, z. Unclean. Levi-

ticui. 3. In low and ludicrous language, it Is a

word of loose and indeterrninate censure.

Sbakefp.

ABO'MINABLENESS. / [from abtminable.]

The quality ot being abominable; hatefulnefs,

odioufnefs. Beutley.

ABOMINABLY, a. [from abominable.] Exces

sively, extremely, exceedingly ; in the ill

. fense. Arbuthnot.

To ABOMINATE, v. a. [abeminer, Lat] To

abhor, detest, hate utterly. Southern.

ABOMINATION. / 1. Hatred, detestation.

Svjifl. z. The object of Hatred. Genefn. 3.

Pollution, defilement. Sbakefp. 4. The cause

of pollution, z Ktngt.

ABORIGINES. J. Lat. The earliest inhabitants

of a country; those of whom no original can be

traced; as, the Welih in Britain.

To ABORT, v. n. [aberte, Lat.] To bring

forth before the time, to miscarry.

ABO'RTION. /. [abort ie, Lat.] 1 . The act of

bringing forth untimely, z. The produce of an

untimely birth. Arbuthnot.

B 1 ABORTIVE.
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ABCRTIVE. / That which is born before the

due time. Pcacbam.

ABCRTIVE. a. [abortivuj, Lit.] i . Brought

forth before the due time of birth. Sbaktsp.

a. Figuratively, that which falls for want of

time. South. 3. That which brings forth no

thing. Miltit.

ABORTIVELY.**/. [fromaier/iVr.] Born with

out the due lime; immaturely, untimely.

ABO'RTIVENESS./ [fnauberUve.] The state

of abortion.

ABO RTMENT./ [from aborto, Lat.] Thething

brought forth out of time ; an untimely birth.

Bonn.

ABO'VE. prep, [from a, and bupin, Saxon.] bov-

en, Dutch.] l.Higherin place. Dryden. l.More

inqua»tityornumber.£jrc</. 3. HighcrmTank,

power or excellence. Psalm. 4. Superiour to ;

unattainable by. Smist. 5. Beyond; more than.

Locke. 6. Tooproud for ; too high for. tope,

ABOVE. ad. 1. Over-head. Baciu. a. in the

regions of heaven. Pope. 3. Before. DryJeu.

From a dove. 1. From an higher place. Dryd\.

a. From heaven. James.

ABOVE ALL. In the first place; chiefly. Dryi.

ABOVE-BOARD. In open sight; without arti

fice or trick. VPJlrange.

ABOVE-CITED. Cited before. Addijen.

ABOVE-GROUND. An expression used to sig

nify, that a man, is alive, not in the grave.

ABOVE-MENTIONED. See Above-cjtjd.

To ABOUND, v. n. [abundo, Lat. abendcr,

French.] 1. To have in great plenty, x. To

be in great plenty.

ABOUT, prep. [abuCanj or abuEon, Sax] I.

Round, surrounding, encircling. DryJeu. a.

Near to. B. Jehus. 3. Concerning, with re

gard to, relating to. Locke. 4. Engaged in,

employed upon. Taylor, c. Appendant to the

person, as death; , fife, mitten. 6. Relating to

the person, as a servant. Sidney,

ABO'UT. ad. [Shahs'] 1 . Circularly. Sbaktsp

1. In circuit. Shakes. 3. Nearly. Bacen. 4.

Here and there ; every way. ha. ^ 5 With

to before a verb; as, about tefiy\ upon the point,

within a small time of. 6. The longest way,

in opposition to the Ihort straight way. Shakes.

7. To bring about; to bring to the point or state

. desired; as, be bai brought about bit purposes.

8. To come about ; to come to seme certain

stale or point. 9. To go about a thing; to pre

pare to do it. Some of these phrases seem 10 de

rive their original from the French a bout ; ve-

nir about J^une chose \venir about Jcquelquuu.

A. Bp. for Archbishop.

ABRACADA'BRA. A superstitious charm a

gainst agues.

To ABRADE. *. *. [Lat. abrade.] To rub off;

to wear away from the other parts. Hale.

ABRAHAM'S BALM. An herb.

ABRASION [See A»radk.] 1. The act of

abrading; a rubbing off. z. The matter worn

off by the attrition of bodies.

ABREAST, ad. [See Biuast.] Side by fide

in such a position that the breasts may bear a

gainst the lame line. Sbakesp.

To ABRI'DCE. -o.a. [abreger,Ft.abirevit,L»t.J

I. To make shorter in words, keeping still the

lame substance, a Mace. a. To contract, to>

diminish, to cut short. Locke. %. To deprive
of. Sbakesp. * V

ABRIDGED OF. p. Deprived of, departed from.

An ABRI'DGER./. [from mbrijge.] 1. He that

abridges ; a (hortner. a. A writer of com

pendiums or abridgments.

ABRIDGMENT./ [abregement, French.] t.

The contraction of a larger work into a small

compass. Hooker, a. A diminution in general.

Dcxne. 3. Restraint, or abridgment of liber

ty. Locke.

ABROACH, ad. [See To B*oach.] 1. In a

posture to run out. Swift, a. In a state of be

ing diffused or advanced. Skakesp.

ABROAD, ad. [compounded of a and bread.]

1. Without confinement; widely; at large.

Milton, a. Out of the house. Sbakesp. 3. In

another country. Hooker. 4. In all directions,

this way and that. DryJeu. 5. Without, not

within. Hooker.

To ABROGATE, v. a. \abregt, Liu] To take

away from a law its force; to repeal, to annul.

Hooker.

ABROGATION. / [abrogation Lit] The act

of abrogating; the repeal of a law. Clarendon.

To ABROOK. v. a. To brook, to bear, to en

dure. Sbakesp.

ABRUPT, a. [abruptm. Lat.] 1. Broken, crag

gy. Thomson. 1. Divided, without any thing

intervening. Milton. 3. Sudden, without the

customary or proper preparatives. Sbakesp. 4

Unconnected. B. J:bns

ABRUPTED. a. [abruptus, Ut.] Broken off

suddenly. Brown,

ABRUPTION./ [abrupt!*. Ut,] Violent ami

sudden separation. kfotJ-ward.

ABRU'PTLY.a</.[SeeA»RU»T.]Hastily,with-

out the due forma of preparation. Sidney. Add.

ABRUPTNESS./ [from abrupt.] 1. An abrupt

manner, haste, suddenness, a. Unconnectea-

nefs, roughness, cragginefs. Weodviard.

ABSCESS, [abscejsus, Lat.] A morbid cavity in

the body. Arbutbnot.

To ABSCIND, w. a. To cut off.

ABSCISSA. [Ut.] Part of the diameter of 1

conic section, intercepted between the vertex

and a femi-ordinate.

ABSCISSION. / [abseific, Lat.] 1 . The act of

cutting off. Wiseman. 1. The state of being

cutoff. Brevin.

To ABSCOND, v. n. [abscond*, Lat.] To hide

one's self.

ABSCO NDER. / [from abscond.] The person

that absconds.

ABSENCE. /[See Absbnt.] i. The state of

being absent, opposed to presence. Sbakesp. a.

Want of appearance, in the legal sense Addi-

/». 3. Inattention, beedleflsness, neglect of

the prt sent object. AJdiJcn.

A'BSENT. a. [absent, Lat.] j . Not present ;

used with the particle from. Pose. 1. Absent

in mind, inattentive. Addisem.

T»
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To ABSB/NT. *>■ «■ To withdraw, to forbear to

come into presence. Shakesp.

ABSENTA'NEOUS. a. Relating to absence;;

ib'Vnt.

ABSENTED. / A word used commonly with

regard to Irishmen living out of their country.

Damti. s

ABSVNTHIATED. p. [from abfiathium, Lat.]

Impregnated with wormwood.

To ABSl'ST. v. *. [abfifte, Lit.] To st»nd off,

to leave off.

To ABSCLVE. v. a. [absolve. Lat.] i . To clear,

to acquit of a crime in a judicial fense. Shakes.

1. To set free from an engagement or promise.

Walter. 3. To pronounce a sin remitted, in the

ecclesiastical sense. Pope. 4. To finish, to com

plete. Hale.

A'BSOLUTE. a. [absol*t*t, Lat.] 1 . Complete;

applied as well to persons as things. Hooker, a.

Unconditional ; as, an abjdute promise. Smth.

3. Not relative; as, absobtte space. SiiUngfi.

4. Not limited; as, abfihtc power. DryJ.

ABSOLUTELY, ad. [from absolute.) 1. Com

pletely, without restriction. Sidney. 1. Without

relation. Hooker. 3. Without limits or depen-

einœ. DryJ. 4. Without condition. Hooker.

5. Peremptorily, positively. Mills*.

ABSOLUTENESS. /. [from obsolete.] 1 . Com-

r leautess. a. Freedom from dependance, or li-

mtu. Ctareudtn. 3. Despotism. Ban*.

ABSOLUTION./, [absehtio, Lat.] 1 . Acquittal.

a. The remission of fins, or penance. Smb.

ABSOLUTORY, a. [absti*teri*i. Lat.] That

which absolves.

ABSONANT, a. Contrary to reason.

A BSONOUS. a. [absem, Lat.] Absurd, con

trary to reason.

To ABSORB, v. a. [abserheo, Lat. pratttr. ab-

ftried; part. pret. absorbed, or abftrpt.\ 1 . To

swallow np. PhilUpe. 1. To suck up. Harvey.

ABSOUBENT./ [absorbent, Lat.] A medicine

that, by the softness or porosity of its parts, ei

ther cafes the asperities of pungent humours,

er draws away superfluous moisture in the bo

dy. QatKcy.

ABSO'Rrvl.^.[from<i*/»r*.]Swallowednp./,«^.

ABSO RPTION. / [from abfirb.j The act of

swallowing up. B*r*et.

To ABSTA'IN.i7.». [aijT7»r»,Lat.] To forbear,

to deny one's self any gratification.

ABSTEMIOUS, a. [ubfttmiat, Lat.] Tempe

rate, sober, abstinent.

ABSTEMIOUSLY, ad. [fromabstemiett.] Tem

perately, soberly, without indulgence.

AESTE MIOUSNES6. / [SeeA»sTXHious.]

The quality of being abstemious.

ABSTENTION./ [from abftneo, Lat.] The act

of holding off.

To ABSTERGE, v. a. [absiergt, Lit] To

cleanse by wiping.

A'BSTERGENT. ». Cleansing; havhnja cteans-

inaoqualny.

To ABSTERGE. [See A»»Ti«oi.]Tocleanse,

to purify. Brew*.

ABSTE-R^ION. / [absterste, L«.] Tht act of

deansiag. Baa*.

ABSTERSIVE, a. [from«*/*»■«.] That has the

quality of absterging or cleansing. Bact*.

ABSTINENCE./ [abstinenti*, Ut.] 1 . Forbear

ance of any thing. Lecke. t. Fasting, or for

bearance of necessary food. Shakesp.

A BSTINF.NCY. / The seme with abstinence.

Hammond.

ABSTINENT, a. [abfti*e*sjba.\ That uses ab

stinence.

ABSTORTED. a [abstorhtt. Lat.] Forced a-

wav, wrung from another by violence.

ToABSTRACT.f.a.[«i/ra*»,Lat.]i.Totake

one thing from another. Decay. %. To separata

ideas. Locke. 3. To reduce to an epitome. Watts.

A'BSTRACT. a. [abftratlut, Lat.] Separated

from something else, generally used with rela

tion to mental perceptions; as, abstract ma

thematics. Wilkht.

A'BSTRACT. / [from the verb.] t. A smaller

quantity, containing the virtue or power of a

greater. Shakesp. i. An epitome made by tak

ing out the principal parts. Wattt. 3. The

state of being abstracted. Wittn.

ABSTRACTED, p. a. [from abstract.] 1. Se

parated. Milto*. x. Refined, abstruse. Dn*c

3. Abient of mind.

ABSTRACTEDLY, ad. With abstraction, Cm-

ply, separately from all contingent circum

stances. Dryd.

ABSTRA'CTION. / [abstracts, Lat.] i.The

act of abstracting. Watti. %. The state of be

ing abstracted. 3. Absence of mind, inatten

tion. 4. Disregard of worldly objects.

ABSTRA'CTIVE. a. [from abstract.] Having

(he power or quality of abstracting.

ABSTRACTLY, ad. [from abstract.] In an ab

stract manner, absolutely. Bntity.

ABSTRrCTED./>.a.[ai/fn'.!?irj,Lat.]unbound.

To ABSTR1 NCE. v. a. [abstriugo, Lat.] To

unbind.

To ABSTRU'DE. v. a. [abstrudo. Lat.] Tu

thrust off, or pull away.

ABSTRU'SE. a. [abflrusui, Lat. thrust out o!

sight.] 1. Hidden. 1. Difficult, remote from

conception or apprehension.

ABSTRUSELY, ad. Obscurely, not plainly, 01

obviously.

AflSTRU SENESS./ [from abstruse] Difficul

ty, obscurity. Boyle.

ABSTRU SITY. / 1 . Abstrusenesi. %. That

which is abstruse. Brew.

To ABSU'ME. v. a. [absumo, Lat.] To bring to

an end by a gradual waste. Hale.

ABSURD, a. [absurdui, Lat.] 1 . Unreasonable;

without judgment. Bactn. 2. Inconsistent;

contrary to reason. South.

ABSURDITY. / [from absurd.] t. The qua

lity of being absurd. Lock:, z. That which

is absurd. jlJiis;*.

ABSURDLY. a'J. [from al-surd.] Improieiy,

unreasonably. Sz-ist.

ABSURDNESS./Ttie quality of being absurd;

injudiciousnes-s, impropiiety.

ABUNDANCE./ [abidance, Fr.] 1. Plenty.

Craj'-a'.u. t. Great numbers. Addijon. 3. A

great
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great quantity. Raleigh. 4. Exuberance, more

than enough. Spenjer.

ABU NDANT. a. abundant, Lat.] 1. Plentiful.

Par. List. 2. Exuberant. Arbnth. 3. Fully-

stored. Burnet.

ABU'NDANTLY. ad. [from abundant.] 1. In

plenty. Gen. 2. Amply, liberally, more than

sufficiently. Rogfrt.

To ABUSE, v. a. [abater. Lat. In abuse, the

verb, / has the found of x. ; in the noun, the

common found. J 1. To make an ill use of.

I Ccr. 2. To deceive, to impose upon. Bacen.

3. To treat with rudeness. Sbakesp.

ABU'SE. /. [fiom the verb abuse.} 1. The ill

use of any thing. Hooker. 2. A corrupt prac

tice, bad custom. S<wist. 3. Seducement. Sid

ney. 4. Unjust censure, rude reproach. Milton.

ABU'SER. J. [pronounced abuser.] 1. He that

makes an ill use. a. He that deceives. 3. He

that reproaches with rudeness. 4. A ravifher,

a violator.

ABU'SIVE. a. [from abuse."] 1 . Practising abuse.

Pcpe. 2. Containing abuse; as, an abusive lam

poon. Rojcemmon. 3. Deceittul. Bacen.

ABUSIVELY, ad. [from abuse.] 1. Improper

ly, by a wrong use. Beyle. 2. Reproachfully.

Herbert.

ABU SIVENESS. / [from abuse.] Foulness of

language. Herbert.

To ABUT. v. n. obsolete, [abcutir, to touch at

the end, Fr.] To end at, to border upon; to

meet, or approach to.

ABUTTAL. /. [from abut.] The butting or

boundaries of land.

ABU TMENT. s. [from abut.] That which a-

buts, or borders upon another.

ABY SM./. [abysme, old Fr.] A gulf; the fame

with abyss. Sbakesp.

ABYSS.')! [abyssut, Lv.'txBva-o-u;, bottomless,

Cr.] 1. A dt |'th without bottom. Milton. 2

A great depth, a gulph. Dryd. 3. That in

winch any ihicg is loll. Locke. 4. The body o

wjiers at the ce-ure of the earth. Burnet. 5

In Ihc language of divines, htil. Rose.

AC, AK, or AKE. In the names of places, a;

Acl:v, au oak, trom the S.ixon ac, an oak.

ACACIA, s. [Lat] 1. A drug brought from E-

gypt, which being supposed the inspissated Juki

01 a tree, is imitated by the juice of floes. Sav.

2. A tree commonly to called here.

AC A LIE MIAL. a. [from academy.] Relating tt.

an academy.

ACADE'MIAN. / [ rom academy ] A scholar

of an academy or university. Wcod.

ACADEMICAL, a. [academic*!, Lat.] Belong

ing to an university. Wotton.

ACADE'MICK. / [from academy.] A student

of an university. kVatts.

ACADE'MICK. a. [academical, Lat.] Relating

to an university. Dunciad.

ACADEMI'CIAN. /. [acadcmicicn,Yr.] The

member of an academy.

ACA Dt.MIST. / [from academy] The mem

ber of an academy, Ray.

ACADEMY, s. [academta, Lat.] 1. An assem-

bly or society of men, uniting for the promo

tion of some art. Sbakesp. 2. The place where

sciences are taught. Dryd. 3. An university.

4. A place of education, in contradistinction to

the universities or publick schools.

ACA'NTHUS.s [ Lat.]Theherbbearsfoot.Af//r.

ACATALECT1C. / [axa-raXnu-r^:, Gr-1 A

verse which has the complcat number of sylla

bles.

To ACCEDE, v. ». [accede, Lat.] To be added

to, to come to,

To ACCELERATE, v. a. [accelere, Lat.] 1.

To make quick, to hasten, to quicken motion.

Bacen.

ACCELERATION. /. [accclcratie. Lat.] 1.

The act of quickening motion. 2. The state of

the body accelerated. Hale.

To ACCEND. v.a. [accende, Lat.] To kindle,

to set on fire. Decay.

ACCE'NSION. / [accensio, Lat.] The act of

kindling, or the state of being kindled. H'eodio.

A'CCENT./ [acceutus, Lat.J 1. The manner

of speaking or pronouncing. Sbakesp. ». The

marks made upon syllables to regulate their

pronunciation. Holder. 3. A mollification of

the voice, expressive of the passions or senti

ments. Prior.

To ACCENT, v.a. [from accentus, Lat.] I. To

pronounce, to speak words with particular re

gard to the grammatical marks or rules. Locke.

2. In poetry, to pronounce or utter in general.

rVetton. 3. To write or note the accents.

To ACCENTUATE, v. a. [accentuer, Fr.]

To place the proper accents over the vowels.

ACCENTUA'TION./ [from accentuate.] The

act of placing the accent in pronunciation.

To ACCE'PT. v. a. [accipie,Lu. accepter, Fr.]

1. To take with pleasure; to receive kindly.

Dryd. 2. In the language of the bible, to ac

cept persons, is to act with personal and partial

regard. Job.

ACCEPTABILITY. /. The quality of being

acceptable. Taylor.

ACCEPTABLE, a. [acceptable, Fr.] 1. Grate

ful; 2. Pleasing.

ACCE PTABLENESS./. [from acceptable.] The

quality of being acceptable. Greta.

ACCEPTABLY, ad. [from acceptable] In an

acceptable manner. Taylor.

ACCEPTANCE./ s>«/>fa««,Fr.]Reception

with approbation. SpenJ.

ACCEPTANCE, [ia law.] The receiving of

rent. Civ/el.

ACCEPTATION./ [from a«r;>r.] 1. Recep

tion, whether good or bad. 2. Good reception,

acceptance. 3. The state of being acceptable,

regard. 4. Acceptance in the juridical tense.

5. The meaning of a word.

An ACCEPTER./ [from accept] The person

that accepts.

ACCEPTILA'TION./ [aceeptihtio,Lit.] The

remission of a debt by an acquittance from the

creditor, testifying the receipt of money which

has never been paid.

ACCE'PTION. [acceptiin, Fr, from accepts,.

Lat.]
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L* J TW received sense ef t word; she raean-

ar. SxmmmJ.

ACCE SS. /. [«rcrfi». Lat ««*/, Fr.] 1 . The

fii by which my thing maw be approached.

Bamnmnd. x. The means, or liberty, of ap-

rrtaebag either to things-or men. Miltin. 3 .

Eacesie, enlargement, .addition. Bacn. 4.

Tie ream or fits of a distemper. «

lCCESSARIXESS. «. [from accefary] The

Sa* as beef accessary.

ACCESSARY./. He that not being the chief

ame ia a crime, contributes to it. Clarendem.

ACCESSIBLE... [accefihti. Ut. amjiij, Fr.]

Tbat wfcich mav be approached.

ACCESSION /'[arr^fc. Lat. ac«#r»», Fr.] 1.

laataK by (emetine; added, enlargement,

■g-auuoan. x. The act of coming to, or

ft one's licit to; as, aecefn to a confede-

ncy 3. Tie act of arriving at ; as, the king's

Knyan to the throne.

ACCLSSORILY. ad. [from arcr/iry] In the

T*eaer of aa accessory.

.' CCESSORY a. Joined to another thing, so as

x acres* it; additional

A CCESSORY ./. [««/»rr«r,Ut. a<-«f«rr,Fr.]

• A nan that is guilty of a felonious ossence,

et w>acpallr, bat by participation, 2. That

T^ca &<* accede mnto tome principal fact or

4swstlaw.

ACCIDENCE. / [a corruption of orcidenti,

rsn etaJrtiia, Lat.] The little book con-

■xœt the first rudiments of grammar, and ex-

J-?2Eg the properties of the eight parts of

beech.

ACCIDENT./ [accident. Lat.] 1 . The proper-

.1 ar aaafct of any being, which may be fe-

xwafrom it, at least in thought. Davin. 1.

kpEræa-, the property of a word. Hilder.

I Ttut which happens unforeseen; casualty,

=*a H;,ter.

ACCIDENTAL./ [accidental,?!.] A property

■■fcatial.

•fODtHTAL. a. [from accident.'} 1 . HariDg j

* Milky of an accident, nooelTential. z

Cfiaal, fonaiiou:, happening by chance.

tfCIDE riTALLY. aJ. [from accidental ] 1 .

^*K5tsially. i. Casually, fortuitously.

'•'C1DE-NTALNESS ./. [fcomaccidentai. J The

•a-"ti of being accidental.

*C "IrlEMT. / [acapteni, Lat ] A receiver. I

"ACCTTE.«. a. [„<ar«,Ut-] To call, to I

i=»>«. Siakefp.

ACCLAIM. / [acchnu, Lat] A shont of j

,T»i; acclamation.

WLaMaTIOS./ [acri»sM//«, Ut.] Shouts

ACCUTITY./ [from arrfivi'/. Lat .] The stee p-

** v loot of a line inclining to the horizon,

^4oard upwards ; as, the ascent of an hill is

5* «-'--«.•», the descent is the declivity. Raj.

ACOrvoi'S. a. [atcUm, Lat ] Rising with a

■ft

TsACCLOY ■».«. [SeeCtor.] i.ToEllnp,

a tt til faue ; to crood ; to stuff lull Fairj

\i 1-ToSU to satiety. Raj.

T» ACCeiL. ». ». [See Coil.] To croud ;

lo keep 1 nil about, to bustle, to be in 1 hnr<

ry. Fairy ^

ACCOLENT./ [accilent. Lat] A borderer.

ACCOMMODABLE. a. [acumnudabilii, Ut]

That which may be 6tted. kVottt.

To ACCO"MMODATE. v. a. [accent rudi. Lit ]

To supply with conveniences of any kind.

Sbakejp.

ACCO MMODATE. a. [acetmmtdatni. Ut]

Suitable, 6t.

ACCOMMODATELY. ai. [from acnrnm*.

Jate] Suitably, ctiv.

ACCOMMODATION / [from accemnu.

Jate. I 1. Provision os conveniences. 1. In the

plural, conreniencies, things requisite to easerr

refreshment. Cfatcnd. 3. Adaptation, fitness.

Hale. 4. Composition of a difference, reconci

liation, adjustment.

ACCOMPANABLE, a . [horn accnmpanj] So

ciable.

ACCOMPANIER. [fromor««i^i«y.] The per

son that makes part of the company ; companion.

To ACCOMPANY, v. a. [accimpagncr, Fr.J

1 . To be with another as a companion. 2. To

join with. Swift.

ACCOMPLICE./ [ctmpUce, Fr. from cimplex,

Lat.] 1 . An associate, a partaker, usually in an

ill sense. Swift, z. A partneT, or co-operator .

Addisan.

To ACCOMPLISH, v. a. [accsmplir, Fr. front

ample:, Lat.] 1 . To complete, to execute ful

ly; as, to acomplijb a design. E&ekiel. 1. To

complete a period of time. Dan. 3. To fulfil;

as, a prophecy. AJJiJsn. 4. To gain, to obtain.

Sbakejp. c. To adorn, or fumith, either mind

or body. Shakesp.

ACCOMPLISHED*, a. 1 Complete in some

qualification. Lscke. z. Elegant, finished in re

spect of embellishments. MiItin.

ACCOMPL1SHER. /. [from accmplijb.] The

perton that accomplices.

ACCO MPI.ISHMENT / [acctmpliffementjT.]

1. Completion, full performance, perfection.

2. Completion; a% of a prophecy. Att/r. 3.

Embellishment, elegance, ornament of mind

or body. AJdiJtn. 4. The act ot obtaining any

thing. S:uth-

ACCOMPT. / [c-.mpte, Fr] An account, a

reckoning, tinker.

ACCOMPTANT. / {acc:v,ptant, Fr ] A rec

koner, computer.

ACCOTrfPTlNG-DAY. The diy on which the

reckoning is to be fettled. Sir f. Denbam.

To ACCORD v. a. [derived, by some, from

cbzrda the string of a musical instrument, by

others, from ezrda hei:t3 ] To make agree;

to adjust one thing to another. Pit*.

To ACCORD, v. n. To agree, to suitone with

another. TilUl.

ACCORD / [aeeirj, Fr ] I. A compact; an

agreement. Dryd. z. Concurrence, union of

mind. Spenjer. 3. Harmony, symmetry. Dryd.

4 Mcncil note, Bac:n. tt. Voluntary motion.

Sptn/er.

ACCORDANCE. / [from auird] 1. Agtee-

mem
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meat with t person. Fairfax, i. Conformity

to something. Hammond.

ACCORDANT, a. {accordant, Fr.] Willing ;

in a good humour. Sbakefp.

ACCORDING*, [from accord.] i. In a man

ner suitable to, agreeably to. 1. In proportion.

Hooker. 3. With regard to. Holder

ACCO RDINGLY. ad. [from accord.] Agreea

bly, suitably, conformably. Sbakefp.

To ACCO'ST. «. a. [accester, Fr.] To speak to

first; to address; lo salute. Milt.

ACCO'STABLE. a. [from accost] Easy of ac-

ces»; familiar. rVotton.

ACCO UNT. /. [from the old French accompt.]

■ . A computation of debitor txyeacei. SbakcJ .

t. The state or result of a computation. 3.

Value or estimation. % Mac. 4. Distinction,

dignity, rank. Pope. 5. Regard, consideration,

sake. Licit. 6. A narrative, relation. 7. Ex

amination of an affair taken by authority

Matt. 8. The relation and reasons of a trans

action given to a person in authority. Sbakefp

9. Explanation; assignment of causes. Lccki.

10. Aa opinion concerning things previously

established. Bacon. 1 1 . The reasons of any

thing collected. Aidifon. 12. [In law.] A writ

or action brought against a man. Condi

To ACCOUNT. *.«. [See Account.] i.To

esteem, to think, to hold in opinion. Deut. 2.

To reckon, to compute. Holder. 3. To give an

account, to aflign the causes. Swift. 4. To

make up the reckoning; to anfw«r for prac

tices. Drydea. 5. To assign to. Clarendon. 6.

To hold in esteem. Cbron.

ACCOUNTABLE, a. [from «•««».-.] Ofwhom

an account may be required; who must an

swer for. Oldbam.

ACCOUNTANT, a. [from account] Account

able to; responsible for. Sbakifp.

ACCOUNTANT^ [See Accountant ] A

computer; a man skilled or employed in ac

count-*. Brown.

ACCO UNT-BOOK. / A book containing ac

counts. Swift.

ACCO UNTING. / [from account.} The act of

reckoning, or making tip accounts. South.

To ACCO UPLE. v. a. [acceupler , Fr.] To join,

to link together. Bacon.

To ACCO'URAGE. v. a. [obsolete. See Coo-

1 ■ .-. ■ 1 :.] Toanimate. Fairy "^

To ACCO URT. f a. To entertain with court

ship, or courtesy. Fairy ^

To ACCO'UTRE. v. a. [accoutrer, Fr.] To

dress, to equip. Dr yd.

ACCOUTREMENT. / [accoutrement, Fr.]

Dress, equipage, trappings, ornaments. Sbak.

ACCiŒ TION. J. [accretie, Lat] The act of

growing to another, oas to encreaseit. Btscon.

ACCRETIVE, a. [from acerrtien .J Growing;

that which bv prowth is added. Glanv.

To ACCROACH, v. a. [accroeber, Fr.] To

dra«f to one as with a hook.

To ACCRUE, o. n. [frorr- the participle accri,

Fr.j 1. Toaccfdeto, to be ailded to. Hooker.

*. To l'e added, aj an advantage or improve-

mci.t. South. 3. In a commercial fense, to be

•reduced, «r arise; as, profits. AMfir.

ACCUBA'TION. / [from accaht, to lye down.

to, Lat.] The antient posture of leasing at

meals. Brown.

To ACC U MB v. a. [accumbe, Lat] To lye at

the table, according to the antieat manner.

DtB.

To ACCUMULATE.*, a. [(rotnacrumuh, Lat.]

To pile up, to heap together. Sbakefp.

ACCUMULATION./ [from accumulate.] 1.

The act ot accumulating. 2. The state of be

ing accumulated. Arbuth.

ACCUMULATIVE, a. [hon accumulate.] 1.

That which accumulates, a. That which is

accumulated. Gev. of Tongue.

ACCUMULATOR. / [from accumulate.] He

that accumulates; a gatherer or heaper toge

ther. Decay of Piety.

ACCURACY. / [accuratio. Lat.] Exactness,

nicety. Delany, Arbuth.

ACCURATE, a. [accuratul, Lat.] 1. Exact, as

opposed to negligence or ignorance, 2. Exact,

without defect or failure. Ctifon.

ACCURATELY, ad. [from accurate.] Exact

ly, withoet error, nicely. Newt.

A'CCURATENESS./ [troaiaanrah.] Exact

ness, nicety. Newt.

To ACCURSE.i/ .a. [SeeCoasi.] To doom

to misery. Hooker.

ACCURSED, part. ad. 1. That which iscursed

or doomed to misery. Deubarn. x. Execrable ;

hateful; detestable. ShaJufp.

ACC USABLE, a. [from the verb accuse.] That

which may be censured; blameablc; culpa

ble. Brown.

ACCUSATION./ [from accuse] 1. The act of

accusing. Miltoa. a.Tbe charge brought against

any one. Sbakefp.

ACCU SATIVE. a. [accusative, Lat.] A term

ofgrammar, signifying the relation ofthe noun,

on which the action implied in thervcrl> ter

minates.

ACCUSATORY, a. [from accuse.] That which

produceth or containeth an accusation. AyHfe.

To ACCUSE, v. a. [accuse, Lat.] 1 . To charge

with a crime. Drydon. 2. To blame or cen

sure. Remani.

ACCUSER. / [from accuse.] He that bring* %

charge against another. Ayliffe.

To ACCUSTOM, v. a. [acceatuwur, FrJ To

habituate, to enure. Milton.

ACCU'STOMABLE. a. [from accustom.] Of

long custom or habit Hale.

ACCU'STOMABLY. ad. According lo custom.

Bacon.

ACCUSTOMANCE. / [acciitumauce, Fr]

Custom, habit, use. Boyle.

ACCU'STOMARILY. ad. In a customary man

ner.

ACCUSTOMARY. a [from accustom] Usual,

practised.

ACCUSTOMED, [from accustom.] According

to custom; frequent; usual. Sbakefp.

ACE./ [at, Lat.] Arboubnot. 1. An tank; a

single point on cards or dice. South. 2. A final!

quantity. Co. of the Tongue.

ACEPHALOUS.
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ACEPHALOUS, a. [ixifi^^ Cr.J With.

out a head. Diil.

ACEUBITY. / [acerbitat, Lat.] 1. A rough

sow taste. a. Applied to men, sharpness of

temper. Peps.

ToACEUVATE. v.a. [acervt, Lat.]Toheap

up. Dia.

ACERVATION./ [from acervate.] Heaping

together.

ACESCENT, a. [acescent. Lat.] That which

has a tendency to sourness or acidity. Arbutkn.

ACE TOSE. a. That which has in it acids. Dict.

ACETO SITY. / [from accuse.] The state of

being acetofe. Diil.

ACETOUS, a. [from aettum, vinegar, Lat.]

Sour. Style.

ACHE. / [ace, Saxon ; o^of, Greek.] A

continued pain. Shakesp.

To ACHE. v.n. [See Ache.] To be in pain.

Glamv.

To ACHIXVE. v.a. [achever, Fr.] i . To per

form, to finish. Dryd. a. To gain, to obtain.

Milt-.n.

An ACHIEVER. / He that performs what he

endeavours. Shakes.

An ACHIEVEMENT./ [«*«<««**, Fr.] i

The performance of an action. Fairy S(u. 1

The escutcheon, or ensigns armotial. Dryden.

ACHOR.s. [aebtr, Lat. i^i{, Or.] A species

of the herpes.

A'CID. a. [aeidts, Lat. acide, Fr.] Sour, (harp.

Bacc*, Sjuincy.

ACIDITY./ [from adj.] Sharpness; four

ness. Arhulb. Ray.

ACIDNESS./ [fromartV.] The quality of be

ing acid.

ACIDUL/S. s. [that is, at** acidula.] Medi

cinal springs impregnated with (harp particles,

a; ill tie nitron*, chalybeate, and alum-springs

arc. S^uincy.

To ACIDULATE, v. a. [aciduler, Fr.] To

tinge with acids in a (light degree. Arbuthmf.

To ACltNO'WLEDCE. v.a. i . To own the

knowledge of; to own any thing or person in

a particular character. Davits, a. Toconfess;

as, a fauh. Psalm. 3. To own ; as, a benefit.

Mitten.

ACKNOWLEDCING.a.[from«jci*»Wr</gf.]

Grateful. Dryden.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT. / [from acknms-

ledge.] 1. Concession of any character in ano

ther. Hale. 1. Concession of the truth of any

position. Hastier. 3. Confession of a fault. 4,

Confession of a benefit received, c. Act of

attestation lo any concession ; such as homage.

Spenser.

ACME. s. [ir/ui, Gr.] The height of any

thing ; more especially ult-d to denote the

height of a distemper. Quitcy.

ACO*LOTHIST. / [ziuKuiim, Gr] One of

the lowest order in the Romilh church. Ajlijsc.

A'CONlTE./[a«»i'B<", Lit.]Thc hcibwolfs-

hane. In poetical language, poison in general.

DryJem.

A CORN ./. Æccrto, Sax. frets ac, aa oak, and

copn, corn.] The feed of fruit borne by the

oak. Dryden.

ACO'USTICKS./ ['AsaewS, of ixm, Gf/]

I. The doctrine or theory of sounds. % Medi

cines to help the hearing. Shinty.

To ACQUAINT. •». a. [aectinter, Fr.WTo

make familiar with. Da-vici. 1. To ipfj^^

Sbatesp. W^^ mt

ACQUAINTANCE./ [acnintauee, Pr.] 1. n%

The state of being acquainted with ; familia

rity, knowledge. DryJ. Atterb. a. Familiar

knowledge. Stuth. 3. A slight or initial know

ledge (hort of friendship. Swift. 4. The per

son with whom we are acquainted, without

the intimacy of friendship. Fairy ^

ACQUAINTED. Familiar, wellknown.SW.

ACQU'EST./ [acquest, Fr.] Acquisition; the

thing gained. Wmilliard.

ToACQlllZ'SCE.v.n.[acquiescer,Vt.atfuies.

«r*.Lat.] Torestin,orremainfatisfied.SwM.

AQUIE'SCENCE./ [from acquiesce.] 1. Aft-

lent appearance of content. Clarend. 1. Satis

faction, rest, content, Addist*. 3. Submission.

South.

ACQUIRABLE. e.[fromar?«i'/v.] Attainable.

Bcutley.

To ACQUIRE, v. a. [aquerir, Fr. acquire.

Lat.] Togiinbyone'slabourorpower. Shakes.

ACQlJ'lKED./articip.a. [ftomacquire.] Gain

ed by one*6 (elf. Lecke.

An ACQUIRER./ [from acquire.] The per

son that acquires ; a gainer.

An ACQUI RBMENT./[from acquire] That

which is acquired; gain; attainment. Hayw.

ACQUISITION./ [aequifiti,. Lat.] 1. The act

of acquiring. Seutb. a. The thing gained; ac

quirement. Deubam.

ACQUISITIVE, a. [acquisitive, Lat.] That

which is acquired. ffetlen.

ACQU'IST./ [SeeAco_OEST.] Acquirement;

attainment. MiItin.

To ACQUIT. v.a. [acq*iter,t?t.] 1. To set

free. Spenser. a. To clear from a charge of

guilt; to absolve. Dryden. 3. To clear from

any obligation. Dryden. 4. The man hath ac

quitted himself well; he discharged hisduty.

ACQJJTTMENT./[fromaryi»«.]Thestateof

being acquitted ; or act of acquitting. Smth.

ACQUITTAL./ Is a deliverance from anof-

sence. Csivell.

To ACQUITTANCE, v. n. To procure an ac

quittance ; to acquit. Shakesp.

ACQUITTANCE./ [fromaraaif.] 1 . The act

of discharging from a debt. Miltcn. a. A wri

ting testifying the receipt of a debt. Shake-

spear.

ACRE. / [Æcrie,S»x.] A quantity ofland con

taining in length forty perches, and tour in

breadth, or four thousand eight hundred and

forty square yards. DiiJ. , i

A'CRID. a. [acer, Lat.] Of a hot biting taste.

Arbulhmt.

ACRIMONIOUS, a. Abounding with Acrimo

ny ; (harp ; corrosive. Harvey.

ACRlMONY./[arriCT.-sia.Lat,] 1. Sharpness,

C oorrufiveaelV,
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eorrofiveness. Bacon.i. Sharpness oftemper,

severity. South.

A'CRITUDE. / [from acriJ] An acrid taste ;

a biting heat on the palate. Grew.

ACROAMAT1CAL. a. [ixfoiojuai, Cr.] Of

appertaining to deep learning.

ACROATICftS. / ['AxjmW, Gr.] Aris

totle's lectures on the more nice and principal

parts of philosophy.

ACRO'NYCAL. a. [from**fG>;summui, and

vtj, ««;] importing the beginning of night.

A term applied to the stars, of which the riGng

and setting is called acronycttl, when they ei

ther appear above or sink below the horizon at

fun-set.

ACRONYCALLY. adv. sfrom acronycal] At

tiie acronycal time. Dryden.

A'CROSPIRE. / [from i*j&- and e-Wf^a,

Gr.] A (hoot or sprout from the end of seeds.

Mortimer.

A CROSPIRED. part. a. Having sprouts. Mart.

ACROSS, adv. Athwart, laid over something so

n to cross it. Bacon.

An ACRO'STICK. / [from "f®- and eft©",

Gr.] A poem in which the first letter of

every line being taken, makes up the name

of the person or thing on which the poem is

written.

ACROrERS,oTACROTERU.s. [In architec

ture; from iitfov, Gr.] Little pedestals with

out bases, placed at the middle and (he two

extreme? of pediments.

To ACT. v.a. [age, actum, Lat.] i. To be in

action, not to rest. Pope. a. To perform the

proper functions. South. 3. To practise the arts

ordutiesqf life; toconduct one'sself. Dryd.

ToACT. v.a. 1. To bearaborrowedcharacter,

as, a stage-player. Pope. a. To counterfeit ,

to feign by action. Drydem. 3. To produce ef

fects in some passive subject. Arbuthnot. 4.

To actuate ; to put in motion ; to regulate

the movements. South.

ACT./ [aclum, Lat.] 1. Something done; a

deed; an exploit, whethergoodorill. Shaiesp.

z. Agency; the power of producing an effect.

Shaiesp. 3. Action; the performance of ex

ploits. Dryden. 4. The doing of some particu

lar thing ; a ste p taken ; a measure executed.

Shaiesp. e. A state of action. Hooier. 6. A

part of a play, during which the action pro-

ceedswithoutinterruption. Ros. 7. A decree

of a court of justice. Shaiesp.

A'CTION. / [action, Fr. actio, Lat] t. The

quality or stale of acting, opposite to rest. Shai.

a. An act or thing done; a deed. Shaies. 3. A-

gency, operation. Bentley. 4. The series of e-

Yents represented in a fable. Addison. 5. Ges

ticulation ; the accordance os the motions of

the body with the words spoken. Addison. 6.

Action personal belongs to a man against an

other. Action real is given to any man against

another, that possesses the thing required or

sued for in bis own name, and no other man's.

Action mini is that which lies as well against

er ior the thing which we seel., at against the

person that hath it. Cuvaell. 7. In France, th*

same as stocks in England.

ACTIONABLE, a. [from *»;'««.] That which

admits an action in law ; punishable. Howel.

A'CTIONARY, or A'CTIONIST./ [fromaf-

tien.] One that has a share in actions or stocks.

ACTION-TAKING, a. Litigious. Shaiesp.

ACITA'TION. / [from agio, Lat.] Action

quick and frequent.

To A'CTIVATE. w. a. [from act/w.] Tomake

active. Bacon.

A'CTIVE.a. [activui. Lat.] 1. That which has

the power or quality of acting. Nevjton. 2.

That which acts, opposed topassive. Donne.*.

Busy, engaged in action; opposed to idle atse

dentary. Denham. 4. Practical ; not merely

theoretical. Hooier. 5. Nimble ; agile ; quick.

Dryden. 6. In grammar, a verb ailhe is that

which signifies action, as, / teach. C/arie.

A'CTIVELY.oaV.sfrom active.]Busi!y; nimbly.

A'CTIVENESS. / [from active.] Quickness;

nimbler.es.. Wiliins.

ACTIVITY. / [from active.] The quality of

being active. Bacon.

A'CTOR. / [actor, Lat.] 1. He that acts, or

performs any thing. Bacon, t. He that perso

nates a character ; a stage player. Ben. Johns.

A'CTRESS. /. [actrice, Fr.] 1. She that per

forms any thing. Addison. 2. A woman that

plays on the stage. Dryden.

ACTUAL, a. [actuel, Fr.] I. That which

comprises action. Shaiesp. a. Really in act;

not merely potential. Milton, 3. In act; not

purely in speculation. Dryd.

ACTUA'LITY./ [from actual] The state of

being actual. Cheyne.

ACTUALLY, adv. [from actual] In act ; in

effect; really. South.

A'CTUALNESS./ [srom*3«a/.] The quality

of being actual.

.ACTUARY./ [actuarial, Lat.] The register

who compiles the minutes of the proceedings

of the court. Ajliffe.

A'CTUATE.a.[froratheverb.] Put into action;

brought into effect. South.

To A'CTUATE. v.a. [from age, actum, Lat.]

To put into action. Addison.

ACTUO'SE. a. [from act.J That which hath

strong powers. Did.

To A'CUATE. v.a. [acne. Lat.] To (harpen.

ACU'LEATE. a. [aeuleatui, Lat.] Prickly; that

which terminates in a (harp point.

ACUMEN.s. [Lat.] A stiarp point; figurative

ly, quickness of intellects. Pope.

ACUMINATED. part. a. Ending in a point;

(harp pointed. Wiseman.

ACUTE, a. [acutuj,Lil.] 1. Sharp, opposed to

Hunt. Lode. a. Ingenious, opposed loflupiJ.

Lode. 3. Vigorous; powerful in operation.

Lode. 4. Acute disease. Any disease, which ]»

attended with an increased velocity of blood,

and terminates in a few days. §luinc. 5 . A-

cute accent; that which raises or tharpens the

voice.

ACUTELY.
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ACUTELY. adv. [from acute.] After la acite

minner ; sharply. Loch.

ACUTENESS. / [from ar.//.] i. Sharpness,

a. Force of intellects. Locke. 3. Violence and

speedy crisis of a malady. Bnvin.4. Sharpness

01 found. Boyle.

ADA'CTED. part. a. [adatlut, Lat.] Driven by

force. DiS.

ADAGE./ [«tip<ii,Ue.] A maxim; a pro

verb. Glanville.

ADA GIO. / [Itattan.] A term used by musi

cians, to mark a slew time.

ADAMANT./ [«bm;, Ut.] 1. A stone of

impenetrable hardness. Shahs. 1. Thediamond.

Raj. 3. The loadstone. Bacon.

ADAMANTE'AN. a. [from adamant] Hard is

adamant. Milten.

ADAMANTINE, a. [adamantine, Lat] I.

Made of adamant. DryJ. 2. Having the qua

lities of adamant ; as, hardness, indislolubili-

*f. Davit.

ADAM'S-APPLE./ [in anatomy.] A fjromi-

nent part of the throat.

To ADA PT. v. a. [adapte, Lat.] To fit ; to suit

to proportion. Sviift.

ADAPTATION. /. [from adapt.] The act of

fitting one thing to another ; the fitness of one

thing to another. Boyle.

ADAPTION./ [from adapt.] The act of fit

ting. Cbtyne.

ADCORPORATE. v. a. [from ad tad corpus,

Lat.] To unite one body with another.

To ADD. v. a. [addt. Lat.] 1. To join some

thing 10 that which was before. Dryd. a. To

periorra the mental operation of adding one

number er conception to another. Licit.

A DDABLE. a. That which may be added.

Cocker.

To ADDE'CIMATE. v.a. [addecimo,l.H.] To

take or ascertain tithes. Did.

To ADDEEM./p.*. [from ditm.] To esteem;

to account. Oat id.

ADDER. / [Ættepj Sax. po'fon.] A serpent,

a viper, a poisonous reptile. Taylor.

A DDER'S-GRASS. / A plant.

ADDER'S-TONGUE. / An herb. Miller.

ADDER'S-WORT. / Anfcerb.

A DDIRLE. a. [from adj.] Potubje to be added.

Lech.

ADDIBJTJTY. / [from addille.] The possibi

lity of being added, Locke.

ADDICE. / [corruptly adz, ffcej-c, Sax.] A

kind of axe. Mcxen.

To ADDICT, v. a. [«<%», Lat,] 1. To devote,

to dedicate. Car. z. It is commonly taken in a

bad sense; as, he addicted himjeh' lo vice,

ADDICTEDNESS. / '[irom aJdi&ed.] The

state ot being addicted. Boyle.

ADDI'CTION./ [addiaio, Lat.] 1. The act ot

devoting, 2. The state ot being devoted. Stai.

ADDITAMENT./ [Mdilamentum,Ltt.] A. r

dnion ; things added. Halt.

ADDITION./ [fronia<U] 1. Theactofadt'

ifg one thing to anotlier. Bcntlty. 2. Adoitt-

n.cnt, or the thing added. Ham. 3. In arith-

rnetick, Addition is the reduction of two or

more numbers6fthe like ki nd together, into one

sum or total. Cock. 4. In law. Atttlegiveftlo

a man over and above his christian name and

surname. Cornell. Shakcsp. Clarendon

ADDITIONAL, a. [from addition.] That

which is added. Addiscn.

A'DDITORY. a. [from add.] That which has

the power of adding. Arhuthnet.

A'DDLE. a. [from afcel, a disease, Sax.] Origi

nally applied to eggs, and signifying such as

produce nothing ; thence transferred to brains

that produce nothing. Bnrton.

To A'DDLE. v.a. [horn addle.] To make ad

dle ; to make barren. Brown.

A'DDLE-PATED. a. Having barren brains.

Dryden.

To ADDRE'SS. v.a. [addresser, Fr.] 1. To pre

pare one's self to enter upon any action,

Sbahsp. 2. To get ready. 3. To apply to an

other by words.

ADDRESS./ [addrejse, Fr.] 1. Verbal appli

cation to any one. Prior. 1. Courtship. Addison.

3. Manner of addressing another ; a man of a

pleasing address. 4. Skill, dexterity. Swift.

5. Manner of directing a letter.

ADDRESSER./ [from address] The person

that addresses.

ADDUCENT, a. [adducent, Lat.] A word ap

plied to those muscles that draw together the

parts of the body. £>uiucy.

To ADDU'LCE.f.a. [addeucir, Fr. dulcis, Lat.]

To sweeten.

4DEMPTION./ [ademptum, Lat.] Privation.

ADENOGRAPHY. /. [from aim, and yeifx,

Or.] A treatise of the glands.

ADEPT. / [adeptnt. Lat.] He that is com

pletely (killed in all the fecretsof his art. Pope.

ADE'PT. a. Skilful; thoroughly versed. Boyle.

ADEQUATE, a. [adequatus, Lat.] Equal to;

proportionate. Sontb.

ADEQUATELY, adv. [from adequate.] In an

adequate manner ; with exactness of propor

tion. S.ulh.

ADEQUATENESS. / [from adequate] The

state of being adequate ; exactness of propor

tion.

ADESPO'TICK. a. Not absolute* not despo-

tick.

To ADHERE, v.u. [adberee,\M.] 1. To stick

to. x. To be consistent ; to hold together.

Shak'tfp. 3. To remain firmly fixed 10 a party,

or opinion. Shakcsp. Boyle.

ADHERENCE. J. [(rum adhere.] j. The qua

lity of adhering, tenacity. 2 Fixedness of

mind; attachment; steadiness. Swift.

ADHE RENCY. / [The fame with adherence]

Decay of Piety.

ADHE RENT. 4. [from adhere.] 1. Sticking to.

Pope. 2. Uniud with li'atts.

ADHERENT./ [from adhere.] A follower;

a partisan. Ralirb.

ADHERER./ [f om adhere.] He thatadheres.

Sivijt.

ADHESION./ [adhesi,, Lat.] The act or state

ot sticking to something. Beyle,

C a ADHESIVJ
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ADHESIVE, c [from adbe/on.] Sticking; tena

cious. Tbomjtn.

To ADHIBIT, v. a. [adbibeo, Lat.] To apply ;

to make use of.

ADHIBI'TION./ [from adbibit.] Application-,

use. Dill.

ADJACENCY./ [from adjaceo. Lat.] t. The

slate of lying close to another thing. z. That

which is adjacent. Brmn.

ADJACENT, a. [adjacent, Lat.] Lying close ;

bordering upon something. Bacon.

ADJA'CENT. / That which lies next another.

Locke.

ADIAPHOROUS. a. [aJtafoj©-, Cr.] Neutral.

Boyle.

ADIA'PHORY./ [aJi«<f«fia, Cr.] Neutrality;

indifference.

To ADJECT, v.a. [adjicio, adjeflum, Lat.] To

add to; to put to.

ADJE'CTION./ [adjeclio. Lat.] i. The act of

adjecting, or adding. 2. The thing adjected, or

added. Brown.

ADJECTITIOUS. a. [from adjeilion.] Added

thrown in.

ADJECTIVE. / [adjeclivnm, Lat.] A word

added to a noun, to signify the addition or fe

paration ofsome quality, circumstance, or man

ner of being; as, goed, bad. Clarke.

A'DJECTIVELY. adv. [from adjective] After

the manner of an adjective.

ADIEU', adv. [from i Dieu.] Farewel. Frier.

To ADJOIN, v.a. [adjoindre,Fr. adjungo, Lat.]

To join to; to unite to; to put to. kVa'ts.

To ADJOI N. v. n. To be contiguous to. Dryd.

To ADJOURN, v.a. [adjourner, Fr.] Toputoff

to anolherday, namingthe time. Bacon.

ADJOURNMENT./ [adjournment, Fr.] A

putting off till another day. L'Eflrange.

A'DIPOUS. a. [adifefm, Lat.] Fat. Dicl.

A'DIT./ [adiluj, Lat.] Apassage underground.

Ray.

AD1TION./ [adilum, Lat.] The act of going

to another.

To ADJUDGE, v.a. [adjudice, Lat.] I. To

give the thing controverted to one of the par

ties. Locke. 2. To sentence to a punishment.

Sbakejfxar. 3. Simply, to judge; to decree.

Knolles.

To ADJUDICATE, [adjudico, Lat.] Toad-

judge.

ADJUDICATION./ [adjudicalio. Lat.] The

act of granting something to a litigant.

To A'DJUGATE. v. a. [adjugo, Lat] To yoke

to.

A DJUMENT. / [adjumentum. Lat.] Help.

ADJUNCT./ [adjnnclum. Lat.] Something

adherent or united to another. Swift.

ADJUNCT.a Immediately consequent. Sbak.

ADJUNCTION./ [adjunt!io,Ltt.] I. The act

01 adjoining, i. The thing joined.

ADJUNCTIVE. a. [adjnnclivm, Lat.j 1. He

that joins, 1. That which is joined.

ADJURATION.-/, [adjurat,,, Lat.] 1. The

act of proposing an oath to another, a. The

form of oath proposed to another. Addijon.

To ADJURE, v.a. [adjuro, Lat.] To impose

an oath Upon another, prescribing the fa

Milton.

To ADJUST, v.a. [adjuster, Fr.] I. To re

gulate ; to put in order. Snvift. t. To make

accurate. Locke. 3. To make conformable.

Addifen.

ADJUSTMENT. / [adjustemtnt, Fr.] 1. Re

gulation; the act of putting in method. rVotd-

viard. 2. The state of being put in method.

kVatts.

A'DJUTANT. / A petty officer, whose duty i«

to assist the major, by distributing pay, and

overseeing punishment.

To ADJU'TE. v.a. [adjuve, adjutnm, Lat.] To

help; to concur. Jobnson.

ADJUTOR. /. [adjutor, Lat.], A helper.

ADJUTORY. a. That which helps.

ADJUTRIX. /. [Ut.] She who helps.

A'DJUVANT. a. [adjuvant, Lat.] Helpful ;

useful.

ToA'DJUVATE. v. a. [adjuvs, Lat.] To help;

to farther.

ADMEASUREMENT./ [See Measure]

The act or practice of measuring according to

rule. Bacon.

ADMENSURATION./ [Wand «w»/«r«, Lat.]

The act of measuring to each his part.

ADMINICLE. / ladminiculum, Lat.] Help4

support.

ADMI'NICULAR. a. [from adminicuhm, Lat-]

That which gives help.

To ADMINISTER, v.a. [administro. Lat.] I.

To give; to afford; to supply. Philips. X- To

act as the minister or agent in any employ

ment or office. Pose. j. To administerjustice.

4. To administer the sacraments. Hooker, j.

To administer an oath. Sbakefp. 6. To admi

nister physick. 7 . To contribute ; to bring sup

plies. 8. To perform the office of an admini

strator.

To ADMI NISTR ATE. v.a. [administre. Lat.]

To give as physick. IVcodinard.

ADMINISTRATION. / [administrate. Lat.]

1. The act of administering or conducting any

employment. Shakesp. 2. The active or exe

cutive part of government. Swift. 3. Thole

to whom the care of public affairs is com-

mitted. 4 Distribution ; exhibition ; dispen

sation. Hooker.

ADMINISTRATIVE, a. [from administrate.]

That which administers.

ADMINISTRATOR. / [administrator, Lat]

I . He that has the goods of a man dying intesr

tate, committed to his charge, and is account

able for the fame. Covtell. Bacon a. He that

officiates in divine rites. rVatti. 3. He that

conductsthe go\-ernment. S<wift.

ADMINISTRATRIX. / [Lat] She who ad

ministers in consequence of a will.

ADMINISTRATORSHIP./ [from administra

tor.'] The office of administrator.

ADMIRABLE, a. [admirabiHi, Lat.] To be

admired; of power to excite wonder. Sidney.

A'DMIRABLENESS./ [Iromadmirable] The

quality of being admirable.

ADMIRABILITY.
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ADM1RABIXITY./ [admirabiKt, Lat] The

quality or (late of being admirable.

ADMIRABLY, adv. [from admirable.] In an

admirable manner. Addifon.

ADMIRAL.. / [amiral, Fr.] I. An officer or

magistrate that has the government of the

king's navy Cornell. %. The chief commander

erf' a fleet. Kuolits. 3. The siSip which carries

the admiral. KneUes.

ADMIRALSH1P. /. [from admiral.] The of

fice of admiral.

ADMIRALTY. / [amiraite', Tr.] The pow

er, orofficers, appointed for the administration

of naval affairs.

ADMIRATION./ [admiratie,;Lat.] Wonder ;

the act of admiring or wondering. Milton.

ToADMI'RE. v. a. [admirer, Lat.] 1. To re

gard with wonder. 1. To regard with lore.

To ADMIRE, v. n. To wonder.

An ADMIRER. /. [from admires 1 . The per-

ibn that wonders, or regards with admiration.

1. A lover.

ADMIRINGLY, adv. [horn admire.] With ad

miration. Sbakcsp.

ADMISSIBLE, a. [admitte, admijsum, Lat]

That which maybe admitted. Hale.

ADMI'SSION. ./. [admiffie, Lat] 1 . The act or

practice of admitting. Bacin. a. The state of

being admitted. Dryden. 3. Admittance; the

power of entering. tVeodward. 4. The al

lowance of an argument.

ToADMIT, v. a. [admitte. Lat.] 1. To suffer

to enter. Pipe. a. To suffer to enter upon an

office. Clarendon. 3. To allow an argument or

position. Fairfax. 4. To allow or grant in ge

neral.

ADMITTANCE./, [from admit.] Which may

be admitted, Ayliffe.

ADMITTABLE. a. [from aJmH] 1. The act

of admitting; permission to enter, a. The

power or right of entering. 3. Custom. 4.

Conctflion of a position. Broven.

To ADMI X. v. a. [admiscee, Lat.] To mingle

with something else.

ADMIXTION./ [horn admix.] The union of

one body with another. Baeon.

ADxMI'XTURE. /. [from admix.] The body

minsrltd with another. Woodvjard.

To ADMONISH, v. a. [admonee. Lat.) To.

warn of a fault ; to reprove gently. Deeay of

titty. Dryd.

ADM0 NISHF.R. / [from adtmnijb.] The per

son thit pot* another in mind ot his faults or

coty. Dryden.

ADMON1 SHMF.NT. /. [from admonijh] Ad

monition ; notice of laults or duties.

ADMONITION. J. [admomtro, Lat] The hint

of a fault or duty ; counsel; gentle reproof.

Heeker.

ADMONI'TIONER. /. [from admenitiea.] A

general adviser. A ludicrous term. Heshcr.

ADMONITORY, a. [admonitieiui, Lat] That

which admonisties. Heiker.

ADMURMURA TION. / [admnrmnre, Lat.]

The act oi murmuring to another.

ToADMOVE. v.a. [admevei, Lat.] To bring

one thing to another. Brcvin.

ADO. /. [from the verb to do, with a before it,

as the French.] 1. Trouble, difficulty. Sidney.

«. Buttle ; tumult ; business. Locke. 3. More

tumult and (how of business, than the affair is

worth. UEstrange.

ADOLESCENCE. / [adolescentia. Lat.] The

age succeeding childhood, and succeeded by

puberty. Bentley.

ADOLESCEMCY. / The fume with adcles-

eence. Brown.

ToADOT-T. v.a. [adopts, Lat.] 1. Totakea

son by choice, to make him a son, who waa

not so by birth, a. To place any person or

thing in a nearer relation, to something else.

Locke.

ADOFTEDLY. adv. [from adopted^ After the

manner of something adopted. Sbakesp.

ADOPTER. /. [from adopt.] He that gives

some one by choice the rights of a son.

ADOPTION. /. [adoptio. Lat.] 1 . The act of

adopting. Shakesp. 1. The state of being a-

dopted. Rogers.

ADOPTIVE, a. [adoptivui, Lat.] 1. Hcthatia

adopted by another. Baa*. 1. He that adept-..

another. Aylijse.

ADO RABLE. a. [adorable, Fr.] That which

ought to be adored. Ckeyne.

ADO RABLENESS. / \ from adorable.] Wor

thiness of divine honours.

ADORABLY adv. [from adorable.] In a man

ner worthy of adoration.

ADORATION. /. [aderatio, Lat.] 1. The ex

ternal homage paid to the Divinity. Hooker.

2. Homage paid to persons in high place ox

esteem. Sbakejp.

To ADO RE. v. a. [adore. Lat.] To worship

with external homage. Dryden.

ADOREMENT./ Adoration; worship. Bntvn.

ADORER. / [from adire.] He that adoret ; a

worshipper. Prior. .

ToADO'RN. v.a. [adorno, Lat,] 1. Todies;

to deck the person with ornaments. Coioley. z.

To set out any place or thing with decorations.

Crto'ey. 3. To cmbellisti withoratory. Sprat.

ADO'RNMENT. / [from adorn.] Urnsmcut;

embellishment. Raleigh.

ADOWN. adv. [from a and dewn.[ Down; on

the grouud. Fairy j^

ADOWN. prep. Down towards the ground.

DryJ.

ADRE AD. adv. [from a and dread.] In a (late

offear. Sidney.

ADRIFT, adv. [from a and drift.] Floating V

random.

ADRO'lT. a. [French.] Dextrous; active; skil

ful Jervai.

ADROITNESS./ [from adroit.] Dexterity;

readiness; activity.

\IJRY adv. [irom a and dry.\ Athirst ; thirsty.

Spefl.

ADSCITITIOUS. a. [adscititius. Lat.] That

which is taken in to complete so.nethiag

else.

ADSTRICTION
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ADSTRICTION./. [adsiriai; Lat] The act

of binding together.

To ADVANCE, v. a. [avaueer, Fr.] I. To

bring forward, in the local fense. Paradise

Lost. l. To raise to preferment ; to aggrandize.

Fjlber. 3. To improve. Ttlltlseu. 4. To heigh

ten ; to grace ; to give lustre to. South. 5. To

forward ; to accelerate. Bacon. 6. To propose ;

to offer to the publick.Z>ryj/ct».

To ADVANCE, v. n. 1. To come forward.

ParaeJ. 1. To make improvement Lecie.

ADVANCE./. [from/*aai.a««.] 1. The act

of coming forward. Clarendon. X. A tendency

to come forward to meet a lover. IVaIJb. 3.'

Progression; rile from one point to another.

Aneiluty. 4. Improvement ; progrels to

wards perfection. Hale.

ADVANCEMENT./, [avancement, Fr.] 1.

The act of coming forward. Swift. x. The

siateof being advanced ; preferment. Sbakesp.

4. Improvement. Breton.

ADVANCER./ [from advance] A promoter;

forwarder. Bacon.

ADVANTAGE./ [avantage, Fr] 1. Supe

riority. Sprat, 1. Superiority gained by stra

tagem. Spenser. 3. Opportunity ; conveni

ence. Shakcsp. 4. Favourable circumstances.

Waller. 5. Gain; profit. Job. 6. Overplus;

something more than the mere lawful gain.

Sbakesp. 7. Preponderation on one side of the

comparison. Tillotson.

To ADVANTAGE, v. a. [from the noon.] 1.

To benefit. Lecie. x. To promote ; to bring

forward. Glanville.

ADVA'NTAGED. a. strom le advantage.} Pos

sessed of advantage. Glanville

ADVANTAGE ohoubd./ Ground that gives

superiority, and opportunities of annoyance or

resistance. Clarenitn.

ADVANTA'GEOUS. a. [advantageaux, Fr.]

Profitable ; useful ; opportune. Hammond.

ADVANTAGEOUSLY, adv. [from advan

tageous] Conveniently ; opportunely ; profit

ably. Arbutb.

ADVANTA GEOUSNESS./ [fromaaVa«fa£f-

eui] Profitableness; usefulness ; convenience.

Beyle.

To ADVE'NE. v. n. [adveuio, Lat.] To accede

to something ; to be superadded. Ayliffe.

ADVE'NIENT. a. [advenieut, Lat.] Advening;

superadded. Glanville.

A'DVENT./ [from aaSientnt.1 The name ofone

of the holy seasons, signifying the coming :

this is, the coming of our Saviour ; which i;

made the subject of our devotion during tht

sour weeks before Christmas.

ADVENTINE. a. [from advenio, adventum.

Adventitious ; that which is extrinsically ad

ded. Bacon.

ADVENTITIOUS, a. [aJventitiuiLtt] That

which advenes ; accidental ; supervenient ;

extrinsically added. Boyle, Dryden.

ADVE'NTIVE./ [from advenio, Lat.]Thething

or person that comes from without. Bacon.

ALVE'NTUAL. a. [from advent] Relating to

the season of advent. Bijbtp Saundirfen.

ADVE'NTURE./ [French ] t. An accident,; at

chance ; a hazard. Hayvsard. 1. An enterprise

in which something must be left to hazard.

Dryden.

To ADVE'NTURE. v. ». [adventurer, Pr.] I.

To try the chance ; to dare. Shot esp. 1. In an

active sense, to put into the power of chance.

ADVENTURER, f. la4vcnturier,*Fr.] He that

seeks occasions of hazard; he that putt himself

into the hands of chance. Fairy S(ueem.

ADVENTUROUS, a, [adventnrenx, Fr.] 1 .He

that is inclined to adventures; daring, courage

ous. Dryd. x. Full of hazard ; dangerous.

Addisen.

ADVENTUROUSLY. aaV.[from ethatunut.}

Boldly, daringly. Sbakesp.

ADVENTURESOME, a. [from adventure]

The fame with adventnrent.

ADVENTURESOMENESS/[from adventure

some] The quality of being adventuresome.

ADVERB./, \adverbium. Lat.] A word joined

to a verb or adjective, and solely applied lo the

use of qualifying and restraining the latitude of

their signification. Clarke.

ADVE RBIAL. a. [aaW*«au'j,Lat.]-Tbatwhich

has the quality or structure of an adverb.

ADVE RBIALLY. adv. [advtrbialiter, Lat.] La

the manner of an adverb. Addis.

ADVE'RSABLE.a. [&om adverse] Contrary to.

ADIŒRSARIAs. [Lat.] A common-place. Bull.

ADVERSARY./ [adversaire, Fr. adversarial.

Lat] An opponent; antagonist ; enemy.

Sbakesp.

ADVERSATIVE, a. [adversativut. Lat.] A

word which makes some opposition or variety.

A'DVERSE. a. [adversui. Lat.] 1 . Acting with

contrary direction. Milton, x. Calamitous .

afflictive ; pernicious. Opposed toprojperout.

Resceutmon, 3. Personally opponent. Sidney.

ADVERSITY;/, \adverjiti, Fr.] 1 . Affliction ;

calamity, x. The cause of our sorrow; mit-

fortune. Sbakesp. 3. The state ot unhappi-

ness; misery. Skakesp.

A'DVERSLY. adv. [frortj adverse] Oppositely ;

unfortunately. Sbakesp.

To ADVERT, v. u. [adverto. Lat.] To attend

to ; to regard , to observe. Ray.

ADVERTENCE./: [from advert] Attention

to; to regard to; Decay of Piety. 1

ADVE'RTENCY.y. [Irom advert.* The same

with advertence. Sviist.

To ADVERT1 SE. v. a. [advertir, Fr.] t . To

inform another ; to give intelligence. J. To

give notice of any thing, in the publick p;im>.

ADVERTISEMENT./ [a</* trtijsemnt, Fr. ] l .

Instruction; admonition. X. Intelligence ; in

formation. 3. Notice of any thing publilhed in

a paper of intelligence.

ADVERTISER./. [advertisur,Vr] i.He that

gives intelligence or information, z. The pa

per in which advertisements are publilhed.

ADVERTI S1NC.part. a. [from adverti/c] Ac

tive in giving intelligence; monitory Sbakesp.

To ADVE'SPERATE. y. n. [ advesptro, Laij.

To draw : mm aids evening.

ADVICE
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ADVICE, s. [avit, advir, Fr.] I. Counsel •,

instruction. 1. Reflection; prudent consider

ation. 3. Consultation; deliberation. 4. In

telligence.

ADVI'CE-Boat./ A vessel employed to bring

intelligence.

ADVI'SABLE. a. [from advice.] Prudent; fit

to be advised. South.

ADVI'SABLENESS./. [from advisable.] The

quality of being advisable ; fitness; propriety.

To ADVI SE. v. a. [adviser, Pr.] I .To counsel.

Shakesp. 1, To inform ; to make acquainted.

To ADVISE, v.n. 1 . To consult ; as, be ad-

vtsed voitb bis ompamoni. 2. To consider;

to deliberate. Milton.

ADVISED, part. a. [from advise.] 1. Acting

with deliberation and design; prudent; wife.

Bactn. t . Performed with deliberation ; act

ed with design. Hoeker.

ADVTSEDLY.a</^[fromai»i/^]Deliberately;

purposely; by design; prudently. Suckling.

ADVISEDNE6S./. [from advised.] Deliberati

on; cool and prudent procedure. Sounderson.

ADVISEMENT./ [advisement, Fr.] 1. Coun

sel ; information. Spenser. 1. Prudence ; cir

cumspection.

ADVISER. / [from advise.] The person that

advises, a counsellor. Waller.

ADULATION./, [adulation, Fr. adulatio, Lat.]

Flattery ; high compliment. Claren.

ADULATOR / [adulattr, Lat.] A flatterer.

ADULATORY.a. [adulalirim,Ltt.] Flattering

ADULT, a. [adaltm. Lat.] Grown up ; past the

age of infancy. Btuckmore.

ADU LT./ A person above the age of infancy,

or grown to some degree of strength. Sharp.

ADU LTNESS /. [from adult] The state of be

ing adult.

To ADULTER. v. a. [adult, re*, Fr.] Tocom-

mit adultery with another. Johnson.

ADUXTERANT. /. [adulterant, Lat.] The

person or thing which adulterates.

To ADU LTERATE. v. a. [adulterer,Tr.] 1.

To commit adultery. Sbakesp. a. To corrupt

by some foreign admixture. Boyle.

ADULTERATE, a. [from te adulterate.] 1.

Tainted with the guilt of adultery. Shakesp. %.

Corrupted with some foreign mixture. Svjist.

ADU LTERATENESS. s. [from adulterate.]

The quality or state of being adulterate.

ADULTERATION./ [from adulterate.] I.

The act of corrupting by foreign mixture.

Baccu. i. The state of being contaminated.

Febum

ADU'LTERER. / [adulltr. Lat.] The person

guilty of adultery. Dryd.

ADU LTERESS./ [from adulterer.] A woman

tau commits adultery.

ADULTERINE./.[a</«/rfri'«, Fr.] A child

burn of an adu|:eress.

ADULTEROUS, a. [ad»lttr, Lat.] Guilty of

adultery, Taylor.

ADU LTERY./. [ad./ierium. Lat.] The act of

violating the bed of a married person. Dryd.

ADUMBRANT, a. [from adumbrate.] That

arnica give* a slight resemblance.

To ADUMBRATE, v. a. [adumbro, Lat.] To

shadow out ; to give a flight likeness ; to exhi

bit a faint resemblance. Decay of Piety.

ADUMBRATION./ [from adumbrate.) i.The

act of giving a slight and imperfect representa

tion. Bacon, t. A saint sketch.

ADU'NATION. /. [from ad and unut, Lat.}

The state of being united ; union. Boy/e.

ADU'NCITY. /. [aduncitas, Lat.] Crooked

ness ; hookedness. Arbutb.

ADU'NQUK.a.(adWiirrLat.] Crooked. Baccn.

A DVOCACY./. [from advocate.] Vindication s

defence ; npology. Breton.

A'DVOCATE. / [advecatui, Lat.J 1. He that

pleads the cause of another in a court os judi

cature. Ayl. Dryd. a. He that pleads any

cause, in whatever manner, as a controvertitt

or vindicator. Shake/p. 3. In the sacred sense,

one os the offices of our Redeemer. Mrltcn.

ADVOCA'TION./ [from advocate.] The of

fice of pleading; plea; apology. Sbakesp.

ADVOLA'TION./. {advole, advolatum, Lat.]

The act of flying to something.

ADVOLUTION./ [advelutio, Lat.] The act os

rolling to something.

ADVO'UTRY./: [aveutrie, Fr.] Adultery.Bar.

ADVOWE'./ He that has the right of advowlbn.

ADVOWSON./ A right to present to a bent-

sice. Covjell.

To ADU RE. v. n. \aiuri, Lat.] To burn up.

Bacon.

ADUST, a. {adustut, Lat.] 1. Burnt up, scorch

ed. Bacon. a. It is generally now applied, to

the humours of the body. Pope.

ADU'STED.e.sjSee Adust.] Burnt; dried with

fire. Paradise Lost.

ADU STIBLE. a. [from adust.] That which may

be adusted, or burnt up.

ADUSTION./ [from adust.] The act of burn

ing up, or drying. Harvey.

ADZ. /. See ADDICE.

AE, or Æ. A diphthong of the Latin language,

which seems not properly to have any place ia

the English.

ÆGLOGUE. /. [written instead of ecUgue.] A

Pastoral. Spenser.

ifGILOPS/. [ouyiKm^, Or.] A tumour or

swelling in the great corner of the eye, by the

root of the nose. <%uincy.

ÆGYPTIACUM. s. An ointment consisting on

ly of honey, verdigrease and vinegar. S(umcy.

ÆL, or EAL, or AL. In compound names, all,

or altogether. So : Aldred altogether reve

rend : Alfred altogether peaceful. Gib.

ÆLF, Implies assistance. So Ælfviin is viSori-

ous. Gibson.

ÆNI'OMA. See ENIGMA.

AERIAL, a. [aeriut, Lat] 1. Belonging to

the air, as consisting of it. Prior. Newton, a.

Produced by the air. Dryd. 3. Inhabiting the

air. Milton. 4. Placed in the air. Pope. 5.

High; elevated in situation. Philipi.

AERIE./. [airie, Fr.J A nest of hawks and

other birds of prey. Covicll.

AEROLOGY./ \mt and f.6yt%-. Or.] The

doctrine of the air. A'EROMANCY-
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ATROMANCY. s. [ih, and /*M«, Gr.] The

art of divining by the air.

AEROMETRY. / [m; and f«V*.] The art

of measuring the air.

AERO'SCOPY. s. [As and nm?«, Gr.] The

observation of the air.

ÆTHIOPS-minbral./ A medicine so called,

from its dark colour, prepared of quicksilver

and sulphur, ground together in * marble mor

tar.

ÆTI'TES. / [«!©', an eagle.] Eagle stone.

Quincy.

AFA'R. adv. [from a for at, %adfar.] t . At a

great distance. Bacon. 2. To a great distance.

Dryi. 3. From afar; from a distant place.

Addifon. 4. Afar off; remotely distant. Hay-

viard.

AFEARD, participial a. [from te fear, for to

fright, with a redundant.] Frighted ; terrifi

ed; afraid. Fairy Queen. B. Johnson.

AFER. s. [Lat.] The southwest wind. Milton.

AFFA'BILITY. / [affabilite, Fr. offabihtas,

Lat.] Easiness of manners ; courteousness ;

civility ; condescension. Clarend.

AFF'ABLE. a. [affable, Fr. affabilis, Lat.] I.

Easy of manners; accostable ; courteous ; com

plaisant. Bacon. 2. Applied to the external

appearances; benign; mild.

A'FFABLENESS./. [from affable.] Courtesy ;

affability.

A'FFABLY. adv. [from affable.'] Courteoufly ;

civilly.

A'FFABROUS a. [affabre,Vr.] Skilfully made;

complete.

AFFABULA'TION./ [offabulalio, Lat.] The

moral of a fable.

AFFAIR./ [affaire, Fr.] Business; something

to be managed or transacted. Pope.

AFFE'AR. v. n. [from offer, Fr.J Toconfirm ;

to establish. Shakrfp.

AFFECT./, [from the verb affia.] 1. Affec

tion ; passion ; sensation. Bacon, a. Quality ;

circumstance. fVisem.

To AFFE CT . v. a. [off/tier, Fr. afficic,affctfnm.

Lat.] 1. To act upon; to produce effects in

any other thir.g. Milttn. a. To move the

passions. Addifon. 3. To aim at; to endea

vour after. Dryd. 4. To tend 10 ; to endea

vour alter. rfc<uit. 4. To be fond of; to be

pleased with; to love. Hooker. 6. To study

the appearance os any thing ; with some de

gree os hypocrisy. Prior. 7. To imitate in an

unnatural and constrained manner. Ben. Johns.

AFFECTATION.). [r.jeSlatie, Lat.] The act

of making an artificial, appearance. Spectator.

AFFE'CTED. participial a. [from affecJ.] 1.

Moved; touched with affection. Ctaren. %.

Studied with over-much care. Shakrfp. 3. In

a personal sense, lull of affectation ; at, an

off {ted lady

AFFE'CTs.i,LY. adv. [from affcled.] In an,

affected manner ; hypocritically. Broken.

AF r E CT 1LDN ESS/ . [iiomatfcrted.] The qua

lity of being affected.

AFFECTION./, [affcclion, Fr. affeaie, Lat.]

( . The state of being affected by any cause, or

agent. Slaitfp. 2. Pafliort of any kind. Sid

ney. 3. Love; kindness; good-will to some

person. Pope. 4. Zeal. Bacon. 5. State ot

the mind, in general. Shakrfp. 6. Quality ;

property, Holder. 7. State of the body. Jfijr-

man. 8. Lively representation in painting.

IVotien.

AFFECTIONATE, a. \affeSionne', Fr. from af-

feaitn.] 1. Full os affection ; warm; tealouE.

Sprat. 2. Fond; tender. Sidney. 3. Bene

volent. Rogers.

AFFECTIONATELY.*^, [from affiaienate.]

Fondly ; tenderly ; benevolently.

AFFE'CTIONATENESS./. [from affiaienate]

Fondness ; tenderness ; good-will.

AFFE'CTIONED. a. [from affiaion.] 1. Af

fected; conceited. Shakrfp. 2. Inclined i

mentally disposed. Rom.

AFFE'CTIOUSLY. adv. [from affia.] In an af

fecting manner.

AFFECTIVE, a. [from affia.] That which af

fects ; which strongly touches. Roger).

AFFE'CTUOSITY./. [fromoffianens.] Paflion-

ateness. Dia.

AFFE'CTUOUS. a. [from a/rct.] Fullofpassion.

To AFPE'RE. v. a. [offer, Fr.J A law term,

signifying to confirm.

AFFI'ANCE./. [a^Sa««, from offer, Fr.] t. A

marriage contract. Fairy Queen. 2. Trust in

general; confidence. Shakefp. 3. Trust in the

divine promises and protection.

To AFFIANCE, v. a. [from the noun affiance. ]

1 . To betroth ; to bind any one by 'oraife to

marriage. Fairy Queen. 2. To give confi

dence. Pope.

AFFI'ANCER./ [from affiance.] He that makes

a contract of marriage between two parties.

AFFIDATION. if. [from affidt. Lat. See a r-

A'FFIDATURE.J hed.] Mutual contract ;

mutual oath of fidelity.

AFFIDA'VIT./ [affidavit signifies, in the lan

guage of the common law, he made talh.] A

declaration upon oath.

AFFI'ED. particip.a. [from the verb affy, de

rived from affide.] joined by contract ; affi

anced. Shake/p.

AFFILIATION./ [from ed nod flint, Lat. J

Adoption. Chambers.

A'FFINAGE./. [affnage, Fr.] The act of re

fining metals by the cupel. Dia.

AFFINED, a. [from affihit, Lat.] Related to

another. Shakrfp.

AFFI'NITY. J. affinite', Fr. from affinii. Lat.]

1. Relation by marriage. 2. Relation to;

connexion with.

To AFFI RM. v. n. [affirme. Lat.] To declare ;

to tell confidently : opposed to the word aViry.

To AFFI'RM. v. a. To ratify or approve a for

mer law, or judgment.

AFFIRMABLE. a. [from affirm.] That which

may be affirmed.

AFFIRMANCE. / [from affirm] Confirma

tion ; opposed to repeal. Bacon.

AFFIRMANT./. [from affirm.] The person

tha affirms.

AFFIRMATION.
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AFFIRMATION./ [afrinatic, Lit.] I. The

act of affirming or declaring; opposed to nera-

tice. Sbakrsp. x. The petition affirmed. Ham-

mend. 3. Confirmation : opposed to repeal.

Meeker.

AFFIRMATIVE, a. [from affirm.'] 1. That

which affirms, opposed to negative, l. That

which can or may be affirmed. Netvtcn. 3.

Ftafitive ; dogmatical. Tayhr.

AFFIRMATIVELY, adv. [from affirmatives

On the positive side ; not negatively. Brevin.

AFFIRMER./ [from affirm.] The perlbn that

ifirrat. kVatti. ,.

ToAFFI"X V. a. [affige, affixum. Lat] To unite

to the end ; to subjoin. Regert.

AFFt X. J. [affixum. Lit] A particle united to

the end of a word. Clarke.

APFrXION./. [from <70>.r.] 1. The act of as-

fixing. *. The st2te of being affixed.

AFFLA'TION.}'. [from affle,aftatum,Lil.] The

«ct of breathing upon any thing.

AFFLATUS, f. [Lat.] Communication of the

power of prophecy.

To AFFLICT, v.a. [cffliSc, affliaum. Lat.]

To put ro pain; to grieve ; to torment. Heeker.

AFFMCTEDNRSS./ [from afflicted] Sorrow

fulness ; grief.

AFFLICTER./ [from affli/!.] The person that

afflicts

AFFLl'CTION./ [afflictie. Lat.] 1. The cause

«f pain or sorrow ; calamity. Heeker. z. The

fiate of sorrowfulness ; misery. Addifcn.

AFTLI'CTIVE. a. [from afflict.] Painful; tor-

fOentrng. Seutb.

ATFLUENCE. /". [dfflitence,Tr.dfflucntia. Lat]

I. Tbe act of flowing to any place ; concourse.

fPtttc*. 2. Exuberance of riches ; plenty.

Mtgert.

ATFLUENCV. / The some with affluence.

AFFLUENT, a. [afflurnt. Lat.] 1 . Flowing to

any part. Harvey. 1. Abundant; axuberant ;

wealthy. Frier.

flTFLURNTNESS. / [from affiant.] The

quality of being affluent.

ATFLUX /. \affluxu,, Lat] 1. Theast of fiow-

iog to some place ; affluence. 1. That which

Sowi to any place. Harvey.

AFFLUXION / [iffluxie, Lat.] 1. The act

of flowing to » particular place. 1. That which

fiav. 1 from one place to another, brfwn.

Tt> AFFCRD. v.a. \hfsurrer,af>ufraier,Yc]

I. To yield or produce, a. To grant, or confer

anything. Fairy S/ueen. 3. To be able to

fclL Aidtstn. 4. To be able1 to bear expencet.

tmtft.

To AFFO"REST. v. a. Usrestare, Lat.] To

turn ground into sorest. D&viet.

To AFFRANCHISE, v. a. [afrtnther, Fr.]

To malrt sre*.

To AFFRA Y. V. a. [cfraytr.] To fright ; to

terrify.

AFTRA'Y. A MrhuItuoUs assault 6fdie or nabfc

retsoas upon other*. 11Xi.t, ., ... . ,

ATPWCTION. /. [dfritit. Lat.] Th* act tf

rutbinj one iM«tn[wa another. Biy/e.

To AFFRI'GHT. v. a. [See Fhioht.] To

affect With fear ; to terrify. Psalter.

AFFRI'GHT. / [from the verb.] 1 . Terrour ;

soar. Drydn. 2. the cause of fear; a *ri-

blc object. Bern Jebrtfn.

AFFRlCHTFUL. a. Fullof affright or terrouri

terrible.. Decay tf Piety.

AFFR.CHTM,ENT.rtfroma/r^,.] t. The

impression of fear; terrour. Leckt. t. The

state of searLilacU. Hammind.

To AFFRONT, v.c. [afrenter, Fr.] I, To

meet face to face; to encounter. StekeJ'p. %,

To meet, in a hostile manner, front to front.

Mltin. 3. To offer an open insult; to offend

avowedly. Dryden.

AFFRONT./ (from the verb afret,!.] 1 . Insult

offered to the face. Dryden. 1. Outrage; act of

contempt. Mitten.}. Open opposition; encoun

ter. Mi!t,n. 4. Dilgrace; soame, Arbutbntt.

AFFRONTER. /. [from afrent.] The person

that affronts.

AFFRONTING, part. a. [from afrent.] That

which has the quality of affronting. tVitfi

To AFFUSE. y. a. [afundt, afusum, Lit.] To

pour one thing upon another. Beyle.

AFFUSION./[^>)L,t.]Theactosaffufin*.

C/rrtK.

To AFFY' v. a. [affler. Fr.] To betroth in order

to marriage. Sbakesp.

To AFFY . *>. ». To put confidence in ; to put

. trust in. Sbakesp. m

AFI ELD. adv. [from a tmdsieU.] To the field.

. Ody.

AFLA'T.aav. [from a and/lat.] Level with the

ground. Bactn.

AFLO'AT.aaV[srcmaaBd^»ar.]Floating.j»'«V//.

AFOOT, adv. [from a a«d/«r.] 1 . On foot; not

oh horseback. Sbakesp. a. .Inaction; aa,aaV-

 

J!gu it afeet. Sbakt/p. 3. In motion. Sbakejp.

AFORE, prep, [from a wAfert.] t. Before a

nearer in place to any thing, a. Sooner in

time. Sbakejp

AFORE, adv. 1 . In time foregone or pass. Stak.

a. First in the way. Sbaktfp. 3. In front; in

thetore-part. Spenser.

AFO'RECOING./.ar/.rf. [ftomo/i«andg««r.l

Going before.

AFOREHaND. adv. {from afert ihdiand.] 1.

By a previous provision. On. tf Tengut. a.

Provided; prepared ; previously fitted. Baan.

AFOREMENTIONED.. «. [from afert and

mentimed.] Mentioned before. Addijit.

AFO RENAMED, a. [from afere and mbm/.]

Named before. Featbam.

AFORESAID, a. tffom afert aad/o/a*.] Said

before. Bacen.

AFORETIME, adv. [from afert and time.] In-

time past. Susanna.

AFRA'ID. farticif. a. [from th« verb affray ]

Struck with fear ; terrified ; fearful. PJalm,,

Dryden.

AFRESH, adv. [from a and srefi.} An«w ;

again. rVetti.

AFROTIT. adv. [from a and /rWr.) UsiWnt;

in direct opposition. Shake 1p.
D J AlTER*
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A'FTER. frep. [a-rcer\, Six.'] i. Following in

'place. Shakesp. 1. In pursuit of. Samuel. 3.

Behind. Neviten. 4. Posterior in time. Dry

den. 5. According to. Barm. 6. In imita-

wn of. Addisen.

A'FTER. adv. 1. In succeeding time. Bactn.

l. Following another. Sbakesp.

A'FTER is compounded with many words.

A'FTERAGES. s. [from after and agei.] Suc

cessive times ; posterity. Raleigh.

A'FTER ALL. At last ; in find) in conclusion.

Asterhury.

A'FTERBIRTH. s. [from aster and birth.] The

lecundine. Wiseman.

A'PTERCLAP. /. [from aster and flap.] An un

expected event, happening alter an affair it

supposed to be tt an end. Spenser.

ATTERCOST. / The expence incurred aster

the original plan is executed. M:rt.

AFTERCROP. / Second harvest. Mcrt

ToA'PTEREYE. v. a. To follow in view.

Sbakesp,
A'FlfERGAME. / Methods taken after the

first turn of affairs, Wctttn.

AFTERMATH./. [aster and math, from bot.]

Second grop of grafs mown in autumn.

A'FTERNOON. s. The time from the meridian

to the evening. DryJen.

A'FTERPAINS s. Pains after bifth.

A'FTERPART. / Tre latter part. Licit.

A'FTERPROOF. / Evidence posterior to the

thing in question. Wttttn.

A'FTERTASTE. / Taste remaining upon the

tongue after the draught.

AFTERTHOUGHT. /. Reflection* after the

act ; expedients formed too late. Drytl.

A'FTERTIMES. / Sacceedir.gtimes. Dryden.

A'FTERTOSSING. /. The motion of the sea

as. er a storm. Addistn.

A'FTERWARD.aJtJ. Insucceedrngtime./seti^r.

A'FTERWIT./ Contrivance of expedients after

the occasion of using them is past. Vfstrange.

A'FTER-WRATH. / Angerwhenthe provoca

tion seems past. Sbakesp.

A'GA. s. Thetitle of a Turkish military officer

AGAIN, adv. [ajen. Sax.} 1. A second time ;

once mite. Bactn. 1. On the other hand.

Bactn. 3. On another part. Dryden. 4. In

return. Bactn, 54 Back ; in restitution. Shake.

6. In rcccmpence. Prtv. 7. 1st order 6f rank

. or succession. Bactn. H, Besides ; In any other

time or place. Bactn. 9. Twice as much ;

marking the fame quantity once repeated.

Pepe. 1 o. Again and again ; with frequent

repetition. Ltcie. 1 1 . In opposition. r!n»u.

■ a. Back. Dent.

AGAWST. prep, [aenjeon, Sax] 1. In opposi

tion to any person. Genets, a. Contrary ; op

posite, in general. Dryden. 3* In contra

diction' to' smy opinion. Snttift. 4. With con

trary motion or tendency ; trfed of material

action. Shakesp. 5. Contrary to rule. Dryd.

6. Opposite to, in place. Dryden. 7. To the

hurt of another. David. 8. In expectation

, Of. Clarendm.

AGA'PE. adv. [a and gape ] Staring with eager

ness. Spe&at:r.

A'CARICK. / [agaricum, Lat.] A drogof use-

in pK; sick, and the dying trade. It is divided

into male and female ; the male is used only

in <ly in.-, the semale in medicine : the ffiale

grows on oaks, the female on larches.

AGA3T.tr. [iromagaze.] Millen See Ann a«t.

A'CATE. /. [agate, Pr. aebatet, Lat.] A pr**

cious stone of the lowest class. Wtti'ward.

A'GATY. a [from agdte.] Partaking of the n»»

ttlre of agate. bVscdiuard.

To ACA'ZE. v. a. [from a and gazx.~\ To strike

with amatemtnt. Fairy Queen

AGE./. [<7gf, Fr.J 1. Any period of time at

tributed to something as the whole, or part, of

its duration. Sbnhefp. 1. A succession or ge

neration os men. Ros. 3. The time in which

any particular man, or race of men, lived; as,

the age of heroes. 4. The space of a hun

dred years, c. The latter part of life ; old age.

Prior. 6. Maturity ; ripeness ; full strong b

of life. Dryden. 7. In law. In 1 nun, the

age of fourteen years is the age of discretion j

and at twenty-one years is the full age. A wo

man at twenty-one is able to alienate her lands.

Convtll.

A'CED. a. [from age.] 1. Old) stricken in

years. Pritr. 1. Old; applied to inanimate

things. Still.

A'GEDl.Y. adv. [from aged.] After the man»

ner of an aged person.

AG'EN. adv. X»5en, Sax.] As*h»; hi return.

Dryden.

AGENCY. /. [from agent.] 1. The quarhy of

acting ; the state of being in action, kViidia.

i. Business performed by art agent. Swift.

A'GENT. a. [agens, Lat.] That which acts.

Bactn.

A'GENT./ I. A substitute; a deputy ; « fa«-

tor. Dryd. a. Thai which ha« the power of

operating. Temple.

AGGENERA'TION./ [from ad tnd generatit.

Lat.] The state of growing to another body.

Brtvjjt.

To A'GGERATE. v.a. [from ttggcrt. Lar] To

heap up. Did.

AGGliROSE. adj. Foil of heaps.

To AGGLOMERATE, v. d. [dgglinuri, Lat]

To gather up in a ball, as thread.

AGGLU TINANTS/ffrom agglntinate.]tbok

medicines which have the power of uniting

parts together. '

To AGGLUTINATE, v a. [from ad and glu

ten, Lat.] To unite one part to another.

Harvey.

AGGLU TINATION. / [from aggsutinate.]

Union ; cohesion. IViseman.

AGGLUTINATIVE, a. [from agglutinate.]

That which his the power of procuring ag»

glutiriation. Wiseman.

TOjA'CGRANUlZE. v.a. [aggrandifir, Fr.]

To make great; to enlarge; to exalt, frettt.

A GGRANDIZEMENT. /. [aggrandisement,

Fi.l The state ot being tgcnadiaed. -

ACGRAN-
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A GCRANDIZER. / [from a^grandime.'] The I exjmlnttion. VEflrange, 4. P«Harbatioq '•

person that nukes greit another. I disturbance of the thoughts. Taller. 5. De-

To AGGRA'TE. v. a. [aggratare, Ital.1 Tol liberation; the state of being consulted upon

please, to treat with civilities. Fairy S^ueen. J Snift.

To A'GGRAVATE. v. a. [aggravo, Lat.] 1.

To make heavy; in a metaphorical sense; as

to aggravate an accusation. AIilt:n a. To

make anv thing worse. Bacon.

AGGRAVATION. /. [from aggravate] j.

The act of jggravating a. The extrinsical

circnnvttances, which encrease guilt, or cala-

irtr. Hammond.

AGGREGATE, a. [arrregatai, Lat.] Framed

bv the collection of particular parts into one

rnass, Ray.

A'GCREGATE. s. The result of the conjunc

tion of manv particulars. Glanville

To A'GCREGATE. v. a. [aggregi, L«.] To

collect together ; to heap many particulars in

to one mass. Milton.

AGGRECA'TION. / [from aggregate] t . The

act ot collecting many particulars into one

whole. fVtedvaard. 1. The whole composed

by the coacervation of many particulars. 3.

State of being collected. Brown.

To ACJGRE'SS. v. aSaggredier, aggrejsnm, Lat.]

Tj ■ ommit the first act of violence. Prior.

AGCRE SSION./ [eggrtjsu. Lat.] Commcnce-

nvnt of a, quarrel by fume act of iniquity.

VEstrange.

ACGRE'SSOR./ [from aggres,.] The assaulter

or invader, opposed to the defendant. Pope.

ACGRI'EVANCE. J. Injury ; wrong.

To AGGRIEVE, v. a. [from gravii. Lat.] 1 .

To give furrow; to vex. Spenser. 3. To im^

pose i to hurt in one's right. GranvitU.

To AGGROTJP. v. a. [aggrepare, Ital] To

bang together into one figure. Pryden.

ACHA'ST. a. [from a and Jap:, a ghost.]

Struck with horror, as al the fight of a spectre.

AJJisem.

A'CILE. a. [agiSi, Lat.] Nimble; ready; ac

tive. Prior.

AGILENESS. /. [from agiit.] Nimbleness;

quickness; activity.

AGILITY. / [agilitai. Ut.] Nimbleness;

2sickness; activity. Watts.

10. /. [Italian] A mercantile term, used

chiefly in Holland and Venice, for the differ

ence between the value of bank notes, and

the current money. Chamber1.

To AGIST. v. a. [gifit, Pr. a bed.] To take

in and feedthe cattle oi strangers in the king's

forest, and to gather the money. Chant.

AGI STMENT. / A tnfJui or composition, or

mean rate.

ACISTOR. / An officer of the king's forest,

AGITABLE./, [agitabiHi, Lat] That which

may be pat in motion.

To A GITATE. v.a. [agit'-, La«.] 1. To put

in motion. 1. To actuate ; to move, B ack-.

mure. 3. To affect with perturbation. 4. To

bandy ; to diseusa ; to controvert. Bay/e.

AGITATION. / [•agitatis, Lat. J 1. The act

a) moving any thing, liacon. %. The state os

hang moved. 3. Discussion; controversial

AGITA'TOR. / [from agitate] He who ma

nages affairs.

A'GLKT. / [aignlette, Pr.] 1. A tag osa point

curved into fbme representation of an animal.

Nayta. Shakesp. 1. The pendants at the ends

of the chieves of flowers.

A'OMINAL. a. [from agmen, Lat.] Belonging'

to a troop. Difl.

A'GNAIL. / [from anje, grieved, and najle,'

nail.] A whitlow.

AGNA'TION / [from agvatnt. Lat.] Descen:

from the same father, in a direct male line.

AGNJ'TION. / [from agniti,. Lat] Acknowr

ledgment.

To AGNI'ZE. v. a. [from agmsce. Lat.] To

acknowledge; to own. Shakesp.

AGNOMINATION/, [agneminatie, Lat.] Al

lusion of one word to another. Camden.

AG NUS CASTUS. / [Lat.] The chaste tree.

Dryden.

AGO' adv. [ajan, Sax,] Past; as, long ags ; th»$.

is, long time has past since. AJdifen.

AGOG. adv. In a state of desire. Smth.

AGOING, a. [a. and going.] Inaction. Taller.

AGONE. adv. [ajan. Sax] Ago; past. Ben.

Johnson.

AUONISM/ [iy»ia-,u5f, Gr.] Contention for

a prize. Di3.

AGONI'STES, /, [«*wnfn:, Gr] A prize

fighter ; one that contends at a publick solem

nity for a prize. Milton.

To AGONIZE, v. n. [ageniser, Pr.] To be in

excessive pain. Pope.

AGONY. /. [iyon. Gr. agenie, Pr.] 1. The

pangs of death. Roscommon. %. Any violent

pain of body or mind. Milt. 3. It is parti

cularly used in devotions for our Redeemer's

conflict in the garden Ih.oker.

AsJO OD. adv. \a lodrW] In earnest. Shakesp.

ACO'UTY. /. An animal of the Antilles of

the bigness of a rabbit; when chased, he flies

to a hollow tree, whence he is expelled by '

smoke. Trevonx.

To AGRA'CE v. a. [from a and grace.] To

grant tavours to. Fairy f^uem.

AORA'MMAT-IST. /. [a, priv. and ytApti*,

Gr.] An illiterate man.

AGRATIIAN. a. [agrarint, Lat.] Relating to

fields or grounds.

To ACRE ASE. a. [from a and grease] To

daub; 10 grease. Fairy £%ueen.

To AGREE, v. n. [agreer. Fr.J 1. To be in

concord. Pope. 2. To yield to. liurnet. 3.

To settle terms by stipulation. Matt. 4. To

settle a price between buyer and seller. Matt.

5. To be of the same mind or opinion. Cla

rendon. $. To be consistent. Mark. 7. To

suit with. Locke. 8. To cause no dittuiba^ce

in the body. Arbuthnct.

To A'GRKE. v. a. 1. To put an end to a va

riance. Spenjcr. 1. To reconcile. Rojcottitr.ort.

t> 3 AGREE
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ACRETABLE. a. [agre*Ue,ft.] t. Suitable

to ; consistent with. Ternsle. i. Pleasing. JJ-

disin.

AGREEABLENES§. /. [from agreabje.] I.

Consistency with ; suitableness to. Ltcke. a.

The quality of pleasing. Cillier. 3 Resem

blance; likeness. Grew.

ACRE"EABLY. adv. [from agreeable.] Consist

ently with ; in a manner suitable to. S-wijt.

ACRE'ED. parti;, a. Settled by consent, lute

ACREE'INGNESS. /. [from agree.] Consili

ence 1 suitableness.

AGREEMENT.,/, [agrement. Pr.] I.Concord

Ecclus. 1. Resemblance of one thing to ami

ther. Lieie. 3. Compact ; bargain. Arbuth.

ACRESTICK. or AGRESTICAL. a. [from

agr(ftit. Lat.] Rude; rustick.

AGRICULTURE. /. [agricnltura. Lat.] Til

lage; husbandry. Pise.

ACRIMONY / [agriminia. Lat.] The name

of a plant. Millar.

AGROUND, adv. [from a and /jrtuxi/.]

Stranded ; hindered by the ground from pas

sing farther. Raleigh, i. Hindered in the

progress of af/airs.

A'GUE. /. [aign, Fr.] Art intermixing f.-ver,

with cold fits succeeded by hot. Den.

A'QUED. a, [from ague.] Struck with an a-

gue; ssiiverinc. Sbakesip.

A'GUE-FIT. /. [from agne lod sit.] The pa

roxysm of tie ague. Sbakcjp.

AGUE-TREE, si [from agni and tree.] Sassa

fras. Did.

A/QUISH, a. [from ague.] Having ch« qualities

of an ague. Granvtjle.

A'CUISHNKSS, / [from ag»ifi.] The quality

of resembling an ague.

AH. ipterjtUt?*, 1 . A word noting sometime

dislike and censure. I/aiab. a. Sometimes con

tempt and exultation. FJalmi. 3. Most fre

quently, compassion ami 'omplaint. trier.

AHA', AHA'! interjeii. A word intimating

Triumph and contempt, Pjalms.

AHE'AD. adv. [from a ami beaj. ] 1. Further

onward than another. Dryden. i. HeadUng ;

precipitant.

AHE'ICHT. ah. [from a and heights Aloft;

on high Shakfsip.

AtlOUAT. si. The name of a plant. Millar.

To AID. v. a. [aider. Fr.J To help; to sup

port; to succour. Waller.

AID. /. [from Tt aid.] 1. Help; support, ft^*

1. The person that gives help; a helper. Ttbii.

3. In law. A subsidy. Cnvcll.

A IDANCE./ [fiom^iJ.] Help; support. %»,

AIDANT, a. [atdar.!, Fr.] Helping; helpful.

Shakes}.

A'lDP.R. /. [from «■/.] A helper; an ally. Bac.

AIDLESS, a. I'.tom^id. jHelplcli; unsupport-

t£ Xlilitn.

A'lGULI'.T./. [aignlet, Fr.] A point with tags.

J'airy ^

To AIL. t-. a. [cThn, Say] 1. To pain ; to

t;Qub!r : to give. pun. Gen'fii. i. To eflectj

;n any manner. ./>_>■/.

AIL. /• [from trie vetb] A disease. Peff.

A'lLMENT. /. [from a,7.]Pain; disease. Gran.

A'UJNG. pvticip. a. Sickly.

To AIM. v. a. [efmer, Pr.] 1 . To endeavour to

strike with a missive weapon. Pipe. 2. To

point the view, or direct the steps, toward .

any thing; to endeavour to reaction obtain.

Tilhtsi. 3. Te guess.

AIM./ [from the verb] 1. The direction of a

missi[e weapon. Dryd. 1. The point to which

the thing thrown is directed. Sbakesip. 3. An

intention; a design. Pipe. 4. The object of a

design. L::kc. 5. Conjecture; guess. Shake/p.

AIR. / [air, Fr. air. Lat.] 1. The element en

compassing the terraqueous globe. Wafts. 1.

The state of the air with regard to health.

Bacen. 3. A small gentle wind. /Wilttn, 4 Any

thing light or uncertain. SkaktJ'p. 5. The open

weather. Dryd. 6. Vent; emission into the air.

Dryd. 7. Publication; exposure to the pub

lic. Pe.pt. 8. Poetry; a foog. MiUcn. 9. Ms-

sick, whether light or serious. Pipe 10. The

mien, or manner of the person, AdJifen. 1 1 .

An affected or laboured manner of gesture.

Stoist. ' ii. Appearance. Pcpe.

To AIR. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To expose

to the air. DrjJ. %. To tike the air. Addis.

3. To open to the air. (seeker.

A'IRBLADDER, / [from air and bladder.] I.

Any cuticle filled with air. Arbnthntt. %. The

bladder in sissies, by the contraction and dilata

tion of which, they rife or fall. Cndnaertb.

A IRBUILT. a., [from air and bnild.] Built in

the air. Pcpe.

AIR-DRAWN, a. Painted in air. Shakesp.

AIRER. /. [from T» air.] He that expoles to

the air.

AIRHOLE. / [from air and htle.] A hole to

admit air. >

AIRINESS. / [from airs.] 1. Exposure to the

air. 1. Lightness; gaiety; levity. Fe/tcn.

AIRING, si. [from air.] A tttorrt journey. AAi.

AIRLESS, a. [from air.] Without communi

cation with the free air. Sbakesip.

A'IRLING. j. [from air.] A young gay person.

Ben. ytbnjsn. *

A'lRPUNJP. si. [from air and putnp.] A mi-

chi c by whose means the air is exhausted out

of proper vessels. Chambers.

AIRSHAFT. J. [from air and shaft.] A pas

sage for the air into mines. R <iy.

A'lRV. a. [from air; «ir'r«j, Lat.) I. Conv-

poled of air. Baccn. %. Relating to the air.

Boyle. 3. High inair. AdJiJcn. 4. Light as air;

unsubstantial. Sbakesp. 5. Without reality ;

vain; trifling. 'Temple. 6. Fluttering; loose;

full of levity. Dryd. 7. Gay ; sprightly ; full

of mirth; lively; light of heart. Taylsr.

AlSLr:,orAlLE./.Thewalkinachurch..^ii«V/".

AIT. si A small iiland in a river.

To AK.E. v. n. [from */%-. Gr.J To feel a last

ing pain. Ltcke.

AKl'N. a. [trom a and km.] 1 Related to;

allied to by blood. Sidney. 2. Allied to by

naniie. L'ljlrangt.

ALABASTER
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. I ABaSTER. / \i.\i8*?(a,.] A kind of soft I

marble, casier to cut, and less durable, thin I

the other kinds; the while is most com-

Bsa. Siakesp,

* LABASTER. a. Made or alabaster. Addisen.

ALACK, interjeS. Alii-, aa expr«ssi«n of sir-

r«ir. Skakejft.

ALa'CKADAY. interjeB. A word noting sor

row and melancholy.

AI.ACRIOUSLY. «<io. Cheerfully; without

dejection. Gc*3. e/" sir Tcnguc.

ALA CRITY. /. [atarW/iH, Lat.] Cheerfulnese ;

soriehiliiuss; gayety. Dryden.

ALAMiRE. J. The lowest note but one in

Gaido Arcsine's scale of musn k.

ALAMO'DE. adv. [i la mide, Fr.] According to

d» ttSiioa.

ALAND, adv. sfrom a for as, and land.] At

land; landed. Dryden.

ALA RM. / [from" the Pr. a I' arme, to arms.]

i. A cry by which men are summoned to their

arms. Pest. ^. Notice at any danger approach

ing. 3. Any tumult or disturbance. Pcpe.

To ALARM. *. a. I. To call to arms. Addij'en.

1. To surprise with the apprehension of any

danger. Ttckell. }. To disturb. DryJee.

ALARM8ELL. /• [from ahum and Ml] The

Bell that is rung at the approach of an enemy.

Drjdcm.

ALARMING, parties, a. [from alarm.] Ter-

ruMog; awakening; surprising.

ALa'-RMPOST./ [from alarm, and ptft.} The

vast appoiaudio eaci, body of men to appear

at,

ALARUM. /. See Alum. Pritr.

Te ALA RUM. v. a. See Al a.rm. SUtefp.

ALA'S, interje3. [Af/Vu,Fr.] 1. A wordexpres-

6af iauxientattsa. Pepe. t. Awordoi pity.&rai.

ALAS THE DAY. interjea. Ah, unhappy day !

Siakejp.

ALAS THE WHILE, interjeH. Ah, unhappy

time '. Upesmjer.

ALA TE. adv. [frem a and /«/*.] Lately.

ALB./. [«/»», Ul] A surplice.

ALB£ IT a^.Although»ftotwitbftandiog.Sa«/*.

ALBVGI KEOUS.a. [alkuge, Lat.] Resembling

an alinii*o..

ALBUGO, f. [Lat.] A disease in the eye, by

which the cornea contracts a whiteness.

A LC AHF.ST./ An univer&l dissolvent.

ALCA'IO. / t. The governour ot a castle.

DryJen. X. In Spain, the judge of a city.

Dm Camge.

ALCANNA. /. An Egyptian plant used in dy

ing. Brrema.

ALCHYMiCAL. a. [from alcrymy.] Relating

loakhrmy. Camdem.

ALCHY MICALLY. adv. [from alcbymecat.] In

the manner of an alchymill. Camdcn.
A ■ I CH Y.MIST. / [from aUtymy.] One who

pursues or pra»ac« the science al' alchymy.

GVcaa.

A LCHYMY. / [of al. Arab, and X'V* 1 > •

The more sublime chymistry , which proposes

she tratiirruisanaa os metals. Den. a. A kind

•; au.ze* metal used for spooos. Bacen. Aiilttn.

ALCOHOL. / A high lectiaeddephlegrfiated

spirit of wine. Beyle..

ALCOHOLIZATION./ [srom«/«W»«.]tht

act os akoholizine or rectifying spirits.

To ALCOHOLIZE, -j. a. [from aUcbel.]

To rectify spirits till they are wholly de-

phlegmatcd.

A'LCORAN./ [aland icran, Arab.] The boek

of the Mahometan precepts, and credenda'

SanaerJ'sn.

ALCO'VE./ [ajcita, Span.] A recess, or part

of a chamber, separated by an estrade, it

which is placed a bed of state Trev.

A'LDER./ [a/m/, Lat.] A tree having lc«ve<

resembling those of a hazel. The wood wilt

endure long under ground, or in water. Pete

ALDERLl'EVEST. a. Most beloved. Sbakefp

ALDERMAN./ [from aid, old, and man,} The

fame as senator : a governour or magistrate.

Pepe.

A'LDERMANLY. adv. [from alderman.'] Like

an alderman. Swift.

A'LDERN. a. [from alder.] Made of alder. Maj.

ALE./ [eale, Sax.] 1. A liquor made by insuring

malt in hot water, and then fermenting the li

quor. Sbakefp. 1. A merry meting used ia

country places. Ben. *JnhnJcn.

A'LEBERRY-/ [from ale and herry.] A beve

rage made by boiling ale with spice and sugar,

and sops of bread.

A'LEBREWER./ [from ale and irevler.] One

thai professes to brew ale. Mortimer.

A'LECONNER./ [from ale and »«.] An of

ficer in the city of London, whose business is

to inspect the measures of publick houses.

A'LECOST. s. The name of an herb. Die!.

ALE'CTRYOMANCY, or ALECTORO-

MANCY. /. Divination by a cock.

A'LEOAR. / [from ale and eagert sour.] Sour

ale.

A'LEGER. adj. [allr*rcy Fr. alacrii, Lat.] Gay ;

chearful; sprightly. Bacen.

A'LEHOOF. / [from ale and hoof*, head.]

Groundivy. Temple.

A'LEHOUSE./ Ilrem ale and tense.] A tip-

ling house. Slntl.

A'LEHOUSEREEPER./ [from alehense and

keeper.] He (hat keeps ale publicklv to fell.

A'LEKNIGHT. / [from ale and knight.} A

pot-companion ; a tippler. Catnden.

ALEMBICK../ A vessel used in distilling, con

sisting of a vessel placed over a fire, in which is

contained the substance to be diltilled, and a

concave closely fitted on. into which the sumts

arise by the heat; this cover has a beak or

spout, into which the vapours rife, and by

which they pass into a serpentine pipe, which

it, kept coo| by miking many convolutions in a

tub of water; here the vapours are condensed,

and what entered the pipe in lumes, comet

out in drops. Beyle.

ALE NGTH. adv. [from a for at, and length.]

at full lengtb.

ALE RT. a. [alirte, Fr.] 1 . Watchful ; vigilant,

a. Brills; pert; petulant. Addijm.

ALERTNESS.
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ALF/RTNESS./ [from alert.] The quality of

bting alert-, pertness. Addism.

ALE-TASTER. /. An officer in every court-

Ie.ef, sworn to look to the assize and goodness

ot" bread ar.d ale. Ctvjell.

A'LEVAT. /. The tub in which the ale is fer

mented.

ALEWASHF.P. a. [from aleini ae/b.] Soaked

in ale. Shakespeare.

A'LEWIFE. /. [from «/f and toi/«] A woman

that keep* an alehouse. Stctft.

ALEXANDERS. / [J„vr»./»m,Lat.]Thename

of a plant. Miller.

ALEXANDER'S FOOT. / The name of an

herb.

ALEXA'NDRINE./. A kind of verse borrowed

from the French, first used in a poem called

A exand/r. This verse consist* of twelve syl

lables, fepe.

ALEX1PHARM1CK. .». [from **•£"» and

^ifluai-cr.] That which drives away poison;

antidotal. Brcwn.

Al-EXITERICAL. or ALEXITERICK. c

That which drives away poison.

ALGATES. adv. [a// and faff.] On any terms.

Fairfax:

A'LGEBKA./ [An Aribick word ] A pecuiiar

kind of arithmetics which takes the quantity

fought, whether it be a number or a line, as

if it were granted, and by means of one or

more quantities given, proceeds by conse

quence," till the quantity at first only supposed

to be known, or at least some powerthereof, is

round to be equal to some quantity or quanti

ties which are known, and consequently itself

is known.

AlSa''.CKL ^.R^e to algebra.

ALGEBRA 1ST. /. [from algebra.] A person

that understands or practises the science of al

gebra. Graunt.

ALGID, a. [a/ridnt, Lat.] Cold; chiU- Did.

ALGIDITY./ Chilness; cold. Did.

ALGI'FIC. a. [from alter, Lat.] That which

produces cold: Did.

ALGOR.s. [Lat] Extreme cold; chiiness.P/fl.

ALGORISM. \ s. Arabic!: words used to im-

A'LGORITHM. i ply the science of numbers.

Did.

ALGOSE. c. [from ahar, Lat ] Extremely cold;

chill.

ALIAS, adv. A Lilinwordx signifying otherwise;

as, Mallet alias Matloch ; that is, etterv/ije

Maltoeh. .

ALIBLE, a. [aliii is, Lat] Nutritive; nourish

ing. Did.

/VLIEN./. [aBnui, Lat.] t. Foreign, or not of

the same tamily or land. Dryden. i. Estran

ged from; not allied to. Rsgtri.

ALIEN./, [alscnni, Lat.] 1.. Atoreigncr; not a

• icniibn; a Itranper. Dalies, Aidijcn. 1. In

law. An alien is out horn in a strange coun

try, and never entranchifed. Cm-ell.

To ALIEN, v. a. \clt.-r.er. Vr.'ajieni, Lat.] f.

To make any thing the property oi another.

Hah. t. To estrange; to tarn the mind or

affection. Clarendin.

ALIENABLE, a. [from T» alienate.] That of

which the property may be transferred. Dennis.

To ALIENATE, v. a. [aliener, Fr.aAr.»,Lat.J

t . To transfer the property of any thing to an

other. Baetn. a. To withdraw the heart or

affections. Tilltt/m.

ALIENATE, a. [alienates, Lat.] Withdrawn

from; stranger to. Smift.

ALIENA'TION./. [alienati; Lai.] I. The act

of transferring property. Atleri. %, The state

of being alienated. 3. Change of affection.

4. Disorder of the sacukies. Httier.

ALI FEROUS. a. [from a(a and/rr«, Ut.] Hair

ing wings.

ALIGEROUS.a. [aliger. Lat.] Having wings ;

winged.

To ALiGGE. tv. a. [from a and A;.] to lay;

to aiiay ; to throw down ; to subdue. Spenser*.

To ALIGHT, v. n. [althran. Sax] 1 . To (omt

down. Dryden. 1. To fall upon. Dryden.

ALIKE, adv. [from r. and Air.] With resem

blance ; in the same maaner. fepe.

ALIMENT./ [akmentum. Lat.] Nourishment,

nutriment ; food. Arbuthntt.

ALIMK'NTAL. a. [from aliment] Thatwhich-

has the quality of aliment; that which nou

rishes. Brnen.

ALIMENTARINESS. / [from ahmentarj.}

The quality of being alimentary. Did.

ALIMENTARY, a. [from aliment.) 1. Tba»

which belongs to aliment. Arbntb. a. That

which has the power'of nourishing. Arbnttm

net.

ALIMENTATION. / [from aliment.} The

quality of nourishing. Baetn.

ALIMO'NIOUS. a. [from a/im»»y.] That which

nourishes. Harvey,

A'LIMONY.J . [alimenia, Lat.] Legal proportion

of the huloan.i's estate, which, by the sent e nc e

of the ecclesiastical court, is allowed to the

wise, upon the account of separation. Hndibrat.

ALIQUANT, a. [aliauantns, Lat.] Parts of a

number, which, however repeated, will never

make up the number exactly ; as, 3 is an ali

quant of 10, thrice 3 being 9, four times 3

leaking 12.

ALIQUOT, a. [a/V'a«sr, Lat.] Aliquot parts ot

any number or quantity, such as will exactly

measure it without any remainder : as, 3 is an

aliquot part of n.

ALISH.a. [from ale.] Resembling ale. Mortimer.

A'UTURE./ [alitnra, Lat.] Nourishment.

ALIVE, a. [from a and live.] 1 . In the state of

life; not dead. Dryden. X. Unexlinguished 1

undestroyed; active. Hnker. 3. Cheerful;

sprightly. Christ. 4. It is used to add an

emphasis; the btjl man ali.e. Clarendin.

ALKAHEST /.Aquniversaltiiuolvent, aliquor.

A LKALE'SC r.M. a. I from alkali.] Thatwnich

has a tendency to the properties of an alkali.

Arbuthnet.

ALKALI./ [The word alkali cornea from an

herb, called by the Egyptians kali; by usgUU-

• won.)
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4art] Any substance, which, when rriibgled

with acid, produces fermentation.

ALKALINE, a. [from alkali.'] That Which has

the qualities of alkali. Artnthnot.

TbALKA'MZATE. v. a. [from alkali.] To

make bodies alkaline.

.'iKAIIZATE a. [from alkali.] That which

his the qualities of alkali. Newton.

ALKALIZA'TlON. s. [from alkali.] The act of

alkalizatiog.

AT.K.AKET. f. [Anchnsa, Lat.] The name of a

plant. Author.

AlXEiCE'Nd I.s. A medicinal fruit or berry , pro-

daced by a plant t>f the lame denomination ;

popularly also called winter-cherry. Chamber:.

JlLKERMES. / A confection, whereof the

htrwut berries are the basis. Chamber:.

ALL. adv. [See »LL, adj.] I. Quite; complete

ly. Licit, x. Altogether; wholly. Dryden.

ALL. a. (Æll, Sai.] i. The whole number;

every one. TiUot. i. The whole quantity ;

every part. Locke.

ALL /. i. The whole. PHot. a. Every thing

Shakesptart.

dllh much used in composition.

ALL-BEARING, a. [from all and tear.] Ora-

uparoas. Pspe.

ALL-CHEERINC. a. [from all and cheer.]

That which gives gayety to all. Shakespeare.

ALL-CONQJJERINC. a. That which subdues

erery thing. Motion.

ALL-DEVOURING, a. [from all and devonr.]

ITiat which eats up every thing. Pope.

ALL-FOURS / [from o//and/«r.] A low jirac

at cards, played by two.

ALL-HAIL. J. (from all and hail, for health]

All health. kValJb.

ALL-HALLOWN. /. [from all and hallow.]

The lime about Allfamtsday. Shakespeare.

ALL-HALLOWTIDE. / [See All-hal

lows.] The term near Allfaints, or the first

of November. Bacon.

ALL-HEAU/. [Fata*, Lat.] A species of iron'

ALL-JUDGING a. [from «# and joJgr.] That

which baa the sovereign right of judgment

Riot.

ALL-KNOWING, a. [from a//and *»«».] Ora

nisciect; all wise. Atterbury.

ALL SAINTS-DAY. s. The day on which there

is a general celebration of the faints. The

first of November.

ALL-SEER./ [fromalttaisee.] He whose view

comprehends all things. Shakesp.

ALL-SEEING, a. [from aUzadsee.] That be

holds every thing. Dryitn.

ALL-SOULS DAY. / The day on which sup

plications are made for all fouls by the church

•f Rome ; the second of November. Shakesp.

ALL-SUFFICIENT, a. [from allutasnffcicnt.]

Saf&cient to every thing. linker, Norrii.

ALL-WISE. a. [from all and wise.] PoiTest of

infinite wisdom. Prior.

ALLANTalS.s/The tunick placed between the

amsion and chorion. !%jintj.

To ALLAY, v . a. [from alloycr; Pr.] I. Tfo

mix or.e metal with another, to make it filter

for coinage. In this fense, most authors writ*

alley. See Alloy. a. To join any thing to

another, so as to abase its Qualities. Ssuth. 3.

To quiet ; to pacify v to repress. Shakesp.

ALLAY./ [alley, Fr.J f. The metal of a baser

kind mixed in coins, to harden them, that they

may wear les... HuJibra:, 2. Any thing which*'

being added, abates the predominant qualities

of that with which it is mingled. Newten.

ALLA'YKR./ [from allay.] The person orthinpj

which has the power or quality of allaying,

Harvey.

ALLA'YMENT. / (from «%.] That which

has the power of allaying. Shakesp.

ALLEGATION. / (from aHcgt] I. Affirma

tion; declaration. 2. The thing alleged or

affirmed. Shake/p. 3. An excuse; a plea. Pope-.

To ALLEGE, v. a. [allege, Lat.] 1 . To affirm y

to declare; lo maintain. a. To plead as art

excuse; argument. Locke.

ALLE'CEABLE. a. (from allege.] That whiefc

may be alleged. Brew*;

ALLE'GEMENT. /. [from adlege.] The same

with allegation.

ALLEGER. /. [from: uikgt.] He that alleges.

Boyle.

ALLEGIANCE. / [aKegeante, Fr.] The duty*

of subjects to the government. Clarendon.

ALLE'CIANT. a. [from allege.] Loyal; con

formable to the duty of allegiance. Shakesp.

ALLEGO'RICK. o. [from al/egiry.] Not real;

not literal. Milton.

ALLEGORICAL, a. [from allegory.] In tilt

form of an allegory -, not literal. Pcpi.

ALLEGORICALLY. adv. [from allegcry.] Af=

ter an allegorical manner. Pipe.

To ALLEGORIZE, v. a. (from allegory.] T»

turn into allegory i to form an allegory. Locke.-.

ALLEGORY./ [iWnyotiu.] A figurative dis

course, in which something other is intended)

than is contained in the words literally taken*

Ben. Johnson.

ALLEGRO. s. A word denoting a sprightly moi

tion. It originally means gay, as in Milton.

ALLELVjAH. s. A word ot spiritual exulta

tion; Praise God; Gov.esTongte.

ALLEMANDE.s. [Ital.] A grave kind ofmasick .

To ALLE'VIATE. v. a. [altcvt. Ut.] To make

light ; to east; to soften. Bcmlev.

ALLEVIATION./ [from alleviate.] 1. The

act of making light. Senth. a. That by which

any pain is eased, or fault extenuated. Locke.

ALLEY./ [alk'e, Fr.] 1. A walk in a garden.

Dryden. 2. A passage in towns narrower than

a street. Shakesp.

ALLI'ANCE. / [alliance, Fr.] 1. The state of

connection with another by confederacy ; a

league, a. Relation by marriage. Dryden.

3. Relation by any form of kindred. Shakesp;

4. The persons allied to each other. Addijent

ALLI'CIENCY./ [allicio, Lat.} Thepower of

attracting. Glanvi/le.
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To A'LLICATE. v. a. [allife, Lit.] To tie one

thine to mother.

ALLIGATION./ [from albgate.] t. The act

of tying together. I. The arithmetical rule

that teaches to adjust the priee of compounds,

formed of several ingredient* of different value.

ALLIGATOR./ The crocodile. This name

is chiefly used for the crocodile of America.

Gartb.

A'LLIGATURE./. fsrom alligate.] The link,

or ligature, by which twothingiare joined to

gether.

ALLISION. /. [allidt, allisam, Lat] The act of

strikineone thing against another. Wttiviard.

ALLOCATION./. [a//«rs. Ut.] i. The act of

putting one thing to another, t. The admis

sion ot an article in reckoning, and addition of

' it to the account.

ALLOCUTION./, [atlentit, Lit.] The act of

speaking to another.

ALLODIAL a. [from slltdiam.] Not feudal

independent.

ALLODIUM s. A possession held in absolute in

dependence, without any acknowledgment of a

lord paramount. There ire no allodial lands

in England.

ALLONGE./ [a/Awa-r, Fr.] A pass or thrust

with a rapier.

To ALLO'O. v. a. To set on ; to incite. Philips.

A'LLOQUY. / [a/Aym-rr-i, Lat.] The act of

speaking to another. Dill.

To ALLOT, v. a. [from/*/.] I. To distribute

by lot. 1. To grant. Dryden. 3. To distri

bute; to give each his share. Tatler.

ALLOTMENT. /. [from a/A/.] The part; the

fliare. Ittgirj.

ALLO'TTfcEY. / [from a/A/.] That which is

granted to any in a distribution. Shakelp.

ToALLCW. v. a. [ttHner, Fr.J 1. Toad

mit; not to contradict. £«■*.-. «% To grant ;

to yield. Ltlie. 3. To permit. Skeikejp. 4.

To authorize. Sbaktfp. 5. To give to; to

pay to. H'alltr. 6. To make abatement, or

provision. Addiftn.

ALLOWABLE, a. [from a/A*.] 1. Thatwhich

may beadmitted without contradiction.Bremn.

i. 1-awiul; not forbidden. Arlrrbury.

ALLOAVABl.ENT.SS /. [from alhwabje.] Larw-

tuirrtsc; exemptien from prohibition. Sixth.

ALLOWANCE./ [from a/kn.] 1. Aiimiruon;

without contradiction. Letke. 1. Sanction;

licence. Hctkir. 3. Pet mission. Luke. 4.

An appointment for any use. Uaien. ^

Abatement from the* strict rigour. Sttift 6.

Efbi'hfiwd character. Shaktfp.

ALLOY./. [See allay. J i. Baser metal mix

ed incomage. Locke, a Abatement; dimi

nution Atlerhury.

ALLUBESCENCY./ [«&.///».•»», Lat ]Wil-

lingnstV; content.

To ALLUDE. ■». <t. [alkde. Lat,] To have some

reference to a ehing> without the direst men-

tioo. Buries.

ALL'UMINOR. /. [allumer, Fr. to light.] One

who colours or paints upon paper or parch

ment. Cw.'r'X

To ALLURE, v. a. [//arwy Fr.] To entice to.

anything. Milieu.

ALLURE./ [from the verb] Something set up

to entice birds, Uayviard.

ALLUREMENT. / [from «B»re.) Entice

ment; temptation. Dryden.

ALLURER/ffrome/Ar-v.] Entrcer; inveigler.

ALLURINGLY, adv. [from allure.] U an al

luring manner ; enticingly.

ALLUR1NGNESS./. [from a//«W»jf ] Entice

ment, temptation by proposing pleasure.

ALLUSION, f. [alhf,, Lat.] A hint; an im

plication. Burner.

ALLU'SIVE.'a. [allude, allnsuM, Lat.] Hinting

at something Rtgert.

ALLUSIVELY, adv. [from allusive.] In an «1-

lusive manner. Hammad.

ALLUSIVENE6S./. [from allusive.] Theq«t«-

lity os being allusive.

ALLUVION./ [alluvit, Lat.] 1. The carrying

of any thing to something else by the motion

of the water, a. The thing carried by water.

To ALLY", v. a. [allitr, Pr.] 1. To unite by

. kindred, friendship, or confederacy. Pept. a.

To make a relation between two things. Dryd.

ALLY./ [aAW, Fr.] One tanited by some mean,

of connexion. Temple.

ALMACA'NTAR.J. A circle drawn parallel to

the horizon.

ALMACANTARVSTAFF./. An instrument

uk d to take observations of the fun about the

time of its rising anS letting- Chambers.

A'LMANACK. / [from al, Arabick, and r**v, a

ml*/*.] A Calendar. Dryden.

A,LMANDISEj.[?r.aem*ndna,Ut\.') A ruby,

coarser and lighter than the oriental. Dis?.

ALMrCHTINESS./[fromd/*<jj*»j>.]Omaipo-

tence; oYteof the attributes of God. Tesymr.

ALMIGHTY. a. [from allinimighty.] Ot unli

mited power; omnipotent. Genesis. SbakeJ^.

A'LMOND. / [amand, Fr.] The nut of the al

mond tree. Lccke.

A'LMOND TREE. / It has leaves and flowers

very like thole of the peach tree. Drjdeu.

A'LMONDS «/ tie threat, orToSsiLs, called

improperly vilmtyidi ef the eari ; are two round

gland* placed on the sides of the basis of the

tongue, under the common merhbrane of the

fauces, Wilctfta*.

A'LMOND FURNACE. / A peculiar kuid of

furnace nfedin refining. Cbambtfi.

ALMONER./ [eleemtjynarint-. Lat] Theoffi-

cer of a prince, employed in the distribution of

charily. Dryden.

ALMONRY. / ffrom aArirair.] The place

where alms are cRstriiruted.

ALMOST, adv. [fromo/Ya-edr^.] Nearly -,

welt f-it-h. Benlltj.

A'LMS.y \tkemtjjna. Lat] Wha< is given in re

lief of trie poor. Swifts

A'LMSBASRET./. [from doMaho basket."] The

basket in which prorHiohs are put to be given

away. L'EJIrange.

A'LMSDEED. / [front aftrx and dHi.\ A chi-

ritoble gift. Shakelpiare.

A'LMSGIVF.R.
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ALMSGIVER. /. [from alms and giver.] He

mit supports others by his charity. Bacon.

ALMSHOUSE. / [from alms and bouse.] An

hospital for the poor. Pope.

ALMSMAN. / [from almi and man."] A man

who lives upon alms. Sbakefp.

ALMUG-Tree./ A tree mentioned in scripture.

ALNAGAR./ A measure by the ell; a sworn

officer, whose business formerly was to inspect

the assize of woollen cloth. Die!.

ALNAGE./ [from mulnage, Fr.] Ell-measurf.

Dia.

ALNIGHT. / Alnigbt U a great cake of wax,

with the wick in the midst. Bacon.
ALOES./ s.Ol7ni<.] I- A precious wood used

in the East for perfumes, of which the best

sort I* of higher price than gold. Savary. ».

A tree which grows in hot countrie?, Millor.

3. A medicinal juice extracted not from the

odoriferous., but the common aiiei tree, by

coating the leaves, and exposing the juice that

crops from, them to the fun.

ALOE'TICAL. a. [from aloei] Consistingchiefly

of aloes. TVifeman.

ALO ETICK./. [from aloes.] Any medicine is so

called, which chiefly consists of aloes. l^uincy.

ALO FT. adv. [Uster, to lift up,Da».] On high

in the air. Suckling.

ALOFT, prep. Above. Milton.

A'LOGY. s. \aXoy&-.] Unreasonableness; ab

surdity. Dia.

ALONE, a. [alleen, Dutch.] 1. Without an

other; single. Bent lc,\ z. Without company ;

solitary. Sidney, DryJen.

ALO NE. adv. To let alone; to forbear; to leave

un£niihed. Addijon.

ALONG, adv. [au Icngue, Fr.] I. At length.

Drjdcn. %. Through any space measured

lengthwise. Bacon. 3. Forward; onward. Pope.

ALONGST. adv. Through the length. Knollts.

ALOOF, adv. [all off, that is quite off] Ata

distance. Dryieu.

ALOUD, adv. [from a and loud.] Loudly ; with

a great noise. Waller.

HLWW. adv. [from a and Jovj] In a low place;

not aloft. Drydeu.

ALPHA. /. The first letter in the Greek alpha

bet, answering ta our A ; therefore used to lig-

nisv the first. Rcvtlat.

AUHABET. f. [frvn iy.tfn, alpha, and STto,

beta, the first two letters of the Greeks.] The

letteri, or elements of speech. DryAcn.

ALPHABETICAL, a. [from alphabet] Ac

centing to the series of letters. Swift.

ALPHA BET1C ALLY.ai:'.[trom alphabetical.]

According to the order 01 the letter-,. HclJer.

ALREADY, adv. (from all and ready.} At this

present time. Pope.

ALS adv. [all, Dutch.] Also. Spenser.

ALSO. adv. [from al! and si.] lathe fame m n-

ner; likewise. Bur net.

ALTAR. J. [aKire, Lat.] 1. The place where

offering" to htavrn are laid. Dryitm. 1. The

table in christian charches where the commu-

1 U adn.in;lUrfd. S<-jkrsf.

ALTARAGE. / [allaragium. Lat.] An emo

lument from oblations. Ayliffe.

ALTAR-CLOTH. / [Worn allar and cloth]

The cloth thrown over the altar in churches.

Peacbatn.

To ALTER, w. a. [alterer, Fr] 1 . Tochange;

to make otherwise than it is. Stilling^firet. t.

To take oft" from a persuasion or sect. Drydcn.

To ALTER, v. n. To become otherwise than it

was.

A'LTERABLE. a. [fromalter; alterable, Fr.]

That which may be altered or changed. Sviift.

A LTERABLENESS / [from alterable.] The

quality of being alterable.

A'LTERABLY. adv. [iroma/;«v7«».]Insucha

manner as may be altered.

ALTERANT, a. [alterant, Fr.] That which

ha*, the power of producing changes. Bacon.

ALTERATION, j. [Kiocnaltcr; alteration,?x]

1 . The act of altering or changing. Hooker.

1. The change made. Hooker.

ALTERATIVE, a. [from alters Medicines

called alterative, are such as have no immedi

ate sensible operation, but gradually gain upon

the constitution. Gov. of the Tongue.

ALTERCATION. /. [a7«r*a/i«»,Fr.] Debate;

controversy. Hakem/ell.

ALTERN. a. [alternui. Lat.] Acting by turns.

Milton.

ALTER NACY. / [from alternate.] Action

performed by turns.

ALTERNATE, a. \alternus, Lat.] Being by

turns; reciprocal. South.

ALTERNATE../; [from alternate, a.] Vicissi

tude. Prior.

To ALTERNATE, v. a. [al-erne. Lat] t.

To ■perform alternately. Milton. 1. To change

one thing for another reciprocally. Grew.

ALTERNATELY, adv. [from alternate.] In

reciprocal succession. Ncvitcn.

ALTERNATENESS./ [from alternate.] The

quality of being alternate. Did.

ALTERNA TION./. [frrm altem.-.te.] The re

ciprocal fiKceflion ot thirgs. Brtwn.

ALTERNATIVE./, [altcrnaiif, Fr.] The

choice given of two things; fb that if one be

rejected, the other mull be taken. Young.

ALTERNATIVELY, adv. [from alternative]

by turns; reciprocally. Ayliffe.

Al.TERNATIVENESS./ lUom alternative.]

The quality or state ol'bcing alternative. Did.

ALTERN1TY. /. [from alien.] Reciprocal

succession; vicissitude. Brown

ALTHOUGH, conj. [from all and though.]

Notwithstanding; however. Swift.

ALTIGRADE. a. [from altui and graJkr,

Lat.] Rising on high.

AI.Ti'LOQUENCE./ [«//a/and liquor, Lat]

Pompsus language.

ALTIMETRY. / [altimetria, Lat.] The trt

ot ukii:g or meafuiing altitudes or heights.

ALTI'SONANT. a. [altifonus. Lat.] High

founding ; pompous in found. DtB

ALTITUDE. J. [altitudo, Lat] 1. Height of

place; fuace measured upward. Drydcx 1.

E Th»
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The elevation of any of the heavenly bodies

above the horizon. Brown. 3, Situation with

regard to lower things. Ray. 4. Height of ex

cellence. Swift. 5. Highest point. Sbakesp.

ALTI VOLANT, a. [altivolant, Lat. from altm

and We] High flying.

A'LTOGETHER. adv. [from all and torether.]

Completely; without restriction; without ex

ception. Swift.

ALUDEL. s. [from a and Intnm ] Altielt are

subliming pots used in chemistry, fitted into

one another without luting. Shinty.

ALUM. / [alumcn, Lat.] A kind of mineral

salt, of an acid taste, leaving in the mouth a

sense of sweetness, accompanied with a consi

derable degree of astringency. Boyle ■

ALUM-STONE. / A stone or calx used in

surgery- Wiseman.

ALUMINOUS, a. [from alum.] Relating to

alum, or consisting of alum. Wiseman.

ALWAYS. adv. [eallepxia, Sax.} 1. Perpe

tually; throughout all time. Pope. 1. Con

stantly; without variation. Dryden.

A. M. arttum magi/lcr, or master of arts.

AM. The first person of the verb It be. See To

BE. Prior.

AMABILITY- / [from await/", Lat.] Love

liness. Taylor.

AMADEIsTO. s. A fort of pear.

AMADOT. s. A fort of pear.

AMAIN, adv. [from maine, or maigne, old Fr.]

With vehemence; with vigour. Dryden.

AMA'LGAM. 7 / The mixture ofmetals pro-

AMALGAMA. J cured by amalgamation.Bey/c

To AMALGAMATE, v. a. [from amalgam.]

To unite metals with quicksilver.

AMANDATION. / [from amandt, Lat.] The

act of sending oh a message.

AMANUENSIS, s. [Lat.] A person who writes

what another dictates.

A'MARANTH/.[ama;-a(jr*i",Lat.]i.Thcname

of a plant, a. In poetry, an imaginary flower

Miltcn.

AMARA'NTHINE. a. \av.nrantkinus, Lat]

Consisting of amaranths. Pspe.

AMA RITUDE./. [umarituJt, Lat.] Bitterness

Harvey.

AMA'SMENT. / [ironma/i.] A heap; an

accumulation. Glanville. ^

To AMA'SS. v. n. [cm.ifer, Fr.] 1 . To collect

together into one heap or mass. Atterbury. a.

To add one thing to another. Pope.

To AMA'TE. v. n. [from a and mate.] To ter

rify ; to strike with horrour.

AMATORY- a. [amateriui, Lat.] Relating to

love. Bramhal.

AMAURCfSIS. / [IfiaveS*.] A dimness of

sight, not from any visible defect in the eye,

but from some distemperature of the inner

parts, occasioning the representations of flies

and dust floating before the eyes, ^uiney.

To AMAZE, v. a. \ from a and ra«, perplex

ity.] 1. To confuse with terrour. Ezeitel. 2.

To put inio confusion with wonder. Smith. 3.

To putinto perplexity. Shake/p.

AMA'ZE. / j_f:om the verb amaze.] Astonish-

ment; confusion, either of fear or wonder.

Milton, Dryden.

AMA'ZEDLY. adv. [from alnazed.] Confused-

ly ; with amazement. Macbeth.

AMA'ZEDNESS. / [from amazed.] The state

of being amazed; wonder; confusion. Sbakesp.

AMA'ZEMENT. / [from amaze.] 1. Con

fused apprehension; extreme fear ; hwronr.

Sbakesp. 1. Extfeme dejection. Milten. 3.

Height of admiration. Waller. 4. Wonder

at an unexpected event. Adi.

AMAZING. particip. a. [from amaze.] Won-:

derful; astonishing. Addisen.

AMA'ZINGLY. adv. [from amazing.] To a der

gree that may excite astonishment. Watts.

AMAZON, f. [a and &*&•■] The Amazons

were a race of women famous for valour ; so

called from their cutting off tticir breasts. A

virago. Shake/p.

AMBAGES. / [Lat.] A circuit of words; a

multiplicity of words. Locke.

AMBASSA'DE. Embassy; not in use. Shakesp.

AMBASSADOUR./ [ambassadenr, Fr.] A per

son sent in a publick manner from one sove

reign power to another. The person of an

ambassadour is inviolable. Dryden.

AMBASSADRESS. / [ambaffadrice, Fr.] 1.

The lady of an ambassadour. a. A woman

sept on a message. Rove.

A'MBASSAGE./ [from ambassadour] An em

bassy. Bacon.

A'MBER. /. [from ambar, Arab] A yrilow

tranfparent substance of a gummous or bitumi

nous consistence, but a resinous taste, ami a

smell like oil of turpentine; chiefly found in

the Bartick sea. AjJison.

A MBER. a. Consisting of amber. Shakesp.

AMBER-DRI'NK. / Drink of the colour of

amber. Bacon.

A'MBERCRJS. / [from amber and grit, or

grey.] A fragrant drug that melts almost like

wax, commonly ofa greyish or ash colour, used,

both as a perfume and a cordial. It is found

on the lea coasts of several warmcountries, and

on the western coasts of Ireland. Waller.

AMBKR-Sl'.ED, resembles millet. Chambers.

AMBER TREE./ A shrub, whose beauty is in

iis small evergreen leaves. Miller.

AMBIDEXTER. / [I.M.] 1. A man who ha.

"equally the use of both his hands. Breton, a.

A man who is equally ready to act on either

side, in party disputes.

AMBIDEXTERITY./ [from ambiduKter.] 1.

The quality of being able equally to use both

hands. a. Double dealing.

AMBIDE XTROUS. a [from ami/./V.r;rr,Lat.]

I. Having, with equal facility, the use of ei

ther hand. Vulgar Errourt. 2. Double deal

ing; practising on both fides. L'Eflrange.

AMBIDE'XTROUSNESS. / [from ambidex

trous.] The quality of being ambidextrous.

AMBIENT, a. [ambient, Lat.] Surrounding;

encompassing. Newton.

AMBIGU. j. [French.] An entertainment, con

sisting of a medley of dishes.

AMBIGUITY.
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AMBIGUITY./ [from ambignons.] Doubtful

ness <Jf meaning ; uncertainty of signification.

S:nth.

AMBI'CUOUS. a. [cmUgMut, Lat.] i . Doubt

ful j having two meanings. Clarendon. St.

Using doubtful expressions. DryJet.

AMBIGUOUSLY, adv. [from ambignons.] In

an ambiguous manner; doubtfully.

AMBIGUOUSNESS./ [from ambignons.] Un-

certaintY of meaning; duplicity of significa

tion.

AMBrcOGY./. [ambe. Lat. and \oy®-.] Talk

of ambiguous signification.

AMBI'LOQUOUS. a. [from ambo, and loqner,

Lat. ] Using ambiguous expressions.

AMBIT, s. [ambitus, Lit.] The compass or

circuit of any thing. Grew.

AMBITION./ [ambitio, Lat.] I. The desire

of preferment or honour. Sidney, l. The desire

of any thing great or excellent. Daviei.

AMBITIOUS, a. [atnbitiosus, Lat.] Seized or

touched with ambition; desirous of advance

ment; aspiring. Arbuthnot on dim.

AMBITIOUSLY, adv. [from ambitions.] With

eagerness of advancement or preference. Dryd.

AMBl TIOUSNESS. / The quality of being

ambitious.

AMBITUDE./ [aa>4«,Lat.] Compass; circuit.

To A'MBLE. v. *. [ambler, Fr. ambnlo, Lat.]

I . To move upon an amble ; to pace. Dryd.

X. To move easily. Shakesp. 3. To move

with submission. Rome. 4. To walk daintily.

Sbaieff,.

AMBLE. / [from lo amble.] A pace or move

ment in which the horse removes both his legs

00 one side.

AMBLER./ [from to amble.] A pacer.

AMBLINGLY. adv. [from ambling.] With an

ambling movement.

AMBROSIA. / \afiBtoaia.] I. The imagi

nary food of the gods. 2. The name of a

plant.

AMBROSIAL, a. [from ambrosia.] Partaking

of the nature or qualities of ambrosia; deli

cious. Pose.

AMBRY. / [Corrupted from almonry.] 1. The

place where alms are distributed a. The

place where plate, and utensils for housekeep

ing, are kept.

AMBS-ACE. / [from ambo, Lat. aod ace.] A

double ace. Bramb.

AMBULA TION. / [ambnlatio, Lat.] The act

of walking. Brevsn.

AMBULATORY, a. [ambnh. Lat] 1 That

which has the power or faculty of walking.

Win. ». That which hippecs during a

passage or walk. jVotten. 3. Moveable.

A'MBURY./ A Bloody wart on a hoise's body

AMBUSCA DE. / [embnfeade, Fr.] A private

station in which men lie to surprise others.

AJukf...

AMBUSCA'DO./ [emboscada. Span] A private

port, in order to lurprile. Shakesp.

AMBUSH. / [embnlche, Fr.] 1. The post

where soldiers or ass-funs are placed, in order

to fall unexpectedly ujon an enemy. Dryitn.

1. The act of surprising another, by lying in

wait. Milton. 3. The state of lying in wait.

Hayviard. 4. The persons placed in private

stations. Shakesp.

A'MBUSHED. a. [from ambush.] Placed ia

ambush. Vryden.

AMBU SHMENT. / [from ambush.] Ambush ;

surprise. Spenser.

AMBU'STION. / [ambustio, Lat.] A burn; »

scald.

A'MEL./ [email, Fr.] The matter with which

the variegated works are overlaid, which we

call enamelled. Boyle.

AMEN. adv. [Hebrew.] A term used in devo

tions, by which, at the end of a prayer, we

mean,/ be it, at the end of a creed, so it is.

Sbakefp.

AMENABLE, a. [amcsnable, Fr.] Responsible;

subject so as to be liable to account. Davies.

AMENANCE./ [from amener, Fr.] Conduct;

behaviour. Spenser.

To AMEND, v.a. [amender, Fr.] 1. To cor

rect; to change any thing that is wrong. 2.

To reform the life. Jeremiah. 3. To restore

passages in writers which the copiers are sup

posed to have depraved.

To AME'ND. v. n. To grow belter. Sidney.

AMENDE. / [French.] A sine, by which re-

compence is supposed to be made for the fault.

AMENDMENT./ [amendemint, Fr.J 1. A

change from bad for the better. Ray. a. Re

formation of life. Hooker. 3. Recovery of

health. Shakesp. 4. In law, the correction ot

an errour committed in a process.

AME'NDER./ [from amend.] The person that

amends any thing.

AMENDS. /. [amende, Fr.] Recompense ;

compensation. Raleigh.

AME'NITY. / [amenite', Fr. amonitas, Lat.]

Agrceableness of situation. Biovon.

To AMERCE, v. a. [amercier, Fr.] To punish

with a fine or penalty. Milton.

AMERCER. / [from amerce.] He that sets a

fine upon any misdemeanour.

AMERCEMENT. / [trom amerce.] The pe

cuniary punishment of an offender. Spenser.

AMES-ACE. / [ambs ace] Two aces on two

dice. Drydcn.

A'MESS./ [corrupted fiom amice'] A priest's

vestment.

AMETHODICAL. a. [from a and method.]

Out of method : irregular.

A'METHYST. /. [«,u»3i<-©-] A precious

stone of a violet colour, bordering on purple.

The oriental amethyst is the molt valuable.

SavGry.

AMETHYSTINE, a. [from amethyst.] Re

sembling an amethyst.

A'MIABLE. a. [aimable, Fr.] 1. Lovely,

pleasing. Hooker. 1. Pretending love; shew

ing love. Shakesp.

AMIABLENESS. s. [from amiable.] Loveli

ness; power of raising love. Addijen.

AMIABLY, adv. [from amiable.] Such amau-

ncr as to excite love.

E » AMICABLE.
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A'MICABLE. a. [amicabilis, Lit.] Friendly,

kind Pipe.

A'MICABLENESS./ [from cmicabk] Friend-

lint !s; goodwill.

A'MICABLY. adv. [from amicable] In a

friendly way. Pricr.

A'MICE. [anii?, Fr] The first or undermost

part of a priest's habit, over which he wears

the alb. Paradise Reg.

AMl'D. \ tr'P- [from a and miJ] i. In

AMIDST. 5 the midst; middle. Paradise Lost.

X. Mingled with ; surrounded by. Dryden.

3. Amongst. Addison.

AMISS, adv. 'a and mist.] 1. Faultily; crimi

nally. Addisen. 1. In an ill sense. Fairfax.

3. Wrong; not according to the perfection of

the thing. Dryden. 4. Impaired in health.

AMISSION./ [amisfie. Lat.] Loss.

To AMl'T. v. a. [amitto, Lat.] To lose. Brown.

AMITY./, [amitte, Fr.] Friendship. Denh.

AMMONI'AC. a.

GUM AMMONIAC is brought from the East

Indies, and is supposed to ouze from an um

belliferous plant.

SAL AMMONIAC h a volatile salt of two kinds.

The ancient was a native salt, generated in

inns where pilgrims, coming from the temple

of Jupiter Ammon, used to lodge; who, tra

velling upon camels, uriniug in the stables,

out of this urine, arose a kind of salt, deno

minated Ammoniac. The modern sal ammo

niac is entirely factitious, and made in Egypt;

with foot, a little sea salt, and the urine of

cattle. Our chymists imitate the Egyptian

sal ammoniac, by adding one part of common

fait to five of urine; with which some mix

that quantity of soot.

AMMONI'ACAL. a. [from ammoniac] Having

the properties of ammoniac salt.

AMMUNI'TION. /. [mnnisio, Lat.] Military

stores. Clarendon.

AMMUNITION BREAD./ Bread for the sup

ply of the armies.

A'MNESTY. J. [a.unisru.] An act of obli

vion. Swift.

AMNI'COLIST. s. [cmnicola, Lat.] Inhabiting

near a river.

AMN1GENOUS. / [amnigenm, Lat.] Born ot

a river.

AMNION. 7 [Lat.] The innermost membrane

AMAIOS. J with which the foetus in the

womb is immediately covered.

AMO MUM. f. [Lat.] A fort of fruit.

AMONG. I prep, [arr.anj, Saxon.] 1. Min.

AMONGST. I gled with. Paradise Lest. 1.

Conjoined with others, so as to make part of

the number. Addtson.

AMORIST, s. [from ameur.] An inamorato

a gallant. Boyle, Sidney.

AMOROUS, a. 1. Enamoured. Sbakcsp. 2.

Naturally inclined to love; fend. Prior. 3.

Belonging to love. IValler.

AMOROUSLY. „dv. [from tmtnut.] Fondly;

lovingly. Donne.

A'MOROUSNESS./ ^tamamtrcui ] Fondness;

leviogncli. Boyle.

AMORT, adv. sa la merty Fr.] DeprefieJ, spi

ritless. Shakcsp.

AMORTIZATION. 7 /.[am»rfi/f»ifi./.]The

AMOUTIZEMENT. J right or act of trans

ferring lands to mortmain. Ayliffe.

To AMO RTIZE. ■». a. [amortir, Fr.] To alien

lands or tenements to any corporation. Blnnt.

To AMOVE, v. a. [amove*, Lat.] 1. To re

move from a poll or station. 2. To remove j

to move ; to alter. Fairy Sijun.

To AMOUNT, v. ». [mentor, Fr.] To rife to

in the accumulative quantity. Bnrnet.

AMO'UNT. /. The sum total. Thomson.

AMOUR./ la«»j*r,Fr.] An affair of gallantry ;

an intrigue. South.

AMPHIBIOUS, a. [V** and &&-■] That

which can live in two elements. Arbuthnot.

AMPHI BIOUSNESS. / [from amphibiout.]

The quality of being able to live in different

elements.

AMPHIBOLO'CtCAL. a. [from amphibology]

Doubtful.

AMPHIBOLOCICALLY. adv. [from amphiht-

logicai.] Doubtfully.

AMPHIBOLOGY./ [ifufiioXoyia.] Discourse

of uncertain meaning. Glanville.

AMPHIBOLOUS, a. [kf^» and SaWx.] Tos

sed from one to another. Ibviell.

AMPHISBÆNA. J. [a>pw0?»ii.] A serpent

supposed to have two heads. Milton.

AMPHISCH. f. [a>ftx.!>i] People dwelling

in climates, wherein the shadow,, at different

times of the year fall contrary ways.

AMPHITHEATRE. / [of •V^.tWrf*..] A

building in a circular or oval form, having its

area encompassed with rows of feats one above

another. Dryden.

A'MPLE a.lamplnt, Lat.] 1. Large; wide;

extended. Thtmjcn. 2. Great in bulk. Shak.

3. Unlimited; without restriction. Dryden. 4.

Liberal; targe; without parsimony. Hooker.

5. Large; splendid. Clarendon. 6. Diffusive;

not contracted.

A'MPLENESS. / [from ample.] Largeness;

splendour. South.

To A'MPLIATE. v. a. To enlarge, to extend.

Brown.

AMPLIATION./ [from ampliate.] 1. En

largement; exaggeration. Ayliffe. 2. Diffusive

ness. Holder.

To AMPLII1CATE. v. a. [amp/ifice, Lat.] To

enlarge; lu amplify.

AMPLIFICATION./ [amplification, Fr.} 1.

Enlargement; extension. 2. Exaggerated re

presentation. Pope.

A MPLIFIKR. / [from. To amplify.] One that

exaggerates. Sidmy.

To AMPLIFY, v. a. [amplifier, Fr.] 1 . To en

large. Baton. 1. To exaggerate any thing. Da-

viet. 3. To improve by new additions. rVattt.

ToA'MPLII'Y. v.n. I. To lay one's self out

in diffusion. IVa'.ts. %. To form pompous

representation-,. Pope.

AMPLITUDE./ [amplitude, Fr.] I. Extent.

Glanville. 2. Largeness; prefttncls. Bacon.

3. Capacity.
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3. Capacity. Paradise Regained. 4. Splen

dour; grandeur. Bacon. 5. Copiousness; a-

bundance. rVatti. 6. Arr.flu nit, in astro

nomy, an arch of the horizon, intercepted

between the true call and west point thereof,

and the centre of the Ian or star at its rising

or setting.

AMPLY. adv. [ample, Lat.] 1. Largely; libe

rally. Atterbury. a. At large; without re

serve. Par. Left. 3. Copiously; with a diffu

sive detaiL Dryden.

To AMPUTATE, v. a. [ampule, Lat.] To cut

off a limb. IViseman.

AMPUTA'TION. /. [amfutatio, Lat.] The

operation of cutting off a limb, or other part

of the body. Bretttu.

AMULET. /. [amulette, Fr.] An appended

remedy; a thing hung about the neck, for

preventing or curing. Brvwn.

AMURCCSITY./ [am*rca,Lu] Thequality

of lees or mother of any thing.

To AMU'SE. v. a. [amuser,Ft.] 1 . To entertain

with tranquillity. riTaljb. a. To draw on from

time to time.

AMUSEMENT. /. [amusement, Fr.] That

which amuses; entertainment. Rogers.

AMUSER./. [amufeur, Fr.] He that amusel.

AMU'SIVE. a. [from amuse.] That which has

the power of amusing. Them/en.

AMYGDALATE. a. [amygdala, Lat.] Made

of almonds.

AMYGDALINE. a. [amygdala, Lat.] Resem

bling almonds.

AN. article, [ace, Saxon.] 1. One, but with

let's emphasis. Locke. a. Any, or fume. Leckc.

ANA. adv. [<"*.] A word used in the prescrip

tions of physick, importing the like quantity

Crerley.

ASA. J. Books se called from the last syllables

of their titles; as, Scaligeriana.

ANACA'MPTIC. a. [atouiaurV] Reflecting

or reflected.

ANACA MPTICKS./ The doctrine of reflec

ted light, or catopti 1 .1

ANACATHARTICK. / Any medicine thst

works upwards.

ANACEPHALÆOSIS.s [k,**tpa\iix<r.c.]Re-

capitulation,or summary of the principal heads

of a discourse.

ANA'CHORETE. ? [^upw.] A monk,

ANA'CHORITE. 1 who leaves the convent

for a more solitary life.

ANACHRONISM. / [from mt* and */«©•.]

An errour in computing time. I)ryden.

ANACLATICKS. / [in and *Kix.] The

doctrine of retracted light; dioptricks.

ANADIPLOSIS.s. [owftwx^.t.j Reduplioa-

tion ; a figure in rhetorick.

ANAGOGE TICAL. a. [inyuyt] That which

contributes or relates .0 spiritual elevation.

ANAGO GICAL a. [anagegique,Yt.\ Mylle-

rious; elevated; religiously exalted.

ANAGO'GICALLY. adv. [from analogical]

Mysteriously ; with religious elevation.

A'NAGRAM. [•»>« and ye^/xfxu.] A conceit

arising from the letters of a name transposed ;

as this, of W, i, I, /, i, a, m, .V, e,y, attorney-

general to Charles I. a very laborious man, /

moyliulaiv. Hivrel.

ANAGRA'MMATISM./[from«<iicr<»».lThe

act or practice of making anagrams. Camden.

ANAGRA'MMATIST./ [from anagram.] A

maker ol anagrams.

To ANAGRA'MMATIZE. v. ». [auagram-

matiser, Fr.] To make anagrams.

ANALEPTICK.a. [a'jaxMuliH] Comforting;

corroborating. Quincy.

ANALO'GICAL. a. [irom analtgy] Used by

way of analogy. Watti.

ANALOGICALLY. «</«;. [from analogical] In

an analogical manner; in an analogous man

ner. Cbeyne.

ANALO G1CALNESS. / [from analegical.]

The quality of being analogical.

ANA'LOGISM.y. [a'v»Xo>-i'£uic.] An argument

from the cause to the effect.

To ANA'LOGISE. v. a. [from analogy.] To

explain by way of anal gy. Cbeyne.

ANALOGOUS, a. [dt* and X.^tV] Having

analogy; having something parallel Arbutbaot.

ANALOGY s. [miXtryi*.] 1. Resemblance

between things with regard to some circum

stances or effects. South. ». By grammarians

it is used to signify the agreement of several

words in one common mode; as, love, leved,

bate, bated.

ANALYSIS, /. [avaXwric] 1. A separation of

a compound body into the several parts Ar~

bullmt. a. A consideration of any thing in

paits. Netuton. 3. A solution of any thine,

whether corporeal or mental, to its first ele

ments. Glanvil/e.

ANALYTICAL, a. [from analysu.] 1. That

which resolves any thing into its first princi

ples. Beyle, a. That which proceeds by ana

lysis. Gtanville.

ANALYTICALLY, adv. [from analytical] In

such a manner as separates compounds ir.iu

simples. The manner of resolving compound*

intothe simpleconstitucnt or component put*.

Hudibrat.

ANALYTICK. a. [avaXu.V.®-.] The manner

of resolving compounds intothe sinipU consti

tuent or component puts, applied chiefly i>

mental operations. Hujtbras.

To ANALYZE, v. a. [™*Ki*r.] To resolve a

compound into its first principles. Beyle,

ANALYZER./, [from To analyse.] That

which has the power of analyzing. Beyle.

ANAMORPHOSIS, f. [a.,* and /ui^».] De

formation; perlpective projection, so that at

one point of view, it shall appear deformed,

in another, an exact representation.

ANANAS, f. The pine apple. Thimson.

ANANAS, mild. The same with p-.nguin.

ANAPHORA./. [a\<Lft(x.] A figure, when se

veral clauses o! a sentence arc begun with the

fame word.

ANAPLEROTICK. a. [■.'>.!*»(«.] That

which fills up any vacuity; used of applica

tions which promote flcih.

ANARCH
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ANARCH. / An author of confusion. Milton.

ANA'RCHIAL. a. [from anarchy.] Confused ;

without rule. Cheyne.

ANARCHY. / [«' «a>] Want of govern

ment; a state without magistracy. Swift.

ANASARCA. / [from '«v« and **&■] A sort

os dropsy, where the whole substance isstusfed

with pituitous humours. Quincy.

ANASTOMOSIS./, [from »'» and ropn.] The

inosculation of vessels.

ANASTROPHE. [:wt»jm.] A figure whereby

words which should have been precedent are

oostponed.

ANATHEMA, f. [imStp*.] A curse pro

nounced by ecclesiastical authority. South.

ANATHEMATICAL. a. [from anathema.]

That which has the properties ofin anathema.

ANATHEMA TlCALLY. adv. \fromanathe-

matical.] In an mathematical manner.

To ANATHEMATIZE, v. a. [from anathe

ma.] To pronounce accursed by ecclesiastical

authority. Hammond.

ANATI'FEROUS. a. \hamanai and/;r»,Lat.]

Producing ducks. Brown.

Mi\TOClSrAs.[anatocismus,Lit.an'loui-iiic.]

The accumulation of interest upon interest.

\ ANATO MICAL.a.[from anatomy.] i.Relating

or belonging toanatomy. Watts, i. Proceeding

upon principles taught in anatomy. Swift.

ANATOMICALLY.oaV[from anatomical.] In

an anatomical manner. Brown.

ANATOMIST. / [VwJqulf.] He that studies

the structure or animal bodies, by means ol

dissection. Pricw.

To ANATOMIZE, v. a. [atmU/am.] I. To

dissect an animal. Hooker. a. To lay any thing

open distinctly, and by minute parts. Shakesp.

ANATOMY./ [\m2.ixU.] i. Theartofdif-

. secting the body. Pose. i. The doctrine of the

fracture ofthe body. DryJen. 3. The act of

dividing any thing. Bacon. 4. A skeleton

Shakes. 5. A thin meagre person. Shakesp.

A'NCESTOR-/ [ancestre,Yc] Onefromwhom

a person descends. Dryden.

A'NCESTREL. a. [from anchor.] Claimed

from ancestors. Hale.

ANCESTRY./ [from ancestor] 1. Lineage; a

series of ancestors. Pipe. I. The honour of

descent; birth. AdJistn.

ANCHENTRY. [ftomoncient.] Antiquity of a

family. Shakesp.

ANCHOR./ [anchra, Lat.] A heavy iron,

to hold the (hip, by being fixe.i to the ground.

■Dryden. 2. Anything which confers stability.

Hebrews.

To ANCHOR, v. ». [from anther.] I. To cast

anchor; to lie at anchor. Pope. 2. To stopst;

to rest on. Shakesp.

ANCHOR. Anchoret, an abstemious reclule.

Shaktsp. . .....

A'NCHOR-HOLD. / [from ancher and hold.}

I. The hold or fastness of the inchor. Wctton

x. The set of anchors belonging to a (hip.

Shake!p. ,

A'NCHuRED./orf.a. [from To anchor.] Held

by the anchir. Walter.

{/[contracted homenachcreij

'atexxpm;.] A recluse ; a

VNCHORET.

ANCHORITE.

hermit. Sprat.

ANCHO'VY/ [from ancheva.] A little sea-fish,

much used by way of sauce,or seasoning. Floycr.

ANCIENT, a. [ancicn, Fr.] 1. Old; not mo

dern. 2. Old; that has been of long duration.

Raleigh, 3. Past; former. Shakesp.

ANCIENTS./ Those that lived in old times,

opposed to the moderns.

ANCIENT. / The flag or streamer of a ship.

ANCIENT, s. The bearer of a flag, as was

Ancient Pistol. Shakesp.

.'NCIENTLY.

times. Sidney.

Shakejs,

adv. [siA'NCIENTLY. adv. [from ancient.] In old

VNCIENTNESS./ [from ancient.] Antiqui

ty. Dryden.

A'NCIENTRY./ [from ancient.] Thehonoar

of ancient lineage. Shakesp.

ANCLE. See ANKLE.

A'NCONY./ A bloom wrought into the figure

of a flat iron bar. Chambers.

AND. conjunction. The particle by which sen

tences or terms are joined.

ANDIRON. Irons at the end of a fire-grate, in

which the spit turns. Bacon.

VNDRO'GYNAL. a. [from '«ric and }*».]

Hermaphroditical.

ANDROGYNALLY.aaV[froma»iiV<>£yii<*/.]

With two sexes.

ANDROGTNUS.s. [SeeA*D*ooYK*L.] An

hermaphrodite.

ANDRO'TOMY./ [from «»»f and Vpam.] The

practice of cu'ting human bodies.

ANECDOTE./ ['«»<«».] Something yet un

published ; secret history. Prior.

ANEMO'GRAPHY. / [iw/uc; and y^<f*.]

The description of the winds.

ANEMOMETER. / [Swfioc and,i«T(w.] An

instrument contrived to measure the wind/

ANEMONE, s. {'antxin.] The wind flower.

Milter.

A'NEMOSCOPE. /. [ivy": and irx<»t'.] A

machine invented toforetelthe changes of the

wind. Chambers.

ANE'NT. prep. Scotch. 1. Concerning; about.

2. Over against; opposite to. DiCl.

A'NES. / The spins or beards of corn. Dig.

A'NEURISM. / [mwjw*.) A disease of the

arteries, in which they become exceflively

dilated. Sharp.

ANE'W. adv. [from a andnrra.] i.Overagain;

another time. Pritr. 2. Newly; in a nev.

manner. Rogers.

ANFR^'CTUOUSNESS. / [from ansraSu-

ens.] Fulness of windings and turnings.

A'NGEL. / ["Aj-sixor.] t . Originally a messen

ger. A spirit employed by God in human

affairs. Locke. 2. Angelh sometimesusedin a

bad sense ; as, angels of darkness. Revelatitns.

3. Angel, in scripture, sometimes means man

cf God. 4. In the stile of love, a beautiful

person. Shakesp. 5. A piece ofmoney anciently

coined and impressed with an angel; rated at

ten shillings. Bacon.

A'NGEL.
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ANGEL, c. Resembling angch. Pope

ATIGELSHOT./ [seem angelmAJbit.] Chain

shot. Dia.

ANGELICA, s. [Lat. ah angelica virtute]

The name of a plant. Miller.

ANCE'LICAL. a. [angelicns, Lat.] i. Resem

bling angels. Raleigh. I. Partaking of the

nature of angels. AJiltin. 3. Belonging to

anoclt. Wtlkins.

ANGE'LICALNESS. / [from angeical] Ex

cellence more than human. Pipe.

ANGF. I.ICK. a. [angelicas, Lat. J Angelical;

abnre human. Pope.

A'NGELOT. /. A musical instrument, some-

wiat resembling a late. Did.

ANGER./ [anger, Saxon.] 1. Anger is~un-

easinesi upon receipt os any injury. Lccke. 2.

Smart of a sore. Temple.

To AUGER. ».«. [from (he noun.] To pro-

yoke; 10 enrage. ClarenJtn.

AUGERLY. adv. In an angry manner. Stakes.

AXGIOGRAPHY. /. [from 'lysiiivand ye«"t>»]

A description of vessel- in the human body.

ANGIOMONOSPERMOUS. a. [from ••yh'an,

•**>•■;, and rwiyxa.) Such plants as have but

one single feed in the feed-pod.

A'NGLE. / [angle, Fr.] The space intercept

ed between two lines intersecting each other.

Sine.

A'NGLE. s. [angel, German.] An instrument

to take nth, consisting of a rod, a line, and a

book. Pepe.

To A'NGLE. v. h. [from the noun.] 1. To fish

with a rod and hook. Waller. 1. To try to

fain by some insinuating artifices. Shake/p.

ANGLE-ROD. / [angelreede, Dmch.] The

ilick to which the line and hook are hung,

Ajdisnm.

ANGLER. / [from angle] He that ftfhes with

an angle. Dryden.

A NGLICISM. / [from 'nglns, Lat.] An En

glish idiom.

A NGOBER. / A kind of pear.

ANGRILY, adv. [from angry.] In an angry

manner. Sraiesp.

ANGRY, a. [from anger!] t. Touched with

anger. Genesis. 1. Having the appearance of

anger. Prev. 3. Painful; inflamed. Wiseman

ANGUISH. / [augeije, Fr.] Excessive pain

either of rnund or body. Panne.

ANGUISHED, a. [from anguijb.] Excessively

pained. Dmte.

ANGULAR, a [from angle.] Haying angle* or

corners. Nevsttn.

ANGULARITY./ [from angnlar.] The qua

lity of being angular.

ANGULARLY, adv. [from angnlar.] With

angles. Bsyle.

A NGULARNF.SS./ [from angular.] The qua

H:y of being angular.

ANGUL.M KD. a. [from angle.] Formed iviih

angles. Wecdnvard.

ANCULOS1TY. / [from anruhu,.] Ar.cula

rity. Did.

AKGULOUS. a. [(com an rle.] Hooked; an

giiut. Glanville.

ANG'UST. a. [angnjlm, Lat.] Narrow; strait.

Did.

ANCUSTATION./ [from angusius.] The act

of making narrow ; the state of being nar

rowed. Wiseman.

ANHELATION./ [amlth, Lat.] The act of

panting.

ANHELOSE. a. [anhelui, Lat.] Out of br»ath.

Did.

A'NIENTED. a. [anneanlir,Tr.] Frustrated.

ANI'GHTS. adv. [from a for at, and night.]

In the night tim?. ShaRsp.

A"NIL / The stirub from whose leaves and

stalks indigo is prepared.

ANI LENESS. If. [anilitai, Lat.] The old age

ANILITY. I of women.

A'NIMABLE. a. [from animate] That which

may be put into life. Did.

ANIMADVERSION./ [animadverfie. Lat.] 1.

Reproof; severe censure. Clarendm. %. Pu

nishment. Swift.

ANIMADVERS1VE. a. [from animadvert.]

That has the power of judging. Glanville.

To ANIMADVERT, v n. [animodverto,Ul.]

1. To pass censures upon. DryJen. a. To in

flict punishments. Grew.

ANIMADVERTER./ [rromanauaWr.] He

that passes censures, or inflicts punilhmcnis.

S:ulh.

A'NIMAL. / [animal, Lat.] 1. A living crea

ture corporeal. Ray. X. By way of contempt,

we fay a stupid man is nstupid animal.

A'NIMAL. a. [animalii, Lat.] 1. That which

belongsor relates to animals. Watts, z. Ani

mal is used in opposition to spiritual.

ANIMA'LCULE./.[a»«Fiaii(/»m,Lat.]Asmall

animal. Ray.

ANIMA'LITY. / [from animal.] The state of

animal existence. Watts.

To ANIMATE, v. a. [animi, Lat.] 1. To

quicken; t > make. alive. 2. To give powers

to. Dryden. 3. To encourage; to incite.

Knolles.

A'NIMATE. a. [from Tt animate] Alive; pos-

stssing animal life. Bentley.

ANIMATED.part. a. [itom animate.] Lively;

vigorous Pipe.

ANIMATION./ [from animate.] 1. The act

of animating or enlivening. Bactn. 1. The

state of being enlivened.

ANIMATIVE. a. [from animate.] That has

the power of giving life.

ANIMATOR./ [from animate.] That which

gives life. Breton.

ANlMO'SE.a. [animesus, Lat.] Full of spirit ;

hot. Did.

ANIMOSITY./ [animeftas, Lat.] Vehemence

of hatred; passionate malignity. Snvift.

A'NISE./ [anisnm, L»t.] A species of apium or

parfley, with large sweet scented seeds. Miller.

ANKER./ [under, Dutch.] A liquid measure

the fourth part of the awm, and contains two

llekans; each stekan consists of sixteen men-

gles; the mengle being equal to two of our

wine quarts. Chambers.

ANKLE.
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A"NKLE./ [aacleop, Saxon.] The joint which

joins the foot to the leg. Prisr.

ANKLE-BONE. (. [from anile and int.] The

bone of the ankle. Peacham.

A'NNALIST. / [from o«»ai] A writer of

annals. Atterhurj.

A'NNALS./ [annaler, Lat.] Histories digested

in the exact order of time. Rogers.

A'NNATS./ [annatet, Lau] First fruits. Consel.

To ANNEAL, v. a. [*lan,Saxon.] I. To heat

glass, that the colours laid on it may pierce

through. Dryien. on. To heat any thing in

siii h a manner as to give it th? true temper.

To ANNE'X. v. a. ^sunefle, annexvm, Lat.],t.

To unite to at the end. 1. To unite a smaller

thing to a greater. Raleigh.

ANNEX, s. [from Ti annex.] The thing an

nexed. Brown.

ANNEXATION./ [from a.srjr] I. Conjunc

tion; addition. Hammond. 1. Union; coali

tion; conjunction. Ailifse.

ANNETCION. s. [from annex.] The act of an

nexing. Rcgeri.

ANNE'XMENT. /. [from annex] The act of

annexing, a. The thing annexed. Sf-akesp.

ANNIH1LABLE. a. [{torn annihilate.'] That

which maybe put out of existence.

To ANNIHILATE, v. a.[admd ».M««,Lat.]

I. To reduce to nothing. Baccn. z. Tode-

stroy. Raleigh 3. To annul. H:iker.

ANNIHILATION. / [from annihilate] The

act of reducing to nothing; the (late of being

reduced to nothing. Dryien.

ANNIVERSARY./ [anniversarius. Lat] t.

A day celebrated as it returns in the course oi

the year. SttlUnfJleet. 1. The act of celebra

tion of the anniversary. Dryden.

ANNIVERSARY, a. [anniverjarius,txt.] Re

turning with the revolution or the year; an

nual. Ray

jfXXO DOMINI. [Latin.] In the year of our

Lore ; as, anno dsminl, or A. D. 1 767 ; that is

in the seventeen h« nd; ed and sixty seventh year

from the birth of cur Saviour.

ANNOL1S. /. An American animal, like a

lizard.

ANNOTATION./ [annetalh, Lat] Expli

cation; note. Bsyle.

ANN01AtOR. j' [Lu\n] A writer of nctes;

a comment.itor. Feinn.

To ANNO'UNCE. v. a. [annoncer, Fr.] 1. To

publish; loprocla-m. Mil'on. x. To declare

by a judicial sentence. Prisr.

To ANNOY, v. a. [annojer, Fr] To incom

mode; to vex. SiJney.

ANNOY./, [from the' vctb.J Injury; molesta

tion. Dryden.

ANNO YANCE./ [from annoy.] 1. That which

annoys. Shale/p. 1. The act of annoying.

South.

ANNOYER. / [si om to annoy.] The person

mat £i:noyi.

ANNUAL, a. [anntief, Fr.] 1. That which

csrvis ;'ci:iy. rose. 1. That which is reckon

er! by :ae year. Shaicjp. 3. That which

I._ls oa,ij a jtii. Raj.

A'NNUALLY. adv. [hesta annual] Yearly;

every year. Breion.

ANNUITANT./ [from annuity] He that pos

sesses or receives an annuity.

ANNUITY./ [annuite, Fr] I. A yearly rent

to be paid for term of life or years. Cornell, x.

A yearly allowance. Clarendon.

To ANNUL, v. a. [from nnttui.] 1. To make

void; ts nullify. Rogers. 2. To reduce to

nothing. Milton.

A'NNULAR. a. [from amu lus. Lat.] Having

the form of a ring. Cbeyne.

A'NNULARY. a. [from annulus, Lat.] Having

the form of rings. Ray.

ANNULET./ [from annulus, Lat] 1. Alittte

ring. 1. [In architecture.] The small square

members, in the Dorick capital, under the

quarter round, are called annulets.

To ANNU'MERATE. v. m [annumero, Lit.]

To add to a former number.

ANNUMRRA'TION / [aunuuuratie, Ut]

Addition to a former number.

To ANNUNCIATE, v. a. [aunnncio, Lat.]

To bring tidings.

ANNUNCIA'TION-DAY./[from«»»«»«'a<vl

The flay celebrated by the church, in memory

of the angel's salutation of the blessed virein ;

solemniaed on the twenty-fifth of March. Vayl.

A'NODYNE. a. [from • and «>..] That

which hat the power of mitigating pain.

Dryden.

To ANOINT. «. a. [eiudre, eneindre; pat t.oint,

enoint, Fr.] 1 . To rub over with unctuous

matter. Shakcsp. 1. To be rubbed upon.

Dryden. 3. Toconfecrate by unction. Shakesp.

ANO INTER./ [from anoint] The person that

anoint*

ANO'MALISM./ [from anomaly.] Anomaly;

irregularity. DM.

ANOMALI'STICAL. a. [from anomaly.] Irre

gular.

ANOMALOUS a. [afriv. and S/ueX€k] Ir

regular ; deviating from the general method

or analogy of things. Locke.

ANO'MALOUSLY. adv. [itom anomalous] Ir

regularly.

ANOMALY./ [anomalie, Fr.] Irregularity,

deviation from rule. South.

A'NOMY. / so priv. aud wtwe.] Breach of

law. Bramhal.

ANON. adv. 1. Quickly, soon. Waller. 2.

Now and then. Milton.

ANONYMOUS, a. [A print, and inata.]

Wanting a name. Ray.

ANO NYMOUSLY. adv. [from anonymous.]

Without a name. Svtift.

ANORE XY./ [avojnju.] Inappetency. S>ttincy.

ANOTHER, a. [from an and ether] 1. Not

the lame. l.:cke. a. One more. Shake/p. 3.

Any other. Samuel. 4. Not one's kit. South.

5. WWely different. o«ifi.

ANO'THERGAINES. a. Of another kind.

Si dicy.

ANOT HERGUESS. a. Of a different kind.

Arhuibnot.

A'NSTATED.
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VNSATF. D. as. [anfatni, Lat.] Hiving bundles.

To A"NSWER. v. m. [anerpefuan, S»xon.] i.

To speak in return to a question. Drydtn. 2.

To speak in opposition. Matthew, Boyle. 3.

To be accountable for. Brown. 4. To vindi

cate; to give a justificatory account of. Swift.

5. To give an account. Temple. 6. To corres

pond to ; to suit with. Print. 7. To be equi

valent to. Ecctefiasticni. 8. To satisfy any

claim or peti tion . Raleigh . 9.T0 act reci procaJ I y

«pon DryJen. 10. To stan-1 is opposite or cor

relative to something else. Taylor. 1 1. To bear

propoi lionto. Swift. 1 a. To perform what is

endeavoured or intended by the agent. Atter-

bnrj. 13. To comply with. Shakesp. 14. To

socteed; to produce the rilhed event. Bacon.

15. To appear to any call, or authoritative

summons. Bhakesp. 16. To be over-against

any thing. Shakejp.

ANSWER. / [from To answer.] 1. That

which iv said in return to a question, or posi

tion. Atterbnry. 1. A confutation of a charge.

Aybft.

ANSWER-JOBBER./ He that makes a trade

of writing answers. Swift.

ANSWERABLE, a. [from answer.] 1. That

to which a reply may be made. 1. Obliged to

give an account. Swift. 3. Correspondent.

Sidney. 4. Proportionate. Miltem. 5. Suitable;

soiled. Milton. -6. Equal. Raleigh. 7. Rela

tive; correlative. Hester.

ANSWERABLY. adv. [from answerable.'] In

doe proportion ; with proper correspondence ;

raitably. Srerewoed.

ANSWERABLENESS./ [from answerable.]

The quality of being answerable. DiS.

AXSWERER. / [from anjwer.] 1. He that

answers, a. He that manages the controversy

against one that has written first. Swift.

ANT. / [xroett, Saxon.] An emmet; a pis

mire. Pipe.

ANT-BEAR. / [from ant and hearI] An ani-

coil that feeds on ants. Kay.

ANTHILL. / [from ant and hill.] The small

protuberance of earth, in which ants make

tbeir nest*. Addiftn.

ANT. A contraction for anJit, or and if it.

ANTAGONIST./. [«»1' and aytnifo,.] 1. One

who contends with another; an opponent.

Mibew. i. Contrary. Addifen. 3. In anatomy,

the antagmijl is that muscle which counteract

some others. Arbnthntt:

To ANTAGONIZE, v. n. [aW and myenH\oo.]

To contend against another. Dicl.

ANTALCICK.. a. [from «'»1i, against, and

IXyir, pain.] That which softens pain.

AUT'ANACLA'SIS. f. [from wlaMJuWiV.] 1.

A figure in rhetorick, when the fame word

e repeated in a different manner, if not in a

contrary significaiios. a. It is also a rtturning

to the matter at the end of a long parenthesis.

Smth.

ANTAPHRODI'TICK. a. [from «'A and a>eo-

trr.] Efficacious against the venereal disease.

ANTAPOPLE'CTICK.. a. [from oA and «Vt-

x>'£'«] Good against an apoplexy.

ANTATtCTICK. a. f/fli and *,£,<.] Relating

to the southern pole. }Valler.

ANTARTHRI'TICK. a. [«Æ and aftync.]

Good against the gout.

ANTASTHMATICK. a. [a'itl and «■*««]

Good against the asthma.

ANTE. A Latin particle signifying before, whish

is frequently used in compositions ; as, ante-

dilnian, before the flood.

A'NTEACT./ [from ante and act.] A former

act.

ANTEAMBULA'TION./ [from ante and am-

bulatit. Lat.] A walking before. Did..

To ANTECE'DE. v. n. [irom ante, before, and

reJi, tog).] To precede; to go before. Hale.

ANTECEDENCE, a. [antecede.] The act or

state of going before. Hale.

ANTECEDENT, a. [antecedent, Lat.] Coing

before ; preceding. Stntb.

ANTECEDENT./, [antecedent, Lat.] 1. That

which foes before. South, a. In grammar, the

noun to which the relative is subjoined. 3. In

lojick. thenrst proposition of an enthymeme.

train.

ANTECEDENTLY, ajv. [from antecedent.}

Previously. S;nth.

ANTECE'SSOR.f [Lat.] One who goes before

or leads another. Dia.

ANTECHAMBER. / [from ante, before, and

chamber.] The chamber that leads to the

chief apartment. Addiftn.

ANTECURSOR.f. [Latin.] One who runs be

fore.

To ANTEDATE, v. a. [from ante and dt,

datum, Lit.] 1. To date earlier than the real

time. Donne, a. To take something before .

the proper time. Pipe.

ANTEDILUVIAN, a. [from ante before, arid

dibvvinm, a deluge.] 1. Existing before the

deluge. IVoodward. 1. Relating to things

existing before the deluge. Brown.

A'NTELOPE. /. A goat with curled or wreath*

ed horns. Spenser.

ANTEMERIDIAN, a. [ante and meridian.]

Being before noon.

ANTEMETICK. a. [ajl ,nd Sasia..] That

has the power of preventing or stopping vo

miting.

ANTEMU'NDANE./[a»reand»W«/.]That

which was before the world.

ANTENUMBER J. [from ante and nnmber.]

The number that precedes another. Bacon.

A'NTEPAST. f.[anteinipajhm,] A foretaste.

Decay of Piety.

A'NTEPENULT./ [antepenultima, Lat.] The

last syllable but two.

ANTEPILE PT1CK. a. [a'ili and imXnii;.] A

medicine against convulsions. Brown.

To A'NTEPONE. v. a. [anteptnt, Lat.] To.

prefer. Dicl.

ANTEPREDrCAMENT./[a»f/tV*aVra«fj.-

tum, Lat.] Something previous to the doctrine

of the predicaments.

ANTERIORITY./ [fromaurw/W.] Priori

ty j the state of being before.

. F ANTERIOUR.
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ANTETUOUR. a. [anteriir, Lit.] Going be

fore. Brgvin.

A'NTES.f. [Latin.] Pillars of larrje dimensions

that support the front of a building.

ANTESTOMACH. s. [from anteiaijlemach.]

A cavity that leads into the stomach. R/j;.

ANTHELMI'NTHICK. a. [«"Æ and iKfjati^.)

That which kills worms, Arbnthnit.

A'NTHEM. / [mSvfAMt, Gr.l A holy song.

Aiiifn. •

ANTHOLOGY./ [aV&Aoyfa, Cr.] i. A col

lection of flowers. 2. A collection of devoti

ons.. 3. A collection of poems.

ANTHONY'S FIRE. / A kind of erysipelas

ANTHRAX./. [«'>V£, Or.] A scab or blotch

which burns the (kin. S(nincy.

ANTHROPOLOGY. s.\nzpm*t and xi>*.]

The doctrine of anatomy.

ANTHROPO'PATHY. / [w&prarae, and

««So<.} The sensibility of man; the passions

of man.

ANTHROPO'PHAGI. / [ivtet>m:c and ^iyte.]

Man-eaters; cannibals. Shake/p.

ANTHROPOPHAGI'NIAN. J. A ludicrous

wont, formed by Shakespeare from anlbrspa-

pbagi. Shakejp.

ANTHROPO'PHAGY./ [iv?e»wo- and^'y*-.]

The quality of eating human flesh. Brawn.

ANTHROPO'SOPHY./ [a»Se«*.: and«-*f^.]

The knowledge of the nature of man.

ANTHYPNOTICK.. a. [V* and Jwtjc] That

which has the power of preventing deep.

A NTs. ['**K.J A particle much used in compo

sition with words derived from the Greek; it

lignisies contrary tt\ as, antim*narcbicalt op-

polite to monarchy.

ANTIA'CID. a. [from »Mi, and aeiint, four.]

Alkali. Arbutlr.it. _

ANTICHACHE'CTICK.. a. [from «'ft andxi-

X»f«r.] Things adapted to the cure of a bad

constitution.

ANTICHA'MBER. / Corruptly written for

antechamber. '

ANT1CHRIST1AN. a. [from «\1i and ;«ir'-

«>&?.] Opposite to chrilliajiity. Stutb.

ANTICHRISTIAN1SM. s. [from an tt christi

an.] Opposition or contrariety to Christianity.

Decay if Piety.

■ ANTICHIUSI IANITY./. [from antichrists-

an.\ Contrariety to Christianity.

ANTI'CHRONISM. s. [*'»'ii and xii<: ] Devia

tion from the rirrbt order or account of time

To ANTICIPATE, v. a. [antietpt, Lat.) 1.

To take something sooner than another, so as

to prevent him< Hammond. 2. To take up

before the time. Drydcn. 3. Toforctallc, or

take an impression o: something, which is not

yet, a^ ii'it really wis. Denbam. 4, To pre-

* elude-. Shakesp.

ANTIC IPA TlON./.tfroma»''«/»«"-] '• The

act of taking up l'omr.thing before us time.

■JfoUrr. 1 Foretaste. L'Eji'ange 3. Opinion

1. implanted before the reasons 01 that opinion

*'; carl be known., Dtrlatn.

AtNTlCK a.iuntiaunt, ancient.] Odd; ridi-

", ".culomly wild. Drjun.

A'NTICK../ 1. He that plays anticks, or use-

odd gesticulation; a buffoon. Shakesp. a. Odd

appearance. Spenser.

To A'NTICK. v. a. [from antick.] To make

anticks. Shakesp.

A'NTICKLY. adv. [from antick.] With odd

posture. Shakesp.

ANTICLI MAJC.s. [from «'* and x>W|.] A

sentence in wliich the last part is lower than

the first. Addison.

ANTICONVULSIVF.. a. [from «V)i and am-

vn/five.] Good against convulsions. Fhyer.

ANTICOR.J. [.'ft and «r. J A preternatural

swelling in a hor eV breast, opposite to his

heart Farrier'1 Did.

ANTICO URT1F.R./ [from n'fli and emrtier.]

One that opposes the court.

ANTIDOTAL, a. [from antidete.] That which

has the quality ofcounteracting poison. Brtt: r.

ANTIDOTE. / [a'ftMic, Cr.J A medicine

given to expel poison. Dryien.

ANTIDYSENTE'RICK. a. [from a'Æ and a>-

Jenteria.] Good against the bloody flux.

ANTIFEBRILE, a. [«Mi and/rir/i.) Good

against fevers. Fhyer.

ANTILO'GARITHM. /. [from a'Oi, against,

and hgaritbm.] The complement ofthe loga-

rithm of a sine, tangent, or secant; or the

difference of that logarithmsromthe logarithm

of ninety degrees. Cbambtri. ■

ANTILOGY. / [«>Uo>Ai.] A contradiction

between any words and passages in an au

thor. . . . ..

ANTI'LOQUIST./ [from «VK and leaner.] A

contradictor. , - • V

ANTlMONATtCHICAL. a. [aÆ and **«*(-

X".] Against government by a single person.

AJdistn.

ANTIMONAUCHICALNESS./ [from an:,-

enenarcbical.]. The quality of being an enemy

to regal power.

ANTIMO NI AL. a. [from antiminy.] Made 01

antimony. B/ackmere.-

A'NTIMONY. / Antimeny is a mineral sub

stance ot a metalline nature. Mines of all

metals afford it. Its texture is full of little

shining veins or threads, like needier; brittle

as glass. It destroys and dissipates all metals

fused with it, except "gold. Chambers.

ANTINEPHRITICK. a. [a\1i and nftfri-

xc;.] Good against diseases of the reins and

kidney*.

ANTINOMY./ [a'-.li and i»uoc.] A contra

diction between two laws.

ANTIPARAI.YTICK. a. [a'Æ and wajo'Xi-

c-i;. J Efficacious apairtfl the palsy.

ANTIPATHETICAL, a. [from antipathy.]

Having a natural contrariety to any thing

Hrutel. '

ANTIPATHY. / [from a'Wi and «r»?»T; an.

tipathtCy Fr.j A natural contrariety to any

thin,:, so as to shun it involuntarily : opposed

to sympathy. Lethe. '

ANitl'LRJ.Ss/lSIS j. [«\1; and *-(S«-«<n-.]

The opp')hiion oi » contrary quality, by which

the
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*.te quality it opposes becomes heightened or

iatended. Cevoley.

ANTIPESTILEN'TIAL. a. [arVK and pestilen

tial } Efficacious against the plague. Harvey.

4ST1PHRAS1S. / [«Vii and <Kfur.( ] The use

of words in a fense opposite to their proper

meaning. Siutb.

AN'TITODAL. a. [horn antipedet.] Relating

to the Antipodes. AVmust.

AXTl'PODES.f. [a'* and «•*«.] Those people

who, living on tbe<other side ofthe globe, have

their feet directly opposite to ours. kValler.

A'NTIPOPE. /. [from »'»'< %aApcft.] He that

usurp* the popedom. Addisen.

ASTIPTOSIS.s. [»'>ii»TMj( .] A figure in gram-1

mar, by which one case is put for another.

A'NTIQUARY./ [amti^mariui. Lat.] A man

thidioas of antiquity, tope.

ANTIQUARY, a. Old; antique. Sbakesp

so .VNTIQTJATE. *>. a. [unique, Lat.] To

make obsolete. Addisen.

A'NTIQUATEDNESS. s. [from antiquated.]

.The state of being obsolete.

ANTIQUE, a. [antique, Fr.] i. Ancient; not

modern. Sbakesp. %. Of genuine antiquity.

frier. 3. Of old fashion. Smith. 4. Odd; wild;

astick. Demne.

ANTIQUE, / [from antique, a.] An antiqui

ty ; a remain of ancient times. Sviift.

ANTIQUENESS./ [from antique.] The qua

lity of being antique. Addtfon.

ANTIQUITY./ [antiquitat, Lat.] I. Old

times. AJdisen. z. The antients. Raleigh.

3. Remains of old times. Bacon. 4. Old

age. Sbakesp.

jCtT/oT//./ [«'&«!».] The people who have

their shadows projected opposite ways. The

people of the north are Antiscii to those of the

both ; one projecting shadows at noon toward

the north, the other toward the south. Cham-

mere.

AKTISCORBU'TICAL. a. [a'Æ and scerbn-

tum.] Good against the scurvy. Arbutbnt.

ASTISPASIS.s. [a\1.«ra».] The revulsion of

any humour.

ANTISPASMCDICK. a. [.tfWiwsi.f. ]

That which has the power of relieving the

cramp.

ANTISPA STlCK.«.ra'>l:<nsM<-t»K.] Medicines

which cause a revulsion.

ANTlSPLENETrCK. a. [»'J.'and/>/«f/iVi.]

Efficacious in diseases of the spleen. Fleyer.

ASTISTROPHE.s. [aM.sjo^,.] In an ode sung

in parti, the second stanza of every three.

ANTISTRUMA'TICK.. a. [a\l. tadstruma.]

Good against the king's evil. Wiseman.

ANTITHESIS J. In the plural antithejet. [i»1J-

Sw«.] Opposition; contrast. Pepe.

ANTITYPE./ [»*ilrtv»»s.] That which is re-

icmbled or shadowed out by the type. A term

of theology. Buruet.

ANTITYPICAL. a. [from antitype.] That

which explain 5 the type.

ANTlVENEREAL, a. [*'i3; and venereal]

wood against ibe venereal disease. Wiseman.

A'NTLER. [andniUHer, Fr.l A branch of a

stag's horns. Prier.

ANTOECI. f. [from 'afli and ouu«.] Those in

habitants of the earth who live underthe fame

.meridian, at the fame distance from the equa

tor; the one toward the north, and the other

to the south. Chambers.

ANT0NQMAS1A. f. [from '«# and J»,«i, a

name.] A form of speech, in which, for a

proper name, is put the name of some dignity.

We fay the orator for Cicero. Smith.

A'NTRE. [antre, Fr.] A cavern ; a den. Shake/p.

A'NVIL./ [unrille, Saxon.] i.Th* iron block

on which the smith lays his metal to be forg

ed. Dryden. 1. Any thing on which blows

are laid. Shakejp.

ANXIETY. /: [anxietas. Lat.] 1. Trouble o?

mind about some suture event; solicitude.

Tilletfin. t; Depression; lowness of spirits.

Arhulbnet.

ANXIOUS a. [anxiut, Lat.] I. Disturbed a-

bout some uncertain event. Pepe. a. CarefuU

full of inquietude. Dryden.

A'NXIOUSLY. adv. [from anxieut.] Solici

tously; unquietly. Stuth.

A'NXIOUSNESS./ [from anxieu,.] The qua

lity of being anxious.

ANY. a. [aus, enrj, Saxon.] 1. Every ; who

ever ; whatever. Pepe. 1. It is nled in oppo

sition to nine. Dent.

AORIST. /. [<»«{■»?,] Indefinite.

AORTA, j. ['a«fli.] The great artery which

rises immediately out of the left ventricle of

the heart. Quinty.

APACE, adv. [from a tmi pace.] 1. Quick ;

speedily. Tillttsen. 1. Hastily. Atterbnry.

APACOGICAL. a. [from \ir*y»yii.] Such as

does not prove the thing directly, but (hews

the absurdity, which arises from denying it.

Chambers.

APA'RT. adv. [apart, Fr] 1. Separate from

the rest in place: Clarendon. 2. In a state of

distinction. Dijden. 3. At a distance; retired

from the other company. Shakejp.

APARTMENT*/, [apartment, Fr.] A room;

a set of rooms. Addijen.

A'PATHY./. [aimluJ'^S®-.] Exemption front :

passion. Ssutb.

APE./ [ape, kelandifh.] I. A kind of monkey.

Granvitle. 1. An imitator. Sbakesp.

To APE. v. a. [from cp:.~\ To imitate, as an

ape imitates human actions. Addifen.

APEAK., adv. [a pique.] In a posture to pierce

the ground.

A'PEPSY. / faVi-r".] A loss of natural con

coction Quirtcy.

A PER. / [from ape.] A ridiculous imitator or

mimick.

APERIENT, a. [aperit, Lat.] Gently purga

tive. Arbuthnot.

APERITIVE, a. [from aperit, Lat.] That

which has the quality of opening. Harvey.

APE'RT. a. [apertui, Lat.] Open.

APEB.T10N. / [from apertui, Lat.] 1. An

S * opening ,
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opening; a passage; a gap. Wolttn. l. The

act of opening. Wiseman.

APETtTLY. adv. [aperte, Lat.] Openly.

APE'RTNESS. / [from apert.] Openness.

HMcr.

A'PERTURE./rfrom a/«7«»,open.] i .The act

ofopening.Holder. 1 Anopen place. G/anville.

APE'TALOUS. a. [of a and waX«, a leaf. J

Without slower-leaves.

APEX.s. apicei, fiat. [Lat.] The tip or point.

Woodvoard.

APHÆ RESIS.s. ['a"!>ai'»ttrif ] A figure m gram

mar that takes away a letter or syllable from

the beginning of a word.

APHELION, s. aphelia, plur. [from '« and

>*;&-.] That part of the orbit of a planet,

in which it is at the point remotest from the

fun. Cheyne.

APHE'TA. s. [with aflrohsert.] The name of

the plant which is imagined to be the giver or

disposer of life in a nativity.

APHILA'NTHROPY./.['«f.*«v9{.m«.] Want

of love to mankind.

A PHONY. / f> and &m.] A loss of speech.

S^iney.

A'PHORISM / [Vj.o{«rf4Jr.] A maxim; an

unconnected position. Rogers.

APHORI'STICAI.. a. (.from aphorism) Written

in separate unconnected sentences.

APHORISTICALLY. adv. [from apheristical]

In the form of an aphorism. Harvey.

APHRODISI'ACAL. 7 «.['«**»1.i.] Relating to

APHRODIS1 ACK. J the venereal disease.

A'PIARY./ [from r.pii. Lat. a bee.] The place

where bet; are kept. Swift.

APICES ef afewer. Little knobs that grow on

the top of the stamina, in the middle of a

flower. £>nincy.

APl'ECE. adv. \a and pieces To the part or

share of each. Hooker, Swift.

APISH, a. [from ape.] i. Having the qualities

of an ape; imitative. Sbakefp. a. Foppish ;

affected. Sbakejp. 3. Silly; trifling. Glanville

4. Wanton; playful. Prior.

A'PISHLY. adv. [(rom apijb] hi an apish man

ner.

A'PISHNESS./[froma/>yS.]Mimickry;soppery.

API'TPAT. adv [a word formed from the mo-

lion.] With quick palpitation. Congreve.

APLUSTRE. f. [Lat. J The ensign in sea-

vessels. AJdiJen.

APOCALYPSE. / [from •aurMaVuorVJ Re

velation, a word used only of the sacred

writings. Milton.

APOCALYPTICAL, a. [from apocalypse)

Containing revelation. Burner.

APO'COPE. s. [Woxmit.] A figure, when the

last letter or syllable is taken away.

APOCRU'STICK. a. P«roxf*rix«.] Repelling

and astringent. Chambers.

APOCRYPHA. / [from 'amufCifloc.] Books

appended to the sacred writings, of doubtful

authors. Hteker.

APOCRYPHAL, a. [from apstryph*.] 1. Not

canonical; of uncertain authority. Hither, a.

Contained in the apocrypha. Addi/on.

APO'CRTPHALLY. adv. [from apteryplas]

Uncertainly.

APOCRYPHALNESS. / [from apecrypial:]

Uncertainty.

APODI'CTICAL. a. [from VwrfJiifie.] Demon

strative. Brcwn.

APODIXIS /. ['dwotufr.] Demonstration.

Dia.

APOGÆON. f f. [*«r}}*.l A point in the

A'POCEE. J" heavens, in which the fun

APOGEVM. J or a pranet, is at the greatest.

distance possible from the earth in its whole

revolution. Fairfax.

APOLOGETICAL. 1 r. That which is said inr

APOLOCKTICK. J defence of any thing.

Boyle.

APOLOGE'TICALLY. adv. [from ap,logeti-

eal.] In the way of defence or excuse.

AFO'LOGIST. / He that makes an apology ;

a pleader in favour of another.

To APO'LOGIZE. v. *. [from apehgy.] To

plead in favour. Pipe.

A'POLOOUE./ ['amity*-.] Fable; story con

trived to teach lbmc moral truth. Locke.

APOLOGY./: [apologia. Lat. 'aniXoyla.] De

fence; excuse. Tilhtftn.

APOMECO METRY. / ['«»*,. from pwoe,

and /xilftm J The art or measuring things at a

distance.

APOKEURO'SIS. f. [from 'am and «5{W.] An

ex paulion of a nerve into a membrane. Sbarpe.

APOPHASIS.j [Lat.'amfanr.] A figure by

which the orator seems to ware what he would

plainly insinuate. Smith.

APOPHLE'GMATICK.. a. ['awi and **ttfu«.]

Drawing away phlegm.

APOPHLE'GMATISM. /• [WJand ?*iyi*'.]

A medicine to draw phlegm. Bacon.

APOPHLEGMATIZANT. / ['ami and>Xl}~

/u«.] Any remedy which causes an evacua

tion of serous or mucous humour by the

nostrils, as particular kinds of sternutatories.

APOPHTHEGM./ ['a7r*}.Siy|U«.] A remark

able faying. Prior.

APryPHTGE.j. ['atso^yn, flight.] That part of

a column, where it begins to spring out of its

bale ; the spring of a column. Chambers.

APO'PHTSIS.f.['avi^tm'..]'Vhe prominent parti

of some bones ; the fame as process. Wiseman.

APOPLECTICAL. a. [from apoplexy.] Relat

ing to an apoplexy. Derham.

APOPLLCTICK. a. [from apoplexy.] Relat

ing to an apoplexy. Wiseman.

APOPLEXY. /- [VwiwXtJ.;.] A sudden de

privation of all sensation. Lute.

AP&RIA. s. [\n»oS-«.] A figure by which the

speaker doubts wheTe to begin. Smith.

APORRHO'EA.s. [Woppoin.] Effluvium; ema

nation. Glanville.

APOSIOPE'SIS. s. [avna-ufarra-ir.] A form of

speech, by which the speaker, through some

affection or vehemency, breaks offhis speech.

Smith.

APOSTACY./. [Varoraeic.] Departure from

what
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what b man has professed; it is generally ap

plied co religion. Sprat.

APOSTATE. /. [opejtata. Lat. ittneinc.] One

rfaat has forsaken his religion. Rogers.

APO STATICAL, a. \srataapefiate.] After the

manner of an apostate.

To APOSTATIZE, v. n. [from apesiate.] To

forsake one's religion. Bent/ey.

To APO'STEMATE. v. n. sfrom apefleme ] To

swell and corrupt into matter. Wiseman.

APOSTEMATION./[from<r^/?«»ff.] The

gathering of a hollow purulent tumour.

Greno.

ATOSTEME. ? / ['uricif**.] A hollow fwcl-

APOSTUME. I ling; an abscess. Wiseman:

APO STLE./ [mfistthit, Lat. 'airiroJwr.] A per

son sent with mandates; particularly applied

to them whom our Saviour deputed to pi each

the gospel. Licit.

APOSTLESHIP. / sfrom apestk.] The office

or dignity of an apostle. Locke.

APOSTOLICAL, a. sfrom aposlehck.] Deliver

ed by the apostles. Hooker.

APOSTO'LICALLY.a/*.sfrorn<iy>90.JW] In

the manner of the apostles.

APOSTO'LICK. a. [from aposile.] Tanght by

the apostles. Dryden.

APOSTROPHE./, [':rn,(Kri.] i. In rhetorick,

a diversion of speech to another person, than

the speech appointed did intend or require.

Smth. a. In "grammar, the contraction of

a word by the use of a somma ; as, tit' for

thtmgh. Snrtst.

To APOSTROPHIZE, v. «. [from apostrophe]

To address by an apostrophe, Pete.

ATOSTUME. /. A hollow temour filled with

purulent matter. Harvey.

ATOTHEC ARY./[«fa'Jrsa,Lat a repository.]

A min whose employment it is to keep

medicines for tale. Smth.

APOTHEGM./ [properly apophthegm.] A re

markable laving. kVatjcn.

APOTHEOSIS./ [from 'atr« and 5»f. Deifi

cation. Garth.

APOTOME. / [from VwoTiuia-, to cut off.]

The remainder or disserence of two incom

mensurable quantities. Chamhert.

A'POZEM. / {'avi, (torn, and (u>, lo boil.]

A decoction. Wiseman.

To APPAl- v. a. [appalir, Fr.] To fright ;

to depress. Clarendon.

APPA'LEMENT./ [from appal] Depreffion;

impression of fear. Bacon.

ATPANAGE. / [appanaginm. Law Latin.]

Lands set apart for the maintenance of young

er children. Sviist.

APPARATUS. / [Latin.] Tools; furniture;

equipage; show. Pipe.

APPA-REL./ [appareil,Tr.] I. Dress; ves

ture. Shakespeare. 2. External habiliments.

Talker.

To APPAHEL. ». «.[from apparel, the noon.]

I. To drets ; to cloath. Samuel, 2. To cover

or deck. Benlky.

APPATIENT. a. [apparent, Pr.] i. Plain; in-

dabitsble. linker. 2. Seeming-, not reil.

Hale. 3. Visible. Atterbury. 4. Open; dis

coverable. Stake/p. 5. Certain; not presump

tive. Shakejp.

APPARENTLY. adv. [from apparent] Evi

dently; openly. Tittot/in.

APPARITION./ [from <•»/>»■«•», Lat.] t. Ap

pearance; visibility. Milton. 1, A visible ob

ject. Tatter. 3. A spectre; a walking spirit.

Lecke. 4. Something only apparent, not real.

Denham. 5. The visibility of some luminary.

Bryan.

APPARITOR. /". [from apparee,hit.] The low

est officer of the ecclesiastical court. Ayhffe

To A PPAY. v. a. [appayer, old Fr.J To sa

tiny; •œellappaycd, is pleased; ill opposed, is

nnra/y. Mitten.

To APPEACH. v. a. 1. To accuse. Bacon. 2.

To censure ; to reproach. Dryden.

APPEA'CHMENT./ [from appeach.] A charge

exhibited against any man. Wttton.

To APPEAL, v. h. [appelU, Lat.] 1. To trans

fer a cause from one to another. Stepney. 2.

To call another as witness. Lecke. 3. To-

charge with a crime. Shakesp.

APPEAL. / [from the verb. J 1 . A provocati

on from an inferiourto a fuperiour jud^e Dry

den. 2. In the common law, an accusation.

CevjclL 3. A summons to answer a charge.

Dryden. 4. A call upon any as witness.

Bacon.

APPEALANT. / [from appeal] He that ap

peals Shakejp.

To APPEAR, v.n. [apparee, Lat.] 1. To be

in sight; to be visible. Prier. 2. To become

visible as a spirit. Adi. 3. To stand in the

presence os some fuperiour. Psalm. 4. To

be the object of observation. Psalm. 5. To

exhibit one's self before the court Shakesp. 6.

To be made clear by evidence. Spenser. 7. Tt>

seem; in opposition to reality. Sidney. 8. To

be plain beyond dispute. Arbuthntt.

APPEARANCE./ [from T, appear.] 1. The

act of coming into sight. 2. The thing seen.

3. Phenomenon ; any thing visible. GJan~

ville. 4. Semblance; not reality. Dryden. 5.

Outside (how. Rogeri. 6. Entry into a

place or company. Addisen. 7. Apparition ;

supernatural visibility. Addisen. 8. Exhibi

tion of the person to a court. Shakesp. 9. Open

circumstance of a case. Swift, to. Presence;

mien. Addisen. 11. Probability; likelihood.

Bacin.

APPE'ARER./ [from Te appear.] The person

that appears. Brtnun.

APPEASABLE, a. [from appease] Reconcilt-

able.

APPE'ASABLENESS. /. [(ram appease.] Re-

concileablenefs.

To APPEASE, v. a. [appaiser, Fr.] I. To

quiet ; to put in a state 01 peace. Daviet. 2,

To pacify; to reconcile. Mitten.

APPEASEMENT. / [from appease.] A state

of peace. Hayviard.

APPE'ASSR
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APPE'ASER s. sfrom appease.] He (bit paci

fies ; he i hit quiets disturbances.

APPELLANT. / [appellc. Lat. to call.] i

A challenger. Shake/p. a. One that appeals

from a lower to i higher power Aylife.

APPK-LLATE./: [appellatn,, Lai.] The person

appealed atrainst. Aylijse.

APPELLATION. J. [appellatie, Lat.] Name.

Brnon.

APPELLATIVF../[o/>/W/a/.i/ir.i.,I.»t.]Name'

for a whole rank of being*, are called appel

latives. Wotti.

APPELLATIVELY. adv. [from appellative.]

According to the manner of nouns appellative.

APPELLATORY. a. [from appal.] That

which contains an appeal.

APPELLEE. /. One who is accused. Dicl.

To APPE ND. v. a. [append*, Lat.] i . To hang

any thing upon another. a. To add to some

thing as an accessory.

APPENDAGE./: [French.] Something added

to another thing, without being necessary to

its essence. Taylor.

APPE'NDANT. a. [French] i. Hanging to

something else. 1. Annexed ; concomitant.

Rogers. 3. In law, any thing belonging to

another, as accessorinm principal/. Cevjell.

APPE'NDANT. /. An accidental or adventili

ous part. Grew.

To APPE'NDICATE.*. a. [appcnJi, Lat.] To

add to another thing. Halt.

APPENDICA'TION./[fromo/pf»V«M<e.]An

nrxion. Halt.

APPE'NDIX. / [appendices, plur. Lat ] I

Something appended or added. Stillsngfi. t-

An adjunct or concomitant. Watts.

To APPERTAIN, v. ». [appartenir, Fr.] I.

To belong to as of right. Raleigh. 1. To be

long to by nature. Bacon.

APPERTAINMENT. / [from appertain]

That which belongs to any rank or dignity

Shakesp.

APPERTENANCE. / [appartenance, Fr.]

That wrich belongs to another thing. Bremen.

APPE'RTINENT. a. [from To appertain]

Belonging; relating. Stakcsp.

APPETENCE. 7 J. [appetentia, Lat.] Carnal

APPETENCY. J desire. Milttn.

APPETIBl'LITY./.[froroa/*^iM.]Thequa

lity of being desirable. BrambaL

APPE'TIELK. a. [appetibiiis, Lat.] Desirable.

BrambaL

APPETITE. / [appet:ta,, Lat.] 1. The na

tural desire of good. Hooker, i. The desire

of sensual pleasure Dryien. 3. Violent long

ing. Clarendon. 4. Keenness of stomach ;

hunger. Bacon.

APPETITION. / [appesitie, Lat.] Desire

Hammond.

A'PPETITIVE. a. That which desires. Hale.

To APPLA'UD. v. a. [applando, Lat. J 1. To

praise by clapping the hand. a. To praise in

general. Pope.

APPLA'UDER. / [from appland.] He that

praises or commends. Gltnville.

APPI.A'USE,/ [afphnsni, Ut.] Approbatio*

loudly expressed. Dryden.

APPLE./: [seppej, Saxon.] 1, The fruit of

the apple tree. Pope. 1. The pupil of the

eye. Deal.

A'PPLKWOMAN. / [from apple iaA -woman.1

A woman that fells apples. Arbnthnot.

APPLI ABLE. a. [from apply.] That which

may ,be applied. South.

APPLIANCE./ [from apply.] The act of ap

plying; the thing applied. Shakesp.

APPLICABILITY./ [from applicable ] The

quality of being fit to be applied. Digby.

APPLICABLE, a. [from apply.] That which

may be applied. Dryden.

A'PPLICABl.ENESS./ [from applicable.] Fit

ness to be applied. Byle.

A'PPLICABLY. adv. [from applicable] In such

manner as that it may be properly applied.

A'PPLICATE. /. [from apply.] A right line

drawn across a curve, so as to bisect the dia

meter. Chambers.

APPLICATION./ [from a/p/).] I. The act

of applying any thing to another. 1. The

thing applied. 3. The act of applying 10 any

person as a petitioner. Swift. 4. The em

ployment of any means for a certain end.

Locke, 5. Intenfeness ofthought ; close study.

Locke. 6. Attention to some particular affair.

Addisom.

APPLICATIVE, a. [fromatf^.] That which

applies. Bramhal.

A'PPLICATORY./That which applies.Tayhr.

ToA'PPLY. v. a. [applico, Lat.] 1. To put

one thing to another. Dryden. a. To lay me

dicaments upon a wound. Addism. 3. To

make use of as relative or suitable. Dryden.

4. To put to a certain use. Chrendon. 5.

To use as means lo an end. Rogers. 6. To

fix the mind upon; to study. Locke. 7. To

have recourse to, as a petitioner. Sexist. 8.

To endeavour to work upon. Rogers. 0. To

ply ; to keep at work. Sidney.

To APPOINT, v. a. [appeinter, Fr.] 1. To

fix any thing. Galatians. a. To settle anv

thing by compact. 'Judges. 3. To establish

any thing by decree. Manasseh's Prayer. 4.

To furr.^i in all points ; to equip. Hayvoard.

APPOINTER./ [from appoint.] He that set

tles or fixes.

APPOINTMENT./ [appointemenl, Fr ] 1.

Stipulation. Job. 2. Decree; ellabliiTiment.

Hooker. 3. Direction ; order. Shakesp. 4.

Equipment; furniture. Shakesp, 5. An al»

lowance paid to any man.

To APPO'RTION. v.a. [domp.-rtie, Lat.] To

set out in just proportions. Collier.

APPORTIONMENT./ [from app>rtion.] A

dividing into portions.

To APPOSE. v. a. [appono, Lat.] To put ques

tions to. Bacon.

ATPOSITE. a. [appe/ttui. Lat.] Proper ; fit ;

well adapted. VVatton, Atterbnry.

A'PPOSITELY. adv. [from apprstte.] Properly ;

fitly, suitably. Smth.

.VPPOSITENESS.
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APPOSITENESS. / [from «#'/"■] Fitness-,1 To APPRO'PERATE. v. a. [atfrifen, Lit]

propriety ; fuitablenef1-. Halt

APPOSITION./ [appsfitio, Ut.] 1 . The addi

tion of new matter. Arbutbnot. a. In gram

mar, the putting of two noun? in the fame

cafe.

ToAPPRA'ISE. -p. a. [apprecier, Fr.] To set

1 price upon any thing.

APPRA ISER./ [from appraise] A person ap

pointed to set a priee upon things to be fold.

ToAPPREHEKD. t>. A [apprehend;, Lat] i.

To lay hold on. Tayhr. 1. To seize, in or

der for trial or pahiihment. Clarcndsn. 3. TO

conceive by the mind. Sttllingjleet. 4. To

think on with terrour; to fear. Temple.

APPREHENOER./ [irom apprehend] Con-

ceiver; thinker. Glanville.

APPREHE'NSIBLE;<i.[srem^rr/W.]That

which may he apprehended, or conceived.

Brran.

APPREHE'NSION./ [apprelenfio. Lat.] i.The

mere contemplation of thing*. Watts. I. O-

puiion; sentiment; conception. South. 3. The

faculty by which we conceive new ideas. Mtl-

itm. 4. Fear. Addifen. 5. Suspicion of some

thing. Sbakesp. 6. Seizure. Sbakesp.

APPREHENSIVE, a. [from apprehend. ] 1.

' t«*uick -to uadeeftand. ' South. 2. Fearful

T.Htfim. •■ >

APPREHE7*SlVELY.a<iV[from«/yrrrV>r>iv.]

In an apprehensive manner.

APPREHE-NSIVENESS/.[froma^rrjfr»Ai/r.]

The quality "of being apprehensive. Holder.

APPRENTICE./ [apprenttj, Fr.] One that is

bound by covenant, to serve another man of

trade, upon condition that the tradesman (hall,

in the mean time, endeavour to instruct him

in his art. Dryden. ■

To APPRENTICE, v. a. [from the noun.] To

pot oat to a master as an apprentice. Pipe.

APPRE'NTICEHOOD. / [from apprentices

The years of an apprentice's servitude. Sbak.

APPRENTICESHIP./ [from apprentice] The

' ycara which an apprentice it to pass under a

mister. Dishy.

To APPRIZE, v. a. [afpris, Fr.] To inform.

. Cheyut.

To APPRO'ACH. v. a. [apprteber, Fr.] 1. To

draw near locally.- Sbakesp. 2. Todrawnear,

ax time. Gaj. 3. To make a progress towards,

mentally. Locke.

To APPRO ACH.v. a. To bring near to. Drji.

APPRO'ACH./ [from the verb] 1. The act

of drawing near. Denbam. 2. Access. Bacsn

3. Hostile advance. Shakrsp. 4. Means of

advancing. DryJen.

APPRO ACHER / [from approach] The per

son that approaches. Shckejp.

APPRO-ACHMENT./ [ from <j/>/rW> ] The

act of coming near. Brenvn.

APPROBATION./ [affrebatio. Lat] i.The

act of approving, or expressing himself pleaied.

Sbake/p. a. The liking of any thing. Ssntb.

3. Attestation; support. Shake/p.

APPRO OF./ [from apprne] Cosnrocr.tUtion.

• ihakejp.

To hasten; to set forward.

To APPROPI'NQUE.w. ». [aspropinnnt, Lat.]

To draw Rear to. Hudibrai.

APPRO PR I ABLE.a. [from appropriate]Thtt

which may he appropriated. Brrwn.

To APPRO PRI ATE. v. a. [appr,prief,Vc] 1 .

To consign to some particular use or person.

Rofiomman. 2. To claim or exercise an ex

clusive tight. Wilton. 3. To make peculiar;

to annex, Locke. 4. In law, to alienate a

benefice. Ayliffc.

APPROPRIATE, a. [from the verb.] Peculiar;

consigned to some particular. Stillingficet.

APPROPRIATION./ [from appropriate] 1.

The application of something to a particular

purpole. Locke. 2. The claim of any thin?

as peculiar. Shakcl'p. 3. The fixing a particu

lar signification to award. Locke. 4. In law, a

severing of a benefice ecclesiastical to the pro

per and perpetual use of some religious house,

or dean, and chapter, bishoprick, or college.

Coiv ell.

APPROPRIA'TOR. / [from appropriate] He

that is possessed of an appropriated benefice.

Ayliffe.

APPROVABLE. That which merits approba

tion. Brown

APPROVAL./ [from approve] Approbation.

Temple]

APPRO VANCE./ [from approve] Approba

tion. Thomson.

To APPROVE, v. a. [appmver, Fr.] t. To

like ; to be pleased with. Hooker^ Davits. 2.

To express liking. Locke. 3. To prove; to

show. Tillotjon 4. To experience. Shakes?.

5. To make worthy of approbation. Rogers.

APPROVEMENT. / [from asprove] Appro

bation; liking. Hayvsard.

APPRO*VER. / [from approve] 1. He that

approves. 2. He that makes trial. -Shake/p.

3: In law, one that confessing felony of him

self, accuseth another. Coviell.

APPROXIMATE, a. [from ad and preximns,

■ Lat.] Near to. Brown.

APPROXIMATION. / [from approximate]

• 1. Approach to any thing. Bronn. i. Con

tinual approach nearer still, and nearer to the

quantity fought.

To A'PPRICATE.f. ». [a/ViV«-,Lat.] To bask

in the sun.

APPU LSE./ [appulfis, Lat.] The act of strik

ing aeainlt any thing. Holder.

APPURTENANCE. See Apurtp.nakcp.

APRICITV./ [africitat, Lat] Warmth ofthe

fun; sunshine.

ATRlCOTjorA'PRICOCri.Akindofwallfruit.

A'PRIL. / [Aprilis, Lat. Avril, Fr.] The

fourth month of the year, January counted

first. Peacbam.

A'PRON. / A cloth hung before, to keep the

other drei; clean. Addijin.

A'PRON. / A piece of lead which cover' the

touch-hole of a great gun.

A'PRON tf a 1Me. The fat iki J which cover:

the Lcl'.y.

ATRON-
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APRON-MAN. / [from aprn ind mam.] A

workman ; an artificer. Shakesp.

APRONED, a. [from aprn.} Wearing »n *

pron. Pipe. •

APSIS, s. apsides, plural. [*>•!■<;.] The higher

as/is is denominated aphelion, or apogee; the

lower, perihelion, or perigee.

APT. a. [aptui, Lat.] i. Fit. Hultr. *. Having

a tendency to. Hccker. 3. Inclined to; led to.

Bmtlcy. 4. Ready; quick; as, in apt wit.

Sbakcjp. 5. Qualified tor. i Kings.

To APT. v. a. [aptt, Lat.] 1. Tofuit; to adapt.

Ben "Johnson, z. To fit; to qualify. Denbam.

To ATTATE. v. 1. [apiaium, Lat.] Tomake

lit.

APTITUDE./: [French.] 1. Fitness. Decay es

Piety, i. Tendency. Decay tf Piety. 3. Dis

position. Locke.

APTLY, adv. [hom apt.] 1. Properly; fitly.

Blaclmere. a. Justly ; pertinently. yWa7/V». 3

Readily; acutely; as, he learned his business

very aptIf.

ATTNESS./. [fromapt.] 1. Fitness; suitable

ness. Nerris. l Disposition to any thing.

Shakesp. 3. Quicknesses apprehension. Bacon.

4. Tendency. Addison.

A'PTOTE./ [of a and arUrie.] A noun which

is not declined with cafes.

A$UA.s. [Latin] Water.

AQUAFORTIS. [Latin.] A corrosive liqoor

made by distilling purified nitre with calcined

vitriol, or rectified oil of vitriol in a strong

heat, the liquor, which rises in fumes red as

blood, being collected, is the spirit of nitre

or aquajertts.

A S>l.'A MARINA. This (lone seems to me to

be the bcryllus of Pliny. Wtodnvard.

A^VAMlRAISll.IS. [Lat.] The wonderful

water. It is a good and agreeable cordial.

A'Sil-A RLGIA, or ASli:A~RkGALlS. [Lat.]

An acid corrosive spirit or water, so called, be

cause it serves as a menstruum to dissolve gold.

ASilLWITÆ. [Latin.] Brandy.

AQUA TlCK.a.[aqnat,cni, Lai.] 1. That which

inhabits the water. Ray. 1. That which grows

in the water. Mcrltntcr.

AQUATILE. a. la<juali/ii,lM.] That which

inhabits the water.

AQUEDUCT./ [aqu^duilns, Lit,] A convey

ance made for carrying water. Addijct.

A'QUEOUS. a. [from aqua, water, Lat.] Wi

tt iy. Ray.

A QL'EOUSNESS. / [aqw.sitas, Lit.] Wa-

ttiishnefs.

AQUILINE, a. [aquilinus, Lit.] Resembling

un ia.'ie; when applied to the nose, hooked.

Drycm.

AQl'OfrE. a. [sram aqaa. Lat] Watery.

AQl'OSITY. / [ from aqne/e J Wateriness.

A. R. rtnm rtgni , thati', ;n the year of the reign.

.ARABLE, a. [from art, Lai. J KU for tillage.

MACHAOIDSS.s.U'rom «;«/•;•«, antler, ind

nhc, r'oim.] One os the tunic kt of the eye, so

tilled sr. ro iu resemblance to a <*k\*eb.

r.rU:.

ARAIGNEE.s. A term in fortification,1 brioch,

return, or gallery of a mine.

ARA'NEOUS. a. ((romaranea, Lat. a cobweb, j

Resembling a cobweb. Derham.

ARA,TION./.r«rar<.,Lat.]Tricictorpraak«

of plowing. Coviley.

ARATORY. a. [from are, Lat. to plow.] That

which contributes to tillage.

ARBALIST./ [orem, ind Mi/la.] A crof>-

bow. Camden.

ARBITER./: [Lat.] 1. A judge appointed b)>

the parties, to whose determination they vo

luntarily submit. Baczn. 1. A judge. Temple.

ARBITRABLE.*. [i'romarAi'frar, Lat.] Arbi

trary ; depending upon the will. Sfelmam.

ARBITRAMENT. /. [from arbitror. Lat ]

Will; determination; choice. Milton.

ARBITRARILY. ad<o. {from arbitrary.] With

no other rule than the -will; despotically; ab

solutely. Drydcn.

ARBITRA'RIOUS a. [from arbitrarias, L*t.]

Arbitrary; depending on the will. Ntrrit.

ARBlTRA'R10USLY.aaV.[sronv»r4rjrar««j.]

According to mere will and pleasure.Glanvillt.

ARBITRARY. a. [arbitrenui. Lac] 1. Dcspc-

tick; absolute. Prior. 1. Depending on no

rule ; capricious. Brcwn.

To ARBITRATE. v. a. [arbitror, Lat.] 1.

To decide ; to determine. Shakesp. 1. To

judge of. Milter.

To ARBITRATE. *. n. To give judgment.

Smith.

ARBITRARINESS./ [horn arbitrary.] De-

spoticalness. Temple.

ARBITRATION./ [sromarJirrcr.Lat.] The.

determination of a cause by a judge mutually

agreed on by the paitiet.

ARBITRA TOR. /[from arJirra/c.) I. An ex

traonliuary judge between parly and party,

chosen by their mutual consent. Crwel. x. A

governour; a president. Par. Lift. 3. He that

hap the power of actit>g by his ttwn choice.

Adil-.fcn. 4. The determiner. Shakesp.

ARBI TREMENT. /. [from arbitror'. Lat.] 1 .

Decision ; determination. Hayvsard. 1. Com

promise. Baton.

ARBORARY. a. Of or belonging to a tree.

Drydcn.

ARBORET./ [arbor. Lat. a tree.] A small

tree or shrub. Milts.

ARBO REOUS. a. [er*er«j, Lat.] Belonging

to tree.*. Brecon.

A'RBORIST. / [arborisie, Fr.] A naturalist

who makes trees his study. Hovel.

A RBOROUS. a. [from arber, Lit.] Belonging

to a tree. Milton.

A'RBOUR./. [from arber, Lit,! tree] A bower.

Dryden. •

A'RBOLRVINE. A species of bind weed;

which fee.

A'RBUSCLE/[ariii/s*/a, Lat. ]Any little fhruh.

A'RBDTE./. [arhntui, Lit] Stnwberry tree.

Afay.

ARC. / [amit, Lat.] 1 . A segment; a pirt of 1

circi*". A7<»r««. J. Anarch. Pipe.
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ARCA'DE./. [Prench.] A continued ucb.Pepe.

ARCAlfUM.s. m theplural ttam. [Latin.] A

secret.

ARCH. / [arrur. Lit,] i. Pirt of a circle, not

more thin the half. Lecke. a. A building in

fcrm of a segment of a circle, used for bridges.

DryJn. 3. Vault of heaven. Shakes*. 4. A

chief. Shakesp.

T» ARCH. t>.a.[a»T»»,Lai.] 1 . To build arches

Pipe 1. To cover with arches, Htioel.

ARCH. a. [fromaft6-, chief.] 1. Chief; of

the first class. Shakesp. 1. Waggish; mirthful.

Swift.

ARCH, in composition, chief, ofthe first class, as,

ARCHATTCEL./ [archaugelut, Lat.] One ol

the highest order of angels. Ntrrit.

ARCHA'NCEL. / A plant. Dead nettle.

ARCHANCE'LICK. a. [from archangel] Be

longing to arch-angels. Milton.

ARCHBE'ACON./Tfroro arch and beacon) The

chief place of prospect, or of signal. Carm>.

ARCHBI'SHOP./ [arch todbi/bep.] A bilhop

ofthe first class, who superintends the conduct

ofother bishops his suffragans. Clarendon.

ARCHB1 SHOPRlCK./[from archbiJbop.]T^e

state or j uriieiiction of tnarcbbisbop.Clorcndon.

ARCHCHA'NTER./ [from arch and chanter.]

The chief chanter.

ARCHDE'ACON./ [arcbidiaeouut, Lat.] One

that supplies the bishop's place and office.

ARCHDISCHDrrACONRY./. [artbiJiacnal*t,V*.t.)

The office or jurisdiction of an archdeacon.

Carrm.

ARCHDE'ACONSHIP. /. [from archdeacon.]

The office of an archdeacon.

ARCHDUKE./ [arebidux. Lat.] A title given

to princes, of Austria and Tuscany. Carrw.

ARCHDUCHESS, s. [from arch and duchest)

The sister or daughter of the archduke of

Austria.

ARCHPHILO'SOPHER./ [from arch and phi-

listpter.] Chief philosopher. Hub.

ARCHPREXATE./ [from arch and prelate.]

Chief prelate- Hooker.

ARCHPRE"SBYTER./ {arch and presbyter.]

Chief presbyter. Ayliffe.

ARCHAIOLOGY. [*«!»©. and xiyte.] A

discourse on antiquity.

ARCHAIOLO,GlCK..a.fsromarria/»/>rj.]Re-

laring to a discourse on antiquity,

ARCHAISM. ['oj^aJrfiic.] An ancient phrase.

kTatts.

ARCHED, farti. a. [Ye arch.] Bent in the form

of an arch. Shakesp.

ATlCHER./[arrirr,Fr.fromars»/,Lat.abow.]

He that shoots with a bow. Priir.

ATlCHERY./ [from archer) 1 . The use of the

bow. Canden. X. The act of (hooting withthe

bow Shakesp. 3.Theartosanarcher.Cra/Saii;.

ARCHES-COURT./ [from archei and ««rr. J

The chief and most ancient consistory that be

longs to the archbishop of Canterbury, for the

dabiting spiritual causes, so called from Bow-

tharen ia London, where it is kept, whose

top is raised of stone pillars, built arch-wise.

Cornell.

f\,RCHZTYPZ.s.[arcberypi,m,Ltt.]The origi

nal of which any resemblance is made. kVatti

ARCHETYPAL, a. [archetyfuj, Lat.] Origi

nal. Norrit.

ARCHEUS. f. [from «f^.] A power that pre

sides over the animal ceconomy,

ARCHIDIA CONAL. a. [from arebidiaenut)

Belonging to an archdeacon.

ARCHIEPISCOPAL. a. ffrom orcbiepisc,p«,,

Lat.] Belonging to an archbishop.

ARCHITECT./ [architect, Lat.] 1. A pro-

seffor of the art of building. kVetttn. %. A

builder. Milton. 3. The contriver of any

thing. Shakesp.

ARCHITE'CTIVE. a. [from arebiteB) That

performs the work of architecture. Derbam.

ARCHITECTO'NICK.a. [from ltx°c, chief,

and-ruT«.] That which has the power or

skill of an architect. Boyle.

ARCHITECTURE./. [architeS.ra, Ut.] 1.

. The art or science of building. Blackm. a.

The effect or performance of the science of

building. Burnet.

A'RCHITRAVE. / [from '««*, chief, and

trabt, Lat.] That part ofa column, which liea

immediately upon the capital, and is the low

est member of the entablature, ffotle*.

A'RCHIVES./ without nfmgular. [archivs,

Lat.] The places where records or ancient

writings are kept. Woodward.

ARCHWISE, a. [arch and wife.] In the form

of an arch. Ayliffe.

ARCi;TENENT. a. [arciunent, Lat.] Bow-

bearing.

ARCTA TION./ [from ar3e.] Confinemeat

A'RCTICK./ [from VjaV] Northern. Philipt.

A'RCUATE. a. [arcuatui, Lat.] Bent in the

form of an arch. Bacon.

AKCUATILE. a. [from arcuate. ] Bent; in

flected.

ARCUA TION./ [from arcuate.] 1. The act

of bending any thing; incurvation. 2. The

state of being bent; curvity, or crookedness.

3. [In gardening.] The method of raising by

layers such trees as cannot be raised from seed,

bending down to the ground the branches

which spring from the offsets.

A'RCUATURE./ [arcuatura, low Lat] The

bending or curvature of an arch.

ARCUBA LISTER./ [from arcut, a bow, and

balijla.] A cross-bowman. Canden.

ARD. Signifies natural disposition ; as, Goddard

is a divine. Camden.

A'RDENCY./ [from arekat) Ardour; eager

ness. Bcyk.

ARDENT, a. [ardent, Lat. burning.] 1 . Hot*

burning; fiery. Neivteu. %. Fierce; vehement.

Dryden. 3. Passionate; affectionate. Prior.

A'RDENTLY.adV. [from ardent.] Eagerly; af

fectionately. Sprat.

A'RDOUR./ [order. Lat. heat.] 1. Heat. *.

Heat of affection, as love, desire, courage.

South 3. The person ardent or bright. Miltcn.
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ARDUiTY. / [from arduns') Height; diffi- I Consisting of argument ; containing argument.

culty. Dia. | Atterbury

ARDUOUS, a. [arduut. Lat.] 1 . I-ofty; hard

to climb. Pope a. Difficult. Smith

A'RDl'OUSNESS./ [from arduous.] Height;

difficulty.

ARE. The plural of the present tense of the

verb to it.

AREA. f. [Latin.] I . The surface contained

between any lines or boundaries. kVattt. i.

Any open surface. Wottcn.

To ARE'AD. To advise ; to direct, Par. Lest.

AREFACTION./. [arrfari.,Lat.todry.]The

state of growing dry; the act of drying. Bacon.

To A'REFY. v. a. [arefacio, Lat. todry.] To

dry. Bacon.

ARENA'CF.OUS. a. [arena, Lit. sand.] Sandy.

hVcod'Ward.

ARENA'TION./. [arena, Lat.] Isusedby some

physicians for a fort of dry bath, when the pa

tient sits with his feet upon hot sand.

ARENO'SE. a. [from arena, Lat.] Sandy.

ARE'NVLOUS. a. [from arenula, Lat. sand.]

Full of small sand ; gravelly.

AREOTICK. a. [VjaioTuta.] Such medicines

as open the pores.

ARETOLOGY. /. [from 'offni, and Myo.]

That part of moral philosophy which treats of

virtue, its nature, and the means of arriving

it it.

AUGENT. a. [from argentnm, Lat. silver.] I.

Having the white colour used in the coats of

gentlemen. 1. Silver ; bright like silver.

ARGENTATION./ [argentnm, Lat.] An

overlaying with silver.

ARGENTINE, a. [argentin, Fr.] Sounding

like silver.

A'RGIL. / [argilla, Lat.] Potters clay.

ARGILLACEOUS, a. [from argil.} Clayey;

consisting of argil, or potters clay.

ARGI LLOUS a. [from argil] Consisting of

clay; clayisti, Broivn.

A'RGOSY. [from Arge, the name of Jafbn's

ship.] A large vessel for merchandise ; a car-

Tack. Slakejp.

To A'RGUE.«. ». [argno, Lat.] t. To reason ;

to offer reasons. Locke, a. To persuade by ar

gument. Congreve. 3. To dispute. Locie.

To ARGUE, v. a. 1. To prove any thing by

argument. Dunne. 1. To debate any question.

3. To prove as an argument. Par. Lift, New

ton. 4. To charge with, as a crime. Dryden.

A'RGUER./. [from argue.] A reasoner; a dif-

puter. Decay tf Piety.

ARGUMENT./ [argumentnm, Lat.] 1. A

reason alledged for or against any thing. L'cke.

jt. The subject of any discourse or writing.

Miltcn, Sprat. 3. The contents of any work

summed up by way of atstract. Dryden. 4.

. Controvcrly. Ltikt.

ARC.UME NTAL.a. [sromar^nwrar.] Belong

ing to argument. Pipe.

ARGUMENTATION. / [from argument.]

Reasoning ; the act of reasoning.

ARGUMENTATIVE, a. [from argument.]

A'RGUTE. a. [arguti, Ital. arbutus, Lat.] I.

Subtle; witty; sharp. ». Shrill.

ARIA. /. [Ital.] An air, song, or tune.

A'RID. a. [aridut. Lat. dry.] Dry ; parched up.

Arbutbnot .

ARIDITY./. [fr«>m arid.] 1. Dryness ; siccity.

Arbutbntt. I. A kind of insensibility in devo

tion. Norris.

ARIES.s. [Lat.] The ram; one of the twelve

signs of the xodiack. Thomson.

To ARIE'TATE. v. n. [arieti, Lat] To butt

like a ram. To strike in imitation of the

blows which rams give with their heads.

ARIETA'TION./ [from arietate.] 1. The act

of butting like a ram. 2. The act of batter

ing with an engine called a ram. Bactn. 3.

The act of striking, or conflicting in general.

Glanville,

ARIETTA, s. [Ital. in musick.] A short air,

song, or tune.

ARI'GHT. adv. [from a and right.] 1. Rightly ;

without errour. Dryden. X. Rightly ; without

crime. Psalm. 3. Rightly ; without failing of

the end designed. Dryden.

ARIOLA'TION./. [haritIu,,U.u] Soothsaying.

Brown.

ARIOSO, s. [It»l.] The movement of a com

mon air, song, or tune.

To ARl'SE.tr. n. pret. arise, parti, arisen. 1.T0

mount upward as the fun. Dryden. x. To get

up as from deep, or from rest. Prrverbt. 3.

To come into view, as from obscurity. Matth.

4. To revive from death. Isaiab. 5. To pro

ceed, or have its original. Dryden. 6. To en

ter upon a new station. Cowlcy. 7. To com

mence hostility. 1 Samuel.

ARISTOCRACY. /. [ipc-oe «fJ»*.] That

form of government which places the supreme

power in the nobles. Svtist.

ARISTOCRATICAL. a. [from aristocracy.]

Relating to aristocracy. Aylisse.

ARISTOCRA'TICALNESS./[fromari/J«r«-

tical.] An aristocratical state.

ARI'THMANCY. / ['a^oc, and ^w.1i«.]

A foretelling suture events by numbers.

ARITHMETICAL, a. [from arithmetick.] Ac

cording to the rules or method of arithmetick.

Norton.

ARITHMETICALLY, adv. [from arithmeti

cal] In an arithmetical manner. Arbutbntt.

ARITHMETI'CIAN./. [from arithmetick.] \

master of the art of numbers. Addisiu.

ARITHMETICK. / [i^ce and *uVv-j

The science of numbers; the art of computa

tion. Taylor.

ARK. /. [area. Lat. a chest.] I. A vessel to

swim upon the water, usually applied to that,

in which Noah was preserved from the univer

sal dtluge. Milton. 1. The repository of the

covenant of God with the Jews.

ARM. /. [capm, corim, Sax.] 1. The limb

which reaches from the hand to the shoulder.

Dryden. %, The large bough of a tree. Sidney.
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3. An inlet of water from tbe sci. Norrii.

4. Power; might. As the secular arm.

Sbakesp.

ARM'S END. A due distance. A phrase taken

from boxing. Sidney.

To ARM. ». a. [armt. Lat.] 1. To furnish

with armour of defence, or weapons of of

fence. Pipe. x. To plate with any thing that

may add strength. Sbakesp. 3. To furnish ;

to fit up. /fallen.

To ARM. ■v.n. 1. To take arms. Sbakesp. i.

To provide against. Spenser.

AB-MADA.s. [Span, a fleet of war.] An arma-

roeat for sea. Fairfax. •

ARMADILLO./. [Spanilh.] A four-footed ani

mal of Brasil, as big as a cat, with a snout

like a hog, a tail like a lizard, and feet like a

hedge-hog. He is armed all over with hard

tales like armour.

.VRMAMENT./ [armamentum, Lat.] A naval

scree.

ARMAME7JTARY./ [armamentarium, Ut.]

An armory^ a_ magazine or arsenal of war

like implements.

AHMAS. s. A confection for restoring loft ap

petite in horses.

ARMATURE./ [arma'.ura, Lat] Armour.

Ray.

AHMED, a. [in heraldry.] Is used in respect of

beasts and birds of prey, when their teeth,

horns, feet, beak, talons, or tulks, are of a

different colour from the rest; as be bears a

cock or a falcon armed, or.

ARMED Ctair.s. [from armed and chair.] An

rfbow chair.

ARMETNIAN Bolt, s. A fatty medicinal kind

of earth.

ARME1MIAN Stne.s. A mineral stone or earth

of a blue colour, spotted with green, black, and

yellow.

ARME'NTAL. 7 Belonging to a drove or herd

ARMENTINE.j of cattle.

ARMENTO SE. a. [armenusui, Lat.] Abound

ing with cattle.

ARMGAUNT. a. [fromarat and fount.] Slen

der as the arm. Sbakesp.

ARM-HOLE./ [from arm and tele.] The ca

vity under the shoulder. Bate*.

ARMJ'GF.ROUS.a. [froraarwir/r.Lal.] Bear

ing arms.

ATIMILLARY. a. [from artnilla.] Resembling

1 bracelet.

ARMILLATED.a. [armillatui, Lat.] Wearing

bracelets. Did.

ATtMlNCS. / [in a Ihip.] The fame with

wasteclochcs.

ARMITOTENCE. [arma, pttentia.] Power in

war.

ARMI'POTENT. a. [armipoteni.] Mighty in

war. Dryden.

ARMISONOUS. a.\armisonu,, Lat.] Rustling

with armour.

A'RMISTICE/[ar»i/^/>/i(m,Lat.]Astiorttruce.

ARMLET./, [fromarm.] 1. A Little arm. 1.

A piece ot armour for the arm. 3. A bracelet

{or the arm. Donne.

ARMONl'ACK. / [erroneously so written for

ammoniac]

ARMORER. / [armorier, Fr.] 1. He that

makes armour, or weapons Pope. %. He that

dresses another in armour. Sbakesp.

ARMORIAL, a. [armorial, Fr.] Belonging to

the arms or escutcheon of a family.

A'RMORIST./. [hoaxarmvur.] A person Ikil-

led in heraldry.

A'RMORY./ (from armeur.] 1. The place in

which arms are reposited for use. South. 1.

Armour; arms of defence. Par. Lest. 3. En

signs armorial. Fairy ^ueen.

A'RMOUR./ [armatura, Lat.] Defensive arms.

South.

A'RMOUR BEARER. /. (from armour and

bear.] He that carries the armour of another,

Dryden.

A'RMPIT./ [from arm and pit] The hollow

place under the shoulder. Swift.

ARMS./ without tbejiugujar number, [arma,

Lat.] 1. Weapons of offence, or armour of

deltnce. Pcpe. 1. A state ofhoslility. Sbakesp.

3. War in general. Dryden. 4. Action; the

act of taking arms. Milton. 5. The ensigns

armorial of a family.

A'RMY./. [arme'e, Fr.] 1. A collection ofaimed

men, obliged to obey one man. Locke. 1. A

great number. Sbakesp.

AROMATICAL. a. [Sromarematick.] Spicy ;

fragrant. Bacon.

AROMA'TICK.a. [from aroma, Lat. spice.] 1.

Spicy. Dryden. 1. Fragrant; strong scented.

Pope.

AROMA'TICKS. f. Spices. Raleigh.

AROMATIZA'TlON./[from aromatize.] The

mingling of aromatick spices.

ToARO'MATIZE. v. a. [from aroma, Lat,

spice.] 1. To sceift with spices; to impreg

nate with spices. Bacsn. 1. To scent ; to per

fume. Brown. •

ARO'SE. Tbe preterite of the verb arise.

ARO'UND. adv. [from a and round.] 1. In a

circle. Dryden. 2. On every fide.

AROUND, prep. About. Dryden.

To AROUSE, v. a. [from a and rouse.] 1. To

wake from fleep. a. To raise up; to excite.

Thomson.

ARO VV. adv. [from a and rtvi.] In a row. Sid

ney, Dryden.
AROYNT. Begone; away. Sbakerp.

A'RQUEBUSE. / A hand gun. Bacon.

A'ROJJEBUSlER./[fromarv«:*«/"<'.]AsbUier

armed with an arquebuse. Kucllei.

ARRA'CK. A spirit procured by distillationfrom

a vegetable juice called toddy, which flows by

incision out of the cocoa-nut tree.

A'RRACK.. One of the quickest plants both in

coming up and running to feed. Mcrtimcr.

ToARRA'IGN. v. a. [arranger, Fr. to set i A

order.] 1. To set a thing in <-rder, in its place.

A prisoner is said to be ana- ned, ".'hen he is

brought forth to his trial. Ciwel. x. To accuse;

to charge with fault; in general, a ; in contro

versy, or in satire. S;utb.
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ARRAIGNMENT./ [from arraign] The act

of arraigning; a charge. Dryden.

To ARRATJGE.f. a. [arranger, Fr] To put

in the proper order for any purpose. Fairy

Sateen.

ARRANGEMENT./ [from arra«ee.]The act

of putting in proper order; the state of being

put in order. Cbeyne.

ATIRANT. a. [from errant.] Bad in a high de

gree. Dryden.

ATIRANTLY. ah. [from arrant.] Corruptly;

shamefully. VEflrangi. .'

A'RRAS./. [from Arras, a town in Artois.] Ta

pestry. Denbam.

ARRA'UGHT. Seized by violence. Fairy Queen.

ARRATT./ [arroy, Fr] i. Dress. Dry*1'*, a.

Order of battle. 3. In law. ' The ranking or

setting. Co-well.

To ARRA Y. v. a. [arroyer, old tr.] 1. To put

in order, a. To deck; to dress.' Z>ryaV».

ARRAYERS./ [from array.] Officers whoan-

ciently had the care of seeing the soldiers duly

appointed in their armour.

ARRE'AR. a. [arriere, Fr. behind.] Behind.

ARRE'AR. f. That which remains behind un

paid, though due. Locke.

ARRE'ARAGE. The remainder of an account.

Hovel.

ARREARANCE. / The fame with arrear.

ARRENTA TION,/ [from arrendar, Span, to

farm.] The licensing an Owner of lands in

the forest, to inclose.

ARREPTI TIOUS. a. [arreptus,Lu.]i.Snatch

ed away. 1. Crept in privily.

ARRE'ST./. [from arrester, Fr. to stop.] 1. In

law. A stop or (lay. An arrest is a restraint of

a man's person. Cpwcl. 2. Any caption. Taylor.

To ARRE'ST. v. a. [arrester, Fr.J 1. To seize

by a mandate from a caurt. Shakesp. 2. To

seize any thing by law. Shakesp. 3. To seize ;

to lay hands on. Smth. 4. Towith-hold; to

hinder. Davies. 5. To stop motion. Beyle.

ARRE'ST. A mangey humour between the ham

and the pastern ot the hinder legs of a horse.

Did.

To ARRI'DE. v. a. [arrideo, Lat.] 1. To laugh

at. a. To smile; to look pleasantly upon one.

ARRIERE. / [French] The last body of an

army. Hayward.

ARRI ERE BAN. / [from arriere and ban.]

A proclamation, by which the king of France

summons to war all that hold of him, both

his own vassals or the noblesse, and the vassals

of his vassals.

ARRI'EREFEE, or a FIEF. Is afee dependant

on a superiour one.

ARRI'ERE VASSAL. The vassal of a vassal.

Trevonx.

ARRI'SION./ [arristo, Lat.] A smiling upon.

ARRIVAL../, [fromorrraf.] The act of com

ing to any place; the attainment of any pur

pose. Waller.

A RRrVANCE./[fromarriw.] Company com-

• ing. Shakesp.

To ARRIVE, v. n. [arriver, Fr] To come

to any place by water. 2. To reach any

place by travelling. Sidney. 3. To reach any

point. Locke. 4. To gain any thing. Addiser..

5. To happen. tVallef.

To ARRO DE. v. a. [arndo, Lat.] To gnaw or

nibble. Dia.

ARROGANCE. ? / [orngantia, Lat,] The

ARROGANCY. $ act or quality of taking

much upon one's self. Dryden.

A'RROGANT. a. [arrogans. Ut] Haughty ;

proud. Temple.

ARROGANTLY, adv. [from arrogant.} In as

arrogant manner. Dryden.

A'RROGANTNESS./ [fronumjm/.] 4rrt~

gance.

To A'RROGATE.^a.[arr«£s,Lat.]Toclaim

vainly ; to exhibit unjust claims. Raleigh.

ARROOA'TlON./ [from arrtgate.] A claim

ing in a proud manner.

ARRO'SION/.[fromarr»/'i</,Lat.]ACnawing.

ARRO'W./. [ariepe, Sax.J The pointedweapon

which is (hot from a bow. Hayward.

ARROWHEAD./ [from arreitt and head.] A

water plant. ' ~m

ARROWY, a. [from arrow.] Consisting of ar

rows. Par. Lost.

ARSE./ [eapj-e. Sax.] Thebnttocks.

Tebang.an ARSE. To he tardy; sluggish.

ARSE FOOT. / A kind of water fowl.

ARSE SMART. / A plant.

A'RSENAL./.[or/"«.a/t, Ml.] A repository of

things requisite (or war; a magazine. AaJiJot.

ARSENICAL, a. [from arjenick.] Containing

arsenick. tVoidirard.

A'RSENICK. / [ionium.] A ponderous mi

neral substance, volatile and uninflammable,

which gives a whiteness to metals in fusion,and

proves a violent corrosive poison. Woodward.

ART./ [arte, Fr. art, Lat.] 1. The power of

doing something not taught by nature and in

stinct. Pope. 2. A science; as, the liberal

arts. Ben. Johnson. 3. A trade. Boyle. 4. Art

fulness; (kill; dexterity. Shakejp. 5. Cun

ning. 6. Speculation. Shakejp.

ARTE'RIAL. a. [from artery.] That which re

lates to the artery ; that which is contained in

the artery. Blackmore.

ARTERIOTOMY./. [from afnfi. and Ti>«f,

to cut] The operation of letting blood from

the artery.

ARTERY./ [arteria, Lat.] Anartery is a co

nical canal, conveying the blood from the heart

to all parts of the body. Quincy.

ARTFUL, a. [froroarf and/«//.) 1. Performed

with art. Dryden. 2. Artificial; not natural .

3. Cunning; skilful; dexterous. Pipe.

ARTFULLY, ah. [from artful] With art ;

skilfully. Rogers.

ARTFULNESS. / [from artful] 1. SkilL

Cheyae. 2. Cunning.

AR™IT1CaL|' r>°»~MnV«,.]

I. Gouty ; relating to the gout. Arbntb. 2.

Relating to joints. Broiun.

ARTHRITIS, s. [ijJ-fiT.;.] The gout.

A RTICHOKE./ [artittautt,rr.] This plant is

cry
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very tike the thistle, but bath large scaly heiik

fiuped Tike the cone of the pine apple. Miller.

!. RTICHOKE sfJtrifaUm. See Sob-Flow-

i«, of which it is a species.

r\RTICR\- «. Ill (hould be written araick.]

Northern- DryJe*.

ARTICLE. /. [articubu. Lat.] I . A part of

speech, as <A*, as. X. A single clause of an ac-

cosBi ; a particular part of any complex thing.

THUtsn. 3. Terms; stipulation. Sbakejp. 4.

Point of time; exact time. CJare*Je*.

Ts ARTICLE, v. a. [from the noun article.]

. To stipulate ; to make terms. Dn*e.

To ARTICLE. «. a. To draw up in particular

article*. TajUr

■' XTICULAR. a. [arlumlaris, Lat.] Belonging

M the joints.

ARTTCULATE. a. [from artic*l*s, Lat.] 1 .

Distinct. Milt:*, x. Branchedoutintoarticles

aWa*.

To ARTICULATE. t>. «. [from article] 1.

To form words; to speak as a man. Gla*ville.

x. To draw up in articles. Skahcjf,.. 3. To

make terms. Sbakesp.

ARTICULATELY. «<fe. [from articulate.]

la aa articulate voice. Decay es Piety.

ARTICULATENESS/[frora<ir/.«/a«.]The

csiluy of being articulate.

ARTICULATION./, [from articulate] 1

The juncture, or joint ofbones. Kay. x. The

act ot forming words. HelJer. 3. [In botany]

The joints in plants.

ARTIFICE./ {artifici*m, Lat] 1.. Trick;

fraud; stratagem. Scmlb. x. Art; trade.

ARTIFICER./ [artifex, Lat.] 1. An artist;

s rsaaciacturer. Sidney, x. A forger; a con

triver. Far. Lest. 3. A dexterous or artful

ft How. Be*. Jab*/:*.

ARTIFICIAL. a. [ arufiuil, Fr.] 1 . Made by

art; not natural. Wilkins. X. Fictitious; not

reaaine. Stale/p. 3. Artful ; contrived with

fell. Tcrafk.

ARTIFIC IAL Artamemts. [In rhetorick] Are

proofs on considerations which arise from the

trams- industry, or invention of the orator.

ARTIFI'CIAL Li*es, on a sector or scale, are

lines so contrived as to represent the logarith

mic* sines and tangents ; which, by the help

of the line of numbers, solve, with tolerable

exactness, questions in trigonometry, naviga

tion, Qfc. Chambers. ■

ARTIFICIAL Namben, are the fame with

logarithms. -

ART IF 1'ClALLY- "Jv. {hem artificial.'] 1.

Arttully; with skill; with good contrivance.

Rzy. x. By art; not naturally. AJJije*.

ART1FI ClALNESS./. [from artificial.] Art

fulness.

ARTILLERY./ It has *t plural, [artillerie,

ft.] 1. Weapons of war. Bible. X. Cannon;

great ordnance. *De*bam.

ARTISAN./ [Fr.] I. Artist; professor of an

art. IVtttt*. X. Manufacturer; low tradesman.

ALUjn.

A RTIST. / {artiste, Fr.] 1 . The professor ot

an art. Nevltf. x. A skilful man; not a

novice. Licie. '

ARTLESSLY, adv. [from artiest.] In anartlefs

manner ; naturally ; sincerely. Pepe.

ARTLESS, a. [from art and Ayi.] 1 . Unskilful.

DryJe*. x. Without fraud; as, an artiest

maid. 3. Contrived without skill; as an art -

lest tale.

ToARTUATE. v. {an*at*i, Lat.] To tear

limb from limb.

ARUNDINA'CEOUS. a {ar**Ji*ace*s, Lat]

Of or like reeds.

ARUNDINEOUS. a. {ar**Ji*e*s, Lat.] A-

bounding with reeds.

AS. cmjutfl. [alt, Teut.] 1. In the fame

manner with something else.. Sbakesp. x. In

the manner that. DryJe*. 3. That; in a

consequential sense. Witte*. 4. In the state

of another. A. Philips. 5 Under a particular

consideration. Gay. 6. Like ; of the same

kind with. Watts. 7. In the same degtee

with, lilackmsre. a. As if; in the fame

manner. Dryde*. a. According to what. 1 .

Ctr. 10. As it were; in some fort. Bacen. 1 1.

While; at the fame time that. Addism. ix.

Because. Tayler. 13. As being. Ban*. 14.

Equally. DryJe*. 15. How; in what manner.

Beyle. 16. With; answering to Hie or same.

Sbakesp. iy. In a reciprocal sense, answering-

to ai. Be*tley. 18. Going before aj, in a com

parative sense; the tint as being sometimes

understood. Bright as the fun. Granville. 10.

Answering losmcb. Til'itji: 10. Having/ to

answer it; in the conditional sense. Licke. xi.

Answering to se conditionally. Dryde*. ix. In

a sense of comparison, followed by/. Pepe.

13. As For; with respect to. Dryde*. X4.

Asto; with respect to. Swift. X5. As wsli.

as; equally with. Lake. 26. As though ;

as if. Sharp.

ASAFOETIDA / A gum or resin brought from

the East Indies, of a sharp taste, and a strong

offensive smell.

ASARABACCA. / [«/ar«m, Lat.] The name

os a plant. Miller.

ASBESTINE, a. {from afieftei .] Something in

combustible.

ASBES70S. / [arfrrwx.1 A sort os native

soffile stone, which may be split into threads

and filaments, from one inch to ten inches in

length, very tine, brittle, yet somewhat trac

table. It is endued with the wonderful pro

perty of remaining unconfumed in the fire,

which only whitens it,

ASCAR1DES.J. [iTKAphe, from »r**eifa, to

leap] Little worms in the rectum. S>ui*cy.

To ASCEND. ■». ». {aJceaJe, Lat.] 1. To

mount upwards. Mitt:*, x. To proceed from

one degree of knowledge to another. Watts.

lr To stand higher in genealogy. Br::mc.

TwASCL'ND. v. a. To climb up any thing.

Delaney.

ASCliNDABLE. a. [from asce*d.] That may

be ascended.

ASCENDANT./, [from asce.d.] 1. The vast

of
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«s the ediptick at any particular time above

the horizon, which is supposed by astrologers

to have great influence, a. Height; elevation.

Temple. 3. Superiority; influence. Clarendon.

4. One of the degrees of kindred reckoned

upwards. Ayliffe.

ASCE'NDANT. a. 1 . Superiour; predominant ;

overpowering. South, a. In an astrological

fense, above the horizon. Brown.

ASCE'NDENCY./ [from a/cad.] Influence;

power. Watu. M

ASCE'NSION. / [ascensio. Ut.] 1. Trie act

of ascending or rising, a. The visible elevation

of our S".viour to heaven. 3. The thing rising,

or mounting. Brown.

ASCE'NSION DAY. The day on which the

ascension of our Saviour is commemorated,

commonly called Holy Thursday; the Thurs

day but one before Whitsuntide.

ASCE'NSIVE. a. [from ascend.] In a state of

ascent. Bremen.

ASCENT./ [ascensai, Lat.] 1. Rise; the act

of rising. Milton. 1. The way by which one

ascend*. Bacon. 3. An eminence, or high place.

Addisen.

To ASCERTAIN, v. a. [acerteuer, Fr.] 1.T0

make certain; to fix; to establish. Locke. 1.

To make confident. Hammond.

ASCERTA'INER. / [from ascertain.] The

person that proves or establishes.

ASCERTAINMENT./, [from ascertain.] A

settled rule. Swift.

ASCE'TICK. a. [aeWixJc.]' Employed wholly

in exercises of devotion and mortification.

South.

ASCE'TICK./ He that retires to devotion ; a

hermit. Norrii.

ASCII. It hat nosingular, [a and raw.] Those

people who, at certain times ofthe year, have

no shadow at noon; such are the inhabitants

of the torrid zone.

ASCI/TES./ [from cunut, a bladder.] A parti

cular species of dropsy ; a swelling of the lower

belly and depending parts, from an extravasa

tion of water.

ASCI'TICAL. 1 a. [from ascitet.] Dropsical;

ASCIT1CK. J hydropical.

ASCITITIOUS. a. [aseititiut, Lat.] Supple

mental; additional. Pope.

ASCRI'BABLE. a. [from ascribe.] That which

maybe ascribed. Boyle.

To ASCRl'BE. v. a. [ascribe, Lat.] I. To attri

bute to a cause. DryJcn. 1. To attribute to

a possessor. Ttlhtson.

ASCRIPTION./ [ascriptio, Lat.] The act of

ascribing. Did.

ASCRIPTI'TIOUS.tf. [ascriptitius, Lat] That

which is ascribed.

ASH./ [fraxinus, Lat. a-pc, Saxon.] A tree.

Dryden. <■

ASH COLOURED, a. [from asb and colons]

Coloured between brown and grty.Woodward.

ASHA'MED. a. [from./&«««.] Touched with

shame. Taylor.

A'SHEN. a. [from a/b,] Made os ash wood.

Drjdcn.

A'SHES. /«»«»// thesingular, fafet, Sax.] f.

The remains of any thing burnt. Digby. 1.

The remains of the Bbdy. Pope.

ASHWE'DNESDAY. / The first day of Lent,

so called from the ancient custom of sprinkling

ashes on the head.

A'SHLAR / [with masons] Free stones as

they come oat of the quarry.

A'SHLERING. / [with builders.] Quartering

in garrets. Builder.

ASHORE, adv. [from a and shore] 1. On

ftore; on the land. Raleigh, a. To the shore;

to the land. Milton.

A'SHWEED./ [from asb and *»««".] An herb.

A'SHY. a. [from asb.] Ash coloured ; pale ;

inclining to a whitish grey. Sbakesp.

ASI'DE. adv. [from a and/oV.] 1 . To one side.

Dryden. 1. To another part. Bacon. 3. From

the company. Mart.

A'SINARY. a. [afinariui. Lat.] Belonging to

an ass.

A'SININE. a. [from a/iuut, Lat.] Belonging to

an ass. Mi/ton.

To ASK. v. a. [afcian, Saxon.] 1 . To petition;

to beg. Swift. 2. To demand; to claim.

Dryden. 3. To enquire ; to question. Jeremi

ah. 4. To require. Addifon.

ASKANCE. \ adv. Sideways; obliquely.

ASKAUNCE.J Milton.

ASKA'UNT. adv. Obliquely; on one side.

Dryden.

A SKER./ [rrom ask.] 1 . Petitioner. South. 1.

Enquirer. Digby.

A'SKER. / A water newt.

ASKEW, adv. [trom a and steza.] Aside; with

contempt; contemptuously. Prior.

To ASLA'KE. v. a. [from a and slake, or

slack.] To remit; to slacken. Spenser.

AjgLA'NT. adv. [from a mAslant.] Obliquely}

on one side. Dryden.

ASLE'EP. adv. (from a tnd Jleep.] 1 . Sleeping;

at rest. Dryden. a. To Been. Milton.

ASLOPE, adv. [fromo and slope.] With de

clivity; obliquely. Hudibrai.

ASOMATOUS. a. [from « and ri/ua.] Incor

poreal, or without a body.

ASP, or Asfick. / A kind of serpent, whose

poison is so dangerous and quick in its operati

on, that it kills without a possibility of applying

any remedy. Those that are bitten by it, die

by sleep and lethargy. Milton.

ASP. / A tree.

ASPA'LATHUS. / 1 . A plant called the rose

of Jerusalem, a. The wood of a prickly tree,

heavy, oleaginous, somewhat sharp and bitter

to the taste, and anciently in much repute at

an astringent, but now little used.

ASPA'RACUS. / The name of a plant.

ASPECT./ \ajpetlut, Lat.] 1. Look; air;

appearance. Bnrnet. 1. Countenance; look.

Pope. 3. Glance; view;' act of beholding.

Milton. 4. Direction towards any point ; po

sition. Swift. 5. Disposition of any thing to

something else; relation. Locke. 6. Disposi

tion of a planet to other planets Bcutlcy.

To
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To ASPE'CT. V. a. [aspiiie, Lat.] To behold.

Temple.

ASPE CTABLE. ot. [aspcaabili,, Lit] Visible.

Raj.

ASPE-CTION. / [from aspeS] Beholding ;

view. Bacn.

ASPEN. / [epse. Six.] The leaves of this

tree always tremble. Spenser. '

ASPEN, a. [from asp or aspen.] i. Belonging

to the asp tree. Gaj. a. Made of aspen wood.

ASPER. a. [Lat] Rough ; rugged. Bacon.

To ASPERATE, v. et. [aspere, Lat.] To make

.rough. Beyle.

ASPERATION./ [from asperate] A making

rough.

ASPERirOLlOUS. a. [aspertaifolium, Lat.]

Plant* so called from the roughness of their

leaves.

ASPETUTY. / [asperitat, Lat.] I. Uneven-

cefs; roughness of surface. Boyle, a. Rough

ness of sound. 3. Roughness, or ruggednefs of

temper. Roger1.

ASPERNATION. / [aspernatio, Lat.] Ne

glect ; disregard. Difi.

ASPEROUS. a. [a/per, Lat.] Rough; uneven.

Beyle.

To ASPEUSE. v. a. [aspergo, Lat.] To be

spatter with censure or calumny. Sivist.

ASPERSION./ [asperse, Lat.] 1. A sprink

ling. Skakesp. a. Calumny, censure. Dryieti.

ASPH.VLTICK. a. [from ajphaltei.] Gummy;

bituminous. Milton.

otSPHALTOS.s. [ir^faXrl;, bitumen.] A solid,

brittle, black, bituminous, inflammable sub

stance, resembling pitch, and chiefly found

swimming on the surface of the Lacus Asphal-

titet, or Dead Sea, where anciently stood the

cities of Sodom and Gomorrah.

4$PHlfL.TUM.[L3X.] Abiturainous stone sound

near the ancient Babylon.

ASPHODEL./, [asphedelut, Lat.] Day lily.

P>pe.

ASPICK. s. [See Asi.] The name of a ser

pent. Addiseu.

To ASPIRATE, v. a. [aspire, Lat.] To pro

nounce with full breath ; as, her se, bogL

To A SPIRATE. v.n. [o/jWrs.Lat.] To be pro

nounced with full breath. Dryden.

ASPIRATE, a. [aspiratui, Lat.] Pronounced

with full breath. Holder.

ASPIRA'TION./ [aspiratio,Lt.t.] 1. A breath

ing after ; an ardent wish. kVatti. a . The act

of aspiring, or desiring something high. Shakes.

3. The pronunciation of a vowel with full

breath. Holder.

To ASPIRE, v. n. {aspire, Lat.] 1. To desire

with eagerness -, to pant after something higher.

Sidney, Daviet. a. To rife higher, ffaller.

ASPORTATION/ [«/>«r/at/«,Lat.] A carry

ing away. DiU.

ASQJJ'INT. adv. [from a iai squint.] Ob

liquely; not in the strait line of vision. Sv/ift.

ASS./ I afinui. Lat] 1. An animal of burden.

Shakesp. a. A stupid, heavy, dull fellow; a

dolt. Skakesp.

To ASSA'IL. *.«?. [*failltr,fr.] 1. To attack

in,a hostile manner; to assault; to fall upoov

Spenser. a. To attack with argument, or

censure. Pope.

ASSAI'ILABLE. a. [from assail.] That which

may be attacked. Shakesp.

ASSAILANT. / [assaislant, Fr.] He that

attacks. Hayivard.

ASSAPLANT. a. Attacking; invading. Milton.

ASSA'ILER / [from •£&/.] One who atticks

another. Sidney.

ASSAPA'NICK. / The flying squirrel

ASSA'RT./ [essart, Fr.] An offence commit

ted in the forest, by plucking up woods by the

roots. Convell.

ASSA'SSIN. ?/.[^#»,Fr.]Amurder-

ASSASSINATE.J er; one that kills by sud

den violence. Pope.

ASSASSINATE./ [from assassins The crime

of an assassin ; murder. Pope.

To ASSA'SSINATE. v. a. [from assassin.] ,.

To murder by violence. Dryden. a. To way

lay ; to take by treachery. Milton

ASSASSINA'TOR./.[from<^i&a/f.]Theact

of assassinating. Clarendon.

ASSASSINATOR. / [from afiss.nate.] A

Murderer; mankiller.

ASSA'TION. /. [affatns, roasted, Lat.] Roast

ing. Breton.

ASSA'ULT■ s[affault,?r] ..Storm; opposed

tojap otJiege. Bacon, a. Violence. Spenser. 3.

Invasion; hostility; attack. Clarendon. 4. In

law. A violent kind of injury offered to a

man's person. Co-well.

To ASSA'ULT. v. a. [from the noun.] To>

attack ; to invade. Dryden.

ASSA'ULTER./ [from assault.] One who vio-

lendy assaults another. Sidney.

ASSAY./ [efay,Yr.] 1. Examination. Shakesp.

a. In law. The examination of measures and

weights used by the clerk of the market.

Coviell, 3. The first entrance upon any thing'.

Spenser. 4. Attack; trouble. Spenser

To ASSAY v. a. [ejsayer, Fr.] . .To make

trial of. Hayuard. 1. To apply to, as the

touchstone in assaying metals. Milton. 3. To

try ; to endeavour. Samuel.

ASSAYER./ \inm assay.] An officer of the

mint, for the due trial of silver. Cewcll,

Woodward.

ASSECTATION./ [ajsctlatio, Lat.] Attend

ance. Did.

ASSECU T10N./. [from affequer, assecutum, to

obtain.] Acquirement. Ayhffe.

ASSEMBLAGE./ [assemblage, Fr.] A collec

tion; a number of individuals broueht toge
ther. Locke. B 6

To ASSEMBLE. V. a. [assembler, Fr.] To bring

together into one place. Shakesp.

To ASSEMBLE, v. m. To meet together.

k^aniel.

ASSEMBLY./ [assemWe, Fr.] A company met

together. Shakejp.

ASSENT./ [ajfensnt, Lat.] I. The act of »-

greeing to any thing. Locke, a. Consent ; agree

ment. Hooker.

To
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To ASSE'NT. v. n. \affentirl. Lat.] To con

cede ; to yield to. Afli.

ASSENTA'TION. / [affematio, Ut.] Com

pliance with theaopinion of another out of

flntery. Did.

ASSENTMENT. / sfrom aftnt.] Consent

Bronjun.

To ASSERT, v. a. \ajscre. Lat.] r . To main

tain; to defend either by words or actions.

PryJc*. ;. To affirm. 3. To claim; to vindi

cate a title to. Drydcn.

ASSERTION./ [from assirt ] The act of as-

fc-ting. Bream.

ASSE'RTIVE. a. [from offer!.] Positive; dog

matical. Glanville.

ASSIVRTOR. / [from assert] Maintainer-,

vindicator ; affirmer. Prior.

To ASSE'RVE. v. a. [affervh, Lat] To serve,

help, or second. Did. ':y

To ASSE'SS. v. a. [from ajsestare, ha!,] To

charge with any certain sum. Bacon. *

ASSE'SSION. /. \afftssio, Lat.] A sitting down

by one. Did.

ASSESSMENT./, [from teaffesi.] 1. The sum

levied on certain property, a. The act ot as

sessing. Hovvcl.

ASSE'SSOR./. [affeffer. Lat.] i.The person that

sits by the judge. Drydcn. 1. He that sits by

another as next in dignity. Milton. 3. He

that lays taxes, from affi/s.

A'SSETS. s. isitbont tbefmgnlar. [affeti, Fr]

Goods sufficient to discharge that burden,

which is cast upon the executor or heir.

Cs-wtU.

To ASSE"VFR. 7 v. a. To affirm with

To ASSE'VERATE. J great solemnity, as

upon oath.

ASSEVER A TION./[srom a/ft>«-<iW.]Solcmn

affirmation, as upon oath. Hooker.

A'SSHEAD. / [from of, and bead.] A block

head. Shakcsp.

ASSIDU'ITY. / [assiduitf, Fr.] Diligence.

Robert.

ASSIDUOUS, a. [assidnnr, Lat.] Constant in

application. Priir.

ASSIDUOUSLY, adv. [from assidnen,.] Dili-

gently;'cominually. Bentley.

To ASSI EGE. v. a. [affeger, Fr.] To besiege.

ASSIENTO f. [In Spanish, a contract or bar

gain.] A contract or convention between the

king of Spain and other powers, for furnishing

the Spanish dominion in America with slaves.

To ASSIGN, i). a. [assigner, Fr] 1. Tomaik

cut; tj appr>ir.t.^/J//:n. z. Tofix with regard

to quantity or value. Locke. 3. In law. To

appoint a deputy, or make over a right to

■another. Ccwell.

ASSIGNABLE, a. ['com assign.] That which

may be marked out, or fix'cd. Sjutb.

ASSIGNATION. J. [assignatit, Lit.] 1. «n

oppoir.tmc:.: to meet ; used generally of love

appointments. S<wist. 2. A making over a

thing to another.

ASSIGNEE./ [ussigne', Fr.]Hethat is appointed

or deputed by .mother, to do any act, perform

(uiy busiest, or enjoy any commodity. Ctivtll

ASSrCNER./. ((nmassip,.] He that appoints.

Dtcay of Pirty .

ASSIGNMENT./ [fronTa/j*.] Appointment

of one thing with regard to another thing or

person. Lccie. ■ •

ASSI'MILABLE. a [from assimilates That

which may be converted to the fame nature

with something else. Bretvn.

To ASSI'MILATE. v. a. [assimih. Lat.] 1. To

convert to the fame nature with another thing.

''«"'». To bring to 1 likeness, or resem

blance. Swift.

ASSI'MILATENESS./[fromfl#mi7<rrr.] Like

ness. Dia.

ASSIMILATION./ [from assimilate.] t. The

act of converting any thing to the nature or

substance of another. Ban*. *. The state

of being assimilated. Brew*. 3. The act of

growing like some other being. Decay if

Piety.

To ASSTMULATF.. er. a. [assirnnlt, Lat.] To

feign; to counterfeit.

ASSfMULATION./ [assimnhth, Lat,] A drf-

femblrng ; a counterfeiting.

To ASSI'ST. v. a. [assister, Fr. assists, Lat.]

To help. Romans.

ASSISTANCE./ [assistance, Tc] Help; fur

therance. Slillingflett.

ASSISTANT, a. [from assist.] Helping; lend

ing aid. Hair.

ASSISTANT./ [from assist.] A person engag

ed inan affair not as principal, but a» auxiliary

or ministerial. Bacon.

ASSIZE./ [assize, a fittine, Pr.] r. An assem

bly of knights and other substantial men, with

the bailiffor justice, in a certain place, and at

a certain time. 1. A jury. 3. An ordinance or

statute. 4. The court where the writa are

taken. Cnvell. 5. Any court of justice. Drjd.

6. Assize of bread, measure or quantity. 7.

Measure; rate. Spenser.

To ASSIZE, v. a. [from the noun.] To fix the

rate of any thing.

ASSI'ZER. / [iremassixe] An officer that has

the care of weights and measures. Chambers.

ASSO*CIABLE. v. a. [aflicichibi, Lat.] That

which may be joined to another.

To ASSOCIATE, v. a. [afecicr, Fr.] 1. To

unite with another as a confederate. Sbatesp.

t. To adopt as a friend upon equal terms.

Drydcn. 3. To accompany. Sbakrsp.

ASSOCIATE, a. [from the verb.] Confederate.

Milton.

ASSOCIATE./ [from the verb.] 1. A partner.

Sidney. 1. A confederate. Hooker. 3. A com

panion. kVotton.

ASSOCIATION./ [from officiate] 1. Union ;

conjunction; society. Hooker, x. Confederacy.

Hooker. 3. Partncrsoip. Boyle. 4. Connec

tion. Watte. 5. Apposition; union of matter.

Nevitai.

ASSONANCE./ [affsnanee, Pr.] Reference of

one sound to another resembling it. Did.

A'SSONANT. a. [affenant, Pr.] Resembling

another sound. Did.

To
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To ASSORT.*, a. [asseriir, Fr.] To range in

classes.

ToASSO'T. v.a. (ftxmfit; as,ter, Fr.] To

' infatuate. Spenser.

To ASSU'AGE. v. a. [n>xf, Saxon.] I. To

mitigate; to soften. Aidijtu. ft. To appease ;

to pacify. Clerendtn. 3. To ease.

To ASSUA'CE. v. m. To abate. Genesis.

ASSUAGEMENT. / [from assuage.] What

mitigates or softens. Spenser.

ASSUA'GER/1 [from assuage.] One who pa

cifies or appeases.

ASSUA'SIVE. «. [from assuage.] Softening;

mitigating. Pope. ,

To ASSU BJUGATE. v. a. [suhjuge, Lat.] To

subject to. Shake/p.

ASSL'EFA'CTION. / [assuesacie. Lat.] The

state of being accustomed. Brttan.

ASSU-ETUDE./. [assuetnd,. Lat.] Accustom-

ance ; custom. Bactn.

To ASSU ME. 'j. a. [assume, Lat.] 1. To tike.

Pefe. 1. To take upon one's self. Dryden.

3- To arrogate ; to claim or seiie unjustly.

CelMer. 4. To suppose something without

proof. Beylt. 5. To appropriate. Clarendon.

ASSlfMER. s [from assume.] An arrogant

mao. Stutb.

ASSUMING, farticip. a. [from a^ssw ] Arro

gant; haughty. Dryden.

ASSUMPSPT. [. [4w,Ut] A voluntary

promise made by word, whereby a man taketh

upon him to perform or pay any thing to ano

ther. CrtBc/l.

ASSUMPTION. / [assumptio, Lat.] 1. The

act of taking any thing to one's self. Hammond.

a. The supposition of any thing without far

ther proof. Nerrii. 3. The thing supposed ;

a postulate. Dryden. 4. The taking up any

person into heaven. StilBngfieet.

ASSUMPTIVE, a. [assumptive, Lat.] That

may be assumed.

ASSURANCE-/, [assurance, Fr] 1. Certain

expectation. Tilhtsen. a. Secure confidence;

trust. Spenser. 3. Freedom from doubt ; cer

tain knowledge. Statb. 4. Firmness ; un-

asobting steadiness. Regeri. 5. Confidence;

want of modesty. Sidney. 6. Ground of con

fidence ; security given. Dovies. 7. Spirit ;

intrepidity. Dryden. 8. Sanguinity ; readi

ness to hope. Hammond, o. Testimony of

credit. TUblson. 10. Conviction. Tillctseu.

II. fnfnranee.

TeASSLTRE. 'J. a. [assurer, Tt.] I. To give

confidence by a firm promise. Maccaheet. a.

To secure another. Kegert. 3. To make con

fident ; to exempt from doubt or fear. Milton.

4. To make secure. Spenser. 5. To affiance ;

to betroth. Sbakesp.

ASSURED, particip. a. {from assure."] 1 . Cer

tain; indubitable. Bacen. x. Certain; not

doubting. Skakesp. 3. Immodest; viciously

confident.

ASSUREDLY, adv. [from assured.] Certainly;

indubitably. Seatb.

ASSU REDNESS. /". [from assured.] The state

as being alTu.ed; certainty.

[ASSURER. / [from assure.] 1. He that give*

assurance, a. He that gives security to make

good any loss.

ASTERISK. /. A mark in printing ; as, •.

Grevt.

ASTERISM./ [ajlerisneui, L»t.] A constella

tion. Bentley.

A'STHMA. /. [as-ify**.') A frequent difficult

and short respiration, joined with a hissing

sound and a couch. Fipyer.

ASTHMA TIC AL. 7 a. [Uomoflhma] Trou-

ASTHMA'TICK. } bled with an asthma.

FUyer.

ASTE'RN. adv. [from o indflern.] In the hin

der part of the (hip; behind the (hip. Dryden.

To ASTERT. v. a. To terrify; to startle ; to

fright. Spenser.

ASTONIED. /art. a. A word used for astenijb-

ed. Isaiah.

To ASTONISH, v. a. [esionner, Fr.] To con-

sound with fear or wonder ; to anrne. Addiscn.

ASTO'NISHINGNESS./ [from asten-Jb.] The

quality to excite astonishment.

ASTO NISHMENT. / [eftennement, Fr.] A-

mszemeat; confusion of mind. South.

To ASTO'UND. v. a. [estouner, Fr.] To asto

nish ; to confound with fear or wonder. Mi/ten.

ASTRADDLE, adv. [from a and straddle.]

With one s legs across »ny thing. Did.

ASTRAGAL. /. [*c-fiya\&:J A little round

member, in the form of a ring, at the tops

and bottoms of columns. Spect.

ASTRAL, a. [from aftrum. Lat,] Starry; re

lating to the stars. Dryden.

ASTRAY, adv. [from a toijiray.] Out of the

right way. Mitten.

To ASTRICT. v. a. [astringe,Lit.] Tocontract

by applications. Arbutbntt.

ASTRIC'TION./ [astriait, Lat.] The act o*

powerofcontracting the paits osthebodyfiatm.

ASTRICTIVE. a. [from aftria.] Stiptickv

binding.

ASTRICTORY.<».[o/?r'iff»''''",Lat.]Astringent

ASTRl'DE. adv. [from a znisiride.] With the>

legs open. Beyle.

ASTRI'FEROUS. a. [aJ!riser,Lit.] Bearing,

or having stars. Di3.

ASTRI'GEROUS. a. [astriger, Lat.] Adorned

with stars.

To ASTRINGE. v. a. [astringe, Lat.] To pteft

by contraction; to make the parts draw toge

ther. Bacon.

ASTRl'NGENCY. / [from astringe] The

power of contracting the parts of the body.

Bacon.

ASTRINGENT a. [astringent, Lat.] Binding;

contracting. Bacon.

ASTRO GRAPHY. /. [from dc-ea and >pa<fw.]

The science of describing the stars.

A'STROLABE. / [sirpsAaftsf, of ar*f and

Xaf?ii>, to take] An instrument chiefly used

for taking the altitude of the pole, the sun or

stars, at sea.

ASTROLOGER./ [ostrclcgut, LatJ One that

supposing the mfiusnce of the stars to have a

ti casual
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casual power, professes to foretcl or discover

events. Swift.

ASTROLOCIAN./ [from astreltgy.] AaAstn-

Uger. Hndihraj.

ASTROLOGICAL. 7 a. [from astrthyy.] Re

ASTROLOG1CK, i lating to astrology; pro

fessing astrology. Witttn.

ASTROLO'GICALLY. adv. [from astriUpy.)

In an astrological manner.

To ASTROLO GIZE. v. n. [(Tomastnligy.]To

practise astrology.

ASTRO LOGY./ [astrthgia, Lat.] The prac

tice of foretelling things by the knowledge of

the stars Swift.

ASTRONOMER, f. [from ice" and »>"*■. J

He that studies the celestial motions. Luke.

ASTRONOMICAL. ? a. prom astrmtmy.] Be-

ASTRONOMICK. i longing to astronomy.

Brtwn.

ASTRONOMICALLY. adv. [from aflrinimi

cal.] In an astronomical manner.

ASTRO NOMY. / [ir^»/u«.] A mixed ma

thematical science, teaching the knowledge of

the" celt Rial bodies, their magnitudes, mo

tions, distani.es, periods, eclipses, and order.

Cewlty.

ASTRO-THEOLOGY. / [astrnm aod.tteeli-

gia.] Divinity sounded on the observation of

the celestial bodies. Dertam.

ASU NDER. aaV [apunbrian^ax.] Apart; se

parately ; not together. Davits.

ASYLUM, s. \jm.\n.\ A sanctuary; a re

fuge. Ayliffe.

ASYMMETRY. /. [from ao-u/ufe.^ie.] Con

trariety to symmetry ; disproportion. Grew.

A'SYMPTOTE./ [from **v.ifiiita.]AsymptHci.

are right lines, which approach nearer and

nearer to some curve ; but which would ne

ver meet. Grew.

ASrNDETON. / [«ri»»uV.] A figure in

grammar, when a conjunction copulative is

omitted.

AT. prep, [xr, Six.] I . At before i place, notes

the nearness 01 the place ; as, a man is at the

house before he is in it. Sailingslet l. Al be-

sore a word ligni lying time, notes the coexist,

ence of th« time with the event. Swift. 3

At before a casual word, signifies nearly the

fame iswith. Dryden. 4. At beiore a superla

tive adjective implies <« ikt state, as al most,

in the state of molt perfection, &c. Smth. 5

At signifies the particularconditionof the per

son ; as, at peecc. Swift. 6. At sometimes

mvks employment or attention. Fist. 7. At

sometimes the fame ■w^furnished wi-t, af-

tei the French a; as, a man ar arms. Shakefp.

8. At sometimes notes the place where any

thing is. Pipe. 9 a*V sometimes signifies in

con-cquenccof. Hale. 10 At marks fome-

tiir.ci the effect pioctcaing from an act. Dryd

11. At sometimts -s nearly the fame asm,

luting situation Swift. 11. At sometimes

marks the occasion, l.ke»«. Dryden. ly At

sometimes seem* to siguity in the power 01", or

abetucriiio.'iDrydVn. 14. At sometimes notes

the relation oi» man to in action. Citliir. 15

At sometimes imports themanner of an action.

Drydm. 16. Al means sometimes application

to. 17. At til. In any manner. Pipe.

ATABAL. /. A kind of tabour used by the

Moors. Dryden.

A7ARAXIA. J f. Exemption from vexations

A'TARAXY. J tranquillity. Glanville.

ATE. The preterite of eat. Smth.

A THANOR.f. A digesting furnace to keep heat

for some time. ■

ATHEISM./ [from atleist.] The disbelief of

a God. Tillitjm.

ATHEIST. / [■$•;<.] One that denies the

existence of a God. Bentley

A'THEIST.a. Atheistical; denying God. Milan.

ATHEISTICAL, a. [from atheist.] Given to

atheism; impious.' Smth.

ATHEISTIC ALLY. adv. [from atheistical.]

In an atheistic?! manner. Senth.

ATHEISTICALNESS. / [from atheistical]

The quality of being atheistical. HamminJ.

ATHEI'STICK. a. [from atheist.] Given to »-

theism. Ray.

ATHEOUS. a. [<©s».] Atheistic*; godless.

Miltm.

ATHERO MA. f. [iSftiXfxa.] A species of wen.

Sharp.

ATHEROMATOUS.a [from a/£rr»»w.] Hav

ing the qualities of an athcroma, or curd*

wen. Wiseman.

A'THIRST. adv. [from a and thirst.] Thirsty;

in want o'" drink. Dryden.

ATHLET1CK. a. [from athleta.] 1. Belong-

ingto restling. a. Strongofbody; vigorous;

lusty; robust. DryJ;n.

ATHWART, prep, [from a and thwart.] I.

Across; transverse to any thing. Bacm. 1.

Through. Addifm.

ATHWART, adv. 1. In a manner vexatious

and perplexing. Shakefp. 1. Wrong. Shakefp.

ATILT. adv. [from a indtilt.] I. With he

action of a man's making a thrust. Hndibrai.

1. In the posture of a barrel raised or tilted

behind. SpeSattr.

ATLAS./ 1. A collection *f maps. 1. A

large square iblio. 3. Sometimes the supporter

of a building. 4. A rich kind of silk.

ATMOSPHERE./ [irpl&- and »*«(«.] The

air that encompasses the solid earth on ail

sides. Luke.

ATMOSPHE RICAL.«.[fromarir™>&«Y.] Be

longing to the atmosphere. Btyle.

ATOM. / [d/»»»if», Lat.] 1. Such a smajl

panicle as cannet be physically divided. Ray.

I. Any thing extremely small. Shakefp.

ATOM1CAL. a. [ romalMi.] 1. Confuting of

a'.oins Iir.iun 1. Relating to atoms. Bentiey,

ATOM 1ST. f [from afm.\ One that holds the

a;gmii a/ philosophy. Lithe.

ATOMY./ kaatim. Shakefp.

Vo ATO NE. v m. [it he at int.] 1. To agree;

to accord. Shake p. t. To stand as an etjui-

valert or something Ltcke.

To ATONE, w. a. To expiate. Pipe.

ATONEMENT./ [from aUtu.] 1. Agree

ment;
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raeot; concord. Sbakesp. a. Expiation; ex

piatory equivalent. Swift.

ATOP. adv. [from a and top.] On (he top; at

the tap. Milieu.

ATRABILA'RIAN. a. [from alra »<«¥/.] Me

lancholy. Arknthnot.

ATRABILA'RIOUS. a. Mrlancholick.

ATRABILA RIOUSNF.SS. / [from atrabila-

rins] The state of being melancholy.

ATRAME'NTAL j. [from airamcntum, ink,

Li!. J laky; black. Bre-wn.

ATRAME NTOUS. a. [homatramentum, ink,

Lat. J Inky; black. Brevon.

ATROCIOUS, a. [atrox. Lat.] Wicked in a

high degree; enormous. Ayliffe.

ATROCIOUSLY, adv. [from ilnmt.] In an

atrocious manner.

ATROCIOUSNESS./ [from atrecieu,.] The

quality of being enormoufly criminal.

ATROCITY. J. [atruitat, Lat.] Horrible

wickedness.

ATROPHY./! [irot^x.] Want of nourishment;

a disease. Miltn.

To ATTACH. v. a. [attaches Fr.] I . To ar

se*; to take or apprehend. Covaell. I. To

seiae. Shakes. 3. To lay hold on. Sbakesp.

4. To win; to gain over, to enamour. Milton.

5. To 6x to one's interest. Rogers.

ATTACHMENT. / [attachement, Fr.] Ad

herence ; regard. Addison.

To ATTACK., v. a. [attaautr, Fr.] I . To as

sault an enemy. tbthpi. St. To impugn in

any manner.

ATTACK./ [from the verb] An assault. Pope.

ATTA'CKER. / [from attack .] The person

that attacks.

ToATTA'IK. v. a. etteindre, Fr.] I. To

gain; to procure. Tilletsm. 1. To overtake.

Bactn. 3. To come to. Miltn. 4. To reach ;

to equal. Bacon.

To ATTA'lN. v. n. 1 . To come to a certain

state. Arbntbnet. 1. To arrive at.

ATTAIN. / [from the verb.] The thing at

tained. GianvilU.

ATTAINABLE, a, [from attain.] That which

may be attained ; procurable. Tillotfon.

ATTAlNABLENESS/.[fr«m«r/a<»«4/*.]The

quality of being attainable. Cbcynt.

ATTAINDER./. [fromr»«Hai«r.] 1. The act

of attainting in law. Bacon, z. Taint. Sbakesp.

ATTAINMENT./ [from attain.] 1. That

v.hichU attained; acquisition. Grew. 1. The

act or power of attaining. Hooker.

To ATTA'INT. v. a. [from attainter, Pr.] 1.

To attaint is particularly used for such as are

foundguilty of some crime or offence. A man

is attainted two ways, by appearance, or by

procesa. Sfenfer. 1. To taint ; to corrupt

Sbakesp.

ATTAINT./ [from the verb ] 1. Any thing

injurious, as illness, weariness. Sbakesp. a.

Stain; spot; taint. Sbakesp.

ATTA'INTURE. / [from attaint.] Reproach ;

imputation. Sbakesp.

To ATTA'MINATE. *. a. [atlaminm, Lat.]

To corrupt.

To ATTEMPER, v. a. [attemperi. Lat.] ,',

To mingle; to weaken by the mixture of

something else. Bacon. 1. To regulate ; to

soften. Bactn. 3. To mix in just proportions.

Spenser. 4. To fit to something elie. Pope.

To ATTE MPERATE. v. a. [attcmpere,Ln.]

To proportion to something. Hammond.

To ATTEMPT, v. a. [attenter, Pr.] 1 . To at

tack; to venture upon. Mitten, 1. To try ;

to endeavour. Maccakeet.

ATTE'MPT./ [from the verb.] 1. An at

tack. Bacon. 1. An essay ; an endeavour.

Dryden.

ATTE MPTABLE. a. [from attempt.] Liable

to attempts or attacks. Sbakejp.

ATTEMPTED./ [from attempt.] 1. The

person that attempts. Miltn. z. An endea-

vourer Glanvilie

To ATTE'ND. v. a. [attendre, Fr ] 1 . To re-

gard; to fix the mind upon. Sbakesp. 2.

To wait on. Sbakejp 3. To accompany as

an enemy. Clarendon. 4. To be present

with, upon a summons. Clarendon. 5. To

be appendant to. Ariutbnit. 6. To wait on,

as on a charge. Spenser, y. To be conse

quent to. Clarendon. 8. To remain to ; to"

await. Locke. 9. To wait for insidiously.

Sbakesp. 10. To be bent upon any object.

Dryden. n. To stay for. Dryden.

To ATTE'ND. ». 1. 1. To yield attention.

Taylor. ». To stay; to delay. Daviet.

ATTE NDANCE./ [attendance, Fr] 1. The

act of waiting on another. Sbakesp. 1. Ser

vice. Sbakejp. 3. The persons waiting ; a

train, Milton. 4. Attention ; regard. Time

thy. ;. Expectation. Hooker.

ATTENDANT, a. [attendant, Fr.] Accompa

nying as subordinate. Milton.

ATTE NDANT./ 1 . One that attends. Shake.

1. One that belongs to the train. Dryden.

3. One that waits as a suitor or agent. Bur-

net. 4. One that it present at any thing.

Swift. 5. A concomitant; a consequent.

IValti.

ATTE'NDER. / [[ma attend.] Companion t

associate. Ben JobnJ'on.

ATTE'NT. a. [attentn,, Lat.] Intent; alien-

live. Chronicle!, Taylor.

ATTE NTATES./. [attentata, Lat] Proceeds

ings in a court after an inhibition is decreed.

Ayliffe.

ATTENTION, s. [attenrin, Pr.] The act of

attending or heeding. Locke.

ATTENTIVE, a. [trora attent.] Heedful j re

gardful. Hooker.

ATTENTIVELY, adv. [from attentive.]

Heedtully; carefully. Bacon.

ATTE NTIVENESS./. [from «M«/fw.]Heed-

fulntl's; attention. Sbakejp.

ATTE'NUANT. a. [attennant. Lat.] What has

the power of making tbin or (lender. Nenrton,

ATTE'NUATE. a. [from the verb.] Made thin

or slender. Bacon.

ATTENUA'TION./.[from attenuate.] The act

of making any thing thin or slender. Bacon.

H » A'TTSR.
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ATTER./ sitcp, Sax] Corrupt. Stint.

ToATTE'ST. *>. a. [attestor, Lat.] I. To

lie .11 witntss os; to witness. Addisen. ». To

call to witness. Dryden.

ATTEST./ [from the verb.] Testimony ; at

testation. Milieu.

ATTESTATION./ [from attest.] Testimony;

evidence. Woodward.

ATTIGUOUS. a. [attiguut. Lat.] Hard by.

To ATTINGE.w. a. [attingo, Lat. J To touch

lightly.

To ATTIRE, v. a. [attirer, Fr.3 To dress-, to

habit ; to array. Spenser.

ATTl'RE/ [from the verb.] i. Clothes;

dress. Davits. I. In hunting. The horns of a

buck or (lag. 3. In botany. The flower of a

plant ii divided into three parts, the cm-

palement, foliation, and the attire.

ATTI'RER. / [from attire] One that attires

another; a dresser.

ATTITU'DE. f. [attitude, Fr.] The posture or

action in which a statue or painted figure is

plaeed. Prior.

ATTOLLENT. a. [altsilent, Lat.] That which

raises or lilts up. Derkam.

ATTORNEY./ [attornatns, low Lat/) i.Such

a person a* by consent, commandment, or re

quest, takes heed, fees, and takes upon him

the charge of other men's business in their ab

sence, a. fitter ite ft in common law, are near

ly the same with proctors in the civil law,

and solicitors in courts of equity. Shaktfp. 3.

It was anciently used for those who did any

business for another. Sbakesp.

To ATTORNEY. v. a. [from the noun] 1.

To perform by proxy. Sbakesp. 1. To em

ploy as a proxy. Sbakesp.

ATTORNEYSHIP./ [fromaHwafy.] Theos-

fice of an attorney. Sbakesp.

ATTO'URNMENT. / [aff.i.r«n«iir,Fr.} A

yielding of the tcr.ant to a new laril. dwell.

To ATTRA'CT. v.a.[attrahc,attraclum, Lat.]

I. To draw to something. Breviu. 1. To

allure; to invite. Milton.

ATTRA'CT./ [from t> attraS.] Attraction;

the power of drawing. Hndibras. »

ATTRA'CTATIOII./ [sl/rrjcta/fj.Lat.] Fre'

quent handling. Dili,

ATTRA CTIC AL. a. [from altraB.] Having

the power to draw. Bay.

ATTRACTION / [from attra3.] I. The

power of drawing any thing. Bacon, Nevtten.

1. The power of alluring orenticing Shaktjp.

ATTRACTIVE, a. [from attra3.] 1. Having

thb-pdwer to draw any thing. Blackmore. 2.

Inviting; alluring; enticinp. Milton.

ATTRA CTIVE.y. [froma;r>«ct.] That which

draws or incites. South.

ATTRACTIVELY, adv. [from atlraBive.}

With the power ot attracting.

ATTRACTIVENESS./ | (torn attractive.]

The quality of being attractive.

A'TTRACTOR. / [from altraS.] The agent

(hat attracts. Brovtn.

.'. TTRAHENT./. [a;.'rai«j,Lal.]That which

flravrs. GUnvi;':

ATTRIBUTABLE, a. [attribno, Lat.] That

which may be ascribed or attributed. Hale.

To ATTRI'BUTE. v. a. [attribno, La«.] I.

To ascribe; to yield. Tillotson. 1. To im

pute as to a cause. Nevttor.

ATTRIBUTE./ [from to attribute.] 1. The

thing attributed 10 another. Raleigh, a. Qua

lity ; adherent. Bacon. 3. A thing belonging

to another; an appendapt. Addisen. 4. R©»

putation; honour. Sbakesp.

ATTRIBUTION, s. [from to attribute.] Com

mendation. Sbakesp.

ATTRITE. a. [attritns, Lat.] Cround ; worn

by rubbing. Milton.

ATTRITENESS./ [from attrite.] The being

mach worn.

ATTRITION./ [attrilix, Lat.] 1. The act

of wearing things by rubbing. rVoodmard. a.

Cries fjr fin, arising only from the fear of pu

nishment; the lowest degree of repentance.

To ATTUNE, v. a. [from tune.] 1. To make

any thing musical. Milton. 2. To tune one

thing to another.

ATWE'EN. adv. ot prep. Betwixt; between,

Spenser.

ATWI XT. prep. In the middle of two things.

Spenser.

To AVA'IL. v. a. [from valeir, Fr.] 1. To

profit; to turn to profit. Dryden. 1. To pro

mote; to prosper; to aflitt. Pope.

AVA'IL. / [from lo avail.] Prosit; advantage;

benefit. Locke.

AVAILABLE, a. [from to avail.] i. Profitable;

advantageous. Hooker, a. Powerful; having

force. Atterbnrj.

AVA'lLABLENESS./ [from ova./.] Power of

promoting the end for which it is used. Hale.

■AVAILABLY. adv. [from available.] Power

fully; profitably.

AVAILMENT. / [from avail.] Usefulness;

.-advantage. '\

To AVA'LE. v. a. [avaler. To let sink.] To

let fall, to depress. Ifttton.

To AVA'LE. v. n. To fink. Spenser.

AVA'NT-Guard./ [aventgarde, Fr.] The van.

Hafvtard. \ •

A VAR1CE./ [avarice, Fr.] Covetousness; in-

fatVble desire. Dryden. -^

AVARICIOUS, a. [avaritienx, Fr.] Covetou*.*^.

■ 'Briettf.; A;

AV-ARIvC.IOUSLY.a</v.[fromatfari««»f.] Co- "£<

vtliusta:- i-s •*

AVAIUCJQUSNESS./ [fromarar»«.ai.]The V

qualify otYbeing avaricious. »' -U

AVA ST. a*£',[fromBa>a, I tal.] Enough 1 cease.

AVA'UNT..ijttr/«3. [frornavas)f,Tr.J A word

of abhorrence, by which any one is driven a-

way. Dnr.ciad.

A'LBURNiEvo. [from aubiur, Pr.] Brown; of

a tan colaur. Philips.

AUCTION./ [aa<S/e, Lat.] 1. A manner of

sale, in which one person bids after another.

». The things fold by auction. Pop*.

To AUCTION, v. a. [from <7«<rr«..] To fell .-

by auction.';

■ A'UCTIONARY.
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AUCTIONARY. a. [from a«t7««.] Belonging

to an auction. Drydeu.

AUCTIONIER./". [ftomauSieu] The person

thi: manages an auction.

A'UCTIVE. a. [from<m<9i», Lit.] Of an in

creasing quality.

AUCUPATION. / [aucupath, Lat.] Fowling ;

bird-catching.

AUDACIOUS, a. [audacieux, Fr.] Bold; im

pudent. Dryden.

AUDA'CIOUSLY. adv. [fmiWiniii.] Bold

ly ; impudently. Shakesp.

AUDA'CIOUSNESS. / [from audacieui] Im

pudence.

AUDA'CITY. / [from audax, Lat.] Spirit ;

boldness. Tat/er.

AUDIBLE, a. [audibilis. Lat.] I . That which

may be perceived by hearing. Grevt. z. Loud

enough to be heard. Bacen.

A'L'DIBLENESS. / [ftma audible ] Capable-

oess of being heard.

AUDIBLY, adv. (from audible.) In such 1

manner at to be heard. Milieu.

AUDIENCE./ [audieuee, Fr.] i. The act of

hearing. Milttu. i. The liberty of speaking

granted; a hearing. Httker. 3, An auditory ;

person* collected to hear. Atterbury. 4. The

reception of any man who delivers a solemn

message. Drydeu.

AUDIENCE Cturt. A court belonging to the

archbiOiop of Canterbury, of equal authority

with the arches court.

AUDIT./ [from audit, he hears, Lat.] A final

account. Shake/ft.

To AUDIT. •». a. [from audit] To take an

account finally. Arbulbntt.

AUDI TH>N. /. [auditit, Lat.] Hearing.

AUDITOR. / [audittr, Lat.) I. A hearer.

Stduey. x. A person employed to take an

account ultimately. Shakefp. 3. A king's of

ficer, who, yearly examining the accounts of

all under officers accountable, makes up a

general book. CsvjeB.

A'UDITORY. a. [auditirius. Lat] That which

haa the power of hearing. Neviten.

AVDlTOKY. f. [auditerium, Lat] 1. An au

dience ; a collection of persons assembled to

hear. Atterbury. 1.. A place where lectures are

to be heard.

AUDITRESS. / [from audittr] The woman

that hears. Aftlttn.

T° AVT. L. v. a. [avelh, Lat.] To pull away.

Brstvu.

AVE'MARY. / A form of worship repeated

by -_be Romanists in honour of the Virgin

Mary. Shakes*.

A-VENAGE./ [of avema, oats, Ltf.] A cer

tain Quantity of oats paid to a landlord.

To AVENGE, v. a. {avenger, Pr.] 1. To

revenge. Ijaiah. a. To punish. Drydeu.

AVE NGF.ANCE. / prom arnifr.j Punish

ment. Phtlipi.

AVT. NGEMENT. /. [from avenge] Venge

ance : revenge. Spenser. .

"AVENGER/ [from avenge] 1. A ponilhcr.

Par. Lest. z. Revenger; taker of vengeance.

Drydeu.

A'VENS./ Herbbennet.

AVENTURE, [avtnture, Fr.] A mischance,

causing a man's death, without felony. CcvtelL

AVENUE. _/. [avenue, Fr] 1. A way by which

any place may be entered. Clareudtu. ». Aa

alley, or walk of trees before a house.

To AVE'R. v. a. [averer, Fr.] To declare po

sitively. Pritr.

A'VERAGE. / [averagium. Lat. J 1. That

duty or service which the tenant is to pay to

the king. Chambers. 2. A medium ; a mean

proportion.

AVERMENT./ [from<nvr.] Establishment of

any thing by evidence. Baeeu.

AVE'RNAT. A sort of grape.

To AVERRUNCATE. v. a. [averruna. Lat.]

To root up. Hudibrai.

AVERSA'TION. / [from averfer, Lat.] Ha

tred; abhorrence. Stuth.

AVERSE, a. [averfui, Lat.] I. Malign; not

favourable. Drydeu. l. Not pleased with; un

willing to. Prior.

AVERSELY, adv. [from averse] 1. Unwil

lingly, i. Backwardly. Brtvn.

AVERSENESS. s. [from averse] Unwilling

ness; backwardness. Atterbury.

AVERSION./ [averficn, Fr.] 1. Hatred; dis

like; detestation. Milttu. 1. The cause of

aversion. Pope.

To AVERT, v. a. [averts, Lat.) 1. To turn

aside; to turn off. Shakefp. Dryden. %. To

put by. Sprat.

AUF. [of alf, Dutch.] A fool, or silly fellow.

See Oat.

A'UGF.R./ [egger, Dutch.] A carpenter's tool

to bore holes with. Mexen.

AUGHT. ^re»«i».[auhr, aphr, Sax.]Any things

Addifeu.

To AUGMENT v.a. [augneuter, Pr.] To

encrease; to make bigger, or more. Fairfax.

To AUGMENT, v. u. To encrease; to grow

bigger. Dryden.

AUGMENT./ [augmentum, Lat.) 1. Encrease.

kValien. 1. State of encrease. Wiseman.

AUGMENTA'TION/[from augment] 1 .The

act of encretsing or making bigger. Addifeu. %.

The state of being made bigger. Bentley. 3.

The thing added, by which another is made

bigger, llccker.

A'UCUR. [augur, Lat.] One who pretends to

predict by theSiphtof birds. Prier.

To A UGUR. v. u. [from augur] To guess ; to

conjecture by signs. Dryden.

To AUGURATE. v.n. [augarer, Lat.] To

judge by augury.

AUGURA'TION. f. [from augur]Tbe practice

of augury. Brevjn.

AUGURER./ [from au'ry] The fame with

augur. Shakefp.

A'UGURIAL. a. [from augury] Relating to

augury. Brtvin.

AUGURY. / [augurium, Lat.] 1. The act of

prognosticating by omens. Swift. 1. Therules

ob
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observed by augur*. VEftrange. 3. An omen

or prediction. DryJen.

AUGU'ST. a. [atgm/liii, Lil.] Great; grand;

royal; magnificent. DryJen.

AUGUST./ [augmjluj, Lat.] The name of the

eighth month from January inclusive. Peactam.

AUGU'STNESS./ [from anguft.} Elevation of

loolti dignity.

AVIARY./, [from avit, Lat.] A place inclosed

to keep birrla in. Evelyn.

AVIDITY./, [aviJit/, Fr.] Creediness; eager

ness.

AVITOUS. a. [aviimi, Lat.] Left by a man's

ancestors

To AVI'ZE. v. a. [avtser, Pr.] I . To counsel.

Spenser, a. To bethink himself. Spenser. 3.

To consider. Spenser.

AULD. a. [olo, Sax.] Old. StakeIp.

AUI.ETICK. {aulcltcuiy Lat. J Belonging to

pipes.

A'ULICK. a. [aubens, Lat.] Belonging to the

court.

AULN. / [anlne, Fr.J A French measure of

length; an ell.

To AUMA'IL. v. a. [from moille, Fr.] To

variegate. Fairy Queen.

AUNT. J. [tante, Fr.] A father or mother's

filter. Pep*.

AVOCADO, s. A plant.

ToAVOCATE. v. a. [««n, Lat.] To call

awav. Beyle.

AVOCATION. / [from avecate.] 1 . The act

of tailing aside. DryJen. %. The business that

calls. Hale.

To AVO ID. v. a. [vuiJer, Fr.] 1 . To shun ; to

eleape. Tilletsen. 1. To endeavour to (hun.

Sbalejp. 3. To evacuate ; to quit. Bacen. 4.

Tooppo'e; to hinder effect. Bacen.

To AVOID, -o.n. 1. To retire. 1 Sam. 1. To

become void or vacant. Ayliffe.

AVOIDABLE, a. [from avtiJ. ) That which

may be avoided, or escaped. Lecke.

AVOIDANCE./ [from amid.] 1. The act of

avoiding. kVatts. 1. The course by which any

thing is carried off. Bacen,

AVO'IOER./ [from aveiJ.] I . The person that

shunt any thing, a. The person that carries

any thing away. 3. The vessel in which things

are carried away.

AVO'IDLESS.«.[from<K>«<V.]Inevitable.D«i»/f.

AVOIRDUPOIS. [av,irJupeiJs,fr.] A kind

of weight, of which a pound contains sixteen

ounces, and is in proportion to a pound Troy,

as seventeen to iourteen. Arbnlbnet.

AVOLA'TION./ [from avile, Lat.] A riving

away. Brecon.

To AVO UCH. v. a. \aveuer, Fr.] I. To af

firm; to maintain. Heeker. x. To produce in

favour of another. Spenser. 3. To vindicate ;

to justify. Stakijp.

AVO'UCH f. [from the verb.] Declaration ;

evidence. Stake/p.

AVO'UCHABLE. a. [from aviueb.] That may

be avouched.

AVO UCHER. / [from avncr.] He that a-

vouches.

To AVO"W. v. a. [aveucr, Fr.] To justify ; not

to dissemble. Snviji.

AVO WABLE. a. [from <tom».] That which

may be openly declared.

AVOWAL./ [trom asenv.] A justificatory de

claration.

AVO WEDLY. aJv. [from avevi.] In an avow

ed manner. Clarendon

AVQWE'E. /. [oven/, Fr.] He to whom the

right of advowfon of any church belongs.

AVO'WER. ./. [from eevnv.) He that avows or

justifies. DryJen.

AVOWRY. / [from «x*>.] Where one takei

a distress, the taker shall justify, lor what cause

he took it; which is called his awry.

AVOWSAL. / [from av«w.] A confession.

AVOWTRY. f. [See Advowt*y.] Adultery.

AURATE / A sort of pear.

AURELIA. / [Lat.] A term used for the first

apparent change of the eruca, or maggot of

any species of insects. Ray.

A'URICLE./.[««ri»A»,Let.] 1. The external

ear. z. Two appendages of the heart; being

two muscular caps, covering the two ventricles

thereof. Ray.

AURICULA./ Bears ear; a flower.

AURICULAR, a. [from auricula, Lat.] t.

Within the fense or reach of hearing. Sbakesp.

1. Secret ; told in the ear.

AURI'CULARLY. aJv. In a secret manner.

Decay es Piety.

AURI FhROUS. a. [oariser. Lat.] ThatvAich

produces gold. Tientsin.

AURIGA'TION. / [auriga, Lat.] The act of

driving carriages.

AURO/RA.s. [Lat.] 1. A species ofcrowfoot t.

The goddess that opens the gates of day -, poe

tically, the mornine.

AURORA Beeeabi. See Stiiimess.

A'URUM fulminant . [Latin.] A preparation

made by dissolving gold in aqua regia, and pre

cipitating it with salt of tartar; whence it be

comes capable ofgiving a report like that of a

pistol. Garth.

AUSCULTA'TION./ [from aujcuhe, Lat.] A

hearkening or listening to.

AUSPICE./ [anspicinm, Lat.] 1. The omens

of any future undertaking drawn from birds, t.

Protection; favour shewn. Ben Jebnfrm. 3.

Influence; good derived to others from the

piety of their patron. DryJen.

AUSPI'CIAL. a. [from auspice.] Relating to

prognostics.

AUSPI CIOUS. a. [from auspice.] 1. With

omens of success. 2. Prosperous; fo/tanste.

DryJen. 3. Favourable; kind; propitious.

Shakejp. 4. Lucky ; happy; applied to thing:.

Rescemmen.

AUSPICIOUSLY. aJv. [from auspiciemt.] Hap

pily; prolperoufly.

AUSPI'CIOUSNESS./ [from ouspicieui.] Pro

sperity; happiness.

AUSTERE, a. [aujlerui, Lat.] !. Severe;

harsh ; rigid. Regen.jL. Sour of taste ; harsh.

Blackmri,

AUS-
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AUSTEHELY. aim. [from austere.] Severely ;

rigidly. Paraiist Lost.

AUSTE RENESS./ [from austere.} i. Seve

rity ; strictness-, rigour. Sbakesp. a. Roughoesi

io taste.

ACSTE-RITY./ [from austere.] i. Severity ;

mortified life ; strictness. Bern Jehnsen. a.

Cruelty; harsh discipline. Rcscomnun.

AUSTRAL, a. faustralit.] Southern.

To A USTRALIZE. v. a. [from aufttr.] To

tend towards the south. Brown.

ATj'STRlNE.«.[frora austrinnt, Lit ] Southern.

AUTHE-NTICAL. a. Authentick. Hale.

AUTHENTICALLY. aiv. [trom autbentical.]

Wit circumstance* requisite to procure au

thority. South.

AOTHENTI CALNESS./ [from autbentical.]

The quality of being authentic ; genuineness.

Aiiijtm.

AUTHENTICITY./! [from autbentick.] Au

thority ; genuineness.

AUTHENTICK. a. [autbeuticut, Lat.] That

which has every thing requisite to give it au

thority. CvwUj.

AUTHE NT1CKLY. aiv. [from authentick.]

Aiter an authentick manner.

AUTHE NTICKNESS. / [from authentick.}

Authenticity.

ATJTHOR / [amlber, Lat,] i. The first begin-

aer or mover of any thing. Hooker, a. The

efficient ; he that effects or produces any thing.

Drjien. 3. The first writer of any thing.

Drjiew. 4. A writer in general. Sbakesp

AUTHORITATIVE... [from atheritj ) 1.

Having due authority, a. Having an air ot

authority. Swift.

AUTHO RITATIVELY. aiv. [from aulberi-

tative.} 1. In an authoritative manner; with

a stow of authority, a. With due auihority.

Halt.

AUTHORITATIVENESS. / [from autberi-

latrve.] Authoritative appearance.

AUTHORITY./. [anclowitai, Lat. J I. Legal

power. Sbakesp. a. Influence; credit. Locke.

j. Power ; rule. 1 Tim. 4. Support; countc-

aaoce. Ben Johnson. 5. Testimony. Sidney.

f. Credibility Hooker.

AUTHORIZA TION./. (srom««/r<r.«.]Esta-

bliihment by authority. Ha e

T» Al/THORIZE. v. a. [amteriser, Fr] 1. To

give authority to any person. Drjien. a. To

make any thing legal Drjien 3. To establish

any thing by auihority. Hooker. 4. To Usti/y;

Co p. jve a thing to be right. Locke. 5. To give

credit to any person or thing. Seutb.

AUTOCRACY. [oUnon^Ji^.] Independent

power.

AUTOGRA'PHICAL.«.[frora antotrapbj ]0f

one's jv.-n wuti.ig.

AUTOCRA'PHY./ [u3»>.v^»i-..] A particular

person'; own writing; the original.

AUTOMATICAL, a. [.rum ««/«««»»».] Hav-

iag th; power 01" moving it, el..

AUTOMATON./ [oa»+uJ».] A machine

stit hath the power of motion within itscli.

»ilk*u. ■

AUTCVMATOUS. a. [from a»r«i»«fs».] Having

in itself the power of motion. Browu't Vulgar

Errours.

AUTONOMY. /. [iJonfoia.] The living ac

cording to one's mind and prescription.

A'UTOPSY./. [»i34».]Ocular demonstration.

Ray. -*

AUTO'PTICAL.a. [from aatepfj.] Perceived

by one's own eyes. Brown.

AUTO'PTICALLY. a [from auiepticaL] By

means of one's own eyes. Brown.

AUTOTHEIST./ [from dvrit and ©10c.] One

who believes God's self-subsistence.

A'UTUMN. [autumns. Lat.] The season of

the year between summer and winter. Philips.

AUTU'MNAL. a. [from autumn.} Belonging

to autumn. Donne.

A VUIÆION. / [avujfio, Lat.] The act of

pulling one thing from another. Philips.

AXJXESIS.s [Lat.] Exnrnation, amplification.

AUXI'LIAR. 7 / [trom auxibum. Lat.] Help-

AUXILIARY. J er; assistant. South.

AL'Xl LIAR. I a. [from auxilium. Lat] Assis-

AUXI'LIARY. \ tut; helping. Milton, Dryi.

AUXILIARY Verb. A verb that helps to con

jugate other verbs. kVatti.

AUXILIATION. / [from auxiliatue, Lat,]

Help; ad.

ToAWAl'T. v. a. [from a and wait.] 1. To

expect ; to wait for. Fairfax, a. To attend ;

to be in store for. Roger/.

AWAIT./ [trom the verb.] Ambush. Spenser.

To AWAKE. v. a. [peccian, Sax.] 1. Torouse

out of sleep. Sbakesp. a. To raise from any

state resembling sleep. Drjien. 3. To put into

new action. Pope.

To AWAKE, t. n. To break from sleep; to

cease to sleep. Shakejp.

AWAKE, a. [from the verb.] Without sleep;

not sleeping. Drjien.

To AWAKEN. See Awtn.

To AWARD. *. a. fpearifcrg, Sax.] I. To

adjudge; to give any thing by a judicial

sentence. Cillicr a. To judge; to determine.

Pope.

AWARD./ [from the verb.] Judgment; sen

tence; determination Aiitsou.

AWARE, aiv. [jepapan, Sax.] Vigilant; a t-

tentive. Atterbury

To AWARE, v. m. To beware ; to becautiou c,

Par. Lost.

AWAY. adv. Tape?, Saxon] I. Absent. Ben

Johnson. i.From any place or person. Sbakesp.

3 .Let us go Shakejp 4. Begone. Smith. 5.

Out of one's own hand. Titlotson.

AWE / [eje, Saxon.] Reverential fear; re

verence. South

To AWE. v. a. [from the noun ] To strike with

reverence, or tear. Bacon.

A WEBAND./ A check.

AWFUL, a. [from awe and fall.] I. That

wsich strikes with awe, or fills with reve

rence. Milton, a. Wurship ul; invested with

dignity. Sbakesp. j. Struck with awe ; ti.no-

rous. kfaf.t.

A'WFULIY.
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A*WFULLY. adv. [from awful.] In a reveren

tial manner. Semi.

' A'WFULNESS./ [tawW] I. The qua

lily of striking with awe ; solemnity. Addtfen.

a. The state of being struck with awe. Tayhr.

ToAWHAPE. v. a. To strike; lo confound.

Unbberd's Tale.

AWHI'LE. adv. Sometime. Mihm.

AWK. a. [awkward.] Odd. L'Eftrauge.

A'WKWARD.a.[epsrto,'iiaxon.j i. Inelegant;

unpotitc; untaught. Sbakejp. 1. Unready;

unhandy ; clumsy. Dryden. j. Perverse ; un

toward. Hudibras.

AWKWARDLY, adv. [from awkward.]

Clumsily ; unreadily ; inelegantly. Sidney,

Pritr, Watts.

A'WKWARDNESS./ [from awkward.] In

elegance; want of gentility. Watts.

AWL.. / [*le, ale. Sax.] A pointed instrument

to bore hole a. Mtrtimer.

A'WLESS. a. [from awt, and the negative If/s.]

I. Without reverence. t)rydtn. ». Without

the power of causing reverence. Sbakesp.

AWME. A Dutch measure answering to what in

England is called a tierce, or one seventh of

an English ton. Arbuthntt.

A"WNING. / A cover spread over a boat or

vessel, to keep off the weather. Rtbinjtn Crust.

AWOKE. The preterite from awake.

A'WORK. adv. [from a and werk.] Onwork;

into a state of labour. Hammond.

A'WORKING. a. [from awtrk.] In the state

of working. Hubbird's Tale.

AWRY', adv. [from a and wry.] I. Not in a

strait direction; obliquely. Miltm. x. Asquint;

I with oblique vision. Denham. 3. Not level;

unevenly. Brerewtod. 4. Not equally between

two points. Pope. 5. Not in a right state ;

perversely. Sidney.

AXE./ [eax, Sax. J An instrument consisting of

a metal head, with a (harp edge. Dryden.

AXILLA. s [axilla. Lat.] The cavity under

the upper part os the arm, called the arm-pit.

^uincy.

AX'ILIAR. 7 a. [from axilla. Lat] Belong-

AX'ILLARY. S ing to the armpit. Brew*.

A'XIOM. J. [axitma. Lat.] A proposition evi

dent at first fight. Huker.

A'XIS. / [axis. Lat.] The line real or ima

ginary that passes through any thing, on which

it may revolve. Bentley.

A'XLE. 7 / [axis, Lat.] The pin whicrt

A'XLE-TREE. J passes through Che midst of

the wheel, on which the circumvolutions of

the wheel are performed. Sbakesp. Mihm.

AY. adv. [perhaps from ait. Lat ] Yes. Shakefp.

AYE. adv. [apa, Saxon.] Always; to eternity \

for ever. Philips.

AYGREEN. / The fame with htuseleek.

AYRY. / [See Ai«t.]

AZIMUTH./ [Arab.] 1. The azimuth of the

fun, or of a star, is an arch between the meri

dian of the place and any given vertical line. 2.

Magneticalazimuth, is an arch of the horiiort

contained between the fun's azimuth circle

and the magnetical meridian. 3. Azimuth

Compass, is an instrument used at sea for find

ing the sun's magnetical azimuth.

AZURE, a. [azur, Fr.] Blue; faint blue.

Newtcn.

B.

BAB BAC

Bis pronounced by pressing the whole length

. of the lips together, and forcing them

open with s strong breath.

BAA. / [See the verb.] The cry of a sheep.

To BAA. v. m. [bait, Liu] To cry like a Iheep

Sidney.

To BABBLE, v.n. [babhlen, Germ.] 1. To

prattle like a child. Pritr. 1. To talk idly. Ar-

puthtot. Prior, 3. To tell secrets. L'Efirange.

4. To talk much. Prior.

BA'BBLE. / [babil, Fr.] Idle talk, senseless

prattle. Shake/p.

BABBLEMENT, f. [from babble.] Senseless

prate. Milieu.

BABBLER./ [from babble.] 1. An idle talker.

Rogers. 1. A teller of secrets. Fairy Styeen.

BABE. / [baban, Welch.] An infant. Drydeu.

BA'BERY. / [from babe.] Finery to please a

babe or child. Sidney.

BA'BISH. a. [from babe.] Childish. Ascham

BA'BOON. [babeuin, Fr.] A monkey of the

■ largest kind. Addistu.

B.VBV. / [See Babe.] i. AchlM; an infant.

totke. ». A small image in imitation of a[

child, which girls play with. Stillingsleef.

BA'CCATED. a. [baccatut. Lat] Beset with

pearls; having many berries.

BACCHANALIAN./. [from*«rr*«»ai«,L»t.]

A drunkard.

BA'CCHANALS. / [bactbanalia. Lat.] The

drunken feasts of Bacchus. Pope.

BACCHUS BOLE. /. A flower not tall, bur

very full and broad-leaved.

BACCI'FEROUS. a. Berry-bearing. Ray.

BACCI'VOROUS. a. A devourer of berries.

BA'CHELOR. / [baccataureus.] 1. A man an-

married. Dryden. 1. A man who takes his first

degreos. Ascham. 3. A knight of the lowest

order.

BACHELORS Button. Campion; an herb.

BACHELORSHIP. / [from bachelor.] The

condition of a bachelor. Sbakejp.

BACK. / [bac, bac, Sax.] 1. The hinder part

of the body. Bacon. 4. The outer P»rt

of the hand when it is shut Dtnne. 3. Pare

of the body, which requires cloaths. Ltrkr.

4. The rear. Clarendm. 5. The place behind.

Dryden.
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Vrytfr*. 6. The part of any thing out of

fight. Ban*, 7. The thick part of any tool

Arfnthnst.

BACK. adv. [from the noun.] i. To the place

whence one came. Raleigh, a. Backward

from the present station. Addifon. 3. Behind;

not coming forward. Black-more. 4. Toward

things past. Bnmet. 5. Again; in return.

Sbakefp. 6. Again; a second time. Dryden.

T» BACK. m. a. 1 . To mount a horse. Sbakcsp.

1. To break a horse. Rofccmmen. 3. To place

upon the back. Sbakefp. 4- To maintain ;

to strengthen. Stntb. *,. To justify, to sup

port. Beyle. 6\ To second. Dryden.

To BA CKBITE v. a. [from bad and bit*.] To

censure or reproach the absent. Sbakefp.

BACKBITER./ [from backbite.} A privy ca-

Iaroniator ; cenfurcr of the absent. South.

BACKCA'RRY. Having on the back. Cmetl.

BACKDCTOR/ [from back and door.] The doot

behind the house. Atterbury.

B.VCKED. a. [from bad.] Having a back.

Dryden.

B.VCKFRIEND./. [fromi«i iadfricud.] An

enemy rn secret. South.

BACK GAMMON. / [from bacb gammon,

Welch, a little battle.] A play or game with

dice and tables. Swift.

BACKHOUSE./ [from back and htufe.] The

troikiings behind the chief part of the house.

Carcxo.

EACKPIECE. / [from back and piece.] The

piece of armour which covers the back.

Camden.

BACKROOM. A room behind. Atom.

BACKSIDE./, [from back and fide.] 1. The

hinder part of any thing. Newton, a. The

hinder part of an animal. AdJiJon. 3. The yard

•r ground behind a house. Mortuner.

To BACKS! A DE. v. «. [fromiaot taiJUdc.)

To ;"«.U oft". "Jeremiah.

BACKSLIDER-/ [from backslide.] An apo-

ftate. free.

BA CKSTAFF. / [from iar/l and /?«#"; be

cause, in taking an observation, the. observer's

hack is turned towards the fun.] An instru-

aeat useful in taking the fun's altitude at

sea.

e.VCKSTAlRS. / The private stairs in the

house. Bacom.

BACKSTAYS./ [from toot and/roy.] Ropes

nhich keep the masts from pitching torward.

BACKSWORD./, [from back and Jword.] A

sword with one (harp edge.

BACKWARD. 7 ^[iar^andpearto, Sax.] 1.

BACKWARDS. J With the back forwards.

Cm. ix. a. Towards the back. Bacon. 3.

On the back. Drjdn. 4. From the present

fistion to the place behind Sbakefp. 5. Re-

grerBvely. Neat™. 6. Towards something

past. Scmti. 7. Out of the progressive state.

Soviet. 8. From a better to a worse state.

Dryden. 9. Past ; in time past. Locke. 10.

Perversely. Sbakcp.

3ACKWARD. a.' 1. Unwilling; averse. At-

Uriary. z. Hesitating. Sbakejp. 3. Sluggifli;

dilatory. Walls. 4. Dull; not quick or ap.

prehensive. Smth.

BACKWARD. The thin^past. Sbakefp.

BA'CKWARDl.Y. adv. [from backward.] t.

Unwillingly; aversely. Sidney, a. Perversely.

Sbakefp.

BACKWARDNESS./ [from backward.] Dul-

ness; sluggishness. Atterbury.

BA'CON. /. The flelh of a hog salted and driei

Dryden.

BACULOMETRY. / The art of measuring

distances by one or more staves.

BAD. [buaad, Dntch.J 1. Ill; not good. Pope.

a. Vitious; corrupt. Frier. 3. Unfortunate;

unhappy. Dryden. 4. Hurtful; unwhollom?.

Addijon. 5. Sick.

BAD. r „. ....

BADE C preterite of bid.

BADGE./ 1. A mark or cognizance worn. At

terbury. 2. A tolten by which one is known.

Fairfax. 3. The mark of any thing. Dryden

To BADGE, v. a. To mark. Sbakefp.

BATJCER. / A brock. Brown.

BA'DGER. /. One that boys corn and victuals

in one place, and carries it into another. dwell

BADGER LEGGED, a. Having legs of an un

equal length, as the badgerislunposed to have.

BADLY, adv. Not well.

BADNESS./. Want of good qualities. Addifon.

To BAFFLE, v. a. [beJUr, Fr.] 1. To elude.

South, a. To confound. Dryden. 3. To

crush. Addifon.

BAFFLE./ [from the verb] A defeat. South,

BA FFLER. / [from baffic.) He that puts to

confusion. Cc». of the fongue.

BAG. /. {beige. Sax.] 1. A sack, -or.pocch.

South, i. 7 hit part of animals in -which

feme particular juices are contained, as the

poison of vipers. Dryden. 3 An ornamental

purse of silk tied to men's hair. Addifon. 4.

A term used to signit.y quantities; as a bag

of pepper.

To BAG. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To pujt

into a hag. Dryden. 1. To load with a bag.

Dryden.

To BAG. v. n. To swell like a full bag. Dryd.

BA'CATELLE. / [bagatelle, Fr.] A tiirle.

Prior.

BAGGAGE./ [bapgage, Fr.] 1. The furni

ture of an army. Bacon. X. A worthless wo

man. Sidney.

BA'G.NIO./ [bagxe, Ital.] A house for bathing,

and sweating. Ariutbatt.

BA'GPJPE./: [bag and pipe.] A musical instru

ment, consisting of a Jeathern bag, and pipes.

Addifon.

BAGPl'PER./ {from bagpipe ] One that plays

op a bagpipe. Sbakefp.

BAGU£'fTE.f. [Fr. a term of architecture.]

A little round moulding, less than an astra

gal; sometimes carved and enriched.

BAIL. / Bail is the freeing or setting at liberty

one arrested or imprisoned upon action ielher

civil or criminal, under security taken tor his

appearance.
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To BAIL. v. a. [from the noun.] I. To give

bail for another, z . To admit to bail. Claren

don.

BAILABLE, a. [from tail.] That may be set

at liberty by bail.

BAILIFF. / [baillie, Fr.] I. A subordinate

officer. Addistn. 2. An officer whose business

it is to execute arrests. Bacon. 3. An under-

steward of a manor.

BAILIWICK./ [baillie, and pic, Sax.] The

place of the jurisdiction of a bailiff. Hale.

To BAIT. v. a. [bacan, Sax.] 1 . To put meat

to tempt animals. Say. z. To give meat to

one's self, or horses, on the road. Fairy £>^

To BAIT. v. a. [from battre, Fr.J To let dogs

upon. Shakesp.

To BAIT. v. ». i. To stop at any place for re-

fresliment. Par. Lest. 2. To clap the wings.

Shakes*.

BAIT./ 1. Meat set to allure an:.malstoasnare.

Shakesp. 2. A temptation; an enticement.

Addison. 3. A refreshment on a journey.

BAIZ. s. A kind of coarse open cloth.

To BAKE. v. a. [bæcan, Sax.] I. To heat

any thing in a close place. Isaiah, 2. To har

den in the fire. Bacon. 3. To harden with

heat. Prydcn.

To BAKE. v. ». i . To do the work of baking.

Shakesp. 2. To be baked. Shakesp.

BAKEHOUSE. /. A place for baking bread.

BAKER./ (from to hake.] He whose trade is to

bake. $eutb.

BALANCE./ [balance,Fr] 1. A pair of scales.

a. The act of comparing two things. Atter-

bury. 3. Theoverplusof weight. Bacan. 4.

That which is wanting to make two parts of

an account even. 5. Equipoise. Pipe. 6. The

beatiog part of a watch. Locke. 7. In astro

nomy. One of the signs, Libra.

To BALANCE, v.a. [balancer, Fr.] 1. To

weigh in a balance. L'Estrange. z. To coun

terpoise. Neviton. 3. To regulate an account.

Ltcie. 4. To pay that which is wanting.

Trier.

To BALANCE, y. «. To hesitate; to fluctuate.

Locke.

BALANCER. / [from balance.] The person

that weighs.

BA'LASS Ruby.f [batas, Fr.] A kind of ruby.

To BALBOCINATE. i>. n. [balbntio, Lat.jTo

stammer in speaking.

BALCO-NY./ [balcon, Fr.] A frame oswood,or

stone, before the window of a room. Herbert.

BALD. a. [bal, Welch.] 1. Without hair. Ad-

dijon. 2. Without natural covering. Shakejp.

3. Unadorned; inelegant. Drydem. 4. Strip

ped ; without dignity. Shakesp.

BALDACHIN./ [baldachino, Ital] A piece of

Architecture in form of a canopy.

BALDERDASH. /. Rude mixture.

To BA LDERDASH. v. a. To adulterate li

quor.

BALDLY, adv. [from bald] Nakedly; meanly;

inelegantly.

BA'LD'mONY. / Centian; a plant.

BALDNESS.'/, [froin bald.] 1. The want of

Mean*

The

hair. z. The loss of hair. Swift.

nes6 of writing.

BA'LDRICK. / 1. A girdle. Pope, a.

zodiack. Spenser.

BALE./ [balk, Fr.] A bandle of goods. Wc:J-

voara.

BALE. s. [bad, Sax.] Misery. F. fyee*.

To BALE. v. «r. To make up into a bale.

BA'LEFUL. a. [from bale.]' 1. Sorrowful- sad.

Par. Lest. 2. Fullof mischief. F. &»e„ DryJ

BALEFULLY. adv. [from baleful] Sorrowful.

ly; mischievously.

BALK./ [balk, Dut.] Agreathe,m.

BALK. / A ridge of land lift unploughed.

To BALK. v. a. [Sec the noun.] ,. To disap

point; to frustrate. Prhr. 2. To mis* any

thing. Prayten. 3. To omjt. Shakesp.

BALKERS./ Menwho give a sign which way

the (hole of herrings is. Carev>.

BALL./ [bil, Dan.] 1. Any thing made in a

round form. Hroil 2. A round thing to play

with. Sidney. 3. A globe. GranvilU. 4. A.

globe borne at an ensign of sovereirnty. Bacam.

5. Any part of the body that approaches to

roundness. Peacham.

BALL. / [bal, Fr.] An entertainment of dan

cing. Swift.

BALLAD./ [balade, Fr.] A song. PTarrs.

To BALLAD, v. p. To make or sing ballads

Shakejp.

BALLAD-SINGER./ One whose employment

it is to sing ballads in the streets. Gay.

BALLAST./ [ballaste, Dutch.] Something pxrt

at the bottom of the ship to keep it steady'.

rVilkins.

To BALLAST, v. a. To put weight at the

bottom of a ship, lirilkint. 2. To keep any

thing steady. Donne. '

BALLETTE. / [ballettt, Fr.] A dance.

BALLIARS. / Billiards. Spenser.

BALLON I f [ballon, Fr.] 1. A large round

BALLOON. J Ihort-necked vessel used in chy-

mistry. 2. A ball placed on a pillar. 3. A ball

ofpasteboaid, stuffed with combustible matter

which mounts in the air, and then bursts.

BALLOT./ [ballitte, Fr] I. A little b*M or

ticket used in giving votea. z. The act of

voting by ballot.

To BALLOT, v. it. [baVettr, Fr.] To choose by

ballot. Wotton, Swift. T

BALLOTA'TION./ [from ballet.] The act of

voting by ballot. Wotton.

BALM./ [banme, Fr.] 1. The sap or juice of

a shrub, remarkably odoriferous. Prya'eu. ^

Any valuable or fragrant ointment. ShaJkefa^

3. Any thing that sootha or mitigates pain

Shakejp. ■ ^

BALM. ? r „.. r ,

BALMA*7«r. \ J- The n,meof * PUnt- 4*r/«Vr-_

BALM of Gilead. 1. The juice drawn from the

balsam tree. z. A plant remarkable for the

strong balsamick scent.

To BALM. v.a. [from balm.] 1. To anoint

with balm. Shakesp. z. Tosooth i tQ'a-ruti..

gate. Slakejp.
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BA'LMY. a. [from baln.] i. Hiving the qua

lities of balm. Milan. 2. Producing balm.

3. Soothing; soft. Dryden. 4. Fragrant ; o-

doriferoos. Drjden. 5. Mitigating; aflua-

sive. Sbakesp.

EALNEARY./tWnwr/ni., Latin.] A bath

ing-room. Brsvjn.

BALNE'ATION./ [from balneum, Lat.] The

act of bathing. Bryan.

BA1.NEATORY. a. [balncaariui, Latin.] Be

longing to a bath.

BALSAM. / [balsamnm, Lat.] Ointment;

unguent. Denham.

BALSAM Apple. An Indian plant.

BALSA MIC AL. 7 a. Unctuous; mitigating.

BALSA-MICK. J Hale.

BALUSTRADE. / Rows of little turned pil

lars, called balusters.

BA MBOO./ An Indian plant of the read kind.

ToBAMBO'OZLE v. a. To deceive; to im

pose upon. Arbntbmt.

BAMBOOZLER./ A cheat. Arbntbmt.

BAN./, [ban, Teutonick.] 1. Publick notice

given of anything. Cevicll. 2. A curse; ex

communication. Raleigb. 3. Interdiction. Mil-

itn. 4. Ban tf tbe empire; a publick censure

by which the privileges of any German prince

are suspended. Hnael.

To BAN. *>. a._[bannen, Dutch.] To curse; to

execrate. KntUei.

BANANA tree. Plantain.

BAND./ [bende, Dutch] 1. A tye; a ban

dage. Sbakesp. 2 . A chain by which any

animal is kept in restraint. Drjden. 3. Any

onion or connexion. Sbakesp. 4. Any thing

bound round another. Bacon, t. A company

of persons joined together Taller. 6. In

architecture. Any flat low moulding, fascia,

face, or plinth.

To BAND. v. a. sfrom band.] 1. To unite to

gether into one body or troop. Milan. 2. To

bind over with a band. Drjdtn.

BA'NDAGE. / [bandage, Fr.] I. Something

bound over another. Addijen. 2. Thefilletor

roller wrapped over a wounded member.

BA NDBOX. / [band and btx] A night box

used for bands and other things of small weight.

AJdisen.

BA NDELET./ [bandelet, Fr.] Any flat mould

ing or fillet.

BANDIT. ? / in the plural banditti

BANDITTO. J [bandita, Italian.] A man

outlawed. Sbakesp. Pcpe.

BANDOG./. [bandzaidtg.] Amastifls.o'i'air//).

BANDOLEERS. / [bandslicn, Fr] Small

wooden cases, covered with leather, each ol

them containing powder that is a sufficient

charge for a musket.

• BA-NDROL. / [bandertl, Fr.] A little flag or

streamer.

BANDY./, [from bander, Fr.] A club turned

round at bottom for striking a ball.

ToEA'NDY v.a. 1. To beat to and fro, or

from one to another. Blaekmtre. 2. To give

and take reciprocally. Sbakesp. 3. Toajilatr;

to toss about. Luke.

To BANDY, v.n. To contend. Hudibrat.

BA'NDYLEG./. [from bander, Fr.] A crooked

leg. Swift.

BA NDYLEGGED. a. [from bandjleg.] Having

crooked lees.

BANE./ [band, Saxon.] 1. Poison. Addiscn.

2. Mischief; ruin. Hsoker.

To BANE. v. a. To poison. Sbakesp.

BANEFUL, a. 1. Poisonous. Pipe. a. De

structive. Ben. Jebn/cn.

BA NEFULNESS. / [from baneful.] Poison-

ousness; destructiveness.

BANEWORT. / Deadly nightshade.

To BANG. v. a. [venrtlen, Dutch.] 1. To

beat; to thump. Htuiell. 2. To hanJle

roughly. Sbakesp.

BANG./! [from the verb.] A blow; a thump.

Hudibm.

To il.YN'ioH. t. a. [banir, Pr.] 1 . To con

demn to leave his own country. Sbakesp. 2.

To drive away. Tilblson.

BA'NIJSHER. / [Som^i/i.] He that forces

another from his own country. Sbakisp.

BAN ISHMENT. / 1 . The act of banishing

another. 2. The state of being banished;

exile. Drjden.

BANK../ I bane, Saxon.] 1. The earth rising

on each side of a Water. Crafiaw. 2. Any

heap of earth piled up. Samuel. 3. A bench

of rowers. rValler. 4. A place wnere money

h laid up to be called for occasionally. Siutb.

5. The company of persons concerned :n ma

naging a bank.

To BANK. v.a. [from the noun.] 1. To lay

up money in a bank. 2. To inclose with

banks. Tbemjin.

BANK-BILL./. [fromJaa* and *///.] A note

for money laid up in a bank, at the sight of

which the money is paid. S&ist.

BANKER./ [from bank.] One that trafficks in

money. Drjden.

BANKRUPCY. / [from bankrupt.] 1. The

state of a man broken, or bankrupt. 2. The

act of declaring one's self bankrupt.

BANKRUPT, a. [banqnernte, Pr.] In debt

beyond the power of payment.

To BANKRUPT, v. a. To break ; to dis

able one from satisfying his creditors. Ham-

mend.

BANNER. / [banniere, Fr,] 1. A flag; a

standard. Milan. 2. A streamer borne at the

end of a lance.

BA'NNERET./ [from banner.] A knight made

in the field. Camden.

BA'NNEROL./ [from banderele, Fr.] A little

flag or streamer. Camden.

BA'NNIAN. /. A man's undress or a morning

gown.

BANNOCK. /. A kind of oaten or pease meal

cake.

BANQUET./, [baninet, Fr.] A feast. "Jib.

To BA'NQUET. v. a. To treat any one with

feasts. Hajviard.

To BA NQUET- v. a. To feast; to fare dainti

ly. &»/*.
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BANQUETER./ sfrom banquet] I. A feaster,

one th*t lives deliriously, z. He that makes

feasts.

BA'NQUET-HOUSE. 7 / [banauet and

BA'NQUETING-HOUSE. S *»«/>.] A house

where banquets are kept. Dryden.

BANQUETTE, s A small bank at the foot of

the parapet.

BA'NSTICLE. s. A small fish; a stickle-back.

To BA'NTER. v. a. [badmer, Pr.] To play

upon; to rally. L'EjIrantfe.

BA'NTER. s. [from the verb.] Ridicule; rail

lery. VEstrange.

BA'NTERKR./ [from hauler.} One that ban

ters. VEj'.range.

BANTLING. J. [bairnling.] A little child.

frier.

Baptism./ [baptisms. Lat. &t<rV,<«c.] i.

Baptism is given bv water, and that prescript

form of words which the church of Christ

doth use. Hceker. z. Baptism is often taken

in Scripture for sufferings. Luke.

BAPTISMAL, a. {hom baptist*.] Of cr per

taining to baptism. Hammond.

BA'PTIST./ [bapnstt, Fr. /Smrltnc.j He that

administers baptism Milton.

BA'VTISTERY. /. [baptifierium, Lat] The

place where the sacrament of baptism is admi

nistered. Addison.

To BAPTI'ZE. 11. a. [baptiser, Fr. from Bav-

1»£«.] To christen; to administer the lacra-

ment of baptism. Miltcn, Rogers.

BAPTl'ZER./ [from to baptise.) One that

christens; one that administers baptism.

BAR. / [barre, Fr.] I . A piece of wood laid

cross a passage to hinder entrance. Exodus, a.

A bolt. Nehemiah. 3. Any obstacle. Daniel.

4. A rock or bank at the entrance of a har

bour. 5. Any thing used for prevention.

Hotker. 6. The place where causes of law

are tried. Drydtn. 7. An inclosed place in

a tavern, where the housekeeper (its. Addijen.

8. In law. A peremptory exception against a

demand or pica. Co-well. 9. Any thing by

which the structure is held together. Jonah.

10. Bars, in musuk, are strokes drawn per

pendicularly across the lines of a piece of

musick ; used to regulate the beating or mea

sure of musical time.

BAR SHOT. J. Two half bullets joined toge

ther by an iron bar.

To BAR. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To fasten

or shut any thing with a bolt, or bar. Swift.

a. To hinder; to obstruct. Shakesp. 3. To

prevent. Sidney. 4. To (hut out from. Dryden.

5. To exclude from a claim. Hotker. 6. To

prohibit. AddiJ.n. 7. To except. Shakesp

8. To hinder a suit. Drydtn.

BARB./ [barba, a beard, Lat] I. Anything

that grows in the place of the beard. Walton.

a. The points that stand backward in an

arrow. Pope, j. The armour tor horses.

Hayzvard.

BAKU. / [contracted seem Barbarj.] A Bar-

bar) horse.

To BARB. V. a. [from the noun.] 1 . To {have;

to dress out the beard. Shakesp. a. To furnifli

horses with armour. DryJen. 3. Tojag ar

rows with hooks. Philipt.

BA'RBACAN./ [barbacane, Fr.] 1. A fortifi

cation placed before the walls of a town.

Spenser. z. An opening in the wall through

which the guns are levelled.

BARBA'DOES Cherry, [malphigia, Latin.] A

pleasant tart fruit in the West Indies.

BARBA'DOES Tar. A bituminous substance,

differing little from petroleum. IVcod-aard.

BARBA"RlAN. / 1. A man uncivilized ; a

savage. Sttllingfieet. a. A foreigner. Stakesp.

3. A man without pity. Philips.

BARBATUAN. a. Savage. Pope.

BARBA RICK. a, [barbaricus, Lat.] Foreign ;

far-fetched. Miltcn.

BARBARISM. / [barbarism*,, Lit.] 1. A

form of speech contrary to the purity of lan

guage. Dryden. a. Ignorance of arts ; want

of learning. Dryden. 3. Brutality; savage-

ness of manners; incivility. Davies. 4. Cruel

ty ; hardness of heart. Shakesp.

BARBARITY./ [from barbarous.) I. Savage-

ness; incivility, a. Cruelty; inhumanity.

Clarendon. 3. Impurity of speech. Swift.

BARBAROUS, a. [barbare, Pr.] 1. Stranger

to civility; savage; uncivilized. Davies. 1.

Unacquainted with arts. Dryden. 3. Cruel ;

inhuman. Clarendon.

BARBAROUSLY, adv. [from barbarous ] 1.

Without knowledge or arts. z. In a manner

contrary to the rules of speech. Stepney. 3.

Cruelly; inhumanly. SpeSattr.

BA'RBAROUSNESS. f. [from barbarous.'] 1.

Incivility of manners. Tempk. a. Impu

rity of language. Brerrasood. 3. Cruelty.

Hale.

To BARBECUE. ». et. A term for dressing a

hog whole. Pope.

BARBECUE. J. A hog drest whole.

VA-'RBED.particip. a. [from to barb.] 1. Fur

nished with armour. Shakesp. a. Bearded;

jagged with hooks. Milton.

BARBEL./ [fromlarb.] A kind of fish found

in rivers. Walton.

BA'RBER./ [from to barb.] A man who (have-.

the beard. Wotten.

To BA'RBER. v. a. [from the noun.] To dress

oat; to powder. Shakesp.

BARBER-CHIRURGEON. / A man who

joins the practice of surgery to the barber's

trade. Wiseman.

BA RBER-MONGER./ A sop decked out by

his barber Shakesp.

BARBERRY. / [berberis, Lat.] Pipperidge

bush. Mtrtimer.

BARD. / [bardd, Welch.] A poet. Spenser.

BARE. a. [barte, Saxon] 1. Naked; with

out covering. Addison. z. Uncovered in

respect. Clarendon. 3. Unadorned; plain;

simple. Spenser. 4. Detected ; without con

cealment. Milton, 5. Poor; without plenty.

Hooker. 6. Mere. South. 7. Threadbare ;

much
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nruch wora. 8. Not united with any thing else.

Jitter.

To BARB. v. «. [from the adjective.] To strip.

Sacan.

BARE, preterite of it hear.

BA REBONE. / [from bare and lone.] Lean.

EAREFACED. a. i. With the face naked;

not masked. Sbakefp. a. Shameless; unre

served. Clarendon.

BAREFACEDLY, ait. [from barefaced.] O-

penly ; sharaelefly ; without disguise. Licie.

BAREFACEDNESS./ [from iarefaceJ.] Ef

frontery ; assurance ; audaciousness.

BAHEFOOT. a. [from bare »nd/w/.] With

out shoes. Addifon.

BAREFOOTED, a. Without (hoes. Sidney.

BA'REGNAWN. a. [from bare and gnavn.]

Eaten bare. Sbakefp.

BAREHEADED, a. [from bare and head.]

Uncovered in respect. Dryden.

BARELY, adv. [from W*.] i. Nakedly. 1.

Merely ; only. Hooker.

BARENESS. / [from bare] i. Nakedness.

Sbakefp. i. Leanness. Sbakefp. 3. Poverty.

Sentb. 4. Meanness of clothes.

BARGAIN. / [bargaigne, Fr.] 1. A contract

or agreement concerning sale. Bacon. 1. The

thing bought or fold. L'EJlrange. 3. Stipula

tion. Bacon. 4. An unexpected reply, tending

to obscenity. Dryden. 5. An event ; an upshot.

Arbntbntt.

To BATtCAlN. v. n. To make a contract for

sale. Addifon.

BARGAINEE'./ [from bargain.] He or Qie1

that accepts a bargain.

BARGAINER./ [from bargain.] The person

who proffers or makes a bargain.

BARGE./ [bargie, Dutch. J 1. A boat for

pleasure. Kaleigb. 1. A boat for burden.

BATtGER./ [from barge.] The manager of a

barge. Carevr.

BARK. /. [barck, Danish.] 1. The rind or

covering of a tree. Bacen. i. A imall (hip.

[barca, low Lat.] Gram.

To BARK. v. n. [beortcan, Saxon] 1. To

make the noise which a dog makes. Covtlcy. %.

To clamour at. Sbakefp.

To BARK. v. a. [from the noun.] To strip trees

of their bark. Temple.

EARK BARED, a. Stripped of the bark.

Mortimer,

BAUKER./ [from bark.] i.One that barks

or clamours. B. JobnJ. 1. One employed in

stripping trees.

BA'RKY. a. [from bark.] Consisting of bark.

Skakefp.

BARLEY./ A grain.

BA RLEYBRAKE./. A kind of rural play. Sid.

BARLEY BROTH. /. [barley and broth.]

Strong beer. Sbakefp.

B.\ RLEYCORN. /. [from barley and cm.] A

grain of barley. 'Tickell.

BARM./ {burnt, Welch.] Yeast; the ferment

put into drink to make it work. Shokcjp.

BARMY, a. [from barn] Containing barm.

Prjdrn.

BARN. /. [beafvn, Saxon.] A place or house

for laying up any sort of grain, hay, or Hiivi.

Addifon.

BA'RNACLE. / [beartn, a child, and aac, an

oak.] A bird like a goose, fabulously supposed

to grow on trees. Bcntley.

BAROMETER. /. [from Sip©-, and fUrooy.]

A machine for measuring the weight of the

atmosphere, and the variations in it, in order

chiefly to determine the changes of the wea

ther.

BAROMETRICAL, a. [from barometer.] Re

lating to the barometer. Derbam.

BAHON. / [Bars, Lat. J 1. A degree of nobi

lity next to a viscount. 2. Baron is an officer,

as barem of the exchequer. 3. There are also-

barons of the cinque ports, that have places in

the lower bouse oi parliament. 4. Baron is uftd.

for the husband in relation to his wise. Ccwcll.

5. A baron of beef is when the two sirloins

are not cut asunder. Di3.

BA RONAGE. [. [from baron.] The dignity of

a baron.

BARONESS. / [baronejfa, Ital.] A baron'*

lady.

BA'RONET. / [of baron and et, diminutive

termination.] The lowest degree of honour

that is hcieditary ; it is below a baron, and

above a knight.

BA'RONY. / [bartnnii, Fr.] That honour or

lordship that gives title to a baron. Cnvclt.

BAROSCOPE. /. [/%©- and s-xonr-..] An in

strument to (hew the weight of the atmos

phere. Arbuthntt.

BA RRACAN./ [bonracan, Fr.] A strong thick

kind of camelot.

BA'RRACK./ [barraca, Span] A building to

lod^e soldiers.

BA'RRATOR./ [oldFr. barateur, a cheat.] A

wrangler, and encourageroflaw suits. Arhutb.

BARRATRY./ [from barrator.] Foul practice

in law Hudthras.

BA'RREL. / [baril, Welch.] 1. A round

woodenvefleltobe stopped close. Dryden. 1. A

barrel of wine is thirty one gallons and a hall";

of ale, thirty two gallons; of beer, thirty six

gallons, aud ofbeer vinegar, thirty four gallons,

3. Any thing hollow, as the barrel of a gun.

Digby. 4. A cylinder. Moxcn.

To BARREL, v. a. To put any thing in a

barrel. Spenser.

BARREL-BELLIED, a. Having a large belly,

Dryden.

BA'KRKN. a [bape, Sax.] Not proIi!kk.'67,<^.

a. Unfruitful; not fertile; sterile. Pcf*. 3.

Not copious; scanty. Swift. 4. Unmeaniry;

uninventive; dull. St.aktjp.

BA'RRL'NLY. adv. [from barren] Unfruit-

fully.

BARRENNESS./ [from barren] 1. Want of

the power of procreation. Milton. 2. Uufruii-

fulncfi; sterility. Bac;n. 3. Want of invention.

Dryden. 4. Want of matter. Hooker, c. In

theology, vvaut 01" sensibility. Tat/cr.

BARREN WORT. / A plan:.

BA'RR-
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BARRFUL. a. [bar and /«//.] full ofobstruc

tions. Sbakesp.

BARRICA'DE. / [barricade, Fr] I. A forti

fication made to keep off an attack, 1. Any

stop ; bar ; obstruction. Derham.

To BARRICA'DE v. a. [barricader, Fr.] To

stop up a passage. Gay.

BARRICA'DO /. [barricade, Span.] A fortifi

cation; a bar. Bacon.

To BARRICA'DO. «. a. To fortify, to bar.

Clarendon.

BA'RRIER./ [barriere; Fr.] 1. A barricade;

an entrenchment. Pope. 2. A fortification, or

strong place. Swift. 3. A stop; an obstruction.

fValtj. 4. A bar to mark the limits of any

place. Bacon. 5. A boundary. Pope.

BARRISTER. / [from bar.] A person quali

fied to plead the cause* of clients in the courts

of justice. Blount.

BA'RROW J. [beriepe, Sax] Any carriage

moved by the hand, as a hand-barrov). Gay.

BA'RROW. / [beps. Sax.] A hog.

To BARTER, v. n. [barraltcr, Fr.] To traf-

fick by exchanging one commodity for another.

Collier.

To BA'RTER. v. a. To give any thing in ex

change. Prior.

BA'RTER. / [from the verb.] The act or

practice of trafficking by exchange. Felten.

BA'RTERER./ [from barter.] He that trafficks

by exchange.

BA'RTERY. / [from barter.] Exchange of

commodities. Camden.

BARTRAM./ A plant; pellitory.

BASE. a. [bai, French.] 1. Mean; vile; worth

less. Peacbam. a. Disingenuous; illiberal; un

generous. Alterbnry. 3. Of low station; of

mean account. Dryden. 4. Baseborn; born

out of wedlock. Camden. 5. [Applied to me

tals;] without value. IValti. 6. [Applied to

sounds ;] Jeep, grave. Bacon.

BASE-BORN. a. Born out of wedlock. Gay.

BASE-COURT./ Lower court.

BASE-MINDED, a. Mean spirited. Camden.

BASE-VIOL./ An instrument used in concerts

for the bufe found. AddtJ'on.

BASE./ [bai, French] I. The bottom of any

thing. Prior. 1. The pedestal of a statue.

Brosme. 3. Ho'isings. Sidney. 4. The bottom

of a cone. ;. Stockings. Hudibras. 6. The

place from which racers or tihers tan. Dryden.

7. The string that gives a ball lound. Dryden.

8. An old ruilick play. Shake/p.

To BASE. v. a. [baser, Fr.J To embafe; to

make less valuable. Bacon.

BASELY, adv. [from baje.] t. Meanly; dis

honourably. Clarendon, 2. Inbastardy. Kntilcs.

BA'SENESS. / [from base.] 1. Meanness;

vileness. Sonlb. a. Vilenesi of metal. Swift.

3. Bastardy. Sbakejp. 4. Deepness of Sound.

Bacon.

To BASH. v. n. [probably from base.] To be

ashamed. Spenser.

BASHA'W./ Among the Turks, the viceroy of

1 province. Bacon.

BA'SHFUL. a. [verbaesen, Dutch.] r. Modest j

shamefaced. Sbakesp. *. Viciously modest.

Sidney.

BASHFULLY, adv. [from bajbsnl.] Timo

rously; modestly.

BA'SHFULNESS. / sfrom bejbfnl] 1. Mo

desty. Dryden. 2. Vltioua or rustick shame.

Dryden.

BA'SIL. / The name of a plant.

BA'SIL. / The angle to which the edge of a

joiner's tool is ground away.

BA'SIL. / The skin of a sheep tanned.

To BA'SIL. v. a. To grind the edge |of a tool

to an angle. Moxon.

BASILICA. /. [8ar,\ixh.] The middle vein of

the arm. 2>uincy.

BASI'LICAL. ? a. [from basilica.] The basilick

BASI'LICK. J vein. Sharp.

BASI'LICK./ [basiliaue,Tr. gas-iJuxi.] A large

hall, a magnificent church.

BASI'LICON./ [Sa<riXixo».] An ointment called

also tetrapharmacon. Wiseman.

BASILISK. / [basibscui, Lat.] A kind of

serpent ; a cockatrice ; said to kill by looking.

Brown, a. A species of cannon. Brown.

BA'SIN. [basin, Fr.] 1. A small vessel to hold

water for washing, or other uses. Brown, x.

A small pond. Spectator. 3. A part of the sea

inclosed in rocks. Pope. 4. Any hollow place

capacious of liquids. Blackmore. 5. A dock for

repairing and building ships. 6. Basins cs a

balance ; the fame with the scales.

BA'SIS. / [bast, Lat.] 1 . The foundation of

any thing. Dryden. 2. The lowest of the three

principal parts of a column. Adiison. 3. "That

on which any thing is raised. Denbam. 4.

The pedestal. Sbakesp. 5. The ground-work.

Sbakesp.

To BASK. v. a. [backeren, Dutch.] T» warm

by laying out in the heat. Milton.

To BASK. v. n. To lie in the warmth. DryJem.

BA SKET. / [basted, Welch.] A vessel made

of twigs, rushes, or splinters. Dryden.

BASKET-HILT. / A hilt of a weapon so

made as to contain the whole hand. Hudibras.

BA SKET-WOMAN./ A woman that plica at

markets with a basket.

BASS. a. [In musick.] Grave ; deep.

BASS-VIOL. See Base-viol.

BASS. / [by Junius derived from some British

word signifying a rush; perhaps properly bej't,

from the French fc/se,] A mat used in churches.

Mortimer.

BASS-RELIEF. /. [bat and relief] Sculpture.

the figures of which do not standout from the

ground in their full proportion.

BASSET./, [basset, Vr.jA game at cards. Denmir.

BASSON. > / [baffen, Fr.] A musical instru-

BASSOON. I ment of the wind kind, blown

with a reeJ.

BA'SSOCK. /. Bass.

BASTARD./ [bastardd, Welch] 1. A person

born of a woman out of wedlock, 2. Any thing

spurious. Sbakesp.

BASTARD, a. 1. Begotten out of wedlock.

Skatesp.•ifai
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Sbakesp. a. Spurious; suppositions ; adulte

rate, "staple.

T- BASTARD. ». a. To convict of being a

bastard. Bac;n.

To BASTARDIZE, v. a. [from bastard.) l .

To convict of bring a bastard, a. Tq beget a

bastard. Sbakesp.

BA'STARDLY. adv. [from bastard.] Jn the

manner of a bastard. Dinar.

To BASTE, v. a. {baflinner, Fr.] I. To beat

with a stick. Hudibrai. a. To drip butter.upon

meat on the spit. Stakes. 3. To few IJightly.

[bafter, Fr.]

BASTINA'DE. 7 / [bost,uuade,Tr.] I. The

BASTFNA'DO. 1 act of beating with a cud

gel. Sidney. ». A Turkish punishment of

beating an offender on his feet.

To BASTINA'DE. ? v. a. [from the noun;

To BASTlNADO. 1 basttnner, Fr.] To beat.

Arbutbnot.

BASTION./ \hastin Fr.] a huge mass of earth,

usually faced with sods, standing out from a

rampart ; a bulwark. Harris.

BAT./ [bar, Six.] A heavy stick. Hakewell.

BAT. / An animal having the body of a mouse

and the wings of a bird ; not with feathers,

but with a sort of flein which is extended. It

brings forth its young alive, and suckles them.

Da*i/.

BAT-FOWLING./ [from bat and/sW] Bird-

catching in the night time. They light

torches, then beat the bushes ; upon which the

bird* flying to the flames are caught. Peacham.

BATABLE. a [from bale.} Disputable. Ba-

takU ground seems to be the ground hereto

fore in question, whether it belonged to Eng

land or Scotland.

BATCH./ [from bake] 1. The quantity of

bread baked at a time. Mirtimer. 1. Any

quantity made at ence. Ben. *fobnfon.

BATCHELOR. See RacheLo*.

BATE./, [from debate.) Strife ; contention.

To BATE. v. a. [contracted from abate.] 1 . To

lessen any thing; to retrench. Sbakcsp. a. To

sink the price. Locke. 3. To lessen a demand.

Shake/p. 4 To cut oss. Dryden.

To BATE. v.n. i. To grow less. Sbakesp. a.

To remit. Dryden.

BATE, once the preterite of bile. Sfenser.

BAfEFUL. a. [from bate and full.) Contenti

ons. Sidney.

BA'TEMENT./. Diminution. Moxin.

BATH. / [bafl. Sax.] I. A fare is either hot or

cold, either of art or nature. Addisen. 1.

Outward heat, applied to the body. Sbakesp.

3. A vessel of hot water, in which another is

placed that requires a softer heat than the

naked fire, ^giucy. 4. A sort of Hebrew

measure, containing seven gallons and four

pints. Calmet.

Toi BATHE, v. a. [baSian, Sax] 1. To wash

in a bath. Scntb. 1. To supple or soften by the

outward application of warm liquors. Dryden

3. To wash with anything. Dryden.

7o BATHE.*, a. To be in the water. Waller.

BATING. ^r<p. [from bate] Except. Rki\:

BA'TLET. / [from bat.) A square piece of

wood used in beating linen. Sbakesp.

BATOON./ [baton, Fr. formerly spelt besten.]

J. A staff or club. Batcn. a. A truncheon or

marshal's staff.

BATTAILLOUS. a [from battail/e, Fr] War

like; with military appearance. Fairfax.

BATTALIA, [battaglia, Ital] The order of

battle. Clarendon.

BATTALION./ [bataUU*, Fr.] 1. A division

of an army ; a troop ; a body os forces. Pipe .

1. An army. Sbakesp.

To BATTEN, v. a. 1. To fatten, or make fat.

Milieu. 1. To fertilize. PbiBpi.

To BATTEN, v. n. To grow tat. Gartb.

BA'TTEN. / A batten is a scantling os wooden

stuff. Moxou.

To BATTER, v. a. [fa/f«, to beat, Fr] 1. To

beat; to beat down. Waller. 1. To wear with

beating. Swift. 3. To wear out with service.

Scutbern.

BA'TTER. / [from to batter.) A mixture of

several ingredients beaten together. King.

BA'TTERF.R./. [from batter.) He that batters.

BATTERY. / [batterie, Fr.] 1 . The act of

battering. Lsckc. ». The instruments with

which a town it battered. South. 3. The frame

upon which cannons are mounted. 4. In law,

a violent striking of any man. Sbakesp.

BATTLE./ [battaile, Fr.J 1. A fight; an

encounter between opposite armies. Ecaiefuji .

a. A body of forces. Bacon. 3. The mainbody.

Hayward.

To BATTLE, v. u. [bataillcr, Fr.]To contend

in fight. Prior.

BATTLE-ARRAY./: Array, or orderof battle.

Addijen.

BATTLE-AXE. / A weapon; a bill. Careen.

BATTLE-DOOR. / [doer and battle.) An in

strument with a round handle and a flat blade.

Locke.

BATTLEMENT./ [from battle] A wall with

interstices. Ntrris.

BATTY, a. [from bat.] Belonging to a bat.

Sbakesp.

BA VAROY. / A kind of cloke. Gay.

BA'UBEE./ In Scotland, a halfpenny. Bramst.

BAVIN. / A stick like those bound up in

faggots. Mortimer.

To BAULK. SceBAL*.

BA'WBLE. s.[baubcllum, barbarous Latin.] A

gew-gaw ; a trifling piece of finery. Priar.

BABBLING, a. [from bawbli.) Trifling; con

temptible. Skakesp.

BA'WCOCK. / A fine fellow. Sbakesp.

BAWD. j. \baudi} old Pr.] A procurer or pro

curess. Dryden.

To BAWD. v. n. [from the noun.] To procure.

Swift'.

BA'WDILY adv. [from bawdy ] Obscenely.

BA WDINESS. / [from bawdy.) Oblccneness.

BA*WDRICK . / [Sec Baldkick] A belt.

Chapman.

BAWDRY./ r . A wicked practice of procuring

and
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and bringing whores and rogues together.

Aylifjc. x. Obscenity. Ben. Jehnstn.

BAWDY, a. [from bawd] Obscene-, unchaste.

S.uth.

BAWDY-HOUSE, s. A house where traffick is

made by wickedness and debauchery. Dennis.

To BAWL. v. n. [b.ilo. Lat] I. Tohoot; to cry

out with great vehemence. Smith en Philips.

2. To cry as a frov^ard child. L'Eslrange.

To BAWL. v. a. To proclaim as a crier. Svtist.

BAWREL. / A kind of hawk. Ditl.

UA'WSIN. f. Abadfer. Dig.

BAY. a. [bad/us, Lat.] A bay horse is inclining

to a chcl'nut. All hey horses have black

mines. Dryden.

BAY. / [bayc, Dutch.] An opening into the

land. Bacon.

BAY. s. The slate of any thing surrounded by

enemies. Swift, Thomson.

SAY. s. In architecture, a term used to signify

the magnitude of a building. Bays are from

touneen to twenty feet long. Shakesp.

BAV.y". A tree.

BAY. J. An honorary crown or garland. Pope.

To BAY. v. n. i . To bark as a dog at a thief.

Spenser, z. To (hut in. Shakesp.

To BAY. i'. a. To follow with barking. Shakesp.

BAY Salt. Salt made of sea water, which receive;

its consistence from the heat os the sun, and

i* so called from its brown colour. Baccn.

BAY tVir.iru. A window jutting outward.

Shakesp.

BAYARD. / [fromiav.] A bay horse.

BAYONET./ [bayonelle, Pr.] A short sword

tilted at the end ot a musket.

BDELLIUM. J. [6liMim.) An aromatick gum

brought frem the Levant. Raleigh.

To BE. v. n. i. To have some certain state.

condition, quality; as, the man is wife. ShaieJ.

2. It is the auxiliary verb by which the verb

]>affive is formed. Shakesp. 3. To exist; to

tiavc existence. Dryden. 4. To have some

thing by appointment or rule. L'.ckc.

BEACH. ./. The shore; the strand. Milieu.

BEACHED, a. [from teach.] Exposed to the

wave*. Shakesp.

X.i: ACHY. a. [from teach.] Having beaches.

Si akejp.

BEACON. / [beacon, Sr.xon.] 1. Something

raised on an eminence, to be fired on the

approach of an enemy. Gay. 2. Marks erected

to (direct navigators.

1" AD. / [beafce, prayer, Sax.] 1 . Small globes

or balls strung upon a thread, and used by the

Romanists to count their prayers. Pope, a.

Little balls worn about the neck for ornament.

Shakesp. 3. Any globular bodies. Boyle.

r.l'.AD °/r«.[AiiiDiticH.] The nut is, by

religious persons, bored through, and strung as

beads; whence it takes its name. Miller.

EF.'ADLR. / [by bcl, Saxon; a messenger.] 1.

A messenger ot servitor belonging to a court.

Ctwsell. 1. A petty officer in parishes. Prior.

El'. ADROLL. /. [trom head and roll] A cata

logue of those who arc to be mentioned at

ptayert. tun*.

BE'ADSMAN. / [from lead \wi nan.] A man

employed in praying for another. Spenser.

BE'AGLE. /. '[t'gtc, Pr.] A small hound with

whit!-, hares are hunted. Dryden.

BEAK./ \tec, Pr.] 1. The bill or horny mouth

of a bird. Milton. 2. A piece of brass like a

beak, fixed at the head of the ancient gillies.

Dryden. 3. Any thing ending in a point like a

beak. Carcas.

BE'AKED. a. [from leak] Having a beak.

Milten.

BE'AKER. / [from teal.] A cup with a spout

in the form of a bird's beak. Pope.

REAL./, [bclla, Ital.] A whelk or pimple.

To BEAL. v>. n. [from the noun ] To ripen ;

lo gather matter.

BEAM. / [beam, Saxon; a tree.] I. The

main piece of timber that supports the house.

Dryden. 2. Any large and long piece of

timber. Dryden. 3. That part of a balance,

at the ends of which the scales are suspended.

WHkins. 4. The horn of a stag. Den! am. 5.

The pole of a chariot. 6. A cylindrical piece

of wood belonging to the loom, on which the

web is gradually rolled as it is wove. Chroni

cles. 7. The ray of light emitted from some lu

minous body. Pope.

To BEAM. is. n. [from the noun.] To emit rays

or beams. Pope.

BEAM Tree. Wildservice.

BE'AMY. a. [from beam.] t. Radiant; shining}

emitting beams. Smith. 2. Having horns o*

antlers. Dryden.

BEAN. J. [fata. Lat.] The comreon gardes

bean. The horse bean.

BEAN Caper, [fabaee] A plant

To BEAR. •». a. pret. / here, or bare . [beortan,

S;x. I 1. Toearry as a butden. IJaiat. 1. To

convey or carry. Dryden. 3. To carry as a

mark of authority. Shakesp. 4. To carry as a

mat k of distinction. Hale. 5. To carry as in

(how. Shakesp. 6. To carry as in trail. Jchn.

7. To support; to keep from falling. Hooker.

8. To keep afloat. Genesis. 0. To support

with proportionate strength. Arbuthnet. 10.

To carry in the mind, as Jove, hate. Daniei,

11. To endure, as pain, without finking.

Psalm, 12. To suffer; to undergo. Jib. 13,

Topenv.it. Dryden. 14. To be capable of;

to admit. H:cker. 15. To produce, as fruit.

Pope. 16. To bring forth, as a child. Genesis.

17. To possess, as power or honour. Addissn.

18. To gain; to win. Shakejp. 10. To

maintain; to keep up. Loc'e. 20. To support

any thing c,ood or bad. Bacon. 21. To exhibit.

Dryden. 22. To be answerable for. Dryden.

23. To supply. Dryden. 24. To be the object

of. Shaiejp. 25. To behave. Shakesp. 26.

To impel; lo urge; to push. Hayward. 27.

To press. Ben. Johnson. 28. To incite; to

animate. Milton. 29. Te bear in hand. To

amul'e with false pretences; to deceive. Shak,

30. To bear cf. To carry away by force.

Creeth. 31. To tear cut. To support; to

maintain. Smth.

To
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To BEAR «m>. i. To suffer pain. Pipe. i.

To be patient. Dryden. 3. To be fruitful or

prolindcSosM. 4. To take effect; to succeed.

Guardian. 5. To tend; to be directed to

any point. Beyle. 6. To act as an impelk nt.

tvslkins. 7. To act upon. Hayiaard. 8. To

be situated with respect to other places. 9. To

bearup. To stand firm without failing. Brsune.

Jo. Ts hear toiib. To endure an unpleaiina

thing. Milton.

BEAR./. [befu, Sax.] 1. A rongh sera'canim?.!.

Sbatesp. i. The name of two constellation*,

called the greater and Uffsr bear ; in the tail

of the leffer tear, is the pole star. Creech.

BEAR BIND. / A species of bindweed-.

BEAR-FLY./. An insect Bacsn.

BEAR-GARDEN. / [from tear and garden.]

1 . A place in which bears are kept tor sport,

SpeBatsr. 1. Any place of tumult or misrule

BEAR'S-3REECH./r/*saj>f£,u.] The name

of a plant. 4

BEAR'S-EAR, or Auricula. The name of a

plant.

BEAR*S-POOT. / A species of hellebore.

BEAR'S-WORT. / An herb.

BEARD./ [bean*. Sax.] t. The hair that

grows on the lips and chin. Prior, a. BearJ is

tried for the face. Hudibrmi. 3. He has a long

heard, he is old. Locke. 4. Sharp prickles

growing upon the ears of corn. VEftrange. 5.

A barb on an arrow. 6. The heard of a horse,

ii that part which bears the curb of the bridle.

Farrier*s Did.

To BEARD. 11. a. [from heard.] 1 . To take or

pluck by the beard. Shakefp. 1. To oppose to

the face. Swift.

BEARDED, a. [from beard.] 1. Having a

beard. Dryden. i. Having sharp prickles, as

corn. Milm. 3. Barbed or jagged. Dryden.

BE'ARDLESS. a. [from heard.] 1. Without a

beard. Camden. 2. Youthful. Dryden.

BEARER. / [from te hear.] 1. A carrier of

any thing. Swift, 2. One employed in carry

ing burthen's. Chrtnicki. 3. One who wears

any thing. Shakefp. 4. One who carries the

body to the grave. 5. A tree that yields its

produce. Bsjle. 6, In architecture. A poll or

brick wall railed up between the ends of a

piece of timber.

BE ARHERD/ [from tear and herd.] A man

that tends bears. Shakefp.

BE'ARING. / [from hear.] 1. The file or

place of any thin^ with resprct to something

else. Pefe, 2. Gesture ; mien ; behaviour.

Siakejp.

BE ARWARD. / [from hear and ward.] A

keeper of the bear. Sr/rke/p.

BEAST. f [beste. Fr.] 1. An animal difHnguishrd

tram birds, insects, fishes, and man. Sf.akejp.

2. An irrational animal, opposed to man.

Dryden 3. A brutal savage nun.

EE'ASTINCS. SecEEisTisos.

3E'AS1 LINESS. /. [from beastly.] Brutality

Spenser.

BEASTLY, a. [from tease] 1. Brutal-, con

trary to the naive and dignity of man. Ben.

*ftbnsotn 1. Having the nature or form of

beasts. Prior.

To BEAT. v.a. prefer, hear, part. pass, heat,

or beaten, [bettre, French.] 1. To strike-, to

knock. Dryden. a. To punish wi'h stripe;.

Locke. 3. To strike an instrument of musick.

Shakefp. 4. To csmrr.inute by blows. Si;cme.

5. To strike ground, to ruuze game. Prior.

6. To thresh corn. Rath. 7. To irix things by

lon£and frequent agitation. Bsyk. 8. To batter

with engines of war Judge,. 9. To dash, as

water, or brush, --s wind. Pope. 10. To tread

a path Blackmire. 11. To make a path by

treading it. Locke. 11. Tn conquer ; to sub

due; to vanquish Arhuthusi. 13. To ha

ras-; to over-labour. Hakewell. 14. To lav,

or prcs<. Shakefp. 15. To express. Aa'dijen.

IS. To drive by violence. Dryden. 17. To

move with fluttering agitation. Dryden. 18.

7s beat dean To less,, n the price d. mand-

cd. Dryden. 19. T: tea: up. To attack sud

denly, ao. To beat the he:/. To walk ; 10 go

on soct.

ToBEAT. v. ft. To move in a pulsatory manner.

Collier. 2. To dash as a flood or storm. Vacsn.

3. To knock at a door, fudge,. 4. To ihrob ;

to be in agitation. Shakejp. ;. To fluctuate ;

to be in motion. Skckejp. (J. To try different

ways ; to search. Pope. /. To act upon with

violence. Jonah. 8. To enforce by repetition.

Hooker.

BEAT./ [from the veib] 1. Stroke. 2. Man

ner of strikine. Grew.

BEA'TEN. farlicip. [from teat.

BEATER./ [from beat.] 1 . An instrument

with which any thing is comminuted or

mingled. Moxon. 2. A person much given to

blows. AJcham.

BEATIFICAL. ? a. [*fo.'t/cr, low Lat.]Blifs-

BEATIFICK. J ful. It 'is used only of

heavenly fruition arter death. South.

BEATl'FICALLY. adv. [from beatifical.] \a

luch a manner as to complcat .happiness. Hake

BEATIFICATION./ Beatification is an ac

knowledgment made by the pope, that the

person beatified is in heaven, and therefore

may be reverenced as blessed.

To BliA T1FY. v. a. [beatifies. Lat.] To bless

with the completion ot celestial enjoyment.

Hammond.

BE ATING./ [from beat.] Correction by blows.

Beti.JohnJon.

BEATITUDE. / [beatituds, Lat.] 1. Blc-ssed-

nesi; felicity; happiness. Taylor, a. A decla-

1 alien ot blessedness made by-our Saviour to

particular virtues.

BEAU./ [beau, Fr.] A man of dress. Dryden.

BE'AVER /. [bicerc, Fr.] 1 . Ananitnal, other

wise named the caster, srrpnibious, and re

markable tor his art in bunding his habitation.

Hakcwcll. 1. A hat of the best kirn!. Adjij'tn.

3. The part of a helmet that covers the.Jace.

[bavire, Fr.J Baccn.

BE'AVERED. a. [from bea aer.] Covered with

a beaver. Pipe. -

K. BEAUISH.
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BEAUISH. a. [from beau.] Befitting a beau ;

foppish.

BEAUTEOUS, a. [from beauty.] Fair; elegant

in form. Pricr.

BEAU'TEOUSLY. adv. [from hattni.] In a

beauteous manner. 'Taylor.

BEAD TI'.OUSNESS. /. [from beauteous.] The

state of being beauteous. Dunne.

BEAUTIFUL Fair. Raletfb.

BEAUTIFULLY, adv. [from beautiful.] In a

beautiful manner. Pricr.

BEAUTIFULNFSS. /. [from beautiful.] The

qj titty ot being beautitul.

To BEAUTIFY, v. a. [from beauty] To a-

dorn; to embellish. Blacknore.

To BEAUTIFY, v. n. To grow beautiful

Addison.

BEAU'TY./. [hint/, Pr.] i . That assemblage

of graces, which pleases the eye. Ray. 2. A

particular grace. Dryden. 3. A beautiful per

son. Pas. Left.

To BEAUTY, v. a. [from the noun.] To a-'

dorn; to beautify. Shake/p.

BEAUTY-SPOT. /. [from hearty and spot.] A

spot placed to heighten some beauty. Grew.

BECAFI'CO. J. [becasro, Span.] A bird like a

nightingale; a fig-pecker. Pope.

ToBECA'LM. i>. a. [from calm.] 1. To still

the elements. Dryden. 2. To keep a (hip

from motion. Locke. 3. To quiet the mind.

Fifty/.

BECAME. The preterite of become.

BECA'USE. conjunct, [from by and cause.] For

this reason that ; on this account that. Hamm.

To BECHANCE, v. n. [from be and rAencf.]

Tobefal; to happen to. Sbakesp.

BE'CHICKS. f. [<%.*<■•] Medicines proper for

relieving coughs.

To BECK. v. a. [beacn, Sax.] To make a sign

with the head. Sbakesp.

BECK. /. [from the verb.] 1 . A sign with the

head; a nod. Milton. 2. A nod of command.

Pope.

To BECKON v. n. To make a sign. Addtson.

To BECL1P. v. a. [of be clyppan, Sax.] To

embrace.

To BECO'ME. v. a. pret / betame; comp, pret,

I have become. 1. To enter into some state or

condition. Gen. ii. 7. 2. To become of. To be

the fate of; to be the end of. Raleigh.

To BECOME, v. a [from be or by, and

epemen, Sax.] 1. To appear in a manner

suitable to something. Dryden. 2. To be

suitable to the person ; to befit. Shake/p. Stil-

hngjlect.

BECUMING, part. a. [from become.] That

v/hich please* by an elegant propriety ; grace

ful. Suckling.

BE COMING. J. [from become.] Behaviour.

Shake/p.

BECCMINGLY.adv. Aster abecomingmanner.

El CO'MINGNESS./. [from becoming] Elegaut

ccrigruity; propriety. Grew.

BED.y. joefc. mx.] 1. Something made to sleep

on. Bacon. 2. Lodging. Sbakejp. 3. Marriage.

Harmiitn. 4. A bank of tartU railed in

%?
any holiovi. Addison. 6. The place where any

thing is generated. Addison. 7. A layer; a

stratum. Burnet. 8. To bring to BED. To

deliver of a child. 9. To make the BED. To

put the bed in order after it has been used.

To BED. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To go to

bed with. Sbakesp. a. To be placed in bed.

Bacon. 3. To be made partaker of the bed.

Bacon. 4. To sifw or plant in earth. Mortimer.

5. To lay in a place of rest. Donne. 6. To lay

inorder; in strata. Sbakesp.

To BED. v. n. To cohabit. kViseman.

To BEDABBLE, v. a. [from dabble.] To wet ;

to besprinkle. Sbakesp.

To BEDA'GGLE. v. a. [from daggle] To be-

mire.

To BEDA'SH. v. a. [from da/b.] To bespatter.

Sbakesp.

To BEDA'WB. v.a. [from dateb.] To besmear.

Sbakesp.

To BEDAZZLE. To make the sight dim by

too much lustre. Sbakesp.

BEDCHAMBER. The chamber appropriated

to rest. Clarendon.

BEDCLO-ATHS. / Coverlets spread over a

bed. Shakejp.

BEDDER. 7 / [from hi.] The nether-

BE'DETTER. J stone of an oil-mill.

BE'DDING./ [from bed.] The materials of a

bed. Dryien.

To BEDECK, v. a. [from deck.] To deck; to

adorn. Ntrrii.

BE'DEHOUSE. / [from befee, Sax. a prayer,

and house.] An hospital or almshouse.

To BEDEW, v. a. [from dev>.] to moisten

gently, as with the fall of dew. Sbakesp.

BEDFELLOW. /. [from bed and jelltio.]

One that lies in the fame bed. Sbakejp.

To BE'DIGHT. v.a. [from iigbt.] To adorn;

to dress. Gay.

To BEDIM, v. a. [from dim.] To obscure ; to

cloud ; to darken. Shakejp.

To BEDI'ZEN. v. a. [from di*.cn] To dress out.

BE DLAM. / [corrupted from Bethlehem, the

name of a religious house in London, convert

ed afterwards into an hospital for the mad] 1.

A madhouse. 2. A madman Sbakesp.

BEDLAM, a. Belonging to a madhouse. Shakes.

BE'DLAMITE. s. [from Bedlam.] A madman.

Lewis.

BE DMAKER./. [from Wand make.] A person

in the universities, whose office it is to make

the beds. Speilatcr.

BE'DMATE. / [from bed and mate.] A bed

fellow. Sbakejp.

BE'DMOULDING. 7 /. [from Wand

BE DDING MOULDING. J mould.] A par

ticular moulding. Builder's Dtci.

BE'DPOST. /. [from bed and ptft.] The post at

the corner of the bed, which supports the

canopy. Wiseman.

BE'DPRESSER. /. A heavy lazy fellow. Shakes.

To BEDRA GGLE. v. a. To foil the cloaths.

Swift.

To
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T6 BEDRE'NCH. v. a. [be and drenek] To

drench; lo folk. Sbakejp.

BE DRID. a. [from M and ride.] Confined lo

ihe bed by age or sicknes-. Sbakefp.

BE'DRITE. /. The privilege of the marriage

bed. Sbakefp.

To BEDROP. v. a. [from it and drep.] To

besprinkle ; lo mark with drops. Pope.

BE DSTEAD. / [from bed and stead.] The

frame on which the bed is placed. Sveift.

BEDSTRAW.*/ The straw laid under a"bed

to make it soft. Bonn.

BEDSW E'RVER / One that is false to the

bed. Sbakejp.

BEDTIME. (. [from bed and timt] The hoar

of rest. Mi/In.

To BEDUNG. v. a. To cover with duns.

To BEDUST. v a. [from be and dn'st] To

sprinkle with dust.

BE'DWARD. adv. [from Wand marJ.] To

ward bed. Sbakefp.

To BEDWA'RF. v.a. To make little; to stunt.

Dtmme.

BE DWORK. / [from bed and too/-*.] Work

performed without toil of the hands. Shakes*.

BEE. f. [beo, Sax.] I. The animal that makes

honey. Lecke. 1. An industrious and careful

person.

BEE-EATER./ [from bee and eat.] A bird that

feeJ* upon bees.

BEE-rLOWER. / [from bee and fewer.] A

specie* of fool-stones. Miller.

BEE-GARDEN. /. A place to set hives of

bees in. Mortimer.

BEE-HIVE. / The cafe, or box, in which bees

are kept.

Bl.E-MASTER./One thai keeps bee*. Men.

BEECH./ [bece, or boc, Six. J A tree. Dryden.

BEUCHEN. a. [bucene. Sax.] Consisting of the

wood of the beech. Dryden.

BEEF./, [teens, Fr.] 1 . The flesh of black cattle

prepared for food. Swift. i. An ox, bull, or

cow: it has the plural beevet. Raleigh.

BEEF. a. Consisting of the flesh of black cattle.

Swift.

BEEF-EATER / A yeoman of ihe guard.

BEEN, [beon, Sax.] The participle preterite

o', To >i.

BEER./ [*<>, Welch] Liquor made of malt

and hops. Bacon.

BEESTINGS.] See Bjestisgs.

BEET. /. [beta, Lat.] The name of a plant.

BEETLE. / [bycel, Sax.] i. An insect tlilLin-

guished by haviiy hard cafes or (heaths, under

whuh he ioMr. his wirlgs. Sbakejp. l. A heavy

mallet. Stilimgfleet.

To BE ETLE. v. n. To jut out. Sbakefp.

EELTLEBRO WLD. a. Having prominent

brows.

BEETLKHE'ADF.D. I-o^crhcadcd ; having a

llupiu head. Sbakejp.

EEETLESTOCK-. J

Sbaiejp.

BEliTRAVE. 7 B
BE LT RADISH, s KcH-

BEEVES./ [Th* pluralofBeef] Black csltse ;

oxen. Milieu, Pope.

To BEFALL, v. n. [ft befell, it bath befallen.]

I. To happen to. Addijen. 2. To come to

pass. Milton. 3. To befall ff. To become of.

Sbakefp.

To BEFIT, v. a. To suit; to be suitable to.

Mitten.

To BEFO'OL. v.'et. [from be and feel.] To in*

fatuate ; to fool. Seuth.

BEFORE, prep, [bipop. Sax.] 1. Farther on

ward in place. Dryden. 2. In the front of;

not behind. Par. Left. 3. In the presence of.

Dryden. 4. In sight of Sbakefp. 5. Under the

cognizance of. Ayliffe. f>. In the power os.

Dryden. 7. Fy the impulse of something be

hind. Sbakejp. 8. Preceding in time. Dryden.

9. In preference to. Hteker. 10. Priorto. 11.

Superiour to.

BEFORE, adv. 1. Sooner than; earlier in time.

Par. Lost. a. In time past. Dryden. 3. la

some time lately past. Hale. 4. Previously 10.

Stoift. 5. To this time; hitherto. Dryden. 6.

Already. Dryden. j. Farther onward in place.

Sbakefp.

BEFOREHAND, adv. 1. In a state of antici

pation, or preoccupation. Addifon. 1. Previ

ously; by way ot preparation. Hieker. 3. In a

state of accumulation ; or so as that more has

been received than expended. Bacon. 4. At

first ; beiore any thing is done. VFstrange.

BEFO'RETIMK. adv. Formerly. 1 Sam.

To BEFO'RTUNE. v. n. To betide. Shales.

To BEFOUL, v. n. To make foul ; to foil.

To BEFRIEND, v. a. To favour; to be kind

to. Pipe.

To BEFRINGE, v. a. To decorate, as with

fringes. Pepe.

To UEG. v. n. [hegerren, Germ] To live upon

alms. Luke.

To BEG. v. a. 1 . To alk ; to feck by petition.

Mattb. 1. To take any thing for granted.

Bnrnet.

To BEGET, f. a. I begot ; or begat ; I have

begotten. (beStCan, Sax. J 1. To generate; to

procreate. Isaiah, 2. To produce, as effects.

Sbakefp. 3. To produce, as accidents. Denh.

BEGETTER./, [from beget.) He that procre

ates or begets. Locke.

BEGGAR. / [from beg] 1. One who lives

upon alms. Broome. 2. A petitioner. Dryden.

3. One who assume*, what he does nut prove.

fillotfn.

To BEGGAR, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

reduce to beggary ; to impoverish. Grant. %.

To deprive. Shak.-Jp. 3. To exhaust. Shakesp.

(\ be: >arly. | The

The handle of a beetle.

BF.GGAR1.INKSS. '/.

state of beinf: btcearly.

BE GGARLY. a. [ rom beggar.] Mean; poor;

indigent. South.

BEGGARLY, adv. [from beggar.] Meanly ;

despicably lUcker.

BE'GGAR Y.I.[*:omh^gar. \ Indigence. Sivist.

To BEGIN, v. n. 1 bc^an, ex he^un: I have

bc^un. [b.'3inna:t, &i\.] 1. To enter u;. ,li

K. 2, tbmc;i.Uj'-r
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something ncvv. Cstaley. 2. To commence

any action or state. Ezekiel, Prior. 3. To

enter upon existence. 4. To have its original.

Pep'- 5. To take rile. Dryden. 6. To come

into act. Dryden.

To BEGIN, v. a. 1. To do the first act of any

tiling Pipe. 1. To trace from any thing as

the fust ground Luke. 3 To begin with. To

enter upon. Government of the 'Tongue.

BEGINNER. / [from %/i.J 1. He that

gives the first cause, or original, to any thing.

richer. 2. An unexperienced attemptcr.

H«ker.

BEGI'NNING./. sfrom begin] 1. The first

original or cause. Swift. 2. The entrance into

act, 01-being. Denlam. 3. The state in which

any thing first is. Dryden. 4. The rudiments,

or fiist grounds. Licic. 5. The first part ol

any thing. Pipe.

To BEGIRD, v. a. I begirt, or begirded; 1

have begirt. 1. To bind with a girdle. Mtltcn.

1. To surround ; to encircle. Prior. 3. To shut

ir. with a sit tie; to beleaguer. Clarendon.

BEGLERBEG. f. [Turkish j The chief gover-

nour of a pn,ince amongst the Turks.

To BECNA W. v. a. [from be and £navi.] To

bite; to eat awa■"■
;.;./».

BE'GONIi. interjea. Go away \ hence; away.

Adiison.

BEGOT. ? The parti. tn/Jive of the verb

BEGOTTEN, J beget.

To BEGRE'ASE. v. a. To foil or dawb with

set matter.

To BEGRIME, v. a. To foil with dirt deep im

pressed, iibaiesp.

To BEGUI LE. v. a. [from be inAguilc.] 1 . To

impose upon; to delude. Milton, South. 2. To

deceive; to evade. Shakesp. 3. To deceive

pleasingly; to amuse. Davies.

BEGUN. The participlepajive of begin.

BEHALF./. [Irom behoof, profit.] 1. Favour,

cau f. Clarendon. 2. Vindication ; support.

Addijon.

To BEHAVE, v. n. To carry ; to conduct. 2 .

Theffahnicm, Atterbury.

To BLHA'VE. v. ». To act ; to conduct one's

self.

EEHA'VIOUR./ [from behave.] 2. Manner

of behaving one's, self, whether good W bad.

StJney. a. External appearance. 1 Sam. xxi.

3., Gesture j manner of action. Hooker. 4.

Elegance of manners; gracefulness. Sidney.

5. Conduct; general practice; course os life.

L::he. 6. To be upon one*! behaviour. A familiar

phrase, noting such a state as requires great

camijn. L'Eflrange.

To UEHE AD. v . a. [from be and bead.] To kill

by cutting off the head. Clarendon.

EEHL'LD. particip. passive, horn behold.

BE HE.MOTH. /. The hippopctamui, or river-

hoise. Jib.

BE HEN. / ....
,,,-Tr f Valerian root.

EI'MIi'ST. / [lisp Sax.] Command; precept.

I' cll< tj.V.

To BEHI'CHT. 'J. a. pret. hehot, part, lehigbt.

[from hatan.] 1 . To promise. Spenser. 1. To

entrust ; to commit. Spenser.

BEHIND. prep, [hiban, Sax.] 1. At the back

of another. Knolks. 1. On the back part.

Mark. 3. Towards the back. JnJgtl. 4. Fol

lowing another. 2 Sam. 5. Remaining after

the departure of something else. Shakesp. 6.

Remaining after the death of those to whom it

belonged. Pcpe. 7. At a distance from soroe-

thing goine before. DryJen. * 8. lnferiour to

another. ILoker. 9. On the other side of

something. Dryden.

BEHIND, adv. but of sight. Locke.

BEHINDHAND, adv. [from behind endioW.]

1. In a slate in which rents or profits are anti

cipated. Locke, i. Not upon equal terms, with

regard to forwardness. SpeSator.

To BEHO"LD. v. a. pret. I beheld, I have he.

he'd, or beholden, [behealoan, Sax.] To view;

to see ; Dryden.

EEHO LD. interjeS. See ; lo. Genesti, Mtltcn.

BEHOLDEN, parti, a. [gehouden, Dutch.]

Bound in gratitude. Shake/p.

BEHOLDER. / [from behold] Spectator.

Atterbury.

BEHO LDINO. a. Beholden.

BEHOLDING / Obligation. Carrm.

BEHOLD1NGNESS. / [from beholding, mis

taken for beholden.] The state os being obliged.

Donne.

BEHOOF./ [from behoove] Profit ; advantage.

Locke.

To BEHOOVE, v. n. [behopari, Saxon.] To

be fit ; to bis meet. Hooker.

BEHOOVEFUL. a. [from behoof] Useful; pro

fitable. Clarendon,

BEHOOVEFULLY. adv. [from behoovesul]

Profitably ; usually. Spenser.

To BEHO WL. v. a. To howl at. Shakesp.

BE'ING. / [from if.] 1. Existence; opposed

to nonentity. Daviej. 2. A particular state

or condition. Pope. 3. The person existing.

Dryden.

BE'ING. cenjund. [from he.] Since.

BE IT SO. A phrase, suppose it be so. Shakesp.

To BELA'BOUR. v. a. [from he and labour.]

To beat ; to thump. S,viist.

BE'LAMIE. / [bel amie, Fr.] A friend; an

intimate. Spenser.

BE LAMOR. / [belamour, Fr.] A Gallant ;

consort. Spenser.

BELATED, a. [from ir and late] Benighted.

Milton.

To BELAY. «. ». i. To block up; to stop

the passage, Dryden. 2. To place in ambush.

Spenser.

To BELCH, v. ». [bealcan, Saxon.] 1. To eject

the wind from the stomach. Arbutkuot. x. To

issue out by eructation. Dryden.

To BELCH, v. a. To throw out from the sto

mach. Pipe.

BELCH./ [from the verb.] 1 . The act oseruc-

tation. Dryden. 2. A tint '.tr.-.i for malt ii-

oucr. Dennii.

BELDAM.
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CELDA'M. /. i. An old wcmin. Milton, t.

A hlg. Dryden.

To BELEAGUER, v. a. [btleggeren, Dutch.)

To besiege; to block up a place. Dryden.

BELEAGUERER. / [from beleaguer.] One

that besieges a place.

BELEMNITES. / [fromfliX©-, a dirt.] Ar

rowhead, or fingerstone.

BELFLO WER. / A plant.

BELPO UNDER/, [from bell we) fund] He

whose trade it is to found or cast bells. Bacon.

BE'LFRY./ [Belfrtj, in French, is a tower]

The place where the bells are hung. Gay.

KEI.GKRV.s. [belle egard, Fr.] A sottglance.

Spenser.

To EF.Ll'E. v. a. [from be and A>.] i . To coun

terfeit; to feign; to mimick. Dryden. 2. To

jiive the lie to; to charge with falsehood. Dry-

•Ic 3. To calumniate. Shakefp. 4 To give a

false reprcscnti'.ion 01 any thing. Dryicn.

BELIEF./, [from believe.] 1. Credit given to

something which we know not of ourselves.

Wetten. 2. The theological virtue of faith,

or firm confidence of the truths of religion.

Hi-.her. 3. Religion; the bodyos tenets held.

Hater. 4. Persuasion; opinion. Temple. 5.

The thing believed. Bacon. 6. Creed ; a form

containing the articles of faith.

BELIEVABLE, a. [from believe.] Credible.

To BELIEVE, v. a. [jelyran, Sax.] 1 . To cre

dit upon the authority of another. Wattt. 2. To

put confidence in the veracity ofany one.Fx:d

To BHLI'EVE. v. n. 1. To have a firm persuasi

on of any thing. Genesis. 1. To exercise the

theological virtue of faith. Shakefp.

BELl'EVER./. [fremWica] 1. He that be

lieves, or gives credit, tinker. 1. A professor

of Christianity. Hester.

BELl'EVINGLY. adv. [from to believe.] Astci

a believing manner.

BELI KE. adv. [from like, as by likelihood.] 1.

Probably; likely; perhaps. Ra/ei-h. 1.

Sometimes in a fense of irony. Hooker.

BELI'VE. adv. [biltve,Sax.J Speedily; quickly.

Spenser.

BELL. /. [bel, Sax.] 1 . A vessel, or hollow body

of cast metal, formed to make a noise by the

act of some instrument striking against it, Hai

der. 1. It is used for any thing in the form os a

bell, as the cups of flowers. Skakesp. 3. A small

hollow globe ofmetal perforated, and contain

ing in it a solid ball; which, when itis shaken,

by bounding against the sides, gives a found

Shakefp. 4. To bear the bell. To be the first.

To BELL. v. n. [from the noun.] To grow in

form of a bell. Mortimer.

BELL-FASHIONED, a. [frem Mi and/.j/2vi:*.]

Having the form of a bell. Mortimer.

BELLE. /. {beau, belli, Fr.] A young lady

P:pe.

BELLE LETTRES.s. [Fr.] Polite literature.

Tatler.

BELLIBONE. [biile Of bonne, Fr .] A woman

excelling both in beauty and goodncss.Spj;i/Vr.

BELLI'GERANT. / [from belhn and gen/,

Lat.] War waging.

EELLlGliROUS.a. [belliger. Lat.] Warlike.

BELLlPCTENTa. [M!ifetc«s,Lu.] Puissant;

mightv in war.

T0BEI.LOW. v. n. fbcilan, Saxon.] I. To

make a noise as a bull. Dryden. 2. To make

any violent outcry. Slake/p. 3. To vociferate ;

to clamour. Taller. 4. To roar as the sea,

cr the wind. Dryden.

BELLOWS. /. [01I13, Sixon.] The instrument

used to blow the fire. S:dney.

B'ELLUINE. a. [er//w'MJ,Lat.] Beastly; brutal.

Atterbury.

BE'LLY.y. s bttlg, Dutch.] 1 . That part of the

human body which reaches from the breast to

the thighs, containing the bowels. Shakejp.

2. The womb. Csngreve. 3. That part ot a

man which requires food. Wayward. 4. That

part of any thing that swc|ls out into a larger

capacity. Bacon. 5. Any place in which seme-

thing is inclosed. Jonah. ,

To BE'LLY. v. x. To hang out; to bulge out.

Creech.

BE'LLYACHE. /. [from belly and ache.] The

cholick.

BELLYBOUND. a. Costive.

BELLY-FRETTING. / [with farriers.] The

chafing of a horse's belly with the foregirth.

BE LLYFBL./ [from belly and>//.] As much

food as fills ihe belly.

BE'LLYCOD./ [from belly and god.] A glut

ton. Hakcivctl.

BE LLY-ROLL./ [from belly and roll.) A roll

so calltd, -.is it seems, from entering into the

hcllows. Mortimer.

BE'LLY-TIMBER. / Food. Prior.

BELLMAN./ [from *c//and man.] He whose

business it is to proclaim any thing in towns,

and to gain attention by ringing his bell.

Swift.

BE'LMETAL. / [from island metal.] The

metal of which bells are made ; being a mix

ture of five parts copper with one of pew

ter. Newton.

To BELO'CK. v. a. To fasten. Shakefp.

To BELONG, v. n. \belangcn, Dutch.J 1. To

be the property of. Ruth. 2. To be the pro-

vince or business of. Shakefp. Boyle. 3. To

adhere, or be appendent to. Luke. 4. To

have 1 elation to. 1 Sam. 5. To be the qua

lity or attribute of. Cheyne. 6. To be referred

to. 1 Cor.

BELOVED, part. a. Loved; dear. Milton.

BELOW, frep. [from be and low.] 1. Under

in place; not so high. Shakefp. a. Inseriour

indignity. Addijon. 3. lnfcriour in excel

lence, helm. 4. Unworthv os; unbefitting.

Dryden.

BELO'W. adv. 1. In the lower place. Dryden.

a. Oneirth; in opposition to heaven, ismith.

3. In hell; in the regions of the dcaJ.

Tickell.

To
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To DRLO'WT. v. a. [from he and Ixet.] To

treat w::h opprobrious language. Camden.

BF.LSW AGGER./ A whorermster. Dryden.

BELT./, [beit, Saxon.] A girdle; a cincture.

Slnlb.

BlXWE'THER. /. [from bell and <w:ther.] A

ftcep which leaJs the flock with a bell on his

neck. Hwel.

To bT.MA'D. v. a. To make mat'. Shake/p

ToBKMIRE. v. a. [from be and mire.] To

chae, or incumber in the mire Svjt/t.

ToBLiMOAN. v. a. [from tc moan.] To la

ment; to bewail. Addifon.

IiKMOANF.R. /. [from the verb.] A lamentsr.

To HEMO'lL. v. a. [be and meil, from vtsut.ler,

Fr.] To bedabble, to bemire. Shakejp.

To BEMO'NSTER. v. a. To make monstrous.

Shakejp.

BEMUSED, a. Overcome with musing. Pcpe.

BENCH./, [benc, Saxon.] i. A feat Dryden.

a. A feat of justice. Shakejp. 3. The per-

lons fitting on a bench. Dryden.

To BENCH, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

furnish with benches. Dryden. x. To feat

upon a bench. Skakesp.

BE NCHER./ [from bend'.] Those gentlemen

of the inns of court are called benchers, who

have been readers. Bhunt.

To BEND. v. a. pret. bended, or lent. [ben>>an,

Saxon.] 1. To make crooked; to crook.

Dryden. %. To direct to a certain point.

Fairfax. 3. To apply, Hsoker. 4. To put

anv ihing in order for uie. Vhjtrange. e>. To

incline. Fspe. 6. To subdue; to make sub

missive. 7. Tc bend the brew. To knit the

brow. Camden.

To BEND. v.n. t. To be incuivated. x. To

lean or jut over. Shakejp. 3. To resolve ; to

determine. AddiJ'tn. 4. To be submissive ; to

bow. Jjaiah.

BEND.y. [from te bend.] 1. Flexure; incur

vation. Shakejp. x. The crooked timbers

which mske the rib^ or sides of a ship.

BL'NDABLE. a. [irem bend.] That may bi

mcurviied.

BL'NDER. /. [from H bend.] 1. The person

who bends, z. The instrument with which

any thing is bent. IVUkinx.

BfcKDWITH. / An herb.

BENE'APLD. a. [from neap.] A ship is said to

be heneaped, when the water does not flow

high enough to bring her off the ground.

Wi.*i¥.' \TH. prep, [beneop, Saxon.] 1. Un

der; lower in place. Frior. x. Under. Dryden.

3. Lower in rank, excellence, or dignity. 4.

Unwoithy of. Aiierbury.

BENE'ATH. adv. I. In a lower place ; un

der. Ames. 2. Below, as opposed to heaven.

Exodns.

BE'NEDICT. a.[benrdiaus, Lat.] Havingmild

and salubrious qualities, Baccn.

BENEDICTION./. [batediait. Lat.] 1. Bles

sing; a decretory pronunciation or happinels.

Mihcn. 1. The advantage conferred by bles

sing. Bacm. 3. Acknowledgments for blessing

received. Ray. 4. The form os instituting an

aSbot. Ayliffe.

BENEFACTION./, [from benefacil, Lat.] r.

The act of conferring a benefit, a. The be

nefit conferred. Alterbmry.

BENEFA'CTOR./ [from bene/acic, Lat.] He

that confers a benefit. Miltn.

BENEFACTRESS. /. [from benefa3cr.] A

woman who confers a benefit.

BENEFICE./ ( from beneficinm, Lat.] Advan

tage conferred on another. This word is ge -

nerally taken for all ecclesiastical livings.

Dryden.

BENEFICED. a. [from benefice ] Possessed of a

benefice. Ayliffe.

BENEFICENCE./ [from beneficent.] Active

goodness. Dryden.

BENE'FICENT./ [from beneficus.] Kind; do

ing good. Hale.

BENEFI CIAL. a. [from beneficinm, Lat.] 1 .

Advantageous; conferring benefits; profit

able. Tslhtsm. 1. Helpiul; medicinal. Ar-

butbnet.

BENEFICIALLY. adv. [from beneficial] Ad

vantageously; helpfully.

BENEFICIALNESS./ [from beneficial.] Use

fulness; profit. Hale.

BENEFICIARY, a. [from benefice.] Holding

something in subordination lo another. Bacsn.

BENEFICIARY./. He lhatis in possession of a

benefice. Ayliffe.

BE'NEFIT. /. {beneficinm, Lai.] 1. A kind

ness; a savour conferred. Mtltcn. x. Advan

tage; profit; use. Wijdcm. 3. In law. Bene'

fit cf clergy is, that a man being found guilty

of such ieluny as this benefit is granted sot, is

burnt in the hand and (et free, if the ordinary's

commissioner standing by, do fay, Legit ut

clcricus. Covsell.

To BE'NEFIT. v. a. [from the noun.] To do

good to. Arbutbnot.

To BE'NEFIT. v. a. To gain advantage.

Miltn.

BENE'MPT*. Appointed; marked oat.Spenser.

ToP.ENE'T. v.a. [from net] To ensnare.

Shakejp.

BENE'VOLENCE. / [benevilentia, Lat.] 1.

Disposition to do good ; kindness. Pcpe. a.

The good done; the charity given. 3. A kind

of tax. Bacen.

BENEVOLENT, a. [beneiclcns. Ut.] K.ind -,

having good will. Pot>e.

BENE'VOLENTNES'S. / The seme with bt-

nevtlence.

BENGAL. / A (ort of thin (light stuff.

BE'NJAMIN. /. [Ben-win.] The name of a

tree.

To BENIGHT, v. a. [from nr'|*r.] 1. Tc. sur

prise with the coming on of night. Sidney.

X. To involve in darkness; to emban al» by

want of light, /vj le.

BENIGN, a. [oenignus, Lat.] 1. Kiad ; ge

nerous; liberal. Milton. x. Waulesorne; not

malignant. Arbnthnet.

BENIGN,
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BENIGN Disease, is when all ihe usual symp

toms appear favourably. Sljjincy.

BENIGNESS./ [from benign.] The fame with

benignity.

BENIGNITY./ [from benign.] i. Gracious-

ness-, actual kindness. Hither. 1. Salubrity;

wholesome quality. Wiseman.

BENI GNLY. adv. [from benign.] Favourably ;

kindly. Waller.

BE'NISON./ \benir, Fr. to bless.] Blessing; be

nediction. Milan.

BE'NNET. s. An herb.

BENT. / [from the verb to benJ.] 1. The

state of being bent. tValtow. t. Degree of

flexure. 3. Declivity. DryJen. 4. Utmost

slower. Stakes?. 5. Application of the mind.

Lecke. 6. Inclination; disposition towards

something. Milton. 7. Determination; fixed

purpose. Hanker. 8. Turn of the temper, or

•iisposition. DryJen. 9. Tendency ; flexion.

Lecke. 10. A stalk of grass, called bent-grajs.

Bacen.

BE'NTING Time, [from bent.] The timewhen

pigeons feed on bents before peas are ripe.

DryJen.

To BENU'M. ■». a. [benumem, Saxon.] 1 . To

make torpid. Fairfax. 1. To stupify. DryJen.

BENZOIN./ A medicinal kind of resin im

ported from the East Indies, and vulgarly cal

led benjamin. Beyle.

ToBEPAlNT. v. a. [from paint.] To cover

with paint. Sbakesp.

To BEPINCH. v. a. [from pinch.] To mark

with pinches. Chapman.

To BEPI'SS. v. a. [from////.] To wet with

urine. Derham.

To BEQUEATH, v. a. (epip, Saxon, a will ]

To leave by Will to another. Sidney.

BEQUEST. / Something left by will. Hale.

To BER'ATTLE. v. a. [from rattle.] To

rattle off. Sbakesp.

BE'RBERRY./ [berberii.] A berry of a sliarp

taste, used for pickles. Bacon.

To BERE'AYE v. n. preter. / bereaved, or

bereft, sbepeopan, Saxon.] 1. To strip of;

U> deprive of. Bentlty. %. To take away trom.

Sbakesp.

BERE FT. part. pass, of bereave.

BERGAMOT. / (Jergamotte, Fr.] i. A sort

ot pear commonly called burgamot. %. A sort

of essence, or perfume, drawn from a fruit pro

duced by ingrafting a lemon tree on a berga-

mot pear stock. 3. A sort of snuff.

To BERHY ME. v. a, [from rhyme] To cele

brate in rhyme, or verses. Pope.

BERLl'N./ A coach of a particular form.

Swift.

ToBERO'B v. a. [from rib.] To robj to

plunder. Spenser.

BE'RRY. /. [bepis, Saxon.] Any small fruit,

with many feeds. Sbakesp.

To BE'RRY. tr. ». [from the noun] To bear

berries.

BERTRAM./ Bastard pellitory.

BERYL./ [beryllut, Lat j A kind of precious

Hose. Milan.

To BESCRE'EN; v. a: [fcomscreen.] To shel

ter; to conceal. Sbakesp.

To BESEECH, v. a. pnt. I besought, 1 have

besought, [from secan, Saxon.] 1. To entreat ,

to supplicate ; to implore. Philemon, x. To-

beg ; to afle. Sprat.

To BESEEM. <v. n \braitmen, Dutch.] To be

come; to be lit. linker.

BESE'EN. part. Adapted; adjusted. Spenser.

To BESET, v. a. pret. 1 best; I have beset.

[beptran, Saxon.J I. To besiege; to hem

in. Addtjon. a. To embarrass; to perple*.

Reive. 3. To waylay; to surround. Luke.

4. To fall upon; to harrass. Spenser.

To BF.SHRE W. v. a. [beschryen, Germ to en

chant.] 1. To w:sh a curie to. Dr/den. I.

To happen ill to. Sbakesp.

BESIDE. 7 prip. [from be and/</f.] 1. At

BESI'DES. J the side of another; near. Fair

fax, i. Over and above. Hale. 3. Not ac

cording to, though not contrary. South. 4.

Out of; in a state of deviation from. Hudibras.

BESIDE. / adv. 1. Over and above. Tillet-

BESI'DES. J Jcv. a. Not in this number ;

beyond this class. Pcpe.

BESI'DERY. / A species of pear.

To BESIEGE, v. a. [iromfiege.] To belea

guer; to lay siege to; to beset with armed

forces. Sbakesp.

BESIEGER. J. [from b:fteg:] One employed

in a siege. Sivift.

To BESLU'BBER. v. a. [from slubber'.] To

dawb; to smear. Sbakesp.

To BESMEAR, v. a. [Uomsmear.] 1 . To he-

dawb. Denhjm. a. To foil; to foul. Shakes},.

To BESMI'RCH. v. a. To soil; to discolour.

Shakesp.

ToBESMO'KE. -j. a. 1 To foul with smoke,

a. To harden or dry in smoke.

To BESMUT.*. a. [from smut.] To Ma.kcu

with fmcke or foot.

BF.'SOM. /. [bepn, Saxon.] An instrument to

sweep wiih. Bacon.

To BESO'RT. v. a. [from /rr.] To suit ; to

fit. Shakesp.

BESO'RT./ [from the verb.] Company ; at

tendance; train. Shakesp.

To BESOT, v. a. [nomjot.] I. To infatuate;

to stupify. Milieu, a. To make to doat.

Dryden

BESOUGHT, [part, passive of beseech; which

see.] Milan

To BESPA'NGLE. v. a [from spangle.] To

adorn with spangles; to besprinkle with some

thing shining. Pipe.

To BES?A'TTER. v . a. [from spatter.] To

spot or sprinkle with dirt or water. Swift.

To BESPA'WL. v. a. [from spavil.] To dawb

with spittle.

To BESPEAK, v.a. I bespoke, or bejpak.-; 1

have bespoke, or bespoken. 1 . To ordur, or en

treat any tiling before- hand. Swift. 1.T0 make

way by a previous apology. DryJen. 3. To tore-

bode. Siuijt. 4. Yo speak to ; 10 address. Dtj -

Jen. c. To betoken; to shew. AdJ'sen.

BE-
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BESPE'AKER./. [from bespeaks He ihtt be

speaks any thing. Wotten.

To BESPE CKLE.w. a. [hotasfeeile.] Tomark

with speckles or spots.

ToBESPE'W. v. a. [from speis.] To dawb

with spew or vomit.

ToBESPICE. v. a. [from spice.] To season

with spices. Sbakesp.

To BESPl'T. v. a. {from/fit.] To dawb with

spittle.

To BESPO T. v. a. [from ./>*/.] To mark with

spots. Mortimer.

ToBESPRE'AD. v. a. [horn spread.] To

spread over. Derbam.

To BESPRINKLE, v. a. [[torn sprinkle.] To

sprinkle over. Brown.

To BESPUTTER. v. a. [from sputter.] To

sputter over something; to dawb »ny thing

by sputtering.

BEST. a. irtesuperlatlve osgood. [bctrTr, best.]

I. Most good. Hooker, a. The best. The ut

most power ; the strongest endeavour. Bacon

3. To make the best. To carry to its greatest

perfection; to improve to the utmost. Bacon.

EEST. adv. [from ivell.] In the highest degree

of goorlneft. Deuteronomy.

To BESTA'IN. v. a. [from stain.] To mark

with stains; to spot. Shakesp.

To BESTE'AD. v. a. [from stead.] I. To

profit. Milton. a. To treat; to accommo

date. Isaiah.

BE'STIAL. a. [from leasts 1. Belonging to a

beast. Dryden. z. Brutal; carnal. Shakesp.

BESTIALITY./ [(torn bestial.] The quality

of beasts. Arbuthnot.

BESTlA'LLY. adv. [from bestial.] Brutally.

To BESTICK v. a. preter. I bestuck, I have

bestuck. [from stick.] To stick over with any

thing. Milton.

To BESTI'R. v. a. [from./?//-.] To put into vi

gorous action. Ray.

To BESTOW, v.a. [besteden, Dutch.] I. To

give; to confer upon. Clarendtn. a. To give

as charity. Hooker. 3. To give in marriage.

Shakesp. 4. To give as a present. Dryden.

5. To apply. S<wift. 6. To lay out upon.

Dcutcrcncmy. 7. To lay up; to stow; to

place. Kin^r.

BESTO'WER. / [from ttyrW.] A giver; dis

poser. Stillinrficet.

BESTR AUGHT, particip. Distracted; mad.

Sbakesp.

To BESTR E'W. v. a. particip. pas. bestrewed,

or bestrewn. To sprinkle over. Milton.

To BESTR I'DE.v. a I bestrid; I have bestrid,

or bestridden. 1. To stride over any thing;

to have any thing between ooe's legs. Waller.

a. To step over. Shakesp.

To BESTU D. v. a. [homstud] To adorn with

studs. Mil:en.

BET. /. [from beran, lo encreasc.] A wager.

Prior.

To BET. v.a. [from the noun.] To wager;

to stake at a wager. Ben.JobnJcn.

To BETA'KE. v. a. preter. I betook ; part,

pals, betaken. I, To lake; to seize. Spenser.

a. To have recourse to. Hotter. 3. Tornotfej

to remove. Milton.

To BETE EM.*., a. [from r«m.] To bring forth;

to bestow. Sbakesp.

To BETHINK, v.a. 1 bethought, [from think.]

To recal to reflection. Raleigh.

To BETHR.VL. v. a. [(cam thrall] To en-

flave; to conquer. Shakesp.

To BETHUMP. v. a. [from ;Wa] To beat.

Sbakesp. r

To BETIDE, v. n. pret. // fcr/aW, or betid;

part. pass. *<•/.'</. [from tio, Saxon. J 1. To

happen to ; to befal. Milton, a. To come to

pass; to fall out ; to happen. Sbakesp. 3. To

become. Shakesp.

BETI'ME. ? adv. [from by and tine.] 1. Sea-

BETIMES.j sonably; early. AWfta. a.Soon;

before loog time has passed. Tillotson. 3. Ear

ly in the day. Shakesp.

BETEL. J J. An Indian plant, called water

BETRE. J pepper.

To BETOKEN, v. a. [from token.] ,. To

signify; tomark; to represent. linker, a. To

forelhew; to presignisy. Thomson.

BETONY. / [betonica, Lat.J A plant.

BETOOK, (irreg.pret. from betake.]

To BETO'SS. v. a. [from toss.] To disturb; [o

agitate. Sbakesp.

To BETRAY. -3. 0. [trahir, Fr.] 1. To give

■Mo the hands of enemies. Knolles. a. To

discover that which has been entrusted to se

crecy. 3. To make liable to something in

convenient. King Cbar lei. 4. To Ihow; to

discover. Addijen.

BETRAYER. /, [from betray.] He that be

trays; 9 traitor. Hooker.

To BETRI'M. v. a. [from trim.] To deck ; to

<|rel«; to grace. Shakesp.

To' BETROTH v. a. | from tret!:] ,. To

cbntract to anyone; to affiance. Comity. a.

To nominate to a biflinprick. Aylijfe.

To BETRU ST. v. a. [from trust.] To entrust ;

to put into the power of another. Watts.

BETTER, a. the comparative of good, [berepa,

Saxon.] Having good qualities inagreaterde-

gree than something else. Sbakesp.

The BETTER. 1. The superiority; the ad

vantage. Prior, a. Improvement. Dryden.

BETTER, adv. Well, in a grciterdegrcc. Dryd.

To BETTER, v. a. [from ihe noun.] r. To

improve; to meliorate. Hooker, a. To sur

pass; to exceed. Shakejp. 3. To advance.

Bacon.

BETTER. /. Superior in goodness. Hctker.

BETTOR./ [from to bet.] One that lays bets

or wagers. Addijon.

BETTY j. An instrument to !)rC3k cpcndooi-,.

Arbuthnot.

BETWEEN./Srr/,. [betpeonan, Saxor..] 1. In

the intermediate space. Pope. a. From one to

another. Bacon. 3 Belonging to two in part

nership. Locke. 4. Bearing relation to two.

South. 5. In separation of one from the c-

iher. Locke.

BETWI'XT. prep, [etpyx, Saxon.] Between

BE'VIl.'
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BE'VEt.. 7 / In tnisonry and joinery, a kind of

BEYIL. J squire; itismoveablc on» point or

centre, and may be set to any angle.

To BE*VEL. v. a. [from the noun.] To cut to

a brvel angle. Mix.n.

BEVERAGE / [from inert, to drink, Ital.]

Drink ; liquor to be drank. Dryjen.

BEVY. /. [leva, Italian.] 1. A flock of birds.

1. A company; an assembly. Pipe.

To BEWAIL, f. a. [from wail.] To bemoan ;

to lament. Denham.

To BEWARE, «•. n. [from te and ware.] To

regard with caution; to be suspicious of dan

ger from. Fife.

To BEWEEP. v. a. [from wees.] To weep

cm or upon. Shake/f.

To BEW'ET. v. a. To wet; to mojflen. Sbake.

To BEWILDER, v. a. [from t»»A/.] To lose in

pathless places ; to puaale. Btackmtre.

To BEWITCH- •». a. 1. To injure by witch

craft. DryJen. 1. To charm; to please. Sidney.

BEWI TCHERY. /. [from bewitcb ] Fascina-

tian ; charm. Smth.

BEWI'TCHMEKT. f. [from bewitcb.] Fasci

nation. Sbaiefp.

To BEWRAY. *.. <r. [bepn.eS«n, Saxon.] 1.

Tobetray ; to discover perfidiously. Spenser, a.

To Anew ; te make visible. JSidnty.

BEWRA'YER. / {from bewray ] Betrayer ;

dUooverer. Addistn.

BEYOND. prep, [beyeonb, Saxon.] 1. Before;

at a distance not reached. Pope: 1. On the

farther fide of. Dentertntmj. .3. Farther onward

than. Herbert. 4. Past ; out of the reach of.

Bemtley. 5. Abova ; exceeding to a greater

degree than. Ltcke. 6. Above in excellence.

Dryden. 7. Remote from; not within the

sphere of. Dryden. 8. Te ft beytnd, is to de

ceive. Tbejahn.

BEZEL. ? / That pact of a ring in which the

BE'ZIL. J stone is fixed. v

EL'ZOAR. / A medicinal stone, formerly m

high esteem aa an antidote, brought from the

East Indies.

BEZOATIDICK. a. [from bezear.) Compound

ed with be&ear. Fltyer.

BIA NGULATED. / a. [from binut and anru-IIANGULOUS. J- •■-■••- ■

corner! or angles.

B1ANGULOUS. 5 /,,, Lat.] Having twa

BTAS. / [biaii, Fr.] 1. The weight lodged on

one side of a bowl, which turns it from the

strait line. Sbaiefp. i. Any thing which turns

a man to a particular course. Dryden. 3. Pro-

penfion; inclination. Dryden.

To BIAS. v. a. [from the noun.] To incline to

Some fide, kVatti.

Bl AS. adv. Wrong. Sbaiefp.

BIB. s. A small piece of linaen put upon the

breasts or children, over their cloatbs. /Iddisan.

Tr, BIB. t. m. [Win, Lit.] To tipple; to lip.

Camden.

BIB.VCIOUS. a. [bibax, Lat.] Much addicted

to drinking. Dies.

BIBBER./ [from It bib.] A tipfJer.

BIBLE. J. [from gTJXm, a book ; called, by

way ot excellence, Tie b-.tk ] The sacred

volume in which arc contained the revelations

of Cod. TilUtscn, IVattt

BIBLIOGRAPHER./, [from ft&ifc and yt***.]

A transcriber.

BIBLIOTHE'CAL. a. from bikhetbeca, Lat.]

Belonging to a library.

BI'BULOUS. a. [bibuln,, Lat.] That which has

the qnahty of drinking moisture. Tbmsln.

BICAPSULAR. a. [bicapsularii. Lat.] A plant

whose seed pouch is divided into two parts. '

BICE./ A colour used in palatine. Peacbam

BICI'PITAL. 7 a. [bicipiti,, Lat.] 1. Hav-

BICI PITOUS. J ing two heads. Brtwn. a.

It is applied to one of the muscles of the arm.

Brtwn.

T° BICKER, v. n. \bicre, Welch.] 1. To

(kirmrfh; to fight ofF and on. Sidney. 1.

To quiver; to play backward and forward.

Militn.

6TCK.ERER. / [from the verb.] A skirmisher.

BICK.ERN./ [apparently corrupted from bealf-

iren.] An iron ending in a point. Mtxtn.

BICORNE. J a. [bictrni,, Lat.] Havine

BICORNOUS. \ two horns. Brcwl *

BICO'RPORAL.a. \bktrptr, Lat] Having two

bodies.

To BID v. a. pret. I bid, bad, bade, I have bid.

or bidden, [bibban, SaxonJ 1. To desire; to

aft. Sbakesp. a.Tocommand; to order, kfatit.

3. To offer ; to propose. Decay 1/ Piety . 4.' To

proclaim ; to offer. Gay. 5. To pronounce ; to

declaie. Bactn. 6. To denounce. Waller. 7.

To pray. Jtbn.

BI'DALE. J. [from bid and alt.] An invitation

of friends to drink. DiX.

BI'DDEN part. pas. [from te bid.] 1 . Invited ;

Bactn. x. Commanded. Ptpe.

BIDDER. / [from t» bid.] One who -offers or

proposes a price. Addistn.

BIDDING./ [from bid.] Command; order.

Militn.

To BIDE. v. a. [bioan, Saxon.] To endure ; to

suffer Dryden.

To BIDE. *. «. 1. To dwell; to live; to

inhabit. Milttn. 1. To remain in a place.

Sbakesp.

BIDE NTAL. a. [bident, Lat.] Having two

teeth. Swift.

BIDING. / [from bide.] Residence ; habitation.

Rtwc.

BIENNIAL. «. [»«mij, Lat.] Of the con

tinuance of two years. Ray.

BI'ER. /. [from ti bear.] A carriage on which

the dead are carried to the grave. Milttn.

Bl'ESTINGS./ [byrcinj, Sax.] The first milk

given by a cow after calving. Dryden.

BIFA'RIOUS. a. [btsarini, Lat.] Twofold.

BIFEROUS. a. [bifereni, Lat.] bearing. fruit

twice a year.

BIT ID. I a. [bifiJui, Lat.] Opening

BIFIDATED. J with a clelt.

BIFO'LD. a. [from bmui} Lat. and /«/</.] Two

fold ; double. Sbakesp.

BIFORMED. a. [bistrmit, Lat.] Compounded

of two fount.

L BIFU R-
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ilFUIlCATED. a. [binnt misnrea.] Shooting

out into two heads. Woodmard.

BIFURCATION./ [binnt utisnrea.] Division

into two.

BIG. a. i. Great in balk; large. Thorns™, i.

Teeming; pregnant. Waller. 3. Full ot some

thing. Addison. 4. Distended; swoln. Sbakesp.

5. Great in air and mien ; proud. AJcbam. 6.

Great in spirit; brave. Sbakesp.

BI'GAMIST. /. [bigamius, low Lat.] One that

has committed bigamy.

BI"GAMY. / [bgamia, low Lat.] The crime

ot having two wives at once. Arbutbnet.

BIGBE LLIED. a. [from big and belly.] Preg

nant. Sbakesp.

BIGCIN. [begnin,Ti.] A child's cap. Sbakesp.

BI'GLY. adv. [from big.] Tumidly, haughtily

Dryden.

BI CNESS. / [from big.] 1. Greatness of quan

tity. Ray. z. Size -, whether greater or smaller.

Nevton.

BIGOT, s. A man devoted to a certain party

Watti.

BIGOTED, a. [from bigot.] Blindly preposses

sed in savour of something. Garth.

BIGOTRY. / [from biget.] t. Blind zeal;

. prejudice. Watts. 1. The practice ofa bigot

Pope.

BIGSWOLN. a. [from big andsmb.] Turgid.

Addisn.

Bl'LANDER. / [belandre.Fr.] A small vessel

used for the carriage of goods. Dryden.

BILBERRY./ [bihj.Sax. a bladder, and berry.]

Whortleberry .

BI'LBO. / [from Bilbea.] A rapier; a sword.
Sbakesp. f

BI LBOES. / A fort of stocks. Sbakesp.

BILE. / [bib's, Lat.] A thick yellow bitter

liquor, separated in the liver, collected in the

gall bladder, and discharged by the common

duct, Quincy.

BILE. / [bile, Saxon.] A sore angry swelling

Sbakesp.

To BILGE, v. n. [from the noun.] To spring

a leak.

BILIARY, a. [from bilis, Lat.] Belonging to

the bile. Arbutbnet.

BiLINCSGATE./ Ribaldry; foul language.

Pipe.

BILl NGUOUS. a. [bilingnis, Lat.] Having two

tongues.

BI LIOUS. a. [from biBs, Lat.] Consisting of

bile. Gartb.

To BILK. v. a. [bilaican, Gothick.] To cheat ;

to defraud. Dryden.

BILL. / [bille, Sax.] The beak of a fowl.

Carena.

BILL. /. [bille. Sax.] A kind of a hatchet with

a banked point. Temple.

BILL. s. [billtt, Fr.] 1 . A written paper of any

kind. Sbakesp. 1. An account of money. Bactn

3. A law presented to the parliament. Baeen

4. An act of parliament. Atterbnry. 5. A phy-

laian's prescription. Dryden. 6. An advertise

ment. Dryden.

To BILL. v. ». To caress, as dovet by joininv

bills. Ben. Jibnsen. ^

To BILL. v. a. To publish by an advertisement,

L'Efirange.

BI'LLET. / Xbillet, Fr.] 1 . A sinaU paper ; >

note. Clare ndon. z. Billet deux, ora soft billet;

■ love letter. Pipe. 3. A small log of wood

for the chimney. Digbj.

To BI'LLET. v. a. [from the noun.] I . To

direct a soldier by a ticket where he is to lodge.

Sbakesp. 1. To quarter soldiers. Clarendtn.

BILLIARDS./ noithent a singular, [billard,

Fr.] A kind ot play. Beyle.

BI LLOW. / [bilge, Germaa.] A wave swoln.

Denbam.

To BILLOW, v. n. [from the noun.] To swell,

or roll. Pritr.

BILLOWY, a. Swelling ; turgid. Tbemsm.

BIN. /'. [btnne, Sax.] A place where bread or

wine is reposited. Swift.

BINARY, a. [from binnt. Lat.] Two; double.

To BIND, v, a. pret. / bound; particip. pass.

bound, or beunden. [emfean, Sax.] I . To confine

with bonds ; to enchain. Jeb. z. To gird ;

to enwrap. Proverbs. 3. To fasten to any

thing. Joshua. 4. To fasten together. Matt.

5. To cover a wound with dressings.

Wiseman. 6. T,o compel j to constrain. Male.

7. To oblige by stipulation. Pose. 8. To

confine ; to hinder. Sbakesp. 9. To make

costive. Bacm. 10. To restrain. Felton. 11. T»

bind /». To oblige to serve some one. Dryden.

it. Te bind ever. To oblige to make appear

ance. Addison.

To BIND. v.n. 1. To contract ; to grow stiff.

Mortimer, z. To be obligatory. Leeke.

BIND. / A species of hops. Mirtimer.

BI'NDER. / [from /. bind.] 1. A man whose

trade it is to bind books, z. A man that binds

sheaves. Chapman. 3. A fillet; a shred cut to

bind with. Wiseman.

BI'NDING./ [from bind.] A bandage. Taller.

BI'NDWEED. / [convetvnlns, Lat.) The name

of a plant.

BINOCLE. / A telescope fitted so with two

tubes, as that a distant object may be seen with

both eyes.

BINO'CULAR. a. [from binnt and eculus, Lat.]

Having two eyes. Derbam.

BINO'MINOUS. a. [from binns and nimen. LatJ

Having two names.

BIOGRAPHERj: [Bl&- and >•{«**.] A writer

of lives. Addison.

BIOGRAPHY. / [#6V and >•{«?».] Writing

the lives of men is called biegrapby. Watts.

BIOVAC. } / [Fr. from iveynvasb, adoublc

BIHOVAC. > guard, Germ.] A guard at night

BI YOUAC. * performed by the whole army.

Harris.

BI'PAROUS. a. [from binus and parie.] Bring

ing forth two at a birth.

BIPARTITE, a. [binns and partitr.] Having

two correspondent parts.

BI PARTITION. / [from bipartite.] The act

of dividing into two.

BIPED.
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BIPED. /. [Use*, Lit.] An animal with two

sect. Brnvn.

BIPEDAL, a. [bipedatii, Lat.] Two sect in

length.

BIPE'NNATED. a. [from lean and penna.]

Having two wings. Derkam.

BIPETALOUS. a. [of bii and wiTaXt*.] Consist

ing of two flower leaves.

BI'QJJADRATE. 1 /. The fourth power a-

BIQUADRATICK.. J rising from the multi

plication of a square by itself. Harris.

BIRCH Tret. J. [bistre, Saxon.] A tree.

BI RCHEN. «. [from birtb.] Made of birch.

Hit beaver'd brow a birchen garland bears.

P.pt.

BIRD. / [btrio, or bruo, Saxon.] A general

term for the feathered kind ; a fowl. Luke.

To BIRD. v. n. To catch birds. Sbakesp.

BsRDBOLT. / A small (hot or arrow.

Sb-kejp.

BI RDCATCHER. / One that makes it his

employment to take birds. L'Fjlrange.

BIRDER. /. [from bird.] A birdcatcher.

BIRDINGPIECE./ A gun to (hoot birds with.

Sbakesp.

BIRDLIME. / [from bird and lime.] A glu

tinous substance spread upon twigs, by which

the birds that light upon them are entangled.

Dryden.

BIRDMAN./ A birdcatcher. L'EJtrange.

Bl'RDSEYE. / The name of a plant.

BIRDSFOOT. / A plane

BlTtDSNET. / An herb.

BI RDSTONGUE. / An herb.

BIHGANDER./ A fowl of the goose kind,

BIRT. / a fish; the turbot.

BIRTH, f. sbeopp, Saxon.] I. The act of

coming into life. Dryden. x. Extraction ;

lineage. Denham. 3. Rank which is inherit

ed by descent. Dryden. 4. The condition in

which any man is born. Drydtn. 5. Thing

born. Ben. Jibnsn. 6. The act of bringing

forth. Mihin.

BI RTHDAY./ [from birth and day.] The day

on which any one is born.

BI RTHDOM. / Privilege of birth. Sbakesp.

Bl-RTHNIGHT. / [from birth and night]

The night in which any one is born. Milton.

BIHTHPLACE./ Place where any one it born.

Swift.

BIRTHRIGHT./ [from birth and right.] The

rights and privileges to which a man is born ;

the right of the first born. AJdiJen.

BIRTHSTRA'NGLED. ^Strangled in being

born. Sbaktsp.

BIRTHWORT. / The name of a plant.

Bl'SCOTIlf. f. A confection.

BISCUIT./, [bit and euit.] 1. A kind of hard

dry bread, made to be carried to sea. Knollei.

1. A composition of fine Sour, almonds, and

sugar.

To BISECT, v. a. [binnt and sect,] To divide

into two parts.

BI it CTION. /. [from the verb ] A geometri

cal term, signifying the division of any quan

tity into two equal pans.

BISHOP. / [bircoP> Saxon] One of the head

order of the clergy. Senth.

BISHOP./ A cant word for a mixture of wine,

oranges, and sugar. Swift.

To BISHOP, v. a. To confirm ; to admit so

lemnly into the church. Dennt.

BI'SHOPRICK.. / [bir-copruce, Saxon.] The

diocese of a bishop. Baton.

BI'SHOPSWEED. / A plant.

BISK. /. [bisque, Fr.] Soup-, broth. King.

BI'SKET. See Biscuit.

BISMUTH / Marcasite; a hard, white, brittle,

mineral substance, of a metalline nature, found

in Misnia.

BISSEXTILE. / [bit xaifcxtilii.] Leap year.

Bronon.

BI'SSON. a. Blind. Sbakesp.

BISTRE, s. [French.] A colour made of chim

ney foot boiled, and then diluted with water.

BISTORT. / A riant called snakeweed.

BI STOURY. / [biftmri, Fr.] A surgeon's in

strument used in making incisions.

BISU LCOUS. a. [Usnlcni, Lat.] Clovenfooted.

Brovin.

BIT. / [bicol, Sax.] A bridle ; the bit-mouth.

Addisn.

BIT. / 1. As much meat as is put into the

mouth at once. Arbuthntt. 1. A (mall piece of

any thing. Swift. 3. A Spanish West Indian

silver coin, valued at fevenpencehalfpenny. 4.

A bit the better erieirst. in the smallest de

gree. Arbnthntt.

To BIT. v. a. To put the bridle noon a

horse.

BITCH. / [birje, Saxon] 1. The female of

the canine kind. Spenser, x. A name of re

proach for a woman. Artntbmt.

To BITE. v. a. pret. I bit; part. pass. I have

bit, or bitten, (biran, Saxon] 1. To crush,

or pierce with the teeth. Arbutbntt. 1. To

give pain by cold. Rvne. 3. To hurt or pain

with reproach. Rtscommon. 4. To cut; to

wound. Sbaktsp. 5. To make the mouth

(mart with an acrid taste. Baa: 6. To cheat ;

to trick. Pope.

BITE./ [from tve verb.] 1 . The seizure of any

thing by the teeth. Drjdtn. X. The act of a

fish that takes the bait. tValtm. 3. A cheat ; a

trick. Sviist. 4. A (harper.

BI TER./ [from bite.] 1 . He that bites. Camden.

x. A tilh apt to take the biit. kValteu. 3. A

tricker ; a deceiver. Spectator.

BITTACLE. /. A frame of timber in tire

steerage, where the compass is placed. DiH.

BITTER, a. [bitep, Sax.J 1. Having a hot,

acrid, biting taste, like wormwood. Locke 1.

Sharp; cruel; severe. Sprat 3. Calamitous;

miserable. Dryden. 4. Sharp -, reproachful ;

satirical. Sbakesp. 5. Unpleasing or hurtful.

kVattt.

BI TTERCOURD. / A plant.

BITTERLY. aJ-n. [from bitter.] 1. With a

bitter taste. 1. In a bitter manner; sorrow

fully i calamitously. Sbakesp. 3. Sharply ;

severely. Sprat.

L * BIT-
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BITTERN, f. [bntour, Fr.] A bird with long

legs, which seeds upon fish. Witten.

BITTERN. / [from Utter.] A very bitter li

quor which drains off in making salt,

BITTERNESS./, [from bitter.] i. A bitter

taste. Licit, x. Malice; grudge; hatred; im

placability. Clarendon. 3. Sharpness; severity

of temper. Clarendon. 4. Satire; piquancy;

keenness of reproach. Bacon. 5. Sorrow ,

vexation; affliction. Wake,

BITTERSWEET. /. An apple which has a

compounded taste. South.

BI'TTOUR. / The bittern. Dryden.

BITU MEN. / [Latin.] A fat unctuous matter

dug out of the earth, or scummed off lakes.

Woodward.

BITUMINOUS, a. Compounded of bitumen.

Bacon.

BIVA'LVE. a. [binus and valvar.] Having two

valves or shutters ; used of those fish that have

two shells, as oystert. Woodward.

BIVA'LVULAR. a. [from bivalve.] Having two

valves.

B1XWORT. / An herb.

tTZANTINE. / [trom Byzantium] A great

piece of gold valued at filteen pounds, which

the king ossereth upon high festival days.

Camdcn.

to BLAB. v. a. [blabbcrtn, Dutch.] To tell

what ought to be kept secret. Ikvifl.

to BLAB. 17. n. To tattle; to tell tales.

State/f.

BLAB. / (from the verb] A teltalr. Milt'*.

BLABBER./ [from blab.] A tattler; a tel-

talc.

to BLABBER, v. n. To whistle to a horse.

Skinner.

BLACK, a. [blac, Saxon.] 1 . Of the colour

of night. Proverbs, a. Dark. Kings. 3. Cloudy

of countenance ; sullen. Shakejp, 4. Horri

ble ; wicked. Dryden. 5. Dismal; mournful.

Shaiesp.

BLACK-BROWED, a. [from black and brovs]

Having black eye-brows; gloomy; dismal)

threatening.

BLACK-BRYONY./ The name of a plant.

BLACK-CATTLE./ Oxen; bull.; and cows.

BLACK-CUARD. / A dirty fellow. Swift.

BLACK-LEAD./ A mineral found in the lead-

mines, much used lor pencils.

BLACK-PUDDING./ A kind of food made

of blood and grain.

BLACK-ROD. / [f™m black and red] The

usher belonging to the order of the garter; so

called from the black rid he carries in his

hand. He is ulher of the parliament.

BLACK./ [from the adjective.] 1. A black]

colour. Newton. 1. Mourning. Drydeu. 3. A

blackamoor. 4. That part of the eye which is

black. Digby.

To BLACK v. a. [from the noun.] To make

black ; to blacken Boyle.

BLA CK AMOUR. / A negro.

BLACKB1 RIMED Heath. / A pUnt.

BLA'CKULRRY U»Jl:J.A specie* ol bramble.

BLACKBERRY. / The fruit. Gay.

BLA'CKBlkD. f. The name of a bird. Carev.

To BLACKEN. ». a. [from black.] 1. To

make of a bkek colour. Prior. ». To darken.

South. 3. To defame. South.

To BLA'CfcEN. v. «. To grow black, Dryden.

BLACKISH, a. [from black.] Somewhat black.

Boyle.

BLA'CKMOOR. / [from black and Moor.] A

negro. Milton.

BLA'CKNESE / [iromblaek.] 1. Black colour.

Locke, x. Darkness. Shakcsp.

BLACKSMITH /. A smith that works in

iron ; so called from being very smutty.

Spectator.

BLA CKTAIL. / [from black and tail.] A fish,

called a ruff or pope.

BLACKTHORN. / The (loe.

BLADDER./ [blabbpe, Saxon.} 1. That vessel

in the body which contains the urine. Ray. 1.

A blister; a pustule.

BLADDER-NUT./. [Jlapbytidendrin,Lf.u] A

plant.

BLADDER SENA. / A plant.

BLADE./ [blæb, Saxon.J The spire of grafs ;

the green shoots of corn. Bacon.

BLADE. / [blatte, German.] 1. The sharp

or striking part of a weapon or instrument.

Pope. 1. A hi ilk man, either fierce or gay.

L'EJlrange.

BLADE efthe Jbeuldcr. ? / The scapula, or

BLADE BONE. J scapular bone. Pope.

To BLADE. •» . a. [from the noun.] To fit with

a blade.

BLA'DED. a. [from blade] Having bladea or

spires. Shake/p.

Bl.AlN. / [blegene, Saxon.] A pustule; a

blister. Milton.

BLA'MABLE. a. [from blame.] Culpable ;

faulty. Dryden.

BLA'MABLENESS./ [from blamable] Fault.

BLA'MABLY. adv. [from blamable.] Culpa

bly.

To BLAME, v. a. [blimer, Fr ] To censure \

to charge with a fault. Dryden.

BLAME./ 1. Imputation of a fault. Haynoarck

%. Crime. Hooker. 3. Hurt. Spenser.

BLAMEFUL, a. sfrom blame and /nil.] Cri

minal ; guilty. Shake/p.

BLA'MELLSS. a. [trom blame.] Guiltless ; in

nocent. Locke.

BLAMELESLY. adv. [horn blameless.] Inno

cently. Hammond.

BLA'MELESNESS. / [from blameless] Inno

cence. Hammond.

BLA MER. [from blame.] A censurcr. Donne.

BLAMEWORTHY, a. Culpable ; blamable.

Hooker.

To BLANCH, v. a. [blancher, Fr.] 1 . To whiten.

Dryden. a. To strip or peel such things as. have

hulks. Wiseman. 3. Tooblilei ale ; topassov^r.

Bacon.

To BLANCH, v. n To evade ; to shift. Bacon.

BLA NCHER./ [from blanch.] A whitencr.

BLAND.
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BLAND, a. [blandm, Lat] Soft; mild-, gentle.

Mils.

To BLA'NDISH. v. a. [blanjicr, Lit.] To

smooth ; to soften. Milton.

BLANDISHMENT./ [from bkmdijb; blan-

ditiot. Lit.] i. An act of fondness; expression

of tenderness, by gesture. Milton, a. Soft

words; kind speeches. Bacon. 3, 'Kind treat

ment; caress. Swift.

BLANK, a. [blanc, Fr.] 1 . White. Par. Lift.

a. Unwritten. Addiso*. 3. Confused; crush-

ed. Pipe. 4. Without rhirfie. Shakefp.

BLANK.. / {from the adjective.] t. A void

space. Swift, a. A lot, by which nothing is

pained Dryden. 3. A paper unwritten. Pas.

Left. 4. The point to which an arrow is di

rected. Shakejp. 5. Aim; (hot. Shakejp.

6. Object to which any thing is directed.

Shakeip.

To BLANK, v. a. [from blank.] 1. To damp;

to contuse; to dispirit. Tilktfo*. a. To ef

face ; to annul. Spenser.

BLANKET./ [blanchette, Fr.] 1. A woollen

cover, soft, and loosely woven. Temple, a. A

kind of pear.

To BLANKET, v. a. [from the noun.] 1.

To cover with a blanket. Shakejp. a. To toss

in a blanket. Pipe

BLA'NKLY.aaV [from sVoirie.] In a blank man

ner; with whiteness; with confusion.

To BLARE, v. a. [blaren, Dutch.] To bellow;

to r»-.ar. Skinner.

To BLASFHE'ME. V. n. [blaspheme, low Lat.]

I. To speak in terms of impious irreverence

of God 1. To speak evil of. Shakefp

To BLASPHEME. *>. n. To speak blasphemy.

Shakefp.

BLASPH E'MER./ [from blaspheme.] A wretch

that speaks of Od in impious and irreverent

terms. 1 Tim. i. 13.

BLASPHEMOUS, a. [f.r.m blaspheme] Im

pious ; irreverend with regard to God.

Sidney, Tillotjon.

BL.YSPHEMOUSLY.a^.[fromMj/^M»f.]liTi-

piocfly. with wicked irreverence. Swift.

BL\ SPHEMY. / [from blaspheme.] Bins-

plenty, it an offering of some indignity unto

G*^* himself'. Hammond.

BLAST, s. [sromblrf-c, Saxon.] 1. A gust,

or puff of wind. Shakefp. a. The sound

made by any instrument of wind mtriiek.

Mittin. 3. The stroke os a malignant pla

net, "fob.

To BLAST, v. a. [from the noun.] t. To

strike with some snJrfen plague. Addifin. a.

To make to wither. Shakejp. 3. Toinjure;

to invalidate. Stil.'inpjlcct. 4. To confound ;

lo strike with terrour. Shakefp.

BLA'STMENT./ [from blast'] A sudden stroke

os infection. Shakefp.

BLATANT, a. [bottom, Fr.] Bellowing as a

calf. Dryden.

To BLATTER, v. n. [from blatcro, Lat] To

roar. Sfnjrr.

BLAY.y. A (mail whitish river sifli ; a bleak

BLAZE./, [blase, a torch, Saxon.] 1. Afiimet

the light of the flame. Dryien. a. Publication.

Milton 3. A white mark upon a horse.

farrier's Di£l.

To BLAZK. im. 1. To flame. Pope, a. To

be conspicuous.

To BLAZE, v. m. I. To publish; to make

known. Mark. 1. To blazon. Peacbam. j.

Toinflamc; to fire. Shakefp.

BLAZER. /. [from */a»r] One that spreads

reports. Spenser.

To BLAZON, v. a. [bUstnner, Fr.] 1. To

explain, in proper terms, the figures on en

signs armorial. Addison. a. To deck; to em

bellish. Garth. 3. To display; to set to

show. Shakefp. 4. To celebrate ; to set out.

Shakejp. 5. To blaxe about; to make pub-

lick. Shakefp.

BLA'ZON. / [from the verb.] 1. The art of

drawing or explaining coats of irms.Peacham.

3. Show; divulgation; publication. Shakejp.

3. Celebration. Collier.

BLAZONRY. / [from than.] The art of

blazoning. Peaeham.

To BLEACH, v. a. [bleechen, Germ.] To

whiten. Dryden.

To BLEACH. v.«. To glow white. Thomson.

BLEAK, a. [blac, blæc, Saxon.] 1. Pale. x.

Cold; chill. Addison.

BLEAK./ A small river fVsh. Walton.

BLEAKNESS./ [from bleak.] Coldness; chil-

ness. Addison.

BLE'AKY. a. [from bleak.] Bleak; cold;

chill. Dryden.

BLEAR, a. [blear, a blister, Dutch.] 1 . Dim

with rheum or water. Dryden. a. Dim; ob

scure in general. Milton.

To BLEAR, i>. a. [from the adjective.] To

make the eyes watry. Dryden.

BLE'AREDNESS./. [from bleared.] The Rate

of b^ing dimmed with rheum. Wiseman.

To BLEAT, v. n. [blatcan, Saxon.] To cry ai

a sheep. Dryden.

BLEAT./ [Irom the verb.] The cry osa sheep

or lamb. Chnpmmn.

BLEB./ [blaen, to swell, Germ.] A blister.

To BLEED, v. n. pret. I bled; I luvr 6.W ,

bleban, Saxon] 1. To lose blood; to run

with blood. Bacen. a. To die a violent death.

Pope. 3. To drop, as blood. Pipe.

To BLEED, v. a. To let blood. Pipe.

BI.E1T. 7 r . , ,
BLATE. s "• B,rhsnl-

To BLEMISH, v.a. [from blame, Jnniits] 1.

To maTk with any deformity. Sidney, a. To

defame ; to tarnish, with respect to reputati

on. Dryden.

BLE'MISH. / [from the verb.] 1. A mark of

deformity, a tear. Wiseman, a. Reproach;

disgrace. Hooker.

To BLENCH, v. n. To sliTink ; to start back.

Shakefp.

To BLENCH, v. «. To binder; to obstruct.

Carrw,

To
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To BLEND, v. a. preter. I blended; anciently,

blent, [blenkan, Sax.] i. To mingle together

Beyle. X. To confound. Ussier. 3. To pol

lute; to spoil. Spenser.

BLE'NT. The obsolete participle os bknJ.

To BLESS v. a. [blerpan, Six.] 1. To make

hippy ; to prosper. Dryden. X. To wish

happiness to another. Deut. 3. To praise;

to glorify for benefits received. Davies. 4.

To wave ; to brandish. Spenser.

BLE'SSED. particip. a. [from to bless.] Happy,

enjoying heavenly felicity.

BLE'SSED Thistle. A plant.

BLESSEDLY, adv. Happily. Sidney.

BLE SSEDNESS. /. [from blessed.] ,. Happi

ness; felicity. Sidney. 1. Sanctity. Siakefp.

3. Heavenly felicity. Smth. 4. Divine fa

vour.

BLE'SSER. s. [from bless.] He that blesses.

Taylor.

BLESSING./ [from Mr//.] 1. Benediction.

X. The means of happiness. Denham. 3. Di

vine favour. Shake]p.

BLEST, parti, a. [from bless.] Happy. Pipe.

BLEW. Tbepreteritefromblnti. Knelles.

BLIGHT./. 1. Mildew. Temple. 1. Anything

nipping or blasting. VEjlrange.

To BI.ICHT. v. a. [from the noun.] To blast;

to hinder from fertility. Locke.

BLIND, a. [bhnb, Sax.] 1. Without fight;

dark. Digby. 2. Intellectually dark. Dryden.

3. Unseen ; private. Hukcr. 4. Dark \ ob

scure. Miltin.

To BLIND, v. a. 1. To make blind. Smth.

2. To darken ; to obscure to the eye. Dryden.

3. To obscure to the understanding. Stilstngjl.

BLIND. / 1. Something to hinder the sight.

ISEstrange. X. Something to mislead. Decay

if Piety.

To BLINDFOLD, v. a. [from blind and/.W.]

To hinder from seeing, by blinding the eyes.

Luke.

ELl'NDFOLD. a. [from the verb.] Having the

eyes covered. Spenser , Dryden .

BLINDLY, adv. [from bind.] 1. Without

light. X. Implicitily ; without examination

Luke. 3 Without judgment or direction.

Dryden.

BLI NDMAN'S BUFF./ A play in which some

one is to have his eye's covered, and hunt out

the rest of the company Hudibras.

BLINDNESS. /. [from blind.] 1. Want of

sight. Denham. X. Ignorance, intellectual

darkness. Spenser.

BLINDSIDE./. Weakness; foible. Snift.

BLINDWORM. /. A small venomous viper.

Grena.

To BLINK.v.u. [blineken, Danish.] 1 .To wink.

Hudibras. x. To see obscurely. Pope.

BLl'NKARD./ [from Mai] 1. That has bad

eyei. 1. Something twinkling. Hakcioell.

BLISS. / [bhrre. Sax.] 1. The highest de

gree of happiness ; the happiness of blessed

souls hooker, Milton. X. Felicity in gene

ral. Pipe.

BLISSFUL, a. [blis,full.] Happy in the highest

degree. Spenser.

BLISSFULLY, adv. [from blissful.) Happily.

BLl'SSFULNESS./ [from blissful] Happiness.

To BLI'SSOM. v. n. To caterwaul. Dig.

BLISTER. / [bluyster, Dutch.] 1. A pustule

formed by raising the cuticle from the cutit.

Temple, x. Any swelling made by the sepa

ration of a film or (kin from the other parts.

Bacon.

To BLISTER, v. n. [from the noun.] To rife

in blisters. Dryden.

To BLI STER. v. a. To raise blisters by some

huit. Skakesp.

BLITHE, a. [blfte, Sax.] Gay) airy. Hooker,

Pope.

BLI'THLY. adv. [from blithe.] In a blithe

manner.

BLI'THNESS. ? / [from blithe.] The

BLI THSOMENESS. $ quality ofbeing blithe.

BLI'THSOME. a. [from blithe.] Gay 1 cheer

ful. Philips.

To BLOAT, v. a. [probably from bins).] To

swell. Addifm.

To BLOAT, v.n. To grow turgid. Arbnthnot.

BLO'ATEDNESS./ [from bloat.] Turgidness ;

swelling. Arbnthnot.

BLO'BBER./. [from blob.] A bubble. Careia.

BLOBBERLIP./. [blobber, and lip.} A thick

lip. Dryden.

BLO'BBERLIPPED. ? a. Having swelled or

BLO'BLIPPED. $ thick lips. Greru.

BLOCK./ [block, Dutch] 1. A heavy piece

of timber, x. A mass of matter. Addifu. 3.

A massy body. Svjift. 4. The wood en which

hats are formed. Shakefp. 5. The wood on

which criminals are beheaded. Dryden. 6.

An obstruction; a stop. Decay of Piety. 7.

A sea term for a pully. 8. A blockhead.

Shakesp.

To BLOCK, v. a. [bloquer, Fr] To (hut up ;

to inclose. Clarendon.

BLOCK-HOUSE / [from block and bouse.] A

fortress built to obstruct or block up a pass.

Raleigh.

BLOCK-TIN./, [from W«A and tin.] Tin pure

or unmixed. Beyle.

BLOCKADE./ [from block.] A siege carried

on by (hutting up the place. Taller.

To BLOCKA'DE. v. a. [from the noun] T»

(hut up. Pope.

BLOCKHEAD. / [from block and head.] A

stupid fellow; a dolt j a man without parts.

P>pe.

BLOCKHEADED. a. [from bltckbead ] Stu

pid i dull. VEftraugc.

BLOCKISH, [from block.] Stupid 1 dull.

Skakesp.

BLO'CKISHLY. adv. [from blockish.] In a stu

pid manner*

BLOCKISHNESS./. Supidity.

BLO'MARY./The first forge in the iron mills.

DiS.

BLO'NKET./ [for blanket] Spenser.

BLOOD./ [bio*, Sax.] 1. The red liquorthat

circulates
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circulates in the body of toimaU. Genesis. 1.

Child; progeny. Sbakesp. 3. Family ; kin

dred, trailer. 4. Descent; lineage. DryJen.

5. Birth ; high extraction. Sbakesp. 6. Mur

der; violent death. Sbakesp. 7. Life, a Sam.

i The carnal part of man. Matthew. 9.

Temper of mind; state of the passions. Hu-

dibrai. 10. A hot spark; man of fire. Bactn.

11. The juice of any thing. Genesis.

To BLOOD, v. a. 1. To stain with blood.

Baeen. t. To enure to blood, as a hound.

Spenser. 3. To heat; toexasperate. Bacem.

BLO,OD-BOLTERED.a.[fromiA#1/andi»//sr.]

Blood sprinkled. Sbakesp.

BLCODFLOWER. / 0>emtantbai, Lat.] A

plant

BLODDGUILTINESS./ Murder. Spenser.

BLO"ODHOUND. / A hound that follow* by

the soent. Stntberne.

BLO"ODILY. a. [from bleedy.] Cruelly. Dryd.

BLOODINESS. / [from bleedy.] The state of

being bloody. Sharp.

BLOODLESS, a. [from bleed.'] 1. Without

blood ; dead. DryJen. %. Without slaughter.

treelkr.

To BLOOD-LET. v. a. To bleed; to open a

vein medicinally.

BLO-OD-LETTER./ [from bleed-let.] A phle-

botomist. IViseman.

BLOODSHED, s. [from bind and shed.] ,.

The crime of blood, or murder. Stntb. a.

Slaughter. DryJen.

BLCODSHEDDER./ Murderer. Ecclus.

BLGODSHOT. I a. [from bleeJ andsbet.]

BLOODSHOTTEN. J Filled with blood burst

ing from its proper vessels. Garth.

BLOOD-STONE. /. The bUed-fiene is green,

spotted with a bright blood-red. Weed-warJ.

BLO'ODSUCKER./ [from bUed and/y*.] 1.

A leech ; a fly ; any thing that fucks blood.

a. A murderer. Hayward.

BLOOD-THIRSTY, a. Desirous to (hed blood.

Raleigh.

BLOOD-VESSEL./ [from bleed and vessel] A

vessel appropriated by nature to the convey

ance of the blood. Addijen.

ELO'ODY. a. [from bleed.] 1. Stained with

blood, a. Cruel; murderous. Pepe.

BLOOM./ [*/•«., Germ.] "1. A blossom, a.

The state of immaturity. Dryden.

To BLOOM, v. n. 1. To bring or yield blossoms.

Bacin. a. To produce, as blossoms. Heeker.

3. To be in a state of youth. Pepe.

BUTOMY. a. [from bleem] Full of blooms;

flowery. Pepe.

BLORE./ [from blew.] Act of blowing; blast.

Chapman.

BLO'SSOM./ [blojTne, Sax.] The flower that

grows on any plant. Dryden.

To BLO'SSOM. v. n. To put forth blossoms.

Habbakknk.

To BLOT. v. a. [from blettir, Fr.] 1. To obli

terate ; to make writing invisible. Pep*, a.

To efface; to erase. Dryden. 3. To blur.

AJeham. 4. Todisgrace; to disfigure. Rawe.

5. To darken. Cewley.

BLOT./ ffrom the verb.] 1. An obliteration

of something written. Dryden. .a. A blur; a

spot. 3. A spot in reputation.

BLOTCH./ [from blet.] A spot or pustule up

on the flein. Harvey.

To BLOTE. v. a. To smoke, or dry by the

smoke.

BLOW./ [blent, Dutch.] 1. A stroke. Cla-

renden. a. The fatal stroke. Dryden. 3. A

single action; a sudden event. Dryden. 4.

The act of a fly, by which (he lodges eggs

in flesh. Chapman.

To BLOW. v. ar. pret. blew; particip. pss.

blewn. [blapan, Sax.] ■ . To move with a

current of air. Pepe. a. This word is used

sometimes impersonally with it. Dryden. 3.

To pant; to puff. Pepe. 4. To breathe. 5.

To sound by being blown. Milieu. 6. To

play musically by wind. Nnmb. 7. Te bli-s>

ever To pass away without effect. GUnville.

8. Te blevj np. To fly into the air by the

force of gunpowder. Taller.

To BLOW. v. a. 1. To drive by the force of

the wind. Seuth. a. To inflame with wind.

Isaiah. 3. To swell; to puff into sue. Shakej'p.

4. To sound an instrument of wind masick.

Mitten. 5. To warm with the breath. Sbakesp.

6. To spread by report. Dryden. 7. To in

fect with the eggs of flies. Sbakesp. 8. Tr

blew eut. To extinguish by wind. Dryden.

o. Te blewnp. To raise or swell with breath.

Beyle. 10. Ti> blew np. To destroy with gun

powder. kVtedward. 11. Teblewupen. To

make stale. Addisen.

To BLOW. v. n. [blopaa, Sax.] To bloom; to

blossom. tValUr.

BLOWPOINT./. A child's play. Denne.

BLOWTH./ [from blew.] Bloom, or blossom.

Raleigh.

BLOWZE./ A ruddy fat-faced wench.

BLO'WZY. a. [from blewne.] Sun-burnt; high

coloured.

BLU'BBER./ sSeeBLoBaxa.] Thepartosm

whale that contains the oil.

To BLU'BBER. *. n. To weep in such a man

ner as to swell the cheeks. S<aift.

To BLU'BBER. v. «. To swell the cheeks with

weeping. Sidney.

BLU'DGEON. J. A (hort stick, with one end

loaded.

BLUE. a. [blxp. Sax. Mrs, Fr.] One of the

seven original colours. Newten.

BLUEBO'TTLE./ [from blue and bettie.] t.

A flower of the bell (hape. Ray. 1. A fly

with a large blue belly, frier.

BLU'ELY. adv. [from bine.] With a blue co

lour. Swift.

BLU'ENESS./ [from bine.] The quality of be

ing blue. Beyle.

BLUFF.*. Big; surly; blustering. Dryden. '

To BLUNDER, v. n. [blnnJeren, Dutch.] 1.

To mistake grossly ; to err very widely. Smth.

a. To flounder; to stumble. Pepe.

To BLU'NDER.i-.a. To mix foolishly or blind

ly. Sti/lingslret.

BLU'NDER.
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BLU"NDER. / [from the verb.] A gross ar

shameful mistake. Addifta.

BLUNDERBUSS./ [from blunder.] A gun

that is discharged with many bulLets. Dryden.

BI.U'NDERER. / [from blunder.] A block

head. Watts.

BI.U NDERHEAD. f. A stupid fellow. Vf.str.

BLUNT. a. i. Dull on the <-dge or point; not

sharp. Sidney, i. Dull in understanding; not

quick. Macs*. 3. Rough; not delicate. rVet-

'-"■ 4. Abrupt; not elegant Baecn.

To BLUNT, v. a. [from the noun.] t. To

dull the edge or point. Drydin. a. To re

press or weaken any appetite. Shakesp.

BLUNTLY. aJv. [from blunt.] 1 . Without

sharpness. 2. Coarsely; plainly. Dryden.

BLU NTNESS. /. [from blunt. J 1 . Want of

edge or point. Suriliig. t. Coarseness; rough

ness of manners. Drydin.

BLDNTWITTED. a. (from Hunt and mit.]

Dull; stupid. Shahsp.

BLUR./ (Wa, Span, a blot.] A blot; a stain.

To BLUR. v. a. [from the noun.] 1 . To blot ;

to efface, hteke. 2. To stain. Hudibrai.

To BLURT, v. a. To let fly without think

ing. Hakev/ell.

To BLUSH. «.«. [*/«/«, Dutch] 1. To be

tray flume or confusion, by a red colour in

the cheek. Smith. 1. To carry a red colour.

Shahsp.

BLUSH. / [from the verb] 1 . The colour in

the cheeks. Pepe. a. A red or purple colour.

Cra/batv. 3. Sudden appearance. Lecke.

BLU SHY. p. Having {the colour of a hlufli.

Bacon.

To BLUSTER, v. n. [supposed from blast.] 1 .

To roar as a storm. Spenser, t. To bully,

to puff. CcvernmcKt if tit Tcnrue.

BLUSTER. /. [Irom the verb.) 1. Roar;

noise; tumult. Sioift. 2. Bpatt; boisterous-

ness. Shakejp.

BLUSTERER./ A swaggerer; abully.

ELU STROUS. a. [from bhjler.] Tumultuous;

noisy. Hudibrai. —

BO. interj. A word of terrour. Temple.

BOAR./ [ban, Sax.] The male swine. Dryden

BOARD./ [bpæd, Sit] i. A piece of wood

ot more length and breadth than thickness.

Ttntple. 2. A table. llahtvitll. 3. A table

at which a council cr court is held. ClaraJan.

4. A court of jurisdiction. Bacon. 5. The

deck or floor of a ship. AdJiJon.

To BOARD. 11. a. 1. To enter a ship by force.

Dcnhim. 2. To attack, or moke the first

attempt. Shakejp. 3. To lay or pave with

board*. flfcxon.

To bOAKD. v.n. To live in a house, where

n certain rate is paid for eating. Herbert.

BOARD-WAGES / Wipes allowed toscrvants

to keep themselves in victuals. Dryden.

BOARDER./ [hombtarJ.] A taUer.

BOA'RISH. a. [Irom bear.] Swinilii; brutal;

cruel. Shake/p.

To BO AST. v. n. To display one's own worth,

or actiaas. 2 Cor.

To BOAST, tj.a. 1. To brag of. Atlerhnry.

a. To magnify ; to exalt. Psalm.

BOAST./ 1. A proud speech. SpeSattr. 2.

Cause of boasting. Pope.

HO*ASTER./ [from boast] A bragger. Beyle.

BO'ASTFUL. a. [from beast naifuU.] Osten

tatious. Pcpe.

BOAST1NGLY. adv. [from bcastmr.) Osten

tatiously, Decay of Piety.

BOAT./ [bac, Sax.] A vessel to pass the wa

ter in. Raleigh.

BOA'TION. / {bun, Lat] Roar ) noise.

Derbant.

BOATMAN. ?/ [from beat and man.] He

BOATSMAN. J that manages a boat. Prior.

BOATSWAIN. / [from beat and /war*.] An

officer on board a fiiip, who has charge of all

her rigging, ropes, cables, anchors. Hcvjel.

To BOB. v. a. 1 . To beat ; to drub. Shakesp.

1. To cheat; to gain by fraud. Shakejp.

To BOB. v. n. To play backward and forward.

Dryden.

BOB./ [from th« verb neutef ] t. Something

that hauga so as to play loosely. Dryden. 2..

Thr words repeated at the end of a stanza.

L'Estraxge. 3. A blew, Asckam.

BO BBIN./ [bobinc, Fr] A small pin of wood,

with a notch. Taller.

BOBCHERRY. / [from bob and cherry] e\

play among children, in which the cherry ia

hung so as to bob against the mouth. Arbnthn.

BO'BTAIL. Cut tail. Shakejp.

BO'BTA ILED. a. Having a tail cut. VEstranre.

B«BWIG./ A short wig. SpeBater.

To BODE. v. a. [bofeian, Sax.] To portend ;

to be the omen of. Shakesp.

To BODE. v.n. To be an omen; to foreshow.

Dryden.

BO DEMENT./ [from Mr.] Portent; omen.

Shakltp.

To BODGE, v. n. Tohoggle. Shakesp.

BO'DICE./ (from hediei.] Stays; a waistcoat

quilted with whalebone. Prior.

BODILESS, a. [ftombedy.] Incorporeal; with

out a body. Daviei.

BODILY, a. [from body] t. Corporeal; con

taining body. Smth. 1. Relating to the body,

not the mind. Huker. 3. Real) actual.

Shakesp.

BODILY, adv. Corporeally. Wattt.

BODK.IN./. [icddiken, or small body.] Skinner.

1. An instrument wftli a small Made and

sharp point. Sidney. 2. An instrument to

draw a thread or ribbond through a loop.

Pipe. 3. An instrument to dress the hair.

Pipe.

BO'DY.s. [bofcrj, Sax.] 1. The material sub

stance of an animal. Matthew, vi. 25. 2.

Matter; oppose. 1 to spirit. 3. A person; a

human bcinp. flecker. 4. Reality; opposed

to representation. CcUJs. e. A collective mass.

C/arenJen. 6. The main army; the battle.

Clarendon. 7. A corporation. Svtist. 8. The

outward condition. 1 Cur. v. 3. 9. The main

part. Aiiisen. 10. A pandect j a general col-

lection.
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body.

1 1. Strength ; is, wme of a good

BOTDV-CLOATHS./ Cloathing for horses that

are dieted. Addifn.

To BtyDY. v. a. To produce in some form.

BOG

Siaitsp.

-/ [*•!• sof». •"*•] Anutfli; l fen; i

Sentb.

BOC-TROTTER . s. [from big and trtt.] One

that lives in a boggy country.

To BOGGLE, v. «. [from begil, Dutch.] I.

To start; to fly back. DryJen. a. To hesi

tate. L'.zkc.

BOGGLER./ [from biggie.) A doubter; a ti

morous man. Sbakejp.

BOGGY, a. [from tig.] MajrOiy ; swimpy.

jtrbmibni*.

BO'GHOUSE. / A house of office.

BOHEA. / [An Indian word.] A species of tea

e=t*.

To BOIL. v. «. [bcniller, Pr.] 1. Tobeagi-,

tated by heat. Bentley. a. To be hot ; to be

fervent. Dryden. 3. To move like boiling

water. Gay. 4. To be in hot liquor. Sbakejp.

c To cook by boiling. Smift.

To BOIL. «. a. To I'eeth. Baccn.

BOILER./ [from biil.) 1. The person that

boils any thing. Beyle. 1. The vessel in

which any thing is boiled. bVeedivard.

BOISTEROUS, a. [byjter, furious, Dutch] I .

Violent; loud; roaring; stormy. Waller. 1.

Turbulent; furious. Addifcn. 3. Unwieldy.

Spenser.

BOISTEROUSLY, adm. [from keisterns.) Vio

lently ; tumultuously. Snoift.

BO ISTEROUSNESS./ [from blistering Tu-

multuouloess; turbulence.

EO LARY. a. [from bile.} Partaking of the na

ture of bole. Bistcn.

BOLD. a. [bale, Saxon ] 1 . Daring ; brave ;

stout. Temple. 1. Executed with spirit Ris-

esmmsm. 3. Confident j not scrupulous. Lode.

4. Impudent; rude. Ecc'nf. vi. 11. c. Li

centious. Waller. 6. Standing out to the

view. DryJen. 7. Ti mate bild. To take

freedoms. Til&tfin.

To BO LDEN. v. a. [from bild.) To make bold,

Ajebam. '

BO LDFACE. / [from bild and fact.) Impu

dence; taucineft. L'FJfrange.

BO LDFACED. a. [from btU inAfacc.] Impu

dent. BrambaB.

BOLDLY, adv. [from it//] In a bold manner.

H»irr.

BO LDNESS / [from hid) 1. Courage ; bra

very. Sidney. 1. Exemption from caution.

DrjJen. 3. Freedom; liberty 1 Ctr. vi'\. 4.

4. Confident trust, in God. Heeier. 5. As

surance. Bacsn. 6. Impudence. Heeier.

BOLE. / 1. The body or trunk of a tree.

Cbapmcn. 2. A kind of earth. Weedivard.

3. A mt-isure of corn, containing six buiheh.

JUirtimcr.

BOLlS.f. [Lat.jS.-fo is 1 great fiery ball, swift

ly hurririi through the air, and generally draw-

icg a tail after it.

BOLL. / A round stalk or stem.

To BOLL. v.n. [from the noun.] To rife in a

stalk. Exednt.

BOLSTER. /. [bolr-trte, Sax.] 1 Something

laid in the bed to support the head. Gay. S.

A pad, or quilt. Swift. 3. Compress for a

wound. Wiseman.

To BOLSTER. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

support the head with a bolster, a. To af

ford a bed to. Sbakejp. 3. To hold wounds

together with a compress. Sharp. 4. To sup

port ; to maintain. Sentb.

BOLT. / [bnlt, Dutch; &Aj;.] 1. An arrow;

a dart. Dryden. a. Lightning ; a thunder

bolt. Dryden. 3. To bill 'prigtt ; that is, up

right as an arrow. Addison. 4. The bar of a

door. Shake's. 5. An iron to fasten the legs.

Sbakefp. 6.' A spot or stain. Shake/p.

To BOLT. v. a. [from the noun.] 1 . To shut

or fasten with a bolt. Dryden. 2. To blurt

out. Milten. 3. To fetter ; to shackle. Sbakefp.

4. To list ; or separate with a sieve. Dryden.

e. To examine ; to try out. Hale. 6. To pu

rify ; to purge. Shake/p.

To BOLT. v. n. To spring out with speed and

suddenness. Drydev.

BO'LTER / [from the verb.] A sieve to sepa

rate meal from bran. Bacen.

BOLTHEAD. / A song strait necked glist

vessel, a matrass, or receiver. Beyle.

BOLTING-HOUSE./. The place where meal

is sifted. Dcnnie.

BOLT-ROPE. / [from bill and ripe.) The

rope on which the fail of a ship is sewed and

fastened. Sea Did.

BO'LTSPRIT, or BowsrajT. / A mast run

ning out at the head of a (hip, not standing up

right, but aslope. Sea Din.

BO LUS. f. [/3<Ao:.] A medicine, made up into

a loft mass, larger than pills. Szoift.

BOMB. /. [bimbuj, Lat.] 1. A loud noise.

Baccn. a. A hollow iron ball, or shell, tilled

with gunpowder, and lurnislied with a vent

for a fusee, or wooden tube, filled with com

bustible matter; to be thrown out from a

mortar. Revie.

To BOMB. v. a. To attack with bombs. Brier.

BOMB-CHEST. / [from bemb tad cbest] A

kind of chest filled wit* bombs, placed under

ground, to blow up in the air.

BOMB-KETCH. ? / A kind of ship strongly

BOMB VESSEL. J built, to bear the shock of

a mortar. AJJifi*.

BOMBARD./ [bembardm, Lat.] Agreatgun.

Kntltef.

To BOMBARD, v. a. [from the noun.] To at

tack with bombs. AJJifen.

BOMBARDIER./, (from bimbard.) The en

gineer whose employment it is to shoot bombs.

Taller.

COM! A*D'MENT./. [from JtwJari] An at-

racl: m .*se by throwing bombs. AJJi/en.

BO'MbrtSIN./ [bambafm, Pr.] A flight silkc

stuff.

BOMBAST / Fustian; big wotd.. Denne.

M BOMBAFT
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BOMBAST, a. High sounding. Shakesp.

BOMBULATION. / [from bembns, Let]

Sound; noise. Brovin.

BOMBY'CINOUS. adj.[bembycinus. Lit.] Silk

en, m»d ■ of silk.

BONAROBA.f [Ital.] A whore. Shakesp.

BONASUS. s.[\M.\ A kind of buffalo.

B0NCHRE71EN. s. [French.] A species of

pear, so cilled, probably, from the name of

a gardener.

BOND. / [bonfe, Sax.] I . Cords, or chains,

with which any one is bound. Sbakesp. %. A

ligament that holds anything together. Locke.

3. Union; connexion. Mortimer. 4. Impri

sonment; captivity. Afli e. Cement of

union; cause of union. Shakeff>. 6. A wri

ting of obligation. Dryden. 7. Law by which

any man is obliged. Locke.

BOND. a. fjebonbcn, Sax.] Captive ; in a ser

vile (late. i.Cor. •

BONDAGE./ [from bond.] Captivity; impri

sonment. Sidney, Pope.

BO NDMAID. / [from bind.] A woman (lave.

Sbakesp.

BO'NDMAN./[from bond.] A man flave.Drju/.

BONDSERVANT. / A slave. Leviticus.

BONDSERVICE. s. Slavery. 1 Kings.

BONDSLAVE, s. A man in slavery. Davies.

BONDSMAN./ [from bind and wan.J One

bound for another. Derbam.

BONDWOMAN. A woman !\ive.Ben.Johnson.

BONE. / [ban, Sax.] 1. The solid parts of the

body of an animal. 1. A fragment of meat ;

» bone with at much flesh as adheres to it.

Dryden. 3. To be upon the bonei. To attack.

L'Ejlrange. 4. To make no bones. To make

no scruple. 5. Dice. Drydm.

To BONE. v. a. [from the noun.] To take out

the bones from the flesh.

BO'NELACE. /. [the bobbins with which lace

is woven being frequently made of bones.]

Flaxen lace. Speculator.

BO'NELESS. a. [from bone.] Without bones.

Sbakesp.

To BONESET. v. ». [from bone and set.] To

restore a bone out of joint ; or join a bone

broken. Wiseman.

BO'NESETTER. sk [from benefit.] A chirur-

geon. Denbam.

BONFIRE./ [ben, good, Fr. and Jire.] A fire

made sor triumph. Soufb.

BO'NGRACE:/ I bonne grace, Fr.] A Covering

for the sorehead. Hakevjell.

BO NNET./ [benet, Fr.] A hat ; a cap. Addis.

BO'NNET. [In fortification.] A kind os little

rave|in.

BONNETS. [In the sea language] Small sails

set on the courses on ihe mizen, mainsail,

and foresail.

BO'NNILY. adv. [from i»»i»y.] Gayly; hand

somely.

BONNINESS /. [from bonny.'] Gayety; hand

someness.

BO NNY. ado. [from bin, bonne, Pr.] 1. Hand

some; bcautiiul. Sbakesp. x. Gay; merry.

Sbnkejp,

BCNNY-CLABBER./ Sour buttermilk.Swi/r.

BO NUMMAGNUM, f. A great plum.

BONY. a. [from bone.'] 1. Consisting of bones.

Ray. a. Full of bones.

BO'OBY./ A dull, heavy, stupid fellow. Frier.

BOOK../ [boc. Sax.] 1. A volume in which

we read or write. Bacon, a. A particular part

of a work. Burnet. 3. The register in which

a trader keeps an account. Sbakesp. 4. In

books. In kind remembrance. Addifon. 5.

Without book. By memory. Hooker.

To BOOK. v. a. To register in a book. Davies.

BOOK-KEEPING. / [from book and keep.]

The art of keeping accounts. Harris.

BO OKBINDER. /'. A man whose profession it

is to bind books.

BO OKFUL. a. [from book and full] Crouded

with undigested knowledge. Pope.

BOOKISH, a. [from book ] Given to books.

SpeSator.

BO OKISHNESS./ [from bookijb.] Over-studi-

oufnefs.

BOOKLt'ARNED / [from book and learned.]

Versed in books. Swift.

BOOKLE'ARN ING./.[from book and learning.]

Skill in literature ; acquaintance with books.

Sidney.

BO'OKMAN. / [from book and man.] A mao.

whose profession is the study of books. Shakes.

BCTOKMATE. /. Schoolfellow. Shake/p.

BOOKSELLER./ He whose profession it is to

fill books. Walton.

BOOKWORM. / [from book and worm.] 1.

A mite that eats holes in books. Guardian.

1. A student too closely fixed upon books. Pope.

BOOM. /. [from boom, a tree, Dutch.] 1. [In

sea-language.] A long pole used to spread out

the clue of the studding sail. %. A pole with

bushes or baskets, set up as a mirk to Hew

the sailors how to steer. 3. A bar of wood

laid cross a harbour. Dryden.

To BOOM. v. n To rush with violence. Pope.

BOON. / [seem bene, Sax ] A gift, a grant,

Addifon.

BOON. a. [bon, Fr.] Gay; merry. Milton.

BOOR. / [beer, Dutch.] A lout j a clown.

Temple.

BO'ORISH a. [from boor.] Csownifh \ rustiok.

Shakesp.

BOORISHLY, adv. After a clownish manner.

BO'ORISHNESS./ [from boorijb.] Coarfenese

of manners.

BOOSE./, [bops. Sax.] A stall for a cow.

To BOOT. <v. a. [bor, Sax.] 1. To profit; to

advantage. Hooker, Pope. 1. To enrich ; to

benefit Sh tefp.

BOOT./ [from the verb ] 1. Profit; gain;

advantage. Sbakesp. 1. To boot. With ad

vantage ; over and above. Herbert. 3. Booty

or plunder. Shakejp.

BOOT./ [bate, French.] A covering for the

leg, used by horsemen. Milton.

BOOT of a eoaeh. The space between the coach

man and the coach.

To BOOT. v. J. To pat on boots. Shake/p.

BOOT-
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BOOT-HOSE./ [from beet and hose.] Stockingt

to serve for boon. Shakesp.

BOOT-TREE./. Wood shaped like a leg, to be

driven into boots for stretching them.

BOOTCATCHER. / [from boot and catch.}

The person whose business at an inn is lo pull

off the boots of passengers. Swift.

BO OTED. o. [from boot.] In boots. DryJen.

BOOTH. / [boeJ, Dutch] A hoose built of

boards or boughs. Swift.

BO'OTLESS. a. [from boot.] i. Useless; una

vailing. Stakes/), i. Without success. Sbakcjp.

BOOTY. / [buyt, Dutch.] ». Plunder ; pil

lage. DryJen. %. Thing gotten by robbery.

Sbakcjp. j. To play betty. To lose by de

sign. DryJen.

BOPE'EP. / To play BoPeep, is to look «ut,

and draw back, as if frighted. DryJen.

BORACHIO. / [borraebo, Spanish.] A drun

kard. Congreve.

BORABLE. m. [I'rom iw*.]That may be bored.

BORAGE./ [from borage, Lat.] A plant.

B&RAMEZ. j. The vegetable lamb, generally

known by the name ofAgnut Scytbicui. Brewn.

EO'RAX. /'. [borax, low Latin.] An artificial

'•alt, prepared from sal armoniac, nitre, cal

cined tartar, sea salt, and alum, dissolved in

wine. Quincy.

BORDEL./ [hrJeel, Teut.] A brothel; a

bawdy-house. Stnlb.

BORDER. /. [herd, German.] I. The outer

part or edge of any thing. DryJen. 1. The

edge of a country. Spenser. 3. The outer

part of a garment adorned with needle work

4 A baok raised round a garden, and set

with flowers. Waller.

To BORDER, v. n. [from the noun.] I. To

confine upon. Knellet. 1. To approach nearly

to. Tillstjen.

To BORDER, v. a. 1 . To adorn with a bor

der. 1. To reach; to touch. Raleigh.

BO RDERER./. [from herder.] He that dwells

on the borders. Philips.

To BO RDRACE. v. n. [from herder.] To

plunder the borders. Spenjer.

To BORE. v. a. [boruan, Sax.] To pierce in

a hole. Digby.

To BORE. v.n. 1. To make a hole. rVilkim.

1 To push forward towards a certain point.

Dryden.

BORE./ [from the verb.] 1 . The hole made

by boring. Milton, a. Tbe instrument with

which a hole is bored. Moxen. 3. The size

of any hole. Bacen.

BORE. The preterite of hear. DryJen.

BO REAL. a. [herealii. Lat.] Northern. Pipe.

BOREAS, / [Lat.] The north wind. Milten.

BO REE. / A kind of dance. Swift.

BORER./ [from here.] A piercer. Mexrn.

BORNE. The participle pajfive oi bear. Swift.

To-be BORN. v. n. paj/. To come into life.

Locke.

BOHOUGH. /• [bophoe, Sax.] A town with a

corporation.

SORREL-/ A mean fellow. Spenser.

ToBO'RROW. v. a. 1. To take something

trom another upon credit. Nehemiah. 1. T°

alk ot another the use of something for a time-

DryJen. 3. To take something of another-

tVattt. 4. To use as one's own, though not

belonging to one. DryJen.

BORROW. / [from the verb.] The thing bor

rowed. Shakesp.

BO'RROWER. / [from berrew.] 1. He that

borrows. Milten. 2. He that takes What is

another's. Pepe.

BOSCAGE. / [bescage, Fr] Wood, or wood

lands. rVetton.

BOSKY, a. [hefyue, Fr.] Woody. Milten.

BOSOM./ [bor-ome, Sax] 1. The breast; the

heart. Shakesp. a. An inclosure. Heeker. 3.

The folds of the dress that covers the breast.

Extdui. 4. The tender affections. Milten.

5. Inclination; desire. Shaketp.

BO'SOM, in composition, implies intimacy)

confidence ; fondness. Ben. Jebnfin.

To BOSOM, v. a. [from the noun.] I. To

inclose in the bosom. Milten. x. To conceal

in privacy. Pope.

BO'SON./ [corrupted from boatswain.] DryJ.

BOSS. / [boffe, Fr.] 1. A stud. Pepe. 1. The

part rising in the midst ot any thing. Job. 3.

A thick body of any kind. Moxen.

BOSSAGE./ [In architectures Any stone that

has a prefecture.

BO'SVEL. J. A species of crowfoot.

BOTA NICAL. 1 a. [giriiw, an herb.] Re-

BOTAN1CK. S Uting to herbs; skilled in

herbs. AJJison.

BO'TANIST. /". [from botany.] One (killed in

herbs. IVoedwarJ.

BOTANOLOGY. / [fca»\oyU..] A dis

course upon plants.

BOTCH. / [ku, Italian.] 1. A swelling,

or eruptive discoloration of the (kin. Donne.

a. A put in any work ill finished. Sbakcjp. 3.

An adventitious part clumsily added. DryJen.

To BOTCH, v. a. [irom the noun.] 1. To

mend or patch cloaths clumsily. DryJen. 1.

To put together unsuitably, or unskilfully.

DryJen. 3. To mark with botches. Garth.

BOTCHER. / [from botch.] A mender of old

cloaths. Sbakcjp.

BOTCHY. a. [from beteb.] Marked with

botches. Shakesp.

BOTH, a [baepa, Sax.] The two. Hooker.

BOTH. conj. As well. DryJen.

BOTRYOID. a. [3oipmli{.] Having the form

of a bunch of grapes. rVioJwarJ

BOTS./ Small worms in the entrails of horses .

Sbakcjp.

BOTTLE./ [beuteille,?r.] I. A (mall vessel

of glass, or other matter. King. 1. A quan

tity of wine usually put into a bottle ; a quart.

Speilater. 3. A quantity of hay or graft

bundled up. Donne.

To BOTTLE, v. a. [from the noun.] To in

close in bottles. Swift.

BOTTLEFLOWER. / A plant.

M » BOTTLE.
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BOTTLE-SCREW./, [from bottle inAserevi]

A screw to pull out the cork. Svsift.

BOTTOM./ [botm, Six.] i. The lowest

p»rt of any thing. 2. The ground under the

water. Dryden. 3. The foundation ; the

pround-woik. Atterbnry. 4. A dale; a val

ley. Benttey. 5. The deepest part. Lecte.

6. Bound) limit. Shake/p. 7. The utmost

of any man's capacity. Shake/p. 8. The last

resort. Addijon. 9. A vessel for navigation.

Norm. 10. A chance ; or security. Ciaren-

iUr.. 1 1. A ball of thread wound up together.

Mortimer.

To BOTTOM, v. a. [from the noun.] I.

To build upon ; to fix upon as a support.

Atterbnry. x. To wind upon something.

Shakesp.

To BOTTOM, v. n. To rest upon as it* sup

port. Locke.

BOTTOMED, a. Having a bottom.

BOTTOMLESS, a. [from bottom.] Without a

bottom ; fathomless. Miltcn.

BO'TTOMRY./.I in navigation and commerce.]

The act of borrowing money on a (hip's bot

tom.

BOUCHET. f (French.] A fort of pear.

BOUD. /. An infest which breeds in malt.

To BOUGK. v. n. [beuge, Fr.J To swell out.

EOUGH. /. [bog, S".J An arm or large shoot

of a tree. Sidney.

BOUGHT, preter. of f buy.

BOUGHT. /. [from to beta.) 1. A twist; a

link t a knot. Milttn. 1. A flexure. Brpain.

BOUILLON, f. [French.] Broth; soup.

BOULDER Wellt. [in architecture.] Walls

built of round flints or pebbles, laid in a strong

mortar.

To BOUNCE, v n. 1.T0 fall or fly against

a; y thing with great foice. Svnft. 2. To

make a fuddtn leap Addison. 3. To boast ;

to bully. 4. To be bold, or strong. Shakes}.

BOUNCE. / [from the verb.] A lirong sud

den blow. Dryden. %. A sudden crack or noise.

Gay. 3. A boost ; a threat.

BOUNCER. / [item bounce] A boaster > a

bully ; an empty threatner.

BOUND. / [from hind] 1. A limit; a boun

dary. Pope. 1. A limit by which any excur

sion it restrained. Locke 3. A leap; a

jump; a spring. Addistm. 4. A rebound.

Decay of Piety.

To BOUND, v. a. [from the noun] 1. To li

mit ; to terminate. Dryden. %. To restrain ;

to confine. Skaccjp.

To BOUND, v. n. \bondtr, Fr.] 1. To jump;

to spring. Pipe. 2. To rebound; to fly back.

States/. '

To BOUND, v. a. To make to bound. Siakesp.

BOUND, participle passive of ttnd. Knelles.

BOUND, a. [a word of doubtful etymology.]

Destined ) intending to come 10 any place.

Temp/e.

BOUNDARY/ [from J«m<». J Limit; bound.

Rogers.

BO UNDEN. participlepassive os bind. Rogeri.

BOUNDING-STONE. 7 /. A stone to play

BOUND-STONE. J with. Dryden.

BO UNDLESNESS./ [from bundles,.] Exemp

tion trora limits. South.

BOUNDLESS, a. [from ttund.] Unlimited^

unconfined. South.

BOUNTEOUS, a. [from bounty] Liberal ;

kind ; generous. Dryden.

BO UNTEO USLY. adv. [from *»««/««*.] Libe

rally; generously. Dryden.

BO'UNTEOUSNESS. /. [fiombounta*,.] Mu

nificence ; liberality. Plains.

BO UNTIFUL. a. [from bounty indsull.] Libe

ral; generous; munificent. Taylor.

BOUNTIFULLY, adv. [from htnuttsu/.] Libe

rally. Donne.

BO'UNTIFULNESS. / [from bountiful] The

quality of being bountiful; generality. O-

rintbians.

BO'UNDTIHEAD.7 / Goodness; virtue.

BO'UNDTIHOOD. $ Spenser.

BOUNTY, f. [hnte, Fr.] Generosity; libera

lity ; munificence. Hotter.

To BOURGEON, v. n. [bnrgetuntr, Fr ] To

sprout; to (hoot into branches. Hovel.

BOURN. J. [borne, Fr.] 1. A bound; a limit.

Shatefp. 2. A brook; a torrent. Spenser.

To BOUSE, v. n. [buysen, Dutch.] To drink

lavishly. Spenser.

BO'USY. a [from bouse.'] Drunken. King.

BOUT. /. [betta, Italian.] A turn ; as moeb.

of an action as is performed at one time.

Sidney.

BOUTEFEU.s. [French.] An incendiary. King

Charles.

BOUTISALE./. A sale at a cheap rate. Hay.

ward.

BOUTS RIMEZ. [French.] The last words or

rhimes of a number of verses given to be filled

up.

To BOW. v. a. [bujen, Sax] 1. To bend, or

inflect. Locke, a. To bend the body in tokea

of respect or submission. Isaiah. 3. To bend,

or inclines in condescension. Ecclus. 4. To

depress ; to crush. Pept.

To BOW. v.n. 1. To bend ; to suffer flexure.

2. To make a reverence. Decay if Piety. 3.

To stoop. Judges. 4. To sink under pressure.

Isaiah.

BOW. / [from the verb. It is pronounced, like

the verb, as »«i>, how.] An act of reverence

or submission. Svoist.

BOW. / pronounced be. 1 An instrument of

war. AlUyne. 1. A rainbow. Genesis. 3.

The instrument with which string-inlhumeots

are struck. Dryden. 4. The doubling of a

string in a slip knot. Wiseman. 5. A yoke.

Shatejp. Bow es a jbip. That part of her

which begins, at the loos, and comparting

ends of the stem, and ends at the lteinmolt

parts of the forecastle.

BOW-BENT. a. [from btiu andi«».] Crooked.

Milton.

BOW-HAND. / [from bow and hand] The

hand that draws the bow. Spenjer.

BOW
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BOW-LEGCED. a [from tW and leg.'] Having

crooked legs.

To BOWEL, v. a. [from the noon.] To pierce

the bowels. Their, fin.

BOWELS./ [beyaux, Fr.] 1. Intestines-, the

vessels and organs within the body. Samuel, a.

The inner parts of any thing. Sbakefp. 3. Ten

der nel a; compassion. ClarenJn.

BOWER./, [from bengb] 1. An arbour. Pipe.

a. It seetat to signify, in Spenser, a blow, a

stroke; bmrrer, Fr. to fall upon. Spenser.

BO WER. / [from the bev of a ship.] The

anchor, so called.

To BO'WER. *>. a. [from the noun.] To em

bower. Shake/p.

BOWERY, a. [from tWrr.] Full ofbowers.

Ticketl.

BOWL. / [helm, Welch] 1 . A vessel to

hold liquids. Felten. a. The hollow part of

any thing. Svift. 3. A basin, or fountain.

Ban*.

BOWL./ [bnle, Fr.] A round mass rolled along

the ground. Herbert.

To BOWL. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To play

at bowls, a. To throw bawls at any thing.

Sbakefp.

BOWLDER STONES./. Lumps or fragment!

ofstones or marble, rounded by being tumbled

to and again by the action of the water.

kVteJqtard.

BOWLER. / [from beisl.] He that plays at

bowls.

BOWLINE. / A rope fastened to the middle

part of the outside of a sail.

BOWLING-GREEN./ [from html and green.]

A level piece of ground, kept smooth for

bowlert. Benllty.

BOWMAN./. An archer. Jeremiah.

BOWSPRIT./ Boksprit; which see.

ToBOWSSEN. v. a. To drench; to soak

Carew.

BOWSTRING./ The string by which the bow

is kept bent.

BO'WYER. / [from W] I. An archer.

DryJen. 2. One whose trade is to make

bows.

BOX./ [box, Saxon.] A tree.

B©X./ [box, Saxon.] 1 . A cafe made of wood

cr ether matter toholdany thing. Pepe. %. The

cafe of the mariners compass. 3. The chest

into which money given it put. Spenser. 4. A

seat in the playhouse, Pepe.

To BOX. v. a. [from the noun.] To inclose in

a box. Swift.

BOX. s. [beet, a cheek, Welch.] A blow on the

head given with the hand. Bramball.

To BOX. v. n. [from the noun.] To sight with

the fist. Sptelater.

BOXEN, a. [from tW] 1. Made of box. Gay.

%. Resembling box . DryJen.

BOXER./ [from tW.] A man who sights with

bit fist.

BOY.y. 1. A male child; not a girl. 2. One in

the (late of adolescence; older than an infant.

DryJen. 3. A wot* as contempt far young

acs. Ltske.

To BOY. v. n. [from the noun.] To act apislily)

or like a boy. Sbakefp.

BOYHOOD./ [from %.] The stale of a boy.

Sv/tft.

BOYISH, a. [from buy.] 1 . Belonging to a boy.

Sbakefp. a. Childilh; trifling. DryJen.

BOYISHLY, adv. [from beyifb.] Childishly ;

triflingly.

BOYISHNESS./ [from beyifb.] Childishness;

triningnelY

BO'YISM./ [from bey.] Puerility ; childifliness.

DryJen.

BP. An abbreviation of bishop.

BRABBLE, f [brabbelem, Dutch.] A clamorous

contest. Shakesp.

To BRABBLE, v.n. [from the noun.] To con

test noisily.

BRA'BBLER./ A clamorous noisy fellow.

To BRACE, v. a. [embraffer, Fr.J 1. To bind ;

to tie close with bandages. Luke. 2. To in

tend; to strain up. HelJer.

BRACE. /. [from the verb.] 1. Cincture;

bandage. 2. That which holds any thing

tight, Derbam. 3. Braces ef a ceack.

Thick straps of leather on which it hangs.

4. Brace, [in printing] A crooked line in

closing a passage; as in a triplet. 5. Warlike

preparation. Shake/p. 6. Tension; tightness.

HelJer.

BRACE./ A pair; a couple. DryJen.

BRA'CELET.). [bracelet, Fr.] An ornament for

the arms. Beyle.

BRACER. / [from brace] A cincture; a

bandage. Wiseman.

BRACH. / [btaaue, Fr.] A bitch hound.

Sbakefp.

BRA'CHIAL. a. [from braebinm, Lat] Be

longing to the arm.

BRACHYGRAPHY. / [«Vx>* and ?(*?».]

The art or practice ot writing in a short corn-

pas*. Glanville.

BRACK../ A breach. Digby.

BRACKET./ A piece ot wood fined for the

support of something. Mtrttmer.

BRACK-lSH.a. {brack, Dutch] Salt; some

what salt. Herbert.

BRA'CKISHNESS./ [from brackish.] Saltnest.

Cbeynt.

BRAD./ A sort of nail to floor rooms with.

Muen.

To BRAG. v. n. [braggeren, Dutch] To boast;

to display ostentatiously. SanJerfen.

BRAG. / [from the verb.] 1. A boast; a

proud expression. Bacen. 2. The thing boasted.

Milten.

EKAGGAUO CIO /.A puffing, boasting fellow

DryJen.

BRA GGART. a. [from brag.] Boastful; vainly

ostentatious. Denne.

BRAGGART. / [from brag.] A boaster.

Sbakefp.

BRA'CGER./ [from brags] A boaster. Stnth.

BRA'GLESS. a. [from brag.] Without a boast.

Sbakefp.

BRA CLY. adv [from hrag] Finely. Speiftr.

"To
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To BRAID, v. a. [bnæban, Sax.] To weave

together. Milieu.

BRAIL). / [from the verb.] A texture; a knot.

i nor.

BRAID, a. Deceitful. Shake/p.

BRAILS. /. [sea term.] Small ropes reeved

tin ough blocks.

BRAIN./ (briaejen, Saxon.] I. That collec

tion of vessels and organs in the head, from

which sense and mqt ion arise. Shakejp. 2

The understanding. Hammond. 3. The affec

tions. Shakejp.

To BRAIN, v. a. To kill by beating out the

brains. Pest.

BRAjINISH. a. [from brain.] Hotheaded; furi

ous. Shakejp

BRAINLESS, a. [from brain.] Silly. Honker

Brainpan. /. [from *v«« and pan.] The

lull containing the brains. Dryden.

BRA'INSICK. a. [from brain and J!ck.] Ad-

dleheaded; giddy. Knolles.

BRA INSlCKLY.a*/*-. [from *«<»/<*^Weak

ly; headily. Shakelp.

BRA INS1CKNESS."/ [from brainsick.] Indis

cretion; giddiness.

BRA IT./. A term used by jewellers for a rough

diamond.

BRAKE. The preterite of break. Kuollei.

BRAKE./. Fern; brambles. DryJen.

BRAKE./. 1. An instrument for dressing hemp

or flax. 2. The handle of a ship's pump. 3. A

baker's kneading trough.

BRAKY, a. [from brat:.] Thorny; prickly;

rough. Bin. Jobnsin.

BRAMBLE./ |bjwmlar, Saxon, rnbnt, Lat.]

1. A blackberry bush; dewberry bush; rasp

berry bush. Miliar. 1. Any rough prickly

shrub. Gay.

ERAMBLlNG./ A bird.called also a mountain

chaffinch. Did.

BRAN. /. [brenna, Ital.] The hulks of .corn

ground. M'etteu.

BRANCH. / [branche, Fr.] 1. Thediootofa

tree fioru one of the main bough>. Shakejp. a.

Any distinct article. Rogers. 3. Any part that

shoots out from the tcl\. Raleigh. 4. A smaller

river running into a larger. Raleigh. 5. Any

part of a family descending in a collateral

line. Carcto. 6. The ofsap iog ; the delcen-

1'ant. Crajbavi. 7. The antltr* or shoolsof a

stag's horn

To BRANCH, v.n. [from the noun.] I. To

spread in branches. Milan. 1. To spread

into separate parts. Locke. 3. To speak diffu

sively. Sptflator, 4. To hive horns shooting

out. MiInn.

To BRANCH, v. a. I. To divide as into

branches. Bactn. 2. To adorn with needle-

woik. Spenjer.

ERA NCHER. / One that (hoots out into

branches. IVetton. 2. In falconry, a young

hawk. [branchier, French.]

BRA'NCHINESS./ [from branchy.] Fulness of

branches.

BRANCHLESS, a [from branch.] 1. Without

ihoot.. or boughs. 2. Naked. SJiakcfp.

BRA'NCHY. a. [from branch.] Full ofbranches

spreading. rVattt.

BRAND./ [bnane-, Saxon ] 1. A stick lighted,

or sit to be lighted. Dryden. 2. A sword.

Miltcn. 3. A thunderbolt. Granville. 4. A

mark made by burning with a hot iion. Bacen,

Dryden.

To BRAND, v. a. [branden, Dutch.] To mark

with a note of infamy. Atterbnry.

BRA'NDGOOSE./: A kind of wild fowl.

To BRA'NDISH v. a. [from brand, a sword.] 1.

To wave or (hake. Smith. 2. To play with;

to flourish. Ltcke.

BRA'NDLING./ A particular worm. Walien.

BRANDY. / A strong liquor distilled from

wine. Snotft.

BRA NGLE./ Squabble; wrangle. Swift.

To BRA'NCLE. v. n. To wrangle; to squab

ble.

BRANK./ Buckwheat. Mertimtr.

BRA NNY. a. [from bran.] Having the appear

ance of bran. fVijeman.

BRAS1ER./ [from brafi.] 1. A manufacturer

that works in brass. Mtxen. 2. A pan to hold

coals. Arbntbntt.

BRASI'L, or Brazil. /. An American wood,

commonly supposed to have been thus deno

minated, because first brought from Bt alii.

BRASS, [briar1, Saxon] 1. A yellow metal,

made by mixing copper with lapiscalaminaris.

Bacen. 2. Impudence.

BRA'SSIN'ESS./ [isomhrajfy.] An appearance

like brass.

BRASSY, a. [from brafi .] 1. Partaking of

brass. rVetdnvard. 2. Hard as brass. Stake/p.

3. Impudent.

BRAST.^arrjo^. a. [from hurst.] Burst; broken.

Spenjer.

BRAT./ I. A child, Ib called in contempt.

Rcjctmmcn. 2. The progeny; the offspring.

South.

BRA'VADO / A boast; a brag.

BRAVE, a [brave, Ft.] I. Courageous;

daring; bold. Bacen. 2. Gallant; having

a noble mien. Shake/p. 3. Magnificent;

grand. Denham. 4. Excellent; noble Sidney,

Digby.

BRAVE./ [brave, Fr] 1. A hector; a mam

daring beyond prudence or fitness. DryJen. 2.

A boast; a challenge. Sbakefp.

To BRAVE, v. a. [from the noun] 1 . To defy 4

10 challenge. Dryden. 2. To carry a boasting

Appearance. Bacen.

BRA VELY. adv [from brave ] 1. In a brave

manner; courageously; gallantly. Dryden.

BRA'VERY./ [from brave.] 1 .Courage; mag

nanimity. AddJen. 1. Splendour; magnifi

cence. Spenjer. 3. Show ; ostentation. Bacen.

4 Bravado ; boast. Sidney.

BRA WO.J. [brave, Ital.] A man who murder-

tor hire. Government ofthe Tongue.

To BRAWL, v. n. [breather, Fr] 1 . Toquarrei

noisily and indecently. Shakejp. IVattt. x. To

speak loud and indecently. Shakejp. 3. To

nuke a noise. Shakejp.

BRAWL.
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BRAWL./ sf""" the verb.] Quarrel; noise;-

scurrility. Httker.

BRA'WLER. / [from brawL] A wrangler.

Aybffi.

BRAWN./, [of uncertain etymology.] I. The

fleshy or musculous part of the body, t tac I-am.

1. The irm, so cilled from its being muscu

lous. Sbakcfp. 3. Bulk; muscular strength.

Dryden. 4. The rlesh of 1 boir. Mortimer. 5.

A boar.

ERA WNER. / [from brawn.] A bo«r killed

for the table. King.

BR A'WNINESS./ [from brawny.] Strength ;

hardness. L:ckc.

BRA"WNY. a. [from brawn] Musculous;

fleshy; bulky. Dryden.

To BRAY. v. a. [briacan, Saxon.] To pound ;

or grind small. Chapman.

To BRAY- w. ». [irt re, Pr.] I. To make a

noise as an ass. Dryden. X. To mike an

offensive noise. Ctngreve.

BRAY./, [from the verb] Noise; sound.

Stakesp.

BRA'YER. / [from bray.'] 1. One that brays

like an ass. Pcpt. x. With printers, an instru

ment to temper the ink.

To BRAZE, v. a. [from braft.] 1. To solder

with brass. Mtxtn. 1. To harden to impudence.

Stakesp.

BRAZEN, a. [from braft.] 1 . Made of brass.

Peacbam. x. Proceeding from brass. Stakesp

3. Impudent.

To BR A'ZEN. v. m. To be impudent ; to bully

Arbnttntt.

BRA'ZENFACE. / [from braxtn and face.']

An impudent wretch. Stakesp.

BRA'ZENFACED. a. [from bratcenfaee.] Im

pudent; shameless. Stakesp.

BRAZENNESS./ [from Araz.ru.] 1. Appear

ing like brass. z. Impudence.

BRAZIER./. S«Bra«ier. Swift.

BR«ACH./ [from break, breete, Fr.] t. The

act of breaking any thing. Stakesp. x. The

state of being broken. Stakesp. 3. A gap

in a fortification made by a battery. Knollei.

4. The violation of a law or contract. .South.

<,. Anopening in a coast. Spenser. 6. Diffe

rence; quarrel. Ctartndzn. 7. Infraction; in

jury. Clarendon.

BREAD./ [bfteofc, Saxon.] t. Food made ol

ground corn. Arbnttntt. X. Food in general.

Pkitipt. 3. Support of life at large. Pipe.

BREAD-CHIPPER. / [from bread and chip.]

A baker*s servant. Stakesp.

BREAD-CORN./, [from bread and corn.] Corn

of which bread is made. Hayward,

BREADTH./! [from brub, Sixon.) The mea

rare of any plain superficies from fide to fide.

Addijon.

To BREAK., v. a. pret. 1 Ircke; or brake;

pan. pass. brtke, or broken, [bpieccan. Sax. J

1. To part by violence. Mark. 1. To burlt

oropen by foice. Burncl. 3. To pierce; to

divide. Dryden. 4. Todettroybyvioler.ee.

Burucl. 5. To overcome; to lurmount. Gay.

6. To batter; to make breaches or gaps in.

Stakesp. 7 . To crush or destroy the strength

of the body. Tilltlsen. 8. To sink or appal

the spirit. Ptilips. 9. To subdue. Addijtn.

10. To crush; to disable; to incapacitate.

Clarendtn. 11. To weaken the mind. Pellet.

IX. To tame; to train to obedience. May'e

Virgtl. 13. To make bankrupt. Dfiritt. 14.

To crack or open the skin. Dryden; 15. To

violate a contract or promise. Stakesp. 16.

To infringe a law. Dryden. 17. To inter

cept; to hinder the effect of. Dryden. 18.

To interrupt. Dryden. 19. To separate com

pany. Atterbnry. xo. Todissolvc any union.

Collier. 11. To reform. Grew. XI. To open

something new. Bactn. xx. Tt break the

back. To disable one's fortune. Stakrjp. 14.

To break a deer. To cut it up at table. 15.

Tt break fast. To eat the tit It time in the

day. x6. Tt break ground. To open trenches.

17. Tt break tie tearl. To destroy with

grief. Dryden. 28. Tt break tie neck. To

lux, or put out the neck joints. Stakesp. 10.

To break off. To put a sudden stop. 30. Tt

break off. To preclude by some obstacle.

Addison. 31. Tt break np. To dissolve. Ar-

bnttnet. xx. To break up. To open; to lay

open. Woodward. ,33. Tt break up. To se

parate or disband. KntUei. 34. Tt break upon

tbe -wheel. To punish by stretching a criminal

upon the wheel, and breaking his bones with

bats. 35. Tt break wind. To give vent to wind

in the body.

To BREAK., v n. 1. To part in two. Stakesp.

X. To burst. Dryden. 3. To burst by dashing,

as waves on a rock. Pope. 4. To open and

discharge matter. Harvey. 5. To open as

the morning. Donne. 6. To burst forth ; to

exclaim. Stakesp. 7. To become bankrupt.

Ptpe. 8. To decline in health and strength.

Swift.- j. To issue out with vehemence.

Pope. 10. To make way with some kind of

suddenness. Hooker, Samuel. 1 1 . To come to

an explanation. Ben. Jttnsin. 1 x. To fall

out; to be friends no longer. Ben.fzinson,

Prior. 13. To discard. Swift. 14. Tt break

from. To separate from with some vehe

mence. Rijcommon. 15. Tt break in. To

enter unexpectedly. Addison. 16. To break

loose. To escape from captivity. Milton. 17.'

Tt break off. To desist suddenly. Taylor 1 0.

To break offfrom. To part from with violence.

Stakesp. 19. Tt break tut. To discover 11. elf

in sudden effects. South, xo. To break out.

To have eruptions from the body. II. Tt

break tut. To become dissolute. Dryden. xx.

Tt break up. To cease ; to intermit. Ba:on.

xx. To break up. To dissolve itself. kVattt.

14. Tt break up. To begin holidays. Stakesp.

15. To break witb. To part friendship with

any. Settt,

BREAK./ [from the verb.] 1. State, of being

broken; opening. Kntllts. x. A pause; an in

terruption. 3. A line drawn, noting that the

sense is suspended. Swift.

BREAKER.
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BREAKER, s. [from break.] i. He that breaks

any thing. Smth. a. A wave broken by rocks

or sandbanks.

To BREAKFAST, v. n. [from break tad fo/1.]

To eat the first meal in the day. Pr'ur.

BRE'AKFAST./ [from the verb] i. The first

meal in the day. Wttte*. a. The thing eaten

at the first meal. Bactm. 3. A meal in general

DryJen.

BRE A KNECK./ A steep place endangering

the neck. Sbakefp.

BRE'AKPROMISE./ One that makes a prac

tice of breaking his promise. Sbakefp.

BREAM./ [brame, Fr.] The name of a fifli.

BREAST, f. [bneoj-t, Sax.] 1. The middle part

of the human body, between the neck and the

kelly. 1. The dugs or teals of women which

contain the milk. Job. 3. The pan of a beast

that is under the neck, between the forelegs.

4. The heart; the conscience. DryJen. 5. The

paflions. Cevley.

To BREAST, v. a. [from the noun.] To meet

in ftvwM. Sbakefp.

BRE'ASTBONE. / [from breast and bone]

The bone of the breast ; the sternum. Peach-

mat.

BRE ASTHIGH. a. [from breast and bigh.] Up

to the breast. Sidney.

BRE'ASTHOOKS. / [from breast and book]

With shipwrights, the comparing timbers be

fore, that help to strengthen the stem, and all

the forepart of the ship. Harrit.

BRE'ASTKNOT./ [from breast and knot] A

knot or bunch of ribbands worn by women on

the breast. Aiiifn,

BRE'ASTPLATE. / [from breast and slate.]

Armour for the breast. Coviiey

BREASTPLOUGH/ A plough used for paring

turf, driven by the breast. Mortimer.

BREASTWORK./ [from breast and work.]

Works thrown up as high as the breast of the

defendants. Clarendon.

BREATH./ [briafce, Sax.] 1. The air drawn

in and ejected out of the body. Sbakefp. i.

Life. DryJen. 3. The state or power ofbreath-

irg freely. DryJen. 4. Respiration. Milton 5.

Respite; pause; relaxation.Sbakefp 6. Breeze;

moving lir. Addijcn. 7. A single act ; an in

stant. DryJcx.

To BREATHE. e>. ». [from irwr*.] i.Tndraw

in and throw out the air by the lungs. Pose. 1.

To live. Sbakefp. 3. To rest. Rjjecmmtn. 4

To pass by breathing. Shaiefp.

To BREATHE. 11. a. 1. To inspire into one's

own body, and expire outof it. DryJen. 1. To

inject by breathing. Detay if Piety. 3. To

eject by breathing. Speilaler. 4. To exercise.

Sbaie/p. 5. To move or actuate by breath.

Prior. 6. To utter privately. Sbaieff. j. To

give air or vent to. DryJen.

BRE'ATHER. / [from breathe] 1. One tnat

breathes, or lives. Sbakefp. a. One that

utters any. thing. Sbakefp. 3. Inspirer ;

one that animates or infuses by inspiration.

Nerris.

I BRE'ATHINC./ [from brtatbt.] 1 . Aspiration;

secret prayer. Pricr. a. Breathing place j

vent. Dryden.

BRE'ATHLESSS.«. [from breath.] 1. Outof

breath; spent with labour. SpenJ'tr. * Dead.

Pritr.

BRED, particip. pass, [from /• breed] Wisdom.

BREDE./ See Braid. AJdifn.

BREECH./ [supposed from bpueean, Sax.] 1.

The lower part of the body. Hayaard. 1.

Breeches. Sbakefp. 3. The hinder part of a

piece of ordnance.

To BREECH, v. a. [from the noun.] 1 To put

into breeches. 1. To fit any thing with a

breech; as, to breech a pun.

BREECHES. ./. [brute, Saxon.] 1. The gar

ment worn by men over the lower part of the

body. Sbakefp. %. To wear the breecbee, is.

in a wife, t» usurp the authority of the hus

band. VEstrange.

To BREED, v. a. preter. I bred, I have bred.

[bnxfcan, Sax.] 1 . To procreate ; to generate.

Roftommon. %. To occasion; to cause; to pro

duce. Afcbam. 3. To contrive ; to hatch ; to

plot. Sbakefp. 4. To produce from one's self.

Licke. 5. To give birth to. Hetker. 6. To

educate; to qualify by education. Dryden. j.

To bring up ; to take care of. DryJen.

To BREED, v. n 1 . To bring young. Spegator.

1. To encreasebynew production. Raleigh. 3.

To be produced; to have birth. Bentley. 4. To

raise a breed. Mortimer.

BREED./ [from the verb.] 1 . A cast ; a kind; a

subdivision of species. Roftsitmon. 1. Progeny;

offspring. Sbakefp. 3. A number produced at

once; a hatch. Grew.

BREEDBATE./ [from breed and bate.] On*

that breeds quarrels. Sbakefp.

BREEDER./ [from breed] 1 . That which pro

duces any thing. Sbakefp. a. The person which

brings up another. Ajcbam. 3. A female that

is prolifick. Sbakefp. 4. One that lakes car> to

raise a breed. Temple.

BREEDING./ [trom*r«/] 1. Education;

instruction; qualifications. Sbakefp. 1. Man

ners ; knowledge of ceremony. Smift. 3. Nur

ture. Mitten.

BRKESE. / fbrunj-a, Saxon] A stinging fly.

DryJen.

BRE EZE./ [breeva, Ital ] A gentle gale.DrjJ.

URE'EZY. adv. [irons btutu.] Fanned with

gales. Pope.

BREME. a. Cruel; sharp; severe. Spenser.

BRENT, a. Burnt. Spenser.

'A RET./ A fish of theturbut kind.

BRETHREN/ [The plural of brother.] Swift.

BREVE f. [In musick.J A note or character of

time, equivalent to two measures or min:ros-

Harrit.

BRE'VIARY. / [breviairt, Fr.] 1. Ana,

biiclgement; an epitome. Ajlijje. 1. Th;- rxx*k

containing the diily service of the church of

Rr.me.

BRK VIAT. f. [from hrevii] A short ompen-

dtum. Detay «/ Piety,

BRrVlATURE.
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BREVfATURE. / [from hrtvi; Lat.] An

abbreviation.

BREVIER. / A particular size of small letter

used in printing.

BREVITY. / [brevitas, Lat.J Conciseness;

shortness. Dryden.

To BREW. v. a. [Jrawn, Dutch] I. Tc

make liquor* by mixing several ingredients.

Milt:n i. To prepare by mixing things to-

f ether, fspt. 3. To contrive; to plji.

lVuita.

To BREW. -a. n. To perform the office of a

br« wer. Sbakesp.

BREW. / [fiorn the verb ] Manner of brew

ing. Bacon.

ERfc'WAGE. / [from brew.] Mixture of va

rious things. S.baiep.

BRE'WER. A man whose profession it is to

make beer. Tiltotson.

BRE WHOUSE. / [from brew and h.-nse.] A

house appropriated to brewing. Bacon..

BRE WING. / [from brew.] The quantity ol

liquor brewed.

BREW IS. / A piece of bread soaked in boiling

fit pottage, made of salted meat.

BRIBE. /. [Bribe, in French ] A reward given

to pervert the judgment. Wa}ltr.

To BRIBE. • a. [from the noun] To gain by

bribes.

BRIBER, s. [from bribe.\ One that pays soi

corrupt practices.

BRI BERY. J. The crime oftaking rewards for

bad practice- Bacm.

BKiCK. /.' [brUk, Dutch.] i. A mass of

bumt clay. Addijen. 1. A loaf lhapeJ like

a brick.

To BRICK., v. a. [from the noun] To lay

with bricks. Swift.

BRICKBAT. / [from bricb and bat.] A piece

of b. ick Bacon.

BRl'CKCLAY. /. [f,om brick and tUj] Clay

nied 'or making bricks. Ifesdivard.

BRl'CKDl'ST . / [from brick and dnfl.] Dull

made by pounding brick. Spectator.

ERICKEARTH. / [from brick and earth.]

Eaith used in making bricks.

BRICK-KILN. / [from brick and kiln.] A

kiln; a place to burn bricks in. Decay cf

Piety.

ERI CKLAYER. / [from brick and lay.] A

brick-mason. Donne.

BRICKMAKER./ [from brick and make ] Ore

whose trade is to make bricks. Woodward.

BRIDAL, a. [from bride.] Belonging to a

wedding ; nuptial. Walfb, Pipe.

BRI DAL. / The nuptial festival. Herbert.

BRIDE./ ibfjrfc, Sax.] A woman new married.

Smith.

BRI'DEBED. / [from bride and bed.] Mar

riage bed. Prior.

BRIDECAKE. / [from bride and cake.] A

cake diltributed to the guesU at the weddir.g.

Ben . f; hnfen .

BRI DEG ROOM./ [from bride and grttm.] A

pew married man, Dryden.

^ s. The attendants on

i the biide and bride-

BRIDFMF.N.

BRI'DF.MAIDS

£room.

BRI DESTAKE. /. [from bride and flake.]

A pull l^t in the ground to dance round.

Bin. Jthnsti.

BRI'DEWELL. / A house of correction.

Spectator.

BRIDGE. / [Upic, Sax] 1. A building raised

over water for the convenience of passage.

Drydem a. The upper part of the r.ose. Ba-

ccn. 3. The supporter of the strings in string

ed imtruments of musick.

To BRIDGE, v. a. [from the noun.] To raise

a bridge over any place. Milto*.

BRI DLE. /. [br,de, Fr.] 1. The headstall and

icins by which a horse is restrained and go

verned. Dryden. 1. A restrains, a curb; a

check. Clarendon.

To BRIDLE, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

guide by a bridle. AdJison. 1. To restrain ;

to govern. Waller.

To BRI DLE. t>. n. To hold up the head.

BRI'DLEHAND. / [from bridle and hand.]

The : and which hulds the bridle in riding.

BRIEF, a. [brevis. Lat] 1. Short; concise.

Collier, a. Contrasted; narrow. Sbakesp.

BR1KF. s. [brief, Dutch.] 1. A writing of any

kind. Sbakesp. 1. A short extract, or epitome.

Barm. 3. The writing eiven the pleaders,

containing the case. Swift. 4. Letters pa-

lent, giving licence to a charitable collection.

5. [In musick. J A measure of quantity,

which contains two strokes down in beat.ng

time, and as many up. Harris.

BRI'EFLY. adv. [from brief] Concisely, in

tew words.

BRIEFNESS. / [from brief] Conciseness;

shortness. Camden.

BRIER./ A plant. Dryden.

BRIERY, a. [from brier.] Rbugh ; full of

briers.

BRIGADE. / [brigade, Fr.] A division of

forces; a body of mm. Philips.

BRIGADIER General. An officer aext in

order below a major geneial.

Bill GAND. /. [brigand^t.] A robber. Bram-

hal.

BRIGAND INE. 7/ [from brigand ] 1. A

BRI G ANTINE. J light vessel ; such as has been

lormerly used by corsairs or pirates. Otway.

a. A coat of mail. Mihcn.

BRIGHT, a. [beepr, Saxon.] 1. Shining;

glittering; full oi light. Dryden. %. Clear;

evident. Watts. 3. Illustrious ; as, a bright

reign 4. Witty; acute ; a bright genius.

TuliKlGHTEN. 11. a. | from bright.] 1. To

make bright; to make to shine. Dryden. i.

To mike luminous by light from without.

Philips. 3. To make gay, or alert. Milton.

4. 'Ib make illustrious. Swift, j. To make

acute.

To MU'CHTEN. v. n. To. grow bright j to

clear up.

K BR.I GHTLY
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BRI'GHTLY: adv. [from bright.] Splendidly ;

with lustre. Pope.

BRIGHTNESS. / [from bright.] i. Lustre j

splendour. 1. Acuteness. Prier.

BRILLIANCY, /. [from brilliant.] Lustre;

splendour. South.

BRl'LLIANT. a. [brilliant, Fr.] Shining;

sparkling. Dorset.

BRl'LLIANT. / A diamond of the finest cut

Dryden.

BRI LLlANTNESS./. [from brilliant.] Splen

dour; lustre.

BRILLS. /. The hair on the eyelids of t horse.

Diil.

BRIM. / [brim, Icelandish.] 1 . The edge of

any thing. Bacon. %. The upper edge of any

vessel. Crajhaw. 3. The top of any liquor.

Joshua. 4. The bank of a fountain. Dray ton.

To BRIM. v. a. [from the noun.J To fill to the

top Dryden.

To BRIM. «. a. To be full to the brim. Philips

BR'IMFUL. a. [from brim and full.] Full to

the top. Addison.

BRl'MFULNESS./. [from brimful.] Fulness to

the top. Shakejp.

BRIMMER. /. [from brim.] A bowl full to

the top. Dryden.

BRIMSTONE. /Sulphur. Shaiesp.

BRI MSTQNY. a. [from brimstone] Full ol

brimstone.

BRINDED. a. [brin, Fr. a branch] Streaked,

tabby. Milton.

BRI'NDLE. / i from brind] The state of being

brinded. Clarissa.

BRINDLED, a. [from brindle.] Brinded

streaked. Addtfon.

BRINE. / 1. Water impregnated with salt

Baton. 1. The sea. Milton. 3. Tears-

Shakesp.

BRI'NEPIT. / [crora brine and fit] A pit of

salt water. Shaiesp.

To BRING, v. a [bptnjan, Sax. preter. I

brought ; part. pass, brought; brtoht, Saxon.]

1. To letch from another plate. Temple, a.

To convey in one's own hand; not to fend.

Dryd. 3. To produce ; to procure. Bacon. 4.To

cause to come. Sii/lingsleet. j. To introduce.

Taller. 6. To reduce ; to rec.il. Speilatcr.

7. To attract ; to draw along. Newlon. 8.

To put into any particular state Swift. 9. To

conduct. Locke. 10. To recal ) to lummons.

Dryden. 1 1 . To induce ; to prevail upon.

Locke. 1 x. To bring about. To bring to pass ;

10 effect. Addijtn. 13. To bring forth. To

give birth to; to produce. Milton. 14. To

bring in. To reduce. Spenser. 15. To bring

m. To afford again. Siulh. \6. Te bring off.

To cicar; to procure to be acquitted. Tidctjon.

17. To bring on. To eDgage in action. Bacon.

1 8. To bring o^er. To draw to a new party.

Swift. iy To bring out. To exhibit; to

shew. Shakejp 20. To bring under. To sub

due; to repre s. Bacon. x\.To bring up. To

educate; to instruct. Sidnry. iz. To bring up.

To bring into practice. Spedatsr.

BRI NGER. / [from bring.] The person that

brings any thing. Shaiesp.

BRI NCRRur.Ao instructed educator. ///Via...

BRINISH m. [from brine.] Having the taste of

brine salt. Shakesp.

BRI NISHNESS. / [from brinish.] Saltnese.

BRINK./, [brink, Danish.] The edge of any

place, as of a precipice, or a river. Alterbury.

BRINY, a. [from brine.] Salt. Addison.

BRISK a. [brufyne,Fc] I. Lively; vivacious;

gay. Denham. l. Powerful; spirituous, Philips.

3. Vivid; bright. Newton.

To BRISK. UP. v. n. To come up briskly.

BRI'SKET. / [brichet, Fr.] The breast of an

animal Mortimer.

BRISKLY, adv. [from brisk.] Actively; vi

gorously. Boyle, Ray.

BRISKNESS / [from brisk.] 1. Liveliness; vi

gour ; quickness. South. 1. Gayety. Drydtn.

BRISTLE. /. [bfuj-tl, Sax.J The stiff htir of

swine. Grew.

To BRTSTLE. v. a. [from the noun.] To erect

in bristles. Shakejp.

To BRISTLE, v. n. To stand erect as bristles.

Dryden.

BRISTLY, a. [from bristle.] Thick set with

bristles. Bentley.

BRISTOL STONE. A kind of soft diamond,

found in a rock near the city of Bristol.

Woodward.

BRIT. / The name of a fish. Carenv.

BRITTLE, a. [brutxan, Sax.] Fragile; apt to

break. Bacon.

BRI TTLENESS. / [from brittle.] Aptness to

break. Boyle.

BRIZE. /. The gadfly. Spenser.

BROACH./ [broche, Fr.] A spit. Dryden.

To BROACH, v. a. [from the noun] 1. To

split; to pierce as with a spit. Hakewell. %.

To pierce a vessel in order to draw the liquor.

3. To open any store. Knolles. 4. To give

out, or utter any thing. Swift. 5. To let out

any thing. Hudibrat.

BROACHER. / [from broach.] 1. A spit.

Dryden. 1. An opener, or utterer of any

thing. Decay of Piety.

BROAD, a. fbrufe. Sax.] 1. Wide; extended

in breadth. Temple. 2. Large. Ltke. 3. Clear ;

open. Decay of Piety. 4. Gross ; coarse.

Dryden. 5. Obscene; fulsom. Dryden. 6.

Bold ; not delicate ; not reserved. Shaiesp.

BROAD as long. Equal upon the whole.

L'Eftranre.

BROAD CLOTH. / [from broadtni cloth.] A

fine kind of cloth. Swift.

To BROADEN, v. n. [trom broad] To grow

broad. Thomson.

BROADLY, adv. [from bread.] In a broad

manner.

BROADNESS. / [from bread.] 1. Breadth;

extent from side to side. 1. Coarseness ; ful-

lomnefs. Dryden.

BROADSIDE. / [from broad and fide.] t.

The side of a ship. Waller, a. The volley of

shot fired at once from the side of a ship.

iJROAD
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BRO'ADSWORD. / A cutting sword, with a

broad blade. Wiseman.

BRO ADWISE. adv. [from broad and wise.] Ac

cording to the direction of the breadth. Bcjle.

BROCADE. / [brocade, Span. J A silken Huff,

variegated. Pipe.

BROCATJED. a. [from brocade.] i.Drest in

brocade. ». Woven in the manner of a bro

cade. Gar.

BRCTCAGE. / [from broke.] i. The gain

gotten by promoting bargain*. Spenser. a.

The hire given for any unlawful office. Bacen.

3- The trade of dealing in old things. Ben.

Johnson.

BRO'CCOLI. s. A species of cabbage. Test.

BROCK./, [brtoc, Sax.] A badger.

BROCKET./. A red deer, two years old.

BROGUE./ {brig, Irish.] i. A kind of (hoe.

Swift, a. A corrupt dialect.

To BROIDER. a. a. [brodir, Fr.] To adorn

with figures of needle-work. Exodnt.

eROMDERY. /. [from breider.] Embroidery)

flower-work. Tiekell.

BROIL./ [broniller, Fr.) A tumult ; a quarrel.

tVatu.

To BROIL, v. a. [brnler, Fr] To dress or cook

by laying on the coals. DryJen.

To BROIL, v . n. To be in the heat. Shakesp.

To BROKE, v. a. To transact business for o-

therr. Bacen.

BROKEN, [parti, faff, of break.] Hooker.

BROKENHEARTED, a. [from broken and

heart.\ Having the spirits crushed by grief or

fear. Isaiah.

BROKENLY, adv. [from broken.] Without any

regular fefies. Hakewell.

BROKER. / [from to broke] I. A factor;

one that does business for another. Temple. 2.

One who deals in old hoofhold goods. 3. A

pimp; a match-maker. Shakesp.

BROKERAGE. / [from broker.] The pay or

reward of a broker.

BRONCHOCELE. / [Beiynoni\n.] A tnmour

of that part of the aspera arteiia, called the

bromcbnt. *

BRONCHIAL. 7 a. [fifcyaot.] Belonging to

BRONCHICK. $ the throat. Arbnthnot.

BRONCHOTOMY. / [etiyxv, and nun.]

That operation which opens the windpipe by

incision, to prevent suffocation. Sharp.

BROND. / See B»ahd. Spenser.

BRONTOLOCY. /. [S(orn and Xoyia.] A

dissertation upon thunder. Dicl.

BRONZE./ [bronxe, Fr.] t. Brass. Pope. 1.

A medal. Prior.

BROOCH / [broke, Dutch.] A jewel; an or

nament ot jewels. Shakesp.

To BROOCH v. a. [from the noun] To adorn

with jewels. Sbakesp.

To BROOD, er. » [brtxdan, Sax.] 1. To sit on

eggs; to hatch them. Milton, z. To cover

chickens tinder the wing. Dryien. 3. To

watch, or consider an) thittg amtiuufly. DryJen.

4. To mature any thiug by care, bactn.

To BROOD, v a. To chcrllh by care , to hat;h.

Drjdn.

BROOD. / [from the verb.] 1. Offspring;

progeny. Fairfax. 1. Generation. Addijon-

3- A hatch ; the number hatched at once.

Spedator. 4. Something brought forth ; a

production. Shakesp. ;. The act of covering

the eggs. Shakesp.

BROO DY. a. [from brood.] In a state of sitting

on the eggs. Ray.

BROOK. J. [bpoc, Sax.] A running water; a

rivulet Locke.

To BROOK, v. a. [bpucan, Sax.] To bear ;

to endure. Sentb.

To BROOK. *>. n. To endure; to be content.

Sidney.

BRO OKLIME. / [becabnnsa, Lat.] A sort of

water-speedwell.

BROOM./ [bpora, Sax.] A (hrub; a besom

so called from the matter of which it is made.

Arbnthnot.

BROOMLAND. / [broom and land] Land

that bears broom. Mortimer.

eROOMSTAFF. / The staff to which the

broom is bound.

BROOMY. a. [from broom.] Full of broom.

Mortimer.

BROTH. / [brtofc, Sax.] Liquor in which flesh

is boiled. Southerns.

BRO'THEL. I s. [bordel, Fr.] A baw-

BROTHELHOUSE. J dyhouse. Rogers.

BROTHER./ [brioSep, Sax.] Plural, brothers,

or brethren. 1. One bom of the same fa

ther or mother. Daniel, 2. Any one resem

bling another in manner, form, or profession.

Proverbt. 3. Brother is used, in theological

longuage, for man in general.

BROTHERHOOD./, [from brother andW.J

1 . The state or quality of being a brother.

Shakesp. 2. An association of men for any

purpole i a fraternity. Davies. 3. A class of

men of the fame kind. Addison.

BROTHERLY, a. [from brother] Natural to

brothers ; such as becomes or beseems a bro

ther. Denham.

BRO'THERLY. adv. After the manner of a

brother. Shakesp.

BROUGHT, [parti, passive of bring.] Knol/er.

BROW. /. [bpopa, Sax.] 1. The arch of hair

over the eye. Dryden. 2. The forehead.

kValler. 3. The general air of the counte

nance. Shakesp. 4. The edge of aay high

place, kfotlon.

To BROW. v. a. To be at the edge of.

To BROWBEAT, v. a. [from brow and beat.]

To depress with stern looks. South.

BRO'W BOUND, a. Crowned. Shakesp,

BROWS1CK. a Dejected. Suckling.

BROWN, a. [b.tun, Sax.] The name of a co-

luu . Peatham.

BRO WNB1LL. s. The ancient weapon of the

English toot. Hudibrai.

BROWNNESS./ [from brown.] A brown co

lour. Sidney.

BRO'WNSTUDY. / [from brown inajludy.]

C looroy meditations. Norrii.

N a T.
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To BROWSE, v. n. [bruiser, Fr.] To eat |

branches, er shrubs* Spenser.

To BROWSE, v. n. To feed. Shakes}. Black-

mere.

BROWSE. / Branches, fit for the food of goats.

nuift.

To BRUISE, v. a. [brifer, Fr.] To crush or

mangle with a heavy blow. Milttn.

BRUISE./ A hurt with something blunt and

heavy. Dryden.

BRU ISEWORT. s. Comfrey.

BRUIT /. [bruit, Fr] Rumout; noise; re

port. Sidnry.

To BRUIT, -j. a. [from ihe noun.] To report;

to noise abroad. Raleigh.

BRUMAL a. [brumatis, Lat.] Belonging to

the winter. Brciun.

BRU'NETT. / [brunette, Fr.] A woman with

a brown complexion. AJJiJcn.

BRUNT. / [bruiji, Dutch.] 1. Shock; vio

lence South. 1. Blow ; stroke. Hudibras.

BRUSH./ [brofe, Fr. fmm brulcus. Ut.] I.

An instrument tor rubbing. Stiliingfleet. a. A

rude assault; a tho.k. Clarendon.

To BRUSH v. a. | from the noun.] 1. To

sweep or rub with a brulh. Shakefp. a. To

strike wi h quickness. Spenser, Pope. 3. To

paint wilh a brulh. Pipe.

To BRUSH, v. n. 1 . To move with haste. Prior,

i. To fly over; to Ikim lightly. Dryden.

BRUSHER. / [from brush.] He that uses a

brush. Bacem. ^

BRUSHWOOD. / [from brujb and tend.]

Rough, shrubby thickets. Dryden.

BRUSHY, a. [f.om brujh.] Rough or shaggy,

like a brush. Beyle.

To BRU STI.E. v. n. [bpapthan, Saxon.] To

crackle. Siinner.

BRUTAL, a. [brutal, Fr. from brute.] 1.

That which belongs to a brute. L'Pstrange.

1. Savage ; cruel; inhuman. Dryden.

BRU TAL1TY. / [brmtalile, Fr] Savageness ;

churlishness. Locke.

To BRUTALIZE, v. n. \brntaliz.er,V(.] To

grow brutal or savage. AddiJ an.

To BRUTA LIZE. v. n. To make brutal or

savage.

BRU TALLY, aa\ [from brutal.] Churlishly ;

inhumanly. Arbuthnot.

BRUTE, a. [brutuj, Lat.] 1. Senseless; un

conscious. Bcntlry. z. Savage ; irrational.

Moider. 3. Rough ; ferocious Pope.

BRUTE. / A cieaturc without reason. Miltc,

BRU TEN ESS./ [from brutes Brutality Spens.

To BRU T1FY. v. a. To make a man a brute

Cengreve.

BRUTISH, a. [from brute] 1. Bestial; re

sembling a beast a. Rough; savage; fero

cious. Grevi. 3. Gross; carnal. South. 4.

Ignorant ; untaught. Hooker.

BUUTISHI.Y. adv. (from brutijb.] In the

manner of a brute. K. Charles.

BRU'TISHNESS./ [from brutijb.] Brutality;

hvagpoefs. Sprat.

BR V ONY. / [bryouia, Lat] A plant.

BUB. /. [A cant word.] Strong malt Iiqnof.

Prior.

BUBBLE./ [bobble, Dutch.] 1. A small blad

der of water. Newton. 1. Aqy thing which

wants solidity and tirtniu 1 . Bacon. 3. A

cheat; a false show. Swift. 4. The person

cheated. Prior.

To BU BBLE. v. n. [from the noun.] To rise in

bubble;.. To run with a gentle noise. Dryden.

To BU'BBLE. v. a. To cheat. Addifon.

BUBBLER./, [from babble.] A cheat. Digby.

BUBBY./ A woman's breast. Arbuthnot.

BUBO. / [Buii'v.] The groin from the bend

ing of the thigh to the scrotum: all tumours

in that part are called bubeeo. IVifeman.

BUBONOCELE. / [SuZxi, and wiJw.J A

particular kind of rupture, when the intes

tines break down into the groin. Sharp.

BUCANl'ERS./ A cant word for the privateers,

or pirates of America.

BUCK./ \bauche. Germ, suds.] 1. The li

quor in which cloaths are washed . Shakefp. %.

The cloaths washed in the liquor. Shake, p.

BUCK. /. [bivob, Welch.] The male of the

fallow deer ; the male of rabbits, and other

animals. Peacham.

To BUCK. v. a. [from the noun.] To wast)

cloaths. Shakefp.

To BUCK. v. n. To copulate as bucks and

does. Mortimer.

BU'CKBASKET./ The basket in which cloaths

are carried to the wash. Shakefp.

BU'CKBEAN. / A plant; a sort of trefoil.

Flcyer.

BUCKET./, [baguet, Fr.] 1. The vessel in

which water is drawn out of a well. Shakefp.

a. The vessels in which water is carried, par

ticularly to quench a fire. Dryden.

BU'CKLE. / [bweel, Welch.] 1. A link of

metal, wilh a tongue or catch made to fasten

one thing to another. Pope. 1. The state of

the hair crisped and curled. Spedalor.

To BU'CKLE. v. a. 1. To fasten with a

buckle. Philips, a. To prepare to do any

thing. Spenjer. 3. To join in battle. Haytrard.

4. To confine. Shakefp.

To BUCKLE, v. n. [bucken, Germ ] 1. To

bend; to bow. Shakefp. . 1. To buckle to. To

apply to. Locke. 3. To buckle with. To en

gage wilh. Dryden.

BU'CKLER. / [bwccled, Welch.] A Alicia.

Addijon.

To BU'CKLER. v. a. [from ihe noun.] To sup

port ; to defend. Shakefp.

BUCKLER-THORN, j. Christ's-thern.

BU'CKMAST. / The fruit or mast of the

beech tree.

BU'CKRAM. / [bougran, Fr.] A fort of strong

linen cloth. Kittened with gum. Shakefp.

BUCKSHORN PLANTAIN. /". a plain.

BUCKTHORN, s. A tree.

riUCOLICK a. Pastoral.

BUD./ [boutm, Fr.] The first shoot of a plant;

a gem. Prior.

To
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To BUD- v. n. [from the noun.] I . To put

forth young (hoots, or gems. Clarendon, x. To

be in the bloom. Sbakejp.

To BUD. v. a. To inoculate. Temple.

To BUDCF. v.n. [bonger, Fr.]Todir.Shakesp.

BUDGE, a. Stiff; formal Milton.

BUDGE./ The dressed (kin or fur of lambs.

BU'DGER./ [from the verb.] One that moves

or stir*.

BUDGET./ [bogette, Fr.] i. A big such as

may be easily carried. Bacon. 1. A store, or

stock. L'EJlrange.

BUFF./, [from buffalo] I. Leather prepared

from the (kin or the buffalo ; used lor waist

belts, pouches, &c. Dryden. X. A military

coat. Shakefp.

To BUFF. ir. a. [bust, Fr.] To strike. Johnson

BUFFALO, s. [Ital.] A kind of wild ox.

Dryden.

BU'FFET./. [buffetto, ItaL] A blow with the

fist. Dryden.

BUFFE'T./. A kind of cupboard, ifye.

To BUFFE'T. v. n. To box ; to beat. Ofway

To BUFFET v. n. To play a boxing-mitch.

BUFFETER./ [from buffet.} A boxer.

BU'FFLE. [*«^«, Fr.] The fame with buffalo.

To BUFFLE. *. ». [from the noun.] To puzzle.

S-nift.

BUFFLEHEADED. a. Dull; stupid.

BUFFOON./ [buffon, Fr.j I. A man whose

profession is to make spnrt, by low jests

and antick postures; a jackpudding. PVatts.

X. A man that practises indecent raillery.

Garth.

BUFFOONERY. / [from biffin.] I. The

practice of a buffoon. Locke, x. Low jests;

leurrile mirth. Dryden.

BUC. J. A stinking infect bred in old houfhold

stuff. Pope.

BUG. 7 [bug, Welch.] A frightful eject ;

BUGBEAR. J alilsctcrrour. Pipe.

BUGGINESS. / [from buggy] The state of

being infected with bugs.

BUGGY, a. [from bug.) Abounding with bugs.

BUGLE. ? / [from bujen, Sax.] A

BUGLEHORN.J hunting horn. Tickell.

BUCLE. / A (hining bead of black glass.

Sbakejp.

BUGLE./ A plant.

BU GLOSS. The herb ox-tongue.

To BUILD, v. a. prefer. I built, 1 have built.

\bilden, Dutch.] I. To make a fabrick, or an

edifice Hooker, x. To raise any thing on a

support or foundation. Boyle.

To BUILD, v. n. To depend on; to rest on.

Ho;ker.

BUI LDER./ [from build.] He thit builds; an

architect. Denham.

BUI'LDING. / [from build.] A fabrick; an

edifice. Frier.

BUILT./ The form; the structure. Tempi:.

BULB./ [bulbui, Lat.] A round body or root.

Evelyn.

BULBACEOUS. ». [bulbuceus, Lat] The fame

win bulbsus.

BULBOUS, es. [from bulb.] Containing bulbi.

Evelyn.

To BULGE, v. n. i. To take in water; to

sounder. Dryden. X. To jut out. Moxon.

BULIMY, /. An enormous appetite.

BULK./ [bulke, Dutch ] i. Magnitude; (ire;

quantity. Raleigh. %. The cross j the majority.

Swift. 3. Main fabrick. Staiesp.

BULK./. A part of a building jutting out. Ar-

buthnot.

BULKHEAD./ A partition made across a (hip

with boards. Harris.

BU'LKINESS J [rom bulky.] Greatness of

stature, or size. Locke.

BULKY, a [from *»«.] Of great size or stiture.

Dryden.

BULL, i:\hulle, Dutch.] 1. The male of black

cattle. May. z. In the seriptural sense, an

enemy powerful, and violent Psalms. 3. One

of the twelve %ns of the zodiack. Thomson. 4.

A letter published by the pope. Atterbury. 5.

A blunder. Pope.

BULL In composition, penerallv notes laree size.

BULL-BAITING. /". [from Jt.//a;,d bait'.} The

sport of baiting bulU with do^s.

BULL-HECGAR./. Something terrible. Aylffe.

BULL-DOG. / A dog of paiti.:ular form, re

markable for his courage. Addifon.

BULL-HEAD./ [from bull and head.] 1. A

stupid 'ellow. x. The name of a si(h. Walton.

BULL-WEED./ Knapweed.

BULL-WOS.T./ Bifhops-wced.

BU'LLACE. A wild four plum. Bacon.

BU LLET./ [boutet, Pr.] A round ballof metal.

Knolles.

BU LLION./ [billon, Pr.] Gold or silver in tbr

tump or unwrought. Locke.

BULLITION./ [from bulho, Lat.] The actor

state of boiling. Bacon.

BULLOCK. / [from **//.] A young bull.

Temple. ■

BU LLY. / A noisy, blustering, quarrelling

fellow. Addifon.

To BU LLY. v. a. [from the noun.] To overbear

with noise or menaces. King.

BULRUSH. / [from bull and ru/l.] A large

rush. Dryden.

BU I.WARK./ [bsheercke. Dutch.] I. A for-

tisieatiou; a citadel. Addijon. 2. A security.

Shakefp.

To BU LWARK. v. a. To fortify. Addifon.

BUM./. [b:mme, Dutch.] 1. The part 011 which

we sit. Shakefp. x. It is used, in compdiiion,

for any thing mean or low, as bumbailiff.

BUMBAILIFF. / [from bum and bailiff] A

bailiff of the meanest kind; one that is em

ployed in arrclts. Sbakejp.

RUMBARD. f. [bombard.]

BU'MBAST./ [bombast.]

BUMP.y A swelling; a protuberance. Dryden.

To BUMP. v. a. [from '..mbus, Lat.J To make

a loud noiie. Dryden

BUMPER./ Acupn.ie.i. Jryden.

BUMPKIN./ Au awkward i.eivy rustitk.

L'Estrange.

BU MPKINLY.
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BUMKINLY. a. [from bumpkin.] Having the

manner or appearance ot' a clown. Clarissa.

BUNCH./, [buncker, Dutch.] I . A hard lump;

a knob. Boyle 1. A cluster. Shakes?. 3. A

number of things tied together. Shakesp. 4.

Any thing bound into a knot. Spenser.

To BUNCH v x. To grow out in protuberances.

HTudnvard.

BUNCH BACKED, a. Having bunches on the

back.

BU NCHY. a. Growing into bunches. Grew.

BU'NDLE. / [bynble, Sax] 1. A number of

things bound together. Hale, a. Anything

rolled up cylindrical!)". SpeSatcr.

To BU'NDLE. v. a. To tie in a bundle. Locke.

BUNG./ [bing, Welch.] A stopple for a barrel.

Mortimer,

To BUNG. v. a. To stop.

BUNGHOLE./ The hole at which the barrel

is filled. Sbakesp.

To BU NGLE. v. ». To perform clumsily.

DryJiV.

To BUNGLE, v. a. To botch; to manage

clumsily. Skakesp.

BUNGLE. / [from the verb.] A botch; an

awkwardness. Ray.

BUNGLER.(. [biangler, Welch.] A badwork-

man. Pcacham,

BU'NGLINGLY. adv. Clumsily; awkwardly.

Bentky.

BUNN./. A kind of sweet bread. Gay.

BUNT./ An increasing cavity. Careio.

To BUNT. To swell out.

BUNTER./ Any low vulgar woman.

BUNTING./ The name of a bird. Sbakesp.

BUOY./ [hue, or boye, Er.] A piece of cork

or wood floating, tied 10 a weight. Pope.

To BUOY. v. a. To keep afl..at. K. Cbarles.

To BUOY. «. n. To float. Pip*.

BUO'YANCY./" [from buoyant.] The quality

of floating. Derbam.

BUOYANT, a. Which will not sink. DryJen.

BUR./ [bourre, Fr.] A tough head of a plant.

Wotton.

BURBOT./ A fish full os prickles.

EU'RDKLAIS./ A fort of grape.

BURDEN. /. [byrÆen, Saxon] 1. A load.

Baton, 2. Something grievous. Locke. 3. A

birth. Sbjkejp. 4. The verse repealed in a

song. Dryden.

To BURDEN, 11. a. To load; to incumber.

Cor. viii. ,

BURDENER./. [from burden ] A loader; an

oppredbr.

BURDENOUS a. [homburJen] i.Crievous;

oppressive. Sidney 1. Useless. Milton.

BURDENSOME, a. Grievous; troublesome.

M.lton.

EUR DENSOMENESS / Weight; uneasiness.

BURDOCK./ See Dock

BUREAU'. _/. \_bureau,Vt ] A chest of drawers.

Swift.

EURG./ See Bumiow.

EU'RGAGE./. [from burg.] A tenuie proper

to cities and towns. Hale.

BURCAMOT./ [bergamotte, Fr.] A species

of pear.

BU'RGANET,orBoKOoiiiT. [from bnrginote,

Fr] A kind of helmet Sbakesp.

BURGEO'IS.s [bourgeois, Fr.] 1. A citizen;

a burgess. jMdisen. 1. A type of a particular

size.

BURCESS./ {bourgeois, Fr.] 1. Aciliien; a

freeman of a cily. 1. A representative of a

town corporate. rVoticu.

BURGHy A corporate town or borough. Grammt.

BURCHER./. [from W^i.] One who has a

right tocerlain privileges in this or that place.

Kmllet, Locke.

BURGHERSHIP./ [from burgher.] The pri

vilege of a burgher.

BURGLARY / Robbing a house by night, or

breaking it with an intent to 10b. Cornell.

BURGOMASTER./ [from burgiui mafler]

' One employed in the government of a city.

I jiddison.

BU'RlAL. /. [from /» i»ry] 1. The act of

burying; sepulture; interment. Dryden. a.

The act of placing any thing under earth.

Bacon. 3. The church service for funeraU.

Jlylifi.

BUK1ER. / [from bury.] He that buries.

Sbakesp.

BU'RINE s. [French.] A graving tool. Govern

ment of tie 'Tongue.

BUTU.ACE / [lor burdelais.] A sort of grape.

To BURL. v. a. To dress cloth as fullers do.

BURLE'SQUE. a. [bnrlare, Ital. to jest] Jo

cular ; tending to raise laughter. Addijon.

BURLESQUE./ Ludicrous language-«V«7/«.

To BURLE SQUE. v. a. To turn to ridicule.

Brotme.

BURLINESS./ Bulk) bluster.

BURLY a. Gieat of stature. Crcvley.

To BURN. v. a. [beruian, Saxon.] 1. To con

sume with fire. Sharp, i. To wound with

sire. Exedut.

To BURN, v.n.x. To be on fire. Rone 1. To

be inflamed with passion. Sbakesp. 3. To act

as fire. Shakejp.

BURN. s. A hurt caused by fire. Boyje.

"J-RNER./ "

any thing.

BURNER./, [from burn.] A person that burntY

BURN ET./ The name osa plant.

BURNING / State of inflammation. South.

BURNING-GLASS./ A glass which collects

the rays of the fun into a narrow compa.s, and

Ib increases their force. Suckling.

ToBU'RNISH. v. a. [buruir, Fr.] To polls*.

Dryden.

To bU RNISH. v. n. To grow bright or glossy.

Swift.

BURN ISHF.R./ [from burnish.] 1. The person

thai burnishes or polishes. I. The tool with

which bookbinders give a gloss to the leaves

. ot books ; it is commonly a dog's tooth set is

a flick.

BURNT, 'particip. pass, of burn.]

BURR. / The lobe or lap of the ear.

BURREL
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BURREL./ A sort of pear.

BURREL /A.Oxfly; gadbee; breexe.

BU RRKLvSV-;. Small bullets, nails, stones, dis

charged oat of ordnance. Harris.

BURROW./ [bufvr,, Saxon.] '■ A corporate

town, that is not a city, but such as fends

burgesses to the parliament. A place fenced or

fortified. Temp'e z. The boles made in the

ground by conies. Sbakefp.

To BITRROW. v. m. To mine, as conies or

rabbits. Mortimer.

BURSAR / tyurfariui. Lat.] The treasurer os

a college.

BURSE. / [bourse, Fr.] An exchange where

merchants meet. Philips.

To BURST, v. m. I burst; I have burst, or

bnrstn. [burirxan, Sax.] I. To break or fly

open. Proverbs. I. To fly asunder. Skakejp. 3.

To break away ; to spring. Pope. 4. To tome

suddenly. Sbakefp. 5, To begin an action vio

lently. Arbuthuot.

To BURST, v. a. To break suddenly; to make

a quick and violent disruption. Buruet.

BURST./ A sudden disruption. Milton.

BURST. J particip. a. Diseased with a

BURSTEN. J hernia or rupture.

BURSTNESS./ A rupture.

BURSTWORT. / An herb good against rup

tures.

BURT./ A flat fish of the turbot kind.

BURTHEN/ SeeBoaom.

BURY./ [from bupj, Sax.] A dwelling-place.

Philips.

To BU*RV. v. a. [byrirjean, Sax.] 1 . To inter

to put into a grave. Skakejp. a. To inter with

rites and ceremonies. kValter, j. To conceal :

to hide. Skakejp.

BUSH / [bin, Fr.] I. A thick (hrub. Sptustr.

1. A bough of a tree fixed up at a nuor, to

(hew that liquors are fold there. Skakejp.

To BUSH. v. u. [from the noun.] To grow

thick. Milton.

BUSHEL./ [hijfeau, Fr.] 1. A measure con-

taining eight gallons ; a strike. Sb ktj'p. t. A

large quantity. Drydeu.

BU SHINESS./ [from busty] The quality o!

being bushy.

BU'SHMENT/tsromia/J.] A thicket. Raleigh.

BU'SHY. a. [I rom bujb.\ 1. Thick ; full ot

trnall branches. Bacon. 1. Full of bushes

Drydn.

BU SILESS. a [from busy.) At leisure. Skahsp.

BU'SILY. adv. I from bujj.} With hurry j ac

tively. JJryJen.

BUSINESS. J. [from busy] 1. Employment j

multiplicity of affairs. Dnue. I. An affair.

Skakejp. 3. The subject of action. Luke. 4

Action. L'F-ftran^e. 6. A matter of question.

Bacon, j. Tc di cue's kustuefs. To kill, destroy,

or rain him.

BUSK / [bisque, Fr ] A piece of steel or

whalebone, worn by women 10 strengthen

their stays. Dnue.

EU SKIN./ [hnfeka, Dutch.] 1. A kind as

half boot ; a shoe which comes to the midleg.

Siduey. 1. A kind of high Ihoe wore by the

ancient actors of tragedy. Smith.

BU SKINED.a. Dretsed in buskins. Milton.

BUSK. Y. a. Woody. Sbakejp.

BUSS./ [but, the mouth, Irish.] 1. A kiss ; a

salute with the lips. Pepe.i. A boat for fishing.

[kuffe. Germ J Temple.

To BUSS, v . a To kiss. Sbakesp.

BUST. / [bust,, Ital.] A statue representing a

man to his breast. AJdiJon.

BUSTARD. / [biftarde, Fr.] A wild turkey.

Hakcaetl.

To BUSTLE, v. ». To be busy, to stir.

Clarendon.

BUSTLE. / [frotwXhe verb.] A tumult ; a

hurry. Seutb.

BUSTLER, [from bustle.] An active stirring

man.

BUSY. « [byPSin, Sixon.] 1. Employed wiih

earnestness. Knolks. 1. Bustling; ailive;

meddling. Daviei.

To BU SY. v. a. To employ ; to engage. Decay

ef Piety.

BUSYBODY./ A vain, meddling, fantastical

person. Taylor.

BUT. conjuuS. [bute, butan, Sax.] I. Except.

Bacon, x. Yet; nevertheless. Bacon. 3.

The particle which introduces the minor of

a Jyllogim; now. Bramhall. 4. Only; no

thing mare than. Beu. Johnson. 5. Than.

Guardiau. 6. But that. Drydeu. 7. Other

wise than that. Hooker. 8. Not otherwise

than. Drydeu. o. By any other means than.

Sbakejp. 10 If it were not for this. Skakejp,

11. However; howbeit. DryJen. 11. Other-

will- than. Skakejp. 13. Even; not longer

ago than. Licke. 14. Yet it may be objected.

beutley. 15. But for; had not this been

Waller.

BUT./ [bout, Fr.] A boundary. Holder.

BUT. J. [in sea language] The end of any

plank which joins to another. Harm.

BUT END. / The blunt end of ar.y thing.

C'.areudsn.

BU'TCHKR./ [toucher, Fr.] 1. One that kills

animal> to fell their flesh, 1. One that is de

lighted with blood. Luke.

To BUTCHER, -v. a. To kill j to murder.

Sbakejp.

BUTCHER's-ROOM, or Kseehoi.lv.

ISUTCHERLINiiSS. / [:rom butcherly.] A

butcherly manner.

BUTCHLKLY. a. [from butcher.] Cruel;

bloody ; barbarous. AJcham.

BUTCHERY./ 1. The trade of a butcher. Pipe.

1. Murder; cruelty. Sbakejp. 3. The place

where blood is shed. Sbatejp.

BU TLER./ [iouteiller, Fr.J A servant employ

ed in furnishing the table. Swift.

BU TLERAGE. / The duty upon wines im

ported, claimed by the king's butler. Bacon.

BU'TMENT./ [aboutement, Fr.] That part of

the arch which joins it to the upright pier.

rVotton.

EUTT.
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BUTT./ [tut, Fr] i. The place on which

the mark to be (hot at is placed. Dryden r.

The point at which the endeavour is directed.

Shaitsp. 3. A man upon whom the company

bie*k their jells. Spoliator. 4. A stroke given

in fencing. Prior.

BUTT./. A vessel; a barrel containing one hun

dred ami twenty-fix gallons o:" wine. Shakesp.

To BUTT.u.a. To strike with the head. kVotton.

BUTTER. /. [hutxcpc, Sax.] An unctuous

substance made by agitating the cream ot* mi Ik,

till the oil separates from the whey.

To BUTTER, v. a. strom the noun.] t. To

smear, or oil with butter. Shakesp. 2. To en

ciease the stakes everv disow. Addijon.

BUTTERBUMP.y. A sow! ; the bittern.

BU'TTERRUR./ A plant.

BU'TTERFLOWER. /. A yellow flower of

May. Gay.

BUTTERFLY./. [burcepcleS^Sax.] A beau

tiful inkct. Spenjer.

BU'TTERIS./ An instrument ot steel used in

paring the soot of a horse.

BUTTERMILK./ The whey that is separated

from the cream when butter is made. Harvey

BU TTERPRINT. /". A piece of carved wood,

used to mark butler. Licit.

BUTTERTOOTH./ The great broad sore-

tooth.

BU TTERWOMAN. / A woman that sell

butter.

BUTTERWORT./. A plant; sanicle.

BUTTERY, a. Having the appearance or qua

lilies tjfUutter. Flayer.

BUTTERY / [from ia/rer,] The room where

provisions are laid up. Bramjlon.

BUTTOCK./. The rump; the part near the

tail. Kne'lej.

BUTTON./: [fotlicn, Welch.] t. Any knob

or ball. Beyle. 2. The bud ot a plant. State/p

BUTTON./: The tea-urchin. Ainstoorth."

To BUT TON. -j a. [from the noun.] 1. To

dress; lo cloath. W. lien. 2. To lasten with

buttons.

BUTTONHOLE. / The loop in which the

button of the cloaths U caught. Brampjlon.

BUTTRESS/ [from aboutir, Fr] 1 . A prop

a wall built to suppoit another. Bacon. 2. A

prop; a support. South.

To BU! TRESS, f a. To prop.

11 U TWIN K. f. The name of a bir.l.

BUTYRACEOUS. a. [bnlyrum, Lat. butter.]

Haying the qualities of butter.

BU'TYKOUS. a. Having the properties of but

ter. shyer.

BUXOM, a. 1. Obedient; obsequious. Milton.

1. Gay; lively ; brilk. Crajbavi. 3. Wanton;

jolly DryJen.

BU'XOMLY. adv. [from buxom.] Wantonness;

amorously.

BUXOMNESS/ [from buxom.] Wantonness;

amorousness.

To P.UY. v. a prefer. I bought; I have bought

[bicjian. Sax.] 1. To purchase; to acquire by

paying a price. Addijon. 2. To manage by

money. Smth.

To BUY. v. n. Totrcataboutapurchisf.o^a'i/.

BUYER./. He that buys; a purchaser. Wettin.

To l^UZZ. v. n. [AiRKsl, Teut ] 1 . To hum ; to

make a noise like bees. Suckling. 2. To whis

per; to prate. Shakesp.

To ii'JZZ. v. a. To sptead secretly. Bentley.

BUZZ./ A hum; whisper; a alk. Addijcn.

BU ZZARD./. [busarj, Fr ] 1 . A degeneraie or

mean species of hiwk. Dryden. 2. A block

head; a dunce. Afcham.

BUZZrR./ [from Aass..] A secret whisperer.

Shakesp.

BY prep, [hi, hij, Sax.] 1. It notes the agent.

Locke. 2. It note the instiument. Dryden.

3. It nqtes the ca-jse. Add''':*. 4. It notes

the means by which any ining is performed.

Shakesp. 5. It shews the manner o, an action.

Dryden 6. It has a sis nificaion, noting the

method in which nr.v '.".icceflive action is per

formed, tinker. Knct.ei. 7. It notes the quan

tity had at one time. Luke. 8. At, or inj

noting place. Baec-n. 9. According to. Baczn.

10. According to; noting proof. Bentley. t 1.

Attci ; noting imitation or conformity. Ttllotlon.

12. From; noting judgment or token. kVaii-r.

13. It notes the lumot the dilTercnce between

two things compared. Locke. 14. Not later

than; noting time. Spenjer. it,. Besides;

noting passage. Addiltn. 16. BcsiJc ; near

to; in presence; noting proximity. Shakejp

17. Before himself, ii notes the absence 01 ail

others. Ajcham. 18. It is the solemn form of

swearing. Dryden. 19. At hand. Beyle. *o.

It is used in forms of obtesting. Smith. 21. By

proxy of; noting substitution. Broome. 22. to

the same direction with. Greta.

BY. adv. 1. Near; at a small distance. Dryden.

2. Beside ; palling. Shaktjp. 3. In presence.

Sidney

BY AND BY. adv. In a stioit lime. Sidney.

BY. J. [from the preposition.] Something not

the direct and immediate object of regard.

Baton, Boyle, Dryden.

BY. In composition, implies something out os

the direct way.

BY-CONCERNMENT. / An affair which is

not the main business.

BY-DEI'ENlJENCE./ Anappendiee; some

thing accidentally depending on auotl-.tr.

Shakesp.

BY-END./ Private interest; secret advantage.

L'Ejhange.

BY-GONE. a. [a Sco'ch word] Pill. Shair/p.

BY-LAW. /. By-lavii are orders made tot the

good of those that make them, farther thir.

the publick law binds. Ccwell.

BY-NAME./ A nickname. Camdcn.

BY-PATH. / A pin-ate or obscure path.

Shakejp.

BY-RESPECT./ Private end or view. Dryden.

BY-ROOM. /: A private room within. Sbatrip.

BY-SPEECH./. An incidental or casual speech.

Hooker.

BY-STANDER. / A looker on; one uncon

cerned. Locke,

BY-STREET
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BY-STREET. / An obscure street. Gay.

BY-VIEW. /. Private self-interested purpose.

Atterbary.

BY-WALK. / A private walk; not the main

road. Broome.

BY-WAY./. A private and obscure way. Spen

ser, Herbert.

BY-WEST; Westward; to the west of.

Davits,

BY-WORD. / A saying; a proverb. At-

terbury.

BYE. / A dwelling. Gibscn.

BYZANTINE. See Bizantine.

CAB CAD

CH»s two sounds ; one like k, a% call,

« click; the other as /, as cessation, cinder.

It sounds like k before a, », n, or a consonant;

and like /, before e, i, and y.

CAB / A Hebrew measure, containing about

three pints English

CABA-L. / [cabale, Fr. H^p, tradition.]

i. The secret science of the Hebrew rabbins.

i. A body of men united in some close design.

Addison. 3. Intrigue. Dryden.

To CABA'L. v.n (abater, Fr.] To form close

intrigues. Dryden.

CA3ALIST./ One (kilted in the traditions of

the Hebrews. Sv/ift.

CABALLfSTICAL. / o. Something that has

CABAI.LI'STICK. J tn oceult meaning.

Spc3ator.

CABA'LLER./. [from cabal.] He that engages

in close designs ; an intriguer. Dryden.

CA'BALLINE. a. [cabaUntts, Lat.J Belonging

to a horse.

CABARET, f. [French] A -avern. Braniball.

CABBAGE. / [cab*, Fr. brajftca, Lat.]- A

plant.

To CA'BBAGE. v. a. To steal in cutting

clsth.es. Arbathnot.

CA'BBAGE TREE. s. A specie* of palm-tree.

CA'BBAGE WORM' / Ao insect.

CA'BIN./UacW, rr. chabin, Welch, a-c,ot-!

rige.] I. A small room. Spenser, a. A

small chamber in a ship Raleigh. 3. A cot-

tigt, or small house. Sidney. 4. A tent.

Fairfax.

To CABIN, v.n. [from the noun.] To live in

a cabin. Shakesp.

To CA BsN. v. a. To confine in a ci\>\t\.SkahJp.

CABINED, a. [from cabin. j Belonging lu 1

cabin. Milton.

CA BINET./ [cabinet, Ff.] I. Asetofboxesj

or drawers for curiosities. Bcn.fihnstn, Slci/r,

1. Any place in which things o. value are hi.i-j

den. Tayhr. 3. A private rcom in whicn cun-

sirltatiins are held. Dryden. 4. A hut, or

fvul'e. Spenjer.

C A BINET-COUXCIL./ A council held in al

pri^ite manner. Bacon.

CABINET MAKER. / [from cabinet and

male.] One that mikes small nice wofk in1

wood. Mortimer.

CA BLE. / [cdbl, \YeUh-? cabtl, Dutefr.} The

great rope of a (hip to which the anchor is

fastened. Raleit/>.

CA'BURNS. /. Small ropes used in (hips.

CACHECTICAL. / a. [from cachexy.] Having

CACHE'CTICK. % aniilhabiiosbody.f/yw-.

CACHEXY./ [KiXre«J Such a distempera-

turc of the humours, as hinders nutrition*

and weakens the vital and animal function.

Arbuthntt.

CACHINNATION./ [caebinnatio, Lat.] A

loud laughter.

CA'CKEREL. / A fi(h.

To CACKLE, t. /.. [*««jW«I, Dutch.] 1. To

make a noise as a goose. Pope. 1 . Sometimes

it is used for the noise of a hen. 3. To laugh;

to giggle. Arbathnot.

CACKLE./ [from the verb.] The voice of a

goose or fowl. Dryden.

CA'CKLER. / [from cackle.] I. A fowl that

cackles, i Atelule; a taller.

CACOCHYMICAL. , a. [irom cacxbymy."]

CACOCHY'MlCiC J Having the humours

corrupted. Flayer.

CACOCHY'MV. [xaniyyiua.] A depravation

01 the humours frem a found state. Arbathnot.

CACOPHONY. / [u»iftM.] A bad sound

of words.

To CACUMINATE, v.e. [cacuminc,Lit.]To

make stiarp or pyramidal.

CADAVEROUS, a [cadaver, Lit] Slaving

the appearance of a dead carcass.

CADDIS./ A kino of tape or ribbon. Sbakcfp.

a. A kind of worm or grub. Walton.

CADE. a. [cadekr, Fr.] Tame, soft; as a cade

latrso.

To C ADE. •. a. [front the noun] To breed up

in softness.

CADE./ [cddai, Ut.] A barrel. Philips.

CADENCE. / / [cadence, Fr.] 1. Fall; state

CADENCY, i O! sinking; decline. Milton.

a. The fall of the voice. Crajhavi. 3. The

flow of verses, or periods. Dryden. 4. The

tone or found. Stvi/t. 5. In horsemanship,

cadence is an equal measure or proportion,

which a hoiie observe* in all hit motions.

Farrier'1 Die.

CA'DENT. a. [cadcnsi Lat.] Falling down.

CADET./. [eadte,Vt.] 1. The younger bro

ther. ». 'she j otinjeft brother. Urcvin. 3.

O A voluntier
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A voluntier in the army, who serves in ex

pectation of * commission.

CA DEW. / A straw worm.

CADGER. / A huckster.

CADI. s. A magistrate among the Turks.

CADILLACK./ A fort of pear.

CÆC1AS. / [Latin.] A wind from the north.

Milieu.

CÆSURA, s. [Lat.] A figure in poetry, by

which a short syllable after a complete foot is

made long.

CAFTAN. / [Persick.] A Persian vest or gar

ment.

CAG. / A barrel or wooden vessel, containing

four or five gallons.

CAGE./ [cage, Fr.] i. An inclosure of twigs

or wire, in which birds are kept. Sidney,

Swift, i. A place for wild beasts. 3. A pri

son for petty malefactors.

To CAGE. v. a. [from the noun.] To inclose

in a cage. Dnne.

CAIMAN, f. The American name of a cro

codile.

ToCAJO'LE. v. a. [caget kr,Fi.] To flatter;

to sooth. Hndihrat.

CAJOLER. / [from eajtk.] A flatterer; a

wheedler.

CAJO LERY. /. [cajolcrie, Fr.] Flattery.

CAISSON. J. [French.] A chest of bombs or

powder.

CAITIFF. / \caltixt, Ital. a slave.] A mean

villain; adespicablc knave. Spenjcr, Hndiiras

CAKE. J. [end, Teutonics] 1. A kind of de

lictte bread. DryJen. I. Any thing of a form

rather flat than high. Baa*, Dryden.

To CAKE. v. n. [trom the noun.] To harden,

as dough in the oven, jiddifon.

CALABASH Tret. A tree of which the sliell

are used by the negroes for cups, as also for

instruments of musick. Miller.

CALAMANCO./ [calamancui, Lat.] A kind

of woollen stuff. Taller.

CA'LAMINE, or Lapis Calaminaris, f. A kind

of foflile, bituminous earth, which, being mix

ed with copper, changes it into brass. Ltcke

CA'LAMINT./ [calamintha, Lat.] The name

of a plant.

CALAMITOUS. a. [calamitefns, Lat.] Mise

rable ; involved in distress ; unhappy ; wretch

ed. Milttn, Smth.

CALA'MITOUSNtSS. /. [from calamittus.]

Misery; distress.

CALA'MITY./ [calamitas, Lat] Misfortune;

cause of misery. Bactn.

CALAMUS, s. [Lat.] A sort of reed or sweet-

scented wood, mentioned in scripture. Exedus.

CALASH./ [cakebe, Fr.] A small carriage 01

pleasure. King.

CA LCEATED. a. [calcealus, Lat.] Shod; fit

ted with (hoes.

CALCEDO'NIUS.s. [Lat.] A kind of precious

stone. tf'lid-ward.

CALCINATION./, [from calcine; cakinatiin,

fr.] Such a management of bodies by fire, at

renders them reducible to powder; chymical

pul/critatioa. B.jle.

CALCI'NATORY./ [from calcinate.] A ves

sel used in calcination.

To CALCINE, v. a. [calciner, Fr. from calx,

Lat.] 1. To burn in the tire to a calx, or

friable substance. Bacn. 1. To burn up.

Denham.

To CALCINE, v. n. To become a calx by heat.

Nnottn.

To CA LCULATE. v. a. [calcnler, Fr.] I.

To compute; to reckon, a. To compute the

situation of the planets at any certain time.

Bentley. 3, To adjust ; to project for any cer

tain end. Tilhtftn.

CALCULATION./ [from calculate] 1. A

practice, or manner of reckoning ; the art of

numbering. Htlitr. x. The result of arith

metical operation, tinker.

CALCULATOR./ [from calculate] A com

puter.

CA LCULATORY. a. [from calculate] Belong

ing to calculation.

CA'LCULE. / [calcmlni, Ut.] Reckoning;

compute. Howtl.

CA'LCULOSE. / a. [srom«/V«A«,Lat.]Stooy;

CALCULOUS. J gritty, firrai, Sbarp.

CALCULUS. J. [Latin.] The stone in the

bladder.

CALDRON./ [cbauldren, Fr.] A pot; boiler ;

a kettle. Spenser, Addiftn.

CAI.EFA'CTION./ [from eakfaeie, Lat,] 1.

The act of heating any thing, a. The state

of being heated.

CALEFACTIVE. a. [from cakfach. Lat.]

That which makes any thing hot; uniting

CALEFA'CTORY. a. [from eakfacie. Lat.]

That which heats.

To CA'LEFY. v. n. [cakfte, Lat.] To grow hot;

to be heated. Brtwn.

CALENDAR./ [cakndarium, Lat] A regi

ster ot the year, in which the months, aad

stated times, are marked, as festivals and ho

lidays. Sbakefp. Dryden.

ToCA'LENDER. *. a. [caknJrer, Fr.] To

dress cloth.

CA'LENDER./ [from the verb 1 A hot press;

a press in which clothiers smooth their cloth.

CA'LENDRER. s. [from calender.] The person

who calenders.

CA LENDS./ [caknde. Lat.] The first day of

every month among the Romans.

CALENTURE./ [from calei, Lat.] A distem

per in hot climates; wherein they imagine the

sea to be green fields. Swift.

CALF./ cuh is in the plural [cealp, Sax.] 1.

The yaung of a cow. rVilkini. 1. Calve1 of

the lips, mentioned by Hosea, signify sacrifices

of praise and prayers. Hefea. 3. The thick,

plump, bulbous part of the leg. Suckling.

CALIBER./ [calitrc, Pr.] The bore, the di

ameter of the barrel of a gun.

CA LICE. / [calix, Lat.] A cup; a chalice.

CALICO./, [from Calecul in India.] An Indian

stuff made of cotton. AJdism.

CA'LID. a. [calidut, Lat] Hot; burning.

CALIDITY./. [siotnfaW.] Heat. Brmu.

CALIF.
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7 s. \khalisa, Arab.] A title assum-

J ed by

CA'UF.

CA'LIPH. S ed by the successors of Mahomet

among the Saracens.

CALIGATION. / [from calige, Lat] Dark

ness; cloudiness. lircnvn.

CALI GINOUS. a . [caligmefui. Lat] Obscure ;

dun.

CALICWOUSNESS. / [from ealigineus.]

Darkness.

CAXIGRAPHY. / [uatu^fa^la.] Beautiful

writing, fridcaux.

CA'LIVER. / [from caliber.] A handgun ; a

harquebuse; an old muiket. Sbakesp.

CAL1X. f. [Latin.] A cup.

To CALK. v. a. [from calage, Fr.] To stop the

leak- of a (hip. Raleigh, DryJeu.

CALKER. / [from calk.} The workman that

stop? the leaks of a (hip. Ezitifl.

To CALL. v. a. [sale, Lat.] i. To name ; to

denominate. Genejii. a. To summon or in

vite. Knelles. 3. To convoke; to summon

together. Clarendon. 4. To summon judici

ally. H'atts. 5. To summon by command.

Isaiah. 6. In the theological sense, to inspire

with ardours of piety. Romans. 7. To invoke;

to appeal to. Clarendon. 8. To proclaim ; to

rrubiilh. Gay. a. To make a-lhort visit. B.

jihnj:*, Addifcn. 10. To excite; to put in

action; to bring into view. Conley. 11. To

stigmatize with some opprobrious denomina

tion. Swift. 1 1. To call back. To revoke.

Isaiah. 13. To call in. To resume rr.oney at

interest. Addisoa. 1 4. To call over. To read

aloud a list or muster-roll. 15. To call out.

To challenge.

CALL./ [from the verb.] 1. A vocal address,

Tope. ». Requisition. Hooker. 3. Divine vo

cation; summons to true religion. Locke. 4.

An impulse. Rcjcemmon. 5. Authority ; com

mand. Dearam. 6. A demand; a claim

Addiftn. 7. An instrument to call birds.

tVilkins. 8. Calling; vocation; employment.

Drydea. 9. A nomination. Bacon.

CALLING./ [from call'] 1. Vocation; pro

session; trade. Rogers. 1. Proper station, ar

employment. Sioijt. 3. Class of persons

united by the fame employment or profession.

Hammond. 4. Divine vocation; invitation to

the true religion. Hakeviell.

CALLIPERS./ Compasses with bowed (hanks

Moxon.

CALLOSITY./ [callosii/, Fr.] A kind of fuel

ing without pain. ^uincy,Arbutbnil

CALLOUS, a. [callus. Lat.] I. Indurated;

hardned. rVifcman. 1. Hardned; insensible.

Drydea

CALLOUSNESS/ [fromrW/W.] 1 . Induration

of the fibres. Cheyne. x. Insensibility. Bcnllcy.

CALLOW, a. Unfledged; naked; wanting

feathers. Mi. lorn.

CALLUS, j. [Latin.] 1. An induration of the

fibre '. ». The hard substance by which broken

bones are united.

CALM. a. [1 alne, Dutch.] 1. Quiet; serene;

not stormy; not tempestuous. Spenser. %■

Undisturbed; unruffled. Atterbury.

CALM. / 1. Serenity; stillness. Raleigh. a.

Freedom from disturbance; quiet; repose.

Senth.

To CALM. v. a. i. To still; to quiet. Drydea.

X. To paeiiy ; to appease. Atterbury.

CA'LMER./ [from ca/m.] The person or thing

which has the power of giving quiet. Walton.

CA'LMLY. adv. strom calm.] 1. Without

storms, or violence. 2. Without passions ;

quietly. Prior.

CALMNESS./, [from calm.) 1. Tranquillity ;

serenity. Denham. i. Mildness; freedom

from pafljon. Shakfp.

CA'LMY. a. [from calm.] Calm; peaceful.

Spenser.

CALOMEL. / [ealemelas.] Mercury six times

sublimed. Wiseman.

CAI.ORI FICK..,..[ra/»ri/«/, Lat.] That which

has the quality of producing heat. Grevi.

CALOTTE.J. [French.] A cap or coif.

CALOTERS.f. [xaXtSK] Monks of the Greek

church.

CA'LTROPS./feoltriieppe, Sax.] 1. An in

strument made with four spikes, so that which

way soever it falls to the ground, one of them

points upright. Dr. Addis on. %. A plant men

tioned in Virgil's Ceorgickt, under the name

of tribulm. Miller.

To CALVE, v. n. [from calf.] To bring a calf;

spoken of a cow. Dryden.

CALVVLLE. j. [French.] A sort of apple.

To CALUMNIATE, v. n. [calumnier, Lat.]

To accuse falsely. Dryden.

ToCALUMNIATE. v. a. To (lander. Sprat.

CALUMNIATION./ [from calumniates A

malicious and false representation of words or

actions. Aylifse.

CALUMNIATOR. /. [from calumniates A

forger of accusation ; a flanderer. Addtfen.

CALUMNIOUS, a. [from calumny.] Slander

ous; falsely reproachful. Sbakesp.

CALUMNY. / [caJumma, Lat.] Slander;

false charge. Temple.

CALX.s. [Latin.] Any thing rendered reducible

to powder by burning. Digby.

CA'LYCLE. /. [calyculut, Lit.] A small bud

of a plant.

CAMA'IEU./. A stone with various figures and

representations of landlkips, formed by nature.

CA'MBER. / A piece of timber cut arching.

Moxon.

CAMBRICK. / [from Cambray.] A kind of

fine linen. S/xakeJp.

CAME. The preterite of lo come. Addifcn.

CA MEL. / [camelus. Lat.] An animal very

common in Arabia, Judea, and the neighbour

ing countries. One fort is large, fit to carry

burdens of a thousand pounds, having one

bunch upon its back. Another have two

bunches upon their backs, fit for men to ride

on. A third kind is smaller, called dromeda

ries, because of their swiftness. Camels will

continue ten days without drinking. Calmet.

O » CAME-
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CAME'LOPARD. s. [from camchi ini pardni, 'ToCANATlY.

butLat.] An animal taller than an elephant

not so thick.

C ATrfELOT. 7 / [from cattel.] A kind of stuff

CAMLET. 5 originally made by a mixture

of silk and camels hair; its is now made with

wool and silk. Brown.

CAMERA OBSCURA. [Latin] An optical ma

chine used in a darkened chamber, so that the

light coming only through a double convex

glass, objects opposite are represented invert

ed. Martin.

CA'MERaDE./ [from camera, Lat] A bosom

companion. Rymcr.

CAMEKATEU.a. [camtratut, Lat.] Arched.

CAMERA TION. a. [camcratte, Lat.] A vault

ing or arching.

CAMISA IX) / [camifa, a shirt, Ital] An at

tack made in the dark -, on which occasion

they put their shirts outward. Hayward.

CAMISATED.a.Dreffed with the shirt outward.

CA'MLET. SeeCAMSLOT.

Ci'MMOCK. /. [cammoc, Sax.] An herb;

petty whin, or restharrow.

CAMO YS. a. [camni, Fr.] Flat of the nose.

Brawn.

CAMP./ [cams, Fr.] The order of tents, placed

by armies when they keep the held.

To CAMP. v. a. [from the noun] To lodge in

tents. Sbakesp.

CAMP-FIGHT. / An old word for cmhal.

llakewell.

CAMPAIGN/ [catnpairne,¥r.] i. A large,

open, level tract ot ground. Ternsle. 2. The

time for which any army keeps the field.

Clarendon.

CAMPA NIFORM. a. [of campaita tnAfcrma.]

A term used of flowers, which are in the shape

of a bell Harris.

CAMPA'NULATE. a. Campunisorro.

CAMPE'STRAL. a. [campeflrii, Lat.] Crow

ing in fields. Mortimer.

CA'MPHIRE TREE./ [campbora,\.%l.] There

are two sorts of this tree ; one of Borneo, from

which the best camphire is taken, which is a

natural exludation irom the tree, where th

l;ai k has been wounded. The other sort is a

native of Japan.

CA'MrHOKATE. a. [from campbera, Lat.]

' Impregnated with carophire. Boyle.

CA'MFION. / [Jfctniti Lat] A plant.

CAMUS. /. A mindless. Spenser.

CAN/, [canne, Sax. j A cup. Sbakesp. Dryden.

CAN. v. if. [itmnen, Dutch ] i. To be able;

to have power. Locke, l. It expresses the po

tential mood; as, I can do it.' Dryden.

CANAILLE, f. [French.] The lowest people.

CANA'L. J. \canuln, Lat.] i. A baionor wa-

' ter in a garden. Pipe. a. Any course ot wa

ter made by a;t. 3. A passage through which

any 01 the Ju;ce& us the bodv flow.

CA NAL-COAL./ A fine kind ot coal. tVoodw.

tANALl CUl.ATEU. a. [canalicnlatm, Lat.]

Made like a pipe or gutter.

CANARY./ [tromthe Canary islands.] Wine

v bi ciight .torn the Canaries; tack. Sbakesp.

Tofrolick. Sbakesp.

CANARY BIRD. An excellent singing bird.

Carew.

To CANCEL, v. a. [canceller, Fr.] 1. To

cross, a writing, a. To efface; to obliterate

in general. Re/common, Southerns.

CANCELLATED, a. [from cancel.] Crossbar-

red. Grew.

CANCELLATION. / [from cancel] An ex

punging or wiping out ot an instrument. Ayliffe.

CA'NCER. /'. [cancer, Lat] 1. A crabfish. X.

The sign of the summer solstice. Thomson. 3.

A virulent swelling, or sore, not to be cured.

rVijeman.

To CANCERATE v. n. [from cancer] To

become a cancer. L'FJlranre.

CANCERA TION. / A growing cancerous.

CA'NCEROUS. / (from cancer.] Having the

virulence of a cancer. Wiseman.

CA NCEROUSNESS./ The state ofbeing can

cerous.

CANCRINE. a. [from cancer] Having the

qualities of a crab.

CA'NDENT. a. [ancient, Lat.] Hot. Brecon.

CA'NDICANT. a. [candicans, Lat,] Growing

white. Diil.

CANDID, a. [candidnt, Lat] 1. White. Dry-

den. 1. Fair; open; ingenuous. Locke.

CANDIDATE./ [candidatus, Lat.J A com

petitor; one that soliciles advancement. Addis.

C A'NDIDLY. adv. (from candid] Fairly ; with

out trick; ingenuously. Swift.

CA'NDIDNESS./. [Irom candid.] Ingenuity;

openness of temper. South.

To CA'NDIFY. v. a. [candtfco, Lat.] To make

white. Di&.

CANDLE./ [«»i/«, Lat.] 1. A light made

ol wax or tallow, surrounding a wick of flax or

cotton. Ray. 1. A light, or luminary. Shakejp.

CANDLEBERRY-TRKE. Sweet-w.llow.

CA'NDLEHOLDER./ [from candle and held.]

1. He that holds the candle. Swift. 1. He that

remotely assists. Shakejp.

CANDLELIGHT. J. { irom candle and Irrh.]

i. The light of a candle. Swift, t. The ne

cessary candles for use. Mclmcanx.

CA'NDLEMAS./ [from candle and mast.] The

feast of the purification of the Blessed Virgin,

which was formerly celebrated with many

lights in churches. Brown, Gay.

CA NDLESTICK. / [Irom candle zaAflick.]

The instrument that holds candles. Addijon.

CANDLLSTUFF. / [from candle inAsinjf.]

Grease; tallow. Bacon.

CA NDI ,EWA'STKR/ [from candleand wasie.]

A'fpehsiiKriit. Shakejp

CA NCOCK. / A weed that grows in rivers.

Waltw.

CANDOUR. / [canJer, Lat] Sweetness of

temptr: purity ol mind; ingenuity. Watts.

To CA'NDY. t>. a. 1. To conserve with sugar.

Baccn. 2. To form into congelations. Shakejp.

To CANUV. f. >i. To grow congealed.1

CA'NDY Lyon' 1'sett, [catanance, Lat.] A plant,

' Miller. ■

CANE.
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CANE./ [eanna, Lit.] i. A kind of strom?

reed. Harvey, i. The plant which yield.;

the segar. Other reeds have ifccir ikin hsid ;

but the ikin of the sugar cane is soft, and the

pith very juicy. It usually grows four or five

reet high, and about half an inch in (Harriett r.

The stem Is divided by knots a foot and a

half (part. They usually plant thim in pieces

cut a foot and a half below the top of the

flower, and they are ordinarily ripe in ten

months. Blacknocre. 3. A lance. Dryden. 4.

A reed. Mortimer.

To CANE, v. a. I from the noun.] To beat.

CANICULAR, a. [camculans, Lat.] Belong

ing to the de>g-siar. Brenvn.

CANI NE. a. [cr.xmui. Lat.] Having the pro

perties of a dog. Addijon.

CA NISTFR /. [cantftrum. Lit] 1, A s:nali

balket. Dryden. j. A small vessel in which

icy thing is laid up.

CA'NKER. s. [cancer, lat] 1. A worm that

P'«y« upon, and destroys fruits. Spenser. 1.

A fly that preys upon fruits. Wahcn 3 Any

thing that corrupts or consume*. Bacon. 4.

A kind of wild worthless rose. Peaebam. 5

An eating or corroding humour. Shakejp. 6.

Corrosion; virulence. Shakejp. 7. A disease in

tree*.

To CA'NKER. -a. it. [from the noun.] To grow

corrupt. Spenjcr. Prior.

To CA NKER. v. a. 1. To corrupt; to corrode.

Herbert. 2. To infect; to pollute. Addifcn.

CA'NKERBlT.^ar/. a. [from canker and bit.]

bitten with an envenomed tooth. Sbakefp.

CANNAB1NE. a. [cannabinm. Lat. J Hempen.

CANNIBAL. /. An anthropophagite; inun-

ejter. Daviei, Bentley.

CA NN IBALLY. adv. In the manner of a can

nibal. Shakes}.

CANNIPERS. / Callipers.

CA'NNON./. [cannon, Fr.) A gun larger than

can be managed by the hand.

CANNON-BALL. Is The balls which are

C A NNON-SHOT. J shot from great guns.

ToCANNONA'DE. v. a. [from cannon.] To

play the great gun a,

CANNONI'ER /". [from cannon.] The engineer

that manages the cannon. Hayttiatd.

CA'NNOT. OicamnAnct. Locke.

r.lNO'A,/ J. A boat made by cutting the

CA'NOE. > trunk of a tree into a hollow

vessel. Ra/e:gb.

CA'NON. J. [«iw».] 1. A rule; a law. Hitter.

1. Law made by ecclesiastical councils. Slii-

ling fleet. 3. The books, of holy scripture; or

the great rule. Ayliffe. 4. A dignitary in ca

thedral churche .. Liacon. 5. A largt tort of

priming letter.

CANON BIT. / 1 hat part of the bit kt into

the horse's mouth. Spenser.

CA NONESS: / [canmijia, low Lat.] In popisti

countrie?, women living after the example o:

secular canons. Ayliffe.

CANO NICAL a. Wanonicw, low I.at] 1. Ac

cording lo the canon. 1. Constituting the canon.

Raleigh. 3. Regular; stated: fixed by teele-

fustics! laws. Tcyhr. 4. Spiritual; ecclcsia-

stical. Aylife.

CANONICALLY. adv. [from canonicals] la -

a manner agreeable to the canon. Government

of the Tongue.

CANONICALNESS. / The quality of being

canonical.

CA'NON 1ST. / [from canon.] A professor of

the canon law. Camdin, Pope.

CANONIZATION, f. [from canonize.] The

act ot declaring a taint, Addijsn.

To CA'NONIZE. v. a. sfrona canon.] To de

clare apy man a saint. Bacon.

C A NONRY. / a. f. [from canon.] An ecclesi*

CANONSHIP S aliical benefice in some ca

thedral or collegiate church. Ayliffe.

CANOPIED, [from canopy.] (Covered with a

canopy.

CA'NOPY. s. [.ar.tpeum, low Lat.] A covering

spread over (he he:id. Fairfax.

To CA'NOPY. v. a. [from the noun.] To cover

with a canopy. Dryden.

CANt) ROUS. a. [canorui, Lat.] Musical ; tune

ful. Brov'n.

CANT. J. [cantui, Lat.] 1. A corrupt dialect

used by beggars and vagabonds, a. A form of

speaking peculiar to some certain class or body

oj men. Dryden. 3. A whming pretension to

goodnet*. Dryden. 4. Batbarous jaigon. Swift.

5. Auction. Sivist.

To CANT. v. n. To talk in the jargon of par

ticular professions. Glanvilte.

CANTATA, s. [Italian] A song.

CANTA'TION. / [from canto, Lat] The act

of singing. -

CA'NTER. / [from cant.] Hypocrite.

CA NTLRISURY BELLS. Bciflower.

CANTERBURY GALLOP. The gallop of an

ambling horse, commonly called a canter.

CANTHA RIDES, f. [ Latin .] Spanish flies ; used

to raise blisters. Bacon.

CASTHUS. / [Latin.] The corner of the eye.

Wiseman. *

CANTICLE./ [canto, Lat] 1. A song. a.

The song of Solomon. Bacon.

CANTILIVERS./ Pieces of wood framed int»

the front or other fides ot an house, to lustaia

the eaves over it. Mcxon.

CA'NTLE. / [kant, Dutch] A piece with

corners. Shakejp.

To CA'NTLE. v. a. [from the noun.] To cut in

pieces. Drydev.

CA'NTLI'.T. f. [from cantle.] A piece; a frag

ment. Dryden.

■CANIO.s [Ital.] A book, or section of 1

poem. Slake//-.

CA NTON. /' 1. A finall parcel or division os

land. 2. A small community, or clan. Baecv.

To CANTON, v. a. To divide ir.tc little parti.

Locke.

To CA'NTONIZE. v. a. To parcel out into

small divisions, Ihivel.

CA'NTRED./ An hundred. Coivell.

CANVASS. J. [canevai. Fr.] A kind of cloth

woven for several user. Sidney, IVallcr.

T»
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To CA'NVASS. v. a. [cannabajser, Tr.] I.To

sift; to examine. Woodward, l. To debate ;

to controvert. UPfiranre.

To CA'NVASS. v. n. To solicite. Aylife.

CA'NY. a. [from cane] I. Full ot canes. 1.

Consisting of canes. Mi/tan.

CA'NZONET. / [canx.onetta, Italian.] A little

song. Peacham.

CAP. / [cap, Welch.] I. The garment that

coven the head. Swift, i. The ensign os the

cardinalate. Shakejp. 3. The topmost ; the

Wighcst. Shakefp. 4. A reverence made by un

covering the head.

To CAP. v. a. [from the noun] 1. To cover

on the top. Dcrkam. 1. To snatch off the

cap. Spenser. 3. To cap •verses. To name al

ternately verses beginning with a particular

letter.

CAP a pi. 7 From head to foot. Shake/p

CtWipie. S Swift.

CAP-PAPER. A fort of coarse brownish paper

Beyle.

CAPABILITY./: [from capable] Capacity.

CAPABLE, a. [capable, Fr.] 1 . Endued with

powers equal to any particular thine. IVutti

a. Intelligent; able to understand. Stale/p. 3.

Capacious ; able to receive. Digby. 4. Sus

ceptible. Frier. 5. Qualified for. Tillotjon. 6.

Hollow. Shmkesl>.

CA PABLENfcSS. f [from capable.] The qua

lity or state of being capable.

CAPA CIOUS a [capax Lat.] 1. Wide; large;

able to hold much. Thomson. 1. Extensive;

equaj to great design. Watts.

CAPA'CIOUSNESS. / [Irom capacitns.] The

power of holding; largeness. HclJcr.

To CAPA C ITATE. v. a. [from capacity.] To

enable; to qualify. Dryden.

CAPA CITY / [cafaciti. Ft.] 1. The power

of containing. Davies. a. The foice or power

ofthrrr.ird South. 3. Power; ability. Black-

mere 4. Room; [sue. Beyle. 5. State; con

dition; chaiacter. 5;*rA.

CAPA RISON. f. [caferexen, Span.] A fort of

cover for a hone. Mi/ton.

1st CAPA K ISON. v. a. [from the noun.] 1 . To

dress in caparisons. Drjdtn. a. To dress pom-

ponfv. Stakcfp.

CAPE. / [cafe, Fr.] 1. A headland; promon

tory. Arbutknot. i. The nick-piece ot a cloke.

Baton.

CA'Pl R. /. [from caper, Lat. a goat.] A leap;

a jump. Swift.

CA PER. /. [capparii, Latin.] An acid pickle.

flsyer. 1

CAPER BUSH. / [eappart,. Lat.] This plants

grows in the South of Fiance; the buds are 1

pitklrd for eating.

To CAFF.R. v. n. [from the noun.] I. To j

dance Irolickforr.ely. Shakcfp. X. To ft ip for

metriment. Crawjbaw. 3. To dance. Rinse.

CATERER. J. [(mm caper] A dance. Dryden.

CJFI^iS.J. [Lat.] A writ of execution. Cowell.

CA PILLAC ECUS. a. The fame with capillary.

CA'PILLAVENT. /. [capillamentnm, Lat.]

Small threads or hairs which grow up in the

middle of a flower. §*uincy.

CAPILLARY, a. [from capillni. Lat] Resem

bling hairs; small; minute; Brown.

CAPILLATION./ [capillns, Utin.] A small

ramification of vessels. Brewn.

CA'PITAL. a. [caphalit. Lat.] t. Relating to

the head. Milton. 1. Criminal in the highest,

degree. Swift. 3. That which affects life.

Bacon. 4. Chief; principal. Hooker, Atterbary.

5. Chief; metropolitan. Milton. 6. Applied to>

letters; large; such as are written at the be-

ginnings or heads of books. Taylor, Grew. 7.

Capital Stock. The principal or original stock

of a trading company.

CAPITAL. /. 1. The upper part of a pillar.

Addifon. 1. The chief city of a nation.

CAPITALLY, adv. [from capital] la a capital

manner.

CAPITATION. / [from caput, Utin.] Nu

meration by heads. Brown.

CA'PITE.f. [from caput, capitii, Lat.] A tenure

which holdeth immediately of the king, as of

his crown, be it by knight's service or socage,

and not as of any honour, castle, or masour.

Cornell,

CAPITULAR./ [from capitulun, Lat] 1. The:

body of the statutes of a chapter. Taylor. 1. A

member of a chapter. Ayliffe.

To CAPITULATE, v. n. [from capitaUm,

Lat.] 1 . To draw up any thing in heads or ar

ticles. Shakesp. i. To yield, or surrender on

certain stipulations. Hayward.

CAPITULATION, j. Stipulation; terras;

conditions. Hale.

CAPI VI TREE. / [copaiba. Lat.] This trees

prows near a village called Ayapel, in the?

province of Antiochi, in the Spanish Weft

Indies. Some of them do not yield any of the

balsam; those that do are distinguished by *

ridge. One of these trees will yu Id five o*-

ax gallons of balsam. Miller.

CA TON. / [capo, Latin.] A castrated cock.

Gay.

CAPONNIERE.f [Fr. aterm in fortification-3

A covered lodgment of about four or five

feet broad, encompassed with a little parapet.

Harris.

CAPOT.f [Fr.] Is when one party wins all the

tricks of cards at the game ot picquet.

CAPOUCH /. [eapnee, Fr] A monk's hood.

CA'PPER. /. [from cap.] One who makes or

fells caps.

CAPRE'OLATE. a. [from capreolnt. Lat.] Such

plants as turn, and creep by means of theia-

tendrils, zrecapreclate. Harris.

CAPRICE, 7 J. [caprice, Fr.J Freak; fancy -

CAPRICHIO.S whim. Glanwlle, Bentley.

CAPRICIOUS, a. [capneienx, Fr.] Whimsi

cal ; fanciful.

CAPRICIOUSLY- adv. [from €apriciomu\

Whimsically.

CAPRICIOUSNESS./ [from capriciou,.] Hu

mour, whimsicalness. Swift.

CA'PRICORN. J. [cafricerw, Lat.] One of

the
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the signs of the zodiack; the winter solstice.

Creteh.

CAPRIOLE, s. [French.] Capritles tre leaps,

such as 1 horse mikes in one and the fame

place, without advancing forwards. Farrier's

Dia.

CAPSTAN./ [cabeflan. Fr.] A cylinder, with

levers to wind op any great weight. Ralctrh.

CA'PSULAR. I a. [capsnla. Lat.] Hollow

CATSULARY. J like a chest. Brmn.

CA'PSULATE. la. [capsnla. Lat] Inclosed,

CA'PSULATED. J or in a hox, Derbam.

CATTAIN. s. [capitain, Fr.] I. A chief com

mander. Sbakesp. a. The commander of a

company in a regiment. Dryden. 3. The chief

commander of a (hip. Arbnthntt. 4. Captain

General. The general or commander in chief

of an army.

CATTAINRY. / [from captain.} The power

over a certain district ; the chieftainship.

Spenser.

CA PTAlNSHlP./ffromr^raiit.] i.The rank

or post of a captain. Wettin. z. The condition

or post of a chief commander. Sbaktsp. 3. The

chieftainship of a clan. Davitj.

CAPTATION./ [fromr<j*f«, Lat.] The prac

tice of catching favour. King Charlei.

CAPTION./, [capie. Lat.J The act of taking

any person.

CATTIOUS. a. [captienx, Pr.] 1. Given to

cavils; eager to object. Licke. i. Insidious;

ensnaring. Bacn.

CAPTIOUSLY. <?*V [from captions] With an

inclination to object. Locke.

CA'PTIOUSNESS./ [from caption.] Inclina

tion to object ; peevishness. Licke.

To CAPTIVATE, v. a. [captiver, Fr.] 1. To

take prisoner; to bring into bondage. King

Charles. %. To charm ; to subdue. Addison.

CAPTIVA'TION. / The act of taking one

captive.

CA'PTIVE. / [captif, Fr.] 1. One taken iu

war. Rogers. 1. One charmed by beauty.

Staktsp.

CA PTIVE. a. [captivns, Lat.] Made prisoner

in war. DryJen.

To CA PTIVE. v. a. To take prisoner. Spenser.

CAPTIVITY./ [captiniti, Fr.] 1. Subjection

by the sate of war; bondage. Dryden. 1.

Slavery ; servitude. Addison.

CAPTOR./ [from eapio.] He that takes a

prisoner, or a prize.

CATTURE. /. [eaptnre, Fr.] 1. The act or

practice of taking any thing. Derbam. a. A

prize.

CAPUCHED. a. [from eapmet. Fr.] Covered

over as with a hood. Brovtn.

CAPUCH1"N. s. A female garment, consisting

of a cloak and hood, made ill imitation, of the

dress of capuchin monks.

CAR./, [car, Welch.] 1. A small carriage of

burden. Swift, a. A chariot of war. Miltm.

3. The Charles's wain. Dryden.

CA RABINE. or C&aaiaa / [carabine, Fr.]

A (mail sort of fire-arms.

CARABINI'ER./ [from carabine.] A fort of

light horse-man.. Chambers.

CA RACK.. / [caraca, Spanish.] A large (hip

of burden; a gall, on. Raleigh, IValler.

CARACOLE. /. [caracole, Fr.] An oblique

tread, traced out in semi-rounds. Farrier.

To CA'RACOLE. v. n. To move in caracoles.

CA'RAT. is. [carat, Fr.] I. A weight of

CA'RACT. J four grains, a. A manner of ex

pressing the fineness of gold. Ctcker.

CA'RAVAN. / [caravanne, Fr.] A troop or

body of merchants or pilgrims. Milton, Taybr.

CARAVANSARY, s. A house built for the

reception of travellers, SpeSatir.

CARAVEL. 7 / [caravela. Span.] A light

CA RVEL. J round, old-fashioned (hip.

CA'RAWAY. / [carni. Lat.] A plant.

CARBONA'DO. /. [carbinnade, Fr.] Meat cut

across, to be broiled. Shakejp.

To CARBONADO, v. a. [from the noun.] T»

cut or hack. Sbakejp.

CA'RBUNCLE. f. [carbnnculus. Lat.] 1. A

jewel shining in the dark. Miltsn. 1. A red

spot or pimple. Dryden.

CA'RBUNCLED. a. 1. Set with carbuncles.

Shakcsp. a. Spotted ; deformed with pimple.

CARBU-NCULAR. a. Red like a carbuncle.

C ARBUNCULATION./. [carbnncnlatio, Lat.)

The blasting of young buds by heat or cold.

Harris.

CA'RCANET./ [carcan, Fr.] A chain or col

lar of jewels. Sbakesp. HakcwtU.

CARCASS./ [caranafe, Fr.] I. A dead body

of any animal. Tayltr, 1. The decayed parts

of any thing. Sbakesp. 3. The main part;,

without completion or ornament. Hale. 4.

[In gunnery.] A kind of bomb usually oblong,

consisting of a (hell or case, with holes, filled

with combustibles. Harris.

CA'RCELAGE./ [from career.] Prison fees.

CARCWO'MA. /. [from «*p*i>©., a crab.] A

cancer. Siuincy. '

CARCINOMA'TOUS. a. [from carcinoma.]

Cancerous.

CARD./ [carte, Fr. charta, Lat.] 1. A paper

painted with figures, used in games. Pope. 1.

The paper on which the winds are marked.

Spenjer, Pope. 3. The instrument with which

wool is combed.

To CARD. v. a. [from the noun,] To comb

wool. May.

To CARD. v. n. To game.

CARDAMO MUM. / [Lat.] A medicinal feed.

Chambers.

CARDER./ [from card.] 1. One that cards

wool. Sbakrjj'. a. One that plays much at

cards.

CARDl'ACAL. ? a. [from *:■(*<■, the heart.]

CARDIACK. I Cordial ; having the quality

of invigorating.

CA'RDIALGY. / [from KatJU, the heart, and

d\y&; pain. ] The heart-burn, i^uincy

CARDINAL, a [cardinals. Lit.] Ptincipal;

chief. Broivn, Clarc.thn.

CAR-
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CARDINAL. / One of the chief governonrs of

the Romish church. Sbakelp.

CA'RDINALATE. ? / ffrom cardinal ] The

CA'RDIN \ (.SHIP. J office ami rank of a car

dinal. L'E/lrangr.

CA RDMA+CH. / A match made by dinning

pieces of a card in mel'ed sulphur. Adatjen.

CA RDUUS Sec T 11 1 st l e .

CARE./, [cape, Saxon] i Solicitude; anx

iety; concern. Dryden. 1. Caution. Tillttfen.

3. Regard; charge; heed in order to preser

vation Dryden. 4. The object of care, or of

love. Dryden.

To CARE. v. n. [from the noun] i.Tobe

anxious or solicitous. KnelUi. \. Tobeinclin-

ed; to he disposed. Waller. 3. To be affected

with. Temple.

CA'RECRAZED. a. [from care and rrarw.]

Brokan with care and solicitude. Shakesp.

To CARE'EN. v. a. [cariner, Fr.J To calk,

or Hop up lakes.

CAREER./, {carriers, Fr.] 1 . The ground on

which a race is run. Sidney. 1. A course ; a

race. Sbakcsp. 3. Full speed ; swift motion.

Rrnr. 4. Course of action. Shake/p.

To CARE ER. v. ». To run with swift motion.

Milttn.

CA'RKFUL. a. [from care and fnil] 1 . Anxious;

solicitous ; full of concern. Lake*. 41. Den-

ham. 1. Provident , diligent ; cautious

Dryden. 3. Watchful. Ray.

CA'RKFULLY. adv. [from careful.) 1. In a

manner that (hews care. Cslher. a. Heedfully;

watchfully. Atterbury.

CA'REFULNESS. / Vigilance; needfulness:

caution. Kntlles.

CA'RELESLY. adv. [from careless] Negli

gently; heedlefly. Waller.

CA'RELESNESS. /. Heedlesnefs, inattention.

Shakesp, Taylcr.

CA'REl.ESS. a. [from care.] 1. Without care ;

without solicitude ; unconcerned ; negligent ;

heedless ; unmind:ul. Ltcke. 1. Cheerful; un

disturbed, site. 3. Unmoved by, unconcerned

at. GlanvilJe.

To CARESS, v.a. [carefer, Fr.] To endear ;

to fondle. South.

CARE'S!./ An act of endea rment. Miller.

CARET, j. A note which shews where some

thing interlined should be read ; as, a.

CARGASON. / [cargoes*, Spanish.] A cargo.

Hewtl.

CA'RGO./ [charge, Fr.] The lading of a shin.

Barnes.

CA'RICOUS Tamcur. [carica, a fig] A swelling

in the form of a fur.

CARIES. / Rottenness. Wiseman.

CARIOSITY. / [from carint] Rcttennesi.

Wiseman.

CARIOUS, a. [cariefus, Lat.] Rotten. Wisem.

CARK. / [ceape, Sax] Cite ; anxiety. Sidney.

To CARK. v. n. (ceapcan.Sax.) To be careful ;

to be anxious. Sidney, Decay us 1'iety.

CARLE, [ceapl. Sax] A rude, brutal man; a

churl. Spenser, Bcn:ley.

CA'RLINE THISTLE, [ctrtta, Lat.] A plant-

CA'RLINGS./ [In a ship.] Timbers lying fore

and aft. Harris.

CA'RMAN.yi A man whose employment it it

to drive cars. Gay.

CA RME1.ITE. J. [carmelite, Fr.] A sort of

pear.

CARMI'NATIVE. a. Carminatives are such

things as dilute and relax at the fame time.

Whatever promotes insensible perspiration, it

tarminatrve. Arbuthntt, Sviift.

CARMINE. /. A bright or crimson colour.

Chambers.

CARNAGE./ [carnage, Fr.] 1. Slaughter;

havock. Hayward. %. Heaps of flesh. Pef*.

CARNAL, a. [carnal, Fr.J 1. Fleshly ; not

spiritual. K. Charles, Atterbury. i. Lustful ;

lecherous. Shakes.

CARNALITY./ [from carnal.] 1 . Fleshly lnft.

Smth. 1. Crossness of mind. Till'tstm.

CARNALLY. aaV [from carnal] According

to the flesh; not spiritually. Huker, Taybr.

CAR'NALNESS. / Carnality.

CARNATION. / [carstis, Lat.] The name of

the natural flesh colour; from whence per

haps the flower is named.

CARNEUON./. A precious stone. Wuinmmri.

CARNEOUS. a. [carucui. Lat. J Fleshy ; Ray.

To CARNI'FY. v. n. [carms, Lat.] To breed

flesh. Hale.

CARNIVAL. /. The feast held in popish coun

tries before Lent. Decay cf Pi.ty.

CARN1YOROUS. a. [from earn/J and wr.'.]

Flesh-eating. Ray. £i-

CARNOSITY. / [carnt/ite', Fr.] Plenty ex

crescence. Wiseman.

CARNOUS. a. [from cart, cernis, Lat] Fleflry.

Brotvse, Ray.

CA'ROB. A plant.

CARO'CHE./ [from cares/, Fr] A coach.

C A'ROL. / [cartsla, Ital. Ji . A song of joy and

exultation. Baeet, Dryiets. a. A song of devo

tion. Miltcn.

To CA'ROL. v. n. To sing; to warble. Spenser,

Frier.

To CAROL, v. a. To praise; to celebrate.

Mihtn.

CAROTID, a. [caretidts. Lat.] Two arteries

which arise out of the ascending trunk of the

aorta. Ray.

CARO'USAL. / [from carnse.] A festival.

Dryden.

To CA kO'USF.. v. n. [careajser,?r] To drink ;

to quasi". Suckling.

ToCAROUSE.ii. a. Todriak. Dtnham.

CAROUSE. /. [from the vcrb.J 1. Adrinfc-

in|* mauh. I'tpe. I. A hearty dole of liquor.

Dtfuiei.

CA'ROUSER./ A drinker; a toper. Grasrmile.

CARP, s {cars,!, Pr.] A pond fitb. Hale.

To CAKl*. «. n. [carpi, Lit.] To censure -, to

cavil.. Herbert.

CA RPF.NTER. / [cbarfcttticr, Fr.] An arti

ficer in wood, lair/ax.

CAR-
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CARPENTRY./, sfrom carpenter.] The t vde

of a carpenter. Moxcn.

CARPER. J. A caviller. Sbakesp.

CARPET./, [karpet, Dutch.] i. A covering of

various colours. Bacon, a. Ground variegated

with flowers. Drjdt*. 3. A state of ease and

luxury. Sbakesp. 4. To be on the carpet, is

the subject of consideration.

To CAHPET. v. a. [from the noun.] To

spread with carpeta. Bate*.

CA*RP1NG. parti, a. Captious; ccnsoriou?.

Wait,.

CARP1NCLY. adv. Captiously; censoriously.

CanmJen.

CARPMEALS. / A kind of coarse cloth made

in the north of England. Philips.

CA'RPUS.s. [Lat.J The wrist. Wiseman.

CARRIAGE./ \cariage, Fr.] i.Theaaof

carrying or transporting.Wilkins. 1. Conquest;

acquisition. Knollcs. 3. A Vehicle. Wain. 4.

The frame upon which cannon is carried.

Kmtlltt. 5 . Behaviour ; personal manners.

Baton, Dryden. 6. Conduct; measures; prac

tices. Clarendon. 7. Management; manner of

transacting. Bacon.

CARRIER./ [from tt carry. ] One who carries

something. Bacon, x. One whose trade is to

carry goods. Swift. 3. A messenger. Dryden.

4. A species of pigeons. Walton.

CA RRION./ [cbarenge, Fr.] 1 . The carcass of

something not proper for food. Spenser, 'temple.

31. A name of reproach for a worthless woman.

Shakejp. 3. Any flesh so corrupted as not to

be sit for food. DryJen.

CA RRION. a. [from the Jubst.] Relating to

carcasses. Sbakesp.

CARROT. / [carote, Fr.] Garden roots.

Mortimer.

CA RROT1NESS./ [from carroty] Redness of

hair.

CARROTY, a. [from carrot.] Spoken of red

hair.

To CA RRY. a. ^charier, Fr.] 1. To convey

fnia a place. DryJen. 1. To transport. Bacon.

3. To bear; to have about one. Wiseman. 4.

To convey by force. Sbakesp. 5. To effect any

thing. Ben. 'Johnson. 6. To gain in competition

Sbakesp. 7. To gain after resistance. Shakejp.

8. To manage ; to transact. AJdison. 9. To

stehave; to conduct. Clarendon. 10. To bring

forward. Locke. 1 1 . To urge ; to bear. Ham

mond. 11. To have ; to obtain. Hale. 13. To

display on th« outside. Addijon. 1 4. To imply ;

to import. Locke. 13. To have annexed.

South. 16. To move any thing. Addijon. 17.

To push on ideas in a train. Hale. 18. To

receive j to endure. Bacon. 1 9. To support ;

to sustain. Bacon. 20. To bear, as trees.

Bacon. 21. To letch and bring, as do%i.AJcbam

»2. To carry of. To kill. Temple. 13. lo

tarry n. To promote; t* help forward.

Adassen. 24. To carry through. To keep from

failing. Hammznd.

To CARRY. «. ». A horse is said to carry well,

when hia n;ck is arched, and he holds hi

bead high.

CARRY-TALE. / A talebearer. Skates}.

CART./ [erne, criar, Saxon.) 1. A carriage

rn general. Temple. 2. A wheel-can ia'ge, used

commonly for luggage. Dryden. 3. The vehicle

in which criminals are carried to execution.

friar.

To CART. v. a. To expose in a carl. Prior.

To CART. v. n. To use carts so]

Mortimer.

lor carnage.

CART-HORSE. / A coarse unwieldly horse.

Knollei.

CART-JADE. / A vile horse. SiVury.

CART-LOAD. / 1. A quantity of any thing

piled on a cart. Boyle. 2. A quantity sufficient

to load a cart.

CART-WAY. / A way through which a cat-

riage may conveniently travel. Mortimer.

CARTE BLANCHE. [French] A blank paper;

a paper to be filled up with such conditions as

the person to whom it is lent thinks proper.

CARTEL./ [cartel, Fr.J A Writing contain

ing stipulations. Addison.

CA'RTER./ [from cart.] The man who drives

a cart. Dryden .

CARTILAGE. / [cartilage, Lat.] A smooth

and solid body, softer than a bone, but harder

than a ligament. Arbuthnot.

CARTILAGINEOUS. ? / [from cartilage]

CARTILAGINOUS. J Consisting of carti

lages. Hooker.

CARTOON. /. [eartone, Ital.] A painting os-

drawing upon large paper. Want.

CARTO UCH. / [cartnche, Fr.j A case of

wood three inches thick at the bottom, holding

balls. It is fired out of a hobitor small mortar.

Harris.

CARTRAGE. $/ [carttnebr, Fr.] A case

CARTRIDGE, i of paper or parchment filled

with gunpowder, used tor the greater expedi

tion in charging guns. Dryden.

CA RTRUT./[uom cart and route.] The track

made by a cart wheel.

CARTULARY. / [from charra] A place

where papers are kept.

CA'RTWRIGHT. / [from cart and Wright .]

A maker of carts. Camden.

To CARVE, v. ». [ccoppan, Saxon.] 1. To cue

wood, or stone. Wisdom. I. To cut meat at

the table. 3. To make any thing by cutting.

4. To engrave. Skakesp. 5. To chuse one's

own parti S.uth.

ToCARVE. v. n. 1. To exercise the trade of a

sculptor. 2. To perform at table the office of

supplying the company. Prior.

CA RVEL. /. A small ship. Raleigh.

CARVER. / [irom carve.] 1. A sculptor.

Dryden. 2. He that cuts up the meat at the

table, Dryden. 3. He that chules for himself.

VEjirange.

CARVING. / Sculpture figure* carved.

Temple.

CARD NCLE. / [carnmtula, Ut.] A small pro»

tuberance os flcltl. Wijcman.

CARTA'TES. ? / [from Carya, a city.]

CART'A TIDES. J Colums or pUasttrs uu-

? der

■ *.
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der the figures of women, dressed in long

robes. Chambers.

CASCA'DE. / [cascade, Fr.] A cataract; a

water-fall. Prior.

CASE, s. [caifsc, Fr. « box.] i. A covering; a

box ; a sheath. Ray, Brume. 2. The outer part

of a horse. Addifen. 3. A building unfurnish

ed. Wast*.

CASE-KNIFE. / A large kitchen knife.

Addifon.

CASE-SHOT. / Bullets inclosed in a case.

Clarendon.

CASE./ [casus, Lat.] 1 . Condition with regard

to out. anl circumstances. Atterbury. z. State

of things. Bacon. 3. Inphysick; (late of the

body. Arbuthtut. 4. Condition wilh regard to

leanness or health. Swift. 5. Contingency

Ti/.'itfen. 6. Question relating to particular

persons or things. Sidney, Ttlklfen. 7. Repre

sentation of any question. Bacon 8. The va

riation of nouns. Clark. 9. In cafe. If it

should happen. Heeler.

To CASE. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To put

in a cafe or cover. Shakesf. 1. To cover as

a cafe. Shakejf. 3. To strip off the covering.
Shakefp. . B

To CASE. «. «. To put cafes. VEstrange.

To CASEHA'RDEN. v. 4. To harden on the

outside. Moxon.

CA'SEMATE. / [cafmata. Span.] A kind ot

vault or arch of stone work.

CASEMENT./ [casameuto, lul.] A window

opening upon hinges. South.

CA'SEOUS. <r.[ra/<-Bj,Lat.] Resembling cheese;

cheesy. Finer.

CA'SERN. / [caserne, Fr.] A little room or

lodgement erected between the rampart and

the houses. Harris.

CASEWORM. / A grub that makes itself a

case. Fhycr.

CASH./ [caifsc. Fr. a chest.] Money ; at haad.

Milton, Fife.

CASH-KEEPER. /. A man entrusted with the

money. Arbuthmt.

CASHEWNUT. /. A tree. Miller.

CASHI ER. / [from cash.] He that has charge

of the money. South.

To CASHIER, v. a. [coffer, Fr.] To discard ;

to dismiss from a post. Bacon, Swift,

CASK./ [cajque, Fr.] A barrel. Harvey.

CASK. sj. [cafaue,Tr.) A helmet; armour

CASQUE. $ for the head. Addifon.

CA'SKET. / [caffc, cassette.} A Iroall box or

chest for jewels. Davies, Fife.

To CA SKKT. v. a. To put in a casket. Shakesf.

CASSAML'NA'IR. / Anaromatick vegetable,

bei g a species of galanj^al. ^uincy.

ToCA'SSATE. is. a. [cajfcr, Ft.] To vacate;

to invalidate. R,iy.

CASSATION.,/, [caffatit, Lat.] A making null

or void.

CA'SSAVI. ? . .

< A'SSADA. \ An American plant.

C A SSIA./. A sweet spice mentioned by Mesa,

etxtd. xxx.

CA'SSIDONY, or Stickadore. A plant.

CA'SSIOWARY./ A large bird of prey. Locke.

CA'SSOCK. [cosaque, Pr.] A close garment.

Shakefp.

CA'SSWEED./ Shepherd's pouch.

To CAST. v. a. cast; pass. cast, [kessttr,

Danish.] 1 . To throw with the hand. Raleigh.

2. To throw away, as useless or noxious.

Shakefp. 3. To throw dice, or*lots. fejbtsos.

4. To throw from a high place. Shakefp. 5.

To throw in wrestling. Shakesf. 6. To throw

a net or snare. 1 Cor. 7. To drop; to les

fall. AQt. 8. To expose. Fcfe. 9. To drive

by violence of weather. Drjden. 10. To build

by throwing up earth. Sfenfer, Knt'Jcs. 11.

To put into any certain state. Ffahn lxxvi. 6.

iz. To condemn in a trial. Donne. 13. To

condemn in a law-rait. Decay of Piety. 1 4.

To defeat. Hudibrai. 15. Tocashier. Shakesf.

ifi. To leave bvhind in race. Dryden. 17.

To shed ; to let fall ; to moult. Fairfax. 1 8.

To lay aside, as fit to be worn no longer.

Addison. 19. To have abortions. Genesis. 20.

To overwiigh; to make to preponderate ; to

decide by overbalancing. South, Frier, zi.

To compute ; to reckon; to calculate. Baeew,

AdJifon. zz. To contrive; to plan out. Temple.

Z3. To judge; to consider. Milton. 14. To

fix the parts in a play. Addifon. le,. To direct

the eye. Pope. z6. To form a mould. Boyle,

Waller, 27. To model; to form. Wattt.

z8. To communicate by reflection or ema

nation. Dryden. Z9. To yield, or give up.

South. 30. To inflict. Locke. 31. To east

away. To shipwreck. Raleigh, Knolles. 3Z.

To cast away. To waste in profusion. Ben.

Jthnjon. 33. To cast away. To ruin. Hisker.

34. To cap down. To deject ; to depress the

mind. Addifen. 35. To east off. To discard.

Milton. 36. To cast off. To disburden one's

self of. Tillotjon. 37. To cast iff To leave

behind. L'Ejtrange. 38. To cast out. To turn

out of doors. Shakesf. 39. To cast nl. To

vent; to speak. Addifon. 40. To caff us. To

compute; to calculate. Temple. 41 . To cast up.

To vomit. Dryden.

To CAST. v. «. i. To contrive; to turn the

thoughts. Spenser, Pope ». To admit of a

form, by calling or melting. Woodward. 3.

To warp ; to grow out of form. Moxon

CAST. / [from the verb] t. The act of

casting or throwing; a throw. Waller, a.

State of any thing cast or thrown. Bramball.

3. The space through which any thing is

thrown. Lui*. 4. A stroke ; a touch. Semtb,

Swift. 5. Motion ot the eye. Digby. 6. The

throw ot dice. 7. Chance from the cast of

dice. SesttJ). 8. A mould ; a form. Prior. 9 A

(hade ; or tendency to any colour. Wooiswsaraf.

>o. Exterior appearance. Denham. 11. Man

ner; air; mien. Pose. 11. A flight of hawks.

Sidney.

CA STANET./ [castanela, Span.] Small shells

of ivory, or hard wood, which dancers rattle

iu their bands. Csngrcve.

CA'STA
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C A'STAWAY. / [from cast and ti-way.] A per

son lost, or abandoned by providence. Iltti.tr.

CASTAWAY, a. Useless. Raleigh.

CA'STELLAIN. / [castellans, Span.] A Con

stable of a castle.

CA STELLANY. / [from cafllt.] The manor

or lordship belonging to a castle. Philips.

CA'STEIXATED. a. [fiom ca/Ut.] Inclosed

within a building. •

CA'STER./ (from to cast.] I. A thrower; he

that casts. Fist. t. A calculator; a man that

calculates fortune:. Addistn.

To CA'STIGATE. *: a. [costigt. Eat.] To

chastise; to chasten ; to punish. Shaltjp.

C ASTIGA TION / [from (. castigate.] i . Pe

nance ; discipline. Shakesp. a. Punishment;

correction. Hale. 3. Emendation. Btylt.

CA'STIGATORY. a. [from castigate.] Puni

tive. Brmmball.

CASTING NET. / A net to be thrown into

the water. May.

CASTLE./ [cafttllum. Lat.] I. A house for

tified Stake/p. 1. Castles in the air. Pro

jects without reality. Raleigh.

CASTLE SOAP./ [Castile /tap.] A kind of

soap. Addistn.

CASTLED, a. [from castlt.] Furnished with

castles. Dryitn.

CA STLING./[ from cast.] An abortive.Brtwn.

CASTOR./ [castor. Lat.] A beaver.

CASTOR and POLLUX [In meteorology.] A

fiery meteor, which at sea seems sometimes

sticking to a part or the (hip, in form of balls.

Cbembtrs.

CASTOREUM. [. [from castors In pharmacy

A liquid matter inclosed in bags or purse*,

near the anus of the castor, falsely taken for

his testicles. Chambers.

CASTRAMETATION./. [castrtrmetsr.] The

art or practice of encamping.

To CASTRATE. *.. a. [casts, Lat.] 1.T0

geld, a. To take away the obscene parts of a

writing.

CASTRATION./ [from castrate.] Tke act of

gelding. Sharp.

CASTER1L. / / A mean or degenerate kind

CA'STREL. J of hawk.

CASTRENSIAN. a. [castrensts, Lat] Belong

ing to a camp.

CASUAL, a. [casuel, Fr.] Accidental; arising

from chance. Davits, Clartnden.

CA'SUALLY. adv. [from casual.] Accidental

ly; without design. Bacon.

CASUALNESS/ffronu-sl/sna/jAccidenialness.

CASUALTY. / [from casual] 1. Accident; a

thing happening by chance. South, a. Chance

that produces unnatural death. Graunt.

CASUIST. / [casuiste, Fr. from casus, Lat.]

One that Undies and settles cases of consci

ence. Stuth.

CASUI'STICAL. a. [from casuist.] Relating to

cases of conscience. Stuth.

CASUISTRY. / [from casuist.] The science

of a casuist. Pope.

CAT. [katz., Teuton, chat, Fr.] A domestick

animal that catches mice. Shakesp.

CAT./. A sort of ship.

CAT in the pan. Turning of the cat in the pan,

is, when that which a man faysto another, he

fays it as if another had laid it to him. Bacon.

CAT 1' nine tails. A whip with nine lashes.

yanhrugh.

CATACHRESIS. / [wUjpw,,.] The abuse of

a trope, when the Words are too far wrested

from their native signification; a voice beau

tiful te the ear.

CATACHRE'STICAL. .. [from catachres,,.]

Forced ; far fetched. Breton.

CATACLYSM. / [inUjtMrju*..] A deluge ;

an inundation. Hale.

CATACOMBS. / [from xali and >u», 1

hollow or cavil).] Subterraneous cavities for

the burial of the dead.

CATAGMA'TICK. a. [Kilaysxa, a fractsre.]

That which has the quality of consolidating

the parts. PVifcman.

CATALEPSIS. / [.JitoU.] A disease,

wherein the patient is without sense, and re

mains in the fame posture in which the disease

seizeth him.

CA'TALOCUE / [uHiKtyO..] An enumera

tion of particulars; a list.

CATAMOUNTAIN. / [from cat and mtnn-

tain.] A fierce animal, resembling a cat.

Arbuthnot.

CA'TAPHRACT. / [cataphraBa, Lat.] A

horlcman in complete armour. Miltn.

CATAPLASM. /. [xalnrXxs-jAa.] A poultice.

Shakesp, Arbuthntt.

CA'TAPULT./ [catapulta, Lat.] An engine

used anciently to throw stones. Camden.

CATARACT / [juJ»fa«S.] A fall of water

from on high ; a cascade. Shakesp. Blackmtrt.

CATARACT. An inspislatbn of the cryllaline

humour o; the eye ; sometimes a pellicle that

hinders the sight; the disease cured by the

needle. Bacon.

CATA'RRH. / [xaiafpix.] A defluxion of a

sharp serum from the glands about the head

and thioat. Milton, South.

CATA'RRH AL. \ a. [from catarrhs Rela-

CATA RRHOL'S. S ling to the catarrh; pro

ceeding from a catarrh. Fioyer.

CATASTROPHE. / [xdatnta**:.] 1. The

change or revolution, which produces the

conclusion or final event o. a dramatick piece.

Dennis, a. A final event; generally unhappy.

rVoodtvard.

CA TCAL. / [from cat and call.] A squeaking

instrument, used in the playhouse to condemn

plays. Ptpe.

To CATCH, v. a. preter. I catchei, or caught ;

I have catched or caught, [ket/en, Dutch ;J i.

To lay hold on with the hand. 1 Sam. 1. To

stop any thing flying. Addsjen. 3. To seize

any thing by pursuit. Shaksjp. 4. To (top ;

to interrupt [ailing. Spectator. et. To ensnare;

to intangle in a snare. Locke. 6. To receive

suddenly. Dryden. 7. To fallen suddenly

upon; to seize. Detay of Pitty. 8. To

please; K> seize the affections;' 10 charm.

P i Dryden.
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PryJen. i). To receive any conligion or dis- JCA'TERESS. / [from rarrr.] A woman em-

ease. Shakesp. Tope. (■ ployed to provide victuals. Milton.

To CATCH, t. *. To be contagious ; to spread

infection. Addiscn.

CATCH./ [from the verb.] i.Seiiure; the

act of seiring. Sidney. 1. The act of taking

quickly. Bacon. 3. A song sung in succession.

Dryden, Prior. 4. Watch; the posture of

seizing. Addijcn. 5. An advantage taken ;

hold laid on. Dryden. 6. The thing cauirht ;

profit. Shakesp. 7. A short interval ot action.

Lccke 8 A taint; a flight contagion Glanville.

c. Any thing that catches, as a hook. to. A

imall swi:t failing ship.

CA'TCHER. / [from catch.] 1. He that

catchea. 1. That in which any thing iscaught. JCATHA'RTICK

CATERPILLAR. / A worm, sustained

leaves and fruits. Bacon.

CATERPILLAR. / A plant

To CATERWAUL, v. n. [frem eat ] 1. To

make a noise as cats in rutting time. 2. To

make any offensive or odious noise. Hudibrar.

CATES. / Viandi ; food ; dish of meat. Bit..

Johnson.

CATFISH. / A sra-6sh in the West Indies.

Philipi.

CATHARPINGS. / Small ropes in a ship.

Harris.

CATHARTIC AL. 7 a. [aaSafnaJf.] Purging.

S Boyle.

Grew. |cATHA'RTICALNESS./[fromra/i«rf*Va£]

CA'1 C HFLY. f. Tfrom catch and fy.] A plant ;1 Purging quality.

a spe ■- o: campion. I CATHEAD. /. A kind of fossil. rVeedwarJ.

CA'TCHPOLE. / (catch pole.] A serjeant; a

bumbailiff. Bacm. t',' slips.

CATCHWORD. /. The word at the corner of

the page under the last line, which is repeated

at the top of the next page.

CATECHETICAL, a. [Irom mV>] Con-

siding osquest'ons and answers. Add-.jsn.

CATECHETICALLY. adv. In the way of

question and "irhswer.

To CATECHISE, v. a. [tuSnyl" .] 1. To

instruct by asking questions. Slakesp 2. To

question; to interrogate; to examine. Shakes.

Swift.

CATKCHISER./ [torn It tatechi/e.] On* who

catechiics.

CATECHISM. / [from ral^oo.] A form of

instruction by means ot question? and answers,

concerning religion. Heifer, Sonth.

CATECHlST.y. [xln^r-ic] One whose charpe

is to question the uninstruc^ed concerning r

sgion. Hammer J,

CATECHUMEN. / [**lnXirt*\&:] One who

is yet in the first rudiments of Christianity

Stiltingficrt.

CATIXl-iUME'NICAL. a. Belonging to the

catechumens.

CATEGO R1CAL. a. [from category] Abso

lute; adequate; positive. Clarendon.

CATEGO'RICALLY. adv. Positively; ex

pressly. Child.

CATEGORY, f. [xJir>V».] A daft; a rank;

an order of idea'.; predicament. Cheyne.

CATENARIAN, a. Relating to i.i\\n\x\Xkrync.

To CATENATE, v. a. [from catena, Lat. j To

chain.

CATENATION./ [from catena, Lat.] Link;

regular connexion. Breton.

To CATER, v. n. [from caret.] To provide

food; to buy in victuals. Shakesp.

CATER. / (from the verb ] Provider. Cares:

CATER. J. [qnetre, Pr.] The four of caids and

dice.

CATER COUSIN. / A petty favourite; one

related by blood or mind Hymer.

CATERER./! [from caters The providers or

surveyor. Ben. "stlnjin, Smib.

CATHEAD. / [In a ship.] A piece of timber

with two shivers at one end, having a rope

and a block Sea Dia.

CATHEDRAL a. [from cathedra, Lat.] I.

Episcopal ; containing the see of a bishop.

Shakesp. 2. Belonging to an episcopal church.

Lccke. 3. Antique; venerable. Pope.

CATHEDRAL / The head church of m dio

cese. AJdijen.

CATHERINE PEAR. SeePtA*. Sncklimg.

CATHETER./' A hollow and somewhat crook

ed instrument, to thrust into the blabber, to

assist in bringing awaatthe urine, when the

passage is stopped. Wiseman.

CA THOLES. / [In a ship] Two little holes

astern above the gun-room ports. Sea Did.

CATHO'l.lCISM. / [ttom catholick.] Adhe

rence to the catholick church.

CA THOLICK. a. [catholiane, Fr. iwSiXuu-.]

Universal or general. Glanville, Ray.

CATHO I.ICON. / [catholick.] An univertaj

medicine. Government os the Tcnrne.

CA'TKINS. (. [ketlekent, Dutch.] Imperfect

flowers hanging from trees, in manner of a.

rope or cat's tail. Chambers.

CA"iLING. / 1. A dismembring knife used

by surgeons. Harris. 2. Catgut ; fiddle strings.

Shakesp.

CATMINT, [cataria, Lat.] The r.ame of a

plant.

CATO'PTRICAL. a. [from ceteptrickt.] Re

lating to eatoptricks, or vision by reflection.

Arhnthnot.

CATOPTRICKS. / [Kir«r1;ov.] Thatpartof

opticks which treats of vision by reflection.

CAT PIPE. / Catcal. L'f/lrange.

CATS EYE. A stone. Woodward.

CAT'S-FOOT. / An herb; alehof, gr»»nd-

iiy.

CATS-HEAD./ A kind of apple. Mortimer.

CATSILVER./ A kind of follilc Wccdnvarr.

CATS-TAIL. /. 1. A long round substances

that prows up* nut-trees. 2. A kind of reed.

Pbihpt.

CATSUP. /. A kind of nickle. Swift.

CATTLE.
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CATTLE./. Beasts of pasture; not wild nor

domestick. Shakesp.

CAVALCA'DE./ [from sW/i, It»l.] A pro

cession on horseback.

CAVALIER./ [cavalier, Fr.] I. A horse

man ; a knight, i. A gay sprightly military

man. Shake/p 3. The appellation of the

party of king Charles the first. Swift.

CAVALIER, a. [from the subst.] I. Gay;

sprightly; warlike, l. Generous; brave.

Suckling. 3. Disdainful; haughty.

CAVALI ERLY. adv. [from cavalier.] Haugh

tily; arrogantly; disdainfully.

CAVALRY. / [cavaUrte, Fr.] Horse-troops.

Beam, Addtfcn.

To CAVATE. v. a. [cave, Lat.] To hollow.

CAVA'TION./ [from cam, Lat.] The hollow

ing of the earth for cellarage. Philips.

CAUDLE. / [chaudeau, Fr] A mixture o.;

wine and other ingredients, given to women

in childbed. Shakesp.

To CA'UDLE. v. a. To make caudle. Shaicsp.

CAVE. / [cave, Fr.] 1. A cavern; a den.

Western, DryJen. 1. A hollow ; any hollow

place. Bacsn.

To CAVE. v. n. [from the noun.] To dwell in

leave. Sbokejp.

CAVE'AT. / A caveat is an intimation given

to some ordinary or ecclcGastical judge, notify

ing to them, that he ought to beware how he

acts. Aylijsc, Trumball.

CAVERN. / [cavema, Lat.] A hollow place

in the ground. Shakesp.

CAVERNED. a. [from cavern] 1. Full of

caverns; hollow; excavated. Pipe. a. Inha

biting a cavern. Pipe

CAVERNOUS, a. [from cavern] Full of ca-

Tcrna. Woodward.

CAfESSON. / [Fr. in horsemanship.] A sort

of noseband, put on the nose of a horse. Far

rier's DiS.

CAUF./ A chest with holes, to keep fish alive

in '.he water. Philips.

CAUGHT, parti, pajf. [from to catch ]

CAVIARE. / The eggs of a sturgeon salted.

Grexu.

To CAVIL, v. n. [caviller] To raise captjous

and frivolous objections. Ptpe.

To CAVIL, v. a. To receive or treat with ob

jections. Milton.

C A VIL./ False or frivolous objections. Hooker.

CAVILLA'TION. / The disposition to make

caption* objection. H.:ker.

CAVILLER. / [cavillattr, Lat] An unfair

adversary ; a captious disputant. Addijen, At-

terbnry.

CAVILLIN'CLY. adv. [from cavilling.] In a

cavillinp manner.

CAVILLOUS. a. [{nmcavil.] Full of objec

tion*. AjtiJTt.

CAPIN /.(French.] A natural hollow. Dict.

CAVITY./, [cavitas, Lat.] Hollownefs ; an

hollow. Ben:l'\\

CALK. / A coarse talky spar. Wcodtnari.

CALL. / I. The net in which women in-

close (heir hair; the hinder part of a woman's

cap. Dryden. x. Any kind of small net.

Grew. 3 The integument in which the guts

are inclosed. Ray.

CAULI'FEROUS. a. [from caulis, a (talk, and

fere] A term for such plan s as hive a true

stalk.

CAULIFLOWER./, [cauli,, Lat.] A specie*

of cabbage. Evelyn.

To CAUTONATE. v. n. [caupine, Lat.] To

fell wine or victuals.

CAUSABLE. a. [from cause, low Lat ] That

which may be caused. Brown.

CAUSAL, a. [causaltt, low Lat.] Relating to

causes. Glanville.

CAUSA LITY. / [causalitas, low Lat.] The

agency of a cause; the quality of causing.

Brown.

CAUSALLY, adv. [from causal.] Accoidingte

the order of ciufes. Brown.

CAUSATION./ [from cause, low Lat.] The

act or power of causing. Brown.

CAUSATIVE, a. That expresses a cause or

reason.

CAUSA TOR. / [from caus;.] A causer; in

author. Brcwn.

CAUSE./ [causa. Lat] 1. That which pro

duces or effects any thing; the efficient.

Hooker, Locke. ». The reason; motive to

any thing. South, Rowe. 3. Subject of liti

gation. Shakesp. 4. Side; party, Tickell.

To CAUSE, v. a. [from the noun] To effect

as an agent. Locke.

C AUSELESLY. adv. [from causeless.] Witho»t

cause; without reason. 'Taylor.

C AU SELESS. a. [from cause] 1 . Original to

itself. Blackmere. a. Without just ground or

motive.

CAUSER./ [from cause.] He that C2uscsthea-

gent by which an effect is produced. Shakejp.

CAUSEY. ? / [chassee, Fr.] A way rais-

CAUSEWAY. J ed and paved, above the

rest of the ground. 1 Chrsn. Pope.

CAUSTIC AL. ? a. [k.«-«::.] Belonging to

CA'USTICK. i medicamentswhich, by their

violent activity and heat, destroy the texture

of the part to which they are applied, and

burn it into an. eschar. Wiseman, Arbutbnot,

CA'USTICK./. Acaustick or burning applica

tion. Temple.

CA'UTEL /. [cautela, Lat.] Caution: simple.

Shakesp.

CA'UTELOUS. a. [cauteleux, Fr.] 1. Cau

tious; wary. kVoitsn. i. Wily; cunning.

Spenser, Shakesp.

CAU'TEOUSLY. adv. Cunningly; slily.cau-

liously ; warily. Browi, Bacon.

CAUTERIZATION./ [from cauterir.e ] The

act of burning flesh with hot irons. IVijeman.

To CAUTERIZE, v. a. \cauttriJer,Yc.\ To

burn with the cautery. Sharp.

CAUTERY. /. [noun, ure.] Cautery is either

actual or potential; the first is burning by a

hot iron, and ihr latter with cautlick medi

cine; li'ileman

CA'CMON.
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CA'UTIOK. / [caution, Fr.] i. Prudence,

foresight; provident care ; wariness, z. Se

curity. Si July. 3. Provisional precept. Ar-

buthnot. 4. Warning.

To CAUTION *.«.['romthenoun.]To warn;

to give notice or a danger. Swift.

CAUTIONARY a. [from caution.'] Given as

a pledge, or in security. Southerne.

CAUTIOUS, a. [from cautui, Lai] Wary;

witch ui. Swift.

CA UTIOUSLY. civ. tn a wary manner. t>ryi.

CA UTIOUSNESS./ [from ca.ruui.l Watch

fulness; vigilance; circumspection. K. Char.

AdJijon.

To CAW. v. n. To cry as the rook, or crow.

Aiiifim .

CA YMAN/.An American alligator orcrocodile

To CEASE, v. ». [ceffer, Fr. eesst, Lat.] 1.

To leave off; to stop; to give over. Dryden.

z. To fail; to be extinct. Hale. 3. To be

at an end. Dryden.

To CEASE, v. c. To put a stop to. Shakesp.

Stilton.

CEASK./ Extinction; failure. Shakesp.

CE'ASELESS. a. Incessant, perpetual ; conti

nual. Fairfax.

CECITY./. [rafftw. Lit.] Blindness; priva-

■ tion of" sight. Brown.

CECU'TIKNCY./ [tæcutit, Lat.] Cloudiness

of sight. Brown.

CEDAR. / Icedrm, Lat.] A tree. It is ever

green; the leaver are much narrower than

thole of (he pine-trt e, and many of them pro

duced out of one tubercle ; it hath malc-

/iowerf. The feeds are produced in large

cone«., (quamese anriturbinated. The extension

of she brarches is very regular in cedar trees.

CE DKINE. c. [cedrinut, Lat.J Of or belonging

to the cedar tree.

To CEIL.*, a. [ctrk, Lat.] Tooverlay, or cover

the inner roof of a builriirg. Decay of Piety.

CE'ILING. / [from rsr.'.J The inner roof.

Bacon, Milton.

CELANDINE./ A plant.

CELATURE. / [calaturt, Lat.] theartof

engraving.

To CELEBRATE, v. c. [celebro, Lat.] 1. To

praise ; to commend. Aictjon. z. To distin

guish by solemn rites, z Maccab. 3. To men

tion in a set or solemn manner. Dryden.

CT.LEBRA'TION. / [from celebrate.] 1, So

lemn performance; lolcmn remembrance.

Sidney, Taylor, z. Praise; renown; memo

rial. Clarenden.

CELE'BRlOUS. a. [celeber, Lat.] famous; re

nowned. Grew.

Cli.LR'BRIOUSLY. adv. [from celebrious.] In 3

lamous manner.

CELE'BRIOUSNESS./ [from celebrious'] Re

nown ; fame.

CELE'BRITY. / [celtbritat, Lat.] Celebra

tion; fame. Bacon.

CELE'RIACK.. / Turnep-rooted celery.

CELERITY. / [celenlas, Lat.] Swiftness ;

fpeatl; velocity. Hooker, Digby.

CELERY./ A species oi parsley.

CELE'STIAL. c. [ceelejlh, Lat] 1. Heavenly;

relating to the superior regions. Shakesp. i.

Heavenly ; relating to the blessed (tlle.Shakesp.

3. Heavenly, with respect to excellence, DryJ.

CELE'STIAL./ An inhabitant of heaven. Pope.

CELESTIALLY, adv. Id a heavenly manner.

T o CELE STIFY. v. a. [from catlejtu, Lat.] To

give something of heavenly nature lo ajiy

thing. Brown.

CE'LIACK. a. [xoAa, the belly.] Relating lo

the lower belly. Arbutknot.

CE LlBACY/[from«rA-.'x,Lat.]Single life./*//.

CELIBATE. / [caibatui, Lat.] Single Use.

Graunt.

CELL. J. [cella, Lat.] 1. A small cavity or

hollow place. Prior x. The cave or little

habitation of a religions person. Denbam. 3. A

small and close apartment in a prison. 4. Any

small place of residence. Milton.

CE'LLAR./ [«/7o, Lat.] A place underground,

where stores are reposited. Peacham.

CE-LLERAGE. / (from cellar] The part of

the building Which makes the cellar. Shake/p.

CK'LLARIST./ [celtcrlu,, Lat.J The butler

in a religions house.

CELLULAR, c. [cellule, Lat] Consisting of

little cells orcavities. Sharp.

CE LSITUDE./ [ceijitudo, Lat.] Height.

CEMENT./ \c*me*tum, Lat.J 1. The mat

ter with which two bodies are made to cohere.

Baton, z. Bond of union in friendlhip. South.

To CEMENT, v a. [from the nono] To unite

by rheafis of something interposed. Burner.

To CEME'NT. v. u. To come into conjunction;

to Cohere. Sharp.

CEMENTATION./ [from cements The act

of cementing.

CEM-TERY./ [jmujrju,.] A place where

the dead are reposited. Addifon.

CE'NATORY. a. [cane, Lat.J Relating to smp-

per. Brown.

CENOBITICAL. a. [xai'.oc and ft'se.] Living in

community. Stittingf.itt.

CENOTAPH./ [xtw and l^o;.] A monu

ment for one elsewhere. Dryden.

CENSE./ [cenjus, Lat.J Puhlick rates. Been.

ToCENSE. v. a. [encenser,Vt.] To perfume

with odours. Dryden.

CE'NSER./ [encenfoir, Fr.] The paoi» which

incense is burned. Peacham.

CENSOR./ {censor, Lat.] 1. An officer of

Rome, who had the power of correcting man

ners, z. One who is given to censure. Btfcem.

CENSO RIAN. a. [from censer.] Relating to

the censor. Baton.

CENSORIOUS.*, [from censor.] Addicted to

censure; severe. Sprat.

CENSO RIOUSLY. adv. In a severe reflecting

manner.

CENSO RIOUSNESS. / Disposition to re

proach. Tillotsin.

CL'NSORSHIP./ [from censor ] The office of

a censor Brown.

CE'NSURABLE. a. [from censure.] Worthy

of censure ; culpable. Locke.

CE'NSURA.
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CE'NSURABLENESS./ Blamableness.

CENSURE./ [ensure, Lit.] i. Blame; re

primand; reproach. Pzpe. 2. Judgment; o-

pinion. Sbakesp. 3. Judicial sentence.Shakesp.

4- Spiritual punisliment. Hammond.

To CENSURE, v. a. [censnrer, Fr] 1. To

bUrne; to brand pablickly. Sandersen. %. To

condemn.

CENSURER./ He that blames. Addifin.

CENT./ [centum. Lat.] A hundred-, as, five

percent, that it, five in the hundred.

CE'NTAL'R./ [centaurui, Lat] 1. A poeti

cal beio|, supposed to be compounded of a

min and 1 horse. Tb-msm. 2. The archer in

the zodiick. Thomson.

CETH'TAWRY./ A plant.

CE'NTENARY./ [centenariui.] The number

of a hundred. Hake-well.

CENTESIMAL. / [centestmu^ Lat] Hun

dredth. Arb-jtbuot.

CENTIFO LIOUS. a. [from centum taisolium,

Ljt] An hundred leaves.

CE NTIPEDE./ [centum aad*«.] A poisonous

iased.

ŒWO.s. [cento. Lat.] A composition formed

by joining scraps from other authors. Camden.

CENTRAL, a. [from centre.] Relating to the

centre. Wood-ward.

CE-NTRALLY. adv. With regird to the ceatre.

Dryden.

CE'NTRE./[c«fr««-,Lat.]Themiddle.D^Jv.

To CENTRE, v. a. [from the noun.] To place

00 » centre; to 6* as on a centre. Smth.

ToCE'NTRE. v. n. 1. To rest on; to repose

on. Decay of Piely, Attcrtury. 2. To be

placed in the midst or cer.tie. Milan.

CE'NTRICK. a. [from centre.] Placed in the

centre. Donne.

CENTRl'FUGAL. a. [centrum and/»£i's>,Lat.]

Having the quality acquired by bodies in mo

tion, 01" receding from, the centre.

CENTRIPETAL, a. Having a tendency to the

centre. Cbejne.

CE'NTRY. See Sistinel. Gay.

CENTUPLE, a. [centnplex,Ut.l Anhundred-

fold.

ToCENTUTLlCATE.t..a. [centum ladplico,

L«.] To make 1 hundred fold.

To CENTU R1ATE. v. a. [centurit, Lat.] To

divide into hundreds.

CENTURI A TOR./ [from century ] A name

given to historians, who distinguish times by

centuries. Ayliffe.

CENTirR10N.y.[rrtr»n»,Lat.]Arailitaryofn-

cer,wbo commanded an hundred mca.Shaiesp.

CENTURY./ [centurta, Lat.] A hundred;

usually employed to specify time; as, the se

cond century. Beyle.

CEPHALALGY./ [ut&AXyi*.] The head-

ach.

CEPHALICK.a. [*v?*x».] That which isme-

dicinil to the heio. Arbnthnot.

CERAS1ES. a. [w^fic.J A serpent having

horns. Mt Inn.

CERATE. / [ccra. Lit. wax.] A medicine

nude of wax. Huincy.

CEHATED. a. [ceratut, Lit.] Waxed.

To CERE. v. a. [fromrrra, Lat. *>x.] Town.

IViseman.

CF. REBEL. / [cerebellum, Lat.] Put 0/ the

brain. Derham.

CE'RECLOTH./ [from cere and cloth.] Cloth

smeared over with glutinous matter.

CE'REMENT. / [from cera, Lat. wax.J

Cloaths dipped in melted wax, with which,

dead bodies were infolded. Shakesp.

CERE'MONIAL a. [from ceremony.} 1. Re

lating to ceremony, or outward rite. StilltnrJL

2. Formal; observant of old form*:. Donne.

CEREMO'NIAL./ [from ceremeny.] 1. Out

ward form; external rite. S-tuis't. 2. The or

der for rites and forms in the Romish church.

CEREMO Nl ALNESS./ The quality of being

ceremonial.

CEREMONIOUS, a. [from ceremany.] 1. Con

sisting of outward rites. South. 2. Full of ce

remony ; awful. Shakesp. 3. Attentive to the

outward rites of religion. Sbakesp. 4. Civil*

according to the strict rules of civility. Addis,

5. Civil and formal to a fault. Sidney.

CEREMO NIOUSLY. adv. In a ceremonious

manner; formally. Shakesp.

CEREMO NIOUSNESS./ Fondness of cere

mony.

CEREMONY. /. [ceremoniot, Lat.] 1. Out

ward rite; external form in religion. Spenser.

X. Forms of civili-y. Bacon. 3. Outward

forms of state. Dryden.

CE'ROTE./ Th.- fame with cerate. IViseman.

CERTAIN, a. [certus, Lat.] I. Sure; indu

bitable; unquestionable. TiUotfon. 2. Resolv

ed; determined. Milton. 3. In an indefinite

sense, some ; as, a certain man told me this.

Wilkini. 4. Undoubting; put past doubt.

Dryden.

CE RTAINLY. adv. [from certain.] I. Indu

bitably; without question. Locke. 2. With

out fail.

CERTAINTY./ [from certain] I. Exemp

tion from doubt. Locke. 2. That which is

real and fixed. Sbakesp.

CERTES.a<fc.[«r/«,FT.] Certainly, in truth.

Hudibrat.

CERTIFICATE./ [certificat, low Lit.] 1. A

writing mide in any court, to give notice to

mother court of any thing done therein.

Co-aell. 2. Any testimony. Addijen.

To CERTIFY, v.a. [certisver, Fr.] To give

certain insormition of. Hammond.

CERTIORARl.s. [Litin.] A writ issuing out of

the chancery, to call up the records of a cause

therein depending. Co-well.

CERTITUDE./ [certitude, Lit.] Certainty ;

freedom from doubt. Dryden.

CERVl'CAL. a. [cervicalii, Lat.] Belonging to

the neck. Cbeyne.

CERULEAN, t "■ [earnlent, Lat.] Blue-.

CERU'LEOUS. 5 fey-coloured. BcyU.

CERU LIFICK. a. [from «rr«/«r.]Havirw the

power to produce a blue colour. Grew.

CERU MEN. s. fLitin.] The wax of the car.

* CF/RU3E
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CERUSE./ [ceruse Lit.] White lead. $>nry.

CESATUAN. a. [from O/jr] The Cejarian

section, is cutting t child out of the womb.

%;«r».

CESS. /. [from erase.] i. A levy made upon

the inhabitants of a place, rated according to

their property. Spenser, x. The act of laying

rates. 3. Bounds or limits. Shakejp.

To CESS v.a. To rate; to lay charge on.Spnfer.

CESSATION./ [cegalio, Ut] 1. A Hop; a

rest; a vacation. Hayward. 1. A pause of

hostility, without peace. K. Charles.

CESSjriT. / [Latin. J A writ that lies upon

this gcncr.il ground, that the person, against

whom it is brought, hath, for two years, o-

rnitted to perform such service as he is obliged

by his tenure. Cornell.

CESSIB1 LITY./ The quality of receding, or

giving way. Dirty.

E'SSIB- "

Dirty

\oy.

■sum,CE'SSIBLE. a. [ccjjum, Lat.] Easy to give way

CESSION./ [ceston, Fr.] 1. Retreat; the act

of giving way. Bacon. 2. Resignation. Temple

CE'SSIONARY. a. . [from «#»«.] Implying a

resignation.

CE'SSMENT./ [horn cess.] An assessment or

tax. *

CE'SSOR./ [from ctffi, Ul] He that ceaseth

or neglecteth so long to perform a duty be

longing to him, as thai he incurreth the danger

of law. Cornell.

SESTUS.f. ( Lat.] The girdle of Venus. Addis.

CETA'CEOUS. a. [from tele, Lat.] Of the

whale kind. Brown, Bay.

CHAD./ A fort ot fish. Carevs.

To CHAFE, v. a. [eebauffer, Fr.] I. To warm

with rubbing. Sidney, 2. To heat. Sbakesp.

3. To perfume. Suckling. 4. To make angry.

HoyWard, Kntllcs.

To CHAFE, v. n. 1. To rage; to fret; to

fume. Pipe. 2. To fret against any thing.

Stoke/p.

CHAFE. / [from the verb.] A heat; a rage ;

a fury. Hudibras.

CHAFE-WAX./ An officer belonging to the

lord high chancellor, who fits the wax for the

sealing of writs. Harris.

CHA'FER. / [ceapcfi, Saxon.] An infect; a

fort of yellow beetle.

CHA'FERY./ A forge in an iron mill. Philips.

CHAFF./, (ceat-, Sax.] 1. The husks of corn

that are separated by thrashing and winnowing

Drydcn. 2. It is used for any thing worthless.

To CHAFFER, v. n [kouffen. Germ, to buy.]

To haggle; to bargain. Sivist.

To CHAFFER. 1. a. 1. To buy. Sptmstr. 2.

To exchange. Spenser.

CHATFERER. / [from chaffer.] A buyer;

bargainer.

CHAFIERN./ [from escbonffer, Fr. to heat.]

A vessel for heating water.

CHAFFERY./ [trorn chaffer.] Trafficker*/

CHA'FFINCH./ [from chaff'and finch.] A bud

so called, because it delights in chaff. Philips.

CHAFFLESS. a. [from ihnff] Without chaff.

Make/p.

CHAFFWEED./ Cudweed.

CHAFFY, a. Like chaff; full of i>haff. Briton.

CHA FINGDISH. / [from chafe and dijb.] A

vessel to make any thing hot in; a portable

grate for coals. Bacon.

CHAGRIN./, [chagrine, Fr.] Ill humour ,

vexation. Pipe.

To CHAGRIN, v. a. [chagriner, Fr.] To vex ;

to put out of temper.

CHAIN. / [chame, Fr.] I. A series of links

fastened one within another. Gcncfis. %. A

bond; a manacle; a fetter, Pipe. 3. A line

of links with which land is measured. Locke.

4. A series linked together. Hammcnd.

To CHAIN, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

fasten or link with a chain Kmellcs. ». To

bring into llavery. Pope. 3. To put on a chain.

Knolles. 4. To unite. Sbakesp.

CHA'INPUMP. / [from chain and pump] A

pump used in large English vessels, which is

double, so that one rises as the other falls.

Chambers.

CHAINSHOT./ [from chain and shot.] Two

bullets or half bullets fastened together by a

chain, which, when they fly open, cut away

whatever is before them. Wiseman.

CHAINWORK. / Work with open spaces.

Kings.

CHAIR./ [chair, Fr.] 1. A moveable seat.

Watts. 2. A scat of justice, or of authority.

Clarendon. 3. A vehicle borne by men, av

ledan. Pipe.

CHAIRMAN. / [from chair and morn.] 1.

The pi esident of an assembly. Watts. 2. One

whose trade it is to carry a chair. Dryden.

CHAISE. /. [chaise, Fr.] A carriage of pleasure

drawn by one horse. Addiscn.

CHAIXO'GRAPHER. /'[x.XM^i***., of

jjoXk©-, brass.] An engraver in brass.

CHALCOGRAPHY. /. [x«*»e}.{a«w.] En

graving in brass.

CHA'LDER. ) / A dry English measure of

CHA'LDRON. > coals, consisting of thirtv-

CHA'UDRON.i six bushels heaped up. The

chaudron should weigh two thousand pounds.

Chambers.

CHALICE / [calic, Sax.] 1. Acup; abowl.

Sbakesp. 2. It is generally used for a cup used

in acts of worlhin. Stillingfitet.

CHA LICED. a. [from ca,ix. Lat.] Having a

cell or cup. Sbakesp.

CHALK, s [cealc, Six.]Cbali is a white foffile,

usually reckoned a stone, but by some ranked

among the boles.

To CHALK -j. a. [from the noun] 1. To

rub with chalk 2 To manure with chalk..

Mortimer. %. To mark or trace out as with

chalk. Wot/ward.

CHALK-CUTTER./. A mail that digs chalk.

Wood-Ward

CHALKY a. [from chalk ] 1. Consisting of

chalk; white with chalk. Xovie. a Impreg

nated with chalk. Bacon.

To CHALLENGE, fa [challenger, Fr ] 1.

To call another to answer for an offence by

combat
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cornbat. Sbakefp. ». To call to a contest.

licit. 3. To accuse. Sbaktsp. 4. [In law.]

Toobject to the impartiality of anv one. Hale.

5. To claim as due. Hooker, Addiscu. 6. To

call any one to the performance of conditions.

Peackam.

CHALLENGE. / [from the verb.] 1. A sum

mons to combat. Shakisp. a. A demand of

something as due. Collier. 3- [In law] An

exception taken either against persons or

things; persons, as in assize to the jurors, or

any one or more of them, by the prisoner at

the bar. Cornell.

CHALLENGER. / [from challenge.] i.One

that defies or summons another to combat.

DryJen. 1. One that claims superiority. Shake.

3. A claimant. Ha:ker.

CHALY BEATE. a. [from chalybt. Lat] Im

pregnated with iron or steel. Arbuthnot.

CHAMA'Of. /. [French.] The beat of the

drum which declares a surrender. Addifon.

CHAMBER / [etambre, Fr.) 1. An apart

elect in a houlc ; generally used for those

appropriated to lodging. Shake/p. I. Any

retired room. Prior. 3. Any cavity or hollow.

Sbnrp. 4. A court of justice, Ayliffc. 5. The

hollow part of a gun where the charge is

lodged 6. The cavity where the powder is

lodged in a mine.

To CH AMBER, v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To

be wanton; to intrigue Remain. I. To reside

as in a chamber. Sbakefp.

CHA'MBERF.R. / [from chamber.] A man of

intrigue. Shakejf.

CHAMBERFELLOW. / [from chamber ami

silicas One that lies in the fame chamber

SpcSator.

CHAMBERLAIN./ (from chamber.] 1. Lord

great chamberlain of England is the sixth of-j

accrofthe crown, z. Lord chamberlain ot the1

hoolhold has the oversight osall officers belong

ing 10 the kin.fr chambers, c<cept the precinct

ot tke bed-chamb<;r. Chambers, Clarendon. 3.

A servant who has the care of the chambers.

Sbakefp. DryJen.

CH.VMKLRLAINSHIP. / [from chamber

'«<»J The office of a chamberlain.

CHAMBERMAID./, [from chamber ind maid]

A maid whose business is to dress- a lady. Ben.

Johns,..

ToCHAMBLET. v. a. To vary; to variegate.

Bocim.

CHAMBREL e/a herse. The joint or bending

of the upper part of the binder leg.

CHAMELEON./ fonjuaiXiaiv.] The chameleon

has four sett, and on each foot three claws.

Its tail is flat, its note long, its back is Iharp,1

iti tin p-laited. Some have asserted, that 1'

lire only upon air ; but it has been observed

to letd on filer. This animal is said to assuii e

tht colour of ihose thing? to which it is appli

ed Haicn, Dryden.

To CHAMFER. *. a. [chambrer, Fr.] To

channel.

CHAMFER. 7 /• A small furrow or gutter

CHAWFRfcT. 5 on a column.

CHA'MT.F.T. s. See Camelot. Ptachetm.

CHAMOIS / [rfam.;, Fr] An animal of the

goat kind. Deuteronomy.

CHAMOMILE. / [^awaxcrXr.-.] The name

of an odoriferous plant. Spenser.

To CHAMP, v. a. [champayer, Fr.] 1 .Tobite

with a frequent action of the teeth. Bacon, i.

to devour. SpcSator.

To CHAMP. *'. ». To perform frequently the

action of biting. Sidney, Wiseman.

CHAMPAIGN./ [campagne, Pr.] A flat open

country. Spen/er, Milton,

CHA'MPERTORS. /. [from champerty.] Such

as move suits at their proper costs, to have

part of the gator.

CHA MPERTY. / [champart, Fr] A main

tenance of any man in his suit to have part of

the thing recovered.

CHAMPIGNON. / [champignon, Fr.] A kind

of mushroom. fVoidivard.

CHAMPION./, [champion, Fr.] 1. A manwho

undertakes a cause in single combat. Dryden.

x. A hero; a stout warrrour. Boyle.

To CHAMPION, v. a. To challenge. Sbakefp.

CHANCE./ [chance, Fr.] 1. Fortune; the

cause of fortuitous events. Bentley. a. The act

of tortune. Bac:n 3. Accident; casual occur

rence ; fortuitous event. South, Pope. 4. Event i

success; luck. Sbakefp. 5. Misfortune; un

lucky accident. Shakcfp. 6. Possibility of any

occurrence. Milton.

To CHANCE, v. n. [from the noun] To hap

pen ; to fall out. Knollei.

CHANCF.-MEDLEY. [from chance and med

ley.] In law, the casual slaughter of a man, not

altogether without the fault of the flayer.

Cornell, Smth.

CHANGEABLE, a. [from chance.] Accidental.

Sidney.

CHANCEL. / [from cancelli. Lat.] The east

ern part of the church, in which the altar is

placed. Hooker. AdoHJon.

CHANCELLOR, / [cance/Iariui,Lit.cban-

celier, Fr.] 1 . The chancellor hath power to

moderate and temper the written law, and

fubjecteth himself only to the law of nature

aud conscience. Cornell, Swift. i . Chan cel

los, in tke Ecclesiastical Court. A bishop's

lawyer, to d.rect the bishops in matters ot

judgment. Aylife. 3. Chancellor of a

Cathedral. A dignitary, whose office it is to

superintend the regular exercise of devotion.

4. Chancellor of the F.x chequer. An officer

who sits in that court, and in the exchequer

chamber, anr1, with the rest ol~ the court, o'r-

dereth thinps to the king's bell bent tit. Cctucll.

5. Chancellor cf an University. The

principal magistrate.

CHA NCELLORSHIP. /. The office of chan

cellor. Camden,

CHA NCERY. / [probably chancellery ; then

shortened.] The court 01 equity anu consci

ence. Cewjcll.

CHANCRE./, [chancre, Fr.] An ulcer usually

arising from venereal maladies. tYijeman

Q. CHAMCROUS.
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CHA'NCROUS. a. [horn chancre] Ulcerous.

fVisemon.

CHANDELl ER./ [chandelier, Fr] A branch

for candles.

CHANDLER. / [chandelier,, Fr.] An artisan

whose trade it it lo make candles. Gay.

CHANPRW. / [old French -] . The forepart of

the head of a horse. Farrier''3 Did.

To CHANGE, v. a. [changer, Fr.J 1. To put

one thing in the place of another. Bacon. 1.

To resipn any thing for the fake of another.

, Swift, DryJen 3. To discount a large piece of

money into several smaller. Swift. 4. To give

and take reciprocally. Tayhr. 5. To alter. 6.

To mend the disposition or mind. Shakejp.

To CHANGE, v. n. To undetgo change ; to

suffer alteration. Sbakejp.

CHANGE./ [from the verb.] 1. An altera

tion of the state of any thing. Shakefp. I. A

lucceslion of one thing in the place ot another.

Prior. 3. The time of the moon in which it

begins a new monthly revolution. Ban*. 4.

Novelty. Dryden. 5. An alteration*; the order

in which a let of bells is tounded. Nerrir. 6.

That which makes a variety. Judges. 7. Small

money. Swift.

CHANGEABLE, a. [from change ] 1. Subject

to change; fickle; inconstant. DryJen. 2. Pos

sible to be changed. Arbuthntt. 3. Having the

quality of exhibiting different appearances.

Shakes/).

CHA NGEABLENESS. / [from changeable]

1. Susceptibility os change. Hither. X. Incon

stancy ; fickleness. Sidney.

CHA'NGEABLY. adv. Inconstantly.

CH.VNGEFUL. a. Inconstant; unceitiin; mu

table. Pepe.

CM A NGELINC./ [from change] 1. A child

It it or taken in the place of another. Spenjcr.

a. An ideot ; 1 natural. Dryden. 3. One apt

la change, a waverer. HuJibrai.

CHA NGER./ One lhat is employed in chang

ing or discounting money.

CHANNEL./ [canal, Fr.] 1. The hollow bed

of running waters. Spenser, Bentley. 2. Any

cavity drawn longways. Dryden. 3. A strait or

narrow sea. 4. A gutter 01 furrow of a pillar.

To CHA'NNEL. v. a. To cut any thing in

channels, hfettin, Blacimire.

To CHANT. v. a. [chanter, Fr.] t. To sing.

Spenjcr i. To celebrate by song. Bramball.

3. To sing in the cathedral service.

To CHANT, v. n. To sing. Amos.

CHANT./ Song; melody. Mthin.

CHA NT1SR. / A singer ; a songster. Wctte-.,

Pipe.

CHANTICLEER. / [from chanter and clair,

Fr.] The cock, from his crow. Ben. Jchnjcn,

Dryden.

CHANTRESS. / [from chant.] A woman

singer. Afi/ton.

CHANTRY. / [from chant.] Chantry is a

church endowed with revenue for priests, to

sing mass for the fouls of the donors. Shakefp.

CHAOS./ [chaos, Lat.] 1. The mass of matter

supposed to be in contusion before it was divid-

ed by the creator into its proper classes and

elements. Bentley. 2. Confusion ; irregular

mixture. eXing Charier. 3. Any thing where

the parts are undistinguished. Pipe.

CHAaTICK.a.[rromr*fl«j.]Refembling chaos;

confused. Drrbam.

To CHAP. v. n. [happen, Dutch] To break.

into hiatus, or gaping*. Blackmcre.

CHAP./ A cleft : a gaping; a chink. Burner.

CHAP. / The upper or under part of a beast's

mouth. Grew.

CHAPE./ [shape, Fr.] The catch of any thing

by which it is held in its place. Sbakejp.

CHAPEL. J. [cafeUa, Lat.] A chapel is either

adjoining a church, as a parcel of the fame,

or separate, called a chapel of ease. Gmm/,,

Sidney, Ayliffc.

CHA PELESS a. Without a chape. Shakefp.

CHAPELLANY. / A chapellany it tounded

within some other church. Ayliffe.

CHAPE'LRY. /. [from chafet.j The juriBic-

tion or bounds of a chapel.

CHAPERON. J. A kind of hood worn by the

knights of the garter. CamJen.

CH ATFALN a. [from chap toAfaln.] Having;

the mouth shrunk. Addijen.

CHA'PITER./ [cbap,tean,7c] The capital of

a pillar. ExoJns.

CHA'PLAIN. / [capcllanui, Lat.] He that at

tends the king, or other person, for the instruc

tion of him tn^l his family. Cowei, Shakefp.

CHAPLAINSHIP. / [from «■*<■/*»« ] I. The

office or business of a chaplain. 2. The pos

session or revenue of a chapel.

CHA'PLESS. a [from chap] Without any flesh

about the mouth. Sbakejp.

CHA'PLET. / [chafelet, Fr.] 1. A garland or

wreath to be worn about the head. Suckling. 1 .

A string of beads used in the Romish church -

3. [In architecture.] A little moulding carved

into round beads.

CHA'PMAN. J. [ceapman, Sax ] A cheapner ;

one that. ofters as a purchaser. Shakejp. Ben.

Johnson, Dryden.

CHAPS. / [from chap.] The mouth of a beast

of prey. Dryden.

CHAPT. / part, pas [from to rhap]

CHAPPED. J Cracked; cleft. Ben.JshnJen.

CHAPTER. /. [chafitre, Fr.] 1. A division of

a book. South. 2. Chapter, from capitular*,, an

assembly of the clergy of a cathedral. CevreJl.

3. The place in which assemblies oi the clergy-

are held. Ayhjfe.

CHA PTREL.y. The capitals of pillars, or pi

lasters, which support arches. Mexon

CHAR. / A fish lound only in Winander meer

in Lancashire.

To CHAR. v. a. To burn wood to a black

cinder. IVtodvjard.

CHAR. / [cyppe, work, Saxon.] Work done

by the day. Dryden.

To CHAR. v. ». To work at others houses by

the day.

CHAR-WOMAN. / A woman hired acciden

tally for odd work. Swift.

CHARACTER
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CHARACTER. /. [ctaraSer, Lat-] I. A

mill: • (bmp; a representation. Milts: i

A !«£.* £<d in writing or printing. Hslier. 3

lie br- w manner of writing. Shake/p. 4

A rareotaaoa of ar>y man a; to his personal

awitas. Dtniant, 5. An account of any

A^f is stod or bad. Aiiifim. 6. The person

»■— iii asemblage of qualities. Dryien. 7

Peraati asulities ; particular confutation o!

se ami star. 8. Adventitious qualities im

vt£?i by 1 poft or office. Arterbnrt.

Ta CHARACTER, v. a. To inscribe, to en

nit Stelifp.

CHAIACTERIST1CAL. ? c. [fromrJaraflr-

CHARaCTERI STICK. $ nu.] That whicl.

«*i«i the character Wninari.

CHaJUCTERISTICALNESS. / [from r*a-

ra£s->-&«/.] The qaaiitT of being peculiar to

tdarader.

CHARACTER! STICK. / That which consti-

x*i ti« character. Past.

^CHARACTERIZE.*., a. [fromrrar.arr.]

' To give a character or an account of the

i*--i«al qualities of any man. Saift. X. To

Ka-a»t, or imprint. Halt 3. To mark with

« far^cajxr stamp or token Arbnthntt.

CHARACTERLESS, a. [from character.]

*^K« a character. Sbobe/p.

CHARACTERY./. [from cbaraaer.] Impres-

**; aark. Stake/p.

CHAICOAL./ [£rcm t, dark, to burn.] Coal

""•* ** baniag wood under tors. Hnisbrat.

CHASD. / [charit, Fr.] 1. CtmrJj of arti-

O'Ati are the leaves of fair artichoke plants,

^ "A wrapped up all over bet the top, in

tnOnL, 1. Claris of beet, are plants

"atae^eet transplanted. Mcrtimer.

"'CHARGE, v.s. [charter, Fr] i.Toea-

r*J, m corn-rJSon for a certain purpose.

jf*''A- a- To impute as a debt. Leckt. 3.

Tl ^ee. />;/*, Watti. 4. To impose as a

=4. I&tfim, 5. To accuse ; to censure. ATair.

* -j^aSc Jib. 7. To challenge. Sbakesp.

L To iaraxtaad. DryJen. 9. To fall upon ;

* "«k OrmreJU 1 o. To burden ; to load

'"si. 11.T0EIL AJitsn. ix. To load a

Pa.

CHARGE / [<rom u>e «„,.] ,. Care; trust

;*kj. Km;iiti. x. Precept ; mandate ; com-

°amt nfcrtrr. 3 Comminioo; trust confer-

"*\ after. Fife. 4. Accusation ; imputation.

•*'Zt ; Tee thing emrulted to care or ma-

;V«S5. Sfiim. 6 Expecce; co.L Spenser,

•.*.•*» • Oase;; attack. Bacn. 8. The

*"* » SLi upon eaemic =. Dryien. o. The

P"arn at powder and ball pat into a gun. 10

-frVajtm, or a sort o- ointment, applied to

* **»ier-tplaiu and sprains of horses. Far.

"■*• " lU heraldry] The r/Wjr is that

**«* *xae apon toe colour. Peackan.

**-V,Z ABIi. a. [from rrargr.] 1. Expen-

""r.vscjj rVtttii. x. Impotable, as a debt

* £r3» *>«/i. 3. Subject to charge ; accufa-

*» >r3a/«r.

^lCEABLEXESS./ [from rf«r4M**.]

^W"; o>8-, toQ.lux.lu BtjU.

CHAHOEABLY. oaV. [from cbarrtabk.] Ex-

penlively Ajcbam.

CH.VRGER. / [from cearrt.] 1. A large diO>

Dcnkan. 1. A horse trained for war. Dryit n.

CHA'RILY. aav. [from chary.) Wa.ily ; fru

gally.

CHAHIKESS.y. [from chary.'] Caution; nicety.

Stake/p.

CHAHIOT./ [car-rbei, Welch.] 1. A car

riage of pleasure, or state. Dryiem. 2. A car

in which men of arms were anciently placed.

To CHARIOT, v. a. [from the noun.] To

convey in a chariot. Md.cn.

CHARIOTEER. / [from. r£an<r.] He that

drives the chariot Pri:r.

CHARIOT RACE. / A sport where chariots

were driven for the priie. Aiiifim.

CHARITABLE, a. {charitable, Fr.] i.K.iod

in giving alms. Taylir. 1. Kind in judging

of others. Baam.

CHARITABLY, ach. [from charity] 1. Kind

ly ; liberally. 1. Benevolently ; without ma

lignity. Taii'r

CHA-RITY."/ [rrar.V, Fr ] 1 . Tenderness ;

kindnels; luve. Mtltim. a. Goodwill; be

nevolence. Dryiem 3. The theological virtue

of universal love, linker, Atttrbmry. 4. Libe

rality to the poor. Dryitm. 5. Alms; relief

given to the poor. L'Ejtranrc.

To CHARK v. a. To burn to a black cinder.

Grrw.

CHARLATAN. /. [charlatan, Fr.] A quack;

a mountebank. Brtmm.

CHARLATANICAL. a [from charlatan]

Quackifli ; ignorant Covley.

CHARLATANRY/.[fromriar/.a/,K.lWheed-

ling ; deceit.

CHARLESS-WAIN./The northern constella

tion, called the Great Bear. Brsiv*.

CHAHLOCK. f. A weed growing among the

corn wi:h a yellow flower.

CHARM, s. [chorme, Fr. carmen, Lat.] 1.

Words or philtres, imagined to have some

occult power. Skaktjp. tvnist. 1. Something

ot power to gain the affections. IValitr.

To CHARM, v . a. [from the noun] 1. To

fortify with charms against evil. Shake/p. a.

To make powerful by charms. Stinty. 3. To

subdue by tome lecret power. Sbakejp. 4. To

subdue by pleasure. IVaUtr.

CHA RMER./ [from charm ]One that has the

power of charms, or enchantments. Dryitn.

CHARMING. particip. a. [trom charm.] Plea

sing in the highest degree. Sprat.

CHARMINGLY, adv. [from charming.] In

such a ma ner as to pleasecxcecdingly..'>V<j;7iir.

CHA'RMINGNESS. / [from riar»ii»j.J the

power of pleasing.

CHA RNEL. o. [charnel, Fr.] containing flesh

or carcasses. Milton.

CHANNEL HOUSE. / [charmier, Fr.] The

place where the bones of the dead are repo

rted . Tajler.

CHART. J. [charta. Lat.] A delineation of

coasts. Arbtilntt.

Q^x CHARTER.
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CHARTER. / [chart*., Lat.] i. A charter

is a written evidence. Cm-ell. 1. Any writing

fceftowing privilege* or rights. Rakish, South.

3. Privilege; immunity ; exemption. Shake/p.

CHARTER-PARTY./ [chartre partie, Fr ]

A paper relating to a contract, of which each

party has a copy. Hale.

CHA'RTFRED. a. [nom charter.] Privileged.

■Shake/p.

CHARY, a. [from care.] Careful; cautious

Carcw.

To CHASE, v. a. [closer, Fr 1 1 . To hunt. 1.

To pursue as an enemy, fudges. 3. To drive.

Knolles.

CHASE, f. [from the verb.] 1. Hunting; pur

suit of any thing; os game. Burnet. 2. Fiend's

to be hunted. Dryden. 3. Pursuit of an enemy.

Knolles. 4 Purluit of something as desirable.

Drydcn. 5. Hunting match. Shakejp. 6. The

game hunted. Sidney, Granville. 7. Open

gre und stored with such beasts as are hunted.

Stake.p. 8. '!"J(Cfiase of a gun, is the whole

bore or length of a piece. Chamber,.

CHASE-GUN./ I trem chafe and gun.] Guns

in the forepait of the (hip,* fired upon those

that are pursued. Dryden.

CHASER, f [from chafe"] An Hunter; pur-

fuer; driver. Denham.

CHASM. / [^ar.ua.] 1. A cleft ; agape; an

opening. Locke a. A place unfilled ; a vacuity.

DryJen .

CHA SSELAS. f. f French] A sort of grape.

CHASTE, a. [chaste, Fr. casiu,, Lat] 1. Pure

jrom all commerce of sexes; as a chaste virgin.

t. Pure; uncorrupt ; not mixed with barbarous

phrases. 3. Without obscenity. Watts. 4. True

to the marriage bed. Titus.

CHASTE TREE. / [vitex, Lat.] A tree.

Miller.

To CHA STEN. v. a. [chasiier, Fr.I To cor

rect ; to punish. Proverbs, Ronve.

To CHASTIZE, v. a. [castigo, Lat.] I. To

punish; to correct by punishment. Boyle, Grew.

1.. To reduce to crdei, or obedience. Shakejp.

CHASTISEMENT. /. Correction; puuilh-

ment. Raleigh, Bentley.

CHASTITY./ [castilas, Lat] 1 Purity of the

body. Tayhr,Pope. 2. Freedom from obscenity.

Si.akcjp. 3. Freedom from bad mixture of any

kind.

CHA STISER. / [from chastise] A punisher;

a col rector.

CHA'STLY. adv. [from chaste.] Without in

continence; purely; without contamination.

Wotton, DryJen.

CHA STNESS./; from chaste] Chastity, purity.

ToCHAT. f. n [from cauuetcr, Fr.) To prate ;

t-j ulk idly ; to prattle. Sp.-njer, Atiltia, Dryd.

CHAT. / [from the verb.") Idle talk ; puie.

Shakejp. Pipe.

CHAT. f. The keysof trees are called chats.

CHA'TKLLANY ./. [ihdtctcnie, Fr.I The di

rt net under ihe dominion of a castle. Dryden.

CH.\ 'I TEL / Anv tr.oveable possession, tludib

To CHATTER. «-. n. [clutter, Fr.] I. To

rr,»ke_» noise as a pie, or other unharreonicus

bird. Sidney, Dryden. a. To make a noise by

collision of the teeth. Prior. 3. To talk idly

or carelefly. Watts.

CH A'TTER. / [Tom the verb.] 1. Noise like

that of a pie or monkey. S<wtft. 2. Idle prate.

CHATTERER. / [from chatter.] An idle

talker.

CHA'TWOOD. / Little sticks: fuel.

CH A-VENDF.R. / [chivisu, Fr.] The chub ;

a fish Walton.

CHAUMONTELLE. s. [Fr] A sort of pear.

To CHAW. 1: a. [lavren, German.] To mas

ticate ; to chew. Donne, Boyle.

CHAW / [<rom the veib.] The chap. EzckicL

CHAWL'ROK. / Entrails. Shakejp.

CHEAP, a. [ceapan, Saxon.] 1 . To be had at

a low ra*^ Lccke. 1. Easy to be bad; not

respected. Baton, DryScn.

CHEAP./ Maiket; purchase; bargain. Sidney,

Decay ;f Piety.

To CHEAPEN, v. a. [ceapan, Saxon, to buy.]

I. To attempt to purchase; to bid for any

thing. Prior, a. To lessen value. Dryden.

CHE'APLY. adv. [from cheap.] At a small

price ; at a low rale. Dryden.

CHE APNESS. / [from cheap.] Lowness of

price. Temple.

To CHAT. v. a. To defraud; to impose upon -,

to trick. Tillotson.

CHEAT. J. 1. A fraud ; a trick ; an imposture.

Temple. 2. A person guilty of fraud. South.

CHEATER. /. [from cheat.] One that practises

fraud. Taylor.

To CHECK, v. a 1. To repress; to curb.

Bacon. Asilten, South. 2. To reprove; to

chide. Shakejp. 3. To cvntroul by a counter

reckoning.

ToCHECK. v.n. I. To stop; to make a stop.

Locke. 1. To clash ; to interfere. Bacon.

CHECK. / [from the verb] 1. Represt'ute v

stop; lihutf.TilletJln, Rogers. 2. Restraint j

cuib; government. ClarenJon. 3. A reproof; a

slight. Shakejp. 4. A dislike ; a sudden disgust.

Dryden. 1; In 'alconty, when a hawk forsakes

her propc r ginie to lotlow other birds. Suckling.

6". The cause of restraint ; a stop. Clarendon.

7. Clerk of the Check, has the checTt and.

controulment of the yeomen of the guard.

Chambers.

To CHECKER. 7 v. a- [from cchecs, chefs.

To CHEQUER. $ Fr] To variegate or di-

versify, in the manner of a chess-board, with

alternate colours. Dtr.ytcn.

CHECKER. 7 \v01V varied alternate -

C I IE CKER-WORK. \ ly Kings.

CHECKMATE. / [echec e/I mat, Fr ] The

movi mint on the dicss-bouid, thai kills the

opposite men. SpcnJer.

CHEEK./ [teac, Sax] 1. The side of the

i.ux below the' eye. Donne. 2. A general

nJine among mcenanicks lor almost all those

pieces of^ their machines that are double.

CI-ambcrK*-

CHE EK. -TCOTH./ The hinder tooth or lust;.

>'■

CHEER.
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CHEER. / [chert, Fr.] I. EnUrtainmer.t ;

ptnrr±nma. Lcckt. l. Invitation to gaiety.

Siaitsp. j. Gaiety ; jollity. Sbaktfp. '4

Air ar the coamenlace. Daniel, j. Tcmpci

of juiiai. jfj?./.

To CHEER. w. «. [from the noun.] ' • To in

cite; tococoon^t; to inspirit. K*:ll:i. 1

To cowaton ; to console. Drjdtm. 3.

^TsVitra. P;^e

T-. CHEER, v. m. To grow gay or gladsome.

ftr£*l.

CHETIVIL./ [thxrqbillnm. Ut.] An umbel

liferous plant. Millar.

To CHK'RUP. «. «. [from r*w «o> ] Tochirp;

to use a cbcerml viice. Sfemfer.

CHE'SUP / A small vermin. Skimmer.

CHESS./ ' ecbtc, Fr.] A gimt, in which two

sets of men are moved in opposition. Dtmhant.

To!CHE'SS-APP..E.y. Wild service.

! CHESS-BOARD. / [from cl:<f, and benrJ.]

The board or table on which the game of

chefs is phyed. Frier.

CHE ERER/ffrom /»*£««-.] A glidnac; giver CHESS-MAN/. A puppet for chef:.. Luke.

gaiety. Wf.-.tm, rValr.m iCHESSOM / M-.llow earth. Baccm.

OTtERFUL. *. [from ebeer and fill] 1. Gay , : CHEST. /". [cffr. Sax] A box of wood or

fail ot Use; f«n oV mirth. Spemftr. a. Having I other materials. DryJen

aa appearance of gaiety. Tnvcrbt.

CRLERf CLLY. aJv. [from cteerf.l.] With-

jectioa; with gaiety. Samth

. Free-

To CHEST, v. a. [ from the noun.] To reposite

in a chest.

CHEST-FOUNDERING/ A disease in horses.

A pletrthv, or peripneumony. Farrier*1 Di3.

CHE STED. a. Having a chest.

CHESTNUT. I / A tree. 1. The

CHE STNUT TREE. J fruit of the cheftnot-

tree. Feacbamt. 2. The name of a brown

colour. Cr&tll.

j CHE'STON / A kind of phtm

\hom' cbeer.] Cheerfully. \CHU'AL1ER. f A knight. Shakesp.

CHEPAUX it Frist, s. A piece ot limber tra

versed with wooden Ipikts, pointed With iron.

C HEERFCLNESS,/ [from cbeersml.]

docs fro-Ti dejection; alacrity. Tfflujsw. a.

Freedom froen gloominess. SiJtey.

CHE ERLESS. a. [fromrirrr.] Without gaiety,

ctufort, or gladneG. Drjlem.

CHEXRLT. -.sfrom cltfr.\ 1. Cay; cheei-

rul t*y. x. Not gloomy.

CHEERL.Y. «/».

STi^-.m.

CH~.ERT a.From ther.] Gay ; sprightly. Oaj.

CHEESE^, [cjre, Sal ] A kind of food made

s-r yrer5-.g the curd of milk. Sbaktfp.

CHEESECAKE / [from cbtejt and cake] A

cake made of soft curds, sugar and butter.Pri";r.

CHEXSEMONGER/[fronu*«/e and msm£er.)

One wbo deals in cheese. Be*. Jctmjm.

CHEESEVAT./. [from cbee/e and Mr.] The

wooden ait in which the cords are pressed in-

1* cheese, dawdle.

CHE ESY. *. Haf.rJg the nature or form of

cieese. Arimtbrmtt.

CHEEY./. [f*^ii, Ut.] The claw of a fhell-

4*. »/:«£» •

T» CHERISH. ». «. {r*rrr'r,M To support;

tateber-. lonsarseqp TtlUtfn.

CHlitJSriER. / [from cterijb] An encou-

ra^r; a supporter. Sprat.

CHE R1SHMEST/[from r*m/l>.] Enconrige-

itr-rx-, isrport; comfort. Sfemfer.

CHIRRY." / / [cerise, Fr. etrasm,,

CHtRRY-TREE. J Ul.] A tree and fruit.

ndr.

CRJ.RRY. * RefcmWing * clerrj in colour .

lemkefp.

CHr.RRA-rJAY. Uorrl.

CH.-.feRYCHEEKED. e. [from rferVy and

"<r»j Haring ruddy cheeks. Ctirrrve.

CIERRYYTT./. A child'* play, in which they

timr cherry tfotieMOtoa Imall hole. Slakejp.

rHtitSOSESE/. [y*fz!.7T.m;.) A pttrinlura.

CHERT /. [from qtam, German.] \ kind of

i'3C W' ildusard.

CIIERUft./. t^'^r] A cehrftial spirit, wiiich,

13 ^c tiaarchy.T! placed cert m cider to the

traokirn. Cshui, /Vrrr.

CMiRUBtCK. e. [rrom rirrr*.] Angtlickj

re ia!_9g to the cherubim. M.Utu.

01t'RVBIM-«.L*«0' (btmb.1 AngeUc*!. Stab,

five or fix feet: long, used in defending a pai-

lage ; a turnpike, ot tourniquet. Cbamben.

CHEYEN./ [cbevefue, Fr.] A river fisli ; iht

lame with chub.

CHEVERIL./ [cbeveraa, Fr.] A kid; kid-

leather. Sbaktjp.

CREV1SAXCE.f.[cbevi/a*ee, Fr.]Enterprire ;

achievement. Sfenjer.

CHE'PRON.s. [French.] One of the honourable

ordinaries in heraldry . It represents two rat

ters of a house, set up aa they ought to stand.

flams

TOCHEW.v.a. [ceofyan, Sax.] 1. Togrind

with the teeth; to masticate. Dryin, Arbutt:

i. To meditate; or ruminate in the thought:.

Frier. 3. To taste without swallowing. Bacsn.

To CHEW. v. w. To champ upon; to rumi

nate, test.

CHICANE./ [cbicate, Fr.] 1. Theattos

protracting * contest by artifice. Ltcte. t.

Artifice in general. Frier.

ToCHsCA N E. v n\cbicaftr, Pr.] To prolong

a contest by tricks.

CHICA NER. J. [fiiraiwar, Fr] A petty so-

phisttr; wrangler. Leike.

CHICA NERY./ {r*>caKr;V, Ft.] Sophistry ;

wrangle. Arb*ib*tt.

CHICK. \J. [ciceti, So. *nrcfa»s D«Kh.]

CHFCKEN. J j. The yoeng of a bird, par

ticularly ot a hen, orfmallbird. Daviei, Hale,

9vifl. t. A word of tenderness. Statejf. 3.

A term lor a young girl. Swift.

CHI'CKENHEARTED. a. Cawardlv ; fearful.

Sfemfer.

The CHI CKENPOX. / An exanthemitocb

distemper.

CHI CKLING/ [from tbiti.} A foall chichen.

CHICK-

\
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CHICKPEAS./ [from chick andpea.] An herb.

CHICKWEED./ A plant. Wiseman.

To CHIDE, v. a. preter. chid or cbede, part.

chiJ or chidden, [cifcan, Sax.] I. Tore-

prove. Waller. 1. To drive away with re

proof. Sbakcjp. 3. To blame; to reproach.

Prior.

To CHIDE, v. n. 1. To clamour; to scold.

5«o///. I. To quarrel with. Shahcsp. 3. To

make a noise. Shakcsp.

CHl'DER. / [from chide] A rebuker; a re

prover. Shake/p.

CHIEF, a. [chef, the head, Fr] I. Principal;

most eminent Kingt. z. Eminent; extra-

erdinary. Proverbs. 3. Capital j of the first

order. Locke.

CHIEF./ [Cr-mthe adjective.] A commander ;

a leader. Milton, Pope.

CHI'EFLESS. a. Without a head. Pope.

CHIEFLY, adv. [from chief.] Principally; e-

minently ; more than common. Dryden.

CHI'EFRIE./ [fiom chief.] A small rent paid

to the lord paramount. Spenser.

CHIEFTAN. / [from chief.] 1. A leader ; a

commander. Spenser. 1. The head of a clan.

Davies.

CHIE'VANCE. / Traffick in which money is

extorted; as discount. Bacon.

CHILBLAIN./ [from chill, cold, and blatn.]

Sores made by frost. Temple.

CHILD./ in the plural Child**". Md>

Sax.] 1. An infant, or very young perse*.

Denham, Wake. 1. One in the line of filia

tion, opposed to the parent. Addifon. 3. A

girl child. Shakefp. 4. Any thing, the pro

duct or effect of another. Shakcsp. 5. V« be

•cvnb Child. To be pregnant.

To CHILD, v. n. [from the noun.] To bring

children. Shakefp. Arbnthnot.

CHILDBEARING./arri«/>. The act of bear

ing children. Milton.

CHI'LDBED./. The state of a woman bringing

a child. Arbuthnet.

CHILDBIRTH./ [from childiaA birth] Tra

vail; labour. Sidney, Dryden.

CHI LDED. a. Furnished with a child. Shakefp.

CHILDERMAS DAY. [from child and map.]

The day on which the feast of the holy In

nocent* is solemnized. Carenu.

CHILDHOOD./ [from child.] 1. The state

of infants; the time in which we are child

ren. Rogers. 1. The time of life between

infancy and puberty. Arbnthntt. 3. The

properties of a child. Dryden.

CHILDISH, a. [from child.] 1. Trifling,

ignorant; simple. Bacen. 1. Becoming only

children; trivial; puerile. Sidney, Milton,

Rljcommon.

CHILDISHLY, adv. [from childish.] In a

childish trifling way. Hooker, Hayward.

CHILDISHNESS./ [from cbild.Jh.] 1. Pue

rility; triflingnel's. Locke. ». Harmlelinese

Shakefp.

CHILDLESS, a. [from chiU.] Without child

ren. Bacon, Milton.

CHILDLIKE, a. [child tad like.] Becoming or

beseeming a child. Hooker.

CHILIAD. / [from jr.iXiac.] A thousand.

Holder.

CHILIA'EDRON./ [from v;iX«.] A figure of

a thousand sides. Locke.

CHILL, a. [cele, Sax.] 1. Cold; that which is

cold to the touch. Milton. 1. Having the sen

sation of cold. Reive 3. Depressed; deject

ed; discouraged.

CHILL. / [from the adjective.] Chilness;

cold. Derham.

To CHILL, v. a. [from the adjective.] 1. To

make cold. DryJen, Creech, a. To depress;

to deject. Rogers. 3. To_blast with cold.

Blackmore,

CHILLINESS/ [from cblty.] A sensation of

shivering cold. Arbnthnot.

CHI LLY. a. Somewhat cold. Philips.

CHI LNESS./Coldness; wantofwarmth. Bacen.

CHIMB. / [kime, Dutch.] The end of a bar

rel or tub.

CHIME./ [chirme, an old word.] 1. The con

sonant or harmonick sound of many corre

spondent instruments. Bern. Johnson, x. The

correspondence of sound. Dryden. 3. The

sound of bells struck with hammers. Shakefp.

4. The correspondence of proportion or re

lation. Grew.

To CHIME, v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To

found in harmony. Prior, x. To correspond

in relation or proportion. Locke. 3. To agree ;

to fall in with. Arbnthnot. 4. To suit wiih ;

to agree. Locke, 5 . To jingle ; to clatter.

Smith.

To CHIME, -a. a. 1. To make to move, or

strike, or sound harmonically. Dryden. 1. To

strike a bell with a hammer.

CHIMF-'RA. /. [chimara, Lat.] A vain and

wild fancy. Dryden.

CHIME'RlCAft. a. [from ebimxra.] Imagina

ry; faniastick. Spectator.

CHIME'RICAI.LY. adv. [from chimerical.]

Vainly; wildly.

CHI'MINAGE. /". [from chemin.] A toll foi

passage through a forest. Ccvjclt.

CHIMNEY. J. [cheminee, Fr.] 1. The pas

sage through which the smoke ascends from

the fire in ihe house. Snvift. 1. The turret

raised above the roof of the house, for convey

ance of the smoke. Shakejp. 3. The fire-pUie.

Raleigh.

CHIMNEY-CORNER./ The fire-side; the

place os idlers. Denham.

CHI'MNEYPIECE./ [from 1Hmney andpiece .]

The ornamental piece round the fire-place.

Svjift.

CHI MNEYSWEEPER./ [from chimney juvt

Jiveeper.] One whole trade it is to clean foul

chimnies of foot. Shakefp.

CHIN. /: [cinne, Sax.J The part of the face

beneath the under lip. Sidney, Dryden.

CHINA./ [from China] China ware; porce

lain; a species of vessels made in China, dim

ly transparent. Pipe.

CHINA-
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s. The sweet orange.OnVA-OftAlfGE.

Afmr^mrr.

CH1KA-ROOT./ A medicinal root, brought

«nr^=aJ« tram Chita.

CHIXCOCGH. /. [itmcitm, to pant, Dot. and

°"l--2 * violent and convulsive cough. Fltjer.

CHIVE / y/chme, Fr] I. "She part of the

sack, ill -winch -Jk frti-hViw is found. StJwtj.

x- A sku as the back of an animal. Sitit!p.

T« CHIXE. v. «. To cot into chists. DryJen.

CHIME-/" [cau, to gape, Sat.] A small aper

ture i^ajwiic. Battm, Sxtist, Sentb.

T=> CHIVK_ c. «. To stake lo a< to make a

ToCHIVK. w. n. To found by striking each

3raer. Ar'rnzbni:.

CHI XKY. «. [nom c4i«i.] Full of boles;

exerag, DryJen.

CHIXTS. /7 Cloth of cotton made in India.

Aov

CHI OPPIVE / A high (hoe, formerly worn

bv jxjbei- Cmiey.

CHIP, Citar, Ciifuic, in the names of

piaces, smati v a market- Giijim.

To CHIP, w m, [from */•«/>.] To cot into finall

acrt Ttsmsrn.

CHIP /". [lm the verb.] A Snail piece taken

oeTSw a acting instrument. Tayltr.

CHIPPOIC. /. A fiagunui cat off. Mtrtiwur.

CHULA'CaUCAL. a. [ctiragra, Lat] Having

oae e>aat in the hand Brim.

CHiRuGRAFHER./. [*!>, the band, y^f-,

o»t«] He that eiercises writing. Ban*.

CHIROGRAPHIST./ Chirographer.

CHIROGRAPHY./. The ait of writing.

CHI gQMAKCER/ Ooe that foretels future

f~icz*3 Sr inspecting the hand. DryJen.

CHIROMANCY./ [^, the hatki, andsiaJif,

• ;«uai-er j The art of foretelling the evenu

st" fV. by ispecting the hand. Brnww.

To CHIRP w. ». ffrom cheer »».] To make a

■~vr ."— settle, as bird*. Sidney.

Tt CHIRP. ». a. [riWsa.J To snake cheer-

fi. 7rr»<;«

CnTDL? Tie »wce of birds or infects- SpeSater.

CHTRPI1R. /. [from chirp.] One that chirps.

TsCHOLRE r. ». [cecrvan. Sax.] Tocooeas

S pTFatL Jnmnt.

CH'jfl tlGUOSs [z&*>oG-•] 0« that cures

a-rarxc^ not br internal medicines, but out

»s-c aTo^Kaooos. A sorceon. Sentb.

CHIIX RCUY./. [tatteirjnt.] The art

w" catnap by external applications. Sidney,

rfrentan.

CrQRtrRGICAL 7 a. i. Having qualities use-

CHIRCRGICK $ sol in outward applica-

imai 10 hurts. Merumer. a. Manual in ge-

aerai. /Friar

CH1"SIX» /. lajtmm, Fr.] An instrument with

wt<* wood or stone is pared away. rVitirn.

To CHISEL- w. «. [from the noun.] To cut

*x»ac!afseL

CHTT /. [rfcra, little, Spamft] I. A child;

a baby. l. The (hoot of corn from the end of

the pram. Mtrtimer. 3. A freckle.

T» CHIT- w. ■- To sprout. Mirtincr.

CHITCHAT./[fromr4«r.] Prattle; idle prate.

SftSmfr.

CHiTTERLlNGS/.[froœ/s*7«rfi«£A, Dot ]

The guts.

CHITTY. a. (from r*/r.] Childish ; likea baby.

CHIVALROUS, a. [from chivalry.] Relating

to chivalry; knightly; warlike. Spenser.

CHIVALRY/, [cbevalerie, Fr.] 1. Knight

hood; a military dignity. Bacem. ». The

qualifications of a knight; as valour. Sbakesp.

3. The general system of knighthood. DryJen.

4. An adventure; an exploit. SiJney. 5. The

body or order of knights. Sbakesp. 6. [In Isw.]

A tenure of land by knight's service. Cmell.

CHIVES./ [rive, Fr] 1. The threads or fila

ments rising in flowers, with seeds at the end.

Ray. x. A species of small onion. Skinner.

CHLORO'SIS. /. [from xx^ft>., green.] The

green-sickness.

ToCHOAK. See Choke.

CHOCOLATE. /. [cb*c.Ute, Span.] 1. The

nut of the cocoa-tree. a. The mass made by

grinding the kernel of the cocoa-nut, to be

dissolved in hot water. 3. The liquor made

by a solution of chocolate. Arbntbnst, Ptpr

CHOCOLATE-HOUSE/[r*.«4.rrand A«/r]

A house where company is entertained with

chocolate. Taller.

CHODE The old preterite from ebije. Genesr.

CHOICE./. [r*«>,Fr.] 1. The act of choosing;

election. DryJen. 1. The power of choosing ;

election. Hnker, Grm. 3. Care in choosing ;

curiosity of distinction. Bacon. 4. The thing

chosen. Milfn, Pritr. 5. The best part of

any thing, H-.-.ktr. 6. Several things proposed

as objects of election. Sbakesp.

CHOICE, a. \cbcifi, Fr.] 1. Select; of extra

ordinary value. Glorias. 1. Chary; frugal;

careful. TajUr.

CHOl'CELESS. a. [from rA«"«.] Without the

power of choosing. Hammtnd.

CHOICELY. ca\. [from ri««.] 1 . Curiouflr ;

with exact choice. Sbakesp. 2. Valuably ;

excellently. rValtta.

CHOICENESS./. [from cbtice.] Nicety; par

ticular value. Evelyn.

CHOIR./: [cbn-ni, Ut.] 1. An assembly or

band of singers. rValUr. 1. The singers in

divine worship. Sbakesp. 3. The part of the

church where the singers are placed. Sbakesp.

To CHOKE, v. a. [aceocan. Sax.] 1. To suf

focate, ffaller. 1. To stop up; to block up

a Passage. Chapman. 3. To hinder by ob

struction. Sbakesp. Davin. 4. To suppress.

Sbakesp. e. To overpower. Luke, DryJen.

CHOKE. / The filamentous or capillary part

of an artichoke.

CHOKE-PEAR./, [from cbike andpear] 1.

A rough harsh unpalatable pear. I. Any sar

casm that stops the mouth. Clarijfa.

A CHOICER. /. [from chtle] 1. One that

chokes, x. One that puts another to silence.

3. Any thing that cannot be answered.

CHOKY, a. [from cb,ke.] That which has the

power of suSocation.

CHO-
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CHO LAGOGUES./ [x>*0-. M'.] Medicines

which have the power of purging bile.

CHOLER. / [tblera, Lat. from Jtf*".] I.

The bile. Wotton. x. The humour, supposed

to produce irascibility. Shakejp. 3. Anger;

rage. Sbaiefp. Prior.

CHO'LERICK. a. [tho/ericus. Lat.] 1. A-

bovuiUing with choler. Dryden X. Angry:

irascible. Arbsthnot. 3. Offensive. Sidney,

Raleigh.

CHOLFRICKNESS./. [from cbefoick.] An

ger: irascibility; peevishness.

To CHOOSE, v. a. 1 chose, I have chosen or

chose. [choistr, Fr. ceos*", Sax.) 1. To

take by way os preference of several thing"

offered. Shakejp. x. To take; not to resale.

South. 3. To select; to pick out of a num

ber. Samuel. 4. To elect lor eternal happi-

ntk ; a term of theologians.

To CHOOSE, v. n. To have the power ol

choice. Hcober, Tillttsm.

CHOOSER / [from choose.'] He that has the

poweroscboosing;elector.Or<i>.'«»,ttj»w<sni/.

To CHOP. v.m. [ia/prt, Dutch ;i'«fVr, Fr.1

I. Tocutwilha quick blow. Sbakesp. x.

To devour eagerly. Dryden. 3. To rntnee ;

to cut into small pieces. Micab. 4. To break

into chinks, thaiesp.

To CHOP. v.a. 1. To do any thing with a

quick motion. Baton, st. To light or happen

upon any thing.

To CHOP. 11. a. [ceapan, Sax.] 1. 1* pur

chase ; generally by way of truck. Basin, x.

To pntany thing in the place of another. Hu-

dibrat. 3. To bandy; to altercate. Bactn.

CHOP. / [from die verb.] 1. A piece chop

ped off. Ban*, x. A small pie<e of meat.

K"g. 3. A crack or deft Ban*.

CHOP-HOUSE. / [chop and houje.] A mean

house of entertainment. Spectator.

CHOPIN. s [Fr.] 1. A French liquid mea

sure, containing nearly a pint of Winchester,

a. A term used in Scotland sot a quart of

wine measure.

CHOPPING, particip. a. An epithet frequent

ly applied to infants, by way of corornenda-

t'on. Fentcn.

CHOPPINC-KN1FE./ [. Its. aniU»i/«.] Ai

I in,.- with which cooks rmnee their meat.:

Sidney.

CHO'PPY. a. [from tbof\ Full of holes or

cracks. •Shabesp.

CHOPS./ [from cbapi.] 1 The mouth of a

beast. L'Fstrange. a. The mouth of any

thing in a familiar language.

CHORAL, a. [livmehirui, I-at,] I. Belonging

to a choir. Milit it. X. Singing ia. a choir.

Amhjirst.

CHORD./ [chorda, Lat] I. The string nf a

musical instrument. Mil/in. 1. A right line,

which joins the twa ends of any arch of a

circle.

To CHORD.*, a. To furnish wiih strings. Dryd.

CHORDJEE./ [[tomtit*:**. Lat.] Aconaac-

tion of the hænum of the yard.

CHOWON. / [xf(C', to contain.] The ott-

ward membrane that enwraps the feetus.

CHORISTER./ [fromchorn,.] 1. A singer

in the cathedrals; a singing boy. 1. A singer

in a concert. Spenser, Ray.

CHOROGRAPHER. s. [xpSr, and y;***.]

He that describes particular regions or coun

tries.

CHOROCRA'PHICAL. a. Descriptive os par

ticular regions. Raleigh.

CHOROGRA PHICALLY. adv. In a choro-

graphical manner.

CHQROGRAPHY. / The art of desoibing-

parlicular regions.

CHORUS./ [chorus. Lat.] 1. A number of

fingers; a" concert. Drydcn, Pcpe. x. The

persons who are supposed to behold what

passes in the acts of a tragedy. Shakejp. 3.

TKe song between the acts ol" a tragedy. 4.

Verses of a song in which the company join

the singer.

CHOSE. The prefer tense, from Te chnse.Dryd.

CHOSEN. The participle passive, from To

those. Shaiesf.

CHOUGH.J. [ceo,S;tx.] A bird which frequents

the rocks by the sea. Baccit.

CHOULE./ The crop of a bird. Brow*.

To CHOUSE, v. a. To cheat; to trick. Swift.

A CHOUSE./ 1 . A bubble ; a tool. Huitbrt.

x. A tiick or sham.

CHRISM./ [xji&ta, an ointment.] Unguent;

or unction. Hammond.

CHRl'SOM. / [See C 11 r. ism.] A child that

dies within a month afer its birth. Gramnt.

To CHRISTEN, a. [chrurtni»n, Sax.] 1. To

baptize; to initiate into Christianity by water.

x. To name ; to denominate. Burner.

CHRISTENDOM. / [from Christ and ./ia»,)

The collective body of Christianity. Hooter.

CHRISTENING./ [from the verb.] The ce

remony of the first initiation into Christianity.

Bacon.

CHRISTIAN./ [Cer(/Ji'«»«i,Lat.] A professor

of the religion of Christ. Tillctson.

CHRISTIAN, a. Professing the religion of

Christ. Shakesp.

CHRISTIAN-NAME. / The name given at

the font, distinct from the gcntllitious name,

or surname.

CHRI'STIANISM./ [christianismut. Lat ] 1.

The christian religion, x. The nations pro

fessing Christianity.

CHRISTIANITY./", [cbretienti, Fr.] The re

ligion of christians. Addison.

To CHRISTIANIZE, v. a. [from christian .]

To moke christian. Drydcn.

CHRI'STIANLY. adv. "['from christian.} Like

a christian.

CHRISTMAS./ [from Christ and mas,.] The

day on which tSe nativity of our blelscil Sa

viour is celebrated.

A CHRISTMAS BOX./ A box in which little

presents are collected at Christmas. Gay.

CHRIST'S THORN./ A plant.

CHROMA TICK., a. U'.-'J-'S colour.] 1. Re

lating
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Irjin. x. Relatine to a I CHUTFILY. aJv. Stcrnechfully. Clarissa.

cietu musec. y*r»»/»W. I CHU FFINESS / [from cbmfj. ) Clown»ihoesi

[™n Xf»»-, time.] A | CHUTFY. a. [from elms) Surly; set.

krmcal ciiftemprr i

leaf ts

errtir '^c-£: ac

CHJj SKLE./ \cirmianet Fr] I . A register

3* ac^-swan* a* c»YCf; in order of time. Sbaie/p.

x. A ■LÆ-xi. ^kisfr, DryJem.

TiCrf^O"NICLS_«. « [from the noun.] i.To

recu-T "j c^raaucie. or notary. Sptmftr. x. To

rrr^rr ; r_- rec-fd. Slmitsf.

CHRO S.CLF.R. / [-ram cAraaiffc.] I- A

w—Jsrr -x crjir;a<;c3. Dim*!, z. A historian.

CHROXOCRAM- /. [,>*, and **>•>.] *°

-sLr^cœ: _=*.!ic:^ i^e date of any actsou.

CHROKOGR.VMWaTICaL.*. Belonging to

Cif*JSob»A"MMATIST. / A writer of

C HJOVO LOCER. /. L*/-';"- M*1 >■*/*'• <ioc-

s.'-at-J He thai studies or eiplaim tsc Liencc

*>-' n —■."■», pail time. ll-.Utr.

OBtONOLCrCICAl-a r.fr«n cr/Wt^y.] Re-

*ar -f _; tie doctrine ot time. /Y-i>.

CHRONOLOGICALLY. aJv. [from ckrsmtlf-

r~*^-Z 'a * dir3«K4ogic»i ramn»»r ; according

tt tSe enS series >f time.

CHROVO LOGIST. / One that studie* ot ex-

?*ra& _=3e L^rtt.

CHRONOLOGY / [x?**, "»». and x»F*i

asftrxse 1 Ttc L-encc of computing ud ad-

* ^-^g- rse perrwii of time. Pntr.

A CHJtOVCVETER. /. U?»«5 »«? *«*•»•]

-•-i -_sir«c3e3i far the exact mensuration ot

rrr-jc T>eri*m.

CH2T*3A_LXS. / [from yrjat*;, gold.] Aurelia

sr -W £r-;5 af^arent change of the maggot of

a-?* ^rcie* of insects. Chambtri.

CrntTSOUTE /. [»«-»c and >u5k.] A

rfri-. ' Sane or a CuRy green, with a cast of

ve£«ra\ f^KOvravi.

CMRYSDrRASCS. /. bow"*, and £ra>./

f-^rs ^ A ^recite* stone of a yellow colour,

» — —-—"-; to gjeejL X's. xxi. xo.

CH L' B_ /. 'nas (*», a great head.] A river fish

T%= ±trr.M. Wabia

CECScED- «. [ianthS J Big-headed like a

Y* CHLCR- «. ». To make a noise like a hen.

T» CHTXX. * «. i . To call ai a hen cal!« her

. DryJn. x. To give a gentle blew un-

- one ^*it~ Cangrev*.

J. i . The voice of a hen. TimfU. i

a wr-ari «• ecdeirmect. Simtijf.

CJSPCX T.^RTHING./ A piav, at which the

run i j -ill» wtha chsca. into the hole bentath.

jSraWfvcr.

T* CHVCKI.E «. ■ [fclsttitm, Dutch] To

3aag£ wtae z^a:iv. Tritr.

Ti CiK CiLl c « [fromtriti] i. To

Cv.kiia V'jin. a. To cocker; Co foodie.

CHl.i.T / Foectiir»e«£. B««.

.^ A tins daw*. fSfirtm^e.

CHUM./ [rf»«,Aimorick.] A chamber fellow.

CHUMP. / A thick heavy piece of wood.

M*xim.

CHURCH / [orice, Saxon, tutuax^ i. The

collective body of christian*. Ifnitr. i. The

body of christian* adhering to one pxrrjcular

form of woribic. fVam. 3. The place which,

*hri shins consecrate to the worship of God.

Htiktr, Skaktp.

To CHURCH, v. a. To perform with any one

the office of returning thanks, after any signal

deliverance, as childbirth.

CHURCH-ALE. /. [from rJarr* and ak.) A

wike, or feaQ, commemoratory of the dedi

cation of the church. Carewv.

CHURCH-ATTIRE. / The habit in which

men officiate at divine service. Htker.

CHURCH-AUTHORITY/Ecclesiastical pow

er; if iritnal jurisdiction. Aiicrkury

CHURCHMAN. /. \cbmrch and ««..] I. An

ecclesiastic; a clergyman. CUrnin. 1. An

adherent to the church oi England.

CHURCH-WARDEXS. / Officers yearly cho

sen, to look to the church, churchyard, and

such things at belong to both; and to observe

the behaviour of the pariQtionen. CnatU*

Sptmser.

CHURCHYARD, s. The ground adjoining t»

the church, in which the dead are buried ; a

cemetery. Bacia, Ptpe.

CHL'RL./ [ceojii, Saxon.] 1. A rostick; a coun

tryman. Drjit*. 1, A rode, surly, ill-bred

man. SiJntj. 3. A miser ; a niggard. Sbaktjf.

CHURLISH, a. [from cbmrl.] 1. Rude; brutal;

harsh; austere; uncivil. Waikr. 4. Selfish;

avaricious. 1 Sam. 3. Unpliant; croslgniaed;

unmanageable. Bactm, Mtrlimer. 4. Intracta-

ble ; vexatious. Crafi>a%t.

CHURLISHLY, adv. [from cb.rtjb.] Rudely ;

brutally. Hstocl.

CHU RLISHNESS / [from cburhjb.] Bruta

lity ; ruggedness ot manner. Ecclat.

CHURME./ A confetd sound; a noise. Baom.

A CHURN. /. The vessel in whichthe batter it,

bv agitation, coagulated. Gbj.

To CHURN. •. #. [ktrmn, Dutch.] j.Tol-

gitate or shake any thug by a violent motion.

Drjdm. 1. To make butter by agitating, the

milk, frtverh, Bactm.

CHU RRWORM. /. [rrom cyprv, Saxon ] An

insect that turns about nimbly ; ailed also a.

fancricket. Sktsmtr.

CHYLA'CEOUS. «. [from djle.] Belonging to

chyle FUyir.

CHYLE, s. sjrciss.] The white juice formed

in the stomach by digestion of the aliment.

Arbmtkntt.

CHYLIFA'CTION. / [from Ciyir.] The act

or process of making chyle in the body.

Arbathmtt.

CHYUFACTIVE. a. Having the power of

nuking chyle. ->

R CHYLO-
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CHYLOPOE TICK, a. [yi\>t. and «.!«.] Hiv

ing she power, of forming chyle. Arbutbnot.

CHY'LOUS. a. [from cbyle.] Consisting of chyle.

Arbutbnot.

CHY'MICAL. 7 a. [cbymicut, Lat] i.Madc

CHYMICK. J bycbymistry..DryaVii. v Re

lating tochymistry. Pipe.

CHYMICALLY. adv. [from chymical.] In a

chymical manner.

CHYM1ST./ [See Chymistry.] A professor

of chymistry ; a philosopher by fire. Pipe.

CHYMISTRY./ Philosophy by fire. Arbutbmt.

CIBA'RIOUS. a. [cibarius, Lat.] Relating to

food.

CI'BOL. / [ciboule, Fr] A small sort os onion.

Mortimer.

CICATRICE. or Cl c a T»t x.s. [cicatrix,Lit.]

i. The scar remaining aster a wound. Sbttkesp.

1. A mark; an impressure. Sbakesp.

CICATRTSANT. / I from cicatrice.] An ap

plication that induces a cicatrice.

CICATRI'SIVE. a. [from cicatrice] Having

the qualities proper to induce a cicatrice.

CICATRIZATION./ [from cicatrice.] i.The

act of healing the wound. Harvey. 1. The

state of being healed, or fleinoed over.

To CICATRIZE, v. a. [from Beatrix.] To

apply such medicines to wounds, or ulcers, as

(kin them, S^uincy.

CICELY./ A sort of herb.

CICHORA'CEOUS. a. [cichirium,l.it.] Hiving

the qualities of succory. Floyer.

To Cl'CURATE. v. a. To tame; to reclaim

from wildness. Broivn.

CICURA TION. / The act of taming or re

claiming from wildness. Ray.

CI'DER. [ciJre, Fr. stdera, Ital] I. Liquor

made of the juice of fruits pressed. Bacon. a.

The juice of apples expressed and fermented

Pbi/ipi.

Cl'DERIST. /. A maker of cider. Mortimer.

Cl DERKIN./ [from cider.] The liquor made

of the gross matter of apples, after the cider

is messed out. Mortimer.

CIERGE. s. [French.] A candle carried in pro

cessions.

CI'LIARY. a. [cilium, Lat.] Belonging to the

eyelids. Ray.

CILIClOUS.a. [from cilicium, hair-doth, L»t.]

Made of hair. Broivn.

CIME'LIARCH. / [from ni/juir infant.] The

chief keeper of things of value belonging to a

church. UiS.

CfMETER. / [cimitarra, Span ] A fort of

sword ; short and recurvated. Dryden.

CINCTURE./, [cmclura, Lat.] I. Something

worn round the body. Pope. a. An inclosure.

Bacon. 3. A ring or list at the top or bottom

of the shaft of a column. Chambers.

CINDER. /". [cendre, Fr.] 1. A mass ignited

and quenched. Waller. 1. A hot coal that has

ceased to flame. Sivift..

Cl NDER-WOMAN. I /. [cinder and iveman.]

Cl'NDER-WENCH. J A woman whose trade

h 10 tikg in heaps of allies, Arbutbnot,

CJNERATION. /. [from eineret, Lat.] The

reduction of any thing by fire to ashes.

CINERI'TIOUS. a. [cinenciut, Lat.] Having;

the form or state of ashes. Cheyne.

CINE'RULENT. a. Fullofattiea.

Cl'NGLE. J. [cingulum, Lat.] A girth for a

horse.

CINNABAR, /.[cinnabarit, Lat.] Cinnabar is

native or factitious : the factitious cinnabar is

called vermilliou. The particles of mercury

uniting with the particles of sulphur, by sub

limation, compose cinnabar. kVoodivard,

Nevtten.

CI'NNABAR of Antimony, is made of mercury,

sulphur, and crude antimony.

CI'NNAMON. / [cinnamemum, Lat.] The fra

grant bark of a low tree ia the island of Cey

lon. Chambers.

CINsy/E. J. I French.] A five.

CINQUE-FOIL. / [cinqueseuille, Fr.] A kind

ot five leaved clover.

CINQUE-PACE./, [cinque pat, Fr.] A kind of

grave dance. Sbakesp.

CINQUE-PORTS./ [cinque ports, Fr.] Those

havens that lie towards France. The cinque

pom are Dover, Sandwich, Rye, Halting*,

Winchelsea, Rumney, and Hithe; some of

which, as the number exceeds five, must have

been added to the first institution. CoiveU

CINQUESPOTTED. a. Having five spots.

Sbakesp.

CI'ON. /. [Jon, or scion, Fr.] 1. A sprout ; a

shoot from a plant. Sbakesp. Hcteel. ». The

shoot engralted on a stock. Bacon.

CIPHER./ [cbisre, Fr. cisra, low Lat.] 1. An

arithmetical character, by which some number

is noted; a figure. 1. An arithmetical mark,

which, standing for nothing itself, increases

the value of the other figures. South. 3. An

intertexture of letters. Pope. 4. A character

in general. Raleigh. 5. A secret or occult

manner of writing, or the key to it. Donne.

To CIPHER. 11. n. [from the noun.] To prae-

tise arithmetick. Arbutbnot.

To Cl PHER. v. a. To write in occult charac

ters. Hayvjard.

To CI'RCINATE. v. a. [circino, Lat.] To

make a circle. Baily.

C1RCINATION. J. An orbicular motion.

CIRCLE. / [circulut, Lat.] 1. A line con

tinued till it ends where it begun. Locke. 1.

The space included in a circular line. 3. A

round body; an orb. Isaiah. 4. Compass; in

closure. Sbakesp. 5, An assembly surrounding

the principal person. Pope. 6. A company.

Addtjon. 7. Any series ending as it begins.

Baccu, Dryden. 8. An inconclusive form of

argument, in which the foregoing proposition

is proved by the following, and the following

interred from the foregoing. Warn. 9. Cir

cumlocution; indirect torm of words. Fletcher.

10. C 1 r c les cs the German Empire. Such

provioces and principalities as bare a right to

be present at diets.

To CIRCLE. 11. a. [from the noun] To move

round
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round anything. Bacn. a. To inclose; to

surround. Prior. 3. To confine ; to keep to

gether. Digby.

To CHICLE, v. n. To move circularly. Pipe.

CIRCLED, a. Having the form of a ciicle ;

round. Skakejp.

CIRCLET. /. [from circle.'] A circle ; an orb.

Cl RCLING.^ar/i. a. Circular; round. Milton.

CIRCUIT. / [circuit, Fr. circuital, L*fc] 1.

The act of moving round any thing. Davits.

a. The space inclosed in a circle. Milton. 3.

Space; extent; measured by travelling round.

Hooker. 4. A ring; a diadem. Skakesp. 5. The

visitation of the judges for holding assizes.

To CIRCUIT, v.n. To move circularly.Mi/r^J.

CIRCUITE'ER-/ One that travels a circuit.

Pipe.

CIRCUITION. / [circuit:,, Lat.] 1. The act

of going round any thing, a. Compass; maze

of argument; comprehension. Hooker.

CIRCULAR, a. [circularis. Lat.] 1. Round,

like a circle ; circumscribed by a circle

Sp1*/""* didijn. 1. Successive to itself; always

returning. Rojcommon. 3. Vulgar; mean ; cir-

cumforaneous. Dennis. 4. Circular Letter.

A letter directed to several persons, who have

the fame interest in some common affair. 5.

Circular Sailing, is that performed on the

arch of a great circle.

C IRCULAR'lTY.y . [from circular.] A circular

form. Brevin.

CIRCULA'RLY. adv. [from circular.] 1. In

form of a circle. Burnet. i. With a circular

motion. Dryden.

To CIRCULATE, v. n. [from circulus.] To

move in a circle. Denham.

To CI'RCULATE. v. a. To put about.

CIRCULATION./ [Itomcirculate.] 1. Motion

in a circle. Burner, a. A series in which the

fame order is always observed, and things al

ways return to the fame state. Swift. 3. A

reciprocal interchange ot meaning. Hieier.

ClRCV\.\TORY /.[from circulate] Achyml-

cal vessel, in which that which rises from the

vessel on the fire, is collected and cooled in

another fixed upon it, and falls down again.

CIRCUMAMRIENCY / [from circumambi

ent.] The act of encompassing. Br.own.

CIRCUMAMBIENT, a. [circum and ambio,

Lat.] Surrounding ; encompassing. kVilkmi.

To CIRCUMAMBULATE, v. n. [circum and

amiuh. Lat.] To walk round about. Did.

ToCIRCUMCI'SE.^.a. UircumdtU. Lat.] To

cut the prepuce, according to the law given

to the Jews. Swift.

CIRCUMCISION. / [from circumcise] The

rite or act of cutting off the forelkin. Milton.

ToCIRCUMDUCT. *>. a. [arcumduco, Lat]

To contravene ; to nullify. Ayliffc.

CIRCUMDUCTION. / [from circumduS.] 1.

Nullification ; cancellation, styliffc. 1. A lead

ing about.

CIRCUMFERENCE./, [circumferenlia, Lat.]

I. The periphery ; the line including and fur-

rounding any thing. Newton. 1. The space

inclosed in a circle. Milton. 3. The eternal

part of an orbicular body. Newton. 4. An orb;

a circle. Milton.

ToCIRCUMFERENCE •». a. To include in a

circular space. Brown.

CI'RCUMFERENTOR. / [from circumfero.]

An instrument used in surveying, for measur

ing angles Chambers.

CIRCUMFLEX./ [circumflexus, Lat.] An

accent used to regulate the pronunciation of

syllables, including or participating of the a-

cute and grave. Bolder.

C IRCUMFLUENCE./ An inclosure ofwaters.

CIRCUMFLUENT, a. [arcumfluens, Lat.]

Flowing ro«nd any thing. Pope.

CIRCUMFLUOUS, a. [circumfiuus. Lat.] En

vironing with waters. Milton, Pope.

CIRCUMFORA'NEOUS. a. [circumferancut.

Lat] Wandering from house to house.

ToCIRCUMFUSE. v, a. [circumfu/us,Ut.]

To pour round. Bacon.

CIRCUMFUSILE. a. [circum znifujilis. Lat.]

That which may be poured round any thing.

Pcpe.

CIRCUMFU'SION. / The act of spreading

round.

To CIRCUMOYRATE. v. a. [circum and

Zyrui, Lat] To roll round. Ray.

CIRCUMGYR.VTION/[sromr;r«B.^yra/f.]

The act of running round.

CIRCUMJACENT, a. [circumjacent, Lat.]

Lving round any thing.

CIRCUMITION. / [drama, Lat.] The act

of going round.

CIRCUMLIGATION./ [circumligo. Lat.] 1.

The act of binding round, a. The bond with

which any thing is encompassed.

CIRCUMLOCUTION./ [circumlocuti,, Lat.]

1 A circuit or compass of words; periphrasis.

L'EJlrange.

CIRCUMMU RED. a. [circum.] Walled round.

Skakejp.

CIRCUMNAV1GABLE. a. That which may

be sailed round. Ray.

To CIRCUMNAVIGATE, v. a. [circum and

navigo.] To sail round.

CIRCUMNAVIGATION./ The act of sailing

round, /trbuthnot.

CIRCUMPI.ICA'TION. / [circumplio, L»t.]

1. The act of enwrapping on every side. 1.

The state ol being enwrapped.

CIRCUMPOLAR. a. [from circum and polar .]

Round the pole.

CIRCUMPOSl TION./ [from circum laApifi-

titn.] The act of placing any thing circularly.

Evelyn.

CIRCUMRA'SION. / [circumrajio, Lat.] The

act 01 stiaving or pairing round.

CIRCUMROTA'TION./. [circum and rote.

Lat.] The act of whirling round like a wheel.

To CIRCUMSCRl BE. i/.a. [circum utd/tribo,

Lat.] 1. To inclose in ceitain lines or boun

daries. 1. To bound; 10 limit; to confine.

Sou thern.

R % CIR-
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ClRCUMSCRITTION/[ri>sii»./<r<>.»,Lat.]

I. Determination of particular form or mag

nitude. Ray. j. Limitation ; confinement

Sbaktsp.

CIRCUMSCRI PTIVE. «. rfrom circumscribe.]

inclosing the superficies. Grew.

CIRCUMSPECT. ... [ctrcumspeBu,, Lat.J

Cautious ; attentive ; watchful. Beyle

CIRCUMSPECTION. /: [from circumspea.)

Watchfulness on every side; caution; general

attention. Clorendcn.

CIRCUMSPECTIVE, a. [circumspeaut, Lat.]

Attentive; vigilant; cautious. Pete.

CIRCUMSPE CTIVELY. adv. [irom «««■-

J'ptaive.] Cautiously ; vigilantly.

CIRCUMSPECTLY, adv. sfrom circumspea.]

Watchfully; vigilantly. Roy.

CIRCUMSPE CTNESS./ [trom circumspea.]

Caution; vigilance. ffetten.

CIRCUMSTANCE./ [circumstantia, Lat.] I .

Something appendant or relative to fact. Smth.

a. Accident j something adventitious. Davies

3- Incident; event. Clarendn. 4. Condition;

state or affairs. Bentley

To CIRCUMSTANCE, v. a. To place in

particular situation, or relation to the things.

Donne.

CI RCUMSTANT. a. [circumstans, Ut.] Sur

rounding. Digby.

Cl9.CVMSTtVtiT\kL.a.[circumstantiaUi,\*vi

Lat.] r. Accidental; not eftrntial. Scutb. 1.'

Incidental; casual Dcnnc. 3. Full of lmall

events; detailed. Frier.

C1RCUMSTANTI.VLITY./ The appendage

of circumstances.

CIRCUMSTANTIALLY.*/*, [from circum

stantial.} 1. According to circumstance; not

essentially. Glanville. 2. Minutely; exactly

Brteme.

To CIRCUMSTANTIATE, v. a. [from ar

"""stance.] 1. To place in particular circum

stance;. Bratuhail. 2. To place in a patticular

condition. Stvtst.

ToCIRCUMVaLLATE. v. a. [circumvall.,

Lat] To inclose round with trencher or forti

fications.

CIRCUMVA'LLATION. / [from circumval

fotc, Lat] 1. The art or act of casting up

fortifications rennet a place. Walt!. 2. The

tbreifiiation thrown up round a place besieged.

Hetvcl.

CIRCUMVECTION./ [ciremviait. Lat.J 1 .

The act ot cjrtying round. 1. The lute 01

being carried round.

To CIRCUMVE NT. *. a. [circumveuii, Lat.]

To deceive; to cheat. Knllts.

CIRCUMVENTION./ [irom circumvent .'] 1.

Fraud; Imposture; cheat; delusion. Stutb,

Cellter. 2. Prevention ; pre-occupation. Sbakrs.

To CIRCUMVE ST. v. a. [circumvcj.'ie, Lat.]

To cover round with a gaiment. H'cttcn

CIRC UMVOLA'T ION. / {cirucmveU, Lat.]

'1'he act of flyinj round.

To CIRCUMVO I.VE. -,. a. [«>«m-i/w,Ut]

To roll round. Clanville.

CIRCUMVOLUTION./ sr.r«i«W«r«>Lal.]

1. The act of rolling round. 1. The thing

rolled round another. rVilkins.

CIRCUS. 1 / [circuj, Lat] An open space

CIRQUE, J or area for I'porta. Sidney, Stilhmr-

sieet.

CIST, [ctsta, Lat] A cafe; a tegument; com

monly the inclosure of a tumour.

CI'STLD. a. [fn.m cijl.] Inclosed in a cist, or

bag.

CISTERN./ [cisterna. Lat.] 1. A receptacle

of water lor domestick uses. Seutb. 2. A reser

voir , an inclosed fountain. Blackmtre. 3. Any

watry receptacle. Shakejp.

C1S7VS. / [Lat. J Rockrosc.

CIT. / [contracted from citizen] An inhabitant

of a city. A pert low townsman. Jebnjen.

CITADEL. J. [citadelle, Pr.] A fortress* 1

castle. Dryden.

CI i AL. J. [from cite.] 1. Reproof; impeach

ment. Shakejp. a. Summons; citation.

CITATION / [Wia.'is, Lat.] t. Tbe calling

a prrfn before the judge, Aybffe. 1. Quota

tion ; ftoir. another author. 3. The passage op

words qu'itc j. Waiti . 4. Enumeration ; men

tion. Harvey.

CITATORY. a. [from 7". cite] Having the

power or form of titalion. Ayiijse.

To CITE. v. a. {cite, Lat.) 1. To summon to

answer in a court. MUtcr.. 2. To enjein; to

call upon another authoiiiatncly. Frier. 3. To

quote. Heeker.

CI'TER. / [fronts*/.] I. One who cites into

a court, 1. One who quuic ■ ; a quoter.

Atterbury.

CI TESS. / [from cit.] A city woman. Dryda.

CITHERN./ [cithara, Lat.] A kind ofhajp.

Mac.

CITIZEN. / [citeyen, Fr ] A seetnun of «

city. Raleigh. 2. A tov.nfman; not a gentle

man. Sbaktsp. 3. An inhabitant. Dryd.-n.

CITIZEN, a. Having the qualities of a ci'.ircn.

Shakejp.

Cl'TRLNE. a. [ciirinui. Lat.] Lemon-coloured.

Grew, shyer.

CITRINE /. [from citrinut, Lat] A species

of crystal of an extremely pure, clear, and fine

texture, generally free from flaws and blee

mifiiea. Our jeweller* cut stones tor rings out

ot it, which are generally mistaken for topazes,

all.

CITRON TREE. / [from ">;«, Lat.] One

fort, with a pointed truit, is 111 great esteem.

Millar, Addijtn.

CITRON-WATER./ Aqua vitx, distilled with

the rind of citrons. Fe}e.

CITRUL. / Pompion.

CITY./ \citc\ Fr] 1. A large collection of

houses and inhabitants. Temple. 2. In the

English law. A town corporate, that hath a

Lifliop. Cenvcll. 3. The inhabitants of a ccuain

city. Sbakesp.

CIT /. a. Relating le the city. Slnkesp.

CIVET. / [civette, Fr.] A perfume from the

civet cat. Tbe civet, or met cat, is a little

animal,
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»nim»l, not unlike our cm, excepting that his

(bout is more pointed, his claws less dangerous,

»nd his cry different. Treveux, Basin.

CIY1CK. a. [civicnj, Lat] Relating to civil

honours; not military. Pope.

Cl VIL a. [civilii. Lat.) i. Relating to the com

munity ; political. Hooker, Sprat a. Not in

anarchy ; not wild. Boscommm. 3. Net for

eign; intestine. Baa*. 4. Not ecclesiastical.

5. Not natural. 6. Not military. 7. Not

criminal. 6. Civilized ; not barbarous. Spen

ser, o. Complaisant; civilized; gentle; well

bred. Dryden. 10. Grave; sober. Mitt'.n. 11.

Relating to the ancient consular or imperial

government ; as, civil law.

CIVI LIAN/ [ciiilu. Lat] One that professes

the knowledge ot the old Roman law. Bacon

CIVI LITY/. [fromnW.] I. Freedom from

barbarity.ZWir/. 1. Politeness; complaisance ;

elegance of behaviour. Clarendon. 3. Rule of

decency; practice of politeness. Dryden.

To Cl V1LIZE- v. a- [from civil.) To reclaim

scorn favageness and brutality. Denkam.

Cl VILIZERy. [frorn r<vf£«.J He that reclaims

others from a wild and savage life. Pbilipi.

Cl VLLLY. adv. [rrosn civil] 1. In a manner

relating 10 government. tUokcr. a. Politely ;

cocnplaifantly; without rudeness. Collier. 3

Without gay or gaudy colours. Bacon.

C IZE. /. [from inctsa. Lat.] The quantity ofany

'biug* with regard to its external form. Grew

CLACK../, [ilatcien, Germ, to rattle] 1. Any

thing that makes a lasting aud importunate

noiie. Frier, a. The Clack es a Mill. A

bell that rings when more corn is required to

be pat i». Beiterttn.

To CLACK, v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To make

m chinking noise. 1. To let the tongue run.

CLAD. part. fret. Clethed; invested; garbed.

1 hCmgj. Swift.

To CLAIM, v.a [clamtr, Pr.] To demand of

4 right; to require authoritatively. Locke.

CLAIM. / [from the verb] 1. A demand of

«ny thing, as doe. Drydttx. I. A title 10 any

privilege or possession in the hand* ot another.

Luke. 3. In law. A demand 0/ any thing

that is in the possession of another. Co-well.

CLA IMABLE, a. That which may be demand

ed as due.

CLAIMANT./ [from *£«'„.] He that de

mand! any thing as unjustly detained by ano

ther.

A CL AIMER./ [from clatm.] He that nukes

a demand.

To CLA'MBER. «r. ». To climb with difficulty.

Skatcjp. Raj

ToCLAMM. v. a. [clzmian, Sax.] Toclog

with any glutinous matter.

CLAMMINESS./ [from clammy.} Viscosity;

vilcidlty. Moxon.

CLAMMY a. [from !c clamm.] Viscous; gluti

nous. Bacon, Addijon.

CLA MOROl'S a. j from rW.-ar] Vociferous;

noisy. Hicker, Swift.

CLA'MOUR./ [clanur. Lat.] Outer) ; noise ;

excliaiatioa; vociferation. K. Cf.arl.i,AddiJ.

To CLA'MOUR. v. n. To make outcries; W

exclaim; to vociferate. Shakejp.

CLAMP./ [clamp, Fr.] 1. A piece of wood

joined 10 another, a. A quantity ot bricks.

Mortimer.

To CLAMP. ii. a. [from the noun]. Ends of

tables are commonly clamped. Moxon.

CLAN. / [klaan, in the Highlands, signifies

ckildren.\ 1. A family; a race. Milttn. 2.

A body or sect of persons. Swift.

CLA'NCULAR. a. [danculariut. Lat ] Clan

destine; secret. Decay of Piety.

CLANDESTINE, a. [dandejhuui, Lat.] Se

cret; hidden. Blackwiore.

CLANDESTINELY, adv. [from clandeftir.e]

Secretly; privately. Swtft.

CLANG./ [clanger, Lat.] A tharp shrill noise.

Mi/ten, Dryden.

To CLANG, v. n. [chngo, Lat.] To clatter;

to make a loud shrill noise. Prier.

CLANGOUR./ [clangor, Lat.] A loud shrill

sound. Dryden.

CLA'NGOUS. a [l'romt/Mj.1 Making a clang-.

Brown.

CLANK. / [from clang.] A loud (hrill (harp

noise. Spectator.

To CLAP. v. a. [clappan, Sax] 1. To strike

together with a quick motion. Job. 1. To

add one thing to another. Taylor. 3. To do

any thing with a sudden hasty motion. Prier.

4. To celebrate or praise by clapping the hands ;

to applaud. Dryden 5. To infect with a ve

nereal poison. IViseman. 6. Ta Clap up.

To complete suddenly. Howel.

To CLAP, v n. I, To move nimbly with a

noise. Dryden. 1. To enter with alacrity and

bnsltness upon any thing. Shakejp. 3. To

strike the handslogether in applaule. Epilogue

to Hen. VIH.

CLAP./ [from the verb.] %. A loud noise made

by sudden collision. Sewift,. 1. A sudden or un

expected act or motion. Swift. 3. Anexplosion

01'thunder. UakewelJ. 4. An act of applause.

Addifen. 5. A venereal infection. Pepe. 6.

The nether part of the beak of a hawk.

CLAPPER./ [iwmclap.] 1. One who claps

with.bjsharids. a. The tongue of a bell. AddiJ.

To CLAPPERCLA \V. v. a. [from clapper and

r/aio.J To. tongue-best j t0 scold. Shakesp.

CLA'RENCEUX, orCiA'RENCiEUX.j! The

second king U arms : so named trotn the

dutchy of Clarence.

CLARE-OBSCURE./, [from clarus, bright, and

cbjc «r»r,Lat.]Ligbland (bade in painting.JVi.r

CLA'RET. /. [clairet, Fr.] French wijie.

CLA'RICORD./ [trom ciarui and cherdaX*- '.

A musical instrument in form of a (poetic

Chambers.

CLARIFICATION./ [from clarify.} The act

01" making any thing clear from impurities. fiat

ToCLARIFY.w.*. [danf.er, Fr.) i,Topu-

rify or clear. Bacon. %. To biighten ; toil

lumi&ate. South.

CLARION. / [clarit, Span.] A trumpet.

Spenjtr, P:pe. I

CLARITY
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CL.VRITY./. [dart/, Fr.] Brightness; splen

dour. Raleirb.

CLA'RY. /". An herb. Bacon.

ToCLASH. v. *. [k/etsen, Dutch ] i.Tomake

a noise by mutual collision. Denham, Bentley.

1 To act with opposite power, or contrary di

rection Scutb. 3. To contradict ; oppose.Sped

To CLASH, v. a. To strike one thing against

another.

CLASH. / 1 . A noisy collision os two bodies.

Dent. 1. Opposition; contradiction. Atterb.

A CLASP / [chefs', Dutch! 1. A hook to

hold any thing close. Addisen. i. An em

brace. Shakesp.

To CLASP v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To (hut

with a clasp. Heater. 1. To catch and hold

by twining Milton. 3. To inclose between

the hands. Bacn. 4. To embrace. Smitb.

<. To inclose. Sbalijp.

CLASPER. f. [from clasp] The tendrels or

threads ot creeping plants. Ray.

CI.ASPKNIFE. /. A knife which folds, into the

handle.

CLASS./ [from c lasjit. Lit] 1. A rank or

order of persons. Dryden. 1. A number of

boys learning the fame lesson. H'atti. 3. A

set of beings or th'ne,s. Addifcn.

To CLASS, f. a. To ranqc according to some

stated method of distribution. Arbuthnst.

CLASSICAL, orCt-i'ssiCK.a. [chfficus,h»tl\

1 . Relating to antique authors. AJdissn^Felton.

2. Of the first ordi^r or rank. Arbuthntt.

C?..A'SSICK./ An author of the first rank.

CLASSIS.f. [Lat.J Order; fort ; body. Clare*J.

To CLATTER, v. n. [clatpunjc, a rattle,

Sax ] 1 . To make a noise by knocking two so

norous bodies frequently together. Dryden. 1

To utter a noise by being struck together.

KticlUs. 3.T0 talk fast and idly. Decay of Piety.

ToCLA'TTER. v. a. 1. To strike any thing

so as to make it found. Milton. 1. To dis

pute, jar, or clamour. Martin.

A CLATTER. / [from the verb] 1. A rat

tling noise made by frequent collision of sono

rous bodies. Swift. 1. Any tumultuous and

confused noise. B. Jcbnfett.

CLA'VATED. a. [clavatm, Lat.] Knobbed.

Wozdward.

CLA'UDENT. a. [elandent, Lat.] Shutting;

inclosing.

ToCLAUDICATE.i>.».[<-Wirt,Lat.]Tohalt

CLAUDICA'TlON./Thehabitolhalting.Oict.

CLAVE. [The preterite of cleave]

CLA'VELLATED.«.[fW//<xf«/,!owLat]Made

with burnt tartar. A chymical term. Arbuthn.

CLA'VER./. [clxcrt. Sax. J Clover.

CLAVICLE./ \clavicnla, Lat.] The collar

bone. Brown, Wiseman.

CLAUSE./ [claujula, Lat.] 1. A sentence ;

a single part of discourse ; a subdivision of a

larger sentence. Hooker, i. An article, or

particular stipulation.

CLA'USTRAL. a. [from ctaustrum, Lat.] Re

lating to a cloystcr. Ayliffe.

CLA'USURE / [clansura, L*t ] Confinement.

Geddet.

A CLAW. / [claran, Sax.] 1. The foot of a

beast or bird, armed with (harp nails. Spenser,

Garth, z. A hand, in contempt.

To CLAW. v. a. [clapan, Sax.] 1. To tear

with nails or claws. Shaiesp. 1. "so tear or

scratch in general. Hudibrat. 3. To tickle.

Shakesp. 4. To Claw off. TofcoM.L'Eftrange.

CLA'WBACK../ A flatterer; a wheedles.

CLA'WED. a. [from claw.] Furnishedor armed

with claws. Grew.

CLAY./ [chi, Welch] Unctuous, and ten»-

cious earth, rfatti.

To CLAY. v. a. To cover with clay. Mirtinter.

CLAY-COLD. a. Cold as the unanimated earth.

Rovje.

CLAY-PIT. A pit where clay is dug. rVcedw.

CLA-YEY. Cnlisting of clay. Derham.

CLAYMARL [clay and marl.] A chalky clay.

Mortimer.

CLEAN, a. [clxne, Sax.] 1. Freefromdirt or

filth Spenser. I. Chaste; innocent; guiltiest.

3. Elegant; neat; not unwieldy; [not in-

cumbred rVallcr. 4. Not leprous. Leviticus.

CLEAN, adv. Quite; perfectly j fully; com

pletely. Hooker.

To CLEAN. i>. a. To free from dirt. Thomson-.

CLE ANLILY. adv. In a cleanly manner.

CLEANLINESS. / [from cleanly.] 1. Free

dom from dirt or filth. Addison. I. Neatness

of dress; purity. Sidney.

CLEANLY, a. [from clean.] 1. Free from

dirtiness; pure in the person. Dryden. a.

That which makes cleanliness. Prior. 3.

Pure; immaculate. Glanville. 4. Nice;

artful. L'Estrange.

CLEANLY, adv. [from clean.] Elegantly ;

neatly.

CLEANNESS./ [from cfca«] i. Neatness;

freedom from filth. 1. Easy exactness; just

ness; natural, unlaboured correctness. Dryd.

3. Purity; innocence. Pope.

ToCLE'ANSE. v. a. [clsenpan, Sax.] 1. To

free from filth or dirt. Prior. 1. To purify

from guilt. Proverbs. 3. To free from noxi

ous humours. Arbnlbnel. 4. To free from le

prosy. Mark. 5. To scour. Addison.

A CLEANSER. / [clsenrene, Sax.] That

which has the quality of evacuating. Arbntb.

CLEAR, o. [clair, Fr. clarui. Lat.] 1. Bright;

transpicuous; pellucid; transparent; not opa-

cous. Dinhtwt, 1. Free from clouds; serene;

as a clear day. 3. Without mixture , pure ;

unmingled. 4. Perspicuous ; not obscure ;

not ambiguous. Temple. §. Indisputable; e-

vident; undeniable. Milton. 6. Apparent;

manifest; not hid. Hooker. 7. Unspotted;

guiltless; irreproachable. Shokesp. Pope. 8.

Unprepossessed; impartial. Sidney. 9. Free

from distress, prosecution, or imputed guilt.

Gay. 1 o. Free from deductions or incumbrance.

Collier. 11. Vacant; unobstructed. Shakesp,

Pope. ii. Out of debt. 13. Unintangled ;

at a safe distance from danger. Shakesp. 1 4.

Canorous; sounding distinctly. Addijon. 1;.

Free; guiltless. Snsan.

CLEAR.
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CLEAR.a/o. Clean ; quite ; completely. L'EJlr.

To CLEAR, v. a. I. To make bright ■, to I

brighten. Dryden. 2. To free from obscurity.

Boyle. 3. To purge from the imputation of

guilt; to justify. Hayward. 4. To cleanse.

Shakesp. 5. To discharge; to remove any

incumbrance. kVilkint, Addison. 6. To free

from any thing offensive. Luke. 7. To cli-

rify ( as to clear liquors. 8. To gain without

deduction. Addison.

To CLEAR, v. n. 1. To grow bright; tore-

cover transparency. Shakesp. Norrit. 2. To be

disengaged from incumbrances, or entangle

ments. Bacon.

CLE ARANCE./. A certificate that a ship has

been cleared at the custom-house.

CLEARER./ Brightener; purifier ; enlighten-

er. Addison.

CLEARLY, adv. [icomc/ear.] 1. Brightly;

luminously. Hooker. 2. Plainly; evidently

Rogers. 3. With discernment; acutely. Ben.

Johnson. 4. Without entanglement. Bacon.

5. Without by-ends; honestly. Tillotson. 6.

Without deduction or cost. 7. Without re

serve ; without subterfuge. David.

CLE'ARNESS. / I from char.] 1. Transpa

rency ; brightness. Bacon. 2. Splendour; lustre.

Sidney. 3. Distinctness; perspicuity. Addis.

CLEARSICHTED. a. [clear indsigbl.] Dis

cerning ; judicious. Denham.

To CLEARSTARCH.*, a. [clear tadstarcb.]

To stiffen with starch. Addison.

To CLEAVE, v. ». pret. 1 clave, part, cloven

[clcorian, Six.] 1 . To adhere ; to stick ; to

hold lo. Job. 2. To unite aptly ; to fit. Shakes.

3. To unite in concord. Hooker, Knollej.

4. To be Concomitant, Hooker.

To CLEAVE, v. a. preterite, 1 clovt, I clave, I

cleft; part. pass, claven, or cleft, [cleopn,

S»x.j 1. To divide with violence; to lplit.

Milton, Blackmore. 2. Todivide Deateronom.

To CLEAVE. * n. 1. To part asunder. Shake.

Post. 2. To suffer division. Newton.

A CLEAVER / [from cleave.} A butcher's

instrument to cut animals into joints. Arbuth.

CLEES / The two parts of the foot of beasts

wtiich are cloven-footed.

CLEF. / [from clef, key, Fr.] A mark at the

beginning of the lines of a song, which shews

the tone or key in which the piece is to begin.

Chamber/.

CLEFT.part.pasT.[fromr/«'»f.JDivided.yH<7(5i».

CLEFT./ [from cleave.] 1. A space made by

the separation of parts ; a crack. Woodward.

2. In farriery. Clefts appear on the bought of

the pasterns, and are caused by a sharp and

malignant humour, Parr. Did. Ben, Johnson.

ToCLE'FTGRAFT. v. a. [cleft and graft.}

To engraft by cleaving the stack ol a tree.

Mortimer.

CLE MENCV./ [clemince, Fr. dementia, Lat.]

Mercy; remission of severity. Addison.

CLEMENT, a. [clement, Lat.] Mild; gentle;

merciful.

ToCLEPE.w.a.[clyp)an,Sax.]Tocall.Siair/J6.

CLERGY. / [derge, Fr. «x~»;.J The body of

men set apart by due ordination for the service

of God. Shakesp.

CLERGYMAN./ A man in holy orders; not

a laick. Swift.

CLERIC AL. a. [elerient, Lat.] Relating to the

clergy. Bacon.

A CLERK../ [clertic. Sax] 1. A clergyman.

Aylijse. 2. A scholar; a man of letters. South..

3. A man employed under another is a writer.

Shakesp. 4. A petty writer in publick offices.

Granville. 5. The layman who reads the

responses to the congregation in the church,

to direct tkc rest.

CLE'RKSHIl'./:[from clerk.} t. Scholarship.

2. The office of a clerk of any kind. Swift.

CLEVE. -j At the beginning or end of the proper

CLIF. > name of a place, denotes it to be

CLIVE. ' situated on a rock or hill.

CLE'VER. a. I. Dextrous; skilful. Addison.

2. Just; fit; proper; commodious Pope. 3.

Well-sliaped; handsome Arbutbnot.

CLEVERLY, adv. [from clever.] Dcxtrously ;

fitly; handsomely. Hndibrai.

CLEVERNESS. /. [from clever.} Dexterity ;

(kill.

CLEW. / [clype, Sax.] 1. Thread wound

upon a bottom. Roscommon. 2. A guide ; a

direction. Smith.

To CLEW. v. a. To clew the Sails, is to raise

them, in order to be furled. Harris.

To CLICK, v. n. [clicken, Dutch.] To make 1

sharp, successive noise. Gay.

CLICKER./ [from click.] A low word for the

servant of a salesman.

CLl'CKETJ. Th« knocker of a door. Skinner.

CLI ENT./ [client, Lat.] 1. One who applies

to an advocate for counsel and defence. Taylor.

2. A dependant. Ben. Johnson.

CLIENTED. parti, a. Supplied with clients.

Carena.

CLIENTELE./ [clientela, Lat.] The conditi

on or office of a client. Ben. Johnson.

CLI'ENTSHIP./ [from client.] The condition

of a client. Dryden.

CLIFF./ [clivss,lM. clip, Sax.] A steep rock;

a rock. Bacon.

CLIFT./ The fame with Cur r. Spenser.

CLIMA'CTER. / [itXi.aai.1nj.] A certain pro-

grtrssim of years, supposed to end in a dange

rous time. Brown.

CLIMACTERICK. 7 a. [from climatler.]

CLIMACTERIC AL. $ Containing a certain

number of years, at the end of which some

great change is supposed to befal the body.

Brown, Pope.

CLIMATE./ [xxifta.] 1. A space upon the

surface of the earth, measured from the equa

tor to the polar circles; in each of which

spaces the longest day is half an hour longer

than that nearer to the equator. From the

polarcirclesto the poles, climates are measured

by the increase of a month. 2. A region, or

tract of land. Dryden

To CLI'MATE. v. n. To inhabit. Shakesp.

CLIMATURE. / The same with climate.

Shakesp. CLIMAX
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CLfMAX./ [x>i/ua.{.] Gradation; ascent; a

figure in rheterick, by which the sentence

rises gradually. Dryden.

To CLIMB.«. ». pret climb or climhed; part.

r/.-mA or climbed, [climan, Six.] To iscend op

any pUce. Sam.

To CLIMB, v .a To ascend. Prior.

CLI'MBliR. s. [from climb.) i. One that mounts

or scales any place; a mounter; a riser. Ca-

rtv>. i. A plant that creeps upon other sup

port- Mirtinttr. 3. The name of a particu

lar herb. Millar.

CLIME. / [from climate] Climate; region;

tract of earth. Mils*, Atterbury.

To CLINCH, w. a. [clynix,i, Sax.J 1. To hold

in hand with the fingers bent. Dryden. 1.

To contract or double the fingers. Swift.

3. To bend the point of a mil in the other

fide. 4. To confirm ; to fix ; as, to clinch on

argument.

CLINCH./ ("from the verb.] Apun; anam-

biguity. Boyle, Dryden.

CLINCHER. / [irom clinch.] A cramp; a

holdfast. Pipe.

ToCLING. v. n. pret. I clung; part. I hove

clufg. [Klynger, Danisti.] 1 . To hang upon

fcy twining round. Ben. Johnson. 2. To dry

op ; to consume. Shakefp.

CLrNGY. a. [from cling.) Clinging; adhesive.

CLINICAL. J a. [irtiraj, to lie down.] One

CLI'NlCK. J that keeps the bed. Tayhr.

To CLINK, v. n. To utter a small, interrupted

noise. Prior.

CLINK./ [from the verb.] A sharp successive

noise. Shakefp.

CLVNWANT.f [Fr.] Embroidery ; spangles.

Shakefp.

ToCLIP. v. a. [clippan, Sax.] 1. Toembrace,

by throwing the arms round. Sidney, Ray. 1.

To cut with sheers. Suckling, Bentley. 3. It

is particularly used of those who diminish coin.

Lccke. 4. To curtail ; to cut short. Addifon.

5. To confine; to hold. Shale/p.

CLIPPER./ One that debases coin by cottfng.

Mollson .

CLIPPING/ The part cutor clipped off. Ltcke.

CUVER./ An herb. Millar.

A CLOAK. / [Inch, Sax.] 1. The outer gar

ment. Pipe. z. A concealment. Peter.

To CLOAK, v. a. 1. To cover with a cloak.

2. To hide; to conceal. Spenser.

CLOaKBAG./ [from cltak arid hag] A port

manteau; a bag in which clr/aths an- carried.

Shakefp.

CLOCK./ [<7»«, Wellh.] 1. The instrument

which tells the hour Bactn. ■%. It is an dual

expression to fay, What it it if the click, for

What tear ii its Or tin o'tlfic*, (be tie tenth

heir. 3 The clock of* stockirtg; theflowere

or invei ted wort about the ankle. Swift. 4.

A fort of beetle.

CLO'CKMAKER./ An artificer whose profes

sion is to make clocks. Dcrhah. .

CLOCKWORK. / Movements by weights or

fpi irigs Priir.

CLOD. / [club, Sax.] 1. A lump -of earth or.

clay. Be*. Johnson. 1. A tors; the ground.

Smth. 3. Any thing vile, base, and earthy.

Miltcn. 4. A dull fellow; 1 dolt. Uryiltn.

ToCLOD. v. n. [from the noun ] To gather

into concretions; to coagulate. Milton.

ToCLOD. v. a. To pelt with clods.

CLODDY, a. [from eled.] 1. Confistim* of

earth or clods; earthy. Shakefp. ». Full of

clods unbroken. Mortimer.

CLO'DPATE./ [clod n,,6 pate] A stupid tcl-

loW; a dolt; a thlckscull.

CLODPATED. a. [from chdpate.] Doltish j

thoughtless. Arbuthntt

CLODPOLL./ A thickfcnll; a dolt. Shakefp.

To CLOG. v. a. [from Weir] 1. To load with

something that may hinder motion. Digby. a.

To hinder 1 to obstruct. Raleigh. 3. To

load ; to burthen. Shakefp. AdJifcn.

To CLOG. v.n. 1 . To coalesce ; to adhere. Eve

lyn, a. To be encumbered or impeded. Sharp.

CLOG./ [from the verb.] 1. Any incum-

brance hung to hinder motion. Miltin. 1. A

hindrance ; an obstruction. Hooker, Donne. 3.

A kind of additional shoe worn by women, to

keep them from wet. 4. A wooden (hoe.

Harvey.

CLO'GOWESS./ [horn cloggy.] The state of

being clogged.

CLOGGY, a. [from cleg.] That whit* haa tot

power ofclogging up. Beyle.

CLO'ISTER./[craup:ep, Sax. claufirum,lM.]

1 . A reJigious retirement. Daviet. 1. A pe

ristyle; a piazza.

To CLOISTER, v. a [from the noon.] Toihut

up in a religious house; to immure from the

world. Bacon; Rymer.

CLO'ISTKRAi. a. Solitary; retired. Wabcw.

CLOISTERED part. a. {from cloister ] 1 So

litary; inhibiting clorstets. Shake/p. 1. Built

with peristyle* or piaztas kVotton.

CI.aiSTRF.SS/[frdmr/.»/r>r ] A mn.Sbakefp.

CI.OMB. [pret. ofto dinth.] Milton

To CLOOM. f. a. [clxmrao, Sax ] To (hut

with viscous matter. Mortimer.

To CLO8E. v. a. \clet, Fr. claufnt. Dat.] 1 .

To (hut ; to lay together Prior. 2. To con

clude j to end i to finish. Wake. 3 To in

close ; to confine. Shakefp. 4. To join; to

unite fractures. Addifon.

To CLOSE, v. n. 1. To coalesce; to join iu

own parts together. Numbcri, Bacon. %. T:

Closx wpn. To agree upon. Temple. 3. To

Clottwitb, or in with. To come loan atgree-

ment with ; to unite with. Shakefp. Seath,

Newton.

CLOSE / [from the verb.] 1. Anything shut j

Without outlet. Bactn t. A small field in

closed Cot cto. 3. The manner Of shutting.

Chapman 4 The time 01 (hutting up DryJew.

5. A grapple in wrestling. Bacon, Chapmam.

€. A pause or cessation. Drydtn. 7. A con

clusion or end Milton.

CLOSE- *. [from the verb ] 1 . Shut fast tF,{.

kint. 2. Without vent; without inret; pri

vate. Drydtn. 3. Confined jit»s»am B.tcoa.

4. Com
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m\. Cofnp-ict ; folio*. Burnet. $. ViscqUs j glu-

tinpus. Wift'u 6. Concise; brief. Dryden.

J. Immediate; without any intervening dis

tance or spice. Ben. Jebnsm, Pipe. 8. Join

ed one Co another. Sbakejp. g. Narrow; as

a elife alley, io. Admitting small distance.

Dryden. i t. Undiscovered. Slakesp. i a. Hid

den; secret; not revealed. Beyle. 13. Having

the quality os secrecy; trusty. Sfakesp. 14.

Cloudy; fly. Stake/p. 15. Without wander

ing; attentive. Ltcke. 16. Full to the paint;

home. Dryden. 17. Retired; solitary. 18 Se

cluded from communication. 1 9. Dark, cloudy,

not clear.

CLOSEBODIED. a. Made to fit the body ex

actly. Ajliffe.

CLOSEHANDED.a. Covetoui Arbuthntt.

CLOSE-PENT. a. Shot close; without vent.

CLOSELY. adv. [from close,] 1 . Without inlet

or outlet. BeyIt. 1. Without much space inter

vening; nearly. Sbtkesp. 3. Secretly; (lily.

Caretr. 4. Without deviation. Dryden.

CLOSENESS./. {(romclise.] 1. The state of

being shut, Bactn. a. Narrowness; straitness

3. Want of air, or ventilation. Swift. 4.

Compactness; solidity. Benlley. 5. Recluse-

nes»; solitude; retirement. Stake/p. 6. Se

crecy; privacy. Cillier. 7. Covetousness; fly

avarice. Addij.n. $. Connection ; dependance.

Sttit.

CLO SER/[from elcse.] A finisher ; a concludes

CLO'SESTOOL./ A chamber implement.

Garth.

CLO*SET./ [from chse.~\ 1. A sinall room of

privacy and retirement. Wttten. 1. A private

repository of curiosities. Dryden.

ToCLO'SET. v. a. [from the noon] 1. To

shut up, or conceal in a closet. Herbert. 2

To tike into a closet for a secret interview

Snsift.

CLOSH./ A distemper in the sect of cattle .

CLOSURE./, [from close.] 1. The act ot fhut-

tnur np. Beyle, i. That by which any thing 1

ck>:i.;i or sliut. Fife 3. The parts inclosing; in

closure. SbaHejp. 4 Conclusion ; end. Sbakejp

CLOT. f. Concretion; grume. Baton .

ToCLOT. «. ». 1. To torm clots; lo hang to

gether. Phthpi. z. To concrete; to coagu

late, mupu

CI-OTH./ plural tilths or clstbei. [clafc, Sax.]

1. Any thing woven for dress or covering

Svoijt. x. The piece of linen spread upon a

tahle. Ptpe. 3. The canvass on which picture:

are delineated. Dryden. 4. In the plural.

Dress; habit; garment; vesture. Pronounced

tit's. Sbakejp Temple. 5. The covering of a

bed. trur.

'1 o CLOTHE, v. a. pret. I e'elbei; part. I have

ctttked, or clad, [from cloth.] 1. To invest

with garments; to cover with dress. Addisen.

*• To adorn with dress Ray 3. To invest; as

with clothe*. Dryden, Watts. 4. To furnish or

provide with clothes.

CLOTHIER./ [fromr/e/*.] A maker of doth

CLOTHING. / [from It eletbe.] Dress; ves

ture; garments. Fairfax, Sivift.

CLOTHSHE'ARERy.Onewho trims the cloth.

HaketvelL

CLO'TPOLL./ [from elet iniptll] 1. Thick-

skull ; blockhead. Shake/p. ». Head, in scorn..

Shakefp.

To CLO TTER. v. n. [kletteren, Dutch.] Ta

concrete; to coagulate. Dryden

CLOTTY, a. [from clot.] Full of clots; con

creted. Harvey, Mertimer.

A CLOUD. / 1. The dark collection of va

pours in the air. Gretv, Rescintmen. 1. The

veins, or stains in stones, or other bodies. 3.

Any state of obscurity or darkness. Waller.

4- Any thing that spreads wide ; as a multi

tude. Atterhury.

To CLOUD. v. a. [from the nodn.] 1. To4

darken with cloud's. Ptpe. 1. To obscure; to

make less evident. Decay es Piety. 3. To

variegate with dark veins. Ptpe. "" "

To CLOUD, v. n. To grow cloudy

CLOUDBERRY./ [from rW and berry.] A

plant, called also knotberry.

CLOUDCAPT.a. Topped with clouds Shakes.

CLOUDCOMPELLlNU.a. An epithet of Ju

piter, by whom clouds were supposed tobe

collected. Waller.

CLOUDILY, adv. [from cloudy.] 1. With'

clouds; darkly. 1. Obscurely; not perspicu

ously. Spenser.

CLOUDINESS./ [from chudy.] 1. The state

of being covered with cloulfe; darkness. Har

vey, z. Want of brightness. Beyle.

CLOUDLESS, a. [from cUud.j Clear ; un

clouded ; luminous. Ptpe.

CLOUDY, a. [from cltud] 1. Obscured with

clouds. Exedni. i. Dark ; obscure ; not intel

ligible. Walts. 3. Gloomy of look; not open,

nor cheerful. Spenjer. 4. Marked with Ipou

or veins.

CLOVE./ [the preterite of cleave.]

CLOVE. / [clou, Pr.) 1. A valuable spice

brought from Ternate, the fruit or seed of a

very large tree. Brtwn. a. Some of the parts

into which garlick separates, fate.

CLOVE-GILLYFLOWER./ [from its smell-

ling like cltver.j

CLOVEN, part. pret. [from cleave.'] Waller.

Ci.G VEN-FOOTED. ) a. [eleven inAstot, or

CLOVEN-HOOFED. J beef.) Having the foot

.divided into two parts Dryden, Ray.

CLOVER./ (clsetep, Saxon.] 1. A species of

trefoil. Shakejfr. Mortimer, 2. Te live irt

Clover, is to live luxuriously. Ogle.

CLOVERED. a. [from clover\ Covered with

clover. Tbsmjon.

C LOUGH./ [cloujji, Saxon.] A cliff.

CLOUGH.y" [in commerce,] An allowance os

two 10110 s in every hundred weight for the

turn or the scale, .that the commodity may

hold out weight when fold by retail.

\ CLOUT./ [clue, Saxon.] 1. A cloih for any

mean use. Swift. 2 A patch on a shoe or

coat. 3s Anciently, the mark of white cloth

* at
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ar which archers (hot. Sbakesp. 4. An iron

plate to an axle-tree.

To CLOUT, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

patch; to mend coarsely. Milan. %. To cover

with a cloth. Spenser. 3. To join awkwardly

together. Ascham.

CLOUTED.parlicip a. Congealed v coagulat

ed. Gay.

CI.O'UTERLY.a. Clumsy ; awkward.Minim

CLOWN./ [lopn, Sax.] 1. Arustick; a churl.

Sidney, t. A coarse ill bred man. Spectator.

CLOWNERY./ sfrom r/c«i».] Ill-breeding,

churlishness. VEftrange.

CLOWNISH, a. [fromr/«o>i.] 1. Confiding of

rusticks or clowns. DryJen i. Coarse; rough ;

rugged. Spenser. 3. Uncivil; ill-bred. Sbakesp.

4. Clumsy; ungainly. Prior.

CLOWNISHLY. adv. Coarsely; rudely.

CLO'WNISHNESS./ [from clmnijb ] 1 . Rus

ticity; coarseness. L:cke. 1. Incivility; bru

tality.

CLOWN'S MUSTARD./ Anherb.

To CLOY. v. a. [encloner, Fr.] 1 . To satiate ; to

sate; to surfeit. Sidney, a. To strike the beak

together. Sbakesp. 3. To nail up guns, by

striking a spike into the touch hole.

CLOYLESS a. [from cloy.] That which can

not cause satiety. Sbakelp.

CLOYMENT. / [from dry.] 6atiety; reple

tion. Sbakesp,

CLUB./ [clzoppa, Welch.] 1. A heavy stick.

Spenser, i. The name of one o> th« suits as

cards. Pipe. 3. The (hot or dividend. L'E-

flrante. 4. l9t assembly of good fellows.

DryJen. 5. Concurrence ; contribution ; joint

charge. Hudibras.

To CLUB. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To con

tribute to a common expenec. 2. To join to

one effect. Drydrn, King.

To CLUB. v. a. To pay to a common reckoning.

rlfe.

CLUB-HEADED, a. [club and bead.] Having

a thick head. Derbatn.

CLUBLA'W. / [club and /aw.] The law of

arms. Addtjtn.

CLUBROOM./ [clnb and room ] The room in

which a club or corny any assembles. AJJiscn.

To CLUCK., v. n. [cloccan, Saxon.] To call

chickens; as a hen. Ray

CLUMP. / [from lump.] A shapeless piece of

wood.

CLUMPS./ A numscull. Skinner.

CLUMSILY, adv. [from cinmsy.] Awkwardly.

Ray.

CLU MSiNES3/[from clumsy. ] Awkwardness ;

uogainliness; want of dexterity. Cellier.

CLU MSY. a. [lompscb, Dutch, stupid.] Awk

ward; heavy; artltfs; unhandy. Raj, DryJen,

CLUNG. The preterite and participle of cling.

ToCLUNC. v. a. [clinjan, Saxon.] To dry

-as wood does

CLUNG, a. [cluirju, Saxon] Wasted with

leanness.

CLUSTER./ [clyrtep, Saxon.] 1. A bunch 1

a number of things of the fame kind growing

or joined together. Bacon, Denbam, Nnrtnr.

1. A number of animals gathered together.

Milton, j. A body of people collected. Addison.

ToCLU'STER.*. n. To grow in bunches.Z>r></.

To CLUSTER, v. a. To collect any thing into

bodies.

CLU'STER CRAPE./ The smallblack grape,

called the currant. Mortimer.

CLU STERY. a. Growing in clusters.

To CLUTCH, v. a. 1 . To hold in the hand -,

totrripe; to grasp. Herbert, t. To contract;

to double the hand. Sbakesp.

CLUTCH / [from the verb] 1. Thegripej

grasp; seizure. 1. The paws, the talons.

L'Eflrange. 3. Hands. Stillingfieet.

A CLUTTER./ A noise; a bustle; a hurry.

ing.

T.To CLUTTER, v. n. [from the noun.]

make a noise or bustle.

A CLYSTER. / L^Xur^.] An injection into

the anus. Arintbnot.

To COACE'RVATE. v. a. [coacerve, Ut.] Tf

heap up together. Bacon.

COACERVATION f. [from ceacervate] The

act of" heaping. Bacon.

COACH./ [coebe, Fr.] A carriage of pleasure,

or state. Sidney, Pope.

To COACH, v. a. [from the noun.] To carry

in a coach. Pope.

COACH-BOX./ The seat on which the dri»er

of the coach sits. Arbatbnot.

COACH-HIRE./ Money paid for the use of a

hired coach. SpeSator.

COACH-MAN./ The driver of a coach. AW*.

To COA'CT. v. a. To act together in concert.

Sbakesp.

COA CTION. / [coaHut, Ut] Compulsion -,

force. Sontb.

COA'CTIVE. a. [from rsact.] 1. Having the

force of restraining or impelling; compulsory.

Raleigb. 1. Acting in concurrence. Sbakesp.

COADJU'MENT./ Mutual assistance.

COADJUTANT./Helping;co-operatiiig.W.i

COADJUTOR./ 1. A seilow-helper; an as

sistant ; an associate. Gartb. 1. In the canon

law, one who is empowered to perform the

duties of another. Aylijse.

COADJU'VANCY./ Help; concurrent help.

Brevjn.

COADUNI'TION./ The conjunction of dif

ferent substances into one mala. Ha e.

To COAGME NT. v a. To congregate.G/on*.

COAGMENTATION/ [from coagmeut] Co-

acervation into one mass; union. Ben. Jibmstm

COACULABLE. a. [from coagulate.] That

which is capable of concretion. Boyle.

To COAGULATE, v. a. [coagulo, Lat.] To

force into concretions. Bacon, kVoidwarA.

To COAGULATE, v. n. To run into concre

tions. Boyle.

COAGULATION./ [from coagulate] 1. Con

cretion ) congelation. 1. The body formed by

coagulation. Arbuthnot.

COA'GULATIVE. a. [from coagulate] Thae

which haithe power ofcausing concretion.Beyle

COACULATOR.
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COAGULATOR. / [from coagulate.] That

which cause* coagulation. Arbmtbnot.

COAL- / [col, Saxon, hi, Cerm.] I. The

common fossil fewel. Denbam. %. The cinder

of burnt wood, chircoal. Bacon. 3. Anything

inflamed or ignited. Dryda.

To COAL. v. n. [from the noun.] I. To burn

wood to charcoal. Carew. a. To delineate

■with a coal. Camden.

COAL-BLACK, a. [coal and black.] Black in

the highest degree. Dryden.

COAL-MINE. / [cm/ and mine] A mine in

which coals are dug. Mortimer.

COAL-PIT./ [frora«a/and>ir.] A pit for

digging coals. Woodward.

COAL-STONE./ A fort ofcinnel coal.WW™

COAL-WORK. /. A coalery ; a place where

coals axe found. Fetton.

COALERY. / A place where coals are dug.

Woodward.

To COALESCE, v. n. [coalesce, Lat.] 1. To

unite in masses. Newton. 2, Togrow together)

to join.

COALE'SCENCE./ [from coalesce.] Concre

tion ; union.

COALITION./ [coalitum, Lat.] Union in one

mass or body. Hale, BentUy.

COALY, a. Containing coal. Milton.

COAPTATION./ [con nadapto, Lat] The ad

justment of parts to each other. Boyle, Broime.

ToCOA'RCT. v. a. [coarHe, Lat] 1. To

straighten ; to confine. 1. To contrast ^ower.

Aykjsc.

COARCTA'TION. / {from rearÆ] 1. Con-

6nement; restraint to a narrow place. Bacon. a.

Contraction of any space. Ray. 3. Restraint

of liberty. Bramba/L

COARSE" a. 1. Not refined. Sbakcsp. a. Not

soft. or fine. 3. Rude; uncivil. 4. Cross; not

delicate. Thomson. 5. Inelegant; unpolished.

Dryden. 6. Unaccomplished by education.

Arbntbnot. 7. Mean; not nice; vile. Roscom-

av», Otnnay.

COARSELY, adv. [from coarse.] 1. Without

fineness. X. Meanly; not elegantly. Broivn. 3.

Rudely; not civilly. Dryden. 4. Inelegantly.

Drydem.

COARSENESS./ [from coarse] 1. Impurity;

unrefined state. Bacon. 1. Roughness; want

of fineness. 3. Crossness; want of delicacy.

UFfirange. 4. Roughness; rudeness of man-

nera. Gartb. 5. Meanness; want of nicety

Addison.

COAST. / [asit, Tc] 1. The edge or marg»i

of the land next the lea ; the shore. Dryden . 1

Side. Newton. 3. The Coast it clear, 'she

danger is over. Sidney, Dryden.

To COAST. *. n. To fail close by the coast.

Arbntbnot.

To COAST, v. n. To sail by. Addison.

CO'ASTER./. He that sails timorously near the

shore. Dryden.

COAT./ [cotte, Fr.] 1. The upper garment.

Samuel. 1. A petticoat; the habit ol a boy in

his infancy ; the lower part of a woman's dress.

Cube. 3. Vesture, as demonstrative of the

office. Kernel. 4. The covering of any animal.

Milton, Mortimer. 5 . Any tegument. Dirham.

6. That on which the ensigns armorial are

portrayed. Dryden.

To COAT. v. a. To cover; to invest.

To COAX. v. a. To wheedle; to flatter.

VEftrange, Faroubar.

COAXER./ [from the verb.] A wheedler; a

flatterer.

COB / The head or top.

COB./. A fort of lea fowl. Pbilipi.

COBALT/ A marcasite plentifully impregnat

ed with arienick. Woodward.

ToCO'BBLE. v a. [toiler, Danish.] 1. To

mend any thing coarsely. Shake/p. a. To do

or make any thing clumsily. Bentley.

COBBLER./ [from cobble.] 1. Amenderofold

Ihoes. Addijon. i. A clumsy workman in gene

ral. Sbakcsp. 3. Any mean person. Dryden.

CO'BIRONS./ Irons with a knob at the upper

end. Bacon.

COBl'SHOP./ A coadjutant bishop. Ayliffe.

COBNUT, f. [cob and nut.] A boy's game.

COBSWAN. / [cob, head, tndswan.] The

head or leading swan. Ben. Jobnjm

CO'BWEB./ [Lpweb, Dutch.] 1. The web or

net of a spider. Spenser, L'EJlrange. a. Any

snare or trap. Swift,

COCCI'FEROUS. a. [«.xxof and/r».] Plants

are so called that have berries. Shtincy.

COCHINEAL. s.[cocbiniUa, Span.] An insect

gathered upon the opunlia, from which a red

colour is extracted. Hill.-

CO'CHLEARY.^.ffrom «rW«,Lar, ascrew.]

Screwform. Brown.

COCHLEATED. a. [from coeblea, Lat.] Of a

screwed or turbinated form. Wood-ward.

COCK. / [cocc, Saxon] 1. The male to the

hen. Dryden. 1. The male of any small birds.

Arbntbnot. 3. The weathercock, that (hews

the direction of the wind. Sbakejp. 4. A spout

to let out water at will. Pope. 5. The notch of

an arrow. 6. The part ot the lock of a gun

that strikes with the flint. Grew. 7. A con

queror; a leade/. Swift. 8. Cockcrowing.

Sbakejp. 9. A cockboat; a small boat. Sbakcsp.

10. A sijiall heap of hay. [Properly cop. I

Mortimer. 1 1 . The form of a hat. Addison,

11. The style of adial. Chambers. 13. The

needle of a balance. 14. Cock on the hoop.

Triumphant ; exulting. Camden, Hudibras.

To COCK. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To set

erect ; to hold bolt upright. Swift. 1. To sec

up the hat with an air ot petulance. Prior. 3.

To mould the form ot the hat 4 To fix the

cock of a gun for a discharge. Dryden. 5. To

raise hay in small heaps. Spenser.

To COCK, v n. 1 . To strut ; to hold up the

head. Addison. 2. To train or use fighting

cocks. Ben. Johnftn.

COCKA'DE. / [from nek.] A ribband worn in

the hat.

A COCKATRICE./ [cock anJactep, Saxon,

A serpent.] A serpent supposed to rise from a

cock's eg p. Bacon

S a COCK-
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COCKBOAT. /. [cock and hot.} A (bull boat

belongingtoafnip. Sltllinesiccl.

COCKBROTH. / Broth made By boiling a

cock. Harvey.

COCKCRO'WING. / [cock and erne.] The

time at which cocks crow. Marl.

To CO'CKER. v. a. [coauelsner, Fr.] To cade ;

to fondle. Locke, Swift.

CO'CKER./ One who follows the sport ofcock-

fighting.

COCKEREL. / [from ceck.] A young cock.

DryJen.

CO CKET. / A seal belonging to the king's

custom house : likewise a scroll of parchment

delivered by the officers of the custom house to

merchants, as a warrant that their merchan

dize is entered. Co-well, Daites

COCKFIGHT./ A match of cocks. Bacon.

COCKHORSE. [«of and horse.] On horseback;

triumphant. Friar.

COCKLE./ [ccqudle, Fr] A small testaceous

listi. Locke

COCKLE-STAIRS / Winding or fpiial stairs

Chambers.

COCKLE. / [coccel, Saxon.] A weed that

grows in corn; torn-rose. Donne.

To COCKLE, v. a. [from cnkle.\ To contract

into wrinkles. Gay.

CO CKLED. a. [from ccckle.] Shelled, or tur-

binated. Skakesp.

COCKLOFT.;, [cock and A/r.]The room over

the garret. Dryden.

COCKMASTER. / One that breeds game

cocks. L'E/irange.

CO CKMATCH. / A cockfight for a priae.

Addison.

COCKNEY./ i . A native of London. Dorset.

I. Any effeminate, low citizen Skakesp.

COCKPIT./ [cock aml^.;;.] i . The area where

cocks fight. Howe/, i. A place on the lower

deck of a man of war. Hams.

COCK'SCOMB./ A plant; lobsewort.

CO'CK'SHEAD./ A slant; sainfoin.

CO'CKSHUT. / The close of the evening.

Skakesp

CO CKSPUR./ Virginian hawthorn. A species

of medlar.

COCKSURE, [from ceck leisure] Confidently

certain. Skakrsp. I'cpe.

COCKSWAIN./ [cossrpaine, Saxon.] The

officer who has the command of the cockboat.

Corruptly Coxon.

COCKWEED./ A plant, dittander or pepper-

wort.

COCOA. / [cacaotal, Spanish] A species of

palm-tree. The bark of the nut i» made into

cordage, and the shell into drinking bowls.

The kernel ofihe nut affords a wholesome food,

and the milk contained in the (hell a coulin-

liquor. The leaves of the trees are used ior

thatching house.-. This dee flowers twjce or

three times in the year, and ripens as many

series of liuiis. Millar, HiJl.

CO'CTII.E. ■». [ceililii, Lat.] Made by baking.

CO'CTION / [cms, Lat J The act o: boiling.

Arbutbns;.

COD. 1 . . , ,.

CO'DFISH. J/Asean<h.

COD. / [cofebe, Saxon.] Any cafe or hulk in

which feeds are lodged. Mortimer.

To COD. v. a. [from the noun.] To inclose in

a cod. Mortimer.

CODDERS. [from cod.] Gatherers of peat.

Dia.

CODE./ [codex, Lat.] i. A book. ». A book

of the civil law. Arbutbuot.

CO'DICIL. / [codicillus, Lat.] An appendage

to a will. Prior.

CODI'LLE. /. [codslie, Fr.] A term u ombre.

Pope.

To CO DLE. v. a. [coSulo, Lat ] To parboil.

CODLING./, [from to codte.] An apple gene

rally codled. King.

COEFFICACY./ \con and efficacia. Lat.] The

power ofseveral things acting together.Brcwn.

COEFFICI1NCY./. [con and efficio. Lat.] Co

operation ; the state of acting together to some

single end. Glawville.

COEFFICIENT. / [con and efficient. Lat.]

That which unites its action with the action

of another.

COELIACK/ViJkir. A diarrhæa or flux, that

aiifes from indigestion, whereby the aliment

comes away little altered Zs^uincy.

COEMPTION./ [coemptie, LatJ The act of

buying up the whole quantity of any thing.

Baccn

COEQUAL, a. [from con and trqualu, Lat.]

! Equal. Skakesp.

COEQUA LITY./ [from coequal.] The stale

ot being equal.

To COE'RCE. v a. [ceerceo, LatJ To restrain;

to keep in order by force. Aybffe.

COERCIBLE, a. (from coerces i. That may

be restrained, st. That ought to be restrained.

COERCION./, [from coerce] Penal restraint j

I check. Hake, South.

COERCIVE, a. [from coerce.] I. That which

has the power of laying restraint Blockmzre.

1. That which has the authority of restraining

by punishment. Hooker.

COESSE'NTIAL. a. [an and ejsentia. Lat.]

Participating of the fame essence. Hooker.

COESSENTIA'LlTY./".[sroinr«r/«r/W.] Par

ticipation of rfie fame essence.

COETA'NEOUS. a. [con and a-tas, Lat J Of

the fame age with another. Brown, Gtv. «f

the Tongue, Bcntley.

COETE'RNAL. a. [con and fternut, Lat.] E-

qually eternal with another. Milton.

COETE RNALLY. adv. [from mternat.] In a

Hate of equal eternity with another. Ussier.

COETE RNITY. / [from coeternal.) Having

existence from eternity equal with another

eternal being. Hammond.

COE'VAL. a. [coœvui, Lat.] Of the fame age

Prior, Bentley.

COEVAL. / [from the adjective] A contem

porary. Pope.

COE'VOUS. a. [coonus, Lat.J Of the fame. age.

South.

To
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To COEXIST. *>. ». [ctM and exists, Lat.] To

exist ac the same time. Hale,

COEXISTENCE./ [from coexist.] Existence

at toe same time with another. Grew.

COEXISTENT, a. [from coexist.] Having ex

istence at the time, time with another. Brain-

baL, Bentley.

To COEXTE'ND. t>. es. [con miextende, Lat.]

To extend to the lame space or duration with

another. Grevs.

COEXTE'NSION./ [from coextend.] The state

of extending to the fame space with another.

Halt.

CO FFEE./ [Arabick.] They have in Turkey

a drink called coffee, made of a berry os the

tune name, as black as soot, and of a bang

seem, which they take, beaten into powder,

in water, hot. Bactn, Pope.

COFFEEHOUSE. / [coffee and house.] A house

where coffee is fold. Prior.

COFPEEMAN./One that keens a coffeehouse.

AMifen.

COFFEEPOT./ [coffee and/*/.} The covered

pot in which coffee is boiled.

CO FFER. / [corne, Sax.] i. A chest gene

rally tor keeping money. Spenser, VEftrange.

X. Treasure. Bacon. 3. [In fortification.] A

hollow lodgment across a dry moat. Chambers.

To COFFER. *. a. To treasure up in chests.

Bacon,

CO FFERER of the King's HoufboU. f. A prin

cipal officer of his majesty's court, next under

the comptroller. CoweU.

CO FFIN. / [c:stn, Fr.] t. The chest in which

deed bodies ere put into the ground. Sidney,

Sncist. i. A mould of paste for a pye. 3.

Corns of a horse, is the whole hoot" of the

foot above the coronet, including the coffin

bone. Farrier 's DiS.

ToCO'FIlN. v. «. To inclose in a coffin. Donne.

To COG. v. n. 1. To flatter; to wheedle. Shake.

X. To obtrude by falsehood. Ttllitjou, Dennu.

3. To Cog a die. To secure it, so as to direct

iu fall. Swift.

To COG. v. m. To lye ; to wheedle. Sbakesp.

COG./ The tooth ef a wheel, by which it acts

upon another wheel.

To COG. v. a. To fix cogs in a wheel.

COGENCY./ [from«j«r.] Force; strength.

Lode.

COGENT, a. [cogent, Lat.] Forcible, resistless ;

convincing. Bentley.

CO'GENTLY. adv. [from cogent.] With a re

sits less force ; forcibly. Locke.

CO GOER. / [from to cog.] A flatterer; a

wheedier.

COGGLESTONE. / [cuegolo, Ual.] A little

stone. Skinner.

COGITABLE, a. [kom cogiti, Lat.] What

may be the subject ot thought

To COGITATE, v. a. [cogilo, Lat.] To think.

COGITATION./[«FirsltH,Lat.] 1. Thought;

the act of thinking. Hooker, Bemley. z. Pur

pose ; reflection previous to actron. Bacon. 3.

Meditation. Miltcn.

COGITATIVE, a. [frora«£i/i,Lat.] 1. Hiving

the power of thought. Bentley. ». .Given te

meditation. iVotton.

COGNATION. / [cegnatio. Lat.] 1. Kindred.

South. x. Relation; participation of me terns

nature. Brovon.

COGNISE'E. / [In law.] He to whom a fine in

lands or tenements is acknowledged. CovtelL

CO'GNISOUR. / [In law.] UUe that passtth

or acknowledged a fine. Corvtll.

COGNITION./ [cognitte. Lat.] Knowledge ;

complete conviction. Brrwn.

COGNITIVE, a. [from ctgnUus, Lat ] Hiving

the power of knowing. South.

COGNIZABLE, a. [cogmjable, Ft] i.That

falls under judicial notice. 2. Proper to be

tried, judged, or examined, Aylffe.

CO CNIZANCE./. [counoijaitcc,¥t .] 1 .Judicial

notice; trial. South, a. A Lbadgc, by which

any one is known. Brovon.

COGNOMINAL a [cognomen. Lat.] Having

1 the fame name. Brovon.

iCOGNOMINA'TlON. / [cognomen, Lat] A

i surname; the name of a samilv. 1. A name

added trom any accident or quality Brzwn.

COGNO SCENCE. [cogues-,. Lat ] Know ledge.

COGNOSCIBLE. a. [cognoJcex Lat.] That may

be known Hale.

To COHABIT v. n. [cohabits. Lat.] 1. To

dwell with another in the fame plnce. South.

a.To live together ash utband and wile, ltddet.

COHABITANT, f. An inhabitant of the lame

place. Decay of Piety.

COHABIT AT ION. / [from ahabit.] 1. The

state of inhabiting the fame place with mo

ther. X. The state of living together as mar

ried persons. Taller.

COHE 1R. / [coheres. Lat.] One of several a-

mongwhom an inheritance is divided. Taylor.

COHE 1RESS. / A woman who has an equal

share of an inheritance.

To COHE RE v. n. [coharce. Lat.] 1. To stick

together. rVoodavard. x. To be well connect

ed. 3. To suit ; to fit. Shake/p. 4. To agree.

COHERENCE. ) /. [ccharimi,,. Let.] i.Tbet

COHERENCY. J slate of bodies in which

their parts are joined together, ib thetthey re

list divulsion and separaron ^uincy, Bentley.

X. Connection; dependency ; the relation of

parts or things one to another. Hooker. 3.

The texture of a dilcoursc. 4. Coulistency in

reasoning, or relating. Luke.

COHE' RENT. a. [cebarens, Lat] 1. Sticking

together. Arbuthuot. x. Suitable to something

else ; regularly adapted. Shakejp. 3. Consist

ent; not contradictory. Watts.

COHESION. / [from abert.] 1. The act of

slicking together. Newton, x. The state of

union. Blackmsre. 3. Connection ; depen

dence. Locke.

COHESIVE, a. [from cohere.] That has the

power of sticking to another.

COHE'SlVENESS./ [trom cohesive.] The qua

lity of being cohesive.

ToCOHl BIT. v. a. [cohibeo, Lat.jTo restrain;

to hinder.

To
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To CO"HOBATE. ■». a. To pour the distilled

liquor upon the remaining miner, and distil

it again. Arbntbnot.

COHOBA'TION./ [from ccbtbatt.'] A return

ing any distilled liquor agiin npon what it was

drawn from. Quincy, Grew.

COHORT. s.[eiberi. Lat.] I. A troop of

soldier*, containing about five hundred foot.

Camden. x. A body of warriours. Mt/ten.

COHORTA'TION./ [cebtrtati; Lat.] Incite

ment.

COIF. / [ctefe, Fr.] The head-dress; a cap.

Bacon.

COIFED. «. [from ceif.) Wearing a coif.

COIFFURE, s. [ensure, Fr] Head dteh.AJdis.

COIGNE.s. [Fr.] A corner.

To COIL. v. a. [cnei/br, Fr.] To gather into a

narrow compass. Byte.

COIL. / [ktllertn, German.] i. Tumult; tur

moil; bustle. Shake(p. 1. A rope wound in

to a ring.

COIN./ [ceignt, Fr.] A corner; called often

ouein. Sbaktsp.

COIN. / [cunent.'] i. Money stamped with a

legal impression. Sidney, Ptpe. x. Payment

of any kind. Hammtnd.

To COIN. ». a. [from the noun.] ■ . To mint

or stamp metals tor money. Bentley. X. To

forge any thing in an ill fense. Atttrbnry.

COINAGE. / [from «i»] i. The act or

practice of coining money. Arbnthntt. i.Coin;

money. Brcwn. 3. The charges of coining

money. 4. Forgery ; invention. Sbakesp.

To COINCIDE, v. n. [coincide, Lat.] t.To

fall upon the fame point. Cbtjne. x. To con

cur. iValts.

COINCIDENCE, s. [from ceinciJc] t.The

state ot several bodies or lines, falling upon

the fame point. Benttey. 2. Concurrence;

tendency of things to the fame end. Hale.

COINCIDENT, a. [from ertneide.) I. Falling

upon the fame point. Newton, a. Concur

rent ; consistent; equivalent. South, BentUy.

C01NDiCAT10N./[lrom con and indict, Let ]

Many symptoms betokening the fime cause.

COINER./ [from coin.] 1 . A maker of mo

ney; a m inter. Swift, x. A counterfeiter of

the king's stamp, 3. An inventor. Camden.

To CO'JOIN. v. n. [cmjnngt, Lat.] To join

with another. Shakejp.

CO ISTRIL./ A coward hawk. Sbakesp.

COIT. / [hte, a die, Dutch.] A thing thrown

at a certain mark. Carew.

COITION. / [c»iti; Lat.] t. Copulation;

the act of generation. Grew. x. The act by

which two bodies come together. Brewn.

COKE. / [etcue.] Fewel made by burning pit*

coal under earth, and quenching the cinders.

COLANDER. /. [«/«, to strain, Lat.J A sieve

through which a mixture is poured, and which

retains the thicker parts. May, DryJen.

COLA'TION./ The art of filtering or straining.

COLATURE. / [from celt. Lat] t.The art

ot straining ; filtration. 1. The matter strained.

CO LBKRTINE J. A kind of lace worn by

•vomeu. Cengreve

COTXOTHAR./A term in chyraistry. The diT

substance which remains afterdistillati on. £?«■«■

COLD. a. (colb, Sax.) 1. Not hot ; not warm.

Jrbntb. x. Chill ; having fense of cold. Shakes.

3. Having cold qualities; not volatile. Bacsn.

4. Unaffected ; frigid ; without passion Ascham,

Brwt. 5. Unassecting; unable to move the

passions. Aiiistn. 6. Reserved ; coy; not af

fectionate; not cordial. Clarendon, j. Chaste.

Sbaktsp. 8. Not welcome. Shake/p. 9 Not

hasty; oot violent, to. Not affecting the

scent strongly. Shakesp. 1 1 . Not having the

scent strongly affected. Sbakesp.

COLD. / (from the adjective.] 1 . The cause

of the sensation of cold; the privation of heat.

Baan. a. The sensation of cold; chilness.

Drydtn. 3. A disease caused by cold ; the ob

struction of perspiration. Sbaktsp. Sisnntmtw.

COL'DLY. adv. [sromrtW] 1. Without heat.

x. Without concern ; indifferently ; negligent

ly. Swift.

COLDNESS. / [from «W] 1. Want of he*t-

Bcyle. x. Unconcern; frigidity of temper.

Hooker, Arbntb. 3. Coyness ; wanlofkind-

nese. Addisin, Pritr. 4. Chastity. Pest.

COLE. / [capl, Sax.) Cabbage. Drjden.

CO'LEWORT. / [caplpyrvc, Sax] Cabbage.

Drydtn.

CO'LICK. / [alient. Lat] It strictly is a disor

der of the colon; but loosely, any disorder of

the stomach or bowels that is attended with

pain. Sfaincy, Arbntbnot.

CO LICK. a. Affecting the bowels. Milten.

To COLLA PSE.e. n. [ctllapsnt, L*t.]To dose

so at one side touches the other. Arbntbmt.

COLLA'PSION./ [from ciUapst.] 1 . The stale

of vessels closed, t. The act of closing or col

lapsing.

COLLAR. / [ctllart, Lat.] 1. A ring of metal

put round the neck. Drydtn. x. The harness

fastened about the horse's neck. Sbaktsp. 3.

The part of the dress that surrounds the neck.

4. Testip the Collar. To disentangle him

selffrom any engagement or difficulty Hub nerd.

5. A Collar es Brawn, is the quantity

bound up in one parcel.

CO LLAR BONE /. [from cellar andtW.]The

clavicle; the bones on each side of the neefc.

kVifeman

To COLLAR, v. a. [from the noun.] 1 . To

feiie by the collar ; to take by the throat. 2.

Te Colla R bees, or other meat •, to roll it np,

and bind it hard and close with a string or collar.

To COLLATE, v. a. [tellatum. Lat.] I . To

compare one thing of the same kind with ano

ther. South, x. To collate books ; to examine

if nothing be wanting. 3. To place in an ec

clesiastical benefice/ Atterbnry.

COLLATERAL, a. [an and latni, Lat ] t .

Side to lide. Mitten. X. Running parallel. 3.

Diffused on either fide. 4. Those that stand

in equal relation to some ancestor. Ayltjfir.

5. Not direct; not immediate. Skakesp. 6

Concurrent. Atterbnry.

COLLATERALLY, adv. [from ceUatcr*!.] :.

Side
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Side by side. kVilkins. x. Indirectly. DryJen

3. In collateral relation.

COLLATION. [cellatie, Lat] 1. The act of

conferring or bellowing; gift. Ray. X. Com

parison of one thing of the same kind, with

another. Grew. 1. In law. Collation ia the

bestowing of a benefice. Csvtll. 4. A repast.

COLLATITIOUS.o. [cellatitins, Lat] Done

by the contribution of many.

COLLATOR. /. [from collate] One that com

pares copies, or manuscripts. Adiiseu. x.

One who present* to as ecclesiastical benefice.

AjLJse.

To COLLA'UD. v. a. [collande, Lat.] To join

in praising. Dig.

COLLEAGUE. / [collega. Lat.] A partner in

office or employment. Milton, Swift.

To COLLE'AGUE v. a. To unite with. Shakes.

To COLLECT, v. a. [colluium. Lat.] 1.T0

gather together. tPatti. a. To draw many

units into one sum. Licit. 3. To gain from

observation. Shake/p. 4. To infer from pre

mises. Decay if Piety. 5. To Collect

himself. To recover from surprise. Shakesp.

HaymarJ.

COLLECT. / [allefia, low Lat.] A short

comprehensive prayer, used at the sacrament ;

any short prayer. Taylor.

COLLECTA'NEOUS. a. {colUaanens, Lat.]

Gathered up together.

COLLECTIBLE, a. [from «//«».] That whish

may be gathered from the premises. Brruin.

COLLECTION. / [from celUa.] 1. The act

of gathering together, x. The things gather

ed. AdJison. 3. The act of deducing conse

quences, tinker. 4. A consectsry deduced

from premises. Hooker, Daviei.

COLLECTITIOUS. a. [celkaitias, Lat ] Ga

thered up.

COLLECTIVE, a. \albBif, Fr.l 1. Gathered

into one mass; accumulative. Htiker, kVatts.

X. Employed in deducing consequences. Brovjn.

J. A collective noun expresses a multitude.

though itself be singular ; as a company.

COLLECTIVELY, adv. [from celleaive.) In

a general mass ; in a body ; not singly. Halt.

COLLECTOR. /. [»&ct«r, Lat J 1. A ga

therer. Addisn. 1. A tax-gatherer. Temple.

COLLE'CATARY. / [from con and Ugatnm,

a legacy, Lat.] A person to whom is left a

legacy in common with one or more. Chamber1.

CO-LLECE. / [colleginm, Lat] 1. A com

munity. Drjien. x. A society of men set

apart for learning or religion. Bacn. 3. The

bouse in which the collegians reside. 1 Kings.

4. A college in foreign universities is a lecture

read in publick.

COLLE GIAN. / [from college.] Relating to a

college.

COLLEGIAN. / [from allege ] An inhabitant

of a college.

COLLE'GIATE. a. [celltgjatnt , low Lat] 1.

Containing a college ; instituted after the man

ner of a college. H.iicr. x. A ctllegiale

church, was such as was built at a distance

from the cathedral, wherein a number oi pres

byters lived together. Ayliffc.

COLLEGIATE. / [from allege] A member

of a college ; an university man. Rymer.

CO LI.ET. / [Fr. from collum, Lat. the neck.]

1. Something that went about the neck.

1. That part of a ring in which the stone is

set

To COLLl'DE. v. a. [collide, Lat] To beat,

to dash, to knock together. Brown.

COLLIER. / [from coal.) 1. A digger of

coals, a. A dealer in coals. Bacn. 3. A ship

that carries coals.

COLLIERY./ [from collier.] 1. The place

where coals are dug. 1. The coal trade.

COLLIFLOWRR. / [from capl, Sax. and

/ewer] Cauliflower.

COLLIGATION./ [celligatie, Lat.] Abinding

together. Brewn.

COl.LIMATION / [from collimo, Lat] Aim.

Dig.

COLLINEATION. [collinte, Lat] The act

of aiming.

COLLIQUABLE. a. [from coltqnate] Easily

dissolved. Harvey.

COLLIQUAMENT. / [from colliqnate.'] The

substance to which any thing is reduced by be

ing melted. •

CO'LLIQUANT. a. [from cel.'iiinate.] That

which has the power of melting.

To CO LLIQUATE. v. a. [colliqne, Lat] To

melt ; to dissolve. Boyle, Harvey.

COLLIQUA'TION. J. [colliqnatie, Lat] The

melting of any thing whatsoever; such a tem

perament or disposition of the animal Auids as

proceeds from a lax compages, and wherein

they flow off through the secretory glands.

Bacen.

COLLIQUATIVE. «. [from colltqnatc] Melt

ing; dissolvent. Harvey.

COI.LIQUEFA'CTION./ [ctllianefacit, Lat]

The act of melting together. Bacen.

COLLISION./ [collijSo, Lat,] 1. The act of

striking two bodies together. Miltn. x. .

The state of being struck together ; a clash.

Denham.

To COLLOCATE, v. a. [celled, Lat.] To

place, to station. Bacn.

COLLOCATION./ [celheatio, Lat] i.The

act of placing, x. The state of being placed.

Bacen.

COLLOCU TION. / [collocntio, Lat.] Confe

rence ; conversation.

ToCOLLO'GUE. v. ». To wheedIe;to flatter.

CO'LLOP./ [from «a/and op, a rasher btoiled

upon the coal:,.] 1. A small slice of meat.

King's Ceciery, x. A piece of any animal.

L'Efirange. 3. A child. Shakesp.

CO LLOQUY./ [colloquinm, Lat. J Conference;

conversation; talk. Milton, Taylor.

CO'LLOW./ Black grime of coals. Woodward.

COLLUTANCY. / [colluaor, Lat] Opposi

tion of nature.

COLLUCTATION./ [colhaotio, Lat] Con

test , contrariety ; opposition. Woodward.

T»
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ToCOLI.U'DE. v. n. [allude, L«.] To con-

ipire in a fraud.

COLLUSION. / [col/usto, La!.] A deceitful

agreement or compact between two or more.

Ccmll, Smift.

COLLU SIVE. a. [from collude] Fraudulently

concerted.

COLLUSIVELY. adv [from collusive.] In a

manner fraudulently concerted.

COLLU SORY. a. [allude, Lat.] Carrying on

a fr3ud bv secret concert.

COLLY./ [from coal.] The smut of coal.

Burton.

To COLLY v. a. To grime with coal. Shakesp.

COLLV"RIUM.[\..it.]\n ointment for the eyes.

COLMAR. j. (Fr.) A fort of PxAft.

CO'LOCN. Earth, s. A deep brown, very light

bastard ochre. Hill.

COLON, [xixov.] i. A point [:] used to

mark a pause greater than that of a comma,

and less than that of a period. X. The great

est and widest of all the intestine'., about tight

or nine hands breadth long. ^ui'cy, Staijt,

Flayer.

CO'LONEL. / The chief commander of a re

giment. Generally sounded cotrtel. Miltcn, '

CO'LONELSHIP. J. [from eelenel] The office

or character of colonel. Swift.

To COLONISE, v. a. [from colony] To plant

with inhabitants. Hcwcl.

COLONNADE / [from eoUuna, Ital.] I. A

peristyle of a circular figure, or a series of co

lumns, disposed in a circle Addiscn. l. Any

lerieR or range of pillars. Pope.

COLONY. J. [coUma, Lat] l. A body of

peeple drawn trom the mother-country to in

habit some distant place. Daviei. I. The

country planted ; a plantation Drydeit.

CO LOI- HONY./ [from Cchphon, a city whence

ft came. j Rusin. Beyle, Fhyer.

COLOQIH KTIDA. / [coUiyithu, Lat.] The

fruit 01 a plant of the same name, called bit

ter appse It is a violent purgative. Chambers.

CO LORATE. a. [ecloratui, Lat.] Coloured ;

died. Bay.

COLORATION / [cokro, Lat] I. The art

or practice ofcolouring. 1. The state of be

ing coloured. Bacon.

GOLORTTICK. a. [colortsicnt. Lat.] That has

the power or producing cerours. Nevjton.

CO'LOSSE. \s. [coltfuj, Lat] A statue of

COLO SSUS. J enormous magnitude. Temple.

COLOSSE'AN. a. tcoloffeus, Lat ] Giantlike.

COLOUR./ [color. Lat] 1 . The appearance

of bodies to the eye ; hue; die. Newton. I.

T he appearance ot blood in the face. Dryden.

3- The tint of the painter. Pope. 4. The

expression of any thing superficially examin

ed. Swift. 5. Concealment; palliation. eX.

Cburlei. 6. Appearance; false shew. Knt lei.

7. Kind; specrec ; character. Shakejp. 8.

In the plural, a standard; an ensign ot war.

Knoiles.

To CO'LOUR. v. a. [coloro. Lat.] 1. To

mark with Ibme hue or die. Neviftn,

To palliate ; to e*cuse. Rulcigb. 3. To

make plausible. Aditssn.

To CO'LOUR v. u. To blush.

COLOURABLE, [from colour] Specious;

plausible. Speufer, Hooker, Bremn

COXOURABLY. adv. [from colourable.] Spe

ciously ; plausibly. Bacon.

COLOURED part. a. Streaked; diversified

with hues. Bacm.

COLOURING./. The part of the painter's «rt

that teaches to lay on his colours. Pritr.

CO'LOURIST./ [from colour.] A painter who

excels in giving the proper colours to his

designs. Dryden.

COLOURLESS, a. [from«W.] Without co

lour; transparent. Newton, Bentley.

COLT. /. [cole, Sex] 1. A young horse.

Taylor, x. A young foolish fellow. Shake/p.

To COLT. v. n To fridc ; to frolick. Spenser.

To COLT v. a. To befool. Shakesp.

COLTS-FOOT. /[from cub tad fart.] A plant.

COLTS-TOOTH. /. 1. An imperfect tooth

in young horses. 1. A love us youthful plea

sure. Shakesp.

CO LTER./. [culrop, Sax.] The (harp iron of

a plough.

COLTISH, a [from colt] Wanton.

COLU'BRINE. a. [cotnirinns, Let ] 1. Renting

to a serpent. 1 Cunning; crafty.

COLU'M BARY. /. [coUmbarinai, Lat ] A dove-

eot ; a pigeonhouse Brown .

CO'LUMBINE. /. [ceJambina, Lat] A plant

w ith leaves like the meadow-rue. Millar.

CO'LUMBINE / [celumbinu,, Lat.] A kind of

violet colour. DiH.

CO'LUMN. / [ctlumua,] 1. A round pillar.

Peacham. 1. Any body pressing vertically

upon its base. Bentley. 3. The long file or

row of troops 4. Halt a page when divide A

into two equal parts by a line passing through

the middle.

COLUMNAR. 7a [from column] Formed

COLUMNARIAN. \ in columns. Woodward.

COLURES. /. [aluri, Latin; xiUveo;.] Two

great circles supposed to pass through the poles

of the world: one through the equinoctial

points Aries and Libra; the other through the

lolstitial points. Cancer and Capricorn. They

divide the ecliptick into four parts. Harris^

Milten.

COMA. /. [uwfta] A morbid disposition to sleep.

COMATE. / [con and mate] Companion.

Shakesp.

COMATOSE a.[from«ma.]Lethargick.Grrtr.

COMB in the end, andCoMr in the beginning

of names, teem to be derived trom the British

Kum, a low situation. Gibsn

COMB. j. [carab. Sax.] 1. An instrument to se

parate and adjust the hair. Newton. 2.The top

•r crest of a cock. Dryden. 3. The cavities'

in which the bee* lodge their honey. Dryden.

To COMB. v. a. [from the noun. | ■ . To

divide, and adjust the hair. Shakejp. Swift, a.

To lay any thing consisting of filaments smooth ;

at>, to comb wed.

COMB-
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COMB BRUSH. / [comb and brush.] A brush

to clean combs.

COMB-MAK.ER./. One whose trade is to make

comb*. Mortimer.

To COMBAT, v. n. [comballre, Fr.] To sight.

Sbakejp.

Ti CO MBAT. v. a. To oppose Graniille.

COMBAT, s. Contest; battle; due! Uryin.

COMBATANT./ [cimbatiant, Fr.] i. He

Wilt fights with another; an antagonist. Milton.

I. A champion. Luke.

COMBER, s. [from comb.] He whose trade

is to diteotangle wool, and lay it smooth lor

the spinner.

COMBINATF.. a [from combine ] Betrothed;

promised. Sbakefp.

COMBINATION / [from nrnbimt] i . Union

tor some certain pui pose ; association; league.

*^/r*- *• Union of bodies; commit ure;

conjunction. Boyle, South. 3. Copulation of

ideas. Locke. 4. Comb in a tion is used in

mathematicks, to denote the variation or

alteration of any number of quantities, let

ters, founds, or the like, in all the different

nucner« possible.

To COMBINE, v. a. [combiner, Fr.] 1. To

jiin together. Milm, t. To link in union.

Srukrfp. 3. To agree ; to accord. Shake/p.

a To join together; opposed to analyje.

To COMBINE, v. n. 1. To coalesce ; to unite

each with other. Shakefp. 2. To unite in

friendlhip or design. Dryden.

C0MB1.ESS. a. [fiom comb.] Wanting a comb

or crest. Shakefp.

COMBU ST. a. [cimbustum. Lat ] A planet not

above eight degrees and a half frora the fun,

is laid to be combust.

COMBU'STIBLE. a. [ambustum, Lat] Suscep

tible of fire. Smth.

COMBU STIBLENHSS /. Aptncs; to take sire.

COMBU'STION./ 1. Conflagration; ■•urnir.Rc

consumption by sire. Burner. 1 Tumult;

barry ; hubbub, linker, Raleigh, Addijon

To COME. v. n. pret. I came, particip. cone.

[coman, Sax. k.men, Dat.] 1. To remove

from a distant to a nearer place. Opposed to

01. Knollts. 2. To draw near; to advance

towards. Sbakefp. 3. To move in any man

ner towards another. Luke. 4. Top.oceed;

to issue, a Sam. 5 To advance from one

stage to another. Knollei, Dryden. 6. To

change condition either for better or worse

■bf'/t. 7. To attain any condition. Ben

Jibnson. 8. To become. Shakefp. 9. To

•five at some act or habit. Luke. 10

To change from one state into anothei

icsrred. Bac.n, Hudibral. 11. To become

present, and a, longer futuie. Dryden. iz

To become present ; no longer absent. Pipe

'J- To happen ; to fall out. Sbakefp. 14

To fellow at a consequence. Sbakejp. ic

To cease very 'ately from some act of state

a Sam. 16. To cons abtut. To come to

?»ss; to fall out. Shake/p. 17. T« Come

«W, To change; ta totni roucji, Ben.

Johnson. 18. To Come attain. To return*

'Judges. 19. To Come at. To reach; to

obtain; to gain. Suckling. ao. To Come iji

To obtain; to gain; to acquire.Hooker,StiUing-

fleet. 21. ToComeiu. To enter. Locke. 12.

To Come /V To comply ; to yielJ. 23. To

Come in. To become modish. Rofcommon. 24.

ToCome/Y Tobe an ingredient; tomake

part of a composition. Atterbury. 25. To

Come rV for. To be early enough to obtain.

Collier. 26. To Come in lo. To join with; to

bring help. Bacon. 27. To Come in to. To

comply with; to agree to. Atterbury. 28. To

Come near. To approach in excellence. Ben.

yohnjen. 29. To Come of. To proceed ; as a

descendant from ancestors. Dryden 30. To

Come 1/ To proceed ; as effects from their

causes. Locke. 31. To Coat off. To deviate,

to depart from a rule. Bacon. 32. To Come off.

To escape. Milton, South. 33. To Come off.

To end an affair. Hudibras. 34. To Come o^"

from. To leave; lo forbear. Felton. 35. Ta

Come en. To advance; to make progress.

Bacon, Knollei. 36. To Come on. To advance

to combat. Knollei. 37. To Come on. To>

thrive; to grow big. Bacon. 38. To Come

over. To repeat an act. Skakefp. 39. To

Come ever. To revolt. Addifon. 40. To Come

over. To raise in distillation. Boyle 41. T»

Come out. To be made publick. Stilhngflcet.

41. To Come out. To appear upon trial; to

be discovered. Arbuthnot. 43. To Come out

with To give a vent to. Style. 44. To Come

t> To consent or yield. Swift. 4;. To Come

ro.To amount to. Knollei, Locke. 46. To Come

lo himself. To recover his lenses. Temple. 47.

To Come to pass. To be effected ; to fall out.

Hooker, Boyle. 48. To Come up. To grow-

out of the ground. Bacon, Temple. 49. T»

Come up. To make appearance. Bacon. 50.

To come up. To come into use. 5 1 . To Come

up to. To amount to. Woodivard. 52. T#

Come up to. To rise to. IVake.ey To Come

up itiith. To overtake. 54. To Com e upon.

To invade ; to attack. South.

COME. Be quick ; make no delay. Geness.

COME. A particle of reconciliation.

Come, come, at all I laugh he laughs no doubt.

P-.pe.

To COME. In futurity; not present. Bccon,Locie.

COME. f. [from the verb. J A sprout: a cant

term- Mortimer.

COMEDIAN / [from comedy .] 1. A player or

actor of comick parts. 2. A player in general;

an actress or actor. Camdeh. 3. A writer ot

comedies. Peacham.

COMEDY./ [soMfa7a,L:it.]Adraroatick repre

sentation ot the liehter faults ofmankind Pope.

CO MELINESS. / [trom comely.] Grace ;

beauty ; dignity. Sidney, Ray, Prior.

COMELY, a [from become.] 1. Graceful; de

cent. South. 2. Decent ; according to pro-

pi iety. Sbakejp.

CG'MELY. ojv. [from the adjective.] Hand

somely ; gracefully. Ajeham.

T COMEX.
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COMER. / [from tint.] Orie thit comes.

Bacon, Ltd!. I

CO MET. J. [csmtta, Lit. a hliry star.] A

helvenly body in ihe planetary region appear

ing suddenly, and again disappearing. Cornell,

tnpalarly called blazing stars, are distinguish

ed frorn other stars by a lone train or tail of

light, always opposite to the fun. Vrajbavj.

COMETARY ) a. [from amis.] R«|aling to

CpVJIniCK.S a comet. Ckeyne.

COMPlT. (from con's:h.\ A 3ry I'weatmeat.

Hudibraj.

To CO MFtT. v. a. To preserve dry with sugar.

Covtley.

CO'MFItURE. / [from cemftt.] Sweetmeat.

Donne.

t(i CO'MfORT. v. a. [c:mforte. Lat.] I . to

strengthen ; to enliven ; to invigorate. Bacon.

1. To console; to strengthen the mind under

calamity. Jib.

COMFORT, s- [from the verb] i. Support;

assistance ; countenance. B.jc?r. ^. Consolation;

support under calamity. Tilb'lstn. i. That

which gives consolation or suppoit. Si>aiefp.

f COMFORTABLE a. [from cimfort.) ..Re

ceiving comfort; susceptible of comfort. South.

a. Dispensing comfort. Dryden.

COMFORTABLY, adv. [from comfortaiie.]

With comfort ; without despair. rlammmd.

C'O'MFORTER./ [from comfort.) 1. One that

administers consolation in misfortunes. Sbakejp.

i. The title of the Third Person of the Holy

Trinity; the Paraclete.

COMFORTLESS, a. [from comfort.) Without

comfort. Sidney, Swift,

CO'MFREY./. [cimfrie, Fr.1 A plant. Miller.

COMICAL. a. [cimicui. Lat.] 1 . Raising mirth ;

merry; diverting. Addifon. 1. Relating to

comedy ; befitting comedy. Hayward.

CO MIC ALLY. adv. [from comical.) 1 . In such

a manner as raises mirth. "a. In a manner be

fitting comedy

COTvIICALNESS./: [from comical.) Trie qua

lity of being comical.

CO'MICK. a. [cemicuj. Lat. cemiauc, Pr.] 1.

Relating to comedy. KoJccmm:n. 1. Raising

mirth. Sia'kt/p.

COMING. / [from To came.) \ The act of

coming ; approach. Milton. 1. State of being

come ; arrival. Luke.

COMIKG-IN./ Revenue; income. Sbakesp.

COMING, parti, a. [from come.) 1. Fond;

forward ; ready to come. Sbakejp. Pcpe. 1 j

Future ; to come. Hofcommon.

"COMPTIAL. a. [cimitia, Lat.] Relating to the

assemblies of the people.

COMITY./ [cemilas, Lat.]Courtefy ; civility.

COMMA. / [ii^ja.] The point which notea!

the distinction of clauses, marked thus [ , ]

Pcpe.

To COMMAND, v. a. [commander, Pr.] I

To govern ; to give orders to. Deiay of Piety.

a. To order; to direct to be done. Shaiefp.

3. To have in power. Gay. 4. Tooverlook ;

to have to subject as that it ma} be seen or

•nnoved. Mritt-.

To COMMA'ND. «. i. To have the supreme

authority. Smth.

COMMA'ND. / [from the verb.] 1. The

right of commanding ■, power ; supreme au

thority. Walkr. X. Cogent authority ; des

potism. Locke. 3. The act of commanding ;

order. Taylor. 4. The power of overlooking

Drydeu.

COMMA'NDER./[srom«».»iaii</.] 1. He that

has the supreme authority ; a chief. Clarendon.

a. A paving beetle, or a very great wooden*

mallet. Mixon.

COMMA'NDERY./. (Trom command.) A body

of the knights of Malta, belonging to the

fame nation.

COMMANDMENT. / [commandement, Fr]

1. Mandate; command; order ; precept. Ra

leigh, a. Authority ; coactive power Sbakefp.

3. By way of eminence, the precepts of the

decalogue by God to Moses. Exedni.

COMMA'NDRESS./ A woman vested with

supreme authority. Hitker, Fairfax.

COMM ATE'RIAL. a. [from con and materia-\

Consisting of the same matter with another

thing. Bacon.

COMMATERIA'LlTY. / Resemblance to

something in its matter.

COMMELINE./ \cimmelina, Lat.] A plant.

COMMEMORABLE. a. [from cememoratt.\

Deserving to be mentioned with honour.

To COMMEMORATE, v. a. con and nuvuro.

Lat. JTo preserve the memory by some pablick

act. Fiddet.

COMMEMORA'TrON./. [from eommemirene.J

An act 01 bublicrk celebration. Taylor.

COMMEMORATIVE, a. [from commemorate]

Tending to preserve memory of any thing.

Atterbury.

To COMMENCE, v. n. [cemmencer, Fr.] 1.

To begin; to take beginning. Rogert. 1. To

take a new character. Pope.

To COMMENCE, v.a. To begins to make

a beginning of; as to commence aJnit.

COMMENCEMENT./ [from commente.) Be

ginning ; date. Witdnvard.

"Po COMME'ND. f. a. [commendo, Ln.] 1.

To represent as Worthy of notice ; to recom

mend. Knollet. 1. To deliver up with cemfi -

dence. Luke. 3. To mention with approbation.

Cnv/cy. 4. To recommend to rememhirarice.

Sbakejp.

COMME'ND./ Commendation. Sbakesp.

COMMENDABLE a. [from commends Lau

dable ; worthy of praise. Bacon.

COMM1TNDABLY. adv. [from Ummemlail, J

Laudably ; in a manner worthy of commen

dation Caret*.

COMME NDAM. s. [tomhtenda, 1owL«t.]Ojiw-

menda'm is a benefice, which being void, is

commended to the charge of feme sufficient

clerk to be supplied Celaell, Clar'/xTlim.

COMM'E'NDA'IORY. / [from cimmetUbtm. J

One who holcts a living tn eomrr.cn.Urri .

COMMENDATION. / (from cAirteVo*,.] ».

Pvecc'rhm'en daltoo ; favonrtibleTtpreftftcaTioti t

Bacam.
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*«/». a. Praise ; declaration of esteem.

Dryden. j. Message of love. Shakesp.

COMMENDATORY, a. [from commend]

Favourably representative; containing praise

Pope.

COMME'NDER./ [from commend.] Praiser.

kVottn.

COMMENSA'LITY./[from«mmf<i/"a///,Lat.]

Fellowship of table. Brovin.

COMMENSURABI L1TY. /. [from commensu

rable.] Capacity of being compared with ano

ther as to tbe measure ; or of being measured

by another. Brown.

COMMENSURABLE, a. [con aud mensura,}

Lat.] Reducible to some common measure ; as

a yard and a foot are measured by an inch.

COMME'NSURABLENESS./ [from commen-

snrable.] Commenfurability; proportion. Hale.

T0COMMEN6URATE. 'J. a. [«uijdi»n-

sura. Lat,] To reduce to some common mea

sure. Brown.

COMMENSURATE, a. [from the verb.] 1.

ReducrWe to some common measure. Govern

ment of the Tongue, a. Equal : proportionable

to each other. Glanville, Bentlcy.

COMME'NSURATELY- adv. [from commensu

rate.] With the capacity of measuring, or be

ing measured by some other thing. Udder.

COMMENSURA'TION. / [from commensu

rate] Reduction of some, things to some

common measure. Bacon, South.

To CO"MMENT. v. n. [commentcr, Lai]

To annotate; to write notes; to expound.

Herbert.

COMMENT, s. Annotations on an author;

notes; exposition. Hammond.

COMMENTARY. /. [t»ji«lar«i, Lat.] 1.

• An exposition ; an annotation ; remark. King

Charlti. 2. Narrative in a familiar manner.

Addis,,.

COMMENTA'TOR / [from«i»irar«/.]Expo-

sitor; annotator. Dryden.

COMME'NTER. /. [from comment.] An ex

plainer ; an annotator. Donne.

COMMENTITIOUS. a. [commentitiui, Lat.]

Invented; imaginary. Glanville

COMMERCE./ [«j»fKTri»m, Lat.] Exchange

of one thing for anothet ; trade; iraffick.

Hooker, Tilletson.

To COMMERCE, v. n. To hold intercourse

mbm.

COMMERCIAL, a [from commerce.] Relating

to commerce or iraffick.

CO'MMZRE.s. A common mother. Sbakesp.

To COMMIORATE. v. n. [con and migre,\

Lac.] To remove by consent, trom one country !

to another.

COMMICRA'TION. / [from cemmtgrale.] A|

removal of a people from one country to an- j

other. kVoodward.

To COMMI NGLE. p. a. [commfscec, lat.] Tp

mix into one mass; to mix ; to blend. Shakesp.

To COMMI NCLE. v n. To uniie with another

thing. Bacon.

COMMl'NUIBLE. a. [from comminute.] Fran?

git- le; reducible lo powder. Browne.

To COMMINUTE, w. a. [cemminue, Lat.] To

grind ; to pulverise. Bacon

COMMINUTION. / [from comminute.] The

act of grinding into small parts; pulverisation.

Bentlcy.

COMMI SI.RABLE. a. [from commiserate]

Woithy of compassion; pitiable. Bacon.

To COMMISERATE. v a. [con and misfreor.

Lat.] To pity ; 10 compassionate. Dcnbcjn.

COMMISERA'TION. / [from commiserate.]

Pity; compassion; tenderness. Hooker, Sprat.

COMMISSARY./, [ccmmiffariu,, low Lai.] 1.

An officer made occasionally; a delegate; a

deputy. 1. Such as exercise spiritual jurisdiction

in places of the diocese, far distant from the

chics city, dwell. 3. An officer who draws up

lists of nn army, and regulates iht procuration

of provision. Prior.

COMM1SSARISHIP. / The office of a com

missary. Ayhssc.

COMMISSION./ [commissto, low Lat.] 1 . The

act of entrusting any thing, a. A trust ; a

warrant by which any trust is held. Cornell,

Shakejp. 3. A warrant by which a military

officer is constituted. Knollet, Pope. 4. Charge ;

mandate ; office. Milton. 5. Act of commit

ting a crime. Sins of commission are distinguish

ed from fins of omission. South. 6. A number

of people joined in a trust or office. 7. The

state of that which is imrusted to a number

ofjoint officers \ as the broadseal was put into

commission. 8. The order by which a factor

trades for another person.

To COMMISSION. 11. a. To empower; to

appoint. Dryden.

To COMMISSIONATE. v. a. To empower.

Decay os Piety.

COMMISSIONER. / One included in a war

rant ot authority. Clarendon.

COMMISSURE. / [commiffura, Lat] Joint ;

a place whew one part is joined to another.

Wet/on.

To COMMIT, v. a. [committo, Lat.] 1. To

intrust; to give in trust. Shakesp. a. To put

in any place to be kept fife. Dryden. 3, To

fend 10 prison ; to imprison. Clarendon. 4. To

perpetrate ; to do a fault. Clarendon.

COMMI TMENT./. [from commit ] I. An act

of fending to prison. Clarendon, a. An order

for sending to prison.

COMMITTEE. /. [from commit.] Those to

whom the consideration or ordering of any

matter is refeiied, either by some court to

1. Al

whom it belongs, or by consent of parlies.

Coivell, Clarendon, Walton.

denunciation of punishment. Decay COMMI'TTEK.y. [from commit ] Perpetrator;

The recital of Uod's threatenings he that commits. South.

COMMI TT1BLE. adv. [from commit] Liable

to be committed. Brown.

Tt To

COMBINATION. / [ccmminatio, Lat]

threat ;

isPietj

op stated day

COMMI'NATORY. a. [from csinminolicn.]

Denunciatory j threatening.
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To COMMITC. v. a. [cemmiscct, Lat.] To

mingle ; to blend. Newton.

COMMIXION. / [from commix] Mixture;

incorporation. Brovin.

COMMI'XTURE./ [from commix.} i . The aa

of mingling; the state of being mingled. Bacon

a. The mass formed by mingling different

things; compound. Bacon, fVotttn.

COMMODE./. [Fr.] The head-dress of women.

Granville.

COMMODIOUS, a. [commednt, Lat.] i. Con

venient; suitable; accommodate; Raleigh, z.

Useful; suited to wants or necessities. Raleigh.

COMMO'DIOUSLY. adv. [Tom commodicti;.]

I. Conveniently. Coivlty. 1. Without distress.

Milton. \. Suitably tea certain purpose linker.

COMMO'DIOUSNESS. s. [from commodious.}

Convenience ; advantage. Temple.

COMMODITY. / [commodita,, Lat] I. In

terest; advantage; prosit. Hooker. 2. Con

venience of time or place. Ben. Jclnjon. 3.

Wares ; merchandise. Locke.

COMMODORE./ [corrupted from the Spanilli

temendader.] The captain, who commands a

squadron of ships.

CO'MMON. a. [conmunii, Lat ] 1. Belonging

equally to more than one. Hale. a. Having

no possessor or owner. Locke. 3. Vulgar;

mean; ea'y to be had; not scarce. David.

4. Publick ; general. tValton, Addijon. 5.

Mean; without birth or descent. Waller. 6,

Frequent ; usual ; ordinary. Ecclet. Clarendcn.

7. Prostitute. Spcilatcr. 8. Such verbs as sig

nify both action and passion are called comm:n ;

as afperner, I defpijet or apt dejpijed ; and

such nouns as are both masculine and feminine,

as parent.

COMMON. / An open ground equally used by

many persons. South.

CO'MMON. adv. (from the adjective] Com

monly » ordinarily. Skakesp.

In COMMON. 1 . Equally to be participated by

a certain number. Locke, z. Equally with ano

ther ; indiscriminately. Arbutknot.

To CO'MMON. v. n. [from the noun.] To

have a joint right with others in some common

ground.

COMMON LAW. Customs which have by long

prescription obtained the force of laws ; dil-

tinguifhed from the statute law, which owes

its authority to acta ol parliament.

CO MMOM PLEAS. The king's court now htld

in Westminster-hall ; but anciently wovr-able.

All civil Closes, both real and personal, are,

jnd were formerly, tried in this court, accord

ing to the strict laws o; the realm. Ccvjell.

COMMONABLE. a (from common.] What is

held in common. Bactn.

COMMOKACE. s. [from commit.] The right

ct feeding on a common.

CO MMONAL1 Y.y. \communaute\ Fr.] t.T

common people. Milton, z. The bulk of

iv..inkir.d Hooker.

COMMONER./ [torn common.} 1. One ofthe

.'nmmon people ; a inanul low rank. ASdtj.H.

.. A mun nos noble. Vrior, 3. A member 01

the house of commons. 4 One who has t joint

right in common ground. Bacs*. 5. A student

ot the second rank at the university of Oxford.

si. A prostitute. Skakesp.

COMMONITION./. [commonitio^tt.] Advice ;

warning.

COMMONLY. daV.[fromc:»:mM.]Frequcntly;

usually. Tep-.pU.

COMMONNESS./ [from common.] 1. Equal

participation among tnnny. Government os the

"Tongue, a. Frequent occurrence; frequency.

Stvtst.

To COMMON-PL.VCE. v. a. To reduce to

genenil heads. Felton.

COMMON-PLA'CE-BOOK s. A book in which

thir.p* to be remembered are ranged under

geneial head;-. Tatler.

COMMONS./. 1. The vulgar} the low people.

Dryden. 2. The lower house of parliament,

by which the people are represented King

Charlti, 3. Food; fare; diet. S*ariss.

COMMONWEAL. If. trom common and

COMMONWEALTH. J wa/, or wealth ] 1.

A polity ; an established form of civil life.

Hooker, Dainet, Locke. %. The publick; the

general body of the people. Skakesp. 3. A

government in which Lhe supreme power u

lodged in the people ; a republick. Ben.

Jubrifsn, Temple.

CO'MMORA N C E. ) /. [from ceptmorantj]

COMMORANCY. I Dwellings habitatioru

residence. Male.

COMMO'RANT. a. [commoransy Lat] Resi

dent j dwelling. Aybfse.

COMMOTION./, [commstioy Lat.) 1. Tn-

mul*; disturbance ; combustion j Luke^Broome.

1. Perturbation -, disorder of mind ; agitation.

Clarendon. 3. Disturbance \ restlessness. Wool*

'ward.

COMMOTIONER. / [from commotion.'] A

disturber of the peace. Mayvard.

To COMMOYE v. a. [commcveey Lat.] To

distuib ; to unsettle. Thomson.

To COMMUNE, y. n.[communico, Lat.] To

converse ; to impart sentiments mutually.

Spenser, Locke.

COMMUNICABI'LITY- / fsrom ccmmnrica-

tie.] The quality of being communicated.

COMMU NIC ABLE. a. [from communicate.] \.

That which may become the common posses

sion of more than one. Hooker. 1. That which

may be imparted, or recounted. Milton.

COMMUNICANT. / [from eommnntcate.]

One who is present, as a worshipper, at the

celebra ion of the Lord*? Supper j one who

participates of the bieiTed sacrament. Hiokery

Aittt bury.

To COMM UNIC ATE. v. a. [communice. Lat.]

1. To irrpart to oilier* what it in our owq

power. iiacen, Taylor. i. To reveal; to im

part knowledge. Clarendon.

To COMMU'NICATK. ». n. 1. To partake of

the blessed sacrament. Taylor. 2. To have

something in comrpon with another ; as, th*

boHjes ct>n nuntciit;. Arbztbntt.

COM-
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COMMUNICATION. / [from communicate]

i . The ict of imparting benefits or knowledge.

Holder. 2. Common boundary or inlet. Ar-

butbuet. 3. Interchange of knowledge. Swift*

4. Conference ; conversation. Samuel.

COMMUNICATIVE, a. [from communicates

Inclined to make advantages common ; libe

ral of knowledge ; not selfish. Evelyn.

COMMUNICATIVENESS./ [from communi

cative.] The quality of being communicative.

Nerrts.

COMMU'NION./. [communio, Lat] 1. Inter

course ; fellowlhip ; common possession. Ra

leigh, Fiddes. 2. The common or publick

celebration ofthe Lord's Supper. Clarendon •;.

A common or publick act. Raleigh. 4. U-

nion in the common worship of any church.

Siillingfleet.

COMMUNITY. /. [cemmunitat, Lat.1 1 The

commonwealth ; the body politick. Hammond.

2. Common possession. Locke. 3. Frequency ;

commonness. Sbakefp.

COMMUTABI'LITY. / [from commutable.]

The quality of being capable of exchange.

COMMUTA BLE. a. sfrom ««m*^.]That may

be exchanced for something else.

COMMUTATION. / [from commute.] 1.

Change ; alteration. Smth. 1. Exchange -,

the act of giving one thing for another. Ray.

3. Ransom ; the act of exchanging a corporal

for a pecuniary punishment. Brown.

COMMUTATIVE, a. [from commute.] Rela

tive to exchange.

To COMMUTE v. a. [commute. Lat.] 1.

To exchange; to put one thing in the place

os another. Decay of Piety. 2. To buy oss, or

ransom one obligation by another. L'Estrange.

To COMMUTE, v. n. To atone j to bargain

for exemption. South.

COMMUTUAL. a. [con and mutual] Mu-

loa! ; reciprocal. Tope.

COMPACT./ [patlum, I. it.] A contract j an

accord ; an agreement. South.

To COMPA'CT. v. a. [compingo, compatlum.

Lat.) 1. To join together with firmness 1 to

consolidate. Rojcommcn. 2. To make out of

something. Sbakefp. 3. To league with.

Sbakefp. 4. To join together ; to bring into

a system. H:cker.

COMPA'CT. a. [compaclur, Lat.] t. Firm ;

solid ; close ; dtrse. Newton, Bentley. 2.

Brief; as a csmpacl discourse.

COMPA'CTEDNESS. / [from compacled.]

Pirmness ; densi'.v. Di?by.

COMPA'CTI.Y.^-j.[;rom«m/>7^.] 1. Close

ly; dcn>ly. i- V/ith neat joining.

COMPACTNESS. /. [from compail.] Firm

ness ; clofem-sv Woodward.

COMPACTIRE. / [from cempacl.] Struc

ture; compapinaiion. Spenser.

COMPA GES. f. [Ut] A substance of many

part* unitrH Ray

COMPAGINATloN. / [compago, Lat.] U-

nion ; structure. Brown.

COMPANABLENESS./ [srom««^>»jr.] The

quality of being a gpod companion. Sidney.

COMPANION. / [compagntn, Fr.J 1. One

with whom a man frequently converses, frier.

2. A partner ; an associate, Vbilsppians. 3 .

A familiar term ot contempt ) a fellow.

Raleigh.

COM PA NIONABLE. a. [from companieu.]Fh

for good fellowlhip ; social. Clarendon.

COMPA NIONABLY. adv. [horn companion,

able.] In a companionable manner.

COMPANIONSHIP. / [from companien.] 1.

Company ; train. Shakejp. 2. Fellowlhip ;

association. Shake/p.

COMPANY. /: [compagnie. Ft.] I. Persons

assembled together. Sbakefp. 2 An assembly

ol pleasure. Bacon. 3. Persons considered as

capable of conversation. Temple. 4. Conver

sation ; fellowship. Sidney, Guardian. 5. A

number os persons united tor the execution of

any thing ; a band. Dennis. 6. Perlbns unit

ed in a joint trade or partnei (hip. 7. A body

corporate ; a corporation. Arbutbnet. 8. A

subdivision of a regiment ot toot. Know/et.

9. To bear Comp a mt. / To associate with ;

To keep Company. J to be a companion

to. Sbakefp. Pope. 10. To keep Company.

To frequent houses ot entertainment. Sbakejp.

To CO'MPANY. v. a. [from the noun.] To

accompany ; to be associated with. Sbakefp.

Prier.

To COMPANY, v. n. To associate one't self

with. CariutHam.

COMPARABLE, a. [from to ce»i/>aiv.]VVortliy

to be compared i of equal regard. Knolles.

CO'MPARAHl.Y. adv. [from comparable ] In a

manner worthy to be compared. kVotton.

COMPA RATES./ [from compare ] In logick,

the 1 wo things compared to one another

COMPARATIVE, a. f comparative, .Lat.} 1.

Estimated by companion ; not absolute. Bat:*,

Bentley. 2. Having the power of compiling.

Glanville. 3. [In grammar] The comp ra-

tive degree expresses more of any quantity in

one thing than in another ; as, the rigbt band

is the stronger.

COMPARATlVELY.c</v.[srom«m/'.ira/Kf.]

In a state ol compai ik'.m ; according to estimate

made by comparison. Rogers.

To COMPA RE. v. a. [compare. Lat.] 1.T0

make one thing the measure of another; to

estimate the relative goodness or badness. 77/-

lotfon. 2. To get ; to procure ; to obtai.i.

Spenser.

COMPARE. / [from the verb.] 1. Compa

rative estimate ; comparison. Suckling. 2.

Simile ; similitude. Sbakefp.

COMPARISON./, [umtarijon, Fr.] 1. The

act os comparing. Grew. 2. The state ol

being compared. Locke. 3. A comparative

estimate. Tillotjon. 4. A simile in writing or

speaking. Srakesp. 5. [In grammar.] The

formation os an adjective through its various

degrees ol signification , as strong, stronger,

strongefl.

To COMPA'RT. v. a. [exm;artir, Fr.] To di

vine. kVttton.

COM-
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COMPATITIMENT / [eompartimtnt, fr.] A

division of i picture, or design Post

COMPARTIT'lON./ [from compart.] i.The

»ct of comparting or dividing. ». The parts

marked out, or separated; a separate parti

tVtttn.

COMPARTMENT./ [tomportiment, Fr.] Di

vision. Peackam

ToCO'MPASS. ».«. [compaftr, Fr] I. To

encircle; to environ; to surround, 'jab. %.

To walk round any thing. Dryden 3. To

beleaguer; to besiege. Lulu. 4. To grasp ;

to inclose in the arme. 5. To obtain; to pro

cure ; to auain. Huktr, Clarendon, sept. 6.

To take measures preparatory to anything;

as, tt compafi lit death if lit king.

COMPASS. / strom the verb.] 1. Circle;

round. Shake/p. 1. Extents reach; grasp.

&nth. 3. Space ; room ; limit*. Attet bury.

4. Enclosure; circumference. AZilitn 5 A

departure from the right lioe; an indirect

advance. 6. Moderate space; moderation ;

due limits. Daviei. y. The power of the

voice to express the notes of tnufick. Shakcjp

Dryitn. t. The instrument with which cir

cles ar* drawn. Dame 9 The instrument

composed of a needle and card, whereby ma

riners steer. KingCharki, Knot.

COMPASSION. J. [compassion, Fr.] Pity; com

miseration; painful sympathy. Heirrwi.

To COMPASSION, -j. a. [from the noun.]

To pity. Sba&tfp.

COMPASSIONATE, a. [item compassion .] In

clined to pit*; merciful; tender. &*/4.

To COMPA SSIONATE .-» a. [fromthe noun.]

To pity ; to commiserate Raleigh.

COMPASSIONATELY. «<fo . [from compassio

nate.] Mercifully; tenderly. Clarendon.

COMPATERNJTY. /. [con and sciential,

Lat.] Gempred, or tompaternity, by the ca

non law, i« a spiritual affinity. Davite

COMPATIBILITY / [Irom compatible.] Con

sistency ; the power of co-existing with some

thing else.

COMPATIBLE, a. "1. Suitable to; fit for;

consistent with. Halt. %. Consistent) agree

able Briimt.

COMPATIBLENESS. / [from <*npatiblc.]

Consistency.

COMPA'TIRLY. *Jv. [from etmpetHlc.] F

ly; suitably.

COMPATIENT. a. [from «»and^rfi'.r,.Lat.]

Suffering together.

COMPATRIOT./ 0«e osthe sameoountry.

COMPE ER. /'. [eompar, Lat.] Equal ; compa

nicn; colleague. Philips.

To COMPEER, -f. -*. To be equalwiih ; to

mate. Shakefp.

To COMPEL, v. a. [aompeilo, Lat.] 1. To

force to some act; to oblige; to constrain.

Clarendon. 1. To Lake oy force or violence.

Shakcfp.

COMPE LLABLE. a. [from comptL] That may

be lorted.

COMPELI.ATION. /. [from ampelb, Lat.].

The style of address. Dnppa.

COMPE'I.LER./ [from compel] He that forte*

another.

CO MPENQ/ [,w/r-«<//«i»,La*-] Abridgment ;

summary; epitome. rVjtli

COMPENDIA'RIOUS.a. [ampnditrin, Lit.]

Short ; contracted

COMPENDJOSITY. / [from compendiem, .]

Shortness

COMPE NDIOUS«.[frora compendium.] Short ;

summary ; abridged ; comprehensive. jVeodiB.

COMPENDIOUSLY, adv. [from compendious.]

Shortly; summarily. linker.

CQMPEN DIOUSNESS./ [trptn comptndtoms.]

Shortness; brevity. Btntlcy.

COMPENDIUM./. [Latin,] Abridgment ; sum

mary ; breviate. rVatti.

COMPE NSABLE. a. [from compensate.] That

which may be recompensed.

To COMPENSATE, v. a. [compufo, Lat. J To

recompense; to counterbalance; to counter

vail. Bacon, Priir.

COMPENSATION./, [from compensate ] Re

compense ; something equivalent. DryJtm.

COMPE'NSATIVEji.[«m/«/a^]Thit which

compensates.

ToCOMPENSE. v. a. [compenst, Ljt] To

compensate; to counterbalance; to recom

pense. Bacon.

ToCOMPERE'NDINATE.f.o.[r«»^rr«»'i«,

Lat.] To delay.

COMPERENUlNA'TION./.[srorDr#<»/rrr»«?«-

*fte ] Delay.

COMPETENCE. ? / sfrom competent., 1.

COMPETENCY, J Such a quautity of aof

thing as is sufficient. Government of the Tcmgme.

a. A fortune equal to the necessities of life.

Shakcfp Pipe. 3. The power or capacity of a

judge or court.

COMPETENT.«.[«»frl«i,L»t.] 1. Suit

able; sit; adequate; proportionate. Davids,

1. Without defector superfluity. Hooker. 3.

Reasonable ; moderate Allerbnry. 4. Qua

lified; fit. Govern, of tie Tongue. 5. Con

sistent with. Lode.

COMPETENTLY ««V [from amfetent] 1.

Reasonably ; moderately. Ifolton. 2. Ade

quately; properly. Bentley.

COMPETIBLE. a. (ccmpelc,Lit] Suitable to-,

consistent with. Hammond, Glastville.

COMPATIBLENESS. /. [from tempetihU.]

Suiublemfx ; fitness.

COMPETITION./ [ten and j*titi>. Lat.] 1 .

Rivalry; contest. Rogeri. %. Claim of more

than one to one thing. Bacon.

COMPETITOR./ [cemnA pester, Iju.] t.

rival. Rogeri. 2. An op|ionent. Shakcjp.

COMPILATION./ [from compile, Lat] ...

A collection frem various authors, a. An as

semblage; j coacervation. IVeodviartl.

ToCOMPI'LE- v. a. [c-.vpilo, U'l •■ To

-draw up- from various authors. 2. To wrir-c ;

to compose. Temple. 3. To contain; tocom-

•piile. Sptxjir.

COMPILEMENT./ [from cimpile.] Cojcer-

vatianj the.act of heading uo. JV,otttn.

COM-
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COMPILER- / [humrimrilt.} A rallecter ;

oœ wfe» ttvt a compo&iao from rar;.:>a<

aoraw-s. *arr*>.

COMPLACENCE. ?/[r»**/arr«fi,,low Lat."

COMPLACENCY. J I Pleasure; satifac-

ooa; j.ririrw]. Miktn. Sim:i. ». Th^

:** 9*.ea2iare ; Ht. Mihtm. 3. Civility .

' œ. Clamin.

COM?L \ CENT. a. [c^pkcni, L»l] Ciril «

aEa»le;aW

To COMPLAIN w.a. {etafUirdre, Pr.] 1.

Ti stBoao w-rh Harrow -. to lament. Barmet'j

Trtrnj. x. To ia;orra i^'ast. Skakefp.

TsCOMPLAlX- *- a. To lament) to bewail.

0-rie*

COMPLAINANT. / [from «*»/***.] One

w^o erje-» ■ fait against another. Cilier.

COMPLAlVER./'Oae w*: 1 complain* j a la-

*y j !j- Grrrrairevr :/ r^-r Trwgme

COMPLAINT / • ermplatate, Fr. I 1. Repve-

fca-.-M -vf pn'a- or injuries y»*V *. The

ca**e or ^4«ct of CKnpUtat. Smft. 3. A

r j m*i -, 1 i ieafe Arhatbitt. 4. Remonstrance

COMPL \ T3\ NCE / Urmflaisaaee, Fr] Civi-

'■, afe£re ot pleasiagi acl of adatation.

£^y*V». Przsr

COMPLAISANT a. {c**plaint, Fr] Civil ;

Cfca. r*M to please. J'fp*'

COMPLAISA NTLY. aaV [from ctmplaisaat.]

Cirili -, w*h desire to please; ceremoniously

CO*?LaISA"NTNESS / [from tsaplaisaat.]

CarT-Tv

Ta COMPLA"NATE. T *> a [from p/mir,Ut.";

TaCOMFLA'XE. Js To level ; to reduce

=: j fci •i-rice. Dcrbam.

COMPLEMENT / [r»a»y>/eavra/»*t. Lit.] 1 .

P»r>S5'=o ; fuincfi; completion Hnier. a.

Cj-ijiiuse set ; complete provision -, the foil

/Vjjy.3. Adtcitiriou* circumstance- ;

U—ter, Seoirlp

'. T£. a. [trmpktmt, Lr.] 1 Perfect ;

*a=- i arihooc any detect*. Ctbffiami, *»i/(

«. Fnaaare' ; ended j coocladed. Pritr.

INCOMPLETE, v. a [from the noon ] To

aer-ea . to amiflt rTallim.

COMPLETELY a«V [from ccmplele,] 'Pfclry vj

3er-e^*i Blækmere, Soi/t.

COMtH-ETEMENT./ [raw^Zrtrwvaf.Fr.] The

acr «" ccrr.pjeti£g. DryJem.

COMPLETENESS./. [trom cimflete. , Perfec

—:«. Æ**? Cbarlet.

COMPLETION./, [from ctmplire.] 1. Ac-

c.a:t* t% j« ^t , act of fulfilling S»»*. *. Ut

ao* he ithi -, perfect mwe. /*ty<*.

COMPLEX a. [in^feni, Lat ] Compofite

-v as*3-r psru ; not ample. Lnkt.

C "JM?L£Xy.Coniplic»tioo j collection. Smth.

COVrLE XfcDNESi/. [from rrmpkx] Corr.

^a a in > insolation of rOtaj partkulir parts

■socerattgul- Licit .

C-JMJ~E.HON./. [nmpkxi,. Lat,] 1. fcro-

.i.:-: jf oœ thing hi another. fPalii. «.Tht

oaV..^ Tt'ihe external part-- ofany bndj /Jsk-«.

j Tie tcannerttarc of the body. Drjitn.

 

COMPLETCIONAL.*. [from ampUxin] De-

penciDg en the complexioa or temperament of

the body. FiJJer.

COMPLE XIONALI.Y <i<fo.[from««^r*i>..]

Br complexion. Brtvin.

COMPLEXLY. <i</^ [from €tmrkx.'] In a

comclei manner ; not simply.

COMPLE'XNESS./. [from cn+Ux.] The state

<>'' being complex.

COMPL^TCORE (. ['rom<*aa>&jr] Theinro-

intion of one thing with otheri.

COMPLIANCE./ -lomoa^r.] 1. The act

of yielding ( accord -, fabmiffion. Rtgm. 1.

A deposition to yield to others. Clvtniiu.

COMPLIANT, m. [rrom ampfy.) 1. Yiciding j

bending Miitn. a Civil \ complairant.

To COMPLICATE v *. [ctmphc. Ut.] 1.

To ertaneie one with another-, to yo\a.TUU;s.

t. To unite bv involution of par'.K. Boyle. 3.

To form by complication ; to form by the union

•f several parts into one integral. Ltcke.

CO'MPUC ATE. a. Compounded ofa multipli

city of parts. Watts.

COMPLICATENESS/ffromrvwftioi/r.lThe

state of being complicated ; intrkaev. Hale.

COMPLICATION. / [irom nwp'tcate.} 1.

Tne act ot involving one thing in another. 2.

The state of be tag involved one in another.

tVilbmi 3. The integral consisting of many

things involved. Wrttt.

COMPLICE, f. [Fr. from implex. Ut] One

who ia united with others in an ill design j a

confederate. ClamJn.

COMPLI'ER. / [from etmpty.] A man of an

easy temper.

COMPLIME NT./ Untpiment, Fr.] An act or

expression of civility, usaally understood to

mean less than it declare* Stdmej, Rogers.

To COMPLIME NT.v.a. [from the noun.] To

(both with exprcÆona of respect ; to natter.

Prnr.

COMPLIME NTAI..« [from rt«i**a»rnr.] Ex

pressive of retpect or civili; y. Wottam.

COMPLIME NTALLY adv. [from cemplt-

*temtal.) In the nature as a compliment j

civilly. Brtm.

COMPLIMENTF.R./. [from cempUme»t.\ One

given to compliments ; a flatterer.

COMPLINE./ [owptine, Fr. etmpletintm,'.ow

Ut.] The last act ot worihipat night. HuUerJ.

ToCOMPLORE. w. a. {ctmphn, Lat] To

make lamentation together.

COMPLOT./ [French.] A confederacy in some

secret crime; a plot. UatierJ, Sbattjp.

To COMPLOT. *. a. [from ifae noaaj To

form a plot ; to consinre. Ptpe.

COMPLOTTER./. [from emfJct ] A conspi

rator ; one joined in a plot. Dryden.

To CCMt'LY. v. *. U—tpIter.l To yield to j

to be obstt^uioas to 'TtlUt/ea.

COMPO NEN'T.a [t«^s»i,U.] That which

constitute* the oampoand body. Nemttin.

To COMrtJRT. v. a inafrtcr,fr.) Tj

agree ; Dtwwe.

so COVIPOK.T. v. a. T^ bear ; to endure.

Danil COMPORT.
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COMPO'RT. / [from the verb.] Behaviour;

uortduct. Tayl-.r

COMPORTABLE. a. [from crmpirt] Consist

ent. lYotttn.

COMPO'RT A NCE. / [from comport.] Beha

viour. Spenser.

COMi'O'KTMENT. / [from comport.] Beha

viour. A'ddison.

To COMPOSE, v a. [composer, Fr.] I. To

form a mala by joining disteient things toe-e

ther. Sprat. 1. Tii place any thing in its

proper form and method Dryden. 3. To dis

pute; to put in the proper slate. Clarendon.

3. To put together a discourse or sentence.

Hooker, c. To constitute by being parts of a

whole. Milton, Watts. 6. To calur, to quiet.

Clarendon. 7. To adjust the mind to any bu

siness. Duppa. 8. To adjust; to fettle; as,

to compose a difference. 9. [With printers.]

To arrange the letters,. 10. [In musick.] To

form a tune from the different musical notes.

COMPOSED, particip a. Calm; serious;

even; sedate. Addisan.

COMPO'SEDLY.a<iV[srom composed.] Calmly;

seriously. Clarendon.

COMPO'SEDNESS. / Sedatcness ; calmness.

Nerrii.

COMPO'SER./ [from compose] 1. An author;

a writer. Mi/ton. 2. He that adapts the mu

sic to words. Peacbam.

COMPO SITE. a. [comp:situs, Lat.] The com

posite order in architecture is the last of the five

orders; so named because its capital is com-

posedout of thole of the other orders; it is al

so called the Roman an. I ltslick order. Harris.

COMPOSITION./ [compojitio, Lat. J 1. The

act of terming an integral of various dissimilar

parts. Bacon, Temple, a. The act of bring

ing simple ideas into complication, opposed to

analysis. Newton. 3. A miss formed by ming

ling different ingredients. Sz-jift. 4. The state

of being compounded; union; conjunction.

Wails, tj. The arrangement of various fi

gures in a picture. Dryden. 6. Written woik

Addifon. 7. Adjustment; regulation. Ben.

'Jobnjon. 8. Compact ; agreement. Hooker,

Waller. 9. The act of oilcharging a debt by

paying part. 10. Consistency ; c rngruity.SÆjiir/.

1 1. I In grammar.] The joinin: two words to

gether. 11, A certain method of demonstra

tion in maihematicks, which is the reverie of

the analytical method, or of resolution. Harris.

COMPOSITIVE a. Compounkd; or having

the power of compounding. Did.

COMPOSITOR./ I from compose.] He that

arranges ami adjusts the tvpes in printing.

COMPOST./: [Fr. compos.tum, Lat ] Manure

Evelyn.

To CO MPOST. v a. To manure. Bacon.

COMPO'STURE / [from compcjl ] Soil ; ma

nure. Shake/p.

COMPOSURE./ [from compose.] 1. The act

of composing or inditing. King Charles t. Ar

rangement ; combination ; order. Haider. 3

The form arising from the disposition of the va-

riout parts. Crasbam. 4.Frame j mike. Shakes.

5. Relative adjustment. IVotten. 6. Compo

sition ; framed discourse Atterhury.-j. Sedate-

ness; calmness: tranquillity. Milan. 8.Agree

ment; composition; settlement of differences.

Milton.

COMPOTA'TION s.[cemp»latie, Lat.] The act

o' drinking together. Philips.

To COMPOUND, v. a. [compon:. Ut.] I. To

mingle many ingredients together a. To

form by uniting various parts. Exodus, Bcylr.

3. To mingle indifferent positions; to com

bine. Addifon. 4. To form one word from two

or more words. Raleigh. 5. To compose by

being united. Shakejp. 6. To adjust a differ

ence by recession from the rigour of claims.

Shaiejp. Baron, 7. To discharge a debt by

paying only part. Gay.

ToCOMPOUND. v.n. 1. Tocome to terms

ofagreement by abating something. ClaremJam.

2. To bargain in the lump. Shakejp. 3. To

come to terms.Carevs. 4 T« determine Shake.

COMPOUND, a. [from the verb] 1. Formed

out of many ingredients ; not single. Bacon,

2. Composed of two or more words. Pope.

CO'MPOUND./ The mass tonnedby the uni

on of many ingredients. South.

COMPO'UNDABLE. a. Capable ofboing com

pounded.

COMPO UNDER. / [from /. compound.] 1.

One who endeavours to bring parties totermt

of agreement. Svjift. 2. A mingler; one

who mixes bodies.

To COMPREHli ND. v. a. [cemprehcnde, Ut.]

1. To comprise; to include. Remans. 2. To

contain in the mind; to conceive. Waller.

COMPREHENSIBLE, a. [comprehensible, Fr.]

Intelligible 1 conceiveable. Locke.

COMPREHENSIBLY, adv. [ from comprehen-

Jihlc.] With great power ol signification or un

derstanding. Ttllotjcn.

COMPREHENSION./ [ccmprcbeusio.Lxt.] 1.

The act or quality ot comprising or contain

ing; inclusion. Hooker. 1. Summary ; epi

tome ; compendium. Rogers. 3. Knowledge ;

capacity ; power of the mind to admit ideas

Dryden.

COMPREHENSIVE, a. [from comprehend.]

1. Having the power 10 comprehend or under

stand. Pope. 2. Having the quality of com

prising much. Sprat.

COMPREHENSIVELY, adv. In * compre

hensive manner.

COMPREHENSIVENESS. / [from rtm/Sr.--

henjtve.] The quality of including much in a

few words or narrow comp-Is. Addijsn.

To COMPRESS. •». a. [compreffus, Lat.J 1. T»

force, into a narrower compass. 2. To em

brace. Pope.

COMPRESS. / [from the veib.] Bolsters of

linen rag*, Sihitncy.

COMPRISSIBI'LITY. / [from compressible]

The quality oi admitting to be brought by

sorec into a narrower compa s.

COMPRESSIBLE, a. [from compress.] VielcJ-

ing
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ing to pressure, so as that one part it brought

nearer to another. Ckeyne.

COMPRE SSIBLENESS./ [from conspreJMe.]

Capability of being pressed close.

COMPRESSION./ [csmpressio, Ut.] The act

of bringing the parts of any body more near to

each other by vioience. Bacon, Nevjton.

COMPRE SSURE./ [from compress.] The act

or force ofa bodypTessing against another.fl»y/<.

To COMPRI'NT. v. n. [(omprimere. Lat.] To

print another's copy to the prejudice of the

rightful proprietor. Philips.

To COMPRISE, v. a. [cempris, Fr.] To con

tain ; to include. Hcsker, Roscommon.

COMPROBA'TION./ [cempreie, Lat.] Proof)

attestation. Brovtn.

COMPROMISE./ [compromi/sum. Lat ] I. A

mutual promise of partias at difference, to re

fer their controversies to arbitrators. Covje/I.z.

A compact or bargain, in which concessions

are made. Sbakesp.

To COMPROMISE. v a. [from the noun.] 1 .

Toadjust a compact by mutual concessions. 1.

to accord > to agree. Sbakesp.

COMPROMISSO RIAL, a. [ftom compromise .]

Relating to a compromise.

COMPROVINCIAL./ [r«« and>rwM«'a/.]

Belonging to the same province. Aylisse.

COMT./ [n*^r, Ft.) Account; computati

on ; reckoning. Sbakesp.

To COMPT. v. a. [cempter,Yc.] To compute;

to number. We now use To Count.

CO'MPTIBLE.o. Accountable; ready to give

account Sbakesp.

ToCOMPTROL. v. a. To control) to over

rule ; to oppose.

COMPTROLLER./ [from comptrol.] A direc

tor ; supervisor. Temple.

COMPTROLLERSHIP./ [from comptroller.]

Superintendence. Carevj.

COMPU'LSATIVELY. adv. Ey constraint.

C/arifa.

COMPU'LSATORY. s. [ftom cempnlsor, Lat.]

Having the force of compelling. Sbakcjp.

COMPU LSION./ [cempulfic, Lat.] i. The act

of compelling to something-, force. Miltm. I.

The state of being compelled. Hale.

COMPULSLVE. a. [from ccmpuljer, Fr.] Ha

ving the power to compel ; forcible. Philips.

COMPU LS1VELY. adv. [from cempuljive.] By

force ; by violence.

COMPU LSIVENESS. / [from computfee.]

Force ; compulsion.

COMPU I.SORII.Y. adv. [from compulsory] In

a compulfjry or forcible manner) by violence.

Bacen.

COMPU I.SORY. a. [compulsoirt, Fr.] Having

the power of compelling. Bramball.

COMPUNCTION./ [componSitn, Fr.] i.The

power of pricking ; stimulation. Breton, l.

Repentance ; contrition. Clarendon.

COMPUNCTIOUS, a. [from compnnclien.]

Repentant; tender. Sbakesp.

COMPU-NCTIVE. a. [from cempunclien.]

Causing remorse.

COMPURGA'TION./[«ntf*r£<,//»)Lat ] The

practice of Justifying any man's veracity fey

the testimony of another.

COMPURGATOR./[Lat.]Onewhobearshis

testimony to the credibility of another.JfWw.

COMPUTABLE, a. [from compute.] Capable!

of being numbered. Hale.

COMPUTATION./ [from compute] i. The

act of reckoning; calculation. 1. The sum

collected or fettled by calculation. Addisin.

To COMPUTE, v. a [compute, Lat.J To

reckon; to calculate; to count. Holder, Pope.

COMPU TE./ [cempuln,, Lat] Computation -.

calculation.

COMPU'TER./ [from «*;».<«. J Reckoner*

accountant. Sviift.

COMPUTIST./ [cemputisle, Fr.] Calculator,

one (killed in computation. kVettou.

COMRADE./ [camerade, Fr] j. One who

dwells in the fame house or chamber. Sbakesp.

*. A companion ; a partner. Milten.

CON. A Latin inseparable proposition, which, at

the beginning of words, signisies union; aa

concourse, a running together.

CON.One who ison the negative sideofa question.

To CON. v. a [connan. Sax.] i. To know.

Spenser, i. To study. Sbakesp. Holder, Prior.

3. To Cos tbanki. To thank. Sbakesp.

To CONCA'MERATE. *.. a. [cencamcre, Lat.]

To arch over; to vault. Grcui.

To CONCA'TENATE.i/.a. [from catena, Lat.]

To link together.

CONCATENATION, s. [from concatenates

A scries of links. South.

CONCAVA TION./ [from concave.] The act

of making concave.

CONCAVE, a. [ancavns, Lat.] Hollow; op-

poled to convex. Burnct.

CONCA'VENESS./ [from concave] Hollow-

ness. Dicl.

CONCAVITY./ [from concave] Internal sur-

tace of a hollow spherical or spheroidical body.

Woodward.

CONCA'VO-CONCAVE.a.Concave or hollow

on both sides.

CONCAVO-CONVEX, a. [from concave and

convex.] Concave one way, and convex the

other. Nevjten.

CONCA'VOUS. a. [cencavus. Lat.] Concave.

CONCA'VOUSLY.aifo. [from cencaveus.]Wnh

hollownefs. Brevtn.

ToCONCE'AL. v. a. [concele, Lat.] To hide;

to keep secret ; not to divulge. Breome.

CONCEALEABLE. a. [from conceal.] Capable

of being concealed. Brovun.

CONCEALEDNESS. /. [from conceal] Pri

vacy ; obscurity. Diet.

CONCEALER./ [from conceal] He that con

ceals any thing.

CONCt'ALMENT./ [from conceal] 1. The

act of hiding; fecrefy. Glawjille. a The

state of being hid ; privacy. Addisin. 3. Hiding

place ; retreat Rogers.

ToCONCE'DE. v. a. [concede, Lat.] Toad-

mit; to grant. Bentley.

CONCEIT./ [cencept, Fr.] I, Conception;

U thtUfcbt;
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thought; Met. Sidney, z. Understanding ;

readiness of apprehension. Wisdom. 3. Fancy,

fantastical nation. Sbakefp. Locke. 4. Opinion

in a neutral sense. Sbakefp. 5. A pleasant

fancy. Sbakefp. 6. Sentiment, sept. 7. Fond

ness ; favourable opinion. Bentley. 8. Oat ef

Cow c e 1 T taitb. No longer fond of. Tillotjon.

To CONCEIT, v. a. To imagine) to believe.

Sonth.

CONCEITED. particip.a. [from conceit.] 1.

Endowed with fancy. Knol/ei. ». Proud ; fond

of himself) opinionative. Felton.

CONCEITEDLY, adv. [from conceited] Fan

cifully ; whimsically. Donne.

CONCE' ITEDNESS./ (from conceited.} Pride;

fondness of himself. Collier.

CONCE'ITLESS. a. [from conceit ] Stupid j

without thought. Sbakefp.

CONCEIVABLE, a. [from conceive] 1. That

may be imagined or thought. Wilkint. I.

That may be understood or believed. Atterb.

CONCE'IVABLENESS./ strom conceivable.]

The quality of being conceivable.

CONCEIVABLY, adv. [from conceivable.] In

a conceivable manner.

ToCONCEiVE. V. a. [concevoir, Fr.] I. To

admit into the womb. Psalm, a. To form in

the mind, yeremiab. 3. To comprehend ; to

understand. Shakejp. 4. To think; to be of

opinion. Swift.

ToCONCEiVE. v.n. 1. To think; to have

an idea of Watli. 1, To become pregnant.

Gm^/fr.

CONCF/1VER. / [from conceive] One that

understands or apprehends. Brown.

CONCEPT./ [«*«»?*/, Lat] t. Concertos

voices ; harmony, bacon z. Consistency.Alter.

To CONCENTRATE.*- a. [concentrer, Fr.]

To drive into a narrow compass. Arbuthnot.

CONCENTRA TION. / [from concentrate.]

Collection into a narrow space round the cen

tre. Peacbam.

so CONCENTRE, v. n. [auuntre, Fr.] To

tend to one common centre Hale.

To'CONCENTRR. v. a. To emit towards one

centre. Decay of Piety.

CONCE'NTRICAL. t a. [cenccntricnt, Lat.]

CONCENTRICK J Having one common

centre. Donne, Bentley.

CONCEPT\CLV..f[cinccptacu!nm, Lat.] That

in which any thing is contained j a vessel.

Woodward.

CONCE'PTIBLE. a. [homconcipit, cenciptnm,

Lat.] Intelligible; capable to be understood.

Hale.

CONCEPTION./ [conteptio, Lat] I. The

act of conceiving, or quickening wi;h preg

nancy. Milton. 2. The state os' being con

ceived Sbakefp. 3. Notion ; idea. Scutb, 4.

Sentiment; purpose. Sbakefp. 5. Apprehen

sion ; knowledge. Davies 6. Conceit ; sen

timent ; pointed thought. Dryden.

CONCE PTIOUS a. [conceptnm, Lat ] Apt to

conceive , pregnant. Shake/p,

CONCETTI VE. a. [conceptnm, Lat.J Cap.ale

to conceive. Brown,

To CONCERN, v. a. [concenter, Fr.] 1 . To

relate to ; to belong to. Locke. 1. To affect

with some passion. Sbakefp. Roger!. 3. To in

terest; to engage by interest. Boyle. 4. To

disturb; to make uneasy. Derbam.

CONCERN./ 1. Business; affair. Rogers. 1.

Interest ; engagement. Bnrntt. 3. Impor

tance; moment. Rofcommon, 4. Passion ; af

fection ; regard. Addifcn.

CONCERNING prep. Relating to; with re

lation to. Bacon, Tillotsen.

CONCEUNMENT./ [from ««<■«•«.] 1 The

thing in which we are concerned or interested ;

business ; interest. Tilhtfon. a. Relation : in

fluence. Denbam. 3. Intercourse ; business.

Locke. 4. Importance; moment. Boyle. ;■

Interposition ; regard ; meddling. Clarendon.

6. Paflion ; emotion of mind. Dryden.

To CONCEPT, v.a. [concerter, Fr] t. To

settle any thing in private. I. To settle ; to

contrive; to adjust. Rome.

CONCERT./, [from the verb.] 1. Communi

cation ot designs Svjift. i. A symphony >

many performers playing to the fame tune.

CONCERTATION. [concertatio, Lat] Strife}

contention.

CONCE'RTATIVE. a. [concertativnt, Lat]

Contentious. Disk.

CONCESSION./ [concefie, Lat.] 1. Tfieact

of granting or yielding. Hale. 1. A grant}

the thing yielded. King Cbarlei.

CONCESSIONARY, a. Given by indulgence.

CONCESSIVELY, adv. [from concession.] By

way of concession. Brown.

CONCH./ [concha, Lat.] A shell; a sea-shell.

Dryden.

CO'NCHOID. / The name of a curve.

To CONCILIATE, v. a. [concilia, Lat.] To

rrairv Brovin.

CONCILIATION/ [from conciliate.] The act

org.iining or reconciling.

CONCILIATOR./ [from conciliate.] One that

makes peace between others.

CONCI I.IA TORY, a. [from conciliate.] Relat

ing to reconciliation. Did.

CONCI'NNITY./ [from condnnitat, Lat.] De

cency ; fitness.

CONCI NNOUS.«.[o«r;«»«/, Lat] Becoming;

pleasant.

CONCISE, a. [cencifui, Lat] Brief; short.

Ben. Johnson.

CONCI'SELY. adv. [from concise] Briefly;

(hoitly. Breome.

CONCi'SENESS. / [from concise.] Brevity ;

shortness. Dryden.

CONCISION /. [concifum, Lat,] Cutting off;

excision.

CONCITATION./. [eoncitatio, Lat.] The act

or stirring up. Brown.

CONCLAM.A riON'./ Anou'cry. Din.

CONCLAVE J. [cmelaie, Lat.] 1. A private

apartment, a. The room in which the car

dinals meet; or the assembly of the cardinals.

Shakes. Smth. 3. A close assembly. Gartb.

To CONCLUDE.*, a. [conclude, Lat.] ». To

shut.
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iKut. Iholer. i. To collect by ratiocination.

Tillotscn. 3. Todecide; todetermine. AddiJ.

4. To end; tofinitli. Bacon, Drydtn. 5. To

oblige, as by the 6nal determi nation. Hale,Att.

To CONCLUDE, v. n. 1. To perform the last

act of ratiocination; to determine. David,

Bejle. 1. To settle opinion. Atterinry. 3. Fi

nally to determine. Skakesp. 4. To end. Dryd.

CONCLUDENCY./ [from comUdent.} Con

sequence ; regular proof. Halt.

CONCLU'DENT. a. [from conclude.] Decisive.

Hale.

CONCLUS1BLE. a. [from conclude.] Determi-

nablc. Hammond.

CONCLUSION./ [from conclude.] 1 Deter

mination; final decision Hooker. 1. Collec

tion frem projiositrons premised; consequence.

Daviei, Ti.'lelsoit. 3. The close Suite. 4.

The event ot experiments. Shakesp. 5. The

end; the upshot. 6. Silence) confinement

of the thoughts. Shakesp.

CONCLUSIVE, a. [from conclude.] 1. Deci

sive , giving the last determination. Bramhall,

Robert, a. Regularly consequential. Locke.

CONCLUSIVELY, adv. [from conclusive.]

Decisively. Bacsn

CONCLUSIVENfc'SS/[srom««<7«/w.]Power

of determining the opinion. Hale.

To CONCOA'CULATE. v. a. To congeal one

thing with amHhe*. Biyle.

CONCOAGULA TION / [from concoagulatc.]

A coagu'ation, by which different bodies are

joined in one mass.

To CONCOCT, v. a. [cencequo. Lat.] t. To

digest by the stomach. Hayward. 1. To pu

rify by heat. Thomson.

CONCOCTION./ [:'r«m concoct.] Digestion in

the stomach ; maturation by heat. Donne.

CONCO LOUR, a. [concohr, Lat] Ot one co

lour. Brovoa.

CONCOMITANCE. »/.[rromr»»rt«»i7w,Lat.J

CONCO MITANCY. S Subsistence together

with another thing. Brvtun, Glanvtik.

CO'NCOMITANT. a. [encomtani,lM.] Con

joined with; concurrent with. Lode.

CONCOMITANT./. Companion; person con

nected South.

CONC OMITANTLY.aifo. [from concomitant.]

In coT.pany with others.

ToCO'NCOMIT ATE.i/.a. [concomitatut, Lat]

To 0- ot r.r.ected with any thing. Harvey.

CONCOk). J. [esneordia, Lat.] 1 Agreement

between persons or things ; peace ; union.

Shake/p. a. A compact. Daviet. 3. Ha-

mony ; consent of sounds. Shake/p. 4. Prin

cipal grammatical relation of one word to an

other. Locke.

CONCORDANCE./ [concordentia. Lat] I.

Agreement, a. A book which Ihews in how

many texts of scripture any wordoccurs.o'w///.

CONCORDANT, a. [concordant, Lat.J Agree

able; agreeing. Brovvn

CONCO'RDATE. / [concordat, Pr.] A com

pact ; a convention. Sivtft.

CONCO'RPORAL. a. [from «*«r/«rs,.Lat.]

Of the fame body. Diii.

To CONCO'RPORATE.tf. a. [«» and cerput.]

To unite in one mass or substance. Taylor.

CONCORPORA'TION./ [from concotporatt^

Union in. one mass DicJ.

CO'NCOURSE. / [concur/us. Lat.] 1. The

confluence of many persons or things. Bin.

Johnson. 1. The persons assembled. Drydtn.

3- The point of junction or intersection of

two bodies. Nevutojo.

CONCREMA'TION./[from concrem,, Ltt,]

The act of burning together. D<V7.

CONCREMENT./ [from con crelco,hu.] The

mass formed by concretion Hah.

CONCRESCENCE./ [from caicresce, Lat.)

The act or quality ot growing by the union of

separate particles. Raleigh.

To CONCRETE, v.n. [conerrsco, Lai.] To

coak fee into one mass. Newton.

To CONCRETE, v. a. To form by concretion.

Hale.

CO'NCRETE. a. [from the verb.] 1. Formed

by concr- lion. Burnit. a. In logick. Not

abstract; applied to a subject. Hooker.

.CONCRETE./. A mass formed by concretion.

Benlley.

CONCRETELY, adv. [from concrete.] In 1

manner including the subject with the predi

cate. Norris.

CONCafeTENESS/[l'romrt«crf/f.]Coagula-

tion ; collection of fluids into a solid mass. Did.

CONCRE'TION. / [from concrete.] 1. The

act of concreting ; coalit on. x. The mass

formed by a coalition of tepaiate particles.

Bacon.

CONCRETIVE. a. [from concrete.] Congula-

tive. Broivn.

CONCRE'TURE./ A mass formed by coagu

lation.

CONCU'mNAGE./[<-»»ssiM<j£r,Fr.]Theact

j of living with a woman not married. Brumt.

.CONCUBINE./ («>is«4;iro, Lat.] A woman

kept in tornicalion ; a whore. Bacon.

To ('< >NCU LC ATE. v. a. [conculco, Lat.] To

tread o. trample under foot.

CONCULCATIONy [<-«r«.Va'<«,Lat.] Tram

pling with the feet.

CONCUPISCENCE /. [concupiscent, a. Lat]

Irregular desire j libidinous wish. Bentley.

jCONCU IMSCENT. a. [«»«</>//«<.>, Lat. ]Libi-

dinous ; lecherous. Shakejp.

jCONCUPISCE'NTIAL.a. [itomancnptsctnt.]

Relating to concupiscence.

CONCUPI'SCIBLE. a. [concupiscibilis, Lat]

lmpreriing desire. South.

To CONCUR, v. n. [concurro, Lat] 1. To

meet in one point- Temple. 1. To agree; to

join in one action. Svjift. 3. To be united

with; to be conjoined. Tillotsem. 4. To con

tribute to one common event. Collier

CONC'U RRENCE. ?/.[ torn concur. ]\ .Union)

CQNCU RRENCY. \ association; conjunction.

Clarendon, a. Uombinalion of many agents

ot circumstances. Crajbavi 3. Assistances,

help Rogers. 4. Joint right; common claim.

yiyhff:.

U % CONCURRENT
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CONCURRENT, a. [from Mirrirr.] i. Acting

in conjunction; concomitant in agency, Halt.

2. Conjoined ; associate -, concomitant. Bacon.

CONCU'RRENT./.That which concurs.Dttay

if Piety.

CONCESSION./ [coneuf.,. Lat] The act of

(halting j tremefaction. Bacon.

CONCUSSIVE. a. [concussu,. Lat.] Having the

power or quality of shaking.

To CONDEMN. «,. a. [condemn), Lat.] I. To

find guilty ; to doom to punishment. Fiddei.

a.Tocenlure; to blame i contrary to approve.

Locke. 3. To fine. Chronicles.

CONDE MNABLE. a. [from condemn.] Blame-

able j culpable. Breton.

CONDEMNATION./[<W,:m..ar;,,Lat.]The

sentence by which any one is doomed to pu

nishment. Ramans.

CONDEMNATORY, a. [from endemu.] Pas

sing a sentence of condemnation. Giv. cf the

Tongue.

CONDE MNER./ [from ct.Jemm.] A blamer ;

a censurer. Taylsr.

CONDENSABLE, a. [from onJen/ate] That

which iscapable of condensation. Dighy.

To CONDE NSATE. «. a. [ecudenso, Lat] To

make thicker.

To CONDENSATE, v. n. To grow thicker

CONDE'NSATE. a. [condensatus, Lat] Made

thick i compressed into less space. Peacham.

CONDENSATION./ [from condensate.] The

act of thickening any body. Opposite to rare

faction. Raleigh, Bentley.

To CONDE'NSE.f. a. [andenso, Lat.]To make

any body more thick, close and weighty WooJ.

To CONDE NSE. v. n. To grow close and

weighty. Newton.

CONDE'NSE. a. [from the verb.] Thick )

dense. Bentley.

CONDE NSER. / A vessel wherein to crowd

the air. Quincy.

CONDE'NSITY./ [from condense] The state

of being condensed.

CONDERS./ [«»«W*,Fr] Suchas stand up

on high places near the sea-coast, at the time

of herring-fishing, to make signs to the filhers

which way the shoal ofherrings passeth.Cewe//

To CONDESCEND, v n. [condescendre, Fr j

1. Todepartfrom the privilegesof superiority

tVatti. a. To consent to do more than mere

justice can require. Tilhtsen. 3. To stoop;

to bend ; to yield. Milton.

CONDESCENDENCE./[<W,/<W<.««,Fr.]

Voluntary submission.

CONDESCENDINGLY.«A.[srom«»A/r«<(-

'"<•] By way of voluntary humiliation; by

way of kind concession.

CONDESCENSION./ [from condescend.] Vo

luntary humiliation; descent from superio

rity.

CONDESCE,N6IVEa.[srom<W</<W.]Cour-

teous.

CONDI'GN, a. [coudinus, Lat.] Suitable; de

served j merited Arbuthnot.

CONDIGNESS/ [from condign J Suitable

ness j agreeable lo dd'eiu.

CONDI'CNLY. adv. [from tondign.] Deser

vedly ; according to merit.

CO NDIMENT./ \condimtntum, Lat.] Season

ing ; sauce. Bacon.

CONDISCTPLE. / [eondiscipulus, Lat.] A

schoolfellow.

To CO NDITE. m a. [eondio, Lit.j To pickle ;

to preserve by salts. Taylor.

CO NDITEMENT./ Ifrom condite ] A compo

sition of conserves. Diet.

CONDITION s. [condition, Tr.] 1. Quality,

that by which any thing is denominated good

or bad. Sbakesp. i. Attribute; accident j pro

perty. Nc-wt:n. 3. Natural quality of the

mind ; temper ; temperament. Sbakesp. 4.

Moral quality ; virtue or vice. Raleigh, S:uth.

5. State ; circumstances. Wake. 6. Rank.

Sbakesp. Clarendon, y. Stipulation ; 'erms cf

compact B. Johnson, Clarendon. 8. The writ

ing of agreement ; compact. Sbakesp.

To CONDI! ION. f. n. [from the noun] To

make terms ; to stipulate. Dinne.

CONDITIONAL, a [horn condition] By way

of stipulation ; not absolute. South.

CONDITIONAL. J. [from the adjective] A

limitation. B ion.

CONDITIONA'I.n Y/.[srom conditional.] Li

mitation by certain terms. Decay cf piety.

CONDITIONALLY, adv. [tiom conditional]

With certain limitation:' ; on particular terms.

South.

CONDITIONARY. a. [from «»</<><»» ^Stipu

lated. Ncrrij.

TO CONDI TIONATE. nj. a. To regulate by

certain conditions. Bronxn.

CONDI TIONATE. a. Established on certain

terms. Hammond.

CONDITIONED, a. [from condition.] Having

qualities or properties good or bad. Sbakesp.

ToCONDO'LE. v. n. [cendoleo, Lat] To la

ment with those that are in misfortune Temple.

To CONDO LE. v. a. To bewail with another.

Dryden.

CONDOLEMENT./ [from condole.] Grief;

sorrow. Sbakesp.

CONDOLENCE./ [coudolance, Fr] Grief for

the sorrows os another. Arbntbnot.

ACONDOLER. / [from condole.] One that

compliments another upon his misfortunes.

CONDONATION./ [coudonatio, Lat.]A par

doning ; a forgiving.

To CONDUCE, v. n. \condteo. Lat] To pro

mote an end ; to contribute. TUlotso', Nevotcu.

To CONDUCE, v. a. To conduct. Wetton.

CONDU CIBLE. a. [cenducibilis, Lat] Having

the power of conducing. Bentley

CONDUC1BLENESS./. [from ccudncibk.]Tht

quality of contributing to any end.

CONDUCIVE, a. [from conduce J Thai which

may contribute to any end. Rogers.

CONDU'CIVENESS. /'. [from conducive] The

quality ofconducing.

CONDUCT./ [conduit, Fr] 1. Management j

a.-conomy. Bacon. 1. The act of leading

troops. Hraller. 3. Convoy ; escort; guard.

1 . £, drau.
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I. Tfdret. 4. A warrant by which a convoy is

appointed, c,. Behaviour ; regular life. Swiff.

To CONDUCT, v.m. [amjnirt, Pr.] 1. To

lead ; to direct ; to accompany in order to shew

the way. Mils. a. To attend in civility.

Sbakefp. 3. To manage ; as, tt csbJmS an

affair. 4. To head an army.

CONDUCTITIOUS. a. [cenduflitiui, Ut]

Hired. Ajliffe.

CONDUCTOR./, [from cnduR] 1. A leader;

oae who {hews another the way by accompany

ing him. Drydtn. 2 A chief ; a general.

3. A manager; a director. 4. An instrument

to direct the knife in cuttine. S(uincy.

CONDUCTRESS./ [(com conduct.} A woman

that directs.

CONDUIT. /. [conduit, Fr.) 1. A canal of

pipes for the conveyance of waters. Daviei.

a. The pipe or cock at which water is drawn.

Sbakefp.

CON DUPLICATION./ [conduplicath, Lat.]

A doubling.

CONE./" [*!>»-.] A solid body, of which the

bale it a circle, and which ends in a point.

To CONFABULATE. «... [confaluh, Lat]

To talk easily together ; to chat

CONFABULATION. / [ccnfabulatio, Lat]

Easy conversation.

CONFABULATORY. a. [from confab u/ate.]

Belonging to talk.

CONFARREA TION. /. [ctnfarreatio, Lat]

The solemnization of marriage by eating

bread together. Aylifse.

To CONFECT. «.«. [confeilui, Lat] To make

up into sweetmeats.

CONFE'CT. /. [from the verb.] A sweetmeat.

CONFECTION./ [cwmfiaii, Lat.] 1. A pre

paration of fruit with sugar ; a sweetmeat.

AddtftM. x. A composition; a mixture. ShakeJ.

CONFETJTIONARY./[from«i./rI3<cii.]One

whose trade is to make sweetmeats. Sbakefp.

CONFECTIONER. / [from conseflion] One

whose trade is to make fweatmeats. Boyle.

CONFEDERACY. / [confederate, Fr.]

League ; union ; engagement. Sbakefp.

To CONFEDERATE, v. a. [cenfederer, Fr]

To join in a league; to unite; to ally. Kmtliei.

To CONFEDERATE, v. ». To league; to

unite in league. Smth.

CONFEDERATE, a. [from the verb] United

in a league. Pfabni.

CONFEDERATE./ [from the verb.] Onewho

engages to support another ; anally. Dryden.

CONFEDERATION./ [confederation, Fr ]

League ; alliance. Bonn.

To CONFE R 11. n. [confers, Lat ] Todiscourse

with another upon a staled subject. Clarendon.

To CONFER, v. a. 1. Tocompare. Raleigh,

Boyle, a To give; to beRovi. Clarendon,T,lh if

3- To contribute ; to conduce. Glawville.

CONFERENCE./. [conference, ft.] 1. Formal

discourse ; oral di'custion of any question.

Sidney, a. An appointed meeting for ducaffinc

some point. 3. Comparison. Ajchcm.

CONFERER. / [from confer] 1. He that

converses, a. Hetliat belUv, s.

To CONFE'SS. f. a. [confeffer, Pr.] 1. To ac

knowledge a crime. Sbakefp. 1. To difclole

the state of (he conscience lo the priest. Wake.

3. To hear the confession of a penitent, as a

priest. 4. To own ; to avow ; not to deny.

Malt. e. To grant ; not 10 dispute. Locke. 6.

To (hew; to prove ; to attest. Pope.

To CONFESS, v. n. To make confession ; as,

he is rctie to the priest to confess.

CONFESSEDLY. adr.[\nm confessed] Avow

edly ; indisputably. South.

CONFE'SSION / [from nmfesi ] 1. The ac

knowledgment of a crime. Temple. 1. The

act of di/burdenine the conscience to a priest.

Wake. 3. Profession ; avowal. 1 Tim. 4.

A formulary in which the ai titles of faith are

comprized.

CONFESSIONAL./. [Fr.] The feat in which

the confessor fitt. Addi/en.

CONFE SSIONARY./ l>»/#»»a>>e,Fr.]The

feat where the priest sits to hear confessions.

CONFE SSOR./ [cenfefeur, Fr. J 1 . One who

makes profession of his faith in the face of

danger. Stillinp fleet, a. He that heats con

fessions, and prescribes penitence, TayUr. 3.

He who confesses his crimes.

CONFE ST. a. Open ; known } not concealed.

Rove.

CONFE STI.Y. ads. Indisputably; evidently.

Decay cf Piety.

CONFIC1ENT. a. That causes or procures.

D,a.

CO NFIDANT./ [confident, Fr.]A person trust

ed with private affairs. Arbuthnot.

ToCONFrDE.it.il. [consdo, Lat.] To trust

in ; to put trust in. Ccngrei-c.

CONFIDENCE./. [confdenlia, Lat.] i.Firra

belief of another. South. 1. Trust in his own

abilities or fortune. Clarendon. 3. Vitioux

boldness. Opposed to modesty. Hooker. 4. Ho

nest boldness ; firmness ; integrity, a. Ejdras.

Mitten. 5. Trust in the goodness of another.

I. fe. 6. That which gives or causes confi

dence.

CONFIDENT, a. [from confide) 1. Assured

beyond doubt. Hammond, a. Positive; affir

mative ; dogmatical. 3. Secure of success.

Sidney, South. 4. Without suspicion ; trusting

without limits. Sbakefp. 5. Bold to a vice ;

impudent.

CONFIDENT./ [from confide.) One trusted

with secr*ts. South.

CONFIDENTLY, adv. [from confident.) 1.

Without doubt ; without fear. Alter bury. i.

With firm trust. Dryden. 3. Without ap-

pea/anceof doubt ; polhively ; dogmatically.

Ben. Johnson.

CONF1DENTNESS f [from confident] As

surance.

CONFIGURATION./ [conjuration, Fr.] I.

The forms of the various parts, adaptod t»

each other. ri'coivmrd. 1. The face of ihe

horoscope.

To «0N FIGURE, v. a. [from figure, Lai.]

Todiipole into any sorm. Ltnlley.

CONFINE.
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CO'NFIVE.Ar«ii/f«/j,Lat.]Common boundary;

border • <gr. Locke.

CONrtNL a | confinii. Lit.] Bordering upor

To rONFI'Kil. «. ». To border upon ; totouu.

on different territories. Milton.

ToCONFINE.v.a [«a/«#r,Fr.] I.To bound;

to limit. I. lo (hut up; to imprison; <•■

immure. Skaktsp. 3. To restrain, to tie up :■•

DryJen.

CONFl NELF.SS. a. [from confine] Boundlel; .

unlim:"-d. S'ciejp.

CONFiN' MLNT /: [from confine.] Imprison

ment; restraint >>' 'Drrty Add/en

CONF1 \'ER./ som confine 1 1. A borderer;

one that lives upon confines Daniel. 2. A near

v.i iehbour. kVotton. 3. One which toucher

u;> m two different region*. Baccn.

CONFI'NITY. / [cousiuitai. Ut.] Nearness,

Via.

To CONFIRM v. a [ctnsirme, Lat.] 1. To

putpa'l u. ubi by new evidence. Addifon 1

To fettle; to establilh 1 Mac. Shake's. 3. To

fix ; to radicate Wiseman. 4. To complete ;

to perfect. Sbakesp 5. To strengthen by new

solemnities or ties. Swift 6. To admit to the

full privileges of a Christian, by imposition o

lui;i>- Hammond.

CONFORMABLE, a. [10m confirm.] That

whr], is capable of incontestible evidence.

Brown.

CONFIRMATION./ [from confirm] 1. The

act of establishing any thing or person; settle

ment. Sbakesp. z. Evidence ; additional proof.

Knellci. 3. Proof convincing testimony South.

4. An ecclesiastical rite. Hatnimud.

CONFIRMATORY Anattester; he that puts

a matter past doubt. Brown.

CONFIRMATORY, a. [from confirm.] Giving

additional ustimony.

CONFI RMEDNESS./[from confirmed.] Con-

firrr .'.1 state. Decay ofPiety.

COM! RMER./ [from «*/rm.JOne thatcon-

timi ; an attester ; an cstablisher. Shakefp.

CONFISCABLE.a. [from <™y(/s«/<.]Liable to

forfeiture.

TolCONFI SCATE. w. a. [confifyuer, Fr.] To

transfer private nroperty to the publick, Dy

way of penalty. Bacsn.

CONFI SCATF. a. [from the verb] Transfer-

red to the publick as forfeit. 6" -kefp.

CON' ISCA'TION./. [from cc,f,/cate.)The act

o! transferring the lorieited gL.ud* ot criminals

to publick use. Bucon.

CONF1TENT./ [confiteni, Lat.] One confes

sing. Decay of Tiety.

CONFITURL.y. [Fr.] A sv..etmeat; a con

fection. Bscon.

To CONFIX, v. a. [confixtm, Lat.J To fix

dc wn. Shake/p.

CONFI.A GRANT, a. [c:nftagram, Lat.] In

volved in n general Sir. Mili.n.

CONFI. ^A.\^\C,if.s.^onpgrati:, Lat] 1.

A ..eral s.i' i\ itiey. %. It in taken for the

fire which shall consume th.s woi Id at tfec con-

'umnij .. 1

«- ONFLA'l iUN. /. [c-nsiaium, Lat.] 1. The

act of blowing many instruments together*

Bacor j. A citing or melting of metal.

s-ONFLE'XURE./ [confiexura, Lat.] Abend-

ing.

I o CONFLICT, v. n.[cmfiigo,Ut ]To strive ;

to contest ; to fight ; to struggle. Ttllotfon.

\ CONFLICT./ [onfiiclu,, Lat.] 1.A violent

collision,or opposition. Boyle. 2. A combat; a

fitjht between two. Shakefp. 3. Contest; strife;

1 nnimiiaa.Shakesp. 4, Struggle ; agouy ; pang.

Roecri.

CONFLUENCE/ sro»/«t,Ln ] i.Thejunc-

t'on or union osseveial Aieims.Ra.'eif,b,Brere-

wood. .. Vhe act of crowding to a place.

Ha..n. 3 \ c,nc"Uric ; a multitude. Temple.

-ONFLUENT. a. [confinem. Lat.] Running

one intc another ; meeting. Blackmire.

TO NFLUX./: [confluxio, Lat.] 1 .The union of

several currents Clarendon. 1. Crowd j mul

titude collected. Milton.

CONFORM, a, [conformii, Lat.] Assuming the

fan,1 form; resembling. Bacon.

To CONFORM, v.t [cenfirmo, Lat] To re

duce to the like appearance with something;

else. Hooker.

To CONFCRM. v. n. To comply with.DritfV«.

CONFORMABLE, a. [from conform.] 1. Hav

ing the same form ; similar. Hooker. 1. A-

greeable ; suitable ; not opposite. Addijon. 3.

Compliant; ready to follow directions j obse

quious Sprat.

CONFORMABLY, adv. [from conformable]

With conformity ; suitably. Locke.

CONFORMATION,/ [French ; conformant

Lat] j.The form of things as relating to each

other. Holder. 1. The act of producing suita

bleness, or conformity. rVatti.

CONFORMIST./ [from conform] One that

complies with the worship of the church of

England.

CONl ORMITY./ [from confirm.] I. Simili

tude ; resemblance. Hooker, Addison. 2. Con

sistency. Arbnthnot.

CONFORTA'TION. / [from conforto, Lat.]

Collation of strength. Bacon.

To CONFOUND, v. a. [confindre, Fr.] I. To

mingle things. Genesis. 2. To perplex; to

mention without due distinction. l.ccke. 3. To

disturb the apprehension by indistinct words.

Locke. 4. To throw into consternation ; to

perplex ; to astonish ; to stupify. Milton, 5.

To destroy. Daniel.

CONFO UNDED. part a. [from confmtnd.]

Hateful; detestable. Grew.

CONFOUNDEDLY, adv. [from unfounded.]

Hateliillv ; shamefully. Addifi.n

CONFO UNDER./ prom confound.] He who

disturbs., perplexes, or destroys.

CONFRATL RNITY./ [from«« taAfmter-

nitat. Lat.] A body oi men united tot some

religious purpose. Stillmgfleet.

CONFKIC A'TION./ [from »«and//i«,Lat.]

The act of rubbing against any thing. Bacon.

To CONFRONT.*, a. [cenfrenter, Fr.] 1.

To stand against another ia full view ; to

face.
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flee. DryJtm. i. To (land face to sice, in op

position to mother. Sidney. 3. To oppose one

evidence to mother in open court 4. To

compare one thing with mother. Addisen.

CONFRONTATION./ [French.] The act of

bringing two evidences face to face.

To CONFUSE, v. a. [confnsm. Lat] 1.T0

disorder ; to disperse irregularly- 1 To mix ;

not to separate. 3. To perplex, not distin

guish ; to obscure. Watt:. 4. To hurry the

miod. Pipe.

CONFU SEDLY. adv. [from ens*fed } 1 . In a

mixed mass ; without separation. Raleigh l.

Indistinctly ; one mingled with another. Ne*v-

t*n. 3. Not clearly ; not plainly. Clarendon. 4.

Tumultuous! v; hastily. Dryden.

CONFU SEDNESS. / [from finfnsed] Want

of distinctness; want of clearness. Nerrii.

CONFU'SION. / [from consnje.] 1. Irregular

mixture; tumultuous medly. Dcviei. 1. Tu

mult. Meeker. 3. Indistinct combination. Locke.

4. Overthrow; destruction. Shah/p. 5. Asto

nishment; distraction of mind Sfutfator

CONFU'TABLE. a. [from confute.] Possible to

be disproved. Brewn.

CONFUTATION. f\confntatio, Lat.] The act

of confuting; disproof.

To CONFUTE, v. a. [confnto, Lat] To con

vict of errour ; to disprove. Hudibrat.

CONGE. / [conge', Fr ] 1. Act of reverence ;

bow \ courtesy. Swift. 1. Leave; farcwel

Spenser.

To C'O'NCE v . n. To take leave. Shahesp.

CONGE DELIRE s. The k:ng's permission

royal to a dean or chapter, in tim • of vaca

tion, to choose a bishop. Spoliator.

CCNCE. /. [In architecture j A moulding

in form ot a quarter round, or a cavetto

Cbanberr.

To CONGEAL. «. a. Uonrih, Lat ] 1 .Toturn,

by frost, fro.n a fluid to a solid state. Spenser.

\. To bind or fix, as by c^ld. Sbakcjp.

To CONCEAL v. «. To concrete, by cold

Bnrmtt.

CONGE'AL\BLE. a. [from congeal.] Suscep

tible of congelation. Bacon.

CONGE ALMENT./ [.'1 >m congeal.] The clot

{■ rrned by congelation. Shakejp.

CONGELATION./ [from congeal] State of

being congealed, or made solid. Arbutknot,

Brovn.

CONGENER, f. [Latin.] Of the same kind or

nature. MilUr.

CONGE-NEROUS a. Uongener, Lat.] Of the

fame kind Brown, Arbntbnot.

CONGE'.. F.ROUSNESS./:[from cngtntmi ]

The quality of being from the fame original.

CONGE'NIAL. a. [con tr.igenim. Lat"] Par

taking of the fame genius; cognate Wotttn,

P.?*.

CONCENIA LITY / [from congenial] Cog

nation o*' mind.

CONGE Ni . . LNESS./ [ from congenial] C< g-

mtion of mind

CONG! N1TE. a. [congenltnt, Lit.] Of the

fame birth; connate. Hale.

CONGER. / [congrnt, Latin.] The sei-eei:

Walton. *

CONGE RIES. / [Latin.] A mass of small bo

dies heaped up together. Boyle

To CONGEST. v. a. [congeflum. Lit.] To

heap up.

CONGE 8 TIBLE. a. [from engeft.] That may

be heaped up.

CONGESTION./ fcongesiie. Lat.] A collec

tion of matter, as in abscesses, l^uincy.

CONCIARY. / [nngiarium. Lat] Agi""tdir'

stributed to the Roman people or soldiery.

Addifon.

To CONGLA'CIATF. v. n. [«»g/a«a/«j,Lat.]

To turn to ice. Brown.

CONGI.ACIMTION. s. [from conglaciate.}

The act osclTanging into ice. Brown.

To CONGLO BATE v. a. [conglcbatm, Lat.]

To gather into a hard firm ball. Grew.

CONGLOBATE : Moulded into a firm ball.'

Coeynt

CONCI.OBATELY. adv. In a spherical form.

CONGLOBATION. / [from ctnghbate.] A

round bidy. Brown.

To CONGLO'BK. v. a. [cengtobo, Lat.] To

gather into a round mass. Pope.

To CONGLO'BE. v. n. To coalesce into 1

round mass. Milton.

To CONGLOMERATE, v. a. [conglomero.

Lat.] To gather into a bill, like 1 bill of

thread. Grew.

CONGLOMERATE, a. [from the verb.] 1.

Gathered into a round ball, so as that the fibres

ire distinct. Cbeyne, x. Collected j twisted

together.

CONGLOMERA'TION/[sromrj*£WraW.]

1. Collection of matter into a loose ball. 2.

Intertexturc ; mixture. Bacon.

ToCONGLUTINATE.i.a [conglntino, Lat.]

To cement ; to reunite.

To CONGLU'TINATE. v. n. To coalesce.

CONGLUTINATION./ [from r»»£/«r/iiarr.]

The act of uniting wounded bodies Arbntbnot.

CONGLU TINATIVE. a. [from conglntinate.]

Having the powerof unitingwounds.ftsav;.

CONGLUTINATOR / [from conglntinate.}

That which has the power of uniting wounds.

Woodwjrd.

CONGRATULANT. a. [from congratnlate.]

Rejoicing in paiticipation. Milton.

To CONORA TULATE. v. a. \gratnler,Lit.]

To compliment upon any hippy event. SpraU

To CONGRATULATE, v n. To rejoice in

participation. Swift.

CONGRATULATION./.[from congratnlate.}

1. The act of professing joy for the happiness

or success of another, a. The form in which

joy is professed.

CONOR A'TULATORY. a [from congratn

late] Expressing joy tor the good of another.

To CONOR K K.f.n.Toigree; to join. Sbaie.

ToCON'OREET. v. a [trom con aud greet.}

To laluu> reciprocally. Sbakefp.

To CO NGREQATE. v. a. [congrego. Lat.] To

collect ; to aflemble ; to bring into one place.

Raleigh, Newton. T»
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To CONGREGATE, v. n. To assemble; to

meet. Dunham.

CO NGREGATE. a. [from the verb.] Collect

ed ; compact. Bacon

CONGREGATION / [from congregate.] !.A

collection; a mass brought together Sbakefp.

*. An assembly met to worship God in publick.

Haiku; Swift.

CONGREGA TIONAL.a. [from ongrtgdtin.]

Publick -, pertaining to a congregation.

CONGRESS./: [congrefts, Lat.] i. A meeting;

a (hock; a conflict Dryden. i. An appointed

meeting for settlement of affairs between dif

ferent nations.

CONGRK SSIVE. <x. [from congress.] Meeting ;

encountering. Briwn.

To CONGRU'E. v. n. [sromW»fr<«>, Lat.]

To agree ; to be consilient with ; to suit

Sbakefp.

CONGRUENCE./ [congruntio. Lat.] Agree

ment ; suitableness of one thing to another.

CONGRUENT, a. [congruent, Lat.] Agree

ing; correspond ■ nt, Chtyne.

CONGRU'ITY./ [from cingrue.] i. Suitable

ness ; agrecableness. Glonville. i. Fitness ;

pertinence. 3. Consequence of argument;

reason ; consistency. Hcoker.

CONGRUMKNT. / [from congrnc.] Fitness;

adaptation. 3 "Johnson.

CO'NGRUOUS. a. [cingrzus. Lat.] 1 Agree-

ablcto; consilient with. Lccke. a. Suitable;

to; accommodated to. Cbcyne. 3. Rational;

Kt. Atterbnry.

CONGRUOUSLY, adv. [from cengruout.]

Suitable ; pertinently. Boyle.

CONICAL./ a. [coniens. Lat.] Having the

CO NICK. \ form of a cone. Pri-tr.

CO NICALLY. adv. [from conical.] In form of

a cone. Boyle.

CO'NICALNESS. / [from conical.] The state

or quality of being conical.

CO NICK SeiJsen. / A curve line arising from

the section of a cone by a plane.

CO'NICK Secliins. 7 /. That part os goometry

CO'NICKS. J which consider!, the cone,

and the curves arising from its lections.

To CONJECT. v. n. [renjeitum, Lat.] To

. t»uels ; to conjecture. Sbakefp.

CONJECTOR./ [from eonjeS.] Agnesser;

a conjecturer. Slvift.

CONJKCTURABLE. a. [from csnjeiiure.]

Possible to he guessed.

CONJECTURAL a. [from conjecture.] De

pending on conjecture. Brocme.

CONJECTl'RA L1TY./ | from ««/>c7*rfl/".]

That which depends upon guess. Brown.

CONJE'CTURALLY. aaV [from ionjeclnral.]

l*y guess; hv conjecture, hhoker.

CONJE CTURE./[rs»j.-ct«ra,Lat.] I. Guess;

imperfect knowledge. Stutb. a. Idea; notion;

conception. Sbaiejp.

To CONJE CTURE. v. a. [from the nona.] To

cueis; lo iudi»e by gueK. Ssulb.

ACONJli'CTURER./ [from itnje.lure.] A

CuilTtr. Jddijtt.

CONIFEROUS, a [emus loAfers, Lat ] Such

trees are coniferous as bear a fruit of a woody

substance, and a figure approaching to that of

a cone. Of this kind are sir, pine. Sljtincy.

ToCONJOBBLE.v.«.Tocom:ert.£\E/r>.j»£e.

To CONJOIN v. a. [ctnjomdre, Fr.] 1.T0

unite; to consolidate into one. Dryden. a. To

unite in marriage. Sbaktfp. 3. To associate ; to

connect. Taylor.

To CONJOIN, v. k. To league; to unite.

Sbakefp.

CONJO INT. a. [conjoint, Fr.] United ; con

nected.

CONJO'INTLY.ai/r. [sromrsujs/iir.] In union j

togethar. Briton.

CO'NJUGAL. a. [eiajngahh, Lat.] Matrimo

nial ; belonging to marriage. Swift.

CONJUGALLY, adv. [from conjugal.] Matri

monially; connubially.

To CONJUGATE, v. a. [conjngo, Lat.] I. To

join; to join in marriage; to unite. fVottou.

1. To inflect verbs.

CO'NJUGATE./. [conjugates, Lat.] Agreeing

in a derivation with another word. Bramball.

CONJUGATION./ [conjugate. Lat J I. A

couple ; a pair. Brown, a. The act of uniting;

or compiling things together Bentley. 3. The

form of inflecting verbs. Locke. 4. Union ;

assemblage. Tayhr.

CONJ UNCT. a. [csnjuntlus. Lat.] Conjoined j

concurrent ; united. Sbakefp.

CONJUNCTION./ [conjunilie, Lat.] 1. U-

nion ; association ; league. Bacon. a. The

congress of two planets in the fame degree of

the zodiack. Rymer. 3. A word made, use

of to connect the clauses of a period together.

Chrkc.

CONJUNCTIVE a. [conjunctions, Lat.] 1.

Closely united Sbakefp. 1. [In grammar.]

The mo*'d of a verb.

CONJU NCTIVELY. adv. [from conjunSive.]

In union. Brown.

CONJUNCTIVENESS./ [from conjunctive.]

The quaii'y of joining or uniting.

CONJU NCTLY. adv. [from conjun3.] Joint

ly ; together.

CONJU'NCTURE./[«»j^,!J«r'r,Fr.] 1.Com

bination of many circumstances. K. Charles, a.

Occasion; critical time Clarendon. 3. Made

of union; connexion. Holder. 4. Consistency.

K. Charles.

CONJURA'TION. / [from conjure.] 1. The

form or act of summoning another in some

sacred name. Sbakefp. 1. An incantation ; an

enchantment. Sidney. 3. A plot ; a con

spiracy.

To CONJURE, v. a. [conjuro, Lat.] 1.T0

iummon in a sacred name. Clarendon. 1. To

ctnspire Milton.

To CONJURE, v. n. To practise chaims or

enchantments. Sbakefp.

CONJURER. / [from conjure.] 1. An eo-

chanter. Donne. 1. An impostor who pretend*

to secret arts ; a cunning man. Prior. 3. A

man oflhrcwd conjecture. Aidifin.

CON-
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CONJUREMENT./ [from cm;'*™.] Serious

injunction. Milttn.

CONNASCENCE. [en and maseir, Lit.] I.

Common birth; community of birth. 2.

The act of uniting or growing together,

rVijeman .

CONNA'TE. a. [from en and na/ur, Lat.] Born

with another. Ssutb.

CONNATURAL, a. [cm and natural] I.

Suitable to nature. Miltin. z. United with

the being ; connected by nature. Daviet. 3.

Participation of the fame nature. Hale.

CONNATURA'LITY. / [from unnatural]

Participation of the fame nature. Hale.

CONNA TURALLY. adv. [from cinnalural.)

By the act of nature; originally. Hale.

CONNA TURALNESSy. [from cinnalural.]

Participation of the fame nature ; natural

union. Pearjen.

To CONNECT, -p. «. [«*«/<9«, Lat.] 1. To

join ; to link ; to unite. Beyle. 2. To unite,

at a cement. Ls;ke. 3. To join in a just se

ries of thought; as, the anther connects bit

reajn well.

To CONNECT, v. n. To cohere; to have just

relation to things precedent and subsequent.

CONNECTIVELY. adv. [from ennecl] In

conjunction; in union.

To CONNE'X. v. a. [einnexnm, Lat.] To join

or link together. Hale, Tbilisi.

CONNEXION./, [from ennex] 1. Union;

junction. Atterbury. a. Just relation to some

thing precedent or subsequent. Blackmere.

CONNEXIVE. a. [from annex.] Having the

force of connexion. rVattt.

CONNICTA'TION./ [from cinniSi, Lat.] 1 .

A winking. Din. z. The act of winking. 3.

Voluntary blindness ; pretended ignorauce ;

forbearance. Ssutb.

To CONNIVE, v. «. [cennivei, Lat.] 1. To

wink. SpeSatir. z. To pretend blindness or

ignorance Rsgert.

CONNOISSEUR. J. [Fr.] A judge; a critick

Swift.

To CONNOTATE, v. a. [en and »#/«, Lat.]

To designate something beside* itself. Ham-

mind.

CONNOTATION./ [from einmtate.] Impli

cation of something besides itself. Hale.

To CONNOTE, v. a. [«» and mita. Lat] To

imply ; to betoken ; to include. Seutb.

CONN U BIAL. a. [cinnubialis, Lat.] Matrimo

nial ; nuptial) pertaining to marriage; con

jugal, fife.

CONOID. / [xx»i.&>c] A figure partaking ol

a cone. Hilder.

CONOI'DICAL. a. [from amid.] Approaching

to a conick form.

ToCONQUA'SSATE. v. a. [ctnquajsi, Lat.]

To sliake i to agitate. Harvey.

CONQUASSA'TION. / [from anquafate.]

Agitation; concussion.

To CONQUER, v. a. [cuqnerir, Fr.] 1. To

gain by conquest ; to win. 1 Mac. a. Tu

overcome; to subdue. Smith, 3. To sut-

mount; to overcome; ai, it ctnqnerei til

reluSanee.

To CO'NQUER. v ». To get the victory ; to

overcome. Decay if Piety.

CONQUERABLE, a. [from enquer.] Possible

to be overcome. Smth.

CONQUEROR./ [from anquer ] 1. A man

that has obtained a victory ; a victor. Sbakesp.

2. One that subdues and ruins countries.

Mils*.

CONQUEST./ [anqnejle, Fr] t. The act

of conquest; subjection. Daviei. j.. Acqui

sition by victory ; thing gained. Miltem. 3.

Victory; success in arms. Addisen.

CONSANGUINEOUS a. [ansangntneut, Lat.]

Near of kin; related by bitth : not affined

Sbakesp.

CONSANGUI'NITY./ [ensangninitat, Lat.]

Relation by blood Smth.

CONSARCINATION. / [from ansarciai,

Lat.] The act of patching together.

CONSCIENCE./ [anscientia, Lat.] t. The

knowledge or faculty by which we judge of

the goodness or wickedness ofourselves. Spens.

2. Justice; theestimate of conscience. Knollei,

Staift. 3. Consciousness j knowledge of our

own thoughts or actions. Hnker. 4. Real

sentiment ; veracity ; private thoughts. Cla-

renin. 5. Scruple; difficulty. Taylir. 6.

Reason; reasonableness. Swift,

CONSCIENTIOUS a. [from ««/«««.] Sera-

pulous; exactly just. L'Eflrange.

CONSCIENT10USLY.a^[l'romrM/"M"'""l

According tothedirectionof conscience./.'Efir.

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS./ [from enfeienti-

««.] Exactness of justice. Licke.

CO'NSCIONABLE. a. [from an/cience.] Rea

sonable; just. Shakesfi.

CO NSCiONABLENESS./[from ccnscituable]

Equity ; reasonableness.

CO'NSCIONABLY. aJv. [from censcinaUe.]

Reasonably ; justly. Tayltr.

CO NSCIOUS. a. [enfeiut, Lat] 1. Endowed

with the power of knowing one's own thoughts

and actions. Bentley. a. Knowing from me

mory. DryJen. 3. Admitted to the know

ledge of any thing. Bentley. 4. Bearing wit

ness by conscience to any thing. Clarenden.

CO NSCIOUSLY. adv. [from censciiuj.] With

knowledge of one's own actions. Lieke.

CONSCIOUSNESS./ [from «*/««>.J 1. The

perception of what passes in a man's own

mind. Ltcke. 2. Internal fense of guilt, or

innocence. Oov. if the Tingle.

CO NSCRIPT. a. A term used in speaking of

the Roman senators, who were called Patret

cmjcripli.

CONSCRIPTION. / [anscriptii, Lat_] An

enrolling. Diet

To CO NSECRATE. v. a. [enseen, Lat.] 1.

To make sacred j to appropriate to sacred uses.

Hebre-wt. 2. To dedicate inviolably to some

particular purpose. Nnmbert. 3. To canonize.

CO NSECRATE.«.Confecrated ; facrcd.Drayf.

CO'NSECRATER. / [from f!nji<f';t.] Ono

X sh»
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that perform! the rites by which tny thing is

devoted to sacred purposes. Atterbury.

CONSECRATION./ [from consecrate.] I. A

rite of dedicating to the service of Cod. Hooker.

1- The act of declaring one holy. Hale.

CO NSECTARY. a. [from censeilarius. Ut]

Consequent; consequential. Brown.

CONSECTARY./ Deduction from premises;

corollary. rVeedviard.

CONSEC UTION./ [consecutie. Lat.] t . Train

of consequences ; chain of deductions. Halt.

l. Succession. Newton. 3. [In astronomy]

The month of f»»/fsnris», isthe space between

one conjunction of the moon with the sun un

to another. Brown.

CONSECUTIVE, a. s <•»*/««;//, Fr.l I. Fol

lowing in train Arbulhnot. z. Consequen

tial; regularly succeeding. Locke.

To CONSE MINATE. v. a. [enstmini, Ut]

To low different feeds together.

CONSE NSION./ [ansenste, Lat ] Agreement;

accord. Bentley.

CONSE'NT./ {consensus. Lat.] 1. The act of

yielding orconfenting. KingCharles. z. Con

cord; agreement; accord. Cowley. 3. Cohe

rence with ; correspondence. Milton. 4. Ten

dency to one point. Pope. 5. The perception

one part has of another, by means ofsome fibres

and nerves common to them both. Sluincy.

To CONSE'NT. v. n. [consentio, Lat.] 1 . To be

of the fame mind; to agree. 2. To co-ope

rate to the fame end. 3. To yield ) to allow )

to admit. Genesis.

CONSENTANEOUS, a. [ansentanent, Lat.]

Agreeable to; consistent with. Hammond.

CONSENTANEOUSLY, adv. [from consenta

neous.] Agreeahly; consistently; suitably Boyle.

CONSENTA'NEOUSNESS./ [from consenta

neous.] Agreement ; consistence. Did.

CONSENTIENT. a. [consentient. Lat.] Agree

ing; united in opinicn. Oxford Reasons against

the Covenant.

CONSEQUENCE. /. [conseqnentia, Lat] 1.

That which follows from any cause or princi

pie. 1. Event; effect of a cause. Milton. 3

Deduction ; conclusion. Decay es Piety. 4

The last proposition of a syllogism introduced

by therefore; as, what is commanded by our

Saviour is our duty: prayer is commanded ;

thereforeprayer is our duty. Prior, t. Conca

tenation of causes and effect. South. 6 In

fluence; tendency. Hammond. 7. Importance;

moment. Swift.

CONSEQUENT.*, [consequens, Lat.] t. Fol

lowing by raional deduction, z. Following as

the effect of a cause. Locke.

CONSEQUENT. /. 1. Consequence; that

which follows from previous propositions.

Hooker, z. Effect ; that which follows an

acting causs. Dmvies.

CONSEQUENTIAL, a. [from consequent.] 1.

Produced by the necessary concatenation of ef

fects to causes. Prior, z. Conclusive. Hale.

CONSEQUENTIALLY.***, [homconsequen-

till.] 1. With just deduction of consequences.

Addtstn, 1, By wnsequegee > mutually.

South. 3. In a rtgular series. Addison.

CONSEQUE'NTIALNESS./ [from consequen

tial^ Regular consecution of discourse.

CONSEQUENTLY, adv. [from consequent] 1.

By consequence-, necessarily; inevitably.

kVeodw. z. Inconsequence; pursuant ly. South.

CONSEQUENTNESS / lfr°m consequent]

Regular connexion. Digby.

CONSE RVABLE. a. [from conserve, Lat.] Ca

pable of being kept.

CONSERVANCY./ Courts held by the Urd

Mayor of London for the preservation of the

fishery.

CONSERVATION. / [conservatie, Lat] t.

The act of preserving j continuance ; pro

tection. Woodward. 1. Preservation from

corruption. Bacon.

CONSERVATIVE, adv. [from conserve. Lat.}

Having the (rawer of opposing diminution or

injury. Peacham.

CONSERVATOR /[Lat] Preserver. ClarenJ.

CONSERVATORY, f. [from conserve. Lat] A

place where any thing is kept. kVeedward.

CONSE RVATORY. a. Having a.preservative

quality.

To CONSERVE, v. a. [conserve, Lat ] 1. To

preserve without loss or detriment Newton, z.

To candy or pickle fruit.

CONSERVE./ [from the verb.] 1. A sweet

meat made of the inspissated juices of fruit.

Dennis, z. A conservatory. Evelyn.

CONSE RVER./ [from conserve.] 1. A layer

up; a repositcr. Hayward. z. A preparer

of conserves.

CONSE'SSION. s. [cenfife, Lat.] A sitting to

gether.

CONSESSOR./ [L«.]One thatsitswith others.

To CONSI'DER. v. a. [cenftdere. Lat] 1. To

think upon with care; to ponder; to examine.

Spectator, z. To take into the view; not t^

omit in the examination. Temple. 3. To

have regard to ; to rc!pect. Hebrevot. 4. T^

requite; to reward one for his trouble. Shakes

ToCONSIDER. v. n. 1. To think maturely.

Isaiah, t. To deliberate; to work in the mind.

Swift. 3. To doubt; to hesitate. Shakes/,.

CONSIDERABLE.*, [from consider.] 1. Wor

thy ofconsideration; worthy of regard And at

tention. Tilletsen. 1. Refpectible; above ne

glect. Sprat. 3. Important; valuable. Decor

os Piety. 4. More than 1 little ; a mi<id!c

fense between little and great. ClarenJen.

CONSI DERABLENESS/ [homcenfiderabl:]

Importance; dignity; moment; value; de-

sett; a claim to notice Beyle.

CONSIDERABLY, adv. [from considerable ]

1. In a degree deserving notice. Rescemmer.

z. With importance; importantly. Pope.

CONSl'DERANCE./ [from considers Consi

deration; reflection. Sbakcsp.

CONSI'DERATE.a. [consjeratut. Lat.] 1 . Se

rious; prudent; not rash. Tilletson. x. Hiv

ing respect to; regardful. Decay es Piety, 3.

Moderate ; not rigorous.

CONSI'DERATELY. adv. [/rom eenfiJerate\

Calmly; coolly. Bmcm. CON-
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CONSI'DF.RATENESS./ [from cms,derate.]

Prudence

CONSIDERATION. / [from consider.] I .

The act of considering ; regard ; notice. Locke.

2- Matuie thought ; prudence. Sidney. 3. Con

templation ; meditation. Sidney. 4. Impor

tance ; claim to notice ; worthiness of regard.

Addisan. 5. Equivalent ; compensation. Ray.

6. Motive of action ; influence. Clarendon. 7.

Reason; ground of concluding. Hotter . 8.

[In law.] Cousidtration ib the material cause

of a contract, without which no contract

bindeth. Ctvoell.

CONSI DERER./ A man of reflection. Ctv.

es the Ttmgne-

To CONSIGN, «- et. [ctnsgno, I.au] I. To

give to another any thing. South, 2 To appro

priate ; to quit for a certain purpose. Addijon.

3. To commitj to entrust. Add-on.

To CONSIGN, v. ». 1. To yield; to submit ;

to resign. Shakesp. 2. To sign; to consent to.

Shakesp.

CONSIGNATION/ [from consigns 1. The

act of consigning. Taylor. 2. The act of sign

log. Tayhr.

CONSIGNMENT./ [from consign.] ,. The

act of consigning. 2. The writing by which

any thing is consigned.

CONSI MILAR.«. [hometnsimilii, Lat ] Hav

ing one common resemblance.

To CONSI ST. 11. n. [consiflo. Lat.] 1 . To sub

sist ; not to perish. ColeJJiam 2. To continue

fixed; without dissipation. Brernvood. 3. To

be comprised; to be contained. Walsh. 4.

To be composed. Burnt!. 5. To agree; not

to oppose. Clarendon.

CONSISTENCE.? / [ctnsisitntia, low Lat.]

CONSI STENCY. J 1 . State with respect to

material existence. Bacon. 2. Degree of dense.

ness or rarity. Arbuthnot. 3. Substance ; form ;

make. Smth. 4. Agreement with itself, or

with any other thing. Addisen. 5. A state

in which things continue for some time at a

stand. Chamberi.

CONSISTENT, a. [consistent. Lat.] 1. Not

contradictory ; not opposed. South. 2. Firm;

not fluid. fVoedioard.

CONSISTENTLY.a</v.[fromr.-«^y?«/.] With

out contradiction ; agreeably. Breome.

CONSISTORIAL.o. (from re»_/j/r«rj.]Relatiog

to the ecclesiastical court. Ayliffe.

CONSI STORY,/: [censistonum, Lat] 1. The

place of justice in the court Christian. Hooker,

South. 2. 1 he assembly of cardinals. Atterb.

3. Any solemn assembly. Milton. 4. Place of

residence. Skakesp.

CONSOCIATE./ [from constcit, Lat.] An ac

complice ; a confederate > a pattner. Hayw.

ToCONSO'CIATE. v. a. [tonjeat, Lat.J 1.

To unite ; to join. rYttton. 2. To cement;

to hold together. Burnet.

ToCONSOCIATE.f.n.Tocoalesce; to unite.

Bentltj.

CONSOCIATION./ [from conscciatc] 1. Al

liance. Ben. "Johnson. 2. Union; intimacy ;

cctnpanioniliip. kYuttn,

CONSO'LABLE. «. [from rustle.] That which

admits comfort.

ToCO'NSOLATE. v. a. [consohr, Lat.] To

comlort ; to console. Brcwn.

CONSOLATION. /". [conjoLtio, Lat.] Com

fort; alleviation of misery. Bacon, Rogers.

CONSOLATOR./. [Lat.J A comforter.

CONSOLATORY./ [from conjolate ]A speech

writing containing topitks of comiort Milt.

CONSO'LATORY. a. [horn ccnsolatc] Tend

ing to give comlort.

To CONSOLE, v. a. To comfort ; to cheer.

Pipe.

CONSOLE./ [Fr] In architecture, a part or

member projecting in manner of a bracket.

Chambtrt

CONSOLER./ [from tensclt ] One that givet

comfort. IVarburttn.

CONSO'LIDANT./J [from ccufolidatt ] That

which has the quality ot uniting wounds.

To CONSO LIDATE. v. a. [confoUdtr, Fr.] 1.

To form into a -compact and solid body; to

harden. Burntt, Arbuthnot. ^. To combine

two parliamentary bills into one.

ToCONSO LI DATE *' n.Togrowfirm.hard,

or solid. Bacon, rVotdioard.

CONSOLIDATION./: | from consolidate .] 1.

The act of uni ing into a solid mass. rVoedvt.

1. The annexing of one bill in parliament to

another. 3. The combining two benefices in

one. Co-well.

CONSO LlDATIVE-a [from consolidate.] That

which has the quality of healing \sounds. Diil.

CO'NSONANCE. \ s. [consonance, Fr.] 1. Ac-

CONSONANCY. i cord of found. rVttttn.

2. Consistency; congruence. Hammond. 3.

Agreement; concord; friendship. Shmktsp.

CONSONANT, a. [consonant. Lat.] Agreeable )

according ; consilient. Hooker.

CONSONANT./ [consonant, Lat] A letter

wh ch cannot be sounded by itself. Holder.

CONSONANTLY.^, [from consonant.'] Con

sistently ; agreeably. Hook/r, Tillttjon.

CONSONANTNESS./ [from consonant.] A-

greeableness ; consistency.

CO'NSONOUS. a. [ttnjonut, Lat.] Agreeing in

found; symphonious.

CONSOPIA'TION./. [from conspit, Lat.]The

act of laying to deep. Digby.

CO'NSORT / [consort, Lat.J 1. Companion;

partner. Denkam. 2. An assembly j a divan ;

a consultation. Spenser. 3. A number of in

struments playing together. Ecclus. 4. Con

currence ; union. Atterbury.

To CONSO RT. v. u. [from the noun] To as

sociate with. Drydtn.

To CONSORT, v. a. 1. To join ; to mix ; to

marry. He with his coujorted Eve. Milton,

Locke. 2. To accompany. Shakcjp.

CONSO'RTABLE. a. [t'rom consort.] To be

compared with ; suitable. kVctton.

CONSORTION /. [censortit, Lat.J Partner

ship; society.

CONSPECTABLE.a. [from cmspeilui, Lat.]

Easy to be seen.

X 1 CONSPECTU'ITY.
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COVSPECTU'ITY. / Iconsptclui, UK] Sense

of seeing. Shakesp.

CONSPE RSION./ [conspersto, Lit.] A spi ink-

Ung about.

CONSPICU'ITY./ [from conspicuous] Bright-

ness ; favourableness to the sic;ht. Glanville.

CONSPICUOUS, a. [ctufpicuui. Lat ] I . Obvi

ous to the fight ; seen at assistance. Milton. ».

Eminent ; famous ; diltinguished- Addtfon.

CONSPICUOUSLY, ad-u. [from conspicuous]

l. Obviously to the view. fVatts. ». Emi

nently ; famously ; remarkably.

CONSPICUOUSNESS./ [from conspicuous]

I. Expo ure to the view. Boyle, a. Emi

nence ; fame; celebrity. B:yle.

CONSPrRACY./[»«//>ira/»,Lat.] 1. A plot;

a concerted treason. Dryden. a. An agree

ment of men to do any thing ; always taken in

the evil part. CnveU. 3. Tendency of many

causes to one event, Sidney.

CONSPl'RANTa.[<:M/>i>aii/,Lat.]Conspiring-,

engaged in a conspiracy; plotting Shakesp.

CONSPIRATION./ [««/>i>afi»,Lit.] A plot

CONSPIRATOR, s. [from cenjpiro, Lat] A

man engaged in a plot} a plot ter. Samuel,Ssujh

To CONSPIRE, v. n. [confriro. Lat.] 1 . To

concert a crime ; to plot. Shakesp Rojcommen.

t. To agree together ; as, all things conspire

to make him happy.

CONSPl'RER./ I from conspire] A conspirator

a plotter. Shakejp,

CONSPIRING Powers. [In mechanicks] All

such asid\ in direction not opposite to one an

other. Harris.

CONSPURCA'TION./ [from etnspurce, Lat ]

Defilement ; pollution.

CO'NSTABLE./'.[.»in«/ra4ii/i,as it is supposed.]

I. Lord high constable is an ancient officer of

the crown, long disused in England. The

function of the constable ot England consisted in

the care os the common peace of the land in

deeds of arms, and in matters of war. To

the court of the constable and marshal belonged

the cognizance ot contracts, deeds of arms

without the realm, and combats and blafonry

of arms within it. From theie are derived

petty constables, inferior officers whose office is

to take care that the peace be kepi in their dis

tricts, and arrest and carry offenders to prison

&c. Coviell, Clarendon, a. To tver-run the

Constable. To spend more than what a

man knows himself to be worth.

CONSTABLESHIP. / [from constables The

office of a constable. Carevi.

CONSTANCY./ [constants, Lat] 1. Immu

tability y perpetuity ; unalterable continuance.

linker. 2. Consistency; unvaried state. Ray.

3. Resolution j steadiness. Prior. 4. Lasting

affection. Sou th. 5. Certainty , veracity. Shake.

CO'NSTANT. a. [constaus, Lat] 1 . Firm ; not

fluid. Beyle. 1. Unvaried ; unchanged ; im

mutable; durable. 3. Firm j resolute ; deter

mined. Shakejp. 4. Free from change of af

fection. Sidney. 5. Certain ; not various. Addi.

CO NSTANTLY. adv. [from constant.} Unvari-

gbly j perpetually ; cetuinly j steadily. Tillot.

To CONSTELLATE, v. n. [constellates, Ltt.]

To shine with one general light. B'.yle.

To CONSTELLATE. *>. a. To unite several

shining bodies in one splendour. G'.antsille.

CONSTELLATION. /. [from constellate] 1.

A cluster of fixed stars. Isaiah, t. An assem-

blageossplendours, or excellencies Hammond.

CONSTERNATION./ [from censtern:. Lat ]

Astonishment ; amazement ; wonder. South.

To CO NSTIPATE v. a. [from consiipo. Lat.]

I. To croud together into a narrow room.

Bentley. 1. To flop by filling np the passages.

Arbuthnot. 3. To bind the belly.

CONSTIPA TION./ [from constipate.} i.The

act oferouding any thing into lelsroom.B'Hr/ey.

1. Stoppage ; obstruction by plenitude. Arbttb.

CONSTITUENT, a. [constituent. Lat] Ele

mental; essential; that of which any thiDg

consists. Dryden, Bentley.

CONSTITUENT. / 1. The person or thing

which constitutes cr fettles any thing. Hale. 1.

That which is necessary to the subsistence of

anything. Arbnth. 3. He that deputes another.

To CONSTITUTE, v. a. [eonstitno, Lat.] 1.

To give formal existence ; to produce. Decay

of Piety. 1. To erect } to establish. Taylor.

3. To depute.

CO NSTITUTER. / [from constitute] He thai

constitutes or appoints.

CONSTITUTION./ [from constitute.] i.The

act of constituting , enacting ; establishing. "-.

State of being ; natural qualities. Bentley,

Newton. 3. Corporeal frame, Arbuthnot. 4.

Temper of body, with respect to health.Temp.

5 Temper of mind. Sidney, Clarendon. 6.

Established form ot government ; system of

laws and customs Daniel. 7. Particular law ;

establishment; institution. Hooker.

CONSTITUTIONAL, a. [from constitution .]

1. Bred in the constitution ; radical. Sharp.

1. Consistent with the constitution ; legal.

CO NSTITUTIVE.a. [from constitute] 1. Ele

mental ; essential ; productive. Dtcay of Piety.

a. Having the power to enact or establish.

To CONSTRAIN v. a [constraindre, Fr.] 1.

To compel ; to force to some action. Shakesp.

a. To hinder by force. Dryden. 3 To neecs-

fmte.Pope. 4. To violate ; to ravish. Shalesp.

5. To confine; to press. Gay.

CONSTRA INABLE.a.[from««/fra'«] Liable

to constraint. Hooker.

CONSTRA'INER. / [from constrain.'] He that

constrains.

CONSTRAINT./ [contrainte, Pr.] Compul

sion ; violence ; confinement Locke.

To CONSTRICT, v. a. [constritlum, l.%l] 1.

To bind ; to cramp. 1. To contract ; to

cause to shrink. Arbuthnot.

CONSTRICT ION./[from constriS] Contrac

tion ; compression. Ray.

CONSTRI'CTOR. / [constrictor, Lat.] Tba«

which compresses or contracts. Arbuthnot.

ToCONSTRI NGE. t>. a. [constrturo, Lai.] To

compress; to contract ; to bind. Shakesp.

CONSTKl NCENT.a.[«»/rV/»£M/, Lit.] Hav-
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log the cpjality ofbindif^or compressing. Baron.

To CONSTRUCT, v. a. [constrains, Lit.] To

build; to form ; Boyle.

CONSTRUCTION. / [conslruilio, Lat.] i

The act of building, l. The form of building ;

structure. Arbuthnot. 3. The putting of words

together in such a manner as to convey a com

plete fense. Clarke, Locke. 4 The act of

arranging terms in the proper order ; the act

of interpreting ; explanation. Sbakesp. 5. The

fense; the meaning. Collier. 6. Judgment)

mental representation, Brown. 7 The manner

of describing a figure in geometry.

CONSTRUCTURE./ [from consirna.] Pih ;

edifice ; fabrick. Blackmore.

To CONSTRUE, v. a. [construe. Lat] 1 . To

range words in their natural order. Sfienjer. 1.

To interpret; to explain. Hoiker, Addijon.

To CONSTU PRATE. ■». a. [conjUpro, Lat. j

To violate; to debauch; to defile.

CONSTUPRA TION./. [from consluprate.] Vi

olation; defilement.

CONSUBSTA NTIAL. a. [ccnsubstantialis,

Lat.] 1. Having th« fame essence or substance.

Hooker, t. Being of the same kind or nature.

BrerenveeJ.

CONSUBSTANTtALITY/[srom consubfian-

tial.\ Existence of mote than one in the fame

substance. Hammond.

To CONSUBSTANTIATE. v. a. [con and

fnbfianti , Lat.] To unite in one common

substance or nature.

CONSUBSTANTlA'TION./[sromn>!>M?<'«-

tiate.] The union of the body of our blessed

Saviour with the sacramental element, accord-

ding to the Lutherans. Alterrury.

CONSUL./ [consul, Lat.] 1. The chief ma

gistrate in the Roman republick. Dryden. 1.

An officer commissioned in foreign parts to

judge between the merchants of his nation.

CONSULAR.*, [censutari,, Lat.] t. Relating

Co the co- fill. Speculator, i. Consular Man.

Ooe who had been consul. Ben. Jobnjen.

CONSULATE. / [consulate, Lat.J The office

os consul. Addison.

CONSULSHIP./ [from consul] The office of

consul. Ben. Johnson.

To CONSULT, v.n [consnllo. Lat.] To take

counsel together. Clarendon.

To CONSULT, v. a. 1. Toast: advice of; as,

be consulted Hifriends. 2. To regard ; to act

with view or respect to. VEflrange. 3. To

plan } to contrive. Hebrews, Clarendon. 4. To

search into ; to examine ; as, to consult an

anther.

CONSULT./ [from the verb] 1. The act of

consulting. Dryden. 2. The effect of consult

ing; determination. Dryden. 3. A council;

a number os persons assembled in deliberation

Swift.

CONSULTATION./ [from consult.] 1. The

act of consulting; secret deliberation. Atari

a. A number of persons consulted together.

Wijeman.

CONSU'LTER./ [from consult.] One that «ob-

falti or afles council. Deuteronomy.

CONSUMABLE. «. [from consume.] Susceptible

of destruction. rVilkins.

To CONSU'ME v. a. [consume, Lat.] To waste ;

to spend ; to destroy. Deuteronomy.

To CONSU'ME. v. n. To waste away ; to be

exhausted Sbakesp.

CONSUMER. / [from consume.] One that

spends, wastes, or destroys any thing. Loeie.

To CONSU'MM ATE. v. a. [consemmer, Fr.]

To complete ; to perfect. Shakesp.

CONSUMMATE, a. [from the veib ] Com

plete; perfect. Addijon.

CONSUMMATION./ [from consummate.] 1.

Completion; perfection; end. Addiseu. ».

The end of the present system of things.

Hooker. 3. Death ; end of life. Sbakesp.

CONSUMPTION./ [censumptio. Lat] I.The

act of consuming; waste ; destruction. Locke.

a. The state of wasting or perishing. 3. A

waste of muscular fleih, attended with a bee-

tick fever. SJumry, Sbakesp.

CONSUMPTIVE a. [from consume] 1. De

structive; wasting; exhausting. Addison. 1.

Diseased with a consumption. Harvey.

CONSU'MPTIVENESS./ [from eonjnaptive.]

A tendency to a consumption.

CONSUT1LE. a. I consutilit, Lat.] That ia

sewed or stitched together.

ToCONTA'BULATE. v. a.[centabule, Lat.]

To floor with boards.

CONTABUI.ATION./ [cintabulatie,Lit.] A

joining of boards together.

CONTACT./ [centatfus, Lat.] Touch ; close

union. Newton.

CONTA CTION. s. [contains, Lat ] The act

of touching. Brown.

CONTA'CION. s. [cantarie, Lat.] i.The emis

sion from body to body by which diseases arc

communicated. Bacon, z. In'cction j propa

gation of mischief. King Cbarltt. 3. Pesti

lence ; venomous emanations. Sbakejp.

CONTA'CIOUS. a. [from contagio. Lat.] In

fectious i caught by approach. Prior.

CONTAGIOUSNESS. / [from contagion]

The qu.ility of being contagious.

To CONTAIN, v. a. [contmeo, Lat] 1. To

hold as a vessel. 2. To comprise ; as a writing.

Join. 3, To restrain; to with-hold. Spenser.

To CONTAIN, v. n. To live in continence.

Arbntbn-.t.

CONTAINABLE, a. [from contain.] Possible

to be contained. Boyle.

To CONTAMINATE, v. a. [contamino, Lat]

To defile; to corrupt by bale mixture. Shakes.

CONTAMINATE, a. [from the verb] Pollut

ed; defiled. Sbakesp.

CONTAMINATION. / [from contaminate.)

Pollution ; defilement.

CONTEMERATED. a. [contemeratus. Lat.]

Violattd ; polluted.

To CONTE'MN. v. a. [contemno, Las.] To de

spise; to scorn; to slight j to neglect. Dryden.

CONTEMNER. / Ifrom contemn.] One that

contemns ; a'defpiser. Siuth.

To CON TEMPER. ». a. [tontemfero. Lat]

To moderate. Ray. CONTEM
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CONTEMPERAMENT. / [from mlemfen,

Lat.] The degree of any quality Deri am

ToCONTEMPERATE. v. a. (srcm cenum-

pero.] To moderate ; to temper. Wiseman.

CONTEMPERA'TION /.['rom centcmfratcA

i . The act ofmoderating or tempering. Bnwn.

2. Proportionate mixture; proportion. Hate.

To CONTEMPLATE, v. ». \cmtemphr, Ut.]

To study ; to meditate. Walti.

To CONTEMPLATE, v. a To must- ; to

think studiously with long attention. Peacham.

CONTEMPLATION./, [from e:ntemp!ate ] i .

Meditation; studious thought on any subject.

Shaies/i. z. Holy meditation; a holy exercise

of the soul, employed in attention to sacred

things. Stakisp. 3. Study ; opposed to action

South.

CONTEMPLATIVE, a. [from contemplate.)

1. Given lo thought; studious; thoughtful.

Denham. a. Employed in study; dedicated lo

study. Grrœ. 3. Having the power of thought.

Ray.

CONTEMPLATIVELY, adv. [from ctntctn

p/ative.] Thoughtfully ; attentively.

CONTEMPLATOR./ [Lat.] One employed

in study. Raleigh.

CONTEMPORARY.a [contemp:rain, French .]

1. Living in the fame age. Dryden z. Born

at the fame time. Cmley. 3. Existing at the

fame point of time. Locke.

CONTEMPORARY. / One who lives at the

fame time with another. Dryden.

To CONTEMPORISE, v. a. [en and tempui,

Lat ] To make contemporary. Brown.

CONTEMPT./ [entemptus, Lat.] 1 . The act

of despising ethers ; scorn. Esther, Smth. 1.

The state of being despised, viltness. Maccab.

CONTEMPTIBLE, a. [from contempt.} 1.

Worthy of contempt; deserving scorn. Taylor.

z. Despised ; scorned ; neglected. Locke. 3.

Scornful ; apt to despise. Shakefp.

CONTEMPTIBLENESS. / [from contempt

ible.) The state of being contemptible ; vile-

ness; cheapness. Decay of Piety.

CONTEMPTIBLY, adv. [from contemptible.)

Meanly ; in a manner deserving contempt,

Miltom.

CONTEMPTUOUS.*, [sromrtnsfo^/.] Scorn

ful ; apt to despise. Raleigh, Atterbmry.

CONTEMPTUOUSLY, adv. [from contentstu-

»«/.] With scorn; with despite. Taylor, "fillet.

CONTE MPTUOUSNESS./. [from contemptu

ous.) Disposition to contempt.

To CONTEND, v. n. [cintendt, Lat.] I. To

strive j to struggle in opposition. Deuteronomy.

t. To vie; to act in emulation.

To.CONTE ND. v. a. To dispute any thing ; to

contest. Dryden.

CO NTF.N D ENT./[srom contend.] Antagonist;

opponent. L'Efirange.

CONTENDER./, [trom contend] Combatant;

champion. Locke.

CONTENT it. [contentnt, Lat.J 1 . Satisfied so

as not to repine; easy. Locke, z. Satisfied so

as not to oppose. Ss.zkefp.

lutONTENT •».«. [irom the adjective.] 1.

To satisfy so as to stop complaint Sidney*

Tilhtpn. z. To please; to gratify. Shakefp.

CONTENT. /. [from the v. rb] 1. Moderate

happiness. Shakefp. 2. Accine cence satisfac

tion in a thing unexam'red. p;pe. 3. That

which is contained, or ioou>.*'j in any thing*

Wocdward. 4 The pov.'ti of containing ;

extent ; capacity. Graunt 5. Thai which is •

comprised in a writing. Grew, Addifon.

CONTENTATION f. [from c.ntent] Satis

faction ; content. Sidney.

CONTENTED, part. a. [from content.] Satis

fied ; at quiet; not icpining Knolles.

CONTENTION". (. [contenti; Lat.] 1. Strife;

debate ; contest Decay of Piety, z. Emulation;

endeavour to excel. Shakefp. 3. Eagerness;

ztai ; ardour. Rogers.

CONTENTIOUS, a [from contend.) Quarrel

some ; given todebate; perverse DecayofPiety.

CONTENTIOUS fnrtfdidion. [In law.] A

court which l.as a power to judge and deter

mine ditv (.'.. c- between contending parties.

Chambers.

CONTE NTIOUSLY. adv. [from «i(«/i«i.]

Perversely ; quairellomely. Brown.

CONTENTIOUSNESS /. [from sententious]

Pronenets to contest ; perverseness > turbu

lence Bentley.

CONTE NTLESS. a. [from content.] Discon

tented; dissatisfied; uneasy. Shakefp.

CONTENTMENT./ [from ccrtfnt,l\\t verb.]

1. Acquiescence without plenary satisfaction.

Hooker, Grew. 2. Gratification. Wetton.

CONTERMINOUS, a. [centerminus, Lat.]

Bordering upon. Hale.

CONTERRANEOUS. a. [conterraneous, Lat.]

Of the fame country.

To CONTEST, v. a. [antester, Fr.] To dis

pute ; to controvert ; to litigate. Dryden.

To CONTE'ST. v. n. 1. To strive; to contend.

Buruet. z. To vie ; to emulate. Pope.

CO'NTEST. /. [from the verb.] Dispute ; dif

ference ; debate. Denhant.

CONTE STABLE, a. [from contest.] Disputable:;

controvertible.

CONTESTABLENESS. / [from ceutestable.]

Possibility of contest.

CONTESTATION./ [from contest.] The act

of contesting; debate ; strife. Clarendon.

To CONTE'X. v. a. [centexo, Lat.] To weave

together. Boyle.

CONTEXT. /. [eentextm, Lat.] The general

series of a discourse. Hammond.

CONTEXT, a. [from contex.] Knit together ;

firm. Derham.

CONTEXTURE./ [from contex.] The disposi

tion os parts one among another; the system ;

the constitution. Wetton, Blackmere.

CONTIGNATION./ [contignalio, Lat.] 1. A

frame of beams or boards joined together.Wat.

z. The act of framing or Joining a labrick.

CONTIGU ITY. /. [trom etntigneus.) Actual

contact ; situation. Brown, Hale.

CONTl GUOUS. a. [centignns, Lat.] Meeting

so as to tuueh. N$v;ot.

CONTIGUOUSLY.
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CONTIGUOUSLY, adv. [from contiguous]

Without anv intervening spaces. DryJen.

CONTI GUOUSNESS. / [from contiguous.]

Close connection.

CONTINENCE. 7 / [centimntia, Lat.] I.

CONTINENCY. S Restraint) commando'

one's self. Dryden. 2. Chastity in general.

Shakesp. 3. Forbearance of lawful pleasure.

Grw, 4. Moderation in lawful pleasures.

TayUr. t. Continuity j uninterrupted course.

Ays.ffc.

CONTINENT, a. [continent, Lat ] 1. Chaste ;

abstemious in lwful pleasures. Shakesp. 1.

Restrained; moderate; temperate. Shakesp.

3. Continuous; connected. Brereli'o:d.

CONTINENT./ [««<;'««, Lat.] 1. Land not

disjointed bv the sea from other lands. Rtntlty.

2. Thtit which contain* any thing. Shaktfp.

ToCONTINGE. v. n. {comtsuge, Latj To

touch ; to reach. a

CONTI NGENCE. 7 /![>om contingent] The

CONTINGENCY. S quality of be'ing fortui-

tou?; accidental potability. Brown, South,

CONTINGENT, a. \coutiugeus. Lit.] Falling

out by chance ; accidental- South.

CONTINGENT /. i. A thing in the hands of

chance. Grew. 2. A proportion that fall; to

any person upon a division

CONTINGENTLY, adv. [from contingent]

Accidentally; without any settled rule.

Woodviara.

CONTl'NGENTNESS. / [from contingent]

Accidentalnefs.

CONTI NUAL. a.[continuus, Lat.] r Incessant;

proceeding without interruption. P:pe. 1. [In

law.] A continual claim is made from time to

time, within every year and day. Ccwell.

CONTINUALLY adv. [from < ontinual] 1.

Without pause; without interruption. Bacon

». Without ceasing Bentley.

CONTINUANCE./, [from continue] 1. Suc

cession uninterrupted Addifon. a. Permanence

in one state. Sidney, South. 3. Abode in a

place. 4. Duration; lastingness. Hayward.

5. Perseverance. Romans. 6. Progression of

time. P/ahut.

CON'TI'NUATE. a. [centinuatut. Lat.] 1'. Im

mediately united. Hosier, z. Uninterrupted ;

unbroken. Shakesp.

CONTINUATION / [from continuatc.] Pro

traction, or succession uninterrupted. Ray.

CONTI NUATIVE/[srom c»h'iu».]An ex

pression noting permanence or duration.rVatts.

CONTINUATOR / [from continuatc] He

that continues or keep up the series or suc

cession. Brstvn.

TeCONTINUE. v. n. [continuer, Fr ] 1 . To

remain in the same state. Matthew. 1. To

I i to be durable. Samuel 3. To persevere

NTI'NUE. v. a. 1. To protract or re-

without interruption. PJalmt. z T<

e without a chasm, or intervening sub-

tzac? Milton.

'NTINUEDLY.arfV [from continued ]Wilh

interruption ; without ceasing. Ntrris

 

CONTINUER/ [from continue] Having the

power of perseverance. Shakesp.

CONTINUITY./ [continuitat. Lat.] I. Con

nexion uninterrupted; cohesion. Bacon, 2.

The texture or cohesion of the parts of an

animal body. Quincy, Arhuthnot.

CONTIGUOUS, a. [mh'iiii, Lat] Joined

together without the intervention of any space.

Newton.

To CONTO'RT. *• a. [centortus, Lat.] To

twist ; t* writhe. Ray.

CONTORT10N./[r'iomrl>»f«rr.] Twist; wry

motion ; flexure. Ray.

CONTOUR / [French.] The outline ; the line

by which any figure is defined or terminated.

CO NTRA. A Latin proposition used in compo

sition, which signifies again]}.

CONTRABAND a. [contrahando, I til] Pro

hibited ; illegal ; unlawful. Dryden.

To CONTRABAND, v. a. [from the adjec

tive.] To import goods prohibited.

To CONTRACT, v. a. [contraclui, Lat.] 1.

To draw together ; to shorten. Donne. 1. To

bring two parlies together; to make a bargain.

Dryden. 3. To betroth; to affiance. 'Taller.

4. To procure ; to bring ; to incur; to draw;

to get. K. Charles. 5. To shorten ; to abridge;

to epitomise.

To CONTRACT, v. n. I. To shrink ap ; to

grow short Arbuthutt. z. To bargain; as, t»

contract/r a quantity of provijisns.

CONTRA CT. part. a. [from the veib.] Affi

anced ; contracted. Shakesp.

CONTRA'CT. / 1. A bargain; a compact.

Temple, 1. Anact whereby a manand woman

are betrothed to one another. Shakesp. 3. A

writing in which the terms of a bargain are

included.

CONTRA'CTEDNESS. / [from centraaed,]

The state of being contracted.

CONTR ACTIB1LITY / [from contraaible]

Possibility of being contracted. Arhuthnot.

CONTR A'CT[BLE.<j.[srom«n/r<Ji3.]Capable

of contraction. Arhuthnot.

CONTRACTIBLF.NEJ'S/[fromcsi>rraÆ;4/r.]

The quality of suffering contraction.

CONTRA'CTI LE. a [from contraH] Having

the power of ssiortening itself. Arhuthnot.

CONTRACTION./ [contraait. Lat.] 1. The

act ofcontracting or shortening Pope.l.The act

os shrinking or shriveling. Arbuth. 3. The state

ol being contracted; drawn into a narrow com-

\n.(».Nrv>ton. 4. [In grammar.] The reduction

of twd vowels or syllables to one. 5. Abbre

viation ; as, tie-writing is full of contractions.

CONTRACTOR./ [from contraB] One of

the parties to a contract or bargain. Taylor.

To CONTRADICT. •». a. [conlradico, Lat]

1. To oppole verbally Dryden. 2. To be

contrary to ; to repugn Hooker.

:ONTRADICTEK./ [from contradia.] One

that contradicts; an oppofer. Swift.

?ONTRADlCiTON / [siom contradiS .] 1.

Verbal. ppositicnjc ntrovcrfial assertion Milt.

a OppfJiiion. Hebrews. 3 Inconsistency ; In

congruity,
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4. Contrariety, in thought '.CO NTRARY.a. [«»/raWiij,I.at.Ji. Opposite-,

I contradictory , not simply different. Davits.

Inconsistent; disagreeing. Ti/iWiii. 3. Ad

conpratity. Smth.

or effect. Sidney

CONTRADICTIOUS, a. [from contradiSl.]

I. Filled with contradictions; inconsillent.

Collier. 1. Inclined to contradict.

CONTRADI CTIOUSNESS./. (from contra-

Jiflioui] Inconsistency. Norris

CONTRADICTORILY, adv. [from entra-

JiBory.] Inco. "".sternly with himself; oppo

sitely to others. Brown.

CONTRADI CTORINESS. / [frem entra-

Jicltry.] Opposition in the highest degree.

Di3.

CONTRADICTORY « [cntraJitleriuj,Lu ]

1. Opposite to ; inconsistent with. South. 1.

[In logick.] That which is in the fullest op

position.

CONTRADICTORY./ A proposition which

opposes another in all its terms j inconsistency.

Bramhall.

CONTRADISTINCTION. / Distinction by

opposite qualiti r. Glanvtilt.

To CONTRADISTINGUISH, v. a. [extra

and dijlingutjb] To distinguish by opposite

qualities. Locke.

CONTRAFISSURE/[from«»r,-«and/f.<r/)

A ciack of the scull, where the blow was

inflicted, is called fissure ; but on the contra

ry part, contrajijsure. Wijeman.

To CONTRA! NDICATE. v.a. [contra and

iudico, Lat.] To point out some peculiar

symptom, contrary to the general tenour of

the malady. Harvey.

CONTRAINDICATION./ ssrorn contraindi

cate.]An indication or symptom, which forbid*

that to be done which the main scope of a

disease points out at first. Sfuincy.

CONTRAMU RE./ [centremur, ft.] An out-

wall built about the main wall of a city.

Chambers.

CONTRANI'TENCY. / [from contra and ni

tons, Lat.l Re-action ; a resistance against

pressure. Di3.

CONTRAPOSITION./ [from contra and po

sition.] A placing over-against.

CONTR ARliGULA'RITY../.[from««/rfl and

regularity.] Contrariety to rule. Norris.

CONTRA Ri,\HT.a.[antrarianl,cintrarier,

Fr.] Inconsistent; contradictory. Ayb.ffe.

CO'NTRARII'.S.y: [from contrary.] In logick,

propositions, which destroy each oilier. Walts.

CONTRARl'ETY./ [from ,entr„rielas, Lat.]

1. Repugnance ; opposition IVetlon. 1. In

consistency j quality or position destructive of

its opposite. Sidney.

CONTRARILY. adv. [from contrary.] 1. Ina

manner contrary. Say. t. Different ways ; in

dint-rent directions. Locke.

CONTRARINESS./ [from contrary.] Con-

trariely ; opposition.

CONTRA'RIOUS. a. [from mtrmrj.] Oppo

site ; repugnant. Miltsn

CONTRA RIOUSI.Y.ouV [from contrarious.]

Oppositely. Shaktfp.

CONTR.VRIWlSli.auV 1. Conversely. Bicett.

I. On the conlrary. Davill, Raleigh.

». inconimcnt;diUgreeing. 'Jilht/on. 3.

verse ; in an opposite direction. Malihev.

CONTRARY./ [from the adjective.] 1. A

thing of opposite qualities. Ctv>Uy,S>ntherne.

a. A proposition contrary to some other.Z.»ris.

3. On the Contrary. In opposition ; on the

other side. Swift. 4. To the Contrary. To

a contrary purpose. Stillingjleet.

To CONTRARY, v. a. [centrarier, Fr.] To

oppose ; to thwart. Latimcr.

CONTRAST./ [contra/le, Fr.]Opposition and

dissimilitude or figures, by which one contri

butes to the visibility or effect of another.

To CONTRAST, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

place in opposition. 2. To shew acother figure

to advantage. DryJen.

CONTRAVALLA TION. s. [from contra and

vallo. Lat.] The fortification thrown up, to

hinder the salliera the garrison. Walls.

To CONTRAVE'NE. v. a. [contra and venio,

Lat.] To oppose i to obstruct ; to baffle.

CONTRAVtNER./ [rrora contravene.] He

who opposes another.

CONTRAVENTION/[Fr.]Opposition.Stffi/.

CONTRAYE RVA./ A species of birthwort.

Miller.

CONTRECTA TION./ [contreclatio, Ut.lA

touching.

CONTR 1'BUTARY. a. [from con and tribu

tary.] Paying tribute to the fame sovereign.

Olanville.

To CONTRIBUTE. ■». a. [contribuo. Lat.] To

give to some common stock. Addijm.

To CONTRIBUTE, v. n. To bear a part ; to

have a share in any act or effect. Pope.

CONTRIBUTION./ [from M».ni«tt.]i.Tn«

act of promoting some design in conjunction

with other persons. 1. That which is given

by several persons for some common purpose.

Crannt 3. That which is paid for the support

of an army lying ina country Shake/p.

CONTRI BUTIVE. a. [trom'einlribute] That

which has the power or quality of promoting

any purpose in concurrence with other motives.

Decay of Piety.

CONTRIBUTOR./ ['Vom contribute.] One

that bears a pail in some common At sign. Shak.

CONTRIBUTORY, a. [from contribute.] Pro

moting the fcrr.c end; bringing assistance to

serno joint liesi^n.

To CONTRI STATE, v. a. [ccntrijlo, Lat ]To

'adrien ; to make sorrowful. Bacon.

CONTR ISTA'TION./; from cintrifiate.]The

act of making iad , the state of being rnadc

Cid. Bacon. *

CONTRITE, a. [coutritns. Lat.] 1. Bruised;

much worn. a. Worn with sorrow; harassed

wilh the sense of guilt ; peniter.t. Centrue is

sorrowful for sin, from the love of God and

desire os pleasing him ; and al trite is sorrowful

for sin, trom the fear of punishment. Rogers.

CONTRI TENESS / [from contrite] Contri

tion ; repentance.

CONTRITION-
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CONTRI TION./ (from contrite.] !. The act

as grinding ; or rubbing to powder. Nenaten.

2. Penitence ; sorrow for sin. Sprat.

CONTRI VABLE. a. [hawu—trroc.] Possible

to be planned by the mind. Wilkint.

CONTRIVANCE./, [from ontrive.] I. The

act of contriving ; excogitation. Blackmore. 1.

Scheme; plan. Glanvi/le. 3. A conceit j a

plot ; an artifice. Atterbury.

To CONTRIVE, v. m. [cmtrtuvtr, Fr.] 1. To

plan out ;.to excogitate. Tilbtson. 1. To wear

awav. Spenser.

To CONTRl'VE. v. «. To form or design ; 10

plan. Shakesp.

CONTRIVEMENT./. [from contrive] Inven

tion.

CONTRIVER./ [from ««/rrot.]Aninventer.

Denbam.

CONTROL./ [costrole, Fr.] t . A register or

account kept by another officer, that each may

be examined by the other, 2. Check; re

straint. fValUr. 3. Power ; authority ; su

perintendence. Shakesp.

To CONTROL, f. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

keep under check by a counter reckoning. 2.

To govern ; to restrain ; to subject. Prior. 3

Tooverpower; to confute. Bacon.

CONTRO LLABLE./t. [from«»rr«/.] Subjea

to control ; subject to be over-ruled. South.

CONTRO LLER/ [from control.] One thatha^

the power of governing or restraining. Dryden

CONTRO LLERSHIP./ [from contrclitr.jThe

office of a controller.

CONTRO'LMENT./ [from control.] 1. The

power or act of superintending or restraining

restraint. Daviei. 2. Opposition ; resistance ;

confutation. Hjoker.

CONTROVE'RSIAL. a. [from controversy ]

Relating to disputes; disputatious. Locke.

CONTROVERSY. / [ccntroversia, Lat.] 1

Dispute ; debate 5 agitation of contrary opi

nions. Denbam. 2. A suit in law. Deutcron.

3. A quarrel. Jeremiab. 4. Opposition; en

mity. Shakesp.

ToCO NTROVERT. v. a. [contreverto. Lat]

To debate; to dispute anything in writing.

Cbtyne.

CONTROVERTIBLE. a. [from controvert]

Disputable. Brovtn.

CONTROVE RTIST./ [from«ii/r«fr/.]Dis-

putant. Ttllttson.

CONTUM ACIOUS. a.{contumax, Lat] Ob

stinate ; perverse ; stubborn. Hammond.

CONTUMACIOUSLY, adv. [homcontumaci-

cmi.] Obstinately ; inflexibly ; perversely.

CONTUM.VCIOUSNESS./. [from contumaci-

eui.] Obstinacy ; perverseness. Wiseman.

CONTUMACY./ [from contumacia. Lat.] 1.

Obstinacy; perverteness ; stubbornness ; in-

Scubility. Milton. 2. [!n law] A wilful

contempt and disobedience to any lawful sum

mons or judicial order. Aylissc.

CONTUMELIOUS. a. [contumeliosut, Lat.] 1 .

Reproachful; rude; larcastick. Shakesp. 2.

Inclined to utter reproach; brutal j rude.

Government of the Tongue. 3. Productive rf

reproach ; shameful Decay of Piety.

CONTUME'LIOUSLY. adv. [horn contumely

<us.] Reproachful; contemptuously; rudely.

Hooker.

CONTUMELIOUSNESS./ [from eonlumeli-

out.] Rudeness ; reproaih.

CO NTUMELY/[«»/»»!r//a,Lat.] Rudeness*

contemptuouuiel's ; bitterness of language ;

reproach. H.'oker, TilUtsen.

To CONTUSE, v. a. [centusut, Lat.] X. To

beat together ; to bruise. Bacon. 2. To bruise

the fltfli without a breach of the continuity.

Wiseman.

CONTUSION./ [from cont.sto.] 1. The act of

beating or bruising. 2. The state of being

beaten or bruised. Boyle. 3. A bruise. Bacon,

CONVALESCENCE. \ s. [from convalesce

CONVALESCENCY. J Lat.] Renewal ot

health ; recovery from a disease. Clarendon.

CONVALESCENT, a. [««Wr/c«j, Lat.]Re-

covering.

CONVENABLE. a [convenable, Fr.] Consist

ent with ; agreeable to ; accordant lo. Spenser.

CON'VE'NE. v. n. [convento. Lat] To come

together; to assemble. Boyle.

ToCONVE'NE. v.a. 1. To call together ; to

allemble ; to convoke. Clarendon. 2. To

summon judicially. AyUsse.

CONVENIENCE.' ? J. [convenient/a, Lat] 1.

CONVE NIENCY. S FitnelV ■. propriety. H«*.

a. Commodioufnefs; ease Calamy. 3. Cause

ot ease ; accommodation. Dryden. 4. Fitnessot"

time or place. Shakesp.

CONVENIENT, o. [convenient, Lat.] Fit,

suitable; proper; well adapted. Ttiktfcn.

CONVENIENTLY*^, [from convenient.] 1.

Commodioufly j without difficulty. Shake/p.

2. Fitly. IVtlkim.

CONVENT./ [onventut, Lat] 1. An assem

bly of religious persons. Shakesp. 2. A reli

gious house ; a monastery ; a nnnnery. Addis.

To CONVE NT. v. a. [convento. Lat.] To call

before a judge or judicature. Shakesp. Bacon.

CONVENTICLE/[«»i,«>//Ya/Ki*,Lai.] ,. An

assembly; a meeting. Ay life. 2. An assembly

forworship.//.-»if<r. 3. A secret assembly. Shake.

CONVENTICLER./ [(torn conventicle.] One

that lupports or frequents private and unlaw

ful assemblies. Dryden.

CONVENTION./, [conventio. Lat.] 1. The act

of coming together; union; coalition. B.yle.

a. An assembly. Swift. 3. A contract j art

agreement for a time.

CONVENTIONAL.-:, [from convention.] Sti

pulated ; agreed on by compact. Hale.

CONVE NTIONARY. a. [from convention]

Acting upon contract; fettled by stipulations.

Carnrj.

CONVE NTUAL a. [conventuel, Fr.) Belong

ing to a convent ; monaltick. Ayiffe.

CONVENTUAL./ [from convent.j A monk;

a nun; one that lives in a convent. Addtson.

To CONVERGE, v. n. [converge, Lat.jTo tend

to one point from different places. Ncwtom.

Y CONVERGENT.
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CONVE-RCENT. ? a [from converge.] Tenti-

CONVE'RGING. J ing to one point from dif

ferent placet.

CONVERSABLE a. [from diverse.] Quali

fied tor conversation ; fit for company. Guardi.

CONVE RSABLENESS./ [from conversable]

The quality of being a pleasing companion.

CONVE'RSABLY. adv. [from converjable.] In

a conversable manner.

CONVERSANT. a. [conversant. Fr] I. Ac

quainted with; familiar, tinker, x. Having

intercourse with any ; acquainted. Joshua.

3- Relating to ; having for in object) con

cerning. Honker, Addifou.

CONVERSATION./. [conversational.] i.Fa

miliar discourse j chat; easy talk. Swift. x.

A particular act ofdilcoursing upon any subject.

3. Commerce; intercourse; familiarity. Dryd.

4. Behaviour; manner of acting in common

life. Peter.

CONVE'RSATIVE.a. [from converse.] Relat-

ing to publick life; not contemplative. Wott.

To CONVE RSE. t>. n. [converser, Fr.] t. To

cohabit with; to hold intercourse with. Locke

x. To be acquainted with. Shakesp. 3. To

convey the thoughts reciprocally in talk. Milt

4. To discourse familiarly upon any subject.

Drydcn. 5. To have commerce with a diffe

rent sex. Guardian.

CONVERSE. / [from the verb.] 1. Manner

of discoursing in familiar life. Pipe. x. Ac

quaintance; cohabitation; familiarity. Glanv.

CONVERSELY, adv. [horn converse.] With

chanee of order; reciprocally.

CONVE'RSION./ [converge, Ut.] 1. Change

from one date into another; transmutation.

afrbuthnot. a. Change from reprobation to

grace. 3. Change from one religion to ano

ther. AHi. 4. The interchange of terms in

an argument ; as, no virtue it vice ; mo vice it

virtue. Chambers.

CONVE'RSIVE. a. [from converse.] Convers

able; sociable. .

ToCONVE'RT. v. a. [converse, Lat.] 1. To

change into another substance ; to transmute.

Buruet. x. To change from one religi n to

another. 3. To turn from a bad to a good

life. Jamei. 4. To turn towards any point.

Brown. 5. To apply to any use; to appropri

ate. Isaiah.

To CONVE'RT. v. n. To undergo a change ;

to be transmuted. Shakesp.

CO'NVERT. / A person converted from one

opinion to another. Stilliugfteet.

CONVERTER. / [from convert.] One that

makes converts.

CONVERTIBI LITY/.[from «»«r/.'A/f.]The

quality of being possible to be converted.

CONVERTIBLE, a. [from convert.] 1. Sus

ceptible of change; transmutable. Arbutbuet.

1. So much alike as that one may be used for

the other. Swift.

CONVE RTIBLY. adv. [from convertible ] Re

ciprocally. Soutb.

CO'NVERTITE./ [ctnverti, Fr.] A convert.

Prune.

COTOVEX. adv. [convexui, Lat.] Rising in •

circular form ; opposite to concave. Drydew.

CONVEX./ A convex body. TickelL

CONVE'XED. parti, a. [from convex] Protu

berant in a circular form. Brown.

CONV'EXEDLY. adv. [from cenvexed.] In*

convex form. Brown.

CONVEXITY./ [from convex.] Protuberance

in a circular form. Newton.

CONVE'XLY. adv. [irom convex.] In a convex

form. Grew.

CO'NVEXNESS/ [from cenvex.] Spheroidical

protuberance; convexity.

CONVEXO-CONCAVE, a. Having the hollow

on the inside, corresponding to the external

protuberance. Newton.

To CONVEY, v. a [convoke, Lit] 1. To

c«rnr, to transport from one place to another.

1 Kingi. 1. To hand from one to another.

Locke. 3. To move secretly. Sbakejp. 4.

To bring ; to transmit, Locke. 5 . To trans

fer; to deliver to another. Locke. 6. To im

part. Locke, 7. To introduce. Lake. 8. To

manage with privacy. Shakesp.

CONVEYANCE./ |lrom convey.] 1. The act

of removing any thing. Shakesp. 1. Way for

carriage or transportation. Raleigh. 3. The

method of removing secretly. Shakesp. 4. The

means by which any thing hcoavaytd.Skakesp.

5 Delivery from one to another. Locke. 6.

Act of transferring property. Spenser. 7. Writ

ing by which property is transferred. Clareud.

8. Secret management; juggling artifice.

Hooker, Hudibras.

CONVE'YANCER. / [from conveyance] A

lawyer who draws writings by which property

is transferred.

CONVEYER./ [(com convey] One who car

ries or transmits any thing. Brerewtod.

To CONVI'CT. v. a. [convince. Lat] 1 . To

prove guilty; to detect in guilt. Bacon, x. To

confute ; to discover 10 be false. Brown.

CO'NVICT. a. Convicted j detected in euilt.

Pope.

CONVICT./ [from the verb] A person cast

at the bar. Ayliffe.

CONVI'CTION./ [from couvia.] 1. Detection

os guilt. Cewell. x. The act of convincing ;

confutation. Swift.

CONVI CTIVE. a. [from couvia.] Having the

power of convincing.

To CONVI NCE. v. a. [convince. Lat.] 1. To

force another to acknowledge a contested po

sition. Tillotjou. x. To convict ; to prove

guilty of. Raleigh. 3. To evince; to prove.

Shakesp. 4. To overpower ; to surmount.

Shakesp.

CONVI NCEMENT./ [from convince.] Con

viction. Decay of Piety.

CONVINCIBLE, a. [irom convince.] 1. Ca

pable of conviction. 2. Capable of being evi

dently disproved. Brown.

CONVINCINGLY, adv. [from convince.] In

such a manner as to leave no room for doubt.

Clarendon.

CONVINCING-
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CONVt'NCINGNESS./[from«iivi«f<'»X.]The

power of convincing.

To CONVIVE, v. a. [convive, Lat.] To enter-

tjin ; to feast. Sbahsfi.

CONVl'VAL. 1 a. [cnvivalit. Lat] Relating

CONVIVIAL. J to an entertainment ; festal;

social. Denkam

CQNUNDRUM/Alowjest;aquibble..W>7/>/.

To CONVOCATE. v. a. [onvoce, Lat.] To

call together.

CONVOCATION./ [convecatio. Lat.] i.The

act of calling to an assembly. Sidney, %. An

assembly. Leviticni. 3. An assembly of the

clergy for consultation upon matters ecclesiasti

cal ; as the parliament consists ot two distinct

houses, so dcea this; the archbishops and bi

shops sit severally ; the rest of the clergy are

represented bv their deputies. Stillingfieet.

To CONVO KE. v. a. [convoco. Lat.] To call

together; to summon to an assembly. Locke.

To CONVOLVE, v a. [convolve. Lat] To roll

together; to roll one part upon another. Mi/tew.

CONVOLU TED. tart. Twisted ; rolled upon

itself. ffeodnoard.

CONVOLUTION./. [cnvelntio. Lat] i.The

act of rolling any thing upon itself. Grew, t.

The state of rolling together in company.

Thomson.

To CONVOY, v. a. [conveyer, Pr.] To accom

pany by land or sea, for the sake of defence.

CONVOY. / [from the verb.] 1. Attendance

on the road by way of defence. Sbakesp. a

The act of attending as a defence.

CO'NUSANCE./. [coneisance, Fr.] Cognisance ;

notice.

To CONVULSE, v. a. [convnlsnt, Lat] To

give an irregular and involuntary motion to the

parts of any body. Thomson.

CONVULSION./ [convnlfie, Lat.] 1. A con-

vnlfien is an involuntary contraction of the fi

bres and muscles. S^nincy. 1. An irregular

and violent motion ; commotion. Temple.

CONVULSIVE, a [cenvnlfis, Fr.] That which

gives twitches or spasms. Hale.

CONY./ [«»«/, Fr. ennicnlne, Lat.] A rabbit ;

an animal that boroughs in the ground. Ben.

Jcbnjem.

CONY-BOROUGH. / A place where rabbits

make their holes in the ground.

To CCNYCATCH. v. m. To cheat ; to trick.

Sbaiesp.

COWCATCHER./ A thief; a cheat.

To COO. v. n. [from the found.] To cry a6 a

dove or pigeon. Thomson.

COOK. / [eeqnm. Lat ] One whose profession

i - to dreli and prepare victuals for the uble.

Sbaiesp.

COOK-MAID./ [cut and maid] A maid that

dresses provisions. Addijen.

COOK-ROOM./ [en* and raw.] A room in

which provisions are prepared for the ship's,

crew.

To COOK. v. a. [ctqso, Lat.] 1 . To prepare

victuals for the Uble. Decay of Piety. ». To

prepare for any purpose. Sbaiesp.

COOTCERY./ [from cent.] The art of dressing

victuals. Davies.

COOL. a. [leelcn, Dutch.] 1 . Something cold ; '

approaching to cold Temple, a Not zealous}

not ardent ; not fond.

COOL. / Freedom from heat. Aiiifn.

To COOL. v. a [helm, Dutch] 1. To make

cool j 10 allay heat. Arhuthnet. 1. To quiet

passion ; to calm anger. S-wist.

To COOL. v. n. 1. To grow less hit. 1. T»

grow less warm with regard to passion. Dryden.

COOLER. / [from cool] 1. That which has

the power of cooling the body. Harvey. 1. A

vessel in which any thing is made cool. Marti.

COOLLY, adv. ffrom ceil] 1. Without hear,

or (harp cold. Thomson. 1 Without passion.

Atterbnry.

COOLNESS./ [fromiW.] 1. Gentle cold ; a

soft or mild degree of cold. Bacon, a. Want

of affection; disinclination. Clarend. 3. Free

dom from passion.

COOM. / [ecntnc, Fr.] 1. Soot that gathers

over an oven's mouth. Philst. l. That matter

that works out of the wheels of carriages.B<ji/.

COOMB. / A measure of corn containing four

bushels. Bailey.

COOP. /. [tuype, Dutch.] 1. A barrel; a ves

sel lor the preservation of liquids. 2. A cage ;

a penn for animals ; as poultry or sheep.Brts»».

To COOP, v. a. [from the noun] To shut up

in a narrow compass ; to cage. Dryden.

COOPE'E. s. [conpe, Fr.] A motion in dancing.

A COOPER. / [from coop.] One that make*

coops or barrels. Child.

CO OPERAGE./ [from cooper.] The price paid

for cooper's work.

To COOPERATE, v. n. [con and opera, Lat.]

1 . To labour jointly with another to the fame

end. Bacon, Boyle, i. To concur in producing

the fame effect. Rogers

COOPERATION./ (from cooperate.] The act

of contributing or concurring to the fame end.

Bacon.

COOPERATIVE, a. [from cooperate.] Pro

moting the fame end jointly.

COOPERATOR. / [from cooperate.] He that,

by joint endeavours, promotes the fame end

with othere.

COOPTATION./ [coopt,, Lat] Adoption;

assumption.

COO'RDINATE. a. [cm and erdinatnt, Lat.]

Holding the fame rank. Watts.

COO RDINATELY. adv. [from coordinate] In

the fame rank.

COORDINATENESS. / [from coordinates

The state of being coordinate.

COORDINATION. / [Uom coordinates The

state of holding the fame rank ; collateralnefs.

Hctael.

COOT / [cotee, Fr.J A small black water

fowl. Dryden.

COP. / [top, Dutch.] The head ; the top of

any thing Ben. Johnson.

CO'PAL. / The Mexican term for a gum.

Y 2 COPARCE.
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.COPA'RCENARY. / [from ceparcener .] Joint

succession to any inheritance. Hale.

COPARCENER. / [from con and pariietps.

Lat.] Coparceners are such as have equal por

tion in the inheritance of the ancestor. Cevicll,

Davies.

COPARCENY./ [See COPARCENER.] An

equal (hare of coparceners.

COPARTNER. /. [et and farmer.] One that

has a share in some common stock or affair.

Mi/tin.

COPARTNERSHIP./ [from copartner] The

state o; bearing an equal part, or possessing an

equal share. Hale.

CO'PATAIN a. [from cepe.] High raised;

pointed. Hantner.

COPA'YVA. / A gum which distills from a

tree in Brafil.

COPE. / [Sec Cop .] I . Any thing with which

the head is covered, a. A sacerdotal cloak,

worn in sacred ministration. 3. Any thing

which is spread over the head. Dryden.

To COPE. v. a. [trom the noun.] i. To cover,

as with a cope. Addijin. x. To reward ; to

give in return. Shakesp. 3, To contend with ;

to oppose. Shakejp.

ToCOPE. v. n. 1. To contend; to struggle j

to strive. Philips, 2. To interchange kindness

or ilntiments. Shakejp.

CO PESMATE./ Companion ; friend //»*W.

COPIER./, [from c:py.\ 1. One that copies ; a

transcriber. AJdisin. 1. A plagiary ; an imi

tator. Ticket.

COPING./ [from eepe ] The upper tire of

masonry which covers the wall. 1. Kings.

COPIOUS, a. [ctpia, Lat.] 1. Plentiful; a-

bundant ; exuberant j in great quantities. a.

Abounding in words or images ; not barren j

not concise.

CO PIOUSLY, adv. [from copious] 1. Plenti

fully ; abundantly ; in great quantities. X. At

large ; without brevity or conciseness ; dif

fusely Addijon.

PO'HJUSNESS./ [fromt^/tBj.] 1. Plenty ;

abundance; exuberance. 2. Diffusion; exu

berance os style. Dryden.

C(- P1ST. /". \tromcepy.] Acopyer; an imitator.

CO PL\ND./ A piece of ground which termi-

nr.tr> with an acute angle. Did.

CO PPEU. a. [from esp.] Rising to a top or head.

Wijeman.

CO I'rT.L. / An instrument used in chymistry.

Its use is to try and purify gold and silver.

Co "DLR./ [iiper, Dutch.] One of the six pri

rr>»t'Ve metals. Cupper is the most ductile and

m«ilcable metal, after };old and silver. Oi

tepper and lapis calaminari., is formed brass ,

ot upper and tin, bell-metal; copper mnd brass,

what the French call bronze, used for figures

and statues. Chambers.

COPPER. / A boiler larger than a moveable

por. Bacon.

COPPER-NOSE. (. [cipper and nose.] A red

nose Wijeman.

COPPER-PLATE./ A plate on which pictures

ate engraven.

COPPER-WORK./ [copper and mirk.] A place

where copper is manufactured. Wttdvsard.

CO'PPERAS. /. [topperttse, Dutch.] A name

given to three forts of vitriol ; the green, the

bluish green, and the white. What is com

monly fold for copperas, is an artificial vitriol,

made of a kind of stones found on the sea shore

in Essex.

COPPERSMITH, f. [copper and smith.] One

that manufactures copper. Stuist.

COPPERWORM./ 1. A little worm in (hips.

2. A worm breeding in one's hand. Ainfveartb.

CO'PPERY. a. [from etpper.] Containing cop

per. Woodward.

CO'PPICE./. [ctupeaux, Fr.] Low woods cat at

stated limes for fuel. Sidney, Mortimer.

COPPLE DUST, [or cnpel-dnft.] Powder used

in purifying metals. Bacen.

COPPLED. a. [from cop.] Rising in a conick

form. WcodvJard.

COPSE /. Short wood. Waller.

To COPSE, v. a. [from the noun.] To preserve

underwoods. Svjift.

COPULA. s. [Lat.] The word which unites the

subject and predicate of a proposition ; as,

booh are dear. Watts.

To CO'PULATE. v. a. [ctpnlt, Lat.] To unite;

to conjoin. Bacon.

To COPULATE, v. n. To come together at

different sexes. Wijeman.

COPULATION, [from cipulate.] The con

gress or embrace of the two sexes. Hotter.

CO'PULATIVE. « [cipulativnt. Lat.] A term

of grammar. Copulative propositions are those

which have more subjects ; as, riches and ho

nours are temptations. Watts.

CO'PY.y. [espie, Fr] 1. A transcript from the

archetype or original. Denham. t. An indi

vidual book ; as, a good orfair copy. Hotter.

3. The autograph ; the original ; the arche

type. Holder. 4. An instrument by which

any conveyance is made in law. Shake/p. 5.

A picture drawn from another picture.

COPY-BOOK / [cepy and but.] A book in

which copies are written for learners to imitate.

COPY-HOLD. /. [copy and btld.] A tenure,

for which the tenant hath nothing to shew but

the copy of the rolls made by the steward of

his lord's court. This is called a base tenure,

because it holds at the will of the lord ; yet

not simply, but according to the custom of the

manor ; ib that if a copy-holder break not the

custom of the manor, and thereby forfeit his

tenure, he cannot be turned out at the lord'*

pleasure. Covj.'U.

CO PY-HOLDER. / One that is possessed of

land in copyhold

To COPY. v. a. 1 . To transcribe ; to write as

ter an original. Pepe. 1. To imitate ; to pro

pose to imitation. Swift.

ToCO'PY. v. n. To do any thing in imitation

of something else. Dryden.

To COQUE'T. i>. a. [from the noun.] To treat

with an appearance of amorous tenderness.

Swift.

COQUETRY.
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CCQTJRTRY./ [aqneterie, Fr.] Affectation' CORE. / [canr, Fr.] i . The heart. Sbaiesp.

of amorous advances. Addison.

COQUETTE/ [coquette, Fr.] A gay, airy girl,

who endeavours to attract notice. Hope.

CORACLE./, [rtarmgle, Welch.) A boat used

in Wales by fishers ; made by drawing leather

or oiled cloth upon a frame of wicker work.

COR.AL./ [ctrallium, Lat.] i. Red coral is a

plant of great hardness and stony nature while

growing in the water, as it has after long ex

posure to lh« air. Hill. 2. The piece ot coral

which children have about their necks. Pope.

CO-RALLINE.a.Consistingofcoral.W»</«<3r</.

CORALLINE. /.Coralline is a lea-plant used

in medicine ; but much inferiour to the coral

in hardness. HiH.

COR.ALLOID,orCo«iLi.oiDAL. adv. [nfaX-

ktii&nc.] Resembling coral.

Ct>RANT./ [enrant, Fr.] A nimble, sprightly

dance. WaUb.

CORBAN./ [(.Hp] An alms bafcet ; a gift ;

an alms. King Cbarlti.

CORBE. a. [enrbe, Fr.] Crooked. Spenser.

CO RBEILS. / Little baskets used in fortifica

tion, filled with earth.

CORBEL./ (In architecture.] The representa

tion of a basket.

CORBEL, or Corbil. / A short piece of tim

ber flicking out six or e ight inches from a wall .

CORD. /. [cert, Welsh ) chorda, Lat.] l . A

rope ; a string. B/aeimere. 2. A quantity of

wood for fuel ; a pile eight feet long, tour

high, and four broad.

CORD-MAKER./ [ctrd and mate.] One whose

trade is to make ropes j a roperoaker.

CORD-WOOD./ [cerdiad-uisid.] Wood piled

up for fuel.

To CORD. v. a. [from the noun.] To bind with

rope*.

CO RDACE./, [from curJ.] A quantity of cords.

Maleigjr.

CORDED, a. [from orJ.] Made of ropes. Sbab.

CORDELl'ER./ A Franciscan friar; so named

from the cord which serves him for a cincture.

friar.

CO'RDIAL./ [from cor, the heart, Lat.] I . A

medicine that increases the force of the heart,

or quicken- the circulation. 2. Any medicir.e

that increase! strength. Arbuibnet. 3. Any

thing that comforts, gladdens, and exhilarates.

Dryin.

CORDIAL, a. 1. Reviving ; invigorating; re

storative. Slabesp. a. Sincere ; hearty ; pro

ceeding from the heart. Hammond.

CORDIALITY./ [(com cirdial) 1. Relation

to the heart. AVewn

from hypocrisy.

CORDIALLY, ah. [from cordial.] Sincerely ;

heartily. South.

CORD1NER./. [nrdontier, Fr.] A shoemaker.

Camll.

COKDOIf /. [Fr.] A row of stones. Cbambert.

CORDWAsN. /. [Cordovan leather.] Spanilh

leather. Spenser.

CORDWA INER./. A (hoemakcr.

2. The inner part of any thing. Raleigh. 3.

The inner part of a fruit which contains the

kernels. Bacon. 4. The matter contained in

a boil or fore. Dryden.

CORIACEOUS, a. [coriaceui, Lat.] 1. Con

sisting of leather. 1. Of a substance resembling

leather. Arbuthnot.

COR I A NDER. /. A plant.

CO RINTH. / A small fruit commonly called

currant. Brume.

CORINTHIAN Order, is generally reckoned

the fourth, of the five orders of architecture.

The capital is adorned with two rows of leaves,

between which little stalks arise, of which the

sixteen volutes are foimed, which support the

abacus. Harris.

CORK./ [cortex, Lat] 1. A glandiferous tree,

in all respects like the ilex, excepting the bark.

Miller, 2. The l|ark of the cork tree used

for stopple*. 3. The stopple of a bottle. King.

CORKING-PIN./. A pin of the largest sue.

Swift.

CO RKY. a. [from art.] Consisting of cork.

Sbakcsp.

CORMORANT. /. [ctrmoran, Fr.] 1. A bird

that preys upon fish. 2. A glutton.

CORN. / [corin, Sax] 1. The feeds which

grow in ears, not in pods. Jubn xii. 25. 2.

Grain yet unreaped. Ansllei. 3. Grain in the

ear, yet unthreshed. Jib. 4. An excrescence

on the feet, hard and painful. Wiseman.

To CORN. v. «. [from the noun.] 1. To salt ;

to sprinkle with salt. 2. To granulate.

CORN-FIELD./. A field where corn is grow

ing. Shakefp.

CORN-FLAG / [corn and /a-.] A plant : the

leaves are like those of the fleur-delys.

CORN-FLOOR. /.The floor where corn i»

stored. Ho), ix.

CORN-FLOWER. / [from corn and firwer.]

' The blue-boule. Bacon. .

CORN-LAND. / [corn and land.] Land appro

priated to the production of grain. Msrttmcr.

CORN-MASTER./ [corn and masters One

1 hat cultivates corn for sale. Bacs.t.

CORN-MILL. / [corn and mill.] A mill to

grind corn into meal. Mortimer.

CORN-PIPE. / A pipe made by flitting the

joint of a green stalk of corn. Ticket.

CORN-SALAD./ 0>m-/j£n/isanhert», whose

top-lcavesare a fillet of themselves.ilaVfinKr.

CO'RNAGE. /. [from mrirf, Fr] A tenure

which obliges the landholder to give notice of

an invasion by blowing a horn.

1. Sincerity} freedom CORNCHANDLER. / [corn and chandler.]

One that retails corn.

CORNCUTTER. s. [from corn and cnt.] A

man whole profession is to extirpate corns

from the foot. Wiseman.

CO RNEL. \ / [cornut, Lat.] The

CORNELIAN TREE. J Cornel-tree beareih

the fruit commonly called the cornel or corne

lian cherry. Mortimer.

CO'RNEMUSE.s. [Fr.] A kind of rustick flute.

CORNEOUS.
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CORNEOUS, a. [cement, Lat.] Homy ; of a

substance resembling horn. Brown.

CORNER. /. [cernel, Welsh] I. An an<lc.

z. A secret or remote place. Proverbs, Davics

3. The extremities; the utmost limit. DryJen.

CORNER-STONE./ The stone that unites the

two wall., it the corner. Hovel.

CORNER-TEETH os a Hirst, arc the four

teeth which are placed between the middling

teeth and the tushes. Farrtir'i Did.

CORNERW1SE. adv. [corner and wise.] Dia

gonally.

CORNET. / [cornette, Fr.] 1. A musical

instrument blown with the mouth. Bacon, z.

A company or troop or horse. Clarendon. 3.

The officer that bears ihe standard ot a troop.

4. Corn it es a Horse, is the lowest part of

his pastern that runs round the coffin. Farrier's

Did. 5. A scat t antiently worn by doctors.

CORNETTER. f. ffrom cornet.] A blower of

the cornet, Hakrnvill.

CORNICE./ [cornicbe, Fr ] The highest pro

jection of a wall or column. DryJcn.

CORNICLE./ [>om »m, l.at J A little horn.

CORNI'FICK. a. [from cornu tai\ facie. Lat.]

Productive of horns; making horns. Did.

CORNI'GEROUS. a. [ccrnsger,Ln ] Horned;

having horns. Brown.

CORNWCOPIÆ.f. [Lat ] The horn of plenty .

To CORNU'TE. t>. a. [cornntui, Lat. J To be

stow horns ; to cuckold.

CORNU TED. a. [cormutns, Lat.] Grafted with

horns ; cuckolded.

CORNU'TO./ [from eornutus, Lat.] A man

horned ; a cuckold. Sbakesp.

CORNY, a. [from cornu, horn. Lat] 1. Strong

or hard like horn ; horny. Milton, i. [from

corn.] Producing grain or corn. Frier.

CO'ROLLARY. / [corellanum, Lat. from ce-

rella.] 1. The conclusion. Gov. of tbeTen*uc.

a. Surplus. Sbakesp.

CORO'NA'./ [Lat] The crown of an order.

CORONAL./ [corona, Lat.] A crown; a gar

land. Spenser.

CO'RONAL. a. Belonging to the top of the

head. tViseman.

CORONARY, a. [cerenarius. Lat-] I. Re

lating to a crown. Bnu-n. a. It isapplied in

anatomy to arteries, fancied to encompass the

heart in the manner of a garland. Bentley.

CORONATION./ [from corona, Lat.J i.The

act or solemnity of crowning a king. Sidney.

X. The pomp or assembly present at a corona-

lion. Pope.

CORONER./ [from cerona.) An officer whose

duty is to enquire, how any violent death was

occasioned. Sbakesp.

CORONET. / [coronetta, Ital.] An inferiour

crown worn by the nobility. Sidney, Sbakesp.

CO'RPORAL./ [corrupted from caperal, Fr.j

The lowest officer of the infantry. Gay.

CORPORAL es a Ship. An officer that hath

the charge of setting the watches and sentries.

Harris.

CO'RPORAL. a. [arperel, Fr.] 1. Relating to

the body ; belonging to the body. Atlerhnry.

1. Malt-rat ; not spiritual Skakefp.

CORPORA LITY. I. [from corporal.] The qua

lity of being embodied. Raleigh.

CO Rl'ORALLY. adv. [from corporal.] Bodily.

Brown.

CORPORATE, a. [from corpus. Lat.] United

in a body or community. Swift.

CORPORATENESS. / [from corporate.'] A

community.

CORPORATION / [from corpus, Ut.] A

body politick, authorised to have a common

seal, one head officer or more, able by their

common consent, to grant or receive in law,

any :inng within the compass of their charter,

cvtnas one man. Cewcll, Davits.'

CORPORATURE./ [hemcorpus, Lat.] The

state of being embodied.

CORPOREAL, a. [corporeus. Lat.] Having a

body ; not immaterial. Tilhtj.n.

CORPORE'ITY. / [from cerp.reus, Ut.] Ma

teriality; bodilinefs. SliUingficct.

CORPORIF1CATION. J. [from cerperify.]

The act of giving body or palpability.

ToCORPORIFY. v. n. [from corpus, Lat.]

To embody. Boyle.

CORPS. }f.[cerps, Fr.] 1. A body. Drydem.

CORPSE. S a. A cartase; a dead body ; a

corse. Addisen. 3 . A body of forces.

CO'RPULENCE. ? / [corpulent,*. Ut.] 1.

CORPULENCY. J Bulkines of body ; flestji-Kly ; n

ess of 1ness. Dinnc. a. Spiffitude; grossnefi

ter. Rjy.

CORPULENT, a. [corpnlcntus, Lat] Fleshy ;

bulky Ben "Johnson.

CORPUSCLJ-./ [ccrpusculum, Lat] A small

Iwdv ; an atom. Newten.

CORPU SCULAR. 7 a. [from corfmscuUm,

CORPUSCULA'RIAN. S Lat.] Relating 10

bodies ; comprising bodies. Boyle, Bentley.

To CORRA'DE. v. a. [corrado,Lit.] To rub

off; to scrape together.

CORRAD1ATION. / [con and radius, Ut.J

A conjunction of rays in one point. Bacon.

ToCORRECT. v. a. [cerredum. Lat,] 1. To

punish; to chastise; to discipline. Taylor. 1.

To amend , to take away faults. Rogers. 3.

Toobviate the qualities of one ingredient by

another. Prior. 4. To remark faults.

CORRECT, a. [correSu,, Lat.] Revised or fi

nished with exactness. Feltou.

CORRECTION./ [from ctrrea.] I. Punisti-

ment \ discipline ; chastisement. Sbakesp. a.

Act of taking away faults ; amendment.Dr},/.

3. That which is substituted in the place of

any thing wrong. Watts. 4. Reprehension ;

animadversion Brown. 5. Abatement of

noxious qualities, by the addition ef something

contrary. Donne.

CORRE'CTIONER./ [from correction.] A

jayl bird Skakefp.

CORRECTIVE, a. [from corred] Having the

power to alter or obviate any bad qualities.

Arbuthnot.

CORRECTIVE, / 1. That which has th«

power
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power of altering or obviating any ihing amiss

Smth. l. Limitation; restriction. Halt.

CORRECTLY, adv. Accurately; appositely ;

exactly. Luke

CORRECTNESS/ [from cirrcX] Accuracy.

exactness. Swift.

CORRECTOR. /. [from csrrecl] i. He that

amend-, or alter?, by punishment Sprat. 1.

He that revises any thing tofrec it from faults.

Swift. 3. Such an ingredient in a composi

tion, a: cuards against or abates the force of

another. <%ni*cy.

To CORRELATE, v. n. [from cm and rela-

tmt. Lat.] To have a reciprocal relation, as

father and son.

CO RRELATE /. One who stands in the oppo

site relation. Smth.

CORRE LATIVE. a. [cm and relatival. Lat.]

Having a reciprocal relation Smth.

CORRE LATIVENESS./ [from correlative'.

The state of being correlative.

CORRECTION./ f erreptnm, Lat ] Objurga

tion ; chiding; reprehension; reproof Gsv.

»f tbeTmgne.

To CORRESPOND, tr. n. [cm and refpmdei.

Lat.] 1. To suit; to answer; to fit. Ltcke.

i. To keep up commerce with another by al

ternate letters.

CORRESPO NDF.NCE. Is. [from arrespmd.]

CORRESPONDENCY. J 1. Relation; reci

procal adaptation of one thing to another. 1.

Intercourse; reciprocal intelligence. K.CharUt.

Dtntam. 3 Friendship ; interchange of of

fices or civilities. Bacm.

CORRESPONDENT, a. [from cirrespmd.]

Suitable; adapted; agreeable; answerable.

Haktr.

CORRESPO NDENT. / One with whom in

telligence or commerce i" kept up by mutual

messages or letters. Denbam.

CORRESPO NSIVE. a [,'rom cirrespmd.] An

swerable ; adapted to any thing. Sbakesp.

CORRIDOR, s. [French] 1. The covert way

lying round the fortifications. 2. A gallery

or long iste round about a building. Harris.

CORRI'GIBLE. a. (from cerrige, Lat.J 1. Tha

which may be altered or amended, 2. Pu

nishable. Hov/el. 3. Corrective ; having the

power to correct Sbakesp

CORRI VAL / [cm and rival.] Rival ; com

petitor. Spenser.

CORRI VALRY/[from«rr<f«/.]Competition.

CORRO BORANT. a [from cvrr,b,ratc ] Hav

ing the power to give strength. Bacm.

To CORROBORATE, v. a. [cm and reben,

Lax.] 1. To confirm; to establish. Bacm.

1. To strengthen ; to make strong. fVcttm.

CORROBORATION. / [from ctrribarait.]

The act of strengthening or confirming. Bacm.

CORROBORATIVE, a. [from ctrrebirate)

Having ihe power ofincreasing strength.^'/rn

To CORRODE. t>.a.[«r/Wj,Lat.JTo eat away

by degrees ; to wear away gradually. Btyle.

CORRODENT, a. [from ctrrtdt.] Having the

power of corroding or wasting.

CORRO'DIBLE. a. [from cirnde.] Possible to

be consumed. Brovm.

CO'RRODY. / [ctrrtdi. Lat ] A defalcation

from an allowance. Aybfsc.

CORROSIBI'LITY /".[from amsibU.] Possi

bility to be consumed by a menstruum.

CORRO'SIBLE a. [from cirnde ] Possible to

be consumed by a menstruum.

CORRO SIliU'.NESS./ [from ctrrisibli.] Sus

ceptibility ot corrosr-n.

CORROSION [corridt, Lat.] The power of

eating or wearing away by degrees. IVeedvo.

CORROSIVE, a. [corridt. Lat.] 1. Having

the power or wearing away. Greta. 1. Hav

ing the quality to 'ret or vex. Hnker.

CORROSIVE./ 1. That which has the qua

lity of wasting any thing away.Spenser. 2.That

which has the power of giving pain. Hatker.

CORRO'SIVELY. adv. [from cirrcswe.] 1.

Like a corrosive. Btyle. 2. With the power

of corrosion.

CORRO S1VENESS / [from currefive.] The

quality ofcorroding or eating away ; acrimony.

Dinnc.

CO'RRUGANT. a. [from orrngate.] Having

the power of contracting into wrinkles.

To CO RRUGATE. v. a. [cirrngs, Lat,] To

wrinkle or purse up. Bacm.

CORRUGATION./ [from ctrrngate.] Con-

traction into wrinkles, shyer.

To CORRUPT. *>. a. [csrrnptut. Lat.] 1. To

turn from a found to a putrescent state -, to in

fect. 2. To deprave ; to destroy integrity ; to

vitiate, a dr. Ltcke, Pipe.

To CORRUPT, v. m. To become putrid ; to

grow rotten. Bacm.

CORRU PT. a. [from ctrrnpt.] Vitious ; taint

ed with wickcdness.£/>A. iv. 29 Shakesp.Smth.

CORRUPTER. / [trom ctrrnpt] He that

taints or vitiates. Addifm.

CORRUPTIBILITY. / [from ctrraptible.\

Possibility to be corrupted.

CORRUPTIBLE, a. | from arrupt.] 1. Sus

ceptible of destruction. Hscker, Tillitsm. 2.

Possible to be vitiated.

CORRU PT1BLENESS. / [from ctrruptible.]

Susceptibility of corruption.

CORRU PTIBLY.aaV [from cirmptiile.] In

such a manner as to be corrupted. Sbakesp.

CORRUPTION./ [armptit. Lat.] 1. The

principle by which bodies tend to the separa

tion of their parts. 2. Wickedness; perver

sion of principles. Addifm. 3. Putrescence.

Blacimire. 4. Matter or put in a sore. 5.

Means by which any thing is vitiated ; depra

vation. Raleigh.

CORRUPTIVE. a. [from cirmpt] Having the

quality of tainting or vitiating. Ray.

CORRU PTLESS a. [from crrnpt.] Insuscep-

tibleofcorruption; undecaying.

CORRUPTLY adv. [from orrupt.] 1. With

corruption -, with taint. Sbakesp. 1. Vitioufly ;

contrary to purity. Camden.

CORRU PTNESS./ | from «rm^.]The qua

lity of corruption ; putrescence , vice.

CORSAIR.
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CORSAIR. / [French] A pirate.

CORSE. s. [csrpt, French.] I. A bsdy. Spenser.

1. A dead body ; a carcase. Adiisen.

CORSELET. / [corselet, Fr.] A light armour

for the forepart of the body. Fairfax, Prior.

CO'RTICAL. a. [certex, bark, Lat.] Barky;

belonging to the rind. Cheyne.

CORTICATED, a. [from certicatus. Lat.]

Resembling the bark ofa tree. Brown.

CORT1CO SE. a. [from tirticesus, Lat.] Full

of bark.

CORVE'TTO./". The curvet Peacham.

CORU'SCANT. a. [cernsco. Lat.] Glittering by

flaflics; flashing.

CORUSCATION./ [cor.scatio. Lat.] Flash;

quick vibration of light. Garth.

To COST. v. n. pret. east ; particip. east.[censl*rt

French] To be bought for j to be had at *

price. Dryden.

COSTAL, a. [cesia, Lat. a rib.] Belonging to

the ribs. Brawn.

COSTARD./ s from coster, ahead] 1. A bead.

Shakesp a. An apple round and bulky like

the head. Bnrtan.

CO'STIVE. a. [on/lip/, Fr.] i. Bound in the

body. Trier, i. Close ; unpermeable. Mert.

COSTIVENESS./ [from cstne.] The state of

the body in which excretion is obstructed.Locke.

CO STLINESS. /"[from cj/Wr.JSumptuousaeCs )

expenstveness. Glanville.

COSTLY, a. [from cost.] Sumptuous; expen

sive. Dryden.

CORYMBIATED. a. [cerymhns, Lat.] Gar- COSTMARY./ [cestm. Lat.] An herb.

nifhed with branches of berries. COSTREL./A bottle. Simner.

CORYMBIFEROUS. a. [«rj»i*«r and fere, COT

Lat.] Bearing fruit or berries in bunches. COTE.

CORTMBUS.s. [Lat.] Amongst ancient bota- j COAT. ^

nisls cluster? of berries : amongst modern bo- .COT. / [cot, Sax] A small house; a hut j a

tanists a compounded difeous flower ; such are j mean habitation. Fenian.

the flowers of daisies, and common mary- ; COT./ An abridgment of cotq.

At the end of the names of places

from the Saxon cot, a cottage.

Gihsen.

gold. Quincy

COSCl'NOMANCY. / [nimm, a sieve, and

fxnvrua, divination.] The art of divination by

means of a sieve.

COSECANT, s. [In geometry.] The secant of

an arch, which is the complement »f another

to ninety degrees. Harris.

COSIER / [from confer, old French, to sew.]

A botcher. Shakesp.

COSINE. /. [In geometry.] The right sine of

an arch, which is the complement of another

to ninety degraes. Harris.

COSME TICK. a. [iwprwt;.] Beautifying.

Pipe.

CO'SMICAL. a. [xk-jud;.] i. Relating to the

world, a. Rising or setting with the fun.

Brev>n.

COTANGENT./ [In geometry.]The tangent

of an arch which is the complement ot another

to ninety degrees.

To COTE. v. a. To leave behind. Chapman.

COTE MPORARY. a. [can and temp.s, Lat]

Living at the fame time ; coetaneous. Locke.

COTLAND. / [«/ and land.] Land appen-

dant to a cottage. *

COTQUEAN. /. A man who busies himself

with women's affairs. Shakesp. Adiifen.

COTTAGE / [from cot ] A hut ; a mean ha

bitation. Zeph. ii. 6. Taylcr, Pope.

COTTAGER./ [from cottage .] i. One who

lives in a hut or cottage. Swift. 2. One who

lives in thecommonwithout paying Tcai.Baxon.

COTTIER/ [trom«.'.] One who "inhabits a

cot.

CO'SMICALLY. ait. [from cosmical] With COTTON. / The down of the cotton-tree.

the fun;notacr n tally. Brtitin. \ Wijesnnn.

COSMOGONY./ L.'wfu; and yin.] The rise j COTTON./ A plant.

or birth of the world ; the creation. | COTTON./". Cloth or stuflTmade of cotton.

COSMOGRAPHER. / [x..-^ and yti*».] To COTTON, v n. t.To rite with a nap.

One who writes a description of the world

Bremen.

COSMOGRA'PHICAL a. [from eofmegraply.]

Relating to the general description oi the wot Id.

COSMOGRAPH1CALLY. aiv. [from cas.

graphical] In a manner relating to -he Ihuc-

ture of the world. Breivn.

COSMOGRAPHY./ [x«7«f and >•«<?*.] The

science of the general system or assertions of

the world. Soufh.

COSMOPOLITAN. If. [iMTfMi and vo\ine.]

COSMOPOLITE. $ A citizen ofthewoild;

One who is at home in every place.

COSSET. / A lamb trought up without the

dam. Spenser.

COST./, [kejl, Dutch.] i. The price of any

thing. 1. Sumptuousnel* ; luxury. Waller. 3.

Charge ; expence Crajlavi. 4. Loss j fine }

detriment. Knillcs.

a. To cement; to unite with. Sviist.

To COUCH, v. n. [concher, Fr.] I. To lie

down on a place of repose. Dryden 1. To lie

down on the knees, as a beast to rest. Dryden.

3. To \\< down in ambu(h. Hay<ward. 4 To

lie in a stratum. Deuteronomy. 5. To stoop

or bend down, in sear, in pain. Genesis.

To COUCH, v. a. 1. To repose; to lay on a

place of repose Shakejp. 1. To lay down any

thing in a stratum. Mortimer. 3. To bed ;

to hide in another body. Bacon 4. To in

volve; to include; to comprise. Atterburj. e.

To include secretly ; to hide. Smth. 6. To

lay close to another. Spenser. 7. To fix the

spear in the rest. Drjien. 8. To depress the

film that overspreads the pupil of the eye.

Dennis,

COUCH./ [from the verb.] 1. A scat of re

pose, on which it is common to lie down dres

sed.
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fed. Dryden. %. A bed ; a pUce os repose.

Addissn. j. A liver, or stratum. Mortimer.

COUCHANT. a. [enchant, Fr.] Lying down )

squatting. Milieu.

VOUCHEE, s. [French] Bedtime ; the time of

visiting lite at night. Dryden.

CO'UCHER. / [from eneb.] He that couches

or depresses cataracti.

COUCHFELLOW. / [comcb and felhv,.] A

bedfellow ; companion. Shakesp.

COUCHGRASS./ A weed. Mortimer.

COVE./ I. Small creek or bay. t. A ftelter;

a cover.

COVENANT. / [covenant, Fr] I. A con

tract i a stipulation, /sailer. 1. An agree

ment on certain terms ; a compact. Hammond.

3. A writing containing the terms of agree

ment. Shakesp. •

To COVENANT, v. n. [from the noun.] To

bargain; to stipulate. Smth.

COVENANTED./ [from covenant.] A party to

a covenant ; a stipulitor ; 1 bargainer. Ayliffi.

COVENA'NTER./ [from covenant . j One who

takes a covenant. A word introduced in the civil

wirs. Oxford Reasons against the Covenant.

COVENOUS. a. [from eivin.] Fraudulent;

collusive ; trickifli. Bacen.

To CO VER. v. a. [esuvrir, Fr.] 1. To •ver-

spread any thing with something else. Shakesp.

2. To conceal under something laid over. Dry.

3. To hide by superficial appearances. 4. To

overwhelm; to bury. Watts. 5. To shelter;

to conceal from harm. 6. To incubate; to

brood on. Addissn. 7. To copulate with a fe

male. 8. To wear the hat. Dryden.

COVER./ [from the verb.] 1. Any thing that

is laid over another. Ray. 2. A concealment ;

a screen ; a veil. Collier. 3. Shelter ; de

fence. Clarendon.

COVER SHAME. / [cover andySomr] Some

appearance to conceal infamy. Dryden.

COVERING./ [from cover.] D.ess; vesture

Smth. ]

COVERLET./ [convrelit, Fr.] The outermost

of the bedcloaths ; that under which all the

rest are concealed. Spenser.

COVERT. /. [convert, F.J 1. A shelter; a

defence. Isaiah. 2. A thicket, or hiding

place. Addison.

COVERT, a. [convert, Fr.] 1. Sheltered ; not

open ; not exposed. Mortimer. 2. Secret ;

hidden ; private ; insidious. Milton.

COVERT, a. [convert, Fr.] The state of a wo

man sheltered by marriage under her husband.

Dryden.

COVERT-WAY./ [from covert and may."] A

Ipice of ground leval with the field, three or

four fathom broad, ranging quite round the

half moon, or other works toward the coun

try. Harris.

COVERTLY, adv. [from covert] Secretly ;

closely. Dryden.

COVERTNESS. / [from covert.] Secrecy ;

privacy.

COVERTURE. / [from avert.] 1. Shelter.

defence ; not exposure. Woodward, 2. In

■*w. The estate and condition of a married

woman. Ccvvell, DavUs.

To COVET, v. a. [convoiler, Fr.] 1. To de-

fire inordinitely ; to desire beyond due bounds.

Shakesp. 2. To desire earnestly. 1 Or.

To CO VET. t>. ». To hive 1 strong desire. 1 Tim.

CO VETABLE. a. [from covet.] To be wished

for.

CO VETISE. / [convoitise, Fr ] Avarice ; co

vetousness. Spenser.

COVETOUS, a. [ciuvtileux,Fr.] 1. Inordinate

ly desirous. Dryden. 2. Inordinitely eager of

money ; avaricious. 2. Pel. 3. Desirous ; eager :

in a good fense. Taylor.

COVETOUSLY, adv. [from covetous.] Avari

ciously ; eigerly. Shahesp.

CO VETOUSNESS.ftfromc.-w/oi,/.] Avarice;

eagerness of gain. Tilhtson.

COVEY./ [««„«, Fr.] 1. A hatch; an old

bird with her young ones. 2. A number of

birds together. Addisn.

COUGH. / [inch, Dutch.] A convulsion of the

lungs. Smith.

To COUGH, v. n. [kuchen, Dutch.] To have the

lungs convulsed ; to make a-noise in endei-

vouring to evicuite the peccant mitter from

the lungs. Shakesp. Pope.

To COUGH v. a. To eject by a cough. Wisem.

CO'UGHER / [from cough] One that coughs.

COVIN. ? / A deceitful agreement between

COVINE. J two or more to the hurt of another.

COVING. / [from cove.] A term in building,

used of houses that project over the ground

plot. Harris.

COULD, [the imperfect preterite of ran.] Dryd.

COULTER. s. [culler, Lat.] The lharp iron of

the plow which cuts the earth. Hammond.

CO'UNCIL./ [concilium, Lit] 1. An assem

bly of person* met together in consultation.

Matthew. 2. An assembly of divines to deli

berate upon religion. Walts. 3. Persons call

ed together to be consulted. Bacon. 4. The

body of privy counsellors. Shakesp.

COUNCIL-BOARD. /. [council and board]

Council-table ; tible where matters of state

are deliberated. Clarendon.

COUNSEL. /: [ctnsbum, Ut] I. Advice; di.

rection. Clarendon. 1. Deliberation. Hooker.

3. Prudence ; art ; machination. Proverbs. 4.

Secrecy ; the secrets intrusted in consulting.

Shakesp. 5. Scheme ; purpose ; design. i.Cor.

6. Those that plead a cause ; the counsellors.

Pope.

To COUNSEL, v. «. [consilior, Ut.] 1. To

give advice or counsel to any person. B. Johns.

2. To advise any thing. Dryden.

CO'UNSELLABLE. a. [from counsel.] Willing

to receive and lo How advice. Clarendon.

COUNSELLOR./ [from «««//.] i.One that

gives advice. Wisd. viii. 9. 2. Confidant j

bosom friend. Waller. 3. One whose province

is to deliberate and advise upon publick af

fairs. Bacon. 4. One that is consulted in 1

case of law.

Z COUN-
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CO'UNSELLORSHIP./ [from counsellor] The

office or post of privy counsellor. Bacon.

To COUNT, v. a. [cimfiter, Fr.] i. To num

ber} to tell. South. 1. To preserve a reckon

ing. Ltcke. 3. To reckon ; to pUce to an

account. Ltcke. 4. To esteem ; to account ;

to consider as hiving a certain character. Hock

5. To impute to ; to charge to. Rowe.

To COUNT, v. «. To found an account or

scheme. Swijt.

COUNT./ [compt. Ft.] 1. Number. Spenser.

1. Reckoning. Stake/p.

COUNT. / [cimle, Fr.] A title of foreign no

bility ; an earl.

CO'UNTABLE. a. [from «*»/.] That which

may be numbered. Spenser.

CO'UNTENANCE. /. [countenance, Fr.] I.

The form of the face j the system of the fea

tures Mitten, x. Air; look. Sbakejp. 3.

Calmness of look; composure of (ace Swift.

4. Confidence of mien; aspect of assurance.

Clarend. Sprat, c. Affection or ill will, as it

appears upon the face. Spenser. 6. Patronage :

appearance of savour ; support. Davits. 7.

Superficial appearance. Ajcbam.

To COUNTEN'ANCE. v. a, [from the noun j

1. To support; to patronise; to vindicate

Bre<wn. i. To make a shew of Spenser. 3

To act suitably to any thing. Sbakejp. 4. To

encourage ; to appear in defence. rVotten.

COUNTENA'NCER. / [from countenance.)

One that countenances or supports another.

COUNTER./ [from aunt ] 1. A false piece o

money used as a means of reckoning. Swift

ft. The form on which goods are viewed ant

money told in a shop Drydcn. 3. Counter

os a borje, is that part of a horse's forehand

that lies between the shoulder and under th>

neck farrier's Difl.

COUNTER, adv. J centre, Fr.] 1. Contrary

lo-, in opposition to South, a. The wrong

way. Sbakesp 3. Contrary ways. Locke.

To COUNTERACT v. n. [counter and aS .'

To hinder any thing from its effect by con

trary agency. South.

To COUNTERBALANCE, v. a. [counter anc'

balance.] To act against with an opposite

weight. Beyle.

COUNTERBALANCE./.[from the- verb.] Op

posite weight. Locke.

To COUNTERBU FF. v. a. [from counter and

bujf.\ To impel ; to strike back. Dryden.

COUNTERBU F? .[.[counter laiibuj}.] A stroke

that produces a recoil. Sidney, Ben. sobnjon.

CO UNTERCASTER. / [cornier and caster.}

A book-keeper ; a caster of accounts j a rec

koner. Sbakesp.

COUNTERCHANCE/[««./<r and change.}

Exchange ; reciprocation. Sbakesp.

To CO'UNTERCHANGE. v. a. To give and

receives

COUNTERCHARM / [counter and r/arm.]

That by which a charm is dissolved. Pcpe.

To COUNTERCHARM. v. a. [from counter

end charm ] To destroy the effect o: an en-

*barittr.ei:t. Decay os Titty.

To COUNTERCHECK, v. a. [«*»/«• and

cheek. ] To oppose.

COUNTERCHE CK. s. [from the verb] Stop;

rebuke. Sbakesp.

To COUNTERDRAW. v a- [from counter and

draw } To copy a design by means of an oiled

paper, whereon the strokes appearing through

are traced with a pencil. Chambers.

COUNTERE'VIDENCE. /. [counter and evi

dence] Testimony by which the deposition of

some former witness is opposed Burnet.

To COUNTERFEIT, v. a [centrefaire, Fr.]

1 . To copy with an intent to pats the copy for

an original. IVallcr. t. To imitate; lo co

py ; to resemble. Ttllolsou.

CO U NTERFEIT. a. [si om the verb] 1 . That

which is made in imitation of another; forged;

^fictitious. Locke. %. Deceitful; hypocritical.

CO UNTERFEIT. J. [from the verb ] 1 . One

who personates another; an impostor. Bacon.

1. Something made in imitation of another ;

a forgery. Tillotsen.

CO UNTERFEITER./ [from cointerseit.] A

forger. Camden.

CO'UNTERFEITLY. adv. [from counterfeit'}

Falsely; with forgery. Sbakesp.

COUNTERFE'RMENT. / [counter and fer

ment ] Ferment opposed to ferment. Addtsou.

COUNTERFESANCE._/.[««re/a//«re,Fr.]

The act of counterfeiting; forgery. Spenser.

CO'UNTERFORT / [from «««/«• and fort ]

Counterfort), are pillars serving to support

walls, subject to bulge. Chambers.

COUNTERGA GE / [from counter and rate ]

A method used to measure the joints by trans

ferring the breadth of a mortise to the place

where the tenon is to he. Chambers.

COUNTERGUA'RD. /. [from counter aud

guard] A small rampart with parapet aud

ditch. Military DiB

COUNTERLl'GHT/[srom ««»/«- andi'jrf.]

A window or light opposite to any thing.

Chambers.

ToCOUNTERMA'ND. v. a. [ceutremantUr,

Fr ] I . To order the contrary to what wai

ordered before. South, i. To contradict the

orders of another. Holder.

COUNTERMAND / [csntremand, Fr.] Re-

pea! of a former order. Sbakejp.

To COUNTERMARCH, -d n. [counter and

jnarci.] To march backward.

COUNTERMARCH./, [from the verb.) 1.

Retrocession; march backward. Collier. 1.

Ch'nge of measure**, alteration ot conduct.

Burnef.

COUNTERMARK -s [frometuntertod mark ]

1. A second or third mark put on a baleofgoods,

a. The mark of the goldsmiths company. 3.

An artificial cavity made in the teeth of horses.

4 A mark added to a medal a long time after

it is struck, by which the curious know the

several changes in value. Chambers.

To COUNTERMARK, v. a. A horse is said

to be countermarked when his corner teeth arc

artificially mide hollow. Farrier's Did

COUNTERMINE.
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COUNTERMINE. / [ciaiter and mt*.] i . A

well or hole sank into the ground, from which

a gallery or branch runs out under ground, to

seek out the enemy's mine. Military Did. l

Meant of opposition. Sidney. 3. A stratagem by

which any contrivance is defeated. VEJirange.

To COUNTERMINE, v. a. [from the noun.]

1. To delve a passage into an enemy's mine,

a. To counterwork ; lo defeat by secret mea

sures. Dicay tf Pitty.

COUNTERMO'TION./. [counter and motion.]

Cofltrary motion. Digby.

COUNTERMURE./ \coutremurc,Vr.]\ wall

built up behind another wall. Knollet.

COUNTERNA'TURAL. «. ' counter and na

tural.'] Contrary to nature. Harvey.

COUNTERNOISE./! [counter and noise.] A

found by which any other noise is over

powered. Calatny.

COUNTEROPENING. /. [counter and tpen-

'■£ 1 An aperture on the contrary fide. Sharp

COUNTERPA'CE./ [counter xn<i pace.] Con

trary measure. Swift.

COUNTERPANE./ [contrepoint, Fr.] A co

verlet for a bed, or any thing else woven in

squares. Sbakejp.

COUNTERPART. / [counter tndpart.] The

correspondent part. VEstrange.

COUNTERPLE'A./ [from counter and pita.]

In law, a replication. Crwell.

To COUNTERPLOT, v. a. [counter inApht.]

To oppose one machination by another.

COUNTERPLOT./, [from the verb.] An ar-

tifice opposed to an artifice VEstrange.

COUNTERPOINT./. A coveilet woven in

square*.

To COUNTERPOISE, v.ei [counter and poise.]

1. To counterbalance ; to be equiponderant to.

Digby. 1. To produce a cjntrary action by

an equal weight. IVilkini. 3. To act with c-

qual power against any person or ciufc.SpenJer.

COUNTERPO ISE./ [from counter inA poise.]

I. Equipondeiance ; equivalence of weight.

Boyle. 1. The state o; being placed in the

opposite scale os the balance. Milton. 3. Equi-

pollence \ equivalence of power. Swift.

COUNTERPO ISON. f. [counter and poison]

Antidote. Arbuthnot.

COUNTERPRE'SSURE / [counter and pres-

sure.] Opposite force. Blackmore.

COUNTERPRO'JECT/[r»«»/frand^ro;V(7.]

Correlpondentpart ofa scheme. Swift.

To COUNTERPROVE. v. a. [from counter

and prove] To take off a design in black

lead, by passing it through the rollir.g-press

with another piece of paper, both being mois

tened with a sponge. Cbarnberi.

To COUNTERRO L v. a. [counter and roll.]

To preserve the power of detecting frauds by

a counter account.

COUNTERRO LMEXT./ [from counterrol.]

A counter account. Bacon.

COUNTERSCA'RP./ That side of the ditch

which is next the camp. Harris.

To COUNTERSIGN, v. a. [fromesunter and

/£».JTo sign 10 order or patenc ofa fuperiour,

in quality of secretary, to render the thing

more authentick. Chambers

COUNTERTENOR. /. [from counter and te

nor.] One of the mean or middle parts of mn'

sick j so called, as it were, opposite to the te

nor. Harris.

COUNTERTIDE./ [counter and tide.] Con

trary tide. Dryden.

COUNTERTIME./ [contretemps, Fr.] De

fence ; opposition. Dryden.

COUNTERTU'RN.y. [counter and turn.] The

height and full growth of the play, we may

call properly the counterturn, which destrova

expectation. Dryden.

To COUNTERVAIL, v. a. [contra and valet.

Lat.] To be equivalent to; to have equal

force or value; to act against with equal power.

Hooker, fVilkms.

COUNTERVA IL./ [from the verb] 1. Equal

weight. 1. That which has eqdal weight or

value. South.

COUNTERVIE'W./ [counter and vie*,.] 1.

Opposition j a posture in which two persona

front each other. Milton, a. Contrast. Swift.

To COUNTERWORK.v.a.[ctunteriodwork.]

To counteract ; to hinder by contrary opera

tions. Pope. •

CO UNTESS. / [comilijfa, cemtcjsc, Fr.] The

lady of an earl or count. Dryden.

CO UNTINC-HOUSE. / [count and htuse]

The room appropriated by traders to their

books and accounts Locke.

CO'UNTLESS a. [from count.] Innumerable 1

without number Donne.

CO'UNTRY. / [contr'e, Fr.] 1. A tract of

land ; a region Sprat. 1. Rural parts. Spec!.

3. The place which any man inhabits. 4. The

place ot one's birth ; the native foil. 5. The.

inhabitants of any region. Shakesp.

COUNTRY, a. 1. Rustick ; rural-, villatick.

mrris. a. Remote from cities or caurts Locke.

3. Peculiar to a region or people. Mace. bees.

4 Rude ; ignorant ; untaught Dryden.

CO UNTRYMAN./: [from country and man]

1. One born in the lame country. Locke, a.

A rustick j one that inhabits the rural parts.

Graunt. 3. A farmer •, a husbandman LEsti a,

CO UNTY./ [comts, Fr] 1. A shite ; that is,

a circuit or portion of the realm,into which the

whole land is divided. Ccwell, Adiifn. a. Aa

earldom. 3. A count j a lord. Davits.

CO UPEE J. [Fr.] A motion in daneng. Chamh.

QO'VPLZf.[eouple, Fr.J 1. Achainortye that

holdsdogs togethtr. Shakesp. a.Two; a brace.

Sidney, Locke. 3. A male and his female Shak.

To CO UPLE v. a. [copula, Lat ] I. To chain

together. Shakesp. i'. To join one to another.

South. 3. To marry j towed. Sidney.

To C OUPLE. v. ». To join in embraces. Bacon,

Hale

CO UPLE-BECGAR. / [couple and beggar]

One who makes it hra business to marry beg

gars to each other. Swift.

CO UPI.ET./. [Fr.] 1. Two verses} .pair of

rhimes, S.p;ift. t. A pair j »stfdoves. Shakes.
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CO URAGE./ [enrage, Fr.] Brtvery } active

fortitude. Addison.

COURAGEOUS, a. [from courage.] Bnve ;

daring ; bold. Amos.

COURA'CEOUSLY. adv. [from courageous.]

Bravely ; stoutly ; boldly. Bacon.

COURA'GEOUSNESS./ [from' couragaus.]

Bravery ; boldness j spirit; courage. Maccab.

COURA'NT. 7/[««r<i««,Fr.]SeeCo»AHT.

COURANTO. J I. A nimble dance. Shakesp.

2. Any thing that spreads quick, as a paper of

newt.

To COURB. v. n. [eturber, Fr] To bend j to

bow. Shakesp.

CO UR1ER./ [courier, Fr.] A messenger sent

in haste. Shakesp. Knolles.

COURSE. / [course, Pr.] I. Race; career.

Ccviley. a. Passage from place to place. Deth.

3. Tilt ; act of running in the lists. Sidney.

4. Ground in which a race is run. 5. Track

or line in which a ship sails. 6. Sail ; means

by which the course is performed. Raleigh.

7. Progress from one gradatisn to another.

Shakesp. 8. Order of succession. Corinthians.

o. Stated and orderly method. Shakesp. 10.

Series of successive arid methodical procedure.

Wiseman. 1 1. The elements of an art exhi

bited and explained, in a methodical series.

Chambers 1 a. Conduct; manner of proceed

ing. Knolles. 13. Method of life; train of

actions. Prior. 1 4. Natural bent; uncontrolled

will. Temp/e. 15. Catamenia. Harvey. 16.

Orderly structure. Jamei. 17. [In architec

ture.] A continued range of stones. 18. Series

of consequences. Garth. 19.Number of dishes

set on at once upon the table. Sivift,Pope. 20.

Regularity ; fettled rule. S-wist. It. Empty

form. VEftrange.

To COURSE, v. a. [from the noun.] I. To

hunt; to pursue. Shakesp. a. To pursue with

dogs that hunt in view. Bacon. 3. To put 10

speed ; to force to run. May's Virgil. %

To COURSE, v.n. To run ; to rove about.5Aoi.

CO'URSER./[«nr/i>r,Fr.] 1. A swift horse )

a war horse. Pope. 2. One who pursues the

sport of coursing hares. Hanmer.

COURT. /. [cour, Fr.] 1. The place where

the prince resides ; the palace. Pope, 2. The

hall or chamber where Justice is administered.

Atlerhury. 3. Open space before a house.

Dryden. 4. A small opening inclosed with

. houses and paved with broad stones. 5. Per-'

sons who compose the retinue of a prince

Temple. 6. Pel sons who ate assembled for

the administration of justice. 7, Any juris

diction, military, civil, or ecclesiastical. Spec

tator. 8. The art of pleasing ; the art of in

sinuation. Locke.

To COURT. i>. a. [from the noun.] 1 . To

woo; to solicit a woman. Ben. 'Johnson. 2. To

solicit; to (eek.,Locke\ 3. To flatter; toea

deavQur to please.

COURT-CHAPLAIN./ [court and chaplain.]

One who attends the king to celebrate the

holy offices.

COURT-DAY. / [court and Jay.] Day on

which justice is solemnly administered../^ri«iA.

COURT-DRESSER./ A flatterer. Locke.

COURT-FAVOUR./ Favours or benents be

stowed by princes. L'EJlrange.

COURT-HAND. / [court and hand.] The

hand or manner of writing used in records and

judicial proceedings. Shakesp.

COURT-LADY. s. [court tad lady.] A lady

conversant in court. Locke.

CO URTEOUS. a. [courtoit, Fr] Elegant of

manners; well-bred. South.

CO URTEOUSLY. adv. [from courteous.] Re

spectfully ; civilly ; complaisantly. Calamy.

CO URTEOUSNESS./ [from courteous] Ci

vility ; complaisance.

COURTESAN. If. [artisana, low Lat.] A

CO'URTEZAN. J woman of the town ) a

prostitute ; a strumpet. Wotton, Addison.

COURTESY. / [courteise, Fr.] 1. Elegance of

manners ; civility ; complaisance. Clareudtn.

2. An act of civility or respect. Bacon. 3.

The reverence made by women. Dryden. 4.

A tenure, not of right, but by the favour of

others. 5. Courtesy osEngland. A tenure

by which, if a man marry an inheritress, that

is, a woman seised of land, and getteth a child

os her that comes alive into the world, though

both the child and his wife die forthwith ; yet

shall he keep the land during his life. Crmell.

To CO'URTESY. v. n. [from the noun.] 1 .

To perform an act of reverence. Shakesp. 1.

To make a reverence in the manner of ladies.

Prior.

COURTIER./ [from cenrt.] 1. One that fre

quents or attends the courts of princes. DryJ.

a. One that courts or solicits the favour of an

other. Suckling.

COURTLIK.E. a. [court and like] Elegant j

polite. Camden.

CO URTLINESS. / sfrom courtly.] Elegance

of manners ; complaisance; civility.

COURTLY, a. [from court.] Relating or re

taining to the court ; elegant ; soft ; flattering.

Pope.

COURTLY, adv. In the manner of courts ;

elegantly. Dryden.

COURTSHIP, /[from court] 1. Theactof

soliciting favour. Sviift. 2. The solicitation of

a woman to marriage. Addison. 3. Civility ;

elegance of manners. Donne.

CO'USIN./ [austnfr.] 1. Anyone collaterally

related more remotely than a brother or lister.

Shakesp. 2. A title given by the king to a

nobleman, particularly to thole of the council.

COW./ [In the plural, antiently kite, or ham ,

now commonly covis; cu, Saxon.].The female:

of the bull. Bacon.

To COW. v. a. [from toward.] To depress;

with fear. Hovjel.

COW-HERD./ [com and hyj\o,Sax. a keeper.]

One whose occupation is to tend cows.

COW-HOUSE./ [covj tad house.] The home

in which kine are kept. Mortimer.

COW.
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COW-LEECH. / [no and keck] One who

professes to cure distempered caws- -

To COW-LEECH. •. «. To profess to cure

cows. Mortimer.

COW-WEED./ [no tnd viced.] A species of

chervil.

COW-WHEAT. / [from coto and ivbeat.] A

plant.

COWARD. / \conard, Fr.] l. A poltron ;

a wretch whose predominant passion is fear.

Sidney, Siutb. a. It is sometimes used in the

manner of an adjective. Prior.

COWARDICE.;, [from cnaard.] Fear; habi

tual timidity ; want oscourage.tyfuser, Reget i

COWARDLINESS./ [from cowardly.] Ti

midity v cowardice.

COWARDLY, a. [from coward.] i. Fearful;

timorous; pusillanimous. Bait*. %. Mean;

befitting a coward. Sbakesp.

CO ' WARDl.Y aoV.ln the manner of a coward;

meanly. Knollis.

To COWER. ». n. \owrrian, Wellh.] To sink

by beading the knees ; to (loop ; to shrink.

Milt:*, Dryden.

CawiSH. a. [fromreio] Timorous; fearful.

Sbakesp.

COW-KEEPER./[«w and keeper.]Oae whose

business ia to keep cows. Brume.

COWL./ [cujle, Saxon.] I. A monk's-hood.

Candt*. a. A vessel in which water is carried

on a pole between two.

COWL-STAFF / [ctml and/a/]The staff on

which a vessel is supported between two men.

Suckling.

COWSLIP. / [cuplippe, Saxon.] Ccviflip is

also called pagil, and is a species of primrose.

Miller, Sidney, Sbakesp.

COWS-LUNGWORT./ Mullen. Miller.

COXCOMB./ [from act's comb.] i. The top

of the head. Sbakesp. z. The comb resembling

that of a cock, which licensed fools wore for

merly in their caps. Sbakesp. 1. A top j a

superficial pretender. Pipe.

COXCO MICAL a. [from coxcomb.] Foppish ;

conceited. Dennis.

COY. a. [«<', Fr. J 1 . Modest ; decent. Cbancer.

1. Reserved; not accessible. rValler.

ToCOY. v. n [from the adjective] i.Tobe-

have with reserve ; to reject familiarity. Rove.

2. Not to condescend willingly. Sbakesp.

COTfLY. adv. [from coy.] With reserve Chapm.

CCYNESS./ [fromttjr.] Reserve; unwilling-

neb to become familiar. Waltn.

COYSTREL./A species of degenerate hawk.

Drydtn.

COZ. / A cant or familiar word, contracted

fromCn/in. Shakejp.

To CO ZEN. v. a. To cheat; to trick ; to de

fraud. Clarendi*, Luke.

COZENAGE./ [from ciren.] Fraud; deceit;

trick ; cheat. Ben. Johnson.

COZENER./ [from cozen.] A cheater ; adc-

frauder. Sbakesp.

CRAB. f. [crubba, Saxon.] i. A crusticeous

fish. Bacon. 2. A wild apple; the tree thai

kcari a v«ijd apple. Tayltr. 3. A peevish

morose person. 4. A wooden engine with

three claws tor launching of (hips. Pbilips. 5 .

A sign in the zodiack. Creecb.

CRAB. a. Sour or degenerate fruit ; as a crab

cberry .

CRA'BBED. a. [from crab.] 1. Peevish ; mo

rose ; cynical ; sour. Spenser. a. Harsh ;

un pi easing. Drjde*. 3. Difficult ; perplexing.

Prior. *

CRA'BBEDLY mdv. [from craJW.]Peevishly.

CRA'BBEDNESS./. [from crabbed.] 1. Sour

ness of taste. 1. Sourness of countenance ;

asperity of manners. 3. Difficulty.

CRA'BER./The water-rat. Walton.

CRABS-EYES. /.Whitish bodies rounded on

one side and depressed on the other, not the

eyes of any creature, nor do they belong to

the crab ; but are produced by the common

crawfish. Hill.

CRACK. / [kraeck, Dutch] I. A sudden

disruption. 1. The chink; fissure ; a narrow

breach. Newton. 3. The sound of any body

bursting or falling. Dryden. 4. Any sudden and

quick sound. Addison. 5. Any breach, injury,

or diminution; a flaw. Sbakesp. 6. Craiinesa

of intellect. 7. A man crazed. Addistn. 8.

A whore. 9. A boast. Spenser, to. A boaster.

To CRACK, v a. [kraecken, Dutch.] I. To>

break into chinks. Mortimer. 2. To break ;

to split. Donne. 3. To do any thing with

quickness or smartness. Pipe. 4. To break or

destroy any thing. Sbakejp. 5. To craze ; to

weaken the intellect. Rcjtommon.

To CRACK, v. m. 1. To burst; to open in

chinks. Boyle. 2. To fall to ruin. Dryden,

3. To utter a loud and sudden sound. Sbakesp.

4. To boast: with*/ Sbakesp.

CRACK-BRAINED, a. Crazy; without right

reason. Arbuthnot.

CRACK-HEMP./ A wretch fated to the gal

lows. Sbakejp.

CRACK-ROPE. / A fellow that deserve*

hanging.

CRACKER. / [from crack.] A noisy boast

ing fellow. Sbakesp 2. A quantity of gun

powder confined so as to burst with great

noise. Boyle.

To CRACKLE, v n. [from rrari.] To make

slight cracks ; to decrepitate. Donne.

CRA CKNEL. / [from crack.] A hard brittle

cake. Spenser.

CRADLE./ [ertafeel, Saxon.] 1. A moveable

bed, on which children or sick persons are agi

tated with a smooth motion. Pope. 2. Infancy,

or the first part of life. Clarendon. 3. [With

surgeons] A cafe for a broken bone. 4. [With

shipwrights] A frame of timber railed along

the outside of a ship. Harris.

To CRADLE.f.a.Tolayin ncnilt.Arbntbnot.

CRA'DLE-CLOATHS / [from cradle and

cloatbs.] Bed-cloaths belonging to a cradle.

Sbakesp.

CRAFT./ [crisep:, Saxan.] 1. Manual art;

trade. IVcttcn. 2. Fraud; cunning. Sbakejp.

3. Small sailing vessels.

To
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To CRAFT, v. ». [from the noun.] To pliy

tricks. Shake/f).

CRAFTILY aJv. [from crafty.] Cunningly;

artfully. Knollet.

CRA'FTINESS. / [from crafty.] Cunning ;

stratagem. Jib.

CRAFTSMAN./ [craft tni man.] An arti

ficer; a manufacturer. Decay if Piety.

CRAFTSMASTER./ [craft and master.] A

man skilled in his trade. Cillier.

CRAFTY, a. [from craft.] Cunning ; artful.

Daviet.

CRAG./, i. A rough steep rock. 2. The rugged

protuberances of rocks. Fairfax. 3. The neck.

Spenser.

CRA'GGED. a. [from crag] Full of inequali

ties and prominences. Crafbavt.

CRA'GGEDNESS./ [from craggej.] Fulness

of crags or prominent rocks. BrereznooJ.

CRA'GGlNESS./[frora<ra,j£y.] The state of

being craggy.

CRA'GGY. a. [from crag.] Rugged; full of

prominences} rough. Raleigh.

To CRAM. v. a. [enamman, Six.] 1. To stuff;

to fill with more than can conveniently be

held. Shakesp. 2. To fill with food beyond

satiety. King. 3. Tothrust inby sotce. DryJen.

To CRAM. v. a. To eat beyond satiety. Pipe.

CRA'MBO. / A play, at which one gives a

word, to which another finds a rhyme. Sit/ift.

CRAMP. / [tramfe, Dutch.] 1. A spasm or

contraction of the limbs. Bacon, 2. A re

striction; a confinement; (hackle. VFslrange

3. A piece of iron ber.t at each end, by which

two bodies are held together. Wilktnt.

CRAMP, a. Difficult) knotty: a low term.

To CRAMP. 11. a [from the noun.] 1. To pain

with cramp or twitches. DryJen. z. Tore-

strain; to confine; to obstruct. Glanville,

Burnet. 3. To bind with crampirons.

CRAMP-FISH./ The torpedo, which benumbs

the hands of those that touch it.

CRAMPIRON./ See Champ, sense 3.

CRA'NAGK./ [cranagintx, low Lat ] A liberty

to use a crane for drawing up wares from the

vessels. Cornell.

CRANE./ [epan, Saxon.] 1. A bird with a

long beak, lfaiab. 2. An instrument made

with ropes, pullies, and hook;, by which great

weights are railed. Thimsen. 3. A crooked

pipe for drawing liquors out of a cafl:.

CRANES-BILL./. [;romrr<r»eandii//.] 1. An

herb. Miller. 2. A pair of pincers terminating

in a point, used by surgeons.

CRA'NIVM. s. [Lat.J The (kull. Wiseman

CRANK / [a contraction of craneneck.] 1. A

crank is the end of an in n axis turned square

down, and again turned square to the first

turning down. Msxon. 2. Any bending or

winding passage. Shakesp. 3. Any conceit form

ed by twisting or changing a word. Milton.

CRANK, a. 1. Healthy; sprightly. Spenser. 2.

Among sailors, t tnip is said ta be trunk when

loaded near to be overset.

To CR A'NKLE. v. n. [from trait.] To run in

and out. Skakesp.

ToCRA'NKLE. v. a. To break into unequal

surfaces. Philipt.

CRA'NKLES./ [from the verb] Inequalities.

CRA'NKNESS. / [from crank.] 1. Health J

vigour. a. Disposition to overset.

CRA'NNIED.a. [from cranny.] Full of chinks.

Brown.

CRA'NNY./. [cren, Tr.crena, Lat.] A chink;

a cleft. Burnet.

CRAPE./ [rrrta,low Lat.] A thin stuff loosely

woven. Swift.

CRA'PULENCE. / Uraprla, a surfeit, Lat.]

Drunkenness ; sickness by intemperance.

CRA PULOCJS a. [crapnbsnt, Lat] Drunken-,

sick with intemperance.

To CRASH, v. n. To make a loud complicated

noise, as of many things falling. Zephaniab,

Smith.

To CR ASH. v. a. To break or bruise Shakesp.

CRASH /.[from the verb.] A loud mixed sound.

Shakesp. Pope.

CRA'SIS.s. [xfinc] Temperature; constituti

on. Sontb.

CRASS, a [crajfut, Lat] Gross; coarse) not

thin ; not subtle. WnJ'aarJ.

CR A'SSITUDE. /. [craffttnje, Lat.] Crossness j

coarseness. Bacon.

CRASTINA'TION. / [from crastinnt, Lat.]

Delay.

CRATCH./ [creche, Fr.] The pallisaded frame

in which hay is put for cattle. Hakevtiil.

CRAVA T /. A neckcloath. HuJihrai.

To CRAVE, v. a. sepepan, Saxon.] 1. To

ask with earnestness; to aft with submission.

Hooker, Knollet. 2 To aft insatiably. Derbmm.

3. To long; to wisti unreasonably. Scmtb.

4. To call for importunately Shakesp.

CRAVEN, s. 1. A cock conquered and dis

pirited. Shakesp. 2. A coward) a recreant.

Fairfax.

To CRAVEN, v. a. [from the noun.] Tomake

recreant 01 cowardly. Shakesp.

To CRAUNCH. v. a. To crush in the mouth.

Snist.

CRAW. / [kroe, Danish.] The crop or first

stomach or birds. Ray.

CRAWFISH./ A small crustaceous fish found

in brooks. Bacon.

To CRAWL. «. «. [krielen, Dutch] t. To

creep; to move with a flow mxion; to move

without rising from the ground, as a worm.

DryJen, Grcvt. a. To move weakly, aoj

(lowly. Knollet. 3. To move about haled and

despised.

CRA'WLER./ [from crawl] A creeper j any

thing that creeps.

CRAYFISH./ |SeeCxAwnsH.] The river

• lobster. Floyer.

CRAYON.J. [crayon, Pr.] 1. A kind ofpencils

a roll of paste to draw lines with. Drydem. a..

Di awing done with a crayon.

ToCRAZE.f.e. [ecrafer, Fr.] 1. To break j

to crulh; to weaken. Milton. 2. To powder.

Carrot. 3. To crack the brain > to impair the

intellect. Tillttsn,

CR.VZED
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CRA'ZEDNESS. s. [from cretztJ] Decrepi-

1tude ; brokennefs. Hotkey.

CRA'ZINESS./ [from crazy.'] Stite of being

craxy ; imbecility; weakness. Hovel.

CR A'ZY. o. [cerate', Fr.] i . Broken •, decrepit.

Sbakesp. x. Broken-wilted ; shattered in the

intellect. Hndtbrat. 3. Weak; feeble; shat

tered. Dryden, Wake.

CREACHT./ [an Irish word.] Herds of cattle.

Device.

To CREAK, v. n. [corrupted from crack.] To

make a harsh noise. Dryden.

CREAM, / [cremtr. Lat] The unctuous or

oily part of milk. King.

To CREAM, v. ». [from the noun.] To gather

cream. Shake/p.

To CREAM, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To slcim

off the cream. 1. To take the flower and

quintessence of any thing.

CREAM-FACED, a. [cream tad/aced.] Pale;

coward- looking. Sbakesp.

CRE'AMV. a. [from cream.] Full of cream.

CREANCE. / (French ] A fine small line,

fastened 10 a hawk's tealh.

CREASE. / A mark made by doubling any

thing. Swift.

To CREASE, v. a. [from the noun. ] To mark

any thing by doubling it, so as to leave tbe

impression.

To CREATE, v. a. [cm, Ut.] 1. To form

out of nothing ; to cause to exist Genesu. 1.

To produce; to cause; to be the occasion. rC

Cbarlei, Rtsctmmin. 3. To beget. Shake/p. 4.

To invest with any new character. Sbakesp.

CREATION./ [from create.] 1. The act ofi

creating or conferring existence. Tayltr. I.

The act of investing with a new character. 3.

The things created; the universe. Parnel. 4.

Any thing produced, or caused.

CREATIVE, a. [from create'] 1. Having the

power to create. 1. Exerting the act of crea

tion. Stmtb.

CREATOR./ [creatir. Lat] The being that

bestows existence. Tayltr.

CRE'ATURE. (. [creatura, low Lat.] 1. A

being created. Stillingjleet. ». An animal

not horaan. Sbakejp. '3. A general term for

man. Spenser. 4. A word of contempt lor a

human being Pritr. 5. A word of petty ten

derness. Urjden. 6. A person who owes his

rise or his fortune to another. Clarendon.

CRE ATURELY a. (from creature] Having

the qualities of a creature Cbeyne.

CRE'BRITUDE/ [from rrriwyrequent, Lat]

Frcquentness. Did.

CREBROUS. a. [from creber, Lat.] Frequent.

Dia

CREDENCE./ [from ereJe, Lat.] 1. Belies;

credit. Sp-njer i That which gives a claim

to credit or belief. Hayv/ard.

CREDENDA. [Latm.J Things to be believed;

articles ot faith. Smb.

CREDENT, a. [credent. Lat] 1. Believing;

easy of belief. Sbakesp. x. Having credit ;

not to be questioned. Shake/p.

CREDENTIAL / [from credent. Lat ] That

which givea a title to credit. Addistn .

CREDIBILITY./ [from credible) Claim to

credit ; possibility of obiaining relief; proba

bility. Tilhtstn.

CREDIBLE, a. [credibilis, Lat.] Wor hy of

credit ; having a just claim to belief. Tillttjsn.

CREDIBLENESS / [from credible.] Credibi

lity ; worthiness of belief; just claim to belief.

Boyle.

CRE'DIBLY. adv. [from credible.] In a manner

that claims belief. Bacon.

CRE'DIT./ [credit, Fr.] 1. Belief. Aiiisrn.

X. Honour; reputation. Pope. 3. Esteem ;

good opinion. Baccn. 4. Faith; testimony.

Httker. 5. Trull reposed. Locke 6. Promise

given. 7. Influence; power not compulsive.

Clarendtn.

To CREDIT, v. a.[credt. Lat.] t. To believe.

Sbakesp. a. To procure credit or honour to

any thing. Waller. 3. To trust ; to confide

in. 4. To admit as a debtor.

CREDITABLE, a. [fromertdit.) 1. Reputable;

above contempt. Arbutbntt. x. Honourable t

estimable. Tillotsen.

CREDITABLENESS./ [ham creditable.] Re

putation; estimation. Decay ts Piety .

CREDITABLY, adv. [from creditable.] Re

putably; without disgrace. Siutb

CREDITOR./ [cred.ttr, Lat.] He to whom a

debt is owed; he that gives credit : correlative

to debtor. Swift.

CREDULITY./ [crednUtf,Yc] Easiness of

belief. Sidney.

CRE DULOUS. a. [crednlnt, Lat.] Apt to be

lieve; unsuspecting; easily deceived. Sbakesp.

CRE'DULOUSNESS./ [trom credultut.] Apt-

ness to believe; credulity.

CREED / [from credt.] 1. A form of words in

which the articles of faith are comprehended.

Fiddet. x. Any solemn profession of principles

or opinion. Sbakesp.

To CREEK, v. a. To make a harsh noise. Sbakes.

CREEK./ [ertecca, Sax. kreke, Dutch.] 1. A

prominence or jut in a winding coast. Daviet.

2. A small port; a bay ; a cove. Daviet. 3.

Any turn or alley. Sbakesp.

CREEKY. «. Full of creeks; unequal ; wind

ing. Spenser.

To CREEP, v.n. [preter. crept; cpvpan, Sax.]

1. To move with the belly to the ground

without legs. Milton. I. To grow along the

ground, or on other supports. Dryden. 3. To

move forward without bounds or leaps ; as in

fects 4. To move slowly and feebly. Sbakesp.

5. To move secretly andclandestinely. PJalmt.

6. To move timorously without soaring, or

venturing. Addistn. y. To come unexpected.

Sidney, Temple. H. To behave with servility ;

to lawn; to bend. Sbakesp.

CREEPER./ [from creep.] 1. A plant that

supports itself by means or some stronger body.

Bactn. 2. An iron used to Aide along the

grates in kitchens. 3. A kind of patten or

clog worn by women.

CREEP-
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CREETHOLE. / [creep and h:le.] i. A hole

into which any animal may creep to escape

danger. 1. A subterfuge; an excuse.

CREE'PINGLY. adv. [from creeping] Slowly;

after the manner of a reptile Sidney.

CREMATION./, [crematie, [.at.] A burning

CKEMOR.s. [Lat] A milky substance; a set

liquor resembling cream. Ray.

CRE'NATED. a. [from crena, Lat.] Notched ;

indented Woodinard.

CRE'PANE./ [with farriers.] An ulcer seated

in the midst of the forepart of the foot. Far

rier'} Dia.

To CREPITATE, v. n. [crepito, Lat.] To

make a small crackling noise.

CREPITATION./ [from crepitate.] A small

crackling noise.

CREPT. particip. [from creep] Pipe.

CREPU Sl'LE./ [crtpusculum, Lat] Twilight.

CREPU'SCULOUS. a. [crcpnscnlum, Latin.]

Glimmering •, in a state between light and

darkness. Bronvn.

CRE'SCENT. a. [from cresco. Lat.] Increasing;

growing. Sbakesp. Milton.

CRE'SCENT./ [crescent. Lat] The moon in

her state of increase ; any similitude of the

moon increasing. Dryden.

CRE'SCIVE a. [from cresce, Lat.] Increasing;

growing. Sbakesp.

CRESS, f. An herb. Pipe.

CRE'SSET. / .[creissete, Fr.] A great light set

opon a beacon, light-house, or watch-tower.

Milten.

CREST./ [crista, La*.] i. The plume of sea-

thers on the top of the ancient helmet.Milten.

a. The ornament of the helmet in heraldry.

Camden. 3. Any tuft or ornament on the head

Sbakesp. 4. Pride; spirit; fire. Sbakesp.

CRESTED, a. [from 0-9°; cristatus, Lit.] 1.

Adorned with a plume or crest. Milten. 1.

Wearing a comb. Dryden

CREST-FALLEN, a. Dejected; sunk; heart

less; spiritless. Havel.

CRE'STLESS. a. [from crest] Not dignified

with coat-armour. Sbakesp.

CRETACEOUS, a. [creta, chalk. Lat] A-

bounding with chalk; chalky. Pbihps.

CRE'TATED. a. [cretatui, Lat.] Rubbed with

chalk. Dia.

CREVICE./ [from crever, Fr.] A crack ; a

cleft. Addiscn.

CREW./ [probably from criufe, Saxon.] 1. A

company of people associated for any purpose

Spenjcr. 1. A company of a (hip. 3. It it,

now generally used in a bad sense. Addiscn.

CREW, [the preterite of cronn ]

CREWEL. /. [kUiuel, Dutch.] Yarn twisted

. and wound on a knot or ball. Walton.

CRIB./ [criybbe, Saxon.] 1. The rack orman-

gcr ol a stable. Sbakesp. 1. The stall or cabbin

ot an ox. 3. °A small habitation; a cottage

Sbakesp.

To CRIB. v. a. [from the noon.] To (hut U|

in a narrow habitation ; to cage. Sbakesp.

CRIBBAOE. /. A game at cards.

CRI'BBLE. / [eribrum, Lat] A corn-sievr

Dia.

CRIBRATION. / [cribre, Lat] The act of

sifting.

CRICK../ [from ericce, Italian ] 1. The noise

of a door. a. [from criyee, Saxon, a stake.]

A painful stiffness in the neck.

CRICKET. / 1. An insect that squeaks or

chirps about ovens or fire-places. Milten. x.

A sport, at which the contenders drive a ball

with sticks. Pope. 3. A low seat or stool.

CRIER./ [from cry.] The officer whose busi

ness is to cry or make proclamation. Ecclxt,

Brerevtoed.

CRIME/ [crime; Lat. crime, Fr] An aot

contrary to right ; an offence ; a great fault.

Pope.

CRI MEFUL. a. [from crime and/a//.] Wicked;

criminal. Sbakesp. '

CRI MELESS. a. [from crime] Innocent; with

out crime. Sbakesp.

CRI'MINAL. a. [from crime.] 1. Faulty; con

trary to right ; contrary to duty. Spenser, t.

Guilty; tainted with crime; not innocent.

Rogert. 3. Notcivil ; as a rr<»ii»a/prosecution.

CRIMINAL./ [from crime.] 1. A man ac-

cued. Dryden. %. A man guilty of a crime.

Bacon.

CRIMINALLY, adv. [from criminal.] Not in

nocently; wickedly; guiltily. Rogert.

CRI'MINALNESS./ [from criminal] Guil

tiness ; want of innocence.

CRIMINATION./ [criminatio, Lat.] The act;

of accusing; accusation; arraignment; charge.

CRI MINATORY, a. [from crimina, Lat,] Re

lating to accusation ; accusing.

CRI MINOUS. a. [criminesut. Lat.] Wicked;

iniquitous.; enormously guilty. Hammond.

CRI'MINOUSLY. adv. [from criminem.] Enor

mously; very wickedly. Hammond.

CRI'MINOUSNESS. / [from criminont]

Wickedness; guilt; crime. King Charles.

CRI MOSIN. a. [crimosmo, Italian.] A species

of red colour. Spenser.

CRIMP, a. [from crnmble, or crimile] 1. Fria

ble; brittle; easily crumbled. Pbilipt. x. Not

consistent ; not forcible ; a low cant word.

Arhntbntt.

ToCRI MPLE. v.a. To contract; to corrugate.

Wiseman.

CRIMSON./ [crimesno, Ital.] i.Red, some

what darkened with blue. Beyle. I. Red in

general. Sbakesp. Prior.

To CRI MSON. v. a. [from the noun.] To dye

with crimson. Sbakesp.

CRl'NCUM /. [a cant word.] A cramp; whim-

Icy. Hndibrai.

CRINGE. /[from the verb.] Bow; servile ci

vility. Pbilipt.

To CRINGE, v. a. To draw together; to con

tract. Sbakesp.

To CRINGE, v. n. To bow ; to pay court ; to

fawn; to flatter. Arbutkr.it.

CRINIGEROUS. a. [crhiger, Lat.] Hairy ;

overgrown with hair.

T-.
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To CRI NKLE, v. n. [from krinckelen, Dutch/]

To 50 in and out; to run into flexures. King.

To CR ! NKLE v.a. To mould into inequalities.

CRI NKLE./ [from the verb] A wrinkle t a

sinuosity.

CRI NOSE. a. [from crinii, Lat] Hairy.

CRINOSITY./: [from crinsse.] Hairyness.

CRITPLE./. [cpypel, Saxon. It is written by

Donne ereefle, as from creep ] A lame man.

Dr-; Jen, It entity.

To CRi'PPLE. v a. [from the noun.] To lame ;

to make lame . Addifon.

CRI PPLENESS / [from crippU.] Lameness

CRI SIS / fxf«■«.] 1 • The point in which the

diseaseidlls.orchaogesforthe btUrr.Dryden.

a. The point of time at which any affair comes

to the height. Addifon.

CRISP, a. [crispui, Lat.] 1. Curled. Bacon, z.

Indented ; winding. Shakejp. 3. Brittle j fri

able. Bacon.

T0CRISP.11. a. [crispo. Lat.] I. To curl ; to

contract into knots. Bin. Johnson, i. To twist.

Milten. 3. To indent ; to run in and out.

Milt.n.

CRISPATION/ [from crisp.'] 1 . The act os

carting. 1. The state of being curled. Bacon.

CRI SPJNG-PIN. / [from crisp ] A curling-

iron Isaiah.

CRI SPNESS s [from crisp] Curledness.

CRI SPY. a. [from crisp.] Curled. Shalesp.

CRITERION. / [xfinpm.] A mark by which

any thing is judged of, with regard to its good

ness or badiu fs Smth.

CRI'TlCK /. [rfi'ixo;.] !. A man drilled in the

art ofjudging ot literature Locke, z. Acen-

farer ; a man apt to find fault- Swift.

CR ITICKa Critical ; relating to criticism. 1V«

CRI'TlCK./. 1. A critical examination; ciiti-

cal remarks. Dryden. z. Science of criticism

L-.ch.

ToCRITICK. v. n [from the noun ] To pWy

thecruick; to criticise. Temple.

CRITICAL, a. [from crisis*. J 1 . Exact ; nicely

judicious; accurate. Holder, Slilhngfeet. 2.

Pelating to criticism 3. Captious; inclined

to find fault. Shakejp. 4 Comprising the

lime at which a great event is determined.

Erevan.

CRITICALLY, adv [from critical.] In a criti

cal manner ; exactly ; curiously Hrndtvard.

CRITlCALNESS /. [from critical.] Exact

ness . accuracy.

To CRITICISE, v. n. [from critick.) 1.T0

play the critick ; to judge. Dryden. z. To

animadvert upon as faulty. Locke.

To CRITICISE. *. a. [from critick.] To cen

sure; to pass judgment up»n. Addijon.

CRI TICIbM.y. [from ermck ] 1 Criticisms

a standard of judging well. Dryden 2. Re

mark; animadversion-, critical observations.

AiMsoa.

To CROAK, v. n. [cfiaceaian, Saxon ] 1. To

make a hoarse low noise, like% frog. May. 1.

To caw er cry a« a raven or crow. Shakejp.

CROAK./ [from the verb.] The cry or voice

•f a frog «r a raven. Let,

CRO'CEOUS. a.' [croctns, Lat.] Consisting oi

saffron ; like saffron

CROCITATION. / [crecitati,, Lat.] The

croaking of frogs or raven*.

CROCK, s. [kruick, Dutch.] A cup; any vessel

made of earth.

CROCKERY./". Earthenware.

CROCODILE. / [from nocy®-, saffron, and

miXot, fearing] 1. An amphibious voracious

animal, in shape resembling a liiard, and

sound in Egypt and the Indies. It is Covered

with very hard scales.which cannot be pierced j

except under the belly. It runs with great

swi!tnefi> ; but doc not easily turn itself. Gran-

milk, z. Crocodile is allb a little animal, other-

wile called ftinx, very much like the lizard, or

small crocodile. It always remains little, and

is found in Egypt near the Red sea. Trevoux.

CRO CODILINE. a. [crocodiling, Lat.] Like »

crocodile. Diti.

CROCUS / An early flower.

CROFT./, [estop, Saxon ] A little close join

ing to a house, that is used for corn or pasture;

MtUon.

CROISA'DE. 7 / [croisade, Fr.] A holy war.

CROISA'DO.J Bacon.

CROISES./ 1. Pilgrims who carry a cross. 1.

Soldiers who fight against infidels.

CRONE./, [epone, Saxon.] 1. An old ewe. »,

In contempt, an old woman. Dryden.

CRO'NET./. The hair which grows over the

top of an horse's hoof.

CRONY. / fa cant word.] An old acquain

tance. Swift.

CROOK./ [croc, Fr.] 1. An crooked or bent

instrument. z. A sticephook. Prior. 3. Any

thing bent. Sidney.

To CROOK v. a. [crechtr, Fr] 1. To bend 1

to turn into a hook. Arbuthnet. z. To per

vert from rectitude. Bacon.

CRO'OKBACK. /. [crook and hack.] A man

that has gibbous shoulders. Shakejp.

CRO OKBACKED. a. Having bent Ihoulders.

Dryden,

CROOKED, a. [crocher, Fr.] 1. Bent; not

strait; curve. Newton. z. Windicg; oblique;

antractuous, Locke. 3 Perverse; untoward;

without rectitude of mind Shakesp.

CROO KF.DLY. adv. [from crooked.] I. Not in

a strait line. a. Untowaidly; not compliant

ly. Taylor.

CROO KEDNESS./ [from crooked.] 1. Devi-

ation from straituels; curvity. Hooker, z. De

formity of a gibt>ous body.

CROP / [ertop, Saxon.] The craw of a bird.

Ray.

CRO PFULL. a. [crop and/«//] Satiated ; with

afu'I belly. Milton. '

CROPSICK. a [crop and/ri.] Sick with ex

cess and debauchery. Tar/.

CROP./ [crioppa, Saxon.] 1. The highest part

or end ot any thing, z. The harvest ; the corn

gathered off a field. Rojcommsn. 3. Any thiag

cut off. Dryden.

To CROP. v. a. [from the noun.] To cot

A a off
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off the ends of any thing; to mow; to reip.

Creech.

To CROP v. n. To yield harvest. Shakesp.

CROPPER. / [from crop] A kind of pigeon

with a large crop. Walton.

CROSIER./ [crciser, Fr.] The pastoral staff

of a bishop. Bacon.

CRO SLET. / [croisselet, Fr.] A small cross.

Spenser.

CROSS. /. [creix, Fr.] i.One strait body laid

at right angles over another, Taylor, x. The

ensign of the christian religion. Rome. 3. A

monument with a cross upon it to excite de

votion; such as were anciently set in market

places. Shakesp. 4. A line drawn through an

other. 5. Any thing that thwarts or obstructs ;

misfortune; hindrance; vexation; opposition;

misadventure; trial of patience. Beit. John-

sen, Taylor. 6. Money so called, because

marked .with a cross. Howel. 7. Crest and

Pile, a play with money. Sviift.

CROSS, a. [from the substantive. J I. Trans

verse; falling athwart something else. Nevjten.

i. Oblique; lateral Shakesp. 3. Adverse;

opposite. Alterbury. 4. Perverse; untracta-

ble. South. 5. Peevish; fretful; ill-humoured.

Tillotson. 6. Contrary; contradictory. South.

7. Contrary to with ; unfortunate. South. 8.

Interchanged. Bacon.

CROSS prep. 1. Athwart; so as to intersect

any thing. Kntlles. x. Over; from side to side.

VEstrange.

To CROSS, v a. [from the noun ] I. To lay

one body, or draw one line athwart another.

Hudibrai. 1. To sign with the cross. 3. To

mark out; to cancel; »s, to cross an article.

4. To pass over. Temple. 5. To move late

rally, obliquely, or athwart. Spenser. 6. To

thwart ; to interpose obstruction. Daniel, Cla

rendon. 7. To counteract. Locke. 8. To con

travene; to hinder by authority. Shakesp. 5.

To contradict. Bacon. 10. To debar; to pre

clude. Shakesp.

To CROSS, v. n. 1. To lie athwart another

thing. 1. To be inconsistent. Sidney.

CROSS-UAR-SHOT./ A round (hot, or great

bullet, with a bar of iron put through it. Harrii

To CROSS-EXAMINE. ■». a. s cross and exa

mine] To try the faith of evidence by captious

questions of the'eontrary party. Decay ofPiety

CROSS-STAFF. / [from cros, wAflaff] An

instrument commonly called the fbre-staff,used

• by seamen to take the meridian altitude of the

sun or stirs. Harrii. ■*

A CROSSBITE. s. [cros, and bite., A decep-

V tion ; a cheat. VFJlrange.

■ To CROSSBITE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

contravene by deception. Collier.

CROSSBOW. / [cros, and botu] A missive

weapon formed by placing a bow athwart a

stock Shakesp.

CROSSBOWER./ A (hooter with a cross-bow.

Raleigh.

CRO'SSGRAINED. a. [cros, and grain.] 1.

Having the fibret transverse or irregular. Mox.

4. Perverse; troublesome; vexatious. Trier.

CROSSLY, adv' [from cros,] 1. Athwart; so

as to intersect something else. x. Oppositely;

adversely ; in opposition to. Tillelson. 3. Un

fortunately.

CROSSNESS./ [from cros,] 1. Transverse-

ness ; intersection. 1. Perverseness j peevish

ness. Collier.

CROSSROW./ [erost and rru] Alphabet ; so

named, because a cross is placed at the begin

ning, to (hew that the end of learning is piety.

Shakesp.

CROSSWIND./[cr./j aid •mind] Wind blow

ing from the right or left. Boyle.

CRO'SSWAY./ (Vro/i and may] A small ob

scure path intersecting the chief road. Shakesp.

CROSSWORT. / [from cros, and aort] A

plant. Miller.

CROTCH./ [croc, Fr.] A hook. Baton.

CROTCHET./ [crotchet, Fr.] 1. [Inmusick.]

One of the n »tes or characters of time, equal

to half a minim. Chamber,, Daviei. x. A

piece of wood fitted into another to support a

building. Dryden. 3. [In printing.] Hook?

in which words are included [thus], 4. A

perverse conceit ; an odd fancy, Howel.

To CROUCH, v.n. [crochu, crooked, Fr.] 1.

To stoop low ; to lie close to the ground. 2.

To fawn; to bend servilely. Dryden.

CROUP. / [crouppe, Fr.] 1. The rump of a

fowl. 1. The buttocks of a horse.

CROUPA'DES. /. [fiom trenp] Are higher

leaps than those os curvets, farrier'", Did.

CROW. / [epape, Saxon.] 1 . A large black

bird that feeds upon the carcasses of beasts.

Dryden. a. To pluck a Crow, to be conten

tious about that which is of no value. L'Eftra.

3. A piece of iron used as a lever. Southern.

4. The voice of a cock, or the noise which he

makes in his gaiety.

CRO'WFOOT. /. [from trout and /«/.] A

flower.

CROWFOOT./ A caltrop. Military Die?.

To CROW. v. n. preterit. I crevr, ar crowed $ I

have cronoed. [errapan, Saxon ] 1. To make

the noise which a cock makes. HakevailL x.

To boast; to bully ; to vapour.

CROWD./ [cpub, Saxon.] 1. A multitude

confusedly pressed together, x. A promiscu

ous medley. Essay on Homer. 3. The vulgar \

the populace. Dryden. 4. [from tr%rtbt

Welsh.) A fiddle. Hudibras.

To CROWD, v. a. [from the noun.] I. To fill

with confused multitudes. Watt,. X.To press

close together. Burnet. 3. To incuinber by

multitudes. Granville. 4. To CnovrDjmH.

[A sea-phrase.] To spread wide the sails upon

the yards.

To CROWD, v. ir. 1. To swarm ) to be nu

merous and confused. Dryden. X. To thrust

among a multitude. Couvley.

CRO WDER./ [homcro-ud] A fiddler. Sidney.

CRO WKEEPER./. [crov, and keep] A scare

crow. Shakesp.

CROWN./ [roruw, Fr.] 1. The ornament

of
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of the head which denotes imperial and regal

dignity. Shakefp. a. A garland. Ecclus. j.

Reward ; honorary distinction, i Cor. 4. Re

gal power; royalty. Locke. 5. The top of the

head. P*p*. ,6. The top of any thing ; as, of

a mountain. Shakefp. 7. Part of the hat trial

covers the head. Sharp. 8. A piece of mo

ney. Suckling. 0. Honour ; ornament ; de

coration. Ecclus. xxv. rj. 10. Completion ; ac

complishment.

CROWN-IMPERIAL. / [corona imperialis,

Lat.] A plant.

To CROWN, v. a. [ftom the noun.] 1 . To in

vest with the crown or regal ornament. Dryd.

a. To cover, as with a crown. DryJen. 3.

To dignify ; to adorn ; to make illustrious.

PJalms. 4. To reward ; to recompense. Res-

c-.mmon 5. To complete j to perfect. South.

6. To terminate ; to finish. Dryden.

CRO'WNGLASS./ The finest fort of window

glass.

CRO-WNPOST. / A post, which, in some

buildings, stands upright in the middle, be

tween two principal rafters.

CROWNSCAB./ A stinking filthy scab, round

a horse's hoof. Farrier's Did.

CROWNWHEEL. / The upper wheel of a

watch.

CRO-WNWORK.S. / [In fortification.] Bul

warks advanced towards the field, to gi'in some

hill or rising ground. Harris.

CROWNET. /. [from crown] 1 . The fame

with cornet. 1. Chief end; last purpose. Sbak.

CRO YLSTONE./ Crystallized cauk. Wnd-w.

CRUCIAL. a. [crux crucii. Lat.] Transverse;

intersecting one another. Sharp.

To CRUCIATE. v. a. [crude, Lat.] To tor

ture ; to torment ; excruciate.

CRUCIBLE./, [crucibulum, low Lat.] A chy-

mist's melting pot made of earth. Peachatn.

CRUCIFEROUS, a. [crux and fen, Lat ]

Bearing the cross.

CRUCIFlER. / [from crucify.'] He that in

dicts the punishment of crucifixion. Ham.

CRU'CIFIX / [crucjfixus, Lat.] A representa

tion in picture or statuary of our.Lord's passion.

Addisen.

CRUCIFIXION./. [Iiomcrucifixus, Lat.]Thc

punishment of nailing to a cross, Addi/en.

CRUCIFORM. a. [cruxinAforma, Lat.] Hav

ing the form of a cross.

To CRUCIFY, v.a. [crucify, Lat.] To put to

death by nailing the hands and feet to a cross

set upright. Milton.

CRUCICEROUS. a. [cruciger, Lat J Bearing

the croh.

CRUD.y. [commonly written curd.] A concre

tion; coagulation.

CRUDE, a. [crudus. Lat.] I. Raw; not sub

dued by fire. 1. Not changed by any process

or preparation. Boyle. 3 Harlh; unripe. fiacc»

4. Unconnected ; not well digested. Bacon

CRU'DELY.aaV [from crude.] Unripely ; with

out due preparation. Dryden.

CRU'DENESS. / [from crude.] Unripeness;

'ndigestion.

CRU DITY. / [from crude] Indigestion; i»-

connection; unripeness; want of maturity.

At buthnot.

To CRU DLE. v. a. To coagulate; to congeal.

Dryden.

CRU DY. a. [Uomcrud] I. Concreted; coa

gulated. Spenser. 1. [from crude.] Raw; chill.

Shakefp.

CRUEL, a. [cruel, Fr.] 1 . Pleased with hurting

others; inhuman; hard-hearted; barbarous*

Dryden a. (Of things.] Bloody; mischiev

ous; destructive. PJahns.

CRU'ELLY. aAv. [iromcruel ] Inacruel man

ner; inhumanly; barbarously. South.

CRU'ELNESS. / [from cruel.] Inhumanity;

cruelty. Spenser.

CRU£LTY./ [cruaut!, Fr.] Inhumanity; sa-

vageness; barbarity. Shakefp.

CRU'ENTATE.a. [cruentatui, Lat.] Smeared

with blood. Glanville.

CRUET./ [kruicke, Dutch.] A vial for vine

gar or oil. Swift.

CRUISE./ [kruicke, Dutch.] A small cup. 1

Ktng*.

A CRUISE./ [croife, Fr.] A voyage in search

of plunder.

To CRUISE, v. a. [from the noun] To rove

over the sea in search of plunder.

CRU ISER./ [from cruise ] One that roves up

on the sea in search of plunder. Wiseman.

CRUM. ? r , ~ t J 1 . The lost

CRUMB. I f- ^am*> Saxon-J i part of bread ;

not the crust. Bacon, z. A small particle or

fragment of bread. Thomson.

To CRUMBLE, f. a. [(com crumb ] To break

into small pieces; to comminute. Herbert.

To CRUMBLE, v. n. To fall into small pieces.

Pope.

CRUME'NAL./ [from crumena, Lat.] A purse.

Spenjer.

CRUMMY, a. [from crum] Soft.

CRUMP, a. ftsiump, Saxon.] Crooked in the

back. L'FJlrangc.

To CRUMPLE, v. a. [from rumple.] To draw

into wrinkles. Addifon.

CRUMPLING./ A small degenerate apple.

To CRUNK. 7 v. n. To cry like a crane.

To CRU'NKLE. J Dicl.

CRU'PPER./ [from croupe , Fr.] That part of

the horleman's furniture that reaches from the

saddle to the tail. Sidney.

CRURAL a.[srom crus crnrii,Lat.] Belonging

to the leg. Arbuthnot.

CRUSADE. 7 /• c <- S i-Anex-

CRUSA'DO. J /" See C*°'SADI!- i peditior.

against the infidels, a. A coin stamped with

a cross. Shakefp.

CRUSE. SeeCitui

5, Not brought to perfection; immature. Mil-\ CRU'SET./ A goldsmith's melting-pot.

ten. 6. Having indigested notions. Milton. 7.I To CRUSH, v.a. [ecrafer, Fr.] I. To prep;

Indigested ; not fully concocted in the intellect . I between iwo opposite bodies ; to squeeze. Mi/t.

Beit. Jthnfett, A a * *. To
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«. To press with violence. Waller. 3. To

overwhelm ; to beat down. Dryden. 4. To

subdue ; to depress; to dispirit. Milton.

To CRUSH, v. n. To be condensed Thomson.

CRUSH./ [from the verb.] A collision. Addifen.

CRUST./ [erusta. Lat ] 1. Any (hell, or exter

nal coat. Dryden. x. An incrustation •, col

lection of matter into a hard body. AdJisen.

3. The cafe of a pye made ofmeal, and baked

Addison. 4. The outer hard part of bread

Dryden. 5. A waste piece of bread. Drjden

To CRUST, v. a. [from the noun] 1. To en

velop ; to cover with a hard cafe. Dryden. 1

To foul with concretions. Swift.

To CRUST, v. m. To gather or contract a crust.

Temple

CRUST A'CEOUS.a [from erujla. Lat.] Shelly,

with joints ; not testaceous. Wood.

CRUSTA'CEOUSNESS./ [from crustace-.us.]

The quality of having jointed shells.

CRUSTILY, adv. [from crusty.] Peevishly;

snappishly

CRUTSTINESS./ [from crusty.] 1 . The qua

lity of a crust. x. Peevishness i moroseness.

CRUSTY, a. [from ern'st.] 1. Covered with a

crust Derham. 1. Sturdy ; morose ; snappish.

CRUTCH./, [creccia, Ital ] A support used by

cripples. Smith.

To CRUTCH, v. a. [siom crutch.] To suppoit

on crutches as a cripple. Dryden.

To CRY. v. n. [crier, Fr.) 1. To speak with

vehemence and loudness. Skakesf. %. To call

importunately. Jen ii. i. 3. To talk eager

ly or incessantly. Exodus. 4. To proclaim ;

to make publick. Jeremiah. 5. To exclaim.

Herbert. 6. To utter lamentations. Tillotf:n.

7. To squall, as an infant. Waller. 8. To

weep ; to shed tears. D:nne. 9. To utter au

inarticulate voice, as an animal. PJalm, 10.

To yelp, as a hound on a scent. Shakefp.

To CRY. t>. a. To proclaim publickly something

loll or found. Crajhavi.

To CRY detail, v. a. 1. To blame; to depre

ciate ; to decry. Tilhtfen. x. To prohibit.

Bacen. 3. To overbear. Shakefp.

To CRY ear. v. n. 1. To exclaim; to scream;

to clamour. Jib. x. To complain loudly. At-

terbury. 3. To blame ; to censure. Shakefp

Slillingfleet. 4. To declare loud. 5. To be

in labour. Shakefp.

To CRY up. v. a. 1 . T° applaud ; to exalt ; to

praise Bactn. x. To raise the price by pro

clamation. Temple.

CRY./ [cri, Fr.] 1. Lamentation; shriek;

scream. Exodus, x. Weeping; mourning. 3.

Clamour; outcry. Addijou. 4. Exclamation

of triumph or wonder. Swift, 5. Proclama

tion. 6. The hawkers proclamation of wares ;

as, the cries of Lenden. 7. Acclamation; po

pular favour. Shakefp. 8. Voice ; utterance ;

manner of vocal expression. Locke, o. Impor

tunate call. Jeremiah. 10. Yelping of dogh.

Waller. 11. Yell; inaruculate noise. Zcpb.

i. to. ia. A pack ot dogs. Jlltlttn, Ainjipji th.

CRYAL./ The heron.

CR-YliR. / The falcon gentle. Ainfvurtb.

CRY'PTICAL. ? a. [«?«!».] Hidden ; secret j

CRYPTICK. J occult. Glauville.

CRYPTICALLY, adv. [from cryptical.] Oc

cultly ; secretly. Beyle.

CRYPTO'CRAPHY. / [*;-<w!« and yfif-] I.

The act of writing secret characters, x. Secret

characters; cyphers.

CRYPTO'LOGY. / [xpsorla. and \iyoe.} Ænig-

matical language.

CRYSTAL./. [jtjur»»Xo:] I. Crystals are hard,

pellucid, and naturally colourless bodies of re

gularly angular figures. Hill. X. Island crystal

is a genuine spar, of an extremely pure, clear,

and bne texture, Mdom either blemished wi h

flaws or spots, or st.tined with any other colour.

It 'S always an oblique parallelepiped of six

planes Hill. 3. Crystal is also used for a fac

titious body cast in the glass-houses, called also

crystal glass, which is carried to a depree of

perfection beyond the common glass. Cham

bers. 4. Crystals [in chymistry j express salts

or other matters shot or congealed in manner

of crystal. Bacon.

CRYSTAL, a. 1. Consisting of crystal. Shakefp.

a. Bright; clear; transparent; lucid ; pellu

cid. DryJen.

CHRYSTALLINE. a. \cryftallinus, Lat] 1.

Consisting of crystal. Boyle. 1. Bright; clear;

pell >, ; ; transparent. Bacen.

CRY 6 1 ALLINE Humour, f. The second hu

mour of the eye, that lies immediately next to

the aqueour-, behind the uvea Kay.

CRYSTALL1ZA TION. / [from crystallize.]

Congelation into crystals ; thcj«ajija*jM|c^by^^

••congelation or concretion. WooSWaTa^^^^^nnW

To CRYSTALLIZE y. a. [from crystal] To

cause to congeal or concrete in crystals. Bayir.

To CRY STALLIZE. ■». «. To Coagulate ; con

geal ; concrete ; or (hoot into crystals. Arbnth.

CUB. f. [or uncertain etymology ] 1. The young

of a beast ; generally of a bear or fox . Shakefp.

X. The young of a whale. Waller. 3. In re

proach, a young boy or girl. Shakefp.

To CUB. v. a. [from the noun. J To bring forth.

Dryden.

CUBA TION./ [cubatio,Lil.] The act of lying

down. Di{l.

CUBATORY. a. [from cnbo, Lat.] Recum

bent.

CU BATURE./ [from cube.] The finding ex

actly the solid content of any proposed body.

Harris.

CUBE. /. [from xvU;, a die ] I. A regular solid

body, consisting of six square and equal faces

or sides, and the angles all right, and there

fore equal. Chambers.

CUBE Root I f. The origin of a cubick

CU HICK Root. S number.

CU'BEB./ A smalt dried fruit resembling pep

per, but somewhat longer, ofa greyish-brown

colour on the surface, and composed ofa cor

rugated or wrinkled external bai k, covering a

single and thin friable fliell or caplule, coMain-

iug a single seed ofa roundish figure, blackith

on the surface, and while within. Hell,

fliyer. CUBICAL.
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:al. 7

:k. SCUBICK. 3 form or properties of a cube

BeutUy. i. It is applied to numbers The

number offour multiplied intoitlelf, produceth

the square number of fixleen \ and that again

multiplied by four produceth the cubick num

ber of sixty four. Hale.

CITBICALNESS./. [from cubical] The state

or quality of being cubical.

CUBlCULARY. a. [cubiculum, Lat.] Fitted

for the posture of lying down. Breton.

CUBIFORM, a. [from cubs a.nd firm ] Of the

shape of a cube.

CUBIT./, [trem cubitus, Lat.] A measure in

use among the ancients; which was originally

the distance from the elbow, bending inwards,

to the extremity of the middle finger. Hcidcr.

CUBITAL.**, [cubitalisi Lat.] Containing only

the length of a cubit. Brown.

CU CKINGSTOOL./. An engine invented for

the punishment of scolds and unquiet women.

Centre11^ Hudt bras.

CU CKOLD. /. [««, Fr.] One that is married

to an adaltrefs. Shakejp.

To CUCKOLD, v. a. i. To rob a man of his

wife's fidelity. Shakefp. %. To wrong a huf-

band by unchaltity. Dryden

CUCKOLDLY. «. [from cuchld.] Having the

qualities of a cuckold j poor ; mean. Spenser.

CU CKOLDMAKIiR. /. [cuchld and make.]

One that makes a practice of corrupting

wives. DryJen.

CVCKOU)OM. f. from cuchld.] i. The act

ofaduke^f^^Wfa. i. The state of a cuc-

CUCKOO. /. [c-acceto, Welsh.] I. A bird

which appears in thtr spring ; and is laid to

luck the eggs of other birds, and lay her own

to be hitched in their place. Sidney, Thomson.

* A name of contempt. Shakefp.

CUCKOO-BUD. I s. The name of a

CUCKOO FLOWER. J flower. Shakejp.

CUCKOO-SPITTLE. /. Wood/care, that spu

mous dew or exudation, found upon plant;,

about the latter end of May. Brown.

CUCULLATE. ? a. [cucullatus, hooded,

CUCULLATED.J Lat.] i. Hooded; covered

as with a hood or cowl. a. Having the re

semblance or shape of a hood. Brrwn.

CU'C UMBER. /. [nrnrii, Lat.] The name of

a plant, and fruit of that plant. Miller.

CUCURBITACEOUS. a. [icomeucurbita, Lat.

a gonrd.] Cucurhitacecus plants are those which

resemble a gourd ; such as the pumpion and

melon. Chambers.

CUCURBITE./ [cucurbita, Lat.] A chymical

vessel, commonly called a btJy. Boyle.

CUD. J. [cu», Saxon] That tood which is re

potted in the first stomach, in order to rumi

nation. Sidney. #

CU'DDEN. 1 / A clown j a stupid low dott

CUDDY. J Dryden.

To CUDDLE, v. n. To lie close ; to squat.

Prior.

CUDGEL. / [W/>, Dutch.] I. A stick to

strike with. Locke, i. To cress the Cudcels,

is lo yield. L'Ejirange.

To CUDGEL, v. a. [from the noun ] To beat

with a stick. South.

CUDGEL-PROOF, a. Able to resist a stick.

Hudtbras.

CUDWEED./ [from r»</ and -weed.] A plant.

Miller.

CUE./ [queue, a tail, Fr.] I . The tail or ead

of any thing, a. The last word of a speech.

Shakefp. 3 A hint; an intimation; a shore

direction. Swift. 4. The part that any man

is to play in his turn. Rymcr. c. Humour >

temper of mind.

CUERPO. j. [Spanish.] To be in cuerpo, is ta

be without the upper coat. Ihdibras.

CUFF./, [zuffa, a battle, Italian] A blow with.

the fist; a box; a stroke. Shakefp.

To CUFF. v. n. [from the noun] To sight ; to

scuffle. Dryden.

To CUFF. v. a. 1. To strike with the fist.

Shakejp. a. To strike with talins. Otway.

CUFF.), [coeffe, Fr ) Part of the sleeve. Jrbmtb.

CUIRASS. / [cuirafe, Fr.] A breastplate.

Dryden.

CUIRA'SSIER. / [from cuirass] A man at

arms; a soldier in armour. AfiltJtt.

CUISH./. [cuijje, Fr.] The armour that covers

the thighs. Dryden

CU'LDliliS /'. [rdiiei, Lat.] Monks in Scotland.

CULERAGE. / Arfe-fmart.

CU'LINARY. a. [culina, Lat.] Relating to the

kitchen. Newton.

To CULL. v. a. [eueilBr, Fr.] To select from

others Hooker, Pope.

CU LLER. / [from cull.] One who picks or

chooses.

CULLION./ [coglione, a fool, Ital.] A scoun

drel. Shakefp.

CU'LLIONLY. o. [from cullitn.] Having the

qualities of a cttllion , mean; base. Shakefp.

CULLY./ [coglione, ltal. a fool.] A man de

ceived or imposed upon. Arbuthnot.

To CU'LLY. v. a. [from the noun.] To befool;

to cheat; to impose upon.

CULMI'FEROUS. a. [culmus and fere. Lat.]

Culmiferous plants are such as have a smooth

jointed stalk, and their seeds are contained in

chaffy hulks. !%*incy.

To CULMINATE, v. n. [culme», Lat.] To be

vertical ; to be in the meridian. Milton.

CULMINATION./ [from culminate ] The-

transit of a planet through the meridian.

CUl.PABl'LlTY. /. [from culpable.] Blamet-

bleness.

CU'LPABLE. a. [culpabilis, Lat.] 1. Criminal.

Shakefp i. Blimeable ; blameworthy Hooker.

CU'LPABLENESS./ [from culpable.] Blame;

guilt.

CU LPABLY. adv. [from culpable ] Blameably ;

criminally. Taylor.

CULPRIT. / A man arraigned before bit

judge. Prior.

CU LTER. / [culler, Lat] The iron of the

plow perpendicular to the Ihear. Shakefp.

T«
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To CULTIVATE, v. a. [culliver, Fr.] I To

forward or improve the product of the earth,

by manual industry. Fe/ten. i. To improve;

to meliorate. Waller.

CULTIVATION. /. [from cultivates t. The

art or practice of improving soil , and forward

ing or meliorating vegetables. % Improve

ment in general ; melioration Smth.

CULTIVATOR /. [si^m cultivate.] One who

improves, promotes, or meliorates Biyle.

CULTURE./", [culture. Lit.] I. The act ol

cultivation. Woodward 2. Art of improve

ment and melioration Tatler.

To CU L.TURE. v. a [from the noun.] To cul

tivate ; to till. Tlcmscu.

CULVER, s. [culfrie, Sax.] A pigeon. Spenser

CULVERIN. s. [diuvriuc, Fr] A species of

ordnance, smaller.

CU LVERKF.Y./ A species of flower. Walton

To CUMBER.* a [/e«».i«-r.i,todisturb,Dutch.]

I. To embarrass; to entangle; to obstruct

Lode 1. To crowd or load with something

useless. Ltcke. 3. To involve in difficulties

and dangers , to distress. Shakcsp. 4. To busy

to distract with multiplicity of care. Lukt

5. To be troublesome in any place Greta.

CUMBER./ |;«J(r, Dutch.] Vexation} em

barrassment. Raleigh.

CUMBERSOME, a. f from cumber.'] 1. Trou

blesome ; vexatious, Sidney. i. Burthensome :

embarrassing. Arbutbmt. 3. Unweildy ; un

manageable. Newton.

CUMHERSOMELY. adv. [from cumbersome]

In a uoublelbme manner.

CU MBERSOMF.NFSS. /. [from cumbersome.]

Encumbrance ; hindrance; obllruction.

CUMBRANCE. / [from cumber.] Burthen:

hindrance; impediment. Milton.

CUMBROUS, a [from cumber] 1. Trouble

some ; vexatious; disturbing. Spenser. 1. Op

preflive; burthensome. Swift. 3. Jumbled;

obstructing each other. Milton.

CUMFREY./ A medicinal plant.

CUMIN /. [cuminum, Lat.] A plant.

To CU MULATF. v. a. [cumule, Lat.] To heap

together. Woodward.

CUMULATlON./The act of heaping together.

CUNCTATION. / [cunclatio. Lat.] Delay ;

procrastination ; dilatoriness. Hayward.

CUNCTATOR.J. [Lat] One given to delays

a lingerer. Hammond.

To CUND. v. n. [kinnen, Dutch.] To give no

tice. Carew.

CU'NEAL. a. [cunens, Lat ] Relating to :

wedge ; having the form of a wedge.

CU'NEATED. a. [cunens, Lat.] Made in form

of a wedge.

CUNEIFORM, a. [from cunens and/»rwa,Lat.]

Having the form of a wedge.

CU'NNER./ A kind of fish less than an oyster,

that sticks close to the rocks. Jiinfwortb

CUNNING, a [from connan, Sax] i. Skilful ;

knowing; learned Sbaiejp. Prior. 2. Per

formed with (kill; artful. Spenser. 3. Art

fully deceitful; tiickish; subtle; crafty ; sub-

dslous. Stall. 4. Acted with l'ubliity. Sidney.

ness ; flyness.

CUP./ [cup,

CUNNING./ [cunning. Sax.] I. Artifice*

deceit; slyness; Height; fraudulent dexterity.

Bacon i Art; (kill ; knowledge.

CUNNINGLY. aa« [from cunning] Artfully;

slyly ; craftily. Swift.

CU'NNINCMAN./ [cunning and man.] A man

who pretends to tell fortunes, or teach how to

recover stolen goods. HuJibras.

CUNNINCNESS./[froms«»»<»£.]Deceitful-

lyoess.

[cup, Sax.] 1. A small vessel to drink

Genesis. 1. The liquor contained in the

cup; the draught. Waller. 3. Social enter

tainment ; merry bout. Knolles, Ben. Johnson.

4. Any thing hollow lik* a cup ; as, the hulk

of an acorn. Woodward. 5. Cup and Can.

Familiar companions. Swift.

To CUP. v. a. [from the noun.] I. To supply

with cups. Skaiefp. 1. To fix a glass-bell or

cucurbite upon the ilin, to draw the blood in

•scarification. Pope.

CUPBE ARER. / 1. An officer of the king's

houlhold. JVotton. 1. An attendant to give

wine to a feast. Notes on the Odyssey.

CUPBOARD./ [cup and borid, Sax] A case

with shelves, in which victuals or earthen

ware are placed. Bacon.

To CUPBOARD. *. a [from the noun.] To

treasure ; to hoard up. Slaiefp.

CUPIDITY./ [cupiditas, Lat.] Concupiscence;

unlawful longing.

CUPOLA. / [It.l.] A dome ; the hemispheri

cal summit of a building. Addtfn.

CUPPEL. SeeCoFFEL.

CUPPER J. [from cup.] One who applies cup

ping-glasses; a scarifier.

CU PP1NC GLASS./ [from cup and glass.] A

glass used by scarifiers to draw out the blood

by rarefying the air. Wiseman.

CUPREOUS, a. [cupreus, Lat.] Coppery ; con

sisting of copper. Boyle.

CUR./ [korre, Dutch.] 1. A worthless dege

nerate dog. Sbakcsp. ». A term of reproach

for a man. Slaiejp.

CU RABLE a. [from cure.] That admita a re

medy. Dryden.

CURABLENESS./ [from curable.] Possibility

to be healed.

CURACY./ [from curate] Employment of a

curate ; employment which a hired clergyman

holds under the beneficiary. Swift.

CURATE. / [curator. Lat.] A clergyman

hired to perform the duties of another. A pa

rish priest. Dryden, Collier.

CURATESHIP./ [from curate] The tune

with curacy.

CU'RATIVE. a. [from cure.] Relating to the

" cure of diseases; not preservative. Brow*.

CURATOR./ [Lat.] One that hat the care and

superintendence of any thing. Swift.

CURB./ [courber, Fr.] 1. A curb is an iron

chain, made fast to the upper part of the

branches of the bridle, running ovc£ the beard

of the horse. Shatefp. X. Restraint ; inhibi

tion} opposition. Attcrburj.

T«
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To CURB. -a. a. ffrom the noun ] i . To guide

x horse with a curb. Milton. 1. To restrain ;

to inhibit ; to check. Spenser, Roscommon.

CURD / The coagulation os milk Pope.

To CURD. v. a. [from the noun.] To turn to

curds ; to cause to coagulate. Sbakesp.

To CU"RDLE.*> n. [from carJ] To coagulate ;

to concrete. Bacon.

To CU'RDLE. v. a. To cause- to coagulate.

Smith, Flayer.

CURDY, a [from curd.] Coagulated \ concret

ed ; full of curds j curdled. Arbutbnot.

CURE./ \cura. Lat ] i. Remedy, restorative.

Glauvitie. i. Act of healing. Lake. 3. The

benefice or employment of a curate or clergy

man. Cottier,

To CURE. v.a. [curi. Lat.] I. To heal ; to

restore to health ; to remedy. Waller. x. To

prepare in any manner so as to be preserved

from corruption. Temple.

CU'RELESS. a. [cure and lest.] Without cure;

without remedy. Sbakesp.

CU RER. s. ffrom cure.] A healer ; a physician.

Sbakesp Harvey.

CURFEW, s. [couvreseu, Fr.] 1. An evening-

peal, by which Wm. the conqueror willed, that

every man should r;ke up his fire, and put

out his light Co-well, Milton l. A cover for a

fire; a fireplate. Bacon.

CURIA LITY./ [curiaht, Lat.] The privilege

or retinue of a court. Bacon.

CURIOSITY./ [from curious.] 1. Inquisitive

ness; inclination to enquiry. 1. Nicety; deli

cacy. Sbakesp. 3. Accuracy ; exactness. Raj.

4. An exact curiosity; nice experiment. Bacon.

5. An object of curiosity ; rarity. Addison.

CURIOUS, a [curiosus. Lat.] 1. Inquisitive ;

desirous of information Daviet. 1. Attentive

to ; diligent about. Woodward. 3. Accurate ;

careful not to mistake Hooker 4. Difficult to

please; solicitous of perfection. Taylor. 5.

Exact; nice; subtle. Holder. 6. Artful ; not

neglectful; not fortuitous. Fairfax. 7. Ele-

gant ; neat ; laboured ; finished. Exodus. 8.

Rigid ; severe ; rigorous. Sbakesp.

CURIOUSLY, adv. [from curious.] I. Inquisi

tively; attentively; studiously. Newton, a.

Elegantly; neatly South. 3. Artfully j exactly.

4. Captiously.

CURL./ [from the verb ] 1. A ringlet of hair.

Sidney, a . Undulation ; wave ; sinuosity ;

flexure. Nevtttn.

To CURL, v a. [krellcn, Dutch 1 1. To turn

the hair in ringlets.5Aa*f//>. a. To writhe ; to

twist. 3. To dress with curls. Sbakesp. 4. To

raise in waves,undulations,or sinuosities.IVy</.

To CURL. v. n. 1. To shrink into ringlets.

Boyle. 1. To rise in undulations. Drydeu. 3.

To twist itself. Drjdcn.

CU'RLEW./ [courtieu, Pr.] 1. A kind of a

water-fowl. x. A bird larger than a partridge,

with longer legs. It frequents the corn fields

in Spain. Treveux.

CURMUDGEON. / Icceur meebant, Fr ] An

avaricious churlish fellow ) a miser ; a niggard

a> griper.

CURMUDGEONLY, a. [from curmudgeon.]

Avaricious ; covetous ; churlish ; niggardly.

VEflran^e.

CURRANT./ 1. The tree. 1. A small dried

grape, properly written ctrintb. King.

CURRENCY./ [from current.] 1. Circula

tion; power of passing from hand to hand.

Sv/ist. 1. General reception. 3. Fluency ;

readiness of utterance. 4. Continuance ; con

stant flow. Ayliffe 5. General esteem ; the rate

at which any thing is vulgarly valued. Bacon.

6. The papers stamped in the English colonies

by authority, and pasting for money.

CURRENT, a. [currens, Lat. I Circulatory,

pasting from hand to hand. Genesis. 1. Gene

rally received; uncontradicted; authoritative.

Hooker. 3. Common ; general. Watts. 4. Po

pular i such as iseltablilhed by vulgar estima

tion. Greta. 5. Fashionable ; popular. Pope. (.

Passable; such as may be allowed or admitted.

Sbakesp. 7. What is now passing ; as, the

curtuni year

CURRENT./ 1. A running stream. Boyle. I.

Currents are certain progressive motions of

the water of the lea in several places. Harris.

CURRENTLY, adv. [from current] 1. In

a constant motion. 1. Without opposition.

Hooker. 3. Popularly ; fashionably ; generally.

4. Without ceasing.

CU'RRENTNESS./ [from current.] 1. Cir

culation, a. General reception. 3. Easiness of

pronunciation. Camdeu.

CU RRIER./ [coriarus. Lat.] One who dresses

and pares leather for thole who make shoes,

or other things VEfirange.

CURRISH, a. [rromrur.] Having the qualities

of a degenerate dog ; brutal; four} quarrel

some Fairfax.

To CURRY.f.a. [corium, leather.] 1. To dress

leather. 1. To beat ; to drub ; to thresh ; to

chastise. Addison. 3. To rub a horse with a

scratching instrument, so as to smooth his coat.

Bacon. 4. To scratch in kindness. Sbakesp. 5.

To Curry Favour. To become a favourite

by petty officioumeft, slight kindnesses, or

flattery. Hooker.

CURRYCOMB. / [from curry and comb.] An

iron instrument used for currying horkt.Licke.

To C URSE. v. a. [cuprt'»n. s"0 ■ ■ To wil1»

evil to; to execrate ; to devote. Knolles. 1.

To mischief ; to afflict ; to torment. Pipe.

To CURSE, v. n. To imprecate. J*Jg".

CURSE./ [from the verb.] 1. Malediction;

wisti of evil to another. Dryden. 2. Affliction ;

torment ; vexation. Addison.

CURSED. part. a. [from curse.] 1. Under at

curse j hateful ; detestable. Sbakesp. 1. Un

holy ; unsanctified. Milton. 3. Vexatious ;

troublesome. Prior.

CURSEDLY, adv. [isom cursed.] Miserably J

shamefully. Pope.

CU'RSEDNESS./ [from cursed.] The state of

being under a curse.

CURSHIP./ [from cur.] Dogstiip ; meanness.

Hudibrat.

CtfRSITOR.
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CVRSlTOR.s. [Lat ] An officer or clerk be

longing t« the Chancery, that makes out

original writr,. Cotvell.

CU'RSORARY a. [from f«r/W,t.at ]Cursory ;

hasty ; careless. Shatesp.

CURSORILY, adv. [from cursory, Lat.] Ha

stily i without care. Atterburj.

CURSORINESS./. [from cursory] Slight at

tention.

CURSORY, a. [from cursoriut. Lat.] Hasty ;

quick ; inattentive ; careless. Addisou.

CURST, a. Froward ; peevish •. malignant ;

malicious ; snarling. Asckam, Crafhano.

CURSTNESS. /. [from cur/}.] Peevishness ;

fro-s-iwdnese ; malignity. Dryden.

y.'->.\ n. [from curtut, Lat.] Short.

';'•> C 'iRTAIL. v a [curio. Lat.] Tocutoff:

to< ii short to shorten Hudibrai.

• O'i'KT -ML Dog. s. A dog whose tail is cut off.

M.ii-ip

CURTAIN/, [cortiua. Lat] i. A cloih con

tracted or expanded at pleasure Arbutbuet. 1.

To drr.tu I he Curtain. To close it so as to

(hut ftit the lig!-t. Pope. 3. Toopenitsoas

to dis ern the object. Sbaiesp. Crasbatv. 4

[In foiiification.] That part of the wall or

ran part that lies between two bastions. Kuollet

CU RT AIN-LECTURE./ [from curtain and

leilure.] A reproof given by a wile to her

husband in b>d Addisou

To CURTAIN, v. a. [from the noun] To

inclose with curtains. Pope.

CURTATE Distances. [In astronomy.] The

distance ot a planet's place from the fun,

reduced to the edintick.

CURTATION / [horn curto, to shorten. Lat.]

The interval beiwt en a planet's distance from

the fun and the curtate distance.

CURTELASSE, - „

CURTELAX. J See Cutlass.

CURTSY See Coo ktest.

CURVATED. a. [curvatu,, Lat.] Bent.

CURVA'TION. /[<■»«>», Lat.J The act of

bendirg or crooking.

CU RVATURE./ [from <-»n*.]Crookedness

Inflexion ; manner of bending. Hslder.

CURVE, a. [curvut, Lat.] Crooked; bent

. inflected. Bentley.

CURVE. /Any thing bent } a flexure or-crook

ednefs. Thomjeit.

To CURVE, v. a. {curve, Lat.] To bend; to

crock ; to inflect. Haider.

To CURVET, v. it. [corvettarc, Ital.] 1. To

leap -, to bound. Drtyteu. 1. To fr'tik ; to

he licentious.

CURVET./, [from the verb.] 1. A leap; *

bound. 1. A frolick; a prank.

CURVILINEAR, a. [curvut and //era, Lat]

1. Consisting of a crooked line. Cbeyui. a.

Composed of crooked line*.

CUHVITY/[from r»rwj.]Crookedness. Holder.

CU'SHION. / [couffm, Fr.] A pillow for the

leal ; a soft pad placed upon a chair. Sbakejp.

Svist.

CUSHIONED a. [from cujbitn.] Seated en 1

cushion.

CUSP./ [cuspis, Lat.] A term used to expres.

the prints or horns of the moon, or oiher

luminary. Harris.

CU'SPATED. 7 a. [from <■«/>/';, Lat.] When

CUSPIDATED. $ the leaves of a flower end

in a point. S£ui*cy

CUSTARD./ [civstard, Welsh.] A kind of

sweetmeat made by boiling eggs with milk

and sugar. It is a food much used in the city

feasts. Pipe.

CUSTODY./ [cufledia. Lat] 1. Imprison

ment i restraint of liberty. Whiten. 1. Care >

preservation; security. Baccn.

CUSTOM, f. [coustume, Fr.] 1. - Habit ; ha

bitual practice 2. Fashion ; common way of

acting. 3. Establishid manner. • Sam. 4.

Practice of buying ot certain persons. Addison.

5. Application from buyers; as, tbit trader

bat goad custom. 6. [In law. J A law or

right, not written, wh ch, being established by

long use, and the consent of our ancestors,

has been, and is, daily practised. Covoell. 7.

Tribute 1 tax paid for goods imported, or ex

ported Temple.

CUSTOMHOUSE. / The house -where the

taxes upon goods imported or exported, are

collected. Swift.

CUSTOMABLE, a. [from custom.] Common ;

habitual ; frequent.

CU STOMA BLENESS./ ' from customable] 1 .

Frequency ; habit. 1. Conformity to custom.

CUSTOMABLY. adv. [from customable.] Ac

cording to custom. Hayward

CUSTOMARILY, adv [from custemary.] Hi-

bitually; commonly. Ray.

CUSTOMARINESS / [,rem custcmary.]Tre-

quency ; commonness-, frequent occurrence.

Giv. of the Tongue.

CUSTOMARY, a. [from custom.] 1. Con

formable to established custom ; according to.

prescription. Glanville 1. Habitual. TitUtso*.

3. Usual ; wonted. Sbaiesp

CUSTOMED. a. [from cujhm ] Usual; com

mon. Shakefp.

CU STOMER./ [from custom.] One who fre

quents any place of sale for the sake of

purchasing. Refcommen.

CUSTRE1../. 1. A buckler-bearer, i. A vessel

for holding wine. Aisjcocrtb.

To CUT. pret. cut ; part. pass. cut. [from the

French couteau, a knife.] 1. To penetrate

with an edged instrument. Drydtu. z. To?

hew. 1 Chron. 3. To carve ; to make by

sculpture. 4. To form any thing by cutting.

Pope. 5. To pierce with an uneasy sensation.

6 To divide packs of cards. Glanville. 7. To

intersect ; to cross ; as one line cuts another.

8. To Cut diton. To fell; to hew down.

Kuollet. 9. Ti C u T dfwn. To excel ; to over

power. Addijen. lo.ToCvroff. To separate

from the other parts. Judget. 11. To Cut off

To destroy; to extirpate; to put to death u-

timely. Hcwel. it. 7a Cut off. Toretci

Smalridge. 13. Ti Cut iff. To intercept

hinder from union. Claremdt: 14. Ttf
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tffl To pot »n end to ; to obvilte. Clarendtn.

15. TeCvTef. To take away; towith-hold.

%«. i6.ToCuTojs. To preclude. Mdisin,

Fritr. 17. TtCvTef' To interrupt ; to

silence. Bacen. [K. TcCvTcff. To a post ro-

phlie ; to abbreviate. Dryden. 19. Tt Cut

»■'■ To shape ; to torm Temple. 20. To Cut

»«/. To scheme; 10 contrive. Hcwcl. xi. Tt

Cot**/. To adapt. liymer. 22. ToCimut.

To debic. Pcpe 13. 7« Cut en/. To excel 1 ;

toouldo. 14. TiCvrJhcrt. To hinder Irom

proceeding by sudden interruption. Dryden.

*c. TVCoT/isV/. To abiidge ; as, thejol-

dirrs -were cut short cf their pay. 26. Tt

Cut up. To divide an animal into convenient

pieces. VEfirange. 17. Tt Cut us. To era

dicate. Jit.

To CUT. v. n. 1 . To make its way by dividing

obstruction*. Arbuthntt. a. To perform the

operation of lithotomy. Vtpe. 3. To interlert;

as, a horl'c thit culi.

CUT. part. a. Prepared for use. Siuift

CUT./, [from the noun.] 1. The action os a

slurp or edged instrument, i. The impression

or separation of continuity, made by an edge.

3. A wound made by cutting. Wijeman. 4.

A channel made by art. Kntllet. 5. Apart,

cut off from the rest. Mtrtimer. 6. A small

panicle; a shred. Hnker. 7. A lot cut oft" a

stick. Ltcke. 8. A near passage, by which

some angle is cut off Halt. u. A picture cut

or carved upon a stamp of wood or copper, and,

impressed from it. Brcwn. 10. The act or j

practice os dividing a pack of cards. Swift. it.

Fashion; form; shape; manner oscutting in- 1

to shape. Stillingfleet, Addijtn. 11. A fool or |

cully. Sbakejp. 13 Cut and In; Tail. Men

osall kinds. Ben.Jthnsen. 1

CUTANEOUS a.[.romr.«V,L»i,J Relating'

to the Jkin. flayer.

CU TICLE./ \cnticula, Lat, ] 1 . The first and

outermost covering of that body, commonly ca 1-

led the scarf- (kin. This is that soft skin which j

rises in a blister upon any burning, or the ap

plication of a biisteriug-plarster. It sticks clul'c

10 the surface ot the tiue Ikin. ^»/nry. 1. A

thin ikin formed on the surlace or any liquor*

Nmtn.

CUTICULAR. a. [from cutii, Lat.] Belonging

to the (kin.

CUTH. Knowledge ot (kill. Camitn.

CUTLASS. / [ciutilas, Fr.] A broad cutting

sword. Shaeejp.

CUTLER./ [cmtelitr, Fr] One who makes

or sells knives. Clarendtn.

CU TPURSE/ [cut uui pur/e] One w o steals

by tl.e method of cutting purses ; a thief; a

robber. Bentley.

CUTTER./ [Irommr.] 1. An agent or instru

ment that cuts any thin^. a. A nimble boat

that cuts the water. 3. The teeth ihat cut

the meat. Ray. 4. An officer in the exche

quer that provides wood lor the tallies, and

cuts the sum paid upon them. Orwell.

CUT-THROAT./ [cut lu&ttnat ] A ruSan;

amurd^rtr; an ill-inn. kucU't.

CUT-THROAT, a. Cruel; inhuman; barba-

rous. Carnv.

CUTTING./ [from car] A piece cutoff; a

chop. Baccn.

CUTTLE. / A fish, which, when he i6 pur-

lued by a fish of prey, throws out a black li

quor. Ray.

CUTTLE. / [from cuttle.) A foul mouthed

fellow. Haunter, Shakelp.

CY'CI.E./ [cyclus. Lat. xitV&-.] 1. A circle-.

I. A round of time ; a space in which the

fame revolution begins again ; a periodical

space of time. Ht.'d.r. 3. A method, or ac

count of a method continued till the lime

course begins again. Evelyn. 4. Imaginary

orbs j a circle in the heavens. Milten.

CYCLOID./ [from xi.x>,eT?nj.] A geometrical

curve, of which the genesis may be conceived

by imagining a nail in the circumference of x

wheel; the line which the nail describes in

the air, while the wheel revolves in a right

line, i3 the cycloid

CYCLO IDAL. a. [from cycleid.] Relating to x

cycloid.

CYCI.OPÆ'DIA. / [xwtx©- and traA'.i.] A

circle of knowledge; a course of the sciences.

Ci GNET. f. [from eyenus. Lat.] A young

swan. Mortimer.

CYLINDER/! [xuXnhn.] A body having two

flat surfaces and one circular. Wilkini.

CYLINDRICAL.? a [from cylinder.] Par-

CYLI NDRICK. J taking ot the nature of a

cylinder ; having the form of a cylinder.

IVeodvJard.

CYMA'R./ fpropetly written/mar.] A slight

covering ; a scarf. Dryden.

CrMATHlUM[\\ju.. from x»twTi».] A mem

ber of architecture, whereof one half is con

vex, and the other concave. Harris Speclator.

CYMBAL./ [cymbalum, Lat.J A musical in

strument. Dryden.

CYN-VNTHROPY. / [uim nik, «»»»>™c.]

A Ipecies of madness in which men hava the

qualities of do^s.

CYNECETICK.S. / [xuw^yw.] The art of

hunting.

CYNICAL. ? a. [xrrixJc] Having the qualities

CYNICK. J or a dog; currish; brutal ;

snarling; satirical. IVilkins.

CYNICK.. /. [«w«ic,] A philosopher of the

snarling or currish sort ; a follower of Dioge

nes ; asrarler; a misanthrope. Shakefp.

CY NOSURE. /". [from xuwa-ou^.] The star near

the north pole, by which sailors steer. Milten*

CYON SeeCtoN.

CYtJKESS-TREE / [cupreffus, Lat.] 1. A tall

strait tree Its fruit is ot no use; its leaves are

bitter, and the very liriell and shade of it are

dangerous. Hence the Romans looked upon

it to be a fatal tree, and made ule ot it at iu-

nerals, and in mournful ceremonies. The

wood of the cypreji-tree is always green, veiy

heavy, ol a good smelt, and never either rots

or is wotm eaten. Caltnet, Sbakejp. Ijaiah 2.

It is the emblem of mo-arcing. Shakejp.

B b CYTRUS.
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eYPRUS. / A thin transparent black stuff.

Shakesp.

CYST 7 / [jac-ic.] A bag containing some

CY'STIS J morbid matter.

CY'STICK. a. [from cyjl, a bag] Contained in

a bag. Arbuthnot.

CYSTOTOMY./! [xi?r, and ripy*.] The act

or practice of corning incysted tumours.

CZAR. J. [written more properly tzar. J The

title of the emperour o, Russia.

CZARl'NA. / [from czar.] The empress of

Russia.

D.

DAG DAM

D.
Is a consonant nearly approaching in sound

to T. The sound of D in Enrlijh is uni

form, and it ia never mute.

DA CAPO [Italian] A term in musick, which

means that the first part of the tune should be

repeated at the conclusion.

To DAB. v. a. \ dauber, Pr.] To strike gently

with something soft or moist. Sharp.

A DAB. s. [from the verb.] i. A small lump of

anything, a. A blow with something moitl or

loft. 3. Somethingmoistorflimylhrown upon

one. 4. [In low language.] An artist. 5. A

kind of small flat fish. Carcw.

DAB-CHICK.J A chicken newly hatched./"*/*.

To DABBLE, v. a. [dabbelen, Dutch] To

smear; to daub; to wet. Sivift.

To DA'BBLE. v. h. 1. To play in water ; to

move in water or mud. Svjift. 2. To do any

thine in a flight manner; to tamper. Pope.

DA'BBI.ER J. [from dabble] 1. One that plays

in water. 2. One that medtiles without mas

tery; a superficial meddler. S<wift.

DACE./ A small river fish, resembling a roach.

(so/in.

DA CTYLF. s. [Jojm/Xot, a finger.] A poetical

foot consist i 11 g ot one lone; syl labte and two short.

DAD. ? s. The child's way of expressing

DADDY. $ father. Shakesp.

DÆDAL, a. [Dadalui, Lat] Various; varie

gated

daffodil.

daffodi lly

daffodovvndi

which is bell shaped. Spenser, Mi/!;*, DryJe..

To DAFT. v. a. f fiom do aft.] To tof aside ;

to throw away flight ly. Shakesp.

DAG./ [da rue, l'r] 1. A dagger. 2. A hand-

gun ; a pistol.

To DAG. v. a. [from darrle ] To daggle) to

bemire.

DAGGER./ [dafue, Fr.] I. A (hort sword ;

a poniard. Addijon. 2. A blunt blade of iron

with a basttet hilt, used lor defence. 3. The

obelus ; as [-f ].

DA'GCERSDRA WING./ [./Vi^r and </.-.;*<. ]

The act of drawing daggers; approach to open

violence. Hadibras.

ToDACGLE. v. 0. [from dag, dew.] To dip

negligently in mire or water.

To DAGGLE.*. •> To be in the mire. P.p.:

") J. Tfm plant hath a

> lilyflower, consist-

IT.LY. ) iug of one leaf,

DA'CCI.EDTAIL. / [dargU and tail.] Be-

mired; bespattered Slutst.

DAILY. o.[*>ajlie, Sax.] Happening every day;

quotidian, trior.

DAI'LY. adv. Every day; very often. Spenser.

DAINTILY, adv. [from dainty.] I. Elegant

ly; delicately. Bacm. 2. Deliriously ; plea

santly. Haw:.

DAI NTINESS. / [from dainty.] 1 . Delicacy ;

softness. B.John sin. 2. Elegance; nicety. rVet-

ton. 3. Squcamilhntss ; fastidiousness. rVottm.

DAINTY, a. [dam, old Fr.] I. Pleasing to the

palate; of exquisite taste. Bacon. 2. Delicate;

of acute sensibility ; nice ; squeamifli. Davies.

3. Scrupulous; ceremonious. Shakesp. 4. Ele

gant; tenderly; languilhingly beautiful. Mil

ton. 5. Nice; affectedly fine. Prior.

DAINTY. /. 1. Something nice or delicate ;

a delicacy Proverbs. 1. A word of fondness

formerly in use. Ben. John/on.

DA'IRY. /. [from dey, an old word for milk ]

1. The occupation or art of making various

kinds of food from milk 2. The place where

milk is manufactured. 3. Pasturage ; milk.

faim. Baan.

DA IRY-MAID./ [dairy and maid] The wo

man servant whose business is to manage the

milk. Dryden.

DA'ISY/.[ose5cr-ea5c.]ASpring-flower.$ri»if/;».

DALE. /: [dalei, Gothick.] A vale ; a valley.

TV, tell.

'DA LLIANCE./ [from daily] 1 . Interchange

of caresses; acts of fondness. Milton. 2. Con

jugal conversation. Milton. 3. Delay ; pro

crastination. Sbakcsp.

DA LLIER./. [>rom dally ] A trifler; a fondlcr.

Ajcham.

DA'LLOP./ A turf or clump. Tusser.

To DALLY, v. a. [dollen, Dutch, to trifle ] 1.

To trine ; to play the fool. Shake/p. Calamy.

1 To exchange caresses ; to fondle. Shakejp.

3. To sport; to play ; to sroiick. Shakejp. 4.

To delay Wisdom.

To DA'LLY. v. a. To put off; to delay; to

amuse. KnolUs.

DAM./ [from dame.] The mother.

DAM / [dam, Dutch.] A mole or bank u

confine water. Dryden, Mortimer.

To DAM. v. a. [bemman, Saxon.] To con

fine.
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one, or shut up witer by moles or dims. Ot-

njoay.

DA MACE. / [damage, Fr.] i. Mischief-,

hart; detriment. Davits, 2. Less; mischief

suffered. Milton. 3. The value of mischief

done Clarendon. 4. Reparation of damage ;

retribution. Bacon. 5. (In law.] Any hurt or

hindrance tbtt a man taketh in his estate. Coin.

ToDA'MAGE. v a. To mischief; to injure j

to impair. Addison.

To DAM AGE. v. m. To take dimage.

BA'MACEABLK. a. [from damage) 1. Sus

ceptible of hurt) as, damageable goods. 2

Milchicvous; pernicious. Gov. of tie Tongue

DAMASCENE./ [from Dim/™,.] A small

black plum ; a damson. Bacon.

DAMASK.. / [damasnum, Fr] Linen or silk

woven in a manner invented at Damascus, by

which part rises above the rell in flowers. Sviift.

To DA'MASK. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

form flowers upon stuffs. 2. To variegate ; to

diversify. Feuf.it.

DAMASK-ROSE./: A red rose. Bac:n.

DAMASCENING./ [from Aamafqumer, Fr.] or many in concert, Bacon.

l»«ftor «ft of adorning iton or steel, by j DANCER, s. [from dance.} One that practises

making incisiont,and silling them up with golds the art of dancing. Donne

r, TJTVT^ C*—*»"• DA NC 1NGMASTER. /.' [dance and master.)

DAME./ [dame, Fr. dama, Span.] 1. A lady ;| One who teaches the art of dancing. Locke

the title ot honour to women. Milton. 2.1 DA NCINGSCHOOL. /.' [dancing *a& school)

Mistrcls of a low family. VEfiramge. 3. Wo-j The school where the "art as dancing is taught

men in general. Shaktsp. L*Estrange.

SAiff&wiOLET/ Q-U«n's ^"ynower. j DANDELION. s.[dent delion, Fr.] The name

I. v. a. [damno, Lat ] 1. To doom _ ot a plant. Miller.

chill. Atterlury. 3. To weaken; to abandon.

Milton.

DAMPISHNESS. / [from damp.} Tendency

to wetness; fogginel's; moisture. Bacon.

DAMPNESS./ [from dams,.) Moisture; fog-

pmels. Dryden.

DAMPY, a. [(romdamp.) Dejected ; gloomy-,

sorrow' ul. Hayward.

DAMSEL./ [damoisclle, Fr.] 1. A young gen

tlewoman. Prior, 2. An attendant of the

better rank. Dryden. 3. A wench > a country

Ills. Day,

DAMSON./ scorrupilysrom^nKi/cMe.] A

Imali black plum. Shakesp.

DAN./ [from dommus.j The old term of ho

nour tor men Prior.

To DANCE. „.„. [dan/er, Fr.] To move in

mejjure. Shake/p

To DANCE Attendance, v. a. To wait with

lupplencf. and obsequiousness. Raleigh.

To DANCE, v. a. To make to dance; to put

into a lively motion. Bacon.

DANCE./, [from the verb] A motion of one

to eternal torments in a future state. Bacon.

I. To procure or cause to be eternally con

demned. Smth. 3. To condemn. Dryden. 4.

To hoot or hiss any publick performance j to

explode. Pipe.

DA MNABLE. a. [from damn.} Deserving dam

nation. Uocker.

DAMNABLY, adv. [from damnable.} In such,

a manneraMoincureiirnalpunilhtrn.ni.S»a(/-. DA NDRL'FF. / [r^n, the it<± andbror for

DAMNA'TION./ [from dam,} Exclusion from I did.] Scabs in the head. '

divine mere) ; condemnation to cteinal pu- DA NEWORT. j. A species of elder; called

nilhment. Taylor. also dwarf-elder, or wallwort.

DA'MNATORY.a. [from </aoi»ii2/»ri<i;.]Con- DA'NGER./ [dauger, Fr.] Risque ; hazard •

taming a sentence of condemnation. neril. ASs

DA N'uiPRAT. / [dandin, Fr.] A little fel

low j an urchin.

To DA'NDLE. v. a. [danJelen, Dutch] 1. To

shake a child on the knee. Donne, Temp/e. 2.

To fondle ; to treat like a child. Addison. 3.

To delay ; to procrastinate. Spenser.

DA'NDLLH /.' He that dandles or fondles chil

dren.

taming a sentence of condemnation.

DA MNED. part. a. [from damn.) Hateful ;

detestable. Shakesp. Rev/e.

DAMNI'FICa. [from damnify.) Procuring loss;

misch evous.

To DAMN IFY. v. a. [from damnific. Lat.] 1 .

Toendamage; to injure. Locke. 1. To hurt >

to impair. Spenser.

DAMN1NGNESS. / [from damning.) Ten

dency to procure damnation. Hammond.

DAMP, a [dampe, Dutch.] 1. Moist; inclining

To put in hazard ; to en-

perii. A3t.

To DANGER.« ,

danger, Shakesp.

DANGERLESS. a. [from danger.) Without

haiard ; without risque. Sidney.

DA NGKROUS «. [from danger.) Hazardous ;

perilous Dryden.

DA NGEROLSLY. adv. [from dangerous.) Ha

zardously ; perilously; with danger. Harntni,

DANGEROUSNESS.y[f,om,/anS;r»*r.]Dan-

-, ^ ■■■■■ j ». gwwi lui^wuad per ; hazard ; peril. Beyle.

to wet. Dryden. a. Dejected; funk; depret To DANCLE. *■. ». [from bang, according to

Skimmer.) 1. To hang loot and quivering.

A DAMP./. 1. Fog; moist air; moisture.: Smith. 2. To hang upon anyone; to be an

Dryden. z. A noxious vapour exhaled from huml.le follower. Swift.

the eauh. Woodward. 3. Dej.ction; de-j DANCLER. /. [from dangle.) A man that

prtflion 01 spirit Rojcomm-.n. j hangs about women Ralph.

To DAMP. f. a. [tram the noun.] 1. To wet; DANK.a. [trom(«/(f«, Germ.] Damp; hu-

»o moiUen. 2. To depress i 10 deject ; toi mid; moist; wet. Milla,Gr,v>.

Bb DANKKH.
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DARKISH, a. Somewhat dank. Shakesp.

To DAP. i>. n. [corrupted from dip.] To let fall

gently into the Water. Walton.

DAPA TIC AL. a. Sumptuous in cheer. Bailey.

DAPPER, a. faa/y.fr, Dutch.] Little and active;

lively without hulk. Mi/ton.

DA PPF.RLING. / [from Jasper] A dwarf.

Ainjiaortb.

DAPPLE, a. Marked with various olours i

variceated. Locke.

To DA'PPLE. v. a. To streak ; to vary. Spens.

Bacon.

DART \ f' A ""' *°un^ 'n tne Severn.

To DARE. v. n. pret. / durst ; part. I have

dared, [beaprun. Sax.] To have courage

for any purpose -t not to be afraid ; to be ad

venturous. Shakcjp. DryJ?n.

To DARE. v. a. Tochallcnge; to defy. KnoHes,

Rcfcommcn.

To DARE Larks. To catch them by means of

a looking glass. Carrui.

DARE. /. [from the verb] Defiance; chal

lenge. Sbakejp.

DA'REFUL. a. [dare and /«//.] Full of defi

ance. Shakesp.

DA'RING. n. (from dare.] Bold; adventurous;

fearless. Prior.

DARINGLY, adv. [from daring] Boldly ;

courageously. Halifax.

DA'RINGNESS. / [from daring.] Boldness.

DARK. a. [beort'_, Sax.] I. Not light; with

out light. fValhr. z. Not of a showy or vi

vid colour. Leviticnr, Beyle. 3. Blind; with

out the enjoyment. of lipht. Dryden. 4. O-

pake ; not transparent. 5. Obscure ; not per

spicuous. Hooker. 6. Not enlightened by

knowledge ; ignorant. Denham. 7. Gloomy ;

not chearsui. Addijon.

DARK. s. 1. Darkness; obcurity ; want of

light. Shakesp. Milan, 2. Obscurity ; condi

tion of one unknown. Atterhnry. 3. Want of

knowledge. Locke.

To DARK. v. a ttrom the noun ] To darken ;

to obscure. Spenser.

To DARKEN, v. a. 1. To make dark. Addis.

2. To cloud i to perplex. Bacon. 3, To soul ;

to sully. TillttJ'm.

To DARKEN, v n. To grow dark.

DA'KKLWG. part. Being in the liatk.Sbakesp.

Dryden.

DARKLY, adv. [from dark.] In a situation

void of light; obscurely ; blindly. Dryden.

DA'RKNESS. /. [horn' dark.] 1. Absence of

iight. Genesis. 2. Opakcness. 3. Obscurity.

4. Infernal gloom ; wickedness. Sbakejp. 5.

The empire of Satan. Cohfftctns.

DA'RKSOME. a. [from dark.] Gloomy; ob

scure ; not luminous. Spcnjer, P/p.:

DARLING, a. |bcor>lir.;r„ Sax.] Favourite;

dear ; beloved. L Estrange.

DARLING./ A favourite ; one much beloved.

Halifax.

To DARN. v. a. See Diarh. To mend holes

by imitating the texture ot trie stuff. Gay.

DA'RNEL. /. A weed growing in the fieUs.

Shakesp.

ToDARRAIN. v. a. 1. To range troops for

battle. Caretu. 2. To apply to the fight. Spens.

DART./ [dard, Fr.] A missile weaponthrown

by the hand. Penchant.

To DART. v. a. [from the noun. 1 . To throw

offensively. Pope. 2. To throw ; to emit.

To DART. v. n. To fly as a dart. Shakesp.

To DASH. v. a. 1. To throw any thing fad-

denly against something. Tilhts. 2. To breik

by collision. Shakesp 3. To throw water in

flaslies Mortimer. 4. *I>> bespatter ; to be

sprinkle. Shakesp. $. To agitate any liquid.

Dryden. 6. To mingle -, to change by some

small admixture. Hudihras. 7. To form or

print in haste. Pope. 8. To obliterate ; to

blot ; to cross out. Pope. o. To confound ; to

make ashamed suddenly Dryden^ Smth, Pops.

To DASH. v. n 1. To fly off the surface.

Ch,yne. i. To fly in flashes with a loud noise.

Thomson. 3 To rush through water so as 10

make it fly. Dryden.

A DASH. / [from the verb.] 1. Collision.

Thomson. 1. Infusion. Addifon. 3. A mark

in writing ; a line .Brovsn. 4. Stroke j

blow. Shakesp.

DASH. adv. An expression of the sound of wa

ter dashed. Dryden.

DASTARD. / [abar-trtisa, Sax.] A coward ;

a noltron. Locke.

To DASTARD, v. a. To terrify ; to intimi

date. Dryden.

To DA'STARDfSE. *. a. [from dastard.] To

intimidate ; to deject with cowardice. Dryden.

DA'STARDLY. a. [from dastard.] Cowardly j

mean; timorous. UEstrange.

DA'STARDY./. [from dastard] Cowardliness.

DA'TARY. / [from date.] An officer of the

chanceiy of Rome. Dict.

DATE./, [datte, Fr] 1. The time at which

a letter is written, marked at the end or the

beginning. 2. The time at which any event

happened. 3. The time stipulated when any

thing shall be done. Shakesp. 4. End ; con

clusion. Pipe. e. Duration; continuance.

Denham. 6. [from Jadylns.] The fruit ot

the date-tree. Shakesp.

DATE-TREE. s. A species of palm.

To DATE. v. a. [from the noun. I To note with

the time at winch any thing is written or

dope. Bentley.

DATELESS." a. [from date ] Witho«t zny

fixed term. Shatrsp.

DA'TIVE. a. [datims. Lat.] In grammar, the

cafe that signifies the person to whom any

thine is given.

To DAUB. v. a. [dahben, Dutch.] 1. To sinesr

with something adhesive, txodnt. 2. To

paint coarsely. Otiiiav. 3. To cover with some

thing specious or strong. Shakesp. 4. To lay

on any thing gaudily or ostentatiously. Bacon.

5 To flitter grossly. Smth.

To DAUB. v. n. To play the hypocrite.

Sbakejp.

A DAUBER.
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A DATTJER. /. [from Jamb.] A coarse, low

painter. Snsift.

DA'UBY. a. [ rora dsnb.] Viscous; glutinous;

adhesive. Dryden.

DA'UGHTER. / sboheep. Sax. dotter, Ru

nick. J i . The female offspring of a man or

woman. Sbakefp. 1. A woman. Genesis. 3.

[In poetry.] Any descendant. 4. The peni

tent of a confessor. Sbakefp.

To DAUNT, v.a. [domter, Ft.] To discourage ;

to fright. Glanvitle.

DA UNTLESS. a. [from daunt.] Fearless ) not

dejected. Pope.

DA'UNTLESSNESS./[froni</aiii<f/</i.] Fear

lessness.

DAW./ The name of a bird. Davier.

DAWK, s A hollow or incision in stuff. Moxon.

To DAWK. v. a. To mark with an incision.

MoxOB.

To DAWN, v, n. 1. To grow luminous; to

begin to grow light. Pope. %. To glimmer ob

scurely. Locke. 3. To begin, yet faintly j to

give some promilcs of lustre. Pope.

DAWN. / [from the verb.] 1. The time be

tween the first appearance of light and the

fun's rile. Dryden. 2. Beginning ; first i\(t.Popc.

DAY. / [bxx. Sax] 1. The time between

the rising and setting of the sun, called the

artificial day. Matthew, a. The time from

noon to noon, called the natural day. Shakejp.

3. Light ; sunshine. Romans. 4. The day 01

contest ; the contest ; the battle. Rijcommon.

5. An appointed or fixed time. Dryden. 6

A day appointed for some commemoration.

'Sbaiefp. 7. From day today; without cer

tainty or continuance. Bacon.

To-DAY. Onthisdav. Fenton.

DA-YBED. / [day and bed.] A bed used for

idleness. Shakejp.

DA YBOOK. /. [irom day and boik.] A trades

man's journal.

DA YBREAK / {day and Sreak] The dawn ;

the first appearance ot" light. Dryden.

DA YLABOUR. /. [day and labour.] Labcur

by the day. Milton.

DAYLA'BOURER. / [from daylabnr.] One

that works by the day. Milton.

DAYLIGHT. / [day and light.] The light of

the day, na oppo'ed 10 that of the moon, or a

taper. Knollei, Newton.

DAY-LI LY./ The fame with asphodel.

DA'YSMAN. / [day and man] An old word

for umpire. Spenjer.

DA YSPR1NG./. [Jay indspring.] The rife of

the day ; the dawn.

DAYaTAR. J. [d.,y ztAflar.] The morning

liar. Ben. Johnson.

DAYTIME /. [day and time] The time in

which there is light, opposed to night. Baion.

DA'YWORK. / [day and -uiork.\ Work im

posed by the day ; slay labour. Fairfax.

To DAZE. v. a. [bpxs. Sax] To overpower

with light. Fairfax, Dryden.

DAZIED. a. Besprinkled with daisies. Shake/p

To DAZZLE, v. a. To overpower with light.

Datiei.

To DA'ZZLE. *. ». To be overpowered with

light. Bacon.

DEACON. J. [diaconnt, Lai.] 1. One of the

lowest order of the clergy. Sanderson. z. [In

Scotland.] An overseer ot the poor. 3. And

allo the master osan incorporated company.

DE'ACONhSS. J. [irom deacon] A female of

ficer in the ancient church.

DE ACONRY. I s. [from deacon.] The office

IJE ACONSHIP. i or dignity ora deacon.

DEAD. a. Lbeab, Sax.] 1. Deprived of life j

exanimated. Hale. a. Without li:e ; inanimate.

sope. 3. Imitating death ; senseless; motion-

lels. Pjaltni. 4. Unattive j motionless. Lei.

5. Empty; vacant. Dryden. 6. Useless; un

profitable. Addtjsn. 7. Dull; gloomy ; unem

ployed. Knollei. 8. Still ; obscure, llcytvard.

9. Having no resemblance of life. Dryden. 10.

Obtuse ; dull ; not sprightly. Boyle. 1 1. Doll ;

frigid; not animated. Addtjen. 12. Tasteless ;

vapid; spiritless. 13. Uninhabited, jtrbuthnot.

14. Without the power of vegetation. 15.

( In thcologv ] Lying under the power of sin.

The DEAD./. Dead men. Smith.

DEAD. J. Time in which there is remarkable

stillness or gloom ; as at midwinter, and mid

night. Soulb, Dryden.

To DEAD. v. n. l/om the noun] To lose

force, of whatever kind. Bacon.

To DEAD. } v. a. 1. To deprive of any

To DEADEN. $ kind of force or sensation.

Bacon, z. To make vapid, or spiritless. Bacon.

DEAD-DOING, part. 0. [dead and </.-.] De

structive ; killing ; mischievous. Hndibrai.

DEAD-LIFT. J. [dead and lift] Hopeless exi

gence. Hndibrai.

DL'ADLY. a. [from dead] 1. Destructive;

mortal; muriherous. Sbakefp. a. Mortal ; im

placable. Kndles.

DEADLY, adv. 1. In a manner resembling the

dead. Dryden. %. Mortally. E&ekiet. 3. Im

placably ; irreconcileably.

DEADM'.SS. / (from dead] 1. Frigidity;

want ot warmth ; want of ardour. K;gert. a.

Weakness of the vital powers ; languor ;

laimness. Dryden, Lee. 3. Vapidoefs ot IU

quors; loss 01 spirit. Mortimer.

DE ADNETTLL. / A weed; the same with

archangel.

DEAD-RECKONING. / [a sea-term ] That

pllimation or conjecture which the lea.-ncn

make ot the place where a ship is, by keeping

an account of her way by the loy\

DEAF. a. [de-f, Dutch J t Warning the sense

of hearing. Holder, Sivtft. a. Deprived of

the power ot hearing. Dryden. 3. Obscurely

heard. Dryden.

To DEAF. 11. a. To deprive of the power of

hearing. Donne.

To DEAFEN, f. a. [homdeaf.] To deprive

of the power of hearing. Addijon.

DEAFLY, adv. [from deaf.] 1 . Without sense

of sounds, x. Obscurely to the ear.

DE'AFNESS. /. [Irom deaf.] 1. Want of the

power
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sower os hearing ; want of sense of sounds.

Holder. 2. Unwillingness to he»r. K. Cbarltt.

DEAL. s. [deel, Dutch.] i. Part. Hooker. %.

Quantity i degree of more or less. Ben. John

son, Fairfax. 3. The art or practice of deal-

in.; cards. Swift. 4. [deyl, Dutch.] Firwood ;

the wood of pines. Boyle.

To DEAL. v. a. [deelen, Dutch.] 1. To distri

bute; to dispose to different persons. Tickell.

*. To scatter; to throw about. Dr,,den. 3.

To give gradually, or one after another. Gay.

To DEAL, v . n. 1. To trafiiek; to transact

business; to trade. Decay of Piety. i.Toact

between two persons ; to intervene. Bacon.

3. To behave well or ill in any transaction.

'Tilbtson. 4. To act in any manner. Sbakesp.

5. To Deal by. To treat well or ill. Locke.

6 To Dial in. To hive to do with ; to be

engaged in ; to practise. Alterbury. j. To

Dt\l,with. To treat in any manner ; to u'e

well or ill. South, Tillolsen. 8. To Deal with.

To contend with. Sidney, DryJen.

To DEA'LBATE. v. a. [dealbo, Lat.] To

whiten ; to hlcaili.

DE\LBA'TION. / [dealbatio, Lat.] The act

ot bleaching. Brown.

DEALER. / [from deal] 1. One that has to

do with any thing. Swift. 2. A trader or traf

ficker. Swift. 3. A person who deals the cards.

DE'ALINC;."/ [from deal.) 1. Practice; action.

Raleigh. 2. Intercourse. Addijon. 3. Measure

of treatment. Hammond, a. Traffick ) business

Swift.

DEAMBULA'TION./[</«ni«i./i>, Lat.] The

act ot* walking abroad.

DEAMBULATORY.a. [deambulo. Lat.] Re

latine, to the practice of walking abroad.

DEAN./, [decanii. Lat. doyen, Kr.]The second

dignitary of a diocese.

DEANERY. / [from dean.) 1. The office of

a dean Clarendon. 2. The revenue of a dean.

Swift. 3. The house of a dean. Sbakesp.

DE ANSHIP. /. [Irora Jean.) The office and

rank or a dean.

DEAR. a. [^eep, Sax] 1 . Bi loved ; favourite ;

(la.ling. Addijon. 2. Valuable ; of a hic,h

price; costly. Tope ;. Scarce; not plenlilul ;

as, a dear year. 4. Sad; hateful ; grievous.

Sbakesp.

DEAR.y A word of endearment. DryJen.

DE ARBOL'CHT. a. [dear and bought.) Pur

chased at an high price. Roscemmn.

DE'ARLING. J. [now written darling.) Favou

rite. Spenjtr.

DEARLY. r.Aii. [from dear.) 1. With great

scr.dneA.. Wetien. 2. At an high price. Bacon.

To DEARN. v. a. ['fcjfinan, Sax ] To mend

clothes.

DEARNESS. /. [from dear) 1. Fondness ;

kindness; love. South. 2. Scarcity; high

price. Swift.

DEARNLY adv. [c*onn,Sax] Secretly; pri-

vatrlv ; unseen. Spenjer.

DEARTH. /. [from deer.) 1. Scarcity which

makes loori dear. Btccn. 2. Want; need ; fa-

mine. Sbakejp. 3. Earrenncss; sterility.iVj^/r*.

To DEARTI'CULATE. / [Je and articuht,

Lat.] To disjoint; to dismember. Did.

DEATH./ [beaS, Sax] 1. The extinction

of life. Hebrews. 2. Mortality; destruction.

Sbakesp. 3. The state of the dead. Sbakesp.

4. The manner of dying. Ex.ekiel. 5. The

image of mortality represented by a skeleton.

Sbakesp. 6. Murder; the act of destroying life

unlawfully. Bacon. 7. Cause of death. Kings.

8. Destroyer. Pipe 9. [In poetry.] The in

strument of death. Dryden, Pope. 10. [In theo

logy.] Damnation ; eternal torments. Church

Catechism.

DEATH-BED. /. [death and bed] The bed to

which a man is confined by mortal sickness.

Collier.

DE'ATHFUL, a. [death and full.) Full of

slaughter; destructive; murderous. Raleigh.

DE'ATHLESS. a. [from death.) Immortal j

never-dying. Boyle.

DE'ATHLIRE. a. [death and like.) Resembling

death ; still. Crajl;aw.

DEATH'S DOOR, [death and door.) A near

approach to death. Taylor.

DE'ATHSMAN. /. [death and man.) Execu

tioner ; hangman j headsman Sbakesp.

DE'ATHWATCH. / [death and watch ) An

insect that makes a tinkling noise, superstiti-

oufly imagined to prognosticate death. Waits .

To DEA'URATE. v. a. s>a«r»,Lat.j To gild,

or cover over with gold.

DEAURA'TION. /. [from deaurate.) The >a

of gilding.

DEBACCHA'TION. /. [debacebatto, Lait.] A

raging } a madness.

ToDEBA'RB. v. a. [from de and barba, Lat ]

To deprive ol his beard.

To DEBA RK.. v. a. [dibaraner, Fr.] To dis

embark.

To DEBAR, v. a. [from bar.) To exclude ;

to preclude. Raleigh.

To DEBA'SE. v. it. [from base.) 1. To reduce

from a higher to a lower state. Locke. 2. To

make mean; to sink into meanness. Hooker. 3.

To sink ; 10 vitiate with meanness. AJJtJsn.

4. To adulterate ; lo lessen in value by bade

admixtures. Hale.

DEBARKMENT. / [from debase.) The act of

debasing or degrading Gev. ej the. :/ tngue.

DEBA SER. /. [trom debase ) He thai debate* ;

he that adulterates; he that degrades another.

DEBATABLE, a. [from debate ) Disputable;

subject to controversy.

A DEBATE, j [debat, Fr] 1 A personal dis

pute; a controversy". Locke. 2. A quarrel; a

contest. Drj den.

To DEBATE v. a- \debatre, Fr.] To contro

vert ; to dispute ; to contest. CLrenden.

To DEBA TE. v. a. To deliberate. States/.

2 To dispute. Tat/er.

DEBA'TEFUL a [:10m debate] 1. [Os per

sons.] Quarrelsome ; contentious. 1. Ccr>

tested ; occasioning quarrels.

DEBASEMENT. /. fjroo debate ] Contest ;

controversy. Slskcfp.

DEBATER.
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ffEBA'TER. s. [from debate.] \ disputant ; a

controvertist.

ToDEB.VUCH. v a. [defbauchtr, Fr.] i.To

corrupt ; to vitiate. Dryden. z. To corrupt

with lewdness. Shakefp. 3. To corrupt by

intemperance, fillotfsn.

BEBAUCH. /. A fit of intemperance ; luxury;

excess ; lewdness. Calamy-

DEBAUCHEE./ [defbauihee', Fr.] A lecher ;

adrunkird. South.

DEBA'UCHER / [from debauch.} One who

leduces others to intemperance or lewdness

DEBA UCHERY./ [from debauch.] The prac

tice of excess; lewdness. Sprat.

DEBAUCHMENT./ [from debauch ]The aa

of debauching or vitiating; corruption. Taylor.

ToDEBEL. \v.a. [debclb, l.at ] To

To DEBE'LLATE. I conquer; to overcome in

war Bean

DEBELLATION. /. [from dcbel.atie, Lat.]

The act of conquering in war.

DEBE NTURE./ [dtbentur, Lat. from debeo.]

A writ or note, by which a debt is claimed

Swift.

DEBILE. a. [debilis. Lat.] Weak; feeble;

languid ; faint. Shakefp.

To DEBILITATE v. a. [debilile, Lat] To

weaken ; to make faint ; to enfeeble. Brown.

DEBILITATION, f. [from debilitatio, Lat.]

The act ot weakening.

DEBILITY, j. [dcbititai, Lat.] Weakness;

feebleness ; languor ; faintnefs. Sidney.

DEBONAIR, a. [debonnaire, Fr.] Elegant;

civil; well-bred Milton, Dryden.

DEBONA'IRLY. adv. [from debonair.] Ele

gantly.

DEBT./ [debitum, Lat.] 1 . That which one

man owes to another. Duppa. z. That which

any one is obliged to do or suffer. Shakefp.

DEBTED./>=r,\ [from debt.] Indebted /oblig

ed to. Shakefp.

VEilOW. f. [debitor. Lit.] 1. He that owes

something to another. Swift. z. One that

owes money. Philips. 3. One side of an ac

count book. Addijon.

DEBULLl'TION. / [debullitio, Lat.] A bub

bling or seething over. Dicl.

DECACL' MINATED a. [decacuminatui,\..u.]

Having the top cut off. Did.

DECADE./ <ii*i, Or. decai, Lat] The sum

often. Hitter.

DECADENCY. /. [decadence, Fr ] Decay;

fill D,3.

DECAGON, f. [from Km, ten, and >■»■»«, a

comer.] A plain figure in geometry.

DECALOGUE. / [kx-Xo/iT*., Or J The ten

commandments given by God to Moses, Han

To DEC AMI", v. n. [decamper, Fr J To shift

the camp ; to move off.

DECAMPMENT./ [from decamp.] The act

of shitting the camp.

To DECANT, v. m. [decanter, Fr.] To pour

off gently by inclination. Boyle.

DECANTA'TIONV. [decantmiion, Fr.] The

a?, of decautiog.

DECA'NTER./. [from decant.] A glass vessel

made for pouring oil" liquor clear.

To DECA'PITATE. v. a. [decapito, Lat.] To

behead.

To DECA'Y. v. n. [decheoir, Pr.] To lose

excellence ; lo decline. Clarendon.

DECAY./, [from the verb.] 1 Decline from

the Hate of perfection. Ben. Johnson, z. The

effects of diminution ; the marks of decay,

Locke. 3. Declension from prosperity. Levit.

DECA'YER. / [from decay.] That which

causes decay. Skakcfp.

DECE'ASE./ [Jectfit, Lat.] Death; departure

from life. Ho.kcr.

To DECE'ASE. v. n [decede, Lat ] To die ;

to depart from life. Chapman.

DECEIT./ \deupti; Lat ] 1. Fraud; a cheat ;

a fallacy Job. z. Stratagem ; artifice. Shakefp.

DECEITFUL, a. [deceit and full.] Fraudu

lent ; full of deceit. Skakcfp.

DECEITFULLY, adv. [from deceitful] Frau

dulently. tVetten.

DECE'ITFULNESS./". {(torn deceitful] Ten

dency to deceive. Afatthew.

DECEIVABLE. a. [horn deceive.] 1. Subject

to fraud ; exposed to imposture. Mi/ton. z.

Subject to produce errour ; deceitful. Bacon.

DECE'IVABLENESS./ [from deceivable.] Li-

abteness to be deceived. Gov. of the Tongue.

To DECE'IVE. v. a. [decipio, Lat] 1. To

cause to mistake ; to bring into errour. Lie le.

I. To delude by stratagem. 3. To cut off

from expectation. Knolles. 4. To mock ; to

fail. Dryden.

DECEIVER./, [from deceive.] One that leads

another into eriour. South.

DECEMBER./ [decembtr. Lat.] The last

monthot the year. Shakefp.

DECE'MPEDAL. a. [from decempeda, Lat.]

Having ten feet in length.

DECE MVIRATE./. [decemviratui. Lat ]The

dignity andoll ceofthetengovernoursof Rome.

DE'CENCE. 7/ [decence,Fr] 1. Propriety of

DE'CENCY. S form; proper formality ; be

coming ceremony. Sprat z. Suitableness to

character ; propriety. South 3. Modesty ; n-jt

ribaldry ; not obscenity. Rofcommon.

DECE'NNI AL. a [from decenmum, Lat.]\Vhat

continues for the space ol- ten years.

DECENNO VAL. / a. [decem and nnem,

DECENNO VARY. $ Lat.] Relating to the

number nineteen. Holder

DECENT, a. [decent, Lat.] Becoming; fit;

suitable. Dryden.

DECENTLY adv. [from decent.] 1. In a

proper manner; with suitable bchavioui.

Hrcwn. z. Without immodesty. Dryden.

DECEPTIBI'LITY./. [from ^if/r.jLiableness

to be deceived. Glanville.

DECEPTILsLE. a. [from deceit.] Liable to be

deceived. Brown.

DlLCEPTlOH.s. [Jcceptio, l.at.] 1. The act

or means of deceiving ; cheat; fraud South.

». The state of being deceived. Hilton.

DECE'P-
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DECE'PTIOUS. «. [from Jettit.] Deceitful.

Sbakesp.

DF.CEPT1VE. a. [from Jteeit.] Hiving the

power of deceiving.

DIXE'PTORY. a. [from Jeteil.] Containing

means of deceit.

DECERPT. a. [Jectrptui, Lat.] Dimir.islied ;

taken off.

DECE'RPTIBLE. a. [,/««-/>», Lat.] That may

be taken off.

DECERPTION./. [from Jectrpt.] The act of

Irffenins, or taking off.

DECERTA'TION./ [aectrlati; Ut.] A con

tention ; a striving ; a dispute.

DECK SSION. s [Jecijit, Lit. J A departure

To DECHARM. f. a. [Jtcbarpur, Fr.] To

counteract a charm ; to disenchant. Harvey,

To DECIDE, v. a. [JcciJi, Ut.] i. To fix

the event of; to determine. DrjJcn. 2. To

de'.erminea question or dispute. Gramvil/e

DECI'DF.NCE / [dici.hy Lat] i. The u,uality

of being (hed, or ot falling off. l. The act

of falling away. Brrwn.

DECIDER. / strom dtciJt] i. One who

determines causes. IVailt. a. One vvlw de

termines quarrels.

DECI DUOUS. a. [Jcaju*,, Lat] Falling;not

perennial tjfyinry.

DECIDUOUSNESS./ [from </«/'./«« ] Apt-

nek to fall.

DECIMAL, a. [Jerimm, Lat.] Numbered by

ten. Leckt.

To DECIMATE v a. {dtctmui, Lat] To

tithe ; to take the tenth.

DECIMATION./ (from Jtcimate] i. A tith

ing ; a selection of every tenth. 2. A sclec

tion by lotos every tenth soldier for punish

ment. DryJen.

To DECIPHER. i>. a \,!irbifrer, Fr.] 1

To explain that which is written in ciphers

Siitney. 2. To write out; to mark down in

characters. Ssutb. 3. To ltimp;to charac

terise; to mark. Siniejfi. 4. To unfold ; to

unravel.

DtCI PHERER./! [from Jeapber.] One who

explains writings in cipher.

DECISION./. [Irom JrciJe] 1. Determination

ofa difference fVtetlvi/arJ. 2.. Determination

ot an event. Shakejf/.

DECISIVE, a. [from Jtiije"] 1. Hiving the

power of determining any difference. Rcgert.

2. Having the power o» Icitling any event.

J'b,t,f>,

DECISIVELY ai-j. [from JecisK.1.] In a con

clusive manner.

Dl-.CI SIVENESS./ (Trrm ArjÆw.jThe power

ot terminating any diffeience, or icitling an

event.

Di'.CISORY. a. [JieiJe.] Able to determine

or decide.

To DECK. v.a. \ttrtkn, Dutch] 1. Tocover;

to overspread. Miiim. a. To dieie; to anay.

Hhckcjp. 3. To adorn; to embellish. Pritr.

DECK. J. [hom the verb.] 1. The floor of a

stiip. Ben. "Jtbnjsn. 2. Pack of cards piled

regularly ou each ftl.er. Crew, .

DE'CKER./^ffroro deck.) h. dresser; tcnvener.

To DECLAIM, v. x. [declamg, Lit.] To ha

rangue ; to rhetoricate; to speak set orationw

Ben. "jshnsen.

DECLA'IMER. / [from declaim.'] One who

makes i retches with intent to move the pas

sions. Addif:n.

DECLAMATION./ \declamatiu Ut.] A

discourse addressed to the passions i an ha

rangue. Taylor

DECLAM.VTOR. /. [Latin.] A declaimed

an orator. Taller.

DECLA'MATORY.a. [declamaterius^ Lat.] i.

Relating to the practice of'declaiming rVittm.

i. Appealing 10 the passions. Drydew.

DECLARABLE, a. [from declare.) Capable of

proof. Brcvtm

DECLARA'l ION./ [from declare.) I. A pro-

clamition or affirmation \ publication. Ussier.

Tilletscn. 1. An explanation of something

doubtful. 3.f In law.] Declaration is the (hom

ing forth of an action personal in any suit, tho*

it is uted sometimes for real action*. Ct*vell

DECLARATIVE, a [from declare.) i .Making

declaration ; explanatory. Grcia. z. Making

proclamation. Stvist.

DECLARATOR! LY. adv.[fmm declaratory ]

In the tormoi a declaration j not promirI.veiy.

Brown .

DECLARATORY, a. {Warn declare.) Aifir-

mative ; expressive Tuhtstn.

To DECLARE, v. a. [declare, Lat] I. To

clear j to free from obkurity. Boyle, x. To

make known; lu tell evidently and openly.

Drydcn. 3.To publish ; to proclaim. Chremiclee.

4. To show in open view. Addtjm.

To DECLA'RE. v. m. To make a declaration.

Taykr.

DECLAREMENT. / [torn declare] Disco

very j declaration ; testimony. Brrwm.

DECLARER / (from declare.} One that

makes any thing knewn.

DECLENSION. y: [decUiattSj Lat.] 1. Ten

dency from a greater to 1 less degree ni

excellence. Soxtb. % Declination) descent .

Bumet. 3. Inflexion ; manner of changing

nouns. Clarke.

DECLINABLE, a [from decline.) Having %-*-

riety of terminations.

DECLINATION./ [declimati»y Lit] 1. De

scent ; change from a betut to a worse ftiAc: ^

decay. Waller. a. The act ot bending down.

3. Variation from rectitude \ oblique metwin \

obliquity. Beutley. 4. Variation from a Gxed

point. Weedward. 5. [In navigation.] *I he

vitiation ot ihe net die from the true incrulimn

of any place to the call or welt. 6. [In act 10.

nom>'.] The declmatiem of a tlar we ciU 1: *

Ih'Hust distinve irom ibe equator. Bnvm. -. .

[Ingrammar.J The declension or inflection ci

a 1'iouiuhrmitMi its various terminations-

DECLI'NATOR. \ /. [tiora Jet I,me] An

DECLI'NAl ORY. J inlliuraent in dialling.

Chambers.

To DECLINE, v. *. [decline, Lat.] 1. To leaa
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downward. Shake/p. i. To deviate; to ran

into obliquities. Exodus. 3. To shun ; to avoid

to do any thine 4. To sink ; to be impaired )

to decay. Denbam.

ToDECLI'NE v. a. 1. To bend downward; to

bringdown Spenser. 1. To shun; to avoid;

to refuse ; to be cautious o'". Clarendon. 3.

To modify a word by various terminations.

Watn.

DECLINE, s. The state of tendency to the

worse; diminution; decay Prior.

DECLIVITY. / [declivis, Lat.] Inclination or

obliquity reckoned downwards ; gradual de

scent ; the contrary to acclivity. Gulliver.

DECLIVOUS, a. [deelivit, Lat.] Gradually

descending; not precipitous.

To DECO CT. v. a. [decoaui, decotfum. Lat.] 1 .

To prepare by boiling tor any use; to riigest

in hot water. 2. To ditri-st by the heat ot th<

stomach. Daviet. 3. 1 o boil in water. Bacon

4. To boil up to a consistence. Shakejp.

DECOCTIBLE. a. [;rom decoct \ That which

may be boiled, or prepared by boiling.

DECO'CTION. / {decictum. Lat] 1 . The act

of boiling any thing. Bacon. X. A preparation

made by boiling in water. Ben. Jjbnfon.

DECOCTURE. / [from decoct-} A substance

drawn by decoction.

DECOLLA TION./ [decellatie, Lat.] The act

of beheading. Brown.

DECOMPO SITE, a. [decomptsitut, Lat.] Com

pounded a second time. Bacon.

DECOMPOSl TION./ [decomprfitui, Lat.] The

act of compounding things already compound

ed. Boyle.

To DECOMPO'UND. ». a. \denmpono. Lat]

To compose of things already compounded.

Boyle, hewton.

DECOMPOUND, a. [from the verb.] Composed

of things or words already compounded. Boyle

DE'CORAMENT. / [from decorate.} Oroa-

ment.

To DECORATE, v. a. [decoro. Lat. J To a-

dorn ; to embellish ; to beautify.

DECORATION./ [from decorate.] Ornament ;

added beauty. Dryden.

DEC6RA TOR /. [from decorate] Anadorner

DECOROUS, a. [decorut. Lat] Decent; suit

able to a character. Raj.

To DECORTICATE:*, a. s<rVw;7«, Lat] To

divest of the bark or hulk. Arbuthnot.

DECORTICA'TION. /. [from decorticates

the act of stripping the bark or hulk.

DECO RUM. J. I Latin] Decency; behavioui

contrary to licentiousness ; feemliness. Wctiin.

ToDECO'Y. v. a. I from iwy, Dutch, 1 cage ]

To lure ioto a cage.; to intiap. L'l'Jrrange.

DECO Y. / Allurement to mischie! Berkley.

DECO'YDUCK. /. A duck that lure, others.

Mtrtitner.

ToDECRE'ASE. v. ». [decrefco,Lit .] To grow

less ; to be diminished. Ecclui.

To DECREASE, v. a. To make less; to di

minish. Daniel, Newton.

DECRE' ASE. /. [from the verb ] 1 . The state

of growing les; ; decay. Prior. 1. The wane

of the moon. Bacon

To DECREE v. n [d-cretun. Lat ] To make

an edict; to appoint by edict. Milton.

To DECRE'E v. a. To doom or assign by a

decree. Job.

DECRE'E./ {decretum, Lat.] 1. An edict; 1

law. Shakejp. 1. An established rule. Jib.

3. A determination of a suit.

DECREMENT. / [decrement**,, Lat.] De

crease; the state of growing less; the quan

tity lost bv deci easing. Brown.

DECREPIT, a. [deerepitu,. Lat.] Wasted and

worn out with age. Raleigh, Addifon.

To DECREPITATE. t>. a. decrepo, Lat ] To

calcine salt till it has ceased to crackle in the

6re Brown.

DECREPITATION. / [from decrepitate ]

The crackling noise which salt makes over the

fire. y>niniy

DECRE l'ITNESS. 7 / [from decrepit ] The

DECREPITUDE. S last stage of decay ; the

last effects of old age. Bentley.

DECRESCENT, a. [from decrefeen,, Lat.]

Growing less.

DECRETAL. a.[decrelum, Lat.] Appertaining

to a decree ; containing a decree. Ayliffe.

DECRETAL./ [from the adjective.J 1. A

book of decrees or edicts. Addifon. 1. The

collection of the Pope's decrees. Howet.

DECRE'TIST. / [from decree.] One that stu

dies the decretal. Ayliffe.

DECRE'TORY. a. [from decree] 1. Judicial;

definitive. South. a. Critical ; definitive.

Brown.

DECRI AL./ [from decry] Clamorous censure;

hasty or noisy condemnation.

To DECRY', v. a. [decrier, Fr.] To censure;

to blame clamorously ; to clamour against.

Dryden.

DECUMBENCE. 7 / [decumbe. Lat.] The act

DECU'MBENCY. S of lying down; the pos

ture of lying down. Brown.

DECUMBITURE./ [from decurnbi. Lat.] 1.

The time at which a man takes to his bed in

a disease. 1. [In astrology.] A scheme of the

heavens erected for that time, by which the

prognosticks of recovery or death are discover

ed. Dryden.

DECUPLE, a. [decupuht, Lat.] Tenfold. Ray.

UECURION./ [decurie, Lat] A commander

over ten. Temple.

DECU'RSION./ [decursut, Lat.] The act of

running down. Hale.

Dl'.CURTATION. / [decurtatio. Lat.] The

act of cutting short.

To DECUSSATE, v. a. [decnjso. Lit.] To in

tellect at acute angles. Ray.

DECUSSA'TION. / [from decussate] The act

ot crossing ; state of being eroded at unequal

angles. Ray.

To DEDECORATE. v. a. [dedecere. Lat] To

disgrace ; to bring a repioa<h upon.

DEDECORA'TION./ [from dejecorate ] The

act of disgracing.

Cc DEDECO-
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DEDECOROUS. a. [dedecui, Lat.] Disgrace

ful; reproachful.

DEDENTITION. / [de and dentitio, Lat.]

Loss or shedding of the teeth. Bream.

To DEDICATE, v . a. [dedico. Lat ] 1 . To de

vote to lome divine power. Humbert, a. To

appropriate solemnly to any person or purpose.

Clarendon. 3. To inscribe to a patron. Peacb.

DE'DICATE. a. [from the verb.] Consecrate ;

devote ; dedicated. Spelman.

DEDICATION./, [dedicatie, Lat] i.The act

of dedicating to any being or purpole; conse

cration Hooker. 2 A servile address to a pa

tron. Pope.

DEDICATOR. / [from dedicate] One who

infcribes his work to a patron with compliment

and servility. Pipe.

DEDICATORY, a. [from dedicate] Compo

sing a dedication ; adulatory. Pipe.

DEDITION./. [deditu. Lat.] The act of yield

ing up any. thing. Hale.

To DEDUCE, v. a. [deduct. Lat.] 1 . To draw

in a regular connected series. Pope. 1. To

form a regular chain of consequential proposi

tions. Locke. 3. To lay down in regular or

der. Tbomson.

DEDUCEMENT./ [from deduce.} The thing

deduced; consequential proposition. Dryden.

DEDU'CIBLE. a. [from deduce.} Collectible by

reason. Brown, Scutb.

DEDU'CIVE. a. [from deduce] Performing the

act of deduction.

To DEDU'CT. v. a. [deduce, Lat] 1 To sub

tract; to take away; to defalcate. Nenii.

2 To separate; to dispart. Spcnjcr.

DEDUCTION. / [deduSio, Lat.] 1 • Conse

quential connection; consequence. Duppa. 1

That which is deducted. Pipe.

DEDU CTIVE. a. [from dedud ] Dcduciblc.

DEDUCTIVELY. <J.fo. [from deduilive] Con

sequentially ; by regular deduction.

DEED. / [ba*, Saxon.] 1. Action, whether

good or bad. Smallridge. 2. Exploit; perior-

manec. Dryden. 3. Power os action; agency

Milieu. 4. Act declaratory of an opinion Hoik

5. Written evidence of any legal act. Bacon.

6. Fact; reality; the contrary to fiction. Lee

DEE DLESS. a. [from deed] Unactive Pipe.

To DEEM, v. n. part, dempt, or deemed, [fee-

mau, Saxon.] To judge ; to conclude upon

consideration. Spenser, Hooker, Drydeu.

DEEM./ [from the verb.] Judgment ; surmise ;

opinion. Sbakcjp.

DEE MSTER./. [from deem ] A judge.

DEEP.a.[bccp, Saxon ] 1. Having length down

wards. Bacon. 2. Low in situation; no high.

3. Measured from the surface downward Nevu-

tai. 4. Entering far; piercing a great way.

Clarendon. 5. Ear from the outer part. Dryd

6. Not superficial; not obvious. Ltcke. 7. Sa

gacious; penetrating. Locke. 8. Full of con

trivance; politick; insidious. Sbaiefp. 9.

Grave ; -solemn. Shatejp. 10. Dark coloured

Dryden. 1 1 . Having a great degree of stillness,

or gloom. Genes1. U. Bass; grave in found.

■Baa*.

DEEP. / [from the adjective.] 1. The fea;

the main. kValler. 2. The most solemn or

still part. Shakejp.

To DEEPEN, v. a. [from deep] 1 . To make

deep ; to sink far below the surface. Addifn.

i.Todarken; to cloud; to make dark. Peacb.

3. To make sad or gloomy. Pope.

DEEP-MOUTHED, a. [deep and mouth] Hav

ing a hoarse and loud voice. Gay.

DEEP-MU SING. a. [deep and mast] Contem

plative ; lost in thought. Pope.

DEE'PLY. adv. [from deep] 1. To a great

depth; iar below the surface. Tillitfen. 2.

With great study or sagacity. 3. Sorrowfully ;

solemnly. Mark, Denne. 4. With a tendency

to darkness of colour. Beyle. 5. In a high de

gree. Hacin.

DEEPNESS. /. [from deep] Entrance far be

low the surface ■, profundity j depth. Knells'.

DEER. J. [oeort, Saxon.] That class of animals

which is hunted for venison. Waller.

To DEFA CE. v. a. [Jefaire, Fr.] To destroy ;

to raze ; to disfigure. Sbakefp. Prior.

DEFA CEMENT. / [from deface J Violation -.

injury. Bacsn.

DEFACER. J [horn deface] Destroyer; abo-

lifher; violator. SbakeJ

'EFTC'ILA

Glanvii/e.

DEF7C1LANCE

. Sbakejp

, f. [desa.ai lance, Fr.] Failure.

To DEFA LCATE. *>. a. [defalquer, Fr.] To

cut off; to lop ; to take away part.

DEFALCATION. / [from dejakate] Dimi

nution. Addijon.

DEFAMA'TION./ [from defame] The act of

defaming or bringing infamy upon another;

calumny ; reproach , censure ; detraction.

Aytffe.

DEFAMATORY, a. [from defame] Calumni

ous; unjustly censorious; libellous. Guv. aj

tbe Tongue.

To DEFAME, v. a. [dt and fama, Ut.] To

make intamous ; to censure falsely in publick ;

to deprive of honour j to dishonour by reports.

Decay of Piety.

DEFA ME. s. [from the verb.] Disgrace; dis

honour. Spenser.

DEKA'MER. / [from defame] One that in

jures the reputation of another. Gev. of tie

Tongue.

To DEFATIGATE. v. a. [Jefatigo, Lat] To

weary. >

DEFATIGA'TION. / [defatigatie, Lax.

Weariness.

DEFAULT./ [defaut, Fr.] 1 . Omission of that

which we ought to do; neglect. 2. Crime;

failure; fault. Haytvood. 3. Defect; w aval.

Daviei. 4. [In law.] Non-appearance in court

at a day assigned. Convell.

DEFEASANCE, s. {defaisame, Fr.] s.Tht

act of annulling or abrogating any contract.

2. Deseajance is a condition annexed to ma

act ; which performed by the obligee, tbe aici

is disabled. Coviell. 3. The writing in whicb.

a defeasance is contained. 4. A defeat; con

quest. Spenser.

DEFE'A-
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DEFEASIBLE, a. [from defaire.] That which

may be annulled. Daviet.

DEFEAT. / [from defaire, Fr.] I. The over

throw of in army. Addiftn. i. Act of destruc

tion; deprivation. Shalesp.

To DEFE'AT. v. a. i. To overthrow. Bacsn.

l. To frustrate. Milttn. 3. To abolish.

DEFEATURE. /: [from de and feature.']

Change of feature; alteration ot countenance.

Shalesp.

ToDE'FECATE v. a. [defa-ct, Lat] 1.T0

purge; to purify; to cleanse. Btyle. 1. To

purify from any extraneousor noxious mixture.

Glanville.

DEFECATE, a. [from the verb.] Purged

from lees or foulness. Beyle.

DEFECATION. /. \defteati*, Ut.] Purifica

tion. Harvey.

DEFECT, s [Jefeclus, Lat] I. Want; ab

sence offomething necessary. Daviet. a. Fail

ing ; want. Shake/f). 3. A fault ; mistake i

error. Hstter. 4. A blemish; a failure. Licit.

To DKFECT. t. n. To be deficient. Brcvin.

DEFECTIBILITY. / [from defcctible.] The

state of sailing; imperfection. Hale.

DEFECT I BLE. a. [from Jefeil.] 1. Imperfect;

deficient. Hale. f

DEFECTION./ [Jefeait, Lat] 1. Want ; fai

lure, a. A falling away ; apostacy. Ra'eipb,

fVatti. 3. An abandoning os a king, or state;

revolt. Davits.

DEFE'CTIVE. a. [from defectnui, Lat] 1.

Full of defects ; imperfect ; not sufficient.

Lccle,Arbntbntt, Addisen. a. Faulty; vitious;

blameable. AdJijtn.

DEFE CTIVE or deficient Ntunt . [In grammar.]

Indeclinable nouns, or such as want a number,

or some particular case.

DEFE'CTIVE Verb. [In grammar] A verb

which wants some of it| tenses.

DEFE CTIVENESS./. [from defective.] Want;

faultiness. Addijtn.

DEFENCE. f.\defenfit. Lat] 1. Guard; pro

tection; security. Eccluf. 1. Vindication Mol

lification ; apology. At~lt. 3. Prohibition, 'Tem

ple. 4. Resistance. 5. [In law.] The defen

dants reply after declaration produced. 6. (In

fortification] The part that slink* another

vork.

DEFENCELESS, a. [from defence.] I. Naked;

unarmed; unguarded. Milttn. a. Impotent.

Addiftn.

To DEFEND, v. a. [defends, Lat.] 1. To stand

in defence of; to protect; to support. Shalesp

a. To vindicate ; to uphold ; to assert ; to

maintain. Swift 3. To fortify; to secure.

Drjden. 4. To prohibit; to forbid. Milttn,

Temple, e. To maintain a place, or cause.

DEFENDABLE. a. [from defend.] That may

be defended.

DEFENDANT. «. [from defends, Lat.] Defen

sive; fit for defence. Shaltlp.

DEFENDANT./, [from the'adjective] i.He

that defends against assailant's. fViUmt. 1. [In

law.] The perton accused or sued. Hudibrai.

DEFE'NDER. /. [from defend.] 1. One th»t

defends ; a champion. Shalesp. 1. An asser-

tor; a vindicator. Stnth. 3. [In law.] An ad

vocate.

DEFE'NSATIVE. /. [from defence.] 1 . Guard ;

defence. Briton. 1. [In surgery.] A bandage,

plaister, or the like.

DEFEASIBLE, a. [from defence.] That may be

defended. Baccn. a. Justifiable ; right ; capa

ble of vindication. Ctllier.

DEFENSIVE, a. [defenfif, Vr.] 1. That serve. ',

to defend; proper tor defence. Sidney. 2. In a

state or posture of defence. Milttn.

DEFENSIVE./ [from the adjective | 1. Safe

guard. Bacon, a. State of defence. ClartnJtn.

DEFE'NSIVELY. adv. [from d:fc,Jivc.] In a

defensive manner.

DEFENST./^rz/a/ [from defences Defended.

Fairfax.-

To DEFER, v. n. [from difert, Lat.] 1 . To

put off; to delay to act. Milttn. a. To pay

dcrerence or regard to another's opinion.

To DEFER, v. a. To with-hold ; to delay.

Pipe. 2. To refer to; to leave to another'*

judgment. Bacsn.

DEFERENCE. / [deference, Fr.] 1 . Regard ;

respect. Svjift. a. Complaisance; condescen

sion. Lccle. 3. SubmiiTiun. Addifan

DEFERENT,/.[fiom def-rens, os desert, Lat.]

That carries up and down. Baccn.

DEFERENT. / [from the adjective.] That

which carries; that which conveys. Baccn.

DEFI' ANCE. f. [from deffi, Fr.j 1 . A challenge;

an invitation to fight. Dryden. I. A challenge

to make any impeachment good. 3. Expres

sion of abhorrence or contempt. Decay ef Pi. y

DEFI CIENCE. } f. [from deficit, l.at.j 1. De-

DEFICIENCY. $ sect; failing; imperfection.

Brnvn, Sprat a. Want; something less than

is necessary. Arbnthntt.

DEFI CIENT. a. [defeiem.] Failing ; wanting ;

defective. IVttttn.

DEFI ER. / [fromdeffi, Fr.] A challenger : a

contemner. Ti/lctjcn.

To DEFILE, v. a. [apian, Sax.] 1. To make

sou! or impure ; to dirty. Sbakejp. 1. To pol

lute ; to make legally or ritually impure. Lev.

3. to corrupt chastity; to violate. Pritr. 4.

To taint ; to corrupt ; to vitiate. Stillingfleet,

IVale.

To DEFILE, v. n. [deffiler, Pr.] To go off file

by file.

DEFI LE. / [defile, Fr. a line of soldiers.] A

narrow (-adage. Adilijon.

DEFILEMENT. / [from defile.] The state of

being defiled; pollution ; corruption. Mitten.

DEFILER./ [from defile.) One that defiles; a

corrupter. Addijcn .

DEFINABLE, a. [from define] 1 . Capable cf

definition. Dryden. 1. That whkh may be

ascertained. Burnet.

To DEFINE, v. a. [drfini:, Lat] 1. To give

the definition ; to explain a thing by its qua

lities. Sidney, a. To circumscribe j to mark

the limit. AV-a-f.-n.

Ccz T»
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To DEFI'NE. v. n. To determioe ; to decide.

Baccn.

DEFI'NER./ [from define] One that describes

a thing by its qualities Prior.

DE'FINHE a. [torn dtfin itut. Lit.] I. Cer

tain; limited; bounded. Sidney. 2. Exact;

precise, Sbakefp.

DE FINITE. y [from the adjective.] Thing ex

plained or defined. Aybfifc.

DEF1NITENESS. / [from definite.'] Certain

ty ; limitedness.

DEFINITION./ [drfinitie, Lat.] i. A shirt

description of a thing by its properties. Dryden

1. Decision; determination. 3. [In logick]

The explication ot the etsence of a thing by its

kind and difference. Bentley.

DEFI NITIVr. a. [definitive. Lat] Determi

nate ; positive ; expicfs. Wotton

DEFINITIVELY, adv. [from definitive.] Posi-

tivelv ; decisively ; expressly. Sbakefp. Hall.

DEFI NITIVENESS. /. [from definitive] De

cisiveness..

DEFI.ACRABI'LITy./ [from deflate, Lat.]

Combustibility. Beyle.

DEFLAGRABLE a. [from defagrt. Lat.]

Having the quality ot wasting away wholly in

fire. Beyle.

DEFLAGRATION./ [deftagratio. Lat] Set

ting fire to several things in their preparation.

To DEFLECT. v. n. [defeilt, Lat.] To turn

aside i to deviate from a true course. Blacktn.

DEFLECTION./ [from defeat, Lat.] 1. De

viation ; the act of turning aside. Brown. 2.

A turning aside, or out of thc'way. 3. [In na

vigation J The departure os a ship from its

true courle.

DEFLEXURE. / [from defeat. Lat.] A bend

ing down ; a turning -fu'c, or out 01 the way.

Dt a.

DEFLORATION./ [defloration, Yr.] i.Tbe

' act of deflouring. 2. A selection of that which

is moss valuable, hale.

To DEFLOUR. v. a. [drforer, Fr.] 1. To

ravish ; to take away a woman's virginity.

Ecclnj. xx. 4. 2. To take away the beauty

and grace of any thing, laylor.

DEFL.OURER. / [from desttur.] A ravisher.

Addifon.

DEFLUOUS. a. [deflnnt, Lat,] 1. That flows

down. 2. That falls off.

DEFLUXION. f. [defluxio, Lat.] A flowing

down ot humours, bactn.

DEFLY. adv. [item deft] Dexterously; skil

fully. Pioperly dtftly. Spinier.

DEFOEDA TION./ [iron, djœdu,. Lat.] The

act ot making filthy pollution. Bentley.

DEFORCEMENT. / [ftom force.]' A with

holding 01* lands and tenements by force.

To DEFORM, v.a. [desor mi, Lat.] 1. To dis

figure; to make ugly. Sbakejp. 2. To dis

honour ; 10 nuke ungraceful.

DEFO KM. a. [defermli, Lat.] Ugly j disfi

gured. Sf enffr, A'lilton.

DEFORMATION./, [deformatii, Lat.] Ade-

' facing.

DEFO RMEDLY. adv. [from ehftrm.] la in

uply manner.

DEFO RMEDNESS. / [from deformed] Ugli

ness.

DEFORMITY. / [deformitai, Lat.] 1. Ugli

ness ; ilt-favourednefs. Sbakefp. 2. Ridicu

lousness. Dryden. 3. Irregularity ; inordinate -

nafs. King (bar les. 4. Dishonour ; disgrace.

DEFO'RSOR. / [from ftrcemr, Fr.] One that

overcomes and cafteth out by force. BUuut.

To DEFRAU'D. v . a. [defrande. Lat] To rob

or deprive by a wile or trick. Pope.

DEFRA'UDER./ [from defraud!] A deceiver.

Blackmore.

To DEFRAY, v. a. [defraytr, Fr.] To bear

the charges of. 2 Mac.

DEFRA YER. / [from defray.] One that dis

charges expences.

DEFRA YMENT. / [from defray.] The pay

ment of expences.

DEFT. a. |ba:rx. Sax.] Obsolete. 1. Neat;

handsome ; spruce. 2. Proper ; fitting. Shakes.

3. Ready ; dexterous. Dryden.

DEFTLY, adv. [from <fc/>JObt'olete. 1. Neat

ly i dexterously. 2. In a skilful manner, Sbck.

DEFU'NCT. a. [deftt*a*i. Lat.] Dead > de

ceased. Hudibras.

DEFU'NCT. / [from the adjective.] One thai

is deceased ; a dead man, or woman. Grauut.

DEFU'NCTION. / [from defanS.] Death.

Sbakefp.

To DEFY', v. a. [defUr^ Fr.] 1. To call to

combat ; to challenge. Dryden. 2. To treat

wish contempt ; to slight. Sbakefp.

DEFY'./ [from the verb] A challenger} an in-

vitatiou lu fight, Dryden.

DEFY EH. J. [from defy] A challenge ; one

that invites to fight. Smb.

DEGE'NERACY. / [tram degeneratit, Lar_]

1 . A departing from the virtue of our ances

tors. 1. A toi liking of that which is good.

Tillltfon. 3. Meanness. Addifon.

To DEGENERATE, v. n. [degenerer, Fr.]

1. To fall from the virtue of our ancestors, a.

To fall from a more noble to a bal'a state.

Tillotscn. 3. To fall from its kind ; to grow

wild or base. Baetn.

DEGENERATE, adv. [from the verb.] 1.

Unlike his ancestors. Swift, x. Unworthy j

base Mi/ten.

DECE'NERATENESS. / [from degenerate ]

Degeneracy ; state of being grown wild ; or

out of kind. Dia.

DEGENERA'TION/ ssrom degenerate.] 1.

A deviation from the virtue of one's ancestors.

1. A falling from a more excellent state to one

of less worth. 3. The thing changed from its

primitive state. Brown.

DEG'ENEROUS. a. (from iegener. Lat.] 1.

Degenerated; fallen from virtue, a. Vile 1

base ; infamous ; unworthy. Stnth.

DEGENEROUSLY. adv. [from degemrrens.]

In a dejencra c manner) basely; meanly.

Decay ef piety.

DEGLL-
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DEGLUTITION./. [dtghutio*, Pr.] The act

or power of swal lowing. Arbuthuot.

DEGRADATION./ [degradatio*, Fr] I. A

deprivation of an office or dignity. Ajlifse. z.

Degeneracy; baseness. South.

To DEGRA'DE. v. a. [degrades, Fr.] I. To

pot one from bis degree. Sbakefp. z. To

lessen-, to diminish the value of Milton.

DECRAVA'TION./ [from degravate, of de-

gravo. Lat] The act of making heavy. Dia.

DEGREE./ [degre, Fr.] ,. Quality; rank;

station. Psalms, Hooker. %. The state and

condition in which a thing is. Ban*. 3. A

step or preparation to any thing. Sidney. 4.

Order of lineage; descent of family. Dryde*.

5. The orders or classes of the angels. Locke.

6. Measure; proportion. Dryde*. 7. [In geo

metry.] The three hundredth and sixtieth part

of the circumference of a circle. Dryde*. 8. [In

ariihmttick.] A degree consist, of three figures

or three places comprehending units, tens and

hundreds. Cccker. 9. [In musick.] The inter

vals of sounds. Dia. 10. The vehemence or

slackness of the hot or cold quality of a plant,

mineral, or other mixed body. Soutb.

By DEGREES, adv. Gradually; by little and

little. Nevitn.

DEGUSTATION./ [deguftatio, Lat.] A tast

ing.

To DEHO'RT. v. a. [debortor, Lat.] To dis

suade. Ward.

DEHORTA TION. / [from debortor, Lat.]

Dissuasion; a counselling to the contrary Ward.

DEHORTATORY. ... [from debortor. Lat.]

Belonging to dissuasion.

DEHO-RTER. / [from debort] A dissuader ;

an adviser to the contrary.

DEI'CIDE. [from deui and ceedi, Lat.] Death of

our blessed Saviour. Pritr.

To DEJECT, v.a. [dejicio. Lat.] 1. To cast

down ; to afflict ; to grieve. Sbakeff. ». To

make to look sad. Dryde*.

DEJECT, a. [dejedus, Lat.] Cast down; af

flicted ; low spirited.

DEJE'CTEDLY. adv. [from dejei!.] In a de

jected manner; afflictedly. Bacn.

DEJ E'CTEDNESS./. Lowness of spirits.

DEJECTION./ [dejeaio*, Fr. from dejeaio,

Lat.] 1. A lowness of spirits; melancholy.

Rogers, t. Weakness; inability, Arbmhmt.

3. A stool. Roy.

DEJECTURE. / [from dejed.] The exsre-

meots. Arb*tb*ot.

DEJERATJON./ [from dejero, Lat.] A tak

ing of a solemn oath.

DEIFICATION./, [deijicatie*, Fr.] The act of

deifying, or making a god.

DE'IFOKM. a. [from deui todforma, Lat] Of

a godlike form.

To DEIFY, v. a. [deifier, Fr.] 1. To make a

god of; to adore as god. Siutb. 1. To praise

excessively. Baetn.

T° DEIGN, v. *. [from daiguer, Fr.] To vouch

safe; to think worthy. Mils*.

To DEIGN, v. a. To f.'r»n''> "» permit. Sbakeff.

DEI'CNINO / [from «/«£».] A vouchsafing;

a thinking worthy.

DEI NTEGRATE. v. a. [from de and i*tegro,

Lat.] Ta diminish.

DElPAROUSa. [deifarus, Lat.] That brines

forth a god ; the epithet applied to the blessed

Virgin.

DEISM./ [deisme, Fr.] The opinion of those

that only acknowledge one God, without the

reception of any revealed religfon. Dryde*

DE'IST./ [deiste, Fr.] A man who follows no

particularreligion, but only acknowledges the

existence of God. Burnet.

DE ISTICAL. a. [from deist.] Belonging to the

heresy of the deists. kVatti.

DEITY./ [deste, Fr.] 1. Divinity; the nature

and essence of God. Hooker. 1. A fabulous

god. Sbakeff. 3 The supposed divinity of a

heathen god. Spenser.

DELACERATION./ [from delacero, Lat.] A

tearing in pieces.

DELACRYMA'TION. f. [from delacrymatiot

Lat.] The waterifhness of the eyes.

DELACTATION./ [delaaalio, Ut.] A wean

ing from the breast. Dia.

DELA'PSED. a. [delaffus.] Bearing or falling

down. Dia.

To DELATE, v. a. [from delat»t, Lat.] To

carrv; to-convey. Bacon.

DELATION./ [delatie. Lat.] 1. A carryingj

conveyance. Baco*. z. An accusation j an

impeachment.

DELATOR./ [delator. Lat] An accuser; an

informer. Gov. of tbe Tougue.

To DELAT. v. a. [from delayer, Fr.] i . To

defer ; to put off. Exodus, z. To hinder j to

frustrate. Dryde*.

ToDELATs. tt. ». To stop: to cease from ac

tion. Locke.

DELAY. / [from the verb.] 1. A deferring ;

procrastination. Sbakeff. 1. Stay ; stop.

Dryde*.

DELAYER./: {from de/ay.] One that defers.

DELE'CTABLE. a. [delaaabilis, Lat.] Pleas

ing; delightful.

DELE'CTABLENESS./[from<fc/rc7oWr.]De-

lightfulnefs; pleasantness.

DELE'CTABLY.arfV Delightfully; pleasantly.

DELECTATION. / [deledatio', Lat.J Plea

sure; delight.

To DELEGATE, v. a. [delege, Lat.] 1 . To

send away. 2. To send upon an embassy. 3.

To intrust; to commit to another. Taylor. 4.

To appoint judges to a particular caule.

DELEGATE./ [delegatus, Lat.] 1. A depu

ty; a commissioner; a vicar. Taylor, z. [In

law] Delegates are persons delegated or ap

pointed by the king's commission to sit, upon

an appeal to him, in the court of Chancery.

Blount.

DELEGATE, a. [delegatus, Lat.] Deputed.

Taylor.

DELEGATES. [Court of.] A court wherein all

causes of appeal, by way ofdevolution from ei

ther of the arclibisliops , are decided.

DELEGATION.
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DELEGATION./ [delegatit. Lat.] i. A

sending away. 1. A putting in commission. 3.

The assignment of 1 debt to another.

DELEN1FICAL. a. [delcnificut, Ut.] Having

virtue to asswage, or ease pain.

To DELETE. v. a. [from deleo, Lat.] To blot

out. DiS.

DELETE'RIOUS. a. [deleterius, Lit.] Deadly;

destructive Brown.

DELETERY.a.Destructive;deidly.ff«</i4r<w.

DELETION./, [delctio, Lat.] i. The act of

rasing or blotting out. 1. A destruction. Halt.

DELF. 7 f. [fromotlwan, San. to dig.] 1. A

DELFE. J mine; a quarry. Ray. 1. Earthen

ware; counterfeit China ware. Smart.

DEI.IBA'TION./. [debbatie, Lat.] An essay ;

a taste.

To DELIBERATE, v. n. [dclibero, Lat.] To

think, in order to choice ; to hesitate. Addisen.

DELIBERATE, a. [deliberate. Lat.] 1. Cir

cumspect ; wary ; advised ; discreet, 1. Slow;

tedious; not sudden. Httktr.

DELrBERATELY.«</V[from«»VA4«a/f ] Cir

cumspectly; advisedly; warily. Dryden.

DELI BERATENESS./ [from deliberate.] Cir

cumspection; wariness; coolness; caution. K.

Charm.

DELIBERATION./ [deliberate. Lat.] The

aft of deliberating; thought in order to choice.

Hammond.

DELIBERATIVE, a [deliberativui, Lat.]

Pertaining to deliberation; apt to consider.

DELIBERATIVE./ [from the adjective.] The

discourse in which a question is deliberated.

Bacon.

DELICACY./ [delieateffe, Ft.] I. Daintiness;

fineness in eating. Milttn. 1. Any thing highly

pleasing to the sense*. Milton. 3. Softness >

feminine beauty. Sidney. 4. Nicety ; minute

accuracy. Dryden. -5. Neatness; elegance of

tircl; . 6. Politeness ; gentleness of manners.

7. Indulgence; gentle treatment Temple. 8.

Tenderness; scrupulousness; mercifulness. 9.

Weakness of constitution.

DELICATE, a. [dclicat, Fr.] 1 . Fine s not

coarse ; consisting os small parts. Arbuthnot..

a. Beautiful; pleasing to the eye. 3. Nice;

pleasing lo the taste; of an agreeable flavour.

Taylor. 4. Dainty; desirous of curious meats;

5. Choice; select; excellent. 6 Polite;

gentle of manners. 7. Soft; effeminate;

unable to beai hardships. Shakejp. 8. Pure;

clear. Shaeejp.

DELICATELY, adv. [from delicate.] 1. Beau

tifully. Pipe, a. Finely; not coarsely. 3.

Daintily. Taylor. 4. Choicely. 5. Politely.

6. Effeminately.

DE'LICATENESS/ [from de/icatt.] The state

of being delicate; tenderness; softness; effe

minacy. Deuteronomy.

DEDICATES. / [from delicate] Niceties;

rarities; that which is choice and dainty.

King.

DE'LICES./ pi. [delieia; Lat.] Pleasures.S/**/

DELl'CIOUS. a. [delicieux,Fc] Sweet; de

licate; that affords delight; agreeable. J'tfe.

DELI'CIOUSLY.a</«.[from<«!>/M/.] Sweetly;

pleasantly; delightfully. Revelation!.

DEH'CIOUSNESS / [from <fciVi««r.]Delight;

pleasure; joy. Taylor.

DELIGATION./ [dcligatio, Lat] A binding

up. IVisemam.

DELIGHT./ [delice, Fr] 1. Joyt content ;

satisfaction Samuel. I. That which gives

delight. Sbakesp.

To DELIGHT. v.a.[dele3er,hit.] Toplease}

to content; to satisfy. Psalmi, Locke.

To DELIGHT. «. «. To have delight or plea

sure in. Psalmi.

DELIGHTFUL, a. [from delight and full.]

Pleasant; charming. Sidney.

DELIGHTFULLY, adv. Pleasantly; charm

ingly ; with delight. Milton.

DELI'GHTFULNESS/ [from «V//;rr.] Plea

sure; comfort; satisfaction. Tillotjon.

DELI'GHTSOME. a. [from delight.] Pleasant;

delightful. Grew.

DEI.IGHTSOMELY. adv. [from debgttsooae.]

Pleasantly ; in a delightful manner.

DELI'GHTSOMENESS./ [from delightsome.]

Pleasantness ; delightfulness.

To DELI N iATE. v. a. [deliuee, Lat.] 1. To

draw the first draught of a thing; to design. 1.

To paint in colours; to represent a true like

ness. Brown. 3. To describe. Raleigh.

DELINEATION./ [delineatie. Lat.] The first

draught of a thing Mortimer.

DELINIMENT./ [dclinimentnm, Lat.] A mi

tigating or asswaging.

DELINQUENCY. J. [debuauentia. Lat.] A

fault; failure in duty. Sandyj.

DELINQUENT^ [from dehnaueui, Lat.] Au

offender. Ben. Johnson.

To DE'LIQUATE. v. n. [deliaueo, Lat.] To

melt; to be dissolved. Cndworth.

DF.L10JJATION./. [deltquoJio, Lat.] A melt

ing; a dissolving.

DELsS^lUM.j. Lat. [achymical term] A

distillation by the force of fire.

DELIRAMENT. /. [deliramentum, Lat.] A

doting or foolish idle story. Did.

To DELI'RATE. v. n. [dcliro, Lat.] To dote -,

to rave.

DELIRATION./ [deliratio. Lat.] Dotage j

folly.

DELI RIOUS. a. [delirioui,lM.] lightheaded-,

raving ; d«tine. Sveijt.

DELI'R/UM. /" [Lat.J Alienation of mind;

dotage. Arbutlnot.

DELITIGATION./ [from delmge. Lat.] A

striving; ailuding; a contending. Diil.

To DELI VER. v. a. [dclivrtr, Fr.) 1 . To

give; eo yield; toosstr. Dryden. 1. To cast

away; to throw off. Pope. 3. To surrender ;

to put into one's hands. Samuel. 4. To Lave ;

lo rescue. Shakejp. 5. Tospeak; to tell-, to

rt ate; to utter. Swift. 6. 1 o disburden a

w man of a child. Peacham.

To I ELI'VER over. v. a. 1. To put \m0 ».

nciher's hands. Shakesp. 1. To give from

haed to hand. Dryden.

To
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To DELIVER up. v. a. To surrender ; to give

Up. Sbalusp.

DELI'VERANCE./ [delivrance, Fr.] I. The

act of delivering a thing to another. 2. The

act of freeing from captivity, slavery, or any

oppression; rescue. Uryden. 3. The act of

speaking; utterance. Sfakesp. 4. The act of

bringing children. Sbakesp.

DELIVERER,/ [from deliver.] 1. A saver ;

a rescuer; a preserver. Bacen. 1. A relates;

one that communicates something. Beyle.

DELIVERY./ [from the verb.] 1. The act

of delivering, or giving, t. Release; rescue;

saving. Stakesp. 3. A surrender ; giving up.

Clareuden. 4. Utterance ; pronunciation ;

speech. Hiiker. 5 Use of the limbs; activity.

kVettea. 6. Childbirth. Isaiah.

DELL./ [from dal, Dutch.] A pit; a valley.

Spenjer, Tickell.

DELPH./ A fine fort of earthen ware. Swift.

DELUDABLE. a. [from delu Jr.] Liable to be

deceived. Brewn.

ToDELU'DE. v. a. [delude. Lat] 1. To

beguile; to cheat; to deceive. Drydeu. 1.

To disappoint ; to frustrate.

DELUDER. / [from JelmJt.) A beguiler; a

deceiver ; an impostor. Glanville.

To DELVE, v. a. [oelr.an, Sax.] 1. To dig;

to opea the ground with a spade. Philipt. 1.

To fathom ; to silt, Sbakejp.

DELVE./ [from the verb.] A ditch; apitfal;

a den. Bea. Jshnsm.

DE'LVER. /. [from delve.} A digger. Shakesp.

DELUGE./ [deluge, Fr.] 1 . A general in

undation. Burnet. 1. An overflowing of the

natural bounds of a river. Denbam. 3. Any

sudden and resistless calamity.

To DELUGE, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

drown; to lay totally under water. Blackmere.

X. To overwhelm ; to cause to sink. Past.

DELUSION./. [deluse. Lat.] 1. A cheat;

guile ; deceit ; treachery. 1. A false represen

tation) illusion; errour. Pricr.

DELUSIVE, a. [from delusut, Lat.] Apt to

deceive. Prior.

DELU'SORY. a. [from delusut, Lat.] Apt to

deceive. Glanvtlle.

DEMAGOGUE./. [Ji|aay«j«<.] A ringleader

of the rabble. Smth.

DEMA'IN. ) / [</»mm»,Fr.] That land which

DEMEAN, r » man holds originally of him-

DEM ESNE. \ self. It is sometimes used also

for a distinction between those lands that the

lord of the manor has in his own hands, or in

the hands of his lessee, and such other lands

appertaining to the said manor as belong to

free or copyholders. Pbilipi, Swift.

DEMAND./ [demande, Fr.j 1. A claim; a

challenging. Lecke. 1. A question; an inter

rogation. 3. The calling for a thing in order

to purchase it. Addistn. 4. [In law.] The

asking of what is due. Bleunt.

To DEMAND.*, a. [demander, Fr.] To claim;

. to aflt for with authority. Peacbam.

DEMA'NDABLE. a. [from demand.} That

may be demanded; requested; asked for.

Bacen.

DEMANDANT./ [from demands He who is

actor or plaintiff in a real action. SpeSater.

DEMA'NDER. / [demandeur, Fr.J 1. One

that requires a thing with authority. 2. One

that astes for a thing in order to purchase it.

Carew. 3. A dunner.

DEME'AN. /. [from demener, Fr] A mien;

presence; carriage. Spenser.

To DEME'AN. 11. a. [from demener, Fr.] 1. To

behave ; to carry one's self. Ti/lessen. 1. To

lessen; to debase; to undervalue. Shakesp.

DEMEANOUR./, [demener, Fr.] Carriage 5

behaviour. Clarendm.

DEME'ANS./. pi. An estate in goods or lands.

To DEME'NTATE. v. n. [dementi, Lat.] To

grow mad.

DEMENTATlON/rymrirfar/j, Lat.] State of

being mad, or frantick.

DEME'RIT./ [demerite, Fr] The opposite to

merit; ill-deserving. Spenser.

To DEMERIT, v. a. To deserve blame or

punishment.

DEME'RSED. a. [from demersus.) Plunged.

DEME'RSION.y. [demerste, Lat.] A drowning.

DE'MI. inseparable particle, [demi, Fr] Half;

as, demiged, that is, half human, half divine.

DEMI-CANNON./ [demi and cannen.]

DEMI-CANNON Lewest. A great gun that

carries a ball thirty pounds weight.

DEMI-CANNON Ordinary. A great gun. It

carries a (hot thirty-two pounds weight.

DEMI-CANNON es the greatest Size. A gun.

It carries a ball thirty-six pounds weightWilt.

DEMI-CULVER1N es the lewest Size. A gun.

It carries nine pounds weight.

DEMI-CULVERIN Ordinary. A gun. It car-

ries a ball ten pounds eleven ounces weight.

DEMI-CULVERIN, elder S,rt. A gun. It car

ries a ball twelve pounds eleven ounces weight.

Clarenden.

DEMI-DEVIL/ Haifa devil. Shakesp.

DEMI-GOD./ [demi and ged.] Partaking of

divine nature; half a god.

DE'MI-LANCE. / [demi tad lance.] A light

lance ; a spear. Dryden.

DE'Ml-MAN./ Haifa man. Knelki.

DEMI-WOLF. / [demi and wels] Half a

wolf. Shakesp.

DEMISE./ [iromdemelre, demit, Fr.] Death;

decease. Swift.

To DEMI'SE. v. a. [demit, Fr.] To grant at

one's death; to bequeath. Swift

DEMISSION./ [demijie, Lat J Degradation;

diminution of dignity. L'Estrange.

To DEMIT, v. a. [demits, Lat.J To depress.

Brewn.

DEMOCRACY./ [hftoenlU.] One of the

three forms of government ; that in which the

sovereign power is lodged in the body-s>f the

people. Temple.

DEMOCRATICAL. a. [from demteraey.] Per

taining to a popular government; popular.

Brewn.

To
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To DEMO'LISH. •». a. [demollr, Fr.] Tothrow

down buildings; to raze ; to destroy, Tillotson.

DEMO'LISHER. / [from demolijb] One that

throws down building*.

DEMOLITION./ [from demtlijb] The tct of

overthrowing buildings. Stpijt.

DEMON. /. [Jitman, Lat.] A spirit) generally

an evil tpiiit. Prior.

DEMONIACAL. ) a. [from Jens* ] i. Belong

DEMONIACK. j ing to the devil j devilish

a. Influenced by the devil. Milton.

DF.MONIACK. J. [from the adjective.] One

professed by the devil. Benl/ey.

DEMONIAN. a. Devilish. Milton.

DEMONO'CRACY./[><ti|U«and>H-«''"V]Tht

power of the devil.

DEMONOI.ATRY. / \*^un and x.1{«i«.]

The woisliip ot the devil.

DEMONOLOGY. / [»«i'|U.irandx«V&'.] Dis

course of the nature of devils.

DEMONSTRABLE, m. [Jemonstrahilis, Lat ]

That which may be proved beyond doubt or

contradiction. GUnvile.

DEMO NSTR ABLY, adv. [(romdemonstrahle]

In such a manner as admits of certain proof.

Chreudon.

To DEMO NSTRATE v. a. [demonfiro, Ut.]

To prove with the highest degree ot certainty.

Tillotson.

DEMONSTRATION./ [demonstratit,htt] '■

The highest degree ofdeducible or argumental

evidence. Hooter, a. Indubitable evidence of

the senses or reason. Tillotjert.

DEMO NSTRAT1VE. a. [demonstrativus, Lat.]

i . Having the power of demonstration ; in

vincibly conclusive. Hooker. 1. Having the

power of expressing clearly. Dryden.

Demonstratively, adv. [from </«•..«■-

strative] i. With evidence not to be opposed

or doubted. Smth. a. Clearly ; plainly ; with

certain knowledge. Brovjn.

DEMONSTRATOR. / (from demonstrate]

One that proves; one that teaches.

DKMONSTRATORY. a. [from demonstrate]

Having the tendency to demonstrate.

DEMU I.CENT. a. [demulteni, Lat.] Softening;

mollifying; affuasive. Arhnthnot.

To DEMUR. v. n. [demeurer, Fr.] i. To de

lay a process in law by doubts and objections.

IVatlon. a. To pause in uncertainty ; to sus

pend determination. Hayvjard. 3. To doubt j

to have scruples. Bcntley.

To DEMUR. «. a. To doubt of. Milton.

DEMU R./ [.Tom the verb] Doubt ; hesitation.

South.

DEMU'RE. a. \de, meurs, Fr.] 1. Sober; de

cent. Spen/er. 2. Grave ; affectedly modest.

Bacon, Stvijt.

To DEMURE, v. n. [siom the noun] To look

with an affected modesty. Sbakcfp.

DEMURELY, adv. [from demure] 1. With

affected modelty; solemnly. *Hacon. 1. So

lemnly. Shakejp.

DEMU KENES-S./ffrom A«ir( ] 1. Modesty;

tobcrr.<l\; gra\ it v of al( cct. ^. Affected mo

desty.

DEMURRAGE./ [from demur] An allowance

made by met chants to masters of ships, for

their stay in a port beyond the time appointed.

DEMURRER./ [demeurer, Fr.] A kind of

pause upon a point of difficulty in an action.

CemtelL

DEN./ (hen. Sax.] 1. A cavern or hollow run

ning horizontally. Hooker, t. The cave of a

wild beast. Dryden. 3. Den may signify either

a valley or a woody place. Gibson.

DEN AY. s Denial; refusal. Shakes}.

DENDROLOGY./ fhrJjorand Xl^cV] The

natural history of trees.

DF.N TABLE, a. [from deny.] That which may

be denied. Brovjn.

DENIAL, s. [from deny] 1. Negation ; The

contrary to confession. Sidney, a. Refusal;

the contrary to grant. Shakesp. 3. Abjurati

on ; contrary to acknowledgment ofadherence.

South.

DENIER./ rfrom flV»y.] 1. A contradictor ; an

opponent. Watts. 1. One that does not own

or acknowledge. South. 3. A refuser; one

that rcTufe*. King Charles.

DENI ER./ (from ^nuriu.] Lat] A "mall de

nomination of French money. Shakesp.

To DENIGRATE, v. a. [denigrs. Lat.] To

blacken. Brown, Boyle.

DENIGRATION. / [denigratio. Lat.] A

blackening, or making black. Boyle.

DEN1ZATION./ [from denizen ] The act of

infranchifing. Davies.

DENIZEN.? / [from dinasddyn, a man of

DE'NISON. 1 the city.] A freeman; one in-

franchised. Daviei.

To DE'NIZEN.tj. a. To insranchise > to make

free. Donne.

To DENOMINATE, v. a. [Jenemine, Lat.]

To name ; to give a name to. Hammond.

DENOMINATION./ [denominate, Lat.] A

name given to a thing. Rogers.

DENOMINATIVE, a. [from denominate.] 1.

That which gives a name , that which confers

a distinct appellation. ^. That which obtains

a distinct appellation. Cocker.

DENOMINATOR./ [from denominate] The

giver ot a name. Brc<vin.

DENOMINATOR of a Frailicn, is the number

below the line, shewing the nature inti quality

or the parts which any inu^er is supposed to

be divided into. Harris.

DENOTATION./, [deuoutie, Lat] The »ct

of denoting.

To DENOTE, v.a. [denote. Lat] To mark ;

to he a si^n ot ; to betoken.

To DENOU NCR.ti.a. [deuuneio,lM. denoncer,

Fr.] 1. To threaten by proclamation. Dtusrr-

oitmy, Dcta-; of Piety, x. To give information

aeair.it. Ajl-ffe.

DErvOU'NLfcMENT./ [from denounce] The

act of proclaiming any menace. Brown.

DENO UNCER. ./. (from denounce] One that

declare*, some menace. Dryden.

DENSE, a. [den/us. Lat.] Close j compact ; ap

proaching to Iblidity. Locke.

DENSITY-
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DENSITY./ [denjita,, Ut.l Closeness j com

pactness ; close adhesion. Nnattn.

DE'NTAL. a. [dentalie. Lat.] i. Belonging or

relating lo the teeth. 2. [In grammar.] Pro

nounced principally by the agency of the teeth.

Holder.

DENTAL./ A small shell-fish. rVtcdward.

DEKTELLl. / [Italian] Modillons. SpeSattr.

DENTICULATlON./s</r»»i<Wa/«>,Lat.]The

state of being set with small teeth. Grevi.

DENTI'CULATED. a. [dnticulatui, Lat] Set

with small teeth

DE NTIFRICE. / [dens and fries, Lat] A

powder made to sconr the teeth. Ben.ftbnfon.

DENTITION./ \dentitit, Lat.] 1. The act

of breeding the teeth 1. The time at which

childrens teeth are bred.

To DENUDATE. v. a [denude, Lat.] To di

vest; to strip. Decay if Piety.

DENUDA'TION. / [from dcnuJate.] The act

of stripping.

To DENUDE, f. a. [denudt, Lat] To strip;

to make naked. Clarendsn.

DENUNCIATION./ [denunciatit. Lat] The

act of denouncing ; a public k menace. Ward.

DENUNCIATOR. / [from dennncit, Lat.] 1 .

He that proclaims any threat. 2. He that lays

an information against another. Ayliffe.

To DENY', v. a. [denier, Fr.] 1 . To contra

dict an accusation; not to confess. Genestt. 1.

To refuse ; not to grant. Dryden. 3. To ab

negate ; 10 disown. Jcjbna. 4. To renounce ;

to disregard ; to treat as foreign or not belong

ing to one. Sprat.

To DEOBSTRU CT. v. a. [dethstrut, Lat.] To

clear from impediments. More.

DEO'BSTRUENT./ [detbftruen,, Lat.] A me

dicine that has the power to resolve viscidities.

Arbutbntt.

DE ODAND. / [Jet dandum, Lat] A thing

given or forfeited to God for the pacifying his

wrath, in cafe of any misfortune, by which any

Christian comes to a violent end, without the

fault of any reasonable creature. Ctnvell.

To DEOPPILATE. v. n. [de and tppilt, Lat ]

To deobstruct ; to clear a passage.

DEOPPILATION. / [(mtadeippilate] The

act of clearing obstructions. Brivm.

DEOPPILATIVE. a. [deeppilate.] Deobstru-

ent. Harvey.

DEOSCULATION / [JetscuUtit, Lat] The

act of kissing. StilUngfleet.

To DEPA'INT v.a.[depeiut,Fr] 1. To pic

ture; to describe by colours. SpcnJ.r. a. To

describ**. Gay.

To DEPART, d. n. [depart, Fr.] I.Togo

away from a place. Susanna. 2. To desilt

from a practice. Kingt. 3 To be lost ; to

penlh. E/drat. 4. To desert; to revolt ; to

tail away ; to apostatise. Ijaiab. 5. To desist

from a resolution or opinion. Clarendon. 6. To

dye ; to decease ; to leave the world. Gen.

To DEPA'RT.». a. To quit; to leave ; tore-

tire from. Ben. Jtbnftw.

To DEPART, v. a. [partir, Fr.] To divide ;

.to separate.

DEPA'RT. / [depart, Fr ] 1. The act os

going away. Shakefp. i Death. Shakefp. 3.

fWiih chymists] An operation so named, be

cause the particles of silver are departed or di

vided from eold

DEPA'RTER. / [from departs One that re

fines metals by separation.

DEPARTER. / [Jipartemcnt, Fr.] Sepa

rate allotment; business assigned to a particu

lar person. Arbutbntt.

DEPARTMENT. / [from depart] 1. A go

ing away. Sbakesp. a. Death ; decease ; the

act of leaving the present state of existence.

Sidney, Addiftn. 3. A forsaking; an aban

doning Tillttstn.

DEPA'SCENT. a. [depascent. Lat] Feeding

greedily.

To DEPASTURE. w.o.[from</^<7/«r,L«t.]To

eat up ; to consume by feeding upon it. Spenser*.

To DEPAUPERATE, v. a. [depaupert. Lat]

To make poor. Arbutbntt.

DEPE CTIBLE. a. [from dcpeSt, Lat] Tough ;

clammy. Bacon.

To DEPEINCT.w sl.ry#«Wrr,Fr.]Topaint;

to describe in colours Spenser.

To DEPEND, v. n. [d,p;ndet, Lat] 1. To

hang from. Dryden. 1. To tie in 3 slite of

servitude or expectation. Bactn. 3. To be in

suspense. Bactn. 4. Tt Defend upon. To

rely on; to trust to. Clarendtn. 5. To be ia

a state of dependance. Sbakejp. 6. so rest

upon any thvrg as its cause. Rtgeri.

DEPK'NDANCE. / / [from defend 1 i.The

DEPE'NDANCY. J state of hangup down

from a supporter, a. Simrthing hir.ging up

on another. Dryden. 3. Concatenation; con

nexion ; relation of one thing to another. Locke.

4. State of being at the disposal of anoiher.

Tillctftn. 5. The things or persons 01 which

any man has the dominion. Bactn. 6. Re

liance ; trust ; confidence. Hooker.

DEPE'NDANT.o. [liomdefend.] In the power

of anoiher. Hooker

DEPENDANT. / [from depend.] One who

lives in subjection, or at the discretion of an

other. Clarendon.

DEPE'NDENCE. 7 / [from depend. Lat.] 1.

DEPENDENCY. J A thing or person at the

disposal or discretion of another. Collier. 2.

State of being subordinate, or subject. Bactn.

3. That which is not principal; that which is

subordinate. Burnet. 4 Concatenation; con

nexion. Sbakejp. 5. Relation of any thing to

another. Burnet. 6. Trust ; reliance ; con

silience. Stillingfleet.

DEPENDENT, a. [dependent, Lat.] Hanging

down. Peacfcam.

DEPENDENT. / [from dependent, Lat] One

subordinate. Rtgtrt.

DEPE'NDER. / [from depend] A dependant;

one that reposes on the kindness of another.

Sha'tfp.

DEPERUITION. / [from JeperJitm, Lat]

Loss; r'estrjction. Brtnvn.

DEPHLEGMA'TION./ [from Jepblegm.] An

D d operation
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eous insipid matter. Boyle.

*Jk [from dephltgn

 

g freed from phlegm. Biylt

into, depiUum, Lat.] To

'ayhr. 2. To describe to

operation which takes away from the phlegm

any spirituous Auid by repeated distillation

S^uincy, Boyle.

To DEPHLK'GM. 7 v.a.[depblegma,\oyi

To DEPtfLEG,MATE. If \M] Toclearfrom

plegm,^

DEPHLE'C

The qual

ToDEPI'CT.

'^taint; to portn

Jlje mind. Fatten.

DEPI LATORY./ ra7and pilnnMLtt] An ap

plication used to take away hair

DE PILOUS, a. [de and film, Lat.] Without

hair. Brt*wn.

DEPLANTA'TION./ [^/«»«,Lat.] The act

of taking plants up from the bed.

DEPLETION./ [>/,/«, </,/*/«/, Lat] The

. act of emptying. Ariutb.iot.

DEPLOR ABLE, a. sfrom deplore. Lat.] i. La

mentable; sad; calamitous; miserable; hope-

lels. Clarendon. 2. Contemptible ; despicable;

as, deplorable nonsense.

DFPLO'RABLi:NESS/[fromflV/«-aJ/<.]The

sUtc of being deplorable.

DEPLORABLY, adv. sfrom deplorable.] La

mentably; miserably. Stutb.

DEPLO'RATE. a. Uepkratni, Lat.] Lamenta

ble; hopeless. L'Esirange.

DEPLORATION./ [from deplore.] The act

of deploring.

To DEPLORE, v. a. [deplore, Lat.] To la

ment; to bewail ; to bemoan. Dryden

DEPLO'RER. / [from deplore.] A lamenter j

a mourner.

DEPLUMA'TION. / [depbtmatio. Lat.] I

Plucking »ff the feathers a. [In surgery.] A

swelling of the eyelids, accompanied with the

fall of the hairs. Pbtlipi

To DEPLUME, v. a. [de zodpluma, Lat.] To

strip of its feathers.

To DE'PONE. *>. a. [depone, Ut.] I. To lay

down as a pledge. or security. 2. To risque

upon the success of an adventure. Hudibrat

DEPONENT./ [from depone. Lat.] i. One

that deposes his testimony in a court of justice,

a. [In grammar.] Such verbs as have no ac-

live voice are called deponenti. Clarke.

To DEPOPULATE, i.a. \depepulcr,Ltit.] To

unpeople; to lay waste. Bacon.

DEPOPULATION. / [from depopulate.] The

act of unpeopling ; mtvock ; waste. PhiHpi.

DEPOPtJLA'TOR./ [from depopulate.] A dis-

peopler ; a destroyer of mankind.

To DEPORT, v. a. [deperter, Fr.] To carry ;

to demean. Pope.

DEPO'RT. / [ir»m the verb.] Demeanour i

behaviour. Milton.

DEPORTATION. / [deportatie, Lat.] i.

Transportation; exile into a remote part of

the dominion. ^. Exile in general, /hliffe.

DEPORTMENT./, [deportemiut, Fr.J I. Con-

duct; management. rVottou. 2. Demeanour ;

behaviour. Svjift.

To DEPOSE, v. a. [depone, Lat.] t . To lay

down j to lodge ; to let till. Weed'ward. a.

To degrade from a throne. Dryden. 3. To

take away ; to divest. Sbakefp. 4. To give

testimony ; to attest. Shakesp. Bacon. ; . To

examine any on his oath. Sbakefp.

To DEPO'SE. v. n. To bear witness. Sidney.

DEPOSITARY./! [depofitariui, Lat.]One with

whom anv thing is lodged in trust. Sbakefp.

To DEPOSITE, v. a. [depo/tnm, Lat.] 1. To

lay up; to lodge in any place. Gartb, Bentley.

z. To lay up as a pledge, or security. 3. To

place at interest. Sprat. 4. To lay aside.

Decay of Piety.

DEPOSITE. / [depo/tum, Lat] 1. Any thing

committed to the trust and care of another. 2.

A pledge; • pawn; a thing given as a secu

rity. 3. The state of a thing pawned or

pledged. Bacon.

DEPOSITION./ 1. The act of giving publick

testimony. 2. The act of degrading a prince

from sovereignty.

DEPOSITORY. / [from deposite.] The place

where any thing is lodged. Addifen.

DEPRAVATION./ [depravatie. Ut.] i.The

act of making any thing bad. Swift. 2. De

generacy j depravity. Seutb. 3. Defamation.

Shakefp.

To DEPRA'VE.r. a.[aV/>ra»s,Ut.]Tovitiite;

to corrupt. Hooker.

DEPRA'VEDNESS. / [from deprave] Cor

ruption ; taint ; vitiated state. Hammond.

DEFRAGMENT. / [from deprave.] A vi

tiated state. Brown.

DEPRAVER. / [from deprave.] A corrupter.

DEPRAVITY./ [from deprave.] Corruption.

To DEPRECATE, v. n. [deprecer. Ut,] 1.

To pray earnestly. 1. To ask pardon for.

To DEPRECATE. v. a. i. To implore mercy

of. Prior. 2. To beg off; to pray deliverance

from. Smalridge.

DEPRECATION./ [diprecortie. Lat.] Prayer

against evil. Brown.

DE'PRECATIVE. 1 a. [from deprecate.] That

DEPRECATORY. $ serves todeprecate.flaM*.

DEPRECA'TOR. / [dtprecater, Ut.] An ex-

cufer. .

To DEPRE'CIATE. w. a. [depretiare. Lat.] 1.

To bring a thing down to a lower price, z.

To undervalue. Addifen.

To DEPREDATE, v. a. [depratdari, Ut.] t.

To rob; to pi Mage. 2.To spoil; to devour.Bactn.

DEPREDATION. / [depratdatto, Lat.] 1.

A robbing; a spoiling. Hayward. a. Vora

city ; waste. Bacon.

DEPREDATOR./ [depredator, Ut] A rob

ber ; a devourcr. Bacon.

To DEPREHEND. v. a. [deprehendo.l.tt.'] 1.

To catch one; to take unawares. Uoiktr. a.

To discover; to find out a thing. Bacon.

DEPREHE'NSIBLE. a. [from dtpnbtnd.] 1.

That may be caught. 2. That may b.- under

stood.

DEPREHE'NSIBLENESS./ 1. Caaableoese

of being caught. 2. lntelligrbleness.

DEPREHE'NSION. / [deprebenfio. Lat] 1. A

catching or taking unawares, a. A discovery.

T»
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To DEPRE'SS. v.a. [from Jepreffui, Lat.] i

To press or ihrust down. X. To let fall ; to

let down. Newts. 3. To humble; to deject j

to sink. Adiijon.

DEPRESSION./ [deprossio, Lat] 1. The act

of pressing down. %. The sinking or falling in

of a surface. Biylt. 3. The act of humbling ;

abasement. Bacon.

DEPRESSION of an Equation [in algebra.] Is

the bringing it into lower and more simple

terms by division.

DEPRESSOR./ [deprefor, Lat.]He that keeps

or presses down.

DEPRIVATION./ [from Je and privation.]

The act of depriving, or taking away from.

Bruttey.

DEPRIVATION./ [in law.] Is when a clergy

man, as a bishop, parson, vicar or prebend, is

deposed from his preferment. Philips.

To DEPRIVE, v. a. strom de md privo, Lat.]

1. To bereave one of a thing. Clarendon. 1.

To hinder ; to debar from. Dryden. 3. To re

lease ; to free from. Spenser. 4. To put out of

an office. Bacon.

DEPTH. / [from Jeep, or Hep, Dutch.] 1 .

Deepness ; the measure of »ny thing from the

surface downwards. Bacon. %. A deep place ;

not a shoal. Dryden. 3. The abyss; a gulph

of infinite profundity. Proverbs. 4. The mid

dle or height of a season. Clarendon. 5. Ab-

struseness ; obscurity. Addistn.

ToDEPTHEN. v. a. [dieptn, Dutch.] To

deepen. Did.

To DEPITCELATE. v. a. [depuceler, Fr.] To

deflour. Dill.

DEPULSION. / [depulfio, Lat.] A beat'ng or

thrusting away.

DEPU LSORY. a. [from dtpnlsuj, Lat] Putting

away.

To L>LPURATE. v. a. [depurer, Fr] To pu

rify ; to cleanse. Bojle.

DE PUR ATE. a. [from the verb.] 1. Cleansed ;

frte from dregs. 1. Pure ; not contami

nated Glanville.

DEPURATION./ [depuratio. Lat.] The act of

separating the pure from tbe impure part of

anv thing. Boyle.

To DEPU RE. v. a. [depnrer, Fr.] 1. To free

trom impurities, a. To puree. Raleigh.

DEPUTATION./ [deputation, Fr.] 1 . The

act of deputing, or sending with a special com

mission. 2. Vicegerency. Sjtth.

To DEPUTE, v. a. [deputtr, Fr.] To send with

a special commission ; to impower one to tranl-

act instead of another. Bo/common.

DE'PUTY. f [depute', Fr. trom deputatut, Lat ]

1. A lieutenant , a viceroy. Hale. 1. Any one

that transacts business for another. Hooker.

To DEQUANT1TATE. v. a. [from de and

axantitai, Lat.] To diminish the quantity of.

Brevtn.

DER. In the beginning os names of places, is de

rive. 1 rrom beon, a wild beast, unless the

plice stands upon a river ; then lrom the Bri-

li'h dnr, 1. e. water. Gihjon.

■jraycr

 

ocker :

To DERA'CINATE. *. a. [Jet

pluck or tear up by the roots

ToDF.RA'ICN. \4>. a. Topi

ToDERA'IN. 5 Bhun

DKRA'Y./ [ffimJef,

order; noise.

To DF.RE. v. a [by

solete. Spenser.

DERELICTION./ [Jet

forsaking or leaving.

DERELICTS./ pi.

a re Mil fu 1 1« thrownal

To DERIDE v. a. [Je,

at j to mock; to turn l

DERI DER./ fsromth

scoffer. Hooter.

DERISION . / [derisit,

riding or laughing at. 1. "Contempt ; scorn ;

a laughingstock Jercmjoh, Milton.

DERISIVE, a. [from deride.] Mocking; scof

fing. Pope.

DERISORY, a. [Jerisorius, Lat] Mocking;

ridiculing.

DERl'VABLE. a. [from derives Attainable by

right of descent or derivation. South.

DERIVATION. / [derivatio, Lat] 1. A

draining of water. Burnet. 1. The tracing of

a word from its original. Locke. 3. The tracing

of any thing from its source. Hale 4. [In me

dicine.] The drawing of a humour from one

part of the body to another. Wiseman.

DERIVATIVE.*. [Jerivatnmi,~L.u.] Derived

or taken from another. Hale.

DERIVATIVE./ [from the adjective.] The

thing or word derived or taken from another.

South

DERIVATIVELY, adv. [from derivative.] Io

a derivative manner.

To DERI'VE. v. a. [deriier, Fr. from derive.

Lat.] 1. To turn the course of any thing.

South, a. To deduce front its original. Boyle.

3. To communicate to another, as from the

origin and source. South. 4 To communicate

to by descent of blood. Feltin 5. To spread

from one place to another. Davies. 6. [lo

grammar. J To trace a word from its origin.

To DERI'VE. v. n. 1. To come from ; to owe

its origin to. Prior. 2. To descend from. Shalt.

DERI VER./', [from derive] Ore that draws

or hatches from the original. Scuth.

DF.RN. a. [beapn, Sax. J 1. Sad ; solitary, x.

Barbarous ; cruel.

DERNIER, a. Last. Ayliffe.

To DEROGATE, v. a {derogo. Lat.] I. To do

an act contrary to a preceding law or custom.

Hale. 1. To lessen the worth of any person

or thing ; lo disparage.

To DEROGATE.*, n. To detract.

DEROGATE, a. [trom the vitb.J Lessened in

value. Shakesp.

DEROGATION./ [Jcrcgatio, Lat.] i.The

act ot breaking and making void a tormer la'.v.

South. 1. A disparaging ; lessening or taking

away the woni ot any person or thing.

Hooter.

Ddi DFP.OGR
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DEROGATIVE, a. [derogativns. Lit.] Dero

gating ; lessening the value. Brov>n.

DEROGATORILY. adv. [from derogatory .]

In attracting manner.

DEROGATORINESS. / [from derogatory.]

The art o! derogating

DEROGATORY, a. [derogatcriui. Lat.] That

lessens the value of Brotun.

BE'RVIS. / [dervn, Fr.] A Turkish priest.

Sandys.

DESCANT./, [descant., Italian.] I. A song or

tune composed in part*. Milt**, %. A dis

course; a tiilputatii.n : a disquisition branched

out into several divisions or heads. Giv. of the

Tongue.

ToDESCK'ND. v. n. [descend,, Lit.] i.To

come from a high place to a lower. Mattb.

a. To come down. Samuel. 3. To come sud

denly; to fall upon as an enemy. Pope. 4.

To make an invasion. Dryden. 5. To proceed

from an original. Cottier. 6. To fall io ordei

os inhabitance to a successor. Locke. 7. To

extend a discourse from general to particular

consider tions. Decay of Piety.

To DESCEND, v. a. To walk downward up

on any place. Afilton.

DESCENDANT/ [descendant, Fr.] The off

spring if an ancetL.r. Bacon

DESCfNDrNT. a. [descenden,, LlJ 1. Fall

ing ; sinking; coming down. Ray. 1. Pro

ceeding from another as an original or ances

tor. Pope.

DESCENDIBLE a. [from d.scend] i.Such

■s may be descended. 1. Trans.niffible by

inheritance. Hale.

DESCE'NSION. / [dejeens.,. Lit ] 1. The act

of falling or sinking ; descent, x. A declen

sion; 1 degradation. Sbakefp. 3. [In astro

nomy.] Right defcnJKn is the arch of the e-

quator, which de'ernds with the sign or star

below the horizon of a direct sphere. Oblique

Jefcensun is the arch of the equator, which de

scend!, with the sign below the horizon of an

oblique sphere. Oxenam.

DESCE'NSIONAL. a. [trom Jesctmfa*.] Relat

ing to descent.

DESCENT./ [descenfut. Lat.] I. The act o'

passing from a higher place. Blackmore. 2

Progress downwards Locke. 3. Obliquity ;

inclination. kVood-j.\ 4. Lowest place. Shake}

5. Invasion ; holtile entrance into a kingdom.

rJretton,Clarcnd 6. Transmission of any thing

by succession and inheritance. Lode. 7. The

state o! proceeding from an original or proge-

nit-ir. Atterbury. 8. Birth ; extraction, pro

cess of lineage. Sbakejp. 9. Offspring; inhe

ritors. Milan 10. A single step in the scale

of genealogy Hooker. 1 1 . A rank in the scale

or order ot being. Milton.

ToDESCRTBE. v. a [describe, Lat] 1. To

mark out any thing by the mention ol its pro

perties IVatts. 1. To delineate; to mark

out; at 1 torch waved about the head defer il>,i

» circle. 3. To distribute into proper heads

6r divisions. Joshua. 4. To define in 1 lax

n. inner.

DESCRI'BER./ [from describe.] He that de

scribes. Brov/n.

DESCRIER. / [from descry.] A discoverer 1

a detecter. Crajbav}.

DESCRITTION. / [deferipti,. Lat.] 1. The

act ot dcsciibing or making out any person or

thing by pereeptille properties, x. The sen

tence or palla^e in which any thing is describ

ed Dryden. 3. A lax definition. Watti. 4.

The qualities expressed in a description. Sbak.

To DESCRY, v. a. [deserter, Fr.] i.Togive

notice of any thing suddenly discovered. ». To

spy out j to examine it 1 distance. Judge,.

3. To detect; to find out iny thing conceit

ed. Wotton. 4. To discover; to perceive by

the eye ; to see aiy thing distant or absent.

Raleigh, Digby, Prior.

DESCRY'./ flrom the verb.] Discovery ; thins;

discovered. Sbakejp.

To DESECRATE, t-. a. [deseert. Lat.] To si-

vert from the purpose to which any thing fa.

consecrated.

DESECRATION./ [from desecrate.] The a

bolilion of consecrition.

DESERT. /. [dejertum, Lat ] A wilderness;

solitude; waste country; uninhibited place;

Sbakefp.

DESERT, a. [desertm, Lit.] Wild; waste ;

u litary. Deuteronomy.

To DESERT, v a. [deserter,?!, defer,. Lit.] 1.

To forsake ; to fill away from; to quit mean

ly or treacheroufly. Dryden. a. To leave ; 10

abandon. BentUy. 3. To quit the army, or

regiment, in which one is enlisted.

OESE'RT./ [from the adjective] 1. Qualities

or conduct considered with respect to rewards

or punishments; degree of merit or demerit.

Hooker, 2. Proportional merit ; claim to re

ward. South. 3. Excellence; right to reward ;

virtue.

DESERTER./ [from desert] 1 He that ha.

forsaken his cause or his post. Dryden. 2,. He

that leaves the army in which he is enlisted.

Decay os Piety. 3. He that torlakes another.

Pope.

DESERTION./ [from desert.] 1. The act of

torlaking or abandoning a cause or post. Roger,.

a. [In theology.] Spiritual despondency; a

scnle of the dereliction of God; an opinion

that grace is withdrawn. South.

DESE RTLESS. a. [from desert.] Without me

rit. Dryden.

To DESERVE, f. a. [deservir, Fr.] 1. To be

worthy of either good or ill. Hooker, Onvny.

2. To be worthy ot reward. South.

DESERVEDLY, adv. (from deserve] Worthi

ly; according to delcrt. Milton.

DESE'RVER. s. [trom dejcr<vt.] A man vcho

merits reward. IVotten.

DJ SICCANTS. /. [from desiccates Applica

tions that dry up the stow of fores; Jntis.

IVijetnan.

To DESICCATE. 1. a [d<stccc, Lat.] To dry

up. Hale.

DESICCATION./ [from desneate ] The act of

making dry. Bacon. DESl'C-
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DESICCAT1VE. a. [from desiccate.) That

which has the power of drying.

To DESIDERATE, v. a. [desidere, Lat.] To

want | to miss. Cbeyne.

DESIDIOSE. a. [desidiosm, Lat.] Idle ; Uiy ;

heavy. Did.

To DESI'GN. v. a. [designe. Lat. dessiner, Fr.]

l. To purpose ; to intend any thing. 1. To

form or order with a particular purpose. Stit-

bngfltet. 3. To devote intentionally. Claren-

dtn. 4. To plan ; to project. kVettn. 5.

To mark out. Luke.

DESI'GN. /. [from the verb.] 1 . An intention ;

a purpose. 2 . A scheme *, a plan of action. 77/-

Utson. 3. A scheme formed to the detriment

os another. Licit. 4. The idea which an artist

endeavours to execute or express. Addijon.

DES1CNABLE. a. [designe, Lat.] Distinguish

able ; capable to be particularly marked out.

D.gby.

DESIGNATION./ [designatie. Lat.] 1. The

act of pointing or marking out. Swift. 2. Ap

pointment j direction. Bacon. 3. Import; in

tention. Locke.

DESIGNEDLY, adv. [from design.) Purpose

ly ; intentionally) not inadvertently ; not for

tuitously. Ray.

PESI'GNER. / [from design.] A plotter ; a

contriver. Decay tf Piety. 1. One that forms

the idea of any thing in painting or sculpture.

jfddifen.

PESIGNINC./«rr. a. [from design.] Insidi

ous ; treacherous ; deceitful. Simhern.

DESICNLESS. a. [from designs Unknowing ;

inadvertent. . ..'

DESI GNLESSLY. adv.{famdesignlcsi ]With

out intention v ignoranjpp, inadvertently. Beyle

DKSIGNMLNT.y^pm design.] 1. A scheme

oshostility. Shak^F 2. A plot ; a malicious

intentiun. Hayv^$. The idea or lketch of

work. Dryden.

DESIRABLE, a. [from desire] 1. Pleasing;

delightful. Aidison. a. That which is to be

wished with earnestness. Rogers.

DESI RE.'f, \defir, Fr. desiderium. Lat.] Wilh j

eagerness to obtain or enjoy. Locke.

To DESIRE^*, a. [desirtr, Fr] 1. To wilh i

to long ioc9tuteronoMy. a.To express withes;

to appear to long. Dryden. 3. Toalk;toin-

treat. Stake/p.

DESI RER.y; [from desire,] Que that is eager

of any thing. Shakejp.

DESIROUS, a. [from desire.] Full of desire ;

eager ; longing ate.. Hooker.

DESIROUSNLSS. J. [from desirom ] Fulness

of desire.

DESI ROUSLY. arfV [from desirom.] Eagerly;

with desire.

To DESI ST. v. n. [desijie, Lat.J To cease from

any thing ; to stop J.lilton.

DES1STANCE /. (from desijl.] The act of de

sisting ; cessation. Boyle.

DKSITIVF. a.'dcfiiai, Lat.] Ending; con

cluded. H'atti.

Vi.SK.s. [disch, a taMc, Dutch ] An inclining

ublc lorihe ule ol winery 01* reader... li'altin.

DE'SOLATE. a. [deselatm. Lat.] 1. Without

inhabitants; uninhibited. Broome. %. Depriv"

ed of inhabitants; laid waste. Jeremiah, 3-

Solitary ; without society.

To DE'SOLATE. v. » [desih. Lat.] To de

prive of inhabitant*. Thomson.

DESOLATELY, adv. [from desolate] In a de

solate manner.

DESOLA'TION / [from desolate.] 1. Destruc

tion ot inhabitants. Spenjer. 2. Gloominess;

sadness; melancholy. Sidney. 3. A place wast

ed and forsaken. Jeremiah.

DESPA'IR./ [dejejpoir, Fr.] I. Hopelessness-,

despondence. Corinth, a. That which causes

despair ; thatefwhich there is no hope. Shai.

3. [In theology] Lois of confidence in the

mercy of God. Sprat.

ToDESPAl'R.v. n.[despcre. Lat.] To be with

out hope ; to despond. Wake.

DESPA'IRER. / [from despair] One with

out hope. Dryden.

DF.SP A'IRFUL. a.[despair and/*//.] Hopeless.

Obsolete. Sidney.

DESPA IRINGLY. adv. [from despairing.] In

a manner betokening hopelessnels Boyle.

To DISPATCH v.a. [depefcher, Fr.J 1. To

send away hastily. Temple. 1. To send out of

the world; to put to death. Shakejp. 3. To

perform a business quickly. Macabeet, Locke.

4.To conclude an affair with another. Shakejp.

DESPATCH. / I from the verb] 1 . Hasty ex

ecution. Granville. a. Conduct ; management.

Skakesp. 3. An express; haiy messenger or

message.

DESPA TCHFL'L. a. [from despatch ] Bent on

haste Pope.

DESPERATE, a. [defperatm, Lat] I. Wilh-

ou hope. Shakejp. 2. Without care of lately ;

mill. Hammond 3. Irretrievable; unfui-

mountable ; irrecoverable. Locke. 4 Mad ;

hot brained ; tui ious. Spenser.

DESPERATELY, adv. [from desperate.] 1.

Furiously; madly. Brovin. 1. luagreatde-

gree : this fense is ludicrous.

DESPERATENESS/ [from desperate.] Mad-

neh; fury ; precipitance. Hammond.

DESPERATION, s. [from dejperate.) Hope

lessness; despair ; despondency. Hammond.

DESPICABLE, a. \despicabiln, l.at.] Con

temptible; vile; mean; surdid ; worthless.

Hooker.

DESPICABLENESS. / [from despicable.)

Meanness ; vilencfa. Decay es Piety.

DESPICABLY, adv. [from dejfuable.) Mean

ly ; sordidly. Addijon.

DESP1 SABLK.a. [from aV/JMy>.]Contemptible ;

despicable ; regarded with contempt. Arbmh.

ToDESPI'SE. v.a. [despijer, old Fr.] 1 . To

scorn; 10 contemn. Jeremiah, a. To abhor,

Shakejp.

DESP1SER. /. [from despise.] Conteroner ;

scorner. SzuiJ't.

DESPITE. J. [Jpijt, Dutch, desit, Fr.] 1.

Malice ; anger ; malignity. Sprat. 2. De

fiance. Blacimort. 3. Act of malice, Milton.

To
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To DESPITE, v. a. [from the nona.] To vex ,

to affront. Raleigh.

DESPITEFUL, a. [despite and full.] Malici

ous; full of spleen. KmgCbarln.

DESPITEFULLY. adv.[from despiteful.]Mi-

iicioufly ; malignantly. Matthcno.

DESPITEFULNESS,/ [from despiteful] Ma

lice; hate; malignity. IVi/Jem.

DESPITEOUS. a. [from despite] Malicious ;

furious." Spenser.

To DESPO IL. v . a. [despolio, Lat.} To rob ; to

deprive. Spenser.

DESPOLI.VTION./ [from despolio. Lat.] The

act of despoiling or stripping.

To DESPOND, v.n, [defponJee, Ut] *. To

despair; to lose hope. Dryden. ». [In theo

logy.]To lose hope of the divine mercy.Watti.

DESPONDENCY./, [from despondent.] De

spair ; hopelessness.

DESPO'NDENT. a. [despondent, Lat.]Defpair-

inc; hopeless. Beutlcy.

To UESPO'NSATE. v. a. {despenfi, Lat.] To

betroth ; to affiance.

DESPONSA'TION./ [from despensate.] The

betrothing persons to each other.

DESPOT. /. \hirwSr,r;.] An absolute prince

as, the despot oi Servia.

DESPO'TICAL. \ a. [from despot .] Absolute

DESPO'TICK. i in power; unlimited in

authority. South.

DESPO'TICALNESS./. [from despotical] Ab

solute authority.

DE SPOTISM./. [despetistne, Fr. from despot]

Absolute power.

To DESPU'MATE. v. n. [despume, Lat.] To

throw off part-s in foam.

DESPUMA'TION. / [from dtspumate.] The

act of throwing off excrementious parts in

scum or foam.

DESQJJAMA'TION. / [from/?«o»i<i, Lat.]

The act of scaling foul bones.

DESSERT, [desserte, Pr.] The last course at

an entertainment. King .

To DESTINATE. v. n. [destine. Lat.] To de

sign for anv particular end. Ray.

DESTINATION./ [from dejlinate.] The pur

pose forwhich any thing is appointed. Hale.

To DESTINE. s». a. [destine, Lat.] I. To

doom; to appoint unalterably to any state.

Miltcn. ^. To appoint to any use or purpose.

kirbxtlnet. 3. To devote; to doom to pu-

nilhment or misery. Prior. 4. To fix unal

terably. Prior.

DESTINY./, [destinte, Pr.] 1. The power that

spins the life, and determines the fate. Skakejp.

a. Fate; invincible neceiTuv. Vcuham. 3.

Doom ; condition in future trme Shr.kesp.

DE'STITUTE. a.[destitutut, Lat.] 1 Forsaken;

abandoned. Booker. In want . Dryden.

DESTITUTION./.[from dtJhtute.]\N*M\ the

state in which something is wanted. Hooker.

To DESTROY, v. a. [drstrut. Lat] 1. To o-

veiturn a city ; to raze a building. Gew/ij. 2.

To lay waste; to make desolate. Kr.oiUi. 3.

To kill. Deuter. ii. it. Hale. 4. To put an

env! to , to bring to nought. BentUy.

DESTROY ER. / [from destroy] The person .

that destroys. Raleigh.

DESTRUCTIBLE, a. [from define. Lat.] Li

able to destruction.

DESTRUCTIBl'LITY. / [from destmaible.]

Liableness to destruction.

DESTRUCTION./ [dtstrndHo, Lat.] 1. The

act of destroying ; waste. %. Murder; massa

cre. Waller. 3. The state of being destroyed.

4. A destroyer; a depopulator. Psalms. 3.

[In theology] Eternal death. Matth.

DESTRUCTIVE, a. [deftnaifut, low Lit.]

That which destroys ; wasteful ; causing ruin

and devastation. Dryden.

DESTRU CTIVELY. adv. [from defirnShne.]

Ruinously; mischie*oufly. Decay of Piety.

DESTRUCTIVENESS. / [from destrntlive]

The quality of destroying or ruining. Decay

of Piety.

DESTRUCTOR. /[from destrey.]\ destroyer ;

consumer. Boyle.

DESUDA'TION. f. [desudatio. Lat.] A pnrfufe

and inordinate sweating

DESUETUDE. / [dejuet.do. Lac] Cessation

from being accustomed; Hale.

DESULTORY. ? a. [<4/«//»r.«j,Lat.]Rov-

DESULTORIOUS. J ing from thing to thing;

unsettled; 'unmethodical. Nerrh.

To DESU'ME. ■». a. [defame, Lat.] To take

from any thing. Hale.

To DETACH, v. a. [detacher, Fr.] 1. To se

parate; to disengage. IVtodviard. a. To send

out part of a greater body of men on an

expedition. Addijon

DETA'CHMENT. /. [from detach.] A body of

troops sent out from the main army. Blackm.

To DETAIL, v. a. [detailtr, Fr.j To relate

particularly ;to particularise. Chejne.

DETA'lL. / [detail, Fr.] A minute and par

ticular account. Woodward.

To DETA'IN. y. a. [detineo, Lat] 1. To keep

that which belongs to another. 'Taylor, x.

To withhold ; to keep back. Brotme. 3. To

restrain from departure. "Judges, 4. To hold

in custody.

DETA'INDER./. [from detain] The name of

a writ for holding one in custody.

DETAINER / [from detain ] He that holds

back anv one's right ; he that detains. Tayltr.

To DETECT, v. a. [dc:e3ui. Lat. ] To disco

ver; to find out any crime or artifice. Milton,

DETECTER. / [Torn delta ] A discoverer ;

one that finds out what another desires to hide.

Decay of Piety.

DETECTION./ [from deled] 1. Discovery

of guilt or fraud Spr<it. 1. Discovery of any

thing t.idden. lir:edznard.

DETECTION. / [from detain.] 1 . The act of

keeping what belongs to another. Shaiesp. a.

Consinrpicnt; restraint. Bacsn.

ToDE'lER. v. a [deterreo. Lat] To difcuu-

rage from any ihinr. Tilitt/on.

DETERMENT. /. [from deter.] Cause of dis-

couragetr.cnt. Bs\-L\

To DETERGE. V a. [attergt, Lai.] To

cleanse a sure, ki'tftniqn. pfcTER-
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DETERGENT, a. [from deterge.] That which

cleanses. Arbuthnet.

DETERIORATION. / [from deterier. Lit.]

The act of miking any thing worse.

DETE'RMINABLE. a. [from determine] That

wh'ch may be certainly decided. Bay le.

To DETERMINATE, v.a. [determiner, Pr.]

To limit i to fix. Shakesp.

DETERMINATE, a. [determinatui, Ut.] I.

Limited ; determined. Bemtley. 1. Established ;

settled by rule. Hitker. 3. Decisive; conclu

sive. Siakelp. 4 I?ixcd ; resolute. Sidney. 5.

Resolved. Shakesp.

DETERMINATELY. adv. [from determi

nate.] Resolutely ; with fixed resolve. Sidney,

TiBetsen.

DETERMINATION. /. [from determinate.]

I . Absolute direction to a certain end. Lccke.

a. The result of deliberation. Hale, Calamy.

3. Judicial decision. Gulliver.

DETERMINATIVE. a. [from determinate.) 1 .

That which uncontroulably directs to a certain

end. Brartkall 1. That which makes a limi

tation. kVatli.

DETE RMINATOR. / sfrom determine] One

who determines. Brevjn.

To DETERMINE. v. a. [determiner, Fr] I .

To fix ; to settle. Shakesp. %. To conclude ;

to fix ultimately. S;uib. 3. To bound; to

confine. Atterbury. 4. To adjust ; to limit.

Lccke. 5. To direct to any certain point. 6. To

influence the choice. Lccke. 7. To resolve.

1 Sam. 8. To decide Lccke. 9. To put an

end to ; to destroy. Shake/p.

To DETERMINE, v. n. To conclude ; to form

» final conclusion. Milten. 1. To end ; to

come to an end. Hayvaard 3. To come to a

decision. St.kej'p. 4 To end consequentially

Temple. 5. To resolve concerning anything.

Shakesp.

DE"F£RRATION./ [ie and terra, Lat-1 Dis

covery of any thing by removal of the earth

Weaaveard.

DETER SION./ [from deterge, Lat.] The act

of cleansing a fore. Wiseman.

DETE'RSIVE. a. [from deterge] Having the

power to cleanse.

DETERSIVE. / An application that has the

power of cleansing wounds. Wiseman.

To DETEST, v. a. [detefler, Lat.j To hale

to abhor Scnth.

DETESTABLE, a. [from deleft.] Hatefui ,

abhorred. Hayward.

DETESTABLY, adv. [from dctrjiablc.) Hate

fully ; abominably. Smth.

DETESTATION. / [from detest.] Hatred ;

abhorrence ; abomination.

DETESTER. / [from detest.] One that hates

To DETHRONE, v. a. [dethreuer, Fr ] To

divest of regality j to throw down from the

throne.

DETI'NUE. / [detinue, Fr.] A writ that lies

■gainst him, who, having goods or chattel-

delivered him to keep, refuses to deliver

them again, dwell.

DETONATION. /. [deteno, Lat.] Somewhat

more forcible than the ordinary crackling of

salts in calcination ; as in the going off of the

pulvis or aurum fulminans, or the like, tfnincy.

To DETONIZE. v. a. [from det.nc, Lat] To

calcine with detonation. Arbuthnct.

To DETO'RT.f . a. [detertm, of detcranei, Lat.]

To wrest from the original import. DryJen

Ta DETRACT. *. a. [detraHum, Lat] To

derogate ; to take away by envy and calumny.

Baccn.

DETRA'CTER. / [from detraft.] One that

takes away another's reputation. Swift.

DETRACTION./[aVn-B,Si», Lat. J detraSien,

Fr.] Detraclitn, in the native importance of

the word, signifies the withdrawing or taking

off from a thing ; and, as it is applied to the

reputation, it denotes the impairing a man in

point of fame. Ayliffe.

DETRACTORY. / [from detraH.] Defama

tory by denial of desert; derogatory. Brcwn.

lETRA'CTRESS. / [fr<

tious woman. Addisn.

DETRA'CTRESS. / [from detrad.] A cenlo-

ry. D.

1 A.

DETRIMENT. / [detrimentum, Lat.] Loss ;

damage ; mischief. Heoker, Evelyn.

DETRIMENTAL, a. [from detriment .] Mis

chievous ; harmful ; causing loss. Adds/en.

DETRITION. / [delete, detritus, Lat.] The

act of wearing away.

To DETRU DE. v. a. [detrude. Lat.] To thrust

down ; to force into a lower place. Daviei.

To'DETRU'NCATE. v. a. [detrunce, Lat. j To

lop ; to cut ; to shorten.

DETRUNCATION / [from detruncate.] The

act of lopping.

DETRU'SION. / [detru/e, Lat.] The act of

thrusting down Keil.

DETURBATION. J. [deturbe. Lat] The act

of throwing down ; degradation.

DEVASTATION./ [devafle, Lat] Waste;

havock. Garth.

DEUCE. / [deux, Fr.] Two. Shakesp.

To DEVE LOP. v. a. [developer, Pr.] To dis

engage from something that enfolds and con

ceals. Dunciad.

DEVE'RCENCE./ [devergentia, Lat] Decli

vity; declination.

To DEVE'ST. v. a. [Jevester, Fr.] I. To strip;

to deprive of cloaths. Denham 1. To take

away any thing. Bac$n. 3. To free from

any thing bad. Pricr.

DEVF.'X. a. [devexm, Lat.] Bending down;

declivous.

LEVE'XITY. / [from de-vex.] Incurvation

downwards.

To DEVIATE, v. n. [de via decedere. Lat.]

1 . To wander from the right or common

way. Pope. 2. To go astray ; to err . to sin.

DEVIATION./ [Tom deviate.] 1. Thi act

of quitting the right way ; errour. Cbeyne. 1.

Variation from established rule holder. 3.

Offence ; obliquity of conduct. Clai tj/a.

DEVICE, [devise, Fr ] 1. A contrivance; a

stratagem. Atterbury. a. A design; a schema

formed ; project ; speculation. 3. The em

blem
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blem on * shield. Frier. 4. Invention ; ge

nius. Shakesp.

DEVIL./ jfciopul, Sax.] 1 . A fallen angel ;

the tempter and spiritual enemy of mankind.

Shakesp, z. A wicked man or woman Shakesp.

3. A ludicrous term for mischief. Granville.

DF.VILISH. a. [from devil.] 1. Partaking of

the qualities of the devil. Sidney. 1. An

epithet of abhorrence or contempt. Shakesp.

DEVILISHLY, adv. sfrom Jevilisb-) In a

manner suiting the devil. South.

DEVIOUS, a. [deviui, Lat.] I. O ot os the

common tract. Hilder. 2. Wandering ; rov

ing ; rambling. Thomson. 3. Erring; going

astrav from rectitude. Clarissa.

To DEVI'SE. v. a. [deviser, Fr.] To contrive;

to f&rm by art ; to invent. Peacham.

To DEVI'SE. v. k. To consider ; to contrive.

Spenser.

DEVISE./ [devise, a will.] t. The act of

giving or bequeathing by will. Convtll. %.

Contrivance. Hooker.

To DEVISE, v. a. [from the noun.] To grant

by will.

DEVISER. / [from devise.} A contriver ; an

inventor. Grnv.

DE'VITAELE. a. [devitahilis, Lat.] Possible to

be avoided.

DEVITA'TION. / [devitalio, Lat.] The act

of escaping.

DEVO'ID. a. [vide, Fr.] 1. Empty j vacant-,

void. Spenser. 1. Without any thing, whether

good or evil. Dryden.

DEVO'IR. / [devoir, Fr.] 1. Service. Knollet.

2. Act of civility or obsequiousness. Pipe.

To DEVOLVE. i>. a. [devolve, Lat.] 1. To

roll down. Woodward. 1. To move from one

hand to another Addison.

To DEVO'I.VK. v. n. To fall in succession into

new hands. Decay os Piety.

DEVOLUTION. / [dcvolutio. Lat.] 1. The

act of rolling down. kVooJvaarJ. a. Removal

from hand to hand. Hale.

DEVORA TION. / [from devcri, Lat.] The

act of devouring.

To DEVOTE, v. a. [Jevotus, Lat.] 1. To

dedicate ; to consecrate. Shake/p. 2. To ad

dict; to give up to ill. Grevj. 3. To curse;

to exeerate. Dryden.

DEVOTEDNESS./ [from Jevetc) The state

of being devoted or dedicated. Boyle.

DEVOTE E. /'. [devot. Ft.] One erroneously or

superstitiously religions; a bigot.

DEVOTION. / [Jevotion, Fr.J 1. The state of

being consecrated or dedicated, a. Piety ; acts

ot religion. Dryden. 3. An act of external

worship. Hiiker. 4. Prayer ; expression of

devotion. Spenser, Sprat. 5. The state of the

mind under a strong fense of dependance upon

God. Laiv on ChrtjVt Perfection. 6. An act

of reverence, respect, or ceremony. Shake/p.

7. Slrong affection; ardent love. Clarendon.

fi. Dilpolal , power. Clarendon.

DEVO'TIONAL.a [from devotion .] Pertaining

to devotion, king Cbarlei.

DEVOTIOVALIST./ [from Jim-tin) A man

zealous without knowledge.

To DEVOU'R. v. a. [Jevere, Lat.] 1. To ett

up ravenously. Shakesp. 1. To destroy or

consume with rapidity and violence. "Jetlu. 3.

3. To swallow up 1 to annihilate. South.

DEVOUTtER. / [from devour ] A consumer ;

he that devours. Decay os Piety.

DEVO'UT. a. [devotus. Lat] 1. Pious; re

ligious; devoted to holy duties. Rarers. ».

Filled with pious thoughts. Dryden. 3. Ex

pressive of devotion or piety. Mt/ton. '

DEVOUTLY, adv. [from devout) Piously;

with ardent devotion;religioufly.Dt«« Addis.

DEUSE. / [more properly than deuce, Juuius,

from Ditfius, the name of a certain species of

evil spirits.] The devil. Cengrevi.

DEUTERO'GAMY. /. [hJteo; and yi/xoe) A

second marriage.

DEUTERONOMY./ [hdieoe and »/**.] The

second book of the law, being the fifth book

of Moses.

DEUTERO'SCOPY. / [iivieoc and rutw.]

The second intention. Brown.

DEW. / [beap. Sax.] The moisture upon the

ground. Pcpe.

To DEW. v. a. [from the noun.] To wet as

with dew; to moisten Spenser.

DE'WBERRY./ffrom dnv and berry) A Rasp

berry. Hanmer, Shakesp.

DEWBESPRE'NT. part, [dno and besprent)

Sprinkled with dew. Milton.

DEWDROP. /. [dew and drop) A drop of

dew whrch sparkles at fun-rife. Tickell.

DE'WLAP. / [from lapping or ttchng the

Jnv) 1. The flelh that hangs down from

the throat of oxen. Addison. 2. A lip flaccid

with age. Shakesp.

Dfi'WLAPT. a. [from dewlap ] Furnished with

dewlaps. Shakesp.

DE'WWORM. J. [from Jew and voorm) A.

worm/ound in dew. IVallon.

DE'WY. a. [from Jnv) 1. Resembling dew;

partaking of dew. Milton. 2. Moist with dew ;

roscid. Milton.

DEXTER, a. [Lat.] The right; not the left.

Shakesp.

DEXTERITY./ [Jexttritai, Lat] 1. Readi

ness of limbs; activity; readiness to attain

(kill. 2. Readiness of contrivance. Bac.n.

DEXTEROUS, a. [dexter, Lat.] 1. Expert

at any manual employment; active; ready,

a. Expert in management; subtle; lull of

expedients. Locke.

DE'XTEROUSI.Y. adv. [from dexterem) Ex

pertly; flcihuliy; artfully. South.

DL'XTRAL. a. [dexter, Lat] The right j not

the left. Brcwn.

DEXTRA'LITY. / [from Jextral) The state

of being on the right fide. Brovjn.

DIABE'TES. / [>ta£i.Jn.-.] A morbid copious

ness of urine. Derham.

DIABOLICAL. ? a. [from Jiabolm, Lat ] Dc-

DIABO'LICK. 1 vililh ; partaking of the qua

lities of the devil. Ray.

DIACODIUM.
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MACODIUM.s. [Latin.] The svrup of poppies.

DIACO'USTICS. / [»w>un-u<! The doctrine

of sounds.

DI'ADEM./ [diadema. Lat.] I. A tiara; an

ensign of royalty bound about the head of eas

tern monarchs. Spenser, a. The mark of roy

alty worn on the head , the crown. Denham,

Re/common.

DIADEMED, a. [from diadem.] Adorned with

a diadem. Pope.

DI ADROM./ [fcaJfoui*.] The time in which

anv motion is performed. Locke.

DIÆRESIS. / [fcaipwic.] The separation or

disjunction of syllables; as a'Vr.

DIAGNOSTICS. / \tuyninx.} A symptom

by which a disease is distinguished from others.

ColEer.

DIA'GONAL. a. [farjaScMC*] Reaching from

on** anele to another. Brown.

DIAGONAL. /. [from the adjective.] Aline

drawn from angle to angle. Locke.

DIAGONALLY. «<rV [from diagonal.] In a

diagonal direction. Brotvn.

DIAGRAM, / [)'.»yrw,u,ua.] A delineation of

geometrical figures-, a mathematical scheme

Bemtley.

DlAGRVDIATES./ [from dagriJinm, Lat.]

Strong purgatives made with diagrydium

FUjcr.

DrAL. / [diale. Skinner.] A plate marked

with lines, where a hand or lhadow (hows the

hour. GUnvilU.

DIAL-PLATE. /. {dial and slate.] That on

which hours or lines are marked. Aidison

Dl'ALECT. / [&ixix7o?.] i. The subdivision

of a language. I. Style; manner os expres

sion. Hooker. 3. Language; speech. South.

DI ALE CTICAL. a. [from diaUaick.] Logical ;

arguments!. Boyle.

DIALE'CTICK. / [»«*ex1:x-!.] Logick-, the

act of reasoning.

DIALLING./ [from JiM] The sciaiherick

science ; the knowledge of shadows.

DlALIST. / [from dial.] A constructer of

nialv AToxon.

DIALOG 1ST. / [from dialogue] A speaker in

a dialogue or conference.

DIALOGUE./. \hn\oyoc.] A' conference ; a

conversation between two or more. Shakejp.

Tb Di'ALOGUE. v. a. [;"rom the noun.] To

discourse with. Shakesp.

DIA LYSIS, s. f»<a>Ur.;.J The figure in rheto-

rick by which syllables or word; are divided.

DIA METER. ./. [J.A and /uir«».] The line

wbicb pa ffing through the cent re of a circle, or

other cuivi linear figure, divides it into equal

parts. Ralugh.

DIAMETRAL, a. [from diameter] Describing

ihi' diameter.

DlA'METRlALLY.a.V [from<i7j>»--/r<j/.l Ac

cord ng to the direction ot a diameter. liaiim.

DIAMETRICAL, a [worn diameter.] 1. De-

i'cririir.^ .t diameter. 1.. Observing the direc

tion of a diameter. Gov. of the Tongue.

DIAMETRICALLY, adv. [from diametrical]

in a diametrical direction. Clareidt*.

DI'AMOND. / fdiamant, Fr. adamai, Lat ]

The diamond, the most valuable and hardest

of all the gems, is, when pure, perfectly clear

and pellucid as the purest water. The largest

ever known 15 that in the possession of the great

Mogul, which weighs two hundred and seven

ty-nine carats, and is computed to be worth

leven hundred and seventy-nine thousand two

hundred and forty-four pounds. Hill.

DlAPASE./.JJUTraJii.] A chord including all

tones. Spenser.

DIAPA'SON. s. [Jiii«>>.] The fame with

DlAPAsu. Crajbam.

DIAPER./! [diapr.; Fr.] t. Linen cloth woven

in flowert, and other figures. Spenser, i. A

r.apkin. Shakesp

To DI'APKR. v. a. sfrom the noun.] 1. To

variegate ) to diversify Hi<mel. 1. To draw

flowers upon cloaths. Peachanx.

DIAPHANEITY./ [from iiafanU.] Transpa

rency ; pellucidnefs. Kay.

DIAPHA'NICK. a. [tU and fatvi;.] Transpa

rent; pellucid. Raleigh.

DIAPHANOUS, a. [Su. and far**.] Transpa

rent; clear. Raleigh-

DIAPHORETICK. a. [tizfoS.^t.] Sudori-

fick ; promoting a perspiration. Arhnthnot.

DIAPHRAGM./ [hiftay.u*..] 1. The midriff

which divides the upper cavity of the body

from the lower. 2. Any division or partition

which divides a hollow body. Wcodioard.

DlARRHOF. A. / [Jii#» ..J A flux of the

belly, iijantry.

DIARRHOETICK. a. [from diarrheea.] Pro

moting the flux of the beily ; lblutive ; purga

tive Arhnthnot.

DI'ARY./ [diarium. Lat] An account ofevery

day ; a journal. Taller

DIASTOLE. j. [*!«(-•>».] 1. A figure in rheto-

rick, by which a short syllable is made long,

a. The dilation ot the heart. Ray.

DIA'STM.E /. I J.i and riiXoc a pillar.] A fort

of edifice where the pilhrs tland at i"uch a dis

tance from one another, that three diameters

or their thickness are allowed lor intercolum-

nialion Harris.

DI ATE SSERON/ [of fci and-ri -r«|>*, four.] An

interval in mufick, composed of one greater

tonc,one lesscr,inii one ^reiter semi-tone Hur .

DI BLR./ [from dipftl, Dutch. [ A small spade.

DICA'CifY. / [duac.tai, Lat.] Pcrtness ;

faucinelY Difl.

DIES TONE./ A little stone which children

throw at another stone. Locke.

DICE./ The plural of die. See Die. Ben:l;y.

To DICE. v. n. [from the noun.] To game

with nice. Sk.ikejp.

DICE-BOX./. [</;r<rand lux.] The box fiom

whence the dice are thrown AdMjon.

DICER. /. [iiom dice.] A player at dice ; a

gamester. Shakesp.

DICH adv. This word seems corrupted from

dil for do it. St.ikcsp.

DICHOTOMY. / \_*-XS°t*'*-] Distribution of

ideas bv pair..

Ee DICHER.
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DI'CHER »f£*i/A«\/ [<t/Vr«, low Lat ] Ten

hides. Dia.

To DICTATE, v. a. [Jiilt, Lat] To deliver

to another with authority. Pope.

DICTATE./. [diaatum. Lat.] Raleormixim

delivers with authority. Prior.

DICTATION. / (from dillate.] The ict or

practice of dictating.

DICTATOR.} [Latin. J i. A magistrate rl

Rome made in time*, ot exigence, and invest

ed with absolute authority. Milton 2. One

inverted with absolute authority. Milton 3

One whole credit or authority enables him te

direct the conduct or opinion of others. Locke

DICTATORIAL, a. [from JiSattr.] Autho

ritative; confident; dogmatical. rVatti.

DICTATORSHIP./, strom Jitlattr.] 1. The

office if a dictator. Wotton. %. Authority;

insolent confidence. Drydeu.

DICTA'TLKE./ [diautura, Lat.] The office

of a dictator.

DICTION/ [diaie*,¥r.] Style; language;

expression. DryJe*.

DICTIONARY ./. [diaienarmm. Lat.] A book

containing the words of any language j a voca

bulary ; a word-book. Wattl.

DID. of do. (b;b, Saxon] 1. The preterite of

do. Shakejp. 2. The si§n of the preter-imper

sect tense. DryJen. 3. It is sometimes used

emphatically; as, I did really love him.

DIDACTICAL. I a. [J.>.J.«,-.] Preceptive;

DIDA'CTICK. J giving precepts j as a di

daaick poem, is a poem that gives rules so

some art. Ward.

DI DAPPER./, [from dip] A bird that dives

into the water.

DIDA'SCALICK. c. [J.JUmaXcf.J Preceptive,

didactick. Prior.

To DIDDER, v. a. [didder*, Teut. alter*,

Germ.] To quake wih cold; to shiver. A

provincial word. Skinner.

DIDST. The second p; 1 son of the preter tense

of do. See Did. Dryden.

To DIE. 11. a. [bcaj, Sax] To tinge; toco-

lour. Milto*.

DIE / [from the verb.] Colour; tincture;

stain ; hue acqui ed. Vaco*.

To DIE. ». «. [beabian, Saxon.] 1. To lose

life; to expire; to pass into another state ot

existence. Sidney. 2. To perish by violence or

disease. Dryden 3. To be punished with

death Hammond 4. To be lost ; to perish ;

to come 10 nothing. Spcflator. 5. To sink ;

to faint. 1 Sam. 6. [in theology.] To perish

^verlastingly Hairwell. 7. To 'languish with

pleasure or underlies*. Pipe. 8. To vanish.

Addifox o (in tbe style ot lovers] To lan

guish with affection. Tailor. 10. To wither as

a vegetable./ ;/■>!. 1 1 . To grow vapid, as liquor.

PIE. / rl. dt.e. [Je, Fr J 1. A Imall cube,

marked on its faces with numbers from one to

six, which gamesters throw in play. South, 2.

Hazard; chance. Sptnjer. 3. Any cubick bodv.

PlE/plu.Jifi. The stamp used in coinage. Swift.

Dl'ER. / [from die] Oue who follows, the trade

• of Hying. IVallcr.

DIETETICAL. l/.ptaMnii.] Relating to diet;

DIETE'TICK. J belonging to the medicinal

DI ET / [diata, low Latin ; iUOa.] 1. Food;

provisions for the mouth 1 victuals. Ralcirb.

2. Food regulated by the rules of medicine.

Temple.

To DI'ET. *■. a. [from the noun.] I. To give

food to. Shake/p. x. To board; to supply

with diet.

To DI'ET. v. «r. t. To eitby rules os physjck.

2. To eat ; to feed. Milto*.

DIET-DRINK./, [diet and drink.] Medicate*

Honors. Locke.

DI ET./ [German] An assembly of princes or

estates. Raleigh.

DIITARY. a. [from diet ] Pertaining to the

rules of diet.

DIETER / [from diet.) One who prescribes

rules tor eating. Shakefp.

V
cautions about the use ot food. Arhnthnot.

To DIFFER v *. [differ,, Lat.] 1. To be dis-

tinguilhed from ; to have properties and qua

lities not the lame with those of another. Adii.

1. To contend ; to be at variance. Rove. 3.

To be of a contrary opinion. B*r*et.

DIFFERENCE./ [d,ffcrc*tia. Lat] 1 . State

ot being distinct from something Hooker, 1.

The quality by which one differs from another.

Raleigh. 3. The disproportion between one

thing and another. Hayward 4. Dispute ;

debate ; quarrel. Sandys. 5. Distinction. Til-

lotjon. 6. Point in question ; ground of con

troversy. Stake/p. 7. A logical distinction.

Bacon. 8 Evidences of distinction; differential

marks. Davier.

To DI FFERENCE. v. a. To cause a differ

ence. H:lder.

DIFFERENT, a. [from differ.] 1. Distinct:

not the same. Addijon. 2. Of many contrary

qualities Philips. 3. Unlike; dissimilar.

DU i- 1. RE'NTI AL Method, consists in descend

ing from whole quantities to their infinitely

tmall differences, and comparing together these

infinitely small differences, of what kind so

ever they be. Harris.

DIFFERENTLY, adv. [from different.] In a

different manner. Boyle.

DIFFICIL. a. [difficile,. Lat.] 1. Difficult ;

hard; not easy. Hudirras. x Scrupulous Bacm.

DIFFICILNESS/ [\iomdtfficil.\ D.mcuttyto

be persuaded. Bacon.

DIFFICULT, a. [diffitib,. Lat.] i.Hard; net

ealy; not sacil. It is diffuult in the eyes of

this people Zacbar. x. Troublesome j vex

atious 3. Haro 10 please , peevish.

DIFFICULTY, adv. [Irom difficnit.) Hardly ;

with difficulty. Rogtri.

DI F !• ICULTY. / (from difficile, Fr ] 1.

Hardness ; contrariety to easiness. Rs^ert. 1.

That which is hard to accomplish. Heoub. 3.

Distress; opposition. Dryden. 4. Peiplexi'T

in affairs. Addijo*. 5. Objection; cavil. S*b:]:.

To DIFFI DE. 1 . ji. [diffido, Lat.] To cJi.lruiU

to have no confidence in. Dtyde*.

DIFFIDENCE./", [iromdiffidt.) Distrust ; want

ot Confidence, Luke. DITI'I-
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Bl'FFIDENT. a. [from diffide.] Not confident ;

not certain. King Charles, Clarijsa.

To DIFFIND. v. a. [diffifdo. Lat ] To cleave

ia two.

DIFFISSION. / [diffffii, Lat.] The act of

cleaving.

DIFFLA TION / [difflare, Lat] The act of

scattering with a blast of wind.

Dl FFLUENCE. ? /. [from diffluo, Lat.] The

Dl FFLUENCY. J quality or tailing away on

all fides. Brew*.

DIFFLUENT, a. {iijjluen,, Lat] Flowing e-

very way ; not fixed.

D1FFORM. a. [trom forma. Lat.] Contrary to

uniform ; having parts of different structure ;

as a dtfform flower, of which the leaves

are unlike each other. Neioton.

D1FFO RMITY. J. [from dtfform.} Diversity of

form ; irregularity ; dissimilitude. Brovtn.

DIFFRA NCHISEMENT. /. {franchise, Fr.]

The act of taking away the prilcges of a

city.

To DIFFUSE.tr. a. [diffusui. Lat.] i.Topoui

out upon a plane. Burnet. a. To spread ; to

scatter. Milton.

DIFFUSE, a. [diffusut, Lat] i. Scattered;

widely spread. a. Copious; not concise.

DIFFUSED. part. a. Wild, uncouth, irregular.

Shakejp.

D1FFU SEDLY. adv. [from diffused.] Widely ;

dispersedly.

D1FFUSEDNESS./ [from diffused.] The state

of being diffused *, dispersion.

DIFFUSELY, adv. [from diffuse.] i. Widely;

extensively. %. Copiously ; not concisely.

DIFFUSION. / [from diffuse.] i. Dispersion ;

the state of being fcatteied every way. Beyle.

2. Copiousness ; exuberance of style.

DIFFUSIVE, a. [from diffuse.] i. Having the

quality of scattering any thing every v/uy.Dryd.

I. Scattered; dispersed. South. 3. Extended ;

in full extension. 'Tillotf'on.

DIFFU SIVELY. adv. [from diffusive] Widely;

extensively.

DIFFUSIVENESS. / [from diffusive] 1. Ex

tension; dispersion, z. Want ot conciseness.

Adiifou.

To DIG. v. a. preter. dug, or digged; part. pass.

dug, or digged, [dyger, Danish ] 1 . To pierce

with a spade. Eaekiel. 1. To form by digging.

Whitgift. 3. To cultivate the ground bj

turning it with a spade. Temple 4. To pierce

with a sharp point. Drydeu. 5. To gain by

digging. kVoodvoard.

To DIG. v. a. To work with a spade J:h.

To DIG up.v.a. To throw up that which i s co

vered with earth. Shakejp.

DI'GERENT. a. [degeren,, Lat.] That which

has the power of digesting.

DIGEST. J. [digefta, Lat. J The pandect of the

civil law. Bacon.

To DIGEST, ti. a. [digero, digeflum. Lat] 1.

To distribute into various classes or reposito

ries ; to range methodical lv. %. To concoct

in the stomach, Prior. 3. To soften by heat,

as in a boiler : ft chemical term. 4. To range

methodically in the mind. Thomson. 5. To

reduce to any plan, scheme, or me;hod. Sbak.

6. To receive without loathing ; not to reject.

Peacham. 7. To receive and enjoy. Shakesp.

8. [In chirurgery.] To dispose a wound*, to

generate pus in order to a cure.

To DIGEST, v. n. To generate matter as a

wound.

DIGESTER. / [from digest ) 1 He that di-

geiU or concocts his food, Arbutknot. a. A

strong vessel, wherein to boil, with a very

strong heat, any bony substances, so as to re

duce them into a fluid state. 3. That which,

causes or strengthens the concoctive power.

Temple

DICESTIBLE. a- [from digest.] 1. Capable of

bring digested. Bacon.

DIGESTION./, [from digest.] 1. The act of

concocting food. Temple. 1. The preparation

ofmatterbya chemical heat. Blackmore. 3.

Reduction to a plan. Temple. 4. The act of

difpafine* a wound to generate matter.

DI'GESTIVE. a. [from digest.) 1. Having the

power to cause digestion. Brown. %. Capable

by heat t« soften and subdue. Hale. 3. Con

federating j methodising. Dryden.

DIGESTIVE./ [irom digest.] An application

which disposes a wound to generate matter.

Wiseman.

DIGGER. / [from dig.] One that opens the

ground with a spade. Boyle.

To D1GHT. v. a. [oihtan, to prepare, Saxon.]

To dress j to deck ; to adorn. Milton.

DI'CIT. / [digitmiy Lat.J 1. The measure of

length containing three fourths of an inch.

Boyle, l. The twelfth part of the diameter of

the fun or moon. 3. Any of the numbers ex

pressed by single figures. Brr&n.

DIGITATED, a. [from digitus. Lat.] Branched

out into divisions like fingers. Bt e<am.

DIGLADIA'TION. / [digladiatio, Lat.] A

combat with swords j any quarrel. Glanville.

DIGNIFIED, a. [from dignify.] Invested with

sjme dignity. Aylifft.

DIGNIFICA'TION. / [from dignify.] Exalta

tion. Walton.

To DI'CNIFY. v. a. [from dignus and /*«*#,

Lat.] 1 . To advance ; to prefer ; to exalt, z.

To honour-, to adorn. Ben. Jshnsen.

DIGNITARY./ [from dignut, Lat.] A clergy

man advanced to some dignity j to some rank

above that of a parochial priest. $<wtst.

DIGNITY, s. [digxitai, Lat.] i. Rank of ele

vation. Hooker, i. Grandeur of mien. Claris

3. Advancement ; preferment ; high place.

Shakejp. 4. [ Among ecc le si a sticks.] That

promotion or preferment to which any juris

diction is annexed. Ayhffe. 5. Maxims; ge

neral principles. Brawn. 6. [ In astrology.]

The planet is in dignity when it is in any

sign.

DIGNOTION./ [from dignosco, Lat.] Distinc

tion Brown.

To DIGRESS, in. [digrefus, Lat] 1. To

E c A turn
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torn <rat of the roid. i. To depart from the

main design, Licit. 3. To wander ; to ex

patiate. Brercvned. 4. To transgress ; to de

viate. Shakesp.

DIGRESSION./ \di*rr$c. Lat.] i.A pas

sage deviating from the main tenour. Dent.

a. Deviation. Br:*vn.

DIJUDICA TION. / [dijudicatic. Ut.] Judi

cial distinction.

DIKE. / ;fe:c, Saxon.] 1. A channel to receive

water. Pepe. a. A mound to hinder inunda

tion*. CevrUy.

To DII. A CERATE, v. a [dilacere, Lat.] To

tear-, to rend Brew*.

DILACERATION. /. [from di/aceratie, Lat.]

The act ot rending in two. Atbutknet.

To DIL ANI ATE. v. a. [dilauie, Lat.] To tear ;

to rend in pieces.

To DILAPIDATE, v. a. [dilapide, Lat.] To

ruin ; to throw down.

DILAPIDATION./. [dilofiidatic. Lat.] The

incumbent's suffering any edifices of his eccle-

siaftical living, to go to ruin or decay. Aylijjc.

DILATABl L1TY. /. [from dilatable.} The

quality ot admitting extension. Ray.

DILATABLE a. (irom dilate] Capable of

extension. Arbuthnet.

DI'LATA TION. J. [from dilatatie. Lit.] The

act ot extending into greater space. Holder, z.

The state of being extended. Neivlen.

To DILATE, v. a. [dilate. Lat.] I. To ex

tend; to spread crot. Waller. ». To relate

at large ; to tell diffusely and copiously. Shake.

To DILA TE. v. n. 1. To widen; to grow wide.

stddifen. 1. To speak largely and copiously.

Clareuden.

DILA'TOR. / [from dilate.} That which wir

densor extends. Arbuthnet.

D1LATORINESS. /. [from dilatery] Slow

ness ; sluggishness.

DILATORY, a. [dilatcire, Fr.] Tardy; flow,

sluggish. Haywced, Otivay.

DILECTIO '.. /: [diledie, Lat.] The act of

loving Beyle.

DILEMMA./ [oiAt,u,u3.] 1. An argument

equally conclusive by contrary suppositions.

Ceivhy. 1. A difficult or doubtful choice. Pope.

DILIGENCE./ [diluent,a, Lat.] Indufliy ;

asliduity ; the contrary to idleness. z. Pet.

DI'LIGLNT. a. [diligeuj, Lat.] 1. Constant in

application; persevering in endeavour; assi

duous ; not lazy. Prrv. z. Constantly appli

ed; profecuud with activity. Deutercncmy.

Dl LIGENTLY. adv. [from diluent.] U ith as-

siJuity ; with feed and perseverance. Drydcn.

DILL./. |i>ile, Saxon.J

DlLUCID.fl. [ar/saWi, Lat.] 1. Clear; plain;

not opaque, z. Clear; plain; not obscure.

To DILU CIDATE v.a. [from dilnculare. Lat.]

To make el.ar or plain ; to explain. r>rc<wit

DILUCIDATION.y. [from dtjfcidalit,, Lat. j

The act ot making clear.

DILUENT, a. [diluent, Lat.] Having the

power to thin other matter.

DILUENT. / [from the adjective] That

which thins other matter. Arbuthiut.

To DILUTE, v. a. [dilne, Lat. J I. To make

thin. Luke . x. To make weik. Nnateu.

DILU'TER./ [from dilute .] That which makes

any thing else thin. Arbuthnet.

DILU TION. / [dilutie, Lat.] The ict of mak

ing any thing thin or weak. Arbuthnet.

DILU'VlAN a. [stom di/uvmm. Lat.] Relat

ing to the deluge. Bur ret.

DIM. a. [hmiiK, Saxon] 1. Not having a

quick sight. Daviei z. Dull of apprehension.

Regeri. 3. Not clearly seen ; obscure. Lecke.

4. Obstructing the act of vision ; not luminous.

Spenser.

To DIM. v. a. [from the adjective.] 1. To

cloud ; to darken. Lecke. 1. To make less

blight ; to obscure Spenjer.

DIMENSION./ [dineusie, Lat.] Space con

tained in any thing; bulk; extent; capacity.

Drydcn.

DIME NSIONLESS. a. [from dinenfien] With

out any definite bulk. Milton.

DIME'NSIVE. a. [dinenjm, Lat ] That which

marks the boundaries or outlines. Domes.

DIMICATION./ [dimicatie, Lat.] A battle }

the act of fighting. Did.

DIMIDIA'TION. / [dimidiatie. Lat.] The act

of halving. Did.

To DIMI'NISH. v. a. [diminue. Lat.] I. To

make less by abscission or destruction of any

pan. Lecke. z. To impair ; to lessen; to de

grade. Milieu. 3. To take any thing from

that to which it belongs ; the contrary to add.

Deut.

To DIMINISH, v. n. To grow less ; to be im

paired Drydcn, Pipe.

DIMINISHINGLY. adv. [from dininfi.] In

a manner tending to vilify. Lecke.

DIMINUTION. / [diminntie, Lat.] t. The

act of making less, linker. 1. The state of

growing less. Newton. 3. Discredit ; lots ot

dignity. Phlipi. 4. Deprivation of dignity j

injury of reputation. K. Cbailes. 5. [In archi

tecture.] The contraction of a diameter of a

column, as it ascends.

DlMlNUTIVE.a. [diminutival, Lat] Small ;

little. Scutt.

DIMINUTIVE./ [from the adjective.] 1. A

word formed to express littleness 1 as imii>ii,

in English a little nan Cetlen. a. A small

thing. £ et. esp.

DlMI i\ UTIVELY. adv. [from Jiminneivt.] In

a tt'minutive manner.

D1MINUTIVENESS. / [from Jimiuutix-e.]

Smallness ; littleness; pettyneiis.

DIM1SH a. [from dim.] Somewhat dim. Swift.

LIMISSORV. a. [dimifcriut. Lat.] That by

which a man is dilmilled to another juritiiie-

tion. AyltJJ'e.

Dl MITT V. / A fine kind of fustian, or cloth

of cotton. Wiseman.

DIMLY, a [irom dim.] 1. Not with r. quick

sight ; not with a clear perception, sullen, ».,

Not brightly j not luminously. Beyle.

DIMNESS./. [UorsWim.] i.Du'ucIsof sight.

». W*nc
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». Wint of apprehension ; stupidity. Dtcay «/

Piety.

DIMPLE-/ [dint, a hole ; Untie, a little hole.

Sii'Mtr."\ Cavity or depression in the cheek or

chin. Grevi.

To Dl'MPLE. v. m. [from the noun.] To sink

in small cavities Dryden.

DI MPLED.a. [from Jjmfle.] Set with dimples.

Sbakejp.

DIMPLY, a. [from dimple] Full of dimples.

Wtarten.

DIN. /. [kyn, a noise, Sax.] A loud noise; a

violent and continued sound. Smith.

To DIN. v a. [from the noun.] 1.T0 stun

with noise. Olviay. i. To impress with violent

and continued noise. Sxvift.

To DINE v. n. [dtner, Fr.] To eat the chief

meal about the middle of the day. Clarendon.

To DINE. v. a. To give a dinner to ; to seed

Dryden.

DINETICAL. t. [hnluui.] Whirling round

vertiginous. Raj.

To DINC. *. «. pret. dnng. [Jringen, Dutch.]

■ . To dash with violence, a. To impress with

force-

To DING. v. ». To bluster; to bounce; to

huff. Arbnthntt.

DING-DONG. / A word by which the found

of bells is imitated. Shakefp.

DINGLE. /. [from ben, a hollow.] A hollow

between hills. Milan.

DINING-ROOM. /. [dine and ram.] The

principal apartment of the house. Taylor.

DI NNER.y: [diner, Fr ] The chief tneal; the

meal eaten about the middle of the <lay.T<yi/«r.

DI NNER-TIME. /. [dinner and time.] The

time of dining. Pope.

DINT./ [fcynr, Sax] I. A blow, a stroke.

Milton, z. The mark made by a blow. Dryden.

3. Violence; force; power. Addijon.

To DINT. v. a. [from the noun J To mark

with a cavity by a blow. Dtnne.

DINUMERA'T10N./[<i'«««i«-«/i»,Lat.]Tbe

act et numbering out singly.

DIOCESAN. / [from dioce/t.] A bishop as he

stands reiated to his own clergy or flock. Taller.

DI OCESS. /. [dioecefu ] The circuit of every

bishops jurisdiction. Cc-wctt, IVkitgift.

Dioptrical. \j. [i-mrispu.] Affording a

DIOPTRICK.. J medium for the sight; as

sitting the sight in the view of distant objects.

. Mere.

DIO PTRICK.S. / A part of opticks, treating

of the different refractions of the light. Harris.

DIORTHROSIS. /. [i^func.] An operation

by which crooked members are made even.

Harris.

To DIP. v. a. particip. dipped, or dipt, [bippan,

£ax. deopen, Dutch.] 1. To immerge ; to put

into any liquor. Ayhjse. 1. To moisten ; to

wet. Milton. 3. To be engaged in any affair

Dryden. 4. To engage as a pledge. Dryden.

To DIP. v. n. 1.To sink; to immerge. L'Ejhan.

a. To enter ; to pierce. Granville. 3. To enter

stightly into any thing. Pipe. 4. To drop by

chance iuto any mass; to choose by chance.

DI'PCHICK./ [from dip and chick.] The name

of a bird. Carets.

DIFE'TALOUS. a. [Ut and wlraXm.] HavinC

two flower-leaves.

DI PPER. /. [from dip.] One that dips in the

water.

DIPPING Needle, s. A device which (hews a

particular property of the magnetick needle.

Philips.

DIPHTHONG./ [«if&oi>^.] A coalition of

two vowels to form one found , as, vein* leajf

Cajar. Holder,

DI PLOE /. The inner plate or lamina of the

skull.

DIPLOMA. / [&vX«pi*.] A letter or writing

conferring some privilege.

DI PSAS. J. [from &4*«.] A serpent whose bite

produces unquenchable thirst. Milton.

DIPTOTE. / [J.*r1*7».] A noun consisting of

two cafes only. Clark.

DIPTYCH. J. [diptycha, Lat.] A register of

bishops and martyrs. Stilltngficet.

DIRE.a. [dirus% Lat.] Dreadful; dismal; mourn

ful ; horrible Milton.

DIRECT, a. [dire&usy Lat.] I. Strait, not

crooked. 2. Not oblique. Bemtlsj. 3. [In

astronomy.] Appearing to an eye on earth to

move progressively through the zodiack, not

retrograde. Dryden. 4.. Not collateral. 5. Ap

parently tending to some end. Sidney, Locke.

6. Open; not ambiguous. Bacon. 7 . Plain;

express.

To DIRECT, v. a. [diretfum. Lat] 1. To

aim in a strait line. Pcpe. 1. To point against

as a mark. Dryden. 3. To regulate; to ad

just. Enlut. 4. To prescribe ceitain measure;

lo mark out a certain course. Jeh. 5. To

order ; to command.

DIRECTER. / [directory Lat ] i. One that

directs, a. An instrument that serves to guide

any manual operation.

DIRECTION./. [directs Lat.] 1. Aim at a

certain point. Smalrtdge. 2. Motion impressed

by a certain impulse. Lacks. 3. Order j com

mand ; prescription. Hooker.

DIRECTIVE, a. [from direct] t. Having the

power of direction Bramhall 2. In.oimint;;

shewing the way. Thomson.

DIRE'CTLY. adv. [from direct.] 1 . In a strait

line ; rectilioeally. Dryden. %. Immediately ;

apparently ; without circumlocution. Hooker,

DIRECTNESS./ [from direct.] Straitnel\;

tendency to any point; the nearest vtuy.Bentley.

DIRECTOR. / [director, Lat.] 1. One that

ha, authority over others; a superintendent.

Swift, 1. A rule ; an ordinance, Svrift. 3. An

inUructer. Hooker. 4. One who is consulted in

cafes of conscience. Dryden. 5. An instrument

in surgery, by which the hand is guided in its

operation. Sharp.

DIRECTORY./ [from direct*.] The book

which the factious preachers published in the

rebellion for the direction of their sect in acts

ofworship.Ca/orJ Reasons a «a:>:fl tl'eCovenanl.

DIREFUL. 0. Dire; dreadful. Pope.

ill RENESS.
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DlRENKSS/sfrem dire.] Dlsmalness; horror ;

hideoul'iu Is. Sbakefp.

DIRKTTION. /. [direptio, Lat.] The act of

p'undering.

DIRGE. J. A mournful ditty ; a song of larnen-

tation. Sandy*

DIRK./ [an Erse word.] A kind of dagger.

rickeU

To DIRKF *■. a, To spoil ; to ruin. Spenser.

DIRT. / [ttjrty Dutch] i.Mud; filth ; mire.

Wake x. Meanness; sordidnefc.

To DIRT. v. a. [from the noun] To foul; to

bemire. Swift

DI'RTPIE./ [dirt tad pie.] Form*, moulded

by children, of clay. Suckling.

DIRTILY adv. [from dirty.] i. Nastily j

foully ; filthily. %. Meanly ; sordidly j shamt-

tullv. Dctine,

DIRTINESS./ [horn dirty] i Nastiness;

filthiness ; foulness. %. Meanness; baseness;

lordidntse.

DI'RTY. a. [from dirt] i. Foul ; nasty; filthy.

Xhakefp. i. Sullied ; not elegant. Locke. 3.

Mean; base ; despicable. 'Taylcr.

To DI'RTY. v. a. [from the noun.]. 1. To

frul ; to soil. Arbuthnot. 2. To disgrace; to

scandalize.

DIRUTTION./ [diruptio, Lat] The act or

state ot bursting, or breaking.

DIS. An inseparable panicle, implying common

ly a privative or negative signification ; as to

arvty to disarm.

DISABILITY./ [from disable.] 1. Want of

power to do any thing; weakness. Raleigh. 2.

Want of proper qualifications for anypurpofe ;

legal impediment. Sivist.

To DISABLE, v. a. [dit and abb.] 1. To de

prive ot natural force. Da-viei^ Taylor. %. To

impair; to diminish. Skakesp. 3. To make

unactive, Ttmple. 4. To deprive of usefulness,

or efficacy. Dtyden. 5. To exclude as wanting

proper qualifications. Wotton.

To DISABUSE, v. a. \dit and abust.] To set

free from a mistake; to set right ; to unde

ceive. Glanvtlle, Walhr.

DIo ACCOMMODATION. / [dis and accem-

moJation.] The state ol being unfit or unpre-

paied. link.

To DISACCUSTOM.*, a. \dit and accustom.]

To destroy rhe force of habit by disuse or con

trary practice.

DISACQUAJNTANCE./ [dis and acquaint

ance.] Disuse of familiarity South.

DISADVANTAGE./. 1. Lost,; injury to inte

rest ; as, he sold to disadvantage. 2. Dimi-

nc .on of any thing desirable, as credit ; fame;

honour. Sbakefp, 3. A state not prepared for

defence. Spcnjer.

To DISADVANTAGE, v a To injure in

interest of any kind. Decay es Piety.

DISADVA NTAGEABLE. a. [from disadvan

tage.] Contrary to prosit ; producing loss.

Bacen.

DISADVANTAGEOUS, a. [from dijadvan-

tage.] Contrary to interest j contrary to con

venience. Addijon.

DISADVANTA'GEOUSLY. adv [from disad

vantageous] In a manner contrary to interelt

or prosit. Government of the Tongue.

DISADVANTA'GEOUSNESS./ Contrariety

to prosit; inconvenience.

DISADVE'NTUROUS. a. Unhappy ; unprof-

perous. Spenser.

To DISAFFE'CT. v. a. To fill with discontent ;

to discontent. Clarendon.

DISAFPE CTED. part. a. Not disposed to zeal

or affection. Stil rnzfeet.

DISAFFE CTEDLY. adv. After a dissaffected

manner.

DISAFFE'CTEDNESS. s [from d,fafe8rd]

The quality of being; disaffected.

DISAFFECTION. / Want of zeal for the

reigning prince. Swift.'

DISAFFI RMANCE.V". Confutation ; negation.

Hale.

To DISAFFOREST, v. a. [die tnA forest.] To

throw open to common purpoles, from the

privilege of a torest. Bacon.

To DISAGREE, v. n. [dis and agree.] t. To

diner ; not to be the same. Luke. x. To differ;

not to be of the same opinion. Dryden. 3.

To be in a state of opposition. Brcvm.

DISAGRE'EABLE. a [from disagree.] 1 . Con

trary j unsuitable. Pope, z. Unpleasing j of-

fcnlive. Loeke.

DISAGREE'ABLENESS/[sromaV/«£r«ci<V.]

1. Unsuitablenefs; contrariety, 1. Unplea-

lantnefs"; offenfivencss. Sontb.

DISAGREEMENT, f. [from disagrees I.

Difference; dissimilitude; diversity; not

identity. Woodward. 1. Difference ofopinion.

Hooker.

To DISALLOW. *. a. [Jit and albvi.] 1. To

deny authority to any. Dryden. X. To con*

sidrr as unlawful. Hoker. 3. To censure by

sime posteriour act. Swift. 4. Notto justify .

South.

To DISALLO'W. v. n. To refuse permission ;

not to grant. Hooker.

DISALLO WABLE. a. [from difalltn] No*

allowable.

DISALLOWANCE. / Prohibition. Sotti.

To DISA'NCHOR. v . a. [fromaVr and arnettr.]

To drive a ship from its anchor.

To DISA'NIMATE. v. a. [dii and animate]

I. To deprive of lite. 2. To discourage; to

deject. Biyle.

DISANIMA'TION./ [from difanitnate.] Pri

vation of life. Brovtn.

To DISANNUL, v. a. To annul ; to deprive

of authority ; to vacate. Herbert.

DISANNU'I.MKNT.y. [from disannul] The

act osmakintt void.

To DISAPPEAR, v. n. [disparoilre. Fr.] To

be loll to view; to vanilh out of ligh~

Mllun

To D1SAPFOINT. <f. a. [dii and appumt .)

To defeat of expectation ; to balk, 'sitlerjin

DISAPPOINTMENT. J. [from tUfappum: )

Defeat of hope ; milcai riage of expectauoE--

Spcflator.

DISAPPRO
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DISAPPROBATION. [dil and approbations

Censure ; condemnation. Pipe.

ToDISAPPRO'VE. v. a. [disapprever, Fr.]

To dislike ; lo censure. Pope.

Dl SARD./. [bipS, Sax.] A prattler; a boast

ing talker.

To DISARM, v. a. [Jisarmer, Fr.] To spoil

or direst of arms. Dryden.

To DISARRA'Y. v. a. [Jis and array.] To

undress any one. Spenser.

DISARRA'Y./ [from the verb.] i. Disorder;

confusion. HaywarJ. 1. Undress.

DISASTER./ [defastre,fr.\ I. The blast or

stroke of an unfavourable planet. Shake/p. 1.

Misfortune; grief; mishap ; misery. P-.pe.

To DISASTER, v. a. [from the noun.] l. To

Wast by an unfavourable star. Sidney, a. To

afflict ; to mischief. Stakes*.

DISASTROUS, a. [from disaster] i. Unlucky ;

not fortunate.Hayward. a. Unhappy ; calami

tous; miserable. Denham. 3. Gloomy ; threat-

niog misfortune. Milton.

DISASTROUSLY. orfV [from disastrous.] In

a dismal manner.

DISA'STROUSNESS./ [from disastrous.] Un-

luckiness; unfortunateness.

To DISAVO UCH. v. a. To retract profession ;

to disown. Daniel.

To DISAVO'W. v. a. To disown ; to deny

knowledge of. Hayward.

DISAVO'WAL. / [from disavow.] Denial.

Clanfa.

DISAVO'WMENT./ [from disavow.] Denial.

Witttt,

To DISA UTHORISE. v. a. [dis and authorise.]

To deprive of credit or authority. fVotten.

To DISBAND, v a. [dis and band] I. To

dismiss from military service. Knolles. 4. To

spread abroad ; to scatter. Woodward.

T° DISBAND, v. n. To retire from military

service. Clarendon, TilUtssn.

T° D1SBARK. v. a. [debarquer, Fr.] To land

from a (hip. Fairfax.

DISBELIEF./. [Horn disbelieve.] Pefusat of

credit; denial of belief. Tillttson.

To DISBELIEVE, v. a. [dis and believe] Not

to credit ; not to hold true. Hammond.

DISBELIEVER. /. One who refuses belief.

tVmttt.

To DISBE NCH. v. a. Jo drive from a feat.

Sbakesp.

To DISBRANCH, v. a. [dis and branch] To

separate or break off. Evelyn.

To DISBU D v. a. [With gardeners] To lake

away the Iprigs newly put forth. Dicl.

To DISBURDEN, v. a. [dis and burden.] 1.

To ease of a burden; to unload. Milton, a.

To disencumber, dilchaige, or clear. Bale. 3.

To throw off a butden. AJdistn.

.To DISBURDEN v.n. To cafe the mind.

To DISBURSE, v a. [dcb,urscr, Fr.] To

spend or lay out money. Spenjer.

DISBURSEM1 !.T. /. [JeburJ.mcnt, Fr.] A

disbursing or laying out. Spenjer.

DISBU'RSER. / [from disburses One that

disburses

DISCAI.CEATED. a. [discalceatus, Lat]

Stripped of shoes.

DlSCALCEA'TION/.ssrom.///<W«'W.]The

act of pulling off the (noes. Brawn.

To D1SCANDY. v. n. [from dis and canJy.]

To dissolve ; to melt. Sbakesp.

ToDISCA'RD. v. a. [Jis and card] 1. To

throw out of the hand such cards as are

useless, a. To discharge or eject from service

or emp4oyment. Swift.

DISC A RNATE. a. [dis and care, flesh ; scar-

nato, Itai] Stripped of flesh. Granville.

To DISCA SE v a. To strip ; to undress. Shales.

To DISCERN, v. a. [discerns, Lat] 1. To de

scry ; to see. Proverbs, a. To judge ; to have

knowledge of. Sidney. 3.Todistinguifli. Boyle.

4. To make the difference between. B."Johnson .

To DISCE'RN. v. n. To make distinction. Hay.

DISCE'RNER./[from discern.] 1 . Adilcoverer }

he that descries. Shakejp. 1. A judge; one

that has the power of distinguilhing Clarendon

DISCE'RNIBLE.a. [from discern.] Discovera

ble; perceptible; distinguishable ; appaient.

South.

DISCE'RNIBLENESS./[srom<///w»,-4/f.]Vi-

silileness.

DISCE'RNIBLY.aA.. [from discernible ] Ptt-

ceptibly; apparently. Hammond.

DISCERNING, part. a. [from discern.] Ju

dicious ; knowing. Attcrbury.

DISCERNINGLY a^.Judicioufly; rationally,

acutely. Garth.

DISCERNMENT. /:[from discern.] Judgment;

power of distinguishing. Freeholder.

To DISCE'RP. v. a. [discerpo, Lat.] To tear

in pieces.

DISCERPTIBLE.a.ffrom discerp.] Frangible ;

separable. More.

DISCERI'TIBW LITY/ [from Jiscerptible.]U-

ablenefs to be destroyed by disunion of parts.

DISCE'RPTION./ [icom discerp] The act of

pulling to pieces.

To DISCHARGE, v a [discharger, Fr.] 1.

To disburden; to exonerate. Dryden. 2. To

unload ; to disembark. Kings. 3. To give ver.t

to any thing ; to let fly. Dryden. 4. To let off

a gun. Knolles. 5. To clear a debt by pay

ment. Locke. 6. To set free from obligation.

L'Ejlrangik 7 . To cltar from an accusation

or crime ; to absolve. Locke. 8 To perform ;

to execute. Dryden 9. To put away ; to

obliterate ; to destroy. Baccn. to. To divest

ot any office or employment. 1 1 . To dismiss j

to relcale. Bacon.

To DISCHARGE, v. n. To dismiss itself ; to

break up. Bacon.

DISCH^GE./ [from the verb] t. Vent; ex

plosion; emission. Woodward. 1. Matter vent

ed. Sharp. 3. Disruption ; evanescence. Baccn.

4. Dismission from an office. 5. Release from

anobligation or penalty. Milton. 6. Absolution

from a crime. South. 7. Ransom ; price of

ransom. Milton. 8. Performance ; execution.

WEstrangc. 9. An acquittance from a debt,

10. Exemption ; privilege. Ecctus.

DISCHARCER.
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DISCHARGER. /. [from discharges I. He

that discharges in any manner, a. He that

tires a gun. Brown.

DISCI'NCT a. [diseinSut, Lat.] Ungirded j

loosely dressed. Dia.

To DISCI'ND. v. a. [discindo, Lat.] To divide;

to cut in pieces. Boyle.

DISCIPLE. / [discipnUi. Lat.] A scholar.

Hammond.

To DISCIPLE. 11. a. To punish ; to discipline.

Spenser,

DISCI PLESHIP./ [from disciple.'] The state

or function of a disciple. Hammond.

DI'SCIPLINABLE. a. [disciplmabilii, Lat.]

Capa'-!- "r'nstruction.

DrSClPLIKAbLKNESS/[from</</r;>/;«ai/«.]

Capacity of instruction. Hale.

DISCIPLINA'RIAN. a. [from discipline.] Per

taining to discipline. Glanville.

DISCIPLINARIAN. / i. One who rules or

teaches with great strictness. 1. A follower

of the prelbyterian sect, so called from their

clamoar about discipline. Saunderson.

DISCIPLINARY, a. [discipline, Lat.] Pertain-

ing to dis.'ipline. Aiillon.

DI SCIPLlNE./.[a7/«/i/iiia,Lat.] i Education;

instruction; the act of cultivating the mind.

Bacon, z. Rule of government ; order. Hooker.

3. Military regulation. Sbakesp. 4. A state of

subjection. Risen. 5. Any thing taught ; art;

science. rViliini. 6. Punilhment ; chastise

ment ; correction. Addisen.

To DISCIPLINE, v. a. 1. To educate ; to in

struct ; to bring up. AJJij'on. 1. To regulate ;

to keep in order. Derkam. 3. To punish ; to

• "irect ; to chastise. 4. To reform j to redress.

A'lilicn.

To DISCLAIM, v.a. [dii tnielaim.] To dis

own ; to deny any knowledge of. Shakes. Reg.

DISCLAIMER. _/. [from disclaim.] One that

disclaims, disowns, or renounces.

To L) IhC LO SE. v. a. 1. To uncover; to pro

duce from a state or' latitancy to open view.

Wocilsvard. 2. To hatch ; to open. Bacon. 3.

To reveal ; to tell. AJdtsen.

PISC LO 'S ER./ [trom aV/f/j/i.] One that re

veals or discovers.

PISCLOSURE./[srom discloses 1. Discovery;

production into view. Bacon, l.^ct ot reveal

ing aov secret. Bacon.

DISCOLORATION. / [from discolour] 1.

The act of changing the colour ; the act oi

staiiiing. z. Change ot colour; stain; die

Arbuti.-nct.

To DISCOLOUR, v. a. [decelore, Lat.] To

change from *ne natural hue; to stain. Temple

To DISCOMFIT, v a. [dej consinX Pr.] To

deieat; to conquer , to vanquilh. Phthpi

DISCOMFIT./. I from the verb.] Defeat;

rout; overthrow. Milton.

DfSCOMFITURE.y. [from discomfit.] Defeat;

lose 01 battle ; rou» ; overthrow. Attcrbury

DISCOMFORT. / [die and consort., Uneasi

nek ; melancholy , sorrow -, gloom. Sbaic/p.

To DISCOMFORT. v.a.To grieve; toUdden;

to deject. Sidney.

DISCOMFORTABLE. a. [from discomfort .] t.

One that ia melancholy and refuses comfort.

Shakesp. j. That causes sadness. Sidney.

To DISCOMMEND, v. a. To blarae ; to cen

sure. Dtnham.

DISCOMMENDABLE, a. Blameable; censu

rable. Aylijfi.

DISCOMME'NDABLENESS./Blameablenesn

liableness to censure.

DISCOMMENDATION./ Blame ; reproach;

censure Ayhfse.

DISCOMME'NDER / One that discommends.

To DISCOMMODE, v. a. To put to incon

venience ; to molest.

DISCOMMODIOUS. a. Inconvenient; trou

blesome. Spenser.

DISCOMMO'DITY. / Inconvenience; disad

vantage ; hurt. Bacon.

To DISCOMPOSE, v. a. [decomposer, Fr.] 1.

To disorder; to unsettle. Clarendon, i. To

ruffle ; to disorder. Swift. 3. To disturb the

temper. Dryden. 4. To offend ; to fret; to

vex.Sviift. 5. To displace ; to discard. Bacon.

DISCOMPO'SURE.y. [from discompose.] Dis

order ; perturbation. Clarendon.

To DISCONCERT. » a [die and concert.]

To unsettle the mind; to discompose. Collier.

DISCONFORMITY. / Want of agreement.

Hakevell

DISCONCRUITY. / Disagreement; incon

sistency. Hale

DISCO N^OLATE. a. Without comfort ; hope

less; sorrowful. Milton.

DISCONSOLATELY. aaV In a disconsolate

manner ; comfortless.

DISCONSOLATENESS./The state of being

disconsolate.

DISCONTENT. /. Want of content ; uneasi

ness at the present state. Pope.

DISCONTENT, a Uneasy at the present

state ; dissatisfied, tsayward.

To DISCONTE'NT. <i a. [from the noun ]

T» dissatisfy; to make uneasy. Dryden.

DiSCONTE NTEDj>ar7/«/>.a.Uoeafy ; chear-

lef. ; malevolent, lilletjon.

DISCONTE'NTEDNESS./ Uncafinesi; want

of ease Addisen.

DISCONTE'NTMENT. / [from discontent ]

The state of being discontented. Bacon,

DISCONTINUANCE./, [from discontinues.

Want os cohesion of parts ; disruption. Bacon.

1. Cessation ; intermission ; Atterbnry.

DISCONTINUATION./ [from discontinue]

Disruption of continuity ; disruption; separa

tion. Newtan.

To DISCONTINUE. v.a.[discontinter,Vr.]i.

To lose the cohesion of parts. Baccn. 1.T0 loie

an establish-, dor prescriptive custom. Jeremi a r.

To DISCONTINUE. t>. a. 1 . To leute off ;

to cease any practice or habit. Baan, a. To

break off; to interrupt. Haider.

DISCONTINUITY.;. Disunity of pans, war.;

of collision. Newtcn.

DISCONVE'NlENCE/IncongmUy;disagTee-

racut. Brai.ihijl.

DISCORD.
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DISCORD./ [difiordia, Lat.] I. Disagree

ment; opposition; mutual anger. Sbakesp.

1. Difference, or contrariety of qualities.

Dryden. 3. [In musick.J Sounds not of

themselves pleasing, but necessary to be mix

ed with others. Peacbam.

To DI SCORD. v w. [disardo, Lat.] To dis

agree; not to suit with. Bacon.

DISCORDANCE.? /. [from discord.'] Disa-

D1SCORDANCY $ gretment; opposition;

inconsistency.

DISCO RDANT. a. [discord™,. Lat] 1 . Incon-

si.tem; at variance with itself. Dryden. a.

Opposite; contrarious Ckeyne 3. Incongruous;

not conformable Hah.

DISCO RDANTLY.aaV [from discordant.] 1.

Inconsistently; in disagreement with itself, a.

In disagreement with another BoyJt. 3. Pee- j

vishly ; in a contradictious manner.

To DISCO VER. v. a. [dejeouvrer, Fr.) 1. To

a. [from the noun.] To

in a solemn or set manner. Locke. 3. To rea

son; to pass from premises to consequences.

David.

To DISCOURSE, v.

treat of. Sbakesp.

DISCOURSER. / [from discourse] 1. A

speaker; an haranguer. Sbakesp. 1. A writer

on any subject. Brew*.

DISCOU RSI VE. a. [from discourse] 1 . Passing

by intermediate steps from premises to con

sequences. Milton, a. Containing dialogue ;

interlocutory. Dryden.

DISCOURTEOUS, a. Uncivil ; uncomplaisant,

Mottcttx.

DISCOURTESY/ Incivility; rudcness.5iV»0-,

Herbert

DISCOU'RTEOU.SLY.<i</i>.[fromA/«iir/«Bj.]

Uncivilly; rudely.

DI'SCOUS. a. [from discus, Lat.] Broad; Alt;

wide, ^uincy.

shew; to disclose; to "brmg to light. Shakes/), j DISCREDIT. / \decred,ter, Fr ] Ignominy i

a. To make known. Isaiah. 3. To find out ; > reproach; disgrace. Rogers.

toespy. Pope. j To DISCREDIT, v a. [decrediter, Pr.] 1. To

DISCO'VERABLE a. [from discover.] 1. Thst| deprive of credibility ; to make not trusted.

which may be found out. ffatts. X. Appa-I Sbakesp. 1. To disgrace; to bring reproach

rent; exposed to view. Bentley. \ upon; to shame Donne.

DISCO 'VERER./.sfromA/Mvr.Ji.Oneihat, DISCREET, a [discret, Fr.] 1. Prudent;

finds any thing not known he/ore. Arbuthnct I circumspect; cautious; sober. IVkitgist. 2.

a. A scout ; one who is put to descry the e- ! Modest; not forward. Thomson.

nemy. Sbakesp. | DISCREETLY. adv. [from discreet] Pradent-

DISCOVERY./ [from discover.] i.Theactof 'y; cautiously. Waller.

finding any thing hidden. Dryden. 1. The act , DISCREE TNESS./ [from discreet ]The qua-

ot revealing or disclosing any secret. South lity of being discreet.

To DISCOU NSEL. v. a. [dis and counsel.] To! DISCREPANCE./ [discrepantia, Lat.] Dis-

dissuade ; to give contrary advice. Spenser I 'erence ; contrariety.

DISCOUNT./ The sum refunded in a bar-p Dl SCREPANT.a.[</</mya.»,LaL] Different;

gain. Swift, j disagreeing.

To DISCOUNT, v.a. To count back; to pay DISCRETE, m. [diserttmt, Lat] 1. Distinct;

back again. Swift.

To DISCOUNTENANCE. *., a. 1. To dis

courage by cold treatment. Clarendon, a. To

abash ; to put to shame. Mtlt*n

DISCOUNTENANCE /Cold treatment ; un

friendly reeard. Clarendon.

DISCOUNTENANCER. s. One that discou

rages bv c<jld treatment. Bac:*.

To DISCOURAGE, v. a. [decourarer, Fr.]

To depress ; to deprive of confidence. K.

Charier, a. To deter; to frijht from any at-,, conditional power.

■ .__... XI 1— r\lcrDl:"pm\s ,D1
tempt. Humbert

DISCOURAGER. / [srem discourage One

that impresses diffidence and terrour. Pope.

DISCOU RAGEMENT./ [from discourage] 1 .

The act of deterring, or depressing hope. 2.

Determent; that which deter?. tVtlhint. 3.

The cause of depression or feat. Locke.

DISCOURSE./ [dtsecurt, Fr.] 1. The act of

the understanding, by which it passes from

premises to consequence*;. Hooker, a. Con

versation ; mutual intercourse of language;

talk. Herbert. 3. Effusion of language ; speech.

L:cke. 4. A treatise ; a dissertation either

Written or uttered. Pope.

To DISCOURSE, v.n. 1. To converse ; to

ulk; to relate. Shake/p. a.. To treat upon

disjoined; not continuous. Hale. 1. Disjunc

tive. 3 Discrete proportion is when the ratio

between two pairs ot numbers or quantities is

the lame ; but there is not the fame proporti

on between all the four : thus, 6 : 8 : : 3 : 4.

Harris.

DISCRETION./ [from discretio, Lat.] 1. Pru

dence; knowledge to govern or direct one's

self; wise management. Tillotsu. z. Liberty

of acting at pleasure ; uncontrolled, and un-

DlSCRE'TiONARY.a. [from discretion] Left

at large ; unlimited; unrestrained. Tatler.

DISCRETIVE.a.[flV/rre/«r,Lat.] i.[Inlogick.]

Discrettve propositions are such wherein vari

ous, and seemingly opposite judgments are

ma.le ; as, travellers may change thetr climate,

bainot their temper. Watts, a. [Ingrammar.]

Discrelive conj unctions are such a* imply op

position ; as, not a man but a beajl.

D1SC1U MINABLE a. [from aV/riWiiaff.] Dis

tinguishable by outward marks or tokens.

To D1SCRI MINATE. v. a. [disrimine. Lat ]

1 . To raatk with notes ot difference. Boyle, a.

To select or separate from others. Boyle.

DISC 1U MINATE NES5/[:rcm A/rri«i'ira;* ]

Distinctness.

Ft D1SCRI-
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DISCRIMINATION. / [from discriminati',

Lat.] I The state of being distinguished from

other persons or thing*. Stillmpsiet . 1. The

act of distinguishing one from another; dis

tinction. AddiJ'cn. 3. The marks of distinction.

Holder.

DISCRI MINATIVE. a. [from discriminates

1. That which makes the mark of distinction ;

characteristics! . IVcodward. ^. That which

observes distinction. Afore.

DISCRI MINOUS. a. [from difcrimcu, Lat.]

Dangerous: hazardous. Harvey.

DISCU'BITORY. a. [discubitorius. Lat.] Fitted

to the posture of leaning. Brevju.

DISCU'MBENCY. /. [dtfcumbens, Lat.] The

act of leaning at meat. Brown.

To DISCU'MBER. v. a. [dis and ember.] To

discngnge from any troublesome weight or

bulk. Pope.

To DISCI/ RE. m. a. To discover. Spenser.

DISCURSIVE, a. [dicurfs, Fr.J 1. Moving

here and there; roving. Bacon. 2. Proceeding

by regular pr.vlation from premises to conse

quences. Mire.

DISCURSIVELY, adv. By due gradation of

argument. Hale.

DISCU RSORY. a. [discursor. Lat.] Aigumcn

tal ; rational.

DrSCUS.s. [Latin.] A quoit. Pope.

To DISCU SS. v. a. [discuffum, Lat] 1. To

examine; to ventilate, x. To disperse any

humour or swelling.

DISCUSSER./ [from Jiscnsi.] He that dis

cusses.

DISCUSSION./ [from discuss] 1. Disquisi

tion; examination; ventilation of a question.

Prior. a. [In surgery.] Dijtujston is breathing

out the humours by insensible transpiration.

Wiseman.

DISCU SSIVE. a [from discus,.] Having the

power to disease.'

DISCU TIKNT./. [diseutient, Lat.] A rarf

cine that has power to repel, £hiincy.

To DISDA'IN. v. a. [dedaigner, Fr.j Toscorn;

to consider as unworthy of one's character

Addi/011.

DISDAIN./ [fderni, Ital.J Contempt ; scorn ;

contemptuous anper. Bcclus.

DISDA'INFUL. a. [disdain and full.] Con

temptuous; haughtily ; scornful; indignant

Hooker.

DISDA INFULLY.a/i. [^romdisdainful]Can-

temptnously ; with haughty scoin. Scuts'.

DISDAINFULNESS. J. [from disdainful.]

Contempt; hau^htv scorn. Ajtbam.

DISEA'SE./ [dis snA case.] Distemper; ma

lady ; sickness. Swift.

To DISEA'SE. v.a. [from the noun.] 1. To

afflict with difeaie; to torment with sickness

Shaic/p. x. To put to pain; to pain; to

make une sly. Locke.

DISEA SEDNESS / [from diseased.] Sickness;

morbidness. Burnet.

DiSE'DGED. a. [dii ind edge.] Blunted) ob

tundtdj dolled. Shakejp.

To DISEMBARK, v. n. To carry to land

Sbatcfp.

ToDISEMBA'RK. v. n. To land) to goon

land. Pipe.

To DISEMBI'TTER. v. a. [dii and emiitter.]

To sweeten; to free from bitterness. Addisen.

DISEMBODIED, a. Divested of their bodies.

To DISEMBOGUE, v.a. \disemb;ncber, old

Fr] To pour out at the mouth of a river.

Addiftn.

To DISEMBOGUE, v.n. To gain a vent) to

flow. Cheyne.

DISEMRO'WELLED. part. a. [dii and em-

boviel] Taken from out the bowels Philips.

To DISEMBROIL, v. a. [defiromiler, Fr.] To

disentangle ; to free from perplexity Dryden.

To DISENABLE, v. a. To deprive of power.

Dryden.

To DISENCHA'NT. v. a. To free from the

force of an enchantment. Sidney, Denkam.

To DISENCUMBER, v.a. [disinAcncnmbcr.]

I. To discharge from incumbrances ; to dil-

burthen ; toexoncrate. Sprat, a. Tofreefrom

obstruction of any kind. Addiftn.

DISENCU'MBRANCE. / [from the verb ]

Freedom from incumbrance. Speculator.

To DISENGAGE, v.a. [dis and engage ] 1.

To separate from any thing with which it is in

union. Burnet. a. To withdraw the affection)

to wean ; to abstract the mind. Atterbury. 3.

To disentangle ; to clear from impediments or

difficulties. IValler. 4. To free from any thing

that powerfully seizes the attention. Denkam.

To DISENGA'GE. v.n. To set one's self free

from. Collier.

DISENGAGED, part. a. Vacant j at leisure.

DISENGAGEDNESS./ The quality of being

, disengaged ; vacuity of attention.

DISENGAGEMENT./ [from disengage.] 1.

Release from any engagement, or obligation.

1. Freedom of attention; vacancy.

To DISENTANGLE.*, a. 1 . To set free from

impediments; to disembroil; to clear from

perplexity or difficulty. Clarendon, a. To un

fold the parts of any thing interwoven. Boyle.

3. To disengage; to separate. Stillingfteet.

To DISENTE RRE. <o. a. To unbury. Brevn.

To DISENTHRAL, v.a. To set free ; to re

store to liberty ; to rescue from slavery. Sandys.

To DISENTHRO'NE. v. a. To depose from

sovereignty. Millon.

To DISENTRA NCE.w. n. To awaken from a

trance or deep sleep. Hudibras.

To DISESPO'USE. v . a. To separate aster faith

plighted. Milton.

DISESTE'EM/ [dis and ejleem.] Slight regard.

Lode.

To DISESTE'EM. v.a. [from the noun] To

regard {lightly. Chapman.

DISESTIMA'TION./. [dis and etflimatio, Lat]

Disrespect; disesteem.

DISFAVOUR./, [dii tadfavour] 1. Discoun

tenance; unpropitious regard. Baron. 1. A

state of ungraciousness or unaco ptablen. u

Spclman. 3. Want ot beauty.
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ToDiSFA'VOUR. v. a [from the noun.] To

discountenance -, to withhold, or withdraw

kindness. Stuift.

DISFIGURATION./ [from disfigure] l.The

act of disfiguring. ^. The state of being dis

figured. 3. Deformity.

To DISFIGURE, v. a. [dis undsigure.] To

change any thing to a worse form ; to deform j

to mangle. Locke

DISFIGUREMENT./ [from disfigure] De

facement ot beauty ; change of a better form

to a worse. Suckling.

To DISFO REST, v a. To reduce land from

th« privileges of a forest to the stale ot com

mon land.

To DISFRANCHISE, v. a. To deprive of pri

vileges or immunities.

DiSFRANCHISEMENT. / The aa of de

priving of privileges.

ToDISFURNISH. v. a. To deprive ; to un-

furnith ; to strip. Knollts.

ToDlSGARNISH.v.*. [dis zndgarnijb.] 1.

To strip of ornaments. 2, To take guns from

a fortress.

To DISGLO RIFY v. a. To deprive of glory -,

to treat with indignity. Milton.

To DISGORGE*, a. 1. To discharge by the

mouth. Dryden. 1. To pour out with violence.

Derkam.

DISGRACE./ {disgrace, Fr.] 1. Shame; ig

nominy; dishonour. Shakejp. a. State 01

dishonour. Sidney. 3. State of being out oi

favour.

To DISCRA'CE. v. a. [from the noun] 1 . To

bring a reproach upon ; to dishonour. Hasker.

x. To put out of favour.

DISGRACEFUL a [disgrace andfull.] Shame

ful; ignominious. Tayhr.

DISGRACEFULLY, adv. In disgrace; with

indignity; ignominioufly. Bcn.foknftn.

DISGRA CEFULNESS./ [from dijgraceful.\

Ignominy.

DISGRA'CER./ [from disgrace] One that

exposes lo shame Swift.

DISGRA'CIOUS. a [dis and gracious ] Un

kind; favourable Sbakefp.

To DISGUISE, v a. [deguijery Fr ] 1. To

conceal by an unusual dress. Shakejp. %. To

hide by a counterfeit appearance 3. To dis

figure; to change the form Dryden. 4. To

deform by liquor. Spectator

DISGUISE j (from the veib] 1. A dress con

trived to conceal the person that wears it.

Addiji*. z. A counlerttit (how. Dryden.

DISGUISEMENTy [from dijguije.j Dress o

concealment. Sidney.

DISGUISER /. [trom d,Jguije.] 1 One that

puts 00 a disguise. Swtjt. 2 One that con

ceals another by aiiiiguite; one ihatdisbgures.

Shakejp.

DISGUST./ [degcut, Fr.] 1. Aversion of the

palate from any thing, x III humour; male*

volence ; offence conceived. Lake.

T» DISGUST, v. a [degeuter, Fr ] 1. To

ui.e avettiua in tfw stomach, to distaste. 2.

To strike with dislike; toossend. Watti. 3.

To produce aversion. Swift.

DISGUSTFUL a. Nauseous. Swift.

DISH.y [kij-c, Saxon; dijcus, Lat] Abroad

wide vessel, in which solid food is served up at

ihe table. Dryden. 1. A deep hollow vessel for

liquid food. Milton. 3. The meat served in a

dish; any particular kind of food. Shake/p.

To DISH.t> a. To serve in a dish. Sbaktfp.

DISH-CLOUT / [difi and chut.) The cloth

with which the maids rub their dishes Swift.

DISH-WASHER. (. The name ofa bird.

DISHABILLE, a [dejkaislll, Fr.] Undressed;

loolely or negligently dressed. Drydm.

DISHAlil LLE./ Undress ; loose dress Claris*.

To DISHABIT. v. a. To throw out er place.

Shakejp.

DISHARMONY./. Contrariety to harmony.

To DISHEARTEN, v. a. [dis and hearting

To discourage ; to deject ; to terrify. Milton,

Stillinrfiat, nihtJsK.

DISHERISON. / The act os debarring from

inheritance.

To DISHE RIT. v. a. [dis and inherit.] To cut

oft trom hereditary succession. Spenser.

To DISHE'VEL. v. a. [iecheveUr, Fr.] To

spread the hair disorderly. Knolles, Smith.

DISHING, a. Concave: Mortimer.

DISHONEST, a. [d,s and honest.] I. Void of

probity ; void of faith ; faithless. S:uth. 2.

Disgraced ; dishonoured. Dryden. 3. Disgrace

ful; ignominious. Fcpc.

DISHONESTLY, adv. [from dishonest.] 1.

Withoutfaith;without probity ; faithleslyo^a.

1. Lewdly ; wantonly ; unchaftely. Ecclus.

DISHONESTY./ [ from dishonest.] I. Want

of probity; faithlessness. Swift, t. Uochal-

tity ; incontinence. Shakejp.

DISHONOUR. / [dis and hmr.] 1. Re

proach; disgrace; ignominy. Boyle. 1. Re

proach uttered ; censure. Shakejp.

ToDISHO'NOUR. v. a. [dis and honour.] 1.

To disgrace; to bring shame upon; lo blast

with infamy. Ecclus. 2. To violate chastity.

3- To treat with indignity. Dryden.

DISHONOURABLE, a. [from dijhenour.] I.

Shameful ; repioachful ; ignominious. Daniel.

a. In a state of neglect ordii'esteem. Ecclus.

DISHONOURER./. [from dishonours 1. One

that treats another with indignity. Milton, a.

A violator of chastity.

To DISHORN, v.a. [dis and htm.] To strip

of horns. Shakesp.

DISHU'MOUR. J. Peevishness; ill-humour.

Spcclater.

DISIMl'RO'VEMENT. / [dis and improve

ment ] Reduction from a better to a worse"

state. Norris

To DIS1NCA RCERATE. v. a. To set at li

berty. Harvey

DISINCLINATION./ Want of afl'cction-,

flight dislike. Arhuthntt.

To DISINCLI'NE. v. a. [dis and inclini.] To

produce dislike to ; to make diiasfecttd ; to

alienate assection from. Clarendon.

¥ f 1 DISINCE.
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D1SINGENUTTY. / [from Jijingenuni.]

Meanness or" artifice ; unfairness. Clarendon.

DISINGENUOUS a. [dt, and ingenuous.] Un

fair ; mi'anly artful ; viciously subtle ; illibe

ral. Stilling fleet.

DlSINGENUOUSLY.aaV In a disingenuous

manner.

DISINGE'NUOUSNESS. / Mean fubtilty j

low cra'c. Gov. es the Tongue.

DI31NHE RISON./ i. The act of cutting off

from any hereditary succession. Clarendon. 1.

The (late of being cut off from an hereditary

right. Taylor.

To DISINHERIT, -v. a. To cutoff from an

hereditary right. Davies.

To DISINTER, v. a. To unbury j to take out

of the grave. Addison.

DISINTERE'SSED. / [Jit and interest, Pr.]

Without regard to private advantage ; im

partial. Dryden.

DISINTERE'SSMENT. /. [Jit and intereffc-

ment, Pr.] Disregard to private advantage ;ois-

interell ; disinterestedness. Prior.

DISI'NTEREST. s [<>•' »nd interest] i. What

is contrary to one's wiih or prosperity. Glan-v.

a. Indifference to profit.

DISINTERESTED, a. [from disinterest] i.

Superior to regard of private advantage ; not

influenced by private profit. Swift. X. With

out any concern in an affair.

DISINTERESTEDLY, adv. In a disinterest

ed manner.

DISINTERESTEDNESS./, [from disinterest

ed] Contempt of private interest. Breton.

To DISI'NTRlCATE. v7*.[dis and intricate.]

To disentangle.

To DISINVI'TE. 11. a. [dis and fnvi/r.] To

retract an invitation.

To DISJOIN, v. a. [dejoindre, Fr.] To si-pa-

rate ; to partfrom each other j to fanAer.Milt.

To DISJOINT, v. a. [dii and joint.) i. To

put out of joint. Sandys. x. To break at

junctures ; to separate at the part where there

U a cement. Irene. 1. To break in piece*.

Blackmere. 4. To carve a fowl. 5. To make

incoherent. Sidney.

To DISJO'INT. v. ..To fall in pleces.Shakesp.

DISJOINT, particip. [Irom the verb.] Sepa

rated ; divided. Shakefp.

DISJUNCT, a. [disjunSus, Lat,] Disjoined ;

separate.

DISJU'NCTION./[from JitjuncTtc, LatjDif-

union j separation ; parting. South.

DISJUNCTIVE.*. [dujunclivus, lat] 1. In

capable of union. Grew x. That which marks

separation or opposition ; as, / lone him, or

Jcar him. kVatti 3. [In logick.]A disjunctive

proposition is when the parts are opposed ; as,

It 11 either day or night. Watts.

DISJUNCTIVELY. aaV Distinctly; separate

ly. Dftay of Piety .

DISK./ [discus, Lat] i. The face of the fun

or planet, as it appears to the eye. Newton, x

A broad piece of iron thrown ia the ancient

sports ; a quoit. Crew.

DISKI'NDNESS. [its and kindness.] 1. Want

of kindness; want of affection. X. Ill turn ;

injury ; detriment. Woodward.

DISLIKE./. I. Disinclination; absence of af

fection. Spenser, Hamnund. x. Discord; dis

sension ; disagreement Fairfax.

To DISLI KE. *>. a. [dii and tike.] To disap

prove ; to regard without affection. Temple.

DISLI'KEFUL. a. [distike and/*//.] Disaffect

ed ; malign. Spenser.

To DISLI KEN. a. [dis and tike] To mike

unlike. Shaktsp.

DISLI KENESS. /. [dis and likeness] Dissimi

litude ; unlikenel's Locke.

DISLI KER./ A disapprover ; one that is not

pleased. Swift.

To DISLl'MB. v. a. [dis and Ami.] To dila-

niate ; to tear limb from limb

To DISU'MN. v. a. [dis and limn] To un-

paint ; to strike out of a picture. Shakefp.

To DI'SLOCATE. v. a. [dis and hens. Lat.]

I . To put out of the proper place. IVoodw.

x. To put out of joint. Shake/p.

DISLOCATION./ [from dislocate] I. The

act »f shifting the places of things. 1. The

state of being placed. Burnet. 3. A luxa

tion ; a joint put out. Grew.

To DISLODGE v. a. [dis and lodge.] 1. To

remove from a place. hVoidward. X. To re

move from an habitation. Dryden. 3. To

drive an enemy from a station. Dryden. 4. To

remove an army to other quarters Shakefp.

To DISLO'DGE. 11. n. To go away to another

place. Milton.

DISLOYAL. a.[disioyal, Fr.] 1 . Not true to

allegiance ; faithless ; false to a sovereign.

Milton, x. Dishonest; perfidious Shakefp.

3. Not true to the marriage-bed. Shakefp. 4.

False in love; not constant.

DISLO'YAI,LY.««/v.[from di/leyal.]1iol raith-

fully ; disobediently.

DISLOYALTY./: [from dipyal] 1. Want of

fidelity to the sovereign. K Charles. 2. Want

of fidelity in love. Shakefp.

DISMAL a. [dies malm, Lat. an evil Jay]

Sorrowful ; dire ; horrid ; uncomfortable j un

happy. Decay cf Piety.

DISMALLY, ad-v Horribly; sorrowfully.

DISMALNESS./[irom aV/»>ai.]Horrour; sor

row.

To DISMANTLE, v. a. [dis nnimantle ] 1.T0

throw offa dress; to strip. South, x. To loose i

to unfold; to throw open. S/a'cjp. 3. To

strip a town of its outworks. Ilakewell. 4. "To

break down any thing external. Dryden.

To D1SMASK v. a. [dis and mast.] To direst

of a mast:. kVttten.

To DISMA'Y. v a. [desmayar, Span.] To ter

rify; to affright. Raleigh, Dent.

DISMAY./ [desmayo, Span] Fall of courage ;

terrour lelt; desertion oi mind. Milton.

DISMA'YEDNESS. /. [from dismay] Dejec

tion of courage ; difpuitedness. Sidney.

DI'SME.s. [French] A tenth; the tenth part ;

tythe. Shakefp.

Y»
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To DISME"MBER. v. c. [Us and members To

divide member from member i to cut in pieces

Saitft.

To DISMISS. «. a. [dimifus. Lit] 1. To

fend iwav. A3t. z. To give leave of de

parture. 3. To discird.

DISMISSION./ [from JetniJ/i,, Lit,] 1. Dis

patch ; act ot sending away. Dryden. 2. An

honourable discharge from any office. Milttn.

3. Deprivation; obligation tc leave any post or

place. Sbaiefp.

To DISMORTCAGE.v. a.[dit and mart^ft.j

To redeem from mortgage. Hsvjel.

To DISMOUNT, f. a. [deminter, Fr.] 1. To

throw off an hoikStaie/p. ». To ihrow from

a»y elevation. 3. To throw cannon from its

carriage. Knallei. -

ToDISMO'UNT. v. *. I. To alight from an

horse. AJdiJtn. z. To descend from any

elevation.

To DISNA'TURALISE. v. a. [Jis and natnra-

i'/e.] To alienate; to make alien.

DISNA'TURED. a. [dis and malmrt.] Unnatu

ral ; wanting natural tenderness. Shakes/).

DISOBEDIENCE. / [Jit and eheJienee.] 1.

Violation of lawful cercmaids or prohibition ;

breach of duty due to superiours. Stiltingfleet.

2. In compliance. Blackmtre.

DISOBEDIENT, a [Jit and«cWi>»/.]Not ob

servant of lawful authority. Kings.

To DISOBE'Y. v. a. [Jit and ebey.] To break

commands or transgress prohibitions. Denkam.

DISOBLICA'TION ./ [Jit and ibligatien.]Of-

sence; cause of diseust Clarendsn.

To DISOBLIGE, v.a. [dttiai ihlige.] To of

fend ; to disgust ; to give offence 10. Clarendon

ClariIsa.

DISOBLIGING. panic p. a. [from Jistllge.]

Disgusting ; unpleafing ; offensive. Gev. cf the

Tingue.

DISOBLI'GINGLY. a</V.[from Jis>oliging.]ln

a disgusting or offensive manner ; without at

tention to olease.

Dl£OBLl'GiNGNESS./ssrom</</c%i'i.£.]Of-

tensiveness j readiness to disgust.

DISORBED. a. [dit and sri.] Thrown out of

the proper orbit. Shake/p,

DISORDER./ [dtserdre, Fr] 1. Want if re

gular disposition; irregularity; confusion Sped.

1. Tumult ; disturbance; bustle. HralUr. 3.

Neglect of rule ; irregularity, Pepe. 4. Hreach

os laws : violationot standing institution./^//i/.

e. Breach of that regularity in the animal

œconomy which causes health ; sickness; dis

temper. Lecke. 6. Discomposure of mind.

To DISORDER. i>. a. [Jit and trjer] 1. To

throw into confusion; to confound; to disturb ;

to ruffle. Milttn. z. To make sick. 3. To

discompole ; to distuib the mind.

DISORDERED. « [trom<ii/r</fr.jDisorderly ;

irregular; vicious; lsose , debauched. ShakeJ.

DISOKDEREDNLSS./: Irregularity ;wantof

order ; contusion. Knsllet.

DISORDERLY, a. [from d,sorder] 1. Con

tused; icnmethodicil. Hale. 1. Lrcgiilar;

tumultuous. Adiisn. 3. Lawless; contrary to

law ; inordinate : vicious. Bactn.

DISO'RDKULY«A».[frnm disorder.] i. With

out rule ; without mt1 hod -, irregularly ; con

fusedly. Paleigb. a. Without law \ inordi-

naelv. 'Thejf.ihr.ians.

DISO'RDIVATE. a. [Jis and erdinate.] Not

living bv (be rules ot* virtue. Milttn.

DISO'RDINATELY. adv. Inordinately s vi-

ciousiy.

DISORIENTATED, a.[Jif tnd erSent.]Turn-

ed t'nm the call; turned from the right di

rection Harris.

To DISOWN, v. a. [Jis and vttrn.] 1. To

deny ; not to allow. Dryden. %. To abrogate \

to renounce. Swift,

To DISPA ND. v.a. [Jijpamde, Lat.) To dis

play ; to fpicad abroad.

DISPA'NSlON./ [from Jispanfus, I.at ] The

act of displaying ; diffusion \ dilatation.

To DISPA RAGE. v. a [from difpar, Lat] 1.

To match unequally ; to injure by union with

something infeiiovr in excellence, 1. To in

jure by a comparison with something of less

value. 3. To treat with contempt ; to mock;

to stout. Milton. 4. To brin^ reproach upon ;

to be the cause of disoiace. 5. To marry any

one to another ot interiour condition.

DISPARAGEMENT./ [from disparage.'] 1.

Injurious union or comparison with something

os inseriour excellence. VEstrange. 1. [In

law. J Matching an heir in man iape under his

or her degree, or againrt decency Sidney. 3.

Reproach ; dilgrace; indignity. li^ctton.

DISPARAGER./ One that disgraces.

DISPARATES./ [dijparata, Eat.] Thingsso

unlike that they cannot becompared with each

other.

DISPARITY. / [from difpar, Eat] 1. Ine

quality -, difference in degree either of rank or

excellence. Rsgcrs. x. Difiimiiitude; un-

likeness.

To DISPA'RK. «?. a. [dis and park.] 1. To

throw open a park. Shakcfp. a. To set at

large without inclosure. Waller

To DISPA RT. v. a. [Jis tnApart; d,spertiort

Lat.] To divide in two; to lepaiate; to

break. Dyer.

DISPA SSiON. / [dis and passion] Freedom

lrom mental perturbation. Temple

DISPA SSIONATE.sl.[;rom dis and paffiomate.]

Ccol ; calm; moderate ■, temperate Clorend,

ToDISPELL.w.sl. [dijpslUy Lat.] To drive by

scattering ; to dissipate. Luke.

DISPE NCR./. [Jfj'pence, Fr] Expence ; cost ;

charge. Sptnfer.

To DISPE'ND. v. a. [Jsspende, Lat ]Tofpend ;

to consume. Spenser,

DISPE'NSARY. j. ifrom disperse.] The place

where medtLir.;' a:e dispensed. Garth.

DISPENSATION /. [from dispensation.] 1.

Distribution \ the act of dealing out any thing.

1 fVccdtuard. 1. The dealing of Cud with h.13

creatures; mahod of providence. Tajler. 5,

An exemption from some law. IVard.

LISPENSATOR
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DISPENSA'TOR. / [Lit.] One employed in

dealing out my thing ; a distributer. Bacon.

DISPENSATORY, s. [from dispense.] A book

in which the composition of medicines is de

scribed and directed ; a pharmacopoeia.Hamm.

To DISPENSE, v. a. {dispenser, Fr.J I. To

deal out; to distribute. Decay as Piety. 2. To

make up a medicine. 3. To Dispense viitb

To excuse; to grant dispensation for. Raleieh

DISPENSE./ [from the verb.] Dispensation;

exemption. Milton.

DISPENSER, s. [from dispense.} One that dis

penses; a distributer. Strait.

To DISPE'OPLE. •». a. [die and people.]To de

populate ; to empty of people. Pcpe.

DlSPEOPLER./ [from dispeople] A depopu-

lator. Gay.

To DISPE'RGE. v. a. [dispergo, Lat] To

sprinkle. Shakesp. 1

ToDISPI.'RSE.i-. a. [dispersus. Lat.] I. To

scatter ; to drive to different parts. Ea.eiiel

1 To dissipate. Milton.

DISPE'RSEDLY. ad-v [from dispersed] In a

dispersed manner. Hooker.

DISPERSEDNRSS. / [from disperse.} The

ttateof being dispersed.

D1SPE RSENESS./. [irom disperse. Thinness ;

fcatterednefs. Breretvood.

D1SPE RSER/[from disperse.] A flatterer ; a

spreader. Specialor.

DISPERSION./ [from disperse. Lat.] 1. The

act of scattering or spreading. 1. The state ot

being scattered. Raleigh.

To DISPIRIT, v. a. [di, uid spirit.] 1. To

discourage; to deject ; to depress; to damp.

Clarendon, 2. To oppress the constitution os

the body. Callier.

DISPI RITEDNESS/ [from dispirit.] Want ot

vigour.

To DISPLACE, v. a. [di, and place.] 1. To

put out of place. 3. To put out of any state,

condition, or dignity. Baton. 3. To disorder

Shokejp.

DISPLA CENCY./ [disptacentia. Lat.] I. In

civility ; dilbblipation. 2. Disgust ; any thing

unpleafing. Decay oj Piety.

To DISPLA'NT.w. a. [Jit uk\ plant.] 1. To

remove a plant. St. To drive a people from

the place in which they have fixed. Bacon.

DISPI.ANTATION./. 1. The removal of a

plant. 2. The ejection of a people. Raleigh

To DISPLA'Y. v. a. [Jisptayer, Fr.] 1. To

spread wide ; 10 exhifit to the fight or mind.

Locke. 3. To carve; to cut up. Spectator

4. To talk without icstraint. Shakesp. 5. To

let out ostentatiously to view. Shakejp.

DISPLAY/ [Iromlhe verb] An exhibition ol

any thing to view. Shakesp.

DISPLE'ASANCE./ [(torn displease.] Anger

diicontent. Sptnjer.

DISPLE'ASANT. a

G/anville.

To DISPLE ASE. *•. a. [dii zed please.]

offer.d ; to make angry. 1 Chron Temple.

To disgust; to ra :e aversion. Licit.

Unplcasing ; offensive

To

DISPLE'ASINGNESS. / [from dispbetfing.]

Offenfivenefs ; quality of offending. Locke.

DISPLE'ASURE. / (horn displease.] 1. Un

easiness ; pain received. Locke, 2. Offence;

pain given. Judges. 3 Anger ; indignation.

Kntllei. 4 State of disgrace. Peaciam.

To DISPLEASURE, v. a. To displease ; not to

gain favour. Bacon.

To DISPLO'DE. v. a. [displode, Lat] To dis

perse with a loud noise ; to vent with violence.

Milton.

DISPLOSION./[from disphsm, Lat.)The act

of difploding ; a sudden burst with noise.

DISPORT. /. [di, mi sport] Play; sport j

pastime. Uayward,

To DISPORT, -v. a. [from the noun.] To di

vert. Shakesp.

To DISPO'RT. v. n. To play j to toy ; to wan

ton. Pope.

DISPO'SAL./ [from dispose.] 1. The act of

dil"p<:sin^ or regulating any thing; regulation;

distribution. Milton, 2. The power of distri

bution; the right of bestowing. Atterhnry. 3.

Government ; conduct. Lade.

To DISPOSE.*, a. [disposer. Fr ] 1. To em

ploy to various purposes; to diffuse. Prior, 2.

To give ; to place ; to bestow. Sprat. 3. To

turn to any particular end or consequence.

Dryden. 4. To adapt ; to form for any pur-

pole. Spenser. 5. To frame the mind. Claren.

Smalridge. 6. To regulate ; to adjust. Dryd,

7. To Dispose of. To apply to any purpose;

to transfer to any person. Svjist. 8. To put

into the hands of another. Taller. 9. To give

away. Waller. 10. To employ to any end.

Bacon. 1 1 . To place in any condition. Dryd.

12. To put away by any means. Burnet.

To DISPOSE, v. n.To bargain ; to make terma.

Shakesp.

DISPO'SE./ [from the verb.] 1. Power ; n»-

nagement ; disposal. Shakesp. 2. Distribution ;

act of government. Milton. 3. Disposition ;

cast of behaviour. Shakesp. 4. Cast ot mind j

inclination. Shakejp.

DISPOSER / [from dispose ] 1 . A distributer ;

giver ; bestowcr.GVauHs. 1. A Covernour ; re

gulator. B;yle. 3. One who gives to whom

he pleases Prior.

DISPOSITION. / [from dsptstfo, Lat] 1.

Order ; method ; distribution Dryden. *.

Natural fitness ; quality. Neioten. 3. Ten

dency to anv act or state. Bacon. 4. Temper

of mind. Shakesp. 5. Affection of kinJucsa

or illwill. S<aist. 6. Predominant inclina

tion Locke.

DISPOSITIVE.* That which implies disposal.

ot any property ; decretive. Ayhjj'e

DISl'O'SITIVELY ad-j [irom djpsttive] Di

stributives Broian.

DISPOSITOR/The lord of that sign in which

the planet is.

To DISPOSSESS, v. a [dii and possesi] To

put out 01 possession v to deprive j to disseize.

Fairfax, Knollei, Tillstson.

DISPOSURE. / [from dispise.) 1. Disposal >

government ;
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government ; power •, management. Sandyt.

1. State ; posture. kVettiu.

DISPRA'ISE /. Bltme ; censure. Addifin.

To DISPRA ISE. v. a. To blame ; to censure.

Sbakesp.

DISPRA 1SER./ A censurer.

DISPRA'ISIBLE.«.[from dispraise.} Unworthy

of commendation.

DISPRA (SINGLY. orfV With blame. Shatesp.

To DISPRE'AD. v. a. [dii and spread.] To

spread different ways. Pope.

DISPRO'FIT./ I.oss 5 damage.

DISPRO OF. / [dit and pros] Confutation ;

conviction of errour or fallhood. Atterbury.

To DISPRO PERTY. t>. a. To dispossess.

DISPROPORTION./ Unsuitablenels in quan

tity of one thing to another ) want of symme

try. Denham.

To DISPROPO RTION. v. a. To mismatch ;

to join things unsuitable. Suckling.

DISPROPOTITIONABLE. a. Unsuitable in

quantity. Suckling, Smal.

DISPROPCRTIONABLENESS. / Unsuit-

ableness to something eke.

DISPROPORTIONABLY. adv. Unsuitably;

not symmetrically.

DISPROPORTIONAL. a. Disproportionate ;

unsymmetrical.

DISPROPORTIONALLY. adv. Unsuitably

with respect to quantity or value.

DISPROPORTIONATE, a. Unsymmetrical ;

unsuitable to something else. Raj, Licke

DISPROPORTIONATELY. or/i/. Unsuitably,

uniymmetncally.

DISPROPO RTIONATENESS./Unsuitablc-

nes* in bulk or value.

To DISPROVE, v. a. [dit and prove] i.To

confute an assertion; to convict, os errour or

filihood. linker, i. To convict of a practice o:

errour Hoeker.

DISPRO VER. / [from dispreve] One that

confutes.

D1SPU NISHABLE. a. Without penal restraint.

Sveijt.

DISPU'RSE. a [dis and purse] To pay ; to dis

burse. Sbakesp.

DISPUTABLE, a. [from dispute.] I . Liable to

contest ; comrovertible. Scutb. x. Lawful to

be contested. Svtist.

DlSY>liTANT.s.liromdisp*t!;disputa*i,Lai j

A controvertist; an arguer ; a reasoner. Sped.

DISPUTANT, a. Disputing; engaged in con

troversy. Miltm.

DISPUTATION./ [from Jisputatie, Lat.] I.

The ilcill of controversy; argumentation. Locke

a. Controversy : srgnmental contest Sidney.

DISPUTA'TIOUS. a. [I om dispute.] Inclined

to dispute ; cavilling. Addison.

DISPUTA TIVE. a. [(torn dispute.] Disposed to

debate. IVatts.

To DISPU TE. v. n. [disputo. Lat] Tocontend

by argument ; to debate ; to controvert. Tillat.

To DISPUTE, v. a. i. To contend for. Hooker,

Tatter, l. To oppose; to question. Drydin

3. To discuss; to think on. Sbakesp.

DISPUTE./ Contest ; controversy.^^, Bent.

DISPU TELESS. a. Undisputed ; uncontrover-

tible.

DISPITTER. f. A controvertist ; one given to

argument. Stillingfieet.

DISQUALIFICATION./ That which disqua

lifies. SpeSattr.

To DISQUALIFY, v. a. [dii and qualify.] 1.

To make unfit ; to disable by some natural or

legal impediment. Sviist. i. To deprive of

a right ot claim by some positive restriction.

Swift.

To DISQUA'NTITY. v a. To lessen.

DISQUIET. / Uneasiness; restlessness ; vexa

tion ; anxiety. Tillotsen.

DISQU I ET. a. Unquiet ; uneasy ; restless Stak.

To DISQU I'ET. v a. To disturb ; to make un

easy ; to vex ; to fret Duppa, Resctmmon.

DISQUI'ETER./ A disturber ; a harasser.

DISQyi'ETLY. adv. Without rest; anxioufly.

Sbakesp.

DISQU 1ETNESS. / Uneasiness; restlessness;

anxiety. Hacker.

DISQUI ETUDE./ Uneasiness; anxietyuU£.

DISQUISITION. / [disquifitio. Lat] Exami

nation; dil'putative enquiry. Arbmbuit.

To DISRA'NK. v. a. To degrade from his rank.

DISREGARD./ Slight notice; neglect.

To DISREGARD. v. a. Toflight ; to contemn.

Sprat, Smalridre.

DISREGA RDFUL. a. Negligent; contemp

tuous.

DISREGA'RDFULLY. adv. Contemptuously.

DISRELISH / [dit and relish.] 1 . Bad taste ;

nauseousnels. Milieu. 1. Dislike; squeamilh-

ness. Locke.

To DISRELISH, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

infect with an unpleasant taste. Rogers. 1.

To want a taste of. Pope.

DISREPUTATION / [dit and reputation]

Disgrace ; dishonour. Baccn, Taylor.

DISREPUTE./ [dit and repute] 111 character;

dishonour; want of reputation. South.

DISRESPE CT. / [dit and respetl.] Incivility ;

want of reverence ; rudeness. Clarendon.

DISRESPE CTFUL a. Irreverent ; uncivil

DISRK SPECTFULLY.atfV li reverently. Add:.

To DISROBE, v. a. To unJrtl's ; to uncover.

K'etten.

DISRUPTION. / [diruptio. Lat.] The a:1 of

breaking asunder ; a breath ; rent Ray,Blarim.

DISSATISFACTION ./. [Jit and/af»/a<3'» ]

The state of being diti'itisfied ; dilcontent. Ror.

DISS.\TISFACTORINESS / [irom dissatis.

iaStry ] Inability to give content.

DISSATISFACTORY, a. [from dissatisfy.]

Unable to give content.

To DISSA TISFY v. a [dis and satisfy.] To

discontent; to displease. Ctllier.

To DISSECT v. a. [difece, Lat.] I. To cut in

pieces. Riscemmen. 1. To divide and examine

minutely. Atterbury.

DISSECTION. / [disseBie, Lat.] The act of

separating the paru of animal bodies ; ana

tomy. Granviut.

To
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To DISSF.'IZR. v. a. Ufaisir, Fr.] To dispos-i

set's ; (o deprive Locke: '

DISSE ISIN^/[irom difaisir, Fr.] An unlawful ,

dipossefling i man ot hit. land Conaell.

DISSK IZOP . / [from disseise.] He that dispof- j

sesse* another.

To DISSEMBLE, v. a. [dijimulo, Lat.] t. To

hide under false appearance ; to pretend that

not to be which really is. Hayward. t. To

pre-tend that to be which is not. Pmr.

To DISSEMBLE, v. t. To play the hypocrite.

Ruiue.

DISSK MBLER. / [from difemhle] An hypo

crite ; a man who conceals his true disposition.

Xnl>it;l>.

DISSLMBLINGI.Y adv. With dissimulation ;

hypocritically. Knollei.

To DISSEMINATE. «. a. [dipmine. Lat.] To

scatteras feed ; 10 spread every vny. Hammond,

Atterbmry.

DISSEMINATION./! [dijseminatit, Lat ] The

act of scattering like feed. Brenvn.

DISSEMINATOR. / [disseminator, Lat ] He

that scatters ; a spreader. Decay of Piety.

DISSENSION, (\disseufie. Lat ] Disagreement;

stri'e; contention; breach of union. Knolles.

DISSIVNSIOUS. a. Disposed to discord ; con

tention!;, yl/cham.

To DISSE NT. v. n [difentit, Lat.] i. To dis

agree in opinion. AJdiJen. 2. To differ ; to

be of a contrary nature. Hither.

DISSENT./ [irom the veib ] Disagreement;

difference of opinion ; declaration ot difference

of opinion. Bentley.

DISSENTANEOUS a. [from dissent] Disa

greeable ■, inconsistent; contrary.

DISSENTER. /: [from dissent.] I. One that

disagrees, or declares his disagreement from an

opinion. Locke. %. One who, lor whatever

reason*, refuses the communion of the Englilh

church.

DISSERTATION./ [difertati; Lat] A dis

co ui se. Pete.

To DISSERVE, v. a. [dn and serve.] To do

injury to ; to mile ief ; to harm. Clar. Robert.

DISSERVICE. / [dn and service.] Injury;

■ mischief. Cillier.

DISSE RVICEABLF. a. Injurious; mischievous.

DISSE RVICEABLENESS. s. Injury; harm;

hu.r. Norm.

To DISSE'TTLE. v. a. To unsettle.

To DISSEVER, v a [dis and sen. er.] To part

in two; to break; to divide ; tolepaiate; to

disunite. Sidney, Raleifh, Shakelp.

pl'SSI'DENCE. / [dijidco, Lat.]' Discord dis

agreement.

DISSI HENCE. / [dijsilio, Lat.J The act of

starting asunder.

DISS1 I.IENT a. [difiIient,Lu.] Starting asun

tier; bursting in two.

DISKILI1ION. / [diftlio, Lat.] The act ps

burlhrg in two. Boyle.

DISSIMILAR, a. [Jit and similar.] Unlike;

heterogeneous $.*)/.*, Ncistcn, Bentley.

DISSIMILARITY./ [from di£im:lar.\ Un-

likeneU; ditlimilitudc. Cbejne.

DISSIMILITUDE./ Unlikeness; want of re

semblance. Stillingfleet, Pose.

DISSIMULATION./, [dijsimulatio. Lat.] The

act of dissembling; hypocrisy. South.

DI'SSIPABLE. a. [from dissipate.] Easily scat

tered. Bacon.

To DISSIPATE, v a. [dissipatut. Lat] I. To

scatter every way ; to disperse. IVicdward. a.

To scatter the attention. Savage't Life. j. To

spend a fortune. London.

DISSIPATION. /. [diJ/ipatio,L»i] i. The act

of dispersion. Hale. i. The state osbein^ dis

persed. Milton. 3. Scattered attention. Svoift.

To DISSOCIATE, v.a. [dijjeci*. Lat ] To se

parate ; to disunite ; to part Boyle.

DISSO LVABI.E. a. [from diff.he.] Capable of

dilTolution. Ncvjton.

DISSOLUBLE. <i. [dijfiluHlii, Lat.] Capable oi

separation ot one part from another. Wood<zv.

DISSOLUBILITY./ [from dissoluble.] Liable-

ness to suffer a disunion of parts. Hale.

To DISSO LVE v. a. [dijfoho. Lat] 1 . To de

stroy the form of any thing by disuniting the

parts, fVcodviarJ. i. To break ; to disunite

in any manner, a. Pet. 3. To loose; to break

the ties of any thini>.*Asi/'f»». 4. To separate

persons united Shale 'p. 5. To break up as

semblies. Bacon. 6. To solve ; to clear. Daniel.

7. To break an enchantment. Milton. 1. To

be relaxed by pleasure. DryJen.

To DISSO LVE. v.n. 1. To be melted Addis.

1 To fall to nothing. Shaltesp. 3. To melt

away in pleasures.

DISSOLVENT a [from dissolve. 1 Having the

power of dissolving or melting. Ray.

DISSO'LVENT./ The power of disuniting the

parts of any thing. Arhuthutt.

DISSO LVER. J. That which has the power of

dissolving. Arbuthnot.

DISSO'l.VIBLE. a. [from diflve.] Liable to

perish bv dissolution. Hale.

DISSOLUTE, a. [Jiflntm, Lat] Loose; wan

ton; unrestrained; luxurious; debauched.

Hayioard, Robert.

DI SSOLUTEl.Y. adv. strom dffihte ] Loose

ly ; in ckbaueherv Wisdom.

DI SSOI.UTLNESS. / I Irom drjT.hic.) Loose-

nels ; laxity of manners; debauchery. Z-rcV

DISSOI.U TION. / [difolnti,, Lat.] 1. The

act of liquefying by heat or moisture, x. The

state of beini; liquefied. 3. The Hate of melt

ing away. Shakesp. 4 Destruction of »d»

thing by the separation of it1; parts. Scat A, -'.

The substance lorrmd by dissolving any bocN .

Baton. 6. Death; the resolution of the body

into its constituent elements. Rahigb. 7. t>ff.

Oruction. Hooker. 8 Breach ot any thin;

compacted South. 9. The act of breaking np aa

aliembly. 10. Looseness of manners. Atsar

DISSONANCE./ [dissonance. Fr.J A mixturt

of harsh, unhai monioutt sounds. Miltem.

DISSONANT, a [difenani, Lat] 1. M»r«r .

unharmonious. ThoHtJm. x Incongmcmi ,

disagreeing. Hakexaell.

To DISbUA DE. v. a. [ctjsmda, Lat.) t. Tj
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dehort; to divert by reason or importu'rrky

from any thing. Shakefp. z. To represent any

thing as unfit. Miltm.

DISSUA'DER./ [from Jijsuade.] He that dis

suade*.

DISSUASION./ [dijs.asn, Lat.] Urgency of

reason or importunity against any thing > de

notation. Bejlt.

DISSU ASIVE a. [from dijsuade.] Dehortatory,

tending to deter.

DISSU ASIVE/ Dehortation; argument to turn

the mind off trom any purpose. Gav.cftheTing.

DISSU NDER. a. [dis mi sunder.) See Di.se-

">■] To sunder j to separate. Chapman.

DISSY LLABLE./ [J.; and ™x\a/?.j.J A word

of two syllables. Dryden.

DISTAFF. / [b,rtzr:, Sax.] 1. The staff

from which the tiax is drawn in spinning

Fairfax. z. It is used as an emblem of the

female sex. Hiivel.

DISTAFF-THISTLE / A thistle.

ToDISTAlN. *. a. [die audjW.] t. To

stain ; to tinge. Pepe. %. To blot ; to fully

with infamy, Spenser.

DISTANCE./ [distance, Fr distantia. Lat]

1 . Distances space considered between any two

beings. Licke. a. Remoteness in place, frier.

3. The space kept between two antagonists in

tencing. Shakefp. 4. Contrariety ; opposition

Shakefp. 5. A space marked on the course

where horses run. L'Estrange. 6 Space ot

time. Prier. 7. Remoteness in time. Smalr.

8. Idea] disjunction. Licit. 9. Respect ; di

stant behaviour. Dryden. 13. Retraction us

kindness i res.rve. Miltm

To Dl STANCE, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

place remotely ; to throw off iron] the view.

Drjd. z. To leave behind at a race the length

of a distance. Gay.

DISTANT, a. [distans, Lat.) 1. Remote in

place; not near. Pcpe. a. Remote in time

either past or future. 3. Remote to a certain

degree; as, ten miles- (fy?""'- 4. Releived,

fly. 5. Not primary ; not obvious, Addijm.

DISTASTE J [dis and taftt ] 1 . Aversion ot

the palate; disgust llacm. z. Dillike;un

easiness. Bacm, 3. Anger; alienation of af

fection. Bacen.

To DISTA STE. v. a. [from the noun ] 1 . To

fill the mouth with nauseousnel's. Staiesp. a.

To dislike ; to loath. Shakejp. 3 To offend;

to disgust. Davies. 4. To vex ; to exasper

ate. Pipe.

DISTASTEFUL a. [distaste ioAfnil ] 1. Nau

seous to the palate ; disgusting. Glanville. 2.

Offensive ; displeasing. Daviei. 3. Malignant ;

malevolent. Briton.

DISTEMPER/. I dis audlemser.) 1. A dispro

portionate mixture of parts a A disease; a

malady Smiling. 3. Want of due tempera

ture. Raleigh. 4. Bad constitution o; the mind.

Shakefp. e,. Want of due ballance between

contraries. Barm. 6. Depravity of inclina

tion. K.Ckarlet. 7. Tumultuous disorder

IVMtr. 8 Uneasiness. Shakejp.

To DISTE'MPER. *>. a. [dis and temper.] t.

To disease. Shakefp. z. To disorder. Biyk.

3. To disturb; to ruffle. Dryden. 4. To de

stroy temper or moderation Addiftn. 5. To

make disaffected. Shakefp.

DISTE'MPERATE a. [dis and temperas .] Im

moderate Raleigh

DISTE'MPERATURE./ \ from d,stemperatr.]

1. Intemperateness ; exce sot heat or cold. Ab-

oit. %. Violent tumultuousncli; outrageous-

ncss. 3. Perturbation ot the mind. Shakefp. 4.

Confusion j commixture of extremes. Shakefp.

To DISTEND, v. a [distends, Lat.] To stretch

out in breadth. Tbimscn.

DISTENT ./. [from distend. ] The foaca through

which any thing is spread IVittin.

DISTENTION./ [distent!,, Lat.] 1. The act

of stretch in breadth. Arbutbnst. 2. Breadth ;

space occupied. 3. The act of separating one

part from another. IVottm.

To DISTRHON1ZE. 1/.*/. [<£; and r*r,„.] To

dethrone. Spenser.

DISTICH / [distichen, Lat] A couplet; a

couple of lines; an epigram consisting only of

two verses. Camden.

To DISTI'L. v. „. [distill,, Lat] 1. To drop ;

to tall by drops. Pipe, z To flow gently and

silently. Raleigh. 3. To use a still. Shakefp.

To DISTI L. -v. a. 1 . To let fall in drops. Jib,

Drajtcn. z. To force by fire through the ves

sels, of distillation. Shakefp. 3. To draw by

distillation. Beyle.

DISTILLATION./ [distillalii, Lat.] t. The

ait of dropping, or falling in drops, z. The

act of pouring out in drops. 3. That which

falls in drops. 4. The act of distilling by fire.

Nev/tin. 5. The substance drawn by the

still. Shakefp.

DISTILLATORY a [from distil.] Belonging

to distillation. Biyle

DISTILLER./ [Horn distil.] t. One who prac

tises the trade of distilling. Beyle. 1. One who

makes pernicious inflammatoi y spirits.

DISTI LMENT./ [from distil, j That which is

drawn by distillation Shakefp.

DISTI NCT. a. [dijlmclus. Lat ] 1. Different j

nut the fame. Stillingsteit. 2. Apart ; not

conjunct. Clarendsn, -Jillitfsn. 3. Clear; un-

con>'uscd. Miliin. 4. Spotted; variegated.

Mil m 3 Marked out; specified. Miilui.

D1S1 INCTION J. [distinctly Lat.] Note of

difference, z. Honourable note ot' superiority.

3 That by which one differs from another.

Licke. 4. Preference or neglect in comparison

with lomething else. Dryden. 5. Separation

ot complex notions. Shakejp. 6. Division into

dissetent parts. Dryden. 7. Notation of diffe

rence between thing:; seemingly the same.

Nirris. 8. Uitcernment; judgment.

DISTINCTIVE, a. [ rom dV/r<»ct ] 1. That

which makes distinction or difference. Pipe.

z. Having the powar todiltinguilh ; judicious.

Bnwn.

DISTINCTIVELY, adc. In right order; not

con used y. ShaieJ?.

O g DISTjL>s-rLY.

r
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DISTINCTLY. adv. [from distintl] I. Not

confusedly. Newton. 1. Plainly ; clearly.Dry^.

DISTINCTNESS/ [from Jistincl.) I. Nice

observation of the difference between things.

Æay. 2. Such separation of things as makes

them easy to he observed.

Ta DISTINGUISH, v. a [distingno, Ut.] I

To note the diversity of things. Hosier, X.

To separate from others by some mark of ho

nour Prior. 3. To divide by proper notes ol

diversity. Burnet. 4. To know one from an

other by any mark Waits. 5. To discern cri

tically! to judge. Shakefp. 6 To constitute

difference ; to specificate. Locke. 7. To make

known or eminent.

To DISTINGUISH, v. n. To makedistinction ;

to find or (hew the difference. Child.

DISTINGUISHABLE.-* [from distinguish] 1.

Capable of being distinguished. Boyle, Hale.

2. Worthy of ncte; worthy of regard. Swift.

DISTINGUISHED. /•or/. a. Eminent ( extra

ordinary. Rogers.

DISTINGUISHED / [from distinguish ] 1.

A judicious observer ; one that accurately dis

cerns one thing from another, z. He that se

parates one thing from another by proper

marks of diversity. Brsvjn.

DISTI NGUISHINGLY. adv. With distinc

tion. Pipe.

DISTl'NGUISHMENT./ Distinction} obser

vation of difference. Graunt.

To DISTORT, v. a. (dijhrfi, Lat.] 1. To

writhe ; to twist ; to deform by irregular mo

tions. Smith. z. To put out of the true di-

TilUtlon. 3. To wrest fromrectionor posture

the true meaning.

-Jillith.

Peachai

DISTORTION./! [<////V//s,Lat.]Irregularmo-

tion, by which the face is writhed or the parts

disordered. Prior.

To DISTRA CT. v. a. part, pas distraded ;

anciently distraught, [djjlrailut, Lat.] 1. To

pull different ways al once. 2 To leparate ;

to divide. Shakejp. 3. To turn from a single

direction towards various points. South. 4. To

fill the mind with coninry considerations ; to

perplex. Psalmi, Milton, Locke. 5. To make

mad. Locke.

DlSTRACTEDLY.^.[from<r7/W?.]Mad

lyi frantickly. Shake/p.

DISTRA'CTEDNESS/ [hamdstraf!] The

state of being distracted; madnels.

DISTRACTION./ [distradio, Lat] 1. Ten-

dency to different part*; separation. Shakejp

1. Confusion ; state in which the attention is

called different ways. Drydcn. 3. Perturba

tion of mind Tati^r. 4. Madness; frantick-

nes* j loss of the wits Atterb. 5. Disturbance j

tumult; difference of sentiments. Clarcnd.

To DlSTRA'IN.t- a. [\-.om distrtnge, Lat.] To

seize. Shakefp.

ToDISTRA'IN.i/ n. To make seizure. /War**/

DlSTRA'INER/[lrom<///srsl<».]He that seizes.

DISTRAINT. / [irom distrain .] Seizure.

DISTRA VGt\T. part. a. [from distract J Dis

tracted. Camden

DISTRESS, a. [Jestreffe, Fr.] 1. The act o».

making a legal seizure, t. A compulsion, by

which a man is assured to appear in court,erto

pay a debt. Co-well. 3. The thingseized by law.

4 Calamity ; misery ; misfortune. Shakefp.

To DISTRESS, v. a. [from the noun ] 1. To

prosecute by law to a seizure, 1. To rural* ;

to make miserable. Deuteronomy

D\STRESSFVL.a.[distrest and/.//.]Miserable j

full of troubla; full of misery. Pope.

To DISTRIBUTE, v. a.[distribuo, Lat.] Todi-

vide amongst more than two ; to deal out.

Spenser, IVoodviari.

DISTRI BUTER./ [Uom distribute.} One who

deals out any thing) abestower. Addis. IV0. J.

DISTRIBUTION./ [distrihutie, Lat.] i.Th«

act of distribution or dealing out to others.

Swift. 2. The act ofgiving in charity. Atterb,

DISTRIBUTIVE, a. [from distributive.} That

which is employed in afligning to others their

portion, as, distributive justice. Drydem.

D\STRlBUTlVELY.adv.[(romdistributive] 1 .

By distributional. Singly ; particularly. Hock.

DISTRICT./ [^>/r7«r,Lat.] 1. The circuit

within which a man may be compelled to ap

pearance. 2. Circuit of authority; province.

Addis. 3. Region; country ; territory.Blackm.

To DISTRU ST. *. a. [dit and trust.} To re-

gaid with diffidence; not to trust, Wisdom.

DISTRUST./, [from the verb.] 1. Loss of

credit; loss of confidence. Milton. 1. Suspi

cion. Dryden.

DISTRUSTFUL, a. [distrust andfull} 1. Apt

to distrust; suspicious. Boyle. 1. Net confi

dent ; diffident. Gtv.cftbc Tingue. 3. Diffi

dent of himself; timorous. Pope.

DISTRUSTFULLY, adv. Inadistrustful man-

DISTRU STFULNESS/The state of beingdis-

trustsul; want of confidence.

To DISTURB, v. a.[disturbo, low Lat.] 1. To

perplex ; to disquiet. Collier. 2. To confound -t

to put into irregular motions. 3. To inter

rupt; to hinder. 4. To turn off from any di

rection. Milton.

DISTURBANCE. / [from disturb.} 1. Per

plexity; interruption of tranquillity. Locke. 2.

Confusion ; disorder. Wattt. 3. Tumult ; vi

olation of peace. Milton.

DISTU'RBER./ [from disturb] 1. A violator

of peace; he that causes tumults. Granville. x.

He that causes perturbation of mind. Shakefp.

To DISTU RN. v. a. [dit and turn.} To turn,

off. Daniel.

DEVALUATION./ [dit and valuation.} Dis

grace; diminution of reputation. Bacon.

To DISVA LUE. v. a. [dit and value.} To un

dervalue. Gov. cs the Tongue.

To DISVE'LOP. v. a. [developer, Fr.] To un

cover.

DISUNION./ [</;» and •■<'».] 1. Separation;

disjunction Glanville. 1. Breach of concord.

To DISUNITE. -a. a. [dit and «»'*#.] 1. To

separate; to divide. Pope. 2. To part friends

To DISUNITE, v.n. [dit and unite.] To sal]

alunder; to become separate. South.

DISUNITY.
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DISUTslTY./ [Aiind unity.] A stile of ac

tual separation Mare.

DISU'SAGE. [di, and usage.] The gradual ces

sation ofuse or custom. tinker.

VISUSE.s [Jit md use] i. Cessations use;

want of practice. Addistu. x. Cessation of

custom. Arbutbuit.

To DISUSE, v. a. [a/r and use] i. To cease

to make use of. DryJen. t. To disaccustom.

DryJeu.

To DISVOUCH. *. a. [dit and viucb.] To de

stroy the credit of; to contradict. Sbakesp.

DISWITTED. a. [di, and wit.] Deprived of

the wits ; mad ; distracted. Drayf.n.

DIT./. [Jicbt, Dutch ] A ditty ; a poem. Spens.

DITCH./ [kic. Sax.] 1. A trench cut in the

ground usually between fields. Arbutbuit. 1.

Any long narrow receptacle of water. Bacon.

3.The moat with which a town is surrounded.

Knillci 4 Ditch is used, in composition, of

any thing worthless. Skakesp.

To DITCH, v. a. To make a ditch. Swift.

DITCH-DELIVERED, a. Brought forth in a

ditch. Sbakesp.

DITCHER. / [from Jilcb.] One who digs

ditches. Swift.

DITHYRA MBICK. /. [ditbyrambui. Ut] 1

A song in honour of Bachus. 1. Any poem

written with wildness. Ctvaley.

DITTA'NDER./ Pe^perwort.

DITTANY. / [Jiilamnui, Ut] An herb.

Mire.

DITTIED. a. [from ditty.] Sung ; adapted to

musick. Mitten.

DITTY./ (dicbt, Dutch.] A poem to be fung ;

a song. flicker.

DIVAN. [An Arabick word.] 1. The coun

cil of the oriental princes. a. Any council as

sembled. Pipe.

To DIVARICATE, v n. [divaricalut, Ut.]

To be parted into two. IVeidward.

To DIVARICATE, v. a. To divide into two.

Grew.

DIVARICATION./. (Jivarieatii, Ut.] I.

Partition into two. Ray. a. Division of opi

nions. Brown.

To DIVE. *. * [bippin, Sax.] 1. To sink vo

luntarily under water. Drydcn. a. To go un

der water in search of any thing. Raleigb. 3.

To go deep into any question, or science. Da-

viei, Blackmere. 4. To immerge into any

business or condition. Sbakesp.

To DIVE. v. a.Toexplorc by diving. Denbam.

DI'VER. / [from dive ] 1 . One that links vo

luntarily under water. Pope. 1. One that

goes unrier water in search 01 treasure tfudw.

3. He that enters deep into knowledge or

study. IVitttu.

To DIVE'RGE. v. n. [diverge, I .at.] To tend

various ways from one point. Newton.

DIVERGENT, a [horn rfit>rr/r»r,Lat.JTend-

ing to various parts from one point.

DIVERS, a. [diversm. Lat.] Several ; sundry;

-'more rhan one. IVbitgtst.

PJ VERSE, a. [diverjui, Lat.J I. Different

from another. Daniel. 1. Different from it

self} multiform. Ben Jebnsen. 3. In differ

ent directions. Pipe.

DIVERSIFICATION. / [from diversify] I.

The act ofchanging forms or qualities. Biyle.

1. Variation-, variegation. 3. Variety of

forms ; multiformity. 4 Change; alteration.

Hale.

To DIVE'RSIFY. v. a. [diversiser, Pr.] I . To

make different from another ; to distinguish.

Addisin. t. To make different from itself ;

to variegate. Sidney.

DIVERSION. /. [from divert] 1. The act of

turning any thing off from its course. Bacon.

». The cause by which any thing is turned

from its proper course or tendency. Denbam.

3. Sport; something that unbends the mind.

Waller. 4. [In war.] The act or purpose of

drawing the enemy off from some design, by

threatening or attacking a distant part.

DIVERSITY./ [diversity Fr. from Jivers-

rar. Lat.] 1. Difference; dissimilitude; un-

likeness. Hooker, a. Variety. Arbutbuit. 3.

Distinction of being; not identity. Rogers. 4.

Variegation. Pipe.

DI'VERSLY adv. [from diverse.] 1. In differ

ent ways ; differently ; variously. rVotton. t.

In different directions.

To DIVERT, v. a. [diverse, Lat ] 1. To turn

off from any direction or course. Ltcke. %.

To draw foices to a different part. Daviet. 3.

To withdraw the mind. Pbi/ips. 4. To please >

to exhilarate. Swift. 5. To subvert; to de

stroy. Sbakesp.

DIVE'RTER. /. [from the verb.] Any thing

that diverts or alleviates. Walton.

To DIVERTISE. v. a. \divertiser, Fr.] To

please ; to exhilarate ; to divert. Drydcn.

DlVERTlSKMENT./.s</i*rr.-,/7:-'*r>>', Fr.]Di-

version ; delight; pleasure. Gz-v. es tbcTengue.

DIVERTIVE.»a. [from diverts Recreative;

amusive. Rogers.

To Dl VEST. v. a. [devestir, Fr.] To strip ; to

make naked. Denbam.

DIVE'STURE. /. [from divest.] The act of

putting off. Biyle.

DIVIDABLE. a. [frnm divide] Separate; dif

ferent ; parted. Sbakesp.

DI VIDANT. a. [from divide] Different ; se

parate. Sbakesp.

To DIVIDE, v. a. [divide. Lat] 1. To part

one whole into different pieces. 1 Kings,Ltcke.

2. To separate ; 10 keep apart ; to stand as a

partition between. Drydcn. 3. To disunite by

discord. Luke. 4. To deal out j to give In

shares. Locke.

To DIVIDE, v. n. To part; to sunder; to

break friendship. Sbakesp.

DIVIDEND./ [from divide.] 1. A share; the

part allotted in division. Dccnyes Pieij 1. Di

vidend is the number given to be parted or

divided. Cicker.

DIVIDER. / [from divide] 1. That which

parts any thin" into pieces. Digby. V A di

stributer; he who deals outto each his share.

(J g I Lul*
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■ Luke. 3. A disunites. Swift. 4. A parti

cular kind of compasses.

DIVIDUAL. «.[«/iVi"J«»i,Lat] Divided; shared

or participated in common with others.Mt/ten.

DIVINATION./" [divinatio. Lat.] Prediction,

or foretelling ot" future things. Hooker.

DIVINE, a. [divinus, Las.] 1. Partaking of

the nature ot God. Dryden. 1. Proceeding

fium God ; not natural; not human. Hooker.

3. Excellent in a supreme degree. Davies. 4

Prifigeful ; divining ; president. Miltcn.

DIVINE. /". 1. A minister of the gospel; 1

priest; a. clergyman. Bacem. 2. A man &il-

Ied in divinity i a theologian. Dens am.

To DIVI'NE. v. a. [divtne, Lat.] Totbreteh

totWtknow. Shake/p

To DIVINE, v. n. i. To utter prognostication

Shakesp. 2. To seel presages. Shakejp. 3.

To conjecture ; to gaess. Dryden.

DIVINELY. adv. [fromdivins.] 1. By the a-

gency or influence of God. Bentley. 1. Excel

lently j in the supreme decree. ILcker^Miltzn.

3- In a manner noting a deiry. Addifon.

DIVI'NENESS./: [from divine] 1. Divinity;

paiiicipniion of the divine nature. Greta. 2.

Excellence in the supreme decree. Shakesp.

DIVINER./ [from To divine] 1. One that

protelso-s divi nation, or the art of revealing oc

cult things by supernatural means. Brown. 1.

A conjecturer; gutsier. Locks.

PIVI'NERESS./. [from diviner.] A prophetess.

Dryden.

JDIVINITY./ [divinity Fr. divinitat, Lat.]

1. Paiticipation of (he natuie and excellence

of God ; deity ; godhead. Sttlltnisleet. 2. The

Deity; the Supreme Iking; the Cause of

causes. 3. False pod. Prior. 4 Celeitialbe-

ing. Cheyne 5. The science os divine things ;

theology. Shakesp. 6. Something supernatu

ral. Shakesp.

DIVISIBLE, a. [divisibility^.] Capable of

being divided into parts; separable. Bentley.

DIVISIBI LITY./ [divisibility Fr.] The qua

lity or admitting divisin. GlanviUe.

PIVIS1BLENESS../. [from divisible J Divisibi

lity. Boyle.

DIVI'SION./ {div'fa, Lat] 1. The act o; di

viding any ihlnt; into parts. % Esdrai. %. The

state of being < i sided. 3. That by which any

thing is kept apart) partition. 4. The part

which \% separated from the rest by dividing.

Addtjzn. 5. Disunion; diUo.d; itineicnce.

Demy es Ptety. 6. Parts into which a dis

course is distributed. Locke. 7. Space be

tween the notes ofmusick; just ttme. Shakes.

8. Dillinction Exedui. 9 [In artthmetitk]

The lVpaiaiiun or paiting ot any number or

quantity given, into any parts afligned. Cocker.

10. Subdivision ; dillinction os the general in

to species. Shakesp.

DIVISOR./ [diviJor,Lu.] The number giv

- en, by which the dividend is divided.

DIVORCE./, [divorce, Fr.J 1. The legal se

paration ot husband and wite. Dryden. a.

biparatiOQj. diiuiiiori. KingCbcrhs. j. The

sentence by which a marriage is dissolved. 4.

The cause os any penal separation. Shakesp.

To DIVORCE, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

separate a husband or wise from the ether. Z-

To frree asunder; to separate by violence.

Hnker. 3. To separate from another. Hooker,

4. To take away. Shakesp.

DIVQ RCEMENT. s. [from divorce.] Divorce ;

separation of marriage. Deuteronomy.

DIVORCER./ [from divorce.] The person or

caulc which produces divorce or separation.

Drummond.

DKJRE TICK, a. [XwpnlMc.] Having the power

to provoke urine. Arbuthnot.

DIURNAL, a. [diumus. Lat.] t. Relating to

the day. Brown. %. Constituting the day.

Prior. 3 Performed in a day ; daily j quoti

dian. Mi/ton.

DIU RNAL. /.[diurnal, Fr.]A journal ; a day-

bock.

DIURNALLY. adv. [from diurnal.] Daily;

every day. Taller.

DIUTURNITY.y: [diuturnitasy Lat.] Length

osduraiion. Brown.

ToDIVU'LGE. v. a. [divulge. Lat.] I. To

publish ; to make publick. Hooker. 2. To

proclaim. Mtltcn.

DIVU'LGER./ [km divulge.] A publisher.

K. CharIf 1.

DIVU'LSION. /. [divulfioy Lat.] The aa of

plucking away. Breton.

To DIZEN. v. a. [from dight.] To dress ; to

deck Swift.

DI'ZZARD/[from dizry] A blockhead; a

fool.

DlZZINESS./sfrom^i'ssy.] Giddiness Glanv.

DIZZY, a. [*&!p5» Sax J t. Giddy ; vertiginous.

Milton. 1. Causing eiddiness. Shskejp. 3.

Giddy ; thoughtless. Afilten.

To DIZZY, v. a. To whirl round; to make

gidiJy. Shakesp.

To DO. v. a. preter. did\ part. pass. done. sfcon,

Sax. doen, Dutch.] 1 To practise or act any

thing e;ood or bad. Psalms, 1. To perform ;

toatcheve. Collier, 3. To execute ; to dis

charge. Shahe'p. 4. To cause. Spenser. 5.

To transact. Ach. 6. To produce any effect to

another. Shakesp. 7. To have recouile to ; to

practise as the last effort. Jeremiah. 8. To

perform for the benefit of another. Samuel. 0,.

To exert ; to put forth. 1 Tim. 10. To ma

nage by way or intercourse or dealing. Boy/ey

Rowt. 1 1 . To gain a point ; to effect by in

fluence. Shake/p. 11. To make any thing

what it is not. Shakesp. 13. To finish; to

end. Duppa. 14. To conclude; to settle.

Tilhtseu. ! 5. This phrase, what to do with9

signifies how to bestow ; what use lo make of ;

what course to lake ; how to employ ; which

way to get rid os. Titbtfom.

To DO. v. n 1. To act or behave in any man

ner well or ill. Temple. 1. To make an end ;

to conclude. Spefl. 3. To cease to be concern

ed with ; to cease to care about. Sttliingsl. 4.

To fare \ to be with regaid to sickness or

health.
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health. Sbakesp. 5. To succeed-, to fulfil a

purpose. Collier. 6. To DO is used for any

verb to save the repetition of the word ; as, /

Jball come, but if I do not, go avoay ; that is,

if I come not. Arbnthnot. 7. Do is a word

of vehement command, or earnest request; as,

bclp mr, do ; mail baste, do. Taylor. 8. To

Do is put before the verbs sometimes expletive-

ly ; as, I do love, or, / h"jc; /did love, or, /

loved. Bacon. 9. Sometimes emphatically ; as,

/do bate him, but will not wrong him. Shakes.

10. Sometimes by way of opposition; as, /

did love him, butscorn him novj.

To DOAT. v. n. See To Dote.

DOUBLE, a. [dtcilit, Lat.]Tractablej docile ;

easy to be taught. Milton.

DOCIBLENESS. s. [from docible.} Teachable

ness ; docility. Walton.

DOCILE, a. [docilis. Lat.] t. Teachable ; ca

sily instructed ; tractable. Ellii. 1. With to ;

1-, docile, to ill, &c.

DOCILITY. /. [decilite, Fr. from docilita,.

Lat] Aptness to be taught; readiness to

learn. Grew.

DOCK../, [bocca, Sax.] An herb. Swift.

DOCK ./ The (lumpof the tail, which remains

alter docking. Grew.

DOCK./ [As some imagine, of Sttjriwf.] A

place where water is let in or out at pleasure,

where ships are built or laid up. Addijon.

• To DOCK. v. a. [from dock, a tail] 1. To cut

off a tail. a. To cut any thing short. Swift

3. To cut off a reckoning. 4. To lay the ship

in a dock.

DOCKET./ A direction tied upon goods ; a

lummary of a laiger writing.

DOCTOR. / [doHor, Lat.J 1. One that has

taken the highest degree in the faculties of di

vinity, law, or physick. In some universities

they have doctors of musick. Sbjkefp. a. A

man ltilled in any prok-fliun. Denham. 3. A

physician ; one who undertakes the cure of

dileaies. Skakesp. 4. Any able or learned

man. Digby.

To DOCTOR, v. a. [from the noun.] To phy

sick ; to cure.

DO CTORAL. a. [dofiorati. Lat] Relating to

the degree oi a doctor.

DOCTORALLY. adv. [from doiloral.] In

rmnn.-r ot' a doctor. Hckcwill.

-DO'CTORSHIP./ [from di3er.] The rank of

a doctor. Clarendon.

DOCTRINAL, a [dotfrina. Lat] 1. Contain

ing doctrne. South. 2. Pertaining to the act

or means ot" teaching Hooker.

PO CTR1NAI.LV. adv [from doctrine] In the

form ot doctrine ; positively. Kay.

DOCTRINE./ [dotlrtna. Lat.] 1. The prin

ciples or positions of any lect or master. A'.ier

X. The act of teaching Mark.

POCUMENT. s. [documentum. Lat] 1. Pre

cept ; instruction ; dirtetion. IVatts. a. Pre

cept in an ill fentfe; a precept magisterially

•dogmatical. Gov. of the Tongue.

DO DDER. /. [tiuteren, to (h«ot up, Dutch.

' Skinner.} DUdir iialmguhr plaui : when it

first (hoots from the feed it has little root?,

which pierce the earth near the roots of other

plants ; but the capillaments of which it is

formed, soon after clinging about these plants,

the roots wither away. From this time it pro

pagates itself along the stalks of the plants,

entangling itself about them in a very compli

cated manner. It has no leaves.

DODDERED a. [from dodder] Overgrown

with dodder. Dryden.

DODECAGON./. [i*Jsxa and ynU ] A figure

of twelve sides.

DODECATEMO'RION. / [fct5WI»luo'f.o».]

The twelfth part. Creech.

To DODGE, v. n. [from dog] 1 . To use craft;

to deal with tergiversation. Hall. 1. To shift

place as another approaches. Milton. 3. To

play fast and loose ; to raise expectations and

disappoint them. Swift

DODKIN./. [duytken, Dutch] A doitkin or

little doit; a low coin. Lilly.

DO DMAN./ The name of a fish. Bacon.

DOE. /. [>a, Sax.] A (he-deer \ the female of

a buck. Bacon,

DOE. J. [from To do.] A scat; what one has to

do. Hudibrai.

DOER./, [from To do.] 1. One that does any

thing good or bad. South. 1. Actor; agent.

Hooker. 3. An active, or busy, or valiant per

son. Knollet. 4. One that habitually performs

or practices. Hooker.

DOES, The third person from ca, for doth. Locke.

To DOFF. v. a. [from d, off] t. To put off

dress. Milton, Dryden, Rome. i. To strip.

Crnjbavt, 3. To put away ; to get rid of,

Sbakesp. 4. To delay ; to refer to another

time. Sbakesp.

DOG. s.[dog°he, Dutch.] 1. A domestitk ani

mal remarkably various in his species. Locke,

z. A constellation called Sirim, or Canicula,

rising and letting with the lun during the dog-

days. Brczi'n. 3. A reproach'ul name for a

nun. Skakesp. 4. To give or Jena to the Dogs;

to throw away. To go to ike Dogs ; to be

ruined, destroyed, or devoured. Pope. 5. It is

used as the male of several species ; as, the

dog fox, the dog otter.

To DOG. v. a. To hunt as a dog, insidiously

and indefatigabiy. Herbert.

DOG-TEETH. /. The teeth in the human

head next 10 the grinders; the eye-teeth.

Arbuthnot.

DOG-TRICK./ [degtai trick] Anillturn;

lurly or brutal treatment. Dryden.

DOGUANE./ [do% ana bane.} An herb.

DO G BE RRY-TREE. Cornelian cherry.

DOGBklAR. /. [dog and briar.} The briar

that bears the hip.

DOGCHEAP. a. [dog and cheap] Cheap as

dogs meat. Dryden.

DO'GDAYS./ [dog and dayt] The days in

which the dogstar rises and lets with the fun.

Clarendon.

DOGE./ [doge, Ital.] The title of the chief

magilluteof Venice and Genoa. Addison.

DOGFISH.
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DOGFISH. / [from deg and fifi.] A shark.

Hrs3(tii'aro.

DO'GFLY./ A voracious biting fly. Chapman.

DOGGED, a. [fr»m dag.} Sullen; lour; mo-

role; ill-humoured; gloomy. Hndiorat.

DO'CGEDLY. adv. [irom digged.] Sullenly ;

gloomily.

DO'GCEDNESS. / [from digged] Gloom of

mind ; fullenncss.

DOGGER./ A smill (hip with one mist.

DO CGEREL. a. Vile -, despicable ; mean Dryd.

DOGGEREL. / Mean, despicable, worthless

verses. Swift.

DOGGISH, a. [from dig.] Currish; brutal.

DOGHE'ARTED. a [dig and heart ) Cruel j

pitiless; malicious. Shakes/).

DOGHO LE./, [dig and hiie ] A vile hole. Pipe.

DOGK.E NNEL. / [dig and kennel.] A little

hut or house for dogs. Taller.

DOG'LOl'SE. J. [JjS and linse.] An insect

that harbour* on dogs.

DOGMA. / [Latin] Establislied principle ;

settled notion. Dryden.

DOGMATICAL. I a. [from digma.] Autho-

DOGMATICK.. $ ritative ) .magisterial; po

sitive. Byte.

DOGMATICALLY, adv. [from degmatieal]

Magisterially ; positively. Synth.

DOGMA'TICALNESS./ [from digmatical]

Magisterialness ; mock authority.

DOGMATIST./, [digmatiflt, Fr.] A magis

terial teacher; a bold advancer of principles.

Watt,.

To DOGMATIZE, v. a. [from digma.] To as

sert positively; to teach magisterially Blaekm.

DOCMATIZER. / [from di-natize ] An as-

seiter ; a magisterial teacher. Hammond.

DOGRO'SE. J. [dig and role.] The flower of

the hip. Derham.

DO'G'SLEEP. / [dug and seep] Pretended

deep. Addijin

DO GSMEAT. / [dig and meat.] Refuse ; vile

stuff". Dryden.

DOGSTAR. /. [dc? intsinr.] The star which

gives name to the rv-uyi. Addijin.

DO GSTOOTH. /. A plant. M-.Uer.

DO GTROT. / A gentle trot like that of a

dog. Hudibrai.

DOGWEA RY. a Tired as a dog. Shatesp.

DO'GWOOD. SceCoaNtLiAN Chekhy.

DO 1LY J. A species of woollen stuff, so called,

I suppose, from the name of the first maker.

Congreve.

EOINGS. / [from Ti dt] i. Things done;

events; transactions. Shakejp. l. Feats j ac

tions: good ot tad Sidney. 3. Behaviour;

conduct. Sidney. 4. Stir ; buttle 1 tumuli.

H'.eier. 5. Festivity; merriment.

DOIT. / [dnyt, Dutch.] A small piece of mo

ney Shakejp.

DOLF. J. [from deal, fczlan, Sax.] I. The ict

et distribution or dealing. Cleveland. 1. Any

thing dealt out or distributed. Hndibrai. 3.

Provisions or money distributed in charity.

Dryden. 4. Blow* dealt out. Miltin. 5. [from

de.ii j Giles , loticw ; misery. Shakejp,

To DOLE. •. a. [from the noun.] To deal ; to

distribute. Did.

DOLEFUL, a. [j,le and full.1 1. Sorrowful;

disma! ; expressing grief. Sinth, Dryden. x.

Melancholy ; afflicted; feeling grief. Sidney.

3. Dilmal ; impressing sorrow, tinker.

DO LEFULLY. adv. [from dileful.] Io a dole

ful manner.

DOLEFULNESS. /. [from delefnl] 1. Sor

row ; melancholy. 1. Qnernlousness. 3. Dil-

malnefV

DO'LESOME. a. [from dik.] Melancholy ;

gloomy j dismal. Pipe.

DO'LESOME'LY. adv. [from dolesime.] In a

dolelome manner.

DOLESOMENESS./[frora deksime.] Gloom •.

melancholy.

DOLL./ A little girl's puppet or baby.

DO LLAR. / [dakr, Dutch.) A Dutch tad

German coin osditTerent value, from about two

(hillings and sixpence to four and sixpence.

DOLOR1FICK. a. [dibriJUn,,Ltt.]Tbil which

causes grief or pain. stay.

DOLOROUS, a. [hometekr, Lat.] I. Sorrow

ful ; doleful ; dismal. Milan. 1. Painful. Mire.

DOLOUR. / [dolir, Lat.) 1. Grief; sorrow.

Skakesp. i. Lamentation ; complaint. 3.

Pain . pang. Baen.

DOLPHIN. /. {delphiu, Ut.] The name of a

fish. Peacham.

DOLT./. [</./, Tentonick ] A heavy stupid fel

low ; a thickscul. Shake/p.

DOLTISH, a. [from dill] Stupid; mean;

blockish. Sidney.

DOMABLE. a. yd:mahihi, Lit.] Tameable.

DOMAIN./ [demaine, Fr.] 1. Dominion ; em

pire. Milan, x. Possession ; estate. Dryden.

DOME./ [dime, Fr.] 1. A building; a hooie ;

a fabrick. Priir. %. An hemispherical arch ;

cupola.

DOMES TICAL. 7 a. [dimestini, Ut.] 1 . Be-

DOMl. STICK, i longing to the house ; not

relating to things publick. Hnker. 1. Private;

not open. Hnker. 3. Inhabiting the house ;

not wild. Addijin. 4. Not foreign; intestine.

Shakejp.

To DOMESTICATE, v. a. [from dimtsiici.]

To make domestick ; to withdraw from the

publick. Clarijfa.

To DO MIFY. v. a. To tame.

DOMINANT, a. [dominant, Pr.] Predomi

nant; presiding; ascendant.

To DOMINATE, v. a. [<W»af«J, Lat.] To

predrminate ; to prevail over the rest. Dryd.

DOM1NA TION. J. [dimmatii. Ut.] 1. Pow

er ; dominion. Shakejp. 2. Tyranny; inso

lent authority. Arbnthmt. 3. One highly exalt

ed in power ; used of angelick beings, sttijtgn,

DOMINAT1VE. a. [tiom dimmate J Imperi

ous ; insolent.

DOMINATUR.s. [Latin] The presiding pow

er. Cimden.

To DOMINEER, v. ». [dtminer. Lat.] Te

rule with insolence) to swell; to act wnhuat

control. Priir.

DOMING
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DOMI'NICAL. a. [deminicalii, Lit.] Thit

which notes the Lord's day, or Sunday. Htlder.

DOMI'NION./ [deminina, Lat ] I Sovereign

authority ; unlimited power, tickeil. 1. Right

of possession or use, without being accountable.

Luke. 3. Territory ; region i district. Davits.

4. Predominance; ascendant. Dryden. 5. An

order os angels. Coloffmns.

DON./ [dominut, Lat.] The Spanish title for a

gentleman ; as, Don Quixote

To DON. v. a. [Tt dt tn\ To put on. Fairfax.

DONARY. /. [dinarimm, Lat.] A thing given

to sacred uses.

DONATION./ [dtnatit, Lat.] I. The act of

giving any thing. S:uth. 4. The grant by

which any thing is given. Raltigb.

DONATIVE J. [denatif, Fr.] 1 . A gift ; a

largess j a present. Httktr. 1. [In law.] A be

nefice merely given and collated by the pa

tron to a man, without the ordinary. CtvjelL

DONE. fart. puff, of the verb, To do. Spenser.

DONE, interjed. The word by which a wager

is concluded ; when a wager is offered, he that

accepts it fays dtmt. Cleveland.

DONJON./ [now dunging The highest and

strongest tower of a castle, in which prisoners

were kept. Chancer.

DONOR./ A giver; abestower. Atterbury.

DOODLE./ A trifler ; an idler.

To DOOM. v. a. [beman, Saxon.] 1 . To judge.

JHiltit. 4. To condemn to any punishment ,

to sentence. Smith. To pronounce condem

nation upon any. Dryden. 4. To command

judicially or authoritatively. Skaktsp. 5. To

destine ; to command by uncontrolable autho

rity. Dryden.

DOOM. J. [bom, Saxon] 1. Judicial sentence ;

judgment. Milton. 4 The great and final

judgment. Sbakefp. 3. Condemnation. Shakes.

4. Determination declared. Sbakefp. 5. The

state to which one is destined. Dryden. 6.

Ruin ; destruction. Pope.

DO OMSDAV. J. [dan and day ] 1 . The day

of final and universal judgment ; the last, the

great day. Brawn, a The day of sentence

or condemnation. Shaaefp.

DOOMSDAY-BOOK.. / {doomsday and book.]

A book made by order ot William the Con

queror, in which the estates of the kingdom

were registered. CamJen.

DOOR / [hop, Sax] 1. The gate of a house ;

that which opens to yield entrance. Denhant.

X. In familiar language a house. Arkuthnot. 3.

Entrance ; portal. Dryden. 4. Passage ; ave

nue ; means of approach. HamminJ. 5. Out ij

Doors. No more to be found ; fairly lent a-

way. Luke. 6. Al the Door if any me. lmpu-

table ; chargeable upon him. Dryden. 7 Next

Door to. A pproaching to > near to. LT.s.ran*c.

DOORCASE. / [deor and case. The frame in

which the doir is inclosed. Mtxon.

DO'©RK.EEPER./ [door and keeper.) Porter j

one that keeps the entrance of a house. Taylor.

DO'QUET. J. A paper containing a witrant.

Bacorn.

DO'RMANT. a. [dtrmsr.ty Fr] I. Sleeping

Ctngre-vt. 4. In a Deeping postare. Grew.

3. Private; not publlck. Bactn. 4. Conceal

ed j not divulged. Sniff. 5. Leaning j not

perpendicular. Cleveland.

DORMITORY./, [dtrmittrinm, Lat ] 1 A

place to sleep io ; a room with many beds.

Mtrtimir. 4. A burial place. Ayliffe.

DO'RMOUSE. /. [dormto and menjej A small

animal, which passes a great part of the winter

in sleep. Ben. Johnson.

DORN. / [from dim, German, a thorn.] The

name of a fish. Careiv.

DORNICK. / [ofD«r»/7* in Flander,.] A

species of linen cloth used io Scotland for the

table.

To DORR. v. a. [tor, stupid, Teulonick.] To

deafen or stupit'y with noise. Skinner.

DORR. / A kind of flying insect) the hedge-

chaser. Grrw.

DORSEL. ? / [from Jersnm, the back.] A

DO'RSER. S pannier ; a basket or bag, one of

which hangs on either side a beast of burthen.

DORS1 FEROUS. / / [dorsum indfero, or pa-

DORSI P AROUS. J rit, Ut.] Having the pro

perty of bearing or bringing forth on the back :

used of plants that have the feeds on the back

of their leaves, astern

DO'RTURE. s. (from dermiture ; Jtrtiir, Fr.]

A dormitory ; a place to steep in. Bactn.

DOSE. / [J-a-i;.] 1. So much of any medicine

as is taken at one time. Silnincy. 4. As much

of any thing as falls to a man's lot. Hudihras.

3. The utmost quantity of strong liquor that a

man can swallow.

To DOSE. v. a To proportion a medicine pro

perly to the patient or disease.

DOSSIL./ [from dtrfel.j A pledget ; a nodule

or lump of lint. IViJeman.

DOST, [the second person of do.] Addiftn.

DOT./ [from far, a point.] A small point or

spot made to mark any place in a writing.

To DOT. v. n. [from the noun ] To make dots

or spots.

DOTAGE./ [ham dote.] 1. Loss of under

standing ; imbeciliryor mind. Davict, Suckl.

4. Excessive fondness. Dryden.

DOTAL. a. [dotali,, Lat] Relating to the

portion of a woman ; constituting her poition.

Garth.

DOTARD. / [from dele] A mat whoi'i age

has impaired his intellects j a fwichild. Spins.

DOTATION./ [dttatit, Lat.] The act ot giv

ing a dowry.

To DOTE. v. 11. [doren, Dutch.] I. To have

the intellect impaired by ageorpalfion. *Jerem.

4. To be in love to extremity. Sidney. 7*

Dote upon. To regard with excessive fond*

nef*. Burnet.

DO TER. / [from d.ie ] 1. One whose under

standing is impaired by years ; a dotard. liurton.

2. A man fondly, weakly, and excessively in

love. Biylt.

DO'TINGLY ai:- [from dutins.] Fondly Dry./.

DOTTARD. J A tree kept l»w by cutting.

Ba.on.

DOTTE
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DOTTEREL./ The name of a bird. Bacon.

DO UBLE. a. [double, Fr.] i. Two of a sort ;

one- corresponding to the other. Ecclut.

Twice as much ; containing the fame quantity

repeated. Ben. Johnson. 5. Having more than

one in the fame order or parallel. Baton. 4.

Twofold ; of two kinds. Dryden. 5. Two in

number. Daviei. 6. Having twice the effect

or influence. Shckesp. 7. Deceitful; acting

two parts Shakesp.

DOUBLE-PLEA./ That in which the defen

dant alleges for himsell two several matter.-.,

whereof either is sufficient to effect his desire

in debarring the plaintiff.

DOUBLE-BITING, a. Biting or cutting 01

either side. Dryden.

DOUBLE-BUTTONED, a [double and but

toned.] Having two rows of buttons. Gay.

DOUBLE-DEALER ./. A deceitful, subtle, in

sidious fellow j one who siys one thing and

thinks another. VEstrange.

DOUBLE-DEALING. /. Artifice; dissimula

tion ; low or wicked cunning. Pope.

To DOUBLE-DIE. v. a. To die twice over.

Dryden.

DO'UBLE-HEADED. a. Having the flowers

growing one lo another. M":; timer.

To DCUBLE-I.OCK. v. a. [double and lick.]

To shoot the lock twice. Taller.

DOUBLE-MINDED, a Deceitful ; insidious.

DOUBLE-SHINING, a. Shining with double

lustre. Sidney.

DOUBLE-TONGUED, a. Deceitful: giving

contrary accounts of the lime thing. Dryden.

To DOUBLE i'. a. 1. To enlarge any quan

tity by addition of the sime quantity. Shakejp

a. To contain twice tlic quantity. Dryden

3. To repeat ; to add. Dryden. 4. To add

one to another in the lame order or parallel

Exodus, c. To fold. Prior. 6. To pals round

a headland. Knelles.

To DOUBLE, v.n. 1 . To increase to twice the

quantity. Burnet. 1. To enlarge the ltake to

twice the sum in play. Dryden. 3. To wind

in running. Bacen. 4. To play tricks ; to

use sleights. Dryden.

DOUBLE, / 1. Twice the quantity or num

ber. Graunt. 2. Strong beer ot twice the com

mon strength. Shakesp. 3. A trick ; a shift ,

an artifice.

DO'UBLF.NESS./". [from double ] The slate o

being double. Shakesp.

DOUBLER./ [from JuHt.] He that double:

any thing.

DOUELr.T. / [from double] 1. The inner

garment of a man; the waistcoat. Hudibrai.

*■■ Two; a pair Grew

DOUBLOXJ. [French] A Spanish coin con

taining the value of two pistol. s

DO UBLY. adv. (from </»» '•/.-] In twice the

quantity; to twice the de^ue. Dryden.

To DOUBT, v. n. [dcuhii, I'r.J 1. To ques

tion; to be in uncertainty. 1ui.:lon z. To

cjuestion any event, feanr.g tl.c woill. Shake]

Knollei. 3. 'so fear ; to be apprehensive. Otv>.

Baker. 4. To suspect j to have suspicion

Daniel. 5. To hesitate ; to be in suspense*

Dryden.

To DOUBT, v. a. 1 . To hold questionable ; to

think uncertain. Mi/ten. a. To fear; to sus

pect. Bacen. 3. To distrust. Shakesp.

DOUBT, s. [from the verb] 1 Uncertainty of

mind; suspense. Smth. 2. Question; point

unsettled. Pipe 3. Scruple ; perplexity; ir

resolution. Shake/p. 4. Uncertainty of condi

tion. Denier. 5 Suspicion; apprehension of ill.

Galatiam. 6. Difficulty objected. Blackmire.

DO UBTER. /. [from doubt.] One who enter

tains scruples.

DO UBTFUL. a [doubt and/*//.] 1. Dubious;

not iettled in opinion. Shakejp a. Ambigu

ous ; not clear in its meaning 3. That about

which there is doubt; questionable; uncer

tain. Bacon, South, Dryden. 4. Net secure y

not without suspicion. Hooker. 5. Not confi

dent; not without fear. Mi/ten.

DO LUSTFULLY, adv. [from doubtful] 1. Du

biously ; irresolutely. 1. Ambiguously j with

uncertainty of meaning. Spenser.

DOUBTFULNESS./ |from doubtful] 1. Du

biousness ; suspense ; instability or opinion.

h'atls. 1. Ambiguity ; uncertainty of mean

ing. Licke.

DO'UBTINCLY. adv. [from doubt.] In at

doubting manner ; dubiously. Bacon.

DOUBTLESS, a. [from doubt] Without fear;

without apprehension of danger. Shakejp.

DO UBTLEESS. adv. Without doubt j unques

tionably.

DOUCE T./. [doucet, Fr.] A custard. Skinner.

DOUCKER. J, A bird that dips in the water.

Buy.

DOTE ./. [A»j, old Teut. daub, German.] 1.

A wild pigeon, a. A pigeon.

DOVECOT. / [dove and cot.] A small build

ing in which pigeons are bred and kept. Shak.

DO VEHOUSL / [dove and house.] A house

for pigeons. Dryden.

DO'VETAIL / [dive and tail] A form of

joining two bodies together, where that which

is inserted has the form of a wedge reversed.

DOUGH. J. [bah. Six.] 1 . The paste os bread

or pies, yet unbaked. Dryden. 2. My cake it

Dour.H. My affair has miscarried. Shakesp.

DOUGHBA'KED. a. [dough and baked.] Unfi

nished ; not hardened to perfection ; (oit.Denne.

DO UGHTY. a. [fcohti;-., Sax ] Brave ; noble j

illustrious; eminent. Spenser.

DOUGHY, a. ffrom dough.] Unsound; soft •,

unhaidened. Shr.kcjp.

To DOUSE, v. a. To put over head suddenly

in the water.

To DOUSE. •:•. a. To fall suddenly into the

water. Hudibrai.

DOWAGER./ [dinairiere, Fr ] 1. A widow

with a jointure. Shakejp. The title giveo

to ladie who survive their husbands. Shakesp.

DOWDY. J. Anaukward, ill-dressed, inc-lcgsot

woman. Shakesp

DO'WER. J J. [douaire, Fr.] 1. That which

DO VVERY. 5 the wise bringeth to her husband
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in mamritge. Ptpt. t. That which the widow

pcsselTea. Br.c.-n. 3. The gists of 1 hulbind for

» wife, Genes], 4. Endowment; gift. Davits.

DOWERED, a. Portioned ; supplied with a por

tion. Shake/p.

DOWER LESS. a. [from <M»rr] Without <

fortune. Shakesp.

DOWLAS./. A coarse kind oflinen. Shakesp.

DOWN. /. [donn, Danish.] 1. Soft feathers.

rVottrn. 1. Any thing that sooths or mollifies.

Southern. 3. Soft wool, or tender hair. Fritr

4. The soft fibres of plants which wing the

feed*. Bacon.

DOWN. /[bun, S»x.] A Urge open plain or

Tallejr. Sidney, Saudji.

DOWN. prep, [abuna, Sax ] 1. A Ions a de

scent; from a higher place to a Iowa. Shake/p.

x. Towards the mouth of a river. Knclles.

DOWN. adv. 1 . On the ground ; from the

height to a luwer situation. Milan t. Tend

ing towirds the ground. 3. Out of sight;

below the horiaon Shakesp. 4 To a total

maceration. Arbnthnot. 5. Into disgrace ; into

declining- reputation. South 6. [Answering

lo up] Here and there. Psalnu.

DOWN. interjeH An exhortation to destruction

ot demolition Shakes^.

DOWN. [T,g,.] To" be digested; to be re

ceived. Locke.

To DOWN, v a. [from the particle.] To knock j

to su'xlue ; to conquer. Sidney.

DOWNCAST, a fdW.and cast] Bent down;

directed to the ground. Addisen.

DOWNFAL. / [down misal!.] 1. Ruin;

fall from state. South, x. A body of things

falling. Drjden. 3. Destruction of fabricks.

Drjden.

DOWNFALLEN /arr;Vi>a/.« Ruined; fallen.

Carevj.

DOWNGYRED. a. [Jmn and gyred J Let

down in circular wrinkles. Shakesp.

DOWNHIL. / [down and /;,//] Declivity;

descent Drjden.

DOWNHIL. a. Declivous descending.

DO WNLOOK.ED. a. [Am and lock.] Having

a dejected countenance ; sullen j melancholy.

Drjden.

DOWNLYINO. a [</.«•» and i>.] About to

be in travail os childbirth.

DOWNRIGHT, adv. lAm and right] 1.

Strait or right down, lludikrat. 1. In plain

terms Shake/p. 3. Completely ) without stop

ping short. Arbnthnot.

DOWNRIGHT, a. Plain j open; apparent: ;

undisguised. Rig:rs. 1. Directly tending to

the point. Ben. Jchrs:n. 3. Unceremonious j

honciHy surly, sldd'jjn. 4. Plain; without

palliation. Broa^n.

DOWNSITT1NG. /. [deten and//.] Rcil ;

repose Psalms.

DOWNWARD. ? adv. [buniix-arb, Saxon]

DOWNWARDS. S •• Towards the centre

iVrtWtf*. 1. From a higher situation to a

lower. Mitten. 3. In a course of successive

or lineal descent. Sbaiesp.

DOWNWARD, a. t. Moving on a declivity;

Drjden. 1. Declivous; bending. Drjden. j

Depressed; dejected Sidney.

DOWNY, a. [from divr.] 1. Covered with

down or nap. Slalesp. 2. Made of down or

soft feathers. Drjden. 3. Soft; tender ; sooth

ing. Crajbam.

DO'WRF.. J / [;,.««, Fr.] 1. A portion

DOWRY. J given with a wile. Sidney, i. A

reward paid lor a wise. Ccviloy.

DOXO LOGY: / si,-"* and xi/S-.] A form of

giving glory to God. Stiliin*fleet.

DOXY./ \ whore ; a loose wench. Shakesp.

To DOZE, v n. [bpxr. Sax.] To (lumber ; 10

be half asleep. L'Fstrange, Pope.

To DOZE, v a. Tostupi.y; to dull Clarendon.

DOZEN. / [doux.aine, Fr] The number of

twelve. Raleigh.

DOZINESS./ [from aVzy.] Sleepiness; drou-

siness. Locke

DO'ZY. a. Sleepy; drousy ; sluegiln. Drydtn.

DRAB./ [bjiabbe, Saxon, lees] A whoie; a

strumpet Pope.

DRACHM / [drachma, Lat] 1. An old Ro

man coin. Shakesp. 1. The eighth part of an

ounce.

DRACUNCULUS f. [Latin.] A worm bred in

the hot countries, which grows to many yards

length between the (kin and flesh.

DRAD. a. Terrible ; dreaded Spenser.

DRAFF. / [briof, Saxon.] Any thing thrown

away. Ben.JohnJon.

DRA FFY.a. [from drag.] Worthless; dreggy.

DRAFT, a. [corrupted tor draught.] Shake/p.

ToDRAG. v. a. |i>pa:$an, Saxon.] 1. Topull

along the ground by main force. Denhan. a.

To draw any thing burthensome. Smith 3.

To draw contemptuoutly along. Stillintfleet.

4. To pull about with violence and ignominy.

Clarendon. 5. To pull roughly and forcibly.

Drjden.

To DRAG. v. n. To hantr so low as to trail or

grate upon the ground. Moxtn.

DRAG.y. (Iromthe verb ] 1. A net drawn a-

long the bottom of the water. R:gcri. 1. An

instrument with hooks to ca th hold of things

under water. hValtcn. 3. A kind ol car drawn

by the hind. M:xon.

DRAGNET./ \Arag and Ms.] A net which

is drawn along the bottom of the water. May.

To DRAGGLE, v. n. [from drag.] To make

dirty by dngging on the ground Cay.

To DRAGGLE. v. n. "To ^row dirty by being

drawn along the ground. iinJi'-ras.

DRA'CON./ \draco. Lat.] 1. A kind of wing

ed serpent. Rjnee. a. A fierce violent man

or woman. 3. A constellation neat the Notch

pole

DRA CON. / [dracnr.cnlus, Litin.] A plint.

Ms.ler

DRA't ONF.T./ A little drar.on Spens.r.

I DRA G«jNF|.Y./. A fierce st n-ing sty. Ban:

DRAGOKISH a. [from dragin.] hiving Lue

j form os a dragon. Shakefp.

IDRA'GONLIKE. a. Furious j fiery Shakesp.

H h. DRAGON'S
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DRA'GONSBLOOD./. [dragpn and hitsJ.] A

resin moderately heavy, friable, and dusky

red; but of a bright scarlet, when powdered :

ll has little smell, and is of a resinous and as

tringent taste. Hill.

DRa'OONSHEAD./: A plant. Miller.

DRAGONTREE./. Palmtree. Mil/er.

DRAGOON /. [from dragen, German] A

kind of soldier that serves indifferently either

on loot or horseback. Taller.

To DRAGOON v. a. To persecute by aban

doning a place to the rage of soldiers. Pntr.

To DRAIN v. a [drainer, Fr ] I. To draw

off gradually. Bate*, i. To empty bv draw

ing gradually away what it contains. Rojcont

3. To make quite dry Swift.

DRAIN. [. [from the verb.] The channel thro'

which liquids are gradually drawn Mertimer.

DRAKE./! [of uncertain etymology.] i. The

maleof the duck. Mertimer. 2. A small piece

of artillery. Clarendon.

DRAM / [from drachm, drachma, Lat.] I. In

weight the eighth part of in ounce Bacon. 2.

A small quantity. Dryden. 3. Such a quantity

of distilled spirits as is usually drank at once.

Swift 4. Spirits; distilled liquors. Pope.

To DRAM. v. 1. To drink distil led spirits.

DRAMA, f. [ioa/xa. 1 A poen- ;u:ommodited

to action ; a poem in which the a;lion is not

related, but represented ; and .n which there

fore such rules are to be observed as make the

representation probable. Dryde*.

DRAMATICAL.? a. [horn drama.] Repre-

DRAMA'TICK. S fented by action. Bentley.

DRAMATICALLY, adv. [from dramatic*]

Representatively ; by representation. Dryden.

DRAMATIST / [from drama.] The author

of dramatick compositions. Burnet.

DRANK [the prererite o( drink.]

To DRAPE. v. n [drop, Fr.] To make clolh.

Bacon.

DRA PER. / [from drape.] One who fells

clolh. Beyle, Howel.

DRA PERY./. [drapperie, Fr.] 1 . Clothwork;

the trade of making eleth. Bacon, a. Cloth;

fluffs of wool. Arbuthnot. 3. The dress of a

picture, or statue. Prior.

DRA'PET. / [from drupes Cloth ; coverlet

Spenser.

DRA'STICK.a. [tp*c-uii:.] Powerful; vigorou:

DRAVE. [the preterite of drive.] Cewley.

DRAUGH. /. [corruptly written lor dr. j}'.] Re

fule ; swill, dhatejf,

DRAUGHT./, [liom dram ] I. The act c f

drinking. Dryden. a. A quantity of liquor

drank at once. Beyle, 7. Liquor dtank for

pleasure. Milton. 4. The act of drawing or

pulling cari iages. Terrple. 5. The quality ol

being diawn. Mortimer. 6. Representation

by pictuie. Dryden. 7 Delineation; sketch.

South. 8. A picture drawn. South. 9. The

act of sweeping with 1 net. Hale. 10. The

quantity of fishes taken by once drawing the

ret. L'EJ'rangc. 1 1. The act of shooting with

the bow CanJen. 12. Diversion in war j the

act osdisturbing the main design Spenser. 1 3.

Forces drawn off from the main army; a

detachment. Addison. 14. A sink; a drain.

Matthew. 15. The depth which a vessel

draws, or sinks into ihe waier. Dryden. 16.

[In the plural, draughts.] A kind of play re

sembling chefs.

DRA'UCHTHOUSE. f [draught and *»«/>.]

A house in which filth is deposited. Kings.

To DRAW, v. a. pret drew ; part. pass, drawn.

[ifiajan, Saxon] 1. To pull along; not to

carry. Samuel, i. To pull iorcibly; to pluck.

Atterhury. 3. To bring by violence ; te»

drag. James. 4. To raise out of a deep place.

Jeremiah 5. To suck. Ecclui. 6. To attract ;

to call towards itself. Baa*, Suckling. 7. To

inhale.. Addijon. 8. To take from any thing;

containieg Chronicles. 9. To take from a calk.

Shakefp. 1 o. To puil a sword from the sheath.

Shakejp. Dryden. 1 1. To let out any liquid.

kViJema*. 1 2. To take bread out of the oven.

Mortim. 13. To unclose or side back curtains.

Dryden. 14. To close or spread curtains. Sid*.

15. To extract. Cheyne. tfi. To procure as

•n agent cause. Locke. 17. To produce as

an efficient cause. Tillotfo*. 18. To convey

secretly. Raleigh. 19. To protract; to lengthen.

Felto*. 10. To utter lingeringly. Dryde*. it.

To represent by picture. rValler. 21. To

form a representation. Dryden. 23. To de

rive from some original. Temple. 24. To

deduce as from postulates. Temple. 1;. To

imply. Locke. 26. To allure ; to entice. Psalm;.

27. To lead as a motive. Dryden. 28. To

persuade to follow. Shakefp. 29. To induce.

Davies. 30. To win ; 10 gain Shakefp. 31.

To receive; to take up. Shakefp. 32. To

extort) t>i force. Addison. 33. To wrest; to

distort. rVhitgifte. 34. To compose ; to form

in writing. Pope. 35. To withdraw from ju

dicial notice. Shakejp. 36. To evueerate 1 to

embowel. A7*£- 37. To Deswii. To apply

to any purpose by distortion. Locke. 38. To

contract ; to pull back. Gay. 39. To invei

gle; to intiee. South, 40. To Draw off. To

extract; by distillation. AdJife*. 41. To

withdraw; 10 abstract. 42. Jjik.tv.-.-i. To

occasion; toinvite Hayward. 43.Tocauie;lo

bring on by degrtea. Beyle. 44. To Draw

ever. To raise ina still. Boyle. 45. To persuade

to revolt. Addif.n 46. 7» Draws*/. To

proiract ; to lengthen. Shakefp. 47. To pump

out by insinuation. Sidney. 48. To call to

action j to detach tor service. Dryden. 49. To

range in battle. ' Colier. 50. To Draw up.

To form in older of battle. Clarendon. 51.

To form in writing. Swift.

To DRAW. i'. n 1. To perform the office of

a beast of draught. Dsuter:nemy. 1. To act

as a weight. Addison- 3. To contract -, lo

shrink. Bacon. 4. To advance; to move.

Milton. 5. To draw a sword. Shakefp. 6.

To practise the ait os delineation. Locke. 7.

To take a card out os the pack; to lake a lot.

Dryde*. 8. Tomake a swe ruu by attraction.

9. To
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0. To retire ) to retreat a little. ClarnJtn.

10. Tt Draw tjs. To retire; to retreat.

CtUitr. 11. 7>D«aw«t. To advance ; to

approach. Dryden. 11. Tt Draw up. To

form troops into regular order.

DRAW. / [from the verb.] 1. The act of

drawing, 2. The lot or chance drawn.

DRAWBACK./ [draw and back.] Money

paid back for ready payment. Swift.

DRA WBRIDCE. / {draw and bridges A

bridge made to be listed up, to hinder or ad

mit communication at pleasure. Carevi.

DRA'WER./ [from draw ] 1. One employed

in procuring water from ihe well Dcu terentmy.

1. One whose business is to draw liquors from

the calk. Ben. Jibnfin. 3. That which has

the power of attraction. Swift. 4. A box in

a cafe, out of which it is drawn at pleasure.

Like 5. [In the plural ] The lower part of

a man's dress. Ltcke.

DRAWING./ [fr mdraw] Delineation ( re

presentation Pcpt

DRA'WINGROOM. / [draw and rum ] 1.

The room in which company assemble at court.

Pcpt. 2. The company assembled there.

DRAWN, [participle tium drain.] 1. Equal;

where each party takes his own stake ../f</<&/»«

2. With a sword drawn. Shakejp. 3. Open ;

puta/ide, or unclosed. Dryden. 4. Eviscerated.

Sbaktjp. 5. Induced as from fume motive.

Spenjer.

DRA'WWELL. / [draw and well] A deep

well j a well out of which water is drawn by

a long cord. Grew.

To DRAWL, v. n. [from draw,.] To utter

any thing in a flow way. Ptpt.

DRAY. ? / [briaj. Sax.] The car on

DRA'YCART. J which beer is carried. Gay.

DRA-YHORSE./. A horse which draws a dray

Talker.

DRA-YMAN./ [dray and »w».] One that at

tends a dray. Smth.

DRA'ZEl.. /. [from Jrtjlefse, Fr.]. A low,

mean, worthless wretch, hudibraj.

DREAD / Ifcriafc, Sax.] 1. Fear; terrour :

affright. Tillttjtn. 1. Habitual fear ; awe

Genesii. 3. The person or thing fiared. Pritr

DREAD a. [fcjwfc, Sax ] 1. Terrible ; fright

ful. Milieu, a Awful; veneiable in the

highest degree. Mills*.

To DREAD, v. a. To fear in an excessive de<

gree. IVake.

To DREAD, v. n. To he in sear. Deuiercncmy

DRE'ADER / One that lives in fear. Swift.

DREADFUL, a. [Jrtad nnifull] Terrible

frightful. Glantiille.

DRBADFULNESS./ Terriblenel's ; frightful

ness. Haktwilt.

DRE'ADFULLY. adv. ['com dreadful ] Ter

ribly ; frightfully. Drydtn.

DRE'ADLESNESS./ [from drtadkft ] Fear-

lelhefs j intrepidity. Sidney.

DRE,ADLESS. a Fearless; unaffrighted ; in

trepid. Spenser.

CRiiAM /. [Jrnm, Duich.] t. A phantasm of

sleep; the thought* of a sleeping man. Dryden.

2. Aly idle fancy. Sbakejp.

To DREAM, v. n. 1. To have the representa

tion of something in steep. Tatter 2. Tothink j

to imagine. Burnt!. 3. To think idly. Start.

4. To be sluggilh ; 10 idle. Dryden.

To DREAM, v. a To see ia a Iream. Dryden.

DRE'AMER. / [from dream ] 1 One who

has dreams. Locke a. An idle fanciful man.

Shakefp. 3. A mope; a man lost in wild ima

gination. Pritr. 4 A sluggard; an idler.

DREAMLESS, a. Without dreams. Camden.

DREAR, a. [bpsoruj, Sax. J Mournful ; disrnaL

Milttn

DRE'ARIHEAD / Horrour : dismalness.

DRE'ARIMENT / [ from dreary ] I. Sorrow,

dismalness; melancholy. Spenjer. a. Horrour ;

dread ; terrour. Spenser.

DREARY, a. [brteofiij. Sax] 1. Sorrowful;

distressful Spenjer. a.Uloomy ; dismal) horrid.

Pritr.

DREDGE./ A kind of net. Carew.

To DREDGE, v. a. To gather with a dredge.

Carew.

DREDGER./ [from dredge] One who fithea

with a dredge.

DRE GGINESS. / [from dreggy.] Fulness of

dregs or lees i feculence.

DREGGISH. a. [from dregs.] Foul with lees 5

feculent.

DRE'GGY. a. [from dreg}.] Containing dregs ;

consisting of dregs ; feculent. Style.

DREGS./, [fcperxen, Sax.] 1. The sediment of

liquors ; the lees ; the grounds.Da-fits,Sandyu

2. Any thing by which purity is corrupted.

liacan. 3. Dross ; sweepings ; refuse. Regerr.

To DREIN v. n. To empty. Southern.

To DRENCH, v. a. [fertencan, Sax.] 1. To

wash; to soak; to steep. Milttn. a. To satu-

raie with drink or moisture. Philipt. 3-. T»

physick by violence. Mtrtimer.

DRENCH./, [from the verb ] 1. A draughts.

swill. Milttn. 2. Physick for a brute. Shakefp.

3. Physick that must be given by violence.

KingChartei. 4. A channel of water.

DRENCHER. J. [from drench ] 1. One that

dips or steeps any thiog. 2. One that gives

physick by force.

DRENT. participle. Drowned. Spenser.

To DRESS, v. a. [drejser, Fr.] 1 . To clothe ;

to invest with clothes. Dryden. 2. To clothe

pompously or elegantly. Tayltr. 3. To adorn ;

to deck ; to embellish. Clarendtn. 4. To

cover a wound with medicaments. Pfijcman.

5. To curry j to rub. Taytir. 6. To rectify ;

to adjust. Milan. 7. To prepare for any pur

pose. Mortimer. 8. To trim , to fit any thing

lor reidy use. Mtrtimer. 9. To prepare

victuals for the table. Dryden.

DRESS./ [from the verb.] 1. Clothes; garment;

habit. Gij if the Tmgue. 2. Splendid clothes ;

habit of ceremony. Clarijsa. 3. The skill of

adjusting dress. Pope.

DRESSER./ [from dresi.] 1. Oneemployed

in putting on the clothes of another,. Dryden.

H h a ». On.;
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a. One employed In regulating, or adjusting

any thing. Luke. 3. The bench in a kitchen

on which meat it drest. Swift.

DRESSING./ The application made tea sore.

Wiseman.

DRESSING-ROOM. / The room in which

clothes are put on. Swift.

DREST. part, [from dress.]

To DR le v. a. To crop; to cut off Dryden.

To DRIBBLE, v, n. [drypp, Danilh.J 1. To

fall in drops. Woodward. 1. To fall weakly

and slowly. Shakefp. 3. To slaver as a child

or ideot.

ToDRI'BBI.E. v. a. To throw down in drops.

Swift.

DRIBLET./ [ham dribble] A small sum;

odd money in a sum. Dryden.

DRI'ER. / [from dry.} That which has the

quality of absorbing moisture; a desjecative.

liaan.

DRIFT, f. [from drive] 1. Force impellent;

impulse. South, a. Violence; course. Spenser.

3. Any thing driven at random. Dryden. 4.

Any thing driven or borne along in a body./tyf.

5. A storm; a shower. Shakefp. 6. A heap or

stratum of any matter thrown together by the

wind. 7. Tendency, or aim of action. Daniel.

8. Scope of a discourse. Tilloljen, Swift.

To DRIFT, v. a- [from the noun] 1. To

drive; to urge along. Eltu. a. To throw

together on heaps. Thornton.

To DRILL, v. a. [drillen^Daich.] 1. To pierce

any thing with a drill. Mextn. a To perforate;

to bore ; to pierce Blackmorc. 3. To make a

hole. Mixon. 4. Todelay; to put oS.Addifen.

5. To draw from step to step. South. 6. To

drain; to draw slowly. Thcmfon. 7. To range

troops. Hudibras

DRILL/ [from the verb.] 1. An instrument

with which holes are bored. Boyle. 1. An ape ;

a baboon. Locke. 3. A small dribbling brook.

Sandys.

To DRINK, v. n. preter. drank, or drunk;

part. pass, drunk, or drunken, ['fcpincan ] 1.

To swallow liquors; toquench thirst Tayhr.

%. To be entertained with liquors Shakefp.

3. To be an habitual drunkard. 4. 'Is Dr 1 nk

to. To salute in drinking. Shaiejp.

To DRINK, v a. 1. To swallow ; applied to

liquids. South, a. To fuck up ; to absorb.

Gay. 3. To take in by any inlet ; to hear

to lee. Pcpe. 4. To act upon drinking. South

5. To make drunk. Kings.

DRINK / [iium the verb.) 1. Liquor to be

swallowed ; opposed to n;t:iuMitton. a. Liquor

of any paniculai kind. Philips.

DRINKMONEY / Money given to buy liquor.

sl-.buthnet %

DRI NKABLE. a [from drink.] Potable

DRINKER./ [from dnnk ] One that drinks

to excess , a drunkard. Stuth.

To DRIt' v n. [drippen, Dutch.] I. To fall

in drops, a. To have drops i-ailcn from it.

Pr,or.

To DRIP. v. a 1. To let fall in drops. Swift.

t. To drop fat in roasting. ffailon.

DRIP./. That which falls in drops. Mwtsmer.

DRIPPING. / The fat which hoasewive* ea-

ther from roast meat. Swift.

DRIPPINCPAN./ The pan in which the fat

of roast meat is caught. Swift.

To DRIVE, v. a. preterite drove, anciently

drs'.e; part. pass, driven, or drove, [brupan,

Sax.] t. To produce motion in any thing by

violence, a. To force along by impetuous

pressure. 3. To expel by force from any place.

4. To force or urge in any direction. 5 . To

guide and regulate a carriage. 6. To make

animals march along under gu'idince.Adelifsn.

7. To clear any place by forcing away what is

in it Dryden. 8. To force ; to compel- King

Charles. 9. Todistresit; to straiten. Spenser.

10. To urge by violence, not kindness. Dryd.

1 1 . To impel by influence of passion Clareni*

1 a. To urge ; to press to a conclusion. Digby,

13. To carry on. Bacon. 14. To purify by

motion. L'EJtranrc. 15. To Dkive tut. To

expel. Knellei.

To DRIVE, v. n. 1. To go as impelled by any

external agent. Brown, a. To rush with vio

lence. Dryden. 3. To pass in a carriage.

Milton. 4. To tend to ; to consider as the

scope and ultimate design. Locke. 5. To aim ;

to strike at with fury. Dryden.

To DRIVEL v. m. [from drip.] 1. To slaver;

to let the spittle fall in drops. Grew. a. To be

weak or foolish ; to dote. Shakefp.

DRIVEL./ [from the verb. J 1. Slaver;

moisture shed from the mouth. Dryden. X. A

fool ; an ideot ; a driveller. Sidney.

DRIVELLER./ [from oVjW.] A fool ; an

ideot. Swift.

DRIVEN. Participle of drive.

DRIVER. / [from drive ] 1. The person or

instrument who gives any motion by violence,

a. One who drives beasts. Sandys. 3. One

who driees a carriage. Dryden.

To DRI ZZLE. v.a. [drijeten, Germta.] To

shed in small flow drops Shakefp.

To DRIZZLE, v. n. To fall in snort flow drops.

Addifon.

DRIZZLY, a. [from drinsje ] Shedding (mail

rain. Dryden.

DROIL./ A drone'; a sluggard-

To DROIL.v. *. To work sluggishly and slowly.

Gov. ct tie Tongue.

DROLL/ [drHer, Fr.] I . One whose business

is to raise mirth by petty tricks ; a jester ; a

buffoon Prior, a. A farce ; something exhi

bited to raise mirth. Sw.ft.

To DROLL, v. n. [drole, Fr.] To jest ; to play

the bussoon Glanville.

OROLLLRY.y [Tom drtll.] Idle jokes ; buf

foonery Gcv. cf the Tongue.

DROMEDARY."/ [dromedaire, Italian] A

fort of camel so called from its swiftneU, be

cause it is laid to travel a hundred milts a

fay, and some affirm ene hundred and 6ity.

Calvict, Kings

DRONE./ [»rioen, Sax ] 1. The bee which

makes no hone) . Dryden. a. A sluggard; sua

idler.
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.dler. Addison. 3. The hum, or instrument os

humming.

To DRONE, v. n. To live in idleness. Dryden.

DRONLSH. : [from drut.] Idle j sloggilh ;

Dryden.

To DROOP, v. n. [dries, sorrow,Dutch ] 1.T0

languish with sorrow. Sandyt. 2. To faint ; to

grow weak. Roscommon, Pope.

PROP. s. [fcrwppa, Sax]A globuleof moisture;

aa much liquor as falls at once, when theie is

not a continual stream. Beyle. 2. A diamond

hanging in the ear. Pipe.

DROP SERENE. /. [gutta serena, Lat.] A

disease of the eye, proceeding from an in

spiration of the humour. Milton.

To DROP, v. m. [brtoppin. Sax.] 1. To pour

in drops or single globules Deuteronomy. 2.To

let fall. Dryden. 3. To let go j to dismiss,

from the hand, or the possession. Watte. 4.

To utter (lightly or ci(ui\\y./fmts. 5 To insert

indirectly, or by way of digression. Locke 6

To intermit ; to cease. Collier. 7. To quit a

master. L'EJhrange. 8. To let go a dependant,

or companion Addison. 9. To luster to vanish,

or come to nothing. Swift. 10. To bttirop j

to speck! e ; to variegate. Milton.

To DROP. v. a. 1. To fall in drops, or single

globules. Shakefp. 2 To letdropsfall. Pfa/mi.

3.T0 fall j to come from a higher place.Cffynf.

4 To fall spontaneously. Miltt*. c,. To fall in

death; to die suddenly. Shakefp. 6. To die.

Difky. 7. To sink into silence ; to vaniih ; to

come to nothing Addsfen. Pope. 8. To come

unexpectedly. Spectator.

DROPPING./ [from drop] 1. That which

falls in drops. Donne. 2. That which drops

when the continuous stream ceases. Pepe.

DROPLET /. A little drop. Shakefp.

DROPSTONE. I'. Spar formed into the shape

of drops. Woodward.

DRO PWORT./ A plant

DRO PS1C AL. a. [from dropsy] Diseased with

a dropsy. Arbuthnlt.

DROPSIED. a. [from dr:psy] Diseased with 2

dropsy. Shakefp.

DROPSY,/, [hydropi, Lat] A collection of

water in the body. Sfuincy.

DROSS./ [ofios, Sax.] 1. The recrement or

despumation of metals. Hteker. 2. Rust . in

crustation upon metal. Addisin. 3. Refuse;

leavings ; sweepings ; feculence ; corruption

Tilhtjen.

DROSSINESS./ [from drefy.] Foulness ; fe

culence ; rust. Beyle

DROSSY, a. [homdrosi.] 1. Full of seorious or

recrementitiou* parts. Daviei. 2. Worthies >

foul; feculent. Donne.

DRO TCHEL./ An idle wench; a sluggard.

DROVE./ [irom drive ] 1. A body or number

or cattle, llayward. 2. A number of (heep

driven. South. 3. Any collection of animal

Milieu. 4. AcrowJ; a tumult. Dryden.

DRO VEN. part. a. j from drive.] Shakefp.

DROVER./ [from drive.} One that tats oxen

for sale, and. drives them to market. Dryden

DROUCHT./ [bsi«Sobe, Sax ] 1. Dry \vca

ther; want of rain Baton, Sandyt. 1. Thirst 1

want of drink. Milton.

DROUCHTINESS. f. [ham droughty.} The

state of wanting rain.

DROUGHTY, a. [from drought] 1. Wanting

rain ; sultry. Ray. 2. Thirsty j dry with thirst.

Philipi.

ToDROWN. v . a. [fcpuncnian, Sax.] 1. To

suffocate in water. K. Charles. 2. To over

whelm in water. Knallet, 3. To overflow ; to

bury in an inundation. Drydtn. 4. To im-

merge. Daviei. 5. To lose in something that

overpowers or covers. kVotten.

To DROWN, v. n. To be suffocated in waters.

AJcham.

To DROWSE, v. a. [dreesen, Dutch.]To make

heavy with sleep. Milton.

To DROWSE, v.n. 1. To slumber; to grow

heavy with sleep Miltt*. a. To lovk heavy ;

not cheerful. Shakefp.

DROWSILY, adv. [from drewsy.]\. Sleepily,

heavily. Dryden. 2. Sluggishly ; idly, sloth-

fully ; lazily. Raleigh.

DROWSINESS./ [from drowsy] I. Sleepi

ness ; heaviness with sleep. Crasbaw. 2. Idle

ness; indolence ; inactivity. Bacon.

DROWSY, a. [from drowse.] I. Sleepy ;

heavy with sleep ; lethargick. Cleaveland. 2.

Heavy ; lulling ; causing sleep. Addison. 3.

Stupid; dull. Alterhury.

DRO'WSYHED. / Sleepiness; inclination to

sleep. Spenser.

To DRUB. v. a. [druher, to kill, Danish.] To

thresh ; to beat ; to bang. Hudihrat.

DRUB./ [from the verb.] A thump ; a knock;

a blow. Addison.

To DRUDCE. v. n.[draghen, to carry, Dutch]

To labour in mean offices ; to toil without

honour or dignity. Otvjay,

DRUDGE./ [from the verb.] One employed

in mean labour. Shakefp.

DRU'DGER. / [from drudge.] t. A mean

labourer. 2. The box out of which flour i.

thrown on roast mett.

DRU'DCERY. / Mean labour ; ignoble toil.

Southern.

DRU DCINCBOX/Thcbox out ofwhich flour

is sprinkled upon roast meat. King'i Cookery.

DRU DG1NGLY. adv. Laboriously ; toilsomely.

Ray.

DRUG / [drerue, Fr.] 1. An ingredient used

in phylick ; a medicinal simple. Smith. 2.

Any thing without worth or value ; anv thing

ot which no purchaser can be sound. Dryden.

3. A drudge. Shakrsp.

To DRUG.-.' a. [trom the noun.] 1. To season

with medicinal ingredients, Shakefp. 2. To

tincture with something offensive. AJiltin.

DRUGCET. / A slight kind o; woollen stuff.

Swift.

DRU (JOIST. / [from drug] One who sells

physical drugs. Beyle.

DRUGSTERT/ [trom drug] One who selli

phvsical simples. Atterhury.

DRU ID./ \Jerio, oak'.]The priests and- philo

sopher; of the antiect Brilmi. DRUM
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DRUM. s. [tromme, Danfsh ] i. An 'instrument

of military mu(Kk.Pkihfii. a. The tympanum

of ibe car

To DRUM. v. if. i. To beat* drum; to belt

a tune on a drum. a. To belt with i pulsatory

motion. Dryden.

To DRU MBLE. v «.To drone ; to be sluggish.

Shakefp.

DRU MF1SH/ The name of i fist.. Woodward.

DRU'MM AJOR. /[</«« and m.-/jr.]The chief

drummfr of a regiment. Cleaveland.

DRUMMAKER. / He who deals in drums.

Mortimer.

DRUMMER. / He whose office is to beat the

drum. Gay

DRU MSTICK. / [drum and stick.] The (tick

with which a drum is beaten.

DRUNK a. [from drink.] i. Intoxicated with

strong liquor j inebriated. Dryden. a. Drench

ed or saturated with moitlure. Dcutet onzmy

DRUNKARD/ | from drunk.] One given to

excessive use of strong liquor*. Slush.

DRUNKEN, a. [from diunk.} i. Intoxicated

with liquor ; inebriated. Baetn. z Given to

hatutual ebriety. 3 Saturated with moisture.

Shake. 4. Done in a 'late 01 inebriation. Swift.

DRUNKENLY. adv [from drunken] In a

drunken manner. Shakefp.

DRUNKENNESS / | trom drunken.] 1. In

toxication with strong liquor. Taylor. a. Ha

bitual ebriety. rValtt. 3. Intoxication, or

inebriation ot any kind; disorder of the fa

culties. Spenser .

DRY. a. (fepij. Sax] 1. Arid 5 without wet ;

without moisture; not wet ; not moist. Bacon

a Without rain. Addifon. 3. Not succulent;

not juicy. Shakefp. 4.Without tears. Dryden.

c. Thirsty j alhirll. Shakefp. 6. Jejune ; bar

ren ; plain j unembellifhcd. Ben. Johnson. 7.

Hard ; leverc. Jiudibrat.

To DRY. v. a. 1. To tree from moisture; to

arety ; to exsiccate. Bacon. a. To «xhale moi

lture rVcodivard. 3. To wipe away moisture.

Denham. 4. To scorch with thiist. Ijaiah. 5.

T« drain ; to exhaust. Philips.

To DRY. v . n. To grow diy ; to lose moisture.

DRYER / [from dry.] That which has the

quality ofabiorbing moisture. Temple.

DRY EYED. a. [dry and eye.] Without tears;

without weeping. Miltin.

DRYLY, adv. [tiom dry] 1. Without moi

lture. a. Coldly ; frigidly ; without affection

Dryden. 3. Jijunely ; bairenly. rope.

DicY NESS. J. 1 trom dry] 1. Want of moi

sture ; siccit}. Bcntley a. Want of succulence.

Shake p. 3. Want tf embellishment ; want

of pathos. Ben. JshnJ^n. 4. Want oMensibility

in (Uvc.tion ; aridity. 'Taylor.

DRY NL'RSE /. [dry and nurse ] 1. A woman

who brings up anu leetl- a coild without the

biealt. a. U. c v. hu ;u .. eiie. ot another.

Shakefp.

ToDRYNURSr. v. a. To :eed without (he

breast, ttuiliutas.

DRYi'HUD. u. Withoui wet sect; v. ithout

treading above the show in the water. SiJney.

DU'AL. a. [dualis, Lit.] Expressing the number

two Clarke.

To DUB. v a. [oubban. Sax.] 1. To make 1

man a knight. Camden. a. To confer any

kind ofdignity. Cleaveland.

DUB. / [from the verb ] A blow ; a knock.

Hudibrat.

DUUIOSITY./ [from dubiout ] A thing doubt-

ful. Brown.

DUBIOUS, a. [dubins. Lat.] t. Deceitful; not

settled in an opinion. 2. Uncertain; that of

which the truth is not stilly known. Denham.

3. Not plain ; not clear. Mitten.

DUBIOUSLY, adv. [from dubious] Uncertain

ly ; without any determination. Swift.

DUBIOUSNESS./. Uncertainty ; doubtfnlnesi.

DU BITABLE. a. [dubito, Lat. JDoubttul ; on-

certain ; what may be doubted.

DUBITA'TION./. [dnbitatio, Lat.]Theict o!

doubting ; doubt. Grew.

DU'CAL. a Pertaining to 1 duke.

DUCAT/ [(torn duke.] A coin struck by

dukes : In silver valued at about four shillings

and sixpence : in gold, at nine shillings and

sixpence. Bacon.

DUCK./ [Jncken, to dip, Dutch ] I. A water

fowl, both wild and tame. Dryden. 1. A word

of endearment, or fondness. Shakefp. 3. A.

declination of the head. Milton. 4. A stone

thrown obliquely on the waters. Arbnthnet.

To DUCK. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To dive

under water as a duck. Spenser. 1. To drop

down the head at a duck. Swift. 3. To bow

low ; to cringe. Shakefp.

DUCKER./ [from duck.] 1. A diver, a. A

cringer.

To DUCK. v. a. To put under water.

DUCKINGSTOOL./. A chair in which scolds

are tied, and put under water. Dorlet.

DUCKLEGGED. es. [duck and leg] Short

legged. Dryden.

DUCKLING./: A young duck. Ray.

DUCKMEAT./ A common plant growing in

standing waters.

DUCKO'Y. / Any meant of enticing and en

snaring. Decay of Piety.

To DUCKO'Y. v. a. [mistaken for decoy ] To

entice to a snare. Grew.

DUCKSFOOT. / Black (hake root, orraarv-

apple. Miller.

DUCKWEED. / Duckmeat. Bacon

DUCT./ [ductus. Lat] 1. Guidance; direc-

lion. Hammond, a. A passage through which

any thing is conducted. Arbutbnel

DUCTILE, a. [daSilis, Lat.] I. Flexible j

pi. able. Dryden. a. Easy to be drawn out into

a length Dryden. 3. Tractable ; obsequious ;

complying Philips.

DU CTILENKSS / [from dndile.] Flexibility;

ductility. Donne.

DUO I LITY.y. [from duclilc.] 1. Quality ot

lufl'crinK extension ; flexibility./fa/rj. a. Ob

sequiousness ; compliance.

DUDCEON./. [dilih, Geiroio.] t. A smalt

dagger.
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digger. Shtkesp. 1. Malice; sullenness; ill-

will. Hudibrat. VEflrtngt.

DUE. a. Parliciplf passive of nee, [di. Fr.] I.

Owed ; that which any one has a right to de

mand. Smolridgt. a. Proper; fit; appro

priate. Alttrhurj 3 Exact; without devi

ation. Miltn.

DUE. adv. [from the adjective.] Exactly) di

rectly ; dnly. Sbakesp.

DUE. / (from the adjective.] i. That which

belongs to one ; that which may be justly

claimed Swift. 1. Right \ just title. Mi/ten.

3. Wha-ever custom or law requires to be

done. Dryden. 4. Custom; tribute. Addison

To DUE v. n To pay as due. Sbokefp

DUEL / [due hm. Lat ) A combat between

two ; a single tight. Waller

To DUEL. v. it. : rom ;he noun.] To sight a

single con.bat. Locke.

To DU EL. v. a To attack or fight with singly.

MtJttm.

DUELLER./ [from duet] A single combat

ant. Decaf as Viet

DUELLIST. / [from duel.] 1. A single com

batant. St..:liM£. 2. One who pro.effcs to

live bv rules of Honour. Ben. feknjsn.

DUELLO f 1 Italian.] The duel ; the rule of

duel'.-- S'sk'ip

DUE .'.' .V',/ . / . [Spanish ] An old woman kept

to erj tr.' a voui'.^tr. Arbuthnot, P pe.

D'JC. /. [d.-r—ia, to give fuck, lilawiick.] A

p-o I a nip-ti.: ; .i ceit. Crse h.

DU'J /,- "n;. a"-J fart p-.lj n\ dig. Addife*.

D'J.'.\'r.. s. da,, Fr dux, i at j One o: the highest

oro.rofr, b .ily in Ln.;laod Daniel

DUKIiDCM. /. itmm </-<<•.] t. The seignio-

n:v or pr fieif'iiu nf a .hjke. Siakejp 2. 1 he

t.'i.- <>f qu*hty <.: a <-,uk,*.

Dl I.t:i'..\"i Ni_D a [ Ju II and brain.] Stupid ;

' ''1: ; !•> r:h. -'^..tjp.

DLlCi r a [duhu, ijt.] 1 Sweet t.. the

. uiie •, io.iio'is Miit ». 2. Sweet to the ear ;

barn? n ;'Ja. Srii'jp

DL'i.CtslCATl'-iN./". from dulliff] The act

i'i : v-ur.;: the act ot freeing from acidity,

I-rr.,1-, or aoimony Bvy/e.

ToDU LClFY.v a.{ju',jsi.r, Fr ] Tosweeten;

to set. rree from acidity tViseman.

DULCIMLR./ ldeliimcile,'Skimer.) A musi

cal instrument played by linking the brass

wiies with little sticks. Daniel.

To DULCORATE.w.a. Ir. ns</i<<Vi\ Lat.] To

Iwceten ; to maice k*'.* acrimonious. Bac:n.

DULCORA TIQN. J. The act ot sweeter ii.g

Bacen.

PULHEAD./ [dull and lead.) A blockhead ,

a wretch foolish and stupid. Ajibam.

DU LIA. _/. |£*>.t.a.J Au iofenour kind of ado

ration. Stillingjieet.

pULL. a. {dial, Welsh] 1 Stupid ; doliith

blockilh ; unapprehensive. lta..n. 2. Blunt;

obtuse. Herbert. 3. Unready \ aukward. Sidm

4 Hebetated ; nut quick. Matthew. §. Sad;

melancholy. 6. Sluggilh ; heavy ; lloyy ot

motion. Ssevser. 7. Grots ; cloggy j vile.

Shtkesp. 8. Not exhilarating ; not delightful-

9. Not bright. Sbakesp. 10. Drowsy ; sleepy.

To DULL. v. a. (from the adjective] 1. To

stupify ; to infatuate. Ascham. 1. To blunt ;

to obtund. Bactn. 3. To sadden ; to make

melancholy. 4. To hebetate ; to weaken.

Spenjer. 5. To damp; to clog. Hacker. 6.

To make weary or slow of motion. 7. To

sully brightness. Bactn.

DULLARD./, [from dull.] A blockhead ; a

Holt ; a stupid fellow. Sbakesp.

DULLY, adv. [from dull] 1. Stupidly ; dolt-

ifhly. Dryden. 2. Slowly ; sluggishly Bacan.

3. Not vigorously, not gaily; not biightiy ;

not keenly.

DULNESS. s. [from .'..//.] 1. Stupidity ; weak

ness of intellect; indocility. Seuth 1. Want

of quick perception. Bacen. 3. Drowsiness -,

inclination to sleep Sbakesp. 4. Sluggishness, ;

of motion. 5 Dimness j want of lustre.

DULY. ad-v. [from due.] 1. Properly; filly.

Speuser, Ri^/ri. 1 Regularly ; exactly. Pipe.

DUMB a. [OH, oumbe. Sax) 1. Mute;

incapable of speech. Hi'.ker. 2. Deprived of

speech. Dryden. 3 Mute; not using word^.

Rojiem. 4. Silent; refusing to speak. Dryden.

DUMKI.Y. adv. [from dumb] Mutely; si

lently.

DUMBNESS / [from dumb ] 1. Incapacity

to speak. 2. Omission of speech ; muteneL.

Sbakesp. 3. Refusal to speak ; silence. Dryden.

To DUMBFOUND, v. a. (from d*mb.\ To

confute -, to strike dumb. Speclattr.

DUMP./ [from Jem, stupid, Dutch.] 1. Sor

row; melancholy, sadness. Hutlibrat. X, Ab-

lence of mind ; reverie. Lccie.

DU MPISH. a. [from dump.] Sad ; melancholy ;

sorrowful. Herbert.

DU MPI.I.NC. /. [from dump, heaviness ] A fort

or [ adding. Dryden.

DUN. a. [bun, Sax. J 1. A colour partaking of

br wn and black. Xcvvtcn. 2. Dark; gloomy.

Millsn.

To DUN. v. n. [bunan. Sax. to clamour.] To

claim a debt with vehemence and impoitunity.

Szuist.

DUN. / [from the verb ] A clamorous, impor

tunate, troublesome creditor. Phil pi.

DUNCt /. A dullard; a dolt ; a it.icksleull.

Stillingjieet.

DUNCJ. /. ioine;, Sax] The excrement os ani

mals ulid to fatten ground. Dinn'.

To DUNG. f.a.To tatten with duns;. Drydiz.

DU NGKON. j. lirom donjen.] A clue priion ;

generally spoke of a prison subterraneous. Ad-

DUNGpORli. / [Jung and f.rk.] A fork to

toss out duiist from stabler Mirtimcr.

DUNGWli,,/ [dung and Hit.] 1. An heap or

accumulation of dung. Seuth. 2. Any mean or

vile abode Dryden. 3. Any situation of meaa-

nel's. SanJyi. 4. A teim ot rcpioach for a man

meanly born. Sbakesp.

DU'NGHIL. a. Sprung from the dunghll ;

mean -r hnv. Spenjer.

D'JNCY.
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DUNGY, a. Full of dung; mem; vile; base.

Shakesp.

DUNGYARD./ {dung and yard.] The place

of the dunghil. Mortimer.

DU'NNER. s. One employed in soliciting petty

debts Spectator.

DUO'DF.CUPLE. a. [duo and decuplai, Lat.]

Consisting of twelves. Arbulhmt.

DUPE./ [dupe, French] A credulous man; a

man easily tricked. Dunciad.

To DUPE. v. a. To trick: to cheat. Pope.

DUPLE, a \duplui, Lat ] Double ; one repeated.

To DU PLICA FE. v. a. [duplteo, Lat.] I . To

double ; to enlarge by the repetition of the first

number or quantity. Glamille. 1. To iold to

gether

DU'PLICATE./. Another correspondent to ri

first; the second tiling of the fame kind, i«. i

trantetipt of a paper. Woodward

DUPLICATION, f. [from dupluate.] I. The

act of doubling Ha'.e i The at of folding

together. 3. A fold ; 3 doubling. Wife-man.

DU PLICA TURK / strom duplicate.] A sold ;

any thing doubled. Rry.

DUPLICITY./ [duplicit. Lat.] t.Double-

nes) ; the number ot two. Watts. 1. Deceit ;

1 doubleness of heart.

DURABILITY f. {durability Lat.] The power

of lasting: endurance Hooker, Raleigh

DURABLE, a [durabilit. Lat] 1. 'Lasting;

having the quality ol lonrconti nuance. Rolri*b.

Milton. 2 H iving successive existence. Mitten.

DURABLENESS /. Power of lasting. Weod-j,.

DURABLY adv. [from durable.] In a lasting

■ manner. Sidney.

DURANCE, /'[from durep, law French ] I.

Imprisonment; the custody or power of a

goaler. Cougreve. a. Eniiu. ince ; continuance;

duration. Dryden.

DURATION / [duratio. Lat.] 1. A sort of

distance or length, the idea whereof we ge

■from the fleeting perpetually perishing parts of

succession. Locke, i. Pow r of continuance.

Rog'rt. 3. Length of continuance Addifon.

To DURF. v. n. [duro, Lat ] To last ; to con

tinue. Raleigh

DUREFUL a [from endure and/11// ] Lasting;

of long continuance. Spenser.

DU RELESS. a. [from Jure.] Without continu

ance ; failing. Raligh.

DU RESSE. J. [French] 1. Imprisonment; con

straint, a [In law ] A plea used by way ol

exception, by him who bein^cast into prison at

a man's suit, 01 otherwise by threat?, han'ly

used, seals any bond to him during his restraint.

CURING. prep. For the time of the continu

ance. Locke.

PURITY./ [duretr',Tt.] Hardness; firmness

Wottin.

DURST. The preterite of dare. Stillingfieet.

DUSK./ [duyster, Dutch.] 1. Tending to dark-

r.el's. 1. Tending to blackness ; dark coloured

Mil'on.

DUSK. / [from the adjective.] 1 Trndenc)

to darkness. ; incipient obscurity. Spectator. J..

Larkncss of colour. Dryden.

To DUSK. v. a. [from the noun.] To mike

dufkifh.

To DUSK. v. ». To grow dark > to begin to lose

light.

DUSKILY, adv. [from desty.] With a tenrlency

to darkness.

DUSKISH. a. [from dusk] |. Inclining to

darkness ; tending to obscurity. Spenser, a.

Tending to blackness. Worsen

DUSKISHLY. adv. Cloudily 1 darkly. Bacen.

DUSKY, a. [from dnfi.] 1. Tending to dark

ness; obscure. Prior. 1. Tending to black-

nel ; dark coloured. Nenvien. 3. Gleomv 1

sad ; intellectually clouded. BentUy.

DUST.J [burr, Sax ] 1. Earth or other matter

reduced to small particles. Bacon, t. The

gr-ive; the slate of dissolution. Mittn. 3.

M«n and dejected state. 1 . Sam.

To DUST v. a. To free from daft ; to sprinkle

with oust.

DUSTMAN./ One whose employment is to

carry away the dust Cray.

DU STY. a [from dust'] 1 . Filled with dost ;

clouded with dust. Dryden. a. Covered or

scattered with dust. Them/on.

DUTCHESS / [ducheffe. Fr J t. The lady of

a duke. Sviijt. a. A lady who has the sove

reigns o.'a dukedom.

DUTCHY. / {duihe, Fr.] A territory which

gives lit !e to a duke Addison.

DUTCHYCOURT. / A court wherein all

matters appeitaining to the dmchy ot Lancaster

are decided. Crzoell.

DUTEOUS, a. [trom duty.] I . Obedient ; ob

sequious Prior. 1 Obedient to good or bad

purposes. Stakes. 3. Enjoined bv duty. Slakes.

DUTIFUL a. [duty and /.//.] 1 Obedient;

lubmiffive tonaluialor legal super iours..$ec»»/r.

». Expressive of respect; giving icken of re

verence ; reverential. Sidney.

DUTIFULLY, adv. [from dutiful.] 1. Obedi

ently; submissively a. Reverently ; respect

fully. Sidney.

DUT1FULNESS. / [from dutiful ] 1 . Obedi

ence ; submission to just authority. Dryden.

z. Reverence ; respect. Yayfer

DUTY. / [from due.] 1. That to which a man

is by any natural or legal obligation bound.

Luke. x. Acts or forbearances required by

religion or morality. Taylor. 3. Obedience or

submission due to parents, govemourr, or su-

ptri urs. Delay tf Piety. 4. Act of reverence

or respect. Spenser, 5. The business os a. ibl-

dier on guard. Clarendon. 6. Tax ; impost ;

Custom ; toll. Arbuthmt.

DWARF./ [epctips. Sax] 1. A man belW

the common li/e or men. Proven, Aft/tern. %.

Any animal or plant below its natural balk.

L'Ejuange. 3. An attendant on a lady or

knight in romances Sponsor. 4. It is ufc-d

often in composition; as, dfvar/clder, d-^D*arf

honeysuckle.

To DWARF, v a. To hinder from growing tv»

the natural bulk. Addijiu.

DWARFISH.
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DWAUFISH. a. Below the natural bulk; low ;

small; little. Bentley. ,

DWARFISHLY. adv. [from dwarfish.) Like

a dwarf.

DWA RFISHNESS. / [from dtvarsijh.) Mi

nuteness of stature; littleness. Glanvillc.

To DWELL, v. n. preterite dwelt, or dwelled,

[dnelia, Iflandick.] I. To inhabit; to live in

a place; to reside; to have an habitation.

Leviticus, Peacham. 1. To live in any form

ofbabitation. Hebrews. 3. To be in any state

or condition. Shakefp. 4. To be suspended

with attention. Smith. 5. To fix the mind

upon. Pipe. 6. To continue long speaking.

Swift.

To DWELL, v. a. To inhabit. Milun.

DWE LLER. / [from dwelL\ An inhabitant.

Bacsm.

DWE'LLING./ [from «iWsl.] 1. Habitation ;

abode. Dryden. a. Scale of life; mode os

living. Daniel.

DWE'LLINGHOUSE./ The house at which

one lives. Aylsjfc.

To DWINDLE, <o. n. [ipinan, Sax.] 1. To

shrink; (close bnlk; to grow little. Addis,".

2. To degenerate ; to fink. Nerris, Bentleyi

Swtst. 3. To wear away; to lose health*

to grow feeble Gay. 4. To fall away; to

moulder away. Clarendn.

DYING. The participle of die. 1. Expiring)

giving up the ghost, a. Tinging; giving a

new colour.

DYNASTY./ [turned} Government ; sove.

reignty Hale.

DYSCRASY. / [Svneu-U.} An unequal mix

ture ofelements in the blood or nervous juice;

a distemperature. f/iyer

DYSE'NTERY / [Wrap*] A looseness

wherein very ill humours flow offby stool, and

are also sometimes attended with blood.-A-Jnf .

DYSPE'PSY./-. [her**!**..] A difficulty of di-

gpstion.

DY'SPHONY. /. [Ji^W,.] A difficoltv in

DVSPNOEA. / [iWntm] A difficulty of

breathing.

DYSURY./t^^w.] A difficulty in making

urine. Harvey.

E.

E A G

Ij* Has two founds ; long, as scene, and short,

jl as men E is the most frequent vowel in

the English language; for it has the peculiar

quality of lengthening the foregoing vowel, as

can, cane-.

Ba has the siund of e long.

EACH pren. [elc, Sax] 1. Either of two.

Dryden 1. Every one of any number. Miltcn.

7> EACH the correspondent word hither.

EAD. and ceding, denotes happiness ; Eadgar.

happy power. Camden

EAGER, a. season. Sax.] 1. Struck with de

sire ; ardently v/istiing. Dryden. z. Hot of

disposition; vehement; ir6tai.Hieker,Spratt.

3. Quick ; busy. Addisn. 4. Sharp; sour ;

acid. Shakefp. 5. Keen ; severe ; biting.fla«jr.

6. Brittle ; inflexible. Licke.

EAGERLY adv. [from eager.] 1 .With ardour

os desire Stepney, a. Ardently ; hotly. Shakes.

3. Keenly ; sharply Knalles.

EACERNE.SS s. [from eager.) 1. Ardour of

inclination Rogers. 1. Impetuosity j vehe

mence , violence Dryden.

EA GLE /. [aigle, Fr.J 1. A bird of prey, said

t-j be extremely lharp sighted. Sbakejp. a.

The standard o. the ancient Remans. Pope.

EAGLE-EYED a. (irom eaghnoi rvf.]Sharp-

sighted a* an eagle. Hcwel.

EA GLESPEEO. /. [eagle and speed.) Swift

ness like that of an eagle. Pope.

EACLESTONE./ A stone said to be sound at

the entrance ol the holes in which the eagles

their nests. The eagle-stint contains

EAR

in a cavity within it, a small loose stone,

which rattles when it is lhaken ; and every

fossil, with a nucleus in it, has obtained the

name Camlet, Hill.

EA'CLET. / [from eagle] A young eagle.

Davtes.

EA'GRr. f \xgcr, in Runick, is the ocean] A

tide swelling above another tide. Dryden

EA'LDERMAN./ [ealbepman, Sax] Alder-

man.

EAME ./ [earn, Sax ] Uncle. Fairfax.

EAR. / [eafie, Sax.] 1. The whole organ of

audition or hearing. Derham. 1. That part

or the ear that stands prominent. Shakefp. 3

Power ofjudging of harmony. 4. The head j

or the person. Knilles. 5. The highest part

of a man; the top. VEJIrangc. 6. The

privilege of being readily and kindly heardv

favour. Bern. Johnson, j. Anv prominences

trnm a larger body, raised for the sake of

holding it. Tayler, Cngreve. 8. The spike

of corn ; that part which contains the feeds

Bean, Mirumcr. 9. Ti fall together by the

Eabs. To fight; to scuffle. Mire. 10 T#

Jet by theEA as. To make strife j to make to

quarrel Addifcn

EARLESS, a. Ifrom ear.) Without any earl.

EA RRING./ [ear and ring.) Jewels set in .

ring aid worn at the ears. Sandts

EA RSHOT. s. Reach of th* ear. Dryden.

tnkWAX./, The cerumen or exudation which

Imears, the inside of the ear. Ray.

1 ' EA'RWIG,
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EA'RWIO./[carie and pi;£r,a, Sax.]i.A (heath-

winged insect Draylon 2. A whisperer.

EA'RWITNESS. / [ear and -witness] One

who attests, or can attest any thing as heard

by himself. Hither.

To EAR v. a. sars, Lat.] To plow) to till.

Shakesp. Genesis.

To EAR. v. n. [from ear] To (hoot into ears.

EA'RED. a. [from Mr.] I. Having ears or

organs ofhearing. 2. Having ears, or ripe

corn. Pope.

EARL./ [eoril, Sax.] A title of nobility ; an

ciently the highest of this nation, now the

third. Shakesp.

EARL-MARSHAL./ [earl mi marshal.] He

that has the chief care of military assemblies.

Dryden.

EARLDOM. / [from earl] The seigniory of

an earl. Spenser.

EA'RLINESS./ [from «r^.]Quickness of any

action with respect to something else. Sidney.

EA'RLY. a. [æp, Sax. before.] Soon, with

respect to something else. Smith.

EA'RLY. adv. [from the adjective.] Soon;

betimes. Waller.

To EARN. v. a. [eapnian, Sax.] I. To gain

as the reward or wages of labour. Swiss, 2.

To gain; to obtain. Shakes?.

EA'RNEST. a. [eorinerT, Sax] i. Ardent in

any affection; warm; zealous. Hooker. 2,

Intent ; fixed ; eager. Dnppa.

EA'RNEST./ [from the adjective.] i. Seri

ousness; a serious event, not a jest. Shakcsp.

2. [emits, penge , Danish] Pledge; handsel;

first fruits. Smalridge. 4. The money which

is given in token that a bargain is ratified.

Decay ofPiety.

EARNESTLY, adv. [from earnest] I. Warm

ly ; affectionately ; zealously ; importunately.

Smalridge. 2. Eagerly ; desirously. Shakesp.

EA'RNESTNESS./[srom«r»f/r.] 1. Eager

ness; warmth; vehemence. Addison. a. So

lemnity; zei\.Atterbuty. 3. Solicitude; care j

intenseness. Dryden.

EARSH. / [from wr, to plow.] A plowed field.

Mass Virgil.

EARTH./ [eorV&, Saxon.] 1. The element

distinct from air, fire, or water. Thomson. 2.

The terraqueous globe ; the world. Locke. 3.

Different modification of terrene mailer. The

five genera of eartht are, 1. Boles, 2. Clays.

3. Marls. 4 Ochres. 5. Tripelas. 4. This

world opposed to other scenes of existence.

Shakesp. 5. The inhabitants of the earih.

Genesis. 6. Turning up ihe ground in tillage.

Till.

To EARTH, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

hide in earth. Dryden. 1. To cover with

earth. Evelyn.

To EARTH.wn.To retire under ground.T/iie/.

EARTHBOARD. / [earth and hoard] The

board of the plough that shakes off the earth.

Mortimer.

1 A'RTHBORN. a. [earth and horn.] 1. Born

of the earth ; terrigenous, Prior. %. Meanly ;

feota. SjuiJb.

EAUTHBOUND. a. [earth and hound] Fas-

tenedby the pressure of the earth. Shakesp.

EA'RTHEN. a. [rom earth] Made of earth;

made of clay. Wilkins.

EA'RTHFLAX./. \emrth and/a*.] A kind of

fibrous loflil. Woodward.

EA'RTHINESS / The quality of containing

earth ; groslness.

EARTHLING./ [from earth.] An inhabitant

ofthe earth; a poor frail creature. Drummond.

EARTHLY. a.[from earth.] 1 Not heavenly-;

vile; mean; sordid. Milton, a. Belonging

only to our present state ; not spiritual. Hooker.

3. Corporeal ; not mental. Pope.

EA'RTHNUT./ [earth and nnt.] A pignut; a

root in shape and size like a nnt. Ray.

EARTHQUAKE./ [earth and snake.] Tie-

mor or convulsion ofthe earth. Addison.

EA"RTHSHAKING. a. [earth and shakes

Having power to shake the earth, or to raise

earthquakes. Milton.

EA'RTHWORM. / [earth and viorm.] 1. A

worm bred underground. Bacon. 2. A mean

sordid wretch. Norris.

EARTHY a. [from earth] 1. Consisting of

earth. kVilkint. 2. Composed or partaking of

earth ; terrene. Milton. 3. Inhabiting the

earth ; terrestrial Dryden. 4. Relating to

earth. Dryden. 5. Not mental; gross- ; not

refined. Shakesp.

EASE./ [aise, Pr.] I. Qniet; rest ; undisturb

ed tranquillity. Daviet. 2. Freedom from

pain. Temple. 3. Rest after labour ; inter

mission of labour. Swift 4. Facility ; not

difficulty. Dryden. 5. Unconstraint ; freedom

from harshness, forced behaviour or conceits.

Ftfe.

To EASE. v. a [from the noon.] 1. To free

fiom pain. Licke. 2. To relieve ; to assuage ;

to mitigate. Dryd. 3. To relieve from labour.

Dryden. 4. To set free trom any thing thai

offends. Locke.

EASEFUL, a [ease and /nil] Quiet; peace

able. Shakesp

EA'SEMENT./ [from ease.] Assistance j sup

port. Svjist.

EASILY, adv. [from easy.] 1. Without diffi

culty. Prior. 2. Without pain ; without distur

bance. Temple. 3. Readily ; without reluc

tance. Dryden.

EA'SINESS / [from easy] 1. Freedom from

difficulty. Tiihtjin. 2 Flexibility ; compli

ance ; readiness. Hcoker, Locke. 3. Freedom

from constraint ; not effort. Roscommett. 4.

Rest ; tranquillity Ray.

EAST./ [eof-t. Sax ] 1. The quarter where

the fun il'es. Abbot. 2. The regions in the

eastern parts ofthe world Shakejp

EASTER. / [earrpe, Saxon.] The day on

which the christian church commemorate a our

Saviours resurrection. Decay of PietJ.

EASTERLY, a. [\tomeast.] i . Coming from

the parts towards ihe East. Raleigh. 2 Lying

towards the East. Graunt. 3. Looking to

wards the East. Arbutbntt.

EASTERN.
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EA'STERN. a. [from eaji.] I. Dwelling or

seund in the East; oriental. Thomson, a.

Lying or being towards the East. Addiftn. 3.

Going towards the East. Addif.n. 4. Looking

towards the East.

EA'STWARD. adv. [last and to«ard.] To

wards the east. Brown.

EA'SY. a (from ease] 1. Not difficult. Hooker.

1. Quiet ; at rest ; not harassed. Smairidge.

3. Complying; unresisting; credulous.Dryden.

4. Free from pain. Milton. 5. Ready; not

unwilling. Dryden. 6. Without want of more.

Swift. 7. Without constraint ; without for

mality. Pipe.

To EAT. v. a. preterite, ale, or eat; part, far,

or eaten, secan. Sax.] 1. To devour with the

mouth. Exidm. 1. To consume ; to corrode

Tilbtfn. 3.To swallow back ; to retract.Ha*/.

To EAT. v. n. 1. To go to meals; to take

meals ; to feed. Matthew, x. To lake food.

Locke. 3. To be maintained in food Priverhs,

Shake/p. 4. To make way by corrosion. South.

EATABLE. /. [from eat.] Any thing that may

be eaten. King.

EATER./ (from eat.] 1. One that eats any

thing. Abbot, z. A corrosive.

EATH. a. [eaW, Sa^.]Eafy ; not difficult Fairs.

EATH aoVsfrom the adjective] Easily.Spr«/r.

EATINCHOUSE./ [cat and bouse] A house

where provisions are fold ready dressed. L'EJlr.

EAVES./ [efefe, Sax.) The edges of the roof

which overhang the house. Woodward.

To EA'VESDROP.v. a. [eaves laidrcp.] To

catch what comes from the eaves ; to listen

under windows. Sbakesp.

EA'VESDROPPER. / A listener under win

dows. Shakesp.

EBB./ [ebba, Sax ] 1. The reflux of the tide

towards the sea. Addison. 1. Decline ; decay ;

waste. Rofcommon.

To EBB. v. 0. [from the noun.] 1 . To flow back

towards the sea. Shakesp, 1. To decline; to

decay ; to waste. Halifax.

EBON \ f [ebnmm, Latin.] A hard, heavy,

EBONY.\
black, valuable wood. Mcxon.

EBRl'ETY. / [ebrielas, Lat.] Drunkenness;

intoxication by strong liquors. Brown.

EBRIOSITY. / [ebriifitas, Lat.] Habitual

drunkenness. Brown.

EBULLITION./ [clullio, Lat] 1. The act

of boiling up with heat. i. Any intestine

motion. 3. That struggling or effervescence

which arises from the mingling together any

alkalizateand acid liquor , any intestine vio

lent motion of the parts of a fluid. Newteis.

ECCENTRICAL. \ a [eccentrical, Lat. J 1.

ECCE NTRICK. J Deviating from the cen

ter, a. Not having the fame center with ano

ther circle. Newton. 3. Not terminating in

the fame point. Bacon. 4. Irregular ; ano

malous. K. Charles.

ECCENTRI'CITY./[from««ii/r<V*.] I. De

viation from a center. ». The state of having

a different center from another circle. Holder.

3. Excursion from the proper orb. rVttton.

ECCHYMOSIS./ [(x^iiuwr,;.] Livid spots of

blotches in the skin. Wiseman.

ECCLESIASTICAL.? a. [ecclefiajlicus, Lat.]

ECCLESIA'STICK. \ ReUtingiolhechurch)

not civil. Hooter, Swift.

ECCLESIA'STICK./. A person dedicated to

the ministries of relipion. Burnet.

ECCOPROTICKS. /. [ex and juVp©-.] Such

medicines as gently purge the belly. Harvey.

E'CHINATE. ? a. [from echinus. Lat.] Brist-

E'CHINATF.D. J led like a hedge hog ; set

with prickles. Woodward.

ECHINUS, f. [Latin.] 1. A hedge-hog. a. A

shell fifli set with prickles. 3. [With botanists.]

The prickly head of any plant. 4. [In archi

tecture ] A member or ornament taking its

name from the roughness of the carving.Harris,

ECHO/ \vjtps .] 1 . Echo was supposed to have

"been once a nymph, who pined into a sound.

Sidney z. The return or repercussion of any

sound Bacon. 3. The sound returned. Shakesp.

To E'CHO. v. n. 1. To resound; to give the

repercussion of a voice. Shakesp. 1. To be

sounded back. Blackmore.

To ECHO. v. a. To send back a voice. Decay

)f Piety.

ECLAIRCTSSEMENT.f. [Pr.] Explanation j

the act of clearing up an affair.

ECLAT, f [Pr.] Splendour; show ; lustre. Pipe.

ECLECTICK a. [ixMxJixS,- ] Selecting; chu

sing at will. Walts.

ECLE'GMA. / [ix and tai^tiv.] A form of

medicine made by the incorporation of oils

with syrups.

ECLI'PSE./ [ixXsi^ic.] 1. An obscuration of

the luminaries of heaven. Waller, 1. Dark

ness , obscuration. Raleigh.

To ECLI'PSE. v. a [from the noun.] 1. To

darken a luminary. Creech. 1. To extinguish;

tu put out. Shakejp. 3. To cloud , to obscure.

Calamy. 4. To disgrace. Clarendon.

ECLI PTICK./ [ixXdffTiMc.] A great circle of

the sphere, supposed to be drawn through the

middle os the Zodiack, and making an angle

with the equinoctial, in the points of Aries

and Libra, of 13", 30', which ib the fun's

greatest declination. Harris.

ECLOGUE./ [ix»»yi.J A pastoral poem so

called,because Virgilcalled his pastorals eclo

gues Pope

ECONOMY./ [Stxow.uiV] 1. The manage

ment of a family. Taylor, a. Frugality ; dis

cretion os expence. 3. Disposition of things ;

regulation. Hammond. 4. The disposition or

arrangement of any work. Ben. Johnson. 5.

System of motions; distribution of every thing

to its proper place Blackmore.

ECONOMIC. 7 a. [from economy ] 1. Pcr-

ECONO'MICAL. $ taining to the regulation of

an houshold. Daviei. 1. Fiugal Wotton.

ECPHRA'CTICKS./[!» and •?r-i1™.]Such me

dicines as render tough humours thin. Harvey.

E'CSTACY. J. [it.-*.-.;.] 1. Any passion by

which the thoughts are absorbed, and in which

the mind is for a time lost. Sucklings a. Ex-

1 i * ceiuve
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eessive joy j rapture. Prior, j. Enthusiasm ;

excessive elevation of the mind. Milieu. 4.

Excessive grief or anxiety. Shakesp. 5. Mad

ness; distraction.

E'CSTASIF.D.a.[from«y?afy.]Ravi(hed.Mrn'/.

ECSTA'TICAL. 7 a. [ixraTtxic] 1. Ravished;

ECSTA'TICK. J rapturous ; elevated to cc-

stacy. Stillingfieet. a. In the highest degree

ofjoy. Pope

E'CTYPE./. [««Tim.{.] A copy. Licie.

ECURIE. J, [Fr.] A place for the housing of

horses.

, EDACIOUS, a. [edacit, Lat.] Eating; vora

cious ; ravenous ; greedy.

EDACITY. / [edaatas. Lat] Voracity ; ra-

venousness. Bacon.

To E ODER, v. a. To bind a fence. Mortimer.

E'DDER. / Such fencewood as is commonly

put upon the top offences. Tufftr.

E'DDY./ [eb, backward, again, andea, water,

Sax ] 1. The water that by some repercussion,

or opposite wind, runs contrary to the main

stream. Dryden. t. Whirlpool ; circular mo

tion. Dryden.

E'DDY. a. Whirling ; moving circulaily. Dryd.

EDEMATO'SE. a. [«V-] Swelling ; full of

humours. Arbnthnot.

EDE'NTATED. a. [edentatus, Lat] Deprived

of teeth. DiS.

EDGE. /. [ecje, Sax.] 1. The thin or cutting

part of a blade. Shakesp. 1. A narrow part

rising from a bioader. Mortimer. 3. Keen

ness ; acrimony. Sbakejp 4. To Jet teeth «»

Edge. To cause a tingling pain in the teeth.

Bacon.

To EDGE.v. a. [from the noun.] 1.To sharpen;

to enable to cut. Dryden i. To furnish wuh

an edge. Dryden. 3. To border with any

thing j to fringe. Pipe. 4. To exasperate ;

to embitter. Hayward. g. To put forward

beyond a line. Locke.

To EDCE. v. n. To move against any power.

Dryden.

EDGED.part. a. [from edge] Sharp; not blunt.

Digby.

E'DCELESS. a. sfrom edge.] Blunt ; obtuse ;

unable to cut. L'EJlrange.

E DGETOOL. / [edge and tool.] A tool made

(harp to cut Dorset.

EDGEWISE, adv. [edge and wife.] With the

edge put into any particular direction. Ray.

EDGING./ [from edge.] 1 What is added to

any thing by way of ornament. Dryden. z. A

narrow lace.

E'DIBLE. a. [from edo, Lat] Fit to be eaten.

Mere.

E D1CT. / [cdiBum, Lat.] A proclamation of

command or prohibition. AtUtfen.

EDIFICATION./ [adficatio, Lat.] 1. The

act of building up man in the faith; improve

ment in holiness. Taylor. X. Impiovemcnt )

instruction. AJdiJ'on

EDIFICE./ [adijicium, Lat] A fabrick ; a

bulW'ng. Benlley.

E'DIFIER. /. [from edify.] One that improves

or instructs another.

ToE'DIFY. V. a. [edifice, Lat.] 1.T0 build.

Chapman. a. To instruct; to improve. linker.

3. To teach ; to persuade. Bacon.

E'DILE. / [tedilir, Lat.] The title of a magi

strate in old Rome. Shakesp.

EDITION./ [editio, Lat.] 1. Publication of .

anything, particularly of a book. Bnrnet. a.

Repnblication, with revisal. Baker.

EDITOR. / [editor, Lat.] Publilher ; he that

icvises or prepares any work for publication.

Addtson .

To EDUCATE, v a. [edneo, Lat.] To breed;

to bring up. Swift.

EDUCATION./ [from educate] Formation of

manners in youth. Swift.

To EDUCE, v a. [educo, Lat ] To bring out j

to extract. G/anville

EDUCTION / [from educe.] The act of

bringing any thins into view.

To EDULCORATE, v. a. [from dulcit, Lat ]

To lweeten.

EDULCORA'TION./ [from edulcorate.] The

act of sweetening.

To EEK. v.a. [eacan, Sax ] See Ea.i. I. To

make bigger by the addition 01 another piece,

a. To supply any deficiency. Spenser.

EEL / [œl, Sax J A serpentine slimy fish, that

lurlu in mud. Shake/p.

E'EN. adv. Contracted from even. L'EJlrange.

E Fl'ABLE. a [efabilij, Lat.] Expressive j ut-

terable.

To EFFACE v. a. [ejfacer, Pr.] I . To destroy

any form painted, or carved a. To make no

more legible or visible ; to blot out. Locke . 3.

To destroy ; to wear away. Dryden.

EFFIi'CT. / [effean, Lat ] 1. That which is

produced by an opeiating cause. Addtscn. z.

Consequence; event. AdJijin. 3. Purpose;

intention ; general intent. Chronicle:. 4. Con

sequence intended ; success ; advantage. Clar.

5 Completion; perfection. Prior. 6. Reality j

not mere appearance. Hooker. 7. [In the

plural.] Goods ; moveables. Shakesp.

To EFFECT, v. a.\eJficio, Lat] I. To bring to

pass ; to attempt with success ; to achieve.

Ben.fohnjen. %. To produce as a cause. Boyle.

EFFKCTIBLE. a. [from effed.] Performable;

practicable. Brown.

EFFECTIVE, a. [homeffea.] 1 . Having the

power to produce effects, TayUr. 1. Opera*

tive j active. Brown. 3. Producing effects;

efficient. 'Taylor. 4. Having the power of ope

ration; useful.

EFFE CTIVELY adv. [from efiaive.] Power

fully ; with real operation. Injltr,

EFFE CTLESS a. [from efea.] Without effect ;

impotent ; useless. Sbakejp.

EFFE'CTOR./ [ejjcaor, Lat ] '. He that pro

duces any effect. 1. A Maker; Creator. Derh.

EFFECTUAL, a. [effeSuel, Fr.] 1. Productive

of effects ; powerful to a degree adequate to

the occasion ; efficacious. Hooker, Philemon, x.

Veracious j expressive of facts. Sbakejp.

EFFECTUALLY, adv. [from effeSnal.] In a

manner
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manner productive of the consequence intend

ed ; efficaciously. Sentb.

To EFFECTUATE v. a. [effeSner, Fr.] To

bring to pass; to fulfil. Sidney.

EFFEMINACY./ ffrom effeminate.] I. Ad

mission of the qualities ot a woman ; softness ;

unmanly delicacy. Milieu, i. Lafciviousuefi ;

loose pleasure. Tayhr.

EFFEMINATE, a. [effemmatu,, Lat.] Having

the qualities of a woman ; womanish ; volup

tuous ; tender. Milien.

To EFFE MINATE. v a. [effemine. Lat.] To

make womanish ; to emasculate ; to unman

Lecke.

To EFFE'MINATR. v. n. To soften ; to melt

into weakness Pepe.

EFFEMINA TION. /. [from effeminate] The

state of one grown womanish ; the state of one

emasculated or unmanned. Brevn.

To EFFERVE SCE v. n. [effervesce. Lat] To

generate heat by intestine motion Mead.

EFFERVESCENCE s [horn efferte,, Lat.]

The act of growing hot ; pioduction of heat

by intestine motion. Grenv.

EPFETE. a. [effeetui, Lat.] i. Barren ; disabled

from generation. Bentlej. ». Worn out with

age. Smth.

EFFICACIOUS, a. [effleax. Lat ] Productive

of effects; powerful to produce the conse

quence intended Pbilipt.

EFFlCATIOUSLY.a./„.[from#rat<W.]Ef

fectually. Digby.

E'FPICACY / Production of the consequence

intended. TUhtfin.

EFFI CIENCE. ; / [from efflcie. Lat] The act

EFFICIENCY J ofproducing effects j agency.

Stutb.

EFFICIENT, s. [efficient, Lat.] I. The cause

which makes effects. Huker. i. He that

makes ; the effector. Hale.

EFFICIENT, a. Causing effects. Collier.

To EFFI GIATE. v. a. [effigie, Lat.] To form

in semblance ; to image

EFFIGIATION./ [from efflghte.] The act of

imaging things or persons. Din.

EPPl'CIES. 7 /. [effigie,. Lat.] Resemblance ;

EFFIGY. J image in painting or sculpture

Dryden.

EFFLORE'SCENCE.?/ effloresce, Lat.] i.

EFFLORESCENCY. J Production of flowers.

Bac-.n. x. Excrescences in the form of flowers.

fVadvjard. 3 [In physick.J The breaking out

of some humours in the skin. Wiseman.

EFFLORESCENT, a. [effloresce, Lai.] Shoot

ing out in form of flowers. Weedviard.

EFFLUENCE./, [efflue, Lat.] That which is

sues trom some other principle. Prior.

EFFLU'VI A. 1 s [from efflne, Lat] Those

EFFLUVIUM. J Imallparticleswhich are con

tinually flying off from bodies. Blackmore.

EFFLUX./, [efflux*,, Lat.] 1. The act of

slowing out. Harvey. 1. Effusion. Hammond

3. That which flaws from something else ;

emanation. Tb;mscn.

To EFFLU X. v. a. [efflue, Lat.] To run out.

Bijlt.

EFFLU XION./ [efflux**, Lat.] 1. The act

of flowing out. Bre-wn 1. That which flows

out; effluvium; emanation. Bacon.

To EFFORCE. v. a. [efforcer, Fr.J 1. To

force ; to break through by violence. Spenser.

». To force ; to ravish Spenser.

To EFFORM v. a. [efferme, Lat.] To shape ;

to saOtion. Taylor.

EFFORMA'TION. / [from efferm.] The 1S

of fashioning or giving form to R.iy.

EFFORT. /. [effort, Fr] Struggle ; laborious

endeavour. Addiseu

EFFO SSION. / [effffum, Lat.] The act of

digging up trom the ground ; deterration.

Arbuthntt

EFFRA'IABLE. a. [effroyable, Fr.] Dreadful;

frightful. Harvey.

EFFRONTERY. /. [effreuterie, Pr.] Impu

dence i flume leflness. K Cbarkt.

EFFULGENCE./ [effulgn, Lat.] Lustre;

brightness; clarity; splendour. Mitten.

EFFULGENT, a. [effuigen , Lat.] Shin og j

bright; luminous. Blackmere.

EFFUMABILITY / [sum*,. Lat] The qtra-

lity osflying away in fumes. Beyle.

To EFFUSE, v. a. [effusu,, Lat ] To pour out ;

to spill. Milten.

EFFU'SE / [from the verb.] Waste ; effusion.

Sbakefp.

EFFUSION./. [,/„/,, Lat] 1. The act of

pouring out. Toy er. 1. Waste; th= act of

spilling or shedding. Heeker. 3. The act os

pouring out words. Heeker. 4. Bounteous do

nation. Hammend. 5. The thing poured out.

King Cbarlei.

EFFUSIVE, a. [from effuse.] Pouring out} dis

persing. Tbcmsen.

EFT./ [eceta, Sax.] A newt; an evet. Men.

Nichels.

EFT. adv. [epr, Sax.] Soon; quickly ; speedily.

Fairfax.

E'FTSOONS. adv. [eft and soon.] Soon after

wards. Knellet.

E. G. [exempli gratia.] For the fake of in in

stance or example.

E'GER. f. An impetuous tod irregular flood or

tide. Brezvu SceE»o»E.

ToEGE'ST. v. a. [egere, Lat.] To throw out

food at the natural vents. Bacen.

EGE'STION./ [egejlue, Lat.] The act of

throwing out the digested food. Halt.

EGG. / [œj, Sax] 1. That which is laid by

feathered animals, from which their young it

produced. Bacen. 1. The spawn or sperm of

creatures. Blackmere. 3. Any thing fashioned

in the shape of an egg. Biyle.

To EGG. v. a. [eggia, Iflandick.] To incite }

to instigate. Derbam.

EGLANTINE./ [esglantine, Pr.] A species of

rose. Sbakefp.

E'GOTISM J. [from ege. Lat. j The fault com

mitted in writting by the frequent repetition

of the word ege, or /; too frequent mention of

a man's self. Spectator.

E'GOTIST./. [fronwff.] One that is always

repealing
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repeating the word ego, I; a talksr os him

self. Spectator.

To E GOTIZE. v. n. [from ego.] To talk much

of one's self.

EGREGIOUS, a. [egregiui. Lat] I. Eminent;

remarkable ; extraordinary. Mere. 1. Emi

nently bad ■, remarkably vicious. Hooker.

EGRE'GIOUSLY adv. [from egrtgmi.] Emi

nently; shamefullv. Arbuthntt.

E'GRESS./. [egrtsfus. Lat.] The aa of going

out of any place; departure. Woodward.

EGRESSION. / [egrejio, Lat.] The aa of go

ing out. Pope.

EGRET /. A fowl of the heron kind.

EGRIOT. /. [aigret, Fr.] A species of cherry.

Bacca.

To EJACULATE, v. a. [ejacnlor, Lat.] To

throw; to shoot out. Grevj.

EJACULATION, /. [from ejaculate.} i. A

short prayer darted out occasionally. Taylor. 1.

The act oi darting or throwing out Bant.

EJA'CULATORY. a. [from ejaculate.] Sud

denly darted out ; sudden-, hastily. Duppa.

To EJE'CT. v. a. [ejicil, ejeclum, Lat] i . To

throw out ; to cast forth ; to void. Sandyi. I.

To throw out or expel from an office or posses

sion. Dryden. 3. To expel, to drive away.

Shakesp. 4. To cast away ; to reject. Hooter.

EJECTION. / [ejeaio, Lat.] 1 The act of

castingout; expulsion Brccme. 1. [Inphysick.J

The discharge of any thing by any emunctory.

Suiitcy.

EJIi'CTMENT. / [from yVct-J A legal writ

by which any inhabitant of a house, or tenant

of an estate, is commanded to depart.

E1GH. interjell. An expression of sudden delight.

EIGHT, a. [eahta, Sax.] Twice four. A word

of number. Smdys.

EIGHTH, a. [from eight.] Nexi in order to

the seventh. Pope.

EIGHTEEN, a. [eight and ten."] Twice nine

Taylor.

EIGHTEENTH, a. [from eighteen ] The next

in order to the seventeenth. Kingi.

EI'GHTFOLD. a. [eight and/»W.j Eight times

the number or quantity.

EI'GHTHLY. adv. [from eighth.] In the eighth

place. Bac*'.

EIGHTIETH, a. [from eighty.] The next in

order to the seventy ninth ; eighth, tenth.

Wilkint.

E IGHTSCORE. a. [eight and fare.] Eight

times twenty. Shakcfp.

EIGHTY, a. [eight and ten.] Eight limes ten.

El'GNE. a. [aijne, Fr.] The eldest or first born.

Bacon.

EISEL./ feopl, Sax.] Vinegar ; verjuice.

El'THER.^ren. [a-jSeri, Sax. J 1 . Which louver

of the two ; whether one or the other Draytin.

1. Each ; both. Hale.

EITHER, adv. [from the noun] A distribu

tive adverb, answered by or ; either the one

or. Daniel.

EJULA'TIOM// [rjnkti; Lat.] Outcry; la-

mentation ; moan ; wailing. Gov. of tie Temg,

EKE. adv. [cac, Sax.] Also; likewise j beside.

Spenser, Prior. See Eek.

To EKE. v. a. [eacan, Sax ] 1 . To increase.

Spenser. 1. To supply ; to fill up deficiencies.

Pope. 3. To protract ; to lengthen. Shakesp.

4. To spin out by useless additions Pope.

To ELABORATE, v. a. {eJahtrt, Lat.] I. To

produce with labour, fonng. a. To heighten

and improve by successive operations. Arhuth.

ELABORATE, a. [elaboratui, Lat.] Finished

with great diligence. Waller.

ELABORATELY, adv. [from elaborate.] La

boriously ; diligently ; with great study. Nevat.

ELABORATION. / [from elaborate'] Im

provement by successive operations. Ray.

To ELA'NCE. v. a. [elaneir, Fr.] To throw

out ; to dart. Prior.

To ELA PSE. v. n. [elafisni. Lat.] To pass

away \ to glide away. Clarissa.

EL.VSTICAL. 7 a. [from fXiac.] Having the

ELA STICK. J power of returning to the form

from which it is distorted ; Iprinny. Nevtton.

ELASTICITY. /. [from elajlick.] Force in

bodies, by which ihey endeavour to restore

themselves. Pope.

ELATE <j. [elatui, Lat.] Flushed w'uhsucceuv;

lofty j haughty. Pope.

To ELATE, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

puff up with prosperity. X. To exalt ; to

heighten. Thomson.

ELATERIUM.J. [Latin] An inspissated juice,

procured from the fruitof the wild cucumber ;

a very violent and rough purge. Hill.

ELA'l ION. / [from elate.] Haughtiness pro

ceeding Irom success. Atterbnry.

ELBOW./, [elboja, Sax] i. The next joint

or curvature of the arm below the moulder.

Pope. 1. Any flexure, or angle. Bacon. 3.

To be at the Elbow. To be near. Shakejp.

ELBOWCHA'IR / [clbcw and chair ] A chair

with aims. Gay.

E'LBOWROOM. / [elbow and room.] Room

to stretch out the elbows ; freedom from con

finement. South.

To E LBOW. v a. [from the noun.] 1. To push

with the elbow. Dryden 1. To push-, to

drive to a distance. Dryden.

To E LBOW. v. n To put out in angles.

ELD. /. [eatfe, Sax.] 1. Old age j decrepitude.

Spenjer. a. Old people ; persons worn out

with years. Milton.

E'LDER. a. [The comparative of eld.] Surpas

sing another in years. Temple.

ELDERS / [from elder.] 1. Persons whose age

gives them reverence. Raleigh. 1. Ancestors.

J'epe. 3. Those who are older than others.

Hosier. 4. [Among the Jews.] Rulers of the

people. 5. [In the New Testament.] Eccle-

siallicks. 6. [Among prefbyterians.] Laymt 3

introduced into the kirk-polity. CUavclaud.

ELDER, j. [ellapa, Sax. j The name of » tree.

Shakesp.

E'LDERLY. a. [frorntW'r.] No longer young

Swift.

E1.DER-
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ELDERSHIP. / [from elder.] i. Seniority ;

primogeniture. Reive, i . Presbytery j ecclesi

astical senate. Hosier.

ELDEST, a. [the superlative of eU.] !. The

oldest; that has the right of primogeniture.

Shakesp. 2. That has lived most years. Locke

ELECAMPA'NE./ A plant named also star-

wort. Miller.

To ELECT, v. a. [electnj, Lat] I. To choose

for any office or use. Daniel, a. [In theology]

To select as an object of eternal mercy.Milton.

ELE'CT. a. [from the verb.] I . Chosen ; taken

by preference from among others. Shakesp. 2.

Chosen to an office, not yet in possession.Ayliffe

3. Chosen as an object ofeternal mercy Hamm.

ELE CTION/ [electio,Ltt ] The act of choosing

one or more from a greater number. kVhitm.

2. The power of choice. Daviei. 3. Voluntary

preference. Rogers. 4. The determination of

God, by which any were selected tor eternal

life. Atterhnry. 5. The ceremony of a pub

lick choice. Addijon.

ELECTIVE a.[from elect.] Exerting the power

of choice. Grew.

ELE'CTIVELY. adv. By choice) with prefe

renceof one to another. Grevj.

ELECTOR./ [from W*ct.] 1. He that has a

vote in the choice of any officer. Waller. 1

A prince who has a voice in the choice of the

German emperour.

ELECTORAL, a. [from electors Having the

dignity of an elector.

ELECTORATE./. [from elector.] The terri

tory of an elector. Addijon.

ELE'CTRE. / [electrum, Lat.] 1. Amber

which, having the quality, when warmed by

friction, 01 attracting bodies, gave to one spe

cies of attraction the name of electricity. 2

A mixed metal. Bacon.

ELECTRICAL. 1 a. [from electron.] 1. At-

ELECTRICK. i tractive without magnetism;

by a peculiar property, suppoled once to be

long chiefly to amber. Nevjlen. 2. Produced

by an electrick body. Broiun.

ELECTRI'CITY./[from electrick] Aproperty

in bodies, whereby, when rubbed, they draw

substances, emit flame, and may be fitted with

such a quantity of electrical vapour, as, if

discharged at once upon a human body, would

endanger life.

ELECTUARY./, [electarinm, Lat.] A form of

medicine made of conserves and powders, in

the consistence of honey, yhtincy

ELEEMOSYNARY, a [.M^wvm.] 1 . Living

upon alms . depending upon charity. Glanville.

2. Given in charity.

ELEGANCE. / j. [elegantia. Lat ] Beauty o;

E'LEGANCY. $ art ; beauty without grandeur.

Raleigh.

ELEGANT, a. [r/<p«(, Lat.] 1. Plea.irg with

minuter beauties. Pipe. 2. Nice j not coarse ,

not gross Pope.

ELEGANTLV. adv. [from elegant.] In such s

manner as to please without elevation. Pope.

r.LKGlACK. a. \elegiacnt, Ut.J 1. Ulcd in

elegies. I. Mournful ; sorrowful. Gay.

ELEGY./ [elegia. Lat.] 1. A mournful song.

Shake/p. 2. A funeral song. Dryden. 3. A

Ihort poem, without points or turns.

ELEMENT./ [elementum. Lat.) 1. The first

. or constituent principle of any thing Hsoker.

2. The four elements, usually so called, are

earth, fire, air, water, of which our world is

composed. Bacon. 3. The proper habitation or

sphere of any thing. Baker. 4. An ingredient j

a constituent part Shakesp. 5. The letters of

any language. 6. The lowest or first rudiments

of literature or science. Hooker.

To ELEMENT, v. a [from the noun.] 1. To

compound of elements Boyle 2. Toconsti-

tute i to make as 2 first principle. Donne.

ELEMENTAL, a. [from e/'ment.} 1 Produced

by one of the four elemer :&. Dryden. 2. Arising

from sis ll principles Brt^vn.

ELEMENTARITY. / [from elementary]

Simplicity of nature j absent of composition.

Brown.

ELEME'NTARY a. [from element.] Uncom-

pounded; having only one principle./Jriar/?'ir»/.

ELE MI./ This drug is improperly called gum

elemi, being a resin. The genuine elemi is

brought from Æthiopia. The American elemi,

almost the only kind known, proceeds from a

tall tree Hill

ELENCH./ [elenchm, Lat.] An argument; a

sophism. Brown.

ELEOTS. J. Apples in request in the cider

countries. Mortimer.

E LEPHANT./ [elepha,, Lat] 1. The largest

of all quadrupeds, of whole sagacity, faithful

ness, prudence, and even understanding, many

surprising relations are given. This animal

feeds on hay, herbs, and all sorts of pulse.

He is naturally very gentle. He is supplied

with a trunk, or long hollow cartilage, which

serves him for hands. His teeth are the ivory

so well known in Europe. Camlet. 2. Ivory:

the teeth of elephants. Dryden.

ELEPHANTIASIS./ [e!cpbantiasn,Lit.] A

species of leprosy, so called from incrustations

like those on the hide of an elephant.

ELEPHANTINE, a. [elephantine, Lat.] Per-

taining to the elephant.

To ELEVATE, v. a. [elevt, Lat.] I. To raise

up aloft. kVoodtuard. 2. To exalt ; to digni

fy. 3. To raise the mind with great concepti

ons. Milton, Savage. 4. To elate the mind

with vicious pride. 5. To lessen by detraction.

Hooker.

E'LEVATE. part. a. Exalted j raised aloft,

Milton.

ELEVATION./ [elevatio, Lu.] I. The act

of raising aloft kVoidward 2. Exaltation}

dignity. Lccke. 3. Exaltation of the mind by

noble conceptions. Nor/it. 4. Attention to

obje.ts above us. Hooker 5. The height of

any heavenly body with respect to the horizon.

Breton.

ELEVATOR. / [from ixteUe.] A raiser or

li ter up.

ELEVEN.
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ELF.'VEN. a. [ænolepen, Sax.] Ten and one.

Stakesp.

ELEVENTH a. [from time*.] The next in

order to the tenth. Raleigh.

ELF./ plural ebvei. [tils, Wellh, Baxter.} i

A wandering spirit supposed to be seen in wild

places. DryJtn. t. A devil.

To ELF. v. a. To entangle hair in so intricate a

manner, that it is not to be unravelled. Sbakcsfi

E LFLOCK. / [elf and hci.] Knots of hai.

twilled by elves. Sbake/p.

To ELICITE. v. a. [elicit, Lat] To stril ..-

ont ; to fetch out by labour. Hale.

ELICIT, a. [elicitat, Lat.] Brought into act

Hammsnd

ELIC1TATION./: [from elicit. Lat ] Is a de

ducing of the power of the will into act. Bram

To ELIDE, v. a. [cbdi, Lat] To break ir.

pieces. Hieker. I

ELIGIBILITY./: sfrom eligible ] Worthiness

to be chosen. hitldes.

EXIGIBLE, a [>//£<4,7ij,Lat.]Fitto be chosen j

preSerahle.

E'LIGlliLE NESS./ [from eligible.] Worthiness

to be chosen; preferableness

ELIMINATION./ [ehmim; Lat.] The act oi

banishing; rejection.

ELISION, f. [tl-fu, Lat.l i. The act of cut

ting off. Swift. %. Division ; separation Oi

parts. Baccn.

ELIXA'TION. / [elixus, Lat.] The act of

boiling. Brenvn.

ELIXIR.y [Arabick.] I. A medicine made by

strong infusion, where the ingredients are al-

mast dissolved in the menstruum. $jinry. x.

The liquor with which chymists transmute

metals. D;nne. 3. The extract or quintessence

of any thing. Smth. 4. Any cordi.U. Milton.

ELK./ [tele, Sax] The elk is a large and state

ly animal of the stag kind. Hill.

ELL./ [eln. Sax. I A measure containing a yard

and a quarter. Herbert.

ELLIPSIS/ [tVXii^c] 1, A figure ofrhetorick,

by which something idlest out. a. [In geome

try.] Anoval figure generated from the section

of a cone, by a plane cutting both sides of the

cone, but not parallel to the base, and meeting

with the bale when produced. Harris.

ELI. I PTIC4L. I a. [frometf;»,.]Havingthe

ELLIPTICK. J form of an ellipsis. Cbcyne.

ELM./ [ulmus, Lat. elm, Sax ] The name o

a tree.

ELOCUTION./, [ekeutie, Lat.] 1. Thepowei

of fluent speech. kVttton. a. Eloquence -, flow

of language. Milton. 3. The power of ex

pression or diction. DryJtn.

EI.OGY. / [elege, Fr.J Praise; panegyrick

IVnten.

To ELO IONE v. a. [eleigner, Fr.] To put 11

a distance. Dtnne.

To ELONGATE. v.a. [ftamhnrus, Lat.] To

lengthen ; to draw out.

To ELONGATE, v. n. To go off to a distance

from any thing. Brrwn.

ELONGATION./ [from clmgate.] 1. The

act ofstretching or lengthening itself. Arbitim.

*. The state of being stretched. 3. [In me

dicine.] An imperfect laxalion. £>aiary,

Wiseman. 4. Distance! space at which one

thing is distant from another. Glann/ille. 5.

Departure; removal. Brcwn.

To ELOPE, v. a. [liepen, to run, Dutch ] To

run away ; to break loose ; to escape. Addiftm.

ELO PEMENT./ stroms j Departure from

just restraint, Ayliffe.

ILOPS.f [ixm+.J A fish ; reckoned by Milton

among the serpents. Miltn

iLO-QUENCE./ [ehque.tia. Lat] I. The

power ot speaking with fluency and elegance.

Sbakejp. %. Elegant language uttered with

flu. ncy. Pope.

E'LOOJJENT. a. [ehqucni, Lat.] Having the

power of oratory. Ijaiab, Pipe.

ELSE prtneun [ellej-, Sax.] Other; one be

sides Denbam.

ELSE. adv. .. Otherwise. Tilhtfen. a. Beside ;

except. Dryden.

ELSEWHERE, adv. [else and wtere ] 1. la

any other place. Abbit x. In other places >

in some other place. Tilhtfen.

To ELU CIDATE. v. a. [elucide, Lat.] To ex

plain , to clear. Beyle.

ELUCIDATION /. [from elucidate.] Expla

nation; exposition. Beyle.

ELUCIDA TOR./, [from elucidates Explainer;

expositor; commentator. Abbtt.

To ELUDE, v. a. [eluda. Lat.] 1 . To escape by

stratagem ; to avoid by artifice. Rigert. X.

To mock by an unexpected escape. Pipe.

ELU D1BLE. a. [I ram elude.] Possible tobs de

feated. Sviift

ELVES. The plural oft//. Ptpe.

EbVELO'CK./ Knots in the hair. Britvn.

E'LVISH. a. [from elves.] Relating to elve* or

wandering spirits. Drayte*.

ELUMBATED. a. [cluiZbis, Lat.] Weakened

in the loins.

ELU SIO.M./ [elusie, Lat] An escape from en

quiry or examination; an artifice.WWwurtf'.

ELUSIVE, a. [irom elude.] Practisiog elusion;

using arts to escape. Pipe.

ELU'SORY. a. [from elude.] Tending to elude;

tending to deceive; fraudulent. Brcivn.

To ELU TE. v. a. [clue, Lat] To wash off.

Arbulbnct.

To ELUTRIATE, v. a. [elutrie, Lat ] To de

cant i or strain out Arbuthnet.

ELYSIAN. a. [clvfius, Lat] Dcliciouily soft

and soothing; exceedingly delightful. Afillen.

ELYSIUM. / [Latin] The place assigned by

the heathens to happy souls; any place exqui

sitely pleasant. Sbakefp.

'EM. A contraction of them. Hudibrai.

To EMA'CIATE. v. a. [emacii, Lat.] To

waste ; to deprive of flesh. Graunt.

To EMA'CIATE. v. n. To lose flesh; to pine.

Brovjn.

EMACIATION./ [emaciatut. Lat] t. Theaft

of making lean. a. The state of one grown

lean. Graunt,

EMACU
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EMACULA'TION./ [emacub. Lit.] The ict

of freeing any thing from spots or foulness.

E'MANANT. a. [emanani, Lit.] Issuing from

something else. Z/afc.

EMANATION. / [cmanaM, Lit.] i. The

act of issuing or proceeding from any other

substance. Sonth. x. That which issues from

another substance, Taylor.

EMA'NATIVE. a. [from (mam, Lat] Issuing

from another.

To EMANCIPATE. •. a. [emancipo, Lat.]

To set free from servitude. Arbuthnot.

EMANCIPATION./ [from emancipate.]The

act of setting free ; deliverance from slavery.

GlanvtSe.

ToEMARGINATE.t>. a. [marge, Lat] To

take away the margin or edge of any thing.

ToEMA'SCULATE. v. a. [emasenh, Lat. | I.

To castrate •, to deprive of virility. Grdunt.

a. To effeminate ; to vitiate by unmanly

softness. Collier.

EMASCULATION s. [from emasculate.] i.

Castration, a. Effeminacy ; womanish qua

lities.

To EMBA'I.E. v. a. [emballer, Fr ] I. To

nuke up into a bundle. a. Tobuildup;to

inclose. Spenser.

To EMBALM v. a. [embaumer, Fr] To im

pregnate a body with aromaticks, that it may

resist putrefaction. Donne.

EMBA'LMER. / [from embalm.'] One that

practises the art of embalming and preserving

bodies. Bacon.

To EMBA'R.f a [from bar.] i. To shut ; to

enclose. Fairfax, x. To stop ; to hinder by

prohibition ; to block up. Bacon, Donne.

EMBARCATION /. [from embark. ] i. The

act of putting on shipboard. Clarendon.' 1.

The act of going on shipboard.

EMBARGO. s. [embargar, Spanish ] A prohi

bition to pass ; a stop put lo trade. Wotton.

To EMBA RK v. a. [embarquer, Fr ] i.To

put on shipboard. Clarendon. X. To engage

another in any affair.

To EMBARK, v. n. I. To go on shipboard.

Philips. x. To engage in any affair.

To EMBARRASS, v a. [embaraffer,Fc] To

perplex; to distress ; to entangle Spectator.

EMBARRASSMENT. / [from embarrass]

Perplexity ; entanglement. IVatts.

To EMBA SE. v. a. [from base.] I. To vitiate;

to depauperate; to impair. Wotton. x. To

degrade ; to vilify Spenser.

EMBA SSADOR./ One sent on a publick mes-

sne/-. Denham.

EMBA SSADRESS / A woman sent on a

publick mellige. Garth.

EMBASSAGE. Is. i. A publick message.

EMBASSY. $ Drjden x. Any solemd

message Taylor. 3 An errand in an ironi<

lent. . Sidney.

To EMBA TTLE. v. a. [from battle.] To

range in order or array of battle. Prior.

To EMBAY. n>. a. (from baigner, to bathe,

Fr.] 1. To bathe ; to wen » Wl<a. Sf'*s'r'

t. Tftorn bay.] To inclose in a bay ; to land,

lock. Shatesp.

To EMBELLISH, v. «. [embellir, Fr.] To'

adorn ; to beautify. Lode.

EMBELLISHMENT, s. [from embellish] Or

nament ; adventitious beauty ; decoration.

Addison.

E'MBERING./ The ember days. Tusser.

E'MBERS./. without a singular.fserrryyiia.Sax.l

Hot cinders -, ashes not yet extinguish ed. Bacs*.

EMBER-WEEK./ A week in which an em

ber day falls. The ember days at the four

seasons are the Wednesday, Friday, and Sa

turday after the first Sunday in Lent, the feast

of Pentecost, September 14, December 13.

. Common Prayer.

ToEMBE'ZZLE v. a. 1. To appropriate by

breach of trust. Haynvard. a. To waste ; to

. swallow up in riot Dryden.

EMBEZZLEMENT. /. [from embeaxle.] I.

The act of appropriating to himself that which,

is received in trust for another, a. The thing

appropriated.

To EMBLAZE, v. a. [blasonner, Fr] 1. To

adorn with glittering embellishments. Pope. 1.

To blafon ; to paint with ensigns armorial.

Milton.

To EMBLAZON, v. a. [blasonner, Fr.] I. To

adorn with figures of heraldry. X. To deck

in glaring colours. Hakeivill.

E'MBLEM./ [v--.fx.nuo.] 1. Inlay; enamel. I.

An occult representation j an allusive picture.

Peacham, Addison.

To E'MBLEM. v. a. To represent in an occult

or allusive manner Glanville.

EMBLEMATICAL. 7 a. [from emblem.] I.

EMBLEMA'TICK.. J Comprising an emblem;

allusive; occultly representative Prior, a.

Dealing in emblems ; using emblems. Prior,

EMBLEMATICALLY. adv [trom emblemati

cal.] In the manner of emblems ; allusively.

Svjift.

EMBLEMAT1ST./ [from emblem] A writer

or inventor of emblems. Bronvn.

EMBOLISM./" [ruSoWf-5:.] 1 . Intercalation ;

inset lion ofdays or years to produce regularity

and equation of time. Holder, a. The time

inserted ; intercalary time.

EMBOLUS. /. [ijuioXo,-.] Any thing inserted

and act inz upon another, as the fucker in a

pump. Arbntbmt.

To EMBOSS, t. a [from b-.ffe, a protuberance,

Fr.J 1. To form with protuberances. Milton.

x. To engrave with relief, or rising work.

Dryden. 3. To inclose; to include ; tocover.'

Spenjer 4. To inclose in a thicket. Milton.

5. To hunt hard. Shakcsp.

EMBOSSMENT. / [from embosi.] 1. Any

thing standing out from the rest ; jut ; emi

nence. Bacon, x. Relief; rising work.Addison,

|To F.MBOTTLE. v a. [beuteillc, Fr.] To

I include in bottlet; to bottle. Philpi.

|To EMBOWEL, v. a. (trom bowel.] To evis

cerate ; to deprive of the entrails; to exea

ts rate- Milton,

K-k Ta
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To EMBRA'CE. v. a. [embrnsser, Fr.] I. To

hold fondly in the arms ; to fque ze in kind

ness. Dryden. X. To seize ardently or eagerly ;

to lay hold on ; to welcome. Daviet, Tilletfen.

3. To comprehend j to tike in) to encircle

4. To comprise ; to inclose ; to contain. Dtnh

5. To admit; to receive- Shaktsp. 6. To find ;

to take. Skakijp. 7. To squeeze in 1 hostile

mariner.

To EMBRA'CE. v. n. To join in an embrace.

Sbakefp.

EMBRACE./ [from the verb ]'|. Clasp 1 fond

pressure in the arms ■, hug. Dcnham. z. An

hostile squeeze ; crush.

EMBRA'CEMENT. / [from embrace.] \.

Clasp in the arm« ; hug , embrace. Sidney.

x. Comprehension. Daviet. 3. State of being

contained ; inclosure. Bactn. 4. Conjugal en

dearment. Sbakefp.

EMBRVCER./ [from rt»Jr««] The person

embracing Hnocl.

EMBRA'SURE./ [embrasure, Fr.] An aper

ture in the wall ; battlement.

To EMBRA'VE. *>. a. [from brave.] To de

corate ; to embellish -, to deck. Spenser.

To E'MBROCATE. v. a. [Wfsx«]To rub any

part diseased with medicinal liquors.Jf//»a».

EMBROCATION./ [from imbricate.} i.The

act of rubbing any part diseased with medici

nal liquors. 2. The lotion with which any

diseased part is washed. Wiseman.

To EMBROIDER. v. a. [breider, Fr.] To

border with ornaments ; to decorate with fi

gured work. rVatter.

EMBROIDERER. / [from embreider.] One

that adorns clothes with needle-work. Ecclut.

EMBROIDERY./ [from embreider.] 1 Figures

raised upon a ground; variegated needlework

Bactn. 2. Variegation > diversity of colours

Spectator.

To EMBROIL, v. a. [breuiller, Fr] To dis

turb; to confuse; to distract. King Charlei.

To EMBRO'THEL. v. a. [bretbel, bredel.] To

inclose in a brothel. Donne.

EMBRYO. 7/ [iptfixn.] 1. The offspring

E MBRYON. J yet unfinished in the womb.

Brtmn, Bnrnel. 1. The state of any thing not

yet fit for production ; yet unfinished. Stpift.

EME./ [time, Sax] Unkle. Spenser.

EME NDABLE. a. [emtnde, Lat.] Capable os

emendation ; corrigible.

EMENDATION./ [emend,, Lat.] 1. Correc

tion ; alteration of any thing from worse to

better. Grev/. 1. An alteration made in the

text by verbal criticism.

EMENDATOR./ [emendt, Lat.] A corrector;

an improver.

EMERALD./ [emeraude,?r. smaragjut,h%t.']

A green precious stone. The emerald is, in

its most perfect state, perhaps the most beau-

tifulofallthe gems. Itisof all the various

shades of green, from the deepest to the palest

ffeedmard.

To EMERGE. ». n. [emerge. Lat.] 1. To

rife out ef any thing in which it is covered

Beyle. 1. To issue ; to proceed. Niivtin. jl

To rife ; to mount from a state of depression

or obscurity. Pipe.

EMERGENCE.?/ [from surge.] 1. The

EME RGENCY. J act of rising out of any fluid

by which it is covered. Brrwn. X. The act of

rising into view. Sevoten. 3. Any sudden

occasion ; unexpected casualty. Glanvilte. 4.

Pressing necessity A sense not proper. Addisem.

EMEUCENT. a. [from emerge.] 1 . Rising out

of that which overwhelms or obscures it. Ben.

Jibnsen. x. Rilinginto view, or notice. Milieu.

3. Proceeding or issuing from any thing. Sentb.

4. Sudden 1 unexpectedly casual. Clarenden.

E'MERODS. 7 / [from benurrbiidi.) Painful

E MEROIDS. J swelling in the htmorrhoidal

veins; piles. Samuel.

EME'RSION./[from rawr;*.] The time when

a star, having been obscured by its too near

approach to the fun, appears again. Bryan.

E'MERY.s.[esmeril, Fr.] Emery is an iron ore.

It is prepared by grinding in mills. It is used

in cleaning and polishing of steel. Hill.

EMETIC AL. fa. [ip««.J Having the quality

EME'TICK. 3 of provoking vomits. Halt.

EMETICALLY. adv. [from enulieal] In such

a manner as to provoke to vomit. Beyle.

EMICA'TKW. /. [emicalie, Lat] Sparkling ;

lying off in small particles. Brnon.

EMI CTION / [from emianm, Lat] Urine.

Harvey.

To E MIGRATE. ». u. [emigre. Ut.] To re

move from one place to another.

EMIGRATION./ [from »aw£r«/*.lChangeof

habitation. Hale.

E'MINENCE. 7/ [eminentia, Ut] 1. Lofti-

EMINENCY. I ness; height, x. Summit;

highest part. Ray. 3. A part rising above the

te&.Drydtn. 4. A place whereone is exposed

to general notice. AdJtJix. 5. Exaltation ; con-

spicuousness; reputation; celebrity . Stillingst.

6. Supreme degree. Milten. y. Notice ; dis

tinction. Sbakesp. 8. A title given to cardinals.

E'MINENT. a. [eminent, Lat!] 1. High; lofty;

Enekiel. x. Dignified; exalted. Dryden. 3.

Conspicuous : remarkable. Milten.

EMINENTLY, adv. [from eminent) 1. Con

spicuously ; in a manner that attracts observa

tion. Milten. x. In a high degree. Svjist.

EMISSARY./ [emijarint, Lat.] 1. One sent

out on private messages; a spy; a secret

agent. Stuift. 1. One that emits or fends out.

Arbutbnot.

EMISSION./ r/«(0r.,Lat.]The act offending

out ; vent. Evelyn.

To EMl'T. v. a. [emitte, Lat.] 1. To send

forth ; to let go. kVeedveard. x. To let fly ;

to dart. Prior. 3. To issue oat juridically.

Ajliffe.

EMMENAGOGUES. / [iptum* and Ayt,.]

Medicines that promote the courses. Quiucy.

E'MMET. / [xmette, Sax.] An ant ; a pis

mire. Sidney.

To EMME'W. v. a. [from mew .] To mew or

coop up. Sbakesp.

To
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To EMMOVE. v. a. [emmouvoir, Fr.] To ex

cite ; to rouse. Spenser.

EMOLLIENT, a. [nai///n>, Ut.] Softening)

suppling. Arhutbnot.

EMOLLIENTS. / Such things ts (heath and

soften the asperities of the humours, and relax

and stipple the solids. Shfinry.

EMOLLI'TION./ [emolLitio, Lat] The act of

softening. Bacon.

EMO LUMENT./ [emekmeutum, Lat.]Profit ;

advantage. Seuth.

EMO'NCST. prep, [so written by Spenser.']

Among. Spenser.

EMOTION. / [emotion, Fr] Disturbance of

mind ; vehemence of passion. Drydea.

To EMPALE, v. a. [emptier, Fr.] I. To fence

with a pale. Donne. 1. To fortify. Raltigb. 3.

To inclose j shut in. CUmeland. 4. To put

to death by spitting on a stake fixed upright

Southern.

EMPA'NNEL./ [from/>a»m!,Fr.] The writing

or entering the names ot a jury into a schedule,

by the sheriff, which be has summoned to ap

pear. Cevoell.

To EMPA'NNEL. v. a. [from the noun.] To

summon to serve on a jury. Gov. es the T.ng.

EMPA'RLANCE./ [from^aWrr.Fr] It sig-

nifietb a desire or petition in court of a day to

pause what it best to do. Cornell.

EMPA'SM./. [i/uuj-M-ircK.] A power to correct

the bad scent os the body.

To EMPA'SSION. v. a. [from passion"] To

move with passion •, to affect strongly. Milton.

To EMPE'OPLE. v. a. [from people.] To form

into a people or community. Spenser.

E MPERESS./ [from empereur.] 1. A woman

invested with imperial power. Daviet. »._The

queen of an emperour. Shake [p.

EMPEROUR./ [emperenr,?T.] A monarch of

title and dignity superiour to a king. Sbakefp.

EMPERY./ [empire, Fr.] Empire; sovereign

command. A word out of use. Sbakefp.

E'MPHASIS./ [i,«.p«.,c.] A remarkable stress

laid upon a word or sentence. Holier.

EMPHA'TICAL. ? a. [i,u*iro.] 1. Forcible j

EMPHATICK. i strougj striking. Garth

*. Striking the fight. Boyle. 3. Appearing;

seeming not real.

EMPHATICALLY. adv. [from empbatical]

I. Strongly; forcibly; in a striking manner.

South, a. According to appearance. Brevin.

EMPHYSEMATOUS. a. [from ifjufimpa.]

Bloated ; puffed up ; swollen. Sharp.

To EMPIE'RCE.t-. a. [from pierce] To pierce

into ; to enter into by violent appulse. Spenser.

EMPI'GHT. part. Set; pitched; put in a pos

ture. Spenser.

EMPIRE./ [empire, Fr.] 1. Imperial power ;

supreme dominion. Revte. a. The region over

which dominion is extended. Temple. 3. Com

mand over any thing.

E'MPIRICK./ [ipvsiputic.] A trier or experi

menter ; such persons as have no true know

ledge of physical practice, but venture upon

observation only. Hooker.

EMPIRICAL. 7 a. [from the noun.] 1. Versed

EMPI'RICK. 5 in experiments. Milton. 1.

Known only by experience ; practised only by

rote. Sbakefp. " ' '

EMPIRICALLY. aJv. [from empirical.] I.

Experimentally- ; according to experience.

Brown. 1. Without rational ground* j char-

latanically.

EMPfRlCISM./ [from empirick.] Dependence

on experience without knowledge or art;

quackery.

EMPLA'STER./ [i/xw\aro».] An application

to a sore of an oleaginous or viscous substance

spread upon cloth. Wiseman.

To EMPLA'STER. v. a. To cover with a plas

ter. Mortimer.

EMPLA'STICK. a. [iyu-trXacixJ;.] Viscous;

glutinous. Wiseman.

To EMPLE'AD. v. a. To indict; to prefer a

charge a»a,inst. Hayward.

To EMPLO Y. v. a. [emp/eier, Fr] 1 To busy j

to keep at work ; to exercise. Tcmp'e. a. To

use as an instrument. Gay. 3. To use aa

means. DryJen. 4. To use as materials. Locke.

5- To commission) to intrust with the ma

nagement ot any affairs. rVattt. 6. To fill up

with business. Dryden. 7. To pass or spend in

business. Prior.

EMPLOY. / [from the verb] 1. Business j

object of industry. Pope. a. Publick office.
Addison. r

EMPLOYABLE, a. [from employ.] Capable to

be used; proper for use. Beyle.

EMPLOYER.,/; [from emphy.] One that uses

or causes to be ■used. Child.

EMPLOYMENT. / [from employ] 1. Busi

ness ; object of industry ; object of labour.

1. Business ; the state of being employed. 3.

Office; post of business. Atterbnry. 4. Business

intrusted. Sbakefp.

To EMPOISON, v. a. [empoismner, Fr.] t .To

destroy by poison; to destroy by venomous

food or drugs. Sidney, 1. To taint with poison;

to envenom.

EMPOISONER / [empeisonnenr, Fr.]Onewho

destroys another by poison. Bacon.

EMPO ISONMENT. / [empoisonnemenl, Fr.J

The practice of destroying by poison. Bacon. '

EMPORE'TICK. a. [ifjLv?orViu;.] That which

is used at markets, or in merchandize.

EMPORIUM./ [ifxmoom.] A place of mer

chandise ; a mart; a commercial city. Dryden.

To EMPOVER1SH. *. a. [panvre,Tc] 1. To

make poor ; to depauperate ; to reduce to in

digence. South, x. To lessen fertility.

EMPO VERISHER./ [from empevrrijb.] f.

One* that makes others poor. a. That which

impairs fertility. Mortimer.

EMPO'VERISHMENT./. [from empoverisb]

Diminution ; cause of poverty ; waste. Sv/ist.

ToEMPO'WER. v. a. [ from power.) 1. To

authorise ; to commission. Dryden. %. To give

natural force -, to enable. Baker.

EMPRESS./ [from emperejs.] 1. The queen

of an emperour, Ben. Johnson. %. A female

Kk 1 ,r
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invested with imperial dignity; a female so

vereign. Milton.

EMPRl SE./ [emprise, Fr.]Attemptof danger;

undertaking os hazard; enterprise. Fairfax,

Pipe.

EMPTIER./ [from empty.'] One that empties;

one that makes any place void. Nakum.

E'MPTINESS / [from empty.] I. Absence of

plenitude ; inanity. Phi.ipi X. The state of

being empty. Sbakefp. 3. A void space; va

cuity ; -vacuum. Dryden, Bentley. 4. Want os

substance or solidity. DryJen 5. Unsatisfacto-

rinefs ; inability to fill up the desires. Alterbu.

6. Vacuity of head ; want of knowledge. Pope.

E MPTION./ [emptie, Lat ] The act of pur

chasing. Arbutbntt.

E'MPTY. a. [smtit, Sax.] I. Void; having

nothing in it; not full. Burnet. X. Devoid,

unfurnilhed. Neviton. 3. Unsatisfactory ;

unable to fill the mind or desires. 4. Without

any thing to carry ; unburthened. DryAen. 5.

Vacant of head; ignorant; unskilful Ra

leigh 6. Without substance ; without solidi

ty; vain Dryden.

To EMPTY, v a. [from the adjective.] To

evacuate ; to exhaust. Shaiejp. Arbutbmt.

To EMPU RPLE. v a [from purple J To make

of a purple colour. Milton.

To EMPU ZZLE. v. a. [from puzzle.] To per

plex ; to put to a stand. Brovin.

EMPYEMA. J. [ifxwio/Aa.] A collection os

purulent matter in any part whatsoever ; ge

nerally used to signify that in the cavity of the

breast only. Aibuthnot.

EMPY REAL. a. [i/c*«rr.f«;.] Formed of the ele

ment of fire; refined beyond aerial. Milton.

EMPYRE'AN/[i>«upct.J The highest heaven

where the pure element ot fire is supposed 10

subsist. Milton.

EMPYREUM. 7 / [ipwuptgwt.] The burn-

EMPYREUMA 5 ing to of any matter in

boiling or distillation. Harvey, Decayof Piety.

EMPYREUMATICAL. a. [irom empyreuma.j

Having the smell or taste of burnt substances.

Boyle

EMPYROS1S. / [ifxwvfix.] Conflagration;

general fire. Hale.

To EMULATE, v. a. [eemuhr. Lat] 1. To

rival ; to propose as one to be equalled or ex

celled. 1. To imitate with hope of equality,

or fuperiour excellence. Ben. Jchnjon. 3. To

be equal to ; to raise to equality with Pope. 4.

To imitate ; to copy ; to resemble. Arbuthnot.

EMULATION./ [amulatio. Lat.] 1. Rivalry;

desire of superiority. Sbakejp. Sprat. 1 Envy ;

desire of depressing another ; contest ; conten

tion. Sbakefp. •

E'MULATIVE. a. [from emulate!] Inclined to

emulation; rivalling; disposed to competition.

EMULATOR. /. [from emulate.] A rival; a

competitor. Baccn.

To EMU'LGE. v. a. [emulgeo, Lat.] To milk

out.

EMU LCENT. a. [emulgem, Lat] 1 Milking,

or draining out. 1. Emulgent vessels [in ana

tomy.] are the two large arteries and veins

which arise, the former from the descending

trunk of the aorta ; the latter from the vena

vaca. Brsion.

EMULOUS. a. [eemulnt, Lat.] 1. Rivalling; en

gaged in competition. B. Johnson, a. Desirous

of superiority ; desirous to rife above another ;

desirous of any excellence possessed by another.

Prior. 3. Factious; contentious. Shaiejp.

EMULOUSLY. adv. [from emulous.] Withde-

sireof excelling or outdoing another. Granville.

EMU LSION./ [emuljjo, Lat] A form of medi

cine by bruising oily feeds and kernels. Quincy.

EMU'NCTORll.S./[«»iii.,3«-ii<»i,Lat.]Tlu,le

parts of the body where any thing excremen-

titious is separated and collected. Mere.

To ENA'BLE.f.a. [irom able ] To make able;

to confer power. Spenser, Roger:.

To ENACT. *. a. [from «S.] 1. To act ; to

perform; to effect. Spenjer. 1. To establish ;

10 decree. Temple.' 3. To represent by action.

Shaiejp.

ENA'CT./ [from the verb.] Purpose; deter

mination.

ENA CTOR./ [from Mast ] 1. One that forms

decrees, or establishes laws Atterbury. 1. One

who practises or performs any thing. Shaiejp.

ENA LLAGE./ [iiom the Greek iv%\\a.;i.] A

figure in grammar, whereby there is a change

either ol a pronoun, as when a possessive is put

for a relative, or when one mood ot tense of a

verb is put tor another.

To ENAMBUSH.f.c. [from <■«*«/&. ] To hide

in ambush; to hide with hostile intention.Chap.

To ENA MEL. v. a. [from amel.] 1. To inlay ;

to variegate with colours. Donne, a To lay

upon another body, lo as to vary it. Milton.

ToENA'MEL v. n. To practise the use of

enamel. Boyle.

ENA'MEL. J [from the verb ] 1. Anything

enarr.ellcd, or variegated with colours inlaid.

Fairfax, a. The substance inlaid in other

tilings.

ENAMELLER. / [from enamel.] One that

practises the art of enamelling

To EN AMOUR, v. a. [amour, Fr.] To inflame

with love ; to make fond. Dryden.

ENARRA TION.y. [nirn, Lat.] Explanation.

ENARTHROS1S./ [t»and«jS£sv.] The inser

tion of one bone into another to form a joint.

Wiseman.

(ENATA'TION. / [enato, Lat] The act of

swimming out.

! ENA UNTliR. adv. An obsolete word explain

ed by Spenjer himself to mean lest that.

To ENCA GE. v. a. [from cage.] To shut up as

in a cage ; to coop up ; to confine. Donne.

To ENCAMP, v. n. To pilch tents; to sit

down for a time in a march. Bacon.

To ENCAMP, v. a. To lorm an army into a

regular camp.

ENCAMPMENT./ [from encamp] 1. The

act of encamping, or pitching tents, a. A

camp; tents pitched in order. Grew.

To ENCA'VE. v. a. [from cave] To hide as in

a cave, Shaiejp.

EKCE'INTE-
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ENCEINTE, f [Fr ] Inclosure; ground inclos

ed with t fortification.

To ENCHA FE. v. a. [esebanffer, Fr] To en

rage; to irritate ; to provoke. Shakefp.

ToENCHA'IN .v. a. \cncbaincr,Yr.] To fasten

with a chain; to hold in chains; to bind.DryJ.

To ENCHANT, v. a [enchanter, Fr] i. To

give efficacy to any thing by tongs of sorcery.

Grauvil/e. z. To subdue by charms or spells.

Sidney 3. To delight in a hieh degree. P:pe.

ENCHA'NTER./ [enehanteur, Fr.] A magi

cian; a sorcerer. Decay of Piety.

ENCHA NTINGLY.arfV [horn r»rfa«(.]\Vith

the force of enchantment. Shakefp.

ENCHA'NTMENT./ [enchantment, Fr.] 1.

Magical charms. ; spells ; incantation. Knsllei.

2. Irresistible influence ;cvcrnov.'Cringdelight.

Pipe.

ENCHA'NTRESS. / [enchantetesi, Fr] 1. A

sorceress; a woman versed in magical arts.

Tatter. 2. A woman whnfe beau'y or excel

lencies sivt* irresistible influence. Thimjin.

To ENCHA SE. *. a. [end afer, Fr.] 1. To

infix; to cnclole in any other bodv so as to be

held fast, but not concealed. Fclten. 2. To

adorn by being fixed upon it. Dryden.

ENCHEASON. / [enchefon, old law, Fr.]

Cause ; occasion. Spenser.

To ENCIRCLE. i> a. [from circle] To sur

round; to environ; to inclose in a ring or

circle. Pope.

ENCIRC LET./, [from circle.] A circle ; a ring.

Sidney.

ENCLITICKS./ [t>x(T«a.] Particles which

throw back the accent upan the foregoing

syllable.

To ENCLOSE. 11. a. [encln, Pr.] 1. To part

from things or ground* common by a fence.

Haytvard. 2. To environ ; to encircle ; to

surround. Pipe.

ENCLO'SER / [from enclose.] 1. One that

encloses, or separates common fields in several

distinct properties. Herbert. 2. Any thing in

which another is enclosed.

ENCLOSURE./, [from enchse.] 1. The act of

enclosing or environing any thing. tVilkim. 1.

The separation ofcommon grounds into distinct

possessions, llayluard. 3. The appropriation of

things common Taylor. 4. State of being (hot

tip in any place. Burnet. 5. The space enclos

ed. Addistn. 6. Ground enclosed; ground

separated South.

ENCOMIAST./ [iyx»f*ttLct,c.] A panegyrist ;

a proclaimer of praise ; a praiser. Locke.

ENCOMIA'STICAL. ? a [f^nay/iafixoc.] Pa-

ENCOMIA STICK.. J negyrical ; laudatory ;

containing praise ; bestowing praise.

ENCOMI UM. /[iyx^uioy.JPaneg) rick ; praise ;

clogy. Gev. ef the Tongue.

To ENCO'MPASS. v. a. (from eompasi.] 1.

To inclose; to encircle. Shakefp. 1. To (hut

in; to surround; to environ. Shakefp. 3. To

go round any place.

ENCO'MPASSMENT./[frome(imm/><T/r.]Cir-

cumlocution ; remotetendency of talk. Shakes.

ENCORE, adv. [Pr.] Again j once more. Pope

ENCOUNTER./, [encontre, Fr.] 1. Duels

single fight; conflict. Dryden. z. Battleyfighc

in which enemies rush against each other.

Milton. 3. Eager and warm conversation, either

of love or anger. Shakefp 4. Accidental con

gress ; sudden meeting rope. 5. Accosting.

Shakefp. 6. Casual incident ; occasion. Pope.

To ENCOUNTER. V. a. [frnmthe noun.] 1.

To meet face to face. Shakefp. i. To meet

in a hostile manner; to ruth against in contiiil.

Kntllei. 3. To meet with reciprocal kindntss.

Shakefp. 4. To attack ; to meet in the front.

Tillotjtn. 5 To oppose ; to oppugn. Hale. 6.

To meet by accident. Shakefp.

To ENCOUNTER, v. n. 1. To rush together

in a hostile manner ; to conflict. Shake/p. 2.

To engage ; to sight Kntllei. 3 To meet face

to face. 4. To come together by chance.

ENCO'UNTERER / [.10m encounter] 1. Op

ponent ; antagonist; enemy More. 2. One

that loves to accost others. Shakefp.

To ENCOURAGE v. a. [encoura-cr, Fr] 1.

To animate ; to incite to any thing, rsalmt.

2. To give courage to ; to support the spirits j

to embolden. King Charles. 3. To raise con

fidence ; to make confident. Locke.

ENCO URAGEMENT./. [from encourage ] , .

Incitement to any action or practice ; incen

tive. Phtlipi. 2. Favour; countenance; sup

port. Otvjay.

ENCO'URAGER./ [from encourage.]One that

supplies incitements to any thing ; a favourer.

Dryden.

To ENCRO'ACH. v. n. [accroeber, from croc,

a hook, Fr. ] 1. To make invasions upon the

right of another ; to put a hook into another

man's possessions to draw them away. Spenser,

z. To advance gradually and by stealth upon

that to which one has no right. Herbert.

ENCRO'ACHER./ [from encroach.] 1. One

who sciies the possession of another by gradu

al and silent means. Swift. 2. One who

makes flow and gradual advances beyond his

rights. Clarissa.

ENCROACHMENT./ [frorn encreafb.] 1.

An unlawful gathering in upon another man.

Cnaell, Milton, z. Advance into the territories

or rights of another, jlddism.

To ENCUMBER, v. a. [encembrer, Fr.] I. To

clog ; to load; to impede. 2. To entangle j to

embarrass; to obstruct. 3. To load with debts.

ENCUMBRANCE. / [from encumber.] t.

Clog; load; impediment. Temple. 2. Excres

cence; useless' addition Thomson. 3. Burthen

upon an estate. Ayliffe

ENCYCLICAL a [lyxunXwJt.J Circular ; sent

round through a large region. Stilltngfleet.

ENCYCLOPEDIA. J / [iyxwao««'iJ»w.] The

ENCYCLOPE'DY. $ circle of sciences ; the

round of learning. Arbutbnot.

ENCYSTED, a. [xiipt.] Enclosed in a vesicle

or bag. Sharp.

END./ [enb, Sax.] 1. The extremity of any

thing materially extended. Locke. 2. The last

particle
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particle of any assignable duration. Dcnne- 3.

The conclusion or cessation of any action.

Genesis. 4. The conclusion or last part of any

thing , as the end of a chapter. 5. Ultimate

state ) final doom. 6. The point beyond which

no progression can be made. Psalms. 7 Final

determination ; conclusion of debate or deli

beration- Shakesp. 8. Death | fate ; decease

Wctteu, Rojcommon. 9. Abolition ; total lose.

Licit. 10. Cause of death; dellroyer. Shale}.

1 1 . Consequence ; event. Shakesp. n. Frag

ment ; broken piece. Shakesp. 13. Purpose ;

intention. Clare*Jim. 14. Thing extended;

final design. Suckling. 15. WhEnd. Erect:

as his hair stands, a n end. 16 . Msft an Lnd.

Commonly. Shakesp.

To END. v. a. [from the noun 1 i. To termi

nate i to conclude; to finish. Knolles. Smalrid.

1. To destroy ; to put to death. Shakesp.

To END. v. n. I. To come to in end; to be

finished. Fairfax. 1. To terminate; to coo

elude ; to cease ; to fail. Taylor.

To ENDA MAGE. v. a. [from damage.] To

mischief i to prejudice ; to harm. Scutb.

To ENDA'NGER. *;. a. [from danger.] 1 . To

put into hazard; to bring into peril. Tilhlftn

* To incur the danger of ; to hazard Bacon.

To ENDE'AR. v. a. [from dear.] To make

dear ; to make beloved. Wake.

ENDEARMENT. /. [from endear] 1. The

cause of love; means by which any thing is

endeared. Thomson. 1. The state of being en

deared ; the state of being loved. South.

ENDEAVOUR / [devoir, Fr endeveir.] La

bour directed to some certain end. Tilletjen.

To ENDEAVOUR, v. n To labour to 1 cer

tain purpose Pope.

ToENDEA'VOUR. v.a. To attempt; to try

Milton.

ENDE'AVOURER./ [from endeavour.] One

who labours to a certain end Rymer.

ENDECAGON. / [htixayov.] A plain figure

of eleven sides and angles.

ENDEMIAL. ) a [nltyuf-] Peculiar to a

ENDE MICAL. > country; used of any disease

ENDE'MICK ) that affects several people

together in the lame country, proceeding from

some cause peculiar to the country where it

reigns. Quincy.

ToENDE'NIZE. v. a. [from denizen] To

make free ; to enfranchise. Camden.

ToENDI'CT. 1 v. a. [enditer, Fr.] 1. To

ToENDI'TE. 5 charge any man by a written

accusation before a court os justice : e, he vias

endued/«- felony. 1. To draw up ; to com

pose ; to write. VValler.

ENDl'CTMENT. 7 / [from endite.] A bill or

ENDI TEMENT. J declaration made in form

of law, for the benefit os the commonwealth

sleeker.

E'NDIVE./ [endive, Ft. htytum, Lit. J Endive

or succory. Mortimer.

ETJDLESS. a. [from end.] 1 Without end ;

without conclusion or termination. Pope. a

Infinite in longitudinal extent. Tilbtjen. 3.

Infinite in duration; perpetual. Hooker, 4

Incessant; continual. Pope.

E'NDLESSLY. adv. [from endless] I. Inces

santly ; perpetually. Decay of Piety, a. With

out termination of length.

E'N DLESSNESS. /. [from tidiest.] 1 . Perpe

tuity; endless duration, a. The quality of

being round without an end. Donne.

E'NDLONG. adv. [end and long.] In a strait

line. Dryden.

E'NDMOST. a. [end and ata/2.] Remotest ;

furthest ; at the further end.

To ENDORSE, v. a. [endcjser, Fr.] 1. To

register on the back of a writing ; to super

scribe. HiVjel. 1. To cover on the back .Mi it on.

ENDORSEMENT./, [from endorse.) 1. Su

perscription; writing on the back. a. Ratifica

tion. Herbert.

To ENDOW, v. a. [indotare, Lat.] I. To

enrich with a portion. Exodus. 1. To supply

with any external goods. Addison. 3.T0 enrich

with any excellence. Svoist. 4. To be the

fortune of any one. Shakesp.

ENDOWMENT./ [from eudotv.] 1. Wealth

bestowed to any person or use. a. The bestow

ing or assuring a dower; the setting forth or

severing a sufficient portion for perpetual main

tenance. Dryde*. 3. Gifts of nature. Addison.

To ENDU E. v. a. [indue, Lat.] To supply

with mental excellencies. Common Prayer.

ENDURANCE./, [from endure.] 1. Continu

ance ; lastingness. Temple, a. Delay ; pro

crastination. Shakesp.

To ENDURE, v. a. [endurer, Fr.] To bear ;

to undergo ; to sustain ; to support. Temple.

To ENDURE, v.n. 1 . To last 1 to remain ; to

continue. Locke, z. To brook ; to bear a to

admit. Dtvies.

ENDU RER./ [from endure.] 1. One that can

bear or endure ; sustainer j sufferer. Spenser.

a. Continuer; laster.

E'NDWISE. adv. [end anc vise.] Erectly ; up

rightly ; on end. Ray.

To ENE'CATE. v. a. [enect, Lat.] To kill ;

to destroy. Harvey.

E'NEMY. /. [ennemi, Fr.] 1. A public* foe.

Davies. a. A private opponent; an antagonist.

3. Any one who regards another with male

volence ; not a friend. Shakesp. 4. One that

dislikes. Prior. 5. [In theology.] The 6end ;

the devil. Common Prayer.

ENERGETICK. a. [inrynrixot.] 1 . Forcible ;

active; vigorous; efficacious, a. Operative ;

active; working ; not at rest. Grew.

ENERGY./ [insyua.] 1. Power not exerted

in action. Bacon, a. Force ; vigour ; efficacy 1

influence. Smalridge. 3. Faculty, operation.

Bentley. 4. Strength ot expression ; force of

signification. Rescemmeu.

To ENE RVATE. v. a. [euerve, Lat ] To

weaken ; to deprive of force. Bacon.

ENERVATION./ [from enerve.] 1. The atct

of weakening; emasculation, a. The state

of being weakened ; effeminacy.

To ENERVE. v. a. [enerve. Lat] To weaken;

to break the force of j to crush. Digfy.

To
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To ENFATtfISR v. a. [fromsamish.] To starve >

lo famish.

To ENFEEBLE, v. a [from/«Mf.] To weak-

en ; to enervate. Tayler.

ToENFE'OFF. v. a. [feeffamentnm,\ov Lat.]

To invest with any dignities or possession;. A

law term. Hale.

ENFEOFFMENT./ [from ensetjs] I. The

act of enfeoffing. x. The instrument or deed

by which one is invested with possessions.

To ENFETTER, v. a. To bind in fetters ; to

enchain. Shakesp.

ISFILADE.j. [Fr] A strait passage.

To ENFILADE, v. a. [from the noun.J To

pierce in a right line.

To ENFI'RE. v. a. [from sire.] To fire J to

let on fire ; to kindle. Spenser.

To ENFORCE. v. a. [enfireir, Fr ] I. To

give strength to ; to strengthen ; to invigorate.

x. To make of gain by force. St>infer. 3. To

pot in act by violence. Stake/p. 4. To insti

gate ; to provoke; to urge on. Spenser, g. To

urge with energy. Clarendon. 6. To compel ;

Co constrain. Daviei. 7 . To press with a charge.

Little used. Shakesp.

To ENFORCE, v. ». To prove j to evince.

rL.ker

ENFORCE. / [from/«r«] Power; strength.

Mtbem.

ENFORCEDLY, aiv. [from enfirce.] By vio

lence ; noc volnntarily ; not spontaneously.

Shakesp.

ENFORCEMENT. / [from enfirce] 1. An

act of violence ; compulsion ; force offered.

Rakigh. x. Sanction ; that which gives force

to a law. Z-tcke. 3. Motive of conviction )

Brgest evidence. Hammtni. 4. Pressing exi

gence. Shakesp.

ENFORCER./ [from enfirce.] Compeller;

sate who effects by violence. Hammtni.

ENFOULDRED. a. [from finire, French.]

Mixed with lightning. Spenser.

To ENFRANCHISE. v. a [from franchise ]

1 To admit to the privileges of a freeman.

Damn. 2. To set free from slavery. Temple.

3. To free or release from custody. Shakesp.

4- To denisen ; to endenisen. rVattt.

ENFRANCHISEMENT./ [from enfranchises

I. Investiture of the privileges of a denisen.

Cornell, x. Release from prison or from slavery.

ENFROPZEN. part, [fran/rnn.] Congealed

wkaœld. Spenser.

To ENGAGE, v. a. {engager, Fr.] I. To

make liable for a debt to a creditor. Shakesp.

a. To impawn ; to stake. Huiibrai. 3. To

ealiS ; to bring into a party. Tilhtftn. 4. To

embark in an affair; to enter on an undertak

ing Digby. 5. To unite , to attach j to make

Sffitreit. Adiijtn. 6. To induce •, to win by

Fteaiag means : to gain. Waller. 7. To bind

by acy appointment or contract. Atterbnry. 8.

T» ierae by the attention 9. To employ ; to

fcotd ut business. Dryien. 10. To encounter ;

to sight, fefe.

~T*> ENGAGE, v. n. 1. To conflict ; to fight

Clarenitn. 1. To embark in any business; to)

enlist in any party Dryien.

ENGAGEMENT, s [from engagement, Yt\ I.

The act of engaging, impawning, or making

liable to debt x. Obligation by contract.

Alterbury. 3. Adherence to a party or cause ;

partiality. S-arisl. 4. Employment of the at

tention. Rsgrrt. 5. Fight; conflict ; battle.

Dryien. 6. Obligation ; motive. Hammtni.

To ENGA'OL. v. a [from gaei] To imprison ;

to confine. Shakesp.

To ENGA'RRISON. v. a. To protect by a

garrison. Hcmel.

To ENGENDER. vsa. [engenirer, Fr.] 1. To

beget between different sexes. Siiney. X. To

produce; to form. Shakesp. Daviet. 3. To

excite ; to cause ; to produce. Aiiisn. 4. To

bring forth. Trier.

To ENGE NDER. v. a. To be caused : to be

produced. Dryien.

ENGINE./ [engin, Fr.] 1. Any mechanical

complication, in which various movements and

/parts concur to one effect, x. A military ma-

' chine. Fairfax. 3. Any instrument. Raleigb.

4- Any instrument to throw water upon

burning houses. Dryien. e. Any means used

to bring to pass Dtp. 6. An agent for another.

Daniel.

ENGINEER. / [ingenienr, Fr.] One who

manages engines ; one who directs the artil

lery of an army. Shakesp.

ENGINERY./ [from engine.] 1. The act of

managing artllery. Miltm. 2. Engines ofwar ;

artillery. Milton.

To ENGI'RD. v. a. [from girl] To encircle i

to surround. Shakesp.

E'NGLE./ A gull) a put ; a babble. Hanmtr,

Shakesp.

E'NGLISH. a. [easier, Sax.] Belonging to

England. Shakesp.

To E'NGLISH. v. a. To translate into English.

Brecon.

To ENGLUT. ». a. [tnglentir, Pr.] I. To

swallow up. Shakesp. 1. To glut; to pamper.

Ascbam.

To ENCORE, v. a. [from gere.] To pierce -,

to prick. Spenser.

To ENGO RGE. v. a. [from girge, Fr.] To

swallow ; to devour ; to gorge. Spenser.

To ENGORGE, v. n. To devour ; to feed with "

eagerness and voracity. MiItem.

To ENGRAIL. *>. a. [from grele, Fr.] To in

dent in curve lines. Chapman.

To ENGRAIN, v. a. [from grains To Hie

deep ; to die in grain. Spenser.

To ENGRA'PPLE. v. n. [from grapple.] To

close with j to contend with; hold on «ach o-

ther. Daniel.

To ENGRASP. v. a. [from grasp.] To seize*

to hold fast in the hand Spenser.

To ENGRAVE, v. a. preter. engravei ; part.

pass, engravei ot engraven, [From engraver,

Pr.] 1 . To picture by incisions in any matter.

Pipe. 2. To mark "food or stone. Extim. 3.

To
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To impress deeply ; to imprint. Licit. 4.

sfrom grays.] To bury; to inter. Sponsor.

ENGRA VER. f. [from engrave.] A cutter in

(lone or other matter. Hale.

To KNGRI EVE v a. To pain: to vex Spenser

To ENGROSS. -J. a.[rrofr, Fr.j t.To thick

en ; to make thick. Spenser. % To encreafe in

hulk. IVcttin. 3. To fatten; to plump up.

Shakesp. 4. To seize in the cross Shake/p. e.

To purchase the whale of any commodity for

the fake of felling at a high price. 6. To copy

in a larce hand. Pipe.

ENGROSSER. /. [from tngnfs.] He that pur

chases large quantities o' any commodity, in

order to 1V11 it at a hit-h price. Locke.

ENGROSSMENT, /.'[from engross.] Arpro-

priation of things in the gross ; exorbitant

acquisition. Swift.

To ENGU A'RD. v. a. [from guard] To pro

tect j to defend. Shakesp.

To ENHANCE* a. [inhaupr, Fr.] 1. To lift

up; to raise on high Spenser, a. To raise; to

advance in price. Locke 3. To r^aiic in esteem.

Atterbttry. 4. To aggravate. Hammond

ENHA NCEMENT./ [from enhance. ] 1. Aug

mentation of value. Bacon. %. Aggravation

of ill Gov. os the Tongue.

ENIGMA. /. [a-nigma, Lat.] A riddle; an ob

scure question ; a position expressed in remote

and ambiguous terms. Pope.

ENICMATICAL. a. [from anigma.] t. Ob

scure; ambiguously or darkly expressed. Brrwn.

1. Cloudy ; obscurely conceived or apprehend

ed. Hammond.

ENIG'MA'TICALLY ah. [from eenigma.] In

a fense different from thai which the words in

their familiar acceptation imply. Bnvin.

ENIGMATIST. /[from enigma.] One who

deals in obscure and ambiguous mnicrs.AdJ:J .

To ENJOIN, v. a. [enjoindre, Fr.] To direct ;

to order ; to prescribe. Ttllotjon.

ENJO INER / One who gives injunctions.

ENJO 1NMENT. / [from enjoin.] Direction ;

command. Brosme.

To ENJO'Y. v. a. [jm'r, enjonir, Fr.] I. To

feel or perceive with pleasure. Addifon. 1. To

obtain possession or fruition of. Milton. 3. To

please ; to gladden ; to exhilarate. More.

To ENJO'Y. v. n. To live in happiness.AW/Mi.

ENJOYER. (. One that has fruition.

ENJOYMENT./ Happiness ; fruition. Tilhts.

To ENKINDLE, v a [from kindle ] 1. To

set on fire ; to inflame. Shakesp. 1. To rouse

passions. Shakesp. 3. To incite to any act or

hope. Shakesp.

To ENLA RGE. v. a. [elargir, Fr.] 1. To

make greater in quantity or appearance. Pipe

1. To encreafe ar.y thing in magnitude. Locke.

3. To encreafe by representation. 4. To

dilate; to expand. 2 Ccr. 5 To set free

from limitation. Shakesp. 6. To extend to

more purposes or uses. Hooker. 7. To am

plify ; to aggrandise. Locke. 8. To release

trom confinement. Shakesp. 9. To diffuse

in eloquence. Clarfndnt,

To ENLA RGE. v. n. To expatiate ; to speak

in manv words. Clarendon.

ENLARGEMENT./, [from enlarge] 1 En-

crcale ; augmentation; farther extension. Hiy.

». Release from confinement or servitude Sha.

3. Magnifying representation. Pope, j Expa

tiating Ipeer.h ; copious discourse. Chrendn.

ENLA'RGER. /. [from enlarge.] Amplifier.

Brtivn.

To ENLIGHT. v. a. [from lirht ] To illumi

nate ; to supply with light, r-pe.

To ENLIGHTEN, v. a. ■(com light.] 1. To

illuminate; to supply with light. Hooker, a.

To intlruct : to furnish with encreafe of know

ledge Rogers 3 To cheer; to exhilarate;

to gladden. 4. To supply with fi^ht. Drydem.

ENLI'GHTENER/ [from enlighltn] 1. Illu

minator ; one that gives light. Afiltiw. a.

Instructor.

To ENU NK. v. a. [from link.] To chain to ;

to bind. Shakesp.

To ENLIVEN, v. a. sfrom Use, live.] 1. To

make quick ; to make alive ; to animate. 1.

To make vigorous or active. Swift. 3. To

make sprightly or vivacious. 4. To make gay

or cheerful in appearance.

ENLI'VENSR./. That which animates ( that

which invigorates. Dryden.

ToENLUMINE. v. a. [enlnmintr, Fr.j To

illumine ; to illuminate. Spenser.

To ENMA'RBLE. v a. [from marble.] To

turn to marble. Spenser.

To ENMESH v. a. [from mesb.] To net -, to

intanglc. Siakesp.

ENMITY, s. [from enemy.] 1. Unfriendly dis

position ; malevolence; aversion. Lsckr. a.

Contrariety of interests or inclinations. Milts*.

3 State of opposition. James. 4. Malice ;

mischievous attempts. Attcrbury.

ENNE AGON. / [iraa and Ama.] A figure of

nine angles.

ENNEAT1CAL. a. [tr,ta.]EnneaticalJays,»re

every ninth day of a sickness; and enneatical

years, every ninth year of one's life.

To ENNOBLE.it.o.[r»i.«*Ar, Fr.] 1. To raise

from commonalty to nobility. Shake, p. i . T ■>

dignify;to aggrandise ; to exalt . 10 raise. S&a th.

3. To elevate; to magnify. Waller. 4. To

make famous or illustrious. Bacon.

ENNOBLEMENT. /. [from ennoble.] 1. TSe

act of raising to the rank of nobilifV Bac**.

1. Exaltation ; elevation •, dignity. Glatfmn'jte.

ENODATION. /. [enodatio. Lat J 1 The- act

of untying a knot. 1. Solution of a dilrtculty.

ENORMITY./ [from enormous.] 1 Deviation

from rale ; irregularity, a. Deviation from

right ; depravity; corruption Hosier. 3. Atro

cious crimes; flagitious villanies. Swift.

ENORMOUS a [enorm,s, Lat.] i. Irregular-.

out of rule. Neietcn. 1. Disordered •, confutVc.

Shakesp. 3. Wicked beyond the common mea

sure. 4. Exceeding in bulk the common mea

sures. Pope.

ENORMOUSLY, adv. [from nirnor.] R^

yond measure. ffifdiaard.

ENO'RMOUSNXSS.
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ENCRMOUSNESS. /. Immeasurable wicked

ness. Detay ef Pitty.

ENOUGH, a. (jenoh, Six.} Being in a surfi-

cient measure 5 such a* may satisfy. Locke.

ENOUGH j. 1. Something fufficienc in great

ness or excellence. Temple. a. Something

equal to a man's powers or faculties. Bacon.

ENOUGH, adv. 1. In a sufficient degree: in

a degree that gives satisfaction. a. It notes

a flight augmentation of the positive degree ;

as, lam ready enough/' quarrel ; that is, I

am rather quarrelsome than peaceable Addison.

3. An exclamation noting fulness or satiety

Shakefp.

ENOW. The plural of enough. A sufficient

number. Hooker.

EK PASSANT adv. [Fr ] By the way.

To ENRAGE, v.a. \enrager, Fr.] To irritate;

to provoke ; to make furious rValJb

ToENRANGE v a. [from range J To place

regularly ; to put into order. Spenser.

To ENRA'NK..*>. a. | from rank] To place in

orderly ranks. Shakefp.

To ENRA PT. v a. [from rapt.} To throw into

an ecstasy ; to transport with enthusiasm Skak

To F.NRA'PTURE. v. a. (from rapture.] To

transport with pleasure.

To KNRA'VISH f. a. [from ravish.] To throw

into ecstasy. Spenser.

ENRAVISHMLNT. / from enravijb.] Ec-

stasy of delight. Glanvile.

To ENRICH.*, n [enricher, Fr.] 1. To make

*ealihy; to make opulent. t.Sam. 2. To

fertilise; to make fruitful Biackmire. 3. To

(tore ; to supply with augmentation of any

thing desire2ble. Raleigh.

ENRICHMENT. / [rrom enrich] 1. Aug

mentation of wealth, a. Amplification j im

provement by addition. Bacon.

To ENRI'DGE. v. a. To form with longitudinal

protuberances or ridges. Shakefp.

To ENRING. v. a. [from ring] To bind

round ; to encircle. Shakefp.

To ENRIPEN. v. a. To ripen; to mature.

Donne.

To ENROBE, v. a. [from rile ] To dress ; to

cloath. Shakcjp.

To ENROL, v. a. [enrelkr, Fr.] I. To insert

in a roll or register. Sprat. 1. To record ; to

leave in writing. Milton. 3. To involve ; to

inwrap. Spenser.

ENRO LLER / He that enrols ; he that re

gisters.

ENROLMENT. / [from enrol] Register;

writing in which any thingis recorded. Davret.

To ENROOT v. a. To fix by the root Shake/p.

To F.NROUND. v. a. [from round] To en

viron ; to surround ; to inclose Shakefp.

E&S. / [Lat.] 1. Any being or existence a'.

[In chymillry ] Some things that arc pretended

to contain all the qualities or' the ingredients

in a little room.

ENSAMPLE. f. [cjfcmpio, Ital.j Example;

pattern ; subject of imitation. Sanderson.

To ENSA MPLE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

exemplify; to give as 1 copy. Sfenstr.

To ENSANGUINE, v. a. [sangult, Lat.] fd

smear with ?ore-, to suffuse with blood Milton.

To ENSCHE'DULE. v. a. To insert in a sche

dule or writing. Shakefp.

To ENSCONCE v. a. To cover as with a fort.

Shakefp.

To ENSE'AM. v. a. [from seam] To sow up j

to inclose by a seam. Cair.-icn.

To ENSK \R v a [frvm Jcar.] To cauterise;

to stanch or stop with fire. Shakefp.

To KNSHI'ELD. v. a. [UomJbicldA To cover.

Shake/p.

To ENSHRI'NE. v. a. To inclose in a chest or

cabinet ; to preserve as a thing sacred. Tate.

ENS1FORM. a. lln/isormis, Lat] Having the

shape ot a sword.

E'NSIGN. /. [enseigm, Fr.] 1. The flag or

standard of a regiment. Shake/p. a.Ary signal

to assemble. Isaiah. 3. Badge ; or mark of

distinctir n. Waller. 4. The officer of foot who

carries the flag.

E NSIGNBEARER./ He that carries the flag.

Sidney.

To ENSLAVE, v. a. [srowslave.) 1 . To reduce

to servitude ; to deprive of liberty. Milton, a.

To make over to another as his (lave Locke.

ENSLAVEMENT./ [from enslave] The state

of servitude; slavery. South.

ENSLAVER. / [from enslave.] He that re-

duces others to a state of servitude. Swiift.

To ENSlsE. v. a. [ensuivre, Fr.] To follow ;

to pursue. Common Prayer, Dalies.

To ENSUE, v. n. 1. To follow as a conse

quence to premises. H-.okcr. 2. To succeed ist

a train of events, or course ostime. Shakefp.

ENSU RANCH./ U'ramensure.] 1 Exemption

frem hazard, obtained by the payment of a

certain sum. a. The sum paid for security.

ENSU RANCER./ [from enjurance] He who'

undertakes to exempt from hazard. Dryden.

To ENSURE i>. a. [from sure.] 1 To ascer

tain ; to make certain ; to secure. Swift. 2.

To exempt any thing from hazard by paying

a certain sum, on condition of being reimburs

ed for miscarriage. 3. To promise reimburse

ment os any miscarriage lor a certain reward

stipulated LEftrange

ENSU RER-. / [from ensure.] One who makes

contiacts of ensurance.

ENTA'HLATURE. ?/ [from /a*/*.] [In ar-

ENTA ELEMENT. J chitecture] The archi

trave, (rise, and cornice of a pillar.

ENTAIL. / [from the French entailli, cut.]

I. The estate entailed or settled, with regard

so the rule of its descent. 2. The rule of

descent settled for any estate. 3. Engraver's

work ; inlay. Spenser.

To ENTAIL, v. a. [tailler, to cut; Fr] 1.

To settle the descent o, any estate so that it

cannot be, by any sul'fequcnt polsessor, be

queathed at pleasure. DryJen. a. To fix un-

alienably upon any petfcn or thing. TiUslsont

3 To cut. Spenser.

To ENTA'Mli. -j. a. [from tame] To tame; to

subjugate. Shakcjp.

LI To
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To ENTA'NGLE. „. «. i. To inwrapor in-

snare with something not easily extricable. a.

To lose in multiplied involution!. 3. To

twist, or confuse. 4. To involve in difficul

ties j to perplex. Clarendon. 5. To puzzle;

to bewilder Hayward. 6. To ensnare by

captious questions or artful talk. Matthew. 7.

To distract with variety of cares, a Tim. 8.

To multiply the intricaciea or difficulties of a

work Sbakesp.

ENTANGLEMENT. / [from entangle.] 1.

Involution of any thing intricate or adhesive.

Glanville. a. Perplexity j puzzle. Mere.

ENTA'NGLER. / [from entangle.] One that

entangles.

To ENTER, v. a [entrer, Fr.] I.Togo or

come into any place. Atterbnry. 1. To initiate

in a business, method, or society. Licit. 3. To

introduce or adroit into any counsel. Sbakesp.

4- To set down in a writing. Grannt.

To ENTER, v. n. 1 . To come in ; to go in

Jndget. i. To penetrate mentally ; to make

intellectual entrance. Aidison. 3. To engage

in. Taller. 4. To be initiated in Addison.

ENTP.RDE'AL. / [entre tad deal] Reciprocal

trankctions. Hubbard't Tale.

E'NTERING / Entrance; passage into aplace.

Isaiah.

To ENTERLACE. v.a [entrelafer, Fr.] To

intermix Sidney.

ENTERO'CELE. s. [entereccle> Ut.] A rup

ture from the bowels pressing through the

peritoneum, so as to fall down into the groin.

Shakesp.

ENTERO'LOGY. / [»7tp» and \(ya.] The

anatomical account of the bowels and internal

parts.

ENTERO-MPHALOS./ [iMijo. and o/^a\o<.]

An umbilical or navel rupture

ENTERPA'RLANCE. / [tmtn and parler,

French., Parley; mutual talk j conference

Hayvrard

ENTERPLE'ADER./ [entre and plead] The

discussing ot a point incidentally falling out,

before the principal cause can take end.Cewell.

ENTERPRISE./ [enterprise, Fr.] An under

taking of hazard ; an arduous attempt.!)ryjen.

To E NTF.RPRISE. v._ a [from the noun] 1 .

To undertake; to attempt; to essay. Temple

1. To receive ; to entertain. Spenser.

ENTERPRISER./ [from enterprise] A man

ot enterprise ; one who undei takes great things

HayVJard.

To ENTERTAIN, v. a. [entretenir,Tr.] 1

To converse with ; to talk with. Lccie. a

To treat at the table Addistn. 3. To receive

hospitably. Hcbrcini, Shakesp 4. To keep in

one's service. Sbakesp. 5. To reserve in the

mind Decay es Piety. 6. To please ; to

amuse ; to divert Addistn. 7. To admit with

satisfaction. Ltcke.

ENTERTA'INER./ [from entertain.] 1. He

that keeps others in his service Bjcin. 1. He

that treats others at his table. Smalridge. 3.

He that pleases, diverts, or amuses.

ENTERTAINMENT./, [from entertain.] 1.

Conversation. a. Treatment at the table ;

convivial provision. Waller. 3. Hospitable re

ception. 4. Reception ; admission. Tilhtsen.

5. The state of being in pay as soldiers or

servants. Sbakesp. 6. Payment of soldiers or.

servants. Daviet. 7. Amusement; diversion.

Temple. 8. Dramatick performance ; the lower

comedy Gay

ENTERTISSUED. a. [entre and tisne.] In

terwoven or intermixed with various colours or

substances. Sbakesp.

To ENTHRO'NE. v. a. [from tbrnt.] 1. To

place on a regal feat. Sbakesp. a. To invest-

with sovereign authority. Aylife.

ENTHU'SIASM. /. [iv&<wow/w<.] 1. A vain

belief of private revelation ; a vain confidence

of divine favour. Locke. x. Heat of imagina

tion ; violence of passion. 3. Elevation of

fancy ; exaltation of ideas. Dryden.

ENTHUSIAST./ [i»S«ruu».] 1. One who

vainly imagines a private revelation ; one who

has a vain confidence of his intercourse with

God. Locke, a. One of a hoc imagination

or violent passions. Pope. 3. One of elevated

fancy, or exalted ideas. Dryden.

ENTHUSlA'STICAL, 1 a. [nSwa-wr'W.] t.

ENTHUSIA'STICK. J Persuaded of seme

communication with the Deity. Calamy. 1.

Vehemently hot in any cause. 3. Elevated in

fancy ; exalted in ideas. Bnrnet.

ENTHYME ME. / [iv&^ui/ua.] An argument

consisting only of an antecedent and conse

quential proposition. Brown.

To ENTI'CE. v. a. To allure; to attract; to

draw by blandishments or hopes. AJibam.

ENTICEMENT. / [from entice.] 1. The act

or practice of alluring to ill. Hoeker. a. The

means by which one is allured to ill ; allure

ment. Taylor.

ENTICER. / [from entice.] One that allures

to ilf.

ENTICINGLY, adv. [from entice.] Charm

ingly ; in a winning manner. Addtjon.

E'NTIERTY. / [entterli, Fr.] The whole.

Bacon.

ENTI'RE. «. [entier, Fr.] 1 . Whole ; undivid

ed. Bacon, a. Unbroken ; complete in its parts.

Addison, Newton. 3. Full ; complete; com

prising all requisites in itself. Hooker,Spectator.

4. Sincere; hearty. Bacon. 5. Firm J sure I

solid; fixed Prior. 6. Unmingled; unallayed.

Milton 7. Honest ; firmly adherent ; faithful.

Clarendon 8. In full strength; with vigour

unabated. Spenser. ■

ENTIRELY, adv. [from entire.] I. In the

whole ; without division. Ralegb 1. Com

pletely; fully. Milton. 3. With firm adhe

rence 1 faithfully. Spenser.

ENTl'RENESS./ [from entire] 1. Totality j

completeness; fulness. Boyle. 1. Honesty ;

integrity.

To ENTITLE, v. a. [entitnler, Fr.] 1. Te*

grace or dignify with a title or honourable

appellation, z. To give a title or discrimina

tive appellation. Hiekir, 3. To superscribe
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•r prefix is a title. Licit. 4. To give a claim

to any thing. Regtrs. 5. To grant any thing

as claimed by a title. Lockt.

ENTITY./ [tntitot, low Latin.] 1. Some

thing which really is j a real being. Crasbavi.

1. A particular species of being. Bacon.

To ENTO'lL v. a. [from triL] To emnare ; to

intangle ; to bring into toils or nets. Bacon.

To ENTO'MB. v. a. [from tomb.] To put into

a tomb. Dcnbam

.ENTRAILS. / without a singular, [entraillei,

Fr.] 1. The intestines; the bowels ; the gutt.

Men. jobnsen. a. The.iuternal parts j recess }

caverns Locke.

"To ENTRA'IL. ».o. To mingle; to inter

weave. Spenser.

£NTRANCE./ [entrant, Pr.] 1. The.power

of catering into a place. Sbakcsp. a. The

act of .entering. Sbakcsp. 3. The passage Uy

which a place is entered ; avenue. kVotton. 4.

Initiation ; commencement. Locke. 5. In

tellectual ingress ; knowledge. Bacon. 6.

The act of taking possession of an office or

dignity Hayward. 7. The beginning of any

thing. Hairwill.

To ENTRANCE, v. a. [from trance] 1.

To put into a trance ; to withdraw the foul

wholly to other regions, a. To put into an

ecstasy MiIten.

T« ENTRAP, v. a. [from trap.] 1. To

ensnare ; to catch in a trap. Spenser, a. To

involve unexpectedly in difficulties. Sbakcsp

3. To take advantage of. Ecelts.

Tx> ENTREAT, v. a. [trailer, Fr.] 1. To

petition ; to solicit ; to importune. Genesis.

St. To prevail upon by solicitation. Rogers. ^.

To treat or use well or ill. Prior. 4. To

entertain; to amuse. Sbakcsp. g. To enter

tain ; to receive. Spenser.

To ENTREAT, -p. «. 1 . To offer a treaty or

compact. 1 Mac. 1. To treat ; to discourse.

Hake-uiU. 3. To make a petition. Sbakesp.

ENTREATANCE. /Petition; entreaty ; so

licitation. Fairfax.

ENTRE'ATY. /. [srpm entreat.] Petition;

j>rayer; solicitation. Sbakcjp.

ENTREMETS. / [French] Small plates set

between the main dishes. Mortimer.

ENTRY./ [entree. Fr.] f. The passage fcy

which any one enters a house. Bacon, i. The

act of entrance ; ingress. Addison. 3. The

act of taking possession jo. an estate. 4. The

act of registering or letting down in writing.

Baccn. 5. The act of entering publickly into

any city. Bacon-

To ENU'BILATE. v.a. [f and nnbilt, Lat.]

To clear from clouds.

To ENUCLEATE, v.a. ]funcles, Lat.] To

solve; to clear.

To ENVELOPE, v.a [tnvthpcr, Fr.] j.To

inwrap ; to cover, a. To hide; to surround.

Pbilipt. 3. To line ; to cover ou the inside.

Spenser.

ENVELOPE./ [French ] A wrapper ; an out

ward case. Sviist.

To ENVENOM, v, a, [from vtnim] I To

tinge with poison ; to poison. Milton 1. To

make odious. Sbakesp. 3. To enrage Drydcn.

E'NVIABLE. a. [from envy.] Deserving envy.

Carev).

E'NVIER. / [from envy ] One that eavies

another ; a malign r. Clarendon.

E'NVIOUS. a. [from envy.] Infected with envy.

Proverbs.

ENVIOUSLY. adv. [from avion.] With envy;

with malignity ; with ill will. Dnfpa.

To ENVIRON, v.a. [environner, Fr.] 1. To

surround ; to encompass ; to encircle. Knollcs.

a. To involve ; to envelope. Donne. 3. To

surround in a hostile manner ; to besiege ; to

hem in. Sbakcsp. 4. To inclose; to invest.

Cleveland.

ENVI'RONS./ [environs, Fr.] The neighbour

hood or neighbouring places round about the

.country

To ENU MERATE. v a. [ennmtrt. Lat] To

reckon up singly j -to count ever distinctly.

Wake.

ENUMERATION. / [numeral!,, I.at ] The

act of numbering or counting over. Sprat.

To ENU NC1ATE. v. a. [enuncio, Lat.J To

declare ; to proclaim.

ENUNCIATION./ [enunciatio. Lat.] 1 De

claration ; publick attestation. 7oy£r. a. In

telligence ; information. Hale.

ENU'NCIATIVE. a. (from enunciatt.] Decla

rative ; expressive. Ayltsfi.

ENU'NCIATIVELY. aJv. [domennneiative.]

Declarative^ ;

E'NVOY./ [tnvoyt,fr] 1. A publick ministar

sent from one power to another. Denkam a.

A publick messenger, in dignity bt tow an am

bassador. 3. A messenger. Blacimcre.

To ENVY. v. a. [envier, Fr.] 1 . To hate

another for exceHence, or success. Collier, a.

To grieve at any qualities of excellence in

another Sviist. 3. To grudge ; to impart

unwillingly. Drydcn.

ToE'NVY. v n. To-fee1 envy; to feel pain at

the sight of excellence or felicity, layhr.

E'NVY. / [from the verb.] 1. Pain felt and

malignity conceived at the sight of excellence

nr happiness. Pose. 2. Rivalry ; competition.

I Dryden. 3. Malice ; malignity. Sbakejp. 4.

Publick odium ; nil repute. Bacw.

To ENWHE'EL v. a. [from tukccl] To en

compass j to encircle. Sbakcsp.

To ENWO'MB. v.a. [from viomb.] 1. To

make piegflant. Spenser, a. To bury ; to

hide. Donne.

LO LIPILE./ [from Æ»/«j and £/7o.] A hollow

ball of metal with a loi;g pipe : which lull,

silled with water, and exposed to the rite, sends

out, as the water heats, at intervals, blasts of

cold wind through the pipe. Unmet.

EPACT. / [iwixli.] A number, whereby we

note the excess o: the common solar year

above the lunar, and thereby may find ou".

the age of the moon every yeir. To find the

epact, having the prime or golden num'jn

given, you have this rule ;

LI a n:»ii-
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Divide by three; for each one left add ten-,

Thirty reject : the prime makes epacl then.

Hams.

EPA U[Jv1ENT./[Fr. from f/W^ a shoulder.]

[In fortification, A sidevoik m»de cither of,

earth thrown up, of bags, of earth, gabions, or ■

oi lalcine s ana earth. Harris

EPENTHES1S / |iw»?ame.] The addition of

a vowel or consonant in the middle of a word.

H.rrss.

EFHA / [Hybrew.] A measure among the

Jews, conciininc fiiteeo solid inches. Ex.ei.itt

EPHEMERA./" [<WV.] I. A fever that

terminates in one nay. a. Aii infect that lives

only one day.

EPHEMERAL. If. [i«™W:;] Diurnal;

EPHEMERICK. $ beginning and ending in a

cay. Witless.

EPHE'MEKl ' f. f syk/JLifi; ] i. A journal; an

account ot diily transactions, l. An account

of the laily motions and situation* of the

planets. Oijdess.

EPHE'MERIST./ [Inmcpbtmtrii.] One who

consult ■ the planets ; one who lludics astrolo

gy h.<u:el.

EPHENi. RON-WORM. / A fort of worm

that lives li a !y. Drnbam.

E'PHU. . /. P;SK.' A i. t of ornament worn

by the Hebrew ]riests. Camel, SanJyi.

EPIC, a efjicut) Lat. iTCs.j Narrative; com

prising narrations, not acted, but rehearsed

?* is usually I proofed to be heroic. Dryden.

EPICE'DIUM. / [fnutnJiot.j An elegy ; a

poem upon a funeral. Sassdys.

EPICURE. / \eptcureus. Lat.] A man given

wh ily tj luxury Lick:

EPICUREAN / One who holds the physio-

1 gical piinciplesof Epicurut. Locke.

EPICUREAN, a Luxurious; contributing to

luxury.

E PICURISM. / [from epicure.] Luxury; sen

sual enj'.yment ; gross pleasure. Caiamy.

EPICYCLE, / [iTri and xwcX©-.] A little

circle whast centre is in the circumference of

a greater ; 01 a small orb, which, being fixed

in the de:erent of a planet, is carried along

with its motion ; and yet, with its own pe

culiar motion, carries the body of the planet

fastened to it round about its proper center.

Harris. Milton.

EPICY'CLOID. / [imuMeWS^c] A curve

generated by the revolution of the periphery

of a circle along the convex or concave part

of another circle.

EPIDEMICAL. 1 / [km and VfiK] i. That

EPIDE'MICK. J which fall* at once upon

great numbers of people, as a plague. Grattnl.

2. Generally prevailing; affecting great num

bers. Ssuth 3. General ; universal. Chanel.

EPIDERMIS./ [i.,ikyu«c.] The scarf-skin of

a rr.an% body,

EPIGRAM / [epigramma, Latin] A short

poem teiminatin^ iu a poiut. Feacbatn.

El'IOKAMMA'TICAL. 7 a [epigrammaticsis,

KPIGRAMMA'TICK. $ Lat] 1. Dealing in

epigrams; writing epigrams. Can-Jen. i.buiu-

ble to epigrams ; belonging to epigrams.Addis.

EPIGRAMMATIST./ [from f/>/ rr<ii» ] One

who writes or deals in epigranu. Tope .

EPIGRAPHE. /. [ iT.yfa.tT. j Ao inscription.

EPILEPSY./, [iwk.4*,-.] Any convulsion, or

convulsive motion of the whole body, or of

some o* iu parts, withaloisoffer.se. Fhyr,

EPILEPTICS., a. [from epilepsy j Convulsed.

I Arbutbitet.

EPILOGUE./ [epiUgtss, Lat.] The poem or

speech at the end of a play. Oryden.

JEPINYCTIS./ I iTr.vtxV] A fore at the corner

of the eye. iVifcman.

EPIPHANY./. [i-ifaHut] A chuith festival,

cekbrated on the twelfth day after Christmas,

in commemoration ot our S-cvirur's being

manifested to the world, by the appearance ot

a miraculous blazing star.

EPIPHONEMA./ ['wita-i-ju..] Anetchma-

lion ; a conclusive sentence not closely con

nected with the words foregoing. Sivitt.

EPI'PHORA / [ir^fot*.] Anir.rkmiriationof

any part. Harrst.

EHPHYLLOSPEKMOUS. a. [from W, <^>.-

*ov and <jTstfuu.\ Is applied to plants that bear

their feed on the back part of thear leaves,

being the fame with capillaries.

EPIPHYSIS./ [im'*«-< .) Accretion; the pan

added by accretion, H-sJemast.

EPI PLOCE./ [iirortora.J A figure of rhetorick,

by which one aggravation, or striking circum

stance, is added in due gradation to another.

EPISCOPACY. / [epifcspalsss. Lat] The

government of bishops ; established by the

apostles Clarendon.

EPISCOPAL a. [from episcopal. Lat.] 1 . Be

longing to a bishop. Rogers. 2. Vested in &

bishop. Hocker.

EPI SCOPATE./ [episcepatnt, Lat] A bifhop-

rick.

EPISODE./ [f«iV**i.] An incidental narra

tive, or progression in a poem, separable from

the main subject. Addiftm.

EPISODICAL.? a. [from episode] Contained

EPISODIC* J inanepisode. DryJe*.

EPISPA STICK. / [iiriand ore-. J t. Draw

ing. 2. Blistering. Arbmtbnit.

EPI'STLE. / [tir.r«Xi] A letter. Diydrm.

EPISTOLARY, a. [from epistle] 1. Relating

lo letters; suitable to letters. 1. Transacted by

letters Addism.

EPI STLER./. [from epistle] A scribler of letters.

EPITAPH./ [imlafioc.J An inscription upon

a tomb. Smith.

l'.PITHALAMlUM./[iiri?«V"<',-] A nuptial

long; a compliment upon marriage. Sandys.

EPITHEM / [mis*/**.} A liquid medicame ot

externally applied. Brown.

E'PITHET./ [ra.'Ss1<.».] An adjective denoting

any quality good or bad. Stssift.

EPITOME, s. [hrh'.fA*.] Abridgment ; abbre

viature. Wsttn.

To EPI TOMISE. v. a. [from epitsme] 1 . To

abstract; to contract into a narrow space-.

Disuse. 2. To diminish > to curtail. /MaVfir*.

EI'ITCK
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ETMTOMISER. 7 / (from epitomise. ] An a-

LPITOMIST. 5 bridger; in abstracter

EPOCH. 7 / [i*>x*.] The lime at which a

EPO'CHA. 5 new computation is begun j the

time from which dates are numbered Seutb.

EPODE./ \'fartrii;.] The stania lollowing the

strophe and antistrophe.

EPOPE E s. [iiroTo....] An epick or herokk

poem. Dryden

EPULATION / [epulatii, Lat.] Eanquet ;

feast. Brevtn.

EPULOTICK s. [i-itvU-ruu;.] A cicatrising

medicament. IVtjeman.

EQUABILITY J. {irom equable] Equality to

itleif; evenness; uniformity. Ray.

EQUABLE a. [rqmabilii,\,t!i.] Equal to itself ;

even ; unit'orm. fleutley.

EQUABLY, adv. [\om equable] Uniformly;

evenly i equilly to itself. Chtyne

EQUAL a. [trqnalis. Lat. ) i. Like another in

bulk, os anv quality that admits comparison.

Halt a. Adequate to any purpose. Ctarendcn

3 Even; uniform. Saw'sb. 4 In just proportion.

Dryden. 5. Impartial-, neutral. Dryden. 6 In

different- Cheyne. 7. Kquitable -, advantageous

• like to both parties. Mactabtet. 8. Upon the

fame terms. Maecabees.

EQUAL, / [from the adjective.] 1. One not

in'eriour or fuperiour to another. Sbakefp. a.

One of the fame age. Galatians.

To EQUAL, v. <r (from the noun] 1. To

make one thing or person equal to another. 2.

To rise to the lame state with another person.

Trunbull. 3. To be equal to. Sbaktjp. 4. To

recompense fully. Dryden.

To EQUALISE, v. a. (from equal.] 1. To

make even. Brttle. 2. To be equal to. Digby

EQUALITY./" [irom equal] 1. Likeneswith

regird to any quantities compared. Sbaktjp. z.

The fame degree of dignity. Mi/ton. 3. Even

ness; uniformity *, equability. Brcvju.

EQUALLY, adv. [from equal.] 1. In the fame

degree with another. R?gtrs. 1. Evenly ; e-

quably; uniformly. Lieke. 3. Impartially

Sbaktjp.

EQUA'NGULAR. a. [from cquus and angulus,

Lat.] Consisting of equal angles.

EQUANIMITY./, [trquanimitai. Lat] Even

ness of mind, neither elated nor depressed.

EQUA'NIMOUS a. [ttquanimit, Lat] Even;

not dejected.

EQUATION. /. [tequan. Lat] The investi

gation of a mean proportion collected from the

extremities of excels and defect HilJer.

EQUATION, [in algebra.] An expression of the

fame quantity in two dislimilar terms, but of

equal value.

EQUATION, [in astronomy.] The difference

between the time marked by the fun's appa

rent motion, and that measured by its motion,

EQUATOR./ [aquattr, Lat] A great circle,

whose poles are the poles of the world, k

divides the globe into two equal parts, the

northern and southern hemispheres. Harris.

EQUATORIAL, a. [from tqnatir.] Pertain

ing lo the equtor. Cbtjm.

EQUESTRIAN a. [tquestrii. Lat] 1. Ap

pearing on horseback. Speflalsr. t. Skilled

in horsemanship. 3. Belonging to the second

rank in Rome.

EQUERRY s [eeurie, Dutch.] Master of the

hnrse.

RQUICRURAL ? a. [*q.u> and ems, Lat.]

EQJ'ICRURK. J 1. Having the lega of to

equal length. 1. Having the legs of an equal

length, am', longer than the base Dishy.

EQUIDISTANT a. [e-quui and distant, Lat.]

At the same distance. Hay.

EQIIIDISTAN'TLY adv. (from equidistant.]

At i'»e fame .lifUnce. Brcvjn.

EQPIFO'RMITY / [tequut and/ma, Lat]

Uniform equality. Brevsu.

EQUILATERAL, a. f <rq««/ and latus, LatJ

Having all sides equal Bacjn.

To EQUILIBRATE '.■ a. [from equilibrium ]

To balance equally. Boyle.

EQUILIBRATION/ [irom equilibrate] E-

quipoise Derbam.

EQUILIBRIUM/ [Latin.] I. Equipoise; e-

qualiiy of weight, a. Equality of evidence,

motives, or p-iwcrs. Sautb.

EQUINE'CESSARY. a [a-quuitnaneeejjariur,

Lat.] Needful in the samedvgree. Hudibras.

EQIJINO CTI AL./ [aquus and nix, I .at.] The

line that encompasses the world at an equal

distance from either pole, to which circle when

the fun comes, he makes equal days and

niphts all over the globe.

EQUINOCTIAL, a. [from iquimx.] 1. Per

taining to the equinox. Millcn. 1. Happen

ing about the time of the equinoxes. 3. Being

near the equinoctial line. Philips.

EQUINO CTI ALLY, adv. [from tquin-.aial]

In the direction of the equinoctial. Breton.

EQUINOX./ [aquus and nix, Lat.] I. Equi

noxes are the precise times in which the fun

enters into the first point of Aries and Libra j

for then, moving exactly under the equinoctial,

he makes our days and nights equal. Harris,

Brown. 1. Equality ; even mealure. Sbakefp.

3. Equinoctial wind. Drydcu.

EQIIINU'MERANT. a. [<rj aai and numeral.

Lat] Having the fame number. Arbull.net.

To EQUIP, f. a. [equipper, Fr] 1 . To furnila

for a horseman, a. To furniili j to accoutre ;

to dres, out. AJdisin.

E'QUIPAGE. / [equipage, Fr] 1. Furnitures

for a horseman. 2. Carriage of tU'.e; vehicle.

Miitin. 3. Attendance ; retinue. 1'ipe. 4.

Accoutrements; furniture. SpcnJtr.

E'QUIPAGED. a. [from tquijap.\ Accoutred;

attended. Spenser.

EQL'IPE NDENCY./ [aquus indpend*t,Ltt.\

The act of hanging in equipoise. Sintb.

EQUIPMENT./ [from equip.] 1. The act of

equipping or accouteiing. 2. Accoutrements

equipage.

E'QUIPOISE./ [aquus. Lat, tai peiJs, Fr ]

Equality of weight; equilibration. Glanville.

EQUIPO'LLENCE/Equalityofforceor power.

EQUIPOLLENT.
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EQUIPOLLENT, a. [equipilhni, Lat.] Having

equal power or force. Bacen.

EQUIPO'NDERANCE. \s.[**uuiuiApindui,

EQUIPO'NDERANCY. i Ut ] Equality of

weight.

EQJJIPO NDERANT.a. [a-quut inipinderans,

Lat] Being of the same weight. Ray.

To EQUIPONDERATE v. n. [*quui and

pendert, Lat.] To weigh equal to any thing

moan.

EQUIPO'NDIOUS a. [eesuus and pendut. Lat ]

Equilibrated ; equal on either part. Glanville.

EQUITABLE, a. [equitable, Fr.] l. just. •, due

to justice. Beyle, a. Loving justice j candid)

impartial.

EQUITABLY, adv. [from equitable.] Justly ;

impartially.

EQUITY./ [eanitt, Fr.] i. Justice-, right;

honesty. 'Tilhtjon. a. Impartiality, tinier. 3.

(In law.] The rules of decision observed by

the court os Chancery.

EQUrVALENCE. 1 /. [*auui and e>air«,Lat.]

EQUIVALENCY. J Equality of power or

worth. Smalridge.

To EQUIVALENCE, v. a. [from the noon]

To equiponderate, to be equal to. Brrwn.

EQUIVALENT, a. \eeqnui and*aleni, Lat]

1. Equal in value, frier, a. Equal in any

excellence. Miltcn. 3 Equal in force or

power. Milton. 4. Of the same cogency or

weight. Huker. 5. Of the same import or

meaning. South.

EQUIVALENT./ A thing ofthe same weight,

dignity, or value. Rsgert.

EQUIVOCAL, a. [rquti-cciu. Lat.] Ofdoubtful

signification j meaning different things.&i/A'nj-

flect. 1. Uncertain ; doubtful. Ray.

EQUIVOCAL./ Ambiguity. Dennis.

EQUIVOCALLY, adv. [from equivocal.] I.

Ambiguously j in a doubtful or double fense.

Semtt. 1. By uncertain or irregular birth ; by

generation out of the stated order. Bcntley.

EQUI VOCALNESS./ [from equivocal.] Am

biguity ; double meaning. Nerris.

To EQUIVOCATE, v. n. \eequivuatio. Lat.]

To use words of double meaning ; to use am

biguous expressions. Smith.

EQUIVOCATION./ [<«MKj»'i,Ut.] Am

biguity of speech; double meaning. Hseker.

EQUIVOCA'TOR. / [from equivetate.] One

who ute-t ambiguou* language. Shakefp.

ERA./ Lwa, Lat] The account of time from

any particular date or epoch, frier.

ERADIATION./ [e and radiu,. Lat.] Emis

sion of radiance. King Charles.

To ERADICATE, v a. [eradice, Lit.] 1.T0

pull up by the root. Brevin. a. To completely

destroy ; to end. Swift.

ERADICATION./ [from eradicates I. The

act of tearing up by the root) destruction;

excision. 1. 'she state o! Icing torn up by the

root*. Btewn.

r.R.VDJCATIVE. a. [from eradicates That

which cure, radically.

To ER ASF. -.: a. \raser, Fr.] To destroy,

To exscind; to rub out. Peacham.

ERA SEMENT./ [from erase] 1 . Destruction}

devastation, a. Expunction; abolition.

ERE. adv. [xr\. Sax.] Before ; sooner than. Daw.

ERELONG, adv. [from ere and hug ] Before

a long time had elapsed. Spenser.

ERENO'W. adv [from ere and mw] Before

this time. Dryden.

EREWHI'LE. ? adv. [from ere and while]

EREWHI'LES. J Some time ago; before a

little while. Shakesp.

To ERECT, v. a. [«rv<S«, Lat.] 1. To place

perpendicularly to the horizon. 1. To raise ;

to build. Addifen. 3. To establish anew } to

settle tXa/eigh. 4. To elevate; to exalt.

Dryden. 5, To raise consequences from pre

mises. Lcckc. 6. To animate; not to depress;

to encourage. Denham.

To ERE'CT. v. n. To rife upright. Baa:

ERE'CT. a. [ereBut, Lat.] I . Upright ; not

leaning ; not prone. Brown, a. Directed up

wards. Pbilipt. 3. Bold; confident; unshaken.

Granville. 4. Vigorous ; not depressed. Hooker.

ERECTION./ [from erect.]' 1. The act of

raising, or state of being raised upward. Brere.

a. The act of building or raising edifices. RaUtg.

3. Establishment; settlement. Smth. 4. Ele

vation; exaltation of sentiments. Sidney.

ERE'CTNESa/.Uprightnelb of posture. Brew:

EREMITE./ [eremita, Lat. itif*®:] One who

lives in a wilderness; an hermit. Raleigh.

EREMITICAL a [from tremite.] Religiously

solitary. Stillingfleel.

EREPTA'TION./ [trepto, Lat.] A creeping

forth.

EREPTION./. [ereptie, Lat] A snatching or

taking away by force.

E RGOT./ A sort of stub, like a piece of sots

horn, placed beh'nd and below the pastern

* joint. Farrier'i Dicl.

ERINCO./ Sea-holly, « plant.

ERISTICAL. a. [iS.. ] Controversial; relating

to dispute.

ERK.E. / [capj, Sax.] Idle; lazy; slothful,

Chaucer.

E'RMELIN./ [diminutive, elermin.] An er»

mine. Sidney.

E'RMINE./. [bermine, Fr.] An animal that i«

found in cold countries, and which very nearly

resembles a weasel in shape ; having a white

pile, and the tip os the tail black, and furnish

ing a choice and valuable far.Trevoux,Dryden,

E'RMINED. a. [from ermine.'] Cloathed with

rom the Saxon ertn.] A cot-

ermine. Pepe,

E'RNE.

E'RON. J tage.

To ERODE, v. a. [erode, Lat,] To canker, or

eat away. Baceu.

EROGA'TION./ [erogatio, Lat,] The act of

riving or bestowing.

EROSION./ [erefie, Lat.] i. The act of eat

ing away. a. The state of being eaten away.

Arbuthnot.

To ERR. v. n. [err; Lat.] 1. To wander;

to ramble. Dryden. 1. To miss the right way ;

to
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to tiny. Censmtn Prayer. 3. To deviate from

any purpose. Pepe. 4. To commit errours ;

to mistake. Tayler.

EHRAND./ [epenfc, Saxon] A message;

something to be told or done by a messenger.

Heeier.

r RRAELE. a. [from trr.] Liable to err.

ETIRABLENESS./ [from errabk.] Lizbleness

to err our. Decay es Piety.

E"RRANT. a. [errant, Lat.] I. Wanderings

roving ; rambling. Brnan. z. Vile ; abandon

ed ; completely bad. Be*$fjfsbnsen.

ERRANTRY./ [from errant] 1. An errant

slate ; the condition of a wanderer. Addiscn.

a. The employment of a knight errant.

ERRA'TA./ [Latin] The faults of the printer

or author inserted in the beginning or end of

the bock. Beyle.

ERRA'TICK.a. [errar/Vw, Lat.] 1.Wandering ;

uncertain j keeping no certain order. Bhckm.

a. Irregular ; changeable. Harvey.

ERRA'TICALLY. aati.[from erratical, orer-

r*fiVi.]Without rule; without method.Bnvi.

E'RRHINE. a'. [i#.«.] Snuffed up the nose ;

occasioning sneezing. Bacen.

ERRONEOUS, a. [from erre, Lat.] 1. Wan

dering j unsettled. Neviten. z. Irregular ; wan

dering from the right roid.Arbnthnet. 3. Mis

taking ; misled by errour. Senth. 4. Mistaken;

not conformable to truth. Nevtton.

ERRONEOUSLY, adv. [from errtneens.] By

mistake ; not rightly. Heeier.

ERRONEOUSN ESS. / [from <rr»»«sr/.]Phy-

fical falsehood ; inconformity to truth. Beyle.

E"RROUR./ [errer. Lat] I. Mistake ; invo

luntary deviation from truth. Sbaiesp. z. A

blunder ; a mistake committed. Dryden. 3.

Roving excursion ; irregular course. Dryden.

4. [In theology] Sin. Hebrews. 5. [In law.]

An errour in pleading, or in the process.Caior//.

ERST adv. [erst, German.] 1. First. Spenser.

Z. Al first i in the beginning. JUilten. 3. Once ;

when time was. Pritr. 4. Formerly ; long

ago. e,. Before; till then; till now. Milieu,

Knells*.

ERUBESCENCE. ? f. [ernbesccntia,Ut] The

ERUBESCENCY i act of growing red > red

nest.

ERUBESCENT, a. [ernbescens, Lat.lReddifh

somewhat red.

ToERUCT. v.a \ern3e. Lat ] To belch ; to

break wind from the stomach.

ERUCTATION./ [from rr«ct.] 1. The act

of belching, z. Belch ; the matter vented

from the stomach. Arbntbnit. 3. Any sudden

burst ofwind or matter. Weednvard.

ERUDITION {. [ernditii, Latin.] Learning ;

knowledge. Sivijt.

ERUGINOUS.a [seruginesus,;Lat.] Partaking

of the substance and nature of copper. Brevin.

ERUPTION. /. [ernptie. Lat.] 1. The act of

breaking or bursting forth. Bactn. z. Burst;

emission. Addisn. 3. Sudden excursion of an

hostile kind. Miltin. 4. Violent exclamation.

Senth. 5. Efflorescence j pustules. Arbntknu.

*/ ■

ERUPTIVE. t. [ernptns, Lat] Bursting sortn.

Thtmfen.

ERYSIPELAS. /". [ifi/rmaXsc.] An erysipelas i>

generated by a hot serum in the blood, and

affects the superficies of the Ikin with a shin

ing pale red, spreading from one place to a-

nother. Wtstman.

ESCALADE./. [Fr.] The act of scaling the

walls. AJJissn.

E'SCALOP.y. A shellfish, whose shell is regu

larly indented. Weedvaard.

To ESCAPE, v. a. [eebaper, Fr.] 1 . To ob

tain exemption from ; to obtain security from;

to fly ; to avoid. kVakc. z. To pass unob

served. Denbam.

To BSCA PE. v. n. To fly ; togetout ofdanger.

Chronicles.

ESCAPE./ [from the verb ] 1. Flight ; the aft

ofgetting out of danger. Psalms, Haytvard. z.

Excursion ; sally. Denbam. 3. [In law.]Violent

or privy evasion out of lawful restraint.C;«////.

4. Excuse; subterfuge ; evasion. Raleigh. et.

Sally ; flight j irregularity . Milan. 6. Over

sight; mistake. Brercwssd.

ESCA RGATO IRE [Fr J A nursery of snails.

Addisen.

ESCHALOT. [Fr.] Pronounced Jhallet. A

plant.

ESCHAR./ [f<rxij*.] A hard crust or sear

made by hot applications. Sharp.

ESCHAROTICK.. a. [from eschar.] Caustick ;

having the power to scar or burn the Refh.Fley.

ESCHEAT. J. [from the French escbcvir.)hay

lands or other profits, that fall lo a lord within

his manor by forfeiture, or the death of hit

tenant, dying without heir general or especial.

Cfvcll.

To ESCHE AT. v. a. [from the noun.] To fall

to the lord of the manor by forfeiture.Clarend.

ESCHE'ATOR. /[from ejcbeat.]\a officer that

observes the escheats of the king in the county

whereof he is efcheator. Cev>ell,Camden.

To ESCHEW, v. a. [escheeir, old Fr.] To fly j

to avoid *, to shun. Sandys.

ESCUTCHEON./ The shield of the family ;

the picture ot the ensigns armorial. Peacham.

SCO'RT. [efeer

place 10 place.

niit'n

ESCORT, [escirt, Fr.J Convoy ; guard from

To ESCO'RT. v. a. [escerter, Fr.] To convoy ;

to guard from place to place.

ESCO'T. J. [Fr ] A tax paid in boroughs and

corporations towards the support of the com

munity.

To ESCO'T. v. a. [from the noun.] To pay a

man's reckoning; to support Sbaiesp.

ESCO'UT./ [ej center, Fr.] Listeners or spies.

Hayward.

ESCRITOIR./ [Fr] A box with all the im

plements necessary for writing.

ESCU AGEJ [from escn, Fr. a fhield.]£/cj»a£r,

that is, service of the shield, is either uncertain

or certain. EJcuage uncertain is, where the

tenant by his tenure is bound to follow his lord.

The other kind of this tscuage uncertain, is

tilled caltleward, whsre the tcoint bv his

lanfl
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■land is bound to defend a castle. Escnage

■Certain is, where the tenant is set at a certsin

sum of money, to be paid in lieu of such un

certain service. Coivcll.

ESCULENT, a. [escnUntni, Lat.] Good for

food ', eatable. Bacan.

E'SCULENT. s. Something fit for food Bnc-n

ESPA LIER./ Trees planted and cut so as to

join. Evelyn.

ESPA'RRCT./ A kind of saint-foin. Mirtimer.

ESPECIAL a. [speeialis, Lat] Principal ;

chief. Daniel.

ESPECIALLY adv. ssrom especial] Principal

ly: chiefly-; in an uncommon depree. H.iker

ESPERANCE. /". [Fr.j Hope Skakesp.

fcSPI'AL. f. strom espier.] A spy; a scout Shak

ESPLANADE, f. [Fr.] The empty space be

tween the glacis of a citadel and the first

houses '.fthe town. Ilirris

ESPOUSALS./ without a singul.ir. [espins,

Fr.j The act of contracting or affiancing a

man and woman to each other.

ESPO USAL. a. Used in the act of espousing o

betrothing. Bacsn

To ESPOUSE, v. a. [tspmstr, Fr] i. To

contract or betroth to another. B,ir:n z. To

marry; lo wed. Miltin. 3. To adopt; to

take to himself. Bac:n. 4. To maintain; to

defend. Dryden.

To E'SP Y. v. a. [espier, Fr] 1 . To see a thins

at a distance. a. To discover a thing intended

to be hid. Sidney. 3. To fee unexpectedly.

Genesis. 4. To discover as a ffy.Jsshna.

To ESPY. v. n. To watch; to look about.

jeremimb,

ESQUIRE. / [escner, Fr] 1. The armour-

bearer or attend-int on 2 knight, z. Atitl-of

dignity, and next in degree bt low a knight.

Thole to whom this title is now of right due,

are all the vruns-er sons of not lemen, and their

heirs male for ever ; the four esquires oi the

king's body ; the eldest sons of all baronets ; of

knights of the Bath, and knights bachelors,

and their heirs male in the right line. A

justice of the peace has it during the time he

is in commission, and no longer. Bkur.t.

To LSSA'Y. v. a. [ejjnycr, Fr.] 1. To attempt ;

to try ; to endeavour. Blaclrr.ire. 1. To make

experiment of. 3. Totry the value and purity

ol metals. Lscke.

ESSA'Y. / [from the verb.] 1. Attempt; en

deavour. Smith. 1. A loose sally of the mind ;

•11 irregular indigested piece. Bac?n. 3. A

trial ; an experiment. Luke. 4. First taste

of any thing. Dryden.

ESSENCE./ [e£entia. Lat.] I. Essence is the

very natureotany being, whether it he actu

ally existing or no. Waiti a Formal existence.

Meeker. 3. Existence ; the quality of being.

Sidney. 4. Being ; existent pylon. Mitten.

5. Spec!es of existent being. Bacen. 6. Con

stituent I'uhstance. Mitten. 7. The cause ol

existence. Shakejp. 3. [In medicine] The

chief properties or virtues of any simple, or

composition collected in a narrow compass. 9.

Periume j odour j scent. Pep*.

TO R'SSF.NCE. v «. [frorn essence.} To per

fume ; to scent. Addifen.

F.SSE'NTI AL. a. [effentialis. Lat] t. Necessary

to the constitution or existence of any thing.

Spent l. Important in the highest degree ;

principal. Denbam. 3. Pure; highly rectified!

lub'.illy elaborated. Arbnthn:;

ESSENTIAL/ 1. Existence ; being. Milten.

2. Nature; tirst or constituent principles Seutb.

3. The chief point.

ESSENTIALLY, adv. [essentiatiter, Lat.] By

the constitution ofciature. S:trb

ESSOTNE./ [of the French 'fm'.} 1. He that

has his presence forbnrn or excukd upon any

just cause; as sickness, z. Allegement of

an excuse for him that is summoned or sought

for, to appear Cevrell 3. Excuse , exemption.

Spenser

To EST A M.ISH. v a. [etMir, Fr.] 1. To

fettle firmly , to six unalterably. Genesis, a.

To fettle in any pri'ilege or possession; to

confirm. Swift. 3. To make firm ; to ratify.

Numbers. 4 To fix or fettle in an opinion.

Alls. 5. To form or model. Clarenden. 6. To

fourth; to build firmly ; to six immovcably.

Psalms. 7 To make a settlement of any in

heritance. Shakejp.

ESTABLISHMENT. / sfrom establish^ 1.

Settlement; fixed state. Spenser, a Confir

mation ot" something already done; ratifica

tion. Bactn. 3. Settled regulation ; form ;

model. Spenser. 4. Foundation; fundamental

principle Attervnry. 5. Allowance ; income ;

salary. Snvist.

ESTATE. J. [estat, Fr.] 1 The general in

terest ; the publick. Bacsn. 1. Condition of

life. Dryden. 3. Circumstances in general.

Lacle. 4 Fortune ; possession in land Sidney

ei. Rank; quality. Sidney. 6. A person of

high rank. Mark.

To ESTATE, v. a. [from the noun.] To settle

as a fortune. Shakesp.

To ESTEEM. *.. a. [rstimer, Fr ] 1. To set

a valne whether high or tow upon any thine.

kVtjdem. z. To compare ; to estimate by pro

portion. Daiies. 3. To prize ; to rate high.

Dryden. 4. To hold in opinion ; to think ; to

imagine. Remans.

ESTE EM./ [from the verb.] High value ; re

verential regard. Pipe.

ESTEEMER./ [from esteem ] One that highly

values ; one that sets an high rate upon an.

thing. Letle.

ESTIMABLE a. [Fr.] 1. Valuable; worth a

large price. Shakejp. a. Worthy of esteem ;

worthy of honour. 'Temple.

ESTIMABLENESS./ [from estimable.} Tnt

quality of deserving regard.

To ESTIMATE, v. a. [eestime, Lat] 1.

To rate; to adjust the value of; to judge

of any thing by its proportion to some

thing else. Zscjtr. 1. To calculate ; to com

pute.

E'STIMATE./". [from the verb.] 1. Compu

tation ; calculation; WWecwd. %. Value.

Skmlujp.
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Shaltesp. 3 Valuation ; assignment of pinpor-

tional value. L'Estrarge.

ESTIMATION./ [from estimates i. The

act of adjusting proportional value. Leviticus.

a Calculation ; computation 3. Opinion ;

judgment Bacon. 4 Esteem 1 regard ; honour.

Hotter.

ESTIMATIVE, a. [from estimate.] Having the

power of comparing and adjusting the prefe

rence. Hale.

ESTIMATOR. /. [from estimate.'] A setter of

rates

ESTI'VAI, a.[eeflivas, Lat] 1 Pertaining to

the summer. 2. Continuing for the summer

ESTIVATION./ [from *ftivcth. Lat J The

act of passing the summer. Bacon.

ESTRADE J. [Fr.] An even or level space.

To ESTRANGE, v. a. [cflrangcr, Fr ] 1.

To keep at a distance ; to withdraw. DryJen.

z. To alienate ; to divert from its original

use or possessor. Jeremiah. 3. To alienate

from affection. Mslton. 4. To withdraw or

withhold. Glanville.

ESTRA'NGEMENT. / [from estrange] Ali

enation i distance ; removal South.

ESTRA'PADE. f. [Fr] The defence of a horse

that will not obey, who rises before, and yerks

furiously with his hind legs.

ESTRE ATE. /. [extroflum. Lat.] The true

copy of an original writing. Cowell.

"ESTRE'PEMENT. / Spoil made by the tenant

for term of life upon any lands or woods. Cotirell.

E STRICH./ [commonly written ostrich] The

largest oi bird6. Sandyi

ESTUARY. / {osttarinm. Ut] An arm of

the sea ; the mouth of* lake or river in which

the tide reciprocates.

To ESTUATE. v. a. [afiue, Lat] To swell

and fall reciprocally ; to boil.

ESTUATION. / [from «/?u»,Lat ] The state of

rnitting. Dryden. 5. Unchangeable. DryJttt.

ETERNAL./ [eternel, Fr.] One of the ap

pellations of the Codhead. keeker.

ETERNALIST. / [«tcrntst, Lat.] One that ,

holds the past existence of the world infinite.

Burnet.

To ETERNALISE, v. a. [from eternal] To

make eternal.

ETERNALLY, eth. [from eternal] 1. With

out beginning or end. z. Unchangeably •,

invariably. South. 3. Perpetually j without

intermission Addison.

ETE'RNE. a. [aternus, Lat.] Eternal ; perpe

tual. Shaieffi.

ETERNITY. s.[*ternitaj,Lit.] 1. Duration

without beginning or end. Covilty. z. Duration

without end. Milton.

To ETERNIZE, v. n. [aterno. Lat.] 1.T0

make endless ; to perpetuate. Milton. ». Td

make fof ever famous ; to immortalize. Sidney^

. Creech.

ETHER./ \ather. Lat. SiSnp.] 1. An element

more fine and subtle than air; air refined or

sublimed Newton i The matter of the

highest regions above. Dryien.

ETHEREAL, a. [from ether.] 1. Formed of

ether. Dryden. z. Celestial ; heavenly. Milt.

ETHE'REOUS. a. [from ether] Formed of

ether; heavenly. Milton.

ETHICAL, a. [gduKc.] Moral; treating on

morality.

ETHICALLY, adv. [from ethical] According"

to the doctrines of morality. Gov. of the Tong.

E THICK, a. [n^insj.J Moral ; delivering pre

cepts ot morality.

E THICKS. / without the singular. [i&ixJ.]

The doctrine of morality ; a system of mo

rality Donne, Bentley.

ETHNICK a. [tdyucic] Heathen; Pagan ; not

Jewish ; not Christian. Grew.

boiling ; reciprocation o; rise and fall. Nirrit. j ETHNICKS. / Heathens Raleigh

E'STURE f foestnj. Lat.] Violence ; commo

tton. Chapman.

ESURIENT, a. [e/urienj, Lat.] Hungry) vo

racious.

ESL'RINE a. [efurie, Lat.] Corroding; eating.

ff'i/eman .

ETC. A contraction of the two Latin words et

cetera, which signifies andJo on.

To ETCH. v. a. [etizer, Grimae] A way

used in making of prints, by drawing with a

proper needle upon a copper-plate, covered

over with a ground of wax, Sec and well

blacked with the smoke of a link, in order to

take off the figure of the drawing ; which

having its backside tinctured with white lead,

wiH, by running over the strucken out lines

with a (lift, impress the exact figure on the

black or red ground ; and then there is poured

on well tempered aqua sortie, 'which eats into

the figure ot the print or drawing on the cop-

perplate. Harris.

ETERNAL, a. [eeternus, Lat] 1. Without

beginning or end. Deuteronomy. %. Without

beginning. Lcche. 3. Without end ; endless.

triatejf. 4. Perpetual) constant; unioter-

ETIGLQ'GICAL a. [n<j©- aud *oj<®-] Treat

ing of morality.

ETIO'LOCY./ [dmiloyU.] An account of the

causes nf any thing, generally of a distemper.

Arhuthnot.

ETYMOLO'GICAL. a. [from etymohgy] Re

lating so etymology. Locke.

ETYMOLOGIST. / [from etymology] One

who searches out the original of words.

ETYMO'LOGY. /. [etymelogia, Lat imp.®-

and Xcj.®..] 1. The delccnt or derivation of a

word from its original ; the deduction of for

mations from the radical word Collier. 1. The

part of grammar which deli ver's the inflections

ot nouns and verbs.

ETYMON. / [iTvpc;.] Origin j primitive

word. Peachdm.

To EVACATE. v. a. [vetco, Lat.} To empty/

out; to throw out. Harvey.

To EVACUATE v. a. [rv«itj, Lat.] 1. To

make empty ; to clear. HioAcr. %. To throw

out as noxious, or offensive. 3. To void by

any of the excretory passages. Arbttihnst. 4.

To malt* void ; to nullify ; to annul. South.

Mm 5. To'
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e. To quit ; to withdraw from out os» place.

EVACUANT. / [evacuaui. Lat] Medicine

that procures evacuation by any passage.

EVACUATION. /. [framevacuate ] I. Such e-

missions as leave a vacancy ■, discharge. Hale.

i. Abolition ; nullification. Hooker. 3. The

practice of emptying the body by physick.

Temple. 4. Discharges of the body by any

vent natural or artificial.

To EVA'DE. v. a. [evado, Lat.] I. To elude;

to escape by artifice or stratagem. Brown. 1.

To avoid ; to decline by subtert'uge. Dryden 3.

To escape or elude by sophistry. Stillingfleet.

4. To escape as imperceptible, or unconquer

able. South.

To EVA'DE. v.m. 1. To escape ; to flip away.

Bacon. 1. To practise sophistry or evasions.

South.

EVAGATION. /. [evagor. Lat] The act of

wandering j excursion ; ramble j deviation.

Ray.

EVANE'SCENT. a. [evanescent, Lat.] VanUh-

ing; imperceptible. Pf'ellast'u.

EVANGE'HCAL. a. [evangelise, Pr.] I. A-

greeable to gospel ; consonant to the Christian

law revealed in the holy gospel- Atterhury. a.

Contained in the gospel. Hooker.

EVAN'GELISM. /. [from evangely] The pro

mulgation of the blessed gospel. Bacon.

EVA'NGF.LIST. / [hayyfroc] 1. A writer of

the history osoor Lord Jesua. Addison. 1. A pro-

mulgator of the Christian laws. Decay osPiety.

To EVANGELIZE, v. a. [evangeliz.o, Lat

ivayyt\,£*] To instruct in the gospel, or law

of Jesus. Mtlisn.

EVA NGELY. / [iuayyiKm, that is, good ti

dings.] The message of pardon and salvation ;

the holy gospel ; ihe gospel of Jesus. Spenjer.

EVA'NID. a. [evanidui, Lat.] Faint ; weak;

evanescent. Brown.

To EVANISH. *. ». [evanesce, Lat.] To vanish ;

to escape from notice.

EVAPORA.BLE. a. [from evaporate] Easily

dissipated in fumes or vapours. Greta.

To EVA'PORATE v. n. [evapero. Lat.] To

fly away in vapours or fumes. Boyle.

To EVA'PORATE. v. a. 1. To drive away in

fumes. Bentley. 1. To give vent to ; to let

out in ebullition or sallies. IVotton.

EVAPORATION./, [from evaporate] i.The

act offlying away in lumesor vapours. Howel.

a. The act of attenuating matter, so as to

make it fume away. Raleigh. 3. [In pharma

cy.] An operation by which liquids are spent or

driven away in steams, so as to leave some partV

stronger than before. Quincy.

EVASION. / [evasum, Lat. J Excuse ; subter

fuge i sophistry; artifice. Milton.

EVA'SIVE. / [from evade] 1 . Practising eva

sion ; elusive. Pope. z. Containing an eva

sion ; sophistical.

EU CHARIST / \iuXaoiC-la] The act of giv

ing thanks ; the sacramental act in which the

death of our Redeemer is commemorated with

a thankful remembrance ; the sacrament of

the Lord's supper. Hooker, Taylor.

EUCHARISTI'CAL. a. {(ram eucharist] 1.

Containing acts of thanksgiving. Ray. c.

Relating to the sacrament of the supper of the

Lord.

EUCHO'LOGY./ [tvx^iym] A formulary of

prayera.

EU CRASY./[!wtpa<ria.] An agreeable well pro

portioned mixture, whereby a body is in health.

EVE. ? / [æfen. Sax.] 1 . The close of th«

EVEN. 1 day. May. 1. The vigil or fast: to

be observed before an holiday. Duppa.

E'VEN. a. [epen. Sax.] 1. Level ; not rugged ;

not unequal Newton. X. Uniform ; equal to

itself; smooth. Prior. 3. Level with ; parallel

to. Exodut. 4. Without inclination any way.

Shakesp. 5. Without any part higher or lower

than the other. Davies. 6. Equal on both sides.

South. 7. Without any thins owed. Shakelp. 8.

Calm; not subject to elevation or depression.

Pose 9 Capable to be divided iatoequal parts.

Taylor,

To EVEN v. a. [from the noun.] t. To make

even. a. To make out of debt. Skaiesp. 3.

To level ; to make level. Raleigh.

To E VEN. v. n. To equal to. Carew.

EVEN. adv. [often contracted to ev'r] 1. A

word of strong assertion ; vcirly. Spenser. 2.

Notwithstanding. Dryden. 3 Not only lo, but

also. Atterhury. 4. So much as. Swift.

EVENHANDED. a. [even and hand.] Impar

tial; equitable. Shakesp.

EVENING. /. [ajpen. Sax.] The close of the

day ; the beginning of night. Xoleidi, IVatte.

E'VENLY. a. [from even.} 1. Eqfally ; uni

formly. Bentley 1. Levelly .without asperities.

rVotton. 3. Without inclination to either side 1

horizontally. Brerewood. 4. Impartially ; with

out favour or enmity. Bacon.

E'VENNESS./[from««] 1. State of being

even. a. Uniformity ; regularity. Grew. 3.

Equality of surface ; levelnesi. 4. Freedom

from inclination to either side. Hooker. 5. Im

partiality; equal respect, or calmness) freedom

irom perturbation. Atterhury.

E'VENSONG. / [even ladjong] 1. The form

of worlhip used in the evening. Taylor. 1. The

evening; the close of the day. Dryden.

EVENT1 DE / [even and tide] The time of

evening. Spenser.

EVE'NT. s. [eventut, Lat.] 1, An incident;

any thing that happens Shakejp. 1. The con

sequence of an action. Dryden.

To EVE NTERATE. v.a. [eventero, Lat.] To

rip up , 10 open the belly. Brown.

©yE'NTFUL. a. [event and full] Full of inci

dents. Shakesp.

ToEVENTlLATE.v. a. [eventilo. Lat.] 1.T0

winnow; to silt out. 1. To examine , to discuss.

EVENTUAL, a. [from event] Happening in

consequence of any thing; conkqut-utial.

EVENTUALLY, ad-j. [from eventual'. In the

event ; in the last n ok Boyle.

EVER. adv. [æfixt, Sw.J 1. At any time-

TiUitstr
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Tillitfin. x. At all times; always; without

end. Hooker, Temple. 3. Forever; eternally.

Philips. 4. At one time, as, ever and anon. 5.

In any degree. Hall 6. A word of enforce

ment. Asjoon as ever he had done it. Shakefp.

7. Ever a. Any. Shaiejp. 8. It is often con

tracted into e'er. 9. It is much used in com

position in the sense of always : as evergreen,

green throughout the year ; everduring, en

during without end.

EVERBU BBL1NG. a. Boiling up with perpe

tual murmurs. Crajhaw.

EVERBU RNING. a. [ever and burning.] Un-

eitinguistied. Milton.

EVERDU RING a. [ever and during ] Eternal ,

enduring without end. Raleigh.

EVERGREEN, a. [ever and green.] Verdant

throughout the year. Milton.

EVERGREEN./ A plant that r-tainsits ver

dure through all the seasons. Ævelyn

EVERHONOURED e. [ever and honoured.]

Always held in honour. Pope.

EVERL.VSTING. a. [ever and lasting.] Lasting

ar enduring without end; perpetual) immor

tal. Hammond.

EVERLASTING./" Eternity. Psalms.

EVERLASTINGLY, adv. Eternally ; without

end. Shakefp.

EVERLA'STINGNESS./ [from everlasting.]

Eternity; perpetuity. Donne.

EVERLI V1NG a. [ever and living.] Living

without end Newton.

EVERMORE adv. [ever and more] Always;'

eternally TilbtJ'on.

To EVE RSE. v. a. [everfas. Lat] To over

throw ; to subvert ; to destroy. Glanville.

ToEVE'RT.ti a. [everto,Lit.] To destroy. Ayl.

EVERY, a. [xcep ealc, Sax.] Each, one of all.

Hammond.

E'VESDROPPER./ [eves and dropper.] Some

mean fellow that skulks about a house in the

night. Dryden.

To EVESTIGATE. v. a. [evesiigo, Lat.] To

search out. Dig.

EUGH /. A tree. Dryden.

To EVICT, v.a [evince, Lat.] I . To dispossess

of by a judicial course. Davies. a. To take

»way by a sentence of law. King James. 3.'

To prove ; to evince. Cheyne.

EVl'CTION. / [horn evict] I. Dispossession

or deprivation by a definitive sentence of a

court ofjudicature. Bacon, a. Proof-, evidence.

JL'Estrange.

EVIDENCE./ [Fr.] 1. The state of being

evident; clearness ; notoriety. 1. Testimony ,

proof. Tslletfen. 3. Witness; one that gives

evidence. Bent ey.

To EVIDENCE, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

prove; to evince. Yitlotjon. a. To show j lo

make discovery of. Milan.

EVIDENT, a. [Fr] Plain; apparent ; notori

ous. Brown.

E'VIDENTLY.eav. Apparently ; certain I y.Pri

EVIL. a. [ypel, Sax] 1. Having bad qualities

of any kind; not good. Psalms. X. Wicked;

bad) corrupt. Matthew, j. Unhappy; mi

serable -, calamitous Proverbs 4. Mischievous;

destructive ; ravenous. Genesis.

EVIL./, [generally contracted to ill.] 1. Wick-

ednels; a crime. Shaiejp. a. Injury ; mischief.

Proverbs 3. Malignity ; corruption. F.cc.estast.

4 Misfortune: calamity. Job. 5. Malady;

disease Shakefp.

EVIL. adv. [commonly contracted to ill.] 1.

Not well in whatever respect. Shakefp a. Not

well ; not virtuoully. John 3. Not well; not

happily. Deuterommy. 4. Injuriously; not

kindly. Deuteronomy. 5. It is often used in

composition to give a bad meanine to a word.

EVILAFFE Cl ED. a [evil and affected.] Not

kind; not disposed to kindness. Acts.

EVILDOER. J. [evil mi doer.] A malefactor.

Peter.

EVILFA'VOURED a. (W/and favour.] Ill-

countenanced Bacon.

EVILFAVOURKDN F.SS/ [from evil-favour

ed] Deformity. Deuteronomy.

EVILLY. arfV [from <"-jr;.] Not well. Shakefp.

EVILM1 NDED. a. [ro./and minded.] Malici

ous ; mischievous Dryden.

E'VII.NESS./. [from ray/.] Contrariety to good

ness; badness of whatever kind. Hale,

EVII.SPE AKINC/ [tvilwAsptaling.] Slan

der; defamation; caJumny. Peter.

F.VILWISHING. a. |Vt// and w//*.J Wishing

evil to ; :having no good will. Sidney

EV1LWOK-K.F.R./ [nil and work] One who

does ill. Phihppiani.

To EVrNCE. v. a. [evince, Let.] To prove; to

(how. Atterbury.

EVINCIBLE, a [from evince] Capable of

proof; demonstrable. Hale.

EVI NCIBLY. adv. [from evincible.] In such a

manner as to force conviction.

To EVIRATE, v. a. ^eviratus, Lat ] To de

prive ot manhood. 'Dili.

To EVISCERATE, ,*>. a. [eviscero. Lat.] To

embowel ; to draw ; to deprive of the entraiU.

EVITABLE. a. [emitabilis. Lat] Avoidable-,

that maybe escaped or shunned Hooker.

ToEVITATE. v.m. [evito, Lat] To avoid)

tosliun. Shakefp.

EVITATION. J. [(tern evilate.] The act of

avoiding. DiB.

EVITE'RNAL. a. [a-vilernus, Lat ] Eternal in

a limited sense ; of duration not infinitely, buc

indefinitely long.

EVITE RNITY./ [aviternitat, low Lat] Du

ration not infinitely, but indefinitely lung.

EU'LOGY.y. [iu and teyo;.] Praise ; encomium.

Spenser.

EU'NUCH./. [ft»«X,f-] °ne '"" is "strated-

Fenton. ,

To EU NUCHATE. v. a. To make an eunuch

Brown.

EVOCA'TION./ [evocatio, Lat.] The act of

calling out. Broome.

EVOLA TION / [evelo, Lat.] The act of fly

ing away.

To EVO LVE. v. a. [evolve, Lit] To unfold ;

to disentangle. Hale.

M ro. 1 To
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To EVOLVE, v. p. To open itself; to disclose

itself Prior.

EVOLUTION./ {molutus. Lit.] i. The act

of unrolling or unfolding. 1. The series of

things unrolled or unfolded. Mire. 3. [Inge-

ometry.] The equible evolution of the pe

riphery of a circle, or lny other curve, it such

a gradual approach of the circumference to

rectitude, as that all its partsdo meet together,

and ..qually evolve or unbend. Harm. 4. [In

tacticK 1 The motion made by a body of men

in changing their posture, or form of drawing

up. Harris

EVOMITION./ {mm,, Lat.] Theactofvc-

miting out.

EUPHONICAL, a. [from euphny.] Sounding

agreeably. Dict

EU PHONY./ ,'iinfw.k.J An agreeable found;

the contrary 10 harshness

EUPHORB1UM / 1. A plant. 1. A gum,

brought to us always in drops or grains, ei a

bright yellow, between a straw and a geld

colour, and a smooth glossy surface. It has no

great smell, but its taste is violently acrid anc.

nauseous. Hill

EUPHRASY. / {e-pkrasia, Lat.] The herl

eyebrijht. Milton.

EURO'CLYDON./ [ii^uMlJ*,.] A windwhicl

blows between the East and North, very dan

gerous in the Mediterranean. Ails.

EURO PEAN. a. [Eurcf>*jis, Lat] Belonging

to Europe. Philips

EU'RUS./ [Lat.] The east wind. Peacham. '

EtJRYTHMY / {hevS/Ms.] Harmony j re- 1

gular and symmetrical measure.

EUTHANASIA.} / [«£«»,*..] An easy

EUTHANASY. S death. Arbuthtut.

EVULSION./ [rea^.Lat.] The act of pluck

ing out. Brown.

EVULGA'TION./. {twig,, Lat.] The act ol

divulging.

EWE./ scope, Sax.] The she sheep. Dryden.

p'WER. / [from eau, perhaps anciently en

water.] A vessel in which water is brought

for washing the hands. Pise.

E'WRY. /.' [from ewer.] An office in the king's

houjhold, where they take care of the linen lor

the king's table.

EX. A Latin preposition often prefixed to com

pounded words; sometimes meaning tut, as

exhaust, to draw out.

To EXACE RBATE. •?. a. {exacerb,, Lat] To

imbitter; to exasperate.

EXACERBATION / [from exacerbate] 1.

I'.ncrease of malignity; augmented scree or

severity. 1. Height of a disease ; paroxysm.

Baccn.

EXACERVATION. / {acervus,hti.] The act

of heaping up.

EXACT a. [exactns. Lat.] 1. Nice; without

failure. Pope. a. Methodical ; not negligently

ptnoimeil. sJrbui/.nct. 3. Accurate; uot neg

ligent. Spectator. 4. Honest ; strict j punctual.

Ecclus.

To EXACT. -a. a. {exigs, exactns, Lat.] j. To

require authoritatively. TayUr. 1. To demand

of right Smalriige. 3. To summon ; 10 en

join. Denham.

To EXA'CT. v. n. To practise extortion. Psalms.

EXACTER. f. [from exact] 1. An extorti

oner ; one who claims more than his due.

Bacon, z. He that demands by authority.

Bacon. 3. One that is severe in his injunctions

or his demands. Tillotjon.

EXA CTION. / [from exact.] 1 . The act of

making an authoritative demand, or levying

by toice Shaiejp. 1. Extortion; unjust de

mand. Davics. 3. Atoll; a tribute severely

levied Addison.

EXACTLY, adv. [from exact.] Accurately ;

nicely; thoroughly. Atterbury.

EXA'CTNESS./ I from exact ] 1. Accuracy;

nicety; strict conformity to rule or symmetry.

rVtedward. z. Regularity of conduct; strict-

nels of manners. Rogers.

To EXAGGERATE v- a. {exaggero. Lat J

To heighten by representation. Clarendtn.

EXAGGERATION./ [from exaggerate] x.

1 he act of heaping toge:her; an heap. Hale.

2. Hyperbolical amplification. Swift.

To EXAG1T ATE. v. a. {exagtto, Lat ] 1. To

(hike; to put in motion. Arbuthmst. 1. To

reproach; to pursue with invectives. Hooker.

LlXAGITA TlON.y. [tromuraf/.'n/j.J The act

of shaking.

To EXALT, v. a {exalter,?r] 1. To rait

on high. Matthew. 2. To elevate to power,

wealth, or dignity. Exekiel. 3. To elevate to

joy or confidence. Clarendon. 4. To praise; to

extol 1 to magnify. Psalms. 5 To raise up in

opposition; a scriptural phrase. sKings 6. To

intend; to enforce. Prior. 7. To heighten-,

to improve; to refine by fire. Arbuthnst. 8.

To elevate in diction or sentiment. Rcjczmmsm

EXALTA TION./ [srom«V<.] 1. The ict ot

raising on high. 1. Elevation to power, or dig

nity. Hooker. 3. Most elevated state; state of

greatnessoi dignity. Tillot/iK. 4 [1 n pharmacy ]

Raising a medicine to a higher degree of vir

tue, ^uincy. 5. Dignity of a planet in which

its powers are increased. Dryden.

EXA MEN / [Lat ] Examination; disquisition.

Brovrn.

EXA MINATE / [examisft,Lat.] The per

son examined. Bacon.

EXAMINATION./ [examinalit. Lit ] The

act of examining by questions, or experiment.

Locke

EXAMINA'TOR./ [Lit.] An examiner ; an

enquirer. Brown.

To EXAMINE.^. ». [wamris.Lat ] 1 . To try

a person accused or suspected by interrogato

ries. Church Catechism, z. To interrogate A

witness. Acts. 3. To try the truth or falfhooj

of any proposition. 4. To try by experiment ;

narrowly fist; scan. 5. To make enquiry into-

to search into ; to scrutinise. Licke.

RXA MINER./ [from examine.] One who ig.

terrogitesicriminal or evidence. Hale. 1. One

who lurches, or tries lny thing. Ntuitn.

examplaky.
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EXA'MPLARY. m. (from example.] Serving for

example or pattern. Hooker.

EXAMPLE/ [exemple, Fr.] i.Copyorpat-

teni ; that which is proposed to be resembled.

Raleigh. 2. Precedent ; former instance of the

tike . Sbatisp. 3. Precedent of good. Milton.

4. A person rlt to be proposed as a pattern.

1 Tim. c. One punished tor the admonition of

others. Jutle. 6. Influence whkh dispose* to

imitation, Wisdom, Rigeri. 7. Instance ; illu

stration of a generis position by some particular

specification. DryJen. 8 Initance in which a

rule is illustrated oy an application. Diyden.

To EXAMPLE, v. a. [trom the noun.] To

give an instance of. Spenser.

EXANGUIOUS. a. [exanguii, Lat ] Having

no blood. Bronjun.

EX A NIMATK. a. [exaninalv;, Ut] i. Life

less; dead. 2. Spiritless; depressed. Thorn]?*.

EXANIMATION./ [fcomexanimmte.) Depri

vation of life.

EXANIMOUS. a. [exanimit, Lat] Lifeless,

dead; killed

EXANTHEMATA.s[iJ<.»SfyuJ«.] Efflorescen-

cie* ; eruptions ; breaking out ; pustules.

EXANTHEMATOUS.tf. l;rom«a».ifm<ira.]

Pustulous; efflorescent ; eruptive.

To EXANTLA'TE. / [exantti. Lit.) 1. To

draw oil*. 2. To exhaust ; to waste away.

B: vie.

' EXANTLATION./. [from examine.] The

act of drawing out.

EXARATION./ [oxaro, Lat.] The manual

act of writing.

EXARTICULATION. /. [ex and articnhi,

Lat.] The dislocation of a joint

To EXASPERATE, v. a. [exaspere, Lat.] 1.

To provoke ; lo enrage ; to irritate. AJdison,

2. To heighten 2 difference j to aggravate ;

10 embitter. Bacon. 3. To exacerbate

heighten malignity. Bacon.

EXASPERA TER. / [from exasperate] He

that exasperates, or provokes.

EXASPERA'TION.y [from exasperates.Ag

gravation; malignant representation K.Char-

iei 2. Provocation; irritation. Weodviard.

ToEXAUCTORATE. v. a. [txauaore, Lat.]

1. To dismiss from service. 2. To deprive of

a benefice. Ajlife.

EXAUCTORATION / [from exauSoratc.]

1. Disroislion from service. 2. Deprivation;

degradation. Aylifse.

EXCANDESCENGE. \ s. [excandeset, Lat.]

act of anting into hollows. 1. The hollow

formed ; the cavity. tVittcn.

To EXCEED, v. a. [excedo. Lat] j. To go

beyond : to outgo. rVoodviari 1. To excel ;

to surpass. 1 Kings.

To go too far ; to pass

2. To go beyond any

3. To bear the greater

To EXCEED.

the bounds of fitness,

limits. Deuteronomy.

proportion. Dryden.

EXCEEDING, part. a. [from exceed] Great

in quantity, extent or duration. Raleigh.

EXCE'EDING. adv. In a very great degree.

Raleigh, AJdisen.

EXCEEDINGLY, adv. [from exceeding] To

a great degree. Daviet, Newton.

To EXCEL, v. a. [exeelh. Lat] To outgo in

good qualities ; to surpass. Prior.

To EXCE L. v. n. To have good qualities in a

great degree. Temple.

EXCELLENCE. / / [excellence, Fr. excel-

EXCELLENCY. $ I'ntia, Lat.] 1. The

slate of abounding in any good quality. 2.

Dignity j high rank in existence. Dr-tden 3.

The state of excclliog in any thing. Lode. 4.

That in which one excels. Addipn. 5. pa

rity ; goodness Shakesp 6. A title of honour.

Usually applied to ambassadors, and gover

nors. Shakijp.

EXCELLENT, a. [excellent, Lat.] i.Ofgrest

virtue ; of great worth ; ot great dignity.

Tayler. 2. Eminent in any good quality. Jth.

EXCELLENTLY, adv. [from excellent.) t.

Well ; in a high degree. Brevin. 2. To an

eminent degree. Dryden.'

To EXCEPT, v. a. [excipio. Lat] To leave

out and specify as left out of a general precept,

or position. 1 Cor.

To EXCEPT, v. n. To object ; to make ob

jections Locke.

EXCEPT, preptsit. [from the verb.] 1 Exclu

sively of ; without inclusion of. Milton. 2.

.Unless. Tillitjcn.

EXCEPTING, prepc/t. Without inclusion of;

with exception of. Dryden.

EXCEPTION./ [from except ; except!,. Lat 1

1. Exclusion from the things comprehended

in a precept, or position. S:utb. 2. Thing

excepted or specified in exception. Sv/ist. 3.

Objection; cavil. Hooker. Bentlry. 4. Peevilh

dislike; offence taken. Bacon.

EXCEPTIONABLE, a. [from exception.] Lia-

, ble to object ion. Addison.

tfjCCETTIOUS. a. [from except ) Peevish;

EXCANDESCENCY. $ t.Heat; the state of ^froward. Smth.

growing hot. a.. Anger ; the state ot growing EXCK'PTIVE. at [from except.) Including an

angry. exception. IVatts.

EXCANTATIOJ*. / [excanti. Lat] Disen- EXCEPTLKSS. a. [from except ) Omitting or

enactment by lajaunter-charm. neglecting all exceptions. Shaiesp.

To KXL A RNATE v. a. [ex and carnit, Lat]

To clear from nVCh. Grenv.

EXCARNIFICATION /. [excarmsico, Lat.]

The act of taking away the flerti.

To E XCAVATE. v. a. [excavo. Lat.] To

hollow; Co cat. into hollows. Blacktnert.

EXCAVATION./, [from uetnwatt.J 1. The

EXCEPTOR./ [from except ]Ot.jccter. Bar*.

To EXCE RN. v. a. [excerni. Lat.] To strain

out; to separate or emit by strainer*. Bac:n.

EXCE PTION./ [exceftio, Lat.] 1 . The act:

of gleaning ; selecting. 2. The thing gleaned

or selected. Raleigh.

EXCESS. /. [ixcejsm, Lat.J 1. Mote than

enough ;
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♦nough ; superfluity. Hioker. t. Exuberance »,

act of exceeding. Newton. 3. Intemperance;'

unreasonable indulgence. Duppa. 4. Violence

of pillion. 5. Transgression of due limits.

Denham.

EXCESSIVE, a. [excess, Fr. 1. Beyond the

common proportion of quantity or bulk.Æaccw.

2. Vehement beyond measure in kindness or

dislike. Haytvard.

EXCE'SSIVELY. adv. [fro-n excessive] Ex

ceedingly ; eminently. Addison.

To EXCHANGE, v. a. [exchanger, Fr.] 1.

To give or quit one thing for the fake of

gaining another. Locke. 2. To give and take

reciprocally. Shale's. Koive.

EXCHA NGE. / [from the verb] 1. The act

of giving and receiving reciprocally. Waller.

2. Traffick by permutation. South. 3. The

form or act ot transferring. Shakesp. 4. The

balance of the money of different nations

Wayward. 5. The thing given in return for

something received. Locke. 6. The thing re

ceived in return tor something given. Dryden.

7. The place where the merchants meet to

negociate their affairs. Lecke.

EXCHANGER/ {ham exchanges Onewho

practises exchange. L:ckc.

EXCHE'AT./ See Escheat. Spenser.

EXCHE'ATOR. /. See Escheator.

EXCHEQUER. / [escheaueir, Norman Fr.]

The court to which are brought all the reve

nues belonging to the crown. It is a court of

record,wherein allcauses touching the revenues

of the crown are handled. Harris, Denham.

EXCI SE. / [aceijs, Dutch; excijum, Lat ] A

hate ul tax levied upon commodities, and

adjudged not by the common judges of pro

perty. Marvel.

To EXCISE, v. a. [from the noun.] To levy

excise upon a person or thing. Pipe.

EXCISEMAN. /. [excise and mi] An officer

who inspects commodities.

EXCISION./ [excisn, Lat.] Extirpation, de

struction; ruin. Decay if Piety.

EXCITATION. / [from excite. Lat.] i.The

act of exciting, or putting into motion. Bacon

1. The act of rousing or awakening. iVattt

To EXCITE, v a. [excito. Lat. J 1. To rouse:

to animate ; to stir up; to encourage. Spenser.

2. To put into motion ; to awaken ; to raise.

EXCITEMENT./ [from excite ] The motive

by which one is stirred up. Shakesp,

EXCITER. / [tromexau.] 1. One that stirs

up others, or puts them in motion. K. Charier

2. The cause by which any thing is railed or

put in motion. Decay es Piety.

To EXCLA'IM. v. n. [txclawu, Lat.] I. To

cry out with vehemence -, to make an outcry ;

Decay is Piety. 2. To declare with loud

vocileration- Shakesp.

F.XC LA'IM / [Irerr. the verb.] Clamour j out

cry. Shake]p.

EXCLAMA'ilON. / [exelemitio. Lat] 1.

Vehement outcry ; clamour ; outrageous vo-

ci:cration. H;.Atr. 1. An im/haiical utte-

ranee. Sidney. 3. A note by which a pathe-

tical sentence is marked thus (!)

EXCI.A'MER. / [from exclaim.'] One that

makes vehement outcries. Atterbury.

EXCLAMATORY, a. [from exclaim.] 1.

Practising exclamation. a. Containing excla

mation.

To EXCLU'DE. v. a. [excludt. Lit.] 1. To (hut

out; to hinder from entrance or admission.

Dryden. 1. Todebar; to hinder from parti

cipation > to prohibit. Dryden 3. To except

in any position. 4. Not to comprehend in any

grant or privilege. Heiker.

EXCLUSION. / [from exclude] t. The act

of shutting out or deny ing admiflion. Bacon. 2.

Rejection; not reception. Addison. 3. The act

of debarring from any privilege. 4. Exception

Bann. 5. The dismission of the young from

the egg or womb. Ray.

EXCLU SIVE. a. [from exclude] ,. Having the

power of excluding or denying admiflion. Milt.

2. Debarring from participation. Locke. 3. Not

taking into any account or number. Svist. 4.

Excepting.

EXCLUSIVELY, adv. [from exclusive.] 1.

Without admission of another to participation.

Boyle. 2. Without comprehension in any ac

count or number. Aylisfe.

To EXCO CT. v. a. [excoBus, Lat.] To boil

up. Bacon.

To EXCO GITATE. v. a. [excogitt. Lat.] To

invent; to strike out by thinking. Mere.

To EXCOMMUNICATE, v.a. [excommunico,

low Lat.] To eject from the communion of

the visible church by an ecclesiastical censure.

Hammond.

EXCOMMUNICATION./. [from««»i»i«»i'-

cate.] An ecclesiastical interdict ; exclusion

from the fellowship of the church Hooker.

To EXCORIATE, v. a. To flay j to strip off

the flein. Wiseman.

EXCORIA'TION. / [fromexrwr'ore.] 1. Lot

of skin . privation of flein ; the act of flaying.

Arbnthnot. 2. Plunder ; spoil. Hovoel.

EXCORTICA'TION. / [from cortex and ex,

Lat. J Pulling the bark off any thing.

To E XCREATE. v. a. [excreo, Lat J To eject

at the mouth by hawking.

EXCREMENT./ [excrementum, Lat ] That

which is thrown out as useless, from the na

tural passages of the body. Raleigh.

EXCREME'NTAL. a. [from excrement] That

which is voided as excrement. Raleigh.

EXCREMENTITIOUS. a. [from excrement.]

Containing excrements r consisting of matter

excreted from the body. Bacon.

EXCRESCENCE. I / [excresce, Lat] Some-

EXCRE'SCENCY. J what growing out of an

other without ule, and contrary to the com

mon order of production. Bentley.

EXCRESCENT, a. [excrescent, Lat.] That

which grows outof another with preternatural

supeifluity. Pope.

EXCRETION./ [excretio, Lat.] Separation

of animal substance. &*iucy.

EXCRETIVE.
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EXCRETIVE, a. [excretut, Lit.] Having the

power of separating and ejecting excrements.

Harvey.

E"XCRETORY.a. [from excretion.] Having the

quality of separating and ejecting superfluous

parts. Cheyne.

EXCRUCIABLE. a. [horn excruciate ] Liable

to torment. Difl.

To EXCRU'CIATE. v. a. [excrucio, Lat.] To

torture; to torment. Chapman.

EXCUBA'TION. s. [excubatio, Lat.] The act

of watching all night.

To EXCULPATE, v. a. [extad culpo, Lat.]To

clear from the imputation of a fault. Clarissa

EXCURSION / [excursion, Fr.] I . The act of

deviating from the stated or settled path. Pipe.

t. An expedition into some distant part. Locke.

3. Progression beyond fixed limits. Arbutbuat.

4. Digrelsion ; ramble from a subject. Boyle.

EXCURSIVE, a [from excurro. Lat] Ram

bling ; wandering ; deviating. Thomson.

EXCUSABLE, a. [from excuse] Pardonable

Raleigh, Tillotson.

EXCUSABLENESS./ [from excusable ] Par-

donableness; capability to be excused. Boyle

EXCUSATION / [from excuse] Excuse;

plea ; apology. Bacon.

EXCUSATORY, a. [from excuse.] Pleading

excuse; apologetical.

To EXCUSE, v. a. [excuse. Lat.] I. To

extenuate by apology. Ben. Johnson. ». To

disengage from an obligation. Clarendon. 3.

To remit; not to exact. 4. To weaken or

mollify obligation to any thing. South. 5. To

pardon by allowing an apology. Addifon. 6.

To throwofsimputationby a feigned apology.

1 Cor.

EXCUSE, s. 1. Plea offered in extenuation;

apology. Sidney x. The act of excusing or

apologizing. Shakesp. 3. Cause for which one

is excused. Riscommou.

EXCU'SELESS. a [from excuse ] That for

which no excuse or apology can be given.

Decay os Piety.

EXCUSER. / [ from excuse. ] 1. One who

pleads for another. Sviijt. z.One who forgives

another.

To EXCU SS v.a. [excujsus, Lit.] To seize and

detain by law. Ayliffe.

EXCUSSION. / [excujfss, Lat.] Seizure by

liw. Ayhffe.

EXECRABLE, a. [execrabilii, Lat] Hateful ;

detestable ; accursed. Hooker.

EXECRABLY, adv. [from execrable.'] Cursed

ly ; abominably Dryden

To EXECRATE, v. a. [execror, Lat.] To

curse ; to imprecate ill upon. Temp/e.

EXECRATION. / [from execrate ] Curse ;

imprecation ot evil. Stilhngjleet.

To EXECT. v.a. [execs, Lit. J To cutout)

to cut away. Harvey.

EXECTION./ [fromwfct.] The act os cut

ting out.

To EXECUTE, v.a. iexcqmtr, Lat] 1. To

perform ; to practise. Smth. 1. Xj put in act ;

to do what is planned. Locke. 3. To put Co

death according to form of justice. Damns. 4.

To put to death; to kill. Shakesp.

EXECUTION./ [from execute.] 1. Perfor

mance ( practice. Bacsn. l. The last act of the

law in civil causes, by which possession is given

of body or goods. Clarendon. 3. Capital punish

ment ; death inflicted by forms of Uw.Creech.

4- Destruction ; slaughter. Hayvsard.

EXECUTIONER./ [from execution.] ,. He

that puts in act, or executes. Shakesp. 1. He

that inflicts capital punifliment. fVoodwdrd.

3 He that kills; he that murthers. Shakesp.

4 The instrument by which any thing is per

formed. Crajhaio.

EXECUTIVE, a.fsrom execute.] 1. Having the

quality of exercising or performing. Hale. i.

Active; not deliberative; not legislative;

having the power to put in act the laws. Swift

E'XECUTER./. [from execute.] i.He that per

forms or executes any ihing.Dennit. i.He that

is entrusted to perform the will of a testator.

Shdkcjp. 3. An executioner -, one who put»

others to death. Shakesp.

EXE'CUTERSHIP. / [from executer.] The

office or him that is appointed to perform the

will of the defunct. Bacon.

EXECUTRIX. /. [from execute] A woman

intrusted to perform the will of the testator.

Bacon.

EXEGESIS, s [i'iywti;..] An explanation.

EXEGET1CAL./. [ipr/Juwr.] Explanatory }

expository. Walker.

EXEMPLAR./ [exemplar, Lai.) A pattern }

an example to be imitated. Raleigh.

EXE'MPLARILY. adv. [from exemplary.] ,.

In luch a manner as deserves imitation.W»aif/.

2. In such a manner as may warn others.

Clarendon.

EXE'MPLARINESS./[fromMfm^/arjr.]State

of standing as a pattern to be copied. Tillotson.

EXEMPLARY, a. [from exemplar] 1. Such

as may deserve to be proposed to imitation.

Bacon, x. Such as may give warning toothers.

King Charles. 3. Such as may attract notice

and imitation. Rogers.

EXEMPLIFICATION./ [from exemplify.] A

copy ; a transcript. Hayward.

To EXEMPLIFY, v. a. [from exemplar] r.

To illustrate by example. Hooter. %. To

trmlcribe; to copy.

ToEXEMPT. v a. [exemptut, Lat] To pri

vilege ; to grant immunity from. Knellet.

EXEMPT, a. [from the verb] 1. Free by

privilege. Aylijse. 1. Not subject; not liable

to. Ben. Johnjtn 3. Clear ; not included. Lee.

4 Cut otffrom. Disused. Shakesp.

EXE'MPTION./ [Irom exempt.] Immunity;

privilege ; freedom Irom imposts. Bacon.

EXEMPTI'TIOUS. a [from exemptut, Lat.]

Separable; that which may be taken from a-

nother. More.

To EXE'NTERATE. v. n. [exentero. Lat.]

To embowel. Brown.

EXENTERA'TION./. [extuteratio, Lat.] The

act
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act of taking out ihe bowels > cmbowelling.

Brown.

EXEQUIAK*. [from txtquiæ, Lat] Relating

to lunerals.

EXE'QUIF.S./ Without a singular, \exequiee*

Lat.] Funeral rites ; ihe ceremony ot burial.

Dryden

EXK'RCENT. a. [exercent, Lat.] Practising;

following any calling. Ayliffc.

EXERCISE./ [cxercitium, Lat.] i. Labour

orthebody Bacon. 2. Something done tor

amusement. Bacon. 3. Habitual action by

which the body is formed to gracefulness

Sidney. 4. Preparatory practice in order to

skill. 5. Use; actual application to any thing

Hooker. 6. Practice; outward performance.

siJdtfin. 7. Employment Locke. 8. Task

that which one is appointed to perform Milt

9. Act ot divine worlhip whether publ.tk or

pi ivate. Shakesp.

To EXERCISE. *. a [exerceo. Lat.] 1. T<~,

employ ; to engage in employment. Locke. 1

To train by use to any act Locke. 3. Tt

make skilful or dexieroun by practice, heb. 4

To busy; to keep busy. Afterbury 5. To

talk ; to keep employed as a penal injunction

Mi/ten. 6. To practise j to perform Bacon 7

To exert j to put in use. Loike. 8 To practile

or use in order to habitual skill. Addijen.

To E'XLRCISE. v. n. To use exercise; to )a-

bour for health. Brooms.

EXERCISER./, [srem exercise.'] He that di

rects or uses exercise.

tXLRCn ATION. / {fxercitatity Lat.] 1

Exercise. Brown, a. Practice \ use. Felien.

To EXERT, v. a. [exere, Lat.] 1. To use

with an effort. Rmve. a. To put ionh •, to

perform. Scuth. 3. To enforce j to push to an

effort. DryJen.

EXERTION./ [from exert.] The act of ex-

erting ; effort.

EXESION./ [exefut. Lat] The act of eating

through. Broicn.

EXESIUA'TION. s. [exrjluo, Lat.] Theilatc

of boiling ; effervescence ; ebullition Boyle.

To EXFOLIATE, v. *. {ex and /W/am, Lat.]

To shell offj as a corrupt bone irom the found

part. Wiseman. t.

EXFOLIATION./ [from exfoliate.] The pro

cess by v-hich the corrupted pait ot the bone

separatee from the sound. fVijeman.

EXFOLIATIVE. a. |from exfoliate] That

which has power of procuring exfoliation

Wiseman,

EXHA LABLE. a [from exlale.] That which

may ftevevaporaied. Boyle.

EXHALATION./ [exhalatioy Lat.] 1.The act

of exhaling or fending out in vapours, at. The

state of evaporating or flying out in vapours

3. That which rises in vapours. Mtlten.

To EXHALE, f. a. [exhaley Lat.] 1. To fend

or draw out vapours or fumes. Temple. 4. To

draw out. Shakejp.

EXHALEMENT./ [from exhale] Matter ex

haled j vapour. Brown.

To EXHAUST, v.a. 1, To drain j to diminish.

Baon. ». To draw out totally ; (o draw till

nothing is left. Licit.

EXHAUSTION./ [from exhaust.] The act of

drawing.

EXHAUSTLESS a [from exhaust.) Not to

be emptied ; inexhaustible. BktcknKre.

To EXHIBIT ■v.a [exhibee, Lai.) i.Tooflfer

to view or use •, to offer or propose. Clarendon .

i To fh™ i to display sis'

EXHI BITER / I from exhibit ] He that offers

any thing Shaie/p

EXHIBITION. r:L:rom «•£;*.>.] 1 The act of

exhibiting ; dismay i setting forth. Greta, i.

Allowance ; lalatv* pension. S&ift.

EXHl BrTIVE.rt. ffrom exhibit:] Representa

tive ; displaying. Norris.

EXHILARATE, v. a [exhilart. Lat] To

mike <heertul j to cheer ; to till with mirth.

Philips.

EXHILARATION./ [from exhilarate.] i.

The act os giving gaiety, i. The state of

being enlivened. Baccn.

To EXHO RT. v. a. [exporter. Lat] To incite

by words to any good action. Cewimen Prayer.

EXHORTATION./[l'rom exhrt.),. The act

of exhorting; incitement to good. Atterbary.

1. The form of words by which one is ex

horted. Shakejp.

F.XHO RTATURY. a. [from exhirt.] Tending

to exhort.

EXHO RTER / [from exbirt.] One who ex

horts.

To EXI CCATE. v. a [ex/na. Lat.] To dry.

F.XICC A TION./. [from c.xiccate] Arelaction ;

act of drying up; state of beir.g dried up.

Bemtley.

EXICCATIVE. a. [from exictate ] Drying in

quality.

EXIGENCE. 7/ I. Demand; want; need.

E XIGENCY. J Alterbary. 2. Preflir.g neces

sity, dillress ; sudden occasion. Pipe.

E XIGENT./. [exigtai, Lat.] l. Pressing baft-

ness ; occasion that requires immediate help.

Waller. 1. [A law term. I A writ issued when

the defendant is cot to be found. 3 End. SBait.

EXIGUITY. /. [txgutai. Lat,] SmaHneft ;

diminutivencss. B?yt.\

EXIGUOUS, a. [exigims, Lat.] Sm«U; dmi-

nutive; little. Harvey.

EXILE./ [exilium. Lat] 1. Banishment; Hate

of being banished. Shakejp. 2. The.person

banished. Drydrn.

EXILE, a. [exilii, Lat.] Small; (lender; uot

fall. Bacon.

Vo EXILE, v. a. [from the noun.] To bjxiiuS ;

to drive from a country. Shake/p.

EXILEMENT. /. [from exile'.] Banishment

IVcttt*.

EX1LITION. / [exibtie, Lat.] SlenderoeiV,

* smallness. Gre*ui.

WCILITY./ [exilit. Lat.] Slenderness ; lineli-

t ness ; diminution. Bact-n.

EXI'MIOUS. a. [tximizi, Lit] F;mcm% 1 extt.-

nent.

£XINANITION./ [wun'm, Lat.J ftw,.

tiop } loss. Decay cf Piety. -j,
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To EXIST, v. n. [exiftn, Lat.] To be ; to hive

a being. Stmtb.

EXISTENCE. 7 f. [exiflentia, low Lat] State

EXISTENCY S ofbeing; actual possession of

being. Dryden.

EX1 STENT. a. [from exist] In being j in pos

session of bein^ Drydeni

EXISTIMA'TION ./. [existimatii, Lat] i O-

pinion. 2. Esteem.

EXIT. /. [exit. Lat.] i. The term set in the

margin of play8 to mark the time al which the

player goes off. 2. Recess: departure ; act

of quitting the theatre of lift. Shakejp. j

Passage out of any place. Glanville. 4. Way

by which^ierc is a passage out. IVadward.

E'XITIAhP? a Destructive ; fatal ; mortal.

EXITIOUS. J Harvey

E'XODUS. ? / [;;»!(&-.] Departure •, journey

EXODY. S from a place : the second book ot

Afsjes is so called, because it desciibes the

journey of the Israelites from Egypt. Ha/t.

EXOLE'TE a. [exaletns, Lat] Obsolete; out

of use. Dia.

To EXO'LVE. v. a. [exelvo, Lat} To loose ;

to pay.

EXOMPHALOS./. [if and c^aX©-.] A navel

rupture.

To EXONERATE v. a. [««(«, Lat.] To

unload; to difturthen. Ray

EXONERATION / [frorrir*t»rra/«] The act

of disburdening. Grew

EXO PTABLE. a. [excpiabilu, Lat ] Desirable ;

to be fought with eagerness or desire.

E XORABLE. a. [fjceraii/u.Lat.jTo be moved

by intreaty.

EXORBITANCE. If. [from excriitant ] 1

EXORBITANCY J The act of going out o'

the track prescribed. Guv. of the Tongue, a.

Enormity; gross deviation from rule or right.

Dryden. 3. Boundless depravity. Garib.

EXORBITANT a. [ex taAcrbite, Lat] 1

Deviating from the course appointed or rule

established Woodward %. Anomalous; not

comprehended in a fettled rule or method

Htsktr 3. Enormous; beyond uue proportion;

excessive Addifon.

To EXORB1TATE. v. n. [ex and erbite, Lat.]

To deviate; to go out of the track Bentley.

To EXORCISE, v. a [i>;«f*<«.j 1. To adjure-

by some holy name. 2. To drive away by

certain forms 01" adjuration 3 To purify from

the influence of malignant spirits Dryden.

E XOKCISER. / [from exorcise] One who

practises to drive away evil spirit?.

EXORCISM./ [i'Cfiurfti;.] The form of adju

ration,or religious cremony, by which evil and

malignant spirits are driven away Harvey.

EXORCIST /. [IJorurf-N-. j 1. One who by

adjuratiom, prayers, or religious acts, drive*

away malignant spirits. Acli. a. An enchan

ter ; conjorer. Improperly. Shakejp.

EXORDIUM, f. [Latin] A formal prefaces

the proemial part of a composition. May.

EXORNATION. / [exernatio, Lat] Orna

ment ; decoration ; embelliuunent, Hooker-,.

EXO'SSATED. a. [txejfat.t, Lat.] Deprived of

bone. Did.

EXO'SSI'OUS. a. [ex and efa, Lat.] Wanting

bonev ; boneless. Brown.

F.XOST O SIS. / [in and oren] Any protube

rance or a bone that i< not natural. Q%uincy.

I'XOTICK. a. [i£a.1;*t«.J Foreign j not pro

duced in our own country. Evelyn.

FXO-TICK./: A foreign plant. Addtfon.

To EXPA'ND. v. a. [expands, Lat.] 1. To

Ipiead; to lay open as a net or sheet. %. To

dilate ; to spread out every way. Arbuthmt.

EXPA NSE./ [expanfum. Lat] A body widely

extended without inequalities. Savage.

EXPANSIBI LITY./ [Horn expansible] Capa

city of extension; possibility to be expanded.

Grew.

EXPANSIBLE, a. [from expanfus, Lat.] Ca

pable to be extended. Grew

EXPANSION./ [from expand] 1. The state

of being expanded into a wider tuthee.Bentliy.

a. The act of spreading out. Grew. 3. Ex

tent; space lo which anything is extended.

Locke. 4. Pure space, as distinct from solid

matter. Locke. '

EXPA NS1VE. a. [from expand] Having the

power to spread into a widtr surface. Ray.

To EXPATIATE. *. n. [expat!:r. Lat] 1.

To range at large. Addi/cn. a. To enlarge

upon in language. Bro-.mc. 3. To let loose ;

to allow to range. Dryden.

To EXPECT, v. a [expert, Lat.] 1. To

have a previous apprehension of eiiher good

or evil. 2. To wait ior; to attend the coming.

Dryden.

To EXPECT, v.n. To wait; to stay. Jib.

EXPECTABLE, a. [from expect] To be ex

pected. Br;it'n.

EXPECTANCE. 7 f [from expect] i.The

EXPECTANCY. J act or state of expecting.

Ben J:hnJ:n. 1. Something expected. Shakes.

3. H..r,. Sh.itelp.

EXPECTAN r. a. [French.] Waiting in ex

pectation. Swift.

EXPECTA T. / [from expect] One who

waits in expecta ion of any thing. Pope.

EXPECTA TION / [expectatlo, Lat.J The act

of expecting. Slake]p 2. The slate of expec

ting either with hope or fear. Rogers. 3. Pros

pect of any thing good to come. Pjalms. 4.

The object of happy expectation; the Messiah

expected. Milton. 5. A state in which some

thing excellent is expected from ut. Otway.

EXPECTER. f. [from expect] 1. One who

has hopes of something. Swift. a.**One who

waits tor another. Shakef'p.

To EXPECTORATE. -.: a. [ex and pectut,

Lat.J To eject from tht breast. Arbuthnot

EXPECTORATION. /. [from expectorate]

1. The act of discharging from the breast, 2.

The discharge which is made by coughing.

Arbuthnot.

EXPECTORATIVE a. [from expect:rate\

Having the quality of promoting expectorati

on. Harvey.

N n EXPEDIENT"
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s[(romexpedient] i. Fit-' EXPERIMENTAL, a. i. Pertaining to expe

riment, t. Built upon experiment. Bretvn.

3. Known by experiment or trial. Niviln.

EXPERIMENTALLY, adv. [Uom experimen

tal] By experience-, by trial. Evelyn.

EXPERIME'NTER./ [from experiment] One

who makes experiments. Digby.

EXPEDIENCE.

EXPEDIENCY. S ness; propriety j suitable

ness to an end. Smth. 1. Expedition; adven

ture. Sbakesp. 3 Haste ; dispatch. Sbakesp.

EXPEDIENT, a. [expedit. Lat.] 1. Proper;

fit; convenient ; suitable. Tilktstn. I. Quick ;

expeditious. Shakesp.

EXPEDIENT./ [from the adjective.] 1. That EXPERT, a. [expert*,. Lat.] 1. Skilful; id-

whirh helps forward ; as means to an end | dressful; intelligent in business. Frier, 1.

Decay es Piety, t. A (hist ; means to an end Ready; dexterous. Dryden. 3. Skilful by

contrived in an exigence. IVtedviard.

EXPEDIENTLY, adv. [from expedients

Fitly •, suitably ; conveniently a. Hastily ; i

quickly. Sbakesp.

To EXPEDITE, v. a. [exptdit, Lat.] 1. To

facilitate; to free from impediment. Milton.

1. To hasten; to quicken. Svjift. 3. To dis

patch ; to issue from a publick office. Bacsn.

EXPEDITE, a. [expedite, Lat.] 1. Quick >

hasty ; soon performed. Sandyt. 1. Easy ; dis

encumbered; clear, tinker. 3 Nimble; ac

tive 1 agile. Tittitfin. 4. Light armed. Bacen.

ETCPEDITELY. adv. [from expedite.] With

quickness, readiness, haste. Grew.

EXPEDITION/ [ham expedite.} 1. Haste;

speed; activity. Hooker, a. A march or voyage

with martial intentions. Sbakesp.

To EXPEL, v. a. [expelh, Lat. J 1. To drive

out; to force away. Burnet. 1. To eject ;

to throw out. Bacen. 3. To banish ; to drive

from the place of residence. Dryden.

EXPE'LLER. s. [from expel.] One that expels

or drives away.

To EXPEND, v. a. [expends, Lat.] To lay

out ; to spend. Haywara.

EXPENSE /.[expenfum, Lat.] Cost; charges;

money expended. Ben. Jebnson.

EXPE'NSEFUL. a [expense andsnll] Costly;

chargeable. IVctton.

EXPE'NSELESS. a. [from expense.] Wi;hont

cost. Mil: n.

EXPENSIVE, a. [from expense] 1. Given to

expense j extravagant ; luxurious. Temple. 1.

Costly; requiring expense. 3. Liberal; ge

nerous; distributive. Sprat t.

EXPENSIVELY, adv. With great expense

Snip

EXPENSIVENESS. / [from expensive] ^

Addition to

ness Arbi

EXPERIENCE / [exp.-rentia, Lat.] 1. Prac

tice; frequent trial. Raltigb. a. Knowledge

gained by trial and practice. Sbakesp.

To EXPERIENCE v. a. 1. To try; to prac

tise. 2. To know by practice.

EXPERIENCED participiala. 1. Made skilful

practice or experience. Bacon

EXPERTLY, adv. [from expert.] In a (kilful

ready manner.

EXPERTNESS / [from expert] Skill ; readi

ness Km. lies.

E X HI ABLE. a. Capable to be expjSfd.

To E'XPIATE. 11. a. [expie, Lat.JWTo annul

the guilt ofa crime by subsequent acts of piety;

to atone for. Bacen. 1. To avert the threats

of prodigies. **

EXPIATION./ [from expiate.] 1. The act of

expiating or atoning for any crime. 1. The

meansby which we atone for. crimes ; atone

ment. Qryden.,j' Practices by which ominous

prodigieataat'e averted. Hayviard.

E'XPlATqRY. a. [from expiate] Having the

power of.expiation. Rflkir.

EXPILA'TigN./ [c«pi!atio, Lat.J Robbery.

./ [from expire.] 1. That act

[which thrusts the air out of the

net. i. . The last emission of

Rambler. 3. Evaporation; act

of fuming otjL 4. Vapour; matter expired.

Bacon. 5. The cessation of any thing to which

life is figuratively ascribed. Beyle. 6. The con

clusion of any limited time. Clarenien.

ToEXPIRE. v. a. [expire, Lat.] 1 . To breathe

out. Spenser, a. To exhale ; to send out in ex

halations. IVeadtoard. 3. To close ; to bring

to an end. Hubberd's tale.

To EXPI RE. v. n. 1 . To make an emission

of the breath. Waltsn. 1. To die; to breathe

the Ua. Pipe. 3. To perish; to fall; to be

destroyed. Spenser. 4. To fly out with a blast.

Dryden. 5 . To conclude ; to come to an end.

Sbakesp.

ScY"

EXPIRA'TI^

of respiratia

lungs, Ar\

breath ; dcash

EXPLA'IN. v. a. [explane, Lat.] To ex-

, , , , pound; to illustrate; to clear. Gay.

1 expense ; extravagance, a. C^tlff EXPLA'NABLE. a. [from explain.] Capable of

tbnot. I being explained. Brevon.

EXPLAINER./ [from explain] Expositor;

interpreter; commentator.

EXPLANATION.;: [from explain] 1. The

act of explaining or interpreting. 2. The

sense given by an explainer or interpreter.

Swift.

by experience. Lccke. 1. Wise by long practice. EXPLANATORY, a. [from explain] Con>

Pipe. taining explanation. Swift

EXPERIENCER./ One who makes trials; a' E'XPLETIVE / [expletivnm, Lat.] Something

practiser of experiments. Digby. •■ used only to take up room. Sv/ift.

EXPERIMENT./ [experimentum,Lzt] Trial; EXPLICABLE, a. [from explicate] Explaina-

of any thing; something done in order to dis-j ble; possible to be explained. Hate, Boyle.

cover an uncertain or unknown effect. Bacen. To EXPLICATE, v. a. [explice, Lat.] I. To

To EXPERIMENT, v. a. [from the noun.]

To try; to search out by trial. Ray.

unsold, to expand. Bsackmtre.

plain; to clear. Taybr.

». Toex-

EXPLI-
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EXPLICATION./ [from explicate] i.The

act of opening ; unfolding or expanding. a-

The ict of explaining; interpretation; ex

planation. Hooker. 3. The sense given by an

explainer. Burnet.

E'XPLICATI VE. a. [from explicate.] Having a

tendency to explain. IVatn.

EXPLICATOR. / [from explicate.} Expoun

der : interpreter ; explainer.

EXPLICIT, a. [explicit.,. Lat.] Unfolded;

plain ; clear; not merely implied. Burnt!.

EXPLI'CITY. aJv. [from explicit.] Plainly ;

directly j not meiely by inference. Gtv. os the

Tongue.

To EXPLODE, v. a. [explodo, Lat.] 1 To

drive out disgracefully with some noise of

contempt. Roscemmon. 1. To drive out with

noise and violence. Blackmore.

EXPLODER./ [irumexploiit.] Anhisscr; one

who drives out with open contempt.

EXPLOIT. / [expletum, Lat.] A design ac

complished ; an alchievement ; a successlul

attempt. Denham.

To EXPLOIT. *. a. [from the noun] To per

form ; to atchieve. Camden.

To EXPLORATE. v. a. [explore, Lat.] To

search out. Bronjom.

EXPLORATION./ [from«^/«-<«(f.] Search;

examination. Beyle.

EXPLORA TOR./ [from explorate.] One who

searches ; an examiner.

EXPLORATORY, v. a. [expltrate.] Search

ing 1 examining.

To EXPLORE v.a. [explore, Lat.] To try;

to search into ; .to examine by trial. Beyle.

EXPLO'REMENT. / [from explore j Search ;

trial sir, thh.

EXPLOSION. / [from explode ] The act of

driving out any thing with noise and violence, 1

Woodward, Nevttou.

EXPLO SIVE. a. [from explode] Driving out !

withjioise and violence. Woodward.

EXPONENT./ [Uomexptuo, Lat.] Exponent

of the ratio, or proportion between any two

numbers or quantities, is the exponent arising

when the antecedent is divided by the conse

quent: thus six Is the exponent of the ratio

which thirty hath to five. Harrit.

EXPONENTIAL, a. [from exponent.] Expo

nential curves are such as partake both of the

nature of algcbraick and transcendental ones

Harrit.

To EXPORT, v. a. [cxporlo, Lat.] To carry

out of a country. Addijon.

E'XPORT./. [from the verb ] Commodity car

ried out in triffick.

EXPORTATION, s. [from export] The act

or practice of carrying out commodities into

other countries. Swift.

To EXPO'SE. v. a. [expesitum, Lat.] I. To

lay open ; to make liable to. Prior. 1. To

put in the power of any thing. Dryden. 3..

To lay open ; to make bare. Dryden. 4. To

lay open to censure or ridicule, Dryden. £,

To lay open to examination. Luke. 6. To

put in danger. Clarendon. 7. To cast out to

chance. Prior. 8. To censure ; to treat with

dispraise. Addison.

EXPOSITION./ [from expose.] 1. The situa

tion in which any thing i*. placed wi'.h respect

to the sun nr air.' Arbutbn:t. 2. Explanation;

interpretation. Dryden

EXPOSITOR / [expositor, Lat.] Explainer;

expounder; interpreter South.

To EXPOSTULATE, v. n. [expostnlo, Lat.]

To canvass with inother ; to altercate ; to

debate. Cotton.

EXPOSTULATION. / [from expostulates 1 .

Debate; altercation; dismission of an affair.

Rfedator. 2. Charge ; accusation Waller.

EXPOSTULA TOR./, [from expostulates One

that debates with snother without open rup

ture.

EXPOSTULATORY. a. [from expostulate]

Containing expollulation. I.'Estranre.

EXPOSURE. / [from expose.) 1. The act of

exposing <ir setting out to observation, 2. The

Date of being open to observation. Shakesp.

3. The state of being exposed to any thing.

Sbakrsb. 4. The state of being; in dinger.

Sbatesp. r Exposition ; situation. Evelyn.

To EXPOUND, v. a. [exfieno, Lat.] 1.T0

explain; to clear) to interpret. Raleigh. 1.

To examine ; to lay open Hudibrai.

EXPOUNDER / [from expound] Explainer)

interpreter. Hooker.

To EXPRESS v. a. [express*!, Lat.] 1. T°

copy j to resemble ; to represent. Dryden. 2.

To represent by any of the imitative parts, as

poetiy, sculpture, painting. Smith. 3. To re-

-prelent in words ; to exhibit by language; to

utter ; to declare Milton. 4. To show or

make known in any manner. Prior. 5. To

denote ; to designate Numbers 6. To squeeze

out } to force out by compression. Bacon, j.

To extort by violence. Ben Johnson.

EXPRESS a. [from the verb J t. Copied; re

sembling; exactly like. Milton ». Plain ) ap

parent , in direct terms. Hooker, Ben Johnson.

3. Clear; not dubious. Slillingjleet 4. On

purpose; for a particular end. Atterbury.

EXPRESS./ [Irom the adjective.] 1. A mes

senger sent on purpose Clarendon, x A mes-

tage sent. King Charlei. 3. A declaration in

plain terms. Norris.

EXPRESSIBLE, a. [from express ] 1. That

may be u.tcicd or declared Wotdnvard. 2.

Thai may be drawn by squeezing or expres

sion

EXPRESSION. / [from expresi.] 1. The act

or power of representing any thing. Holder.

a. The form or cast of language in which

any thoughts are uttered. Buckingham. 3. A

.phrase i a mode of speech. 4. The act of

squeezing or forcing out any thing by a press.

Arbuthnot.

EXPRESSIVE, a. [from expresi.] Having the

power of utterance or representation. Pepe,R:r.

EXPRESSIVELY, adv. \ from expressive.] In

a clear and representative way.

N n a EXPRE'SSIVENESS.
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EXPRE SSIVENESS./ [from expreffivc] The

power of expression, or representation by

words.. Addison.

EXPRE'SSLY. adv. [from express] In direct

terms; plainly; not by implication. SViV/r »(;/«'.

EXPRE SSURE. s [from express!] i. Exprcf

fion ; utterance Shakcfp. 2 The form , the

likeness represented. Shakcfp. 3. The mark ;

the impression. Slakcsp.

ToUXPROBATE v.a. [exprebro. Lat ] To

charge upon with reproach ; to impute openly

with blame ; to upbraid. Brevjn.

EXPROBRA'TION /. ssrom«/>r»tVi.'r ] Scorn

ful charge ; reproachful accusation. Hooker.

To EXPROPRIATE.*-, a. [ex and proprius,

Lat ] To make no longer our own. Boyle.

To EXPUCN. v. a. [expugne, Lat.] To con

quer ; to take by assault.

EXPUCNA 1 ION J. [from expugn.] Conquest

the act of taking by assault. SanJys

To EXPU LSE *>. a. [expulfus, L.H.] To drive

out; to force away. Bacon, Brcotne.

EXPULSION. / [from expulfe.] 1 The act of

expelling or driving out Milton 2. The state

ot being driven out. Raleigh, Stillin^sect.

EXPULSIVE, a [from expu/j'c] Hiving the

power of expulsion.

EXPU NCTION./ [from expunge.] Abolition

To EXPUNGE, v. a. [expunge. Lat] I. To

blot out ; to rub out. Swift. 2. To efface ;

to annihilate. Samdyt.

EXPURGA'TION f. [cxfmrgatio. Lat] i.The

act of puiging or cleansing, ll'tjeman. 2. Pu

rification trom bad mixture, at of errour or

falsliood. Breton.

EXPURGATORY. a. [expurgaterius, Lat]

Employed in purging away what is noxious

Brown

EXQUISITE, a, [exauisitus, Lat.] 1. Far-

fought; excellent j consummate; complete

Raleigh. 2. Consummately bad. K. Charles.

EXQU1 SITELY adv. Perfectly .completely.

IVetten, Addison.

E XQUIS1TENLSS./. [homexauisttc] Nicety;

pertection. Boyle.

EXSCRIPT. /. [exscriptum, Lat] A copy ; a

writing copitd from another.

EXSI'CCANT. a. [from exsiccate] Drying;

havirg the power to dry up Wiseman.

To EXSICCATE. 11. a. [txsiice, Lat.] To

dry. Brown.

EXSICCATION./ [ham exsiccate.] The act

o: drying Brawn.

EXSiCCATIVE. a. [from exsiccate ] Havinp

the power of drying.

EXSPUITION./ [exfuo, Lat.] A discharge by

Ipittinsr.

EXSU CTION. /. [exugt, Lat.] The act of

sucking out. Boyle.

EXSUDA TiON / [from exude, Lat] A sweat

ing , an exultation. Dcrham.

To EXSUFPOLATE. v. a. To whisper; to

but* in tac ear Shakelp.

EXSUpPLATlON. / [e.vand sufflt, I.al ] A

blast working underneath. Bacon.

To EXSU SC ITATE. v. a. [exsuscito, Lat] To

rouse up; to stir op.

E XTANCY. s [from extant ] Parts rising up

above the rest. Beyle.

E XTANT. a [extans, Lat.] 1 Standing out to

view; standing above the rest. Ray. 2. Pub-

lick ; not lupprcssed. Graunt.

EXTA'TICAL. 1 a. [fxr«1ixt;.] 1. Tending

EXTA'TICK. J to something external. B.yU.

a. Rapturous. Pipe.

EXTEMPORAL. a. [extetnperalis , Lat] I.

Uttered without premeditation; quick , ready ;

sudden. Wetton. 2. Speaking without pre

meditation. Ben Johns:*.

F.XTE MPORALLY. adv. [from exteenperai]

Quitkly; without premeditati .a. Shakcfp.

EXTEMPORANEOUS a. [extempirauets,

Lat] Without premeditation ; sudden

EXTEMPORARY, a. [extemftrariu,. Lat]

Uttered or performed without premeditation ,

sudden ; quick. More.

EXTEMPORE adv. [extempore. Lat.] With

out premeditation ; suddenly ; readily. South.

KXTEMPORINESS./. [from cxterr.pire] The

faculty of speaking or acting without pieme-

diution.

To EXTEMPORIZE, v. n. [from extemfiere.]

To speak extempore, or without premedita

tion. South.

To EXTEND, f. a. [cxlende. Lat] 1.T0

stretch out towards any part Pope. 2. To

spread abroad ; to diffuse ; to expand Lode.

3. To widen lo a larye comprehension. Locke.

4. To stretch into assignable dimensions ; to

make local ; to magnify so as to sill some as

signable space. Prior. 5. To enlarge ; to con

tinue. Pope 6. To encreasc in force or du

ration. Shakesp. 7 To enlarge the compre

hension of any position. Hooker. 8. To im

part ; to communicate. Pjalmt. 9. To seize by

a course of law. Hudibrai.

EXTE'NDER s. [from extend.] The person or

instrument by which any thing is extended.

fVjscman

EXTENDII5LE. a [from extend,] Capable of

extension. Arbuthnot.

EXTENDLESNESS / [horn extend] Unli

mited extension. Hale.

EXTENSIBILITY, s [from extensible] The

quality ot being extensible. Grcm

EXTF. NSIBLE. a. [extensio. Lat ] 1 . Capable of

being (1 retched into length or'breadth. Holder.

1. Capable of being extended to a larger com

prehension. Glanville.

EXTE'NSIBI.ENESS./ [from extensible.] Ca

pacity of being extended.

EXTENSION./, [from exteusi,, Lat] 1 Tb;

act of extending. 2. The state of being e»-

tended Burnet.

EXTENSIVE, a. [extensiyiu, Lat] Wide;

lar;;e. IVatts.

EXTENSIVELY, adv. [from extensive ] Wide

ly ; largely. rTatti.

EXTE'NSIVENESS / [from extern/eve.] 1

Largeness; diffusiveness ; widenels. Gov. es

lie Tsngue. 1. Possibility to be extended. Ray.

EXTENSOR.
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EXTENSOR./ The muscle by which any limb

is extended.

EXTE NT. participle, [from rxrrtrf.JExtended.

Ssenser.

EXTE NT./ [extentut. Lit.] I. Spice or,de-

gree to which »ny thing is extended Mtltin.

1. Communication-, di'iribution. Skakejp. 3.

Execution ; seizure. Shakesp.

To EXTENUATE, v. a. [extenun, Lit] 1

To lessen ; to mike small. Grew. 1. To

lessen ; to diminish in any quality Dryden. 3.

To lessen ; to degrade , to diminish honour

Mth-.it. 4. To lessen; to palliate. Miltm 5.

To make lean.

EXTENUATION./ [from extennate.]i . The

act ofrepresenting things less ill than they arc;

palliation. 1. Mitigation; alleviation of pu-

ni&ment. Atterbury. 3. A geneial decay in

the muscular flesh of the whole body. <%ninry.

EXTE RIOR. a. [exterior. Lat.] Outward ;

external ; not intrinlick. Biyle.

EXTERIORLY, adv. I from exteriors Out

wardly ; externally. Skakejp.

To EXTERMINATE, v. a. [extermint, Lat.]

To root out; to tear up; todiiveaway.jS«i//^y.

EXTERMINATION /.Destruction; excision.

Bacon.

EXTERMINATOR./, [exterminator. Lat]

The person or instrument by which lny thing

is destroyed.

To EXTE RMINE. v. a. [exlermine, Lit.] To

exterminate. Skakefp.

EXTERN, a. [external. Lat] 1. Externil ;

outwird; visible. Shakesp. 2. Without itself ;

not inherent; not intrinlick. Digby.

EXTERNAL, a. [externm, Lat] 1. Out

wird ; not proceeding from itsell ; opposite to

internal TiUstjin. 1. Hiving the outwird

appearance. Stillingjieet.

EXTL'KNALLY.a</«. [trom«rer»a/.] Out

wardly. Taylsr.

To EXTIL. v. n. [ex trAstilb, Lit] To diop

or distil from.

EXTILLATION. /. [from ex ui&ftillo, Lat]

Theact of falling in drops. Derbam.

To EXTI MULATE. v a. [txtimulc, Lat.]To

prick ; to incite by stimulation, liretnn.

EXTIMULATION./[from«/;iWsl<jo,Lit.]

Pungency ; power of exciting motion or len-

sition. Baczn.

EXTINCT, a. [extinilui, Lil] I. Extinguish

ed > quenched; put out. Pope. 2. At a<fop ;

without progressive succession. Dryden. 3.

Abolished; out of force. Ayl'ffe.

EXTINCTION. /. [extma-o. Lat] t. The

act of quenching or extinguishing. Brcvin. 1.

The state of being quenched Harvey. 3. De

struction; excision, lingers. 4. Suppression.

Thtmfo*.

To EXTINGUISH, v. a. [«;i«£«»,Lat.] 1 . To

put out ; to quench. Dryden. 2 . To suppress ;

to destroy. Hayward 3. To cloud ;tooblcure.

Shakesp.

EXTI'NGUISHABLE, a. [from extinguijb.]

That may be quenched, or destroyed.

EXTI'NGUISHER. / [from extinguish ] K

holiow cone put ujion a candle to quench it.

Ccll.er.

EXTINGUISHMENT. / [fromextingnifi.]

1 Extinction ; suppression ; act of quenching.

Davies. 1. Abolition ; nullifies:.on. //.^.tff. 3.

Termination of a family or succession. Dai-itt.

To EXTl'RP. v a. [extirpe, Lat.J To eradi

cate ; to root out. Skakejp.

EXTIRPATION./ (from extirpate ]ThixO.

ot rooting out; eradication ; excision.'Ti.letjon.

EXTIRPATOR./, [from extirpate.] The act

ot rooting out; eradication; excision.Tilbtsem.

EXTI'RPaTOR./ s mm extirpate.) One who

roots out ; a destroyer.

EXTISP1 CIOUS a. [extispieium, La'..] Augu-

rial ; relating to the inspection of entrails.

Brown.

To EXTO'L. i>. a. [extallt. Lat ] To praise •,

to magnify ; to laud , to celebrate Dryden.

EXTO LLER. /. [from extil.) A praiser ; a

magnifier.

EXTO RSI VE. a. [from exturt.] Having the

quality of drawing uy violent means.

EXTORSIVELY. adv. [from exttrjlve.] In an

extnrsive manner ; by violence.

To EXTO RT. v. a. [exterquee, extortus. Lat.]

1 . To draw by toice ; to force away ; to wix-i't ;

to wring from one. Rcwe. 4. To gain by

violence or oppression. Spenser.

To EXTORT, •». n. To practise oppression and

violence. Davies.

EXTO RTER./ [from txttrt.] One who prac

tises oppression. Camden.

EXTORTION./ [from exttrt.] 1. The act

or practice of gaining by violence or rapacity.

David, i. Force by which any thing is un

justly taken away. KmgCkarles.

EXTO'RTIONER. / [from extorting One

who practisesextonion. Camden.

To EXTRACT, v. a. [extraSnm, Ut.] I. To

draw out of something. Bacn. 2. To draw by

chemical operation Philips. 3. To take from

something. Milton. 4. To draw out of any

containing body. Burner. 5. To select and

abstract from a larger treatise. Swift.

EXTRACT./ [from the verb.] 1. The sub

stance extracted ; the chief paits drawn from

any thing. Byle. 2. The chiefs heads drawn

from a book. Camden.

EXTRACTION./ [extraSi: Lit ] 1. The

act of drawing one part out of a compound.

Bacin. 2. Derivation from an original; line

age ; dc'lcent. Clarendon.

EXTRACTOR/ [Latin] The person or in

strument by which any thing is extracted.

EXTRADICTIONARY. a. [extratni diait,

Lat.] Not confuting in words but realities.

Brvwn.

EXTRAJUDICIAL, a. [extra uv\ jndicinm,

Lat] Out of the regular course of legal pro

cedure.

EXTRAJUDICIALLY, adv. In a manner dif-

'ferent trom the ordinary course of legal pro

cedure. Aytijst,

EXTRA-
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EXTRAMl'SSION./ [extra, and mitto,\.tt ]

The act of emitting outwards. Brown.

EXTRAMUNDA'NE. a. [extra and mundui,

Lat. J Beyond the verge of the material world.

Glanville.

EXTRANEOUS, a. [extranem. Ut.] Not be

longing to any thing ; foreign. Woodward.

EXTRAO RD1NARII.Y. adv. [from extraor

dinary] i. In a manner out of the common

method and order, Hooker, z. Uncommonly;

particularly ; eminently Howel.

EXTRAORDINARINESS./ [from extraor

dinary.] Uncommonness; eminence; remarl»-

•blenefs. Gov. cfthe Tongue.

EXTRAORDINARY, a. [extraordinariui,

i.at.] i. Different from common order and

method ; not ordinary. Daviet. 1, Different

from the common course of law. Clarendon.

3.Eminent ; remarkable ; more than common

Sidney, Stillin'fleet.

EXTRAORDINARY, adv. Extraordinarily

Addifon.

EXTRAPARO'CHIAL a.[cxtramAparochia,

Lat] Not comprehended within any parish.

EXTRAPROVl'NClAL.a.[«rraand^rTOiV

cia, Lat ] Not within the same province. Ayl.

EXTRARECULAR. a. [extra, and regula.

Lat.] Not comprehended within a ralc.Taylor.

KXTRA'VAGANCE. ? s.[extravagans,Lu.]

EXTRAVAGANCY. J .. Excursion or sally

beyond prescribed limits. Hamm-.nd. i Irregu

larity ; wildness. 3. Outrage ; violence ; out

rageous vehemence. Tillotfcn. 4. Unnatural

tumour; bombast. Dryden. 5. Waste-, vain

and superfluous expence. Arbnthnot.

EXTRAVAGANT, a. [extravagant, Lat.] 1.

Wandering out of hit bounds. Shakesp. 1.

Roving beyond just limits or prescribed me

thods. Dryden. 3. Not comprehended in any

thing. Aylijsc. 4. Irregular; wild. Milton. 5.

Waiteful; prodigal; vainly eypeative.Addison.

EXTRAVAGANT./ One who is confined in

no general use or definition. VEjirange.

EXTRA VACANTLY, adv. Ifrom extrava

gant.] I. In an extravagant manner; wildly.

Dryden. 1. In an unreasonable degree, tope

3. Expensively ; luxuriously; wastefully.

EXTRA VAGANTNESS./. [from extrava

gant.] Excess; excursion beyond limits.

To EXTRA"VAGATE •». n. [extra mivagor,

Lat.] To wander out of limits.

EXTRA'VASATED. a. [extra and vasa,Lit.]

Forced out of the properly containing vessels.

Arbutbnot.

EXTRAVASATION./ [from extravasated.]

The actof forcing, or state of being forced out

of the proper containing vessels. Arbnthmt.

EXTRAVE'NATE. a. [extra and«»a, Lat.]

Let out of the veins. Glanville.

EXTRAVE'RSION./ [extra diverse, Lat.]

The act of throwing out Royk,

EXTRAUGHT, part. Extruded. Shakesp.

EXTRE'ME. a. [extremut. Lat.] 1, Greatest ;

of the highest degree. Hooker, a. Utmost.

Shakesp. 3. Last; that beyond which there

h nothing. Dryden. 4. Pressing in the utmost

degree. Hooker.

EXTREME./ [from the adjective] 1 . Utmost

point ; highest degree of any thing. Milton. 2.

Points at the greatest distance from ck h. other ;

extremity. Locke.

EXTREMELY, adv. [from extreme.] 1. la

the utmost degree. Sidney, a. Very much ;

greatly. Swift.

EXTPEMITY. f. [extremitao, Lat.] 1. The

utmost point ; the highest degree. Hooker, t.

The utmost parts ; the parts most remote from

the middle. Brown. 3. The points in the

utmost degree of opposition. Denham. 4. Re

motest parts ; parts at the greatest distance.

Arbnthnot. 5. Violence of passion. Spenser. 6.

The utmost violence, rigour,ordistress.C/ar«.

To E'XTRICATE. v. a. [extrico. Lac] To

■disembarrass; to set f.ee any one in a state

of perplexity. Addifon.

EXTRJCA'TION. / [from extricate.] The act

of disentangling. Boyle.

EXTRI NSICAL.a. (extrinsecu,. Lat,] Exter

nal j outward ; not intimately belonging ; not

intrinsick. Digby.

EXTRI NSICALLY. adv. [from extrinsical.]

From without. Glanville.

EXTUI'NSICK.a.[«/r/»/«-«i,Lat.]Outward;

external. Gov. of the Tongue.

To EXTRU'CT. v. a. [extmanm, Lat.] To

build j to raise ; to form.

EXTRU'CTOR./ [from txlrnS.] A builder ;

a fabricator.

To EXTRUDE. *.«. \txtrud\ Lat.] To thrust

off. Woodward.

EXTRU SION / {extrnsns. Lat.] The act of

thrusting or driving out. Burnet.

EXTU'BLRANCK./ [ex and l.ber. Lat.]

Knobs, or parts protuberant Moxon.

EXUBERANCE. / [exubera-.io, Lat.] Over

growth; superfluous shoots, luxuriance. Gar:/-.

EXUBERANT, a. [exuberant. Lat.] 1 . Grow

ing with superfluous (hoots ; overabundant ;

superfluously plenteous, tope. I. Abounding

in the utmost degree.

EXUBERANTLY, adv. [from exuberant.] A-

bundantly. Woodward.

To EXUBERATE. -o. «. [exubere, Lat] To

abound in the highest degree. Beyli.

EXUCCOUS.a. [exfueeut, Lat.] Without j uicej

dry. Brown.

EXUDATION/ [from exude, Lat.] 1. The

act of emitting in sweat, 1. The matter issu

ing out by sweat from any body. Bacon.

To EXU DATE. ? v. n. [exudo, Lat.]To sweat

To EXU DE. £ out; to issue by (vteul.Arbur.

To EXU'LCERATE. v. a. [exuleere, Lit] t .

To make sore with an ulcer. Ray. 1. To

afflict ; to corrode ; to enrage. Milton.

EXULCERATION. {. (from [exulcerate.] 1.

The beginning erosion, which forms an ulcer.

Quincy. i. Exacerbation ; corrosion. Hooker.

EXU LCERATORY. a. [from exnlctrate]

Having a tendency to cause ulcers.

To EXULT, v. n. [exuho, Lat.] To rejoice

above measure j to triumph. Hooker.

EXU'LTAJfCE .
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EXUT.TANCE. / [from exult ] Transport ;

Joy v triumph. Gov. os the Tenant.

EXULTATION./ [exultatio, Ut.] Joy ; tri

umph ; rapturous delight, hosier.

To EXUNDATE. *■. a. [exundo, Ut.] To

overflow. Did.

EXUNDA'TION. [from exu%iate.\ Overflow j

abundance. Ray.

EXUPERABLE. a. [exupirabi 'it, Ut.] Con

querable ; superable ; vincible.

EXU'PERANCE./ [exuperentia, Lat.] Over

balance i greater proportion. Breton.

To EXUSC1TATE. v. a. [exsuscito. Lat.] To

stir up ; to rouse.

EXUSTION./ s«r«/?/>, Lat.] The act of burn

ing up . consumption by sire.

EXV'riÆ.s. [Latin.] Cast (kins ; cast (hells ;

whatever is shed by animals. Woodward

EY. e*. ee May either come from 15, an island,

or from the Saxon ca, which signifies a water

Gibson.

EYAS./ [mar/, Fr.] A young hawk just taken

from the nest. Sbakesp.

EYASMUSK.ET./ A young unfledged male

hawk. Hannur.

EYE./ plural eyne, now tftt. [eaj, Sax.] 1.

The organ of vision. Dryden. 1. Sight: ocular

knowledge. Galatiani. 3. Look ; countenance.

Sbakesp. 4. Front i face. Sbakesp. ;. A posture

of direct opposition. Dryien. 6. Aspect 1 re

gard. Bacon. 7. Notice; attention; obser

vation. Sidney. 8. Opinion formed by obser

vation. Denbam. 9. Sight-, view. Sbakesp.

10. Any thing soi med like an eye. Newton.

11. Any small perforation. Sbakesp. South.

It. A small catch into which a hook goes

Beyle. 13. Budofa plant. Evelyn. 14. A small

(hade of colour. Boyle. 15. Power of percep

tion. Deuteronomy.

To EYE v. a [from the noun.] To watch ; to

keep in view. More.

To EYE. w. ». To appear ; to show ; to bear

an appearance. Sbakesp.

EY'EBAIX./. [eye and ball.] The apple of the

eye. Sbakesp.

EYERRICHT./ [cuphrafia, Lat] An herb.

EYEBROW./ [eye and hronu.] Thehairyarcb

over the eye. DryJen

EYEDROP/ [eye and </r./> ] Tear. Sbakesp.

EYEGLANCE./ [eye laAgtonce] Quick no

tice of the eye Spenser.

EY EGLASS / [eye and glast.] Spectacles ;

glass to assist the sight. Newton.

EY ELESS a. [from eye. ] Without sight .sight-

let's ; deprived of sight. Milton, Garth.

EYELET./ [etilet, Fr.] A hole through which

light may enter ;any small perforation iYiJem.

EYELID / [f/sand tel] The membrane that

(huts over the eye. Bacon.

EY ESERVANT/fryc and/r>»a«».] A servant

that works only while watched.

EYESERVICE. /. [eye and Jervice] Service

performed only tinder inspection. C::oJJiant.

EYESHOT / [eye and shot.] Sight; glance;

view. SpeQator.

EYESIGHT. / [/veand sight.] Sight of the

eye Samu:l.

EY'ESORE./ [eye nr.d fore.] Something offen

sive to the sight. Clarendon.

EY'ESPOTTED. a. [eye and spot.} Marked

with spots like eves. Spenser.

EYESTRING / '[eye laistring.] The string

ofthcc)e. Sbakejp.

EYETOOTH./ [eye and tooth] The tooth on

the upper jaw next on each side to the grind

ers 1 the fang. Ray.

EY'EWINK. / [eyeznA wink.] A wink, at 1

hint or token. Sbakejp.

EYEWlTNESS./[yr and witnesi.] An ocular

evidence; one who gives testimony to facts

seen with his own eyes. Peter.

EYRE. / [eyre, Fr.] The court of justices

itinerants. Coivell.

EYRY./ [from ey, an egg] The place where

birds of prey build their nests and hatch.

Milton.

F.

FAB FAB

FHas in English an invariable sound, formed

' by compression ul the whole lips and a

forcible breath.

FABA'CEOUS. a. [sabaceui, Lat] Having the

nature of a bean.

FA'BLE./ [sable,?r] 1. A feigned story in

tended to enforce some moral precept. Addi-

son. 1. A Action in general Dryden. 3.

The series or contexture ot events which con

stitute a poem. Dryden. 4. A '. t e.

To FA'BLE. t> . ». [si om the noun ] 1 . To

feign j to write not t: nth but Action. Prior.

2. To tell falsiioods Sbakesp.

To FA'BLE. v. a. To feign; to tell of falsely.

Miltttt.

FABLED, a. [srom/ai/f] Celebrated in fables.

Titielt.

FABLER /[from fable.] A dealer in fiction.

To FABRICATE v.a. [sabricor, Lat.] 1.T0

build; 10 construct, a. To forge; to devise

falsely

FABRICATION./ [from fabricate.] The act

of building. Hale.

FA'BRICK../ \fabrica, Lat.] 1. A building J

an edifice. IVelton. I. Any system or com

pages of matter Prior.

To FA'BRICK v. a. [from the noua.] To

build ; to form ; to construct. Philips.

FA BULIST./ [/a*«/;/?f, Fr.] A writer of sa

bles. Cnxat. FABULO-
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FABULO'SZTY./ Ifabnlefitat, Ltt] Lying*

n-l ; fulness of stories. Ahbst,

T < tWLOUS. * [fabnhfni, Lat] Feigned;

■ • 'offaD'o- Addifon.

i" '• BULOl' ..Y. oaV [from /jfcr/in.] In fic-

•ion. i5' ■>.

FACE , /:-'. Fr. from faciet, Ut] I. The

vi:'a • 2. Countenance ; cast of the

fe-.- I'.pe 3 The surface of any thing

C- .. Th< f.ont or forepart of any thing.

£•■ 5. Slate of affairs. Aft/t-n. 6. Ap-

pea ncrt ; refen.i'lincc. Ben. ycbnjcn. 7.

Presence; sight. Oryden. 8. Confidence;

bolrfr.ef;,. Steiiefp. Tillitfon. 9. Distortion ol

the face. Sbakejp.

FACE tot ace 1. When both parties are pre

sent. Adi 2. Without the interposition ot

other bodies. Corinthians.

To FACE, v. n: I. To carry a false appearance

Spenser. 2 To turn the face j to come in

front. Dryden.

To FACE v a. 1. To mctt infront j to oppose

with consilence. Dryden. 1 To oppose with

impudence. Hudibras. 3. To stand opposite

to. /^^e. 4. To cover with an additional

superficies Addifon.

FACELESS, a. [from fan.] Without a face.

FA'CI-.PAINTER / [face and fainter.] A

drawer of portraits.

FACET' AINT1NG/. [face andpa»'»f»'»£.]The

art ot drawing portrait!. DryJen

FA'CIiT ' I fncelle, Fr.]A small surface Bacon.

FACE TIOVS. a. [facctieux,¥r.] Gay ; cheer

ful ; livt't '. G«tr. of theTon^ue.

Facetiously, adv. [from/a«/;«u ] Gay

ly ; chvrnu'iY.

FACE'T10UENPSS/[from/3rff«or]Cheer-

ful wit . m.rth.

FA'CILK. a. r/ar.-'/f.Fr ] 1 . Easy ; r..t d (ncult ,

per. ormablewtlh a little labour ' At. Evelyn.

I. -Easily lurmountable ; <..< ' .wiquerable.

Mtltcn 3. Easy of acces ■ 1 onverse ; not

supercilious. Bin. Jchnlcn. 4. Hiant; flexible ;

easily perluadtd. Calamy.

ToFACTLITATF.f. a. [faeiliter, Fr.] To

make easy ; to :.te from difficult* .Clarendon

FACI'LITY./ [facilite, Fr.] 1. E-sincI's to be

performed j freedom from difficulty Raleigh

a. Readiness >.- perlorming j dexterity . Dryd

3. Vitious ductility ; easiness to be persuaded.

Bacon. 4. Easiness of access > affability. South.

FACINERIOUS. a. Wicked; nidnorous.Si&ait.

FA'CING./ [To face.] An ornamental cover

ing. fVettcn

FACl'NOROUS.a [facinora, Lat] Wicked ,

atrocious; detestably bad.

FACINOROUSNESS. /. [from facinerous]

Wickedness in a high degree.

FACT./, [faffum, Lat ] 1. A thing done ; an

effect produced. Hooter. 2. Reality ; not sup

position. Smalridge. 3. Action ; deed. Dryden

FACTION./ [faSt—, Fr. J 1. A party in a

state. Shakefp. 1. Tumult ; discord ; distension.

Clarendon.

FA'CTIONARY / [faflitnaire, Fr.] A patty

mao. Steiirf/>.

JFA'CTIOUS. a [/act,™*, Fr.] 1. Civen to

faction; loud and violent in a party. Shakesp.i.

Proceeding from publick dissension K Charles.

FA'CTIOl'SLY. ad,, ssrom faclious.] In ■

manner criminally dissensi.-.us. K Charlti

FACTIOUSNESS /: ffrom/asl.-Ki.] Inclina

tion to publick dissension.

F ACTI TIOUS a [/ar7///«/,Lat.]Madc by art,

in opposition to what is made by nature.B:ti/f

FA'CTOR. s. [fatHeur. Fr.] An agent for

another ; a substitute South

FACTORY / [(torn faclor.] 1. A house or

district inhabited by'traders in a distant coun

try, a. The traders embodied in one place

FACTOTUM/ [factotum. Ut.] A servant

employed alike in all kinds ot business; as

o*rr*iinthe Stratagem.

FACTURE. j. [French.] The act or manner of

making any thing.

FA'CULTY.'/[/ar««, Yt.facnhas, Lat] 1.

The power of doing any thing ; ability.H.-3,trr.

2. Powers of the mind, imagination, reason,

memory Swift. 3. [ In physick] A power or

ability to peform any action natural, vital, and

animal. 2>Kincy. 4. A knack; habitual excel

lence ; dexterity. Clarendon, e,. Quality; dispo

sition or habit of good or ill. Siai 6. Power ;

authority. Shakefp. 7. Privilege; right to do

any thing. Hooker. 8. Faculty, in an univer

sity, denotes the masters and professors of the

several sciences.

PACUND. a. [facundus. Lat.] Eloquent.

To FADDLE. v. n. To trifle ; lo toy; to play.

To FADE. v. n. [fade, Fr.] 1. To tend

from greater to less vieour; to grow weak. a.

To lend trom a brighter to a weaker colour.

Boyle. 3. To wither, as a vegetable. Isaiah.

4. To die away gradually ; to vanish. AdJsf.

5. To be naturally not durable; to be tian-

ilent. Locke

To FADE v. a. To wear away ; to reduce to

languor. Dryden

To FADCP..V. n. [jepegan. Sax.] 1. To suit}

to Ft ; to have one pan consilient with another.

Sbak'Jp. 2. To agree ; not to quarrel. Hndib.

3 To exceed ; to hit. L' Estrange.

FARCES.J. [Lat.J Excrements; ingredients and

settling. Quincy.

To FAG v. a. [fatigtf Lat.] To grow weary;

to faint with weariness. Macieux.ie.

FAGE'ND./ [from fag and end] 1. The end

of a web of cloth, x. The refuse or meanet-

parl of any thing. Far.Jba-ji.

lAGOT.y. [sagoJ, Welch \ fagot, Fr.] 1. A

bundle ol (licks bound together for the fire.

Halts. 2. A soldier numbered in the mttller

roll, but not ically existing.

To FA GOT. V. a. [from the noun.] To tie up;

to bundle. Dryden.

To FAIL. v. n. [failler, Fr.] 1. To be defi

cient j to cease trom former plenty, to fall

short. Locke. 2. Tobetutinct; to cease «•

be produced. Psalms. 3. To cease ; to perish ;

lo be lost. Addijon. 4. To die ; to lose life.

Stake) [<. 5 To sink ; to be torn down Isaiat.

#. To
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C. To decay ; to decline ; to languish. Mihn.

7- Totnift; not to produce its effect . Bacs*.

S- To mist ; not to succeed in a design. *Addif.

9- To be deficient in duty. tVakt't Prtfara-

litmfcr Death

To FAIL. v. a. i. To desert; not to continue

to aÆst or supply. Std*ty, Lake a. N»>t to

efEft; to neglect; to omit to help. Daviti.

3- To arms, not to perform. Drydt*. 4. To

be waaxtiet? to. 1 Kimgt.

FAIL. s. [from the verb.) 1 Miscarriage; mis*;

urJaccef fulness. 2. Omission; oon perform-

anr- ikaktff. 3. Deficiency ; want. 4

Death; extinction. Shakesp

FAILING / [from/ail J Deficiency; imper

fection ; lapse. Rtgrrt.

FAILLR^/ {froro%i/] 1 Deficience; ces

sation- kVtsdvsard x. Omiflion; non-perfnr-

; ti.p. Statb. 3. A lapse, a slight fault.

. Glad ; merry;

Forced ; obliged i

FAIN". <j. spcajo, Sax]

ciearful; food. Sfemjtr.

compelled Hscker.

FAIN, aviv. [from the adjective.] Gladly ; very

oriiroa:jy.

To FAJ-V ». ■_ [from the noun,j To wish } to

desire aoodJy- Sfnftr.

ToFAJNT. w. ». [famtr, Fr.] 1. To decay j

to wear or wide away quickly. Fist, x. To

Jose the animal functions ; to fink motionless

G+critom. 3. To grow feeble. Ectlas. 4. To

fick tate dejection. Milan

To FAINT, v. a. To deject; to depress; to

cafceUe. Sbmktff.

FAINT, a [fame, Fr.] 1. Languid; weak;

(eeWe. Ttmflt. 2. Not bright; not vivid; not

•JrnJc'og. Newts*. 3 No: loud; not piercing.

Brylt. a- Feeble 01 body Rambler. 5. Cow-

snsta; trmorous; not vigorous. Cawedt*. 6.

Dejected ; depressed. Hebretvi. 7. Not vigo-

roau; aaat active. Davnt.

FAINTHEARTED, a. [faint and heart.]

Cowmrdrr ; timorous. Ijaiab.

FAINTHEARTEDLY atfV [from faint-

r-tmrud ] Timorously.

FAJNTHEA RTEDN ESS /. [ftomfatmtheart-

td] GovawJice ; trmoroasnefs.

FAINTING./, [ttomfai*t.] Dcliquiurn; t<rn-

yisrarv lati of aaimal motion kf'ijtma*.

TAIHTISHNESS./. [fromfaint ] Weakness in

a f £ttf degree ; incipient debility- Arbmb*it.

FMNTLINC. a. [mm fatal] Timorous;

:ee£n^-mndec!- Arb*ib*it.

FA IXTLY. adv. (froro/ar»r ] 1 Feebly ; lan-

gmMj.kVal/b x. Not in bright colours. Ftft.

3, Without sere* of representation. Shaktff.

4- Witbom strength or body. Dryde*. 5,

Not vigorously; not actively. Sbakejf. 6. Ti-

nuial; ; with dejection; without spirit

FA IXTNESS. /. [fromfatal.] 1 . Languor ;

trenbnrse; want of strength. Hitker. 1. In-

•ctmry; wast of vigour. Sfttfer. 3. Timo

roatacM. ; dejection. Skake, f.

FA1NTY. e. jrrorn fat*t.\ Weak; feeble;

Drjaai

FAIR. a. [Fxjeji, Sax] 1. Beautiful ; elegant

of feature; handsome. Shaktff. 2. Not black;

not brown; white in the complexion. Hale.

3. Pleasing to the eye. Sbakejf. 4 Clear;

pure. Bijit. c. Not cloudy ; not foul ; not

tempestuous. Clareainm. 6. Favourable ; pros

perous. Pritr. 7 Likely to succeed. Shaktff.

8. Equal j just. Clare*ds*. 9. Not effected by

any insidious or unlawful methods. Ttmflt.

10. Not practising any fraudulent or insidi

ous arts. P.fe. 1 1. Open; direct. Drydt*. 12.

Gentle; mild; not compulsory Sfemjtr 13.

Mild > not severe Mihn. 14. Pleasing ; civil.

Shaktff. 15. Equitable; not injurious. Milts*.

* 6. Commodious; easy. Shaktff.

FAIR. adv. [from the adjective.] 1. Gently;

decently; without violence Licke.x. Civilly;

coroplaisamly. Shaktff. 3. Happily ; success-

sully. Sbakejf. 4. On good terms. Collier.

FAIR./ 1. A beauty ;elliptically, a fair woman.

Drydt*. 2. Honesty; jult dealing Arbutb*;t.

FAIR./ [/«Vr,Fr.] An annual or stated meet

ing of buyer* and sellers. Arh*th*st.

FA'IRJNG. / (hornfair] A present given at

a fair. Bit. Jthtfs*

FAIRLY, adv. [fromfair] 1 . Beautifully. 2.

Commodioosly ; conveniently. Dryde*. 3. Ho

nestly ; justly ; without (hitt. 4. Ingenuously ;

plainly ; openly. Past. 5. Candidly ; without

sinistrous interpretations. Drydt*. 6 Without

violence to right reason. Dryde*. 7. Without

blow. Shaktff. 8. Completely ; without any

dtficience. Sftmftr.

FAIRNESS./ [horn fair] 1. Beauty; ele

gance of form. oiV«i. 2. Honesty; candour;

ingenuity. Atttrbtry.

FAIRSPOKEN. a. [from fair and speak.]

Eland and civil in language and address Hsiker.

FAIRY./ [repho, Sax.J 1. A kind of fabled

being? supposed to appear in a diminutive hu

man form, and to dance in the meadows, and

reward cleanliness in houses; an elf; a fay.

Lsckt. 2. An enchantress. Shaktff

FAIRY, a. I. Given by fairies. Drydt*. x.

Belonging to fairies. Shaktff.

FA IRYSTONE. f. A stone found in gravel-pits.

FAITH /". ,/«,Fr.] 1. Beliel of the revealed

truths ofreligion. Htsker^Jamtt , Hammoad 2..

The system of revealed truths held by the

Christian church. ABt, Cspims* Fraytr. 3.

Trust in Cod. Svtft. 4. Tenet held Shaktff.

5. Trust in the honesty or veracity of another.

6. Fidelity ; unshaken adherence. Miltsit. 7.

Honour; social confidence Drydt*. 8. Since

rity; honesty; veracity. Sbakejf. 9. Promise

given Sbakejf.

FAI THBREACH f.[f<tiib tod breath JBreach

ol fidelity ; perfidy, sbakejf.

FAITHED. a. [from fattb.) Honest; sincere.

Shaktff.

FAITHFUL.*. [falb,nif,!l.\ 1. Firm in

athcrence to the truth of religion. Efhefiamt.

a. Of true fidelity ; loyal; true to allegiance.

Mills*. 3. Honest ; uptight; without fraud.

O o A"»m*.
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Numb. 4. Observant of compact or promise.

DryJen.

FAITHFULLY. adv. [from faithful.] 1. With

firm belief in religion. 1. With full confidence

in Cod 3. With strict adherence to duty.

Skahefp, 4. Without failure (if performance.

Dryden. e,. Sincerely; with strong promises.

Bacsn. 6. Honestly; without fraud South.

7 Confidently, steadily. Shakesp.

FATTHFULNESS./ [from faiths*?] t. Ho

nesty ; veracity. Psalm-. 2. Adherence lo

duty ; loyally. Dryden.

FAITHLESS, a [fromsaith.] 1. Without be

lief in th? revealed truths of leligion; uncon

verted. Ihoher. 2. Perfidious; disloyal; not

true to duty. Sbakejp.

FAITHLESSNESS. / ffrom faithless] 1.

Treachery; perfidy. 1. Unbetie. as to reveal

ed refifion.

FA'ITOUR./ \faitard, Fr.] A scoundrel; a

rascal ; a mean fellow. Spenser.

FAKE./ A coil of rope. Harris.

FALCA DE./ [iTamfafxifaldiy I«*it.] A horse

is laid to mitefalcadci, when he throws him

self upon hi haunche* two or three timer, a;-

in very quick curvets.

FA'LCATED. a. \fahatusy Lat.] Hooked;

bent like a scythe. Harris.

FALCATION./ Crookedness Brtwn.

FALCHION./, [faueben, Fr] A Ihort crooked

sword; a cy meter. Dryden.

FALCON. / [/'«/«», Fr.] 1 A hawk trained

for sport. kValtcn % . A fort of cannon. Hams

FALCONER./ \fautconnter. Lat.] One whu

breeds and trains hawks Temple.

FALCONET./ [JaUouettey Fr.] A fort of ord

nance. Knol es.

FA'LDAGE /. s falda^ium, barbarous Lat] A

privilege reserved ot setting up told* for sheep.

Harris.

FA'LDINO./. A kind of coarse cloth. Did.

FALDSTOOL. / [said or fold and/W.) A

kind of stool placed at the south -side of the

altar, at which the kings of England kneel at

their coronation.

To FALL. v. n pret. //«//; compound pret

/ have fallen, or join [pea Han, Sax ] 1. To

drop from a higher place. Sbakejp 1. To

drop from an erect to a prone polture. fudges

3. To drep; to be held no longer. Aits. 4

To move d iwn any descent. But net. 5, To

drop ripe from the tree. Ijaiab. 6. To pass

at the outlet; as a river. Arbutbnct. y. To

be determined to some particular direction

Cbfyne. 8. To apostatise; to depart trom faith

or tcoodnelV Miltzn 9. To die by violence

JlTiltcn. id. Tocome to a sudden end. Davies

11. To be degraded from an high station

Sbakejp. 12. To decline from power or errv

fire. Add: fin. 13. To enter into any state

worse than the former. Dryden. 14. To de

crease; to be diminished. 15 To ebb; 10

prow stiallow. 16. To decrease in value ; to

hear lest, price. Carets/. 17. To sink; not to

amount to the full. Baton. 18. To be re

jected; to become null. Lathe. 19. To de

dine from violence to cilmness. Dryden. to

To ent< r into any new Hate of the body or

mind. Kneliei. II. To fink into an air of

discontent or dejection. Bacon, at. To sink

below something in comparison. IVallcr. 13.

To happen; to befal. Domic. 14. Tocome

by chance; to light on. Shakesp. le,. To

come in a stated method. Holder. 16. To

come unexpectedly. Boyle. 27. To begin any

thing with ardour and vehemence. Hale. 28.

To handle or treat directly. Addissn. 29.

To come vindictively ; as a punishment. 2

Chr-.niclei. 30. To come by any mischance to

any new possessor. Knollei. 31. To drop or

pass, by carelessness or imprudence. Svtist. 31.

To come forcibly and irresistibly. A3i. 33.

To becime the property of any one by lot,

chance, inheritance. Dtnhatn. 34. To lan-

guilh; to grow faint. Addis:*. 3;. Tobeborn;

to be \eancd. Mortimer. 36. To Fall u-

*oay To grow lean. Arbuthntt. 37. To re

volt ; to change allegiance. 2 King'. 38. To

apostatise. Ecclns. 39. To perish; to be lost.

Dryden. 40. To decline gradually ; to fade.

Addiscn. 41. ToF &hi. back. To fail of a

promise or purpose. Baylor. 41. To recede;

to give way- 43. To Fall Aw*. To pro

strate himself in adoration. Psalmt. 44. To

sink; not to stand. Dryden. 45. To bend as a

suppliant. Isaiah. 46. To Fall/f-ow. Tore-

volt; to depart from adherence. Hayvtard.

47. To Fall 1*. To concur; to coincide.

Atierbnrj. 48. To comply ; to yield to.

Swift. 49. JjFalu/. To separate; to be

broken. Shakesp. 50. To perish ; todie away.

h'elton. 51. To apostatise. Milton 51. T«

Fall en. To begin eagerly to do any thing.

Dryden. 53. To make an assault. Shakesp.

54. T< Fail rerr. To revolt; to delert from

one fide to the other. Sbakejp. cj;. To Fall

on/. Toquarrel; to jar. Sidney 56. To hap

pen; to befal. Hooter. 57. 'Jo Fall to. To

begin eagerly lo eat Dryden. 58. To apply

himself to. Clarendon. 59. To Vail under.

To be subject to. 'Taylor. 60. To be ranged

with. Addifin tfi. ToFalI»^o« To at

tack; to invade. Knollet. 61. To attempt.

Holder 63. To rush against. Addi/en.

To FALL. v. n. 1. Todrop; to let fall. Shaiesp.

2. To sink; to depress Bacon. 3. To dimi

nish in value; lo let link in price Lecie. 4.

To yean ; to bring forth. Shakesp.

FALL./; [from the verb.] 1. The act of drop

ping from on high. Dryden. 2. The act ot

tumbling from an erect posture. Shakesp. 3.

The violence suffered in dropping from oa

high. Locke. 4. Death; overthrow; destruc

tion incurred. Shakesp. 5. Ruin; dissolution.

Denham. 6. Downt'al ; loss of greatneU ; de

clension from eminence; degradation. Damei

7 Declension of greatness, power, or domi

nion. Honker. 8. Diminution; decrease of

price Child. 9. Declination or diminution o*~

lourM ; close to mulick. Milton. 10. Declivity j

Keep descent Bacon. 11. Cataract; cascade.

Fnfe
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Fife. ia. The outlet of a current into any

other water. Addison. 13. Autumn ; the fall

of the leaf. DryJen. 14. Anything that falls

in great quantities. L'Esirange. 15. The act

of felling or catting down.

FALLACIOUS, a. [fallacienx, Fr] t Produ

cing mistake; sophistical. Sentb. 1. Deceitful ;

mocking expectation. Milton.

FALLACIOUSLY, adv. [\romfallacies.] So-

phisticilly ; with purpose to deceive. Bretnn.

FALLACIOUSNESS. / [from fallacto*,.]

Tendency to deceive.

FALLACY. / [fallaciei. Lat.] A sophism ;

logical artifice; deceitful argument. Sidney.

FALLIBILITY. / [from fallible.\ Liablcms-

to be deceived. Watti.

FA LI.1BLE. .. [falle, Lat.] Liable to errour.

Tayhr.

FALLING. /. [from fall.'] Indenting-, oppose!

to prominence. Addijon.

FA LLINGS1CK.NESS / [fall xaisickneji. .

The epileply ; a disease in which the patient

is, without any warning, deprived at once ol

his lenses, and falls down. State//).

FA'LLOW. a. [calepc. Sax] 1. Pale red, or

pale yellow. ICIarcndon. a Unsowed ; lett

10 lest aster the years of tillage. Harvard. 3

Plowed, but not sowed. Hov/el. 4. D'nplow-

ed ; uncultivated. Shakejp. 5. Unoccupied ;

neglected. llndihrat.

FALLOW. / [fiom the adjective.] 1. Ground

plowed in order to be plowed again. Mtrlimcr.

2. Ground lying at rest. Rcvoe.

To FA LLOW. v. ». To plow in order to a

second plowing. Msrtimer.

FALLOWNESS./ \itom saline,.] Barrenness :

an exemption from beating fruit. Donne.

FALSE, a. [falsui. Lat] 1 Not morally true ,

expressing that which is not thought. Shaktsp

1. Not physically true ; conceiving that which

does not exist. Daviet. 3. Supposititious; luc-

cedaneous. Bam. 4. Deceiving expectation.

L'EJirangt. 5. Not agreeable lo rule, 01

propriety. Shakefp. 6. Not honest ; not just

Donne. 7. Treacherous ; perfidious; traitor

ous. Bacon, g. Counterfeit ; hypocritical ; not

fr«al. Dreden.

o FALSE, v. a. [from the noun] 1. To

violate by failure of veracity. Spensn. 1.

To deceive. Spenser. 3. To defeat ; to balk ;

lo stu.t ; to evade. Spenser.

FALSEHEARTED a. [false and heart.] Trea

cherous; perfidious,; deceitful; hollow. /?dOff.

FA'LSEHOOD . / [from ja'.se] 1. Want ol

truth ; want of veracity. Sontb. z. \\ ant o;

honclty; treachery. 3. A lie ; a false asser

tion.

FALSELY. adv. [from false. 1 i.Contraiily

to truth; not truly. Gt.v. -/ the Tongue, a.

' Erroneously ; by mistake. Smalridge. 3. Per

fidiously ; treacherously.

FALSENESS./ [fiom false] 1. Contrariety to

truth. 1 Want of veracity ; violation ot pro-

ttxXfo.TtllitJin. 3. Duplicity; deceit Hammond.

4. Treachery ; perfidy ; tiaiiorcuuies> Rogerj

FALSER, s. [fromfalse.'] A deceiver. Spenser

FALSIFIABLE. a. [fearn falsify.] Liable to be

counterfeited.

FALSIFICATION. / [falsification, Fr.] 1.

The act of counterfeiting any thing so as to

make it appear what it is not. Baccn z. Con

futation. Broowte.

FALSIFIER./, [from falsify] 1. One that

counterfeits; one that makes any thing to

seem whitt it is not. Boyle, z. A liar. VEslra.

To FA'LSIFY v. <, I falsifier, Fr] t . Tocoun-

tersuit ; to iorge. linker, 2. To confute; to

prove false. sU,lisi.n. 3. To violate ; 10 break

bv falsehood. Knetlei.

To FA'LSIFY. v. n. To tell lies Sontb.

FA LSITY. / [falsitai. Ut.] 1 . Falsehood ;

contrariety to truth Sandyt. z. A lye; an

errour. Glanvitle.

To FALTER.*/ » [vaultnr, Islandick] 1.T0

hesitate in the utteiance of words Smith, z.

To fail in any act ot the body. Shakefp: 3.

To fa 1 in any act ofthe understanding. Locke.

To FALTER. *> a. To cleanse

FA'LTKRINGLY. adv [from falter ] With

hesitation; with difficult,-.

To FA'MBLE. v.a. [famitrl To hrs.tite.M n.

FAMIv J. [ fama. Lat. J 1. Celebrity; renown.

Addrfon. x. Report ; rumour, fof. ix. 9. ■ ■ -

FAMED, a. [from fames] Renowned ; cele

brated^ much talked os. Dryden.

FA MELESS. a. Wi'hout tame. May.

FAMILIAR, a. [ familisrn, Lat J 1. Domes-

tick ; relating to a family. Pope, x Affable ;

not formal; easy in conversation. Shakefp. 3.

Unceremonious; free. Sidney 4. Well known.

Watts. 5. Well acquainted with ; accustomed.

Locke. 6. Common; frequent. Locke. 7. F.aly ;

unconstrained. Addison. 8. Too nearly ac

quainted. Carndcu.

FAMILIAR. /. An intimate ; one long ac

quainted. Revert.

FAMILIARITY. / [ samiliarite, Fr.] 1. Ea

siness of conversation; omission of ceremony.

1. Acquaintance ; habitude. Atterbury. 3.

Easy intercourse. Pepe.

To FAMILIARIZE, v.a. [samil:ariser,¥r.]

1- To make easy by habitude. 2. To bring,

down from a state ol distant superiority. Ad.lt.

FAMI I.IARLY. adv. [iromfamiliar. \ 1. Un

ceremoniously j with freedom. Bacon, z. Com

monly ; frequently. Raleigh. 3. I'.aiily , with

out formality. Pipe.

FAAflLLE. en tamille, Fr. In a family way.

Swift.

FAMILY./ [familia. Lat.] 1 . Those who live

in the same house; houfliold . Siaiji. 1. Those

that descend from ope common progenitor; a

race; a generation. 3 A cUss> a tribe) a

species. Bacon.

FAMINE. /. [famine, Fr.J Scarcity of food V

deaith. Hale.

To FA'MISH. v. a [from famet, Lat ] 1. To

kill with hunger ; to starve Shakefp. %, To

kill by deprivation of any thing necessary. Milt.

To FA'MISH. V ■ n. To die ot hunger. Shakejp.

O01 FAMISH.
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FAMISHMENT. / [from fam-Jb.] Want of

food, llakeviill.

FAMOSITY./. Renown. Dia.

IA MOL'S. a. [fatneux, Fr.] Renowned ; ce

lebrated. Peacham, Mill**.

FAMOUSLY, adv. [from/a*.«» 1 With great

renown ; with great celebration. Shakes. Grew.

FAMOUSNESS. /. [(wmfamni.] Celebrity ;

great fame.

FAN. f [vannus. Lat.] i . An instrument used

by ladies to move the air ami cool themselves.

Atterhury. 1. Any thing spread out like a

woman's fan. L'Ejliange 3. The instrument

by which the chassis blown away. Shakefp. 4

Any thing by which the air is moveil. Dryden

5. An instrument to raise the tire. Hotter.

To FAN. v. a. 1. To cool or recreate with a

Ian. Speclator. a. To ventilate ; lo affect by

air put in motion. Milton. 3. To separate, as

by winnowing. Bacon.

FANA TICISM./[from/a»ar<Vi.] Enthusiasm;

relign u, frenzy. Robert.

FANA-TICK a. [falaticnt. Lat] Enthusias-

tick ; superstitious. Mitten.

FANATICK. / [from the adjective] An en

thusiast; a man mad with wild notions. Decay

'f ?'"J- \

FANCIFUL, a. \fancy and full] I. Imagi

native j rather guided by imagination than

reason. Woodward. *. Directed by the ima

gination, not the reason. Hayward.

FANCIFULLY, adv. [from fanciful] Accord

ing to the wildness of imagination.

FA'NCIFULNESS./[trom/a«ri/«/.] Addiction

10 the pleasures of imagination Hale.

FA'NCY. J. [phantafia, Lat] 1. Imagination ;

the power by which the mind forms to itself

images and representations. Granville. I. An

opinion bred rather by the imagination thin

the reason. Clarendon 3. Taste-, idea; con

ception of things Addifcn. 4 Image; con

ception; thought. Shakefp. ;. Inclination;

liking ; fondness. Collier. (,. Caprice; humour;

whim. Drydm j . Frolick; idle Icheme ;

vagary. L'Eftrangc. 8. Something that pleases

or entertains, Bacon.

To FA'NCY. v. it. [from the noun ] To ima

gine ; to believe without being able to prove.

Sprat

To FA'NCY. v. a. 1 . To pourtray in the mind ;

to imagine. Dryden. 2. To like ; to be pleas

ed with. Raleigh.

FANCYMO NUER. / One who deals in tricks

o: imagination Shskcfp.

FANCYSJCK. a. [fancy and/oi ] One whose

distemper is in his own mind. VEftran^e.

FANE /. [Jane, Fr. J A temple consecrated to

■' relieion Philips

FAWFARO.V. f [7r] t. A bully ; a hector.

X. A blusterer ; a boaster of more than he can

perform. Dryden.

FANFARONADE./ [itnmfanfarcn, Fr ] A

bluster ; a tumour of fictitious dignity. Swift.

To FANG. v. a. [pnjan. Sax. J To seize ; to

gripe ; to cl«ch. Shakefp.

FANG. / [from the verb.] 1 . The long taflet

of a boar or other animal. Shakefp. 1. The

nails ; the talons. 3. Any shooter other thing

by which hold is taken Evelyn.

FA'NGED. a. [from fang.] Furnished with

fangs or long teeth ; furnished with any instru

ments, in imitation of fangs. Philips.

FANGLE /'. [from renSan, Sax.] A silly at

tempt ; trifling scheme.

FA'NGLED. a. [(mm/angle.] It is scarcely used

but in new fangled ; vainly/ond of novelty.

Quick wits be in desire atvtfangled.'Afcham.

FANGLESS. a. [horn fang.] Toothless j with

out teeth. Shake/p.

FA'NGOT. f. A quantity of wares.

FA'NNEL. /. [fanon, Fr ] A fort of ornament

like a Icarf, worn about the left arm of a mass-

priest

FA'NNER / [from fan.] One that plays a fan.

Jeremiah

FA'NTASIF.D. a. [from fantasy.] Filled with

fancies. Shakejp.

FANTA'SM. / [See Phantasm.]

FANTASTICAL ? a. [fantafiiqut, Fr.] 1.

FANTA'STICK. i Irra tonal ; bied only in

the imagination. South, z. subsisting only in

the fancy ; imaginary. Shakefp. 3. Capricious ;

humourous; unsteady. Prior. 4. Whimsical ;

fanciful. Sidney, Addifon.

FANTASTICALLY, adv. [ham fantastical]

1. By the power of imagination. 1. Caprici-

ousty; humourously. Shakefp. 3. Whimsically.

Grevj.

FANTA'STICALNF.SS. J/ffrom/s.ra/rca/.]

FANTASTICKNESS. J 1. Humouroulnels ;

mere compliance with fancy. 1. WhimsicaJ-

ness; unreasonableness. Tillttfen. 3. Caprice;

unsteadiness.

FA'NTASY. /. [fantasie, Fr ] 1. Fancy; ima

gination; the power of imagining;. Davies,

Newton 1. Idea; image of the mind. Spenser.

3. Humour; inclinat on IVhitgift.

FA P. a. Fuddled; drunk. Shakejp.

FAR. adv. [teop, Sax.] 1. To great extent in

length. Prior, a. To a great extent every

way. Prior. 3. To a great distance progie:-

sively. SI akcfp. 4. Remotely; at a great

distance. Bacon, KnolUi. 5. To a distance.

Raleigh, b. In a great part. Judges 7. In a

great proportion; by m3ny decree-. Waller, o.

To a great height ; magnificently. Sbmkcjp*

9 To a certain point; 10 a certain degree.

llttmmmd, 'Ji/lit/on- 10. It it. uk-d often in

compofricn ; as Jar/booting,far feeing.

FAR FETCH, y. [ far and Jetth:\ A deep

stratagem. Ihiiihras.

FAR-FETCHED, a. [far and fetch.] t.

Brought from places remote. /Milton. ». Sro-

dioully fought; elaborately strained. Smith.

FAR-PIERCING a. [far and pierce.] Striking,

or penetrating a great way. Pope.

FAR-SHOOTING, a. Shooting to a great dis

tance.

FAR. a 1. Distant; remote. Dryden. 1. M-j-»

Far. From a remote place, l/flernumj.

1A.R.
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FAR./, [contracted from/arruo ] Young pigs.

Tmjjer.

To FARCE. w.«. [farm. Ut] i. To stuff;

to fill wiih mingled ingredients Cam. i.

To extend; to swell out. Shakes?.

FARCE./ [farcer, Fr. to mock. J Adrumtick

representation written without regularit y Dry.

FA RCICAL a. [from farce.] Belonging to a

farce Gay.

FA RCY. /" [farcin, Pr.] The leprosy of horses.

FATtDEL./ [fardelle, Ital.J A bundle ; a lit

tle pack. Stakejp.

To FARE. v. n. [pirian. Six.] I. To go j to

pase ; to trave I. Fairfax, i. To be in any

Rate good or bad. rValler. 3. To proceed in

nay train of consequences good or bad. Afi/tsB

4- To happen to any one well or ill. S:uth 5.

To feed ; to eat ; to be entertained. Urns*.

FARE./ [from the verb. J 1. Price ofpalfaee in

a vehicle by land or by water. Oryden 1. Pood

prepared for the table ; provisions. AJdifin.

FARLWE'l -L adv. i.Thepartinecompliment,

adieu Stakefp 2. It is sometimes used only

as ao expreffi n ot separation without kind*

Mis. rVatlrr.

FAREWE'LL / Leave, act of departure. Milt.

FARINA CEOUS. "■ [iiom farina. Lit.] Mea

ly ; tasting like meal. Arbuthmt.

FARM. / [fermt, Fr.] 1. Ground let to a

teatant; ground cultivated by another man

Bpoa condition or paying part ot the prosit

Hayvaard. a The Hate of lands let out 10

the culture of tenants. Spenser.

To FARM. v. a. [from the noun] 1. To

let otrt to tenants at a certain rent. Shakesp.

a. To take at a certain rate. Camden. 3.

To cultivate lar.d.

FARMER / [fermicr, Fr.] I. One who

cakivatts hired ground. Shake p. i. One woo

cadxrvates ground. Aferttmer.

FA RMOST / [superlative oifar J Most dis

tant- Dtjden.

PA"RNESS. / [from far.] Distance; remote-

sets. Carets.

FARRAGINOUS. *. [from farrage, Lat.]

Formed of different materials. Briwu.

FAiRAGO / [Lat.] A mass formed confu-

setfy of tc'eral ingredients ; a medley.

FATIRIER./. [/eerier, French.] 1. A shoer

of horses. Oigby 1 One who professes the

mecSoœ ot horses. Seatst

ToPA'RRlER. v. n. [from the noen.]To prac

tise pts-^efeorehinirgervoohorvca^TVr/iafr.

FARROW f. srearih, Sax.] A little pig Slate.

To FA"RXO\V c. a. Tobrioppigs Taffer.

FART / lr^crtz, Sax.J Wind from behw.d

Saciizng.

Tc F»kT. t. a. To breik wind behind. Seekss.

FARTHER, adv. [We ought to write farther

nadferetrll, fofroori, furÆen, S*x.] Ata

grtaier d.itaace ; to a greater aidance ; more

remotetr. Lecke

FA KTHtR. a. [supposed from fat , more pro-

6i>'7 fromsent] 1. More cxmeAcbryAcn. 1.

Luajger, tending u» greater distance. Urydcn.

FAUTHERANCE./ [more propeTly/*rrA#r-

ance.] Encouragement ; promotion. Aj'cham.

FURTHERMORE, adv. |mare proper!. /«r-

tbermirc] Besides; over and abjve ; likewise.

Raleigh.

ToFA'RTHER. v <3.[moreproper'7'."/Brrjkr.]

To promote ; to facilitate ; to advance Dr\J.

FARTHEST. adv. fmore properly fartheji ]

1. At the greatest distance. 1. To the great

est distance.

FARTHEST.a Moll distant, remotest, linker.

FARTH1NC. J. [reopolinr,, Sax.J 1. The

fourth of a penny Cecier. x Copper money.

Gay. 3. It is u.ed sometimes in a sense hy

perbolical : as, it is not worth ijanting; or

proverbial.

FARTHINGALE. [. A hoop, used to spread

the petticoat. Swift.

FA'RTHINGSWOKTH./ As much as is sold

lor a MrLhing Arbmtknet.

FASCES. J I Lat.) Ko.is anciently carried be

fore the consuls. Drydca.

FASClA.f. [Lat. J A fillet; a bandage.

FA'SCIATLD. a. [iroenfascia J Bound w.rb

fillets.

FASCIA TION./ [from /a/cia.lRanuage./^i/e.

To FASCINATE. v a. [fasciae, Lat.] To

be* itch; to enchant ; to ianuence in some

wicked and secret manner. Decay ■.] Piety.

F ASCI NATION./, [troaifefdnau.yi he pow

er ur a :t of bewitching ; enchantment. Bacon.

FASCJNE.f. [Fr.] A faggot. Adaifen.

FA'SCINQUS. a [fajcmnm. Lat J Caused or

acting by witchcraft. Harvey.

FASHION./ [facm, F.-.] 1. Form ; make;

stale of any thing with regard to appearance.

Lake. i. The make or cut or ctoaths. Shake.

3. Manner ; fort ; way . Hayvjard. 4. Custom

operating upon dress, or any domestic!; orna

ments. Shaktfp. 5. Custom ; general practice.

Sidney, TilUijen. 6. Manner imitated trom

another ; way established by precedent.State.

7 . General approbation ; mo-le. fepe. o. Rank;

condition os the vulgar. Raleigh. o. Any

thing worn* Shake/p. ic. The rarcy ; a dis

temper in horses ; the horses leprosy. Sbakcjp.

To PA SHION. v. a. [faccuncr, Fr.] 1. To

mould j to figure. Ralcjgb. z. To tit ; 10

adapt ; to accommodate. Spenjcr. 3. To cast

into external appearance. Sbakcjp. 4. To

make according to the rule prescribed by cus

tom. Locks, ■ -

FASHIONABLE, a. [fromfast,en.] 1. Approv

ed by custom ; established by custom. Rogers.

1. Made according to the mode. Dryden. 3.

Obiervact of the mode. Shakejp. 4 Having

rank above the vulgar, and below nobility.

FA-6HJONABLENLSS. /• [from».«a£/r.]

Modish elegance. Lscke. ■

FAsSHIOeVABLY. adv. [from fasi, unable.] In

a manner conformable 10 custom j v.ith mo

dish elegance. South.

FA'SHIONIST. / [horafafiim.] A follower

of the mode ; a coxcomb..

To FAST. v. n. [fa/tax, Gothick.] 1. To

abstain
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abstain from food. Bacon. 2. To mortify the

body by religious abstinence. Matthew

FAST. / [from the verb] i. Abstinence from

t.»oi). Taylor, a. Religious mortification by

abstinence* religious humiliation. Atterbury.

FAST. a. [fzrz. Sax] I. Firm ; immovcabie.

Milton. 2. Strong; impregnable. Spenser. 3.

Fixed. Temple. 4 Deep -, found. Shakefp 5.

Firm in adherence. Afcham. 6". [from fstst,

Welsh.] Speedy ; quick ; swift. Davies. y.

Fast and luse. Uncertain; variable ; incon

stant. Sidney.

FAST. adv. 1. Firmly ; immoveably. Shakefp.

2. Closely ; nearly. Knolles 3. Swiftly ; nim

bly. Daniel. 4 Frequently. Hammond.

Tol'ASTEN. v.a. [from fast.] 1. To make

fast ; to make firm. Dryden. 2 To hold

together; to cement; to link. Donne. 3. To

affix; to Conjoin. Sviift. 4. To stamp; to

impress. Shakefp. e,. To fettle ; to conform.

Decay cf I'iety. 6. To lay on with strength.

Drydm.

To FA STEK. i> n. To fix himself. Brown

FA'STENI.R./. [from fasten.] One that makes

last or fiim.

FASTER. /. [homfast.] He who abstains from

food.

FASTHANDED. a. [fast and hand.] Avari

cious ; closehanded ; covetous. Baeen.

FASTIOIOSITY. / [from fastidious.] Dis

dainfulness. Swift.

FASTIDIOUS, a [fastidiofns. Lat.] Disdain

ful ; squeamish ; delicate to a vice. B.Johnson,

Smth.

FASTIDIOUSLY, adv. [hom fastidious.] Dis

dainfully ; squeamishly. Gev. of theTongue.

FAST1GI ATED. a. [fastigiatns, Lat] Roofed.

FA'STINODAY. / [fast and day.] Day of

mortification by abstinence Taylor.

FA'STNESS / [homfast] t. Firmness; firm

adherence. Bacon. 2. Strength ; security.

Davies. 3. A strong place ; a place not easily

forced Watts. 4. Closeness; conciseness; not

diffuiion. Ajcham.

FA'STUOUS. a. [fastuofus. Lat.] Proud;

haughty.

FAT. a [parr,- Sax.] I. Fsllsed; plump; fleshy.

Arhuthnot. 2. Coarse ; gross; dull Dryden.

3. Wealthy ; rich. Milton.

FAT. f. An oily and sulphureous part of the

bleed, deposited in the cells of themembrana

ariipofa, from the innumerable little vessels

which are spread amongst them. Baeen.'

FAT. f. [pit, Sax.] A vessel in which any

thing is put to ferment or be fcakcri. Joel.

To FAT. v. a. [from the noun.] To make fat;

to fatten.' Abbot.

To FAT. v. a. To grow fat ; to grow full flesh

ed. VEftrtsnge.

FA'TAL. a. [fatalis, Lat.] 1 . Deadly ; mor

tal; destructive; causing destruction. Dry

den. 2. Proceeding by destiny ; inevitable ;

necessary. Tillotfon. 3. Appointed by destiny

Btzcsn.

FATALIST./ [fromfate.] One who main-

Ifains that all things happen by invincible ne

cessity. Watts.

FATALITY. / [salable', Fr.] 1. Predestina

tion ; predetermined order or series of things

and events. South. 2. Decree of fate. King

Charles. 3. Tendency to danger. Breeme.

FATALLY, adv. [from fatal.] 1. Mortally ;

destructively; even to death. Denham. 2. By

the decree of fate. Bentley.

FATALNESS./ [from fatal.] Invincible ne

cessity.

FATE./ [fatum, Lat] 1 Destiny ; an eternal

series of successive causes. Milttn. 2. Event

predetermined. Shakefp. 3. Death ; destruc

tion. Dryden. 4. Cause of death. Dryden.

FA'TED. a. [from fate] 1. Decreed by fate.

Dryden. 2. Determined in any manner by

fate. Dryden. 3. Endued with any quality by

fate. Frier.

FATHER./ [FxSep, Sax] I. He by whom

the son or daughter is begotten. Bacon. 2.

The first ancestor. Remans. 3 The appellation

of an old man. Camden. 4. The title of any

man reverend for age. Shakefp. j.One who has

given original to any thing good or bad. Gents

6. The ecclesiastical writer.' of the first centu

ries Stilimgfleet. 7.One who acts with pater

nal care and tenderness. Job. 8. The title of

a popish confessor. AdJijon. 9. The title of a

senator of old Rome. Dryden. 1 o. The ap

pellation of the first person of the adorable

Trinity. Taylor. 1 1 . The compel lation ot C" od

as creator. Common Prayer.

Father-in-law. j. [from father.] The

father of one's husband or wise. Addijeu.

To FATHER, v.a. I. To take; to adopt as a

son or daughter. Shakefp. a. To supply with

a father. Shakefp. 3. To adopt a composition,.

Swift. 4. To ascribe to any one as. hu ©ff-

fpPng* °r production. Hosier.

FATHERHOOD./ (com father.] The cha

racter of a father Hall.

FATHERLESS, a. [fromfather.] Without a

father. Sandys.

FA THERLINESS. a. [from father.] The ten

derness of a father.

FATHERLY, a. [icomfather.] Paternal ; like

a lather. Shakefp

FATHER LY. adv. In the manner of a father.

Mitten.

FATHOM./ [pfera, Sax] 1. A measure of

length containing six feet. Holder, 2. Reach ^

penetration; depth of contrivance. Shakefp.

To FATHOM, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

encompass with the arms extender1, or encir

cling. 2. To reach ; to milter. Dryden. 3.

To lbund ; 10 tiy with refpec\ to the depth..

Feltet. 4. To penetrate into ; to tied the

bottom :, as, I cannot fathom his design.

FATHOMLESS a [iromjalhtm.] 1. That ot"

which no bottom can be found. 2. That ai

which the circumference cannot be embraced.

Shakefp.

FATIDICAL, a. [fatidical, Lat.] Prophetick i

having the power to tbrctei. llowel.

FATi'FEROUS.
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FATIFEROUS. a. [satifer, Lat.] Deadly;

mortal. Did.

FATIGABLE. a. [fatigo. Lat.] Easily wearied.

To FA'TIGATE. v. a. [fatigo, Lat] To

weary ; to fatigue. Shakesp.

FATIGUE. / [fatigue, Fr.] I. Weariness;

lassitude. 2 The cause of weariness ; labour j

toil. DryJen.

To FATI CUE. v. a. [fatiguer, Fr.] To tire ;

to weary. Prior.

FATKI'DNEYED. a. [fat and kidney.] Fat.

Shakesp.

FATLiNG. s. [from fat.] A young animal

fed fat for the (laughter. Isa in h.

FA'TNER. / sfrom fat.] That which gives

fatness. Ariuthnot.

FATNESS./ [from /a/] I. The quality of

being fat, plump, a. Fat ; grease ; fulness of

flesh. Spenser. 3. Unctuous or greasy matter

Bonn, 4. Oleaginousness ; (liminess. Arbuthn.

5. Fertility ; fruitfulness. Genejit. 6. That

which causes fertility. Philips, Bentley.

To FATTEN, v. a. [fromfat] 1. To feed

up; to make fleshy. Arbntbnot. 2. To make

fruitful. Dryden. 3. To feed grofly ; to in

crease. Drjden.

To FA'TTEN. v. n. [from/a/.] To grow fat >

to be pampered. Otivay.

FATUOUS, a. [fatuus, Lat.] I. Stupid;

foolish ; feeble of mind. Glanville. 2. Impo

tent ; without force Denhant.

FATUITY. / [fatuite, Fr.] Foolishness;

weakness ofmind. King Char/et.

FATWITTED. a. [fat vtd mt.] Heavy ; dull.

Shakesp.

FATTY, a. [fromfat ] Unctuous; oleaginous.

greasy. Bacon.

FA'UCET / [fauffet, Fr.] The pipe inserted

into a vessel to give vent to the liquor, and

stopped up by a peg or spigot. Svjift.

FAUCHION./ [See Falchiok.] A crooked

sword. Dryden.

FAUFEL.f[Fr.] The fruit of a species of the

palmtree.

FAVI LLOUS. a. [favilla, Lat.] Confiding of

ashes. Brov/n

FA'ULCON. See Faicom.

FAULT. / [fault, Fr] 1. Offence; flight

crime; somewhat liable to censure. Hooker. 2.

Defect; want ; absence. Shakesp. 3. Puizle ;

difficulty.

To FAULT. *. n. [from the noun.] To be

wrong ; to fail. Spenser.

To FAULT, v. a. To charge with a fault j to

accuse.

FA'ULTER/ [fromfault.] An offender. Fairs.

FA'ULTFlNDER/.l/»«/;and/«</.]Acensurer.

FAULTILY, adv. [fromfaulty] Not rightly ;

improperly.

FAULT1NESS./. [from faulty.] 1. Badness;

vitioulness ; evil. Sidney. 2. Delinquency ;

actual offences. Hooker.

FA ULTLESS. a. [from fault.] Without fault ;

perfect. Fairfax.

FAULTY. «.{/a«f//,Fr] i. Guilty ofa fault j

blaraeablc ; crimiail. Aiiltcn. 1. Wrong; er-

roneous. Hunker. 3. Defective; bad \a any

respect. Bacon.

To FA'VOUR. v. a. [favor, Lat] 1. To

support; to regard with kindness. Bacn. 2.

To assist with advantages or conveniencies.

Addifon. 3. To resemble in feature.S/tf<Sa/cr.

4 To conduce to ; to contribute.

FAYOUR./ [saver, Lat] 1. Countenance;

kindness ; kind regard. Shakesp. 2. Support ;

defence; vindication. Rogers. 3. Kindness

granted. Sidney. 4. Lenity ; mildness ; miti •

gation of punishment. Svjift. 5. Leave; good

will ; pardon. Pfalmt. f. Object of favour j

person oj- thing favoured. Milton. 7. Some

thing given by a lady to be v/orn.Speelator. 8.

Any thing worn openjy as a token. Shakesp.

9. Feature ; countenance. South.

FAVOURABLE. a.[favorable, Fr.] 1. Kind ;

propitious ; affectionate Shakesp. a. Pallia

tive ; tender ; averse from censure. Dryden. 3.

Conducive to ; contributing to. Temple. 4.

Accommodate; convenient. Clarendon. 5.

Beautiful ; well favoured. Spenser.

FAVOURABLENESS. / [from favourable.]

Kindness ; benignity.

FAVOURABLY, adv. [from favourable]

Kindly ;with favour Rogers.

FAVOURED, particip. a. 1. Regarded with

kindness. Pope. 2. Featured. With -well or

ill. Spenser.

FAVOUREDLY. adv. With utcllot ill, in a

fair or foul way.

FA'VOURER. /. [from favour.] One who

favours ; one who regards with kindness or

tenderness. Daniel.

FAVOURITE./ [savori, favorite, Fr] I. A

person or thing beloved ; one regarded with

favour. Pope, 2 . One chosen as a companion

by his superiour. Clarendon.

FA'VOUR LESS. a. [from favour.] 1. Unfa

voured ; not regarded with kindness. 2. Un-

favouring; unpropitious. Spenser.

FA'USEN./ A sort of large eel. Chapman.

FA USSEBRAYE./ A small mount of earth,

four fathom wide, erected on the level round

the foot of the rampart. Harris.

FA'UTOR./ [Lat fauteur, Fr.] A favourer;

countenancer. Ben. Johnson.

FA'UTRESS./ [fautrue, Fr.] A woman that

favours, or shows countenance. Chapman.

FAWN./ [faon, Fr.] A young deer. Bactn.

To FAWN, -sin 1 . To court by frisking before

one ; as a dog. Sidney. 2. To court by any

means. South. 3. To court servilely. Milton.

FA'WNER. / [from savin] One that lawns;

one that pay; servile courtship. SpeSater.

FA'WNINGLY. adv. [t10msavin.] In a cring

ing servile way.

F A'XED. a. [from psx, Sax.] Hairy. Camdeu.

FAY./ [/«', Fr.] 1. A fairy; an elf. Milton.

2. Faith. Spenser.

FE'ABERRY./ A gooseberry.

To FEAGUE. v. a t/<£.'»,German, to sweep]

To whip ; to chastise.

FE'ALTY. / [feaulte, Fr.J Duty due to a su

periour Igrd Milton. FEAR.
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FEAR./ [freapan, Sax.] !. Dread; horrotir ;

apprehension of danger. Locke, a. Awe; de

jection of mind. Genesis. 3. Anxiety; silici-

lude. Maccabees. 4. That which causes scar.

. Shakefp. 5 Something hung up to scare deer

Ij atah.

FEAR./ fpoepa, Sax.]A companion. Obsolete.

To FEAR, v. a. [pearun. Sax. J 1 ■ To dread : to

consider with apprehensions ol ferrour.ZVy<//n,

1. To fright ; to terri v ; to make atraid Donne

To FEAR. v. n. 1 . To live in hnrronr ; to be

afraid. Shakefp. 2. To be anxious Pryden.

FEARFUL, a. 1. Timorous; easily made

afraid. Shakefp. 2. Afraid. Davits, 3. Awful

to be reverenced. Exodus. 4. Terrible; dread

ful. Tilhtfon

FEARFULLY, adv.(from fearful] 1. Timo

roufly: infear. Shakefp. 2. Terribly; dread

fully. Shakefp.

FE'ARFULNESS/ [from starsml.] i.Timo-

rculnefs ; habitual timidity 2. State of be-

jnp iltaid ; awe: dread. South.

FE'ARLESLY. adv. [itom fearless.] Without

terrour. Decay of Pitty.

FF.'ARLESNESS./ [lrom/wr/c/j.]Exemption

from fear. Clartndtn.

FEARLI'SS. a. [from fear.] Free from fear ;

intrepid. 'Temple.

FEASIBILITY./ [from feasible] A thing

practicable. Brcwn.

FEASIBLE, a. [faisihle, F r.jPracticable ; that1

mav be1 effected. Glanvsllc.

FE'ASIBLY. adv. [fromfeasible.} Practicably.

FEAST./ [fefte%?r.] 1. An entertainment of

the table; a sumptuous treat of great numbers.

Genesis. 2. An anniveifary day of rejoicing

Shakefp. 3. Something delicious to the palate.

Locke.

To FEAST, v. n. To eat sumptuously. Gay.

To FEAST, v. a. 1. To entertain sumptuously.

Haytvard. 1. To delight ; to pamper. Dryden

FE'ASTKR./ [\mmjeajl.] t. One thatiares

deliriously. Taylor. 2. One that entertains

magnificently.

FE'ASTFUL. a. [fea/Undfull.) I. Peftive ;

joyful. Mtlton. 2. Luxurious ; riotous. Ptbe.

FEASTRITE. /. [feast and rite.\ A cuilom

observed in entertainment;*. Philips.

FEAT. j. \ faity Fr.J 1. Act; deed: action.

Spenser. 2. A trick ; a ludicrous performance.

Bacon.

FEAT.*, [fait. Ft.] t. Ready; skilful ; in

genious. Shakejp 2. Nits; neat. Shakejp.

FE'ATEOUS. a Neat ; dexterous.

FE'ATEOUSLY. adv. Neatly; dexterously.

Spenser.

FEATHER./^ [pt^Sep, Sax.] t. The plume of

bird*. Newton. 2. An ornament; an empty

title. 3. [Upon a horse.] A fort of natuial

frizzling o hair. Farrier's Di&.

To FF, Al HER. v. a. [from the noun] 1. To

dress in feathers. 2. To fit with feathers. 3.

To tread as a cock Dryden. 4 To enrich;

to adorn. Bacon. 5. To Feather tne"s nest,

To get riches together.

FEATHERBED./ [feather tai hed] A bed1

Huffed with feathers. Donne.

FE ATHERDRIVER./ [feather and drive.]

One who cleanses feathers. Derham.

FE ATHERED. a. [fromfeather ] i. Cloithed

•with feathers. Dryden. %. Fitted with feathers;

carrying feathers. L'Eflranre.

FE'ATHEREDGE. /. Boards or planks that

have one edge thinner than another, are called

feathereite Huff. Mixon.

FE ATHEREDGED. a. [feather and edge.]

Belone'ine to a fea'her edge. Mortimer.

FE ATHERFKW./. A plant Mortimer.

FEATHERLESS.a. [fromfeather.) Without

feathers. //;«W.

FE'ATHERSKIJ.F.R. /. [ feather and feller ]

One wh^ fells feathers.

FEATHERY, a [irom feather.] Cloathed

with feather*.. Milton.

sF.'ATLY. adv. jfram/rar.j Neatly; nimbly.

Ticket

FE'ATNF.SS/[from />a;.]Neatnefs; dexterity.

FEATURE./. [/<u/«re,oldFr.Ji. The castor

make ot the lace. Shakefp. a. Any lineament

or single part ot the face. Spenser.

To FEATURE, v. a. To resemble in counte

nance. Shakefp.

To FEAZE.v a Tounlwist the end ofa rope.

To FEBRI C1TATE. v. ». [fehriciter, Lat.]

To be in a fever.

FEBRIFUGE./, [fehri,, tndfuro. Lat.] Any

medicine serviceable in a fever. Flayer.

FEBRIFUGE,/!. Having the power to cure fe

ver*. Arbuthntt.

FEBRILE, a. [febrilii, Ut.] ConstilBting a

fever. Harvey.

FEBRUARY.'/ [ftbruariut. Lat.] The name

of the second month in the year. Shakefp

FECKS. /. [fa-ce>. Lat.] I. Dregs'; lees ;

sediment ; subsidence. Dryden. i. Excrement.

Arhuthnot.

FECULENCE. 7s[f*euten<ia, Lat.]i.Mud-

FE'CULENCY. } diness; quality of abounding

with lees or sediment, z. Lees ; faces ) sedi

ment ; dregs. Beyle.

FECULENT, a. [ft-cnhntus. Lat.] Foul «

dreeev ; exert mentitious. Glanvtlle

FECUND, a. [Jacundu,, Lat.] Fruitful ; pro-

lifick Gravnt.

FECUNDA TION. s.\ soerund; Lat.] The act

ot making ptolifii k. lit ovun.

ToFI'.CU'NDII'Y. v. a. To make fruitful.

FECUNDITY./ [Jecetidile, Fr.JFruitfulnefs |

quality ot producing or bringing forth. kVoodip.

FED. Preterite and particip.pafs. of To feed Pope.

FK'DARY/ A partner ; oradependant. Shakes.

FE DERAL. a. [from ffeduiy Lat.] Relating ts

a league or contract .•\Jammend.

FEDKRARY/ [ttom fatdai. Lat.] A confe

derate ; an accomplice, blakefp,

FE DERATE a. [JceJeratui, Lat.] Leagued.

FEE. / [f'euh, Sax. J 1. All lands and tene

ments that are held by any acknowledgment of

lupcrioiity toa higher lord. Cowell. i. Proper

ty j peculiarity. HI. *k<Jj>. J Reward , gratifica

tion ;
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tion j recompense. Hubbard'i Tale. 4. Pay

ments occasionally claimed by persons in of

fice. Sbakesp 5. Reward paid to physicians or

lawyers. Addisin

FEEFARM. /. [set and farm.} Tenure by

which lands are held from a superioor lord

Daviet.

To FEE. v. a. [from the noun] ■ . To reward ,

to pay Smb. 2. To bribe. Sbakesp. 3. To

keep in hire. Sbakesp.

FEEBLE, a. [suite, Fr.] Weak ; debilitated :

sickly. Smth.

To FE'EBLE. v a. [from the noun] To weak

en ; to enfeeble , to deprive of strength or

power. Sbakesp

FEEBLEMl'NDED. a. [feeble and «/»</.]

Weak of mind. Tbessalenians.

FE'EBLKNESS /. [\rom feeble ] Weakness;

imbecility ; infirmity. Soutb.

FE'EBLY. adv. [from feeble. Weakly ; with

out strength. Dryden.

To FEED. v. a. [fodan, Goth, peban, Sax.]

1. To supply with food. Arbutbnot. z. To

supply i t<> furnish. Addisn. 3. To graze; to

consume by cattle. Mtrttmer. 4. To nourish ,

to cherish Prior. 5. To keep in hope or ex

pectation. KttiUci. 6. To delight , to enter

tain- Bacon

To FEED. v. n. 1. To take food. Sbakesp. 2.

To prey j to live by eating. Temple .. 3. To

pasture ; to place cattle to feed. Exedm. 4.

To grow fat or plump.

FEED./ [from the verb.] 1. Food ; that which

is eaten. Sidney 2. Pasture. Sbakesp.

FEEDER. / [fromfeed] 1. One that gives

food. Denbam. 1. An exciter ; an encourager

Sbakesp. 3 One that eats. Brawn. 4. One

that eats nicely. Sbakesp.

To FEEL v. n. pret./r/r j part pass felt, [fe-

Ian, Sax.] 1 . To have perception ot things by

the touch. Addison. a. To search by feeling.

3. To have a quick sensibility of good or evil.

Pope. 4. To appear to the touch. Sharp.

To FEEL. v. a. 1 . To perceive by the touch.

Jndgei. z. To try; to sound. Sbakesp. 3. To

have sense os pain or pleasure. Creecb 4. To

be affected by. Sbakesp. 5 To know ; to be

acquainted with. Sbakesp.

FEEL./, [from the verb The sense of feeling;

the touch. Sharp.

FEELER./ [trom/«/.] i.One that feels. Sbak

2. The horns or antennx ot infects. Derbam

FEE LING, particip a. [from feel.] 1. Expres

sive of great sensibility. Sidney. 2. Sensibly

felt. Southern:

FEELING./ [from/«/] 1. The sense of

touch. Miltcn. 2. Sensibility ; tenderness.

Bacon. 3. Perception IVattt.

FEE LINCLY. adv [from feeling,.) t. With

expression of great sensibility. Sidney. 1. So

as to be sensibly tilt. Raleigb.

FEET./ The plural of fnt. Pope.

FEE'TLESS. a. [fromfeet.] Without feet. Cam.

To FEIGN, v. a. [feindre, Fr j 1. To invent.

Ben. 'Johnson. 1. To make a show of. Spenjer.

3. To make a show of j to do upon some false

pretence. Pipe. 4. To dissemble ; to conceal.

Spenser.

To FEIGN, v. n To relate falsely i to image

from the invention. Sbakesp

FE'IGNEDLY. adv. [from feign.] In fiction ;

not truly. Bacon.

FEIGNER./ [fromfeign.'] Inventor ; contri

ver of fiction Ben Johnson.

FE INT. participial a. [or feigned ; orfeint,

Fr ] False.

FEINT./ [feint, Fr.] 1 A false appearance.

Spectator 2. A mock assault Prior.

FE LANDERS./ Wormsinhawks Ainsworlh.

To FELICITA I'K.i/. a. fcUcitcr, Fr.] 1. To

make happy. kVattt. 2. To congratulate.

Brev/n.

FELICITATION./ [(torn felicitate.] Con

gratulation.

FELICITOUS, a [felix. Lat.] Happy.

FELICITY./ [feudal, Lat.J Happiness;

prosperity ; blif.Uilness. Allerbury.

FE LINE. a. \felinns, Lat.] Like a cat j per

taining to a cat. Grevt.

FELL. a. [pelle. Sax.] i.Ciuel; barbarous;

inhuman. Fairfax. 2. Savage ; ravenous ;

bloody Pope.

FELL. / [pelle. Sax.] The (kin ; the bide.Sbak.

To FELL v. a. [fellen, Ccrm.J 1. To knock

down; to biing to the ground. Raleigb. 2.

To hew down j to cut down Dryden.

FELL. The preterite of To fall Milton.

FE'LLER./ [iromfell.] One that hews down.

Ijaiab

FELLl'FLUOUS a. [JelUn&flno, Lat.] Flow

ing with gall? Pi 7

FE LLMONGER/ [from/W/]A dealer in hides.

FELLNESS. / [ from/r// >Cruelty ; savage-

ness; fury. Spenser.

FE'LLOE. / [felge, Daniso.] The circumfe

rence of a wheel. Sbakesp.

FE'LLOW./ 1. A companion ; one with whom

we consort. Aschatn. 2. An associate ; one

united in the tame affair Dryden. 3. One of

the fame kind. lValler. 4. An equal ; peer.

Fairfax. 5. One thing suited to another ; one

of a pair Addissn 6 One like another; as, this

knave hath not his fellow. 7. A familiar ap

pellation used sometimes with fondness; some

times with contempt. Bacon 8. Mean wretch;

sorry rascal. Sviift. 9. A member of a college

that shares its revenues.

To FELLOW. i». a. To suit with j to pair

v.hh. Sbakesp

FELLOW-COMMONER./ 1. One who has

the fame right of common. 2. A commoner

at Cambridge of the higher order, who dines

with the fellows.

FELLOW-CREATURE. / 1. One who his

the fame Creator. Watts.

FELLO W-HEIR./ Coheir. Epbefant.

FELLOW-HELPER./ Coadjutor. John.

FELLOW-LABOURER./ One who labours

in the fame design. Dryden.

FELLOW-SE'RVANT. / One that has the

fame master. MHnn.

Pp FELLOW-
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FELLOW-SOLDIER./ One who fights under

the fame commander. Sbakesp.

FELLOW-STUDENT. /. One who studies in

company with another. IVatti.

FELLOWSU'FFERER. / One who (hares in

the fame evjlc. Addifon.

FELLOWFEE'LING./ [fellow tadfeeling]

I. Sympathy. L'EJirange. I. Combination;

joint interest Arbnthnot.

FE LLOW-L1K.E. 7 a. [feUov, andWr.lLikea

FE'LLOWLY. $ companion on equal terms.

Carenv.

FELLOWSHIP./ [fromfellow ] I. Compa

nionship; consort; society. Calamy. x. Associa

tion; confederacy ; combination. Knollts. 3.

Equality. 4. Partnership; joint interest Dryd.

5. Company ; state of being together. Sbakesp.

6. Frequency of intercourse; social pleasure.

Bacm y. Fitness and fondness for festal en

tertainments. Clarendon. 8 An establishment

in the college with share in its rcvenue.Swift

9. [In arilhmetick.] That rule of plural pro

portion whereby we ballance accompts, de

pending between divers persons, having put

together a general stock. Cider.

FE'LLY. adv [from/ell.] Cruelly ; inhumanly;

savagely. Spenser

FELO-DE-SE / [In law.] He that committeth

felony by murdering himself.

FE LON / [/elm, Pr.] 1 . One who has com

mitted a capital crime Drjden. %. A whitlow;

a tumour formed between the bone and its

investing membrane. Wiseman.

FE'LON. a. Cruel ; traitorous; inhuman. Pope.

FELONIOUS, a. [from felon] Wicked; trai

torous; villainous; malignant. IVotten.

FELONIOUSLY, adv. [ from felonion,.] la a

felonious way.

FE'LONOUS. a. [from felon.] Wicked; felo

nious. Spenser.

FE'LONY./ [fehme, Fr.] A crime denounced

capital by the law. Skakefp.

FELT. The preterite of/«r<7.

FELT J. [pelr, Sax.) 1. Cloth made of woo!

united without weaving. Sbakesp. %. A hide

or {km Mortimer.

To FELT. v. a. [from the noun.] To unite

without weaving Hale.

To FE'LTP E. v. a. [from felt.] To clot to

gether like felt. Fairfax.

FELUCCA/ [se/en, Fr.] A small open boat

with six oars.

FEM ALE./ [femelle, Fr] A (he; one of the

sex which brings youDg. Shakejp.

FEMALE, a. Not masculine; belonging to a

(he. Drjden.

FEME C«tt«7./[Fr.] A married woman.BUnnt.

FEME Sole. J. [Fr J A single woman.

FEMINA'LITY. y. [from famina, Lat.] Fe

male nature. Brcwn.

FEMININE, a. [fotmininni, Lat] 1. Of the

sex that bring* young; it-male. Cleveland, a.

Sod; tender; delicate. Milton. 3. Effemi

nate ; emasculated. Raleigh.

FEMININE./ A she; one of the sex that

brings young. Milton,

FEMORAL, a. [feturalii. Lat.] Belonging to

the thigh. Sharp.

FEN./ [penn. Sax.] A marsh ; low fiat and

moist ground ; a moor ; a bog. Abbot.

FE NBERRY. / [fen and berry ] A kind of

blackberry. Skinner.

FENCE / [from defence ] 1. Guard ; security ;

outwork ; defence. Decay of Piety, z . Inclo

sure ; mound 5 hedge. Dryden. 3. The art

of fencing ; defence. Sbakesp. 4. Skill in de

fence. Sbakesp.

To FENCE, v a. I. To inclose; to secure

by an inclosure or hedge. Fairfax, 2. To

guard. Milton.

To FENCE, v.m. 1. To practise the arts of

manual defence. Locke, x To guard against ;

to act on the defensive. Locke. 3. To fight

according to arl. Drjden.

FE'NCELESS. a. [from fence] Without in

closure ; open Ronve.

FE'NCER. / [from fence.] One who teaches

or practises the use of weapons. Herbert.

FE NCIBLE. a. [from fence.] Capable of de

fence.

FENCING-MASTER. / [fence and master.]

One who teaches the uic of weapons.

FENCING-SCHOOL./ [fence andschool] A

place in which the ule of weapons is taught.

Locke.

To FEND v. a. [from defend.] To keep off;

to (hut out. Dryden.

To FEND, v n. To dispute; to (hist off a

charge. Locke.

FENDER./ [from/was] 1. An iron plate

laid before the fire to hinder coals that fall

from rolling forward to the floor. 1. Any

thing laid or hung at the fide of a (hip to keep

off violence

FENERA'TION./ [feeneratio, Lat.] Usury }

the gain of interest. Brown.

FE NIJGREEK./ [fetnmm Grecam, Lat.] A

plant. Miller.

FENNEL./ [fanicnlnm. Lat.] A plant of

strong scent. Miller.

FE'NNELFLOWER./ A plant.

FENNELG1ANT./ A plant.

FE'NNY. a. [from/r*.] 1. Marshy; boggy;

moorish. Prior. 1. Inhabiting the marsh Sbak.

FENNYSTONES./ A plant.

FENSUCKI.D. a [femoA snck.] Sucked out

of marshes Shaicjp.

FE'OD. J. [/«</»m,lov.Lat ] Fee ; tenure. Dig.

FE'ODAL. a. [fccdal, Fr. fromfend] Held

from another.

FEODARY / [from feodnm, Lat.] One who

holds his estate undtr the tenure of lu t and

service to a superiour lord. Hanm.

To FEOFF, v. a. [fcefare, low Lat.] To put

in possession ; to invest with right.

FEOFFEE./ [feeffatm, Lat./#',Fr.] One

put in posseflion, Spenjer.

FEOFFER./ [feoffaier, low Ut.] One who

tives possession ot any thing.

FE'OFFMENT./ [Jcctfamentnm, Lat] The

act of granting poucfiion. Cnatll.

FERA'CITY
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FERA'CITY./ [stracitw, Lat] Fruitfulness;

fertility. Did.

FE R AL. a. [feralii, Lat] Funereal i mournful.

FERlA'TlON. / [feriatie, L»t.J The act ol

keeping holiday. Brovrn.

FETUNE.a [ferinui, Lai.] Wild; savage. Wat

FERI'NENESS. / [from /«-»«.] Barbarity ;

savageness //u/f.

FERITY./ f/rriror,Lat ] Barbarity ; cruelty ;

wildness. fVeodviard.

To FE RMENT v. a. [ferments. Lat ] To ex

alt or rarity by intestine motion os parts. Pipe.

To FERMENT, v. a. To have the parts put

into intestine motion.

FERMENT./ [ferment, Yr.fermentnm, Lat.]

I. Th*t which causes intestine motion Flayer.

ft. Tbc intestine motion ; tumult.

FERME'NTABLE. a. [fromfenneni.] Capable

of fermentation.

FERME'NTAL. a [ieomferment] Having the

power to cause fermentation Brown.

FERMENTATION./ [fermentatie. Lat ] A

slow motion of the intestine particles ot a mixt

body, arising usually from the operation ot

some active acid matter, which rarities, exalts,

and subtilizes the solt and sulphureous parti

des: as when leaven or yell rarities, lightens,

and ferments bread or wort. Harris, Boyle.

FERMENTATIVE, a. [fromferment.] Caus

ing fermentation. Arbnthnot.

FERN./ [feapn, Sax ] A plant.

FE'RNY. a. [from/rr».] Overgrown with fern.

Drjden.

FERO CIOUS. a. [ferex, Lat street, Fr.] i . Sa

vage 1 fierce. z. Ravenous; rapacious. Brew*.

FEROCITY./ [ferecitai. Lat. femcite', Fr.]

Savageries. ; wildness; fierceness. Addison.

FERREOUS a. [ferrens. Lat] Irony ; of iron.

Brevjn.

FERRET./ [fnred, Welch; ferret, Dutch.]

■ . A kind of rat with a red eyes and long

snout, used to catch rabbits. Sidney. z. A

kind of narrow ribband.

To FERRET, v. a. [from the noun] To drive

out of lurking places. Heytim.

FERRETER./[from/rrr/.] One that hunts

another in his privacies.

FERRIAGE / [from/rry.] The fare paid at

a ferry.

FERRU GINOUS. a. [ferrnginent. Lat.] Par

taking 01 the particlesandqualiticsof iron.Ray.

FERRULE. J. [ftomferrnm, iron, Lat] An

iron ring put round any thing to keep it from

cracking. Ray.

To FERRY- v. a. s Japan, to pass, Sax] To

carry over in a boat, ^pen/er.

To FE RRY. 11. » To pals over water in a ves

sel ot carriage. Mihcn.

FERRY.y. slromthc verb] i. A vessel of car

riage. Sbakefp. 2. The [rclsage over which

the ferryboat |>asi~cs.

FERRYMAN./ [ferry and man.] One who

keeps a terry ; one wno lor hire transports

goods and pauengcra. Rojeommon..

FERTH, or Forth. Common terminations,

the fame as in English an army. Oibjen

FERTILE, a. \fertile, Fr.] Fruitful; abun

dant; plenteous. Drydtn.

FERTILENESS. / [from fertile.] Fruitful-

ness ; fecundity.

To FERT1 LITATE. *. a. [fromfertile.] To

fecundate i to fertilize. Brovin.

FERTILITY./ [ftrtilitas. Lat.] Fecundity a

abundance ; fruit ulnefs. Raleigh.

To FE'RTILIZE. v. a [fertiliser, Fr ] To

make fruitful ; to make plenteous ; to make

productive ; to fecundate. IVecdisard

FERTILELY.aaV [from fertile } Fruitfully,

plenteoufly.

FERVENCY / ffervent, Lat.] 1. Heat of

mind; ardour; eagerness. Sbakefp. 1. Pious

ardour; flame of devotion ; zeal. Hooker.

FE'RVENT. a. [fervent, Lat.] 1. Hot; boil

ing. Wetttn z. Hot in temper -, vehement.

Hooker. 3. Ardent in piety ; warm in zeal.

Act,.

FERVENTLY, adv. [from /«•««./.] 1. Ea

gerly ; vehemently. Sptnftr. z. With pious

ardour Coloffians.

FE'RVID. a. [fervidm, Lat.] I. Hot; burning 1

boiling ft. Vehement; eager; zealous.

FERVl'DITY. / [from fervid.] 1. Hear. ft.

Zeal; passion; ardour. Dill.

FERVIDNESS. / [from ftrvli.] Ardour of

mind; zeal. Bentlej.

FERULA./ [fernle, Fr] An instrument with

which young scholars are beaten on the hand.

Sbavj.

To FE RULE. v. a. Tochastise with the ferula.

FERVOUR./ [server. Lat. ftrvtnr, Fr.] I.

Heat; warmth. kValler. z. Heat ol mind;

zeal. Hooker.

FESCUE./, [ftstn, Fr.] A small wire by which

those who teach to read point out the letlera.

Holder.

FESELS./ A kind of base grain. May.

FESSE./ [in heraldry .1 The Jeffe is so called

of the Latin word lajua, a band or girdle,

possessing the third part ol the escutcheon over

the middle. Feacbam.

To FESTER, v. n. To rankle; to corrupt; to

grow virulent. Sidney.

FE STINATE. a. [jejtmatni, Lat,] Hasty ; hur

ried. Sbakefp.

FE'STIN ATKLY adv [(romfe/linate ]Hastily ;

speedily. Sbakefp.

FESTINA'TION./ [festinatic, Lat.] Haste;

hurry.

FESTIVAL, a. [fejlivui, Lat] Pertaining to

feasts; joyous. Alterburj.

FE STI VAL.y. Time of feast ; anniversary-day

of civil or religious joy. SanJyt

FESTIVE, a. \JeJ3ivni, Lat J Joyous; gay.

Tborrt/on.

FEST1 VITY./ [festivitas, Lat.] I. Festival;

time of rejoicing. South, z. Gaiety; joylul-

ness. "Taylor.

FESTOON./ [ftft'n, Pr.] In architecture,

an ornament of carved work in the lorm of a

wreath or garland of flowers, or leaves twist

ed together. Harris.

Ppz FBSTU'CINE.
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FESTUriNE. a. [fefluca, Lat.] Straw-colour.

Brovtn.

FESTUCOUS a. [/(/lie, Ut.] Formed of

straw. Brcvjn.

ToFET.u.a. To fetch Jeremiah.

FET./. A piece. Dryten.

ToFETCH. v a. preter fetched fpecctn. Six]

I. To go and bring. Waller i Toderive;

to draw Shahesp. 3. To strike at a distance. !

Bacon 4. To brinp to any state by Tome pow- ]

ertul operation, Addifon 5. To draw within |

any confinement or prohibiiir-n. Saunderfan. 6.

To produce by some kind of force. Addifen 7.

To perform any excursion Knolles. 8 To per

form with suddenness or violence. Addifon. 9.

Torrsch; toarriveat; tocometo. Chapman.

10. To obtain as its price. Locke.

To FETCH, n. n. To move with a quick re

turn. Slakefp.

FETCH. / [from the verb ] A stratagem by

which any thing is indirectly performed; a

trick ; an artifice. Hudibrat. '

FETCHER./ [from/err*.] One that fetches.

FETID a . [feetiduo. Lat.] Stink ng; rancid;

having a smell strong and offensive. Arbuthnot.

FETIDNESS./ [from/r//./.] The quality of

stinking.

FETLOCK./ [fttl and lock.] A tu<t ofhair

that grows behind the pastern-joint Dryien.

FETOR./ [sector, Lat] A stink; a stench.

Arbuthnot.

FETTER./ It is commonly used in the plural,

fetters. Chains for the feet. Raleigh.

To FETTER, v. a. [from the noun.] To bind;

to enchain; to (hackle ; to lie. Bramhall

To FETTLE. v. n. To do trifling business.

Swift.

FETUS. / [sœtui, Lai] Any animal in em-

brio; any thing yet in the womb. Boyle

FEUD./ [peaho, Sax ] Quarrel ; contention.

Attarferr.

FE'UDAL. a. [feuJalit, low Lat] Pertaining to

fees, or tenures by which lands are held ot a

fuperiour lord.

FE'UDAL. / A dependance; something held

by tenure. Hate.

FEUDATORY./ [from feudal] One who

holds not in chief, but by some conditional!

tenure. Bacon. j

FEVER / [fibril, Lat.] A disease in which1

the body is violently heated, and the pulse

quickened, or in which heat and cold prevail

by turns. It is sometimes continual, l'ome-i

times intermittent. Lccke. I

To FE'VER. <v a. [irom the noun.] To put into I

a rever. Shakrfp.

FE'VERET. / |from/»w.] A flight fever;

lebricula Ayltjsc.

FEVERFEW./ [Jtbrii and fug,. Lat.] An;

herb.

FE'VliRISH.a. [(tornfever.] 1. Troubled wiih |

a fever. Creech. 1. Tending to a fever. Swift. 1

3. Uncertain; inconstant; now hot, now cold.

Dryden. 4. Hot; burring Dryden.

FE'VERISHNESS./. [trom feverish.] A

disorder of the feverish kind.

FEVEROUS, a. [fievrenx-fe, Fr.] 1. Troubled

with a fever or ague. Shaiefp. i. Having the

nature of a fever Milton. 3. Having a ten

dency to produce fevers Bacon.

FEVER\.a f from/««•.] Diseased with a fe

ver Ben Johnson

FEUILLAGE f [French] A bunch or row of

leaves. Jervat

FEUILLEMORT. f. [French] The colour of

a faded lea"", corrupted commonly topbilemet.

FE'UTERER/ Adogkeeper.

FEW a [reo, Sax.] 1. Not many) not in a

great number. Berkley a. Not many words.

Hooktr.

FE'WEL./ [fen, Fr ] Combustible r

firewood, coal. Bcutley

To FE'WEL. v. a. [from the nona] To feed

with fewel Covjley

FEWNESS./ [from seta] 1. Paucity; small

ness of number. Dryden. i. Paucity of words*

Shake/p.

To FEY. v. a. To cleanse a ditch. Tuffer.

FIB / A lye i a falsehood. Pope.

To FIB v n. To lye; to tell lyes. Arbullntt.

Fl RBER / [from/4.] A teller of fibs.

FIBRE. / [fibre, Fr. siira, Lat] A small

thread or string. Pope.

FIBRIL./ [fibrille, Fr.] A small fibre or string.

Cheyne

FIBROUS a. [fibreux, Fr] Composed of fibres

or stamina. Bacon.

FTBULA.fi [Latin.] The outer and letter bone

ofthe leg, much smaller than the tibia s^utmy

FICKLE, a. [pcol, Sax.] 1. Changeable; 110-

constant; irrelolute; wavering; unsteady.

Milton, x. Not fixed; subject to vicissitude.

Milton.

FICKLENESS./ [from/dt/r.] Inconstancy }

uncertainty ; unsteadiness. Sidney, Addifcn.

FI CKLY. adv. [fromfickle ] Without certainty

or stability. Southern

FTCO. f [Italian ] An act of contempt done

with the fingers. Carevj.

FICTILE, a. [fiSilii, Lat] Manufactured by

the potter. Bacon.

FI CTION./ [fitlie, Lat.] 1 . The act of feign

ing or inventing. Stillingfitet. 1. The thing

feigned or invented. Raleigh. 3. A falsehood i

a lye.

FICTIOUS. a. Fictitious; imaginary. Prior.

FICTITIOUS, a [fiaittnt, Lat] I . Counter

feit; false; not genuine. Dryden. 1. Feign

ed; imaginary. Pope. 3. Not real; not true

Addifon.

FICTITIOUSLY adv. [fromfiBitioui.] False

ly; counter'eitly. Brevon

FID / [fitta, ltal.] A pointed iron. SUnnrr.

FIDDLE J [pbele, Sax] A stringed instru

ment 01 musick; a violin. Stillingfitet.

To FIDDLE, v. n. [from the noun] 1. To

play upon a findle. Bacon, x. To trifle; to

fliitt the han^s oiten, and do nothing. Arbmtt.

FIDDLEFADDLE./ (A cant word.] Triftca.

SpcSaUr.

PIDDLE-
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FI'DDLF.FADDLE, a. Trifling ; giving trou

ble. Arbnthnot.

FIDDLER. / [(rom fiddle.] A musician; one

that pity upon the fiddle. Ben. Johnsm.

FIDDLESTICK./ [fiddle inAJlkk.} The bow

and hair which a fiddler draws over the strings

ofa fiddle. Arbnthnot.

FI'DDLESTRING./ [fiddle todjlring.] The

string ofa fiddle. Arbnthnot.

F1DFLITY. /. [fidelita,, Lat.l I. Honesty;

veracity, linker. i.Faithful adherence.ctarie.

To FIDCE. ? v. n. [A cant word.) To

To FI DGET. \ move nimbly and irregularly.

Snxift.

FIDU'CIAL. a. [fidneia, Lat.] Confident:

undoubting. Hammond.

FIDUCIARY./ [fidneiarint. Lat.] I. One

who holds any thing in trust. 2. One who

depends on faith without works. Hammond.

FIDUCIARY, a. i. Confident > steady ; un

doubting. Wake. a. Not to be doubted. Home/.

FIEF / [fief, Fr.]A fee ; a manor ; a possession

held by some tenure of a superiour.y^riii^»»/.

FIELD. / [relfe, Sat.] i . Ground not inha

bited ; not built on. Raleigh, a. Ground not

enclosed. Mortimer. 3. A cultivated tract of

ground. Pope. 4. The open country : opposed

to quarters. Sbakejp 5. The ground of battle.

Milton. 6. A battle ; a campaign ; the action

of an army while it keeps the field. Shakefp

7. A wide expanse. Dryden. 8. Space } com

pass ; extent. Smalridge. 9. The gronnd or

blank space on which figures are drawn.

Dryden. 10. [In heraldry.] The surface of a

shield.

FIELDED, a. [from field.] Being in a field of

battle. Shakefp.

FIELD-BASIL. / [field and basils A plant.

Milkr.

FI'ELDBED. / [field and bed.} A bed con

trived to be set up easily in a field. Shakefp

FIELDFARE./ [eelb and rarian.] A bird.

Bacon.

FIELDMARSHAL. / [field and marshal.)

Commander of an army in the field.

FIELDMOUSE./: \ fieWand mease.] A mouse

that burrows in banks. Drytten.

Fl ELDOFFICER. / [field and officer.] An

officer whose command in the field extends to

a whole regiment ; as the colonel, lieutenant-

colonel, and major.

PI'ELDPIECE./ [field and piece.] Small can

non used in battles, but nut in sieges. Knollei.

FIEND./ [pienb, Sax.] 1. An enemy; the

great enemy of mankind ; Satan. Shake]p. 1.

Any internal being. Bert. Jchnjon.

FIERCE, a. [fier, Fr.j 1. Savage ; ravenous ;

easily enraged. Jib. a. Vehement in rage ;

eager of mischie.. Pipe. 3. Violent j outra

geous. Gemtsii. 4. Passionate ; angry ; furious.

Shakefp, 5. Strong; forcible. Jamet.

FIERCELY, adv. [from fierce.} Violently ;

furiously. Knolles.

FI'ERCENESS./ [from fierce.} I. Ferocity .

savageuesi. Swift, a. Eagerness for blood .

fury, Sidney, j. Quickness to attack ; keen

ness in anger. Shakefp 4. Violence; outra

geous passion. Dryden.

FIERIFA'CIAS. [In law.] A judicial writ, for

him thathas recovered in an action of debt or

damages, to the (heriss, to command him to

levy the debt, or the damages. CcujcI/.

FIERINESS./[from>ry.] 1. Hot qualities 5

heat ; acrimony Beyle, a. Heat of temper ;

intellectual ardour. Addifon.

FIERY, a. (from fire.} 1. Consisting of fire.

Spenser. 1. Hot like fire. Shakefp. 3. Vehe

ment; ardent ; active. Shakefp 4. Passionate;

outrageous j easily provoked. Shakefp. 5. Un

restrained i fierce. Dryden. 6. Heated by fire.

linker. Pipe.

IFE. s.lfi/re, Pr.

Shakefp.

] A pipe blown to the drum.

FIFTEEN, a. [pyrtyne, Sax.] Five and ten.

FIFTEENTH, a [citteofca, Sax.] The ordi

nal of fifteen; the fifth after the tenth.

FIFTH, a. [ricta, Sax.] 1. The ordinal of

five; the next to the fourth. a. All the or

dinals are taken for the part v.hich they ex

press : tsistb, a fifth part ; a third, a third

part. Swift.

FIFTHLY. adv.[(romfifth.] In the fifth place.

FIFTIETH, a. [ritteujopa, Sax. J The ordinal

of fifty. Nevtton.

FIFTY, a. [eiJXit,, Sax.] Five tens. Locke.

FIG./ [sient, Lu.figne, Fr.]i.A tree that bears

figs Pope. a. The fruit of the fig tree. Arbnth.

To FIG. v. a. t. To insult with fico's or con

temptuous motions of the fingers. Shakefp. a.

To put something useless into one's head.

ISEJlrange.

FIG APPLE. / A fruit. Mirtimer.

FIGMARIGOLD/ A plant. M Her.

To FIGHT v. n. preter. fenght ; part, pass.

fturbt. [peohtan, Sax] 1. To contend in

battle; to war 1 to make war ; to battle; to

contend in arms. Swift, a. To combat; to

duel ; to contend in single tiyht. Esdrai. 3.

To act as a soldier in any case. Addifon. 4.

To content!. Sandyt.

To FIGHT, v. a. so war against ; to combat

against Dryden.

FIGHT./, [from the verb.] 1. Battle, t. Com

bat; duel. Dryden. 3. Something to lcreest

the combatants in (hips. Did.

FIGHTER./ [iromfight.] Warriour; duellist.

Shakefp.

FIGHTING, participial, a. [from fight.] 1.

Qualified for war ; fit for battle.c7/>rff«/c/rj. 2.

Occupied l>y war. Pipe.

FI'GMENT./[/£««/«■»»,Lat.] An invention j

a fiction; the idea reigned. Bronan.

FIGPF.CKER. f. [figiaipcck.] A bird.

FIGULATE. a. [from sig'lm, Lat J Made of

pottert clay.

Fl CURABLE, a. [domfiguro, Lat.] Capable

of being brought to certain form, and retained

in it. Thus lead nfignrable, but not water.

Bacon.

FICURAFI LITY. / [from fig*rahlt.] The

quality
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quality of being capable os a certain and stable

form.

FIGURAL. a. [from figure.] Represented by

delineation. Bronvn.

FIGURATE. a. [figuratui. Lat.] 1. Ofa cer

tain and determinate form. Bacon. 2 Resem

bling any thing of a determinate form . as,

figurative stones retaining the forms of shells

in which they were formed by the deluge.

FIGURATION./ [figuratui, Lat] i. De

termination to a certain form. Bactn. 2.

The act of giving a certain form. Baton.

FIGURATIVE, a. [sirnratif, Fr.] i . Repre

senting something else ; typical; representa

tive. Hooker, a. Not literal. Stillin'sleet. 3.

Full of figures j full of ihuorical exornations.

Dryden.

FIGURATIVELY. adv. [horn figurative.} By

a figure ; in a fense different from that which

words originally in ply. Hammond.

FIGURE. J [sigura, Lat.] 1. The form of

any thing as terminated by the outline Boyle.

2. Shape ; form ; semblance. Shakesp. 3.

Person ; external form ; appearance mean or

grand. ClariJJa. 4. Distinguished appearance ;

eminence ; remarkable character. Addifon. 5.

A statue ; an image ; something formed in

resemblance of somewhat else Addifon. 6.

Representations in painting. Dryden. 7. Ar

rangement ; disposition ; modification. Watts.

8. A character denoting a number. Skaktsp

South. q. The horoscope ; the diagram of the

aspects of the astrological houses. Shakesp. 10.

[In theology.] Type representative. Romans

1 1 . [ In rhetorick.] Any mode of speaking in

which wordsare detorted from their literal and

primitive sense. In strict acceptation, the

change ofa word is a trope, and any affection

ol a sentence a figure ; but they are generally

confounded by the exactest writers. Stilltngjt.

iz. [In grammar.] Any deviation from the

rules of analogy or syntax.

ToFIGURE. v. a. [figure, Lat] 1. To form

into any determinate shape. Bacon. 2. To

show by a corporeal resemblance Spenser. 3.

To cover or adorn with figures. Shaiejp. 4. To

diversify i to variegate with adventitious forms.

Shakejp. 5. To represent by a typical or figu

rative resemblance. Hooker, Dtnue. 6 To

image in the mind Temple. 7. To prefigure ;

to foreshow. Shakejp. 8.To form figuratively^

lo use in a sense not literal. Locke.

FIGURE-FLINGER./. Ifig're taAfimg.] A

pretender to astrology. Collier.

FIGWORT./. I fig and wort.] A plant Miller

FILA'CEOUS. a. [tromjWnai, LauJ Confuting

of threads. Bacon.

FI'LACER./. [filax.arius, low Lat ] An offi

cer in ihe Common Pleas, so called because

he files thole writs whereon he makes procel'i

Harris.

FI LAMENT./ [filament, Fr filamentum %\m]

A flci d :r thiead ; a body slender and long

likeatliicad Brotme.

FI LBERT./. A fine ha;el aut with a thin shell

Dorset.

To FILCH, v. a. To steal ( to take by theft ;

to pilfer. It is usually spoken of petty thefts.

Spenser, Burton.

FI'LCHER./ [from filch.] A thief) a petty-

robber.

FILE./ [file, Fr] 1. A thread. Wottn. X. A

line on which papers are strung to keep them

in order. Bacon. 3. A catalogue ; roll j series.

Shake/p. 4. A line of soldiers ranged one

behind another. Milton, 5 [ceol, Sax] Au

instrument to rub down prominences. Moxon.

FILECUTTF.R./.[/fe and «//«-.] A maker

of files Moxon.

To FILE. v. a. [from filnm, a thread] t. To

string upon a thread or wire. Arbuthnot. x.

To cut with a file. Raj. 3. To foul ; to fully ;

to pollute. Shakesp.

To FILE. v. n To march in a file, not abreast,

but one behind another. Blackmore.

FI'LEMOT./A brown or yellow-brown colour.

Swift.

FILER./ [from file.] One who files ; one who

uses ihe file in culling metals.

FILIAL, a. [filial, Vr. films. Lat.] 1. Pertain

ing to a fin ; befitting a son. Drjden. a. Bear

ing the character or relation of a son. Mtlten.

FILIA'TION./[frorn/HiW, Lat] The relation

ofa Ion to a father : correlative to paternity.

Hale.

FILINGS/ [from//*.] Fragments rubbed off

by the file. Fe/ton.

To PILL. v. a [ryllan, Sax.] 1. To store 'till

no more can be admitted. Samuel. 2. To store

abundantly. Genesis. 3. To satisfy ; tocontenr.

Chcyne. 4. To glut; to surfeit. Shakesp. 5. Tip

Fill out. To pour out liquor for drink. 6. To

extend by something contained. Dryden. 7. T»

Fill«/>. To make full. Pope. 8. To supply.

Addijon. 9. To occupy by bulk. Burnet. 10.

To engage ; to employ. Shakesp.

To FILL. v. n. i. To give to drink. Shakesp-

2 To grow full 3. To glut ; to satiate. Baco*.

4. To Fi ll up. To grow full kVtodvsard.

FILL./, [from the verb. 1 1. As much a.* may

produce complete satisfaction. Fairfax. ».

The place between the shafts of a carriage

Mortimer.

FI LLKR./ [from///.] 1 . Any thing that fills nt

rooom without use. Dryden. a. One whose em

ployment is to fill vessels of carriage. Mtrltws.

FILLET./ [filet, Fr] I. A band tied round

the head or other part. Dryden. 2. The flestiy

part ol the thigh : applied commonly to veal.

Dryden 3. Meat rolled together, and tied

round. Shakesp. 4. [In architecture] A lit

tle member which appears in the ornair.cn: ^

and mouldings, and is otherwise called listel

Harris

To FILLET, v. a. [from the noun] 1. T«

bind with a bandage or fillet. 2. To atiorat

with an astragal. F.xsdus.

To FI LLIP. v. a. To strike with the nail of

the finger by a sudden spring. Bactn.

FILLIP. / [from the verb.] A jerk of (be

finger let go from the thumb.

FI'LLY
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FI'LLY./ [filey, Welsh.] i. A young horse or

mire. Suckling. 2. A young mire, opposed to

i colt or young horse. Sbaktsp

FILM. / [p/lmepi, Six.] A thin pellicle or

flcin. Grammt.

To FILM. v. a. [from the noun.] To cover

with i pellicle or thin flcin. Sbaktsp.

FI"LMY. a. [from film.'] Composed of thin pel

licles. Ptpe.

To FILTER, v. a. [filtro, low Lit] I . To

defecite by drawing off liquor by depending

threads, l. To strain ; to percolate. Greta

FILTER./ [filtrum, Lit.] I. A twist of thread

of which one end is dipped in the liquor to be

defeated, and the other hangs below the hot

torn of the vessel, so that the liquor drips from

it. t. A strainer; i seirce. Ray.

FILTH. / [pi*, Sixon.] i. Dirt; nastinefs

SanJyt. i. Corruption ; crossness ; pollution.

Tilletjcn.

FILTHILY. «aV [homsiliby.] Nistily; foully;

grossly. L'EJlran'c.

FI LTHINESS. / [from filth,.] i. Nsstinefs ;

fbulnesi ; dirtiness. Sidney. 2. Corruption ,

pollution. South.

FILTHY, a. [from///*.] i .Nitty ; foul ; dirty ;

Sbaktsp. z Gross; polluted. DryJin.

To FILTRATE v. a. [fromfilttr.] To strain }

to percolaie. Arbntbnot.

FILTRATION. / [from filtrate.] A method

by which liquors ire procured 6ne and clear.

Beyle.

FI'MBLE Hemp.s [corrupted from/»iafc.]The

light summer hemp, thit beirs no feed, is

ctliedfimble bemp. Mortimer.

FIN. / [pn. Six.] The wing of i fish ; the

limb by which he balances his body, and

moves in the water. AJJism.

FIN FOOTED, a. [fin mnd/..f .] Palmiptdous ;

hiving feet with membranes between the toes.

Brovru.

FI NAbLE. a. [lrom/«.] Thit idmits i fine.

HnymarJ.

FINAL, a. [final, Fr.] I. Ultimite; list.

Mibon. a. Conclusive ; decisive. Daviex. 3.

Mortal ; destructive. Spenser. 4. Respecting

the end or motive. Collier.

FINALLY, adv. [Hornfinal] 1. Ultimately;

lastly ; in conclusion. Milton. 2. Completely;

without recovery. Smth.

FINANCE. J. [Fr] Revenue ; income ; profit.

Baton.

FINANCIER, s. [Fr.] One who collects or

farms the publick revenue,

FI NARY. / [from Tofine.] The second forge

it the iron mills.

FINCH. / (pne. Six.] A small bird ofwhich

we have thiee kinds, the goldfinch, chafijnch,

and bulfinch.

To FIND. v. a. [pofean, Sax.] 1. To obtain

by searching or seeking. Mattbrwi. 1. To

obtain something lost. Shakejp. 3. To meet

with ; to fall upon. Cnaley. 4 To know by

experience. CtviUy. 5. To discover by study.

Covoley. 6- To discover what is hidden. CewUy.

7. To h.t on by chance ; to perceive by acci-

dent. Crnley. 8. To gain by iny mental

endeivour. Cowley. 9. To remark ; to ob

serve. Crwley. 10. To detect; todeprehend;

t.. catch. Locke. 11. To reach; to attain.

Civiley. 11. To meet. Ctviley. 13 To settle I

to fix any thing in one's own opinion Coivley.

14. To determine by judicial verdict. Sbakejp.

15. To supply; to furnish : as, he fimlt me

in money. 16. [In law.] To approve : as,

tofindo. bill. 17. To FiifD himself. To be ;

to fire with regird to ease or piin. L'Eftrange.

t8 To Find out. To unriddle ; to solve.

Eccle/iaflicns. 1 9 To discover something hid

den Newton. 10. To obtain the knowledge

of. DryJen. 11. To invent; to excogitate.

Chronicles.

FINDER./ [srom/»</] 1. One that meets or

fills upon any thing. Shakejp. 2. One that

picks up any thing lost. Crajbaiv.

FINDFA ULT.s. [find taifault.] A censurer;

a caviller Shakejp.

FINY. a. [jynfcij, Six] Plump; weighty;

firm ; solid jfuniul.

FINE, a [finne, Fr] 1. Not coarse. Spenser.

a. Refined; pure; tree from dross. F.T,ra.

3 Subtle ; thin; tenuous : as, the fine spirits

evaporate. 4. Refined ; I'ubtilcly excogitated.

Temple. 5. Keen ; thiti ; smoothly sharp.

Baan. 6. Cle.u; pellucid; transparent: is,

the wine is fine. 7. Nice: exquisite; deli

cate. Davici. 8 Artlul ; dexterous Bacen. 9.

Fraudulent ; sly; knavishly subtle. Hnhhtrd's

Tale 10. Elegant with elevation. DryJen.

it. Beautiful with dignity. II. Accomplish

ed ; elegant ol manners, felten. 13. Showy;

I, lendid. S-wift.

FINE./ [Jin, Cimbr.] 1. A mulct ; 1 pecuni-

iry punishment. Daviei. a. Penilty. Shakejp.

3. Forieit ; mony paid for my exemption or

hbeity. Pipe. 4. The end , conclusion. Sidney.

To FINE. v. a. [from fine, the adjective.] 1.

To refine; to puri'y. Job. 1. To embellish ;

to decorate. Shakejp. 3. To make less coirfe.

Mortimer. 4. To make transparent. Mortimer.

5. To punish with pecuniary penalty. Locke.

To FINK. v. a. To pay 1 fine. OUbam.

To FINEDRA'W. *. a. [fine and Jravi ] To

sow up 1 rent with so much nicety thit it is

not perceived.

FINEDRA'WER. / [from fineJravi.] One

whole businels 9 to sow up rents.

FINEFI NOERED. a. | fine taafinger.] Nice;

irtful ; exquisite. Spenjer.

FINELY, adv. [from fi»e.] 1. Beautifully;

elegantly. AJJij.n. 2. Keenly; stiarply j with

1 thin edge or point. Peacbam. 3. Not

c justly ; not meanly ; gaily. Bacon, 4. In

small parts ; subtilcly > not grossly. Beyle, c.

Wretchedly.

Fl'NENESS./ [from/«.] 1. Elegance ; beau

ty ; delicacy. SiJney. 2. Show , splendour ,

gaiety of ippearanvX. Decay of Piety. 3.

Subtility ; artfulness; ingenuity. Shakejp. 4.

Purity ; freedom from dross or base mixture:.

Baceu,

FINERY.
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FI'NERY./ [fromfine.) I. Show; splendour of

appearance. Sautter*.

FINE'SSE. f. [French.] Artifice ; stratagem.

Hayivard.

FINER. /. [from fine] One who purifies me

tals. Prrverbi.

FINGER. / [tinjcn. Sax.] I. The flexible

member of the hand by which men catch and

hold. Ktil. i. A small measure of extension.

kVilkim 3. The hand; the instrument ot

work. Waller.

To FINGER v. a. [from the noun ] 1. To

touch lightly ; 10 toy with. Grew. a. To

touch unseasonably or thievishly. Smth. 3. To

t'juch an instrument of mufick. Sbakesp. 4.

To perform any work exquisitely with the

singers. Spenser.

Fl NGLEFANGLE / [from/«»£/'•] A trifle.

ftndibras.

Fl N1CAL. a. [from/.* ] Nice ; foppllh. State.

FI'NICALLY. adv. [from finical.] Foppilhly

FINICALL NESS. / [from/«/«/.] Superflu

ous nicety.

To FINISH, v a. [finir, Fr ] 1. To bring to

the end purposed ; to complete Luke. a. To

perfect ; 10 polish to the excellency intended.

Blackmsre.

FINISHER./ [from finish.] I. Performer ;

accomplilher. Sbakesp. z. One that puts an

end. Htiker. 3. One that completes or per

fects. Hebrevii.

FIN ITE. a. [fimtni. Lat] Limited ; bounded.

Brovtn.

Fl NI sELESS. a. [ from finite. ] Without

bounds ; unlimited. Brtxvu.

FI'NITELY. adv. [icom finite.] Within certain

limits; to a certain degree. Slillingfieet.

FIN1TENESS./ [from/«<V<] Limitation; con

finement within certain boundaries. Nsrrit.

FI'NITUDE. /. (trom/«i« J Limitation; con

finement within certain boundaries. Cheyne.

Fl'NLESS. a. [Irom/ir.] Without fini. SbakeJ

Fl NLlkE. a [fin and like ] Formed in imita

tion of fins. Dryden.

Fl'NNKD. a. [trom fin ] Having broad edges

spread out on either side. Mer timer.

FINNY, a. [from fin.] Furnished with fins;

formed for the element of water. Blackmore.

FINTO'ED. a. [fin and tie ] Palmipedous ,

havipfr a membrane between the toes. Ray.

FINOCUIO / Fennel ,

Fl PPLE./ [Irom/ii/j, Lit] A stopper Bacen

FIR./, [syrr, Welsh.] The tree 01 which deal

boards are made. l\pe.

FIRE. / [fyn. Sax ] 1. The igneous element.

». Any thing burning. Cevley. 3 A confla

gration of towns or countries. Granville. 4.

Flame; light; lustre. Sbakesp. 5. Torture

by burning Prier. 6. The punilhment of the

damned. Isaiah. 7. Any thing that inflames

the paflion*. Sbakesp. 8. Ardour of temper

Aitertnry 9. Livelintfi of imagination ; vi

gour ot rancy : spirit of s.ntiment. Ccviley

1 o. The passion of love. Dryden, SbadtvtlJ.

1.. Lruruon or irnposthurnations ; is, St.

Anthony's /r*. 11. Teset Finn, orsetr*

Flax. To kindle ; to inflame. Tayhr.

FIREARMS / [fire and arms.] Arms which

owe their efficacy to fire ; guns. Clarendon.

FIREBALL./, [fire and hall.] A grenado ; a

ball filled with combustibles, and bursting

where it is thrown. Smtb

FIREBRUSH. / [fire and trust).] The brash

which hangs by the fire to sweep the hearth.

Svtist.

FI'REDRAKE / [fire and drake.] A fiery

serpent. Drayten.

Fl RER./ [from/«.] An incendiary. Carevt.

FIRESIDE./, [fire andfide.) The hearth ; the

chimney. Prior.

FIRESTICK/ [fire and stick.] A lighted stick

or brand. Digiy.

Fl REWORK. J. [fire and mrk.] Shows of

fire; pyrotechnical periormancef. Brovru.

To FIRE, v a. [trom the noun] 1. To let on

fire; to kindle. Hayiuard. a. To inflame

the paflions ; to animate. Dryden. 3. To

drive by fire. Sbakesp.

To FIRE. v. u. 1. To take fire to be kindled.

%. To be inflamed with passion. 3. To dis

charge any fire-arms.

FIREBRA'ND./. [fire and brand] 1. A piece

of wood kindled. L'EJlrange 1. An incen

diary; one who inflames tactions. Bacen.

FI'RECROSS /. [fire and er,H ] A token in

Scotland Tor the nation to take arms. Hayxnood.

Fl RELOCK./ [fire and luk ] A soldier's gun;

a gun discharged by striking steel with flint.

Gay.

FIREMAN./ [fire and man.] 1. One who is

employed to extinguish burning bouses. Gay.

1. A man of violent passions, 'latter.

Fl RENEW, a. [fire and utv.] New from the

forge ; new fr m the melting-house. Sbakesp.

FIREPAN / [fire and pan.] 1. A pan tor

holding fire. a. [In a gun.] The receptacle

for the priming powder.

FIRESHIP. / [fire and ship] A (hip filled

with combustible matter to fire the vessels of

the enemy. Wiseman

Fl RESHOVEL. / [fire and Jbevel.] The in

strument with which the hot coals are thrown.

Bruwu.

Fl RESTONE./ [fire indfi'ne.] Thtfirejleue,

or pyrites, is a compound mctallick torhl,

composed of vitriol, sulphur, and an unme-

tallick earth, but in very different proportions

in the several masses. It has its name of

pyrites, or fireslane, from its giving fiie on

b.-ing struck against a (leel much more freely

than a flint will do. Ihll.

FIREWOOD /. [fire and iv:od.] Wood to

burn ; fewel.

FIRING./. [from fire } Fewel Mirtimer.

To FIRK v. a. [fioin sens. Lit.] To whip ;

to beat. Hudibras.

FIRKIN. /. Lfrom teopep. Sax.] 1. A vessel

containing nine gallons. Atbutbnit. X. A irnall

vessel Dthbam.

FIRM.
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FIRM. a. [firmm. Lat.] I . Strong ; not easily

pierced or shaken ; hard, opposed to (oft.CIcav.

a. Constant ; steady ; resolute ; fixed ; un

shaken. Txlhtfen, Waist,.

To FIRM. v. a. [firm,. Lat ] I. To settle ;

to confirm ; to establish ; to fix. Knellet. x.

To fix without wandering. Spenser.

FI'RMAMENT. /. [firmamenlum, Lat.] The

&V » the heavens. Raleigh

FIRMAME'NTAL. a. [from firmament'] Ce

lestial j of the upper regions Dryden.

FI'RMLY. adv. [(torn firm] I. Strongly ; im

penetrably ; immoveably. Nemttn. X. Steadi

ly ; constantly. Addisen.

FI'RMNESS. / [from firm.-] i. Stability;

hardness; compactness; solidity. Burnet. X.

Durability. Haymard. 3. Certainty ; sound

ness. Senth. 4. Steadiness ; constancy ; rcso-

lotioo. Rescemmtn.

FIRST a. [prirx, Sax.] 1. The ordinal of one.

Shake/p. 1. Earliest in time. Heb. Prior. 3.

Highest in dignity. Daniel. 4. Great ; excel

lent Shakefp.

FIRST, adv. 1. Befoie any thing else; earliest.

Dryden. z. Before any other consideration.

Baton. 3. At the beginning , at first. b:mley.

FIRST-GOT. 7 / [from first and be-

FIRST-BEGOTTEN. $ get.] The eldest of

children. Mr ,.

FIRST-FRUITS./ [first and/-»rfr ] 1 . What

the seasonfirst produces or matures ofany kind.

Frier, x. The first profits of any thing. Bacen.

3. The earliest effect of any thing. Mihen.

FraSTLING./ftrorn/M.J That which isfirst

produced or brought forth. Dentercntmy.

FIRSTLING. / [from first.] 1. The first pro

duce or offspring. Milten. a. The thing first

thought or done. Shakefp.

FISCAL./ [from fiscus.] Exchequer; revenue.

Bacem.

FISH. /. [pp:, Sax.] An animal that inhabits

the water. Sbakejp. Creech.

To FISH. v. n 1. To be employed in catching

fishes, a. To endeavour at any thing by arti

fice Shakefp.

To FISH. v. a. To search water in quest of fish.

Swift.

FISH-HOOK./ [fist, and Am*.] A hook baited.

Grevo.

FISH-POND. /. [fist, uApmd.] A small pool

for filh. Mcrtimer.

FISHER. / [from fijh.] One who is employed

in catching fish. Sandyi.

FI'SHER-BOAT. / [fijber and beat.] A boat

employed in catching filh.

FISHERMAN./ [fijber and man .] One whose

employment and livelihood is to catch fish.

Waller.

Fl SHERTOWN./ [fjber and (»<■] A town

inhabited by fishermen. Clarendm.

FISHERS-COAT. / [fijber and coat.] A coat

worn by a fisher. Jeb.

FISHERY / [from fijber ] The business of

catching filh. AddtJcu.

FI'SHFUL. a. [from fijb] Abounding with ish

Cantden.

T°finFI'fr/7- •■ * tsrom>A] To torn to

FleSnHI?G-/ssfr0tn^) Commodity of taking

nlh. Spenjer. ^

FI'SHKETTLE/ [fist, ,„d iertlc.] A caldrOri

made long for tha filh to be boiled without

bending. Grew.

FISHMEAL./. [fist, and m,al] Diet of filh.

iiharp.

FISHMONGER./ [sr0m fijb ] A dealer in

nlh. Larevo.

FISHY, a [ham fist,.] , Consisting of fish.

Pints', I" HaYmj',the qualities offish. Breiun.

FI'SSILE. a. [fist/is, Lat.] Having the grain in

a certain direction, so as to be cleft. .Vemten

FISSI'LITY./ [from ststite.] The quality of

admitting to be cloven.

FISSURE./ [stffnra, Lat. fissure, Pr.] A cleft;

a narrow chasm where a bieach has been

made, rvood'wara

To FISSURE, v. a. [from the noun] To

mct',Ve,-V0m,keV finsare- >ril't*an.

FIST. /. [ppj, Sax.] The hand clenched with

ttie hngers doubled down. Denha*.

To FI9T. v. a 1 To strike with the fist. DryJ.

a. lo gripe with the fist Shakes*.

FI'ST.NUT / A pistachio nut.

FIT!:C.lJ^S- s- W aud "ft A >™tle with

the fist. Mere.

FISTULA. / [fistule, Fr.] ,. A sinuous ulcer

callous within. IViJeman. 2. Fistula La-

cbrimaht. A disorder of the canals leadin"

from the eye to the nose, whic . obstructs the

natural progress of the tears, and makes them

trickle down the cheeks. Sharp.

FI STULAR. a. [from fistula.] Hollow like a

pipe.

FI'STULOUS. a. [fistuleux, Fr.] Having the

nature of a fistula. Wiseman.

FIT./ 1. A paroxysm" or exacerbation of any

intermittent distemper. Sharp, x. Any short

return after intermission 1 interval. Rigert. 3.

Any violent affection of mind or body Spenser.

4- Disorder ; distemperature. Shakefp. 5. The

hysterical disorders ofwomen, and the convul

sions of children.

FIT. a. 1 Qualified > proper. Cevsley. a. Con

venient; meet; proper : right. Beyle.

To FIT. v. a. [vitten, Fkmith.J 1. To ac

commodate to any thing; to suit one thing

to another. Dcnham. 2. To accommodate a

person with any thing. Ifijeman. 3. Tp be

adapted to ; to suit any thing. Shakefp. 4.

Te Fit cut. To furnish ; to equip. Dr,Jm.

;. Te Fit up. To furnish ; to make proper

tor use. Pepe.

To FIT. v- n. To be pnper; to be fit. Vtpt.

FITCH./ A small k;:,u U wild pea. Tuger.

KI'TCHAT.?;: [fifau, Fr.] A stinking little

FITCHEW. J beast, that robs the henroost and

warren; a pole cat.

FITFUL, a \fit and full.] Varied by parox

ysms. Shakefp.

Fl'TLY. adv. [from/r.] 1. Properly ; justly ;

reasonably, 'fillet, x . Commodtously j meetly.

Dmne. Q_q FI1-
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FITNESS, s. [from//.] i. Propriety; meet-

ness ; justness; reasonableness. Hteker. 2.

Convenience > commodity; the stale of being

fie. Skakejp.

FITMENT, s. strom sit") Something adapted

to a particular purpose. Sbakejp.

Kl'TTER. / [from//.] I. The person or thing

• hat confers fitness for any thing. Morttmer.

2. A small piece.

FITZ./ [Norman 1 A son ; as, Fitxbcrbert, the

ion of Herbert; Fitz.rtj, the son of the king

It is commonly used ot illegitimate children.

FIVE a. [pp, Sax.] Four and one ) half of ten.

Dryden

FIVELE'AVEDGr«/./Cinquefoil i a species

of clover.

FIVES./ i. A kind of play with abowl. ». A

<iifeafe of horses. Shakesp.

To FIX. t>. a. {fixer, Pr.] i. To make fast,

firm, or stable Milttn. z. To settle ; to esta

blish invariably Temple. 3. To direct without

variation. Dryden. 4. Totleprive of volatility

Ltcke. 5. To pierce; to transfix. Samdyi. 6.

To withhold from motion.

To FIX. v. n. 1. To determine the resolution.

Luke. 2. To rest; to cease to wander. IValler.

3- To lose volatility, so as to be malleable.

Bacen.

FIXATION, s. [Fr.] 1. Stability ; firmness ;

steadiness. K Cbarlei. 1. Residence in a cer

tain place. Raleigb. 3. Confinement; forbear

ance of excursion. Watti. 4. Want of volati

lity ; destruction ot volatility. Bactn. 5. Re

duction from fluidity to firmness. Glanville.

FIXEDLY, adv. [from/**/.] Certainly; firm

ly Ltcke

PITCEDKESS. s. sfrcm fixed.) 1. Stability;

firmness. 1. Want or loss o! volatility. Locke

3. Solidity ; coherence of parts. Bemtley. 4.

Steadiness ; fettled opinion or resolution. K.

Charlee.

FiXI DITY./ Coherence of parts. Beyle.

FIXITY./ [s-xte, Fr.] Coherence of parts.

Nnottn.

FIX UK K. /. [from/*] 1. Position. Stakes

1. Stable pressure. Hbakcjp. 3. Firmnesi; sta

ble state. Shakelp.

FI'ZGIG./ A kind of dan or harpoon with

which stamen strike fish.

FLABBY, a. [flaccdui, Lat] Sols, not firm.

Arbutbnet.

FLA'BILE. a. [stabilii. Lat.] Subject to be

blown.

FLACCID, a [flaccidui, Lat.] Weak ; limber 3

not stiff; lax ; not tense. Holder

FI.ACCI DITY./ [iromfln>cid] Laxity ; lim-

bernclr ; want of tension. rVtjcman.

To FLAG. v. n [flaggeren, Dutch.] I. To

bang loose without stiffness or tension. Beyle, a.

To gn>w spiritless or dejected. Swift. 3. To

grow kcble j lo lose vigour. Ben. Johnson.

To FLAG. t». a. 1. To let fall; to suffer to

droop. Frier. 2. To lay with broad llont.Sand.

FLAG. / [from the verb j 1. A waier plam

with a broad bladed leaf and yellow flower.

Sanijyi. 2, The colouts or ensign of a ship or

land forces. Temple. 3. A species of stotx

used for smooth pavements. WciJtuord.

FLAG-BROOM./ [from stag and Was.) A

broom for sweeping flaRa or pavements.

FLAG-OFFICER./ [stagtnd officer.] A com

mander of a squadron Addifen.

FLAC-SHIP. / [flag and Jbip.] The (hip its

which the commander of a fleet is.

FLAG WORM / {flag and norm.] A grab

bred in watry places among flags or sedge.

IValttu.

FLA CELET. / [stagetUt, Fr] A small flute.

Mere.

FLAGELLA'TION./ The use of the scourge.

Garlb.

FI.AGGINESS./ [Cromflaggy.] Laxity; lim-

berness.

FLAGGY, a. [from stag.] 1. Weak; lax-,

limber ; not stiff ; not tense. DryJew. 2.

Weak in taste ; insipid. Bactn.

FLAGITIOUS, a. [framstagitinm, Lat]Wick-

ed 1 villainous ; atrocious. Rtsctmmsn.

FLAGI'TIOUSNESS. / [ from stagititmi. ]

Wickedness; villainy.

FLACON. / [flacen, Fr.] A vessel of drink

with a narrow mouth. Rosctmmtn

FLA'CRANCY./ [flagrantia, Lat] Burniag

heat; fire. Bacen.

FLA'GRANT. a. [flagrant. Lat.] 1. Ardent ;

burning; eager. Meeker. 1. Glowing; flushed.

Fepe. 3. Red ; imprinted red. Friar. 4. No

torious ; flaming. Smith.

FLAGRATION./. [stagre. Lat.] Burning.

FLAGSTAFF, /.[flag and staff.) The stiff

on which the flag is fixed. Dryden.

FLAIL. / [stagellum, Lat.] The instrument

with which grain is beaten out of she ear.

Dryden.

FLAKE. / [stoceni, Lat.] 1. Any thing that

appears loosely held together. Grra>. 2. A

stratum ; layer; lamina. Sandyt.

FLAKY, a. [from stake] 1. Loosely hanging

together. Blackmore. 2. Lying in layers ot

strata ; broken into lamina:.

FLAM. / A lalfhood ; a lye ; an illusory pre

text. South.

To FLAM, v c. [from the noun.] To deceive

with a lye. Seuth.

FLAMBEAU. J. [French,] A lighted tordi.

Dryden.

FLAME. / [stamma, Lat.] 1. Light emitted

Irom fire. Cvwlry. 2. Fire. Convley. 3. Ardour

of temperor imagination ; brightness of fancy.

Waller. 4. Ardour ol" inclination. J'.pe. 5.

Passion of love. Cswjjey.

To FLAME, v. n. 1. To shine as fire ; to

burn wiih emission of light. Milten. 2. To

shine like flame. Frtsr. 3. To break out in

violence of passion.

FLAMECOLOURED. a. [sijme and ceUmr.)

Of a bright yellow colour, ftaebam.

FLA'MEN. / [Latin.] A priest j one that offi

ciates in solemn offices. Fepe.

FLAMMATION./ [stammatit, Lat. The act

es setting on flame. Brunt.

FLAM-
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FLAMMABI'LITY. / [Jlamnta, Lat.] The

quality of admitting to be set on fire. Brown.

FLA'MMEOUS a. [fiommen,, Lat.] Consisting

of flame. Brown.

FLAMMI'FEROUS. a.\fiammiser, Lat.] Bring

ing flame. Dill.

FLAMMI VOMOUS. a [ftamma, and vomo,

Lat.] Vomiting out flame.

FLAMY, a. [from flame.] i. Inflamed; burn

ing; flaming. Sidney. %. Having the nature

of flame Bacon.

FLANC / \sianc, Fr.] i. That part of the

side of a quadruped near the hinder thigh.

Peacham. a. [In men.J The lateral part ot'

the lower belly. Pise. 3. The sideof any army

or fleet, Haymard. 4, [In fortification ] That

part of the bastion which reaches from the

cur ;iin to die face. Hirrit.

To FLANK., f «. 1 . To attack the side of a

batialioa or fleet, a. To be posted so as to

overlook or command any pals on the side ;

to be . n the fide. Dryden.

FLANKER. /. [from jUnk.] A fortification

jutting out lo as to command the side ot a

body marching to the assault. Knollei.

To FLANKER, v. a. [Jlanqner, Fr ] To

defend by lateral fortifications

FL.VNNEL./ \gwlanen, Welsh ] A soft nappy

stuff of wool. Shakesp.

FLAP./, [lœppe, Sax. J I. Any thing that hangs

broad and loose. Sharp. a. The motion of any

thing broad and loose. 3. A disease in horses.

Farrier's Did.

To FLAP. v. a. [horn the noun ] 1. To beat

with a flap, as flies are beaten. L'Eflrange. a.

To move with a flap or noise. Drjden,Tickcl.

To FLAP v.n. 1. To ply the wings with

noise. [.'Estrange, a. To fall with flaps or

broad parr depending Gay.

FLAPDRAGON. /. 1. A play in which they

catch railins out of burning brandy. %. The

thing-, eaten al flapdragon. Shakejp.

ToFLAPDRAGON.f.a. [from the noun.]To

swallow; to devour. Shakejp.

FLAPE'ARED. a. \fiap and «r.] Having

loose and broad ears. Shakejp

To FLARE, v. n. [from flederen, to flutter.

Dutch.] 1 . To flutter with a splendid (how.

Shakesp. a. Toglitterwith a transient lustre

Herbert 3. To glitter offensively. Milton. 4.

To be in too much light Prhr.

FLASH./ [^of,MinJbei: .] 1 . A sudden, quick,

transitory blare. Rsjitmmtn. a. Sudden burst

of wit or merriment. Rogers 3. A (hort tran

sient state. Bacon. 4. A body of water driven

by violence.

To FLASH v.n. 1. To glitter with a quick

and transient flame. Boyle. 1. To burst out into

any kind of violence. Sbakejp. 3. To break out

into wit, merriment, or brighttliought Felten.

To FLASH v a. To strike up large bodies ol

waier. Carena.

FLASHER. J. [from flajb.] A man of more

appearance of wit than reality.

FLASHILY, adv. [from/fl/fcy.] With empty

thovv.

FLA'SHY. a. [from jlajb.] 1. Empty; not

solid; fliowy without substance. Digby'. a. In

sipid ; without force or spirit. Bacon.

FLASK./ [flasque, Fr.] 1. A bottle ; a vessel.

A7«g. a, A powder-horn Shakesp.

FLASKET/ [from fiask] A vessel in which

viands are served tupe.

FLAT. a. {plat, Fr ] 1 . Horizontally level,

without inclination. Addison. a. Smooth;

without protuberances. Bacon. 3. Without

elevation. Milton. 4. Level with the ground.

S;uth. 5. l-ying horizontally prostrate ; lyin;;

along. Daniel. 6. [In painting. Without re

lief; without prominence of the figures. 7.

Tasteless; insipid ; dead. Philipt. 8. Dull;

unanimated ; frigid. Bacon 9. Depressed ;

spiritless; dejected Milton. 10 . Unpleasing ;

tartclefs ; Atterbnry 1 1 . Peremptory ; ab

solute ; downright Spenser, Herbert, u.

Not shrill j not acute ; not sharp in sound.

Bacon.

FLAT./ 1. A level ; an eytend.'d phne IVott.

1. Even ground ; not mountainous. Miltin.}.

A smooth low ground exposed to inundations.

Shate/p. 4. 6hallow ; strand; place in the lea

where the water is not deep. Raleirb. 5. The

broad side ot a blade. Dryden. 6. Depression

ol thought or language. Dryden. 7. A surface

without relief, or prominences. Bentley.

To FLAT. v. a. [from thenoun ] 1.T0 level;

to depress ; to make broad and smooth. Creech.

x. To make vapid. Bacon.

To FLAT. v.n. 1. To crow flit ; opposed to

swell. Temple, a. To lender unanimated or

vapid. KingCbarles.

FLA'TLONG. adv. [fat and Itng ] With the

flat downwards ; not edgewise, shakejp.

FLATLY, adv. [fromflat] (.Horizontally;

without inclination, a. Without prominence or

elevation. 3. Without spirit ; dully; frigidly.

4 Peremptorily; downright. Daniel.

FLATNESS./ [\romjIat ] 1. Evenness ; level

extension, a. Want of relief or prominence,

Addijoa. 3. Deadness; insipidity; vapidnel's.

Mortimer. 4. Dejection of state; Sbakejp. 5.

Dejection ot mind ; wane of life. 6. Duluess;

insipidity; frigidity. Collier. 7. The contrary to

fhi illness or acuienefs of found. Bacon.

To FLATTEN, v. a. [rrom/af.J I. To make

even or level, without prominence or elevation,

a. To beat down to the ground. Mortimer. 3.

To make vapid. 4. To deject ; to depress ;

to dispirit.

To FLATTEN, v. n. 1 . To grow even or level,

a. To grow dull and insipid. L'Ejlrange.

PLA'TTER. J. I from flat.] The workman or

instrument by which bodies are flattened.

To FLATTER, v.a. [flalcr,Vt.] 1. Fo sooth

with praises ; to pleaic with blandishment*.

Shakejp. 2. To p.aile taluly. icung. 3. To

please ; to sooth. Dryden. 4. To raise lalse

hopco. /rfi'ton.

FLA1TLRER. f. {ham fatter] One who

flatters; a fawner, a whcedler. SiviJ't.

Q_q a F LA*.:
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FLATTERY. / [fiaterie, Fr.] False praise ;

artful obsequiousness. Teunr.

FL'ATTISH. o. [from /as] Somewhat Bit;

approaching to flatness. Woodward.

FLATULENCY. / [from/a/nfe/if] i.Windi-

ness; fulness of wind. Arbnthnot. %. Empti

ness ; vanity ; levity ; airiness. Glanville.

FLATULENT. a.[fiatulentnt,] Lat. I. Tur

gid with air; windy. Arbnthnot. 1. Empty ;

vain; big without substance or reality j puff)

Dryden.

FLATUO'SITY./. [flatnofli/, Fr.] Windiness ;

fulness of air. Bacon.

FLATUOUS. a. [from flatnt, Lat.] Windy;

full,of wind. Bacon.

FL/tfm.~s. [Latin.] Wind gathered in any

cavities of the body. Quincy.

FLATWISE, adv. With the flat downwards ;

not the edge. Woodward.

To FLAUNT, v.n i. To make a fluttering

show in appatel. Boyle. x. To be hung with

something loose and flying. Pose.

FLAUNT, s. Any thing loose and airy. Shakesp.

FLA'VOUR. / i. Power of pleasing the taste.

Addiscn. I. Sweetness to the smell; odour ;

fragrance. Dryden.

FLA'VOUROUS. a. [from flavour.] i. De

lightful to the palate. Drydtn. ». Fragrant;

odorous.

FLAW. / i. A crack or breach in any thing.

Boy/e. i. A fault ; defect. Dryden. 3. A

sudden gust ; a violent blast. Chapman. 4. A

tumult; a tempestuous uproar. Dryden. 5. A

sudden commotion of mind. Shakesp-

To FLAW. v. a. [from the noun.] i.Tobreak ;

to crack ; to damage with fissure. Boyle, t. To

break; to violate. Shakesp

FLA'WLESS. a. [(comflaw ] Without cracks >

without detects. Boyle.

FLAWN / [plena, Sax.] A fort of custard ; a

pie baken in a dilh.

To FL A'WTER. v. a. To scrape or pare a (kin.

Ainjtiurlb.

FLA'V/Y. a. [from flaw.] Full of flaws.

FLAX. / [rleax, fie", Sax.] 1. The fibroui

plant of which the finest thread is made

Miller, a. The fibres of flax cleansed and

combed for the spinner. Dryden.

FLA'XCOMT. /: \fl.ix and comb.] The instru

ment with which the fibres of flax are cleans

ed from the brittle panv

FLA XDRESSLR. /. [flax and dress.] Hethat

prepares flax for the spinner.

FLAXEN a. [from flux ] I. Made of flax

Sharp 1. Fair, long and flowing. Addijon.

FLAX WEED. )'. A plant.

To FLAY. v. a. [v/aen, Dutch.] 1. To strip

off the (kin. Kaleigh. a. To take off the (kin,

or lursacrofany thing. Swift.

FLAYER. / [liomflny] He that strips off the

(kin of any thii g.

FLLA / |rlea, Sax.] A small black insect le-

maikaMe tot its ability in leaping. Baczn

To. FLEA. v. a. [horn the noun ] To clean

from fleas.

PLE'ABANE. s. \flea and bane.] A plant.

FLE'ABITE. is. [flea and bite.] 1. Bed

FLE'ABITING. J markscaused by fleas. Wise.

t. A small hurt or pain like that caused by

the sting of a flea. Harvey.

FLEABITTEN, a. [flea and bite.] 1. Stung

by fleas. 1. Mean ; worthless. Cleaveland.

FLEAK.. / [from flteem, Lat.] A small lock,

thread, or twist. Afore.

FLEAM. / An instrument used to bleed cattle,

which is placed on the vein, and then driven

by a blow.

FLEAWORT. / [flea and wort.] A plant

Miller.

To FLECK, v.a. [fleck, German, a spot.] To

spot i to streak ; to stripe ; to dapple. Sandy:.

To KLECK.ER. v. a. [hamfleck.] To spot ; to

mark with strokes or touches. Shakesp'.

FLED. The preterite and participle offlee.Prior.

FLEDGE, a. [flederen, to fly, Dutch.] Full-

feathered ; able to fly. Herbert.

To FLEDGE, v.a. [from the adjective.] To

furnisti with wings; to supply with feathers.

Pope.

To FLEE. v. n. pnt.fled. To run from danger ;

to have recourse to shelter. Gene/is, Tillotson.

FLEECE./ [plyr, pies, Sax ] As much wool

as is (horn from one sheep. Shakesp.

To FLEECE. *. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

clip the fleece off a slieep. a. To strip; to

pull ; to plunder, as a sheep is robbed of his

wool. Addijon.

FLE'ECED. a. [from/««.] Having fleeces of

wool. Spenser.

FLEECY, a. (from fleece] Woolly ; covered

with wool. Prior.

To FLEER, v. n. [cleap-oian, to trifle, Sax.]

1. To mock; to gibe ; to jest with insolence

and contempt. Swift. 2. To leer; to grin

with an air of civility. Bacon.

FLEER. /. [from the verb.] 1. Mockery ex

pressed either in words or looks. Shakesp. a.

A deceitful grin of civility. South.

FLEERER. J. [from fleer.] A mocker) a

fawner.

FLEET. Ft roT. Plot. Are all derived from

the Saxon fleet, which signifies a bay or gulph.

Gibjon'i Camden.

FLEET / [trloca, Sax.] A company of (hips ; a

navy. Prior.

FLEET./ [plcot, Sax.] A creek j an inlet of

water. AUrtimer.

FLEET, a. 1. Swift of pace; quick; nimble;

active. Sbakejp. Clarendon, x. [In the hus

bandry os some provinces ] Light ; superfici

ally fruitful AUrtimcr. 3. Skimming the

surface. Al:rtimer.

To FLEET, v n. [tlotan, Sax.] I. To fly

swiftly •, to vanish. Sbakejp. a. To be in a

transient state. Dighy, Waller.

To FLEET, v.a. 1 . To (kim the water. Spenser.

1. To live merrily, or pass time away lightly.

Shakesp. 3. (In the country.] To (k.m milk.

FLEETINGD1SH. / [Hornfleet tad dish.] A

lkimminc: bowl,

FLE ETLY.
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FLEETLY. *fe. [{tamflett.} Swiftly; nim

bly ; with swift pace.

FLE'ETNFSS. /. [from fiett.] Swiftness of

course; nimblcnefs; celerity.

FLESH../ [piece, Sax] i. The body distin

guished from the Ibol. Davits. X. The mus

cles distinguished from the skin, bones, ten

dons. New Testament. 3 Animtl food dis

tinguished from vegetable. Licit. 4. The

body of beasts or bird:: used in food, distinct

from fishes. Brtum. 5. Animal nature. Gin.

6 Carnality ; corporeal appetites. Smalmigc.

7 . A carnal state ; worldly disposition. R:ma*i.

8. Near relation Genesis, q. The outward

or literal tense. The Orientals termed the

immediate or literal signification of any pre

cept or type thefiejb, and the remote or typi

cal meaning tbtspirit. This is frequent in

St Pal 7.4..

To FLESH, v. a. 1. To initiate. Gtv. if the

Tngne. x. To harden j to establish in any

practice. Sidney. 3. To glut ; to satiate.

Sbaktsp.

FLE'SHBROTH. / ffiejb and bretb .] Broth

made by decocting flesh. rVistmam.

FLE'SHCOLOUR. / [fiejb and «/»«/-.] The

colour of flesh. Licit.

FLESHFLY./. \fiejb and/ji] A fly that feeds

upon flesh, and deposites her eggs in it. Raj.

FLE'SHHOOK./ [fiejb and but.] A hook to

draw flesh from the caldron Samnel

FLE SHLESS a. [fromfiejb.) Without flesh.

FLESHL1NESS / [homfiejbly.] Carnal pas

sions or appetites. jtsebam.

FLESHLY, a. [from/*/*.] 1. Corporeal. Denb

X. Carnal; lascivious. Milan. 3. Animal;

Dot vegetable. Dryicn. 4. Human; not ce

lestial ; not spiritual. Milan

FLESHMEAT. / [fiejb and meat ] Animal

food; the flesh of animals prepared for food.

Fltjer.

FLE SHMENT./ [ftomfiesb.] Eagerness gain

ed by a successful initiation. Shekels.

FLESHMONGER. /. [from/<yfc.]' One who

deals in flesh ; a pimp. Sbakejp.

FLESHPOT. / [fiejb and pet j A vessel in

■which flesh is cooked; thence plenty of flesh.

Tajler.

FLESHQUAKE. /. [fiejb and quake.] A tre-

mour ot the body. Ben. Jcbnjn.

FLE'SHY. a. [from/f/i.J 1. Plump; full of

flesh; fat; musculous. Ben Johnjn. 2. Pul-

pous j plump i with regard to fruits. Bacon.

FLETCHER J [from flecte, an arrow, Fr.] A

manufacturer 01 bows and arrows Mtrttmtr.

FLET. participle passive of Te fleet. Skimmed.

Mcrtimer.

FLEW The preterite of fiy. Pipe.

FLEW./. The large chaps of a deep-mouthed

hound. Hammer.

FLE WED. a [lromJ?«w.] Chapped ; mouthed

Sbakejp.

FLEXA NIMOUS. a [firxanimni.Lil.} Having

power to change the disposition of the mind.

FLEXIBILITY. /. [ficxsbilstc, Fr.J 1. The

quality of admitting to be bent; pliancy.

Nevstin. x. Easiness to be persuaded ; com

pliance ; facility. Hammnd.

FLEXIBLE. : [fiexHia^ Lat] 1. Possible to

be bent ; not brittle ; pliant 1 not stiff. Bacn.

X. Not rigid; not inexorable; complying;

obsequious. Bacn. 3. Ductile; manageable.

Lecie. 4. That may be accommodated to va

rious forms and purposes. Regert. <

FLE'XIBLENESS / [from/rxii/*.] 1. Post

Ability to be bent ; not brittleness ; easiness to

be bent. King Charles, x. Facility ; obsequi

ousness; compliance. 3. Ductility; roenage-

ablenelV Lecie.

FLEXILE, a. [fiexili,, Lat] Pliant; easily

bent ; obsequious to any power or impulse.

Tbtmfen.

FLEXION./ [fiexi,, Lat] 1. The act of bend

ing, x. A double ; a bending. Bactn. 3. A

turn towards any part or quarter. Bacn.

FLEXOR.J. [Lat.j The general name of the

muscles which act in contracting the joints.

Arbnthntt

FLE'XUOUS a. [fitxutsns, Us.] 1. Winding;

tortuous. Digbj. x. Variable; not steady.

Bacn.

FLEXURE./ [fiexnra, Lat.) i. The form or

direction in which any thing is bent. Raj. 1.

The act of bending. Sbakesp. 3. The part

bent; the joint. SanJjt. 4. Obsequious or

servile ernge. Sbaie/p.

To FL1 CK.ER. v. a. [fiigberen, Dutch.] To

flutter; to play the wings. DryJen.

FLiER./ [trom/y.] 1. One that runs away ;

a fugitive ; a runaway. Sbaie/p. t. That

part of a machine which, by being put into a

more rapid motion than the other parts, equa

lizes and regulatesthe motionofthe nl\.SviJt.

FLIGHT./ [from Tefij.) 1. The act of flying

or running from danger. Denham. x. Re

moval to another place. DryJen. 3 The act

ot using wings j volation. Spenser. 4. Remo

val from place to place by means of wings.

EjJrai. 5. A flock of birds flying together.

Bacn. 6. The birds produced in the lime

season; as, the harvelljJi;^/ of pigeons. 7.

A volley; a shower. Cbevy Cbaje. 8. The

space palled by flying. 9. Heat of imagination;

sally of the soul. Denham. 10. Excursion.

Tilletjem, 11. The power of flying. Staiejp.

FLIGHTY, a. [trom flight.] 1. Fleeting;

swift. Skatejp.x. Wild; tull of imagination.

FLIMSY, a. 1. Weak; feeble. 1. Mean;

spiritless, without force. Pipe.

To FLINCH, v. n [corrupted iromJ!sng.]Skinn.

1 . To shrink from any suffering or undertaking.

Smb. x. In Shakespeare it signifies to fail.

FLINCHER./ [from the verb.J He who shrinks

or fails in any matter.

To FLING. preter./i<»£; part, fi'ng otfing.

[fromfiige, Lat. Skinner. j 1. To cast from

the hand ; to throw. DryJen. X To dai t ;

to cast with violence. Denham. 3. To scat

ter. Pipe. 4. To drive by violence. But net.

5. To move forcibly. AJdiJen. 6. To eject ;

10
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to dismiss. Shakrsp. j. To cast reproich.

Wddi/m. i. To force irto another condition.

Spenser. 9. TjFlivg dcvjn. To demolish ;

to ruin. IVsid-warJ. to TaFlisg f/ To

baffle in the chale. Aidifn.

To FLING 11. «. 1. To flounce ; to wince; to

fly into violent motions. 7</.'«r/«. i. 7> Fling

tut. To grow unruly or outrageous. Shakejp.

FLING. J. [from the varb.] 1. A throw, a

cart. a. A gibe; a sneer ; a contemptuous re-

maik- Aidijcn.

FLINGER. / [from the verb.] 1. He who

throws. a. He who jeer*.

FLINT. / [clint, Sax] 1. A semi-pellucid

stone, composed os crystal debased, of a black

ish grey, of >nc similar and equal substance,

iree from veins, and naturally invested with

a whilillt trust. Hill, CleavelanJ. 2. Any

thir.g eminently or proverbially hard. Spenser.

FLI'N I Y. a. [irom flint.) 1. Made o: flint;

strong. Dryiltn. 1. Full of stones. Bactn. 3.

Hard of heait; cruel ; savage ; inexorable.

State/p.

FLIP'.' J. [a cant word] A liquor much used

in ships, made by mixing beer with spirit." and

luyar Dennis.

FLIFPANT. a. 1. Nimble; moveaMe. It is

u: - ' only of the acs of speech. Addijon. 2.

Pert . 'slkaiive. Themfsn.

FLIPPANTLY adv. [from the adjective.] In

a flowing piating way.

To FLIRT, v. a. 1. To throw any thing with

a quick elaltick motion. Svitst. 1. To move

with quickness. Dorjet.

To FLIRT, v. n. 1. To jeer; to gibe one. 1.

To run about perpetually j to be unsteady and

fluttering.

FLIRT,/ [from the verb, j 1. A quick elastick

motion. -Addijon. 1. A sudden trick. Ben.

Jzhnson. 3. A pert hussey. Addifon.

FLIRTA TlON./ A quick sprightly motion.

Fcpt.

To "LIT. v. n. [fitter, Danish.] 1. To fly a-

way. Spenser. 1. To remove; to migrate.

linker. 3. To flutter; to rove on the wing.

Dryden. 4. To be flux or unstable. Drydcn.

FLIT. a. [iromy?«/.J Swift; nimble; quick.

Spenser.

FLll LH /. splicce, Sax] The side os a hog

salted anJ cured. Sivift.

FLITTERViOUSE./. The bat.

FLl'i'iIUG. s. [plic, Sax] An offence; a

fault. PJatm

FL1X J. [cerrupted from fax.) Down; fur-,

so.thair. Dtyden.

To FLOAT, v. n. [fitter, Fr.] t. To swim en

the 1'urtacc or the water, thiiipt. a. To move

without labour in a fluid. Pipe. 3. To pass

with a light irregular course. Locke.

To FLOAT.v. a. Tocover with wtltr.Addisen

FLOAT. / [from the verb.] 1. The act ol

flowing; the flux. Hnker. z. Any body so

connived cr formed as to swim upon the water.

Vbstrange. 3. The cork or quill by which

the angler dilcovera the bite. Walttn. 4, A

cant word for a level. Mir timer.

FLO'ATY. a Buoyant and swimmingatop. Xal

FLOCK., s. [flocc, Sax.] I. A company ; usu

ally a company of birds 01 beasts. Shakefp. 1.

A company of sheep, distinguiihed from herds,

which are of oxen. Addiftn. 3. A body of

men Maccabees. 4. A lock of wool. DryJ.

To FLOCK, v. n. Togathci in crowds or large

numbers. Km/les, Suckling.

To FLOG. v. a. [fromfagrum, Lat.] To lafli j

to whip. Swift.

FLONG. participle passive, from Tofing, used

by Sfenjer.

FLOOD./ f plob, Sax ] 1. A body of water }

the sea ; a river. Milton, a. A deluge ; an

inundation. Shatejp. 3. Flow ; flux , not ebb.

Daviet. 4. Cat&menia. Harvey.

To FLOOD v a [ from ihe noun ] To deluge ;

to cover with water*. Mortimer.

FLOODGATE./, [food tad gate.) Gate or

Ihutter by which the watercourse is closed or

opened at pleasure Sidney.

FLOOK. J. [ pfng, a plough, Cerman.] The

broad part of the anchor which lake= hold of

the ground.

FLOOR / rplort, elope, Sax.] 1. The pave-

•••■-ui. -iSidney. i. A storv ; a flight of rooms.

B. Johnson

To FLOOR, v. a- [from the noun.] Tocover

the bottom v>i;h a floor. Chrinicles.

FLOORING. / [fromyW.] Bottom; floor.

Addijon.

To FLOP. v. a. [iiomfap] Jo clap the wings

with noise. L'Eftrahge.

FLORAL, a. \fioralis, Lat.] Relating » Flora,

or to flowers. Prior.

FLORENCE. / [from the pity FUr,nce~.] A

kind of cloth.

FLOREN-/ A gold coin of Edward HI, in va

lue fix (hillings.

FLORET./ [fleurette, Fr.] A small imperfect

■ flower.

FLORID, a [feridus, Lat.] 1. Productive of

flnwerb; covered with flowers, a. Bright in

colour , fluthed with red. "Taylor. 3. Embel-

listied ; splendid Dryden.

FLOR1DITY./ [from_/icri</] Freshness ofco

lour. Fhyer.

FLORIDNESS. / [fromf.-rid] 1. Freshness.

6f colour, a. Embellishment; ambitiosselc-

gance. Boyle.

FLOR1 FLROUS. a. \fi'<ifer, Lat.] Produc

tive ef flowers.

FLO RIN f I Fr.] A coin first made by the Flo

rentines. That of Germany is in value a/. 4^.

that ot Spain 4.1. $d hal. penny; tliatoi Pa ervno

and Sicily xs. bit. that 01 Holland is. siyiifje.

FLORIST. J. [fourijte, Fr.J A cultivate,- of

floweis. Pope.

FLORULINT. a. J forts, Lit] Flowery;

blossoming.

FLOSCULOl'S. a. [fefenhs. Lat.] Composed

of flowers, iir&iyn.

ToFLOTK.i-.u. [See TfJW] Tofkim. Tuffir^

FLOTSON. J. [item sole.] Gooo. ihat Iv. i:»

without an owner on '.he in. Sltnner.

FLO'TTliN
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FLOTTEN. fart. [from /SVf] Skimmed.

To FLOUNCE, v. n. [plebsen, Dutch] i.To

move with violence in the water or mite.Add

a. To move with weight and tumult, friar.

3. To move with passionate agitation. Swift.

To FLOUNCE, v. a. To deck with flounces.

Addifon.

FLOUNCE./ [from the verb ] Any thing sew

ed to the garment, and hanging loose, so as to

swell and (hake. Pipe.

FLOUNDER. j [flynder, Danish] The name

os a small Sat fish, Camden.

To FLOUNDER. v. n. [from /?««««.]To strug-

gle with violent and irregular motion. Dryd.

To FLOURISH, v. n. [fire; Lat.] 1. To be

in vigour ; not to fade. Pipe. x To be in

prosperous (late. Dryden. 3. To use florid

language. Baker. 4. To describe various fi

gures by intersecting lines Pipe (To boast

to brag. 6. [In musick.] To play some pre

lude

To FLOURISH, v. a 1. To adorn with vege

table beauty. Fentcn. x. To adorn with fi

gures of needle-work. 3. To work with

needle into figures. Bacon, 4. To move any

thing in quick circles nr vibrations. Crafbaw.

5. To adorn with embellishments of language.

Baton. (. To adorn i to embellish. Shake/p.

FLO URISH / [from the verb.] 1 . Bravery ;

beauty Crafbaw. x. An ostentatious embel

lishment ; ambitious copiousness. Bacon,More.

3. Figures formed by lines curiously or wan

tonly drswn. Boyle.

FLO'URISHER./ [fromflonri/b.] One that is

in prime or in prosperity. Chapman

To FLOUT, v. a. [fluyten, Dutch ] To mock ;

10 insult i to treat with mockery and con

tempt. Walton.

To FLOUT, v. n. To practise mockery; to be

have with contempt. Swift.

FLOUT./ [from the verb.] A mock; an in

sult. Calamy.

FLO UTER./. [fromflout] One who jeers.

To FLOW. v. n. [rslopan, Sax] 1. To run or

ipreidas water. Swift X To run: opposed

to standing waters Dryden. 3. To rile ; not

loebb Sbaiefp. 4. To melt. Isaiah. 5. To

proceed to issue. Smth. 6 To glide smooth

ly without asperity : as, a /Inning period.

Hakewill. y. To write smoothly ; to speak

volubly. Prier. 8. To abound ; to be crowd

ed. Chapman. o. To be copious ; tube full*

Pepe. 10. To hang loose and waving. SpeS.

To FLOW. v. a. To overflow; to deluge.Afarr.

FLOW./ [from the verb.] 1 . The rise of wa

ter ; not the ebb. Brown, a. A sudden

plenty or abundance. Pipe. 3. A stream of

diction. South.

FLO WER. / s/<r«r, Fr.] 1 . The part of a

plant which contains the feeds. Cow/ey. x.

An ornament , an embellishment. Hakewill.

3. The prime 1 the flourishing part. Pope. 4.

The edible part of corn -, the meal. Spenjir.

5. The most excellent or valuable part of any

thing Addifon. 6. That which is most di

stinguished tor any thing valuable. Sbakefp.

FLOWER de luce.s. A bulbous iris. Peacbam.

To FLOWER. v.n.[fleurir,?t.] I. To be in

flower; to be in blossom. Pope. x. To be in

the prime ; to flourish. Spenjer. 3. To froth s

to ferment; to mantle. Bonn. 4. To come

as cream from the surface. Milton.

To FLO WER. v. a. [from the noun.]To adorn

with fictitious, or imitated flowers.

FLO WERAGE. / [from /Inner.] Store of

flowers.

FLOWERET. / [fletret, Fr.] A flower;

a small flower. Dryden.

FLO WERGARDEN ./. {/lower and garden ]

A garden in which flowers are principally cul

tivated. Mortimer.

FLOAVERINESS. s [from flowery .] 1. The

state of abounding in flowers. ». Floridnesa

of speech.

FLO-WERINGBUSH./ A plant. MtlUr.

FLOWERY, a. [inmflewer.] Full of flowers;

adorned with flowers real or fictitious.i1f(7'«>r.

FLO WINGLY. adv. [from flew.] Withvolu'.

bility ; with abundance.

FLOWK.. / A flounder. Careta.

FLO'WKWORT./ The name of a plant.

FLOWN. Participle 01 fly ot flee. 1. Gone

away. 1. Puffed ; inflated ; elate. Milton.

FLUCTUANT, a [flnSnam, Lat.] Waver

ing; uncertain. VEstrange.

ToFLUCTUATE.f.o. [fluSuo, Lat.] 1. To

roll to and again as water in agitation. Blackm.

X. To float backward and forward. 3. To

move with uncertain and hasty motion.Milton,

4. To be in an uncertain stale. Addifon. 5. To

be irresolute.

FLUCTUATION / [fluiluatio, Lat.] i.The

alternate motion of the water. Brown. %.

Uncertainty ; indetermination. Boyle.

FLUE, f. 1 . A small pipe or chimney to on~

vey air. X. Soft down or sur.

FLUK'LLIN./ The herb speedwell.

FLUENCY./ [fromJiW.] 1. The quality of

flowing ; smoothness; freedom from harshness

or asperity. Garth, x. Readiness ; cop on -

ness; volubility. King Chariot, 3. Aii.ui.iic. ;

abundance. Sandyt.

FLUENT, a. [fluent. Lat.] I. Liquid. Bacon,

x. Flowing ; in motion ; in flux. Ray. 3.

Ready ; copious ; voluble. Bm in.

FLUENT./ A stream; running vfiier.Pbilit>i

FLUID, a. [fluidmi, Lat. flni de, Fr.l Having

parts easily separable ; not solid. Newton.

FLUID. / [In physick.J Any an.mal juice.

Arbulbnct.

FLUI DITY / [fluidite, Fr. from fluid ] The

quality in budies opposite to solidity. Newton,

FLU1DNESS./ [bam fluid.] Thatquality in

bodies opposite to stability. Beyle.

FLUMMERY./. A kind of food made by co

agulation of wheatflower or oatmeal. Locke.

F LUNG. participle and preterite offling, Addis.

FLUOR.f.[lM.] I. A fluid state. Newton,

x. Catamrnia.

FLURRY./ 1. A gust or storm of wind; a

hasty blast Swift, a. Hurry.

T.
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To FLUSH.*. n. [ftuyfen, Dutch.] !. To (low

wilh violence. Mortimer, a. To come in

halte. Ben. Johnson. 3. To glow in the skin.

Collier. 4. To shine. Spenser.

To FLUSH, v.a. 1. To colour; to redden.

AdAilen. 2. To elite 1 to elevate. Atterbury.

FLUSH, a. 1. Fresh j fullof vigour. Cleavcland.

2. Affluent ; abounding. Arbutbnet.

FLUSH./! 1. Afflux ; sudden impulse i violent

flow. Rogers. 2. Cards all os a sort.

To FLU STER. v. a. [from Tofluff,.] To make

hot and rosy with drinking. Sbakefp

FLUTE./, [state, Fr.] I. A musical pipe; a

pipe with stops for the fingers. Dryden. ».

A channel or furrow in a pillar.

To FLUTE, v. a. To cut columns into hollows.

To FLUTTER. «. ». [cloterun, Sax.] 1. To

lake short flights with great agitation of the

wings. Deuteronomy. 2. To move about with

great show and bustle. Grew. 3. To be

moved with quick vibrations or undulations.

Pope. 4. To move irregularly. Howtl.

To FLUTTER, v.a. 1. To drive in disorder,

like a flock of birds suddenly roused. Sbakefp.

2. To hurry the mind. 3. To disorder the

position of any thing.

FLUTTER./ [from the verb.] 1. Vibration;

undulation. Addism. 1. Hurry ; tumult ; dis

order of mind. 3. Confusion) irregular posi

tion.

FLUVIA'TICK..*. (siuviaticui, Lat.] Belong

ing to rivers.

FLUX./ [jiuxus, Lat.] 1. The act of flowing ;

passage. Digby. 1. The state of passing a-

way and giving place lo others Brown. 3.

Any flow or issue of matter. Arbutbnet. 4.

Dysentery ; a disease in which the bowels are

excoriated and bleed; abloodyflux. Hallifax.

5. Exciement; that which falls from bodies.

Sbakefp. 6. Concourse ; confluence.Sbakefp.

7. The state of being melted. 8. That which

mingled with a body makes it melt.

FLUX. a. (fluxus. Lat] Unconstant; not du

rable; maintained by a constant succession of

parts.

To FLUX. v. a. 1. To melt. 2. To salivate;

to evacuate by spitting. South.

FLUXI LITY./ [fluxus, Lat.] Easiness of se

paration of parts. Beyle.

FLU'XION. f. [fiuxie, Lat.] I. The act of

flowing. 2. The matter that flows. 3. fin

mathematicks.] The arithmetick or analysis

of infinitely small variable quantities. Harrii.

To FLY. v. n. prtl.flew or fed ; part, fieJ or

flown. 1 . To move through the air with wings?

Sbakefp. 2. To pass through the air. 7°*- 3-

To pals away. Prior. 4. To pass fwittly.

Dryden. 5. To spring with violence ; to fall

on suddenly. Sbakefp. 6. To move with ra

pidity. IValler. 7. To burst asunder with a

sudden explosion. Swift. 8. To break ; to

shiver. 9. To run away ; to attempt escape.

Dryden. 10. To Fly in theface. To insult.

Swift. 11. To act in defiance. Dryden. 12.

To Fly off To revolt. Addifon. 13. To Fly

cut. To burst into passion. Ben. John/in. 1 4.

To break out into licence. DtjJn. 15. To

start violently from any direction. Bentley.

itf. Te let Fly. To discharge. GlanviUe.

To FLY. v. a. 1 . To shun ; to avoid ; to de-

cline. Sbakefp. 2. To refuse association with.

Dryden. 3. To quit by flight. Dryden. 4.

To attack by a bird ofprey. Bacon.

FLY. / [pleoje, Sax.] 1. A small winged in

sect. Locke. 1. That part of a machine which,

being put into a quick motion, regulates the

rest. rVi/kint. 3. Fly, in a compass. That

part which points how the wind blows.

To FLY BLOW. v. a. [fly tod ibvi.] To taint

with fliea : to fill with maggots. SlilSngflctt.

FLY'BOAT. / (fly and beat.] A kind of ves

sel nimble and light for sailing.

FLYCATCHER / [fly and catch ] One that

hunts flies Dryden.

FLYER./ [from//y] 1. ©tie that fliea or runa

away. Sandp. a. One that uses wings. 3.

The fly of a jack.

To FLYFISH. v. n. [fly and fi/b.} To angle

with a hook baited with a fly. rValtem.

FOAL./" [pola, Sax.] The offspring of a marc,

or other beast of burthen. The custom now

is to use colt for a young horse, uoifoal for a

young mare. Spenser

To FOAL. v. a. [from the noun.] To bring

forth a foal. May.

FO'ALBIT./ A plant.

FOAM./ spam, Sax.] The white substance

which agitation or fermentation gathers on ibe

top of liquors ; froth ; spume. Hofea.

To FOAM. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To froth ;

togaiherfoam. Sbakefp. 1. To be in rage)

to be violently agitated. Mark.

FO'AMY. a [from/wi*.] Covered with foam;

frothy. Sidney.

FOB. / [fuppt, German.] A small pocket.

Hudibras.

To FOB. v. a. f fuppen, German.] 1 . Tocheat ;

to trick;' to defraud. Sbakefp, 1. To Fob

iff To (hist off j to put aside with an ar

tifice. Addifon.

FOCAL, a. [from f'cus.] Belonging to the fo

cus. Derbam.

FOCIL. / [stile, Fr.] The greater or less

bone between the knee and ankle, or elbow

and wrist. Wijeman.

FOCILL.VTION. / [ftcilh, Lai.] Comfort)

support. DiS.

FOCUS /[Lat.] 1. [Inopticks] The focus of

a glass is the point of convergence orconcourse,

where the rays meet and cross the axis after

their refraction by the glass. Harrii, ffense/ton.

2. Focus of a Parjhla. A point in the axis

within the figure, and distant from the vertex

by a fourth part of the parameter, or lat me

reclum. Harrii. 3; Foe os of an ellipjii. A

point towards each end of the longer axis ;

from whence two right lines being drawn to

any point in the circumference, shall be to

gether equal to that longer axis. Hirrit.

FO'DDER./ [p/Spe, Sax.) Dr) food stored op

for cattle against winter. Kniller.

To
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To FODDER, v. a. [from the noun.] To feed

"with dry food. Evelyn.

FO DDERER./ [from fodder.] He who fod

ders cattle.

FOE. / [tab, Sax.] i. An enemy in war.

Spenser, a. A persecutor j an enemy in com

mon life. Pipe. 3. An opponent ; an illwifh-

er (falls.

FO'EMAN. / [from/* and man] Enemy in

war. Sptmjtr.

FOETUS, f. [Latin.] The child in the womb

after it it perfectly formed, painty, Locke.

FOG. s [fig, Danish, a storm. J Athickmist,

a moist dense vapour near the surface of the

land or water. Raleigh.

FOG. s. \fogaginnt, lowl.it] Astererass

FOGGILY adv. (from feggy.] Mistily ; dark

ly ; cloudily.

FOGCINESS. / [fromftggn.] The state of

being daik or misty i cloudiness! mistiness

FOGGY, a. [from/i*.] 1. Misty ; cloudy ;

clank. Evelyn. %. Cloudy in understanding *,

dull

FOH. interjeS. An interjection of abhorrence

Shakes*

FOsBLE. s. [French.] A weak side j a Wind

fide. Friend.

To FOIL v. a. [affikr, old Fr.] To put to the

worst j 10 defeat. Milttn.

FOIL./ [ rom the verb.] 1 . A defeat ; a mis

carriage Sontbern. 1. Leaf ; gilding. Mi/t:*

3. Something of another colour near which

jewels are set to raise their lustre. Sidney. 4.

A blunt sword used in fencing. Sbakefp.

FO ILER. /. [from fail.] One who ha« gained

advantage overanother.

To FOIN . v. n. [peinore, Fr. Skinner.] To push

in fencing Dryden.

FOIN. J A thrust; a pulh.

TOISON.y [poison, Sax J Plenty ; abundance.

Sbakefp.

To FOIST, f. a. [favjfer, Fr.] To insert by

forgtry. Carpus.

FOISTlNESS.y:[from/«/?j'.]Funineseirnoul-

dinels. 'Tusser,

FOISTY. a. Mouldy ; fusty.

FOLD./ [ralb. Sax.] 1. The ground in which

flieep are confined. Milan, i. The place

where sheep are housed. RaUigb. 3. The fiotk

of sheep. Drjden. 4. A limit: a boundary.

Creech. 5. A double \ a complication ; one-

part added to another. Artutbnot. 6. From

the foregoing signification is derived the use

of fild in compolitiun. Fold signifies the

samt quantity added ; as, fusenly ftId, twen

ty times repeated. Maithevs.

To FOLD. v. u. [from the noun] 1. To (lint

sheep in the told Miiisn. 1. Todouble ; to

complicite. Collier. 3. To inclose ; to include ;

to (hut. Stake/p.

To FOLD. v. n. To close over another of the

same kind. Ktngr.

FOUA'CliOUS. a [filiacens, Lat.]Consisting

01 laminæ or leaves. kVetd<uiard.

FO'I.IAGE./ \ftlma, Lat.] Leaves) tufts of

Leaves. Adatjon.

ToFO'LlATE. v. *. [fstiatns^ Lat.] To beat

Into laminas or leaves. Newton.

FOLIA'TiON. s. [soUatioy Lar.] r. The act of

beating into ihin leaves. 2, Foliation is one of

the partsofthe flower ot" a plant, the collection

of these sagacious coloured leave5, called peta-

la, which constitute the compass of the flower.

FOLlATURE./ The-state of being hammered

into leaves.

FOLIO. j [in folicy Lat.] A large book, of

which the pages are formed by a sheet of paper

once doubled Watt.'.

FO UOMORT a A dark yellow ; the colour

of a leaf faded : vulgarly called pbihmot.

Wood<aard.

FOLK./ [jrolc, Sax,l 1. People, infamiliar

language. Sidney, a. Nations ; mankind PsaL

3. Any kind of people as difcriminatcd from

others. Sbakefp.

FO LK.MOTE. j: A meeting of folk. Spenser.

FOLLICLE./, [folltculut, Lat] t. A cavity in

any body with strong coats. Brttcn. %. FiHicle*

is a term in botany signifying the seed-vetVek,

ca-piula feminalis, or case, which some fruits

and feeds have over them, f^uincy.

To FOLLOW, v. a. frotyan, Sax.J 1. Togo

after j not before or side by side. Sbakefp. 1.

To pursue as an enemy. Irene. 3. To attend

as a dependant. Samuel. 4. To pursue. Dryd.

5. To succeed in order of time. 6. To be con-

Icjqaential, as effects, y. To imitate; to copy.

Haoker. 8. To obey ; to observe. 'Ttl'otson a.

To confirm by new endeavours. Spenser 10.

To attend to \ to be bulled with. Ecdestafies.

To FOLLOW, v. n. r. To com:- after another.

B. Jahnfon. a. To be p-Mtcriour in lime. 3.

To be consequential, as effect to cause, Lickc.

4. To be coniequeatial, a-,, inference to pre

mises. Temple. 5. To continue endeavours.

Hssea

FOLLOWER./ {from fi'h-w ] 1. One who

comes after another ; not before him, or side

by side. Skakejp z A dependant* 3. An

attendant. Pope. 4. An associate; a compa

nion. Shakejp 5 One undi-r the command of

another. Spenser. 6". A icholar; an imitator >

a topyer St>rat.

FOLLY./ [fili*. Fr] r. Want os understand

ing; weakness of intellect. 1. Criminal weak

ness ; depravity of mind. Shakejp. 3 Act of

negligence or passion unbecomii^ wisdom.

Vope.

To KOME'NT. v a. \scment9ry Lat.] I. To

cherish with heat. Milton. %. To bathe with

warm lotions. Arbutbnot. 3 To encourage \

to support ; to cherish. iVetton.

FOMENTATION./" [pwentatitn, Fr.] 1. A

fomentation is parmi bathing, caltedalso stup

ing, which is applying hut runnels to any

pait, dipped in medicated decoctions. Bacon,

1. The lotion ptt-pjted to lonu*nt the parts.

Arbuthmt.

FOME'N TER./ [from foment.} An encoura-

ger \ a supporter. thweL

R r. FON,
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FON. s. A fool j an iJcot. Spenser.

FOND. a. i. Foolish ; filly; indiscreet ; im

prudent; injudicious. Ajcham. 2 Triflinp;

valued by folly. Shake/p 3. Foolishly tender \

injudiciously indulgent. Addi/in. 4. Pleased

in too great a degree; toolithly delighted.

Prior.

To FOND. 1 v. a. To treat with great

ToFONDLF.. $ indulgence; to caress; to

cocker Dryden.

To FOND. v. n. To be fond of ; to dote on.

Shakes?.

FONDLF.R. s. [from/WI One who fondles.

FONDLING. /. \fxamJ—die.) A person or

thing much fondled or caressed ; something

regaided with great aftection Sv/ift.

FONDLY, adv. [from find.} 1. Fooliflily;

weakly ; imprudently. Ptfe. 2. With great

or extreme tenderness. Savage

FONDNESS. /. ( from fond ) 1. Foolishness ;

weakness ; want ot ichle. Spenser t. Foolish

tenderness AJiiiicn. 3 Tender palTion. S<wrjt.

4. Unreasonable liking. Hamnund.

FONT. J. [Jem, Lat] A stone vessel in which

the water tor holy baptism is contained in the

church. Hccker.

FO NTANEL./ [fonlanelle, Fr] An issue; a

discharge opened in the body. kVtJeman.

FONTANGE f A knotol ribbands on the top

of the head dress. Addiftn

FOOD / (r^ban, Sax.) 1. Victuals; provision

for the mouih. Waller. 2. Any thing that

nourishes. Shakcjp.

FOODFUL. a. (p.d and /«//.] Fruitful; full

of food. Dryden.

FOO'DY. a. I fromsited.] Datable ; fit for food

Chapman.

TOOL. J. [siil, Welth.] I. One to whom na

ture has dented reason ; a natural ; an idtot.

Pest. 2. [In Scriptute ] A wicked tnan

Psalms. 3 A term oi indignity and reproach.

Dryden. 4. One who counterteits iolly ; a

buffoon; a jclter Venham. 5. Replay the

Foot. To play pranks like a hired jester.

Sidney. 6. To act like one void ot common

undeiltanding. Sbaiejp. 7. Todisappoint ; lo

defeat. Shake/p.

To FOOL. v. n. [from the noun.] To trifle 1

to toy ; to play Herbert.

To FOOL. v.a. 1. To treat with contempt.

to ditanpoiiu ; to srutlrate. Kcn.'J:hnJon. 2.

To ipj'itua'e. Calamy. 3. To cheat, as, to

/au/one ot his money.

FOOLBUKN. a. [sitol and birn.] Foolish from

the birth. Sbakejp.

FOOLERY./ [irom/«/] 1. Habitual folly

Sbakejp. 1 An act o> lolly ; trifling practice.

IVatti. 3. Object os lolly. Raleigh.

FOOLHA 1'1'Y. a. [/)/ aud happy ] Lucky

without contrivance or judgment Spenjer

FOOLHA'RDINESS./ \_ comsietlhardy.\ Mad

rashress. South.

FOOLHA RDISL./ Adventurousness without

judgment. Spenjer.

FuOLHAKD'/. a. [/Wand lardy.] La.ing

withoutjudgment; madly adventnrous./iWf7.

FOOLTRAP. / [sioel aud trap.] A snare to

catch took in. Dryden.

FOOLISH, a. [from/a./.] 1. Void of under-

Handing ; weak of intellect. Shake/p. 1. Im

prudent ; Indiscreet. Sbakejp. 3. Ridiculous;

contemptible. Maccabees. 4. [ In Scripture. J

Wicked ; sinful.

FOO LISHLY. / [from sioclisib.} Weakly 1

without underitancUig. In Scripture, wick

edly. Stvift

FOOLISHNESS./ [hamftolijb. ] 1 Folly ;

want ot understanding, a. Foolish practice j

actual deviation from the right. Prttr.

FOt> LSTONES./ A plant. Miller.

FOOT. J. plural/e/, (poe. Sax. J 1. The part

upon which we Hand. Clarendm. 1. That by

which any thing is supported. 3. The lower

part ; the base. Hakcnmll. 4. The end ; the

lower part. Dryden. 5. The act of walking.

Maccabees. 6. t/» Foot. Walking; without

carnage Exodus. 7. In a potture os action.

Sbakejp. 8. Intantry; suoimcn inarms.C/arear.

9. State j character; condition. Addijsn. 10.

Schcn-.c; plan; settlement Sviisit. 1 1. A stale

01 incipient exiltence. Tillet/on. 11. A cer

tain number ot lyllabbt constituting a distinct

part of a verse. Ajcham. 15. A measure

containing twelve inches. Bacon. 14. Step.

VEjlrange.

I o FOOT. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To dance ;

to tread wantonly ; to trip. Dryden. 1. To

walk; not ride. Stuth.

To FOOT, v a. x. To spurn; to kick. Simtefp>.

». To settle ; to begin to six. Sbakejp. 3. "re

tread Tu/ell

FOOTBALL. / [/»< and ball] A ball com

monly made of a blown bladder cased with

leather, driven by the tool. Waller.

FOOTBOY. / (/wrandiyt.) A low menial ;

an attendant in nverv. Boyle.

FOOTBRIDGE./ [jtttiou bridge .] Abrie*gr

on which passengers wain. Sidney.

FOOTCLOTH.y. [feet and clttb.] A fumpter

cloth.

FOO TED. a [from sett.] Shaped in the foœ.

Grew.

FOO'TFIGHT. / [ fttt and sight.] A fight

nude on so >t, in opposition to that on horte—

back. Sidney.

FOOTHOLD./ [/./and btld.] Space to bold

the toot. L'EJirange.

FOOTING. /. [tramfat.] 1. Ground for the

toot. Sbakejp 2. Foundation ; basis ; support ;

rooi. Locke. 3. Place. Dryden. 4. 1 reaed .

walk.Shake/p. 5. Dance. Sbakefp 6. Ste-p* .

' road ; track. Battn. 7. Entrance; beginning ,

ellablithment. Clarendon, b. Slate; cuocUiiw« \

settlement. Arhutbntt.

l-'OO TLICKI.R./ [ficttutliti.] A (live j sz

humble fawner. Sbakejp.

FOOTMAN./ [pet iadman .] 1 A fca-li-

that marches and fights on foot. Ra&igb. ;

A low menial servant in livery. Bactn. 5 Oce

who piactiscs 10 walk or tun.

FOO'TSsalA^.
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FOOTMANSHIP./. [frorti fntman.] The art

or tacultv of a runner. Hayvrard.

FOaTPACE./. [/«;and>a« j I. Part of a

pair of stairs, whereon, a'tcr four or five steps

you arrive to a broad place. Msxon. 2. A pace

no faster than a slow walk.

FOOTPAD./, [flirt and pad.] A highwayman

that robs on foot.

FOOTPATH. / [foot and path.] A narrow

way which will not admit horses. Shake p.

POOTPOST./ r/wf tnipojt ] A post or mes

senger that travels on 'oot. Carcvi.

FOOTSTALL./ [fo:t inAfiatl.\ A woman's

stirrup.

FOOTSTEP /. [/«» andy?-/>] I. Trace-,

track; impression left by the foot Denham

a Token; mark j notice given. Bentley. 3

Example.

FOOTSTOOL. /. [foot and Jlul.] Stool on

which he that sits places his feet. Roscommin

FOP. / A simpleton ; a coxcomb ; a man o!

small understanding and much ostentation.

Re/commm,

FO PDOODLE./ [fop and <W/f.] A fool ; an

insignificant wretch, Hndibrat

FOPPERY./ ffrom/»/.] 1. Folly; imperti

nence. Shakejp. 2. Affectation of (how or

importance ; snowy folly. 3. Foolery ; vain or

idle practice. Stillingjlrtt.

FOTP1SH. a. [from ftp.] 1 Foolish ; idle ;

vain. Shakejp. 2. Vain in (how j vain oi

dress Garth.

FOPPISHLY. adv. [(com fcppijb.] Vainly;

ostentatiously.

FOPPISHNESS. / [from f'ppfo] Vanity ;

showy vanity.

FOPPL1NC. / [from ftp.] A petty fop

TicketI.

FOR. prep, [pop, Sax.] 1. Because of. Hitter,

Suckling 1. With respect to ! with regard to

Sliilingflfet 3. In the character of. Lick:. 4

With resemblance of. Shakejjp. Dryden 5

Considered as ; in the place ot. CUrtndou. 6

For the lake or Coioley. 7. Conducive to;

beneficial to TiHttftu. 3 With intention of

going to a certain place. Wayward. 9. In

comparative respect. Drjden. 10 In proportion

to. Til/otjon. 1 1 . With appropriation to Shake/

1 1. Afltjr O an exprcllion of desire. Shakejp.

13. In account 01 ; in solution of. Burner

1*4. Inducing to as a motive, Ttliotfon. 15

In expectation of. Locke. 16. Noting power or

possibility. Tayhr. 17. Noting dependence.

Beyle. 18. lo pievcnnon of. Bacon. 19. In

remedy o:. Gnrreison. 10. In exchange for.

Dryden 21. Ut the place of; instead of.

Ctvihy. 11. In supply of; to serve in the place

of. Dryden. 23. Through a cert tin duration.

RsJcommon, Locke. 24. In search of ; in quest

oi.TtlhtJn. :;. According tj. By e. 26 No

ting a state ot fitness or teadinel*.. Jryden. 27.

In hope of; lor the lake of. Sb,:kcjp. 28. Ot

tendency to; townds. KnttUi. 19 In tivour

of 5 on ihe part of; on the fide of. Cov>Uy.

30. Noting accommodation or adaptation. 31

With intention of. Tillitscn. 3*. Becoming ;

belonging to. Cnaley. 33. Notwithstanding.

Benlley. 34. For all. Notwithstanding. South.

35 To the use of; to be used in Spenser. 36.

In consequence of. Drjden 37. In recompen'e

of". Dryden. 38 In proportion to Shakejp. 39.

By means of ; by interposition of. Halt. 40. la

regard of. Addifon.

FOR. con j. 1. The word by which the reason is

given of something advanced before. Ccivley.

2. Because ; on this account that. Spenser. 3.

For at much. In regard that ; in consideration

of. Hooker. 4 For -why. Because; for this

reason that. Knollei.

To FORAGE, v. n. [from feris, abroad, Lat.]

1. To wander far ; to rove at a distance. Shak. .

2. To wander in search ot* provisions. Denhatn.

3. To ravage; to feed on spoil. Shakesp.

To FO R AGE. v. a. To plunder ; to {Xntt.Spns.

FO RAGE. / [fourage, German and French,

from forii, Lat ] 1. Search of provisions; the

act ot feeding abroad Milton. 2. Provisions

sought abroad. Dryden. 3. Provisions in ge

neral. Dryden

FORA MINOUS. a [from foramen. Lat.] Full

of holes. Bacon.

To FORBE'AR. v. n. pret Iforbore, anciently

jorbare; part ferbom. [portbærun, Sax.] 1.

To cease from any thing ; to intermit. Denha.

2. To pause; to delay. Shakejp. 3. To omit

voluntarily ; to abstain. Cheyue. 4 To restrain

any violence of temper; to be patient. Proverbs.

To FORBEAR, v. a 1. Todeclioe; to omit

voluntarily. IValler, Clarendon. a.Tolpare;

to treat with clemency Ephcfians. 3. To

withhold. Chronicles,

FORBIi ARANCE /. [fromforbear ] I. The

care of avoiding or shunning any thing". South.

2. Intermission ot tomething. 3. Command of

temper. Shakejp. 4. Lenity ; delay or punish

ment; mildness. Rogers.

FORBE ARLR./ [inmftrbear.] An intermit-

ter; interceptor of any thing. 'Jujjtr.

To FORBID, v. a. pre-t. Iforbade; part./tr-

btjden or forbid. ' portbeo'oan. Sax J t. To

prohibit; to interdict any thing. Davies. 2.

To command to forbear any thing. Sidney. 3.

To oppose; to hinder. Bacon, Dryden. 4. To

accurse; to blast. Shakejp.

To FORBID, v. n. To utter a prohibition.

Shakejp.

FORBI DDANCE. / [from /weiV.j Prohibi

tion. Milton.

FORBI'DDENLY. adv. [mmfrbid.] In an,

unlawful manner. Shakejp.

FORUIDDER /. ucocajirbid.] One that pro

hibits. Brcvjn

FOK.UI DDING particip a. [itumforbid ]Rais-

ihg abhorrence. Aarcn Hill.

FORCE./ \frce, Fr.J 1. Srength; vigour;

might. Denne. 2. Violence. Dryden. 3 Virtue ;

efficacy. Locke. 4. Validnels; powe. of law.

Denham. 5. Armament; warlike prepara

tion. yValitr. 6. Destiny; aeccilily; latal

compulsion.

R r 1 To
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To FORCE, v.a. [from the noun.] t. To com

pel ; to constrain. Steift. a. To overpower

by strength. Milton. 3. To impel; to press.

Deuteronomy. 4. To draw or push by main

strength. Dryden. 5. To enforce j to urge.

Dryden 6. To drive by violence or power.

Decay cf Piety, 7. To gain by violence or

power. Dryden 8. Tostoim; to take or enter

by violence Waller, 9. To ravish ; to violate

by force. Dryden 10. To constrain ; todistort.

Addisn. 1,, To man; to strengthen by sol

diers; to garrison. Raleigh. 12. T» Force mt.

To extort. Alteriury.

To FORCE, v. n To lay stress upon. Camden.

FO'RCEDLY. adv. [from force ) Violently ;

constrainedly. Burner.

FORCEFUL, a. [scree and full.] Violent ;

strong ; impetuous. Pcpe.

FORCEFULLY, adv [iromforceful.] Violent-

fy; impetuously.

FORCELESS, a. [from force.'] Without force;

weak; feeble.

FORCEPS. J. [Latin ] Ftrceps properly signifies

a pair of tongs; but is used for an instrument in

chirurgery, to extract any thingout of wound*.

Qjtncy.

FORC ER./ [si-om/«r«.] 1. That which forces,

drives, or constrains, a. The embolus of a

pump working by pulsion ffiliint.

FORCIBLE, a. [from firce] 1. Strong;

mighty; opposed to weak Maker, a. Vio

lent ; impetuous. 3. Efficacious; active ;

powerful. Bacon. 4. Prevalent ; of great in

fluence. Raleigh 5. Done by force. Sviift.

6. Valid ; binding ; obligatory.

FORCIBLENESS./ [lrom forcible.] Force;

violence.

FORCIBLY, adv. [fromfercible.] 1. Strongly;

To FORECA'ST. ». a. {fere and cast.] 1. T«»

scheme ; to plan before execution. Daniel, a.

To adjust; to contrive. Dryden. 3. To foresee ;

to provide against. L'Estrange.

To FORECAST, v. n. To form schemes ; to

contrive beforehand. Spenser.

FORECAST./, [from the verb.] Contrivance!

beforehand ; antecedent policy. Pcpe.

FORECA'STER./ [from ferecast.] One who

contrives beforehand.

FORECASTLE./ [fere and castle.] In a ship,

that part where the foremast stands. Harris,

Raleigh.

FORECHO SEN. ^.rr. [fire and chefen ] Pre-

elected.

FORECI'TED. part, [fere and cite.] Quoted

before. Arbuthnet.

To FORECLOSE, v. a. [fere and cleje.] 1.

To strut up; to preclude; to prevent. Carevr.

a. To Foriclo.se a Mortgage, is to cutoff

the power of redemption.

FOREDECK../ [fere and deci.] The anteri-

our part of the (hip. Chapman.

To FOREDESI GN. v. a. [fere and design.]

To plan beforehand. Cheyne.

To FOREDO'. v. a. [fromfer and </«.] 1. T»

ruin; to destroy. Shaiefp. a. To overdo ; to

weary ; to harrass. Shaiefp.

To FOREDOOM. *. a. [fere and deem.] To

predestinate; to determine beforehand. Pope.

FOREE'ND. / [fere and end.] The anleriour

part. Bacen.

FOREFATHER. / [fore and father.] An

cestor ; one who in any degree of ascending

genealogy precedes another. Raleigh.

To FOREFE'ND. v. a. [fore indfend.] 1. To

prohibit; to avert. Dryden. a. ■""
j.... - To provide for.;

01. mi iv. . to secure. Shaiefp.

powerfully. Tilletfen. 1 Impetuously. 3. By FOREFINGER./ [fere and finger.] The fin-

violence ; by force Spenser, Hammond. ger next to the thumb; the index. Bre-wn

To pass without swimming

Fairs.

Milto

To FORD.

Raleigh.

FORDABI.E. a. [homferd.] Passable without

Lvjmmng. Raleigh.

FORE. a. [forte, Sax] Anteriour; that which

comes first in a progressive motion. Cheyne

FORE, adv 1. Anteriourly. Raleigh, a. Fore

is a word much used in composition to mark

pr ority of time.

To FOREA'RM. v. a. [fereuid arm.] To pro-

before; to be past. Raleigh, Boyle. 3. To lose.

Shaiefp.

FOREGOER./ [fromferege.] Ancestor pro

genitor. Shaiefp.

FOREGROUND./ [fore and ground.] The

part of the field or expanse of a picture which

seems to lie before the figures. Drjden. ■

FOREHAND./ [fere and hand.] 1. The part

ol a horse which is before the rider, a. The

chief part Shaiefp.

FO REHAND. a. A thing done too soon.Shakes.

vide tor attack or resistance before the time! fOREHA'NDED .a. [{tornfore and hand.] ..

of need. Senlh. Early ; timely. Taylor, a. Formed is th«

To FOREBO DE. «. n. [fere and bede.] 1. To I foreparts. Dryden.

prognosticate; to foretel. Dryden. a. To j FOREHEAD./ [fere and head.] 1. That part

foreknow; to be prescient of. Pcpe. ' "L ' ' ' '

FOREBO'DER./ \irom forebode. \ 1. A prog-

nol'.icator ; a loothsayer. L'Estrange. a. A

foreknower.

VORV.W.prep.[serc»ndby.] Near; hard by;

fast by. Spenser.

of the lace which reaches from the eyes up

wards to the hair. Dryden. a. Impudence v

confidence; assurance. Collier.

FOREHOLDING./ [sere and held.] Predic

tions; ominous accounts. L'Estrange.

FO KEIGN. a. [strain, Fr. straue, Span.] 1 .

Not
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Not osthi* country ; notdomestick. Atterlary.

2. Alien) remote; not allied j not belonging.

Swift. 3. Excluded ) not admitted ; held at a

distance. Shakefp. 4. [In law.] A foreign.plea,

plantamforinjeenm ; as being a plea out ot the

proper court of justice. 5. Extraneous > ad

ventitious in general. Philips.

FOREIGNER./ [from/wwfu.J A man that

comes from another country ; not a native ; a

stranger. Addifon.

FO REIGNNESS. / [from foreign^ Remote

ness ; wantof relation to something. Lake.

To FOREIMA'GlNE.w.a. , fere tnd imagine.)

To conceive or fancy before proof. CamJ.

To FOREJU DGE. v. a. [ftrt zadjndge.) To

judge beforehand ; to be prepossessed

To FOREKNOW, v. a. [ftre and know] To

have prescience of ; to foresee. Raleigh.

FOREKNOWABLE. a. [from foreknow.) Pos

sible to be known before they happen. Mere.

TORlLKtiOWLilDGE.f^fereind knowledge.)

Prescience ; knowledge of that which has not

yet happened. Mi/ten.

FORELAND. / [fore and land ] A promon

tory ; headland ; high land jutting into the

sea ; a cape. Mitten.

To FORELA'Y. « a. [fore and lay.) To lay

wait for ; to intrap by ambush. Dryden.

To FORELI FT. v. a. [fere and lijt.) To raise

aloft any anteriour part. Spenser.

FORELOCK. /. [fire and Itch.) The hair

that grows from the forepart of the head.

Milton.

FOREMAN. / [fire and man.] The first or

chief person. Addifon

FOREME'NTIONEB. a. [ftre and mentioned]

Mentioned or recited before Addifon.

FOREMOST, a. [from fere.) 1. First in place.

Drjden. ^. First in dignity. Sidney.

FORENAMED, a. [fere and name] Nomi

nated before. Ben. "Johnson.

FO'RENOON. / [fere and »«*.] The time os

day reckoned from the middle point, between

the dawn and the meridian, to the meridian.

Arbnthnet.

FORENOTICE./ [fere and notice.) Informa

tion of an event before it happens. Rymer.

FORE NSICK. a. [ftrcnfit. Lat] Belonging to

courts of judicature. Locke.

To FOREORDAIN, v. a. [fore md ordain.]

To predestinate j to predetermine j to preor

dain. Htoker.

FOREPART. / [ftre and part.) The anteri

our part Raleigh

FOREPA'ST. a. [fore and past.) Past before a

certain time. Hammond

FOREPOSSE'SSED a. [fore and ptjsesi.) Pre

occupied; prepossessed; pe -engaged Sanders.

FO'RERANK. /. [fere and rank.} First rank)

front. Shakejp.

FORERECITED. a. [fere and recite.) Men

tioned or enumerated before. Shakefp.

To FORERUN, v. a. [fere and run.) 1.

To come before as an earnest of something

following. Drydcn. x. To precede; to have

the start os. Orannt.

FORERUNNER./ [from foreran ] 1. Ao

harbinger ; a messenger sent before to give

notice of the approach of those that follow.

Stillingsteet, Dryden. a. A prognostick ; a sign

foreshowing any thing Sonth.

To FORESA'Y. v. a [fore and/ajr.] To pre

dict ; to prophesy,. Shakejp.

To FORESE'E. *. a. [fore and/«.] To fee be

forehand ; to fee what has not yet happened.

Taylor.

To FORESHA'ME. v. a. [fore taijhame.) To

shame ; to bring reproach upon. Shakejp.

FORESHIP. /. [fore naiship.) Tha anteriour

part of the (hip. A3t.

To FORESHORTEN, v. a. [fere wdfbtrten.]

To shorten figures for the fake of showing

those behind. Dryden.

To FORESHOW, v. a. [fere and show.) 1.

To discover before it happens ; to predict ; to

prognosticate. Denham. a. To represent be

fore it comes. Hteker.

FORESIGHT./ [fere and fight.] 1. Presci

ence ; prognostication ; foreknowledge. Milton,

z. Provident care of futurity. Sfenjer.

FORESIGHTFUL a. [foresight and/«//.j Pre

scient ; provident. Sidney.

To FORESI'GNIFV. v. a. [fort vid signify.]

To betoken beforehand ; to foreshow ; to

typify. Hooker.

FORESKIN./ [fore and skin.] The prepuce.

Cewley.

FO'RESKIRT./ [fire and fiirt.) The pendu

lous or loose part of the coat before. Shakejp.

To FORESLA'CK. v. a. [fore and stack.) To

neglect by idleness. Spenjer.

To FORESLO'W. v- a [fore andyW.] 1 . To

delay ; to hinder; to impede. Fairfax, Dryd.

1. To neglect ; to omit. P. Fletch.

To FORESLOW. v. n. To be dilatory j to

loiter. Shakefp,

ToFORESPEAK. *>. n. [fere and speak.) 1.

To predict j to forelay. Camden. a. To forbid.

Shakefp.

FORESPE'NT. a. 1. Wasted; tired; spent.

Shakefp. 1. Forepassed ; past. Spenser . 3. Be

stowed before. Shakefp.

FORESPU'RRER. f. [fere and spur.) One

™" at rides before. Shakefp.

, REST. /: [forest, Fr.J 1. A wild unculti

vated tract of ground, with wood. Shakejp. i.

[In law.] A certain territory of woody grounds

and fruitful pastures, privileged for wild beasts,

and fowls of forest, chafe, and warren, to rest

and abide in, in the safe protection of the

king, for his pleasure Cornell.

To FORESTALL, v. a. [porter-tallan, Sax] 1.

To anticipate ; to take up beforehand. Herbert.

2. To hinder by preoccupation or prevention.

Milton. 3 To seize or gain possession of before

another. Spenjer.

FORESTAl. I. ER. / [from ferestal.) One that

anticipates the market ; one that purchases be

fore others to raise the price. Locke.

FORF.STBORN. a. [jirest and tern.) Born in

• wild. Statclp.

FORESTER.
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FO'RESTER. / [feresiier, Pr.] i. An officer

of the forest. Shakejp. i. An inhabitant of a

wild country.

FORESWAT. y a. [from fere and stoat,

FORESYVART. f from sweat.] Spent with

heat. Sidney.

To FORETASTE, v. a. [sire and taste.] I.

To have antepast of; ti> have prescience of. 1.

To (astr before another Milton,

FORETASTE./ Anticipation of. Sentb.

To FORJ.TE'L. v a. [fore and tell.] I. To

predict ; to prophesy. Dryden. 1. To fore

token ; to foreshow.

To FORETE'I.. v. n. To utter prophecy Acts.

FORETE'LLER. f. [from feretel.] Predictcr ;

loreshnwer. Beyle.

To FORETHINK. 11. a. [fere and think.] To

anticipate in the mind ; to have prescience ot

Raleigh.

To FORETHINK. v. n. To contrive before

hand. Smith.

FORF.THO UGHT./ [from/<rr/*i»/r.] 1. Pre

science ; anticipation. Wstrange. 1. Provident

care.

To FORETOKEN, v. a. [fere and token ] To

foreshow ; to prognosticate as a sipn. Daniel.

FORETOKEN./ [from the verb] Prevenierfl

sit»n ; prognostics. Sidney.

FORETOOTH J. [fere and teeth.] The tool]

in the anteriour part ol the mouth ; the inci

for. Ray.

FO'RETOP. /. [fere and Iff.) That part of a

woman's headdress that is forward, or the top

of a periwig. Dryden.

FOREVOlT'CHED. part, [fere and veuih.]

Affirmed before ; formerly told. Sl.akefp.

FOREWARD. s [fere ami viard] The van

the liont. 1. Mac.

To FOREWAHN. v. a. [fere and •aam.] t.

To admonish beforehand. Luke. 2. To in

form previously of any future event. Mitten.

3- To caution against any thing beforehand.

Mi/ten.

ToFOREW.VSTE.v. a [fere and waste.] To

delolate ; to destroy. Out of use. Spe*Jtr.-

To FORE'WISH. part, [fere and w:Jb.] To

desire beforehand Knclles.

FORKWO'RN. part, [fere and went, (A

wear.] Worn out ; walled by time or ^K

Sidney.

FO RFEIT./ [ferfei.; Fr.] 1 . Something loft

by the commislion of a crime ; a sine ; a

mulct. kVailer. a. A person obnexious to

punishment. Shakcsp.

To FORFEIT, v a. [from the noun.] To lose

by some breach of condition) to lose by some

offence. Davtes, Beyle.

FO RFEIT. a. [from the verb.] Liable to penal

seizure; alienated by a crime. Pipe.

FO RFE1 FABLE a. Lirom forfeit] Possessed

on conditions, by the breach of which any

thin^ may I • l"|'t.

FO RFIiiTURE./ [fersaiture, Fr ] 1 . The act

ot forfeiting. 1. luc tuingioriciud; a mulct ;

a sine, lajlor.

To FORETEND. v. *. To prevent } to forbid.

Hammer.

FORGAVE. The preterite of sergive.

FORCE. / [serge, Fr.] 1 The place where

iron is beaten into form. Pepe. 1. Anyplace

where any thing is made or shaped. Hooker.

To FORGE, v. a [former, old Fr ] 1. To

form by the hammer. Chapman. 1. To make

by any me^ns. Shakefp. 3. To counterfeit ;

to salli'y . Shakefp.

FO RGER./. [fromserge.] 1. One who makes

or forms. 2. One who counterfeits any thing.

We*

FO RGERY. /. [from forges 1 . The crime of

falsification. Stephens. 1. Smith's work ; the

act of the forge. Miltm.

To FORGE T. v. a. preter. forget ; part, for-

gotten, ot forgot ffnp^yran, Sax.] 1. To lose

memory os , to let iro from the remembrance.

Atterbury. \. Not to attend ; to neglect.

Isaiah.

FORGETFUL, a. [from forget.] 1. Not re

taining ihc memory or. 1. Causing oblivion ;

oblivion, Dryden 3. Inattentive; negligent •,

neplect^iil ; careless. Hebrews, frier.

FORGETFULNESS./, [from forgetful.] 1.

Oblivion; cessation to remember ; loss of me

mory. Shakefp. 1. Negligence; neglect; in

attention Hooker.

FORGE TTER. / [from forget] 1. One that

forgets t. A careless peifon.

To FORGIVE, v. a pret. forgave, p p for

given, [fortjifan, Saxon.] 1. To pardon a

person ; not to punish. Frier. 1. To pardon

a crime. Ijaiah. 3. To remit; no; to exact

debt or penally. Matthew.

FORGIVENESS./ [troriSicenirre, Sax.] 1.

The act of lorgiving. Daniel. 2. Pardon of

an offender. Pr. es Manaffeh 3. Pardon of an

offence Senth. "4. Tendernels ; willingness

to pardon. Sprat. 5. Remission of a fine or

per.ajy.

FORG1 VER./, [from forgive.] One who par

don*

FORGOT. ? part. pas. of forgot. Not

FORGOTTEN, s remembered. Prior.

To FORHAl'L. v. a. To harrass ; tear; tor

ment Spenser.

FORK.. / Ifturehe, Fr] 1. An instrument

divided at the end into two or more points or

prongs. Dryden. 1. It is sometimes used tor

the point of an ariow. Shakejp. 3. A point

of a fork. Adiijon.

To FORK. v. n. [horn the noon.] To shoot into

blade?, as corn does out of the ground Merit.

FORKh-D. j. [iiom ferk-1 Opening into two

or more pr. • is. Shakefp.

FO'RKEDLY. adv. [uomferked] In a forked

form.

FORK.EDNESS./. [Uomferked] The quality

of opening into two parts.

FORKHKAO. /. [ Jirk and bead] Point of a>

arrow. Spenser.

FORKY. a |from>i] Forked; furcated;

opining into two parts.. Pipe,

FORLO'RE.
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FORLCRE. Deserted ; forsook ; forsaken. Fairs.

FORLORN, a. l. Deserted; destitute; forsa-

ken ; wretched ; helpless. Knsllcs, Fenton. z.

Loft ; desperate. Spenser. 3. Small ; despicable.

Sbaiesp

FORLORN./. A lost, solitary, forsaken man.

For loin Hip*. The soldiers who are sent first

to the attack, and are therefore doomed to pe

rish. Sbaiesp. Dryitn.

FORLO'RNNESS./ Misery, solitude. Beyle.

To FORLY E. v. n. [from/w and lye.] To lye

acros. Spenser.

FORM./ [forma, Lat.] I. The external ap

pearance of any thing ; representation ; shape.

Grew, z. Being, as modified by a particular

shape. Dryje*. 3. Particular model ; modi

fication. 4. Beamy ; elegance of appearance.

Addis. Isaiuh. c,. Regularity ; method ; order.

Sbaiesp. 6. External appearance without the

essential qualities ; empty show. Sivijt. 7. Ce

remony ; external rites. Clarendon. 8. Stated

method ; established practice. Hosier. 9. A

long seat. Walts. 10. A class; a rank o!

students. Dryden. 1 1 . The feat or bed of a

hare. Friar. iz. Form is the essential, lpe-

cifical modification of the mattes, so as to give

it such a peculiar manner of existence. H.eier.

To FORM. v. a. [fruia, Lat. J 1. To make

out of materials, Pipe, z. To model to a

particular shape. 3. To modify ; to scheme ;

to plan. Dryden. 4. To arrange ; to combine

in a particular manner. 5. To adjust-, to settle.

Decay if Piely. 6. To eontrue; t« coin.

R:-we. 7. To model by education or institu

tion. Dryden.

FORMAL, a. [fermel, Fr.formalis, Lat] 1.

Ceremonious ; fjlemn ; precise ; exact to af

fectation. Bacon, a. Not sudden; not extem

poraneous. Hosier. 3. Regular; methodical

rValler. 4. External . having the appearance

but not the essence. Dryden. c Depending

upon establishment or custom. Pipe. 6. Hav

ing the power of making any thing what it is

HUer, Stilhngfltct. 7. Retaining its proper

and etlent.al characteristics Shaie'p

FORMALIST. / [formahjte, Pr.] One who

prefers appearance to reality. Siu'.k.

FORMA'LITY./". [formahte. Ft.] 1. Ceremo

ny ; established mode of behaviour. Atterbnry.

a. Solemn order, habit, <*r dress. Stuift. 3.

The quality by which any thing is what it is.

S'.illingfieet.

To FORMALIZE, -a. a. [formalifer, Fr.] 1.

To model i tomodi.-y. hhokcr. z. To aflect ;

formality.

FORMALLY, adv. [(torn formal] 1. Accord

ing to established rules Sh^kejp. z. Ceremo

niously ; stiriy ; precisely C.llicr. 3. In open

appearance. lL:*rr. 4. Essentially ; eh.uac-

lenstically. Smalrid^e.

FORMA' I ION./, \ formation, Fr.] 1. The act

of forming or generating. IVatts. 2. The

manner in which a thing \-> formed. Br-*wn.

FORMATIVE, a. [ttamforinn. Lat ] Having

the power 01 giving form > plallitk. Bentl'y.

FORMER. / [from firm.] He that forms t

maker ; contriver ; planner. Ray.

FORMER, a [from prima, Sax ] 1 Before

another time- Skaktjp. 2. Mentioned before

another. Pipe. 3. Past: as, ibis was the custom

in former times.

FORMERLY adv. [from firmer.] In times

past. Addison.

FORMIDABLE, a. [formidable. Lat.] Ter

rible ; dreadful ; tremendous ; terrifkk. Dryx!.

FO'RMIDABLENESS / [(romformidable.j,.

The quality of exciting terrour or dread, a.

The thing causing dread. Decay if Piety.

FORMIDABLY, adv. [from formidable ] In

a terrible manner. Dryden.

FORMLESS, a. [how firm.] Shapeless; with

out regularity of form. Shakejp.

FO RMULARY a. [frmulaire, Fr.] A book

containing stated and prescribed models.

FORMULE ./. [formnle, Ft.formula, Lat.] A

set or prescribed model.

To FORNICATE, v. a. [hornsmix. Lat.]

To commit lewdness Brywn.

FORNICATION. /. [fornication, Fr.] Con

cubinages, or commeat^mh 111 unmarried

woman. Graiint. 1. lr^^^HMMfe>rncumes
idolatry. E&eiiel. ^^*W^ ••-.

FORNICATOR./ [frnirafur, Fr.]Oncihat

has commerce with unmarried women Taylor.

FORNICA'TRESS. / A woman who without

marriage cohabits v.ith a man. Sbaiesp.

To FORSA'KF.. v. a. preter. forfooi. part. pass.

forsook, ot forsaken, [verfacien, Dutch.] 1.T0

leave in reientmcot, or dislike. C.ttiley. a.To

leave ; to go away from. Drydpi. 3. To de

sert ; to fail. Rttvc.

FORSA KER.y: [Irom/w/aiSf.] Deserter ; one

that forsakes. Apocrypha.

FORSOOTH, adv. [copr-ofce. Sax] 1. la

truth j certainly ; very well. Hayviard. a. A

w»rd of honour in address to women. Guard.

To FORSWEAR, v. a. pret. forswore ; part.

forsworn [forirfæpian, Sax.] 1. To renounce

upon oath; Sbaiesp. z. To deny upon oath.

Sbaiesp. 3 With the reciprocal pronoun : as,

to prlwear himjelf; 10 be perjured ; to swear "

falsely. Smith.

To FORSWEAR, v. n. To swear falsely ; to

commit perjury. Sbaiesp.

FORSWE ARER /. [{torn forswear ]Onc who

is perjured.

FOR T.f. [fort, Fr.] A fortified hous; ; a castle.

Dciham.

FORTKD. a. [srom/»rr.] Furnished or guard

ed by forts Sbaiesp.

FOR! H. adv. [popilS, Sax. whence/nr;£fr and

furthest.] 1 Forward; onward in time. Spenser.

2. Forward in place or order. IVbitrtst. 3.

Abroad ; out of doors. Sbakesp. 4. Out away ;

beyond the boundary of any place. Spcnjcr. 5.

Out into publick view fValler. 6 Throughly;

from beginning to cod. Sbakesp. 7. To a

certain deg/ee. Hamm-.nd. 0. On to the end.

Memoir in Strype.

FORTH, prep. Out of. Donne.

FORTHCOMING.
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FORTHCOMING, a. [f>rlh and coming. ]

Ready to appear ; not absconding Shakefp.

FORTH! SSUING. a [forth and issue.] Corn-

incr out ; coming forward from a covert. Pope.

FORTHRI'CHT. adv. [forth and right.]

Strait forward; without flexions. Dryden.

FORTHWITH, adv. [forth and -with.] Im

mediately ; without delay j at once ; strait.

Davits.

FORTIETH, a. [from forty.] The fourth

tenth. Donne.

FO'RTIFIABLE. a. [fromfortify.] What may

be fortified.

FORTIFICATION./ [fortification, Fr.] I.

The science of military architecture. Broome.

X. A pUce built for strength. Sidney.

FORTIFIER./ [from fortify) I. One who

erects works for defence Carna x. One who

supports or secures. Sidney

To FO RTIFY. v. a. [fortifier, Fr] t. To

strengthen against attacks by walls or works.

Shaiefp. x. Toconfirm ; to encourage Sidney

3. To fix ; to establish in resolution. Lode.

FORTILA'CE. / [from fort.] A little fort.

Spenser.

FO'RTIN.f. [French.] A little fort. Shaiefp.

FORTITUDE./ [fortitude. Lat.) I. Cou

rage \ bravery. Milton. x. Strength ; force.

Shaiefp.

FORTLET. s. [from/.rf.] A little fort.

FO'RTNIGHT./ [contracted from fourteen

nights, peoppetyne mjt, Sax.] The space of

two weeks. Bacon.

FORTRESS./ [ferterefc, Fr.] A strong hold;

a fortified place Locke.

FORTU ITOUSa. [sertmit, Fr./*r/««/«/,Llt]

Accidental ; casual. Ray.

FORTUITOUSLY, adv. [from fortuitous. ]

Accidentally ; casually ; by chance. Rogers.

FORTU'ITOUSNESS. / [from fortuitous.]

Accident ■, chance.

FORTUNATE, a. [fortunatus, Lat] Lucky;

happy ; successful. Dryden.

FORTUNATELY a«V[from/>r7irirar«.]Hap-

pi!v : successfully. Prior.

FORTUNATENESS./[srom/r/«»a/f.]Hap-

piness ; pood luck ; success. Sidney.

FORTUNE./ [fee tuna, Lat] 1. The power

supposed to distribute the lots of life according

10 her own humour Shakefp. 1. The pood

or ill that befals man. Bentley 3. The

chance of life; means of living. Sviift. 4.

Event ; success good or had. temple 5 Estate;

poflV flions. Shakefp. 6. The portion of a man

or woman. Vtivay. 7 Futurity ; future events.

Cevjlcy.

To FO KTCNE. v. n. [from the noun.] To

hem!! ; to fall out j to happen j to come ca

sually to pals. Knelles.

FO RYUNED. a. Supplied by fortune. Shaiefp

FO'RIUNEBOOK../ [fortune and hook] A

hook consulted to know tortune Crajbava.

FORTUNEHUNTKR./ [fortune and hunl.]

A man whose employment ib to enquire alter

wr.mm with great portions to enrich himsell

by flurrying them. SfiiJ.

To FO'RTUNETELL. v. n.[fortune and tell]

1. To pretend to the power of revealing futu

rity. Walton, a. To reveal futurity. Cleveland.

FORTUNETELLER./ [fortune and tetter. ]

One who cheats common people by pretend

ing to the knowledge of futurity. Dnppa.

FORTY, [peopeprrj. Sax] Four times ten.

FORUM. J. [Lat.] Any publick place. Watts.

To FORWA'NDER. v. a [for and wander.}

To wander wildly Spenser.

FO'RWARD.aaV [poppeapfe, Sax ] Towards ;

to a part or place before; onward; progres

sively Hooker.

FORWARD, a. [from the verb] 1. Warm }

earnest. Gal. u. 10. I Ardent ; eager ; hot ;

violent. Prior. 3. Ready ; confident ; pre

sumptuous. Dryden. 4. Not reserved-, not

over modest. Shaiefp. 5. Premature ; early

ripe. Shaitfp. 6. Quick ; ready ; hasty Lode.

i 7. Antecedent; anteriour : opposed to posteri-

our. Shakefp. 8. Not behindhand; not infer I -

our. Shaiefp.

To FORWARD. v. a. [from the adverb.] 1.

To hasten; to quicken ; to accelerate. Swift.

x. To patronise ; to advance.

FORWARDER./ [srom/.rtt.ara'.] He who

promotes any thing.

FORWARDLY adv. [from the adjective.]

Eagerly ; hastily. Atterhury

FORWARDNESS./ [hom forward ) 1. Ea

gerness; ardour ; readinelV to act. Hosier. x.

Quickness ; readiness-Wolten. 3. Earliness ;

early ripeness. 4. Confidence ; assurance j want

of modesty Adit, en

FORWARDS adv. Straight before; pro

gressively. /It hnthnot.

FOSSE./ \fafja, Lat] A ditc ; a moat

FOSSEWAV. j. [/c#and -way ] One of the

greatR<man roads through England, so called

trom the diichtx on each side.

FOSSIL, a. [feJp~!ii,\M.] That which is dug

out of the earth. Woodward.

FOSSIL./ Many bodies, because we discover

them by digging into the bowels of the earth,

ai e called/»^i/r. Locke.

To FOSTER, v. a. [poptpian. Sax] t. To

nuil'e ; to leed; to support. Cleameland. x. To

pamper ; to encourage. Sidney. 3. To cherish ;

to forward Thomson.

FOSTERAGE./ [item softer.] The charge os

nursing Rale gh.

FOSTERHROTHER. / [ porcep bruÆep,

Sax.] One bred at the fame pap.

FOSTERCHILD. / [portep crib, Sax.] A

child nursed by a woman not the mother , or

bred by a man not the lather. Dav es.

FOSTl.RDA'M./ [softer and dam.) A nurse 5

one that perterms the office of a mrther DryJ.

FOSTERI.A R1 H./ [softer and earth.) Earth

by which the plant is nourished, though it dad

not grow fu 11 in it. Philips.

FO'SYLRER. / [iromjtftcr.] A nnrse ; one

who gives tood in the place o! a parent-O^e^i^,

FOSTERFATHER. /. portepLa*ep, S«x_J

One who gives food in the place ot the rather.

FO STERMO I HiUR.
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FOSTERMOTHER. /. [foster and m.tler.) A

norse.

FOSTERSON./ [foster and fin.) One fed and

educated, though not the son by nature. DryJ.

FOVGA'DE. f. [French ] In the art of war, a

sort of little mine in the manner of a well dug

under some work of fortification. Dia.

FOUGHT The preterite and participle offfit.

PCUCHTEN. The passive participle of fight.

MiItm.

FOUL. a. [pul. Sax.] i. Kot clean; filthy;

dirty; miry. Tits. 2. Impure; polluted; lull

of firth Tilhlsm. 3. Wicked; detestable;

abominable. Hair. 4. Nm lawful. Shakefp.

5. Hatefnl; ugly; loathsome. Bacon. 6.

Disgraceful; shameful Milton. 7. Coarse;

gross. Fe/ten. 8 Full of gross humours;

wanting purgation. Shakefp 9. Not bright ;

not serene. Dryden. 10. With rough force;

with unseasonable violence. Clarendon. 11.

[Among seamen.] Entangled: as, a rope is

Jinl of the anchor.

To FOUL. v. a. [pilan, Sax.] To daub-, to be-

mire; to make filthy. Evelyn.

FO-ULFACED. a. [foul ai.d faced] Having

»n ugly or hateful visage. Shake/p.

FOULLY, adv. [from pul) Filthily -, nastily ;

odiously. Hajvoard.

FOULMOUTHED. a. [/../and month.) Scur

rilous ; habituated to the use of opprobrious

terms. Addison.

FO*ULNESS. /. [from fat.) 1. The quality of

being foul ; filthiness ; nastinesc. fVilkim. 1

Pollution; impurity, fare*. 3. Hate fulness

auoeiousoess. Sidney, Ben. Johnftn 4. Ugli

ness ; deformity. Dryden. 5. Dishonesty ;

want of candour. Hammtnd.

FOUND. The preterite and participle passive of

find. Isaiah.

To FOUND, v. a. [fundare. Lat] 1 . To lay

the basis of any building. Matthcnv. i To

build ; to misc. Davies. 3. To establish ;

to erect. Milton. 4. To give birth or original

to; at, he feunded an ait. 5. To raise upon,

as on a principle or ground. Decay tf Piety.

6 To fix firm. Shakefp.

To FOUND, v. a. [fnndere. Lat.] To form by

melting and pouring into moulds; to cast.

FOUNDATION./ [fondation. Ft.) 1. The

basis or lower parts ot an edifice. Hooker, x.

The act of fixing the basis. Ticket. 3 The

principles or ground on which any notion is

railed. Tilhtjcn. 4. Original ; rile. Hooker.

5. A revenue settled and established for any

purpose, particularly charity Svitft 6. Esta-

blilhment ; settlement.

FOUNDER./ [from found) 1. A builder;

one who railes an edifice H'aller. l. One

who eftablilhes a revenue for any purpose.

Bentley. 3. One Irom whom any thing his its

original or beginning. Rifcommon. 4. A cas

ter; one who forms figures by casting melted

matter into moulds Grew-

To FOUNDER, v. a. \fndre, Fr ] To cause

luch a soreoeso and tenderness m a hone's loot,

that he is unable to set it to the ground:

Shakefp. Dorset.

To FO UNDER, v.n.i. To sink to the bottom.

Raleigh, a. To fail ; to miscarry. Sbakcsp.

FOUNDRY./ A place where figures are form

ed of melted metal; a casting house.

FOUNDLING. / [from found offind.) A child

exposed to chance : a child sound without any

parent or owner. Sidney.

FOUNDRESS./ [from fiunder.) 1. A woman

that >ound», builds, establishes, or begins any

th ng 1 A woman th.it establishes any chari

table revenue.

FOUNT. I / [fins. Lat. f-.ntaine, Fr.]

FOUNTAIN I 1. A well; a spring. Milton.

1* A Imall basin ot' springing water. 'Tcy'er.

3 A jet ; a spout ot water Baan 4. The

head or first spring of a river. Dryden. 5.

Original j first principle ; first cause. Comma

Prayer.

FOUNTAINLESS. a. [from fountain] With

out a fountain.

FOUNTFUL. a sfount and fulL) Full of

springs. Chapman.

To FOUPE v a. To drive with sudden impe

tuosity CamJen.

FOUR, fpeopep, Sax.] Twice two.

FOURBE. J. [Fr] A cheat ; a tricking fellow.

Denham.

FOURFO'LD. a. [fear and fold.) Four times

toll. 2. Sum.

FOURFOOTED

ped Dryden.

FOURSCORE a. [four and score ) 1. Four

times twenty ; eighty. Sandyt. 1. It is used

elliptically lor fourscore year?. Temple.

FOURSQUARE, a. |/««- tai square ) Qua

drangular. Raleigh.

FOURTE'EN. a. [jreopeptyn, Sax.] Four and

ten.

FOURTEENTH, a. [from fourteen.) The or

dinal of lourteen ; the fourth after the tenth.

FOURTH, a. [from/»r.] The ordinal of four;

the first after the third.

FO URTHLY. adv. [fromfourth.) In the fourth

place. Barm.

FOURWHE EI.F.D. a. [four and -wheel) Run

ning upon twice two wheels. Pope.

FO UTRA./ [irom/s«/»v, Fr.] Afig;ascoss.

Shakejp.

FOWL./, [pujel, Sax] A winged animal ; a

bird. Bacon.

To FOWL, v n. To kill birds for food or game,

FOWLER. / [from fevl.) A sportsman who

purues birds Ph Itpi, Pope.

FOWLINGPIECE./ [/to/ and piece ) A gun

for birds. Mortimer.

FOX.-/ [jtoi, Sax] 1. A wild animal of the

canine kind, with lharp cars and a bushy tail,

remarkable for his cunning, living in holes,

and preying upon iowls or small animals.

Shakejp. a. A knave or cunning fellow

FOXCASE. / [fix and eajt.) A fox's kin.

* Ss FOX-
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FCXCHASE./ [fix tad chafe.] The pursuit

of the fox with hounds.. Pipe.

FO'XF.VIL. /. [sox and evil] A kind of disease

in which the hair sheds.

FOXGLOVES./ A plant. Miller.

FOXHU NTER. / [fix and hunter.] A man

whole chief ambition is to (how his bravery in

hunting foxes. Sseilator.

FOXSHIP. / [from fix.] The character or

qualities of a fox \ running.

FOXTRAP./ [f:x and trap.] A gin or snare

to catch foxes. Tatler.

FOY. /. [/«, Fr.] Faith; allegiance Spenser.

ToFRACT. v. a. [sra3ui, Lat.] To break ;

to violate ; to infringe. Shakefp.

FRACTION./: [frafiien, Fr. ) I. The act of

breaking; the state of being broken. Burnet.

2. A broken part of an integral. Brown.

FRACTIONAL, a. [from /ract/on.] Belong

ing to a broken number. Cocker.

FRACTURE. / [frafiura, Lat.] I. Breach ;

separation of continuous parts. Hale. a. The

separation of the continuity of a bone in living

bodies. Herbert.

To FRA'CTURE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

break a bone. Wiseman.

FRA'GILE. a. [fragilii, Lat.l I. Brittle; ea

sily snapped or broken. Denham. a. Weak ;

uncertain ; easily destroyed Milttn.

FRACILITY /. [from fragile.] 1. Brittle-

ness; easiness to be broken. Bacon, z. Weak

ness ; uncertainty. Knellci. 3. Frailty ; lia-

bleness to fault. kVottcn.

FRAGMENT./ [fragmentnm. Lat ] Apart

broken from the whole ; an imperfect piece.

Newton.

FRA GMF.NTARY. a. [fromsragment.] Com

posed of fragments. Donne.

FRA GOR.s. [Ut] A noise ; a crack ; a crash,

Sandys.

FRA'GRANCE. 7 / [fragantia, Lat.]Swcct-

FRAGRANCY. J ness of smell; pleasing

scent. Garth.

FRAGRANT, a. [fragrant. Lat.] Odorous ;

sweet of smell. Prior.

FRAGRANTLY, adv. [(tornfragrant.] With

sweet scent. Mot timer.

FRAIL. / 1. A baikt-t made of rushes. a. A

rush for weaving baskets.

FRAIL, a. [fragilii, Lat.] I. Weak; easily-

decaying; lubject to casualties. Rogers. 1.

Weak of resolution ; liable to errour or se

duction. Taylor.

FRAILNESS, /[from frail] Weakness; in

stability Nsrris.

FRAILTY./, [from frail] 1 . Weakness of

nt'ulution ; instability of mind. Milton, a.

Fault proceeding from weakness ; sins of in

firmity. Dryden.

FRA SICHEURf[Ft.] Freshness ; coolness Dry.

FRAISE J. [Fr] A pancake with bacon in it.

To FRAME, v. 0. I. To form or fabricate by

orderly construction and union of various parts.

Spenser, 2. To fit one to another. Abbot. 3.

To make; to compose. Shakejp. 4. To re

gulate j to adjust. Tiffitfon. 5. To form to

any rule or method. Granville. 6. To con*

trive ; to plan. 7. To settle ; to scheme out.

Shakefp. 8. To invent; to fabricate. Bacon.

FRAME. / [from the verb.] 1. A fabrick ;

any thing constructed of various parts or mem

bers. Dryrlen, Tilhtson. 2. Any thing made

so as to inclose or admit something else. Newt.

3. Order ; regularity ; adjusted series or dis

position. Swift. 4. Scheme ; order. Claren.

5. Contrivance; projection. Shakefp. 6. Me

chanical construction. 7. Shape) form; pro

portion. Hndibrat.

FRA'MER./. [from frame ; tpemman, Sax.]

Maker ; former ; contriver ; schemer. Hamm.

FRA'MPOLD. / Peevish; boisterous; rugged.

Hacket.

FRANCHISE./ [franchise, Fr.] 1. Exemp

tion from any onerous duty. 2. Privilege;

immunity ; right granted. Davies. 3. Di

strict j extent of jurisdiction. Spenser.

To FRANCHI SE. t>. a. [from the noun.] To

enfranchise ; to make free. Shakefp.

FRANGIBLE, a. [/rango, Lat.] Fragile; brit

tle ; easily broken. Boyle.

FRA'NION./ A paramour; a boon companion.

Spenser.

FRANK, a. [franc, Fr.] 1. Liberal; gene

rous ; not niggardly. Sprat. 2. Open ; inge

nuous ; sincere ; not reserved. 3. Without

conditions ; without payment. HubberCi tale.

4. Not restrained ; licentious. Spenser.

FRANK../ [from the adjective] 1. A place to

feed hogs in ; a sty. Shakefp. a. A letter

which pays no postage. Pope. 3. A French

coin

To FRANK, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To (hut

up in a frank or sty. Shakefp. a,. To feed

high ; to fat ; to cram. Ainfworth. 3 [From

the adjective.] To exempt letters from post

age. Swift.

FRA'NKINCENSE. / [frank and incense]

Frankincense is a dry resinous substance in

pieces or drops, of a pale yellowish white co

lour; a strong smell, but not disagreeable, and

a bitter, acrid, and resinous taste. It is very

inflammable. BrerewooJ.

FRANKLIN. / [from frank.] A steward ; a

bailifTof land Spenser.

FRANKLY. adv. [from frank.] 1. Liberally;

freely; kindly, readily. Bacon, a. Without

constraint; without reserve. Clarendon.

FRANKNESS. / [from frank.] 1. Plainness

of speech ; openness; ingenuousness. Clarend.

a. Liberality ; bounteousness. 3. Freedom

from reserve Sidney.

FRANKPLE'DGE / [francipleginm. Lat.] A

pledge or surety for freemen. Coivell.

FRANTICK. a. [fri-.Jwi;.] i . Mad ; deprived

of understanding by violent madness j outrage

ously and turbulently mad. Spenser, a. Tran

sported by violence of passion. Hooker.

FRA NTICKLY. adv. [iiomfrantick.] Madly,

outrageousty. Shakefp.

FRA'NTICKNESS. / [from srantick.] Mad

ness; fury of passion.

FRATERNAL.
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FRATERNAL, a. [fraternel, Fr] Brotherly ;

pertaining to brothers; becoming brothers

Hammind.

FRATE RNALLY. adv. [from fraternal ] In

a brotherly manner

FRATE'RNITY./ [fraternit/,Tt.] t. The

state or quality of a brother, a. Body of men

united , corporation; society. VEfirangc. 3

Men of the same class or character. S;uth.

FRATRICIDE./ [fratricide, Pr.] The mur

der o: a brother.

FRAUD.J. I/ram, Lat J Deceit ; cheat; trick;

artifice. Dryden.

FRAUDFUL a. \fraud and/«/7 ] Treache

rous; artful; trickilh Shakejp.

FRAUD! ULLY. adv. [trom fraudful.] De

ceitfully ; artfully.

FRA UDULENCE. / / [fraudulent!*, Lat]

PRAUDULENCY $ Dcccitfulnessj trick-

ilhness . pronenelV to artifice Hooker.

FRA UDULENT. a [franduleux, Fr fraudu-

Jentus, Lat.] 1 Full of artifice ; trickisn ;

subtle; deceitful. Milton. 1. Performed Ly

artifice; deceitful; treacherous. Milt}*

FRVUDULENTLY. adv. [fromfraudulent]

By fraud ; by deceit ; ly artifice, deceitfully

Taylor

FRAUGHT, part'tcip. pass [ from/r.1.'^/, now

written/rr/f/r. ] 1. Lau'cn; charged Shakejp.

2. Filled ; stcred ; thronged. Spenf. Guardian

FRAUGHT / A freight; a cargo Slat. Dry

To FRAUGHT, v. a. To load; to crowd

Stake]?.

FRA UGHTACE./ {Uomfrauekt ] Lading ;

cargo. Shakejp

FRA'Y./ [effrajer, to sriSht, Fr.] 1. A broil ;

a battle; a fight. Fairfax, 2. A duel) acom-

b.t. Deuham

To FRAY. v. a [efrayer, Fr.] 1. To fright ,

tourri'y. Bac;n. 2 To rub.

FREAK.. / [prise, Sax] 1. A sudden and

ctruielefs change of place, a. A sudden fan

cy ; a humour ; a whim; a capricious prank.

Spectator, Swift.

To FRliAK. •» a. To variegate. Thomson.

FREAKISH, a [Iromfreak.] Capricious; hu-

moursome L'Fjirangc.

FREAKISHLY, adv. [from freakish ] Capri

cioufly ; humour surnely.

FRE'AKISHNT.SS. / [from freakish] Capa

ciousness; hurmuifomeneso ; whimsicalness

To FREAM. v. n. [fremere, Lat.] To growl

Bailey.

FRE CKLE. / 1 . A spot raised in the skin by

the fan. Drydtn. 2. Any small spot or diico

loiation. Evelyn.

FRECKLED, a. [horn freckle.] Spotted; ma

culated. Droyton

FRE CKLY. a [from freckle.] Full of freckles.

FRED. The fame with peace. So Frederic/: is

powerful, or wealthy in peace. Gibjon.

FREE. sl. [frteah, Sax.] 1. At liberty ; not a

vassal ; not enflaved. Frier. 1. Uucompellcd,

unrestrained. South. 3. Not bound by sale ;

not necessitated. Milan. 4. Permitted; al

lowed Slakejp. 5. Licentious; unreiliain-

Oil. Temple. 6. Open ; ingenuous. Ofway. 7.

Acquainted; conversing without reserve Hake-

vuifl. 8. Liberal ; not parsimonious. Pipe. 9.

Frank; not gained by impoilunity ; not pur

chased. Bacon 10. Clear from distress. Shake.

ti. Guiltless; innocent. Shaketp. 12. Ex

empt. Denham. 13. Inverted with franchises ;

possessing any thing without vassalage. Dryden.

14. Without expence ; as a free]cbool.

To FREE. v. a. 1. To fa at liberty; tores-

cue trom slavery ; to manumit; to loose. Pipe.

2. To lid from ; to clear from any thing ill.

Clarendon. 3. To clear from impediments or

obstructions. Dryden. 4. To banifli ; 1 1 fend

away; to rid. Skakefp. 5. To exempt. Ro-

mam. 6. To unlock; toopen. Dryden.

FREEBOOTER./ {free and betty.] A robber;

a plunderer. Clarendon.

FREEBOO TING./. Robbery ; plunder. Spenf.

FREE HORN. f. Inheriting liberty. Dryd'n

FREEChATEL. / [free and chapel] Such

chapels as are of the king's foundation, and by

him exempted trom the jurisdiction of the 01 -

dinary. The king may also licence a subject

totound such a chapel. Csiuell.

FREECOST. / [free god cost.] Without ex-

pence. South.

FREEDMAN./ A (lave manumitted. Dryden.

FREEDOM. J. [i'rom/r«.) 1. Liberty; ex

emption from servitude; independence. Dry.

2. Privileges; franchises; immunities. Shake.

3. Exemption from fate, necessity, or prede

termination. South. 4 Unrestraint. Alaccab.

5. The state of being without any particular

inconvenience. 6. Ease or facility in doing

or (hewing any thing,

FREI.FO'OFED. a {free and/:/.] Not re

strained in the march. Shakejp.

FREEHEARTED a. [free and heart.] Libe

ral; unrestrained Davies.

FREEHOLD./ [free and hold.] That land or

tenement which a man holdethin lee, fee-tail,

or for term of lite. Freehold in deed is the

real possession of lands or tenements in lee,

fee-tail, or for life. Freehold is sometimes

liken in opposition to villenage. Coieel',Swift.

FREEHOLDER/ [fromfrccto.d j One who

has a freehold. Davies.

FREE'LY. adv. [from free.] 1. At liberty ;

without vassalage ; without slavery, a. With

out restraint ; lavissily. Skakefp. 3 Without

scruple ; without relerve. Pope. 4. Without

impediment. Ajcham. 5. Without necessity j

without predetermination. Rogers. 6. Frank

ly ; liberally. Smth. 7. Spontaneously ; of its

own accord.

FREEMAN./, [free and man ] 1. One not a

Have ; not a vassal. Luke. 2. One partaking of

rights, privileges, or immunities. Dryden.

FR HI.MINDED, a [free and mind.] Uncon

strained ; without load of care. Bactn.

FREENESS / [from/r«.j I. The state or

quality 01 being free. 2. Openness; nnreser-

veur.els; ingenuousness; tandour. Dryden. y

Generosity ; liberality. Sprat.

Si 2 FREESCHOOL
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FREESCHO'OL./ [fret and school ] A school 1

in which learning is given without pay. Davies.

FREESPOKEN. a. [free mifpoken.] Accus

tomed to speak without reserve. Bacon.

FREESTONE./ [/r«andyW.] Stone com

monly used in building Addifon.

FREETHINKER./ [free and think ] A li

bertine ; a contemner of religion. Addifon.

FREEWILL./ [free and mil.] i . The power

of directing our own actions without constraint

by necessity or fate. Lute. i. Voluntarinel's;

spontaneity. Ezra.

FREEWOMAN/ [free and -woman] A wo

man not enslaved. Maccahtei

To FREEZE, v. n. fttiec.froze, [vriefen, Dut.]

i. To be congealed with cold. Locks, i To

be of that degree of cold by which water is

congealed. Drydm.

To FREEZE, v. a. yiet. froze; part, frozen or

froze, i. To congeal with cold. i. To kill

by cold. Sbakrfp. 3. To chill by the loss 01

power or motion. Dryden.

To FREIGHT, v. a. pret. freighted; pan.

fraught,flighted. [ fritter, Fr.) 1 . To load

* ship or vessel os carriage with goods for trans

portation. Shakejp. 1. To load as the bur

then; to be the thing with which a vessel i-

freighted. Shakejp.

FREIGHT/ 1. Any thing with which a ship

is loaded. Dryden. 1. The money due for

transportation of goods.

FREI GHTER. / [fretteur, Fr.] He who

freights a vessel

FREN./ A worthless woman. Spenser.

FRENCH Cha/k. / An indurated clay, ex

tremely dense, of a smooth glossy surface, and

soft to the touch. Hill.

To FRENCHIFY. v. a. [from French.] To in

fect with the manner of France; 10 make a

Coxcomb Camden

FRE'NETICK. a. [<f;irr^o;, Gr.] Mad ; dis

tracted. Daniel.

FRE NZY / Ofiw'nf., Gr.] Madness -, distrac

tion of mind; alienation of understanding.

Bentley.

FREQUENCE. / [frequence, Fr.] Crowd;

concourse i assembly. Milton.

FREQUENCY./ [freqie.ua, Lat] 1. Com

mon occurrence; thecondi:ion of being often

seen or done. Atterhury. 2. Concourse ; lull

tssembly. Ben. Johnson.

FREQUENT, a. [frequent, Fr.] 1. Often

done ; often seen , ot'ten occurring. Pope, x

Used often to practise any thing. Swift. 3

Full osconcoorse. Milton.

To FREQUENT, v. a. [frequcnlo. Lat] To

visit often ; to be much in any placo. Hooker.

FREQUE'NTABLE. a. [fromfrequent.] Con

versable ; accessible. Sidney.

FREQUENTATIVE, a. [jrequentalivui,Lat:

A grammatical term applied 10 verbs signify

ing the frequent repetition of an action.

FREQUENTER./ [fromfrequent] One who

often rcfoits to any place. Swift.

FREQUENTLY, adv. [frequenter, Lat ] O:-

ten ; commonly j not rarely. Sbaklfp.

FRESCO, s. [Italian.] 1. Coolness ; shade dus

kiness. Prior. 1 A picture not drawn in glar

ing light, but in dullc. Pope.

FRESH, a. [frierc, Saxi] 1. Cool; not vapid

with heat. Prior. ^. Not salt. Abbot. 3.

New; not impaired by time. Milton. 4. In

a state like that of recentnesn. Denham. 5.

Recent; newly come. Drydin. 6. Repaired

from any loss or diminution. Dryden. 7. Flo

rid; vigorous ; chearful ; unfaded ; unimpair

ed Bacon. 8. Healihy in countenance ; rud

dy. Harvey. 9 Brisk ; strong ; vigorous. Hold.

10. Failing: opposed to eating or drinking.

■ I. Sweet: opposed to stale or stinking.

FRESH./. Water not salt. Shakcsp.

To FRESHEN . „. a. [from /re/1] To make

sielh. Thomson.

To FRESHEN. v. n. To grow fresh. Pope.

FRESHET. / [from frejb] A pool os fresh

water Milton.

FRESHLY, adv. [from frejb.] 1. Coolly. X.

Newly ; in the former state renewed. Hooker.

3. With a healthy look; ruddily. Shakejp.

FRF.'SHNF.SS. / [:rom frejb] 1. Newness r,

vigour j spirt: the contrary to vapidness.

Bacon. 2. Freedom from diminution by time,

not llaleness. South 3. Freedom from fa

tigue ; newness of strength. Hayward. 4.

Coolness. Addijon. 5. Ruddiness ; colour of

health. Granville. 6. Freedom from salt-

ness.

FRET. / [fretum. Lat.] 1. A frith, or strait

of the sea. Brown, 2. Any agitation of li

quors by fermentation, or other ctuie. Derb.

3. That stop of the musical instrument which

causes or regulates the vibration of the string.

Milton. 4. Work rising in protuberances.

Spectator, c. Agitation of the mind \ com

motion of the temper ; passion. Herbert,

To FRET. v. a. [from the noun. J 1. To rub

against any thing. Shakejp. 2. To wear a-

way by rubbing. Newton. 3. To hurt by at-

tutlon. Milton. 4. To corrode ; lo eat away.

Hakewill 5. To lorm into raited work. Mm.

6. To variegate; to diversify. Sh.ikejj>. 7.

To make angry ; to vex. Ezekiel.

To FRET v. n. 1. To be in commotion; to

be agitated. South, 2. To be worn away ; to

be corroded. Pcacbam. 3. To make way by

attrition. Moxon. 4. To be angry ; to be pee-
vifh. Hooker. 8 y

FRE'TFUL. a. [from/re/.] Angry ; peevish.

Shake/p.

FRETFULLY, aiw. [from fretful.] Peevishly.

FRE'TFULNESS. / [from fretful.] Passion ;

peevishness.

FRET TY. a. [srom//vr.] Adorned with rais

ed work.

FRIABILITY. / [from friable.] Capacity of

being reduced to powder. Locke.

FRI'ABLE. a. [friable, Fr] Easily crumbled ;

easily reduced to powder. Bacon.

FRI AR./ [frere, Fr.] A religious ; a brother

ot some regular order. Swift.

FRIAR-
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onastick ■,FRI'ARLIKE. a. [horn friar,] Mo

unskilled in the woi 1.1. Knellei.

FRl'ARLY. adv. f friar and like.] Like a fri

ar, a man untaught in life. Bacon.

FRI'ARSCOWL./ [friar zmi cowl] A plant.

FRI'ARY./ [from friar.] A monastery or con

vent of (liars.

FRIARY, a. Likea friar. Camden.

To FRIBBLE, v. n. To trifle. Hmiihrai.

FRl'BBLER. / [from the verb.] A trifler.

Speclator.

FRICASSEE, f. [French.] A did. made by cut

ting chickens or other small things in pieces,

and dressing them with strong sauce. King.

FR1CATION. / [fricalio, Lat.] The act of

rubbing one thing against another. Bacon.

FRICTION, f. [friSio, Lat] i. Thi act of

rubbing two bodies together Newton. 2. The

resistance in medicines caused by the motion of

one body upon another. 3. Medical rubbing

with the fleshbrush or cloths. Bacon.

FRIDAY./ [prujefczs. Sax.] The sixth day

of the week, so named of Freya, a Saxon dei

ty. Shakefp.

FRIEND.). [vriend, Dut fsieonb. Sax.] 1.

One joined to another in mutual benevolence

and intimacy : opposed to foe or enemy. Dry

2. One without hostile intentions Sbakejp

3. One reconciled to another. Shakefp. 4. An

attendant or companion. DryJem. 5. Favour

er; one propitious, Peacbatn 6. A familiar

compilation. Matthew.

To FRIEND, v. a. To savour ; to beiriend.

Sbakejp.

FRIENDLESS, a. [fromfritnJ ] 1. Wanting

friends ; wanting support 1 destitute ; forlorn.

South. 2. Fr i tNDLfcss Mtin. An outlaw.

FRI'ENDLINKSS. / [from friendly] 1. A

disposition to fricnolhip. Sidney, a. Exertion

ot benevolence. 'Taylor.

FRI ENDLY. a. [fromfriend.] 1. Having the

temper and disposition of a triend ; kind ; fa

vourable. Milton. 1. Disposed to union. Pipe.

3. Salutary ; homogeneal. Milton.

FRIENDLY, adv la the manner of friends.

Shakesp.

FR1E NDSHIP / [vrtendschap, Dutch.] 1. The

state of minds united by mutual benevolence.

Clarendon. 2. Highest degree of intimacy.

Swift. 3 Favour ; personal kindness. SpenJ.

4. Assistance; help. Sbakejp. 5. Conformi

ty ; affinity; correspondence. Dryden.

FRIEZE. J. {drop Jefricae, Fr.]A coarlewarm

cloth, made pernaps first in FrieJland. MtUtn

FRIEZE. / J [In architectuie.J A lar&e flat

FKIZE; 5 member which separates the archi

trave from the cornice ; of which there are as

many kinds as there are orders 01 columns.

Harris.

FRI'EZED. a. [iromfrizc] Shagged or nap

ped with frieze.

FRI'EZELIKE. a [frinn and like.] Resem

bling a Irieze AJdiJ'en.

FRi'GAT. /. [frigate, Fr.] 1. A small ship.

Raleigh, 2. Any small vessel on the water.

Spenjer.

FRICEFACTION./ [frign, taifacit, Lat.]

The act osmaking cold.

To FRIGHT, v. a. [rprjhEan, Sax] To ter

rify ; 10 disturb with fear. Dryden

FRIGHT./ [from the vcib.] A sudden terrour.

Dryden.

To FRIGHTEN, v. a. To terrify ; to shock

with dread. Prior.

FRICHTFUL a. [f.om fright ] Terrible;

dreadiul ; tuil of terrour. Sbakejp.

FRIGHTFULLY.^^. ( tromfrigl.-tfui] Dread

fully ; horribly. Unmet.

FRI'GHTFULNESS./ [fromfrightful.] The

power 01 impiessiiig terrour.

FRI C ID. - [frigidut. Lat] 1 . Cold ; with

out warmth. Cbeyne. 2. Without warmth of

affection 3. lmpou-nt ; without warmth of

body. 4 Dull; without fire of lancy. Swift.

FRIGIDITY. /. [frigi.lttai. Lat.) 1. Cold

ness ; want of warmth. 1 Duluefs ; want of

intellectual fire. Brown. 3. Want of corpo

real warmth. Glanvtlle. 4. Coldness of a.-

fection.

FRIGIDLY.*^, [from frigid,] CoUly ; du

ly j without affection.

FRICIDNESS. /. (from frigid.] Coldness*

dulnefs ; want of all'i-cxiou.

FRIGOKIIMCK. a. [frig„:ficu,, frigm and

fa*.io. Lat.] Causing cold. %uincy.

To FRILL 11. m. [JrilUnx,¥r.j To quake or

shiver with cold. Used of a hawk; as, the

hawk/rW/V. Did

FRINGE./ [J'range, Fr,] Ornamental appen

dages added todrcls or lum'nuix.W otton. Dry.

Newton.

To FRINGE. v. a. [from the noun.] To a-

dorn with fringes ; todccorltewith ornamen

tal appendages. Fairfax.

FRI'PPERER./ [from fnpptrie, ft.] Or.ewho

deals in old things vamped up.

FRI'l'PERY./ [fripperie, Fr] 1. The place,

where old clothes are fold. Howei 2. Old

clothes; cast dresses; tattered rags. Ben.Jobnj'.

To FRISK, v. n. [J'rizz.are Italian] 1. To

leap ; to skip. 2. To dance in srolick or gaie

ty. L'EJtrange.

FRISK.. J. [from the vc.b ] A :rolick j a sit of

wanton gaiety.

FRl'SKER./. [fromfrijk.] A wanton j one not

constantor fettled. Camden.

FRISK.INESS./ [fromfrijk.] Gaiety ; liveli

ness.

FRISKY, a. [frisque, Fr, from/W/t.]Cay: airy.

FRIT./ [Among chymists] Ashes or salt.

FRITH./ [fretum, Lat.J 1. A strait in the

sea where the water being confined is rough.

Dryden. 2. A kind of net. Carew.

FRITI LLARY. [frilillaire, French.] A plant.

Miller.

FRl'TINANCY./. [fromfritinnio. Lat.] The

scream of an infect, as the cricket or cicada.

Brown.

FRITTER./ [fritnre, Fr.] 1. A small piece

cut to be fried. TuJJ'cr. 2. A fragment ; a

small piece. 3. A cheesecake ; a wigg.

To
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To FRITTER. V. a. [from the noun] i.To

cut meat into small pieces to be fried, l. To

break into small particles or fragments. Dune.

rRI'VOLOUS. a. [frivtUi, Liu! Slight; tri

fling; of no moment. Refcomtnen.

FRI VOLOUSN1.SS s. [from/riWsar/.] Want

of importance ; trislingnel's.

FRIVOLOUSLY. adv [hamfrivohut.} Tri-

flin.Uv ; without weight.

TolRIZLE. v.a. [/riser, Fr.] To carl in

fliot t curls like nap of frieze. Hakeivill.

FR1ZI.ER. J. [iiom /rad.] One that makei

short curls.

FRO. adv. [of r/pa, Sax] I. Backward ; rc-

greflively. Pip*, x. It is a contraction offrem.

Ben Jcknjon.

i ROCK. j. [free, Fr.] l. A dieft; a coal.

Milieu, i. A kind ot close coat for men. Dry.

FROG. / (tpujj*, Sax.) i A snail animal

with four tet-t, living both by land and water,

and placed by naturalists among mixed ani

mals, as partaking of beats and fish. There

it likewise a small green frog that perches on

trees, said to be venemous. Peackum.X. The

hollow part of the horle's hoof.

FROGB1T./. [/riband*;/] An herb.

FROGFISH./ [frig indfijb.] A kind of filh.

FRO GGRASS. J. [frog and graft] A kind of

herb.

FROGLE'TTUCE / [frig and lettnee] A

plant.

FROISE./ [from the French/ra./w-.] A kind

of food made by frying bacon inclosed in a

pan-cake.

FRO LICK., a. [vriBjei, Dutch.] Gay ; full

oslevity. Waller.

FKO'LICIC / A wild prank ; a flight of whim.

I'ofcommon

To ?RO LICK.w. n. Toplav wild pranks Rcvie.

FROI.ICK.LY. adv. [from frdek.] Gaily,

wildly.

FROLIGKSOME. a. [Itomfreluk] Full of

wild gaiety.

TKO LIC K.SOMKN ESS./ [UomfroUckseme]

Wildnel\ of gaiety; ptanki.

] ROLICK.SOMKLY. adv. [(mmfreUckfur.e.)

With wild gaiety.

i'KOM. prep, [jipam, Sax.] i. Away ; noting

pi.vation. DryJen. z. Noting reception. Pope.

3. Noting prc.ciflion, dclcent or birth. Blackm.

4. Noting trantmiflion. Skakesp. c.. Noting

absti action ; vacation from. Shakejp, 6 Not

ing saccesiion. Burner, 7. Out of; noting

emiilion. Miit;n. 8. Noting progress from pre-

uiisses tointcrences. South. 9. Noting the place

or person trom whom a message is brought.

Xlakefp. 1 o. Out ot ; noting extraction. Addij.

,11. Because of. Tilhtjon. 11. Out of. Not

ing the ground or cause os any thing. Dryden

13. Not m*r to. Skakesp. 14. Noting lepa-

lation. Dryden. 15 Noting exemption or de

liverance Prior. 16. At a distance. Skakejp

17. Noting derivation. Dryden. 18. Since.

Retldgk 'Jilljffcn. 19. Contrary to. Donne.

iu Noting 1 emoval. Dryden. 21. From is ve-

iy uicjUtaily joined by an elliptic with ad-

verbs: as, from above,from the parts above.

Hooker. %t. FdoMa/ar. 13 From bekinJ.

24. F«om high.

FRO'MWARD. prep, [spam peapfe, Sax] A-

way from; the contrary to the word toteardt.

Sidney.

FRON DI'FEROUS. a. [ frondifer, Lat ] Bear

ing leaves. D.-cl.

FRONT, f. [front. Lat] 1. The face. Creech.

a. The lace as opposed to an enemy. Daniel.

3 The part or place opposed to the face. Bac.

4. The van of an army. Milton. 5. The fore

part of any thing, as of building. Brsvsn.

6. The motl conspicuous part or particular.

To FRONT, v. a. [i'rom the noun J 1 To

oppose directly, or face to face. Dryden. 1.

To stand opposed or overagainst any place or

thing. Addijon.

To FRONT, v n. To stand foremost Stakes?.

FRONTAL. / [frontale. Lat] Any external

form of medicine to be applied to the fore

head, ghtincy, Brovtn.

FRONTATED. a (from front. Lat] The

fnntated leaf of a flower grows broader and

broader, and at last perhaps terminates in a

right line : used in opposition to cuspaled.

Quincy.

FRO NTBOX./ [front and *:*.] The box in

the playhouse from which there i« a direct

view to the stage. Pope.

FRONTED, a. [from front] Formed with a

front. Milton.

FRO'NTIER. / [frentier; Fr] The marches ;

the limit j the utmost verge of any territory.

Milton.

FRO'NTIER. a. Bordering Addifen.

FRO N nSPIECE./s/rs»»_//-iY<:.iB.] That part

of any building or other body that directly

meets the eye. Mi hon

FRONTLESS. a [ from front ] Without

bluthcs ; without shame. Dryden.

FRO'NTLET / [from/rj«/.J A bandage worn

uiKin the forehead, ki'ijenan.

FRONTRO'OM. / [front and rum.] An »-

partmem in the forepart of the house. Mejcsn.

FRORE. a. Frozen. Miltn.

FRORNE. a. Frozen ; congealed wiih co'.d.

Spenfer.

FROST / [rrpopr, Sax] 1. The last effect

of cold ; the power or act of congelation Ssxtt.

a. The appearance of plants and trees spark

ling with congelation of dew. Pcpe.

FROSTBITTEN, a. Nipped or withered by

tr.e irust. Mortimer.

FROSTED, a. [from frost] Laid on in ine

qualities like those of the hoar troll upon,

plants Gay.

FROSTI1. \ . adv. [fromfresty] t. With frost. ;

with cxecilive cold. a. Without watmth of

affection. Ben. Joknfon.

FROSi INLSb.y. [Uom frosty] Cold; freez

ing colt*.

FRO'Sl NAIL./ [frost and »*;/.] A nail with

a prominent head driven into the hork-*s Ihocs.

that it ma; pierce the ice. Grew.

FROST-
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FROSTWORK./ [fro/l tod v>,ri.] Work In

which the substance is laid on with inequalities,

like the dew congealed upon shrubs Blacim.

FROSTY, a. [from /re/?.] i. Having the power

of congelation ; excessive cold. L'Efirange. z.

Chill in affection. Sbakesp. 3. Hoary ; gray-

haired j resembling frost Sbakesp.

FROTH, s. [froe, Danish and Scottish] 1.

Spume; foam; the bubbles caused in liquors

by agitation. Bacon, i. Any empty or senseless

show of wit or eloquence 3. Any thing not

hard, solid, or substantial. Tuff. Husbandry.

To FROTH, v n. [from the noun.J To foam ;

to throw out spume. Dryien.

FROTHILY. adv. [from frothy.] 1. With

foam ; with spume, a. In an empty trifling

manner.

FROTHY, a. [homfroth.] 1. Full of foam,

froth, or spume. Ann*. 1. Soft; not solid ;

wasting. Bacon. 3. Vain ; empty ; trifling.

L'Efirange.

FROUNCE./. A distemper, in which white

spittle gathers about the hawk's bill. Skinner.

To FROUNCE, v. a.To friile or curl the hair.

Afcbam.

FRO UZY. a. [a cant word.] Dim ; fœtid ;

musty. Swift.

FRO WARD. a. [rrnropeapfe, Sax.] Peevish ;

ungovernable ; angry. Temple.

FROWARDLY. adv. [from frvtoard] Pee

vishly •, perversely. Isaiab.

FRO WARDNESS. / [fromfrotoard.] Pee

vishness; perverseness. South.

FRO'WER./ A cleaving tool. Tuf Hufb.

To FROWN v. a. [frogner, old French.] To

express displeasure by contracting the face to

wrinkles. Pipe.

FROWN. / A wrinkled look ; a look of dis

pleasure. Shatesp.

FROWNINGLY. adv [from/rjwir.] Sternly ;

with a look of displeasure. Sbakesp.

FRO'WY. a. Musty ; mossy. Spenser.

FRO ZZU. part paff. ot freeze. Sidney.

F. R. S. Fellow or the Royal Society.

FRUCTI'FEROUS a. [jrua-fer, Lat,] Bear

ing fruit.

To FRUCTIFY, v. a. [fruBifer, Fr.] To

make fruitful; to fertilise. Granville,

To FRUCTIFY v.n. To bear fruit. Hater.

FRUCTIFICATION./ [from fruaisy.] The

act of causing or of bearing fruit ; fecunda

tion ; fertility. Broivn.

FRUCTUOUS a. [fruautux, Fr.] Fruitful ;

fertile; impregnating with fertility. Philips.

FRUGAL, a. [frugalis, Lat.]Thri tyjsparingi

parsimonious. Dryden.

FRUGALLY, adv. [from frugal] Parsimoni

ously ; sparingly. Dryden.

FRUGALITY / [frugalite, Fr.] Thrift)

parsimony ; good husbandry. Bacon.

FRUCI'FLROUS. a. [frugifer, Lat.J Bearing

Iruit Ainstuerth.

FRUIT. J. [/mit, Fr.] 1. The product of a

tree or plant in which the feeds are contained.

Sbakesp. 2. That part of a plant which is

taken for food. Daviet. 3. Production.iTtMiiVf!

4. The offspring of the womb. Sandyt. 5.

Advantage gained by any enterprise or con

duct. Swift. 6. The effect or consequence of

any action. Proverbs.

FRU'lTACE; / [/ri«7a^, Pr.] Fruit collec

tively ; variaus fruits. More.

FRU ITBEARER./. [fr.it and bearer.] That

which produces fruit. Mortimer.

FRUITBEARING.a. [/nil and beer.] Hav-

inr; the quality of producing fruit. Msrtimer.

FRUITERER./ [fruitier, Fr ] One who

trades in fruit. Sbakesp.

FRUITERY. s. [fruiterie, Fr.] I. Fruit

collectively taken, Philips. 1. A fruit- bit v

a repository tor iruit.

FRUITFUL, a. [fruit and /«//.! 1. Fertile; a-

bundantly productive; liberal of product. Sidn.

X. Actually bearing fruit Shake/p. 3. Proli-

fick ; childbearing ; not barren. Shakefp. 4.

Plenteous ; abounding in any thing. Addifon.

FRUITFULLY, adv. [from fruitful] 1. In

such a manner as to be prolitick. Refcemmen.

1. Plenteously ; abundantly. Sbakesp.

FRUITFULNESS./ [from fruitful.] 1. Ferti

lity ; fecundity; plentiful production. Raleigh.

1. The quality of being prolifick. Dryden. 3.

Exuberant abundance. Ben. Johnson.

FRUITGROVES/[/r»frandgr.i,M.]Shades,

or close plantations of fruit trees. Pope.

FRUITION./ [fruir. Lat.] Enjoyment; pos

session ; pleasure given by possession or use.

Rogers.

FRUITIVE. a. [from the noun.] Enjoying;

possessing ; having the power of enjoyment.

Boyle.

FRUITLESS, a. [from /nit.] t. Barren of

fruit ; not bearing fruit. Raleigh. 1. Vain ;

productive of no advantage; idle; unprofitable.

Milton. 3. Without offspring. Shakefp.

FRUITLESSLY, adv [trom fruitless ] Vainly;

idly ; unprofitably Dryden.

FRUIT-TIME./ [fruit and time] The au

tumn.

FRUIT-TREE./ [fruit and tree.] A tree of

that kind whose principal value arises frurn

the fruit produced by it. IValler,

FRUMENTA CIOUS. a. [from frumentum,

Lat.] Made of grain.

FRUMENTY. / [snmentnm, corn, Lat.]

Food made of wheat boiled in milk.

To FRUMP, v. a. To mock ; to brow-beat.

Skinner.

To FRUSH. v. a. [sniffer, Fr.] To break,

bruise, or crush. Shak/Jp.

FRUSH./ I from the verb.] A sort of tender

horn that grows in the middle of tie sole.

Farrier's Dia.

FRUSTRA NEOUS a. [fruflra, Lat] Vain;

useless ; unprofitable ; without advantage.

More.

To FRUSTRATE v. n. [fruflrer, Lat.] I.To

defeat; to dilappoir.t ; to balk. Hooker, a. To

make null ; to nullify. Spenser.

FR I! STRATE. part a. [from the verb.] 1.

Vainj
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Viin ; Ineffectual ; useless junprofitable.AWi.

2. Null : void, Hooker.

FRUSTRATION./. \smstratit. Lit.] Disap

pointment j defeat. S:u'b

FRU'STRATIVE. a. [fiom fr<>Jlratr.] Falla

cious. Ainsarorth.

FRUSTRATORY a. [fromfrnjlrafe.] That

which makes any procedure void. Ay/iffe.

FRUSTUM. I'. [Latin.] A piece cut' off trom

a regular figure. A term of science.

FRY. /. [from sroe, foam, Danish. Skinner'] I.

The swarm os little fifhea just produced from

the spawn. Donne. 2. Any swarm ot" animals*,

or young people in contempt. Oldham.

FRY./ A kind of si*vc. Msrtimer.

To FRY. v. a. [frige, Lat.l To dress food by

roasting it in a pan on the fire.

To FRY. v. n. 1 To be roasted in a pan on the

fire. 2. To suffer the action of fire. Dryden.

3. To melt with heat. Waller. 4. To be agi

tated like liquor in the pan on theTfire. Bacon.

FRY./, [from the verb ] A dish of things fried.

FRYINGPAN./ f/rj-and pan.]The vessel in

which meat is roasted on the fire. Hzvoel.

To FUIl. f a. To pnt off. Shakejp.

FUB /. A plump chubby boy. Amfviorth.

FUCATED. a [fncalns, Lat.] 1. Painted;

disguised with paint. 2. Disguised with false

show.

FUCUS s [Lat.] Paint for the face. B "Johnson.

To FUDDLE, v.a. To make drunk. Thomson.

To FUDDLE, v. n. To drink to excess. VF.flr.

FUEL./ [from/re, fire, Fr.] The matter or

aliment of fire. Prior

To FUEL v.a. (from the noun] '. To feed

fire with combustible matter Donne. 2. To

store with firing. Wotton.

FUE'ILI.F.MORTE. (French ] Corruptly pro

nounced and written phihmot. Crown, like a

dry leaf. Locke.

FUGACIOUSNESS. [sngax. Lat] Volati

lity ; the quality of flying away.

FUCACITY./. [sngax, Lat] 1. Volatility;

quality of flying away. 2. Uncertainty • in

stability.

FUGH. interjell. An expression of abhorrence.

DryJen.

FU'GITIVE. a. [fugitivut. Lat] I. Not tena

ble ; not to be held or detained. Prior. 2.

Unsteady; unstable; not durable. 3. Vola

tile ; apt to fly away. Woodward. 4. Flying ;

running from danger. Milton. 5. Flying from

duty ; tailing off. Clarissa. 6. Wandering ;

runagate ; vagabond. Wotton.

FUCITIVE. / [from the adjective-l 1. One

who runs from his station or duty. Denham.

2. One who takes shelter under another pow

er trom punishment. Dryden

FUGITIVENKSS./ [Uomsngitivc] 1. Vo

latility; lugacity. Boyle. %. lnstab lity ; un

certainty.

FUGUE. J. [French, from fnga. Lat] Inmii-

fick, some part cor/silting of four, f.v.*, fix,

or any other number of notes begun by some

one single part, and then seconded by a third,

lourlh, filth and sixth part, if the con p 'si: ion

consists of Ib many; repeating the Tame, or

such like notes, so that the several parts fol

low, or come in one after another in the fame

manner, the leading parts still flying before

those that follow. Harrit.

FULCIMENT./. [fnl.imrntnm, Lat.] That on

which a body rests. Wilkini.

To FULFI L. v. a. [full tn& fill] 1. To fill till

there is no room for more Shnkesp. 2. To

answer any prophecy or promise by perfor

mance. Afli. 3. To answer any purpose or

design. Milan. 4 To answer any desire by

compliance or gratification. Dryden. 5. To

answer any law by obedience. Milton.

FULFRAUHT. a. [ sn/UoAsranghl.) Fully

stored. Shakefp.

FU's.GENCY. / [snlgem, Lat.] Splendour.

Dis.

FULGENT [[fulgent. Lat] Shining; daa-

aling. Milton.

FULGID. a. [fnlgidnt, Lat.] Shining; glit

tering.

FULG1D1TY / [from falgid] Splendour.

FU LGOUR. f. \fulger. Lat.] Splendour ; daa-

ling briehtnefr. More.

FULGU RATION./ [fulguratio, Lat.] The

act of lightening.

FU'I.HAM./ A cant word forsalse dice. Hanm.

Shakefp.

FULIGINOUS, a. [fnliginofm, Lat.] Sooty 1

smoky. Hrwel.

FUI.IMART. /. A kind of stinking ferret.

Walton.

FULL, a [pulle, Sax.] 1. Replete; without

vacuity ; without any space void. Eccleftaflicnt .

2. Abounding in any quality good or bad.

Sidney, Tilhtson 3. Stored with any thing ;

well supplied with any thing. Tickell. 4.

Plflmp; saginated; hi. Wiseman, e. Satura

ted ; iated. Bacon. 6 Crouded in the imagi

nation or memory. Locke, •j. That which

fills or makes full. Arknthnot. 8. Complete ;

such as that nothing further is wanted. Hamm.

9. Complete, without abatement. Swift. 10.

Containing the whole matter; expressing

much. Denham. 1 1. Strong; not faint; not

attenuated. Bacon. 12. Mature; perfect. Bar*?*,

13. [Applied to the moon.] Complete in its

01b. Wiseman. 14. Noting the conclusion of

any matter. Sidney. 1 5 . Spread to view in

all dimensions. Addison.

FULL./ [from the adjective.] 1. Complete ;

measure; freedom from deficiency. Clarendn.

2. The highest state or degree. Shakefp. 3.

The whole ; the total. Shakcjp 4. The stale

of being full. Jeremiah. 5. [Applied to the

moon.] The time in which the moon makes

a perfect orb. Bacon.

FULL. adv. 1. Without abatement. Dryden. 1.

With the whole effect. Dryden. 3. Exactly.

Adt.ifon. 4. Directly. Spenjer,

FULL-BLOWN, a. [full and Horn. ] I.

Spread to the utmost extent. Denham. 3.

Stretched by the wiad to ihe utm»st extent.

Dryden.

FULL
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FULL-BOTTOMED, a. {fall and bottom.]

Having a large bottom. Guardian.

FULL-EARED, [full and ear.] Having the

heath lull of grain. Denbam.

FULL-EYED, {full and eye] Hiving large

prominent eyes.

FULL-FED. (/«//and ftJ.] Sated; fas, sagi

nated. Pope.

FULL-LA DEN. {full and laden] Laden till

there can be no more. Tilklstn.

FULL-SPREAD, {full and spread.] Spread to

the utmost extent. Dryden.

FULL-SUMMED, {full and summed] Com

plete in all its parts, lli'wel

To FULL. v. a. [fulh, Lat ] To cleanse cloth

from its oil or grease.

FULLAGE. / [trom/«//] The money paid

for fulling or cleansing cloth.

FU LLER. / [ful/e, Lat] One whose trade if

to cleans,- cloth. Skakesp.

FU'LLERS Earth, s. Fullers earth is a marl of

a close texture, extremely lost and unctuous to

the touch : when dry it is ot a greyish brown

colour, in all degrees, from very pale to almost

black, and generally has something os a green-

ilh cast in it. The finest sullen earth is dug in

our own island Hill.

FU LLERY./. {from fuller.] The place where

the trade of a fuller is exercised-

FULLINCM1LL. / {full and mill] A mill

where hammers beat the cloth till it be

cleansed. Mortimer.

FULLY, adv. [from full.] I. Without vacuity.

X. Completely ; without lack. Hooker.

FU LMINANT. a. {fulminant, Fr. fulminant.

Lat.] Thundering •, making a notse like thun

der.

To FULMINATE, f. n. {fu.'mino, Lat.] I,

To thunder. a. To make a louJ noise or

crack. Boyle. 3. To issue out ecclesiastical

censures.

To FULMINATE, v. a To throw out as an

object of terrour. dyliffe

FULMINATION. / [fulminaiii, Lat.] 1.

The act of thundering, x. Denunciations ol

censure. Jlyhffe.

FU'LMINA lORY. a [fulminevt. Lat.] Thun

dering -, striking honour.

FULNESS. 7: [trom/«/Ai 1. The state of being

silled lo as to have no part vacant. K. Charlei.

a. The state of abounding in any quality good

or b2d. 3. Completeness ; such as leaves

nothing to be desired. S--u:i. 4. Completeness

trom the coalition ot many parts. Baitn. et.

Repletion ; sitiety. Taylor. 6. Plenty •, wealth.

Shakejp. 7. Struggling perturbation ; swelling

in the mind Bacon. 8. Lartrcness •, extent

Dryden. 9. Force of sound, such as fills the

ear ; vigour. Pope.

FULSOME, a. [from pulle. Sax. foul.] 1.

Nauseous ; offensive. Shakejp. Otviay. 1.O1

a rank odious smell. Bacon. 3. Tending to ob

scenity. Dryden.

FU LSOMELV. adv. [from fulsome ] Nauseous

ly ; rankly ; obscenely.

JFU'LSOMENESS. /. [from fulsome] 1. Nausc-

-"loess, 1. Rank smell. 3. Obscenity. Dryden.

FUMA'DO. / {fumnr, Lat.] A smoaked fish.

Careve .

FU MAGE./[from/»"iKr,Lat. 1 i-Varth-money.

FUMATORY. / {jumana, Lat. fumattrre,

Fr.] An herb. Shakejp.

To FUMBLE, v. *. \fmw.rlen, Dutch] t. To

attempt any thing aukwaidly or ungainly.

Cudiucrth. a. To puzzle; to strain in re ilcxi-

ty Dryden. 3. To play childishly. ShaUtfp.

To FUMBLE, v.a. To manage aukwardly.

Dryden

FUMBLER. / [from fumble.] One who acts

aukwardly.

FU'MBUNGLY. adv. [from fumble) In an

aukwani manner.

FUME. / [fum/e, Fr,] 1. Smoke. Dryden. 1.

Vapour ; any volatile parts flj'r.gaway. Bacon.

3. Exhalation from the stomach. Dryden. 4.

Rage. ; heat ot mind ; passion. South. 5. Any

thing unsubstantial. Shakejp. 6. Idle conceit;

vain imagination. Bacon.

To FUME. *>. n. {fumer, Fr.] 1. To smoke.

1. To vapour ; to yield exhalations. Sbaltefp.

3. To pass away in vapours. Ben. Johnson. 4.

To be in a rage. Dryden.

To FUME v. a. 1. To smoke ; to dry in the

smoke. Carew. %. To perfume with odours in

the fire. Dryden. 3. To disperse in vapours.

Mortimer.

FUMETTE. f. [French] The stink of meat.

Swift.

FUMID. a. {fumidur, Lat.] Smoky; vapo

rous. Brotvn.

FU MIDITY./ {(mmfumid.] Smokiness ; ten

dency to smoke.

To FU'MIGATE. f. ir. [from fumus, l.at. /*-

mign\ Fr.] 1. To smoke j to perfume by

smoke of vapour. Dryden. %. To medicate

or heal by vapours.

FUMIGATION./, {fumigation, Fr.] 1. Scents

raised by fire, jtrbntbnot. J. The application

os medicines to the body in fumes.

FU'MINGLY. adv. [frem fume ] Angrily; in

a lage. Hooker.

FIJ'VilTER./ See Fumatory. Shake's.

FU MOUS. / a. [ fumtux, Fr. ] Producing

FUMY S fume's. Dryden.

FUN. j. Sport; high merriment Metre.

FU NCTlON./ [funllic, Lat ] 1. Discharge;

penormunce. Stcrft. 2. Employment ; office.

IThttgtjte 3. Single act of any office. Stilling-

fieet. 4. Trade ; occupation. Shaiefp. 5.

Oisice os any particular part of the body.

Bentley. 6. Power; faculty. Fcpe. .

FUND./, [fond, Fr] 1. Slock; capital ; that

by which any expence is supported. Dryden.

1. Stock or bank or money. /Iddifon.

FUNDAMENT. / {sundamentum, Lat] The

back part ol the body.

FUNDAMEN'l AL. a. {fundamcntalil, Lat.

from fundaments Serving for th .oundation;'

that upon which the rclt is built ; essentials

not merely accidental. Raleigh.

FUNDAMENTAL./ A leading proposition.

Smth. It FUNDAMEN
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FUNDAMENTALLY, adv. [fromfundamen

tal.} Essentially ; originally. Grew.

FUNERAL. /. \iunerai]les, Fr.) I. The so-

lemnization of a burial ; the payment of the

lill honours to the dead ; obsequies. Sandys.

X. The pomp or procession with which the

dead are carried. Swift. 3 Burial ; interment

Denhatn.

FUNERAL, a. Used at the ceremony of in

terring the dead. Denbam.

FUNEREAL, a. [funereus. Lat.] Suiting a

funeral; dark; dismal. Pipe.

FUNGO'SITY./ [from /••£«.] UnfoKd ex

crescence

FUNGOUS, a. [horn fungus.] Excrescent)

spongy. Sharp.

FU'NGUS. f. [ Latin] Strictly a mushroom : a

word used to express such excrescences of flesh

as grow out upon the lips of wounds, or any

other excrescence from trees or plants not na

turally belonging to them Quincy.

FUNICLE / \funiculus, Lat} A small cord.

FUNI'CULAR. [fumculaire, Fr.} Consisting of

a small cord or fibre.

PUNK /; A stink.

FUNNEL /. [infnndibuhm, Lat.] 1. An in

verted hollow cone with a pipe descending

from it, through which liquors are poured into

vessels. Be*. Jettison. 1. A pipe or passage

of communication. Addifon

FUR./, [feurrure, Fr.] 1 . Skin with soft hair

with which gaiments are lined for warmih

Swift. a. Soft hair of beasts found in cold

countries; hair in general-' Ray. 3 Any

moisture exhaled to such a degree as that the

remainder stkks on the part. DryJen.

To FUR. v. a [from the noun] 1 To line

or cover with (kins that have fo*t hair. Sidney.

1. To cover with soft matter Philips.

PUR-WROUGHT, a. [fnr and wrcugtt.]

Made of fur. Gay.

FURA'CIOUS a. [furax, Lat.] Thievish.

FURA CITY./ [from/«r«x, Lat.] Disposition

to theft.

FURBELOW./ [fur and bebw.] Fur sewed

on the lower part of the garment. Pipe.

To FURBELOW, v. a. (from the noun] To

To FURL. v. a. [frejler, Fr.] To draw np to

contract. Creech.

FU RLONG. / fFsrtlanS, Sax.] A measure of

length ; the eighth part of a mile. Addifon.

FURLOUGH / [verteef, Dutch.) A tempo

rary difmiflion from military service. Dryden.

FURMENTY. / Food made by boiling wheat

in milk, suffer.

FU RNACE./ [fnrnus, Lat.] An inclosed fire-

place. Abbet.

To FURNACE, v. a. To throw out as sparks

from a furnace. Shakefp.

To FURNISH, v. a. [fiuruir, Fr] 1". T»

supply with what is necessary. Kuolles. a. To

give things for use. Addijon 3. To fit up ;

to fit with appendages. Bacon.] 4. To equip;

to fit out for any undertaking. fPatti. 5. To

decorate ; to adorn. Halifax.

FURNISHER./ [feurnifeur, Fr.] On« who

supplies or fits out.

FURNITURE, f [fouruiture, Fr] t. Move-

ables ; goods put in a house for use or orna

ment Siwth. i. Appendages. Tillotfon. 3.

Equipage ;. embellishment; decorations Speuf,

FURRIER./ (from/ar.) A dealer in furs.

PITRROW. / [fuph, Sax ] 1 A frnaH trench

made by the plough for the reception of feed.

Dryden. 1. Any long trench or hollow. Dryd.

FU RROW-WEED. / A weed that grows in

furrowed land Shatefp.

To FURROW, v. a. [from the noun; fyrusn,

Sax ] 1 To cut in furrows. Mitten, a. To

divide in long hollows. Sucking 3 To make

by cutting. rVolten.

FU RRY. a [from fur.] t. Covered with fur j

dressed in fur. Felttn. a. Consisting of fur.

Dryden.

FURTHER, a. [from firth ; ferth, further,

furthest.] 1 . At a great distance a, . Beyond

this. Matthew.

FU RTHER adv. [from firth.] To a greater

distance. Numbers

To FURTHER v. a [ronfcman, Sax] To

pnt onward ; to forward. Ussier, Dryden.

FURTHERKR. / from further.j Promoter ;

advancer. Afcham.

FURTHERMORE [further t&A mere] More

over; besides Shakejp

[fnrtive, Fr ] Stolen ; gotten

adorn with ornamental appendages. Prior.

To FU RBISH.T.a. [feurbir, Fr.j Toburnifh; FURTIVE

to polish South. I by then. Prior.

FURB1SHER./ [fourbifeur,Vr. fromfurbish.] FURUNCLE./ [furuntulus, L»l.] A boil; an

One who polishes any thing. I angry pustule, hp'ijemau.

FURCATION. / [furca. Lat.] Forkinefs ; FU'RY./ \furor, Lai ] 1 Madness. a Rage;

the state of (hooting two ways like the blades passion ot anger, tumult ol mind approaching

of a fork. Brown. | to madness 3. Enthusiasm; exaltation of fan-

FU RFUR. f. [Latin] Husk or chaff, scurff or cy 4. A stormy, turbulent, raging woman.

dandriss. S^uiery. Shatefp.

FURFURACEOUS. a. [furfuraceus, Lat.] FURZE. / (ppy. Sax.) Gorle; got. Miiirr,

Husky; branny 1 scaly. I Dryden.

FURIOUS, a. [fnrieux, Fr] i.Mad; phre- FURZY. a. [from fume.] Overgrown with

netick Hooker. a. Raging, violent; trans-i furze; full o! gorse Gay.

ported by passion beyond reason. Sba'efp

FU RIOUSLY. adv. [from furieut.] Madly ;

violently ; vehemently. Spenser.

FU'RIOUSNESS. / [from furieut] Frenzy ;

raadness ; transport of passion.

FUSCA'TION.

darkening

To FUSE. v. a.

put into fusion.

/ Ifujcis, Lat.] The ict of

[fufum, Lat.] To melt 1 to
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ToFUSE. v.n. To be melted.

FUSEE. / {smseam, Fr.] I. The cooe round

"which is wound the chord or chain of a clock

or watch. Hale. l. A firelock < a small neat

musket. 3. Fusee of a bomb or granado

shell, is that which mikes the whole powder

or composition in the shell take (ire, to do the

designed execution. "Tis usually a wooden

pipe or tap filled with wildfire.

FUSEE. Track of a buck Amfmorth.

FU'SIBLE. a. [from fist.] Capable of being

melted. Beyle.

FUSIBILITY./ [from fiffibb.] Capacity of

being melted ; quality of growing liquid by

heat Wttfn.

FUSIL.-* [fm/le, Fr.] t. Capable of being

melted; liquifiable by beat Milan. 1. Run

ning by the force of heat. Philips.

FUSIL./ (/»//, Fr] 1. A firelock t a small

neat musquet. 1 [In heraldry ] Something

like a spindle JPeacbam.

FUSILIER. /• [from fmfi.] A soldier armed

with a fusil.

FUSION./ s/«rfr, Lat.] 1. The act of melt

ing. 1. The stateof being melted. Newts.

FUSS, /fa low cant word ] A tumult ; a bustle.

Swift.

FUST./ [fnste, Fr] 1. The trunk or body

of a column, a. A strong smell, as that or

a mouldy barrel.

To FUST. v. m. To grow mouldy ; to smell ill.

FUSTIAN. / [fuu'tne, Fr ] 1. A kind of

cloth made of linen and cotton. Shakefp. 1

A high swelling kind os writing made up of

heterogenous parts; bombalt. Hudibrath

Smith.

FU'STIAN. a. [from the noun.] 1. Made of

fustian. 1. Swelling; unnaturally pompous ,

ridiculously tumid. Drydtn

FU STIC. / A sort os wood brought from the

West-Indies.

To FUSTIGATE. *. a. [f'siig; La!.] To

beat with a stick.

FUSTILA'RIAN./ A low fellow > a stinkard.

Shakejp.

FUST1NESS. / [from /«/fy.] Mouldinefs ;

stink.

FU STY. a. [from f,Jl.] Ill-smelling ; mouldy.

Shakefp.

FUTILE. » [fmtUe, Fr 1 I. Talkative i lo

quacious. Baecm. 1. Trifling; worthless.

FUTILITY. f.l f.tiliJe, Fr.] 1. Talkativeness;

loquacity. L'EJlramge. X. Triflingnefs ; want

of weight; want of solidity. Bntley.

FUTTOCKS/ strom Uot ink,, Skinner.]T\\t:

lower timbers that hold the ship together.

FUTURE. a. [fntarus, Lat.J That which will

he hereafter ; to come: as, the future state.

Milttm.

FUTURE./ Time to come ; somewhat to

happen hereafter. Lstcke.

FU TURF.LY. adv. In time tocome. Raltirh.

FUTURITION. / Thectate of being to be.

-6WA.

FUTURITY./ [from/./ar*.] 1. Time to

■come ; events to come. Swift, a. The state

of being to be 1 suturition. Glam-ille.

To FUZZ. v. ». ToUy out in small particles.

l'U'/ZBALI. . /A 'kindof fungus, which, when

pressed, bursts and scatters dust In the eyes.

FY. interjeS. [fy, Fr. ?tV, Creek ] A word of

blame. Spenjer.

G.

GAB OAF

GHas two founds, one called that of *he]

hard C, because it is formed by a pressure'

somewhat hard os the forepart os the tongue

against the upper gum. This found G retains

before a, 0, u, /, r. The other found, called1

that of the soft G, resembles that of j, and is

c«mmonly sounded before e, ;', as, gem, gibiet. '

GABARDINE./ [gavardina, Ital.J A coarse

frock. Shakefp.

To GA'BBLE. v. ». [golbare, Ital.] 1.To make!

an inarticulate noise. DryAe*. a. To prate

loudly without meaning. Hudibras.

CA'BBLE./ [from the verb] 1. Inarticulate

noise like that of brute animals Shakefp. a.

Loud talk without meaning Mi tm.

CA'BBLER./ [from gabbfo) A prater; a chat

tering fellow.

CA'BEL. / [gabeUe, Fr.] An excise ; a tax.

Addifen.

GABION f. [French.] A wicker basket which

is filled with earth to make a fortification or

intrenchment. Ktilles.

CA Bl.E./ [gaval, Welsh.] The doping roof

.of a building. Mortimer.

GAD./. [31b, Sax.] 1. A wedge or ingot of

steel, illœi. a. A stile or graver Shakefp.

To GAD. v. n. [gadaw, Welsh, to fonake.]

To ramble about without any settled purpose.

EccUJ. Herbert.

CA'DDER./ [from£fl<?.]A rambler; one that

runs much abroad without business. EccImJ.

G.VDD1NCLY. adv. [from gad.} In a ram

bling manner.

GADFLY. / [gad and/jr.] A fly that when

he stings the cattle makes them gad or run

madly about ; the breefe. Bacim.

GAl-F.y. A harpoon or large hook.

GAFFER. J', [jerepe, companion, Sax.] A'

word of respect, now obsolete. Gay.

CA FFLES./ [jacelucar, spears, Sax] 1. Ar

tificial spurs upon cocks, a, A steel contriv

ance to bend cross-bow-,.

Til To
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•ToGAG. v. ». [from gaghel, Dutch.] To stop

the mouth. Pipe.

CAG./ [from the verb.] Something put into

the mouth to hinder speech or eating.DryoVa.

GAGE. s. [gage, Fr.] A pledge; a pawn; a

caution. Siutiern.

To GAGE. i'. a. [garcr, Fr.] I. To waiter ;

to depone as a wau-er ; to impawn. KnAlei.

2. To measure ; to take the contents or any

vessel of liquids. Shakefp.

ToGA GCLE. -a. n. [gagen, Dutch] To make

» noise like a fools. King.

GAIETY. Sec Gayety.

GAILY, adv. (from gay.'] I Airilv ; clieer-

fully. i. Splemiidh -, pompou'ly. Pope.

GAIN. f. [gain, Fr.] 1. Profit; advantage.

Raleigh. ». Interest ; lucrative views. Shak.

3. Unlawful advantage. 2 Car. 4. Overplus

in a comparative computation.

To GAIN, v a. [gagner, Fr ] 1. Toobiainf.s

profit or advantage. E&ekiel. 2. To have the

overplus in comparative computation. Bnrnet.

3. To obtain ; to procure. T Ihtfcn. 4. To

obtain increase of any thing allotted. Daniel.

5. To obtain whatever good or bad Acli. 6.

To win 7. To draw into any interest or party.

A. Phiiipi. 8. To reach ; to attain. Walter.

9. To Gain ever. To draw into another party

or intcielt. Sznift,

ToGAIN.v. ». 1. To encroach •, to come for

ward by degrees. Dryden. 2. To get ground ;

to prevail against. Addifan. 3. To obtain in

fluence with. GuJIit-er's Travelt.

To GAIN, v ». t. To grow rich; to have ad

vantage.

CAIN, a [an old word] Handy j ready.

CA'INER. j. t irom gain.] One who receives

profit or advantage. Denham.

GAI NFUL. a [gain and full.] 1. Advantage

ous ; profitable. Smth. x. Lucrative ; pro

ductive ofmoney. Dryden.

GAINFULLY, adv [from ia/»/«/.]Profiiably ;

advantaceoufly.

GA'INFUl.NESff. f Lucrativcness.

GA ING1VING / ['gainst and £iw.]Thc lame

as misgiving; a giving against. Shake/p.

GAINLESS. a. [from ram ] Unprofitable.

GA'IN'LESSNESS./. [from gain Irj'i.] Unpro

fitableness. Decay if Piety.

GA'INLY. ci!v. [honi rain-.] Hindilv ; readily.

To GAINSAY v. a ['gainst andfay•.] To con

tradict ; toop[K)fe ', to controvert wiih./7fs.^r.

GA'INSAYER./ [irom gains y ] Opponent;

adversary. Hosier.

'Oh\KST.p,ep. [faegainst]

ToGA'INSTAND. v. a. ['gainst and stand.]

To witliiUnd .Sidney.

GA IRISH a Ijeafipian, to dress fine, Sa:-.]

1. Gaudy ; stiowy; splendid ; fine. Milan. 1.

txlravaqunlly rav ; flighty. South.

.CATRISHNKS-i-f/. [(rnm gairijh.] 1. Finery;

flaunting gandincl!'. 2. Flighty or ettiavjfpine

joy. Tay.'.r. •

GAlT.y. |£uf,"Dut.h] i. Away: as, gang

y

bard

■nr fait.Hhakrjp 1 March; walls. Hub-

ird'i Tale. 3. 'i he minner zni air d Virlk-

ing. Clarendon.

GALA'GE. f. A shepherd's clog. Spenser.

GALANGAL./ [ga/amge, Pr.] A medicinal

root, of which there are two species. The lesser

galangal. T he larger galangai. They arc both

brought from the East- Indies; the small kind

from China, and the larger from the iflaed or

Java. ILll.

G ALA'XY./.sy»Xa?is.]The milkv wayCWry.

GALBANUM.J. Gaibanumis soft, like wax,

and ductile between the fingers ; of a yellow-

ilh or reddish colour : its smell is strong and

dift^rceable ; its talte acrid, nauseous and bit

terish. It is of a middle nature between a

gum and refin Hill.

GALH. / [gab/ing, hasty. Germ] A wind not

tempestuous, yet stronger than a breeze Milt.

GA'LEAS. /. igaliaffe, Fr] A heavy low-built

vessel, with bi.th lailsand oars. Addiftn.

GA'LEATED.a [ga/eatnt. Lat] 1 Covered

a? with a helmet. JVcodward. x. (In botany.]

Such plants as bear a flower resembling an

helmet, as the monklhood.

GALKRICULATE. a. [from galernt, Lat.]

Covered as with a hat.

GA'LIOT./ Juliette, Fr.] A little galley or

fort or'brip\i:tine, built very flight and fit lor

chafe. Kuollet

GALL./, [jeala, fax.]' 1. The bile ; an animal

juice, rematkable for its lurpoftd bitterness.

Arbuthnot. 2. The part which coatains the

bile. Brown. 3. Any *iiing extremeU bitter.

Sbakejp. 4. Rancour; nvOignity. Spenser 5.

A flight hurt by fretting off the (kin. Gtv. :f

tie Tongue. 6. Anger; biiu-rness of mind.

Prior 7. [from galla.] Galls or £jlnuls are a

kind ot preternatural and accidental .uir.ours,

produced on various trees; but those o* the

oak only are used in medicine. The general

history of galls is this: an infect of the Ky

kind, for the safety of her young, wounds the

branches ot the trees, and in the hole deposites

her egg : the lacerated vessels of the tree dis

charging their contents, form a tumour or

woody cafe about the hole, where the egg is

thus defended from all injuries. This rumour

also serves for the food of the tender maggoe,

produced from the egg of the fly, which, as

soon as it i: perfect, and in its wipgetl state,

j>naws its way out, as appeal's from the hole

tound in the gall ; and where no hole is teen

on its surface, the maggot, or its remains, arc

sure to be found within it, on breaking it Hi!.\

Ray.

To GALL. v. a. [»alir, Fr] 1. To hurt by

trcitrng the slein. D.-nl-am. x. To impair ; 10

wear away. Raj. 3.' To teaie ; to fret -, to

vex. Titotfon. 4. To harrass j to mischief!

Sidney.

To GALL f ». To fret. Shakefp.

GALLANT. -a. [gaiant, Pr.] 1. Ciy t v>tt{

dnssed ; showy. Ifanh 2. Biavtt;brgh fpirSt-

cd ; darinfr ; m-tgnanimous. Pigbf. 3. Fifta: ,

noble j specious. Claitnden. 4. Inclined Ca

courtship. Th:mf:n.

ÆAtLANT.



GAL GAM

CALLA'NT./ tffO"1 'he *<ljecti*e ] I. A gaynCA'LLOWGLASSES. / Soldiers among

sprightly, miry, splendid man. Knolles. 1. A ancient Irish. It is worn then likewise of (

the

foot-

whoremaster, who caresses women to debiach

them. Adjifim. 3. A wooer j one who courts

a woman for marriage.

GA'LLANTRY. adv. (from gallant ] 1 Gaily i

splendidly, i. Bravely ; nobly ; generously

Sr/ift.

GALLANTRY. /. [gallanlerie, Fr ] 1. Splen

dour of appearance j show ; magnificence

Waller. 1. Bravery ; nobleness ; generosity.

Glanville. 3. A number of gallants. Shakejp ^

Courtship j refined address to women Granvi

5. Vicious love; lewdnds; debauchery Siuijl.

GA LLERY. /. tgalerie, Fr.] 1 . A kind of

walk along thefloor of a house, into which the

doors of the apartments open. Sidney. X. The

feats in the playhouse above the pit, in which

the meaner people sit. Pipe.

CA'LLEY. /. [galsa, Ital } 1. A vessel driven

with oars, much in use in the Mediterranean,

but found unable to endure the agitation ol the

main ocean. Fairfax a. It is pioveibially

considered as a place of toilsome milcry, be

cause criminals are condemned to row in

them. South.

GALLEY-SLAVE. / [gall/j and slave J A

man condemned for some crime to row in the

gallics. Brawhall.

GA'LLIARD. / [gaillard, Fr.] 1. A gay,

brisk, lively man ; a fine fellow. Cleaveland.

». An active, nimble, fpritely dance. Bacon.

GALLIARDISE.j. [French.] Merriment; ex

uberant gayety. Brsivn.

GALLICISM.J'.[gallicijine, Fr. from galBas,

Lai. J A mode of speech peculiar to the French

language: such as, he figured in controversy

Fe/ten.

GK'LL\GASK.lWS.s.[Calig*,Galk-frafconum,

Si/aarr;] Large open hose Phillips.

GALLIMAT1A. J [galtmathias, Fr] Non

sense ; talk without meaning.

CALLIMAUFRY. /. [galimafree', ?s.] i. A

hoch-poch, or hash of several sorts of broken

meat 1 amedley. Sfenjer.i. Any inconsistent

or rkricalous medley. Dryden. 3. It is used by

Shakespeare lodicroufly of a woman

GA'LLIPOT. /. [glye, Dutch, shining earth.]

A pot painted and glazed Bacon, Fenton.

OA'I.LON./ [geh, bw Lat.] A liquid measure

colour quarts. Wiseman.

CALLCON. /. [galon, Fr.] A kind of close

lace, made of gold or silver, or of silk alone.

To GA'LLO?. v: » [gahper, Fr.] I. To move

forward by leans, so that all the feet are off the

ground at once. Donne. 1. To ride at the

pace which is performed by leaps. Sidney. 3.

To move very fad. Si.ikesp.

GALLOP. /. The motion of a horse when he

runs at full speed.

GALLOPER s. [from gallop] t. A horse that

gallops. Mortimer i. A man that rides fast.

GA'LLOWAY. / A horse not more than four

teen hands high, much used in the north.

To CALLOW, v. a. [a£ælpan, To fright, Sax.]

To terrify -, to fright. Shake/p.

men under their shirtsof mail, the which foot-

men they call gallsivg/ajscs : the which name

doth discover them also to be ancient English ;

for galhgla signifies an English servitor or.

yeoman. Spenjer.

GA'LLOW. ? / [jealsa, Sax ] 1. A beam laid

GALLOWS. $ overtwo posts, on which male

factors are hanged. Wayward. 1. A wretch

that deserves the gallows. Shake/p.

jA'LLOWSFREE a. [gallows and free] Ex

empt by destiny from being hanged. Dryden.

OA'LLOWSTREE. ./. [gallows and tree] The

tree of terrour j the tree of execution. Cleave/.

GAMBADE, t f. [gamha, Ital. a leg.] Spat-

AMBADO. S lerdafhes. Dennis.

GAMBLER./. A knave whose practice it is to

invite the unwary to game and cheat them.

GA'MDODGE./. A concreted vegetable juice,

paitly of a gurnmy, partly of a resinous nature.

It is heavy, of a bright yellow colour, and,

scarce any smell. /////.

To GA'MBOL v n. [gambtller, Fr.] I. To

dance j to (kip j to frilk. Milton. 1. To leap;

to start. Shakesp

GAMBOL./, [from the verb] I. A (kip; a

hop ; a leap for joy. VEjlrange. 1. A frolick ;

a wild prank. Hudibras.

GA'MBREL. / [from gamba.] The leg of a

horse. Grew.

GAME. /. [gaman,i jest, Islandick.] I. Sport

of any kind. Shakejp. a. Jest, opposed to

earnest. Spenser. 3. Insolent merriment}

sportive insult. Milton. 4. A single match at

play. ;. Advantage in play. Dryden. 6.

Scheme pursued ; measures planned. Temple.

7. Field sports: as, the chase. Waller. 8.

Animals pursued in the field. Prior 9. So

lemn contests exhibited as spectacles to the

people. Denbam.

To GAME. v. n. [jaman, Sax.] 1. To play

at any sport, l- To play wantonly and ex

travagantly for money. Locke.

GAMECOCK /. [game and cock] A cock

bred to fight. Locke.

GAMEEGG. /. [game zni egg] An egg from

which fighting cocks are bred. Garth.

GA'MEKEEPER. / [game and keep.] A per

son who looks after the game, and sees it is not

destroyed.

GAMESOME, a. [from game.] Frolicksome;

gay; sportive. Sidney.

GA'MESOMENESS./ [from gamesome.] Spor-

tivenefs ; merriment.

GA'MESOMELY. adv. [from gamesome.] Mer-
■ rily.

GA'MESTER./. [from game.] 1. One who

is vitioully addicted to play. Bacon, z. One

who is engaged at play. Bactn. 3. A merry

frolicksome person. Sbakefp. 4. A prostitute.

Shakejp.

GAMMER. / The compilation of a womaa

corresponding to gaffer.

GAMMON./! [»o»»4»«», Ital] I. The buttock

of



GAP GAR

of an hog salted and dried. Dryien. i. A kind

of play wilh dice. Thomson

CA'MUT. s.\gama, Ital] The scale of musical

notes. Donne.

'CAN, tor begun, from 'gin for begin, tftnser.

ToGANCH v. a. [ganciare, ItaL] To drop

from a high place upon hook:, by way of

punishment : a practice in Turkey.

GANDER, s. 'sanfcpa, Sax.] The male of the

goose Mortimer.

To GANG. v. n. [gangen, Dutch.] To go ; to

walk ; an old word not now used, except

ludicrously Spenser, Arhnthnet.

GANG./, [from the verb] A number herding

together; a troop \ a company \A tribe. Prior.

GANGHON. [Fr] A kind of ftow*r. Atnsvior.

CA'NGLION/ [yojykun..] A tumour in the

tendinous and nervous parts Harris.

CANCRENE. f. [gangrene, Fr. gangrorna,

Lat] A mortification ; a stoppage of circula

tion sollowcd by putrefaction. Wiseman.

ToGANGRFNE. v. a. [gangrener, Fr.] To

corrupt to mortification. Dryien.

GANGRENOUS, a [from gangrene] Mor

tified ; producing or betokening mortification.

Arbuthmt.

GANGWAY./ In a (hip, the several ways or

passage* from one part of it ro the other.

GA'NGWEEK./ [gang and vied.] Rogation-

week

CA NTI.I.OPE. ? / [zantehpe,Datch.)A mili-

CA'NTLET. J iar)punifhment,inwhichthe

criminal running between the ranks receives

a lash from each man. Dryien.

CA'NZA./ [ganfa, Spanish, a goose ] A kind

ol v-ild goose. Hniibrai.

GAOL./ \geol, Welsh.] A prison; a place of

confinement. Sbakelp.

CA OLDELIVERY./, [goal and icliver.] The

judicial process, which by condemnation or

acquittal of persons confined evacuates the

. prison. Davies.

GA'OLER. /. [from gaol.] A keeper ofa prilcn ;

he to whose care the prisoners are committed.

Dryien.

CAP./, [from gape] i. An opening in a

broken fence. T'Ber. * A breach. Knollei

3. Any passage. Dryien. 4 An avenue ; an

open way Spenjcr 5 A hole t a deficiency.

Afore. 6. Any interstice) a vacuity. Snvift. y

An apening of the mouth in speech during

Che pronunciation of two successive vowels.

tope. tj. To step a Gif, is 10 escape by some

mean stiiftt : alluding to hedges mended with

dead bulhrs. Sviift.

CAP-TOO! HED. a [gap and teeth.] Having

interstices between the teeth. Dtyien.

To GAPE. v.n. [jeapan, Sax] 1. To open

the mouth wide ; to yawn. Arbuthnsl X To

open the mouth for food, as a young bird.

Dryien. 3. To desire earnestly; to crave.

Denham. 4. To open in fissure; or holes.

Sbakejp. 5. To open wilh a breach. Dryien.

6. To open; to have an hiatus. Dryien. 7

To make a uoifewith open throat, Refcimvm.

8. To flare with hope or expectation. HnJArdt.

9. To stare with wonder. Dryien. 10. To

stare irreverently Job.

GA'PER / [from gape.] 1. One who open,

his mouth. 1 One who stares foolishly. Car.

3. One who longs or ci aves Carom.

GAR, in Saxon, signifies a weapon : so EaJgar

it a happy weapon. Gibson.

To GAR. v. a. \girra, Iflandick.] To cause -,

to make . Spenser.

GARB./, [garbe, Fr] 1 . Dress ) cloaths j habit.

Milton, a. Fashion of dress. Denham. 3. Ex-

teriour appearance. Sbakesp.

GARBAGE./ [garbear, Span.] The bowels ;

the offal. Roscommon.

GA RBEL./ A plank next the keel of a ship.

Sai ley.

GARB1DGE./ Corrupted from garbage. Mori.

G AYR B1SH. /. Corrupted from garbage. Mertim ,

To GARBLE, v. a. igarbeilare, lial.J To

si't; to part; to separate the good from the

bad. Locke

GA RBLER /. [from garble.] He who separate*

one part from another. Sviist.

GA'RBOIL./ [garbenille, Fr.] Disorder j tu

mult; uproar. Sbakesp.

CARD./, [garie, Fr.J Wardship) care, cus

tody.

GARDEN./ [garii, Welsh; jarien,?T.] t.

A piece of ground inclosed and cultivated,

planted with herbs or fruits Bacon. 1. A

place particularly fruitful or delightful Shakes'.

3. Gardkii is often used in composition, be

longing to a garden.

GARDEN-WARE. /. The produce of gardens.

Mortimer.

To GA'RDEN. «. n. strom the noun.] To cul

tivate a garden. Ben. Johnson.

GARDENER / [from garien] He that at

tends or cultivates gardens. Henvel, Evelyn.

GARDENING./", [from gardens The act as

cultivating or planning gardens.

GARE. /. Coarse wool on the legs of Cheep

GA'RGARISM. / [yo.oya.ot^ucJ A liquid form

ofmedicine to wash the mouth with. Bacon.

To GARGA'RIZE. ». a. [yaeyaeU!.* ; gargari-

fer, Fr. ] To walk the mouth with medicated

liquors. Holder.

GARGET./ A distemper in cattle. Mortimer.

To GA'RGLE. v.a. [gargonilIer,Tr.] 1. Te>

wash the throat with some liquor not suffered

immediately to descend. Harvey. 1. To war

ble; to play in the throat. Waller.

GA'RGLE./ [from the verb.] A liquor with

which the throat it washed. Wiseman.

GA'RGLION./ An exsudatienof nervousjuice

from a bruise. Sluincy.

GAUGOL. / A distemper in hogs. Mortimer.

GARLAND./ [gar/anie,?r.] A wreath of

branches or flowers. Siiney,

GA'RLICK./ [8»p, Sax. A lance, and leak.]

A plant.

GARL1CKEATER. /. [garliik and m/.J a

ratio fel'ow. Sbakejp.

CAXMENT.
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CATIMENT/ sf«arii/Ww,oldFr.] Anything

by which the body it covered. Raleigh.

CAHNER./ [grenier, Fr ] A place in which

threshed grain is stored ap Dryden.

To GA'RNER v. a [from the noun ] To store

as in garners. Sbakesp.

CARNET./ fgarnate, Ital] The £«r«r is a

gem of i middle degree of hardness, between

the sapphire and the common crystal. It is

found of various sizes. Its colour is ever of

a strong red. Hill

To GARNISH, v. a. [garnir, Fr ] i. To de

corate with ornamental appendages. Sidney.

a. To embellish a dish wilh something laid

round it Dryden. 3. To fit with fetters.

CA'RNISH / [from the verb. I 1 . Ornament •,

decoration ; embellishment. Frier X Things

strewed round a dish. 3. (In gaols] Fetters.

GARNISHMENT. / [from garnish.] Orna

ment! embellishment Wetton.

CAHNITURE./ [from garnish ] Furniture!

ornament Granville.

CA'ROUS. a. [from gamm. ] Resembling pic

kle made offish Brewn.

CARRAN./ [Erse.] A small horse ; a hobby.

Temple

CARRET. / [garite, the tower of a citadel,

Fr. J 1 . A room on the highest floor of the

house. Swift i. Rotten wood. Bacs*.

CARETE ER./ [irom garret.] An inhabitant

of a garret

GA'RRISON / [garnise; Fr.] I. Soldiers

placed in a fortified town or castle to defend it.

Sidney. 1. Fortified place stored with soldiers.

Waller 3. The state of being placed in a for

tification for its defence Spenser.

To GA RRISON. v. a. To secure by forces.

Dryden.

GARRULITY./ [garrnlitai. Lat.] I. Lo

quacity, incontinence of tongue Afilten. 1.

The quality of talking too much ; talkative

ness Bay.

GA RRULOUS. a. [garrnlnt, Lat.] Prattling ;

talkative. Tbemstn.

GARTER./. [gardnt, Welsh.] I. A string or

ribband by which the stocking is held upon

the leg. Ray. 1. The mark of the order of

the garter, the highest order of English knight

hood. Shakes?. 3. The principal king at

arms.

To GA RTER. *. a. [from the noun.] To bind

with a garter. bViseman.

CARTH./ The bulk of the body measured by

the girdle.

GAS. /. A spirit not capable os being coagulated.

Harris.

CASCONA'DE. / [Fr.] A boast ; a bravado.

Swift.

To GASCONA DF. s. n. [from the noun] To

boast ; to brag.

To "CASH. v. a. [from bacber,?t. to cut. ] To cut

deep so as to make a gaping wound. Tilhrson.

GASH./ [from the verb.) 1. A deep and wide

wound. Spenser, t. The mark of a wound.

drbnlbntt.

I GA'SKINS./ Widehose t wide bne&ts.S&ait.

To GASP, v n. [horn gape, Skinner J 1. To

open the mouth wide to catch breath. Dryden.

a. To emit breath by opening the mouth con

vulsively Dryden. 3. To long for. Speclater.

CASP./ [from the verb J 1. The act of open

ing the mouth to catch breath. 1. The (hort

catch of breath in the last agonies. Addistn.

To CAST. v. a. [from Saft, Sax.] To make

aghast i to fright ; to shock. Sbakesp.

GASTRICK. a. [from j*r»{.] Belonging to

the belly.

CASTRO RAPHY./[y«pi{ind?iar1<».] Sew

ing up any wound of the belly.

GASTROTOMY / (yar-f and rm/ta] The

act of cutting open the belly.

GAT. The preterite of get. Extdni.

GATE. / [jeat, Sax] 1 . The door of a city,

a castle, palace, or large building. Sbakesp.

a. A frame of timber upon hinges to give a

passage into inclosed grounds. Sbakesp. 3.

An avenue; an opening. KntUei.

CAT-EVEIN./ Thet««a^rf,r. Bacen.

GATEWAY./ [gate tad way] r\ way through

gates of inclosed grounds Mortimer.

To GATHER, v. a. [jafeepan, Sax] 1. To

collect ; to bring into one place. Leviticut. a.

To pick up; to glean; to pluck. kVtttan.

3. To crop. Dryden. 4. To assemble. Baeen.

5. To heap up; to accumulate. Priverti. 6.

To (elect and take. Pfalmt. 7. To sweep to

gether. Matthew. 8. To collect charitable

contributions. 9. To bring into one body or

interest. Isaiah, to. To draw together from

a stale of diffusion ; to compress ; to contract.

Pepe. 1 1 . To gain. Dryden. 1 1. To pucker

needlework. 13. To collect logically. Hieker.

14. Tt Gather breath. To have respite

from any calamity. Spenser.

To GA THER. v. n. 1. To be condensed j to

thicken. Dryden. t. To grow larger by the

accretion of similar matter. Bacen. 3 To as

semble. Ecclus. 4. To generate pus or matter.

Decay us Piety.

GATHER./ tfrom the verb] Pucker; cloth

drawn together in wrinkles. Hudibrat.

GATHERER./ [from gather.] 1. One that

gathers; a collector. rVetten. a. One thac

gets in a crop of any kind. Amu.

GA'THERINC./ [from gather.] A collection '

of charitable contributions. 1 Cer.

GATTEN-TREK.SeeCoaWELiAK-cHiaar.

CAUDE./ \gande, Fr. a yellow flower, J Aa

ornament; a fine thing. Sbakesp

ToGAUDE v. n. \gandee, Lat.] To exult}

to rejoice at any thing Sbakejp.

GAUUERY. / [irom gaude.] Finery ; osten

tatious luxuiy ot dress Siuth.

GA UDILY. adv (from gaudy ] Showily.

GA'UDIN'ESS /. Showinel's, tinsel appearance.

GA'UDY. a. [from gandt] Showy; splendid;

pompous , ostentatiously line. Milttn.

GAUDY /. [gandinm, bat.] A feast ; a festi

val, Cheyne.

GAVE. The preterite offiff. Dtnne.

CA'VEL.
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GAVEL, s. A provincial word for ground.

GA'VELKIND./. [in law.] A custom whereby

the lands of the father are equally divided at

his death among all his sons. Coiaell, Daviei.

To GAUGE, v. a. \gange, measuring rod, Fr.]

1 . To measure with respect to the contents of

a vessel 1. To measure with regard to any

proportion. Pc/>e.

GAUGE / [from the verb.] A measure-, a

standard. Mixon.

CAU GER. s. [from gauges One whose busi

ness isto measure vessels or quantities Carets.

CAUNT. a. [asifgwaaf.] Thin-, slender;

lean ; meagre. Sbakesp.

CA UNTLY. adv. [from £««•'.] Leanly i slen

derly, meagerly-

GAUNTLET./ [gauntelet, Fr.] Aniron glove

used for defence, and thrown down in chal

lenges. Cleaveland.

GA'VOT. /. [gavttte, Fr.] A kind of dance.

Arbnthnet.

GAUZE./ A kind of thin transparent silk. Arb.

GAWK../, [jeac, Sax.] t. A cuckow. a. A

foolish fellow.

GAWN./ [corrupted for £«//»».] A small tub.

GA'WNTREE. /. [Scottish.] A wooden frame

on which beer calks are set when tunned.

cCAY. a. Igay, Fr.] I. Airy ; chearsul ; mer-

.r.y> frolick. Pipe. a. Fine; (howy. Bar. vi.

.o.

GAY./ [from the adjective] An ornament;

an embellishment. L'Eflrange.

GAYETY./ [gayetf, Fr] i. Cheerfulness;

eirind": ; merriment. 1. Acts of juvenile

plcalur". Denbam. 3. Finery ; show Sbakesp.

GAYLY adv Merrily ; chearlulJy ; showily.

GAYNESS./ [from gay .] Gayety ; finery.

To GAZE. v. n. [iyafcS*: ] To look intently

and earnestly; to look with eagerness. Fairs.

GAZE./ [from the veto] 1 Intent regard ;

look of eagerness or wonder ; fixeJ look SpcxJ.

I. The object gazed on. Milton.

GAZER./, [from gaze] He that gaies ; one

that looks intently with eagerness or admira

tion. Spenser.

CAZEFUL.a. [gaze and /«//.] Looking intent

ly. Spenser.

CAZEHOUND. s. [gaze and bound] A hound

that pursues not by the scent, but by the eye.

Ticiell. .

GAZETTE./ [gazetta is a Venetian halt-

penny, the price of a newspaper.] A paper of

news; a paper of publick intelligence. Lccke.

GAZETTEER./ [from gazette.] Awriterof

news. ,

GA ZINGSTOCK../ [gaze indjfor*.] A per

son gaied at with scorn or abhorrence. Ray.

GAZON.s[Ft.] In fortification, pieccsoflrcih

earth covered with grafs, cut in form of a

wedge. Harris.

GEAR./ fayruan, Sax. to clothes] 1. Furniture;

accoutrements; dress; habit; ornaments.

Fairfax. 1. The traces by which horse* 01

oxen draw. Sbakesp. 3. Stuff. Shakes}.

Cli'ASON. «. Wonderful.

GEAT. / [corrupted from jett] The hole

through which the metal runs into the mold.

Mjxon.

CP.CK../ [jeac, Sax a cuckow.] A bubble ea

sily imposed upon Sbakesp.

To CECK. v. a To cheat.

GEE. A term used by waggoners to their horses

when they would have them go faster.

GEFSE. The plural of gust.

GE l.ABLE. a. [from geln, Lat ] What may be

congealtd.

GE'LATINE. 7 a- [gelatas. Lat.] Formed

GELATINOUS J into a gelly Woodward.

To GELD, v a. preter. gelded or gelt ; part.

pass gilded or gelt, [gelten, Germ.] 1. To

callraie ; to deprive of the power of genera

tion. Sbakesp a. To deprive of any essential

part. Sbakesp. 3. To deprive of anything

immodest, or liable to objection. Dryden.

GE'LDER. / (from geld.} One that performs

the act ot castration. Hndihrai.

GELDER-ROSE. / [brought from GneUer-

tmd.] A plant.

GELDING. /. [from^W.] Any animal cas

trated, particularly a horse. Grannt.

GELID, a. [gtlidus, Lat] Extremely cold.

Thomson.

GELI'DITY./ [(torn gelid.} Extreme cold.

GE'UDNESS./. [(torn gelid.] Extreme cold.

GE LLY./. [gelalnt. Lat.] Any viscous body ;

viscidity i glue ; gluey substance. Dryden.

GELT./. [from^U.] A castrated animal ) gel

ding. Mortimer.

GELT./ Tinsel; gilt surface. Spenser.

GELT. pan. pass, of geld. Mort.

GEM. J. [gemma, Lat.] 1. A jewel; a preci

ous stone of whatever kind. Sbakesp. a. The

first bud. Denbam.

To GEM. -v. a. [gemma, Lat.] To adorn as

with jewels or buds.

To GEM. v. n. [gemnu, Lat.] To put forth the

first buds. Milton.

GEMF.'LLIPAROUS a. Bearing twins.

Te-GE'MINATE. v. a. [gemmo, Lat.] To

double.

GEMINATION. / [from geminate.] Repeti

tion ; reduplication. Beyle.

GE'MINY./ Twins 1 a pair ; a brace. Sbakesp.

GEMINOUS. a. [£f»:/)itJ,Lat.]Double Breton.

GE'MMARY. a. (from gem.] Pertaining to

gems or jewels. Urovyn,

GEMMEOUS. a. [gemment. Lat] I. Tend

ing to gems. kVocdtvard. a. Resembling

gems.

GE'MOTF. / The court of the hundred.

GENDER. /. [genii, Lat.] 1. A kind: a

j sort. Sbakesp. a. A sex. 3. [In grammar.]

A denomination given to nouns, from their

being joined with an adjective in th:s or thai

termination. Clarke.

To GENDER, v. a. [engendrer, Fr.] 1. To

beget. 1. To produce ; to cause. 2 Tim.

To GENDER, v. *. To copulate; to breed.

Sh'tejp,
r GCNEALO-
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CENEALOCI'CAL. a. {from gtneahgy.] Per

taining to descents or families.

GENEALOGIST./ [ymit>.oyix; genealogisle,

■ Fr.J He who traces descents.

CENEA LOGY. / [yiiik and Xo'y©..] History

of the succession of families. Bumet.

CENERABLE a sfrom genero, Lat.] That

may be produced or begotten.

CENERAL. a. {general, Fr] I, Compre

hending many species or individuals ; not spe

cial. Brume. z. Lax in signification ; not

restrained to any special or particular import.

Watts. 3. Not restrained by narrow or dis

tinctive limitations. Locke. 4. Relating to a

whole class or body of men. IVbitgifte. 5.

Publics ; comprising the whole. Milton. 6.

Not directed to any single object. Sprat. 7.

Extensive, though not universal. 8. Com

mon ; usual. Shakesp.

GENERAL s. 1. The whole-, the totality.

Ucrrii. a The publick; the inteiestos the

whole. Skakesp. 3 The vulgar. Shakesp. 4.

[General, Fr] One that has the command

over an armv. Shakesp.

CENERALI SSIMO.y. 1general!fimc,Vc] Tl.e

supre^.'. commander Clarendon.

GENERALITY./ [generalit', Fr] 1. The

stateof being general. Hooker. 1, The main

body j the bulk. TtlUtstn.

GENERALLY. adv. | from general.] 1. In

genera] j without specification or exception.

Bacon, a. Extensively, though not universally.

3. Corr mi.nly ; frequently. 4. In the main ;

without minute detail. Staist.

CE'NERAI.NESS./ sfrom general] Wide ex

tent, though short of universality ; frequency ;

commonness. Sidney.

CE'NERALTY./ [trom general] The whole j

the totality. Hale

CE'NERANT./: [generans, Lat.] The beget

ting or productive power Glanville.

To GENERATE, v. a. [genero, Lat.] 1. To

beget i to propagate. Bacon, a. To cause •■

to produce Milton.

GENERATION s [generation, Vr.] 1. The

act of begetting or producing. Bacon. z. A

family; a race. Shakesp. 3. Progeny} off

spring Shake/p. 4. A single succession. Ral

5. An age. Hooker.

GENERATIVE a. [generates, Fr.] 1. Hav

ing the power of propagation Bronvne z. Pro-

ItOCk ; having the power of production ; fruit

ful. Bentley.

GENERATOR. / [from genero. Lat] The

power which begets,causes,or produces.Brown

GENERICAL / a [generique, Fr.] Thai

GE'NERICK. 5 which comprehends the ge

nus or distinguiihcs from another genus, kVatts.

CENE RICA ELY. adv. [trom gencrick] With

regard to the genus, though not the species.

fVoodtoard.

OBNEROSITY./krMre/f"', Fr.l The qua

lity it being 'generous ; magnanimity ; 1 be-

rality. Locke.

GENEROUS, a. [generosui, Lat] 1. Not of

tnetn birth; of good extraction. 1. Noble

of mind; magnanimous; open of heart. Pope.

3. Liberal ; munificent. 4. Strong ; vigorous;

Beyle.

GENEROUSLY, adv. [from genenut.] 1. Not

meanly with regard to birth. 1. Magnani-

moufly; nobly. Dryden. 3. Liberally; mu

nificently.

CENE'ROUSNESS. / [from generous.] The

quality or being generous. Collier

GENESIS./, [ymr. ; genefe, Fr 1 Ceneritien;

the first book ot Mojes, which treats of the

production of the world.

GENET, j. [Fr. I A lm*ll well proportioned

Spanish horse. Ray.

GENETHLI AC AL. a. [ji»"->iaj«.:.]Pertaining-

to nativities as calculated by astronomers. Hew.

GENETHLI'ACK.S. / [from ^mcX,.] The

science ot calculating nativities, or predicting

the futur ■ events of life from the stars predo

minant at lite oirth.

GENETHLIA I ICK./ r/t-:?>„.] He who cal

culates nativities. Drummond.

GENE'VA. /. [genevre, Fr. a juniper berry.]

A i1ist: lied spirituous water, marie with no bet

ter an ingredient than oil of tuipentinc, put

into the still, with a little common lalt, and

the coarsest spirit they have, which is drawn

off much below proof strength. Hill.

Oh.t)\M.,a.[genialii, Lat.J 1. That which

conti ibutes to propagation. Dryden. z. That

gives cheaiiulness or supports life. Milton. 3.

Natural . native. Brown.

Gt N I ALLY. adv. | from getrial] 1. By ge

nius ; naturally. Glanville. z. Gayly j cheer

fully.

GENI CULATED. a. [geniculatus, Lat.] Knot

ted; jointed. Wccdivard.

GENI CULA'TION./. [genicn!atic,Ut.]Kaot.

tiness.

GE NIO. / A man of a particular turn of mind;

Taller.

GE N1TALS / [genitalis. Lat.] Parts belong

ing to generation Broivn.

GENITING./ (a corruption of "Janetcn, Fr.]

An early apple gathered in June. Bacon.

GENITIVE, a ' genitivus, Lat.J In grammar,

the name ot a cafe, which, among other rela

tions, signifies one begotten, as, the father tf

a son ; or one begetting, as son os afather,

GENIUS./ [Lat gem; Fr.] 1. The pro

tecting or ruling power of men, places, or

things. Milton, z. A man endowed with su-

periour :acul:ies. Addijon. 3. Mental power

or acuities. kV alter. 4 Disposition of na

ture oy which any one is qualified for some

peculiar employment. Burnet. 5, Natures

dispoution. Burnet.

GENT, a [gent, old Fr.] Elegant; soft ; gen

tle j polite. A word now diluted. Fairfax.

GENTEEL, a. [gentil, Fr.] 1. Polite; ele

gant in behaviour ; civil. Addison. z. Crace-

:ul in .run.

GENTE'ELY. adv. [from genteel] 1. Ele-

V u ganUyj
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Ranlly; politely. Smith. I. Cricefully; hand

somely.

GENTE'ELNESS./ [from genteel.] i. Ele

gance; gracefulness; politeness. Dryde*. 2.

Qualities befitting a man of rank.

CENTIAN./ [gentiane, Pr.] Felwort or bald-

money. JVtseman.

GENTIANE'LLA./ A kind ofblue colour.

CE'NTILE./. [gentilii, Lat.] One of an unco-

venanted nation; one who knows not the true

God. Bacon.

GENTILESSE. s. [Fr] Complaisance; civi

lity. Hutiibras.

GE'NTILISM./ [gentilisme, Fr ] Heathenism;

paganism. Sti/lingfieet.

GENTILITIOUS a. [gentilitins, Lat.] I. En-

demial ; peculiar to a nation. Breton. 2. He

reditary ; entailed on a family. Arhuthnat.

CENTILITY./ [gentilii/, Fr.] I. Good ex

traction; dignity of birth, a. Elegance ol

behaviour ; gracefulness of mein ; nicety o!

taste. 3. Gentry; the class of persons well

born. Daviei. 4. Paganism ; heathenism

Hooker.

CE'NTILE. a. [gentilii. Lat.] I. Well born ;

well descended; ancient, though not noble

Sidney, t. Soft; bland; mild; time; meek;

peaceable. Fairfax. 3. Soothing; pacifkk.

GE'NTLE./ i. A gentleman; a man of birth.

2. A particular kind of worm. Waits*.

To GE'NTLE. v. a. To make gentle. Skakesp.

GE'NTI.EFOLK. / [gentle and/otf.] Person

distinguished by their birth from the vulgar.

CE NTLEMAN / [genlilbemme,Tr.] 1. A man

of birth; a man of extraction, though not

noble. Sidney. 2. A man raised above the

vulgar by his character or post. Shakesp. 3

A term of complaisance. AJdistn. 4. The

servant that waits about the person of a man

of rank. CamJeit. z. It is used ot any man

however high. Skchesp.

GENTLEMANLIKE.; a. [gentleman and

GK'NTLEMANLY. J Hit] Becoming a

man of birth. Sivift.

GENTLENESS./ [from gentle.] I. Dignity

of birth; goodness of extraction. 2. Softness

of manners ; sweetness of disposition ; meek

ness. Milton. 3. Kindness; benevolence. Ob

solete Shakesp

CE'NTLESHIP. / Carriage of a gentleman

Ascham.

CE'NTLEWOMAN./ 1. A woman of birth

above the vulgar; a woman well descended

Bacon. 2. A woman who waits about the per

son of one of high rank. Shakesp. 3. A word

of civility or irony. Dryden.

GE'NTLY.a<iV [from gentle.] 1. Softly ; meek

ly; tenderly; inoffensively; kindly. Locke. 2

Softly; without violence. Greta.

CE'NTRY. / [gallery, gentry, from gentle.]

I. Birth ; condition. Shakejp. 2. Class of

people above the vulgar. Sidney. 3. A term

of civility real or ironical. Prior. 4. Civility;

complaisance. Shakesp.

GENUFLECTION/ [gennflexhn, Fr.] The

act of bending the knee; adoration expressed

by bending the knee. Stilling- fleet.

GENUINE, a. [genninni, Ut.] Not spurious.

Tillotson.

CE'NUINELY. adv. [ham gennine,] Without

adulteration; without foreign admixtures ;

naturally. Boyle.

GENUINENESS./, [from gennine.] Fieedom

from any thing counterfeit; freedom from a-

dulteration. Boyle.

GENUS s. [Lat.] In science, a clasi of being

comprehending under it many species : as

fnadrupedh a genus comprehending under it,

almost all terrestrial beasts. Watti.

CEOCENTRICK. a. [yn and xivrfo,.] Appli

ed to a planet or orb having the earth for its

centre, or the fame centre with the earth.

GEODÆSIA./ [yixlnurU.] Tbatpart of geo

metry which contains the doctrine or part of

measuring surfaces, and finding the content*

of all plane figures. Worrit.

GEODÆTICAL. a. [from gcodefta.) Relating

to the art of measuring surfaces.

GE OGRAPHER./ [yn and ■>(*<$<».] One who

describes the earth according to the position of

its different parts. Brown.

GEOGRAPHICAL, a. [geigraphiqiu, Fr.] Res

tating to geography.

GEOGRA PHICALLY. adv. In a geographical

manner. Broome.

GEOGRAPHY./ [yntnd y/if*.] Knowledge

of the earth

GEOLOGY./ [[ySind Xo>o;.] The doctrine of

.the earth.

GE OMANCER./ [yn and fiirnt.] A fortune^

teller; a caster of figures. Brawn.

GEO'MANCY./syiandjUsmk.] The act of

foretelling by figures. Aylissc.

GEOMA'NTICK.a. [from £«»<"■<■/.] Pertain

ing to the art of casting figures. Dryden.

GEOMETER. / [yiupiTon;; geitnetre, Fr.]

One Ik 1 1 led in geometryja geometrician.Watt>.

GE'OMETRAL. a. [geometral, Fr.] Pertaining

to geometry.

GEOMETRICAL. 7 a. [yt^Coatot.] 1. Pes-

GEOME'TRICK. J taining to geometry.

More. 2. Prescribed or laid down by geome

try. Stillingfieet. 3. Disposed according to

geometry. Greta.

GEOMETRICALLY, adv. [from geometrical^

According to the laws of geometry. Wilkini.

GEOMETRICIAN./. [}.i«iuiTPnc.JOne (killed

in geometry. Breton.

To GEO'METRIZE. v. n. [ytnuSoi*.] To act

according to the laws of geometry. Boyle.

GEOMETRY./ [y^ify*.] The science of

quantity, extension, or magnitude abstractedly

considered. May.

GEOPO'NICAL. a. [yn and ■niioc .] Relating to

agriculture Breton.

GEOPO'NICKS. /. [yn and *•><*.] The scienco

of cultivating the ground; the doctrine of a-

griculture.

GEORGE./, [Getrrint, Lat.] 1. A figure of

St.
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St. George on horseback worn by the knights

of the garter. Sbakesp. 1 A brown loaf. Dryd .

CE'ORGICK. s. [ytufyix'n ; gecrgiquts, Fr.j

Some part of the science of husbandry put into

* pleasing dress, and set off with all the beau

ties and embellishments of poetry . Adiifon.

CE'ORGICK. a. Relation to the doarine ol

agriculture. Gay.

GEOTICK a. Belonging to the earth.

CE'RENT. a [gerem, Lat] Carrying; bearing.

CE'RFALCON. / A bird of prey, in siae be

tween a vulture and a hawk. Bailey.

GE'RMAN./ [gtrmain, Fr.] Brother ; one ap

proaching to a brother in proximity of blood.

Sidney

GE'RMAN. a. [germanus, Lat.] Rehied.Sbatc.

GERMANDER./. [rermandree, Fr.] A plant

Mil/er. '

CERME./ [ffr««, Lat.] A sprout or shoot.

Brown.

CERMIN. / [germen, Lat] A shooting or

sprouting seed. Shakijp.

ToCERMINATE. v.n. [germine, Lat.] To

sprout ; to shoot ; to bud ; to put forth.IVeod-w.

GERMINATION./ ' germination, Fr.] The

act of sprouting or shooting ; growth. IVottin

Bentley.

GERUND./ [gerundium, Lat.] In the Latin

grammar, a kind of verbal noun, which go

verns cases like a verb. • "v «, -.

GEST. /. [gestum. Lat] f. A* deed; an ac

tion } an achievement. Spenser. 2. Show -,

representation. 3. The roll or journal of the

several days, and stages prefixed, in the pro

gresses of kings. Brown.

GESTATION. / [gestatio, Lat.] The act ot

bearing the young in the womb. Brovon, Ray.

To GESTI'C ULaTE v.n. [ gefticulcr, Lat. ges-

liculer, Fr.j To play antick tricks ; to shew

postures.

GESTICULATION / [gesticulatio, Lat.] An

tick tricks -, various postures.

GESTURE./ [gestum, Lat.] 1. Action or

posture expressive of sentiment. Sidney. 2.

Movement of the body. Addison.

To GE STURE. v. a. [from the noun.] To ac

company with action or posture. Hooker.

To GET. v. a. pret. / get, anciently gat ; part,

pass, git, or gotten, [jecan, Jettan, Sax.];

J . To procure ; to obtain Beyle. 2. To

force ; to seize. Daniel. 3. To win Kncltei.

4- To have possession of ; to hold. Herbert, q.

To beget upon a female, Waller. 6. To gain

as profit. Lecke. 7. To gain a superiority or

advantage. Shakesp. 8. To earn ; to gain by

labour. Abbot. 9. To receive as a price or

reward Lecke. 10. To learn. WatU. 11,

To procure to be. South, it. To put into any

state. Guardian. 13. To prevail on j to in

duce. Spectator. 14. To draw i to hook.

Addisen. 15. To betake; to remove. Knollet.

16. To remove by force or art. Boyle. 17.

To put. Shakesp. 18. To Gilt off. To sell or

dispose of by some expedient. Swift.

To GET. v. n. 1. To arrive at any state or

posture by degrees with some kind of labour,

essort, or difficulty. Sidney. 2. To fall; to

come by accident. Tutlcr. 3. To find the

way. Beyle. 4. To move ; to remove. Knellei.

5. To have recourse to KnslUi 6. Togo j

to repair. Kncllti. 7. To put one's self in any

state. Clarendon. 8. To become by any act

what one was not before. Dryden. 9. To be

gainer j to receive advantage. Waller. 10.

'To GiTtff. To escape. Bacon. n.ToGtT

ever. To conquer ; to suppress ; to pass with

out being stopped. Swift, 12. To Get up.

To rise from repose Bacon. 13. To rile

from a seat. Numiert.

GETTER / [from gel.'] 1. One who pro

cures or obtains. 2. One who begets on a fe

male. Shakesp.

GETTING./ [from git.] 1. Act of getting;

acquisition. Proverbs. 2. Gain ; profit. Bacon.

GEWGAW, s. feesar., Sax.] A showy trifle 3 a

toy ; a bauble. Abbot.

GEWGAW, a. Splendidly trifling; showy

without value. Law.

GHA STFUL. a. [jart and pulle, Saxon ]

Dreary ; dismal ; melancholy ; sit for walking

spirits. Spenser.

(J H A STL1N ESS./..[from ghastly.] Horrour of

countenance^resemblance of a ghost ; pale

ness. •

GHA STLY. a. [jape, or gUfi, and Hie.] t.

Like a ghost ; having horrour in the counte

nance. Kntliei. 1. Horrible; shocking; dread

ful. Mi.'t.n.

GHAJ-TNESS. / [from Jarx, Sax ] Ghastli.-

ni.se ; horrour of look. Shakesp.

GHliRKIN./ A pickled cucumber. Skinner.

To GUESS, -v. n. To conjecture.

GHOST./ [gaj-r, Sax.] 1. The foul of man-

Sandys. 2. A spirit appearing after death.

Dryden. 3. Ti give up the Ghost. Todies

to yield up the spirit into the hands of God.

Shakesp. 4. The third person in the adflra-

-We Trinity, called the Holy Ghost.

To GHOST, v. n. [from the noun.J To yield

up the Ghost. Sidney.

To GHOST, v. n. To haunt with apparitions

of departed men. Shakesp.

GHOSTLINESS. / [from ghostly.] Spiritual

tendency: quality of having reference chiefly

to the foul.

GHOSTLY, a. [from ghost] 1. Spiritual ; rela

ting to the foul; not carnal, not secular. 2. Hav

ing a character from religion , spiritual. Shak.

GIALALINA.s [ital.j Earth or a bright gold

colour. IVoodward.

G1AMBEUX. / jambei, Fr. legs.] Armour

for legs : greaves, Spenser.

GIANT./ [geant, Fr.j A man of size above

the ordinary rate of men ; a man unnaturally

large. Raleigh.

GrANTESS./[frorng/a»r,]Ashe-gi3nt Hstvel.

GIANTLIKE. 1 a. [trom giant and like] Gi-

GlANTLY. $ gantick; vast. South.

GI'ANTSHIP./ [from giant.] Quality or cha

racter of » giant. Milton.

Una CISBE
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GI'BBE. s. Any old worn out animal. Sbaktsp.

To GIBBER, v. n. [<rom jabber.] To (peak

inarticulately. Skakefp.

GIBBERISH / [Derived by Skinner from ga-

*er, French, to cheat But as it wa* anciently

written gebrijb, it i prthably derived from

thi chymical cant, an' originally implied tht

jargan of Gcbtr and his tribe ; Cans, the

private language o ocues and gipsies j words

wither meamn Swift.

GIBBET./ g,K,t, Fr.] I. A gallows ; the

pos! on v. :ich malctacto:s ate hanged, cr on

which their carcases are exposed. Cltaveland.

%. Any tranvetli' beams

To GIBBET, v it. [from the noun.] I. To

hanp or expose on a gibbet OUham. x. To

hang, n any thing going transverse. Shakifp.

CIBBIER f [French] Game; wild iov.\.AJd

GIBBOSITY./ [gibbet/, Fr 'rom gibb.-ui.)

Convexity; prominence ; pro'uberanc. . Ray

GIBBOUS a. [gibbui, Lat i i Convex-, pro

tuberant ; swelling into inequalities. Drytlm

*■ C'rookba^kid Brown

CIBBOU.'-NRSS/ [fompUnt.] Convexity;

prominence. Bentley.

CIBCAT /. [git and eat ] An old worn-out

cai Sbaktsp.

ToCIBE.v. » [gaber, old French ] To sneer ;

to join censoriousness with cAtenipt. Swift.

To GIBE. v. a. To reproach t>y contemptuous

hints , to flout ; to scoff; to ridicule ; to treat

with scorn , to sneer , to taunt. Swift.

GIBE./ [from the verb] Sneer; hint of con

tempt by worn or look) scoff. SpcBattr.

CI'BER. / [trom gibe} A sneercr ; a scoffer ;

atauntir. Skate/p. Ben. Johnson.

CIBINGLY. adv. [from gibe.] Scornfully;

contemptuously. Shakefp.

GIBLETS. / The parts of a goose which are

cut off before it is roasted, DryJen.

GIDDILY, adv. [from giddy] I. With the

head seeming to turn round. X. Inconstantly ;

unsteadily. Donne. 3. Carelesly j heedlcsly >

negligently. Shakefp.

GIDDINESS. / [from giddy.] I. The state of

being giddy or vertiginous. Bacon. 1. Incon

stancy ; unsteadiness ; mutability. Bacon. 3.

Quick rotation ; inability to keep its place. 4.

Frolick ; wantonness of life. Donne.

GI DDY. ». [5101$, Sax] 1. Vertiginous; hav

ing in the head a whirl, or sensation of circu

lar motion. Tate. 1. Rotatory; whirling. Pope.

3. Inconstant; mutable; unsteady ; change

ful. Skakefp. 4 Thst whichcauscsgiddincfs.

frier. ;. Heedless; thoughtless; uncautious;

wild. Riv/e. 6. Tottering; unfixed. Shakefp

7. Intoxicated; elated to thoughtlelhefs ; o-

vercome by any overpowering inlicement.

Shakelp.

Gl'DDYBR.MNED. a. [giddy and brain. ]

Careless ; thoughtless.

CI DDYHEADED. a [giddy and bead.] With

out steadiness or constancy. Brown.

CIDDYPACED. a. [giddy and pad.] Mov-

k. ing without regularity. Stakesp.

GI'ER-EAGI.E. / An eagle of a particolar

kind. Leviticus.

GIFT. / [from give.] 1. A thing given or be

stowed Matthew, a. The a£l of giving Sintb.

3 Oblation ; offering. Tcb. xiii. 4. A bribe.

Deuteronomy. 5. Power; faculty. Shakefp.

GIFTED, a. [trom gift.] 1. Given; I estow-

ed. Mitten. 1. Endowed with extraordinary

pewers. Dryden.

GIG. / 1. Any thing that is whirled round

in play. Locke, a. [Civut, Iuandick] A

fiddle.

GI'G \NTIGK a. [gigantei. Lat.] Suitable to

a giant; big; bulky; enormous. Milts*.

To GIGGLE, v n [gtchgelen, Dutch.] To

laugh idly ; to litter.

G1GGLKR / [from giggle.] A laugher; a

titterer. Herbert.

GI'GLET. (. [Majl, Sai.J A wanton j a las

civious girl. Shakefp.

GIGOT.f. [French.) The hip joint.

To GILD. v. a. pret. gilded, ot gilt, [jilf-in,

Sax.] 1. To wash over with gold. Spenjer. x.

To cover over with any yellow matter. Shake,

3. To adorn with lustre. Pope. 4. To brigh

ten ; to illuminate. South. e,. To recommend

by adventitious ornaments. Shakefp.

GILDER./ [from I'M] 1. One who lava

gold on the surface ol any other body. Bacs*.

a. A coin, from one shilling and sixpence, la

two shillings Skakefp,

GI LDING. / [from gild.] Gold laid 00 any

surface by way of ornament. Bacon.

GILL / [agulla, Spanish; gnla. Lat] I. The

apettuies at each side of a fish's head. H'alt.-n.

a. The flaps that hang below the beak of a

fowl. Bacen. 3. The flesh under the chin.

Bacon. 4. [Cilia, barbarous Latin.] A mea

sure os liquids containing the fourth part of a

pint. Swift. 5. The appellation of a woman

in ludicrous language. Ben. fobnfen. 6 The

name of a plant; ground-ivy. 7. Mall li

quor medicated with ground-ivy.

GI'LLHOLSE J. [gill and konje.] A house

where gill is sold, res*

GILLYFLOWER./ corrupted from Jury/hut.

tr. Mortimer.

GILT./ [horn gild.] Golden show; gold laid

on the surface of any matter. Shakefp.

GILT. The participle ofGiLD, which see. Pipe.

Gl'LTHEAD./ [gilt and bead] A seafish.

GILT-TAIL./ [gilt and tail ] A worm so

called from his yellow tail.

GIM. a. [An old word.] Neat ; spruce.

GI'MCRACK. f [Supposed by Skinner to be

ludicroully formed from gin, derived from *«-

ginc.) A (light or trivial mechanism. Prior.

GI MLET. J. [gibe/et, gmmbelcl, Fr.] A borer

with a screw at its point. Afixcn.

GIMMAL. / [gimelht, Lat] Some little

quaint devices of pieces of machinery Mtrc.

GIMP. / A kind of silk twist or lace.

GIN. /. [from engine ] |. A trap } a sijare.

Sidney, Ben, Johnson. I. Any ining movwi

with screws j as, engine <ifltrlurt. Sptnjer.

3. A
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3. A pump worked by rotatory sails. kVeedvi

4. Contracted rrom (•rxs.va, which tee.]

The spirit drum by aistjlUiioo from juniper

berries.

Cl NCER. s- [%imr,ibcry Lat giugerg, Italian.*1

The root o ginger i« of the mbetous kind,

knotty, crooked »nd irregular ; of 1 hot, acrid

and pungent tastc, thotuh aiomatick, and ot

a very agreeable m.cil. Hill.

CINGERBREAD. / [r<i>rrr and tread) A

kind of farinaciout sweetmea' made 01 tioueh,

like fiiat of bread or biscuit, sweetened v. .tti

treacle, ane Savoured with ginger and lome

other aromatick seeds. Kingi Cukery

Cl NGERLY. adv. Cautiously ; nicely. Shakt.

Cl NCERNESS./. Niccnels ; tenderness.

GI'NGIVAL. a. [ gingiva, Lat. J Belonging to

the gum* Hzlicr.

To GIN'GLE. tr. «. 1. To utter a (harp clat

tering aoise. Pipe. 1. To make an affected

ionjui in periods or cadence.

To C1NGLE. v. a. To (hake so that a (harp

fhnil clattering no.se should be made. fepe.

C1NCLE./ (from the verb.] 1. A shrill re-

fband.ng noitc. a. Affectation ia.thc Ibund os

periods.

CINGLYMOID. m. {ytyX^x: and «!»,-.] Re-

feanMing a ginglymut ; approaching to i gin-

gitrzpja.

CIKGLYMUS / [giaglime. Ft ] A mutual

indenting oftwo bonri into each c-iner's cavity,

of which the elbow is ao instance.

CINNET./. [yaws.] A nag j #mule ; 1 de

generated breed,

Cl NSENC. /. [ I suppose Cbmese.] A root

brought lately into Europe. It it os t very

agreeable arurutkk line II, though not very

ferc-na;. I's taste is acrid and aromatick, and

has tbectewhat bitter in it. We have it from

China , and there it of it in the fame latitudes

in America.

To GIP. v. a. To take out the guts of herrings.

CITSV. s. [Corrupted from Egjptia*.] 1. A

vagabond who pretends to forctel futurity,

comavooly by palmeitry or physiognomy.

A reproachrul name for a dark complexion.

Shaktjp. 3. A name of slight reproach to a

woman. L'tjtrange.

CIRASOLE / [gira/.l, Fr.] j. The herb

taraiol 1. The opal stone.

To GIRD. w. o pret. girded, or girt, [sypoen,

Sax] 1. To bind round. 1 Mac. %. To put

oo io a* to surround or bind. Gulliver. 3. To

fasten by binding Mum. 4. To invest. Stak.

5. To dress; to habit j lo t\Mhc. Eukitl. 6.

Tocover round as with a garment Miltn. 7.

To reproach ; to gibe. Sbakejp. 8 To furnish i

to equip. Mihn. 9, To inclose j to incircle.

Milu*.

To GIRD «. ». To break a scornful jest ; to

gibe ; to sneer. Stake/p.

C1RD. / [rrom the verb.] A twitch ; a pang.

Tiduftm, Gxdmau

G! RDER. /■ IhomgirJ.] In architecture, the

largest piece oi timber i« » floor, Harris.

GIRDLE, s. [xjnbel, Sax.] 1. Any thing drawn

iouu.1 the »vaist, and tied or buckled, t. En

closure: circumference. Sbakejf>. 3. The e-

cjwor ; the torrid acne. Baa*.

To GIRDLE, v. a. sfrom the noun ] 1. To

gird ; to bind at with a girdle. Skakejp. i.

To inclose; to shut in; to environ. Sbakejp

GI RDLEBELT./ [girdle and belli The belt

thai incircles the waist Drtitn.

GIRDLER. / [from girdk.) A makar of

girdle..

GIRT../ [gjruj,Ut.] A circle described by

any ih'ng in motinp.

CIRL J. [Iflit..-..ck, karbuua. a woman.] A

young woman, or child. Skakesp

GIRLISH a [from girl. j Suiting a girl}

youth 'ul. Catena.

GIRLISHLY. adv. [from girhjb.] Inagirliflt

manner.

To G1RN. v. n. Seems to be a corruption of

;r/». Applied to a crabbed, captious, or pee

vish person.

Gl RROCK.. / A kind of fith.

GIRT. p. pas [from Tt giro*.] oVcGiat)

To GIRT. v. a. [isOmf'Vl To gird j to en

compass; to encircle. 'Tbomjm.

GIRT./^ [from the verb.] 1 A band by which

the saddle or burthen is fixed up >n the horse.

Mtlttn 1. A citcular bandage Wiseman.

CIR'i'H J [from giri. \ :. n band by which

the saddle is f.xcd upon the horse. B. 'jtbmjsn.

z. The compass measured ' , ihe girdle . jitidi.

To GIK'l if. v. a To bind wi 1 a girth.

To GISE Grtund. v. a I* when the owner of

it does not feed it with his own stock, but

takes other cattle to graze. Bailij.

G1SLE. Among the English Saxons, signifies a

pledge : thus, FriAtiJlc is a pledge ot peace.

G,bjn.

GITH /. An herb ..ilk I Guiney pepper.

To GIVE. *• a. preter £«*?;part. pass. give*.

[xpfin. Sax. J I. To bestow ; to confer with

out any price or reward Hiektr. a. To

transinit from hin.ieu to another by hand,

speech, or writing ; to deliver •, to impart , to

communicate Burnet. 3. To put into one's

polTeflion ; to consign. Temple 4. To pay

aa a price or rewatti, or in exchange. Skakejp.

j. To yield ; not to withhold. Bacn. 6. To

quit; to yield as due. £Y< a/. 7. To confer ^

10 impart. Brambatl 8 To expose. Dryden.

9. To grant; to allow. Atlerkury. 10 To

yield; not to deny. Rvvoc 11. To yield

without resistance, ti. To permit , to com

mission, t'cpe. 13. To enable; to allow.

tinker. 14. To p*y. Skakejp. 15. To utter ;

to vent > to pronounce. Skakejp. 16. To

exhibit; to express. Hale. 17. To exhibit at

the product of a calculation ArwulbnU. 18.

To do any act of which the consequence

reaches others Burnet. 19. To exhibit; to

fend forth at odours from any body Bacin.

10. To addict ; to apply. Sidney, Ttmpk. 11.

To resign; to yield up. Herbert. 11. To con

clude j to suppose. Garth. J J- 1i G 1 v 1 away.

To
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T« alienate from one's self. Stdr.ey, Taylor.

»4- TjGive back. To return ; to restore.

Atterbnry. 15, To Give forth. To publish; to

tell. Hayiuard. -%6. To Give the hand. To

yield pre-eminence, as being subordinate or

inferior. Hanker. 17 To Give over. To leave j

to quit; to cease. Raker. z8. To addict ; to

attach to. Sidney, Greta. 19 To conclude lost.

Arbnthnot. 30. To abandon. Hudibrat. 31. To

Civiiirr. To proclaim; to pnblisti ; to utter.

Kntlles. 31. To (how in false appearance. Sha.

Sidney. 34. To abandon. Stillingslcct. 35. To

deliver. Sivifr.

To GIVE. v. n. 1. To rush; to fall on; to give

the assault. Hooker. ». To relent; to grow

moist ; to melt or soften ; to thaw. Bacon. 3.

To move. A French phrase. Daniel. 4. To

Give in. To go back; to give way. Hayviard.

5. To Give into. To adopt; to embrace.

Addison. 6. To Gi ve »/! Tocease ; to forbear.

£k4«. 7. To Give «/fr. To cease ; to act no

more. H-.sker. 8. To Give out. To publish;

to proclaim Acts. 9. To cease ; to yield.

Herbert. 10. To Glvt -way. To yield ; not

to resist ; to make room for. Collier.

CI VER / [from £i if] One that gives ; donor >

bclrower; distributer; granter. Milton.

CI'ZZARD./ [gejier, Fr. gigeria, Lat. It is

sometimes ginxcrn } 1 The strong musculous

stomach of a fowl. More. 1. He freti hit

gimaard, he harrasses his imagination Hudib.

CLA BRITY. /. [from glaber, Lat.J Smooth

ness; baldness.

CLACIAL.o [glacial, Fr. glacialis, Lat.] Icy ;

made of ice ; frozen.

To GLACIATE, v. n. [glacies, Lit. glacer,

Fr.] To turn into ice.

CLACIA'TION./ [from^f/aff.] The act of

turning into ice ; ice formed. Broivn.

CLA CIS.s. [French.] In fortification, a sloping

bank Harrit.

GLAD. a. [£læfe, Sar. glad, Danish ] 1. Cheer

ful ; gay ; in a state of hilarity. 1 Kingi. t.

Wearing a gay appearance ; fertile ; bright ;

stiowy. Isaiah. 3. Pleased ; elevated with joy.

Pro-verbs. 4. Pleasing; exhilarating. Sidney.

5. Expressing gladness Pope.

To GLAD. v. a. [from the adjective ] To make

glad; to cheer; to exhilarate.

To GLA'DDEN. v. a. [from glad.] To cheer :

to delight ; to make glad, to exhilarate.- Add.

GLA'DDER. s. [from glad] One that makes

glad ; one that gladdens ; one that exhilarates.

Drydtn.

CLA'DE./[srom glopan, Sax. hence the Danish

gled.] A lawn or opening in a wood. Pope.

CLATJEN. 7 /. [from gladiut, Lat. sword.]

GLA'DER. J Swordgrass ; a general name of

plants that rife with a broad blade like sedge.

CLA'DFULNESS./ [glad andfulnesi] Joy )

gladness. Spenser.

GLADIATOR. / [Latin; gladiattur, Fr.] A

Iwordplayer; a prizefighter. Denbam.

GI.A'DLV. adv. [from glad] Joyfully ; with

gaiety j with mfrrimec;. V'tk. Bhunt to Pope.

CLA'DNTSS. /. [from glad.] Cheerfulness ;

joy ; exultation. Dryden.

GLA'DSOME. a. ssrom glad] t. Pleased ; gay ;

delighted. Spenser. 1. Causing joy ; having

an appearance of gaiety. Prior

CLA'DSOMELY. adv. [from gladsome.] With

gaiety and delight.

CLADSOMENESS./[fromi/ad7«»tf.]Gaiety}

(howiness; delight.

GLAIRE./ [slam, Sax. amber ; glar, Danish,

g'ais.] 1. The white of an egg. Pcacham. 1.

A kindoshalbert.

To GLAIRE. v. a. [glairtr, Fr. from the

noun] To smear with the white of an egg.

This word is still used by the bookbinders.

GLANCE. / [glantz, German.] 1. A sudden

(hoot of light or splendour. Milton. 2. A

stroke or dart of the beam of sight. Dryden.

3. A snatch of sight ; a quick view. fTatti.

To GLANCE, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

[hoot a sudden ray of splendour. JL. To fly off

in an oblique direction. Shakesp. 3. To strike

in an oblique direction. Pope. 4. To view

with a quick cast of the eye. Suckling. 5. To

censure by oMique hints Shakesp.

To GLANCE, v. a. To move nimbly; to (hoot

obliquely Shakesp.

CLA'NCINGLY. adv. [from glance] In an.

oblique open manner; transiently. Hakewill.

GLAND. J [giant, Lat. gland, Fr.] All the

glands of a human body are reduced to two

sorts, via. conglobate and conglomerate. A

conglobate gland is a little smooth body, wrapt

up in a fine (kin, by which it is separated from

all other parts, only admitting an artery

and nerve to pass in, and giving way to a vein

and excretory cynal to come out. A conglo

merate gland is composed of many little con

globate glandt, all tied together. Wiseman.

GLANDERS, f. [from gland] In a horse, is

the running of corrupt matter from the nose.

GLANDIFEROUS, a. [giant and sere. Lat.]

Bearing mast ; bearing acorns, Mortimer.

GLANDULE./ [glandula,LiC] Afmallgland

serving to the secretion of humours. Ray.

GLANDULOSITY. /. [from glanduhm.] A

collection of glands Brov/n.

GLA'NDULOUS. a. [glandnkfit. Lat.] Per.

taining to the glands ; subsisting in the glands.

Breton.

To GLARE, v. n. [glaeren, Dutch.] I. To

(hine so as to dazzle the eyes. Fairfax. X.

To look with fierce piercing eyes. Shakesp). 3.

To (hine ostentatiously. Felton.

To GLARE, v. a. To thoot such splendour as

the eye cannot bear. Milton.

GLARE./ [from the verb. J 1. Overpowering

lustre ; splendour, such as dazzles the eye.

Pope. 1. A fierce piercing look. Milton.

GLA'REOUS. a. [glairenx, Fr. glareosui. Lat.

from glaire.] Consisting of viscous transparent

matter, like the white of an egg.

GLA'RING. a. Applied to any thing very

(hocking : as, a glaring crime.

GLASS, jr. [5lxr> 6»x, 1. An artificial sub

stance
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stance mide by fusing salts lad flint or sand

together with a vehement fire. Peacham. i.

A glass vessel of any kind. Shakesp. 3. A

looking-glass ; a mirrour. Dryden 4 An Hour

Glass. A glass used in measuring time by

the flux of sand. Shakesp. 5. A cup of glass

used to drink in. Philips. 6. The quantity of

nine usually contained in a glass, Taylor. 7.

A perspective glass. Dryden.

CLASS, a Vitreous ; made of glass. Shakesp.

Mortimer.

To GLASS, v a. 1. To fee as in a glass j to

represent as in a glassor mirrour. Sidney. 1.

To cafe in glass. Shakesp. 3. To cover with

glass ; to glaze. Beyle

CLA'SSFURNACE./. [glass and furnace.'] A

furnace in which glass is made by liquefaction

Luke.

CLA SSGAZING. a. [glass and gaming.] Fi

nical; often contemplating himself in a mir

rour. A whorson, glajfgarjng, superservice- 1

able, finical rogue. Shakesp.

GLA SSGRINDER. / [glass and grinder. ]

One whose trade is to polish and grind glass. '

Beyle.

CLASSHOTJSE./ [glasi and bouse] A house

where glass is manufactured. Addison.

CLA SSMAN. / [glass and man ] One who

sells glass. Sw//.

CLA'SSMETAL./ [glass and metal] Class in

fusion. Bactn.

GLA'SSWORK. / \glass and vitrk.] Manu

factory of glass. Baccn.

CLA'SSWORT. / A plant Mil er.

GLASSY, a. [from glass] 1. Made of glass ,

vitreous. Bdcon. 1. Resembling glass, as in

smoothness or lustre, or brittlenefs Sandyt.

CLA'STONBURY Thorn, s. A species of

Medial

GLAUCO'MA. s [y'Kttvn.vixx ; glaucome, Fr.]

A fault in the eye, which changes the crystal

line humour into a greyish colour. Quiecy.

CLAVE. / [glaive, Fr.] A broad sword ; a

falchion. Fairfax.

To CLA VER. v. n. [glove, Welsh, flattery ]

To flatter ; to wheedle. L'EJlrange.

To GLAZE, v. a. [To glass, only accidentally

varied.] 1. To furnish with windows of glass.

Bacen. 2. To cover with glass, as potters do

their earthen ware. 3. To overlay with

something shining and pellucid. Grezv.

GLAZIER, js. [corrupted from gltjier.] One

whose trade is to make glass windows. Gay

GLEAD./". A buzzard-hawk ; a kite.

CLEAM./ [jelioma, Sax.] A sudden shoot of

light; lustre; brightness. Spenser, Milton.

To GLEAM, v.n. [from the noun.] 1. To

shine with sudden coruscation. Thomson, a.

To shine. Thomson.

CLE'AMY. a. [from glean.] Flashing ; dart

ing sudden coruscations of light. Pope.

To GLEAM. *. d [glaner, Fr.] 1. To gainer

what the reapers of the harvest leave behind.

Dryden. 1. To gather any thin;; thinly scat

tered, Shaie/p.

CLEAN./ [from the verb.] A collection mid«

laboriously by (low degrees. Dryden.

GLEANER. / [from glean] 1. One wh»

gathers after the reapers. Thomson, ft. One

who gathers any thing slowly and laboriously.

Locke.

GLEANING, s. [from glean.] 1. The act of

glear.inj, or thing gleaned. Alterhnry.

GLEBE./ [gleba, Latin.] 1. Turf; soil ;

ground Dryden. x. The land possessed i*

part of the revenue of an ecclesiastical bene

fice. Spelman.

GLE'BOUS. a. [from glebe.] Turfy.

CLE'BY a. [from glebe.] Turfy. Prior.

GLP.DE./ sslibashbe. Sax.] A k\te.Deuttrne.

GLEE./ [jlijje, Sax.] Joy; merriment)

gaiety. Gay.

GI.EED./ [from jlopan, Sax. to glow.] A hot

glowing coal.

GLEEFUL, a. [glee tndfull.] Cay; merry;

cheerful. Shakesp.

GLEEK./ [5I155') Sax.] Mufick; or musician.

Shakesp.

To GLEEK. v. a. [jlii/nan, in Six.] To sneer;

to gibe ; to droll upon. Shakesp.

ToGLEEN. v. n. To shine with heat or polish.

Prior.

GLEET/ sslifean, Sax] A sinioua ooze; a

thin ichor running from a fore. Wiseman.

To GLEET v.n. [from the noun.] 1. To drip,

or ooze with a thin famous liquor. Wiseman.

1. To run (lowly. Cheyne.

GLE'ETY. a. [from gleet.] Ichory ; thinly

sonious. Wiseman.

GLEN. / [glemnm, Etse.] A valley ; 1 dale.

Spenser.

CLEW. / [gluten, L«.] A viscous cement

made by dissolving the skins of animals ia

boiling water, ind drying the gelly.

GLIB. a. from Xsi^-, Skinner.] I. Smooth;

slippery ; so formed as to be easily moved.

Bnrnet. 1. Smooth ; voluble. Shakesp.

GLIB./ A thick curled bush of hair hanging

down over the eyes. Spenser.

To GLIB. v. a. [from the adjective.] To cas

trate. Shakesp.

GLIBLY, adv. [from glib.] Smoothly ) volubly.

Gev. of the Tongue.

GLI'BNESS. s. [from glib.] Smoothness ; flip-

perinefs. Chapman.

ToCLIDE. v.n. [jlifein. Sax.] 1. To flow-

gently and silently. Fairfax. X. To pise

gently and without tumult. Dryden. 3. To

move swiftly and smoothly along. Milton.

GLIDE./ [from the verb.] Lapse; act or

manner of passing smoothly. Shakesp.

GLIDER. / [from glide.] One that glides.

Spenser.

GLIKE./ fehj. Sax. See Glcic] A sneer;

a scoff Shakejp.

To GLIMMER, v.n. [glimmer, Danish.] I.

To (hine faintly. Shnke'jp .z. To be perceived

iTiper'ectly i to appear faintly. Wottm.

GLIMMER./ [from the verb. J 1. Faint

splenduur ;
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splendour; we»k light. *. A kind offoflil . |

GLIMPSE, s. [gkmmtn, Dutch ] I. Wea! sent

list* Lick. . ». A qeick flashing light. Mlton.

3. Transitory lustre. DryJen. 4. Short fleet

ing enjoin. ut. Prior. 5. A (hort trsi..itory

view, flaietuili 6. The exhibitiono. a faint

rel'erribrnce. Shake/p.

ToGLISTrN v. n.\glittav, G. rman] To

shine ; to fpiikle v.'ich light. Tbunst'..

To GLISTER. «r. «. < fisterst, Dutch.] To

sttine ; tobebrletv. ■ orn^er.

GLISTER /".SeeCLVsTt*.

ToGI.ITTT.R. v. » [jlitinian, Six] 1. To

shine; to exhibit lustre; to £ lean Granville. 1.

To be specious ; to be striking. Decay e/ Pi'ty.

CUTTER./, [from the verb.] Lustre; bright

(how. Collier.

CLI TTERAND. a. Shining; sptrkling.

CLI TTtRlNCLY. adv. [from glitter.] With

shining lustre.

ToGLOAR.n. a. [gloren, Dutch.] To squint:

to look askew Skinner

To GLOAT, v. n. To cast fide glances as 1 ti

morous lover. Revye.

GLO'BARD./ [from £.'*».} A glow-worm.

CLOBATED.a. [frcmgobe.] r rrued in shape

of • globe; spherical, spheroidical.

CLOKE. f. {z'.ibe, Fr. global. Lat] 1 A sphere;

a ball ; 1 round body ; a bodj o: which every

part of the surface ib at the same i';i stance from

the centre, z. The terraqueous ball Stepney

3. A sphere 'n which the various regions o<

the earth are geographically depicted, or in

which the constellations are laid down accord

ing to their place* in the sky. Creech. 4. A

body of soldier* drawn into a ciicle. Miltcn

GLOBE Amarantlf, or everlasting sii-wcr. /.

GLOBE Daisy./. A Wind 01 flower.

GLOBE Fijh. s. A kind of orbicular filh.

GLOBE Thistle./. A plant. Miller.

GLOBO SE./. [g/o*;jfai,Lat.jS[iherical ; round.

Milan,

GLOBO'SITY. / [from glut c/e.] Sphericity;

spbericalflrl's. Ray.

GLO'HGUS a. [£/e4»/i<!,Lat.]SphericaI; round.

Milton,

GLOBULAR. a. [ghbului, Lat.] In form of a

small sphere ; round ; spherical. Grcto.

GLOBULARIA./ [Lat. gi-Mlaria, Fr.] A

flosculous flower, consisting of many florets.

Miller.

8 LO BUI.E./ [glsbnle,?r. globnlut, Lat.]Sucli

a small particle of matter as Is ol a globular

or spherical figure, as the red particle of the

blood. Newton.

CLOBULOUS. a. [from gkbule.] Inform of a

small sphere ; round. Boyle.

To CLO'MERATE. w. a. [glomero, Lat.] 1.

To gather into a ball or sphere. 1. A body

formed into a ball. Bacon.

CLOMEROUS. a. [glemero/ui, Lat.] Gathered

into a bailor sphere.

CLOOM./ fslomanj, Salt, twilight.] 1. Im

perfect darkness ; dilroalnefr > obscurity ; de-

sect of light. Milton. 1. Cloudiness of lspect •

heaviness of mind ; siallcnnefi.

To GLOOM.«.«.[srom the noun] 1. To shine

obscurely, as the twilight. Spen/er. *. To be

cioodv; to be dark. 3. To be melancholy ;

to be sullen.

GLOO'MILY. adv. strom glnmj.'] t. Obscure

ly : dimly ; without perfect light ; dismally,

a Sullenly ; with cloudy aspect ; with dark

intentions ; not cheerfully. Dr^ien.

GLOOMINESS/ [from gliomy 1 1. Want of

light ; obscurity ; imperfect 1 4+it j difmalness.

a. Want of cheerfulness; cloudiness of look.

Ciliier.

GLOOMY, a. [from ;/..«.! 1. Obscure ; im

perfectly illuminated j almost dark Drjdtn.

Pope. a. Dark of complexion. Mihon. 3.

Sullen ; melancholy ; cloudy of look \ heavy

of bean.

GLORIED, a. ssrom glory ] Illustrious ; ho

nourable. Mtlten.

GLORIFICATION./ [glerisieatien, Fr. from

glorify.'] The act of giving glory. Tayhr.

To GLORIFY, v a. [gkrtfrr, Fr] 1. To

procure honour or praise to one. Daniel, a.

To pay honour or praise in worship. Meeker.

3. To praise ; to honour ; to extol. Spenjcr,

4. To exalt 10 glory or dignity. Rim.

GLORIOUS, a. [gltrit/ni, Lat.] 1. Boastful ;

proud : haughty ; ostentatious. Bacon, a. No

ble ; illustrious; excellent.

GLORIOUSLY, aaV [from ghriens] Nobly;

fplenaldly ; illustriously. P.pe.

GLORY./ [gloria, Lat.) 1. Praise paid in ado-

ratin /.««». 1.The felicity of heaven prepared

for those that please God Pjainti 3. Honour;

praise ; fame ; renown ; celebrity. Sidney 4.

Splendour ; magnificence. Matth. 5. Lustre ;

brightness. Pcpe. 6. A circle os rays which

surround*- the heads of saints in picture. STntb.

7. Pride; boastfulness; arrogance. Wijitm.

o. Generou* pride Sidney.

To GLORY, v. n. [gLrior, Lat.] To boast in*

to be proud of. Stdney.

ToGLOSE. v. a. To flatter: tocollofjue.

GLOSS./ [yXJar* ;gk/e, Fr] 1. A scholium ;

a comment Davits. 2.. An interpretation

artfully specious ; a specious representation.

Hooker. 3. Superficial lustre. Baccn, Chapman.

To GLOSS. ■». n. [glo/er, Fr.) 1. To com

ment. DryJen. %. To make fly remarks.

Prior.

To GLOSS, f. a. 1. To explain by commeDt.

Donne. 1. To palliate by specious exposition or

representation. H:eker. 3. To embellish with

superficial lustre. Dryden.

GLOSSARY./.{gbjsarium. Lat.] A dictionary

of obscure or antiquated words. Stilling /lee:.

GLOSSA'TOR./ [glejsatcitr, Fr] A writer «f

glolses; acommenta'or. Ayh/se.

GLOSSER./ [gh/farint, Lat J 1. A scholiast ;

a commentator. 1. A polisher.

GLOSSINESS./ [from;/>/7y.] Smooth polrfc -,

superficial lustre, Beyle.

CLOSSO
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CLOSSOORAPHER. / frW™ «nd M\

A scholiast ; a commentator.

GI/OSSOGRAPHY. / [>XAr» and yfi^,.]

The writing of commentaries.

GLOSSY, a. [from glifi.] Shining , smoothly

polished.

CLOVE. / [jlope, Sax] Cover os the hands.

Uraytan.

To GLOVE, t>. a. [from the noun.] To cover

ts with a glove. Cleave/and.

CLOVER. / [from glm.] One whose trade

is to make or sell gloves. Shakcsp.

To CLOUT, v. «. To pom; to look sullen.

Cbapman.

To GLOW. v. n. felopan, Sax.] i . To be heat

ed so as to thine without flame. Hainvill. a.

To bum with vehement heat. Smith. 3 To

feel heat of body. Addifen. 4 To exhibit a

strong bright colour. Miltn. 5 . To feel passion

of mind, or activity of fancy. Prior. 6. To

rage or burn as a passion. Shadincll

To GLOVV. t>. a. To make hot so as to bine.

otakcsp.

CLOW. / [from the verb.] 1. Shining heat

a. Vehemence of passion. 3 Brightness or

vividness of colour. Shakcsp

CLOW-WORM. / [glm and -worm ] A small

creeping insect with a luminous tail. kValltr.

ToGLOZE v. n. [gter-an, Saxon.] 1. To

Hatter ; to wheedle ; to insinuate; to fawn.

Smth. %. To comment. Shakcsp.

CLOZE./ [from the verb.) 1. Flattery; in

linuation. Shakcsp. 2. Specious ssiow ; gloss.

otdncy.

CLUE. / {gin, Fr.] A viscous body commonly

made by boiling the (kins of animals to a

gelly ; a cement Blackmere.

To GLUE, v a. [from the noun] 1. To join

with a vilcous cement. Eccl.s 2. To hold

together. Nrwttn. 3. To join ; to unite t to

invilcate. Tillujon

GLU'tBOlLER. / [glue and i«7.J One whose

trade is to make glue.

CLUER. /. [from glne.] One who cements

wnh glue.

CLUM. a. [A low cant word J Sullen j stub

bornly grave. Guardian.

To GLUT. t>. a. \cngU.tir, French ; glntic,

Lat. J. 1. To swallow ; to devour. Miltcn. 1

To cloy ; to fill beyond sufficiency. Bactn.

3- To feast or delight even to satiety. 4. To

overfill ; to load. Arhuthntt. 5. To saturate

BtyU.

GLUT. / [from the verb ] 1. That which is

gorged or Iwallowcd. Mih-.n. 2. Plenty even

to loathing and latiety. Mtttcn. 3. More than

enough j overmuch. Ben. J-.hnfin. 4. Any

thing that fills up a passage. H'lid-ward

CLUTINOUS.a [gl.ti.cnx, Fr.] Gluey ; vis-

cous ; tenacious. tiacen

CLUJTJNOUSNESS. / [from ghtincu,.] Vis-

cosity ; tenacity. Cbcync.

GLUTTON, y. [gl.utcn, Fr] ,. One who

indulges himself too much in eating. Priir

*.. One eager of any thing to excess. Ctvlsy

[from gl.tten.] To
jToCLU'TTONISE.

play the glutton.

|GiuUgT^SUS- "• G!——»"•

°ES2?°ILT■«*■ ^h the voracity

GLUTTONY./ [gl.tt.nic, Fr] Excess of

CLu'vg ' 'Uf,Ury °f ',he Ubte■+**£?

gmtT0o:,.[from^]viseoa'^---;

s™f- f- l1"^ A hoIW be'«<™ two
mountains. Spenser.

ToGNARL 1 T "•1[2D^*"' S«0"] To

Spenfir ' gr°Wl J '° m0rrI,Ur > "> <■»•■

GNA RLED. a Knotty. Shakcsp.

To GNASH. .. . [knaschen, Du\ch.] To strike

together; to clash. 6rjJcn

te?,^^" *• ■•■ T° grind or collide the

Zt£°cMiLror*"'a"'»m°°«

verbi.lly small. Mat f °S P"*

G^eflTowLOWER- * ^"' ""*~J The

To GNAW, v a. [snajan, Sax.] , . To eat by

degrees ; to devour by (low corrosion. Drydcn

1. To bite in agony or rage. Shakes/, , To'

wear away by biting. Sandy,. 4. To fret •

u^o^"ode- »■*£***!

GN™VR"7"rfT*e"rciscilhe ,eeth- "•*»■

rSh [/rom *»?«■] One that gnaws.

GNOMONICKS. / [ y^i ] A science

which teaches to find the just proportion of

ssiadows for the construction of afl kinds of

lun and moon dials.

T0S?3 ?T Pr"i/™'"" 'tavcg,ne. [5an,

Sh L* T°Wllk ; t0 m°™ step by step.

Abakejp. a To move ; not stand still. Matih.

3- To walk solemnly. Hickcr. 4 To walk

leisurely, not run. Shakcsp. 5. To trave

to journey a-foot. M,It=n. 6. To proceed ; to'

make a progress Drydcn. 7. To remove from

place to place. Shakcsp. 8. To depart from

a place ; to move from a place. CviUy

To move or pass in any manner, o; to any

end. Herbert lo. To pass in company with

others Temple. , , . To proceed in any course

of life good or bad. Ezckiet. , a. To p.oeed

in meutal operations. Dighy 13 To tako

any road D,nt,r.n.my. ,4. To march in »

hostile or warlike manner. Shakcsp ,, To

change state or opinion for bater or worse

W/«. ,6. To apply one's sdf Bc.tley I7'

To have recourse to. , Ccr. ,8. To be about

to do. ,9. To shift, to pas, life not quite

well Lcekc M. To decline , to tend 0-

wards death or ruin. Shakcsp. n. To be in

Tarty or design. Drydcn. a» To escape. 2

X * Mac.
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Mac. iy To tend to any act. Shakesp. 14.'

To be uttered. Addiscn. 15. To be talked

of; to be known- Addison. 16*. To pass j to

be received. Sidney. 17. To move by me

chanifm. Otvsay. 18. To be in motion from

whatever cause. Shakesp. 19. To move in

any direction. Shakesp. 30. To flow ; to pass ;

to have a course. DryJen. 31. To have any

tendency Dryden. 31. To be in a state of

compact or partnership. L'Elirange. 33. To

be regulated by any method ; to proceed upon

principles. Spra.'l.- 34. To be pregnant. Shak.

35. To pass; not to remain. Judges. 36. To

pass j not to be retained. State/p. 37. To

be expended. Feltcn. 38. To be in order of

time or place. kVatts. 39. To reach or be

extended to any degree. Locke 40 To ex

tend to consequences. VEstrange. 41. To

reach by effects Wilkins. 41. To extend in

meaning. Dryien 43. To soread ; to be

dispersed ; to reach further. Tate. 44. To

have influence ; to be of weight. Temple. 45.

To be rated one with another > to be consi

dered with regard to greater or less worth.

Arbuthntt 46. To contribute; to conduce;

to concur. Collier. 47. To fall out, or termi

nate ; to succeed. Bacon. 48. To be in any

stale. 1 Ctr. 40. To proceed in train or

consequence. Skakesp. ;o. To Go about To

attempt; to endeavour. Skakisp. 51. To Go

aside. To err ; to deviate from the right.

Numbers. 51. Tt Go between To interpose ;

to moderate between two. Shakesp. 53. To

Go by. To pass away unnoticed. Skaiejp. 54.

To find or get the conclusion. Milan. 55.

To observe as a rule. Sbarp. 56". To Oo

dotvn. To be swallowed : to be received ;

not rejected. Dryden. 57 T1C0 in and out.

To du the business of life. Psalms. 58 To

be at liberty. Jckn. 59. Te Goes. To die ;

to go out of life; to decease. Taller. 60

To depart from a post. Skakesp. 61. To Go

en. To make attack. Ben. Jchnftn. 6%. To

proceed. Sidney. 63. Tq Go ever. To revolt ;

to betake himself to another party. Svjist.

64. To Go out. To go upon any expedition.

Skakesp. 6;. To be extinguished. Bacon. 66.

5jGo through. To perform thoroughly ; to

execute. Sidney. 67. To suffer ; to undeigo

Arbuthnot.

CO TO. interjeS. Come, come, take the right

course. A scornful exhortation. Spenser.

CO-HY. /. Delusion; artifice; circumvention

Collier.

GO-CART. / [go and cart.] A machine in

which children are inclosed to teach them to

walk. Pricr.

GOAD. J. (jnfe, Sax] A pointed instrument

with which oxen are driven forward. Pope.

To GOAD. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To prick

or drive with a goad. 1. To incite ; to stimu

late ; to instigate. Dryden.

COAL./ [gaule, Fr.J 1. The landmark set

up to bound a race. Milton. 1 1 he starting

post. Dryden. 3. The final purpose j the end

to which a design tends. Pope,

GOAR. /. [gorer, Welsh] Any edging sewed

upon cloth.

GOAT./, [jat, Sax. J A ruminant animal thart

seems a middle species between a deer and

(heep. Peacham.

GO ATBEARD./ [goal and beard.] A plant.

Miller.

COATCHAFFER / A kind of beetle.

COATHERD /. [jar and hynb, Sax ] One

whole employment is to tend goats. Spenser.

COATMARJORAM./ See Goitibeud.

GOATS Rue s. A plant.

GOATS-THORN./ A plant. Miller.

GOATISH, a. [from goat.] Resembling a gvat

in rankness ; lustful. More.

GOB./. [gtbe,Tr] A small quantity. VEstrange.

GOBBET. /. [gobe, Fr] A mouthful. SanJje',

Travels.

To GOBBET, v. a. To swallow at a mouthful.

VEstrange.

To GOBBLE, v. a. [gober, Fr ] To swallow

hastily with tumult and noise. Prior.

GOBBLER. / [from gobble.] One that devours

in haste.

GO-BETWEEN. / [go and between] One

that transacts business by running between

two parties. Shake].

'.O'BLr

Denham.

GOBLET, / [g.

ikcjp.

obelel, Fr.] A bowl or cup.

GOBLIN /. [Fr. gobelina.] 1 . An evil spirit j

a wa king spirit ; a frightful phantom. Locke.

1. A fairy ; an elf. Shakesp.

GOD. /. [nob, Saxon, which likewise signifies

good] 1 The Supreme Being. Jihn a. A

false god; un \do\, Skakesp. 3. Any person or

tiling deified or too much honoured. Skakesp.

To GOD. v. a. [from the noun.] To deify ;

to exalt to divine honours. Shakesp.

GO'DCHILD. / [god and child] A term of

spiritual relation ; one for whom one became

sponsor at baptism, and promised to see edu

cated as a Christian.

GO'D-DAUGHTER / [gidind daughter.] A

girl for whom one became sponsor in baptism.

GO DDESS. / [from god.] A female divinity.

Dryden.

GO DDESS-LIKE. a. Resembling a goddess.

Pope.

GOD-FATHER. / [god and father.] The

sponsor at the font. Baton.

GODHEAD./, [from^.] ■ . Godstiip ; deitr ;

divinity} divine nature. Milton, x. A deny ;

in person ; a god or goddess. Dryden.

GODLESS, a. [from g'd] Without sense of

dutytoGod; atheistical; wicked ; irreligious;

impious. Hooker, Dryden.

GODLIKE, a. [god and like] Divine, re

sembling a divinity. Milton.

CODLING./ [from god] A little divinity.

Dryden.

GODLINESS. / [from godly.] I. Piety to

Cod. a. General observation of all the duties

prescribed by religion. Hooker.

GO DLY. a. [from god.] 1. Pious towards God.

C. Prayer. 1. Good; righteous; religious PjxL

CODLY.
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GODLY, adv. Piously; righteously. Hooker.

CODLYHEAD. / Jfrora gidlj] Goodnes.;

righteousness. Spenser.

GOD-MOTHER./ [god and mother. J A wo-

min who has become sponsor in baptism.

GO'DSHIP./. [from f»/]The rank or character

of a god; deity j divinity. Prior.

GODSON./ [gedtnAJon.] One for whom one

ha* been sponsor at the font. Sbakesp.

CO'DWARD. a. To Godward is toward God.

CODW1T / [50b, good, and jMta.J A bird of

particular delicacy. Cewley.

GODYELD. 7 adv. corrupted from Godlbield

GODYIELDj or protect.]

CO'EL. a. fooleri, Sax] Yellow. Tusser.

GO'ER. /. [from go ] 1 . One that goes ; a run

ner. Sbakesp. 1 A walker ; one that has a gait

or manner of walking good or bad. Wottcn.

To GO'GGLE. v. n. To look asquint. Hudtbrai.

GO'GGLE-EYED. a. [rcejlejen, Saxon.]

Squint-eyed ; not looking strait.

GOING./ [fromja.] 1. The act of walking.

Sbakesp. a. Pregnancy. Greta. 3. Departure.

Miltm.

COLA. / The same with Cymatium. Spec!.

GOLD. s. jolk, Saxon j gelud, riches, Welsh ]

1. Gild is the heaviest, the most dense, the

most simple, the most ductile, and most sixed

of all bodies; not to be injured either by air

or fire, and seeming incorruptible. It is soluble

by means of sea salt ; but is injured by no

other salt. Geld is frequently found native,

and very rarely in a state ofore. Native geld

is seldom found pure,but has almost constantly

silver with it. Gild dust, or native geld, in

small masses, is mixed among the sand of

rivers in many parts of the world. Hill, Bacon.

a. Money. Sbakesp.

GOLDBEATER / [gold mi beat ]Orx whose

occupation is to beat or foliate gold. B-yle.

COLDBEATER'syf/n./ The intellinum rec

tum of an ox, which gotdbeaters lay between

the leaves of their metal while they beat it,

whereby the membrane is reduced thin, and

made fit to apply to cuts or small srelh wounds.

Quincj.

CO'LDbOUND.a. \gold and beund.] Encom

passed with gold. Sbakesp

GOLDEN, a. [from geld.] 1. Made of gold -,

consisting of gold. Dryden. I. Shining; bright;

splendid ; resplendent Crafhaw. 3 Yellow j

of the colour of gold Mertimer. 4. Excellent j

valuable. Dryden. 5. Happy; resembling the

age of gold. Sbakejp.

CO LDEN Saxifrages [cbrysoplenium.]

COLDENLY. adv. [from golden J Delight

fully ; splendidly. Sbakejp.

GOLDFINCH./ (x.olbpr.c, Sax ] A singing

bird, called in Siaffordshire a proud tajlcr.

Carevj.

COLDF1NDER. / [geld tad find] One who

finds gold. A term ludicrously applied to those

who empty Jakes Swift.

GO LDHAMMER./. A kind of bird.

COLDING./ A sort of apple.

COXDNEY./ A sort offish.

GCLDPLEASURE./ An herb.

GO'LDSIZE. / A glue of a golden colour.

reacham.

GOLDSMITH/. [Solb and rrmr, Sax.] ,.

One who manufactures gold. Sbakesp. 2. A

banker ; one who keeps money for others in

his hands. Swift,

CO'^^OCKS.s.[cmaaurea,U'.] A plant.

mil/er. r

COLL./ Hands; paws. Sidney.

GOME. / The black and oily grease of a cart

wheel. Bailey.

GO-MPHOSIS. s. A particular form of articu-

lation. Wiseman.

GONDOLA, s [ gondele. Pr. ] A boat much

uled m Venice ; a small boat, Spenser

GONDOLIER. / [from gondolas] A boatman.

sbakesp.

CONE. /ar/, preter. [from go.] 1. Advanced;

forward in_ progress. Swift. 1. Ruined; un

done. Sbakesp. 3. Prt. Sbakesp. 4. Lost ; de

parted. Holder. 5. Dead ; departed from life.

Uitinam.

CONFANON.J a standard. Milton

GONORRHOE A/ yWfr and >,».] A morbid

running of venereal hurts. Woodward.

GOOD. a. comp, better, superl. best. [SoC) Sax 1

goed, Dutch.] 1 Having such physical qualities

as are expected or desued. Dryden. 1 Proper ;

fit ; convenient. Bacon. 3. Uncorrupied ';

undamaged Locke. 4. Wholsome ; salubrious.

trier. 5. Medicinal; salutary. Bacon 6

Pleasant to the taste. Bacen. 7 Complete ■

full. Add! son. 8. Useful ; valuable. Ce.lier g

Sound ; not falle ; not fallacious. Atttreuri

10. Legal , valid ; rightly claimed or he l'

Wottcn. 11. Confirmed; attested; valid

Smtlb. 11 Having the qualities desired; suf

ficient; not too little. Clarendon. 13. Well

qualified; not deficient. Locke. I4. Skilful ■

ready ; dexterous. South. 15. Happy ; pros

perous. PJalms. 16. Honourable Pope in

Cheerful ; gay Pope to Swift. , 8. Considera

ble ; not Imall though not very great. Bacen

19 Elegant ; decent ; delicate. With breeding.

Addijm. 20 Real ; serious ; earnest. Sbakesp

11. H.,ving moral qualities, such as are wiih-

ed; virtuous. Mattbew. 22. Kind ; soft }

benevolent. Sidney, 23 Favourable ; lovin».

1 Sam. 14 Companionable; sociable; merry

Clarendon. 25. Hearty .earnest; not dubious.

Sidney. 26. In Good iinir. Not too fast. Cclher.

17. In Good sictb. Really ; seriously Sbakesp

it. Cood-IT#W,.J To keep; to maintain;

not to give up; not to abandon Clartnd. 29.

Tore, form; <o confirm. Waller, Smairidge.

30. To supply. VEsiranie.

GOOD./. 1. That which physically contributes

to happinels; the contrary to evil Sbakesp.

1. Piospeiiiy; advancement, lien. 'J,bason

3. Earnest; not jest. L'Eflrange. 4. M'jr»l

qualities, such asare desirable ; \ir-ue ■ x\A\-

teoulnesi. Milton, Senlb.

Xxl GOOD.
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GOOD. ajv. i. Well 5 not ill ; not amiss. *.

As Good. No worse.

GOOD. interjedion. Well; tight. Shaktsp.

GOOD-CONDITIONED, a Without"ill qua

lities or symptom*. Sharp.

COOD-NOW. interjection, i. In good time) a

low word. Sbakesp. x. A soft exclamation of

wonder. Dryden.

COODLINESS. / [from goodly.] Beauty )

grace; elegance. Sidney.

GOCDLYa [homgscJ.] i. Beautiful •, grace

ful j fine ; splendid. Sbakesp. DryJen. x.

Bulky; swelling) affectedly turgid. DryJen.

3- H,PPy ) desirable) gay. Spenser.

GOODLY, adv. Excellently. Spenser.

GOODMAN./ s^W and man.] 1. A slight

appellation of civility. Shakesp. a. A rustick

term of compliment) gaffer. Sbakesp.

GOODNESS / [from gooJ.] Desirable quali

ties either moral or physical. Hacker.

GOODS./, [from geeJ.] i. Moveables in a

house. Sbakesp. x. Wares ; freight ) merchan

dise Raleigh.

GOODY. J. [corrupted from gtU vise.] A low

term of civility used to mean persons. Swift.

COOSE./ plural geese, [jor, Sax.] I. A large

water-fowl, proverbially noted for foolishness.

Peacham. x. A taylor's smoothing iron. Slate.

GOOSEBERRY./. [goose xai berry.] A tree

and fruit.

GOOSEFOOT./ [cbenopodinm.] Wild orach.

Miller.

GOOSECRASS./Clivers; an htxb.Mortimer.

GORBELLY./[from Jor, dung, and belly.]

A big paunch ; a swelling belly.

CORBELLIED. a. [from gorbelh.] Fat ; big-

bellied. Shakesp

GORD./ An instrument osgaming Warburton.

GORE/: [lope. Sax j i. Blood. Spenser, x.

Blood clotted or congealed. Milton, Denham.

To CORE. v. a. [jebepian, Sax. J 1. To stab j

to pierce. Shakesp x. To pierce. DryJen

GORGE. / [gorge, Pr.] i. The throat ; the

swallow. SiJney. x. That which is gorged

or swallowed. Spenser.

To GORGE, v. n. [gorger, Fr ] I. To fill up

to the throat ; to glut ; to satiate. AJdison. x.

To swallow ) as, the fijb has gorged the buck.

GORCEOLS. a. [gorgtas, eld Fr.] Fine ; glit-

tering in various colours, (howy. Milton.

CO^RGEOySLY. aJv. [from gorgeous.] Splen

didly ; magnificently ; finely. kVetton.

CORGEOUSNESS. J. [from gorgeous.] Splen

dour; magnificence; (how.

CORGET. / [;>om gerge] The piece of ar

mour that defends the thcaK.ShakeJp.Knolles,

Hudtbros.

CO'RGON. / [yooyi,.] A monster with snaky

hairs, of which the sight turned beholders to

stones j any thing uglv or horrid DryJen.

CORMAND. / {goumanJ, Fr ] A greedy

eater. ° '

To GORMANDIZF.. v. n. [from gormand.]

i o feed ravenously

CQ-RMANDIZlih. / [from the verb.] A vo

racious eater.

GORSE. /. [Jopr, Sax.] Furae; a thick prick

ly shrub.

GO'RY. a. [from^jre.] I. Covered with con

gealed blood. Spenser. X. Bloody ; murthtrr-

ous ; fatal. Shakesp.

GOSHAWK. / [jor, goose, and paroc, av

hawk.] A hawk of a large kind. Fairfax.

GOSLING/ [itsmLgtsse.] I. A young goose;

a goose not yet full grown. Svsist. x. A cat's

tail on nut-trees and pines.

GOSPEL. / (sober |"pel, or God's or good

tidings ) iuayyi^m.] i . God's words ) the

holy book of the Christian revelation. Walter.

X. Divinity ; theology.

To GOSPEL, v. n. [from the noun] To fill

with sentiments of religion. Shakesp.

CO SPELLER./! [from gospel.] Followers of

Wickliff, who first attempted a reformation

from popery, given them by the Papist*, in

reproach.

GOSSAMER. / [gcsslpium, low Lat.] The

down of plants. Shakesp.

GO'SSIP.y. [from Job and pyb, relation. Sax]

1. One who answers lor the child in baptism.

Da. ia. x. A tippling companion. Shakesp. 3.

One who runs about tattling like women at a

lying-in. DryJen.

To GOSSIP. •». n. [from the noun.) 1. To

chat ) to prate ; lo be merry. X. To be a.

pot companion. Shakesp.

CO'SSIPRED. / [geftpry, from gt£ip.] Gcjfi-

/rWorcompaternity, by the canon law, ua

spiritual affinity. Davies.

COSTING. / An herb.

GOT. fret, [from the verb get.] DryJen.

GOT. part. pass, of get. Knolles.

GOTTEN, fart. pass, of get. Temple.

GOUD. s. Woad, a plant.

GOVE. v. n. To mow ) to put in a gove, gorF,

or mow. Tusser.

To GOVERN, v. a. [geuverner, Fr ] 1 . To rale

as a chief magistrate. Sfenser. X. To regulate ;

to influence ; to direct Atterbury. 3. To me

nage ; to restrain. Sbakesp. 4. [In grammar ]

To have force with regard to syntax : a>, amt

governs the accusative case. 5. To pilot ; to

regulate the motion of a (hip

ToGO VERN.f. n To keep superiority DryJ.

GO'VERNABLE. a. [from govern] Submif-

sive to authority ; subject to rule. Lode.

GOVERNANCE./ [from govern.} 1. Go

vernment; rule; management. 1 Mac. ix.

2. Control, as that of a guardian. Spenjtr. 3.

Behaviour ; manners. Obsolete.

GO VERNANTE./ \gnvernante, Fr.]A lady

who has the care of young girls of quality.

GOVERNESS./, [geuvcrnejse, old Fr ] 1. A

female invested with authority. Shakesp. x. ju.

tutoress ; a woman that has the care of yousag

ladies. Clarendon. 3. A tutoress; an instruc

tress ; a directress. More.

GO VERNMENT. /. [gonvernement, Fr ] x.

Form of community with respect to the dispo

sition os the supreme authority. Temple, x.

An
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An establishment of legal authority. Dryden.

3. Administration of publick affairs. Waller.

4. Regularity of behaviour. Sbakesp. 5. Ma-

nageableness ; compliance; obsequiousness.

Shakesp 6. Management of the limbs or bo

dy. Spenser. 7. [In grammar.] Influence with

regard to construction.

COVERNOUR./ [gouverneur, Fr] I. One

who has the supreme direction. Hooker. 1.

One who is invested with supreme authority

in a state. South. 3. One who rules any place

with delegated and temporary authority. Skat.

4. A tutor ; one who has the care of a young

man. Sbakesp. 5. A pilot; regulator; manager.

James.

GOUGE.s. [French ] A chissel having a round

edge. Moxon.

CO UJERES. / [from gouje, Fr. a camp trull.]

The French disease. Hanmrr.

CO URD. /. A plant; a bottle.

GOU'RDINESS. / [from gourd] A swelling

in a horse's leg. Farrier's Dicl.

COURNET./ A flfh.

GOUT./, [goutte, Fr.) I. The arthritis; a pe

riodical disease attended with great pain. Ar-

bntbnot. 2. A drop, [goutte, Fr.J Sbakesp.

GOUT.f. [French.] A taste. Woodward.

CO UTWORT./ [gout and wort] An herb.

GOUTY./, [from gout] 1. Afflicted or diseas

ed with the gout. Graunt. 1. Relating to the

gout.

GOWN./ [gonna, Italian.] I. A long upper

garment. Abbot, z. A woman'sup.pergarmtnt

Pope. 3. The long habit of a man dedicated

to arts of peace, as divinity, medicine, law

Spenser. 4. The dress, of peace. DryJen.

GOWNED, a. [from goto* J Dressed in a

gown Dryden.

COWNMAN./Orew* and man.] A man de

voted to the arts of peace. Rtwe.

To GRA'BBLfc. v.n. To grope. Arbuthnot.

To GRA'EBLE. v. a. To lie prostrate on the

ground.

GRACE,/ [grace, Fr.] 1. Favour; kindness

Sidney, i. Favourable influence of God on the

human mind. Milton, Com. Prayer'. 3. Virtue:

effect of God's influence. Pope. 4. Pardon.

Milton. 5. Favour conferred. Prior. 6. Privi

lege. Dryden. 7 A goddess, by the heathens

supposed to bestow beauty. Prior. 8. Behaviour,

considered as decent or unbecoming. Temple.

9. Adventitious or artificial beauty. Dryden.

10. Natural excellence. Hooker. 1 1 .Embellish

ment; recommendation ; beauty. Dryden. \i

Single beauty.Dryden . 13. Ornament ; flower

highest perfection. Shakesp. 14. Virtue; good

ness. Shakesp. 15. Virtue physical. Sbakesp.

16. The title ot a duke; formerly of ttu

king, meaning the same as your goodness, 01

your clemency. Bacon. 1 7. A (hort prayer said

before ar.d alter meat. Swift.

GRACE-CUP. / [grace and cup.] Tie cup or

health drank alter grace. Prior.

To GRACE, v. a. 1. To adorn : to dignify ;

to embellish. Hooker. 1. To d jjnis> or raise

by an act of savour. Dryden. 3. To favour.

Dryden.

GRACED, a. [from grace] 1. Beautiful;

graceful. Si'oWy.i.Virtuous; regular ; chaste.

Sbakesp.

CRA'CEFUL. a. [froro^rarf.] Beautiful with

dignity. Pope.

GRACEFULLY, adv. [from graceful] Ele

gantly; with pleasing dignity. Swift.

GRACEFULNESS. / [from graceful] Ele

gancy ofmanner ; dignity with beauty.Dryden.

GRACELESS a. [from£ra«.] Without grace 1

•wicked; abandoned. Spenser.

GRA'CES./ Good graces for savour is seldom

used in the singular. Hudibras.

GRA'CILE. a. [gracilis. Lat.] Slender ; small.

GRA'CILENT. a. [gracilentns, Lat.] Lean.

GRACrLITY./[£ra«'Zr/a/, Lat.] Slenderness.

GRACIOUS, a. [gracieux,?t] 1. Merciful j

benevolent. South. 1. Favourable; kind. 3.

fungi. 4. Acceptable; favoured. Clarendon. 5.

Virtuous; good.Sbakesp.6. Excellent. Hooker.

7. Graceful; becoming. Camden.

GRACIOUSLY, adv. [from gracious] i.Kind-

ly; with kind condescension. Dryden. %. In a

pleasing manner.

GRA'CIOUSNESS./[from£ra<70«».] 1. Kind

condescension. Clarendon 2. Pleasing manner.

GRADATION./ [gradation, Fr.J 1. Regular

progress from one degree to another L'Estra.

1. Regular advance step by step. Sbakejp. 3.

Order ; arrangement. Shakesp. 4. Regular

process of argument. South.

GRADATORY./ [graJui, Lat] Steps from

the cloister into the church.

GRADIENT, a. [gradiens, Latin.] Walking.

motim. .

GRA'DUAL. a. [graduel, Fr] Proceeding by

degrees ; advancing step by step. Milton,S:uth.

GRA'DUAL. /'. [gtadus, Lat.] An order of

steps Dryden.

GRA'DUALITY./ [horn gradual] Regular

progression Brown.

GRADUALLY, adv. [from gradual] By de

grees; in regular progression. Newton.

To GRADUATE. «. a. [graduer, Fr.] 1. To

dignify with a degree in the university. Carew.

1. To mark with degrees. Dei bam. 3. To

raise to a higher place in the scale of metah.

Bole. 4. To heighten ; to improve. Brcu-n.

GRA'DUATE./. [gradue, Fr.J A man signi

fied with an academical degree. Bramjhn.

GRADUATION./ [graduation,?;.] 1. Regu

lar progression by succession of degrees. Grew.

a. The act of conferring academical degrees.

GRAFF /. [SeeGRAvs.] A ditch; a moat.

Clarendon.

ORAFF. I / [grejsc, Fr.] A small branch in-

GRAFT. i serted into the stock of another tree,

and nourilhed by its sap, but bearing its own

fruit; a young cyon. Raleigh, Pope.

To GRAFF ? v. a. [grefer, Fr.J I. To in-

To GRAFT. J sert a cyon or branch of one

tree into the stock of another. Dryden. 1. To

propagate by insertion or inoculation Tusser.

. . 3 I'"
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3. To insert into a place or body to which it

did not oiiginally belong Remans. 4. To till

with an adsutilious branch. Skakisp. 5. To

join one thing so as to receive support from a-

nother. Swijt.

CK AFTER / [from graff, or graft.} One

who propagates fruit by grafting. Evelyn.

GRAIL./ [{torn grelr, Fr.J Small particles of

any kind. Spenjtr.

'CRMN./:[{r«, Fr. granum. Lat.] I. A

single feed of corn. Sbakejp. X. Corn. Dryden.

3. The seed of any fruit. 4. Any minute

particle: any single body. Shakijp. 5. The

smallest weight, of which in physick twenty

mike a scruple, and in Troy weight twenty-

four make a penny weight ; a grain so namec'

because it ib supposed of equal weight with a

grain of corn. Holder. 6. Any thing proverbi

ally small. rViJdem. 7. ,Gk a 1 N ej Allowance.

S-imtthing indulged or remitted. rVattt. 8.

The direction of the fibres of wood, or other

fibrous matter. Shalt}?. 9. The body of the

word Dryden. 10. The body considered with

respect to ihe form or direction of the consti

tuent particles. Brew*. 1 1 Died or stained

substance. Spenjer. ix. Temper ; disposition ,

inclination* humour. Hndibrai 1 3-Theheai t ;

the bottom. Hayward. 14. The form ol the

sur ace with regard to roughness anJ Imooth-

nel's. Newton.

CRAINED.a. [from£ra;'».] Rough j made less

t'mocth. Stakes/).

CRA1NS /. [without a singular J The hulks o

malt exhausted in brewing, li. Jchnjon.

CRA'INY. a. [from j:rai».J 1. Full ot corn ..

Full of grains or kernels.

CRAMIiKCY. itttrj. [con' racted from grant

me mercy.] An obsolete expression of lurprise

Shai.fp.

GRAMINEOUS a [greminem, Lat.] Grassy

GRAMINIVOROUS, a. \giamen and vere,

L« ] Grafs eating. Sharp.

GRA'MMAR./ [irammaire, Fr grammattea,

Lat.J 1. The tc.ence 01 speaking correctly .

the art which teschc-s the iclations. swords, to

each other. Locke, a. Propriety or jullnels ol

speech. Dryden. 3. The book th.t treats m

the various re lations of words to cue m-ther

GRA'MMAR iVota/ (. A I'choolin which ti e

learned languages are grammatically taught

Locke.

GRAMMA'RIAN. / [grammaritn, Fr. from

grammar.} One who teaches grammar; a

phtlok.ger. Holder.

GRAMMA IlC AL. a [grammatical, Fr.J I.

Belonging to grammar. Sidney, a. Taught by

grammar. Uryden.

GRAMMATICALLY, adv [itom gramma

tical.] According to the ruics or Icience o

grammar. Watts.

GRAMMAT1CA STER. f. [Latin] A mean

verbal pe.lar.t; a low grammarian Rymcr.

GRA'MI'LE./ A crab-iilh.

GRAMPUS. /. A large fish of the cetaceous

kind.

GRA'NARY./ [£ra»afr'i(»),Lat.] A storehouse

for thrashed corn. Addijen.

GRA NATE. / [from grannm. Lat.] A kind

of marble so called, becanse it ia marked with

small variegations like grains.

GRAND, a. [grand, Fr. grandii, Lat-] I.

Great ; illustrious; high in power. Raleigh.

1. Creat; splendid; magnificent. Tonng. 3.

Noble ; sublime ; lofty ; conceived or expres

sed with great dignity. 4. It is used to signify

ascent or descent of consanguinity.

GRA'NDAM. / [grand and dam er dame ]

1. Grandmother j my father's,or mother's

mother. Skateff. 1. An old withered woman.

Dryden.

GRANDCHILD./ [grand and child ] The son

or daughter of my son or daughter. Bocsn

GRANDAUGHTER./(t;ra«a,anda'a«i*/er.]

The daughter of a sen or daughter.

GRANDE E.f.[ grand, Fr.] A man of great

rank, power, or dignity. IVetten.

GRANDE'VITY. / [from grandtexnt, Lit,]

Great age ; length of life. Did.

GRANDE VOUS. a. [grand4n.n1, LaL] Long

lived , of great age. Dill.

GRA NDEUR./ [French ] I. State; splendour

of appearance ; magnificence. Sentb. X. Ele

vation os sentiment or language.

GRA NDFATHER./ [grand and/a:*fr.]The

lather os my father or mother. Baton.

GRANDIF1CK.. a. [ grandii axAfacto, Lat]

Making great. Did.

GRA NDINOUS. a. [grando, Lat.] Full of hail.

CRa'NDITY./ [ftomgrandu, Lat,] Great

ness , grandeur. Camden.

ORA'NDMOTHs:R/[4ra»a'and».ri*r.]Tfce

lather's or mother's mother. 1 Tim.

C.RANDS1RE./. [jraaa1 and/re.] I. Grand-

'a-.her. Denbam, Trier. 1. Any ancestor, poe

tically. Pest.

GRANDSON./ [ grand and son.] The son 01

a Ion cr daughter. Swjt.

GRANGE./ [ £ra»£e,Kr.] A farm; generally a

farm with a bouse at a distance from neigh

bours. Men. 'Johnson.

GR A NITs f.ygramt, Fr.from £ra««»,Lat ] A

stone composed of separate and very large coo-

cie ijns, rudely compacted together. The hard

white granite with black spots, commonly cal

led moor stone, forms a very firm, and though

rude, yet beautifully variegated make. Hard

red granite, variegated with black and wh:tc,

now called oriental granite, is valuable .or it*

extreme hardness and beauty, and capable ot

a most elegant polish. Hill, H'oidwai d.

CRANl'VOROUS. a [grannm and s,on, L«uJ

Eating grain. Arbuthnct.

GRA'NNAM./ [for grandam] C raodmothc r.

Cay.

To GRANT, t/. a. [from gratia or gratistar 1

1. To admit that which is not jet proved.

Ilscker. x. To bestow 1 mething which caooct

be claimed ot right tape.

GRANT. J. [from the verb.] I. The act of

granting or bestowing. 1. The thing granted ;

• gilt*
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• gift; t boon. DryJen. 3. [In law.] A gist

in writing of such a thing as cannot ap'ly be

passed or conveyed by word only. C.w.-ll 4.

Admission of something in dispute. DryJen.

GRANTABLE. a. [from grant.] That which

may be granted. Aylife.

CRA'NTEE./ [from grant.] He to whom any

grant is made. Sv>ift.

GRANTOR. / [from grant.] He by whom a

grant is made. Aylife.

CRA'NULARY. a. [from grannie] Small and

compact j resembling a small grain or seed.

Brcwn.\

To CRA'NULATE. v. n. [granultr, Fr.] To

be formed into sirjall grains. Spratt.

To CRA'NULATE. v. a. 1. To break into

small masses. *. To raise into (mall asperities.

Ray.

GRANULATION./ [granulation, Fr.] 1.

The act of pouring melted metal into cold

water, so as it may congeal into small grains.

Gunpowder and some salts are likewise said to

be granulated, from their resemblance to grain.

£l*incy. i. The act of shooting or breaking in

small masses. Sharp.

CRA'NULE. / [from grannm, Lat.] A small

compact particle. Boyle.

CRANULOUS. a. [from granule] Full of lit

tle grains.

CRAPE. / Igrappe, Fr. krappe, Dutch ] The

fruit of the vine, growing in clusters. Pope.

CRA'PHICAL. a. [y(A.?».J Well delineated

Bacon.

GRAPHICALLY. aJv. [from graphical ] In

a picturesque manner j with good description

or delineation.

CRA'PNF.L./ [grapin, Fr.] 1. A small anchor

belonging to a liitlc vessel, a. A graphng

iron with which in sight one ship sallenb on

another.

To GRAPPLE. 17. n. [grabbenel, Dutch] 1.

To contend by seizing each other. Milton, a.

To contest in close sight. DryJen.

To CRAPPLK. f. a. 1. To fasten; to fix.

Shakesp. 2. To seize ; to lay fast hold of.

GRAPPLE/ sfrom the verb. J 1. Ctntest, in

which the combatants seize each other Milton.

1. Clole fight Shakesp. 3. An iron instru

ment by which one ship fastens on another.

DryJen.

CRAPPLEMENT./ [from graffiti.] Close

fight. Spencer.

GRASHOPPER./ [grafs and tip.] A small

insect that hops in the summer grafs. AJJison

CRASIER SeeCRAHSR.

To GRASP, v a. [graspare, Ita!.] 1. To hold

in the hand j to gripe Sidney. 1. To seize ;

to catch at. Clarendon.

To GRASP, v. n. 1. To catch; to endeavour

to seize. Sivift. a. To struggle; to strive. 3.

To gripe ; to encroach. DryJen.

GRASP./; [from the verb.] 1. The gripe or

seizure of the hand. Milten z. Possession •

hold. Shake/p. 3. Power os seizing. ClarenJon

CRASHER. / [hum graft,.] One that grasp?]

GRASS./ Jpxj-, Sax.] The common herbage

of the field on which cattle feed. Temple.

GRASS »/ Parnassus, f. [paruassa.Lu.] A plant.

To GRASS, v n. To breed grass. Tusser.

GRASS-PLOT. / [graf, and plot.) A small

level covered with (hort grass. Mortimer.

GRASS-POLY./ A species ofWillow-wort.

GRA'SSINESS./ [from grassy] The state of

abounding in grafs.

GRASSY, a. [from grass.] Covered with erase,

Milton. DryJen.

GRATE. /. [crates, Lat.] 1. A n$r' ition made

with bars placed near to one an<Mer. AJJison.

a. The range of bars witb.nl which fires are

made. SfieHator.

To GRATE. v. a. [gratter, Fr.] 1. To rri»

or wear any thing by the attrition of a rough

body. Spenser. 1. To ofsend by any thing

harlh or vexatious. Swift. 3 To form a sound

by collision of asperities. Milton.

To GRATE, v. n. 1. To rub so as to injure or

offend. VEfirange. t. To make a harsh noiie.

H'.oker.

GR. A'TEFUL. a. [grains, Lat.] 1 . Having * .

due sense of benefits. Milton. 1. Pleasing j

acceptable; delightful ; delicious. Bacon.

CRA'TEFULLY. «.</„. [from grateful] i.Wi.h

willingness to acknowledge and repay benefits.

DryJen. a. In a pleasing manner. IValts.

GRATEFULNESS. / [from grateful.] 1.

Gratitude ; duty to benefactors. Herbert. X,

Quality ot being acceptable; pleasantness.

GRA TER / [gratoir, Fr.J A kind of coarse

file with which soft bodies are rubbed (o pow

der.

GRATIFICATION./ [gratificatio, Lat.] I.

The act of pleasing. South. 1. Pleasure ,

delight. Rogers. 3. Reward; recompence

lo GRATIFY.*, a. [grat.fu.r, Lat.J t. T«

indulge ; to please by compliance. DryJen a.

To delight ; to please. AJJifn. 3. To requite

with a gratification.

CRA'TINCLY.a,.V. [from gratt.] Ha.ftlyi

offensively.

GRATIS. a,h. [Lat.] For nothing ; without *.

recompense. Aibuthnct.

GRATITUDE./ [gratitnjo, low Lat.] r.

Duty to benefactors Shaktjp. %. Desire to

return benefits Stulh.

GRAT VV IOUS. a. [gratuitus, Lat ] 1 . Volun

tary j granted without claim or merit. LEjlr,

a. Asserted without proof. Ray.

CRATUI TOUSLY.aaV [from gratuitous] I.

Without claim or merit, a. Without proef,

Cheyne

CRATUTTY./.fera/»,V,Fr.] A present or

acknowledgment. Svisft.

To GRATULATE.*.. a. [gratulsr. Lat] r.

To congratulate ; to salute with declarations

ofjoy. Shakesp. 1. To declare joy for. Ben,

johnjon.

GRATULA'TION. / [from gratulati,. Lat.]

Salutations made by expressing toy. Il.oker.

GRA'TULATORY. a. [trom gra/ulate.] Con

gratulatory; expressing congratulation.

GRAVE,
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CRAVE, a final syllable in the names of places,

is from the Saxon Spasp, * trove or "vc-

Gibson.

CR WE. / TsriæF Sax.] The place in which

the dead are rcposited. Milton.

GRAVK-CLOATHS. / [grave and deaths.]

The dress of the dead. SpenJer. John.

GRA VE-STONE. /. [grave and Jlone.] The

(lone that it laid over the grave. Sbakcsp

To GRAVE, v. a. preter. graved; part. pass.

graven, i . To insculp ; to carve into any

hard substance. Prier. 2. To carve or form.

Hebrews. Dryden. 3. [from grave.] To

entomb. Shakejp. 4. To clean, caulk, and

sheaih a (hip. Ainjtuorth.

To GRAVE, v. n. To write or delineate on

hard substances. Exodnt.

CRAVE a. [grave, Fr ] 1. Solemn; serious,;

sober. Mere. 2. Of weight; not futile; cre

dible. Greiv. 3. Not showy j not tawdry. 4

Not sharp os sound ; not acute. Holder.

GRAVEL. / [groveel, Dutch] 1. Hard sand.

IVcsdivard. 1. [Gravelle, Fr.] Sandy matter

concreted in the kidneys. Arbuthnot.

To GRAVEL, v. n. [from the noun] I. To

pave or cover with gravel. Bacon. 2. To stick

in the sand. Camden. 3. To puzzle ; 10 stop ;

to put to a Hand. Ho-wcl. 4. [In horleman-

sliip] To hurt the foot with gravel confined

by the shoe.

GRA'VELESS. a. [dom grave.] Without a

tomb; unburied. Shakejp.

GRAVELLY, a. [graveteux, Fr] Full o

grave) ; abounding with gravel. Harvey. .

GRAVELY, adv. [from .grasw. J 1. Solemnly;

seriously ; soberly without lightness. Spectat

1. Without gaudiness or show.

GRAVENESS. / sfiom *rar*.] Seriousness:

solemnity and sobriety Denham.

CRAVEOLENT. a. [graveoleist, Lat] Strong

scented.

CRA'VER. / [graveur, Fr ] I. One whose

business is to inscribe or carve upon hard sub

stances; one who copies pictures upon wood

or metal to be impressed on paper. Dryden. 1.

The stile or tool used in graving. Boyle.

CRAVI'DITY./ [from graviJas, Lat.] Preg

nancy. Arbuthnot.

CRAVING. /. [from graves Carved work

2 Cbron.

To GRAVITATE, v. n. [from gravis. Lat ]

To tend to the center of attraction. Btntley

CRAVITA'TION. / [from gravitate.] The

act of tending to the centre. 1'cpe

CRA'VITY. / [gravitat, Lat.] I. Weight;

heaviness; (tendency to the centre- Brcun. 2

Atrocionfness ; weight of guilt. Hotter. 3.

Seriousness; solemnity. Bacon.

CRAVY./. The serous juice that runs from

flesh not much dried by the fire. Arbuthnot.

CRAY. a. [3pa:5, Saxon grnu, Danish.] 1.

White with a mixture ot black. Newton.

1. While or hoary with old age. IVa/ion.

3. Dark Ike the opening or close os day.

Camden,

CRAY./ A badger.

GRA YBEARD. /. [gray and beard.] An old

man. Shakesp.

GRA YLING./ The umber, a fifli. Watte:

GRA'YNESS. / [sromgrajr.] The quality of

being gray.

To GRAZE, v. n. [from graft.] 1. To eat

grafs ; to feed on grafs. Shakejp. 2. To supply

grass. Bacon. 3 [from ra/er, Fr.] To touch

lightly. Sbakefp.

To GRAZE, v. a. 1. To tend grazing cattle.

Daniel. 1. To feed upon. Milton.

GRAZIER / [from grave.] One who feeds

cattle. Hcivel.

GREASE./ [graisse, Fr] 1. The soft part of

the fat. Shakejp. a. [In horsemanship.) A swel

ling and gourdiness of the legs, which gene

rally happens to a horse after his journey.

To GREASE, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

smear or anoint with grease, a. To bribe j to

corrupt with presents. Dryden.

GRE'ASINESS. / [from grease.] Oiliness j

fatness. Boyle.

GREASY, a [from grease] 1. Oily; fata

unctuous Shakejp. a. SmearedSvith grease.

Mortimer. 3. Fat of body ; bulky. Stakesp.

CREAT. a festear, Sax ] 1 Large in bulk or

number. Locke, a. Having any quality in a

high degree. Tillotfon. 3. Considerable in

extent or duration, a Sam. 4. Important •

weighty. Shakejp. 5. Chief; principal Stakes.

6. Of high rank; of large power. Pope. 7.

Illustrious; eminent. Jeremiah 8. Grand of

aspect ; os elevated mien. Dryden. o. Noble ;

magnanimous. Sidney, to Swelling; proud.

Knollei. ii. Familiar; much acquainted.

Batzn, ix Pregnant; teeming. May. 13.

It is added in every Hep of ascending or des

cending consanguinity : as %reat grandson is

the son of my grandson. Addcjln. 14 Hard ,

difficult ; grievous. Taylor.

GREAT. / [from the adjective.] The whole ;

the grolV ; the whole in a lump. Raltigb.

GREAT-BELLIED, a. [great and belly.] Preg

nant ; teeming. kVilktm.

ToGRE'ATEN. v. a. [from great.] To ag

grandize ; to enlarge. Raltigb.

GREATHEARTED, a. (great and heart ]

High-spirited; undejected. Clarendon.

GRL'ATLY. adv. [from great.] 1. In a gre»t

dfgree. Milt.n. 2. Ncbly ; illustriously.

Dryden. 3. Magnanimously •, generously j

bravely. Addijcn.

GRE'ATNESS s. [from great.] 1. Largeness of

quantity or number. 2. Comparativequautity.

Locke. 3 High degree of any quality. Rigrr-j.

4- High place; dignity ; power; influence.

Dryden, Svtist. 5. Swelling pi ide ; affected

state. Bac-.n. 6. Merit ; magnanimity -, noble

ness of mind. Milton. 7. Gtandeur j stale j

magnificence. Pope.

GR t AVE. J. A grove. Spenser.

GREAVES. / [nomgrciei, Fr] Armour for

the legs. 1 5am

GRECISN*.
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CRECISM. /. [gratdsnau, Lat.] An idiom of

ihe Creek language.

CREE. / Good will } favour. Spenser.

GREECE./ [corrupted from Jtgreei.] » flight

of ftepa. Shakesp.

CREE'DILY. adv. [from /««•<&.] Eagerly ;

ravenously; voraciously. Dintam.

GREEDINESS. / [from greedy .] Ravenous-

ocsa i voracity ; hanger ; eagerness of appe

tite or desire. Denham.

GRE'EDY. a. fepxbij, Sax.] i. Ravenous;

voracious; hungry. King Charles. 2. Eager ;

vehemently desirous. Fairfax.

CREEN. a. [gran, German) green. Dot.] i.

Having a colour formed by compounding blue

and yellow. Pope, a. Pale ; sickly. Shakes?

3. flourishing ; fresh ; undecayed. 4. New;

fresh : at, a gretn wound. Shakesp. 5. Not

dry. Hooker. 6. Not roasted ; half raw.

IVattt. 7. Unripe; immature; young. Sbak

GREEN, y 1. The green colour. Dryden. a.

A grassy plain. Milton. 3. Leaves; branches

wreaths. Dryden.

To CRE1.N. v. a. [from the noun ] To make

green. Thomson.

CRE ENBROOM. / This shrub grows wild

upon barren dry heaths. Miller.

CREE.NCLOTH. / A board or court of jus-

lice held in the counting-house of the king's

household, tor the taking cognizance of all

matters of government and justice within the

king's court-royal. Did. Bacon.

CREENEYED. a. [green and eye ] Having

eyes coloured with green. Sbakesp.

GREENFINCH/ A kind of bird. Mtrt.

GRE-E.NFISH. / A kind of fish.

GREENGAGE. / A species of Plum.

CREENHOUSE s. [green ladbonse] A house

in which tender plants are sheltered. Evelyn.

GREENISH, a. [from green.] Somewhat

green. Sptnser.

CRE ENLY. a. [from jrr«» ] 1. With a green

ish colour. 1. Newly; freshly. 3. Immi-

texely. 4. Waoly , timidly. Sbakesp.

GRE'ENNESS./ [fromgr««.] 1. The qua

lity of being green ; viridity Ben. Johnson.

a. Immaturity ; unripenela Sidney. 3. Fresh

ness; vigour. Sonib. 4. Newness.

CRELNS1CKNESS. / [green and Jicknesi ]

The disease of maids, Ib called from the pale

ness which it produces. Arbutbnot

GREENSWARD.? / [green and sward]

CREENSWORD..J The turf on which g

grow*. Sbakesp. Swift

CRE ENWEED. / [green and weed ] Dyen

weed.

CRfc ENWOOD. /. [green and waJ.] A wood

cocljde red as it appears in the spring or sum

rue.-. Dryden.

To GREET, v a. [grater, Lat Spetan, Six.]

I. To address at meeting. Dtnne. a To ad-

eiress in whatever manner Sbakesp 3. To

salute in kindness cr respect. DryJen. 4. To

congratulate. Spenser. 5. To pay compliments

ac a distance, nr.au/ 1 6. To meet, as those

so who go to pay congratulations, Pope.

To GREET, v. n. To meet and salute. Shahs-

CREE'TER./ [from the verb.] He who greets-

GREETING./ [from greet.] Salutation at

meeting, or compliments at a distance. Sbakes

GREEZE. / A flight of steps. Shakesp.

GRE'GAL. a. [grex, gregit, Lat.] Belonging

to a flock. Did.

GREGARIOUS, a. [gregarint, Lat] Going

in flocks or herds. Ray.

CRE'MIAL. a. [gremintn. Lat.] Pertaining to

the lap Did.

CRE'NADE. / A little hollow globe or ball

about two inches in diameter, which being

filled with fine powder, as soon as it is kindled,

flies into many shatters, much to the damage

of all that stand near. Harrit.

GRE'NADIER / [grenadier, Fr. from gre

nade.] A tall loot-soldier, of whom there is

one company in every regiment. Gay.

GRENADO./ See GiLtVADi.CleaveUnJ.

CREUT. / Akindoffoffilebody. Grew.

GREW. The preterite of grew. Dryden.

GREY. a. [grit, Fr.] See Oral

CRE YHOUND. / (srtrjPuno, Sax.] A tall

fleet doe that chases in sight. Sidney.

CRICE./ A little pig. Genldman. a. A step

or grecze. Sbakesp.

To GRIDE, v. n. [gridare, leal] To cot Milt.

CKI'DEUN. a. A colour mixed of white and

red Dryden.

GRIDIRON./ [grind, Iflandick, a grate, and

iron.] A portable grate. Spedatcr.

GRIEF. / [from grieve.] 1. Sorrow, trouble

for something past. Smth. a. Grievance ;

harm. [Grief, Fr. Sbakesp]

GRIEVANCE. / [from grief] 1. A state of

uneasiness, a. The cause of uneasiness. Swift.

To GRIEVE, v. a. [grever, Fr.] To afflict ;

to hurt. Psatmi.

To GRIEVE, v. n. To be in pain for something

past ; to mourn ; to sorrow, as for the death,

of friends Sbakesp. Dryden.

GRIE'VINGLY. adv. [from grieve] In sor

row ; sorrowfully. Sbakesp.

GRIEVOUS, a. [gravii, Lat.] I. Afflictive ;

painful ; hard to be borne. Hooker. 1. Such

as causes sorrow. rVatti. 3. Expressing a

great degree of uneasinels. Clarendon. 4. A-

trocious ; heavy. Sbakesp. 5. Sometimes

used adverbially in low language. Shakesp.

CRIE VOUSLY adv [from gnevont.] t. Pain

fully ; with pain. Spenser, a. With discon

tent ) with ill will. Knclkt. 3. Calamitously ;

miserably. Hooker. 4. Vexatiously. Ray.

CRIE'VOUSNESS./ [from grieve* 1.] Sorrow-,

pain. Ijatab xxi.

CRIFF1N. I s. yov\] A fabled animal, said

GRI FFON. i to be generated between the

liun and eagle, and to have the head and pawa

of the hon, and the wings of the eagle teaeh.

GRIG. /. [kricke, Bavarian, a little duck.] 1. A

small eel. a. A merry creature. [Supposed

from Greek.] Swi/t.

To GRILL, v. n. [gt-'le, a grate, Fr] To

broil on a gridiron.

Y y " CaJfLLADE.
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CRILLADE. /. [from griW\ Any thing broil

ed on a gridiron.

ToGRI'LLY. v. a. [from .gri'Æ] To harass;

to hurt. Hudibrat.

GRIM, a (Sfiimma, Six.] i. Having a coun

tenance ot terrour ; horrible. Denbam. 2.

Ugly i ill-looking, Sbakefp.

GRIMACE. / [Fr. from grim.] I. A distor

tion of the countenance trom habit, affectati

on, or insolence. Soulb. 1. Air of affectation.

Grauville.

CRIMALK.IN. /. [grit, Fr. and malkin.] An

old cat. Pbilipi.

GRIME. / [from grim.] Dirt deeply insinua

ted. Woodward.

To GRIME, v. a [from the no»n.] To dirt ;

to sully deeply. Sbakefp.

CRI'MLY. adv. [from grim.] I. Horribly;

hideously. Sbakejp. 1. Sourly ; sullenly.

Sbakefp.

GRI MN ESS./, [from grim ] Horrour ; sright-

fulnes* ol vilage. . .

To GRIN. v.n. fepennian, Sax.] t. To set

the teeth together and withdraw the lips.

Sbakefp. I. To fix the teeth as in anguish

Sbakejp.

GRIN. / [from the verb.] The act of closing

the teeth. IValts.

grin. / (sp-yoi syr«ne> s"j A {a2'e'>

trap. Job.

ToGRIND. fa. prefer. / ground; part. past.

ground, [xjuriban, Sax] i. To reduce any

thing to powder by friction. Bent'.ey. 1. To

sharpen or smooth. Herbert. 3. To rim one

against another. Baton. 4. To ruraL; to

oppress. Addisen.

ToGRIND. •». ". To perform the .ict 01 grind

ing \ to be moved as in giirJing. MiHon,

Rovje.

CRINDER. (. [from grind] 1. One that

grinds, a. The iiiiliumciit of grinding. Sand.

3. The back loom bacon.

GRI'NIU.ESTONE. 7 / [homgrindtad/lone J

GRI NDSTONE. J The Hone on which

edged instruments are sharpened. Hammond

GRINNER. s. [from grin. J He that grins.

Addijsn.

GRINXINGLY adv. [from grit.] With >

grinning laugh. Ainjtvorth.

GRIP. / A small ditch.

To GRIPE, v. a. [greipan, Gothick.] 1. Tc

hold with the fingers clofea. Dryden. 1.

[Gripper, Fr ] To catch eagerly , :o seize

Sbakefp. 3. To close ; to dutch. Pipe. 4

Tot/iiu-h; toprets; to lquee?e. DryJen.

Tu (JRIPK. v. a. To pinch the belly. Dryden.

GRIPE. /. [from the verb. ] 1. Grasp; hold-,

seizure of the hand or paw. Dryden. a

S<|ut,eae; pressure. Dryden. 3. Oppression

uusning power. Sf.ii.ejp. 4. Atfliction

pinching distress. Otway. 3. [In the plural ]

B-rlly-ach ; colick. Flayer.

GRIPER./ [from gripes OpprclTor 1 usuier

B-irton.

ORlPINCL.Y.adV [ from £ "sing.] With [>aiq

Ik tli(i,gttts. Bacon.

GRI PLE. / A griping raiser. Spencer.

GRI SAMBER. / Used by Milton for amber-

grise.

GRISE. /. A step, or scale of steps. Sbakefp.

GRI SKIN. / [grisgin, roast meat, Irish.] The

vertebræ of a hog broiled.

GRISLY, adv. [xjur-lu, Sax. Dreadful; hor

rible ; hideous, Addison.

GRIST. /. [x,rtirX' Sixl ' ■ Corn to I* ground.

Tusser. 1. Supply •, provision. Swift.

GRISTLE./ [ijiirTle, Sax ] A cartilage. Ray.

GRI STLY. a. [from gristle.] Cartilaginous.

Blackmore.

GRIT. / [jriyrta, Sax ] 1. The coarse part

of meal. 1. Oats hulked, or coarsly ground.

3 Sand; rough hard particles. Pbilips. 4.

Grin are fossils found in minute masses, form

ing together a kind of powder; the several

particles of which are of no determinate shape,

but seem the rudely broken fragments of lar

ger masses ; not to be dissolved or disunited by

water, but retaining their figure, and not co

hering into a mass. Hill.

GRITTINESS. / [from gritty ] Sandiness ■,

the quality of abounding in grit Mortimer.

GRI'TTY. a. [from grit.] Full of hard parti

cles. Newton.

GRIZELIN. a. [More properly gridcun.]

Temp/t.

GRI'ZZLE. /. [from gri,, gray } grisaille, Fr.]

A mixture of white and black j gray. ShakeJ.

GRi'ZZLF.D a. [from grixjcle.] Interspersed

with gray. Dryden.

GRIZZLY a [from grit, gray, Fr.] Some

what gray. Bacon.

To GROAN, v.n. ferranan, Sax.] To breathe

with a hoarse noise, as in pain or agony. Pope.

GROAN./ [from the verb.] 1. Breath ex

pired with noise and d. faculty. Drydtn. X.

An hoarse dead sound. Shake/p.

GROANFUL. a. [groan iuAfull] Sad; ago

nizing. Spenser.

GROAT./ (groot, Dutch.] 1. A piece valued

at four pence, a. A proverbial name for a

small sum. Swift. 3. Groats. Oats that

have the hulls taken off. Ainjwortb.

GROCER. / [from grofi, a large quantity.] A

man who buy» ar.J fells lea and sugar, plumba

and spices. Watts.

GROCERY./ [from grocer.] Grocers ware.

Clarendon.

GR.OGERAM.} / [groi, grain, Fr.] Stuff

GRO GRAM. > woven with a large woof

GRO GRAN. > and a rough pile. Donne.

GROIN. J. The pan near the thigh. Dryden.

CROMWELL.y.Gromillor grayraill, a plant.

Miller.

GROOM. / [grem, Dutch.] 1. A boy} a

waiter ; a servant. Spenjer, Fairfax. 2. A

young man. Fairfax. 3. A man newly mar

ried. Dryden.

GROOVE.;: [from grave.] I. A deep cavern

or hollow. Beyle. 1. A channel or hollow cut

with a tool. Moxon.

To
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To GROOVE, v. a. [from the noon.] To est

hollow. Gulliver.

To GROPE. «. m. grtapan, Sax.]Toseel where

one cannot fee Sandys.

To GROPE, v. a. To search by feeling in the

dark. Svuist.

CROPER. /". [bom gripe.] One that seirches

in the dirk.

GROSS, a. [grts, Fr. gref, Ital.] i. Thick;

balky. Baker. z. Shameful ; unseemly.

Honker. 3. Intellectually coarse ; palpable ;

impure; unrefined. Smalridge. 4. Inelegant;

disproportionate in bulk. Thomson. 5. Thick ;

00c refined ; not pure. Bacon. 6. Stupid ;

dull, ffaiu. 7. Coarse ; rough ; opposite to

delicate. Wottou. 8. Thick ( fat; bulky.

GROSS, /[from the adjective.] I. The main

body ; the main force. AJdi[:n. z. The

balk ; the whole not divided into its several

parts. Bilker. 4. The chief part ; the main

mast. Bacem. 5. The number of twelve

dozen. Loeke.

GROSSLY, adv. [from grist-] t. Bulkily ;

in balky part* ; coarsely, z. Without sub*

tiBty ; without art ; without delicacy Newton.

CROSSNESS. / [from grist.] 1. Coarseness ;

not subtility ; thickness. Milt:*. 1. Inele

gant fatness ; unwieldy corpulence. AJcham

3. Want of refinement; want of delicacy

Dryden

GROT./, [gritte, Tr.gntta, ltd.] A cave; a

cavern for coolness and pleasure. Prior.

CROTE'SQUE a. [grotesque, Fr.] Distorted of

figure ; unnatural. Pipe.

GROTTO, /.(grille, Fr] A cavern or cave

trade for coolness. IViodward

GROVE./, [from grave] A walk covered by

trees meeting above. Gramille.

To GROVEL, v.m. [grusde, Iflandick, flat on

the face.] I . To lie prone ; to creep low on

the ground. Spenser, z. To be mean ; to

be without dignity. Addison.

GROUND. / lH»uob, Sax] 1. The earth

considered as solid or as low. Milton. 1 The

earth as distinguished irom air or wtter.Dryd.

3 Land ; country. Hudibras. 4. Region ;

territory. Miltzu. 5. Farm; estate; posses-

ioa. Drydtm. 6. The floor or level of the

place. Mall. 7. Dregs ; lees; faces. Sharp

8. The first stratum of paint upon which the

figures are afterwards painted. Hakewill 0

The fundamental substance ; that by which

tic additions! or accidental parts are supported.

Pfft. to. The plain song ; the tune on which

To GROUND v. a. [from the nono.] 1. To

fix on the ground. Rambler, z. To found aa

upon cause or principle. Htiker. 3. To settle

in first principles or rudiments of knowledge.

Epb.

GROUND.The preterite and part pass, ofgrinJ.

CRO UND-ASH./ A sapling of iff, taken from

the ground. Mirtimer.

GRO'UND-BAIT./: [from grounded bait.]

A bait made of barley or malt boiled, thrown

into the place where you angle. Walton

GRO UNDFLOGR./. [gnundladflcr.] The

lower story os a house.

CROUND-IVY. /. Alehoof, or turnhoof. Temp.

GB.O'UNDOAK.s. [ground and lak.] A sap-

linoak Mirtimer.

GROUND-PINE./: A plant. Hit.

GROUND-PLATE./ [In architecture.] The

outermost pieces of timber lying in or near

the ground, and framed into one another with

mortises and tenons. Mirtimer.

GROUND-PLOT./. 1. The ground on which

any building is placed. Sidney, a. The ichno-

graphy of a building.

GROUND-RENT./ Rent paid for the privi-

leee of building on another man's ground.

Arbuthnol .

GROUND-ROOM / A room on the level

with the ground. Taller.

GROUNDEDLY. adv.(fnmgriuuded.] Upon

firm principles- GlnnvilU.

GRO UNDLESa a. [from £«•»</.] Void ofrea

son. Freeholder.

GRO'UNDLESSLY. adv. [from groundless ]

Without reason ; without cause. Boyle.

GROUNDLESSNESS. / ffrom groundless.]

Want of just reason. Tilhtjn.

GRO UNDLlNG./ [from£r«»«J.]Afish which

keepsat the bottom of the water: one of the

vulgar. Shakesp.

GROUNDLY. aJv [from ground.] Upon prin

ciples; solidly. AJ'iham.

GROUNDSEL./. Ispuno and pie, the basis

Sax] The timber next the ground. Menu.

GRO'LNDSEL. f.[J'enecio, Lat] A plant.

GROUNDWORK./ fground and work.] 1.

The ground ; the first stratum. Dryden. z.

The first pin of an undertaking ; the funda

mentals. Milton. 3. First principle ; original

reason. Spenser.

GROUP, s. [gronffe,Tt.] A croud ; a cluster;

a huddle. Swift.

To GROUP, v.a. [groupper, Fr.]To, put into 1

croud ; to huddle together. Prior.

cVjicanu are railtd. Shakesp. 11. First hint; GROUSE./. A kind of fowl; a heathcock.

tirst traces ot an invention. Dryden. iz. The Swift.

brft principles of knowledge. Milton. 13. GROUT./ [rjuit, Sax.] 1. Coarse meal;

The fundamental cause. Sidney, Atterbury. pollard. King. z. That which purges off.

14. The field or place of action. Daniel. 1 5. Dryden. 3. A kind of wild apple.

The space occupied by an army as they fight, To GROW. v. n. pret. grew ; part. pass, grzivn

advance, or retire. Dryden. 16. The inter-

rrsusg space between the Dyer and pursuer. !

jiddijem. 17. The state in which one Is wit )i

reflect v> opponents or coropetitors.^/r^riary

• 8 State of progress or rccefiion. Dryden. 1$

Tie roU 10 set a thing off. Shakesp.

[x,riuj»n,Sax. j 1. To vegetate ; to have vege

table motion. Wi,..sm. z. To be produced by

vegetatioa^isr. 3.To (hoot in anv particular

form.Oryi^». 4 To increase in stature z Sam.

5. To come to manhood fnpm infancy. Licktl

Y > X 6. T«
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t. To issue, is plants from • soil . Drydcn. 7.

To increise in bulk ; to become greater. Bac.

8. To improve ; to make progress. Pipe. 9.

To advance to any state. Sbakesp. 10. To

come by degrees. Rogers. 11. To come for

ward i to gather ground. Kuolles. 12. To be

changed from one state to another. Drydeu.

13. To proceed as from a cause. Hooker. 14.

To accruej to be forthcoming. Sbakesp. 15.

To adhere; to stick together. Walton, ifi.

To swell; a sea term. Raleigh.

GROWER. /. {from gro<w.\ An increaser.

Mortimer.

To GROWL, v. it. [grille*, Flemish.] I. To

snarl or murmur like an angry cur. Ellis. 1.

To murmur ; to grumble. Gay.

GROWN. The participle passive of grew.] 1 .

Advanced in growth. 2. Covered or filled by

the growth of any thing. Proverbs. 3. Ar

rived at full growth or stature. Locke.

GROWTH. J. [from grow.] 1. Vegetation;

vegetable life. Alterbury. 2. Product; thing

produced. Milto*. 3. Increase in number,

bulk, or frequency. Temple. 4. Increase of

stature; advanced to maturity. Arbuthnot. 5.

Improvement ; advancement. Hooker.

OROWTHEAD. ? / [from gross, or great

GROWTNOL. i bead] 1. A kind of fish.

Atnf'worth. 2. An idle laiy fellow, suffer.

To GRUB.v. a. [graban, preter. grib, to dig,

Gothick.] To dig up ; to destroy by digging.

DryJen.

GRUB. / [from grubbing, or mining] I. A

small worm that eats holes in bodies. Sbakesp.

1. A (hort thick man; a dwarf. Carevs.

Te GRU'BBLE. v. n. [grubelen, German.] To

feel in the dark. Drydeu.

GRU BSTREET. / The name of a street in

London, -much inhabited by writers of small

histories, dictionaries, and temporary poems. ;

whence any mean production is called Grub-

flreet. Gay.

ToGRUDGE. w. a. [Grnvgnach, Welsh ] 1

To envy ; to see any advantage of another with

discontent. Sidney. 2. To give or take un

willingly. Addijon.

ToGRUDGE. v. n. 1. To murmur; to re

pine. Hook. 2. To be unwilling ;-to be re

luctant. Raleigh. 3. To be envious. James.

4. To with in secret. Dryden. 5. To give or

have any uneasy remains. Drytten.

GRUDGE./ [iron, the verb] 1. Oldquarrel ;

inveterate malevolence. Sidney. 2. Aneer ;

ill-will. Svjift. 3. Unwillingness to benefit.

4. Envy ; odium : invidious censure. Ben.

jchnscu. 5. Remorse of conlcience. 6. Some

little commotion, or forerunner ot a disease.

Atnjvvortb.

GRU DGINGLY. adv. [from grudge.] Un

willingly ; malignantly. Drydeu.

CKU EL./, [gruelle, Fr.J Food made by boiling

oatmeal in water. Arltutbnot.

CKUFF. a. [gross, Dutch.] Sour of aspect;

harlh o manneis. Addiscn.

CKU 1 FLY. . 4r itrvmgruf.} Harshly > rug

gedly. Crydtm.

GRU'FFNESS./[from$rf!£] Rnggednes. of

mien.

GRUM. a.ffrom^mwi/r ] Sour; surly. Arbut.

To GRUMBLE, v.n. [grommelen, Dutch.] 1.

To murmur with discontent. Prior. ». To

growl; to gnarl. Drydeu. 3. To make a

hoarse rattle. Rom.

GRUMBLER. /. [from grumble.] One that

grumbles ; a murmurer. Sv/ift.

GRU MBLING./ [from grumile.] A murmur-

ing through discontent. Shake/p.

GRUME. / [grumeau, Fr. grnmus. Lat.] A

thick viscid consistence of a fluid. 8>uincj.

GRU'MLY. adv. [fromgra*.] Sullenly ; mo

rosely.

GRUMMEL. /. [titbrfpermum. Lat] An herb.

Ainswertb.

CRUMOUS.a. [from grume.] Thick ; clotted.

Arbuthnot.

GRUMOUSNESS./ [from;r>w».] Thick

ness of a coagulated liquor. Wiseman.

GRU'NSEL./. [usually groundsel.] The lower

part of the building. Milton

To GRUNT. ? v. n. [grunnio. Lat.] To

To GRU'NTLE. J murmur like a hog. Svift.

GRUNT. /[from the verb.] The noise or a

hoe. Drydeu.

GRU'NTER. / shorn grunt.] 1. He that

grunts, a. A kind of fish. Ainsiaorth.

GRU'NTLING./. [from grunt.]K young hog.

To CRUTCH. «.». To envy ; to repine. Ben.

Johnson.

fGRUTCH./ from the verb ] Malice j ill-will.

Hndibras.

CRY. /. Any thing of little value. DiS.

GUAIA'CUM. f. A physical wood. It is attenu-

ant and aperient, and promotes discharge by

sweat and urine. Hill.

GUMWNTiL'E.s.\guarant, French.]A power

who undertakes to lee stipulations performed.

South.

To GUA'RANTY. v. a. [guaranlir, Fr.] To

undertake to secure the performance of any

articles.

To GUARD, v. a. [garder, Fr.] 1. To watch

by way of defence and security. X. To pro

tect ; to defend. Waller. 3. To preserve by

caution Adds/on. 4. To provide against ob

jections.Nites on the Odyssey. 5.T0 adorn with

lists, laces, or ornamental borders. Sbakesp.

To GUARD, v. n. To be in a state of caution

or defence. Collier.

GUARD./, [garde, Fr.] 1. A man or body of

m en, whose business is to watch. Milton. %.

A state of caution j a state of vigilance. Smal.

3- Limitation; anticipation of objection. After.

4. An ornamental hem, lace, or border. 5.

Part of the hilt of a sword.

GU A'RDAC E../ [from guard.] State of ward

ship. Shake/p

GUA'RDER./ One who guards.

GUARDIAN. /. [gardien, Fr.] I. One that

has the care of an orphan. Arbutbnot. 2. One

to whom the care and preservation of any thing
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is committed. Sbakesp. 3. A repository or

storehouse. Not used. Sbakesp.

CUA'RDIAN of the Spiritualities. He towhom

the spiritual jurisdiction of any diocese is com

mitted, during the vacancy of the fee. Co-well.

CUA'RDIAN. a. Performing the office of a kind

protector or superintendent. Drydeu.

CUA'RDIANSHIP. / [from guardian] The

office of a guardian. UEstrangc.

GUATtDLESS. a. [from guard] Without de

fence. Waller.

GUA'RDSHIP./. [from guard] 1. Care ; pro

tection. Swift, t. [Guard and Jbip.] A

king's (hip to guard the coast.

GUA'IAVA.? , . . ._.,

GUA'VA. S J- A Plant- Miller.

CUBERNA'TION. / [gniematio, Lat] Go

vernment! soperintendency. Watts

CU'DGEON./ [geujou, Fr.] 1. A small fish

sound in brooks and rivers. Pope. 1. Some

thing to be caught to a man's own disadvan

tage. Sbakesp.

GUERDON / [guerdon, Fr.] A reward? a

recompence. Kuolles.

To GUESS, v. n. [ ghiffon, Dutch.] *. To con

jecture; to judge without any certain prin

ciples of judgment. Raleigh %. To conjec

ture rightly. Stilbugfieet.

To GUESS, v. a. To hit upon by accident.

Locke.

GUESS. / [from the verb.] Conjecture ; judg

ment without any positive or certain grounds.

Prior.

GUE'SSER. / [from guess.] Conjecturer ;"onc

who judges without certain knowledge. Swift.

GUE'SSINGLY. adv. [from gueffing ] Conjec-

turally j uncertainly. Shakejp.

GUEST. / [sq-t, Jirt, Sax.] 1. One enter

tained in the house ot another. Drydeu. t. A

stranger; one who comes newly to reside Sid.

CUESTCHAMBER./ Chamber of enteitain-

ment. Mark.

To GU'GGLE. v. n. [gorgtliare, Italian.] To

found as water running with intermissions out

of a narrow vessel.

CUI DAGE. / [from guide.] The reward giv

en to a guide.

CUI'DANCE./. [from guide.] Direction ) go

vernment. Rogers.

To GUIDE, v. a. [guider, Fr.] 1. To direct.

Smth. i. To govern by counsel j to instruct.

Psalms. 3. To regulate ; to superintend.

Decay of Piety.

CUIDE. / [guide, Fr.] 1. One who directs an

other in his way. Denbam. 1. One who di

rects another in his conduct. Waller. 3. Di

rector ; regulator. Hooker.

CUIDELESS. a. [from guide.] Without a

guide. Drydeu.

CUIDER. / [from guide] Director) regula

tor ; guide. South.

GUI'DON. f. [French.] A standardbearer ; a

standard.

CUILD. / tplopap, Sax] A society ; 1 cor

poration ; » fraternity . ' Cs-well.

GUILE. / [guille, old French.] Deceitful cun

ning ; insidious artifice. Milton.

GUILEFUL, a. [guile and full] Wily; insidi

ous ; mischievously artful. Hooker, Drydeu. i.

Treacherous; secretly mischievous. Sbakesp '

GUILEFULLY, adv. [from guileful] Insidi

ously ) treacherously. Milan

GUl'LEFULNESS /(from guileful] Secret

treachery ; tricking cunning.

GUI LENESS. a. [from guile.] Without deceit 1

without insidiousness.

GUI'LER./. [from guile.] One that betrays in

to danger by insidious practices. Spenser

GUILT, s. [jilt, Sax.] 1. The state of a man

justly charged with a crime. Hammond. 1. A

crime ; an offence. Sbakesp.

GUILTILY, adv. [from guilty] Without in

nocence. Sbakesp.

GUILTINESS, s. [from guilty.] The slate of

being guilty; consciousness of crime. Sidney.

GUILTLESS a. [from guilt.] Innocent j free

from crime. Pope. .

GU'ILTLESSLY. adv [from guiltless] With

out guilt; innocently.

CUl'LTLESSNESS. / [from guiltless ] Inno

cence ; freedom from crime. King Charles

GUILTY, a. feilrrj.Sax.] 1. Justly chargea

ble with a crime ; not innocent. Shakejp. ».

Wicked ; corrupt. Thomson.

GUINEA, f. [from Guinea, a country in Afri-

ca abounding with gold.] A gold coin valued

at one and twenty shillings. Locke.

CUINEADROPPER. / One who cheats by

dropping guineas. Gay.

GUI NEAHEN / A small Indian hen.

CUINE APEPPER./ [capsicum, Lat.] A plant.

Mtller.

CUl'NEAPrG./ A small animaUith a pig'g

snout. l 6

GUISE, f. [guise, Fr ] .. Manner j mien ; ha

bit. Fairfax, More. 4. Practice; custom;

property. Ben. Johnson. 3. External appear

ance; drels. Temple.

GUITAR. / [ghitara, Italian.] A stringed in

strument of musick. Prior.

GULCH. 7 / [trom r*U, Lat.] A little

GU'LCHIN. I glutton. Skinner.

GULES, .a. [perhaps from geule, the throat.]

Red. Shakejp.

GULF. /. [golse, Italian.] 1. A bay; an open

ing into land. Knolles. 1. An abyss ; an un-

measurable depth. Spenser. 3. A whirlpool ;

a sucking eddy. Sbakesp. 4. Any thing insa

tiable. Shakejp. ' 6

GU LFY. a. [from £«./.] Full of gulfs or whirl

pools. Pope.

To GULL. v. a. [guiller, to cheat.] To trick -

to cheat ; to defraud. Dryd.*.

GULL./ [from the verb] 1. A sea-bird. :.

A cheat ; a fraud ; a trick. S'akejp. 3. /\

stupid animal ; one easily cheated. Hidiirau

GULLCATCHER. / [ gull and catch.] A

cheat. Shak'sp.

GU'LLER / [from gull] A cheat; an im

postor.

CULLERY
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ClIXLERY. / [from gull] Cheat ; imposture, j

Ainfiuorth.

CULLET. / [gmkt, Fr.] The throat; the

meat- pipe. Denbam.

T» GULLY, v. ». To ran with noise.

CULLYHOLE. /The hole where the gutters

empty them [elves into (l.e subterraneous fewer.

CULO'SaTY. s. [from gulosut, Lat.] Crredi- !

ness; gluttony ; voriniy i, ravin.

To.GULP. 11. a. [g.lftn, Diych.] To swallow

taecrly ; to suck down without .".ttriiiifiion

GULP. / [from the verb ] As much as can be

swallowed at ence Mire.

CUM. /. [gummi, Lat ] i. A vegetable sub-

llince differing irorn a resin, in being more

viludyand dissolving in aqueous menllruums.

Shinty, Dryden. 1 fjoma, Sax.) The fleshy

C/vering that contains the teeth. Swift.

To Gl'M. v. a. Toslose with gum Wiseman.

CU MMINESS. / [from gummy] The lUte or

being gummy. Wiseman.

ClMMO SITY. / [from gummoni ] The na

ture of gum; gumminefs. Floyer.

CU MMOUS. a. (from gum ] Ut the nature of

gum. Woodward.

COMMY. a. [from gum.) I. Consisting of

fnim | of the nature of gum. Dryden. l. Pro

ductive of gum. Milton. 3. Overgrown with

('.un). Dryden.

CL'.V. s. The general name for fire-arms; the

instrument from which shot is discharged by

tire. Knsllej, GranviUe.

CU NNEL. / [corrupted from gun-wale.]

GUNNER. /. [trem gun] Cannonier ; he

whole employment is to manage the artillery

in a (hip. Skasrjp.

GUNNERY. J. [from gunner.] The-fcience o

artistry.

GUNPOWDER./ ffirir and pnmter.] The

powder put iuto guns 10 be fired. Brenan.

CU'NSKOT. / [gun tadjlct J The reach or

rjnge .', pun. DryJei

GUNSHOT, a. Made by the (hot of a gnn.

Wijeman.

GUNSMITH. / I gun and smith.] A man

whose trade i ? ri> make r^un-. Vurtimir.

CU NST1CK. / [gun iwSJhck.) '1 r.= rirr.rr.cr.

CU NSTOCK. /. [fatal n\,Astoek j 1 uc wuoii to

which the barrel of the gun is fixed Mart:

CU'NSTONE. / [gum aud Jline.] The (hot

cannon Skakej'p.

GUNWALE, or GUNNEL if a Skip Th:-.

piece of timber v.hich reaches on either fr

ofthe (Kip from the half-deck to the forte v.i le ;

that is called ihe gunviale, whether iulic bi

quns in the ship or no. Harrit

CLRGF.. / [garget, Lat.} A whi.ipoel j jjuil

Miltm.

GU'RGION / The coarser part of the meal

sifted from the bran.

To GU'RGLE. v. n. [gorgiliare,\u\im']To

fall or gush with noise, as water troui j bottle

GURNARD.? /.[giurnal, Fr.] A kind of

GURNET, J sea fith. Stakesp.

To GUSH. v. n. [gostden, Dutch] 1. To (low

or rush out with violence ; not to spring i»»

small llream, but ina large body. Thomson. ».

To emit in a copious etHuxion. Pope.

GUSH. / [from the verb] An emission of li

quor in a large quantity at once. Harvey.

GUSSET. / [giujset, Fr.] Any thing sewed 00

cloth, in order f. fhei.gthen it.

GUST f. [goust, Tr.gustue, Lat.] 1. Sense ot"

tilting Ftpe. 1. Height of perception. Mill.

3. Love; liking. Tilhtson. 4. Turn of fan

cy; intellectual taste. Dryden. 5. [From gas-

tici.] Iflandick.] A sudden violent blast ot

wir.d. SLakefp. Addifon.

GUSTABLE. / [gusto. Lat.] 1 . To be tasted.

Harvey. 1. Pleasant to the taste. Derbam.

GUSTATION./: [gusto, Lat] The a6t of tast

ing. Brovsu.

GU'STFUL. a [gust and/«jY.J Tasteful; well-

tasted. Decay of Fiery.

GUSTO, f. [Italian.] I. The relish of »ny

thing \ the power by which any thing excite *

ienlations in the palate. Derbam. 2. Intellec

tual taste; liking. Dryden.

GUSTY, a. [from gust, j Stormy; tempestuous.

Sbakejp.

GUT. / [kutteln, German.] r. The long pipe

reaching with many convolutions from the sto

mach to the vent. Arkulbnot. 2. The sto

mach ; the receptacle of food ; proverbially.

Hudibrai. 3. Gluttony v love of gormandit-

ing Hakewill.

To GUT. v. a. [from the noun.] I To evis

cerate ; to dt aw ; to txenterate. Carenv. 2.

To plunder of contents. Spectator.

GUTTATED. a. [from gutta, Lat. a drop]

Besprinkled with drops; bedropped. DiS.

GU TTER. / [from guttur, a throat, Lat.] A

passage for water. Addifon.

To GUTTER, v. a. [from the noun.] To cut

id small hollows. Sandy*.

To GUTTI.E. v a. [from gut.] To feed luxu

riously ; to gormandise. A low word. Dryd.

To GUTTLE, v. a. [from far.] To swallow.

L'Estrange.

GUTT1 .FR./ [from guttle] A greedy eater.

G'l 1 I t '.OUS a. [from guttula, Lat.J In the

1 -:m o: ■> smalt drop. Brown.

CU I t URAL. a. [gutinrabtjM.] Pronounced

in the throat ; belonging to the throat. Holder.

GU'TTURAI.NESS. / (from guttural J The

(jualitv : ^cinft guttural. DiH.

ni'TWOKr./ [furand ivor:.] An herb.

GUY f [fromfiriaV.] A rope used to lift any

thing info a ship.

To CU'ZZLE. v. n. [from gut, or gust.] To

gom:andi'e ; to seed immoderately. Gay.

To GU ZZLE. v. a. To swallow with immode

rate gust. Dryden.

GUZ7LER. / [from guzx.lt.] A gormandiser.

Dryden.

GYBE./ [See Gibx.] A sneer; a taunt) a

sarcasm. Skaktfp.

To GYBE. v. n. To soeer ; to taunt. Spenser.

GYMNA?
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CYMNA'STICALLY.a«/w. [from gymnasiick.]

Athletically, fitly for strong exercise. Brown.

CVMNA'STICK. adv. [j«f*vac.MC.] Pertain

ing to aihletick exercises. Arhutbntt.

GY'MNICK. a. [yv/xruur.] Soch as practise the

aihletick or gymnastick exercises. Milton.

GYMNOSPE'RMOUS. a. [j^v©- and avi(-

fxa.] Having the feeds naked.

GYNECOCRASY./. [yinauumpSU.] Pettycoit

government) female power.

GYRATION./ [gyre, Lat.] The act of turn

ing any thing about. Neviten.

GYRE./ [gyrnr, Lat.] A circle described by

any thing going in an orbit. Spenjer, Sondyi*

Drydtn.

GYVES./ [gevyn, Welsh.] Fetters; chains for

the legs. Bern, Johnjon.

To GYVE. v. a. To fetter } to (hackle. Shakesp,

H.

H A B HAG

His in English, as m other languages, a

note of aspiration, sounded only by a strong

emission of the breath, without any conforma

tion of the organs ot speech, and is therefore

by many grammarians accounted no letter.

The b in English is scarcely ever mute at the

beginning of a word; as honse.

HA. interjeS. [ba, I,at.] i . An expression of

wonder, surprize, sudden question, or sudden

exertion. Sbakesp. *. An expression of laugh

ter. Dryden.

HAAK. /. A fish. Ainsnoorth.

HABEAS CORPUS (Latin.] A writ which a

man, indicted of some trespass, being laid in

prison for the same, may have out of the

KingVBcnch, thereby to remove himself thi

ther at his own costs. ConoeH.

HABERDA'SHER. / One who sells small

wares ; a pedlar. Bacon.

HA'BERDINE./ A dried salt cod. Ainfwtrth.

HABERGEON./ [banbergeon, Kr.J Armour

to cover the neck and breast. Hndibrat.

HAB1 L1MENT./ [*a£>iWi,/,Frcnch.lDress ;

clothes ; garment Swift.

To HABILITATE, v.n. [labiliter, Fr.] To

qualify; to entitle. Bacon.

HA&ILITA'TION./ [from habilitate] Quali

ficattoo. Bacoa.

HABILITY./ [hahinte", Fr] Faculty; power

HABIT./, [habitnt, Lat.] i . State of any thing :

as, habit of body. 1. Dress; accoutrement.

Sbakesp. Dryden. 3. Habit is a power or a-

bility in man of doing any thing acquired by

frequent doing. Lake. 4. Custom j invete

rate use. Smth.

To HA BIT. 11. a. [from the noun] To dress;

to accoutre ; to array. Clarendon

HABITABLE, a. {habitable, Ft] Capable of

being dweltin. Donne.

HABITABLENLSS / [from habitable.] Ca

pacity of being dwelt. Mere.

HABITANCE./ [babitalio, Lat.] Dwelling)

abode. Spenjer.

HA BITANT./ [habitant, Fr.] Dweller, one

thai lives in any ',lace. Pope.

HABITA'TIO.i .) [habitation, Fr.J 1. The

a*.t of dwelling; tae state 01 a place receiving

dwellers, i. fuce of abode j dwelling. Stilt.

HABITATOR.s. [Latin.] Dweller j inhabi

tant Brovrn.

HABITUAL, a. [Eabituel, Pr.] Customary;

customed ; inveterate. Sstith.

HABITUALLY, adv. [from babitnal.] Caf-

tjmarily ; by habit. Arhutbnot.

To HABITUATE, v. a. [habitner, Fr.] T«

accustom; to use one's self by freqaent repe

tition. Arbuthnot.

HABITUDE./ [habitudt. Lat.] 1. Relation*

respect. Hale. 1. Familiarity; converse; fre

quent intercourse, Dryden. 3. Long custom;

habit; invet' -.iff use Dryden. 4. The power

of doing any thing acquired by frequent repe

tition. Dryden

HA'BNAB adv. [hap ne bap] At random; sK

the mercy of chance. Hndibrat.

To HACK, v a. [Paccan, Sax.] I. To cm itto

small pieces ; to chop. Sidney, z. To speak ua-

readily, or with hesitation. Shake/p.

To HACK f. n. To turn hackney or prostitute.

Shaiesp.

HA CKLE. s. Raw silk ; any filmy substance co-

spun. U'tilton.

To HACKLE. t>. a [horaback.] To dress flax.

HACKNEY./ [baenai, Welsh.] 1. A pacing

horse, z. A hired horse; hired horses being

usually taught to pace. Bacon. 3 A hireling;

prostitute. Roscommon. 4. Any thing let cut

for hire. Pope. 5. Much used ; coauuoa.

Harvey.

To HA'CKNEY. v. a [from the noun ] T»

practise in one thing ; to accustom to the road .

Shake/p

HA'( QUETON / [haanet, old Fr.] Some

piece os armour. Spenjer

HAD. Tie preterite and part pass of have. Sha.

HADDOCK./ [hadet, Fr.] A fea-siflj of the

cod kind Carevt.

HAi'T./ [Jjjejrc, Sax.] A handle-, that part

of an instrument that is taken into the faanJ.

Dryden .

To HAFT. v. a. [from the noun.] To set in a

haft.

H \G. / [p.rjerrc, a goblin. Sax.] 1. A fu

ry ; a she monster, a. A witch; an enchan

tress. Shakejp. 3 . A a old ugly woman. Dryden.

To
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To HAG. v. a. [from the noun ] To torment >

to harass with terrour. Hudibrai.

HAGG\RD. a. [hagard, Fr.] i. Wild » on-

tamed; irreclaimable. Spenser, i. [Haser,

German.] Lean. UEstra. 3. [Hage, Welsh]

Ugly > rugged ; deformed. Smith.

HA'GGARD./. i. Any thing wild or irreclaim

able Shakesp. 1. A species of hawk. Sandji.

HAGGARDLY, a. [from haggard.} Deform

ed ; ugly. Dryden.

HA'GGESS. / [from beg or hack.'] A mass of

meat inclosed in a membrane.

HAGGISH, a. \(mm hag.] Of the nature of a

hag j deformed ; horrid. Shakesp.

To HA GGLE. v. a. [corrupted from hackle ox

hack.] To cut} to chop > to mangle. Shakesp.

To HAGGLE. v. n. To be tedious in a bargain ;

to be long in coming to the price.

HA'GGLER./ [from haggle.] 1. One that cuts.

1. One that is tardy in bargaining.

HAGIOGRAPHER. / (iyr». and ypi>.] A

holy writer. The Jewsdivide the holy scrip

tures of the Old Testament into the law, the

prophets, «nd the hagiographert.

HAH. interjea. An expression of sudden effort

DryJen.

HAIL./ [hajel, Sax.] Drops of rain frozen in

their falling Locke.

To HAIL. v. n. To pour down hail Isaiah.

HAIL, interj. fhœl, health, Sax.] A terra offa-

iutation. Milton.

ToHAIL. v. n. [from the noun] To salute ; to

call to. Dryden.

HAI'LSHOT./ [haihadjbot.] Small shot scat

tered like hail. Hay-ward.

Hailstone./ [Bait and./W.] a particle or

single bail of hail. Shakesp.

HAI'LY. a. [from bait] Consisting of hail. Pope.

HAIR./ [hæn., Sax.] 1. One of the common

teguments of the body. When we examine

hairs with a microlcope, we find that they

have each a round bulbous root which lies

pretty deep in the (kin, and which draws their

nourishment from the surrounding humours :

that each hair consists nf five or six others,

wrapt up in a common tegument. £>uiticy. a.

A single hair. Shake/p. 3. Any thing prover

bially small. Shakesp. 4. Course; order;

grain. Shaiesp.

HA'IRBRAINKD. a. [rather hare-brained ]

Wild ; irregular. Jndgei.

HAI RBliL.y. The name of a flower; the hya

cinth. >

H,YI'RBRF.ADTH. / [hair tod breadth.]

very smal( distance J'dret.

HAI RCLOTH.y. [hair mod cloth] Stuff made

of hair, very rough and prickly, worn some

times in mortification. Grevi.

HA1RLACE/ [strand bee.] The fillet with

which the women tie up their hair. Harv.

HAIRLESS, a. [from lair.] Without bair.

Shakesp.

HA IR1NEES / [from hairy.] The state of be

ing covered with hair.

HAIRY, a [liuaa hair.] i. Overgrown with

h»ir. Shakesp. ». Consisting of hair. DryJen

HAKE./ A kind of fist. Carev).

HA'KOT./ [from hake.] A kind offish. Ainhm.

HAL. The Saxon Bealle, i. e. a hall. Gibson

HALBERD./ [haleharJe, Fr.] A battle-axe

fixed to a long pole. Pope.

HALBERDIER./ [halebardier, Fr.] One who

is armed with a halberd.

HALCYON./ [4a/rv»,Lat.] A bird that breed*

in the sea: there it always a calm during her

incubation. Sbakesp.

HA'LCYON.a. [from thenoun.] Placidtquiet;

still. Denham.

HALE. a. Healthy; sound; heart v. Spenser.

To HALE. v. a. [halen, Dutch.] To drag by

force ; to pull violently. Sand. Brom.

HALER. / [(torn bale.] He who palls tad

hales.

HALF. / [Bealt, Sax] 1. A moiety; one

part of two; an equal part. Ben. Johnson. »,

It sometimes has a plural signification when a

number :s divided.

HALF. adv. In part; equally. Dryden.

HALF-BLOOD. / One not born of the fame

father and mother. Locke.

HALF-BLOODED, a. [batfxai blood.] Mean ;

degenerate. Shakesp.

HALF-FACED, a. [half andfaced] Showing

only part of the face. Shakejp.

HALF-HEARD a. Imperfectly heard. Post.

HALF-MOON./ The moon in its appearance

when at half increase or decrease.

HALF-PENNY./ plural half-pence. 'halfnxA

penny?] A copper coin, of which two make a

penny. Dryden.

HALF-PIK.E./ {batslai pike.]TiKbanU fine

carried by officers. Taller.

HALF-SEAS over. A proverbial exprefGon for

any one far advanced. It is commonly uJed of

one hslr drunk. Drydei.

HALF-SPHERE. / [halftai sphere.] Hemi

sphere. Ben Johnson.

HALF-STRAINED, a. [half and firsimtd.]

Half-bred ; imperfect. Dryden

H.VLF-SWORD./. Close fight. Shakesp.

HALF-WAY. adv. [half and ei/j In the

middle. Granville.

HALF-WIT./, [haiftnivoit.] A block-oe«d»

a foolish fellow. Dryden.

HALIBUT./ A sort of fish. Ainsenorlh.

HA LIDOM / Our blessed lady. Spenser.

HALIMASS. (Balrj and majt.] The feast o!

All-Souls. Sraiejp.

HA'LITUOUS. adv. [balitms, Lat.] Vaporous,

fumous. Beyle.

HALL./ [pal, Sax.] 1. A court ofjustice. 1.

A manour-housc lo called, because in it were

held courts for die tenants. Addifeu. 3. The

publick room of a corporation. Gartb. 4. TLc

first large room of a house. Milton.

HALLELU'JAH./ [r07"P.] Preifeyt the

Lord. A long of thanksgiving. Milttn.

HALLOO, interj. {Mint, let us go '. J A word

of encouragement when d 'gs are let Jocnc *æ

their game. DryJen.

To
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•so HA'LLOO. v. n. [baler, Fr.] To cry at

alter the dogs. Sidney.

To HALLOO, v . a i. To encourage with

fh-mts Prior. 1 To chafe with (hams. Shake.

3. Tocill or shout to. Shakesp.

To HALLOW, v. a. .'Daljian, pilrj, Paron,

holy] t. To consecrate ; to make h<d .lioe.ier

»• To reverence as holy . halhteed be thy

racre

HALLUCINATION. / [balUinatio, Lat.J

Eir.iur; blunder ■, mil-alte. Addifon.

HALM./ ;£ralm. S13 ] Straw..

HA'LO. / A i.-d circle round the fun or moon.

HALiENlNO. a. {hah, German.] Sounding

harshly. Carets).

HALfcER. / [from p. If, neck, and reel, *

rjpe J A rop.' less than a cable. Cbafman

To HALT ■v. n. (Dealt, Saxon, lame J 1. To

limp j to h~ lame. Dryd.-n. 1. To flop in a

march -M/i/cn 3. To hesitate ; to stand dubi-

ous. r AT,,-,. 4. To rail, to t'aulter. Sidiesp.

HALT a. [from the verb] Lame ; Crippled.

Luke.

HALT. s. [from the verb] 1 . The ac! ot limp

ing j the manner of limping, a. [/lite, Fr.]

A flop in a march. Milton.

HVLTER./ [from halt.\ He who limps.

HALTER. / [Dealrtpe, Sax ] .. A rope to

hang malefactors. Shakefp. 1. A cord ; a

strong filing. Sanijs.

To HALTER. *. a. [from the noun.] To bind

with a cord. Alterbury.

To HALVE, -v. a. [from half, halves.] To di

vide into two parts.

HALVES, interj. [from half.] An expression

by which any one lays claim to an equal (hare.

Cleaveland.

HAM/ [Dam, Sax] A house; farm, or village.

HAM. / |£am, Sax J 1 . The hip ; the hinder

paitot the articulation of the thigh. Wiseman.

a. 1 he thigh of a hog salted. Pope.

HA'MATED. a. [bdmatns, Lat] Hooked; set

w::h hooks.

To HA MULE. v. a. [from bam ] To cut the

sinews ; to hamstring.

HAME. /. ipjma, SaxJ The collar by which a

horse draws in a waggon.

HAMLET./, [pam, Sax] A small village.

Haccn.

HAMMER/ [Damen, Sax] t. The instru

ment confusing of a lonj; handle and heavy

head, with which any thini; is forced ordriven.

Brown 1 Any thing destructive. Haktvitil.

To HAMMER, v. a. [rrorn the noun. J 1.T0

beat with a hammer. Sandyt. a. To forge or

form with a hammer. Dryden. 3. To work in

• he mind j to contrive by intellectual labour.

Shakejp.

To HAMMER, v. n. 1. To work ; to be busy.

Shake/p. x. To be in agitation. Shakejp.

HAMMERER./ [from hammers He who

work* with a hammer.

HAMMERHARD. /. [hammer and bard]

Hammerbard is when you harden iron or steel

with mush hammering ou it. Matm.

HAMMOCK. / [pamaca, Sax.] A swinging

bed. Temple.

HA'MPER. / [banaperinm.] A large bislceC

for carriage. Swift.

To HAMPER, ri a. t.ToshackIe;toentangl»

in chains. Herbert. 1. To ensnare ; to inveigle.

Hudibrds. 3. To complicate : to entangle.

B/acimsre. 4. To perplex ; to embarrass by

many lets and troubles. Hadibras.

HA'MSTRINC. s. \ham and string J The ten

don of the ham. Shakejp.

To H VM STRING, -v. 4. preter. and part. pass.

hamstrunr. To lame by cutting the tendon of

the ham. Dryu n.

HA'NAPER. / [hanaperiun, low Lat.] A

treasury •. an exchequer. Uacon.

HA'NCES./ [In a (hip.] Palls of the fife-rails

oheed on bann'lters on the poop and quarter-

ceekdown to the gangway, Harris.

HANCES [luarchke.Llure.j The ends of ellip

tical arclic . Harris, Moxo*.

HAND. /. [Dan*, p»nb, Saxon.] 1. The palm

with the fingers. Berkley, a. Measure of

four inches. 3. Side, right or left. Exodus.

4. Parti quarter •, Me. Swift. 5. Ready

payment. Tillotfon. 6. Rate ; price. Bacon.

J. Terms ; ednditions. Taylor. 8. Act j

deed ; external action K Charles. 9. La

bour , act of the hand. Addifon. 10. Perfor

mance. Shakefp. 11. Power of performance;

Addifon. ii. Attempt ; undertaking. Spenser.

13. Manner of gathering or taking. Bacon.

14. Workmanship; power or act of manu

facturing or making. 15. Manner of acting

or performing. Dryden 16. Agency; pare

in action. South. 17. The act of givingor

presenting, z Samuel. 18 Act of receiving

any thing ready to one's hand. Locke, 19.

Care; necessity of managing. Pope. ao. Dis

charge os duty. Hooker, a 1 . Reach ) nearness ;

as, at band, within reach. Boyle, zz. Manual

management. Dryden. 23. State of being

in preparation. Shakefp. 14. State of being

in present agitation. Shakejp. 15. Cards held

at a game. Bacon. 16 That which is used Ira

opposition to another. Hndibras. 17. Scheme

ot action. Ben. Johnjon. 28. Advantage a.

gain ; superiority. Hayward. 29. Competi

tion ; contest Shakejp. 30. Transmission ;

conveyance. Collier. 3 1 . Posfeffion ; power*

Hooker. 34. Pressure of the bridle. Shakefp.

33. Method of government; discipline; re

straint. Bacon. 34. Influence ; management.

Daniel. 3;. That which perlorms the office of

a hand in pointing. Locke. 36. Agent; persoit

employed ; Swift. 37. Giver, and receiver*

Tillotjtn. 3H. An actor ; A workman ; at

soldier. Locke. 39- Catch or reach without

choice. Milton. 40. Form or cast of writing.

Denham, Felton. 41. Hmud over bia.t. Ne

gligently ; ralhly. L'Ejlrange. 41. Hilo f>

Hash. Close fight. Shakejp. 43. Hand /it

Hand. In union ; conjointly. Swift. 44. Fit;

pu. Sbakefp. 45. Hand to month. As wane

r.quues, L'bjlratfr.'. 4S, To bear in Hakd.

NZ » TO
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To keep m expectation i to elude. Shakefp.

47. To be Hand a*</ GW. To be intimate

and familiar.

To HAND. v. a [from the noun] I. To give

or transmit with the hand Brown. X. To

guide or lead by the hand Donne. 3. To

seize ; to lay hands on. Sh.ikrfp. 4. To ma

nage ; to move with the hand. Pi itr. c, To

transmit in succession; to deliver down !rom

one to another. Woodward. Hand i« much

used in composition lor thai which ib manage

able by the hand, as a band/aw ; 01 borne tn

the hand, as a hand-ba* r<-.w.

HAND-IiASK.ET./'. A portable basket.Mirttm

HAND-BELL./. A bell runt; by the hand. Bat.

HAND-BRKADTH. J. A space equal to the

breadth of the hand Ar^tttbnot

HANDED, a. [from hand.] 1. Hiving the use

of the hand left or right. Broivn. 4. With

hands joined. Milton.

HANDER /. [from hand.] Transmitter; con

veyor in succession. Dryden.

HA NDFAST./. [band tvAfast] Hold ; custody.

Shaiesp.

HA'NDTUL / [hand and fug.] 1. As much

as the hand can tripe or contain Freeholder.

»■ A palm; a hind's breadth; four inches.

Bacon. 3. A small number or quantity. Kalei.

Clarendon.

HAND GALLOP. /. A slow easy gallop, in

which the hand presses the bridle to hinder in

crease of speed. Dryden.

HAND-GUN. /. A gun wielded by the hand

Camden.

HANDICRAFT. /. {handtnd craft.] Manual

occupation. S-wift.

HANDICRAFTSMAN./ {handicraft and

man.] A manufacturer ; one emplojcd in ma

nual occupation. Swift.

HANDILY, a [from bandy.] With skill ; with

dexterity.

HA'NDINESS. / [from handy.] Readiness:

dexterity.

HANDIWORK, s. {hands and v>:rk.] Work

of the hand; product of labour; manufacture.

L'Eflrange.

HA'NDKF.RCHIEF. s. {band and kerchief.]

A piece of siik or linen used 10 wipe the face,

or cover the neck. Arbuthnit.

To HANDLE, v. a {bandelet, Dutch] 1. To

touch ; to seel with ihe hand Locke. 1. To

manage : to wield. Shakesp. 3. To make fami

liar to the hand by frequent touching Temple.

4-Totreatindiscourse. Shake/p Alterbury. 5.

To deal with; to practise. Jeremiah. 6. To

treat well or ill. Clarendon. , 7. To practise

upon ; to do with. Shakefp.

HANDLE. /. [fcanfcle, Sax.] I. That part of

*ny thing by which it is held in the hand

Taylor, i. That of which use is made. Seath.

HA'NDLESS a. {hand and left.] Without a

hand. Shakefp.

HA'NDMAID. / A maid that waits at hand.

Fairfax.

HA'NDMILL./ [*««</ and wÆ] A mill moved

by the hand. Drydin.

HANDS ess. A vulgar phrase for keep off; for

bear. UFllrange.

HA'NDSAILS / Sails managed by the hand.

Temple.

HA'NDSAW./ A saw manageable by the hand.

i\T:rtim:r .

HA NDSRL./ [hansel, Duich.] The first act of

using anv thing ; the first act of sale. Herbert.

To HANDSEL, v. a. To use or do any thing

the first time. Cotvley

H A NDSOM E. a. [bandfaem.Dulch.] 1 . Ready ;

gainly ; convenient, Spenser. 1. Beautiful

with dignity; graceful. Addiftn. 3 Elegant;

praeelul. Fe/ttn. 4. Ample ; liberal : as, a

handsome fortune. 5. Generous ; noble : as, a

handsome action.

To HANDSOME, v. a. [from the adjective.]

To render eleeant or neat. Donne.

HANDSOMELY, adv. [from handsome.] 1.

Conveniently ; dexterously Ss-enfer. 1. Beauti

fully ; peacefully. 3. Elegantly ; neally.Wi/ia.

4. Liberally ; generously. Addifon

HANDSOMENESS./, (from handfeme] Beau

ty ; erace ; elegance. Biyle.

HA'NDVICE. / [hand and vice.] A vice to

hold small work in. Afixon.

HANDWRITING. /. [hand and writing.] A

cast or form os writing peculiar to each hand.

Cockbnrn.

HANDY, a. [from band] 1. Executed or per

formed by the hand. Knollet. 1. Ready : dexte

rous : skilful. Dryden. 3 Convenient Mixes.

HA NDYDANDY / A play in which children

change hands and places. Shakefp

To HANG. v. a. prefer and part pass, banged or

hunr, anciently hong. 1 To suspend ; to fasten

in luch a manner as to be sustained not below,

but above. South 1. To place without any

solid support. Sandjt. 3. To choak or kill bv

suspending by the neck Shakefp. 4. To dis

play ; to show aloft. Addiftn. e. To let fall

bdow the proper situation Ecctuf. 6 Tofrt

in such a manner as in ibme directions to be

moveable. 1 Mac. 7. To adorn by hancisg

upon Dtyden 8. To furnish with ornaments

or draperies fastened to the wall Bacon.

To HANG. v. n. 1. To be suspended-, to be

supported above, not below. Spenser, a. To

depend ; to fall loosely on the lower part 1 to

dangle 1 Mac. Dryden. 3. To bend sot-

ward. Addiftn. 4. To float ; to play. Pritr.

5. To be supported by something raised above

the ground. Addifon. 6. To rest upon by em

bracing. Peacham. 7. To hover ; to impend,

Atterbury. 8. To be loosely joined. Shakefp. 9.

To drag ; to be incommodiously joined. AdJlif.

10. To be compact or united. Addifcn. ■ 1.

To adhere. Addifon. n. To rest Shakefp. tj.

To be in suspense j to be in a state of uncer

tainty. Deuteronomy. 14. To be .clayed i to

linger. Milton. 1 5. To be dependant on. Ske.

16 To be fixed or suspended with attention.

Pope. 17. To have a steep declivity. Msi-trm.

18. To be executed by the halter. Pope. 1 3.

To decline ; to tend down. Pope.

HAUGER.
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HA'NGrR. s. [from tang] That by which

any ihme hangs: is, ihe pot bankers

HA'NGER J strom bans .j A (hon broad sword.

HANGER-ON./ [from /•<>»£. J A dependant.

Brown, Swift.

HA NGING. /. (from hang ] Drapery hnig or

(aliened as,Min!l the walls of rooms. Pmr.

HA NGING participial a [l>om ban? J I.

Foreboding death by the halter Shaktfp. z

Requiring lo be punifhid by the halter.

HA'NGMAN / 'bang and man.) The publick

executioner. Sidney

HANK./" [bank, Iflandick] A (ken ofth.ead.

To HANKER, v. n. [bankeren, Dutch.] To

Ion? importunately. Hndibrai, Addifiu.

HAN'T for bai not, or bave not AJJisen.

HAP J. [anbap, in Wcifh, is misfortune.]

Chance i fortune. hh-Atr. a. That which

happens by chance or fortune. Sidney 3. Ac

cident; casual event; misfouuoe. Fairfax.

HAP-HAZARD./. Chance; accident. Uckt.

To HAP v n. [from the noun.] To come by

accident j to fall out ; to happen. Baron.

HAPLY, ailv. [horn bap.) 1. Perhaps; perad-

venture ; it may be. Swift. 1. By chance ;

by accident. Milton.

HA'PEESS. a. [from bap.) Unhappy > unfortu

nate j lutkless. Smith.

To HAPPEN v. ,. [from*/!/..] 1. To fall

out; to chance; to come to pals. Titlotjsn. a.

To light ; to fall by chance. Grannt.

HAPPILY adv [frum happy.) 1. Fortunately;

luckily; successfully. Waller, z. Addrekfully:

gracefully ; without labour. Pcpi. 3 Ina Hate

of felicity.

HAPPINESS./ [from happy] 1. Felicity;

state in which the desires are satisfied. linker.

a. Good luck; good fortune. 3. Fortuitous

elegance. Denbam.

HAPPY, a shorn bap.] 1. In a state of felicity.

Sidney, Milan, Addis n. a. I.ucky ; success

ful ; fortunate. B-yle. 3. Addrefeiul; ready.

twist.

HAQUETON./. A piece of armour. Spenser

HARA'NGL'E.'/ [harangue, Pr.] A speech ;

a popular oration. Swiss.

To HARANGUE, v. n. [baranguer, Fr.] To

make a speech.

HARA'NGUER./[fromWa»£«.] An orator;

1 publick speaker.

To HA RASS. v. a. [barajser, Fr.] To weary ;

toiatigue. Addifon.

HARASS./ [from the verb.] Waste ; distur

bance. Milton.

HA RB1NGER. s, [herbtrger, Dutch.] A fore

runner ; a precursor. Dryden.

HARBOUR./ [herberge, Fr.] 1. A lodging j

! HARBOURAGE, s. f herbergage, Fr.] Shelter,

entertainment. Sfaiel'd

[from barbur.] One that

[from barbenr.] Without

HA R BOHR ER. J.

entertains another.

HARBOURI.ESS c

harbour.

HARD a. [pcjpo. Sax. bard, Dutch] 1.

rirm; resisting penetration or separation.

Shr.kejf 1. Difficult ; nut easy to the intel

lect. Sidney. 3. Difficult of accomplishment.

DryJen 4. Pain'ul; distressful; laborious.

Clarendon 5. Cruel ; oppressive j rigorous j

Attcrlury. 6. Sour; rough; severe. Sbakefp,

^ Unfavourable; unkind. Dryden. 8. la-

scnsiMei ui.touched. DryJen. 9. Unhappy j

vciatioui Temple. 10. Vehement ; keen 1

severe : ar, 3 bard winter. 1 1. Unreasonable }

unjust. Swift. 1 a. Fo.-crd ; not easily granted.

Burnet. 13. Powerful. Watts. 14. Austere ;

rouph, a» liquids. Baccn. 15. Harsh; stiff;

constrained. Dryden. 16 Not plentiful ; not

prosperous. Dryden. 17. Avaricious j faultily

sparing.

HARD adv. [bard;, G rman.] I. Close ; near.

Ju.lgci. z. Dilipintly ; laboriously ; incessantly.

Atlcrbury. 3. Uneasily ; vexatiously Sbakejp.

4- Vehemently; dulieVfully. L'Eflrangc. 5.

Fast; nimbly. L'Fjbangt. 6. With difficulty.

Bacon, 7 Tempestuously ; boisterously Taylor.

HARDBOUND, a. [bard and bound. J Costive.

Pope

To HA'RDRN.w. a. [from /■ar//.] 1. To mil e

haid; to indurate. Woodward, a. To con

firm in effrontery -, to make impudent. 3.

To confirm in wickedness ; to make obdura-e.

AJdifon. 4 To make insensible; to ftupisy.

Swift. 5. To make firm ; to endue with con

stancy. Dryden.

HA'RDENER. s. [from harden.] One that

makes any thing hard.

HARDFA VOURED. a. [hard and favour.]

Coarse os feature.

HARDHANDED. a. [hard and band.] Coarse;

mechanick. Sbakefp.

HA'RDHf.AD. / [hard and bead.] Clash of

heads. DryJent

HARDHEARTED a.fiar./ and irar/.]Ciue! j

inexorable; nu'iciUss; pitiless. Arbntbnot.

HARDHE'ARTEDN ESS/ [from bard-bcart-

ed] Cruelty ; want of tenderness. South.

HARDIHEAD. If [from hardy] Stoutness-,

HARDIHOOD. J biavery. Obsolete. Miltin.

HARDIMENT. f. |from h^rJy.) Courage)

stoutness; bravery. Sbakefp. Fairfax.

HARDINESS./ 1. Hardfliip; fatigue.o>r»/>r.

z. Stoutness j courage ; bravery. Sbakejp. 3.

Effrontery ; confidence.

place of entertainment. Dryden. 1. A port or HARDLA'BOURED. a. [hard wl labour.) E-

haven for shipping. Sbakejp. 3. An asylum ; a

shelter

To HARBOUR, v. n. [from the noun ] To re

ceive entertainment ; to sojaurn. Pbilipi.

To HARBOUR, v. a. 1. To entertain j to

permit to reside. K.we, a. To slicker ; to se

cure. Sidney.

laborate; studied- Swift.

HA'RDLY. adv. [from bard.) 1. With diffi

culty; not easily. South, z. Scarcely; scant |

not lightly. Swift. 3, Grudgingly; as an

injury. Sbakefp. 4. Severely ; unfavourably.

linker, t. Rigorously; oppressively. Swi/t.

Hit 6. L'Q-
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f. Unwelcomely ; harthly. Locke. 7. Noll

softly; not tenderly; not delicately. Dryden

HARDMOUTHED. a. [hard mAmouth J Dis

obedient to therein; not sensible of the bit.

DryJen.

HARDNESS. / [from bard.'] 1. Dnrily ;

power of resistance in bodies. Woodward, a.

Difficult to I e understood. Skaktjp. 3. Dif

ficulty to be accomplished. Sidney. 4. Scarci

ty; penury. Swift. 5. Obduracy: prnlli-

gateness South. 6 Coarsened; haistinels os

look. Ray. 7 Keenness; vehemence of

weather »r sealons. Mortimer. 8. Cruelty of

temper; favageness; harshness. Shakesp. 9

Stiffness; harshnrfs. Dryden. \o. Faulty par

simony i stinginess.

HARDOCK s. I suppose the same with bur

dock. Sbakejp. ' '

HARDS / The refuse or coarser part of flax.

HARDSHIP./ [from bard.} 1. Injury; op-

preffion. Swift, 2. Inconvenience t fatigue.

Sprat.

HARDWARE. /. [bard and ware.} Manu

factures of metal.

HA'RDWARLMAN./ [hardware and man.}

A maker or teller of metalline manutactuies.

Swift.

flA'RDY. «. [hardi,?v.} 1. Bold; brave;

stout; daring. Bann. a. Strong; hard) firm.

South.

HARE and Here, differing in pronunciation

only, signify both an army and a lotd. Gibjon.

HARE./ [hapa, Sax.] 1. A small quadruped,

remarkable for timidity, vigilant c, and fecun

dity. More. 2. A constellation. Creech.

To HARK, v. ». \harier, Pr.] To fright- Locke

HA'REBELL./ [nWand bell.} A b.ue flower

campaniform. Sbakejp.

HAREBRAINED, a. | from bare the verb and

brain. J Volatile ; unsettled ; wild. Bacon.

HAREFOOT. J. [bare ar»l/«/.j 1. A bird.

2. An herb.

HA'RELIP./ A fissure in the upper lip will

want o> substance. Quincy.

HARESEAR./ [bjpleurum, Lat] A plant.

Miller.

HAR1ER. / [from bare.} A doc for hunting

hates. Atnjworlb

To HARK. v. n. [contracted from hearken.}

To listen. Hudibras.

HARK, inter). [ It is originally the imperative

of the verb bark.} List shear! listen! Rowe.

HARL./.' 1. The filaments of flax. 2. An; fi

lamentous substance. Mirtimtr.

HARLEQUIN. / [Menace derive it from a

famous corhcd.an that frequented M. Harley'i

house, whom his friends called Harletttn;

little Hull •/.} A buffoon who plays tricks to

divert the popula-e; a Jack-pudding Pri:r.

HARLOT./, [bertoda. We Ifh, a giil.J A

v. hore ; a strumpet Dryden.

H k'RLOTRV. J. [stem harlot.} 1. The trad,

of a harlot; fornication. Dryden. 2. A name

ot contempt for a woman. Shakesp.

HARM/ [licapm, Sax J t. Injury 5 crime;

wickedness. 1. Mischief) detriment; hurt.

Swift.

To HARM. v. a. To hurt ; to injure, Waller.

HARMFUL, a. [barm and full.} Hurtful}

mischievous. Raittgh.

HARMFULLY, adv. [horn harmful.} Hurt-

tully: noxir uflv. Alcham.

HARMFULNESS. /. [trom harmful.} Hurt-

fulnel'v; mifchicvoufhess.

HA'RMLF.oS. a. [110m barm } 1 Innocent;

innoxious; not hurtful. Shakesp. 2. Unhurt;

undamaged. Raleigh.

HARMLESSLY, adv. [from barmlesi } Inne-

cently ; without hurt; without crime. Decay

ef Piety.

HA'RMLESSNESS-/ [from barmles,.} Inno

cence ; fret dorn from injury or hurt. Donne.

HA'RMONICAL. 7 a. [»,-,«»>«/?•, haim-.ni-

HA'RMpNICK. J </«f,Fr.] Adapted to each

ctrter; musical. Pope

HARMONIOUS, a. [harmonieux, Pr. from

barmoi.y ] 1. Adapted to each other; having

the pans proportioned to each other. Cvwlzy.

» Musical. Dryden.

HARMONIOUSLY, adv. [from barmonism.)

1. With jult adaptation and projioition ot parts

to each other. Bentley. ». Musically; with

concord of sounds. Stilbngfket

HARMONIOUSNESS / [from harmonious }

Proportion ; musicalnesfc.

ToHARMONIZE.su a. ssrom harmony } Ta>

a ljust in fu proportion. Dryden.

HA'RMONY. / [.f/w.....] 1. The just adap

tation of one part lo another. Bacon. 2. J all

proportion of sound. Watts. 3. Concord; cor

respondent sentiment. Mthin.

HARNESS./ [Jamil,, Pr.] 1. Armour; de

fensive f jrniturc of war. Shakesp. 2. The

tracesot draught horsia, particularly ot car,

riages ot pleature. Dryden.

To HARNESS v. a. | from the noun ] 1. To

dress in armour. Rtwe. 2. To fix hoifes in

their traces lljle.

HARP./ (hrapp, Sax.] I. A lyre; an instru

ment strung with wire and struck with thai

singer. Dryden. %. A constellation. Creech.

To HARP. v. n. [harper, Pr.] 1. To pla) on

tie harp. 1 Ccr. 2. To touch any passion.

Sbaiejp.

H.VRPER. / [from harp.} A player on lh«

harp Tickelt.

HARPING Iron. f. [from harpago, Lat] A

bearded dart with a line fastened to the han

dle, with which whales are struck and caught.

Waller. '

HARPONE'ER./. [barfioneur, Pr.] He that

thiews the harpoon.

HARPOON / [barpsn, Fr.] A harping iron.

HA RPSICORD./. A musical instrument.

HARPY./, [barfyia, Lat] The harpies were a.

kind of birds which had the faces of women,

and foul long claws, vciy filthy creatures.

Raleigh. 2. A ravenous wretch. Sbakejp.

HA RQUEIJUSS. / [Sec Arquebus] A.

Iliac; Jti.

HA'RQUKr
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HA"RQUEP,USSIFR. /.[from hart;atbust.]Ont

arrr.cd wilh a harqutrbuss. Knolles.

HARR1D A'N./ [corrupted from haridelle,?

a worn-out worthless horse.] A decayed lh lim

pet. Swift.

HARROW. / [charnue, Fr.] A frame of

timbers crossing each other, ami set with

tcelh Mirtimer.

To HARROW. i>. a. [from the noun.] i. To

break with the harow Shakefp. a. To tear

up; to rip up. Reive. 3 To pillage ; to strip ■,

10 lay waste. Bacon. 4. [From htrtjian, Sax j

To invade ; to harrass with incursion!.. 5. To

distuib; to put into commotion.

HA RROW. inter]. An exclamation of sudden

distress.

HA'RROWER./ [from harrow.] 1 He who

harrow, z. A kind of hawk. Ainjwortb.

To HARRY, v. a. [barer, Fr.] i/Toteaie;

to hare : 10 ruttle. Shakrjp. z. In Scotland

it sign. tics to rob, plunder, or oppiefs.

HAR' H. a. 1. Austere; roughly tour Denfam

z. Hough to the ear. Dryden. 3. Crabbed ;

morose ; peevish. Taylor. 4. Rugged to the

touch. Bey/e. 5. Unpleasing; rigorous. Dryden.

Harshly. adv. |fiom tar/b] >. s0Uiiy ;

aulh rely to the palate, z. With violence ; in

opposition to gentleness. Milton. 3. Severely ;

morosely ; crabbedly. AJdijon. 4. Ruggedly

to the car. Shakefp.

Harshness. /.' (from bar/b.] t. Sourness;

austere tafle. Bacon. 1. Roughness to the ear.

Dryden, Pipe. 3. Ruggedr.els to the touch.

Bacon. 4. Crabbcdnefs ; peevishness.

HART. / (pe< p.r. Sax.] A he deer of the

large kind ; the male of the roe. May.

H A'RTSHORN. / Spirit drawn trom'horn.

HA'RTSHORN./ An herb. Amjworth.

HA'RT-ROYA L /. A plant.

HA'RTS-TONCUE./ A plant.

H'ARTWORT. / A plant. Miller.

HA'RVEST./ thxprep:, Sax0 '• The seafon

of reaping and gathering the cLoxn.L'Estrange

1. The corn ripened, gathered and inned.

Shake/p. 3. The product of labour. Dryden

HARVEST-HOME./ 1. The song which the

reaper* sing r,t the feast made for having inned

the harvest. Dryden. z. The time of gathering

harvest Dryden. 3. The opportunity of ga

therins; treasure Sbake/p.

HA RVLST-I.ORD./. The head reaper at the

harvest Tnjfer,

HARVESTER. / [from harvest] One who

work' at the harvest.

HA RVLSTMAN / A labourer in harvest.

To HASH i> n. [hacber, Fr J To mince; to

chop into small pieces, and mingle. Cartb.

HASK./ This seems to tigniiy a cafe or habi

tation made of rushes or flags. Spenser.

H A SLET. T> s. [a bundle ; hastier, Fr.] The

HARSLET j heart, liver, and lights of a hog,

with the windpipe and part of the throat to

it.

HASP./ [hxrr, s«-l A clasp folded over a

staple, and fastened on w.th a padlock. Mori.

To HASP. m. n. [from the noun.] To shut with

a hasp

HASSOCK./ [haseck, German.] A thick mat

on which men kneel at church. Addison.

HAST. The second person singular of have.

HASTE. /! [baste, Fr.] 1. Huny ; speed ; nim-

bleness ; precipitation. Dryden. 1. Passion ;

vehemence.

To HASTE. \ v. n. [bister, Fr.] 1. Tt»

To HASTEN, i make haste ; to be in a hut>

ry 'Jeremiah. 2. To move with swiftness.

Denham.

To HASTE. 7 v. a. To push forward ; to

To HA'STEN. ^ urgeon ; to precipitate. Pries.

"(VSTENEI

or horrid.

HA'STEN ER./, [fiom basten

precipit;

J Out that hastens

HASTILY. a-/c. [from hasty] 1. In a hurry;

speedily; nimbly ; quickly. .Spenser. 1. Rashly ;

piecipitately. Swift. 3. Passionately ; with

vehemence.

HASTINESS./ [from hasty.] 1. Haste; speed.

Sidney. 1. Hurry , precipitation. Dryden. 3.

Angiy tesliness ; paflionate vehemence.

HASTINGS./ [horn hasty] Peas that come

eaily. Mortimer

HA'STY. a.[h,istif, Fr ] 1. Qoick ; speedy.

Shake/p. 1. Passionate; vehement. Przvcrbi.

3. Ralh ; precipitate Eccluf. 4. Early ripe.

fjaiab.

HASTY-PUDDING. / A pudding made of

milk and flour, boiled quick together. Dorset.

HAT./ [hart, Saxon.] A cover for the head.

Dryden

HATBAND . f. [hat and band] A string lien

round the hat Bacon.

HA'TCASE./ [bat mil cafe.] A flight box for

a hat. Addi/on

To HATCH, v. a [hecken, German.] 1. Te

produce young from epgs. Milton. %. To

quicken the tg'j by incubation. Addifon. 3.

To produce by precedent action. 4. To form

by meditetien ; to contrive, Hayward. 5,

[From bacher, to cut.] To shade by lines in

drawing or graving. Dryden.

To HATCH v n. 1. To be in the state of

growing quick, z. To be in a state of advance

toward- effect.

HATCH /. [from the verb 1 1. A brood ex

cluded from theegr a. The act of exclusion

from the eg^. 3 I. - losure ; discovery. Shake.

4. [H.eca, Sax.] The halt' door. Shake/p. 5.

I In the plura) J The doors or openings by

winch the* descend from one de<-k or fi^or of

a ship to another. Dryden. 6. To be under

Hatches. To be in a line 01 ignominy,

poverty, or depression. Locke.

To HA'TCHEL. v. a. [bacbeltn, German] To

beat flax so as to separate the tibrofis from the

brittle purl. Woodward.

HA'TCHEL / [from the verb; hachel. Germ.]

The instrument with which flax is beaten.

HATCHELLER. / [■'rom batibel.] A beater

of flax.

HATCHET. / [l^.ite, Fr.] A small axe.

Crafiavt,

HATCHET*
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HATCHET-FACE./ An ugly face. DryJn.

HATCHMENT/ [corrupted from atcbieve-

ment.] An armorial escutcheon placed over a

door at a funeral. Shakesp.

HATCHWAY./ [hatches and -way.) The way

over or through the hate'ea.

To HATE, v a. [hatian, Sax] To detest ; to

abhor ; to abominate. Shakesp.

HATE./ [hate, Sax.] Malignity, detestation

Brume.

HATEFUL, a. [hate »ac\ full] i. That which

cause* abhorrence. Shakesp. Peacbam% Mthon.

I. Abhorrent; detesting ; malignant , male

volent. DryJem.

HATEFULLY ad-j. [from hateful.] t. Odi

ously ; abominably, a. Malignantly ; mali

cioufly Chapman.

HA'TEFULNLSS. /. [from hates*.'.] Odious-

ness.

HA'TER./ [from hate.]One that hatevo7</«/Y.

HATRED. / [from bate.] Hate i ill-will;

malignity. S.nti.

To HATTER v a. Toharas.; to weary. Dryd.

HATTER. /: [from bat.\A maker of hatvSwi

HATTOCK./ [attack, Eric.] A shock of torn

da.

HA'UBERK./ [baiheri, old Fr] A coat of

mail. Spenser.

To HAVE. v. m. pret. and part pass, had

[habban, Sax. bekhen, Dutch J t- Not to be

without. Ails, a. To carry ; to wear. Slimy

3. To make use of. Judges. 4. To possess

Exodus. 5. To bear ; to carry ; to be attended

with or united to, as an accident or concomi

tant Slaic/p 6. To obtain ; toenjoy John. 7.

To take; to receive Drydcn. 8. To be in any

state. 1 Sam. 9. To put; to take, 'suffer

10 To procure ; to find, Locke, it. Not to

regies ; not to omit. Shakefp. ta. To hold ;

to regard Psalms. 13. To maintain ; to hold

opinion. Bacon. 14 To contain. Shjiejp. 15

■To require ; to claim Drylen 16. To be a

husband or wi'e to another. Shakesp 17. To

tc engaged, as in a talk Hooker, AdJiJon. 18.

Tobuy. Collier. 19 It is most used in English

us inother European languae.es,as an auxiliary

vtrb to make the tcr.ses. \iave the pittcrper-

iiect, anil badtbc preterpluperfect. 10. Havk

mt, or with, is an exp.. flion denoting resolu

tion to make s>rr.c a: - .tpt. Drydcn.

HAVEN./, [haven, Dutch.] 1. A port j a

harbour; a sate station t r (hips. Denham. 2

A shel'er ; an asylum. SLakcJp.

HA'VENER./. [Iiom Lavcn j An overseer os

a port Carc*w.

HAVER. /. [from have.] Possessor; holder.

Sbahclp.

HA'VER is a common word in the northern

counties or oats. Peacbam.

HAUGHT, a. [haul, Fr. ; 1 . Haughty ; insolent ;

proud. Shake/p. 1. High; proudly magnani

mous. Spenjer.

HA'UGH riLY.«<fe. [from haurhty.] Proudly

afrt>£MHly. Drydeu.

HAUGHTINESS/ [from baurhty] Pride;

arrogance. Drydin.

HA'UGHTY. a. [bautaiue, Fr.] 1. Proud;

lofty ; insolent ; arrogant ; contemptuous. Cla.

1. Proudly grea.Pritr. 3. B Id; adventurous.

Spenser.

HAViNG. / [from have.] 1. Possession;

estate ; fortune.ShakeJ 1 The act or state of

possessing. SiJney. 3. Behaviour ; regularity.

Shakesp.

HA'VIOUR / [for*<ia*i3«r] Conduct ; man

ners Spenjer.

ToHAULt a. [baler, Fr. to draw.] To pull ;

to draw ; to drag by violence Denham.

HAUL. / [from the verb.] Pull; violence ia

draegir.tr Thomson.

HAUM./. [healm, San] Straw. Tusser.

HAUNCH /. [hancke, Dutch ; banebe, Fr anc;

Ital.] 1. The thigh; the hind hip Lode. 2.

The rear; the hind part. Shakesp.

To HAUNT, v. a. [banter, Fr] 1. To fre

quent ; to be much about any place or person.

Sidney 2. It is used frequently in an ill sense

ot one that comes unwelcome. Strife. 3. It

is eminently used of apparitions.

To HAUNT, v. n 1 o be much about; to

appear frequently. Shakesp.

HAUNT./ [from the verb ] 1. Place in which

one is frequently found. L'Eslraugc, Ptpe. 1.

Habit of being in a certain place Arbutbu*',

HAUNTER./ [from haunt ] Frequenter; one

that is often lound in any place- hVcttam.

HAVOCK / [bases, Welsli ] Waste j wide

and general devastation. AdJisen.

HA'V'OCK.uttrj. A word 01 encouragement

to slaughter. Slaicsp.

To HAVOCK- v. a. [from the noun.] To

waste ; to destroy. Mil/en.

HA'UTBOY. /! [haul and boil.] A wind instru

ment Shakesp.

HAUTBOY Siraviberry. See Straw maty.

HAW./, [haj, Sax] 1. The berry and seed of

the hawthorn. Tusser. 1. An excrescence in

theeye. 3. [haga, Sax.) A small piece of

ground adjoining to an house. Carev.

HA WTHORN./rhiegSoru), Sax] A specie*

of medlar ; the thorn that bears haws. Miiltr.

To HAW. v « To speak slowly with frequent

inteimillion and hesitation. LTslrauge.

HAWK../ \ixbegi Wellh.] 1. A bird of prey,

used much anticntlv in sport to catch iiher

birds. PeaJ-am. 2. [Hich, Welsh ] An effort

to force phlegm up the throat.

To HAWK., v. n. [from hawk] I. To By

hawks at fowU./V<«-. 1. To fly at ; to attack

on the wing. Dryden. 3. [Hoch, Welsh-] To

force up phKgm with a noise Ifiseman. 4.

To sell by proclaiming in the streets. Seri/r.

HAWKED, a. [from *o«>i.J Formed like a

hawk's bill. Brm/u.

HAWKER / [from beck, Ccrman.] Gee wr»

fells his wares by proclaiming them ta th*

street. Pipe.

HAWKWEED./ A plant. Miller.

HAWSES. / [of a Ihip] Two round holes

under the (hip's head or beak, through which

the cablet pan. JWrii,

HAY.
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HAY./ [hieS.hrJ, Sax ] Grass dried to fodder

to cattle in winter. Camden, May.

To dance the Hay. To dance in ft ring.

Drayt: n

HAY. s. [from bail, Pr.] A net which incloses

the haunt of an animal. Merttmer.

HAYMAKER./ [hay ami make.] One em-

pl<>v(.l in drying gial~> for bay. Vast.

HAZARD, y. [hazard, Pr.] i. Chance; ac

cident; fortuitous hap. Lech. x. Danger;

chance of danger. Rogers. 3. A game at dice.

Swift

To HAZARD v.a.Vazardcr,?r.] To expose

to chance Wayward.

To mZARlX v. a. 1. To try the chince.

Shalt/p. z. To adventure. Waller.

HAZARDABLE. a. [from hazard.} Venture-

ft-me ; liable to chance. Brtwn.

HAZARDER. /. [from hazard.] He who

hazards.

HA ZARDRY. / [from hazard.] Temeiity ;

precipitation. Spenser.

HAZARDOUS, a. [faurAi*, Ft. from ha

zard ] Dangerous) exposed to chance.Dryden.

HAZARDOUSLY, adv. [from hazard^!.']

With danger or chance.

HAZE./! Fog; mist.

To HAZE. v. n. To be soggy or misty.

To HAZE. i.a. To fright one. Ainjworth.

HA ZEL. / A nut-tree. Miller.

HA'ZEL. / [from the noun.] Light brown ; of

the colour of hazel.

HAZELLY, a. Of the colour of huel ; t light

brown. Mortimer.

HAZY. a. [from haze.] Dark j foggy | misty.

Burnet.

HE. pronoun, gen. him ; plur. they ; gen. them.

[he, Sax.] I. The man that was named before.

Milton, z. The man ; the person. Daniel. 3.

Man or male being. Dryden. 4. Male ; as, a

he bear, a he goat Bacon.

HEAD./ [hearo*, heas>, Sax.] 1. The part

•f the animal that contains the brain or the

organ of sensation or thought. Dryden. z.

Person as exposed to any danger or penalty.

Milton. 3. Denomination of any animals.

Arhnthnot. 4 Chief ; principal person ; one to

whom the rest are subordinate. Tillotson. 5.

Place of honour; the first place. Addijon. 6.

Place of command Addison 7 Countenance;

presence. Dryden. 8. Understanding; faculties

of the mind. VEJlrangt. 9. Face ; front ;

fore part. Dryden. 10. Resistance j hostile

opposition. South. 1 1. Spontaneous resolution.

Davies. ii. State of a deer's horns, by

which his age 13 known. Shakesp. 13. In

dividual. Grannt. 14. The top of any thing

bigger than tlie rest. Walts. 15. Place of

chief resort. Clarendon. 16. The fore part of

any thing, as of a ship. Raleigh. 17. That

which riles on the top. Mirt. 1 8. The blade

•fan axe. Deuteron. 19. Upper part of a bed.

Genejii. 10. The brain, tops. XI. Dress of

the head. Swift, li. Principal topicks of

discourse. Atterhnry. 13. Source of a stream.

Raleigh. »4. Crisis j pitch. AJJift.it. tj.

Power; influence; force; strength; dominion.

Smth. x6. Body ; conflux. Bacon. 17. Powers,

armed force. Shakesp. x8. Liberty in running

a horse. Shakesp. 19. It is very improperly

applied to roots. Gay. 30. Head and Ears.

The whole person. Granvilli. 31 . Head and

Jbon/Jers. By force; violently. Fcltc-n.

ToHEAD. v. a. [from the noun.] t.Tolead;

to influence ) to direct ; to govern. Prior, x.

To behead ; to kill by taking away the head,

Shakesp. 3. To fit any thing with a head, cr

principal part. Spenser. 4. To lop trees. Mori.

HEADACH / Pain in the head. Sidney.

HEADBAND./, {head mi band.] 1. A fillet

for the head ; a topknot. Isaiah, x. The

band to each end of a book.

HE'ADBOKOUGH. / [headmi borough.] A

constable ; a subordinate constable. Camden.

HE'ADDRESS. / [head and dress] ,. The

covering of a woman's head. Pope. ». Any

thinj; resembling a headdress. Aildi/m.

HE ADER. j. [from head ] 1. Onethat heada

nails or pins, or the like. X. The first brick

in the angle. Moxon.

HE'ADGARGLE./ A disease in cattle. Mort,

HE'ADINESS. /. [from heady] Hurry i rash-

ness ; stubborncss ; precipitation ; obstinacy.

Spenser.

HE ADLAND. [.[head and land] 1. A pro

montory : cape. Dryden. x. Ground under

hedges. TnJJer.

HEADLESS, a. [from head] 1. Without an

head; beheaded. Spenser. 1. Without a chief.

Raleirh. 3. Obstinate; inconsiderate ; ignorant.

Spenser.

HEADLONG, a. 1. Rash ; thoughtless, ft.

Sudden ; precipitate. Sidney.

HE'ADLONG. adv. [head and long.] 1. Wit*.

the head foremost. Pepe.,i. Rashly ; without

thought; precipitately. Dryden. 3. Hastily,

without delay or respite. Dryden. 4 It is very

negligently used by Shakespear.

HEADMOULD-SHOT./. [head, mmld, an*

shot.] This is when the futures of the skull,

generally the coronal, ride ; that is, have their

edges shot over one another. St\»i"cy.

HE'ADPIECE./ [head and piece.] I. Armour

for the head , helmet ; motion. Swift, ft.

Understanding; force of mind. Prideanx.

HE ADQUARTERS. / [head and qnartert]

'The place of general rendezvous, or lodgment

for soldiers. Collier.

HE' ADSHIP./[from Aca/]Dignity; authority;

chief place.

HEADSMAN. / [headzai man.] Anexecu-

tioner. Dryden

HE ADSTALL. / [hcadtriiflall.] Part of the

bridle that covers the head. Shakesp.

HE'ADSTONE. /. [/eadiaAJlone.] The first

or capital stone. Pja'tns.

HE ADSTRONG. a [head and sirong] Unrc-

strained;violent; ungovernable /locker, Philips.

HE'ADWORKMAN./. [head, w»nr,ar.d man.\

The foreman. Swift.

HEADY.
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HF.'ADY. a. [from head.'] i. Rash ; precipitate ;

hasty j violent. Ben. J,?hnsoa. a. Apt to affect

the head. Boyle.

To HF.AL. ii. a. [hxlan. Sax.] I. To cure a

perfi-n ; to restore from hurt it sicknefs./^rt/rr

a. To cure a wound or distemper. Wiseman.

3. To perform the a;~t of making a fore to

cicatrize kViJeman. 4. To reconcile : as, ho

henlc-l all dissensions.

To HEAL, v.n Toerowwill. Sharp.

HE ALER./ [from heal ] One who cures or

heals. Vaiah.

HEALING, participial, a. %nm hea'.] Mild ;

mollrying ; gentle ; affjasive.

HEALTH. /. [from pec!. Sax.] t. Freedom

from bodily pain or sicknes". !%nincy. 1. Wel

fare of mind; purity; goodness. Bacon, 3.

Salvation spiritual and temporal. Pjalml. 4.

Wish of happiness in drinking. Shakejp.

HEALTHFUL, a. [health and/«//.j i.Free

from sickness. Smth. z. Well disposed. Shai

3 Wholesome; salubrious. Bacon. 4. Salu

tary; productive of salvation. Cm Prayer.

HEALTHFULLY, adv. [trom beallhfnl.j 1

In health. a. Whc.lcsomely.

HE ALTHFULNESS / [from healthful.} State

or being well. a. Whulefomenefs i lalubnous

qualities Addijun.

HF.'ALTHILY. adv. [from healthy] Without

sickness.

HE ALTHINESS./. [from healthy. The state

of health.

HEALTHLESS, a. [from health.'] Weak;

sickly; infirm Tr.yhr.

HE ALTHSOME.a^tromW/A ]WhoIesjmc;

salutary. Shakejp.

HEALTHY, a. [from health.] In health ; free

from sickness. Arbnthnst.

HEAM.J. In beasts, the fame as the afterbirth

in women.

HEAP./, [heap. Sax.] 1. Many single things

thrown together ; a pile. Dryden. 1. A crowd ;

a throng ; aiabble. Bacon 3. Cluster; number

driven together. Dryden.

To HEAR v.a. [from the noun ] i.Tothrow

on heaps ; to pile ; to throw together. Ezeiiel.

a. To accumulate ; to lay up. Job. 3. To

add to something else. Shakejp

HE APER. J. [from heap ] One that makes

piles or heaps.

HE'APY. a. [irom heap] Lying in heaps. Gay.

To HEAR. v. n. [hyrtan, Sax.J 1. Toenjoy

the fense by which words arc distinguished.

Holder, z. To listen ; to hearken. Denham.

3. To be told ; to have an account. Ails.

To HEAR, v a. 1. To peiceive by the ear

a. Chro. 1. To give ar. audience, or allowance

to (peak. Adi. 3. To attend t to listen to; to

obey. Matth. 4. To try ; to attend judicially.

Ezei. 5. To attend favourably. Denier. 6. To

acknowledge. Prior.

HEARD, signifies a keeper; as bearJbearlt, a

glorious keeper. GtbJ'sn.

HEARER./ I from hear.] One who attends to

any doctrine <v discourse Bin. Johnjtn.

HEARING. / [from hear. 1. The sense by

which sounds are perceived. . 2. Audience.

Shakesp. 3. Judicial trial. Addism. 4. Reach

of the. ear. IUoker.

To HEARKEN, v n. [heanoman, Sax.] r.

To listen by way o'curinsity Rsgerj. a. T«

attend; to pay regard. Pipe.

HE ARKF.NLR /. [(rota hearken ] A listener;

oni- that hearkens.

HL'ARSAY. [hear and fay] Report; rumour.

Rat'irb.

HEARSE: f [of unknown etymology.] 1. A

carriage in which the dead are conveyed to

the grave, -i A temporary monument let

over a grave. Shadesp.

HEART. / [hei.rit,' Sax.] 1. The muscle

which by its contraction and dilation propels

the blood through the course of circulation*

and is therefore considered a< the source of

vital motion. Shake/p. a The chief part:

the vital part. Bacon. 3. The inner part of

a* y thing. Abbot. 4. Person; character.

Shakesp. c- Courage; spirit. Claremhn. 6.

Seat or love. Pope. 7. Affection ; inclination.

Dryden. 8. Memory Smth. 9. Good-wili ;

ardour of zeal. Clar;r.d:n. io- Passions ; an

xiety; concern. Shakejp. 11. Secret thoughts t

recesses of the mind. Davits: la. Disposition

of mind Sidney. 13. A herd heart is crucltv.

ttevie. 14. Tofnd in the Ht art. To be not

wholly averse. Sidney. 15. Secret meaning;

hidden intention. Shakesp 16. Conscience;

sense of pond or ill. Hater. 17. Strength ;

power. Bacon. 18. Utmost degree Shakesp.

19. It is much used in composition for mind,

or a fiction.

HEART-ACH./ [heart and ach.] Sorrows

pang ; anguish. Shakesp.

HEART-BREAK./ [heart and rrrjil.] Over

powering sorrow. Shakejp.

HEART-BREAKER../. A cant name for a

woman's curls Hudibrai.

HEART-BREAKING, a. Overpowering wit*

sorrow. Sfienjer.

HEART-BREAKING./ Overpowering grief.

Hakevuili.

HE ART-BURNED, a. [heart and bnr* ]Hav-

ing the heart inflamed. Shakesp.

MK'ART-BURNING./. [heart tni bnrn] t.

Pain at the stomach, commonly from an acrid

humour. IVoidivard. a. Discontent ; secret

enmity. Swift.

HEART-DEAR. a. Sincerely beloved. Shaiesp.

HEART-EASE /.Quiet; tranquillity Sbaki/p.

HEART-EASING, a Giving quiet- 'Milttw

HEART-FELT. a. Felt in the conscience, ftp*.

HEART-Pl.AS./ A plant. MMer.

HEART-QUELLING a Conquering iheaSee-

tion. Spen/er

HKART-RENDING. a. Killing with anguish.

IVetlltr.

HEART-ROBBING, a. Ecstatickj depriving of

thought. Spenser.

HEART-SICK. a. 1. Pained ia mind. Taylor.

«. MotialiT
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4. Mortilly ill ; hurt in the constitution.

Sbakesp.

HEARTS-EASE./ A plant. Mortimer.

HEART-STRING./ [string and heart.] The

tendons or nerves supposed to brace and sus

tain the heart Spenser, Taylor.

HEART-STRUCK, a. i. Driven to the heart;

infixed for ever in the mind. Shakejp. a.

Shocked with sear or dismay Milton,

HEART-SWELLING, a. Rankling in the

mind. Spenser.

HEART-WHOLE, a. I. With the affections

yet unfixed. Sbakesp. a. With the vitals yei

unimpaired.

HEART-WOUNDED, a Filled with passion of

love or grief. Pope.

HEARTED, o. It is only used in composition :

as, hard hearted.

To HEARTEN v. a. [from hart ] t.Toen

courage; lo animate ; to stir up Sidney a

To melioiate with manure. May.

HEARTH./ The pavement of a room in which

afire is made. Dryden.

HE'ARTILY. aaV. [from bear/y] I. Sincerely ;

• actively; diligently; vigorously. Atterbury

t. From the heart; lull y. Prior. 3. Eager

ly 1 with desire. AddiJ'on.

HEARTINESS. / [from hearty] 1. Since

rity ; freedom from hypocrisy. Sbakesp, a.

• Vigour ; diligence ; strength. Taylor.

HE'ARTLESS. a. [from heart.'] Without cou

rage ; spiritless Cotvley

HEARTLESSLY, adv. [from beartlesi.]VJ\th-

out courage ; faintly ; timidly.

HE ARTLESSNESS / [from heartlest.]W*ni

of courage or spirit ; dejection of mind.

HEARTY, a. [from heart.] I . Sincere ;

undissembled ; warm ; zealous. Clarendon. a.

In full health. 3. Vigorous ; strong. Pcpe. 4.

Strong ; hard ; durable. IVotton.

HEARTY-HALE. a. [heart and hale] Cood

for the heart. Spenser.

HEAT./ [heat, hxt, Sax.] 1. The sensati

on caused by the approach or touch of fire. a

The cause of the senlation of burning Hcoker.

3 Hrt weather. Addifcn. 4 State of any

body under the action ot the fire. Moxon. 5.

One violent action unintermitted. Dryden. 6.

The state of being once hot. Dryden. 7. A

course at a tace. Dryden. 8. Pimples in the

face; flush Addison. 9. Agitation of sudden

or violent passion Sidney, to. Faction ; con

test i party rage. King Charlei. 11. Ardour

ol thought or elocution. Addison.

To HEAT. v. a. [from the noun.] I. To make

hot; to endue with the power of burning.

Daniel, 2. To cause to ferment. Mortimer.

3. To make the constitution feverish. Arbutb.

4. To warm with vehemence of passion or de

sire. Dryden. 5. To agitate the blood and

spirits with action. Dryden.

HE ATER. J. [from beat.] An iron made hot,

and put into a box-iron, to smooth and plait

linen.

HEATH. / [rrica, Lat.] 1. A plant, a. A

place overgrown with heath. Shakejp. 3. A

place covered with shrubs of whatever kind,

Bacon.

HEATH-COCK. / [heath and «i.] A large

fowl that frequents heaths. Caretv.

HEATH PEAS./ A species of bitter vetch.

HEATH-ROSE./, [heath and rose.] A plant.

Ainsvoortb.

HE'ATHEN./ [beyden. Germ.] The gentiles }

the pagan:. ; the nations unacquainted with

the covenant of grace. Addison.

HE'ATHEN. a Gentile ; pagan. Addison.

HEATHENISH, a. [from heathen] 1. Be

longing to the gentiles. Hooter, a. Wild ;

savage ; rapacious ; cruel. South.

HE'ATHENISHLY. a. [from heathen.] After

the manner of heathens.

HE ATHENISM./. [from heathen ] Gentililm ;

paganism. Hammond.

HE'ATHY. a. [from heath.] Full of heath.

Mortimer.

To HEAVE, v. a. pret. heaved, anciently hove 1

part, heaved or boven. 1. To lilt; to raise

. from the giound.Mtltcn. 1. To carry Shaiejp.

3. To raise ; to list. Dryden. 4. To cause to

(well. Thomson. 5. To force up from the:

breast. Shakejp. 6. To exalt; to elevate.

Sbakesp. 7. To puffj to elate. Hayward.

To HEAVE v. *., t. To pant ; to breathe with

pain. Dryden. a. To labour. Atterbury. 3.

To life with pain ; to swell and fall. Prior.

4. To keck ; to seel a tendency to vomit.

HEAVE. / [irom the verb.] 1. List; exertion

or effort upwards. Dryden. a. Riling of the

breast. Sbakesp. 3. Effort to vomit. 4. Strug

gle 10 rife. Hudibrai.

HEAVE Offering. J. An osFeiing among the

Jews. Numbers.

HE'AVF.N./ heopn, Sax.] 1. The regions

above ; the expanse of the sky. Raleigh, Dry.

a. The habitation of God, good angels and

pure fouls departed Milan. 3 The supreme

power; the sovereign ot heaven. Temple. 4.

Tht pagan gods; the celestials. Shaiejp. 5.

Elevation ; sublimity. Shaiejp.

HEAVF.N-BORN. a Descended from the ce

lestial regions. Dryden

HEAVEN-BRED. a. Produced or cultivated in

heavtn Sbakesp.

HEAVEN-BUILT, a. Built by the agency of

gods. Pope.

HEAVEN-DIRECTED, a. 1. Raised t.ward*

the sky. Pope. a. Taught by the powera

of heaven. Pope.

HEAVENLY, a. [from heaven.] 1. Resem

bling heaven; supremely excellent. Sidney.

2. Celestial ; inhabiting heaven. Dryden.

HU'AVENLY adv. 1. Iu a manner resembling

that of heaven. Pope. a. By the agency or

influence of heaven Milton.

HEAVENWARD, adv. [heaven and peart*",

Sax] Towards heaven. Prior.

HEAVILY, adv. [from heavy.] I. "With great

ponderoufneis. a. Grievously; afflictively.

Collier. 3 Sorrowfully ; with an air of de

jection. Clarsndm.

A a a HE'A-
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HEAVINESS. / [from featy-.] t. Pnnderoos-

ness ; the quality of being heavy, weight

JVilkins. X. Dejection of mind ; depression of

spirit. Metier. 3. Inaptitude to motion ot

thought Arbuthnst. 4. Oppression ; crush i

affliction. 5. Deepness or richness of foil.

Arbuthnot.

HE'AVY. adv. [heaps, s«l '■ Weighty;

ponderous ; tending strongly to the centre

IVilkins. 1. Sorrowful ; dejected; depressed.

Shakefp. 3. Grievous; oppressive j afflictive.

Swift. 4. Wanting ajacrity ; wanting brisk

ness of appearance. Prior. 5 Wanting spirit

or rapidity of sen'iment ; unanimated Swift.

f. Wanting activity ; indolent . lazy Dryien.

J. Drousy dull j torpid. Luke. 8. Slow ;

stttg^isti. Shakesp. 9. Stupid; foolish. Knolles.

I o. Burdensome ; troublesome ; tedious. Swift.

1 1 Loaded ; incumbered ; burth'ened. Bacon.

II. Not easily digested Arbuthn. 13 Rich

in soil ; fertile; as heavy lands. 14. Deep;

cumbersome; as heavy roads.

HE'AVY. adv. As an adverb is only used in

composition ; heavily. Matthew.

HEBDOMAD./ [hebdetnas, Lat.J A wick ; a

space of seven days Brown.

HEBDOMADAL ? adv. [from hebdcmai,

HEBDOMADARY.J Lat] Weekly > con

sisting of seven days. Br:wn.

To HE BETATE. v. a. [hebeto. Lat.] To dull ;

to blunt ; to stupify Arbuthnot.

HEBETA'TION / [from hebetate.'] 1 . The

act of dulling, x. The stateof being .lulled,

HEBETUDE./ [*?*</»;/«, Lat.] Dullness ob-

tuseness ; bluntnefs. Harvey.

HE BRAISM / [hebraifme, Fr. hebraifmus,

Lat.) A Hebrew idiom. SpeSator.

HEBRAIST./ [bebraus, Lat.] A man (killed

in Hebrew.

HEBRICIAN./ [from Hebrew.] Onelkilful

in Hebrew. Raleigh.

HECATOMB./ [hecatembe, Pr.] A sacrifice of

an hundred cattle. Donne.

HE'CTICAL.7 adv. [heclique, Fr ] 1. Ha-

HE.CTICK. i bitual j constitutional. Donne

1. Troubled with a moi bid heat. Taylor.

HE'CTICK. / An hectitk fever. Shakejp.

HECTOR. /. [sromiiVÆjr, the great Homeric

warriour] A bully; a blustering, turbulent,

pervicacious, noisy fellow. South, Prior.

To HE'CTOR. v. a. [from the noun.] To

threaten; to treat with insolent terms. Arbuth.

To HE'CTOR. v.n. To play ihe bully. Swift

HEDERACEOUS. a. [heJeraceut, Lat.J Pro

ducing ivy. D:Sl.

HEDGE. J- [hejje, Sax.] A fence made round

grounds with piickly bulhes. Pcpe.

HEDGE, prefixed 10 any word, denotes some

thing mean. Swift.

To HEDGE, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

ind'.sc with a hedge. Bacon. X. To obstruct.

tl.-j'. 3. To encircle for defence. Shakejp.

'4. To shut up within an inclosure. Locke. 5.

To force into a place ulieady full. Dryden.

To HEDGE, v. k. To shift; to hide the head.

Maiesfi.

HEDGE-BORN. a. [hedge and tern.] Of no

knnwn birth ; meanly born Shakefp.

HEDGE-FUMITORY, s. ApUatAsuswertb.

HEDGEHOG, s [hedge and hog.] ,. An ani

mal set with prickles, like thorns in an hedge.

Ray. x. A term of reproach. Shakefp. 3. t\

plant. Ainfw.rtb.

HEDGE-HYSSOP. / [ hedge and hyssop. ] A

species o» willow-wort. Hill

HEDGE-MUSTARD, s. A plant. M.ller

HEDGE-NETTLE./ A plant. Ainswortb.

HEDGE-NOTE./ \ hedge inA note.] A wor<t

of contempt. Dryde*.

HEDGE-PIG./[hedge and pig.] A ,onnR

bedge-hog. Shake/p. "

HEDGE-ROW./ [hedge and row.] The serie.

ol trees or bulhes planted for inclosu res. Milt

HEDCE-SPARROW./ [hedge tn<\ sparrow ]

A Iparrow that lives in busties. Shakes*

HEDGING-BILL f [hedge and 4,7/.] A cat.

ting hook used in making hedges. Sidmtn

HE'DGER. / [from^V] One who makes

hedges. Locke.

To HEED. V. a. [heoan, Sax.] To mind ; to

regard; to take notice of; to attend. Locke

• '/,/lr0m the Verb'J ' Cire* *'len-

tion. AJMjon. a. Caution ; fearful attention •,

lulpicous watch. Shakefp. 3. Care to avoid.

Iillotsen. 4. Notice ; observation. Bacon 5.

Seriousness; staidness Shakefp. t> Regards

respectlul notice VEstrange

HEEDFUL, a. [itomheed.\ Watchful; cau

tious; suspicions. Shakefp. x. Attentive j

caretul; observing. Pope.

HE'EDFULLY adv. [from heeds.l] Atten

tively; careully ; cautiously. Watts.

HE;EDFL'LNESS / [f,om heedful] Cautions

vigilance.

HE EDILY. adV. Cautiously ; vigilantly. Dig.

HE EDINESS.;: Caution ; vigilance. DiB.

HE EDLESS. adv. [rom heed.] Negligent ; in

attentive ; careless. Locke.

HEEDLESSLY, adv [from heedless] Care

lessly ; negligently. Arbuthnot.

HE'EDLESSNESS. / [1,0m heedless] Care-

lelsnels; negligence; inattention. Locks.

HEEL./ [hele, Sax ] •'. The part of the font

that protuberates behind. Denham. x. The

whole toot of animals. Addifon. 3. The 'eet,

as employed in flight L'Ejlrange. 4. To he

at the Heels. To pursue closely ; to follow

hard. Milton. 5. To lay by the Hums. To-

tetter ; to lhackle ; to put in gyves. Hudihrat.

6. The back part of a stocking : whence the

phrase to be out at heels, to be worn out. Stei.

To HEEL. v. n. [from the noun.j t. To dance.

Shakefp. x. To lean on one side ; as the BSip

heels.

HEELER./ [from heel] A tock that strikes

well with his heels.

HEEL-PIECE./ heel and piece.] A piece fixed

on the hinder part of the ihoe.

To HEEL-PIECE, v. a. [heel and piece ] T»

put a piece of leather on a lhoc-hccL Arbutb.
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HEFT. / [from heave.] ?. Heaving | effort.

. Sbakesp. x. [For bast.] Handle. Waller.

HE'GIRA./^ sArabick.] A term in chronology,

signifying the cpocha, or account of time, used

by the Arabians, who begin from the day that

Mahomet was forced to escape from Mecca,

July 1 6, A D. 6zx.

HF.'IFER./^[heahpone,Sax.]A youngcow.P»£f.

HEIGH-HO. inters An expression ot flight lan

guor ami uneasiness. Sbakesp.

HEIGHT /. [item high.] i. Elevation above

the ground. 2. Altitude ; space measured

upwaids. Donne. 3. Degree o! latitude. Abbot.

4. Summit; ascent ; towering eminence. 5.

Elevation os rank ; station ot dignity. Daniel

6. The utmost degree -, full completion. Bacon.

7 Utmost exertion Shakejp. 8. State ot ex

cellence ; advance toward.-, perfection. /Iddijcn

To HEIGHTEN, v. a. shorn beigbt.) 1. To

raise higher t. To improve \ to meliorate. 3.

To aggravate. AddJon. 4. To improve by de

corations. Dryden.

HEINOUS, adv. [bainenx, Fr.] Atrocious;

wicked in a high degree.

HEINOUSLY, adv. [from beinout.] Atroci

ously; wickedly.

HEINOUSNESS. /. [from heinont ] Atrocious-

nese 4 wickedness. R.gen.

HEIR./ [bare, old Fr. j One that is inheritor

of any thing after the present possessor. S<wift.

To HEIR. v. a. [from the noun.] To inherit.

Dryden.

HE IRESS. /. [from fair.] An inheritrix ; a

woman that inherits. Walter.

HEIRLESS. a. [from betr.] Without an heir.

Sbakesp.

HEIRSHIP./. [fromirir.] The state, charac

ter, or privileges ot an heir. Ayiisse.

HE'IRLOOM j. [*<■;><„,J jeloma, goods, Sax.]

Any furniture or moveable decreed to descend

by inheritance, and therefore inseparable from

the freehold. Swift.

HELD. The preterite and part. pass, of hold.

Drydtn.

HELI ACAL. a. [hclioque, Fr. from i>Xi©-.]

Emerging from the lultre of the sun, or fal

ling into it. Brown.

HELICAL. adv. [belie, Fr. from S*i'.] Spiral;

with many circumvolutions. lYilkint

HELIOCENTR1CK.. a. [hdioeentnque, Fr.

S/i®-, and KiVT^ev.J The beliocentrick pface of

a planet is laid to be such as it would appear

to u» from th'.- fun, if our eye were fixed in

it*, centre. Harris.

HE'LIOID Parabola, in Mathematicks, or the

parabolick spiral, it a curve which arises from

the supposition of the axis of the common

Apollonian parabola's being bent round into

she peripheiy ol a circle, anil i a line then

passing through the extiemities of the ordi-

nates, which do now converge towatds the

. centre of the said circle. Harris.

HELIOSCOPE. /. [hclicjcpc, Fr. ?.Xity, and

en&ntv.] A sort of telescope fitted so as to

look on the body of the luu, without offence

to the eyes.

HELIOTROPE/ [Sju©-and rfW] A place

that turns towards the fun ; but more particu

larly the turnlbl, or sun-flower.G«i. cstbeTn.

HEL (SPHERICAL, a. [helix and spbere] Th«

heliJpbericalYiae is the rhomb line in navigation.

HELIX. / [hehee, Fr. iXif.] A spiral line.

HELL./ [helle, Sax.] 1. The place of the

devil and wicked souls. Clotty. 1. The place

of separate souls, whether good or bad. Apes-

tki Creed 3. The place at a running play,

to which those who are caught are car

ried. Sidney. 4. The place into which a tay-

lor throws his (hreds. Hudibrai. 5. The infer

nal powers. Ccwley.

HELL-BLACK, a. Black as hell Sbakesp.

HELL-BROTH./ | bell and broth. ] A compo

sition boiled up for infernal purposes. Sbakesp.

HELL-DOOMED, a. {hell and doom.] Con

signed to hell Milton.

HELL-HATED.a.Abhorred like hell. Sbakesp.

HELL-HOUND./, [helle hunb, Sax.] 1. A dog

oshell. Dryden. a. Agent of hell. Milton.

HELL-KITE./ [kelUad kite.] A kite of in

fernal breed. Sbakesp.

HELLEBORE,/, [hellchritt, Lat.] Christmas

flower. Miller.

HrL'Ll.EBORrl While. s. [veratrnm, Lat.] A

plant.

HELLENISM / [iMnurpi;,] An idiom of the

Gretk.

HE Ll.ISH. a. [from hell.] 1. Having the quali

ties ol hell i infernal ; wicked Senth. X. Sent

from hell ; belonging to hell. Sidney.

HELLISHLY adv. [from hellish.] Infernally ;

wickedly.

HE LLISHNESS / [from hellish.] Wickedness}

abhorred qualities.

HELLWAKD a<fe.[fromW/.] Towarda hell.

Pope.

HELM denotes defence: as Eadbelm, happy

defence. Gibjon.

HELM./ [helm, Sax.] 1. A covering for the

head in war. Dryden. x. The part of a coat of

arms that bears the crest Camden. 3 The

npper part of the retort. Boyle. 4. [helma,

Sax.]The steerage ; the rudder. Ben. Johnjon.

5. The station of government. Swift.

To HELM. v. a [trom the noun.] To guide ;

to conduct. Sbakesp

HELMED, a. [from helm.] Furnished with a

headpiece. Milton.

HELMET./ A helm j a headpiece. Dryden.

HELMINTH1CK. a. [from s^rtSO-.j Rela

ting to worms.

To HELP. v. a. preter helped, or ht'p ; part.

btlped, utbolpen. [helpan, Sax.] 1 . To aflist \

10 support ; to aid. Fairfax, Stillingsleet, x.

To remove, or advance by help. Locke. 3. To

free trom pain or disease. Locke 4. To cute ;

to heal. Sbakesp. 5. Toremedy ; to change

!or the better. Dryden, Swift. 6. To forbear ;

10 avoid. Y'.pe. 7. To promote ', to forward ;

Bat.n. 8. 'To H«LF to. To supply with ; to

Ifutnislj with. Pt[e.

A m ,To
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To Hfit.P. v. ». i. To contribute assistance.

Dryden. 1. To bring a supply. Kymer.

HELP./ |from the verbi bnlpe, Dutch.] I.

AssnUnce j aid; support! succour. Knellei,

Smalridge. z. That which forwards or pro

mote;. Bacon. 3. That which gives help.

Wilkmt. 4. Remedy Holder.

HELPER./ sfrom help] i. An assistant; an

auxiliary. 1 Kingt a One that administers

- remedy. Mart. 3. A supernumerary servant.

Swift. 4. One that supplies with any thing

warned. Shakesp.

HELPFUL, a. [kelp and full] 1. Useful-, that

" which gives assistance Dryden. %. Whol-

some; salutary. Raleigh.

HE'LPLESS. a. [from help.} 1. Wanting power

to succour one's self. Rogert. 1. Wanting

support or assistance. Pipe. 3 Irremediable ;

admitting no help. Spenser. 4. Unsupplicd ;

Void Dryden.

HE'LPLESSLY. adv. [from belplest.] Without

. succour.

HE LPI.ESSNESS./ [from help/est] Want of

succour.

HELTER-SKELTER. adv. In a hurry j with

out order. VEstrange.

HELVE./ [helte, Sax] The handle of an ax.

Raleigh.

To HELVE, v a. [from the noun.] To fit with

a helve.

HEM./ [hem, Sax ] 1. The edge of a garment

doubled and sewed to keep the threads from

spreading. Wijeman. 1. [Hemmen, Dutch.]

The noise uttered by a sudden and violent

expiration of the breath. Addisen. 3. interjell.

Hem! [Lat.]

To HEM. v. a. 1 . To close the edge os cloth

by a hem or double border sewed together, a.

To border ■, to edge. Spenser. 3. To inclose ;

to environ ; to confine; to shut. Fairfax.

To HEM. v. n. [heman, Dutch.] To utter a

noise by violent expulsion of the breath.

HE'MICRANY./[V1u(!n/, half, and*^nn>, the

skull.] A pain that affects only one part ofthe

head at a time. £>niney.

HE MICVCLE./ [^utwX©- ] A half round.

HE'MINA./. About ten ounces.

HE'MIPLEGY./. [i+turv, half, and wxW«, to

strike. J A pally, or any nervous affection re

lating thereunto, that seizes one side at a time.

HEMISPHERE / f.junr^S^w.1 The half ol

a globe, when it ib supposed to be cut through

its centre in the plane of one of its greatest

circles. Mitten.

HEMISPHERICAL 7 „ [from hemisphere]

HEM1SPHE RICK, i Halt round ; contain

ing half a globe. Beyle.

HEMISTICH../ Ivarf/rm.] Half a verse

Dryden

HE'MLOCK/[hemlock,Sax] An herb. Miller.

HEMORRHAGE. 7 /. [ai,uoffnyi,.] A violent

HEMORRHAGY.J flux of blood. Ray.

HE'MORRHOIDS. / [•driestuii;.] The piles,

the hemorrhoids. Snj/tft.

HE'MORRHOIDAL. a. \hemtrrheiJal, Pr.]

- Belonging to the veins in the tuudamcnt. Ray.

HEMP./ fhsnep, Sax. hampe, Dutch.] A fi

brous plant of which coarse linen andVopes are

made. Mortimer.

HEMP. Agrimony. s. A plant.

HE'MPEN. a. [from hemp.) Made of hemp. Gay.

HEN./ [henne, Sax. and Dutch.] 1. The fe

male of a houso-cock. 1. The female of any

land fowl. Addijon.

HENBANE. /. [byoscyamm, Lat.] A plant.

Miller.

HE'NBIT./ A plant. Dtrham.

HEN-DRIVER./ [hen tad driver] A kind of

hawk. Walton.

HEN-HARM. 7 / A kind of kite. Aims'

HEN-HARRIER $ worth.

HEN-HEARTED, a. [hen and heart.] Das

tardly ; cowardly.

HEN-PECKED, a. [hen and peeked.] Governed

by the wife. Arhuthntt.

HEN-ROOST. / [hen and reef}.] The place

where the poultry rest. Addisom.

HENS-FEET./ A kind of plant. Aimswortb.

HENCE, adv. ot interj. [heonan. Sax. henne/,

old English.] 1 . From this place to another.

Rojcemmen. a. Away ; to a distance. Milton.

3. At a distance ; in another place. Shakesp.

4. From this time; in the future. Arhntbnet.

5. For this reason; in consequence of this.

Tillotsen. 6. From this cause; from this

ground Arhnthnot. 7. From this source; from

this original ; from this store. Snekling. 8.

From hence is a vitious expression.

To HENCE, v. a. [from the adverb.] To fend

off; to dispatch to a distance. Sidney.

HENCEFO RTH aaV [henonropo,Sax.] From

this time forward. Miltin.

HENCEFORWARD.aaV[A«.«and/»rwar</.]

From this time to futurity. Dryden.

HENCHMAN./ [hync, a tervant, and ma*,

Skinner] A page ; an attendant. Dryden.

ToHEND. v. a. (jjenban, Sax.] 1. Tol'eiae;

to lay hold on. Fairfax. X. To croud ; to

surround. Shakesp.

HENDECAGON./ [tvJs»a and -ynU.] A figure

of eleven sides or angles.

HEPA'TICAL. 7 a. [hepaticnt,h\t.] Belonging

HEPATICK. J to the liver. Arhnthnet.

HEPS./ Haw thorn berries, commonly written

bipt. Ainjnvorlh.

HEPTACA'PSULaR. a. [iW?« and capfnla]

Having seven cavities or cells.

HE PTAGON./ [farm and J-wia.] A figure with

seven sides or angles.

HEPTAGONAL. a. [(torn heptagon.] Having

seven sides or angles.

HE PTARCHY. / [Ufla and «L/x*0 A seven

fold government. Camden.

HER pron. 1. Belonging to a female ; of a she |

of a woman. Cttnliy. 1. The oblique case of

jhe. Ctivley,

HERS, pronoun. This is used when it refers to

a substantive going before : as, such are her

charms, such charms are hert. Coviley.

HE'RALD./ [heranlt, Fr.] 1. An officer whose

business it is to register genealogies, adjust en ■

Irgus
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signs armorial, regulate funerals, and anciently

to cawy messages between princes, and pro

claim war and peace. Ben.JohnJon. a. A pre

cursor; a forerunner; a harbinger. Shake/p.

TuHE'RALD. v. a. [from the noun.] To in

troduce as an herald Shakesp.

HS.'R\LDKY ./.[ierauIJtr.'e, Fr ] I. The art

or office of a herald. feacham. 1. Blazonry.

Cleaveland.

HERB./ [herbe, Fr. herba, Lat ] Herbs are

those plants whose stalks are loft, and have

nothing woody in them ; as grals and hemlock.

Locke, Coivley.

HERB Cbrtsiophcr, or Bane-berries f. A plant.

Miller.

HERBA ClOUS a. [from herba, Lat] i. Be

longing to herbs. Brmin. x. Feeding on ve

getables. Derbam.

HERBACE./ [herbage, Fr] I. Herbs collec

tively ; graft ; pasture Woodward, i. The

tythe and the right of pasture, Am/worth.

HERBAL / [from herb.} A book containing

the names and description of plants. Baker

HE RBALIST./ [from herbal.] A man (killed

in herbs. Brovin.

HERBARIST./ [herbacioui.] One (killed in

herbs. Boyle.

HERBELET./ [diminutive of herb.] A small

herb Shakejp.

HERBE'SCENT. a. [herbescens, Ut.] Crowing

into herbs.

HERB1U. a. [herbidus, Lat.) Covered with

herbs.

HE'RI)OROUCH/.[irr*«-£,German.] A place

of temporary residence. Ben. Johnjon.

HE'RBOUS. a. [berbojus, Lat ] Abounding with

herbs.

HE RBULENT. a. [from herb.la.] Containing

herbs. Dic3. h

HERBWOMAN./ [herb and woman.] A wo

man that fells herbs, A, bull net

HERBY. a. [from herb.} Having the nature ot

herbs. Bacon.

HERD./ [heopfe, Sax.] t. A number of beasts

together. Fhcii and herd, irejheep and oxen

or tine. AdJiJon. %. A company of men, in

contempt or delegation Dryden. 3. It anci

ently signified a keeper of cattle, a fense still

retaned in composition : as goatherd.

To HERD. v. n. [from the noun J 1. To run in

\aV*H* comP»n'«- Dryden. x. To associate

rVal/b.

T"BleinEyD, v' " To throwor put imo an herd.

HE RDGROGM./ [Wind groom.] A keeper

ot herds Spenjer. r

HERD^N- f s\ ^»»<•—■] One em-

HhRE.ajVLhert, Sax] 1. In this place. Milton

a. In the present state. Bacon. 3. I, is olten op

posed to there. Spralt '

HEREABO UTS. adv. [here and about.] About

this place. Addifon.

uI-'oi-:A lTER-aJv- '■> » future state. Shake/p

HEREAFTER/ A f«ui «.le. Md.jn.

HERE DITABLE a [heer.,, Lat.] Whatever

*.™3 occup.ed as inheritance. Locke

HEREDITAMENT. / [b«rcd,um ilu] A

law term denoting inheritance

HEREDITARY, a. [hereditaire, Fr.] Possc(,

fed or cla.med by right of inheritance /£.

Icending by inheritance. Dryden

HERE D1TARILY. adm. [from hereditary ] By

inheritance. Pope J J '

HERF^rn"- fc,?- fcJ In ,his' *»'*•

hhoklr l "^ ""! ,0,othi-

HISN■-*■ [^' "d "J ^on .hi,

HEREMIT1CAL.. ft,^, „ des w

££*•«, Fr] Solitary; suitable to a herml

HERESY/f^,/,, Fr. *wALat] An

opinion ot private men different from that of

CharUt °rth0dO< Ch"rch- Bac"> *

HrRETICK./ [W?.,, Fr.J 0ne who

pagateshr private opinions in opposition toihff

ca.holick church D«,„. PP°"tiontothe

HERETICAL a [horn heretick ] Cnm.ln™.

heresy ZW of Phtj J ConUln,De

" her"'0ALLY- "*' C,rora *'""«/-] With

" thlET°' ^ [fa* "°d "] T° thisi «<n 'o

HERETOFORE..*,. [W.and/ir,] por.

merly ; anciently. &',/»«, South

HEREUNTO', aeh. [here aad unto.] To thi..

HKi™,;'*■ [A~ «- "5m with

" I^TV ,ChrX,lb' S*x-1 A fi,» P'i" to the

HERITABLE .. [b*rc,, Lat.] A person that

HKrV, IT".,* T;Ve-m">' '"'"heriied. Hale.

HERIlAOh.y. [heritage, French.J ,. Inhe

ritance ; estaiedevolved by succession. Xorer,

a-^ln divinity ] The people of God. Common

HERMAPHRODITE./ [from ^ and -.

•pfoiit,,.] An animal uniting two sexes CIt„„

HERMAHHRODn ICAL.g a. [from ££

H^^ TJ,r^r,Uk,'ng °' b°,h se"S- Br"°"-

"■t j ,1 ""-> J <=hymical. Boyle.

HERML TIC ALL,', adv. [from Wf£wtj

According to <nc hermetical or chemtek au.

HE-RMfr./ li^W] ,. A solitary;

choiet ; ..„e who retires from society to con

templation ana devotion. Addijon. 1. A beads-

man ; ou« bound to piay for another.

HE'RMITACE.
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HERMITAGE./ [hermitage. Jr.] The cell

or habitation of » hermit. Aidiseu.

HE RMITESS./ [from bermite] A woman re

tired to devotion.

HE'RMITICAL. a. [from hermit ] Suitable to

a hermit.

HERMODACTYL. /. [ifi"" and WluX©-.]

HermedaByl is a root, and represents the com

mon figure of a heart cut in two. The dried

roots are a gentle purge. Hill

HERN./ [Contracted from Helios ]

HE'RNHILL./ [hern and hill) An herb.

HERNIA, s. [Latin.] Any kind ot rupture.

Wiseman.

HERO./ [beret. Lat.] I. A man eminent for

bravery. Cewley. x. A man of the highest

class in any respect.

HEROESS. / [from here.'] A heroine ; » fe

male hero. Chapman.

HERO'lCAL. a. [from here.] Befitting an he

ro; heroick. Dryden.

HERO ICALLY. aiv [from heroically ] After

the way of a hero. Sidney,

HEROICK. a. [from here] l. Productive of

heroes. Shakesp. l. Noble; suitable to an

hero; brave; magnanimous. Waller. 3. Re

citing the acts of heroes. Cowley.

HERO ICKLY. aiv. [from heroick.] Suitably

to an hero. Milie*.

HEROINE./, [from here-, *•«•«'«, Fr.] A fe

male hero. Addisen.

HE ROISM./. [hereisme, Fr ] The qualities or

character of an haro. Brocme.

HE RON / [heron, Fr.] A bird that feeds upon

fisti Bacon.

HERONRY. ? / [from heron.] A place

HE RONSHAW. J where herons breed. Derh

HERPES./ [i'fwif.J A cutaneous inflammation

Wiseman.

HERRING. s.[bareng,tJt. hxH">I, Sax] A

small sea-fish. Swift.

HV.RS.prcn. The female possessive: as, this is

her house, this house is hers. Refcommen.

HERSE./ [berfta, low Lat ) 1. A temporary

monument raised over a grave, i. The car

riage in which corpses are drawn to the grave.

Pope

To HERSE. v. a. [from the noun.] To put

into a herse. Crajhav).

HERSELF, pronoun. The female personal pro

noun, in the oblique cases reciprocal. Dryden.

HE'RSELIKK. a. [herJevA like] Fune.eal;

suitable to funerals. Bacon.

ToHE'RY. v. a. [hir"»°> Sa*J To guard as

holy. Spenser.

HESITANCY./, [from hesitate.] Dubiousness;

uncertainty. Atterbury.

To HESITATE, v. a. [bs-site. Lat ] To be

doubtful; to delay ; to pause. Pope.

HESITATION / [from hesitate.] 1. Doubt )

uncertainty; difficulty made. Woodward. 2.

Intermission of speech 1 a want of volubility.

Swift.

HEST./ [hxj-t. Sax] Command j precept ;

injunction. Shakesp.

HE'TEROCLITE / [betertclittnt, Lat.] I.

Such nouns aa vary from the common forma

of declension. Walts. X. Any thing or person

deviating from the common rule.

HETEROCLITICAL. a. [from heterecUte\

Deviating from the common rule. Brown.

HETERODOX, a. [i-ztp&- and <i°£*.] Deviat-

ing from the established opinion; not ortho

dox Locke.

HETERODOX./ An opinion peculiar. Brown.

HETEROGE NEAL. a. [heterogene, Fr. «t«-

{&■ and ynte'.] Not of the same nature ; not

kindred. Newton.

HETEROGENE 1TY./. [from heterogeneous]

1 . Opposition of nature ; contrariety of qua

lities, z. Opposite or dissimilar part. Boyle.

HETEROGE'NEOUS a. [i-io& and yu&.)

Not kindred; opposite or dissimilar in nature.

Wood-ward.

HETEROSCIANS./ [stI|>©- and cr*U,] Those

whose shadows fall only one way, as the sha

dows of us who live north of the Tropick fall

at noon always to the North.

To HEW. v. a. part, hewn or hewed [heapan,

Sax] 1. To cut with an edged instrument j

to hack. Hayward. %. To chop , to cut.

Dryden. 3. To fell, as with an axe. Sandys.

4. To form or shape with an axe. Addjeu. 5.

To form laboriously. Dryden.

HE'WER./ [from bew.) One whose employ

ment is to cut wood or stone. Brown.

HEXAGON. / [JJ and yo>U.] A figure of six

sides or angles : the most capacious of all the

figures that can be added to each other with

out any interstice ; and therefore the cells in

honeycombs are of that form.

HEXAGONAL, a [from hexagon.] Having

six sides. Brown.

HEXA GONY./ [from hexagon.] A figure of

six angles. Bramball.

HEXAMETER./ [if and (*?(«■] A verse of

six feet. Dryden.

HEXANGULAR. a. p£ and angnlut, Lat.]

Having six corners. Woodward

HEXA'POD./. [e| and wits;.] An animal with

six feet. Ray.

HEXA STICK. /. [Hflx?-] A Poem os C*

lines.

HEY. inters [from high.] An expression ofjoy.

Prur.

HE YD AY. interj. [from high Jay.] An expres

sion of frolick and exultation. Shakesp. Hudib,

HEYDAY./ A frolick ; wildness. Shakesp.

HE YDEG1 VES / A wild frolick dance. Spens.

HI A'TION./ [from hit. Lat.] The act of gap

ing. Brown.

HIATUS./, \hiatus, Lat.] 1. An aperture j at

breach. Woodward, a. The opening of iho

mouth by the succession of an initial of a final

vowel. Pipe.

HIBERNAL, a. [hibernus, Lat ] Belonging to

the winter Brown.

HICC1US D0CC1US. f. A cant word for a jug

gler; one that plays fast aud loose. HuJibras.

HICCOUGH,
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HICCO'UGH. /. [bic'ken, Dinifh.] A convulsi

on of the stomach producing sobs. Cleavelar.d.

To HICCOUGH, v. n. [from the nouo.] To

fob with convulsion of the stomach.

To Hl'CKUP. v. n. [corrupted from biccougb ]

To fob with • convulsed stomach. Hndibras.

H1CKWALL.7 ,.«.>/■ ,k

HI CKWAY. J / A b,rd- A"swr,t-

hi men. }*''■**•'**■ **»■■'

To HIDE. v. a. preter. bid; part. pass. b/J or

bidden, [luftin, Sax] To conceal ; to with

hold or withdraw from sight or knowledge.

Sbakesp.

To HIDE. v. n. To lye hid; to be concealed.

Pope.

HIDE and Sir*:./ A play in which some hide

themselves, and another seeks them. Gulli

ver's Trove's.

HIDE./ [hyfee, Saxon; bande, Dutch] i.

The skin of any animal, either raw or dressed.

Pose. i. The human (kin : in contempt. Dry.

3. A certain quan:ity of land. Wollcn.

HIDEBOUND a. [bide and hand.) 1. A horse

is said to be hidebound when his (kin sticks so

bard to his ribs and back, that you cannot

with your hand pull up or loosen the one from

the other. Furrier's DiS. 1. [In trees] Being

in the state in which the bark will not give

way to the growth. Sivift. 3. Harsh ; un-

tractable. Hudtbros.

HI DEOUS. a. [bidenx, Fr.] Horrible ; dread

ful. kVocdward.

HIDEOUSLY adv. [from bideous.] Horribly ;

dreadfully. Sbakesp.

HIDEOUSNESS J. [from hideous.) Horrible

nes* ; dreadfulness.

HTDER./ [from the verb.] He that hides.

To HIE. *•. ». [hiejan, Sax] To hasten ; to go

in haste. Dryden.

HI'ERARCH. /. [Up©- and *•#.] The chief

of a sacred order Milton.

HIERARCHICAL, a. [bierarchique, Fr ] Be

longing to sacred or ecclesiastical government.

HIERARCHY. / [from hierarchy.) 1. A sa

cred government ; rank or subordination of

holy beings. Fairfax. a. Ecclesiastical esta

blishment. South.

HIEROGLYPH. 7/ [ hitroglyphe, Fr.

HIELOGLYPHICK. J iifif, sacred, and yKiya,

to carve.] 1. An emblem ; a figure by which

a word was implied Pope. %. The art of

writing in picture Swift.

HIEROGLYPHIC AL. 7 a. [ bicreglyphiq

HIEROGLYPHICS. J Fr.] Emblematical j

expreflive of some meaning beyond what im

mediately appears. Sandys.

H1EROGLY PH1CALLY. adv. [from biero-

glypbical.) Emblematically. Brtvm.

HIERO'GRAPHY. / [Usoc and yol<p«.) Holy

writing.

HIE'ROPHANT. / [ U(«piil»(. } One who

teaches rules of rcl.gion. Hale.

To HIGGLE, v. n. 1. To chaffer; to be pe

nurious iu a bargain., hall. 1. To go selling

provisions from door to door.

HIGGLEDY-PICCLEDY. adv. A cant word,

corrupted from biggie, which denotes any con

fused mass.

HIGGLER, f [from biggie.) One who fella

provisions by retail.

HIGH. a. [Beah, Sax.] 1. Long upwards ; ris

ing above. Bnrnet. %. Elevated in place ;

raised aloft. Locke. 3. Exalted in nature. 4.

Elevated in rank or condition. Drydem. 5.

Exalted in sentiment. Milan. 6. Difficult 1

abstruse. Sbakejp. 7. Boastful ; ostentatious.

Clarendon. 8 Arrogant; proud; lofty. C/ar.

9. Severe ; oppressive. Bacon. 10. Noble; il

lustrious Sbakesp. 11. Violent; tempestu

ous; loud. Applied to the wind. Denbam. li.

Tumultuous ; iurbuK-nt ; ungovernable. Dry.

13. Full; complete. Clarendon. 14. Strong

tasted ; gustlul. Baker. 1 5. Advancing in la

titude from the line. Abbot. 16. At the most

perfect state; in the meridian. Genesis. 17.

Far advanced into antiquity. Brown. 1 8. Dear ;

exorbitant in price. Sontb. 19. Capital ; great;

opposed to little : as bigb treason.

HIGH. / High place; elevation j superior re

gion Dryden.

On HIGH. Aloft; above} into superior regi

ons. DryJen.

HI'GH-BLE'ST. a. Supremely happy. Mifa*.

HIGH-BLOWN, a Swelled much with wind -,

much inflated. Shakejp.

HIGH-BORN. Ot noble extraction Revjt.

HIGH-BUILT, a. 1 . Of lusty structure. Milton.

a Covered with lofty buildings. Creecb.

HIGH-COLOURED. Having a deep or glarii

colour. Ftoyer.

HIGH-DLSI'GNING. Having great theme

DryJen.

HIGH-FLIER. / One that carries his opinio

to extravagance. Sncift.

HIGH-FLOWN, a. [bigb and /»«,», from/y.]

1. Elevated; proud. Denbam. 1. Turgid j

extravagant. VEjlrange.

HIGH-FLY ING. a. Extravagant in claims "or

opinions. DryJen.

HIGH-HEAPED, a. Covered with high piles.

Pipe

HIGH-METTLED, a. Proud or ardent of spi

rit. Garth.

HIGH-MINDED, a. Proud ; arrogant. Sbakesp.

HIGH-RED. a. Deeply red. Boyle.

HICH-SE'ASONED. a. Piquant to the palate.

Locke.

HIGH SPIRITED a. Bold; daring ; insolent.

HIGH-STOMACHED.a. Obstinate ; lofty Sbm.

HIGH TASTED. a. Gustful ; piquant. Denbam.

HICH-VICED.a Enormously wicked. Stakes*.

HICH-WROUCHT.a.Accuratelyfinistied.iVe

HIGHLAND./ [bigb and lanJ.] A mountain

ous region. Addijcn.

HICH-LA'NDER. f. [from highland.) An in

habitant of mountains. AJJrjtn..

HIGHLY, adv. [from higb.\ 1. With eleva

tion as to place and situation. a. In a great

degree, Atleriurj. 3. Proudly ; arrogantly j

amlitioiilly.
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ambitiously. Shakesp. 4. With esteem ) with

estimation. Rom.

HI'GHMOST. a. Highest ; topmost. Shakesp.

HIGHNESS. / (from high.] 1. Elevation a-

bove the surface, a. The title of princes, an

ciently of kings. Waller. 3. Dignity of na

ture •, supremacy. Joh.

HIGHT. 1. Wat named; was called. Dryden.

a. Called ; named. Hnhhard't Tale.

HIGHWA'TER./ [high and water.] The ut

most flow of the tide. Mortimer.

HIGHWAY. J. [hi?i and ui;.] Great road ;

publick path. Chili.

HI'CHWAYMAN. / [highway and man.] A

robber that plunders on the publick roads.

Bentley.

HI GLAPER. / An herb.

HILATUTY / [hilaritai, Lat.] Merriment

gaiety. Brown.

HI LU1NC. / 1. A sorry, paltry, cowardly fel

low Shakesp. 1. It is used likewise for a mean

woman. Shakesp.

HILL j. [hil, Six.] An elevation of groundless

than a mountain. Granville.

HI I.LOCK. / f fiom hill.] A little hill. Sidney

HI LLY. a. [from hill] Full of hills j unequal

in the surface Hrwel, Philipi.

HILT. /. shilc, Sax.] The handle of any thing,

particularly of a sword Pope

HIM [him. Sax.] The oblique case of he. Gene/.

HIMSELF, prtn. [him and self.] I. In the no

minative, he. Bacon. 1. In ancient authors,

itself. Shakesp. 3 In the oblique cafe it has a

reciprocal signification.

HIN. / dp] A measure of liquids among

Jews, containing about ten pints. Exodus.

HIND. a. compar. hinder ; superl. hindmost

[hynoan, Sax.] Backward i contrary in posi

tion to the face Ray.

HIND. / [htnfce. Sax] 1. The she to a stag

Spenser. 1. [bine. Sax.] A servant. Shake/p

3. [hineman, Sax. J A peisant ; a boor. Dryd

HINDBE RRIES./ The fame as raspberries.

To HINDER, v. a. (hirbfian, Sax.] To ob

struct ; to stop ; to impede. Taylor.

HINDER, a. [from hind.] That which is in a

position contrary to that os the face. AdJiJon

HlNDERANCE. / (from hinder.] Imptrdi

ment ; let ; stop. Atterburj.

HI NDERER. / [from hinder.] He or that

which hinders or obstructs. May.

HINDERLING. s. [from hind or Under.] A

paltry, worthless, degenerate animal.

Hl'NOFRMOST. a. Hindmost) last; in the

rear. Shakesp.

Hl'NDMOST. a. [hind nod most.] The last ; the

lag. Pope.

HI'NCE. s. 1. Joints upon which a gate or

doors turns. Dryden. 1. The cardinal points

of the world Creech. 3. A governing rule or

principle. Temple. 4. To ht offthe Hmoti.

To be in a state of irregularity or disorder.

Tillotson.

To HINGE, v. a [from the noun] 1. To

furnish with hinges, a. To bend as an hinge.

Slakejf.

To HINT. v. a. Tenter, Fr. Shnner.] To bring

to mind by a flight mention or remote allusi

on Pope.

To HINT at. To allude to ) to touch slightly

upon. Addison.

HINT. / [from the verb.] 1. Faint notice giv

en to the mind ; remote 1 llusion. a. Sugges

tion ; intimation. Addifon.

HIP. f, [hype. Sax] 1. The joint of the thigh ;

the flelhy part of the thigh. Breton, a. Tt

have en the Hir. [A low phrase ] To have an

advantage over another. Shakesp.

HIP. / [from heopa, Sax.] The fruit of the

briar. Bacon.

To HIP v. a. [from hip ] 1. To sprain or shoot

the hip Shake/p. x. Hir-HOP. A cant word

formed by the reduplication of hep Cong.

HIP. inters An exclamation, or calling to one.

Ainsvuorth.

HIP 7 a. A corruption of hypechow

HIPPISHs driack.

HIPPOCL'NTAUR./ [:*<Mu>7«y»- ] A fa

bulous monster, half horse and half ma.

Dryden

Hl'PPOCRASS./ [vinnm Hippccrath] A me

dicated wine. King.

HIPPOCRATES'/ Sleeve, s. A woollen bag

made by joining the opposite angles of a square

piece ot flannel, used to strain syrups and de

coctions for clarification. Q*inry

HI'PPOGRIFF. f. [inn™,- and y(*f..] A winged

horse. Milton.

HIPPO'POTAMUS. / [fcrorac and wZ-efto;.]

The river hot fe. Ananimal found inthe Nile.

HIPSHOT. a. [hip and shot.) Sprained or dis

located in the hip L'Estrange.

HIP WORT./ [hip and nvort.] A plant.

To HIRE. v. a. (hyrtan, Sax.] 1. To procure

any thing for temporary use at a certain price.

Dryden. ^. To engage a man to temporary

service for wages, llaiab. 3. To bribe. DrjoL

4. To ergape himsclt for pay. 1 Sam.

HIKE. j. [hvrte, Sax.] 1. Reward or recorn-

pence paid lor the use of any thing, a. Wage*

paid for service. Spenser.

HIRELING / [from hire ] 1. One who serves

for wages. Sandys. a. A mercenary ; a pros

titute. Pope.

HI'RICLING. a Serving for hire; venal 1 mer

cenary •, doing what is done for money. DrneL.

HIRER. / [from hire.] One who uses any thing

paying a recompence ; one who employe o-

thers, paying wages.

HIRSUTE, a. [hirsntm, Ut.] Rough; rug

ged. Bacon.

HIS. pronoun pejsejswe. [hyp. Sax.] t. The

masculine possessive. Belonging to him. Lecie.

X. Anciently its. Bacon.

To HISS. v. n. [hiffen, Dutch.] To utter a noise

like that of a serpent and some other auimalv.

Slakesp.

To HISS. v. a. [hiycein, Sax.] 1. To condemn

by hissing; to explode. More. a. To pro

cure hisses or disgrace. Shakesp.

HISS. /. [from the vcib.] 1. The voice of a

serpent.
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serpent, a. Censure ; expression of contempt

used in theatres. Pope.

HIST, interj. An exclamation commanding si

lence. Milton.

HISTORIAN. /. \historien, Fr.] A writer of

facts and events, Pope.

HISTORICAL.? [historicui. Lat.] Pertaining

HISTORICK. i tohistoiy. Prior.

HISTORICALLY, adv. {horn historical] In

the manner of history ; by way of narration.

Hooker

ToHlSTORIFY. v a [from history.] To re

late ; or record in history. Breton.

HISTORIOGRAPHER / [ircoU and yfi$*.]

An historian ; a writer of history. Spenser.

HISTORIOGRAPHY, s. [k'oi-c and jfi** ]

The art or employment of an historian.

HISTORY./ [Ifef*»-] I. A narration of e-

vents and facts delivered with dignity. Pose

1. Narration; relation. Wiseman, i. The

knowledge of facts and events. IVattt.

HISTORY. Piece, s. A picture representing

some memorable event. Pope.

HISTRIONICAL ? a. [from hiftrh, Lat]

HISTRIO'NICK. J Befitting the stage ; suit'

able to a plaver.

HISTRIONICALLY, adv. [from hijlrionical]

Theatrically, in the manner of a buffoon.

To HIT. v a [hitte, Danish] I. To strike:

to touch with a blow. Scvtb. 1. To touch

the mark ; not to miss. Sidney 3. To at

tain, to reach the point Atterbury. 4. To

strike a ruling passion. Milton. 5 to Hit

•fs To strike out ; to fix or determine lucki

ly temple. 6. To Hit ont. To perform by

good luck. Spenser.

To Hit11- h. 1 To clash ; to collide Locke

» To chance luckily; to succeed by accident

Bacon 3 To succeed; not to miscarry Bac.

4 To light on. TilUtsen.

HIT./ [Irom the verb] 1. A stroke. Shakes

2. A lucky chance. Glanrillc.

To HITCH, v. n. [hicjan, Sax. or hocher, Fr ]

To catch, or move by jerks Pope.

ToHlTCHEL v a [See Hat c hell.) To

bett or comb flax or hemp

HITCHEL / [hcckel, German ] The instru

ment with which flax is beaten or combed.

HITHE./ [hy%e, Sax.] A small haven to land

wares, out or vessels or boats

HITHFR. adv [hiSep, Sax.] 1 To this place

from some other Milton l. Hither and thi

ther, to this place and that. 3. To this end ,

to this design. Tillelssn

HITHER a super I. hithermost. Nearer j to

wards this part. Ha e.

HITHERMOST. a. [of litber, adv.] Nearest

on this side. Hale.

HITHERTO, adv. [horn hither.] I. To this

time; yet; in any time till n>w Dryden. 2

At every time till now. Dryden

HITHFRWARD. 7 a. [hyTjpepeapfc, Sax.]

HITHERWARDS.J This way) towardsthit

place. Milton.

HIVE./, [hyje, Sax.] 1. The habitation or cell

2. The bees inhabiting a

A' company being toge-

To put

To con-

of bee*. Addison.

hive. Shakesp. 3.

ther. Swift.

To HIVE. v. a. [from the Noun.] I.

into hives ; to harbour. Dryden. a.

tain in hives. Cleaveland.

To HIVE. v. n. To taketfhelter together Pope.

HIVER / [from hive.] One who puts bees in

hives. Mortimer.

HO. ? interj. feho ! Lat ] A call ; a sud.leo

HOA. $ exclamation to give notice of approach,

or any thing else Shakesp.

HOAR a. [hap, Sax.] 1. While. Fairfax. 2.

Grey with age. Pope 3. White with frost.

HOAR-FROST. / [hoar mist est.] The con

gelations of dew in frosty mornings on the

grafs. Arhuthnot.

HOARD. / shopfe, Sax ] A store laid up in

secret ; a hid.len stock ; a treasure. Shakejp.

To HOARD, v. n. To make ho;rds ; to lay up

store. Shakesp.

To HOARD. » a To lay in hoards; to hus

band privily. Rogers.

HOARDER. / [from hoard] One that storet

up in secret. Locke.

HO'ARHOUND./. [marrubium, Lat] A plant

Miller.

HO ARINESS / [from bcary ] The state of

being whitUh ; the aolour of old mens hair.

Dryden.

HOARSE, a. [liar, Sax ] Having the voice

rouirh, as with a cold ; having a rough found.

HOARSELY, adv. [from hoarse] With s

rough harsh voice Dryden.

HOARSENESS / [from hoarse.] Roughness

of voice. Holder.

HOARY, a. [hap. hapunj, Sax] Is White;

whitish Add-on 1. Whi'e or grey with age.

Retoe. 3. White with frost. Shakesp. 4.

Mouldy; mossy; rusty. Knottei.

To HO BBLK. v. n. [lo hop, 10 hopple, to hob.

ile.\ 1. To walk lamely or aukwardly upon

one leg more than the other. Siaift. 1. To

move roughly or unevenly. Prior.

HOBBLE./ I from the verb] An uneven auk-

ward gait Gulliver.

HOBBY./ [hoberecu, Fr.] 1. A species nf

hawk. Bacon, 2 [Hippr, Gothick ] An Irish

or Scottish uoi se. 3. A stick on v.h.. h boys

get astride and ride. Prior. 4 A stupid fel

low. Shakeifi.

HOBGO BLIN. / A sprite ; a fairy. Shakesp.

HO BI T. J. A small miiiar.

HOB1.INGLY. aJv. [(com hobble] Clumsily;

aukwardly ; with ahaling giit.

HOBNAIL / [from hebby and nail] A nail

uled in shoeing a horse Shakejp.

HO BNAILED. a. [from hobnail] Set with

hobnails Dryden.

HOBNOB. This is corrupted from hah nab.

Shakesp.

HOCK.. /. [The fame with hough ] The joint

between the knee and fetlock.

To HOCK v.a. [from the nona J To disable

ia the hock.

Sbb li.C i.
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7 / sfrom Ihckhtia on the

. J Maine] Old (trong Rht-

HOCK

HOCKAMORE

nish. Fbycr,

HOCKHEKB. / [hack ami herb.] A plant j

the same with mallows.

To HO'CKLE. v. a. [from /W] To hamstring

HOCUS POCUS. [Juntu, derives it from becetj,

Welsh, a cheat, and poke, or pocuiy a bag.] A

juggle j a cheat. L'EJirange.

HOD./ A kind of trough in which a labourer

carries mortar to the masons. Tusser.

HODMAN./ [hod and»j«.J A labourer that

carries mortar.

HODMANDO D. /. a fish. Barm.

HODGE-PODGE/ [bachi foebe] A medley

of ingredients bulled together. SanJyi.

HODIERNAL a. [bodiermou, Ut.] Ol to-day

HOE./, [blue, Fr.] An instrument to cut up

the earth. Mortimir.

To HOE. v. a. [hsuir, Fr.] To cut or dig with a

hoc. Mortimer.

HOG./ [bivch, Welch ] I. The general name

of swine, tope, i. A castrated b>ar. 3. To

bring Hogs to a fair market. To fail ol one's

design. Spectator.

HO GCOTE./ big and all.] A house for hogs.

Mortimer.

HOGGEREL / A two yearsold ewe- Ainftv.

HOGH./ [otherwise written ba, from hough.]

A hill ; rising ground.

HOGHERD. J. [bag and hyp's, a keeper.] A

keeper of hogs. Brocmi.

HO'GGISH. a [from big.] Having the quali

ties of a hog v brutish ; selfish. Sidney.

HOGGISHLY, adv. [from hoggish.] Greedily ,

selfishly.

HO'GCISHNESS./ [from hoggish] Brutality ;

greediness ; selfishness

HOCSBEANS.

HO'CSBREAD.

HO'GSMUSHKOOMS. _

HOCSFENNEL. J. [big irtd fennel.] A plant.

HOGSHEAD./, beg and bead ] 1. A measure

of liquids containing sixty gallons. Arbutb. 1.

Any large barrel. Guiltier.

HOGSTY./ [hog »ruijly.] The place in which

swine are shut to be fed. Swijt.

KOGWASH. / [hog and <w.tjb.\ The draught

which is ;;nen to swine. Arbutb.

HO IDEN. J. [boeden, W«ia>.] An ill-taught

aukward country girl.

To HO IDEN. v. it. ifrom the noun] To romp

imlecently. Sivift. '.

To HOISE. 7 v. a [bauffer, French.] To raise

To HOIST. J up on high. Chaf.tr.an

To HOLD. v. a preier. held ; part, pass, held

or bildcn [haioan, Sax.] 1. To grasp in the

hand} to gripe,; to clutch. Sbakefp. a. To

keep; to retain i to gripe fall. Spenser. 3.

To maintain as an opinion. Lceki. 4 To

consider as good or bad ; to hold in regard.

Scakejp.' 5. To have any lU'ion Miltcn. 6.

To polscl, ; to enjoy, Knollei. 7. To possess

in luburdinalion. Knillci, 8. To suspend ; to

ie:rain. Ci a/bate, u. To Hop j to rellrain.

IS.

I s. Plants.

Denham. 10. To fix to any condition. Mai.

II. To preserve ; to keep. Shake/p. n. To

confine to a certain state, a. EJdr. 1 3. To de

tain. Adi. 14. To retain; to continue.

Dryden. 15. To solemnize) to celebrate.

1 San. 16. To offer ; to purpose. Temple.

17. To conserve ; not to violate. Dryden 1 8.

To manage ; to handle intellectually. Bacon.

1 9. To maintain. 1 Mae. ao. To form ; to

plan Matthew . 11. To carry on ; to con

tinue Abbot la. To \\o\.\> forth. To offer;

to exhibit. Locke. 13. To Hold in. To go

vern by the bridle. Swift. 14. To restrain

in general. Hooker. 15. To Hold of. To

keep at a distance. Bacon. 26. T?HcLD;r.

To continue; to protract. Sanderson. 17. T»

Hold out. To extend; to stretch forth Ejther.

18. To offer ; to purpose. Ben. Jthnjcn 19.

To continue to do or suffer Shake/p. 30. To

Hold up. To raise aloft. Locke. 31. To sus

tain , to support. Boyle.

To HOLD. v.n. 1. To stand ; to be right ; n

be without exception. Sti/ltn fleet, a. T»

continue unbroken or unsubdued Sbakefp. 3.

To last ; to endure. Bacon. 4. To continue.

L'Ejirangt. 5. To relrain. Dryden 6. To

stand up lor ; to adhere, little. 7. To be de

pendent on. Ajcham. t. To derive light.

Dryden. 9. To Holdforth. To harangue ;

to speak in publick. L'fjiramft. 10. Ti

Hold in. To rellrain one's fell. fir. it. To

continue in luck Svitft. 11 7« Hold of.

To keep at a distance withont closing wnb vi

sas. Decaysfit fy. 13. TiHoldw. To

continue ; not to be interrupted. Swift. 1+.

To proceed. L'EJirange 15. .7} Hold ««.*.

To last; to endure. Tilletjin. 16. Not ro

yield; not 10 be subdued. Cottier. 17. 7»

Hold together. To be joined. Dryden. if.

To remain in union. Locke. 19. Tc Hold

up. To support himself. TiU.tfon ao. Not to

be foul weather. Ifudibrai. 11. To continue

the l'ainc speed. Collier.

HOLD, ttiterj. Forbear; stop; be slilL Dryden.

HOLD./ [rrom the vetb ] 1. The act of see

ing ; gripe ; grasp ; seizure. Spenjer. i Some

thing to be held ; support Bacon. 3. Calih;

power of leuing or keeping. Swift. 4 Pri

son ; place ot custody. Hooker, Dryden. «,.

Powei ; influence. Dryden. 6. Custody, Situ.

7. Hold of a flip. All that part wb.;ch!io

between the krelson and the lower deck. Hsr.

8. A lurking place. 9 A fuitilitu place ; a

fort. Spenjer.

HOLDER./ [from hold.] 1. One that hcleW w

gripes any thing in his hand. Morn inter. 1.

A tenant ; one that holds land under another

Carew.

HO'LDERFORTH./. [bold and/srf*.] An ha-

ranguer; one who speaks in publick. Ada::.*

HO LUFAST. / [held and fast.] Any thai-;

which takes hold ; a catch ; a hook- Ray.

HO'LDINC. / [from £./</] 1. Tenure; lann.

Can-w. a. U lomclimcs bonifies the burtLea

or chorus of a long. Shckejp.

HOLE
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HOLE. / [bil, Dutch ; hole, Sax.] I. A cavi

ty narrow and long, either perpendicular or

horizontal. Bacon. a. A perforation *, a small

interstitial vacuity. Beyle. 3. A cave ; a hol

low place. Shakesp. 4. A cell of an aninwl.

jidJi/on. 5. A mean habitation. Drydtn. 6.

Some subterfuge or (hist.

HO'I.IDAM./ blessed lady. Hanmer

HO LILY, adv (from holy] I. Piously) with

sanctity. Shakesp. 2. Inviolably; without

breach. Sidney.

HO LINESS./ [from holy.] 1. Sanctity; piety ;

religious goodness. Rogers, a. The Hate of

being hallowed ; dedication to rel gion. 3.

The title of the pope. Addison.

HO'LLA. interj. [hi/a, Fr.J A word used in

calling to any one at a distance. Milten.

To HO LLA. v. n. [from the interjection] To

cry out liudly Sbakejp.

HO LLAND. / Fine linen made in Holland.

Drydtn.

HO LLOW. a. [from bole.] 1 . Excavated •, hav

ing a void space within ; not Iblid. Dryden.

2. Noisy; like sound reverberated from a ca

vity. Dryden. 3. Not faithful ; not sound ;

not what one appears. Hudibras.

HOLLOW./ 1. A cavity ; concavity. Bacon. 2

Cavern; den; hole, i'rhr. 3. Pit Addijsn.

4. Any opening or vacuity. Genesis. 5. Pas

sage ; canal. Addijm.

To HOLLOW, v. a. [horn the noun.] To

make hollow ; to excavate. S',eclater.

To HO LLOW r. n To shout ; to hoot.

HOLLOWLY adv. [from helli-w ] 1. With

cavities. 2. Unfaithfully ; insincerely ; dis

honestly. Sbakejp.

HO LLOWNESS / [from hifUm ] 1. Cavity ;

state of being hollow. Hakcwill. 2. Deceit ;

insincerity ; treachery. South.

HOLLOWROOT./. [bollrw tairoot.] Aplant.

Ainjvjortb.

HOLLY, [holeyn, Sax.] A tree.

HO LLYHOCK. / [holihoc, Sax] Rose-mal

low. Mortimer.

HO LI.YROSE. / A plant.

HOLME./ 1. Holme or bemmt. [holme, Sax.]

A river island. 2. The ilex ; the evergreen

oak. Tmf.

HOLOCAUST. / [oX»- and ui>.] A burnt

sacrifice. Ray.

HOLP. The old preterite and participle passive

of help Sbakejp.

HOLPEN. The old participle passive of help.

Bacon.

HOLSTER. / [heolj-ren, Sax.] A case for a

horseman's pitlol. Butler.

HOLT./ [hole. Sax.] A wood. Giifen.

HOLY. a. [halij, Sax] i.Goodj pious; re

ligious. Sbakejp. 2. Hallowed ; consecrated

to divine use. Drydtn. 3. Pure; immacu

late. South. 4. Sacred. Sbakejp

HOLY-GHOST. /. [halij and Josr, Sax.]

The third person in the adorable Trinity.

Litke.

HOXY.THURSDAY. / The day on which

the ascension os our Saviour is commemora

ted, ten days before Whitsuntide.

HO LY WEEK./ The week before Easter.

HO'LYDAY. / [holy and day.] 1. The day

of some ecclesiastical festival, a. Annivcrsaty

feast. Knollcs. 3. A day of gaiety and joy.

Sbakejp. 4. A time that comes seldom Dryi.

HO MAGE / [bommage, Fr. bomagium, low

Lat ] 1 Service paid and fealty protested to a

sovereign or superiour lord. Davits. 2. Obei

sance ; respect paid by external action. Denb.

To HOMAGE, v. m. [from the noun.] To re

verence by external action ; to pay honour to ;

to profess fealty.

HO MACER. / [bemmagtr, Fr ] One who

hold^ by homage of some superiour lord. Bac.

HOME. / [ham, Sax.] 1 . His own house ; the

private dwelling. Dryden. 1. His own coun

try. Shakesp. 3. The place of constant resi

dence, trier. 4. Uniied to a substantive, it

signifies domestick. Bacon.

HOME. adv. [from the noun.] 1. To one'a

own habitation. Locke. 2. To one's own

country. 3. Close to one's own breast or af

fairs. L'FJtrangt, fVakt. 4. To the point

designed. Sanderson. 5. United to a substan

tive, it implies torce and efficacy. Stillingflcet.

HOMEB'JRN. a. [home and born] 1. Native 1

natural. Donne. 2. Domestick ; not foreign.

1'ipe

HOMEBRED, a. [borne and bred.] 1. Native;

natural. Hammond. 2. Not polished by tra

vel ; plain ; rude ; artless ; uncultivated.

Dryden. 3. Domestick j not foreign. Spenjtr.

HOMEFELT a. [home and /*//.] Inward j

private. Pope.

HOMELILY. adv. [from bmely.] Rudely j

inelegantly.

HOMELINESS./ [from homely.] Plainness ;

rudeness.

HOMELY, a. [from borne.] Plain; home-span;

not elegant; not beautiful ; not sine; coarse.

Stutb.

HOMELY, aim. Plainly; coarsely; rudely.

Dryden.

HO MELIN./ A kind of fish. Ainstvortb.

HOMEMA'DE. adv. [borne and made.] Made

at home. Locke.

HO'MER. / A measure of about three pints.

Lev

HO MESPUN. a. [home and spun.] 1. Spun or

wrought at home ; not made by regular ma

nufacturers. Smist. 2. Not made in foreign

countries. Add/Jen 3. Plain; coarse; rude;

homely ; inelegant- Sandyt.

HOMESPUN. J. A coarse, inelegant rustic.

Shaktjp.

HO MESTALL. 7 / [ham and j-zti*, Saxon.]

HO MESTEAD. j The place of the house. Dry.

HO'MEWARD. ? adv. [ham and pcapb,

HOMEWARDS, J Sax.] Towards home j to

wards the native place. Sidney.

HOMICIDE. / [bomicidmm, Lat.] I. Mur

der ; manquelling. Hooker, ft. Destruction.

8 b b ft Drydtn_
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•Dryden. 3 [bmnicida. Lat,] A murderer )

a manslayer. Dryden.

HOMIDICAL. a. [from homicide. Murderous,

bloody. Pipe.

HOMILETICAL. a. [ipuXrU*] Social; con-

verstble. Atterbnry.

HOMILY. /. [q*iXa.] A discourse real to a

congregation. Hammond

HOMOGE'NEAL. ? a [ifioycn.c. ] Having

HOMOGENEOUS, i the same nature or prin

ciples. Nnoton.

HOMOGE NEALNESS. 7 / Participation of

HOMOGENEITY. > the fame princi-

HOMOGE'NEOUSNESS. ) pies or nature ; si

militude of kind. Cheyne

HO'MOGENY. /. [iptyftla. ] Joint nature

Bacsn.

HOMOLOGOUS, a. [o^oXoj-ot.] Having the

fame manner or proportions.

HOMONYMOUS. a. [iuinfxot.] Denomina

ting different things ; equivocal IValls.

HOMO NYMY. s. [a/uo.ifua.] Equivocation ;

ambiguity.

HOMOTONOUS. a. [iuAW] Equable: said

of such distempers as keep a conttant tenour

of rile, state, and -declension. S^jincy.

HONE f. [hæn, Sax.] A whetstone for a rasor.

•Tuffer,

To HONE. v. h. [honjian, Sa*.] To pine ; to

long.

HONEST, a. [hcnesiui. Lat.] t. Upright; true;

sincere. IVatlt. l. Chaste. Shakes/). 3. Just ;

lighteous ; giving to every man his due.

HONESTLY, adv. [from honest.] 1. Upright

ly; justly. Ben Johnson. 1. With chastity ;

modestlv.

HO NES'l'Y. / [honestat, Lit.] Justice ; truth j

virtue , puiity. "Temple.

HO'NIED. a. [from honey.] 1. Covered with

honey. Milttn. x. Sweet ; luscious. Shakesp.

Milton.

HONEY. / [hunij, Sax] 1. A thick, viscous,

fluid substance, or a whitish or yellowish co

lour, sweet to the taste, soluble in water; and

becoming vinous on fermentation, intl.imma-

clc, liquable by a gentle heat, and of a fra

grant smell. Of honey, the finest it virgin ho-

jiey : it is the first produce of the swarm. The

soc.iud is thicker thin the first, ofien almost

silid, procured from the combs by pressure :

and the worst is the common yellow honey.

Hit/, Arbnthnot. i. Sweetness; lufcioulness.

Shakesp. 3. A name of tenderness ; sweet ;

sweetness. Shakesp.

To HONEY, v. n. [from the noun.] To talk

fondly. Shakesp.

HONEY-BAG. s [henry and hag.] The beney-

bag is the stomach Grew.

HONEY-COMB./. [blUtf and cemk) The cells

of wax in which the bee stores her honey.

Dryden.

HONEY-COMBED, a. [ beney and comb. ]

Flawed wiih little cavities. Wiseman.

HO NEY-DEW./. [ beney ana Jixa.] Sweet dew.

Cartb.

HO'NEY-Fl*WER. / [mdanthui, Lit] A

plant.

HONEY-GNAT./ [beney and gnat.] An in

sect.

HO'NEY-MOON./ [hcneytnd moon.] The first

month after marriage. Add jm.

HONEY-SUCKLE_/ Woodbine. Shakesp.

HCNEYLESS. a. prom honey.] Without ho

ney. Shakesp.

HONEY-WORT./ [cerinth. Lit.] A plant.

HO'NORARY. a. [henorartm, L»t.j 1. Done

in honour Addis™.. 1. Conferring honour

without gain. Addissn.

HONOUR, f. [foner, Let] 1. Dignity; high

rank. 2. Reputation ; fame. Bacen. 3 The

title of a man of rank. Shakesp. 4. Subject

of praise. Shakesp. 5. Nobleness of mind ;

magnanimity. Rogers. 6. Reverence ; due

veneration. Shakesp. 7. Chastity. Sbakejp.

8. Dignity of mien. Milton. 9. Glory ; boast.

Bnrnet. 10. Publick mark of respect. Wak.

1 1. Privileges of rank or birth. Shakesp. 11.

Civilities paid. Pepe. 13. Ornament; deco

ration. Dryden.

To HONOUR, v. a. [henoro, Lat.] I. To re

verence ; to regard with veneration. Pep*. 1.

To dignify ; to raise to greatness. Ex.

HONOURABLE, a. [honorable, Fr.] I. Illus

trious ; noble. Shakesp. 1. Great; magna

nimous; geAerous. Shakesp. 3. Conferring

honour. Dryden. 4. Accompanied with tokens,

of honour. Spenser. 5. Not to be disgraced.

Shakesp. 6. Without taint ; without reproach.

1 Mae. 7. Honest; without intention of de

ceit. Haymard. 8. Equitable.

HO'NOURABLENESS./: [from honourable] 1.

Eminence ; magnificence; generosity.

HO'NOURABLY. adv. [from bonnrahle ] I.

With token of honour. Shakesp. 2. Magna

nimously ; generously. Baein. 3. Reputably ,

with exemption from reproach. Dryden

HONOURKR. / [from honour.] One that ho

nours ; one that regards with veneration. I'sfe,

HOOD, in composition, is derived from the Sax

on hab, in German bett, in Dutch hetd le

denotes quality ; character : as, knightk—i ;

childhood. Sometimes it is taken collectively ;

as brotherhood, a confraternity.

HOOD. ]'. hob, Sax] 1. The upper coverinj

of a woman's head. 2. Any thing drawn up

on the head, and wrapping round it tVnten.

3. A covering put over me hawk's eyes. 4.

An ornamental sold that hangs down the back

of a graduate.

To HOOD. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To dreS

in a hood Pope. 2. To blind, as with a hood.

Shakesp. 3. To cover Dryden.

HOODMAN'r Blind, s. A play in which the.

person hooded is to catch another, xad tell the

name. Shakesp.

To HOODWINK, v. a. [hood and -aink.] ,.

To blind with something bound over the eyei.

. Sidney, Shakesp. Davtes, Ben. Johmjem, Locke,

Rovie. 2. To cover ; to hide. Shakes 3.

To decide ; to impose upon. Sidney.

HOOF.
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HOOF. / [hop, Sax.] The hard horny sub

stance on the feet of graminivorous animals.

M*re,

HOOF-BOUND, a [A«/and bound.] Ahorse

is said to be bsofbeund when he has a pain in

the forefeet, occasioned by the dryness, and

contraction or narrowness of the horn of the

quarters, which straitens the quarters of the

heels, ami oftentimes makes the boric lame

Farrier-1* Dtt3.

HOOK./ [hoce, Sax.] i. Any thing beatso as

to catch hold. Knollet. %. The curvalud wire

on which the bait is hunp for fishes, and with

•which the fisti is pierced. Sbakesp. 3. A sn3re;

a trap. Sbattfp 4. A sickle to reap corn.

Mortimer. 5. An iron to seize the meat in

the caldron. Sptnser. 6. An instrument to

cat or lop with. Pope. 7. The part of the

binge fixed to the poll. CUave/amd. 8. Hook

[In husbandry.] A held sown two years run

ning. Ainfneirtb. 9. Hook or Crcok. Oneway

or other i by any expedient. Hudtbrat.

To HOOK. v. a. [from the noun ] 1. To catch

with a hook, dddifom* l. To intrap ; to en

snare. 3, To draw as with a hook Sbakefp.

4. To fasten as with a hook. 5. Tobedrawn

by force or artisice. Ncrrit.

HOOKED, a. [from book.\ Bent; enrvated.

BrciDH.

HOOKEDNESS./[from hooked] State of be

ing bent like a hook.

HOOKNOSED, a. [hoot and nest.) Having the

aquiline nose rising in the middle. Sbakejp.

HOOP./, [hup, Dutch.] i. Any thing circular

by which something else is bound, particu*

larly calks or barrels. Dryden, Pope, i. The

whalebone with which women extend their

petticoats. Swift. 3. Any thing circular

Addtjon.

To HOOP. v. a. [from the noun ] 1. To bind

or enclose with hoops. Shake/p. a. To en

circle; to clasp; to surround. Shakefp.

To HOOP. v. n. [from lii.syun, Golhick ; or

hcnpptr, Fr ] To (hout ; to make an outcry

by way oscall or pursuit.

To HOOP. v. a. 1 . To drive with a (hout.

Sbakesp. %. To call by a shout.

HOOPER./ [from hoop J A cooper) one that

hoops tubs.

HOOPING-COUGH. /. [fom hup, to shout.]

A convulsive cough, lo called from its noise.

To HOOT. v. n. [bwt, Welsh] 1. To shout

in contempt. Sidney. %. To cry as an owl.

Sbakejp.

To HOOT. v. a. To drive with noise and shouts.

Sbakejp.

HOOT./ [base, Fr. from the verb.] Clamour;

Ihout. GlanvMe.

To HOP. v. n. [hoppan, Sax] 1. Tojump;

to (kip lightly. Dryden. a. To leap on one

leg. Abbot. 3. To walk lamely, or with one

leg less nimble than the other. Dryden. 4. To

move ; to play. Spenser.

HOP./, [from the verb.] I. A jump: a light

Jeap. a. A jump 00 one leg. Addijen. 3

A place where meaner people dance.

HOP./ [hop, Dutch.] A plant.

To HOP. v. a. [from the noun.] To impregnate

with hops. Arl'uthnot.

HOPE./, [hnpa, Sax] 1. Expectation of Come

good ; an expectation indulged with pleasure.

Jcb, Locke 1. Confidence in a luiure event,

or in the inture conduct of any body. Sbakejp.

3. That which gives hope. Siakejp. 4. The

object ot" hope Dryden.

HOPE. f. Ar.y Hoping plain between the ridges

of mountains. Atnjvtortb.

To HOPE. v. n. [from the noun] 1 To live

in expectation of some good. Tayltr. a. To

place conlidence in futurity. Pfaim.

To HOPE. v. a. To expect with desire. Drydtn.

HO PEFUL. a. [hpe and/a// ] 1. Full 01 Qua

lities which produce hope; promising. Baton.

a. Full of hope ; full oi expectation ot succeii*.

Bnyle, ffpe.

HOPEFULLY adv. [from bepefni] 1. In Inch

manner as to raise hope. Clarendon. 1. With

hope; without despair. GlairviUe.

HOTEFULNESS / [from b,pefnl ] Promise of

good; likelihood to succeed IVeitox.

HO PELESS. a. [from hope] 1 Without hope j

without pleasingexpectation. Masker. 1 Giving

no hope ; piomiiing nothing pleasing. Sbakejp.

HO'PER./ (trom hope.] One that has pleasing

expectations Sioift.

HOPINGLY. «*« [sioin hoping ] With hope ,

with expectation ot good. Hainm.nd.

HOPPER./, [fromi1!^.] He who hops or jump*

on one leg.

HOPPER. /. [so called, because it is alwaya

h/<ptng.] 1 . The box or open frame of wood

into which the corn is put to be ground.Grew,

a. A basket for carrying seed.

HO'PPERS. / (commonly called Scttc* btf-

/"''■ j A kind ot pl:iy, in which the actor hop*

on one leg.

HO RAL a [from bora, Lat.] Relating to the

hour. Prtsr.

HORARY, a [berariui. Lat.] \. Relating ta

an hour. Hudtbt as. 1. Continuing sor an hour.

Brsivn.

HORDE./. A clan j migratory crew of people.

Thomson.

HO R1ZON. /. [op'?"».] The line that termi

nates the view. The horizon is diltinguifhtd

into sensible and real ; the sensible horizon is

the circular line which limits the view; the

teal is that which wouhl bound it, it it could

take in the htmilphere. Bacon.

HORIZO NTAl. a [benainlal, Fr.] 1 . Near

the horizon./Vf<7/o». 1. Parallel to the horizon;

on a level. Arbuthnot.

HORIZONTALLY. «i/ii. [from horizontal. ]In

a duection parallel to the horizon. Bent:ey.

HORN. j. [baum, Gothick; horin, Sax.] 1.

The hard po ntcil bodies which grow on the

heads of some graminivorous quadrupeds, and

serve them lor weapons. Bentley. a. An inllru-

ment ot winu-muuck made ot horn. Dryden.

3. The extremity et tbs waxing or wainirg

moon
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moon. Dryden, Thomson. 4. The feelers of a

snail Stakesp. 5. A drinking cup miucofhorn.

t. Antler of a cuckold. Sbnkcsp 7. Horn

—•id Pcihap* rr.ad as a cuckold. S/.akeJp.

HORNFl'SH. \ ' A kmdo1 fifh-

HORNBEAM, / [*«r» and boem, Dutch.] A

tree.

HORNBOOK. / [horn and *«*.] The first

book of chtld.cn, covered w':Lh horn to keep

it rtnfoilrd. Locke, Prior.

HORNED, a. [irum hern.] Furnished with

horns. Dunham.

HO'RNER. /. (from born .] One that works in

horn, and fells horns Grew.

HO'RNFT /. [hypo:rre, Sax.] A very Urge

stron; stinging fly Drrham.

HORNFOOT. J. [horn and sen.] Hoofed.

llakevoiH.

HO RNOWL s. A kind oshorned owl Ainswo.

HORNPIPE."/ [born and fi/x] A country

dance, danced commonly to a horn. Raieigb,

Ben. "Johnson.

HO'RNSTONE. s A kind of blue stone.

HORNWORK. 7". A kind of angular fortifica

tion.

HO RNY. a. [from hrn.'] 1. Madeo^horn. 1.

Resembling horn Arbnthnot 3. Hard as horn;

Callous Dryden

HOLOGRAPHY./. [if* and yfif ] An ac

count of the hours.

HOROLOGE ? / [horologinm. Lat.] Any in-

HO'ROLOGY.J stiument that tells the hour:

as a clock ; a ^atch ; an hour-glass Brown.

HOROMETRY. /. (ia« and fVifV".] The art

of measuring hours. Broken.

HOROSCOPli. /. [ipwxow©-.] Theconfigu-

raiion of the pLinns at the hour of birth

DrntnmonA, Dryden.

HO'RRIBLE. a. [borribilii. Lat.] Dreadful ,

terrible; shocking ; hideous ; enormous.&afA.

HORRIBLENESS./. [from btrriUe.] Dread-

fulness i hideoulness -, teiriblencls.

HORRIBLY, ailv. [from horrible] 1. Dread

fully; hideously. Milton. ». To a dreadful

uVgree. Lotie.

HORRID, a. [hirridw. Lat] 1. Hideous

dread ul; shocking. Shakefp. 2. Shocking;

offensive; unplealing. Pose 3. Rough ; rugged.

Dryden.

HO'RRIDNESS. f. [from horrid] Hideoufncfs;

enormity. Hammond.

HO RRIFICK 1. [hrrificut, Lat ] Causing

horrour Thomson.

HORR1SONOLS a. [bomsonns, Lat] Sound

ing dreadfully Dic7.

HORROliR.y. [horror. Lat-] 1 Terrourmixed

with de;e!Uiion. Da>vits. 2. Gloom; dreari

ness. Pipe. j. [lu merlic'nr. J Such a (hud-

tiering or quivering a* precedes an ague fit; a

fense of sruidrieriiig or-snrinking. i^uincy.

HORSE./ [horif, Sax] 1. A neighing qua

druped, ui.nl in war, draughr, and carriage.

Crteib. 2. It is used in the plural sente, but

with a ling ular termination, tor horica, twrle-

men, or cavalry. Clarendon. 3. Somethioa on

which any thing is supported. 4. A woodi-n

machine which soldiers ride by way of punitV

ment. 5. Joined to another substantive, it

signifies something large or coarse: as, a bor/e-

face, a face of which the features are large

and indelicate.

To HORSE. 11. a. [from she noun ] t. To

mount upon a horse. Bacon. 2. To carry one

on the hick. 3. To ride any thing Sbaktjp.

4. To cover a mare Mortimer.

HO'RSEBACK ./. [hrse and back.] The feat

of the rider ; the state of being on a horse.

Breton.

HORSEBEA'N. s. [horse tad fora.] A small

bean usually given to horses. Mortimer.

HORSF.BIX5CK / [horse aed Hock ] A block

on which they climb to a horse.

HORSEBOA T./ horse and boat.] A boat used

in ferrying horses.

HORSKRO Y. / [berse and boy ] A boy em

ployed in dressing horses; a stable bov. Knollet.

HO'RSEBRk AKER./ [horse and break.] One

whose employment is to tame horses to the

saddle. Creech.

HORSECHESNUT./ [berse and cbesnnt ] A

plant. Mil/er.

HORSECOURSER. /. [hrse and cenrser.] 1.

One that runs horses, or keeps horses for the

race. 1. A dealer in horses. IVtsenan.

HORSECRAB / A kind offish. Ains-worlb.

HORSECU'CUMBER./. [hrseitiAcncnnober.]

A plant. Mortimer,

HORSF.DUNG./ [horse and dnng.] The ex

crement ot hones. Peacbam.

HORSEEMMET./ [hrse and emonut] An ant

or a large kind.

HORSEFLESH./ [hrse w&flcjb.] The fleth

ot horses. Bacon.

HO RSEFLY./ [hrse and/y.] A fly that sting*

horses and fucks their blood.

HORSEFOOT. / An herb. The fame with

coltsfoot. Aim-worth

HORSEHAIR./ [berfitod hair.] The hair of

horles. Dryden.

HO'RSEHKEL. s. An herb.

HORSELAUGH / [hrse mi langi] A load

violent rude laugh. Pope

HO'RSKLEECH. / [horse *nd leech] I. A

great leech that bites horses. Shaksjp. 1. A

farrier.

HORSEl.ITTER.y: (hrse and litter. ] A car

riage hung U|>'D poles between two horses, 00

which the person carried Iyer, along. 2 Mac.

HO'RSEMAN./ [hrsetnA wo..] 1 .One (killed

in riding. Dryien. 2. One -fait serves in war*

on horseback. Hayiujrd. 3. A rider) a mao

on hor:chack Prior.

HORSEMANSHIP./ [from btrjeman. J The

art of riding; the art of managing a hoi se,

IVolten.

HO'RSEMARTEN. /. A kiud of large bee.

Ainjivortb.

HORSEMATCH./ A bird. Atns-zntb.

HORSE-
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HO'RSEMEAT. s. [horse and meat.] Provender.

Bacon.

HORSKMINT./ A Urge coarse mint.

HORSEMUSCLE / A largcmulcle Bonn.

HO RSEPLAY. / [horse aud pUj.\ Coarse,

rough, rugged play. Drydtn.

HO RSEPOND. / [horse and find.] A pond

for horses.

HORSERA'CE /. [horse and race.] A match of

horses in running. Bacon.

HORSERADISH /. ( horse and radish] A root

acrid and biting ; a species of fcur vy- grafs. F/jy.

HORSESHOE./, [horse and/>«.]t. A plate ot

iron nailed to the feet of horses. Shahejp. I.

An herb. Ainjvoirtb.

HO'RSESTEALER./ [horse and/W.] A thief

who takes away horses. Shakejp.

HORSETAIL. /: A plant.

HO'RSETONGCE.y. An herb. Ainfw.

HORSEWAY. J. [horse and way ] A broad

way by which horses may travel. Shahesp

HORTA TION./ [bortatio. Lat ] The act of

exhorting v advice or encouragement lo some

thing.

HORTATIVE./ [from hortor, Lat ] Exhor

tation ; precept by which one incites or ani

mates. Bacon.

HORTATORY, a. [from hortor, Lat.] En

couraging ; animating •, advising to any thing.

HORTICULTURE. /. [hortui and cultura.

Lat.] The art of cultivating garden*.

HO'RTULAN. a. [kcrtulanui, Lat.] Belonging

to a garden. Evelyn.

HO'SANNA. / [trana.] An exclamation os

praise to God Fiddet.

HOSE./ plur. hofen. [hopa, Sax] i. Breeches.

Shakejp. z. Stockings ; covering for the legs.

Gajr.

HOSlER/.[from/»/>.]Onewho sells stockings.

Swift.

HOSPITABLE, a [bcspilabilii, Lit.] Giving

enteriaintne,nt to stiangers ; kind to strangers.

Drjden.

HO SPITABLE. adv. [from hospitable.] With

kindness to strangers, frier.

HO SPITAL.y [hospital, ?c. hospital!!, Lat.]

I. A place built tor the reception ot the lick,

or support of the poor. Atldijom. %. A place

for (heller or entertainment. Spenjer.

HOSP1TA UTY.J.[hospilalite, Fr.] The prac

tice of entertaining strangers, hhsher.

HOSPITALLER /. [hejpitalanni, low Lai

tuint hospital] One residing in an hospital in

order lo receive the poor or stranger. Aylijje.

To HO'SPITATE. v a. [bospitor, Lat J To

reside under the roof of another. Grew.

HOST. / [hoste, Fr. bejpei, hojpitii, Lat.] I.

One who gives entertainment to another SiJ.

a. The landlord of an inn. Shakejp. 3. [ From

h.jlti. Lat.] An army ; numbers assembled for

war. Shakejp. 4. Any great number. Shakejp.

5 [Ihjlia, Lat.] The sacrifice of the mass in

tbe Romilh church.

To HOST. v. n. [from the noun ] 1. To take

up eoiertaiamtnl. Slahejp. 1. To encoun-

ter in battle Milten. 3. To review a W.

ot men : to muster. Spenjer

HOS V AGE/, [.stage, Fr.] One given in pledge

;or Itcurny ot pertormance ofcondition...,*-*

HO'STEL. ? / [hostel, hc/le/er.e. FeA An

HOSTELRY.j inn.

HOSTESS. J. [hjlcffe, Fr.] A female host ; .

woman that gives entertainment Drvden

HOSTESS-SHIP. /. [from keftej,.[ The cha

racter ot an hostels. Sbakelp.

HOSTILE, a. [host,*,, Lai.] Adverse; eppo.

site; suitable to an enemy. Dryden

HOSTILITY./ [rW^Fr.from hojhU.]Th*

practices ot an open enemy -, open war ; oppo

sition in war. Haj<ward

HOSTLER.; [hjlelUr^rom *>>/.] One who

has the care o; horses at an inn itpemjer,

HO'STRY.y. [corrupted from hste/rj.j\ place

where the horses of guests are kepi. Drjden.

HOE. a. hac, Sax. J 1. Having the power to

excite the lenle of heat; contrary to cold -

6ery. Newton. ». Lustful ; lewd. Shales*'

3. Strongly affected bylenliole qualities Dryi.

4. Violent j furious ; dangerous. Clarend. e

Ardent ; vehement -, precipitate. Denham f

Eager ; keen in ieint.L:ckt.-j Piquant ; acridl

HOTBED./ A bed of earth made hot by the

fermentation of dung Bacon.

HOTBRA 1NED. a. [hot and brain.] Violent}

vehement ; turious

HOTCOCKLKS / [iantei cjniUei, Fr ] A

play in which one cjvers his eyes, and guefle*

who strikes him. Arbuthnot.

HOTHEADED, a. [hot aod/W.] Vehement -

violent i passionate. Arbuthnot. '

HOTHOUSE./ [i.rauri h.nse.] 1. A bagnio;

a place to sweat and cup in. Shake:p. 1 A

brothel. Ben. J;hnJ,n.

HO'TLY adv. (from hot.] 1. With heat;

not cjldly. 1. Violenily > vehemently. &J,er

3. Lustfully. Drjden. ''

HOTMOUTHED.a. [/>«/ and mouth.] Head

strong j ungovernable. Dr/Jen.

HOTNESS./. Jtomhot J Heat ; violence: furr

HOTCHPOTCH./ [ha, he en foche, Fr] A

mingled ha Ut ; a mixture Camdcn

HOTSPUR / [hot iciAJp.r.] ,. A man vio

lent, passionate, precipitate andheedy./j*//,*.

a. A kind of pea 01 speedy growih. Mtrt

HUTSPURRED. a. [trom bttjpnr.j Vehe

ment ; raih; heady. I'eacham.

HOVE. The preterite of leave.

HO'VEL.y. [Diminutive ot h. fe, house, Sox.]

1 . A shed open on the sides, and covered o-

verhead Tusser, a. A mean habitation; a

cottage. Ray.

To HO'VEL. v. a. [from the noun.] To sheiter

in an hovel. Shakesp.

HOVEN. fart. pajj. [from heave.] Raised 1

swelled i tumefied, 'suffer.

To HO VER v. n. [btvio, to hang over, Welsh 1

1. To hang in the air over bead. Dryacn,

Filer, tope. 1. To stand in suspence or ex«

pcctaiion. Spenjer. 3. To wauder about one

place. Aiidij-.n.

HOUGH.
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HOUGH, s [hoj, Sax.] i. The lower part os

the thigh. 2. Ejl. 2. [Hue, Fr.] An adz , an

hoe StilHmgsieet,

To HOUGH, v a. f/rom the noun. ) I. To

hamstring , to disable by culling the sinews of

the ham. J>s. x. To cut witn a hough or

bie.

HOULET./ The vulgar i.ame for an owl

HOULT s [hole. Sax J A small wood Fairs.

HOUND./. hunb, Sax.] A dog used in the

chace. Frier.

To HOUND, v. a. [from the noun.] I. To

set on the chace. Bratnhall. a. To hunt j tc

pursue Ut.Jlrange.

HO UND1ISH./ A kind offish.

HOUNDSTONGUE./ [cyntgiejsum, Lai] A

plant Miller.

HO UNDTREE./ A kind of tree. Amstvirtb

HOUP./. [upupa. Lat] The putt Amjvtrth.

HOUR. / [heure, Fr. htra, l.at] i. The

twenty-fourth part of a natural day ; the spice

of sixty minutes. Shakejp. 2. A particulai

time. 3. The time at marked by the cluck.

Shakefp.

HOURGLASS./ [htur and glass.] I. A glass

filled with land, which running through a

narrow hole, marks the time. Sidney, Bonn.

2. Space ot time. Baton.

HO' UK I.Y. a. [from heur.] Happening or done

evary hour j trequent; often repeated. Dryd.

HOURLY, adv. [from htur.] Every hour ;

Ircquenily Dryden.

HOURPI.ATE./. [htur zaA plate.] The dial ;

the plate on which the hours pointed by the

hand ot a clock are inscribed. Leckc.

HOL'SI'. j. [hup, Sax.] I. A place wherein a

mac liver , a place of human abode. Watts.

a. Any place 01 abode. Shakefp. 3. Places in

which religious- or studious persons live in com

mon AJJi/tu. 4. The manner of living ;

tb/ table. Swift, 5. Station of a planet in

the heaven*, allrologicilly considered. Stilling.

©\ Family or ancellors, descendants, and kin

dred j race. Dryden. 7. A body of the par

liament; the lords or commons collectively

considered. A'rn£ Charles.

To HOUSE, v a. [from the noun ] 1. To

harbour , to admit to residence. Stalls. 2

To (heller; to keep under a roof. Evelyn.

To HOUSE., v. a. 1. To take shelter ; to l|tep

abode ; to reside. Shakefp. 2. To have an as

trological stati n in the heavens. Dryden.

HcIUSr.BREAK.ER. /. [htuse and break. ]

Burglar; one who makes his way into houses

to steal. VEsirange.

JfOUSEBREAKINC. / [ least and break ]

Burglary. Swift.

HOUSEDOG. /. [htuse and J:g.] A mastiff

kept to guard the house. Addijtn.

HO'USEHOLD. / [house and held] 1. A fa

mily living together Shakefp 2. Family

life ; dornellick management Shakefp. 3. It

is used in the mariner of an adjective, to signi

fy domestick ; belonging to the family. A3s.

HO USEHOLDER./. [from Ifufthtld.) Master

s.f a family. Matt.

HO'USEHOLDSTUFF./.[i«//A»Wand/;/]

Furniture of any house ; utensils convenient

for a family. L'Efirangt.

HOUSEKELPF.R/[A.«/iand/r«p] 1. House

holder; mailer of a family. Lccke. 2. One

who lives in plenty fftttta. 3. One who

lives much at home. Shakefp. 4. A woman

servant that has the care of a family, and su

perintends the servants Sviift. 5. A housa-

dig Shakefp.

HOUSEKEEPING, a. [htufe and keep] Do

mestick ; useful to a family Career.

HOUSEKEEPING. /.Hospitality ; liberal and

plentiful table. Friar.

HOUSEL./. [hufl, Sax.] The holy eucharist.

To HO USEL. v a. (from the noun.] To give

01 receive the eucharist. Both the noun and

verb aie obsolete.

HO USELEEK./. [htuse and leek.] A plant.

Milter.

HO USF.LESS. a.ffrom htuse ] Without abode ;

warning habitation. rVeft.

HOUSFMAID. / [htuse ini maid ] A maid

employed to keep the house clean. Swift.

HOirSfcROOM / [htuse and resm.] Place in

a house. Dryden.

HO'USF.SNAIL.y: A kind ofsnail.

HOUSEWARMING./:! Wf and vsarm.] A

feast or merry-making upon going into anew

house.

HO USF.WIFF. / [htuse and wise.] 1. The

mistress of a lannily. Ftps 2. A female œco-

nomist. Spenser. 3. One (killed in female bu

siness. Additcn

HO USEWIFELY. a. [from h:usemife.] Skilled

in the act* belonging to a housewife.

HOl'SfcWIFELY. adv. [ from hufeivife. ]

With the œconomy of a housewife.

HOUSEWIFERY/, (from heusewfe] 1. Do

mestick or female business; management.

Chapman. 2. Female œo.nomy. Tayltr.

HO USING. / (from htuje.] s. Quantity of

inhabited building Graunt. 2 [From hsu~

feaux, Fr.] Cloth originally uk-d to keep off

dirt, now added to saddles as ornamental.

HO'USELING. a.(from huff, j Provided for en

tertainment at first entrance into a house;

house-warming. Spenser.

HOUSS./;siorr./vu/>n».v.-, Fr.]Housingt. DryJ.

HOW. adv. (hu, Six.] 1. l:i what manner {

to what degree. Btyle. 2. In what manner.

VEJlrange. 3. For what reason ; from what

cause. Shakejp. 4. By what means. Bacen.

5 In what state. Dryden. 6. It is used in a

fense marking proportion or correspondence.

Hayivard, Bentlty. 7. It is much used in ex

clamation. Lam.

HO'WBEIT. ? adv. [hen be it.] Nevertheless ;

HO'WBE. J notwithstanding; yet; however.

Not now in use. tinker.

HOWD'YE. [Contracted from heir dt ye.] In

what slate is your health. Ftps.

HOWE'VER. adv. [htm and ever.] 1 , In what-

1 ever manner ; in whatsoever degree. Shaker.

2, At all events ; happen what will ; at Icall.

Istlttfta.
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Tllhtson. 3. Nevertheless j notwithstanding ;

yet. Swift.

To HOWL v n. [hnglen, Dutch j «/«/«,Ut.] 1 .

To cry as a wolf or dog. Shakefp. 1. To utter

cries in distress. Sbaktjp 3. To speak with

a belluine cry or tone. A. Philips. 4. It is

used poetically of any noise loud and horrid.

HOWL, [from the verb ] 1. The cry of a wolf

or dog. Swift, t. The cry of a human being

in honour. Dryden.

HOWSOEVER, adv. [*»•» and/itw.] J. In

what manner soever. Rakish. 1. Although

Sbaktfp.

To HOX. v. a. sfrom hoj, Sax.] To hough ;

to hamstring. Knollts.

HOY./ [htu, old French] A large boat some

times with one deck. rValts.

HUBBUB/ A tumult; ariot. C'.anndin.

HU CKABACK./ A kind of linen on which

the figures are raised.

HUCKLEBACKED. a. [hocktr, German, a

hunch.] Crooked in the (houlriers.

HUCKLEBONE./ [from Wen.] The hip

bone,

HUCKSTER. 7/s><-i,CerrBan, a pedlar.]

HUCKSTERER J i.Ooe who fells goods by

retail, or in small quantities. South. X. A

trickish mean fellow.

To HUCKSTER, v. n. [from the noun ] To

deal in petty bargains. Swijt.

To HUDDLE, v. a. [probably from hood] 1

To dress up close lo as aot to be discovered ;

to mobble. 2. To put on careletly in a hurry.

Swift 3. To cover up in haste. 4. To perform

in a hurry. Dryden. 5. To throw together in

conlusion. Locke.

To HU DDLE. v. n. To come in a crowd or

hurry. Mllttn.

HU DDLE./ [frnmlhe verb] Crowd ; tumult ;

con'usion Additon.

HUF./ [hiepe, Sax.] 1. Colour; die Milton. x.

[Hur'e, Fr.j A clamour ; a legal pursuit Arbu.

HUE'R./ [iuer, Fr. to cry. J One whose busi

ness is to tall out toothers. Careist.

HUFF./ [from bsve, or hown, swelled.] 1.

Swell sis sudden anger or arrogance. Hudibras.

1. A wretch swelled with a falie opinionot his

own value. South.

To HUFF. v. a. [from the noun ] 1 . To swell;

to puff. Crew. 1. To heritor; to treat with

insolence aod^rrogance.

To HUFF. v. n. To bluster; to storm ; to

bounce. South, Otway, Rojctmtnan.

HU'FFER/ [from huff.] A blusterer; a bully.

Hudibras.

HU FF1SH. a. [from huff.} Arrogant; insolent;

hectoring.

HU FFISHLY. ad*, [from buff/b.] With arro

gant petulance.

HUFFISHNKSS. /. Petulance; arrogance;

noisy bluster.

To HUG. v ». [hepan. Sax.] I. To press close

in an embrace. L'EJlrangt. 1. To fondle ;

t.. treat with tenderness. Ah. Isa. 3 To hold

flit, uitterbury.

HUG./ [from the noun.] Close embrace. Gay.

HUGE. a. [heogh, high, Dutch.] t. Vast ; im

mense. Abbot, a. Creat even to deformity or

terriblenese.

HU'GELY. adv. [from huge ] 1. Immensely 4

enormously. Sbaki/p. 1. Greatly ; very much. '

Swift,

HUGENESS./ [from huge ] Enormous bulk 1

greatness. Shake/p.

HUGGERMUGCER. / [corrupted perhapa

from hug er murcktr, or hug in the dark.

Mtrcktr in Danish is darkncl"--, whenee »"""-

ky] Secrecy; bye-place. Hudibras.

HUGY. a [See H001 ] Vast; great; huge.

Carcm.

HUKE / [buque, Fr.] A cloak. Bacon.

HULK./ [huleke, Dutch ; hulc. Sax ] 1. The

body of a (hip. Shake/p. 1. Any thing bulky

and unweildy Shakejp.

To HULK. v. a To exenterate : as, to hulk a

hare. Ainfwertb.

HULL j. [hulgan, Gothick, to cover.] 1. The

hufle or integument of any thing ; the outer

covering. %. The body ot a (hip; the hulk.

Grew.

To HULL. v. n. [from the noun ] To float ; to

drive to and fro upon the water withput fails

or rudder. Sidney:

HU LLY.<j.[lrom/.WZ] Siliquose) hufty^iWW.

HULVER./ Holly, suffer.

To HUM. v. a. l/>jmBi<r/r»,Dutch ] 1. To make

the noise of bees? Dryden. 1. To make an

inarticulate and buzzing found. Shakejp. 3. To

paule in speaking, and supply the interval

with an audible emission of breath. Hudibras.

4 To sing low. G/auvil.e, Pipe. 5. To ap

plaud. Approbation was commonly expressed

in pul'lick assemblies by a hum, about a cen

tury a^o.

HUM./ [from the verb.] 1. The noise of bees

or inlects. Sbaktjp. 1. The noise of bustling

crowds. Mthn. 3. Any low, dull noise. Pete.

4. A pause wiih an articulate sound. Dryden.

5. In Hudibras it seems used for ham. 6. An

expression of applause. Speiiaf.r.

HUM. interj A sound implying doubt and de

liberation. Shakejp.

HUMAN, a. [humanui. Lat] I. Having the

qualities of a man. S-jiift. a. Belonging to

man Miltest.

HUMANE, a [humaine, Fr.] Kind; civi ;

benevolent ; good-natured. Spratt.

HUMA NKLY. adv. [rrom humane.'] Kindly 1

with good nature Shakejp.

HU MANIST.y. [bumaniJlc,Vt.] A philologer ;

a grammarian.

HUMA'NITY. / Uumanitas, Lat.] 1. The.

nature ot man. Sidney. 1. Humankind; the

collective body of mankind. Glanville. 3. Be

nevolence; tenderness. Locke. 4. Philology ,

grammatical studies.

To HU'MANIZE. v. a. [humanifer, Fr.] To

soften; to make susceptive of tenderness or

benevolence. kVottin.

C c c HITMAN-
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HUMANKIND. /. [human and JtW.] The

race of man. Pipe.

HUMANLY. «aV fsrom human) I. Aster the

nations of men Atterbury 1. Kind'y j with

pood na are . Pcpe.

HU M131K.D./ [irom hum and */></.] The hum

ming bird. Brawn.

HUMBLE. *.[*■■*&,' Fr. /WAV, Lat.] I

Not proudj moduli j not arrogant. Sfenser,

Shakrfp. a. \a3vi i not hi«h ; not great Ccwl

To HU MB1.F. v. a [fr -.m the •furtive.] I

To make humble; tomake submissive Hirers.

». Tocrufh; to break ; to subdue Milan 3

To make to condescend. Locke. 4. To bring

down from an height. Hakeivill.

HU'MBLEBEE. / [hum and tee.] A buzzing

wild bee. Attcrbury.

HUMBLEBEE . /. An herb. Aiufvrortb.

HUMBLEBEE Eater. s. A fly that eats the

humblebee. Ainfwsrth.

HU MIJLENESS./ [from humble.] Humility j

aSscnce of pride. Baccn, Herbert.

HU'MBLER /. [ftom tumble.] One that hum

bles or subdues himself or others.

HU M3LEMOUTHED a. [humble tadmouth ]

Mild; meek. ■Shakesp.

HUMBLEPLANT./ A species of sensitive

plant. Mortimer.

HUMBLES./ Entrails of a deer.

HUMBLESS./ [hum tumble ] Humbleness j

humility. Spenser.

HUMBLY, adv. [from humble.] 1. Without

pride; with humility. Addijcn. 2. Without

height; without elevation

HUMDRUM, a. [from hum, drone) Dull;

drnnish; stupid. Hudtbrat.

To HUME'CT. \v a [ia«K„7»,Lal.]To

To HUMECTATE, i wet ; to moisten. Wise.

HUMECTA'TION./ [hvmcttati*, Er] The

act of wetting; moistening Bmvn.

HUMERAL, a. [humerui, Lat.] Belonging to

the shoulder. Sharp.

HUMICUBATION./. [iumi and emht. Lat.]

The act of lying on the ground. Brauthall.

HUMID, a. [/!u<B!</ajTLit.j\Yel;moilt; watery.

Newtin.

HUMIDITY./ [from A«Mi'«7]Mo'isliire, or the

power of welting other bodies. It diners from

fluidity, dependine altogether on thecongiuity

of the component particles of any liquor to the

pores or surfaces of such particular bodies as it

is capable us adhering to. Quimy.

HUMILIATION.; [Krench.j 1 . Descent from

greatness; act ot humility, limier a. Mor

tification j external expression of sin and un-

worthinefs. Miltin. 3. Abatement of pride

Swift.

HUMILITY./. \humilit\ Vr) 1. Freedom

from pride; modelly; not arrogance. Hioktr.

1. Act of submission. Davits.

HU MM ER./. I from bun ] An applauds r. AinJ.

"1U MORAL, a. [from i

from humours. Harvey.

HUMORAL, a. [from humour] ProceedingT

HUMORIST./[*«».M/?a, Ital ] 1. One who

conductc birclclf by L<- ewe sar.ey j oac. who

gratifies his own humour. Speflater. t One

who has violent and peculiar passions. Baesn.

HUMOROUS, a. [from humour) 1. Full of

grotesque or odd images. Addiscu. z. Capri-

clous , irregular. AVj-aV*. 3. Pleasant j jocular.

Atnjvjcrth.

HUMOROUSLY, a [from humorcut ] 1 Mer

rily; jocofrly. Calamy, Strifr. a. With ca

price ; w ih whim.

HUMOROUSNESS /.[fromi««3r«/.]Fick!f

ness ; capricious levity.

HUMORSOME a. (from tumsnr.] I. Peevish;

petulant, a. Odd; humorous Swift

HUMORSOMELY. adv. [from tumorfeme)

Peevishly; petulantly.

HUMOUR./ [hum,r. Lat ] 1. Moisture. Roy,

a. The different kinds of moisture in man's

body j plegm, blood, cholcr, and melancholy.

Milton 3. General turn or temper of mini

Sidney 4. Present disposition DryJeu. 5.

Grotesque imagery ; jocularity; merriment.

6. Diseased or morbid disposition. Temple. •).

Petulance 1 peevishness. AWr>. 8. A trick ,

a practice. Shakrfp. 9. Capi ice ; whim i pre

dominant inclination. Bacon.

To HU MOUR v. a [from the noon.] I. To

gratify; to sooth by compliance Sbaiejp. 1.

To fit ; to comply with. Addi'om.

HUMP./ [corrupted perhaps! from tump] A

crooked back Tatter.

HUMPBACK./ [/ ump and back) Crooked

back ; high shoulders. TatUr.

HUMPBACKED, a. Having a crooked back.

To HUNCH, -r. a {hutch, German ] 1. To

strike 01 punch with the lifts. Ariuthwst. «.

[Hooker, a crocked back, German] To crook

the back. DryJen.

HUNCHBA'C'RED a Trin.-i and tack) Having

a crooked back. Arbutbntt.

HUNDRED, a. [hunb, huobrteb, Sax] The

number consisting of ten multiplied by ten.

Shakefp.

HUNpRED./ t. Accmpany or body consisting

of an hundred. Arbutbntt. a A canton oc divi

sion osa country, peihaps once containing an

hundred manors. [Hundredum, low Lat.] arac.

HUNDREDTH, a. [hun*p<- nreoj'.pa, Sax ]

The ordinal of an hundred. Hetker.

HUNG. The preterite and sari pas of tang.

Drydeu. _

HUN GER / shunj. p, Saa] 1 Desire of food;

the pan tell Irom falling Arbuthmt. 1. Any

violent desire. Decay cf Pitty.

Fo HUNGER, v ». [from ihe noun.] 1. To

feel the pain of hunger CciL-ley. a. To dchic

with great eagerness Milton.

HUNGERBIT. I a [hunger and Ut.\

HUNGERB1TTKN. J Pained or weakened

with hunger. Milton.

HUNGERI.Y. a. [from lunger.] Hungry j in

warn of nourishment. Shake/p.

HU'NGERLY.ortV With kceiiapncti'e. State.

HU NGERSTARVEDa [hnngertrcifiarved J

Starved with hunger; pinched by want of

ftf'.'d. Drfdcu,

HUNGERED.
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HUNGERED a. [ffom hunger.] Pinched by

zant of food. Bacon.

HU NGR1LY adv. [from hungry ] With keen

appetite. Dryden.

HU NGRY. a. [from Junker.) i. Feeling pain

tor want of ford. Licit, 2. Not fat) not

fruitful , not prolifick ; more disposed to draw

than to impart. Mzrtimtr.

HUNKS / huufkur, sordid, Istandick] A co

vetous fordid wretch ; a miser. Addifon.

To HUNT. «. a. [hunttan, Sax] i. To chase

wild i nun.-. I- Addifon. %. To pursue ; to

follow close. Harvey. 3. To search for Sfinstr

4 To direct or manage hounds in the chafe.

Addifon.

To HUNT. v. a. 1. To follow the chafe.

Shakejp. 2. To pursue; or search. Locke.

HUNT. / [Irom the verb.) 1. A pack of

hounds. Drydet. 1 A chafe. Shakejp. 3

Pursuit Sbak-jp.

HU'NTER./ [irom hit-.: 1 1. One who chases

animals for pastime. Daint. a A dog that

scents game or beasts o; prey Shakefp.

HU NTLNGHORNj/ [hunting and him.} A

bugle ; a horn uledxo cheer the hounds. Prior.

HU ,\TRESS J. [from hunter.] A woman thai

follows 'he chafe Breomt.

HUNTSMAN./ [burnt and man] i.Onewho

dclig+itt in the chafe. Walter, a. The servant

wh-jfe office it is to manage the chasc. L'Ej-

trange.

HUNlSMANSHIP./(from*<.«//»ia».] The

qualifications of a hunter. Dunne.

HURDLE. / [hypbel, Sax.] A texture of

sticks woven together; a crate. Drydm.

HURDS./ The refuse os hemp or flax Aiufw

To HURL, v a. [from huorlt, to throw down,

iflandiik.) 1. To throw with violence > to

drive impetuously. Ben Johnjon. 1. To utter

with vehemence, [hurlcr, Pr. To make an

howling or hideous noise.) Spenser. 3. To play

at a kind ot game. Carevr.

HURL. / [from the verb] Tumult j riot;

commotion. Knollei.

HU RLBAT /. [hurt and bat ] Whirlbal. Ainf.

HURLER. / [Irom burl] One that plays at

hurling. Carew.

HU REWIND. / [hurl and <w!nd] Awhiil-

wind ; a violent gust. Sandys

HU'Rl.Y. \ /'. Tumult; commotion;

HURLYBURLYJ bustle. Shakes/,.

HURRICANE. If. [ixraias^ Span.j A violent

HURRICANO $ storm, lui-h as is often expe

rienced in the eastern hemisphere. Adjijon

To HU'RRY. v a [hepj'an, to plunder, Sax.)

To hasten ; to put into prec pitatioT) or con-

fusion. F.pt

To HU'RRV. <u. ». To move on with preci

pitation Dryden.

HUKRY. /. [tiom the verb] Tumult: pre

cipitation ; commotion, Addijtn

HURST/ [1}TTC> S" ] A grove or thicket

of trees. A,nj<worth.

To HURT. v. a. preter. I hurt ; part. pass. /

have hurt, [hyp-t, wounded, Sax.) '1. To

milUiic! •, to harm. Milton. %■ To wound ,

to pain by some bodily harm. Waltm.

HURT./ [from the veib ) 1. Haim ; mischief-

Baker. 1. Wound or bruise. Hajward.

HURTF.R. / [from hurt.} One that does harm.

HURTFUL, a. [hurt and full.] Mischievous ;

pernicious. Dryien.

HU'RTFULLY. adv. [from hurtful.] Mis

chievously ; perniciously.

HURTFULNESS. / [from hurtful.] Mis-

chievnusness ; perniciousness.

To HU RTLE. v.m [huerur, Pr.] To skirmish;

to run against any thing ; to jostle. Shake.fi.

To HURTLE, v . a. To move with violence or

impetuosity. Sfienfer.

HU'RTLEBERRY. /. [hiirt bar, Danish.]

Bilberry.

HL'RTLESS. a. [from hurt.] t. Innocent;

harmless ; innoxious; doing no harm- Spenjer.

a. Receiving no hurt.

HURT LESSLY. adv. [from hurtlefs.] Without

harm. SiJnfy.

HURTLESSNESS./ [from hcrtkft.] Freedom

from' any pernicious quality.

HUSBAND. J. [bofiband, master, Danish ] I.

The correlative to a wile ; a man married to

a womau. Lockt. t. The male of animals.

Oryden. 3. An ceconomist ; a man that knows

and practises the methods of frugality ar.d

profit Daviet. 4. A tiller ofthe ground ; a

tanner. Spenjer.

To HUSBAND- v. a. from the noun.) 1 To

supply with an husband. Shakifp 2. To ma

nage with frugality- Shakejp 3. To till; to

cultivate the ground with proper management.

Baton.

HU'SBANDLESS. a. [from husband] Without

an husband. Sbakefp.

ilUSBANDLY. a. [from husband.] Frugal;

thtiity. Tusser.

HUSBANDMAN./ [£«/'<i»<i' and matt.] One

who woiks in tillage. Brecme.

HUSBANDRY./, [from husband.] 1. Tillage;

manner of cultivating land. Locke, a. Thriu \

frugality ; parlimony Svjtft. 3. Caieofdc-

meltick affairs. Shakejp.

HUSH, inteij. [Wiihout etymology] Silence!

be still ! no noise 1 Shakejp.

HUSH, a [:rom the ioicijcction.) Sliil ;. silent;

qu'.ct. Shakejp.

To HUSH v.n. [from ihe imtijtction ] T«

be still; lobesiUnt Spenjer

To HUSH. v. a. To still , :u silo. ■ , toqnict ;

to appease. Oiivay.

To HUSH up. v. a. Tosiipjvc:"; m silence; t»

fo:bid to be mentioned, i'tpt

HU'SHMONEY. J. [h\,b and miney.] A bribe

to hinder infarmati«ii. Swiss.

HUSK.. / [luidfeh, Duick] The outmost in

tegument ot fruits. Ba;m.

To HUSK.. i>. a [from the noun] To P.ij>

off the oatwaid inteeuinent.

HU SKED. a. [scorn k*fk.\ Bearing an husk ;

covered with a husk.

HU SKY. a. Ifrom husk ] Abj'Ja«ng in hit*

Hi'.ipt.

' ccc, HUSSY
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HUSSY/ [corrupted from keuseioife.] A sorry

or bad woman. Southern.

HU STINCS. / [hurxinj, San.] A council i a

court held.

ToHUSTLE. v. a sperhaps corrupted from

turtle.] To shake together.

HUSWIFE./ corrupted from itusneift ] I.

A bad manager; a forty woman. Sbukejp. %■

An œconomist ; a thrifty woman Sbahjp

To HUSWIFE, v. a. [from the noun j To

manage with œconomy and frugality. Pryden.

HUSW1FEKY./ [from huswife.] i. Manage

ment good or bad. TuJJer. i. Management

of rural business committed to women suffer

HUT./ [hutec, Sax. bust, Fr.] A poor cottage.

Swijt, 'fhetn/stn.

HUTCH./ [hpicca, Sax. huche, Fr.J A corn-

chest. Mirtimer.

To HUZZ. •» n. To buzz ; to murmur.

HUZZA', inters. A shout; a cry of acclamati

on. L'fcylrangf.

To HUZZA' -v. n. [from the interjection.] To

utter acclamation. King.

To HUZZA', <v. a. To receive with acclamati

on. Addijon.

HYACINTH./ [««*»&©..] i. A plant. ».

'she hyacinth is the fame with the lapit lyncu-

rtui of the ancients. It is a less fhewy gem

than any of the other red ones, but not with

out its beauty, though not gaudy It is seldom

smaller than a seed oi hemp, or larger than a

nutmeg. Hill.

HYACINTHINE. a. [w»i»iv»c.] Made of hy

acinths.

HYADIS. 7 / [ii*if.] A watery constellation.

HYAUS $ Drydtn.

HYALINE, a. [uaJuv,*.] Classy; crystalline.

Milfn.

HYBRIDOUS a. [">•(; hybriJa, Lat] Be

gotten between animals of different species.

Ray.

HYDA'TIDE5:. / [from Zi»t.] Little trans

parent bladders of water in any part ; most

common in dropsical pe:s:ns. Si^itncy.

HYDRA./ A monster with many heads, stain

by Hertulfl. Drydin

H7DRAGOGUF.S. /. [live anda>«; hydra-

gvrue, Fr.J Such medicines as occasion the dis

charge ot watry humeur.., which i'. generally

the cafe of the stronger cjtharticks S^umcy.

HYDRAULICAL 7 a. [from hydrauUcti]

1 R<HYDRAU LICK. J Relating to the convey

ance of water through pipes Dcrham.

HYDRAU LICKS, s. [icxt, water, and iv\i;,

a pipe.] The science of conveying water

through pipes or conduit*.

HYDROCELE. [%>*»H ; hydrtciU, Fr.] A

watery rupture.

HYDROCE'PHALUS./ [tin,, and **?**■*,] A

dropsy in the head, Arbuthnot.

HYDKOGRAPHER. / tJw6 and ypif>s».] Ope

who draws maps of the tea. Bsyle.

HYDROGRAPHY. / [Lint and >fS*w.] De

scription of tha watery part of the terraqueous

jlobc.

HYDROMANCY / p*e and /zaiJ.w.] Pre-

diction by water. Aylisfe,

HY'DROMEL./ ['.iH and juiXi.] Honey and

water- Arbnthmi.

HYDRO METER. / [tin,, and ^irp».) Ab

instrument to measure the extent os water.

HYDRO'METRY. J [-*»» and ^irf<r. } The

act of measuring the extent of water.

HYDROPHOBIA. / [i»f^«»i».J Dread of

water. £>iiincy.

HYDRO PICAL. 7 a. [ttpvohe.] Dropsical";

HYDRO'PICK J diseased with extravasated

water. At buthmt.

HYDROSTA'TICAL a [tiuit and r<3.« ]

Relating to hydrostatkks ; taught by hydro-

statitks Bintlry

HYDROSTA TICALl.Y. adv. [from hydr-f..

atitah] Accotdit c to hydrostaticks. Bentiry.

HYDROSTA TICKS. /. [i*»{ andr-^i; hr

drojlatique, Fr.] The science of weighing

fluids; weighing bodies in fluids.

HYDROTICK./! [H"i-] A purger oswitit

or phlegm. Arbuthnot.

HY'EN. \s.[hyene, Fr. hy*na. Lat] An

HYENA. J animal like a wolf Shakesp.

HYCRO METER. / [v;r< »nd |u.1/.i*.] An

instrument lo measure the degrees of moisture.

Arbuthnot.

HYGROSCOPE./ [iypt and raearj* ] An in

strument to (hew the moistute and the dryness

of the air, and to measure and estimate the

quantity of either extreme. £{aiucy.

HYI.ARCHICAL. a. [i>« and Sfxh.) Pre

siding over ma'ter.

HYM. / A species of dog. Skakr/fi.

HYMEN. J. [ifm».] i. The god of marriage

2. The virginal membrane.

HYMENEAL. 7 / [viximo;.] A marriija

HYMENE'AN.} song Pep!.

HYMENE'AI. 7 a. Pertaining to marriaee.

HYMENE'AN.} Pipe.

HYMN./ [hymne, Fr. u/Mt; ] An encomiastiik

song, or song of adoration to some superiour

being. Sptnjer.

To HYMN. v. a [ifxtix ] To praise in long;

to worstiip with hymns.

To HYMN v. ir. To Gng songs of adoration.

Milieu.

HYMNICK. «. [tjuwf.] Relating to hymns,

Donne.

To HYP. v. a. [from kfpockmdriack.] To make

melancholy; to dispirit. Spectator.

HY PALLAGE. / [inwXXa^.j A figure by

which woids change their cafes with each

other.

HYPER."/: A hyperciitick. Prior.

HYPE'RBOLA .'/. [£«-!» and fia».«.] A section

of a cone made by a plane, so that the axis of

the section inclines to the opposite leg of the

cone, which in the parabola if. parallel lo it,

and in the eclipsis intersects it. Harris.

HYPERBOLE./ [varcfiM] A figure in rhe-

torick by which any thing is increased or

diminished beyopd the exact truih. H< vats'
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gawwr, the case if a Jtagtllet «a»<rj a mcnficn ]

for him Shakes/) I

HYPERBOLICAL \ a. [ '"rom hyperbola ]

HYPERBOI.ICK. J I. Belonging to the

hyperbola. Grevo. z. [From hyperboles Exag

gerating or extenuating beyond fact. P.oyle.

HYPERBOI.ICALLY adv. [from hyperbeli-

ca!.\ i. In form of an hyperbole, i. With «x-

aireeration or extenuation. Brosme.

HYPERBOLIFORM a [hyperbola,r.Aprma]

Having the form, or nearly the form of the

hyperbola-

HYPERBOREAN./ [tjferbircut, Lat. J Nor

thern.

HYPERCRITICK./. [S*.=p»nd*{m«c.] Acri-

tkk exact or captious beyond use or reason. Dr.

HYPERCRITICAL, a. [from hyfercrilici]

Critical beyond use. Swift.

HYPERMETER. / [vmf and f«Tfsv.] Any

thing greater than the standard requires Ad-M.

HYPERSARCOSIS. /. ; i-7S?«fx»r.,-. ] 7 he

growth of fungous or prond flesh. Wiseman.

HY PHEN. / l^i'-] A note of conjunction :

as, vir t*e, ever-living.

HYPNOTICK. /. [raw;.] Any medicine that

induces ste^p.

HYPOCHONDRFS. [tmoyitto\o\} The two

regions lying on each fide th. cartilajjo enii-

formr, and ill fe of the libs, and the tip of

the bi tall, which l>ivc in one the liver, and in

the other the spleen. Qumcy.

HYPOCHONDRIAC AL \ a. [from hypochon-

HYPOCHONURI ACK. J drei.) t. Melan

choly; disordered in the imagination. Decay

ef Piety, i. Producing melancholy Bacon.

HYPOCIST. /. [inroiurif.] hiypeeist is an in

spissated juice in large flat made?, considera

bly hard and htavy, of a tine shining black

colour, when broken. It is an astringent me

dicine of considerable power, Hill.

HYPOCRISY, js. [hypocrsie, Fr. uvixfine.')

Dissimulation with repaid to the moral or re

ligious character Dryden, Svoift.

HYPOCRITE. / [wrMcpiUc ] A dissembler in

morality or religion. Fhilipi.

HYPOCRITICAL ? a. [from hyptcrite] Dis-

HYPOCR1TICK. I fembiing ("insincere; ap

pearing differently from the reality. Re-gen.

HYPOCRITICALLY adv. (from hypocriti

cal.] With dissimulation j without sincerity.

Gev ef the T;mgue.

HYPOGASTRICK. a. [£aro *nd yarit.] Seat

ed in the lower patt of the belly hYisemam.

HYPOGE UM.y. [iw9 and yn ] A name which

the ancient architects gave to cellars and

vaults Harris.

HYPO STASIS / [lv-K,<r,;.] i. Distinct sub

stance l. Personality. A term used in the

doctrine ot the Holy Trinity. Hammond.

HYPOSTATICAL. a. [hyp:flatiqitc, Fr. from

bipcjlajii.] i . Constitutive , conttituent as dis

tinct ingredients. Btyk. X. Personal •, d.l-

tinctly personal

HYPOTF.NU'SE. /. [iiolma-a.] The line that

subtends the right angle of a right-angled tri

angle •, the subtense. Locks.

HYPO'THESIS. f. [ivoiiT,;.] A supposition -,

a lystem formed upon some principle not prov

ed. S:ulb.

HYPOTHETICAL. 7 a. [ hypetbetiqiu, Fr.

HYPOTHETIC^. J from hypothesis. j Includ

ing a supposition ; conditional. H'atti

HYPOTHETICALLY, adv. [from hypetheti.

cat.) l;pon supposition j conditionally Broomc.

the Saxon bypp-. a wooJ.
HYRST, } .. .
Hl'RSI\£ *s°m,t

HKRST.S G'bj"

HYSSOP./. [hfP-i, Ut.] A plant. It hath

been a great di.pute, whether the hyfs>»p corn-

monly known is the lame which is mentioned

in Scripture. Miiler.

HYSTE'RICAL 7 a. firsts.] 1. Troubled

HYSTE1UCK. j with rit» i difjrdered in the

regions of the womb. Harvey, x Proceeding

from disorders in the womb. Pope.

HYSTERICK.S. / [irajiau; ] Fits of women,

luppolcd to proceeJ nora dilorjcrb in the

womb.

I.

I J A C

Il> in English considered both as a vowel and

consonant. / vowel has a long found, a* fine,,

thine, which Is usually marked by an e tina I ;

and a short found, m> /in, thin. Prefixed tor

it makes a diphthong of the fame lound with

ilie sjii /, or double «r, ee : thus^r/./, yield, are

spt-ken as feeld, yeeid. Subjoined to a or e it

m:ikei> them long, as/rfiV, nei^b. The found

£>t i before another i, and at the end of a word,

is always expressed by_y. J consonant has in

variably the fame sound with that of g in gi

ant j a= jade.

IfrwuB i'irfsnals. [if, Cothick ; 1C, $4X.] /,

gen. me ; plural w; pen. »r I. The pronoun

ot the $r)i person, rnyjelf Shakejp. l. I is

more than once in Shakejpcar, written for**/,

or yet

To JABBKR «. n [fahberen, Dutch.] Totalk

idlv, without thinking j to chatter. Swift.

JABBERER, s. [rrom jabber.} One who u.k»

inarticulately or unintelligibly. Uudtbrat.

JACENT. a. [jacensy Lat J Lying at length.

fVoiien.

JACI NTH / [from *y<3a ;..'£, ^Jerufalemy for

Hterujalem.\ I. i he lame with hyacinth 2.

A gem of a deep teddilh ywluw appioaching to

a fume
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worshipped as Cod. i. Mac. t. A counter

feit. Zc. b. 3. An image. Dryden 4. A re

presentation. Spencer. 5. One loved or ho-

nouicd to adoration. Denbam.

IDOLATER./, [idtilatra. Lat] One who

pays divine honours to images j one who wor

ships for Co.1 tbit which is not God. Beniley.

'■•/Strfimr

danger, a Mac.

JEOPARDOPS. a. [from jeopardy] Hazard

ous ; dangerous.

JEOPARDY. /. [jeu perJ*.] Hazard; dan

ger; peril Bacon.

To JERK, t a j peccan. Say.] To strike

wiih a quick finai l blow ; to lash •, S<wifl.

To 1DOLATR1ZE. v. a [from idolaters To! To JERK. v. n To strike up. Dryden

worship idols Ainjnvorib.

IDOLATROUS, a. from idolater.] Tending

to idolatry; comprising idolatry. Peacbatn.

JERK. /. [from the verb] 1. A smart quick

lash. Dryden. a. A sudden spring ; a quick

jolt lh.it (hocks or starts Ben Jjhnjen.

IDO'LAIROPSLY. adv. [tram idolaircni.] In JE'RKEN J cyptelkin, Six] A jacket; a

an idolatr.us manner. H,eker. I short coal. AW4

IDO LAI RY. / [id, eUtria, Lat.] The wur- ! .1 F'RKI N. / A kind of hawk. Atnfmerth.

sliip of images. Siuik.

I'DOLIST. J. (.from idcl.) A worshipper of ima

g*s. Milton.

To IDOLIZE, v. a. [from idol] To love or

reverence to adoration. Denbam

IDO'NEOliS. a. [rdineut, Lat.] Fit; proper;

convenient. Boyle.

IDYL./ [tlk>Ui«.] A small short poem.

I. E. for id ejl, or that it. Locke.

JEALOUS, a. [jalcux, Er. J 1. Suspicious in

love. Dryicn. 2. Emulous; full of compe

tition. Drjdrn. 3. Zealously cautious against

dishonour. 1. Kmgi. 4. Suipicioufly vigilant.

Clarendon. 5, Sulpiciously carelul. Bactn. 6.

Suspiciously carelul. Sviift.

JE'ALOUSLY. adv. [fromjealcui.] Suspicious

ly; emulously.

JE ALOUSNLSS. / [from jeahui.] The state

a', being jealous. King Cbarlet.

JEALOUSY J. [jaUnfte, Fr.] 1. Suspicion in

love. Dryden. a. Suipicious fear. Clarendon.

3 Suspicious caution, vigilance, or rivalry.

Tu. JEER. v. n. To scoff; to flout; 10 make

mock Herberts Taylor.

To JEER. v. a. To treat with scoffs Hewcl

JELK J. [from the veib.] Scoff; taunt; biting

jest ; flout. S-wi/r,

JE'ERtR./ [from jeer.] A scoffer; a scoroer;

a mocker.

JRERINCLY. adv. [from jeering.] Scornful

ly; contemptuously. Dcrbam.

JRCGET./ A kind of sausage. Ainfatrtb.

JKHOVAH. f [ TTV) The proper name of

Cod in the Hebrew language.

JEJUrtE.

empty j vacant

3. Dry; unarYcctmg. Boyle. '^."^

[from jejune. \ I. l'cnuiy; JEb| *J<

poverty, nacin. 1 Dryness; want ot matter

I JERSEY. J. [from the island of yrr/rt, where

j much yarn is spun.] Fine yarn or woo!.

! JESS. f. [geSe, Fr.] Short straps of leather tied

about the legs of a hawk, with which the is

hcU on the fist

JESSAMINE./ [See Jasmine.] A fragrant

flower. Spenser.

JERUSALEM Artichift. s. Sunflower, of

which thev are a Iptcies. Mortimer.

To JEST, v n. [gcsticnhr. Lat] To divert or

make merry by words or action*. Stakejp.

JEST. s. [from ihe verb ] 1. Any thine ludi

crous, or meant only to raise laughter. 'Tillots.

%. The object of iei'ts , laughin>»-slick. Sbak.

3. Manner 01 doing or speaking leigoed, not

teal. Grew.

JESTER. / [from jest ) 1 One given to mer

riment and pranks Shalelp. 1. Ore given

to sarcasm. Swift. 3. A buffoon ; jackpudding.

Spenjer.

JET. J. Jajr,«r, S3xon; gagatei. Lat] 1. Jet

is a very beautiful foflil, o: a firm and very e-

ven structure, and of fmooih surface; found

in masses, lodgtd in clay. It is 01 a fine deep

black colour, hiving a giain resembling that

of wood HillDreyln, Svift. a. [Jet, Fr )

A spout or shoot of water Blaiimore. 3. A

yard. Obsolete. Tujjir.

To JET. «.- ». I jetter, Fr ] 1 . To shoot for

ward ; to shoot out; to protrude; to jut out.

Sbatelp. 1 To strut ; to a-gitate the body by

a proud fait. Sbakejp. 3 To jolt; to be

shaken, li'ifeman.

JETSAM.? / [jetter, Fr.] Goods which,

;.,.::.-,, Lat.] I. Wanting ; JE'TSON. $ having been cast over boa.d in »

Ba«n. a. Hungry ; not sit- «°™. °' * «« <hipw«ck, ..e thrown upon

turassd. Brc-wn. 3. Dry i unaffectmg. Boylt. ' «^lhJt*- Ba''0- . .

JFJU NENLSS. / [from jejnne.] 1. Peouiy; }*■"} ' Y « I1™11 )"i

Bac... 1 Drvnets; want ot matter _ Black as jet. Br,-c:

I. Made of jet. *.

Dutch."thatcan engage the attention. JE WIL J- f1W*> Fr- 1™""*'

JE LL1ED a Ciut.nous , brought to a state of A°y o.namc-m ot gr.mt value, uled common-

vitolity CUaxeiand I ly of Inch as are a.urncd w.th prcao«Bori«.

JELLY /. gelau.nm. Lat.] See Gtt.LT. 1. ! S.nth a. A precious stone; a gern. Pepe.

An, thing brought to a state of «lutmousnefs Jl**?^/' * 1 t.

ami vucosity. Shakejp. a. Sweetmeat made JEWEL-HOUSE, or O^e. /I he place where

bv boilir.E sugar Pope the regal ornaments are reposi-ed Shakejp

JE NNE1 ING. /. Corrupted from Jnneti,, ] JEWELLER. /. [from ;W] One who traf-

A species of apple soon . ipe. M.rt.mer. 6ck in precious store,. Beyte.

JE'NNE T /. [See Ut.otT.] A Spanish horse. JEWS EARS./ [from its resemblance of the

Prior ! human ear. Skinner.] A -ungus, tough an-i

thinj aod naturally, while growing, of a

rumpled
To JEOPARD, v. a. T« hazard; to pU in
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rumpled figure, like a flat and variously

hollowed cup; trom an inch to two inches in

length, and about two thirds of its length in

breadth. The common people cure themselves

of fore throats with a decoction of it in milk.

Hill.

JEWS-MALLOW / [corchorui. Lit.] An herb.

JEWS-STONE./ An extraneous foflil, being

the elevated spine of a very large egg-shaped

lea-urchin, petrified by long lying in the earth.

It is of a regular figure, oblong and rounded,

swelling in the middle, and gradually tapering

to each end. Hill.

JEWS-HARP./ A kind os musical instrument

held between the teeth.

IF. conjunction, [jif. Sax] 1. Suppose that

allowing that. Hooker. 1. Whether or no

Pritr. 3. Though 1 doubt whetherj suppose

it be grai ltd that. Boyle.

IGNEOUS, a [ignemj. Lat.] Fiery; containing

fire ; emitting fire. Gtanvitie.

IGNIPO'TENT. a. [ignii and potent, Lat.]

Presiding over fire. Pipe.

IGNIS FA'TUUS s. [Latin.] Will with the

wisp; Jack with the lantern.

To IGNITE, v. a. [from ignii, Lat.] To

kindle; to set on fire. Grevr.

IGNITION./ [ignition, Fr.] The act of kind

ling, or of setting on fire. Boyle.

IGNI'TIBLE. a. Lfrom ignite.] Inflammable ;

capable of being set on fire. Brovon.

IGNl'VOMOUS a. [igsivMUM, Lat.] Vomit

ing fire. Derbcm.

IGNOBLE, a. [ignobilit. Lat.] t. Mean o!

birth ; not noble. Dryden. x. Worthless; not

deserving honour. Shake/p.

IGNOBLY adv [fromi£ii»4Ar.]Ignominioufly j

meanly ; dishonourably. Dryden.

IGNOMINIOUS, a. [ignominieux, Fr. igno-

miniojui. Lat.] Mean; shameful ; reproachful

Mtltcn.

IGNOMI'NIOUSLY. adv. [from igntminiem ]

Meanly . scandalously ; disgracefully. South.

IGNOMINY. J. [ignomima, Lat.] Disgrace i

reproach ; shame. Milton.

1GN0RA MUS.s. [Latin] 1 Ignoramui is a

word properly used by the grand inquest im

pannciled in the inquisition os causes criminM

and publick ; and written upon the bii;

whereby any crime is offered to their confide

ration, when they millike their evidence a;

defective, or too weak to make good the pri

femmeni ; all inquiry upon that party, for tha.

fault, is thereby ItoppeJ, and tie delivered

C:zvell. x. A foolish fellow ; avain uninstruct-.c

pretender. South.

IGNORANCE. /. I ignorant!, Fr] t. Wint o

knowledge; unlkilsulness. Haker. x Want c

knowledge discovered by external effects. Ii

this fense it has a plural Cem. Prayer.

IGNORANT, a. [ignorant. Lat.] 1. War

ting knowledge; unlearned; uninstructeti

Sbakcjp. X Unknown; undiscovered. Shakes

3 Without knowledge of tome pafifcutii

Baton. 4. Unacquainted with. Dryden. 5

Ignorantly made or done. Sbakesp'

IGNORANT. /. One untaught, unlettered,

uninstructed. Denbam.

I CNORANTLY.aaV [from ignorant.] With

out knowledge ; unskilfully; without informa

tion. Dryden.

To IGNO'RE. v. a [ignorer, Fr ] Not to know ;

to be ignorant of. Boyle

fGNO'SCIBLE. a. [ignsscibilii, Lat.] Capable

of pardon.

JIG/ [gig'y Italian] A light careless dance,

or tnne. Spenser, Pope.

To JIG. v. ». [from the noun.] To dance care-

lelry ; to dance. Lode.

JIGMAK.ER. / [jig and mate.] One who

dances or plays merrily. Sbakesp.

JICGUMBOB./ [a cant word.] A trinket; a

knick-knack. thdibrai.

JILT./, [perhaps from gillet, or gil/tt, the di

minutive of gill, the ludicrous name for a

woman.] 1. A woman who gives her lover

hopes, and deceives him. Ofway. x. A name

of contempt for a woman. Pope.

To JILT. v. a. [from the noun.] To trick a

man by flattering his love with hopes. Locke.

ToJl'NGLE. v. n. To clink; to sound corre-

spondently. Sbakesp.

JINGLE./ [from the verb] 1. Correspondent

sounds. Dryden. x. Any thing sounding ; a

rattle; a bell. Bacon.

ILE J .{aisle, Fr.] A walk or alley in a church

or publick building. Pipe.

ILE./ [aijle, Fr.] An ear of corn.

ILEUS, s. |Latin.J The twisting of the guts.

' Arbnthnot.

ILEX.s [Latin] The scarlet oak.

ILIAC, a. [tliacui, Lat] Relating to the lower

bowels. Floyer.

I'LIAC Paston. s. A kind of nervous cholick,

whose feat \i the ilium, whereby that gut is

twisted, or one part enters the cavity of the

part immediately below or above.

ILK. adv. fealc, Sax.] Eke ; also. It is still

retained in Scotland, ilk one os you, every

one of you. It also signifies the fame; as,

Macintzsb of /bat ilk, denotes a gentleman

whole surname and the title of his estate are

the lame.

ILL a. [contracted from Evil] i. Bad in any

respect ; contrary to good, whether physical

or moral; evil. Baon. x. Sick j disordered;

notinheahh. Temple.

ILL./. 1. Wickedness. Bacon, x. Misfortune ;.

misery. Tale.

ILL adv. 1. Not well ; not rightly in any re

spect. Dryden. a. Not easily. Milton.

ILL, substantive or adverb, is used in composition

to express any bad quality or condition.

IL, before words beginning with /, stands for in.

ILLACHRYMAW.E a \ilLcbrymab,lu,Lu]

Incapable ©sweeping. Dicl.

IL1.APSE. / ['Upsui, Lat] 1. Gradual im-

miflion or ealrance of one tiling into auolher.

Nerrii. x. Sudden attaaki casual timing.

. Tiemson,-

X> i i T»
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Ta ILLA'QUEATE. v. a. [iUaaae,, Lit.] To"

entangle ; to entrap j to ensnare. Mire.

ILLAQUEATION. / [From ilhqneate.] I.

The ict ofcatching or ensnaring. Brcwn. a.

A snare ; »ny thing to catch.

ILLATION./ [Mati; Lat.] Inference; con

clusion drawn from premises. Lecke.

I LLATIVE.a. [illatui. Lat] Relating to illa

tion or conclusion, Watte.

ILLA'UDABLE. a. [illandabilii, Lat] Un

worthy of praise or commendation. Milts*.

ILL.VUDABLY. adv. [from illaudable.] Un

worthily j without deserving praise. Brcemi.

ILLEGAL, a. [in and legalii, Lat.] Contrary

to law. Swift.

ILLEGALITY./ [horn illegal.] Contrariety to

law Clarendon.

ILLE'GALLY. adv. [from illegal ] In a manner

contrary to law.

ILLEGIBLE, a. [in and legibilis, from lego,

Lat ] What cannot be read Hiviel.

ILLEGITIMACY./ [from illegitimate.] State

ot bastardy.

ILLEGITIMATE a. [»■ and Ugitimus, Lat.]

Unlawfully begotten j not begotten in wed

lock. Cleaveland.

ILLEGITIMATELY adv. [from illegitimate.]

Not in wedlock

ILLEG11 IMATION. / [from illegitimate]

The state of one not begotten in wedlock.

Bac^n.

ILI.E VIABLE. adv [lever, Fr.] What cannot

be levied or exacted Hale.

UNFAVOURED, a. Deformed.

ll.LFA VOUREDLY. adv. W ith deformity.

ILLFA'VOUREDNKSS./ Deformity.

ILLIBERAL, a. [iltiberalit. Lat.] i. Not noble;

not ingenuous. King Charlei. ». Not munifi

cent; not generous j spar ng. IVtidviard.

ILLIBERA'LITY./ I from illiberal.] Parsimo-

ay i niggardliness. Bacon.

I I.I -I BERALLY. adv. [from illiberal] Disin

genuously j meanly. Decay es Piety.

ILLICIT.*, [ilicitmj, Lat illicitt, Fr.] Un

lawful.

TolLLlGHTEN. v. n. [in and lighten ] To

enlighien; to illuminate. Raleigh.

ILLIMITABLE, a. [in and limei, Lat.) That

which cannot be bounded or limited. Ihomson.

ILL! MITABLY. adv. [from illimitable.]V/nk-

ouil'ullepubilt) of bounds

Il.l.l Mil ED. a. jlHmit ,Fr] Unbounded; in-

u rmirmbie.

ILLl'MITRDNESS. / [from illimited.] Ex

emption Vm aii bounds. Clarendon.

ILLITERATE, a. [ilUleratu,, Lat.] Unlet

tered, untaught; unlearned. Witte*.

ILLI TliRATENLSS/ [from»/A7«#-«/*.] Want

of learning ignorance of science. Boyle.

ILLITERATURE. /; [in and literature ] Want

of learning Ajhjse

ILLNESS./ | from ill] I. Badness or inconve

nience of any kind, natural or moral. Luke.

>. Sickness) malady; disorder of health.

Jtterbury. 3. Wickedness. Stalest,

ILLNA'TURE. /. [ill tad nature.] Habitual

malevolence. Smth.

ILLNATURED. a. [from >//«a/««.] 1. Habi-

tually malevolent; wanting kindness or good

will ; mischievous. Sonth. a. Untractable ;

not yielding to culture Philips.

ILLNATUREDLY. adv. (from illnatured.] In

a peevilh, froward manner.

ILLNATUREDNESS. / [from illnatured.]

Want of kindly disposition.

ILLOGICAL, a. [in and logical ] I. Ignorant

or negligent of (he rules ot reasoning. kValten.

*. Contrary to the rules of reason. Decay of

ILLO'GICALLY. adv. [from illogical] In a

manner cootiary to the laws of argument.

ToILLUDE.w a. [Undo, Lat] To deceive ;

to mock. Spenjer.

To ILLUME, v a. [Hlnminer, Fr.] 1. To en

lighten ■, to illuminate. Shakejp. 1. To bright

en ; to adorn. Thomson.

To ILLUMINE.*. a [Muminer. Fr] 1. To

enlighten j to supply with light Milten ft.

To decorate ; to adorn Pipe

To ILLUMINATE, v. a. [illnminer, Fr] 1.

To enlighten-, to supply with light. Spenser,

ft. To adorn with tetlal lamps or benfires. 3.

To enlighten intellectually with knowledge

or grace. Sandyt. 4. To adorn with pictures

or initial letters of various colours. 5. To

illustrate IVatti.

ILLUMINATION./ r>/W;»a//»,Lat.l i.The

act of supplying with light. 1 That which

gives light. Rale gb. 3. Festal lights hung out

as a token of joy. DryJen 4. Brightness ;

splendour. Feltm. 5. Infusion of intellectual

light ; know.edge or grace. Heiker.

ILLU MINATIVE a.[illuminatif, Fr. srom.Vi-

«M»aff.jHaving the power to give light. Dighj.

ILLUMINATOR.,/, [from tllnmtnate j t. One

who gives light, a. One whole basinet's is to

decorate books with pictures at the beginning

of chapters. Feltm

ILLUSION. / [illufie, Lat ] Mockery ; false

(how t counterfeit appearance; errour Skateif.

ILLU SIVE. a. [from iliusm, Lat-J Deceiving

by 1.1 lie show. Blackmire.

I LLUSORY. a, [illujoire, Fr.] Deceiving ;

fraudulent. L.ck;.

To ILLU STRATE v. a. [i list™, Lat] I. To

brighten with light, a. To brighten with ho

nour. Miitm. 3. To explain; to Clear > to

elucidate Bro<wn.

ILLUSTRATION./ [from illustrate . ] Expla

nation; elucidation; exposition L'Estrange.

ILLU'STR A I IVE. a [irom illustrate.] Having

inequality ol elucidating or clearing Brtvem.

ILLU STRATIVELY. adv. [imcaiUnstratne.]

By way of explanation. Brew*.

ILLU STRIOUS a.[illustru,Lxl jConl'picuons ;

noble; eminentiorexccller.ee. Smih

ILLU STRIOUSLY. adv [tomitlustrimj.}Coa-

I'puuoufly ; nobly ; eminenily.yi'rrfr4arT,/>j^r.

ILLUSTRIOUSNESS J. (.rorg tllnstrumt.i t-

mii'.caccj nobilitv; grandeur.

I'M.
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I'M. Contracted from lam.

IM it used commonly, in composition, for in be

fore mate letters.

IMAGE, s. [image, Fr. imago, Lat.] i. Airy

corporeal representation, generally used of sta

tues; a statue ; a picture. South. 2. An idol ;

a false god. 3. A copy ; representation ; like

ness. Sbakesp. 4, Semblance ; show ; appear*

ance. Sbakesp. 5. An idea; a representation

of any thing to the mind Watts.

To I'MAGE. v. a. [from the noun.] To copy

by the fancy ; to imagine. Dryden.

IMAGERY. / [from image.] 1. Sensible re

presentation ; pictures; statues. Spenser. 2.

Show ; appearance. Prior, Rogers. 3. Copies

of the fancy; false ideas; imaginary phan

tasms. Aatrbury. 4. Representations in writ

ing. Dryden.

IMAGINABLE, a. [imaginable, Fr.] Possible

to be conceived. Tillotstn.

IMA G1NANT. a. [imaginant, Fr.] Imagining;

forming ideas. Bacon.

IMA'GINARY.«.[/m«j;r«<i/«,Fr.]Fancied; vi

sionary ; existing only in the imagination. Ray.

IMAGINATION. / [imaginatie. Lat.] 1.

Fancy ; the power of forming ideal pictures ;

the power of representing things absent to

ones self or others Dennis, Pope 2. Con

ception ; image in the mind ; idea. Sidney. 3

Contrivance ; scheme. Lam.

IMAGINATIVE a. [imaginative, from ima

gine.] Fantastick ; still ot imagination. Bacon,

Taylor.

To IMA GINE. v.a. \imaginer, Pr.] I. To

fancy ; to paint in the mind. Locke 2. To

scheme; to contrive. Pfalmi.

IMA GINER. / [ from imagine. ] One who

forms ideas. Bacon.

IM11K CILK..1 I imbecillit, Lat.] Weak; feeble;

wanting strength of either mind or body.

To IMBECILE. v. a To weaken a stock or

fortune by clandestine expences. Taylor.

IMBECILITY.s.\imbccillite, Fr.] Weakness;

feebleness of mind or body. Hooker, rVocdtoa

To IMBIBE, v.a [imbibo. Lat.] 1. Tod-ink in;

to draw in. Svrist. 2. To admit into the mind.

rVatts. 3. To drench ; to (oak. Nevjton.

IMBIBER./, [from imbibe] That which drinks

or fucks . Arbnthnot.

IMBIBITION./. [imbibition, Fr from imbibe.)

The act of sucking or drinking in. Bacon,

Byylc.

To IMBI'TTER. v.a. [from bitter.'] 1. To

make bitter. 2. To deprive of pleasure ; to

make unhappy. Addijon. x. To exasperate.

I from body ]To IMBO'DY. v. a. |i'rom body] 1 To con

dense to a body. a. To invest with matter.

Dryden. 3. To bring together into one mass or

company. Sbakesp. 4. To inclose. Improper.

IV0. dzoard.

To IMBO'DY. v n. To unite into one mass ;

to coalesce. Milton, Locke.

To I MHO II.. v. n. [from toil] Toexestuate;

to effervesce. Spenjer.

To IMBO LDEN. v. a. [from told.] To raise

to confidence ; to encourage. Sbakesp.

To IMBOSOM. v. a. [from tosom] 1. To hold

on the bosom ; to cover fondly with the fold*

of one's garment. Milton. 2. To admit to

the heart, or to affection. oVV*nr.

To IMBO UND. v. a. [from bonnd.] To in

close; to shut in. Shakesp.

To IMBO'W. v. a. [from botv.] To arch; to

vault. Milton.

IMBOWMENT./ [from imbev,.] An archi

vault. Baton.

To IMBO WER. v. a. [from bmcr.] To cover

with a bower ; to shelter with trees. Thomson.

To IMBRANCLE. v. a. Tointangle. A low

word. Hndibras.

IMBRICATED, a. [from imbrex. Lat.] In

dented with concavities.

IMBRICATION. / [imbrex, L»t] Concave

indenture. Derbam

To IMBROWN. v. a. [from brmn.] To make

brown ; to darken j to obscure ; to cloud.

Milton, Pope.

To 1MBRTJ E. v. a. [from .'« and brne ] 1. To

steep; to soap ; to wet much or long. Clarissa.

2 To pour; to emit moisture. Obsolete Opens.

To IMBRU'TE. *. a [from brnte.] To de

grade to brutality. Mi/ton.

To IMBRUTE. v. n. To sink down to bruta-

litv. Mi/ton.

To IMBU'E. v. a [imbno. Lat.] To tincture

deep ; to imbibe w ith any I i quor or die. Digby,

By/e, Woodward.

To IMBURSE. v. a. [bonrse, Pr.] To stock

with money.

IMITABl LITY. / imitabilit. Lat] The qua

lity of being imitable. Nerrij.

IMITABLE. a. \imitabilis, Lat 1. Worthy

to be imitated. Raleigh. 2. Possible to be

imitated. Atterbury.

To IMITATE, v. a. [imiter. Lat] I. To

copy ; to endeavour to resemble. Cnoley. 2.

To counterfeit. Dryden. 3. To pursue the

course of a composition, so as to use parallel

images and examples. Gay.

IMITATION. / [imitatio, Ut.] I. The act

of copying; attempt to resemble. Dryden. 2.

That which is offered as a copy. 3. A me

thod of translating looser than paraphrase, in

which modern examples and illustrations are

u ed lor ancient, or domestick for foreign.

Dryden

I MITATIVE. a. [imitativns, Lat.] Inclined to

copy. Dryden.

IMITA TOR. / [Latin ; imitatenr, Fr] One

that copies another ; one that endeavours to

resemble another. Dryden.

IMMACULATE. a.[immaculatns, Lat] 1.

SpotleU; pure; undefiled. Bacon. 2. Pure;

limpid. Improper- Sbaktjp.

TolMMANACLli v.a [trom manacle.] To

fetter j to confine. Milton.

IMMANE a [immanis, Lat] Vast j prodigi

ously great

I'MMANENT. a. [in and manee, Lat.] lntrin-

sick; inheient-, internal. Siutb.

Pddl IMMA'NI
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IMMA'NIFEST. a. [in ind manifest] Not

manifest; not plain. Brown.

IMMA NITY. /. immanitai, L»t.] Barbarity ;

savageness. Sh<ikesp.

1MMARCE SS1BLE. a. [in and marcesce, Lat]

Unfading.

IMMA'RTIAI. a. [in and martial.] Not war

like. Chapman.

To IMMA'SK. v. a. [in and mast.] To cover j

to disguise. Shaiesp.

IMMATERIAL a. [immatctiel,Tr.] I. In

corporeal; distinct from matter ; void of mat

ter. Hcoker. x. Unimportant ; without weight;

impertinent ; without relation.

IMMATERIALITY. /. [from immaterial]

Incorporeity; distinctness from body or matter.

Watte.

IMMATERIALLY. adv. [from immaterial]

In a manner not depending upon matter.

Brovon.

IMMATERIALIZED a.[from imaAmateria,

Lat.] Distinct from matter; incorporeal. Glan.

IMMATE'RIALNESS. / [from immaterial.]

Distinctness from matter.

IMMATE'RIATE. a. [in inAmateria, Lat]

Not consisting of matter; incorporeal; with

out body. Bacen.

IMMATURE, a [immalurui, Lat.] I. Not

ripe. t. Not perfect; not arrived at fullness or

completion. Dryden. 3. Hasty ; early ; come

to piss before the natural time Taylor.

IMMATU'RELY. adv. [from immature.] Too

soon; too early; before ripeness or completion.

IMMATU'RENF.SS. \s.\Uom immature.]Vn-

IMMATURITY. J ripeness ; incomplete

ness ; a state short of completion. Glanville.

IMMEABl'LITY. / [immeabili,, Lat.J Want

of power to pass. Arbuthnet.

IMMEASURABLE, a. [in and measure] Im

mense; not to be measured; iodeGnitely ex

tensive. Hooker.

IMME'ASURABI.Y. adv. [from immeasura

ble] Immensely ; beyond all measure. Milieu.

IMMECHA'NICAL. a. [in and mechanical.]

Notaccordingtothe lawsof mechanicks. Chey.

IMME'DIACY. / [from immediate.] Personal

greatness ; power of acting without deptn-

dance. Skahesp.

IMME'DIATE. a. [immediate Fr. in tnAmediur,

Lat.] 1. Being in such a state with respect to

something else as that there is nothing be

tween them. Bui net. 1. Not acting by second

causes Abbot. 3. Instant; present with regard

to time. Prior.

IMMEDIATELY, adv. [from immediate] 1.

Without the intervention 01 any other cause

rr event. Seutb. 1. Instantly ; at the time

present; without delay. Shakefp. 1 m

IMME'DIATENESS / {(torn immediate] 1.

presence with rcgaid to time. a. Exemption

siom second or intervening causes.

IMME'DICABLl'. a.[immedicabilii, Lat.J Not

to be healed ; incurable. Milan.

IMMK'MOKAGLE. a [immemirabilti, Lat.j

Not vrwiih ituituibemy.

IMME'MORIAL. a. [immemirial, Fr.] Past

time of memory ; so ancient that the begin

ning cannot be traced. Hale .

IMMK'NSE. a. [immense, Fr.] Unlimited ; un

bounded ; infinite. Grew.

IMME'NSELY adv. [from immense] Infinite

ly ; without measure. Bentley.

IMME'NSITY. /. [immensite, Fr.] Unbounded

greatness; infinity. Biackmere.

IMMENSURAB1 LITY / flrom immensura-

ble ] Impossibility to be measured.

IMMEASURABLE, a [in and menfurahtlis.

Lat.] Not to be measured.

To IMME'RGE. v. a. [immerro, Lat] To put

under water.

IMME'RIT. /. { immeritt. Lat. ] Want of

worth ; want of desert. Suckling.

IMME'RSE. J. [tmmersui, Lat.J Buried; co

vered ; funk deep. Baton.

To IMME'RSE. v. a. [immersm, Lat] 1. To

put under water, *. To sink or cover deep.

Woodward. 3. To keep in a state of intel

lectual depression. Atterbury.

IMMERSION./, [immerfio, Lat] 1. The act of

putting any body into a fluid below the surface.

Addijon. 1. The state of sinking below the

surface of a fluid. 3. The state of being over

whelmed or lost in any tespect. Atterbury

IMMETHO'DICAL. a. [in and methodical]

Confused ; being without regularity ; being

without method. Addijou.

IMMETHO'DICALLY. adv. [from immetho.

dical.] Without method.

I'MMINENCE./. [from imminent.] Any ill im

pending;* immediate or near danger. Shaicsp.

I'MMINENT. a. [imminent, Fr. imminent, L21.]

Impending ; at hand ; threatening. Pope.

ToIMMINOLE. •». a. \in and mingle.] To

mingle; to mix ; to unite.

IMMINU'TION. / [trom imminuo, Lat.] Di

minution; decrease. Ray.

IMMISCIBI'LH Y / [from immiscible.] Inca

pacity of being mingled.

IMMI'SCIBLE. a. [in and miscible.] Not ca-

pable of being mingled.

IMMI'SSION. /. [imm'stii, Lat] The act of

sending in; contrary to emission.

ToIMMI'T. v. u. [immttte, Lat.) To send in.

To IMMI'X. v. a. [in and mix.] To mingle.

Milieu

IMMI'XABLE. a. [in and mi*.] Impossible to

be mingled. Wilhnt.

IMMOBILITY./! [immobilitc, Fr.] Unmovea-

blencss; want ofmotion; resistance to motion.

Arbuthnet.

1MMO DERATE, a. [immederatut, Lat.] Ex-

ceslivt; exceeding the due mean. Bay.

IMMO'DERATELY. adv. [from immoderate]

In an excessive degree. Burnet

IMMODERA'TION. / [immoderation, Fr.]

Want 01 moderation ; excess.

IMMODEST, a. [in and modest ] 1 Wanting

shame; wanting dalicacy or chastity. Shakesp.

1. Unchaste; impure. Dryden. 3. Obscene.

Scat. 4. Unreasonable; exorbitant ; arrogant.

IMMO'DESTY.
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IMMODESTY. /". [immodeflie, Fr.] Want os

modesty. Pope

To IMMOLATE, v. a. [immoh, Ltt.] To

sacrifice; to kill in sacrifice. Boyle.

IMMOLATION./ [immolation, Fr] i.The

act os sacrificing. Brovau. a. A saciifice of

fered. Decay of Pitty.

IMKOMENT. a. [m and moment] Trifling ;

os no importance or value. Stakefp.

IMMORAL a. [in and nural] Wanting regard

to the laws of natural religion ; contrary to

honesty ; dishonest.

IMMORALITY./ [from immoral] Disho

nesty ; want of virtue; contraiiety to virtue.

Saift.

IMMORTAL a [immsrtalii. Lat.] i. Exempt

froro death ; never to die. Timothy, Abbit. 1.

Never ending; perpetual. Shakefp.

IMMORTALITY. / [from immirtal] Ex

emption from death ; life never to end. Coriut.

To IMMORTALIZE. *>. a.[immcrtalijer, Fr]

To make immortal ; to perpetuate j to exempt

from death. Davits.

To IMMORTALIZE, v. n. To become im

mortal. Pest.

INfMORTALLY adv. [from immortal.] With

ejemption from death > without end Btnttey.

IMMO VABLE. a. [in and movable] i . Not

to be (breed from it6 place. Brovin. 2 Not

liable to be carried away ; real in law. Ayltjfe.

3 Unshaken ; unaffected. Dtydin.

IMMOVABLY, adv. [from ini«.-MWr.] In a

stare not to be shaken. Atterbnry.

IMMUNITY. / [immunise', Fr J i. Discharge

from any obligation Hooker, a. Privilege ;

exemption. Sprat. 3. Freedom. Drydcn.

To IMMURE, v. a. [in and niru. La'., tm-

mnrer, old French. J To inclose within walls ;

to confine ; to shut up. rVotton.

IMMU RE. / [from ihe veib.j A wall ; an in

closure. Shakefp.

IMMU'SICAL a [in tai musical] UnmuGcal ,

ioharrDooioua. Brown.

IMMUTABILITY./ [ji»m«raWi/ai,Lat] Ex

emption from change ; invariableness. Hooker

IMMUTABLE, a. [immntaiiiii, Lat ] Unchan

gvable i invariable ; unalterable. Drydcn

IMMUTABLY, adv. [from immutable.] Un

alterably t invariably -v unchangeably. Boyle.

IMP./, [imp, Welch.] 1. A sou ; the offspring ;

progeny. Fairfax, a. A subaltern devil j a

puny devil Svjift.

To IMP. ». a. [impio, Welsh.] To lengthen or

enlarge with any thing adfcmtioui. Cltavtland,

Southern.

To IMPA'CT. v. a. [impaclnt, Lat ] To drive

close or hard kVaedioard.

To IMPA INT. v. a. [in and paint] Tu paint

to decorate with colours. Not in use. Shakefp.

To IMPA 1R. v. a [err.pircr, Fr.] TodimmiuV,

to injure ; to make worse. Pope.

To IMPA IR. v. n. To be lessened or worn out.

Sprnjer.

IMPAIR, f. [from the verb.] Diminution j de

crease. Brown.

IMPAIRMENT / [from impair.] Diminuti-

on ; injury Brcxan.

IMPALPABLE, a. [impalpable, Fr. /» and

palpable] Not to be perceived by touch. Boylt.

To IMs'A'RADISE. f. a. [imparadifare, Ital.J

To put in a stale resembling paradise. Donne.

IMPA RITY./ [imparitas. Lat ] 1. Inequality;

disproportion. Bacon. 2. Oddnefs ; indivisibi

lity into equal puu. Brown.

To IMPARK, v. a. [in and park ] To inclose

with a park , to sever from a common.

To IMPA RT. v a. [impartior, Lat.] 1. To

grant ; to give. Drydtn. a. To communicate-

Shakefp.

IMI'A RTIAL. a. [impartial, Fr.] Equitable ;

Iree from regard or party ; indifferent ; disin

terested ; equal in distribution of justice j just.

Drydcn.

IMPARTIALITY./ [impartialite, Fr.] Equi-

table:iel's ; justice. South.

IMPARTIALLY, adv. [from impartial] E-

quiubly ; with indifferent and unbiassed judg

ment ; without regard to party or interest.

Slush.

IMPA RTIRLE. a. [impartible, Fr] Commu

nicable ; to be conferred or bellowed. Digby. •

IMPASSABLE, a. [in and passable ] Not to

be pailt-d ; not admitting passage j impervious.

R'tleicb .

IMPASSIBILITY. / [impmfbilitc', Fr.] Ex

emption from suffering.

IMPA SSIBLE. a. [impassible, Fr. in and pajsit,

I. at.] Incapable of suffering; exempt from the

agenev of external causes. Hammond.

IMPA SSI BLENESS /. [from impassible] Im

passivity ; exemption from pain.0?r. of Piety.

IMPASSIONED, a. [/a and passion.] Seized

with passion. Milton.

IMPASSIVE, a [in and passive.] Exempt from

the agency of external causes. Pope

IMPACTED, a. [in and paste.] Covered at

with paste. Stake/p.

IMPATIENCE./ [impatience, Fr.] 1. Ina

bility to saffer pain; rage under suffering.

Shzkcfp. z. Vehemence of temper ; heat of

passion. 3. Inability to suffer delay; eagernels.

IMPATIENT a [impatient, Fr.] 1. Not able

to endure; incapable to bear. P-pe. 2. Fu

rious with pain ; unable to bear pain. Drydcn.

3. Vehemer.ily agitated by some painrul pas.

lion. Tayhr. 4. Lager; ardently dcliroua, not

able to endure delay. Pipe

IMPATIENTLY, adv. [from impatient.] 1.

Passionately ; ardently. Clarendon, a. Eagerly -t

v.ith great desire.

ToIMPATRONIZE. v. a [impatrenifer, Fr.

in and p.itroniooe] To gain to one's l'elr ihe

power o any Icigniority. This word is not

usual. Bacon.

To IMPAWN, v. a. [in and pazuu ] To im-

pignorate; to pawn; to give as a pledge , to

pledge. Sbakejp.

To IMPEACH, v. a. [empecher, Fr ] 1. To

hinder; to impede. Davict. a. To accuse by

publiik authority. Addijon.

IMPEACH.
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IMPEACH. / [from the verb.] Hindrance )

let; impediment Shakesp.

IMPE ACHABLE. a. [from impeach] Accusa-

b le ; chargeable. Grevt.

IMPE'ACHER. s. [from impeach.] An accuser ;

one who brines an accusation against another.

Civ. 'f the fangut.

IMPEACHMENT./, [from impeach.] I. Hin

drance i let ; impediment ; obstruction. Spits.

1 Publick accusation , charge preferred. Swift.

To IMPE ARL. v. a. [in and pearl.] I. To

form in resemblance of pearls. Milton, t. To

decorate as with pearls. Dishy.

IMPECCABILITY. / [impeceabiUte, Fr. ]

Exception from sin ; exemption from failure.

Pipe.

IMPECCABLE, a. [impeccable, Fr.] Exempt

from possibility of sin. liammmd.

To IMPEDE v a [impede, Lat.] To hinder ;

to let -, toobltruct. Decay if Piety, Creech.

IMPEDIMENT./, [impedimeutum, Lat.J Hin

drance j let ; impeachment ; obstruction ; op

position. Hooker, Taylor.

To IMPEL, v. a. [imptlU, Lat.] To drive on

towards a point ; to urge forward ; to press on.

Pipe.

IMPE'LLENT. / [impellent. Lat.] An impul

sive power j a power that drives forward.

Glamville.

To IMPEND, v. ». [impendeo. Lat.] To hang

over j to be at hand ; to pTess nearly. Smal-

rtdge. Pipe.

IMPE NDENT.a. [impendent. Lat.] Imminent ;

hani:ing ever ; pressing closely. Hale.

IMPE NDENCE./. (from fay»</»r.]The state

ot hanging over ; near approach. Hale.

IMPENETRABILITY y.l»'»/>««lra*/7/M,Fr.]

■ . Quality or' not being pierceable. Newton. 1.

Insusceptibility ot intellectual impression.

IMPENETRABLE, a. [impenetrable, Fr.] I.

Not to be pierced; not to be entered by any

external torce. Dryden. a. Impervious; not

admitting entrance. Lecke. 3. Not lo be

taught ; not to be informed. 4. Not to be

affected ; not to be moved. Tayler.

IMPENETRABLY adv. (from impenetrable ]

With hardness to a degree incapable of im

pression. Pcpe.

IMPi MTr.NCE.7 / [impenitence, Fr.] Ob-

1MPEN1TENCYJ duracy ; want of remorse

for crimes; final disregard of God's threaten

ings or mercy. Rogerj.

IMPENITENT, a. [impenitent, Vr.imrtApc-

nttent] Finally negligent of the duty of te-

pentance ; obdurate. Hooker, Hammtnd.

IMPE'NITENTLY. adv. f Irom impenitent]

Obdu ately ; without repentance. Hammtnd.

IMPE' NOUS. a. [,n and penna, Lat ] Want

ing w ngs. Bnvn.

IMPERATE. a. [imperatut, Lat.] Done with

consciousness ; done by direction of the mind.

Stuth, Hale.

IMPERATIVE, a [imperatis, Fr imferatiui,

L«i.] Commanding ; expressive of command.

Clark,.

IMPERCETTIBLE.a [imperceptible.] Fr.] Not

to be discovered ; not to be perceived IViidvu.

IMPERCE'PTIBLENESS./ [from impercepti

ble.] The quality of eluding observation. Hale.

IMPERCE PTIBLY. adv. [from imperceptible.]

In a manner not to be perceived. Addison.

IMPERFECT, a. [imperfe3nt, Lat.) t.Not

complete ; not absolutely finished ; defective.

Boyle, Ltcke 1. Frail ; not completely good.

IMPERFECTION. /. [impirseBion, Fr. from

imperfecl] Delect ; failure ; fault, whether

physical or moral. Addistn.

IMPE RFECTLY. adv. [from imperfeS.] Not

completely , not fully ; not without failure.

Stcpncv, Locke.

IMPERFORABLE a [in and per/ore, Lat.]

Not to be bored through.

IMPERFORATE. a [in and perforatui. Lat.]

Not pit reed through ; without a hole. Sharp.

IMPERIAL, a [imperial, Fr.] 1. Royal ; pos

sessing royalty. Shake/p. 1. Betokening royalty}

marking sovereignty. Shakejp. 3. Belonging

to an emperour or monarch j regal ; royal >

monarchical. Dryden.

IMPERIALIST, j. [from imperial.] One that

belongs to an emperour. Knolles.

IMPERIOUS, a. [imperienx, Fr] I. Com

manding ; tyrannical; authoritative; haughty ;

arrogant ; assuming command. Locke. 1. Pow

erful; ascendant; overbearing. Tillotfeu.

IMPERIOUSLY, adv. [from imperitni.] With

arrogance of command ; with insolence of

authority. Garth.

IMPE'RIOUSNESS. / [from imperitni.] 1.

Authority; air of command. Sidney. ». Ar

rogance of command. Locke.

IMPERISHABLE, a. [imperijsable, Fr.] Not

to be destroyed. Milton.

IMPERSONAL, a. [impersonaht, Lat_] Not

varied according to the persons.

IMPERSONALLY, adv. [from impersonal.]

According to the manner of an impersonal

verb.

IMPERSUA'SIBLE a.[in ini persuajibilix,L*l.]

Not to be moved by persuasion. Decay os Piety.

IMPE RTINENCE. ? J. [impertinence, Fr.] 1.

IMPE'RTINENCY. J That which is of no

present weight ; that which has no relation to

the matter in hand. Bacon. 3. Folly j ram

bling thought. Shakesp. 3. Ti oublelomeness ;

intrusioi

Evelyn.

intrusion rVetttn. 4 Trifle; thing ot no value.

3. Tie

He ; thi

IMPERTINENT, a. [impertinent, Fr. in and

pertinent, Lat.J 1. Of no relation to the

matter in hand ; of no weight. Tillotfeu. a.

Importunate ; intrusive j meddling, ripe. 3.

Foolilh ; trifling.

IMPERTINENT. / A trifler; a madler j an

intruder. L'EJlt auge.

IMPERTINENTLY, adv. [from impertinent.]

1. Without relation to the present matter, a.

Tr ublclbmely 1 officiously ; intrusively .Suck/.

IMPERVIOUS a. [impervmi, Lat.] 1. Un-

; all", bit ; impenetrable Beyle, a. inaccessible.

Petha, t improftrly used. Pipe.

IMPER-
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IMPE-RVIOUSNESS. /. [from imptrvini.]

The state of not admitting any passage.

IMPERTRA'NSIBILITY/s>and/>rrrrai./"«,

Ut.] Impossibility to be passed through. Halt.

1MPETICINOUS. a. [from impetigo. Lat]

Scurvy ; covered with small scabs.

IMPETRABLE. a. [impetrabilis, from impetro,

Lat. J Possible to be obtained. DiS.

To IMPETRATE. v. a. [impetro, Lat.] To

obtain by intreaty.

IMPETRATION./ [impetratie. Lat.] The

act of obtaining by prayer or intreaty. Taylor.

IMPETUOSITY /. [from imftt,,.,!) ..Vio

lence; fury ; vehemence j force. Shakesp.Clar.

MPKTUOUS. «. [impet.eux,Ft. homimpe-

tni, Lat ] i. Violent ; forcible-, fierce. Prior.

X. Vehement; passionate. Rome.

IMPETUOUSLY adv. [from impetuous] Vi

olently ; vehemently. Addison.

IMPETUOUSNESS /. [from impetuous.] Vio

lence i fury. Decay of Piety.

IMPETUS, j. [Lat.J Violent tendency to any

point; violent effort. Bemtley.

IMPIERCEABLE. a. [in and pierce.] Impe

netrable ; not to be pierced. Spenjer.

IMPIETY./ [impietas, Lat.] i. Irreverence

to the Supreme Being; contempt of the du

ties of religion Shake/p. 2. An act of wick

edness; expression of irreligion.

To IMPIGNORATE. v. a. To pawn; to

pledge. F

IMPluNORATION./ The act of pawning

or putting to pledge.

To IMPINGE, v. ,. [imping,, Lat] To fall

against ; to strike against 1 to clash with. Newt

ToIMPI NGUATE. v.a. [intndpinguis, Lat]

To fatten ; to make fat. Baan.

I'MPIOUS. a. [impius, Lat] Irreligious ; wick

ed i profane. Firbet.

IMPIOUSLY, aiv [from impious] Profanely ;

wickedly Granville.

IMPLACABILITY./ [from implacable.] In-

exorablencls ; irreconcilable enmity ; deter

mined malice.

IMPLACABLE, a. [implacabilis. Lat] Not

to be pacified; inexorable; malicious) con

stant in enmity. AiJiJ'-.n.

IMPL.VCAbLY. adv. (from implacable.] With

malice not to be pacified; inexorable. Clarend.

To IMPLA NT. v. a. [in and plant), Lit.]

To inhx; to insert, to place; to ingraft.

Sidney, Ray, Uckt.

IMPLANTA'TION./ [implantation, Fr. from

implant.] The zt\ ot letting or planting.

IMPLAUSIBLE, [in and plausible.] Not spe

cious ; not likely to seduce or persuade. Swift.

IMPLEMENT. / [implementum.] 1. Some

thing that fills up vacancy, or supplies wants.

tinker. ». Tool; instrument ol manufacture.

Brume. 3. Vessels ot a kitchen.

IMPLE'TION. J. [imple,. Lat.] The act of

filling; the state of being full Brovja.

IMPLEX, a. [tmplexus, Lat] Intricate; en

tangled ; complicated. Spectator.

To IMPLICATE, v. a. [imfilico, L»t J To

entangle; to embarrass ; to infold. Boyle.

IMPLICATION./ [implicate, Lat.) x. In

volution ; entanglement Beyle. ». Inference

not expressed, but tacitly inculcated Ayliffe.

IMPLICIT, a. [smplicitus. Lat] 1. Entangled 1

infolded; complicated. Pcpe. a. Interred;

tacitly comprised ; not expressed. Smalrid^e.

3. Resting upon another ; connected with

another over which that which is connected

to it has no power. Denham.

IMPLI CITLY. adv. [from implicit.] 1. By in

ference comprised though not expressed. Bentl.

1 By connexion with something else ; depen

dency ; with unreserved confidence or obedi

ence Rojcimmon, Rogers.

To IMPLORE, v. a. [implore,, Lat ] t. Ta

call upon in supplication ; to solicit. Pope, x.

To alk ; to beg. Shakefp.

IMPLORE. / [from the verb.] The act of

begging. Spenser.

IMPLO'RER./ [from implore ] Solicitor Shak.

IMPLU'MED. a. [implnmu, Lat.] Without

f.athcrs. Dict.

To IMPLY v. a. [implico. Lat.] 1. To infold ;

to cover ; to entangle Spenser. %. To involve

or comprise as a consequence or concomitant*

Ifrydtn.

To IMPO'ISON. v. a. [empeifener, Fr.] 1. To

corrupt with poison. Shakejp. 1. To kill with

poison. Shakejp.

IMPOLARILY. adv. [in and polar.] Not ac

cording to the direction of the poles.

IMPOL1TICAL.7 a. [in and politick.] Im-

IMPOLITICK. i prudent > indiscreet ; void

of art or forecast. Hooker.

IMPOLITICALLY. ? adv [in taiflilcml}

IMPOLITICLY, j Wi;houtartor forecast.

IMPONDEROUS. a. [in andponderous.] Void

of perceptible weight. Bretnn.

IMPOROSITY. / \i» and porous] Absence of

interstices; compactness; closeness. Bacon.

IMPOROUS. a. [i.zml porous. ] Free from

pores; free fromvacuitiesor interstices.fir»*o».

To IMPORT, v. a. [tmporte. Lat.] 1. To carry

into any country from abroad. Pipe. *.- To

imply ; to infer. Hooker, Bacon. 3 To produce

in consequence. Shakejp 4 [Importer, Fr.]

To be of moment. Dryden.

IMPO RT./ [from the vert).] t. Importance;

moment ; consequence. Dryden. 1. Ten

dency. Boyle. 3. Any thing imported trom

abroad.

IMPORTABLE, a [in and portable] Unsup-

portable; not to be endured Spenser.

IMPORTANCE. /." [Fr.] 1. Thing imported

or i.nplied. Shakejp. z. Matter , subject. Shak.

3- Consequence; moment. Shakejp. 4. Im

portunity. Shakejp.

IMPO R I'ANT. a. important, Fr ] 1 . M .men-

tous, weighty; oi ^leaiconiequence. tVottcn,

Irene. 1. Mome.itous ; forcible ; 01 great effi

cacy. Spen/tr. 3. Importunate. Shakefp

IMPORTATION./: [:rum import J The act

or piactice 01 importing, or bringing iuto a

country from aliioad. Addison

IMPORTER.
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IMPORTER./, [from import.] One that brings

in from abroad. Swift.

IMPORTLESS, a. [from impirt.] Of no mo

ment or consequence. Shakes]*.

IMPO'RTUNATE. a. [impirturns. Lat] Un

seasonable and incessant in solicitations ; not

to be repulsed. Smalridgc.

IMPORTUNATELY. alh. [firm impertn-

note] With incessant solicitation; pertinaci

ously. Duppa.

IMPORTUNATENESS/[frotru>ii/w(ii«a;s.]

Incessant solicitation. Sidney.

To IMPORTUNE v. a [importunns, Lat.j

To tcize i to harass with slight vexation per

petually lecturing ; to molest. Swift.

IMPORTUNE, a. [importnnus, Lat.] I. Con

stantly recurrinR ; t.-oublescme by frequency.

Bacon, l. Truublesome; vexatious. HammersJ

3. Unseasonable ; coming, astciug, or happen

ing at a wrong time. Mitten.

IMPORTU'NELY. adv. [from importune ] 1

Troubksomely; incessantly. Spenser. %. Un

seasonably ; improperly. Sanderson.

IMPORTU'NITY. / [importunitas, Lat.] In

cessant solicitation. Knollts.

To IMPOSE, v a. [imposer, Pr.] 1. To lay

on as a buithen or penalty. Shakesp. 1. To

enjoin as a duty or law. Walltr. 3. To fix

on i to impute to Brown. 4. To obtrude

fallaciously DryJen. 5. To Imfosi en. To

put a cheat on; to deceive. Leckt. 6

I Among printers.] To put the pages on tin

stone, and fit on the chases, in order to carry

the forms to press.

IMPOSE. J. [from the verb] Command; in

junction. Sbakejp

IMPO'SEABLE. a. [from imp:se.\ To be laid

as obligatory on any body. Hammond.

IMPOSER.,/. [from impose.] One who enjoins

Walton.

IMPOSITION./ [imposition, Fr.] 1. The act

of laying any thing on another. Hammond 2.

The act of giving a note of distinction Boyk.

3 Injunction ot any thing as a law or duty

Sbakejp. 4. Constraint; oppression. Watts

5. Cheat; fallacy ; imposture.

IMPOSSIBLE, a. [impossible, Fr] Not to bt

done; not to be attained 1 impracticable.

Waljh.

IMPOSSIBILITY / [impospbilite, Fr.] 1. Im

practicability ; the state of being not feasible.

Wbitgifi, Rogers. I. That which cannot be

done. Cowliy.

I'MPOSI ./ [insist, Fr.] A tax ; a toll; custom

paid Lacon

IMPOSTS. J. [impestr, Fr.] In architecture,

that part of a pillar, in vaults aud arches, on

which the weight ol the whole building lieth.

Ainiwortb.

To IMPO'STHUMATE. v. ». [from impost

hume.] To form an abscess; to gather ; to torm

a cyst or bag containing matter. Arbuihnet.

ToIMPOSTUMAl E. v. a To afflict with

an impolthume. Decay os Piety.

IMPOST H LMA TlON.y. [from impesikmmate.]

The act of forming an imposthume ; the state

in which an imposthume is formed. Bacon.

IMPOSTHUME. / A collection of purulent

matter in a bag or cyst. Harvey.

1MPO STOR. /. [imprstenr, Fr.] One who

cheati by a fictitious character. Stntb.

IMPOSTURE. /. [imposiura,\.it] Cheat.South.

I MPOTENCE.'? / [impetentia. Lat] I.Want

IMPOTENCY.J of power; inability; imbe

cility ; weakness. Bentley. 1. Ungovernable-

ness of passion. 3. Incapacity of propagation.

Pcpe.

IMPOTENT, a. [impotent. Lat.] I. Weak-,

feeble; wanting force; wanting power. Hooker.

a Disabled by nature or disease. Shakesp. 3.

Without power of restraint. Dryden. 4. With

out power of propagation Toiler.

IM POTENTLY, adv. [from impotent.] With

out power. Pope.

To IMPOUND, v.a. [in tndponnd] 1. T»

inclose as in a pound; to (hut in; to confine.

Bacon, a. To shut up in a pinfold. Dryden.

IMPRACTICABLE, a. [impraflicable, Fr.l I.

Not to be performed ; unfeasible ; impossible.

Rogers. a. Untractable ; unmanageable. Bone.

IMPRA'CTICABLENESS./ [from impracti

cable.] Impossibility. Swift.

To I'MPRECATE v. a. [imprecor, Lat.] T«

call for evil upon himself or others

IM PRECA'TION /. [imprecalio. Lat.] Curse ;

prayer by which any evil is wished. K Charles.

IMPRECATORY, a. [from imprecate.} Con

taining willu* of evil.

To IMPRLGN. v. a. [in and prægno, Lat] Ta

fill with young; to sill with any matter or

quality. Milton.

IMPREGNABLE, a. [impregnable, Fr.] I.

Not to be stormed ; not to be taken. SanJyt.

i. Unshaken ; unmoved; unaffected. Sentb.

IMPRE GNARLY, adv. [from impregnable.] In

such a manner as to defy force or hostility San.

To IMPREGNATE, v. a [in and pr*g*o.

Lat] 1. To fill with young ; to make proli

fic k. Dryden. i. [lmprrgner,Ft] To fill V

tosatutate. Decay of Piety.

IMPREGNATION./ [from impregnate] t.

The act os making prolisuk; fecundation.

Bacon. 1. Thai with which any thing is im

pregnated. Dorham. 3 Saturation. Amjw.

IMPRtJUDlCATE. a [i», pre, im'.judm.

Lat ] Unprejudiced ; not prepossessed ; impar

tial. Brown.

IMl'REPARATION./. [<'» and preparation.]

Unpreparedncl's; want of prevention Hi;ker.

To IMPRE'SS v. a. (impreffum, Lat] 1. To

prim by pressure ; to stamp Denham. 1. To

fix deep. Waits. 3 To lo.ee into service.

Clcrend-.n.

IMPRESS/ [trom the verb ] i.Mrrkroadc

by pressure. WoUivard. a. Effects upon

another substance. Glanville. 3 Maik ot

distinction; stamp. South. 4 Device ; motto.

Milton. 5. Act of forcing any into lei vice.

Slake]p.

IMPRt iSION./ [imprest!-., Lat.] 1 . The act
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of pressing one body upon another. Licit. a.

Mirk m«de by pressure ; stamp. Sbakesp. 3.

Imige fixed in the mind Swift. 4. Opera

tion; influence Clarendon. 5. Edition) num

ber printed at once; one course of printing.

DryJen. 6. Effect of an attack kVotton.

IMPRESSIBLE, a. [in mApressuni, Lat.]What

may be impressed. Bacon.

IMPRE'SSURE. / [from imprest ] The mark

made by pressure; the dent; the impression.

Sbakejp.

To IMPRI'NT. v. a. [imprinter, Fr] 1 To

mirk upon any substance by pressure. South

*. To stamp words upon paper by the use of

types. 3. To six on the mind or memory

Locke.

To-IMPRI'SON. v a. [emprisonner, Fr. in and

prison] To (hut up; to confine ; to keep from

liberty Donne.

IMPRISONMENT, s. [emprisonnem!nt,Vr.]

Confinement; clausure; state ol being shut in

: prison. Wattt.

1MPROBABI LITY / [from improb^ hie.] Un

likelihood; difficulty to be believed. Hamm.

IMPROVABLE, a. [improbable, Fr. JUnlikcly ;

incredible. Addison

IMPROBABLY adv. [from improbable] 1.

Without likelihood 1 In a manner not to

be approved. Obsolete. Boyle.

To IMPRO BATE, v. a. j in zaiprobo, Lat]

Not to approve. Ainsvoortb.

IMPROBA'TION. /: Minprobath, Lat.] Act of

disallowing. Ainlvtorth.

IMPROBITY s. \improbitas. Lat] Want of

honesty i dilhonesty ; baseness Hooker.

TolMPROLrFICATE.il a. [inindprolisick]

To impregnate; to fecundate Brevjn.

IMPROPER a.[impropre,Fr. impropriui,htX.]

I. Not well adapted; unqualified. Burnet.

1. Unfit; not couducive to the right end

Arbutbnot. 3. Not just; not accurate Dryd.

IMPROPERLY, adv. Lfrom improper.] t. Not

fitly; incongruously. 1. Not justly) not

accurately Drydcn.

To IMPRO PRIATE. v. a [in and propriui,

Lat ] 1 To convert to private use; to seize

to himself. Bacon. 3. To put the possessions

of the church into the hands of taicks. Spelm

being advanced from a good to a better state.

Grew.

IMPRO'VABLENESS. / [from improvable.}

Capablenes* of being made better.

IM PROVABLY, adv. [(com improvable.] In a

manner that admits ofmelioration.

To IMPROVE v. a. [in and probut. Quasi

probum sacere] 1. To advance any thing

nearer to perfection ; to raise from good to

better. Pope 1. To disprove. Wbilgiste.

To IMPRO VE. v. n. To advance in goodness.

Atterbury.

IMPROVEMENT, s. [from improve.] 1. Me

lioration; advancement from good to better.

Tilhlson. 2. Act of improving. Addison. 3.

Progress from good to better. Addison. 4. In

struction ; edification. Sontb. 5. Effect of me

lioration. Sontb.

IMPRO VER. / [from improve ] 1 . One that

makes himself or any thing else better. Claren.

Pope 2 Any thing that meliorates Mortim.

IMPROVsDED. a. [improvifui. Lat] Unfore

seen; unexpected; unprovided against. Spenser.

IMPROV[DENCE./.[sromin/./TO/V«r.]Want

of forethought; want of caution. Hale.

1MPROVI DENT a. [improvidut, Lat. ^Want-

ing forecast ; wanting careto provide. Clarend.

IMPRO VIDENTLY. adv [from improvident.]

Without forethought ; without care. Donne.

IMPRO VISION /. [in and provision.] Want

of forethought. Brovjn.

IMPRU DENCE./[n»/./W««,Fr. impruden-

tia. Lat.] Want of prudence ; indiscretion ;

negligence ; inattention to interest.

IMPRUDENT, a [imprudent, Fr. imprudent,

Lat] Wanting prudence ; injudicious ; in

discreet ; negligent Tillotson.

IMPUDENCE. 7 /. [impudence, Fr. impuden-

l MPUDENC Y. i tia, Lat] Shamelessnels ;

immodesty. Sbakesp. K. Charles.

IMPUDENT, a [impuJent,Fr imprudent,Ltt.]

Shameless ; wanting modesty. Dryden

I MPUDENTLY.adVffrom iw*»^<./.]Shame-

Iclly, without modesty. Sandys.

To IMPU'GN. v. a. [impugner, Fr. impugno,

Lat.] To attack j to assault. South.

IMPU'CNER. /. [from impugn.] One that at

tacks or invades.

1MPROPRIATION. /:[sromim/>r»^ria/r] An 1 IMPUI SSANCE./sFr] Impotence j inability ;

impropriaticn is properly Ib called when the 1 weakness; feebleness Bac-n.

church land is in the hands of a layman; andil'MPULSE / [impuljut, Lat.] 1 Communi-

an appropriation is when it is in the hands of

a bithop, college, or religious house. Aylisfc.

1MPROPRIA TOR. / [from impropriale] A

layman that has the possession o. the lands of

the chuich. Ayliffe

IMPROPRIETY./ [from improprint, Lat.]

Unfitnels ; unsuitablenel* ; inaccuracy; wa;it

of justness. Brown, Siaift.

IMPRO SPEROUS. a. [in anA profsenui] Un

happy un'ortunate , not successful. Hamm.

IMPRO il'EROUSLY. adv. [irom improspei

out.] Unhappily; unsuccessfully ; with ill for

tune. Boyle.

IMPROVABLE, a. [from /'m^ru ^Capable of

catcdi'oice; lh^ effect of one body acting up

on another. Smth. a. Influence acting upon

the mind j motive; idea. Locke. 3 Hostile

imprcili~n Prior.

IMPULSION./, [impulsion, Fr.] 1 . The agen

cy of body in moiton upon body. Bacon, a.

Influence operating upon the mind Milton.

IMPULSIVE, a. [imfulsif, Fr.] Hiving the

power of impulse ; moving ; impellent South.

IMPUNITY. /. [iinpnmte, Fr.J Freedom from

punishment ; exemption horn punishment.

Djziet.

IMPU'KE. a. [izopnrm. Lat] 1. Contra"; to

sanctity ; unhallowed j unholy. Donnt. 1.

E e e L ;■-,.'. .-
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Vnchaste. Addison. 3. Feculent; sotat with

extraneous mixtures; drossy.

1MPU RELY. adv. [from impure] With im

purity.

IMPURF.NESS ? / impuritai. Lat. from im-

IMPU'RITV. S p*rt] I. Wtntof sanctity;

want ofholiness a. Act of unchaftity Attcrb.

3. Feculent admixture. Aibuthntt.

To IMPU RPI.E. «. a [empiurprer, Fr. from

purple.] To make red ; 10 colour as with pur

ple. Milten.

IMPU TABLE, a. [from impute.] I. Charge

able upon any one. Scuth. t. Accusable;

chargeable with a fault. Ayliffe

IMPU'TABLF.NESS./ [from imputable] The

quality ot being imputable. Norris.

IMPUTATION. /. [imputation, Fr. from im-

p*te.) 1. Attribution of any thing; gene

rally of ill. Dryden. 1. Sometimes of good.

Shaktfp. 3. Censure ; reproach. Addijcn.

4- Hmt; reflection. Shaktfp.

IMPUT A T1VE. a. [from impute.] That which

may impute. Ainfveerth.

To IMPUTE v. t. [imputer, Fr. impute, Lat.]

1 To charge upon; to attribute: generally

ills sometimes good. Temple. *. To reckon

to one what does not properly belong to him

Milieu.

IMPU'TER./ [srem impute.] He that imputes

IN. prep, [in Lat.] 1. Noting the place where

any thing is present Fairfax. 1. Noting the

state present at any time Smalridge. 3. Noting

the time. Lecie. 4. Noting power Spenser.

5. Noting proportion. Swift. 6. Concerning

Lrckc. 7. For the sake. A solemn phrase

Dryden. 8. Noting cause. SbaZefp. 9. In

that. Because. Shake/p. 10. In as much.

Since ; seeing that, linker.

IN. adv. I. Without some place; not out.

South. 2. Engaged to any asi'air. Daniel. 3.

Placed in some Hate. Pope. 4.. Noting en

trance. Woodward. 5. Into any place. Ccl

tier. 6. Close; home. Tat/er.

IN has commonly in composition a negative or

private lente. in before r is changed into r ;

I'Jlore / into I; aud into n before some other

conlbnants.

INABI'LITY./ [/■ and ability.] Impuissince ;

impotence; want of power. Hieker.

INABSTINENCE./ [im and abstinence. ] In

temperance ; want ot power to abjlain. Milton.

INACCESSIBLE, a. [im.icceffible, Fr. im and

accessible.] Not to be reached; not to be ap

proached. Ray

INACCUR \L V./. [from imactmratt.] Want o!

exactness.

INACCURATE, a. [in and accurate.] Not

exact ; not accurate.

INACTION./ [inaUbn, Fr.] Cessation from

lai>.jur ; torbeai irce ol labour. Pipe.

INACTIVE, a. Not busy ; cot diligent ; idle;

ind->ient: sluggish.

INACTIVELY. o»V [from ir.i.live.] Icily;

without labour; sluggiftlv. Locke.

1NACTI VITY. / [in and a3:vitj.] Idleness ;

rest; siuggislir.e.'s.' Regiri.

INADEQUATE, o. [/• and ada-qnatui, Lat'.l

Not equal to the purpose ; defective. Letke-

INADEQUATELY, adv. [from inadequate]

Defectively ; not completely. Beyle.

INADVERTENCE. 7 / [inadvertence, Fr.]

INADVERTENCY. J 1. Carelessness ; neg

ligence ; inattention. Seutb. 1. Act or effect

of negligence. Gov. ef the Tongue

INADVE RTENT. a. [in and advertenj, Ut.]

Negligent; careless.

INADVERTENTLY. aaV[from inadvertent]

Carelessy ; negligently. Ctarijfa.

INALIENABLE, a. [in and alienable] That

cannot be alienated.

INALIME'NTAL. a. [in and aRmental] Af

fording no nourishment. Bacon.

INAM1 SS1BLE. a. [inamijjible, Fr.] Not to br

loft. Hammond

INANE a. [inanit, Lat.] Empty ; void. L:cke.

To INA NrMATE. v. a. [in and a»i»r«, Lat.]

To animate 1 to quicken. Denne.

INA'NIMATE. ? a [iuanimatm. Lat] Void

INA'NIMATED. jf of life; without anima

tion. Bacon, Bentley, Pope.

INANITION. /. [inanition, Fr.].Emptiness of

body ; want of fulness in the vessels of the

animal Arbuthnot.

INA'NITY. / [from inanit, Lat.] Emptiness;

void space. Dieby.

1NAPPETENCY. /. [<« and appetentia, Lat.J

Want of stomach or appetite.

INA PPLICABLE. a. [i» and applicable.] Nos

lo be put to a particular use.

INAPPl.ICATION./. [imapplicatiem, Fr.] In

dolence; negligence.

IN A R ABLE, a [in and are, Lat.] Not capable

ot tillage. Did.

To INA'RCH. v. a. [in and arch.] Inarching ii

a method of grafting, called grafting by ap

proach. This method of grafting is uled when

the tlock and the tree may be joined : take the

branch you'would inarch, and, having fitted

it lo that part ot the Hock where you intend to

join it, pare away the rind ami wood on one

fide about three inches in length : after the

lame manner cut the stock or branch in the

place where the grat is to be united, so that

they may join equally together that ihe sap

may meet; then cut a little tongue ui>warr">

in the grait, and make a notch in the ttc-ck to

admit it ; lo that, when they are joined, the

tongue will prevent their slipping. In this

manner they are to remain about soar months

in which tirne they will be sur'kicntly nn t>->l.

The eperation tx always performed in Ar»ni ur

May, andhcommonly prictifedupon oranges,

myrtles, jasmines, walnuts, firs, and pine*.

Miller.

INARTICULATE, a. [inarticulate, Fr. i> .id

articulate.] Not uttered with distinctness I fee

that osihe syllables o! human speech C«-T.v».

INARTICCLATKLY. adv. [from tu,n»

late.\ Not distinctly.

INART! CULATCNESS./Jfrom mart.. .• '.- -)

Cor. : »<
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Confusion of sounds; want of distinctness in

pronouncing.

INARTIFICIAL, a. [<« and artificial] Con

trary to art Decay of Piety.

INARTIFI'ClALLY,adV [from inartificial']

Without art ; in a manner contrary to the

rules of art. Oilier.

INATTE'NTlON/.[<»a//«i*»», French.] Dis

regard; negligence; neglect. Rogers.

INATTE'NTIVE. a. [in and attentive.] Care

less ; negligent ; regardless. Watts.

INAU'DIBLE. a. [in and audible.] Not to be

beard ; void of sound. Shake/p.

To INAU'GURATE.f.a. [iuaugun, Lat] To

consecrate; to invest with a new office by so

lemn rites. Wotton.

INAUGURATION./. [<»a*£«rafM»,Fr. inau-

guro. Lat. ] Investiture by solemn rites. Hcwcl.

INAURATION./ [inanre, Lat.] The act of

gilding or covering with gold. Arbuthnot.

INAUSPICIOUS, a. [in and auspicious.] Ill

omened; unlucky; unfortunate Crasbava.

INBE'ING. / [m and being.] Inherence; in=

separableness Watts.

I'NBORN. a. [in and beru ] Innate ; implanted

by nature. Dryden.

INBRE'ATHED. a. [in and breath] Inspired ;

infused by inspiration. Milton.

I'NBRED. a. [in and bred.] Produced within ;

hatched or generated within. Milton.

To INCA GE. v. a. [in and ca re. J To coop up;

to shut up; to confine in a cage, or any nar

row space. Shakejp.

INCALE SCENCE.7 / [inca'.efco. Lat.] The

INCALE'SCENCY. J state of growing warm;

warmth; incipient heat. Ray.

INCANTATION./ [incantation, Fr.] En

chantment. Raleigh.

INCA'NTATORY. a. [from incanto, Lat]

Dealing by enchantment; magical. Brcipn.

To INCA'NTON. v. a. [in and canton] To

unite to a canton or leparate community

Addison.

INCAPABI'LITY. 7 s[(romincapable] In-

lNCAPABLENESS. i ability natural; dis

qualification legal. Suckling.

INCAPABLE, a. [incapabtV, Fr.] 1. Wanting

power ; wanting understanding; umble to

comprehend, learn, or understand Shakejp.

I. Not able to receive any thing. Clareshn.

3. Unable ; not equal to any thing Slake/p.

4. Disqualified by law. Sviist.

INCAPA'CIOUS. a. [in anil capacious.] Nar

row ; of small content. Bnrnet.

INCAPA'CIOUSNESS/ [from incapacious.]

Narrowness ; want of containing space.

To INCAPA'ClTATE.ti.a. [imnd capacitate.]

1. Todifable; to weaken. Clarissa. 2. To

difquali y. Arbuthnot.

INCAPACITY./, [incapacity Fr.] Inability;

want of natural power; want o; power of

body; want of coruprebensivenelt of mind.

Arbuthnot

To INCA RCLRATE.f. a. [incarceri, Lat.]

To imprison ; to confine. Harvey.

INCARCERATION. / [from incarcerate.]

Imprisonment; confinement.

To INCA'RN. v. a. [income, Lat.] To cover

with flesh. Wiseman.

To INCA'RN. v.n. To breed flesh. Wiseman.

To INCA'RNADINE. v. a. [incarnaiino, pale'

red, Iial.J To dye red. This word I find on

ly once. Shakesp.

To INCARNATE. v. a. [incomer, Fr.] To

cloath with flesh ; to embody with flesh. Milt.

INCARNATE, panic, a. [incarnat, Fr.]

Cloathed with flesh ; embodied in flesh.

Sanderson.

INCARNATION./ [incarnafht, Fr.] I . The

act of assuming body. Taylor, i. The state

of breeding flesh. Wiseman.

INCA RNAT1VE./ [incamatif, Fr.] A me

dicine that generates flesh Wiseman.

To INCA'SE. t . a. [in and case.] To cover ;

to inclose : to inwtap. Pope.

INCAU TIOUS. a. [in and cautious.] Unwary;

negligent; heedless. Keif,

INCAUTIOUSLY, adv. (from incautious. \

Unwarilv; hecdlcfly ; negligently. Arbuthnot.

INCE'NDIARY. /. [inccnliarius, from in.

cendo, Lat.] 1. One who sets houses or towns

on fire in malice or for robbery, a. One who

inflames factions, or promotes quarrels. King

Charles, Bentlry.

I'NCENSE./ [mcensnm, Lat. encent, Fr.] Per

fumes exhaled by fire in honour of some god

or goddess. Pricr.

To INCE NSE. v. a. [incensus, Lat.] To en

kindle to rage ; lo inflame with anger ;

to enrage; to provoke; to exasperate. Milton,

Dryden.

INCL'NSEMENT. / [from incense.] Rage;

heat; fury. Shake/p.

INCE NSION. / [incenfit, Lat.] The act of

kindling ; the state ot being on fire. Bac-.n.

INCE'NSOR. /. [Latin.] A kindler of anger \

an inflamer of passions. Hayward.

INCENSORY. / [from incense.] The ves

sel in which incense is burnt and offered.

Ainjvjorth.

INCliNTIVE./ [incentivum, Lat] t. Thy

which kindles. KingCbarlcs. 1. That which

provokes; thatwhichfencouiages; incitement;

motive; encouragement; spur. Addison.

INCENTIVE, a. Inciting; encouraging. De-

I cay cf Piety.

INCE'PTION./. [inetptio, Lat.] Beginning.

Bacon.

INCEPTIVE, a. [inceptivus, Lat.] Noting be

ginning. Locke.

INCE'PTOR./ [Lat.] A beginner; one who

is in his rudiments.

INCERATION./ [intern, Lat.] The act of

coveting with wax.

INCERTITUDE. /. [incertitude, French;

incertitude, Latin.] Uncertainty ; doubtlul-

ness.

E e e a INCESSANT.
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INCESSANT. a. [in and ctffant, Lit.] Un

ceasing*, unintermitted; continual; uninter

rupted, tcpe.

INCE'SSANTLY. adv. [fromr'»«/----;.]With-

out intermission; continually. Addtjan.

I NCEST./ [inccste, Fr inccjlum, Lit. J Unna

tural and criminal conjunction ot persona with

in degrees prohibited. Sl:ake(p.

INCE'STUOUS. a [incejluenx, FrJ Guilty cf

incest - guiity o' unnatural cohabitation.&s/£>

INCESTUOUSLY. adv. [from mcejhtns.]

With unnatural love. Dryden

INCH./ [incc. Sax. nncia, Lat] I. A mea

sure of length supposed equal to three grains

of barley laid end to end; the twelfth part ol

afoot. Haider, a. A provetbial name for a

small quantity. Donne. 3. A nice point ol

time. Sbakejp.

To INCH. v. a [from the noun] 1. To drive

by inches. Dryden. 2, To deal out by inches ;

to gtve sparingly. Ainswertb.

To INCH. v. n. To advance or retire a little at

a time.

INCHED, a [with a word of number before

it.] Containing inches iu length or breadth.

Shake]/,.

INCHPIN. /. Some of the inside of a deer.

Ain/wtrlb.

fNCHMEAL./ [inch and meal.] A piece ol

an inch sing. Sbakesp.

Tol'NCHOATE.t-. a. [inebee, Lat] To be

gin ; to commence. Raleigh.

INCHOATlON /. [inc'ieatm, Lat.] Inception;

beginning. Hale.

I NCHOATIVE. a. [incbeativns, Lat.] Inccp

live; noting inchuation or beginning.

To INCI DE. v.a. 1 from /Wi/e, to cut, Lat.j

Medicines incide which consist of pointed and

sharp piracies ; by which the panicles of o-

ther bodits are divided. Qumry

INCIDENCE ? s. [made, to (all, Latin ■ in-

1NCIDENCY.J cidence, Fr.] 1. The direc

tion with which one body strikes upon ano

ther; and the. angle made by thai line, and

the pLne Ihuck upon, is called the angle ol

incidence. ii^umiy. *z. [Incident, Lat.] Acci

dent; hap j casualty Sbakejp.

INCIDENT, a. [incident, French; incident,

Lat.j 1. Casual ; fortuitous; occasional; hap

pening accidentally; failing in beside the main

design. IVatts. 1. Happening ; apt to hap

pen. South.

INCIDENT./ [incident, Fr ] Something hap

pen ng betide the main design ; casualty Dry.

INCIDENTAL, a Incident; casual) happen-

' ing by chance. Miltzn,

INCIDENTALLY, adv. [from incidental.,

Reside the main design; occasionally. Sandetj

I'NCIDENTLY. adv. [from incident.] Occasi

onally; by the bye; by the way. B.tcon.

To I NCI N ERATE. v a. yin and cinerei, Lat.j

To burn to alhc:-. Ilarvey.

KJCrNERvi'ION./ [incineration, Fr ] The

aJ 01 burning any thing to alhes Beyle.

■IN'CIRCliMEs'ECTION. / [in am: ctreum-

speclion.] Want of caution ; want of heed.

Breton

INCI'SED. a. [incism, Lat] Cut; made by

cutting. Wiseman.

INCISION./, [incisun, Fr.] t. A cut ; a wound

made with a sharp instrument. Smth. a. Di

vision of viscosities by medicines. Bacen.

INCI'SIVE. a. [ineijif, French; from incism.

Lat] Having the quality of cutting or divid

ing. Beyle.

INCISOR./ [inciser. Lat.] A cutter; a tooth

in the forepart of the mouth.

INCI SORY.a. [inciseire, Fr jHaving the qua

lity of cutting.

INCI'SURE.y. [incisura, Lat.] A cut j in a-

perture. Denham.

INCITA'TION./. [i»0(a;>VLat.] Incitement ;

incentive; motive; impulse Brvwn.

To INCITE, v. a. [incite, Lat] To stir up; to

pulh forward in a purpose ; to animate ; to

, Ipur; to urge on S^vist.

INCITEMENT s. [fiom incite.] Motive; in

centive; impulse i inciting power. Milten.

INCIVIL. a. [incivil, Fr.) Unpo|i(hcd.

INCIVILITY./ [mciv.lit, Fr.] I. Want of

courtesy; rudeness. TJUtJcm a. Act of rude

ness. Tayler.

INCLEMENCY. / [iniUmentia, Lat,] Un-

mcrcifulnes; cruelty; severity ; hartnels ;

roughness. Dryden.

INCLEMENT, a. [in and clemens, Lat.] Un-

merciul; unpityiog j void ot unoerntls j

harsh Milten.

INCLINABLE.a [inclinabilii, Lat.] \l Hav

ing a propensionot will ; favourably diipofed;

willing. Hrsker. l. Having a tendency.Bentley.

INCLINATION./ [inclinatim, Fr inclinarir,

Lat.j 1 . Tendency towards any point. A'-rts/.

z. Natural aptoes . AdJisn. 3 Propensi-on

os mind; favourable disposition. Chrendzn. 4.

Love; affection. Dryden. 5. Disposition of

mind Shakefp. 6. The tendency ot the mag

netical needle to the East or West. 7. [In

pharmacy.] The act by which 1 cleat liquor

is poured off by only stopping the vessel, ;$[■**.

INCLINATORY. a [from incline ] Having a

quality of inclinipg to one or other. Br.-c*. -

INCI, I MATORILY adv. (from inelnattry ]

Obliquely ; with inclination to one tide or the

other. Bi :<wn.

To INCLl'NE. v. n. [incline, Lat.] 1. To benrJ;

to lean; to tend towards lny part. i?«a»e. a.

To be favourably disposed to-, to feel cicirv.

b -ginning. Sbakejp.

T.i INCLINE, v a. 1. To give a tendency or

direction to any place or state. Milten. a. To

turn, the desire towards any thing. 3. To

bend; to incurvate. Dryden.

I'o INCLIP. v. a [in models.] To grasp-, to

inclose ; tn surround. Sbakejp.

To INCLOISI'ER. v- a. \m and chifttr.] To

shut up in a cloister.

To INCLOUD. -j. a. [in and.<-/.«</.] To J«r-

ken j to obscure. Sbakejp.

To INCLUDE.-/, a [injnjt, Lit] I. To in
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doses to (hut. i. To comprise ; to compre

hend. Bacon.

INCLUSIVE, a. [inclnfif, Fr.] I. Inclosing;

; incircling Shakesp. i. Comprehended in the

snm or number. S^iift.

INCLUSIVELY, adv. [from inch/mt.] The

thing mentioned reckoned into the account

HeUer.

INCOAGULABLE, a. [in and coagulablc.] In

capable os concretion.

INCOEXISTENCE. / \in and coexistences

The quality of not existing together. Locke

INCOG, adv. [corrupted by mutilation from in

ccgmte, Lat J Unknown ; in private. Aidijon

INCOGITANCY./. [incogitantia, Lat] Want

of thought. Beyle.

INCO'GITATIVE. a. [in and cogitative.]

Wanting the power of thought. Locke.

INCOGNITO, adv. [inengmitnt, Lat.] In a

• stale of concealment Frier.

INCOHERENCE. If [in and coherence.] I.

INCOHE'RENCY. j Want of connection ; in

congruity ; in consequence ; wan: ut depen

dance of one part upon another, facie. z

Want of cohesion ; looseness ot mate;. al parts

Boyle.

INCOHERENT, a [in and coherent] 1. In

consequential-, inconsistent Loc e. z Wilh-

out cohesion ; lcote kVeoJ-zcard.

INCOHERENTLY adv. [from incoherent]

Inconsistently : inconsequentially. Broome.

INCOLU MITY. / [molnmitai. Lat.] Saivty

security. Hovjel

INCOMBUSTIBILITY. /. [from incombust.

• h/e. | The quality of resisting sue. Ray.

INCOMBUSTIBLE, a. [incimbnstible, Fr.] Not

to be consumed by tire rVi'ktnt.

INCOMBU'STIBLENESS./ [horn incembnsti

h!e ) The quality of not being waited by fire

I'NCOME. /. ['ii and cam/.] Revenue ; pru-

■ duce of anv thing. South.

INCOMMENSURABl LITY. / [from imam-

mensurable.] The stale of one thing with re

spect tto another, when they cannot be com

pared by any common mealure.

INCOMMENSURABLE, a. [in, cen, and men

furabi'.it. La'.] Not to be reduced lo any mea

sure common to both.

sNCOMMENSUKATE. a. [in, cen, and <ncn-

fnra, Lat.] Not admitting one common mea

sure. M,re, HiUer.

To INCOMMO DATE. 7 v. a. [incommtdo,

To INCOMMO DE. J Lat ] To be incon

venient to; 10 hinder or cn.batrais without

very great injury. Woo-iivard.

INCOMMODIOUS, a [incimmodmi, Lai] In

convenient j vexatious without great mischief.

Ikoker.

INCOMMO DIOUSLY. adv. [Uom incommodi

ous.) Inconveniently; not al ease.

INCOMMO DIOUSNESS. / [from itcommsdi-

ens ] Inconvenience Bm net.

INCOMMO'DITY./ \incommediic, rr ] Incon-

- venience ; trouble. rVotten.

INCOMMLNICABI'LITY. / [from inemmu-

nicahle.] The quality of not being impartible.

INCOMMU NIC ABLE. «.[/«iMm«»!!Va*/.-,Fr.]

I. Not impartible ; not to be made the com

mon right, property, or quality of more than

one. Stilimgfieet. %. Not to be expressed ;

not lo be told South.

INCOMMUNICABLY. adv. [from incommu

nicable] In a manner not lo be imparted or

communicated Halfwill.

iNCOMMU N1CATING a. [in and communi

cating] Having no intercourse with each o-

thcr. Hale.

INCOMPACT. \ a. [in and compared.]

INCOMPA'CTED. J Not joined ; not coher

ing. Boyle.

INCOMPARABLE.o [incomparable,Vt.] Ex

cellent above compare \ excellent beyond all

competition. Sidney, Dryden.

INCOMPARABLY. <i,/ti.'["rom incomparable.]

I. Be; ond compa/ison j without competition.

Hooker. 1. Excellently ; to the highest de

gree. Addt[on.

1NCOMPASSIONATE. a [in and ternsas-

sionale ] Void of pity.

INCOMPATIUI LITY. / [in and compel,,

Lat. J Inconsistency of one thing with another.

Hale.

INCOMPATIBLE, [/'-.and compete. Lat] In

consistent with something: el"-", such as cannot

subsist or cannot be p .iTeiTcd together with

something else. Suckl Hammond.

INCOMPATIBLY, adv. [n«m incompatible]

Inconsistently.

1NCOMPETENCY / [incompetence, Fr.] In

ability ; want of adequate ability or qualinca*

lion.

INCOMPETENT. [i» and competent.] Not

suitable ; not ad.quate ; nut proportionate.

Dryden.

INCO'MPETENTLY adv [ftomincompelcnt]

Unsuitably ; unduly.

INCOMPLr-V VE a. [in and complete.] Not per

fect ', not finished Hooker.

INCOMPLETENESS. / [from incomjlete.]

Imperfection-, unfinished (late Boyle.

INCOMPLl ANCE. s.\in and compliance.] I.

Uniractabltness ; impracticablenclb ; contra

dictious tamper. Ttlktjon. 1. Re, ul'al of com

pliance. R'-gcrj.

.NCOMPOStD. a. [in and composed] Diftuib-

ed ; discomposed , disordered. Hi<we!.

■ NCOMPOSSIPl LITY./ [from mcompojsibli]

Quality o! ceing not possible but by the nega

tion or destruction ot something. i\lore.

INOMPOSSIBLE. a. [:n, eon, and pfilile.]

Not postiblc together.

INCOMPRtHENSitll LITY./ [incimprehn-

sibihtc', Vt. siom incempnhenjwlc] Uuconceiv-

aldenefs ; superiority to hun.an u vltrlt-iudijii*.

I.N'COMPREHE'NSIsiLt . a [ineunprelcrsibU;

Fr.] I. Not to be conceived; not to be .uily

understood. Hammond. 2. Not to o- coniaui-

cd. Hooker.

INCOMPREHENSIBLENESS./rsrominfSM-

frehenjible.] Uuconcei\ab!cueli. Hutu.

INCO-.-iPRE
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INCOMPREHENSIBLY, aiv [from incom

prehensible ] In a manner not to be conceived.

Locke.

INCOMPRESSIBLE, a. [incompressible, Fr.]

Not capable of being compressed into less

space. Cbeyne.

lNCOMPkliSSIBI'LlTY. /. [from incompressi

ble.]. Incapacity to be squeezed into less room

INCON'CURRING. a. [in and concur.] Not

concurring Brown*

INCONCE'ALABLE. a. [in and conceal] Not

to be Kid ; not to be kept secret. Brotun.

INCONCE IVABLE.o. [inconceivable, Fr.) In

comprehensible; not to be conceived by the

mind. Netvtgn.

INCONCEIVABLY, adv. [from inconceivable]

In a manner beyond comprehension. South.

INCONCE'PTIBLE. a [in and couceptible.]

Not '.o be conceived; incomprehensible; in

conceivable. Hale.

1NCONC LU DENT, a [in and stircWf«,Lat.]

Inferring no consequence. Aylifse.

INCONCLUSIVE, a. [i» and exclusive] Not

enforcing any determination os the mind , not

trxhihitirg ct^gent evidence.

INCONC L U SIVELY. adv. [from inconclusive]

Without any such evidence at. determines the

understanding;.

INCONCLU SI VENESS./ [from inconclusive]

Want osratioiui cogency. Locke.

INCONCO CT. ? a. [in and conceH] Un-

1NCONCO CTED J ripened ; immature.Wa/e.

1NCONCOCTION. / [from incencoil.] The

state of being indigested. Bacon.

INCONDITE, a. [incouditui, Lat.] Irregular;

rude } unpolished. Fbilipi.

INCOND1TIONAL. a. [in tac\ conditional ]

Without exception; without limitation Brown.

1NCOND1I ION ATE. a. [in mi condition.]

Not limited; not restrained by any conditions.

Boyle.

INCONFORM1TY./ [in and conformity] In

compliance with the practice ot others Hook.

lNCONFU'SiON/[i'n and confusion.] Distinct

nets. Bacon.

INCO'NCRUENCE /[/»and corrruenec.] Un-

fuitsblenefs ; want of adaptation. Boyle.

INCONGRUITY./ [innngrmit/, Er.] i.Un-

luitablencfs of one thing lo another. StillingJl.

1. Inconsistency ; inconsequence ; absurdity ;

impropriety. DryJen. 3. Disagreement of

parts; want of symmetry. Donne.

INCONGRUOUS, a. [inengr; Fr.] 1. Un

suitable ; net sitting. Stilungficet. a. Incon

sistent ; absurd.

INCONGRUOUSLY, adv. [from incongruous.]

Improperly; unfitly.

INCONNE'XEDLY. adv. [in and cennex. ]

Without any connexion or <k pendanec. Brot'jn.

INCONSCIONABLE. a. [in and conjcienaklc ]

Void of the sense of pood and evil. Spenser.

INCONSEQKNCE. /. [inconsequence, Fr. in-

ansrijnexlia, Lat. 1 !nconc!uuvc-ness ; want of

iuil inference. Sa/ling fleet.

INTO NSLQUENT.o. [in and consequent, Lit.]

'Without jut; conclusion' ; without regular in-

ference. Breton.

INCONSIDERABLE, a. [in and considerable.}

Unworthy os notice ; unimportant. Rogers.

INCONSl'DERABLENESS. /. [from inconsi

derable.] Small importance. Titlotfen.

INCONSIDERATE, a. [inconsideratui,Lu.] I.

Careless; thoughtless; negligent ; inattentive;

inadvertent. Donne, x. Wanting due regard.

Decay of Piety.

INCONSI DERATELY. adv. [from inconside

rate.] Negligently ; thoughtlessly. Addiftn.

INCONSI'DERATENESS: / [from inconside

rate.] Carelessness; thoughtlessness ; negli

gence Tillctfon.

INCONSIDERA TION./ [^consideration. Fr.]

Want of thought j inattention ; inadvertence.

TayUr.

INCONSI'STING. a. [in and consist.] Not con

sistent ; incompatible with. Dryden.

INCONSISTENCE ? / [from inconsistent.]

INCONSISTENCY J I. Such opposition as

that one proposition infers the negation of the

other } such contrariety that both cannot be

together. 2. Absurdity in argument or nar

ration ; aigument or aarrative where one par;

destroys the other. 3 Incongruity. Swift* 4.

Unsteadiness ; changeablencss,

INCONSISTENT, a. [in and consistent.] 1.

Incompatible ; not suitable ; incongruous.

Clarendon, a Contrary. Locke. 3. Absurd.

INCONSI STENTLY. adv. [from inconsistent.]

Absurdly ; incongruously; with self-contradic

tion.

INCONSOLABLE, a. [inconsolable, Fr. in and

console.] Not to be comforted ; sorrowful be

yond susceptibility of comfort. Fiddet.

INCONSONANCY. / ['» «°<* cnfi*e*tj]

Disagreement with itself.

INCONSPt CUOUS.o. [intac%censpicnent.] In

discernible ; not perceptible by the fight. Bcylt.

INCONSTANCY / [inctnstantia. Lat.] Un

steadiness ; want of steady adherence ; muta-

bility. Wccdtoard.

INCONSTANT, a. [inconstant, Fr. inemsiam,

Lat.] t. Not firm in resolution ; not steady in

affection. Sidney. 1. Changeable ; mutable;

variable. Sbakesp.

INCONSUMABLE, a. [in and consume] Not

to be wasted. Breton.

INCONSUMPTIBLE. a. Not to be spent ; not

to be brought to an end. Digby.

INCONTESTABLE, a. [iuciutestable,Fr] Not

to be disputed ; net admitting debate ; uucoo-

trovernble. Locke.

INCONTESTABLY «</v.[from incontestable ]

Indisputably ; uncontroverlibly.

INCONTI GUOUS. a. [in and cmtiguHu.) Not

touching each other ; not joined together./?**^*.

INCONTINENCE? /. [iuctntinrntia, La,.]

INCONTINENCY. J Inability to re llraia the

appetites; unchastity. Milton.

INCONTINENT. a.[inctntinent, Lat.] a. Un

chaste ( indulgiag unlawful pleasure.] a. Ttmt.

1. Shunning delay ;■ immediate. Sbakesp.

INCONTINENTLY. a.V [si em r«»»u,t.J

I, Uafluflci; ■«
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I. Unchastcly; without restraint of the ap

petites. 2. Immediately ; at once. An ob

solete fense. Spenser.

INCONTROVERTIBLE, a. [in and centro-

vertible.] Indisputable; not to be disputed.

INCONTROVE'RTIBLYW«.[fTomi»o<i/r9-

vertible.] To a degree beyond controversy or

dispute. Brown.

INCONVE'NIENCE \ J. [inconvenient, Fr.]

lNCONVE'NlENCY.J 1. Unfitness ; inexpe-

dience. Hooker, i. Disadvantage ; cause of

uneasiness; difficulty. Tillolson.

INCONVE'NIENT. a. [inconvenient, Fr.] I.

Incommodious ; disadvantageous. W. 2.

Unfit; inexpedient.

INCONVE'NIENTLY. aiv. [from inconveni

ent.] i. Unfitly; incommodiously. 2. Un

seasonably. Ainstvorth.

INCONVERSABLE, a. [in and converjab.'e.]

Incommunicative ; unsocial. Mart.

INCONVERTIBLE, a. [in and convertible.]

Not transmutable. Breton.

INCONVINCIBLE. a. [in and convincible.]

Not to be convinced

INCONVI'NClBLY.a<fo. [from inconvinciblc]

Without admitting conviction. Brawn.

INCO'NY a. [from ■■ and cann, to know.] I.

Unlearned; artless. 2. In Scotland it denotes

mischievously unlucky. Shake/p.

INCORPORAL. a. [in and ctrftral.] Imma

terial } distinct from rqatter j distinct from

body. Raleigh

tNCORVOR\l.lTY.s.[incorporalif', Fr.] Im

material ness.

INCORPORALLY. aiv. [from incorp:ral.]

Without matter.

To INCORPORATE, v. a [inrorporer, Fr.]

1. To mingle different intrredienrs so as they

strait make one mass. Bacon. 2 To conjoin

inseparably. Shahsp. 3. To form into a

corporation, or body politick. Care-zc. 4. To

unite ; to associate. Ailiijon. 5. .To embody.

Siiney, StiUinrsteet.

To INCORPORATE, v. n. To unite into one

mass. Byte.

INCORPORATE a. [in and corporate] Im

material ; unbodied. Raleigh.

INCORPORATION./ [inspiration, Fr.] 1.

Union oidivers ingredients in one mas. Bacan

2. Formation of a body politick, 3. Adopti-

, on ; union ; association. Hooker.

INCORPOREAL, a. [incerptralii. Lat incor-

porel, Fr. in and corporeal.] Immaterial ; un

bodied. Bacon, Bentlty.

INCORPO REALLY, aiv. [from incorporeal]

Immaterially. Bacon.

INCORPORE'ITY./ [in and corporeity] Im

materiality.

To INCORPSE. v. a. [in and corpse.'] To in

corporate. Shakesp.

INCORRE'CT. a. [in and c:rrcH ] Not nicely

finished ; not exact Pope.

INCORRECTLY, aiv. (.from incor'rcS! ] In

accurately ; not exactly.

INCORRECTNESS. J. [in and ctrreclnrse.]

Inaccuracy; want os examines;.

INCORRIGIBLE, a. [incorrigible, Fr ] Bad

beyond correction; depraved beyond amend

ment by any means. More.

INCORRI G1BLENESS / fsrom incorrigible.)

Hopeless depravity ; badness beyond all means

of amendment. Locke.

INCORRIGIBLY, aiv. [from incorrigible.]

To a degree of depravity beyond all means of

amendment. Rofcomman.

INCORRU PT. 7 a. [in and corrnptnt,Ltt.

1NCORRUPTED. J inctrrnmpn,Tc] 1. Free

from foulness or depravation. Milton. 2. Pure

of manners ; fionest; good.

INCORRUPTIBILITY. / [incerruptibilite,

Fr.] Insusceptibility of corruption ; incapacity

of decay. Haketvill.

INCORRUPTIBLE a. [incorruptible, Fr.]NoC

capable of corruption; not admitting decay.

Wake. '

INCORRU'PTION./ [incorruptitn, Fr] In

capacity of corruption. 1. Cor.

INCORRU PTNESS./ [in and corrupt] 1.

Purity of manners i honesty; integrity. Wooi.

2. Freedom from decay or degeneration.

To INCRA'SSATE, v. a. [in and craffm, Lat.]

To thicken; the contrary to attenuate. Breton,

Newton.

INCRASSATION / [from incraffate.] i.The

act ot thickening. 2. The state of growing

thick. Breton.

INCRA'SSATIVF./ [from incraffate.] Having

the quality of thickening. Harvey.

To INCREASE, v. n. [in tndcrejco, Lat.J To

grow more or greater. Prior.

To INCRE'ASE. v. a. To make more or great

er. Temple.

INCRE ASE. / [from the verb] 1. Augmen

tation ; the tlate of growing more or great

er. Pope. 2. Increment ; that which is added

to the original stock. 3. Produce Denham.

4- Generation. Shakesp. 5. Progeny. Pope.

6. The state of waxing. Bacon.

INCRE ASER. / [from increase.] He who

increases.

INCRKA'TED. a. Not created Cbeynt.

INCREDIBILITY./, [increiibilite, Fr ] The

quality of fur pa sling belief. Dryien.

INCREDIBLE, a. [increiibilii, Lat.] Surpas

sing belief; nnt lo be credited. Raleigh.

INCRE DIBLENF.SS./. [from increiible.] Qua

lity ot being not credible.

INCRE'DIBLY. aiv. [from increiible.] In a

manner not to he believed.

INCREDULITY./ [increinlite, Fr.] Quality

of not believing ; hardness of belief. Raleigh.

INCRE DULOL'S. a. [increinle,?r. increinki,

Lat.} Hardof belief; refusing credit. Bacon.

INCRE'DULOUSNESS. /. [from mcreinhnt.]

HardnelV of belief; incredulity.

INCRE'MABLE. a. [in and cremo, Lat.] Not

conlumable by sire. Breton.

INCREMENT/ [incrementum. Lat] I. Act

of growing greater. Brszon. 2 Increase ; caule

of proving more. W:aivtari. 3. Produce,

Philipi.

T.
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To VNCREPATE. v. a. [incrrpo. Lat] To enquiry; eximinition. Boyls.

chide; to reprehend. INDAGATOR./ [indagator. Lit.] A seirch-

INCREPA'TION. / [increpatio, Lat.) Repre-! er; and enquirer ; an examiner. Boyle.

hcnsion ; chilling. Hammond j To INDA'RT. v. a. [in and dart.] To dart in t

ToINCRUST. 7 v.a. [incrnsto, Lat.] To lo strike in Sbakesp.

To 1NCRU STATE, i cover with an additi- To INDE'BT. v. a. i. To put into debt. ft.

onal coat. Pipe. To oblige to put under obi ipation.

INCRUSTATION./ [incrustation, Fr ] An INDEBTED. participial a [«. and debt ] Ob-

ailherent coverings something superinduced. j liged by something received; bound to resti-

Addifon. tution; having incurred a dt-bt. Hooker.

To INCUBATE, v. m. [incubo, Lat] To sit INDECENCY. / [indecence, Fr.] Any thing

upon eggs. I unbecoming; any thing contrary to good

JNCUBA'TION. / [incubatlh, Fr. incubatie, I manners. Locke.

Lat ] The act ot fitting upon eggb to hatch INDECENT a. [indecent, Fr.] Unbecoming }

them. Raletghy Arbuthnot unfit for the eyes or ears. South.

INCUBUS./. [Latin) incube, Fr.] The night- INDECENTLY, adv. [from indecent.] With-

mare Flayer \ out dec-ncy ; in a manner contrary to decency.

To INCULCATE, v. a [tnculct, Lat] To INDECI DUOUS a. [in and deciduoui ] Not

impress by frequent admonitions. Brcune. falling; not shed. Btctvn

INCULCATION. / (from inculcate) The act INDECLINABLE, a. [mdeclinabilii, Lat.]Not

of impressing by frequent admoni ions. ' varied by terminations. A< buthnot.

INCULT. a. [mcnlte, Fr. inculiui. Lat] Un- INDECOROUS a . [i"*aW«,'Lil.] Indecent ;

cultivated; untilled. Themjon ' unbecoming. Norrii.

INCL'LPABLE. a. [in and culpabilt, Lat] INDECORUM /. (Latin ] Indecency; some-

Unblameable. Smth. I thing unbecoming.

1NCU LPABLY. adv [in and culpabln, Lat.] INDEED, adv. [in and deed.] i. In reality.

Unblameable. South

INCUMBENCY /. [from incumbent] '. The

• ct of lying upon another. ». The state of

keeping a btnehee. Swift.

INCUMBENT, a. [incumbent, Lat.] I. Rest

ing upon; lying upon. Boyle, ylJdjen x.

Imposed as a duty. Spratt

in truth; in verity Sidney, Spenser, x. Above

common rate. Dav.'ei. 3 Tbi^ is to be grant

ed that. Wake. 4. It is used sometimes aa

a flight assertion or recapitulation in a sense

batdly perceptible or explicable. TSryden 5.

It is used to note concession in comparisons.

Bacon

INCUMBENT, y. [incumbens,\M.] He who is INDEF.VTIGABLE a [indcfatigabilit, Lat ]

in preient possession of a benefice. Swft. I Unwearied; not tired; not exhausted by

To INCU'MBER. v. a. [exemirtr, Fr.] To' labiur Smth.

embarrass. Drydcn. jINDEFAl IG ABLY. tidv [from indefafgable.]

To INCUR v. a. [incurrt, Lat] 1. To be-' Without weariness. Drylen.

come liable to a puniilimer.t or reprehension. INDEFKCTIBI'LITY. J. (from iudrfecl'ble.]

Hayivard. i. To occur; to prcls on the j The quality of suffering no decay ; of being

senses. South. fub]< ci to no defect.

INCURABILITY, f. [incurab I te, Fr. f.om 1NDI.FI. CTIBLE. a. [in and defrclut, Lat.]

incurable.] Impossibility or cute. Harvey. J Unlading; not liable to de'ect 01 decay.

INCU'RABLE. a. [ir.cura'He, Fr.J Not ad- INDEFE ISIBLE. a. [iudefwjble, Fr ] Not to

mitting remedy ; not to be removed by me.

dicine; irremediable; hopeless. Sttuft.

INCU RABLENESS /. [trom incurable J State

01 n t admitting any cui e.

INCURABLY, adv. [from incurable] With

out remedy Liche.

INCU RIOUS. a. I in and cuntmi ] Negligent ;

inat entive. Derham.

INCURSION.y (,'rom <«r«rr«,Ljt.] 1. Attack;

be cut off; not to be vacated; irrevocable.

Decay of f-.ety.

INDEFE'NSIBLE. a. [in and defensum. Lat.]

What cannjt be defended or maintained.

Sanderson.

INDEFINITE, a. [indefinite, Lat.] 1. Not de

termined; not limited; n;*t Lttied Bactn. a.

Large beyond the comprehension ot" man,

though n'H absolutely without litn l- Spcflator.

mischievous occurrence. South, a. j Ir.cuisim, INDEFINITELY, adv. [from inJ-fu te J 1.

Fr.] Invasion without conquest. Bacon. Without any settled or determined limitation.

INCURVATION./ [from tncurvs, Lit.] 1. 1 Hooker. ». To 1 degree indefinite. Ray.

The act of bending or making crooked. G.anv.'' INUEFl'NITUDE. / [from mdefin tt.] Quan-

a. Flexion of the body in token ol revcience.

Si. lling fleet.

To INCU'RVATE. v. a. [incurve, Lat.] To

bend ; to crook. Cbryne.

INCLiRVITY.y.(:roir. ti.eumjmt. Lat.] Crook

edness; the state of bending inwurd. Rro*vjn

To INDAGATE. i>. a. [indago, Lat J To

tench ; lu beat our.

INL'AUATION.y [hom indurate.] Search;

tity not limited by our undei standing, though

vet finite. Hale.

INDLLI'BERATE. 7 a. [r* and deI berate.)

tNDELl BERATED J Unpremeditated; done-

withctit consideration. Brumhall.

INDELIBLE a \tndeVMii, Lit ] 1. Not to

be blotted out or essictd. (jay. i. Not to be

annulled. Spratt.

IN DELI-
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INDELICACY. / [in tad delicacy.) Want os'

delicacy ; want of elegant decency. Addison.

INDELICATE, a. [/.and delicate.] Warning

decency ; void of a qu ck sense of decency.

INDEMNIFICATION, s. [from indemnify.]

■ . Security against luss or penalty. z. Reim

bursement of loss or penalty.

To INDEMNIFY v. a. [in and damnify.] I.

To secure against loss or penalty, z. To main

tain unhurt Watts.

INDEMNITY./ [indemnile, Fr.) Security

from punishment ; exemption from punilh-

ment. King Charles.

To 1 N D E' NT. v. a. [in and dens, a tooth, Lat. )

To mark any thing with inequalities like a

row or teeth. IVoodmard

To INDE NT. v. n. (from the method ofcutting

counterparts of a contract together ] To con

tract ; to bargain ; to make a compact. Decay

of Piety.

INDENT./ I from the verb.] Inequality, in-

cisure; indentation. Sbakesp.

INDENTATION./ [in and dens. Lat. j An

indenture; waving in any figure. Woodward.

INDENTURE./ [from indent.] A covenant,

so named because the counterparts are indent

ed or cut one by the other. Ajcham.

INDEPENDENCE.? / [independance, Fr.]

INDEPENDENCY. i Freedom •, exemption

from reliance or control . state over which

none has power. Addison, Pipe.

INDEPENDENT. a. [independant,Ft.] I. Not

depending; not supported by any other; not

relying on another ; not controlled. Smth. z.

Not relating to any thing else, as to a superiour.

Bentley.

INDEPENDENT. / One who in religious

affairs hold that every congregation is a com

plete church. Sanderson.

tHDZ?F."tiVF.riTLY.adv. [ftom independent.]

Without reference to other things. Dryden

INDESE'RT / [in and desert.] Want o: merit.

Addison.

INDESINENTLY. adv. [indefnenter, Fr]

Without cessation. Say.

INDESTRUCTIBLE, a. [in and dcflrnaible.]

Not to be destroyed. Beyle.

INDETE'RMINABLE. a. [in and determina-

He.] Not to be fixed; not to be defined or

settled. Brrwn.

INDETE'RMINATE. a. [indetermini, Fr.]

Unfixed; not defined; indefinite. Newton.

INDETERMINATELY, adv. Indefinitely,

not in a settled manner. Breton.

INDETE'RMINED. a. [in and determined.]

Unsettled; unfixed. Locke.

INDETERM1NATION. (. [in and determina

tion] Want of determination. Bramhall.

INDEVOTION. / [indevetien, Fr.J Want of

devotion; irreligious. Decay if Piety.

INDEVOUT. a. [indevet, Fr.J Not devout j

not religious ; irreligious. Decay of Piety.

INDEX./ [Latin] i. The discoverer; the

pointer out. Arbnthnot. z. The hand that

feint* to any thing. Bentley. 3. The table

of contents to a book. Shakes/,

INDEXTE RITY. / [/. and dexterity] Want

of dexterity; want of readiness. Harvey.

INDIAN Arrow-reel. s. A root; a medicinal

plant; it being a sovereign remedy for curing

the bite of wasps, and expelling the poison of

the manchineel tree. This root the Indiana

apply to extract the venom of their arrows.

Miller.

INDIAN Cress. / [acriviota, Lat.] A plant.

Miller.

I'NDIAN Figs [epnntia,Ul.]\ plant. Miller.

INDI AN Reds A kind of mineral earth. Hill.

INDICANT, a. [indicant. Lat.] Showing;

pointing out ; that which diiects what is to be

done in any disease.

To I NDICATE. v. a. [indict, Lat] 1. To

show; to point out. z. [In phyfjck.] To point

out a remedy.

INDICATION. / [indication, Fr.] i.Mark)

token; sign; note; symptom. Addison. z.

[In physick 1 Indication is of tour kinds; vital,

preservative, curative, and palliative, as it

directs what is to be done to continue life,

cuniag off the cause of an approaching distem

per, curing it whilst it it actually present,

or lessening its effects. Qnncy. 3. Discovery

made; intelligence given. Bentley.

INDICATIVE, a. [indicative, Lat ] 1. Shew

ing ; informing ; pointing out. a [lo gram

mar] A certain modification of a verb, tx-

prrffin? affirmation or indication. Clarke.

INDICATIVEI.Y. adv. [from ndicative ] In

such a manner as (hows or betokens. Grew.

To INDICT. See Indite, and its indicatives.

INDI'CTION. / [indiclion, Fr. indict, Lat.]

I. Declaration; proclamation. Bactn. z. [In

chronology.] The indiaion, instituted by Con-

stsntine the great, is properly a cycle of tri

butes, orderly disposed, for fifteen years, and

by it accounts of that kind were kept. Af

terwards, in memory of the great victory ob

tained bf Coostantine over Mezentius, 8 Cat.

Oct. 31Z, by which an intire freedom waa

given to Christianity, the council of Nice, for

the honour of Constantine, ordained that the

accounts of years should be no longer kept by

the Olympiads; but that the indiaien should

be made use of, which hath its epocha, A. D.

313. Jin. t.

INDIFFERENCE 7 / [indifference, Fr.] I.

INDIFFERENCY.jT Neutrality; suspension;

equipoise or freedom from motives on either

side. Locke, z. Impartiality. rVbitfiJt. 3.

Negligence ; want of affection ; unconcern-

edness. Addison. 4. State in which no moral

or physical reason preponderates. Hooker.

INDI FFERENT. a. [indifferent. Ft. indiffe

rent. Lat] 1. Neutral; not determined to

either side. Addissn z. Unconcerned; inat

tentive j regardless. Temple. 3. Not to have

such difference as that the one is for its own

lake preferable to the other Davits. 4. Im

partial ; disinterested. Afcham, Daviet. 5.

Passable i having mediocrity; of a middling

F f I state.
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fttte. Rescsmmo*. 6. In the same sense it

hit the force of an adverb. Shakesp.

INDI FFERENTLY. adv. [inJ,ferenter,Ltt]

I. Without distinction ; without preference.

Newton. 2. In a neutral state; without wish

or aversion. Shakesp. 3. Not well ; tolerably ;

passably ; middlings. Camp.

INDIGENCE. I J. [indigence, Fr. indige.tia,

1 NDIGENCY. J Lat] Want; penury; pover

ty. Burnet.

INDIGENOUS, a. [indigent, Fr. indigena.

Lat.] Native 10 a country. Arbnthnot.

INDIGENT, a. [indigent, Lat.] 1. Poor;

needy; necessitous. Addison. 2. In want,

wanting, Philips. 3. Void; empty. Bacon

1NDIGEST. 7 a. [mdigcste, French; indi-

1NDIGESTED J geftnt. Lat J 1. Not sepa

rated into distinct orders Raleigh, 2. Not

formed, or shaped. Shakesp 3 Not well con

sidered and methodised. Hatter. 4. Not con

cocted in the stomach. Dryd. 5. Not brought

to suppuration. Wiseman.

INDIGESTIBLE, a. [from/a and digestible.}

Not conquerable in the stomach. Arbnthnot.

INDIGESTION./ [indigestion, Fr.] The state

ot meats unconcocted. 'Temple.

To INDIGITATE. v. a. [indigitt, Lat.] To

point out ; to show. Brown.

1NDIG1TATION./ [from indigitate] The

ait os pointing out or showing. Mere.

INDI'GN. o.[indigne,Fr. indignnt, Lat.] 1

Unworthy; undeserving. Bacon. 2. Bringing

indignity. Shakejp.

INDI ONANT. a. [indgnant, Lat.] Angry ;

raging; inflamed at once with anger and dis

dain. Arbnttnft.

lUDlGtiATlON.s.[indignaticn,Vr.indignatie,

Lat.] 1 . Anger mingled with contempt or dis

gust. Clarendon. 2. The anger of a superiour

I Kingi. 3. The effect of anger. Shakefp.

INDIGNITY./ [indignilat, from indignnt.

Lat.] Contumely ; contemptuous injury ; vio

lation of right accompanied vyi'h insult. Hotke.

INDIGO. s.[md:cnm. Lat] A plant, by the

Americans called anil, used in dying, for a

blue colour. Miller.

JNDIRE'CT. a. [iW:rrtfi<j,Lat.] Not straight;

not rectilinear. 1. Not tending otherwise

than collaterally or consequentially to a point.

Shakesp. 3. Not fair; not honest. Daniel.

INDIRE CTION. / [in and «7r*<9»«.] 1. Ob

lique mtans; tendency not in a straight line.

Shakejp. 1. D.flijnest practice. Shakefp.

INDIRECTLY, adv. [from indirejt.) 1. Not

in a right line; obliquely. 2. Not <n express

terms.Brecme 3. Unfairly ; not rightly. Tayt.

INDIRECTNESS./ [in and «Vr»<9«/i.] 1.

Obliquity. 2. Lrnfairness.

INDISCERNIBLE, a. [in and discernit le.]

Not perceptible ; no; discoverable. Dcnham.

JtVDISCE RNIBLY. adv. [from injifetrnitk.]

In a manner not to be perceived.

(NDISCERPTIBI.E. a. [in and discerptiblc]

Not to be separated ; incapable oi btin^ broLcn

ps destroyed by dissolution of paru. '

IND1SCERPTIBI LITY. /. [from iniisetrpu.

hie.]. Incapability of dissolution.

INDISCO'VERY. / [in and discovery,] The

state of being hidden Brown-

INDISCREET, a. indisertt, Fr.] Imprudent;

incautious; inconGdeiate; injudicious Spenser.

INDISCREETLY, adv. [from indiscreet. }

Without prudence. Sandyt.

INDISCRETION . s.[indiscrctien,Fr.] Impru

dence ; rashness; inconsidcraiion. Hayward.

INDISCRIMINATE.a \indiscritn.natni,V.\iJ\

Undistinguifhable ; not maiked with any note

of distinction.

INDISCRIMINATELY adv. [from indi/cri,

mmate] Without distinction.

INDISPENS<VBLE a [Fr ] Not to be remit-

ted; not to be spared ; necelsary Wtodward.

INDISPE'NSABLENESS./ [from indi.penfa-

ble.) State of not being to be spared ; necessity.

INDISPENSABLY, adv. [from mdispenjabU ]

Without dispensation; without remission ; ne

cessarily. Addison.

To INDISPOSE, v. a [indsposer, Fr.] 1. To

make unfit. With fir. Atttrbnry. %. To dis

incline ; to make averse. With to. S:utb. 3.

To disorder; to disqualify for its proper func

tions. Glanvil/e. 4 To disorder slightly with

regard to health. Walton. 5. To make un

favourable. With towards. C'arendon.

INDISPOSEDNESS.y [from indisposed ]State

ofuufitnel's or disinclination) depraved state.

Decay os Piety.

INDISPOSITION./, [indisposition, Fr] 1.

Disorder of health; tendency 10 sickness,

Hayward. 2. Disinclination; dislike Hooker.

INDISPUTABLE, a. [m and diipntabU.] Un-

controvertible ; incontestable. Rogert.

INDISPU TABLENESS/.|from mdispntabU.]

The state of being indisputable ; certainty.

INDISPUTABLY adv. [siom indisputable.]

I. Without controversy; certainly. Brown. 1.

Without opposition. Hcnvtl.

INDISSO LVABLE. a. [in and dfolvable.] 1.

Indissoluble; not separable as to its parts.

Newton, a. Not to be broken ; binding for

ever Aylssc.

INDISSuLLBl'LITY. / [ind-folnbilite, Fr.]

Resistance of a dissolving power; firmnels j

stablenefs. Locke.

INDISSOLUBLE, a. [indisolnble, Fr. inisst-

InbiUt, Lat.] 1. Resisting all separation of

its parts j firm; stable. Boyle t. Binding

for ever ; subsisting lor ever. Hooker.

INDI'SSOI.UBLENESS. / [from indsso'nble]

Indissolubility ; resistance to separation of parts.

Hale.

IND1SSOLUBLY adv. [from indissoluble. 1.

In a manner resisting all separation Boyle, 1,

For ever obligatorily.

INDISTINCT, a. [iudstinc7,Vr.] t.Not plainly

maiked; confused. Dryden. 2. Notcxactly

dilcerning Shakejp.

INDIST1 NCTION. / [from indstinS.] 1.

Confusion ; uncertainty. Brrvtn. 2. Omission,

of discrimination. Spratt,
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INDISTINCTLY, adv. [from inJjfiUa.) i.

Confusedly; uncertainly . Ntwton. 1. With

out being distinguished. Brown

INDISTINCTNESS./. [from/W//?,^.] Con-

fusion ; uncertainty. Newton.

INDISTU RBANCE./ [in zti&disturb] Calm

ness ; freedom from disturbance. Temple.

INDIVIDUAL, a. [individu, individuel, Fr.)

I . Separate from others of the fame species ;

single; numerically one. Prior, Walts 1

Undivided; not to be parted or disjoined

Milton.

INDIVIDUALITY / [from individual] Se

parate or distinct existence. Arbuthnot.

INDIVIDUALLY- adv. [from individual]

With separate or distinct existence ; numeri

cally. Hooker.

To IND1VI DUATE. v a [from individuui;

Lat.l To distinguish frem othera of the same

species ; to make single. Afire.

INDIVIDUATION. / [from individuate]

That which makes an individual. Wattt.

INDIVIDU'M'Y. /. [from individnnt, Lat.]

The state of being an individual ; separate

existence.

INDIVI NITY./. in and divinity.] Want o

divine power. Brown.

INDIVISIBILITY. 7 s. [from indivisible.''

INDIVI'SIBLKNKSS. J State in which no more

division can be made Locke.

INDIVI SIBLE. a. [indivisible, Fr.] What can

not be br. ken into parts; so small as that it

cannot br smaller. Digby.

INDIVI S1BLY. adv. [trom indivisible.] So as

it cannr.t be divided.

INDOCIBI.E. a. [/irand doable ] Unteachable;

insusceptible os instruction

INDO'CIL. a. [indicilf, Fr.) Unteachable) in

capable of being instructed. Bentl'j.

1NDOCIL1TY . / [indocihtf, Fr J Untracha-

bleness ; refusal os instruction.

To INDOCTRINATE, v. a. [endctlriner, old

French] To instruct ; to tincture with any

science t opinion. Clarendon.

INDOCTRINATION./, [from indoctrinate.]

Instruction . information. Brown.

INDOLENCE. } / I in and doleo. Lat ]|. Free

INDOL'-'NCY. J dom from pain. Bnmet. a

Laziness; inattention; listlesl'ness. Dryden.

INDOLENT, a. [French] i . Free from pain

a. Careless , lazy, inattentive ; listk-ts Pope.

I'NDOl.KNTLY. adv. [trom indolent] i

With freedom frim pain- i Car.-lcsly , lazily

inattentively ; listleily. AJdiJm

To INDO'W. v a. [mdolare. Lat ] To portion,

to enrich w;th gins. See Endow.

INDRAUGHT. /. [in and draught J I. An

opening in ihe land into which me Ka flow.':,

Raleigh, l. Inlet; passjge inwards Bacn.

TolNDRE'NCH v a. [frjra drench.] To soak \

to drown. Sbakrj'p.

INDU'BIOUS. a ,ii and dubious.] Not doubt

ful ; not suspecting ; certain. Harvey.

INDU BITAbLE. a. [induritabilis, Lat.] Un

doubted, urrnucsuotttble,. Waits.

INDUBITABLY, adv. [from indubitable ] Uo*

doubtedly ; unquestionably. Wottcn, Sprat.

INDUBITATE. a. [indubitatut, Lat.J Un

questioned; certain; apparent; evident. IVott.

To INDUCE, v. a. [indnire, Fr. induct. Lat]

I. To persuade ; to influence to any thing.

Hayward i. To produce by persuasion or

influence. Bacon. 3. To offer by way of in

duction, or consequential reasoning. Brown.

4. To inculcate ; to enforce. 5. To cause

extrinsically : to produce. Bacon. 6. To in

troduce ; to bring into view. Brown. 7. To

bring on; 10 superinduce. Decay of Piety.

INDUCEMENT./: [trom induce] Motive to

any thing ; that which allures or persuades to

any thing. Rogers.

INDUCER. / (from induce.] A persuader ;

one that influences.

To INDU'CT. v. a. [inductus. Lat.] I. Te

introduce , to bring in. Sandys. 1. To put

into actual possession of a benefice. Aylffe.

INDL'C TION.y [induction, Fr. indullio, Lat.]

1. Introduction ;entiance. Sbakejp 1. Induc

tion is when, from several particular propositi

ons, we infer one general. Watts. 3 The act

or shte of taking possession o- an ecclesiastical

living.

INDUCTIVE, a. [from induct] 1. Leading;

persuasive. With to. Milton. 1. Capable to

infer or produce. Hale.

To INDU E. v. a. [induo, Latin.] To invest.

Milton.

To INDULGE, v. a. [indulgeo, Lat.] I. To

sonile , to favour ; to gratiry with concession.

Dryden. t. To grant not of right, but favour.

Taylor.

To INDULGE. «... To be favourable. Gcv.

of the Tongue.

INDULGENCE.? / [indulgence, Fr.] I.

INDULGENCY. J Fondn s= ; fond kindness.

Milun. % I'oibeaiance ; tenderness; opposite

to rigour. Hammond. 3 Favour granted. Roge.

4. Grant of the chuich ol Rome. Alttrbury.

INDULGENT, a {indulgent, Fr.) 1. Kind;

gentle. Risen, % Mi!d ; lavourable. Waller.

3. Gratifying j favouring; giving way to.

DryJen.

INDULGENTLY, adv [from indulgnt.\

Without severity ; without censure HammenJ.

INDU'LT. If. [Ital and Fr.J Privilege cc

INDU'LTO. J exemption. .

i'o INDURATE.* » I indur'o, Lat] To grow

hard ; to harden, Baion.

To I'NDUKATh. v. a. 1 To mike hard.

bharp. i To narden the inind.

INDURATION./ [fiuir, indurate] 1. The

state os growing haid. Baan. a The act ot

hardening 3. Obduracy; hardness of I.e. t.

Decay 0/ Piety.

INDUSTRIOUS, a. [industrim. Lat ] 1. Di

ligent; laborious. Milton. 1. Designed) djnc

for the purpose. Walts.

INDU STHIOl'SLY. adv. [from industii:us.]i.

Diligently; laboiicefly j afluluousty . ShaJttjp.

1. For the sot purpose) with design. Baan.

Fflj INDUSTRY.
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1 'NDVSTRY. s. [indnsiria, Lit.] Diligence ;

assiduity. Shake/p. Cawley.

To INEBRIATE, v. a. [inebrit. Lat.] To in

toxicate i to m»ke drunk Sandys.

To INE'BRIATE. «. ». To grow drunk ; to

be i.toxicited Bac:*.

INEBRIA TION./ [from inebriate] Drun-

kenncls ; intoxication. Briwn.

INEFFABI LITY /[from ineffable ] Unfpeak

ableness.

INE FFA BLE.a. [ineffable, Fr. ineffabilis, Lat.]

UnsprakaiM.'. South.

INEFFABLY adv. [from ineffable.] In a

manner not to be expressed. Mi/ton,

INEFFECTIVE, a. [incffetlif, Fr. in nts&ef-

fellive.\ That which can produce no effect.

Taylor.

INEFFECTUAL a. [in and effeanal] Unable

lo produce its proper effect j weak ; without

power. Hosier.

INEFFECTUALLY. aJv. [ from ineffeSnal. ]

Without effect.

INEFFECTUALNESS. / [from ineffeBnal]

Inefficacy ; want of power to perform the

proper effect. Wake.

INEFFICACIOUS, a. [inefficace, Fr. inefficax.

Lat.] Unable to produce effects \ weak j feeble.

INEFFICACY./ [/» and efficacia, Lat] Warn

of power ; want of effect.

INELEGANCE.? / [from inelegant.] Ab-

INE'LEGANCY.J fence of beauty, want of

elegance.

INELEGANT, a. [inelegant, Lat.] t. Not be

coming; not beautiful; opposite to elegant

Woodward, i. Mean , despicable ; contemp

tible. Broome.

INELOQUENT. a. [inxn&eltqnens, Lat] Not

persuasive; not oratorical.

INEPT, a. [ineptns, Lat] Unfit j useless;

trifling; foolish. More

INETTLY. adv. [inept/, Lat.] Trifiingly ;

foolishly ; unfitly. Mere,

INE'PTITUDE. /. [from ineptns, Lat] Unfit-

ness. kVilkins.

INEQUA LITY. / [ from in aqualitas and in

erqualts, Lat.] I. Difference of comparative

quantity. Ray. 1. Unevennef*; iruerchange

of higher and lower parts. Newton, j. Dis

proportion to any office or purpose ; state of

rot being adequate ; inadequateness. Stmb. 4,

Change of state ; unlikenels of a thing to

itself. Bacon. 5. Difference of rank or station

Hooker.

JNERRABI'LITY./ [from inerrable.] Exemp

tion from errour. King Charles.

INERRABLE, a. [in and err.] Exempt from

s.-rour. Hammond

INLRRABLKNESS./ [from inerrable.] Ex

emption from errour. Hammsnd.

eurityfrom erreur; infallibly.

INE'RRINGLY. aiv [in and erring] Without

errour Glan<ville.

INK'RT. a. [mes, Lat ] Dull; sluggish j moti

onless, Wait mere.

INERTLY, adv. [from inert.] Sluggishly ,

dully. Pope.

INESCA'TION./s>and*/"ra, Lat.] The act

of baiting.

INESTIMABLE, a [inorflimabilis, Lat.] Too

valuable to be rated ; transcending all price.

Boyle.

IN E VIDENT a. [inevident, Mt. in and evident]

Not plain •, obscure. Brown.

INEVITABILITY./ [from inevitable] Im

possibility to be avoided; certainty. Bramhall.

INEVITABLE, a. [ inevitables, Lat. ] Una

voidable; not to be escaped. Dryden.

INE'VITABLY. adv. [from inevitable.] With

out possibility of escape. Bentley.

INEXCUSABLE, a. [inexcnfabilii, Lat.] N»t

to be excused ; not to be palliated by apology.

Swift.

INEXCU'SABLENESS./. [from inexcnfcble.]

Enormity beyond forgiveness or palliation.

South.

INEXCUSABLY, adv. [from ineeecnsable.]

To a degree of guilt or folly beyond excuse.

Brown.

INEXHA'LABLE. a. [in and exhale] Thai

which cannot evaporate. Brown.

INEXHA'USTED. a. [in and exhanfled.] Un-

emptied ; not possible to be emptied Dryden.

INEXHA USTIBLE a Not to be spent. Lteie.

1NEXISTENT. a [in xoiexisient ] Not having

being ; not to be found in nature. Beyle

INEXISTENCE. / [in and existence] Want

of being; want of existence. Brume.

INEXORABLE, a. [inexorable.?! inexorabiSi,

I.at.] Not to be intreated ; not to be moved by

intreaty. Borers.

INEXPE'DILNCE.7 / [in and expediency]

INEXPEDIENCY.! W,nt of fitoels ; wlnt

or propriety ; unluitableneti to time or place.

Sanderson

INEXPEDIENT, a. [«» and expedient.] In

convenient ; unfit ; improper Smalr.

INEXPERIENCE./ [inexperience,Jr ] Want

of experimental knowledge. Milttn.

INEXPERIENCED, a. [inexpertns, Lat. Not

experienced.

INEXPERT, a. [inexpertm. Lat. in noi ex

pert.] Unslcilful ; unskilled. Milttn.

INEXPIABLE, a. [inexpiable, Pr.] 1. Not

to be atoned. 2. Not to be mollified by

atonement. Milton.

INE XP1ABLY, adv. [from inexpiable.] To a

degree beyond atonement Bojtemmsn.

INEXPLEABLY. adv. [in and exfet, Lat ]

Insatiably.

INK XPLICABLE. a. [in and expHn, Lat ] la-

capable of being explained. Hooker, Ne*cttn.

INEXPLICABLY, adv. from inexplicable]

In a manner not to be explained.

INERRABLY.a<iV [from inerrable.] With se-flNiiXPRL'SSlBLE a. [in and express.] Not to

be told ; not to be uttered; unutterable. Atsli.

Slillingfleet.

INEXPRESSIBLY, adv. [from inexpreJSIe.]

To a degree or in a manner not to be uucral

Hammond.

INEXPVC-
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INEXPUGNABLE. a.[intxp»gnabilit, Lat.]

Impregnable; not to be taken by assault j not

to be subdued. Ray.

INEXT1 NGU1SHABLE. a. [in and extingno,

Lat. J Unquenchable Grew.

INEXTRICABLE, a. [inextricabilit. Lat.]

Not to be disintangledj not to be cleared.

Blackmore.

INEXTRICABLY adv. [from inextricable.]

To a degree of perplexity not to be disin-

tangled. Bentley

To IN EYE. v. n. [i» and eye.] To inoculate ;

to propagate trees by the million of a bud in

to a foreign Rock Philips.

INFALLIBILITY. 1 j. [infaliiUUtf, Fr.]

1NFALLIBLENESS J Inerrability ; exemp

tion from errour Tillilsn.

INFALLIBLE, a. [infallible, Fr.J Privileged

from errour; incapable of milUke. Hanker.

INFA LLIBLY. adv. [from infallible.} I . With

out danger of deceit; with security from er

rour. Smalr. a. Certainly. Rogers.

To INFAME v. a. [infamc. Lat.] To repre

sent to disadvantage ; to defame ; to censure

publickly. Bacon

INFAMOUS, a. [infamit, Latin] Publickly

branded with guilt; openly cenlured. Bin

Jobnjen.

INFAMOUSLY, adv. [from infanunt] I.

With open reproach; with publick notoriety

of reproach, i. Shamefully;scandalously. Dryd.

INFAMOUSNESS ? /. [mfanua, Lat.] Pub-

I'NPAMY. $ 1 ck reproach ; notoriety

of bad character. KingCtarlei.

INFANCY./, [infjntia. Lat.] I. The firstpart

of life. Honker, a. Civil infancy. 3. First agi

os any thing; beginning; original. Arbnthnot.

INFA'NGTHEF. J [from in, fang, to catch,

and tbef.\ It signifies a privilege or liberty

granted unto lords of certain manors to judge

any thief taken within their fee- Co well.

INFANT./, [infanj, Lat.] 1. A child from the

birth to the eud of the seventh year. Rofcom.

a. [In law.] A young person to ihe age ot one

and twenty.

INFANTA f. [Spanish.] A princess descended

from the royal blood of Spain.

INFANTICIDE / [infanticide, Fr. infantici-

dinnt, Lat.] The slaughter of the inlants by

Herod.

INFANTILE, a. [infantilii, Lat.] Pertaining

to an infant. Derbam.

INFANTRY./ [mfanterie, Fr.] The foot sol

diers of an army. Milltn.

INFARCTION. / [in wAfarcio, Lat.] Stuf

fing ; constipation. Harvey.

To INFATUATE v.a. [tnfatne, from in acd

fatnm, Lat.] To strike with loliy ; to deprive

of understanding. Clarendon.

INFATUATION / [from infatuate.) The act

of striking with I . !ly , deprivation of reason.

Sonth.

INFA USTING./ [from infaustm, Ut] The

act of making unlucky. Bacon.

INFE'ASIBLfc. a. [in andfeasible.] Impracti-

cable. Glanville.

To INFECT, v.a. [infeflni, Lat] 1. To act

upon by contagion ; to affect with communi

cated qualities •, to hutt by contagion. Mi/ton.

a. To till with something hurtfully centagiou-

Sbatesp.

INFECTION./ tinfeSien, Fr. infeSie, Lat.]

Contagion ; mischief by communication. Shak.

INFECTIOUS, a. [from r'n/rct ] Contajricuss.

influencing by communicated qualities. Temp.

INFECTIOUSLY. adv [.from infraient.) Con

tagiously. Sbakeffi

INFE'CTIOUSNESS / [from infraiont] The

quality ol being infectious ; contagiousness.

INFECTIVE, m. [from infra.} Having the

quality of contagion. Sidney

INKECU'ND a [mfeecundu,, Lat.] Unfruitful;

infertile. Derbam.

INFECU'NDITY / [infcecnnditas, Lat.] Want

of fertility.

INFELICITY./, [infelicitai. Lat.] Unhippi-

ness; misery; calamity. Watts.

To INFE'R, v.a [infero, Lat. J 1 To bring on;

to induce. Harvey, a. To infer is nothing

but, by virtue of one proposition laid down as

true, to draw in another as true. Locke, 3.

To offer ; to produce. Sbakefp.

I'NFERENCE•./. [inference, Fr. from infer.}

Conclusion drawn from previous arguments.

Watt,.

INFE'RIBLF../ [from infers Deducibie from

premited grounds. Brovon.

INFERIORITY. / [from inferionr.] Lower

state of dignity or value. Dryden

INFE'RIOUR a. [inferior. Lat.] 1. T.ower in

place. 2. Lower in station or rank of li e.

S:uth. 3. Lower in value or excellency.

Dryden. 4. Subordinate. Watte.

INFE'RIOUR /. One in a lower rank or station

than another.

INFE'RNAL. a. [infernal, Pr.] Hellish; Ur-

'arean. Dryden

INFE'RNAL Stone, f. The lunar caust:ck, pre

pared from au cvjporated solution of sliver, ot

Irom crystals of silver. Hill.

INFE'RTILE. a. [infertile. Fr.] Unfruitful;

not productive ; infecund. Gov. of the Tongue.

INFERTILITY./ [infertilitt, Fr. from in

fertile'] Unfruitfulnefs; want of fertility.

To INFEST, v a. [tnfesto, Lat.] To harass;

to disturb; to plague. Hooker.

INFESrrviTY./ [>'» tsAfestivity.] Moorn-

fulnels; want of cheerfulness.

INFESTRED. a. [in tai fester.] Rankling;

inveterate. Spenser.

INFEUDATION. /. [in and/«J«»i,Lat ] The

act of putting one in possession os a fee or

estate. ilale"t Com. Lavt.

I'NPIDEL./ [inJiJclit, Lat.] An unbeliever;*,

miscreant; a pagan; one who rejects Christi

anity. Hooker.

INFIDELITY./ [infdelite', Fr.] 1. Want of

faith. Taylor. 1. Disbelief of Christianity.

Addifon. 3. Treachery ; deceit. Speilntir.

I'N FINITE. a. [infeitui, Lau] I. Unbounded;

boundless 5
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boundless; unlimited; immense. Dtmif. 1.

It is hyperbolically used for large; great.

INFINITELY adv [from inflnitt] Without

limits; without bounds ; immensely. Bacon.

1'NFINITENKSS s. [from infinite.] Immen

sity ; boundlessness; infinity. 'Taylor.

INFINITESIMAL, a. [irom infinite.] Infinite

ly divided.

INFl'NITIVE. a [inflnitif, Fr.i'»/»i7iWj,Lat.]

In grammar, the infinitive affirm*, or intt-

inates the intention of affirming; but then it

does not do it absolutely Clarke.

INFINITUDE. / [from infinite] I. Infinity,

immensity Ha/e. 2. Boundless number. AddiJ.

INFINITY. /'. [infinite, Fr ] I. Immensity;

boundlessness; unlimited qualities. Raleigh-

a. Endless number. Arbuthnot.

INFl'RM. a. \infirmus. Lat] i. Weak; feeble;

disabled of body. Milton, a. Weak ol mind;

irresolute. Shakefp. 3. Not stable; not lolid.

South.

To INFIRM. v. a [infirmo. Lat.] Toweaken;

to shake; to enfeeble. Raleigh.

INFI'RMARY. /. [infirmerie, Fr.] Lodgings

for the sick. Bacon.

INFI'RMITY./ [infinite, Fr.J 1. Weakness

of sex, age, or temper. Rogers, l. Failing j

weakness; fault. Clarendon. 3. Disease ; ma

lady. Hooker.

1NF1RMNESS. /. [from infirm] Weakness;

feebleness. Boyle.

To INFIX, v. a. [infixus, Lat] Todrivein;

to fasten Spenser.

To INFLA'MK. v. a [inflommi, Lat.] I. To

kindle ; to set on fire. Sidney, Milton. 1. To

kindledtsire. Milton. 3. To exaggerate; to

aggravate. Addijon. 4. To heat the body

morbidly wth obstructed matter. 5 To pro

voke; to irritate. Decay of Piety. 6. To fire

with passion. Mil/on.

To INr'LA'MF.. v n. To grow hot, angry, and

pain: u I by obstructed matter. rViJeman.

INFLAMKR /. [from inflame ] The thing or

person that inflames. Addijon.

lNFI.AMMAIil LITY / [from inflammable.]

The quality of catching fire. Harvey.

1NFLVMMAKLE. a. [French.] Easy to be set

on flame Neivtcn.

INF1.A MMABLENESS./ [from inflammable.}

1 he qua! ty of easily catching fire. B:yle.

INFLAMMATION./, [irflammatio, Lat] 1

The acto! setting on flame, a. The state of

beinj in flame. Wilkins. 3 j In chirurgery.)

Inflammation is when the blood is obstructed

so as to crowd in a greater quantity into any

particular part, which gives it a greater colour

and heat than usual, ^umey. 4. The act of

exciting fervour of mind. Hooker.

INFLA MMATORY. a. [from <»/W. JHaving

the power ot iotlaming. Pest.

To INFLATE, v. a. [inflmtut, Lat.] 1. To

swell with wind. Ray. 1. To fill with the

breath. Pryden.

INFLATION./! [inflatii, Lat. from inflate.]

The state us boirg iwdlcd with wind; liatu-

lence. Arbuthnot.

To INFLE'CT. v. a. \inflcRo, Lat] 1. Te»

bend; to turn. Ne-wton. a. To change or

vary. 3. To vary a noun or verb in its ter

minations.

INFLECTION / [infleBU, Lat ] 1. The »a

of bending or turning. Hale. a. Modulation

of the voice. Hooker. 3. Variation of a noun or

verb. Breretoood.

INFLE'CTIVE. a. { from infleg.] Having the

power of bendinp Derham

INFLEXIBILITY. \f [inflexibilite,Yt]i.

INFLE'XIISI.ENESS.J Stiffness; quality ofre

filling flexuie. a. Obstinacy; temper not to

be bent; inexorable perlinacy

INFLEXIBLE a. [Fr. inflexibilis, Lat] 1.

Not to be bent or incurvated. Br:-wn. a. Not

to be pievailed on; immovable. Addijon. 3.

Not to be changed or altered. fVatts.

INFLEXIBLY, adv. [Irom inflexible] Inexo

rably ; invariably. Locke.

To INFLI CT. v. a [nfligo, i.fliaus. Lat.] To

put in act or impose as a punishment. Temple.

INFLI'CTER /. [from ;«//ct.]He who pumsties.

Gcv. of the 'Tongue.

INFLECTION./ [from instia ] I. The act of

using punii^ments. South, a. The punilhmcnt

imposed. Rogers.

INFLECTIVE, a [infliaive, Fr. fromiufla.]

That which is laid on as a punishment.

INFLUENCE / [influence, Fr ] 1. Power of

the celestial a'*pec"U operating upon terrestiial

bodies and affairs. Prior. 2. Ascendant power;

power ofdirecting or modi 'ying Stdney,Toyhr,

Alter bury .

To I NELUENCE. v. a. [from the noun.] To

act upon with directive or impulsive power %

to modiiy to any purpose Aevjton.

I NFLUKNT.a. [influent, Lat.] Flowing m.Arb.

INFLUENTIAL a. [from influence.] Exerting

influence or power. Glauvtl/e.

I'WLVX.f [mfluxus, Lat.] 1. Act of flowing

into any thing Ray. a. Infusion. Hale. 3. In

fluence; power. Bacon.

INFLU'XIOUS. a. [horn influx.] Influential.

Hiviel.

To INFOLD, v. a. [/■ and/sAtV] To involve;

to inwrap . to inclose with involutions. Pope.

ToINFu'LlATE v. a. [in and folium, Lat]

To cover with leaves Hcœcl.

To INFORM, v. a. [in/ormo. Lat] I. To

animate; to actuate by vital pjwers. Drydin.

a. To instruct ; to supply with new knowledge;

to acquaint. Clarendon. 3. To offer an accu

sation to a magistrate. Acts.

ToINFO'RM.t/. n.Togiveintelligence..Wa/v//>.

INKO'RMAL a. [from infer m. J Offering 111

in'ormaiion ; accusing. Shakejp.

INFO'RMANT./ [French.] 1 . One who gives

information or instruction. Watts, a. One

who exhibits an accusation.

INFORMATION. / [informatio, Lat.] I.

Intelligence given j instruction. South, Rogers,

a. Charge or accusation exhibited. 3. The

act of iniermiog or actuating.

INFORMER.
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INFO'RMER. / [from infirm.'] I. One who

gives intelligence. Swift. a. One who (ill-

covers "ffendersto the magistrate. L'EJlrange.

INFO'RMIDABI.E. a [in and formidabilii,

I. it ] Not lo be feared) not to be dreaded.

Mihtm.

INFO'RMITV./: [from informii, Lat.] Shape-

lessnefs. Brown.

INFO'RMOUS a. [informe, Fr.fmstrmii, Lat]

Shapeless ; ol no regular figure. Brown.

INFO RTUNATE. v. 'imftrtumatmi, Lat.] Un

happy. Bacon.

To INFRA'CT. v. a. [infradus, Lat.] To

break. Thomson.

INFRACTION./ Unfratli.*, Fr.] The act

of breaking ; breach ; violation. Waller.

INFRA'NGIBI.E. a. [in mdfrangible.] Not to

be broken. Chcync.

JNFRE-QUENCY. /. [infrequent a. Lat.] Un-

commornefs ; rarity. Bro:me.

INFRE'QL'ENT. a. [infrequent, Lat.] Rare;

uncommon.

To INFRI'GIDATE. v. a. [/■ and frigidut,

Lai.] To chill; to make cold. Beyle.

To INFRINGE, v. a. [mfringo. Lat.] I. To

violate ; to break laws or contracts. Wa'lcr.

2. To destroy ; to hinder. rValkr.

INFRINGEMENT./ [fiom infringe] Breach

violation. Clarendon.

INFRCNGKR. / [from infringe] A breaker

a violator. Ayhf/'e

INFU'NDIBULIEORM. f.[mfundibulum and

forma. Lat] Of the (hape of a funnel oi tun

dish.

INFU RIATE. a. [in naifurio, Lat] Enraged

raging. Milton.

INFUSCATION./ [infufealut, Lat.] The act

of darkening or blackening

To INFUSE.*; a. [infujer, Fr. infusut, Lat]

I. To pour in ; to instil. Denham. i. To

pour into the mind , to inspire into. Daviei.

3. To steep in any liquor wiih a gcrftle heat.

Bacon, 4. To tincture ; to saturate with any

thing iarufed, Baton. c. To inspire with.

Shaiesp.

INFU'SIBLE. a. [from infuse. ] 1. Possible to be

inluled. Hammcnd. 1. Incapable oi dtiloluiion ;

not fusible. Brown

JNFUSION. j. [infusion, Ft. infujio. Lat] I.

The act of pouring in ; instillation. Addtjon.

X. The act of pouring into the mind ; inspira

tion. Hooker, Clarendon. 3. The act of steeping

any thing in moisture without boiling. Bacon.

4- The liquor made by in.usion. Baton.

JNFU SIVE. a. [trom infuses Having the power

of infusion, or being infused. Thomson.

JNGATE. J [in and gate j Entrance , passage

in. Spenser.

lHG\Nti\TlOrl.s[ingannarc ha! .] Cheat;

fraud; deception; juggle ; dclulion ; impos

ture. Brown.

INGA'THERINC. / [in and gathering] The

act of getting in the harvest. Exidui.

}NGE, in the names of places, signifies a mea-

floyv. Cibltnt

To INCE'MINATE. v. a. [ingemint, Lat.] To

double ; to repeat. Clarendon.

INGEMINATION. /. i>r and geminalio. Lat]

Repetition; rrduplicatioo.

INGE'NDERF.R. /. [from ingender.] He that

generates. See Engei* der.

INGE'NERABI.E. a. [in and generate.] Not to

be produced or brought into being. Boyle.

INGE'NERATE. J a. [ingeneratui. Lat ] 1.

INGE'NERATED.j Inboin; innate; inbred.

PVotton. 2. Unbegotten. Brtwn.

INGENIOUS, a. [ingeniojut, Lat.] 1. Witty,

inventive ; possessed of genius. Boyle. X.

Mental; intellectual. Shake/p.

INGE'NIOUSLY. adv. [from tngcuiou,.] Wit

tily; fubcilv Tcmf-lc.

INGE'NIOUSNESS./ [from ingenioui.] Wilti-

nefs; subtiliy. Boy.e.

INGENITE. a. [ingenitui. Lat] Innate; in

born ; native ; ingenerale S.utb.

INGENUITY. /[from i'»£M««i.] I. Opcn-

ncl* ; lairnefs; candour ; freedom from dissimu

lation IVotttn, Donne. 2. [From tngentoui ]

Wit ; invention; genius; fubtilty; acutenefs.

South

INGENUOUS a. [ingennnt, Lat.] I. Open j

fair i candid ; generous ; noble. Lode. 1.

Fiei bnin; not of servile extraction. K.Charls.

INGENUOUSLY, adv. [irum mgcnuiui J O-

penly ; fairly j candidly ; geueroully. Shakefp.

Oryden.

INGE,NUOlTSNESS./[from«»s*«r»»/.]Open-

nefs; fairness; candour.

I'NGENY. J [ingenium, Lat ] Genius; wit.

Not in use. Beyle.

To INGE'ST. v. a. [ingcjlui, Lat]Tolhrow

into the stomach. Brown.

INGE'STION. / (from ingrfl.] The act of

throwing into the stomach. Harvey,

INGLORIOUS, a. [inghriui, Lai. J Void of

honour; mean ; without i-kry. lhwel.

INCLORIOUSLY.aaV [trom inglonoMi.] With

ignominy. Pof>e

I NGOT./. [lingot, Fr.] A mass of metal DryJ.

To INGRAFF. v. n. [r'« and graff] i.-Tb

prop.'.gatc trees by insition A1ay X. To

plant the sprig of one tree in ihe stock of

another. 3 To plant any thing not native.

Milton. 4. To fix deep; to fettle. H.-tier.

INGRAFTMRNT. / ifrom ingraft.] i.The

aft of inpratting 1. The sprig ingrafted.

INGRA'TE. la [insr.ttui, Lat] 1 . Un-

INGRA'TEFUL J grate.ul , ur,lhank!ul.67>ai.

2. Unplcasing to the lenfe. Bacon.

To INGRA TIATE. v. a [in and »rar;a,Lat.]

To put in favour; to recommend to kindnets.

INGRATITUDE. / [ingratitude, Fr. in and

gratitude.] Retribution of evil for good ; un-

thanksulncfs. Drydin.

INGREDIENT./. [i'greJient,Fc. ingredient.

Lat. Component part of a body, consisting vi

different materials Milton.

I'NGRESS. / [ingret, Fr. ingreffui, [.at.] En

trance j power 01 entrance. Art>uthn:t.

INGRESSION.
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WGRE'SSION. /. [ingreju, Lit.] The ict of

entering Digby.

INGUINAL, a. [inguinal, Fr. inguen, Lit.]

Belonging to the groin. Arbu'.hnot.

To INGULF, v. a. [imn&gulf] i. To swal

low up in a vist profundity. Mi/tin. 1. To

tall into a gulf. Hayviat• d

To 1NGU RGITATE. *. a. [ingurgite, Lat.j

To swallow. DiS

INGURGITATION. / [from ingurgitate.]

Voracity.

INGUSTABLE. a. [in and gusto. Lat] Not

perceptible by the taste. Brown.

INHA BILE. a. ytnhabilii, Lat ] Unskilful ; un

ready ; unfit j unqualified.

To INHA BIT. v. a [habito, Lat.] To dwell

in ; to hold as a dweller. Hooker, Isaiah.

To INHABIT v.n. To dwi II ; to live. Mtlton.

INHABITABLE, a. [hominbabit.] i. Capable

o* affording habitation Locke i. [Inhabitable.

Fr.] Incapable ot inhabitants ; not habitable ,

uninhabitable. Shakes/).

INHA B1TANCE./ [from inhabit.] Residence

ot dwellers Carew.

INHABITANT. / [from inhabit ] Dweller;

yone that lives or resides in a place. Abbot.

NHAB1TATION./ strom inhabit.] i Habi

tation ; place of dwelling. Milton, l The act

ot inhabiting or planting with dwellings , due

of being inhabited. RaUigh. 3. Quantity ot

inhabitants Brown.

INHA'BITER. / [from inhabit) One that in

habits i 3 dweller. Brown.

To INHALE, v. a [mh.ilo. Lat.] To draw in

with air ; to inspire. Arbuthnot, Pope.

INHARMONIOUS, a [in and harmoniou,.]

Unmusical ; not sweet of sound. Felton.

To INHERE v. n [inhæreo, Lat.J To exist

in lomething elle Donne.

INHK RENT, a '.inherent, Fr. inherit. Lat]

Existing in something else, so as to be ini'epa

rable trom it; innate; inborn. Swift

To INHERIT, v a [inherittr, Fr.) I. To

receive or posse s by inheritance. Addison. 1.

To possess ; to obtain possession of. Shakesp.

INHERITABLE, a. [Ircm inherit.] TnoVmis

sible by inheri'.u:ce ; obtainable by succession

Caretv.

INHERITANCE s. [from inherit.] i.Patri-

mony; hereditary possession. Milton. 1. Ir.

Scakefpc.ire, possetlion. 3 The reception ot

possession by hereditary right. Locke

INHERITOR./ [from inherit.] An heir; on.

who receives any thing by succession. Bacon.

INHERITRESS. / [from inheritor.) An heir

ell. Bacon

INHERITRIX./ [from inherittr.) An heiress

ShakeJ'p.

To INHE RSE. v a. [in and herfe.[ To inclose,

in a luneral monument. Shakesp.

INHESION / [inhfp, Lit.] Inherence; the

slate ot existing in something elle.

To INH1 BIT. v. a. [inhibit, Lat i»e«'»«r, Fr

'• To restrain; lo hinder; 10 repiess; to

check. Ber.tley. ». To prohibit , to lo»bi-:

C'/aietdcn, A)is<

INHIBITION./ [inhibition, Fr. imtilitlt,Ltt^

1. Prohibition ; embargo. Gtv. of the Tongaf

a. [In law.] Inhibition is a writ to inhibit or

forbid a judge from farther proceeding in the

cause depending before him. dwell.

To IN HOLD. v. a. [in ind bold.] To have

inherent ; to contain in itself. Raleigh.

INHOSPITABLE, a. [..and hospitable) Af

fording no kindness nor entertainment to strin

gers Dryden.

INHO SPITAELY adv. [from inhospitable.)

Unkindly to strangers. Milton.

INHOSP1 TABLKNESS. Js.[iuhospitalite,?r.)

INHOSPITA I.ITY. \ Win of hospitali

ty ; want o- courtesy to strangers.

INHU MAN.t.(nisMn, Fr inhumanui. Lat/]

Birbaious; savage; cruel; uncompassionate.

Atterbury.

INHUMA'NITY. [inhnmanite, Fr] Cruelty ;

lava^eness ; barbarity. Sidney, K Charlet.

INHU'MANLY. adv. [from inhuman.) Savage

ly ; cruelly; barbarously. Swift.

To I'NHUMATF.7 v. a. [inhnmer, Fr. *«••»,

To INHUME. J Lat.J To bury ; t« inter.

Pope

To INJECT, v. a. [injedui. Lat.] t.Tothrow

in ; to dart in. Glanville. t. To throw up ;

to cist up. Pope.

INJECTION./ [inje0it,Lml) 1 The act of

calling in. Boyle. 2. Any medicine made to

be injected by a syringe, or any other instru

ment, into any part ot the body. 3. The act of

filling the vessels with wax, or any other pro

per matter, to shew their shapes and ramifica-

ihns. ^uincy.

INI MIT ABILITY, s. 'from inimitable.) Inca

pacity to be imitated. Norrii.

INIMITABLE, a. [inimitabilii. Lat.] Above

imitation ; not to be copied. Milton, Denhant.

INIMITABLY, adv. [from inimitable.] In a

manner not to be imitated; to 1 degree of

excellence above imitation. Pope.

ToINJO'IN v. a. [enjlindre, Fr.] 1. Tocom

mand to enforce by authority. See Enjoi w.

Milton, x In Shakespeare, to join.

INIQUITOUS, a. [miaue, Fr. from iniquity.)

Unjust ; wicked.

INIQUITY / [inianitat, Lit.] 1. Injustice;

unreasnableness. Smalridge. 1. Wickedness ;

crime. Hooker.

INITIAL a. [initinm, Fr. initium, Lit.] 1.

Placed at the beginning. Pope. 1. Incipient ;

not Complete. Harvey.

To INITIATE v a [fnitirr,Tr. initil. Lat.]

To enter ; to instruct in the rudiments of in

art. More.

To INI TIATE. v. a. To do the first part ; to

perform the first lite. Pope.

INI TIATE a. [initie, Fr. initiatus, Lat] Un

practised Shakejp.

INITIATION f.[init:atie, Lat. from initiate.)

The act of entering of a new comer into any

art or state Hammond.

INJUCU'NDITY./ [in and jucunditj.) Un-

pltaiatitnela.

INJU'DICABLE.
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INJU'DICABLE. a. [ia and jaj«#, Ltl.] Not

coe-nitable by a judge.

INJl'DI'CI AL. a [in in-', judicial] Not accor

ding lo form of law.

INJUDICIOUS.* [fa W>AW«x.] Void os

judgment ; without judgment Barrel, TilhtT

INJUDICIOUSLY tdv. from la/aa/ota/j

With ill judgment ; not wisely. Brc.me

INJU NOTION./ [from hjiim ; ia;«»c7a», in-

jundio. Lat J Command ; order , precept.

Shakefp. i. fin law.] ArjusliM it to inter-

locutory decree out o! the chancery dwell

To INJURE, v a. [itjnrier, Fr.] 1. To hurt

unjustly j to mischief undeservedly : to wrong

Temple. 2 To annoy; to affect with any in

convenience Mills*.

I'NJURER./ [from m/««.] He that hurts an

other unjustly. Bet, Jihnfon.

INJURIOUS a. [injurins, Lat.l 1. Unjust:

invasive of another's rights. Dryden 2 Guilty

of wrong or injury. Milt-.n 3. Mischievous j

unjustly hurtful Tillotfon. 4. Detractory ;

contumelious reproachful. Swift.

INJURIOUSLY a</t>.[fiomM;«W:>«r]Wrong

tully ; hurt ally with injustice Pope

INJU'RIOUSNESS / [from imjmriuu JQua'.ity

of being injurious. A'. Ckarlii.

INJURY./ Jnjuria, Lat] 1 Hurt withou'

justice. Hayward. 2. Mischief; detriment

fVattt. 3. Annoyance Mortimer 4. Con

tumelious language; reproachful appellation.

Bacon.

INJUSTICE / {injustice, Fr. injnstitia, Lat ]

Iniquity; wrong Swift

INK / [inchioflrs, Ital] 1. The black liquoi

with which men write. Ben.Jjhnlon, Boyle

a. Ink is used for any liquor with which they

write ; as red ink , green ink.

To INK. v a. [from the noun ] To black or

daub with ink.

INKHO'RN. s. [ink and horn 1 A portable case

ior the instruments of writing, commonly

made ot horn. Shakefp.

INKLE./ A kind of narrow fillet; a tape. Gay

INKLING./ Hint; whisper; intimation. C/ar

1NKMAKER. f. [ink and maker] He who

makes ink.

INKY. a. [from ink.] 1. Consisting of ink

Shakefp. X. Resembling ink. Boyle. 3. Black

as ink. Shakefp.

INLAND, a. [in and land] Inleriour; lying

remote from the lea. Swift.

I NLAND.y. Intetiour ormidland parts. Spenser

INLANDER./ [from inland.] Dweller re

mote from the lea. Brown.

To INLA'PIDATE. v. a [in and lapido, Lat]

To make Money ; to turn to stone. Bacon.

To INLA'Y. v. a [in and lay.] 1. To diversify

with different bodies inserted into the ground

or substratum. Mltor.,Gay. 2. To make va

riety by being inserted into bodies; to varie

gate Milton.

INLA'Y / [fiom the verb] Matter inlaid;

wood formed to inlay. Milton.

To INLA'W v a. [m and law] To clear of

outlawry or attainder. Bacon.

 

INLET./, [i. and/f.-.1 Passage] place of in.

gress; entrance, ffotton

I NI.Y a. [fromr'a.] Inter ~,ur ; internal; secret.

Shakes/,.

INLY a.l ■ Internally; within: secretly; in

rhe heart Mils, Drrde*.

INMATE / |i»and»uf*] I.imatei -. re these

that be admitted to dwi !i 1'. r the!i r.v aey

j 'intly with another man Cow-Jl, Dr '.en.

INMOST, a. [from/* ' Reepest within; re-

mutest from the surface Shakefp

INN./ [inn, Sax. a chamber f 1 A house os

entertainment for travellers. Sidney, Synser.

a A huule where students are boai.i-d and

taught Shakejp.

To INN. v. « I f,om ,hc nr,un.] To take up

temporary lodging. Donne.

To INN * a. To house; to put under cover.

ohakejp.

INNATE. 7 a. r,W; Fr. innatiu, L.t .] In-

INN A TED. 5 born ; iogenerate j naiu:s! , not

luperadded; not adseititious. H:wcl, Bulks

INNA'TENESS./ [from innate ] The qu.hty

o being innate.

INNAVIGABLE a [innaviraHlil, Ul] Not

to be passed by failing Dryden.

INNER a. [rrorrw/i] Inleriour; not outward.

Spenser.

I N NE RMOST. a. [si em inner.] Remotest from

the outward part. Ntwtjn.

INNHOLDER./ [,»» anJ hold] A man who

keeps an inn.

I NNINGS / Lands recovered from the sea.

Ainjwirtb

INNKEEPER. / [im and keeper] One wh?

keeps loggings and provisions for entertainment

of travellers Taylor.

INNOCENCE 7 / [innocent!*, L,t] ,. p„.

I'NNOCENCY i rity from injurious action ;

untainted integrity. Ti/lotftn. 1. Freedom

from guilt imputed. Slake/p. 3 Marrr.less-

nefs; innoxiousnes;. But net. 4. Simplicity of

heart, perhaps with some degree 01 weakness.

Shakelp.

I'NNOCENT.a. [innocent, Lat] 1 Pore ft m

mischief. Mills. 2. Free from any panicular

guilt. Dryden. 3. Unhurtfuh harmless in

effects Pope.

INNOCENT./ 1. One free from guilt or

harm. Spenser. 2. A natural; an idiot.

H.oker.

INNOCENTLY, adv. [from innocent.] 1.

Without guilt. 2. With simplicity ; with silli

ness or imprudence. 3 Without hurt Cowley.

INNOCUOUS a. [innccnm, Lat ] Harmless in

effects. Grew

INNO CUOUSLY.arfV. [from itmentu.] With

out mischievous effects Brcwn.

INNO'CUOUSNESS/ [from ii.»««j«(.]Harm-

lessnefs. Digly.

To INNOVATE, v a. [inmvo. Lat.] 1. To

bring in something not known before Bac.n.

2. To change by introducing novelties. Ssn;h.

INNOVATION./ [iaawariae, Fr.] Change

by the introduction of nevclcy. Swift.

G $ $ INNO.
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INNOVATOR / [innovateur, Fr.] I. Anin-

troductor of novelties. Bacon, z. One that

makes changesby introducing novelties. South.

INNOXIOUS, a.[innoxi*i, Lat] i. Freefrom

mischievous effects. Digby* a. Pure from

crimes. 1'ope

INNOXtOUSLy.aA'.[fromi»(i«i5u».]Harm-

lefly Brcrvi.

INNO XIOUSNESS /. [from i'««*««.]H*rm-

lessnefs.

INNUENDO s. [innuendo, from innui. Lat.]

An oblique hint. Swift.

INN ITMl'.R ABLE, a [innumerabilis, Lat.] Not

to lie counted tor multitude. Miltou.

INNUMERABLY jj-v. [from innumerable]

Withcuf numbL r

INNUMERstUS. a. [innumerus, Lat.] Too

many v be1 counted. Pose

To INuCUI.ATE. v. a. [wiii, in tnicrului.

Lat.] i. To propagate any phnt by inserting

its bud into another stock May. i. To yield

a bud to another stock. Cleavtland

INOCULATION./ [inoculatio. Lat.] 1. Inocu-

lation is practised upon all sorts of stone-lruit,

and upon oianges and jasmines, i. The prac

tice of transplanting the small-pox, by infusion

ot the matter from ripened pustules into the

veins o'* the uriinrected, in hopes of procuring

a mister fort than what frequently comes by

infection. £>uiney

INOCULA'TOR . /. [from inoculate.] I. One

that practises the inoculation of trees, a One

who propagates the small-pox by inoculation.

Friend.

INODOROUS a. [inodorus, Lat] Wanting

lcent; not affecting the nose. Arbuthnot.

Inoffensive, a [r» and #»/•«] i.civine

no Icandal , giving no provocation ilectvjud

a. Giving no pain ; causing no terrour. Locke.

3. Harmless-, hurtlefs; innocent Milton. 4.

I'nembanalsed, without stop or obstruction.

Milton.

INOFFENSIVELY, adv. [from inoffensive.]

Without appearance of harm ; without harm.

INOFEE'NSIVENESS. J. [from inoffensive.]

HarmlcfTnefs.

INOFFICIOUS, a. [in and ifficieus.] Not civil j

not auentive tothc accommodation of others.

INOl-INATE. a. [inspmatus, Lat. inopine', Fr,]

N ' expected.

INOPPORTU NE. a.[i»°pportunus. Lat.] Un

seasonable ; inconvenient.

INO'RDINACY./ [>rom inordinate] Irregu

larity ; disorder. G;v. cf the Tcn^ue.

INORDINATE, a. [in and oiJ.natus, lat]

Irregular; disorderly; deviating ircm right

Spenjcr.

INORDINATELY, adv. [Uom inordinate:] Ir

regularly ;'not rightly.

INORD1NATENESS. / [from inordinate ]

Want of regularity ; intemperance ofany kind.

INORIMNA 1 ION ./. [from inordinate] lire-

guli. ity ; deviation from right. South,

INORGANICAL a. [m ant! crgauical.] Void

«f organs or instiumcntal pa.-is. Locke,

To INOSCULATE, v. «. [in and osculum.Lat]

To unite by apposition or contact. Derham.

INOSCULA'TION / [from ino/culate] Union

by conjunction of the extremities. Ray

I'NQUEST. / [enqueste, Fr. inquisitio, Lat.]

I. Judicial enquiry orexamination./frrrrAirrjr.

I. [In law ] The inquest of jurors, or by jury,

is the most uluil trial of all causes, both civil

and criminal, in our realm ; for in civil cause*,

after proof' is made on either fide, so much is

each pars thinks good for himself, if the doubt

be in the fact, it is referred to the discretion

of twelve indifferent men, and as they bring

in their verdict, fj judgment passes: for the

judge faith, the jury finds t e fact thus; then

is the law thu, and so we judge- For the

i/iyuf/? in criminal causes, see Jury. 3. En

quiry; search ; study. Smth.

INQUIETUDE./ (inquietude, Pr.] Disturbed,

state; want cf quiet; attack 00 the quiet.

hfoltonr

To I NQUINATE. v. a. [inquino, Lat ] To

pollute; to corrupt Brown.

INCLINATION./ [i«y«i'ii«/i'»,Ut.j Corrup

tion; pollution. Bacon.

INQUIRABLE a. [ fiom inquire.] That, of

which inquisition or inquest may be made.

To INQUIRE, v. n [inquin, L»t.] I. To ask

questions; lo make search ; to exert curiosity

on any occasion. Swift, i. To make exami

nation. Dryden

To INQUIRE v.n. 1. Toast about; to seek

out: as, he inquiredihe way. I. To call; to

name Obsolete. Spenser.

INQUIRER./ [from inquire.} 1. Searcher;

examiner; one curious and inquisitive. Lockt.

- One who interrogates; one who questions.

INQUIRY./ [\tom iitjaire ] 1. Interrogation;

search by question. Ails. i. Examination -,

search. L::ke.

INQUISITION./ [inquisitio. Lat.] 1. Judicial

inquiry. Taylor, Southern, a. Examination ;

di;cuflion El/h. 3. [ In law ] A manner of

proceeding in matters criminal, by the office

of the judge. Cow/ll. 4. The court established

in lome countries subject to the pope, for the

detection o' heresy. Cot bet.

INQU TSITI VIC. a.[itquifaivus, Lat] Curious-,

luiy in starch; active to pry into any thing.

Watts.

INQUISITIVELY, adv. [from inquisitive.]

Wnh curiosity ; with narrow scrutiny.

INQIII SITI VENESS /. [from inquisitive ]Cu-

rioiity; diligence to pry into things hidden.

Sidney, Smth.

INQ; iSITOR f [inquisitor, Lat.] 1. One who

examines judicially. Dryden. i. Anofficer

in the pop fh courts of inquisition.

To INRAIL. v. a. [in and rail] To inclose

with rails, flicker, Gay.

INROAD./ [in and road.] Incursion; sudden

and delultory invasion. ClarrnJon.

INSA'NABLE. a. [inftnabiUs, Y.M ] Incurable •,

irremediable.

INSA"NE.
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INSATsE. a. [insanus, Lat.] Mad; making raid.

Shakefp.

INSA'TIABLE. a. [iitsaliabilii. Lat.} Greedy

beyond measure; greedy so as not to be satis

fied.

INSA'TIABLENESS./.[from insatiable ]Gree-

diness not to be appeased. King Charles.

INSATIABLY, adv. [from insatiable.] With

greediness not to be appeased. Siutb.

INSATIATE, a [injatiatus. Lat.] Greedy so

as not to be satisfied. Philips.

INSATISFACTION. / f>» and satissaSion.]

Want; unsatisfied state. Bacon.

INSATURABLE. a. [injaturabilis, Lat.] Not

to be glutted; not to be filled.

To INSCRl'BE. v. a. [inscribe, Lat.>- I. To

write on any thing, it is generally applied to

something written on a monument, rife. a.

To mark any thing with writing. 3. To aflign

to a patron without a formal dedication. Dryd.

4. To draw a figure within another. Creech.

1NSCR1 PTION./ [in/cription, Fr.] I. Some

thing written or engraved. Dryden. x. Title,

Brown. 3 Consignment of a book to a patio:-,

without a formal dedication.

INSCRUTABLE, a. [mscrutabilis, Lat.] Un

searchable ; not to be traced out by inquiry or

study. Sandys.

TolNSCU'LP. v. a. [insculpo, Lat.] To en

grave ; to cut. Shakefp.

INSCULPTURE. / (from in and sculptures

Any thing engraved. Brown.

To INSE'AM. v. a. [in and seam.] To impress

or mark by a seam or cicatrix. Pipe.

INSECT, j. [msctla, Lat] I. UseSi are so

called from a separation in the middle of their

bodies, whertby they are cut into two parts,

which are joined together by a small ligature,

as we ste in wasps and common flies Locke.

X. Any thing small or contemptible. Thomson.

INSI-.CTA'TOX./ [from insc3ar, Lat.] One

that persecutes or harasses with pursuit.

1NSECTILE. a. [from injecl] Having the

nature of insects. Bacon.

INSECTO'LOGER. s. [inscB and \ly&-,] One

who studies or describes insects. Derbam.

INSECURE, a. [in and secure.] I. Not

secure; not confident of safety. T.lhtstn. X.

Not safe.

INSECURITY, s. [in and security] I. Un

certainty; want of reasonable confidence.

Brown x. Want of safety ; danger ; haiard.

Hammond.

INSEMINA'TION. / [insemination, Fr.] The

act of scattering seed on ground.

1N6ECU TION./. [insecutien, Fr.] Pursuit. Not

in use. Chapman.

INSENSATE, a. [Inscnsato, Ital. ] Stupid;

wanting thought ; wanting sensibility. Hamino

INSENSIBILITY./ [insensibilite, Pr.] 1. In

ability to perceive. Glanvtlle. X. Stupidity

dulnefs of mental perception. 3. Torpor

dulnefs of corporal fense.

INSE'NSIBLE. a [insensible, Fr] 1. Impercep

tible; not discoverable by the fenses. Ntnvtu

*. Slowly gradual. Dryden. 3. Void of teclirg

cither menial or corporal. Mihits. 4. Void

of emotion or affection. Temple, Dryden.

INSE'NSIBLENKSS. J. [from insensible.} Ab

sence of perception ; inability to perceive. Ray.

INSENSIBLY, adv. [from insensible.] 1. Im

perceptibly ; in such a manner as is not dis

covered by the senses. Addison. x. By flow

degrees. Swift. 3. Without mental or corporal

fense.

INSEPARABILITY. \s[from inseparable.]

INSEPARABLENESS. J Thcqualityo' being

I'jch as cannot be severed or divid- 1 Lode.

INSEPARABLE, a [inseparable, '...insepara

bles, Lat] Not to be disjoined; united so as

not to be parted. Bacon.

INSEPARABLY, adv. [from inseparable]

With indissoluble union Berilcy.

To INSERT, v. a. [inserter, Fr. insert, inser-

tum. Lat.] To placeinor amongst other things*

Stilliirsleci.

INSE'R IION, /. [insertitn, Fr ] t. The act

of placing any thing in or among other matter.

Arbutbntt. x- The thing inserted. Brtcme. .

To INSE'RVE. v.a. [UservU, Lat] To be of

use to an en:!.

INSE RVIENT. a. [injerviens, Lat. ]Conducive;

of use to an end.

TolN'SHELL. *.. a. [inznijbell] To hide in

a shell Sbakefp.

TolNSHI'P. v. a. [inzaifi-'p I To (hut in

fliip; lo stow ; to embark. Stalest.

To INSHRI'NE. v. a. tin tai&nite.} To in

close in a shrine or precious cife. Milton.

I'NSIDE. /. [in and side.} lntci:.. part; part

within. Addijon.

INSIDIA'TOR./. [Lat.] One who lies in wait.

INSIDIOUS, a. [mftjieux. Ft. insid.tsus, Lat.]

Sly ; ctreumventive ; diligent to entrap \

treacherous. Alterbury.

INSIDIOUSLY, adv. (from iusijmui ] In i

fly and treacherous manner; with malicious

aitisice Gov. of the Tongue.

INSIGHT. / [ insicht, Dutch. ] Inspection }

deep view ; knowledge of the interiour pans.

Sidney.

INSIGNIFICANCE. 7 s. [insignificance, Tr]

INSIGNIFICANCY, j 1. Want of meaning {

unmeaning terms. GlanvtUe. x. Unimpor

tance. Aadison.

INSIGNI'FICANT. a. [in and significant.]

1. Wanting meaning; void of signification.

Blaeimore. a Unimportant; wanting weight J

ineffectual. South.

INSIGNIFICANTLY, adv. [from irsignisi-

cant ] 1 . Without meaning. Hale. X. With

out importance or effect.

INSINCE'Ri;. a. [msincerus, Lat.] I. Not

what he appears; not hearty; dissembling;

unfaithful x. Not soOnd; corrupted Pope.

INSINCE'RITY. / [from insincere. I Dissimu

lation ; want of truih or fiuelity. Ertomc.

To lNSI'NEW. v. a. [i> and sinctr To

strengthen ; to confirm. Shakefp.

INSINUANT. a. [Fr.] Having the power to

gain favour. IVttton.
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To INSINUATE, v. a. [insinuer, Fr. insiiu),

I.»t.l I- To introduce any thing gently Weed.

z. To push gently into savour or regard : com

monly with the reciprocal pronoun. Clarendon.

3. To hint; to impart indiicctly. Swift. 4

To instil; to infuse gently Licit.

To INSI'NUATE v. n. 1. To wheedle; to

gainon the affection by gentle degrees Shahs.

2. To steal into imperceptibly ; to be convey

ed insensibly. Harvey. 3. To enfold ; 10

wreath; to wind. Millet.

INSINUATION. / [i-sinnati,, Latin.] The

power of pleasing or stealing upon the affec

tions. Clarendon.

INSINUATIVE. a. [from imitate.] Stealing

on the affections. Gcv. us the Tongue.

INSINU'AIOR /. [msinuatir, Lat.] He that

insinuates. Ainsvjorth.

INSI PID. a. [infipidut, Lat] 1. Without taste ;

without power of affecting the organs ot'gull.

Fhyer. t. Without spirit; without pathos j

flat; dull; heavy. Dryden.

INSIPIDITY 7 /. [msipidite, Fr ] 1. Want

INSI PIDNKSS I of taste, I. Want of life or

spirit. Ptfe.

INSIPIDLY. adv. [ from injipii. } Without

taltc j dully. I. -Jr.

INSI PIENCF../. [<V/i>/«r,V.,L«.]Fully; w«nt

of understanding.

To INSIST, v. n. [instster, Fr. insists, Lat.]

1 To stand or rest upon. Ray. 2. Not to

recede from terrat or assertions ; to persist in

Shakejp. 3. To dwell upon in discourse.

Decay of Piety.

INSISTENT, a. [.'.//«!, Lat.] Resting upon

any thing. IVttton.

INSl'STURE. / [from insist.} This word seems

in Shakespeare to signify constancy or regula

rity.

INSITIENCY./ [..and sillc, Lat ] Exemp-

tion from thirst. Grew.

INSITION. /. [insitio, Ut.] The insertion or

ingraffment of one branch into another. Ray.

ToINSNARE. 11. a. [in and snare] 1. To

intrapt to catch into a trap, gin, or share ; to

inveigle Fertm. 1. To intangle in difficulties,

or perplexities. Hatker.

INSNA RER s. [from insnare.] He that in-

snai es.

INSOCIABI.E. a. [insociable, Fr ] 1. Averse

from conversation. Shakcsp. 1. Incapable of

connexion or union, kfetten.

INSOBRIETY. J. [in tirtsobriety.] Drunken

ness; want offobiicty. Decay of P ety.

ToINSOLATE •:■ a. [injilo. Lat.] To dry in

the fun ; to expose to the action oi the fun.

INSOLATION, f. [i.Jclatin, Fr.] Exposition

to the fun. Brsv/n.

INSOLENCE.? / [insolence, Fr. inselentia,

INSOLENCY. j Lat] Pride cxeitcd in con

temptuous aud overbearine, treatment of o-

thrrs; petulant contempt. Tilletjin.

To INSOLENCE, v. a. [from the noun.] To

insult. Km? Charles.

•■NSOLEN'l" a. [injohut, Fr. Infilttu, Lat.]

Contemptuous ol others; haughty ; overbear-

ing. Atterbury.

INSOLENTLY, adv. [infilenltr, Lat.] With

coniempt of others ; haughtily, rudely. Addis.

INSOl.VABLE. a. [inselvable, Fr.] 1. Not to

be solved; not to be cleared ( inextricable;

such as admits of no solution, or explication.

kVatti. %. That cannot be paid.

INSOLUBLE, a. [insoluble, Fr.] 1. Nottobc

cleared ■, not to be resolved. linker. a. Not

to be dissolved or separated Arbuthml.

INSOLVENT, a. [in and J'e/vo, Lat.] Unable

to pay. Smart.

INSOLVENCY. /[from insolvent.] Inability

to pay debts.

INSQMU'CH. cnj. [us, much.] So that ; to

such a degree that. Addisan.

To INSPECT, v.a [mjpicio, inspeflunt, Lat ]

To look into by way ot examination.

INSPE CTION./ [injpeclUn,Fr.inspeaie,Ut ]

I. Pr)ing examination; narrow and close

survey Smth. 1. Superintendence j presiding

care. Deiiley,

INSPECTOR./ Lat] 1. A prying examiner.

Denbam. a. A superintendent. kVattt.

INSPE'RSION./. [tnjpersio, Lat] A sprinkling.

A. njvjorlh.

To INSPHE'RE v. a. [in and sphere.] To

place in an orb or sphere. Milton.

INSPIRABLE. a. (from inspire ] Which may

be <'rawn in with the breath. Harvey.

INSPIRATION. /. [from inspire.] ,. The act

o' drawing in the breath. Arbuthntt. %. The

act of breathirg into any thing. 3. Infusion

of ideas into the mind by a fuperiour power.

Derham.

To INSPI'RE. v. n. [inspire, Lat.] To draw in

the breath. Walton.

To INSPIRE 1/. a. 1. To breathe into; to

infuse imo the mind. Shakejp. l. To animate

by fupernatuial infusion. Adi-stn. 3. To dtaw

in with the breath. Harvey.

INSPIRER./ [from inspire] He that iospirci.

Derham.

To INSPIRIT, v. a [in tnAspirit.] To ani

mate; to actuate; to sill with life add vigour.

Pipe.

To INSPI SSATE. v. a. [in undspiffut, Lat.]

To thicken ; to make thick. Arbuthnet.

INSPISSATION. f. [from insfjjate] The act

cf making any liouid thick. Arbuthnet.

INSTABILITY, s. [instability ft. instabilii.

Lat] Inconstancy; fickleness; mutability of

opinion or conduct. Addtsen.

INSTA'BLE. a. [instability Lat.] Inconstant;

changing.

T I NSTA1A. -j. a [installer, Fr. in andstall.}

To advance to any rank or office, by placing

in the fcit or stall proper to that condition.

rVtlttU.

INSTALLATION.s.hJUtt titn.Vr.] The act

of giving visible possession os a rank cr office,

by placing in the proper seat Aylijse.

INSTALMENT./" [trom install.] 1. The act

os installing. Shakejp. a. The scat in which

occ is installed. Sbakesp.

INSTANCE.
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}s. [instance, Pr.] I. Impor-INSTANCE

I'NSTANCY. s tunity j urgency ; lollicitation.

Hooker, x. Motive; influence, pressing ar

gument. Shakes}. 3. Prosecution or process

of a fait. Ayhfic. 4. Example ; document.

AdJifu. 5. State of any thing. Hale. 6

Occasion ; act. Rogeri.

To INSTANCE, v. n. [from the noun.J To

give or offer an example. Tillotsen.

I'NSTANT a.[/«/ra»j,Lat.] 1. Pressing; urgent;

importunate ; earnest. Lnke. 2. Immediate ;

without any time intervening ; prelent./V/er.

3. Quick; without delay. Pope.

INSTANT./, [instant, Fr.] I. Instant is such

a pan of duration wherein we perceive no

succession. Ltckc. 2. The present or current

month. Addtsm.

INSTANTANEOUS, a. [instautaneut, Lat.]

Done in an instant ; acting at once without

any perceptible succession. Bnrnet.

INSTANTANEOUSLY. aJv. [from instanta-

nc.nt ) In an indivisible point of time. Derba.

INSTANTLY, adv. [instanter, Lat.] 1. Im

mediately ; without any perceptible inter

vention of time. Baton. 2. With urgent

importunity.

To INSTATE, v.n. [in andstale] 1. To

place in a certain rank or condition. Hale. a.

To invest. Obsolete. Skakesp,

IXSTAURA'TION./. [inftauratit, Lat.] Re

storation ; reparation j renewal.

INSTEAD*/, prep, [of in and steaJ, place]

1. In room of j in place of. Swift. *. Equal

to Tillnstn

To INSTEEP. v.a. [in mi steep.] 1. To

soak • to macerate in moisture. Sbakefp. 2.

To put under water Shakesp.

I*NSTEP./ [in and/?*/.] The upper part o'

the foot where it joint to the leg. Arbnthnot

To INSTIGATE v. a. [mstige, Lat.] To urge

to ill; to provoke or incite to a crime.

INSTIGATION./*, [instigation, Fr ] Incite'

meat to a crime) encouragement; impulse

to ill. Scnlb.

INSTIGATOR. f.[instigateur, Fr.] lnciter to

ill Decay if Piety.

To INSTIL, v. a [instills, Lat.] I . To

infuse by drops Milton. 2. To insinuate any

thug imperceptibly into the mind ; to infuse.

Calamy.

INSTILLA'TlON. f [mftillatio, Lat. sromzn-

st'-l. ] I. The act of pouring in by drops. 2.

The act of in'using slowly into the mind 3.

The thine; in.'ufed. Rombler.

INST1 NCT. a. Jrftmaai, Lat.] Moved ; ani

mated MUtcn.

INSTINCT. / [i'st'nSnt, Lat.] Desire or a-

verfj."o. Prior.

INSTINCTED. a. [instnant. Lat] Impressed

a* an animating powci density

OCSrlNCTIVE a. irotn i-stina.] Acting

withowt tht application or ch >ice of reason.

Brume.

INSTINCTIVELY. adv. [™ i-strr.aive.}

By instinct , by tiw-ca.i of nv ..-< X*^.:ejp

To INSTITUTE.*. ». [injtitai, Lai.J 1. T°

fix; to establish ; to appoint; to enact; re

settle. Hale. 2. To educate ; to instruct ; to

form by instruction. Decay cf Piety.

INSTITUTE /. [institutnm, Lat ] 1. Establish-

ed law ; fettled order. Drydin. 2. Precept;

maxim ; principle Dryden.

INSTITUTION./ [infiitutio, Lat.] 1. Act of

establishing. 2. Establishment; settlement.

Swift. 3. Positive law. Atterbury. 4 Educa

tion Hammond.

INSTITUTIONARY. a. [from institution]

Elemental ; containing the first doctrines, or

principles of doctrine. Brown.

I'NSTITUTOR./. [institutor, Lat.] 1. An

establilher ; one who fettles. Holder. 2. In

structor 1 educator. (Valker.

I'NSTITUTIST./. [bom institute] Writer of

institutes, or elemental instructions. Harvey,

To INSTO P v. a. [in im\stcp.) To close up;

to stop. Dryden.

To INSTRUCT, v a. [instruo, Lat.] I. To

teach ; to form by precept; to inform autho

ritatively. Miltin. 2. To model ; to form.

Ayliffe.

INSTRUCTER /[from inflma ] A teacher ;

an infticutor. Addifou.

INSTRUCTION./ [from instrua ] 1. The

act of teaching ; information. Locke. 2. Pre

cepts conveying knowledge. Tonng. 3. Au

thoritative information ; mandate. Shake/p

INSTRUCTIVE, a. [from instrua.] Convey

ing knowledge. Holder.

INSTRUMENT./, [instrumentum. Lat] 1.

A tool used for any work or pui pole.

Blackmsrc. 2. A frame constructed to as <u

yield harmonious founds. Dryden. 3. A

writing containing any contract or order. Tob.

4. The agent or mean of any thing. Sidney,

Lode. 5. One who acts only to serve ihe

purposes of another. Dryden.

INSTRUMENTAL, a. [instrumental, Pr.] t.

Conducive as means to some end ; organkal.

Smalridge. 2. Acting to some end j contri

buting to some purpose ; helpful. Swift. 3.

Consisting not of voices but instrument:. Hook .

4 Produced by instruments; notvoca;. Dryd.

INSTRUMENTALITY./ [from injirumt*-

tal.\ Subordinate agency ; agency of any

thing ; as means to an end Hale.

INSTRUMENTALLY. adv. [from lustrum* •

tal.] In the nature of an instrument ; at

means to an end Digby.

INSTRUMENTALNESS / "from i-strumen.

ra/.JUscfulnefs; as means to an eni\.ll.immou<'.

INSU'FFERAHLE. a. [,n and fuferab/cj 1.

Intolerable; insupportable; inteole beyond

endurance. Licke. 2. Detestable; contemp

tible Dryden.

INSUFFERABLY, adv. [from inf.ferab'e.]

Co a degree beyond endurance. Smth.

INSUFFICIENCY ? / [infnffiJence, Fr ] [r.-

INSU1 Fl'ClENCY.J adeuuaunessto anyen.l

or purpose. Hooker, Atterbury.

INSUFrIClENT a injnfu mi, Fr.] Inade

quate to any need, us.-, or purpose; wanting

abilities. Rogeri. INSUi- .
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INSUFFICIENTLY, adv. [from insufficient)

With want of proper ability.

INSUFFLATION./ [/» and/«#>, Lat.] The

act os breathing upon. Hammond.

INSULAR. I a. [insnlaire, Fr.] Belonging

I'NSULARY. i to an idand. Honael.

rNSULATKD. a. [imsuia, Lat.] Not contigu

ous on any side.

INSULSE a. [usulsut, Lit.] Dull; insipid ,

heavy. Diil.

INSULT. /". [imsullMt, Lat.] i. The act of

leaping upon iny thing. Drydin. a. Act o

insolence or contempt. Brssme.

To INSU LT. v. a. [injulio. Lit.] I. To treat

with insolence or contempt. Pipe. 1. To

trample upon j to triumph over. Skaktsp.

INSU LTER./ f from insult] One who treats

another with insolent triumph. Rovic.

INSULTINGLY adv. [from insulting] With

contemptuous triumph. Drydtn.

INSUPERABILITY / strom insuperable.)

The quality of being invincible.

INSUPERABLE, a. [iusuperaUlit, Lat.] In

vincible; unfurmountable; not to be con

quered ; not to be overcome. Pope

INSU'PERABLENF.SS./ [from insuperable.']

Invinciblenefs; impossibility to be surmounted

INSUPERABLY, adv. [from insuperable1] In

vincibly ; insurmountably. Gre<w.

INSUPPORTABLE, a. [ insupportable, Fr. ]

Intolerable ; insufferable ; not to be endured.

Bentley.

INSUPPORTABLENF.SS. / [from insuppor

table] Insufferableness j the state ot being

beyond endurance. Sidney.

INSUPPO'RTABLY. adv. [from insupporta

ble.] Beyond endurance. Drydtn.

INSURMOUNTABLE, a. [insurmountable,

Fr.] Insuperable ; unconquerable. Lode.

1NSURMO UNTABLY.n/Mfrom insurmoun

table.] Invincibly ; unconquerably.

INSURRECTION./ [injurgo. Lat.] A sediti

ous rising; arebelliouscommolion./4riiir£»ef

INSUSURRA TION./ [injusnrre, Lat.] The

act ot whispering.

INTA CT1BLE. a. [in and taclnm, Lat.] Not

perceptible to the touch.

INTAGLIO./. [Italian] Any thing that has

figures engraved on it. Aidtstn.

INTASTABLE.aaV [in and taste] Not rais

ing any sensations in the organs of taste. Greta.

INTEGER.s. [Lat.] The whole of any thing.

Atbuthnoi

INTEGRAL, a. [integral, Fr.] I. Whole;

applied to a thing considered as comprising all

its constituent parts. Bacon. a. Uninjured ;

complete ; not defective. Holder. 3. Not

fractional ; not broken into fractions.

I NTEGRAL. /. The whole made up of parts.

Watt,.

INTEGRITY./ [ir.ttgritas, Lat.] 1. Honesty:

uncorrupt mind; purity of manners. Rogers

1. Purity ; genuine Unadulterate state. Hale,

3. tntirenefs ; unbroken whole. Brceme.

INTE'GUMENT./ [integmmentum. Lat] An)

thing that covers or invclops another. Addtjen

INTELLECT/ [intellect, Lat] The inteli;.

gent mind ; the power of understanding South.

INTELLE'CTION. f. [mtelleflic, Ut.] The

act of understanding. Bentley.

INTELLECTIVE a. [intelUBif, Fr.] Having

power to understand. Glanville.

INTELLECTUAL a. [intelUcluel, Fr.]i.Re-

lating to the understanding; belonging to the

mind j transacted by the understanding.Tavilrr.

a. Mental ; comprising the faculty of under

standing. IVattt. 3 Ideal ; perceived by the

intellect, not the senses. Citaley. 4. Having

the power of understanding. Milton.

INTELLECTUAL./ Intellect; understand

ing ; mental powers or faculties Glanville.

INTELLIGENCE.?/! [intelligentia. Lat] 1.

INTELLIGENCY. J Commerce of informa

tion ; notice ; mutual communication. Hayv.

a. Commerce of acquaintance ; terms on

which men live one with another. Bacon. 3 .

Spirit ; unbodied mind. Collier. 4. Under-

standiisg; skill. Spenser.

INTELLIGENCER. / [from intelligence.

One who sends or conveys news ; one who

gives notice of private or distant transactions.

Hotoel

INTE LLIGENT. a. [intelligent, Latin.] I.

Knowing; instructed; skilful. Miltin. t.

Giving information. Shaiesp.

INTELLIGENT! AL. a.sfrom inteli gence.) I.

Consisting of unbodied mind. Milton. a. In

tellectual ; exercising understanding. Milton.

INTELLIGIBILITY./, [from intelligible) r.

Possibility to be understood a. The power of

understanding; intellection. Glanville.

INTELLIGIBLE, a [inteUigibilit, Lat.] Ts

be conceived by the understanding, ffatti.

INTE ELIGIBLENESS./. [Irom intelligible)

Possibility to be understood; perlpicuitv.isfi".

INTE LLIGIBLY.aifo [from intetligible.]So >*

to be understood; clearly j p\iiDly.rVesJvsrJ.

INTETvlERATE. a. [intemeratn,, L»i.] Un-

rfefiled ; unpolluted.

INTE'MPERAMENT. / [it and tempers

ment.] Bad constitution. Harvey.

INTEMPERANCE ?/ \intemperantie. Lat]

INTF/MPERANCY. J Want of temperance i

want of moderation ; excess in meat or drink.

Haietvill.

INTE MPERATE. a. [intemperatut, Lc] 1

Immoderate in appetite ( excessive in meat or

drink. Smth. 1. Passionate ; ungovernable ;

without rule. Shakejp.

INTE'MPERAT ELY.adv [from intemperate]

1 . With breach -of the laws of temperance.

Tillot. a. Immoderately; excessively Sprats.

INTE MPERATENESS/ [trom intemperate]

1. Want of moderation 2 UnseasonablcKlt

of weather. Atnsivcrth.

INTEMPERATURE./ [from intemperate]

Excess of some qualitv.

To INTE'ND r>. a. [intrude, Lat.] t. To

stretchout. Obfoletei^s/rr. a. To enforce ,

to make intense. Nevjten. 3. To regard ; to

attend j lo take care of. Huker. 4. To p*>

1 regtr.
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regard or attention to. Bacon. 5. To mean ;

to design. Dryden.

INTENDANT./ French.] An officer of the

highest class, whooversees any particular allot

ment of the publick business. Arbuthnit.

INTE'NDIMENT./ Attention ; patient hear

ing. Spnser.

INTENDMENT./ [entendement, Fr] Inten

tion ; design. VEjlrange.

To INTENERATE. «. a [in and tener, Lat.]

To make tender ; to soften. Pbilipt.

INTENERATION. / [from integrate] The

act of softening or making tender. Bacon.

INTENIBLE. a [in and lemble } That cannet

hold. Siakesp.

INTENSE, a. [intensm, Lat ] i.Raisedtoa

high degree) strained; forced; not flight )

not lax. Boyle. 1. Vehement; ardent. Addijen.

3. Kept on the stretch; anxioufly attentive.

Miltn.

INTE NSELY. adv. [from intense ] To a great

degree Addisen.

INTE'NSENESS / [from intense.] The state of

being affected to a high degree ; contrariety

to laxity or remission- H'oedward

INTENSION. / [intense. Lat] The act of

forcing or straining any thing. Taylor.

INTEN SIVE. a. [from intense ] 1 . Stretched

or increased with respect to itself. Hale. 1.

Intent ; fall oscare. rVttten.

INTENSIVELY, adv. To a greater degree.

BramhalL

INTENT, a. [intenim, I.at.] Anxioufly dili

gent; fixed v.uh close application. kValit.

INTENT./, [from intend.) A design; a

purpose; a drift; a view formed ; meaning.

Hooter.

INTENTION./, [imtentio. Lat] 1. Eagerness

of desire} closeness of attention ; deep

thought ; vehemence or ardour ofmind. South.

x. Design ; purpose. Arbntbnol. 3. The state

ol being intense or strained. Lode

INTENTIONAL, a. [iutentionel, Fr ] Design-!

ed ; done by design. Robert

INTE'NTIONALLY. adv. [from intentional]

1. By design; with fixed choice. Hale. 1.1

la will, if not in a:f ion Atterbury.

INTENTIVE. a. [Irom intent.] Diligently

applied; busily attentive. Brown.

IXTENTIVELY adv. [from mtenlive.] With

application; closely.

INTENTLY, adv. [from intent.] With close

attention ; with close application ; with eager

ele&re. Hammond. '

IXTENTNESS. /". [from intent] The state of

being intent . aciious application Swift.

To INTER: v. a. [en terror, Fr.J To cover un

der ground , to bury. Sb^xejp.

IN'TERCAI.AR. \ a. [mtercalarii, Lat.]

INTERCALARY J Inserted out of the com

mon order to preserve the equation of time,

as the twenty-ninth of February in a leap-

year is an intercalary day.

To INTERCALATE, v. a. [intercah, Lat.]

To insert an extraordinary day.

INTERCALATION/ {intercalatie, Lat.]

Insertion of days out of the ordinary reckon

ing. Brown.

To INTERCEDE, v. n. [intereedo, Lat] 1.

To pass between. Newton. 1. To mediate ;

to act between two pai ties. Calamy.

INTERCE'DER. / l:rom intercede.] One that

intercedes; mediator.

To INTERCEPT v. a. [intercepts, Lat] 1.

To stop ar,tl seize in the way. Shakesp. z.

To obstruct ; to cut off j to stop Irom being

communicated. Newton.

INTERCE PTION / [interceptie, Lat.] Stop

page in course; hindrance, obstruction W'sffeii.

INTERCESSION./ \inter.ejii. Lat J Media

tion ; interposition ; agency between two par

ties; agency in the cause of another Romans.

INTERCKSSOUR /'. [intercessor. Lat J Me

diator ; agent between two parties to procure

reconciliation. Smth.

To INTERCHAIN, v. a. [inter and chain.]

To chain ; to link together Sbakejp.

To INTERCHA NGE.f. a. [inter taiebange.]

1 To put each into the place of the other.

SlakcJ/>. 1. To succeed alternately. Sidney.

INTERCHANGE. / [from the verb.) 1.

Commerce ; permutation of commodities.

Howel. 2. Alternate succession. Holder. 3.

Mutual donation and reception. Sontb.

INTERCHANGEABLE a.[fromi»'«-r*a«£<]

I. Given and taken mutually. Bacon, t. Fol

lowing each other in alternate succession. Till.

INTERCHANGEABLY., adv. Alternately;

in a manner whereby each gives and receive*.

Shakesp.

INTERCHA NGEMENT./['«r«-andc*<»»£«.]

Exchange ; mutual transference. Shakesp.

INTERCIPIENT./ [injercipiem. Lat J An

intercepting power ; Ibmetntng that causes

a stoppage. lVi'teman.

INTtKClSION. / [inter taicede, Lat.] In

terruption. Brown.

To INTERCLUDE. v. n. [interchdi, Lat]

To (hut from a place or course by something

intervening. Holder.

INTERCLUSION. / [mlerclusui, Lat.] Ob

struction ; interception.

INTERCOLUMNIATION. /. [inter and o-

Inmna, Lat ] The space between the pillars.

IVltten.

To INTERCO'MMON. v. n. [inter and com

mon] To seed at the lame table. Bacon.

INTERCOMMUNITY. / [inter and com

munity.] A mutual communication or com

munity.

INTERCOSTAL a [inter and cofla. Lat]

Placed between the ribs More.

INTERCOURSE./ cn-.ricouri, Fr.] 1. Com

merce ; exchaoge. Milton. z. Communica

tion. Bacon.

INTERCL."RHENCF../.;from<'"rrr«rr5,Lat.]

Passage between Boyle.

INTEKCURRENT. a. [i.ilercurrent, Lat.]

Running between. Boyle.

INTERDE AL /. [inter and dial] Traffick >

intercourse. Spoiler,

To
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To INTERDICT. v. a. [itterdiei, Lat.] i

To forbid ; to prohibit. Ticket 1. To pro

hibit from the enjoyment of communion with

lift chuich. Ayliff'e.

INTERDICT. / Ifrorn the verb] I. Prohi

bition ; prohibiting decree Dryd.-n l A

papal prohibition to the clergy to celebrate

the holy offices., IVotton.

INTERDICTION. / [interditlio, Lit.] I.

Prohibition ; forbidding decree Milf.n. %.

Curse from the papal interdia. Sbaktsp.

INTERDICTORY a. [from interdia.] Be

longing to an interdiction Am/werlb.

To INTERE'SS. \ v n. \interefer, Pr.] To

To INTEREST J concern ( to affect ) to give

(hare in. Dryden.

To INTEREST, v. ». To affect s to move.

INTEREST. / [interest, Lit. interet, Fr] I

Concern ; advantage i good. Hammond. I

Influence over others. Clarendon. 3. Share j

part in any thing ; pailicipJtion. 4. Regard

to private profit. Swift. 5 Money paid lor

use; usury. Arbutbmt. 6- Any lurplus, o!

advantage. Sbakefp.

To INTERFE'RE. v. »■ [inter *nd serit. Lat.]

1. To interpose i to intermeddle. Sinift. %

To clash ) to oppose each other. Smalrid;e. 3

A horse is said to interfere, when the side of

one of his (hoes strikes against and hurts one

of his fetlocks, or the hitting cne leg against

another, striking off the (kin. Farrier's Diil.

INTERFLUENT. a [itterflneni, Lat.] Flow

ing between. Boyle.

INTERFULGENT. [inter and fnlgens, Lat.j

Shining between.

INTERFUSED a [interfnsnt, Lat] Poured

or sea' tered between. Milton.

INTERJ A'CENCY./ [from interjacent, Lat ]

1. The act or state of lying between. Hale.

ft. The thing lying between. Brown.

INTERJACENT a.{i»tcrjace*i, Lat.] Inter

vening ; Iving between. Raleigb.

INTERJECTION. / [interje3io, Lat] i.A

part of speech that discovers the mind to be

seized or affected with some passion : such as

in English, Olalai! al! Clarke. ». Inven

tion j interposition j act of something coming

between. Bactn.

INTERIM. /. [interim. Lat.] Mean time

intervening time. Tatler.

"X INTERJOIN. a. [inter and join.] To joi

mutually ; to intermarry. S! akcjp.

INTE RIOUR 9. [intsrisr, Lat.j Internal ;

inner 5 not outward ; not superficial. Burnet.

INTERKNO'WLEDCt. f. [inter and know

ledre.] M iu ual knowledge. Baan.

To INTERLACE', v. a. [c\trclaffer, Fr.] To

intermix; to pat one thing within another

Hayward.

INTERLA'PSE. /. [inter and lapse.] The flow

of time between any two events. Harvey.

To INTERLARD, v. a. [entrelarder, Fr.]

1. To mix meat with bacon, or fat. a. To

interpose ; to insert between. Carctn. 3.

'so diversify by mixture. Hale.

ro INTERLEAVE, v. a. [inter and leave.}

To chequer a bjok by the insertion of blank

leaves.

To INTERLINE, v. a. sinter and lint.] 1.

To write in alternate lines. Lecke. a,. To

correct by something written between the

lines. Dryden.

INTERLINEATION. / [>'<i/«-and lineation]

Correction made by writing between the lines.

Swift.

To INTERLINK, v . a. [inter and link] To

connect chains one to another -, to join one

in another.

INTERLOCUTION./ [interbeutie. Lat.] 1.

Dialogue ; interchange of speech. Hooker. ft.

Preparatory proceeding in law. Ayltffe.

INTERLO CUTOR. ( [inter and honor, Lat.]

Dialogist; one that talks with another. Boyle.

INTERLOCUTORY, a. [interlocutoire, Fr.)

I. Consisting of dialogue. Fiddes. ft. Prepa

ratory to decision.

To INTERLOPE, v. «t. [inter and Uopen,

Dutch.] To run between parlies and inter

cept the advantage that one should gain from

the other Taller.

INTERLOPER./ [from interlope] One who

runs into business to which he has no right.

L'Eftrange.

INTERLU CENT, a. [inttrlneni, Lat ] Shin

ing between.

INTERLUDE./ [inter and Udm, Lat.]

Something played at the intervals of festivity ;

a farce. Bacon.

INTERLU ENCY. / [interim. Lat] Water

interposited ; interposition of a flood. Hale.

INTERLU'NAR. 7 a. [mi«-and Inna, Lat.]

INTERLU'NARY.J Belonging to the lime

when the moon, about to change, is invisible,

Miltm.

INTERMA'RRIACE / [inter and marriage]

Marriage between two families, where each

takes one and gives another. Addifon.

To INTERMA RRY. v n. [inter and marry.]

To marry some of each family with the other.

Swift.

To INTERME'DDLE. v. n. [inter and med

dle] To interpose officiously. Hayw. Clarend.

To INTERME'DDLE. v. a. To intermix; to

mingle. Spenser.

INTERMEDDLER. / [from intermeddle.]

One that interposes officiously ; one that

thrusts himself into business to which he hat

no right. L'EJIrange.

INTERME'DIACY. / [from intermediate]

Interposition ; intervention. Derbam.

INTERME'DIAL. a. Intervening; lying be

tween ; interveoient. Evelyn.

INTERMEDIATE, a. [intermediat, Fr.] In

tervening; interposed. Newton.

INTERMEDIATELY, adv. [from intermedi

ate ] By way of intervention.

To INTERMELL. t>. a. [entremefler, Fr.]

To mix ; to mingle. Spenser.

INTERMENT. / [enlerrement, Fr.J Burial j

sepulchre.

INTERMI
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INTERMIGRA'TION./[/*r«-«/£ra//5n,Fr.]

Act of removing from one place to another,

so « that of two parties removing, each takes

the place of the other. Hale.

INTE'RMINABLE. a. [in and termino, Lat.]

Immense; admitting no boundary. Milton.

INTE'RMINATE. a. [interminatuj, Lat.] Un

bounded *, unlimited. Chapman.

INTERMINA'TION./ [inlermino, Lat.] Me

nace ; threat. Decay if Piety.

To INTERMI'NGLE v. a. [inter ind mingle.]

To mingle ; to mix some things amongst

others. Hooker.

To INTERMI'NGLE. ■». ». To be mixed or

incorporated.

INTERMISSION. /. [intermission, Fr. inter-

missis, I. h.] I. Cessation for a time ; pause;

intermediate stop lVilkins. 2. Intervenient

time. Shakefp. 3. State of being intermitted.

Ben. Johnjon. 4. The space between the

paroxysms of a fever. Milton.

INTERMt'SSIVE. a [from intermit.] Coming

by fits ; not continual. Brown

To INTERMIT. v. a. [mtirmitto, Lat.] To

forbear any thing for a time; to interrupt.

Revert.

To INTERMI'T. v. n. To grow mild between;

the fits or paroxysms. J

INTERMITTENT, a [intermitten,, Lit.]

Coming by fits. Harvey. <

To INTERMIX. v. a. [inter and mi*.] To

mingle ; to join ; to put fame things among

others. Hnyward.

To INTERMI'X. v n. To be mingled toge

ther.

INTERMIXTURE. / [inter and mixtura.

Lat.] I. Mass formed by mingling bodies.

Boyle. 1. Something additional mingled in a

mass. Bacon.

INTERMU'NDANE. a. [inter and imindm,

Lat.] Subsisting between worlds, or bawi.r'n

orb and crb. Luke.

INTERMURAL a. [inter and mums, Lat.]

Lying between walls. Ainjworth.

INTERMU'TUAL. a. [inter and mutual.] Mu

tual ; interchanged. Daniel.

INTERN, a. [mttrnus, Lat] Inward; intes

tine ; not foreign. Howel.

INTERNAL a [mternui, Lat] 1. Inward;

not external. Lode 2. Intrinsick-, not de

pending on external accidents ; real. Rsperi.

INTERNALLY, adv. [from internal] 1. In

wardly. 2. Mentally; intellectually. Taylor.

INTERNE'CINR. a. [interneanut, Lat.] En

deavouring mutual destruction. Hmdtbras.

INTERNK'CION / [interncac, Lac] Massa

cre ; slaughter Hate

INTERNL'NCIO. / [internunciut, Lat ] Mes

senger between two parties.

INTERPELLATION.,/, [interpellate, Lat]

A summons ; a call upon. Ayiijfe.

To INTERPOLATE v. a. [iuterpele. Lat]

I. To foist any thing into a place to which 't

does not belong tope. 2, To renew; to beg;

again. Hale.

INTERPOLATION./ [interpolation, fr ]

Something added or put into the original

matter. Cromwell.

INTERPOLA TOR./ [Latin] One that foists

in counterfeit passages. Swift.

INTERPO'SAL./ [from interpose ] 1 . Inter

position ; agency between two persons. Stutb.

2. Intervention. Glanville.

To INTERPOSE. *>. a. [inters*-?, Lat.] 1.

To thrust in as an obstruction, interruption,

or inconvenience. Swift, 2. To offer as a suc

cour or relief. Woodward. 2. To place be

tween ; to make intervenient. Bacon.

To INTERPOSE, v. n. 1. To mediate; to

act between two parties, 2. To put in by

way of interruption. Boyle.

INTERPOSER./. [from interpose] 1. One

that comes between others Shake/p. z. An

intervenient agent ; a mediator.

INTERPOSITION/ [interpljitio, Lat.] 1. In

tervenient agency. Atterbury. 2. Mediation ;

agency between parties. Addifon. 3. Inter

vention ; (late of being placed between two.

Raleigh. 4. Any thi;>g interposed. Milton.

To INTE'RPRET. v. ,,. [interprets, Lat.]

To explain: to translate; to decypher ; to

give a solution. Daniel.

INTE'RPRETABLE. a sfrom interpret.] Ca-

pable of being expounded. Colliir.

INTERPRETATION. / [intnfrttatio. Lat.]

1. The act of interpreting; explanation.

Skakefp. 2. The sense given by an mterpre-

te, ; exposition. Hooker. 3. The power of

explaining. Bacon.

INTERPRETATIVE, a. [from interpret. J

Collected by interpretation. Hammond.

INTI/RPRETATIVELY. adv. [ from inter,

f.retativc] As may be collected by interpre

tation. Ray.

INTERPRETER. / [interpret, in.] ,.An

expositor ; au expounder. Burnet. 2. A trans

lator. Fanjbaw.

INTERPUNCTION. / [interpungo, Lit.]

Pointing between words or sentences.

INTERREGNUM, f. [Latin J The time in

which a throne is vacant betsveen the death

of a prince and accession of another. Cowley.

INTERRE'IGN. / [interregne, Fr. interreg

num, l.at.J Vacancy ot the throne. Bacon.

To INTERROGATE v. a. [mterrogo, Lat.]

To examine; to question.

To INTERROGA TE. v. n. To alk ; to put

questions. Hammcnd.

INTERROGATION. /. [interrogation, Fr.

interrogation Lat ] t. A question put; an

enquiry. Vov.of tie Tongue 1 A note that

marks a question: thus?

INTERROGATIVE a. [interrsgativut. Lat]

Denoting a question ; expressed in a queilin-

rary form ot words.

INTERROGATIVE./ A pronoun used in

aflci.if; questions; as, who ? what ?

INTERROGATIVELY, adv. [irom interre-

gattie.] Inform of a question.

INTERROG A TOR./, [rrom interrogate.] Ati

alter of questions.

H h h IXTERRO-
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INTERROGATORY. /. [interrorateire, Pr.]

A question ; an enquiry. Shabejp.

INTERROGATORY, a. Containing » ques

tion : expressing a question.

To INTFRRU'PT. v. a. [intermptni. Ut.]

I. To hinder the process of any thing by

breaking in upon it. Male. x. To hinder one

from proceeding by interposition. Ecclef. 3.

To divide ; to separate Milton

INTERRU'PTEDLY. adv. [from interrupted]

Not in continuity ; not without stoppage.

Boyle.

INTERRUPTER./, [from interrupts He who

' interrupts.

INTERRUPTION. / [interruptie, I.at.] 1.

Interposition; breath ot continuity. Hale. x.

Intervention \ interposition. Dryden. 3. Hin

drance; stop; let; obstruction. Sbakesp.

INTERSCAPULAR. a. [inter uniijcapula,

Lat. J Placed between the shoulders.

To INTERSCTND v. a. [inter and scindi,

I.at.] To cut off by interruption.

o INT "

Lat] To write between.

To INTERSCRI BE. v. a. [inter and scrih.

INTERSE'CANT. a. [inlersecant. Lat] Di

viding any thing into parts.

To INTERSECT, v. a. [intersect. Lat] To

cut •, to divide each other mutually. Brewn

To INTERSECT, v. n. To meet and cross

each other. IViUman.

INTERSECTION, s. [interseSie, Lat.] The

point where lines cross each other. Beutley.

To INTERSK'RT. v. a. {interfere. Lat.] To

put in between other things, li ret iinto

INTERSERTION. s. [horn interjert ] An in

sertion, or thing inserted between any thing

Hamtr.jnJ.

To INTERSrr. RSE v a [interspersus, Lat]

To scatter here and there among other thing;

Swift.

INTERSPE'RSION./: [from intersperse] The

act of scattering here and there. Watti.

INTERSTELLAR, a. Intervening between

the stars. Bacsn.

INTERSTICE./ [interstitiupi, Lat.] 1. Space

between one thing and another. Newtcn. x.

Time between one act and another. Ayl'jsc.

INTERSTITIAL, a [from interstice.] Con

taining imerstices. Brcwn.

INTERTEXTURF. /. Untertexo, I.at] Di

versification i'f thing-, mingled or wuven one

amon^ another.

Tc INI l.RTVVi'NiL.7 "V a. [ir.ter and twine,

To INTERTWIST J 01 Ik jl] To unite by

twilling or.L in another. .HjVcV

INTERVAL. /. [mteivullnm, Lat.] 1. Space

Ll-iv\ ten pli.<.'-t; ii.': i1I:l^ ; vacuity Newtcn.

2 1 iincpaiftrt; haw en two alTirnable points

Swift. 3 Kci"iirion of a dvliiium or dis-

tei ipt-r. A::rrb':ry.

To IN lERV). -J\..v. n [intervene, I.at.] To

C.-i: e bit'.vfctl [liir.i'S or pttl'ons. Tnyl:r.

IN'l FKVtM../. [ii.m the verb. J Opoosilion.

lfol>-n.

INIEKVF.'NIENT a [iitervttiicnt, Lat.] In-

tercedent •, interposed; pasting between. Bant.

INTERVE NTION. / [iuterventit, Lat] 1.

Agency between persons. Atterbury. a. A-

gency between antecedents and consecutive*.

VF-stranre. 3. Interposition j the (bate of

being interposed. Holder.

To INTERVE RT. v. a. [intervene, Lat.] To

turn to another course. IVotteu.

INTERVIEW./, [er.trevne, Fr.] Mutual sight;

sight os each other. Haker,

To INTERVO'LVE. v. a. [intervene, Lat.]

To involve one within another. Milton.

To INTERWE'AVE. v. a. preter. interwove,

parr. pass, interwoven, interwove, or intcr~

weaved, [inter and weave.] To mix one with

another in a regular texture ; to intermingle.

Milton.

To INTERWI'SH. v. a. [inter and wifi.] To

wish mutually to each other. Donne.

INTERTABLE, a. [inteflabilii. Lat.] Disqoa-

lisicd to make a will. Ayl-.fse.

INTESTATE a. [intesiatns. Lat] Wanting t

will; dying without will. Dryden.

INTESTINAL, a. [intestinal,? r. from intes

tine] Belonging to the gut*. Arbutbcot.

INTESTINE, a. [intestin. Ft. tntestir.,,, Lat.]

I. Internal ; inward; not external. Dnppa. x.

Contained in the body. Milton. 3. Domeilick;

not foreign. Pcpe.

INTESTINE. /. [intestinnm, Lat.] The gut;

the bowel. Arbutbnot.

To INTHRALL. v. a. [in and thrall] To

endive; to shackle , to reduce to servitude.

Prior

INTHRA'LMENT. / [from intbraW] Servi

tude; slavery. Milti*.

ToINTHRONE. v. et. [in and throne ] To

raise to royally ; to set on a throne. Tbimfn.

I'NTIMACY. / [from intimate.] Close famili

arity. Rcgcri.

INTIMATE, a. [intimni. Lat.] 1. Inmost;

inward; intestine Tillotsen. x. Near; not

kept at distance South. 3. Familiar; dose I r

acquainted. Rcscommcn.

INTIMATE./. [intimade, Span.] A familiar

friend ; one who is trusted with our though:..

G:v. cf the 'T:nruC.

To INTIMATE, t>. a. [intimer, Fr.] Tohint;

10 point nut indirtctlv,urnotveiyplainly.L«l«.

INTIMATELY. aJv. [ from intimate. } I.

Closely; with intermixture of parts. Arbntb-

nit. X. Nearly ; inseparably. Addistn. 3. Fa

miliarly ; with close friendship

IN'I IMA'TION./. [irom»«ri«"i<.] Him; ob

scure or indirect declaration or direction.S;« :

I'NTIME. a. Inwaxd ; being within the mass i

internal. Dirbj.

To INTIMIDATE, v a.[intinider, Fr ] To

make fearful ; to daftardiae j to rr.ake cow

ardly. Irene.

1NTIRE. /' [entier, Fr ] Whole; undimittii-

cd ; broken. Hooker.

INTI'RENLSS. / [from intire] Wholeness

imcyiity Pine.

I'NTO. fr/p. ijn aad le.] 1. Noting entrance
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with regard to place. Wotton. >. Noting

penetration beyond the outside. Pope. 3.

Noting a new state to which any thing is

brought by the agency of a cause. Boyle.

INTOLERABLE, a. [intolerabili,, Lat.] I.

Insufferable ; not to be endured ; not to be

borne. Taylor. 1. Bad beyond sufferance.

INTO'LEKABLENESS. /: [from intolerable.]

Quality of a thing not to be endured.

INTO'LERABLY. adv. [from intolerabe.] To

a degree beyond endurance.

INTOLERANT, a. [intolerant, Fr] Not en

during ; not able to endure. Arbuthnot.

To INTO MB. v. a. [in and tomb.] To inclose

in a funeral monument; to bury. Dryden.

To I'NTONATE. 11 a. [tntono, Latin.] To

thunder.

INTONA'TION. /. [intonatitn, Fr. from /Vre-

nate.] The act of thundering.

To INTONE, v. n. [siom tone,] To make a

flow protracted noise. Pope. ■

To INTO RT. v.a. [intortuo, Lat.] To twist;

to wreath; to wring. Pope.

To INTOXICATE, v. a. [in and toxieum,

Lat.] To inebriate ; to make drunk. Bacon.

INTOXICATION. / [from intoxicate.} Ine

briation ; cbriety ; the act of making drunk ;

the state ot being drunk. S;uib.

INTRACTABLE, a. [intraclabiln, Lat.] 1.

Ungovernalte ; violent ; stubborn ; obstinate.

Robert. 2. Unmanageable ; furious. /Vood<w.

INTRA'CTABLENESS.y. [from intrailable.]

Obstinacy ; perverfenefs.

INTRACTABLY, adv. [from intrailable.]

Unmanageably; stubbornly.

INTRANQUl'Ll.ITY./ [in and tramfwMlj]

Uaquietnefs ; want of reft. Temple.

INTRANSMU'TABLE. a. [in and tranfmu-

table] Unchangeable to any other substance

Ray.

To INTRE'ASURE. v a. [in and treasure.]

To lay up as in a treasury Shakejp.

To INTRENCH, v. » [in and trancher, Fr ]

!• To invade; to encroach ; to cut oft' part

of what belongs to another. Dryden. 1. To

break with hollows. Mrhon. 3. To fortify

with a trench.

INTRENCHANT. a. Not to be divided ; not

to be wounded , indivisible. Shakejp.

INTRF/NCHMENT /: [from ntreneb ] -For

tification with a trench.

INTREPID, a. [intrepde, Fr. intrepid*,, Lat.]'

Fearless; daring ; bold ; brave Tb*m/cn.

INTREI'l'DlTY. / [intrepidi:.-, Pr.] Fear

lessness ; courage ; boldness Gulliver.

INTREPIDLY, adv. [from intrepid.] Fcar-

lefly ; boldly ; daringly. Pope.

|,NTRrcACy./[fronw'»frK«tf JSttte of being

entangled ; perplexity ; Involution. Addijon.

INTRICATE. a. [intricate!. Lat.] Entangled ;

perplexed ; involved ; complicated ; cblcure.

Addijen.

To INTRICATE, [from the adjective.] To

perplex ; to darken. Net propel, nor in use,

£avidla.

I'NTRICATELY. adv. [from intricate] With

involution of one in another ; with perplexity.

Svrifi

I'NTRICATENESS. / [from intricate.] Per

plexity ; involution ; obscurity. Sidney.

INTRIGUE. /. [intrigue, Fr] A plot; a

private transaction in which many parties are

engaged. Addij'on, 2. Intricacy ; complication.

Hale. 3. The complication or perplexity of a

fable or poem Pope.

To INTRIGUE, f. n. [intriguer, Fr. from the

noun] To ictm plots; to carry on private'

design-.

INTRl'GUER. / [intrirxeur, Fr") One who

busies himself in private transactions ; or.e

who forms plots ; one who pursues women.

Addifon.

INTRIGUINGLY.,,^ [hvmintrigue J With

intrigue; with secret plotting.

INTRl'NSECAL. a. [intrinsic*,. Lat.] i.tr.tci.

nal ; solid; natural; not accidental. Bentley.

2. Imimctc ; closely familiar. Wotton.

INTR1NSECAI.LY. adv. [from intrmsecal]

1. Internally ; naturally; really. Aiutb. 1. '

Within ; at the inlide. Ifotton.

INTRt'NSICK. a. [intrinsecu,, Lit.] 1. Inward;

internal; real; true JJammind. a. Not de

pending rn accident j fixed in the nature of

the thing. Roger,.

INTRI NSECATE. a. Perplexed. Sbakesp,

To INTRODUCE, v. a. [tnt7oduco,Ln.] 1.

To conduct or ulhcr into a place, or to a

pei son. Lode. a. To bring something into

notice or practice. Brciun. 3. To produce ;

to give occasion. Locke. 4. To bring into

writing or dilcontse by proper preparatives*

INTRODU'CER. / ['rom mt.educe.] ..One

who conducts another to a place or person. 1.

Any one who\brings any thing into practice

or notice IVo'.ton.

INTRODUCTION. / [introduclio. Lat.] 1.

The act of conducting or ushering' to any

place or person. 1. Tite act of bringing any

new thing into notice or practice. Clarendon.

3. The prelace or part of a book containing

previous matter

iINTRODU CTIVE. a. [mtroduBif, Fr.] Serv

ing as the m<-j«s to something else. South.

IN l'RD':>UCTORY.,..[o-om introdxil*,,Lvi ]

Previous; serving as a means to something

further. Boyle.

INTROGRESSION / [introgrefo. Lat.] En

trance; the act of entering.

INTROIT. / [,n,ro,t, Fr.] The beginning of

the mas, ; the beginning of publick devoti

ons.

INTROMISSION./ [introtnjsi,. Lat.] The act

of sodding in. Peacbam.

ToINTROMiT. -.•■ a. [,ntr>n,,tt\ fat"; T..

fend in; to hi in; to admit; to allv

enter. Holder, ITtwtott.

To IN f/ROSPLC T. v. a. (,ntrosp,^u.; Ut ]

To take a view of the :.

INTROSPECTION. s. [from ,nt,Jpe=l.] \

view of the inside. Drydon,

Hhhi IN" IRQ-
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1NTROVENIENT. a. [intrg ami «*«#, Lat.j

Entering ; coming in. Brovtn.

TosNTRUDE. v n. [intrude, Lat] I. To

come in unwelcome by a kind of violence ; to

enter without invitation or permission. IVatti,

%. To encroach \ to force in uncalled or un-

permitic.i C*/.

*fo INTRU DP* v. a. To forte without right

or welcome. Pep*.

INTRU DER./ [from intrude.] One who forces

himself into company or affairs without right.

Daviei% Addifsn.

INTRU SION.'/. [intrust*, Lat] i. The act of

thrusting or forcing any thing or person into

any place or Hate. Locke, a. Encroachment

upon any person or place. fP'ake. 3. Vo

luntary and uncalled undertaking of any thing

Witten.

To INTRU'ST. v. a. [r>and trust.] To treat

with confidence; lo charge with any secret.

INTUITION./ [fJrf*i7ir/,Lat.] 1. Sight of any

thin* \ immediate knowledge Gon>. of thr

Tcngue. 1. Knowledge not obtained by de

duction of reason. Glanvitle

INTU ITIVE. a. [intuitivui. Lat] 1. Seen by

the mind immediately. Lscke. 2. Seeing, not

barely believing. Hooker. 3. Having the power

of dilcoverinp truth immediately without ra

tiocination. Ifacker.

INTUITIVELY, adv. [ tntuitiiement, Fr. J

Without deduction of reason; by immediate

perception H:oker.

INTUMESCENCE? s. [i*tumcfcence>Yx.in-

INTUME'SCFNCY. J tumrjee, Lat] Swell ,

tumuur. Breton,

1NTURGESCENCE s. [in and turgesco* Lat/

dwelling ; the act or (late of swelling Bravn

INTU SE. s. [tntnsui, Lat.] Bruise Sfenjcr.

To I'NTWINE. v. n. [in and t*tvine.\ 1. T<-

twist, or wreath- together, tinier. 1. To in

compass by circling round it. Dryden.

To INVA'DE. v. a [ini-ddo% Lat. J i.ToattacV.

a country , to make an hostile entrance, ■fatf.'/fi

1. Ti- attack; 10 assail ; to assault. Sbakejp

3. To violate with the First act ot hotlility ; to

attack. Dryden.

INVADER /. [from in<va<b% Lat] 1. One

who enters with hollility into the possessions

ot another. Bac?n % An assailant. 3 • En

croaches ; int;u<?r. Hammond.

IN VALE'SCKNCE/t'Btu/r/^Lat.] Strength;

health. Dift

'INVALID, a. [invalids, Lat] Weak; of no

weierht or cogency. Milton.

To INVALIDATE, v. a. [from inzahJ.] To

weaken t to deprive of force or efficacy. Boyle

Locke.

INVALID. / [French.] One dibbled by sick

ness nr huits. Vu r.

INVALIDITY./, [invalidity Tr.] 1. Weak

ness; want of cegency. 2. Want of budil)

strength. HcmtoU.

INVA'LUABLE. a. [in and valuable ] Preciou

abjve estirrution \ inestimable. Alterbury,

INVARIABLE, a. [invariable^ Fr.] Unchange

able i constant. Bniun,

INVARIABLENESS, f. [from invariable.]

Immutability ; cor.llancy.

INVA R1ABLY. adv. [from invariable.] Un

changeably; constantly. Atterbury.

INVA SION./riM.a>, Lit.] 1 Hostile entrance

upon the rights or possessions of another ;

hostile encroachments, i Sam. Locke, x. Attack

of an epidemical disease. Arhuthnct

INVASIVE a. [from invade.] Entering hot-

tileh- ti[>jn other mens possessions. Dryden.

INVE'CTIVE / [invedive, Fr.] A censure in

speech or writing, limier.

INVE'CTIVE. a. [from the noun ] Satirical)

abusive, Dryden.

INVE'CTIVELY. adv. Satirically ; abusively.

Sbakejp.

To INVEIGH, v. a. [inveba. Lat] To utter

censure or reproach. Arbutbntt.

INVE IGHER. / [from inveigh.] A vehement

railer. rVijeman.

To INVEIGLE, v. a. [invagliare, lial.] To

persuade to something tad or hurtful ; to

wheedle; to allure Hndibrai.

INVEIGLER. / [from .inveigle.] Seducer;

deceiver ; allurer to ill. Samdyr.

To INVENT, v. a. [mvecter, Fr ] l To

discover ; tj find out ; to excogitate-. Amas,

Ai buibnot. 1. To forge ; to contrive falsely ;

to fabricate. StAlingf.eet 3. To reign -, to

make by the imagination Ac'.'i/en. 4. To

light on ; to meet with. Spenjer.

INVE NTER. / [from inventenr, Fr.] 1. 0»t

who produces something new ; a deviser of

lomething not known before. Garth. 1. A

forger.

INVENTION. /. [invtntiar, Fr.] 1. Fiction-

R:Jccmtnon. 1. Discovery Hay. 3. Excveits-

tiun ; act. v1:' producing lometbing ntvi.DrjJen.

4. Forgery. Sl^kejp. 5. The thing iovemet!.

Mill n.

INVE'NTIVE. a. [invenlif, Fr 1 Quick it

contrivance > ready at expedients. Ajcham,

D ')
1. A f;ndct

1. A con-

INVENTOR./ [inventer. Lat]

out of something new. Milttn.

triver ; a Iramer. Shake/p.

INVEN TO'RIALLY. adv. In manner of aa

inventory Sbakefp.

INVE'NIORY. j. [•r.ventarinm. Lat.] An ac

count or catalogue ot" moveablcs. Upeclatsr.

To INVENTORY, v. a. [invenlnrier , Fr] To

rfgtslcr; to place in a catalogue. Giv.ijlt'

•T.ngnc.

INVE\\TR.r.SS./. [irrentrict, Fr. from inven

ts.] A it-male that invents. Unmet.

(NVL'HSE.a. [inverse, Fr inver/nt, Lat.] In

verted ; leoprocal : opposed 10 direct. Garth.

INVERSION, f. [inver/icn, Fr. itxerf.:. Ut)

1 . Change or order ot time, so as that the

lalt is firlt, and first last. Dryden. ». Change

ot place, lo as that each takes the room of

the other.

To INVERT, v. a {inverts, Lat ] 1. Torurs

uplicc down; iv> place in contrary method or

older to that which was beioie. H'aihr,

Vrjdcz,
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Drydn, Wattt. *. To place the last first, j

Prior. 3. To divert ; to turn into another)

channel 1 to imbezzlc. Knolln.

INVE'RTEDLY. adv. (from inverted.] In con

trary or reversed order. Deri-am. ;

To INVEST, v. a. [investio, Lat. J 1. To dress } |

to clothe ; lo array Milton 1. To place in j

.possession ol a rank or office Hooker, Clarendon. ■

3. To adorn ; to grace. Sbakesp. 4. To confer ; j

to give Buccn. 5. To inclose 5 to surround so

as to intercept succours or provisions.

INVE'STIENT. a. [investient, Lat] Covering;

clothing. Woodviard.

INVESTIGABLE. a. [from investigate] To

be searched out j discoverable by rational dii-

quisltion. Hcoker.

To INVESTIGATE, v. a [investige. Lit.]

To search out ; to find out by rational disqui

sition. Cbeyne.

INVESTIGATION / [investigate, Lat] 1.

The act of the mind by which unknown

truths are discovered kVatts.r lixaminaiion.

Pope.

INVESTlTURE./.[Fr.]i. The right of giving

possession ot any manor, office, or benefice.

Raleigh, i. The act of giving possession.

INVESTMENT. / | in aud vejtment.\ Dress;

cloalhs; garment) habit. Sbanejf.

INVETERACY./ [inveteratio, Lat] 1. Long

continuance of any thing bad. Addifen. z

[In physick.J Long continuance ot a disease.

INVETERATE, a [inveteratut, I at.] 1. Old;

long established. Bacon, a. Obstinate by long

continuance. Swift.

To INVETERATE, v. a. [invetero. Lat.] To

harden or make obstinate by long continuance.

Bentlry.

INVETERATENESS. / [from inveterate }

Long continuance ot any thing bad; obstinacy

confirmed by time. Brovon.

INVETtRA'TION./: [inveteratio. Lat] The

act ot hardening or confirming by long conti

nuance.

INVIDIOUS, a. [invidiosui, Lat] 1. Envious;

ma.ignant Evelyn. z. Likely to incur or to

bring hatred Kvjst

INV1 DIOl/'SLY. adv. [from invidiom.] i. Ma

lignantly ; enviously. Spratt. 1. In a manner

likely to provoke hatred.

INVIDIOI SNLSS /. [sromi«W«'«r.] Qua

lity of provoking envy or hatred.

To INVIGORATE, v a [in and vigour ] To

endue wih vigour; to strengthen; to ani

mate; to enforce. Addison.

INVIGORATION. / [fiom invigorate.] 1.

'1 he act ot invigorating, z. The state or be

ing invigorated. Nirri:.

INVl'NCIBLE a. [invincibilii, Lat] Insuper

able; unconquerable; not to be subdued.

Knoilfi, tientlcy.

INV1 NUtSLENESS./ [from invincible.] U.v

conqueral.lenei's ; ini'uperablenels.

INVINCIBLY adv. [(com invincible] Insu

perably ; unconquerably. Minn

1NVIOLAULK. a. [inviolahlt,. Lat] 1. Net

lo be profaned ; not to te ir.wrcd Locke a.

Not to be broken. Hooker. 3. Insusceptible

of hurt or wound. Milton.

INVIOLABLY, adv [<rom inviolable] With

out breach ; without failure. Spratt.

INVIOLATE, a. [invielatm. Lat] Unhurt]

uninjured; unpro:aned; unpolluted, unbro

ken. Dryden.

INVIOUS. a. [invinr, Lat.] Impassable; un

trodden. Hndibras.

INVISIBILITY./ [from invi/ble] The state

of being invisible ; imperceptiblenesr to sight.

Say.

INVISIBLE, a. [invi/biHt, Lat.] Not percep

tible by the sight ; not to be seen. Sidney.

INVISIBLY, adv. [from invisible.] Impercep

tibly to the sight. Denham.

TolNVISCATE. v. a. [in itii viscous. Lat.]

To lime; to intangle in glutinous matter.

Bronan.

INVITATION./ [invitatio, Lat.] The act of

inviting, bidding, or calling to any thing with

ceremony and civility. Dryden.

INVTTATORY. [froniwin, Lat] Using in

vitation ; containing invitation.

To INVITE, v a. [invite, Lat] I. To bid;

to alk to any place. Sviist. ». To allure > to

perluade. Bacon.

To INVI'T F.. v. n. [invito. Lit.] To alk or call

to any thing pleasing. Milton.

INVI TER.'/ [from iiro/if ] He who invites.

Smalridge.

INVI'TINGLY. adv. [from inviting.] In such a

manner as invites or allures Decay of Piety.

To INUMBRATE. v. a. [innmbro, Lat.j To

(hade; to cover with shades. Dili.

INU'NCTION./[r'»W7.<r, Lat.] The act of

smearing or anointing. Ray,

INUNDATION./ [mnndatio, Lat] 1. The

overflow of waters ; flood; deluge. Rlackmore.

1. A confluence of any kind. Spenser.

Tol'NVOCATE. v. a. [invoco, Latin, j To

invoke ; to implore ; 10 call upon ; to pray to.

Milton

INVOCATION./ [invtcatio, Lat] 1. Theast

of calling upon in prayer. Hooker, a. The

lorm of calling for the assistance or pre:enceof

any being Wase.

INVOICE./ A catalogue of the freight of a

ship, or of the articles and price of goods lent

by a factor.

To INVO'KE. v. a. [invoco, Lat.] To call npon;

to implore ; to prav to. .Sidney.

ToINVOLVE. v. a. [involve. Lat] I. To in-

wrap; to cover with any thing circumfluent.

Dryden l. To imply ; to comprise. Tilht-

son. 3. Toentwist; tojjin Milton. 4. To

take in ; to catch. Spratt. 5. To intangle.

Locke. 6. To complicate ; to make intricate,

Locke. 7. To blend; to mingle logethir con-

fuscdlv. Milton.

INVO LUNTAR1LY. adv. [from involnntary.]

Not by choice; nut spontaneously.

INVO'LINTARY. a. [involmtaire, Fr.] 1.

Not having the power of choice. Pope. 2.

Not civ r<-n; not ji.uewillingly. Locke, "op:.

INVOLUTION.
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INVOLUTION. / [invelulh, Lat] I. The

act of involving or inwrapping. 2. The state

of being entangled ; complication. Glanvillc.

3. That which is wrapped round anything.

Brown.

To INU RE. v.a. [in and«rir.J 1. To habituate;

to make ready or willing by practice and cus

tom; to accustom. Daniel, z. To bring into

use; to practise again. Spenser.

INU RF.MENT./ [from innre ] Practice; ha

bit ; use ; custom ; frequency. H'otten.

To INURN v. a. Tointomb ; to bury Drydtn.

1NUSTION./ [inuflio, Lat] The act of burn

ing.

INU'TILE a. [inutile, Fr. inutiln, Lat.] Use

less; unprofitable. Bacon.

INUTI'LiTY.y. [inutilitai, Lat.] Uselesfntse ;

unprofitableness.

INVULNERABLE, a. [mvnlnerabilii, Lat]

Not tobe wounded ; secure from wouaA.Sivift.

ToINWALL. v. a. To inclose with a wall.

Spenser.

I'NWARD. 7 adv [inpeartt.,Sax.] 1. Towards

INWARDS. J the internal parts; within,

Milton, z. With inflexion or incurvity; con-

cavely. Dryden. 3. Into the mind or thoughts.

Hooker.

INWARD, a. 1. Internal; placed not on the

outside but within. Milten. a. Reflecting ;

deeply thinking Prior. 3. Intimate ; domes-

lick. Job. 4. Seated in the mind. Shakesp.

INWARD./. 1 Any thing within, generally

the bowels. Mortimer, z. Intimate; near ac

quaintance. Staiejfi.

INWARDLY, adv. (from inward.] I. In the

beats, privately. Slaiejp. I. Io the parts

within; internally. Arbuthnot. 3. With in

flexion or cosiavity.

1'NWARDNESS./ [from inward.] Intimacy;

lamiliarily. Shakesp.

To INWEAVE, preter. inwove or inweaved,

part. pass. inwove or inwoven, [in and 'weave. \

j. To mix any thing in weaving so that it forms

part of the texture Pope. 1. To intwine ; to

complicate. Milan. •

To IN WOOD. v. a. [10 and wood.] To hide in

woodr. Sidney.

To INWRA'P. t. a. [in and wrap.] 1. To

covet by involution; to involve. Donne, a.

To perplex; to puzzle with difficulty or

obscurity Bacon. 3. To ravish or transport.

Mi/ten.

IN WRO UGHT a. [in and wreught.] Adorned

with work. Milton.

To INVVRE ATHE. v. a. [in and wreath ] To

surround as with a wreath. Milton.

JOB./ 1. A low mean lucialive busy affair.

a. Petty, piddling work; a piece ot chance

work. Pope. 3. A sudden stab with a sharp in

strument.

To JOB. v. a. 1. To strike suddenly with a

si.zrp inlliument. L'l.Jlrange. 1. To drive in

a sharp instrument Moxon

Tu jOii. v n. To play the stockjobber; to buy

it-u 11-11 1' a broker. Pope.

JOB'/ tears./. An herb.

JOBBER./ [from job.] 1. A man who sells

stock in the publick funds. Swift, a. One

who does chancework-

JOBBbRNO'WL./:[;'<>Mf,FIemi(h, dull;hnol.

Sax. a head.] A loggerhead; blockhead. Hnii.

JOCKEY. /. [from Jack.] 1. A fellow that

rides horses in the race. Addism. 2. A man

that deals in horses 3. A cheat ; a trickilh

fellow.

To JO'CKEY. v. a. [from the noon ] 1. To

justle by riding against one. z. To cheat \ to

trick.

JOCOSE, a. [jocosus, Lat ] Merry ; waggish;

given to jest. IVatts.

JOCOSELY, adv. [from jocofe] Waggishly; in

jest; in game. Breome.

JOCO'SENESS.7 / [from jm/t.] Waggery 1

JOCOSITY. i merriment. Brown.

IJO'CULAR. a. [joculam, Lat] Used in jest;

merry ; jocose ; waggilh. Gw. cs the Tongue.

JOCULA RITY./ [scorn jocular.] Merriment;

disposition to jest. Brown.

'JOCUND, a. [jeeundus, Lat] Merry; gay;

airy; lively Milton.

JOCUNDLY, adv. [(torn jocund.] Merrily;

gaily. South.

To JOG. v.a.[scb'.cken, Dutch.] Topusti; to

shake by a sudden impulse. Ncrrii.

To JOG. v. n. To move by succuflation. Milts*.

JOG./ [from the verb ] 1. A push ; a (light

shake ; a sudden interruption by a push or

shake. Arbuthnot. z. A rub; a unall stop.

Glanville.

JOGGER / [iwmjog .] One who moves heavi

ly aud dully. Dryden.

To JOGGLE, v.n. To (hake. Derham.

JO'HNAPPLE./ A (harp apple. Mortimer.

To JOIN. v. a. [joindre, Fr.] 1. To add one

to another in continuity. Isaiah, 2. To unite

in league or marriage. Dryden. 3. To dash

together; to collide ; to encounter Knallcs. 4.

To associate. A3s. 5 To unite in one act.

Dryden. 6 To unite in concord. 1 Cirmtb.

7. To act in concert with. Dryden.

To JOIN. ti. ■. 1. To grow lo ; to adhere ; to

be continuous. Adi. 4. To close -, to clash.

Shakesp. 3. To unite with in marriage, or

any other league. Eara. 4. To become con

federate. 1 Mac.

JOINDER./! [from jVa.] Conjunction; join

ing. Shakesp.

JO'INER./ [from;V».l One whose trade is to

make utensils ot wood joined. Moxon.

JOINERY./ [from juner.] An art whereby

several pieces of wood are fitted and joined to

gether. Moxon.

JOINT./ [jointure, Fr.] 1. Articulation of

limbs; juncture of moveable bones in animal

bodies, temple, a. Hinpe;- junctures which

admit motion of the {tarts. Sidney. 3. [In

joinery.] Strait lines, in joiners language, are

called a joint, that is, two pieces of wood are

shot. Msxou. 4. A knot or commissure in a

plant, 5. One of the limbs of an animal cot

pp
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op by the butcher. Svoift. 6. Out es Jo i K t .

Luxated i flipped from the socket, or corres

pondent part where it naturally moves. Her

ein. 7. Our 5/J01 NT. Thrown into confusion

and disorder. Shakesp.

JOINT, a. 1. Shared among many. Shakesp. 2.

United in the lame possession. Donne. 3. Com

bined; acting together in consort. AdJ:/:n.

To JOINT, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To join

together in confederacy. Shakesp. a To form

many parts into one Dryden 3. To form in

articulation. Ray. 4. To divide a joint; to

cut or quarter into joints. Dryden.

JOINTED, a [from jf«»r.] Full ofjoints,knots,

or commissures. Philips.

JOINTER./ [from joint.] A fort of plane.

Muen.

JOINTLY, adv. [from j«'ar.] 1. Together;

not separately. Hooker. 1. In a state of union

or co-operation. Dryden.

JOINTRESS./. [(torn jointure.] One whoholds

any thing in jointure. Shake/p.

JOINTSTOOL. /. [joint and>«/.]A stool made

not merely by insertion of the feet. Arbuthnol.

JO INTURE./ [jointure, Fr] Estate settled

on a wife lo be enjoyed aster her husband's

decease. Pipe.

JOIST./ [from joindre, Fr.] The secondary

beam of a floor. Mortimer.

To JOIST, v a. [from the noun ] To fit in

the smaller beams of a flooring.

JOKE. /. [jocus, Lat.] A jell , something not

serious. IValtt.

To JOK.E. v. n. [j'.cir. Lat] To jest ; to be

merry in words or actions. Gay.

JCKER. / [from joke,] A jester; a merry

fellow. Dennis.

JOLE. /. (gueule, Fr.] i.The face or cheek.

Collier. 2. The head of a filh. Pope.

To JOLL. v. a. [from jole, theheaii.J To bear

the head agaimt any thing ; to clafli with vi

olence.

JOLLILY. adv. [from jolly.] In a disposition

to noisy mirth. Dryden.

JO LLIMENT. / [from jolly.] Mirth; merri

ment ; gaiety Spenser.

JOLLINESS. I J. [from jolly.] ,. Gaiety ;

JOLLITY. S elevation of spirit. Sidney. 2.

Merriment; festivity. Addtjon.

JOLLY a. [joli, Fr.] 1. Gay ; merry; airy ;

cheerful ; lively. Burton. 2. Plump ; like one

in high health. South.

To JOLT, v n. To Ihake at a carriage 00, rough

groud. Svnft.

To JOLT, v a. To shake one as a carriage docs.

JOLT./ [itom the verb] Shock ; violent a

citation. Gullivor.

JO LTHEAD./ A great head ; a dolt ; a block

head. Grew

JONtiUl'LLE. / [jongnille, Fr.] A specie; o

daffodil. Thornton.

JORDKN. / [X')P, flercut. and fcen, recepta-

evluM.] A pot. tope.

IOSEPHV Flower. /. A plant. Ainfoirtb.

To JOSTLE, v. a. [jouster, Fr] To judle ; to

ruili again!!,

JOT./ [mit*.] A point ; a tittle. Spenser.

JOVIAL, a. [jovial, Fr.] 1. Under the influent*

of Jupiter. Broivu. 2. Gay ; airy ; merry.

Bacon .

JOVIALLY, adv. [fiomjovial] Merrily; gaily.

JO VIALNESS./ [ftomjevial.) Gaiety j mer

riment.

JO UISANCE. / [rejouifanee, Fr.] Jollity}

merriment ; festivity. Spenser.

JO'URNAL. a. [journale, Fr. giomak, Ital. ]

Daily ; quotidian. Shakesp.

JO'URNAL. / [journal, Fr] 1. A diary ; to

account kept ol daily transactions. Arbuthmt.

1. Any paper publilhed daily.

JO URNALIST./ [from journal.] A writer of

journals.

JOURNEY./ [jcurnee, Fr. ] 1 . The travel of

a day. Milton. 2. Travel by land ; a voyage

or travel by sea. Rogers. 3. Passage from place

to place. Burnet.

To JOURNEY, v. n. [from the noun.] To

travel; to pass from place to place. Numbers.

JOURNEYMAN / [journee, a day's work,

Fr. and man.) A hired workman. Arbuthnol.

JOURNEYWOKK/ [Jnrnce, Fr. and -work.]

Work performed for hire Arbuthnol.

JOUST./ [joust, Fr.] Tilt; tournament;

mock sight. It is now written less propcrlj

just. Milan.

To JOUST. ». *. [jcuster, Fr.] To mninlhe

tilt. Milton.

JO WLKR./The name of a hunting dog. Bryi.

JOWTER./ A fiib-driver. Carevi.

JOY. / [joye, Fr.] 1. The passion produced

by any happy accident; gladness. South, a.

Gaiety ; merriment; fellivity. Dryden. j.

Happiness j felicity. Shakesp. 4. A term of

fondness. Shakejp.

To JOY. v. n. [trora the noun.] To rejoice y

to be glad ; to exult. Wottin.

To JOY. v. a. 1. To congratulate ; to entertain.

kindly. Prior. 2. To gladden; to exhilarate.

Sidney. ^.[Jouirde, Fr.] To enjoy ; to have

happy pusseslicn. Milton.

JOYA'NCE. / [joiant, old Fr.] Caictv , festi

vity. Spenser.

JOYFUL, a. [joy and full.] 1. Full of joy;

glad ; exulting. 1 Ktnrt. X. Sometimes it

has e/betore the cause of joy. Pope.

JOYl-ULLY. adv. [from joyful.] With joy}

gladly. Wake.

JO YFULNESS. / [ from joyful ] CUdocsi ;

joy. Dtuteron.

JO YLESS. a. [ from joy. ] 1 . Void of joy ;

feeling no p ealurc. Shakesp. 2. It has some

times cj before the objeJt. 3. Giving no

pleasure. Shake/,

JO YOUS. a. [joyeux, Fr. ] 1. Glad; gay ;

merry Prior. 2. Giving j-iy . Spenser 3. It baa

oj fj.netime* before the cause ofjoy. Dryden.

IPECACUANHA./ An Indian plar.1. Hill.

IR A SCIBLE. a. [irajabilis, low Lat. irascible,

r'x ] Partaking us the na'.uie of anger. Digby.

IRE./ [Fr. ira, Lat.] Arger; nje; passionate

hmed Dryden.

IREFUL.
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1 RF.FUL. a. {ire and full.] Angry ; raging •,

furious. Osyden.

I REFULLY.'arrV [from in.] With ire ; in in

angry manner.

I HIS s. [Lat.] i. The rainbow Breiun. %. Any

appearance of light resembling the rainbow

Neivf.n. 3. The circle round the pupil of the

eye. 4. The slower-de luce. Mifrt*.

To IRK..'j. a. {yrk, work, Islandick.] I: irks

me ; lam w«hi y of ir. Shaiesp.

I RKSOME. a. [from irk.] Wearisome; tedicus;

trouhlel'rme S-wist.

i"RKSOMP.LY. adv. [from irksome] Weari

somely \ tediouslv.

1RK.SOMENESS / [from irksome.] Tedbus-

ness -, wearilomenesa.

IRON. /". [irien, Sax] 1. A metal comrnon to

k a.11 parts of the world, plentiful in moll, and

of a small price. Though tho lij'htcst of al)

metals, except tin, it i* considerably the hard

est ; and, when pure, naturally malleable:

when wrought into steel, or when in the

impure state from its first fusion, in which it is

called call iron, it is scarce malleable Iron

is more capable of rust than any other metal,

is very sonorous, and requires the strongest fire

of all the meals to melt it. The specvfick

gravity of iron is rn water as 7631 is to tooo.

Iron has greater medicinal virtues than any of

the ether metals Hill. a. Any instrument or

utensil made of iron. Pope.

IRON. a. 1. Made of iron. Mcrtimer. 1. Re

sembling iron in colour. IVmdivsrd. 3. Harsh;

severe ; rigid ; miserable. Crajl>a<w. 4. In-

dissoluMe ; unbroken. Philips. 5. Hard ; im

penetrable. Sbakejp,

To IRON. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To smooth

with an iron. 1 To shackle with irons.

IRONICAL, a [from irony.] Expressing one

thing and meaning another. Brccvn. Stvrft.

IRONICALLY, adv. [from ironical.] By the

use of irony Bac:n.

IRONMONGER. /. {iron and monger ] A

dealer in iron,

I'RONWOOD. / A kind os wood extremely

hard, and so ponderous as to sink in water.

IRONWORTy. A plant. Miller.

IRONY, a [from iron.] Made of iron; par

taking of iron. Hammond.

IRONY./", [ironit, Fr ] A mode of speech in

which the meaning is contrary to tiie words

Swift.

IRRA PI ANCE. ? /. {irradiance, Fr.] 1. F.

IRRVDIANCY. J n.islionof ra>sor bcarr.^or

light upon any ooject. Brcwn. a. Beams cl

light emitted. Milton.

To IRRA DIATE. v. a. {irradie. Lit] 1. To

adorn with light emitted upon it ; to brighten

S:tith. 1. To enlighten intellectually ; to illu

mine j to illuminate. Mitten 3. To animate

by heat or light. Hale. 4 To decorate with

shining ornaments. Pope.

IRRADIA TION. /. [irradiaticn. Pr.] 1. The

ail of emitting bcarm of light. D-ghy. z. 11-

tucniuauon; intellectual li^ht. Ihx

IRRATIONAL, a. [irratsonaSt, Lat] 1. Void

of reason; void of understanding. Milton. 1.

Ablurd ; contrary to reason. Harvey.

IRRATIONALITY./ [from irratsenal.]V/iM

ot reason.

IRRATIONALLY, adv. [from irrational]

Without reason : abfurdlv.

IRRECLAIMABLE, a. [ 'in and reclaimable. ]

Not to be reclaimed ( not to be changed to the

better. j4ddifon.

IRRECONCILABLE, a. fcrrccencilsabc, Fr.]

1. Not to be reconciled ; not to be appealed.

Orjdm. a Not to be made consistent. Rogers.

IRRECONCI LABLENESS./.' [from srrcents-

labie 1 Imposlibilit/ to be reconciled.

IRRF.CONCl'LABLY. adv. [from irrecenci- _

luhU.} In a manner not admitting reconcilia

tion. ^

IRRHCONCILED. a. [in and seconded] Not

atoned. Shakelp.

IRRECOVERABLE, a. {in and recoverable]

1 . Not to be regained ; not to be restored or

repaired. Rogers. 1. Not 10 be remedied,

Hsoktr.

IRR1XO VERABLY a(/t>. [from r>r«i>tirro4/f ]

Beyond recovery ipast repair. Milton.

IRREDU'CIBLE. a. {in and reducible.] Notto

be reduced.

1RREFRAGABI LITY./ [from irrefragable.]

Strength of argument not to be refuted.

IRREFRA GABLE, a. {irrefragabilsi. Lat]

Not to be confuted; superior to arguroental

opposition. Swift.

IRREFRA'GABLY. adv. [from irrefragable]

With force above confutation. Atterbnry.

IRREFUTABLE, a. [irrejntabiln, Lat.] Not

to be overthiown by aigument.

IRRICGUI.AR. a. {irregnher, Fr. irregmlarij,

Lat] 1 . Deviating from rule, custom or nature.

Prior, a. lrrrm-t 'nodical ; not confined to any

certain rule or order. Milttn^ Ccvulcy. 3. Not

being according to the laws, of virtue.

IRREGULARITY J. \ sr regularste, Fr] I.

Location iiom rule. a. Neglect or method

and order. Brown. 3. Inordinate practice.

Rigen .

IRREGULARLY, adv. [from irregular]

Without observation o- rule o. method. Locke.

To lRKK'GULATE v. a. i'o make irregular;

lo disorder Bronvr.

IRRE LA't K £ a. ! sn and relations, Lat.]

Having no rderence to any thing; tingle,

uncon -.ei.lt d.

IRRELi UiON J \_irreligicn, Pr.] Contempt

nf f-ligiun , in piety Rcgers

IRRELIGIOUS a [srreisgienx. Fr.] 1. Con

temning religion , irnpijus. Scutb. a. Contrary

to religion. Ovitft

IRRELIGIOUSLY, adv. [ from imUgums ]

With impiety ; wiih ineligioo.

IRRE'MEABLE. a. [irremeac .u.Lat ] Adroit

t!:.g no return. Drydcu.

iRRLMEDIABLE. a .{irrtmediab.e, Fr.] Ad-

rrmtir<- nJ cure ) not to lie ren.eiied Bacn.

IRREMEDIABLY
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IRRF.ME'DIABLY adv [horn irremediable]

Without cure Taylor.

IRREMISSIBLE. a. [irremiffible, Fr.] Not to

be pardoned.

IRREMISSIRLENESS. /! The quality osbeing

not to be pardoner). Hammond.

IRRP.MCyVEABLE. a. [in and return] Not

to be moved ; not to be changed. Shakefp.

IRRENO'WNED. a. [in and rr»«i>«.] Void of

honour. Spenser.

IRRE PAR ABLE. a. [irreparabilis, Lat.] Not

to be recovered ; not to be repaired. Addison.

IRREPARABLY, adv. Without recovery;

wthout amends. Beyle.

IRREPLE'VlABLE. a. [in and replevy] Not

to be redeemed. A law term.

IRREPREHENSIBLE. a. [irreprehensihilis,

Lat.] Exempt from blami.

IRREPRF.HENSIBLY. adv. [from irrepre-

kensible] Without blame.

IRREPRF.SF.NTABLE. a. fin tnd represent]

Nottobe figured by anyrepresentation.o'r;7'»ii£.

IRREPRO ACHABLE. a. [in and reproach,-

ble] Free from blame j free from reproach

Atterbury.

IRREPROACHABLY^* [from irreproach

able] Without blame; without reproach.

IRREPRO'VKABLE. a. ( in and reproveable]

Not to be blamed ; irreproachable.

IRRESISTIBILITY/. [fromrrr<$r<*fr.]Pow-

er or torce above opposition Hammond

IRRESISTIBLE, a. {irresistible, Fr.] Superiour

to opposition. Hooker.

IRRESI ST1BLY. adv. [from irresistible] In a

manner not to be opposed. Rogers.

IRRE SOLUBLE, a. I in and resolnbilis, Lat.]

N'»t to be broken ; not to be dissolved. Boyle.

IRRESOLUBLENESS. / [from irrefutable]

ResilHncc lo separation of the parts. Boyle

IRRESOLVEDLY. adv [in and resolved]

Without fettled determination. Boyle.

IRRESOLUTE, a. [in and resolute.) Not con

stant in purpose ; not determined Temple.

IRRESOLUTELY, adv [from irrejolnte.]

Without firmness of mind; without deter

mined purpose.

IRRESO LUTION. / [irresolution, Fr.] Want

of firmness of mind. Addijsn

IRRESPECTIVE, a [in and respeclive] Hav

ing no regaro to any circumstance. Hammond,

Rjpers.

IRRESPECTIVELY adv.[<mmirrespeilive]

Without regaid to circumstances Hammond.

IRRETRIEVABLE a. [tn and retrieve. \ Not

to be repaired; irrecoverable; irreparable.

IRRETRU. VABLY.adV Irreparably ; irreco

verably. Woodward.

IRREVERENCE s. [irreverentia. Lat] I.

Want of reverence ; want of veneration. Vepe.

1. State o*beir.g disregarded. Clarendon.

IRRE VERENT. a. [rrrri>rrMr,Fr.J Not paying

due homage or reverence; not expressing or

conceivingdue veneration or respect. Raleigh.

IRREVERENTLY, adv. [from irrrWUl.]

Withoutdue respect or vtneiation. Cev.eJ the

Tm^nt.

IRREVERSIBLE, a. Nottobe recalled; not

to be changed. Rogers.

IRREVERSIBLY, adv. [from irreversible.]

Without change. Hammond.

IRREVOCABLE, a. [irrovocabilis, Lat.] Not

to be recalled; not to be brought back. Bacon.

IRREVOCABLY, adv. [from irrevocable.]

Without recall. Boyle.

To IRRIGATE, v. a. [irrigt, Lat.] To wet j

to moisten ; to water. Ray.

IRRIGATION./ [from irrigate] The act of

watering or moistening. Bacon.

IRR1GUOUS. a. [from irrigate] i. Watery,

watered. Milton, ». Dewy; moist. Phillips.

IRRI'SION / [trrisio, Lat.] The act of laugh

ing at another. Woodward.

To I RRITATE.w. a. [irrite, Lat ] i.To pro

voke ; to teaze j to exasperate. Clarendon. i.

To fret; to put into motion or disorder by any

irregular or unaccustomed contact. Bacon. 3.

To heighten ; to agitate; to enforce. Bacon.

IRRITA'TION./ [irritatie, Lat] 1. Provoca

tion; exasperation. I. Stimulation; vellka-

tion. Arbuthnot.

.IRRU PTION. /. [irrupno, Lit.] l.The act of

any thing forcing an entrance. Burnet. a In

road; burst of invaders into any phee. Addison.

IS. [is, Sax ] 1. The third persin singular of

to be: I am, thou art, he is. Job. 1. It is

sometimes expressed by V.

ISCHIA'DICK. a [iryiatutc.] In anatomy,

an epithet given to the veins of the toot true

terminate in the crural Harris.

I SCHURY. / [•Vx"s'a ] A stoppage of urine.

ISCHURE'TICK. /. [ijehuretique, Fr ] Such

medicines as force urine when suppressed.

ISH. (ifc, Sax.] 1. A termination added to an

adjective to express diminution : as, bluijbr

tending to blue. a. It is likewise sometimes

the termination of a gentile or possessive ad

jective : ^^, Swedish, Danish 3. It likewise

notes participation of the qualities of the sub

stantives : as, man, tnantjh

I SICLE. J. [from ice ] A pendent shoot of ice.

Dryden.

ISINGL ASS / [fromr'.r, or ise, and glass,\hit

is, matter congealed into glass ) Isinglass is 1

tough, firm, and light substance, of a whiiUli

colour, and in sjine degree transparent, much,

re embling glue, but cleanlier and sweeter.

The fish Irom which Isinglass is prepared

is one of the cartilaginous kind, and a specie*

of sturgeon. It is frequent in many of the

large rivers of Europe. From the intestines

01 this fish the isinglojs it prepared by boiling.

Hill, shyer.

ISINGLASS Stone, s. This is a fossil which is

one of the purest and simplest of the natural

bodies. It is found in broad masses, compolcd

of a multitude of extremely thin plates or

flakes The masses ire of a brownish or recdilh

colour; but when the pia'.et art separated, they

are perfectly olouriess, and pellucid. It is

found inMulcovy, Persia,Cyprus, the Alpsand

Apennines, and the mountains of Germany.

1 i i The
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The indents made their windowi of it, in

stead of glass Hill.

I'SLAND. / [insula. Lat ] It is pronounced

Hand.} A tract of land surrounded by water.

Johnson, Thomson.

ISLANDER./ [from island.] An inhabitant

of a country surrounded by water. Addijon.

ISLE. s. [t/le, Fr. pronounce ili. ] I. An

island ; a country surrounded by water. ». A

long walk in a church, or publick building

Pipe.

ISOPERIME'TRICAL. /. [»»<*■, trie, and^tf-

T{«.] In geometry, are such figures as have

equal perimeters or circumferences, of which

the circle is the greatest

ISOSCELES./ That which hath only two sides

equal. Harris.

ISSUE./ [issue, Fr.] I. The act of passing out

1. Exit; egress; or passage out. Proverbs. 3

Event ; consequence. Fairfax. 4. Termina

tion ; conclusion. Broome. 5. Sequel deduced

from premises. Stake/p. 6. A fontanel ; a

vent made in a muscle for the discharge of

humours. rVifcman. 7. Evacuation. Matthew.

8 Progeny ; offspring. Dryden. 9. [In law ]

IJfue hath divers applications: sometimes used

for the children begotten between a man and

his wife ; sometimes for profits growing from

an amercement; sometimes for profits of

lands or tenements; sometimes for that point

. ef matter depending in suit, whereupon the

parties join and pat their cause to the trial os

the jury. Ccvjelt.

To ISSUE, v. n. [uscire, Ital.] 1. To come

out ; to pass out of any place. Pipe 1. To

make an eruption. Drydcn. 3. To proceed

as an offspring, a Kings. 4. To be produced

by any fund, Aylijfe. 5. To run out in lines

Bacon.

To I'SSUE. v. a. 1 . To fend out ; to fend forth

Bacon, a. To fend out judicia ly or authorita

. lively. Clarendon.

ISSUELESS. a [from issue.} Without offspring

without descendants. Carevi

I STHMUS. / [iftbmui, Lat.] A neck of land

. joining the peninsula to the continent. Sandys.

IT. pronoun, [hit, Sax. I 1 . The neutral demon

ilritive. Ceviley. 1. It is sometimes expressed

by Y Hudibras. 3. It is used ludicrously aster

neutral verbs, to give an emphasis. Locke. 4.

Sometimes applied familiarly, ludicrously, or

rudely to persons Shakejp

ITCH. / [jicha, Sax] 1. A cutaneous disease

extremely contagious, which overspreads the

body with smalt pustules filled with a thin

serum, and raised, as microscopes have dis

covered, by a small animal. It is cured by

sulphur Hudibrat. 1 The sensation of un

easiness in the skin, which is eased by rubbing.

3. A constant leazing desire. Pcft.

To ITCH. v. n. (from the noun.] 1. To feel

that uneasiness in the skin which is removed

by rubbing. Drydtn. 1. To long; to hav<

con'inual desire. Sbakefp.

ITCHY, a. [from int.] Infecttd with the itch

ITEM. adv. [Lat.] Also. A word used when

any article is added to the former.

ITEM./ 1. Anew article. Glanvilh. t. A

hint; an innuendo.

To ITERATE, v. a. [itero. Lat ] 1. To re

peat; to utter again; to inculcate by frequent

mention. Hooker. 1. To do over again.

Milton.

ITERANT, a. [iterant, Latin.] Repeating.

Bacon.

ITERATION, / [iteralio, Lat.] Repetition ;

recital over again. Hammond.

ITINERANT, a. [itinerant, Fr.] Wandering;

not srttled. Addifon.

ITINERARY. /. [itinerarium, Lat.] A book

of travels. Addifon.

IT I NERARY. a. [ilinerarius. Lat] Travel

ling; done on a journey. Brown.

ITSE LF. pronoun, [it and self] The neutral

reciprocal pronoun applied to things. Locke.

JU'BILANT, a. [jubilant, Lat.]Uttering longs

oftriumph. Milton.

[UBI LATION / [jubilation, Fr. jubilant.

Lat.] The act of declaring triumph.

JUBILEE. / [jnbi/um, low Lat ] A publick

festivity. Dryden.

JUCU NDITY./ [jucnnditas, Lat] Pleasant

ness •, agreeablenels. Broivn.

JUDAS tret. f. A plant. Mortimer.

ToJUDAI'ZE. v.n. [judait.o, low Lat.] To.

contorm to the Jews. Sandys.

JUDGE./ [juge, Tr.judex, Lat.] I. One who

is invested with authority to determine any

cause or question, real or personal. Dryden.

1. One who presides in a court of judicature.

Sbakefp. 3. One who has (kill sufficient to

decide upon the merit os any thing. Pope.

To JUDCE. v. n. [juger, Fr.] 1. To pass

sentence. Genesis, i. To form or give an

opinion. Milton. 3. To discern ; to distinguish,

Addifon.

To JUDGE v. a. 1. To pass sentence upon; to

examine authoritatively. Dryden. z. To pals

severe censure ; to doom severely. Matthew.

JU'DGER. / [from judge] One who forms

judgment or passes sentence. Dighy.

JUDGMENT / [juegment, Fr.J 1. The

power of discerning the relations between one

term or one proposition and another. Locke. 1.

Doom; the rightor power of passing judgment.

Shakcfp. 3. The act of exer.ifing judicature.

Addijon. 4. Determination ; decision. Bui net.

5. The quality of distinguishing propriety

and impropriety. Dennis. 6. Opinion; notion.

Shakejp 7. Sentence against a criminal.

Milton. 8. Condemnation. Titlolfen. • Pu

nishment inflicted by Providence. Addifon.

10. Distribution of justice. Arlutbnot. 11.

judiciary laws j statutes. Deuteronomy. 11.

The last doom. Shakejp.

JUD1CATORY./ [judico, Lat.] 1. Distribu

tion of justice. Clarendon. I. Court of justice.

Atterbury.

JUDICATURE./ [judicature, Fr.] Power

ef distributing justice Bacon, Smth.

JUDICIAL.
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JUDICIAL, a. [judicium, Lat] I. Pr-ct!sed I J- To jolt. Nah. iH. 4. To agree j to tilly j

in thedistnbulion of public justice. Bentley. \ 10 join. Hakewiti, Hudiir 1, Fife.

x. Inflicted on as a penalty. South. JUMP. adv. Exactly ; nicely. Shakesp.

JUDICIALLY. adv. [from judicial] In the j JUMP. / [fr0m the veib.J 1. The act of

forms of legal justice. Greta jumping; a leap; a Ikip Lade. 1. A lucky

JUDICIARY, a. [judiciaire, Fr. ] Passing chance Shakesp. 3. [Jupe, Fr.] A waistcoat ■,

judgment upon any thing. Boyle. j limber (lays worn by sickly ladies. Cleavelaeid,

JUDICIOUS, a. [jndicieux, Fr.] Prudent ; I] U'NC ATE. /. [ juncade, Jr. J 1. Cheesecake ;

wife, flcil.ul. Lock

JUDICIOUSLY, adv. [from judicial, ] Skil

fully ; wifely. Dryden.

JUG. /. [jug^e, Dan (h.] A large drinking ves

sel with a gibbous or swelling belly Swift.

To JUGGLE, v. n. [jougler, Fr J 1. To play

tricks by flight of hand. Dtgty. X. To prac

tise artifice or imposture. Shake/ft.

JUGiiLE. f. [from the verb] 1. A trick by

legerdemain, X. An imnoftuie ; a deception ;

Tti nfm

JUGGLER./ [from j*geje.\ 1. One who

practises the flight osh&nd; one who deceive-

the eye by aimbie conveyance. Sandyi. x. A

cheat; a trickifll fellow. Donne.

JUGGLINGLY.a^. [from juggle.] In a de

ceptive manner.

JUGULAR, a. [Jurulum, Lat] Belonging to

throlt. Wiseman.

ji I V.J [jut, Fr.] I The liquor, sap, or wa

ter of planis ->nr| fruits. Wattt. x. The fluid

in ■oimal bodies Ben "Johnson

JOI'CEI ESS a [from juice] Dry; without

moisture. More

JUTCINhSS. / [from juice.] Plenty of juice ;

succulence.

JUICY, a. [from juice.] Moist ; full of juice.

Milton.

To JUICE, v. n. [juchery Fr.] To perch upon

any thing ; as, birds.

JU'JUB. I s A plant. The fruit is like a

JUJUBES I small plum, but it has little flesti.

Miller.

JU'LAP. / [Arabick, julapium, low Lat] An

extemporaneous form of rredicine made of sim

ple and compound watur sweetened, ^umey.

JU'LUS /. 1. 'July Flower, x Thole long

worm-like tafia or palms, as they ire called,

in willows, which at the beginning of the year

grow out, and hang pcndular. Miller.

JULY. / [Ju/mx, Lat.] The month anciently

called auniti 11, or the fifth from March,

named July in honour of Julius Cafar \ the

I" enth month from January. Peacham.

JU MART.s. [French. J The mixture of a bull

*nd a mare. Locke

To JU'MBLE. v. a. To mix violently and con

fusedly together. Locke.

To JUMBLE, v. a. To be agitated together.

Swift,

JUMBLE. / [from the verb] Confused mix

ture ; violent and confuted agitation. Sivtft.

JUMENT. /. [jument, Fr.] Bead of burthen.

Brown.

To JUMP. v. n. [gumpen, Dutch.] 1. To leap;

to skip ; to move forward without step or slid

ing. Gttiivcr. 1. To leap suddenly. CiUi'r,

a kind of sweetmeat of curds and sugar, a.

Any delicacy. Milton. 3. A furtive or pri

vate entertainment.

JUNCOUS. a. [junctui, Lat] Full of bul

rushes.

JUNCTION./: [jinSion, Fr.] Union; coali

tion. Addijon.

JU'NCTURE./ \junclura, Lit] 1. The line

at which two things aie joined together Boyle.

a J*>int ; articulation. Hale 3. Union ;

amity. K. Cbarlei. 4. A critical point or

at tide of time. Addifon.

J UN E. / [Jurn, Fr.] The lixth month from Ja

nuary. *

JUNIOR, a. s junior, Lat.] One younger than

another. Swift.

JUNIPER / [juniperut, Lat.] A plant. The

berries are power.ul attenuants, diureticks,

ar.d carminative. Hill.

JUNK. s. [probably an Indian word.] 1. A

small strip of China. Bacon, x. Pieces of old-

cable.

JU NKET. / [properly juneate] 1. A sweet

meat. Shakesp. x. A stolen entertainment.

ToJU'NKF.T. ti. n. [from the noun. J 1. To

stall secietly ; to make entertainments by

stealth. Swift, x. To least. South.

JUNTO, s [Italian ] A cabal. South.

IVORY, s. [ivoire, Fr] Ivory is a hard sub-

stand-, of a white colour; the elephant car-

lies on each side ot his jaws a tooth or fix or

seven feet in length, of the thickness of 1

man's thigh at the base, and almost entirely

lo I id ; the two sometimes weighing three hun

dred and thirty pounds: these tvory tusks are

hollow trom the bale to a certain height, and

the cavity is filled with a compact medullary

substance. HiU.

JUPPO N. / [juppm, Fr.] A ssiort close coat.

Drydem.

JURAT. / [juratut, Lat] A magistrate in

some corporations.

JU RATOKY a. [juraloire, Fr.] Giving oath.

Ajtifft.

JURIDICAL, a. [juridicut. Lat] 1. Acting

in the distribution of justice, x. Ulcd in court!

of justice. Hale. •

JURIDICALLY.^* [from juridical.] Witk

legal authority.

JU'RISCONSULT. / [jurit consultus, Lat]

One who gives his opinion in law. Arbuthnit .

JURISDICTION, J- ljurijdiais. Lat] 1. Le-

gal authority ; extent of power. Hayward.

x. District to which any authority extends.

JURISPRUDENCE./[;»ri/fr*J«ir, Fr.;'«-

rifprudintta. Lat] The science of law.

liii JURIST.
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JU'RIST./ [jurists, Pr.] A civil lawyers m

civilian.

JU'KOR. / [j*rf, Lat ] One that serves on

the jury. Spenser, Donne.

fUWi.f.[jurati, Lil.jure', Pr.] Jury, a com-

piny of men, is twenty-four or twelve, sworn

to deliver a truth upon such evidence as shall

be delivered them touching the matter in ques

tion. Trial by aflise, be the action civil or cii

mina), publick or private, personal or real, i*

referred for the fact to z jury, and as they find

it, so pisseth the judgment. This Jury, tho'

it appertain to mod courts of the common law,

yet it is most notorious in the hal: year court-

of the justices errant, commonly called the

great affixes, and in the quarter-sessions, and

in them it is most ordinarily called a jury,

and that in civil causes ; whereas fh other

courts it is often termed an inquest. The

grand jury consists ordinarily of twenty four

grave and substantial gentlemen, or some ot

them yeomen, chosen indifferently out of iht

whole (hire by the sheriff, to consider of all

bilk of indictment preferred to the court ;

which they do either approve by writing up

on them these words, btlla vera, or disallow

by wpting ignoramus. Such as they do approve,

are farther referred to another jury tube con

sidered of. Thole thit pals upon civil caulV

real, are all, or so many as can conveniently

be had, of the fame hundred, where the

land or tenement in question doth lie, and

four at the least. Conesell.

JURYMAN./ [jury and man.] One who is

impannelled on a jury. Swijs

JU'RYMAST. J. So the seamen call whatevei

they let up in the room of a mast lost in a

fight, or by storm. Harrii.

JsUST. a. [juste, Fr.] i. Upright i incorrupt ,

equitable. Dryden. a. Honest ; without crimt

in dealing with others. Tilhtjon 3. Exact; pro

per ; accurate. Granv. 4 Virtuous ; innocent ;

pure. Matthew, c. True; nut forged; not

fallely imputed. Milttn. 6. Equally retribut-

ed. Romans 7. Complete without lupeistuity

or defect. Bacon. 8. Regular ; o.derly. Addij.

9. Exactly proportioned. Shake/p. 10 Full j

of full dimensions. Kncllis. 11. Exact in re

tribution. Vanity of Human Wishes.

JUST. adv. 1. Exactly; nicely; accurately

Ho:tir. 1. Merely ; barely. Dryden. 3

Nearly. Temple.

JUST. /. [jouste, Fr.] A mock encounter on

horseback. Dryden.

To JUST. v. n. •[jiuster, Fr.] 1. To engage in

a mock fight; to tilt. 1. To pulh ; to drive .

to justle.

JUSTICE. / [justice, fr ] 1. The virtue by

' which we give to every man what is his due.

Lode. 1. Vindicative retribution; punish

ment. Ba;:n. 3 Right; assertion or right.

Shakefp. 4. [Justinariui, Lat.] One deputed

by the kins; t 1 d> right by way of judgment.

£cwell. 5. Justice if the King's Bench, [jus-

tjciariuJ it Banjul Rcgtt.] Is a lord by his of

fice, and the chief of the rest; wherefore he

is also called capitalii jufticiarim Aufli*. His

office especially is to hear and determine all

pleas of the crown ; that is, such as concern

offences committed against the king ; as trea

sons, felonies, mayhems, and such like. 6.

Justice of tbeCommm Pleat. Is a lord by

his office, ar.d is called dominus jnfticiartus

communium placttorum. He with his ifiistants

originally did hear and determine all caus'S at

the common law; that is, all civil cause; be

tween common persons, as well personal js

real ; for which cause it was called the court

of common pleas, in opposition lo the plea' of

the crown 7 Justices of Ajffe. Are such

as were wont, by special commission, to be

sent into this or that county to take assists.

8. Justices in Eyre. Are so termed of the

French erre, iter. The use in ancient time,

was to send them with commission into divers

counties to hear such caules especially as were

termed the pleas of the crown, -or the ease of

the subjects, who must else hava been hurried

to the king's bench 9. Jdsti cas ef Gial

Delivery, Are such as are sent with commis

sion to hear and determine all causes apper

taining to such as tor any offence are cast into

goal. 10. Justices of Nisi Pries. Are all

one now-s-days with justices of assifc. 11.

J u st 1 c es of Peace [ jufticiarii ed Paceut.]

Are they that are appointed by the king's

commission, with others, to attend the peace

ot the county where they dwell ; of whom

some are made of the quorum, because busi-

neis ol importance may not be dealt in with

out the presence of one ol them. Cornell.

ToJUSTICE.il a [from the noun.] To ad-

miniller justice to any. Haytvard. '

JU STICEMENT./ [from justice] Procedure

in courts.

JUSTICER./ [from To justice] Administrator

ot ju:!ice. An old word Dnvies.

JUS HCESHIP. / [from justice J Rank or of

fice of justice. Svsift.

JUSTICIABLE. : 1 from jv/?i«.] Proper to be

examined in courts of justice

JUSTIFIABLE, a [icomjujhfy] Defensible by

law or reason ; confoimabte to justice. Brnen.

JUSTIFlAliLhNESS. /. [from justijUik]

Rectitude; possibility o: being lairly defend

ed. K. Charles.

JUSTIFIABLY adv [from jnst,fiahle.\ Right-

ly ; so as to be supported by right Luic.

JUSTIFICATION./ [i.stisicato; Fr.j I.

Defence; maintenance; vindication; supr

port Stvift. 1. Deliverance by pardon from

sins past. Clarke.

jUSTIFICATOR. /. [from justify.] One who

tuppoits, deienus, vindicates, or justifies.

JUSTIFIER./. [from justify.] One who jolli

fies ; one who defends or absolves. Remmni.

To JUSTIFY, t .a. [just'sier, Fr.] 1. To cltar

fiom imputed guiit ; to absolve from an accu

sation. Dryden. »• To maintain ; to defend .

W
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to vindicate. Denbam. 3. To free from past

sin by pardon. Ails

To JU'STLE. v m. {joufier, Fr ] To encounter;

to clash i to rulh against each other. Lee.

To JU'STLE. v. a To push; to drive j to

force by rushing against it. Brown.

JUSTLY. adv. {from just } 1. Uprightly; ho

nestly ; in a just manner. Scnth. 1. Proper

ly „ exactly , accurately. DryJen.

JUSTNESS / j (torn just j 3. Justice 1 rea

sonableness ; equity. Spenser, Sbake/p. a. Ac

curacy •, exactness ; propriety Drydtm.

To JUT. v. m. To puih or (hoot into promt-

nences ; to come out beyond the main bulk .

bVolton, Dryden, Broome.

ToJUTlY. v. a. [from jsstt.] To (hoot be

yond. Sbakefp.

JUVENILE. a.{juvtnilii, Lat.]Youngi youth

ful. Bacon.

JUVENILITY./ [from/Walk.] Ycuhfal-

nefs. G'-anvtlle.

JUXTAPOSITION./ 'juxta and frJtV»,Lat.1

App 'lition -, the state ot being placed by each

other. GlanviUe.

IVY./ [if.15, Sax.] A plant. Raleigh.

K.

K E E K E E

KA letter borrowed by the English. It has

_ before all the vowels one invariable found;

a-, Jkeen, ken, kill. K is silent in the present

pronunciation before n : as knife, knee, knell.

K.A LENDAR. f. [now written calendars An

account of time. Sbaktfp.

KALI./ sao Arabxk word.] Sea-weed, ofthe

alhes of which glas* was made, whence the

word alkah. Bacon.

KAM a. Crooked. Sbakesp.

To KAW. v. n [from the sound] To cry as a

raven, ctow, or rook. Locke.

KAW./ [iran the verb.] The cry of a raven

or crow. DryJen.

KAYLE / [qnille, Fr] 1. Ninepins; kettle-

pins. Sidney. 2. Nine-holes.

To KECK., v. n. [kecken, Dutch.] To heave the

stomach ; to reach at vomiting. Bacon.

To KECKLE a cable To defend a cable round

with rope. Ainjwortb.

KE CKSY / (commonly kex ; ciruc, Fr. cica

la. Lat.] It is used in Staffordshire boih tor

hemlock, and any other hollow jointed plant.

Stake/p.

KECKY a [from kex.] Resembling a kex.

Grew.

KEDCER. / fsrom>s%.] A small anchor

uled in a river.

KEF., the provincial plural os conn, properly kine.

Gay,
KL'DLACK. /■ A weed that grows among corn;

charnotk. Tnjser.

KtEL. / [cœle, Saxon ; kiel, Dutch] The

bottom o1 a ship. Swift.

To KEEL. v. a [cœlan. Sax ] To cool.Sbaiefp.

KE El.FAT./ [cœlan, Sax. lo ca!.\ Cooler ,

tub in which liquor is let to cool.

KEELSON / The next piece ot timber in a

ship to her keel. Harris.

To KE'ELHALE. v. a. {keel and bale ] To

puniih in the seamens way, by diaggtng the

criminal under water on one side o the ship

and up again on the other.

KEEN. a. {ccac, Six.J 1 . Sharp j well edged ;

not blunt. DryJen. t. Severe ; piercing. EHit.

3. Eager ; vehement. Taller. 4. Acrimoni

ous ; bluer of mind. Swift

To KEEN. v. a. [from the adject'nre.] To

sharpen. Thomson.

KE'ENLY. adv. [from keen] sharply ; vehe

mently.

KEENNESS./ [from keen ] 1. Sharpness t

edge. Sbakefp. a. Rigour ot weather . pierc

ing cold. 3. Asperity ; bitterness of mind.

Clarendon. 4. Eagerness ; vehemence.

To KEEP, v. a. [cepan, Saxon ; kepen, old

Dutch.] 1 . To retain ■. n->t to lose Temp 1.

To have in custody. Knolles. 3. To preserve;

not to let go. 1 Cbren. 4. To preserve in a

state ot" security. AddJon. 5. To protect, to

guard Genesis. 6. To guard from flight. Adi.

7- To detain. DryJen. 8. To hold for ano

ther. Milton, a. Toreserve; to conceal. Bacon,

10. To tend. Carcw. t 1. To preierve iu the

same lenour or state. Bacon, Addtfon ix To

regard \ to attend. Dryden. 13. To net suf

fer to sail. Pjalm, Milton. 1 4. To hold in

any state. Lode. 15. To retain by some de

gree of force in any place or ltate. Sidney 16°.

To continue any state or action Knolles. 17.

To praA.se ; <o use habitually. Pope. 18. To

copy careiuiiy Dryden. 19. To observe any

time. Milten. 10. To observe ; not to violate.

Sbaicjp. it. To maintain ; to support with

neeellaries of li:c. Milan. 11. To have in the

house. Sbakefp. 13. Not to intermit. Ecclnf.

14. To maintain ; to hold. Hayward 15. To

remain in ; not to leave a place. Sbakejp,

16. Not to reveal ; not to betray. Tsllotjon,

2J. 'io restrain; to wiih-hold. Sbajt-lp, BsyU.

28. To debar from any place. MiUsn. 29. T§

Keep back. To reserve , to with-hold. jftiem.

30. Towilh-hold; to restrain. Fjaitns. 31.

To Keep company. To trequent any one; to

at.i.ompany. Donne 31. To Keep company

witb To have familiar intercourse. Broome.

33 To Kkep is. To conceal; not to till.

Sbak. Addis. 34. To restrain ; to curb. Licke.
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35. T» Kiif tf. To bear to distance. 36".

To hinder. Locke. 37. To Kttr up. To main

tain without abatement. Addtjen. 38. To

continue ; to hinder from ceasing. Taylor.

39. To Kit? undtr. To oppress; to subdue.

Atterbury.

To KEEP. v. h. 1. To remain by some labour

or effort in a certain slate. Pope 1. To con

tinue in any place or state; to stay. Sidney.

3. To remain unhurt ; to last. Sidney 4. To

dwell ; to live constantly. Shake/p. ;. To ad

here strictly. Addison. ' 6 To Keif tn. To

jo forward. Dryden. 7. To Keif "p. To

continue undismayed. Dryden.

KEEP. /. [from the verb.J :. Custody j guard.

Spenser, Dryden. x. Guardianship ; restraint

Ajcbam.

KE'EPER. / [from keep ] 1. One who holds

any thing for the use of another. Sidney, i.

One who has prisoners in custody. Dryden. 3.

One who has the care of parks, or beasts of

chafe. Shakesp. 4. One who has the super

intendence or care of any thing, x Kings.

KEEPER os the greatseal Is a lord by his of

fice, called lord keeper of the great leal of En

gland, Qfc and is of the king's p ivy council,

under whose hands pass all charters, commis

sions, and grant; of the king, strengthened by

the great or broad seal, without which seal 2II

such instruments by law are of no force. This

lord keeper, by the statute of 5 Eliz. c. 18.

hath the like jurisdiction, and all other ad

vantages, as hath the lord chancellor of En

gland. C:ive/l.

KEEPERSHIP. /. [from keeper.] Office of a

keeper. Carevj.

KEG. j. [caque, Fr ] A small barrel, common

ly used for a fisti-barrel.

KELL. / A sort or pottage. Ainsiaortb.

Kill, s Theomentum; that which inwrap:

the guts. rViseman.

KELP. s. A salt produced from calcined sea

weed. Boyle.

KELSON./, [more properly keelsons The

wood next the keel. Raleigh.

To KEMB. v. a [cœmban, Sax ] To separate

or difeniangie by an instrument. Ben. Jshnjon.

To KEN. v. a. [cennan, Sax.] 1. To lee at a

distance; to descry. AdJrJ:n. 1. To know.

Gay.

KEN. /. [from the verb] View ; reach of fight.

Shakesp. Locke.

KENNEL./", [cbenil, Pr] 1. A cot for dogs

Sidney, Shakesp. 1. A number ot dogs kept

in a kennel. Shakesp. 3. The hole of a lox,

or other beast. 4. [Kennel, Dutch.] The wa

ter-course of a street. Atbacunst.

To KE'NNHL. v. n. [from the noun] To

lie; to dwell ; used ot beasts, and 01 inan in

contempt. I.'EJlrange.

KEPT. pret. and part. pals, of keep.

KERCHE'IF./ 1. A head dress. Shakesp. a.

Any clothes used in drcls. HayJiard.

KERCHE'IFED. ?; a. [from kerchief.] Dressed;

KERCHEIFT. i hooded. Multn.

KERF./ [ceonpan, Sax. to cut.] To fawn-a

way flit between two pieces of stuff is called a

kerf. Moxon.

KERMES./ Kermei is a roundish body, of the

bigness of a pea, and of a brownish red colour,

covered when most perfect w th a purplifli grey

dust. It contains a multitude of little distinct

granules, soft, which when crushed yield a

scarlet juice. It is found adhering to a kind

of holm oak. Hill.

KE'RN. / [an Irish wold ] Irish foot soldier*.

Spenser.

KERN. / A hand-mill consisting of two piece*

of stone, by which corn is ground

To KERN. v. n. 1. To haden as ripened

corn. Careiv. 2. To take the form of grains ;

to granulate. Grew.

KE'RNEL./ [cyrinel, a gland, Sax.] t.The

edible substance contained in a (hell. Mere. a.

Any thing included in a hulk or integument.

Denkam. 3. The seeds of pulpy fruits. Bac*

4. Tre central part of any thing upon which

the ambient llraia are concreted. Arbuthnit.

5. Knobby concretions in childrens flestt.

To KE RNEL. <v. n. [from the noun j To ripen

to kernels Mortimer.

KE KNKLLY. a. [from kernel] Full of ker

nels ; having the quality or resemblance of

kernels.

KERNELWORT./ An herb. Ainsworib.

KE RSEY. / [karjayt, Dutch.] Coarse stuff.

Hale.

KEST. The prefer tense of cast. Fairfax.

KESTREL./ A little kind of bastard hawk.

Spenser.

KE'TCH./ [from caicchie, Italian, a barrel.]

A heavy (hip. Shakesp.

KETTLE. /. [cetl, -Sax.) A vessel in which

liquor is boiled. Dryden.

KETTLEDRUM. / [kettle and drum] A

drum of which the head is spread over a body

of brass. Shakesp.

KEY / [cœx,, Sax] 1. An instrument formed

with cavities correspondent with the wards of

a lock. I'airsax. a. An instrument by which

something is screwed or turned. Swift, 3,

An explanation of any thing difficult. Burnet.

4. The parts of a musical instrument which

are struck with the fingers. Pamela. 5. [la

mulick.j Is a certain tone whereto every com

position, whether long or Ihort, ought to be

fitted. Harris. 6. [Kaye, Dutch ; quai, Fr.J

A bank raised perpendicular for the ease of

lading and unlading of Ihips. Dryden.

KE'YAGE./ [from key. J Money paid for lying

at the key. Ainstvsrih.

KEYHO'LE. s. [key and bile.] The perfora

tion in the door or lock through which the

key is put Prior.

KEYSTONE./, [key and jhne.] The middle

stone of an aich. Moxon.

KIBE./ [from kerb, a cut, German] An ul

cerated chilblain ; a chap in the heel. rVisem.

.sl'iiiiD. «, [ftora kibe.] Troubled with kibes.

T»
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To KICK. v. a. [kancbtn, German] To strike

win the foot. Swift.

To KICK. v. ». To beat with the foot in anger

or contempt- TilUtfon.

KICK../, [from the verb ] A blow with the foot.

Dryden.

KICKER./ [from kick.] One who strikes wi h

his foot.

KICKSHAW./ A corruption of cuelatt chost,

something. 1. Something uncommon; fan

tastical j something ridiculous. Milton. 2. A

disli so changed by the cookery that it can

scarcely be known. Fentot.

Kl CKSEY-WICKSEY./ A made word in ri

dicule and disdain of a wise. Sbakefp.

KID./ [kid, Danish] I The young of a goat

Spenser, l. [From cidvilen, Welsh, a faggot ]

A bundle of heath or furze.

To KID. v. a [from the noun.] To bring forth

kids.

KI'DDER./ An ingrosser of corn to enhance its

price. Ainj'vjsrtb.

To KIDNAP.*, a [from kind, Dutch, a child,

and map.] To steal children; to steal human

beings.

KIDNATTF.R. / [from kidnaps One who

steals human beings. Spectator

Kl'DNEY.y. I. These are two in number, one

on each side : they have the fame figure as kid-

aey-beans: their length is four or five fingers,

their breadth three, and their thickness two:

the right it under the liver, and the Ult under

the spleen. The use of the kidneys is lo sepa

rate the urine from the blood. 3>«i»y »•

Race; kind: in ludicrous language. L'fcstran.

Kl DNEYBEAN.y. An herb. Miller.

KIDNEYVETCH J , „. „, .■ r
Kl DNEYWORT. \ * PUnU A"s'

KI'LDERKIN./ [kmdekin, a baby, Dutch ] A

small barrel. Dryaien.

To KILL. v. a [cpellin, Sa*.] I. To deprive

of life ; to put to death as an agent, a Mac

a. To destroy animals for food Sbakefp. 3.

To deprive of life as a cause or instrument.

Bacon. 4 To deprive of vegetative or other

motion, or active qualities. Flayer.

Kl LLER. / [from iitl.\ One who deprives o'

lire. Sidney, Waller.

Kl'LLOW.y. An earth of a blackilh or dei-p

blue colour. Woodward.

KILN./ [cyln, Sax.] A stove ; a fabrick form

ed for admitting heat, in order to dry or burn

thiags- Bacon

ToKl'LNDRY. v. a [kiln and dry] To dry

by means of a kiln. Mortimer.

KILT, for killed. Spenjer.

Kl'MBO. a. [a Jcbtmbo, Italian] Crooked;

bent; arched. Arbuthnot.

KIN./, [tynne, Sax.]. 1. Relation either of

consanguinity or affinity. Bacon, a. Relatives;

thole who are oi the fame race. Dryden. 3

A relation ; one related. Davits. 4 The

fame generical class. Boyle. 5. A diminutive

termination from kind, a child, Dutch.

KIND, a. [from cyone, relation, Sax.] 1. Bcne-

voleat; filled with general good-will. Sou:*

a. Favourable ; beneficent. Lnke.

KIND / [cynne, Sax.] Race; geoerical class.

Hooker, a. Particular nature. Baker 3 Na

tural state. Bacon, Arbutbnot. 4. Nature-

natural determination. Shakilp. «. Manner 1

way. Bacon. 6. Sort. Bacon.

To KINDLE, v.a. 1. To let on fire ; tolightt

to make to burn. KingCbarlei. a. To ia-

flame the passions; to exasperate ; toanimita.

Daniel.

To KINDLE, v.a. [cinnu, Welsh ; cynoelan.

Sax.J 1 To catch fire Ijaiab. a. [From cca-

nan, to bring forth, Saxon.]

Kl'NDLER./ [from kindle.] One that light. 1

one who enflames. Gay.

KINDLY, adv. [from kind] Benevolently ; fa

vourable ; with good will. Shakc/p

KINDLY, a. [from kind.] ,. Hornogeneal ,

congenial; kindred Hammond, a. Bland*

mild i loiiening Dryden '

Kl'NDNESS.y. [from kind] Benevolence; be-

neficence ; good-will; favour ; fdve. Collier

KINDRED./ [cynpene, Sax.J 1. Relation by

birth, marriage ; cognation ; affinity. Dryden

l. Relation; sort Sbakefp. 3. Relatives

Uenbam

KINDRED, a. Congeneal; related: cognate.

Dryden.

KINE.y. plur from rAr Bcn.Jibnfen.

KING-/ [»»■{, or tying, Teut.J 1. Mo

narch; iupreme governour. topi. a. It ia

taken by Bacon in the feminine : it prince al

so is. 3 A card with the picture of a king.

"ope 4. Ki m ut Armt, or of heralds, a

principal officer at arms, that has the pre-emi

nence ot the Ibciety ; of whom there are three

in number, viz. Carter, Norroy, and Clareo-

citux. Philips.

To KING. v. a [from the noun.] 1. To sup

ply with a king. Sbakefp a. To.make royal-.

to raile to royalty. Shakelp

KI'NGAPPLE./ A kind of apple.

KINGCRAFT./ [king and eras,.] The art

oi- governing.

K.I NGCUP J [king and c.p ] A flower Peach,

K.I NODOM / ( from king J 1 . The dumir.ioa

of a king; the territories subject to a monaith.

Sbakejp. a. A different class or order of be

ings. Locke. 3. A region; a tract Sbakefp.

KINGFISHER./ A species ot bird. Ma,.

Kl NGLIKE. > a [fmmking.] 1. Royal; lnv«-

KINGI.Y. J reign; monarchical. Slak.ip.

a. Belonging to a king. Shake/p. 3 Noble;

august. Sidney.

KINGLY, adv. With an air of royalty ; with

superiour dignity. Dunciad.

KINGSE VIL.y [king and nil.] A scrophuloua

distemper, in which the glands are ulcerated,

commonly believed to be cured by the touch

of the king. Wiseman.

KINGSHIP./ [irom ernf.] Royalty, monar-
■ s chy. King Cbarlet, South.

KI NGSPEAR./ A plant. Miller.

Kl NGSTONE./ A 6Q>. Amjtuortb

KINSFOLK.
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KINSFOLK./, [kirn and folk.'] Relations;

th^se who are of the fame family. Spenser.

KI'NSMaN./ [i/i. and ibob.] A man of the

fame race or family

KINSWOMAN./ [kin and nvoman.] A female

relation. Dennis.

KIRK. / [cypce. Sax.] An old word for a

church, yet retained in Scotland. ClcaveUsnJ.

KI'RTLE./ [cyprel, Sax.] An upper garment ;

a gown Sbakelp

To KISS v.a. [insan, Welsh; xiW.] I. To

touch with the lips. SiJney. i. To treat with

fondness State/p. 3. To touch gently. Shaiej

KISS./ [from the veib.] Salute given b) join

ing lips. PryJcn.

Kl SSKR./ [from kiss.] One that kisses.

KI SS1NGCRUST /: | kijfmg and crust.} Crust

formed where one loaf in the oven touches a-

rother King's Cookery.

KIT./ [kttte, Dutch.] j. A large bottle. Skinn

2. A small diminutive siddle. Grew. 3. A

small wooden vessel.

KITCHEN./ [begin, Welsh; cuisine, Fr.] The

room in a house where the provisions arc

cooked. Hcoktr

KITCHENG ARDF.N./. [kitchen and garJen ]

Garden n which esculent plants are produced.

Specifier. ,

Kl'TCHENMAlD. / [kitchen and maid.) A

co*>kmaid.

KITCHENSTUFF. f. [kitchen inAstuff] The

fat of met scummed off the pot, or gather

ed out of the dripping pan.

KITCHENWENCH. J. [kitchen and -wench.}

Scullion ; maid employed 10 clean the inlt.ru-

ments of cookery. Shakejp.

KITCHENVVORK. / [kitchen and work.]

Cookery; work done in the kitchen.

KITE. f. [cyta. Sax.] 1. A bird of prey that

infests the tarms and steals the chickens Grc-j>

ft. A mme of reproach denoting rapacity.

Shake/p. 3. A fictitious bird made of paper.

Gov. of the Tongue.

Kl'TESFOUT j. A plant. Ainswortb.

KITTEN./ [katteicn, Duich.J A young cat.

Prior.

To Kl'TTEN. v. n. [from the noun.] To bring

forth your.g cats. Shake/p.

ToKI.ICK. v. n. [irom clack] To make a

small (Imp noise.

To KNAB. v. a. [knappen, Dutch.] To bite.

VEstrange.

KNACK../ [cnec, Welsh ; cnsftinje, (kill. Sax]

I. A little machine ; a petty contrivance; a

toy Shakefp. 2. A readiness; an habitual fa

cility ; a lucky dexicrity. Ben. Johnjon, Swift.

5. A nice trick. Piste.

To KNACK., v.m. [from the noun ] To make

a lharp quick noise, as when a (tick breaks.

KNACKER, / [from knack.] 1. A maker of

small woik. Afcrtimer. 2. A ropemaker.

[re/lit, Lat ] Amjworth.

KNAG./ [knag, a wait, Danish.] A hard knot

in wood.

KNAGGY, a. [(com knag.] Knotty) set with

hard rough knots.

KNAP./[r»o^,WeluS, a protuberance.] A pro

tuberance; a swelling prominence. Bacon.

To KNAP. v. a. [knappen, Dutch.] 1 . To bitei

to break short. Common Prayer 2. [ Knaapf

Erse ] To strike so as to make a (harp noise

like that ofbreaking Bacon.

To KNAP.v.. To make a (harp noise Wifem.

ToKNA'PPLE. v. ». sfrom/»^.| To break

off with a sharp quick noile Amswortb.

KNATSACK./ [srnm knappen, u. eat ] The

bag which a fMdicr carries on hie back j ft

bag of provisions KingCb.irUs.

KNAPWEED./ A plant M:lltr.

KNARE. f. [knor, Germ.] A haid knot. DryJ.

KNAVE./ [enapa, Sax.] 1. A boy ; a male

child. 2. A servant. Both these are obsolete.

SiJney. 3. A petty rascal; a scoundrel Sotstb.

4 A card with a soldier painted on it. Hu-

aibras.

KNAVERY / [from knave] 1. Dishonesty {

tricks; petty villainy. Shakefp. DryJest. %.

Mifthii vous tiicks or practices. Shakejp.

KNAVISH a. [from knave.} 1. Dishonest;

wicked ; fraudulent. P,pe. 2. Waggish ; mis

chievous. Shakejp.

KNAVISHLY. ajv [from knavish] 1. Dis

honestly-, fraudulently ». Waggishly; mis

chievously.

To KNEAD v. a. [cnxoan. Sax] To beat or

mingle any stuff or substance. Dcnne.

K.NE AD1NOTROUGH /'. [kneaJ%aA treugh ]

A trough in which the paste of bread is work

ed together FxoJns

KNEE./, (cne.p, Sax.] 1. The jont of the

leg whs re the leg is joined to the thigh. Bac.

2. A knee is a piece of timber growing crook

ed, arid so cut that the trunk and branch make

an angle. Bacon.

To KNEE. v. a. [from the noun ] To suppli

cate by kneeling. Shakejp.

KNEED, a. [from knee.} 1. Having knees :

nf, in kneeJ 1. Having joints : as kneeJ grafs.

KNEEDEEP. a [knee and Jeep} 1. Rising t»

the knees. 2. Sunk to the knees. DrjJen.

KNE'EHOI.M./ An herb.

KNK'EPAN. / [<t»«and^ai..] A little rund

bone about two inches broad, pictty thick, a

little convex on both sides, and covered with

a smooth cartilage on its forelide Quinsy.

To KNEEL, v. n. [from knee.] To perform the

act of genuflection; to bend the knee. Taylor.

KNIVEi K1BUTE./ [<f»«and tribute.] Genu

flection ; worfliip or obeisance fliowoby knetl-

ing. Mi/ton

KNEI../ [<■»</, Welsh ;cnvlUn,Sax.]The sound

of a bell rung at a funeral, Dottue, Cowley.

KNEW. The preterite of knew. •

KNIFE./ plur?i«7i'« [cmr. Sax] An instru

ment edged and pointed, wherewith meat is

cut. Watts.

KNIGHT./ [empr, Sax.] 1. A man advanc

ed to a certain degree of military rank. It

was anciently the custom to knight eveiy

man of tank or fortune. In England knight-

h\ro4
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hood conrers the title of fir : as fir Thomas,

fir Richard When the name was not known,

it wis usual to hyfir knight. Daniel. I A-

mong us the order of gentlemen next to the

nobility, except the baronets. AdJifcn. 3. A

champion. Drayton.

KNIGHT Errant. A wandering knight. Den-

ham, Hndibrat.

KNIGHT Errantry [from knight errant.]

The character or manners of wandering

knights. Narrit.

KNIGHTi/lfr fast. A hireling evidence.&a;*.

KNIGHT tf the Shire. One of the represen

tatives of a county in parliamt m : he former

ly was a military knight, but now any man

having an estate in land of six hundred

pounds a year is qualified —This qualifica

tion it requisite in England, but is not re

quired ia Ireland.

To KNIGHT, v. a. [from the noun] To

create one a knight, hr'ctttn.

KNl'GHTl.Y. a. [from knight ] Befitting a

knight ; beseeming a knight. Sidney.

KNIGHTHOOD./ [from knight. \ The cha

raster or dignity of a knight. Ben. Jabnsin.

KNTGHTLESS a. (from knight.} Unbecoming

a knight. Obsolete. Spenf

T<

knocks. 1. The hammer which htngs at th?

door for strangers to strike. Pefe.

To KNOLL. V. a. sfrom knell \ To ring the

bell, generally for a funeral. Shake/p.

To KNOLL, v. a. To laund as a bell. Shah/p*

KNOLL./ A little hill. Amswrtb.

KNOP. /' [A corruption of knap.] Any tufty

top. Ainstoortb.

KNOT. f. [enctra, Six] I. A complication of

a con. or string nut easily to be dilcniangled.

AJdtJon. z. Any figure of which, the lines

frequently intellect tach other. Prior. 3. Any

bond of association or union C.io'ey. 4. A

hard pait in a piece ot wood cauled by the

protuberance of a bough, and c nlVquently by

a tnnlvtrse direction 0! the fibres, rf'ijthm.

5. A conedeiacy; an association; a small

band. Ben J.hnjon. 6 Liflkulty \ intricacy.

Suuth 7 An intrigue, or difficult perplexity

of attain*. Dryden. 8. A duster \ a collec

tion. Dryden.

To KNOT. v. a. ffrom the noun.} 3 To

complicate in knots. Sedley. x. Toinunglc ;

to perplex. 3 To unite. Bacon.

To KISOT. V n. 1. To form buds, knots or

joints in vegetation Aicrtimsr. 1. To knit

knot1; for sringes.

t?noKNTT. v. m. preter. knit or knitted. [cniC- 1 KNQ-TBKRRYBUSH./ A plant. Ainfivtrv

can, Sax] 1. To make or unite by texture \ KNO'l GRASS. J. [knit and graft.'] A plant.

without a loom. Waller, x. To lye.' Shake/p. KNOTTED, a. [from final.] Full of knots.

3. To join ; to unite. Shake/p. 4. To con

tract. Addifin. 5. To tye up. Aat.

T0K.NIT. i>. a 1. To weave without a loom.

Sidney, Dryden. a. To join ; to close ; to

unite. Shakesp.

KNIT./, [from the verb.] Texture. Shakefp..

KNITTER. / [from Hit.] One who weaves

or knits. Shake/p.

KNITT1NGNEEDLF, s.[init,tn(t*t*JU.] A

wire whieh women use in knitting.^rin/^Jt;/.

KNl'TTLE:/ [from knit.] A string that ga

thers a purse round. A:nfi02rth.

KNOB./. [kntip, Dutch.] A protuberance ; any

part bluntly rising above the rest. Ray.

KNOBBED, a. [trom kneb.) Set with knobs j

having protubetanecs. Grew

KNO BBINESS. /'. [from knevby } The quality

of having knobs.

KNO BUY. a. [from knsb ] 1. Full of Unobs

1. Hard ; stubborn. lEvel.

To KNOCK, v n. [cnucian, Sax.] I. To

clash ; to be driven suddenly togetf.i. Bentley.

a. To beat as at a door for admittance. Dryd.

3. Tt Knock under. A common expression,

that denotes when a man yields or lubmits.

To KNOCK, v. a 1. To affect or change in

any respect by blow;. Dryden. x. To dalh

together ; to strike ■, to collide with a (harp

noise. Dryden, Ronve. 3. TiKsoisi/oth.

To sell by a blow. Addifcn. 4. Tt Knock

on the h.-ad. To kill by a blow; to destroy.

South.

KNOCK. /. [from the verb.] I. A sudden

stroke ; a blow. Brttvn. 1. A loud stroke at

a door for admisiion. Dryden.

KNOCKER. / [trom intii. ] I. He that

KNO' FTI NESS./ (from knotty ] Fulness of

knots •, unevenness ; intricacy. Feacham.

KNOTTY, a. [from kntt ] 1. Full of knots.

Shale p. x Hard ; rug»cd R<v.c. 3. Intti-

catc ; perplexed ; difficult , eniban aired.

Baccn.

To KN'jW v. a prefer. 1 knev, I have knsten,

[enapin. Sjx.] i. To perceive with certainty,

whether intuitive or discursive Luke. 2. To

be informed ot ; to be taught. Miltm. 3- To

distinguish Lnke 4. To recognise. Shakefp,

5. To be no st.-angcr to Sbakijp. 6. To

converse with another lex. Gen. 7. To lee

with approbation. H:Jea.

To KNOW. v. n. 1. To have clear and cer

tain perception ; not lo be doubtful. Ails. x.

Not to be ignorant. Bacon. 3. To be informed.

Shakefp. 4. To Know fur. To have know

ledge os. Shahefp. 5. tt Kkow «/. To tike

cognisance ot. Shakttp.

KNO'vVrtlil.K. a. |h\>m knn:- ] Cogn.iscible ;

potsible to be discaverid or undcrstooil.

Glanville.

KNOW ER. / [siom knew ] One whi has

(kill or knowledge. Glanvi1!:.

KNOWING. n/[ftom knur.] 1. Skil'Vi:

well instructed; remo efroni i^nota.i»-e Bty,:.

X. Conscious; intelligent, fifaskrmr'.

KNOWING. / [frem i»;<w } Knowl.-Jge.

Shake/p

KNO WIN'GLY. adv. [from Jnwiii;.] With

ik.ll ; wiih knowledge. Atlirbury.

KNO VVLEDGK. /. [from i»seo.) 1. Certain

perception Lecke. 1. learning ; illnminatiori

of the mind. Shakefp. 3. Skill in any

Kkk *hiiig
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thing. Sbakesp. 4. Acquaintance with any

fact or person. Sidney. et. Cognisance; no

tice. Ben. Johnson. 6. Information ; power

of knowing. Sidney.

To KNOWLEDGE. v a. [not in use] To ac

knowledge; lo avow. Bacon.

To KNU BBLE. v. a. [kmpler, Danish.] To

beat. Skinner.

KNUCKLE / [coucle. Sax] 1. The joints

of the finders protuberant when the fingers

close. Garth. 2. The knee joint of a calf

Baeon. 3. The articulation or joint of a plant-

'Bacon.

To KNU'CKLE. v. n. [from the noun.] To

submit.

KNU'CKLED. a [from knuckle.] Jointed.

Bacon.

KNUFF/Alout. An old word. Hajvaard.

KNUR. Is. [knor, German.) A knot; *

KNURLE. J hard substance. IVcoJviard.

KONED for kncv>. Spenser

To KYD. v. n. [cufc, Sax ] To know. Spenser.

L.

LAB LAC

LA liquid consonant, which preserves al-

t| ways the fame found in English.

.X At the end of 1 monosyllable it is always

doubled ; as, shall, still; except after a diph

thong ; as, sail, seel. In a word of a more syl

lables it is written single; as, channel, canal.

It is sometimes put before e, and sounded

feeble alter it ; as t/Mr, title

LA. interjca.' Seej look; behold. Sbakesp.

LA'BDANUM. /. A resin o1 the softer kind, of

a strong and not unpleasant smell, and an aro-

matick, but not agrteable taste. This juice

exsudates from a low spreading shrub, of the

cistus kind in Crete. Hill.

To LA'BEFY. v. a. [labesacio, Lat.] To

weaken, to impair.

LA'BEL./ [labellum. Lat.] 1. A small flip or

scrip of writing. Sbakesp. 1. Any thing ap-

rendant to a larger writing, dylisje. 3. [In

law] A narrow slip of paper or parchment

assured to a deed or writing, in order to huld

the ap| ending seal. Harris.

LA'BENT. a. [labcnj, Lat.] Sliding; gliding;

slipping. Dig.

LA'BlAL. a Uabialii, Lat.] Uttered by the

lips. Holder.

LA'BIATED. a. [labimm, Lat.] Formed with

lips

LABIODENTAL, a. [labium and dentalts.]

Formed or pronounced by the co-operatiun of

the lips and teeth. Holder.

LABORANT. /. [laberan,, Lat.] A chemist

Bey 'e.

LA BORATORY. / [lahrateire, Fr.] A che

mist's workroom. B:yle.

LABORIOUS, a. [laborious, Fr] laberiosut.

Lat.] r. Diligent in work ; assiduous South

1. Requiring labour; tiresome; not easy.

Dryden.

LABORIOUSLY, adv. [from lahrioni.] With

labour; with toil. Decay ts Piety.

LABORIOUSNESS. / [from labor'ou,.] I.

Toilsomencsi, ; difficulty. Decay is Piety. 1.

Diligence ; assiduity.

LABOUR. / [labeur, Fr. labor. Lat] 1. The

act ps doing what requiies a painful exenion

ff fttwgth ; pains i toil, Stakesp. 3. Work

to be done. Hooker. 3. Exercise; motioa

with some degree os violence. Horxey. 4.

Childbirth ; travail. Sonth.

To LABOUR, v. n. [labere, Lat.] 1. To toils

to act with painful effort. Sbakesp. a. To do

work ; 10 take pains. Ecc us. 3. To move

with difficulty. Granvilte. 4. To be diseased

with. Ben Jiknstn. 5. To be in distress ; to

be pressed. iVake. 6. To be in child-birth j

to be in travaih Dryden.

To LA'BOUR. v. a 1. To work at ; to move

with difficulty Clarendon. 2. To beat ; to

belabour. Dryden.

LA'BOURER./ [lahoureur, Fr] 1. One who

is employed in coarse and toilsome work.

Stvist. 1. One who takes pains in any em

ployment. Granvitle.

LA BOURSOME a. [from /atW.] Made with

great labour aQd diligence, Sbakesp.

LA'BRA./. [Spanish ) A lip. Sbakesp.

LABYRINTH./ [labyriutbut. Lat ] A mire ;

a place formed with inextricable windings.

Donne, Denham

LAC.y. Lac- is of three sorts 1. The stick lad.

2 The feed lac. 3. The shell lac. HtU.

LACE. / [la.et, Fr.] I. A string; a cord.

Spenjer. i. A snare ; a gin. Fairfax, j.

A platted string, with which women fasten

their clothes Sviist. 4. Ornaments of fine

thread curiously woven Bacon. 5 Textunt

of thread with gold or silver. Herbert. 6,

Sugar. A cant word. Prior

To LACE. v. a [from the noun ] I. To faster)

with a string run through erlet holes.Cfngrex c.

2. To adorn with gold or silver textures lewtd.

on. Sbakesp. 3. To embellilh with variega

tions. Shakrfp. 4. To beat. L'Ejirange.

LACED Mutton. An old word ror a whore.

Sbakesp.

LACEMAN. /. \ lace and man. ] One wha

dtaU in lace.' Addijon.

LA'CliRABLE a. [horn lacerate.] Such as mas

be torn Harvey.

To LA CERATE. 11. a. [lacero, Lat.] To lear j

to rend. Derkotn.

LaCERA T10N. / [from lacerate.} The act.
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of tearing or rending j the breach made by

tearing. Arbutbnet.

LA'CERATIVE. a. [from lacerate] Tearing;

having the power to tear. Harvey.

LACHRYMAL, a. [lackrymal, Fr] Genera

ting tears. Ckeyne.

LA'CHRYMARY. e. [lacbryma, Lat.] Con

taining tears. Addison.

LACHRYMA'TION./ [from lachrymal The

act of weeping, or shedding tears.

LA'CHRYMATORY./ [lacbrymauire, Fr]

A vessel in which tears are gathered to the

honour of the dead.

LAC I NIATED. a [from lacinia, Lat ] Adorn

ed with fringes and borders.

To LACK. v. a [laecken, to lessen, Dutch.]

To want ; to need ; to be without. Daniel.

To LACK. v. n i. To be in want. Common

Prayer. 2. To be wanting. Genesis.

LACK. / [from the verb J Want; need ;

failure. Ussier.

LACKBRAIN./ [lad and tram.] One that

wants w:t Sbokefp

LA'CKER. / A kind of varnish, which, spread

upon a white substance, exhibits a gold colour.

To LA'CKER. v, a. [fiom the noun ] To do

over with lacker. Pope.

LA'CKEY. / [lacqnaii, Fr.] An attending

servant; a fool boy Dryden.

To LACKEY, v. a. [from the noun.] To

attend servilely. Milton.

To LACKEY, v. n. Toactasa foot-boy; tc

fay servile attendance. Sandys.

LACKLINEN. a. [lack and limn.] Wanting

shirts Skakesp.

LACKLUSTRE, a. [lack and lustre ] Wanting

brightness. Skakesp.

LACO'NICK a. Uacvicmt, Lat.] Short ; brief

Pope.

LA CONISM./ [lacsnisme,Fr.] A concise styU.

Csller.

LA CONICALLY adv [from henici ] Briefly,

conci'.elv Camdtn.

J. A CTARY. a. [/act//. Lat.] Milky. Brown.

l.A'CTARY. f. [lailarmm. Lat ) A dairy house

LACTATION. /. [/act-, Lat.] The act or

time of giving luck.

LACTEAL, a. [from lac, Lat.] Conveying

chyle. Locke.

LA'CTF.AL /. The vessel that conveys chyle

Arhutknot.

LACTEOUS. a. [lacJeus, lat ] i. Milky

Brown, a. Lacteal -, conv-ying chyle. Bentley

LAC I ESCENCE./ [lacieso. Lat J Tendency

to milk. Boyle.

LACTESCENT, a. [laclescent, Lat ] Produc

ing milk. Arbntbnot.

LAC PI KEROUS a. [lac lnisero ] What con

veys or brings milk. Ray.

LAD. J. [leobe. Sax] i. A boy; a stripling,

in familiar language kVatti. 2. A boy^ in

pastoral language Spenser.

LA DDER. /. [hfaerte, Sax.] a. A frame ma le

with steps placed between two upright pieces.

Guli.ver, nritr, I. Any thing.by which one

climbs Sidney, 3. A gradual rife. Swift.

LADE./ The mouth of a river, from the Saxon

4a"oe, which signifies a purging or discharging.

Gibson.

To LADE *>. a. preter. and part, passive, laded

or laden [hlaben, Sax.] 1. To load; to freight;

to burthen. Bacon, a. (hlafccn, to draw, Sax.]

To heave out ; to throw out. Temple.

LA'DING. / [from lade.] Weight j burthen.

Swift.

LA'DI.E. s. [hlxole. Sax] 1. A large spoon ;

a vessel with a long handle, used in throwing

out any liquid. Prior. 2. The receptacles of

a mill wheel, into which the water falling

turns it.

LADY. / [hlsepbij. Sax.] 1. A womanofhigh

rank : the title of lady properly belongs to the

wives of knights, otall degrees above them,

and to the daughters of earls, and all of

higher ranks. King Charlet. 2. An illustrious

or eminent woman. Skakesp. 3 A word of

complaisance used of women. Skakesp.

LA DY-BEDSTRAW./ [Callium.j A plant.

Miller.

LA'DY-BIRD.l ,. , , ,. . . r ,

I A DY COW > J infect, vagino-

LADYFLY.'V PenDOUS- Ga>>

LA DY DAY. J. [lady and Jay.] The day on

which the annunciation of the blessed virgin i<

celebrated.

LA'DY-LIKF. a [lady and l,ke] Soft » deli

cate ; elegant Dryden.

LA DY-MANTLE / A plant. Miller.

LA'DYSHIP. J. [from lady] The title of «

lady. Ben. J-.bnson.

LA DYVSLIl'PKR. /. A flower. Miller.

LA DYVSMOCK. / A flower.

LAG. a [lagg, Swedish, the end.] a. Com

ing behind ; .ailing thort. Carcw. 2. Slaggilh ;

slow ; tardy. Skakesp. Dryden. 3. Last , long

delayed Skakesp.

LAG J. 1. The lowest class; the rump; the

lag end Skakesp 2. He that comes last, or

hangs behind. Pope.

To LAG. v. n. 1 To loiter; to move slowly.

Dryden. 1. To stay behind ; not to come in.

Swift.

LA'GGER f. [ from lag] A loiterer ; an idler.

LAICAL, a. [laique, Fr. laicus, Lat. Xa'Sv.]

Belonging to the laity, or people as distinct

from the clergy. Camden.

LAID Preterite participle of lay. Swift.

LAIN Preterite participle of lye. Boyle.

LAIR. / \Lv, Fr] The couch of a boar, or

wild beast. Mtltsn.

LAIRD. /. [hlatonb Sax.] The lord of a ma

nor in the Scottdh dialect. CleatelanJ.

LA ITY. J. [Aa<i>-.j 1. The people as distin

guished rrom the cltrgy. Swift. 1. The stat*

of a layman. Aylijse

LAKE. J. [lac, Fr. laicut, Lat.] 1. A large

diffusion ol inland water Dryden. 2. Small

plash oi water. 3. A middle colour, betwixt

ultramarine and vcrmillion Dryden.

L.iMB s. [lamb, Gothii.k and Sax.J 1. The

K k k 1 young
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young os a sheep. Pose. x. Typically, the

Saviour of the world. C:mtircn Prayer.

LA'MBATIVE. a. [ from lamb), to lick. ]

Taken by licking. Brzivn

LAMBATIVE./ A meiiicine taken by lickin?

with the tongue IVtjeman.

LAMBKIN. / [from lamb ] A little lamb.

Spenjer.

LAMBS-WOOL. /. 'lamb anil vitcl] Ale mix

ed with the pulp os roalled apples. Sung ef the

King and the Miller

LAMBENT, a. [lambent. Lat 1 Playing about ;

gliding over without harm. Dryden.

LAMDOIDAL. a. [xiuSi and t-b®:] Having

the form of the letter lambda or A. Sharp

LAME, a [laam, lama, Sax ] I Cripp'ed ;

disabled in the limbs. Daniel, Arbuthntt,

Pope. 1. Hobbling ; nut smooth : alluding to

the sect of a verse. Dryden. 3. Imperfect ;

unsatisfactory. Baa*.

To LAME. "J. a [!rcm the adjective.] To

cripple. Skakefp.

LAMI.LLATFD. a. [lamella, Lat.] Covered

with films or plates. Dtrham.

LAMELY, a [from /am* J 1. Like a cripple j

without natural force or activity. rViJeman

1. Imperfectly. DryJeit.

LAMENESS, / [from lame.] t.The fUtc of

a cripple ; loss or inability of limbs. Dryden.

1. Imperfection ; weakness. Dryden.

LAMENT. J. [{amentum, Lat.] I. Sorrow

audibly expressed ; lamentation. Dryden. 1

Expression of sorrow. Sbakejp.

ToLA'MENT. v. a. To bewail; to mourn ;

to bemoan ; to sorrow for. Dryien.

To LAMENT v. n. [ lamenter, Lat] To

mourn ; to wail; to grieve j to exprelk sor

row. Skakesp. Milieu.

LAMENTABLE, a [lamentabilit. Lat] 1.T0

be lamented ; causing sorrow. Shakejo. a.

Mournful i sorrowful , expressing lorrow. Si J.

3. Miserable, in a ludicrous or low sense ;

pitiful. St llinrflect.

I.A'MENTABLV. adv. [from lamentable.] 1.

With expressions or tokens of sorrow. Sidney.

a. So as to cause sorrow. Shake/p. 3. Pitifully;

despicably.

LAMENTATION. J {lamentatie, Lat.] Ex

pression of sorrow ; audible grief'. Shakejp.

LA'MENTER. / [ from lament. ] He who

murns or laments. Speclatzr.

LAMENTINE. / A fish called a sea-cow oi

manatee, which is near twenty feet long, th

head resembling that of a cow, and two short

sect, with which it creeps on the (hallows and

rocks to get food ; but has no fins. Bailey

LAMIXA. f. [Latin.] Tbiu plate; one coat

liid over another.

LAMINATED, a sfrom lamina] Plated: us

os such bodies whose contexture discovers such

a disposition as that of plates lying over one

another Sharp.

To LAMM. v. a. To beat soundly with

cudgel. Dia.

LA'MMAS. /: The first of August. Baa*.

LAMP./, [lampe, French ; lampai, Lat.] f»

A light made with oil and a wick. B:yle. l-

An) kind of light, in poetical language, real

or metaphorical. Rsvie.

LA MPASS /. [lampai, Fr.] A lump of flesh,

about the bigness of a nut, in the roof of a

horse's mouth. Farrier's Did.

LA MPBLACK./ [lamp and black.] It is made

by holding a torch ur.derthe bottom of a bason,

and as it is lurren stiike it with a feather into

some shell, Peacham.

LA'MPING. a. [XA.e.TriUw.] Shining; spark

ling. Spenser.

LAMPO'ON / A personal satire; abuse; cen

sure written not to leform but to vex. Drydtm.

To LAMPOON, v. a. [from the noun.] To

abuse with personal satire.

LAMPOONER./, [from lampetn.] A scrib

bler of personal satire. Taller.

LAMPREY./ [lamprcye, Fr. ] A fish much

like the eel.

LA'MPRON. / A kind of sea fish. Netei en

the Odyffiy.

LANCE. / [lance, Yt.lancea, Lat.) A long

spear Sldn'y.

To LANCE, v. a. [from the noun] 1. To

pierce; to cut. Shjkefp. %. To open chirur-

gically ; to cut in otde-r to a cure Dryden.

LA'NCELY. a. [ from lance. ] Suitable to *

lance Sidney.

LANCEPE'SADE. / [ lance spezrate, Pr.]

The officer under the coiporal. Clea-velaud.

LA'NCET. / [lancet!/, Fr.] A small pointed

chirurgical instrument Wiseman.

To LANCH f. a [lancer, Fr. This word ia

too often written launch.] To dart; lo call as

a lance. Pipe.

LANCINATION / [from lancini, Lat.] Tear

ing ; laceration.

To LA'NCINATE. v. a [lancinc, Lat. ] To

tear ; to rend.

LAND./. [ljni>, Gothick ] 1. A country, a

region ; distinct from other countries. Spenser.

1. Earth; distinct from water. Stdny, Abbtt.

3. Ground ; surface of the place. Pott. 4.

An cltate real and immoveable. Knellet. 5.

Nation; people. DryJen. 6. Urine. Shakeip.

To LAND. v. a [from the noun.] To set on

sliore Dryden.

To LAND, f it. To come to shore. Bacen.

LANDED, a. [from land.] Having a fortune

in land. Shaiejp.

LA'NDFAI.L. /. [ land and fall ] A sudden

translation os property in land by tho' death of

a rich man

LA'NDPLOOD./ [land and _/?««".] Inundation.

C/arendyn.

LA'NDFORCES./. [.Wand /tree.] Warlike,

powers not naval; lulJiers that lersc." 011 land.

Temple.

LANDGRAVE./ [land and grave, a count,

German.] A German title of dominion.

LANDHOLDER, f. [land and bttder.] One

whose foitunt is iu land. Luke.

LANDING.
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Is. [from land } The

LA'NDING PLACE. J

LA'NDING.

lop of stairs. Addifon

LA NDJOBBER. / [land tad job.) One who

buys and fells lands for other men. Stuift.

LANDLADY./, [land and lady] i. A woman

who has tenants holding from her. a. The

mistress of an inn. Swift.

LANDLESS, a. [from land.] Without pro

perty j without fortune. Sbakejp.

LANDLOCKED, a. [land and hck.] Shut in,

or inclosed with land. Addifon.

LANDLOPER./ [land, and /#-/*», Dutch]

A landmant a term of reproach, uled by lea-

men of those who pass their lives on sturc.

LANDLORD. y. (Wand y^/.] i. One who

owns land cr houses. Spenjer, i. The mastei

of an inn- Addifon.

LANDMARK.). [Wand mark] Anything

set up to preserve boundaries- Dryden.

LANDSCAPE./ [land/case, Uuuh ] I. A

region -t the prospect of a country. Milton,

AiiJi/Cn. z. A picture, representing an exten-

of space, with the various objects in it. Addijon ^

p.p<. ;

LAND-TAX./ [.'and and tax] Tax laid upon

land and houses. Locke

LAND-WAITER. / [land and teaiter.] An

efficer of ihe customs, who it to waich what

goods are landed. Svj'ft.

LA NDWARD. adv. [ham land.] Towards the

land. Sundys.

LANE./, [lain, Dutch ] i. A narrow way be

twetn hedges. Milton, Olioay 1. A narrow

street ; an alley. Spratt. 3 A passage between

men standing on each fide. Bacon.

LA'NERET./. A little hawk.

LANGUAGE, j. [language, Fr] 1. Hwmm

Ipeech. Holder. 2. The tongue of one nation

as dillinct from others Skakej'p. 3. Style,

manner ol expression. Rsjcomm.m.

L.VNGUAGED. a. [from the noun.] Having

various languages. Pope

LANGUAGE-MASTER./ [language and

ma(l:r.\ One whole profession is to tt ach Ian

guages. Spectator.

LANGUET./ [langnette, Fr.] Any thing cut

in the form of a tongue.

LANGUID, a. [languidui, Lat] 1. Faint;

weak; feeble. Bentey. 1. Dull; heartless.

Additcn.

LANGUIDLY, adv. [from languid] Weakly ;

feebly. Boyle

LA'NGUIDNESS. /. [from languid.] Weak

ness; feebleness.

To LA NGU1SH. v. n. [languir, Fr. langtie:,

Lat.] I, To grow feeble > to pine away ; to

lose strength. Dryden. a. To be no longer

vigorous in motion. Dryden. 3. To fink 01

pine under sorrow. Sbakesp. 4. To look with

fottneli or tenderness. Dryden,

LANGUISH /. [from the verb.] Soft appear

ance. Pope.

LANGUISHINGLY. adi> [from langmjbing ]

1. Weakly; feebly; with fteble IbftBels. Pope.

i. Dully ; tediously. Sidney,

LA'NCUISHMENT./ [languisement, Fr.J 1.

State of pining. Spenjer a. Softness of mein.

Dryden

LA'NGUOR. / [languir. Lat] Languor and

lassitude signify a taintnef', which may arise

from want or decay of spirits S$uiucy,DttnciaJ.

LA NGUOROUS. a. [languoreux, Fr.J Tedi-

.ut; melancholy. Spenser.

To LA'NIATE. v. a [lanio. Lat.] To tear in

pieces ; to rend . to lacerate.

LANIFICE./ [lanijicium. Lat] Woollen ma

nufacture Bacon.

LANGIFEROUS. a. [laniger, Lat.] Bearing

wool.

LANK., a [Innie, Dutch ] 1. Loose ; not filloi

up; not stiffened out i not fat. Boyle. %.

Faint ; languid Milton.

I.ANK.NESS./ [from/u**.] Want of plump

ness.

I.ANNER./ [lanier, Fr. lannariut, Lat.] A

Ipecies of hawk

LA'NSQUKNET / ,. A common foot soldier.

2. A yame at cards.

LANTERN./ [lanterne, Fr.) 1. A transpa

rent cafe lor a candle Locke, a. A light-

h. ulc ; a light hung out to guide ships Addis.

UNTERN";jki. A thin visage. Addifon.

LANUGINOUS a. [lanugmisui ,Lat ] Downy;

covered with soft hair

LAP./ [Iicppe, Sax.] 1. The loose part of »

garment, which may be doubled at pleasure.

Swift, a. The part 01' the clothes that iolpread

horizontally over the knees Skakcjp.

To LAP. -j. a [from the noun ] 1. To wrap or

twist round any thing. Aeivton. 1. To involve

in anv thing. Swift.

To LAP v. n. To be spread or twisted over any

thing. Grew.

To LAP. 11. n. slappian, Sax ] To feed by quick

reciprocation.' ol the tongue. Digby.

To LAP. v. a. To lick up Chapman.

LA'PDOC. /. [lap and dig.] A little dog fond

led by ladies in the lap Dryden.

LATPU1../ [tapinA/ull] As much as can be

contained in ihe lap. Locke.

LA PICIDE.y. [lapmda. Lat] A stone-cutter.

Did

LAPIDARY./. [apiUire, Fr ] One who deali

in stones or gems. Woodward.

To LAPIDATE. v. a. [lapido, Lat.]Tostone)

to kill by stoning.

LAPIDA TION./. [lapid.tio, Lat. lapidaticn,

Fr.J A stoning

LAPl'DEOUS. a. [lapideui. Lat.] Stony J of

the nature of stone. Ray.

LAPIDE'SCENCE. / [lapidejo, Lat] Stony

concretion. Briwn.

LAPIDESCENT. a. [lapidcjcem. Lat.] Grow

ing or turning to stone.

LAPIDIFICA'TION. / [lapidiscation, Fr. ]

The act of forming stones. Bacon.

LaPIDI'FICK.. a. [hpidifaue, Fr ] Formes

stones. Grew.

LAPIDIST.y. [fnmlapiJi,, Lat.] A dealer ia

stones or girus. Ray,

L'APIS
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LAPIS s. [Latin.] A (lone.

LA PIS Lazuli. Azure stone, t copper ore, very

compact ind bard, so as to tike t high polish,

aid is worked into a great variety of toys.

To it the painters are indebted for their beau

tiful ultramarine colour, which is only a cal

lunlMii ot tapis lav.uli.

LA PPER./ [from lap ] I . One who wraps up.

Swift. %. One who laps or licks

LA'PPET./ [diminutive of lap .] The parts of

a head dress that hang loose. Swift.

LAPSE./, [lass*,. Lat.] l. Flow; fall-, glide

Hale. i. Petty error; small mistake. Rogers.

3. Translation of right Irom one to another.

To LAPSE, v. n. [from the noun ] 1 To glide

sliwly; to fall by degrees. Stake/p. 1. To

flip by inadvertency or mist ike. Addison. 3.

To lose the proper time. Ayhffe. 4. To fall

b' the negligence of one proprietor to another.

Ayhffe. 5. To fall (rom perfection", truth or

faith. Sttllingfett.

LAPWING. J. [/^anilw/'i;] A clamorous

bird with long wings. Dryden.

LA PWORK./ [lap and work.] Work in which

one part is interchangeably wrapped over the

ether. Grevs.

LARBOARD./ The left hand side of a ship,

when you stand with your face to the head.

Harris, AJiltcu.

LARCENY./ [larch, Fr. latriciuium, Lat ]

Petty theft. Speflater.

LARCH./". \I.ar,x.) A tree.

LARD./ [larJam, I.at ] I. The grease of

swine. Douue. X. Bacon } the flesh of swine.

Dryden.

To LARD. v. a. [larder, Fr.] 1 To stuff with

bacon. King. 1. To tatten Shakejp. 3. To

mix with Icmething else by way of improve

meot. Sbakefp.

LARDER. /• [lardier, old Fr.] The room

where meat is kept or salted. Afcham

LA RDERER. /". [from larder.] One who has

the charge of the larder.

LA'RDON.f [French ] A bit of bacon.

LARGE, a. [large, Fr.J 1 . Big ; bulky. Temple

t. Wide •, exteniive. Caretu. 3. Liberal ; a-

bundant; plentiul. Tbomfn. 4. Copious)

diffuse Clarendon. 5. At Large. Without

restraint. Bacon. 6. Diffusely Watts.

LARGELY, adv. [from large J 1. Widely,

extensively. 1. Copiously : diffusely. Watts 3.

Liberally ; bounteously. SvjiJi 4. Abundantly.

Milton.

LARGENESS./ [from large.] 1. Bigness ;

bulk. Spratt 1 Greatness; elevation. Collier.

3. Extension ; amplitude, tinker. 4. Wide-

ness. Bentley.

LA'RCESS / [largesse, Fr.] A present; a gist;

a bounty. Denham.

LA'RGITION./ [lergitit, Lat.] The act of

giving. DiS.

LARK../ [laprfice, Sax,] A small singing bird.

Shake/p Ccwley,

LARK.ER./ [from lark.] A catches of laiks.

Diet.

larkspur f. a plant. Miner.

I.A'RVATED. a [larvatus, Lat.] Mated.

LA'RUM. f. [from alarum, or alam ] Alarm

noise noting dancer. Honvel.

LARY'NGOTOMY. / [*"(«.■>•£ and tijmw i

laryngolomie, Fr] An operation where the

forepart of the larynx is divided to assist re

spiration, during long tumours upon the up

per parts; as in a quinsey Sfuinfy.

LA'RYNX./ [Mfvyt] The upper part of the

trachea, which lies below the root of the tongue

before the pharynx. Derham.

LASCIV1ENT. f. [lajavieas, Ut] Frolick-

some ■ wantoning.

LASCI VIOUS a. [lafcivus. Lat] I. Lend 1

lustful. Slakejp. a. Wanton j soft; luxurious.

Shakesp.

LASCI'VIOUSNESS./ [from lascivious.] Wan

tonness looseness.. Dryden.

LASCI'VIOlJSLY.atfV[irom/a/crViwi.]Leud-

ly ; wantonly; loosely

LASH./ [jthtagen, Dutch.] 1 A stroke with

any thing pliant and tough, l-'rydru. a. The

thong or point o> the whip. Shakejp 3. A

lalh, or string in which an animal is held.

suffer. 4. A stroke of satyr; a saicaun.

VEflrange.

To LASH. v. a [rom the noun] 1. To strike

with any thing pliant ; to scourge. Garth. 1.

To move with a sudden springor jirk. Dryden.

3 To beat; to strike with a lharp sound.

frier. 4 To scourge with satire. Pipe. 5.

To tie any thing dowu to the fide or mast ot a

(hip

To LASH. v. n. To ply the whip. Gay

LASHER. / [from lasts.] Oiie that whip* or

lasl.es.

LASS f. A girl; a maid; a young woman.

Philips.

LA'SSUUDE. / [laffituJs, Lat] Weirines,;

fatigue. More.

LASSL.ORN. / [lass and lent ] forsaken by

his mistress Shakejp

LAST / (lacerr, Sax.] 1 Latest; that which

follows all the rest in time. Pope a. Hind

most ; which follows in order of place. *.

Beyond which there is no more Conakry. ^.

Next before the present: as last week. c.

Utmost. Dryden 6. At Last. In conclusion;

at the end. Genesis. 7. Tie Last. The end.

l'cpe.

LAST. adv. 1. The last time; the lime rwrtt

before the present. Shakejp 1. In conclusion.

Dryden.

To LAST. v. n. [la-rtan, Sax. J To endure ;

to com nue. Locke.

LAST./ I la/T, Sax.] 1. The mould on which

(hoes are formed Addifou. t. (La^, Gjrro ]

A load; a certain weight or measure.

LA'STERY./ A red colour Spenser.

LA STAGE./ [lefiage, Fr hlsrrr, Sax. a lo*c\]

I. Custom paid for freightage, 1. Th« ballast

ofa Oi 1 p.

LA'STING./>«r«Vi>. a. [from leji.] 1. Con
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tinuing: durable, i. Of leng continuance ;

perpetual. Boyle.

LASTINGLY, adv. [srom/ayrm; jPerpetually

LASTINGNESS. /. [irom lasting] Durable-

ness; continuance. Sidney, Nete/ten.

LASTLY, adv. [from last ] i. In the last

place. Been. a. In the conclusion ; at last.

LATCH. /. [letfe, Dutch ] A catch of a door

moved by a string or a handle. Smart.

To LATCH, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

fasten with a latch. Luke. 1. To fasten ; to

dole. Shakejp.

LA'TCHF.S.y Latches or lalkets, in a (hip, are

small lines like loops, fastened by sewing into

the bonnets and drablets of a (hip, in order to

lace the bonnets to the courses Harris.

LATCHET./ [lacet, French.] The string that

fastens the shoe Mark.

LATE. a. [lær, Sax.] I. Contrary to early;

flow j tardy; |cng delayed Milan. 1. Last

in any place, office, or character. Addi/on.

3 The deceased; as the works of the late

Mr. Pope. 4. Far in the day or n'ght.

LATE. adv. 1. Alter long delays; alter a long

time. Ibilips. % In a latter season. Baccn.

3. Lately; net long ago Spenjer. 4. Far in

the day or night. Dryden.

LA'TED. a. [from late.] Belated ; surprised by

the night. Shake fp.

LA TELY. adv. [f.om late ]Not long ago. Ads.

LATENESS J. [irem late.] Time far ad

vanced. Svjift.

LATENT, a [hint, L«u] Hidden; conceal

ed 1 secret. H'codtcard.

LA'TERAL. a. I lateral, Fr.] I. Growing out

on the side j belonging to the side. Arbuthnct.

2. PJaced, or acting in a direction perpendi

cular to a horizontal line. Miltcn

LATERA LI sY./ [from lateral.] The qua-

lily of having distinct sides. Brown.

LATERALLY, adv. [fto.n /a/<ra/J By the

side; sidewise. Holder.

LATEWARD. adv. [late and peapfc, Saxon]

Somewhst late

LATH./ [latta, Sax] A small long piece of

wood used 10 support the tiles or hou es. Dryd

To LATH. v. a. {latter, Fr. from the noun.]

To lit up with laths. Mortimer.

LATH. y. (IseS, Saxon.J A pan of a country

Bacon.

LATHE / The tool of a turner, by which he

turns about his matter lo as to (hape it by the

chizei Ray.

To LA'l HER v. n. [lapnan, Sax.] To form a

foam. Bayiard.

T° LA TH ER. v. a. To cover with foam of

water and soap.

LATHER./ [from the verb.] A foam or

froth made commonly by beating soap with

water.

LA'TIN. a. [Lntinus ] Written or spoken in

ihe language of the old Romans Asckam.

LA'TINISM. [Latinijme, Fr. latinijmns, tow

Lat J A Latin idiom ! a mode of speech pecu-

ftar 10 the Latiu. Addijcn,

LA'TINIST./One (killed in Latin.

LATIN1TY. /". The Latin tongue.

To LATINIZE v. n. [Latimjer, Fr] To use

words or phrases borrowed from the Latin.

Dryden.

To LATINIZE, v. et. To give names a Latin

termination; to make th*m Latin, Watts.

LATISH. a [from late.} Somewhat late.

LATIRO STROUS. a [latui and rcjlrum, Lat ]

Broad beaked Brown.

LA TITANCY. a. [from latitans, Lat ] Deli-

telcer.ee; the state of lying hid. Brown

LA'TITANT. a. [latitans, Lat.] Delitescent;

concealed ; lying hid. B:yle

LATITATION./ [from latiti, Lat.] The

state of lying concealed.

LATITUDE./ [Iat,ti,de, Fr.] 1. Breadth ;

width j in Ix dies of unequal dimensions the

shorter axis. fPotton. 2. Room; space; ex

tent Licke. 3. The extent of the earth or

heavens, reckoned from the equator 4. A

parr icular degree, reckoned fn.m Ihe equator.

Addt/on. 5. Unrestrained acceptation. A'rrj

Charles. 6. Freedom from fettled rules ; laxi

ty. Taylor. 7. Extent ; diffusion. Brown.

LA'TITUDINARIAN. a [latttudtnartus, low

Lat ] Not restrained : not confined. Ctlher.

LATITUDINARIAN. /. One who departs

from orthodoxy.

LA'TRANT. a. [latrans, Lat.] Barking. Ti,>.

LATR1A. f [A^i-a.] The highest kind of

worlhip. Stillintrjieet.

LA'TTEN. j. [teton, Fr.] Brass; a mixture of

copper and calamrnaris stone Ptacbam.

LATTER, a. 1. Happine's after something

elle. a. Modern; lately dme or pall. Lscle.

3. Mentioned last 01 two. IVatts.

LA' r 1 ERLY. adv. I from latter ] Of late.

LATTICE/ [laltis, Fr.] A reticulated win

dow; a window made with sticks or iron.- cros

sing each other at small distances. Cleaxclaid.

To LA'TTICE. *>. a. [Irom the nouu.] To

decussate; to mark with cross pails like a.

latricc.

LAVaTION. / [lavatii. Lat] The act of

walhing Hakewill.

LA VAIORY. J. [Irom lavt, Lat ] A wash-,

lomtthijig in which part» diseased arc walhcd.

ua irvey

LAUD. j. [lans, Lat.] 1. Praise; honour paid ;

celebration. Pcpe. a. That part ot divine

worship which consists in praise. Bacon.

To LAUD, v a. [laudi, Lat ] To praise ; to

celebrate Bentley.

LA UDABLE a. [landahilit, Lat] 1. Praise

worthy ; commendable. Locke. I. Healthy ;

salubrious. Arhnthmt.

LA UDAKI.ENESS./ [from laudable.] Praife-

wotthinels

LAUDABLY, adv. [from laudable.] In a

manner deserving pr'ii'c Dryden.

LA'UDANUM.y. [item Undo, Lat.] A sopo-

rifick tincture.

To LAVE v a. [lavs, Lat.] t. To wash; to

U:he. Dryden. x, [Liter, Fr.l To throw

UP>
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Ben. Jibnson,

to bathe.

op ; to lade ; to draw out

Drydrn.

To LAVE. v. n. To wash himself

Pope.

To LAVE'ER. v. «. To change the direct;on

often in a course Dryden.

LAVENDER./ One of the verticillate plants.

MiUtr.

LA'VF.R. / [laviir, Fr. from Live.] A washing

vessel. Milton.

To LA UGH. v. n. [hlahan. Six. Ikben, Germ .]

I. To make that n-?ite which sudden merri

ment excites. Baton, a. I In poetry.] To

appear gay, favourable, pleasant, or fertile

Xhakesp. }. 7» Laugh «f. To treat with

contempt; to ridicule. lhakesp.

To LAUGH, v. a. To derive •, to scorn. Shakesp.

LAUGH. /. [from the veib ] The convu sion

caused by merriment; an inarticulate expres

sion of sudden merriment 1'cpe.

LAUGHABLE, a [from laugh J Such as may

properly excite lan^hter.

LA'UGHER./ [from laugh.] A man fond o I

merriment Vepe.

LA'UCHINGLY. adv. (from laughing J In a

rnenyway; merrily.

LA'UGHINGSTOCK./ [laugh and^sr*.] A

bolt ; an object of ridicule. Spenser.

LAUGHTER./ s from laugh. \ Convulsive

muniment ; an inir'iculate. expression ot sud

den merriment. Shakesp.

LAVISH a. i. Prodigal-, walUful: indikr-etly

liberal. Rjtve. a. Scattered in waste ; protule.

3 Wild; unrestrained. Shaiesp.

To LA'VISH. v. x [from the adjective] To

scatter with prolusion. Addt'on.

LA VlSHI.R / [from lavish ] A prodigal ; a

protuse min.

LAVISHLY adv. [from lavifi.\ Profuscdly;

pi-otlis«lly Shatesp.

LA'VISHMEN T. ? s- ssrom hr!P 3 Pr«'iS»

I.A'VISHNESS j lity ; prolusion. Spenser.

To LAUNCH v. n I. To force into the sea.

Licit, i. To rove at large ; to expatiate.

Daviei.

To LAUNCH. v. a 1. To push to sea. Pope

a To dirt I rom the hand Pryilen.

LAUND./. [laacU, Fr.] A plain extended be

tween woods. Shakesp.

LA'UNDRESS. sAlavanditre, Fr .] A woman

•whole employment is to wish clothes. CamJ

LAUNDRY. /. [a* if lavandene.) I Thi

room in which the clothes are wnfhed. Swiji

r 2. 1 he act or Pate of washir.p. Bac.n

LAVOLlA.f. [la voile, Fr.] An old dance, in

t/hich was much turning and much capeiing

Shakejp.

LA'URLATE. a. ['.aunatus, la] Dicked o

invested with a laurel. bunaad.

LAUREA'TION.y [irom laureate.] It denotti-

in the Scottilh universities, the act or state o

having degrees conrened.

LA UREL. j. [luumt. Lat J A tree, called all:.

the cherry-bay.

LA URELED. a [from laurel] Crowned or

dccoiauJ with laurel. Dryden.

LAW. / [laja, Sax] I. A rule of action.

DryJen. i. A decree, edict, statute, or custom,

puhiickly established Daviei. 3. Judicial

process. Shakejp. 4. Conformity to law ; any

thing law ul. Stale p. 5. An elUbiillieii ind

constant mode or process. Shaiesp.

LAWFUL, a. [law and full ] Agreeable u

law ; conformable to law. Sha'esp.

LAWFULLY, adv. [from lawjul.] Legally;

agreea'-i'y to law. South.

LAWFULNESS./ [from lawful} Legality;

allowance of law. Bacon.

LAWGIVER;, [law and giver.] Legislator;

one that mikes laws. Baton.

LA'WGIVING. a. [law mi giving] Legidi-

tive Waller.

LAWLESS, a. [from law] I. Unrestrained

by any law i not subject to law. Raleigh,

Rcjitmmn l Contrary to law ; illegal. DryJ.

LA'WLESLY.oaV | Irom lawless] Inamanner

contrary to law. Shake/p.

LA WMAK.ER. /. [law inimaker.] A legisla

tor , one who makes laws ; a lawgiver. U:.ktr.

LAWN j [land, Danish] 1. An opm space

be' ween woods. Pope. a. [Linn, Fr.J Fine

linen, remarkable lor being used in the sleeve*

of bithips Cnir.

L.VWSUir/ law and suit.] A process 13

lav/ ; a litigation. Swift.
LA WYER / [from law] A professor of la* •,

advocate ; pleader. fVhitgiJt.

LAX. a [laxu,. Lat] 1. Loose ; not cotvrined ;

not closely Joined. kVcodward. 1. Vague, ml

rigilly exact. Baker. 3. Loose in bojy, (baa

logo frequently to stool. ^"iBsJs. 4 Slack i

not tense. Holder.

LAX /. A looseness; a diarrhœa.

LAXATION./ [laxatte, Lat] i.The act of

loosening or slackening, a. The state of beicj

looiencd or slackened.

LAXATIVE, a. [laxatis, Fr.] Having tie

power to ease costiveness. Arbutbcot.

LAXATIVE./ A medicine lligntly purgative-

Dry den.

LA'XATIVENESS. / [laxative.] PoW« «

casing: costiveness.

LAXITY. / [taxitai,'L*l.] t. Not compreflioa;

r.ot close cohesion Benthy _ a. _Ci.ntrar.evi

to rigoroo1- precision. 3. LootentU a..; c. ■■

ttveness. Brown. 4. Slackness; contr»:KiJ

to tension 0>ui*tj. 5. Openness -, tvot cre

nel's. Dijby .

LA XNEoS. /. Laxity ; not tension ; Dot preci

sion ; not costiveness Hiider

LAY. Preterite ot lye. KniUet

so L.\Y. v a [lec5ao, Six.] 1. To place*

Ion.;. Ecclus. i. To beat down com or gr.i

Bacon. 3. To keep from rising; to seitle

to still. Ray. 4. To six deep, tiacta 5. T

put; to place Shakejp to. To bury; t

in:err ASt. 7. To station «• plac; pi ivilj

Proverbs. 8. 1 o I'preaJ on a lu.iace. H'a.i

9. To paint; to enamel. Locke. 10. To {■

in 0 any stite ol quieu Bacon 11. Tocal.r

to still i to quiet ; to allay. Otm JU a, as 1
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To prohibit t spirit to walk. Vtstrangt. \y

To set on the table. H»J. 14. To propagate

iplants by fixing their twigs in the ground.

Afiorttmer. ic. To wager. Dryden. 16. To

repofit any thing. Ejalms. 17. To exclude

e^es. Baczn. 18. To apply wi'h violence.

£zeksel 10, To ipply nearly. VEjlra^^e 20

To add; to conjoin. Isaiah. i\. To put in

»ny state. Dcnne. H To scheme; to con

trive. Chapman. 23. To charge a* a pay

ment Licke 24. To impute ; to charRC.

simple. 2.5. To impose i to enjoin. IVycherl

%6. To exhibit; to offer. Atterbwy ty. To

throw by violence. Dryden. 28. To place in

comparison. Raleigh, ao To Lay as-art. To

rtjccti to put away. James. 30. To Lay

ajtde. To put away ; not to retain. Hebrews,

iaranvtlle. 31. Ta Lay arway. To put from

one \ not to keep. Efther. 31. Tc Lay bef:re

To expose to view; to shew j to display.

Wake. 33. T« Lay £v. To reserve tor

some suture time 1 Cor. 34. To put from

one ; to dismiss. Bacon. 35. To Lay Awn

To depth as a pledge, equivalent, or satis

faction. "J;hn. 36. To quit; to resign. Dryden.

37. To commit to repose. Dryden 38 To

advance as a proposition. Stilling/tees. 39.

To Lay f:r. To attempt by ambush, or in

sidious practices KnelUs. 40 To Lay forth.

TodilFuse; 10 expatiate. IfEflranft. 41. T«i

slice when dead in a decent pollure. Shakejp

41. To Lay hold of. To seize; to catch.

L-cie 43. 7*jLAy in. To store; to trea-

suie. Hudtbras. 44. T* Lay »a. To apply

v ith violence. Locke. 45. v"? Lay c^t

*] o Ihew ; to expose. Shckefp. 46. To Lay

wrr. To incrusti to cover. Hab. 47 Ti.

L\y «af. To expend. Mt tin y &by!e. 48

To display ; to discover Atterbiuy. 49. To

dispose; to pltn. Notes on Odyjfy. 50 With

the recipiocal pronoun, to exert. Smalridge

51. To Lay to. To charge upon. Sidney. 51

To apply with vigour. TuJTer. .53. To haras* .

to attack. KnoUes. 54. To Lay together. To

collect; to bring into one view. Aidifan. 55

To Lay und%.r. To subject to. Addijon. 5').

Tj Lay «/> To confine. Temple. 57. 'so

store , to treasure. H.oker. 58. "Ti; La y upo*.

To importune, Knolles.

To LAY. v, ». 1. To bring cg?s. Mortimer,

z To contrive. Damel. 3. Tj Lay about.

To strike on all sides. Spenjer, South. 4 T«

Lay as. To Ib ike ; to endeavour to strike

Job. 5 7VL^y m fvr. To make overt o it s 1 1

obl-que invitation. Dryden. 6. 'To Lay p*

To (hike; to beat. Dryden. 7. To act with

vehemence- Shakes. 8 To Lay m/. To take

measures. Woodward.

LAY. j. [from the verb ] t. A r«w ; a stratum.

Baccn. 1. A wager. Graunt.

Z-AY. j, [ley, leaj, Sax. j Grassy ground ; raea-

df.w ; ground unplowed Dryden.

I-AY./ [/oy, Fr. ley, leo^. Sax. ] A song.

Sscitj'er, [.'Ultsn, Ji al,ery Dryden, Derxn'S.

LAY. a. [latcus, Lat *«*<&-.] Not clerical

.regarding or belonging to ih$ people a* d

tiact from the clerpy. Dryden.

LA' VER. J [from lay.\ i. A stratum, nr row ;

a bed ; one b^dy spread over another. Evelyn.

a. A sprig of a plant. Miller. 3. A < en that

lays epgs. Mortimer.

LAYMAN/ [lay and man ] I. One of the

people distinct Irom the clergy C*o. of the

T^ti^ue. 1. An image Dryden.

LA YSTALt../ An heap of dung Spenser.

LA'ZAR.y. (from Laocarut in ihc gospel.] One

determined and nauseous with filthy and pe

stilential diseases. Dryden.

LAZAR-HOL'SE ? s. [la*mrett>, Ital. from

LAZARETTO, j lai.ar.jA konfe for tha

recepiion of the diseased ; an hospital. Mutt*.

LAZARWORT. /. A plant.

LAZINESS./ [from lazy] Idly; sluggishly;

heavily. Luke

LA'ZIN ESS./ [from /«*] Idleness; sluggish

ness Dryd.f.

LA ZIN( , a. [from tap ] StojfgWn ; idle. Srrtb.

LAZULI./. The ground of ibis llcne is blue.

See Lap is Lazpli.

LAZY a. l/rjyrr, Danish] l. Idle) slutrgish;

unwilling to work. Rifcomm.n. i. Slow ;

tedious. Clarendon.

LD. it a contraction of Urd.

LEA./. [Icy, Saxon, • fallow.] Cround in

closed, not open. Milton.

LEAL) y. [læb, Six.] 1. Lead is the heaviest

metal except gold ; the softest of all the

metals, and very ductile; it is very liltie

subject to rust, anil the Icall sonorous o' ail

the metals, except gol.'. Lead is found in

variotis countties, but abounds particularly in

England, in feveial kinds o*. foils and stone:;.

Boyle, i. fin the plural] Flat roof to walk

on. Skakefp. Bacon.

To LEAD, v a j from the noun.] To fit with

1-adifi any manner. Bacon.

To LEAD f. a. preter 1 led. !l:£«ao, Sax] 1.

To guide by t'le h*nd. Locke, z. To conduct

to aDy place. 1 San. 3. To conduct as head or

commander. Sscnler, South 4. i'o introduce

by going first A''«« Fair. c.. To guide | to

show the method of attaining. IVatu. 6. To

draw ; to entice ; lo allure. Clarendon. 7.

To induce ; to prevail on by pleasing motives,

Siurft. 0 'Lo pas. , to lead in any certait

manner. Atterbmy.

To LEAD, v n. 1 To go first, and (how th;

way. Gen Jit. 1. To conduct a> a commander.

Temple. 3. To Ihew the way, by going ta j it.

Union

LEAD. J. [ from the verb. ] Guidance ; first

place

Lli'AUEN. a. [leaben, Sax.l 1. Made of le;d.

IVilkint. 1. Heavy; unwilling; motioulcls..

Shakcjp. 3. Heavy ; dull. Shake/p.

LEADER, y [from lead) 1. One that leads or

conducts, a. Captain ; commander, lljyjtat </.

3 One who goes first. Shairjp. 4. Oat al

the head of any party or faction. Swift.

LE'ADIN'G part. a. Principal. Locke'

LEADING-STRINGS./ [lead and string ]

L 1 1 Strings'
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(Btringi by which children, when they learn to | e". Hazard, or effect of leapirij Dryitn.

w:lk, are hdd trom filling. Dryden. LEAPFROG./ [leap and/as.] A pity of

LE'ADMAN. / [lead ind man] One who, children, in which they imitate ihe jump ot

b> gins or leads i dance. Ben. Jihnson. | froga. Shakesp.

LE'A IAVORT. /: [lead and twr/.l A plant

Miller.

LEAF./ leavei, plural [leap, Sax.] i The

green dtc.duous parts or plants and flowers.

Boyle, a. A part of i book containing two

pages. Spenser. 3. One fide of a double dour.

1 Kingt. 4. Any thing foliated, or thinly

* beaten. Digby.

To LEAF, v . n. [from the noun] To bring

leaves; to bear^eaves. Brcwn.

LE'AFLF.SS. a. [ircm lens] Naked of leaves.

Gvv cs the Tongue.

LEAFY, a. [from leas] Fu'l of leaves. States.

LEAGUE. / [Hg*e, Fr] A confederacy; a

combination. Bacon.

To LEAGUE, v. n. To unite; to confederate.

Smth.

LEAGUE / [liene, Fr.] A measure of length,

containing three miles. Addijcn.

LEAGUED, a. [from league J Confederated.

n.ups.

LEAGUER./ [heleggeren, Dutch.] Siege; in

vestment of a town. Shakesp.

LEAK. / [led, lete, Dutch.] A breach or hole

which lets in water, Hcokcr, Wilkint.

To LEAK. v. n. j. To le> water in or out.

Shakesp. 2. To drop through a breach. Dryd.

LEAP-YEAR/ (/.ea^-jearorbissext le isevery

fourth year, and so called from its leaping a day

more that year than in a common year: so

that the common year h*th 365 day?, but the

leap year 366; aid then February hath 29

days, which in common years l.ath but ztt.

To find the leap-year you have this rule :

Divide by 4 ; what's left shall be

For leap-year o ; tor pall 1, 1, 3. Harris.

To LEARN, v. a. [ leorinian. Sax.] 1. To

gain the knowledge or skill of. Knolles. a.

To teach. Shake/p.

To LEARN, v. n. To take pattern. Bacon.

LL'ARNED. a. [horn learn.} 1. Versed in

science and literature. Swift. 2. Skitted;

skilful; knowing. Granville. 3. Skilled in

fcholaltick knowledge. Locke.

LE'ARNEDLY. adv. (from learned] With

knowledge ; with (kill. Hooker.

LEARNING./. [from learn. ] 1. Literature-,

skill in languages or sciences. Pricr. i. Skill

in any thing good or bad. Heeker.

LEARNER. I from learn. ] One who is yet

in his rudiments. Graunt.

LEASE./, [laser, Fr.Spelman] l.Acon'rict

by which, in consideration of some payment,

a temporary possession is granted ot house* or

LEAKAGE./, (from leak] Allowance made lands. Denham 1. Any tenure. Milton.

for accidental loss in liquid measures. To LEASE. v. a. [from the noun ] To let by

LL'AKY a. [from leak. J 1, Battered or pierced, | lease AyliJJ'e.

so as to let water in or out. Drydin. a. Lo- To LEASE, v. n. [le/sen, Dutch] To glean ; to

quacious ; not close. L'Fflrange. gather what the harvest men leave. Drydtm.

To LEAN. v. ». preier. leaned or leant, [hlinan, LEASER. J. [from lease j Glean. Svijt.

Sax] 1. To incline against ; to rest against. LEASH, J.[lejfe, Fr. laccie, Italian.] 1. A leather

thong, by which a falconer hold;, hit hawk, or

a courier leads his greyhound. Staiejp. x. A

tierce; three. Hudtbrae. 3. A band where

with to tie any thing in general. Denmit.

" To bind;

Peacbam. 2. To propend ; lo tend towards

Spenser. 3. To be in a bending postuic

Dryden.

LEAN a. [hlxne, Sax] I Not fat j meagre ;

wanting flesti ; bare boned. Milton. 2. Not To LEASH, v. a. [from the noun ]

unctuous ; thin; hungry. Burner, 3. Low;' to hold in a string. Shakesp.

poor; in opposition to great or rich. Shair'p LE'ASING. /. [ lespe, Sax.] Lie; s»l(hot4-

LEAN./ That part of flesh which consists ofj Hnbbard'i Tale, Prior.

the muscle without the fat Farqnhar. 'LEAST, a The superlative of little. {\xrZ,

LEANLY. adv. [from lean] Meagerly ; with-! Sax. J Little beyond others ; smallest. Ltcke.

out plumpness. LEAST, adv In the lowest degree. lope.

LEANNESS./ [from lean.] 1. Extenuation Al LEAST. ? To lay no more ; at tbe

o body; want of flesh; meagernc's. Beit At LEASTWISE.,} lowest degree. Hfker,

Jebnsn. 2. Want of hulk. Shakesp | Dryden, IVatti.

To LEAP. "J. n. [hlrapan, Sax.] I. To jump ; LE'ASY. a. Flimsy ; osweak texture /^.4*».

10 move upwards or progressively without LE ATHER /. [ItScp, Sax ] 1. Dressed bis (

change of the feet. Cctvley. 2. To rush with of animals. Shakejp. 2. Skin; iroasully-

vehemence. Sandys. 3. so bound ; to spring. Swift.

I.nke. 4. To fly , to start. Shakesp. LE'ATHERCOAT. s. [ leather and coat. ] An

To LEAP v a t. To pass, over, or into, by apple with a tough rind Shakesp.

le. ping. Dryden. 2. To compress j as beasts LE ATHERDRESSER./ [leather and drefrr.)

Drydtm. I He whodresses leather. Pope.

LEAP./ [from the verb] 1. Bound ; jump ; LE ATHER MOUTHED, a. [leather and

act ot leaping. 2. Space passed by leaping. I month.) By a leather-mimthed 6th, 1 mean sods

L'Fsirange. 3. Sudden transition. VEjlrangr,] as have their teeth in their throat, H'ailon.

Simst. 4. An assault of an animal of prey.

L'ljhange. e,. Embrace of animals. Dryden,

LEATHERY, a. [from leafier .J Reserobiinq

leather. PbHiPt,

WATHER,
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LF.'ATHERSEl Lr.U. /. [kathrr and seller]

He who deal- in leather.

LEAVE / [leape. Sax.) I. Grant of liberty ;

permission; allowance. Pope. %. Farewel ;

adieu. Shakesp.

To LEAVE, v. a. prefer. 1 lefts I have left.

1. To quit; to forsake. Ben. Johnson. ^.

To desert ; to abandon. Ecclus. 3. To have

remaining at death. Eccluj 4. Not to deprive

os. Taylor, c. To surfer to remain. Bacon.

6. Not to carry away. Judges, Knolles. 7.

To fix as a token or remembrance. Locke 8.

To bequeath •, to give as inheritance. Dryden.

9. To give up; to resign. Leviticus. 10. To

permit without interposition. Locke. II. Tol \

cease to do; to desist from. I Sam. II. To

l.iAvtoff To desist from ; to forbear Addis.

13. To lorsake. Arbuthnot. 14. To Leave

cut. To omit ; to neglect. Bin. Johnson,

Blachnori.

To LEAVE, v. n. 1. To case; to desist.

Sbakejp. a. To Leave off. To desist Knolles,

Rojcommon. 3. To stop. Daniel.

To LEAVE, v. a. [lever, Fr.] To levy ; to

raise. Spenser.

LE'AVED. a. [from leaves, os leaf] 1 . Fur

nished with ft'liage. 1. Made with leaves or

folds. Ijaiab.

LEAVEN./. [hvai*,Tr] 1. Ferment mixed

with any body to make it light. Floyer. 1

Any mixture>wnic:i makes a general change

in the mass. King Charles.

To LEAVEN v a. [from the noun] 1. To

ferment by something mixed. Sbakejp. a. To

taint i to imbue. Prior.

LE AVER./, [leave] One who deserts or for

sakes Sbakejp.

LEAVES /. The plural of leaf. Bacon.

LE'AVINGS / [from leave.] Remnant; re-

licks ; offal. Addifon

LE'AW. a. [from Uaf.\ Full of leaves •, cover

ed with leaves. Sidney.

To LECH. v. a. [lecher, Fr] To lick over.

Shakesp.

LECHER./ A whorrmaster. Pope.

To LECHKR. v. n. [irom the noun.] To

whore. Shaiefp.

LECHEROUS, a. [from lecher ] Lewd; lustful.

Derham

LECHEROUSLY. adv. [from lecherous. ]

Lewdly ; lustfully.

LECHEROUSNESS / [srom/«-A«-««/.]Lewd-

nel's.

LECHERY. / [from lechir.] Lewdnefs ) lust

Ajcham.

LECTION. / [It3i; Lat.] A reading ; a va

riety in copies. Watts.

LECTURE. / [leBure, Fr J 1. A discourse

pronounced upon any subject. Sidney, Taylor.

2. The act or practice of reading ; perusal.

Brown. 3. A magisterial reprimand.

To LECTURE. 11. n. [from the noun.] 1.T0

instruct formally, t. To instruct insolently

and dogmatically.

LECTURER./ [from tenure.] An iostructer j

a teacher by way of lecture ; a preacher in S

church hired by the paiifh to assist the rector.

Clarendon.

LECTURESHIP. / [fr.m te?<i«.] The office

of a lecturer. Swift.

LED part. pret. of lead. Ezekiel.

LEDGE./ Ueggen, Dutch] 1. A row; layer;

stratum. IVotton. ; A ridge rising above the

rest. Gulliver. 3. Any prominence, or rising

part Dryden.

LEDHORSE. / [led and horse.] A fumptcr

horse.

LEE. / [Ut, Fr] 1. Dregs; sediment ; refuse.

P'ior. a. [Sea term] It is generally that

side which is opposite to the wind, as the lee

shore is that the wind blows on To be under

the lee of the/sliore, is to be close under the

weather shore. A leeward ship is one that is

not fast by a wind, to make her way so good ai

Oie might. Difl.

LEECH. / [late, Sax.] 1. A physician ; a pro

fessor of the art ot healing. Spenser, a. A

kind of small water serpent, which fastens on

animals, and fucks the blood. Rcscommon.

To LEECl-f. v. a. [from the noun.] To treat

with medicaments.

LE ECHCRAFT. / [leech and craft] The art

of healing Davies

LEEF. a. [beve, leve, Dutch] Kind; food.

Spenser. *

LEEK. / [leac, Sax] A plant.

LEER. s. [hleafH, Sax.) 1. An oblique view.

Milton. %. A laboured cast of countenance.

Swift.

To LEER. v. n. [from the noun ] 1. To look

obliquely; to look archly. Swift, a. To look

with a forced countenance. Dryden.

LEES / [he, Fr.] Dregs ; sediment. B. Johnson.

To LEESE. v. a [lejen, Dutch.] To lose : an

old word Tujfr, Donne.

LEET. / A law day. The word feemeth to

have grown from trie Saxon lefce, which wan

a couit of jurisdiction above the wapentake

or hundred, comprehending three or four of

them Ccwell.

LEEWARD, a. [lee and pcapo, Sax.] Tor

wards the wind. See Lee. Arbuthnot.

LEFT, participle preter. of leave. Shakesp.

LEFT. a.[lufte, Dutch ; l*vus. Lat.] Sinistrousj

not ri^ht. Dryden.

LEFT-HANDED, a. [left and hand.] Using

the left-hand tather than right. Brown.

LEFT-HANDEDNESS. /'. [from left handed.]

Habitual use of the left hand. Donne.

LEG. / [leg, Danish.] 1. The Imb by which

we walk ; paiticularly that part between the

knee and the foot. Addson. z. An act of

. obe,ilance. Hudthras. 3. To stand on his own

legs ; to support himself. Collier. 4. That by

which any thing is supported on the ground :

as, the leg of a table.

LE'GACY. / [legatum, Lat.] Legacy is a par

ticular thing given by last will and testament.

Cowell.

LEGAL. «. [f'[al, Fr] 1. Done or conceived

I I a according

/
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according to law. Halt. a. Lawful \ not con

trary to law. IWiltom.

LEGALITY, s [Ug*t>r\ Fr.] Lawfulness.

To LE'GAtKZE. *. a. [legaS»er, Fr. from

legal-] To authorize; to make lawful. South.

LEGALLY ai*. (from legal.] Law ully ; ac

cording to lav/ Taylor.

LE'GATARY /. [Ugataire, Fr.] One who has

a legacy left. Aybjjc.

LEGATINE. a [from legate.] i. Made by a

legate. Aj/ijsc. a. belonging lo a legate of

the Roman lee. Shaktjp.

LEGITIMATELY. ,dv. [from legitimate.]

Lawfully i genuinely. Dryden.

LEGITIMATION. /. [legitimation, Fr] I.

Lawful birth. Lech. l. The act of investing

with the privilege* of lawful birth

LEGUME. I J. [legnmen, Lat ] Seeda not

LEGU MEN $ reaped, but gathered by the

hand ; as, beans : in general, all larger feeds ;

pull'e. Beyle.

LEGU MINOUS a \l; ;nminenx, French ; from

'<{«»»■] Belonging to pulse ; consisting of

pul'c. Arbuthnzt.

LEGATE. /. [legatus, Lat.] I. A deputy ; an LE ISUR ABLE, a. [from leisure] Done at lei-

ambassador. Dryden. a. A kind of spiritual

ambassador from the pepe. Atterbnry.

LEGATEE. [t'rom legatum, Lat.] Oae who

ha*; a legacy left him Stutft.

LEGATION. / [legalu. Lat] Deputation;

commission ; embilsy. Wutlon.

LEG A TOR. /. [sum lego, Lat] One who

make . a will, and leaves legacies. Dryden.

LEGEND./. [/<■., <■*,/«, Lat] i. A chronicle

or register of the lives of saints. II..-in X

Any memorial or relation. Fairfax. 3. An

incredible unautheolick nanative. BUckm:re

4. Any inscription ; particularly on medais or

coins. Addijzn.

I.E'GF.R. / [from ledger, Dutch ] Any thing

that lies in a place : as, a leger ambailador ;

a residents a leger book, a book thai lies in

the coinpting-hbufe Shanejp.

LEGERDEMAIN. / [legerete' ie main, Fr.]

Sleight of hand ; juggle ; power of deceiving

the eye by nimble motion •, trick. Ssmtb.

LEGERITY. / [legerete, Fr. J Lightness

nimblencfs Shakejp.

I.F.'GGED. a. [from leg.] Having leg«.

LE'GIBLE. a. [legibility Lat J i.buchasmay

be read. o'«t».//. 1. Apparent ; discoverable.

Collier.

LE'GIBLY. adv. [from leg: tie.] In such a man

ner as may be read.

LEGION./ [I'gie, Lat.] 1. A body of Roman

soldiers, confiding of about five thousand.

Addjon. l. A military force, Philips. 3.

Any great number. Shakefp. Rogers.

LEGIONARY, a. [from legion J 1 Relating lu

a legion. 1 Containing a legion. 3. Contain

ing a great inileltnite number Brcwi.

LLGISLA TION./. (fromle^jlatcr, Lat] The

act or giving laws. Littleton.

LEGISLATIVE, a. [from legislate.] Civirg

laws ; lav.-giving. Denham.

LEGISLATOR. / [kg/later, Lat] A law

giver ; one who makes laws for any commu

nity. Pipe

LEGISLATURF.. / [from leg:four, Lat.

The power that makes laws. 6v»i/r.

LEGITIMACY./, [from legitimate] 1.' Law

fulness of birth. AyI* (fe. 1. Genuineness j

not fpurioufnels. W ocdivard.

LEGITIMATE, a [inmlegitimsts, Lat.] Born

in marriage ; lawfullv begotten Taylor.

To LEGI 1 IMATE. v a [ieptime. Fr.] t.To

procure lo any the rights of legitimate birth.

Ajl'jse- I. To make lawfully. Decay es Piety.

fuie ; not hurried; enjoying leisure. Brecon.

LEISURABLY. adv. [from le:Jnrabk. ] At

leisure; without tumult or huirv. iUiker.

LEISURE./. [1'isr, Fr] 1. Freedom from

business or hurry ; vacancy of mind. Ternsle.

1. Convenience of time. Shakejp.

LEISURELY, a [from leijnre.] Not hasty}

deliberate. Skakrjp Addifcn.

LEISURELY, adv [from leisure] Not in a

hurry ; slowly Addijon.

LE'MAN. J. [laimant, Fr ] A sweet-heart; a

gallant. Haitmer.

LE MMA. J. [Xiyaata.] A proposition previously

assumed.

LEMON /. [limon, Fr] 1. The frait of the

lemon tree. Mertimir. x. The tree that

bears lemons.

LEMON A DF../ [from lemn.] Liquor made of

water, fuear, and the juice of h moot Ailnth.

To LEND. v. a. [la:nan, Sax.] 1. To afford, en

condition of repayment. Dryden x. To suffer

to be used on condition that it be restored

Dryden. j. To afford j to grant in general.

Dryden.

LENDER. /. [from lend] 1. One who lends

any ihicg. a. One who makes a trade ot

pulling money to interest. Addrjtn.

LENGTH. J. I from lerrj, Sax] 1 . The exte«

of any thin^ material from end to end. Baesn.

%. Huiizontal extension. Drydrn. 3. A ccnaui

portion 01 (pace or time. Dryden. 4. fcttcn

of duration. Locke, c. Long duration 01 pto-

Iraction. Adili/on. 6. Reach or ripaeuon of

any thing. Walts. 7. Full extent ; utaexo-

tractrd state. Addijon. 8. Distance. ClsrenoUn.

9. End ; latter part of any assignable limav

Hooker. 10. At Length. At last; in cod

elusion. Drydem

To LENGTHEN. t>. a. [from length.] 1. To-

draw out ; to make longer ; to eloses'-e.

Artnthnet. 1. To protract ; 10 continue- £>am.

3. To protract pronunciation. Dryden. 4, T#

LiNoiiiiN em To protract j to extend.

Dryden.

To LE'NGTHEN. •. ». To grow longrr ; t»

increase in length. Prior.

LENGTHWISE, adv. [Itcgtb and vase \ Ac

cording to the length.

LE'NIENT. a. | ienter.t. Lit] 1. A!Tox5»e 1

softening ; mitigating. Milien. x. Luauive ;

emollient. Arbutbaet.

LE NIENT./. An emollient, or atiuaire *^f\'<-

cation. Wiseman. T»
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To LE'NIFY. v. a. [Umsier, old Fr] frsaT

suage; to mitigate. Dryden.

LENITIVE, a [lenitis, Fr. Unic, Ut.] Asso.

five ; emollient Arbnthnot.

LENITIVE./ i. Any thing applied to ease

pain. 2. A palliative. South.

LENITY./ [kmtai, Lat.J Mildness ; mercy ;

tenderness. Daniel

LENS. j. A glass spherically convex on both

1i.ii.-, is usually called a Urn; such as is a

burning-glass, or spectacle glass, or an object

glass of a telescope. Netvtsn

LENT part pass, from lend tope.

LENT. J. fl<-riCen, the spring, Sax] The qua

dragesimal fall , aliine os abstinence Camden.

LENl'EN. a [:rom lent.] Such as is used in

lent, sparing Shake/ft.

LENTICULAR, a. [Unticulaire, Fr J Doubly

convex i of the form os a lens. Ray.

LE NTIFORM a. [lent taijerma, Lat] Hav

ing the form ol a lent.

LE'NTIGINOUS. a. [from knligc] Scurfy;

fur uraceou.-..

LENTIGO. s [Latin ] A freckly or scurfy

eruption on the stein, ^uinry

LENTIL. s [U.i, Lat. UntiUe, Fr] A plant.

Lt NT ISCK./ [lenn/cnt, Lat.J Lentisci wood

is of a pale brown colour, almost whitish,

resinous, of a Irayrant smell and acr d l.ifle :

it is the wood of the tree which produces the

maslich Hill

LE'NTITUDE./ [from lentui. Lat.] Sluggish

m s.- ; (lownest.

LENTNER./ A kind of hawk. Walls.

LENTOR.J. [Latin] i. Tenacity ; viscosity

Baetn. 1. Slowness; delay Arbnthnot. 3.

[In physick.] That li/y, viscid part of the blood

which obstructs the vessels, !$nincy.

LE'N IOUS. a. [lentus. Lat] Viscous; tenaci

ous; capable to be diawu out. Bremvw.

LEOD. J. The people; or rather a nation,

country, &c. GiSJem.

LEOF f. Lerf denotes love j so Jeoftvin, is a

winner of love. Gtbjon.

LEONINE a [lecnmui, L«e.] 1. Belonging to

ft I on ; having the nature of a lion. 1. Leo

nine verles are those of which the end rhymes

to the middle, lo named Ircm Let the inveo

tor : as,

Gliria factotum Irmere onceditnr horum.

LEOPARD. J. (Uo and par dm,, Lat.J A spotted

bealf ot prey. Shakejp.

LEPER.) {left a, leprojui. Lat] One infected

with a leprosy. Hakeviill.

LE'PEROUS. a. [formed from leproni.] Caus

ing leprosy Shakefp.

LE POK1NE. a [Uporinnt, Lat ] Belonging to

a hare ; having the nature os a hare.

LKPROSITY. J. [Horn Us mi.] Squaœous

disease. Ban*.

LE PROSY./, [lepra. Lat. Upre. Fr ] A loath-

fume distemper which c.ivers the body with a

kind of while scales. Wiseman.

LEPROUS, a [Upra, Lat. lepreux, Fr.] In

fected with a leprosy. Donne.

LERE./. [la-rte, S»x.J A lesson; Icre; doc

" triry/ Sj&s,r.j /■( ■ .!• ... , 1 '.

LE'RjiY.^_[Nofri terr.] A rating; a lecture.

LESS A negative or privative termination,

[leap, Sax ho, Dutch.] Joined to a substan

tive it implies the absence or privation os the

thing : as, a viitlejs man.

LESS a. [leaj-, Sax j The comparative ofliitle ;

oppoied to gi eater. Licie.

LI- $6. J. Not Ib much , opposed to more. ExoA.

L.ES.5 adv. In a smaller degree; in a lower dt-

gree Dry.ten.

Lh. SSEE.y. The person to whom a leas.! is

given.

To LE'SSEN. t. a [from Ufi. \ 1. To diminilh

in bulk 1. Todimiiiiih in degree of any

quality. Denbam. 3. To degrade ; to deprive

ot power or tiigniiy. Attcrbnry.

To LE SSEN. v. n. To grow less ; to fhiink.

Temple.

LE bi>LR. a. A barbarous corruption of Uji.

LESSER, adv. Formed by corruption from Us:

Shakefp.

Li; S31 S. / [laifee'i, Fr.] The dung of beail.

leli on the ground

LESSON./. ■>;«>, Fr.] 1. Any thing read or

repealed by a uaeher Den am. %. t'recept j

notion inculcated. Spcnjer. 3. Portions of

sciiptu.-e rta.1 in divine service. linker 4.

1 une p ickid ior an inllrumcnt. 5. A ratir.g

lecture. Sidney.

To Lt'SSON. v a. (from the noun ] To teach a

to instruct. Shakefp.

LESSOR. f. One who lets any thirg to farm, or

otherwile by lease. Dentam, Ayliffe.

LEST. cenj. [trom the anjcctive Uafi ] That

not Aiidijon.

To LET •.'. «. [Iitin, Sax.] 1. To allow ; 10

lusser ; 10 permit lip Sandersum. 2 A Qtei

ot the optative mood used before the first,

and impei ative before ihethiul person. Belore

the first person singular it signifies resolution ;

fixed purpose, or aident willi. 3. Beroiethe

first (.ciio.i plural, let implies exhortitiog.

Alnrk. 4. lie ..it- the third person, singular

or plural, Ut impl.et permission or precept.

Diyden 5. Bcore a thinjr in the paiiive

voice. Ut Implies command Dryden. 6. [.et

his an infinitive mood after it without the

pa.tide /». Dryden. 7. To leave. VEfirarnge.

o. To mote than permit. Sbakejp. 0. l'#

puttohirc; lofiaiutu a tenant Cant. i0.

To suffer any thinj to take a course v.'bidt

requires no iir.puliive violence J;J*ua. 1 i„

To permit to lake any stale o.- ijiiilc. Sidnej.

la. Tc LiiT thud, is ellipiicr.1 ioc it let cat

bleed To Irce it from confinement ; to suffer

it to stream out ol the vein. Slattjp. 13. Tt

LuT in. To admit KniiUt. 14. t'o procuie

adviiistion Lceke. 15. 7i Li;t f/ l'o dis

charge. Sviijt. 16. ft Lit «;. To lease

out; lo gi --e to (lire or farm. 17. Ts Ut,

[lecren. Six] To hin.ler; to obstruct -, to

oppole Dryden. 18. To l.tr, uheo 11 b^nifica

ti permit jr Uavi, hit let in the pr«u:mti and

part.
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part, passive; but when it signifies to hinder,

it has letted. Introduction to Grammar.

To LET. v. a. To foibear; to withheld himself.

Baeen.

LET./ [from the verb.] Hindrance ; obstacle ;

obstruction; impediment. Hooker. Lit, ihc

termination of diminutive words, fnm lyte,

Sax. little, small.

LKTHA'RGICK-.a. [letkargiqne, Fr] Sleepy,

beyond the natural power of steep. Hammond.

1.ETHARGICK.NESS. /. [from letbargick.]

Sleepiness •■ drowsiness. Herbert.

LETHARGY./. [Xii9a{j*»] A morbid drowsi

ness; a steep from which «ne cannot be kepi

awake, At.'erbnry.

LETHARGIED. a. [from the noun] Laic)

alleep ; entranced Shakefp.

LETHE./ [>.w>:.] Oblivion) a draught of ob

livion. Shakefp.

LETTER. J. [from let] i. One who lets 01

permits, a. One who hinders. 3. One who

gives vent to any thing : as, a blood letter.

LETTER./ [letlre, Fr.] 1. Oueoftheele-

nients of syllables. Shakefp. I. A written

message; an epistle. Abb:t. 3. The literal ot

expielsed meaning. Tajhr. 4 Letters without

the singular; learning. J;hn. 5. Any thing

to be read. AJJijen 6. Type with which

books are printed. Moxsn.

To LETTER, v. a. [from letter.] To stamp

with letters. Addifon.

LETTERED, a [trem letter.] Literate; edu

cated to learning Collier.

LETTUCE./. I laBnca, Lat ] A plant.

LEVANT, a. [levant, Fr ] Eastern. Miltn.

LEVA NT./. The east, particularly thul'ecoasts

of the Mediterranean tall of Italy.

Lt-^A'IOR / (Lat. ! A chirurgual instrument,

whereby ile, rested parts of the lkull are li.tci!

up. Wist man.

LLUCOFHLEGMACY/ [rrom/««/>Wr£mfl

tick] Paleness, wuh vilcvd juices and coli

lweatings. Ar buthnot

LEUCOPMLEGMATlCKa [> "»° and **i>

l"«. J Having such a constitution ot body when

the blcod is ot a pale colour, viscid, and cold

Ot*inty.

LtPEE.f. [Fr] 1. Thetimeof tising a. The

concourse of thole who croud round a man ot

power in a morning. Dryden.

LEVEL a. [Ijefel, Sax.J 1 Even ; rot having

one fart higher than another Bentley 1. Even

with any thing else; in the s.ine line with

any thing. Tiltit/m.

To LEVEL v a. [from the adjective ] I. To

make even; to tree from inequalities, a. To

rt.iur.t- to the lame height with lemrthing

ejtc. Dryden 3. To lay Hat 4. To bring tu

equality ot condition. 5. To point in taking

aim; to aim. Dryden. 6. To direct to an)

end. Stu'ft.

To LEVEL, v. n. I. To aim at t to bring the

gun or arrow to the lame direction with the

maik. Hooker, a. To conjecture ; to attempt

to guess. Shakc;p. 3. I o be ia the feme

direction with 2 mark Hudibras. 4. To make

attempts; to aim Shakefp.

LE'VEL./. (from the adjective] 1. A plane; at

surface without protuberances or inequalities.

Sandys. 2. Rate; standard. Sidney. 3. A

state of equality Atterbnry 4. An instrument

whereby masons adjust thtir work Aforen. 5.

Rule : borrowed from the mechanick leveh

Frier. n. The line of direction in which any

mistive weapon is aimed Waller. 7. The

line in which the sight passes f'pe.

LE'VF.LLER. / | from leveI.) 1 One whe.

makes any thinLT even. *• One who destroys

superiority ; one who endeavours 10 bring all

to the fame state. Collier.

LI'/VELNESS./. [from level] 1. Evenness;

equality of surface. X. Equality with some-

thing else. Penchant.

LE'VEN. / [levam, Fr ] I. Ferment; that

which being mixed in bread makes it rife ami

ferment. 1. Any thing capable of charging;

the nature oi a greater mass. Wijeman .

LE'VER.y. [levier, Fr.] The second mechanical

power, used to elevate or raise a great weight.

Harris.

LE'VERET. /. [leivre, Fr] A young hare

Waller.

LF.VE'T. / [from lever, Fr.] A blast on ib*

trumpet Hndibras.

LEVKROOK. /'. [I»pepe, Sax] This word is

retained in Scotland, and denotes the latk.

Wait™.

LEVIABLE, a. [from levy.] That may be levi

ed B/icon.

LFVIATHAN. f. [VWV1 A water animal

mentioned in the book of Jib ; by some ima

gined the crocodile, but in poetry generally

taken lor the whale. 1 h:mjen.

so LEVIGATE v.a. [Uvigo, Lat] t. T»

ruborgrnd. a. To mix li I the liquor be

come smooth and uniform Arbutbnct.

LEV1CA TlON.y llrom levigate \ Levigatio*

is the reducing of hard bodies into a subtile

powder, by grinding upon marble with a mul-

ier jitney.

LE VIVE./ [levita, Lat ] I. One of the tribe

of Lev i; one born to the office 01 priesthoods

among the Jew». ». A- priest : used in cop-

tempt

LEVIT1CAL. es. ffrora /e*i/«.J Belonging to

the levites. Ayliffe.

LE V1TY./. \Hvitas, Lat] 1. Lightness; not

heaviness. Bentley. a. Inconstancy, change-

ableness. Hooker. 3. Unsteadiness; laxity of

miid. Milton 4. Idle pleasure t vanity.

CJamy. 5 Trifling gaiety ; want of serious

ness. Shakefp Clarendon.

To LEVY. v. a. [lever, Fr] 1. To raise 1 to

bring together men. Davies. %■ To raise

money Clarendon. 3 To make war. Milton.

LE VY. J (from the vcib ] 1 . The act of rail

ing money or men. Addiftn. I. War railed.

Shake/p.

LEWp'n. Hipe-He Sax] 1. Lay ) not clerj-
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CiU Davits, a. Wicked ; bad \ naughty .

kVhitpft. 3. Lustful ; libidinous. Shakefp.

LEWDLY. aJv [from AW] I. Wickedly •,

nauphtily. Shakejp. 2. Libidinoufly , lulLully.

DryJen.

LE'WDNESS /. strom /rw</.] Lust'ul licen

tiousness. Dryden.

L'EWDSTFR. / [from lewJ.] A lecher ; one

given to criminal pleasures. Shake/p.

LEWIS DOR. f, [Fr] A golden French coin,

in value twelve livres, now sen led at seven

teen shillings. Dtcl.

LEXICOGRAPHER / [**i*-.x« and ypi**.] A

writer of dictionaries ; a haimlels drudge

Watts.

LEXICCVGRAPHER. f. >i*ixh and ;?*<?».]

The art or practice of writing- dictionaries.
LEXICON./ ]>£*«.) A dictionary. Af/7/r».

LEY. /. Z.*y, /«, /av, aie all from the Saxon

leaj, a field Gihjen.

LIABLE a [liable* from /x>r,old French] Ob

noxious j not exempt 1 subject. Milton.

Ll'AR. /. [from /V.J One who tells falsliood ;

one who warns veracity, Sbakeip.

LI ARD a. Mingled roan. Markbam.

LIBATION./. I Aia/ia, Lai.] I. The act os

pouring; wine on t'ie ground in hon( urof some

dei'y Bacon. 2 The wine so poured Still.it.

LI BBARD /". [liebard. Germ. k-fiasJnj, Lat.]

A leopard Rrets<wtod.

LIBEL./, \lbelluj, Lat] i. A satire; rksa

matory writing; a lampoon. Decay cj Pitty

2. [In the civil law. j A declaration or chargt

m writing agiintl a person in court.

To LI'BEL v. n. [srem the noun] To spread

defamation ; generally written or punted

Deans,

To LI'BEL. v. ay To satirist ; to lampion

DryJen

LIBELLER. / [from AM] A defamer by

wriiing ; a lampooner. Lryden.

LIBELLOUS, a. [from libel J Defamatory

Wain.

LI BKRAL. a. \liheralit, Lat] i. Not mean:

not low in blith. 1. Becuming a gentleman

3 Mui.isicent ; generous ; boumilul. Miltzn

LIBERALITY./ [liberaBteii, Lat hbtralite,

Fr.J Munificence bounty; generosity Shake

MBr.RA'I.LY. adv. [fiom liberal ] Bounic

oufly ; b-'UntisuHv ; largely. Jama.

LIBERTINE./ \tibertin, Fr ] I. One un-

confined; one at libeity. Shakejp. i. Ont

who lives without restra-nt or law. Rcure 3.

Onewho pays no regard to the precepts of re

ligion. Shane/p Cclt.tr 4. [In law.j A freed

man ; or rather, the son of a freedman, Aylrjse

LIBERTINE, a, [l.birlin, Fr.] Licentious ;

irreligious. Sivtft.

LI BEKT1NISM / [ham libertine.] Irrcligion;

licentiousness of" opinions and practice. Aueib

Ll'.SERTY. / [bbert , Fr. liberlae. Lat.] 1 .

Freedom as opposed to slavery. Addiftn. z.

Freedom as opposed to necessity. Locke. 3.

Privilege; cx> mption j immunity. Davits

ft. Relaxation ot restraint. 5. Leave; per

mission. Licks,

LIBI'DINOUS. s. [libidin,j*i, Lat] Lewd.

lust ul. Benlley.

LIBI'DINOUSLY. adv. [ from UbiJinnt. ]

Lewdly ; lustfully.

LITiRAL. a. [libra/it, Lat] Ofa pound weight.

Dia

LIURA'RlAN. / [librariut. Lat.] One who

has the care ot 3 library. Brczvn.

LI'RRARY. / [Ibtsirt. Fr.] A large collec

tion of books. DryJen.

To Ll'BRATE. v. a. [libra. Lat.] To poise ;

to balance.

LIBRA'TION./. [hbratis, Lat] 1. The stale

ot being balanced. Thcmfen. z. [In astrono

my.] Libraticn is the balancing motion ortrr-

pidntion in the firmament, whereby the decli-

nation o: the fun, and the la'itusie of the start,

change from lime to time. Grew.

LI BRATGRY. a. from Airs, Lat.] Balancing;

playing like a balance,

LICE, the plural ot bfje. Dryden. •

LI'CEBANE. / [tee inA bane] A plant.

LICENSE. / [iitettia. Lat. J 1. Kxc.ibitant

liberty; contempt of legal and necessary re

straint Sidney, z. A grant of permission.

AJdiJm. 3 Liberty ; permission. Acri.

To LICENSE v a [bcencier.Ft.] 1. Toft

at iib.rty. H'ttt:u. a. To permit by a lrg.il

tvtant. P'se

LICENSER./ [from license] A granter of

permission.

LICENTIATE, s. [litentietni, low Lat.] I.

A man who uses license. Camaen z. A de

gree in Spanilh universities. Aybjse.

To LI'CENTIATK. v. a [liceniier, Fr.] To

permit : to encourage by license. ISE/lrai??.

LICE'NTIO US. a. [licentitsnt. Lat) i. Unre

strained by la-* or moialiiy Sbakisp. %. Pre-

lumptu.-u* ; unconfirmed. Rastomm:*.

LICENTIOUSLY, [adv. [Irom licntim.]

V\ uh too much liberty.

LICENTIOUSNESS. / [ from hcentUxt. ]

Boundless liberty ; contempt oijust rellia;nu

LICH / j lice, Sax.] A dead carc.ise ; whence

tultuake, the time or act of warchinir by the

dead ; lickgjte, the ga:e through wh'ch tr-e

dead are carrieil to the grave ■, LitihJulJ, the

field or the dead, a city in PtarTbrdshire, 10

named from martyred Chiistbns.

LI'CHOWL. / L//i* and csW.J A fort of owl.

To LICK. f. a. \ heean, Sax j 1. To pass over

with the tongue. Add-Jen. z. To lap; to

take in by the tongue Shakejp. 3. '/il.irs

up. To devour Pipe.

LICK / [from the verb] A blow; rough u-

la^e. Dryden,

LI CKF.RISH I a. [liccrpa, a jlntton. Sax ]

LI CKEROUS S 1 ■ Nree in the choice of lo< d ;

squeamish.. L'1-l/ranre. z Eager ; gret'7.

Sidifj. 3. Nice; delicate; tempting the

appetite.

LI CKERISHNF.SS. / [from As tor n, \ Nice-

ncU o! palate.

Li ^ OK1CF-
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LICORICE. /. [lauoricia, Ita.1 ] A root of

fweel taste.

IIC70R. s. [Lit.] A beadle.

LID. f lite, Sax ] I. A cover; any thing that

(huts down over 1 vessel. Addison. V The

mcmbrjiie that, when we sleep or wink, is

diawn over tht* eye. Crnjbaic, Prior.

LIE. /'. [/:*, Fr. , Anything impregnitrd with

some other body -, as, loap or fall Peacham

LIE / lligt. Sax. J A criminal talfhood

H'atti. i. A charge offalsliuoJ. Locke. 3.

A fiction. Dryit n.

To LIE. v . n [lee-Jin, Sax.] To utter criminal

falshood. Shakejp.

To LIE. 11. n. pret. I lay ; I have lain << lien.

[organ, Sax. Usgen, Dutch.] 1. To 1 ell ho

rizontally, or with very great inclination a-

gainst something else 2. To rest ; to lean

upon. Epitaph on Vanbtugh. 3. To be repo-

fited tn the grave. Gir.efii. 4. To be in a

flute of dtciin:b'ture. Mark 5. To pass ihi

time of sleep. Dryden. ft. To be laid up or

repositc.l Hoyle 7 To remain fixed Temple

8. To reside" Genefii. o. To be placed or si

tuated. Cillitr. 10. To preK upon. Creech

II. To be troiblelome or tcili » Addijon

it. To be judicially fixed. Shakejp. 13. To

be in a particuh' st:tc rVatii. 14 To be in

a state or' cayce»lincot L'.cke 15. To be in

prison. Stale/p 16 To be in abad state.

L'Efirange. 17. To be in a htlpUls :>' ix-

posed state Titht.on. 1 8. To consist Si ak,(p.

19. To be in the power i to belong to. Stittin.

20. To be charp-d in anything! a«, an ac

tion lieth against «ne. it. To coll ) as, it

/rej me in more money. 22. 7* Lia tft. To

importune; to tt-aze. 13. To Lit by. To

rest; to remain still Shakejp. 14. To Lie

rftwii. To rest ; 10 go into a state of repoic.

Isaiah. 15. To sink imo ihe grave. J'a. 26.

TVl.ixrV To be in chiVibed ki'ijen.an. 27

5»LlI »»</«-. To be subject si. Smalridre.

18 Te Li e »/»»,. To become an obligation or

doty. Sentley 79 To Lit. with. To con-

rerfe in bed. Shakejp.

LIEF. a. [leoc, Stx.Hef, Dutch] Dear; be

loved. Spenser.

I.IEF. <ufo. Willingly Shakefp.

LUGE. o. [/i'*r, Fr'.j 1. Bound by some feu

dal tenure; subject. 1- Sovereign. Spenjer.

IJEGE. /Sovereign; superior lord. Philips

LI'EGEMAN. /. [from lie^e and man.] ' A sub

ject. Spenser.

LI'KGER. 7- [from Here] A resident ambassa

dor. Denl'am

LIEN, the participle of lie Genesis.

LIENTE'RKK.. a. fi'rora nenterj ] Pertaining

to a 1 entcry. Gteiv.

LIENTERY y [irtm *»«*, ler?, smooth,

and »':,;•./, intrjlinnm.) A particular loose

ness, whetein ihe rood pifTts suddenly thro'

the stomach and guts S^umry.

LI'ER. J. [rrora to tie. j One that rests or lie>

down.

LIEU, / [Fr] Place ; room. linker, AJdison.

LIEVE. adv. [See Liar.] Willingly. Shalesp.

LIEUTENANCY./ [lientenance, Pr.] 1. The

office of a lieutenant. Shakefp. 2. The body

of lieutenants, he/ten.

LIEUTE N ANT. / [lieutenant, Fr] I. A de-

puty ; one who acts by vicarious authority. 1.

In war, one who holds the next rank to a fu-

periour oi any denomination. Clarendon.

LIEUTE'NAN TSHIP. J. [from lieutenant]

'Ihe rank or office 01 lieutenant.

LIFE./ plural /net. [Itp.an, to live, Sax.] I.

Union and co-oprrat on of foul with body.

Genesis. I. Pitll-nt state. Co-wlcy. 3. En

joyment, or pnfl'effion of terrestrial existence.

Prior. 4 Blood, the supposed vehicle of life.

5. Conduct ; marncr of living with respect to

virtue or vice. Pope . 6. Condition ; manner

ol living with respect to happiness and n ilery.

Dryden. -j . Continuance ot our present stale.

Locke. 8. The living form ; resemblance ex

actly copied. Brown. 9 Exact resemblance.

Deiihum 10. General state ol man. Milton.

11. Common occurrences ; human affairs;

the course c.f things. Ajcham. 12. Living

perlon. Shakefp. 13. Narrative of a lite past.

P'pe. 1 4 Spirit i briskness ; vivacity ; reso

lution. S.dney. 1 j Animated existence ; ani

mal being. Thomjom.

LI I- EI3LOOD. J. [life and bind.] The blood

necessary to life SpeUaior.

LI FEEVERLASTING. /. An herb Ainsn.

LIFEGIVING a. life and giving.] Having the

power to give life. Spenser,

LIFEGUA'RD. /. [life and guard] The guard

0; a king's person

Ll'FKLhSS. a. [from //*.] 1 Dead; deprived

01 l:fe. Dryden, Prior. 2. Llnanimattd ; void

of life Milton, 3. Without power, force of

I pi 1 it. I'rtcr.

LI FELESLY. adv. [from lifeless] Without vi

gour; Ingidly i jejunely.

LIFELIKE, a. [Iijetnilike.] Like alivirg per

son. I'tpt.

LIFESTRING. / [life inA siring] Nerve;

stt ings imagined to convey lite. Daniel.

LIFETIME./, [life and time.] Continuance or

duration of life. Atldij'on.

LI FEWEARY, a. \l:se and weary ] Wretched j

tired of living. Shakejp.

To LIFT. v. a yhfiia, Swedish.] 1. To raise

from the ground ; to heave ; to clevntc. Dryd.

2. To bear; lolupp.>it. Not in use. Sfcajer.

3. To rub; to plunder. Dryden. 4 To ex

alt ; to elevate socially i\fe. 5. To railie

in fortune Ecclnj. 6. To raite in estimation.

Hocker. j. To exalt in dignity. Addijcn 8.

To elevate; lo swell with pride. Alterbnry.

9. Up is lomciimes emphatically added to 1st.

I Samue..

To LIFT. v. n. Tostiivelo raise by strength.

Locke.

LIFT. /. [from the verb] The act of lifting;

the manr.c- of luting. Uacon. 2. [In Scottish.]

The Iky. 3. Kli'ect ; struggle. Hmdibras.

LI FTEK. J. ^Iroiii l-st J Out ii»t 1ms. Psalms.

To
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To f.!C. v. n. [lergen, Dutch ] To lie Sptnser.

LrCAMENT./.[//jt«i«itt», Immligc, Lat]

I Ligament is i white and solid body, foster

than a cartilage, but harder than a mem

brane : their chief use is to fasten the bones

which are articulated together for motion, left

they should be diflocated with exercife.^amry.

a. Any thing which connects the parts of the

body Drnham. 3. Bond) chain; entangle

ment. Addifen.

LIGAMF.NTAL. \ a [from »£a.w.r.]Com-

LIGAMENTOLS J posing a ligament. Wife.

LIC ATION. /. [igatie. Lat ] 1. The act of

binding, 1. The Hate of being bound Addtscn-

LIGATURE / [ligature, Fr.J 1. Any thing

bound on ; a bandage Gulliver. a. The act

of binding- Arbnthnti. 3 The state of beinc,

b <und Mortimer.

LIGHT. /. [leohc, Sax.] 1. That quality or

action ot the medium of fight by which we

fee Nnvten. a Illumination of mind; in

struction; knowledge, Baein. 4. The pan

of a picture which it drawn with bright co

lours or in which the light it supposed to fall

Dryden. 4. Reach of knowledge ; mental

new. Bacun. 5. Point of view; situation ;

direction in which the light falls. Addifin. 6.

Explanation Luke. 7. Any thing that gives

light ; a pharo> ; a taper. GUnvtlle.

LIGHT, at. [leobc. Sax.} 1. Not tending to

the center with great force; not heavy Add'j.

* N't burdensome ; easy to be worn, or car

ried. B.iciu. 3. Not afflictive ; easy to b»

endured. Hatter. 4. Easy 10 be performed

not dimcult ; not valuable Dr \d*n. e. Easy

to be acted on by any power. Dryden, 6

Not heavily armed. KniUei. 7. Active ,

rrrnble. Spen/er. 8 Unencumbered ; unem

barrassed ; clear of impediments. Bacen. 9

Slight ; not great. Beyle, tc. Not crass ; not

grot*. Numbers. 11. Easy to admit any in-

fioenc ; unsteady ; unsettled Shal.efp 11.

Gay ; airy; without dignity or solidity. Shake

13. Not chaste ; not regular in orrlu.t. Sbaie.

14 [From tight. J.] Bright; clear. Genesis.

15. Not dark ; tending to whiteness Dryden.

LIGHT adv. Lightly ; cheaply. Hceker.

To LIGHT, v. a. [Irom light,/.] 1. To kin-

die j to inflame; to set on fire. Beyle. 1. To

give lifcht to ; to gu d-' by light. Crafbam. 3.

To illuminate Dryden 4. To lighten; to ease

of a burthen. Spenser.

To LIGHT. v. n. [Iittt, by chance, Dutch.] 1.

To happen; to fall upon by chance. Sidney.

a. [Alijhrao, Sax ] To descend from a hone

or carriage, t King* 3. To fall in any par

ticular direction Dryden 4. To fall ; to

slnke 00 Sutler, c. To title ; to rest.

Shatesp.

To LIGHTEN, v. n. [lie, l,jt, Sax] 1. To

Hash, with tBu«.ier. Shakejp. %. To shine

Lite l<ghtaiog. Shakefp. 3. To fall or light.

[from light.] Cimmin Prayer.

To LIGHTEN.*., a. [from tight] 1. To il

luminate; to enlighten. Davits. ». To ex-

me ; to unload Jew. 3. To make Id's

heavy. Mih*. 4- To exhilarate ; to cheer.

Dryden

LIGHTER, /[from light, to make light] A

heavy boat into which ships are lightened or

unloaded. Pipe.

LI GHTF.RMAN. / [lighter and man.] One

who manipes a lighter. Child

LIGHTFi'NGKRLD. a \ hght and singer.]

Nimble at conveyance j th:evilh

Ll'GHTFOOT. a. [light mi feet.] Nimble in

running or dancing; active Spenser.

Ll'GHTFOOT. s. Ven.fn.

LI'GHTHEADID a. [li, ht and head ] 1. Un

steady; loose; thoughtless; weak. Clarend. \.

Delirious; disordered in the mind by disease.

LIGH l'HE ADEDNESS /". Delirimisnc-fs ; dis

order of the mind

LICHTHE'ARTED. a. [light and heart.]

Gay ; merry.

LIGH THO USK. /. [light and bense.] An high

building, at the top of which lights are hung

to guide thips at sea. Arbuthnet.

LICHTLEGGED. a [light and leg J Nimble;

swift. Sidney.

LIGHTLESS. a (from light ] Wanting light ;

dark.

LIGHTLY, ad* [from light.] 1. Without

weight. Ben. Jibnsen. a. Without deep im-

preflion. Frier. 3. Easily ; readily •, without

difficulty ; of course, tinker. 4. Without rea

son. Tay'er. 5. Without affliction; cheerful

ly. Shakefp. 6 Not chastely. Staift. j.

Nimbly; with agility; not heavily or tardily.

Drydm. 8 Gaily ; airily ; with levi'v.

LIGH 1 MI NDIil). a. [light and mind.] Unset-

tlid ; unsteady. Eccl.

LIGHTNESS. / [hem tight] 1. Levity;

want of weight. Burnet. x. Inconstancy;

unsteadiness. Shakefp 3. Unchastity ; wart

of conduct in women. Sidney. 4. Agility ;

rimbler.ef!.

LIGHTNING. /. from lighten.] 1 The flam

that stteid.ihun.1er. Da-iut. 1. Mitigation;

abatement. Addifem.

LIGHTS. /. The lungs; the organs of breath

ing, llamimind.

LI GHTSOME a. [from light ] 1. Luminous ;

nor dark; not obscure; not opake. fta.'cgb.

a. Gay ; airy ; having the power to exhila

rate. Smth.

LI'GHTSOMENESS. / [from lghtfome] 1.

Luminoulnels ; not opacity ; mv obscurity.

2. Cheerfulness; merriment; levity.

LIGNA LOKS. /. [Iignnm aleei, Lat.] Aloes

wood. Numbers.

Ll'GNfcOUS a. [tigneas. Lit.] Mace of wood ;

wooilen ; resembling wood. Baren, Grew.

LIGKUMl'lTÆ. [. [Lat ] Cuaiacum; a very

hard wood. Miltsn.

Ll'GURE./ A precious stone. F.xid.

LIKE. a. [lie, Sax. liik, Dutch.] I.

bling ; having resemblance Baker. 1

ot the same quantity. Spratt. 3 sF<

Probable ; credible. Baen. 4. Like

state that givet probable expectations. ClarrnJ.

M m m LIKE.

Resem-

l.ijual ;

ttrly ]

y ; in a
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LIKE. / I. Some person or thing resembling

another. Shakes/), i. Near approach ; a state

like to another state. Raleigh.

LIKE. adv. i. In the lame manner ; in the

same manner aa. Spenser, Pbilipi. i. In

such a manner as befits, i Sam. 3. Likely ;

probably. Shakesp.

To LIKE. v. a. [lican. Sax.] 1. To choose with

sorr e degree of preference. Clare*Ac* 1. To

approve i to view with approbation Sidney.

3. To please ; to be agreeable to. Baetn.

To LIKE, v n. 1. To be pleased with Honker

t. To choose i to list -, to be pleased. Ltcke.

LIKELIHOOD./ [from likely.} 1. Appear

ance; (how. Shakesp. a. Resemblance •, like

ness. Obsolete. Raleigh. 3. Probability ; ve

risimilitude ; appearance ot truth. Hooker.

LIKELY, a. [from like,} 1 . Such as may be

liked ; such as may please. Shaiejp 1. Pro

bable ; such as may in reason be thought or

believed.

LI'KELY. adv. Ptobably •, as may reasonably be

thought. Glanville.

To LI KEN. v. a. (from like.] To represent at

baying resemblance. Milton.

LIKENESS. / [from like.} 1 . Resemblance -,

similitude Dryden. 1. Form ; appearance.

L'Eflraage. 3. Ope who resembles another

frier.

LIKEWISE, adv. [like and vise.} In like

manner ; also ; moreover ; too. Arbnlbnot.

LIKING, a. Plump; in a state o plumpness

Daniel.

LI'KING. / [from like.} 1. Good state ot body .

plumpness. Shakesp. Dryden. 1. State o;

trial. 3. Inclination. Spenser.

lA'lACH,J.[li.ac,lilat, Pr.] A tree. Bacen.

LI LIED, a, [from %-] Embellished with lilies

Milton.

1.1' LY./ [lilium, Lat.] A flower. Peaiham.

LI LY-DAFFODlL/[4i»«arr</<ir.] A foreign

flower.

\.\V.Sos the Falley,ot May /-/y/A flower Miller

LILYLIVERED. a. |/ijrand liver} Whileli

vered ; cowardly. Sbatejp.

LrMATURE./(//»>a<«ra, Lat ] Filings of any

metal ; the paiticlea rubbed off by a file.

"LIMB. /. |lim, Sax] 1. A member) jointed

or articulated part of animals. Milton, a. An

edpe ; a border. Newton.

so LIMB. v. a. [from the noun] 1 To sop-

ply with limbs Jril.lt*. 1. To tear asunder j

to dismember.

LI MBECK. /[corrupted from alembick.] A still.

Fairfax, Hovel.

LIMBED, a. [from limb.} Formed with regard

to limbs. Pope.

LIMBER, a Flexible; ea'ily bent-, pliant;

lithe. Raj, Haney.

LIMISERNESS / [from limier.} Flexibility;

pliancy

1.1 MHO. s. 1. A region boidering upon hell, in

which there is neither pleasure nor pain. Sbak

a. Any place of misery and restraint. Hudtbr.

LIME J. [lim, Saxon ] 1. A viscous suolbtnce

duwaover twig^wbich. catches and entangles

the wings of birds that light upon it. Dryden.

1. Matter of which mortar is made ; so called

because used in cement. Bacon. 3. [I.infe,

Sax ] The linden tree. Pope. 4. A species

of lemon, [lime. Ft.} Tbimjtn.

To LIME, v a. [from lime.] 1 To entangle 1

to ensnare. Shakesp. %. To smear with lime.

L'Efiranre. 3. To cement. Shakejp. 4. To

manuie ground with lime Child.

LIMEKILN /. [/<»ir and kill.) A kiln where

stunea are burnt to lime. rVocdvard,

LIMESTONE / [bme and fine J The stone

of which lime is made. Mortimer.

LIME-WATER / It is made by pouting water

upon quick lime. Hill.

Ll'MIT. /. [limite, Fr ] Bound ; border; utmost

reach. Exedne.

To LIMIT, v a. [from the noun.] I. To con

fine within certain bounds; to restrain .to cir

cumscribe. Swift, a. To restrain from a lax

or general signification ; as, the universe is

here limited to this earth.

LIMITARY, a. [from limit.} Placed at the

boundaries as a guard or fupetintendant. Mitt.

LIMITATION / [limitation, Fr.] I. Re

striction ; circumspection. Hooker. 1. Confine

ment from a lax or uodetermlnate import.

He oker.

LIMMER./ A mongrel.

To LIMN. v. a [ealnminer, Fr.] To draw > lo

paint any thing. Peacbam

LI'MNER. J. [corrupted from enlntninenr .] A

painter; a picture- maker. Glanville.

LI MOUS. a. [limcsni, Lat.J muddy ; (limy.

Brovn.

LIMP, a [limpio, Ital.] Vapid; weak. WaHn.

To LIMP, v n. (limpen, Sax.] To halt 1 to

walk lamely. Prior.

LIMPET./ A kind of (hell fi(h. Amsvortb.

LIMPID, a. [Iimpidnt, Ut. J Clear ; pure ;

transparent. kVeodvard.

L1MPIDNESS. j. [fiorn limpid.] Clearness}

purity

LIMPINCLY. adv. [from limp ] In a lame

halting manner.

LIMY. a. [from Jr sir.] 1. Viscous; glutinous,

Spenjer. 1. Containing lime Grevi.

To LIN. v n. [ablinnan, Sax.J To stop; to give

over. Spenjer.

LINCHPIN, f. [linch and pin} An iron pin

that keeps the wheel on the axle-tree.

LINCTUS. / [from Imrt, Lat.] A medicine

licked up by the tongue.

LI NDEN J [lii.te, Satx ] The lime tree. Dryd.

LINE / [/;*ra, Lat] 1. Longitudinal exten

sion, flr»</ry. 1. A slender string. Moxon,

3 A thread extended to direct any operations.

Dryden. 4. 1 he string that sustains the ang

ler's, hook, rf'alter. 5 Lineaments, or marks

in the hand or iace. Cteaveland. 6. Delinea

tion ; (ketch. Temple. 7. Contour; outline.

Ptpe. 8. As much as ts written from one

margin to the other ; 1 verse. Garth. 9.

Rank. 10. Work thrown up; tiench. Dryd,

\l. Method j dispositian. Stakejp. n. Ev

tension j
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tension; limit. Milton. 13. Equator; equi

noctial circle. Creech. 14 Progeny; family;

ascending or descending Shakesp. I j. A hne

is one tenth of an inch. Locke. 16. [In the

p'ural] A letter ; a?, I read your Imet. 17

Lint or flax.

To LINE. v. a. 1. To cover on the inside.

Boyle. 1. To put any thing in the inside

Carrw 3. To guard within, Clarendon. 4.

To strengthen by inner works. Shakesp. 5.

To cover. Shakesp. 6. To double ; to strength

en. Shakesp. 7 To impregnate ; applied to

animal.'; generating. Creech.

LINEAGE, s. [linage, Fr] Race ; progeny ;

family Luke.

LINR.AL. a [linealii. Lat] 1 Composed of

lines; delineated. Wotton. i. Descending in

a direct genea'ogy. Locke. 3. Claimed by de

scent. Shakesp. 4. Allied : direct descent

Dryden.

LINEALLY adv. [from lineal.] lo a direct

line. Clarendon.

LINEAMENT./ [lineament, Fr.] Feature;

discriminating mark in ihe form. Shakesp.

LI'NEAR. a. [tinearii, Lat.]Composed of lines ;

having the form ot lines. rVoodnvard.

I.INEA'TION./. [tmealit from tinea] Draught

of a line or lines Woodward.

LI NEN./ [linunt, Lat.] Cloth made of hemp

or -flax. Dryden.

LINEN, a. [Iineut, Lat] 1. Made of linen

Shakesp 1. Resembling linen. Shakesp.

LI'NENDRAPER./. [linen and draper] He

who dealsin linen.

LING. / [ling, Iflandick] 1. Heath Bacon

a \Lmghe, Dutch.) A kind of sea fish. Tnfer.

L'NO. The termination notes commonly dimi

nution ; as, killing : sometimes a quality ; at,

rt r si ling.

To LINGER, v n. [from lerrr, Sax.] 1. To

remain long in languor and pain. tope. a.

To hesitate; to be in suspense Milton. 3. To

remain long. Dryden. 4. To remain long

without any action or determination. Shakesp.

5. To wait long in expectation or uncertainty

Dryden. 6. To be long in producing effect.

Shakesp.

To LINGER v a. Toprotract; to draw out to

length. Out of use. Shakesp.

I.I NGERER. s.[imm linger J One who linger?.

LI NGERINGLY. adv. [from lingering] With

delay; tediously. Hale.

LI'NGET. /. [Imgit, Fr.] A small mass of me

tal. Camden.

LINGO J. [Portuguese] Language; tongue:

speech. C.nrreve.

LINGUA'CIOUS a. [lingnax, Lat.] Full of

tongue; talkative

L1NGUADE NTAL a. [lingna and </«>j,l.ai.]

Uttered by the joint action 01 the tongue and

teeth. Holder.

LI NGUIST./ [from lingua.] A man skilful in

languages Milton.

LINGWORT./ An herb.

LINIMENT./ [liniment, Fr. litiimtntnmj.nt.]

Ointment ; balsam. Ray.

Ll'NING./ sjrom Ihe] 1. The inner cover

ing of any thing. Grew. 1. That which i«

within Shakesp.

LINK. / [gelencie, German.] 1. A single

ring of a chain. Prior. 2. Any thing doubled

and closed together. Mortimer. 3. A chain :

any thing connecting. Shakesp. 4. Any single

part ot a series or chain of consequences. Hate.

5. A torch made of pitch and bards. ILvtel.

To LINK. m. a. ffromthe noun ] 1. To com

plicate ; as, the links of a chain. Milton. 1.

To unite ; to conjoin in concord. Shakesp.

3. To join 4. To join by confederacy or

contract. Hooker. 5. To connect. Tillotson.

6. To unite or concatenate in a regular series

of consequences. Hacker.

LI NKBOY./ [ink tndhoy.] A boy thatcarriea

a torch to accommodate passengers with light.

More.

LINNET./ [linot, Fr.] A small singing bird.

Pope.

LINSEED. / [semen lini. Lat.] The seed of

flax. Mortimer.

LI NSEYWOOLSEY. a. [Inen andW ]Made

of linen and wool mixed ; vile ; mean. Pope.

Ll'NSTOCK. / [lenit, Teutonics] A staft

of wood with a match at the end of it, used

by gunner* in firing cannon. Dryden.

LINT./ \linteum. Lat.] 1. The soft substance

commonly called flax. a. Linen scraped into a

soft woolly substance to lay on lores. rViseman.

LINTEL./ [lintral, Fr.]T hat part of the door

frame that lies cross the door posts over head.

Pope.

LION./ [ton, Fr ] The fiercest and most mag

nanimous ot founooted beasts Philips.

LIONESS./ [feminine of lion.] A the lion.

Dryden.

LI'ONLEAF. / [teontitetaton, Lat] A plant

LI ONVMOUTH ,

/[from/on] The name,

ot an herb.

LIONVMOUTH

t.ION's PAW. /

LI'ON's-TAIL. C

U'ON's. TOOTH. J

LIP./ [lippe, Sax. 1. The outer part of the

mouth, the muscles that shoot beyond the

teeth. Sandyi. z. The edge of any thing.

Bnmet. 3. To make a lip; to hang the lip

in sullenness and contempt. Shakejp.

To LIP. ii a [from the noun. J To kisa. Ob

solete Shakejp.

Ll'PLABOUR./ [lip tnihbonr.] Action of the

lips without concurrence of the mind. Taylor.

LIPOTHYMOUS. a. [ uhu and Si/just. }

Swooning; tainting. Harvey.

LIPOTHYMY.y. [Miir.tLju*..] Swoon; faint

ing tit. Taylor

LIPPED a. [horn lip.] Having lip,.

LI PPITUDE./ [Uppitude, Fr. lippitudo, Lat]

Blcar.'dness or eyes. Bacon.

LIP WISDOM / f//>and -wisdom] Wisdom

in talk without practice. Sidney.

LI QUABLE. a. |_.rom liauo, Lat J Such as may

be melted:

LIQUATION / [from lijuo, Lat.] 1. Th,e

act of melting, a. Capacity to be melted.

M in tn a T»
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To LIQUATE, v.n. [A?«,, I.at] To melt;

to liquefy. Woodward.

LIQUKFA'CT lON.J.[tianesaai,, Lat.]The *ct

ot melting; (he state ol being melted. Bonn.

LI'QUEFiABLE. a. [from liquefy.] Such as

may be melted. Bacon.

To Ll'QUEFY. i: a. [liqursier, Fr.] To melt ;

. to dissolve. B,icon.

To LIQUEFY w. » To grow limpid. Addistn.

LIQUE SCENCY. / [Itquesceulia, Lat ] Apt

ness to melt

LIQUESCENT./. [liquescent. Lat.] Melting.

LIQUID, a. [A'fa-iaV, Fr ] i. Not solid; not

seimingone continuous substance ; fluid. Dan.

»• Soft j clear. Crashaw. 3. Pronounced

without any jar or harshness Dry.it*. 4. Dis

solved, so as not to be obtainable by law Ay/if.

LIQUID, s. Liquid substance ; liquor. Philip,.

To LI QU IDATE.f. a.[from liquid] To clear

"way ; to lessen debts.

LIQUI DITY. s. [srom/|-»«,a*.]Subtil y. Glanv.

LI'QUIDNESS / [from liquid.) Quality of

brine liquid; fluency. Beyle.

LI'QCOR. s. [liquor, Lat.] 1. Any thing liquid.

Smth. x. Strong drink; in familiar language.

To LI QUOR. f. a. [from the noun.J To

drench or moisten. Baen.

L1RICONFANCY./ A flower.

LISNK./ A cavity ; a hollow. Hale.

To LISP. v. n. [hlirp. Sax.] To speak with

loo frequent appulses of the tongue to the

teeth or palace. Cleave/and

LISP. s. [irom the verb.] The act of lisping.

Tatser.

LI SPER./ [from lisp.) One who lisps.

LIST./, [lijle, Fr.] I. A roll j a catalogue

Frier, a. [Liu, Fr.] Inclosed greund in

which tilts are run, and combats foaght.Oaw.

3 Desire ; willingness ; choice. Drydcw. 4.

A strip of cloth. Btyle. 5. A border. Heeker.

To LIST. v. n. [lyrcan. Sax.] To chuse j 10

desire ; to be disposed. IVhitgist.

To LIST. v.a. [from lift, a roll.] 1. To en

list ; to enrol or register. South, a. To re

tain and enrol soldiers. Tfhtple. 3. To en

close for combats Dryden. 4. To few toge

ther, in such a sort as to make a particoloured

fliow. IVetten. 5 To hearken to j lu listen j

to attend. Shale/p. Ben. Jehnjem.

LI STED. a. Striped ; parlicoloured ; in long

streaks. Milieu.

To LI'STEN. v. a. To hear ; to attend. Stales.

To LI'STEN. v. n. To hearken; to give at

tention. Bacon.

L1STNER./ [from AjW] One that heark

ens ; a hearkener Swift.

Ll'STLESS. a. [Irom lijl.) 1. Without inclina

tion; without any determination to oae more

than another. TilUtson. 1. Careless; heedless.

Dryden.

LISTLESSLY, adv. [from listlefi.) Without

though!; without attention. Locke.

LI'STLESNESS./: [from lifiltsi.) Inattention ;

want of desire. 7ayhr.

"LIT, the preterite of light. Addison.

LITANY /. [>jTim».] A form of lupph'gatory

prayer. Heeler, Taylor.

LITERAL, a. [literal, Fr ] 1. According to

the primitive meaning, not figurative. Hamm.

1. Following the letter or exact words. Hook.

3. Consisting of letters.

Ll'TERAL. s. Primitive or literal meaning.

Brown.

LITERALLY, adv. [from literal.) t. Accord

ing to the primitive import of words. Swift.

I. With close adherence to words. Dryden.

LlTERA'LITY. /. [from literal] Original

meaning. Brown.

LITERATI.s [Italian.] The learned. Special.

LITERATURE, s. [literature. Lat] Learn

ing ; (kill in letters- Bacon, Addison.

LI THARGE./ [lithargyrum. Lat.] Litharge

is properlv lead vitrified, either alone or with

a mixture of copper. This recrement is of

two kinds, litharge of gold, and litharge of

silver. It is collected from the furnaces where

silver is separated from lead, or from those

where gold and silver are purified by means of

that metal. The litharge fold in the (hops ia

produced in the copper works, where lead has

been used to purify that metal, or to separate

silver from it. Hill.

LITHE, a. [lÆr, Sax ] Limber; flexible. Milt.

LITHENESS. J. [from lithe ) Limberness ,

flexibility.

LITHER. a. [from lithe ]Sost ; pliant. Shakefp.

LITHOGRAPHY. / [>>&* and yp=i-»] The

art or practice of engraving upon stones.

LI THOMANCY. /. [x£»c and (julUm.) Pre

diction by stones. Brevin.

LITHONTRIPTICK a. [X>Soe and rfXoo.]

Any medicine proper to dissolve the stone in

the kidnies or bladder -

LITHOTOMIST./. (x.S»e and -rijuw.] A chi-

rurgeon who extracts the stone by opening the

bladder

LITHOTOMY./. [M'Soe and «>,«,.] The art

or practice of cutting for the stone.

LITIGANT. / [litigant. Lat] One engaged

in a suit of law. L'tjirange.

LITIGANT, a. Engaged in a juridical contest.

Jyhf:

To LITIGATE, v. a [litigo, Lat.] To con

test in law ; to debate by judicial process.

To LITIGATE.*. ». To manage a suit; to

carry on a cause. Aylffc,

■LITIUA'TiON./.[A'//£a;i«, Lat] Judicial coo-

test ; fun of law. Clarendon.

LITIGIOUS a. [btigiiux, Fr.] 1. Inclinable

to law-fulls; quar re i tonic , wangling Dinne.

X. pilputablc; controvertible. Hooker, Dryd.

LITIGIOUSLY. adv. [Irom litigieui.]V,r*.ni-

lingly.

LITIGIOUSNESS. /. [from litigious.] A

wrangling disposition.

LITTER/, {lucre, Fr ] 1. A kind of vehi-

culary bed. Dryden. X. The straw laid un

der animals Evelyn. 3. A brood of youna;.

4. Any number of things thrown lluttistily a-

bont. Swift. 5. A birth of animals. Dry Jem.

To LITTER v. a. [from the ooun-j 1. To

■cine;
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bring forth : used of be ills. Brown i. To

cover with things negligently. %wijt. 3. To

cover with straw. Dryden.

LI'TTLE. a. [comp. Ust, soperlat least ; lyrtl,

Six.] 1 Snull in quantity. Jcjbua. x. Not

great; small; diminutive; of small bulk.

Locke 3. Of small dignity, power, or im

portance. 1 Sam. 4 Not much; not many.

5. Some; not none. Lake.

LITTLE./. 1. Asmallspace. Dryden. x. A

small part; a small proportion EccluJ. 3. A

(light affair Prior. 4 N"t much. Cbeyne.

LITTLE. adv. I, In a small degree. kVatti.

I. In a small quantity. 3 In some oVgite,

but not great. Arbutbnit. 4. Not much. Swift.

LITTLENESS./, {from Btile) t. Smalnrssof

bulk. Barnet. 2. Meanness; want ot gran

deur. Addijsu. 3. Want of dignity. Collier.

LITTORAL, a. [littoru, Lat.] Belonging to

the shore.

LITURGY./ [ySvryU; litnrgie, Fr.] Form

of prayers; formality of publick devotions.

Hooker, Taylor.

To LIVE. v. n. [lypan, lypijan, Sax] 1 To

be in a state of animation j to be not dead.

Dryden. x. To pal's life in any certain man

ntr with regard to habits; good or ill, happi

ness or misery. Hammond 3. To continue

in life. Shake/p. 4. To live emphatically ; to

be in a state ot happiness. Dryden. 5. To be

exempt from death, temporal or spiritual. 1

TbeJ. 6. To remain unde.lroyad Buriel. 7

To continue ; not to be IjII Pope. 8. To

converse; to cohabit. Sbakefp. 9. To feed

Arbuthnot. 10. To maintain one's lelt. temp

I I. To be in 1 state ot motion or vegetation

Dryden it. To be extinguished. Dryden.

LIVE. a. [from alive) 1. Quick; not dead

Exodur. x. Active; not extinguished. Beyle.

LI'VELESS. adv. (from /Us.] Wanting life)

rather Ustitst. Sbatejp.

LIVELIHOOD / Support of life; mainte

nance ; means o; living Clarend. L'PJlrar.ge.

LI VELINESS./ [from lively.) 1 Appearance

of tiie.Dfyden. 2. Vivacity; spiightlimfs Licke

Ll'VELODE./ Maintenance i support ; liveli

hood. Spenser.

LIVELONG a. [//wand long.) [.Tedious;

long in passing. Sbaitjp. x. Lasting; durable

Mdt.n.

LIVELY, a [live and like.) 1 Brisk; vigorous;

vivacious Miliin. x. Gay; a ry. Pipe. 3

Repiesenting lite. Dryden. 4. Strong j encr-

getick Newton.

LIVELILY. 1 a<h 1. Briskly; vigorously ;

LIVELY. $ Hmyward x. With strong re

semblance 01 life. Dryden.

LIVER./, [from live.) 1. One who lives. Prior

x. One who lives in any particular manner.

Atteibury. 3. One of the entrails. Sbnkejp.

LIVERCOLOUR a. [liver and iol sr. J Dark

red. Woodward.

LIVERGROWN. a. [liver xai grown.) Hav

ing a great liver. Gr aurrt.

LJ VliRWORT./ [liver and wort.] A plant.

LI'VERY./ [from Uvrcr, Fr.] 1. The act of

giving or taking possession. Sbakefp. x. Re

lease irom wiidfhtp KingChartts. 3 '(he

writ by which polsetTion Is obtained. 4. The

state of being kept at a certain rate Spmjer.

5. The clothes given to servants. Pope. 6. A

particular drels ; a garb worn as a token or

conlcquencenf any thing. Sidney.

LIVERYMAN / [livery iai man) 1. One

who wears a livery; a servant of an infesiour

kind. Arbntbnot. x. [In London.] A free

man of some standing in a companyj

LIVES./, [the plural of lira.] Donne.

LIVIO. a. (/ihJii, Lat.] Discoloured, as with

a blow. Bacon.

LIVI'DITY./ [livid,le, Fr.] Discolouration, as

by a blow. Arbntbnot.

LI VING./ [from live ] 1. Support; mainte

nance; foitune on which one lives. Sidney, a.

Power of continuing lite. VP.jlrange. 3. Live

lihood. Hubberd'o tale. 4. beneba: 01 a cler

gyman. Spenser.

LI VINGLY. adv. [from living) In the living

stale. Brown.

LlfRE. J. [French] The sum by which the

Ft ench reckon their money, equal neatly to

our shilling.

L1X1VIAL. a. [from lixivium, Lat.] 1. Im

pregnated with salts like a lixivium. Arbutb.

x. Obtained by lixivium. B:yle.

LIXIVIATE, a. [from lixivium] Making a

I xivium. Brown.

LIXIVIUM. J. [Latin] Lie; water impreg

nated with salt ot whusoever kind. Boylt.

LIZARD, y. [liJarJc, Fr.] An animaj resem

bling a lerpent, with legs added to it. Sbakefp.

LIZi'RDITAL./. A plant.

LIZ VRDSIONE./ [lin-urd uvi /lone.) A kind

of stone.

L L. D.y. [legum doctor.) A doctorof the canon

and civil laws.

LO. inttrjecl. [la, Sax,] Look; fee ; behold.

Dryden.

LOACH/ [locbc, Fr.] A fish : He breed* and

seeds in little and clear swift brooks or rtilt,

anil lives there upon the gravel, ami in tl e

sharpest streams : he grows not to be above a

ringer long : he is 01 the shape of an eel, and

has a beard of watuls like a barbel. IVa ton.

LOAD. / Ihlaoe, Saxon] 1. A burth- ; a

Ireight ; lading. Dryden. x. Any thing tost

depreilcs. Roy. 3. As much Jiink as one tau

bear. L'Ejlrange.

To LOAD v. a. .hlaban. Sax.] 1. Toburden;

to freight. Shakejp. x. To encumber ; to em-

barraf-. Locke. 3. To charge a gun Wiseman.

4 To make heavy by something appended or

annexed. Addijon.

LOAD.j. The Lading vein in 1 mine. Cjrtir.

l.OADER.y. [from lo-.d.] He who Icadi.

LOADSMAN./ [load and hmi.J He who lead-,

ibe wap ; a pilau.

LOADSTAR.y. [from læban, 10 lead] Tho

pole star ; the cynosure j the Icad.ng or guij-

intj star. Spenjer.

LO A D-
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I.O'ADSTONE./ The magnet; the stoMwi

which the mariners compass needle ie touched

to give it a direction corttvand south. Htll.

l.O AF.y. [from hlap. Six ] l . A mals of bread

as it is lormed by ihe baker : a luaf is thicket

than a cake. Hayviard. I. Any mals into

which a body is wrought. Mortimer.

I.OAM./. [lim, laam, Sax ] Fat, unctuous, te

nacious, earth ; marl. Shakejp.

To LOAM, v a. [from the noun.] To smeai

with loam, marl, or clay j to clay. Moxon.

LO AMY. a I from ham J Marly. Bacon

LOAN. /. [hlæn, Sax ] Any thing lent; an;

thing given to another, on condition of return

or repayment Bacon

LOA'IH a [U*. Sax. J Unwilling, disliking ,

not ready .Way, Spcnjer, Southern.

To LOATHE, v. a. [trom the noun. J I. To

hate; to look on with abhorrence. Sidney. »

To consider with the disgust of satiety. CoviUy.

3. To see food with diflike. m*>ncy.

To LOATHE, v n. To create d.lgult j to cauk

abhorrence. Shakefp.

LO'ATHER./ (irom bath] One that loathes

LO'ATHFUL. a. [loath and /W/J 1. Abhor

ring; hiiirg. Hubherd'i Tale x. Abhoned ;

hated. Spcmer.

LO ATHINGLY. adv. [from bathe ] In a fas

tidious manner.

LOATHLY . c. [from Icath-] Hateful-, abhor

red. ShaleIf.

LOATHLY, adv. [from Icath ] Unwillingly j

without liking or inclination. Donne.

LO'ATHNESS./. ['com hath ] Unwillingness.

Bacon.

LOATHSOME, a [from loath] 1. Abhor

red; detestable. South. ». Causing satiety or

fastidiousness. Shake/p

LO ATHSOMEN ESS./ [from loathjome.] Qua-

lily of tarsing hatred Addijon.

LOAVES, p4ur.il ot loaf. Bacon.

LOB./. 1. Any one heavy, clumsy, or sluggish.

Shakejp. x. Lob's pound; a prison Hudibras.

3 A big worm W alton

To LOB. v a. To let fall in a slovenly or lai)

manner. Shakefp.

LOBBY./ \_Uube, German.] An opening be

fore a room. Woften.

LOBE./, [lobe, Fiench; Xo?*.] A divisions a

distinct part : used commouly for a part ot the

lungs. Arbuthnot

LOBSTER. y [lobrxeri, Sax.] A crustaceous

fish Bacon.

LOCAL, a. [/».««, Ut j

perties of place Prior

I Having the pro

% Relating to place

Slillingjleet. 3. Being in a particular place

Vighy.

LOCA LITY. /. [from local] F.xisterce ii

place ; relation of place, «r distance. Glanv.

LOCALLY a [from local.] With respect to

place. GlunvilU.

LOCATION./ [locatit, Lat.] Situation with

tespect to place 1 act or placing. Lofkt.

LOCH./". A lake. Scottish. Chejne.

LOCK../, [loc. Sax J I. An instrument com

posed of springs and bolts, used to Sastcu doon

or chests. Spenser, x. The pa: t of the con by

which fire is struck. Grew. 3. A hug ; a

gricple. Milton. 4. Any inclosure. Dryden-

5. A quantity of hair or wool hanging toge

ther. Spenjer. 6. A tuft Addijon.

To LOCK, v a [from the noun ] I. To shut

or fasten with locks Dryden. x. To (hut op

or confine, as with locks. Shakefp. 3. To

close fast. Gay.

To LOCK, v n. 1. To become fast by a lock.

Spenser. X. To unite by mutual insertion.

Boyle

i.O'CKF.R /. [from lock.] Any thing that it

closed with a lock; a drawer. R. Crnsoe.

LOCKET./ [loauet, Fr J A small lock ; any

catch or spring to fasten a necklace, or other

ornament, Hudibrai.

LO'CKRAM j. A sort of coarse linen. Shalefp.

LO CRON . / A kind of ranunculus

LOCOMO'TION./.[/ar«i and »■/«/, Ut] Pow

er of changing place. Brensn.

LOCOMO'flVE. a. \locnt and mtveo, l-at]

Changing place , having the power of remov

ing or changing place. Derban

LOCUST. J [hcujia. Lat.] A devouring in

sect. Arhuthnot

LOCUST-TREE f. A tree. Miller.

LODESTAR See I.oadta*.

i.ODESTONE. Seel.oADsToHi.

To LODGE. t> a [1 .51m, Sax. j I. To place

in a temporary habitation Bacon. 1. To at-

ford a temporary cwelling. Dryden. 3. To

place; to plant. Ottuay. 4 To hx ; to settle.

Shnkefp. 5. To place in the memory. Bacon.

6. To harbour or cover. Addilen. 7 To aiTurd

place to Chryne. «. To lay rial. Sbaiejp.

To LODGE« n. 1. To reside; u keep resi

dence. Mtlton. 2. To take a temporary habi

tation. 1 Sam. 3. To take up re'idenu: at

night. Tayhr. 4. To lie flat Mortimer.

LODGE, f. \iorti, Fr ] 1 . A small h"U!e in a park

or sorest Mlton. 2. Any small h-iuie : as, the

port it's lodge.

LODGEMENT./ [ftamkdge; Urement, Fr ]

1. Accumulat'on, or collocation in a certain

place. Derham. a. Possession of the enemy's

work. Addijon.

LODGER / I from hdge] 1. One who live* in

rooms hired in the house of another. Arbuthnot.

l. One that resides in any place. Pipe.

LODGING./ [from lodge. J 1. Temporary ha

bitation; rooms hired in the hour of another.

bmen. a. Tlace ot residence. Spenser x.

Harbour; covert Sidney. 4 Convenience t*

sleep on. Ray.

LOFT. s.[lhft, Welsh.] 1. A floor. B^con. %..

The highest floor. Sscnjcr. 3. Rooms on

high Mt/Ion.

LO KTILY. adv. [ rom lofty.] 1. On high -. in

an elevated place, a. Proudly; haughtily.

PJalmi. 3. With elevation ol language or ten-

timent; sublimely. Spen;er.

LOFTINESS./. [trom A>//jr.J I. Height; local

elevation, i. Sublimity . elevation of lenu-

n-eiit. Dryden. 3. Piidc, hau^UtimU dtiier

LO FTY.
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LOTTY. a. [from left, or list.] I. High ; ho

vering *, titrated in place. Pope. x. Sublime;

elevated in sentiment. Milt.n. 3. Proud -,

haughty. DryJen

LOG. /. 1 A Ihapelcse bulky piece of wood.

Bactn. x. An H. brew measure, which held a

quarter of a cab, aud conteejuen ly five fixthi

ot a pint Caltriet.

LOGARITHMS. /. X«';«; and tf&pM.] The

indexes of the ratio ot numbers, oue to ano

ther. Harris.

LOGGATS f. A play or game. Sbaiesp.

LOGGERHEAD./ U'gge, Dutch, stupid, and

ItaJ.] A d It ; a blockhead ; a thicklcull

L'Fflrant.1

re fall t> LOGGERHEADS 7 To scuffle; to

Tigcti LOGGERHEADS J fight without.

weapons. L'Efirange.

LOGGERHEADED. a. [from laggerheaJ.

Dull ; stupid ; dollish. Shakes?.

LOC1CK. /. \k-iea, Lat] Lcgick it the art 0

using reason well in cur inquiries after nuih

and the communication of it to other*. fVatts

LOGICAL, a. [from keick ) 1. Renaming 1.

logick. Hi:ker. x Skilled in logkk ; furnished

with logick A.ldijcn,

LOGICALLY, adv. [from hgiaii] According

to the law* ol Ij^ick. trier.

LOGICIAN, f. [h^ieiin, Fr.] A teacher or

proitiT'ir of logick ; a man versed in logick.

P'pe, Svrift.

LOCMAK. / [/^andwJi.,1 One whose busi

ness is to carry lugs Srake/p. «

LOGOMACHY f.\>.i/OfjLax,it.} A contention

in words ; a contention about words H:lv<l.

LOGWOOD./ L>t?wclJ\s, oft very dense an I

firm texture ; it is brought to us in very larje

and thick Llo.lc or logs. It is htavy, hard

and of a deep, strong, red colour It grows 01

the c ;aft ol the bay 01 Campeachy H>11.

LOHOCK. /. Mcdicii es v.hich aie now com

monly called ec.egma's, lamlative', or line-

tus's. Qui ly,

LOIN./. [Il-ui.n, Welsh J 1. The back of ai

animal carved out by the butcher. *. L;tns ,

the reins Mills

ToLOlTIR v n [htenm, Dutch] To lin

ger ; to spci d Lime circles iy Lur.e.

LO ITERI.R / [from hiter.\ A l.ngerer J ar.

idler ; a lazj wretch HaymarJ, Otway.

To LOLL v a. I. To lean idly (loreiTluil

against any thing. Dtyilen. 1. To hii g ou

Used of the tongue Drylat.

To LOLL v. a. To put out D'yJrn.

LOMP. / A kind of rou ,dilh filh.

LONE, a. [contracted rroro ah::e] 1 Solitary.

Savaze. x. Single ; without company Pipe.

LONELINESS. / (from lonely.) Solitude;

want oscomj'any Sidney.

LONELY, a. from lme.\ Solitary; addicted

to solitude. Skakesp.

LO'NENtSS. / [from/W] Solitude; dislike

of company. Denne.

LONESOME, a [from hue.] Solitary ; dismal

Bla. km:re.

LONG. fl. s/«''|**. Lat.] t. Not short Luie

l. Hiving one of its geometrical dimension*

in a greater degree than either of the other.

Ryle. 3. Of any certain measure in length.

Lam 4. Not Toon ceasing, or at an end.

Exodui. 5. Dilatory. Ecclmf 6 Longing;

desirous. Sidney, 7. Reaching to a great dis

tance. Deuteronomy. 8. Protracted j 1$, a

long note.

LONG, adv. |. Tot great length. Prior. %,

Not for a short time Fairfax. 3 In the com

parative, it signifies for more time, and in the

superlative, for moll lime Locke. 4. Not loon.

Aftt. 5. At a p-jint of duration far distant.

Ttll.tsan. 6. [For along ; ah hngy Fr ] All

along i thrrui>hout Shakefp,

LONG. /. By the fault. Shnkesp.

Vq LONG. v. n. To dt sue earnestly *, to wish

with eagerness continued. Fairfax.

LONGANIMITY. /. [Icn?ansmitasy Latin]

Forbearance; patient of offences IfoweL

LO'NGBO AT. / The largest boat belonging to

a stiip. IVotton.

LONGEVITY /. [Umgœvut,\M.] Length of

life. Arbuthnot.

LONGl'M ANGUS 0. f/«gtmanus^ Lat ] Long-

h^ntleti ; having long hands. Breivm,

LONGl'MRTRY. / [hagm and yAf~\ hngl-

metriey Fr ] The art or practice 01" measuiii:^

distance! Cbejut.

LO'NGING j. [from /^.'Earnest d.sue Sion,

LONGINGLY. aJv. [from togi*z-] Within-

celsant wishes DryAen

LONGlSH. a. [from /»£.] Somewhat long.

LONOITUDlf / [htgithdi, Fren.h. fevfi/a-

do* Lit.] x. L ngih ; the greattil cimcnuo:..

H'at.'^n. 3. The circumference of the earth

meifuied from any meridian. Abbot. 5. The

distance of any part ol the etftb to the east or

west o* any place. Arbuthn:t. 4. The position

of any thing to east or west Bntirn.

LONGITUDINAL a . ; Aw^iW/W, Fr.] Me^-

ftired by the length; running in the longest

diiectiafl'. Chryne.

.O NGLY.adv. (from hug ] Longingly; with

gre*t liking, Shakfp.

LO NGSOMJv a [from h*g ] Tedious j we«-

risomc b) iu length. Ba<en.

LONSUFFKRING. a [!ng and fifirfrg.]

P-uient ; iii>; eisilv provoked. £.»-.

LL'NGSUFf'ERI.vG. / Pauence of essence ;

clement y Kogeri.

LO'NCTAIL /; [hng and tail j Cut and long

tail i a ca-iiirg term Stahe'ir\

LO'NGWAYS adv. In tiie Loagjtodinat direc

tion. AUJifoM.

LONGWtNDLO. a [/*•£ and «/«</] Lao^-

bn'ithcd i tedious. Swift.

LONOWISR. adv. [An? and tv'/e ] In the

l3ngi1uJi.il! dirc;ti'.">n. Bacsu,

LOO. /" A gar.iC at c^r-is. ftp*.

LO'OBILY. a. [otby ar.d itit] Aukward ;

clumiy. L'Ejlrange.

LOOP. /. it i& that purt aloft of the ftp which

lies just before the thvfs-'r. es *^ ntr *;> the

bulk hitd 1. the ..:.„. Sstt &:3 ■■'--' j.

To
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To LOOF. v. a. To bring the ship close to

Will. I.

LO'OH V. s. A lubber } a clumsy clown. Swift

LOOFED. a [from aloes J Gone to a distance.

Shakesp.

To LOOK. v. n. [locan, Sar.] I. To direct

the eye to or from any object. Boyle. %. To

have power of feeing. Dryde*. 3. To direct

the intellectual eye Stilling fleet. 4. To ex

pect. Clarendon. 5. To take care •. to watch

Locke. 6. Tube directed with regard to any

cbject. Proverbs. 7. To have any pai ticulai

appearance, Spratt. 8. To seem Barnes. 9

T» have any air, mien, or manner Sbakcjf .

JO. To formtheair inany particular manner.

Milton* 11. fj Look about one. To be a-

larmed \ to be vigilant. Harvey. 1 a. tc

Look after. To attend ; to uke care of.

Locks. 13. To Look for. To expect. Sidney

I.*, to Look into. To exarrine; to sin; to

inspect closely. Atterbury. 15 Ho Look on.

To respect \ to regard \ to esteem. Dryden.

16. To consider. South. 17 To be a mere

idle spectator. Bacsn. 18. to Look aer

To examine; to try one by one. Locie. 19.

to Look out. To search ; to seek. Fetton. 10.

To be on the watch. Col/ter. 21 To Look

/*. To watch y to take care of. Shakesp. 11

To behold.

To LOOK. v. a. 1. To seek ; to search for

Sfenfer. 2. To turn the eye upon, a Kings

3. To influence by looks. Dryden. 4. Tff

Look out. To discover by searching. Graunt

LOOK, intetj. See ! lo ! behold! observe. Bacon

LOOK. f. 1. Air ot the face; mien; cast of

the countenance. J. Dryden^ jun. 2. The

act of looking or seeing. Dryden.

LOOKER /: [tTomUci.) 1. One that looks

a. Looker on. Spectator, not agem. Hooker.

LO'OKWG-QLASSJ. [look tad glass ) Mirror;

a glass which shews forms reflected. South.

LOOM. f. [Lome*, a tool or instrument, Juni

vt.) The frame in which the weavers work

their cloth. Addtfon.

To LOOM. f. n. [leoman, Sax.] To appear at

sea. Siinner.

I*OOM. /. A bird. A him is a& big as a goose ;

ot a daik colour, dappled with white spots on

the neck, back, and wings; each leather

marked near the poin'. with two spots : they

breed in Fan island. Grew.

I.OON j. A sorry fellow ; a scoundrel. Dryden.

LOOP. / [ Com le*pe*y Dutch ] A double

through which a string or lace is d awn ; an

ornamental double or fringe. Spenser.

LOOPED, a. [from loop.} Full of holes. Shakesp.

LOOPHOLE./, [Ao/>andiV*\] 1. An aper

ture j hole to give a passage. Milton. 1. A

shift; an evasion. Dryden

LOOPHOLED. .t. [from loophole.] Foil os

holes; full of openings. Ihdtbras.

LOORD. /. [herd, Dutch. J A drone, Spenser.

To LOOSE v. a ( Irpan, Sax.) 1. To unbind ;

to ur.ite any thing fastened. Burnet. 2. To

relax. Daniel. 3. To unbind any one bound.

Akb*t. 4 To free from imprijbnnicijt. Isaiah.

5. To free from any obligation, i Cor. g. T«

tree from »ny thing that shackles the mind.

DryJen. 7. To tree from any thing painful,

Luis. 8. To disengage. DryJen.

To LOOSE, v. n. To let fail; to depart by

loosing the anchor. Aclt.

LOOSE a. sfrom the verb ] 1. Unbound ; un

tied. States/), a Not fart ; not fixed. Bentley.

3 Not tight: as, a loose robe. 4 Not croud-

ed ; not close. Miltrn. 5. Wanton \ not

chaste Spenser. 6. Not clr.se ; not concise ;

lax. Felton. 7. Vague \ indeterminate. Arb.

8. Not strict j not rigid. Heeler. a. Uncon

nected ; rambling, Walts. 10. Lax of body i

not costive. Ltcke. 11. Disengaged; not

enslaved. Atterbury 11. Disengaged from

obligation". Aditfeu 1 3. Free from confine

ment. /V/ar. 1.4. Remiss; not attentive, le,.

To break Loosr.. To gain liberty. Locke. 16.

To let Loose. To set at liberty j to set at

large. Taylor.

LOOSE. / [from the verb.] I . Liberty ; free-

dam from restraint. Dryden. x. Dismission

from any restraining force. Bacon.

LOOSELY adv. [(ram host.] 1. Not fast; not

sumly. Dryden. x. Without bandage. Spens.

3 Without union or connection Norris. 4.

Irregularly. Camden. 5. Negligently ; care

lessly. Hooker. 6. Unfolidly ; meanly ; with

out dignity Shakesp. 7 Unchastely. lope.

To LO OSEN. v. a. [ from letje. ] To part.

Sharp.

To LO OSF.N. v. n. [from hose.] I. To relax

any thing tied. 1. To make lei's coherent.

Baton. 3 To separate a compagea. Dryden.

4. To free from restraint. Dryden. 5. To

make not collive. Bacon.

LOOSENESS./ [from hose.] 1. State contra

ry to that os being salt or fixed. Bacon, a. La

titude; criminal levity Atterbury. 3. Irre.

gularity ; neglect of laws. Hayviard. 4. Lk'wd-

nefs j unchastity. Spenser. 5. Diarrhœa ; flux

of the belly Atbuthnet.

LOOSESTRIFE./. [Ij/im.tbia, Lat.] Aa

herb. Miller.

To LOP. v. a. 1. To cut the branches of tree*.

Shakesp. a. To cut any thing. Hoxvel.

LOP./. [,>om the verb ] 1. That which is cut

fro-n trees. Mot times. 1. [Loppa.\ Swedish,]

A flea.

LOPE pret. of leap. Obsolete. Spenser.

LO'PPER. /. [from lop.] One that cuts tseea

LOQUACIOUS, a. [hqnax, l.at.J 1. Full of

talk; lull of tongue Miltcn. 1. Speaking.

Philips. 3. Blabbing i not secret.

LOQUA'CITY./. [hcnacitai, Lat ]Too much

talk Ray.

LORD /". [hlacopb. Sax.] r. Monarch: ruler;

governour. Milton, a. Master, supreme per

son. Skniejp. 3. A tyj-ant; an oppressive

ruler Haywarf. 4. A husband. Post 5.

One who is at the head of any busmcls ; an

ove.seer. Tnjser. 6. A nobleman. Si akesp,

7- A geneial name fur a peer os England. K.

Charles, a. A baron. 9. An honorary t'ul,

applied
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applied to office : is, lord chief justice, lord

mayor.

To LORD, v. * To domineer; lo rule despo

tically. Spenjer, Philips.

LORDING./ [from lord.] Lord in contempt

or ridicule. Skakejp.

LO RDLING./ A diminutive lord. Swift.

LORDLINESS, s. [from W/y.] i. Dignity i

high station. Shake/p. 2. Pride ; haughtiness.

LORDLY, a. (from lord] i. Befitting a lord.

South, i. Proud; haughty; imperious; in

solent. Swift.

LORDLY, adv. Imperiously; despotically;

proudly. Dryden.

LORDSHIP, f. [from lord.] t. Dominion;

power. Sidney, IVotton. 2. Seigniory ; domain.

Dryden. 3. Title of honour used to a noble

man not 1 duke. Ben. fshnfon. 4. Titulary

compilation ofjudges and fume other persons

in authoriry.

LORE. /. [from larrizn, to learn] Lesson; doc

trine ; instruction, Fairfax, Milan, Pipe.

LORE. a. [leorian, Sax.) Lost ; destroyed.

LO'REL. f. [from leorian, Sax.] An abandoned!

scoundrel. Spenser.

To LORICATE, v. a. To plate over. Ray.

LO'RINER .' \f C/*r*""'' Fr-J A bridle-cutter.

LO'RIOT./ A kind of bird.

LORN, piet pass, of loriian, Saxon. Forsaken;

lost. Spenser.

To LOSE. -j. n. [leopan, Saxon] 1. To forfeit

by unlucky contest ; the contrary to win.

Dryden. 2. To be depiived os. K.ollet. 3.

To suffer deprivation of. Matthew. 4. To

possess no longer ; contrary to keep. Graunt.

5. To have any thing gone so as that it can

not be found, or had again. Swift. 6. To

bewilder. King Charles. 7. To deprive of.

Temple. 8. To kill J to destroy. 9. To

throw away ; to employ ineffectually. Pope

10. To mils; to part with, so as not to re

cover Clarendon.

To LOSE. v. n. 1. Not to win. Shakefp. x. To

decline; to fail. Milton.

LO SEA BLE. a. [from loft.] Subject to priva

tion. Boyle.

LO SEL. / [from lopan, to perish.] A scoundrel ,

a sorry worthless fellow, slubbera""s Tale.

LO'SER./. [from UJe.] One lhat is deprived of

any thing ; one that forfeits any thing ; the

contrary to winner or gainer. Tayltr.

LOSS./, [from /e/f.] 1. Forfeiture ; the con

trary to gain, linker. 2. Miss. Shdkefp. 3.

Deprivation. 4. Destruction. Dryden. 5

Fault ; puzzle, tenth. 6. Useless applica

tion. Addifon.

LOST, participal. a. [from life] No longer

perceptible. Pipe.

LOT. / [holr, Sax] 1. Fortune ; state assign

ed. 2. A die, or any thing used in determin

ing chances. Dryden. 3. A lucky or wished

chance. Shakefp. 4. A portion ; a parcel of

goods »s being drawn by lot. 5. Proportion of

taxes : as, ta pay scot aud Ut.

LOTE tret or nettle trte.f. A tree.

LOTION./ [hii., Latin ; htUn', Pr.] A UtUn

is a tortli of medicine compounded of aqueous

liquids, used to wash. £>uiuty.

LOTTERY./ [htterie, Fr. from /or] A game

of chance; a sortilege; distribution of prizes

by chance. South.

LO'VAGE / [levisticnm. Lat.] A plant.

LOUD. a. 1. Noisy ; striking the ear with great

force. Pope. 2. Clamorous; turbulent. Prov.

LO UDLY. adv. [from loud] 1. Noisily; so al

to lie heard far. Denham. 2. Clamorously.

Swift.

LOUDNESS. / Noise; force of sound ; tur

bulence ; vehemence or furiousoess of clamour.

South.

To LOVE. v. a. [lupian Sax.] 1.T0 regard

with passionate affection Ccwley. 2. To regaid

with the affection of a friend. Cowley. 3. To

regard with parental tenderness. "John. 4. To

be pleased with. Bacon. e_. To regard with

reverent unwillingness 10 offend. Deuteronomy.

LOVE./ [from the verb.] 1. The passion be

tween the sexes. Pipe. 2. Kindness ; good

will ; friendship. Cowley. 3. Courtship. Bac.

4 Tenderness ; parental care. Tillotjiu. 5.

Liking ; inclination to. 6. Object beloved.

Shdkefp. 7. Lewdncss. Shakefp. 8. Unrea

lizable liking. Taylor, g. Fondness ; concord.

Shakefp. 10. Principle of union. South, it.

Picturesque representation of love. Dryd. 12.

A word os endearment. Dryden. 1 3. Due

reverence to God. Hammond. 14. A kind of

thin silk stuff. Boyle.

LOVEAPPLE./ A plant.

LO VEKNOT. / [love and knot.] A complicat

ed figure, by which affection is figured.

LO'VELETTER./ [love and letter.} Letter of

courtship. Addifon.

LO'VELILY. adv. [from //«/y.] Amiably. Otto.

LO'VELINESS./ [from lovely.] Amiablenef- ;

qualities of mind or body that excite love.

Addijon.

LOVELORN, a. [Uve and lorn.] Forsaken of

one's love. Milton.

LOVELY, et. [from love.] Amiable ; exciting

love. Ttlhtfon.

LO'VF.MONGER. / [love and mnger.] One

who deals in affairs of love. Shakejp.

LOVER./ [from love] i.One who is in love.

Dryden. 2. A friend , one who regards with

kindness. Shakefp. 3 One who likes any

thing. Burnet.

LOUVER./ [from I'ouvert.] An opening for

the smoke.

LOVESECRET. / [Uve and secrets Secret

between lovsrs Dryden.

LOVESICK a.Unenaifck.] Disordered with

love ; languifhHg with r morous desire. Granv.

LOVESOME. a. | from /we] Lovely. A word

not used. Dryden.

LO VESONC. /. [love and song.] Song expres

sing love Shakelp.

LO VESUIT. [love and/irir.]Courlfhip. Shakes.

LO'VETALE. / [Wand tale.] Narrative of

love, Milttn.

Nn« LOYii.
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LOVETHOUGHT./ [Ine and thigh.} A-

morous fancy. Shtikefp

LOVKTOY. /. [/.-« and /»j ] Small presents

given by lovers, /fy*.

LOVETRICK. / [.W and (nVi.J Art of ex-

preliing love. /}flnnf.J

LOUGH. / I ';<■*, Irish, a lake.] A lake-, a

larue inland {landing water. Fairfax.

LO'VING. partitipiatl n [ 'rem l:re] 1. Kind v

arFecti''calc. liayward. %. Expressing kind

riel" Esther.

LO VINGKINDNESS./ Tenderness; favour;

rrercy. Regerj.

LO'VIKGLY adv. from living.] Afsection-

atclv; with kindnc-f:. 'Taylor.

LO'VINCNESS: / [Irom bving.] Kindness;

asTcftion

meanly. Creech, i. \n times near onr own.

Locke. 3 Wiih a depression of ike vt-iee.

Addison. 4. In a state of subjection. Spcnlrr.

To LOW. v. a. [from the adjective.] To lir.k ;

10 make low. Sivtf:.

To LOW. v. n. [hjopan. Sax.] To bellow a . a,

cow Rc(c:mmon.

LO'WBELLJ. A kind of sr.wlirg in the r.ifht,

in which the birds are wakened by a bell, ar.*J

hi,ft! by a name.

LOW!., f. Etoni ihe Sa;:on hlcap, a hill, hezp,

or barrow. Oihj:n.

To LOWER, v. a. [from Um ] 1. To hrii-~

I- w ; to brirg d< wn by way of lubmifTi^n.

trier 2. To luster to sink down. Wooivcawd.

5 ToleffeM; to make less ift pi ice or value.

Child.

LOUIS DOR. s. [French] A golden coin of: To LOWER, v. ». To grow less; to sell ; to

France, valued at about seventeen thillin;

Sptdaltr.

To LOUNGE, v. n. [lundcren, Dutch.] To idle;

to I've lazily.

LOUNGER, s [from leu*ft ] An idler.

LOUKCE / ' [bn^urrt, Lat.) A- tall S»"Srcl-

Ain j-wortb.

LOUbE j. plural, Ifce. \\ur. Sax] A small ani-

. mal, of which different spc-ics live on the

bodies of men, beasts, and pciicaps of all living

creatures. Bentliy.

To LOUSE, v. a. [from the noun ] To clean

from lite. Spenjer.

I.OTSEWORT./ The njme of a plant.

LOUSILY. adv. [from Uujt.] In a paltry,

mean, find scurvy way.

'LOTSiNESS./ from liujy.] The state of a

bounding with lice.

LOUSY, a. [from /»»/>.] 1. Swarming with

lice ; over run with her. Mcrtimer. a- Mean ;

lowborn; bred on the dunghill. Sfcaksfp.

LOUT,/. [I.ete, old Dutch.) A mean aukward

fellow ; a bumpkin; a clown. Sidney

To LOUT. v. n. [hlutao, to bend, Six.] To

p'.y obeiunce; to bow Ben. John/on.

LOUTISH a. [from lint.] Clowiiilh; tump-

kmly. Sitine/.

LOUriSHLY. et. sfrc.m lint] With the air os

a cljwn ; with the 2aii osa bumpkin.

LOW. a. 1. Not high. i. Not rifin? far up

wards. Eaek. 3. Not tievattd in situation.

Bjrn t. 4. Descending far downwards; deep.

c,. '\L,i. u.tj,, rs -t Iv.'c King high ; shallow-,

used ot wa.^r. L'Ejhangc c. Not of hi,;h

pric* , v, c.;si is Uv. 7. Not loud ; nul

noisv. IVtiil:r. o" In iaiiiuiitv near lo inc line.

Abbot ' 9 N'.; rising to lo rwai a sum as sovne

othc r accuuK.iatijno' particular? iyurnet. 10

Lav in tune: a», t'ne /;wer empire. it. De

jected . 'it prciled frier. ia Impotent; f'jb-

stu.tl. Gra^:.!. 13. Not elevated in rank or

itatic.fi . abject. Locke 14. bishonourable, be

tokening ir.eai .-fs os mind. 1 v Net sublime

net exalted in i!j?Ut,rht 01 uielion. h\'hfn. 16

Reduced, in poor-circumstances; as, I am

i.iv 111 ihe world.

LOW. adv. 1. Not akst> not at »b''gh price;

sirk. Slahejp.

To LO'WER. r. n. 1. To appear daik, stormy,

snd gloomy; to beclouded. Addijon. a. To

l'r- v.n ; to pout , 10 look sullen. Drydtm.

LOWER. /. (from the veib.] 1. Cloudiness;

gloominess. 2. Cloudiness of look. Sidney.

[.OWl'.RINGLY. «,h: [from li-wer.] With

cloudiness; gloomily.

LO WERMOST. a. [!rom l:vi, hwer and m-f.]

Lowest. Bacon.

LOWLAND.,/! [it™ and laid.] The country

that is lnw in respect of neighbouring hills y

the- maifrt. Dryden.

LO'.VLILY. adv. [from hvolr.] 1. Humbly;

widiout piide. 1. Meanly; without dignity.

LOWLINESS./, [from /w/y-] 1. Humility;

freedom from pride. Allerbnry. i. Mean

ness; want of dignity; abject depreffion.

DryJen.

LOWLY, a. [from/c«i.] 1. Humble; meek;

mild. Mattbtw. 2. Mean; wantingdignity -t

not great. I'*pc-. 3. Not lofty; not sublime}

Dryden.

LOWLY, cidv [from lew.] 1. Not highly ;

meanly; without grandeur; without dignity.

Shatelp, ». Humbly; meekly ; modestly.

Milton.

LOWN./: [/;«», Irish.] A scoundrel; a rascal.

Shahjp.

LOWNESS / [from sew.] I. Absence of

height; small distance from the ground.

AdJiJsn. 1 Meanneli of condition, whether

mental or external. Skakejp. 3. Want of

rank; want of dignity. S.uth. 4. Want of

sublimity ; contrary to loftiness. Denne. 5.

Suhrt>iflis-<,nelb.'fla«». 6. Depression; dejec

tion. Srvift.

To LOVV'I*. v.a. To overpower. Œhsirfp.

LOWTHO UGHTED. a. Having the thoughts

witU-held from sublime or heavenly meditati

on?'. Rope.

LOWSITRITED. a. [low and spirit.] Dejcc-

Ced; deprcll'cd; not lively. Locke.

LOXODKO MICK./ [X^ic and Sppfr.} Lex.

cdroaick in the art of oblique failing by the

ihomb, wh.ch always makes an equal angle

with every meridian; that i«, when you fait

Bcilher
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neither directly under ihe equator, nor under

one and the same meridian, bus across them.

llO'YAL, a. \hial, Pr.] I. Obedient; true to

{ the prince. Knolles. z. Faith ul in love j true

to a lady, or lover. Milton.

LOYALIST./ [from loyal.) One who professes

uncommon adherence to his king. Hovel.

LOYALLY, aaV [from loyal] With fidelity;

with true adherence to his king. P:pe.

LOYALTY. J. \kianltt, Fr J 1. Firm and

faithful adherence to a prince. Clarendon, at.

Fidelity to a lady, or lover.

LOZENGE, s. [lo:en£c, Fr.] 1. A rhomb. Watt

a. Lot*enge, is a form of a medicine made

in small pieces, to be held or chewed in

m>uih till melted or waited. 3. A cake of

preserved fruit,

i.p. a contraction for LerJJbip.

LUB'SARD / [fiom lubber.'] A lazy sturdy

fellow. Swift.

LU BBER. J. [luKed, Kcn'fri, fat.] 'A sturdy

drone; 3:1 idle, fat, bulky Intel j a booby.

Cartvj.

LUBBERLY. <J. [from /«£*«•.] Laay and bul

ky. Skak/ip.

LUBBERLY adv. Aiikwimlly;clumsily..Dr)r/

LU. /. A game at cardr. Pope.

To LUBRICATE. 11. a. [from lubriem, Lat.]

To make smooth or slippery ; to fmooih.

Sharp.

•To LU BRtCATF.. v. n. [Inbricm, Lat.] To

smooth ', to mi!;: flipp"ry.

LUBRICITY./.[/ntriMj.Lat.] 1. Slipperiness;

smoothness ot surface. 2. Aptness to glide over

anv part, orto facilitate motion. Riiy. 3. Un

certainty ; slipprrinefs; instability. Mare. 4.

Wantonness ; Icwdnel's. Dryden.

LU BRICK., a. [hbriem, Lat.] 1. Slippery;

smooth on the surface. Crajba-w. x. Uncer

tain ; unsteady. JVotton. 3. Wanton; lewd.

Dryden.

LUBRICOUS, a. [lubnait, Lit.] I. Slippery ;

smooth. Woodward, z. Uncertain. Glanville.

LUBRIFAC'TlON./fiWiViu and/aw, Lat.]

The act of smoothing. Ray

LUBRIFICATION./ [lubricui and so. Lat]

The act of lubricating or smoothing. Bacm.

LUCK. / [perhaps from lupus, Lat. J A pike

full grown. Shakesp.

LUCENT, a. [lucent, Lat ] Shining ; bright ;

splendid. Ren. Voknjon.

by good han Ml:sox.

LUCKINESS / [from lucky.] Good fortune;

good hap ; casual happiness. Locke.

LU CKrLESS. a. [from luck.] Unfortunate ; un

happy. Sucklmr.

LU CKY. a. [from luck ; geluckir, Dutch ] For

tunate ; happy by chance, sldlim.

LUCRATIVE, a. [literati/, Pr.] Gainful;

.profitable; bringing money Bacon.

LUCRE. I lucrum, Lat.) Gain; profit; pe

cuniary advant:i{.e. Pope

LUCRltEROUS.' a. \iucrum and /fro, Lat]

Gainful -. profitable. Boyle.

LUCRl EICK.. a. [lucrum and /:«'», Lat.] Pro

ducing gain.

LUCTATlON. /.{luclor, Lit.] Struggle; ef

fort ; contest.

To LUCUBRAT'-. / [ heubrer, Lat] To

watch ; to !lml,-!>v night.

LUCUBRA'TIOM.' /. [lucubratio. Lat.] Study

by candle li;dit; nocturnal jludy j any thir^

cmpolid by nijl-.t. Taller.

LUCl.'BRA"! Oi'.Y. a [liicubratorius, Lat.]

Composes) liy candl:* li'du. P pe.

LUCULKNT. a. \iu.u,'t»!ut. Lat] 1. C ear ;

tianloaren' ; lucid. Thcmjin. a. Cettl'ifl ;

•vii.T.t 11:, her.

LUDICROUS a. [/.Act, Lat.) Burlesque ;

merry ; lj oniv- •, exciting laughter. Nitci en

ttaOdyfey.

LUDICROUSLY adv. [ from hdicr.u:.] Spor

tively ; in but letiiue.

LU'DKJROUSNi'.sS / [from Udicrcui.] Bur

lesque ; fpor iv^nels.

LUDIFICA'TION./. [ludijiior, Lit.] The act

of mockinc.

To LUFF, v. n. [or lo;/.) To keep close to the

wind. Sea term. Dryden.

To LUG. *> ». [aluccan, Saxon, to pull! 1.

To hale or drag •. to pull with rugged violcra .

CedLer, a. To Lei cut. To draw a sword, in

burlesque language. Dryden.

To LUG. v. n To drag; to come heavily.

Dryden.

LUG./l 1. A kind of small fnh. Cam? 2.

[In Scotland.] An ear. 3. A land measure ;

a pole or perch.

LUGGAGE. / [from lar] Anything cum

brous and unweildy. Glinvitte.

•LUGUBRIOUS, a [lujvbre, French; lu?ubr:t,

Lat.] Mournful; sorrowful. Decay 0} Piety-

With indi.-

LUCID. a [luciiu,,Uu.] 1. Shining; bright;1 LUKEWARM, a. 1. Moderately or mildly

glittering. Neialen. z. Pellucid ; transparent.! warm. Ncwtin. I. Indifferent; uor ardent;

Milton. 3. Bright with the radiance of in-l not zealous. Dryden, Addijon.

tellest ; not darkened with madness. Bentlcy. : LUKEWARMLY, ad-u [rrom the adjective]

LUCIDITY./, [from lucid.] Splendour; bright- I. With -model ato waanth.

ncs». Did. ference.

LUCITEROUS

ulTording m

I.UCIFICK. a. [lux and Ja'eii, Lat.J Making' v. am of ardour.

light; producing: light. Grew. j To LULL. v.-a. [lulu, Dinistt \ lad), Lat .;

krenec.

)US. a. [Inci/er, Lat.] Giving lijht; LU KF.W ARMN'LSS. /. [from lukewarm., 1.

neans of discovery. Boyle. Moderate or pleasing neat. a. Ir.dulcrencc ;

prest

LUCK.'/, [geluck, Dutch.] 1. Chance; acci

dent; fortune; hap ; casual event. Biylc. 1.

Fo*tune, good or bad. Temple.

LUCKILY, pd'j. [from lucky ] Fortunately;

To compote to steep l-y a pleiling Uunc.

Sprn/er. %'■ To conopolie ; to quiet; ti> put

to rest. MUtt*. ,,„,,,.,.

Nnaj JLULLABi.
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ensign of authority worn before magistrates.

Spenser, %. [Majsufy French ; majsa, Lat,] A

heavy blunt weapon ; a club of metal. KnoVes.

3. [Macii, Lat.J A kind us spice The nut

meg i0 inclosed in a threefold covering, ot

which the second is mace. Hill.

MACE ALE./, [mace and ale.] Ale spiced with

mace. IViseman.

M.VCEHKARER. / [pw« an.l J^rsr.] One

who carries the mace. Spectator.

ToM'VCTRATE -J a. [inacere. Ut] I. To

nuke lean j to wear away, hhirvey. 1. To

mortify, to harass with corp'Mil snsFcrin^.'

Burtsu. 3. To steep almnst to solution, cithei

with or without heat. Arkutbnit.

MACERATION./ [from macerate] t. The

act of waiting, or making lean. t. M.ntisi

cation i corporal hartlthip. 3. Macerati:n is

an infusion cither with or without heat, where

in the ingredients are intended to be almost

wholly diiioived. Qutacy.

MACHINAL. a. [UommacHna, Lat.] Relating

to machines.

To MACHINATE.*.*, [machine; Lat.] Ti

plan ; to contrive.

MACHINA'TION./ [machinath, Lat.] Arti-

ticc; contrivance j malicious icheme. Saneiys,

Spratt.

MACHINE./. \mackinay Latin; machine^ Fr.]

l. Any complicated piece of woikmanfhip.

Bstruct. X. An engine. Dryden. 3. Superna

tural apency in poeim Pope,

MACHI NEUY-/[srom machine.] >. Enginerv ,

complicated workmanship. 1. Thzmacktner

signifies that part which the deities, angeh, or

demons, act in a poem Pcpe

MA'CHINIST./. [machini/ie, Fr.] A construc

tor oi" engines or machines.

MA'CILENCY./. [from macilent.] Leanness.

MA CILENT. a. \mactlntusy Lat.] Lean.

MACKEREL./. [maeAereeJ, Dutch] A sea

tilli. Gay.

M.VCKEREL-G ALE. A strong breeze. Dryden

MA'CROCOSM. /. frc«xf=,-and xw.wo-.] Th<

whole world, or visible system, in opposition u

the micrncoiiri, or world of man.

MACTAXIQN./ [ma£Iat*i, Lat.] The act oi

killing for sacrifice.

JtfsJtl'LJ.f.llM.) J. A spot, Gurnet. %.

[In phj sick ] Any sputa upon the ikin, whether

tihoJc in severs or i'corbutick habits.

To MACULATE, -u. a. [macute, Lat.] To

stain; to spot.

MACULA'TION. / [from maculate.] Stain y

spot ; taint. Sbak<sp.

M'VCULE./; [macula^ Lat ] A spot ; * (Uirj.

MAD. a. fjemaad. Sax.] 1. Ddordcred in the

mind; broken in the understanding ; dMiracr-

ul. Tayhr. z. Over-run with any violent or

unreasonable desire. Rymer. 3. Enraged ; fu

rious. Decay cf Piety.

To MAD. v. a. To make mad j to,make furi

ous; to enrage. itJney.

To MAD. v, n. To l>? madj to he furious.

MJtSH.

MAD./. [maftu, Sax.] An earth worm. /Unfa.

MA'DAM. j. [ma dame, Fr. my dame.] The

term ofcumpliment usej in address to ladies of

every decree. Sfenfer, Philips.

MA'DBRAIN. 7 a. [iWind brain."] DiCor-

MA'DBRAINED.J dered in the mind , hot

headed. Sbaktsp.

MADCAP. /. A madman; a wild hoi.braii.ed

feHow. Sha*-e[p.

To MADDEN, v. ». [from mad.] To become

mad j to act as mad. Pipe.

To M.VDDEN. v. a. To make mod. Ihims-.m.

MADDER./ A plant.

MADE participle preterite oi male. J:tn.

MADEFA'CTION./ [madefacic, Lat.j The

act of making wet. Cicon.

ToMA'JtFV.v.u. [madejit, Lat] Tomoisieo ;

to make wet.

MADOEHO'WLET./ An owl. Ai.svirth.

MA DHOUSE. / [ mad and k;ase."\ A h~Jse

vvhsre madmen are cured orconfned. L'l-;Ua.

•1ADI.Y. adv. [:rom mad.] Wr.hout under

standing. Dryden.

MA'DMAN.y. {madir.A m,i».] A man deprived

of his understanding. L'Fjirjnr^Scuth.

MADNESS./ [from mad.] i. Distraction ;

lols of undei standing, perturbation of the

faculties. Luke. I. Fury ; wildnefs; rage.

ICtng Charles.

MADRI'ER. / A thick plank armed with iron

plates, having a cavity sufficient to receive the

mouth of the petard when charged, with which

it is applied against a gate. Bailey.

MADRIGAL../, [madrigal, Spanish and Ft.]

A pastoral long. Dryden

M.V'DWORT.j. [mad and it»rl ] An herb.

MÆRE ad.v I l is derived from the Saxon mcjt,

iamoui, great. Gib/in,

To MA Fl'LE. v. H. To stammer. Amftnrli

MA'FFLER./ [from the vetb.] A stammerer

Ai'j-w;rth.

MAGAZI'NE./r»i«ir«.;»?, Fr.] 1 . A store

house, commonly an arsenal or armours, or

repository of providing. Pcpe. i. Of late th»<

word lus signified a miscellaneous pamrhlrt,

from a ipc.iodical miscellany named the Gfs-

tfeman's jITiigazJne. by Edward Cavr.

MAGP.. /. [magus, i.at J A magicim Sfe*srn-.

MA GC;UT./"[W5u, Sax.] i. Afmillfnib

which turns into a fly Raj x. Whimsy j ca

pt ice; odd fancy. Aikuthazt.

MA'GOTTINESS. / [from nagtttj^ The

state ot abounding with raaggors.

MA'GOTTY. a. [from mor*>t] I. Fall of

maggots z. Capricious ; whimsical. Narr-i*,

MA'(ilCAL.a [trom ma*u&.] Acting, or per

formed by secret and invisible powers. Via-yJ-^^

MA'IJIC Al.LY. adv. [from magical.] Aocorxy-

inrj to thciitcs of mjgick. CamJen.

MAG1CK. J. [magna, Lat.] i. The »rt e>

putting in action the power of spirits, fta^rr ,

*. The secret operations of natural p»cvvtr5

Bacsn.

MA G1CH.. a. Ucjotiiirg ; £tcr=man:ick _ Asi/

MACJlClAi,
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MAd'CIAN./! [magicui, Lit.] One (killed in

maaick ; an enchanter ; a necromancer. Locke .

MAGISTERIAL.* [from s»«£(/r>r, L»l) 1.

Such as suits a miller. AV»£ Charles. z.

I/Jity $ arrogant i proud; insolent ; dcipotkk.

Smth. 3. Chemically prepared, aster the

manner of a masillery. Grew.

MAGISTERIALLY, adv. [from magisterial.]

Arroeantlv South.

MAGlSl'E'RlALNESS. /• [from magisterial]

Haughtiness ; airs of a mailer. G. cf the Ting.

MA G1STERY. /: [magifteiium. Lit.]Magifiery

is a term made use of by chemists to signify

bmetimes a very line powder, and sometimes

resiniand resinous substances ; but the genuine

acceptation is that preparation of any body,

wherein the whole, or most part, is, by the

addition of somewhat, changed into a body o;

quite another kind, Qnincy, Beyle.

MAGISTRACY./ [masistratus. Lat.] Office

c.r dignity of a magistrate. Ben. "Johnson.

MA'GIS 1R ALLY, adv. [magistralis, low Lat ]

Despotically ; authoritatively ; magisterially.

Btjbep Bramhall.

MAGISTRATE./ [magistrate. Lat.] A man

publickly invested with authority ; a gover-

nour. Decay r/ l'iety.

MAGNALlTY /. [magnalia. Lat.] A great

thing •, something above the common rate

Brown.

MAGNANIMITY./ [ nagnanimui, Lat.]

Greatness of mind ; bravery; elevation of

seul. Spenser, Swift.

MAGNA NlMOUS.,j.[>/!3£»oirimxr,Lat.lGreat

ofmind ; elevated in sentiment.; brave. Grew.

MAGNANIMOUSLY adv. [from magnani-

«w»/.]Bravelv ; v. ilh greatness of mind Milton

MAGNET, {'.{magnet, Lat.] The loadstone ;

the stone that attracts iron. Dryden

MAGNETICAL. 7 a. [from magnet.] 1. Re-

MAGNE'TICK J lating to the magnet

Newton. z Having powers correspondent to

those of the magnet. Newton. 3. Attractive ;

hiving the powertodraw things distant.D.-imr.

H.Magnettck is once used by Milton for magnet.

MA'GNETISM. /. [from magnet.] Power of

the loadstone ; power of attraction. Glanville.

MAGNIFl'ABLE. a. [tiom magnify.] To be

extolled or praised Unusual. Brown.

MAGNI'FICAL \ a. [magmficui, Lat.] Illu-

MAGNl F1CK. 1 itrious ; grand. 1 Chron.

MAGNI'FICENCE. / [magmficentia, Lat.]

Grandeur of appearance; splendour. Milton.

MAGNIFICENT, a. [magnifi.m, Lat.) 1.

Grand in appearance; Iplendid ; pompous.

Addifm. z. Fond of splendour; setting great

ness to (how. Sidney.

MAGNI'FICENTLY adv. [from magnificent.]

Pompoully j splendidly. Grew.

MAGNinC0.fi. [ltal.] A grandee of Venice.

Shakefp.

MAGNIFIER. / [from magnify.] I. One

that praises ; an encomiast ; an extolier

Brown, z. A glass that eaercases the bulk

of any subject.

To MAGNIFY, v. a. [magnifies, L« ] r. To

make great; to exaggerate ; toampiiry; r-e

extol. Baczn. z. To exak; lo elevate; lo

raise in estimation. Milton. 3. To raise' ia

pride or pretension. Dam.-!. 4. To encreuse

the bull; of any object to the eye. Locke.

MA'NITUDE. / [magnitude. Lat.] 1 . Grcat-

r.ess; grandeur Miiton. z. Comparative bulk.

Raleigh, Newton.

MAGPIE./ [from pie, and mag, contracted

from Margaret.] A bird sometimes taught 10

talk. Feaibam.

MA'GYDARE. / [magudarii, Lat.] An herb.

Amjwtrlh.

J. mxfcen, nvcjben, Sax] 1.

An unmairied woman; a virgin.

A woman servant, l'rior. 3.

MAID. 7

MAIDEN. J

■yden. %.Dr

Female.

MAID. / A specie; os(laie fish.

MAIDEN, a. 1. Consisting os virgins. Ahlifon.

z. Frelh ; new; unused ; unpolluted. Shakefp.

MA'lDIiNHAlR. / [maiden and hair. ] A

plant. Feacbam.

MA'IDENHEAD. 7 / [from maiden.] I. Vir-

MA IDENHODE.f ginity ; virgin purity ; srec-

MA'IDENHOOD. J dom from Lontaminatinai.

Fairfax, Shake/p. Mitten, z. Newness j fn.fr.-

nels; uncontaminated state H'ott:*.

MAIDENLIP / An herb. Atnjworth.

MA'IDENLY. a. [maiden and like.] Like a

maid; gentle, modest, timorous, decent.

Shakefp

MA'IDHOOD./ssrom maid ]\'\cginay. Shakes.

M.-VIDMAR1AN. s.[puet ludiui, Lat.] A kind

of dance. Temple.

MA'IDPALE. a. [maid and pjle.] Pale like a

sick virgin Shakefp.

MAIDSERVANT. / A female servant. Swift.

MAJE STICAL. 7 a. [from majesty ] 1. August;

MAJE'STICK. S having dignity ; grand ; im

perial. Derbam. z. Stately ; pompous ; splen

did Hooker. 3. Sublime; elevated; lofty.

Dryden.

majestically, adv. [from majejikaiy

With dignity ; with graudeur. Grannjille.

MAJESTY. / [majesiai, Lat.] 1. Dignity';

grandeur; greatness of appearance. Milttn.

z. Power; sovereignty. Daniel. 3. Dignity ;

elevation. Dryden. 4. The title os kings ami

queens. Shakefp.

MAIL./ [maille, Fr] t._ A coat of steel net

work for defence. Fairfax. 1. Any armour.

Gay. 3. A postman's bundle ; a bag.

To MAIL. v. a. To arm defensively ; to cover,

as with armour. Shakefp.

To MAIM. v. a. [mehaigner, to maim, old

Pr.] To deprive of any necessary [art; lo

cripple by loss of a limb. Shakefp.

MAIM./ [from the verb.] 1. Privation of fame

essential pan ; lameness, produced by a v.oui'd

or amputation. Hooker, z. Injury j milchief.

Siakcsp. 3. Essential defect. Hayward.

MAIN. a. [ magne, oki Fr. ] 1. Principal ;

chief; leading. Hooker, z. Violent ; Ittons ;

overpowering; vast. Sbakcji. 3. Grots; o.n

uinh'j
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ttining the chief part. Sbaktsp. 4. Important •,

forcible. Davits.

MAIN, f. The gross; the bulk; the greater

part Licit. a The lam; the whole; the

general. King Ctarlti. 3. The ocean Prior.

4. Violence , force. Hudibtas 5. A hand at

dice. Sbaktsp Dirstt. 6. The continent.fiawr.

7. A hamper. Ansvitrtb.

MA'INLAND. / [man and land] Continent.

Spenser.

MA'INLY. adv. [from w/i. ] I. Chiefly;

principally. Witdvjard. a. Greatly; power

fully. Bacon.

MAINMAST, s. [main and ma/?.] The chief

or middle mast. Dryden.

MA INPERNABLE. a. Bailable ; that may be

admitted to give security.

MA'INPERNOR. / Surety; bail- Davies.

MA'INPRISE. s. [maim uoipris, Fr,] Delivery

into the custody of a friend, upon security

given for appearance. Davits.

To MA'INPRISE. v.a. To bail.

MA'INSAIL. / [mai»»nd>//] The fail of

the mainmast. Ads.

MA'INSHEET. / [main xnifbect] The sheet

or sail of the mainmast. Drydt*.

MAINYARD. /.[main and yard] The yard

of the mainmast Atbuthnot.

To MAINTAIN, v. a. \maintenir, Fr.] 1.T0

preserve ; to keep. Harvey. 2. To defend ;

10 hold out ; to make good. Grena. 3. To

vindicate; to justify. Sbaktsp. 4.Toconttnue ;

to keep up. Dryden. e. To keep up; to

support the expence of. Sbaktsp. fi. To luppoit

with the conveniencea os life. South. 7. To

preserve from failure. Blackmore.

To MAINTAIN, v. n. To support by argu

ment; to assert as a tenet. Drydtn.

MAINTAINABLE, a. [from maintain] De-

sensible; justifiable. Hayviard.

MAINTA'INER./ [from maintain.] Suppor

ter ; 'therifher Spenjer.

MAINTENANCE./. [ mainttnant, Fr.] I

Supply of the necessaries of life; sustenance ;

sustentation. Hooktr. a. Support ; protection :

defence. Spenftr. 3. Continuance; security

from failure. Stntb.

MATNTOP./ [mar. and tip] The lop of the

mainmast. Addison.

MAJOR, a. [major, Lat.] I. Greater in num

ber, quantity, or extent. Hooker. 2. Greater

in dignity. Sbaktsp.

MA'JOR. / 1. Theofsicer above the captain

a. A mayor or head officer of a town. 3- The

first proposition of a syllogism, containing

some generality. Boyle 4. tAs}ou-general.

The general officer of the second rank. Taller.

5. Ma lOH-eVmj. One who holds occasionally

the place of master of the house.

MAJORA'TION. / [from ma/'«r.] Eticrease ;

enlargement. Bactn.

MAJO R1TY. / [from major.] I. The state of

being greater. Grew. 2. The greater number.

Addijon. 3. Ancestry. Brown. 4. Full age ;

end of minority. Davits. 5. First rank-

Shake[p. C. The office of a major,

maize, or nd,anWheat. /. miUr.

To MAKE. v. a. [macan. Sax. mcchen. Germ.

maken, Dutch.] 1. To create. Genesis. a T<J

form of materials. Holder. 3. To compote 1

as, materials or ingredients. Waller. 4. To

form by art what is not natural. Spenser. 5.

To produce as the agent. Hooker. 6. To pro

duce as a cause. Ftoverh. 7. To do; to

perform ; to practise ; to use. Lake. 8. To

cause to have any quality. Clarendon. 9. To

bring into any state or condition Locke. 10.

To form; to settle. Rome. 11. To hold (lo

keep. Drydtn . u. To secure from distress ;

to establish in riches or happiness. Shakesp*

13. To suffer; lo incur. Dryden. 14. To

commit. Shakesp. 15 To compel; to force \

to constrain. Locke. 16. To intend ; to purpose

to do. Dryden. 17, To raise as profit from

any thing. Shakesp. 1 8 To reach ; lo tend

to ; lo arrive at. Dryden. 19 To gain Milton.

20. To force; to gain by force. Temple, at.

To exhibit. Luke. 11. To pay ; to give.

Leviticus. 23. To put ; to place. Bacon.

24. To turn to some use. Dryden. 25. To

inclinei to dispose. Brown. 26. To prove

as an argument. Hooker. 27. To represent ;

to (how. Baker. 28. To constitute. Locks.

29. To amount to. Gal. 30. To mould; to

form Bacon. 31. T« Max i away. To kill -,

to destroy. Sidney. 32. To transfer. Waller.

33 To Make account. To reckon; to be

lieve. Bacon. 34. TiMaie account of. To

esteem ; to regard. 35 . To Ma k ufree with.

To treat without ceremony. Dunciad. 36".

To Make good. To maintain; to defend: to

justify. Knolles. 37. To fulfil ; to accomplish.

Sbaktsp. 38. To Ma i. e light of. To consider

as of no consequence. Matthew. 39. Tt

Make love. Tocourt; to play ihe gallant.

Addison. 40. To Make merry. To feast \

to partake of an entertainment. Shakesp. 41.

To Make much of. To cherish ; to foster.

Temple. 42. TiMao os. What to make of,

is, how to understand. Addison. 43. To pro

duce from; to effect. Addison. 44. To consi

der ; to account; to esteem. Dryden. 45. To

cherish '; to foster. Knolles. 46. To M ake ever.

To settle in the hands of trustees. Hudihrar.

47. To transfer. Hammond. 48. TjMakk

out. To clear •, to explain ; to clear to one'a

self. Arhuthnot, 49. To prove; to evince.

Locke. 50. To Ma k e sure of. To consider a»

certain. Dryden. 5 1 . To secure to one's pos

session. Dryden. 52. Tt Make up. To get

together. Locke. 5 3. To reconcile ; to repair.

Hooker. 54. To repair. Extk. 55. To compose

asosingredients. South. 56. To shape./friir/K

57. To supply j lo repair. Hooker. 58. To

clear. Rogers. 59. To accomplish; 10 con

clude ; to complete. Locke.

To MAKE. v.n. 1 . To tend ; to travel | to go

any way ; to rush. Shakesp. 2. To contribute.

Swift. 3. To operate ; to act as a proof or

argument, or cause. 4. To concur. Hooker.

e. To sl>ew; lo appear) to carry appear

ance.
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ancc. Arbuthnot. 6. To Mark away with.

To destroy ; to kill. Addison. 7. To Make

fr. To advantage ; to favour. Bacon. 8.

To Ma k e up. To compensate ; to be instead.

Swift.

MAKE./ [from the verb] Form; structure;

nature. Glanvtilc.

MAKE / [maca. Sax. 1 Companion. B Johnson

MA KEBATE./ [mate tnddebate ] Breeder of

quarrels. Sidney.

MAKER./ [from snake] 1. The Creator.

Milton. 1. One who makes any thing. Po^f

3. One who sets any thing iu its proper state

Ascbam.

MA'KEPEACE. / [male and peace] Peace

maker j reconciler Shake/p.

MAKEWEIGHT/ [make ami weigh.] Any

small thing thrown in to make up weight.

fitilBpi.

MALACHITE./; This stone is green, so as

in colour to resemble the mallow, fjci^ayj) ;

sometimes it is veined or spotted. Woodward

MALADY./. [maladie, Fr.] A disease i ad'is

temper; a disorder of body ; sickness. South.

MALA'NDERS./. [irom mat andare, Ital.] A

dry scab on the pastern of horses.

MA'LAPERT./[mo/and/><rr<.] Saucy, quick

with impudence. Dryden.

MA'LAPERTNESS./ [from ma'apert.] Live

liness of reply without decency ; quick im-

. pudence ; faucinefs.

MA'LAPERTLY. adv. [irom malapert.] Im

pudently ; faucilv.

To MALA'XATE. v.a. [ftoXa^a.] To soften,

or knead to softness.

MaLAXA'TION./ [from malaxate] The act

of softening.

MALE. a. [male, Pr.] Of the sex that begets

young ; not female. Swift.

MALE./ The he ot any species. Graunt.

MALE. In composition, signifies!'//.

MALEADMINISTRA'TION./ Bad manage

ment of affairs. AyLsse.

MALECONTENT. \a [male and content.]

MALECONTENTED. J Discontented) dissa

tisfied. Sbaiesp.

MALECONTE'NTF.DLY. adv. [from male

. content ] With discontent.

MALECONTE'NTEDNESS /. [from malecon-

tent] Disconteotcdnef> ; want of affection to

government. Specials.

M Al.F.Dl'CTED. a. [maicdiflut, Lat.]Accurscd

Die'/.

MALEDI CTION f. [maJediHin, Fr] Curse ;

execration; denunciation of evil. Wotton.

MALEFACTION. / [male and fact; Lat]

A crime ; an offence. Siake/p.

MALEFACTOR./ [male misacto. Lat] An

offender against law , a criminal. Rijcommsn.

MALEFICk. 7 a. [maleficus, Lat.JMilchicv-

MALEFIQUE. J oui; hurtful.

MALEPRACT1CE./ [male and praclice .]

Practice contrary to rules.

Malevolence./ [»»«&««/«/;«, Ln] in

will; inclination to hurt others; malignity.

Sbakejp.

MALE'VOLENT.a. fmalevolus, Lat] III dis-'

posed towards others. Dryden.

MALE VOLENTLY. adz: [from malevolence ]

Malignly ; malignantly. ILwel.

MA'LICE. f. [malice, Fr] 1. Badness os design ;

deliberate mischief. 'Taylor. 1. Ill intention

to any ene ; desire of hurting. Shake/p

To MA'LICE v. a. [from the noun.] To re

gard with ill will. Spenser.

MALICIOUS, a. [ma.'icien.v, Fr. malitiosut.

Lat.] Ill-disposed to any one; intending ill.

Shakesp. Milton.

MALI'CIOLSLY. adv. [from malicious.] With

malignity ; with intention of mischief. Gulliv.

MALICIOUSNESS./, [from maliciou,.] Ma

lice ; intention of mischief to another. Herbert.

MALI GN. a [maligne, Pr.] 1. Unfavourable ;

ill disposed to any one ; malicious. Smth.

1. Infectious; fatal to the body ; pestilential.

Bacon.

To MALI'GN. v a. [from the adjective.] 1.

To regard with envy or malice. South, x. To

mischief; to hurt ; to harm.

MALIGNANCY. / [from malignant.] 1.

Malevolence; malice; unfavoutableness.

Shake/p %. Destructive tendency. Wiseman*

MALIGNANT a [malignant,? r.\ 1 Malign;

envious; unpropitious ; malicious Watts, z.

Hostile to life : as, malignant fevers. Temple.

MALIGNANT /. 1. A man of ill intention ;

malevolently difpoled. Hooker, r. It was a

word used of the defenders of the church and

monarchy by the rebel sectaries in the civil

wars.

MALIGNANTLY, adv. [from malignant.]

With ill intention; maliciously; mi sch:evcutly.

MA'LIGNER./. Lfrom malign ] 1. One who

regards another with ill will. Gulliver. 1.

Sarcastical censurer.

MALIGNITY./, [malignit', Vr.] 1. Malice 1

maliciousness. Tickell. 1. Contrariety to life;

delbuctive tendency. Hayward. 3. Evilnefs

of nature South.

MALIGNLY, adv. [from malign.] Enviously ;

withill will. Fopc.

MA LKIN./ A dirty wench. Sbakejp

MAI.I.. / [malleus, Lat. a hammer.] 1. A

stroke , a blow. Hu.lihras. x. A kind of

beater or hammer, [mail, Fr] Addison. 3. A

walk where they formerly play<-'d with malls

and bails. 1'cpe.

To MALL. w. a. [from the noun] To beat or

strike with a mall.

MALLARD./, [malart, Fr ] The diake of

the wild duck. Walton.

MALLEABILITY J. (from malleable.] Qua

lity of enduring the-himrr.T. Loc!:e.

MA LLEABLE a. [maIleab(c,Fr. trommalleut.

Lat. a hamrflcr.J Cipiblr jt bein,; spread by

bcat'ng : this is a quality poslttlcd in the molt

eminent degree by gold <"»incy.

M.VLLEABLliNESS./ [hot malleable.]Qai-

l.tv o tndui in-; the hammer. Locke.

To MALLEATE. v. a. [from malleus, Lat.]

To hammer. Derbctn.

0 o j ma'li.::t
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MA'LLET.s. [malleus, Lat.] A wooden ham

mer. Boyle.

MA'LLOWS./ [mahay Lat. mxlepe, Sax.] A

plant.

MA'LMSF.Y. /. i. A fort of grape. Sec Vine.

i- A kind of wine. Shakesp.

MALT./, [mcalr, Sax.] Grain steeped in water

and fermented, then diicd in a Wilo. Bacon.

MALTDUST. /. It U an enricher ot barren

land. Msrtimer.

MA'LTFLOOR./ [malt and/»r.] A floor to

dry malt. Mortimer.

To MALT. v. it. i. To make malt. a. To be

made malt. Mortimer.

MVLTHORSE. s. A dull dolt. Shakesp.

MALTMAN. ? / [from malt.] One who

MA'LTSTER. J makes malt. Swift.

MALVA'CEOUS. a [mafoa. Lat.] Relating to

mallow-.

MALVERSATION./ [Fr.] BadOiistsi mean

artifices.

MAM. 7 / [mamma. Lat.] The fond word

MAMMA', J for mother. Prior.

MA'MMLT./ [from mam or mamms"] A pup

pet ; a figure dressed up Shake/p.

MAMMIFORM, a. \mammatnd forma. Lat.]

Having the shape of paps or dutp.

MA'MMILLARV. a. [mammtllaris, Lat.] Be

longing to the paps or dugs.

MAMMOCK.. / A large shapeless- piece.

lo MAMMOCK, v. a. [irom the noun.] To

tear ; to pull to pieces, Shakesp.

MAMMON/. [Syriack.] Riches.

MAN./ [man, mon, Sax ] I. Human being.

Crteeh. z. Not a woman. Shakejp. 3. Not

a boy. Drytlcn, 4. A servant ) an attendant ;

a dependant. Raleigh, Crasley, 5. A word of

familiarity bordering on contempt. Shakesp. 6.

It is used in a loose signification like the French

*», one, any one. Till t/on. 7. One of un

common qualifications. AdtHfen 8. A human

being qualiftud i:i any particular manner.

1. Samuel. 9. Individual. Watts. 10. Not a

beast. Creech. 11. WcaJthv or independant

person. Tillotfoi. ia. A moveable piece at

chels or draughts. 1 3. Ma m ej war. A ship

ot war. Careio.

To MAN. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To furnish

with men. Daniel, a. To guard with men.

Shakesp. 3. To sorti.y ; to strengthen. Milton.

4* To tame a hiv-k. Shakesp. 5. To attend;

to serve; to wait on. Ben. Johnson, 6. To

direct in hostility ; to point. Shakesp.

MA N ACLES.y. [manic*? from manus. Lat.]

Chains for the hand*. Ecc'uf.

ToMA'NACLE. v. a. [Horn the noun] To

chain the hand* •, to shackle. Shakesp.

To MANAGE, v. a [menager, Fr.] 1. Tu

conduct ; to carry on. Sttl/ingjleet. 1. To

train a horse to graceful action. Ktelks. 3.

To govern ; to make tractable. Arbttthnst. 4

To wield , to move or use easily. Ncwtam. 5

To husband; to mnke the object of caution.

DryJen. 6. To treat with caution <j. decency.

AdJJfou.

To Ma'NAGK. v. n. To supet intern! affair?;

to Inns/act. Dryden.

MANA'CE. f. [menage, Fr] I. Conduct J

administration. Bacon. %, Use , instrumen

tality, liactn. 3-. Government of a horse.

Penchant.

MA'NaGEABLE. a. [from manage.] i. Ealy

m the use. Neviton. %• Governable ; trac

table.

MA'NAGEABLENESS / [from manageable.]

I. Accommodation to easy use. Beyle. X.

Tractableness; easiness to be governed.

MA'NAGEMENT. /. [menagement, Fr.] I.

Conduct ; administration S-wift. 1. Practice ;

transaction; dealing Addijtn

MA'NAGER f. [from manage.] I. One who

has the conduct or direction of any thing

South, z. A man of frugality ; a good husband..

Temple.

MA NAGERY./ [managerie, Fr.] t. Conduct i

direction ; administration. Clarendon. 1. Hus

bandry , frugality. Decay of Piety. 3. Manner

of using. Decay of Piety.

MANA'TION. / [manatio, Lat] The act of

issuing from something else.

MANCHF. f. [Fr ] A sleeve.

MA NCHET./ [michet, Fr. Sinner] A small

loaf of fine bread. Mire.

MANCHINE'EL tree.J [mancanilla, Lat.]It "re

a native of the West-indies, and grows equal

to the size of an oak : its wood, which is fawn

out into planks andbrought to England, is of

a beautiful grain, will polish well and last long.

In cuttir;; down these trees, the juice ot the

bark, which is of a milky colour, must be burnt

out ber'ore the work is begun ; for its nature

is so corrosive, that it will raise blilVrs on the

skin, and burn boles in linen ; and if it should

happen to fly into the eyes of the labourers,

they are in danger of losing their sight : the

fruit is of the colour and sue of the golden

pippen : many Europeans have lost their lives

by eating it, which will corrode the mouth

and throat : cattle never (hcl er themselves

under them, and scarcely will any vegetable

grow under their shade. Miller.

To MA'NCIPATE. v. a. [mancipo, Lat] To

enslave ; to bind; to tie. Hale.

MANCIPATION./ [from mancipate.] Slavery;

involuntary obligation.

MA'NCIPLK./. [mancept, Lat.]The steward of

a community ; the purveyor. Bettcrteu.

MANDAMUS / [Ut. J A writ granted by the

king, so called :rom the initial word.

MANDARIN. A Chinese noblerr.an cr magi

strate.

MA'NDATAKY. / mandataire, Fr.] He to

whom the pope hv ,by virtue of his prerogative,

and his own proper right, given a mandate for

his benefice. Ayliffe.

MA'NDATF..y.l».o«<fd>Ki7i, Lat ] t. Command.

Httiel 1 Ptccept; chirge \ commission,' sent

or tiann.'ttvd. Drydcn.

MANPAToF.. f [Lat] Director. Ayliffe.

MANDATORY. a.[n:.'.ndare, Lat.J Precep

tive j airt :'tcrv.

MANDIBLE.
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MANDIBLE, / [mandibnla. Ut.] The jaw ;

the instrument of manducation. Grew.

MANDIBULAR. s. [from mandibnla, Lat.]

Belonging to the law.

'MAND1 LION./ [«wK/i£W,Ital.] A soldier's

cnt.

MANDREL. / [mandrin, Fr.] Mandrill are

made with a long wooden (hank, to lit stirs

into a round hole that is made in the work,

that ii to be turned. Mcxn.

MANDRAKE /. [mamdragtrai, Lat.] The

root of this plant is said to bear a resemblance

to the human form. The report of tying a dog

to this plant, in order to root it up, and prevent

the certain death of the person who dares to

attempt such a deed, and of the groans emit

ted by it when the violence is offered, are

equally sabulous. Miller, Donne.

To MA NDUCATE. •».<». [mawdneo, Lat] To

chew; to eat.

MANDUCA'TION./ [manducatie, Lat] Eat

ing. Tayler.

MANE, [maena, Dutch.] The hair which

hangs down on the neck of horses. Knollei

MANEATER./ [man and eat.] A cannibal;

an anthropophagite.

MA'NED. a. [from the noun.] Having a mane.

MANES s. [Lat,] Ghost; shade. Dryden.

MANFUL, a. [man and full.] Bold; stout;

daring. Hudibrai.

MANFULLY, ad-u [from manful.] Boldly;

ttomly Ray.

MANFULNESS./ [from manful] Stoutness

noldnefc.

MA.N'GCO Kti.s. [mengen, Dutch, lo mingle.]

Cora of several kinds mixed.

MA NGANESrlfManganese is properly an iron

ore of a poorer sort ; the most perfect fort is of

a dark iron grey, very heavy but brittle. /////.

MANCE./ de mangeaijon. Ft.] The itch or

scab in cattle. Ben fobnjoji.

MANGER. /. [mangtmre, Fr.] The place or

"tflel in which animals are fed with corn.

L'Esirange.

MANGLsESS /. [from mangy.'] Scabbines* ;

ia'ection with the mange.

ToMANCLE.v. a. [mangelen, Dutch.] To

Itce.-ate ; to cut or tear piece-meal; to butcher.

y.tlun.

MANGLER./ [from mangle ] A hacker) one

that destroys bungiiogly. Tittell.

MANGO./ [mangejla*, Fr] A fruit of the

isle of Java, brought so Europe pickled. Km?

MANGY./, (trom mar.ge.\ Infected with the

n-.xege ; scabby. Sbaktjp.

J'iAXHATLR. /■ [mar. and baler.] Mil'an-

tirc-(.<: ; one that hates mankind.

MANHOOD. / [irom man.] 1. Hum™ nature.

IHiUm. x. Virility ; net womanhood. Drydtn.

3 Virility; not childhood 4. Couiage ; brave

ry ; resolution; fortitude. Sidney.

MANIAC. ? a. [maaiatui, Lat. ] Raging

maniacal, i wiihmirir.es-.. Gnv.

MA NiFEST. i.[manijejlni. Lat ] 1. Plain;

o?ca ; oct cx.st.caUd. Rom. 2. Detected.

i-rrdew.

MANIFE'ST./ [manifests, Ital.] Declaraiton;

publick protestation. Dryden.

To MANIFI'.'ST. v. a. [mar.ifester, Fr.mani-

ffsti,Lu.] To make appear ; to make publick ;

to (hew plainly ; to discover. Hammond.

MANIFESTATION./, [from manifest] Dis

covery ; publication. Tilhtftn.

MANIFE'STIBLE. a. [rather manifestable.]?.^

to be made evident. Bronvn.

MANIFESTLY. adv. [from manifest. ] C learly ;

evident. Sviift.

MA'NIFESTNESS./ [from manifest.] Persri-

cuitv ; clear evidence.

MANIFESTO, f. [Ital ] Publick protestation.

Addifcn.

MANIFOLD, a. [many tad fid.] Of different

kinds : many in number; multiplied. Skakefp.

MANIFOLDED, a. [many and fold] Having

many complication-.. Spenjer.

MA'N|FOLDLY.,j</V [item manifold] In a

manirbld manner. Sidney.

MAN1 GLIONS./ [in gunnery.] Two handles

on the back 01* a piece of ordnance. Bailey.

MA'NIKIN./. [wa<"iii«,Ouuh.] A little man.

Shake/p.

MA'NIPLE./ [manipulm. Lat.] I. A handful.

a. A small band os soldiers.

MAN! PULAR- a [:rorn mampului, Lat] Re

lating to a maniple.

MANKI'LLEK./ [man and killer.] A mBrdcrer.

Dryden.

MANKIND /". [man and kind.] 1. The race

or species of humanbein^s Raleigb. a. Re-

sembling man not woman in form or nature.

Shakefp.

MA'NLl'.SS. a [man and less.] Without mer. ;

not manned. Bacon.

MANLIKE, a [au* and like.] Having the

complexion ot man. Sidney.

MANLINESS./' [ from manly. ] Dignity;

bravery; stoutness. Locke.

MANLY, a. [from man.] Manlike; becoming

a man; firm ; brave ; llout ; undaunted ; un

dismayed. Dryden.

MANNA./ Manna is properly a gum, and ii

honey-like juice concreted into a solid form,

seldom so riiy but it adheres mere or less to the

lingers in handling : its colour is whitish,

yellowish, 01 browniih, and it hap in taste the

l'wxetnelii of sugar, and with it a sharpness that

renders it very agreeable : it is the product of

.two different tree*., bat which are o: the lame

genus, being both vatieties of the isn : ib*

finest manna of all is that which ooics natu

rally out of the leaves in August, llu'l

MANNLR./ [ma-.ive, Fr j 1. Form-, method.

Dryden. z. Custom j habit; fashion. Nev>

Testament. 3. Certain degree. Bacon. 4. Sort ;

kind. Attcrbury. 5 Mien; call of the look.

Ctarijja. 6. Peculiar way. Clarendon. 7.

Way; sort. Alia bury. 8. Character ot the

niiud. AJdiitn. o Aianr.cri in the plural.

General wiy 01 life ; trmrais -, habits L Ejlran,

10 [In the pjuial. I Ceremonious behaviour;

studied civility. D-yStn.

Oooi MA'NNTB-
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MANNERLINESS. / [from mannerly] Civi

lity; cercmr-niou*. complaisance. Halt.

MA NNERLY. a. [:rom manner] Civil; cere

monious: complaisant. Rcgcrs.

MA'NNEKLY. aJv. Civilly , without rudeness.

Shake',p.

MA'NNIKIN./ [man and klein, Cerm. ] A

little man , a dwirs.

MA'NNISH. a. [from man ] Having the appear

ance or" a man j bold j masculine; impudent.

sit Jury.

MA'NOR. /. \manoir, old Fr ] Manor signifies,

in common law, a rule or government which

a man h;ith over such as hold land within hii-

tee. Touching tht original of these manors.

It seem* , th.n, in the beginning., theie was a

ce i ;ain compass cr circuit, ofground granted by

the king to some man of worth, for him and

his heirs to d*ell upon, and to exercise tome

jurisdiction. Csioel.

MANQUE'LLER,/ [man and cpellan, Sax]

A murderer -, a mankiller; a manflayer

Ca r e*w .

MANSE. /. [mati/lj^ I.at.] A parsonage house

MANSION, f. [marr/io, Lat ] I. Place of resi

dence : abode; house. DryJen. x. Residence;

abode. Denkam.

MANSLAUGHTER- / [m*n and slaughter]

i . Murder; dellrutlh n of the humjn species

Astbam. X. [In law. j The act ot killing i

man not wholly without fault, though without

malice.

MANSLA'YER. ({man wxsA flay] Murderer;

one that has, killed another. Numbers.

MANSU'ETE. a. [mjnjnetus, Lat J Tame >

gentle , not ferocious. Ray.

MA'NSUETUDE./. \manfuetuJoy Lat.] Tame

ntss ; gentleness. Herbert.

MANTEL. /. [nantel, old Fr] Work raised

berore a chimney lo conceal it. IVottsn.

MANTELETi /. {mantelet, Fr.] I. A small

cloke winu by wcnitn. %. [In fortification-] A

kind ot movealdc penthouse, made o\ pieces ot

limber sawed into pljnk:., which being about

three inches thick, are nailed one over another

to the height of almost six tett, driven before

the pioneers, as blinds to shelter them. Harris.

MANTl'GER. /. [man and tiger. \ A large

monkey or baboon. Arbutbnct.

MANTLE. / [mantels* Welsh.] A kind o

ciokc or garment. H.iywxrJ.

To MANTLE, v. a. [from the noun.] Tr

cloke ; to cover. Shakefp.

ToMA'NTLE. v. n. i. To spread the wings a

a hawk in pleasure. Mtltan. %. To joy; to

level Spenser. \. To be expandrd ; to spread

luxuriantly. Milton. 4. To gather any thing

u;i the surface; to froth. Fepe. 5 To ferment

to be in sprightly agtation. South.

MANTUA./ A lady's gown. ?cfe.

MA'NTUAMAKER. [mantuatna maker] One

\v!.o makes gowns fur women. AJAtjen.

MANUAL, a. [manualisj Lat-] 1. Performed

by the hand. Dryden. z, Uled by the hand,

i .ji tttdsjt.

MA'NUAL. / A small book, such as may ba

carried in the hand. Stiilingfieet.

MANUBIAL. a. [maanbia. Lat.] Belonging to

spoil ; taken in war.

MAMBRIUM. f. [Lat] A handle. Biyte.

MANUDUCTION. / [ mannduMo, Lit.]

Guidance by the hand. Breton, Smth.

MANUFACTURE. /. sauaiu and/km, Lm.]

1 . The practice of making any piece ot work

manship. 2. Any thing made bv art. Addisn.

To MANUFACTURE. ». a. [««««/aS«r«r,

Fr.] To make by art and labour ; to form by

workmanship.

MANUFACTURER, f [mantfallnrier, Fr]

A workman ; an artificer. IVatte

ToMANUMl'SE. v. a. [mannmitle. Lat] To

set free ; to dismiss* from slavery.

MANUMISSION. (. [mannmifien, Fr «a»«-

mijpi. Lat.] The act of giving hberty to staves.

Bretvn.

To MANUMIT. *. a. [mannmitle, Lat.] To

release from slavery. Dryden.

MANURABLE. a. [franiuurr.] Capable of

cultivation. Hale.

MANU'RANCE./ (from «ait«rf.]Agriculture;

cultivation. Spenser.

To MANURE, v. a [manenvrer, Fr] I To

cultivate by manual lib ur. Mihen. ». To

dung ; to fatten with composH. tfe^dveard.

MANURE. /. [frem the verb.J Soil to be laid

on lands. Dryden.

MANUREMEN l\ s. from a;«in.] Cultiva

tion; improvement Wetten.

MANU'RER _/. [from the verb.] He who ma

nures Und ; a liusbmdtnan.

MANUSCRIPT./ [mannfcrifitm, L«fc] A,

book written, not printed. Vt'siicn.

MA'NY. a. comp m-.re, supers mt/t', [msaii;,

Sax. J 1. Conliliingof a great number ; nume

rous. Digby. z. Milking number indefinite.

Exodus.

MANY./ t. A multitude; acompany, a great

number; people. Spenser, a. Many ii used

much in competition.

MANYCO'LUURED. a. [many and rjfc.r]

Having many colours Dsnne.

MANYCORNERED. a. [maay and cirmer.]

Polygonal; having many corners Dryden.

MAN YHE'ADED. a. [many and head.] Havir^

many hciil-. Sidney.

MANYLANGUAGED. a. [many and Urn-

gxape.] Having many languages. Pzpe.

MANYPE'OPLED. a. [many %niftef\e.\ Nu

merously populous. Sandy!

MANYTI'MES, an adverbial phrase. Often}

frequently. Addifen.

MAP. / [mapfia, low Lat.] A geographical

picture on which lands and seas are dciinraird.

according to the longitude and latitude Sijmrr

To MAP. v. a. [from the noun ] To delucaae ;

to set down. Siaie/p.

MAPLE tree s. A tret frequent in hedge-row:.

Merlimer.

MA'PPERY. / [from map.] The Irt os flam

uing and deigning. Staieip.

■x*
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To MAR. v. a. [imyn/iao. Six.] To injure;

to spoil ; to hurt ; lo mischief j to damage.

DryJem.

MARANATHA. J. [Syriack] It was a form of

denouncing or anathematizing among the

Jews. St. 'Paul.

MARA'SMUS. / f/uajw/ico,-.] A consumption,

in which persons waste much of their subllance.

Quinty.

MARBLE, s. [marire, French; murmur, l.at.]

1. Stones used in statue* and elcg3M build

ings, capable of a bright polish. Locke. I.

Little balls of marble with which children

play. Arbuthml. 3. A stone remarkable lor

the sculpture or inscription ; as, the Oxford

aarb'et.

MARBLE, a. 1. Made of marble. IValler. I.

Variegated like marble. SiJuly.

To MARBLE, v. a. [marbrer, Fr. from the

noun ] To variegate, or vein Uketnarb/c.BcjIt.

MARBLEHE'ARTED. a. [marble and hart.]

Cruel (insensible; hard-hearted. Slialesp.

MA'RCASITE./ The marcafite is a solid-hard

fossil, ot an obscurely and irregular foiiactous

structure, of a bright glittering appearance, and

naturally sound ia continued beds amon^ the

\eins of ores, or in the fissures of stone. There

are only three distinct species of it; one of 3

bright gold colour, another of a bright silver,

and a third of a dead white : the silvery one

seems to be peculiarly meant by :he w.iterson

the Mareria Medica. Marcafite is very fre

quent in the mines of Cornwall, wheie the

workman call it mun.lick. Hill, Netalin.

MARCH. / [from Man.] The third minth of

the ye»r. Peacham.

To MARCH, v. n. [marcher, Fr] 1. To move

in military form. Shahesp. i. To walk in a

grave, deliberate, or stately manner Sidney,

Davict

To MARCH, v. m. 1. To put in military move

ment. Beyle. I. To bring in regular proceffion.

Prior.

MXRCH. / [marcher, Fr] 1. Movement;

journey of soldiers. Blackmire. 2. Grave ami

lolemn walk. Pipe. 3 Deliberate or laborious

walk. AdoHJn. 4. Signals to move. Unities.

5 Marches, without singular. Bordeu > li

nks ; confine*. Duties.

M.VRCHER / [from marcbeur, Fr.] President

o^t/ie marches or holders. Davies.

M.VRCHIONESS. /. The wife of a marquis.

Shaktfp.

MATtCHPANE./ [maffepane, Fr.] A kind of

sweet bread. Sidney.

MARXID. a. [maradus, Lat.] Lean j pining ;

withered. Drydin.

MARCOL'R. /• [marcsr. Lat ] Leanness; the

state of withering ; waste ot rieth Brnun.

MARE./ [roiri?, Sax] 1. The female of a

horse. Dryden. a. A kind of torpor or stagna

tion, which seems to press the stomach with a

weight ; the night hag. Drayten.

MARESCHAL. /. [marejetat, sr.] A chics

commander of in ;rmy. trur.

MA'RGARITE. / [margarita, Ut.] A pearl.

Peacbaa.

MARGARITES. / An herb.

MARGE. 1 / [marge. Lat.] . . The border;

MA'RGENT.S- the brink ; .he edge; thj

MA'RGIN. ^ verge. Spenser. 1. The ed^e

os a page lest blank. Hammond. 3. The e>ige

of a wound or sore Sharp.

MARGINAL. / [marginal, Fr.] Placed, or

written on the margin. Walts.

MARGINATED.a. [marg uatus,hu.] Haviu •

a margin.

MA'RGRAVE. / [march and graf, Ger.] A

title o: sovereignty.

MA'RIETS/A kind of violet.

MARIGOLD. / [Alary and geld.] A vcllow

flower. Cltavtland.

To MA R1NATE. v. a. [mariner, Fr.] To silt

filh, and then preseive them in oil or vinegar.

King.

MARINE a. [mariuut. Lat.] Belonging to the

sea. Ifeidward.

MARINE. / [la marine, Fr.] 1. Sea affairs.

Arbuthml. 2. A soldier taken on flvpbcaid to

be employed in descent- upoj the land

MARINtK./ [from mare. Lat.] A seaman ;

a lailor. Stvist.

MARJORAM./ [marjerana. Lat.] A fragrant

pl<nt of many kin.K. t'eachaen.

MARISH. / iraara.'r, Fr.] A bog ; a fen ; a

Iwamp; vestry ground. Hay-aard, Knollei,

Sandyi, Milton.

MA'RISH. a. Moorish ; fenny ; boggy ; swampy.

Bacon.

MARITAL, f. snaritus, Lat.] Pertaining toart

huiband. AjhjJ'e

MA RITATKD. a. [from maritas,l.u ] Having

a husband.

MARITIMAL. ? a. [mariiimui. Lat ] i.Per-

VIA'RITIME. 1 formed on the sea ; marine.

Raleigh. 1. Reining to the sea ; naval.

rVotteu. 3. Bordering on the lea. Chapman,

Milieu.

MARK./ [marc, Welsh] 1. A token by which

any thing is known S/>enfer. 1. A token ; an

impression. Addij'm. 3 A proof ; an evidence.

Arbuthntt. 4. Notice taken, e, Cunvenicncy

of notice. Carets). 6. Any thng at which a

miflile weapon is diu-fted. D-vies. 7. The

evidence ot a horlc's age. Bacon. 8 [Marque,

French. I Licence of reprisals. 9. A sum of

thirteen shillings anJ tour pence. Cautden. 10.

A character nude by those who cannot write

their names. Dryden. ■

To MARK.. 11. a. [marken, Dutch; rr.capcan,

Sax.] 1. To imprest, with a token, or evidence.

Grew. i. To note , to take notice of. Ri-a,

Snilh.

To MARK., v. u. To note; to take notice.

Dryden.

MARKER./ [from mart.} 1. One that puts

a maik ou any ttuug. I. Oae that notes, or

take: notice.

MARKET. /. [anciently written mercat, of

Lat.] 1. A publick time of buyingr.::i vj.as,
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»nd selling. Spenser, IVifJom. 1. Purchase

aad sale. Temple. 3. Rate ; price. DryJen.

To MA'RKET. v. n. To deal at a market ; to

buv or sell.

MARKET-BFI.L. / [market and bell.] The

bell to give notice that trade may begin in the

market. Sbakefp.

MARKET-CROSS. /. [m.irket and cross] A

cross set op where the market is held. Shakcfp.

MA'RKET DAY. /. [market and Jay.] The

day on which things are publitkly bought and

sold. Addifcn.

MARKET-FOLKS / [market and folks.]

People that come to the market. Sbakefp.

MA'RKET-MAN. / One who goes to the

mitiket to fell or buy. Swift.

MARKET-PLACE. / [market and place.]

Place where the maiket is held. Sidney.

MARKET PRICK ? /. [market and price or

MARKET-RATE. J rate.] The price ai

which any tiling is currently fold. Locke.

MARKET-TOWN. / A town that has the

privilege or a Hated market ; not a village.

Gay.

MARKETABLE, a. [from market] 1. Such

as may be told ; such for which a buyer may

be round Sbakefp. 2,. Current in the market.

Decay of Piety.

MA'RKMAN. If [mark and man] A man

MARKSMAN. J skilful to hit a maik Herbert.

MARL./ [marl, Welsh ; mergel, Dutch.] A

kind of clay, which is become tatter, and of

a more enriching quality, by a better fermen

tation, and by its having lain so deep in the

eailh as not to have spent or weakened its

fertilizing quality. £>uincy.

To MARL. v. a. [from the noun.] To manure

with marl. Child,

To MARL v. a. [from marline.] To fasten the

la U with marline.

M A'RLINE /. [meapn, Skinner] Long wreaths

of untwilled hemp dipped in pitch, with which

cables are guarded. DryJen.

MARL1NSPIKE. / A small piece of iron for

fastenine ropes together.

MA'RLPlT. / [marl and pit] A pit out of

which marl is dug. Woodward.

MARLY, a. [from marl] Abounding with

marl. Mortimer.

MARMALADE If. [marmelaJe, Fr ] The

MA'RMALET. £ pulp of quinces boiled into

a consilience v.i'h sugar.

MARMORA'TION. J. [marmor, Lat.] In

crustation with marble.

MARMO'REAN. a. [marmoreus, Lat] Made

ol marble.

MARMOSET. / [marmonfet, Fr] A small

monkey. Sbakefp.

MARMOT. 7 / [Italian ] The marmots,

MARMO'TTQ.J or mus alpinus, as big or

bigger than a rabbit, which absconds all win

ter, doth live upon its own tat. Ray. \

MARQUETRY./ [marqneterie, Fr ] Cbec-

quorf.l work; work inlaid with variegation.

MA'RQUIS. / [marqms, Fr.] 1. In England

one of the second order of nobility, next in.

rank to a duke. Peacbam. l. Marquis is used

by Shakespeare for marchioness.

MA'RQUISATE./ [marquisat, Fr] The seig

niory of a marquis.

MA'RRER. /. [from mar] One who spoils or

hurts. Afcham,

MARRIAGE. / [mariage, Fr.] The act of

uniting a man and woman for life. Taylor.

MARRIAGEABLE, a. [from marriage] 1.

Fit for wedlock ; of age to be married. Swift,

z. Capable of union. Milton.

MA'RRIED. a [from marry] Conjugal; con

nubial. Dryden.

MARROW. / [mepj, Sax.] The bones hive

either a large cavity, or are full of little cells:

in both the one and the other there is an ole-

agenous substance, called marrexo. SQuincy.

MARROWBONE. / [marrow and btne] 1.

Bone boiled for the marrow. 1. In burlesque

language, the knees. L'Esirangr.

MARROWFAT./ A kind of pea.

MA RROWLESS. a. [from marrow] Void of

marrow. Sbakefp.

To MA RRY. v. a. [marier, Fr] 1. To join

a man and woman. Gay. ». To dispose ot in

marriage. Bacon. 3. To take a husband or

wife. Sbakefp.

To MARRY, v. ». To enter into the conjugal

state. Sbakefp.

MARSH, ) . ,,

MARS > "reawived 'rora theSjxon mepre,

MAS. ' } * scn- G,bs"-

MARSH / (mepr-c, Sax] A fen j a bog ; 1

swamp. Drayton.

MARSH-MALLOW. / [ahbera, Latin.] A

plant.

MARSH-MARIGOLD fip'pnlagt, Ut] A

flower Dryden.

MA RS1IAL. J. [marefchal, Fr.] 1 . The chief

officer of arms. Sbakefp. x. An officer who

regulates combats in the lists. Drydtm. 3.

Any one whu regulates rank or order at a

feast. Spenser. 4. An harbinger; a pursuivant.

Sidney.

To MARSHAL, v. a. [from the noon.] 1.

To arrange ; to rank in order. GUnviHc. x.

To lead as an harbinger. Shaktjp.

MARSHALLER./ [from marshal] One that

arrange* ; one that ranks in order Trapp.

MA'RSHALSEA./ [from marshal] The prison

in Southwark belonging to the marfhil of lh«

king's hculhold.

MA'RSHALSHIP /. [from marshal.} The

office of a mailhal.

MaRSHE'LUFR./. A getderrr.se.

MARSHROCKET. / A species of water

cresses.

MARSHY a. [from marjb] 1. Boggr •, -wet ;

fenny i swampy. Dryacn. %. Produced is

marlhes DryJen.

MART./ [contracted from marift] 1. A fl*z-

ofpublick traftick. linker, r. Bai^ain . pur

chase and sale. Shakcfp. 3. Letter: or ata.- r.

Tea
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To MART. v. a. [from the noun.] To trsfhck ;

to buy or sell. Shaiesp.

MATITEN. 7 / [marie, Fr.] I. A Urge

W A'RThRN J kind of weasel, whose fur is

much valued. %. [Martelet, Fr] A kind of

swallow that builds in houses) a martlet.

Peacham.

MAHT1AL. a. \ martial, Fr. martialii, Lat,]

i. Warlike; fighting, given to war ; brave.

Spenser, Chapman, x. Having a warlike show;

suiting war. Pope. 3. Belonging to war ; not

civil. Bacon. 4. Borrowing qualities from the

planet Mars. Breton, c. Having parts or pro

perties of iron, which is called Man by the

chemists.

MA'RTIALIST./ [from martial] A warrior;

a fighter. Hoviel.

MAUTINGAL. / [martingale, Fr.] It is a

broad strap made fast to the girths under the

belly of a horse, and runs between the two

legs to fasten the other end, under the nose-

band of the bridle.

MARTINMAS./ [Martin and mast] The

feast of St. Martin; the eleventh of November,

commonly called martUmass or martlemast.

Tnjfer.

MARTINET.? s,[ntartinct, Fr] A kind of

MARTLET. J swallow. Slakesp.

MAUTNETS. /. Small lines fastened to the

Icetch of the sail, to bring that part of the

leetch which is next to the yard arm close up

to the yard. Bailey.

MATtTYR./. [r**?^! One who by his death

bears witness to the truth. K. Charles.

To MARTYR, v a. [from the noun ] 1. To

put to death for virtue. 1. To murder ; to de

stroy. Sacking.

MAHTYRDOM./ [from martyr.'] The death

of a martyr; the honour ot" a many-. h'o-Aer.

MARTYRO'LOGY/ [martynhgium, Lat.]

A rreistcr of martyrs. Stilliugfieit.

MARTYRO'LOGIST./ [martyr-Jessie, Fr.]

A writer ot martyrology

MA'RVEL./ [marveille, Fr ] A wonder ; any | mais. Hater

MASH./ [ntascle, Dutch.] t. The space be

tween the thtcads of a net. Mortimer. 1. Any

thing mingled or beaten together into an un

distinguished or confused body. 3. A mixture

• for ahorse. Mortimer.

To MASH. -j. n. [mascher, Fr ] 1 . To beat in

to a confused mass. More. i. To mix malt and

water together in brewing. Mortimer.

MASK./ [masque, Fr] 1. A cover to disguise

the face ; a visor. Shaiesp. z. Any pretence or

subterfuge. Pri'.r. 3. A festive entertainment,

in which the company is masked. Shaiesp.

4. A revel ; a piece o; mummery. Milan c.

A dramatick performance written in a tragick.

style without attention to rules or probability.

Peacham

To MASK. V. a. [masquer, Fr.] 1. To disguise

with a mask or visor. Hosier. 2. To cover ;

to hide. Crajbavi.

To MASK. i>. n. i , To revel ; to play the mum

mer. Prior, l To be disguised any way.

MA SKER./ [from mast.] One who revels iu a

mask; a mummer. Donne.

MASON./, [mafin, Fr.J A builder with stone.

tVotlsn.

MASONRY./ [maconerie, Fr.] The craft or

performance of a mason.

MASQUERA'DE / [from masque, Fr.] 1. A

diversion in which the company is marked.

Pope. % Uisjruile. Fel::n.

To MASQUERA'DE.v... [from the noun.] 1.

To go in disguise. L'Esirange. 1. To assemble

in masks. Swift.

MASQUERA DER. / [from masquerade.] A

person in a milk. L'F.flrange.

MASS./ [mass-, Fr.] I. A body; slump; a

continuous quaatity. Ncnztcu. a. A large

quantity. Daviei. 3. Bulk; vast body. Abb'.:.

4- Congeries; assemblage indistinct. Dryden.

5. Gross body; the ecneral. Dryden. 6.

[Mifa, Lat.) The service of the Romish

church. Att.rhury.

To MASS. v. n. [from the noun.] To celebrate

thing astonishing. Shaiesp

MARVEL esPer*. A flower.

To MA'RVEL. t>. ». [marveiller, Fr.] To won

der ; to be astonished. Shale/p.

MAUVELLOUS. a. [mari'euUur, Fr.] 1.

Wonderful; strange; astonishing. Shaiesp a.

Surpassing credit. Pope. 3. The marvellous is

«ny thing exceeding natural power , opposed to

the probable .

MARVELLOUSLY, adv. [from marvellous]

Wonderfully. Clarendon.

MARVELLOUSNESS. /. (from marvellous.]

Wcnderfolness ; strangeness ; 2stonilliingrieit..

MASCULINE, a. [majculm, Fr.] 1. Male;

not female. Milt:n. x. Resembling man ;

▼■rile; not soft; not effeminate. Addison. 3.

The gender appropriated to the male kind in

anv word.

MA'&C ULI NF.LY. adv. [from masculine.] Like

a man. £.-* Jchnjtn.

MA SCULINENESS./ [from masculine-] Man-

m&ocst; male sijure or behaviour.

Butchery 1

. z. Murder.

MA'SSACRE / [massacre, Fr.]

indiscriminate destruction. Milton.

Shaiesp.

To MASSACRE v. a. [mafacrer, Jr.] To

butcher; to slaughter indiscriminately. been*

os Piety, Atterbnry.

MASSlLOT.s. [French.] CeruH, calcined by a

moderate degree of fire: of this there are

three fortr, the white, the yellow, and that os

a golden colour, their difference arising from

the different degrees of sire applied in the o-

pera'lion. They are used in painting.

M A'SSI NESS. \ s. [from massy ] Weipht ;

MA'SSIVENESS. j bulk; pondcrcei'r.es,.W<7if.

MASSIVE. ? a. [majlif, Fr ] Heavy ; weighty;

MA'SSY. ± pgndticusj bulky; conticuou..

Dryden.

MAST./ [mast, mat, French; reirt, Sax.] 1.

The beam or post railed above the veiVel, ro

which the fail is fixed Dryden. a. Thetiuit

of the oak snd beeds. Baton.

MA'STI'.D.
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MVSTF.D. a. [from ma/1] Furnished with

mass*.

M.V5TF.R. s. [nrrsitr, Dutch ; mmflre, Fr ] I .

One who ha-< s.'rva,.ts; opposed to man or

servant. Shnkcjp a. A director: a governor.

Etttus. 3. Owner; proprietor. Dryden. 4. A

lord; a ruler- Gucrdian. c. Chief; head.

Stairlp. 6. PosselW. Addiscn 7. Commander

of a trading snip. A.tham. 8 One uncontrolcd.

Shake/p. a A compellaiionof respect. Stairs

10. A young gvntltman. Dryden. ii. One

who reaches ; ateicher. Sittth. iz A man

eminently Jkil'u'in prattice 01 science Davits.

• j. A title 01' dignity in the universities: as,

master of arts.

To MA STER. v. a. [from the noun ] 1. To be

a master to ; to rule; to govern. Skaktsp. a

To conquer; to overpower. Davits, Cclamy.

3. Toexecute with skill. D-rm-

MA'STF.RDOM./ [from master ] Dominion )

rule. Sbahsp.

MASTER-HAND./ Thehandos a man emi

nently Ikililll. fast.

MASTER-JEST./. A principal Jed Ihdilras.

MASTER-KEY./. The key which opens many

locks, of which the subordinate keys open each

only one. Drydtn.

MASTER-LEAVER./. One that leaves or de

serts hit master. Shakefp.

MASTER-SINEW./. A large sinew that sur

rounds the hough, and divides it from the

tune by a hollow place, where the wind-galls

arc usually seated. Farrier's Did.

MASTER-STRING./.A principal string Rirue

MASTER-STROKE / A capital performance.

Blackmzre.

MA'STERLESS. a. [from mjsicr.] I. Wanting

a master or owner. Spenjer. a. Ungoverncd \

unsubdued.

MA STERLINESS / [from masterly ] Emi

nent ft i 11 .

MA STERl.Y. adv. With the (kill of a master.

Shake/p.

MASTERLY, a. ['mm master] t. Suitable to a

master ; artful; lkil'ul. Dryden. z. Imperious;

with the sway of a master.

MA'STERPIECE. J. [mastcf unApirre.] 1. A

capiial per.ormancc: any tiling done or made

with cxtraoioinary (kill Davits, a. Cruel

excellence. Clarendcn.

MA'STERSHIP./ [from »>.] t. Dominion ;

rule; power a. Superiorly ; pre-eminence.

Drydtn. 3. Chief work. Dryden. 4. Skill;

' knowu-dee. i.laktjp. 5. A ntleof ironical re

spect. Shah/p.

MASTER-TEETH./, [rtajhr isateeih ] The

principal teeth. Bats*.

MA S : 'I RWORT /. A plant.

MA'STERY./ [from m..Jhr.\ t. Dominion;

rule. Raleigh. 1. Supei iorltv ; pte eminence.

a 'Tint. ii. :;'. L'EJlran't. 3.' bkill. 'tilUtJan.

4. Attainment ol (kill or ; ower. Ltcke.

MA'SlFUL. a. (litm mast.] Abounding in

malt, cr huit of oik, beech or chcsnut.Drjf.'tV't .

MASTICATION. /. [ajstitatil, Lat. j The

ait o shc-M- £. A'ry.

MA'STICATORY. / {mafiicalure, Fr] A

medicine to be chewed only, not swallowed.

Baiat

MASTICH./[«a/?,V, Fr] 1. A kind of gum

gathered from trees of the fame name. Wtjetn.

a. A kind of mortar or cement. Addifn

MA'STICOT./ See Massicot.

MA'STIFF. ( [moires, plur mast!*. Pr.] A

dog ol the largest size j a bandog. Spenser.

M A'STT.KSS. a. [from mast] Bearing no mast.

Drydtn

MA'STLLV./ Mixed corn; as, wheat or rve.

Tapir.

MAT./fmeatte, Sax] A texture of sedge,

fia£s, or rustics. Careio.

To MAT. v. a. [from the noun.] t. To cover

with mats. Evelyn a To twist together; to

join like a mat. Drayton.

MATADORE./ [mattadsr, Spanilh.] A hand

of cards P;J>e.

MATACHW. /:[Fr] An old dance. Sidney.

MATCH. s [mede, Fr] 1. Any thing that

carches fire. Bacan. a. A contest; 1 game.

Shakefp. 3. One equal to another ; one able to

contest with another. Rogers. 4. One who suits

or tallies with another 5. A marriage States.

6. One to be married. Clarendon.

To MATCH, v. a. [from the noun-] 1. To be

equal to Stake,p. z. Tashow an equal. S.-«;e.

3. To equal; lo oppose. Milan. 4. To fait i

to proportion. Rojammtn. 5. To marry ; to

give in marriage. Donne.

To MATCH, v n. 1. Tube married. Sithey.

a. To tut ; to be propoitionate ; to tally.

MATCHAP.LE. a [from mat.h ] 1 Suitable;

equal; fit to be joined, Spenser, a. Corres

pondent. H'zodiuard.

MATCHLESS, a. [from nates'.] Without an

equal. Waller.

VIA TCHLESSLY. adv. In a manner not lo be

equalled.

MA TCHLESSNESS./. [from matibUst.] State

of being without an equal.

MATCHMAKER./ [«'(i and make] 1.

One who Contrives marriages. Hxdibrcs. z.

One who makes matches to burn.

MATE. s. [maca, Sax ] 1. A husband or w i e.

Spenjer. 1. A ejmpahion, male or female.

M:itin. 3. The male or female of animals.

Milti*. 4. One that fails in the lime ih.a.

Rssctmmcn. 5. One that eats at the lame

table. 6. The second in 1 abordmatron -. as,

the master's mate.

To MATE. v. a. [from the noun] i. To

march; to marrv. Spenser, a. To be equal to.

D*yden, 3. To oppose; to equal. Shakejp. 4.

[Matter, Fr.J To subdue ; to confound ; to

crush. Sbaktj'p.

MATERIAL a. {materiel, Fr.J 1. Consisting

os matter; corporeal; not spiritual. Davtes.

a. Important; momentous; eiTVniial. IPh.'tg.

MATE RIALS./ The substance ot which any

thing is made. Brsvrn.

M \TE Rl ALlST j Itmm rr.:.-,-r.o/.] One v>1»!»

denies spiritual lubltacccs. Drjden.

MATERIA-
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MATERIALITY./ {materialist, Fr.) Cor

poreity ; material existence ; not spirituality.

Dirby.

MATERIALLY adm. [from material] I.

In the state of matter. Beyle. 1. Not for

mally. Soutb. 3. Importantly ; essentially.

Spnfer,

MATE'RIALNESS. / [from material.] State

of being material ; importance.

MATE'RIATE. la. [materiatus. Lat.] Con-

MATERlATED. J fisting of matter. Baa:

MATERIATION./ [from matcria, Lat ]The

act of forming matter.

MATE'RNAL. a.[materne, Fr.maternus, Lat.]

Motherly ) befitting or pertaining toa mother.

DryJeu.

MATERNITY./ [from maUrnus, Lat.] The

character or relation of a mother.

MAT-FELON./. A species of knap-weed.

mathematical. \ a.\matbimatim, i.at.l

MATHEMATICS.. $ Conli.lercd according

to the doctrine of the mathematician':.Denl. n m.

MATHEMATICAL!.Y.a</V [irWr/nfatbema-

tui] According to the laws of the mathema

tical sciences. Bentley.

MATHEMATICIAN./. [matbematicm,Lu.]

A man versed in themathematicks. Addtjon.

MATHEMAT1CKS. /. [fuMn] That

science which contemplates whatever is capa

ble of being numbered or measured. Harris.

MATHES./. An herb. Ainf-wortb.

MATHES1S. /. sjuaSonf.J The doctrine of

mathematickt.

MATIN, a. [maline, Pr.] Morning; used in

the morning- Milton

MATIN s. Morning. Sbaiesp.

MA TINS. j. [malines, Fr.] Morning worship.

Cleave/and, Stillingfieet.

MATRASS. /. [matras, Fr] A chemical

glas, vessel made for digestion or distillation,

being sometimes bellied, and sometime

riling gradually taper into a conical figure.

Qniucy.

MATRICE. s. [matrix, Lat.] 1. The womb ;

the cavity where the scetus is formed. Bacon.

1. A mould ; that which gives form to some

thing inclosed. iVoodivard.

MATRICIDE./. [matricidum. Lat.] 1. Slaugh

ter of 3 mother. Brown. 1. A mother-killer.

To MATRICULATE. 'J. a. [from matricula,

Lat. j To enter or admit to a membership of

ih* universities of England. IValton.

MATR1 CULATE /. [from the verb.] A man

matriculated. Arbutbnei.

MATRICULATION./ [from matriculate.]

The act of matriculating. Aylijfe.

MATRIMONIAL, a. [matrimonial, Fr.]Suit-

able to marriage ; pertaining to marriage ;

connubial ; nuptial ; hymeneal. Dryden.

MATRIMONIALLY, adv. [from matrime-

meal.] According to the manner or laws of

marriage Ayhjse.

MATRIMONY./! [matrimenium, Lat.] Mar

riage i the nuptial state. Ccmmcm Prayer.

MATRIX./ [Lat. matrict, Fr.] Womb; a

place where toy thing is generated or form

ed. Brevin.

MATRON./ [matreue, Fr.] I. An elderly

My. Taller. 1. A n old woman. Pipe.

MATRONAL, a. [matrenalis. Lat.] Suitable

to a matron ; constituting a matron. Bacon.

MA TKONLY a. [matron and Hie.] Elderly,

ancient. V'EJlrange.

MATRO'SS./ Malroffei are a fort of soldiers

next in degree under the gunners, who assist

about the guns in traversing, spunging, firing,

and loading them. Bailey.

MA'TTER./[ma/rrro,Lat.] i.Body ; substance

extended. Davtes, Newton, a. Materials ;

that of which any thing is composed. Baccn.

3. Subject; thing trealed. Tilletjon. 4. The

whole ; the very thing supposed. 5. Assair ;

business : in a familiar fense. Bacon. C. Cause

of substance. Shake/p. 7. Subject of suic

or complaint. Ails. 8. Import; consequence;

importance ; moment. Sbakefp. 9 Thing ;

object; that which has some particular relation.

Bacon. 10 Question considered . Souib. 11.

Space or quantity nearly computed. L'Estran.

12. Purulent running. IVijeman. 13. Upon ibe

Matth. With respect to the main ; nearly.

Bp. Sander/cn.

To MATTER. t>. n. [from the noun.] 1. To

be of importance ; to import Ben. "J;bnson.

2. To generate matter by suppuration..Wurr.

To MA'TTEH. v. a. ['.torn the noun.j To

regard ; not to neglect.

MATTERY, a. [from m.Wtr.] Purulent;

generating matter. Harvey.

MATTOCK./ [maccuc, Sax.] 1. A kind of

toothed instrument to pull up wood. Sbakefp.

2. A pickzx. Kmlles

MA'TTRtiSS./ [matrai, Fr.] A kind of quilt

to lie upon. Dryden.

MATURATION./, [from mature. Lat] 1.

The act of ripening; the state of growing

ripe. Bentley. 2. The suppuration of excre-

mentitious or extravalated juices into matter.

^uincy.

MATURATIVE. a. [horn mature, Lat.] 1.

Ripening; conducive to ripeness. Brc<wn. 2.

Conducive to the suppuration or a (ore.kVifem.

MATURE, a. [maturus, Lat.] t.Ripe; per

fected by time. Prior. 2. Brought near to

completion. Sbakifp. 3. Well -disposed ; fit

for execution ; well digested.

To MATU'RE. v. a. [mature. Lat ] To ripen ;

to advance to ripencts. Bacon.

MATURELY adv. [from mature?, 1. Ripely 1

completely. 1. With counsel well digested.

S<vjt. 3. Early ; soon Bentley.

MATURITY./ [mammas, Lat.] Ripeness:

completion. Rogers.

MA'UDLIN. a. Drunk ; fuddled. S:uibern.

MAUDLIN./, [ageratum, Lat.] A plant.

MA'UGRE. a. [malgre, Fr] in spite of; not

withstanding. Burnet.

MA'VIS./. [mauvis, Pr.] A thrush. Spenjer.

To MAUL. *. a- (from malleus, Lat.] To beat -,

P p p to
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to braise ; to hurt in 1 coirse or butcherly

manner. Dryden.

MAUL./ [malleui, Lit.] A heavy himmer.

Proverbs.

MAUND. / [manb, Saxon; «a»oV, Pr.] A

hand basket.

To MA'UNDER.n. n.\mandire, Fr.]To grum

ble ; to murmur. Wiseman.

MA'UNDKRER. / [from maunder.'] A mur-

murer.

MAUNDY-THURSDAY./The Thursday be

fore Good Friday.

MAUSO'LEUM.f [Latin.] A pompous funeral

monument.

MAW. /. [maja, Sax.] I. The stomach of

animals. SiJury. t. The craw of birdt./irt*t.

MAWKISH, a. Apt to give satiety. Pipe.

MA'WKISHNESS / [from maW//2>.]Aptness

to cause loathing.

MA'WMET./ A puppet) anciently an idol.

MA'WMISH. a. Foolish ; idle ; nauseous.

V'Efirange.

MAW-WORM / Gut-worms frequently creep

into the stomach ; whence they are called

stomach or maic-worms. Harvey.

MA'XILLAR. 7 a. [maxillans, Lat.] Belonj-

M A'XILLARY. J ing to the jaw-bone. Bacon.

MA'XIM./ {maximum. Lat.] An axiom; a

general principle ) a leading truth. Rogers.

MAY, auxiliary verb, preterite might, [majan,

Sax] I. To be at liberty ; to be permitted ;

to be allowed ; as, you may do for me all

you can. Locke. 1. To be possible. Bacon.

3. To be by chance. Sbakesp. 4. To have

power. Bacon. 5. A word expressing desire.

Dryden.

MAYfe. Perhaps. Spenser, Creech.

MAY / [maim. Lat.] The fifth month of the

year ; the confine of spring and summer ; the

early or gay part of lite. Sbakesp.

To MAY. v. » [from the noun.] To gather

flowers on May morning. Sidney.

MAY-BUG / [Afnyand hug.] A chaffer.

MAY-DAY. / [May and day.] The first of

May. Sbakesp.

MAY-FLOWER. / [May and sower.] A

plant. Bacon.

MAY-FLY. /. [May and J?y. ) An insect. Walt.

MAY-GAME./ [May and game.] Diversion;

sport ; such as are used on the first of May.

Bacon.

MAY-LILY./The same with lily of the valley.

MAY-POLE. / [May and pole.] Pole to be

danced round in May. Pope.

MAY-WEED. s. [May and weed] A species of

chamomile. Ashler.

MAYOR. / [major, Lat ] The chief magis

trate of a corporation, who, in London, and

York, is called Lord Mayer. Knolles.

MAYORALTY. / [from mayor.] The office

of a mayor. Bacon.

MAYORESS./ [from mayor] The wife of a

mayor.

MA ZM\D.f.[maschire, Fr.]A jivr.Hudihras.

MAZE. / 1. A labyrinth, a place of per--

plexlty and winding passages. Thomson. 1.

Confusion of thought ; uncertainty ; per

plexity. Sidney.

To MAZE. v. a. sfrom the noun.]Tobewildcr;

to confuse. Spenser.

MA'ZY. a, [from maze] Perplexed ; confused,

Dryden.

MA'ZER. / [maeser, Dutch.] A maple cup.

Spenser.

M. D. Medicines dodor, doctor of physick.

ME. The oblique case of /. Post.

ME'ACOCK./ [■« coj, Skinner.] An uxorious

or effeminate man.

ME'ACOCK. a. Tame ; timorous ; cowardly.

Shakesp.

MEAD./ [mitfco, Sax.]A kind of drink mad*

of water and honey. Dryden.

MEAD. 7/ fmseke, Sax.] Ground some-

MEADOW. S what watery, not plowed. Well,

MEADOW Saffron. / [cokhicnm, Lat.} A

plant. Miller.

MEADOW-SWEET./ [nlmaria, Latin.] A

plant.

ME'AGER. a. [maigre, Fr.] Lean; wanting

flesh; starved. Dryden. I. Poor; hungry,

Dryden.

To ME'AGER. v. a. [from the noun.] T#

make lean. Knollet.

ME'AGERNKSS. / [from meager.] j. Lean

ness; want of flesh. 1. Scantiness ; barrenness.

Bacon.

MEAK./ A hook with a long handle. Tusser.

MEAL./ [maie. Sax.] 1. The act of eating

at a certain time. Ruth. a. A repast. Shakesp.

3. A part ; a fragment. Bacon. 4. The;

flower or edible part of corn. Wettn,

To MEAL. v. a. [meler, Fr ] To sprinkle ; to

mingle. Shakcjp.

ME'ALMAN. J. [meal and man.] One that

deals in meal.

ME'ALY. a. [from meal.] 1. Having the taste

or soft insipidity of meal. Arhnthntt. %.. Be

sprinkled as with meal. Brown.

MEALY-MOUTHED. a.Soft-mouthed ; unable

to speak freely. VEstrange.

MEALYMO'UTHEDNESS. / Bafhfulness ;

restraint of speech.

MEAN. a. [mœne, Sax.] 1. Wanting digtntT ;

of low rank or birth. Sidney. 1. Low-minded;

base ; ungenerous ; spiritless. Smabridge. 3.

Contemptible ; despicable. Pope. 4. Low in the

degree of any property; low in worth Dryden.

5 [Moyen, Fr.] Middle; moderate; without

excess. Sidney. 6. Intervening ; intermediate.

1 Kings.

MEAN. [m«yrt.Fr.]t Mediocrity ; middle-rate;

medium. Shakesp. a. Measure ; regulatioa.

Spenser. Interval ; interim ; mean time.

Spenser. 4. Instrument; measure ; that which

is uled in order to any end. Hooker. 5. By etl

Means. Without doubt ; without hesitation.

si. By no Means. Not in any degree ; nec a;

nW.Addisn. 7. Revenue; fortune. Shairsp.

8. Mean-time, or Mean-while, lathe

intervening time. Swift.
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lo MEAN. v. n. [meenen, Dutch.] To hive in

mind ; to intend ; to purpose. Milton.

To MEAN. v. a. i. To purpose ; to intend i

to design. Milton, a. To intend j to hint

coven ly ; to understand. Drydin.

MEA'NDER./. Amaze; Ubyrinth; flexuous

passage; serpentine winding. Hale.

MEA'NDROUS. a. [from meander.'] Winding j

flexuous.

MEANING. / [from mean.] I. Purpose |

intention. Sbakesp 2. Habitual intention.

Rascommon. 3. The fense ; the thing under

stood. Fase.

MEANLY, adv. [from mean,'] 1. Moderately,

not in a great degree. Dryden. 2. Without

dignity; poorly. Milton. 3. Without greatness

of mind ; ungenerously, friar. 4. Without

respect. tVatti.

ME'ANNESS./. [from mean] 1. Want of ex

cellence. Hooker. 2. Want of dignity ; low

rank ; poverty. South. 3. Lowness of mind.

Scutb. 4. Sordidness ; niggardliness.

MEANT, perf. and part. pass, of lo mean.

Prior.

MEASE, f. A mease of herrings is five hundred.

Ainsmaorth.

MEASLES./ 1. Metslei are a critical eruption

in* fever, well known in the common practice.

Quiucy. a. A disease of swiae. Ben Johnjon.

3. A disease of trees. Mortimer.

ME'ASLED. a. [from meajlei.] Infected with

the measles. Hudikrai

ME ASLY. a. ((torn measlei.] Scabbed with the

mealies. Sviist.

MEASURABLE, a. i.Such as may be mea

sured. Bentley. 2. .Moderate ; in small

quantity.

ME'ASURABLENESS. /. [from measurable.]

Quality of admitting to be measured.

ME ASURABLY. adv. [from measurable.] Mo

derately. Ecclus.

ME'ASURE./ [mesure, Fr.] 1. That by which

any thing is measured. Arbutbnat. 2. The

rule by which any thing is adjusted or propor

tioned. More. 3. Proportion; quantity set

tled. Hacker. 4. A stated quantity: as, a

measure of wine. Sbakesp. 5. Sufficient quan

tity. Sbakesp. 6. Allotment; portion allotted.

Milton, Ttllotson. 7. Degree. Abbot, t. Pro

portionate time ; musical time. Prior, o

Motion harmonically regulated. Dryden. 10.

A stately dance. Shakejp. 1 1 . Moderation ;

not excess. Sbakesp. 12. Limit; boundary.

Psalms. 13. Any thing adjusted. Taylor^

Smalr. 14. Syllables metrically numbered

metre. Dryden. 15. Tune; proportionate

notes. Spenser 16. Mean of action j mean to

an end. Clarendon. 1 7 . To have hard measure ;

to be hardly dealt by.

To ME'ASURE. v. a. [mesurer,Vt.] I. To

compute the quantity of any thing by some

settled rule. Bacon. 2. To pass through ; to

judge of extent by marching over. Dryden.

3. To judge of quantity or extent, or great-

•Ws. Mtln% 4. To adjust j to propottiun.

Taylor. 5. To mark out in stated quantities.

Addison. 6. To allot or distribute by mea

sure Matt.

ME'ASURELESS. a. [from measure] Im

mense; immeasurable Sbakesp.

MEASUREMENT. / [from measure.] Men

suration ; act of measuring

ME'ASURER. / [from measure] One that

measures.

MEAT. / [met, Fr.] 1. Flesh to be eaten.

Bacon. 2. Food in general. Sbakesp.

ME'ATED. a. [irom meat.] Fed; foddered.

Tufer.

MEATHE. / [medd, Welsh] Drink. Milton.

MECHA'NICAL. \ a. [mechanics. Lat. from

MECHA'NICK. J ^.n.] 1. Mean; ser

vice; of mean occupation. Rojcommon. 2.

Constructed by the laws of mechanicks. DryJ.

3. Skilled in mechanicks.

MECHANICK. / A manufacturer; a low

workman. Soutb.

MECHANICKS. / [mechanica, Lat.] Dr.

Wallis defines mechanicks to be the geometry

of motion

MECHANICALLY, adv. [from meebdnick]

According to the laws of mechanism. Rayt

Neivton.

MECHA'NICALNESS./ [from tneebanick.] 1.

Agreeablenefs to the laws of mechanism. 2.

Meanness.

MECHANICIAN. / A man professing or stu

dying the construction of machines Boyle.

MECHANISM./ [meebanisme, Fr ] 1 Action

according to mechanick laws. Arbuthnot. 2.

Construction ot parts depending oh each other

in any complicated fabrick.

MECHO'ACAN./. A large root, twelve or

fourteen inches long, and of the thickness of

a man's wrist, usually divided into two bran

ches at the bottoms : it is brought from the

province of mecboacAn in South Amerca : the

root in powder is a gentle and mild purgative.

Hill.

MECONIUM./ [fjir.uMm] i. Expressed juice

of poppy, a. The first excrement of children.

Arbuthnot.

MEDAL./, [medaille, Fr.] 1. An ancient coin.

Addison. 2. A piece stamped in honour of

some remarkable performance.

MEDA'LLICK. a. [from medal.] Pertaining to)

medals. Addison.

MEDALLION. /. [medaillon, Fr] A large

antique stamp or medal. Addijon.

MEDA'LlST. / [medaillifie, Fr.] A man

skilled or curious in medals. Addison.

To ME'DDLE. v. n. [middelen, Dutch.] 1. To

have to do. Bacon. I. To interpose ; to act

in any thing. Dryden. 3. To interpose cr

intervene tmportunelyor officiously. Prov.

To ME'DDLE. v. a. [from m'sler, Fr.]To mix )

to mingle. Spenser.

MEDDLER. /. [from meddle.] One who busiea

himself with things in which he has no con*

cern. Bacon.

ME'DDLESOME.a. Intermeddling. Ainsu-orth
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MEDMSTlNE.s. The fimbriatid body about

which the guts are convolved. Arbuthnct.

To ME'DIATE. v. n. [from medtus, Lat.] i To

interpose as an equal friend to both panics.

Rogers, a. To be between two. Di^by.

To MEDIATE, v. a. i. To form by media

tion. Clarendon, t. To limit by something in

the middle. Holier.

ME'DIATE. a. [medial, Fr] 1. Interposed;

intervening. Prior. 1. Middle; between

two extremes. Frier. 3. Aaing as a means.

ffotfen.

MEDIATELY, adv. [from mediate] By a

secondary cause. RciUigh.

MEDIATION./ [mediation, Fr.] I. Interpo

sition; intervention! agency between two

parties, practised by a common friend. Bacon.

a. Agency ; an intervenient power. Scutk. 3.

Intercession ; entreaty for another.

MEDIATOR./, [mediattur, Fr.] 1. One that

intervenes between two parties. Bacon, a. An

intercessor; an entreater for another. Stilling-

feet. 3. One of the characters of our blessed

Saviour. Milton.

' MEDIATORIAL. ? a. f from mediator] Be

MEDIATORY, J I01

Fiddtt.

ongmg to a mediator.

MEDIATORSH1P./ [from mediator.] The

office of a mediator.

MEDIATRIX./ [Win, Lat.] A female

mediator. Ainsworth.

MEDIC. / [medica, Lat.] A plant Miller.

ME'DICAL. a. [medicus. Lat] Physicial ; rela

ting to the art of healing. Brown.

MEDICALLY, adv. [from medical] Physical

ly ; medicinally. Brotvn.

MEDIC AMENT. / [medicamenlum, Lat.]Any

thing used in healing; generally topical appli

cations Hammond.

MEDICAME'NTAL. a. [from medicament.]

Relating to medicine, internal or topical.

MEDICAMENTALLY, adv. [from medica-

mental.} After the manner of medicine. Brno

To MEDICATE, v. a. [medico, Lat.) To

tincture or impregnate with any thing medi

cinal. Rambler.

MEDICATION./ [from medicate] 1 . The act

of tincturing or impregnating with medicinal

ingredients. Bacon. 1. The use of physick.

Brovtn.

MED1 CINABLE. a. Having the power of phy

sick. Bacon.

MEDICI NAL. a. 1. Having the power oi

healing; having physical virtue. Miltcn. X.

Belonging to physick. Butler.

MEDICI N ALLY. adv. [from medicinal ] Phy

sically. Dryden.

MEDICINE./, [medicine, Fr. medicina, Lat.]

Any remedy administered by a physician. Dry

To MEDICINE, v. a. [from the noua] To

operate as physick. Shakesp.

MEDl'ETY. J. '.mcdiete, Fr.] Middle state j

participation of two extremes; half. Brotvn.

MEDIOCRITY./, [mediicritai, Lat.] 1. Small

degree ; middle rale ; middle state. Ifctttn.

a. Moderation j temperance. Hooker,

To MEDITATE, v. a. [mediter, Lat] 1. Tfc

plan; to scheme; to contrive. Dryden. z.

To think on ; to revolve in the mind. Spenser,

To ME D1TATE v. ». To think ; to muse $

to contemplate. Taylcr.

MEDITATION./ [meditatio, Lat] 1. Deep

thought; close attention; contrivance; con

templation. Benthy. a. Thought employed

upon sacred object*. Granville. 3. A series

ot thoughts, occasioned by any object or oc

currence.

MEDITATIVE, a. [from meditate.] 1. Ad

dicted to meditation, a. Expressing intention

or design.

MEDITERRA NE. ) a. [mediut and ter-

MEDITERRANEAN. S ra. Lat ] 1. En-

MEDITERRA'NEOUS.} circled with land.

Brereviood. 1. Inland ; remote from the lea.

Brovjn.

MEDIUM. / [medium, Lat.] 1. Anything

intervening. Bacon 2. Any thing used in

ratiocination, in order to a conclusion. Baker.

3. The middle place or degree; the just

temperature between extremes. VF.ftrange.

ME DLAR./. [mespilut, Lat.] 1. A tree. Miller.

1. The fruit of that tree. Cleaveland.

To MEDLE. 7 _ . . Si ,

To ME DLY. S ""• "• To mlnSle- Spemser.

ME'DLY. / A mixture; a miscellany} a

mingled mass. rVa'jb.

ME'DLEY. a. Mingled; confused. Dryden.

MEDU LLAR. ? a. [medullairt, Fr.] Pertain-

MEDU'LLARY. J ing to the marrow. Cbeyne.

MEED./ [meb. Sax ] 1. Reward } recompence.

Mi'.ton. 1. Present; gilt. Shakesp.

MEEK., a. [minkr, Iflandick.] Mild of temper;

not proud ; not rough ; soft ; gentle. Collier.

To ME'EKEN. v. a (from meek.] To make

meek ; to soften. Thomson.

ME'EKLY. adv. [from meek.] Mildly; gently.

Stepney.

ME'EKNESS. / [from meek.] Gentleness t

mildness; softness of temper. Alterbnry.

MEER. a. [See Mf.be.J Simple ; unmixed.

MEER. / [See Mere. J A lake; a boundary.

ME'ERED. a. Relating to a boundary Shakesp.

MEET. a. 1 Fit; proper; qualified. Now

rarely used. Whilgrst. a. Meet with. Even

with. Shakesp. ;

To MEET. v. d. pret. / met ; I have met j

particip. met. 1. To come face to face; to

encounter. Shakesp. a. To join another in

the same place. Shakesp, 3. To close one with

another. Addison 4. To find ; to be created

with ; to light on. Pope. 5. To assemble from

different parts. Mi/ton.

To MEET. ' v. m. To encounter ; to close

face to face. a. To encounter in hostility. 3.

To assemble ; to come together. Tillotjon. 4.

To Meet with. To light on ; to find. Addijon.

5. To join. Shakesp. 6. To encounter; to

engage. Shakesp. 7. A latinism. To obviate.

Bacon. 8. To advance half way. South, o.

To unite ; to joia.

MEETER. /. [from meet.] One that accosta

another. Shakejp. MEETING.
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ME'F.TINC./ ffrom mitt.] !. An assembly ;

a convention. Sprats. ». A congress. Shake/p

3. A conventicle; an assembly of dissenters.

4 A conflux: as, the meeting of two rivers.

MEETING-HOUSE. / [meeting and bouse.]

Place where dissenters assemble to worship

Addijon.

MEETLY, adv. [from the adjective ] Fitly;

properly.

MEETNESS. /. [from meet.] Fitness; pro

priety.

MEGRIM./, [from Migrain, an Hemicrany.]

Disorder of the head. Bacon.

To MEINE. 11. a. To mingle.

ME'INY. / [memju, Sax.] A retinae; do-

mestick servants. Sbakefp.

MELANACO'GUES. / sjc«X<t»; and iyot.]

Such medicines as are supposed to purge oss

black choler.

MELANCHO'LICK. a. [ttom melancholy.] Dis

ordered with melaicholy; fanciful; hypo-

chondrical. Clerendtn.

MELANCHOLY. / [from |ui*a»; and ;£*».]

I. A disease supposed to proceed from a re

dundance of black bile. Sfnincj. 1. A kind

of madness, in which the mind is always fixed

on one object Sbakefp. 3. A gloomy, pensive,

discontented temper. Taylor.

MELANCHOLY, a. [melancolioue, Fr ] 1.

Gloomy j dismal. Denham. a. Diseased with

melancholy; fanciful; habitually dejected.

Locke.

MELICE'RIS. / [paXamfic.] Meliceris is a

tumour inclosed in a cystis, and confiding of

matter like honey ; it gathers without pain,

and gives Way to pressure, but returns again

Sharp.

ME'LILOT f. [meliht, Fr. melihtns, Lat.] A

plant. Miller.

ToMELI'ORATE. v. a. [meliorer, Fr. from

melitr, Lat. J To better; to improve. South.

MELIORATION. / [melioration, Fr.] Im

provement; act of bettering. Bacon.

MELIO RITY./ [from wither, Lat] Stale of

being better. Bacon.

To MKIX. v. n. [meler, Fr] To mix; to

meddle. Spenser.

MELLl'FEROUS.a Productive of heney.

MELLIFICA'TION./ [mellifto. Lat. J The art

or practice of making honey. Arbuthnot.

MELLIFLUENCE. / [meI aadfuo, Lat] A

honied flow ; a flow of sweetness.

MELLI'FLUENT. \ a. [met and /«», Lat.]

MELLIFLUOUS. 1 Flowing with honey

RaUigb.

ME'LLOW. a. 1 . Soft with ripeness ;' full ripe,

Dirb-f. z. Soft in found. Drjdtn. 3. Sole ;

unctuous. Bacon. 4. Drunk; melted down

with drink. Rojcommon.

To ME'LLOW. v. a. [ from the noun.] 1. To

ripen; to mature ; to soften by ripeness. AddiJ.

a. To soften. Mortimer. 3. To mature to

perfection. Dryden.

To ME LLOW. v. n. To be matured ; to. ripen.

Donne.

MELLOWNESS./ [from mtllrw.] 1. Maturi-

ty of fruits; ripeness; softness by maturttv.

Digby. i. Maturity ; full aee.

MELOCOTON. / [mehcor.ne, Spanish] A

quince.

MELO'DIOUS. a. [from melody] Musical;

harmonious. Milton.

MELO DIOUSLY. adv. [from melodioai.] Mu

sically ; harmoniously.

MELODIOUSNESS./, [from melodiou.] Har-

monioul'nefs ; musrcalness.

ME'LODY./.Uix**,.] Mufick; harmony ot"

sound. Hookey.

MELON. /. [mcle, Lat.] 1. A plant. Miller.

I. The fruit. Numb.

MELON-THISTLE./ A plant.

To MELT. 11. a. [mylean, Sax.] 1. Todissolve;

to make liquid; commonly by heat Locke, a.

To dissolve ; to break in pieces. Burnet. 3.

To soften to love or tenderness. Addison. 4.

To waste away. Sbakefp.

To MELT. v.n. 1. To become liquid; todis

solve. Dryden. a. To be softened 10 pity, or

any gentle passion. Sbakefp. 3. To be dissolv

ed ; to lose substance. Sbakejp. 4. To be sub

dued by affliction. Psalms.

ME'LTKR./ [from melt.] One that melts me

tals. Sidney.

MELTINGLY. adm. [from melting.] Lik«

something melting. Sidney.

ME'LWEL./ A kind offish.

MEMBER./ [membre, Fr.] 1. A limb; a part

appendant to the body. Jamet. a. A part of a

dilcourse or period; ahead; a clause. Watts.

3. Any part of an integral. Addison. 4. One

of a community. Addison.

MEMBRANE./, [membrana, Lat.] K membrane

is a web of several sorts of fibres, interwoven

together for the covering and wrapping up

some pans : the fibres of the membranes give

them an elasticity, whereby ihev can contact

and closely grasp, the parts they contain.

Quincy, Brown.

MEMBRANA CEOUS. f a [membranenx;Vr ]

MEMBRANEOUS. £. Consisting ot mun-

MEMBRANOUS. } branes. Boyle.

MEMENTO, f. [Latin] A memorial notice ;

a hint to awaken the memory. Bacon.

MEMO'IR./ [memoire, Fr.J 1. An account of

transactions familial ly written. Prior. a.Hir.t 1

notice; account of any thing. Arbuthnet.

MEMORABLE, a. [memtrabilis, Lat.] Worthy

of memory ; not to be forgotten. Sidney.

MEMORABLY, adv. [from memorable.]' In a

manner worthy of memory.

MEMORANDUM./. [L»t.J A note to help

the memory. Svsijt.

MEMORIAL, a. [memorialise Lat.] 1. Pre

servative of memory. Broome. a. Contained in

memory. rValts.

MEMORIAL. /. A monument; something to

preserve memory. South.

MEMORIALIST./ [from memorial] On«

who writes memorials. Spetlal.r.

MEMORIZE, v. a. [from memory] To record j

to commit to memory by writing, rr'otton.

MEMORY.
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MEMORY./ [memoria, Lat] i. The power of

retaining or recollecting things past ; retention;

reminiscence; recollection. Lccke. 1. Ex

emption from oblivion. Sbakejp. 3. Time of

knowledge. Milieu. 4. Memorial; monu

mental record. Addi) n 5. Reflection; atten

tion. Not in use. Sbakejp.

MEN, the plural of man. Clarendon.

MEN-PLF.ASER. / [men and plcascr.] One

too careful to please others. Epb.

To ME'NACE. v a. [menacer, Fr.] Tothreat-

en 1 to threat. Shakesp.

ME'NACE. / [menace, Fr. from the verb.]

Threat. Brawn.

ME'NACER. / [menacenr, Fr.] A threatner;

one that threats, fbilipt.

MENAGE. /[French] A collection of ani

mals. AJdijsn.

ME'NAGOCUE./ [unic and iyx.] A medi

cine 1 hat promotes the flux of the menses.

To MEND. v. a. \emendo, Lat.] 1. To repair

from breach or decay, a Cbren. 1. To correct}

to alter for the better. Temple. 3. To help;

to advance. Licit. 4. To improve ; to in

crease. DryJen.

To MEND. v. w. To grow better; to advance

in any good. Pope.

ME'NUAIJI.E. a. [from mind] Capable of be

ing mended.

MENDA'CITY./ [from mendax, Ut] False

hood. Brovom.

MENDER. / [from mend.} One who makes

any change for the belter. Shakesp.

MENDICANT, a. [mendicant. Lat.] Begging;

poor to a state of beggary. Fiddei.

MENDICANT./ [mendicant, Pr.] A beggar;

one of some begging fraternity.

To MENUlCATE.w. a. [mendico, Ut. men

der, Fr.] To beg; to alk alms.

MENDICITY./ [mendicitai, Lat.] The life

of a beggar.

MENDS for amends. Shakesp.

ME'NIAL. a. [fiom many ] Belonging to the

retinue, or train of servants.

ME'NIAL/ One of the train of servants.

MENI'NUES./ fjuiWy*-.] The meningei are

the two membranes that envelope the brain,

which are called the pia mater and dura ma

ter; the latter being the exterior involucrum.

Wijtman.

MENO'LOGY. / sjuiwxij..ii»] A register of

months. Stillinffiect.

ME'NOW/ commonly minnow. A filh. Ainsv).

ME'NSaL. a.fmenjalu, Lat] Belonging to the

table. Clarija.

ME'NSTRWAL.a.[mM/rr"»>',Lat.] 1. Monthly;

happening once a month; lasting a month.

Btniky. 2. Pertaining to a menstruum.

Bacon.

MENSTRUOUS. a. [menftrnns, Lat.] Having

the catamenia. Brown.

ME NSTRDUM. / All liquors are called men ■

ftruumi which are used as dissolvents, 01 to

extract the virtues of ingredients by infivlion,

•r decoction, ^"'«gr, Arw{«».

MENSURABI'LITY. / [mtnsurahlUte, Fr.J

Capacity of being measured.

MENSURABLE. 0. [mensnra, Lat] Measu

rable; that may be measured. Holder.

ME'NSURAL. a. [from mensnra, Ut.] Relat

ing to measure.

To ME'NSURATE. v. a. [from mensnra, Ut.]

To measure; to take the dimension of inj

thing.

MENSURATION. / sfrom mensnra, Lat.J

The act or practice of measuring; result as

measuring. Arhtthntl.

MENTAL, a. [memtit, Lat.] Intellectual ,

existing in the mind. Mthen.

ME NTALLY. adv. [from mental.] Intellec

tually; in the mind ; not practically, but in

thought or meditation. Bentley.

MENTION./ [mentte, Lat] Oral or written

expression, or recital of any thing. Rtrert.

To ME NTION. v. a. [mentionner, Fr] T#

write or express in words or writing. Isaiah.

MEPHl'TlCAL.a. [aup£ifi/,Lu.JIll favoured a

stinking. !j>ninry.

MERACIOUS. a. [meraent, Lat.] Strong,

racy.

MERCABLE. a. [mercer, Lit] To be sold or

bought Dia.

ME'RCANTANT. / [mercantante, Ital ] A

foreigner, or foreign trader. Shakesp.

MERCANTILE, a. Trading; commercial.

kVatu.

ME'RCAT./ [mercatnt, Ut] Market; trade.

Spratt.

MERCATURE.'/. [mertatnra, Lat] The

practice of buying and selling.

MERCENARINESS. / [from mercenary]

Venality ; respect to hire or reward. Boyle.

MERCENARY, a. [mercenarint, Lat] Venal j

hired; sold for money Hayweod.

ME RCENARY./ [mercenaire, Fr] A hire

ling i one retained or serving for pay. Sandyt.

MEUCER. /. [mercier, Fr] One who sell*

silks. Hcvjtl.

MERCERY. / [mercerie, Fr. from mercer.)

Trade of mercers ; dealing in silks. Granut.

To MERCHAND. v. n. [mercba*der,}?t.] T»

transact by tramck. Bacon.

MERCHANDISE. / [merchandise, Fr.] 1.

Tramck; commerce; trade. Taylor. %.

Wares ; any thing to be bought or fold Bacon.

To MERCHANDISE. «-. a. To trade; te

tramck ; to exercise commerce. Brerra.

MERCHANT./ [mereband, Fr.] One whe

tramcks to remote countries. Addison.

ME'RCHANTLY. ? a. Like a merchant.

MERCHANTL1KE.J Ainstvortb.

ME RCHANT-MAN. /. A (hip of trade.TayAr.

MERCHANTABLE. 0. [from merchant.] Fit

tobe bought or fold. Brovjn.

ME'RCIABLE. a. This word in Spenser signi

fies mercisml.

MERCIFUL, a. [mercy and /«//.] Compassi

onate; tender; kind; unwilling to punistt ;

willing to pity and spare. Pint,

MSRCl-
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MERCIFULLY, adv. [from merciful] Ten

derly ; mildly ; with pity. Atterbury.

MERCIFULNESS./ [from merciful] Tender

ness ; willingness to spire. Hammond.

MERCILESS, a. [from mercy.'] Void of mercy j

pitiless ; hard hearted. Shakesp. Denbam.

MERCILESSLY, adv. [from mtreikss] In »

manner void of pity.

MERCILESSNESS. / [from merciless.] Want

of pity.

MERCURIAL, a. [mercurials. Lat.] I.

Formed under the ..iftucnce of Mercury ; ac

tive } sprightly. Bacn. ». Consisting of quick

silver.

MERCURIFICATION. / [ from mercury]

The act of mixing any thing with quicksilver.

Boyle

MERCURY. /. [mercuriut. Lat.] I. The

chemist's name for quicksilver is mercury.

Hill. 1. Sprightly qualities. Pope. 3. A news

paper. 4. It is now applied to the carriers of

news.

MERCURY. / [mercurialit, Lat.] A plant.

Miller.

ME RCY./ [merci, Fr.] 1. Tenderness ; good

ness ; pity j willingness to save, clemency;

mildness ; unwillingness to punish. Psalms, 1.

Pardon. DryJen. 3. Discretion ; power of

acting at pleasure. Swift.

MERCY-SEAT./, [mercy and feat.] The co

vering; of the ark of the covenant, in which

the tables of the law were deposited : it was

of gold, and at its two ends were fixed the

two cherubim?, of the fame metal, which

with their wings extended forwards, seemed to

form a throne. Exod.

MERE. a. [merut. Lat] That or this only;

such and nothing else ; this only. Atterbury.

MERE or mer. [merie, Sax ] A pool or lake.

Gibson.

MERE./ [merte, Sax.] 1. A pool ; commonly a

large pool or lake. Camdeu. 1. A boundary.

Bacn.

MERELY, adv. [from mere] Simply; only.

Swift.

MERETRICIOUS, a. [meretriciut, Lat.]

Whorish ; such as is practised by prostitutes ;

alluring by false (how.

MERETRI CIOUSLY.a<fo.[from meretricious]

False allurements like those of strumpets.

MERIDIAN./ [mtridieu, Fr.] 1. Noon ; mid

day. Dryden. 1. The line drawn from north

to south, which the fun crosses at noon. Walts.

3. The particular place or state of any thing.

Hale. 4. The highest point of glory or power.

tWalttr.

MERI'DiAN. a. 1. At the point of noon.

Milttn. x. Extended from north to souih.

Boyle. 3. Railed to the highest point.

MLK1 DION AL, a. [meridional, Fr.] I. South

ern. Brown, t. Southerly ; having a southern

aspect. tVetton,

MER I DION A LITY./ [from meridional] Po

sition in tbe south ; aspect towards the south.

MERl'DIONALLY. adv. [from meridional]

With » southern aspect. Brown.

MERIT. / [meriturn, Lat.] 1. Desert; excel

lence deserving honour or reward. Dryden. 1.

Reward deserved. Prior. 3. Claim } right,

Dryden.

To MERIT, v. a. [meriter, Fr] 1. To de

serve j to have a right to claim any thing as

deserved. South, t. To deserve ; to earn.

Shakesp.

MERITORIOUS, [meritoire, Fr. from merit.]

Deserving of reward ; high in desert. Bishop

Sanderson.

MERITORIOUSLY, adv. [from meritorious]

The act or state of deserving well. South.

ME'RITOT./ [ofcilhm, Lat.] A kind of play.

ME RUN. / A kind of hawk. Sidney.

MERMAID. / [mer, the sea, and maid] A

sea woman. Davies.

MERMAID's TRUMPET. / A kind of fish.

MERRILY.aaVi. [from merry] Gaily;merrilyj

cheerfully ; with mirth. Grauville.

MERRIMAKE. / [merry and make] A festi

val ; a meeting for mirth. Spenser.

To MERRIMAKE. v. n. To feast ; to be jo

vial. Gay.

MERRIMENT./[from merry] Mirth; gaiety)

cheerfulness ; laughter. Hooker.

ME'RRINESS./ [from merry] Mirth j merry

disposition. Shakesp.

MERRY, a 1. Laughing; loudly cheerful ; gay

of heart. Addiseu. 2. Causing laughter. Shakes.

3. Prosperous. Dryden. 4 To make Merry.

To junket ; to be jovial. VEflrange.

MERRY-A'NDREW. / A buffoon; a aany ;

a jack-pudding. L'Eftrange.

MERRYTHOUGHT. / [merry and thought]

A forked bone on the body of fowls. Echard.

MERSION. / [mer/10, Lat.] The act of sink

ing.

MESEEMS. impersonal verb. I think , it appears

to me. Sidney.

ME'SENTERY. / [/asitiiem.] That, round

which the guts are convolved. Arbuthnot.

MESENTE RICK, a. [mesenter.que, Fr.] Re-

lating to the mesentery. Cheyne.

MESERA'ICK. / [psavipiov.j Belonging to the

mesentery. Brown.

MESH. / [maesche, Dutch.] The interstice of

a net; the space between the threads of a net.

Blackmere.

To MESH. v. a. [from the noun.] To catch is

a net ; to ensnare. Draytou.

ME'SHY. a. [from mesb.\ Reticulated ; of net

work. Carew. .

ME'SLIN./ [from miscellane] Mixed corn: as,

wheat and He. Hooker.

MESOLEUCYS. / siui^'xtwt©-.] A precious

stone, black, with a streak of while in the

middle.

MESOLOGARITHMS./ [,««©-, >£/©•, and

api?^©..] The logarithms ot' the cosines and

tangents, so denominated by Kepler. Harris.

MESOMtLAS. / [nirop.t\as] A precious

stone.

ME'SPISE. /[probably misprinted for mesprifi ,

mespris. Fr. I Contempt -, (corn. Spenjer.

MtSS.
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MESS. s. [met, old Fr.] A dilh ; a quantity of

food sent to table together. Decay es Piety.

To MESS. 11. n. To ett -, to feed.

MESSAGE./ [message, Fr.] An errand; any

thing commiticd to another to be told to a

third. S:uth, Dryden.

MESSENGER/ [mefager, Fr.] One who

carries an errand ; one who brings an account

cr foretoken oi* any thing Clarendon.

MFSSt'AH. / [from the Hebrew.] The

Anointed -, the Christ rfatti.

MESSIEURS, j. [Fr. plural ot mn/ienr.] Sirs)

gentiemen

MESSMATE. / [mest and mate] One who

tats at the fame tct-le.

MESSUAGE./ [mefuaginm, low Lat.] The

house and ground set apart for houfhold uses.

MET. The preterite and part, ot meet. A.ldisen

METABA SIS. J. [Greek] In rhetorick, a fi

gure by which the orator palfcs from one

thing to another. Diet.

META'BOLA./. [/ueistiAi.] In medicine, a

chinge of time, air, or disease

METACA'RPAL. a. [from metacarpus] Be

longing to the metacarpus. Ditf.

METACA Rl'US./. [/<iiaw'»in».] In anatomy,

a bone ot the hind made up of four bones,

which are joined to the sinters. Wiseman.

METAGRA'MMATISM./l,«:»and>-(«juM<«.]

Anagrammatllrn, or mel.tgrammatijm, is a

dissolution of a name truly written into it>

letters, as its elements and a new connexion

of it by arti lit ill transposition, miking some

perfect sense applicable to theperlon named

Camden.

METAL./ [metal. Fr.] i. Metal is a firm,

heavy, and hard substance, opake, fusible by

tire, and concreting again when cold into a

solid body such as it was before, which is

malleable under the hammer. The metals

are six in number: i. gold; 1. Iilver ; 3.

copper; 4. tin; 5. iron; and 6. lead. a.

Courage ; spirit. Clarendon.

METALE'PSIS. / [/xi **r, |i;.] A continuation

of a trope in one word through a fuccedion of

significations.

METALLIC AL.? a. [from melallum. Lat]

META LLICK.. j Partakng of meul ; con

taining metal ; conlisting of metal. Wotiot.

METALLITLROl'S. a. [mnallnm and jero,

Lat. J Producing meraU

METALLINE, a. [from metal.'] 1. Impreg-

patid with metal. Battu. %. Consisting 1!

metal. Bcy'c.

ME TALI.1ST./ [metalhfn, Fr.] A woiktrin

metals; ont tkille.1 in metals. M:x:n.

METALLOGRAPHY J. [metalinm and yoi-

<?«.] An account or description 01 meiaU.

METALLURGIST./ [uietallum and «,>-:>•] A

worker in metals.

METALLURGY./ [netallum and itya}The

art of working intuK, or separating them

from their ore.

To METAMORPHOSE. -.■■ a. sjui'-^jtoV]

To chanjc the loi-m 01 Inane of any thing.

H'nt-n.

METAMORPHOSIS. /. (>«1«a»=f4wnt.]Tranr-

formation ; change of shape. Dryden.

METAPHOR./ [^ili^fa.] The application

of a word to an use to which, in its original

import it cannot be put : as, he tridlei his

anger; he deadens the found; the spring

aivaka the flowers. A metaphor is a simile

complired in a word Dryden.

METAPHORICAL.? a. [metapheriane, Fr.

METAPHO'RICK. J Not literal; not accor

ding to the primitive meaning of the word ;

figurative. Ihsker.

METAPHRA'SE./ [H«<fT«w-K.]Amere verbal

translation from one language into another.

Dryden.

METAPHRA'ST. / [^♦farnt] A literal

translator , one who translates word for word

from one language into another.

METAPHYSICAL? a. 1. Versed in mr-

METAPHYSICK. j taphyficks; relating to

metaphysicks. %. In Shakespeare it means

supernatural or pret«rnatural.

METAPHYSICS. ? / [metaphyfinne, Fr.

METAPHYSICKS. J ^tlafwun:.] Ontology ;

the doctrine of the general affections of sub

stances existing. Cleave/and.

METAPHY'SIS /. [^Safwa.] Transformati-

lion ; metamorphosis,

ME'TAPLASM. / s^tlajrJtM-atle.] A figure

in rhetorick, wherein words or letters axe

transposed contrary to their natural order. DiS.

META STASIS. / sjUtVai-ic.] Translation or

removal. Harvey.

METATA'RSAL. a. [from metatarsus.] Be

longing 10 the metatarsus. Sharp.

METATARSUS./ [(Mr* and to^tk.) The

middle of the foot, which is composed of five

small bones connected to those of the first part

of the foot. rVijcman.

METATHESIS. /. [fxiLSwric.] A transposition.

To METE. v. a. [metier, Lat.] To measure ;

to reduce to measure. Holder, Creech.

METEWAND. ? / [meteinc\yard,OTVmnJ.j

METEYARD. J A staff of a certain length

whcrtwiih measure-, are taken. Ajcbom.

To METEMl'SYCHO SE. ». a [from mttr-f-

Jictcjh.} To translate from body to body. Feac.

METEMPSYCHOSIS. / f*kle.iixmnt.') The

trani'migiation of fouls from body to body.

Brcvrn.

METEOR./ [ttCiixrn ] Any bodies in the air

or iky that are of a flux and transitory nature.

Donne.

METEOROLOGICAL, a. [from metnreUgy\

Relating to the doctrine of meteors. Hsnxel.

METEOROLOGIST./ [from meteertlegy] A

man skilled in meteors, or studious of them.

Hmel.

METEOROLOGY./ sa«!i«f* and >^>».] The

doctrine of meteors. Bnvjn.

METEOROUS. a. [irom metcir.] Having the

nature of a meteor. Mitten.

METER / [from mete.] A measurer.

METUEGL1N./ [meddyglyn, Welsh] Drink

iriete
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made of honey boiled with water and ferment

ed. Dryden.

ME'THINKS, verb impersonal. I think; it

seems to me, S/enser.

METHOD. /: [metbode, Fr. ^ot&-.] The

placing of several thing?, or performing several

operations in the most convenient order. Watti.

METHODICAL, a. [melbodn/ne, Fr. from tu

tted.] Ranged or proceeding in due or jasl

order. Addison.

METHODICALLY, adv. [from methodical.]

According to method and order. Su filing.

To METHODISE, v. a [from mfthod.] To

regulate ; to dispose in order. Addison.

METHODIST. / [from metbid j i. A physi

cian who practises by theory. Boyle, a. One ot

a new kind of puritans lately arisen, so called

from their profession to live by rules and in

constant method.

METHO'UGHT. f The f>ret of metbinkt.

METONYMICAL. a. [from metonomy] Put

by metonymy for something else.

METONVM1CALLY. adv. [from metonymi-

cat.] By metonymy ; not literally. Biyle.

METONYMY./. [metonymie, Fr. ftdxtv/xU.] A

rhetorical figure, by which one word is put for

another, as the matter tor the materiate *, be

died byftiel, that is, by a sword. TilUtson.

METOPOSCOPY. J. [ftnugn and e-xiirV]

The study of physiognomy.

ME'TRE. f. [fxtrptn.) Speech confined to a

certain number and harmonick ihspositiun ot

syllables. Ajcham.

METRICAL, a. [metrical, Lat] Pertaining to

metre or numbers.

METROPOLIS, s. [/xn-rr,, and *r&«.] The

mother city ; the chief of any country or

district. Addison.

METROPO LITAN. /. [metropolitanui. Lat.]

A bishop of the mother church, an archbishop

Clarendon.

METROPOLITAN a. Belonging to a metro

polis. Raleigh.

METROPOLITICAL. a [from metripolii.]

Chief or principal of cities Knoilei.

ME'TTLE. s. Spirit; s(righilincss ; courage

Clarendon.

METTLED, a. Sprightly ; courageous Ben

Jobnjon.

METTLESOME, a [from mettle] Sprightly ;

lively ; gay ; brisk ; airy. Taller.

METTLESOMELY. adv. [irom mettlesome]

With Ipri heliness.

MEvV./ [muf, Fr.] t. A cage ; an inclosure;

a place where any thing is confined. Fairfax.

a. [ v\xp. Sax. j A fca-lowl. Careto.

To MEW. v a. [from the noon. J I. To shut

up; to confine; to impr.lun ; to inclose. Spenj

2. To shed the feathers. IValton. 3. To cry

as a cat. Greta.

To MEWL. v. n. [miauler, Fr ] To squall te a

child. Shakesp.

MEZE'RLON./A specie* of spurge laurel Hill

A'll• /.ZOlINsO J. I Ital ] A kind of graving,

lo uamed as nearly resembling paint, the word

importing half-painted: it is done by beating

the whole into asperity with a hammer, and

then rubbing it down with a stone.

MBYNT. adv. Mingled. Obsolete. Spenser.

MI' ASM. /. (from l mix" inquino, to infect.]

Such particles or atoms as are supposed to arise

from distempered, putrefying, or poisonous

bodies. Harvey.

MICE, the plural of mon fe. 1 Sam.

MICHAELMAS. / [Michael wi. mass.] The

feast ot the archangel Michael, celebrated on

the twenty-ninth of September Careno.

To MICHE. v. ». To be secret or covered.

Hanmer.

MI'CHER./ [from micbe.] A laiy loiterer, who

skulks about in corners and by-places; hedge-

creeper. Sidney.

MICK.LE. a. [ micel, Sax.] Much; great.

Camden

MI'CROCO'SM./ [nUrÆf and xo^®-.l Th«

little Wwrld. Man is so called. Derbam.

MICROGRAPHY./, [t^nii; and ysi** ] The

description of the parts of such very small ob

jects as are discernible only with a microscope.

Gretv.

MI CROSCOPE. f. [.uixp©- and c-x<wi»'.] An op-

tick instrument, contrived vat ious ways to give

to the eye a large appearance of many objects

which could not otherwise be seen. Bentley.

MICROMETER./ [/uitf©- and .u-irpov.] Aa

instrument contrived to measure small spaces.

MICROSCO PICAL. \ a. [from microscope.] I.

MICROSCOPICK. J Made by a microscope.

Arhntbnot 1. Assisted by a microscope. Tbcmj".

3 Resembling a microscope. Pope.

MID. a. 1. Middle; equally between two

extremes. Reive. 2. It is much used in com-

positicn.

MID-COURSE. f. [mid and courses Middle of

the way. Milton.

M I D-DAY. j. [mid and day.] Noon ; meridian.

Donne.

MI DDEST. superl of mid. Spenser.

MI'DDl.E. a . [miofele, Sax.] 1 . Equally distant

Irom the two extremes. Bacon, Rogers. 1. In

termediate; intervening. Daviei. 3. Midcwe

finger ; the long finger Sharp.

MI DOLE / 1 . Part equally distant from two

extremities. 'Judges, -i. The time that passes,

or events that happen between the beginning

and end Dryden.

MIDDLE-AGED.. a. [middle and age] Placed

about the middle of life Sivtst.

MI DDLLMOST. a [from middle] Being in

the middle. Newton.

Ml'DDLING. a. [from middle ] 1 Of middle

rank L'Eftraige 1. Of moderns size; having

moderate . ; ..alines ot any kind. Graunt.

MIDLAND, a. [mid and land.] 1. That which

is remote from the coast. H:*vrl. a. In th«

inidltofthe Lnd ; mediterranean. Drjacn.

MIDGE J [tinge, Sax.] A gnat.

MIUHtAVtN. / [mid aud heaven] The

mid.lle ol the sky. Milton.

Q_q q Ml DLEG.
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MI'DLEG. /. [mid noi leg.] Middle of the leg.

Bacon.

MIDMOST. a. [from mid.] The middle. Pope.

MIDMOST /. The depth of night ; twelve

at night. Attcrbury,

MI'DRIFF. J. [mibhpij:e,Sax.] Thediaphragm

Milton.

MID-SEA./ [midtndsea.] The mediterranean

sea. Dryden.

MIDSHIPMAN. / Midstipmen are officers

aboard a ship, whose station, when they are on

duty, is some on the quarter deck, others on

the poop, &c. They are usually young gentle

men, who having served their time as vosun-

tcers, are now upon their preferment.

MIDST./ Middle. Taylor.

MIDST, a. [from m:ddesi.] Midmost j being in

the middle. Dryden.

MIDSTREAM. / [mid and stream.] Middle

of the stream. Dryden.

MIDSUMMER./ [mid and summer.] The

summer solstice. Swift.

Ml'DWAY. / [mid and •way ] The part of the

way equally distant from the beginning and

end. Slakejp.

Ml'DWAY. a Middle between two places

Shakesp

MIDWAY, adv. In the middle of the passage.

Dryden.

MIDWIFE, s. A woman who assists women in

childbirth Donne.

MI DWlrERY./ [from midwife ] i Assistance

given at chiltbirth a. Ail of production ;

hdp to production. Child. 3. Trade of a

midwife

MI Dtt INTER /. [mid and winter.] The

wi'-.ter tMOice. Dryden.

MIEN / [mint, Fr.] Air; look; manner.

ff'a <kr

MIGHT, the preterite of may. Locke

MIGHT. ./ fmi;!.:, Sax.J Power ; strength)

force. /!•; /;:<•.

MIGHTILY, adv. [from mighty] 1. With

pit at p:.v er i powerfully ; effuacioufly ; for-

icihly. h..krr. x. Vehemently; vigorously;

i'"j!<.ru!«- .j'rak'Jp 3 In a great degree ,

v^ T\ rrvih Spectator.

MIOHTiNsi-S. /. [from augA/y.] Power;

i ".is , la 'ij.i >>{ dignity.

M. ■ :.y.

\ ., Ge-

. ■ .Jt D

» <■' TY adv. Ij .. gnat degree. Frier

.' , .ATK/N. j. <_ migrant, Lat] Act of

■ .{;in ■ r .ire. /.". .'ward.

~Cli .'. ■ T-ir r*.i~ J Giving milk. Grcunt

;.-j'.t' a i....-i, I.'.:---, j 1. Kind; tender;

j: jJ ; <:'.. >..»''i.n'. ; u:t..isul; compassionate^

ii-j: cc.-1 hs^t's. 1. butt} gentle; not vio-

1'. '. ' ;'i- 5. *.'^t acrid ; not corrosive ; not

». .... US A'i'fll not. 4. Not sharp ; mci-

|r» ,.■;; I.ii.'n ".o mixture of acidity.

moisture which falls, and by its acrimony

corrodes, gnaws, and spoils, the inmost tub-

stance of the plant : or mildew is rather a con-

cretesubstance which exsudes through the pores

of the leaves. What the gardeners common

ly call mildew is an infect, which is frequent

ly found in great plenty, preying upon this ex-

sodation. Whenever a tree has

!,.'!; .. dignity. Shakesp.

[r^-oni might ] 1. Powerful;

/■r 1 Excellent, or powerful in

, .. fr.

'v.U

! in:T--.i--pr. , Sax] Mildew is a

happen* in plants, by a dewy

been greatly

affected by this mildew, it seldom recovers it

in two or three years. Hill.

To MILDEW, v.a. To taint with mildew.

Gay.

MI'LDLY. adv. [fromaaiM] 1. Tenderly ; not

severely. Dryden. I. Gently ; not violently.

Bacon.

MILDNESS./, [from mild] 1 . Gentleness ;

tenderness •, mercy ; clemency Addisen. I.

Contrariety to acrimony.

MILE / [mille pnjsm, Lat] The ufnal measure

of roads in England, one thousand seven hun

dred and sixty yards Clarendon.

Ml LESTONE. / [mile and stone.] Stone set to

mark the miles.

MsLFOIL. / [millesolinm. Lat.] A plant, the

fame with yarrow. Dryden.

MI LIARY. a [mitinm, millet.] Small j resem

bling a millet seed. Chtyne.

MI LIARY fever. A fever that produces small

eruptions.

MI LICE. s. [Fr] Standing force. Temple.

MI'LITANT. a. [militant. Lat] 1. Fighting 1

prosecuting the business of a soldier. Spenser.

1. Engaged in war'are with hell and the

world. A term applied to the church of Christ

on earth, as opposed to the church triumphant.

Rogers.

MI LITAR. 7 a. [milttarii. Lat ] 1 Engaged

MILITARY. S i" the life of a soldier ; soldier

ly. Hooker, i. Suiting a soldier; pertaining

to a soldier; warlike. Prior. 3. Effected by

sohliers. Bacon.

MIL1 TIA. f. [Latin.] The trainbands j the

standing foroe of a nation. Clarendon.

MILK./ [meclc, Sax] 1. The liquor with

which animals Iced their young from the

breast. tVifeman, Fhyer. a. Emulsion made

by contusion ot seeds. Bacon.

To MILK. v. a. [from the noun] I. To draw

milk from the bieast by the hand. Pope. %.

To fuck. Shakesp.

VII I.KEN. a. [from milk.] Consisting of milk.

Temple.

Ml LKER. / [from milk.] One that milks ani

mal1.. Dryden.

MILKINESS / [from milky] Sof ness like

that of milk; approach to the nature of milk.

Flyer.

MTI.KLlVERF.Da. [milk and liver ] Coward

ly ; timorous; faint-hearted. Shakesp.

MILKMAID. s.[milk a»d maid.] A woman

employed in the dairy. Addifon.

MILKMAN. / [mil* and man.] A man who

fells milk. , .

Ml'LKPAIL. / [milk and pail.] Vessel into

which cev,j are milhtd. rVatu.

MI hrx A*v
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MIT KPAN./ [milt andean.] Vessel in which

milk is kept in the dairy Bacs*.

MILKPO TTAGE / [milt and peltate.] Food

made by boiling milk with water and oatmeal.

Lade.

MII.KSCORE./ [milk and/««] Account of

milk owed for, scored on a board. AJdiJon.

Ml LKSOP / \milt inAscp.] A soft, mild, ef

feminate, feeble-minded man. Spenser.

MI LKTOOTH, s. [milt and teeth ] Milheelh

are those small teeth which come torth belore,

when a foal is about three months old. Carri

er's Dia.

MI LKTHISTLE. / [m,li and thistle: plants

that have a white juice are named milky-] An

herb.

Ml LKTREFOIL./ An herb.

MI LKVKTCH./ A plant.

MI LKWEKD.y. [milt and need.] A plant.

M1LKWHITE. a [milt and white.] White as

milk. Dr^dea.

MILKWORT / [milt and tvirt] Milkvnrl

is a bell-shaped flower. Miller.

MILKWOMAN. / [milk a»d wmmu.] A wo

man, whose business is to serve families wilh

milk. Aibuthnot.

MI LKY. a [from milt ] I. Made of milk. l.

Resembling milk. ArhnH>Hct. 3. Yielding

milk. Æ«/«iBi». 4. Soft; gcntle> tender j

timorous. Shakefp.

MI LKY-WAY. / [milky and «eajr.] The

galaxy The milky-ivay is a broad white path

or track, encompalling the whole heavens, and

extending itlelt in some places with a double

path, bu>. for the moll part with a single one.

It hath been discovered to consist os an in

numerable quantity ol fixed stais, different in

situation and magnitryde, from the conluleu

mixture of whole light its whole colour i-

supposed to be occasioned. 1 he galaxy hath

usually been the region in which new stars

have appeared; which have then become in

visible again. Creech.

MILL. / [fxiA*.] An engine or fabrickin which

corn is ground to meal, or any other body is

comminuted. Sharp.

To MILL v. a. [from the noun; f*v\ii* ] 1.

To grind j to comminute. 1. To beat up

chocolate. 3. To stamp coin in the mints.

jiddijon.

MI'LL-COG / The denticulaiions on the cir

cumference of wheels, by which they lock in

to other wheels. Mortimer.

MILL DAM. J. [mnVand dam] The mound,

by which the water is kept up to raise it for

the mill. Mortimer.

MILL-HORSE./. Hci se that turns a mill. Sidney.

M1LLMOUNTAINS./ An herb.

Ml LL-TEETH./ [mill and teeth.] The grind

ers. Arbnthnot.

MILLENA'RIAN. / [from millenariui, Lat.]

One who expects the millennium.

MILLENARY, a. [millenaire, Fr.] Consisting

of ft thousand. Arbuthnet.

£H'LLENIST./. One that holds the mUlen

niura.

MILLENNIUM./ [Lat.] A thousand yeira i

generally taken for the thousand years, durinS

which, according to an ancient tradition in

tile church, grounded on a doubt'ul text in the

Apocalypse, our blessed Saviour shall reign with

the faithful upon eaith alter the resurrection.

Burnet.

MILLENNIAL. a. [from millennium, Lit.]

Pertaining to the millennium.

MI LLEPEDES / [milie and pes, Lat.] Wood-

lice, so called from their numerous feet. Merti.

MILLER. / [from mill.] One who attends a

mill. Brreon.

MILLER./: A fly.

MILLER'S-THUMB./ A small fish sound in

brooks, called likewise a bulhead.

MILLESIMAL, a [millefimue, Lat.] Thou

sandth. kVettt.

MILLET./ [milinm. Lat] 1. A plant. Arhnr.'i.

a. A kind of fish. Carew.

MILLINER./ Onewhoseilsribandsnnddresses

for women. Taller.

MILLION./ [milliegne, Ital.] I. The number

of a hundred myriads, or ten hundred thou

sand. Shakefp. 2. A proverbial name tor any

very great number. L'.cte.

MI LLIONTH. a. [from million] The ten hun

dred thousandth. Bentlej.

MI Ll.STONE./. [milUoAflone ] The stone by

which corn ic comminuted. VEJlrange.

MILT./ [mildt, Dutch] 1. The sperm of

the male filh. Walton. ». [Mile, Sax ] The

spleen.

To MILT v. a. [from the noun ] To impreg

nate the roe or spawn 01" the female fish.

Ml'LTER./ [from milt.] The he of any fish,

the she being called spawner. Walton.

MILTWORT./ An herb.

MIME. / [u.i'n®-.] A buffoon who practises

gesticulaiiens, ei.hcr representative of svne

action, or merely cuntrived to raise mirth.

Ben. ychnjcn.

To MIME, v n. To play the mime B Johnson.

MI'MER./ [from mime ] A mimick } a buffuoo.

Milton .

MIMICAL. a. [mimiem, Lat.] Imiutive; be

fitting a mimick ; acting the mimick. Dryden.

MIM1CALLY adv. [from mi micai] In imita

tion ; in a mimical manner.

MIMICK./ [mimitm, Lat] 1. A ludicrous imi

tator ; a buffoon who copies. another's act or

manner. Pi tor. 1. A mean or servile imi

tator.

MIMICK. a [mimient, Lat.] Imitative. Smift.

To MI MICK. v. a. [from the noun j To imi

tate as a buffoon) t» ridicule by a burlesque

imitation. Granville.

M1MICKRY. /. [from mimick.] Burlesque

imitation. SpeflaUr.

M1MOGRAPHER / [mimm and ytiyv.] A

writer of farces.

MINA'CIOUS. a. [m/»ax,Lat.] Full of threats.

MINA'CITY. / [from mmax, Lat] Disposition

to use threats.

Q_q q » MI NATORY.
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MI'NATORY. a. [minor, Lit ] Threatening

Bacon.

To MINCE v a. [from mini/b] i. To cut into

very (mill parts. S.-ufh. 1. To mention any

thing scrupulously, by a little ata time j to

palliate. rVood'ward.

To MINCE, v. n. I. To walk nicely by (hort

steps. Pest. i. To speak small and imperfectly

Dryden.

MINCINGLY. adv. [from mince] In small

parts; not fully. Hooker.

MIND./ [jeminb, Sax.] i. Intelligent power

Sbakefp. a. Liking; choice; inclination;

propenfion : affection. Hooker. 3 Thoughts ;

sentiments. Dryden. 4. Opinion. GmnvilU.

5. Memory ; remembrancy. Atterbury.

To MIND. v. a (from the noun] 1. To mark ;

to attend. Rofcommon. %. To put in mind ; to

remind. Bur net.

To MIND. 11. n To incline; to be 'disposed.

Spenser.

MI'NDED. a. [from mind.} Disposed j inclined ,

affected. Tiltetfen.

MINDFUL, a. [mind and sill.] Attentive; ha

ving memory. Hammcud,

MINDFULLY, adv. [horn, mindful] Atten

lively

Ml'NDFULNESS./ [from mindful] Attenti-

on ; regard.

MINDLESS, a. [horn mind] 1. Inattentive;

regardless, Prior. 1. Not endued wiih a

mind; having no intellectual powers Davits.

MIND-STRICKEN a. [mind and strteken. j

Moved; affected in his mind. Sidney.

MINE, pronoun possessive, [myn, Sax.] Belong

ing to me. Dryden.

MINE./ [mvyn or mtvn, Welsh.] 1. A place

or cavern in the earth which contains metal*

or minerals. Beyle 1. A cavern dug undei

any fortification that it may sink lor want o

support, or, in modern war, that powder may

be lodged in it, which being fired, whateve.

is over it may be blown up. Milton.

To MINE. v. n. [from the noun.J To digmine

or burrows. Woodward.

To MINE v. a. To lap; to ruin by mines; tc

destroy by slow degrees. Shakejp.

MI NER.y. [mincur, Fr.] 1. One that digs for

metals. Dryden. %. One who makes military

mines Taller.

MINERAL J. [minerals, I.ai ] A foffile body ;

matter dug out cf mines. rVsodzuard.

MINERAL a. Consisting or foffile bodies

Woodward.

MlNERALlST./[from mineral] One (killed

or employed in minerals Boyle.

MINERA LOGIST.J. [fromauiura/andXilyQ-.]

One who discourses on minerals Brown.

MINERALOGY./ [from mineral and \i}&.]

1 he doctrine of minerals.

MINE VF.R.y. A skin with specks of white.

To MINGLE, v a. To mix \ to join; to com

pound ; to unite with something Ib as to make

enc mass. Riper:, 1 h:mjon.

To Ml NGLE. v. n. To be mixed; to be united

with. Rewe.

MI NGLE. /"[from the verb] Mixture; medley;

con'used mass. Dryden.

MINGLER./. [from the verb.] He who min

gles.

MI NlATURE./ {miniature, Fr.] Reprelen-

tation in a small compass; representation left

than the reality. Philips.

MINIKIN, a. Small; diminutive. Shakes*.

MINIKIN./ A small sort of pins.

MI NIM / |srom minimui. Lat] A small be

ing ; a dwarf. Milton.

MINIMUS. J. [Lat ] A being of the least size.

Sbakefp.

MI NION./ [mignon, Fr ] A favourite-, a datv

ling ; a low dependant. Swift.

MI NIOUS. a [from minium. Lat.] Of the co

lour of red lead or vermilion. Breton.

To MI NISH. v. a. : from Jtmintjb ] To lessen;

to lop ; to impair. Pinlms.

MI'NISTER./ [minister. Lat.) 1. An agent;

one who is employed to any end ; one who

acts under another. Sidney, x. One who is

employed in the administration of government.

Baton. 3. One who lervisatthe altar; one

who performs sacerdotal lunctions. Addife*. 4.

A delegate; J 11 official . Sbaiejp. ;. An agent

from a foreign power.

To MI NISTER v. a. [mmstre. Lat.jTo give )

to supply; to afford. Otway.

To MI'NISTER. v. n. 1. To attend; toseri-e

in any office, j Cor. a. To g ve medicines.

Sbakefp. 3. To give fuppliesof ihings needful ;

to give assistance. South, Smalridge. 4. To

attend on the service of God. Remans.

MINISTL'RIAL. a. [from minister] 1. At

tendant ; acting at command. Brown, a.

Acting under superior authority. Rogers. },

Saceidotal; belonging to the ccclesiallicka or

their office. Hooker. 4. Pertaining to ministers

of Date.

MI'NISTERY/ [mm-stenum, Ut] Office;

service. Dtgby.

MI'NISTRAL. a. [from minister.] Pertaining

to a minister.

MI NISTRANT a.'from minister ] Attendants;

acting at command. Pcpe.

MINISTRATION./ [iram minstro, Lat] 1.

Agency; intervention; office ot an agent de-^

legated or commissioned Taylor. 1. Service;

office ; ecclesiastical function Alter b*ry.

MINIUM,j. [Lat J Melt lead in a broad earth

en vessel unglazed, and stir it till it be calc ned

into a grey poweer; this is called the calx cf

Lad; continue |.he fire, stirring it in the lira*

manner, and it becomes yellow; in this tlatc

it is uled in painting , alter this put it iuiu a

reverberatory furnace, and it wilt calcine fur

ther, and become ot a fine red, which i* tbe

common minium or red lead. H:ll.

MlI.lSIRY.y \m>nj'tcr.um, Lal.J I. Office;

service. Spratt. 1. Office oi one Ut apart 10

preach; ecclesiastical lunctiun L.t. 3.

Agency ; interposition. Beutify. 4. Uulietcts.

Dryden. 5. lei lois employed in the puOitclc.

astaus of a state, i'w/l.

MINNOW.
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MTNNOW./ A very small fisti ; l pink : The

minnovo, when he is in perfect season, and not

sick, which is only presently after spawning,

hath a kind ot" dappled or waved colour, like

a panther, on l,j- sides, inclining to > greenilh

and fty-coloui, his belly being milk-white,

and hit back almost black Walton.

fi'INOR. a. [Latin.] I. Petty; inconsiderable.

Brcnvn. 1. Ltss , smaller. Clarendon.

MINOR./ l. One underage. Daves. ^. The

second or particular proposition in the syllo

gifm. Arbuthnot.

To MI'NORATE. v. a. [from mintr, I.at.j

To lessen. Glanville.

MINOR.VTION/ [from minsrate J The act

of lessening ; diminution. Brown.

MINORITY. / [trom miner, l.at] i. The

state of being under ape Stake'*, a. T he

state of being less. Brown. 3 1 he smaller

number.

M' NOTAUR./[As'»»jand taurus] A monstci

invented by the poets, half man and halt bull.

Shakejp

Mi NSTER. /. [min|-terte,Sax ] A monastery ;

an ecclesiastical fraternity ; a cathedral church.

'1 he word is yet retained at York and Litch

field.

MINSTREL./", [menestril, Span] A musician ,

one who plays upon instruments Sandys.

M1NSTRLLSEY / [trom minstrel] 1. Mu

stek i instrumental harmony Davits. ». A

number ofmulicians Milton.

MINT./ [mince, Sax.] A plant.

MINT.). [munte, Uuich.] 1. The place where

money is coined Addijon. * Any place ol

invention. Shakejp.

To MINT. v.a. [frem the noun J 1. To coin;

to stamp money. Bacon. *. To invent; to

forge. Bacon.

MI NTAGE. / [from mint] 1. That which it

coined or stamped. Milton, z. The duty paid

for coining.

MI'NTER. / [from mint] A coiner. Camden

MI NTMAN. / {mint and man J One (killed in

coinage. Bac-on.

Ml NTMASTER. / [mint and master] 1 One

who presides in coinage. Boyle. 1. One who

invents. Locke.

MI'NUET./ [amis, Fr ] A stately regular

dwice. Stepney.

MI NUM. J. 1. [With printers] A small fort

of printing letter 1 [With musicians.J A

note of slow lime. Bailey.

MINUTE, a. [minntus, L.at.] Small; little;

slender j small in bulk. Sixth.

MINUTE J. [mmnlum, Lat.j I. The sixtieth

part of an hour. Sb^cjp I. Any small Ipace

o: time. Smth. 3. The first draught ot »n)

greement in wining.

To MI NU'l E *. a [minuter, Fr.] To set down

in short hints Spectator.

MINUTE-BOOK- J- [mi—tt and *•»*.] Book

of short hmt9.

MINUTE-GLASS./ [minute and glass ] ClaU.

of which the sand measures a minute.

MINU'TELY. adv. [from«M«/«.J Toa small

point ; exactly. Lode.

MINUTELY, adv. [from minute, the substan

tive J Every minute; with very little time

intervening. Hammond.

MINUTENESS./, [from minute.] Smallness ;

exilily ; inconsiderablencss. Bent.'ej.

MINUTE-WATCH / A watch in which mi

nutes are more distinctly marke.t than in com

mon watches which reckon by thehiur. Boylr.

MINX./ A youry, pert, wanton girl. Shake/p.

MI'RACLE./ [miraculum. Lat.] 1. A wonders

something above human power. Slaieip. x.

[In theology.] An effect above human or

n tu al power, performed in attestation of

some truth. Bcntley.

MIR A CULOUS. a. [miraculcux, Fr. from mi.

rack] D( ne by miracle ; produced by mira

cle ; effected by power more than natural.

Herbert.

MIRACULOUSLY, adv. [from miraculous]

By miracle ; by power above that of nature.

DrjJrn.

MIRACULOUSNESS. /. [from miracuhui.]

The stale of being effected by miracle; f'u-

prrinrity to natural power.

MIRAD&R /. [Spanish, from mirar, to look.]

A balcony. Drydtn

MIRI'./ \moer, Dutch 1 Mud; dirt. Rlfc.mm'.n.

To MIRE. v. a [trom the luun] To whelm

in the mud. Sbakefp.

MIRE./, [myrta, Sax] An ant ; a pismire.

MIRINESS./ [from miry.] Diitiness ; fulness

of mire.

MI RKSOME /". Dark; cbicure. Spenser.

MIRROR, s. [miroir, Fr] 1 A looking glass,

any ihing which exhibits representations of

objects by reflection. Daviei. 1. It is used for

pattern. Hooker.

MI RROR STONE./ [selemtes. Lat.] A kind

o! transparent stone-

MIRTH, s. [mvrthbe, Sax.]Meiriment; jollily j

gaiety ; laughter. tope

MIRTHFUL a [mirth and/u//' ] Merry ; gay;

cheerful. Ben. Jobu^cu.

M1RTHLLSS. a. [ from mirth. ] Joyless}

cheerless.

MIRY, a ssrom mire] 1. Deep in mud;

mildly. Ttmple. 1. Consisting o: mite. Shakejp.

MIS An inseparable particle uled in composnicn

to mark an ill sene, or depravation of the

meaning: as, chance, luck, mijcbance, ill

luck ; to like, to be ple-lVd ; to mi/like, to be

ostended

MISACCEPTA'TION/ [mis and acceptation ]

The act of taking in a wror.g sense.

MISADVENTURE. /. [mi_,aveuture, Fr.] 1.

Mischance; misfortune ; ill luck; bad fortune.

Clarendon. [In law ] Manslaughter.

M1SADVE NTURI D. a.[liom mi adventure]

Unfortunate. Stale:p.

MISADVISED, a. [mis and advised.] Ill

directed.

MISA IMED-
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MISA'IMED. m. [mis and aim.] Not aimed

rightly. Spenser.

MISANTHROPE. 7 s. [ /uwav?;«*■ 1 A

MISA'NTHKOPOS J hater of mankind. S/>ai.

MISANTHROPY./ [from mi anthrope J Ha

ired of mankind.

MISAPPLICATION./ fm<« and app! cation.]

Application to a wrong purpose. Breton.

To MISAPPLY', i.. a [mu and a/yi/y ] To

apply to wrong purports. Hovel.

To MISAPPREHEND v.a [mis and appre

hend.] Not to understand rightly. Locke.

MISAPPREHENSION s.[mit and appreherst

en.) Miltake ; not right apprehension.Glanville

ToMISASCRI'BE v. a [m:s and ajenbe.] To

alcrth-- faltly. Byle.

To MISASSI'GN. v. a [mil and assign] To

assign erroneously. Boyle

To MISBECOME, v. a [mil and tomr] Not

to become i lo be unsteady ; not to t'uil.oV««ejr.

MISBEGO'T. 7a. | begot, or *e^»//e»,with

MISBEGOTTEN, J mit ] Unlawfully or irre-

gntarly begotten. Dryjen.

To MISBEHAVE v. n. [mis and behave ] To

act ill or improperly.

MISBEHAVIOUR /. [mis and behaviour] 111

conduct ; bad practice. Addifen.

MISBELIEF, f. [mis and Mef.\ False religion ;

a wiong belief.

MISBELIEVER f [mil and believer] One

that holds a false religion, or believes wrongly.

Dryden.

To MISCALCULATE, v. a [mil and ra/«-

lute ] To reckon wrong.

ToMISCAL. v.a. [mis and <•«//.] To name

improperly. Glanville.

MISCARRIAGE / [mis and carriage.] I.

Unhappy event of an un-ertakinp:./*r«»<''H>ar«J'.

t. Abortion; act ol bringing forth before the

ttme. Graunt.

To MISCA'RRY. v. n. [mil and carry.] I. To

fail ; not to have the intended event. Addifsn.

%. To have an abortion. Pipe.

MISCELLA'NE. / [mijcellaneus, Lat.] Mixed

corn. Bacon.

MISCELLANEOUS, a. [mifeellanenT, Lat]

Mingled; composed of varinus kinds. Bre-aiu.

MISCliLLA'NEOUSNESS s. [trom miscella

neous.] Composition of various kinds.

MISCELLANY, a. [mijcellaneus, Lat.] Mixed

of various kind1.. Baan.

MICELLANY. / A mas; formed out of vari

ous kinds, tope.

To MISCAST, v a. [mil and east ] To lake

a wrong account o!. Bntun.

MISCHANCE. / [mu and chance ] 111 luck ;

ill fortune. South.

MISCHIEF. / f meshes, old Fiench. ] I.

Harm ; hurt ; whatever is ill and injuriously

done. Revce. x. Ill consequence ; vexatious

•(fair. Swift.

To MISCHIEF, v. a [from the noun] To

hrjit ; to harm ; lo injure. Spratt.

MI'«H!EFMAKER. /i [from mischief mt

ac's.] One who causes mischief.

MISCHIEVOUS, a [(torn mischief] i. Harm

ful ; hurtful ; destructive ; noxious; perni

cious. South, i Spiteful; malicious.

MI'SCHIEVOUSLY. adv. Noxiously ; hurtful-

lv; wickedly. Dryden.

MISCHIEVOUSNESS. / [from mi/ehineui.]

Hurtfulnefs ; perniciousnel's ; wickedness-.

South.

MISC1BLE. a. [from tuifeec, Lat] Possible to

be mingled. Arbnthnet.

MISCITA'TION. / [mil and citation.] Unfair

or false quotation. Collier.

ToMISCllE. v.a. [mis and cite.] To quote

wrong

MISCLAl'M. / [ mis and claim. ] Mistaken

cUim. Bacon.

MISCOMPUTA'TION. / [mis mi computa

tion] False reckoning. Clarendon.

To MISCONCEIVE, v. a. [mis and conceive.]

To mil judge ; to have a false notion of.

Spetijcr.

MISCONCFTT. ? / [mis and conceit, and

MISCONCEPTION J conception ] False opi

nion ; wrong notion Hoeker.

MISCONDUCT./, [mis and cendutf.] Ill be

haviour; ill management. Addijcn, Ropers.

To MISCONDUCT, v. a. [mu and conduct.]

To manage amiss.

MISCONJECTURE. f. [mis tad cenjetfure.]

A wrong guess Breton.

MISCONSTRUCTION. / [mil and construc

tion.) Wrong interpretation of words or things.

Shake/p.

To MISCONSTRUE, v. a. [mu and censirut.]

To interpret v.rong. Raleigh.

MISCONTINUANCE. /. [mu and centinu-

ance.] Cessation; intermission.

To MISCOL'NSIL v. a. [mil and counsel]

To advise wrong Spcnjer.

To MISCOUNT, v.a [mifeeunter, Fr. wj

androKnf.] To reckon wrong.

MISCRF.ANCE \J. [from mifereance, or

MISCREANCY J mefereionce, Fr.] Unbelief}

falle faith ; adherence to a false religion.

Spenser.

MISCREANT./, [miscreant, Fr ] I. One that

holdi a false sauh ; one who believes in false

pods, i A vile wretch. AJdtJen.

MISCREATE )a [mis and created] Forrn-

MISCRF.'ATED. J ed unnatuially or illegi

timately ; made as by a blunder of nature.

Shakcfp.

MISDEED. /. [ mil and dud ] Evil action.

Dryden.

To MISDEEM, us. a. [ mU and deem. ] To

jadgeillof; to miltake. D.it-iet.

To MISDEMK'AN. v. a. [tnii and demean]

To behave ill. Shakefp.

MISDEMEA NOR. / [mis and demean] Of

fence ; ill behaviour. South. „^

To MISDO. v. a. [mis and do.] To do wrong;

to commit a crime. Milton.

To MISDO' v. n. To commit faults. Dryden.

MISDO'ER. /. [from mijdo.] An offender j a

criminal. Spenser.

To
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To MISDOUBT, v. a. [mil and dsubt.] To

suspect ofdeceit or danger. Shakejp.

MISDOUBT. / [m:i and diubt.] i. Suspicion

of crim« or danger. Shakesp 1. Irresolution;

hesitation Shakesp

MISE s. [French] Issue Law term.

To MISEMPLOY, v. a. [mil and employ] To

use to wrong purposes. Atterbury.

MISEMPLOYMENT./ [mis tnd employment.]

Improper application. Hjfe.

MISER./ [miser, Lat ] i. A wretched person ;

one overwhelmed with calamity. Sidney. x. A

wretch; a mean fellow. Shakes/), j. A wretch

covetous to extremity Otnvay

MISERABLE, a. [miserable, Fr] I. Unhappy ;

calamitots-, wratched South, l. Wretched •,

worthless. Jib. 3. Culpably parsimonious;

stingy.

MISERABLENESS./ [from miserable .] Stale

ofmMery.

MISERABLY. ad-a. [from miserable] 1. Un

happily; calamitously. Smth. 1. Wretchedly;

meanly. Sidney.

MCSERY./. [mistria, Lat.] I. Wretchedness;

onhappincss. Lee e.. 2. Calamity ; roistottuce.

*ause of misery. Shakesp. 3 [from mij-.r.:

Covetousness; avarice. PVotton.

To MISFASHION v. a. [mil and fashion.]

To form wrong. Hake-will.

MISFO'RTUNE /. [mit andforme] Calami

ty; ill luck ; w int of good fortune. Sidney

To MISGIVE, v a [mil and give] To fill

with doubt; to deprive of consilience. Milton

MISGO'VERNMENT /' [veil and jivernm'nt ]

1. Ill administration of puhlick affairs, Raleigh.

1. Ill management. -Taylor 3. Irregularity;

inordinate behaviour. Shakesp.

MISGUIDANCE./ [tui and guidance) False

direction. South,

To MISGUIDE, v a. [nii and guide.] To

direct ill ; to lead the wrong way. Locke

MISH\ P./ [mwand hap] 111 chance; ill luck.

'Spenser

MI 5HMASH./. Amsw.rth. A low word. A

mingle.

To MlSINFE'R v. a. 'mis »nd infer.] To infer

wrong. Hooker.

To MISINFORMu a [mis and inform ] To

deceive by fa 1 le accounts. 1 Mac.

MISINFORMATION, s. [from misinform.)

False intelligence; false aeccuntr. South.

To MISINTERPRET.*." [mil tmUmerpret.)

To explain to a wrong fense. Bin. Jahnjtn.

To MISJO'IN. v. a. mis and;Jii>.J Tojoin

unfitly «r improperly. Drydtn.

To MISJUDGE, -u. a. [mu and j"dgt] To

foimlalsc opinion-, j to jud(;e ill. l'ipt.

To MISLAY, -v. a. [mit and lay.] To lay in

a wrong place. Dryden.

4fLSLA'YEK./.. [itam- mijlaj ] One that pun

in a wrong piace, Bacon

To MISLEAD, v. a [mil and lead ] To guiJe

a wrong way ; to Ktray to mischief or mis

take. Bac:n.

M^SLt'AVLR. / [from misitud.) Oqe that

leads to ill Shakesp.

To MISLI KE. v. a. [mil and like] To disap

prove; to be not pleased with. Herbert.

MISLI'KE. [from the verb] Disapprobation-,

distaste. Fairfax

MISLI'KER s. (from miJJiit.] One that dis

approves. Afcham.

MISLEN / [corrupted from miscellane.] Mixed

corn. Mortimer.

To MI'ScE. v. n. [from mists] To rain in

imperceptible drops, like a thick mist : pro

perly m:st;. Spenser.

ToMI'SLIVE. v. ». [mis and live] To live

ill. Spenser

To MISMANAGE, v a. [ mis and manage. ]

To manage ill. Lscki.

MISMANAGEMENT. / [mis and manage

ment.) Ill management ; ill conduct. Locke

To MISMATCH, v. a. [mis and match.) To

match unsuitably. S:u hern.

To M1SN A ME. v. a. [mil and name] To call

by the wront; name. B:y e.

MISNOMER /'. (French ] In law, an indict

ment or any other acs vacated by a wrong

name.

To MISOBSERVE. v. a. [mis and observe.]

Not to observe accurately. Locke.

MISOGAMISr. /. [f*i^ and yip®-.] A

marriage hater.

MISOGYNY. / [f*wS and ywh.) Hatred of

women.

ToMISORDLR. 1/. a. [mis and order.) To

conduct ill ; to manage irregularly. Shakesp.

MISO'RDKR./ [from the verb. j Irregularity ;

disorderly proceedings. Qamden.

MISO'RDERLY. a. [irom mijorder.] Irregular.

To MlSl'li ND. v. a. preterite and patt. passive

mjpent. [m:i zaAjpeud.) 1. To Ipend ill ; to

waste ; to consume to no purpose. B. Johnson,

i. To waste, with the reciprocal pronoun.

Philips.

MISPKNDER./. Tfiom mijpeud.) One who

IpenHs ill or prodigally. Norris.

MIM'ERSUASION.^; [mil and persuafisn.]

Wrong notion; fall* opinion. Decay of tuts.

To MISPLA CE. 11. a, [mu and plate.} To put

in a wroii^; place. South.

To MISPRISE .v. a. 1 To mistake. Shakesp.

z To sligHt , to scorn; to despise. Shakejp.

MISPRI'SION. /. [Irom »/j>r;/V.| 1 . Scorn ;

contempt. Shakesp. ^. Mistake ; misconcep

tion. G'arvtilc. 3. [In common law ] It

signifies neglect, negligence, or oversight.

Mtfsristin os treason is the concealment, or

not disclosing, or known treason ; lor the which

the offenders arc to luster imprisonment during

the king's pleasure, lose tbeir goods and tfe

profits of their lands Mijprisnn ot telony, it

the letting any person, committed for treason

or felony, or luspicion os eitner, to go before

he be indicttad. Cisuell.

To MISI'ROPO R I'UN. v. a. [mis and proper-

licit.J Tojoin wiiiiuui due pioportbn.

MlSPROUD.
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MISPROUD. a. [mil and/fW] Viliously

proud. Sbakefp.

To MISQUOTE «. a. [mil and q nele.] To

quote ialsly. Shakesp.

To MISRF.Cl TE. v. a. [mil and recite.] To

recite not according to the truth.

ToMISRE'CKON v a [mil and rechn.) To

reckon wrong ; to compute wrong. Swijt.

To MISRELA'TE. v. a [mil and relate.] To

relate inaccurately or falsly. Beyle.

MISRELATION./ [from mfrehte] raise or

inaccurate narrative. Bijbip Brambaii.

To MISREMK'MBF.R *.a [mil indrememkr.]

To mistake by trusting to incmorv. Beyle.

To MISREP'ORT. v. a \mu xtiA report] To

five a la I le account of. Hoe'-er.

MiSREPO'RT./. [from the verb.) False account;

false and malicious representation. Drydem.

ToMISREPREbENT. v. a. [mil and repre-

Jent.] To present not as it is ; to falsify lo

disadvantage. Swift.

MISREPRESENTATION / [from miirepre

sent) i. The act of misrepresenting. Swijt.

1. Account maliciously false. Atterbnry.

MISRU LE./ Tumult j contusion ; revel. Pipe.

MISS./ [contracted frommistresi J i. The term

of honour to a young girl. Swift, a A strum

pet; a concubine; a prostitute. Httdibrat

To MISS. v. a. [miffen, Dutch.] Miffed preter.

mist part. i. Not to hit by the mind; to

mistake. Miiten. a. Not to hit by manual

nim. Pipe. 3 To sail of obtaining. Sidney.

4. To discover something to be unexpectedly

wanting. 1 Sam. 5. To be without Srakejp.

6. To omit. Prtir. 7. To perceive want of.

Smth.

To MISS. v. n. 1. To fly wide; not to hit.

IVa ler. a. Not to succeed. Bacen. 3. To fail;

to mistake. 4 To be loll i to be wanting.

Sbakefp t Sam. Miiten. 5. To miscarry ; to

fail. Miiten. 6. To 1 ail to obtain, learn, or find.

Atterbury.

MISS. / [from the verb ] 1 Loss; want. I.

Mistake ; errour. A/chcrt.

MISSAL f. {mijlale. Lat. miffA, Fr.] The mass

book- StWine fleet.

To MISSA'Y. v. n. [n/rand fay.] To fay ill

or wrong. Hjke<wtll.

To M1SSE EM. v. n. [mil and seem ] 1. To

make lalse appearance. Sfenjer. 2. To mis

become. Spenser.

To MISSERVE. v. a. {mil and serve.] To

serve unfaith'ully. Arbutbn.t.

To MISSHAPE, v. a. part, misbaped and

ntiffapen. [mil and Jbape J To shape ill j to

form ill; to deform. Bentley.

MISSILE, a. [miffitit, Lat.J Thrown by the

hand ; striking at distance Pipe

MI'SSION./ [tr.ijjic, Lat] 1. Commission ; the

state oi being sent by supreme authority. Milt.

Atterbury. a. Persons sent on any account.

Bacen. 3. Dismistwn; discharge. Bacen. 4.

Faction ; party. Not in use Sbakefp.

MISSIONARY.?; /". [ miffima:re, Pr.] One

MISSIONER. i I'ant 10 propigate religion.

Drydem.

MISSIVE, a [missive, Pr.] 1. Such as may be

sent Aylffe. 2. Used al a distance. Drydem.

MISSIVE. J. [French] 1. A letter seat: it il

retained in Scotland in that scuse. Bam. t.

A messenger. Sbakefp.

MISSPEAK v. a [mu and speak.] To speak

wrong. Denne.

MIST./, [mist, San.] 1. A low thin cloud ; a

small thin rain not perceived in drops Rojcen.

a. Any thing that dims or darkens Drydem

To MIS r. v a I from the noun J To cloud j to

civer with a vapour or steam. Sbakejp.

MISTA KABLE. a. [ from mftake. J Liable to

be conceived wrong. Brctvn.

To MISTAKE v. a. [mu and lake.] To con

ceive wrong : to take something for that which

it is not. St llimgfteet.

To MISTA K.E v. a. To err j not to judge

right. Raleigh.

MISTA"EN. pret. and part. past, of m flake,

j for mflaken. Sbakejp

\T,be MISTA KEN. To err. Waller.

■ MISTAKE. / ;from the verb] Misconception;

j errour. Tillufim.

MISTA'KINGLY. adv. [from mistaking.]

Erroneousty ; falfly. Beyle.

To MISSTA TE. v. a. [mu mistate ] To state

wrong. Bijbap Sanderfn.

ToMISTEACH v. a. [mu and teach] To

teach wrong. Bijbep Sanderson.

To MISTEMPER. v. a. [mu and temper ] To

temper ill. Shaieip.

MISTER, a. [ham mistier, trade, Fr.] Whit

mistir, what kind. Spenjer.

To MISTE RM.v. a. [mu and term] To term

erroneously Shakeip.

ToMISTHINK. v. a. [mu and tb:*k.] To

think ill ; to thing wrong. Miiten.

To MISTIME, v a. ( mu and / me ] Not to

lime tight ; not to adapt properly with regard

to lime.

MISTINESS./ [from misty ] Cloudiness ; state

ol being overcast. Bac-n.

MI STION./. llrom mistnt, Lat ] The slate of

being ming'ed.

MISTLETO'E. / [myrr le«n, Sajon, mist./,

Danisti, birdlme, andean, a trv:g.] A plant.

This plant is always produced from iced, and

is not to be cultivated in the earib. ai roust

other plants, but will always grow upon trees;

from whence the ancients accounted it at su

per-plant, who thought it to be an excrescence

on the iree without the seed Deng previously

lodged there, which opinion is now generally

coniuted. This m jlletee ttuuih, which feeds

upon the berries of this plant in winter wSen

it is ripe, doth open the feed from tree to

tree ; for the viscous part of the berry, which

immediately lurroun.ts the feed, aVjth some

times fasten it 10 the outward part 01 the b^||

beak, which to get disengaged of, he t\rifee%

his beak at the branches ol a ;iei^hboutuh£

tree, and so lcives the feed sticking by tru»

viscous matter to the bark, which, it it light*

upon a smooth pan ot ite uee, will '.alien it-

aclS,
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self, and tbe following winter pot out tnd

grow: the trees which this plant doth moll

readily take ujkin are the apple, the a(h, and

some other smooth rind trees: whenever a

branch of an oak tree hath any of these plants

growing upon it, it is cutoff, and preserved by

the curious in their collections of natural curi

osities. Miller.

MISTLIKE. a. [mi/! and lite.] Resembling a

mist. Shakefp.

MI6TO LD. particip. pals, ofmistell.

MISTO'OK. particip. pass, of mistake. Milton.

MI STRESS./ [ma,st,efe,Fc] i. A woman who

governs: correlative to subject or to lervant.

Arbuthnot. a. A woman skilled in any thiag.

Addison. 3 A woman teacher. Swift. 4.

A woman beloved anil courted Clarendon. 5.

A term ol contemptuous address. Shakefp. 6.

A whore; a concubine.

MISTRUST. / [mis and trust ] Diffidence ;

suspicion ; want of confidence. Milton.

To MISTRUST, v. a. [mit and trust ] To

suspect j to doubts to regard wiih diffidence.

C&wley.

MISTRUSTFUL, a. [mistrust tad full] Diffi

dent; doubting. IVallcr.

MISTRUSTFULNESS, s. [from mistrustful.)

Diffidence ■, doubt. Sidney.

MISTRUSTFULLY, adv. [from mistrustful.)

With suspicion; with mistrust.

MISTRUSTLESS. a. [irom mistrust.) Confi

dent: unsuspecting. Carevo.

MI'STY. a. [from mist.) I, Clouded; over

spread with mists. IVotton. %. Obscure ; dark ;

not plain

To MISUNDERSTA'ND v.a. [mit and under

stand.] To misconceive; To mistake. South.

MISUNDERSTANDING./ [from misunder

stand.) 1. Difference ; diagreement. Swift.

1. Error ; m.fconccption. Bacon.

MISUSACE./ [from misuje.) 1. Abuse; ill

use a. Bad treatment.

To MISUSE, v.a. [mitiadufe] To treat or

use improperly ; to abuse. South.

MISUSE. / [from the verb.J Bad use ; bad

treatment Atterkurj.

To MISWE'BN. v. n [mil and iveen) To mis

judge; to distrust. Spenser.

To MISWE'ND.w. n [mil and penban, Sax. J

To go wrong. Fairfax.

MISY./ A kind of mineral. Hill.

MI'TE./ [mite, Fr. mijt, Dutch.] I. A small

insect found in cheele or corn; a weevil.

Philips. 2. The twentieth part of a grain.

Arhuthnot. 3. Any thing proverbially small.

Dryden. 4. A small particle. Ray.

MITELLA./ A plant.

MI THRIDATE./. Mithridate is one of the

capital medicines of the (hops, consisting of a

^ereat number ofingredients, and has its name

from its inventor Mitbridalcs, king of Pontus.

Quinsy.

MI THRIDATE mustard. s. A plant.

MI'TIGANT. a. [militant, Lat.] Lenient;

Uottfvc

ToMI'TlCATE. m.a. [mitigo, Lat tnitigert

Fr.] 1. To I often ; to make less rigorous.

Hooker. 1. To alleviate; to make mild; to

assuage. Hooker. 3. To mollify; to make lets

severe. Milton. 4. To cool; to moderate.

Addisen.

MITIGATION./ [mitigatio, Lat.]Abatement

of any thing penal, harsh, or painful. Bacon.

MITRE./ [mitre, Fr. mitra. Lat ] 1. An or

nament for the head Dryden. 2. A kind «if

episcopal crown. Hralts.

MI'TRE. \ J. [among workmen.] A kind of

MI'TER. i joining two boards together.

MITRED, a. [mitre, Fr. from mitre.) Adorn

ed wiih a mitre. Priir.

MI'TTENT. a. [mittens, Lat.] Sendiog forth 5

emitting. IVifeman.

MITTENS./ [mitaint, Fr.] 1. Coarfegloves

for the winter. Peacham. 2. Gloves that cover

the arm without covering ihe singers.

MITTIMUS. [Latin] A warrant by which a

justice commits an offender to prison.

To MIX. v. a. [mifcet, Lat.] 1. To unile diffe

rent bodies into one mass; to put various in

gredients together, x Efdr. 2. To form out of

different considerations. Bacon. 3. To join )

to mingle. Sbakefp.

MI'XEN./ [mixen. Sax] A dunghill ; a laystall,

Ml'XllON./ [mixlion, Fr.J Mixture; confusion

of one body wiih another. Brown.

MI'XTLY. adv. [from mix.) With coalition of

different parts into one.

MI'XTURE./ [mixture, Lat.] 1. The act of

mixing , the state of being mixed. Arhu. a. A

mass formed by mingled ingredients. Shakefp.

3. That which is added and mixed. Altcrbury.

Ml'ZMAZEj/. A mazei a labyrinth. Lccke.

MI ZZEN./ [mezaen, Dutch.] The mizzen ia

a mast in the stern of a ship : the length of a

f»/z=.f»mast is half that of the main mart. Bail,

MI'LZY.y. A bog ; a quagmire. Ainjtiiirth.

MNEMONICK.S. /. [tuqpmaa.] The art of

memory.

MO. a. [ma, Sax] Making greater number )

more. Spenser.

MO. &dv Further ; longer. Sbakefp.

To MOAN. v. a. [from mænan, Sax. to grieve.]

To lament ; to deplore.

To MOAN. v. n. To grieve ; to make lamenta

tion. Thomson.

MOAN./ Lamentation ; audible sorrow. P:pe.

MOAT./ [motte, Fr.] A canal of water round

a house or castle for defence.

To MOAT. v. a. [matter, Fr. from the noun.]

To surround with canals by way of defence.

Dryden.

MOB. f. [contracted from mobile, Lat.] The

croud ; a tumultuous rout. Dryden.

MOB./. A kind of female head dress.

To MOB. v. a. [from the noun.] To harass, or

overbear by tumult.

MOBB1SH. a. [from me*.] Mean; done after

the manner of the mob.

MO BBY. / An American drink made of po«

tatoes.
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MOBILE./, [mobile, Fr.] The populace; th*

rout . the mob'. LTllt an> e.

MOB U VY. /. \ntshth:c\ Fr. mtbiUtat* Ut.]

l. Nimhlenes., activity. Bhtkmtre. x [In

cut language.] Thr popu'.ace. DryJen. 3

Fickleness; inconstancy.

To MO'BI.K. v a. To diess grossly or inele-

gintly. Sbakefp.

M'JCHO STONE./ Morho-fonts are nearly

related to the agat kind, of a clear Horn) iriey,

with declinations representing m fl\ s shrub:*,

and branches, in the iuUUnce ot the (lone.

IVoodtvard.

ToMOCK. v. a. fmcequery Fr.] 1. To deride;

to laugh at-, to ridicule. Shakefp. z. T<»««-

ridc by imitation; t« mimick in c.n'cmpt

Skakejp. 3. Todefcat; to elude. Sh^kejp.

4 To fool; to taiuali/e; to play on contemp

tuously. M.lton.

To MOCK. v. n. To make contemptuous, incit.

J,b

MOCK./" [from the verb] i. Ridicule; act of

contempt; fleer; sneer. Ttllotjan- 1, Imitati

on; mimickry. Crajbaiu

MOCK. a. Fall's;; counterfeit; not real. Dryden

MO'CKABLK. a. [from nack ] Exposed to de

rision. Sbakefp

MOCK-PRl'VET. 7 r „, A r

MOCKEL. *. fthcUme mih micJkU.] Much;

many. Spenser.

MOCKER./ [from mock ] 1 . One who mocks ;

a (corner ; a It-offer. South. 2. A deceiver;

an elusory impoftor.

MO'CKERY. /. [micquerh, Fr.] 1. Deiision;

scorn; sportive insult H'ntts %. Riisicule ;

contemptuous merriment Hccker 3. Sport;

subject of laughter Sbakejp. 4. Vanity os at

tempt. Sbakefp. e, Imitation; counterlcit ap

pearance; vain show Shakesp,

MOCKING-BIRD / [mocking and bird] An

American bird, which imitates, the note of

other birds.

MOCKINGLY, adv. [<~ram mochrj.] In con

tempt ; petulantly ; with insult.

MoCJvING-STiH K y; [mucking and siock."]

\ butt tor meiiiment

MODAL, a. [modale, French; midalis, Latin.]

Relating to the toimor mode, not the elseuce

O/anviiie

MODALITY./ [from modal] Accidental

difference; modal accident. Holder.

MODE.y [mode*. Fr. msdut. Lit.] 1. Form

external variety , accidental discrimination ;

accidental. Watts, 2. Gradition; degree. Pope.

3 Manner; method ; ioim ; fashion. Tayhr

4. State; appearance. Shake/p. 5. [Aftde, Fr.]

Fashion; cultom. Temp/e.

MODEL./ [modulus. Lat.] t. A representa

tion in miniature of something made or doue.

A<idtJ'QH. 2. A copy to be imitated. Iloskcr,

3. A mould ; any thing which (hows or givea

ihe shape of that which it incloses. Shake/p

4. Standard; that by which any thing is mea

sured South.

To MO'DEL. v. a, [aodeltrt Fr.] .To plan ; to

Ihapc: to miuM; lo form; to delineite. Ali

MODELLER, f. [from mM.] A planner i

schemer; contriver. Sptflator.

MO'DERATE a \mjtratn,. Lit.] I. Tem

perate; not excessive. Eciluf. %. Not hot of

temper. •">«•//. 3. N..t luxurious; not ex

pensive. Shakesp 4. Not extreme in opinion;

not sanguine in a tenet. Smalr <lgt . 5. Plated

between extremes; holding the mean. Hiiier.

6. Ot the middle rate. DryJ-n.

To MO DERATE, v a. im,Jtrcr, [.at. m»Je-

rtr, Fr.) 1 To regulate; to restrain -, to still;

to pacify, to quiet j <o repress. Sf-mfir. 1.

To mike template. H/i^kmcrc.

MODERATELY, adv. [Irom mtdfratt.] 1.

Temperately; mildly a. In a middle degree.

IValltr.

MODERATENESS / [from morale.) State

ol being moderate: lemperateness.

MODERATION./ [miJeraiit, Lat.] I. For*

bearance of extremity; the contrary temper

to party violence Atlcrbury. i. Calmness of

mind; equanimity. Altitun. 3. Frugality in

expence.

MODERATOR./ [mnJertltr, Lat.] 1. The

person or thing that calms or restrains. (salts*.

a. One who presides in a disputation, to re

strain the contending parties from indecency,

and confine them to the question. Bact*.

MODERN./[i»:Ar«,r'r] I. Late; recent;

not ancient; nut antique. Baccn. 1. In Shakt-

jpeare, vulgar ; mean; common.

MODERNS / Thole who have lived lately,

opposed to the ancients, liaylt.

MODERNISM / Deviation from the ancient

and cUflical manner. Swift.

To MODERNISE, v. a. To adapt ancient

compositions to modern persons or ihings.

MODERNNESS./ (from ««/«■». ] Novelty.

MODEST, a. \m,dips Pr.] 1. Not arrogant ;

not presumptuous Tcttng. 1. Not impudent ;

notlorward. Dryicn. 3. Not loose) not un

chaste. Adiifm.

MODESTLY, adv. [srem m:JeJ}.] 1. Not ar

rogantly ; not presumptuously. Pope, a. Not

impudently ; not sorwardly ; with modesty.

Shake/p. 3. Not loosely; not lewdly. 4. Not

excessively ; with moderation.

MODESTY / [mtdijhe, Fr. n -,.'«•/?,.• 1, Lit.]

I. Not arrogance j not prcsumptuoulhess.

Haoktr. 1. Not impudence; not forwardness.

3. Moderation; decency. Shakesp. 4. Chas

tity; purity os manners. Drydtn.

MODESTY-PIECE/ A narrow lace which

runs along the upper part of the stays before.

Addismm.

MO'DICUM./ [Latin.] Small portion; pit

tance. Dryden.

MODIFIABLE a. [from miJi/y ] That may

be diversit'yed by accidental differences.

MO'DIFICABLE. a. [from mtjify.] Diver

able by various modes.

MODIFICATION./, [medifcation, Fr ] The

act of modifying any thing, or giving it new

accidental Jiflettuccs, Hrwlm.

T.
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To MODIFY, v. a. [modifier, Pr.] !. To

change the form or accidents of any thing ; to

shape. A'eviton. x. To soften; to moderate

Drydn.

MODI'LLON. / [French 1 Modilhns, in ar

chitecture, are little brackets which are often

set under the Corinthian and composite orders,

and serve to support the prefecture of the

larmier or drip. Harris.

MO DISH. a. [from mode.] Fashionable: formed

according to the reigning custom Addifcn.

MO DISHLY. adv (from mod'Jh.] Fashionably.

MODISHNKSS. / [from modijb.] Affectation

of the fashion.

To MODULATE, nj. a. [moduhr. Lat.] To

form sound to a certain key, or to certain

nntes Anonym

MODULATION. / [from modulate ; modula

tion, Fr.J i. The act of forming any thing

to certain proportion Woodward. 2. Sound

modulated ; agreeable harmony. Thomson.

MO'DULATOR. /. ffrom modulate] He who

forms sound to a certain key, a tuner Dirb.

MO'DULE. / [modulus, Lat.] An empty re

presentation; a model. Shake/p.

MODUS./. [Lat:n] Something paid as a com

pensation for tithes on the supposition of being

a moderate equivalent. Swift.

MO'DWALL./. A bird.

MOE. a [ma, Saxon, See Mo.] More; a

gteater number, linker.

MOHAIR. / [mclere, Fr] Thread or stuff

made of camels or other hair. Pope.

MO HOCK. / The name of a crutl nation o

America, given to ruffuns who were imagined

to infell the streets of London. Gay, Dennu.

MOI DERED. a. Crazed.

MOIUORE. / [rtoede, Fr] A Portugal coin,

rated at one pound seven shillings.

MO 1ETY J. [mo:tii, Fr. from moirn, the mid

dle ] Hal.; one ot two equal parts. Clarendon

To MOIL v a. [mouilitr, Fr.J i. To dawb

wi'h dirt, Knolhl. 2. To weary. Chapman.

To MOIL. v. n. [mouiller, Fr.) i.'lo labour

in the mire. Bacon, i. To toil ; to drudge.

L'Estrange.

MOIST. a moiste, Fr.] i . Wet, not dry ; wet,

not liquid ; wet in a small degree, tope. I.

Juicy ; succulent.

To MOIST. 7 v a. [srem moist.] To make

To MOISTEN. J damp ; to make wet in a

small degree ; to damp. Shake/p.

MOISTENER./ [from moisten) The person

or thing that moistens.

MOISTNLSS / [from mist.] Dampness;

wetnelV in a small degree. AJJis.n.

MO'ISTUKE. / [moitenr, Fr. from moist.]

Sni2ll quantity ot water or liquid. Sidney.

MOKES cj a net. The. Meshes.

MOKY a Dark

MOLE J. [moil, Pax] i A mole is a formles"

concretion ot ext avasated blood, which grews

, unto a kind of stelh in the uterus. Quincy. ». A

natural tpot or discolouration of the body.Ptpe.

3. A mound ; a dyke. Sandys. 4. A little

bcill that works ueder ground, More.

MO'LEBAT. / A silh.

MO'LECAST. /. [mole and cast.] An hillock

cast up by a mole. Mortimer.

MO LECATCHER./ [mole and catcher ] One

whole employment is to catch moles lu'Jtr.

MOLEHILL / [mole and hi.'!.] An hillock

thrown up by the mole working under ground.

pairfax.

To MO'LEST.-w. a \mohster,Vc] Todisturb;

to 1 rouble ; to vex. Locke.

MOLESTATION./. [moLstia, Lat.] Dis

turbance ; uneasincsi cau'od by vexation,

N:rri,.

MOLESTER./ [from molest] One who dis

turb-;.

MO LETRACK. / [mole and trad] Course of

the mole under ground. Mortimer.

MO LKWARP. J. [wle and peoppar,, Sax.] A

mole Drayion.

MO'LLIENT. a. '. millient, Lat.] Sortcninr;.

MO I.LIFIABLE. a. [from mollify J That may

be softened.

MOLLIFICATION. / [from mtl'ify ] 1. Tha

act of mollifying or softening. Ca ox. i. Pa

cification ; mitigation. Shzkefp.

MOLI.IFIER./. [from mollify.] 1. That which

soltens; that wh ch appealcs Bacon, z. Ha

that pacifies or mitigate?.

To MOLLIFY. 1: a. [mellio. Lat] I, To

soften; to make soft. l.Toasswage. Isaiah.

3. To appease ; to pacify ; to quiet. Spenser.

4 To quality ; to lefien any thing harsh or

burdensime. Clarendon.

MO LTEN. pa.t. pass, from melt. Bacon

MO'LY. / [moly, Lat.) Moly, or wild r,arlick,

is of several s^rts ; as the gieat r-.o'y of Homer,

the Indian mo/y, the moly ci Hungary, Icrpcntg

mo/y, the yellow moly. M'it timer

MOLOSSLS 7/ [wfew, Italian.] Treacle }

MOLASSES. § the spume or scum ot the juice

o* the lugar-cane.

MOME./. A dull, stupid blockhead; a stock ; a

p .si. Shake/p.

MOMENT./ [m:mr»/,rr. momentum, Lat.] t.

Consequence; impcr'ince ; weight; value.

Bertley. a. Foice ; impulsive weight Ben.

John/on. 3. An indivisible particle ol time.

Prior.

MOME'NTAI.LY. adv. [irom momentum. Lat.]

For a moment. Brown.

MOMENTA NEOUS. 7 a. [m-.mcr.tanui, Lat]

MO'MENTANY. $ Lasting but a moment.

Bacon.

MOMENTARY, a. [from moment] Lasting

for a moment ; done in a moment. Dryden.

MOMENTOUS, a. [from momentum, Lat]

Importance ; weighty -,of consequence.Adaijcn.

MOMMERY.j'. [momerie, Fr.J An entciuin-

ment in which malkers play Irojicks. Roive.

MONACHAL, a. [ i^ov^ale. ] MonalLck;

reining to monlis, or conventual orders.

MO NACH1SM/ [monachijme, Fr.J The Hate

of monks ; the monastick life.

MONAD. 7 /. [,«mic.] An indivisible thing.

MO'NADE. i More.
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MO'NARCH. / [ww^ot,] i. A governor

invested with absolute authority ; a king

Temple. 1. One superiour lo the red of the

same kind Dryden. 3. President Sbakesp

MON A'RCHAL. a. Suiting a monarch ; regal j

princely ; imperial. Milton.

MONARCHICAL, a. [^maout/ot^ Vested in a

single ruler. Brevin.

To MONARCHISE. v. n. [from monarcb.] To

play thekine. Sbakesp.

MONARCHY./ [monarchic, Fr. pouftCa.] 1

The government of a single persin Atterbury,

1. Kingdom; empire. Sbabejp.

MONASTERY. / [monafterimm, Lat.] House

of religious retirement ; convent. DryJen.

MONASTICK. ? a. [mmastmi. Lat.] Re-

MONAST1CAL. i ligiously recluse. Brown.

MONA'STIC ALLY. adv. [from mm/stick ]

RecluHy ; in the manner of a monk. S<wift.

MONDAY / [from moan and day ] The second

day os the week.

MO NEY. / [mcnela, I.at.] Metal coined for

the purposes of commcice Swift.

MONEYBAG. / [money and bag.] A large

purse. Sbakesp.

MONEYCHANGER./ [money and change)

A broker in money. Arbutbnot.

MONEYED, a. [from money ] Rich in money :

often usal in opposition to thole who are pol-

sefled of land?. Locke.

MONEYER. / [from money] 1. One that

deals in money ; a banket. a. A coiner of

money.

MO'NEYLF.SS. a. [from money. ] Wanting

money ; nennyless. Swift.

MO'NEYMATTER. / [money and matter.]

Account of debtor and creditor. Arbutbnot.

MO N EYSCRIVENER. / [menry and strive.

ner.] One who raises money for others. Arbnth

MONEYWORT. / A plant.

MO NEYSWORTH. /. [money and -worth.)

Somathing valuable. L'Fflranre.

MO'NGCORN./ [man5, Sax. and corn.] Mixed

corn: a% wheat and rie.

MONGER. / [manjepe. Sax. a trader.] A

dealer; a seller : as, a fijbmoneir. HnJibrai.

MONGREL, a. [from many, Sax. or mengen,

to mix, Dutch.] Or a mixed breed. Dryden.

MO NiMENT. J. [from moneo, Lat.J It stems

to signify in'Ciiption in Spenser.

To MO'NISH.f. a. [moneo, Lat J To admonish.

Ascham.

MO NISHFR./ [from monisb.] An admonishes ;

a monitor

MONITION./, [monitio, Lat.] 1. Information;

h>nL Hoder. 1. Instruction ; document.

VF-strange.

MONITOR, s. [Latin.] One who -.varni of

taults, or inform? of duty ; one who gives

useful hints. It is used of an upper scholar

in a fcho-d commissioned by the master to

look to the boys. Lccle.

MO'NITORY. a. [monitorial, Lat] Conveying

useful instruction; giving admonition / 7 "r ..

MONITORY./ Admonition; warning Barm.

MONK. / [n«wjC';-] ^oe *f * feligioua com-

munity bound by vows to certain observances.

Knotlet.

MONKEY, s. [monikin, a little man ] 1. An

ape; a baboon; a jackanapes. An animal

bearing some resemblance of man. Granville.

1 A word of contempt, or slight kindness.

Sbakesp.

MONKERY. / [from monk.] The monastick

life. Hall.

MO'NKHOOD. / sfrom monk and food] The

character of a monk. Atterbury.

MO'NKISH. a. [from monk.] Monastick ; per

taining to monks. Smith.

MONK'S-HOOD./ A plant.

MONK'S-RHUBARB./ A species of dock.

MO'NOCHORD. / f ^oV§- and x°?**-) An

instrument of one string.

MONOCULAR. 7 a. (^'x^-and »«/»».] One-

MONOCULOUS. J eyed. Glanville

MO NODY. s. [A.«iJi<».] A poem fung by one

person not in dialogue.

MONOGAMIST. /. [/jiir&- and >-*/*©-.] One

who difalUws lecond marriages.

MONO'GAMY./ [jumoc and yapia] Marriage

of one wife-

MONOCRAM./slu»s,-and yoippa.] A cypher;

a character compounded of several letters.

MONOLOGUE./ [y-ivfy and \>/S>-.] A scene

in which a person of the drama speaks by

himself; a soliloquy. Dryden.

MO NOMACHY- J [,««./"«Xfc] A dutl > *

single combat.

MO NOME/ In algebra, a quantity that haa

but one denomination or name. Harr'it.

MONOPETALOUS. a [/*ot&- and tit^ov]

It is used for such flowers as are formed out of

one leaf, howsoever they may be seemingly

cut into small ones.

MONOPOLIST./ [monopcleur, Fr] One who

by engrossing, or by patent, obtains the tole

power or privilege of vending any commodity.

To MONOPOLIZE, v. a. [p:v®- and nr*>to.]

To have .the Ible power or privilege of veo4-

inp any commodity. Arbutbnot.

MONOPOLY / [,u!i»iir»Ai«, m:nop?lr, Fr.

/uov<&- and ttx>.ixi.) The exclusive privilege qf

selling any thing. Sbakesp Dryden.

MONO'PTOTE. / [mov®- and *1wr«.) Is a,

noun used only in some one oblique case.

Clarke.

MONOSTICH. / [jurtir'Xl,»] A compofiiioq

of one vei fe.

MONOSYLLA'BICAL a. [from monosyllable.]

Consisting of words of one syllable.

MONOSYLLABLE. / (f"»> and nMmVi.]

A word'only of one syllable. Dryden.

MONOSYLLABLED. a. (from monosyllable.]

Consisting of one syllable. Cleaveland.

MONO'TONY. / [fxmM-.'ut.] Uniformity of

sound ; want of variety jn cadence Pope.

MONSIEUR s. [French.] A term of reproach

for a Frenchman. Sbakesp.

MONSOON. / [ana/en, Fr] Monsoom are

shifting: trade winds in the East-Indian ocean,

which blow periodically; some for half a year

•n«
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•ne way, others but for three months, and

then (hist and blow for six or three months

directly contrary. Harris, Ray.

MONSTER./, (msnftrum. Lat. J I. Something

out of the common order of nature Locke, i.

Something horrible for deformity, wickedness,

or mischief. Pope.

To MO'NSTER. v. a. [from the noun.] To put

out of the common order of things. Shake/p.

MONSTROSITY. 7 / The Hate of being

MONSTRU'OSITY. J monstrous, or out of the

common order of the universe. Bacon.

MONSTROUS, a [mnftrt/u,, Lat.] I . De

viating from the stated order of nature. Locke

1. Strange ; wonderful. Shake/p. 3. Irregu

lar ; enormous. Pope. 4. Shocking ; hateful.

Bacon.

MONSTROUS, adv. Exceedingly; verymuch.

Baccn

MONSTROUSLY, adv. [from monflrous.] i.In

a manner out of the common order of nature ;

shockingly ; terribly; horribly. South? a. To

a great or enormous degree. Dryden.

MO NSTROUSNESS./ [from m<»j/rVei</. J Enor

mity ; irregular nature or behaviour. Shake/p

MCYNTANr. f. [French.] A term in fencing.

Shakesp.

MONTE RO. s. [Srtanilk] A horseman's cap.

Bacon.

MONTE'TH. s. [from the name of the inven

tor.] A vessel in which glasses are washed

XV»£.

MONTH./ [monaS, Sax.] A space of time

either measured by the sun' or moon : the

lunar month is the time between change and

change, or the time in which the moon comes

to the fame points: the solar month is the time

in which the fun passes through a sign of the

zodiack : the calendar months, by which we

reckon time, are unequally of thirty or one

and thirty days, except February, which is 0

twenty-eight, and in leap year of twenty-

nine.

MONTH'/ mini. s. Longing desire. Shiktsp.

MONTHLY, a. [from month.] 1. Continuing

a month ; performed in a month. Bentley.

Happening every month. Dryden.

MONTHLY, adv. Once in a month. Hooker.

MONTOIR. s [French] In horsemanship, a

stone as high as the stirrups, which Italian

riding-masters mount their horse* from Did.

MONTRO'SS./ An under gunner, or assistant

to a gunner, engineer, or lire-master. Dii.1.

MONUMENT. / [monument, Fr.] 1. Any

thing by which the memory of persons or

things is preserved ; a memorial. K. Charles.

1. A tomb j a cenotaph Sandyj, Pope.

MONUMENTAL a. [from monument.] 1.

Memorial ; preserving memory. Pope. a.

Raised in honour of the dead) belonging to

a tomb. Crajbatu.

J/IOOD. /. [modus, Lat.] 1. The form of an

argument. Baker. 1. Style of musick. Milton.

3. The change the verb undergoes, to signify

Various intentions of the mind, is called motJ.

Clarke. 4 Temper of mind ; state of mind

as affected by any passion ; deposition. Addijcn.

;. Anger; rage; htat of mind. Hooker.

MO'ODY. a. [from mood.] 1. Angry; out of

humour. Shake/p. a. Mental ; intellectual

MOON f. [fAith.] 1. The changing luminary of

the nieht, called by poets Cynthia or Phœbe.

Shake/p. 1. A month.

MOON-BEAM./, [moen and beam] Rays of

lunar light. Bacon.

MOON-CALF. J. [moon and calf.] i.Amon-

ster; a false conception; supposed perhaps

anciently to be produced by the influence of

the moon Shakcjp. 2. A dolt j a stupid

fellow. Dryden.

MOON-RYKD. a. [moon and eye.] 1. Having

eyes affected by the revolutions of the moon.

a. Dim-eyed ; purblind.

MOON-FERN /. A plant.

MOON-FISH. / Moou-sijb is so called, because

the tail !in is Iruped like a half-moon. Greta.

MO'ONLESS. a [from moon.] Not enlightened

by the moon. Dryden.

MOONLIGHT./ [moon and light.] The light

afforded by the moon. Hoikcr.

MOONLIGHT, a. Illuminated by the moon.

Pope.

MOONSHINE./ [moon and Jbine] 1. The

lustre of the moon. Shakcjp. i. [In burles

que.] A month. Shakcjp.

MO'ONSHINK. ?a. [moon »adjbine] Illumi-

MO ONSH1NY. J nated by the mooo. Clarcnd.

MOONSTONE./ A kind of stone.

MO'ONSTRUCK, a. [moon andjxr«i.] Luna-

tick; affected by the moon. Milt.u.

MOON-TREFOIL / [medicare, Lat] A plan;.

Miller.

MO'ONWORT. / [awn and wort.] Staiion-

flower ; honesty. Milter.'

MOONY a i/rom moon.] Lunated ; having a

crescent for the standard resembling the moo 1.

Philipi.

MOOR./ [mcer, Dutch ; modder, Teutonick,

clay.] 1. A marsh ; a fen t a leg; a track of

low and watry grounds. Spexjer. z. A negro ;

a black a moor Shakesp.

To MOOR v. a. [mirer, Fr ] To fasten by

anchors or otherwise. Dryden.

To MOON. v. n. To be fixed; to be stationed.

Arhuthnot.

To blcto a MOOR. To sound the horn in

triumph, and call in the whole company of

hunters. Amfyiorth.

MOORCOCK. /. [moor and cock] The male

of the moorhen.

MOORHKN / [moor and hen] A fowl that

feeds in the tens, without web sett. Bacon.

MOORISH./ [from moor] Fenoy ; marsliv j

watry. Uale.

MOORLAND. / [moor and land.] Marsh }

tea; watry ground Swift.

MOORSTONE./ A species of granite. Wood.

MO'ORY. a. [from moor.] Marlhy ; fenny.

Fairfax.

MOOSE / The large American deer.
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To MOOT. v. a. To plead a mock cause i lo

stile a point of law by way of exercise, as

was commonly done in the inns of court at

appointed times.

MOOT case or ptint. A point or cafe unsettled

and disputable. Lccke.

MO'OTED. a Plucked up by the root.

MO'OTER. /. [from meet.] A disputer c

moot points.

MOP. J. [m:ppa, Welsti.] I. Pieces of cloth, or

locks of wool, fixed to a long handle, wuh

which maids clean the floors. Swift, a. A

wry mouth made in contempt. Shaiefp.

Tu MOP. v. a. [from the noun. J To rub with

a mop.

To MOP. v. a [from met.] To make wry

mouths in contempt. Sr-akejp

To MOPE. v. m. To be stupid ; to drowse ;

to be in a constant day-dream. Reive.

To MOPE v. a. To make spiritless-, to deprive

of7 natural powers. Locke.

MOPE-EYED. a. Blind of one eye.

MOPPET. \ s. A puppet made of rags as a

MO'PSEi". J mop; a fjndlingname for a girl.

Drydem.

MO PUS./ A drone ; a dreamer Svift.

MORAL, a. lmira/,TT.miralti, Lat.] I Re

lating to the practice of men towards each

other, at, it may be virtuous or criminal ;

goodorbad. Hnker. a. Reasoning or inllruc-

ting with regard to vice and virtue. Shake/p

3 Popular ; Inch as is known in general buli-

ness of life. Tilhtsc*.

MORAL./! i. Morality -, practice or doctrine

of the duties of life Prur. 1. The doctrine

inculcated by a fiction* the accommodation oi

a table to form the morals. S%utft

To MORAL, v. «. [from the adjective] To

moralise ; to make moral reflections. Shakcip.

MORALIST. /. [mcralifie, Pr.] One who

teaches the duties of life. Addi;on.

MORA'LITY. / [mrralar, F"r. from mtral]

i, The docttine of the dutiesof life ; ethicks

Baler. 2. The t'oim or an actirn wbicl

makes it the l"uKjrct of reward, or punishment

&vlb.

To MORALIZE, v. a. [mirahfer, Fr.]Toap

ply to in^n! purposes; toexplain in a moral

sense. l.'Vfirange.

To MORALIZE, v. n. To speak or write on

moral subjects.

MORALIZER./ [from msiclize.] He who

morali7*-s.

MO'RAI LY.adv. [from miral] i. In the ethical

fense Rjmer. a. According to the rules ot

virtue. Dryden. 3, Popularly L'Fjlrange.

MO'RALS. /'. The practice ot the duties of life j

behaviour with respect to others. Scuth.

MORASS, f. [marats, Fr.] Fen j bog ; moor.

Watti.

MORBID./ [mirbidn. Lat.] Diseased; in a

state contrary to health Arbuihnet.

MORBIDNESS. / [from mirbid.] State of

being diseased.

MORBI'FICAL.7 a. \msrbui tnifacie. Lat.]

MORB1TICK... J Causing diseases. Arbxiki.a.

MORBO'SE. a. smerirt/i/.LatOProceediog from

disease; not healthy.

MORBO'SITY./ [from mirbifu,, Lat.] A dis

eased state. Brcvm.

MORDA CIOUS. a. [merdax, Lat.] Biting ;

apt to bite.

MORDA CITY./ [merdacitai, Lat ] A biling

quality. Bacim.

MO'RDiCANT. a. [ merdicant, Fr. ] Biting ;

acrid. Boyle.

MORDICATION. / [from merdicamt.] The

act ot corroding or biting. Baccn.

MORE. a. [mape, Sax] 1. In greater number;

in greater quantity; in greater degree. Shakes.

1 Greater. A&t.

MORE. adv. 1. To a greater degree. Bacem. 1.

The particle that forms the comparative de

gree ; as, mire happy. Bacin. 3. Again; a

second time. Tatler. 4. Longer ; yet continu

ing ; with the negative particle. Sbakefp.

MORE. J. 1 A greater quantity ; a greater

degree. Shakcfp x. Greater thing ; other

thing. Lccke. 3. Second time ; longer

time.

MOREL f.[filanua, Lat.] 1. A plant. 1. A

kind of cherry. Mcrtimer.

MORELAND./ [mofUanb, Sax.] A moun

tainous or hilly country : a tract of StafTotd-

fhire is called the Mtrelamdi.

MOREO VER. f I mire and ever. ] Beyond

what has been mentioned. Skakcjp. Pfalmi.

MORGI.A'Y./ A deadly weapon Ai*J-a>irtb

MORIGEROUS. a. [mirigeru,, Lat,] Obedi

ent; obsequious.

MORION, f. sFr ] A helmet j armour for the

head ; a casque. Raleigh.

vlORi'SCO./ I mirisa, Span. ] A dancer of

the morris or moonth dance- Sbakefp,

MO RKIN / A wild beast, dead through sick

ness or mischance. Ba-.Uy.

MO RUNG. ?/. Wool plucked from a dead

MORTLING. J sheep Am Iwrit

MORMOf s..cPui.j Bugbear- lalse terroor.

MORN./ ,roi,nnf, Sax ] The first part ot the

riay ; the morning. Lee.

MORNING./. The first pan of the ^ay

from the first appearance of light to the etpi ot

the first fourth part of the sun's c!aily course.

'TayLr.

MORNING-GOWN./. A loose gown went

he'ore one is formally dretsed A:J>lin,

MORNING-STAR. /.The plinet Venus when

the shines in the morning. Sp. n/er.

MORO'SE. a [miresuj, Lat.] S^ur of temper \

peevish ; sullen. IValtc

MOROSELY, adv. [ from mzrife. ] Sou.:.-;

peevishly. Gtv. cf the Tmfae.

MORO SENESS. /. [from merest.] Source :5 ;

peevishness tVaiti,

MORO SI t Y./ [mirrftns, Lat.l Morofrrc.a a

s urn ss; peevilhntls. C arerden.

MORRIS. \f. [that is mnr.fi, .t„t* \

MORRIS DANCE. J 1. A dir.ee in which

bells are gingled, or staves or sworu: clatl*ce\

which was learned by ihe M-cm. 1. AVbc
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mint Mokk is. A kind of play with nine

holes in the ground. Shakesp.

MORRIS-DANCER. / [ merris and dance. ]

One who dancer a la morejeo, the moorish

dance. Ternfie.

MORPHEW. /". [ mirpbec, Fr. ] A scurf on

the face.

MORROW./, [mnrvjen, Sax] I. The day

after the present day. CoviUy. 1. To Mor-

bow. On the day alter the current day.

Prior.

MORSE. / A sea-horse. Brovin.

MORSEL./. [mtrsellni, low Lat] I. A piece

fit for the mouth ; a mouthful. South, a. A

piece ; a meal. VEstrange. 3 A small quan

tity. Boyle.

MO'RSURE. /. [morsure, Fr. morsura, Lat ]

The act of biting.

MORT. / [mortc, Fr.] 1. A tune founded at

the death of the game. Shakesp. a. A great

quantity.-

MORTAL, a. [mortalii, Lat] 1. Subject to

death-, doomed sometime to die. 1 Cor. I.

Deadly ; destructive ; procuring death. Bacon.

3. Bringing death. Pope. 4. Human ; be

longing to nun. Milton. 5. Extreme •, vio

lent. Dryden.

MORTAL. /. Man •, human being. Ticket.

MORTALITY. /. [from mortal j 1. Subjec

tion to death } state of a being subject to

death. JVetti. 1. Death. Shakesp. 3. Power

of destruction Shakejp. 4. Frequency of

death. Graunt. 5. Human nature. Pipe.

MORTALLY, adv. [from mortal) 1. Irre

coverably, to death Dryden. a. Extremely ;

to extremity. Granville.

MO'RTAR. f [mortarinm, Lat ] 1. A strong

vessel in which materials are broken by being

pounded with a pestle. Bay. a. A short wide

cannon oat of which bombs are thrown. Gran.

MO'RTAR. / [morter, Dutch ; m-.rtier, Fr.]

Cement made of lime and sand with water,

and used to join stones or bricks. Mortimer.

MORTGAGE. /. [mart and gage, Fr] t. A

dead pledge : a thing put into the hand- of a

creditor. Arbuthnot. a. The state of being

pledged. Bacon.

To MORTGAGE, v. a. To pledge •, to put to

pledge. Arbutbnot.

MORTGAGEE. /. [from mortgage] He that

takes or receives a mortgage. Temp/e.

MORTGAGER. /. [from mortgage.) He that

gives a mortgage.

MORT1 FEROUS. a. [mertiser, Lat] Fatal ;

deadly *, destructive. Hammond.

MORTIFICATION / {mortification, Fr.] I.

The state of corrupting, or losing the vital

qualities i gangrene. Milton, a. Destruction

of active qualities. Bacon. 3. The act of

subduing the body by hardships and maccrati

ons. Arbuthnot. 4. Humiliation ; subjection of

the passions. Tillitfon. 5. Vexation ; trouble.

VEstrange.

To MORTIFY, v. a. [mortifier, Fr.] 1. To

destroy vital qualities, X. To destroy active

powers, ut essential qualities. Bacon. 3. To

subdile inordinate passions. Shaktfp. 4. Td

macerate or harass the body 10 compliance

with the mind. Brcvin. 5. To humble-, to

dipref ; to vex. AdJifot.

To MORTIFY, v n. 1.T0 ganerehe ; to

corrupt. Bacon. 2. To be fub.luedj tu .lie

away.

MORTISE. / \mortaise, Fr] A hole cut into

wood that another piece may be put into it.

Shakesp. Bay.

To MO'RTIRr.. v a. To cut with arhurlisei

to join with % mortise. Drayton.

MORTMAIN. /. [merte and main, Fr ] Such

a state of possession as makes it unalknable.

Spenser.

MORTPAY. / 'morl and pay ] Dead pa; ,

payment not made. Bacon.

MORTRESS. / A dish of meat of various

kinds beaten together. Bacon.

MO RTUARY. J. [mortnaire, Fr. mortnarimtn^

Lat ] A gilt lett by a man at h's death to his

parish church* for the recompense of his per

sonal tythes and ofteiings noi duly paid.

MOSA'ICK. a. [mosaiane, Fr. ] Mo/auk is a

kind of painting in small pebbles, cocklesj

and shells of sundry colours. Mii.an.

MO SCHATEL. s. A plant.

MOSQUE. / [m,schiti Turkish.] A Mihome^

tan temple.

MOSS./ [lneof. Sax.] A plant. Though ts<7>

was formerly supposed to be only an excrc«

scence produced from the earh and tree*., yet

it is no less a perfect plant titan those of

greater magnitude, having roots, flowery

and feeds yet cannot be propagated from feeds

by any art. Miller.

To MOSS. v. a. [from the noun] To tovir

with moss. Shakesp.

MOSSINESS. /. [from mossy.] The state of

being covered or overgrown with mof... Rdc:*-.

MO'SSY. a. [irommoji ] Overgrown with mof-.

Pope.

MOST. a. The superlative of mire, [irisefTa

Sax] Consisting of the greatest num'.ier »

consisting of the greatest quantity. Ptfl

MOST. adv. 1. The particle net ,ig the super

lative degree ; as, the mist incentive. Cheyne-.

a. In the greatest degree. Locke.

MOST. /. 1. The greatest number. Adjison.

X. The greatest value. VEstrange. 3. The

greatest degree; the greatest quantity L'acin-.

MOSTICK..7. A painter's stats Ainitvortb.

MOSTLY, adv. [from mist.] For the greatest

part. Bacon.

MOSTWHAT. / [m:st and what] For the

most part. Hamm:nd.

MOTA'TION. / The act of moving.

MOTE. / [mot, Sax] A small pirt.cle of

matter -, any thing proverbially littie. Baccn.

MOTE for mipht. Spenser.

MOTH. / [mott, Sax.) A small winged insect

that eats cloth and hangings. Drjdcn.

MOTHER./ [mooop, Sax.«»r</rrjDutch ] I.

A woman that has borne a child 1 correlative

to a son or daughter. Shakesp. t. That which

llsS
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hit produced any thing. Arbuthntt 3. That

which has preceded in time : as, a mother

church to chapels. 4. That which requires

reverence an'l obedience. Ayliffe. 5. Hysterical

passion Graunt. 6. A familiar term ot addrels

to an old weman. 7 Mother la law. A

husband's or wile's mother Ainjworth. 8.

\Moeder, Dutch] A thick substance concre

ting in liquors •, the lees or scum concreted.

Dryden.

MOTHER, a. Had at the birth; native. Shakes.

To MOTHER, v. s. To gather concretion.

Dryden.

MOTHER of pearl. A kind of coarse pearl ; the

shell in which pearls are generated. Hakewill.

MOTHERHOOD / [from mother.} The office

or character of a mother. Done.

MOTHERLESS, a [from mother.} Destitute

of 1 mother. Waller.

MOTHERLY, a Bclonu-ing to a mother;

suitable to a mother. Raleigh.

MOTHERLY, adv. [from mother.] In manner

of a mother. Donne.

MO'THERWORT. /. [cardiaca, Lat.] A plant.

Miller.

MOTHERY. a. [from mother.) Concreted;

full of concretions ; dreggy; feculent: used of

liquors.

MOTHMU LLEIN./. [blattaria, Lat] A plant.

Miller.

MOTHWORT./ [moth and -wort] An herb.

MOTHY.a. from moth.) Full of moths. Shakes.

MOTION. / [m:tio, Lat.] I. The act of

changing place. 1. Manner of moving the

body; port; gait. Waller. 3. Change of

posture ; action. DryJen. 4. Tendency of the

mind ; thought. South. 5. Proposal made.

Shakesp. 6. Impulse communicated. DryJen.

To MOTION, v. a. [from the noun.] To pro

pose.

MOTIONLESS, a. [from mition] Wanting

motion; being without motion. Blackmore.

MOTIVE, a. [muivui. Lat) l. Causing mo

tion ; having moment Hooker, a Having the

power to move; having power to change place.

Wilk, ut.

MOTIVE./ [motif, Fr.] 1. That which de

lermines the choice ; that which incites the

action. Shakesp. x. Mover. Shakesp.

MO TLEY. a Mingled of various colours. Shak

MOTOR./ A mover. Brown.

MOTORY. a. [moteriut, Lat] Giving motion.

Ray.

MOTTO. / [motto, Ilal.] A sentence added to

a device, or prefixed to any thing written.

AJJifon.

To MOVE. v. a. [moves. Lat] I. To put out of

one place into another ; to put in motion. Job.

a. To give an impulse to. Decay of Piety. 3.

To propose ; to recommend. Davies. 4. To

persuade ; to prevail on the mind. Knollet. 5.

To affect ; to touch pathetically ; to stir pas

sion. Shakesp. 6. Tomakcangiy. Shakesp.

y. To put into commotion. Ruth. 8. To

conduct regularly in motion. Milton,

To MOVE. v. ». To go from one place to

another. Shakesp. a. To walk; to bear the

body. WryJen. 3. To go forward. DryJen. 4.

To change the posture of the body in cere

mony. Esther.

MOVEABLE. a. [from move.) 1. Capable of

being moved; not fixed; portable. AJdism.

1. Changing the time of the year. Holder.

MO'VEABLES. / [me.blet, Fr.] Goods; fur

niture ; distinguished from real or immoveable

possessions. Shakesp

MO VEABLENESS. s. [from moveable.) Mobi

lity ; possibility to be moved.

MO VEABLY. adv. [from moveable.) So as it

may be moved. Grew.

MOVELESS, a. Unmov'd ; not to be put out

of the place. Boyle.

MO VEMENT / [movement, Fr. ] 1 . Manner

of moving. Pipe. 1. Motion.

MO VENT. a. [movem, Lat] Moving. Grew.

MO'VENT. / [movem. Lat.] That which

moves another. Ghnville. ,

MO VER. / [from move.) 1. The person or

thing that give6 motion. IVilkinx. 2. Soma-

thing that moves, or stands not still. DryJen.

3. A proposer. Bactn.

MOVING, part. a. Pathetick ; touching;

ada pted to affect the passions. Blackmore.

MOVINGLY, a. [from moving.) Pathetically ,

in such a manner as to seize the passions.

AJJifon.

MOUGHT. for might.

MOULD. /. [moegel, Swedish.) 1. A kind of

concretion on the top or ontside of things kept

motionless and damp. Bacon, t. Earth ; foil i

ground in which any thing grows. Sandyj. 3.

Matter of which any thing is made. DryJen.

4. The matrix in which any thing is cast ; in

which any thing receives its form. Blacimtre.

j. Cast; form. Prior. 6. The suture or coo-

texture of the lknll.

To MOULD, v. a. [from the noun.] To con

tract concreted matter ; to gather mould.

Bacon.

To MOULD, v. a. T« cover with mould.

Knolles.

To MOULD, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

form ; to shape ; to model. Wo.'ten. ». To

knead : as, to moulJ bread.

MOU LDABLE. a. [from moulJ.) What maty

be moulded. Bacon.

MO ULDER / [from.»i««W.] He who monWa.

To. MOULDER, v. n. [from nuulj.) To be

turned to dust ; to perish in dust. Clarendon.

To MOULDER, v. a. [from mould.) To tarn

to dust. Pope.

MO ULD1NESS. / [from mouldy) The sUte

of being mouldy. Bactn.

MO'ULDING. /. [from rntnU.) Ornameotai

cavities of wood or stone. Afixcn.

MOULDWARP./ [molband peortpan, S«.l

A mole ; 1 inall animal that throws up the

earth. Walton.

MOULDY, a. [from aeuU.) Ovcrjrowo viih

concretions. AJJifon.
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To MOULT. „. m. [muyten. Dutch] to shed or

change the feathers; to lose feathers Suckling.

To MAUNCH. J v "■ T° Clt- ^"t'sh

MOUND./ [munoian. Sax. to defend] Any

thing niied to terrify or defend. Milton.

To Mt, UNO. v. a [irum the noun.J To fortify

with a mound.

MOUNT. / [»:5j!j, Lat.] i A mountain i a

hill Dryden. z. An artificial hill raised in a

garden, or other place. Knolies. 3. A puulitk

treasure ; a D2nk. Bacon.

ToMOUNT.w n. [monter, Fr.] 1. To rise on

high. Sbakefp 2. To tower; to be built up

toa great elevation. J.b. 3. To get onhoriV-

back. Sbakejp. 4. [for amount. j To rise in

value. Pope.

To MOUNT.*, a. 1. To 1 aise aloft ; to list on

high. Sbakefp. t. To ascend ; to climb. Dry-

Jen. 3. To place on honeba^k. Dryden. 4

To embellilh with ornaments 5. 'To Mount

guard. To do duty and watch at any particu

lar post. 6. 'To Mount a cannon. To set a

piece on its wooden trame for the more easy

carriage and management in firing it

MO'UNTAI N /. [montaigne, Fr ] A large hill ,

a vail pr^ube ranee os the earth Sbakejp.

MOUNTAIN, a [mmtanur, Lat.] Found on

the mounmns. Sbakejp.

MOUNTAINEER./ [trom mmnta ».] 1. An

inhabitant of the mountains. Bentley. 2. A

savage ; a hee hooter) a rustick Milton.

MO U.\ TAIN ILT./ [trom mountain.} A hil

lock. Sidney.

MOUNTAINOUS, a. [from mountain.'] 1

Hilly; full of mountains. Burnet. 2. Large as

mountains; huge; bulky. Prior. 3. Inhabi

t.ns mountains. Bacon.

MO UNTA|NOUSNLSS/[from««<»/a/»for.]

State of being full ot mountains. Brert<wo;d.

MO UNTAIN-PARSLEY/Lcrw/t/uiBif., Lat.]

A plant.

MO'UNTAIN-ROSE./ [cbamierbododendron

Lat J A plant.

MO'UNTANT. a. [montant, Lat.] Rising on

high. Shake/p.

MOUNTEBANK /. r«.«»Mre intWfsJtal] 1.

A djelor that mounts a bench in the market,

and boasts his in al lib le remedies anJ cures.

Hndibras. 2. Any boastful and lalte pretender.

Shekel/,.

To MOUNTEBANK. t>. a [from the noun.]

To cheat by false boasts or pretences Shake.p

MO UNI ENANCE. /. Amount of a thing.

Spenser.

MO UNTER./ [from mount.} One that mounts.

Drayton

MOUNTY f. [monte'e, Fr] The rife of a

hawk. Sidney

To MOURN, v. n. [mnrinan, Sax.] 1. To

grieve; to be sorrowful. Baton. 1. To wear

the habit of sorrow. Tope. 3. To preserve ap

pearance cs grief. 2 Sam.

To MOURN, v. a. 1 . To grieve for ; to lament.

I gnet; appearance

AJdison. x. To utter in a sorrowful manner

Milton.

MOURNE/ [mome, Fr] The round end of

a Itass, the part of a lance to which the steel

part is fixed. Sidney.

MO'URNER. / [from m;«ri. ] 1. One that

mourns; one that grieves. Shahesp a. One

who follows a iuneral in black. Dryden. 31

Something used at funerals. Dryden.

MOURNFUL, a. \m:urn and/a//.] 1. Having

the appearance of sorrow Dryden. 1. Causing

lorrow Sbaicjf>. 3. Sorrowful; seeling lot row.

Prior. 4. Betokening sorrow > expreUivc of

grief. Shake/p.

MOURNFULLY, adv |fromi>«r»/«/] Sor

rowfully ; with sorrow. Slake/p

MO'URNFULNLSS / [from mournful ] 1.

Sin iow; grief, a. Show of

of sorrow.

MOURNING./ ! from «w«n»] 1. Lamenta

tion; sorrow. zEjdrai. z. 1 he dress of sor

row. Dryden.

MOURN1NGLY adv [from mourning] With

the appearance of sorrowing Sbakelp.

MOUSE, plural mice y. [muf-, Sax. j The small

est ot all bealh ; a little animal, haunting

boost! and corn fields Derbam.

To MOUSE, v. n. [from the noun.] Tocatch

mice. Sbakefp.

MO USEHUNT./ [mouse and hunt] Mouser ;

One that hunts mice. Sbakefp.

MOUSE-HOLK. J. [moujt aud lob.] Small

hole. Stilling fleet.

MOUSER./ [from mouse.} One that catchea

mice Sii'if't.

MOUSF.TAIL/ An herb.

MO USE-TRAP. / [mouse and trap 1 A saare

or gin in which mice aic tak^n. Hale.

MOUTH./ [mu'3. Sax. J 1. The aperture in

the head of any anlrrul at which the food it

received. Locke, z. The opening; that ac

which any thing enters; the entrance. -'Irbuth.

3- The inltrument of speaking. ISFjlrangei

4- A speaker; a rhetorician; the pnnu].al

orator. AAdtj'on. 5. Cry; voice. Dryden. 6.

Distortion of 1 he mouth ; wiyiace Addifcn.

-. Devon in the Mouth. Dejected; clouwJ.

I. F.JIrange.

To MOUTH, v. n. [irnm the noun ] To speak

big; to speak in a ttrong or Lud voice ; ut

vociferate. Addifon.

To MOUTH V. a I. To Utter with a voice

affectedly big. Sbakefp. z. Tochtw, to eat a

DrJ Jen.Sbakefp. y To ieize in the mouth.

4. To form by the mouth. Breivn

MO'UTHr.D. a. [irora mouth j furnished with

a mouth. Pcpe

MOUTH FR11ND./ [month andfr ieud. ;One

who protelle;. fiiei.dllup v. itheut intending it.

o-*ai'>-

MOU 1 H"L'I,./[«i)«t* and/n//] 1. What the

momli contains at nnci:. 1. Any j,rc\e.uia:.y

small quantity. L'Fjlran~e.

MO UTH HONOUR. J. \_mtu;b aud honour.]

S s 1 Civility
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Civility outwardly expressed without sincerity.1

Skakcsp.

MOUTHLESS. a. [from mouth.] Without a

mouth.

MOW. s. [mope, Sax. a heap.] A loft or cham

ber where hay or corn is laid up. Tusser.

To MOW. t\ a. pr. ter. mtweJ, part, m.tvn

[mapnn, Six j I. To cut with a scythe.

Spenjer. i. To cut down with speed and vio

lence. Dryden.

To MOW. v. a. [from the noun.] To put in a

mow.

To MOW. f. * Tr> eathcr the harvest. Waller.

MOW./ {men!, Fr.] Wry mouth ; ditioiit-.i

lace. C'.m. Prayer. Slakefp.

To MOW. v n [from tbc- noun] To makr

mouths: In distort the face. Ajcham.

To MO WBURN. v n. [mo-.o ami burn.'] Tn

(crir.ent ard heat in the mow for want os be

iiif dry. Mcriimtr.

MO Wit R. f. [li-om w«i ] One who cut.\ with

a scythe. Slakefp.

MO'XA./ An Indian mess, used in the cure o'

the pi ut, by burniog it on the pan aggrieved

Temple.

MOYLE./ A mule; an animal generated be

tween the horse and the ass Carew, May.

MUCH, a [macho, Span.] Large in quantity ,

long in time ; many in number. L"Estrange.

MUCH. adv. i. In a great degree ; by far

Ihb. i. To a certain digre-e lYark. 3. Ti

a prtat degree Baker. 4. Often, or 1 ng

Granii/le. 5. Nearly. Temple

MUCH./'. 1. Agrratdeal; mulliude in num

her; abundance in quantity. Drjdcn. 1

More than enough; a heavy service or bur

then. Milieu. 3. Any assignable quantity or

degree. S.urh. 4. An uncommon tluns; .

something (tianj*e. Tilt:t;en. 5. To make

Much of. To treat with regard; to iondle

Sulney.

MUCH at one. adv. Of equal value} of cquil

influence Dryden.

MU'CHWHAT. adv. {much and what ] Near

ly. Alterbury.

MUCHEL. a. [for muckle or mickle, mycel,

Sax.] Much. Sptr.J'er.

MUC1D./. [mucidui, Lat.] Slirry ; musty.

MUCIDNI'.SS / |from mucid.j Slimiocss;

mulliness. Ainftucrtk.

MUCILAGE. J. [nucihgt, Pr.] A slimy or

viscous body ; a b^dy with moisture sufficient

to tio'd it t >e'-thtr. Dvtlyn.

MUCILAGINOUS, a. [m*cihgineux,Vt. from

mucilage. $ Slimy; vicuus; lb.t with some de

gree ot lenacay. Grew.

MUCILA'GINOUS.NESS. /. [from mucilagi-

ncuj.] Sltminese , v lcotity.

MUCK./ [meox. Sax. J 1. Dung for manure

or cround*. Glauvil'e. %. Any thing low,

mfn, and filthy. Spenser. 3. Ti > un a

Muck, signisu.',, to run nudly and attack all

that we meet. Drydtn,

To MUCK ■». a. To manure with muck; to

dung. Tusser,

MU'CKFNDER./ [mouchoir, Fr] A hand

kerchief. Dorset.

To MUCKER, v. ». To scramble for money 5

to hoard up.

MUCKERER. /. [from mucker.] One that

muckers.

MUCKHILL./ [muck and till] A dunghill.

Burton.

MUCKINESS / [from mucky.] Nastiness ;

filth

V'U'CKLE a. [mycet. Sax ] Much.

MUCK"WE AT./ Prouie sweat.

MUCKWURM. /. [m«r« and«ir«] 1. A

worm that lives in dung. ». A miser; a cur

mudgeon. Swift.

MUCKY, a. [:rcm muck.] Nasty; silthy.

Ssmscr.

MUCOUS, a. [muc.sns. Lat] Slimy ; visceus.

Frown.

MUCOUSNESS. / [from muctui ] Slime;

viscosity.

MUCRO / [Lat ] A point. Br;w*.

MU'CRONATED. a. [mmen. Lat] Narrowed

lo a st*aj p point. kVoidtvard.

MU'CULENT. a. [from mucus. Lat] Viscous.

slimy

MUCUS f [Lat.] Is most properly used for that

whichflows from the papil!aryproce(le»throueh

the os cribri ormc into the nostrils; but it also

used for any slimy liquor or moisture Arbutb.

MUD./ [modder, Dutch.] The flin-.eand uli?i-

ikus matter at the bottom ositill water Adit.

To MUD. v. a. [from the nouiuj t. To bury

in the slime or mud. Sknkesp. 1 To make

turbid; to pollute with dirt. Glann/i.'le.

MU DDILY. a.h. [from muddy J Turbidly j

with foul mixture. Dryd.-n.

MU'DDINLSS. / (from muddy.] Turbidness*

toulmls earned by mud, dregs, or sediment.

Addijon.

To MU DCLE. v. a. [from mud.] 1. To make

turbid; to foul. Prior, z To make half

drunk ; to cloud or stupify. Arbuibmt.

MUDDY, a. (from mud.] 1. Turbid; foul

with mud. Sbakesp. z Impure; dark; gross.

Shaktsp. 3. Soiled with mud. Drydeu. 4.

Diikj not bright. Swift. 5. Cloudy, dull.

Sbakesp.

To MU DDY. v. a. [from mud.] To m«ko

muddy j to cloud; to disturb. Grew.

MUDSl'CKER / [mud laisuck.] A sea fowl.

Derham.

MUDWA'LL./ [mud and wall] A wall built

without mortar. South.

MUDWALLED a. [mud and well] Having

a mudwall. Prior.

To MUE. v. a. [muer, Fr] To mcult ; to

change feathers.

MUrF./ [muff, Swedish] A soft corer for the

hands in winter. CUavehnd.

To MUFFLE, v. a. 1. To cover from the

weather. DryJen 1. To blind-old. Shaiejf.

3. To conceal ; to involve. Sandyj.

To MUFFLE. »• »■ [mafeltM, «•#-£», Dutch. J
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To speik inwardly; to speak without c'.ear

and distinct articulation. H.lder.

MUFFLER. / ssrom muffle.) A cover for

the face. Arbuthnst. a. A part ot a wo

man's dress by which the face was covered.

Shakesp

MU FTI. s. [A Turkish woid] The high priest

of the Mahometans.

MUG. s. A cup to drink in. Gay.

MUGGY, la [ cant word ) Moist ; damp;

MUGCISH. J mouldy. Mirtimrr.

MU CHOUSE. /. [ *■■; and tsmse. [ An ale

house ; a low house of er.tertiinment. Ttckell

MUGIENT. a. [mugiem, Fr.] Bellowing.

Brcsin .

MULATTO, s [Spanish] One begot between

a white and black

MULBERRY. \ r ,„ , „lt - r •,

MU'LBERRY/r«.J s [m^ "™> S"-'

MULCT./ [mt/Ha, Lit] A sine ; i penally ;

used commonly of pecuniary penally. DryJen

To MULCT, v. a. [mala:, Lat. j To punish

by sine or forfeiture Bacm

MULE./ [mi/, Fr. m»/o, Lat.] An animal

generated between a he as. and a mare, or

Ibmetime* between a horse and a she als. Ray

MULETEER. / [muhtiir, Fr.] A mule-dri

ver ; horse-boy. Sbakejp.

MULIEBRITY'. / [ muliebrii. Lat.] Woman

hood ; the contrary 10 virility.

To MULL. v. a. [millitut. Lat.] To soften,

as wine when burnt and sweetened. Stair/f-.

X. To heal any liquor, and sweeten and spee

it. Gay.

MU'LLAR. / [MOii-ir, Pr.] A stone held in

the hand with which any powder is ground

upon a hoiizor.ul stone. I'eactam.

MULLEIN J.[verbascnm, Lat] A plant. Mill.

MU LLET. s. imullui, Fr.| A sea fiih. P<.pi.

MULLIGRUBS. /. Twisting of the guts Ains

MULLOCK.. /. Rubblh Amj-wcrth.

MULSE. / Wine boiled and mingled with ho

ney DtH.

MULTA'NGULAR. a. \muhus and angului.

Lat ) Many cornered -, having many corners ■

polygonal.

MULTA NGULARITY adv. [from multargu-

iar ) Polv^onally ; with many corner*. Gr<<w

MULTA NC-ULARNiiSS. /. [from multangu

lar.) The state of being polygonal.

MULTICAPSULAR a [multui and capsula,

Lar_) Divided intomany partition* or cells.

MULTICAVOUS. a. [xiultu, and eavui, Lat.J

Fnll of holes.

MULTIFARIOUS a. [ multisariut, Latin J

Having great multiplicity ; having different

respects. Mere, Evelyn.

MULTIFARIOUSLY adv [from multifart-

£i/.] With n.ultiolicity. Bentlej.

MULTTFARIOUSNESS /. [from multifan-

tms.) Multiplied civersity, Nerru.

MULTIF1DOUS. a. [multijidui, Lat.] Hav

ing many partitions ; cle.t into many branches.

Brrtan.

MULTIFORM, a. jnuhifsrmi, Lat.J Having

various shapes or appearances. Miltm.

MULTIFORMITY. /. [multifermii, Lat.] Di

versity of shapes or appearances subsisting in

ihe same thing*

MULTILATERAL, a [mullui and lateral",

Lat.1 Having many side*.

MUI.TI LOQUOUS. a. [multiUquut, Lat.] Ve

ry taika i'e.

MULTINO'MINAL. a. \r~uhui ard nimen,

Lat. | Hivinc msny name*

MULTIl'AROUS. a [ multipart!, Lat.]

Bringing many at a birth, litsvtn.

MULTIPL DK. /. [riultipeda. Lat ] An infect

with many feet. Bailey.

MULTIPLE, a. [mullif.Ux, Lat] A term in

arithmetick, when one number contains an

other several t'nies, as nine is the multiple or

three, containing ittli.ee times

MU T1PLIABLE. a. muhipliablr, Fr. from

multiply ) Capable to be multiplied.

MULI.PLIABLENESS. /. [ iom multlplia-

lie ] Capicity of being multiplier1,

MULTIPLICA'BLE a. [from multip'in, Lat,]

Capable of beini arithmetically rmi'fplicd.

MULTIPLICAND. /. [multipjcau.'ui. Lat.]

The number to be multiplied in aiithmetic!r.

CjcJker.

MULTIPLICA'TE. a. [from muItipLei, Lat.]

Consult. ig of more than one Derham.

MULTIPLICATION'. /". r:ultlfliatil, Lat ]

i The act of miltiplying or increafr-f any

nuiT.ber by ati .;.-»n tr pr-.luction ofm-r.-or

the lame kind, trtvin 1. ; lu arittm.eiii k.]

The increasing of any one iiurab.T by ai.'-aer,

foo't<nas there sre units in that nun>i.cr, by

which the one is i~cieased. Cocker-

MULTIPLICA'TUK /'. [from a»«.Vi>/i«,Lat.]

The number by winch another number is

multiplied.

MULTIPLICITY, f. Unu^iplicll, Fr. i.

M^reihanone of the s.me kind. Z.^ir. a.

State ot being many D<y le*.

MULTIPLICIOUri, a. [puMp'-tx, Lat.] Mi-

ni'cld ilrcvjn.

MULTIPLIER. / [from trultip'y) I. One

who multiples or increases the number o> any

thing-. Decay ef i'ieiy. z. The multiplicaior

in nrithmetick. Ctcker.

To MU LT1PLY. v. a [multiplies, Lat ] t. To

increase in number to make more by gene

ration, aicumulation. or addition. M<!i:n. a.

To perform the process ot arit"-.mttioal multi

plication. Brown.

ToMULTIPLY. v. n i. To grow in number.

Wi:d. 2. To increase themselves, itbakejp.

MULTTPOTENT. a. [ multui and paent,

Lat.) Having manifold pov.tr. Sbak.-jp.

MULTIPRI.'SLNCE. / [multui and prrse*-

tia. Lat.] The power or ;' it ot bjin,- p.-vl'ent

in more places tlian one at the lame time.

Hall.

MULT1SCIOUS. a. [multisciui, Lat] Having

variety of knowledge.

MUL,TlSlLlQUOUS. a.\tr.ult»i aid / [qua,

Lat.] The lame with ctrniculate: ultd of

s s s i rlinu>
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plant*, whose seed is contained In rainy dis

tinct secd-'-rlTela.

MULsTSC'NOUS. a. \multisaui. Lat] Hiv

ing many ounds. Did.

MULTITUDE./ [multitude. Lit.] i.The

One of being many ; the state of being more

than one. a. Number; many; more thin

one Hate. 3 A great number i loosely and

■ ndtfirit. ly. Watts. 4. A crowd or thiong ;

the »'ulfflr. A.12;fen.

MULTITUDINOUS, a. [from «//iWr] 1

Having the appeinnce of 1 multitude. Skaits.

z. Manifold. Sta!<ep.

MULTI-VACANT."? a. [ multivarus. Lat]

MULT I VAGOUS. J That wanders or strays

much aHr-,aJ.

MULUVIOUS. a. [mnltus and via, Lat ]

Having many ways; manifold.

MULTOCULAR « [multus ard ccukr, Lat]

Having more eyes than two. Derknm

MUM. tnterjeS. A word denoting prohibition

to speak : li'ence ; husli. Hudibms.

MUM. / \mummt, German.] Ale brewed with

wheat. AUrtimer.

To MUMBLE, v. n. [mempelen, Dutch.] 1.

To speak inwardly ; to grumble ; to matter.

Shatesp. I. To chew; tobitc fjitly. Dryden.

To MUMBLE v. a. z. To utter with a low

inarticulate voice. Sbate/p. X. To mouth

gently. I'ofi. 3 To (lubber over \ to sup

press; to utter imperfectly. Dryden

MUMBLER. / [from mumble. ] One that

f|K-wks inarticulately ; a mutterer.

MUMBLINGLY. adv. [from mumbling.] With

inarticulate utterance.

To MUMM. v a. [mumme. Danifli] To mill:;

to froiiek in disguise. Spenser.

MUMMER. /: [mtmmt; Dininv] A masker;

one who performs frolicks in 1 perlunated

d-es«. Milts:

MUMMERY./, [memerie, Fr.] Masking; fro-

iivk in nulks j foolery Ba<on.

MUMMY./, [mumie. Er mumec. Lat. from the

Arabick.J 1 A dt-a.l body preserved bv the

Eg\piim art of embalming Bacon, z Mum

my is used among tardetiers fora loit ot wax

used in the planting and grafting of trees

Chamfers.

To MUMP. v. a. [munpelin, Dutch] 1. To

nibble; to bite quick; to chew with 1 con

tinued motion. Otti'ay. a To talk low and

quick. 3. [In tint language.] To go a

be t'tng.

MU MPER./ A beggar.

MUMPS. / { mempe.,,, Dutch. ] Sullenael's j

fileat angel. Skinner.

MUMPS./. The fqui nancy. Ains-wertb.

To MUNCH, v. a [manger, Fi.J To chew by

great mouthful: . SLakelp.

To MUNCH, v n. To chew eagerly by great

mculhtuls. Dryden.

MUNCHER./ [:rom m*»<7.] One that mun

ches.

ML NO./ Peace, from which onr lawyers call

a breach of the jeace, mundbrttb : so Ead-

mund is happy peace ; ÆihelmtinH, noble

I peace ; ÆlmunJ, all peace. Gib/en.

IMU'DANE. a. [mun./oniij. Lat.] Belonging ts

the world Gl.jianvu e.

MUNDATION. /. [mnndus, Lat.] The act of

cleansing.

MUNDATORY. a. [isommundus. Lat.] Hav

ing the power to cleanse.

MUNDICK. / A kind of raarcasite or semi-

metal tour.d in tin mint t.

MUNDIFICA'TION. /. f_ mundui ind /««,

Lat] Cleansir.g anv body. Hiuincy.

MUNDIFICATIVE. a. [mundus and •/"«">,

Lat. J Cleansing ; having the power to cleanle.

Brcvn.

To MU NDIFY. v.a. \mundns ind facie, Lat.]

To cleanle ; to make clean Harvey.

MUNDI'VAGANT. a. { mundivagus, Lat.]

Wandering threu^h the world.

MUNDU'NGUS. J. Stinking tobacco Bailey.

MUNFRARY a [from »«»«/, Lat.] Havir.5

'he nature of a gi ft.

MUNGRELy. Anything generated between

different kinds; any thing panikirg of the

qualities of different caufi 1 or parents. States.

MU NCREL. a. Generated between different

natures ; base born ; degenerate. State/p.

MUNICIPAL, o. [muniapalis, Lat] Belong

ing to a corpoiation. Dryden.

MUNIFICENCE. J. [mnnifuentia. Lat.] Li

berality ; the act of givini;. Addijcn

MUNIFICENT, a. [munificus, Lat ] Liberal",

generous. Atterbnry.

MUNIFICENTLY, adv. [from mnnifieeml.]

Liberally ; generously.

MUNIMENT, s. \tnunimentnm, Lat.] 1. For

tification; lliunghold. z. Support ; delcncc.

Mo MU'NITE v. a. [mums. Lat.] To fortify ;

to strengthen. A word not in use. Benin.

MUNITION. / [munitia. Lat.] 1. Fortifica

tion; strong hold. Half. Z. Ammunition;

materials tor wa:\ Fair.

iMU'NNION. /. j1.'va*<«» are the upright posta

j that divide the lights in a window frame. M-x.

MURAGE. ) (troin murui. Lat] Mone) paul

to keep wails in repair.

MU'RAL. k. [mnralis, Lat.] Pertaining to a

I wall. Evelyn.

MURDER. /. [mopSr-n, Saxon] The act of

killing a man unlawfully. Sbakssp.

To MURDER, v. a. [from the noun] 1. T«

kill a man unlawfully. Dryden. a. To de

stroy ) to put an enJ to. Siaiesp.

MURDERsU. / Ifrom murder.] One who

has sited hnmrn blood unlawfull). Sidney.

Mli RDEKESS,/. [from murderer.] A woman

that commits murder. Dryden.

MU'RDERMENT. / [from murder.] The act

of killing unlawfully.

MURDEROUS, a. Bloody; guilty of murder.

Shakejp. trier.

MURE. / [mur, Fr. mums, Lat.] A wall. Not

in use SeaAejp.

To MURE v.a. To inclose in walls. Knslltt.

MURENGER. / [muiui, Lat. J An oversees

•fa wall. MURIA-
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MURIA'TICK a Partaking of the taste or na

ture of brine. Arbutbnot.

MDRK. s. [mcrk, Danish. J Darkness; want of

liVht. Shakesp.

MURK s. Husks of fruit. Aiuswortb.

MURKY, a s march, Danish ] Dark ; cloudy ;

wanting light Addistn.

MU'RMUR./ [murmur. Lat.] I. A low shrill

noise. Pope ». A complaint half suppressed

Dryden.

NoMURMUR v. ir. [murmure, Lat] r. To

give a k.w shrill sound. Pipe i. To grumble ;

to utter secret discontent Wake.

Mt RMURKR / [from murmur.) One who

repine*; a grumbler; a repiner. Government

of tbeTongue, Btackmore.

MURNIVAI. ( Four cards

MURRAIN /"The plague in cattle. Garth.

MURRE./. A kind ot bird. Carnv.

MU'RRY. a. [more'e, Fr. morelU, l:.i!ian, from

Mire, a Moor.] Darkly red. Beyle.

MURRION / soften written muring.] A hel

met ; a ca que. King.

MURTH efCern J. Plenty of grain.

MUSCADEL J "■ [muscat, muscade!,Yr w/-

MUSCADINE, t cale/le, Italian] A kind of

sweet grape, sweet wire and s-.vect pear

MUSCLE / [muscle, Fr. nujculut. Lat.] .

Muscle is a bundle oi thin and parallel plates

of fleshy threads or fibres, inclosed by one

common membrane : all the fibres of the

fame plate aie parallel to one another, and

tied together at extremely little distances by

short and transverse fibres, the fleshy fibres are

composed of other smaller fibres, inclosed like

wise by a common membrane ; each lesser

fibre consists of very small vesicles or bladders,

into which we suppose the veins, arteries and

nerves to open Quiucy. 1. A bivalve (hell

fish. Haknoill.

MUSCOS1TY. f. [muscesut. Lat] Mossiness.

MUSCULAR, a. [from mufcului. Lat.] Per

formed by muscles. Arbutbnot.

MUSCULA RITY./ [from muscular.] The

state of having muscles. Greta.

MUSCULOUS. a. [musculeux, Fr. muscuhsu,,

Lai ] i. Full of muscles; brawny, a,. Per

taining to a muscle. Mere.

MUSK./, [from the verb.] I. Deep thought ;

close attention ; absence of mind. Milieu, z.

The power of poetry. Ceivley

To MUSE. v. n. [muser, Fr.J 1. To ponder j

to think close; to study in silence. Hseker.

%. To be absent of mind Shaicjp. 3. To

wonder ; to be amazed. Shakesp.

MUSEFUL. a [Irom muse.) Deep thinking.

DryJcu.

MUSfcR/ [from muse] One who muses; one

apt to be ab.em of mind.

MCSET./ lln hunting] The place through

which the hare goer, to relief. Bailey.

MUSEUM./. [jlo«.;>.] A repository of learned

curiosities.

MUSHROOM. s. [mouchtrin, Fr] 1. Miijb-

rscmi are by curious naturalist* esteemed peiitct

plants, though their flower? and feeds have n't

as yet been discovered. Miller, a An upstart';

a wretch risen from the dunghill. Bacon

MU SHROOMSTONli./.[mustreom and/W 1

A kind of fossil. ,

MUS1CK./ sjuta-.™.] 1 The science of ha r-

monical iuun,l>. Drydin. a. Instrumental or

vocal harmony. M 'hen.

MUSICAL, a [musical, Fr. from musick.) 1.

Harmonious ; melodious ; sweet sounding.

Miltm. i. BcLms'init to musick. Addisen '

MUSICALLY, adv. [from musical) Harmo

niously , wi;h sweet sound. Addisen.

VIU'SICALNhSS./ 1 from musical.) Harmonr.

MUSICIAN./! [musicut, Lat'j One skilled in

harmony; tne who periorms upon instruments

of mulkk. Bncin.

MUSK./ [musthio, Italian, muse, Fr.] Must is

a dry, lir'ht and friable substance of a dark

blackiih colour, with some tnge of a purplish

or biood colour in it, feeling somewhat smooth

or unctuous : its smell is h ghly perfumed : it

is brought from the East Indies : the animal

which p:, duces it is of the size of a common

goat. Hill

MUSK. /. [m-jsca. Lat] Crape hvacinth or

erape flower. Miller.

vlUSKAPPLE. s. A kind of apple. Ains-evertb

MUSKCAT. / [must and cat.] The animal

from which mulk is got.

viUSKCHERRY./. A sort of cherry

MUSKET./ [musquet,Tr.] ,.A soldier's hand-

pun. Bacon, z. A male hawk of a small kind.

Shakesp.

MUSKETEER. / [from mustet.) A soldier

whose weapon is his musku Clarendon.

MITSKETO'ON./ [mulqueteg, Fr.] A blun-

derbuss; a short gun of a large bore

MUSKNESS. / [from ma/l.) The scent of

music.

MU'SKMKLON./ [mufi and «w&-.]A fragrant

melon. Uacon.

MUSK.HEAR./ [must and pear.] A fragrant

pear.

MUSKROSE. / [a,,/! and rose] A rose se

called, I lupposc, from its fragrance. Bacon.

Milton, Bylc.

MU'SKY. a. [from must.) Fragrant; sweet of

scent. Milton.

MUSLIN. J. A fine stuff made of cotton. Gay.

M U SROL. /". [musercle, Fr.J The noleband of a

horse's bridle. Bailey.

MUSS./ AlcrambU. Sk,iel'p

MUSSITA'TION./. [mup„. La'..] Murmur;

grumble.

MU SSULM \N.y! A Mahometan believer.

MUST, verb impaled, [muffeu, Dutch ] T«

be obliged. It > < only used beton- a verb. Must

is of all persons and tenses, and used of pei-

sons and things. Grew.

vlL'ST.y. [mujlum, Lat,]New wine ; new wort.

Dryden.

To MUST v. a. [wi, Welfli, stinking] T«

mould ; to make mouldy. Mirtimer.

ToMUST. f. n. To gww mouldy.

MUSTACHE!.
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MrSTATHF.S./. {mustaches, Ft.] Whilkers \

h-nr nn the upper lip Spenser.

MUSTARD. /. [nisstard, Welfli ; msustard,

Fr.] A plant. The flower consists of four

leaver, which arc placed in form of a crest.

To V.U'STFR v. «. To assemble in order to

U m an army. Blatkrmre

T<. V.UST1 R v. ci.'mousteren, Dutch] I. To

review screes. Locke, z. To bring together.

Sl-.ike/p V/oulvi

MU'S'IT.R./ Lrorn the verb] i. A review

t>sa body of lorcev B. J;hn. x. A register

of lorces mustered South. -\ A collection :

as, a muster us peacocks. 4. Tz pah Mu.rtR.

To be allovvcil. Synth

MU'STERBOOK /. \_must.r an;' hnk.] A book

in which the mice* arc registered Shakesp

MU'STF.RMAS'I'KR. J. \musirr ami master.}

One who superintends the mu :er 10 prevent

frauds KnolUi

MUSTER-ROU. /. [muster and r;.'/ ] A re

gister ot lorcev fepe.

MUSI II.Y adv. [<r mmusey ] Moul.lily.

MU'STINTSS. /. [(com musty] Mould | damp

foulness. Evelyn.

MUSTY, a. [irom must.) t. Mouldy jjspoiled

with damp; moist ai d 'Ctid. Bac:n. z. Slate ;

spoiled with age. Harvey 3. Vapid with fe

tidness. Pope. 4. Pull: heavy; wanting

activity; wanting practice in the occurrencet

ol life. Addlson.

MUTABI'LITY / fmtaW/e, Fr.]i. Change

ablents* ; not continuance in the same state.

Huier, Suckling, StilLn?fleet, x. Incor,

slnncv ; tham;e of mind. S-' ti&eff*.

MUTABLE, a. [mut.ibi/11, Lat.J 1. Subject

t.i change ; alu table S.uth. z. Inconstant,

unset'led SI .ikelp. Mil :n.

MUTABLLNilSS./. sliom mutable.] Change

ableneu, ; nncertain'y.

MU l'.V 1 ION. /. (aw/a/iw, Fr. mulalie, Lat.]

Ci. jit'"' : n'teral i.irl H.icon.

MUTh.a [ is«.', Fr. mv/.:s. Lat] Siient ; not

voral j p.»t liAV"*g the use :>f voice. Dryd:n.

MUTK.y. 1 . One tli..l has r..> nuwer ot" speech.

Shalefp. a. A letter whica can make no

sound. H-!der.

To MUTE, xi, n. [nutir, Fr.] To dung as

bird". Tab.

MUTI'.I.Y. adv. [from mute] Silently, not

vocally. Afiltcn.

To MUTILATE, v.a [muiiler, Fr. nut It,

lit.] To depive of some essential part

Ai/istu.

MUTILATION./ [mutilation, Fr. mutilatio,

Lat.]IVprivation of a 1 rr.b, or any essential

part. Clnrcr.il>*.

MUTINF. f. [in'ith, Fr ] A mut;neer. Shr.kes.

MUTINE'LR J [from mutm,Vr J A mover of

sedition. Dryden.

MUTINOUS a [nuline, Fr.] Fi-^tiou:,; busy

in inturrection ; luibu1 rx.ki'alicr.

MUTINOUSLY .1. 'v. [Irom mutinlul] Sedi

tiously ; tu.L'ukm!', . S.cr.y.

MU'TWOUSNESS. / [from mutinour.] Se-

ditiousness: turbulence.

To MU TINY. v. n [mutiner, Fr] To rise a-

gainst authority ; to make infur rection. South.

MUTINY./, [from tho verb.] Insurrection;

sedition. 'Temple.

To MUTTER v.n.[mutire. Lat.] To grumble,

to murmur Burton, Dryden.

To MUTTER. x>. a. To utter with imperfea

articulation. Creech.

MUTTER, s. [from the verb] Murmur ; ob

scure utterance. Milton.

MUTTERER. / [from mutter.] Grumbler ;

murmurer.

MUTTERINGLY. adv. [from muttering]

With a low voice.

\.U'TTON. J [mouton, Fr.\ 1. The flesn of

sheep dressed for food. Sv>ip. t. A sheep:

now only in ludicrous language. Hoyvtard-

MUTTONF1ST. s.[muttcu wAfil.] A hand

Urge and red. Dryden.

MUTUAL a.[mutuel, Fr.] Reciprocal, each

actin? in return or correspondence to the o-

ther Pope.

MUTUALLY adv. [ rom mutual] Recipro

cally ; in return. Nevrtsn.

MUTUALITY. J. [.from mutual.] Reciproca

tion. Shatefp

MUZZLE /[[mufeau, Fr ] i- The mouth ot"

any thing. Sidney. 1. A fattening for the

mouth, which hinders to bite. Dryden.

so MU ZZLE. v. n. To bring the mouth near.

L'E/lrange.

To MU ZZLE. v. a. 1. To bind the mouth

Dryden. z To fondle with the mouth clojt

VKstrarre

VI Y, prsncun p:jfjstve Belonging to me.Bramh.

•1YNCHI.N / [mynchrn, Saxon ] A oun.C.ct.

MYOCRAPHY./ [/uuyfnfia..} A desenpuen

ofthe muscles

MYOLOCY f [myohgie, Fr .] The description

and doctrine of tin muscles. Cbevne.

MYOPY y Shortness o! sight.

MYRIAD. J. [«t;iitf.] 1. The number of

ten thousand, x. Proverbially any great num

ber. Milton.

MVRMIIJOK. /. [fuuouvtii.] Any ro4e raf.

fian ; ,o named from the soU'<ci>os Achilles-

Swift

MYRbBOLAN./[«jrr«4./flM., Lau] A froit.

The myrobslaus are a dried fix • , of which we

have five kinds: they are flesh.. • nerally writh

a stone and kerne],having the ;■ . "y part mcMC

cr less of an austere acrid tastt . t'^ey are ifce

production of live different tit ' growing ia

the East Indies, where they -;■* eaten pre

served H,ll.

MYROPOLIST. / [/ui><*and .-x«-.] One

who fells unguents.

MYRRH./, \myrrha. Lat ] Myrrb h a vege

table product of the gum rtsn kind, sent to

us in loose granules from the siae of a pepper

corn to that ot a walnut, os a reddish brown

colour, with more cr lest of an admixture of

yellow: its taste ia hitler and acrid, with m.

P«CSli&x;
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fecnliararomatick flavour, but very nauseous :

i*s smelt is strong, but not disagreeable : it is r

brought from Ethiopia, but the tree which

producer it is wholly unknown Hill.

MYRRHINE. a [myrrhmnt, Lat] Made of

the myrthine llone. Milton.

MYRT1IORM / [myrtmi and firm] Having

the shape ot myrtle berries.

MY'RTLE. / [myrtnt, Lat.] A fragrant tree.

Shakefp. ' |

MYSELF./ [my and self. ] An emphatical!

word added to /.- as, / myself do it ; that is, j

not I by proxy \ not another. Shakefp. I

MYSTAGOGUE. /. [ixi.;<iy*)»c.]~ One who!

interprets divine mysteries ; also one who

keeps church rclickt, and shews them to;

strangers ;

MYSTt'RlARCH. / f/w>rf/>w» and dex* ] One

presiding over mysteries.

MYSTERIOUS. J. [mysterieax, Fr.] I. Inac

cessible to the understanding ; awfully ob

scure Derhim. 2. Artfully perplexed. Svfft.

MYSTERIOUSLY, adv (from mysterious.) i.

In a manner above understanding, z. Obscure

ly , enigmatically Taylor.

MYSTE'RIOUSNF.SST/ [from mysterious.] i.

Holy obscurity. Taylor. 1. Artiul difficulty

or perplexity.

ToMYSTERIZE. v. a. [from mystery] To

explain as enigmas. Brow*.

MY'STERY./. [iW,e«».] ,. Something above

human intelligence-, something awfully ob

scure. Taylor, i. An enigma ; any thing

artfully made difficult. Shakefp. 3. A trade 1

a calling : in this sense it should, according to

Warburton, be written mijlery, from mistier,

French, a trade. Spinier, Shakefp.

MYSTICAL.? a. [myjticut. Lat.] 1. Sacredl,

MY'STICK.. 5 obscure. Hooker, a. Involving

some secret meaning ; emblematical. TayUr.

3. Obscure ; secret. Dryden.

MYSTICALLY, ad-u. [from mystical] In a

manner, or by an act, implying some secret

meaning. Donne.

MYSTICALNESS./fsrom mvflical.] Invclu*

tion of some secret meaning.

MYT HOLO GIC AL. a [from mythohgy ] Re

lating to the explication of labulous hislorv.

Brown .

MYTHOLO'GICALLY. adv. [from mythologi

cal.) In a manner suitable to the system of

fables.

MYTHO'LOGIST. / [from mythology.] A re*

lator or expositor of the ancient fables of the

heathens. Creech, Nome.

To MYTHO LOGIZE. 11. n. [from mythology.)

To relate or explain the fabuluus history of

the heathens.

MYTHOLOGY. / [,.«?»,- and Xsyo;.] A sys

tem of tables. Bcnl,iy.

N.

N A K N A M

N
A semivowel, has in English an invaria

nt ble sound : as, no, name, n't ; it is some-

/ times after m almost lost ; as, condemn,

contemn

To NAB v a. \naffa, Swedish.] To catch un

expectedly.

SA' DIR. J. f Arabick ] The point under foot

directly opposite to the zenith Creech.

NAFF. /. A kind of tu.ted tea-bird.

KAC. J. [nagge, Dutch.] A small horse. A

horse in familiar language, Prior.

NAIL. /. [ncejcj. Sax.) t. The horny substance

at the ends o. the lingers and toes. Dryden.

z. The talons of birds and beasts 3. A

spike of metal Hy which tfvngs are fastered

together. 4. A stud) a boss. 5. A kind of

measure ; two inches and a quarter. 6 On

the mail Readily ; immediately ; without

delay. Swift

To NAIL. v. a 1. To fasten with nails. Milton.

X, T\j stud with nails. Dryden.

NATLJ'R./ [from nail.) A nail-maker.

NA K.ED a. [nacob, Sax] 1. Wanting cloaths ;

uncovered -, bare. Bacon. 2. Unarmed ; de

fenceless ; unprovided. Shakefp. 3. Plain ;

erident ; not hidden. Shakejp. 4. Mere ;

Cmplv ; abstracted, linker.

NA'KF.DLY. adv. 1. Without covering. «.

Simply-, merely. Holder. 3. Discoveiably \

evidently. Daniel.

NAKEDNESS. /. [from naked] 1. Nudity j

want of covering. Milton 1. Want 01" provi

sion for defence. Gen. 3. Plainness , evi*

dence ; want of concealment. oV ,ikefp

NAME./ (nama, Sax J 1. 'the .'ifcrimina'

tive appellation of an individual Slakelp i,

The term by which any species is liiltinguisii-

ed. 3. Person. Dryden. 4. Reputation cha»

racter. 5. Renown; same; celebrity. Eaccn,

6. Power delegated. Shakefp y. Fictitious

imputation. Dryden. 8. rtppeai.ir.ee ; not

reality. Shakr-p 9. An opprobrious appella-

j tion. GranvilU.

To NAME. i>. a. 1. To discriminate by a

particular appellation. SI akefp. a. To men

tion by narr.e Eulnj. 3. To specify ; to no

minate. Locke. 4. To utter ; to mention.

Gen.

NAMELESS, a. [from name ) 1. Not distin

guished by any discriminative appellation*

Denbam. 1. One ot which the n..uie is not

known. Attcrbury. 3. Not tan*- us.

[NAMELY, adv. lfrm name J Pa.Lcularly 1

I special. H:iker, Aidijan,

NaMEK.
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NA'MF.R./ [from name.) One who callc any by I NA"RROWLY. adv. [from narr:w.) I. Wi*

little breadth or wideness. I Contracted!)- ;

NA'MESAKF. / One that has the fame name

with another A Idifon.

NAP. / hnceppan, Sax] t. Slumber ; a short

sleep. Sidney. 1. [hnoppa, Sax j Down

villuus substance. Spenjer.

To NAP v. a. [hnceppan, Sax.] To sleep ; to

be drowsy or secure. Hud:brai, Carew.

NAPE./. The joint of the neck behind. Bacon.

NATERY./ [rnperia, Ital.] Table-linen.

NA'PHEW./ [tapui, Lat.] An herb.

NA'PHTH V / [naphtha, l.at.] Naphtha is a

very pure, clear, and thin mineral fluid, °f a

very pale yellow, with a caff ot brown in it.

It i? 1" ft and oily to the touch, of a sharp and

unpleafing taste, and of a hrilk and penetra

ting smell ; of the bituminous kind. It is ex-

ttemely ready to take sire It is principally

uled externally in patalytick cafes. HJl.

NA PPlNESS.j. [Horn nappy.) The quality ot

having a nap.

NAPK.IN. / [from nap.} i. Cloaihs used at

table to wipe the hands. Wilkins. a. A

handkerchief. Obsolete. Shakelp.

NAPLESS, a. [from nap] Wanting nap;

threadbare. Shuktfp.

NA'I'PY. a. [from nap.] Frothy ; spumy. Gay

NARCTSSUSs. [Lat. narcijsr, Pr.] A daffodil

Thomson.

NARCO'TICK.sl hii.fK.iti : narcotiane, Pr.] Pro

ducing torpor, or stupe'action. Qutncy,Brown.

NARD. J. [nardui. Lat.) t. Spikenard. a

An odorous shrub. B Johnson.

NARK./, [narij, Lat] A nostril. Hndibrat.

NA REWHALE./A specie* of whale Brian.

NA RRABLE. a. [fiom narro.) Capable to be

told.

NARRATION./ [narratio, Lat.] Account j

relation; history. Abbot.

NARRATIVE, a [narratef-ve, Fr. from nar

ro, Lat. J i. Reining-, giving an account.

AylifTe. a. Storytelling ; apt to relate things

palt. Pipe.

NA RRAT1VE. /. A relation ; an account.

Sautb.

NA'RRATIVELY. adv. [from narrative.) By

way of relation. Ayliffe.

NARRATOR./ \narratiur, Fr ] A teller ; a

relater. rVatti.

To NA'RRIFY. v. a. [from narro. Lat.] To

relate ; to give account of. Shakejp.

NA'RROW. a . [nevpu, Sax] i. Not broad or

wide Shakefp. i. Small ; of no great extern.

Brown. 3. Covetous; avaricious. Sidney.

4. Contracted ; ungenerous Spratt. 5. Near ;

within a small distance. Dryd. 6. Close ;

vigilant ; attentive. Milton.

To NARROW, -j. a. 1 To diminish with re

spect to breidth. hrown, Temp'e. 2. To con

tract j 10 impair in dignity. Locke. 3. To

con'ract in tentiment. Pope. 4. To confine ;

to limit. rYalts. 5. [In far iery.] A horse is

laid to narrow, when he does not take ground

enough Farr. Did.

without extent. Swift. 3. Closely; vigilantly;

Slake/p 4. Nearly ; within a little. Swift.

C. Avariciously r sparingly.

NARROWNESS. /. [from narrow. | 1. W»nt

o' breadth. Addifcn. 2. Want os comprehen

sion. Locke. 3. Confined state ; contracted-

ness. Denham. 4 Meanness; poverty. South.

5. Want o; capacity. Burner.

NaS. [from ne hat or has not.] Spcnstr.

N A'SAL. a. [nafui, Lat ] Belonging to the nose.

Holder, Brown.

NA SICORNOUS. a. [nasns and nru.] Hav-

inc the horn on the nose. Brown,

NA STY. a. \nast, nat, German, wet.] 1. Dir-

ly i filthy ; fordid ; nauseous ; polluted. Swift.

2. Obscene ; lewd.

NASTILY, adv. [from nasty.] 1. Dirtily;

filthily; nauseously. Bacon, 2. Obscenely ,

grossly.

NASTINESS. / [from ixt/j.] 1. Dirt; filth.

Hayward. a. Obscenity ; grol'snesi of ideas.

South.

NA TAL. a. [natal, Fr.] Native ; relating (•

nativity. Camden, Prior.

NATATION. J [nalatio, Lat.] The act of

swimming. Brown.

NATHI.ESS. adv. \na, that is net, the left.

Sax.] Nevertheless Milton.

NA'THMORE adv. [na the more.] Never the

more. Spenser.

NATION. / [nation, Fr. »ari«. Lat] A peo

ple distinguished from another people.Æa/n^e.

NA TIONAL. a. [national, Fr. from nation ] 1.

Publick ; general ; not private ; not panicu-

lar. Addifcn. a. Bigotted to one's own conn-

trv.

NATIONALLY, adv. ssrom national.] Whh

r gard to the nation. Senth.

NATIONLESS / [from national.) Refcrecte

to the people in general.

NATIVE a. [nativm, Latin ; natif%e, Fr ]

1 , Produced by nature ; not artificial Daviet.

2. Natural j such as is according to nature.

Swtjr. 3. Conferred by birth. Oenham. 4.

Pertaining to the time or placed buth. Sbak.

5. Original. Milton.

NATIVE./ I. One born in any place ; origi

nal inhabitant. Bacon. a. Offspring.

NA'TIVF.NI'.SS. f. [from native.) State of be

ing produced by nature.

NATIVITY./ I nativitf, Fr] 1 Birth ; iiToe

into life. Bacon, Shakelp. 2. State or place

of being produced. Milton.

N.VTURAL. a. [natnrel, Fr ] 1. Produced or

tssected by nature. Wilktni. 1. Illegitimate.

'Temp'e. 3. Bestowed by nature. Swift. 4^.

Not forced ; not farfetched ; dictated by na

ture. kVcttcn. 5. Tender ; affectionate by

nature. Shakefp. 6 Unaffected; according to

truth and reality. A<ldif;n. 7. Oppolcd to vio

lent : as, a natural death.

NATURAL / (ticm»a(*rf.] i. An idiot;

a fool. Shairjp, Locke, a. Native; origm»»

uahabit*avt a.
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Jhhabitant. Raleigh. 3. Gift of nature ; na

ture ; quality. Wetton.

NATURALIST / [from natural.) A student

in phyficks. Addison.

NATURALIZATION, s. [from naturalist.}

The act ofinvesting aliens with the privileges

of native subjects. Ban*.

To NATURALIZE, v. a. [from natural.] 1

To invest with the privileges of native sub'

Jects. Daviet. a. To make easy like things

natural. Smth.

NATURALLY, adv. [from natural.] 1. Ac

cording to unaflisted nature. Hy.ker. a. With

out affectation. Shakefp. 3. Spontaneously.

NATURALNESS. / [from naturals 1. The

state of being given or produced by nature.

South. 1. Conformity to truth and reality ;

not affectation. Dryden.

NATURE. / [nature, Lat] 1. An imaginary

being supposed to preside over the material

and animal world. Shakefp. Cotuley. 1. TLe

native state or properties of any thing. Hale.

3. The constitution of an animated body. Shak.

4. Disposition of mind. Shaktsp. 5. The re

gular course of things Shakejp. 6. The com

pass ot natural existence. Glanville. 7. Na

tural affection, or reverence. Pope. 8. The

state or operation of the material world. Pope.

5. Sort; species. Dryden. to. Sentiments

or images adapted to nature. Addison. 11.

Phyficks; the science which teaches the qua

lities of things. Pope.

NATU'RITY"/. [from *«*•««.] The state of

being produced by nature Brown.

NA'VAL. a. [naval, Fr.] 1 . Consisting of (hips

Waller. 1. Belonging to snips. Temple.

NAVE./ [nap, Sax. J 1. The middle pait of

the wheel in which the axle moves Shakefp

a. [from navit, nave, old French.) The mid

dle part of the church distinct from the aides

or wings. Aylisse.

NAVEL./ [napela, navela, Sax.] 1 The point

in the middle of the belly, by which embryos

communicate with the parent. Brow*. 1.

The middle; the intedour part. Milton.

NAVELGALL. / Navelgall isa bruise on

the top of the chine of the back, behind the

saddle, right against the navel.

N.VVELWORT. / An herb. Miller.

NA'VEW. / [napui, Lat. naveau, Fr.] An

herb. Miller.

NAUGHT, a. nahr, naphfhr, Sax] Bad;

corrupt ; worthless. H;oker.

NAUGHT. / Nothing. This is commonly,

though improperly, written nought. Shakclp.

NA UGHTILY. adv. [from naughty.] Wicked

ly ; corruptly.

NAUGHTINESS./ [from naughty.] Wick

edness ; badness. Sidney.

XA'UGHTY.a. [f om naught.] Bad; wicked,

corrupt. Sidney.

NA VIGABLE. a. [navigable, Pr.] Capable of

being passed by (hips or boats. Raleigh.

NA VIGABLENESS. / (trom navigab.e ] Ca

parity tube passed in vcftels.

To N-WIGATE. v. n. [uavigo, Lat.] To fail,

to pass bv water. Arbuthnot.

To NAYl'GATE. v. a. To pass by ships or

boat*. Arbuthnat.

NAVIGATION./ [navigation, Fr.] i.The

act or practice of pasting by water. Bacon, a.

Vessels of navigation. Shakefp.

NAVIGATOR. / [navigateur, Fr.] Sailor*

seaman; traveller by <*ner. Brerew.

NA'ULAGE. / [naulum, Lat] The freight of

passengers in a (hip.

NAU'MACHY./ [naumachie, Fr. uaumachia,

Lat. J A mock sea-fight.

To NAUSEATE, v. n. [from nauseo. Lat.]

Togiow squeamith ; to turn away with dis

gust. Watti.

To NAUSEATE, v. a. To loath; to reject

with disgust. Brown, a. To strike with dis

gust. Swift,

NAUSEOUS, a. [from nausea. Lat; nausei,

Pr.] Loathsome; disgustful Denhatn.

NAU'SEOUSLY. adv. [from nauseous.] Loath

somely ; disgustiully. Dryden.

NAUSLOUSNESS. /. [from nausea.] Loath

someness ; quality of railing disgust. Dryden.

NAUTICAL. 7 a. [nanticus, I. at.] Pertaining

NAUTICK J to sailors. Camh.

NAUTILUS./. [Latin; naunle,¥t] A shell

fish furnished with something analogous to oars

and a fad. Pope.

NA'VY. / [from navis. Lat.] An assembly of

ships ; a fleet. Clarendon.

NAY. adv. [ na, Saxon, or ne aye.] 1 . No ;

an adverb of negation, Denhatn. 1. Not only

so but more. B. Johnson. 3. Word of refusal.

A31.

NA'YWORD / [nay and word] 1. Thcsaying

nay. Shakefp. a. A proverbial reproach ; a

bye word. Shakefp.

NE.adv. [Saxon.] Neither; and not Spenser.

NEAF. /. [nesi, Islandick.) A fist. Shakefp.

To NEAL. v. a. [onœlan, Sax,] To temper by

a gradual and regulated heat. Dirby, Max.

To NEAL v. n. To be tempered in fire. Bacon.

NEAP. a. [ nepf loo, Saxon; ntrttij, poor ]

Low; decrescent. Used only w" the tide.

Hakewill.

NEAR, prep [nep, Sjx.] At no great distance

from i close to , nigh. Dryden.

NEAR, adv. 1. Almost, a. At hand ; not far

oft. Dryden. 3. Within a little. Bacon.

NEAR. a. 1. Not distent Gcnrsi. a. Advanc

ed towards the end of an enterprise or disqui

sition. Hooker. 3. Close ; not rambling.

Dryden. 4 Closely related Leviticut 5.

Intimate; familiar; admitted to 'confidence.

Shakejp, 6 Touching ; pressing ; assisting ;

dear Shakefp. 7. Parsimonious, inclining to

covctousnels.

NFAR hnnJ. adv. Closely. Bartii.

NEA'KLY. adv [from near.) 1. At no great

distance. Atterbury. a. Closely; pieflirgly.

Milton. Sivtft. 3. In a nisrgarc-iy inanrer.

NEA'RNESS. / |frcm near.] 1 Cloienri;

nat rr.moler.eiS. Hooker, Dufpa. a. All-aoce
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of blood or affection. Bate*. 5. Tendency to

avarice; caution of expence. Bacon.

NEAT./ [neat ncyten. Sax.] i. Black cattle;

oxen. Shakefp. May. a. A cow or ox. Shakefp.

NEAT. a. [net, Fr.J J. Elegant, but without

dignity. Pipe. i. Cleanly. Milton. 3. Pure ;

unadulterated ; unminglcd. Chapman.

NE'ATHERD. / [ncaSypb, Sax] A cow-

keeper ; one who has the care of black cattle.

Dryden.

NEATLY, adv. [from neat.] 1. Elegantly, but

without dignity ; sprucely. Shakejp. i

Cleanlily.

NEATNESS./ [from neat.] I. Spruceness ,

elegance without riignity. Hooker. 1. Clean

liness.

NEB. /. [nebbe, Sax.] 1. Nose; beak i mouth ;

Retained in lie north. Shake/p. 1. [In Scot

land ] The bill "fa bird.

NEBULA f ]L*tin.] It is applied to appea

rances, like a cloud in the human body ; as to

films upon the eyes.

NEBULOUS, a. [neiuhsm, Latin.] Misty ;

cloudy.

NECESSARIES. / ssi-om nccejsary] Things

not only convenient but nced.ul. Hammond.

NECESSARILY, adv. [from necefary.] t. In

difpensably. Ih:ktr. a. By inevitable conse

quence. Ho:ker.

NE'CESSARINESS. s. [frern necefary.] The

slate of being necessarv.

NECESSARY, a. I neeejsarint. La-.] 1 . Need-

ful ; indispensably requisite. Titfotjon. 1. Not

free ; fatal ; imrellfd b) fate. 3. Conclusive;

decisive by inevitable consequence. Til.'dson

To NECESSITATE, v. a. [from neccssilai,

Lat.] To make necessary ; not to leave lice

Vnppa.

NECESSIT VTION. / [from necessitate.] The

act of making neeuTary ; fatal compulsion

Bramhall.

NECESRITATFD. a [from necessity.] In a

state of want. Shakejp.

NECESSITOUS a. | from necessity ] Pressed

with poverty. Clarendon.

JfFCE'SSITOUSNESS.'/ s Tnmneeessiiont. ]

Poverty ; war.: ; need. Bnrnet.

NECESSITUDF../ [neeessitudt, Lat.] i.Want;

.need. line. 1. I-Yicndlhip.

NECESSITY. / [nfcssiias, Lat] 1 Ccgen-

cy; compulsion; fatality. Mi'.ltn. 1. Rule

of being necessary ; ird'lpentablene s. Shahefp.

3. Wapt ; need ; poverty. Clarendon. 4.

Things necessary so: human life. Shakejp. 5.

Cogency of argument; inevitable consequence

Ealeigb.

NECK. J. [hneca, Saton; neck, Dutch.] 1

The p»it between the head and body. Shakejp

z. A long narrow part. Bacon. 3. On iht

neck ; immediately after. Shakejp. 4. To

break the net k of an assjir; to hinder any thing

beincr rtnr.e; or to do more thanhaif.

KECKBKKF. /. [neck and beef.] The coarse

flesh ol the neck ot rattle Swift.

NECKCLOATH. /. \tuti an.! clsatb] th '

which men wear on their neck. Coy.

NECKERCHIEF. 7/ A gorget; hindker*

NE'CKATEE. 5 chief for a woman's neck.

NE'CKLACE./ neck and lace.] An ornamen

tal string of beads or precious stones, worn

by women on their necks. Arbnthnot.

NE'CKWEED. / [neck and weed.] Hemp.

Cant.

NECROMANCER./[>W(>Je and /*«!«;.] One

who by charms can converse with the ghosta

ot the dead. Svrift.

NECROMANCY. / [rape and /uifli; ; mtere-

mance. Ft.] i . The art of revealing suture

events by communication with the dead.

Bro<wr. 1 Enchantment ; conjuration. Abbot.

NE'CTARED. a. [ from neSar. ] Sweet «

nectar. Milton.

NECTA'REOUS. a. [netlarent. Lat.] Resem

bling nectar ; sweet as nectar. Pepe.

NECTARINE, a. [from «««-.] Sweet as

necta-. Milton.

NECTARINE./", [neflarine, Fr] A fruit of

the plum kind. This fruit differs from »

peach in having a smooth rind and the flesh

firmer. Miller.

NEED / [neob, Saxon ; need, Dutch ] 1. Ex

igency; pressing difficulty ; necessity. Shakefp.

I Want j distressful poverty. Shakejp. 3.

Want; lack of any thing for use Baker

To NEED. v. a. To want ; to lack. Matt.

To NEED, v. n. To be wanted; to be ne

cessary. Spenser, a. To have necessity of any

thing. Locke.

NEE'DER. / [from need ] One that want* any

thine. Shakefp.

NEEDFUL. a >«</and /«//.] Necessity j in

dispensably requisite. Ccmmin Prayer

NEE'DFULLY. adv. [from needful] Necessa

rily. Pen. Johnson.

NKE'DFULNESS. / [from needs./] Necessity.

NKK'DILY. adv Liom needy.] In poverty %

poorly.

NEE DINESS. / [from needy.] Wint } pover

ty. Bacon.

NEEDLE. / [mebl, Sax.] t. A small instru

ment pointed at one end to pierce cloth, and

perforated at the other to receive the thread.

Dryden. 1 The small steel bar which in the

mariners compass stands regular y north and

south. Bmrnet.

NEEDLE-FISH. s. [needle mi fijb.] A kind

of sea fish. We.d-u.ard.

NEE'DLErULL./ needle and/«7] As much

thread as is generally put at one time in the

needle.

NEE'DLER. 7 /. [ from necd!e. ] He

NEE'DLEMAKER. J who makes needles.

NEEDLEWORK.. / [needle and tr.rk ] t.

The business of a sempstress. 1. Embrotderv

by the needle. Adjifn.

NEEDLESSLY, adv. (from reediest.] Unne

cessarily; w'thout need Hotter.

NEE'DLESSNESS. / [from neediest.] Caao

cessarinefs. Lu ke.

NCEtS
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NEE'DLESS. a. [from need.] Unnecessary ; not

requisite. Hooker, Shakesp.

NEE'DMENT. / [from need] Something ne

cessary. Spenser.

NEEDS, adv. [necey-, S«- unwilling] Ne

cessarily j by compulsion ; indispensably. Dav.

NEE'DY. a. [from need.] Poor ; necessitous ;

distressed by poverty. Spenser.

NE ER. [for «wr.] Hndihras.

To NEESE. v. n. [nyse, Danish ; niesen, Dutch.]

To sneese ; to discharge the flatulencies by

the nose, 1 Kings.

NEF.s. [old French, from nave.] The body of

a church. Addisen.

NEFARIOUS, a. U'sarius, Lit.] Wicked ;

abominable, Aylisse.

NEGATION. /'. [negatit. Lit ; negation, Fr.]

I. Denial j the contrary to affirmation. Bentl.

Rogers. 1. Description by negative. rVatts.
■NEGATIVE, a. [negatif, Fr negativus, Lat]

■ .Denying; contrary to affirmative. z. Im

plying only the absence os something. Smth.

3. Having the power to withhold, though not

to compel. K Charles.

NE'GATIVE. / 1. A proposition by which

something is denied. TiUotjon. X. A particle

of denial -. as, not- Cleaveland.

NEGATIVELY, adv [from negative.} 1.

With denial ; in the form of denial ; not af

firmatively. Style. 1. In form of speech im

plying the absence of something, sinner.

To NECLECT. ». a. \negUHns, Lat ] 1. To

omit by carelessness. Matthew. z. To treat

with scornful heedlessntl's. 3. To postpone.

Shakesp.

NE'CLECT. / [negleSus, Lat.] 1. Instance

of inattention, z. Careless treatment. 3

Negligence ; frequency of neglect. Denham

4. Slate of being unregarded. Prior.

NEGLECTOR. / [from negleCl.] One who

neglects.

NEGLECTFUL, a. [neg'etl and full.] 1

Heedless : careless-, inattentive. Arhnthnot

X. Treating with indifference. Lake.

NEC LECTION. / [from negUS.] The state

of being negligent.

NEGLECTFULLY, adv. [from negUasul.]

With heejiefs inattention.

NEGi iC C TIVE. a. [from uegleS.] Inattentive

to, or regardless of. King Char es.

NECLIGENCE /.[negligence, l'*r. r.eghgen

tia. Lat. J Habit ot omittinp by heedlessnetV,

or of acting catclefly. Shakcjp.

NEGLIGENT, a [negligent* Fr negligens,

Lat.J 1. Careless; heedless j habitually inat

tentive, z Chrcn. z. Carck-ls or any particu

lar. Bnruch. 3. Sconvulty regardless Sw.ft.

Kh GI.IGtfNTI.Y. adv. [from neg'igent.j 1.

Catelt-isly ; heedlessly ; without exactneis.

Raccn. a. With fi.orn;ul inattenticn.

To NEGOTIATE, v. n [ntgecier, French]

To have intercourse ol buU..cfa ; to tratikk ;

-to treat. Bacon.

NEGOTIATION. /. [negseiatien, Fr. f:om

*e~ouaie.\ Treaty oi tulicels. Hiwel.

NEGOTIATOR, f. [rngteiatenr, Fr.] from

negotiate.] One employed to treat with others.

Swift.

NEGOTIATING, a. [from negotiate.] Em-

ployed in negotiation.

NEGRO, s. [Spanish; ttegre, Fr.] A bUck-

more. Brown.

NIEF./ [nisi, lilandlck; neef; Scottish] Fist.

To NEIGH, v. n. [hnæjcan, Sax.] To utter the

voice of a horse. Smith.

NEIGH. / [from the verb.] The voice of an

horse. Shakesp.

NEI'GHBOUR. / [nchjebup, Sax.] 1. One

who lives near to another Clarendon, x. One

who lives in familiarity with another. Shake/p.

3. Any thing next or near. Shake/p. 4. In

timate ; confidant. Stake/p. 5. [In civini-

')■] °ne partaking of the (ame nature, and

therefore entitled 10 good offices. Spratl.

To NEI'GHBOUR. *. a. [from the noun.] To

adjoin to ; to confine on. Shakesp.

NEIGHBOURHOOD. / [from neigl. lour .] t.

Place adjoining Addijoa. z. State of being

near each other Sw'ft. 3. Those that live

within reach ol communication.

NEIGHBOURLY, a. [from neighbour.} Be

coming a neighbour ; kind ; civil. Arhuthn-t.

NEl GHBOURLY.a<iV. [from neighbour.]\iVn.

social civility.

NEITHER cmjuna. [najfScfi, Saxon, ae ei

ther.] 1. Not either. A particle used in the

first branch of the negative sentence, and an

swered by nor ; as, fight neither with small nor

great. 1 Kings, z. It is sometimes the second

branch of a negative or prohib tion to any

sentence ; as, ye shall net eat of it, neithsr

(hall ye touch it. Genesis.

NEITHER, pronoun. Not either ; nor one nor

other. Dryden.

NEOPHYTE./, [neophyte, Fr. n<xindfv».]

One regenerated.j a convert.

NEOTE'RICK. a [neotencus, Lat] Modern;

novel ; late. Grew.

NEP./ [nepeia. Lat] An heib.

NEPHENTHL.y. [> and m&o; ] A drug that

diives away all pains. Pope.

NE'PHEW. /. [nepu, Latin > neven, Pr.] i.

The son of a brotner or filter. Lode. z. The

grandson. Out or ule. linker. 3. Descendant,

however risljnt. Out of use.

NEPHRI'VICK.. a [n;e3.r.c; ; niptretiquefr.]

1. Belonging to the organs of urine, z. Trou

bled with the stone, strbuthnot. 3. Good a-

gainst the stone. Woodward.

NE'POTISM. / [nrpetijau., Fr.] Fondness for

nephews. Addijon.

NERVE, s. [net-iur. Lar.] The nerves are the

organs of llnlaiiou passing from the brain to

all parts ot the body. Shakesp. z. It is used

by the poetr for sinew or tenuon. Pips.

NERVELESS, a. [from nen/e j W.thout

strength Uunciad.

NERVOUS, a. [»«-fi>/»r,Lat.] 1. Well strung-,

strong ; vigorous. Pipe. z. Relating to the

T.ttz nerves.
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nerves. 3. Having weak or diseased nerves-

Chejne.

NE'RVY. a. [from wervt.] Strong; vigorous.

Shakejp.

NE'SCIENCE./ [from nesdo. Lat.] Ignorance;

the state of not knowing Grarvti/e.

NESH. a. [repe, Sax 1 Soft ; easily hurt-

MESS. 1, A termination ae'ded to an adjective

to change it into a substantive, denoting state

f>r quality \ as, p'tfin^us, pzijtnzufness ; from

n-fTe> Saxon. 1. The termination of .many

names of places where there is a heaJlaod or

promontory ; frGm nefe, Saxon, a headland ,

at, Invernfvs.

NEST / [nepr, Sax.] 1. The bed formed by

the bird for incub-itinn. Deutercn:my. 1. Any

place where animals are produced. Bentiey.

3. An abode \ place of residence. Shakejp 4,

A warm close habitation. Spenjer. 5. Boxes or

drawers ; little pockets or conveniencies

To NEST. <v. ». [from the noun.J To built!

nests H:wei.

NESTEGG. / \nest and egg.] An egg left in

the nest. Hudibras.

To NESTLE, v. n. [from neji.) To settle ; to

harb ur. Bacon.

To NESTLE, r. a. 1 . To house, as in a nest.

Derinr. 1. To cherish ; as a bird her young.

Chapman.

NE STUNG, s. [from nestle.] A bird just taken

out of the nest

NET./ [nati, Gothick ; ner, Six.] A texture

woven with large infei slices ormefhes. Taylor.

NET Hi.R. a. [ne<Æer, Sax. neder, Dutch] 1.

Lower ; not upper. Peacbam, Vryden. z.

Biins> in a lower place. Milton. 3. Infernal j

belonging to the regions below. Dryden.

NETHERMOST.J [Jupcrl. of nether.] Low

est. Psalms.

NETTING, f. A reticulated piece of work.

NETTLE./ [netel, Sax.J A stinging herb

well known.

To NETTLE, v. a. [from the noun] To sting ;

to irritate. Bentiey.

NETWORK./, [net and work] Any thing

reticulated or decussated, at equal distances.

Spenser.

NEVER, adv. [ne ever, næfrte. Sax.] 1. Al

no time. a. In no degree South. 3. It

seems in some phrases to have the sense os an

adjective. Not any. Matthew 4. It is much

uleil in composition ; as, Mvrr-er.ding, hay

ing no end Miiton.

NE VERTHELESS.a<fc. {never the less.] Not

withstanding that. Bacon.

NEUROLOGY. / [«Sr-w and Xs^ot] A de

scription of the nerves.

NEliROTOMY. /- [«Zf« and tiftm.] The

anatomy of the nerves

NEUTER, a [neuter, Latin s neu'.re, Fr.] 1.

lnffiffcrert; not engaged on either side. Addi.

%■ [In (J'IJmrrj:lr-J A noun that implies no

sex Dryden.

NEUTliK. J. One indifferent »nd unengaged.

AJJiJtu,

NEUTRAL, a. {neutral, Fr.] 1. Indifferent ;

not engaged on either side. Bacon, i. Nei

ther good nor bad. Daviei. 3. Neither acid

nor alkaline. Arbutbnot.

NEUTRAL. / One who does not act nor en

gage on either fide. Bacon.

NEUTRALITY. /. [nentralite, Fr.] t. A

dare of indifference, of neither friendship nor

hclliliiy Addiscn. a. A state between good

and evil. Donne.

NEUTRALLY, adv. [from neutral] Indiffe-

rtnlly.

NEW. a. {netcyd, Welsh : neop, Saxon nets,

Fr.) 1. Not old j fresh Bnrnet. 2. Modeta.

Temple. 3. Not antiquated; having the ef

fect of novelty. Pope. 4. Not habituated.

Hooker. 5. Renovated; repaired, so as lo

recover the first state. Bacon. 6. Fresh after

any thing. DryJen. 7. Not of ancient extrac

tion. Addiscn.

NEW. adv. This is used In composition for

newly. Sidney, Cowlcy.

NEWFANGLED a. [new inAsamr'.c. j Form

ed with vain or foolish love of novelty. Atterb.

NEWFA'NGLEDNKSS. \ s. [from newfang-

NEWFA NGLENESS. J led] Vainand fool

ish love of novelty. Sidney.

NEWEL. / 1. The compass round which the

stair cafe is carried. Bacon. 1. Novelty. Spens.

NE WING ./. Yell . Airjwirtb.

NEWLY adv. [from new.] Freshly; late

ly. Spenser.

NEWNESS. / [from new.] Freshness; late

ness j novelty ; recentnefs ; state of being

new. Sidney, South.

NEWS. /. Without the singular, [from nrtr ;

nonvcllci, Kr] 1. Prtfb account of any thing.

Waller. 1. Papers which give an account of

the transactions o! the piescnt tirr.es. Pcpe.

NEWS MONO ER. s. [newi and monger.] One

whole employment it is to hear and to tell

news. Shakejp.

NEWT. / [Newt is supposed by Siinner to be

contracted from an evet.] Eft ; a small lizaid.

Stakes?'.

NEW-YEAR'S-GIFT./ Present ma-Je on the

first day of ih; year. Shakejp. Stii mrjieet.

NEXT. a. [next, Sax j 1. Ne a rest in ptau,e.

Bacon, a. Nearest in any gradation. CUrema).

NEXT. adv. At the time or turn imroediarcly

succeeding. Addtson.

NIAS. /. [man, Fr.J Simple, filly, and foolish.

Bailey.

NIB. / [nebbe, Dutch.] 1. The bill or beak oc

a bird. z. The point oi a pen. Vertam.

Nl'BBED. a. [from nib ] Having a nib.

To NIBBLE v. a. [from »/6^ihe lieak cr

mouth.] 1. To bite by a little at a time ■

to eat flr.wly. Shaketp. C/eavelauJ. 2.. To

bite as a fish dues the bait. Gay.

To NI'BBLE. v. n. 1. To bite at. Stcleff. X.

To carp at; to find fault with. Ttibtjtm.

NI BBI.ER. /. [fium nibble.] One (hat bitet bj

little at a time.

NICE. a. [nepe, Saxon, soft.] I. Accurate
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in judgment to minute exactness. It is often

used to express i culpable delicacy. Sidney. 1.

Scrupulously and minutely cautious. Shake/p.

3. Fastidious} squeamish. Milton. 4. Easily-

injured; delicate. 5. Formed with minute

exactness. AddiJ'on 6. Refined. Milton.

NTCELY. adv. [from nice.) 1. Accurately j

minutely; scrupulously. Donne, t. Delicately.

Atttrbury.

NI'CENESS. / [fronvir/r/.] 1 Accuracy; mi

nute exactness. Drydtn. i. Superfluous deli

cacy or exactness. Sidney

KI'CETY./. [fiom nice j 1. Minute accuracy.

Prior. 1. Accurate performance. Addijon. 3.

Fastidious delicacy ; fqueamithness. Spenjer. 4.

Minute observation; punctilious dilcrimina-

tion; subtilty. £ssJr 5 Delicate management ;

cautious treatment. Swift. 6. Effeminate soft

ness. 7. Niceties in the plural, dainties or

delicacies in eating.

NI'CHAR./ A plant Miller.

MCHE.f. IFrench.] A hollow in which a sta

tue may be placed rVotlon.

NICK./ [nicke, Teutonick, the twinkling of

• n eye] t. Exact point of time at which

there it necessity or convenience. Suckling.

%. A notch cut in any thing. 3. A score ; a

reckoning. Shakejp. 4. A winning throw.

Prior.

To NICK v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To hit j

to touch luckily; to perform by someslight ar

tifice. Hndibras. 1. To cut in nicks or notches.

Shakesp. 3. To suit, as tallies cut out in nicks

Camden. 4. To defeat or cozen Shakejp.

NICKNA'ME./ [nom de nique, Fr.] A name

given in scoff or contempt. Ben. Jihn/on.

To NICKNA'ME. v. a. To call by an oppro

brious appellation. Dentam.

To NICTATE, v. a. [mill, Lat.] To wink.

Ray.

N1DE./ [nidnt, Lat.] A brood; as, a nide ot

phealants.

NI DGET./ [corrupted homnithingor niding.)

Camden.

NIDIFI CATION, f. [nidifeatio, Lat.] The

act of building nests. Derham.

NI'DIN'G. a. [from niS, Saxon, vilenefs.] Nid

ing, an old English word, signifying abject,

base minded. Cartw.

NIDO'ROUS. a. [mdcreanx, fromnidcr.) Re

sembling the smell or taste of roasted tat. Bacon.

NlDOROSlTY./ [from nidorout.] Eructaiion

with the taste of undigested roast-meau/'/ryfr.

NIDU LATION./ [aidiilcr, Lat.J The time

of remaining in the nest. Brown.

NIECE./, [mice, niepee, Fr. neptii. Lat.] The

daughter or a brother or sister. Waller.

NIGGARD./ [mnggr, Iflaudick.] A miter; a

curmudgeon. Sidney.

NIGGARD, a. Sordid ; avaricious ; parcimoni

ous. Dryden, Shakejp.

To NIGGARD, v. a. [from the noun.] To

stint. Shakesp.

NIGGAKD1SH a. [from niggarJ] Havirg

some disposition u> avarice,

NI'CGARDLINESS./ [from niggardly.] A-

varice ; sordid parcimony. Addijon.

NI'GGARDI.Y. a. [from niggard.) Avaricious}

sordidly parcimonious. Hall, Dryden, Sidney.

NI GGARDLY. adv. Sparingly; parcimonious-

ly. Shakesp.

NI GGARDNESS./ [from niggard.) Avarice;

sordid parcimony. Sidney.

NIGH prep, [nyh, Sax.] At no great distanc*

from. Garth.

NIGH adv. 1. Not at a great distance. John.

Phil. l. To a place near. Mi/ton.

NIGH. a. 1. Near; not distant; not remote.

Prior, l. Allied closely by blood. Knolles.

To NIGH. v. n. [trom the participle] T» ap

proach, to advance; to draw near Spenser.

Nl'UHLY. adv. [from nigh the adjective ]

Nearly; within a little. Locke

NlGHNESS.y. [from »<£*.] Nearness; proxi

mity.

NIGHT./ [uaurr, Gothick ; niht, Sax.] The

time of darkness; the lime from sunset to

sun- rise. Shakejp. Cra/baw.

To-NIGHT. adverbially. In this night; at thia

night Jos.

NIGHTBRA'WLER. / [night and brawler.)

One who raises disturbances in the night Sha

NIGHTCAP/ [»i>Arandr^.j A cap worn

in bed, or in ur.drels. Swift.

NIGHTCROW. / [night ,ai\ crow.] A bird

that cries in the night. Shakejp

NIGHTDEW. / [night and dew.) Dew that

wets the ground in the night. Dryden.

NIGHTDOG.'/ [night and dog j A dog that

hunts in the night. Shake/p.

NIGHTDRESS./ The dresr worn at night.

Pope.

N1GHTF.D. a. [from night.) Darkened;

clouded ; black. Shakejp.

Nl'GHTFAREINO./ [night andfare.) Tra

velling in the night Gay.

NIGHTFIRE.y [night iaifre.) Ignis fatuus ;

Will-t-Wisp. Herbert.

Nl'GHTFLY. / [night and fly.) Moth that

flies in the night. Shakejp.

NICHTFOUNDERED. a. [from night and

founder.) Lost or distressed in the nir>ht. Milton.

NIGHTGOWN / [night and gown J A loose

gown used for an undress Pope.

NICHTH.AG./ [night and hag ] Witch sup-

poled to wander in the night. Milton.

NI GHT1NGALE. / [trom night, and gahn,

Saxon, losing ] 1. A small bird that sings in

the night with remarkable melody , Philomel.

Shaiejp. i. A word of endearment. Shakejp.

NIGHTLY, adv. [tiom night] 1. By night.

Addijon. 1. Every night. Shakesp.

NI'GHTLY. a. [from night.) Done by night;

acting by night. Dryden.

Nl'GHTMAN. / [night and man.] One who

carries away ordure in the night.

NIGHTMARE./^*/, and according to Tetr-

pte, mara, a spirit. J A morL'd oppression in

the nii.ht, resembling the pressure of weight

upon ti.e breast. Shakesp sirbulhnol.

NICHT-
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NI'GHTPIECE./ [night and piece] A picturel

so coloured as to be supposed seen by candle

light. Addijon.

NICHTRAIL./ [»i>*«and rcjl, Sax.agown.]

A loose cover thrown over the dress at night.

Addison.

Nl'GHTRAVEN./ [night and raven] A bird

supposed of ill omen, that cries loud in the

night. Spenser.

NIGHTRULE /. [night and rajt.] A tumult

in the nieht. Skake/p.

NIGHTSHADE./ [mhrrrafca, Sax] A plant

of two kinds, common and deadly nightshade.

Miller.

NI GHTSHINING. / [night zaijbine.[ Shew

ing brightness in the nieht

NI GHTWALK../ [night and mil.] Walk in

the night.

N1GHTWALK.ER./. [«<£*< and toaft] One

who roves in the night upon ill Ath%ai.Ascha

NIGHTWARBLING. a. [night and warble.]

Singing in the night. Milton.

NI'GHTWARD. a. [night and ward] Ap

proaching towards night. Milan.

NIGHTWATCH. /. [night and match.] A

period of the night as distinguished by change

nf the watch. Psalms.

NIGRESCENT, a. [nigrescent, Lat.] Grow

ing black.

NIGRIFICA'TION./ {niger and/am.] The

ast of making black.

H\H\'lAT\./.[nihilete\ Yr.nihilnm, Lat.] No

thingness. Watts.

To N1LL. v.-a. [from ne will] Not to will ; to

refuse. B. "Johnson.

NILL./ The shining spatks of brass in trying

and melting the ore.

ToNIM. v. a. [nevten, Dutch, to take.] To

steal, llutlibras.

NIMBLE, a. [ti"m nim.] Quick; active ;

ready; speedy ; lively, expeditious Spenser.

Nl'MBLENESS. / [irom nimble.] Quickness;

activity ; speed. Hooker.

NI MBLEWITTED a.[nimblezoAioit,] Quick;

caper to speak. Bacon.

NI M BLY. adv. \ from nimble.] Quickly ; speedi

ly; actively. Da-vies, Bjyle.

NIMBLESS./ Nimblenels. Spenser.

NIMETY./. [nimiftai, school Lat.] The state

of being too much.

NI'MMER / [from nim] A thief; a pilferer.

NI NCOV.POOP./ [corruption of the Lat. nun

ccmp:s J A fool ; a trifler. Addison.

NINE./, (rijon. Six j One more than eight.

NINEFOLD./, [nine and sold.] Nine times.

Milan, Gay.

NINEPINS, s. [nine and fi.«.] A play where

nine pieces of wood are let up on the ground

to be thrown down by a bowl. Peacham.

NINESCORE. a. [mne indjeore] Nine times

twenty Addijcn.

NINETEEN, a. [nij-or.rync, Sax.] Nine and

ten.

NINETEENTH, a. [niJonteo-Sa, Sax] The

ordinal of nineteen ; the ninth alter the tenth.

NI'NETY. «. rhunfenrjoncis, Sax ] Nine times,

ten.

NINTH, a. [nejoWa, Sax.] That which pre-

cedes the tenth. Brown.

NI'NTIETH. a. [hunbnrjonreoXofca,Sax.] The

tenth nine times told.

NINNY./ [ninno, a child, Spanish ] A fool; a

simpleton. Swift'

NINNYHAMMER./ [from ninny.] A simple

ton. Addijcn.

To NIP. v. a. [nijpen, Dutch] i. To pinch off

with the nails; to bite with the teeth. Bacon.

a. To cut off by any flight means. Mertimer.

3. To blast; to destroy before full growth.

Arbnthnet. 4. To pinch as frost Shatesp. 5.

To vex; to bite. Spenser. 6. To satirise; to

ridicule; to taunt sarcastically. AJcham.

NIP./ [siom the verb.] 1. A pinch with the

nails or teeth. Ascham. 1. A small cut. ShaieJ.

3. A blast Stepney. 4. A taunt; a sarcasm.

NI PPER.y. [srom»<>.] A satirist. AJcham.

NIPPERS./, [from nip.] Small pincers.

NI PPINGLY. adv. [trora nip] With bitter

sarcasm.

NI'PPLE./. [nypete, Sax.] 1. The teat; the

dug. Kay. a. The orifice at which any ani

mal liquor is separated. Derham.

NI'PPLEWORT./ [Lamp/ana.] A very com

mon weed.

NISI PRIUS./ [In law.] A judicial writ, which

lieth incase where the inquest is panelled, ani

returned before the justices of the bank ; the

one party or the other making petition to have

this writ for the ease of the country. It is i>

called from the first words of the writ, ntji t-

pud talem locum prias venerint.

NIT./, [hnicu, Sax.J The egg of a louse. Deri.

NI'TENCY./ [nitentia, Lat. j 1. Lustre (dear

brightness. 1. [From a7f;r.] Endeavour ;

spring. Boyle.

Nl'THING./. A coward, dastard, poltroon.

Nl'TID. a. [nitidns, Lat.] Bright; dining;

lustrous. Boyle.

NITRE / [nitre, Fr. nitrnm. Lat.] The fait

which we know at this time, under the name

of nitre or saltpetre, is a cry stall, ne, pellucid,

but somewhat whiusti substance, ot an aend

and bitterish taste, impressing a peculiar sense

of colrlrtess upon the tongue. This salt.though

it affords, by means of sue, an acid spirit, cap

able of dissolving almost every thing, jet ma

nifests no sign of its containg any acid at all

in its crude state. Nitre is of the cumber of

those silts which are naturally blended in im

perceptible particles in earths, tone:, as the

particles of metals in their ore*. The earth

frem which nitre is made, b^>th in r'erlia ax J

the East-Indies, is a kind ot yrll-with rc>

found in the bare cliffs of the sicUs

poleu to thenunhern and eastern .-. ..

this mjrl the salt is separate ' ••* *

the crystals into which it t'aqc, -. - . » <

them irom the East-Indies, arc »!-t_ •,

sect, and impure. Earthsol *:.jh...
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moistened by the dong and ererefnent of

animals, frequently afford nitre in Urge

quantities. The earths it the bottom of

pigeonhouses, and those of stables and cow

houses, all afford nitre, on being thrown into

water and boiled. In France, where very

little nitre is imported, they make it from the

rubbish of old mortar and plaister of buildings.

There is no question but a manufactory of

nitre might be established in England, to as

much advantage as that of France. The ni-

trum or nitre of the ancients, is a genuine,

native, and true salt, extremely different from

our nitre, and from all other native salta -, be

ing a fixed alkali.

NITROUS, a. \nitrenx, Fr. from nitres Im

pregnated with nitre. Blackmire.

NI TRY. a. ffrom nitre.} Nitrous. Gay.

NI'TTILY.0^1?. [from nitty^lÆiifily.Hayward.

NI TTY. -i. [from nit.] Abounding with the

ec^s cf lice

NIVAL a [nivalis. Lat.] Abounding with

snow Dia.

NIVEOUS, a [niveni. Lat ] Snowy. Brvun.

NIZY./ A dunce ; a simpleton.

NO. adv. [na, Sax.] t. The word os resnsal.

Calamy. a. The word of denial. Tiaetn. 3.

It sometimes strengthens a following nega

tive; us not. Waller

NO. a. 1. Not any ; none. Pcpe. 2. No one ;

none ; not any one. Smalridge.

To NOBI L1TATE. v. a. [nobilin, Lat.] To

make n->Me.

NOBILITY./ [ntbilitai. Lat.] I. Antiquity

of family joined with splend jur. Drydtn. a.

Rank or dignity of several degrees, conferred

by sovereign*. NcbiHty in England is extended

to five rank1 -, duke, marquis, earl, viscount,

baron. 3. The persons ot high rank. Shakes

4. Dignity •, grandeur ; greatness. Sdney.

NOBLE, a. [nst/e, Fr. »vr7r>, Lat. j 1. Of

an ancient an I splendid family. 1. Hxalted

to a rank ab-jve co-nmonaky. Dryden. 3.

Great ; worthy -, illustrious. Milt:n 4. Ex

alted ; elevated ; sublime. Dryden. t. Mag

nificent; stately. 6. Free ; generous; liberal

7- Principal ; capital : as, the heart is one of

the nthlt parts.

NOBLE./. 1. One of high rank. Baeon. 1.

A coin rated at fix shillings and eightpence.

ComAen. Bacon.

NOELE. liverwort IHcpatica] A plant.

NOBLEMAN./ [n:ble and man.] One who is

ennobled. Dryden.

NOBLENESS./, [from noble.] 1. Grralnssi, ;

Traeth ; dignity ; magnanimity. Shakes.

Toyicr. a. Splendour of descent,

XOBLESS./[»»*/e£*, Fr.] 1. Nobility. This

word it not now used Spenser. 2. Dignity ;

greatness. Ben . "Johnson . 3. Noblemen col

lectively. Shakesp.

NOBLY, adv. [from»r£'<] 1. Osancicn: 2nd

tpfcndvi extraction. Dryden. a. Grea.ly; il-

lufV, ^afly. Shakesp. 3. Crandly j splendidly

Adi- .«.

NffBODY./ [« ,nd body] No one , not iny

one. Clarendon.

NOCENT. a. [nteent, Lat] 1. Cuilty; cri

minal. Bacn. t. Hurtful ; mischievous.

Mi.'ton.

NOCK. / [nocehia, Italian.] 1. A (lit; a nick;

a notch, a. The fundament. Hndibrat

NOCTA'MBULO. / [nox and ambnh. Lat.]

One who walks in his sleep. Arbntbnet.

NOCTI'DIAL. a. [»ec7'/and dies.) Comprising

a night and a day. Holder.

NOCTIFEROUSa. [nox laisero.] Bringing

I night.

NOCTI'VAGANT. a [noBivagns, Ut.] Wan

dering in the night.

NO'CTUARY./ [from noBis, Lat.] An ac

count of what passes in the night. SpeBator.

NOCTURN./ [noBnrne, Fr. noBurnns, Lat.]

An office of devotion performed in the night.

Stillingfieet.

INOCTU'RNAL. a. [noBnrnns, Lat ] Nightly.

Dryden.

NOCTU'RNAL./ An instrumentby which ob

servations are made in the night.

To NOD. i). n. [Of uncertain derivation.] 1.

To decline the head with a quick motion.

Shakejp. 1. To pay a Sight bow. Shakesp. 3.

To bend downwards with quick motion. 4.

To be drowsy. Addifn.

NOD. / [from the verb] 1. A quick declina

tion of the head. L.cte. 1. A quick declina

tion. Shakesp. 3 The motion of the head in

drowsiness. Luke. 4. A slight obeisance.

Shakesp

jNODA'TION./ [from »saV.] The act of mak-

1 ing knots.

NO'ODER./ [from nod.] One who makes nodi

Pipe

NODDLE. / [hnol. Sax.] A head ; in con

tempt. Ben. Jihnjen, Stillingfleet.

NODDY./ [irom naudin, Fr.] A simpleton ;

an idiot. JdLJlrange.

NODE. /. [nodnt, Lat] 1. A knot; a knob,

a. A swelling 00 the bone. Ifiseman. 3, In

tersection. Haider.

NODOSITY./ [from nodosnt, Lat.] Compli

cation ; knot. Breian.

NODUS a. [n:dojnt, Lat] Knotty ; full os

knots. Br'.tvn.

NO'DULF. s. [nodnlns, Lat.] A small lump.

Woodward. *

NO'GGEN. a. Hard; rough; harsh. Escape es

King Charles.

NOGGIN./ (nosel, German.] A small mug.

Arbnthmt.

NOIANCK/ rc?e AssoiiECE.] Mischief}

inconvenience. Shakesp.

To NO'II".. v. a. To annoy. An old word dis

used Tnfer.

NOIT.R /. [from nie.] One who armovs.7ii/£<.

NOIOUS. a. ^miso, Italian] Hurtful) mis

chievous Sfenjcr.

NOISE./, [noije, Fr.] 1. Any kind of sound.

Baan. a. Outcry ; clamour ; boasting cr im

portunate talk. /J-rrc? 3 Occasion ostaiU Addis

lo
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To NOISE v. n. [from the noun] To sound

loud. \Ult:n.

To NOISE, v. n To spread by rumour, or re

port Luic, Wotton, Bcntley.

NOISF.FUL a. [mcije and full.] Loud j clamo

rous. Dryden.

NOTSELESS. a. [from «»//*.) Silent-, without

tuuriil Shakesp.

NOISINESS/[from noisy.} I.oudness of found.

NOISEV1AKF.R. / [noise and mater.] Cla-

mourer. L'Estranee.

NOISOME, a. [molest, Ital.J I. Noxious)

mischievous; unwholesome. Hooker. 1. Of

fensive j disgusting. Shaiejp.

NO ISOMF.LY. arfir (from noisome] With a

lœtid il- m.h ; with an infectious steam.

NO ISOMENESS. / [from noisome.] Aptness

to disgust; ofTensiveness South.

NOISY a. [from noise] I. Sound ng loud

z. Clamorous; turbulent. Smith.

NOLL./ [hnol, Sax ] A head ; a noddle.SJa*.

XCt'LI me tangere. [Lat.] i. A kind of cance

rous Iwelling. ». A plant. Mortimer.

NOI.ITION. / [nelitio, Lat] Unwillingness

Ha.e.

NO'MBLF.S f. The entrails of a deer.

KQMENCLJTOR.f. [Lat. nomenclattur, Fr.}

One who calls things or persons, by their pro

per names Adjtjon.

NOMENCLATURE./ [nomenclature,?!. no

menclature, Lat ] i. The ac\ ot namine. Ba

con. a. A vocabulary; a dictionary. Brown.

NOMINAL, a. I ncn:nalii, Lat.] Referring to

names rather than to things. Locke.

NOMINALLY, adv. [from nominal.] By

name ; litularly.

To NO MINATE. v. a. [nomine, Lat] I. To

same i to mention by name. Wetton a. To

entitle, tyeujer. 3. To let down ; to appoint

bv name. Sf-akesp.

NOMINATION. / [nomination, Fr from no-

u u« I 1. The act of mentioning by name.

IVoiten. 1. The power o>' appointing. Ciar,

NO MINVnVE.[»WM/'/, Fr.j Thecase that

primarily designates the name of any tiling

NON. v a [Lat.J Not. It is never used lepa-

rately, hut sometimes prefixed to words with

a mtative power. Fierce.

KONACK J. [non imi age.] Minority; time of

lilt before legal maturity. Crajbaw, Hale.

NONCE./ [The original of this word is uncer

tain ] Purpose ; intent ; dcli^n. CUavel.

KONCONFO RMITY./ [nsnarid conformity.]

■ . Retut'al of compliance. W'alls. 1. Relusal

to jcin in the established religion. South.

NONCONFORMIST./. [non and conformist]

One who refuses to Jjin in the established

worship. Swift.

NONE, a [ne ane, San.] I. Not one. Addifon

X. Not anv. Fentzn. 3. Not other. Genrftt.

4. None of sometimes signifies only empha

tically mt. HJa'mi.

NONENTITY./! [nomni entity] 1. Non-

existence. Bent ej. 1. A thing not existing.

Smith.

NONEXI'STENCE./ [«• and e«j?e«« ] In-

existence; state of not existing. Brown.

NONJU'RING. a. [non indjuro, LatJBelong-

ing to those who will not swear allegiance to

the Hanoverian family. Swift.

NONJUROR./ [from non and juror.] One

who conceiving James H. unjustly deposed,

refuses to swear allegiance to those who have

succeeded him.

NONNATURALS./ [non naturalia ] Ph si-

cians reckon those to be six, viz. air, meat

ar.d drink, sleep and watching, motion and

rest, retention and excretion, and the pafliona

os the mind. Brown.

NONPAREIL. / [now and pareil, Fr.] i.

Excellence unequalled. Shaiefp 1. A kind

osapple. 3. Printers letters ol a small sue,

on which small Bibles and Common Praycra

are printed.

NONPLUS./ [non and p!u:. Lat.] Puiale ;

inability to fay or do mere. South, Locke.

To NONPLUS, v. a. strom the noun.) Te

confound ; to pui2le. Hudibras, South.

NONRESIDENCE. / [««» and residence.]

Failure of residence. Swift.

NONRE'SIDENT./ [non and resident] One

who neglects to live at the proper place Swift.

NONRESI STANCE./ [»;« and resistance.]

The principle ot not opposing the king; rea

dy oL-cdience to a superiour.

NO'NSENSE./: [non mA sense ] I. Unmeaning

or UD^rammatical language. Pope. 1. Tri

fle*, thines osno importance. Thomson.

NONSENSICAL, a [from nonsense.] Unmean

ing; foolish. Ray.

NONSE'NSICALNESS. / [from nonsensical.]

Ungr.irr»matica! jargon.

NONSO'LVENT J. [non mi solvent] One

who cannot pay his debts.

NONSOI.UTION. / [»:» and solution] Fai

lure o' solution Broome

NONSPA'RING a [non and sparing.] Merci

less j all destroying Shaiefp.

To NONSUIT, v.a. [ton and suit] To de-

priveofthe benefit of a leg 1 process for some

failure in the management. 5>.'»i/V

NOODLE./ [from noddle or noddy.] A fool ;

a simpleton.

NOOK. / [from een hseci, German] A corner.

Davies.

NOON./ [non, Sax.] 1. The middle hour of

the day. Dryden. 1. It is taken for midnight.

Dryden.

NOONDAY./ [noon and day.] Midday.Shakes.

NOONDAY a Meridional. Addison.

NO'ONING./ [from noon ] Repose at noon.

NOONTIDE. /. [noon and tide I Midday.StW.

NOONTIDE, a. Meridional Shakesp.

NOOSE, s. [nesada, entangled.] A running

knot which the more it is drawn binds the

closer. Sandyt.

To NOOSE, v. a. [from the noun.] To lie in

a noose. Gov. of tbeTonguc.

NOPE /. A kiad os bird called * bullfinch or

redtaii.

NOR.
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NOR. cnj; [me tr.J , . A particle marking the se

cond or subsequent branch of a negative propo

sition Shakefp. z. Two negatives are some

times joined, but ill. Shakefp. 3. Nor is

sometimes used in the first branch for neither;

as, 1 nor love myself, nor thee. B. Jibnjon

NORTH./ snorts, Sax ] The point opposite to

the sun in the meridian. Shakefp.

NORTH, a. Northern. Numbers.

NORTHEAST. f. [noordiest, Dutch ] The point

between the north and cast. Arbuthnet.

NO RTHERI.Y.o.sj'rpm nor/A ] Lie rig towards

the north. Derham.

NO'RTHERN. a. [front north.] Being in the

north. Shakefp.

NORTHSTA R / [north naiftar.] The pol*

star. Shakefp.

NORTHWARD a. [north and peartfe, Sax.]

Being towards the noith.

NORTHWARD. \ adv. [north and peap>,

NORTHWARDS j Sax J Towards the north

Stakelp.

NORTHWESTJ [north and «</« ] The point

between the north and west. Breton.

NORTHWI'ND J. [north and wind ] The

wind that blows from the north. Milton.

NOSE./, [ncefe, nosa, Sax.] 1 The promi

nence on the lace, which is the organ or scent

and the emunctory of the brain. Locke. 4.

The end of any thing. Holder. 3 Scent ;

sagacity. Collier. 4. To /cad ty the Nose

To drag by force : as, a bear by his ring To

lead blindly. Shakefp 5 . To thrust ene\ Nose

into the affairs of others. To be a busy body.

6. To put one's Nose out of joint. To put one

out of t!,e affections of another.

To NOSE. v. a [from the noun ] 1. To scent -,

to sine 11. Shakefp. a. To face j to oppose.

To NOSE v. a. To look big; tobluster Shake.

NOSE BLEED. / [nose and bleed.] A kind of

herb.

NOSEGAY. / [nose and gay.] A posie; a

bunch of dowers. Shakejp. tope.

NOSELESS, a. [from *ofe.) Wanting a nose.

Shakejp

NOSESMART./ [nose ztui smart] The herb

cresses.

NO'SLE. / [domnose] The extremity of a

thing: as, the nosle of a pair of bellows

NOSOLOGY./ [tores and Xoyec.] The doctrine

of diseases.

NOSOPOE'TICK a (Wast and vei*e> ] Produ

cing diseases. Arbuthuot.

NOSTRIL. / [noje, and Synl, a hole, Sax]

The cavity of the nose. Bacon.

J\ O'S'THUM. J. ^Lat j A medicine not yet made

publick, but remaining in Ibme single hand.

Siilliutfictt.

NOT. adv. [ne aahr, Sax. niet, Dutch] 1.

The particle of negation or remfal. Spenser.

a. It denotes cessation or extinction. No

more. Job.

NOTABLE a [notable, Fr. notabilit, Lat] 1

Remarkable; memorable; observable. S.d-

nry, Clarendon, a. Careful; buiUing. Addison,

NOTABLENESS. / [from netabit.] Appear

ance of business.

NOTABLY, adv. [from notable.] 1. Memo

rably; remarkably. Bacon. 1. With conse

quence; with show of importance. Addison.

NOTARIAL a. [from notary.] Taken by »

notary. Ayliffe.

NOTARY./ [netairr, Fr. from netarint,Lu.]

An officer whose, business it is to take n< tes of

any thing which may concern the publick.

Hooker.

NOTATION./ [notatio, Lat] 1. The act or

practice of recording any thing by marks : as,

by figures or letters. Cocker, x. Meaning ;

signification. Hammond.

NO TCH / [nocchia, Ital] A nick ; a hollow

cut in any thing. Greta.

To NOTCH v. a. [from the noun] To cut ia

small hollows. Grew.

NOTCHWE'ED./ [notch and -weed.] An herb

cabled orach

NOTE. [for ne mite.] May not Spenser.

NOTE./ [nota. Lat note, Fr j 1. Mark;

token. Hanker. 1 Notice ; heed Shakefp.

3 Reputation; consequence. Abbot. 4. Re

proach; stigma. Shakefp 5. Account; in

form jtion; intelligence. Shakefp. 6. Tune j

voice. Hooker. 7. Single sound in musick.

Dryden. 8. State of being ^oserved. Bacon.

9. Short hint; small paper. Shakefp 10 Ab

breviation; symbol. Baker. 11. A small let

ter. Dryden. n. Written paper Svjist 13.

A paper given in confession os a debt. Arbulh.

14. Explanatory annotation Feinn.

NOTEBOOK. /. [note iu\ book] A book in

which notes and memorandums are set down.

Shakefp.

To NOTE, v a. [no!o. Lat noter, Fr.] 1. To

observe; to remark; to heed; 10 attend.

Addison. a. To deliver; to set down. Hooker.

3. To charge with a crime. Dryden. 4 [In

musick.] To set down the notes of a tune.

NOTED, part. a. (from ncte.] Remarkable i

eminent; celebrated. Boyle.

NOTER./ [from note.] He who takes notice.

NOTHING./ [*« and rWng ; nothing, Scot

tish.] 1. Negation of being ; nonentity ;

universal negation; opposed 10 something.

Bentlty. X. Nonexistcnce. Shakefp. 3. Not

anything; no particular thing. Addison. 4.

No other thing Wa*c. 5. No quantity or

degree. Clarendon. 6. No importance; no

use. Spenjer. 7. No possession or fortune.

Shakejp. o No difficulty ; no trouble. Bay.

a. A thing os no proportion. Baton. 10.

Trifle; something ot no consideration hakes

1 1. Nothing ha* a kind ol adverbial significati

on. In no degree Knollei.

NO'THINCNI.SS. j [Irotn nothing.] ,. Nt-

hiiity ; nonexiUence. Dtnne 1. 1 hing of no

value. Jlufiibrar.

NOTICE./ [notice, Fr. netitia, Lat.] 1. Re

mark; heed; observation; regard. Locke.

a. Information; intelligence given or receiv

ed. Shakefp.

V u u NOT1FI-
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NOTIFICATION./. [,ctisicat:i*,Tr.hom no

tify.] Act of making known. HslJ.

To NOTIFY, v. a. [notisier, Fr. »»/</«, Lat.]

To declare; to make known. Hooker, kVbitg.

NO'TION. / [notion, Fr.] 1. Thought; re

presentation of any thing formed by the mind.

Nniiton. i. Sentiment; opinion Atterhnry,

Shakesp.

NOTIONAL, a. [from avrim j I. Imaginary;

ideal, l. Dealing in ideas, not realities.

Glanville.

NOTIONA LITY./ [from notional] Empty ;

ungrounded opinion. G'anville.

NOTIONALLY aiv. [from notional.] In idea ;

mentally. Norrit.

NOTORIETY {.[notoriete, Fr. from unmir]

Publick knowledge; publick exposure. Aiiis.

NOTORIOUS, a [nctorim, Lat. notoire, Fr]

Publickly known ; evident to the world ; ap

parent; not hidden. Wbitgifte.

NOTORIOUSLY. aJv. [from notoriont] Pub

lickly ; evidently. Clarenion.

NOTO'RIOUSNESS./ [from notoriont.] Pub

lick fame.

Te NOTT, v a. To (hear. Ainfaorth.

NO'TWHEAT. / [not initvbeat] Of wheat

there are two forts; French, which is bearded,

and requimh the best soil, and not 'wheat -,

so termed because it is unbearded.

NOTWITHSTANDING. conj. [This word is

properly a participial adjective, as it is com

pounded of net and tuitbJltinJing, and answers

exactly to the Latin nan obfiante\ I. With

out hindrance or obstruction from. Decay if

I'iety. I- Although. AJJi/on. 3. Neverthe

less ; however. Hooker.

XOlUS. I. (Lat ] The southwind. Milton.

NOVATION./ f»«.i/i», Lat.] The introduc

tion os something new.

NOFATOR.JAm] The introducer of some

thing new.

NO VI L a. [nsi>.".7*f. Lat.] 1 New; not an

cient. King Charter. 1. (In the civil law.]

Apprndant to the code, and of later enaction.

Aylife.

NO Vl'.L. / [nenrel'e, Fr.] 1. A small tale.

OryJen. X. A law anticxcd to the code. A\l.

NOV).LIST. /. [horn n:-jii\ 1. An innovator;

assertor of novelty. Bacon, z. A writer of

novels.

NOVELTY. /. \r.-4r-antr, Fr.] Newness;

(late usbeing unknown to former times tinker.

NOPE MBER. s. ! Lat ] The eleventh month of

the year, or '.lie ninth reckoned from March.

NO VhNARY.y. [iirfwrij, Lat ] Number of

nine. Btovn.

NOVE'RCAL. a. [ncvtrcalii, from noverca,

Lat.] Having tue manner of a step-mother.

Derbam.

NOUGHT/ [ne *='", Sax] I. Not any

thing , nothing. Fairfax 1. To set at nought ■.

not to value; to sligr.t Froverbi.

NOVICE. J. [mice, Tr. novitint. Lat.] 1.

One not acquainted with any thing; a sreO

man. Sbakejp. ». One who has entered a

religions house, bnt not yet taken the vow.

NO-VITIATE, f. [noviciat, Fr.] 1. The slate

of a novice ) the tirot in which the rndimenu

are learned. South, a The time spent in *

religious house, by way of trial, before the

vow is taken.

NO VITY /. [aevitas, Lat.] Newness; novehy.

Brovan.

NOUL The crown of the head. See Nott.

Spenser.

NOULD. Ne would ; would not. Spenser.

NOUN./ [mm, French ; nvnun, Lit.] The

name of any thing in grammar. Clarke.

To NOURISH, v. e* [ntarrir, Fr. nntrie,

Lat.] 1. To encrease or support by food,

Thomson 1. To support; to maintain. Shake.

3. To encourage ; to foment. Hooker. 4 To

train, or educate. 1 Tim t . To promote

growth or strength, as food. Bacon.

To NOURISH, v. ». To gain nourishment.

Unusual. Bacon.

NOURISH ABLE. a. [from nourish] Suscep

tive of nourishment Grev>

NOURISHER. / [from nourish] The person

or thing that nourishes. Shakesp. Bacon.

NOURISHMENT. / [noarijfement, Fr.] 1.

That which is given or received, in order to

the support or encrease of growth or strength ;

food) sustenance. Nenvttn. 1. Nutrition;

support of strength. Milton. 3. Sustentation >

supply os things needful. Hooker.

NOURSLING. / The nurse; the nursling.

Spenser.

NOURITURE / [»»rr>f»rr, Fr.] Education,

institution Spenser.

To NOU SEL. v. a. To nurse up. Spenser.

NOW. aiv. [no, Sax.] I. At this time ; at

the time present. Tilletsen. St. A little while

ago. Shakesp. 3. At onetime; at another

lime. Pope. 4. It is sometimes a particle ot

connection; as, if this be true, he i» guilty ^

><w this is true, therefore he is guilty. Rogers.

5. After this; Once things are so, in familiar,

speech. L'Eftrauge. 6. Now and then ; at one

time and another ; uncertainty. Dryefen.

NOW./ Present moment. Crœlrj.

NOWA'DAYS.««fo In the present age. Garriek.

NO'WED. a. [none, Fr.J Knotted ; inwreathed.

Bryven.

NOWES./. [from »««, old Fr] The marriage

knot Crtrfbavr.

NOWHERE, aiv. [no and where.] Not in any

place. TiHotson.

NOWISE, f. Not anv manner or degree Bern:!,

NOXIOUS a [ntxt.,. Lat. J 1. Hurtful -,

harmeul; banc'ul. Brovin. t. Guilty^ cri

minal. Brambail.

NO'XIOUSNEoS / [from aartnu.] Hurt ful

ness; insalubrity Hammoni.

NOXIOUSLY aiv f from isn'tu.] Huttfaany^

perniciously.

NO'ZLE./. [from »»/>.] The nose; .sttv.tj

the end Arbntbnzt.

'"oN'UHB F. v a. To bru/r vr'.-h >~i-..>- c—.~.

Aimj'-.oorth.

i:v r.:r- : »' «
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XtTOFEROUS. a. [nubi/er. Lat.] Bringing

clouds.

To NUBILATE. v. a. [nubile, Latin.] To

cloud.

NUBILE, a [nubile, Fr. nmbiUi, Lat.] Marri

ageable i fit for marriage. Prior.

NUCIFEROUS, a. [aucei and/«-#, Lat] Nut-

bearing.

NUCLEUS, s. [Lat.] A kernel ; any thing about

which matter is gathered or conglobated.

Weodvjard.

NUDA'TJON. / [from nude, Lat] The act of

making bare or naked.

NUDITY. / [muditi, Fr. nuJnt, Ut.] Naked

parts. Drydem.

NU"EL. 6ee N«wei..

NUGA CITY. / [nugoeit, Ut'm.] Futility ;

trifling talk, or behaviour.

NUGA'TION. / [nugor, Latin] The act or

practice of trifling. Bacon.

NUGATORY. a. [nugafriut, Lat ] Trifling •,

futile. Beutley.

N'UISANCE. / [nmi/aaee, Fr.] I. Something

noxious or offensive. South, a. [In law]

Something that incommodes the neighbour

hood.

To NULL. v. a. [nullnt, Lat] To annul i to

annihilate. Milton.

NULL. a. [•«//«/, Lat] Void ; of no force ) in

effectual. Swift.

NULL./ Something of no power, or no mean

ing. Bacon.

NULLIBl'ETY. / [from nnlhbi. Lat.] The

slate of being no where.

T» NULLIFY, v. a [from mnlkes. Ut ] To

annul , to make void.

NULLITY. /. [na-ttV, Fr.] i . Want of force

or efficacy. South i. Want ol existence. Bac

NUMB a Ibennmen, Sax.J i. Torpid; chill;

motionless. Shakejp. i. Producing dullness ;

benumbing Shaktsp.

To N UMB. v a To make torpid ; to deaden ;

to stupify. Shaktsp.

NU MBEDNF.SS. / [from «««W] Interrup

tion o! sensation. rViJeman.

To NUMBER, v. a. [nembrer, Fr vmert,

Lau] I. To count; to tell ; to reckon ho*

many. Numberi. x. To reckon. as one o- the

fame kind. Isaiah.

NUMBER J. [timbre, Fr.] The spacies of

quint ty by which it is computed how many

Sbaiejp. a. Any particular aggregate of u-

nits ; as, even or odd. Shakejp. 3 Miny •,

more thin one. Adl-fin. 4. MultituJc that

• may be counted. Mitten. 5 Comparative

multitude. Bacon. 6. Aggregated multitude.

Lactn 7. Harmony ; pioportion calculated

by number. Milan. S.Veiles; poetry. Pope.

9. In the noun i* the variation or change 01

termination t. signify a number more than one.

Clarke.

NUMBERER / [s.om number.] He who

numbers.

.NUMBERLESS a [from number.] Innumer

able ; more than can be reckoned. Denial,

■Sto/r.

NUMBLES./ [nemblei, Fr.] The entrails of a

deer. Bailty.

NU'MBNESS. f. [from numb.] Torpor j dead-

ness ; stupefaction. Milton.

NUMERABLE, a. [numerabilis, Lat] Capa

ble to be numbered.

NUMERAL, a. [numeral, Fr.] Relating to

number; consisting of number. Locke.

NUMERALLY. adv. [from numeral.] Ac

cording to number. Brov>n.

NU'MERARY. a [namerut. Ut.] Any thing

belonging to a certain number. Ayliffe.

NUMERATION. / [numeration, Fr.] I. The

art of numbering. Locke, Bronen. a. The rule

of arithmetick which teaches the notation of

numbers, and method of reading numbers re

gularly noted.

NUMERATOR f [Latin.] I. He that num

bers. 1. [Numeratcur, Fr ] That number

which serves as the common measure to o-

thers.

NUME'RICAL. a [from ntmerus. Lat] 1.

Numerical ; denoting number. Locke, a.

The fame not only in kind or species, but

number. South.

NUME RICALLY. adv. [from numerical] Re

specting sameness in number. Beyle.

NUMliRlST. / [from »a«wrr»i, Lat.] One

that deals in numbers Brown.

NUMEROSITY. f. [fr«m numcresut. Lat.]

1. Number; the Hale of being numerouv.

Br;<wn. 1. Harmony ; numerous flow.

NU'MEROUS. a. [nunercsui. Lat.] 1. Con

taining many ; consisting of many ; not few.

rVaser a. Harmonious; consisting of parts

rightly numbered , melodious ; musical. IVall.

Dryden.

NU'MEROUSNESS. / [from unmertut } 1.

The quality of being numerous. X. Harmo

ny; musicalnefs. Dryden.

NUMMARY, a. [from »a»ioi«r, Ut.] Relat

ing to money. Arbuthnot.

NUMSKULL./ [numb xni fiull] 1. A dul

lard ; a dunce , a dolt -, a blockhead. 1.

The head. In burle'que.

NUMSltUI.LED. a. jVrom numstull] Dull i

stupid ; doltish.

NUN / A woman dedicated to the severer du

ties of religion, secluded in a cloister from the

world. Aidijtn.

NUN /'. A kind of bird. Ainsvaorth.

NU'NCIATURE. / £from nuncio, Lat.] The

office of a nuncio.

A'cV A'CIO J. [Italian, from nunciui, Lat ] 1. A

messenger , one that brings tidings. Shakejp.

1. A kind 01 spiritual envoy 1'iom the pope.

Att:rbuiy.

NUNC'HION. /. A piece of victuals eaten be

tween meals Hudibrai.

NUNCUPATIVE, la [nuncupjtif, French]

NUNCUPATORY. \ Pjbhcl.-y or solemnly

declaratory ; verbally pronounced.

N U N DI N A L. la [nundinal, Pr. from »»»-

NUNUINARY.J diner, Lat] Belonging to

fairs.

Uuui NU NNE-
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KUN-NERY. / (from »«».] A house of nuns,

of wnmcn dedicated to the severer duties of

religion. Dryjtn.

NU'PTIAL. a. [nuptial, Fr. miplialii, Latin]

Pertaining to marriage.

NU'PTIALS. J. \_nu~pna, Latin.] Marriage.

DryJe*.

NURSE. / [neurrice, Fr.] I . A woman that has

the care of anether's child. Rjleish. ^. \

woman that has care of a sick ptrfcm Sbakesp

3. One who breeds, educaies.or protects Sbak.

4. An old womao, in contempt. Blackm. ^.

The Hate of being nursed Cleveland. 6. In

composition, any thing that supplies food.

tValtan.

To NURSE, v. a. [nturrir, Fr. | 1 Tobrir.g

up a child not one's own. fxejut. a. To

biing up anything young Dryden. 3. To

leed ; to ket-p j to maintain. AdJtscn. 4

To tend the sick. 5. To pamper ; to foment -,

to encourage. Davics.

NURSER.y. [from nurse.] 1. One that nurses

Srahelp 1. A promoter ; a fomenter.

NURSl'RY. / [from nurse.'] 1. 1 he act ot

office of nursing. Sba!.e/p a. That which if

the object of a curie's care. Milton. 3. A

plantation of young tret* to be transplanted

to other ground Bjccn, Addtjen. 4 A place

where ynuug children are nursed and brought

Up. Baton. 5. The place or lUie where any

thing is lowered or brought up. Sba'.esp.

1MU RSL1NG. / [from nurse.) One nursed up

a fondling. Dryden.

NU'RTURli. J. [contracted from uiuriture,

Fr.] 1. Food; diet. Milu*. i. Education;

institution Spenser.

To NURTURE. v. a. [from the noun] 1

To educate ; to train; to bring up H'cttm

1. To nurture up; tobiingby care and loot

to maturity. Beutley.

To NU'STLE. v. a. To fondle; to cherish

Amflturlb.

NUT./, [hnur, Sax] 1. The fruit of certain

trees: it consists of a kernel covered by a

haul (hell. Arbutbnsi. 2. A small body wits

teeth, which correspond with the teeth o;

wheels. R**y.

NU THROWN a [<">' and bis-un.) Brown

like a rut kt-pi long. Miltn.

NUTCRACKERS. / [nut and crack.] An ir.-

strument used to enclose duu and break them.

AMifim.

NU TGALL /. [nut and gall.] Excrescence ot

an oak. Breton.

NUTHATCH. )

NUTJOBHER. > /A bird. Ainfmrth.

NUTPECKER.}

NU THOOK. / [airs and hssh ] A stick with a

hook tt the end. Shake, p.

NUTMEG. / [nut and mugv% Fr.T The nut

meg is a kernel os a large fruit not nnlike the

peach, and separated from that ar.d from iw

inveltient coat, the mace, before it is sent ©-

ver to ut ; except that the whole fruit is some.

times sent over in preserve, by way ot swet:-

mcat or as a curiosity. The nutmeg is round

ish, of a compact texture, and its surface far-

rowed : it is oi aa extremely agreeable smelt

and an aromatick taste Tht- tree which pro

duces them is not unlike our pear-tree in its

manner ot growth : IU leaves, whether green

or dried, have, when bruised, a very fragrant

imell ; and the trunk or bunches, cut or

broken off, yielii a red liquor like blood H.ii.

NUTSHELL./, [nut and Jbell.) The hard Jub

ilance that incloses the kernel of the nut. Sta.

NUTTREE. /.[-*/ and /r« j A tree that bears

nuts; ahaxle Dry-ten.

NUTRICA'TION /. [uuirieatt\ Lat.] Man

ner ot (ceding or bcjne led hretvn

NUTRIMEN t\s. [nu'tnmeutnm, Lat.] Foodj

aliment. South.

NUTRIMK NTAL. a. [from nutriment.] Hav

ing the qualities ot" food. Arhmtbnst.

NUTRITION, /'[nutrititu, Fr.j The aa oi

quality of nourishing. Glanville.

NUTRITIOUS, a. [from nutrtc% L« ] Hav

ing the quality oi nourishing. Arbmttutt.

NUTRITIVE, a. [jjora uutri§t Lat.] Nou

rishing ; nutrimeniat.

NUTRITURE. /. [from nntrief Lat] The

power of nourishing. Harvey.

To N U ZZLE. v. a L corrupted from nutjit.] i .

To nut se ; to toiler. Sidney. %. To go with

the nose down like a hog. Arbutbmtt.

NYMf'H./. [**+&..} t. A goddess of the woods

meadows <>r waters. Davtes. ft, A lady. In

poetry. Waller.

NYS. [A corruption of ue tt ] None is; col

is. Spenser.

o.

O
Has in English, a long found; a?, tfrsne.

gr*any jlcne j or fiioit, g$ty i.ic/, jbet. It

s usually denoted long by a Jeivile a lubjon-

cd i a*, mcany or by e at the end ot the I v lia

ble ; as hue. i. O is uled as an interjection

ct wilbin^ or exi tarnation. Pecay cf I'tety. a.

<J i. used ty StaktJfsuM for 2 circle or oval ;

o A y

is within this wooden 0.

OAI". / i A «.hangcling ; a foolish child

the fairies. Draytut. a. A doltj a

head \ an idiot.

OA'PISH a. [from m/] Stupid ; dull j

OAFISHNUSS. / Ltitna fof>.J Stu

dullnc.'a,

leftb7

btock-

dolu*.

iojtj ;

OAK
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OAK./ [ac, *ci Sl*-1 The sai tree hath male

flowers The embryos afterwards become a-

corns in hard Icily cups ; the leaves are sinu-

ated. The species are five. Miller.

OAK. [Evergreen.] The wood of this tree is

very pood tor many sorts of tools. Mii/er

OAKA'PPLE. /. [oat and apple.] A kind of

spongy excrescence en the oak Bacon.

OATCEN. a. [from tat.'] Made of oak; ga

thered from oik. Arbnthnet.

OA'KENPIN. s. An apple. Mortimer.

OAKUM. /. Cords untwisted and reduced to

hemp. Raleigh.

OAR. / [ape, Sax. J A long pole with 1 broad

end, by which vessels ire driven in the water.

IVukin,.

To OAR. t> at. [from the noun.] To row. Pope.

ToOAR.v. a. To impel by rowing. Shakefp

OA'RY. a. [from Mr.J Having the form or use

of oar*. Mtltom.

OAST. /. A kiln. Not in use. Mcrttmtr.

OATCA'KE. /. [oat and rate.] Cake made os

the meal of oats, feed-am.

OA'TEN. a. [from eat] Made of oats; bear

ing cats. Shake/p.

OA'TH. /". [a$. Sax.] An affirmation, nega

tion, or promise, corroborated by the attesta

tion of the Divine Being. Barm.

OA'THABI-E. a. [ from oath A word not

used. ; Capable of having an oath administered.

Stale/p

OATHBREA KING. / [oath and treat.] Per

jury; the violation ot > noath Slakes],.

OA' I'M ALT. J. feat and melt] Milt made os

oils. Mart. mer.

OATMEAL f. [eat and meal. ] Flour made

by grinding oat*. Arbutbnat.

OATMEAL./ Anheib A.nsvjcrtb.

OATS. /. [acen. Sax. J A grin, which in En

gland is generally siven to hoi Its Stvift.

OATTHISTLE.'y" [oat and tbifilt.] Anhcrb.

Alnjtaerth.

OEAM3L'LA'TION. / [ehamhuUtb, from oh-

anmbult. Lat.] The act of walxir.g abnut Did.

ToOBU'UCE. v a. [ cbduce, Lit] To draw

over as a covering. Halt.

OBDUCTION. / [from tbduaio, ehinet, Lat]

The act or covering, or laying a cover.

OBDURACY./, [trom obdurate.] Inflexible

wickedaell; impenitence ; hardness ot heart.

South.

OBOLRATE a [cbduratus, Lat.] I. Hard

of hea t ; inflexibly obstinate in ill ; hardened.

Shakefp. 1. Hardened ; firm ; stubborn.

Semit. 3. Harsh ; rugged. Swift.

030U RATK.I.Y. <uf£. [icoca obdurate] Stub

bornly ; inflexibly.

OBDU'RATLNESS /. [from obdurate ] Stub-

Bornnel'-< ; inflexibility; impenitence.

OBDUKATIUN. J. [from tiJarettt.] Hard-

oela ot heart. H:iker.

OBDURtU. a. [ebJuratut, Lat.] Hardened;

■ nller.ible. Miilon.

OBEDJKNCE. /. [cbedientia. Lat] Obseqr.'

«j.Qv:s-; l'ubm.flion to authority, baun.

OBE'OIENT. a. [obedient. Lat] Submissive ta

authority ; compliant with command or pro

hibition : obsequious. Tillotfea.

OBE'OIENT! AL. a. . tbtdientiel, Fr. from _

bedtem.] According to the rule of obedience.

tVake.

OBEDIENTLY. «. [from obedient.] With

obedience. Ti'lotfon.

OBEISANCE. / [ obeisance, Fr. 1 A bow ; l

courtesy , an act ot icverencc. Shakefp.

OBELISK /. [tbe.ifcut. Lat. | i. A magnifi

cent high piece of marble, or stone, having

ulual'y sour faces, and lessening upwards by

degrees. Harris. 1. A mark of censure in

the margin of i book, in the tutin ol a dag

ger, [fj. Greta.

OBEQUITA TION. / [ from eleqmte. Lit. ]

The act of riding about.

OBERRATION. / [from eberro, Lit.] The

act of wandering about.

OBESE. a.[obefni, Lat.] Fat i louden with

flesh.

OBE'SENESS.7 / [from obese.] Morbid fat-

OBE'SITY. i ness. Greta.

To OBEY. i>. a. [their, Fr.] To pay submis

sion to ; to comply with, from reverence ta

authoriiy. Romans.

OBJECT./ [objet, Fr.] i . That about which

any power or laculty i* employed. Hammond.

z. Sorrcthing presented to the senses to raise

any affection or emotion in the mind. Atterb.

3. (In grammar.] Any thing influenced by

somewhat else. Clarke.

OBJEC1 CLASS. / A glass remotest from

the eye. Netvten.

To OBJE'CT. v. a. [ibjecler, Fr. ebjicit, objec

tion, Lat.] 1. To oppose; to present in oppo

sition. Bactn, Pipe. %. To propose a. ■

charge criminal, or a rea on adverse. Whitg.

OBJECTION, f. [objtaitn, Fr. objeSit, Lat,]

1. The act of presenting any thing in opposi

tion a. Criminal charge. Shakefp. 3. A«'>-

veise argument. Bnrnet. 4. Fault sound.

IValfb.

OBJECTIVE a. [thjetjif, Fr ] 1. Belonging

'lo the object ; contained in the object. IVacti*

I. Made an object ; proposed as an object.

Hale.

O BJ ECTIVELY. adv [from rbje3he.] 1. la

manner of an object. Locke. 1. In a stale of

opposition. Brotvn.

OBJECTIVENESS./ [from ebjeSite.} The

state ofbeing an object. Hale.

OBJE'CTOR. / [from sbjtS.] One who ofieri

objections. Biackmore.

OBIT./ [1 corruption of sbiit, or chitit.] Fu

neral obsequies. Ainftoirtk.

ToOBJU'RGATE. v. a. [cbjnrei, Lit,J To

chicle ; to reprove.

OBJURGATION./ [< Ijurgalii, Lit.] Rt-

proof; tepreher.fion. Biamball.

OBJURGATORY, a. [;bjurga/trhtt Lit.]

Reprehensory 1 culpatory ; chi l;ng.

OBLA'TE. a. [oblatnt, Lain] Fl.i ed it the

p-'lcs. Used vf a spheroid. ('r\>e

"OULA'TION.
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CT.LA'TION. / [oblation, Fr. tbhius, Lat]

An offering ; a sacrifice. South.

OBLF.CTA'TION. /. [tbltBath, Lat. ] De

light ; pleasure.

To OBLIGATE, v. a. [cb igo, Lit ] To bind

by contract or duty.

OBLIGATION, j. [ebhgatie, from oblige. Lat.]

i. The binding power of an oath, tow, du

ly-, contract. Glamille. 1. An act which

binds any man to some performance. Taylor.

3 Favour by which one is bound lo gratitude.

Smth.

O'BLIGATORY a. [from obligate.] Imposing

an obligation ; bindir^; coercive. Taylor.

To OBLIGE. n>. a. [obligor, Fr. obhgo. Lat.]

I. To bind; to impose obligttion ; to compel

to something. Rogers, a. Toindebt; to lay

oblijations of gratitude. DryJen. 3. To please;

to gratify. South.

OBLIGEE. / [from ebhge] The person bound

by 1 leeal or written contract.

OBI I'GKMtNT. /. [cb.'igement, Fr.] Obliga

tion DryJen.

OBL1 OKR. /. He who binds by contract.

OBLIGING peri. a. [cbligeant, Fr. from ob

lige] Civil; romplaiitntj respectful ; en

gaging. Pope

OBLIGINGLY ash. [from obliging] Civilly ;

complaisant ly. AJdisen

OBLIGINGNESS. J. [from •Mining-.] I. Obli

gation ; force. Decay of Piety. 1. Civility ;

complaisance.

OBLIQUA'TION. / [ehkquatie, from tbliquo,

Lat.] Declination from perpendicularity j ob

liquity. Newton.

OBLI'QJJE. a. [ebliquus, Lat.] I. Not direct ;

liot perpendicular, not parallel. Bacon. 1.

Not direct. Died of sense. Shakesp. 3. [In.

grammar.] Any case in nouns except the no

minative.

OBLIQUELY, adv. [from oblique.] 1. Not di

rectly; not perpendicularly. Brovin. a. Not

in the immediate or direct meaning. AJJison.

OBLIQUENESS.? / [tbliquite, Fr. from»*-

OBLI'QUITY. I Uque.) I. Deviation from

physical rectitude; deviation from parallelism

or perpendicularity. Milton. a. Deviation

from moral rectitude. South.

To OBLITERATE, v. a. [ob and litera, Lat.]

1. To efface any thing written. a. To wear

out ; to destroy ; to efface Hale.

OBLITERATION. /. [ebliteratio, Lat] Es-

sacement ; extinction. Hate.

OBLIVION./ [eblivio, Lat.] 1. Forgetful

ness; cessation of remembrance. Brown. 1.

Amnesty; general pardon of crimes in a state.

Danes.

OBLIVIOUS a. [obliiiosur, Lat ] Causing for

getfulness. Philips.

OBLONG, a. [eblengus, Lat] Longer than

broad. Harris.

03LO'NGLY>a<i''i'. [from oblong.] In an oblong

til reel inn. Cheyne.

OI3LO NGNESS./ [from oblong.] The state of

Leing oblong.

OELOQJJY. / [dloqucr, Lat. 1. Cenforiou;

speech ; blame ; slander. Daniel, ». Caus.

of reproach ; disgrace. Shakesp.

OBMUTE'SCENCE. / [from obmmtesco, Ut.]

Loss of speech. Brenvn.

OBNOXIOUS./, [obnoxiui, Lat] 1. Subject.

Bmctu. a. Liable to punishment. Calamy. 3.

Liable ; exposed. Hayv/ard.

OBNOXIOUSNESS./. [from obneixoni.] Sub

jection; liablenel's to punishment.

'OBNOXIOUSLY. aJv. [from obnoxious ] In a

state of subjection ; the state of one liable to

punishment.

To OBNUBILATE, v. a. [tbnnbile, Ut.] To

cloud ; to obscure.

OBOLE./ [obelus. Lat] In pharmacy, twelve

grain;. Ainsnvortb.

OBRE PTION. / [obreptic. Lit] The act of

creeping on.

To OBROGATE. n>. a. \obrogo. Ut] To

proclaim a contrary law for the dissolution of

the former.

OBSCENE a [ebscernus, Lat] 1. Immodest;

not agreeable to chastity of mind Afi torn. a.

Offensive ; disgusting. DryJtn. 3. Inauspi

cious; ill omened. DryJen.

OBSCENELY, a. [from obscene] In an im

pure and unchaste manner.

OBSCF.'NENESS 7/ [from obscene] Imparity

OBSCENITY. J of thought or language i

unchaflity ; lewdacfs. DryJen.

OBSCURA'TION./. [obscuratio, Lat.] I. The

ict of darkening. Burner, x. A state of be

ing darkened.

OBSCURE, a. [obsenrnt. Lit ] 1. Dark ; un

enlightened; gloomy, hindering sight. Miben.

». Living in the dark. Shakesp. 3. Not easily

intelligible ; abstruse ; difficult. DryJtn. 4.

Not noted ; not observable. Atterbury.

To OBSCURE, v. a. [obscure, Lat.] 1.T0

darken ; to make dark. Pope. 1. To make

less visible. Brcvin. 3. To make" less intelli

gible. Holder. 4. To make less glorious, beau

tiful, or illustrious. DryJtn.

OBSCURELY, adv. [from obscure?, 1. Not

brightly ; not luminously. I. Out of fight ;

privately ; without notice. AJdison. 3. Nor.

clearly ; not plainly.

OBSCU'RENESS? / [obscuritat, Lat] 1.

OBSCURITY, J Darkness ; want of light.

Donne, a. Unnoticed state; privacy. DryJen.

3 Darkness of meaning Boyle, Lode.

OBSECRATION./, [objecratu. Ut.] Intrea-

ty ; supplication. Stilnugseet.

OBSEQUIES./ [objeques, Fr] 1. Funeral

rites j funeral solemnities Sidney a. It is

found in the singular, perhapb more properly.

Crnjbavs.

OBSEQUIOUS, a [from objeqmum, Liu] 1.

Obedient ; compliant , not refilling Milton.

I. In Slaio;p luneral.

ONSKQyiOUSLY. aJi>. {(row obsequious.] 1.

Obediently; with compliance. DryJtn a. In

Shakesp. it signifies with funeral riles.

OBSEQUIOUSNESS ;. [from t*;Vtf«M«».] O-

bcdie,.cc ) compliance. South.

OBSERVABLE.
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OBSE'RVABLE. a. [from tbfcnee, Lit] Re

markable ; 'eminent. Rogers.

OBSERVABLY. aJv [from observable ] In a

manner worthy of note. Brown.

OBSERVANCE./: [observance, Pr.] I. Re

spect; ccremnnial reverence. Dryien. a. Re

ligions rite. Rogers. 3. Attentive practice.

Rogers. 4. Rule of practice. Shakesp. 5.

Carefnl obedience. Rogers. 6. Observation ;

attention. Hale. 7. Obedient regard. Wotton,

Roseewmen

OBSERVANT, a. [observans. Lat.] I. Atten

tive; diligent; watchful. Raleigh. 1. Res

pectfully attentive. Pope. 3. Meanly dutiful ;

lubmislive. Raleigh.

OBSE RVANT./ A slavish attendant. Shakesp.

OBSERVATION. /. [cbjervatie, Lat ] 1. The

act of observing, noting, or remarking. Rogers.

a. Notion gained by observing ; note ) remark.

Watts.

OBSERVA'TOR./". [ohfervateur, Fr. from 0b-

Jervo, Lat.] One that observes ; a remarker,

Dryden.

OBSERVATORY./ [obfervateire,r>r.] A place

built for astronomical observation!. Woodward.

To OBSERVE, v. a. [observe, Lat.} I. To

watch ; to regard attentively. Taylor. ^. To

find by attention ; to note. Locke. 3. To re

gard or keep religiously. Exod 4. To obey ; to

follow.

To OBSE'RVE. *. n. 1 . To be attentive. Watts.

x. To make a remark. Pope.

OBSERVER./ [tram observe.] 1. One who

looks vigilantly on persons and things. Swift

a. One who looks on; the beholder. Donne 3.

One who keeps any law or custom or practice.

Bacsrn

OBSE RVINGLY adv. [from observing.] At

tentively ; carefully. Shakesp.

OBSESSION. /. [objeffie, Lat.] 1. The act of

besieging a. The first attack of Satan, ante

cedent to possession.

OBSl'DfONAL a [obsdina'is, Lat.] Belong

ing to a siege. Dill.

OBSOLE'TE. a. [obsdetut, Lat.] Worn out of

use ; disused ; unfashionable. Svsist.

OBSOLETENESS. / [ from obsolete. ] State of

being worn out of use ; unfafhionabl ness.

OBSTACLE./, [obstacle, Fr. obftaculnm, Lat.]

Something opposed ; hindrance ; obstruction.

Cither.

OBSTETRICA TION. /. [ from cbjletricir,

Lar. ] The office of a rnidwi "e.

OBSTETRICK. a. [from ebflttrix. Lat.] Mid-

wififh; befitting a midwife; doing the mid

wife's office. Duneiad.

OBSTINACY./ [obsiinaro. Lat.] Stub

bornness ; contumacy ; peitinacy ; persistency.

Locke

OBSTINATE, a. [obstinatni. Lat.] Stubborn;

contumacious; fixed in resolution. Dryden.

CBSTINATELY. adv (from tbflinaie J Stub

bornly; inflexibly. Ctarenins.

0"BSTINAT£NLSS./ [from tbjlinaie ] Stub-

(M-DOcsv.

OBSTIPATION, s. [ from cbflipe, Lat.] The

act of stopping up any passage.

OBSTREPEROUS, a. [cbftreperns, Ut.] Loud •,

clamorous ; noisy ; turbulent ; vociferous.

Dryden.

OBSTREPEROUSLY a^.[srom ibfireptnns.]

Loudly ; clamouroufly.

OBSTRE'PEROUSNESS / [from.-*>fr«,r.„]

Loudness ; clamour ; noise.

OBSTRI'CTION. /. s from obftriaus, Lat. ]

Obligation ; bond. Miltom.

To OBSTRU'CT. v. a. [obftrue. Lat ] 1. To

hinder; to be in the way of; to block up ; to

bar. Arbntbnot. a. To oppose; to retard

OBSTRU'CTER. / [from obftraR.] One that

hinders or opposes.

OBSTRUCTION./ [tbflmaie, Lat.] 1. Hin

drance ; difficulty. Denbam. 1. Obstacle ; im

pediment. Clarendon. 3. [In physick.] The

blocking up of any canal in the human body, so

as to prevent the flowing of any fluid through it.

%'»ry. 4. In Shakespeare it once signifies

something heaped together. Shakesp.

OBSTRU CTIVE. a. [ cbjlr.aif, Fr. from ek~

sirna.] Hindering j causing impediment.

Hammsnd.

OBSTRUCTIVE. / Impediment; obstacle.

Hammend.

OBSTRUENT, a. [cbstrut.,. Lat.] Hindering!

blocking up.

OBSTUPEFACTION. / [ cbstnptfacio. Lat.]

The act of inducing stupidity.

OBSTUPEFA CTIVE. a. [from obstnpesaci:,

Lat.] Obstructing the mental powers. Abbot

To OBTA IN. v. a. [obtineo. Lat.] 1. Togain;

to acquire ; to procure Epb.i. To impetrate j

to gain by concession. Hooker.

To OBTA IN, v n. 1. To continue in use.

Baker. 1. To be established. Dryden. 3. To

prevail ; to succeed. Bacon.

OBTAINABLE, a. [from obtain.] To be pro

cured. Arbntbnot.

OBTA INER./ [from itWa ] He who obtain-.

ToOBTEMPERATE.f a [obiemperer, Fr.

tbtempero. Lit.] To obey.

To OB TEND. v. a. [cbter.d,. Lat.] 1. To

oppose; to hold out in opposition, a To

pretend ; to offer as the reilbn of any thing.

Dryden.

OBTENE'BRA'TION./ [ob and ««*/•*, Lat.]

Darkness ; the state ot being darkened. Bacon.

OBTENSION. J [from cbtemd] The act of

obtaining'.

To OBTh ST. v a. [rbteftor, Lat.] To beseech;

to supplicate, f' ryden.

OB i KSTATION / [ibteflatie, Lat. from eb-

test.] Supplication; entreaty.

OBTRECTA TION./ [cbtreao. Lat.] Slander,

detraction ; c-lumnv.

To OBTRUDE*. a'.[obtmdo. Lat] Tothrust

intoany place or stately forceor imposture Hall.

OB'TRUDER. J. [ from cbtrnde.] One that

obtrudes. Byit.

OBTRUSION./", strom ebtrnsus, Lat ] The

act of obtru liiig. KngCbarUt.

OBTRU'SIVE.
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OBTRUSIVE, a. ssrom tbtrude.] Inclined lo

force one's self or any thing else, upon others

M Item.

To OHTU'ND. v a [cbtund; Lat 1 To blunt

to dull; to quell •, to deaden. H..rvey.

OB I UUA'TION s sfrom ebluratni. Lat lThe

act of stepping up any thing with something

smeared s-ver it.

OBTU'SANGUI.AR a [from obtuse and angle.

Having angles larerr than right aneles.

OBTUSE, a [■blusni, I .at. j i. Not pointed:

oot acute. a. Not qutek \ dull} stupid

Milan. 3 Not shrill; obscure; a«, an cbtesr

tuur.d

©BTU'Slil.Y. adv. sfrom chuse.} I. Without

a point Dully; stupidly.

OBTU SENESS. / [from cbtuse] Bluntness

rfulness.

OBTUSION./ sfrom obtuse.'] I. The act of

doling, a. The state of being dolled. Harvey

OBVE'NTION./ [ ciwiir'f, Lat.] Something

happening not constantly and regularly, but

uncertainly Spenser.

To OBVERT. v. a. [ibverte, Lat ] To turn

towards By/e.

To OBVIATE, v. a. [from ibviut, Latin;

obvier, Fr. I To meet in the way ; to prevent

Woc/lwarJ.

OBVIOUS, a. [cbvint. Lat] I. Meeting any

thing ; opposed in front to any thing. Milton.

t. Open ; exposed. Mikcn. 3. Easily discover

ed ; plain; evident. DryJen.

OBVIOUSLY adv. [from ebvi.us.] Evidently;

apparently. l.icke.

OBVIOUSNESS/, [from riwtx.] State of

being evident or apparent. Beyle.

To OliU'MBRATE. *>. a. [.bumbre, Lat.] To

(hade j to cloud.

OBL'MBR A TION./ [from obumbre. Lat] The

act of darkening or clouding.

OCCASION./, \cccafii, Lat.J 1. Occurrence;

casualty ; incident Hsoker. a. Opportunity ;

convenience. Genejit. 3. Accidental cause.

Spenjer. 4. Reason not cogent, but opportune.

Shakesp. 5. Incidental need ; casual exigence.

Baker.

To OCCA'SION. v a sfrom the noun.] 1. To

cause casually. Attcrbury. 1. To cause; to

produce. Temple. 3. To influence. Loette.

OCCASIONAL, a [trom eccasun.] 1. Inciden

tal ; casual 2. Producing by accident, firewrr.

3 1'roduced by occasional or incidental exi-

/ ['"•/•», Lat.] The act of

genec. DryJen.

OCCA SiONALLY. adv. (;rcm cccasr.nal] Ac-

coidinf; to incidental exigence rVadvnard.

OCCASiONER./ [frem cccilon] One that

causes or promo es by dtb^n or accident.

Sanderson.

OCC!.CAT ION. / [icccecati.; Lat] The act

ofblindir.fr or makirg blind Sanderson.

OCCIDENT. I. [from Occident, 1 .at.] TheWett.

Stakes?. .

OCCIDENTAL a.UccideulaUi, Lat.]Western

H:-wel

OCCIDUOl'S. «. [tcciJtm. Lat] Western.

OCCIPITAL, a. [occifirta'it. Lat.] Placed ii

the hinder part of the head.

OCCIPUT./ [Lat.] The hinder part of the

head. Butler

occision.

killing

ToOCCLU'DE. v a. [occlude, Lat.] To flint

up. Brown.

OCC L U'SE a. [utlmjiu. Lat.] Shut up j closed.

OCCLUSION. /. [occl.fi. Ut.] The act os

shutting up.

OCC U LT. a. [eccullut. Lat.] Secret 1 hidden ;

unknown : undi.coverablc Newton

OCCULTA'TION. j. [««^,,,,Ut.] In a-

ttronomy, is the time that a star or plant* it

hidden from our sight, llarrii.

OCCU'LTNKSS /(from occult.] Secretnese;

Hate ot being hid.

OCCUPANCY. /. [occupant. Lat.] The act

ot taking possession Warburton.

OCCUPANT./ occupant. Lat ] He that taket

pollution of anything. Bacon.

ToOCCUPATE. v a. [etcuf*. Lat.] To take

Up. Bacon.

OCCUPATION./! [occupatio. Lit.] i.The

not of taking possession Bacon, i. Employ

ment 1 business Wane. 3 Trade; calling ;

vocation Shakejp.

OCCUPIER/ [itom occupy] 1 A possessor ;

one who lakes into his possession Ralctgb. a.

One who follows any employment £t/e.

To OCCUPY, v.a. | occuper, Fr teenpe. Lat]

I. Ti> poiseis i to keep ; 10 take up Brim.

1. To busy ; to employ EcciuJ. 3. To fellow

as business. Common flayer. 4. To use ; to

expend. Exodus.

To OCCUPY, f. n. To follow business. Luke.

To OCCUR, v. n [occurrt, Lat] 1. To be

presented to the memory or auinuc/n. Bacon.

X. To appear here and there Liu'o. 3. To

clash ; to Unke agr.inlt ; to rrcel. Bentley. 4.

To ob. iaie ; to make opposition to. Bcntley.

OCCURRENCE./ [ecc.rrenct, Fr ] 1. Inci

dent > accidental tveut Locke. 1. Occasional

presentation. Watts.

OCCU'RUIiNT. J. [securrent, Vr otexrreut.

Lat. J Ixcideni; any thing that happen*.

hooker.

OCCURSION. f. [occursum. Lat ] CUih j mu

tual blew. Bcy'e.

OCEAN. /. [ocenntii. Lat.] t.Themainj the

great sea. Shikejp. 1. An> immense, etpanie.

Locke.

OCEAN, a. Petsai&irtgto the rtaio or great lea.

Milton.

OCEAMCK.

the ocean. Pitt.

OCELLATED.

the eye Dehorn.

O'CHRli./. [->^«.] The earths ciilinguiuScd

by the r.a.nc u, eebre 1 have rough or naturally

dusty i"ur:.itJi,, i:t but tightly Coherent in

their texture, an.i are tonipuK-d of tine as4

soUarg'llii-c^u- pattictes, =r.d are readih cu-

: untie

a. t^irom ocean. _ Pcitainirg; to

[cce.'latus. Lat.] Resembling
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fusible in water. They are of vicious colours.

The yellow fort are called echres of iron, and

the blue echrei of copper. Hill.

OCHREOUS a. (from ecbre.] Consisting of

ochre. Woodward

O'CHREY. a. [from ecbrt.] Partaking, of ochre

rVudtvard.

OCHIMY./. A mixed base metal.

O'CTAGON. f. [UJx and yviia.] la geometry,

* figure consisting of eight sides and angles.

Harris.

OCTAGONAL, a. [from etlagn ] Having

eight angles and sides.

OCTANGULAR, a. [oSt and angulnt. Lat.

Having eight angles.

OCTA NGULARNESS. / [from •Bongulor ]

The quality of hiving eight ingles.

OCTANT > a Is, when a planet is in such

OCTI'LE. i position to another, that their

places are only disttntineighth part of t circle

OCTAVE. /. [«<3a«, Fr ] i. The eighth diy

alter some peculiar festival, i. [In musick.]

An eighth or an interval of eight founds. 3

Eight days together liter 1 festival. AtnJworth.

OCTAVO, a. (Lit] A book is said to be in

octave wheni stuet is folded into eight leaves

B>yk.

OCTENNIAL, a [from i&w'n, Lit.] 1.

Happening every eighth year. a. Lalling

eight years

OCTOBER, a [Lat ] The tenth month of thr

year, or the eighth numbered from March

Peatbam.

OCTOE'DRICAL. a. Hivingeight fides.

OCTO GENARY. a. [>aogem. Lat] Oleight)

years of age.

OCTONARY. a [<r<S„«ari«r, Lit ] Belonging

to the numbtr eight

OCTONOCULAR. a. [,a> ind ««&».] Hav-

iog eight eyes. Derbam.

OCTOPE*TALOUS / [oJiiod ™7aJw»] Hiv

ing eight flower leaves.

OCTOSTYLE./ [iaJi ind rv*&-, Gr.] The

face o' 1 building or ordonnance containing

eight cojuæn'. Harrit.

OCTUPLE, a [i3npln,, Lat ] Eight sold

OCULAR, a. [from mi/u/, Lat ] Depending on

the eye; known by the eye. Brown.

OCULARLV. adv. [from «War J To the ob

servation of tbe eye Brown.

OCUUTE. a. [ecnlatut, Lat.] Hiving eyes;

knowing by the eye

OCULIST./. ! from oenlm, Lat] One who pro

feiXe* to cure distempers of the eyes Bacin.

OCULUS btli. [La:.] An accidental variety oj

the agat kind. rVeedward.

ODD a. [uJJa, Swedish] 1. Not even ; not

divisible into equal number*. Briton. 2.

More than a round number. Bnrnet. 3 Par-

ticaiar; uncouth; extraordinary. A'oti-i, 4.

Not noted ; not taken into the cammon ac-

coont . unheeded. Sbakefp. 5. Strange ; un

accountable ; fantastical Swift. 6. Uncom

mon ; particular. Afcbam. 7. Unlucky. State.

t. L'nlikeJji ; in appearance improper. Addis.

O'DDLY. adv. [from odd] 1. Not evenly.

1. Strangely ; particularly ; unaccountably j

uncouthly Licit.

ODDNESS. / [from odd] 1. The stite of

being not even, a Strangeness ; particula

rity ; uncouthnesv Drjden, Collier.

ODDS./ [from add.] 1. Inequality, excess

of either compired wish the other. Honker.

1. More than an even wager. Swift. 3. Ad

vantage ; superiority Hn.tibrat. 4. Quarrel ;

debate; dispute. Sbakefp.

ODE. J [itr.] A poem written to be song to

musick ; 1 lyrick poem. Mi/ton.

ODIB1.E. a. [from ed,.] Hateful.

ODIOUS, a. [«/»/», Lit.] 1. Hateful; de

testable ; abominable. Spratt. ». Exposed to

hate. Clarend.n. 3. Causing hate ; insidious.

Milton.

ODIOUSLY. adv. s from ,«//»«,.] 1. Hatefully;

abominably. Mitten %. Invidiously ; so as

to cause hate. Dryden

O DIOUSNESS. / (from odien, ] ,. Hateful-

nels. rVake. 2. The state of being hated.

Sidney.

ODIUM. / [Lat] Invidiousnefs ; quality of

provoking hate. King Charlei.

ODONTA l.GICK.a. \iS* and iXj.„f.] Pertain-

ing to the tooth-ach.

ODORATE. a [oderatnt. Lat ] Scented ; hav

ing a strong scent whether fetid or fragrant.

Bacem.

ODORIFEROUS, a [edohfer, Lat] Giving

cent ; usually, sweet of Icent ; fragrant; per

fumed Bacon

ODORI FEROUSNESS / ffrom oderifero„\

Sweetnds of Icent ; fragnnoe

ODOROUS, a. [ederu,, Ut.] Fngnnt ; per-

rumed. Cheyne.

ODOUR. / [,d.r, Lat] ,. Scent, whether

good or bad. Bacon, i Fragrance; perfume;

Iweet scent. Clorenden.

OECONO MICKS./ [o'.nn^aie] Management

ofhoufhol.1 affairs L'F.flrange

OECUMKNICAL. a. ( elx^nnic.] General ;

respecting the whole habitable woild Stilting.

OEDE'MA. / [o.i,u*.] A tumour. It is now

and commonly oy surpeons confined to a white

soft, insensible tumour. Æ"/«rv.

ODEMATICK. 1 a. (irom Oedema.] Per-

ODEMATOUS \ tiinining to an oedema.

IVtJeman.

OEILAID./ [from««7, Fr.] Glance , wink;

token. Sbakejp.

O'ER contracted from ever. Addifen

OESOPHAGUS./ [from «**, wicker, from

some similitude in the structure of this pan to

the contexture of that ; and <piyei to eat.]

1 he gullet. Slnantitj.

OF. prep, [op, Sax.] 1. It is put btfore the

substantive that follows another in construc

tion ; as, ef these part were slain. a. It it

put after comparative and superlative adjec

tives ; is, the most dismal and unreasonable

timer/ ill other. Tiiletsen. 3. Fiom

one thit I brought up ef a puppy. " . < .•

x * x 4 ... r«"
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4. Concerning ; reining to ; 15, ill hive this

fense cf war Smallridge. 5 Out of ; an, yet

tf this little he hid some to spire. Dryden.

6. Among •, is, iny clergymin of my own

acquaintance. Swift. 7 By \ i>, I wis en-

tertiined ofthe consul. Sandyt 8. According

to ; is, they dol «/ right belong to you. TillotJ

9. Noting power, or spontaneity •, as, tf him

self min is confessedly unequil to his duty

Stepbent. 10. Noting properties or qualities ;

as, 1 man e/a decayed fortune ; 1 body «/ no

colour. Clarendtn, Beyle. 1 1 . Noting extric

tion ; is, 1 man cf in incient family. Clar

1 1. Noting adherence, or belonging ; It, •

Hebrew i/ray tribe. Sbakefp. 13. Notine

the matter) as, the chariot waso/cedar. Bacon

14. Noting the motive ; as, »/my own choice

I undertook this work Dryden. 15. Noting

preference, or postponence ; is 1 do not liki-

the tower «/*iny place. Shaktfp 16. Noting

chingeof; is, 6 miscrible«/ hippy ! Milton

16 Noting causality ; is, good nature cf ne

cessity will give allowance. Dryden. 18

Noting proportion ; is, miny cf an hundred

Locke, lo. Noting kind or species; is, in

iffair efiht cabinet. Swift.

OFF. adv. [as, Dutch.] 1 Ot this adverb the

chief use is to conjoin it with verbs ; as, to

cemeeff; 10jiy off; to take cff. 1. It is gene

rally opposed to 0* ; as, to lay on , to take cff ;

Dryden. 3 It signifies distance. Sbakejp

4. In painting or flituiry, it signifies projec

tion or relief Sbakejp. ; It signifies evanef-

cence ; absence or departure L'Ejirange. 6,

It signifies iny kind cf disappointment ; de

feat ; interruption; as, the affair is cff. 7.

From ; not toward. Sidney. 8. Off hand ;

not studied. L'Ejirange

OFF. interjccl. Depart. Smitb.

OFF prep 1. Not on. Temple. I. Distant

from- AJdtfon.

OFFAL f. [cfffall, Skinner] 1. Waste meat;

that which is not eaien at thetible. Arbntbnot.

%. Carrion ; coarse flesh- Milan.. 3. Refuse ;

that which is thrown away. Smth. 4. Any

thing ot no esteem. Shake/p.

OFFENCE / [effenfa Lit.] 1. Crime ; ict

of wickedness. Fairfax. 1, A transgression

Lecke. 3. Injury. Dryien. 4 Displeasure

given ) cause of disgust ; sctndil Bace*. 5.

Anger j displeasure conceived. Sidney. 6

Attack i ict of the assailant. Sidney.

OFFE'NCEFUL. a. [essence lad/"«// J Injurious

Sbakefp.

OFFE'NCELESS. a. [from essence ] Unoffend

ing \ innocent. Sbakejp.

To OFFEND, v a [effetde. Lat.] t. To

mike ingry. Knollei. 1. To assail ; to at

tack. Sidney. 3. To transgress ; to violate.

4. To injure. Dryde*.

To OFFEND, v. n 1. To be criminal; to

transgress the law. IVifd. 1. 'so cause anger.

Sbakefp. 3. T'> commit transgression. Swift.

OFFENDER./ [Irom tffenJ] 1. A crimi

nal) one who his coinmitted I crime j a tun I-

greffor. Ifaiab. t. One who has done in in-

jury Sbakefp.

OFFE'NDRESS. / [from offenders A woman

that offends. Sbakefp.

OFFENSIVE, a. [offensif, Fr. from offenfut.

Lat.] 1. Causing anger; displeasing; disgust

ing. Spenser, 1. Causing pain; injurious.

Bacon, i. Assailant ; not de ensive Bace*.

OFFENSIVELY, adv. [from tffenjive.) 1 Mis

chievously ; injuriously. Hotker. 1. So a to

cause uneasiness or displeasure. Bey e. 3. By

way of attack; not defensively.

OFFE'NSIVENESS / [from cfe.seve.] 1. In-

jurioufhess ; mischief. 1. Cause of disgust.

Grtw.

To 0 FFF.R. v. a. [tfferi. Lat.] 1. To pre

sent to any one ; to exhibit any thing so a«

that it may be taken or received Lecke. 1.

To sacrifice ; to immolate Dryde*. 3. To

bid, as a price or reward. Dryde*. 4. To

tempt; to commence, x Mac. 5. To pro-

pole Lecke.

To OFFER, v ». 1. To be present; to be at

hand ; to present itself. Sidney. 1. To make

an attempt. Bace*.

OFFER. J [offre, Fr. from the verb.] 1. Pro

posal of advantage to another Pcpe. 1. First

advance. Sbakefp. 3 Proposal made. Daatct.

4. Price bid; act of bidding a price. Swtjr.

5. Attempt ; endeavour. Sonth. 6. Some

thing given by way ofacknowledgment. Sidney.

OFFERER, f. [from offer.] 1. One who

mik S an offer, x. One who sacrifices, or

dedicates in worship. Stetb.

OFFERING. /. [from offer-] A sacrifice ; iny

thing immolated, or offered in worship. Dryd.

OFFERTOKY. f. [effertoire, ft.] The thing

offered; the act os offering. Bace*.

OFFE'RTl'RE./ [from effer ] Offer; proposil

os kindness A word not in use A'. Cbarles.

OFFICE./, [office, Fr.J 1. A publick charge

or employment Sbakefp. 1. Agency ; pecu-

liir use. Newton 3. Business ; particular

employment. Miltc*. 4. Act of good or ill

voluntary tendered. Sbalefp. 5 Act of wor

ship Sbakefp. 6. Formulary of devotions-

Tayler. 7. Rooms in 1 house appropriated to

particular business. Sbakefp. 8. Plicc where

business is transacted. Bace*.

To O FFICE. v. a [from the noun.] To per

form 1 to discharge. Sbakejp.

OFFICER. / [cffider, Fr.] 1. A man em

ployed by the pubiiek. Sbakefp. 1. A com

mander in the army Dryde*. 3. One who

has the pnwerof apprehending crirrunils Shot.

OFFICERED, a. prom officer.] Commanded ;

supplied with comminders. Addis1*

OFFICIAL a. [official, Fr from office.] 1.

Conducive ; ipprupriate with regard to their

use. Brown. 1. Pertaining to 1 publick charge.

Sbakejp.

OFFICIAL, f. Official is that person to whan

the cognizance of ciuses is committed by lach

a £ fiivc ecclesiastical jurisdiction. Aj^fft.

■OFFICI.
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OFFICIALTY. / [effiriall/, Fr.] The charge

or post of in official. Ayliffc.

To OFFICIATE, v. a. [from office.] To give

in consequence of office. Milton.

To OFFICIATE, v. n I To discharge an

office, commonly in worship. Sanderson, a.

To perform an office for another. '

OFFICINAL a Usedinashop: that, officinal

plants are those used in the (hops.

OFFICIOUS, a. [offieiosm, Lat.] I. Kind -,

doing good offices. Milt™, i. Importunately

forward. Sbakesp.

OFFICIOUSLY aiv. [from efficient.} I. Im

portunately forward. Dryden. a. Kindly ;

with unasked kindness. DryJen.

OFFICIOUSNESS. /. [from efficiout.] I. For

wardness of civility, or respect, or endeavour

Sontb. x Service. Brotun.

OFFING. / [from off] The act of steering to

a distance Irom the land.

OFFSET, f. [e/and /<■/.] Sprout -, (hoot of a

plant. Ray

OFFSCOU RING./ [»/and/««r.] Recrement ,

part rubbed away in cleaning any thing. Lam.

OFFSPRING./ [off and spring.} ..Propa

gation ; generation, tinker, a. The thing

propagated or generated ; children. Daniel.

3. Production of any kind Denham.

To OFFUSCATE v. a. [effnfeo, Lat ] To dim ;

to cloud ; to darken.

OFFUSC ATION. /". [from offufeate.] The act

of darkening.

OFT. aiv. [opr, Saxon] Often ; frequently;

not rarely. Hammond.

OFTEN, aJv [from opt, Saxon.] Oft j fre

quently 1 many times Addijon.

O FTENT1MES. adv. [eft and timer} Fre

quently -, many times ; o'ten. Hooker.

OFTTI MES. adv. {oft and timei.j Frequently ;

often. DryJen.

OGE'E 7 / A fort of moulding in architec-

OGI VE. i ture, consisting of a round ami a

hollow Harris.

To OGLE v. a. [eogb, au eye, Dutch.] To

view with fide glances, as in fondness. Addis.

0 GLER. / [oogbeler, Dutch. J A fly gaaer .

one who views by side glances. Arbutbnot.

OGLIO. /. [from olla. Span.] A dilh made by

mingling different kinds of meat ; a medley.

Suckling.

OH. interjeil. An exclamation denoting pain,

sorrow, or surprise. Walton.

OIL. /. [ootl, Sax] 1. The juice of olives ex

pressed. Exodus, a. Any fat, greasy unctu

ous, thin matter. Derham. -3. The juices of

certain vegetables, expressed or drawn by the

still.

To OIL. v. a. [from the noun.] To smear or

lubricate with oil. rfolleu. '

O ILCOLOUR./. [oil and colour.] Colour made

by grinding coloured sutstances in oil. Boyle.

01 LINESS.y. [from«i».] Unctuoufcess ; grea-

siness-, quality approaching to that ot 01L

Brcvin.

Ol'LMAN / jil and men ] One who trades in

oils and pickles.

01 LSHOP / [oil nnijbof,.] A (hop where oilt

and pickles are fold.

OILY. a. [from oil.} 1. Consisting of oil ;

containing oil , having the qualities of oil.

Digby. z. Fat j greasy. Shake. p. *

OILYGRAIN. / A plant

OILYPALM. / A tree.

To OI NT. v. a. [tint, Fr.] To anoint; to

smear. Drydtn.

OI'NTMENT. / [from «»/.] Unguent ; unc

tuous matter. Spenser.

OKER./ [See Ocbii.] A colour. Sidney.

OLD. a. [ealb, Saxon.] 1. Past the middle

part of life; not young. Sidney, Sbakesp. 1.

Of long continuance j begun long ago. Camd.

3 Not new. Bacon. 4. Ancient ; not mo

dern. Addiscu. 5. Of any specified duration.

Sbakesp. 6. Subsisting before something else.

Sv>ist. 7. Long practised. EaeiieL 8. Of

old ; long ago ; from ancient times. Milton,

OLDFA SHIONED. a [old and fashion.} Form

ed according to obsolete custom. Dryden.

O LDEN. o. Ancient. Sbakesp.

OLDNESS. / [from old} Old age; antiquity j

not newness. Sbakesp.

OLEAGINOUS a [oleaginmt, Utjn.] Oily ;

unctuous. Arbutbnot.

OLEA'GINOUSNESS / [from oleagineui.}

Oiliness. Boyle.

OLEANDER./ [oleandre, Fr.] The plant

rosebay.

OLEASTER.s. [Latin.] Wild olive. Miller.

OLEOSE. a. [elfJut, Lat.] Oily. Fleyer

To OLFA'CT v a. [olfaBut, Lat] To smell.

Hudibrat.

OLFa CTORY. a. [olfacloire, Fr.] from olfa-

cto, Lat j Having the sense ol smelling Locke.

OLID 7 a [olidut, Lat.J Stinking; fg»-

OLI'DOUS 5 tid. Boyle

OLICA'RCHY. / [ohi-/aflr,ut.] A form of go

vernment which places the supruoe power in

a small number ; aristocracy. Burton.

OLIO. / [olla, Spanish] A mixture; a med

ley. Congreve.

O LlTORY. / [eliter, Lat.] Belonging to the

kitchen garden. Evelyn.

OLIVA'STER. a. [olivaftre, French.] Darkly

brown ; tawny. Bacon.

O'LIVE. / [olnft, Fr olea, Lat.] A plant pro

ducing oil ; the emblem of peace Shakejp.

O'MBRE / [bembre, Spanish..) A gam»ol cards

played by three. 'Tatter.

OMEGA. / [*/**/•■) The last letter of the

alphabet, therefore taken in the Holy Scrip

ture for the last. Rev

O'MELET./ [omelette, Fr.] A kind of pancakt

made with eggs.

OMENED, a. [from one?:.] Containing prog-

nosticks. Pope

OMEN. f. Lomen, Lat.] A sign-good or bad ; a

prognostics Dryden.

OMEiifUM. J. 1 Lat] The cawl, called also

reticulum, from its structure, relembling that

ei a net, S^uincy.

X x x a OMER.
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O'MER. / An Hebrew measure about thret

pirns and a half English. Bailey.

To O'MINATE. v. a. [minor, Lat] To fore

token; to shew prognustitks. Dtcay os Fiety.

OMINA'TION. /. [from eminor, Lat]Prog-

nostick. Brouon.

OMINOUS, a. [from ««.] I. Exhibiting bad

tokens of futurity ; forestiewing ill ; inauspi

cious. Haywvard. 2. Exhibiting tokens good

or ill. Bacon.

O'MINOUSLY adv. [from tmi-mt ] With good

or bad omen.

CMI'NOUSNESS / [from ttu'mi.] The qua

lit y of being ominous.

OMI'SSION./ [omisns, Ut] • Neglect to do

something ; forbearance of something to be

done. Rogers. 2. Neglect of duty, opposed tt

commission or perpetration ot crimes. Shakefp.

To OMIT. v.a. [tmitro, Lat.] 1. To leave out ;

not to mention. Bacon. a. To neglect to

practise. Addifen.

©MITTANCE. /. [from mm/.] Forbearance

Shakefp.

OMNIFARIOUS, a. [tmnisarium, Lat.] Os

all varieties or kinds. Philips.

OMNIFEROUS. [omms and fere, L»t.] All

bearing. DiS.

OMNIFICK. a. [emnit and facio, Lat] All

creating. Milton

OMNIFORM. a. [emnis tadsorma, Lat.] Hav

ing every shape. DiS.

OMNIGENOUS, a. [emnigenns, Lat] Con

sisting of all kinds. DiS.

OMNIPOTENCE. 7 /. [cmnipotentia, Latin j

OMNI'POTENCY j Almighty power ) unli

mited power. Tillotjon.

OMNI POTENT, a. [tmniptens, Latin.] Al

mighty; powerful without limit. Grew.

OMNIPRESENCE./[•*»» and ^«/ru,Llt]

Ubiquity; unbounded presence. Milton.

OMNIPRESENT a [cmnis and present, Lat.]

Ubiquitary ; present in every place. Prior.

OMNISCIENCE 7 / [omms and feientia,

OMNISC1ENCY. J Lat ] Boundless know

ledge ; infinite wisdom. King Charles.

OMNISCIENT, a. [emnis and feu. Lat] Infi

nitely wise ; knowing without bounds. Siutr.

OMNI SCIOUS. a. [omuls and Jcio, Lat.] All

knowing.

OMNIVOROUS, a. [itnnis and voro, Lat ]

All-devouring. Did.

OMO PLAT E. / [ i/u®- and **Æ,-. ] Th(

lliouldtr blade.

OMPHALOPTICK /. iu^xk and ulii; ,

An optic glass that is convex on both fides,

commonly called a convex lens.

ON. prep, [men, Dutch ; an, German.] 1 . Ii

is put before the word, which signifies that

which is under, that by which any thing i

supported, which any thing covers, or where

any thing is fixed. Milton, 2. It is put before

any ihin^ that is the subject of action. Dryden

3. Noting addition or accumulation ; as, mis

chiefs on mischiefs. DryJcn. 4. Noting; a state

of progression ; as, whither en thy way ?

Prydin. 5. it sometimes notes elevation.

D»7</«. 6 Noting approach or invasion.

Dryden. 7. Noting dependence or reliance ;

as, on God's providence their hopes depend.

Srnal. 8. At, noting place. Shakefp. 9. |t

denotes the motive or occasion of anv thing.

Drjden. 10. It denotes the time at which

any thing happens : as, this happened on the

first day. 11. U is put before the object of

some passion. Shakefp. iz. In forms of de

nunciation it is put before the thing threatened.

Drjden. 13. Noting imprecation. Sbakcjp.

1 4. Noting invocation. Dryden. 15. Noting

the state ot any thing. Kntlles. ifj. Noting

stipulation or condition. Dryden. 17. Noting

distinction or opposition. Knolki. 18. Noting

the manner of an event. Shakefp.

ON. adv. 1. Forward; in succession. Stnlh.

a. Forward; in progression. Daniel 3. [,,

continuance ; without ceasing. Crajham 4.

Not off". 5 . Upon the body, as part of dress,

Sidney. 6. It denotes resolution to advance.

Denham

ON. interjea. A word of incitement or encou

ragement. Shakefp.

ONCE. adv. [from one] 1. One time. Bacon.

a. A single time. Lttke. 3. The (ame time.

Dryden. '4. At a point of time indivisible.

Dryden. 5. One time, though no more. Dryd.

6. At the time immediate. Atterbury. 7,

Formerly ; at a former time. Adds/on.

ONE. a. [an, œne, Saxon; ten, Dutch.] 1.

Lei's than two ; singre ; denoted by an n-

nit Raleigh. 2. Indefinitely ; aay. Sbakejp.

3. Different; diverse; opposed to another.

Bnrnet. 4. One of two ; opposed to toe

other. Boyle, Smallridge. 5. Particulaily one.

Spenser. 6. Some suture. Davits.

ONE/. 1. A single person. Hooker. X. A sin

gle mass or aggregate. Blacknure. 3. Tfce

first hour. Shakefp 4. The fame thing Lttkt.

5. A person. Watts. 6. A pet son by way of

eminence. Sraiejp. 7. A distinct or particu

lar person. Bacon. 8. Persons united. Shakes.

9 Concord j agreement ; one mind. Ti/lotJen.

10. Any person; any man indefinitely. Stdn.

Atttrbury. 11. A person 01 particular cha

racter. Sbatcsp. 12. One has sometime* a

plural, when' it stands for persons ^definite

ly ; as, tie great o.-ei cf'tbetnrU. Gianvilie.

ONE'EYED a. [tie and eye.] Having only one

eye Diyden.

ONEIROCRITICAL.a [M.wtfJut*,-, Cr.] In

terpretive of dreams. Adihn.

ONL.IROCRITICK. j. [iiL-oxflau;, Gt.} An

interpreter of dreams. Addistn,

ONENESS /. [from Mr.] Uoity ; the quality

of being one. Htiitr, Hammond.

ONERARY. a. [ontrannt, Lat.] Fitted for

carriage or burthens.

ToO'NERATE. v.a. [men, Lat] To load;

to burthen.

ONERATION./ [from swart] Th« act ot"

loading. DiS.

ONEROUS, a. [cnerenx, Fr. tntrefmj. Lat.]

Purihcnsorne ; oppressive. Ajlifft.

ONION.
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ONION./ [oignon, Fr] A plant.

O'NLY. a. [from one-, cnely. or enelike.] I.

Single ; one and no more. Dryden. z. Trm

and no other. Lode. 3. This above all other :

as, he is the only man lor music k.

ONLY. adv. t. Simply; singly; merely;

barely. Bnrnet,Tilhtjon. z. So and no other

wise. Genefit. 3. Singly without more : as,

only begotten.

O'NOMANCY. / [host* and puiSila.] Divina

tion by a name Camdcn.

ONOMA'NTIGAL. a. [Jw.ua anduavlif] Pre

dicting by names. Comdex.

ONSET./, [n and/*/.] 1. Attack ; storm ; as

sault; first brunt. Sidney, z. Something aildad

by way of ornamental appendage. Shakesp.

To ONSET, v. a. [from the noun.] To set upon;

to begin. Carenv.

ONSLAUGHT. /[.« and stay. ] Attack;

storm ; onset. Hudibras.

ONTOLOG1ST. / [from ontohty.] One who

considers the affections of being in general ; a

metaphysician.

ONTO LOGY. / [Silo and x»j*..] The science

of the affections of being in general; meta-

physicks. IVatti.

ONWARD, adv. [onfepeapo, Sax.] 1. For

ward ; progressively. Pipe. a. In a state of

advanced progression. Sidney. 3. Somewhat

farther. Milton.

ONYCHA. / The odoriferous snail or shell,

and the stone named onyx. The greatest

part os commentators explain it by the onyx

or odoriferous (hell, like that of the shell fish

called purpuia Calmet.

ONYX./, [iw^.j The onyx is a semi-pellucid

gem, of which there are several species It

is a very elegant and beautiful gem. Hill,

Sandys.

OOZE. / [eanx, waters, Fr.] 1. Soft mud;

mire at the bottom ot water; slime. Carrw

a. Soft flow ; spring. Prior. 3. The liquor of

a tanner's vat.

To OOZE. v. m. [from the noun ] T» flow by

stealth ; to run gently, 'shorn/on.

OOZY. a. [horn tisr.] Miry; muddy; slimy.

Pope.

ToOPA'CATE v. a. [opaco. Lat.] To shade ;

to clr-ud; to darken; to obscure. Boyle.

OPA'CITY. / [ tpaciti, Fr. opactai. Lat. ]

Cloudiness > want o" transparency Newton.

OPA'COUS. a.[opacus. Lat.] Dark ; obscure ;

not transparent. Digby.

O'PAL./ The opal is a very elegant and a very

singular kind ot li<me ; it hardly comes, within

the rank of the pellucid gems, being much

more opake, and less hard. In colour it much

resembles the finds mother ot' pearl ; its basi

seeming a bluish 01 greyish while, but with a

propeity of reflecting all the colours of the

rainbow, as turned differently to the light, a-

mong which the green and the blue are parti

cularly beautiful, but the fiery red is the finest

of all Hill

OPA QUE. a. [epaeus, Lat ] Not transparent.

Milton.

7 v. a. [open, Saxon; op, Iflan-

J dick, a hole.) 1. To unclose j

To OPE.

To OPEN „ .. ., , ,, .„ „„,.,.,„...

to unlock. The contrary tostint, z. To show j

to discover. Abbot. 3. To divide ; to break*

Addifon. 4. To explain; 10 disclose. Collier.

5. To begin Dryden.

To OPE. 1 v. n. 1. To unclose; not to re-

To O PEN S main shut, Dryden. z. To bark.

A term ot hunting. Dryden.

OPE. \ a. 1 Unclosed ; not shut. Ncbem.

OPEN J Cleaveland 1. Plain; apparent; e-

vident. Daniel. 3. Not wearing disguise;

clear; artless; sincere. Addi/on. 4. Not cloud-

td; clear Pope. 5. Not hidden ; exposed lo

view. Locke. 6. Not restrained; not denied.

Afti. 7. Not cloudy; not gloomy. Baron 8

Uncovered. Dryden. a. Expoled: without

defence. Shakesp. ,0. Attentive. Jeremiah

OPENER./ [from./*..] ,. One that opens ;

or.e that jinlocks ; one that uncloses. Milter.

i. Explainer; interpreter. Shakesp. 3. That

which separates ; diluniter. Boyle

OPENEYED. a. [open and eye.] Vigilant;

watchful. Shake/p.

OPENHA'NDED a. [open and hand] Gene

rous; liberal Rstae.

OPENHEARTED. a. \epcn and heart ] Ge

nerous ; candid ; not meanly subtle. Dryden

OPENHEARTEDNESS./. [open and heart.]

Liberality ; munificence; generosity.

OPENING s.[itomopen. J 1. Aperture;breach.

Woodward, i. Discovery at a distance ; faint

knowledge ; dawn.

OPENLY, adv. [from open.] 1. Publickly ;

not secretly ; in sight. Hooker. z Plainly \

apparently, evidently; without disguise DrnJ

OHENMOUTHED.a.[^.,and«.«/A.]Greedyi

ravenous. VEstrange.

OPENNESS. /. [tromtfe..] 1. Plainness s

clearness; freedom Irom obscurity or ambi

guity. Shakesp. i. Freedom from disguise.

belton

OPERA./. [Italian] A poetical tale or fiction,

represented by vocal and instrumental mulick.

Draytcn.

OPERABLE, a. [from operer, Ut.] To be

done ; practicable. Breton.

OPERANT a. [operant, Fr.] Active; having

power to produce any effect. Shake/p.

To OPERATE. v. n. [operor, Lat.] Toast;

to have agency ; to produce effects. Atterbnry.

OPERATION./ [operatio, Lat.] 1. Agency;

production of effects; influence. Hooker. 2.

Action; effect. Bentley. 3. [In chirurgery.]

That part of the art of healing which depends

on the use of instruments. 4. The motions or

employments of an aimy.

OPERATIVE, a. [from eperate] Having the

power of acting , having forcible agency.lC'/ar.

'saylor, Nsrru.

OPERATOR / [operatenr. Fr. from operate.]

On; that performs any act of the hand ; one

who produces any effect. Addifon.

OPEROSE. a \eperejni, Lat.] Laborious; full

of trouble. Burnet.

OPHIO'PHA-
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OPHIOPHACOUS a. m^iai fi;».] Ser

pent-eating. Eranun.

OPHITES/ A stone. Ophites has a dullcy

greenisiS ground, with spots ot 2 lighter green.

kVeiJ'Ward.

OPHTHA LMICK.o. [i^c«>ju®-, Cr.] Rrlal

ins to the eye.

O'PHTHAI.MY / Upttbolmic, Fr. from If-

Si-XuQ-, (Jr.] A difeisc or' the ryes bring »u

inflammation ot the coat'., proceeding from ar-

tertous btu«'d gotten out of the vessels.

OPIATE./. A medicine that causes steep.

Benttej.

O'PlATE a. Soporiferous; somn serous; nar

cotick. Bacon.

O'PIFK'E /. topificiam, Lat] Workmanship ,

bandy work.

O'PIFICER./ [fpif'x, Lat | One that performs

any work ; an artilt. Bentlcy.

OPINABLE. a. [opmor, Lat] Which may be

thought

OPINA TION./ [opintr, Lat] Opinion ; no

tion.

OPINATOR./ [epiner, Lat.] One who holds

an opinion Hale

To OPI NF.. v. ». [twiner, Lat.) To thir.k ; to

judge. Pipe.

OPI'NIATIVF.. a. [from i^/itiJir.] I. StifFin a

preconceived notion. 1. Imagined ; not prov

ed. Glanville.

OPINIATOR. / [epiniatre, Fr] One fond o!

his own notion ; inflexible Clarendon.

OPINIA'TRE. a. [French] Obstinate; stub

born. Locke.

OPINIATRETY 7 / [epiniatrele, Fr ] Ob-

OPINIATRY. J stinacy; inflexibility ; de

termination of mind. Breton.

OPINION. 7'. \opimo, Lit.] i. Persuasion of the

mind, without proof Ben. Johnson, Hale. 1.

Sentiment; judgment; no ion. Sontt). 3

Favourable judgment Bacon.

To OPI NION . v. a. [from the noun] To opine;

to think. Glanville-

OPI'NIONATIVE. a. [from opir.ion.] Fond of

preconceived notions. Burnet.

OPINIONATIVELY. adv. [from tptuiativt ]

Stubbornly.

OPI'NIONATIVENESS / "[from opiniative.)

Obstinacy.

OPI NIONIST. s. [tpinioniste, Fr. from opinion.)

One fond of his own notions. Glanville.

OPl'PAROUS. a. [cptparui, Lat.] Sumptuous.

OP1TULATION./ [opitnlatio, Lat] An aid

ing -, a helping.

OPIUM./ A juice, partly of the resinous, part

ly of the gummy kind. It is brought to u.> in

flat cakes or masses-, its smell is very unplea

sant, of a dead faint kind; and its taste very

bitter and very acrid. It is brought Irom Na-

tolia, and from the East- Indies, whc?e it is

produced from the poppy Alter the effect of a

dose of opium is over, the pain generally re

turns in a more violent manner; the spirits,

which had been elevated by it, become lower

than before, and the pulse languid. An im

moderate dole of opium brings on a fort of

drunkenness, cheerfulness and leud laughter at

first, and, ater many terrible symptoms, death

itself. Those who have accustomed them

selves to an immoderate use of^'iw, are sub

ject to relaxations and weaknesses of all the

parts of the body ; and in hne grow old before

their time H:ll

O PLE TREE./ [eple and tree.] A sort of tree.

Ain/vtort1,

OPOBA LS 4MUM s. [Lat ] Balm of Cilead.

OPOPONAX.s [Latin. J A gum resin of a to

lerably n m texture, in small loose granules,

and lometimes in lai ge masses. It is ot a strong

disagreeable smell, and an acrid and extreme

ly bitter taste. We are intirely ignorant of

the plant which produces this drug It is at

tenuating and difeutient, and gently purga

tive. Hill

O'PPIDAN / [oppiJanns, Lat.] A townsman •,

an inhabitant ol a town.

ToOHPIGNORATE. v.a. [cppignire, Lat.]

To pledge; to pawn Bacon.

To O'PPILATE. v a \cppih, Lat. effi/er, Fr]

To heap up destruction.

OPPILA'TION./".[tppilatin, Fr. from oppi-

late] Obstiuction; matter heaped together.

Harvey.

OPPILATIVE a [cppihrire,?r ] Obstructive.

OPPLL'TliD. a [oppletus, Latin.] Filled;

crouded.

OPPONENT, a. [opponent, Latin.] Opposite;

adverse. Prior.

OPPONENT./, \cppenens. Lat.] 1. Antagonist;

adversary 2 One who begins the dispute by

raising objections to a unet Mere

OPPORTUNE, a. {tffert.nn,. Lat , Seatona-

ble ; convenient ; fit; timely Aii.'tcn.

OPPORTUNELY. »««. [fromc#sr<«« ]Sea-

fiiably; conveniently; with opporiuni'.j ei

ther o time or place. rVotren.

OPPOR1 UNITY J. \sfftrtu*ites. Lat] Fit

place ; time ; convenience ; suitableness of cir

cumstances to any tod. Bacsn, Dc*bzm.

To OPPOSE v. a. [eppeser, Fr] 1. To act

against; 10 be advetir; to hinder; to resist.

Shuktjp 2. To pu' in opposition; to offer a_;

an antagonist or rival. Locke. 3 To place aa

an obstacle. Drydcn. 4. To place in front,

Skakejp.

To OPPOSE, v. n. 1 . To act adversely Shakes^.

*. To object in a disputation , to have the

part o- raising difficulties.

OPPO'SELESS a. [from oppose.'] Irresistible i

not to be opposed Sbakcjp.

OPPO SER./ I irom epp-.je J One that oppotei ;

anlago.-.ist ; enemy. Blacknsre.

OPPOSITE, a. [eppijitns. Lat] t. Placed ia

front ; facing each otticr. Mi.to* . 1. Adverse *

repugnant. Orjden, Rogers. 3. Cootrarv,

Tilhljon.

OPPOSITE./ Adversary; opponent; anctra-

nst Hooker

O'PPOSITELY. adv. [from ifft/t J 1. In.

lucl>
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such t situation as to sice etch other. Grew.

2. Adversely. May.

O'PPOSITENF.SS./ [from effefite.] The state

. of being opposite

OPPOSITION, s. [tppesilit. Lat.] t. Situation

so as to front something opposed. 1. Hostile

risittance. Mi. torn 3. Contrariety of affec

tion. Ttlhtsan. 4. Contrariety o: interest ; con

trariety of measures. 5. Contiariety of mean

ing ; diversity of meaning. H-oktr.

To O'FPRESS v a. [epprtffui. Lat] 1.T0

crulh by hardship or unreasonable severity .Fife.

1. To overpower; to subdue. Shakefp.

O PPRESSION /. Uppreffvn, Fr ) I. The act

of oppressing ; cruelty ; severity, 2. The

state of being oppressed; misery. Skakcjp.

3 Hardship; calamity. Addijon 4. Dull

ness of spirit j lassitude of body. Arbulknot.

OPPRESSIVE a [from opprefi] 1. Cruel;

inhuman ) unjustly ejcactious or severe, a.

Heavy ; overwhelming. Ii:<we.

OPPRESSOR. / [from oppreji ] One who ha

rasses others with unjust severity. Sandyi.

OPPROHRIOUS a. [from effrebrinn, Lat.]

Reproachful; disgraceful; causing infamy.

AJJifen.

OPPRO"BRK)USLY. adv. [from oppr-.brion, ]

Rtproachfully ; Kurriloufly. Shakefp.

OPPROBh 1. USNESS. / [from epprebriens j

Reproach ulnefs ; scurrility.

To OPPUGN, v. a. [tppugno, Lat] To op-

pole ; to attack; to resist. Harvey.

OPPUGNANCY. /. [from '/?»£»] Opposi

tion. Sbakcsp.

OPPU'GNER. / [from eppngn] One who op

poses or attacks. Beyle.

OPSl'MATHY.y. [WiuaWa.] Late education ;

la e erudition

OPSONATION / [ebsnatio, Lat.] Cater

ing; a buying provisi ns.

OPTABLE a. \_optabilu, Lat] Dtsirable ; to

be wished.

OPTATIVE, a. [cptativm, Lat.] Expressive

01 desire.

OPTICAL / [iwlixoc.] Relating to the science

of optics. B;y!e.

OPTICIAN. J. [from <^r/V*.J One (killed in

cptitks

D'PTICK.. a. [Mum:.] 1. Visual; producing

vision; subservient to vision. Nratn. ».

Relating to the science of vision kVetton.

OPTICK. /. An instrument of sight ; an organ

of slight. Brown.

OP1ICK.S. / [iTflixi.] The science of the na

ture and laws of vision Brovon.

O'PTIMACY. / Uptimatet, Lat.] Nobility;

body ot nobles. Hvtoel

OP 1 1 MI t'Y. /'. [from cptimns.] The state oi

being best.

OPTION./, [tftio, Lat.] Choicej election.

Smalridge.

O'PULENCE. 7 / [ofnlentia, Lat] Wealth ;

O'PULENCY. J riches; affluence. Clarendon.

pPULENT. a. [<pulent*:, Lat.J Rich; weal

thy j affluent. Stnli,

OPULENTLY. adv. [from »/«W] Richly*

with splendour.

OR. cotjanB. (c^'.n. Saxon ] 1. A disjunctive

particle, marking distribution, aud sometimes

opposition. 2. It correspond' to either; he

mull either fall or fly. 3. Iktore: er ever, i*

/•efere ever. Ftjber.

OR. J. fFrench j Gold. Pkilpt.

O'RACH / A plant.

ORACLE, f [oraiutnm. Lat] j. Som«hina>

dtlivrred by supernatural wisdom. shaker. %

The place where, or person os whom the de^

terminations os heaven aie enquired M'lton.

3 Any person or place where cirtain decision*

are olxained Pope. 4 One famed for wisdom.

To O'RACLE. v. n. [from the noun ] To n -

ter oracles. Milton.

ORACULAR. ? a. [from oracle. [ Utterine

ORACULOUS i oracles; resembling oracles.

Walker,

ORA'CUI.OUSLY. adv. [from «•««/„,] I„

manner of an oracle. Brown.

ORA'CUI.OUSNESS. /. [irom oracuUr.) The

stale of being oracular.

ORAISON. J. Uraisen, Pr.] Prayer; verbal

lupplication. Dryden.

ORAL a [cm!, Pr.] Delivered by mouth;

not written. Addijon.

ORALLY, adv. [immoral.'] By mouth; with

out writing. Hale

ORANGE. / grange, Fr] The leaves have

two lobes likeeart, cut in form of a heart i

the fruit is round and depn fled, and ot a vel-

low colour when ripe, in which it dissert

Irom the citron and lemon. Mi ler.

ORANGERY. / [o.a.gerie, Fr] Plantation

of oranges. Speclattr.

ORANGEMUSK./ See Pear, of which it U

a species.

O'RANGEWIFE [orange and wife.] A wo

man who fells oranges. Shakejp.

ORATION./ [oral,,, Lat] A speech made

according to the laws of rhetorick. H'atti.

ORATORICAL, a. [from erat.nr) Rhetori

cal ; befitting an oratour Watte.

ORATOUR. / [orator. Lat.] 1. A publick

speaker, a man of eloquence. Swift. 2. A

petitioner. This sense is used in addresses la

chancery.

ORATORY, f. [oratorio art. Lat.] 1. Elo

quence; rhetorical flcill. Sidney. 2. Exercise

ot eloquence. Arbulbnot. 3, A private place,

which is deputed and allotted for prayer alone.

Hooker, TayUr.

ORli. /. [orbit. Lat.] 1. A Sphere: orbicular

body ; circular body. Woidnvard. 2. Mun

dane sphere ; celestial body. Shake/p. 3.

Wheel ; any rolling body. Milton. 4. Circle:

line drawn round. 5. Circle described by any

of the mundane spheres. Bacon. 6. Period ;

revolution of time. Mi.ton. 7. Sphere of

aefion. Shakefp.

ORBA'TION. /. [orbatus, Lat.] Privation of

parents or children.

ORBED, a. [hum $rb.] Round ; circular ;

orbicular.
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orbicular. Sbakefp 1. Formed into t circle

Milten. 3. Rounded Addifen.

ORBICULAR, a [erbiculaire, Fr. crbiculatni,

Ltt.l 1. Spherical. Milt™. 1- Circular.

Ntvttn.

ORBICULARLY, adv. [from«riiWar.]Sphc-

rically i circularly.

ORBI'CULARNESS. / [from arfcru/ar.] The

state of being orbicular.

ORBI'CULATF,D. a. [«r4i£<</a<iij,Lat.] Mould

ed into an orb.

ORBIT./ [erbita. Lat 1 The line described

by the revolution of a planet. Blackmore.

ORBITY. /• [erbui, Lat.] Loss or want of pa

rents or children.

ORC. /. [erca, Lat] A sort of sea-fish Ainsw

O'RCHAL./ A stone irom which a blue colour

is made. Amjvsrth.

ORCHA NT. / An herb. Ainftvsrtb.

ORCHARD. / [orirjearto, Sax.] A girdcn of

fruit-trees Ben Jcrn/:n

O RCHESTRE. J. LWK-f-] r^-e PUce where

the musicians art let at a publictt show.

ORD. / An edte. Ord, in old English, signi

fied beginning

To OTU>AIN. v. a. ford" »», Lat.] I. To ap

point; to decree. Drydtn. a. To establish ,

to settle j to institute. Mills* 3. To set in

an office. Esther. 4 To invest with ministeri

al function, or sacerdotal power. StiUingfleet

ORDAINER. / [from erdain] He who or

dains.

ORDEAL / [opoal, Sax.] A trial by fire or

water,by which the person accused appealed to

heaven, by walking blindfold over hot bars of

iron 1 or being thrown into water. Ha V.

ORDER. / lord's, Lat.] 1. Method-, regular

disposition Bant. a. Established process.

Watts. 3. Pr per state. Luke 4. Regula

rity ; settled mode. Darnel. 5. Mandate,

precept ; command. Cla'indan. «". Rule ;

regulation. Hester. 7. Regular government

Daniel. 8. A society of dignified persons dis

tinguished by marks ot honour. Baczn 9. A

rank or clals. a Kingi. 10 A religious fra

ternity. Shakejp. 1 1. [In the pluraLJ Hier

archical state. Dryden. i 1. Mean« to an end.

Tayhr. 13. Measures; care. Sfenjer. 14.

[In architecture.] A system of the several

members, ornaments, and proportions of co

lumns and pilasters. There are rive ordert o:

columns ; three of which are Creek, viz.

the doric, ionic, and Corinthian ; and two ha

lian, ria the tufean and composite.

To ORD^R. v. a. [from the noun ] I. To

regulate ; to adjust ; to manage ; to conduct

Fjaims. 1. To manage ; to procure Sfenjer.

3. Tomelhodiae ; to depose silly - 1 Chrcm. 4.

To direct ; to command. 5 To ordain to a

sacerdotal function. rVhitgift.

O'RDERER / [from erder] One that orders,

methodises, or regulates. Suckling.

O'RDERLESS. a. [from erder.] Disorderly ;

out of rule. Sbakefp.

ORDERLINESS./ [from erdtrly.] Regulari

ty ; mcthodkalacss.

O'RERLY. a. [from erder.] 1. Methodical;

regular. Hccker. 1. Not tumultuous; well

regulated. Clarendon. 3. Accoiding with e-

stablishrd method. Heeker.

O RDERLY. adv. [from erder. } Methodically •,

accoiding to order ; regularly. Sandyi.

O'RDINABLE. a. [crdi.r, Lat] Suchasmay

be appointed. Hammcud.

O'RDINAL. a. [ordinal, Fr. crdmaSi, Lat ]

Noting order. H Ider.

O'RDINAL,/. [erdinal, Fr. erdinale. Lat.] A

ritual ; a book containing orders.

ORDINANCE./, [erdennamt, Fr.] 1. Law,

rule ; prescript. Spenser, a Observance com

manded. Tayhr. 3. Appointment. Shakejp.

4. A canon. It is now generally written, for

distinction rd. nuance Sbakefp.

ORDINARILY, adv. ffrom ordinary.] 1. Ac

cording 10 established rules; according to fet

tled method. kVeedward. a. Commonly; u-

sually. S:nlb.

ORDINARY. a.[srdin<riui, Lat] 1. Esta

blished . methodical ; regular. Ateerbn-ry. a.

Common; usual. TilblJ'ue. 3. Mean; of

low rank. Addi/en. 4. Ugly ; not handsome :

as, she is an ordinary woman. .

ORDINARY./ 1. Established judge of ec

clesiastical causes. Hnker. a. Settled esta

blishment. Uacsn. 3 Actual an>conllant of

fice. H'ctten. 4. Regular price of a meal.

Sbakefp. 5. A place of eating established at

a certain price. Sv/ift

To ORDINATE. v. a. [erJiuatut, Lat.] To

appoint Daniel.

O'RDINATE. a. [crdinatns, Ut.] Regular t

mtthodical. Kay.

ORDINA TION. /. [erdinalie, Lac] 1. Esta

blished order or tendency. N;rrit. a The

act of investing any man with sacerdotal pow

er. Stillmgfleet.

ORDNANCE / Cannon ; great guns Benr'ey.

ORDO SNANCE, j. [French ] Disposition 01 6-

guies in a picture.

OKDURE /[ora««,Fr.lDung; filth Dryicm.

ORE / (ofie, orofia, Saxon ; «r Dut. a mine]

1. Mtiil unrefined; metal yet in its mines*1.

state. Raleigh, a Metal. Aiilti*.

ORKVVEED. 7 r . .
OREWOOD. $ /■ A weed C'rra-

ORC AL. / Leesof wine. „

ORGAN. / [ip>.*vcv.] 1. Natural instrument ;

as, the tongue is the ergan of speech Rattigh.

1. An instrument ot roulick consisting ot pices

filled with wind, aud of stops, touched by the

hand. Keil.

ORGA NIC AL ? a. [irganicnt. Lat ] 1. Con-

ORGA'NICK. j sistingofvariousparis co-ope

rating with cacti ether. Milan. % Instrumen

tal ; acting as instruments of nature or ait.

Aii itin; 3. Respecting organs. H:U*r.

ORGANICALLY, ado [irom ergamtal.] By

means of organs or instruments. Lecke.

ORGA'NICALNESSy [from .rgamical] State

of being organical.

ORGANISM./ [from «■£»«.] Organical steve-

ture. Grt*i>. ORGANloT.
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ORGANIST. / [orgamfle, Fr. from «r»«».]

One who plays on the organ. Boyle.

ORGANIZATION./ [from organize.) Con

struction in which the parts are so disposed as

to be subservient to each other. Locke.

To O RGANIZE. v. a. [organiser, Fr.] To

construct so as that one part co-operates with

another.

ORGANLOFT./ {organ and lost.] The lost

where the organ stands. Taller.

ORGANPIPE. / [organ nnd pipe.] The pipe

of a musical organ. Sbatesp.

ORGAN Y.y. [origannm, Wat] An herb.

ORGASM s. [orgnj'me, Fr. ip^aa-j*®-.] Sudden

vehemence. Dertam.

ORGEIS.y. A sei-fish, called l.kewisc organ-

gUng. Ainsncortb.

ORCILLOLS. a. [orguetlleux, Fr.] Proud;

haughty. Stakesp.

ORGIES./ [org'ia, I.at.] Mad rites of Bac

chuj; frantick revels. Ben. Johnson.

ORICHALCR / [irichalcum, Lat.] Brass

Spin/er.

ORIENT, a. [oriem. Lit.] i. Rising as the

fun. Milton. 1. Eastern; oriental 3

Bright; shining; glittering-, gaudy; spark

ling. Bacon.

OTUENT./ [orient, Fr.] The east ; the part

where the sun first appears.

ORIENTAL. a.[eriental, Fr.] Eastern; placed

ia the east; proceeding frem the east. Bacon.

ORIE NTAL./ An inhabitant of the eastern

parts of the world. Grew.

O'RILNTALISM./ [from orientals Anidiom

of the eastern languages ; an eastern mode of

speech.

ORIENTA LITY. s. [from oriental.] Stated

being oriental- Brown.

ORIFICE./ [erificina. Lat] Any opening or

perforation. Arbuthnit.

ORIFLAMB./ A golden standard Ainsaortb

O'RICAN./ lorigannm, Lat.] Wild marjoram

Spenser.

ORIGIN. 7 / [origo, Lat.] 1. Beginning ;

ORIGINAL J first existence Bentlcy.l.Foun

tain; source; that which gives beginning or

existence. Atlerbnry. 3. First copy ; arche

type. Locke. 4. Derivation ; deicent. Dryden.

ORIGINAL, a. [originalis, Lat_] Primitive;

pristine ; first. StilUngfleet-

ORIGINALLY. adV [from original.] I. Pri

marily j wiih regard to tbe first cause. Small-

ridge. 2. At first. Woodward. 3. As the

first author. Rojcommon.

OR I G1NALNESS./ [from orginal] The qua

lity or state of being original.

ORIG1NARY. a. [enginaire, Fr] 1. Pro

tractive; causing existence. Chtynt, 1. Primi

live ; that which was the first state Sandyt.

To ORIGINATE, v. a. [from origin.] To

tiring into existence.

ORIGINATION./ [origination Lat] The aa

ot bringing into existenee. Keil

ORISONS./. [oraTssn, Fr] A prayer ; a sup

pi. cation. Cottin.

[from ornament.] Em-

ORfcOP. /. [over/oop, Dutch.] The middle

deck. Stinner, Hayutard.

ORNAMENT./ [irmrftiK, Lit] 1. Em

bellishment; decoration. Rogers. 1. Ho

nour ; that which confers digniiv. Addison.

ORNAME'NTAL. a. [from ornament.] Serving

to decoration; giving embellishment. Stuist.

ORNAMENTALLY. adv [from ornamental]

In such a manner as may confer embellish

ment.

ORNAMENTED, a.

bellifhed; bedecked.

ORNATE, a. [ornatnt, Ut.] Bedecked; de

corated; fine. Mitten.

ORNATENESS/ [from «r»o/r.]Finery ; state

of being embellished.

ORNATURE./ [ornatnt, Lat.] Decoration.

Amsieorth.

ORNI'SCOPIST./ [;;-v<candrVx;M.]0newho

examines the flight ot birds in order to foretel

futurity.

ORNITHOLOGY. /. [Ion; and ^>®..J A dis

course on birds.

ORPHAN./ [Sffatk.] A child who has lost

father or mother, or both. Spenser.

O RPHAN. a. [orpkelin, Fr.] Bereft of parents.

Sidney.

OUPHANACE. 7 / [from «?W]State ofan

OR'PHANISM. j orphan.

ORPIMENT./ [auripigmentnm, Lat.] True

and genuine orpiment is a foliaceous fossil. It

is of a fine and pure texture, remarkably

heavy, and its colour is a bright and beautiiut

yelbw, like that of gold. It is not hard, but

very tough, easily bending without breaking :

some have declared orpiment to be only Mus

covy talk, stained by accident. But talk is

always elastick, but orpiment not so. Or

piment has been supposed to contain gold, and

is found in the mines of gold, silver, and cop

per, and sometimes in the strata of marl.

The painters are very fond of it as gold co

lour. Hill.

O RPHANOTROPHY./ {Itfaik and t^.]

An hospital for orphans.

ORPINE. / [orpin, Fr.] Liverer or rose root.

Milbr.

O'RRERY./ An instrument which by many

complicated movements, represent* tbe revo

lutions of the heavenly bodies. It was first

made by Mr. Rowley, a mathematician, bora

at Litchfield, and so named from his patron

the earl of Orrery.

ORRIS. / [orti, Lat.] A plant and flower.

Bacon.

ORRIS. / [old Fr.] A sort of gold or silver

lace.

ORTS. s Refuse ; things left or thrown away.

Ben. "Johnson.

ORTHODOX, a. p{*&- and &*£».] Sound in

opini mi an i doctrine; not heretical. Hammond.

O'RTHODOXLY. adv (from orthodox] With

soundness of opinion. Bacon.

ORTHODOXY. / [.{S.Jo^.J Soundness in

opinion and doctrine. Swift.

Y y y ORTHO-
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OUTHODROMICKS. / [from Jf5** *n<J

i(i/4®~.] The art of failing in the aic of some

great circle, whichajsthe shortest or straightest

distance between any two points en the far-

face of the globe. Harris.

O'RTHOGON./ [S{S&-anu>»«.j A rcctangled

figure Peacham.

ORTHOGONAL, a. [from crthg'.m] Rectan

g lar.

ORTHOGRAPHF.R. / [ ft?^- and «o^«. ]

One who spells according totbe rules ol gram

mar Skektjp.

ORTHOGRAPHICAL. «. [from «-;*»£>•<■/>*/.]

I. Righily spelkd. 2. Relating to the spel

ling. Addijcm. 3. Delineated according to the

clevalioa. Mirtimer.

ORTHOGRaPHICALLY. adv. [fromortht-

graphical.} 1. Accordng to the rules of lpel

ling. 2 According to the elevation.

ORTHOGRAPHY. / [SjS<&< and y{o««.] 1 -

The part ol grammar which teachts how word*

Ihoulil be Ipelitd. Hildcr. 2. The part or

practice of spelling. Swift. 3 The elevation

of a building delineated Mcxtn.

ORTHOPNOEA. /. [»{&wrtw«.] A disorder of

the lungs, in which respiration can be perform

ed only in an uptight posture. Harity.

O RT1 VE a. [ertivm, Lat ] Relating to the ri

sing ot any planet or liar.

ORTOLAN. J. [Fr] A small bird accounted

very delicious. Civiley

O'RVAL. / [ervalo, Lat.] The herb clary.

Ditl.

ORVIE'TAN./ [ervietam, hal] An antidote

or counter poison.

OSCILLA'TIuN. f. [oscillum, Lat] The act

of moving backward and forward like a pen

dulum.

OSCILLATORY, a. [cscillum, Lat.] Mov

ing backwards and forwards like a pendulum.

Arbutkmit

OSCITANCY. / [tfeitantia, Lat.] 1. The

act of yawning. 2. Unusual sleepiness , caie-

lessness Addijtm.

OSCITANT. a. [cstitam. Lat.] 1. Yawning;

unusually sleepy. 2. Sleepy) sluggish. Oaay

»*' Piety.

OSCITA'TION./ [esciti, Lat.] The act of

yawnirg. Taller.

OSIER. J. [t/icr, Pr.] A tree of the willow

kind, growing by the water. May.

OSMUNIJ.y. A plant. Miller.

O SPRAY. J. Theleaeagle. Numberi.

OSSELEI. s. [Fr] A little hard substance aris

ing on the inside os a hoisc's knee, among the

Imail bones.

OSSICLE. / [cjsuuhm, Lat.] A small bone.

lUUcr.

OSSIK1CK. a [ cssa and/arii. ] Having the

power of making bones, or changing caiueous

or membranous to bony substance. IViJcman.

OSSll'lCA 1 ION. / [ irom ijsisy. j Change 1 f

carneoui>, membranous, or cartilaginous, into

bony subitance Sharp.

OSS1 KRAGE.y. \'fflraga. Ut. tfifragm, Fr.]

Akiml of eagle. Humbert,

To OSSIFY. ». m. [cjsa and/a«Y] To change

to bone Sharp.

OSS1 VOROUS. a. [cjsa and verc] Devouring

bones. Dcrham.

O'SSUARY./. [eJ/M»ri.a«,Lat ]A charnel house.

OST. 7 J. A vessel upon which hops or malt

OUST. J are dried. DtB.

OSTE'N T1VE. a. [cfientis, Fr. cfiencU, Lat.]

Showing ; betokening.

O'STENT.y [c/lcntum. Lat.] 1. Appearance ;

air; manner; mcin. Shakisp. 2. Show;

token. Shakcsp. 3. A portent; a prodigy.

Drydeu.

OSTKNTA'TION. / [cfientatic. Lat.] I.

Outward sliow ; appearance Shakcsp. 2. Am

bitious display ; boast; vain show. Atlerbury.

3 A show; a spectacle. Notinuse. Shakcjp.

OSTENTATIOUS, a Boastful; vain; fond

ot show; fond to expose to view. Drydeu.

OSTENTATIOUSLYVv.[fiora»/?Mfafioiii.J

Vainly ; boaft'ully.

OSTENTATIOUSNESS. / Vanity; boast-

t'ulnefi.

OSTLNTA'TOUR./ [cfintt. Lat.] A boast

er ; a vain fetter to show.

OSTEOCOLLA. f. \%cw and «.XX*.] Ojttt-

cclla is frequent in Germany, and has long

been famous for bringing on a callus in frac-

tuied bones Hill.

OSTKOCOPE. f. [Win and *m'l* ] Pains io

the bones. DIB.

OSTEO'LOCY./ [orin and Xi>.] A descrip

tion of the bones. Taller.

OSTI'ARY./ The opening at which a river

dilemboguer itself. Brcviu.

OSTLER./, [hcfllier, Fr } The man who takes

care of horses at an inn. Swift.

O'STLERY. / [heflelerie, Fr ] The place be

longing to the ostler.

OSTRACISM./ [J{-j««j/»S{.] A manner of

sentence, in which the note of acquittal or

condemnation was marked upon a (hell ; pub-

lick cciifuie. Cleaveland.

OSTRA CITF.S / OJiracttcs expresses the com

mon oyster in Us foflile state. Hill

OSTRICH./ {a.tr.che, Fr. Jlrmlhii, Lat.]

Ojlrich is ranged among birds. It is very large,

its wings very (h»rt, and the neck about four or

five spam. The feathers of its wings are in

great 1 It vein, and are used as an ornament for

hats. They are hunted by way of course, for

they never fly, but use their wings to assist

them in running more swiftly. The Ostrich

swallows bits of iron or brass, in the fame

manner as other birds will swallow small stones

or gravel, to assist in digesting or comminuting

their food. It lays its eggs upon the ground,

hides them under the land, and the fun hatches

them. Calmct.

OTACOU'STICK. / [Ira and ixia-.] An in

strument to facilitate hearing. Grew.

O' YHER.prcn. [ofon, Sax.J I. Notlhefamei

not this j different. Hxker. x. Not I, or he,

but some one else. Kutlles. 3. Not the one,

not this, but the coatiary, S;u:h. 4. C one.

tative
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Ittive to each. Phil. 5 Something besides.

Lecke. 6. The next. S'hahsp. 7. The third

past. Ben. Johnson. R. It is sometimes put

elliptically for -ther tt\:nr. Glanville.

OTHERGATES adv. In another manner.

Sbakesp.

OTHERCUISE. a. {other mdgnise] Of ano

ther kind.

OTHERWHERE. adv. [ether and -where] In

other places. Hicker.

OTHERWHILE. adv. {other and vbile.] At

other times.

OTHERWISE, adv. {ether ttii wise] 1. In

a different manner. Spratt. a. By other

causes. Raleigh. 3. In other respects. Rogers.

OTTER. /. [orert. Sax.] An amphibious ani

mal that preys upon fiih Grew.

OVAL. a. [evale, Fr swum, an egg ] Ob

long ; resembling the longitudinal lection ol

an egg Biackmore.

O'VAL / That which has the shape of an egg.

kVatti.

OVA'RIOUS. a. [from cvnm] Consisting of

eggs. Thomson

O'VARY. / [roarium. Lat ] The part of the

body in which impregnation is performed.

Bronvn

OVATION. / {evade. Lat.] A lesser triumph

among the Romans. Diii.

OU BUST. }fA sort os«t«pillar.

OUCH./! An ornament of goMor jewels. Bacon.

CVEN./. [open, Sax.] An arched cavity heated

with fire to bake bread. Spenser.

O VER hath a double signification in the names

of places. If the place be upon or near a ri

ver, it comes from the Saxon oprie, a brink or

bank, but if there is in the neighbourhood

another of the fame name, distinguished by

the addition of neither, then ever is from the

Gothick "far, above.

O'VER. prep, {afar, Gothick •, eprie, Sax.] 1 .

Above ; with respect to excellence or dignity.

Statst. ». Above, with regard to rule or au

thority. Smth. 3. Above in place. Sbakesp.

4. Across 1 as, be leaped over the brook. Drjd.

5. Through. Hammir.J 6. Before. Spenser.

OVER. adv. 1. Above the top. Lake. 1.

More than a quantity assigned. Hayvj. 3.

From side to side. Grevi. 4. From one to an

other. Baeen. as From a country beyond the

lea. Baeen. 6. On the surface, fjenests. 7.

Throughout ; completely. South. 8. Wi-.h re

petition ; another time. Dryden.. 9 Extra

ordinary, in a great degree. Baker. 10.

Over and above. Betides ; beyond what was

first supposed or immediately intended. Numb.

11. OviR against. Opposite i regarding in

front. Baeen. 12. In composition it has a great

variety of significations ; it is arbitrarily pre

fixed to nouns, adjectives, or other parts of

speech.

To OVER-ABOUND, v. ir. {over and a-

boand.j To abound more than enough. Pope.

To OVER-ACT. v. a. {ever and aS.'j To act

more than enough. Stillingfieet.

To O'VER-ARCH. v. a. {ever and arcb.] To

cover as with an arch. Pope

To OVER-AWE. v. a. [over and am.] To

ke-p in awe by superiour influence. Spenser

ToO VER-BAl.ANCE.f.o. To weigh down;

to preponderate Robert.

OVER-BALANCE. / [ever and ha'ance. ]

Something more than equivalent. Locke.

OVER-BATTLE, a. Too fruitful ; exuberanr.

Hooker.

To OVERBEAR v. a. To repres. ; to sub

due : to whelm ; to bear down. Hooker.

To OVER-BID. v. a. [over and b,J.] To oiTVr

more than equivalent. DryJen.

To O VER-BLOW. v. n. [.ver and bi.vt ] To

be pist its violence.

To OVERBLOW, v. a. [ever and bloat.] To

drive away as clouds be'ore the wind.

O'VER-BOARO. adv. [ever and board. See

Board.] Ossthefhip; out of the (hip South.

To OVER-BULK. v a. [over and bulk.] To

oppress by bulk. Sbakesp.

To OVER-BURDEN. « a. [over snd burden]

To load with two great weight. Sidney.

To OVER-BUY. v. a. [ever and buy.] To

buy too dear. Dryden.

To O'VER-CARRY v. a. [ever and carry.]

To hurry too far ; to be urged to any thing

violent or dangerous. Hayward.

Po OVER-CAST. v. c. part ever-cast, {ever

and east.] 1. To cloud ; to darken; to cover

with gloom Spenser. 1. Tocover. sinker. 3.

To rate too high in computation. Baeen.

To OVER-CHARGE v.a [over and charge.]

1. To oppress; to cloy ; to sdrerurge. Raleigh.

z. To load ; to croud too much. Pete. 3. To

burthen. Sbakesp. 4. To rite too high.

Sbakesp. 5. To fill too full. Locke. 6. To

load wiih too great a charge. Sbakesp.

To OVER-CLOUD, v. a. [over and chud J

To znvttx with clouds Ticket.

To OVER-CLOY. v. a [ever and cloy.] To

fill beyond satiety. Sbakesp.

To 0'VERCOMK. v. a. pret. I overcame ;

part. pass, overcome ; antiently overcomen, as

inSpenser. [overcomen, Duich.] 1. To sub

due ; to conquer ; to vanquish. Spenser, i. To

overflow ; to surcharge. Phlttss. 3. To come

over or upon ; to invade (ud^enly. Not in use;

Sbakesp.

To OVERCOME, f, ». To gain, the superio

rity. Romans.

O'VERCOMER. / [from the >erb.] He who

overcomes.

To OVERCOUNT. v. a. [ever and count] To

rate above the true value. Sbakesp,

To OVERDO, sv. a. [ever and do.] To do

more than enough. Grew.

To OVERDRESS, v. a. [ever and dress] To

adorn lavishly. Pope.

To OVER-DRIVE, v. a. {over and drive.]

To drive too hard, or beyond strength. Gen.

ToO'VER-EYE. v. a. [ever and eye.] 1.

To superintend, a. To observe ; t) remark.

Sbakesp.

Y j j * To
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To OVER EMPTY, v. a. [ever and imply.]

To make too empty. Carevu.

OVERFALL. / [ever and/o//.] Cataract.*"/

To OVER-FLOAT, v. n. [aver and /eat]

To swim ; to float. Dryden.

To OVER-FLOW. v. n. [ever and few.] I.

To be fuller than the brim can hold. Locke.

z. To exuberate. Rogers.

To O'VER FLOW. v. a. To fill beyond the

brim. Taylor, l. To deluge ) to drown; to

over- run. DryJen.

O'VER- FLOW. /' [ever andyW.] Inundation ;

more than fulness ; such a quantity as runs o-

ver; exuberance. Arbuthnot.

O'VER-F LOWING./ [from ever-fiovj ] Exu

berance ; copiousness. Rorcrs.

OVER-FLOWINGLY. adv. [>tcm ever-few-

i*£.] Exuberantly. Boyle.

To OVER-FLY. v. a. [tvtr ia&siy] To cross

by flight. DryJen.

OVER-FORWARDNESS. / [ever and for-

tnardneh.] Too great quickness. Hale.

To OVER-FREIGHT, v. a. pretcr. ever-

freighted ; part, ever-fraught. To load too

heavily.

To OVER-GET. v. a. [ever and get] To

reach ; to come up with. Sidney.

To O VER-GLANCE, v. a. [over and glance.]

To look hastily over. Shakejp.

To O VER GO v. a. [ever and gs.] To fur-

pa^ ; to excel. Sidney.

To OVER-GORGE, v. a [ever and gorge]

To gorge too much.

To OVER-CROW. v. a [ever and grevi.]

l . To cover with growth. Spenser. z. To riL-

above. Mortimer.

To OVER-GROW. v. n. To grow beyond

the sit or natural size. Kncllei.

OVER-GROWTH. /. [ner and growth.] Ex

uberant growth. Bacon.

To OVER- HALE. v. a. [over and hale] I.

To spread over. Spenser. z. To examine o-

ver again.

To O VER-HANG, v. a [ever and hang.] To

jut over j to impend over. Skakcsp.

ToO'VER-HANG. v. n. To jut over. Mtlt:n

To OVER-HARDEN, v. n. [ever tni harden.]

To make too hard. Beyle.

OVER-HEAD. adv. [ever and head] Aloft;

in the zenith ; above. Milton.

To OVER-HEAR. v. a. [over and hear.] To

hear those who do not mean to be heard. Skak.

ToOVER-HEND. v. c. [«rr and tend.] To

overtake > to reach. Spenser.

To OVER-JOY. v. a. [ever and joy.] To

transport ; to ravish. Tayhr.

OVER-JOY. / Transport ; ecstasy. Shakesp.

To O VER-RIPEN, v. a. [ever and risen.] To

make too ripe. Shakejp.

To OVER-LABOUR.'*, a. [ever and labour.]

To take loo much pains on any thirg ; to

harass with toil. Dryden.

To OVERLADE, v. a. [over and lade.] To

sw . -burthen. Suckling.

OVERLATIGE. a. [ever tad large.] Lirger

thin enough. Collier.

OVERLA SHINGLY. / [ever and last.] With

exaggeration. Breri<w:oi.

ToOVERLA'Y. v. a. [ever and lay] I. To

tpprclshy too much weight or power. Raleigh.

Ben JohnJ n. z. To smother with toomuch

or tco close covering. Milton. 3. To Imothcrj

tocrusti; to overwhelm. Senth. 4. To cloud ;

to over-cast. Spenser. 5. To cover superfi

cially. ExeJus. 6. To Join by something laid

over Milton.

To OVERLEAF1, v. a. [ever and leap.] To

pass by a jump. Dryden.

OVERLEATHER. /. [ever and leather.] The

part of the shoe that covers the foot. Sha ^eff>.

To OVERLIVE, v. a. [ever and live.] To

live longer than another ; to survive ; to out

live. Hayvsard.

To OVERLl VE. v. n. To live too long. Mill.

OVERLIVER. / [from ever-live.] Surviver;

that which lives longest. Bacon.

To OVERLOAD, v. a. [ever and lead] To

burthen wtih too much. Felton.

O'VEPLONG. a. [ever and long.] Too long.

Boyle

To OVERLOOK, v. a. [over and loot.] i. To

view from a higher place. Dryden. a. To

view fully; to peruse. Shakejp. 3. To su

perintend ; to oversee. Graunt. 4. To re

view. Rescemmsn 5. To pass by indulgent

ly. Rogers. 6 To neglect ; to slight. Atterb.

OVERLOOKER. / [ever and letter.] One

who looks over his fellows.

O VERLOOP. / The fame with erhp.

OVERMA STED. a. [ever and ma/r] Having

too much mast. Dryden.

To OVERMASTER. v. a. [ever and master.]

To sabdue ; to govern. Sbatefp.

To OVERMATCH, v. a. [ever and match ]

To be too powerful ; to conquer. DryJen.

OVERMATCH./ sowr and match.] One of

luperiour powers. Milton.

OVERMOST. a. [over and most.] Highest-,

over the rest in authority. Ainsvrerth.

OVERMUCH. a. [strand much.] Too much -,

more than enough. Lecle.

OVERMUCH, adv. In too great a degree.

Hooter.

OVERMUCHNESS. / [tromevermneb.] Ex

uberance ; fuperabundance»5f«. Jehnj'e*.

OVERNIGHT./ Night before bed-time. Sha.

To OVER-NAME. v. a. [ever and name.] To

name in a lcries. Sbatefp.

ToOVERO'FFICE. v. a. [mr and office.] To

lord by virtue of an office. Shakejp.

OVERO'FFICIOUS. a. [ever tod efficient.] Too

busy •, too importunate.

To OVERPASS, v. a. [ever and past.] 1. To

cross. Dryden. z. To overlook ; to pals with

disregard. Miltin. 3. To omit in a reckon

ing. Raleigh. 4. To omit ; not to receive.

Hc-.hr.

ToOVERPA'Y. v. a. [e-.er and pay.] To re-

waid beyond the price. Pri.r.

To
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To OVERPER'CH. / [over and perch.] To

fly over. Shakesp.

ToOVERPE ER. v. a. [ever and peer.] To

over-look; to hover above. Sandyr.

OVERPLUS,s.[overini plus] Surplus ) what

remains more than sufficient. Hooker.

To OVERPLY. v. a. [mir and ply.] To em

ploy too laboriously. Milton.

To OVERPOISE, v. a. [ever and poise.] To

outweigh. Brcwn.

OVERPOISE, s. strom the verb.] Preponde

rant weight Dryden.

To OVERPO'WER. v. a. [over and power]

To be predominant over ; to oppress by supe

riority. Beyle, Woodward.

To OVERPRESS, v. a. [over and presi] To

bear upon with irresistible force ; to over

whelm ; to crush. Roscatnmen.

To OVERPRI'ZE v. a. [ever o.nd prize.] To

value at too high a price. Wetton.

OVERRA NK. a. [over and rank.] Too rank.

Mortiincr.

To OVERRATE, v. a. [over and rate] To

rate too much. Regeri.

To OVERREACH, v. a. [ever and reark.]

1. To rise above. Raleigh, a. To deceive j

to go beyond. Tijotson.

To OVERREA CH. v. ». A horse is said to

ever-reacb, when he brings his hinder sect too

far forwards, and strikes his toes against his

fore shoes. Farrier't Di£l.

OVERRE'ACHER. / [from over-reach.] A

cheat ; a deceiver.

To OVERRE'AD. v a. [over and read] To

peruse. Shakclp.

To OVERROAST, v. a. [over and roast.] To

roast too much. Sbakejp

To OVERRU LE. v. a. [ever and rile] i To

influence with predominant power ; to be su-

periour in authority. Sidney, a. To govern

with high authority ; to superintend. Hayw.

3 To supersede ; as, in Uw, to over-rule a

plea is to reject it as incompete/it.

ToOVERRU'N. v. a. [over and ran.] i.To

harass by incursions j to ravage. Dryden. i.

To outrun. Bacon. 3. To overspread; to

cover all over. Bnrnet. 4. To mischief by

great numbers ; to pester. Addijen. 5. To

injure by treading down. Addijsn.

To OVERRU'N. v. n. To overflow; to be

more than full. Spenser.

To OVERSEE, v. a. [over and see.] I. To

superintend ; to overlook. Spenser. 2. To o-

verlook j to pass by unheeded ; to omit. Hud.

OVERSEEN, part [from oversee] Mistaken ;

deceived. Clarendon.

OVERSEER./ [from oversee.] 1. One who

overlooks; a superintendent. Hooker. 1. An

officer who has the care of the parochial pro

vision of the poor. Graunt.

To OVERSET, v. a. [over and set.] I. To

turn the bottom upwards ; to throw off the

basis. Addi/m. 2. To throw out of regula

rity. Dryden.

To OVERSE'T. v. n. To throw off the basis.

Mtrlimer.

To OVERSHA'DE v a. [over and shade] T*

cover with darkness. Dryden.

To OVERSHA'DOW. v. a. [ever andshadow]

1 . To throw a shadow over any thing. Bacin.

2. To shelter; to protect. Milton.

To OVERSHOOT v. n. [over and sheet.] To

fly beyond the mark. Cellier.

To OVERSHOOT, v. a. 1. To shoot beyond

the mark. Tillctson. 2 [With the reciprocal

pronoun.] To venture too lar; to assert too

much. IVhitgifte.

OVERSIGHT./ [from over and sight.] 1.

Superintendence, x Kings. 2. Mistake ; er-

rour. Hacker.

ToOVERSI'ZE. v. a. [ever einA size.] 1. To

surpass in bulk Sandys. 2. To plaster over.

Shakesp.

To OVKRSKI'P. v a. [ever and skip.] 1. To

pass by leaping. Hcokcr. z. To pass over.

Osnne. 3. To escape. Shakesp.

To OVERSLE EP. v. a. [ever and sleep.] To

sleep loo lon^

To OVERSLI P. v. a. [over and slip.] To pass

undone, unnoticed, or unused ; to neglect.

IVotton.

To OVERSN'OW. v. a. [ever and snow.] To

cover with snow. Dryden.

O VERSO I.D. part [from oversell.] Sold at too

high a price. Dryden.

OVERSO ON. adv. [ever and soon.] To soon.

Sidney.

OVERSPEN'T. part, [ever and spend.] Wea

ried ; harassed. Dryden.

To OVERSPREAD, v. a. [ever and spread.]

To cover over ; to sill ; to scatter over. Derb.

To OVERSTA ND. v. a. [ever and stand.] To

stand tan much upon conditions. Dryden.

To OVERSTA RE. v. a. [over and flare.] To

stare w:!d!y. Ascbant.

To OVERSTOCK., v.n. [over and fleck] To

fill too full; to croud. Swift.

To OVERSTRAIN v. n. [over and strain.]

To make loo violent efforts Collier.

To OVERSTRAIN, v. a. To stretch too far.

Ajl.fe.

To OVERSWA'Y. v. a. [over and sway ] To

over-ruie ; to bear down. Hooker.

To OVERSWE'LL. v. «. [ever tad swell.] To

rife above. Fairfax.

O'VERT. a. [euvert, Fr.] Open ; publick ; ap

parent. King Ci it L,

O'VERTLY. adv. [from the adjective.] O-

penly.

To OVERTAKE. v. a. [ever and take.] 1.

To catch any thing by pursuit ; to come up to

something going before. Hooker, Sbakesp. 2.

To take by surprize. Gal.

To OVERT A'SK. v. a. [ever and task.] To

burthen with loo heavy duties or injunctions.

Harvey.

ToOVERTHRO'W. v. a. [ever and threw.]

prefer, overthrew ; part, overthrown.] 1 .

To turn upside down. Taylor. 2. To throw

down ; to ruin ; to demolish. Dryden. 3. To

defeat ; to conquer : to vanquish. Hooker. 4.

To
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To destroy, to mischiefs to bring to nothing.

Stilney.

OVERTHROW. / [from the verb.] I. The

dare of being turned upside down. l. Ruin ;

destruction. Hieker. 3. Defeat i discomfiture.

HayivarA. 4. Degradation. Sbakesp.

OVIRTHKO'WHR./ [from evertlrow] He

who overthrows.

OVRRTHWA'RT. a. [over and thwart.] I.

Opposite i being over against. Dryd. a. Cros

sing any thing perpendicularly. 3. Perverse ;

adverse ; contradictions. Clarendon.

OVERTHWA'RTLY. adv. [from everthwart.}

1. Across; transversely. 2. Pervicacioufly ;

perversely.

OVERTHWA'RTNESS./.[sromn'«-/J«rar;.]

Pervicaciry ; perverseness.

OVERTOOK, pret icApart. pass, of overtake.

TcOVERTO'P. v. a. fiwrind tip.) I. To

rife above \ to raise the head above Sbakejp.

i. To excel; to surpass. 3. To obscure ; to

make of les» importance by superiour excel

lence. Baccn.

ToOVERTRlP. v. a. [tver and trip.} To

trip over; to walk lightly over. Shatejp.

OVERTURE. / [cuverture, Pr.] 1. Open

ing 1 disclosure; discovery. Sbakejp. 1. Pro

posal ; something offered to consideration-

Hayward.

To OVERTURN, v. a. [tver and turn.'] 1.

To throw down ; to topple down ; to sub

vert; to ruin. Reive. a. To over-power; to

conquer. Milton.

OVERTURNLR./. [from overturn.} Subver

ted Swift.

To OVERVALUE, v a. [over and value.]

To rate at too high a price. Hooker.

To OVERVE1L. v. a. [ever and veil.] To

cover Sbakesp.

To OVERWA' TCH. v. n. [tver and watch.]

To subdue with long want of rest. Dryden.

OVERWKA K. a. [over and *«a*.]Too weak;

too feeble. Raleigh.

To OVERWRATHKR. v. a [over and wea

ther.] To batter by violence of weather. Shak.

To OVERWEE'N. v. m. [over and »»■.] To

think too highly; to think with arrogance

Sh^ke/p.

OVERWEE'NINGLY. adv. [from evtrween.]

With too much arrogar.ee ; with too high an

opinion.

To OVERWE1GH. v. m [ever and -weigh.]

To preponderate. Hooker.

OVERWEIGHT. J. [over and weight] Pre

pontlerance. Bacon.

To OVERWHELM, v. a [over and whelm.]

1 • To crusn underneath something violent

aad weighiy. Ro^ti 1. i. To overlook gloomi

ly. Sbakesp.

OVERWHELMINGLY, adv. [from ner-

wbelmin^.} In such a n,. Qi.tr as to over

whelm Decay of Piety.

OVERWI'SE. -J. a. [over and wife.] Wise to

astectatitrv. Ecel. vii. 16.

OVERWROUGHT. part.[iver and wriughr.]

I. Laboured too much. Dryden. ". Worked

all over. Pope.

OVERWO'RN. part, [ever and worm.] 1.

Worn out ; subdued by toil. Dryd. a. Spoiled

by time. Shaktsp.

OVERYEA'RED. a. [over and year.] Too old.

Fairfax.

OUCHT. / [aphit, Sax.] Anything; not no

thing. Milton.

OUGHT, verb imperfect, [preterite of ewe.} 1.

Owed ; was bound to pay ; have been in

debted. Spelman. 1. To be obliged by duty.

Bacon. 3 To be fit ; to be necessary. Locke.

OVIFO'RM. a. [ovum and forma. Lat.] Hav

ing the shape of an tgg. Burntt.

OVt PAROUS. a.[evnm and parie. Lat.] Bring

ing forth eggs ; not viviparous. Ray.

OUNCE. /. [ounce, Fr. nncia. Lat] A name of

weight of different value in different denomi

nations of weight. In troy weight, an ware

is twenty penny-weights ; a penny-weight,

twenty-four grains. Bacon,

OUNCE./ [ounce, Fr. tuna, Spanish.] A lynx;

a panther. Milton.

OUPHE. / [aus, Teutonics] A fairy j a

goblin.

OU PHEN./ [from oupb.] Elfish. Sbakesp.

OUR. pren. pojs. [upe, Sax.] I. Pertaining to

us ; belonging to us. Sbakesp. 1. When the

substantive goes before, it is written emri.

Davier.

OURSELVES, reciprocal preueun. I.We; not

others. Locke. 1. Us ; not others, in the ot-

lique cafes. Dryden.

OURSE'LF is used in the regal style. Sbakesp.

OUSE./. Tanners bark.

OU SEL./. [orle, Sax.] A blackbird. Spenser.

To OUST. v. a. [ouster, Fr.] To vacate ; to

take away. Hale.

OUT. adv. [ur. Sax.] 1. Not within. Prior.

a. It is generally opposed to in. Sbakesp 3.

In a state of disclosure. Bacon. 4. Not in

confinement or concealment. Sbaiesp. c.

From the puce or house. Sbakesp. 6. Front

the inner part. £«*. 7. Not at home. 8.

In a state of extinction. Sbakesp. 9. In a state

ol being exhausted. Sbakesp. 10. Not in aat

affair. Sbakejp. 11. To the end. Drydem.

11. Loudly; without restraint. Pep*. 13.

Not in the hands of the owner. Locke. 14.

In an errour. L^Eftrangc. 15. Ata loss; in

a puaile. Bacon. 16. With torn cloalha. Dry.'.

17. Away ; at a loss. Dryden, Taylor. 18.

It is used emphatically betore alai. Suckling.

19. It is added emphatically to verbs of dis

covery. Numberj.

OUT inters ed. An expression of abhorrence or

expulsion ; as, out upon this half-sac'd fellow

ship. Sbakejp.

OUT if. prep. 1. From; noting produce. Sptus.

i. Not in { noting exclusion or disininion.

Spenser. 3. No longer in. Drydem. 4. Not

in -, noting unfiinesii. Dryden. 5. Not with

in; relating to a house. Stakes^ 6. From;

noting extraction. Been. ; . From j noaag

COR'
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copy. Stil'ingjleet. 8. From ; noting rescue.

Addifon, j. Not in j noting exorbitance or

irregularity. Swift. 10. From one thing to

something different. Decay cs Piety. ■ i. To

a different state from ; noting disorder. Burnct.

■ a. Not according to. Pope. 13. To a dif

ferent state from ; noting separation. Hooker.

14. Beyond. Sbakesp. 15. Deviating from.

Sbakesp. 16. Past; without; noting some

thing worn out or exhausted. Knollet. 17. By

means of. Sbakesp. I 8 In consequence of ;

noting the motive or reason. Bacon. 19. Out

cj baud -j immediately ; as, that is easily used

which is ready in the hand. Sbakesp.

To OUT. v. a To expel ; to deprive. K. Char.

To OU TA'CT. v. a. [oil and ail.} To do be

yond. Otway.

To OUTBA LANCE, v. a. [out and balance.)

To ove:-weigh ; to preponderate. Drydcn.

To OUTBA'R. v. a. [out and bar.] To (hut

out by fortification. Spenser.

To OUTBID, v. a. [ont and UJ.] To over

power by bidding a higher price. Dcnne.

OUTBIDDER./". [sB/and bid.] One that out

bids.

OUTBL'OWED. a. [ont and blow.] Inflated;

swollen with wind. Drydcn.

OUTBORN. a. [out and born] Foreign; n.t

native.

OUTBOUND, a. [ont and bound.] Destinated

to a distant voyage. Drydcn.

To OUTBRAVE, v. a. [out and trove.] To

bear down and disgrace by more daring, inso

lent, or splendid appearance. Ctwlty.

To OUTBRA'ZEN. v. a. [ont and brax.cn.]

To bear down with impudence.

OUTBREAK../ [out and break.] That which

breaks forth ; eruption. Sbakejp.

To OUTBREATHE. v. a. [out and breathe.]

I . To weary by having better breath. Sbakesp.

1 To expire. Spenser.

OUTCA'ST. part. 1. Thrown into the air as

refuse. Spenser. ». Banished ; expelled. Mill.

OUTCA'ST. / Exile; one rejected ; one ex

pelled. Pritr.

To OUTCRA'FT. v. a. [out and craft.] To

excel in cunning. Sbakesp.

CUTCRY. / [out and cry.] 1. Cry of vehe

mence; cry of distress ; clamour. Denham.

1. Clamour of detestation. South.

OUTDA'RE. v a. [out and dare] To ven

ture beyond. Sbakesp.

To OUTDA'TE. v. a. [out and date] To an-

tiquate. Hammond.

To OUTDO", v. a. [out and dt.] To excel ;

to surpass. Sbakejp Milton.

ToOUTDWE'LL v. a. [tut and dwell] To

stay beyond. Sbakesp.

OUTER, m. [from out .] That which is with

out. Grew.

OU'TERLY adv [from inter.] Towards the

outside. Grew.

OUTERMOST, a. [superlative from cuter.]

Remote'! from the midst. Beyle.

To OUTFACE, v.a. [out and face.] 1. To

brave ; to bear down by show of magnanimi

ty. IVotttn. 1. To stare down. Raleigh.

To OUTFA'WN. v. a [out and fawn] To

excel in fawning, lluiibrai.

ToOUTFLY'. v. n. [cut and /_>■.] To leave

behind in slight. Sbakesp.

OUTFO'RM. /: [cot and form.] External apr

pearance. Ben. Johnson.

To OUTFRO'WN. v. a. [out and frown.] To

frown down. Sbakesp.

OUTGA'TE. [. [out irrigate.] Outlet; pas

sage outwards. Spenser.

ToOUTGIVE. v. a. [mt uA give.] To sur

pass in priving. Drydcn.

To OUTGO', v. a pret. outwent ; part, out

gone, [out and g».] 1. To surpass ; to excel.

Carcw. 2. To go beyond ; to leave behind

in going. Mark. 3. To circumvent ; to o-

verreach. Dcnbam.

To OUTGROW, v. a. [out and grow.] To

surpass in growth ; to grow too great or too

old for any thing. Swift.

OU'TCUARD. J. [out idA guard] One posted'

at a distance from the main boJy, as a de

fence. Drydcn, Blackmtrt.

OUTJE ST. v. a. [out ind jejt.] To over-power

by jesting. Sbakesp.

To OUTKNA'VE. v. a. [out and knave.] To

surpass in knavery. L'Estrange.

OUTLANDISH a. [out and land.] Not na

tive ; foreign. Donne.

To OUTLAST, v . a. [out and last.] To sur

pass in duration. Waller.

OUTLAW./ [utloja, Sax] One excluded

from the benefit of the law ; a plunderer ;

a rebber ; a bandit. Daviei.

To OUTLAW, v. a. Todcprive of the bents Is

and protection of the law. Herbert.

OUTLAWRY / [from outlaw.] A decree by

which any man is cut off from the communi

ty, and deprived of the protccli n of the law.

Bacon.

To OUTLEAT. v. a. [out and leap] To pisi

by leaping ; to start beyond.

OUTLEA'P. / [from the verb] Sally ; flight ;

escape. Locke.

OUTLET. / [out and let.] Passage outwards ;

discharge outwards. Key.

OU'TLINE. /. [cut and But.] Contour; line

by which any figure is defined j extremity.

Dryden.

To OUTLIVE, v. a. [tut and live.] To live

beyond; to survive. Clarendcn.

OUTLI'VER. s. [out and live] A surviver.

To OUTLOOK, v. a. [cut and look.] To face

down j to brow-beat. Sbakejp.

To OUTLUSTRE. v. a. [out and bjlrc] To

excel in brightness. Sbakesp.

OUTLYING, part. a. [out and lie.] Not in

the common ctuife of order. Tempi.'.

To OUTMEASURE. v. a. [out and measure]

To exceed in measure. Brown,

To OUTNUMBER, •. a. [out and r.umber.]

To exceed in nuxber. Aiiftn.

To
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To OUTMARCH, v.a. [out mi march.] To

leave behind in ihe march. Clarendon.

OU'TMOST. a. [out and most.] Remotest from

the middle. Newton.

OUTPAKISH . s. [out and paristj.] Parish not

lying within the walls.

OUTPA RT. / [out and fart.] Part remote

ftom the center or main body, Aylijse.

To OUTPACE. <o. a [out and pact J To out

go ; to leave behind. Chapman.

To OUTPOU R. v. a [tut and pour.] To e-

mit; to fend sot thin a stream Milton.

ToOUTPRIZE. v. a. [out and prize ] To

exceed in the value lei upon it. Shakejp.

ToOUTRAGE. v a. [eulrager, Pr.] To in

jure violently or contumeliouily ; to insult

roughly and tumultuoully. Aittrlmy.

To OUTRAGE, v. it. To commit exorbitan-

cies AJcham.

OUTRAGE./: [outrage, French] Open vio

lence ; tumultuous mischief. Shaktjp.

OUTRA'GEOUS. a. [outrageux, Fr.J I. Vio

lent ; furious ; raging; exoibitant; tumul

tuous ; turbulent. Sidney, i. Excessive ; pas

sing reason or decency Dryden. 3. Enor

mous ; atrocious. Shakesp.

OUTRA'GEOUSl.Y. adv. [from outrageous J

Violently, tumultuous!) , furiously. Siuth.

OUTRaGEOISNESS. /. |liom outrageous]

With fuiy ; with violence. Dryden.

ToOUTRKA'CH.f. a [tut and reach] To go

beyond. Bnwn.

ToOUTRI DE. v. a. [out and rids.] To pass

bv riding. Dryden.

OUTRIGHT, adv. [out and right.] 1. Imme

diately; without delay. Arbuihuot. %. Com

pletely. Addijcn.

To OUTROA'R. v. a. [out and rear.] To ex

ceed in roaring. Shaktjp.
OUTRO ■DE./l««/andf»i/f.]Excursion.i Mac.

To OUTROO'T. v. a. [cut and root.] To extir

pate ; to eradicate. R.<vjc.

To OUTRUN, v. a. [out and run.] 1. To

leave behind in running. Shaktjp. a. To

exceed, Addijon.

To OUTSAI I., v. a. [cut and/aiA] To leave

behind in sailing. Brcome.

To OUTSCO'RN. v. a. [out and /em] To

bear down or confront by contempt. Shakejp.

To OUTSR LL. v. a. [cut ar.d feli] 1. To ex

ceed in the price for which a thing is sold.

Temple. a. To gain an higher price. Shakejp.

ToOUTSHI'NF.. v a. [cut m&Jline] 1. To

emit lustre. Shaiesp. 2. To excel in lustre

Venham.

To OUTSHOO'T. v. a. [rut tm) scoot] 1. To

exceed in (hooting. Drydess. 1. To (hoot be

yond. Nerrii.

OUTSIDE. /. [out and s.de.] 1. Superficies ;

surface; external part. L'Estrange. a. Ex

treme part ; part remote trom the middle.

Baccn. 3. Superficial appearance. Locke. 4.

The utmost. Mortimer. 5. Person; exter

nal man. Bacon. 6. Outer side ; part not in-

clolcd. Spoil.

To OUTSIT, v. a. [out and//.] To sit beyond

the time of any thing. South.

To OUTSLE'EP. v. a. [cut tadsteep ] To steep

beyond. Shake/p.

To OUTSPEAK, v. a. [out and speak.] To

speak somethin^bevond. Shakejp.

To OUTSI'O RT. --. a. [cut and sport.] To

sport hevor.d. Shaktfp.

To OUTSPREA'D. v. a. [out zaispread.] To

extend ; to diffuse. Fepc.

ToOUTSTAND. v. a. [cut mi stand] 1.

To support ; to resist. H'codward. a. To

stand beyondthe proper time. Shakesp.

To OUTSTA'ND. v. n. To protuberate from

the main body.

To OUTSTA RE. v. a. [out and flan.] To

face down; \& brow-beat; 10 outface with

effrontery. Crajbaiv.

OUTSTREET. / [cut mi street] Street in

the extremities of a town.

To OUTSTRL' ICH.% a. [cut xndflrelcb] To

extend ; to spread out. Shakejp.

To OUTSTRIP, v. a. To outgo; to leave be

hind. Ben. "Johnson

To OUT-SWEETEN.-?, a [out misweetem]

To excel in sweetness. Shakejp.

To OUTSWEA'R. v a. [cut and /war.] To

over-power by swearing

To OUT-TONCJUE. * . a. [out and tongue.] To

bear down by noise. Shake/p.

To OUT-TALK. v. a. [out and talk.] Too-

vcr-pjwer by talk. Shakesp.

To OUTVA'LUE. v. a. [out tod value.] To

transcend in price. Beyle.

To OUTVE'NOM. v. a. [cut and venom.] To

exceed in poison. Shakesp.

To OUTVIE, v.a. [cut and vie.] To exceed ;

10 surpass. Addison.

To OUT-VILLAIN, v. a. [out and villain.]

To exceed in villainy. Shakejp.

To OUTVOI'CE. v. a. [cut and voice] To

out-roar ; to exceed in clamour. Shakesp.

To OUTVOTE, v. a [cut and vote.] To con-

.quer by plurality of suffrages. South.

To OUTWA'LK. v. a. [out and walk.] To

4eave one in walking.

OUTWA'LL./. [««f and wall] 1. Outward

part of a building. 1. Superficial appearance.

Sbahsp.

OU'TWARD. a. [utpeapb; Sax.] 1. Exter

nal ; opposed to inward. Shakesp. a. Ex-

trinsick ; adventitious. Dryden 3. Foreign,

not intestine. Haytuard. 4. Tending to the

out-parts. Drydtu. 5. [In theology.] Car

nal; corporeal; not spiritual. Duppa.

OU TWAKD. /. External form. Shakesp.

OU'TWARD. aA. 1. To foreign parts : as, a

ship culward bound, a. To the outer parti.

OUTWARDLY, adv. [ from outward. ] 1.

Externally ; opposed to inwardly. Hooker. 1.

'' In appearance j not sincerely. Spratt.

OUTWARDS, adv. Towards the out-parts.

Newton.

To OU TVVF.AR. v. a. 'tutx ad wear.] To

pal's icdioullv. Pipe,
r ' Ta
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To OUTWEE'D. v. a [nut 10H wed.] To ex

tirpate is i weed. Spenser. /

To OUTWEIGH, v. a. [out and vtirk] I.

To exceed in gravity. IVtlkim. a. To pre

ponderate , to excel in value or influence.

Dryden.

To OUTWE LL. v. a. [out and veil] To pour

out. Spenser.

To OK TWIT. v. a. [out and nit.] To cheat ;

to overcome by stratagem L'Eftranfe.

OUTWORK./ [tut and viork ] The ptrtsof

a fortification next the enemy. Bacon.

OUTWORN fart, [from out-wear.) Consum

ed or destroyed by nse Mtlttu.

ToOUTWRtST. v. a. [cut and art/I.] To

extort by vioU-nce. Spenser.

OVJTWROU CHT part. [ out and nreurkt. ]

Out-done ; exceeded in efficacy. B. Joknjon.

To OUTWOTITH. v. a. [cut aod voorik.] To

excel to value. Skakesp.

ToOWL. t>. a. \tg aa, lllandick ] I.Tobe

obliged to ply -, to beUnuebttil. Lode. a. To

be obliged to ascribe ; to be obliged for. Milt

3. To hive trim any thing as the consequence

os a ciuse. Fast. 4. To possess ; to be the

right owner of. Skakesp. 5 Consequential.

Atterbury, 6. Due isa debt. Locke. 7. im

potable to, a? an lgcnt. Locke

OWL. Is. [uie, Six] A bird thit flies 1-

CWLET.J bout in the night aod cliches

•nice. Pipe.

O'WLER / One who carries contraband goods

Snsnft.

OWN./ [sjen, Six] 1. This is 1 word of

■o other use than ae it is added to the posses

five pronouns, my, thy, his, our, your, their.

mOryden. a. It is added generally by wiy'of

e-^phasis or corroboration Dryden. 3 S .rn,

times it is added to note opposition or contra

ction i domestic1* ; not foreign > mine, his,

or yours ; not mother's Daniel.

To OWN. v. a. [from the n.un.] 1. To ac

knowledge: to ivow (at one's own. Dryden.

X. To possess ; to claim; to hold ty righ .

Dryden. 3. To avow Dryden. 4. To con

fess ; not to deny. Tiiletscu.

OWNERSHIP, s. [from e-wutr] Propertyj

right "ul possession Aybfse.

OWNER. J [frem nvn.) One to whom any

thing belongs. Skakesp.

OWRE s [urntjnbatu,, Lat.] A beast. /Unfa.

OX./ plur. Oxen, [oxa, Six. oxe, Danish.]

1. The general name for black cattie. CamJ.

*. A castrated bull. Graunt.

OXBA'NE. / A rlirt. Ainsnsortk.

O'XEYE / [buphtkalmm] A plant Miller.

OXGA NG os Land. s. Twenty lcres. Ains-w.

OXHE AL. J. A plant. Ainjvrortb .

O'XFLY./ [ox and fy.] A fly of a particnlar

kind.

OXLI'P. / The fame with œvjftp ; a vernal

flower. Skakesp.

OXSTA'LL/ [oxtodstall.) A stand for oxen.

O XTONCUE./ A plant. Ains-wortk.

O'XICRATE. /. [ofuapJiw.] A mixture ofwa

ter and vinegar. Wiseman.

O'XYMEL./ [a£(uiAi.J A mixture of vinegar

and honey Arbuthttt.

OXYMORON /. [o^iumfc.] A rhetorical fi

gure, in which an epithet of a quite contrary

signification is added to any word.

OXYRRHCDINE. / [°&?o*m>.] A mixture

o' two parts of oil of roles with one of vinegar

of roses. Floyer.

O'YER / [oyer, old French.] A court of tyer

and terminer, is a judicature where causes

are heard and determined.

OYF.'S. s. [oyez, bear ye, French] Is the in

troduce >n to any proclamaton or advertise

ment given by the publick criers. It is thrice

repelled.

O YSrtR. / [tester, Dutch ; builre, Fr ] A

bivalve testaceous fish. Skakesp.

OYSTERWENCH ? / [oyster and venck, or

OYSTEKWOMAN.J woman.] A woman

whose busioess is to fell oysters Skakesp.

OZÆ'NA. s [i£-i«.] An nicer in the inside of

the nallrils that gives in ill stench. £>uincy.

P A C

P-
P A C

Pis a Ubiil consonant, formed by a flight

cotr.preilioo os' the anterior pan of the lips ;

". A"'4 A*'*- '' 's confounded by the Ger-

raaaa and Weilh with b.

PABULAR a. [pabulum. Lit] Afford ng ili-

rorra or provender.

PAEULA'iION./ [pabulum. Lit] The act

of feeding or procuring provender. ,

PA BCLOUS. a. [pabulum. Lat] Aliroentalj

atfTordicg aliment Brown.

PACE./! [pa', Fr] I. Step; single move-

tzarat sa walking. Milton, z. Gait ; manner

ot wadif. Sidney, j. Degree of celerity. Sc.ke.

4. Step; gradation ofbusiness. Temple. 5. A

measure ot five leet. Holder, fi. A pmiculis

movement wh'ch hurses are tupht, though

fame hive it ni'urally, made by lifting the

legs on the fame side together ; amble. Hndib.

To PACE. v. u [from the noun. J 1. To move

on slowly. Sptnser. 1. To move. Sbakesp.

3. [used o< horses.) To move by raising the

legs 00 the fame side together.

To PACE v. a. 1 . To measure by steps. Sbake.

1. To direct 10 go. Skakesp.

PA'CED. a. [from face.] Having a particular

gait. Dryden.

Z z x PA'CER.
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PACER, s. \ from fan.') He thai pices.

PACIFICATION. / [pacificat.on, Fr. ] I.

The act of making peace. South. x. The act

of appeasing or pacifying. Hotker.

PACIFICATOR. / [pactficateur, Fr. from

P""sy] Peace maker. Bactn.

PACIFICATORY, a [itompacificater.]TtBc\-

ing to make peace.

PAC1FICK. a. [pacific/me, Fr. pacific* i, Lat.]

Peace making j mild ; gentle j appeasing

Hammond.

PACIFIER./ [from pacify] One who paci

fies.

To PA'CIFV. v. a. [pacifier, Ft.pacifico, L«t.]

To appease; to Iti II rt liniment ; to quiet an

angry person. Bacon.

PACK./, [pack, Dutch.] i. A large bundle of

any thing tied up for carriage. CUaveland. 1

A burden ; a load. L'Ejirangt. 3. A due num

ber of cards. Addison 4. A number of hounds

hunting together. Dryden. 5. A number of

people confederated in any bad desien or prac

tice Clarendon. 6. Any great number, a* to

quantity and pressure.

To PACK. v. a. [pac.en, Duich.] 1. To bind

up for carriage. Ottoay. a. To lend in a hurry.

Shakesp. 3, T'> Ion the cards fn as that the

game shall be tniqui'oully secured Shakes/*. 4

To uniie pickcii persons in some bad design.

Hudihrat.

To PACK. v. n. 1 . To tie up g^ods Cleaveland.

a. To go off in a hurry ; to remove in hade

Tusser. 3.T0 concert bad mcaluies j to con-

feritrate in ill. Careto.

P.VCKCI.OTH. /. [fatntrA deth] A cloth

in which goods zre tied up.

PACKER, s. [from pack.] One who binds up

hales for carriage

PA'CKET. J. [pacqmet, Fr.] A small pack ; a

mail of lent ri. Dcnham.

To PACKET, v. e. (from the noun ] To bind

U|» in parcels. Swiss*

PA'CKHORSE./ [pad and hi-st ] A horse of

burden ; a horse employed m carrying good;,.

Locke.

Y\ CKSADDLE. / [peel »nd saddle ] A fad

die on which packs are laid. Ihtvcl.

PACKTHRF. AD. / [pack and thread. I Strong

thread used in !\ing up parcels Addison.

P-VCKWAX. ir The aponeurolc» on the side

ofthc neck. Ray.

PACT./. [pa 3, Ft. paflmm. Lar.] A contract;

a bargain ; a covenant. Bucon

FACTION. / [pc.lisn, Fr. pailit, Lat] A

bargain ; a coveuini^hayward.

PACT! 1 IQUS. a. [faitio, Lat.] Settled by

covenant.

PAD. / [trom paafc, Sax ] 1. The road ; a fool

path, sr itr x. An easy paced horse. Dryden.

3. A rohbt r that tnHIls the loads on soot. 4

A I w soli laddie. Iludibrat.

To PAD. v. n. [from the noun ] 1 . To travel

gently, x. To rob on loot. 3. To beat a way

smooth and level.

P.VDAR. / Grouts; coarse flour. H'ettsx.

PA DDER. / [from pad.] A robber j a soot

highwayman. Dryekn'

To PADDLE, v. a. [pafniller, Fr.] 1. To

row ; to beat water as with oars. Vifirangt.

X. To play in the water. Cellar. 3. To 6n-

ger. Stake/p.

PADDLE./ [pattal, Welsh.] 1. An oar, par

ticularly that which is used by a single rower

in a boat. x. Any thing broad like the end

of an oar. Deuteronomy.

PA'DDLER. / [from padJk } One: who pid

dles. At fiwerth.

PADDOCK./ [paoa, Sti.poddlt, Dutch.] A

great frog or toad Dryitx.

PA'DDOCK / [corrupt'.d from parrack.} A

small inclosure of deer

P ADEI.ION. /. [pas dt kin, Fr. pet knit,

Lat.] An herb. Aimstotrtb.

PA DLOCK. /. [fiadde, Dutch.) A lock hunt;

on 1 staple to hold on a linjt. frier.

To PADLOCK, v.n. [from the noun.] To

fatten with a padlock. Arbmtbuel.

PADOWPIPE. /. An herb. Ains-aorth.

PÆAN. / A song of triumph. Pipe.

PAGAN. / [pajanirc, Sax. paganmt, Lat.] A

Heathen | one not a Christiin

PAGAN a. Heathenish Shake/p.

PA'GANISM./ [pagamisme, Fr. from fasam.]

Heathenism. Hotter.

PACE. / [sage, Fr.] I. One side of the leaf

of a book. Taylor. 1. [page, Fr.) A young

boy attending on a great person. Dnme.

To PAGE. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To mark

the pages of a book. i, To xttend is a pace.

' Shake/p.

PAGEANT./ 1. A statue in 1 show. 1. Any

(how j a spectacle of entertainment. Shaitsp.

PAGEANT a Showy; pompous; ostentati

ous. Dryden.

To PAGEANT, v. a. [from the noun ] To

exhibit in shown to represent Shake/p.

PAGEANT RY. / [ from pageant, j Pomp;

I show. Government ts the Tongue.

PAGINAL. / [fagma, Lat.] Consisting of

pages, lirovtn.

PA'GOD./ I probably an Indian word ] 1.A0

Indian idol. Stillingfieet. 1. The temple of

the idol Pope.

PAID. a. The preterite and participle pitlive of

pav. Dryden

PA! (JLES./ Flowers; also called cow<lipsJDj,2.

PAIL. / [paila. Span.] A wooden vetTel in

which r-ilk or water is commonly carried,

Dryden.

PAILFUL./ fa-.Unifull] The quantity thai

1 pail will hold Shakesp

PAll.MA'IL./. Violent} boisterous, D'^hy.

PAIN./, [seine, Fr.] 1. Punishment denounc

ed Sidney. 1. Penalty \ punilhme.nl- Bcc:u,

3 Sen'.ation o: uneasiness. Bactm. 4. [In the

plural. J Labour; work; toil. IV allrr. 5.

Labour •, talk Spenser. 6. Uncalicefc 01

The throws of child-birth.mind. Prior

1 Sam.

To PAIN. v. a. [ frora the noun. ] 1. To

afflict ;
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afflict ; to torment ; to make uneesy, Jertmi.

a. [With the reciprocal pronoun] To labour.

Sptnstr.

PA INFUU a. [pain and/.//.] i. Full of pain ;

miserable; beset with affliction. Milton, a.

Giving pain; afflictive. Adekson. 3. Difficult ;

requiring labour. Shakesp. 4. lmiui'.rioua ;

laborious. DryJem.

PAINFULLY, adv. [from /»»'»/«/.] f. With

great piin or affliction, a. Laboriously; dili

gently. Raleigh. »

PAWFULNESS /[from^n/"*] 1. Afflic

tion ; sorrow ; grief. South. 1. Industry ;

laboriousness. Htoker.

PAlNlM. / [fayen, Fr. ] Pagan; infidel.

Penchant.

PAI NlM. a. Pagan ; infidel. Mitten.

PAINLESS, a. [from fain.] Without pain;

without trouble. Dryitn.

FAlNSTA'KER./ [faint and take] Labourer';

laborious person. Gay.

PAINSTAKING, a. [faint and take] Labo

rious ; industrious.

ToPAINT. *. a. [feindre, Fr.] 1. To repre

sent by delineation and colours. Shakesp. a.

To cover with colours representative of some

thing. Shake,p. 3. To represent by colours,

appearances, or images. Locke. 4 To des

cribe ; to represent. Sbafejp. 5. To colour ;

to diversify. Spenser. 6. To deck with artificial

colours. Shakes.

To PAINT, v. n. To lay colours on the face.

Pope.

PAINT./ [from the verb] 1. Colours repre

sentative of any thing. I'efe. 1. Colours laid

on the tace. Anon.

PAI NTER./ [fromfa<«7 ] One who professes

the art of representing objects by colours. Dry.

PAINTING./ [from faint.] 1. The art of re-

■ presenting objects by delineation and colours.

Dryden. a. Picture; the painted resemblance.

Shakesp 3. Colours laid on. Shakesf.

PA1NTURE. / [peintnre, Fr.} The art of

painting. Dryden.

PAIR. /. [faire, Fr. far, Lat.] 1. Two things

suiting one another, as a pair of gloves. 1. A

man and wife. Milton. 3. Two of a fort ; a

couple; a brace. Suckling.

To PAIR. v. n. [from the noun.] I. To be

joined in pairs . to couple. Shakesp. a. To

lut; to fit as a counterpart. Shakesp.

To PAIR. v. a. i. To join in couples Dryden'.

1. To unite as correspondent or opposite, sept.

PALACE./ [palait, Fr ] A royal house ; an

house eminently splendid. Shakesp.

P ALACIOUS. a. [icom palace.] Royal ; noble ;

magnificent. Graunt.

PALA NQUIN./ Is a Wind of covered carriage,

used in the eastern countries, that is supported

on the shoulders ot slaves.

PALATABLE, a. [from palate.] Oustfulj

pleasing to the taste Philips

PALATE./ [pa/atnm, Lai.] 1. The instru

ment of taste. Haieniill. a. Memai relish

intellectual taste. Tayler.

PA'I.ATICK. a. [from palate'] Belonging sp

the palate or roof of the mouth. Holder.

PA'I.ATINE./ \falatin, Fr. from palalinui nf

fatatium, Lat.] One invested with regal rights

and prerogatives. Daviet.

PA LATINE. a. Possessing royal privileges

PALE, a [pale, Fr. falhdnt, Lat.] 1. Not rud

dy ; not fresh of colour ; wan ; white of look.

Shakesf. 1. Not high coloured ; approaching

to transparency. Arbutbmt. 3. Notbrieht;

not shining ; faint of lustre : dim Shake/p.

To PALE. *>. a. [from the adjective.] To make

pale. Prior.

PA LE. /. [palm, Lat] t . Narrow piece ofwood

joined above and below to a rail, to inclose

grounds. Shakesf. a. Any inclosure, Hooker,

Milton. 3. Any district or territory. Clarendon.

4. Thc^a/< is the third aud middle part of the

scutcheon. Peacham.

To PALE. v. a. (from the noun] 1. To inclose

with pales. Mortimer. a. To inclose, to en

compass Shakesp.

PA'LEEYED. a. [pale nrA eye. ] Having eyas

dimmed.- Pose.

PALEFA'CED. a. [sale and sam] Having the

face wao. Shakesp.

PALELY, adv. [ from sale. ] Wanlyjnot

freshly ; not ruddily.

PALENESS./ [stem sale.] 1. Wanness; want

ofcolosr; want o; freshness. Pope. a. Want

or colour; want of lustre. Shakesf.

PA I.KNDAR. / A Rind of coasting vessel.

Knollet.

PALEOUS. / [falea, Lat.] Husky ; chaffy.

PA'LETTE / [fialette, Fr.] A light board on

which a painter holds his colours when he

paints. Tickell.

PA'LFREY./. [palesroy, Fr.] A small horse fit

for ladies. Dryden

PALrREYED a [from falsrey] Riding on a

palfrey. Tickell.

PALIFICa'IION. /. [falut. Lat.} The act

of practice of making ground firm with pales.

rVott.n. .

PA LINUROME./ [fi\e, and Jpofsio.) A word

or sentence which is the fame read backward

or torward: as, madam; or this lenience,

Snot dnra a rndtbut.

PALINODE If. [ira>i»a>Siw.] A recantation.

PALINODY $ Sandyt.

PALISADE.? s.[falijade, Fr.] Pales set by

PALISA'DO. S way of inclosure or defence.

Brecme.

To PALISADE, v a [from the nOuh.] To

inclose with palisades.

PA'I.ISH a. [Item sale ] Somewhat pale. Arb.

PALL /. [pallium. Lat. J 1 A cloak or mantle

of state. Milton, a. The mantle of an arch

bishop. Aylifft 3. The c'overiflg thrown over

I the dead. Dryden.

JTo PALL. f. a. [from the noun ] To cloak ;

I to in. est. Skakejp.

1T0 PA LL t. n. To grow vapid j to become in

sipid. Adiisen.

Z 1 a s To
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To PATX. v. a. i. To nuke insipid or vapid.

Atterbury. i. To impair spriicliness; to dis

pirit. Dryicn 3. To weaken ; to impair.

Sbakesp. 4. To cloy. Taller.

PA'LLET./ [from paille, straw.] I. A small

bed; mean bed. Wetton. I. [Palette, Mr.] A

small measure, formerly used by chirurgeons

Hakewill.

PALLMA'LL / [pilatai malleus. Lat. pale

mail/e, Fr.l A play in which the ball is struck

with a mallet through an iron ring.

PALLIAMENT./ [pallium, Lat.] A diess ;

a robe. Sbakejp.

PA'ILlARDlSt. / [ paillarJise, Pr.] Forni

cation ; whoring. Obsolete.

To PALLIATE, ■». a. [pallio. Lat.] 1. To

cover with excuse. Swift 2. To extenuate ; to

soften by favourable representations. Dry/ten

3. To cure imperfectly or temporarily, not

radically.

PALLIATION./ [palliathn, Pr.] 1. Exte

nuation; alleviation.; favourable reprelentaii

on. King Charles, 1! Imperfect or temporary,

net, radical cure. Bean.

PA'LLI ATIVE a. \palliatis, Fr. from />«//<«" ]

1. Extenuating; favourably representative

2. Mitigating, not removing; not radically

curative. Arbuthnet.

PALLIATIVE./ [from palliate.] Something

mitigating. Swift.

PALLID, a. [palliJns, Lat.] Pale; not high

coloured. Spenser.

PALM./ [pa/ma, Lat.] 1. A tree ; of which

the branches were worn in tok^n of victory

There are twenty-one species of this tree, of

which the most remarkable is, the greater

palm or date-tree. The dwarf palm grows in

Spain, Portugal, and Italy, from whence tht

leaves, are lent hither and made into rlag

brooms. I. Victory; triumph. Dryien. 3

The inner part of the hand, [palma. Lat.

Bacon. 4. A measure of length, comprising

three inches. Denkam.

To PALM. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. Te

conceal in the palm of the hand, as jugglers.

Pritr. 1. To impose by fraud. DryJen. 3. To

hapdle. Pritr. 4. To stroak with the hand.

Ainswortb.

PALMER. / [from palm.'] A pilgrim : they

who returned from the Holy Land carried

palm. Ttpe.

PA'LMER./ A crown encircling a deer's head

P.VLMERWORM. / [palmer and werm.] A

worm coveted with hair, supposed to be so

called because he wandrrs over all plants. Soy/r

PALME'TTO./. A Ipecieso! the palm-tree: in

the West-Indies with the leaves the inhabi

tant!, thatch their houses. Tbcmsin.

PALMIFEROUS a [palma and fere, Lat.]

Bearing palms., Vttt.

PA'LMIPr'.DE. a. [ palma and fei, Lat.] Web-

footcfl Brcwn.

P VLMISTER. I. [ from palma. ] One whe

deals tn palmistry.

PA LMISTRV./. [palma, Lat ] The cheat o(

foretelling fortune by the lines of the paint.

C/eaveland.

PA'LMY. a. [{com palm] Bearing palms. Dry.

PALPABILITY./ [\mmpjlpable. J Quality of

being perceivable to the touch Mart. Scribl.

PALPABLE, a. [palpable, Fr] 1 Perceptible

by the touch. Milton. X. Gross ; coarse j easily

detected, tilhtsen. 3. Plain; easily perceptible.

Hockcr

PALPA'BLENESS / [from palpable] Quality

of being palpable ; plainnels ; grossnesi

PA'LPABLY.'aaV [from palpable.] 1. In such

a manner as to be perceived by the touch, a.

Grossly; plainly. Bacon.

PALPATION./ [palpatic,palper, Lat] The

act of seeling.

To PA'LPITATE. v. a. [palpitt, Lat] To

beat as the heart ; to flutter.

PALPITATION./ [pal/itatien, Fr. I Beating

or panting ; that alteration in the pulse of the

heait, which makes it felt Harvey.

PALSGRAVE./ ( paltsgraff, German.] A

count or earl who has the overseeing of a

palace.

PA'LSICAL. a. [from palsy.] Afflicted with a

palsy ; paralytick.

PALSIED, a [from palsy.] Diseased with a

pal sy . Decay es Piety

PALSY. / [paralysis, Lat.] A privation of

motion or sense of feeling, or b th. There i»

a threefold division of a palsy; the first is a

privation ot motion, sensation remaining. Se

condly, a privation of sensation, motion re

maining. And lastly, a privation of both

together §!*incy.

To PALTER, v. n. [from paltren, Skinner.}

To shift; to dodge. Sbakejp.

To PA'LTER. v. a. To squander : as, he

palters his fortune.

PA l.TERER / [from palter.] An unsincere

dealer; a (hitter.

PALTRINI.SS./ [from paltry] The state of

being paltry.

PA'LTRY. a. [^a/;r«»,Fr.] Sorry; worthless j

despicable ; contemptible ; mean. Aiiistn.

PALY. a. [from sale] Pale. Sbakejp

PAM. / [probably from palm, victory.] The

knave of clubs. Pope.

To PA'MPER. v. a [pamberare, Italian.] To

glut j to fill with food; to saginate. Spenser.

PAMPHLET. / [par an filet, Fr.J A small

book, properly a buok sold unbound. ClarenJ.

To I'A'MPHLET. 11. n. [Ircm the noun] To

write mall books. Howtl.

PAMPHLETEE'R. / ( Irom pampb.et.] A

scribbler of small books. Swift.

To PAN. v. a. An old word denoting to close

or join together.

PAN./ [ponne, Sax.] I. A vessel broad and

shallow. Spenjer. 1. The part of the lock of

the gun that hol>!s the powder. Beyle. 3. Any

thing hollow: if, the brain pan.

PANACEA./ [panace'e, Fr. vMiu*.] An

universal medicine.

PANACEA./ An herb.

I
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PA'NCAKE./ [fia* tni cale.] Thin pnddiog

baked in the frying-pan Mortimer.

PANA'DO. /. [from pants, bread] Food made

by boiling bread, in water. Wiseman.

PANCRA TICAL a. [ir« and «f.1i«.] Excel

ling in all the gymnastick exercises. Brcwn.

PAN CRF.AS. /. [nit and xpiac] The pancreas

or sweet-bread, is a gland of the conglome

rate fort, fltuuted between the bottom of the

stomach and the vertebra of the loins. It

weighs commonly soar or five ounces.

PANCREA'TICK.. a. [from pancreas^ Con

tained in the pancreas. Ray.

PA'NCY.7 / [from panacea.} A flower j a

PA'NSY. J kind of violet. Lecke.

PA'NDECT./ [panJeSla. Lat] A treatise that

comprehends the whole of any science. Swift

PANDE'MICK. a. [iric and iT^ue.] Incident

to a whole people. Harvey.

PA'NDER / [from PanJarus, the pimp in the

story of Treihs and CreJJiJa.~\ A pimp, a

male bawd ; a procurer. DryJen.

To PA'NDER. v. a. [from the noun.] To

pimp ; to be subservient to lull or passion

Sbakesp.

PA NDERLY. a. [ from pander] Pimping j

pimplike. Sbakesp.

PANDICULA TION. / [panjiculans, Latin.]

The restleflhesh, stretching, and uneasiness

that usually accompany the cold fits of an in

termitting fever. Floyer.

PANE. /. [paneau, Pr.] I. A square of glass.

Pipe. i. A piece mixed in variegated works

with other pieces. Donne.

PANEGYRICK. /. [pmgfriqniyVt.] nmyv

fi,-.] An elogy j an encomiastick piece.

Stilling fleet.

PANEGYRIST. / [from panegyrick ; panegy-

rifte, Fr.] One that writes praise ; encomiait.

CamJen,

DryJen. 3. To play with intermission. Pipe.

4. To long •, to wish earnestly. Pope.

PANT. j. [from the verb.] Palpitation ; motion

of ihe heart. Skakefp.

PANTALOON./ [pantalon, Fr.] A man's

garment antiently worn Sbakesp.

PA'NTESS. / The difficulty of breathing in a

hawk. Am/worlb.

PANTHEON./ [™5«»«.] A temple of all

the cods.

PANTHER. / [irat^j pantbera, Lat] A

spotted wild beast ; a lynx ; a pard. Peacbam.

PA'NTILE./ A gutter tile.

PA'NTINGLY. aJvy [from panting.} With

palpitation. Sbakesp.

PANTLKR. f. [panelier, Fr] The officer in a

great family, who keeps the bread. Sbakesp.

fsanmer.

PA'NTOFLE. / [pantonste, Fr.] A flipper.

Tfacham .

PANTOMIME, [■aa.c and p>i<c;i pantomime;

Fr.] 1. One who has the power of universal

mirmckry ; one who expresses his meaning

by mute action. Hudibras. ». A scene ; z

tale exhibited only in gesture and dumb-show.

Arbnthntt.

PA'NTON. /. A shoe contrived to recover a nar

row and hoof bound heel. Farrier's Did.

PA NTRY. [. [paneterie, Fr. panarinm, Lat.]

The room in which provisions are reposited.

Wotton.

PAP. J. [papa, Italian ■, pafipe, Dutch, papilla,

Lat.J 1 . The nipple ; tlie dug fucked. Spens.

s. Food made for infants, with bread boiled in

water. Donne. 3. The pulp of fruit.

PAPA. / [a-a-j-ra,-.] A fond name for father,

used innany languages. Swift.

PA PACY. J. [pipaull, Fr. from papa, the

pope] Pnpcdom ; office and dignity of bi

shops of Rime. Bacon.

PANEL./ [panean, Fr.] I. A square, or piece PAPAL a. [papal, Fr.] Popish ; belonging to

of any matter inserted between other bodies.

AJJison. 1. A schedule or roll, containing

the names of such jurors, as the (herisf pro

vides to pass upon a trial. Cowcll.

PANG. / [bang, Dutch, easy.] Extreme pain ;

sudden paroxysm or torment. Denh;m.

To PANG. v. a. [from the noun.] Tu torment

cruelly. Sbakesp.

PA'NICK.. a. Violent without cause Camien.

PANN'AUE. / The curvet of a horse. Ainsw.

PANNEL./ [panned, Dutch] A kind of

rustick saddle. HnJibras.

PANNEL./ The stomach of a hawk. Ainsw.

^n!cLkE}/a^^-

PANNIER./ [panier, Fr. ] A bastes, a

wicker vessel, in which fruit, or other things,

are carried on a horse. AJJtjon

PANO PLY. / [ira»»»Xk».] Complete armour.

Milton.

To PANT. 17 n. [panttler, old Fr.] I. To

palpitate ; to beat as the heart in sudden ter

ror, or after hard labour. Crajbaw. 1. To

luve the breast heaving, as for want of breath.

the pope ; annexed tome bifhoprick ot Rome.

Raicigb.

PA PAW./ A plant.

PAPAVEROUS, a. (papazer-ji, from papa-

ver. Lat.] Resembling poppies. Browx.

PAPER./ [papier, French ; papyrus. Lat.] 1.

A substance on which men write and print ;

made by macerating linen ragi in water. Shak.

a. Piece of paper. Locke. 3. Single theu

printed or written. Sbakesp.

PATER, a. Any thingslight or thin. Burnet.

To PAPER, v. a. [from the noun.] To re

gister. Sbakesp.

PAPERMAKER. / [ paper and maker.] One

who makes paper.

PA'PERMILL. / [paper and mill) A mill in

which rags are ground for paper. Sbakesp.

PA'PESCENT. a. Containing pap ; inclinable

to pap. Arbutbtot.

PAPILIO s. [Lat papiVon, Fr ] A buttcrHy -,

a moth of various colours. Ray.

PAPILIONACEOUS, a. [from pepilio. Lat.]

The Rowers of tine plants are cailed papiln-

nateius by botanists, which represent some-

thinj
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thing os (he figure of a butterfly, with its

wings displayed : and here the petal.!, or sow

er leave* arc always of a diflform figure : they

arc (our in number, but joined together at the

extremities -, one of these is usually larger thin

the rest, and is erected in the middle of the

flower.

PAPILLARY. ? a. [from papilla.] Having

PAPILLOUS. I errmlgent vessels, or resem

blances of paps. Derbam.

PAPIST. / [papiste, Fr. papifia, Lat.] One

that ariheres to the communion of the pope

andchuiehof Rome. Clarendon.

PAPISTICAL, a [horn f.i/i/1-] Popisti ; ad

herent to popery M'httgtfse.

PAPISTRY. /. ['inm papist] Popwy ; the

doctrine of the Romisli Chu:ch tPbitgifte.

PATPOUS. a. [pafpojut, low Latin] Having

that sou light down, growing out of the feeds

of some plant;, such as thistles Ray.

PAPPY a. [rrom sap] Soft; succulent; ea

sily divided. Burnet.

TAR s. [Latin] State of equality; equiva

lence ; equal value Locke.

PARA PI. !i a. {faratilii, Lat.] Easily procur

ed Brown.

PARA FIE. / [w*p<rC«>.if.] A similitude ; a re-

Is'-^n unuir which something else is figured.

i* i ,'hirj.

P.-i ' I'Ol.A. J. [Lat ] The /araJe/o is a co-

n.k lection, arising from a cone's being cut

by a plane paiilk! to one of its fides, or pa

rallel to a plane that touches one side of the

cone Btrtt fy.

PARARO'LICAL. ? a. [ parabiliqnr, Fr. from

PARAliOLIt'K. i parable] i. Expressed bj

parable or similitude. Broton. l^ Having the

nature or form of a parabola. Ray.

PARABO LlCAl.LY. adv. (from parabolical]

i. By way of parable or similitude. Brenon. I.

In the form ot a parabola.

PARA BCLISM. J In algebra, the division of

the terms of an equation, by a known quan

tity that is involved or multiplied in the fiist

term. £>.•«.

PARABOLOID. /. ;fwr-**« and r.*».] A

r.'.rcbolilrirm curve tf geometry, whose ordi-

■Kit* are supposed tci, be in subtriplica'e, sub-

(juni'.iuplicate, 6tc. ratio of their respective

■»biuir.e. Harrtt.

PARACENTE'SlS. / [wap-xKWif.] Tint o-

peralion, whereby any of the yecters are per

forated to let out any matter j as tapping in a

lympeny.

PARACENTRICAL.'? *. [r-ri stir! Milf«,]

FARACENTRICK.. i Deviating lroa cir

cularity- Cbeynt.

PARADE./ | parade, Fr.] i.Sbnw; oflcnta-

tion. Gravxitf/. l. Military order. Minn.

3. A i>li:e where troops draw up to do iloty

and ii'.Mint *TU»rd. 4* Guard', posture of ae-

le.ice. L:t£r.

PVRARI'iM s. [Tttjf^iyiua.] Example.

PARADISfACAl.. J.lfrcm firadij'.'] Sut.iagj

pa;jf'«c, :n:.'.irg -tir.idiU. iWi.</. j

(PARADISE./ [xapdh.ri;.] 1 The blissful re

gions, in which the first pair was placed. Mil:.

1. Any place of felicity. Sbaiej'p.

PARADOX./ [paradexr, Tr. *a{«!*fof.1 A

tenet contrary to received opinion ; an asser

tion contrary to appearance. Sfratt.

PARADOXICAL.a. [from paradox] 1. Hav

ing the nature of a paradox. Norm. 1. In

clined to new tenets, or notions contrary to re

ceived opinions.

PARADOXICALLY, adv. [from paradox.] In

a paradoxical manner. Collier

PARADOXICALNESS. s. [from paradox]

S-ate of being paradoxical.

PARADOXOLOGY./ [from paradox.] The

use f paradoxes Brown.

PARACOGE./ [■natxyxyr..] A figure whereby,

a letter or syllable Is added al the end of a

word.

PA RAGON / [paragon, from parage, equa

lity, old Fr.] 1. A model; a pattern-, some

thing supremely excellent. Sbakesp. a. Com

panion j sellow. Spenjer.

To PARAGON, f. a. [paragonner, fr.J 1.

To compare. Sidney, z. To equal Sbakesp.

PARAGRAPH. /. [ paragrapbe, Fr. «*•*-

•/(*■!<>■■ ] A distinct part of a discourse. Svi/t.

PARAGRAPH1CALLY adv. [from para

graph] Bv paragraphs.

PARALLA'CTICAL. ? a. [from parallax.]

PARALLACTICK.. J Pertaining to a pa

rallax.

PARALLAX. /. [5MfixXi.fi.-T The distance

between the true and apparent place of any

star viewed from the surface of the earth. Milt.

PARALLEL, a. [ impaXX»Xec. ] 1. Extend*.*

in the same direction, and preserving alwaya

the lime distance. Brewn. 1. Having tr.c

same tendency. Addijcn. 3. Continuing the

resemblance through many particulars; equal.

Until.

PARALLEL /. [from the adjective.] 1. Linea

crn-ainirg their course, and stiil remaining at

(he lime distance trom each ether. P?p*. 1.

Lines on the globe marking the latitude. 3-

Direction conformable to that cf Wether lint.

Garth. 4. Resemblance, conformity conti

nued through many particulars Ptaheet. 5.

Comparison made. AdJiso*. 6. Any thing re-

lembling another. South.

To PARALLEL, *>. a. [from the nono] 1.

To place, so as always to keep the fame di

rection with another line. Brwn. a. To

keep in the fame direction ; to level. Sbakesp.

3. To 01 respond to. Burnet. 4. To be equal

to; 10 resemble ihiough many particulars.

Pry.icn. e.. To compare. L'cke.

PARALLELISM./, [parallelljnu, Fr J State

or being parallel. Ray.

PARALLELOGRAM. / [ ir«f«'x>.X«; and

j-.-Iji.IA*. ] In geometry, a ri^ht iinevl qB»iri-

lateral figure, whole oppo(iie"~si.ie% are parallel

■ anri-t tjual. Harrii) Unwi.

i'ARALi.I.I.OGRAMlCAl,. «. [from ptrmj-

k!-£,am.
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libgram.] Hiving the properties of a, paral

lelogram.

PARALLELOPIPED. / A solid figure coo-

tiined under six parallelograms, the opposites

of which are equal and parallel; or it isa

prifin, whose base is a parallelogram ; it is al

ways triple to the pyramid of the fame base

and height. Nrwtem.

. PA'RALOCISM. / [jKe«xij,,r,u»t.] A false

argument. Arbnthntt.

PA'RALOOY. /. False reasoning. Brctrn.

i^MALTTSIS [rafiXiœ-i,-.] A pal y.

PARALYTIC AL. > a (from pvalyfit ; pa-

PARALYTICK X ralfttqu, Fr j Palsied ;

inclined lo palsy. Pritr.

PARAMOUNT, a. [par and mmnt] |. SB.

perior i having the highest jurisdiction ; a*,

lord paramnnt the chief of the seignory.

Glawvtlle. i. Eminent; of the highest ordex!

Bmcwu.

PARAMO'UNT./ The chief. M,hn

PARAMOUR./ {par and amtur, Fr J 1. A

lover or woer. Spenser. 2. A mistress. States

PA'RANYMPH./ fr-.,. and r^-t.J ,. A'

brideman ; one who leads llie bride to her

marriage. JUtlttn. 1. One who countenances

or supports another. TajUr.

PARA'PEGNi /. [wapMr^eJ A brazen table

filed to a pillar, on which laws and proclama

tions were anciently engraved : also a table

containing an account of the rising and setting

ofthe stars, eclipses of the tun and moon, the

seasons of the year, &c. Ur-.ivn

PA;RAPET./'[/a^,, Fr.J A wall breast

hi»h. Ben. Jihnsn.

PARAPH1MOSIS./. [jr«f^u«w,{.] Diseased

when the pr.iputium cannot be drawn over

PARAPHERXAL IA s. [Ut. parapber»aux,

Fr. ] Goods in the wile's disposal.

PARAPHRASE./ (7™^.-,- J A loose in

terpretation ; an explanation in many words

Drjdm.

To PARAPHRASE v a. [ ir.pa.ftaj*. ] To

interpre: wi:h laxity of expression ; 10 tran

slate loosely Stit/itgJItet.

PA'RAPHRAS T. / (lafafartf.l A lax in

terpreter ; one who explains in many words.

Hitter.

PARAPHRA'STICAL. 7 a [from paraphrase 1

PARAPHRA STICK, fr Lax imerpim-

tion ; not literal ; not verbal.

PARAPHRENI TIS. / [ »»;* and <fssr;T«.]

Paraphrtmilii is an inflammation of the dia

phragm. Arbuthnst.

P ARASANG. / [parasangu, low Latin] A

Persian measure or length. s.:tie.

PARASITE. /. [parasite, Fr. para/ta. Lat.]

One that frequents rich tables, aou tarns his

welcome by flattery. Ban*.

PARASITICAL, t a. [irom parasite] Flat-

PARASI TICK. J tering ; wheedling HjhrK.

PA RASOL. f A small sort os canopy or um

brella carried over the head. Ditt.

PARASYN'AXIS. /. A conventicle. Di3.

To PA'RBOIL. v, a. [parbtmiller. Fr 1 To

half boil. Bare. ' J

To PA'RBREAK. v. «. [breeter, Dutch] To

vomit.

PA'RBREAK./ [from the verb] Vomit. Spas

PA'RCEL. / [parcels Fr. ; partial,, Lat ]'

I. A small bundle. 1. A part of the whole

taken separately. Shakesp. 3. A quar.,jtv „

mass. Nt-wtn. 4. A cumber of persons,' in

contempt. Shatesp. 5. Any number or quan

tity, in contempt L'EJlrangc.

To PA'RCEL. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

divide into portions. Smth. 1. To make u»

into a mass. Shatesp. ' e

PARCENER / [In common law] When one

dies possessed of an estate, and having issue

only daughter, or bis sisters be his heirs ; so

that the lands descend to those daughters or

sisters : these are called pareexcri. C:<ad

PARCE'NERY/ from parser, French'.] A

holding or occupying of land by joinuenaau,

otherw:se called coparceners. Ccwel

To PARCH, v. a. To burn (lightly andsiwer-

ficially. Shatesp. ' ^

To PAKCH. v. n. To be scorched. Shales*

PARCHMENT./^*.,., French; L-

gamena, Lat] Skins dressed m the water.

PARCHMENT-MAKER./ [par<bm, lod

makers He who dresses parchment,

PAFHnat v \ si ^fr^pTitUi, Lat.] The

fAKUAU.j leopard; in poetry, any of the

spotted beasts. Shatesp. T

To PARDON, v. a. [fiarJcnner, Fr.] 1 To

excuse an offender. DryJen. 2. To forgive- «.

crime. 3. To remit a penilty. Shate p \

ParJen me, is a word of civil denial, or flight-

apolcgy. Sl-akesp. 6

PA'RDOlf. /. [parJ,., Fr.] 1. Forgiveness of

antftendcr. J. Forgiveness of a crime ; in

dulgence. 3. Remission of penalty. 4. For

giveness received. Seuth. 5 Warrant of soe-

j givcness, or exemption from punifkmeot.

Shakejp.

PA'RDONABLE a. [farje.ablc, Fr ] Venialf

j excusable. DryJa.

PARDONABLENESS. /. [from parjnal!*.]

Venialntss i susceptibility ofpardon Half

PARDONABLY. ajv. [from /«-«/«.] Ve-

niall)•; excusably. DrjJem.

PARIX)NEK / Ifrom^irA.] 1. One who

forgives another. Shatesp. 2. Fellows rh»t:

carried about the pope's indulgences, and. Ibid

thtm to such as would buy them. CmeL

To PARE. %: a. To cut off extremities or the

surface; to cut away by little and little; to

diminish Ilookrr.

PAREGO'RICK. a [mpyofai;.] Having the

power in medicine to comfort, mollify and at-

luage. Dici.

PARE'NCHYMA. s. [ra-^wca.] A spongr

or porous lulistanw ; a part through which the

bwod is strained.

PARF.NCHY'MATOUS.7 a. [from farer-

PARENCHYMOUS. s cbjma.j Rdatio-

to
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to the parenchyma ; spongy. Grew.

PARL'NESIS. /; [irafain^i;.] Persuasion. Dia.

PA'RENT. s. [parent, Lat.] A father or mo

ther. H-.cklr.

PA'UENTAGE / [from parent] Extraction;

birth; condition with respect to parents. Shut.

PARENTAL a. [from parent. | Becoming

parents; pertaining to patents. Brevin.

PARENTATION. / [from parent; Latin.]

Something done or said in honour of the

dead.

PARENTHESIS./ [parenthese, Fr. »«{«,:«,

and ti'Siiui.] A sentence so included in ano

ther sentence, as that it may be taken out,

without injuring the fense of that which j

incloses it ; being commonly marked thus, ().

Watte.

PARENTHETICAL, a. [from parenthrjli.]

Pettaining to a parenthesis.

PARER. / [from pare] An instrument to tut

away the surface. Tnjser.

PA RERGY. /. [wo^a and trym.] Something

unimportant j somtting done by the by.

Brenvn.

PA'GET. / Plaster laid pon roofs of rooms.

fVudneard.

To PA'RGET. v. a. [ from the noun. ] To

plaster ; to cover with plaster. Government tf

tbeTongne.

PA'RGETER. / [homparger.] A plasterer.

PARHE'LION. / [Mji and nX.of.] A mock

fun. Boyle.

PARIETAL, a. [from pariet, Lat] Constitut

ing the sides or walls. Sharp.

PARI'ETARY./ \farielaire, Fr. fariti, Lat.]

An herb. Ainlworth.

PA'RLNG./ [ rom pare] That which is pared

offany thing ; the rind. Pope.

PA'RIS. f. An herb. Ainsintrtb.

PARISH. J. [partchia, low Lat. partijse, Fr.

wa^out.'a.J The particular charge of a tc-cular

priest. Our realm was first divided into pa

rishes by Honori us, archbishop of Canterbury,

in the year of our Lord 636". Sidney, Cnvel.

PARISH a. Belonging to the parish; having

the care of the parish. Aytijfe. a. Maintained

by the parish Gay.

PARISHIONER /: [parcijsicn, Fr. from pa

r'Jb] One that belongs to the parish. Dcnne.

PA RITOR. /. [ for atpantor. j A beadle ; a

summonerof the courts of civil law. Dryden.

PARITY/ [parili',Fr.paritat,L.ti.] Equality)

resemblance. Hall.

PARK. / [peapriuc, Say] A piece of ground

inclosed and stored with wild beasts of chafe,

which a man may have by prescription or the

king'* gr*nt. Cenvel.

To PARK. *>. a. [from the noun.] To inclose

as in a park. Shakesp.

PARKER, s. [ frompark. ] A park-keeper.

Ainjtvcrtb.

PA'RKLEAVES. / Aflhcrb Ainszatrtb.

PARLE. / [from par/er, Fr] Conversation j

talk; oral treaty. Danitl.

To PARLEY, v. ». [from parler, Fr] To treat

by word os mouth ; to talk; to discuss any

thing orally. Breome.

PARLEY. /. [ from the verb. ] Oral treaty;

talk ; conference ; discussion by word of

mouth. Frier.

PA'RLIAMF.NT./ \parliamentnm, low Lat]

The assembly of the king and three estates of

the realm ; namely the lords spiritual, the

lords temporal, and commons ; which assem

bly or court h, os all others, the highest, and

oc greatest authority Cav>el.

PARLIAMENTARY, a. [from parliaments

Enacted by parliament ; suiting the parlia

ment ; pertaining to parliament. Bacsn.

PA'RLOUR. / [parliir, Fr. parlatorts, Italian.]

1. A room in monasteries, where thereliqious

meet and converse. 2. A room in houses on

the first floor, elegantly furnished for reception

or entertainment. Spenser.

PA'RLOUS. a. Keen i sprightly ; waggish.

Dryden.

PA'RLOUSNESS. / [from parhn,.] Quick

ness ; keenness of temper.

PARMA-CITTY. /. Corrupttdiy for sperm*

ceti. Ainjivirtb.

PA RNEL. / [the diminutive of patricellt.] A

punk ; a slut. Obsolete.

PAROCHIAL, a. [parsebia'h, from paricbia,

low Lat.] Bclot ging to a parish. Attet bery.

PARODY./, [paredie, Fr. uep.fc..] A ktod

ofwrit'ng, in which the words of an au;hor

or his thoughts are taken, am' by a flight

change adapted to feme r.cw purpose. Fspr.

To PARODY, v a\j~arediei,Vr uom parejy.]

To copy by way of parody. Fepe.

PARONYMOUS. a. [■ntf^vfut.] Resembling

another word. rVattt.

PAROLE. / ipanlt, Fr.] Word gi»entoao

assurance. Cleaveland.

PARONOMA'SIA./ \-rapnxiarlx.] A ihcto-

rical figure, in which, by t' c change os at

letter or syllable, fevera. things are alluded to.

Dia.

PA ROQUET. /. [parrtanet or perrcqnet, Fr ]

A small species o: parrot. Greno.

PARONYCHIA./ l7ra,-*ii.^] A preterna

tural swelling or sore unoer the root of the

nail of one's finger ; a whitlow.

PARO'TID. a [ir«f«K-] Salivary : so named

because near the ears. Gteva

PARO'TIS. / swipAc.] A tumour to the

glandules behind and about the eats, generally

called the emunctories of thet.air. ; though,

indeed, they are the external fountains of tbe

saliva of the mouth. Wiseman.

PA ROXYSM. [irafstMr.uic J A fit ; periodical'.

exacerbation of a disease, llarrey.

PARRICIDE. / [parrinda. Lat.] t Oat

who destroys his father. Sbaltsp. t. One wfc»

destroys or invade6 any to whom he owtrs par

ticular reverence. 3. The murder of at la

ther ; murder of one to whom reverence i.

due. Dryden.

PARRf
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? a. [from parricija. Lat.]

i Relating to parricide ;

PARRICIDAL.

PARRICI'DIOUS

committing parricide. Brovtn.

PARROT. / [pernquet, Fr ] A party-coloured

bird of the species of the hooked bill, re

markable for the exact imitation of the hu

man voice Dryden.

To PARRY, v. n. [ surer, Fr. ] To pat by

thrusts ; to fence. Locke.

To PARSE, v. a. [from part, Lat] To re

solve a sentence into the elements or parts of

speech. Ajtham.

PARSIMONIOUS, o. [from parfinuny] Co

vetous ; frugal ; sparing. Addifon.

PARSIMONIOUSLY, adv. [from parsimtni-

one.] Frugally ; sparingly. Svoist.

PARSIMONIOUSNF.SS / [from parfimeni

ous .] A dilpoGtion to spare and save.

PARSl'MONY. /. [farfimoma, Lat.] Frugali

ty ; covetousness; niggardliness. Snvift.

PARSLEY./ [pirjli, Wellh.] A plant

PA'RSNIP /. [paftmaca, Lat.] A root. Miller.

PARSOM. / tparecbeanm] i. The priest ol

a parish j one that has a parochial charge or

cure of fouls. Clarendon. 1. A clergyman.

Sbakesp. 3. It is applied to the teachers of the

presbyterians.

PA'RSONAGE./ [Umnparsin.] The benefice

of a parilh. Addifon.

PART./ [part, Lat.] 1. Something less than

the whole ; a portion ; a quantity taken from

a larger quantity. Knelles. 2. Member Lecke.

3. That which, in division, falls to each.

Dryden. 4. Share; cone** r 11. t°ept. 5. Side;

party. Daniel. 6. Something relating or be

longing. Sbakesp. 7. Particular officr or cha

taster. Baton. 8. Character appropriated in a

play. Sbakesp. 9. Business ; duty. Bacon.

10. Action; conduct. Sbakesp. 11. Rela

tion reciprocal. TilUtsou. II. In good part;

in ill part ; as well done; as ill done. Hooker

13. [In the plural ] Qualities ; powers; fa

culties. Sidney. 14. [In the plural.] Quar

ters ; regions ; districts. Sidney

PART. adv. Party ; in some measure. Sbakt p.

To PART. v. a. To divide ; to share ; to

distribute. A8t. 1. To separate; to disunite

Dryden. 3. To break into pieces. Leviticus.

4 To keep asunder. Sbakesp. - . To separate

combatants. Stake/p. 6. To screen Prior.

To PART, v n. i. To be separated. Dryden

1. To take farewel. Sbakesp. 3. T» have

share Isaiab. 4. [Partir, Fr.] To go away ;

to set out. 5. To Faut •u/r/'. To quit; 10

resign ; to lose Taylor.

PA RTABLE. a. (from part ] Divisible; such

a-, may be parted. Camden.

PA RTACE./ [partage, Fr.] Division; act of

tharing or parting Leike.

To PARTAKE, v. n. Preterite, I partook :

participle passive, partaken, [part and take ]

1. To have share ot any thing ; to take lhare

with Lecke. %. To participate; to have

Something of the property, nature, or right.

Batn, r« be adiaitted to ; not to be ex-

eluded. Sbakesp. 4. Sometimes with in be

fore the thing partaken of. Lecke. 5. To

combine ; to enter into some desitn. Hate.

To PARTVKE. v. a. i. To ftare; tj have

part in. Mi'.ten. a. To admit t j part ; to ex

tend participation. Spenser.

PARTA'KER./ [from partake.] 1. A partner

in possessions ; a (hirer of any thing ; an asso

ciate with. Hooker, Sbakesp. 1. Sometimes

with «« before the thing partaken. Sbakesp. 3.

Accomplice ; associate. Psalnu.

PA RTER. /. [from part.] One that parts or

separates. Sidney.

PA'RTERRE./ [parterre, Fr.] A level divi

sion of ground. Miller.

PA'RTI AL a. [partial, Fr.] I. Inclined ante

cedently to favour one party in a cause, or

one side of the question more than the other.

Mai x. Inclined to favour without reason.

Lecke. 3. Affecting only one part; subsisting

only in a part; not universal. Bnrnet.

PARTI'A LITY. / [partiaJite, Fr. from par

tial.] Unequal state of the judgment, and sa

vour of one above the other. Spen ler.

To PARTI ALI'ZE. v. a. [partialiser, Fr.from

partial.] To make partial. Sbakesp.

PARTIALLY, adv. [horn partial.] 1. With

unjust savour or dislike. 1. In part; not to

tally. Regert.

PARTIBILITY./ [from partible.] Divisibili-

ty ; separability.

PARTIBLE, a. [from part.] Divisible; sega-

rable. Digby.

PARTI'CIPABLE. a. [from/>zjr7rVr/>a/r.] Such

as may be shared or paitaken.

PARTICIPANT, a. [participant, Fr. from

'ai tic pat;.] Sharing; having mare or part.

Bactr..

To PAR ITCIPATE. v. n. [participie. Lat.]

1 To partake ; to have share. Sbakesp. a.

With es. Hayw. 3. With in. Milton. 4 To

have part of morn things than one. Dnbam.

J. To have part of something common with

another. Bacon

To PARTICIPATE, v. a. To partake ; to re

ceive part of; to share. Hooker.

PARTICIPATION, s. [participation, Fr. from

participate] 1. The state 0: sharing some

thing in common. Hiker. 1. The act or state

of partaking or having part of something.

Stiluugsl-ct 3. Distribution ; divisiun into

shares. Raleigb.

PARTICIPIAL, a. [participialii, L»t.] Hav

ing the nature of a participle.

PARTICI PI A LLY adv. [from participle.] In

the fense or manner of a participle.

PA'RTICIPLE. / [panic pium, Lat.] 1. A

word partaking at once the qualities of a

noun and verb. Clarke. 2. Any thi ig that

participates of different thi gs Bacon.

PARTICLE / [particnla. Lat.] 1. Any small

portion of a greater substance. a. A word

unvaried by inflection Hooker.

PARTICULAR.* [ particnlier, Fr] t. Re

lating to single person*} aot general. Sidney,

4 A a. Individuals
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s. Individual ; orx distinct from athen.'Sciith.

3. Noting properties or things peculiar. Bacon.

a. Attentive to rhings single and distinct.

Locke. 5. Single, not general. Sidney. si-

Odd j having something that eminently dis

tinguishes him ,rom other*.

PARTICULAR./ 1. A single instance ; a

single point. South 2 Individual ; private

person VEstrange. 3. Private interest, linker.

Shakesp. 4 Private cha. acter j single self, state

osan individual. Shakesp. e.. A minute detail

of things singly enumerated. Aylijse. 6. Di

stinct; not general recital. Dryden.

P\RTKVL\R\TV.s.l particularit/, Fr.from

pai ticula'.] 1. Distinct notice or enumera

tion ; nnt general assertion. Sidney. X. SingU-

nt f \ individu; 11 .Hooker. 3. Pttty account;

private incident Addison. 4. Something be

longing to single pci sons. Shakes. 5. Some

thing peculiar. Addison.

To PARTI CULARIZE. v. a. [particulariser,

Fr.] To mention distinctly; to detail j to

fir w "-'rutely Atterbury

PARTICULARLY, adv. [from particular?

1. Distinctly ; singly : not universally. South.

X. In an extraordinary degree. Dryden

To PART1CULATE v. a. [from particular.

To make mention singly. CjmJen.

PARTIS'AN. /: [pa-tijan, Pr.] 1. A kind o

pike or halberd. Shakesp x. [From parti.

Fr.] An adherent to a .action. AJdt/cn. 3

The commander ofa party. 4. A commanders

leading staff. Ainjnoorth..

PARTI TION. /. (partition, Yx.portiUe, Lat.]

1. The act of dividing ; a stale of being di

vided. Shakesp. ^. Division! separation; di

stinction. Hooker. ?, Part divided from the

rest ; separate part. Milan. 4. That by which

different parts art separated. R.^eri. 5. Pan

where separation is made. Dryden.

To PARTITION, v. a. Todivide into distinct

parts, lice r..

PA'RTLET. J. A name given to a. ben ;

the original signification being a ruff or band.

Hail

PA'RTLY. adv. [from part.] In some mea

sure; in Ibrrc degree. Addison.

PARTNER. /. [from par}.] 1. Partaker ;

sliarer; one who has part in any thing. Milton,

x. Ore who dances with another. Shakejp.

To PA'RTNtR v a. [from the noun] To

join; to aiVoeiatc with a partner Shakesp.

PARTNERSHIP./ \ from partner] 1. Joint

interest or property. Dryden. x. The union of

two or mire in the seme trade. L'Ejlrange.

PARTOOK. Preterite of partake.

PARTRIDGE, s. [pertri,, Welsh] A bird

of game. 1 Samuel.

PARTU'RIENT. a. [parturient, Lat.] About

to bring forth.

PARTURITION./ [from *<7rf«™,Lat ] The

state of being about to bring forth. Union.

PA'RTY. /. Ipartie, Fr.] I. A number of

persons confederated by similarity of designs

or opinions in opposition to others. Luke.

■*. One of two litigants. Sluiesp. 3, Oae

concerned in any affair. Shakesp. 4. Side;

persons engaged against each other. Dryden.

5 Cause; side; Dryden. 6. A select as

sembly. Pip*. 7. Particular person 1 person

. distinct from, or opposed to another. Taykr.

8. A detachment of soldiers.

PARTY-COLOURED, a [parly and coifred.]

Having diversity of colours. Dryden.

PARTY-JURY./ [in law.] A jury in some

trials half foreigners and half natives.

PARTYMAN./ [party and ma:] A faction.

person ; an abettor of a party.

PARTY-WALL./, [party and tvalL] Wall

that separates one house from the next. Moxtu.

PA RlflS.s. [French] A chutcb or church porch.

Bailey.

PARVITUDE./ [ from parnjut, Lat] Little

ness ; minuteness. Glanvdle.

PA'RVITY. / [from parvut, Lat. J Littleness ;

minutene s. Ray.

PAS.s [Fr] Precedence; right of going fore

most Arbuthnct.

PASCHAL, a [paschal, Fr.] ;. Relatiag to

the paffover. x. Relating to Easter.

PASH / [paz, Spanish] A kiss. Shakesp.

ToPASH v. a. [perJen, Dutch.] To, strike;

to crush. Dryden.

PASQUE-FLOWER./ff»//"<i/i7/a, Lat] A

plant.

I'A SQU1L.

PASQUIN.

PASQUINADE,

lampoon. Hume'.

so PASS. v. a. [paffer, Fr.] I. To go; to

move from one place to another ; to be pro

gressive. Shakejp. 2. To go ; to make way.

Dryden. 3. To make transition from one

thing to another. Temple. 4. To vanish ; to

be lost. Diydtn. 5 To be spent ; to go a-

way. Locke. 6. To be at an end ; to be over.

Drydsn. 7. To die ; to pass from the present

lite to another state. Shakesp. 8. To be

changed by regular gtadition. Arbutbmt. 9-

To he beyond bounds Obsolete. Shakesp. 10.

To be in any state. Etukiel. 11. To be en

acted. Clarendon. 11. To be effected i

to exist. Hooker. '.3. To gain reception ;

to become current. Hudibrai. 14. To be

practised artfully or success ully. Shakesp ic.

To be regarded as good or ill Alter bury. 16.

To occur , to be transacted. Wattt 17. To

be done. Taylor. 1 8. To heed ; to regard.

Shaiesp. 19. To determine finally ; to judge

capitally. Shaiesp. xo. To be supremely ex

cellent, at. To thrust; to make a push in

fencing. Shaiesp. u. To omit. Prior. *j.

To go through the alimentary duct. Armmt.

14. To be in a tolerable state. L'Eiframgr-

15. 7» Pass oviay. To be loll ; to glide oa

Lode. 16. To vanish.

Tp PASS, 1; a. i.To go beyond. //«fvar/

X. To go through ; as, the hortie pasfcJ the

river. 3. To spend; to live through. Cr&er.

4. To impart to any thing the power ot" mov

ing. Dercam, 5. To carry hastily. AJJte*.

6. T»

7 / [from pasqninc, a ftatoe

> at Rome, to which they

i affix any lampoon ] A
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f. To transfer to another proprietor. Herbert

"]. To strain ; to percolate. Bacon. 8. To

vent i to let out. fVattt. 9. To utter cere

moniously Clarendon, lo. To utter solemnly.

ISEslrange. 1 1 . To transmit. Clarendon 11.

To put an end to. Shakesp. 1 3. To surpass ;

to excel. £«4iW. 14. To omit) to neglect.

Shakesp. i;.To transcend; to transgress.

Burner. 16. To admit ; to allow, t. Kings.

, 17. To enact a law. Swift. 18 To impose

fraudulently. Dryden. 19. To practise art

fully ; to make succeed. UEslrange. 20. To

send from one place to another. %\. To Pass

away. To spend; to waste. F.cclus. Xt. Ti

P*ss by. Toexcuse; to forgive. Tillotsen 23

To neg-lect ; to disregard. Bacon. 14 To Pass

over. To omit ; to let go unregarded. Dryden

PASS /. [from the verb.] 1. A narrow en

trance ; an avenue. Shakes/), t. Passage;

road. Raleigh. 3. A permission to goor come

any where. Spenser. 4. An order by which

vagrants or impotent persons arc sent to their

place 01" al'ode. 5. Pu(h ; thrust in fencing

Shakesp. 6. State ; condition. Sidney.

"FA'SSXBI.E a [pa/able, Pr. fr«n past ] I.

Possible to be passed or travelled through or

over 1 Mac 2. Supportable ; tolerable ; al

lowable. Shakesp. 3. Capable of a-'mission or

reception. Collier. 4. Popular ; wtll received.

B :con

fASSA DO. / [Italian.] A pulh •, a thrust

Shakesp.

•PASSAGE./ [passage, Fr ] t. Act of pas

sing i travel; course; journey- Ralegh, t.

Road 1 way. South. 3 Entrance or exit ; li

berty to pass. Shakesp. 4. The state of decay.

Shakesp. 5. Intellectual admittance ; menial

acceptance. Digby. 6 Occuireicej hap.

Shakejp. 7. Unsettled stale. Temple. 8. In

cident ; transaction llayward. 9. Manage

ment ; conduct Davies. 1 o Pan of a book ;

single place in a waiting Endrott. Pr. Addis.

PA SSED. Preterite and participle of past. I/ai

PASSENGER. / [passage, Pr.] 1. A travel

ler; one who is upon the road ; a wayfarer

Spenjer. t. One who hires in any vehicle the

liberty of travelling. Sidney

PA SSENGER falcon. / A kind of migratory

hawk Ams<w;t th.

PA'SSER./. (from past.] One who passes; one

that is upon the road. Carevt.

PASSIBI'LITY. /.[^li/i.//, Vr. from paffiU; ]

Quality of receiving impressions from exici nil

.agcn'S. Haietvill.

PA'SSIBLE a. [passible, Fr. paff.b.lis, I al.]

Susceptive of impression, from external a;enis.

Hooker.

P.\ SMBLENESS / [from passible ] Quality of

rece-ving impitslions from external agents.

Brerenjoood.

PA SSING. parliapail a. [from pass ] 1. Su-

prem..-; surpassing ethers ; em ni-nt. F.urjjx.

t. It it used advt-ibia'ily to enlotee the mean

ing or another word. Exceeding. Sbik'/fi.

.PA SSINGBELL. s [passing and belt] she bell,

^_ which un^s at the hour ut derailure, 10 ob-

tain prayers for the passing foul : it it often

used for the bell, which rings immediately af

ter death. Daniel.

PA'SSION. / (passion, Fr. passio, Lat ] I. Any

effect caused by external agency. Locke, t.

Violent cnmmotisn of the mind Mill-.n. 3.

Anger. IVatts 4. Zeal ; ardour. Addison.

5. Love. Dryden. 6 Eagerness. Swift. 7.

Emphatically. The last suffering of the re

deemer of the world. ASs.

To PA'SSION. v. n [pdssnner, Fr. from the

noun. J To be extremely agitated; to express

great commotion of mind Obsolete. Shakesp.

PASSION-FLOWER./ [granadilla. Lat.] A

plant.

PA'SSION-WF.EK. / The •week immediately

piecedtng Ealer, named in commemoration

o: cur Saviour's crucifixion.

PA'SSIONATE. a passunne, Fr.] 1. Moved

by pillion ; causing or expressing great com

motion of mind. C arendon. a. Easily moved

to anger. Prior.

To PASSIONATE, v. a [(mm patfto*.} An old

word 1. To affect with passion Spcnjir. 1.

To express passionately. Shakesp.

PA'SSION \TELY. adv. 'from passimate.] 1.

With passion ; w th desire, love or hatred ;

with gr« at commotion of mnd. South, Dry'den.

t. Angrily. Locke.

PA'SSIONATENKSS s. [from passionate ] 1.

Stare of being subject to passion. 3t. Vche-.

mence of mind. B yle.

PASSIVE, a [passivus, L:t.] 1 Receiving

impression from some external agent. South.

t. Unresisting ; nit op;iosin~. P:pe. 3. Suf

fering , nit acting. 4 [In grammar, j A verb

passive u that which si«;nisie^ passion. Clarke.

PASSIVELY, adv. [imm passive.\ With a raf-

sivr nature. Dry.l.a.

PA'SSIVEKKSS./ ffrnm passive} 1. Quality

of receiving impression '"rivi external agents, t.

Paflibility ; power of suffering. Decay os Piety.

PASSIVITY. / (from passive.} Passivencss.

Cbcyie.

PASSOVER. / [pass and over.] 1. A feast

instituted among the Jews, n memory of the

time when God, smiting the first born of the

Egyptians, passed over the habitations of the

Hi brews "John. t. The sacrifice killed Exod.

PA SSl'ORT. / [passport, Fr.] Permission of

egress Sidney, Sjuth.

PAST, partiapia'. a. [from past] '■ No!

piclent; not 10 come Swst a. Spent; gone

through; undergone P>se.

PAST. /. Hliptically used lor past time Fenlon.

¥\ST. prep Ji'.ien. 1 Beyond in tirre. Hebrews,

t. No long, r capable of. llayward. 3. Be

yond ; out of reach of. Calamy. 4. Beyond ;

luriher than. Numbers. 5. Above ; more

Spenser.

s. [palle, Fr.]

than

PAST I

up so a« to be viscous and tenacious, ury

t. Flower and water boiled together Ib a* to

make a cement. 3. Artificial mixture, ia

irnitation ot precious lionet.

4.Aa

Any thing mixrd

Dr '

To
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To PASTE, v. a. [paster, Fr. from the noun.]

To fasten with paste. Lecke.

PASTEBOARD. / [paste an" J"";J Mt,,es

made anciently by pasting one board on ano

ther: now made sometimes by macerating pa

per, sometimes by pounding old cordage, and

casting it in form. Adiifen.

PASTEBOARD, a Made of pasteboard, mart.

PA STEL. /. An herb.

PASTERN, s. [post»r,w,Vt.] I. The knee

of an horse, liaiejp. ». The legs of any hu

man creature. Dryitn. ..„_,. .,

PASTIL./. [pastillm, Lat. pastille, Pr.] A roll

of paste. Ficckam. . '
PASTIME, f. [past and time.] Sport ; amule-

ment ; diversion. Watts.

PASTOR. / [past*, Lat.] I. A shepherd

Dryitn. 1 A clergyman who ha. the care of

. slock i one who has souls to feed with found

doctrine Swift. ., _ .
PASTORAL, a. [pasteralis. Lat.] I. Rural |

rustick j bc'eeming shepherds-, imitating Inep-

herds. Sidn.y. *. Relating to the care ot fouls.

Hither. A.
PASTORAL, s. A poem in which any action

or passion is represented by its effects upon a

country life, in which the speakers take upon

th-m the character of sliepherds -, an idyl •, »

bucolick. IVa'Jh ,
PA'STRV./ [pestiffirie, Fr. (torn paste.] ■■ The

act of making pies. King. ». P«« or baked

pa!!e. 7«/<r. 3. The place where pastry is

PASiKY-COOK. / [/.«/?ry and ™* ] One

whr.fc nade is to make and fell thing* baked

in paste Arbulbrtt. „,_.,. r

PA FTUUABLE. a. [hompastnre.] Fit for pal

PASsURACE. / [pasturage, Fr.] 1. The

business of feeding cattle. S/«/e-. ». Lands

graced by cattle Addifin. 3- The use ...

pasture. Arbuthnet. ,

PA'STi'R*. / [/«/&"■'. 7r3 '• Food;. .5

act ot feeding. BrC«». *. Ground on which

cattle feed Letts 3- Human culture; edu

cation. Dryden.
To P A'aTl'KE. *>. *• [from the noun J To place

in a pisture. Mi ten.

Wo PASTURE v.n. [from the noun.J To graze

in a pasture. - .s ,
PA'STY /. [paste. Fr] A pye or crust raised

without a dish Shikejp.

PAT. a. Isrom M/, Dutch, S*/.«r] Fit; con

venient; exactly suitable. Atterlnry.

PAT. /. [tette, Fr J 1. A light quick blow; a

tap. Cellter. t. Small lump ot matter beat

into shape with the hand.

To PAT. 1: a. [from the noun ] To strike light

ly ; to lap Baccn.

PATACHF. / A small ship. Amswtrlh.

PA'TACOON. / A spanish coin worth sour

(hillings and eight pence English. Amjwertb.

To PA 1 CH. v. n [puJxer, Danish ; pewarc,

Italian.) I. To cover with » piece lewed on.

l-.cte t. To decorate the tace with sm»U

spots of bluk silk. Aii'Jtn. 3- To mend

clumsily ; to mend so at that the original

strength or beauty is lost. Dryden. 4.. To

make up of shreds or different pieces. Raleigh.

PATCH. / \per.ai, Italian.] 1. A piece sewed

00 to cover a hole. Lecke. 1. A piece insert

ed in mosaick or variegated work. 3. A small

spot of black silk put on the face. Suckling.

4. A small particle ; a parcel of land. Sbakejp.

5. A paltry fellow. Obsolete. Sbakesp.

PA'TCHER./. [from patch.] One that patchea ;

a botcher.

PA'TCHERY. / s from patch. ] Botchery i

bungling work j forgery. Shake/p.

PATCHWORK. s. scarce and werk] Work

made by sewing small pieces of different co

lours interchangeably toge ther. Swift.

PATE. / The head. Spenser, Seutb.

PA'TED. a. [from pate.] Having a pate.

PATEFACTION. (. [patefailie, Lat] Actor

state of opening. Ainjwerth.

PA'TEN. J. [patina, Lat.] A plate Sbakesp.

PATENT, a [patent, Lat ] 1 Open to the

perusal of all ; as, letters patent. ' • Soroe-j-. ■ ...... w» — • , —, — I
thing appropriated by letters patent mirlimer,

PATENT./ A writ conferring some exclusive

right or privilege. Sbakesp.

PATENTEE'. /. [from patent.] One who hat

a patent. Swift.

PATER NOSTER.s. [Lat.] The LcrJ's prayer.

Cam/ten.

PATE'RNAL. a. \pattrnut. Lat.] 1. Father

ly ; having the relation of a father. Hammind:

z. Hered:tary , received in succession from

oneV father. DryJen.

PATERNITY.;, [from palernni. Lat.] Fa-

therfhrp ; the relation of a father. Arbuthnet.

PATH./, [pa*, Saxon.] Way ; road; track.

Dryden.

PA'l HK'TICAL. 7 a. [VaSÆxa .] Affecting

PATHETICK. J the passions ; passionate j

moving. Swift.

PATHETICALLY, adv. [from patbet,cal]

In such a manner as may strike the passions.

Dryden.

PATHETICALNESS. /. [ from fatbelicaL

Quality of being pathetick ; quality of mov

ing the passions.

PATHLESS, a [from path.] Untrodden | not

marked with piths. Sandyt.

PA'THOGNOMONICK. a. [v*Sr/ixu<»ut;< ]

Such signs of a disease as are inseparable, de

signing the essence or real nature of the dis

ease ; net symptomatick^

PATHOLOGICAL, a. [from palbilogy.] Re

lating to the tokens or discoverable effects ot

a distemper.

PA'THOLOGIST. / [**$©• and »»}<».] One

who treats of pathology.

PATHOLOGY. /. [w*S«: and >***■] That

part of mrdicire which relates to the distem

pers, with their differences, causes and effects

incident to the human body. Sjnincy.

PATHWAY. /. [path and way. ] A road ;

strictly a narrow way to be passed on foot.

Sbakejp. .

PATIBLC
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PA'TIBLE. «. [from patior, Lit.] Sufferable ;

tolerable. Dicl.

PATIBULARY. a. [patihnlaire, Fr. from^a-

tihnlnm. Lit] Belonging to the gallows.

PATIENCE./ [patientia. Lat] I. The power

of suffering; insurance; the power of ex

pecting long without nge or discontent ; the

power os supporting injuries without revenge.

Matthem. i. Sufferance ; permission. Hooker.

3. An herb. Mortimer.

PATIENT, a. [patient, Lit.] I. Hiving the

quality of enduring. Ray. 2. Cilm undrr

piin or affliction. Dryden. 3. Not revenge

ful against injuries. 4. Not easily provoked.

1. Tie/sal. 5. Not hasty j not viciously eager

or impetuous. Prior.

PATIENT. / [patient, Fr.] 1. That which

receives impreflion; from external agents. Gov.

<ftht Tongue. 2. A person diseased. Addisn.

To PATIENT, t. a. [patienter, Fr.] To com

pose one's self. Shake/p.

PA'TIENTLY. adv. [from patient.] r. With

out nge under pain or affliction. Milton. 4.

Without vicious impetuosity. Calamy.

PA'TINE /. [patna, Lat.J The cover of a'

chalice. Ainsvjorlb.

PATLY. adv. [from pat ] Commodioufly; fitly.

PATRIARCH. / [palriarcha, Lai ] 1. One

who governs by paternal right ; the father

»nd ruler of a fimi'y. 1. A bishop superior to

archbishops Rakub.

PATRIARCHAL V [patriarchal, Fr. from

patriarch.} 1. Belonging to patriarchs; such as

was possessed orenj yedby patriarch*. Norm.

1. Belonging to hierarchal patriarchs. Aylijse.

PATRIARCHATE ? / patriarchal, Fr.

PA'TRIARCHSHIP. i from patriarch} A

bifhoprick superior to archblihopncks. Aylifje.

PATRIA RCHY./ Jurisdiction of 1 patriarch;

patriarchate Brerevjtod

PATRICIAN, a. fpatricinr, Cat.] Semtorillj

noble; not plebeim.

PATRI CIAN. / A nobleman Dryden.

PATRIMO'NIAL. a. [from patrimony.'] Pos

sessed by inheritance Temple.

PATRIMONY. /. [palrimoninm. Lat.] An

estate possessed by inheritance. Daviei

PA TRIOT. /. One whose ruling passion is the

love ot his country. Ttckell.

PATRIOTISM. / [from patriot] Love of

one's country ; zeal for one's country.

To PATROCINATE. v. a [patrocincr, Lat.]

To patronize; to protect; to deiend. Did.

PATROL. / [patromlk, old Fr.] 1 . The act

of going the rounds in 1 garrison to observe

that orders are kept. 2. Thole that go the

rounds. ThcmfcH.

To PATROL, v n. [palronillr, Fr ] To go

the round j in 1 camp or garrison. Black.

PATRON, f. {patrim,' Lat.] 1. One who

countenances, supports, or protects. Prior. 1.

A guardian liint. Spenser. 3. Advocate;

de ender; vindicator. Locke. 4. Onewhohas

donation of ecclesiastical preferment.

PAlRONAGK. / strom patron.} 1. Sup

port ; protection. SiJney, Creed, a. Cuar-

dianlhip of saints. Addiftn. 3. Donation «rf

1 benefice ; right of conterrirg 1 benefice.

To PATRONAGE, v. a. [from the noun.] To

pitroniie ; to protect.

PATRONAL. a. [from patronm, Lat] Pro

tecting; supporting; guaiding; defending.

Bremen.

PATRONESS./ [feminine of patrom.] t. A

female thit defends, counteninces or supports.

Fair/ax. 2. A temile guardian faint.

To PA TRONISE. v. a. [from patron.] To

protect ; to support } to defend ; to counte-

i nance. Bacon.

PATRONY'MICK. / [«raTt>i7ui«.?.] Name

exprefling the name of the father or ancestor.

Bretme.

PATTEN ofa pillar, s Its bass. Ai.faorth.

PATTENMAKER. / [patten and maker.}

He that makes pattens.

PATTEN. / [patin, Fr.] A shoe of wood with

in iron ring, worn under the common shoe by

women. Camdem.

To PATTER, v. n. [from patte, Fr. the foot.]

To make a noise like the quick steps of many

feet. Dryden.

PATTERN./ [patron, Fr. patron, Dutch.]

1 . The original proposed to imitation ; the ar

chetype ; that which is to be copied. Hooker,

Grew, Rogers. 1. A specimen; 1 part shown

as a sampie os the rest. Swift. 3. An in

stance; an ezarr.pie. Hooker. 4. Any thing

cut out in paper to direct the cutting os cloth.

To PA TTliKN. -v. n. [patronner, Fr.] I. To

make an imitation of something ; to copy.

Shaktlp. ». To serve as an example to be

followed. Shakefp..

PA'VAN. 7 / A kind of light tripping dance

PA-VIN i Ainfw.rth.

PA U'C I LOQUY. J. panciloaninm,Lmt ] Spirit g

and rare speech.

PAU'c'ITY. J. [pancitai, Lit.] I. Fewnesi. j

smallness of number. Boyle. 2. Smallness of

quantity. Bro<an.

To PAVE, v. a. [pavic, Lat.] I. To lay wiilj

brick or stone ; to floor with stone. Stake/p.

2 To make a passage easy. Bacon.

PAVEMENT./ [pavimentnm. Lat] Stones er

bricks laid on 1 he ground; Itoi.e floor. AJJiJ:n.

PAVER. 7 / [from pave.] One who lays with

PA VI ER. J stones Gay.

PAVILION./ [parillon, Fr.] A tent} » tem

porary or moveable house. Sandye.

To PAVI LION. v. a [from the noun.] 1. To

furnish with tents. Milton. 2. To be shelter

ed by a tent.

PAUNCH. / [pause, Fr. pantex, Lit.] The

belly; the region of the guts. Bacon.

To PAUNCH, v. a. [from the noon. J To pierce

or rip the belly; to exenterate. Garth.

PAUPER J [Lat] A poor person.

PAUSE. / [fan/a, low Lat. irivu.] 1. A stop;

1 place or time of intermission. Add/Jon. a.

Suspense; doubt. Shakefp. 3. Break; para

graph ; apparent separation os the parts of 1

discourse. 4. Place of suspend ng the voice

HHrktd
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marked in writing. 5. A stop or intermis

sion in musick.

To PAUSE v . n. 1. To wait ; to stop; not

to proceed ; to forbear for a time. Milton. 1.

To deliberate. Knollei 3. To be intermitted.

Tickell.

PAU'SER. / [from pause ] He who pauses ; he

who deliberates. Sbakesp.

PAW. / [pavien, Welsh J I . The foot of a

beast of prey. Mire. a. Hand. Dryden.

To PAW. v.n [from the noun ] To draw the

fore foot along the ground. Pope.

To PAW. v.m. 1. To strike with a draught of

the fore foot Tickell. a. To handle roughly.

3. To fawn; to flatter Ainsviortb.

PA'WED. a: [from sa-w] 1 . Having paws.

1. Broad fooled. Atnjviortb

PAWN. a. [pand, Dutch; pat, Ft.] I. Some

thing given to pledge as a security for money

borrowed or promise made. Hovtel. a. The

slate of being pledged. Sbakcfp. 3. A com

nion man al chess. Ams-wortb,

To PAWN. v. a. [from the noun.] To pledge;

to give in pledge. Sbakcfp.

PAWNBROKER./ [pa-wn and broker.] One

who lends mr.ney upon pledge. Arbutbnot.

To PAY. v. a. [paur, Fr.] 1. To discharge a

debt. Dryden. 2. To dismiss one to whom

any thing is due with his money. 3. To a-

tone ; to make amend:; by suffering. Rofcomm.

4. To beat. Sbakejp. 5. To reward; to re

compense. Dryden. f. To give the equiva

lent tor any thing bought Locke.

PAY. / [fiom the veib.j Wages; hire; money

given in return for service. Temple.

PAYABLE, a paiabli, Pr.] I. Due; to be

paid Bacon. I. Such as theie is power to

pay. Scvth.

PAYDAY. {. [pay sad day ] Dl>' on wn'cn

d.bts areto be dilchar^red or wages paid. Locke.

PA YER. / [paieur, Fr ] One who pays

PA YMASTER J. [pay and mafter.\ One who

is to pay ; one from whom wages or reward is

received. Taylor.

PAYMENT./ [from pay] I. The ist of

paying, a. The discharge of debt or promise.

Bactn. 3. A reward South. 4. Challise-

ment; sound beating. Ai*Jv.'ortb.

ToPAYSE. v. a. [ukd by Spenser for poise]

To balance.

PA'YSER. /. [for poiser.] One that weighs.

Carena.

PEA. / [pisume, Lat. pipa, Sax.] A plant

The species are sixteen.

PEACE, s. [paix, Fr. pax. Lat] 1. Respite

from war, Addiscm. a. Quiet from suits "i

disturbance. Datiis. 3. Rcll from any com

motion. 4. Stillness from riots or tumulis

5. Reconciliation ofdisterences. Ijatah. 6 A

Hate not hostile. Bacon. 7. Rest; quiet;

content; freedom from terrour ; heaveuW

it-si. Tilletjcn. 8. Silence; suppression as the

thoughts.

PEACE, inter).

Cl ajb 4 TV.

A word commanding silence

PEACE-OFFERING. / peace and »/«•.] A-

mong the Jews, a sacrifice or gist offered to

God for atonement and reconciliation for a

crime or offence. Lev.

PEA'CEABLE. a. [from peace.] 1. Free from

war; free from tumult. Swift, a. Quiet ;

undisturbed. Spenser. 3. Not violent; not

blood)\ Hale. 4. Not quarrelsome ; not tur

bulent. Genesis.

PEA'CEABLENESS./ [from peaceable.] Qui

etness ; disposition to peace. Hammond.

PEACEABLY, adv. [from peaceable ] 1.

Without war; without tumult. Svoift. X.

Without disturbance. Sbakcfp.

PEACEFUL, a. \peace and /«//.] 1. Quiet;

not in war. Dryden. 1. Pacisick ; mild.

Dryden. 3. Undisturbed; still; secure. Pcfe.

PEACEFULLY, adv. [from peaceful] 1.

Quiet ; without disturbance. Dryden. a.

Mildly ; gently.

PEA'CEFULNESS. / [from petcefuL] Quiet ;

freedom from disturbance.

PEACEMAKER. /. [peace and maker.] One

who reconciles differences. Sbakejp.

PEACEPA RTED. a. {peace and parted] DJ-

missed from the world in peace. Sbalcsp.

PEACH. /. [pesebe, Fr.] A roundish fleshy rruit,

having a longitudinal fuirow, inclosing a rough

rugged stone. Miller.

To PEACH, v. n. [corrupted from impeach]

To accuse of some crime. Dryden.

PEACH-COLOURED a [peach and alonr.]

Of a colour like a peach. Sbakcfp.

PEA'CHICK./ [pea and chick.] The chicken

ol a peacock. Ssulkcrn.

PEACOCK. / A fowl eminent for the beauty

of his feathers, and particularly of his tail.

Sandyt,

PEAHEN. / [pea and hen ; />«*«, Lat ] The

female of the peacock.

PEAK. / [pcac, Sax.J I. The top of a hill or

eminence. Prior 1. Any thing acuminated.

3. The rising forepart of a head dress.

To PEAK. v.m. 1. To look sickly Sbeiejp.

1. To make a mean figure ; to sneak Shakejp.

PEAL./ A succession of loud sounds; as, ot

bells, thunder, cannon Hayaard.

To PEAL. <v. n. [from the noun] To play so

lemnly and loud Mdt:n.

To PEAi.. v. n. To assail with noise. Miltn.

PEAR. J [poire, Fr. I A fruit more produced

ten'. aid the ioot-(b.ic than the apple, but ia

hollovcd like a navtl at the extreme part.

The Ipecies are eighty four

PEAR 1 . J [perle, Tr' pc- ia, Spanisli ] Pemrli,

thoujjn esteemed of the number o; gems, are

but a dill c-mper in cite creature that prefects

them. The fish in which peat It »ie im-ll ir<-

quently found is the oyster. The true thspe

of the pearl is a perfect lound ; tut fume <r a

considerable siie are of the st.apc cC a pear:

their colour ou^ht to be * ;<ut£, elect- and

brilliant white.

.PEARL. / [albugo, Lat ] A wnue speck or ftla

grown on the eye.

PEA WJc.ll.
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PEA'RLED. a. [from pearl] Adorned or set

with pearls Milton.

PEARLEYED. a. [star! and eye.] Having a

speck in the eye.

PEA'RLGRASS. f

PEARLPLANT.f / Plants.

PEA RLWORT. )

PEARLY a. ' from pearl.] i. Abounding with

pearls, containing pearls. Woodward, a.

Resembling pearls. Drayton.

PEARMAINJ Ani'ppk. Mortimer.

PEA'RTREE. / [pear »nd tree. ] The tree

that bears pears. Bacon.

PEASANT. / [paisaut, Fr.] A hind j one

whose business is rural labour. Spenser.

PEASANTRY./. Peasants; rusticks; cauntry

people. Locke.

PEASCOD. Is. [/*a,«</and/M7] The hulk

PEA'SHEl.L. J that contains pease. Wattm

PEASE./ Food of pease. Tusser.

PEAT./ A species of turf used for fire. Bacon

PEAT./ [from^err'r, Fr.] A little fondling ;

a darling ; a dear play thing. Donne.

PE'BBLE. J J. sprebolr-tana, Sax.] A

PE'BBLESTONE. J stone distinct from flints

being not in layers, but in one homogeneous

mass Sidney

PEBBLE-CRYSTAL./ Crystal in form oi

nodules. Wood-ward.

PEBBLED a. from pebble .] Sprinkled or a-

bounding with pebble? Thomson.

PEBBLY, a. ' from pebble ] Full of pebbles.

Thornton.

PECC Abl LITY. /. [from peccable.] State o:

being subject to sin. Decay of Piety t

PECCABLE a. [trom pecco, Lat.] Incident to

fin.

PECCADI I.LO ( [Spanish ; peccadillo, Fr.] A

petty rau't; a flight crime; a venial offence.

Atterbury

PECCANCY./, ffom peccant] Bad quality.

rVijeman.

PECCANT, a [peccant, Fr.) I Cuilty ; rri

minal. South, a III dilpoted; corrupt ; bad ;

offensive to the body. Atbutbnet. 3. Wrong,

bad; deficient; untormal. Aylijje.

PECK./ [irompocca] 1. The fourth part ot

a bushel. Hudtbras. 1. Proverbially. [In low

languaee.j A great deal. Suckling.

To PECK v. a. [pecauer, Fr. picien, Dutch ]

I. To strike with the beak as a bird. 1. Tu

pick up food with the beak. Addijon. 3. To

strike with any pointed instrument Carew. 4.

To strike ; to make blows. South.

PECKER./ [from^rc*.] 1. One that pecks.

1. A kind of bird: as, the wood-^erierr. Dryd.

PECKLED. a. [corrupted from Ipeckled.] Spot

ted . varied with spots Walton.

PECTl NAL. / [from peclen, Lat. a comb ]

There are fishes as peSinali, such as have their

bones made laterally like a comb. Brown.

PECTINATED, a. [ from peSen, Lat.] Formed

like a comb. Brown.

PECTINATION./ The state of being pecti

nated Brown.

PECTORAL. <r. [from pefltral't, Lat.] Be

longing to the breast Wiseman.

PECTORAL./ [petlorale, Lat. peSoral, Fr ]

A breast plate.

PECULATE. ? /. [peculatut, LaL peculat,

PECULATION. I Fr.] Robbery of the pub-

lick ; theft of publick money.

PECULATOR /[Lat] Robber ofthe publick.

PECU LIAR a \ ptculiarii, frompeculium,Lit]

I. Appropriate; belonging to any one with

exclusion of others 1. Not common to other

things. 3. Particular ; single Milton.

PECULIAR./ 1 . The property j the exclusive

property. Milton. 1. Something abscinded from

the rdinarv jurisdiction. Carew,

PECULIARITY / [from peculiar] Particula

rity ; something found only in one. Swift.

PECU LI ARLY. adv. [from peculiar.] 1 .Parti

cularly; singly. Woodward. X. In a manner

not common to others.

PECUNIARY./; [pecuniariut. Lat.] 1 Rela

ting to money. Brown. a. Consisting ofmoney.

Bacon.

PED./ 1. A small packsaddle. Tnffer. 1. A

basket ; a hamper. Spenser.

PEDAGOGICAL a. [Irompedagogue ] Suiting

or belonging to a schoolmaster.

PEDAGOGUE. / [ naiUyvyic. ] One who

teaches boys; a schoolmaster ; a pedant

Dryden. .

To PE'DACOCUE. v. a. [ SMiSayaryfcv. ] To

teach with superciliousness. Prior.

PEDAGOGY / ( ■natiayooyia. ] The master

ship ; discipline. South

PEDAL, a. [pedalii. Lat.] Belonging to a soot.

PE'DALS./ [pedalit, Lat. peda et, Fr.] The

large pipes ol an organ. Di{l.

PEDA'NEOUS. a [pedaneut, Lat.] Going on

foot.

PEDANT./ [pedantic] 1. A schoolmaster.

Dryden. a. A man vain of low knowledge.

Swst.

PEDA NTICK. 7 a. [pedantesque, Fr. from

PEDA'NTICAL I pedant.] Awkwardly osten

tatious of learning. Hayiuard.

PtDA NTICALLY. adv. [ from pedantical. ]

With awkward ostentation of literature. Pry.

PEDANTRY./ [pedanterie, Fr.] Awkward

ostentation ot needless learning. Brown,CowI.

To PE DDLE. v. n. To be busy about trifles.

Amsworth.

PEDERERO / [pedrero, Spanish ] A small

canon managed by a swivel. It is frequently

written paterero.

PEDESTAL. J. [ fiedflal, Fr. ] The lower

member of a pillar j the basis of a statue.

Dryden.

PEDESTRIOUS. a. [pedestrit, Latin.] Not

winged; going on foot. Brcwn.

PEDICLE / [itompedts. Lat. pedicule, Fr.]

The footstalk, that by which a leaf or truit is

fixed to the tree. Bacon.

PEDI'CULAR. a. [pedicularii, Lat] Having

the phthytiasis or lousy distemper. Ainjiuortl .

P£ DIGREE. /. [pen and dcgti,%Hnner.] Ge

nealogy j lineage; account of descent. Camtt.

PE'DI-
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JB'DIMr.NT./ [sedit, Lat.] In architecture,

an ornament thtt crowns the ordonnances,

finishes the fronts of buildings, and serves is >

dncraii'm over gates. Dt8.

PE 1M.KR / One who travels the country with

small commodities. Shakefp.

PED1.ERY a. [from pedler.] Wares sold by

pedlers. Swift.

PE"DDI.IN'G a. Petty dealing; such as pedlers

have. Decay ofPiet-

E DOB APT ISH

Infant baptism.

have. Decay of rtety.

PEDOBAPT ISM. / [**&&• and g«rVpa.]

PEDOBAPT1ST. / [«iit& and faar.irtc J

One ihat holds or practises infant baptism

To PEEL. v. a. [peler, Fr. from pellii.] 1. To

decorticate ; to flay. Shakefp 1. [irom pi//rr,

to rob.) To plunder. According to analogy

this should be written fill. Mils.

PEEL./ [ ptllis, Lat.) The skin or thin rind ot

any thing.

PEEL./ I paelle, Fr.] A broad thin board with

a long handle, used by baker* to put their

bread in and out of the oven.

PEELER./ [from peel J i. One who strips or

flays, x. A robber) a plunderer, suffer.

To PEEP. v. n. i . To make the first appearance.

Spenser. 1. To look slily, closely or curiously.

Spenser, Cleaveland, Dryden.

PEEP./ i. First appearance : as, Mine peep

and first break of day. l. A sly look. Swijt.

PEE'PER./ Young chickens just breaking the

shell. Bramstead

PEE PHOLE. 7 / [ftep »nd Mt ] A hole

PEEPINGHOLE.J through which one may

look without being discovered trier.

PEER./ [pair, Fr.] i. Equal; one of the same

rank. Datiei. I. One equal in excellence or

endowments. Dryden. 3. Companion; fellow.

Ben.Jcbnfin. 4. A nobleman; ot nobility we

have five degrees, who are all neverthelels

called peers, because their essential privileges

are the lame. Dryden.

To PEER. v. ». (by contraction from appear]

I. To come just insight. Bcn.Jtbnjcn. X.

To look narrowly; topeep. Sidney.

PEERAGE / [paine, Fr. hompecr] l.The

dignity of a peer. Swift, a. The body ot

peers. Dryden.

PF.ERDOM./ (fromp«r.) Peerage. Atnfw

PEE RESS./[iemale of /*«-.] The lady of a

peer; a woman ennobled.

PEERLESS, a. [from peer.] Unequalledj hav

ing no peer. Milton.

PEE'RLESSN ESS /[from feet lest] Univer

sal superiority.

PEEVISH a. Petulant; waspish; easily of

fended; irritable; hard to please. Swift.

PEE'VISHLY. adv. [from peevijb ) Angrily ;

querulously : morosely Haywa'd.

PEE'VISHNESS./ [from peevish J Irascibility

querulousnessj iretlulness; peiversencss. King

Cbarlei

PEG./ (pf«*», Teutonkk.] _i. A piece of

wood driven into a hole. Swtjt. 1. Tbc pinS

•f an inftiumeot in which the strings are

strained Shakefp. 3 le take a r">:G Inner

To depress; to sink. Hndibrat. x. The nick

name of Margaret.

To PEG. t>. a To fasten with a peg. Evelyn.

PELF. / [ in low Latin, ftlfra.] Money ;

riches. Sidney, Swift.

PELICAN./" [pthcanni, low Lat.] Thsre are

two forts ot fv/iYaitj ; one lives upon filh ; the

other keeps in deserts, and feeds upon fer-

pema: the pelican is supposed to admit ita

young to fuck blood from its breast.

PELLET./ [from #i/aJ' Lit. pebte, Fr] t.

A little ball. Saniyt. X. A bullet ; a ball.

Ray.

PE LLETED. a. [from pellet ] Consisting of

bullets Skakefp.

PE LLICLE./ [pellienla. Lat.] 1. A thin fcics

Sharp 1. It is often used lor the film which

gathers upon liquors impregnated with salt or

other substances, and evaporated by heat.

PEI.LITORY./ [parietaria, Lat,) An herb.

Miller.

PE'LLMELL./ [pejle mefle, Fr.) Confusedly,

tumultuously ; one among another. Hndibrat.

PELLS/ [pellii. Lat.] Clerk of the petit, an

officer belonging to the exchequer, who enter*

every teller's bill into a parchment roll exiled

pellii accepttrum, the roll of receipts Bailey.

PELLUCID, a. [pellncidm, Lat] Clear; tran

sparent; not opake ; notdaik. Newtta.

PELLUCI'DITY. 7 / [horn peltncid ] Tran-

PELLU'CIDNESS. J parency; clearness, not

Opacity. Keil.

PELT. j. [from pellii, Lat.) 1. Skin; hide

Brown, 1. The quarry of a hawk xll torn-'

Amjwirth.

PLLTMONGER. / [pell; Lat, pelt and

tnengrr J A dealer in raw hides.

To PELT.*. a. [petern, German, Skinner ] t.

To strike with lomething thrown. Atttrbnry.

1. To throw; to cast Dryden.

PELTING 0 This word in Shakespeare signi

fies paltry ; pitiful.

PELVIS. J. [Latin.] The lower part of the

belly.

PEN. / [senna. Lat.) I. An instrument of

writing. Dryden. 1. Feather. Spenser. 3.

Wing. M.ltan. 4. [From penmui, Sax.] A

final! inclosure; a coop. VEfirange.

To PEN. v a. [pennan and puittn, Sax.] I.

To coop ; to sliut up ; to incite ; to imprison

in a narrow place. Baccn. 1. [From the noon.]

To write. Digby.

PENAL, a. [penal, Fr. [rempeena, Lxt.) 1.

Denouncing punilhment; enacting punttci-

ment. Sentb. i. Used for the purpose* of

punilhment; vindictive. Milten.

PENALTY. 7 / (from penalise, old Pr., r.

PENA LITY. 1 Punishment; censure; jndiciaJ

infliction. Brawn. 1. Forfeiture upon non-

performance. Shakefp.

PENANCE. /I [penence, old Fr] lunict'-oo

either publick or private, fostered as »o ex

pression of repentance for sin. Bate*.

PENCE/ The plurxl of penny Maf.b

PE'NCIL. /. [penuiUnm, Lat.) I. A 6r-*'l

nrn.iV
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brush of hair which painters dip in 'heir^

colours Dryden 1. A black lead pen, with!

which, cut to a point, they write without ink,

IVatti. 3. Any inltrumenl of writing with

out ink.

To PE'NCIL. v. n. [from the noun ] To paint

Shakelp.

PENDANT. / [pendant, Fr ] I. A jewel

hanging in the car. Post. *. Any thing

hanging by way of ornament. Waller. 3. A

pendulum. Obsolete. Digby. 4- A small flag

in ships.

PENDENCE / [from pendeo, Lat. ] Slope-

ness j inclination IVotlon

PE NDENCY. f. [from pendeo, Lat] Sufpence ;

delay of decision. Ayliffe.

PENDENT, a. [pendent, Lat] 1. Hanging

Sbakesp. 2. Jutting over. Shakesp. 3. Support

ed ahove the ground Milton.

PENDING. / [pendeme Int.] Depending ; re

maining yet undecided. Ayhfse.

PENDUl.OSITY. ? j. [irom pendulous]

PENDULOUSNF.SS. J The state of hanging ;

suspension Brown.

PENDULOUS, a. [/endulus. Lat] Hanging ;

not supported below. Ray

PE'NDULUM. /. [pendului, Lu. pendulc, Pr.]

Any weight hung lo as that it may easily

swing backwards and forwards, of which ih?

great law is, that its oscillali >nt are always.

performed in equal times- lludibrat.

PENETRABLE, a [penetrable, Fr. penetrabi

hi, Lat.] i Such as may be pierced; such

as may admit the entrance of another body

Dryden. 2 Susceptive ol moral or intellectual

impression. Skakesp.

PENETRABILITY./ [from penetrable-.] Sus

ceptibility of impression trom another body

Cheyne.

PE'NETRAIL. /. [penetralia, Lu.] Intcriour

parts. Harvey.

PE'NETRANCY. s. [from penetranl.] Power

Qt entering or piercing. Ray.

PE'NETRANT. a [penetrant, Fr ] Having

the power to pierce or enter ; sharp; lubtlc

Boyle •

To PENETRATE, v. a. [penelro, Latin; pe-

nctrer,\?e.] I. To pierce; to enter beyond

the lur.'ace ; to make way into a b'-dy. Arbut.

1. To affect the mind. 3. To reach the

meaning.

To PENETRATE, v.n. Tomake way. Lie le.

PENETRATION./: [penetration, Fr. from

penetrate.] 1. The act of entering into any

body. Milton. 2. Mental entrance into any

thing abstruse. #'a//r. 3. Acutetlefs, sagacity.

IVattt. .

PENETRATIVE, a. [from penetrate] I.

Piercing ; sharp ; subtile. IVotton. 2. Acute ;

lagacious ; discerning S<wift. 3. Having the

power to impress the mind Skjkejp.

PENETRATIVENESS./ I from penetrative]

The quality ot bein^r penetrative.

PE NGUIN./ [anjer magelianicui. Lat.] I. A

bird, tho' he be no higher than a large goose,

yet he weighs sometimes sixteen pounds

Greta. 1. A fruit very common in the Wtft-

i"dies, «f a sharp acid flavour. Miller.

st.Nl-NSULA. /[Lat.pent in/via] A piece

of land almost surrounded by the sea. Carrtv.

PEN INSULATED, a [irom peninsula.] Al

most, sui rounded by water.

PE NITENCE s. [peenitentia. Lat.] Repen

tance, sorrow for crimes; contrition for sin,

with amendment of life or change of the affec

tions. DryJen.

PENITENT a [penitent, Fr. feenitent. Lat.]

Repentant; contrition for sin ; sorrowful for

past transgressions and resolutely amending

life. Milton.

PE'NITENT./ I. Oncsorrcv/sul for sin. Bacon.

2. One under censure of the church, but ad

mitted to penance. Stilling;feet. 3 One un

der the direction of a confessor.

PENITENTIAL, a. [from fnima.] Expres

sing penitence ; injoined as penance. Seutt.

PENITENTIAL./ \penitenciel, Fr. par.iten-

ttale, low Lat.] A book directing thedegrees

of penance. Ay life.

PEMTL'NTIARY. / [penitencier, Fr peeni-

ttntiariut, low Lat. 1 1. One who preferibea

the rules and measures of penance. Bacon.

2. A pen tent ; cne who does penance. Ham.

3. The place where penance is enjoined.

PENITENTLY, adv. (from penitent.] With

repentance , with i'oirow lor sin; with con

trition.

PENKNIFE./ [pentad knife.] A knife used

to cut pens. Bacon.

PENMAN./ [pen and man] 1. One who

proiesses the art ot writing. 2. An author ;

a writer. Addijcn.

PE NNACHED. a. f ptnnache', Fr] ts only ap

plied to flowers when the greund of the natural

colour o their leaves is radiated and diversified

neatly without any comusion. Trev. Evelyn

PENNANT. / ,/>,»»£», Fr.J 1. A small flaj,

ensign or colouis. 2. A tackle for hoilliog

thu gs on board. Ainjtvirtb.

PENNATED. a. [fenna:ui,\.l\^ i.Wicged.

2. Ver.natcd, amor.g botanists, are those leaves

ot plants thu grow directly one against ano

ther on the tame rib or (talk : ai, those ot ash

and walnut-tree ^umiy.

PENNEK. / Lfiom^M.J 1. A writer. 2. A

pencase Ainjviortk.

PENNILESS, a. [ from ftnnj. ] Moneyless;

poor ; wanting money.

PENNON. J. 1 pennon, Fr. ] A small flag or

calour. Shakesp.

PENNY./ plural pence, [pent;. Sax.] I. A

lmall coin, ot which twelve make a lliilling :

a penny is the radical denomination irom

which English coin is numbered. Dryden. 2.

Proverbially. Shakcjp. 'Taylcr. 3. Money in

general. Dryden.

PENNYROYAL, or pudding grr.fi. f. [p*U-

rium, Latin. J

PENNYWEIGHT. / [penny and weight.] A

weight containing twenty-lour grams troy

weight. Arbutknst.

4 B PENNY-
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PE'NNYWISE. a. [penny and ■wise.'] One who

saves small sums at ihc hazard of larger Baton.

PENNYWORTH. /. [ penny and tvortb ] I.

As much as is bought tor a penny. a. Any

purchase ; any thing bought or sold for money.

S:utb. 3. Something advantageously bought ;

a purchase got for less than it is worth. Dryd.

4. A small quantity. Snift.

PENSILE a. [penfilit, Lat.] 1. Hanging •,

suspended.' Bacon. 2. Supported above the

ground. Prior.

PKNSILENESS f. [from fe-fle.] The state of

hinging.

PENSION./ [pension, Fr.l An allowance mae'e

to any one without an equivalent Addi,on

To PE NSIQN. v. a. [from the noun j To sup

port by an arbitrary allowance. AdJi/on.

PENSIONARY, a. [per/ionnaire, Fr ] Main

tained by pensions. Donne.

PENSIONER- / [from ptnfin.] I. One who

is supported by an allowance paid at the will

01 another; a dependant. Collier, a. A slave

of state hired by a stipend to obey his roaster.

sofe.

PENSIVE. a.\pensif, Fr. penjlvo, Italian.! 1.

Sorrowfuliy thoughtful ; sorrowful t mourn

fully serious. Pope. 1. It is generally and pro

perly used of persons. Prior.

PENSIVELY, adv. [iroro pensire.] With me

lancholy ; sorrowlullv. Spenser.

FE'NSIVENESS./ Ifrom pensive.] Melancho

ly ; sorrowfulness, sleeker.

PENT part, pass ofpen. Shut up. Mi ten.

PENTACAPSULAR. a. [*i>li and caff* far.]

Having five cavities.

PENTACHORD, a [irMi and Xf^] An in

strument with five strings.

PENTAEDROUS. a. [1.1A and i>pa ] Having

five fides. Woodward.

PENTAGON./ [irMi and y*vl*.] A figure

with five angles. Wotton.

PENTAGONAL, a. [from pentagon.] Quin-

quangular ; having five angles Weodnvard.

PENTAMETER j. [pentametrum, Lat] A

Latin verse of five sect. Addijon

PENTANGULAR, [wivlt and angular.] Five

cornered. Grenv.

PENTAPE'TALOUS. [loilj utdpctala, Lat]

Having five petals.

PENTASPAST. a. [wiili <nra»j An engine

* with five pullies. Difl.

PENTA STICK.. / [iri.1< andr'jc©-.] A com

position consisting of five verses.

PENTA'STYLK. /: [1ri.li and (-*>©••] In ar

chitecture, a work in which are five rows of

co turns.

PENTATEUCH. / [-<iOi and tÆjjo* ; penta-

-. :i . ui . Fr. j '1 he hve bocks of Motes bcn;!iy.

PENTECOST. / [mi^orr ; peniaccj/e, li.J

A feast among the Jews. Skakejp.

PENTECOSTAL, a. [from penteasi] Be

longing to Whitlumide Sanderjen.

PE NTHOUSE. / [sent, from pente, Fr. and

bouje j A il'etl hanging out a'.t'jpe from the

mam wall. KnslUt

PENTICE. J. \pitJice, Italian] A sloping

roof, ri'tlt.n.

PE'NTILE. /. [pent and ///*.] A tile formed

to cover the sloping part of the roof. Moxtn.

PENT np. part. a. [pent, fioro pen and «^.]

Shut up. Shake/p.

PEKVL1MA. J. [Latin [ The last syllable

but one.

PrNUMBRA. / [pene and aaiira, Lat.] An

imperfect shadow. Nevtten,

PENURIOUS, a. [from pennria. Lat] 1. Nig

gardly ; sparing i not liberal -, sordidly mean.

Prior, x. Scant; not pler.ulul Addifcn.

PLNURIOUSLY.adV [from /«»•»->«•/ ] Spa

ringly; not plentilully.

PENURIOUSNESS. J [from pennriemi.] Nig

gardliness ; parsimony. Addijon.

PL'NURY/ [pennria, Lat.] Poverty; indi

gence. Hooker.

PE ONY / [ftnia, Lat ] A flower. Bojte.

PEOPLE./ \penple, Fr. pepnlni, Lat ] 1. A

nation; those who compose a community.

Sbakesp. a The vulgar. Waller. 3. The

commonalty ; not the princes or nobles. 4.

Persons of a particular class Bneon. 5. Men,

or persons in general. Arinttnct.

To PEOPLE, v. a. [penpler, Fr ] To stock with

inhabitants. Prior.

PE PASTICKS. /. [imraiw.] Medicines which

are good to help the rawness of the stomach

and digest crudities. Did.

PE'PPER./ [piper, Lat. pmrt,Ft.] Wehtve

three kinds of pepptr; the black, the white,

and the long, which ere three different fruiti

produced by three distinct plants. Tkentjtn.

To PEPPER, v. a (from the noun.] .. To

sprinkle with pepper. 1 To beat; to mangle

with shot or blows. Sbakesp.

PE PPERBOX. / [pepper and hx ] A boa so.

holding pepper. Sbakesp.

PL'PPERCORN. /". [pepper and «r» ] Any

thing of inconsiderable value.

PE PPERMINT.y. [pe/fer and num.] Mint

eminently hot.

PEPPERU OR.T. s.[pepper andmrt.] A plitr.

Miller.

PE'PTICK. a. [mCinlt.] What helps digestion-.

Ainjvjtrtb.

PERACU'TE./ [percent*!, Lai.) Very (harp ;

very violent.

PERADVE'NTURE. aaV [parad-ettnre , Fr J

1. Perhaps; may be ; by chance- Dt^hy. i.

Doubt ; question. Ssntb.

To Pl-RA'GRATl. v. a [peregre. Ut.] Ta

wander over.

PEKAGRA'TION / [from peragrate.] The-

act of passing through any suitor space. H:*!

To PERA MCUI.ATK. ».a. [ptramink. Lat J

1. To walk through, a. To turvey, by pa€n^

through Daviei.

PERAMliULA' 1 ION. f. [from perermhaUu J

1. The act t f pasting through or wirekKu g,

over. Baccn. a. A irav Ming survey. Hrmt .

PE'KCASE. ad-., [par nud caje.y PerchsavC .

rerhaps Bacon.

Pii'RCEANT. a. [prreanl, Fs ] Piercing ; ;* -

netrating. Spenjer.

PERCfcl -
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PERCEIVABLE, a. [frrmperceive ] Percep

tible ; such as fall under perception. L:cki

PERCEI VABLY. adv. [from percenable.) In

such a n-anner as may be observed or known.

To PERCEIVE. v. a. [percipio, Lai.] I To

discover by some sensible effects. Shakes}. a

1 o know ; 10 observe. Lscke. 3. To be af

fected by. Bacon.

PERCEPTIBILITY. / [from perceptible.] 1

The state os being an object of the fenses or

mind. 1. Perception ; ihe p_.wer of perceiving

Mere

PERCEPTIBLE, a. [perceptible, Pr perceptut.

Lat ] Such as may be known or observed

Bacon

PERCEPTIBLY, adv. [from perceptible) 1

In sach a manner as may be perceived. l'ope

PERCEPTION./ [perception, Ft. percept::,

1 at.] 1 . The power ot perceiving ; know

ledge ; consciousness Benttej. a. The act of

perceiving ; observation. 3. Notion ; idea

Hele 4. The state of being affected by some

thing. Brecon

PERCEPTIVE, a [perceptut. Lat] Having

the power or perceiving. Glanville.

PERCEPTIVITY. / [from perceptive.] The

power of perception or thinking.

PERCH. /. [perca, Lat] The perch is one of

the fishes of piey : he has a hooked or hog

bi .... which is armed with stiff bristles, and

all hit (kin armed with thick hard scales.ff'a/.

PERCH/ {pirtica. Lat. perch', Pr.] I. A

measure of five yards and a halt ; a pole. a.

[perche, Fr ] Something on which birds roost

ot sit. DryJen.—N. B. A perch in England i

rive yards and a halt, but in Ireland it is seven

ya ds.

To PERCH, v. n. [pcrcler, Fr. from the noun]

To sit or roost as a bird. Spenser.

To PERCH, v a. To place on a perch. Mere.

PERCHANCE. aJv. [per and chance.) Per

haps ; peradver.ture. IVottou.

PE RCHERS. /. Par s candles used in England

in ancient times ; also he larger fort os wax

candle?, which were usually set upon the altar

Barley

PERCTPIENT. a. [percipient, Lat ] Perceiv

ing ; having the power »f p.-rception Bentlty

PERCIPIENT. J. One that hat. the power 01

perceivirg. Glanitlie.

PE'RCLOSE / [per and cl.se ] Conclusion ;

tail t>ari. Raleigh.

To PE'RCOLATE. v. a. [percale, Lat.) To

st »in. Hale.

PERCOLATION. / [from percolate] The

act of straining ; puriricaticn or separation by

straining.

To IERCU'SS v.a [percns.i, Lat.] To strike.

Bacen.

PERCUSSION./, [percnjjie, Lat.] 1. The act

of striking ; stroke. Aeivten. a. Effect of

sooalin the ear. Rjmer.

FERCU'TIENT. J. [percutieni,htt.] Strik

ing ; having the power to strike. Bacen.

JPERDITION. / [perditio, Lat.] 1. Destruc-

(aop j ruin; death. Shakejp, z. Loss. Shakejp.

3. Eternal death. Jtaleigh.

PE RDUE. adv. Close ; in ambush. Hudibras.

PERDULOUS a. [ from perdo, Lat.] Lost;

thrown away. Branthatl.

PERDURARLE. a. I perdurable, Fr perdnre,

Lat.l Lasting; long continued State/p.

PERDURABLY.adV [from perdurable',j Last

ingly. Shake/p.

PERDURA'TION./ 'perdnro,Lti.] Longcon-

tinuance. Amsvjortb.

PERF.GAL. a [Fr.l Equal. Obsolete. Spenser.

To PE'KEGRJNATE. v. n. [peregrinui, Lat]

To travel ; to live in foreign countries. Di3.

PEREGRINATION./ [from petetrinut,'Ln,'\

To travel ; abode in foreign countries Bent/.

PE REGRINE. a. [pererr. n, old Fr. peregrinui,

Lat.] Foreign j not native; not domestick.

Bac-.n.

ToPEREMPT v a [peremptnt. Lat.] To

kill ; tocruln. A law term. Ayliffe.

PERE MPTION./ \percmpt:o. Lat peremftisn,

Pr.] Crush; extinction. Ijw lam. Ayhffe.

PEREMPTORILY adv. Ifrom peremptory]

Absolutely ; positively ; so as to cut off all

farther debate. Clarendon.

PEREMPTORINESS. /. [from peremptory.]

Pusiiiveness j absolute decision; dogmatism.

Tiltetfeu

PEREMPTORY, a. [ ferempteriut, low Lat.

pet'emptoire, Fr.] Dogmatical ; absolute ; such

as destroys all further expostulation. South,

PERE'NNIAL. a. [perennit. Lat] 1. Lasting

through the year. Chejne. 1. Perpetual ; un

ceasing. Harvey.

PERE'NNITY. / [from ferennitas. Lat.] T-

quality of lasting through all seasons; perpe

tuity. Derham.

PERFECT, a. [per/ejint, Lat] t. Complete \

enummate; finished; nei'.her defective nor

redundant. Hooker. 2. Fullv informed ; fully

Ikilul. Shakesp. 3. Pure; blameless ; clear j

immaculate Shakejp 4. Sate , out of danger.

Shakesp

To PERFECT, v. a. [pafeflnt, from persich.

Lat.] To finish; to complete; to consum

mate ; to biing to h> due liaie. Waller. 1. To

make skilful , to instruct fullv Shakcsp.

PE'RFFXTER. /. [from per'fei,.) One that

makes perfect. Pope.

PERFECTION./. [perfeaio. Ut. ferseclien,

Fr.) I. The state of being perfect. Mtli:n.

a Something that concurs to produce supreme

excellence. Drydcn. 3. Attribute of God.

Atterhury.

so PKRFK'CTIONATE. v. a tperseBiinurr,

Ft ] To make per.ect ; 10 advance to perfec

tion DryJen.

PERFL'CTIVE. a. [from perfeS.] Conducing

to brines to perfection. Ray.

PERFECTIVELY. adv. [from perscclive ] In

such a maoncras brings 10 perlettion. Grew.

PERFECTLY, adv. (from perfe3.\ 1. In the

highest degree of excellence, a. Totally ; com

pletely. BeyJe 3. Exactly ; accurately. Locke.

PERFECTNESS / [train />rr/r,9.] i.Com-

4 B l plctenei ,
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ploteness. i. Goodness ; virtue. "A scriptdral

word. Cohjslam. 3. Skill. Skakesp.

PERFIDIOUS, a. [persidut. Lat. perfide, Fr]

Treacherous ■, false to trust ^ guilty of violated

faith. Ifidcvr andCat

PERFIDIOUSLY adv. [from ptrfiditui.)

Treacherously ; by breach of faith. Hudibrai.

PERFl'DIOUSNESS. /. (from perfidious] 1 he

quality ofbeing perfidious. Tillotfon.

PERFIDY. / [perfidia. Lat. perfidy, Fr. J

Treachery i want of faith; breach of faith

PE'RFLABl.E a. [from perflo, Lat] Having

the wind driven through.

To PE'RFL ATE. 1: a. [perflo, Lat ] To blow

through. Arbuthnot.

PERFLATION./ \ (rompersate] The aa o!

blowing through. IVo^dnvard.

To PERFORATE, v. a.[perforo, I.at] To

pierce with a tool ; to bore. Blatimiri.

PERFORATION./ [from per/irate] I. The

act of piercing or boring. Mire. 1. Hole j

place bored. Ray.

PERFORA'TOR. s. s from perforate. ] Th<

instrument of boring. Sharp.

PERFORCE adv. [ per and force.] By vio

lence ; violently. Skakesp.

To PERFORM- f, a. [performare, Italian!

Toexitute; to do ; to discharge ; to atchieve

an undcriaking. Sidney.

To PERFORM, v. n. To succeed in an at

tempt. IrVatti.

PERFORMABLE. a. [from perform] Practi

cable i such as may be done. Brovjn.

PI RFO'RMAN CF./. [from perform] i.Com-

pleton of something designtd ; execution of

iomething promised. South. 2. Compost on ;

work. Dryd. 3. Action; something done. Ska.

PERFORMER./ [bom perform.) 1. One that

performs any thing. Shatejp 1 Itisgenerally

applied to one that makes a publick exhibi

tion of his skill.

To PERFRI'C ATE. v. n. [perfrice, Lat.] To

rub over. Did.

PERFUMATORY. a. [Morn perfume] That

which perfumes

PERFU'ME / [farfumc, Fr.] 1 . Strongodour

of sweetness u:*d to give scents to other

things. 1. Swtit odour ; fragrance. Pope.

To PERFU'ME. v. a. [from the noun] To

scent ; to impregnate with sweet scent Bacon

PERFU'MER. / (from ferfume] One whose

fade is to sell things made to gratify the Icent

Swift.

PERFU NCTORILY. adv [perfunflorie', Lat.]

Carelefly ; negligently. Carendi*.

PERFUNCTORY, a. [peTjun6toril, Latin j

Sl'ght ; careless ', negligent IVoidlvard.

To PERFUSE. v . a [perfujut, Lat] Totinc-

ture ; to overipread. Harvey.

PERHAPS, adi. [per ami tap.] Peradventure:

it niay be. b'latman, Smith.

PE'RIAPT. / [mfuwrV] An amulet j chaim

worn as a preservative against diseases or mil

ch iff. Sha'.cfp.

PERI'CARDIUM. /. [ Tiifi and xo?Ji. ] The

pericardium is a thin membrane pi a conitk

figure that resembles 1 purse, and contains ■

heart in i'j cavity, Qumcy.

PERICARPIUM./ [fericarpe, Fr.] In bota

ny a pellicle or thin membrane encompassing

the fruit or grain of a plant. Ray.

PERICLITA'TION. / [from per, rliter, L*t.

pericliter, Fr ] 1 . The state of being in dan

ger, a. Trial ; experiment.

PERICR A'NIUM. J [fiom 7iifH and cranium.]

1 he pericranium is the membrane that covets

the skull §>uincy

PERl'CULOUS. a. [ per culefus, Lat.] Dange

rous ; jeopardous ; hazardous Brcnvn.

PERI ERG Y. / [nip! and r)>».] Necyless cau

tion in an operation ; unnecessary diligence

PFRIGE'F. 1 J. [r.tf. and >»; perigee, Fr ]

PF.RIGF. UM i Is a point in th«t heavens,

wherein a planet is said to be in itr nearest

d-st;tnce possible from the earth Brcwn.

PERIHL'LIUM- / [ rift and ;ai«. J Is that

point of a planet's oibit, wherein it is nearest

the fun Chryne

PE'RIL.y. [peril, Fr. periiel, Dut] 1. Danger;

hazard ; jeopardy. Daniel 2. Denunciation j

danger denounced Slakefp.

PERILOUS a \peri'eux,Yr homperil.) 1.

Dangerous; hazardous; full of danger. Pope.

a. It is used by way of emphasis, or ludicrous

exaggeralicn of any thing bad. Hudibrat. 3.

Smtrt ; witty. Shatefp.

PERILOUSLY, adv. [horn perihui.] Dan

gerously.

PE RIl.OUSNESS. / [from penloui] Dange -

oufness.

PERIMETER. / 1*tA and fSiti; p/rimetre,

Fr.] The compasi. br sum of all the sides

which bound any li^lire of what kind soever,

whether rectilinear dr mixed Newton.

PE'RIOD. / [periede) Fr. mpirfoe.] [.Circuit,

a. Time in which any thing is performed, so

as to begin again in the fame manner. fVatts.

3. A stated number of years; a round of

time, at the end of which the things compris

ed within the calculation shall return to the

state in which they wereat beginning. Holder.

4. The end or conclusion. Addif.n. ;. The

stale at which any thing terminates. Smiling.

c7. Length of duration. Bacon 7. Acorn*

plete lenience from one full stop to another.

K,n. "Johnson.

To PERIOD, v. a. [from the noun.] To put;

an end to. A bad word Shake/p.

PIRIODICK. I a \feri,dique,ft. from pc-

PERIODICAL.J nod] ..Circular; making

a circuit ; making a revolution. IVattr. 1.

Happening by revolution at some stated lime.

Bdntley. 3. Regular ; performing Ibme action

a. stated times. Addis. 4. Relating to periods

or revolutions. Broivn.

PERIODICALLY, adv. [frorn periodical.] At

stated periods. ttre<u>n.

PERI'OSTEUM. / [«fl »pd »<-«?».] All the

bones are covered with a very sensible mem

brane, c-.lled the pcrtrfteum. Chryne.

PERIPHERY. / [*t?i and -pif».] Circumfe

rence. Harvry. Tq
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ToPERI'PHRASE. v. a. [peris eraser, Tc]

To express one word by many; to express

by circumlocution.

PERIPHRASIS./ [ Tififpoe-if. ] Circumlocu

tion ; use of many words to express the sense

of one. Brc<v<n, IVattt.

PERIPHRASTICAL. a [from peripkrcsn.]

Circumlocutory •, expiesfing the tense of one

word in many.

PF.RIPNEUMONY. 7 / [iris! and itfU/xm.]

PERIP.'- EUMONIA. } An inflairmaiion ot

the lungs. Arlutknel.

To PERISH, v . n. [perir, Fr. ptree. Lat.]

I. To die; to be dtllroyed ; to be lost ; to

come to nothing. Lccke. z. To be in a perpe

tual staieot decay. L:ike. 3. To be lost eter

nally. Mereten.

To PERISH, v. a. Todestroy ; todecay. Not

in use. Collier.

PE RISHABLE. a. [from perijb] LW. le to pe

rish ; subject to riccav ; o: short duration. Rat.

PERISH ABI.ENESS. / [ from penfiabk. ]

Liabler.tss to be destroyed ; li«.blentsh to decay

It k<.

PERIS 1 A'LTICK. a. fme.e-iMx ; penflaltiqne,

Fr.j Veristalt'ck motion is that vermicular

motion ot the guts, which is made by ifu

contraction oi the spiral fibres, wheiiby the

excrements are prelicd downward* and void

ed, ^uincy.

PERISTERION. / The herb vervain. D,a.

PERISTY LE. ;. [pensHe, Pr.] A circular

ranee of p'llais. ArOutl mt.

PER. SYSTOLE. J. [ ttf. and <n*-e>.ii. ] The

pause or interval betw ixt thf two motions o.

the lie- a rt or pulse. Diet.

PERITONEUM. / [ ■■.•Wr. ] This lie;

immediately ui der the muicles ot thelowtr

belly, and is a thin and soft membrane,

which incloses all the bowels. Die/.

PERJURE J.[per)urui, Lat] A peijured 1 r

torlworn person. S/rair/p.

To PERJURE. v. a. {-perjure, Lat.] To for

swear . to taint with perjury. Skake'p.

PE R J URF.R / [fromfer/'«r».] One that swear*

fallcly. Spthfcr.

PERJURY .J. [ferjurhm, Lat.] False oath

Stake/p

PERIWIG frperruque,Tr.] Adfcititioushair ;

hair not natural, worn by way of ornament or

concealment oi baldnes*. Swift

To PERIWIG, v. a. [from the noun.] To dress

in false hair. Swift.

PERIWINKLE . / 1 A small shell sift; a

kird ot hsh snail. Pcackam. z. A plant

Bacen.

To PERK, v ». [from perch, Skinner.] To

hold up the head with an affected briskness.

Pept.

To PERK. v. a. To diel's ; to pm '; Shakefp

PERK a. Pert; brisk . airy. Spenser.

PE'Rl.OUS. a. [from pet 1,'eue.\ Dangerous ; full

ot hazard. Sperftr

PERMXGY. J. A liitle Ta.kifi. hoot.

PERMANENCE.? J. [hom permanent.] Du-

PE RMANENCY J ration ; consistency ; con-

tinuance in the fame state. Hale.

PERMANENT, a. [permanent, Fr. perma

nent. Lat.] Durable ; not decaying ; unchang

ed. Hooker, Dryden.

PERMANENTLY adv. [ from permanent ]

Durably ; lastingly.

PERMA'NSION / [from permanec, Lat.] Con

tinuance. Bretvn.

PERMEABLE, a. [frem^rm«, Lat ] Such ai

mav be pasted through. Beyle.

To PE RMI'.ATE.ti. a. [permee, Lat] To pal's

through H'°ed*Dard.

PE RMEANT a [pirmcant. Lat ] Pasting

through Brown.

PERMEATION. / [from prrmeate.] 1 he act

of passing through

PERM! SSIBLE. a [fromprrmif.ee, Lat.] Such

as may be mingled

PERMISSIBLE, a. [permiffui, Lat] What

may he permitted.

PERMISSION. / [pet mission, Fr. permijus,

l.i'.] Allowance; grant ot liberty Milim.

PERMISSIVE a. [rom permilte. Lat] 1.

Granting liberty, 1101 favour; not hindering,

though not approving. Milten. a. Granted;

suftend without hir.diar.ee ; not authorised or

lavouied Milton.

PERMI'SSI VELY adv. [from permissive ] By

ba'e allowance ; without hindrance. Barsn.

PERMISTION. / [ptrmisiui, Lat.] The act

of mixing.

To PERMIT, v. a. [permilte. Lat. permettre,

Fr.] 1, To allow without command. Haiker.

1. To suffer, withoutauthonfiiig or approv

ing. 3. To allow ; to suffer. Locke. 4 To

give up : to resign Dryden.

PERMIT, f. A written permission from an

officer for transporting os goods trom place to

place, shewing the duly of them to have been

paid

PERMITTANCE. / [from permit] Allow

ance; forbearance of opposition ; permiflion

D 1 bam. *

PERMI XTION./ [from permijlm. Lat.] The

act o.' mint:lii:g ; the state ot being mingled.

Brerciv -ed.

PERMUTATION./. [permulati:n,Fr. permu-

tatio, Lal.^ Exchange of t ne tor another Raj.

ToPERMUTE v.a. [permute, Lat. per muter,

Fr ] To exchange.

PERMUTER J. prrmutant, Fr. from per

mute] An exchanger . he who permutes.

PERNI ClOUS.a. [pcrnicnjmt. Lat pernicieux,

Fr ] 1. Mi chievous in the hig'uelt degree t

deilructive. Skakejp. z. [Pcrnix, Lat ] Quick.

Milten.

PERNI CIOUSI.Y. adv. [irompernichut.] De

structively; mischievously; ruinously. Afch.

PERNI CIOUSNESS. / [from permcicui. ]

The quality of being pernicious.

PERNIC1TY. / [from permix.] Swiftness;

celerity. Æajr.

PF.ROR.VlION. / [ pereratie. Lat. ] The

conclusion osau oration. Sir. irt.

Tj PERPEND, v. a [perpende,Uii.] To weigh
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in the mind ; to consider attentively. Broviu

PERPENDER. / [perpigne, Fr ] A coping

(tone

PE'RPENDICLE./. \pirtendicule, fr.perpcn-

ditulum, L»t.] Any thing hanging down by a

strait line

PERPtNDl'CULAR. «.r^r^M<//«/«ri/,Ut.]

I. Crofiing any other line at right angles.

Newton. 2. Cutting the horizon at right an

gles. Broiun.

PERPENDl'CT'LAR. / A line crossing the

horizon at right angles. }Vood>wai d.

PERPENDICULARLY, adv. [trom perpen

dicular,] i. in such a manner a* to cut an

other line at right angles, z. In the direction

of a strait line up and down. ATcre.

PERPENDICULARITY./, [from pcrfendi-

(ufar] The stale of being perpendicular.

Halls.

PERPE NSION. /[from perpend.] Considera

te n. Hi :<wn.

To PERPETRATE, v. a. [ perpetro. Lat]

To. commit; lo ait. Always in an ill sense.

Dryden.

PERPETRATION. (. [fam psrpitratr] i.

The act o! committing a crime. H'otton. a.

A bad action King Charles.

PERPETUAL, a. <p.rpetuel, Fr. perpetuus.

Lat.] I. Never cealing; eternal wilh respect

lo futurity. 1. Continual i uninteriupied ;

perennial Arhuthnot. 3 Peipetual sciew.

A screw which acts against the teeth of a.

wheel, and continues its action without end.

Wilktus

PERPETUALLY, adv. [hom perpetual] Con

stantly ; continually; incessantly. Nitoton.

To PERPETUATE, f. a. [perpifrer, Fr.

perfituo, Lat] 1. To make perpetual; to

preserve :rom extinction; to eternize. *.

To continue without cessation or intermission.

Hammond.

PERPETUATION / [from perpetuate.] The

act of miking perpetual; incessant continu

ance. Brcwn.

PERPETUITY./ [perpetuitat, Ut.] 1. Du

ration to all luturity. Hooker. 2. Exemption

fr«rm intermission or cessation. Hold.r. 3

S. meihing of wl i..h there is no end. South.

To PERPLEX, v. a [,e plexus' La'.] I. To

distuib with doubt. ul notions; to entangle ; 10

make anxious ; to tea^e with suspense or am

biguity ; to distract. Dryden. ^. To make in

tricate , to involve ; 10 complicate Adiiij.n. 3

To plague ; to torment ; to vex. Glaniillc.

PERPLEX, a. [p.rplex, Fr. p.rplexus, Lat]

Intricate; difficult. Glanvmc.

PERPLE'XEULY. adv. [from p ■p'ex<d\ In

tricately ; with involution.

PEKP. E'XEDNESS. s. [from perplexed] 1

Emb-raisme..t; anxiety. 2 Intricacy, invo

lution; iliHiculty. I.oiie

PERPLE X1TY./. [p. plexite, Fr.] I. Anxie

ty ; distraction of mind. Spenier 2. Entan

glement; intricacy. SellingJicet.

PERl'OTA'TION. [■ {per and pett, Latin ]

The act of drinking largely.

PERQUISITE. /. Ip.,,;uisttnt, Lat] Some

thing gaintd by a place or office over and a-

bove the letiltd wages Addi/eu.

PERQUISITION. / [per^uiftus. Lat.] An

accuiate enquiry , a thorough search

PE'RRY./. [fire, Fr. from /«>-<■.] Cyder made

of pears. Mortimer,

To PERSECUTE, v. a. [perscutrr. Fr. perse.

eutus. Lat] 1. To harass with penalties ; to

pursue with malignity. Ails, x. To pursue

with repeated acts of vengeance or enmity.

Dryden 3. To impoi tune much.

PERSECUTION, (.{persecution. Fr. perfect.

cutio. Lat ] 1. The act or practice of perse

cuting. Addisou 2. The stale of being perse

cuted. Spratt.

PERSECUTOR./ [persecultur, Fr. srom/.-r-

Jecute.] One who harasses others with conti

nued malignity. Milton.

PERSEVE'RANCE./. \pirscxeiancc, Fr. per.

severantia, Lat.] Persistance in any design or

attempt ; steadiness in pursuits ; constancy in

progress. King Charles.

PERSEVE'RANT. a [pcrscvtrant, Fr. pe'se-

viraus, 1 at ] Persisting ; constant Aiufcportb.

To PERSEVE'RE. v. n. [fosever,. Lat ] To

persi!' in an tieinpi ; not to give over ; net

to quit the design. Wake.

PERSEVE KINGLY, adv. [from persevere]

With perseverance.

To PERSIST, v. n. {persists, Lat. perfster,

Fr.] To persevere ; to continue Him; nono

give over. South.

PERSISTANCE? /. [from persist ] 1. The

PERSISTENCY. J state of persitti-g; steadi

ness ; constancy ; perseverance in good or bad.

Government oj the Tongue. 2. Obstinacy ; ob

duracy ; contumacy Shakesp.

PERSI'STIVE. a. [trom pejift] Steady; not

recedingfrom a purpose ; perlevering. Shakes.

PERSON. / [p.isinne, Fr persona, Lat.j 1.

Individual or particular man or woman Ltcie.

1. Man or woman considered as opposed to

things Spratt. 3. Human Being. Drydem. 4.

Man cr weman considered as present, acting

or suffering. Shakejp. 5. A geneial loose icrm

for a humanbeing. Cfarijfa. 6. One's self; not

a tepie "entative. Dryden. 7. Exteriour appear

ance. Shakesp P. Man or woman represented

in a fictitious dialogue. Baker. 9. Character.

Hayu/ard. 10 Character of office South. 11.

[Ingiammar.J The quality of the coun lh«

modifies the veib. Sidney

PE'RSONABLE. a [from person.] 1. Hand

some; grace ul ; of good appearance. R^irtgh.

2. [In hw.] One that may maintain any pita

in a judicial court.

PERSONAGE J. [persnage, Fr.] 1. A consi

derable person , man or woman of eminence.

Sidney. 2. Exteriour appearance ; a,i: ; llm-

ture. Haynjiard. 3, Character assumed.

Addijon. 4. Character represented. Broi?*.

PERSONAL, a [person:!, Fr. perj„aiss,

. La(.] 1 . Belonging to men ar women, not to

thingt}
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things •, not real. Hater, t. Affecting indi

viduals or particular people) peculiar; pro-

pej to him or her ; relating to one's private

actions or character. Rogers. 3 Present ; not

acting by representative. Sbakesp. 4. Exte-

riour j corporal. Addijon. 5. (lo law] Some

thing rooveable ; something appendant to the

person. Dav. 6. [In grammar.) A personal

verb is that which has all the regular modifi

cation of the three persons ; opposed to imper

sonal that has only the third.

PERSONALITY./ [from personal.] The ex

istence or individuality of any one. Locke.

PERSONALLY. adv. [from personal] i.In

person ; in presence ; not by representative.

Hooker. 1. With respect to an individual ;

particularly. Bacon. 3. With regard to nu

merical existence. Rogers.

To PERSONATE, v. a. [from persona. Lat.]

1 . To represent by a fictitious or assumed cha

racter, so as to pals for the person represented.

Bacon, t. To represent by action or appearance:

to act Crajbaw. 3. To pretend hypocritically,

with the reciprocal pronoun. Swift. 4 It

counterfeit ; to fe gn. Hammond 5. To re

semble. Sbaktsp. 6. To make a representative

of, as in a picture. Out of use Sbaktsp. 7

To describe. Out of use. Shaktjp.

PERSONATION. (. [from ptrfiuatt.] Coun

terfeiting of another person. Bacon.

PERSONIFICA'TION. / [ rom personify.

Prosopopœia ; the change of things to persons

Milton.

To PE'RSONIFY. v. a. [from person.'] To

change from a thing to a person.

PERSPECTIVE. /. I p.r/peclis, Fr. perspicio,

La'.] 1. A glass through which things arc

viewed. Temple, i. The science by which

things are ranged in picture, according to theii

appearance in their real situation Addijou. 3

View ; villa. Dryden.

PERSPECTIVE, a. Relating to the science cf

vision j optick ; optical. Bacon.

PERSPICACIOUS a. [ jVr-y/J/rax.Lat.] Quick

sighted , (harp of sight. South.

PEKSPICACIOUSNESS. / [from perspicaci

ous.^ Quickness of sight. Br.wn.

PERSPICA'CITY J.[pcrspicac,te,?r.]Qu\c\i.

ness of si{;ht. Brown.

PERSPICIENCE. /. [perspicient, Lat] The

act of looking sharply.

PERSPICIL. / [ pcrspictlhm. Lat.] A glas

through which things are viewed ; an optick

glass. Crajbavj.

PKRSPICU ITY / [ptrspicuite, Fr. from p,r

Jpicucm.] 1. Clearness to the mind; eatinrU to

be understood j lieedom from ofcscurity or am

biguity Locke, a. Transparency ; tranlluctn

cy i diaphaneity. Brown.

PERSPICUOUS, a. [ ptrspicuns, Lat.] 1.

Transpartnt ; clear ; such as may be seen

through. I'eacbam 1. Clear to ihe under

standing ; not obscure ; not ambiguous. Shak

Spratt.

PERSPICUOUSLY adv. [from perspicuous.]

Clearly j not obscurely. Bactn.

PERSPl'GUOUSNESS. / [from perspicuous]

Clearness-, freedom fn.m obscurity

PERSPIRABLE, a. [from perstire.] 1. Such

as may be emitted by the cuticular pores.

Brown, t. Perspiring ; emitting perspiration.

liacon t)

PERSPIRATION./ [from perspire ] Excre

tion by the cuticular pores. Arhuthnot

PERSP1 RATI VE. a.{,mmferjpire.j Perform

ing the act ot perspiration.

To PERSPIRE, v.n. [perspire, Lat] ..To

perform excretion by the cuti, uiar pores, a.

To be exi reted by the (kin Arhuthnot

To PERSTRI NGE, -v. a [perflr.ngo, Lat.] To

gaze upon ; to glance upon. Dig

PERSUADABLE, a. [bom persuade.] Such as

may be persuaded

To PiiRSU ADE.o,. a. [persuade,, L«.] 1.T0

bring to any particular opinion. iVake 1. To

influence by argument or expostulation. Per-

Jua/ion seem., rather applicable t the passion,

and argument to the reason ; but this i> ,,01

always .served Sidney. 3. To inculcate by

argument or expostulation. Taylor, 4 To

treat by persuasion Shake/p.

PERSUA DER. / \from perluade] One who

influences by pei suasion; an importunate ad-

vilcr. Bacon.

PERSUA SIBLE. a. [ptrsunsih.l,,, Ll, pcrfua.

hit, Fr] To be influenced by peilualion.

I'M., of the Tongue

PEKSUA'SIBLLNESS. / [from pe.suasihle.]

m-T, c,?" e','5' °f beinS flex,,,|c b/ Persuasion.

I'KKSUASION.y [per,ua/„n, Fr' UomfrrU„.

Jus, Lat.J 1. The act ot persuading ; the act

01 influencing by expostulation; the act of

g2inmg or attempting the pillions. Oiwaj. 2.

The staie of being persuaded j opinion. Sbakis

PERSUASIVE, a [perju,/,], fr. fmm per.

J.ade.] Havmg the powrr of perform- ;

having influence on the passions, tinker

PERSUASIVELY, adv. ntom perluafi/,.] rn

such a n.anner as to pci a ,de. Miltta

PERSUASIVENESS./ .trom^ry.,,/,,.] |n.

fluenceon the palsions. Hammond

PERSUA'SORY a ( perj uajo, in,, Lat From

perjuade] Having the power to perliiidc

Brown.

PERT. a. [pert, Welsh J 1. Lively, brilkjmart.

Milton, a. Saucy ; prtulin: ; with uuld and

garrulous sonuaciiy. Co;l:er

so PERTAIN. «. «. [prune,, Lat.] To be-

long ; to relate HajUiird. Ptachahi

PER I'EREBRA TIUN./ j p r and r^in.r ,,

Lat.J The act ot borini; tlnou»h.

PERTINACIOUS, a. [Uampert.nax. | , O:.-

stina e ; stubborn; perversely resolute./Ka t.r.

i. Resoiute ; constant ; steady. South

PERTINACIOUSLY «,/*■ [frompt,ttnaci»s.]

Obstinately; stubbornly. K Charles, Tiliot

PERTINA'CTl Y. , /. [pertinitiajM

PER rlNA CIUUSNESS. i trom pertinacious j

1 Obstinacy ; llubMrniKu. Brown. 1. Re.o-

lution i constancy.

P E R s 1 N AC Y . /. f om pertinax.] 1 . Obstin tcv ;

itUB
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stubbornness; persistency. Dnppa. ». Resolu

tion i IteadineU; constancy Tayior.

PERTINENCE.?/. [ from fertmeo. Lat]

PERTINENCY, j Justness of relation to the!

miner in hand, propriety to the purpose ; ap- .

pu'itenel's BentUy. f$ I

PERTINENT, a. [pertinent, Lit. perthent,'

Fr.] 1. Reined to ihc mitter in hind; justtoj

the purpo'e ; not useless to the end proposed ; j

appol-.te Bacon. 1. Relating ; rc^aiding; con- ,

cerning. rl-.oker.

PERTINENTLY, n.lv (from pertinent] Ap-1

posltely; to (he puipose. Taylor.

PERTINENTNESS./. [from pertinent.] Ap-'

politeness. Dicl.

PERTINCfc.NT.fl. [pirtingent. Lit] Reach

ing to ; touching

PERTLY, aaV [from pert. } 1. Eiittdy ■,

smartly. Pope. 2. Saucily ; petulantly Sur if1.

PLRTNKSS/ [from pert.] 1. Bride (oily,

lauclnel's; petulance. I'opt. 1. Petty liveli-

ncU; fpritelinelb without loice Wattt.

PERTRANSII'.NT. a. {/erlianjieni, Lat.]

Parting over Di{l.

ToPFKIURB. \-v.a r ff, r«, A.-J.it.1!

To PERTURBATE. J Todil'quiet. todistmb;

to deprive ol tranquillity. SanJyi i. To disor

der ; lo confuse ; to put out of regularity Bro.

PERTURBATION./, [perin.batie, Lit. | 1.

Lilquitt ot mind ; depriva. ion ot" tranquillity.

Jt'y- *. Restlessness of pillions. Bacon. 3.

Diltuibance; disorder; confusion; commotion.

Bac n 4 Cause os disquiet Slaiejp. 5 Com-

mi tion ofpatsicns. flr«. Jchnjjnn.

PERTURBATGUR /. {pc, lurbattr, Lit ]

Haifa of commotions.

PER I USED. a. f f« ;./•/, Lat.] Bored ; punch

ed ; pierced with oles

PERI USION./ [firm />"?»/'"< '"I > The

act of pirreing or punching Arbutknet. *.

Hole made by punchinKor piercing. Bacon.

To PERVA'DE v a. [pervade. Lat.] I. To

pah through an apettute; to permeate. Blat

1 To pa'.s through the whole extension.

Beetle,

PtRVA SION./ [from pervade.] The act of

pervading or pastil g through. Boyle.

Pi-RVE'RSF. a. [prtvcri, Fr. t-erversnt. Lit '

1. Distorted from the right. Milton. 2. Obsti

nate in the wrong; llubbom; untractable

DryJen. 3. Petulant; vexatious. Shake/p.

PERVERSELY. a.lv [hum serve, Ic.) With

Intent to vex;, peevishly ; vexalioufly; spite

fully . crossly. Decay cf Piety.

PERVF.RSKNF.SS/. [trom perverse.] 1. Petu

lance; peevithi.e'.s; spiteluj crossness. Donne

2. Peivcision corruption. Not in use. Baton.

PERVERSION./ [perveiften, Fr. trom ptr-

verje.] she act of per vert ing; change to worse

Svjift.

PERVERSITY./ [ perverstte', Fr fremfrr

ver/e.) Perversenes.; crossness. Nerrie.

To PERVERT v. a [perverto, Lat.J 1. To

distort irom the true end or purpose. Diyden

a. To corrupt j to turn Irom the right. Milton

PERVE'RTF.R./ \fnmperttr) ] 1..One that

changes any thing from good to bad ; 1 cor-

rupter. Smth. 1. One who distorts any thiag

from the ripht purpofr. Slillingstcet.

PERVERTIBLE a. [hompeiveit ] That may

be easily perverted. Ainjvjrrtb.

PERVICA'CIOUS. a [pervicax. Lat.] Spitc-

lully obstinate; peevilhly; contumacious.

Clarissa.

PERVICACIOUSLYa.iv [from /■e-iiraciiriii.]

With spiteful obstinacy.

PERVICA'CIOUSNESS. 1 f. [pervieacim,

PERVICA'CITY. > Lat.JSpitemlob-

PEUVI ACY. y stinacy.

PE'RVIOUS. a. [pervint, Lit.] 1. Admitting

pillage; capable of being permeated. Taylor.

2. Pervading ; permeating, frier.

PE R VIOUSNKSS. /. { irom perviimi.] Quality

of adinining a passage Beyle.

PERU K.E./. [ peruque, Fr ] A cap of false \\mc;

a periwie. Wiseman.

To HERU'kE v a. [from the noun.] To dreii

in adscitii 1 .u hair.

PERU'KEMAKER./ [pernke and maker] A

maker ot perukes; a wigmaker.

PERU SAL. /: |trom/>«aije.J The act of read

ing Atterbnry.

To PFRUSF. r. a [per ind aft. ] t. To

read. Bacon, x. To observe , to examine

Shakes;.

PERUSER. /". fsi-om f*>'fi] A reader ; exa

miner. Woodmaid.

PESA'UE. /. A motion a horse makes. Farrier's

D'c7.

PESSARY.,*: [p-Jfirie, Fr] Is in oblong form

of medicine, made tothrull up into the uterus

upon fume cxtraoidinin occisions.X- rats net.

PEST./: [pejle, Fr. liftn. Lat.J 1. Plague ;

pttlilence. Pope 1. Any thing mischievous or

destructive. Waller.

To PE STER v a. {pester, Fr ] 1. To disturb ;

to perplex ; toharals; to turmoil. Sraift. i-

To encumber. Milan.

PE STERER./ {ham pester.] One that pesten

or disturbs.

PESTEROUS. a. [from fefier] Encumbering j

cu-nbcilome. l'>,:cou.

PESTHOUSE./! [ trom pest ind hense ] An

hospital for persons infected with the

plague.

PESTI FF.ROUS. a [from pesiifer,lM.) r. De

structive . milVhievous Sta*efp. t Pestilen

tial; malignant ; infectious A-bmthnet.

PE STILENCE/ I pr/l:!er,ee,?T pest *V»r«.,L«t ]

PI 'pue; pest ; contagious distemper. SbaJefp.

PESTILENT a. [pestilent, Fr f-estiienj, Law ]

1. Prmlucing pla^uo; malignant. Benttey. £.

Milchicvuus, c.elti active Knel/et.

PESTI LE NT! Al- a. | pcfiilenuel, Fr. pest.U.s.

Eat. J 1. Partaking of the mture ot pt-stilcocc ;

producing pestilence ; in'.ectioua; conlaeiocx,

iiyootlvrarti. 2. Mi chievous ; deltruct.ve i

pernuious. S;atk.

PESTII.ENTLY. a</f [from pestilent] Mit-

chievousiv 1 deiliuctivclv.

rESTIl.-
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PESTfLLATION / [ pejlilhm, Lat.] The act

of pounding or breaking in a mortar Brown.

PESTLE. / [peflillum, Lat.] An instrument

with which any thing is broken in a mortar.

Licit.

PE STLE of Pirk. s. A gammon of bacon

Ainsmaorlb.

PET. / [despit, Pr.] I. A (light passion j «

flight fit of anser. Milton. St. A lamb taken

into the house, and brought up by hand

Hammer.

PETAL./ \ seta um. Lat.] Petal is a term

in botany, signifying thjsa fine coloured

leaves that compose the flowers of all plants

PETA LOUS, a. f from petal] Having petals

PE'TAR. 7 / [petard, French; petard,,

PETARD. J Italian.] An engine ot metal.

1 almost in the shape of an hat, about seven

inches deep, and about five inches over at ihe

mouth: when charged with fine powder well

beaten, it is covered with a madrier or plank,

bound down fast with ropes, running through

handles, which are round the rin; near the

mouth of it : this petard is applied 10 g t.-s

or barriers of such pUc«s as are desi^rei to be

surprized, to blow them up. Mihary Did.

Hudibrai .

PETLCHIAL. a. [from pttechi*, Lat ] Pesti

lentially spotted. Arbutbnot.

PETER-WORT / This phut differs from St.

JohnVwort. Miller.

Ft TIT. a [Pr.] Small •, inconsiderable. South

PETITION /. [petitio, Lat.] i Request; in-

treaty; supplication; prayer Hooter a. Single

branch or article of a prayer. DryJen.

To PETITION, v. a [from the noun] To

solicite ; to supplicate. Addifen.

PETITIONARILY. adv. [trom petitionary.}

By way of begging the question. Brown.

PETITIONARY, a [from petition.} i. Sup

plicatory ; coming with petitions. Shake/p 1

Containing petitions ar requests. Svnft

PETITIONER./ [from petition.] One who

offers a petition. Sntb.

PETl TORY, a. [petitoriut, Lat. petiteire, Fr.]

Petitioning v claiming the property of any

thing. Amjviortb

PE'TRE / [from pttra, a stone.] Nitre •, salt

pet re. Boyle.

PETRE SCENT, a [ petrtfttm, Lat ] Growing

stone ; becoming stone. Beyle.

FETR IFAUCTION. / [from pttrift. Lat.] I.

The act of turning to stone ; the state of being

turned to stone. Brown, a. That which is

made stone Cbeyne.

PETRIFACT1VE. a. [from fetrifacio, Lat J

Having the power to form stone Brown.

PETRIFICVTION. f. [pett ifcation, Fr from

petrify.} A body formed by changing othei

matter to stone. Beyle.

PETRIFICK.. a [ptfrifeut, Lat] Having the

power to change lo Rone. Milton.

To PETRIFY, v. et. [petrtfer, Fr. petra and

/»> Lat ] Ta> change to ftona. rVeidvtard.

I To PETRIFY, v. ». To become stone. DryJen.

PETRO'L. 7 / [pelrole, Fr.] A liquid

PETROLEUM. j" bitumen, black, floating an

the water of springs. Woodward.

PETRONEL. / [petrinal, Fr.] A pistol}*

small gun used by a horseman. Hudibrai.

PETTICOAT. / f petit and coat ] The lower

part of a woman's dress. Suckling.

PETTIFOGGER. / [corrupted from pettito-

t*er; petit and voguer, Fr.] A petty small-

rate lawyer. Swift.

PETTINESS./ [from petty. ] Smallness;

littleness ; inconfiderableness ; unimportance.

Shakesp.

PETTISH, a. [from set.] Fretful ; peevish.

Creed.

PETTI SHNESS/ [from ptttifi] Fretfulnesc;

peevishness. Colter.

PETTI IOCS./ [petty tni tee.] I. The feet

of a fucking pig. ». Feet in contempt.

Sbnttfp.

PETTO. [Italian] The breast; figurative by

privacy.

PETTY, a [petit, Fr] Small , inconsiderable;

inferiour; little. Stiliingficet.

PE TTCOY. / An herb

PETULANCE. J / [petulance,Yt.petnlantia,

PETULANCY.J Lat 1 Sauciness; peevishness;

wantonness. Clarendsn.

PETULANT, a. [petulant. Lat. petulant,

Fr ] i Saucy ; perverse. rValtt. i. Wanton.

Spectator.

PETULANTLY <uf«. [from petulant.] With

petulance ; with saucy pertnela.

PEW. / [puye, Dutch] A seat inclosed in a

church. Addifen.

PE'WET./ [ftewit, Dutch.] i. Awater fowl.

Carew. a. The lapwing.

PEWTER./ [peauter, Dutch. J I . A compound

of metal*; an artificial metal. Bacon, a. The

plates and dishes in a houte. Addijtn.

PfcWTERER./ [from pewter.] A smith who

works in pewter Boyle.

PHENOMENON. / [ Thia has sometimes

phenomena in the plural, [fasssjusw.] An ap

pearance in the works of nature. Ntwton.

PHAGEDE'NA./ [ta/iSsiv* : from qiyeo, ede,

to ear.] An ulcer, where the sharpness of the

humours eats away the flesh.

PHAGEDE'NICK.7 a [ pbagedeniame, Fr.]

PHAGEDE'NOUS.J Eating; corroding.

rVifeman.

PHA'LANX./ [phalanx, Lat ] A troopofroen

closely embodied. Pope.

PHANTASM. 7 J. [fitltTfta, <pai]ns-U ;

PH ANTA'SMA. 1 ptar.tafma, pbantafie, Fr.]

Vain aud airy appearance ; something appear

ing only to imagination. Raleigh.

?HANTA'STICAL 7 g Fantasticai
PHANTA'STICIC. } ^^""ST.cat.

PHANTOM f. \thantome, Fr.] I . A spectre ;

an apparition. Atterbury. I. A fancied visiofl.

Rogeri.

PHARISAICAL, a [from pharisee ] Ritual ;

externally religious, from the sect of the

4 C Pharisees,
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Pharisees, whose religion consisted almost

wholly in ceremonies. Bacon.

PHARMACEUTICAL.? a. [ ■paffHUuAmt,

PHARMACE'UTICK. J from jifpauv*.]

Relating to the knowledge or art of pharma

cy, or preparation of medicines.

PHA RMACO LOGIST./ [<^fiu«x« and Xt)«.]

One wo writes upon drugs. Woodvtard.

PHARMACOLOGY. /. [eap/uoxw and Xtj.*.]

The knowledge of drugs and medicines.

PHARMACOPOEl'A.y; [.(wfiuaxor and m>ii».]

A dispensatory ; a book containing rules for

the composition of medicines.

PHARMACO'POUST. /. [qiffinxa and iro

iit ] An apothecary; one who sells medicines.

PHA RMACY. / (from ^ifixoMy.} The art or

practice of preparing medicines; the trade of

an apothecary. Gartb.

FHA'ROS. 7 Js. [from Pbarn in Egypt]A light-

PHARE. 5 house ; a lantern from the shore

to direct sailors Arbutbnot.

PHARYNGO'TOMY. / [♦iauyf and <rt>aw.]

The act of making an inc'sion into the v/inii-

P'pc, used when some tumour in the throat

hinders respiration.

PHA'SELS. / [pbascli. Lat] French beans.

A.it/voertb.

PHA SIS./ In the plural pbastt, [***■«; pbast,

Pr.] Appearance exhibited by any body; as

the changes of the moon. Crcteb.

PHASM. j. [<fis-^a.] Appearance; phantom;

tancied apparition. Hammond.

PHEASANT./ [pbasianat] A kind of wild

cock, Ftps.

PHEER./ A companion. See Fik».

To PHEESli. ar. a. [perhaps to/f««f.] To

comb ; to fleece; to curry Sbaktsp.

PHlvNI COPTER / [<fu>u i 7.f©-.j A kind of

bird Hakftrttl.

PHIi NIX s [4»ih£.] The bird which is suppos

ed to exist single, and to arise again trorn its

own all.es. Alilttn.

PHENOMENON. / [<f>aiw,'/a*» ; pbnomene,

Fr. it is therefore o ten written pr<?nom:nt*.\

1. Appearance; viable quality iSurnrt . a Any

thing that strikes by any new appearance.

PHIAL./ [pbiala, Ut. pbiolt, Fr] A small

Uo'tle. Ntivian.

PHILANTHROPY. /. [<f»>.i« and «.>•;)

Love ofmankind ; good nature. Addison.

PHILIPPICS, a. [Itomthe invectives of De

mosthenes against Pbilp of Macedon.] Any

invective declamation.

PHILOLOGEU / [■piMXey*.] One whose chief

study is language ; a grammarian ; a critick.

Spratt.

PHIUO LOCICAL. a. [from pbihgj.} Critical ;

grammatical, h-allt.

PHILOLOGIST./ [fAsXsyaf.] A critick; a

grammarian.

PHILOLOGY./ [^.s'Xoy* ; pbilohgic, Fr.j

Criticism ; grammatical learning. WaLf.

PHILOMEL. 7 [. [iroan FhihmeU, changed

PHILOMELA. $ 'into a bird.] The nightin-

eale. Sbaktsp.

PHI'LOMOT. a. [corrupted homfnillt utrit,

* d«*d leaf.] Coloured like a dead leaf.

Addison.

PHILOSOPHEME. / faxw^,*..] princi-

pleof reasoning; theorem. Watts.

PHILOSOPHER./ [pbilofipbn,, Ut.] A man

deep in knowledge, either moral or natural.

Htoktr.

PHILO'SOPHERSyfcw. / A stone dreamed of

by alchemists, which, by its touch, converts

base metals into gold.

PHILOSO'PHICK. 7 a.[ pbihs.pbiaat, Fr1

PHILOSOPHICAL.£ i. Belonging tophiloso-

phy; suitable to a philosopher. Miium. j.

Skilled in philosophy. Sbaktsp. 3. Frttgal ;

abstemious. Drydtu.

PHI LOSOPHICALLY, adv. [from pbiUsophi-

cat.] in a philosophical manner ; rationally ;

wisely. Bimley. '

To PHILOSOPHISE.*.. a. [from pbi!,scf>bj ]

To play the philosopher ; to reason like a

philosopher. L'EJirangt.

PHILO'SOPHY.flpbiUMi; Lat.] 1 . Know

ledge natural or mon\.SbaktJp. a. Hypothesis

or system upon which natural effects sure ex

plained. Locks 3. Reasoning ; argumentation.

R:gtrt. 4. The course of sciences read in the

schools.

PHl'LTER. / [ «&.« ; pbUtrt, Fr. ] Some

thing to Cause love. Drydtu.

To PHl'LTER. f. a. [from the noon.] To

charm to love. Gov of the Tongut.

PHIZ. / [A ridiculous contraction from phf-

•g*"y] The face. Sirfmty.

PHLEBOTOM1S V.s Itrom «*i^ and wiyw.]

One that opens a vein 1 a blood-letter.

To PHLEBOTOMIZE, v. a. [pblcht.mjW.

Fr.] To let blood.. Hove. ■

PHLEBOTOMY./ | <j-xii?»V«.] Blood-let

ting; the act or practice of opening a vein for

medical intention .Brawn.

PHLEGM./ [fXiyjua.] 1. The watery humour

of the busy, which, when it preoominau- .

is tuppof d to produce sluggishness or dullnci..

Rolcommm. 1. Water. Unit.

PHLEGMAGOGOES. / [^i;/<« and !>».]

A purge of the milder fort supposed to eva

cuate phlegm and leave the other humour..

shyer.

PHLL'UMA'TICK >. [^Xtyaulsavic] 1. A-

bounding in phlegm Arbutbnot. 1. Generat

ing phlegm. oVmd. 3 Watry. Nrvtm. 4.

Dull ; cold ; (rigid. Scmtbtrm.

PHLE'GMON. J [t>}f,fx<,m] An inflamma

tion ; a burning tumour. kVijtmon.

PHLE'GMONOUS. a. [irom pbitgwuu.] In

flammatory ; burning Harvey.

PHLEME. /. [from pbkbotom.,. Ut] Aa in

strument which is placed on the vein and dri

ven into it with a blow.

PHLOGISTON./ [«Jw>*s-sc, from ***>.]

1. A chemical liquor extremely inflaounaik.

1. The inflammable part us any body.

PHO'WICKS. /•■ [from «*>,.] Tee doctrine of

founds.

PHO-
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fHONOCA'MPTICK. a. sfem and ««f*»V]

Having the power to inflect or turn the sound,

and by that lo alter it. Derbam,

FHOSPHOR. 7 s. [pbespberm, Lat ] I.

PHO'SPHORUS.J The morning star. Pope, i

A chemical substance which exposed to the

air, takes fire. Cbeyne.

PHRASE, / tf«o">." ] I. An idiom j a mode of

speech peculiar to a language, a. An expres

sion ; a mode of speech. Tillitstn. 3 Stile ;

expreflicn. Sbakesp.

To PHRASE, t>. a. [from the noun.] To stile ;

to call 1 to term. Sbakesp.

PHRASEOLOGY. / (■frinc and Xi>.] 1.

Stile 1 diction. Sviisi. 1. A phrase book.

PHRENI TIS./ fofwfw.] MadneO. Wiftmm.

PHRENETICK. 7 a. [<rfsnj!u«je; pbreneliane,

PHRE'NTICK. i Fr] Mad j inflamed in the

brain ; frantic. rVesdioard

PHRE'NSY. f. [from •fpavCTic ; pbrtnefie, Fr.]

Madness ; frantickness. Mi-In.

PHTHISICAL. a.UZiTixlt.] Wasting Harvey.

PHTHI'SICK. / [*SiVi:. ] A consumption.

Harvey.

PHTHI SIS. / [ ^Si'r.t. ] A consumption.

Wiseman.

PHYLACTERY./. [^Xaxlopi"-] A bandageon

which was inscribed some memorable sentence.

Hammond.

PHYSICAL, a. [from pby/ck.] 1. Relating to

nature or to natural philosophy ; not moral

Hammond, a. Pertaining to the science of

healing. 3. Medicinal % helpful to health.

Sbakejp. 4. Resembling physick.

PHYSICALLY, adv. [from physical] Accord

ing to nature; by natural operation ; not mo

rally. Stillingfieel.

PHYSI'CIAN. /! [pbyfcitn, Fr. from phy-

stek.] One who professes the art of healing.

Bacon.

PHYSICK./ [fwutii.] The science of healing.

2. Medicines j remedies. Hooker. 3. [In com

mon phrase.] A purge.

To PHYSICK. v. a. [from the noun.] To

purges >o lreat with physick) to cure

Sbakesp.

PHYSICO'THEOLOGY. / [from pbysict and

tbeehiy] Divinity enforced or illustrated by

natural philosophy.

PHYSIO GNOMER. 7 / [from physiognomy]

PHYSIOGNOMIST J One who judges of

the temper or future fortune by the lcatures

of the face. Peacbam.

PHYSIOGNOMICK. 7«.[?twnj«YM»iiiis.]

PHYSIOGNOMONICK. J Drawn Irom the

contemplation of the face.j conversant in con

temptation os the face.

PHYSIO'GNOMY. / [<Jiwk>»»>««vm.] 1. The

art of discovering the temper, anil foreknow

ing the fortune by the features of the lace.

Bacon. 1. The lace ; the cast ot the look.

Hndibrat.

THYSIO LOCICAL. a [from physulegj] Re

lating to the doctrine of the natural constitu

tion of things. Btjtc.

PHYSIOLOGIST. / [from pbxfiehgy.] A

writer of natural philosophy.

PHYSIOLOGY J. [fity and Xfj*.] The

doctrine of the constitution of the works of

nature. Benlley.

PHYS Y. / The fame with/«/«.

PHYTI'VOROUS. a. [ <pvll, and vert. ] That

eats grafs or any vegetable. Ray.

PHYTOCRAPHY. /. [ fdcr and >fa<fw. ] A

description of plants

PHY'TOLOGY. / [«d« and Xi>«.] The doc

trine of plants ; botanical discourse.

PI'ACLE. / [ /.iacnlun. Lat.] An enormous

crima. Hovel.

PIACULAR. \a [piacnlmris, ptaculmm, Lat.]

PIACULOUS.J 1. Expiatoryt having tin

power to atone, z. Such as requires expia

tion. Brrwn. 3. Criminal ; atrociouty bad.

GlanviSe

PIA-MATER /. [ Lat. ] A thin and delica'e

membrane, which lies under the dura mater,

and covers immediately the substance of the

brain.

PI'ANET./. 1. A bird ; the lesser wood- pecker.

a. The magpie.

PI'ASTER./ [piastra, Italian.] An Italian

coin, about five shillings sterling in value.

D.a.

PIAZZA f. [Italian] A walk under a roof

supported by pillars. Arbntbnot.

PICA. / Among printers, a particular sue of

their types or letters.

PICAROON. / [from picare, Italian.] A

robber ; a plunrlerec Temple.

PI'CCAGE. /. [piccaginm, low Latin.] Money

pad at fairs for breaking ground for booths.

To PICK. v. a. [picien, Dut ) 1. To cull ; to

chuse j to select ; to glean. KniUei. 1. To take

up ; to gather -, to find industriously Bactt.

3. To separate from any thing useless or

noxious, by gleaning out either part. Bacen.

4. To clean, by gathering off gradually any

thing adhering. Mire. 5. [Pitner, Fr.J To

pierce ; to strike with a sharp instrument.

rViseman. 6. To strike with bill or beak ; lo

peck. Preverbt. 7. [Picare, Italian ] To roB.

Sbakesp. 8. To open a lock by a pointed

instrument. Dertbam. 9. '/; Pick a bile in

ene'i cent. A proverbial expression tor one

finding fault with another.

To PICK. v. n. 1. To eat slowly and by lira 1 1

morsels. DryJen. 1. To do any thing nicely

and leisurely. Dryden.

PICK./ A sharp-pointed iron tool rt'ca'vjortj.

PICKAPACK, adv [trom /«.;., sntninntro:

a pack. VEftrange.

Pl'CKAXE. / [pick anJ «.vr ] An axe not

made to cut but pierce , an axe with a sharp

point. Milan.

PICKBACK, a. On the back H.dibrai.

Pl'CKED a. p f ue, Fr.jSnarp, limit. Mort.

ToPICRELk v. m. [picoic, Italian J 1. To

pirate; to pillage; to rob. z To make a

flying fkirmtlh. Amsvjortb, Hndibrat.

PICKER. /. [from pick.} 1. One woo piikr nr

a c 1 cu:if.
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culli. Mortimer, x. A p'ckaxe ; in instru

mcntto pick with. Merttner.

PICKEREL / 'from p,kc] A sn^ll pike

PICKEREL-WF.ED /. [from pike.] A witer

plant, from which pikes »re filled to be Bent-

rated Walton.

PI CKLE. / [pckel, Dutch.] I. Any kind of

silt liquor, in which flesh 01 othei substance is

preserved. Addism. x. Thing kept in pickle.

3. Condition ; slite. Shakesp.

PI CKLE. or pightel. s. A Irr.ill pircel of lir.d

inclosed with a hedge, which in some coun

tries is called 1 pingle. Philipt.

To PICKLE, v. a. f from the noun. ] >. To

preserve in pickle. Drydeu. x. To- (eison or

imbue hiehly with any thing bad.

PI CKLEHEKRING. s. [picHt ind herring.)

A jack-pudding; 1 merry-indrew ; 1 liny j

» buffoon. Adit fen

PICKLOCK./ I>riind l:ei.] 1. An instru

ment by which locks ire opered. Brim. 1.

The person who picks locks.

PICKPOCKET. \s [pici ind picket, or purse?

PICKPURSE. I A thief who steals, by put

ting his hand privately into the pocket or

purse. Bent ley.

FICKTOO'TH. / {pick and teoth.] An instru

ment by which the teeth ire cleaned. Swift.

PICKTHA'NK. /. [pick ind think.) An offi

cious fellow, whod es what he is not desired.

Fairfax, VEfirauge, Smth.

PICT. s. [piSui, Lit ] A piinted person. Lee.

PICTO'RlAL. a. [[tarn ficlir, Lit.) Produced

by a painter. Brmn.

PICTURE./ [pia«ra,Lit.] 1. A resemblanc

es persons or thing* in colour's Shakesp.

The siience ns painting. 3. The wrrks 01

painters. Sullirgjleet. 4. Any resemblance or

representation. Ltcke.

To PICTURE v a [from the noun.] 1. To

paint ; to represent by painting. Brtoiu. x

To represent Spenser.

To PIDDLE v n. 1. To pick at tifclc . to

feed squeamishly, and without appetite. S<w'ss.

4 To trifle; to attend 10 simll parts rather

thin to tie main

PIDU1.ER J. [from piddle) One thn eats

s«iuca.nifl»ly, and without appetite.

PIE. J. 1. Any crust hiked with something in

it Dryden. 1, [Pira.lu.] A magpie ; ,

p«r(icoioured bird Shakesp 3. The old p^

pt.Ti service book, so called from the rubuik.

4 Cock and pie, was a slight expression in

Shaiclperri-'t. time, ofwhich I know not the

meaning

PIE'BALlJ. a. [from pie.) Of various colours ;

diversifitd in colour. Locke

PIECE. /. i piece, Fr.] 1. A patch, a. A pirt

of 1 whole ; a fragment. Ailt. 3. A part.

Til/ot, on. 4 A picture. Drydm. 5. A com

position i pertbrmance. AJdison. 6. A single

great gun. Knellet 7. A hand gun Cheyne. 8.

A coin ; a single piece of money. Prier. o. In

ridicule »nd contempt : li, x piece ol* lawyer

>o. A PiECE. To «»ch. Mire. ,1. tjf a

P 1 1 c f. viiih. Like ; of the fame fort ; united

the fame with the rest. Rsc:mmon.

To Puce v. a. [fromthenoun] 1. Torniarge

by the addition of a piece. Bacon, x. To join ;

to unite. 1.T0 Pucini. To encrease by

addition. Shaiefp.

To PIECE, v. n. [iromthe now-.] To join ; t.

coile ce j to be compacted. Baeen.

PI ECER./ (from piece] One that pieces.

PIECELESS. a. [from^;>«.] Whole; compact;

not made of sepirite pieces. Dc»«r.

PIECEMEAL, adv. [pice ind mel. Sax] In

pieces ; in fngments. Hudiirai, Ptpe.

PIECEMEAL, a. Single; separate; divided.

Gov ef the Tenrue

PIE'D. a. [from pie.) Variegated; pirticoloured.

Drayteu.

PIEDMESS./ [from tW.] Variegated; diver

sity of colour. Shakesp.

PIE'LED. a. Bald. Shakesp.

PI'EPOWDER ceuft s' [Item pied, foot, ar*!

fieudre, dusty ] A rourt held in fairs lor re

dress of all disorders committed therein.

PIER. /. [pierre, Fr.] The columns on which

'be arch of a bridge ia railed. Baeeu

To PIERCE, v. a. [piercer, Fr.] 1. To pene

trate ; to enter; to force. Shakesp. 1. To

touch the passions ; to affect. Shai.sp.

To PIERCE, v. n. 1. To make way by force.

Bacon. 1. To strike; to move ; to affect.

Shakesp. 3. To enter; todive. Sidney. 4.

To affect severely. Shakesp.

PIERCER./ [from /;«-«] t. An instrument

that bores or penetrites suffer, x. The part

with which infect.-, perforate bodies. Ray. 3.

One who perfjiitea.

PIE'RCINGLY. adv. f/from pierce] Sharply.

PIE'RCINCNESS. / [from /err.*;. J Power

of piercing. Dei ham.

PIETY./ [pictat, Lat. piete,¥r ) 1. Discharge

of duty to God. Pcacham. 2. Duty to [ arenta

or those in superiour relation.

PIC./ [tigge, Dutch] i A young sow or boar.

FUyer. x. An oblong roiss ot lead or ma-

forged iron. Pope.

To PIC. v.a [from the noun.] To farrow; tat

hrui'> pigs.

PIGEON./ [pigeon, Fr.] A fowl bred in a

cote or a small house ; in some places called

dovecote Ralitgh.

PIGl.ONFOOI./ An herb. A.nsverth.

P1GIONLIVERF.D. a. [ pigen and liver]

Mild ; soft ; gentle. Shakejp.

PI GGIN. / lo the northern provinces, 1 smiH

vessel.

PIGHT. [old pret. and part. pass, of pilch]

Pitched; placed ; fixed , determined. S'nl'cr,

Shakesp. "

PIGMliNT. s. [pigmentum, I it.] Paint; co

lour to be laid on any body. Beyle.

Pi'GMY. / [ pigtnau,. Lit.] A small nation,

tabled to be devoured by the cranes. Gane.

PIGNORATieN. / [ptguora, Lai. J The aCt

of pledging.

PIGNUT../, [pig taint:} Ar. ei ih not 5'*.

prusssY.
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Pt'GSNEY. / [pig., Sax. t girl.] A word of

endearment to a girl.

PIGWI'DGEON./. Any thing pretty or small.'

Cleaveland.

PIKE./. [plane, Fr. his snout being sharp.] i.

The pike it the tyrant of the fresh waters.

Bactn observes the pike to be the longest lived

of any fresh water fish, and yet He compntei it

to be not usually above forty years. Walton.

a. [Pique, Fr.] A long lance used by the toot

soldiers, to keep off the horse, to which bay-

oait . have succeeded. Hayviard. 3 A fork

used in husbandry. Tnffer. 4. Among turner".,

two iron sprigs between which any thing to be

turned is fastened. Mextu.

PIKED, a. [fiq*e, Fr.] Sharp ; acuminated ;

ending in a point. Sbaktsp.

PI KEMAN. s [f>'i and awn.] A soldier arm

ed wiih a pike. Kntllet.

PI'KESTAFF. /. f pike and staff.] The wooden

frame of a pike. Tat/er

PILA STER./ [piUflre, Fr.] A square column

sometimes insulated, but ostener set within a

wall, and only shewing a fourth or fifth part

of its thickness. Did.

PI LCHER /. i. A furred gown or case ; any

thing lined with fur. Hanmer. 1. A fish like

a herring.

PILE / ( silt, Fr pyle, Dutch. ] 1 . A strong

piece of wood driven into the ground to make

firm a foundation. Km/let. a. A hcapj an

accumulation. Sbaktsp. 3. Any thing heaped

together to be burned. Cillier. 4. An edifice ;

a building, Pcpt. c. A hair. [ film. Lat. ]

Sbakejp. 6. Hairy surface; nap. Grew, y

\Filitm, Lat.] The head ofan arrow. Drajttn

8. One fide of a coin ; the reverse of cross

L-.cki 9 [In the plural, ptlti,\ The hemor

rhoids. Arbutbnlt.

To PILE. v. a. 1. To heap; to coacervate

Sbakejp. i. To fill with something heaped.

Abbot.

PI'LEATED. a. [ piUnt, Lat. ] In the form o!

a cover or hat. fVcodvjard.

PI LER. / [from pill.] He who accumulates.

To Pi'LFER v. a. [ pilltr, Fr.J To steal ; to

gain by petty robbery. Ban*.

To PI I.FER.w. a. To practise petty the "t. Sba.

PI LFERER. / [from flfr.] One who steals

petty things Atltrbnry.

PI'LFKRIrtGLY. adv. With petty larceny,

fikhingly.

PILFERY./ [from pilfers Petty theft. L'EJIr

PI LGRIM. / [pilgrim, Dutch. J A traveller .

• wanderer; particularly one who travels <an

a religious account. Stitlingflett.

To Pl'LGRIM. «• »• [from the noun.] Towan-

der ; to ramble. Gretv.

PILGRIMAGE / [ptltrinagt, Fr ] A long

journey; travel ; more usually a journey an

account of devotion. Drydtn.

PILL 7 f pillula. Lat.] Medicine made into a

small ball or mass. Crasbavi.

To PILL. v. a. [p:I.tr, Fr.] t. To rob ; to

riunder Sbaktsp. a. F»rJ>rr/; to strip aff

fc< Grn.

To PILL. v. ». To strip away; tocomeofFin

flakes or scoria. Tib.

PILLACE. /. [pillage, Fr. ] 1. Plunder 1

something got by plundering or pilling. Sbakt.

2. The act of plundering. Sbaktsp.

To PI LLAGE. v. a. [from the noun.] T«

plunder ; to spoil. Arbntbnet.

PILLAGER./ [from pillagt.] A plunderer 1

a spoiler.

PILLAR. / [pihtr,Tr.pila/!re, Ital.] I. A

column. IVetton. 2. A supporter , a main-

tainer. Sbaktsp.

PI LLARED. a [from pillar.] 1. Supported

by columns. Miltrn. 2. Having the torm of

a column. Tbomfon.

PI LLlON./ [from pilhv,.] I. A soft saddle

set behind a horseman for a woman to sit on.

Swift. 1. A pad ; a panncl ; a low saddle.

Spenstr. 3. The pad of the saddle that

touches the horse.

PI LLORY./ f pitltri, Fr. pillirhm, low Lat-1

A frame erected on a pillar, and made with

holes and folding boards, through which the

heads and hands of criminals are put, IVattt.

To PILLORY, v. a. [pilhritr, Fr. from the

noun] To punish with the pillory. Gtv. if

the Tengttt.

PI LLOW. / [pyle. Sax. paliw, Dutch"} A

bag of down or feathers laid under the head to

fleep on. Dunne.

To P1LLOW. v. a. To rest any thing on a pil

low. Milttn.

PI'LLOWBEER.7 /". The cover of a pillow.

PILLOWCASE. J *«'/'•

PILOS1TY. /. [ from pihfnt, Lat] Hairiness.

Bacon.

PI'LOT./ [pilclt,Tr.pif»t, Dutch.] He whose

office is to steer the (hip. Ben. Jebnjon.

To PILOT, v. a [from the noun.] To steers,

to direct in the course.

PILOTAGE/. [ p'l'tage, Fr. from pibt ] I.

Pilot's skill; knowledge of coasts. Raleigh.

2. A pilot's hire. Atnjvoortb.

PI 1.SER. /. The moth or fly that runs into a

candle flame.

PIMENTA. / [piment, Fr.] A kind of soke.

called Jamaica pepper, all-fpice. Hilt

PIMP. / [singe, Fr. Skinner.J One who pro

vides gratifications for the lust of others; a

procurer ; a pander. Addtje*.

To PIMP. v. a. [from the noun.] To provide

gratifications for the lust of others \ to pander.

Swift.

PIMPERNEL./ [pimpernilla, Lat.] A plant.

PIMPING, a. [pimplt mtnjct, a weak man,

Dutch.] Little. Skinner.

PI MPLE. / [ pemptttt, Fr.]'Afinall red pus

tule. Addistn.

Pl'MPLED. a. [from pimple.] Having red pus

tules ; full or pimples: as, his lace itpimpitd.

PIN./ [ejpingle,¥r.] 1. A (hort wire with a

sharp point and round head, used by women to

fallen their cloaths. Pope. 1. Any thing incon

siderable or or I'f.le value. Spenjer. 3. Any

thing diivea to bold pam together) a peg ; a

bolt
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Mr. Mitten. 4. Any (lender thing fixed in

another body. Stake/p. 5. That which locks

the wheel to the axle. 6. The central pan.

Sbniesp. 7. The pegs by which musicians

intend or rrl ax their strings. 8. A note; a

strain. L'EJlrange. 9. A horny induration of

tbe membranes of the eye. Shakesp. 10. A

cylindrical roller made of wood. Cirbet. 1 1.

A noxiou' humour in a hawk's foot.

To PIN. v. a .[from the nonn.] 1. To fasten

with pins. Pepe. I. To fasten ; to make fast.

Stalls'!. 3. To join ; to fix. Sbakejp. Digby.

4. [PirAan, Sax.] To (hut up ; to inclose ;

to confine. Hszker.

PI'NCASK. / [pin and case.] A pincushion.

PINCERS./! [pincette, Fr.] I. An instrument

by which nails are drawn, or any thing is

grippes!, which requires to be held hard.

Spenser. 2. The claw of an animal. AJJiJen.

To PINCH v. a. [pincer, Fr.] 1. To squeeze

between the singers or w'th the teeth. Sbakejp.

1. To hold hard with an instrument. 3. To

squeeze ihe flesh 'till it is pained or livid. Sha.

4 I o press between hard bodies 5. To gall ;

:o ,'rer. Stnteip. 6. To gripe ; to oppress ;

to straiten. Raleigh. 7. To distress; to pain.

Yi-nt/ta. IS To press; to drive to difficulties.

Haiti o. To try thoroughly ; to force out

what ia contained within Ctllicr. .

To PINv H. v.n. 1. To act with force, so as

: 0 be tilt; to bear hard upon ) to be puzzling.

DryJen ». To spare; to be frugal DryJen.

PINCH f. [pinetn, Fr. from beverb.) 1. A

painful squeeze with the fingera. DryJen. 1.

A tripe ; a pain given. Sbakejp. 3. Oppression;

didrett inflicted. L'Estrange. 4. Difficulty;

time os distress L'EJlrange. I

PI-NCHFIST. If. {pinch, sift, and penny.]

PlNtHPENNY.i A miser. Ainfmvertb. i

l';*NCURHION. [pin and cnjbitn.] A small

bay (tufted with bran or wool on which pins

we stuck AJJisen.

PI N DUST, f. [pin and Jnft.] Small particles

of metal marie by cutting pins. Digby.

PINE./ [finni, Lat.) A tree.

"so FINE. v. a. [ptnian, Sax. pijnen, Dutch.]

-• To linguist) ; to wear away with an kind

' of misery. Spenser. 1. To languish with

desire. Shakesp.

To PINE. -a. a. j. To wear out ; to make to

linpnisn. Shakesp. r. To grieve for; to be

moan in silence. Milien.

FINEAFPLE. J. A plant.

PI NEAL. a. [pineale, Fr.] Resembling a pine

apple. An epithet given by Da Cartel to the

stand which he imagined the seat of the soul.

Arbutbnnt.

PI'NFEATHERED. : [pin and feather]

Not fledged { having the feathers yet only be

ginning to (hoot. DryJen.

PINFOLD./, [pn.fcan, Sax. to (nut up, and

slid J A place in which beasts are confined.

Alttlm.

PINGI.K. f A small close 1 an inclosure.

f. "«. MONEY j.lfim act" ntney ] Money al'ov-

ti to 1 wife for her private expencet without

account AJJisen.

PI'NGUID. a.[pinguis. Lat] Pat j unctuous.

Mtriiner.

PINHOLE. / [pin and bole ] A small hole,

such as is made by the perforation of a pin.

kVifoman.

PINION. /. [pignen, Fr.] 1. The joint of the

wing remotest trom the body. a. Shakespeare

seems to use it for a feather or quill of the

wing. 3. Wing. Pepe. 4. The tooth of a

smaller wheel, answering to that of a larger .

5. Fetters for the hands.

To ri'NION. v. a. [from the noun] 1 . To

bind the wings. Baen. 1. To confine by

binding the wings. 3. To bin I the arm to

the body. DryJen. 4. To confine by binding,

the elbows to the fider. DryJen. 5. To

shackle ; to bind. Herbert. 6. To bind to.

Pope.

PINK. s. [from pink, Dutch, an eye] I. A

small fragrant flower of the gilliflower kind.

Bacen. 1 An eye ; commonly a small eye : as,

pink-tytd. Shakesp. 3. Any thing supremely

excellent Sbakejp. 4. A colour used by pain

ters. DryJen. 5. [Pinqne, Fr] A kind of

heavy natrow-sterned (hip. Sbakejp. 6. A

fish ; the minow.

To PINK v. a. [frompink, Dutch, an eye] T#

work in oylet holes ; to pierce in small hale*.

Prier.

To PINK. v. n. [pincken, Dutch] To wink with

the eyes. VEfirange.

PI'NMAKER. / [pin and make.] He who

makes pins.

PINNACE./ [pinnaffe, Fr. pinnacle, hat.] A

boat belonging to a (hip of war. It seems for

merly to have signified rather a small sloop or

bark attending a larger ship Raleigh

PI'NNACLE./ [pinnacle, Fr pinna, Lat.] 1. A

I turret or elevation above the rest of the buikl-

[ ing. ClarenJn. I. A high spiring point. Cevel.

PINNER. / [from pinna, 01 pinitn.] I. The

I lappet of a head which flies loose. AJJisa.

I ». A pinmaker.

PINNOCK./. The torn-tit. Ainsmrth.

PINT./, [pmr, Sax.] Haifa quart; in medicine,

twelve ounces; 1 liquid measure. DryJen.

Pl'NULES. /. In astronomy, the signs of an

astrolabe. Dia.

PI'ONEER. / [piinier, from pirn, obsolete,

Fr.] One whole business is to level the road,

throw up work-, or sink mines in military o-

nrrations. Fairfax.

Pi ON ING./ Works of pioneers. Spenser.

PI ONY. J. [peenia, Lat,] ;a large flower.

PIOUS, a. [pint, Lat. picnx, Fr.J 1. Careful

of the duties owed by created beings to God ;

godly; religious; such as is dee to sacred

thinps. Milan t. Careful os the duties of

near relation. Tayhr. 3. Practised under the

appearance of religion. King Ci.'arlct.

PIOUSLY. ajv. [trom piem.j In a pious man

ner ; religiously ; with regard, such as is due

to ijfreH things Philips.

PIP-
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PIP. s-\p'pfe, Dutch.] r. A deauction with

which fowls are troubled; a horny pellicle

that growson the tip of their tongues. Hndib.

i. A spot on the cards. Addisn.

To PIP- v. n [pipio, Lit.] To chirp or cry n

a bird. Biyle.

PIPE../, [fit, Welsh; or pipe, Saxon.] I. Any

long hollow body ; a tube. Wilkhi. ». A

tube of clay through which the fume of tobac

co is drawn into the mouth. Bacon. 3. An

instrument of hand musick. Roscommm. 4.

The organs of voice and respiration; as, the

wind pipe. Piacham. 5. The key of the voice.

Shake/p. 6. An office of the exchequer. Bac.

7. {Peep, Dutch.] A liquid measure contain

ing two hwgfheads. Skakesp.

To PIPE. v. m. [from the noun] I. To play

on the pipe. Camdcn. a. To have a shrill

sound. Sbakesp.

PI PER. s. \jtompip*\ One who plays on the

pipe. Rev.

PI PETREE. / The lilac tree.

PI PING, a [from fife] 1. Weak; feeble;

sickly. ShaSesp. 1. Hot ; boiling.

PIPKIN. / [Diminutive of pipe.] A small

earthen boiler. Pope.

PIPPIN / [poppyngbe, Dutch, Skinners A

sharp apple. King.

PIQUANT, a. [piquant, Fr ] I. Pricking;

piercing; stimulating. AddJan. a. Sharp;

tart; pungent; severe. Bacon.

PIQUANCY./ [from piquant.'] Sharpness;

tartness.

PI'QUANTLY. adv. [from pi;nant.) Sharply}

tartly. Licit.

PIQUE. / [piqn*, Fr] 1. An ill will; anof-

fence taken; petty malevolence Decay cf

Piety. a. A strong paflion. Hndibrat. 3.

Point; nicety; punctilio. Pryden.

To PIQUE. *. a. [piquer, Fr ] 1. To touch

with envy or virulency; to put into fret Prtcr.

a. To offend 5 to irritate. Pope. 3. To va

lue ; to sir reputation as on a point. Locke. '

ToPIQUEER. SeePicsu*.

PIQUE ERER./ A robber; 1 plunderer. Stuist.

PIQUET. /. [piquet, Fr.] A game at cards.

Prior.

PI RACY. / [wiifJuV] The act or practice of

robbing on the sea. rValier.

PIRATE. / [wiipa'Kc.] 1 . A sea robber. Bacon.

1. Any robbber; particularly a bookseller who

seizes the copies of other men.

To PI'RATE. v. n. [from the noun] To rob

by sea. Arbutbnot.

To PI RATE. v. a. [pirater, Fr.] To take by

robbery. Pipe.

PIRATICAL.*, [piratiem, Ltl] Predatory;

robbing; consisting in robbery. Bacon.

PISCA'TION. / [fiscati,, Lat j The act or

practice of fishing. Brown.

PI SCARY. / A privilege of fishing.

PISCATORY, a. [pijcatiriui, Lat.] Relating

to fifties AdJison.

PISCI VOROUS. a. [piscit and w#.] Fish

eating; living on fish. Raj.

PISH, interjea. A contemptuous exclamation.

Sbakesp.

To PISH. v. m. [from the interjection] To ex

press contempt. Pope.

PISMIRE. / mjru. Sax. pismiere, Dutch.]

An ant; an emmet. Prior.

To PISS. v. b. [pifer, Fr. piffen, Dutch.] To

make water. L'EJtranre.

PISS./ [from the verb.] Urine-, animal wa

ter. Pope.

PI'SSABED. / A yellow fiower growing in tho

grafs

PISSBURNT. a. Stained with urine.

PISTACHIO. /. [pistacebi, Italian.) The pis-

tachii is a dry fruit of an oblong figure. Fis-

tich nut. Hill.

PISTE, s. [French.] The track or tread a horse

man makes upon the ground he goes over.

PISTI'LLATION./ [pistillum, Lat.] Theact

of pounding in a mortar. Broion.

PISTOL. / [pistole, pijltUt, French.] A small

handgun. Clarendon.

To PISTOL v. a. [pijhler, Fr.] To shoot

with a pistol.

PISTOLE. / [pistole, Fr] A coin of many

countries and many degrees of value. Dryden.

PISTO LET. / [diminutive of pistol,] A little

pistol. Donne.

PI STON. /. [piston, Fr] The moveable part

in several machines; as in pumps and sy

ringes, whereby the suction or attraction i»

caused ; an embolus.

PIT./ [pic, Sax] 1. A hole in the ground.

Bacon, a. Abyss ; profundity. Milton. 3.

The grave. Psalmi. 4. The area on which

cocks fight. Hudibras. . 5. The middle part of

the theatre. Dryden. 6. Any hollow of the

body: as, the pit of the stomach. 7. A diut

made by the finger.

To PI V. v. n. To sink in hollows. Sharp.

PITAPAT. f.\pattepatte,Tt.] 1. Aflutter;

a palpiuti >n. L'Eftrange. St. A light quick

step. Dryden.

PITCH. J. [pic. Sax. fix, Lat.] 1 . The resin

of the pine extracted by fire and inspissated.

Prtverbt. a. [From piBt, Fr. Skinner.] Any

degree of elevation or height. Sbakesp. 3.

Highest rise. Stake/p. 4. Stale with respect

to lowness or height. Milton. 5. Size ; sta

ture. Spenser. 6. Degree; rate. Denham.

To PITCH, v. a. [appicciare, Italian.] 1. Te

fix; 10 paint. Fairfax, Knot]etf Dryden. a.

To order regularly. Hooker. 3. To throw

headlong ; to cast forward. Skakesp. 4. To

smear with Pitch. Gen. Dryden. 5. To

darken. Sbakejp. t. To pave. Am/worth.

To PITCH, v.n. 1 . To light ; to drop. Mert.

i. To iall headlong. Dryden. 3. To six

choice. Hndibrat. 4. To rix a tent or tem

porary habitation. 1 Mac.

PI TCHER. s. [pitcher, Fr.] 1. An earthen ves

sel; a water pot. Shakejp. a. An instrument

to pierce the ground in which any thing U to

be fixed. Mortimer.

PITCHFORK/ [pileb and fork.] A fork

with
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with which corn it thrown upon, the waggon.

Swift.

P1TCHINESS. /. [from filthy.] Blackness ;

darkness.

PITCHY, a. [tmafilcb.] i. Smeared with

pitch Dryda. ». Hiving the qualities of

pitch. Woodward. 3. Black jdaik; dismal.

Prisr.

PlTCOAl.. / [fit and coal] Fossile coal.

Mortimer.

PITMAN. / [pit and ■«.] He that in saw

ing timber works below in the pit. Mcxon.

PIT-SAW./ s>rand_/iw.] The large saw

used by two men, os whom one ia in the pit

Moxon.

PITEOUS, a sfrom pity.] 1. Sorrowful;

mournful; exciting pity. Spenser, a Com-

pafliooate ; tender. Prior. 3. Wretched ;

paltry ; pitiful. Milton.

PI TEOUSLY. adv. [(ram pitent.] In a pite

ous manner. Shakesp.

PITEOUSNESS. /. [from piteons] Sorrow

fulness; tenderness.

PITFALL. / [pit and fall.] A pit dug and

covered, into which a passenger falls unex

pectedly. Sandyl.

PITH./ [pine, Dutch.] 1. The marrow of

the plant ; the soft part in the midst os the

wood. Bacon. 1. Marrow. Donne. 3 Strength;

force. Shakesp. 4- Energy; cogency; ful

ness of sentiment; closeness and vigour ot

thought and stile. 5. Weight; moment;

principal part. Shakesp. 6. The quintessence ;

the chief part. Shakesp.

PITHLY. adv. [from pithy] With strength;

with cogency ; with force.

PITHINESS./: [from fi'/Ay] Energy j strength

Spenser.

PITHLESS, a. [from pith] 1. Wanting pith.

Shakesp. 1. Wanting energy^ wanting torte

PITHY, a. [from pith ] 1. Cor.silting o: pith

Philips. a. Strong; forcible) energeiick.

Add(sen.

PITIABLE, a. [fitoyahle. Ft. (torn pity.] De

serving pity. Atterbury.

PITIFUL. a. [pity tedfull] 1. Melancholy .

moving compassion. Spenser t. Tender ;

compassionate. Shakesp. 3. Paltry ; contemp

tible; despicable. Dry den.

PITIFULLY, adv. [from pitiful ] 1. Mourn

fully; in a manner that moves compassion.

TiUolson. a Contemptibly ; despicably. Clar.

PITIFULNESS. / [lrom^/l//«/J 1. Tender

ness; mercy; compassion. Sidney. %. Despi-

cableness; coniempliblenese.

PITILESLY. adv. [from pitilesi.] Without

mercy,

PITILESSNESS. / Unmercisulnefs.

PITILESS, a. [from pity. | Wanting pity ;

wanting compassion ; merciless. Fairfax.

PITTANCE.): [pittance, Fr. ; pietantia, Ital.]

1. An allowance of meat ia a monastery, a.

A small portion. Shakesp.

PITUITE. / [pitnite, Fren pituita, Lat.]

Phlegm. Arbuthnot.

FITJTITOUS. a. [pitnitofme. Lat. pitnite**,

Fr ] Consisting of phlegm Arbnthnot.

PITY./ [pttie, Vx.;piela, Italian.] 1. Com

passion ; sympathy with misery ; tenderness

for pain or uneasiness. Calamy. 2. A ground

of pity; a subject oip.ty or of grief Bacon.

To PITY. v. a [pitoytr, Fr.] To compassio

nate misery ; to regard with tenderness on ac

count of unhappiness. AdJi/on.

To PI rY. v■ n. To be compassionate, ferem.

PIVOT. / (pivot, Fr.] A pin on which any

thing turns. Drydtn.

PIX. f. [pixit. Lat.] A little chest or box, ia

which the confccri'ed host is kept. Hanmer.

PLACABLE, a. [placabilts. Lat.] Willing or

possible to be appeased. Milton. ,,

PLACABILITY. \ s. [*tom placable.] Wil-

PLA'CABLENESS. J lingness to be appeased;

possibility to be appeased.

PLAC A'Rl). ? / [plakaert, Dutch.] An edict ;

PI.ACA'RT. 5 a declaration ; a manifesto.

To PLACATE, v. a. [placee, Lat.] To ap

pease ; 10 reconcile. This word is used ia

Scotland Forbes.

PLACE./ [place, Pr.] 1. Particular portion of

space Addijon. a. Locality ; ubiety ; local

relation. Lode. 3. I.ocal existence. Revelat.

4. Space in general. Davis. 5. Separate

room. Shakesp. 6 A seat ; residence ; mau-

sion. "sthn, 7. Passage in writing. Bacon. 8.

Ordinal relation. Spoliator. 9. Existence;

state of b inj; validity ; state of actual ope

ration Haynvard. 10. Rank; order of prio

rity. Shakesp. 1 1 . Precedence ; priority. Ben.

Johnson. li. Offi-e ; publick character or

employment. Knolles. 13. Room ; way ; space

for appearing or acting given by cession. Dryi.

14. Ground; room. Hammand.

To PLACE, v. a. [placer, Fr.] 1 To pot in

any place, rank or condition. Exodus, Drydtn.

To fix ; to settle; to establish. Lccte. }■

To«»ui out at interest. Pipe.

LACER.

Spencer.

PLA CER. / [from place] One that placet.

PLA C1D. a. [placidus. Lat.] 1. Gentle ; qui

et; not turbulent. Baton. 1. Soft; kicd ;

mild.

PLACIDLY, adv. [from placid.] Mildly;

gently. Boyle.

Pl.A'ClT. j. [placilum, Lat.] Decree; deter

mination Glanville.

PLA'CKET, orplaquet.s. A petticoat Shakesp.

PLA'GIARISM. J. [trom plagiary] The:t;

literary adoption of the thoughts or works at

another. Svsift.

PLAGIARY./ [from plarium. Lat.] I. A

thief in literature ; one who steals the though'*

or writings of another. Smth. a.. The uinw

of literary theft. Brexun.

PLAGUE / [pla^he, Dutch ; wlxy*.] 1. Pes

tilence; a disease eminently contagious u"

destructive. Bacon, 1. Slate of misery. Pfal

3. Any thing troublesome or vexatious. L't?-

To PLAGUE, v n. [from the noun ] 1. T»

infect with pesiilesce. 1. To trouble; s»

tea«,
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teaie ; to vex ; to harass j to torment ; to

assiict Collier.

PLA CUII.Y. adv. [from plaguy.] Veiatioufly ;

horribly. Dryden,

PI.A'GUY. a. [from plague.] Vexatious ; trou

blesome. Donne.

PLAICE. /. |\plate, Dutch ] Aflat filh. Carenv

PLAID./. A striped or variegated cloth; an

outer loose weed worn much by the highlan-

ders in Scotland.

PLAIN, a. [planni. Lat.] i Smooth ; level ;

fiat; free from protuberances orexcrcscencies

Spenser a. Void of ornament ; simple. Dryden.

J. Artless; not subtle; not specious; not

learned; simple. Hamm. 4 Honestly tough;

open ; sincere ; not soft in language Bactn

5. Mere; bare Shakes/). 6. Evident ; clear :

discernible; not obscure. Denbam. 7. Not

varied by much art. Sidney.

PLAIN, aim. :. Not obscurely. I. Distinctly :

articulately. Mark. 3. Simply > with rough

sincerity. Addifen

PLAIN./, [plane, Fr.] Level ground ; open j

flat ; o'ten, a field of battle. Hayvi Daviei.

To PLAIN v a. [from the noun.] To level j

to make even. Haynard.

To PLAIN, v.n. [flamdre, je flaim, Fr.] To

lament ; to wail Sidney.

PLA'INDEALING. a. [plain and Jeal ] Acting

without art. VEflrange.

PLA'INDEALING.y Management void of art

DryJen.

PLAINLY, adv. [from plain] 1. Levelly 1

flatly. 1. Not fubtilly ; not speciously 3

Without ornament. 4 Without gloss •, sin

cerely. Pope. 5. In earnest j fairly Clarend. <5

Evidently ; clearly; nxobfcurely. Share. Milt

PLAINNESS. / [from plain} 1 Levelness

flatnel*. 2. Want of ornament ; want of (how

Dryden. 3. Openness ; rcugb sincerity. Sidney.

4. Artlessnesi; simplicity. Drydcn.

PLAINT. J. [plainle, Fr.] 1. Lamentation;

complaint ; lament. Sidney. 2. Exprobratior

of injury. Baton. 3. Expression of sorrow

ffottrn.

PLA INTFUL. a. [plaint and/.//.] Complain

ing ; audibly sorrowful. Sidney.

PLAINTIFF./ [plamtif, Fr.] He that com

mencei a suit in law against another; opposed

to the defendant. Dryden.

PLA INTIFF. a. [plamtif, Fr.] Comp'aining

A word not in use. trier.

PLA'INTIVE. a [plaint,/,?!.] Complaining

lamenting ; expressive ot sorrow. Ttung.

t-t. a IN WORK J [plain tnivirt.) Needle

work at distinguished from embroidery. To[i

PLAIT./, [corrupted from flight ot plyght.} A

fold ; a double. Daim.

To PLAIT. v. a. [fiomthe noun.] I. To fold

10 double. Pipe, a. To weave ; to braid. 1

Peter. 3 Toiaungle; to involve. Shokefp

PLATTER. / [horn piait] He that plain.

PLAN. / [plan, Fr.) 1. A scheme ; a form ; i

r-icdel. Addijtn. 1. A plot os any bu'.lding, 0

Iconography, frier.

Tt PLA>. v. a. [front the noun ] To l.r.trr.e

to form in design. Pope.

PLA'NARY. a. Pertaining to a plane. DiB.

PLANCHED. a. [ from plantb. ] Made of

boards Shaktfp.

PLANCHER. /. [plaucbcr, Fr.] Aboard; %.

plank. Bacon.

PLANCHING. / Incarpentry, thelayingthe

floors in a building.

PLANE./ [planni. Lat 1 1. A level surface.

Chryne. 1. [Plane, Fr] An instrument by

which the surface os boards is smoothed. Mox.

To PLANE, v. a. [planer, Fr.] I. To level ;to

Imooth from inequalities. Arbntbnet, 2. To

' smooth with a plane. Moxen.

PLANE-TREE. /. [platanui, Lat. plane, pla-

tane, Fr.] The introduction of this tree into

England is owing to the great lord chancellor

Eaton Miller.

PLA NET. / [planita. Lat. «r»a»«. ] Planett

are the erratick or wandeiing stars, and which

are not like the 6xt ones always in the fame

position 10 one another : we now number the

earth among the primary planett, because we

know it moves round the fun, as Saturn, Jupi

ter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury do, and that

in a path or circle between Mars and Venus :

and the moon is accounted among the fecon-

dary planett or satellites of the primary, since

ssie moves round the earth. Brown.

?L\KETAKYa.[planelaire,Ft. from planet.]

1. Peitaining to the planets. Granville. 1.

Under the denomination of any particular

planet. Drydcn. 3. Produced by the planets.

Slaiesp. 4. Having the nature of a planet ;

erratick Blacimore.

PLANETICAL. a [from planet.] Pertaining

to planets. Brtviu.

PLANET'STRUCK. a. [planet and strike. ]

Blasted. Suckling.

PLANIFO'LIOUS. a. [planni andfolium, Lat.]

Flowers are so called, when made upof plain

leaves. DiH.

PLANIMF.'TRICAL a. [from planimetry ]Pn-

taining to the mensuration of plain surfaces

PLANIMETRY. / [p'atnt, and turtle,.] The

mensuration of plain surfaces

PLANIPETALOUS. a. [planni, Lat. and vi-

Ta»or.] Flatleaved, as when the small flowers

are hollow only at the bottom, but flat up

ward:, as dandelion and succory. Di3.

To PLANISH, v. a. [from plane.] To polish ;

to Imooth. A word used by manufacturers.

PLANISPHERE /. [planni, Lat. andsphere.]

A sphere projected on a plane.

PLANK / [planche, Fr.] A thick strong board.

Chapman

so PLANK, v. a [from the noun] To cover

or lay with planks Dryden.

PLANOCO'NICAL.a. [planni and cinm.] Le

vel on one side and conical on others. Grevt.

.'LA'NOCONVEX /; [planni and convexnt]

Flat on the one side and convex on the other.

Newton.

?LANT. /. [ p/ante, Tr. planta, l.nt,] 1. Any

thing produced from feed ; any vegetable pro-

4 D duciion.
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dnct'1011. X. A sipiinp. Shakefp. $.[Planta, 2. Armour of plates. Spenser. 3. [Plata,

Lit.] The sole of the fool. I Span] Wrought silver Ben. 'fohnsoa. 4.

To Ps.ANT. v. a. [planto. Lat. planter, Fr] ' [Plat, Vr. ptatta, Iul.] A small (hallow vessel

t. To put into the ground in order to grow ; of metal on which meat is eaten. PryJen.

to set; to cultivate, 1. To procreate; to To PLATE. *v. a. f from the noun ]i. To cover

Ccnerate. Shake/p. 3. To place j to fix. with plates. Sandys. 2. To arm with plates.

PryJen. 4. To fettle! to estaMifh : as, to Shakefp. 3. To beat into laminx or plates.

plant a colony. Bacon. 5. To fill or adorn Nttotcn.

with something planted: a*, he slanted the PLA'TEN. /. Among printers, the flat part of

garden or the country. Pipe. 6. To direct the profs whereby the impression is made,

properly : as, to plant a cannon. j PLATFORM./, [plat, flat, Fr. and /sr*.] 1.

ri.A'NTACE. / [planlaro, Lat] An herb.

Shakefp.

PLANTAIN./ [plantain. Lat] 1 An herb.

More. 1. A tree in the West- Indies, which

hears an esculent fruit IValler.

The sketch os any thing horizontally deli

neated ; the ichnography. Sandyt. 1. A place

laid out after any model. Pcpe. 3. A level

place before a fortification. Shakefp. 4. A

scheme; apian. Woodward.

PI.ANTAL. a [from slant.] Pertaining to PLATICK aspell. In astrology, is a ray cast

phnis. Gt'anville. I from one planet to another, not exactly, but

PLANTATION. s.[plantat:>. Lat.] t.Theact! within the orbit of its own light. Bailey.

or practice of planting. 1. The place planted. PLATOON./. [a corruption <A pelaton, Fr.] A

A"/«£ Char/es. 3. A colony. Bacon. 4 Intro

duction ; establishment. King Charles.

PLANTED, a. [frem plant.] This word seems

in Majtr/jrvarstosigni'y, settled ; well ground

ed.

PLANTER. /. [plantar, Fr ] 1. One who

sows, sets or cultivates; cultivator. Dryden.

2. One who cultivates ground in the West

Indian colonies. Lfcke. 3. One who disse

minates or introduces. Addifsn.

PLASH./: [pla/cbe, Dutch] 1. A small lake of

water or puddle. Bacon, z. Branch partly cut

off and bound to other branches Mortimer.

To PLASH, v. a. I plejj'er, Fr. J To interweave

branches. Evelyn.

1'I.ASHY. a. [from p/afi.] Witry; filled with

puddles. Betterlon.

PLASM. / [■nias-nx,] A mould; t matrix in

which any thing is cast or^ormed. Wordicar d

PLA STER.y. [trom nXaf* ] 1 Substance made

of water and some absotbent matter, such as

chalk or lime well pulverised, with which

walls arc overlaid. Watts, 2. A glutinous or

adhesive salve Shakefp.

To PLASTER, v.a. \pl*flrrr,Fr.] I. To

overlay as with plaster. Bacon.'?.. To cover

with a medicated plaster.

PLA'STERER./. [plaflrier, Fr. from plajler ]

'. One whole trade is to overlay walls with

plaster. Shakelp. 1. One who forms figures in

plaster. kVettcn

PLA STICK, a. {niac-ix:*.] Having the power

to give form. Prior.

PLASTRON, f. [Pr.] A piece oflcaiher stuffed,

which fencers use, when they teach tatir

scholars, in order to receive the pushes made

at them. Dryden.

To PLAT. -/.a. [from plait.] To weave ; to

make bv texture. AJJijon.

PLAT, /.'(plot, Sax. J A small piece of ground

Milton.

small square body of musketeers. Tickelh

PLATTER, f. [template.] A large dish, ge

nerally of earth. Pryden.

PLAU'DIT. 7 r . , r n ,
PLAUDITE. J / APP,luse- Dtnbmm.

PLAUSIBILITY./, [plaufhiliti, Fr.] Specious-

ness ; superficial appeatance of rieht. Svaift.

PLAUSIBLE, [plausible, Fr ] Such as gaics

approbation; superficially pleasing or takir=g ;

specious; popular. Clarendon.

PLAUSIBI.LNESS / [from plansibk] Speci-

oulne s ; siVw of right. Sanderson.

PLAUSIBLY, adv. (from planJUle.] 1. With

fair show; speciously Collier. 1. With ap

plause Not in use Brotvn.

PLAUSIVE. a [Tom plaudc. Lat.] 1. Ap

plauding 1. Plausible. Shjiefp.

To PLAY, v n. [plejin. Sax.] 1. To sport ;

to frolick j to do something not as a talk,

but for a pleasure. Milton. 1. Totov; tci

act with levity- Milton. 3. To be dismissed

trom woik. Shakefp. 4. To trifle; to act

wantonly and thoughtlelly. Temple 5. To do

something fanciful. Shakelp. 6. To practise

liircastic rrieniment. I'epe. 7. To mock;

to practise illusion. Shakes?. 8. To game;

to contend at some game Shakefp. 9. To do

any thing trickilh or deceitful. AJJifom. lo.

To touch a musical instrument. Glanville. 1 1.

To operate ; to act. Used os any thing in

motion. Cheyne. 12. To wanton ; to move

irregulaily. Pryden. 13- To personate a

drama. Shaiejp. Dryden. 14. To represent a

character. 1 5. To act in any certain character.

Collier.

To PLAY, v a. To put in action or motion:

as, he played his cannon. 1. To use aa

instrument of mufick. Gay. 3. To act a

mirthful character. Milton. 4. To exhibi;

dramatically. Shakefp. 5. To act ; to pertortn.

. oW.yr.

PLATANF. / {p'atan; Fr. platanur, Lat.] ' PLAY" [. i. Action not impos.-d

The plane tree. Mtltm

PLATE J. [plate, Dutch; p'aqne, Fr] t

•»eee ot metal beat out into btcaJth. rT'iUins.

not work.

a. Amusemen:; sport. Milton. 5. A drama;

a comedy or tragedy, or any th.nj: in which

chaiactcts are 1* presented by dialcgue and

actio*.
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action. DryJem. 4. Cime ; practice of gam

ing ; contest at a game. Shakesp. 5. Practice

in any canted. Tillit/eu. 6. Action; em

ployment; office. DryJen. 7. Practice ;

action; manner of acting. Sidney. 8. Act

of touching an instrument. 9. Irregular 2nd

wanton motion. 10. A stale of agitation or

ventilation. DryJen. n. Room for motion.

Mix:n. 1 . Liberty of acting; swing. AJJison.

FLA'YBOOK. / {play and hook.] Book of

dramatick compositions. Swift.

PLA'YDAY. /. [play and Jay.] Day exempt

from tasks or work. Sœift.

PLA'YDEBT. /. [play and Jelt.] Debt con

tracted by gaming At bmthnot.

PLA'YER. / [from^/jy] 1. One who plays.

1. An idler; a lazy person. Shakesp. 3. Actor

of dramatick scenes. SiJney. 4. A mimick.

DryJen. 5. One who touches a musical in

strument. 1 Samuel xvi. 6. On? who acts in

play in any certain manner. Cartvj.

PLA'YFELLOW. /. [play and fellow ] Com

pinion in amusement Spenser.

PLAYFUL a [play tadfall.] Sportive; full

of levity. AJJson.

PLAYGAME./. [ ploy and game. ] Play of

children Locke.

PLAYHOUSE, f. [play and house ] House

where dramatick periormances are represented

Sli.lingstect.

PLA YPLEASURE./ [play and pleasure.} Idle

amusement. Bacon

PLA YSOME.a. [play todsome.] Wanton; full

of levity.

PLA'YSOMENESS. / [from playsime ] Wan-

tooness ; levity.

PLAYTHING./ {play and thing.] Toy;

thing to play with. Otway.

PLAYWRIGHT./ [play tod wri/.bt.] A

maker of plays. Pcpe.

PLEA. / \plaid, old Fr.] 1. The act or form

of pleading. 2 Thing offered or demanded in

pleading. Shakesp. 3. Allegation. MtUcrn. 4.

An apology ; an excuse Milton

To PLEACH, v. a. [pl/sscr, Fr ] To bend ; tn

interweave. Shakesp.

To PLEAD, v. n. [pla-Jer, Fr] 1. To ar*ic

before a court of justice. Grani-iVe. 1. To

speak in an argumentative or persuasive way

tor or against ; to reason with annther. DryJ.

3. To be offered as a p!ea. Dryden.

To PLEAD v. a. 1. To defend: to discuss.

Shakesp. 2. To allege in pleading or argu

ment Spenser. 3. To offer as an cxcule.

Dryden.

PLEADABLE. a. [from plead ] Capable to

be alledged in plea. Dryden.

PLEADER J \plaideur, Fr ] 1 . One who

argues in a court of justice. Sivist. x. One

-u.no speaks lor or against. Shakejp.

PLEA DING./ [trom plea J. J kct or form of

pleading. Swift.

■LEA'SANCE. / [p'aisauce, Ft] Gaiety;

pleasantry. Spenser.

Pt-EA'SANT a. [ph.sanl, Fr ] 1. Deligh'fu'i

giving delight. Psalm*. 1. Grateful to the

fenses. Milton. 3. Good humoured; cheer

ful. Addiscn. 4. Gay ; lively ; merry. Rcgeri.

|. Trifling j adapted rather to mirth than use.

Locke.

PLEASANTLY, adv. [from pleasant ] 1. I.

such a manner as to give delight. 1. Gayly ;

merrily; in good humour. ClarenJ. 3. Light

ly ; ludicrously Br::me

PLEA'SANTNI.SS. /. [ from pleasant. ] 1.

Delightfulnesi. ; fl.ate rf being pleasant.

SiJney. a. Gaiety; chearsulness; merriment.

TiHotjen.

PLEASANTRY./ [plaisanterie, Fr. ] 1.

Gaiety; merriment. AJJi/in. 1. Sprightly

siting; lively talk. Addisiu.

ToPLLASF. ■». a. [p/aceo, Lat. plaire, Fr ]

1. To delight ; to gratify ; to humour. IVis-

dotn xvii. 2. Tofatify; to content Shakesp.

3. To obtain favour from. Milton. 4. Ti

kPiused. To like. A word of ceiemony.

Dryden

To PLEASE, r. >r. 1. To give pleasure. Milton.

2. To gain approbation. Hojea. 3. To like;

to chuse. Pcpe. 4. To condescend; to comply;

Shakelp. '

PLE A'SER. / [from please ] One that courts

favour

PI.EA'SINCLY. adv. [from phasing ] In such

a manner as to give delight. Pcpe

PLEASINGNtSS./ [from//<r0>£ ] Quality

of giving delight.

PLEASEMAN / [please and man] A pick-

thank; an officious fellow. Shake/p.

PLF.A'SURABLE a [from pleasure.] Delight

ful; full of pleasure Bacon.

PLEASURE./ [plaijir, Fr. ] 1. Delight;

gratification of th« mind or lenses. South. 2.

Loose gratification. Shakesp. 3. Approbation.

Psalmt. 4. What the will dictates. Shakesp. 5.

Choice; arbitrary will. Brown.

To PI.EA'SURE. v. a. [from the noun.] T»

please ; to gratify. Tillotsm.

I'LEASUREFUL. a. [pleasure and/r// ] Plea

sant ; delightful. Obsolete. Abbot.

PLEBEIAN. / [plebeian, Fr. piebeiu,, Lat.]

Cue of the lower people. Swift.

PLEBEIAN. a. 1. Popular; consisting'of mean

persons Kir.g Charles. 1. Belonging to the

lower rinks. MiItiu. 3. Vulgar; low; com

mon. Dacon.

PLEDGE./: [pleige, Fr fiieggif, Italian.] 1.

Any thing put to pawn. 2. A gage; any

thing given by way of warrant or security ; a

pawn. R.-j'e 3. A iur^ty ; a bail ; an hostage.

Rah,,-h.

To PLEDGE, v a [pltiger,Vc. figiare, lull

1. To put in pawn. Pcpe. l.To give a* wan ant

or security. 3. Tosecureby a pledge Shakesp.

4- To invite to drink, by acccpiing the cup

or health after an<vher. Shakejp.

PLE DGET. / [plagghe, Dutch.] A s.nall mass

of lint. Wijtmsn.

PLEIADS. I / [pleiadet, Lat. tcuUtic.] A

I'LE IADLS J nsithera coailelUti»n. Milton.

4 D 4 PLK-
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[from plenary] FullvPLE'NARII.Y. adv.

completely. Ayiiffc.

PLENARY, a. [from plenns. Lit.] Full; com

plete. Walts.

PLE NARY. / Decisive procedure, Ayliffe.

PLE'NARINESS. /. [from plenary.] Fullness}

completeness.

PI.E'NILUNARY. a. [from //«i7»«'«ai, Lat.]

Relating to the full moon. Breton.

FLE'NU'OTENCE. / [from plenus and peten

fia, [.at.] Fulness of power.

PLE'NIPOTENT. a \pl-nipotens, Ut] In

vested with full power. Milton.

PLENIPOTENTIARY. / [plenipetentiarc,

Fr.] A negotiator investird with full power

Stillrnr fleet.

PLE'NIST./ ffromplenm. Lat.] One that holdi

all space to be full of matter. Boyle.

PLENITUDE./ [plenitude, from plenui. Lat

plenitude, Yr.] I. Fulness; the contrary lo

vacuity, Btnlley. i. Repletion; animal ful

ness i plcthory. Arhutbnet. 3. Exuberance,

abundance. Bacon. 4. Completeness Prior.

PLENTEOUS, a. [from pknty.] 1. Copious

exuberant ; abundant. Mihon. 2. Fruitful ,

fertile. Milton.

PLENTEOUSLY. adv [from plenteous.] Co

piously ; abundantly; exuberantly Sbakefp.

PLENTEOUSNESS. / [(com plenteous.] A-

bundance ; fertility. Genesis.

PLE NTIFUL. a. [plenty andfull] Copious |

abundant; exuberant; fruitful Raleigh.

PLENTIFULLY, adv. [from plentiful.] Copi

ously; abundantly. Addif-.n.

PLENT1FULNESS /. [,tom plmtiful.] The

Dale of being plentiful ; abundance ; ferlilitv.

PLENTY. /. [from plensts, full.] 1 Abun

dance -, such a quan ity as is more than

enough Locke, 2. Fruitiulness ; exuberance.

3. Il is used, I think, barbarously for plentiful.

4. Altaic in which enough is had and enjoy

ed. "Joel, ii. 26.

PLEONASM./ [plcouafmus. Lat.] A figure

of rhetorick, by which more words are uled

than are necessary.

FLESH. /. [A word used by Spenser instead of

plajb.] A puddle ; a boggy marsh.

PLETHORA./, [from wM&ira.j The state

in which the vessels are fuller of humours

than is agreeable to a natural state of health.

Arbutbnot.

Pi.ETHORETICK. 7 a. [ from p'ethora. '

PLETHORICK. j Having a fu.l habit

Arbutbnot.

PLE'THORY./. [pletl-cre, Fr from wXnCjija.]

Fulntfs ol hanit. Arbutbnot

PLE'VIN. / [plenvine, Yc.plcvina, low Lat ]

In law, a warrant t-r assurance. DicH.

PLEURISY. /. [irXtu;~ii;.'J 1 leurtjy is an in

flammation of ibe pleuia, icmtiiicd by eva

cuation, fuppuriiion or expectoration, or all

together.
PLEURITIC AL. 7 a. [hem pleurisy ~[ 1. Dir-

FLE'URITICrC J eased with a pleurisy.

Aibuihnot. 1. Denoting.a pleurisy . h'tjemar.

PLl'ABLE. a. [pliable, from plier, Fr. 10 bend }

1. Easy to be bent; flexible. Sontb. 1.

Flexible of disposition ; easy to be persuade*!.

PLl'ABLENESS./ [hompliable.) 1. Flexibili

ty; easiness 10 be bent. a. Flexibility of mind.

South

PLIANCY f. [srom/./7a«/.]Eaunes! lobe bent.

Aidif.n.

PLIANT, a. [pliant, Fr. ] 1. Bending;

tough; flexile; flexible; lithe; limbec.

Adds™. 2. Easy to take a form. Dryden J.

Easily complying. Bacon. 4. Easily persuaded.

S:ulb.

PI I'ANTNESS. / [from pliant.] Flexibility;

toughness. Bacjn.

PLI CATURE. ? /. [pliealnra, from piece, Lat.]

PLICATION i Fold; double.

PLIERS. /. (trom ply.] An instrument bv

w- ch any thing is laid hold on to bend it.

Mixcn

To PLIGHT, v.a. [pliebten, Dutch ] t. To

pledge; to give as surety. Sbaktjp. 1. To'

braid; to weave. Spenser.

PLIGHT./ [pliht, Sax.] 1 . Condition ; state.

Sbakefp. 2. Good case, suffer. 3. Pledge;

gage, [from the verb ] Sbakefp. 4. [From (a

plight.] A fold; a pucker; a double; a

purfle; a plait. Spenler.

PLINTH, f. [irXrt&i;.] In architecture, ia that

lquare member which serves as a foundation

to the bale of a pillar Harrii.

To PLOD. v. n. [piceghtn, Dutch. Skinner.] 1.

To toil; to moil ; to drudge; 10 travel. Dryd.

2. To travel laboriously. Sbakefp. 3. Tolludy

clo'ely and dully. Hnjibrai.

PLO ODER./, [from plod.] A dull heavy labo

rious man. Sbakefp.

PLOT. s. [plot, Sax.] I. A small rxtent of

ground. Tusser. a. A plantation laid out,

Stdney. 3. A form; a scheme; a plan.

Spenser. 4. A conspiracy ; a secret design

formed against am.ther. Dan. 5. An intrigue ;

an affair complicated, involved and embarassed.

Rojcommon. 6. Stratagem; secret combination

to any ill end. Milton. 7. Contrivance; deep

reach of thought. Denbam.

To PLOT. v. n. [from the noun.] I . To font!

schemes of mischief against another, commonly

agiinst those in authority. Dryden. a. To

contrive; to scheme. IVctton.

To PLOT. ma. 1 . To plan ; to contrive. 1.

To describe according to ichnocraphy. Carent.

PLOTTER. J. (from plei.] 1. Conspirator.

Dryden. 2. Contriver. Shakes*.

PLO VER./ [pluvier, French ; pluvialu, Lat ]

A lapwing. Careno .

PLOUGH / [plo5,Sas ] 1 The instiumer*

Wilh which the furrows are cut lo the ground

to receive ihe feed. Mcrtitnrr. i. A kinum

plane.

To PLOUGH. "J. m. To practise aration ; tt>

turn up the ground in oriier 10 saw UeJ-

Mortitn r.

To PLOUGH, v a. 1. To turn up wilh the

plough. Dryden. %. To biing to vitw o*

lie
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the plough. IVoed. 3. To farrow ; to divide

Addifon. 4. To tear 1 to furrow. Sbakejp.

PLOUGHBOY./ [plough and boy] A boy

that follows the plough ; a coarse ignorant boy

Wat/s

PLOU'GHER. / [from plough ] One who

ploughs or cultivates ground. Spenser.

PLOUGHLAND./ [ pUngb and laud.] A farm

for corn. Diane.

PLOUGHMAN. / [plough and man.] I. One

that attends or uses the slough. Taylor. %. A

gross ignorant rustiik. Shake/p. 3. A strong

laborious man. Arbuthnot.

PLOU'GHMONDAY. / The Monday after

twelfth-day. Tuffer.

PLOUGHSHARE. /. [plough inAJbare] The

part of the plough that is perpendicular to the

coulter. Sidney.

To PLUCK, v. a. [ploccian, Sax] 1. To pull

with nimbleness or force ; to snatch ; to pull ;

to draw-, to force on or off ; to force up or

down. Gay. a. To strip of feathers. Sbakesp.

3. To pluck up a heart or spirit. A proverbial

expression for taking up or resuming o: courage

KneVes.

PLUCK./ [from the verb.] 1. A pull ;ad,aw;

a single act of plucking. [.'Estrange a. The

heart, 1 ver and lights of an animal.

PLUCKER. / [(rota pluck ] One that plucks.

Mortimer

PLUG. / [plugg, Swedish ; plugghe, Dutch.]

A stopple j any thing driven hard into another

body. Style, Siaift.

To PLUG v a. [irom the noun] To stop with

a plug. Sha'p.

PLUM / [plum, plumrpeop, Sax.] 1. A fruit

Locke, a. Raisin ; grape dried in the sun

Sbakejp, 3. The sumof one hundictl thousand

pounds. Addijou. 4. A kind of play, called

how many plums for a penny. Aiujviorlb.

PLUMAGE, f. [plumage, Fr.] Feathers ; suit

of feathers. Bacon.

PLUMB./ [phmb, Fr] A plummet s a

leaden weight let down at the end of a lice

Moxon.

PLUMB, adv. [from the noun.] Perpendicu

larly to the horizon. Ray.

To PLUMB v. a. [from the noun.] t.To

found ; to search by a line with a weight at

its end. Su;ift. a. To regulate any work by

the plummet

PLUMBER./ [plomhier, Fr ] One who works

upon lead. Commonly written and pronounced,

p/ummer.

PLU'MBERY / [ from plumber. ] Works of

lead ; the manufactures of a plumber.

PLUMCAKE./ [plum and cake ] Cake made

with raisins. Hudibras.

PLUME./: I p ume, Fr. pUmu, Lat] I. Feather

ol birds. Milton, a. Feather worn at an or-

mmtai.ShakeJp. 3. Pride ; toweting mien.

Xrakcjp. 4. token ot honour ; prire ot

Cornell. Milan. 5. Hume is a term used by

b.jtaniits lor that part of the seed ot a plant,

which 11; ii< growth become- the trunk.

To PLUME. *> o. [from the noun] 1. To pick

and adjust feathers. Mtrtimer. 1. [Plumer, Fr.]

To strip off feathers. Ray. 3. To strip) to pill.

Bacon. 4. To place as a plume. Milieu. 5. To

adorn with plumes. Sbaie/p.

PLUME'ALLUM. / [ahmeu plumo/um, Lat]

A kind of asbestos. Wilkius.

PLUMIGEROUS. a. [plumaini gcro, Lat]

Having feathers ; feathered.

PLU'MIPEDE / [slums and pes, Lat.] A

fowl that has feathers on the foot DiS.

PLU'MMET. /. (from plumb.] 1. A weight of

lead hung at a string, by which depths are

sounded, and perpendicularity is discerned.

Milton, a. Any weight. Duppa.

PI.UMOSITY./ [from pbsmms.] The state of

having feathers.

PLU MOUS. a. [plumeaux, Fr. f-lumosus, Lat,]

Feathery ; resembling feathers. Wotdviard.

PLUMP, a. Somewhat fat ; not lean ; sleek ;

full and smooth. LEftrange.

PLUMP. / [from the adjective] A knot; 1

tuft; a duller; a number joined in one mass.

Sandys.

To PLUMP, v. a. [from the adjective.] To

fatten; to swell , to make large. Beyle.

To PLUMP, v. n. [from-the adverb.] 1. To

fall like a stone inta the water. 2. [From the

adjective] To be swollen. Ainfvior/b.

PLUMP, adv. With a sudden fall. Ben. Johnson.

PLU MPER. /. Something worn in the mouth

to swell out the cheeks Sviift.

PLUMPNESS. / Fulness; disposition towarde

fulness. Nenutim.

PLU'MPORRIDGE. / [plum and porridge]

Porridge with plums. Aadifon.

PLU MPUDDING./ [plum tadpudding.] Pud

ding made with pluma.

PLUMPY. a. Plump; fat. Sbahsp.

PLU'MY. a. [from plume.] Feathered; covered

with feathers. Milton.

To PLU'NDF.R. v. a. [plundered, Dutch.] I.

To pillage; to rob in *n hostile way. Dryden.

1. To rob as a thief. Pope.

PLU NDF.R./ [from the verb.] Pillage ; spoilt

gotten in war. Ottvay

PLUNDERER. / [lrom^/»»rfVr.] 1. Hostile

pillager; spoiler, a. A thief; a robber.

Addifon.

To PLUNCE. v. a. [phnger, Fr.] I. To put

suddenly under water, or under any thing

supposed liquid. Dryden. 2. To put into any

Hate suddenly. Dryden. 3. Te hurry into

any distress. Watts. 4. To force in suddenly.

kVatis. ^^

To PLUNGE, v. n. 1. To sink suddenly into

water ; to dive. Sbakefp. a. To fall or rush

into any hazard or distress. Tilbtfon.

PLUNGE. / 1. Act of putting or sinking

under water, a. Difficulty; strait; distress.

Baker.

PLUNGEON./ [mergns. Lat.] A sea bird.

Ainfnsstrtb.

PLU NGER./[srom//«»£*.] One tha! plunges ;

a diver.

PLUN-
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PHTNKET. /". A kind of blue colour.

PLURAL a. [pluralu, Lit] Implying mote

than one Zhjkcsp.

PLURALIST./ [pluralisie, Fr] One that

hj|J> more ecclesiastical benefices than one

w,th cure of souls C tiler.

PLURA I.ITY- /. [pluralite, Fr] I. The state

ot being or hiving a greater cumber. Bacs*.

% A number more thin one. Hammond. 3

More cures of fouls than one 4. The greater

number; the majority. UEflrange.

Pl.U RALLY, adv. [irom plural.] In a fense

implying more tnin one.

PLUSH. / [pelu,i-e-,^r.) A kind of villousor

(h:;;:y ciitb. i (hag B:ylt.

PLUSHKR. / A sea fish. Carm

PLUVIAL. 7 a. 1 from pluvia. Lat ] Rainy j

PLUVIOUS S relating to rain. Breivm.

PLUVIAL. J. [pluvial, Fr.] A priest.'!, cope.

Am lt!:rth.

To PLY v a. [flien, to work at anything, old

Dutch] p. To work on any thing closely and

importunately. DryJen. 2. To employ with

diligent*. ; to ketp busy '- to set on work. Hudi-

bras. 3. To rraclise dilii^en'ly. MiLen. 4. To

solicit importunately. S'.uth.

To PLY. v. n 1. To work, or offer service

Addifcn. 2. To co in haste. M:lten. 4. To

busy one's self. Drjdtu. 4. [PJier, Fr,] To

bend. VEjlrangc.

PLY./ [irom the verb.] 1. Bent; tarn ; form ;

cist; biaa 2. Plaft ; fold. Arb1tkr.1t.

FLYERS /'. See Pliibs.

PNEUMATIC AL. \ a. [ wm^ou,-. ] I.

I'NEUMATICK. J Moved by wind ; relative

to wind. Locke. 2. Consisting of spirit or wind.

Bacon.

PNEUM.VTICKS./f^«««ia;/j«f,Fr.TOKMa]

1. A branch of mechanics which considers

thr doctrine of the air, or laws according to

wh'th that fluid is condensed, rarified, or gra

vitates Harris. 2. In the schools, the doctrine

of spiritual substances, as God, angels, and

the fouls of men.

PNEUMATO'LOGY. / [xKvttaTrtiyM.] The

doctrine of spiritual existence.

To POACH, v. a. [ctufs pocbe*,Fr.] I. To boil

slightly Bacon. 2. To begin without comple

ting ; from the practice of boiling eggs. Bactn.

3. [Pecher, Fr. to pierce.] To stab ; to pierce.

(arm,. 4. \Veompoch:, a pocket.] To plunder

by stealth. Garth.

To POACH, v. n. [from ptche, a bag, Fr]

1. To steal game ; to carry off game privately

in a hi-^_ (j'dham. 2. To be damp. Mortimer.

POA'CHARD./. A kind of water fowl.

POA CHER. J. [from poach.] One who stealr.

glme. More

POVCHINESS / Miriftnei's ) dampness. A

cant word. Mortimer.

Pf'A'CHY. a. Damps mar<>iy. Mortimer,

J-OCK. /., [Iiom pox] A pustule rai:cd by the

small pnx.

FO".KKT. [. [porca.Ss-.on; secret, Fr ] The

'Vntll bag ir.ftnrl 'T.o ri'aths. Iroor.

To POCKET, v. a. [poebettr, Fr. from the

noun. J 1. To put in the pocket. Pope. a. Tt>

Pocket up. A proverbial form that dfnotes

the doing or taking any thing clandestinely.

Prior.

POCKETBOOK./ [^.,.,/and book.] A paper

book carried in the pocket for hasty notes-

tVam.

POCKILTGLASS. / [ peeks and glass.] Por

table looking-glass. Snmft.

POCKHOLE. / \p,ck and hit.] PitorCar

m:de by the smallpox. Dome.

PO'CKINESS /. [from pockj ] The state of

being p^cky.

POCKY, a. [from pox.] Infected with the pox.

Denham

POCULENT. a. [pocnlnm. Lat ] Fit for drink.

Bacon.

POD. /[ ^5,/V,Dutch, a lr tie house ]The capsule

of legumes ; the case of feeds Mortimer.

PODA'GRICAL. [mUmyfmi:, noi.yfx] 1. Af

flicted with the gout. Brown. 2 Gouty ;

relating lo the gout.

PODDER / [from pod.] A gatherer of pease-

cods. Dia.

PODJL./ A puddle; a plash. Sitnner.

POEM. / [ poema, Latin; X5.W1. ] The

woik of a poet; a metrical composition. Ben.

y^hnfon.

POESY./ [ptesie, Fr. po-sis, Lat. irai.-af.] 1.

The art of writing poemv Bin. J:b*seu. X.

Poem ; metrical composition; poetry. Brown.

3. A short conceit engraved en a ring or other

thing. Shake/p.

POET. / [ pt.-te, French ; p„ta, Latin 5

TcciTcK;.] An inventor; an authoi oi fiction; a

writer of poems ; one who writes in measure.

Mitten.

POE'TAiTER.s. [Lat.] A vile petty poet.

POETESS / [Irom put; pica poetris, Lat.] A

she poet.

POETICAL. ? a. [it nJu« ; pœtiaue, French,

PO'ETICK. 1 poeticui, Latin ] Kxpiefsed in

poetry ; pertaining to poetry ; suitable to

poetry. Hale.

POETICALLY, adv. [from pvlical] With the

qualities of poetry; by the fiction of poetry.

Raleigh.

To l'OLTIZE. v. n. [poeliser, Fr. from fees]

To write like a poet. Donne.

POETRESS./ A (he poet. Spenser.

POETRY. / [a-MTfta.] 1. Metrical compo

sition ; the art or practice ol writing poems.

Cleave/and. 2. Poems ; poetical pieces Sbabr.

POIGNANCY./ [from poignant.] i.Shaip;

power of stimulating the palate ; sharpness.

Svrift. 2. The power of irritation ; asperity.

POIGNANT, a. f poignant, Fr.] I. Sharp;

stimulating the palate. Locke. 1. Severe ; pier

cing; painful. South. 3. Iiritating j satimal ;

kien.

POINT./ [>i'»c7, point, Fr.] I. The sharp

end of any instrument. Temple. 1. A string

with a tirj. Sbjkesp. 3. Headland ; piomor.-

tory. AJ'lism. 4. A sting of an epigram.

Drjdits.
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Dryden. 5. An indivisible part of space.

Loch. 6. An indivisible part of time ; a

moment. Daviet. 7. A small space. Prior,

8. Punctilio; nicety. Milton. 9. Part re

quired of time or space ; critical moment ;

exact place. Atterbury. to Degree ; state

Sidney. 1 1 . Note of distinction in writing *,

a stop. \z. A spot*, a part of a surface divi

ded by spots; division by marks, into which

any thing is distinguished in a circle or oiher

plane: c, at tables the ace or fife point. 13.

One ot the degrees into which the circumfe

rence of the hor-zon, and the mariner's com

pass is divided Bacon 14. Particulai place

to which any thing is directed. Brcwm.- 15.

.Respect; regard. Skakesp. 16". An aim ;

the act oi aiming or striking. Shakesp. 17.

The particular thing required Rose. 18. Par

ticular ; ir.tt.:nce; example Temple. 19. A

single position; a single assertion , a single

part or a complicated question ; a single

part ot any whole. Baker- ?o. A note j a

tune Sbfifjp. 11. Pcintblank : directly : ar,

an arrow is (hot to the pointbhnk or while

mark Shake/p. it. Point devise \ exactor

exactly in the point of view. Bacsn.

To POINT, f. a. [from the noun] 1. To

sharpen; to forge or grind to a point. Addijon.

a. To direct towards an object, by way of

forcing it on the notice Milton. 3. To direct

the eye or notice. Pope. 4 To (how as by

directing the linger. Addijon. 5. [Pointer,

Fr.] To direct towards a place. 6. To distin

guish by stops or points

Ty POINT, v. >. 1. To note with the sin

ger i to torce up->n the notice, by directing

the ringer towards it. Ray. l. To distinguish

wnids #r Umcnces by points Fcrbfs. 3. To

indicate as dogs do to sportsmen Gay. 4. To

siSow. Swift.

POINTED, a. participle [from point ] t.

Snarp ; having 4 l7iarp point or pic Pope. 1.

Kpigrammatical ; abounding in conceits

POlNTfcULY adv. (from pointed.J In a point

ed manner. Dryden.

POrNT£DNESS/[srom/W''«irJ] 1 Sharp-

nels ; p ckedncls with asperity. Ben.Jahnjon.

2. Upigrammaiical smarinels. Dryiten.

POl'N'l'LL /. Any thing on a point. Oerb.

POI NT UK./, [irom point.) 1. Any ti ing that

points. fVatt% 1. A dog that points out the

pame t - iporttmen. Gay.

POI NriNGSTOCK./. I pointing and stock }

Sorrething -nadc the object ot" ridicule. Sbak.

POL'K"t Le.SS a. [from point. J Blunt ; not

sharp, ootule. Dryden.

POl'SON.y. [poi/tn, Pr.] That which destroys

or injures life by a small quantity, and by

mean* not obvious, to the lenses j venom.

fames.

To POISON. <u. a. [from the noun.] I. To in

fect: with poison. 2. To attack, injure or kill

by poison given. 1 Mac. x. 3. To corrupt j

to taint. Hhakesp.

POISON-TREK./, [ttxicodendron.] A plant.

Miller.

POI'SONER. / [from person.} r. One who

poisons. Dryden. 2. A corrupter Smth.

POI'SONOUS. a. [from poijon.) Venomous;

having ihe qualities of poison. Cbeyne.

POI SONOUSLY. adv. [Itompeisouens.] Ven«-

moufly. South.

POiSONOUSNESS / [fr«m/.-r/i»Mi.] The

quality of being poisonous; venomousnetV

POI'TREL./ [pticlret, Fr.] I. Armour for

the breast of a horse. Skinner, l. A graving

tool Ainlwirth.

POIZE./ [pad,, Fr.J I. Weight ; force of

any thing tending to the center Spenser. ^.

Balance; equipoize-, equilibrium. Htntl/y.

3- A reguliting power. Dryden.

To POIZE, v. a. [pe/er, Pr.] i. To balance \

to hold or place in equiponderance Sidmy.

2. To be equiponderant o. Stake/p. 3 Ta

weigh. Smth. 4. To oppress with weight.

Shakesp

POKE./ spocca. Sax. perhe, Fr] A pocket ;

a srrtail bag. Camden, Drnyton.

To POKE. v. a. [poka, Swedilh.] To feel in

the dark; to search any thing with a long in

strument. Brcwn.

POKER./ [tnmpeke. ] Trie iron bar with

which men stir the fire. Swift.

POLAR, a. [pelaire, Fr. frcm/lak] Found

near the pole; lying near the pole j issuing

irom rhe pole. Prior.

POI.A'RITY./. [irom polar.] Tendency to the

pole. Brown.

POLARY. a. [pelarit. Lat] Tending to the

pole; havingadiiection toward the poles fire.

POLK./ [point, Lat. pile, Fr] 1. The extre

mity of the axis of the earth; either of the

points on which the world turns. Mi/ten. ».

A long staff. Baton. 3 A tall piece of timber

erecttd. Shakesp. 4. A measure of length

containing five yards and a half. Spenser. ^ In

ire/and, ipzle i 5 leven yards.] 5. An instru

ment 01 meiluring. Bacon.

To POLE. v. a. (irom the noun.] To furnish.

wilh poles. Mrtimer.

POLEAXE./. [ pt le and axe ] An axe fixed to

a long pcle. Hswel.

POLECAT./ \ Pole or Polijb cat.] The fit

chew; a stinking animal. L"Estrange.

PO LEDAVIES. /". A fortof coarse cloth. Ains.

HOLE MIC AL. \ a. s«X£,u.«5f.]Controversial>

POLE MICK., J disputative. Stillingfeet.

POLE MICK./ Disputant; controvertist. Peps.

POLEMOSCOP4J / [mit,*®- and a-xmi*.] In

opticks, is a kind of crooked or oblique per

spective glass, contrived for seeing objects that

do not lie directly before the eye. Dig.

POLESTAR. / [pile and /lar. ] 1. A stir

near the pole, by which navigators compute

their northern latitude; cynosure; lodestar.

Dryden. 1. Any guide or director.

POLLY-MOUNTAIN./. [ polium, Lat] A

plant MiUtr.

POLICE /. [Fr.] The regulation and govern

ment of a city or country, so far as regards the

inhabitants.

POLICED.
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PO'LICED a. [from /«/i'«.] Reeulated ; form

ed into a regularcourseos administration. Bac.

POLICY./ [iroXi-rtia; pelitia. Lat.) I. The

art of government, chiefly with respect to fo

reign powers. 1. Art; prudence; manage

ment of affairs; stratagem. Skakcsp 3. [Po

lice* Spanish ] A warrant lor money in the

publick funds.

To PO LISH v. a. [polio* Lit. pe/ir, Fr.) 1.

To smooth; to brighten by attrition; togloss.

GraitvilU. 2. T« make elegant of manners

Mihn.

To PO LISH v. m. To answer te the act of po

lishing; to receive a gloss. Bacon.

rO'USH.J.[ptli,pottfure, Fr] 1. Artificial

gloss ; brightness given by attrition. Newton.

2. Elegance of manners. Addis**.

PO'LISHABLE. a. [(turn pol:Jb.) Capable of

being polished.

PO LISHER. s. [from pilijb.] The person or

instrument that gives a gloss. Addifou.

POLITE. a.[pelitui. Lat.] 1. Glossy; smooth

Neviton. a. Elegant os manners. Pope.

POLI'TELY. adv. [from ft ile.] With ele

gante of manners; genteelly.

POLITENESS./, [politeffe, Fr. from polite]

Elegance of manners; gentility; good breed

ine. Snvi/t

POLITICAL, a. [iroX/Iu.©..] 1. Relating to po

liticks; relating to the administration of pub-

lick affair!. Robert a. Cunaing; skilful.

POLITICALLY, adv. [from political.] 1

With relation to publick administration. x.

Artfully ; publickly. Kmlki.

POLITICA'STER./. A petty ignorant preten

der to politicks.

POLITICIAN./ [pttiticitn, Fr. ] 1. One

versed in the ait!, of government; one skilled

in politick* Dryden 2. A man of artifice;

one of deep contrivance Miltom.

POLITICK. «. [ireKiVe.] 1. Political: civil.

'temple. 2. Pru-lent; versed in affairs. Shakcjp.

5- Artlul; cunning. Bacon.

PO LIT1CKLY. adv. [frompolilici ] Artfully,

cunningly. Skakefp.

POLITICKS./, [j-sUtiqut, Fr. voXHm.] The

science os government ; the art or practice of

admin tiring puhliik affairs. Addtson.

PO'LITURE.y. The gloss given by the act of

polishing.

PO LITY./ [»o> itiu ] A form of government ;

civil constitution. Hooker.

POLL./ [folle, />«/, Dutch, the top] 1. The

head. Shakcjp. 2. A catalogue or list of per

sons; a register of heads. Sbakefp. 3. A fish

called gencrilly a chub. A chevin.

To POLL v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To lop

the top of trees. Bacon. 2. In this fense is

used, polled sheep. Mortimer. 3. To pull off

hair from the head ; to clip sliort ; to shear.

Ezeiie!. 4 To mow; to crop Shaktjp. 5

1 0 plunder; to strip; to pill Spenser* Bacon.

6. To take a list or register of persons. 7

To enter one's name in a lilt or register. Dry.

8. To insert into a number as a voter. 7 tciell.

POLLARD./ [from/a//.] 1. A tree lapped

Bacon, i. A clipped coin. Camdc*. 3. The

chub fish.

POLLEN./ A fine powder, commonly under

stood by the word fauna 1 as also a sort or fine

bran. Bailey.

POLLENGLR./ Brushwood. suffer.

PO'LLER / [from poll.) 1. Robber; pillager 4

plunderer. Bacon. 1. He who votes or polls.

POLLEVIL. / [/..-//and evil.] Pollevil is at

large swelling, inflammation or imposthume

in the horse's poll or nape of the neck. Far

rier's Dia.

POLLOCK / A kind offish.

To POLLUTE, v.a. [ polluo. Lat.] i. To

make unclean, in a religious fense; to defile.

Sbalefp. 2. To taint with guilt. Milton. 3.

To corrupt by mixtures of ill. Dryden. 4.

Milfn u!its this word in an uncommon con

struction.

POLLUTEDNESS./ [from pollute.] Defile

ment ; the state of being polluted.

POLLUTER / [from pollute.] Defiler; cor

rupted Dryden.

POLLUTION./ [pellutio, Lat.) 1. The act

of defiling. Ayhffe. 1. The state ot being de

filed; defilement. Mihn.

PO'LTRON./ A coward; a nidgit } a scoun

drel. Sbakefp.

POLY./ [/Worm, Lat] An herb. Aiuftnortt.

POLY [iro> v.j An prefix often found in the com

position of words derived from the Greek, and

intimating multitude: a*, p?ly%>u, a figure of

many angles.

POLYACOUSTICK a. [ «Xm and «««. )

Any thing that multiplies or magnifies sounds.

POLY' ANTHOS/. [vMc and i>i©-.] A plant.

Mi.'ler.

POLYETJRICAL. 7 a. fTrom «Xi».«»} *>

POLYETJROUS. J lyedre, Pr.] Having ma

ny fides IVecdward.

POLYGAMIST. /'. [from polygamy.] One that

holds the lawfulness ot more wives than one

at a time

POLYGAMY./ [polygamie, Fr. r^uy^xU ]

Plurality of wives. Graunt.

PO LYGLOT a [miX^XaTT©-; ptlyrlolte, Fr ]

Having many languages. Hetvel.

POLYGON./. [«>« and ja.na.) A figure of

many angles IVatti.

PO LYGONAL. a. [frompolyrtn.] Having ma

ny angles.

PO LYGRA.M. / [irot.uc and t«i,«,m] A fi

gure consisting of a great number of lines.

POLYGRAPHY. / [woXi* and yra*n.) The

art of writing in several unusual manners or

cyphers.

POLY LOGY./ [sraXif and Xoyif.) Talkative

ness DiQ.

POLY'MATHY./. smXuc and pifSum.] The

knowledge of many arts and sciences; also an

acquaintance with many different subjects.

POLYPHONISM /. [ir.Xuc and •»<»».] Multi

plicity of found. Dcrbam.

POLYPE TAi.OUS. a. [ ratfe and TtraJet ]

Having many petals,

POLYPODY.
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POLYPODY. / [pelypeJiam, Lit.] A plant.

Bacen.

POLYPOUS, a. [from sty*'] Having the

nature of a polypus; having many feet or

roots

POLYPUS. /. (araXMrsrt; fofypr, Fr.l I. Pe-

Ijpus signifies any thing in general with many

roots or feet, at a swelling in the nostrils ; but

it is likewise applied to a tough concretion of

grumoutblood in the heart and arteries.Quincy.

X. A sea animal with many feet Pipe.

POLYSCOPE./ [*«Xw and Qumi*,.\ A mul

tiplying glass

POLYSPAST. / [ pelyspafle, Fr.] A machine

consisting of many pullies.

POI.YSPERMOUS. a. [rill; and &'(!**■]

Those plants are thuscalled, which have more

than four feeds succeeding each flower, and this

w i'.houj any certain order or number !%nincy.

POLYSYLLABICAL. a. (from pilysyllahU)

Having many syllables -, pertaining to a poly

syllable. Via

POLYSYLLABLE. / swAiV; and &■>*«£*.] A

word of many syllables. Hilder.

POLYSYNDETON. / [tAotIiMb.] A fi

gure of rhetorick by which the copulative is

cften repeated : as, I came and saw and over

came.

POLY THEISM / [weXi; and 8»c.] The doc

trine of plurality of gods. Stillingfleat.

POLY THEIST. /. [wM; and 6»t] One that

holds plurality of gods.

POMACE./ [ftmaceum, Lit] The dross of

cvier pressings.

POMA CEOUS. a. [from p'.mtn. Lat.] Consist

ing of apples. Philips.

POMADE. / [ptmaJt, Fr. ptmade, Ital] A

fragrant ointment.

PO'MANDER./ [pemme d'amhre, Fr.] A

sweet ball ; a perfumed ball or powder. Bac

POMA'TUM.s (Lat.) An ointment. Wiseman

To POME. v. n. [ptmmer, Fr] To grow to a

rotmd head like an apple.

POMECITRON. / \pe-e and t«7r»».] A ci

tron apple. Did.

POMEGRANATE./ [ pcmnm granalntn. Lat.]

■ . The tree. Shake/p. I. The fruit. Peacham.

POMEROYAL.}/Asc"°f*PP" ^>"

POMIFEROUS. a. [pemiser, Lit] A.term

applied to plants which have the largest fruit,

sod are covered with thick hard rind

POMMEL. / [pemean, Fr] i. A round ball

or knob. Sidney. 1. The knob that balances

the blade of the sword. Sidney. 3. The pro

tuberant part of the saddle before. Dryden.

To POMMEL, v a. To beat black and blue;

to bruise ; to punch

POMP./ [pempa, Lat.] 1. Splendour; pride.

Sbakelp. 1. A procession of splendour and

ostentation. Dryden, Addifon.

PCMPHOLYX. / Pemphifyx h a white, light

and very friable substance, found in crusts ad

hering to the domes of the furnaces and to the

covers of the large crucibles. Hilt.

PO-MPION./ [ffmptn, Fr.] A pumkin.

POMPIRE./ [pem.rn and pyrns. Lat] A sere

ofpearmain. Ainfv>erth.

POMPOUS, a. \pnnpanx, Fr] Splendid; mag

nificent ; grand. Pepe.

POMPOUSLY adv. (from fempms.] Magni

ficently ; splendidly. Dryden.

PO'MPOUSNESS. / [from pempnt.] Magni

ficence ; splendour ; showinesi ; ostentaiioul-

ness. AJdiJn.

POND./ A small pool or lake of water; aba

fon ; water not running or emitting an?

stream. fVoedvsard.

To POND. v. a. To ponder Spenser.

To PO'NDER. *. a. [penderc, Lat ] To weigh

mentally ; to consider ; to attend. Bactn.

To PO'NDER. v. n. To think ;4'.o muse. With

en. Dryden.

PONDERAL a [from pendns, Lat.] Estimated

by weight j distinguished from numeral. Art.

PONDERABLE, a. [from psmders. Lac] Ca

pable to be weighed ; mensurable by scales.

Brovn.

PONDERA'TION./ [from psnde, », Lat.] The

act of weighing. Arbmhnet.

PO NDERER. / [from ptnder] He who pon

ders.

PONDERO SITY. / s p,nder,sns] Weight ;

gravity ; heaviness. Brvœn.

PONDEROUS. a. [ptndertsns] 1. Heavy ;

weighty. Bacn. 1. Important ; momentous.

Shake. 3 Forcible; strongly impulsive. Dryd.

PONDEROUSLY, adv. [ from pinderens. ]

With great weight.

PO NDEROUSNESS. / [frorh/Wrrt*/.] Hea

viness; weight; gravity Beyle.

PO'NDWEED./. A plant. Ams-wtrih.

PONENT. a. [penente, Ital ] Western. Milfn,

PO NIARD. /. [ptignard, Fr. pngie, Lat.] A

dagger ; a short stabbing weapon Dryden.

To PONIARD, v a. [ peignardier, Er.] To

stab with a poniard.

PONK. / A nocturnal spirit ; a hag. Spenser.

PONTAGE, s. [puns, p:r.tn, bridge.]' Duty

paid for the reparation of bridges. Aylijse.

PONTIFF. / [pentisex, Lat.j 1. A priest, a

high priest. Bactn. 1. The pope.

PONTIFICAL, a. [pentiscel, Fr.

Lat.] 1. Belonging to an high priest, z.

Popish. Baker. 3 Splendid ; magnificent.

Shaiesp. 4. [From pens aud sacit.\ Bridge-

building. Mlltan.

PONTIFICAL. / [pntisica'e. Lat.] A boo'<

containing rites and ceremonies ecclesiastical.

Sliilinrfleet.

PONTIFiCALLY. adv. [from pontifical] to a

pontifical manner.

PONTI F1CATF../ [ptntiflcat*s,Ltt.] Papacy,

popedom. Atidijen.

PO'NTIFICK. J. [pins Va&sacit ]Bridgcwork ,

edifice of a bridge.

PONTLEVIS./ In horsemanship, it a disorder

ly resisting action osa horse in diic.be. lii rue to

hi", rider, in which he rcan up several times

running Bailey.
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PO'NTON.s. [Fr.] A floating bridge or inven

tion to pass over water ; it is made ot two

great boats placed at some distance from one

another, both planked over, as is the interval

between them, wiih rails on their tides. Mili

tary Did.

PONY./ A small horse.

POOL. /: spul.Sax.) A lake of standing water.

POOP / [pouppe, Fr. puppis. Lat. J she hind

most pait of the ship. Knollet.

POOR. a. [pauvre, Fr. povre, Spanish] I.

Not rich ; indigent ; neceflitous ; oppressed

with want. Pope. a. Trifling; narrow; o!

little dignity, force or value. Bacon. 3. Pal

try ; mean ; contemptible. Davies. 4. Un

important Swift. 5. Unhappy; uneasy. Waller

6. Mt an; depressed; low ; dejected. Bacon

7. [A word of tenderness ] Dear, Prior. 6

[A word of slight contempt J Wretched Baker.

9. Not good; not tit lor any purpose. Shake/p

10. The Poor. Thole who are in the lowest

rank of the community; those who cannot

subsist but by the charity ot' others. Spratl. 1 1.

Barren; dry; as, a pear foil. n. Lean;

starved ; emaciated : as, a peer horse. Ben.

Jchnj'en. 13. Without spirit ; flaccid.

POORLY adv. [from par. ] 1. Without

wealth. Sidney 2. Not prosperously ; with

little success. Bacon. 3. Meanly ; without

spirit. Shaltejp. 4. Without dignity. Wottcn

POORJOHN. J. A fort of fill..

POORNESS. /. [from poor.] 1 . Poverty ; in

•licence; want. Burnet. a. Meanness; low

ness; want ot dignity. Addijon. 3. Sterility -,

barrenness Bacon.

POORSPIRITED. a.[peor 2nd spirit] Mean,

cowardly. Dennit.

POORSP1R1TEDNESS./. Meanness; cowar

dice. South.

POP. / ip'ppysma, Lat] A small smart quick

sound. AdJtJon.

To POP v. n. (from the noon.] To move or en

ter with a quick, sudden and unexpected mo

tion. Shakejp. Swift.

To POP. v. a 1. To put out or in suddenly,

flilv or unexpectedly. Sbakisp. 2. To shi.t

Utke.

POPE. / [papa, Lat jrijnrac] 1. The bishop

of Rome, Peacbam 2. A small fish, by some

call:d a ruffe. Walton.

PO PEDOM./ [ pipe and Jon.] Papacy ; papal

dignity. Shakejp.

POPERY / [from pope.] The religion of the

church of Rome. Siuist.

PO'PESEYE./ [pope and eye] The grand sur

rounded with fat in the middle of the thigh.

PO'PUUN.y. [pop and fan. J A gon with which

children play, that only makes a noilc. t'Jheyne.

POPINJAY, [paperay, V>atK.\i;papagayo,i\va

nisti ] 1 . A parrot. JJcham. 2. A woodpeck

er. 3. A trifling fop. Shakejp.

PO PISH. a. [hornpipes Taught by the pope

peculiar to popery. Hooker.

PO'PISHLY. adv. \irompopijb] With tenden

cy to popery } in a p"pi(li manner, Pope.

pnbt, Lat.] APOPLAR. / [penplieur, Fr.

tree.

PO PPY./ [poptj, Sax. pafaver, Lat.] A plant.

Of this there arc eighteen species.

POPULACE. /. [popnlace, Fr. from popular.

Lat ] The vulgar ; the multitude. Siaijt.

PO PUI.ACY.y [populace, Fr.] The common

people ; the multitude. Decay of Piety.

PO PULAR. a. [popnlaire, Fr. papular11, Lat.]

1. Vulgar j plebeian. Milton. X. Suitable to

the common people. Hooker. 3 Beloved by

the people ; pleasing to the people. Hooker,

CUrendcn. 4. Studious to the favour of the

people. Addijtn. 5. Prevailing or raging a-

mong the populace : as, a popular distemper.

POPULA RH Y. /. [pcpularttai,hil.] 1. Gra-

ctoulnefs among the people ; state of being fa

voured by the people. Dryden. 1. Represen

tation luited to vulgar conception. Bacon.

POPULARLY, adv. [from popular.] 1. In a

popular manner; so as to please the crowd.

Dryden. z According to vulgar conception.

Bf o<wu.

To POPULATE, v. «. [from pepultt, people.}

To bleed people Bacon.

POPULATION./ [from populate] The state

of a country with respect to numbers of peo

ple. Bacon.

POPULO SITY. / [from popnlou, ] Populouf-

nel's ; multitude of people. Brovuu.

PO PULOUS. a. [popuhjui, Lat ] Full of peo

ple; numerously inhabited. Milton.

POPULOUSLY, adv. [from populeui.] With

much people.

PO PULOUSNESS/ [from ptpuleui.]The state

of abounding with people. Temple.

PO RCELAIN. / [ porceLine, Fr.] 1 . China 1

china ware. Brown, a. [Portulaca, Lat.] An

herb. Amjnorth.

PORCH./, [percte, Fr. perticut, Ut.] 1. A

roof supported by pillars before a door ; sn en

trance. Ben. Johnjon. 2, A portico j a cover

ed walk. Sbakefp.

PORCUPINE. /. [pore efpi or epic, Fr] The

fsreupine, when lull grown, is as large as a

moderate pig -.the quills, with which its whole

body is covered, are black on the shoulders,

thighs, sides and belly ; on the back, hips and

loins they are variegated with white aud pale

brown : there is no other difference between

ihe'percupine ot Malacca and that ot Europe,

but that the former grows to a great size. Hill,

PORE./ [pore, Fr. *o»©..] L.Spiraxle of the

stein ; passage of perspiration. Baton. 1. Any

narrow spiracle or passage. Quiucy.

To PORE. v. n. To look with great intensenesi

and care. Shakejp.

POREBLIND a. [commonly written >>»rilW.J

Nearsighted ; shortsighted. Bacon.

PO'RINESS. / [from fry] Fulnesit of pores.

Wijeman.

PORI STICK method, [trcfic-uwf.] In rmthema-

ticks, is that which determines when, by what

means, and how many different ways a pre-

bl n may be solved. Did.

PORK.
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PORK./, [pork, Fr. porcut, Lit. ] Swines flesh

unsa'.ted. Floyer.

PO RK.ER. / [ from park. ] A hog ; a pig.

Pope.

PO RK.EATER s [ peri and later.] One who

feeds on pork Sbaktsp

PORKET./ [from park.] A young ho. DryJ

PORKLINC. / [irom park.] A young pig

Tnsser.

PORO'SITY. s. [from parau,.] Quality of ha

ving pores. B.;c:n

PO ROUS a. [pareux, Fr from pare.] Hiving

small spiracles or passages. Miltcn.

POROUSNESS. /. [<mm paraui.] The quality

of having pores. Digby.

PO RPHYRE. 7 / ffrom iMpfi. ; porph.rite,

PORPHYRY.^ Lat.] Marble of , particula:

kind. Lacke.

PORPOISE.? / [pore po'fson, Fr] The sea.

PORPUS. 5 hog. Lacks.

PORRA'CEOUS.a. [porraceui. Lat. parrace,

Fr.] Greenish. IVistman.

PO RRET./ [porrum, Lat.] A seallion.flr.wi,.

PORRIDGE./, [from p.rmm, a leek ] Food

made by boiling meat in water; broth. Shakes

PORRIDGEPOT. / [ ferrijgt ind pat.] The

pot in which meat is boiled for a family

PORRINGER./ [from pornJfe.] i. A vef-

It-I in which broth is eaten. Bacon, a. It

seems in Stakes/ear's time to have been a

word of contempt tor a headdress. Sbakejp

PORRE'CTION. / [porrcilio, Lat.] The act

o! reaching forth.

PORT. / [part, Fr. p-.rtnt. Lat] i. A har

bour j a fa e station for ships. Spenser. 2

[Porto, Lat.] A gate. Shew all thy praises

within iheports of the daughter of Sion Pjalm:

3. The aperture in a (hip, at which the gun

is put out. Raleigh. 4. Carriage ; air ; mien ;

manner ; bearing. Fairfax.

To PORT. «. a. [perta. Lat. porter, Fr.] To

carry in form, mijlaa.

PORTABLE, a. [partabilit, Lat.] 1. Manage

ment by the hand. 2. Such as may be borne

along with one. South. 3. Such as i . tran

sported or carried from one place to another.

Locke. 4. Sufferable ; supportable Sbaktsp

PO RTABLENESS. /. [from portable.], The

quality of being portable.

PORTAGE. / [por/age, Fr] t. The price 01

carriage. 2. Porthole. Siakejp.

PORTAL./ [partail, Fr. portelli, Ilal.] A

gate ; the arch under which the gale opens.

Sanjys.

PO'RTANCE. / [from porter, Fr.] Air;

mien ; port ; demeanour. Spenser.

PORTASS / A breviary ; 1 prayer book.CaraJ

PORTCU'LLIS. 7 f. [p:rtecou!,jfe, Fr ] A fort

PORTCLUSE. 5 of machine like a harrow,

hung over the gate of a city, to be let dov/n

to keep out an enemy. Spcnjer.

To PO RTCULLIS «r. a [from the noun.] To

bar ; to (hut up. Sbakefp.

PORTED, a. [porter, Fr.] Bornein a certain

or regular order.

To PO RTEND. v. a. [ pariesJo, Lat.] To fon-

I t'kcn; to foreshow ar omens. Rofc-.mmon

PORTF.NSION s [from portenJ] The act of

foretokening. Bronvn.

PORTE NT. /'. I fvtntnm, Lat ] Omen of ill ;

piodigv fbretakeaiog misery. DryJen

PORTE'NTOUS. a ( portent su,. Lat. from

portent.] Monstrous; prodigious; foretoken,

ing ill. R;/camin:n.

PO RTKR./ [portier, Fr. from p,rt„, Lat. a

pate.] 1. One that hac the charge

gate. Ben. Johnson. I, One who wait, at the

door to receive messages Pt.pt. 3. One wlm

carries burthens for hire. Hoviel.

PORTERAGE. /. [from parter. ] Money paid

ior cirriage.

POR'TKSSE. / A breviary.

PORTGLAVE. / [porter and glaive. Pr. and

Erse.] A sword-bearer. Ainjivortb.

PORTGRAVE. 7 / ( perta, Lat. and grtnje,

PO RTGKhVE i Teutonick, a keeper.] The

keeper of a g4te. Oblblete.

PORTICO / [particui. Lat. portica, Ital ] A

covered walk ; a piazza. DryJen.

PORTION./ [partton, Fr. portio. Lat] 1. A

part. Waller, z. A part assigned; an allot

ment ; a dividend. IValler. 3. Part of an

inheritance given to a child; a fortune. Prior.

4. A wife's fortune.

To PORTION, f. a. [from the noun] I. To

divide ; to parcel Roiae. 2. To endow with a

fortune. Pape.

PORTIONER. / [from portion] One that

divides.

PO RTLINESS. / [ from pertly. ] Dignity of

mien; grandeur of demeanour. CamJeu.

PO RTLY. a. [from part.] 1. Grand of mien.

Spenser. 1 Bulky ; swelling. Sbaktsp.

PORTMAN. / [ port and man ] An inhabitant

or burgess, as those of the cinque port;

PORTMANTEAU / [ portmanteau, Fr ] A

chest or bag in which cloaths are carried. Syec.

PORTRAIT. /. [»;arrra,;, Fr.J A picture

drawn a 'ter the life. Prior.

To PORTRAIT, v. a. [pourtraire, Fr.] Tq

draw ; to portray. Spenjer.

PORTRAITURE./ [pounraiture, Fr.] Pic

ture ; p.iinte.l resemblance. Broii'n.

To PORTRAY, v. a. [pourtraire. Ft] t. To

paint; to ddcribe by picture. DryJtn. 1.

To adorn with pictures. Milton.

PO'RTRESS./ [from porter.] A female guar

dian of a gate. Szvist.

PORWIGLE. s. A tadpole 01 young frog net

yet fully shaped. Brawn.

PORY. a. [foreux, Fr. from pore] Full os

pores. DryJen.

To POSE. v. a. 1 . To puzile; to gravel; to

put to a Hand or stop. Herbirt. a. To ap-

posc; to interrogate. Bacon.

POSER./ [from pose.] One that asietth ques

tions to try capacities ; an examiner. Bacon.

POSI'TED. a. [pojitus, Lat.j Placed j ranged.

Hale.

POSI'TION. /. [position, Fr. pofitio, Lat.] 1.

State of being placed; situation. Temple. 2.

4 E * Principle
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Principle laid down. Hooker. 3. Advancement

ot any principle. Brew*. 4. (In grammar]

The state of a vowel placed before two conso

nants.

POSITIONAL, a. [from position.] Respecting

position Brivin.

POSITIVE. a. [pofilivni,\.\\.\ I. Not neeative;

capable of being affirmed ; real ; absolute.

Locke, a. Absolute; particular; direst; not

implied. Bacon. 3. Dogmatical ; ready to lay

down notions with confidence. Rymer. 4.

Settled by arbitrary appointment. Hooker, c.

Having the power to enact any law. Sw'st.

6. Ceitsin ; assured. A.nlwortb.

POSITIVELY, ad-v. [irom positive.] 1. Abso

lutely; by way of direst position. Bacon, a.

Not negatively Bentley. 3 Certainly ; without

dubitation.Drjn/f». 4. Peremptorily , in strong

terms. Spralt.

POSITIVENESS. / [from positive.] 1. Ac-

tualness ; not mere negation. Nerrit. 1.

Terempfriness ; confidence. Govern, of lit

'Tongue

POSITI VITY. / [from peJStive] Peremptori-

ness; confidence. A low word. Watt's.

POSITURE. / [fcsitura, Lat.) The manner

in which any thing is placed. Bramball

PO'SNET./ I from bajtnet, Fr] A little bason;

a porrinr.er ; a fcillet. Bacon.

FO'SSE. J. [Latin.] An armed power. A low

word Bacon.

To POSSE'S?, v. a. [ pofefui, Lat.] 1 . To have

as an owner; to be master of; to enjoy or

occupy actually. Carenu. 1. To seize ; to

obtain. Hayward. 3. To give possession or

command of any thing ; to make master of.

Shake/p. 4 To. fill with something fixed.

Addison. ; . To have power over, as an unclean

ipiiit. Ecfcommon: 6. To affect by intestine

power. Sbakesp.

POSSESSION. /. [possession, Fr. pofitfa. Lat.]

The state of owning or having in one's own

hands or power.

POSSE'SSIVE. a. [pojfffrvus, Lat.] Having

polltstion.

POSS ESSORY a. [ poffeffoire,?r. from poses,.]

Hiving pollestion. Hovad.

POSSE'SSOUR./ [ possessor, Lat. pcffeJsenr,Vr.]

Owner ; waller ; proprietor Sli lingsteet.

POSSET./ [pojca. Lat.] Milk curdled with

wine or any acid. Suckling.

To POSSET, v. a. [from the noun ] To turn ;

to curdle : as milk with acids. Sbakesp.

POSSIBILITY./. [ ptfstbilite, Fr] The power

ol b:ing in any manner ; the Hale of being

possible. Morris.

POSSIBLE, a [p'ffible, Fr. pejibilit. Lat.]

Having the power to be Or to be done ; not

contrary to the na'uie of things. Locke.

rO'SSIBLY. ad-v [from p'tfible] i. By any

power really existing. Maker, Milton. 1, Per

haps; without abserdi'v. Clarendon.

POST. / I pefle, Ft. J 1. A hasty messengtr ; a

• courier who comes and goes at stated tirr.es.

B:n. Jobnjon. t. Qrick couise or manner of

travelling Drjden. 3. Situation ) feat. Burnt! .

4. Military station. Addison. 5. Place ; em

ployment ; office. Collier. 6. A piece of timber

set erect. fVotton.

To POST. v. n. {poster, Fr. from the noun]

To travel with speed. Daniel, WaIJb.

To POST. v. a. 1. To fix opprobrioufly on

posts. King Cbarlet. 1 [Poster, French] To

place ; to station ; to six. Addison. 3. To

register methodically ; to transcribe from one

took into another. Arbntbml. 4. To delay.

Sbakesp.

POSTAGE. / [from post] Money paid for

conveyance of a letter. Drydcn

POSTBOY. /. [post and by] Courier; boj

that rid 's port. Taller.

To POSTDATE. v. a. [post, after, Latin;

and date ] To date later than the real lime.

POSTDILUVIAN, a [poftnni diluvium,Lxl.]

Posterior to the flood bVoodnvard.

POSrDILU'VlAN./ [posted diluvium, Lat)

One that lived since the flood Grew.

POSTER./, [from post.] A courtier ; one that

travels hastily. SbakeJ'p.

POS TERIOR'. a.\p,flerior. Lat.] 1. Happening

after ; placed after tallowing. Bacon. 1. Back

ward. Pope.

POSTERIORS./. [posteriora, Lat.] The hinder

parts. Swift.

POSTERIORITY. /. [ posteriorite', French ;

from, posterior.] ' The state of being after ;

opposite to priority. Hale

POSTERITY./. I pestcritas, Lat ] Succeeding

generations', descendants. Smalridge.

POSTERN./, [pefieme, Dutch.] A small gatej

a little door. Fairfax.' ' '

POSTEX ISTENCE. f. [post and existence]

Future existenee Addison.

POSTHACKNEY. / {p,st and bachey-l

Hired posthorses bVttion.

POSTH.VSTE. / [post tad baste.] Haste like

that of a courier. Hakewill.

PO'STHORSE. / [post and borse] A horse

stationed for the useof couriers. SbakeJ'p

PO STHOUSE. /. [ post and bouse ] Postoffice ;

houle where letters are taken and dispatched.

PO'STHUMOUS. a. [postbumu,, htt.p.stbnmr,

Pr.] Done, had, or published alter one's death-

Addison.

POSTJCK, a. [/»7?/V«/,Lat.]Backward Brran.

POSTIL. / [ Fe.st,/e, Fr. postt/la, Lat.] Clots ;

marginal notet.

To PO STIL. v. a. [from ihe roun.] To gloU ;

to illustrate with marginal notes. Baetm.

POST1 LLER. / [from pefiol] One who glosses

or illustrates with marginal notes. Brovn

POSTILLION./ [ pcstil/c, Pr.] 1. One who

guidesthefirst pair of a let of six horses in a

coach. TatLr. 1. One who guides a post

chaise.

POSTLI'MINOUS.„. [pe/igmin„m,Ltl ] Done

or contrived s'.iblei]nentty. Soutb.

POSTMA'STER. /: [ pest and master ] One who

has charge 01" publick conveyance ef letters,

SpcclaHr. • POST
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POSTMA'STER-GENERAL./ He whopre-

sides over the posts or letter-carriers.

POSTMERI DIAN. a. [postmeridian*!, Lat. J

Being in the afternoon. Bacon.

PO'STOFFICE./ [£«/rand#rf.]Office where

letters are delivered to the poll; a post-house.

Swift.

ToPOSTPO'NE. v. a. [postpone, Lat.] 1. To

put off; to delay. Dryden, Rogers. l. To set

in value below something else. Locke.

POSTSCRIPT / [post and scr,ptnm. Lat]

The paragraph added to the end of a letter.

Addijin.

To POSTULATE, v.a. [pofluh. Lat. postu-

ler, Fr.] To beg or assume without proof.

Brown.

POSTULATE, f. [pestulatum. Lat.] Position

supposed or assumed without proof. H'atts.

POSTULA'TlON/[pc/?«/a<i»,Lat.]Theac'lof

supposing without proof ; gratuitous assump

tion. Hale.

POSTULATORY. a. [from postulate.} I. As

suming without pioof. l. Assumed without

proof Brown.

POSTURE./ [posture, Fr. pefitura, Lat] I.

Place; situation. Hale. t. Voluntary collo

cation os the parts of the body with respect

to each other. South. 3. Stale j disposition.

Clarendon.

To POSTURE, v. a. [from the noun] Tn

put in any particular place or disposition.

Grew.

POSTULATUM.f. [Latin] Position assumed

without proof. Addijcn.

POSTUREMASTER./ [pcflmre toamaster.]

One who teaches or practises artificial contor

tions of the body. Spectator.

POSY./ [contracted from poesy.] 1. A motto

on a ring. Addifon. 1. A bunch of flowers.

Spenser.

POT./ [pot, Fr. potte, Iflandick.] I. A vessel

jn which meat is boiled on the fire. Dryden. 1.

Vessel to hold liquids. John. 3. Vessel made

bfeauh. Mortimer. 4. A small cup. Prior. 5.

To go /« Pot. To be destroyed or devoured.

L'Estrange

To POT. v. a. [from the noun.] 1 . To preserve

seasoned in pots. Dryden. 1. To inclose in

pots os earth. Evelyn.

PO'TABLE. a. [potable, Fr potabilis, Fr. ]

Such as may be drank ; drinkable. Philips.

POTABLENESS./ [from potable } Drinka-

bleness.

P3TAGER. / [ from pottage. ] A porringer.

Grew.

POTA'RGO./ A West Indian pickle. King.

POTASH./ Potajb is an impure fixed alcaline

salt, made by burning from vegetable: we

have five kinds. 1. The German petajb, fold

under the name of pearl assies, z. The Spa

nish, called bar ilia, made by burning a species

of kali, a plant. 3. The home-made petajb,

made trom fern. 4. The Swedish, and c,.

Russian kind6, with a volatile acid matter

combined with them j but the Russian is

stronger than the Swedish, which is made

of decayed wood only : the Ruffian potajb

is greatly prefeiable to all the other kinds.

tVcodward.

POTATION./ [petatie, Lat.] Drinking bout;

draught. Shakejp.

POTATO. /. [ I suppose an Ameiican word.]

An esculent root. Waller.

POTBE LLIED. a. [pot and belly] Having a

swoln paunch.

POTBE'LLY. / [ pot and belly.] A swelling

paunch At butbnol.

ToPOTCH. v. a. [pecher, Fr ] 1 To thrust ;

to push. Shakejp i. I Pecher, Fr] To poach ;

to boil slightly. IViJeman.

POTCOMPA'NION. / A fellow drinker; a

good fellow at carousals.

POTENCY./. [potentia, Lat.] 1. Power;

influence. Shakcjp. 1. Efficacy V strength.

Shakes.

POTENT, a. [ potent, Lat. ] 1 . Powerful ;

forcible; strong * efficacious. Hooker. 2. Ha

ving great authority or dominion: it- potent

monarchs.

POTENTATE. / [petental, Fr.] Monarch ;

prince; sovereign. Daniel.

POTENTIAL, a. [fotenciel, Fr. polentialis,

Lat.] 1. Exiling in possibility, not in act.

Raleigh. 1. Having ihe effect without the ex

ternal actual property Shakejp. 3. Efficacious;

powerful. Shakejp. 4. [In grammar.] Potential

is a mood denoting the possibility of doing any

action.

POTENTIALITY./ [from/io«ir/<a/.]Possibi-

lity ; not actuality. Taylor.

POTE NTIALLY. adv. [from potentia] 1. In

power or possibility; not in act or positively.

Bentley. a. In efficacy; not in actuality.

Boyle.

PO'TENTLY adv. [from potent] Powerfully ;

forcibly. Barer.

PO'TENTN ESS/[from/>a/M/.]Powersulness ;

might ; power.

PO'TGUN. / A gun which makes a small

smart noise. Swift.

POTHA'NGER./. [pot and hanger] Hook

or branch on which the pot is hung over the

fire.

PQTHECARY./ [from apothecary.] One who

compounds and fells physick.

POTHER. / [p-udre, Fr. dust] I. Bustle;

tumult; flutter. Guardian, a. Suffocating

cloud. Drayton.

To POTHEK. f. a. To make a blustering in

effectual effort. Lecke.

POTHERB. /. [pit and herb.] An herb fit for

the pot. Dryden.

POTHOOK./. [/Wand hook.] Hooks to fasten

pots or kettle3 with ; also ill lormed or scrawl

ing letters or characters.

POTsON./. [petien,Fr.pctie,Ltt] A draught ;

commonly a physical draught. IVitten.

PO'TLID./ [pet tad lid.] The cover of a por.

Derham.

POT
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POTSHERD./ [pit ladjherd] A fragment

of a broken pot. Sandyi.

POTTAGE /.[pcttage, Fr. from fid.) Any

thing boiled or decocted for food. Gen/JIs.

POTTER./ { potter, Tr. from /•;/.] A maker

of earthen vessels. Mortimer.

POTTERN ORE / Which serves the potters

to glaae their earthen vessels. Beyle

POTTING/, [from pet) Drinking. Shakes?.

POTTLE./" [from pet.] Liquid measure con

taining four pints- Ben 'Johnson.

POTVA LIANT. a. [pel and valiants Heated

with courage by strong drink

POTU LENT. a. [petnlemni, Lat.] I. Pretty

much in drink, a. Fit to drink.

POUCH./ [peche. Ft] t. A small bag; a

pocket. Sharp. a. Applied ludicrously to a

bip belly or a paunch.

ToPOUCHr. a. i . To pocket. Tnjfer. i. To

■ willow. Derbam. 3. To pout ; to hang down

the lip

POUCHMOUTHED.a. [pench and tniutbed.]

Blubbcrlipped. Ainlvjertb.

POVERTY./ [patvreti,ft\ 1. Indigence;

necessity; want of riches. Rogers. 1. Mean

ness j defect. Bacon.

POU'LDAVIS / A fort of fail cloth. Ainsio.

POULT. / [piulet, Fr.] A young chicken

King.

POULTERER./ [ from petit. ] One whose

trade is to fell fowls teady for the cook.

Harvey.

POULTICE./', [petllit, Lat.] A cataplasm; a

soft mollifying application. Sio:ft.

1 the 1

apply a poultice or ciiapHm.

To POULT ICE- v. a. [smm the noun.] To

POU LT1VE.;. [a word used by Temple] A

poalttce.

POU LTRY./ [/it/et, Fr.] Domestick fowls.

Dryden.

POUNCE./ [penTme, Italian.] 1. The claw

or talon of a bird of picy. Spenser, a. The

powder of gum sandarath, so called because

it is thrown upon paper through a perforated

box.

To POUNCE, v. a. [pingonare, Italian] t.To

pierce ; to perforate. Barer*. 1 To pour or

sprinkle through small perforations. Bacon. 3.

To seize with the pounces or talons.

POUNCED, a. [irompeuxci] Furnished with

claws or laions. Thomj-n.

POU NCETBOX./ \ pounce and hx.] A small

box perforated Shakrfp.

POUND s. (por.fe, pui.b, Sa<] 1. A certain

wthrhf, consisting in troy weight os twelve, in

ave rdupois of sixteen ounces. 2. The sum of

twenty shilling? Peacham. 3. [From pinoan,

Sax.} A pin:old ; an inclosuic; a prison in

which beasts are inclosed. Swift.

To POUND, v. a [ punian, Sax.] 1. To

best) to grind with a pestle. Brittle}. 1.

To shut up; to imprison, as in a pound.

Spectator.

POUNDAGE./ [from pound) 1. A certain

lam deducted from a pound. Swift, a. Pay-

ment rated by the weight of the commodity.

Clarendon.

POUNDER. / sfrom ptund] 1. The name ot

a heavy large pear. S%oift. 1. Any period or

thing denominated from a certain number of

pounds: as, a ten pounder, a gun that carries

a bullet oi ten p:undi weight. Senift. 3. A

pestle.

POUPETON. / [p>*p?e, Fr ] A puppet or

little baby.

POU'PICS./ In cookery, veal stakes and slices

of baco'n. Bailey.

To POUR, v a. [hvtrm, Welsh ] 1 . To let

some liquid out of a vessel, or into some place

or receptacle. Exednt 1 To emit ; to gi»e

vent to; to send forth ; to let out; to send in

a continued course. Dnppa

To POUR. f. n. 1. To stream; to flow. 1. T«

rush tumultuoufly. Pepe

POU'RER./ [from pour.] One that poors.

POUSSE./ The old word for pease. Spenser.

POUT./ 1. A kind of fish; a cod-fish. 1. A

kind of bird. Careve.

To POUT. v. t. [tenter, Fr.] 1. To look sullen

by thrusting out the hps.Sbakcfp. 1. To gape;

to hang prominent. rVijrntan.

POWDER/ [pttdre, Fr. ] 1. Dost; any

body comminuted. Exsdm. 1. Gunpowder.

Hay-ward. 3. Sweet dust for the bait-

Herbert.

ToPO'WDER. v. a. [from the noun ] 1. To

reduce to dust ; to comminute ; to pound

small, t. [Pendrer, Fr.] To sprinkle, as with

dust. Denne. 3. Tofalt; to sprinkle with salt.

Cleavjeland.

To POWDER, v. n. To come tumultuous! j

and violently. L,'EJIraige.

PO'WDERBOX./ [pevder and l:x ] A box in

which powder for the hair is Icept. Gay.

PO'WOERHORN / [powder and bsm] A

horn cafe in which powder is kept for guns.

S-wift.

POWOERMILL. / [petvder and mill.] The

mill in which the ingredients for gun* powder

arc ground and mingled Arbuthust.

POWDER-ROOM./ [powder ar.d rw,.] The

part of a ship in which the gunpowder ia kept.

Waller.

POWDER-CHESTS. (. Wooden triangular

chests filled with gunpowder, pebble-stooe>,

and such like materials, set on fire when a ship

is boarded by an enemy.

POWDERING-TUB.y. [pt-adtr and tub] t.

The vessel in which men is salted Mere. ».

The place in which an infected letcher h

physicked to preserve him srem putrefaction.

Shakesp.

PO'WDERLY a.[ pendreanx,Yr. (ramprader]

Dusty ; friable. Woodward.

PO'WER. / [ponveir, Fr.] t. Command;

authority ; dominion -, influence. Sbtiesp.

1. Influence ; prevalence upon. Bacew. 3.

Ability ; force; reach. Hooker. 4. Strength;

motive force. Licke. 5. The moving rorct

os an engine. rYilktst. 6. Animal strength,

Datura!
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natural strength. Baton. 7. Faculty of the

mind. Davits. 8. Government ) right of go

verning. Milton. 9. Sovereign; potentate.

Addijon. 10. One invested with dominion.

Davits. 11. Divinity. Davset. 11. Host;

army; military force. KnolUs. 13. A large

quantity ; a great number.

PO WERABLE. a. [from fever.] Capable of

performing any thing. Camden.

PO'WERFUL. a. [power and/»/( ] 1. One in

vested with command or authority ; potent. 1.

Forcible; mighty. Milton. 3. Efficacious.

POWERFULLY, adv [from powerful] Po

tently ; mightily ; efficaciously ; forcibly.

Tsilotfon.

PO'WERFULNESS./[srom^«s«-/«Z.]Poweri

efficacy; might. Hakev/ill.

POWERLESS, a. [from power.] Weak; im

potent. Shakefp.

POX. /. [poccar, Sax ] 1. Pustules ; efflores-

cencies -, exanthematous eruptions. 1. The

venereal disease. IViseman.

POY. / [assays, Spanish; afpuy, poidt, Fr.]

A ropedancer's p >le.

To POZE v. a. To punle. See Post and

A p pose. Ghnville.

PRACTICABLE.a.fprefliVaSfc, Fr.] 1. Per-

fsrmable; feasible ; capable to be practised.

L'Eftrange. 1. Assailable; fit tobc assailed.

PRACT1CABLENESS / [Uompraaicable.]

Possibility to be performed.

PRACTICABLE, adv. [from praSicable.] In

such a manner as may be performed Rogers.

PRACTICAL, a. [ praBicus, Lat. ] Relating

to action j not merely speculative Tillolsen

PRA'CTICALLY. adv. [from praSicat] 1.

In relation to action. 1. Ey practice ; in real

fact. Hovel.

PRACTICALNESS./ from practical^ The

quality of being practical.

PRA'CTICE./ [irp«a«ii. J 1 . The habit of doing

any thing. x. Use; customary use. Taller.

3. Dexterity acquired by habit. Sbakesp. 4.

Actual performance,distinguished from theory.

5. Method or art of doing any thing. 6.

Medical treatment of diseases. Stakejp. 7.

Exercise of any profession. 8. Wicked stra

tagem ; bad artifice. Sidney.

PRACT1CK. a. [irpoxluiif.] 1. Relating to

action j not merely theoretical. Denbam. a.

Sly ; artful. Spemjer.

To PRACTISE, V. a. [nyaiiiuiae.] 1. To do

habitual!). Psalms. 2. To do ; not merely to

profess: as, le practise lav er phjjick. 3. To

use in order to habit and dexterity.

To PRACTISE. ■». a. 1. To have a habit os

acting in any manner formed. Waller. 1. To

transact; to negociate secretly. Addijon. 3.

To try artifices. Granville. 4. To use bad

arts or stratagems. Sbakesp. 5. To use me

dical methods. Temple. 6. To exercise any

profession .

PRACTISANT./ [from praclife.] An agent.

Sbakesp.

PRA'CTiSER./ [from frofiife ] 1. One that

practises any thing) one that does any thing

habitually. South, a. One who prescribes

med cal treatment. Temple.

PRACTITIONER./ [from pra8ice.) 1. He

who is engaged in the actual exercise of any

art. Arbuthnot. 1. One who uses any fly or

dangerous art Wbitgiftl. 3. One who doea

aoy thing habitually. South

PRÆCO GNITA.s. [Latin.] Things previously

known in order to understand something else.

L,cie.

;PRAGMA'TICK. \a. [irpety,uaV] Meddling;

PRAGMATICAL. J impertinently busy ; as

suming business without invitation. Swift.

PRAGMA'TICALLY.acfo.ffrom^rojma/rVa/.]

Meddlingly -. impertinently.

PRAGMATlCALNESS/ffrom^rejiiiafiVa/.]

The quality of intermeddling without right or

call.

PRAISE./, [prijs, Dut ] I. Renown; commen

dation ; fame ; honour ; celerity. Dryden,

1. Glorification ; tribute of gratitude ; laud.

Milton. 3. Ground or reason os praise. Drjden.

To PRAISE, v. a [priifen, Dutch.] 1. To

commend; to applaud ; to celebrate. Milton.

X. To glorify in worlhip. Pfalmt.

PRAl'SEFUL. a. [praise andfull.] Laudable;

commendable. Chapman.

PRAI'SER./ [from praise.) One who praises-,

anapplaudcr; a commender. Sidney.

PRAISEWORTHY, a. [praise tad -worthy.]

Commendable; deserving praise. Ben.JshnJon.

FRAME. / A flat bottomed boat.

To PRANCE v. a. [prenken, Dutch] 1. To

spring and bound in high mettle. IVotlan. ».

To ride gallantly and ostentatiously. Addison.

3. To move in a warlike or (howy manner.

Swift.

To PRANK, v. a. [prenken, Dutch] To deer-

rate ■, to dress or adjust to ostentation. Spenser,

Mi 'ten.

PRANK./ A frolick; a wild flight; a ludicroua

trick ; a wicked act. Raleigh.

PRA'SON. / (wfM-cv.] A leek: also a se»

weed aa green as a leek. Bailey.

To PRATE, v.n. [praten, Dutch.] To talk

carelefly and without weight; to chatter ; to

tattle. Cleaveland.

PRATE./ [from the verb.] tattle; flight

talk; unmeaning loquacity. Denbam.

PRATER / [from prate] An idle talker ; *

chatterer. Seuthern.

PRA'TINGLY. adv. [frotoprate] With tittle

tattle; with loquacity.

PRA TIQ1.7E. j. [ Fr. pratlica, Italian. ] A.

licence tor the master of a (hip to trassick in.

the ports of Italy upon a certificate, that the

place, from whence he came, is not annoyed

with any infectious disease. Bailry.

To PRATTLE, v. n. To talk lightly; to

chatter; to be trivially loquaci ..-.us. Lxbe.

PRATTLE. /. [from the verb ] Empty talk ;

trifling loquacity. Sbakejp. ,

PRATTLER. / [from prattle.] A trifling

talker ; 1 chaf.erer. Herbert.

PRAVITY.
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PRA'VITY. / [pravitas. Lat.] Corruption ;

badness; malignity. South.

PRAWN. / A small crustaceous filh like a

shrimp, but larger. Shakesp.

To PRAY. v. n. [frier, Fr. prepare, till.] I

To make petitions to heav'eh. ShakeJpTaylir.

a. To entreat; to ask submissively DryJtn.

3 1 Pray, is a flight ceremonious form of

introducing a question. Bentley.

To PRAY. v. a. I. To supplicate; to implore ;

to address with petition* Milton, i. To ask

for as a supplicant. Aylifft 3. To entreat in

ceremony or tnrm. Ben. Johnson.

PRA'YER./ [priere, Fr] 1 . Petition to heaven.

Taller, a. Entreaty ; submissive importunity.

Stillingfieet.

PRA YERBOOK. f. [prayer and book ] Book

of publick or private devotions. Skakesp.

PRE /. [pray. Lat.] A particle which marks

priority of time or rank.

To PREACH, v. 11. [predict. Lat. prescher,

Pr.] To pronounce a publick discourse upon.

sacied subjects. Decay of Pitty.

To PREACH, v. a. 1. To proclaim or publish

in religious orations. Aclt. a. To inculcate

publickly ; to teach with earnestness. Dryden.

PREACH./ [prefche, Fr. ] A discourse} a

religious oration. Hooker.

PREACHER./ [preschenr, Fr. horn preach.]

1. One who discourses publicklyupon religious

subjects. Crajhavi. 1. One who inculcates

any thing with earnestness and vehemence.

Swift.

PREACHMENT. / [from preach.] A sermon

mentioned in contempt. L Estrange.

PRE'AMBLE. /. [preamble, Fr.J Something

previous: introduction; preface. Clarendon.

PREA'MBULARY. 7 a. [ham preamble ] I're-

PREA'MBULOUS J vious. Not in use Jrwi.

PREAPPREHENSION. / [pre and appre

hends An opinion formed before examination.

Brovin.

PREASE. / Press; crowd. Spenser.

PREA'SING. part a. Crouding. Spenser.

PREBEND. / [præbenda, low Lat.] 1. A

stipend granted in cathedral churches. Swift.

2. Sometimes, but improperly, a stipendiary

of a cathedral; a prebendary. Bactn.

PREBENDARY. / [prebendariui, Ut.] A

stipendiary of a cathedral. Spenser.

PRECARIOUS, a. [precariui, Lat.] Depen

dant; uncertain, because depending on the

will of another ; held by courtesy.

PRECARIOUSLY./ [from precarious.] Un

certainty 1 by dependence ; dependency.

PRECAR10USNESS./[lrom/>r«-ar»ii/.]Un-

certainty ; dependance on others.

PRECAUTION./ [precaution, Fr.] Preserva

tive caution ; preventive measures. Addison.

To PRECAUTION, v.a. [preiautitucr,Yr.]

To warn beforehand. Locke.

PRECEDA'NEOUS. a. Previous; antecedent

Hale.

To PRECE'DE. v. a. [precede. Ut.] I. To

go before in orde* as time. Dryden. a. To

go before according to the adjustment of ranh.

PRECEDENCE. \ s. [from precede, Lat.] 1 .

PRECE'DENCY. J The act or state of going

before; priority, a. Something going before ;

something past. Shakesp. 3. Adjustment of

place. Hale. 4. The foremost place in cere

mony. DryJtn. 5. Superiority. Locke.

PRECEDENT, a. sprecedent, Fr. preceJtnt,

Lat] Former ; going before. Shakesp. South.

PRECEDENT. / Any thing that is a rule or

example to future times; any thing done

before of the fame kind. Shakesp. Granvilli.

PRECE DENTLY. adv. [from precedent, adj.]

Beforehand.

PRECE NTOR / [precentor, Lat. precenteur,

Fr] He that leads the choir Hammond.

PRECEPT. / [preceptum. Lat.] A rule au

thoritatively given ; a mandate. Dryden.

PRECE PTIAL. a. Consisting of precepts. Shak.

PRECE PTIVE. a [preceptinui, Lat.] Con

taining precepts; giving precepts. L'Estrange.

PRECE'PTOR./[/r<r«/r»r, Lat.] A teacher;

a tutor Blackmore.

PRECESSION./ [precejfus, Lat.] The act of

going before.

PRECINCT./ [precinBut, Lat] Outward

limit ; boundary. Hotkey.

PRECIOSITY./ [from pretiesui, Lat.] 1. Va

lue ; preciousnels. a. Any thing of high

price. Mere.

PRE CIOUS. a. [pretieux, Fr. preciosut. Ut.]

>■ Valuable; being of great worth. AJdisom.

a. Costly; of great price: as, a precious fiene.

Milton.

PRECIOUSLY. a^.[frora/>r«-««j.]Valuable;

to a great price.

PRECIOUSNESS. / [from precieu,.] Valua-

blenefs; worth; price kVilkiul.

PRECIPICE./ [precipitium. Lat.] Ahead-

long steep ; a fall perpendicular. Sandyi.

PRECIPITANCE? / (from precipitant]

PRECI'PITANCY i Rash haste ; headlong

hurry. Milton.

PRECIPITANT, a [prtecipitans. Lat.] 1.

Falling or rushing headlong. Philips, a. Hasty ;

urged with violent haste. Pipe. 3. Rashly

hurried. King Charier.

PRECI'PITANTLY. adv. [fromprecipitaut.]

In headlong haste; in a tumultuous hurry.

ToPRECl'PITATE. v. a. [precipice. Lat.]

I. To throw headlong. rVilkmi. a. To hasten

unexpectedly. Harvey. 3. To hurry blindly

or rashly. Bacon. 4. To throw to the bottom.

A term of chyroistry opposed to sublime.

Greta.

To PREC1 PITATE. v. n. 1.T0 fall headlong.

Shakesp. a. To fall to the bottom as a ledi-

ment Bacon. 3. To hasten without just pre

paration. Bacon.

PRECIPITATE, a. [from the verb] 1. Steep

ly falling. Raleigh. i. Headlong; hasty;

rashly hasty. CYarf»</»». 3. Hasty ) violent.

Pope.

PRECIPITATE./ A corrosive medicine made

by precipitating mercury. kVisman.

PRRCIPI-
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PRECIPITATELY. aaV [from precipitate.]

I. Headlong i steeply dawn. I. Hastily; in

blind hurry, Pipe.

PRECIPITATION./, [from precipitate] i.

The act of throwing headlong. Shake/p. t.

Violent motion downward. Woodward. 3.

Tumultuous hurry; blind haste. Woodward.

4. In chymistry, fubsidency ; contrary to sub

limation. WeodviarJ.

PRECIPITOUS, a. [preepitit, Latin] I.

Headlong; steep. KingCharles. 1. Hasty j

sudden. Brown, Evelyn. 3. Rash; heady.

Dryden.

PRECI'SE.a.f^ra-riVij, Ut.] 1. Exact; strict;

rke j having strict and determinate limita

tions Holier. %. Formal; 6nical. Addifon

PRECISELY. aJi>. [from precise.] 1. Exactly,

nicely j accurately. Newton, i. With super

stitious formality ; with too much scrupulosity.

PRECI SENESS / [from precise.] Exactness ;

rigid nicety. rVaett.

PRECISIAN/ [from precise.] 1. One who

limits or restrain*. Shakesp. i. One who is

superstitioully rigorous. Watti.

PRECI SION / [precision, Fr] Exact limita

tion. Pipe.

PRECI'SIVE. a [from precis.t, Lat] Exactly

limiting. Watte.

To PRECLU DE. v. a. r^r*c/«A,Lat.]To (hut

out or hinder by some anticipation. Bentlej.

rRlXOCIOUS.a. [pr*eocie, Lu, precccc, Fr.]

Ripe berore the time. Brown.

PRECOCITY. /. rfrom^r«f«««.] Ripeness

before the time. llrwet.

To PRECOGlTATE.w a. [preecogito, Lat]

To consider or scheme beforehand.

PRECOGNl TJON./ [pra and cognitio. Lat.]

Previous knowledge ( antecedent examina

tion.

PRECONCEIT./ [pro- and enctit.] An opi

nion previously formed Hooker.

To PRECONCEIVE.*.*. [/>r.e and concern*.]

l*o form an opinion before hand} to imagine

before hand. S;ntb.

PRECONCE PTION./ [pr* and conception]

Opinion previously formed. Hakenmill.

PRECONTRACT. /'. A contract previous to

another Shakesp.

To PRECONTRA CT. v. a. To contract or

bargain beforehand, AyUff.-.

PRECURSE / [from ^r<rt«rri,Lat.] Forerun

ning. State/p.

PRECURSOR./, [pretcurser, Lat.] Forerun

ner j harbinger. Fife.

PREDA CEODS. a. [.maprulo, Lat ] Living

by prey. Pertan.

PRE'DAL. a. [from pr.tJj. Lat] Robbing ;

practising plunder. Sa. Boyfe

PREDATORY, a. [ pra/datnint, Lat.] 1.

Plundering; practising rap'ne. Bate*. 1.

Hungry , preying ; rapacious; ravenous. Bat.

PREDECEA'SED.a.[/>r* anJ JeceaJ.J.J Dtad

before. Shakefp.

PREDECESSOR./ [ predteefenr, Fr.) 1.

Vat (hit was Jo any state or place before

another. Prisr. a. Ancestor.

PREDESTINARIAN./ [from predestinate]

One that holds the doctrine of predestination.

Decay if Pie!j.

To PREDESTINATE. c. a. [ p.edcftiner,?T]

To appoint beforehand by irreversible decree.

Shakefp.

To PREDF. STINATE. v. m. To holJ predtsti-

nation. In ludicrous language Dryden

PREDESTINA TION / [predestinalion.Fi.]

Fatal decree | pre ordination. Raleigh.

PREDESTINATOR / One that holds prede

stination or the prevalence of pre-established

necessity. Cmley.

To PREDESTINE, v. a [pra and define.]

To decree beforehand.

PREDETERMINATION./ [preJctertniua.

lion, Fr] Determination made beforehand.

Hammond.

To PREDETERMINE, v. a. [pr* and deter,

mtne.] To doom or confine by previous decree.

Hale.

PREDIAL, a. [frtdium, Lat.] Consisting of

farms. Aylifs;.

PREDICABLE a\predicah)e,Yx pretdicahilie,

Lat.l Such as may be affirmed of something.

PREDI CABLU./I />r,«/iraMr,Lat.J A logical

term, denoting one of the five things which

can be affirmed of any thing Want.

PREDICAMENT./ [pra-Icament,?r pra-di.

catnentnm, Lat 1 1 . A class, or arrangement of

beings or substances ranked according to their

nature; called also categorema or category.

Dighy. 1. da s or kind described by any de

finitive marks Sbaketp.

PREDICAMENTAl." a [from /reaVramrn/. J

Relating to predicaments

PRE'DICANT./ [predicant, Ut.] One that

affirms aoy thing.

ro PREDICATE, v. a. [predict. Lat.] To

affirm any thing of another thinp. Lccke.

To PREDICATE, v. n. To affirm or sneak.

Ha'.e.

PRE DICATE / [predieatnm, Lat] That

which is affirmed of the subject ; as, man it

rational.

PREDICATION. /. [preedicatio, Lat. from

predicate. J Affirmation concerning any thing.

Locke.

To PREDI CT. v. a. [ pradidu,,I.«t ]To fore

tell; to foreshow Gi-j. ef the Tongue.

PREDI CTION./ [fr*J,aio,Lit ] Prophesy j

declaration of something future. S.uth.

PREDICTOR./ [from predicl.] Foreteller.

Swift.

PREDIGE STION./ [free and Up/tin* ] Di

gestion too soon performed. Bacon

To PREDISPO SK. t. a. [pmci dispose]

To adapt previously to any certain purpose.

South.

PREDISPOSITION. / [pree and d;spsit,en]

Previous adaptation to any certain purpose.

Wi/eman.

PREDOMINANCE. 7 / [pro? and dtmim,

PREDOMINANCY. J Lat.J Prevalence; in

A Y perm ill *
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periority; ascendency; superior influence.

Breton.

FREDOMINANT.a.s/rraV*i;'»a»»,Fr.]Preva.

lent-, supreme in influence; ascendency Stake.

To PREDO MINATE. v. n. [predtminer, Fr.]

To prevail ; to be ascendent ; to be supreme

in influence Nevittn.

To PRE ELECT, v. a. [ pr* and eleS ] To

chuse by previous decree.

PREEMINENCE./ [preeminence,?'.] I. Su

periority of excellence Addifen. 2. Precedence \

priority of place. Hunker. '3. Superiority of

power or influence. Brcivn.

PR E'EMINENT,a. [pre-eminent,? r.] Excellent

above others. Milton, Sfratt.

PREEMPTION. /. [proems lit, L«t. ] The

right of purchasing before another. Cat civ

To PREEN. t>. a. [ priinen, Out. j To trim the

feathers of birds, to enable them to glide

more easily through the air. Bailey.

To PREENGA GE. v. a. [prx and <■»£»£<• ]To

engage by precedent lies or contiacts. Rcgert

PREENGAGLMENT./ [ from preengage. }

Precedent obligation. Boyle

To PREESTA'BIJSHtr a.[frn: and establish^

To settle beforehand.

PREESTABLISHMENT/[from^r«^a4/7t.]

Settlement beforehand.

To PREEXIST, v. a. [pr* and exists. Lat.,

To exist beforehand. Dryden.

PREEXl'STENCE./ [ preexisience, Fr ] Ex

istence beforehand ; existence of the foul be

fore its union with the body. Addijcn.

PRB EXISTENT a f preexistent, Fr.] Existent

beforehand; preceding in existence. Pope.

PRE'FACE./ [fre/a«,Fr.JSomelhing spoken

introductory to the main design) introduction;

something proemial. 1'eacham.

To PRE FACE. v. n. [prtefari. Lat.] To say

something introductory. Spe(la:or.

To PRE'FACE. v. a. i. To introduce by some

thing proemial. Stnlbern. 2. To face; to cover.

CleavelanA.

PRE FACER. /. [from preface'] The writer os

a preface. Dryden.

PRE'FATORY.a. [Uampreface] Introductory.

Dryden.

PREFECT./ [prafeRnt, Lat.] A governor;

commander. Ben. Johnson.

YRZFECTVRKslpreftc7iire,Tr.pr*fea*ra,

Lat.] Command ; office os government.

To PREFER. *>. 0. [priferer, Fr. prfftre.

Lat.] 1 . To regard one more than another

Horn. 2. To advance; to exalt ; to raise. Topi

3. To offer solemnly ; 10 propose publickly j

to exhibit. Daniel, iiandys.

PREFERABLE a.[/>rr/ra4/;,Fr.srom^r/fr.j

Eligible before something else. Locue.

tRE'FERABLENESS. / [troro preferable.]

The state of being preferable.

PREFERABLY. adv. [from preferable] In

preference; in luth a manner as 10 prefer one

thing to another. Dennit.

PRE FER E N C 11./ f pnference^.ho-pprefer.]

The act of preferring ; estimation of one thing.

above another •, election of one rather tbao

another. Spralt.

PREFETlMENT./ffrom prefer.] 1. Advance

ment to a higher station. Sbaiefp. 2. A place

of honour or profit. L'Estrange. 3. Preference ;

act of preferring Brown.

PREFERER./ [from / refer.] One who pre

fers.

To PREFI'GURATE. V- a. [pr+iadfg*re.

Lat ] To (hew by an antecedent reprefcnta.-

tion.

PREFIGURA'TION/ [from/rf/girro'f.] An

tecedent representation. Nerrii

To PREFIGURE, v. a. [pra and fg'rr.

Lat.] To exhibit by antecedent repre.cDliii-

on. HamjiicnJ.

To FREFI NE. v a. [prasinio, Lat] To limit

beforehand. Kasllej.

To PREFIX v. a [frtfigo, Lat] 1. To

appoint beforehand. &indyi. 2. To settle ; to

establish. Hale.

PREFIX./ [preefxnm, Lat.] Some particle

put before a word, to vary its signification.

C'arie, Brotvn.

PREFI'XION.y. [prefxien, Fr. from prefix.}

The act of prefixing.

To PREFORM, v. a. [prat and/;rr».]Tosorm

beforehand. Sbaiefp.

PRE'GNANCY./ [from pregnant.] 1. The

(late of being with young, Kay. 1. Fertility;

fruit1 ulncfs ; inventive power) tcuicjicla.

Swift.

PREGNANT.«.[/Sry£<ia»/, Lat ] 1 . Teeming t

breeding. Prior. 2. Fruitful; fertile; impreg

nating. Dryden. 3. Full of consequence.

Woodward. 4. Evident ; plain ; clears fulL

Sbaiefp. 5. Easy to produce any thing.Shakes.

6. Free; kind. Sbaiefp.

PREGNANTLY adv. 1. Fruitfully. 2. Fully;

plainly; clearly. Stntb.

PREGUSTAT1QN./ [pr* and (n/U, Lat]

The act of lasting before another.

To PREJUDGE, v. a. [prejnger, Fr.] To

determine anyquestion beforehand; generally

to condemn beforehand. Swift.

To PREJUDICATEf. a. I pree and jnduo,

Lat ] To determine beforehand to diladvau-

tage. Sandyj.

PRKJUDICATEa.[fromthevetb] 1. Form

ed by prejudice; formed before examination.

tVattt. 2. Prejudiced; prepossessed. Bremen.

PREJUDICA'TION./ [from// ejndicete] The

act of judging beforehand.

PREJUDICE./ [{prejndicinm. Lat.] 1. Pre-

polieiTion; judgment :ormed beforehand with

out examination Clarendon. 1. Mili-biet; de

triment ; hurt; injury. Baton.

To PREJUDICE. ». a. [front the ooun] 1.

To prepossess with uoexamioed optn ons ; to

fill with prejudices. Frier. 2. Toetltiuctor

injure by prejudices previously railed.** bett's.

3. To injure j to hurt; todtiuinilh ; to impair.

Prior.

EREJUDICIAL.au [prejnduiable, Fr.]1 1. Ob-

Uructive by uit.ns of opposite ctepofSefltoos

2. C*r
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1. Contrary ; opposite. Hooker. 3. Mischievous;

hurtful; injurious ; detrimental. Atterhury.

PREJUDI'ClALNESS. s. (from prejudicial ]

The state of being prejudicial; miiehievousness.

FRE'LACY / [irom prelate.) i. The dignity or

post of a prelate or ecclesiastick of the highest

order. Ayliffe. X. Episcopicy ; the order of

bishops. Drydtn. 3. Bishops. Hooker.

PRE LATE. s. [ prelat, Fr. prælatus, Lat.] An

ecclesiastick of the highest order and dignity

Shaktfp.

TRELA'TICAL. a. [from prelate.] Relating to

prelate or prelacy.

PRELA TION./ [pr<elatut. Lat.] Preference^

setting of one above the other. Halt.

PRE LATURE. 7 / [prtlatxra, Lat]

PRELATURESHIP.J The state or dignity

of a prelate.

PRELECTION./ [præUaie, Lat.] Reading)

lecture. Halt.

PRELIBATION./ [srorn£r*A*», Lat.] Taste'

beforehand; effusion previous to tasting. Mire

PRELI M1NARY. a. [ prtliminuirt, Fr.] Pre

vious; introductory i proemial. Dryden.

PRELI MINARY./ Something previous; pre

paratory measures. Notes on Iliad.

PRELU D}Z.s.[pr<tludtain, Lat.Ji. Some short

slight of mufick played before a full concert.

». Something introductory; something that

only (hews what is to follow Addiftn.

To PRF.LU DE. v. m. [preiuder, Fr. pntludo.

Lat.] To serve as an introduction; to be pre

vious to. Dryden.

PRELU'DlOUS. a. [from prelude.] Previous)

introductory. Cleareland.

sREWDIUM.f. [Latin.] Prelude. Dryden:

PRELUSIVE, a. [from prelude ) Previous)

introductory ; proemial Thomson.

PREMATUR*. a. [præmatnrui. Lat] Ripe

too loon ; filmed before the time ; too early ;

too soon said or done ; too hasty. Hammond.

PREMATU RELY, adv. [ from premature.]

Too early ; too soon ; with too haflav ripeness.

PREMATU RENESS. 7 / [from premature.)

PREMATURITY J Too great haste,

unseasonable earliness

. To PREMEDITATE.« a. [præmeditor, Lat.]

To contrive or form beforehand; to conceive

beforehand. Drydtn.

To PREMEDITATE, v. ». To have formed

in the mind by previous meditation; to think

beforehand. Hooker. •

PREMEDITATION / [premeditath, Lat.]

Act of meditating beforehand. More.

PRE MIC ES./ [ primitiæ, Lat premicet,Tc]

First fruits Dryden.

PREMIER, a. (French ] First; chief. CamJ.cn

To PREMISE, v. a. [premifm, Lat] 1. To

explain previously; to lay down premises,

Vurnet. a. To fend before the time. Shakcjp

To PREME'RIT. v.a [prrmereor, Lat. J To

deserve before. King Charles.

PREMISES./ [pnrmifa, Lat.] 1. Propositions,

antecedently supposed or proved. Hooker, a. In

low language, boanics or lands.

PRE'MISS./. [prarmijs.u, Lat] Antecedent

proposition. Watte.

PRE'MIUM. / [premium, Lat.] Something

given to invite a loan or a bargain. Addiftn.

To PREMO NISH. is. a. [prxmouct, Lat] .To

warn or admonish beforehand.

PREMONISHMENT. / [ from premonifi. ]

Previous information. Wetton.

PREMONITION./ [(ram premonifi.) Previ

ous notice; previous intelligence. Chapman.

PREMONITORY, a. (from pro: and moneo.

Lat. I Previously advising.

To PREMO NSTRATEæ a. [pro- and monstroi

Lat. 1 To show beforehand.

PREMUN1RE f. [Latin. J t. A writ in the

ommon law, whereby a penalty is incurrable,'

as infringing some statute. Bramhall x The

penalty so incurred. 3. A difficulty; a distress.

PREMUNI'TION. / [from pr^munio, Lat.]

An anticipation of objection.

To PRENO'MINATE. *.a. [^r«m,«,L«t,l

To forename. Skalefp.

PRENOMINATION./s/>nrand nomine, LatJ

The privilege of being named first Brottiu

PRENO'TIOr; A [/>«-«»//«, Fr] Fortknbw.

ledge; prescience.

PRENTICE./". I from apprentice] One bound

to a master, in order to instruction in a trade.

Shake/p

PRENTICESHIP./ [{roth prentice.] The ser

vitude of an apprentice. Pope.

DENUNCIATION./ [pr«uuuch,Lii.] The

act os telling before.

PREOCCUPA NCY/ [from preoccupate.] Tire

act of taking possession before another

To PREO'CCUPATE. «,. a. [preoccupy, Fr.]

1. To anticipate. Bacon. I. To prepossess; to

fill with prejudices. PVotton

PREOCCUPATION. / [ preoccupations] 1.

Anticipation 2. Prepossession. 3. Anticipation

of objection. South.

To PREOCCUPY 1: a. To prepossess; to

occupy by anticipation or prejudices Arhutk

To PREOMINATE. -v. a [fr* ,nd tm.nor,

I.M.] To prognosticate; 10 gather from omens

any future rvent. lirotun.

PRFOPIN'10N/[/ir^an<l«/'»»,I.at]Opiniori

antecedently formed; pic possession. Brown.

T.) PREORDAIN -j. a. [pro- and ordain ] To'

ordain beforehand. Hammond.

PREO'RDINANCE. /. \pr* aud ordinance.]

Antecedent decree; first decree Shake/p.

PREORDINATION./ [from preordain.] This

iS of preordaining.

PREPARATION./^, ^araf/t, Lat.] i.The

act of preparing or previously fittingany thing

to any purpose. Wake. 1. Previous measures.

Burnet. 3 'Ceremonious introduction. Shakcjp,

4. The act of making or fitting by a regular

process. Arhathntt. 5. Any thing made by pro

cess of operation Brevin.6. Accomplishments

qualification. Shake/p.

PREPARATIVE a [preparatif, Pr.] Having

the power of preparing or qualifying. South.

PREPA RAT1YE. a. [preparauf,?r.] Havinr

4F * »»-
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tlic power of preparing or qualifying. S.-u/A.

PREPARATIVE./, [freparatif, Vr] i.That

whith has the power of preparing or previously

sitting. Decay of Fitly 1. That which is done

in order to something else. South.

PREPA RATIVELY .aJv.[iiamfrtfarotnu.]

Previoufly ; by way of preparation.

PREPARATORY, a. [freporaleire, Fr ] I.

Antecedently necessary. Ttllolfiu. 1. Intro

ductory 1 previous*; antecedent. Halt.

ToPREPA'RE.v.a [prepare, l.at.J 1. To fit

for any thing ; to adjust to any use > to make

ready for any purpose.S/arimjrf. i.To quality

tor any purpose. JJJiJeu 3. To make ready

beforehand. Mihm. 4. To form 1 to make.

Pfalmi. 5. To make by regular process : as,'

he prepared a mttiuiue.

To PREPARE, a. », 1. To take previous

measures. Peacham. a. To make every thing

ready ; to put things in order. Shakejp. 3. To

make one's self ready; 10 put himself in a

Hate os expectation.

PREPA'RE./ [from the verb.] Preparation

previous measures. Shakejp.

PREPA'REDLY. aJv. [from prepared.] By

proper precedent measures. Statefp.

PREPAREDNESS./ [from prepare.] State

or act of being prepared; as, te't i* a pre

parednessfor hit final exit.

PREPA'RER. / [from prepare] 1. One that

prepares; one that previoufly fiis. tVottcn. 1.

That which fits for any thing Mortimer.

PREPENSE. \ a.[pimpensnt,L*t]Fort

PREPE'NSED. i thought . preconceived ; con

trived beforehand : as, malice prepense.

To PREPO'NDER. v. a. [from preponderate.)

To outweigh. VVotton.

PREPONDERANCE. ? / [from prtpon.hr-

PREPONDERANCY J ate] The state of

outweighing; superiority ot weight. Lode.

To PREPONDERATE, v. a. [ p> orpendtro,

l.at.J 1. To outweigh, to overpower by

weight. Glanville. a. To overpower by strong

er influence.

To PREPONDERATE, v.n. 1. To exceed

in weight. Bentley. a. To exceed in influence

or power analogous to weight. Lode

PYUll'Omti.RA.TlOUJ. [irom preponderate.)

The act or state of outweighing any thing.

kVatti.

To PREPO'SE. v.a. [prepefer, Fr.) To put

before.

PREPOSITION./ [ pre;cftion,?r.prorpcfiio,

Lat] In grammar, a panicle governing

cafe Clarke.

PUEPO'SITOR./.[/r*/c//tr,l,at.] A scholar

appointed by the mallei lo overlook the rest.

To PREPOSSESS v. a. ( pr* and fosses1.] To

till with an opinion unexamined , to preju

dice. fVijeman

PREPOSSESSION. / [from proposes.] 1

Preoccupation; first possession. Hammond, a

Piejudice; preconceived opinion. South.

PREPOSTEROUS, a. [pr*f,e/lcrn,. Lat-] 1

Having that first which ought to be last 1

v.-rcug j absnid j perverted. D.ntim. a. Ap

plied to persons: foolish; absurd. Shale'p-

PREPOSTEROUSLY.aJv [from prtfefitrots]

In a wrong situation; absurdly. Bentley.

PREPO STEROUSNESSy. [frern prepesttrsni ]

Absurd'n y ; wrong order or method*.

PRE'POTENCY./ [pr*ptttntia,L*t.] Supe

rior power i predominance. •Brc.vi.

PREPUCE./ [pietfntmm, Lat.] That which

covers the glans ; foreskin. Wist.

To PRE'REQUIRE. v. a. [prat and rtanirt.]

To demand previoufly. Hammond.

PREREQUISITE, a. [prat and rtanij.lt.]

Something previoufly necessary. Hale.

PRERO GATIVE /[prtrogativa,\ovi Lat.] An

exclusive or peculiar privilege. Sidney, Knolirt.

PREROCJATIVED a. [from prerogative.]

Having an exclusive privilege; having prero

gative. Shakefp.

PRESA'GE./ [prtfagt, Pr. pretfaginm. Lat]

Prognostics ; presensron of futurity. Addtson

To PRESA'GE. v.a. [prejager, Fr. pratfagit.

Lat.] 1 . To forebode ito son know ; to soretrl,

to prophesy. Milton, a. To foretoken; lo

foreshow. Shakefp.

PRESAGEMENT./. [from presage.] 1. Fore-

bodement; pretension. fVetton. 1. Fore

token Brown.

PRESBYTER /. [wfto<vTtlQ:] 1. A priest.

Hooker. 1. A prefbyterian. Bntltr.

PRESBYTE'RI AN. a. [veto-Zatpft-. J Consisting

oselders 1 a term for a modern form of eccle-

siastick government. King Chan's1.

PRESBYTE'RIAN. f. (trom prejhyttr] An

abbettor of presbytery or calvinitlical dilcip-

line. Swift.

PRESBYTE RY./ [from prtfiyter] Body of

elders, whether priests or laymen Cltavtiamd.

PRE'SCItNCE./ [prtfcientt,Fr.] Foreknow

ledge; knowledge of future things. South.

PRESCIENT, a. [protfatni. Lat.] Foreknow

ing ; prnphetick. Bacon.

PRE'SCIOUS. a. [prarjeint, Lat.] Having sore-

knowledge. Dryaen.

To PRESCIND, v.a. [sretscindo,\M.] To

cut oss; to abstract. Norris

PRESCl NDENT. a. [prtfeindeur. Lat.] Ab

stracting. Cheyne.

To PRESCRI BE. v. a. [pra'fcriho. Lat] I. To

let down authoritatively 1 to order; Indirect.

Hooker. 1. To direct medically. Srcst

To PRESCRl'BE. v. n. 1. To influence by long

custom. Bronvn. a. To infUsencc arbitrarily.

Locke. 3. [Priftrtrt, fr.) To form a custom

which has the to-ve of law. Arhnthmt. 4. To

write medical directions and fornu of medi

cine. Pope.

PRESCRIPT. a.[pr*striptut. Lat.] Directed;

accurately laid down in a precept. Huktr.

PRE SCRIPT J. [pi*Tjcriptum,lM.) Direction :

precept; mode) prescribed. Mtixtu.

PRESCR1 PTION./: [prersenptic, Latin ] 1.

Rules produced and authorised by locg cud oar ,

custom continued till it haa the force ot lav.

South. 1. Medical receipt. Temple

PRESEANCK /. [prtfnntty.fr] Priority of

place in sitting. Caremt. PRt'-
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PRESENCE./, [presence, Fr prersentia, Lit.]

!. State of being preterit; contrary to absence.

Shakesp. i. Approach face to face to a great

personage. Daniel. 3. Slate of being in the

view of a superior. Milton. 4. A number

assembled before a great person. Shakesp. 5.

Pory air; mien; demeanour. CtUter. 6-

Room in which a prince shews himself to his

court. Spenser. 7. Readiness at need; quick

ness at expedients. kVallir. 8. The person of

a superior. Milton.

PRESENCE-CHAMBER.? s. [presence and

PRESENCE-ROOM. 1 chamber or r«r».l

The room in which a great person receive*

company. Addtjon.

PRESE NSION. / [preesensio, Lat ] Perception

beforehand. Brown.

PRE SENT a. [present, Fr. prersem. Lat.] 1

Not absent; being face to face; beinr; at hand.

Tayhr. a. Not pall ; not future. Priir. 3.

Ready at hand ; quick in emergencies. L'Efir.

4. Favourably attentive \ not neglectful; pro

pitious Ben.'JiknJw. 5. TJnforgotten; not

neglectful. kVatts. €. Not abstracted ; not

absent of mind j attentive.*

The PRESENT. An elliptical expression forri*

present time; the time now existing Riv/e

At PRESENT, a. [present, Fr.J At the present

time; now. AJJison.

PRE'SENT./ [present, Fr] 1 . A gift ; a dona

tive; something ceremoniously given. Shakesp.

I. A letter or mandate exhibited. Shakesp.

To PRESENT, v. a [prasente, l;,w Lat } 1.

To place in the presence of a superior. Milton.

a. To exhibit to view or notice Sbakefp. j To

offer; to exhibit. Milton. 4. To give formally

and ceremoniously. Prior. 5. To put into the

hands of another. DryJen. 6. To savour with

gifts DryJen 7. To prefer to ecclesiastica

benefices. Attirbury. 8. To offer openly

HaywarJ. o. To introduce by something ex

hibited to the view or notice Spenser. 10. To

lay before a court of judicature, as an object

of enquiry. Swift.

PRESENTA'NEOUS. a. [pr«scntaneu,,Ut]

Ready; quick; immediate. Harvey.

PRESENTABLE, a. [from present] What may

be presented. Ajliffe.

PRESENTATION, s. [presentation, Fr.] 1

The act of presenting. Hooker. \. The act of

offering any one to an ecclesiastical benefice.

Hale. 3. Exhibition. DryJen.

PRESE NTATIVE. a. [from pr esent] Such as

that presentation may be made of it. Spelman.

PRKSEN TEE . /: [from pre/ent/, Fr.] One pre

sented to a benefice. Aylisse.

PRESENTER./, [from pr esent.] One that pre

tests. L'EJlrange.

PRESE'Nl 1AL. a. [from present.] Supposing

actual presence. N-.rris.

PRESENTlA'LlTY./ [from presential.) State

of being present. Soutb.

To PRESfc'NTlATE. v. a. [from/r*/«r ] To

make a present. Grew.

PRESENlTFICK. a. [preesem and/arif, Lat]

Making present.

PRESENTl'FICKLY. etdv.tfcom prtsenttfek.]

In such a manner as to make present. More.

PRESENTLY, adv. [from pre/ent.] 1. At

present; at this time; now. Sidney. 1, Im

mediately ; soon aster. South.

PRESENTMENT../ (from present ] i.Thr act

of presenting. Shakesp. a. Any thing presented

or exhibited; representation Milton. 3. In law,

presentment is a mere denunciation of the jur

ors themselves, or some other officer, as jus

tice, constable, searcher, surveyors, and, with

out any information, of an offence inquirablc

in the court to which it is presented Covjel.

PRESENTNESS./ [from prejent.) Presence of

mind; quickness at emergencies. Clarendon.

PRESERVATION. / [from preserve] The

act of preserving ; care to preierve. Daviei.

PRESERVATIVE./, [prejervatif, French.]

That which has the power of preserving ;

something preventive. Hevker.

To PRESE RVE. v. a [pro-serve, low Lat.]

1. To save; 10 defend from destruction or

any evil; to keep. 1 7im. iv. 18. a. To

season fruit and other vegetables with sugar,

and in other proper pickles.

PRESERVE./ (fre+n the verb.] Fruit preserv

ed whole in sugar. Mortimer.

PRESERVER. / [from preserve.'] 1. Onewho

preserves; one who keeps from ruin or mit-

chief AJdiJcn. 1. He who makes preserves

of fruit.

To PRESIDE, f. ». [from prerJUn, Latin;

presder, Fr.] To be let over j to have au

thority over. DryJen.

PRESIDENCY./ [presence, French, from

president.] Superintendance. Ray.

PRESIDENT./, [prrsidem, l.at] 1. One

placed with authority over others. H'att:. 1.

Governour t prefect. BrerevjooJ. 3. A tutela

ry power. kValler.

PRESIDENTSHIP./ [horn president.] The

office and place of president Hooker.

PRES1D1AL. a. [presidium, Lat ] Relating to

a garrison.

To PRESS, v. a [prefer, Fr.] 1. To squeeze;

to crush. Milton. 1. To distress ; to crulh with

calamities. Shakesp. 3 To constrain; to

compel; to u ge by necessity. Hooker. 4. To

drive by violence. Shakesp. 5. To affect strong

ly. Ailt xviii. 5. 6. To enforce ; to inculcate

with argument or importunity. Ftlten. 7. To

urge; to bear strongly on. Boyle. 8. To com

press; to hug, as in embracing. Smith, o. To

act upon with weight. DiyJen. 10. To make

earnest Bacon. 11. To force into military

service. Shakesp.

To PRESS, v. n. 1. To act with compulsive

violence j to urge ; to distress. Tillttjen. 2,

To go loiwaru with violence to any project.

Knellei. 3. To make invasion j to encroach.

tepe . 4. To croud ; to throng. Mar. iii. 10.

5. To come unseasonably or importunately.

6 To urge with vehemence and importunity. ■

Hate*. 7. To act upon influence. AJdisen.

a. r.
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8. To P»tss upon.To invade ; to pttlh against,

fy*
PRESS./, [prefoir, French, from the verb] i.

The instrument by which any thing is crushed

dr stiueeaed. Hag ii. 16. a . The instrument by

which books »re pinted. Shakes}. 3. Crowd i

tumult ; throng. Hooker. 4 A kind of Wooden

cafe or frame for cloaths and other uses. Sbak.

5 A Commission to force men into military

service. Ralfigh

PRESSBF.D./ [from press and bed.) Bed so

formed as to be (hut up in a cafe.

PRESSER. / ;from press.) Ont that presses or

works at press Swift.

PRESSCANG / [pres, and £<»»£.] A crew

that stroles about the streets to force men into

nival service.

PRESSING!.Y. advt tfrom pressing.) With

force; Closely.

PRESSION / [frottt press.) The act of pres

sing. Newton.

PRESSlTANT. a. Gravitating j heavy. Mure

PRE'SSMAN. / [presytai tnan.) I. One who

forces another into service ; one who forces

away. Chapman. 1. One who makes the im

pression of print by the press : distinct from the

eompdfitor, who ranges the types.

PRE'SSMONEY./ [presi and mtaey] Money-

given to a soldier when he is taken or forced

into the service Gay.

PRESSURE./ [from prest.) 1. The act of

pressing or crushing. a. The state of beinp

pressed or crushed 3. Force acting against

any thing; gravitation j pression. Newton. 4.

Violence inflicted ; oppression. Bant. 5. Afflic

tion< grievance; distress, jitterbnry. 6. Im

pression; stamp; character made by impul

sion. Shakesp.

PREST. a [preft or prll, Fr.] I. Ready) not

dilatory, a. Neil ; tight.

PREST. / [prefl, Fr.] A loan Baeou.

PRESTIGA'TION ./. [pnrstigau; Lat,] A de

ceiving; a juggling; a playing legerdemain.

Dig.

PRESTIGES./ \prxflit<*. Lat] Illusions;

impostures-, juggling tricks.

PRESTO./, [presto, Italian.] Quick ; at once.

Swift.

PRESUMABLY, adv. [from presume.) With

oat examination. Brown.

Ta PRE SUME. v. n. [ prefnmer, Fr. pro-sumo,

Lat.] 1. To suppose j to believe previously

without examination. Milton. ». To suppose ;

to affirm without immediate proof Brewn. 3

To venture without positive leave. Mihch. 4

To form confident or artogusrrt opinions. Looke

5. To make confidant or arrogant attempts

Hookey.

PRESU'MER. s. [hem presume) Cm* that pre

supposes; an arrogant person kVotton.

PRESU'MPTION. / [prttfumptni, Ltt.pre-

sumption, Fr.] 1. Supposition previously form

ed. K. CharIn. a. Confidence grounded on any

thing presupposed. Clarendcn. 3. An argument

strong, bat not demonstrative. Hooker. 4. Ar

rogance ) confidence blind and adventurous \

presomptuoufness. Dryden. e). Unreasonable

confidence of divine favour Roerrt.

PRESUMPTIVE, a. [prestmpttxe, Fr] 1.

Taken by previous supposition. Lrrke. I.

Supposed: as, the presumptive htir ; opposed

to the heir»ppaient. 3. Confident ; arrogant ;

presumptuous. Brcwn.

PRESUMPTUOUS a [presumpnanx, Pr.] 1.

Arrogant; confident; insolent. Shakesp. 1.

Irreverent with respect to holy thinEs. Milton.

PRESU MPTUOUSLY a,iv I from pres**,; tu-

•«'.] 1. Arrogantly ; irreverently. Ad.Ufcu. 1.

With vain and groundless confidence in divine

savour. Hammond.

PRLSUMPTUOUSNF.SS / [Itcsm presump-

lucus.] Quality of being priinmpluous ; con

fidence; i-reverence

PRESUPPCSAL / [pr, and fnpposal.) Sop-

posal previously formed Hooker

To PRESUPPOSE.*,, a [prefusfoser, Fr. prt

and sopptje.] To liuppolc as previous". Haker.

PRESUPPOSITION. / [frljnpp:/,liin, Ff. ]

Supposition previously formed.

PRESURMI SE.J. [p,<r,M lurmise) Sur

mise privioufly%rmed. Sbaie'p.

PRETETICE. /. [prnftfnsn^lM.] I A false

argument grounded upon fictitious postulates.

Tiiictfon. 1. The act of (bowing or alleging

what i> not real. Clarendon, VPakt. 3 Assump

tion; claim to notice. Evelyn. 4. Claim tru*

or false. Milton. 5. Somerhi-g threatened, or

held out to terrify Shakesp.

To PRETEND, v a [prrte.ds. Lat ] 1.T0

hold out; to stretch forwartl DryJtt. a. To

portend; to foreshow. Hayward 3. To make

any appearance of havirg; to allege fal.tly.

Mitt n. 4. To show hypocritically. Decay of

Piety. i). To hold Ont as » delusive appearance.

Milton. 6. To olaim. Drydrn.

To PRETEND, v. n. 1. To put in a claim

truly or falsely. Dryden. 1. To presume on

ability to do any thing ; to profefi presumptu

ously Brown.

PRETE'NDER./ [from pretend )Oae who lays

claim to any thing Pope.

PRETENDINGLY, adv. [from pretending

Arrogantly ;' presumptuously. C'.-liter.

PRETENSION./ [frttcnfio. Lat] 1 . 'Claim

true or false. Swift 1. Fictitious appeirirxe.

Bacon.

PRE TER./ [prarter. Lat] A particle, which,

prefixed to words of Latin originals, signifies

brfedt.

PRETERIMPERFECT. a. In grammar, de

notes the tense not perrect'y past

PRETERIT, a. [preterit, French ; preterit,,,

Lat-j Past.

PRE'TER ITION./ [preteritien, French , from

preterit.) The act of gomg past ; the state of

being pall.

PRE'TERITNESS / [from preforit.) State bf

being past; not presence ; not futurity.

PRETBRLA'PSED. a. [fræterldpsus, Lt\]

Past and gone. kVaiklf.

PRETERLE'GAL. a. [prteertoA /Vra!.] rS>«

agreeable to law. K. Ct*> Ui, pR£.
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PRETERMISSION./ [pretermSJpin, Tt. pray

tirmijsic. Lat.] The act of omitting.

To PRETEKM1 T. v. a. [pratermitte, Latin.]

To pas* by. Bacon.

PRETERNATURAL, a. [preteriai natural.1

D'flserinl from what is r.-jtural ; irregular.Senlb

PRE'TERNATURALLY. adv. [ircm preur

natural] In a manner different' from the

common order os nature. Bac:n.

PRE'TERNATURAt.NESS / [from prefer-

natnral.] Manner different from the order or

nature.

PRE'TERPERFECT.a '.pratttilnmptrfeanm.

Lat.] A grammatical teim 2pplied to the tenle,

which denotes time absolutely pals.

PRE TERPLUPERFECT.«.[/r«/M'irM.i fins-

q uamperfeilnm, Lat.]The grammatical epithet

for the tense denoting lime relatively past, or

past before some other pall time.

PRETEXT. / [prrttxtut, Latin] Pretence;

false appearance ; false allegation. Darnel.

PRK'TOR. / [fr<tttr. Lat] The Roman

judge. It is now sometimes taken for a mayor.

5; eSater.

PRETORIAN a [ pratsriann, Latin; frt-

tcrien, Fr ] Judicial; exercised by the prelor.

Bactn.

PRETTILY, adv. [from /Srr/y] Neatly; ele

gantly; pleasirgly. Bacen.

PR E TTI NESS.). [from />rr//y.]Beauty without

dignity Afire.

PRETTY, a [prat, finery, Saxon; prtttc,

Italian ; prat, pratti/b, Dutch] I. Neat;

elegant IVatti. i. Beautiiul without grandeur

or dienily. Spectator. 3. It is used in a kind

of diminutive contempt in poetry, and in con

versation. Addifon. 4. Not very small. Abbet.

PRETTY, ada In some degree. tlevxten,

Atterbary, Baker.

To PRE'VAIL. v. m. [frevaUir, Fr] 1. To be

in force ; to have effect ; to have power ; to

have influence. l.:cke. a. To overcome; to

gain the superiority. King Charles. 3. Togain

influence ; to operate effectually. 4 To per

suade or induce by entreaty C.arcnden.

PREVAILING- a. [from preva, .'.] Piedomi-

cant ; having most influence. Rotve.

PREV AILMENT. /. [from prevail'.] Preva

lence. Sbakefp.

PRE'VALENCE \ /.[prevalence, French;

PRE'VALENCY J pro-valentia, low Lat.] Su

periority ; influence; predominance. Clarendon.

PREVALENT, a {prevalent. Lat] 1. Victo

rious; gaining superiority. South. 1. Predomi

nant; powerful Asilun.

PRE'VA LENTLY adit [from ^waAii/.] Pow

erfully i fore bly. Prior.

To PREVARICATE, v. n [prevaricer. Lat.]

To cavil; to quibble; to shuffle. Stilli nrjh-ei

PREVARICATION. /. [preevancatit. Lat.]

Shurft?: cavil Addije*.

PREVARICA TOR./. [pr*varicatar, Lat ] A

caviller; a shuffler.

PREVE'NIENT. a. [provenieni, Lat.] Preced

ing; going before; preventive. Mtltm,

To PRE'VENT. *. a. [proven,,, Lat.] To

hinder.

To PREVENT. „. a. [provenie, Latin; pre-

tenjr, Fr ] 1 . To go before as a guide; to go

before, making the way easy. Ccmmtt Prayer.

a. Togo before; 10 be before ; lo anticipate.

Bacon. 3. To preoccupy ; to precr.gagc; to

attempt first. King Charlet. 4. To hinder; to-

obviate; to obstruct. Atterburj.

To PRE VENT. v. n. Tocome before the time.

Hatin.

PREVE NTER./ [from prevent] 1. One that

goes betbre Baccn 1. One that hinders ; on

hinilerer; an obflructcr.

PREVENTION. /. [prevention, French, from

prricntum, Lat] 1 . The act of going before.

Milieu, i. Preoccupation; anticipation. Sbai.

3 Hindrance ; obihuction Mslun. 4 Preju

dice; prepnfserjion. Dryden.

PREVE'NTIONAL. a. [ from prevention. J

Tending to prevention.

PREVENTIVE, a. (from preve*.] i. Tending

to hinder. Baton, a. Preservative j hindering

ill. Brawn

PREVENTIVE/, [from prevent ] A preser

vative; lhat which prevents; an antidote.

PREVE NTIVELY. adv. [from preventive] In

luch a manner as tends to prevention. Brcevn.

PREVIOUS, a. [fravius, Lat.] Antecedent;

going before 1 prior. Burnt!.

PREVIOUSLY, adv. [from previont.] Before

hand; antecedently frier.

PRE VIOUSNESS./. [from frevit*,.] Antece

dence

PREY./ [pratda. Lat.] 1. Someihing to be

devoured; something to be seized; rapines

plunder. Clanendan. x. Ravage ; depredation.

Shake/p. 3 Animal o'' prey, is an animal that

lives on other animals. VEftrange.

To PREY. v. n. [præder, Lat] 1. To feed by

violence. Shakesp. 2. To plunder; to rob.

Shakejp. 3. To corrode ; to waste. Addtjen.

PRE'YER. /. [Uomprej] Robber; devourer s

plunderer.

PR I A PISM ./ [pri .pifmnt. Lat. priapismet?r]

A preternatural tension Bacon.

PRICE./ [prix, Vt.prenum, Lat] 1. Equi

valent paid for any thing Bacon z. Value ;

estimation; supposed excellence. Bacon. 3.

Rate at which any thing is fold. Locke. 4.

Reward; thing purchased at any rate. Pope. .

To PRICE, v. a. To pay for Spenser.

ToPRICK.cn [prucian, Sax.) 1.T0 pierae

with a small puncture. Atbntbnet. 1. To form

or erect with an acuminated point. Baccn. $.

To fix by the point. Ncxvten. 4. To hang on a

point. Sandyj. 5. To nominiie by a puncluie

or mark. Sbaie/p. 6. To spar ; to goad ; to

impel; ta incite. Pepe. 7. To pain; to pierce

with remorse A3t ii. 37. 8. To make acid.

Hudibras. 9 To muk iJune.

To PRJCK. v. n.[pr,jken, Dutth.] i.TooYesi

one's self lor show. 2. To come upon the spur.

Spenser, Milton.

PRICK, /. [prticca, Sax.] I. A (harp slender

instrument}
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instrument; any thing by which t puncture

Is miJe. Daviei. X A thorn in the mind;

a telling (n.l tormenting thought; remorse of

i:inllience. Sbakesp. 3. A spot or rairk it

which archer; »im. Carevt. 4. A p:>int; 1

fixed place. Sbakesp. 5. A puncture. Brcvi*

6. The print of the I are in the ground.

PRI'CKER./. [fromftrit-i.J 1. A sharp pointed

instrument. Mext*. 2. .A light hoiscman.

Hiiyvfard.

PRICKET. /. [(ram prick.] A buck in hit

second year. Maavjeed.

PRICKLE, f. [from frici.] Small (harp point,

like that of a brier, ffatti.

PRICKLINESS. / [from prieklj.] Fulness of

(harp points

PRICKLOL'SE. f. [prick tailnfe.] A word ol

contempt for a taylor. L'Eflrange.

PR I CKSONG. / l^riri aud>»^ J Song set to

rnusick. Sbake/p.

PRICKLY, a [from prick] Full of (harp

points. Bace*.

PRI'CK.MA.UAM./ A species of be*fe-Uek.

HRI CKPUNCH. / A piece of tempered steel,

with a round point at one end, to prick a round

mark in cold iron. Mtxi*.

PRICKWOOD. / A tree.

PRIDE. /. [prut, or pnyo. Sax] 1. Inordinate

and uorealbnable fell esteem. Mils* »

Insolence; rude treatment ef others. Milln.

3 Dignity of manner; lustiness of air. 4

Generous elevation of heart. Smith. 5. Eleva

tion; dignity Sbakesp. 6. Ornament ; -show ,

decoration Miltm. 7. Splendour; ostentation.

DryJe*. 8. The (late ot a female basil lolici

ling the male. Shakefp.

To PRIDE, v. a. [from the noun.] To make

proud, to rate himscli high. Gev. iftbeTe*g*e.

PRIE /. I suppose an old name of privet T*j/ir.

PRIEF for frets. S[e*fer.

PRI'ER. /.' [homprey] One who enquires too

narrowly.

PRIEST. /. fprieorT, Sax. prestre, Fr] i.One

who offui »tes in sacred offices. Mils*. 1. One

ot the second order in the hierarchy, above a

deacon, below a bishop. Reive.

PRIESTCRAFT. J. ( pri'Jl and craft.] Reli

gious frauds. Spe{tattr.

PRIESTESS. J [from frist] A woman who

officiated in heathen rites. Addift*.

PRIESTHOOD/ Itrem prust J l.Theoffice

and character of a priest. rVhttgific. a. The

order of men set apart for holy offices Dryde*.

3. The fecorM order ef the h.erarchy.

PRIES ILINESS. / [from prist.y.] The ap

pearance or maarer of a pried.

PhlESTLY.*.[trorn **•«/*. J Becoming a priest)

sacerdotal ; belonging to a priest. 6ca/i

PRIESTRIDDEN, o \p'"st »'i« nidi*.]

Managed or governed by priettv 0101//.

To PRIEVEfor/rn*. Spe*Jer.

PRIG. y. A pert, conceited, laucy, pragmatical,

little fellow Speiiutir.

PRILL. / A bin or turcot. Aiajvurtb.

PR.1M. a. [by contraction iron, primitive. ]

Formal; pret-ile; ltfectediy nice- bwjt.

To PRIM. v. a. [from the adjective.] To deck

up precisely ; to form to an affected nicety.

PRl'MACY./ [primatie,Fc ] The chief eccle

siastical station Clareado*.

PRI'MAGE./The rcight of a ship. Aia/mrtb.

PRIMAL, a. [prim*), Lat] First. A word not

in ulc. Sbakesp.

PRIMARILY. adv. [from primary] Origi

nally^ in the fust intention. Br:vc*. *

PR! MARlNESS.y: [from primary] The state

of being first In act or intention. Nerrii.

PRI'MARY. a. [primari*t, Lat] 1. First in

intention. Hammetd. 1. Or ginal ; first.

Raleigh. 3. First in dignity ; chief; principal.

Be*tt.y.

PR I MATE./ [primes, ?t. primal, Lat ] The

chief ecclesiast.ck. Ayliffe.

PRIMATESHIP./ lirom primate.] Thedig-

nlty or office of a primate.

PRIME / [^r.«i.j, Lat.] 1. The first part

of the day ; the dawn; the morning. Mils*.

*. The beginning; the early day. Milu*.

3. The best part. Swift. 4. The spring of

life. Dryde*. 5. Spring. rValkr. 6. The

height ol perfection IVaedviard. 7. The first

canonical hour. 8. The first pan j the begia-

ning.

PRIME a. [primal. Lat] 1. Early ; blooming.

Milln. ». Principal j first rate. Clart*A;*. 3.

First ; original Licke 4. Excellent Shake.p.

To PRIME, v. a. [from the noun J 1 . To put

in the first powdei ; to put powder in the pan

of a gun. iJavilr. 1. [Primer, Fr 10 begirt. J

To lay tht first colours on in painting.

PRI MELY. adv. [from y<riwr.] t . Originally ;

primarily ; in the first place. St*tb. 1. Excel

lently i supreme y well.

PRi MENESS. / (,rom prime ] 1 . The state of

being first. 1. Excellence.

PRIMER./. 1. An office of the blessed virgin.

SttW*ffteet. a. A small prayer-book in which

children ate taught to read. Lecke.

PRIME RO.f. [Span] A gameatcitrU.S/v»i>,>.

PRIMEVAL. ? a. [primæv*,,Lat.) Original.

PRIME VOUS.J such as was at first.

PRIMI'TIAL. a. [ primilimi, primitat. Lat. ]

Being of the first production. Ai*f*pertb.

PRIMITIVE, a. [frimiffti. frtmitrvmi.

Lat.] 1. Ancient; original; established rrom

the beginning.Tilhtfn. 1. Formal j affectedly

solemn ; imitating the supposed gravity of old

tirm-s. 3. Original , primary ; not derivative,

Mih-m.

PRIMITIVELY, adv. [from primitive] 1.

Originally; at first ArS^i. 1 Primarily; not

derivatively. 3. According to iheorig Dai rule.

Sentb.

PRlMITIVENUSS./. [from primitive] State

of being original; antiquity; conformity 10

antiquity.

PRIMJGE Nl AL. a. [primige*i*i. Lat.} First

born; original; primary; constituents etc*

mental. BeyIt.

PRIMOGENITURE./: [frim>Sen.rare, Fr.]

Seniority; eldership j state as being firubsr*.

Gtv tl the Tenrwt. PRIMU RDIAL.
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PRIMO'RDIAL. a. [primtrdium, Lat.] Origi

nal ; existing from the beginning- Boyle.

PRIMORDIAL. / [from the adj.] Origin;

first principle.

PRI'MORDIAN. /See Plum.

PRIMO RDIATE. a. [from primsrdinm, Lat.]

Original; existing from the first. Beyle.

PRIMROSE./ [primula vent, Lat.] I. A

flower. Shakesp. a. Primrose is used by

Shakespeare for gay or flowery.

PRINCE. / [prince, Fr. primrtpt, Lat.] I. A

sovereign; a chief ruler, Milieu. 1 A sove

reign of rank next to kiugs. 3. Ruler of

whatever sex. Camden 4 The son of a king;

in England only the eldest son ; the kinsman

of a sovereign. Sidney. 5. The chief of any

body of men. Peacham.

To PRINCE, v. n. To play the prince ; to take

state. Shakesp.

PRI'NCEDOM. / [from prince.] The rank,

estate or power of the prince; sovereignty. Milt.

PR1NCEL1KE a. [prince and Ads] Becoming

a prince. Shakesp

PRI'NCELINESS./ [from princely] The state,

manner or dignity of a wince.

PRI NCELY. a [from Jrince] I. Having the

appearance of one high born. Shakesp. a.

Having the rank of princes. Sidney. 3. Be

coming a prince ; royal ; grand ; august. Milt.

PRI NCELY. adv. [from prince.} In a prince-

like manner.

PRINCES-FEATHER./ The.herb amaranth

Ainsvjorth. *

PRINCESS./ [princefe, Fr. ] 1. A sovereign

lady ; a woman having sovereign cornmand.

Granville. 1. A sovereign lady of rank, next

to that of a queen. - 3. The daughter of a

king. Shakejp 4 The wise of a prince : as,

the Princess i/^oJer.

PRINCIPAL, a. [principalis, Im.] I. Prince

ly. Spenser, a Chief; of the first rate ;

capital ; essential. Shakesp.

PRINCIPAL / [from the adj.] 1. A head ;

a chief; not a second. Bacon, a. One prima

rily or originally engaged; not as accessary or

auxiliary. Swift. 3 A capital sum placed

out at interest. Swift. 4. The president or

governour.

PRINCIPALITY./ [principante', Fr.] 1.

Sovereignty ; supreme power. Sidney, a, A

prince ; one invested with sovereignly Milt.

3. The country which givestiilc to a prince :

as, the principality ol H'alet. Temple. 4.

Superiority ; predominance. Taylor.

PRINCIPALLY. <i.iV[lromrVi»r//a/.]CUief-

ly j above all ; above the rest Newton.

PRINCIPAl.NRSS. / [from principal ] The

state of being principal

PRINCIPIATION / [from princifmm. Lat]

Analysts into constituent or elemental parts.

Bacon.

PRINCIPLE./". [principium,\.u] I. Ele

ment ; constituent part ; primordial substance.

kf'atti. a. Original cause. Dryden. 3. Be

ing productive os other being; operative cause,

I

Tilhtstf. 4. Fundamental truth ; original

postulate ; first position from which others are

deduced. Hooker. 5. Ground of action ; mo

tive. Addison. 6. Tenet on which morality

is founded. Addison.

To PRINCIPLE. v. a. sfrom the noun] i.

To establish or fix in any tenet j to imprcla

with any tenet good or ill. Senth. 2. To

establish firmly in the mind. Locke.

PRI NCOCK. 7 / [from prink, or prim ceck.\

PRINCOX. 3 A coxcomb; a conceited per*

son ; a pert young rogue. Shakesp.

To PRINK, ->. a. [pronken, Dutchfl To prank ;

to deck or shew.

To PRINT, v. a. [imprimer, empreint, Fr ] 1.

To mark by pressing any thing upon another.

Dryden. a. To impress any thing, so as to

leave its form. 3. To form by impression.

Rcsccmmcn. 4. To impress words or makt

book"-, not by the pen but the press Pope.

To PRINT, v. 11. To publish a book. Pcpe.

PRINT./ [empreinte, Fr J 1. Markorform

made by impreflion. Chapman. a. That

which being impressed leaves its form. 3.

Pictures cut in wood or copper to be im

pressed on paper. 4. Picture made by im

pression. Waller. 5. The form, size, ar

rangement, or other qualities ofthe types used

in printing books. Dryden. 6. The (late of

being published by the printer. Shakejp. 7.

Single (heet printed and sold. Addison. 8.

Formal method. Locke.

PRINTER. / [fromprint.] i.Onelhat print,

books. Dighj. a. One that stains linen.

PRINTLESS. a. (from print.] That which,

leaves no impression. Shakesp. Milton.

PRIOR, a [prior, Lat] Former ; being before

something else ; antecedent ; anterior. Rogeri.

PRIOR./ [fHour, Pr.] The head of a con

vent of monks, inferior in dignity to aa

abbot. Addijon.

PRI ORESS./ [from prior.] A lady superior of

a convent of nuis. Dryden.

PRIORITY./.[from prior, adj.] 1. The

state ot being first ; precedence in time. Hayw.

a. Precedence in place. Shakesp.

PRI ORSHIP. /[from prior.] The state or

ossice of prior.

PRIORY. / [from prior.] A convent indig

nity below an abbey. Shakesp.

PRl'SAGE / [from prise ] A custom whereby

the prince challenges out of every bark loadea

with wine, containing less than forty tuns,

two tuns of wine, at his pries. Cewel.

PRISM / [wjiV-jun.] A prism of glass is a glass

bomtdedwi h.wo equal and parallel triangular

ends, and three plain and well polished sides,

which meet in three parallel lines, running

from the three angles of one end, to the three

angles of the other end. Newton.

PRISMATICK. a. [ prismatiqne, Fr. from

prism.] Formed aa a prilm. Pope.

PRISM AT1CALLY. adv. [from prismatick]

la ;he form of a prism. Boyle.

4 o prismotD.
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PRISMO'ID. / WfiT/Am and i.J®..] A body

approaching to the form of a pri hi.

PRISON. [.[prise*, Fr. J A strong hold in

which persons are confined ; a gaol. Sbakefp.

Dryden.

To PRISON, v. a. [from the noun.] I. To

err.prisun; to shut up in hold ; to restra'n sr< m

liberty, a. To captivate j to enchain. Mt'.f.n

3. To confine. Shake/p.

PRI'SONBASE./ A kind of rural play, com

monly czWeAprisgnbars. Sandys.

PRISONER.,/, [prifinnier, Fr.J I. One who

isconfinedinhold. Baccn. 1. A captive; one

taken by the enemy. Bacon. 3. One undei

an arrest. DryJen.

PRl'SONHOUSE./. Gaol; hold in which one

is confined Sbakefp.

PRI SONMENT. /. [stem prison] Confine

ment ; imprisonment ; captivity Sbakefp.

PRISTINE, a. [prijiinns, Lat.] First; ancient;

original. Philips.

PRI'THEE. A familiarcornrptienof£ra_»/£«,

or I pray thee. L'Eftrange.

fRIVACY./ [from private.] I. State of being

secret; secrecy. 1. Retirement; retreat. Dryd.

3. Privity; joint knowledge ; great familia

rity. A-butbntt. 4 Taciturnity.

PRWADO [. [Spanish.] A U-cielfriend.flaccu.

PRIVATE, a. [frtwsi), Lat.] 1. Not »pen i

secret. Skakesp. Milton. 1. Atone; not ac

companied. 3. Being upon the same terms

with the rest of the community; particular ;

opposed to publick. Hooker. 4. Particular ;

not relating to the publick. Digby. 5. /»

Private. Secreily j not publickly ; not

openly. Grawille.

PRIVATE, s. A secret message. Shakrsp

l'RI.VATEER./ [from private.) A sliip lilted

outby private men to planJer enemies. Swiss.

To PRI'VATEER. v. a. [from the noun.] To

sit out ships against enemies, at the charge oi

private persons.

PRIVATELY, adv. [from private.] Secretly ;

not openly. Sbakefp.

PRI'VATENESSJ. [from private.] 1. The

state of 1 man in the fame rank with the rest

of the community. ». Secrecy ; privacy. Bacon.

3. Obscurity ; retirement If'otton.

PR! VATION./ [privalie. Lat] 1. Removal

or destruction of any thing or quality. Davits.

a. The act of the mind by whic, in consi

dering a subject, we separate it from any thing

appendant 3. The act of degrading Irom

rank or office. Bacon.

PRIVATIVE, a. [prtvafiw.Lat ] i.-Ca«sin»

privation of any thing. 1. Consisting in the

absence of something ; not positive, sutler.

PRIVATIVE / That of wheh the essence i>

the absence 01 something, as silence ib only the

absence of sound. Baccn.

JTU'VATIVELY. adv. [from privative] By

the absence of something necissaiy to be pre

sent; negatively. Hammond.

PRI VATI.VEN KES. /. [from privotive ] Nota

tion of absence os Jocctlvicjf that should be

present.

PRIVET./ Evergreen. Milter.

PRIVILEGE./ [privilege, IV. privileging.

Lat.] 1. Peculiar advantage. Sbakefp z

Immunity, publick right, DrjJen.

To PRIVILEGE, v. a. (from the noun] 1,

To invest with rights or immunities i to grant

a privilege. Drjden. 1. To exempt from

censure or danger. Sidney. 3. To exempt

from paying tax or impost. Hate.

PRI VILY adv. [from privy.] Secretly; pri-

vately Spenser. '

PRIVITY./ [private', Fr. from privy.] ,.

Private communication. Spenser, a. Consci

ousness ; joint knowledge, linker.

PRIVY, a. [priie, Fr.] 1. Private ; not pub

lick; afligned to secret uses. Sbakefp. ^.

Secret; clandestine, a Mac. 3. Secret; not

shown. E*ek. 4. Admitted to secret* of state.

Spectator. 5. Conscious to any thing; admit

ted to participation. Daniel.

PRIVY. / Place of retirement j necessary

house. Swift.

PRIZE./ [ prix, Fr.] 1. A reward gained by

contest with compjuitors. AJdistn. %. Re

ward gained by air^performance DryJen }.

[Prise, Fr.] Something takes by adventure ;

plunder. Pepe.

To PRIZE, v. a. [priser, Fr.] 1. To rate ; to

value at a certain price. Zecb. a. To esteem ,

to value highly. Dryden.

PRI ZER./: [ prife.r,Fr ]Ht that values Sbak.

PRI ZEFICHTER./ [privnndsigbter.] One

that fights publickly for a reward. Bramifc.

1 RO. \ Lat. J For ; in defence of.

"R03ABILITY./ [prebohi/ita,, l*t.] Like

lihood; appearance ot truth; evidence arising

from the preponneralion ol argument.Titlotl-n.

PROBABLE, a. [probable, Fr probai.Ss, Lat.]

Likely , having more evidence than the con

trary. Hnokir.

PROBABLY, adv. [hem probable ] L>kel, ;

in likelihoo,'. Swift.

PRO BAT. J. [Latin ] The proof of wiUs arrt

leslamenis of persons deceased in the spiriaat

court, either in common form by ihe oalh oi

the executor, or with witnesses DsQ.

PROBATION./. [*r.*afi,. Lat] 1. Proof;

evidence; testimony. Skaiefp a. The act Mr

proving by ratiocination or testimony Ucli 3.

[Pi tiation, Fr.] Trial; examination. fl«r==.

4 Trial before entrance into monastick lire ;

noviciate. Pipe.

PROBA TIONARY. a [from pnbalin ] Sor

ing sex t.ial.

PROBATIONER./ [from ttibati- ] 1. Ore

who is upon trial. Dryden. a. A novice.

Decay t] I'tcty

PROBA' riONERSHIP./ [from prt^-:-enrr ]

State of being a probationer: noriciate. Ltck-r.

P^O BATOR Y. a. [from preh, Lat.j Setting

for trial. Bramrall.

FROBA-TU'MEST. A Latin expreffion aAle-t

to the end of a receipt, li^mlying et it 1. ud

or proved Prior.

PROBE. / [from prth, I.at.] A (sender wVe>
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by which surgeons search the depth of wounds.

IVtjcman.

PROBE-SCISSORS. / [prebt and stiff.]

Scissors used 10 open wounds, of which the

blade thrust into the orifice has a button at the

end. IVifeman.

To PROBE v. a. [probe. Lat] To search; to

try by an instrument. South.

PROBITY. / [probite\ Fr. prihitai. Ut ]

Honesty ; sincerity ; veracity. Fiddei.

PRO BLEM/. [wÆ.i/ta,.] A qneltion proposed

PROBLEMATICAL a [prttltm*tiiMirtt.\

Uncertain afcnsettled; disputed; disputable

Boyle.

PROBLEMATICALLY, adv. [from proble

matical.} Uncertainly.

PROBO SCIS.s. I pr.hoscii. Lat.] A snout j the

trunk of an elephant, but it is u!td allb for

the fame part in every creature. Milton.

PP.OCACIOUS. a. [preeax, Lat] Petulant-,

loose.

PROCA'CITY s [from srocacioui ]Petulince.

PROCATA RCT1CK. a. [irfsitJajjfiiwt.jFore

running; antecedent. Harvty.

PROCATA'RXIS./ [wfawaTorfi*.] The pre-

existent cause of a disc-alt, which cooperates

with others that are subsequent. 9gimtf.

PROCE DURE./ [procedart, Fr.J i . Mannei

of proceeding ; management ; conduct South

1. Act of proceeding; pmgrefs ; proce.s ;

operation. Halt. 3. ProduccTthiog produced

Bacon.

To PROCEED, v. n. [precedo, Lat.l 1.T0 past

from one thing or place to another. Drydeu. i

To go forward ; to tend to the end designed

Ben. Jihnjon. 3. To come forth from a place

or from a sender. J:hn. 4. To go or march

in state. Anon. 5. To issue; to arise ; lo be

the effect os; to be produced from Shahejp

6. To prosecute any design. Locke. 7 To be

transacted; to be carried or. SJiake/p. S. To

make progress ; to advance. Milton. 9. To

carry on juridical process Clartndon to T

transact , toact; to cany on any afsairmetho-

dically. Mils, 1 1. To take effect ; to have

its course. Aytisse. iz. To be propagated; to

come by generation. Milton. i 3. To be pro

duced by the original tmeient cause. Milta.

PROCEED./ Produce; as, the proceeds ot an

ejlvte.

PROCEE'DF.R. / [h«m proceed] One who

goes forward; one who makes a progress

bacon.

PROCEEDING./ [frocede,Fr.] 1. Progrcs,

irom one thing to another ; series of conduct ;

tianfaction, Stvift. a. Legal procedure.

PROCE'LLOUS. a. [proieliojnt, Lat.] Tem

pestuous. Did.

PROCE PTION y.Preoccupuion ; actoftaking

something sooner than another. A" Char/ei.

PROCE'RI rY/[ftom/.rr«r«r,Lat.] TOlness;

height ot stature Addijcn.

PROCESS./ [process.,. Lat.] 1. Tendency,

progressive course. Hooter, z. Regular and

gradual progress. Knollti. 3 Course; continual

flux <* passage. Me. 4. Methodical manage.

ment of any thing. Btyje. 5. Courseofliw.

PROCESSION./, [process,, Lat] A train

marching in ceremonious solemnity. Hooker

To PROCESSION, v. n [from the noun ] To

g» in procession. A low word.

PROCESSIONAL, a. [from procession.] Rela

ting to procession.

PROCE SSIONARY. a [from procession.] Con-

filling of procession Hooker.

PROCHRONISM./ [wnjiwailK.] An er-

rour in chronohgy ; a dating a thing befote

it happened. Di3.

PROCIDENCE/ s precidentia, Lat] Falling

down; dependence below its natural place.

PROCINCT./ [proci.tl,,. Lat] Complete

preparation ; preparation brought to the point

ot action. Milton.

To PROCLAIM, v.a. [prodamo, Lat.] I.

To promulgate or denounce by a solemn or

legal publication. Dent, i To tell openly.

Locke. 3. To outlaw by publick denunciation.

Shake/p.

PROC LAI'MER. f. [from proclaim.] One thic

publishes by authority. Milton.

PROCLAMATION./ [prodamatio. Lat] I.

Publication by authority. ». A declaration of

the king's will openly published among the

people. Clarcndsn.

PROC LEVITY. / {prtclivitas, Lat.] i.

Tendency; natural inclination; propenfion.

Emmhatl. I. Readiness; lacility of attaining.

rVolton.

PROCLI VOUS. a. [ prtclivit, Lat] Inclined ;

lending by mture

mOCQNSUL J. [Lat] A Roman officer, who

governed a province with consular authority.

Feachavi.

PROCONSULSHIP./ [from proconsul] The

ofiice ot a proconsul.

To PROCRASTINATE v. a. s proeraflinor,

Lat.] To defer; to delay j lo put off from day

lo day. Shakefp.

To PROCRASTINATE, v. n. To be dilatory.

Swft. '

PROCRASTINATION. / s prorrq/ti.alic,

Lat.] Delay ; dilatori ness. Decay of Piety.

PROCRAST IN A TOR./ [from procrastinate.]

A dilatory person.

PRO CREANT. a. { freereans. Lat.] Produc

tive; pregnant. Shaktjp.

To PROCREATE, v. a. [prorreo, Lat.] To

generate ; to produce. Bentley,

PROCREA'TION./ [procreate, [.at.] Gene

ra lien ; production. Raleigh.

PRO'CREATIVE. a. Generative; productive.

Hale.

PROCREAT1VENESS/ [from p.i ecreative.]

Power of generation. Decay of l'tety.

PROC REATOR. / [from procreate.] Gene

rator ; begetter.

PROCTOR /. [contracted from procurator,

Lat] 1, A manager of'anolher man's affaii,.

Hooker, i. An attorney in ijie spiritual court.

Stvift. 3. The magistrate ot the university.

4G » To
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[from the noun.]

Office or

ToTo PROCTOR, v.

manage. Shaitsp.

PROCTORSHIP./ (frrm prosier.]

dignity os a proctor. Clarendon.

PROCUMBENT, a. [procumbent, Ut] Lying

down } prone.

PROCURABLE a [ from procure. ] To be

procured j obtainable; acquirable. Btyk.

PRO CURACY. /. [ from f>r««r*.] Them*

ragement of any thing.

PROCURATION./ [from procure ] The act

of procuring. fVoedvaard.

PROCURATOR s. [ prtcurateur, Fr] Ma

ragcr ; one who transacts affairs (or another

'Taylor.

PROCURATO'RIAL. a. [from procurator.)

Made by a proctor. Aybffe.

PROCURATORY.a[tiom/««ra(»r.] Tend

ing to procuration.

To PROCURE, v. a. [prtc.ro, Lat.] i. To

manage; to transact for another. 1. To obtain;

to acquire. Milton. 3. To persuade ; to pre

vail on. Herbert. 4. To contriye , to forward.

Sbakesp.

To PROCURE *. n. ~To bawd; lo pimp

DryJen.

PROCUREMENT./ The act of procuring

Dryden.

PROCU RER./ [from procure] 1. One that

gains ; obtainer. PVolttn. 1. Pimp; pander

Scuth.

PROCL'RESS. / [frem procure.] A bawd.

SpeSater.

PRODIGAL.*. [predigui, Latin] Profuse;

wasteful; expensive; lavish. Ibilips.

PRODIGAL./ A waller ; 1 spendthrift. Ben.

fobufw.

PRODIGA'LITY./ [prodigalite, Fr.] Extra

vagance; profusion ) waste ; excessive liber

ality. Glanville.

PRODIGALLY, adv. [bom prodigal.] Pro

fusely; wastel"u|ly ; extravagantly. Ben.

Jobnsou, Dryden.

PRODl'GIOUS. a. [ predigitsui, Latin] Amaz

ing ; astonishing; monstrous. Bacon.

PRODIGIOUSLY, adv. [ from prodigiout. )

Amazingly; astonishingly ; portentMiOy ) e-

normouily. Ray.

PRODIG10USNESS./[from*r«a'/>(>»/.]Enor-

roousnefs; pqrtentousneU ; amazing qualities.

PRODIUY.J. [prtdigium, Lat.J 1- Anything

out os the ordinary proctss of nature, from

which omens are drawn ; porier.t. Addijen. 1

Monster, Ben. Jebnsi*. 3. Any thing astonish

ing for good or bad. SpeSater.

PRODITION. / [prtditio, Las.] Treason;

treachery. Ainfwortb.

fRODlTQR. / [Latin.] A traylor. Ifot in

use. Sbakesp.

PXODITO'RIOUS. a. [from prtJiter, Lat.] 1.

Traitorous ; treacherous ; perfidious. Daniel.

i. Apt to make discoveries. IVettiu.

To PRODITCE. v. a. [produce, Lat] 1. To

otter to the view or notice. Ijaiah. 2. To

exhibit to the publick Swift. 3. To bring as

so evidence. Sbakesp, 4. To bear; to bring

forth, as a vegetable. Sandyi 5. To cause 5 1»

effect ; tr generate ; to beget. Bacon.

PRODUCE./ [from the verb] 1. Products

that which any thing yields or brings. Dryden.

x. Amount; profit; gain) emergent sum or

quantity. Adjifen.

PRODU'CENT./ [srrmfr.aW] One thee

exhibits; one that offers. Aylifie.

PRODUCER./ [ from produce. J One that

generates or produces. Suckling.

PRODUCIBLE a. [irom »r«i«M ] I. Such as

may be exhibited South, x. Such as may be

generated or made. flsyZr. Q

PRODUCIBLENESS./ [ from producible J

The state of being producible. Boyle.

PRODUCT./ [producing Lat.) 1. Something

produced, as fruits, grain, metals Sprciatsr. t.

Works ; composition. IVattt. 3 . Thing conse

quential ; effect Milton.

PRODUCTILE a. [from ^r.«V«,Lat.] Which

may be produced.

PRODU CTION / [from products 1 The act

ol producing. Dryden. 1. The thing produced;

fruit ; product. iVal'er. 3. Composition.

Swift

PRODUCTIVE, a. [from produce.) Having

the power to produce ; fertile ; generative ;

efficient. Milton.

PROEM./ [*f»'i"»v.) Preface; introduction.

Swift. g.

PROFANATION./ [from prefano. Las.] 1.

The act of violating any thing sacred. Denne,

South, x. Irreverence to holy things or per

sons. Sbakesp.

PROFANE a. [from presanui. Lit.] I. Irre

verent to sacred names or things. S.utb. 2.

Not sacred; secular. Burnet. 3. Polluted; not

pure. Raleigh. 4. Not purified by holy riles.

Dryden. '

ToPROFA'NE. v. a. [profane, Lat] 1. To

violate ; to pollute. Mitten X. To put to

wrong use. Sbakesp.

PROFANELY, adv. [from prtfaue ) With

irreverence to sacred namesor things.i£/ara/.

PROFA'NER. J. [from profane.) Polluter;

violator. Hooker.

PROFA'NENESS./ [from profane.) Irrever

ence of what is sacred. Dryden.

PROFE'CTION./ [profeau, Lat.] Advance;

progression Brown.

To PROFE SS. v. a [profeful, Lit.] t . To de

clare himieif in strong terms of any opinion or

passion. Milton, x. To make a show ot any

lentimens by aloud declaration. Sbakesp. 3,

To declare publickly one's (kill in any an or

science, so as to invite employment. Ecclnj.

To PROFIi'68i/.». To declare openly. Sbakesp.

X. To declare friendship. Shake ip

PROFESSEDLY, adv. [from professed.] Ac.

cQsding to open declaration made by himself.

Ufyden.

PROFE SSION./ [from profess.) 1. Calling;

vocation; known employment. Spratt. a. De

claration. Swift. 3. The act of declai ing one's

fell of any party or opinion. TiUttJn.

PROFE*
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PROFESSIONAL. a.[from prtsetftn]V*\*uot,

to i particular ciliinf; or profrssion. Clarissa.

PROFF/SSOR. / [frofefeur, Fr.] i One who

declare- himself of any opinion or part\ . Bacen.

a. One who publickly practiles or teaches an

art- Swift. 3. One who is visibly religious.

Locke

PROPE'SSORSHIP. / r/rom proffor.] The

(tat ion or office of 1 pablick teacher tVallcn.

To PROFFER, v. a. [preferc, Lat] 1. To

propose; to offer. Milton. 1. To attempt.

Ainpxaorth.

PROFFER./ [from the verb] 1. Offer made;

something proposed to acceptance. Clarendon.

a. Essay ; attempt. Bacon.

PRO FPERER./[from/re/rr.]He that offers.

Cottier

PROFICIEKCE. 7 /. [from prosicit, l.at.]

PROFICIENCY 5 Profit; advancement in

any thing -. improvement gained Rogers.

PROFI'CIENT./ [/>rtjSr.«i/,Lat.]One who has

made advancement in any study or business.

BoyltW

PROFI CUOUS. a. [presicuut. Lat] Advan

tageous; useful. Pliitt.

PROFI LE. / [profile, Fr.] The side face; hall-

face. Drydtn.

PROFIT, f. [prosit, Fr] I . Cain j pecuniary

advantage. Svi 'ft. 1. Advantage; accession of

good. Bacon. 3. Improvement; advancement;

proficiency.

To PRO PIT.r. a [profiler, Fr ] 1. To benefit;

to advantage, fob. 1. To improve; to advance.

Drydiu.

To PROFIT, v. m. 1 To gain advantage.

Arbuthr.01. 1. To make improvement. Dryd,

3- To be of ule or advantage. Prior.

PROFITABLE, a [profitable, Fr. from fircsit.]

t. Gaim'uJ; lucrative, iiaesu. 2. Ulclulj

advantageous. A:bulhnot.

PROFITABLENESS /. [from profitable ] 1.

Gain'ulnel's V I'leiulcel's; advamageoulness.

PROFITABLY. adv. [ from pi cfitMe. ] 1.

Gainfully. ». Advantageously, usefully Wake

PROFITLESS, n. [from prefit] Void of gain

or advantage. State/p.

PROFLIGATE. a [/>rr/&rv./«f,Lat ] Abandon

ed; lost to virtue and decency; shameless.

Rofczmmm.

PROFLIGATE. / An abandoned (nameless

wretch. Svoift.

To PRO FLIGATE. v a. [proftige, Lat.] To

drive away. Harvey.

PROFLIGATELY. aaV [from profligate.]

Shamelesly. Snvift

PRO FLIGATENESS/ [fromproJ!rgate.]The

quality of being profligate.

PROPLUENCE./. [fromfroflmeni] Progress;

course. kVottou.

FRO"FLUENT. a. [from prefimtui, Lat.] Flow

ing forward. Milton.

PROFOUND a. [profmnJmi, Lat] 1. Deep ;

descending far below the surface ; low with

jespect to the neighbouring places. Milieu, z.

Ufcllectually deep j not obvious to ihe mind

3. Lowly, humble; submits; submissive.

Dnppa. 4. Learned beyond the common

reach. Hooker, 5. Deep in contrivance. Helea

PROFOUND./ i.Thedeep; the main; the

sea. Sanip. X. The abyss Milton.

To PROFO UND. «-. ». [from tbe noun.] To

dive; to penetrate. Glanville.

PKRFO'UNDLY. ad* [from profound] 1.

Deeply ; with deep concern. Shakelp. l.With

great degrees of knowledge j with deep in

sight. Drydem.

PROFOUNDNESS. / [from fresound] ,.

Depth of place. I. Depth of knowledge!

Hooker.

PROFU'NDITY. f. [from profound ] Depth of

place or knowledge. Milton.

PROFUSE, a [p-ofujut. Lat] Lavish; too

liberal; proctrtjml ; overabourding. AAdijeu.

PROFU'SEI.Y.aifo [from^r:/«/e Ji. Lavilhiy ;

prrdigallv. 1. With exuberance. Thornton

PROFUSENESS./ [from profnfe.) Lavifhn«s,.

prt>du*a!r.v. Drvdeu, Atterbury.

PROFUSION ./. s*r,/.>,Lat.J 1. Lavishnesi ;

prodigality ; ev . igance. Rive, t. Lavish

expencej super i.uuus effusion. Wayward, a.

Abundance; exuberant plenty. AdJtjin.

To PROG. v.w. 1. To rob-, to steal, z. To

(hi I meanly for provisions. L'Estrange.

PROG. / [from the verb J Victuals; provisions

of any kind Smfi, Ccngrrve.

PROCENERATION. J. [pregenere, Latin. ]

The act of begetting; propagation.

PROGENITOR. / [progtniiMi, l.at] A fore

father ; an ancestor in a direct line. Addilon

PRO GENY./f^f,i/,old rr.fr!gen:ei,L*t.)

Offspring; race; generation. AJdiJon.

PROGNOSTICABLE. a. [from /»=;«/,„„.]

Such as maybe foreknown or forstoid Bronvn

To PROGNOSTICATE, v. a. [r,m prognof-

tick.) To foretell; to foreshow. Clarendon

PROCNOSTICA'TION/ffrom prognosticate ]

I The act of foreknowing or !oreshowin°.

Burnt t. t. Foretoken. Sidney.

PROGNOSTICA'TOR./. [from prognosticate ]

Foreteller; foreknower. Ck. of the Ti.r-jc

PROGNO STICK, a [»»«*-*.;.] Foretoken

ing disease or recovery.

PROGNO STICK. /. I from the adjective.] 1 .

The (kill of foretelling diseases or the ever,

ot diseases. Arbutbnt. 1. A pred ction. Stv.tt.

i- A token lorernnning. Soutb.

PROGRESS / [ progrci, Fr. fiom/w ,,/X

I at J 1. Course; procefTion; passage S'.ikelf.

M./ion, Pope. 1. Advancement ; motion for

ward Bacon, Sviift. 3. Intellectual improve

ment j advancement in knowledge. Locke. 4.

Removal from one place to another. Denbam.

5- A journey of Hate; a circuit. Pac-.n.

To PROGRESS, v. n. [progredior, Lat.] To

move forward; to pass. Shakesp.

PROGRE SSION J-tfirogre^Ut.]!. Process;

regular and gradual advance. Newton. 1.

Motion forward. Brown. 3. Coarse t passage.

Sbakejp. 4. Intellectual advance. Licic.

PROGRE SSIONAL. «.tsrom/r^r/^M.]Svrc:i
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« are in a state of increase or advance. Brovin.

PROGRESSIVE, a. [progress/, Fr. ] Going

forward; advancing. Brovin.

PROGRESSIVELY, adv. [from progressive.)

By gradual steps or regular couisc. Holder.

PROGRESSIVENESS /. [from progressive J

The state of advancing.

To PROHI'BIT. v. a. [prohibit, Lat J I . To

forbid; to interdia by authority. Sidnej. i.

To deb3r; to hindi-r. Milton.

PROH1 BITER. J. [from prohibit ] Forbidder j

interdicter.

PROHlIilTlON./ [prohibition, Fr] Forbid-

dar.ee; interdict; ac* of forbidding. Ti.MJn.

PROHl Bl 1 ORY. a. [from prohibit., Implying

prohibition; forbidding. Ayliffe

To PROJECT, v a. [projoiim. Lat J I. To

throw out •, to cast forward Pose. 1. To

exhibit a firm, as of the image thrown on a

mirrour. Dryden. 3 [Piojelter, Fren.) To

scheme; to "tor m in the mind j to contrive.

Sonit

To PROJECT, v. ». To jut out; lo shoot

forward ; lo shoot beyor k: jmelhing next it.

PROJECT/ [projet, Fren. Irom the verb]

Scheme; contrivance. Rogers.

PKOJK'CTILE./ [fr<,m the adjective.] A body

put in motion Chfyite.

PROJECTILE, a [ pr}jecli.'e,Tt.) Impelled

toi ward. Arbnthntt.

PROJ E CTION. /. [from projeS ] > ■ The act

of {hooting forward* Brovin. x. [Projection,

Fr ] Plan; delineation Watts. 3. Scheme;

plan of action. 4. In chemistry, crisii of an

operation. Bacon.

PROJECTOR. /. (from projeS.) 1. One who

forms schemes or designs Addiftn, Rogers. 1.

One who forms wild impracticable schemes.

1'otie.

PK.OJECTURF./ [projea*re, Fr. prejeclnra,

Lai.J A jutting out.

To 1'ROIN. v. a. [a corruption of prune.) To

lop; to cut; lo turn; 10 prune. Btn.'Jibuj

To PROLATE v a [prilalus. Lat] To pro

nounce ; to ui cr. J-Lwel.

PROLATE, a. [ prolatns, Lat.] Oblate; flat

Cheyne.

PROLA'TION / [pro'atus, Lat] 1. Pronun

ciation 1 utterance. Ray. z. Delay ; act ol

deferring:

PROLEGOMENA./ [wpAijoaiva.] Previous

discourse; introductory observations.

PROLETSIS J [iroik>i^;.l A form of rheto-

rick, in which objections are anticipated.

Bramhall.

PROLE PTICAL. a. [from prolepsis.) Previous;

antecedent. Glanvi/le.

PROLE PTICALLY. adv. [from prtleptical.]

By way of anticipation. Clorissa

PROLETARIAN, a. Mean ; wretched ; vile;

vulgar Huiibra . *

PROLIFICA TIOM./ [proles and/ofi'a, Lat]

Gcneiation of children. Brovin.

PROLI FICK. I a. [probfiuc, Fr.] Fru tful ;

PROI.IFICALi

ductiv*. Dryden

generative; pregnant; pro-

PROLI FICALLY. adv. [from pnli/Uk.] Fruit

fully ; pregnantly.

PROLIX, a. [prolixus, Lat.] t. Long; tedious ;

not concise. Ditby. 1. Of long duration.

Ajliffe.

PROLIXl'OUS a. [from prolix.) Dilatory;

tedious. Shake/p.

PROLI XITY.7 [prolixiU, Fr.] Tediousness*

lirefome length ; want ol brevity. Boyle.

PROLIXLY, adv. [from prolix.] At great

length; tedtousty. Dryden.

PROLI'XNKSS. f. [from prolix.) Tedioufr.ess.

rROWCinOR.f. [Latin.] The foreman; tte

speaker of a convocation Swift.

PROLOCUTORSH1P. / [Horn prolocutor.]

The office or dignity ot prolocutor.

PRO'LOGUE. / [■xoUoy'&-] 1. Preface; in

troduction to any discouis: or performance.

Milton. 1. Something spoken befoie the en

trance of the actors of a play. Shake/p.

To PRO LOGUE. v. a [rom the noun ] To

introduce with a formal preface. Sbakejp.

To PROLO NG. v. a. [ proiongneo^t. ] I.

To lengthen out; to continue; to draw out.

Milton. 1. To put off to a distant time.

Shake/p.

PROLONGATION./ [prolongation,?! from

pioi.ng] 1. The act of lengthening. Bacon.

X Delay to a longer time. Bacon.

PROLUSION. J. I prclnju. Lat ] Entertain

ments; performance of diversion. Hakcviill.

PROMINENT, a. [premmens. Lat J Standing

out beyond the near parts; protuberant; ex

tant Brovin.

PRO MiNENCE. ? / [prominealia, Lat. J Pre-

1'RO'MINENCY. i tubeiance; exiant part.

Add/on.

PROMISCUOUS, a. [pnmiscuus. Lat] Min

gled; confused; undistinguished .Tilbtson.

PROMI SCUOUSLY. adv. Ifrom prsmijcuoni.)

With confused mixture ; indiscriminately.

Sandys. m

Pl\OMiSE..s.[promissum,l.f.) 1 Declaration

of some benefit 10 be conferred. Dryden a.

Performance of promise; grant ot the thing

promised. A3s. 3. Hope; expcctation.SiWf/^.

T-o PRO MISE v. a [promilto, Lai.] To make

drclitation of some benefit lo be conlerred.

T. tuple.

To PRO'MISE. v. a. 1. To assure one by a

promise. Dryden. 1. It is used of assurance,

even ol ill. Shakesp.

PRO V11SEBREACH. /. {promise and breach.]

Violation of promises. Shake.p

PROMISEBREAK.ER./. [piomi/e iadbreak.]

Violator of promises. Sbokejf.

PROMiSER./ [trom promije,] One who pro*

miles. Ben. Johnson.

PROMISSORY, a. Containing profession of

some benefit 10 be conferred Arbnthnot.

PRO MISSORILY. adv. [from promissory ] Ey

way of promise Bievon.

PRO MONT. I J. [firomintirium, Ltt.J A

PROMONTORY. J heaJland ; a cape j high,

land jutting into the sea. Sucking.

* T»
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To PROMO'TE. w. a. [prom.tuj, Lat.] I. To

forward ; to advance. Milton, a. [Pnnuu-

voir, Fr.] To elevate; to exalt; lo preier.

Milton

PROMOTER./ [promotcur, Fran] i. Advan

cer; forwarder; encourages. Atttrbury. a.

Informer; makebate. Tujpr.

PROMOTION, s. [promotion, Fr.] Advance

ment; encouragement; exaltation to form

new honour or rank ; preferment. Milton

To PROMO'VE. v. a. [ premtvee, Lat. ] To

forward ; to advance ; to promote. Suckling.

PROMPT, a. [prompt, Fr J i. Quick ; r»ady i

acute; easy. Clarendon, a. Quick; petulant

DryJen. 3. Ready without hesitation ; want

ing no new motive. DryJen 4. Ready ; told

down: att, prompt payment.

To PROMPT. *. a. | prontare, Italian] 1. To

assist by private instruction: to help one at a

los». Ascham, Stillingfieet. I. To iocite; to

instigate Shakejp. 3. To remind Brovtn.

PRO'MPTER. [. [fromprcmpt J 1. One who

helps a publick speaker, by suggesting the

word to him when he saltern Shake/p. x. An

admonilher ; a reminder L'Eflrange

PROMPTITUDE. /. {promptitude, Fr.] Rca

dinel's: quickness

PROMPTLY, adv. [from prompt] Readily;

quickly; expeditioufly. T«y/«r.

PROMPTNESS./ (from prompt.] Readiness;

fjuicknels; alacrity. Scuti.

PRO'MPTURE. / [from />r««/>r.]»^ggestion ;

motion given by another. Stake/p.

PRO MPTUARY (. [promptuanum, Latin ] A

storehouse; a repository; a magazine tVeedtv

To PROMU LGATE. v a. [promulge, Lat.]l„

publish j to make known by open declaration

Locke.

PROMULGATION. / [promulgate, Lat.]

Publication; open exhibition. South.

PROMULGATOR. / [ from promulgate ]

Publisher ; open teacher. Decay if Piety.

To PROMU'LCE. v. a. [from promulge, Lat.]

To promulgate ; to publilh , to teach openly

PROMU LG&R.f. [from promulge.] Publisher,

promulgator. Atttrbury.

PRONA' sOR. /: A muscle of the radius.

PRONE, a [prtnui,L*x.]\. Bending downward;

not erect. Milton, a. Lying with the face

downwards; contrary to supine. Brown. 3

Precipitous; headlong; going downwards

Milton. 4. Declivous; Hoping Blackmore. 5.

Inclined; propense; disposed South.

PRO NKNESS. / [from prone] 1 . The state

of bending downwards ; net erectness. Brtvin

*• The state of lying with the face down

ward 1 not supinenejs. 3 Descent ; declivity

4- Inclination; propension ; disposition ti ill

Hooker.

PRONG. / [prtnrhen, Dutch, lo squeeze.] A

fork. Sandjs, Hudibral.

PRONITY./ [from prone.] Prooeness. More

PRONOUN./ [ pronemtu, Lat ] Words used

instead of Nouns or Names. Clarke

To PRONOUNCE, v. a. {prnnetr, Fr prt-

nuncio, Lat.] t. To speak ) to utter, scrim.

*. ffo utter solemnly ; to utter confidrnily.

Shakesp. 3. To form or articulate by the

organs of speech. Holder. 4. To utter iheto-

rically.

To PRONOU NCR. v. n. To speak with con

fidence or authority. South.

PRONOU NCER ./. [from pronounce.]One who

pronounces. Aylijsc.

PRONUNCIATION./ [prouuuciati,. Lat.]

The act or mode of utterance. Holder.

PROOF./ [from prove ] 1 Evidence j testi

mony; convincing token. Locke 1. Test-

trial; experiment. Milton. 3. Firm temper}

impenetrability. Dryden 4. Armour hardened

till it will abide acciuin trial. Shake/p. 5. ln

printing, the rough draught of a sheet when

first pulled

PROOF, a. Impenetrable; able to resist. Collier.

PROOFLESS. a. [ from proof ] Unproved-

wanting evidence. Boyle.

To PROP. v. a. [proppen, Dutch.] 1. To

support by something placed under or against.

Milton. 1. To support by standing under or

against Creed. 3. To sustain; to suppoit.

tope. r

PROP. / [pnppe, Dutch.] A support; a stay;

that on which any thing rests. Daviei.

PRO PAG ABLE. a. [from propagate.] Such as

may be spread. Boylt.

To PRO PAGATE. v a. [propago. Lat.] 1.

To continue or spread by generation or suc

cessive production. OiTOajr. a. To extend; to

widen. Sbahsp. 3. To carry on from place

to place; to promote. Newton. 4 To en-

crease; to promote. Shakejp. c. To gene

rate

To PROPAGATE, v. n. To have offspring;.

Mi/ton. r b

PROPAGA TION./ [prepageth. Lat] Conti

nuance or diffusion by generation or successive

production. Wiseman.

PROPAGATOR./ [from ^afar,.] i.One

who continues by successive production, a. A

spreader . a promoter. Addison.

To PROPEL v.a. [propclio, Lat.] To drive

frward. Harvey.

ToPROPEND. * n. [propendeo. Lar.] To

incline to any part; to be disposed in favour ot

any thing. Shakesp.

PROPENDENCY. /. [from prepend.] 1. In

clination or tendency of desire to any thing. 2.

[From prependo, Lat. 10 weigh ] Pjeconsider-

anon; attentive delibetation ; perpendency.

Hale.

PROPENSE. a. [propensnt, Lat.] Inclined;

dilpostr!. Milton.

PROFESSION 7 / [prop'.rsio, Latin, from

PROPENSITY I pr.pe.se] 1. Inclination;

disposition to any thing good or bad. Roger i.

x. Tendency. Digby.

PROPER a. [ preprint, Im ] 1. Peculiar;

not belonging to more ; not common. Dnvies.

». Noting an individual. IVatti 3 One's

own. Shah/p. 4. Natural;.original. Milton.

5. Fit ;
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«.. Fft; accommodated -, adapted; sellable;

qualified Dryin. 6. Exact; accurate; just.

7< Not figurative. Bnrnet. 8. It seetns in.

Shakcjpmre 10 signify mere; pure. o. [Propre,

Pr.] Elegant; pretty. Heb. 10. Tall;

lufly ; handsome with bulk. Shakesp

PRO'PERLY. ad-u. s from proper] !. Fitly;

suitably, a In a strict sense. Mitten.

PROPERNESS./ [from griper.] 1. The qua

lity of being proper a. Tallnefa.

PROPERTY./, [from proper.) t. Peculiar

quality. Hooker, a. Quality ; disposition. South.

3. Right of possession. Locke. 4. Possession

held in one's own right. Dryden. 5. The

thing possessed. Stake/p. 6. Nearness or right.

Sbakejp. 7. Something useful; an appen

dage. Dryden.

To PROPE'RTY. v. a. [from the noun.] 1.

To invert with qualities Sbakesp. a. To

seize or retain at something owned; to appro

priite; to hold. Sbakesp.

PROPHA'SIS. / [TrfAjuirif.] In medicine, :

foreknowledge of diseases.

PROPHECY./ [vtofolii*.] A declaration of

something to come ; prediction. Sbakesp

PROPHES1ER. /. [from prophesy] One who

prophesies.

To PROPHESY, v a. 1. To predict; to

foretell ; to prognosticate. Sbakejp. a. To

foreshow. Sbakejp.

To PROPHESY, v. m. 1. To utter predictions.

Sbakesp. 1. To preach. A scriptural sense

Enekiel.

PROPHET./-, [arfs^mc] 1. One who tells

future events; a predicter; a foreteller.

Dryden. a. One of the sacred writers em

powered by God to foretell futurity Sbakesp.

PROPHETESS, s. [propbetejse, Fr. fnmpro-

pbet.) A woman thai foretells futuie events

Peacham.

PROPHE'TICK. 7 a. [prophetique, Fr.]Fore

PROPHETICAL. J seeing or foretelling fu

ture events. Slillintsleet.

PROPHETICALLY. aJv [from prophetical]

With knowledge of futurity ; in manner of a

prophecy. Hammond.

To PRO PHET1ZE. v. m. To give predictions.

Daniel.

PROPHYLACTICS, a. [wj^XohW.J Pre

ventive; preservative. IVattt

PROPINQUITY./ [frtfintmitat, Lat] 1.

Nearness; proximity; neighbourhood. Ray.

t. Nearness of time. Brown. 3. Kindred \

nearness of blood. Sbakesp.

PROPI'TIABLE. a [from propitiate.] Such as

may be induced to favour; such as may be

made propitious.

ToPROPI'TIATE. v. a. fprepitie. Lat. ] To

induce to favour; togain; to conciliate; to

make propitious. Stillinrfiett.

PROPITIATION./ I propitiation, Fr.] 1.

The act of making propitious, a. The atone

ment; the offering by which propitioufnefs is

obtained. 1 Job.

PROPITIATOR. /. [from propitiate] One

that propitiates.

PROPITIATORY. a.\propiltatoire, Fr ]H«*-

ing the power to make propitious. Stilhngjleet.

PROPITIOUS, a. [propitinj, Lat] Favoura

ble ; kind Addison.

PROPITIOUSLY. adv. [from propuieui.] Fa

vourably: kindly Rojcetnmeu.

PROPI'TIOUSNESS / [from^rjpir»»».] P«-

vourableness; kindness. Temple.

PROPLA'SM f. [™ and ■n\a.c-ria.] Mould}

matrix. Woodward,

PROPLASTICE / [*f«Xarutii.] The art of

making moulds for casting.

PROPONENT./ [from proponent, Lat.] One

that makes a proposal. Dryden.

PROPORTION./ [from proportio. Lat] 1.

Comparative relation of one thing to another;

ratio Raleigh, Taylor, a. Settled relation of

comparative quantity; equal degree. Addison,

3- Harmonick degree. Milton. 4. Symmetry ;

adaptation of one to another. 5. Form; size.

Daviet,

To PROPORTION, v. a. [proportioner,Pt.]

I . To adjust by comparative relation. Addison.

a. To form symmetrically. Sidney.

PROPORTIONABLE, a. [(torn proportion.]

Adjusted by comparative relation; such as rs

fit. Tillotson.

PROPO RTIONABt.E adv [from proportion ]

According to proportion; according to com

parative relation. Robert.

PROPORTIONAL, a. [proportion!, Fren. \

Havinjtl fettled comparative relation 1 having

a certain degree of any quality compared with

something else. Cccker, Newton.

PROPORTIONA LITY./[from proportional]

The quality ot being proportional. Grew.

PROPORTIONALLY adv. [from proportio

nal ] In a stated degree. Newtcn.

PROPORTIONATE, a. Shorn proportion]

Adjusted to something else, according to a

certain rate or comparative relation. Grew.

To PROPORTIONATE, v. a. (from propor

tion.] To adjust, according to settled rates, t*

lomething else. Bentley.

PRORORTIONATENESS. / [from propnr.

tionatt. J The state of being by companion

adjusted. Halt.

PROPOSAL./ [from propose.] 1. Scheme or

design propounded to consideration or accep

tance. Addison. a. Offer to the mind. Smth.

To PROPOSE, v. a. [proposer, Fr.J To offer

to consideration, kfatii.

To PROPOSE, v. n. To lay schemes Sbakesp.

PROPOSER./ [horn propose] One that offere

any thing to consideration. Swift.

PROPOSITION, s. I proposition, Fr prtposttio,

Lat.] 1. A sentence in which any thing it

affirmed or decreed. Hammond, a. Proposal ;

offer of terms. Clarendon.

PROPOSI TIONAI-. a. [from proportion.] Coo-

sidered as .-proposition. kVatti.

To PROPOUND, v. a.[propono. Lat ] I. T«

offer to consideration ; to propose. Witton. x.

To offer; to exhibit. Sbakejp.

PKOPO'UNDER.
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PROPOUND ER. /. [from propnnd] He that

propounds ; he that offers.

PROPRIETARY. / [proprietaire, Fr. from

propriety.] Possessor in his own right. Gov.

cf the Tongue.

PROPRIETARY, a. Belonging to i certain

owner. Grew.

PROPRIETOR./ [from preprint, Lat.] A

possessor in his own right. Rogers.

PROPRI ETRESS. /. [from proprietor.] A

female possessor in her own right. L'Estrangt.

PROPRIETY./, [preprietat, Lat.] I. Pecu

liarity of possession ; exclusive right. Suckling,

t. Accuracy ; justness. Licit.

PROPT, for prtpptd. [from prep.] Sustained

by Ibme prop. Pope.

To PROPU'GN v. a. [propngno, Lat.] To de

fend ; to vindicate. Hammond.

PROPUGNA'TION./. [propugnatio, from pn-

p"g". Lat] Defence. Shakesp.

PROPU GNER. / [from prepugu.] A defender.

Government eftbe Tongue.

PROPU LSION. / [propulsut. Lat.] The act

of driving forward. Bacon.

PRORE. [prera, Lat.] The prow, the fore

part of a (hip. Ptpt.

PROROGATION.-/ [prerogatio. Lat] i

Continuance ; state of lengthening out to «

distant time; prolongation Smth. 1. Inter

ruption of the session of parliament by the

regal authority. Stoist.

To PROROGUE, v.a. [preroge. Lat.] I. To

protract ; to prolong. DryJen. a. To put off

to delay. Staitf. 3. To interrupt the session

of parliament to a distant time. Ban*.

PRORUPTION.s [preruptui, Lat.] The act

of bursting out. Brovju.

PROSA 1CK.. a. [presmique, Fr.] Belonging to

prose i resembling prose.

To PROSCRIBE, v. a. [prescribe, Lat] I.

To censure capitally ; to doom to destruction.

Roscommon. I. To interdict. Not in use. Dryd.

PROSCRIBER./ [from prejcribt J One that

dcoms so destruction. DryJen.

PROSCRI PTION. /I {proscriptio. Lat ] Doom

to death or confiscation. Ben Jobnjon.

PROSE. /. [preja, Lat] Languige not re

strained to barmonick founds or set number of

syllables. Sviift.

To PROSECUTE.*, a. [prosecnlnt, Lat.] 1

To pursue ; to continue endeavours alter a-

ny tbiag. Milton, a. To continue ; to carry

oa. Haynvard. 3. To proceed in considera

tion or disquisition of any thing. Heokcr. 4.T0

pursue by law 1 to sue criminally.

PKOSECUTION. / [Irom^Tf/Vratr*.] 1. Pur

suit ; endeavour to carry on. South, a. Suit

against a man in a criminal cause.

PROSECUTOR./ [from prosecute.) One that

carries on any thing ; a pursuer of any pur

pose; one v.ho pursues another by law in a

criminal cause.

PROSELYTE./ [ireec-r^^-] A convert; one

brought over to a new opinion. Ckaveland.

To PROSELYTE. *>. a. To convert. Gtv. es

tbt Tingne.

PROSEMINA'TION. /. [presemnaut, Lat.]

Propagation by feed. Hale.

PROSODIAN./ [from prosody.] One skilled

in metre or prosody Brevin.

PRO'SODY. / [v(orxha] The part of gram*

mar which teaches the found and quantity of

syllables, and the measures of verse.

PROSOPOPOEI A. / [veo?**o*oua.] Personi

fication ; figure by which things are made

persons. Dryden.

PROSPECT./ [prospeflus, Lat] 1. View of

something distant. Milton. 1. Place which

affords an extensive view. Milton. 3. Seriea

of objects open to the eye. Addistn 4. Object

of view. Prior. 5. View into futurity > op

posed to retrospect. Smith. 6. Regard to

something future. Tillotson.

To PROSPECT, v. a. [prosp,ant.] Lat. To

look forward. D13.

PROSPECTIVE, a [from ProspeB.) 1 Viewing

at a distance. 1. Acting with foresight. Chill.

To PROSPER, v. a. [prospere, Lat.] To

make happy ; to favour. Dryden.

To PRO SPER. v n. \prosptrtr, Fr] I . To

be prosperous ; to be successful. Isaiah. ».

To thrive ; to come forward. Cevelej.

PROSPERITY. / [prosperity, Lat] Suc

cess ; attainment of wishes ; good fortune.

Hooker.

PROSPEROUS, a. [prosptrut, Lat] Success

ful ; fortunate Milton.

PROSPEROUSLY, adv. [from prosperous.]

Successfully; fortunately. Bacon.

PRO SPEROUSNESS. / [from presperius\

Prosperity.

PROSPI'CIENCE. / [from prespiti,, Lat.]

The act of looking forward.

PROSTERNA'TION. / [from prtfleruo, Lat.]

Dejection ; depression ; state of being cast

down Wiseman.

PRO'STETHIS./ [ fffop^iV] In surgery, that

which fills up what is wanting. D/'ct.

To PROSTITUTE*, a [presittue, Lat.] 1.

To fell to wickedness ; to expose to crimes for

a reward. Addison. ». To expose upon vile

terms, tillotson.

PRO STITUTE. a. [froflitutu,, Lat.] Vicioua

for hire ; sold to infamy or wickedness. Prior.

PROSTITUTE. / [from the verb.] 1. A

hireling ; a mercenary; one who is set to

sale. Dryden. z. A publick strumpet. Dryden.

PROSTITUTION. J. [prostitution, French,

from pr slitute J 1 . The act of setting to sale;

the state of being set to sale. ». The life of a

publick strumpet. Addiseu.

PROSTRATE, a. [pro/lratus, Lat] I. Lying

at length. Faiisax. 1. Lying at mercy. Shak.

3. Thrown down in humblest adoration.

Hooker.

To PRO STRATE. v. a [prostratnt. Lat )

1. To lay flat; to throw down. Hayward. 2.

To throw down in adoration. Duppa.

PROSTRATION. /. (from prostate.] I. The

act of falling down in adoration. South. 1.

Dejection; depression Arbuttnet.

4 H PRO
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PROSTVLE. /. [veoru>cc] A building that bis

only'pillars in the front.

PROSYLLOGISM. / [pro and syllogism.] A

prefyllogifm is when two or more syllogisms

are connected together. Waitt.

PROTA'SIS. / IffpoTaric] i. A maxim or

proposition, a. In the ancient drama, the

first part of a comedy or tragedy that ex

plains the argument of the piece. Did.

PROTATICK. [«?mtTUJ;.J Pntatitk per

sons in plays give the relation.

To PROTECT, v. a. [proteclus, Lat.] To

defend ; to cover from evil j to shield

Milts*.

PROTECTION. / [protection, Pr.] i. De

fence ; shelter from evil. Swift. 1. A pass

port ; exemption from being molested.

PROTECTIVE, a. sfiom proteclion.] Defen

sive ; sheltering. Thomson.

PROTECTOR. / [protectenr, Fr.] i. De-

sender; shelterer ; supporter. Waller, a. An

officer who had heretofore the care of the king

dom in the king's minority. Sbakefp.

PROTE'CTRESS. / [proteclrice, Fr.] A wo

man that protects.

To PROTEND, v. a. [protendo. Lat.] To

hold oat; to stretch forth. Drydtn.

PROTE'RVITY./ [protervitai, Lat] Peevish

ness ; petulance.

To PROTEST, v. n. [protestor. Lat.] To give

a solemn declaration of opinion or resolution.

Denbam.

To PROTE'ST. v. a. To prove ; to show ;

to give evidence of. Slaitjp. a. to call as a

witness. Milton.

PROTE'ST. / [from the verb.]A solemn de

claration of something.

PROTESTANT, a. [from protest'] Belonging

to protestants. AddisOn

PRO'TESTANT. / [protestant, Fr.] One of

those who adhere to them, who, at the begin

ning os the reformation, pretested against the

church of Rome. King Charles.

PROTESTA TION./ [protestation, Fr.] A so

lemn declaration or resolution, fact or opini

on. Hoeker.

PROTE'STER./ One who protests ; one who

utters a solemn declaration. Atterbnry.

PROTHO'NOTARY./ \protbonetariui. Lat.]

The head register. Breretvood.

PROTHO'NOTARISHIP / [from prolhone-

tary.] The office or dignity of the principal

register. Carno.

PROTOCOL/, [from [t!(iroc and xtXkn]

The original copy of any writing.

PROTOMARTYR. /". (wfi-rsc and f*i$v(.]

The first martyr. A term applied to St

Stephen.

PROTOPLAST. / [ irjin>c and aftar*;.] O-

riginal ; thing first formed. Harvey.

PROTOTYPE./ [n-fiwrwroir.] The origins 1

of a copy ; exemplar ; archetype. Wotta

Stillingjleet.

To PROTRA'CT. v. a. [protraBut, Lat) To

draw out ; to delay ; to lengthen ; to spin ta

length. Kncltti

PROTRACT. / [from the verb.] Tedious

continuance. Spenser.

PROTRA'CTER. / [from pretraB.] I. One

who draws out any thing to tedious length). ».

A mathematical instrument for taking sad

measuring angles.

PROTRACTION./ [from ^re»r«S.]The act

of drawing to length. Daniel.

PROTRACTIVE./, [from pretraa] Dilato-

ry ; delaying ; spinning to length. Shake!}.

PROTR'EPTlCAL.fl.[wPafii11*o<.]HortatDr7 ;

suasory. Ward.

To PROTRUDE, v. a. [protrude, Lit.] To

thrust forward. Woodward.

To PROTRU'DE. v. a. To thrast itself for

ward. Baton.

PROTRUSION. / [protrnsu, Lat.] The act

of thrusting forward; thrust ; push. Lake

PROTUBERANCE. /. [profber,, Lat]

Something swelling above the rest; promi

nence ; tumour. Hale.

PROTUBERANT, a. [from pretmbtrate.}

Swelling ; prominent. Ray.

To PROTU'BERATE. v. a. [pntmbrn. Lat]

To swell forward ; to swell out beyond the

parts adjacent. Sharp.

PROUD, a. [ppufee, Sax.] 1. Too mecr

pleased with himself. Waltt. a. Elated,

valuing himself. Drjden. 3. Arrogant.

haughty ; impatient. Milton. 4. Daring .

prt sumptuous. Drayten. 5. Lofty of roeis .

grand of person. Milton. 6. Grand ; lofty .

splendid ; magnificent. Bacon. 7. Ostenta^

ous ; specious ; grand. Sbakefp. 8. Salaciou.

eager for the mile. Brown. 9. Fungous;

exuberant. Arbttbnot.

PROUDLY, adv. [from prond ] Arrogantly:

ostentatiously ; in a proud manner. DryAin,

AJdifon.

To PROVE, r. a. [probe. Lat prtorcer, Fr ]

1. To evince ; to show by argument or testi

mony. Atterbnry. 1. To try ; to bring to the

tell Milton. 3. To experience. Deviez

To PROVE, v. it. 1 . To make trial Bacrm

J. To be found by experience. Sbakefp. 3.

To succeed. Bacon. 4. To be sonnd in the e-

vent. Waller.

PRO VEABLE. a. [from prove.] That may be

proved.

PROVE DITOR. ? / [provtditore, Italian.]

PROVE'DORE. J One who undertakes

to procure supplies for an army.

PRO'VENDER./ [provendr, Fr ] Dry food

for brutes ; hay and corn. Sbakefp.

PRO VERB. /. ipreverbinm. Ut. j 1. A short

sentence frequently repeated by ibe peopir;

a saw ; an adage. Addijeu. a. A word, natrte.

or observation commonly received or uttered.

Tib. iii.

To PROVERB, v. a. 1. To mention in a pro

verb. Milton, a. To provide with a provet1-

Sbakefp.

PROVERBIAL, a. [proverbial, Fr.] 1 . \4m.

lioned in a proverb. Temple, a. Resembling

a proverb j suitable to a proverb. Brevet 3 .

Comprised in a proverb, Pope. PRO -
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PROVE'RBIALLY. adv. [from previrhial]

In a proverb. Bavin.

To PROVIDE, v. a. [provides, Lat].i.To

procure beforehand ; to get ready ; to prepare.

Milts*, i. To furnish ; to supply. Bacon. 3.

To stipulate. 4- To Provide against. To

lake measures for counteracting or escaping

any ill. Hale. 5. To Pxovidx for. To take

care of beforehand. Shaiefp.

PROVIDED . that. Upon these terms; this sti

pulation being made. VEstrange.

PROVIDENCE. / [prmidentia, Lat] 1.

Foresight; timely care ; forecast; the act of

providing. Sidney. 1. The care of God over

created beings ; divine superintendence. Ra

leigh. 3. Prudence ; frugality 1 reasonable

and moderate care of expence. Dryden.

PROVIDENT, a. [from president, Lat.] Fore

casting; cautious) prudent with respect to

futurity. Waller.

PROVIDENTIAL, a. [from providence.) Ef

fected by providence ; referable to providence.

Woodvaard.

PROVIDENTIALLY, adv. [from providen

tial] By the care of providence, /Iddijon.

PROVIDENTLY, adv. [from provident)

With foresight ; with wise precaution. Boyle.

PROVIDER. / [from provide.] He who pro

vides or procures. Shaiefp.

PROVINCE. [.[provincia, Lat.]l. Aconquered

country; a country governed by a delegate

Temple, a. The proper office or business of a-

nv one. Otmay. 3. A region ; a tract. Watts.

PROVINCIAL, a. [provincial, Fr.] 1. Re

lating to a province. Shaiefp. i. Appellant

to the provincial country. Brcvin. 3. Not of

the mother country ; rude ) unpolistied. Dryd.

4. Belonging only to an archbishop's juris

diction ; not œcumenical. Ayliffe.

PROVINCIAL/ {provincial, French, from

province.'] A spiritual governour. Stillingfieet.

To PROVl'NCIATE. v. a. [from province.]

To turn to a province. Hevtel.

To PROV1NE. v. n. [prnigner, Fr.] To lay

a stock or branch of a vine in the ground to

take root for more increase.

PROVISION. /■ [prevision, French; proviso

Lat. 1. The act of providing beforehand.

Sidney. 1. Measures taken beforehand. Til-

lotson. 3. Accumulation of stores beforehand ;

Occk collected. Knollei. 4. Victuals ; food ;

provender. Clarendon. 5. Stipulation ; terms

fettled Daviei.

PROVI SIONAL. a.[prcv,y;sne!t French,] from

provsi:n.) Temporarily established ; provid

ed for present need. Ayhjsr.

PROVISIONALLY, adv. [from provisional^

By way of provision. Lode.

PROVISO, f. Stipulation ; caution; proviso

nal condition. Spenser.

PROVOCATION, s. [prevecalie, Lat.] 1. An

act or cause by w hich anger is railed. Smith.

a. An apptrtl to a judge, Aylijse.

J PROVOCATIVE, f. [from preveie.) Any

thing which revives a decayed or cloud sppe

tite. Addifou.

PROVO'CATIVENESS./ [from provocatives

The quality, of being provocative.

To PROVOKE, v. a. [provoeo, Lat] I. To

rouse; to excite to something, Dryden. z.

To anger; to rage; to offend; to incense.

Clarendon. 3. To cause; to promcie Arhuthnot.

4. To challenge. Dryden. 5. To induce by

motive ; to move ; to incite. Bnrnet.

To PROVOKE, v. • 1 To appeal A La-,

tinism. Dryden. 1. To produce anger. Taylor.

PROVO'KER. / [from proveie.) 1. One that

raises anger. Gov. of the Tongue, z. Causer ;

promoter. Shaiefp.

PROVOKINGLY. adv. [from provoiing.J. sn

such a manner as to raise anger. Decay of Piety.

PRO'VOST./ [priaFirt, Sax.] i. The chief

of any body : as, the provost of a coll'ge. a.

The executioner of an army. Hayvoard^

PROVOSTSHIP./ [from provost.) The office

of a provost Halevjill.

PROW./, [prate, French; proa, Spanish; prera,

Lat ] Trie head or foreparlof a (hip. feacham.

PROW. a. Valiant. Spenser.

PRO WESS. /. [prodez,za , Italian.]Bravery j

valour; military gallantry. Sidney.

PROWEST. a. Bravest ; most valiant. Spenser,

To PROWL. •. a. To rove over. Sidney.

To PROWL, v. n. To wander for prey; to

prey ; to plunder. Tujfer.

PROWLER./ [tiom prval.) One that roves

about for prey. Thomson.

PRO'XIMATE. a. [proximm, Lat.] Next in

the series of ratiocination j near and imme

diate. Bnrnet.

PRO XIMATELY. adv. [from proximate] Im

mediately ; without intervention. Bentley.

PROXIME. a [proximal, Lat.] Next; imme-

dia'e. Watti,

PROXI'MITY./ [proximitat, Lat.] Nearness.

HayvtarJ.

PRO'XY. f. [By contraction from preenracy.]

1. The agency of another, a. The substitu

tion of another ; the agency of a substitute.

Smth. 3. The person sublli'.uted or deputed.

L'Estrange.

PRUCE. / Prussian leather. Dryden.

PRUDE./ [prude, Fr ] A woman over nice and

scrupulous, and with false affectation. Siaift.

PRUDENCE./ [prudence, Fr ; prudenlia,

Lat.] Wisdom applied to practice. Hale.

PRU'DENT. a. [prudent, French ; prudent,

Lat.] 1. Practically wife. Milton, z. Fore

sting by natural instinct. Milton.

PRUDE'NVIAL. a. [from prudent'- Eligible

on principles ot prudence. Tillotfon, Rogert.

PRUDENTIALS./. Maxims of prudence or

practical wisdom IVatti.

PRUDKNTIA'LITY. /. [from prudential] E-

ligiliilily on principles ot prudence. Brown.

PRUDE'NTIALLY. adv. [from prudential]

According to the rules of prudence. South.

PRUDENTLY, adv. [from prudent] Dis

creetly; judiciously. Bacon.

PRUDERY. / [from prude] Overmuch

cicely in conduct.

4 H 1 PRU-
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PRUDISH, a. [from prude.] Affectedly grave.

To PRUNE, v. a I. To lop ; to divest trees

os their superfluities Davit:. a. To clear

from excrescences. Bacon

To PRUNE, v. n. To drefa ; to prink. A ludi

crous word, Drydeu.

Bac.n.PRUNE./. A dried plumb.

PRU'NEL s. An herb.

PRU'NELLO. /. i. A kind of stuff of which

the clergymen* gowns »re made. Fist. 1. A

kind of plum.

PRUNER./ [from^rmf.JOne that crops trees.

Denbam.

PRUNIFEROUS. a. [prunum and sen, Lat.]

PJunvbearing.

PRUNINGHOOK. 7 / A hook or knife

PRUNINGKNIFE J ured in lopping trees

Philip:.

PRU'RIENCE.7 s. sfrom prurii, Lat] An

PRURIENCY. 1 itching or a great desire or

appetite to any thing. Swift.

PRURIENT, a. [prurient, Lat.] Itching.

Ainjnvortb.

PRURIGINOUS. a. [pr*rit, Lat ] Tending

to an itch.

To PRY. v. a. [of unknown derivation.] To

peep narrowly. Sbakesp.

PSALM./ [iaX/x®'.'] A holy song. Peach.

PSA'LMIST. /. [from psalm.) Writer of holy

songs. Addisen.

PSALMODY./ [-J.«\u«*i..] The act or prac

tice of singing holy songs.

PSA'LMOGRAPHY. / [^\wc and yta**.]

The act of writing psalms.

PSALTER. / [•ra\fnnr.) The volome of

psalms; a psalm book.

PSA'LTERY. s. A kind of harp beaten with

sticks Sandyt.

PSEUDO. / [from [^h:.] A prefix, which

being put before words, signifies false or coun

terfeit : as, pseudaptflU, a counterfeit apostle

PSEU'DOGRAPHY. s. False writing

PSEUDOLOGY. / [4«"J»^"-1 Falsehood of

speech. Arbnthtet.

PSHAW. inlerj.Aa expreflionos contempt. Sped

PTISAN./ [wlia-imw.] A medical drink made

of barley decocted with raisins and liquorice.

Gartt.

PTY'ALISM./. {ilua-KiTulc.] Salivation ; ef

fusion of spittle

PTYSMAGOGUE. / [trVe-aus and ir».] A

medicine which discharges spittle.

PUBERTY./ [pubertai. Lat.] The time os

life in which the two lexes begin first to be

acquainted. Benl.'ey.

PUBESCENCE. /. [from pnbesee. Lat] The

state of arriving at puberty. Brttvn.

PUBE'SCENT. a. [pubescent, Lat.J Arriving

at puberty. Brovin.

rU'BLICAN. / [from public*!. Lat.) i. A

toll-gatherer. Matth. ix. 1. A man that keeps

a Loose of general entertainment.

PUBLICATION. /. [from pmbhet. Lat]

The act or publishing ; the act of notifying to

the world ; divulgation. Hciker. 1. Edition

•- act of giving a book to the public. Pipe.

PU BUCK a. [pubBaue, Fr. pnbVcnt, Lat.] ' .

Belonging to a state or nation ; not private.

Hciker. J. Open; notorious; generally

known. Mattb. 3. General ; done by ma

ny. Milltn. 4. Regarding not private interest,

but the good of the community. Clarendn. 5.

Open for general entertainment. Addisen.

PUBLICK. / [from publicut, Lat.] 1. The

general body of mankind, or of a state oc

nation. Addisen. Open view ; general, notice.

Ltcke.

PU BLICKLY. adv. [from publick.] 1. In the

name ot the community. Addistu. 1. Openly \

without concealment. Bacon.

PUBLICKNESS / [from publick] 1. State

of belonging to the community. Bcjle. 1.

Openness ; state of being generally known

or publick.

PUBLICKSPIRITED. a. [publick toAspirit]

Having regard to the general advantage above

private good. Drydeu.

To PUBLISH, v. a. [pubUer, Pr.] I. To dis

cover to mankind j to make generally and

openly known, 4. To put forth a book into

the world. Digby.

PUBLISHER. / [from publish.) 1. One who

makes publick or generally known. Atttrbury.

». One who puts forth a book into the world.

Priir.

PUCELAGE. s. [French] A state of virginity.

PUCK. / [perhaps the fame with P*g.) Some

sprite among the fairies, common In romance;.

Cerbtt.

PUCKBALL or pucks/1, s. A kind of mush

room full of dust.

To PU CKER. v. a. To gather into corru

gations ; to contract into folds or plications.

Speftatcr.

PU'DDER. / A tumult ; a turbulent and irre

gular bustle. Luke.

To PUDDER v. m. [from the noun] To

make a tumult ; to make a bustle. Locke.

To PU'DDER. v. a. To perplex > to disturb.

Locke.

PUDDING. / [pudtng, Swedish ] A kind os

food very various! y compounded, but general

ly made of meal, milk and eggs. Prior, x.

The gut of an animal. Shakefp. 3. A bowl

stuffed with certain mixtures of meal and o-

ther ingredients. Prier.

PU'DDINGPsE. f. [pudding and pit.] A pud

ding with baked meat in it. Hudibrat.

PUDDINGTIME./ [pudding and time] t.

The time of dinner* time at which pud

ding, antiently the first dish, is set upon the

lahhf. i. Nick of time) critical minute. Hm-

dibrat.

PUDDLE. / [hence fttl] A smalt muddy

lake ; a dirty plash. Hall.

To PUDDLE, v. a. [from the noun.] To

muddy; to pollute with dirt; to mix dirt end

water. Sidnty.

PUDDLY, a. [from puddle] Muddy ; dirty 5

miry. Careiv.

PU'DDOCK or purrtci. f. [for padded or

parrttk.]
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parrock.] A provincial word scr a drill in

closure.

PUDENCY./ [/.aV«,Ltt.] Modesty; sharce-

facedness Sbakesp.

PUDI CITY /'. s puditite, French, from p*di-

ctlia. Lit.; Modesty; chastity.

PUEFELLOW./ A partner. Sbakesp.

PUE RILE. a. [(""rib, French j paerilii, Lat.]

Cbildiih ; boyish, /tyr.

PUERILITY./. [*»rrtfi/«/,Lat] Childishness j

boyishness- Dryden.

PUET y. A kind of water fowl. JfV/M.

PUFF./. [*•/, Dutch.] 1. A quick blast with

the mouth. Fhtlpi. i. A small blast of wind.

Sahtgb. 3. A mushroom. 4. Any thing light

and poroui : at, putfpa/le. 5. Something to

sprinkle powder on the hair. Atmswortb.

To PUFF «. «. [*#», Dutch] 1. To swell

the cheeks wi'h wind. 2. To blow with a

quick blast. Sbakesp. 3. To blow with tcorr.-

fulnttY S.«/A. 4. To breathe thick and hard.

L'EJlranrc. 5. To do cr move with hurry,

tumour, or tumultuous agitation. Herbert. 6.

To swell with the wind. Boyle.

To PUFF. v. a. 1. To swell as with wind. Kay.

V To drive or agitate with blasts of wind.

Shaiejp 3 To drive with a blast ot breath

scorn oily. Dryden. 4. Toswtllor blowup

with praise. Bacon. 5. To swell or elate with

pride. Sbakesp.

PUFFER./ [ttompnff.) One that puffs.

PUFFIN / [p'jJ>->, Italian] 1. A water fowl.

Carra 1. A kind of 6fh. 3. A kind of fun-

gas filled with dust.

PU'FFINGAPPLE./ A sortof apple.

PUFFINGLY adv. [from p'ffi'g-] •.Tumid

ly; with swell. I. With shoitnel's ofbreath

PUFFY, a. (from pnff.\ 1. Windy; flatulent.

H/isemam. 1. Tumid; turgid Dryden.

PUG./. [piji,Six.) A kindnameof a monkey,

or any thing tenderly loved. Addijon.

PUGGERED. a. Crowded; complicated.

PUGH.il/rr/. A word of c ntempt.

PUGIL./. I puyilt, Fr] What is taken op

between the thumb and two rust finger*.

Bacon.

PUGNA CIOUS a [pngnax. Lat] Inclinable

to fight; quarrelsome; fighting.

PUGNA'CII'Y./. ilrom/»;.oj<-, Lat.] Quar

relsomeness ; Inclination to fight

PUISNE. a [r»«i»»/,Fr.J t.Youcc; yonneer ;

later in time. Bacon. 1. Petty , inconsiderable ;

small. Sbakesp.

PUISSANCE. / {puissance, Fr. ] Power;

strength ; force. D Jlru&ton of Troy.

PUISSANT a. [puiffaut,Vr.j Powerful; strong ;

forcible. Rak'gb

PUISSANTLY.aaV [from puissant.] Power

fully ; forcibly.

PUK.E. /. Vomit } medicine causing vomit.

To PUKE. v. u. To spew; to vomit. Sbakesp.

PURER./ [from puke.} Medicine causing a

vomit. Gartb.

PU'LCHRlTUDE/s^..'rArrW„, Lat ] Beau

• , , grace ; handsomeness. Mere.

To PULE. v. n. [planter, Fr] t. To cry like

a chicken. Bacon. 1. To whine j to cry I

to whimper. Locke.

PU'LICK. / An herb. Aiufamb.

PU'LICOSE. a. [pulicosm, Lai] Abounding

with fleas.

PULIO!../. An herb.

To PULL, v a. [pullian. Sax] I. To draw

violently towards one. Bern. Jobuson. 1. To

draw forcibly. HoyvtarJ. 3. To pluck ; to

gather. Mortimer. 4. To tear ; to rend.

Lam. iii. a. 5 To PcLLa^wa. To subvert ;

to demolish. Hoviel. 6. To Po i.l dream. To

degrade. Roscommon. 7. To Pull up. To

extirpate; to eradicate. Locke.

PULL / [from the vcib] The act of pulling;

pluck. Sbakesp.

PU'LLF.R. /"(from />«//.] One that pulls.

Sbakesp.

PULLEN./ Poultry.

PULLET./ [poulet,?r.] A young hen.Ærrwa.

PU LLEY./. ( pnlie, Fr ] A small wheel turn

ing on a pivot, with a furrow on its outlide in

wh'ch a rope runs. Gall.

To PULLULATE v n. [/«//«'», Latiu; />«/-

luler, Fr.] To germinate; to bud.

PU LMONARY a. Belonging to the lungs.

PULMONARY./. [pulmonaire, Fr ] Theberb

lungwort Aiujwertb.

PU'LMONICR.a. [from pulmo, Lat] Belong

ing to the lungs.

PULP./ [ pulj.a. Lat; pulpe, Fr.] t. Any

soft mass. Bac-.n. l. The soft part of fruit.

Raj.

PULPIT./ [pulpitnm, Lat] I. A place

raised on high, where a speaker stands. Sbates.

a. The higher dell in the church where the

sermon is pronounced. Dryden.

PU'LPOUS. a.! -torn pulp.] Soft. Pbilipt.

PULPOUSNl'.SS./ ^fmiii )»•/>«»] The quality

ol being pulpous.

PU LPY a. [trom snip ] Soft; pappy. Arbulh.

PULSATION./ 'inmpnlsatio. Lat] The act

of beating or moving with quick strokes a-

gain'l any thing opposing. Harvey.

PULS.VTOR./ [Uomfulso, Lat.] A striker;

a beater.

PULSE./ [f*Ism, Lit.] 1. The motion of

an artery as the blood is driven through it by

the heart, and a.s it is perceived by the touch.

1. Oscillation ; vibration. Mw/ff. 3. To

seel one's Pulse. To try or know one'smind

artUlly. 4 [From pull.] Leguminous plant'.

Milton.

To PULSE, v. n. [from the noon.] To beat as

the oulse. Ray

PUL SION / [from pals'i. Lat ] The act of

driving or forcing forward: in opposition 10

1 1:" -mi More.

PU'LVERABI.i:. a. [from palverii. Lat.] Pos

sible to be reduced 10 dust. Boyle.

PULVERIZATION. / [ from fuherixe. J

The act of powdering; reduction to dull or

1 powder.
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To PULVERIZE, v.a. [from puUerit, Lit.]

To reduce to powder; to reduce to dutt.Æy/r.

PULVEKULENCE./. [pnlverulcntia, Lat.]

Dustinest ; abundance of dust.

PULVIL / [j>«W«i>i,Lat,)Sweet scents Gay.

To PULVIL. v a. [from the noun.JTo sprinkle

with perfumes in powder. Cong.

PU MICE./. A slag or cinder of some fossil, ori

ginally bearing another form,and only reduced

to this state by ihe violent action of fire : it i-

a lax and spungy matter full of litile pores and

cavities, found in masses of dis./, ent sizes and

shapes, of a pale, whitish, grey colour : the

pumice is found about the burning mountains

Etna, Vesuvius and Hecla. Ban*.

PUMMEL./ SeePoMMai..

PUMP / [pempe, Dutch and French.] I. An

engine by which water is drawn up from wells:

its operation is performed by the pressure ot

the air. a. A shoe with a thin sole and low

heel. Shakesp.

To PUMP, v *. [poms**, Dutch] To work a

pump; to throw out water by a pump. Decay

os Pitty.

To PUMP. v. a. i. To raise or throw out by

means os a pump. a. 'lo examine artfully

by sly interrogatories. Otvtay.

PUMPER./ [from pump ] '1 he person or the

instiument that pumps. Boyle.

PUMPION./ A plant. Miller.

PUN./. An equivocation; a quibble ; an ex

pieflion where a word has at once different

rceanings. Addi/o*.

To PUN. f. *. (from the noun.] To quibble ;

to use the fame word at once in different len

ses. Dryden, 'sailer.

To PUNCH, v. a. [peincenner, Fr ] To bore

or perforate by duving a sharp instrument-

IVisema*.

PUNCH./ [from the verb.] I. A pointed in

strument, which, driven by a blow, perforates

bodies. Mrxon. 2. A liquor made by mixing

spirit with water, sugar, and the juice of le

mons. Svtift. 3. The buffoon or harlequin

of the puppet-show. Gay. 4. In contempt or

ridicule, a short fat fellow.

PU NCHEON /. [piiueen, Fr] I. An ir.stru

ment driven so as to make a hole or impres

sion. Comdex. 2. A measure of liquids.

PUNCHER./, [from punch] An instrument

that makes an impression or hole. Grcvi.

PUNCTILIO./. A small nicety of behaviour;

a nice point of t xactnes-. Addison.

PUNCTILIOUS. 0. [from fmnclili:] Nice j

exact; punctual to superstit ion. Rogers.

PUNCTILIOUSNESS /. [from pnnclilio*:]

Nicely; exactness of behaviour.

PUNCTO/ [punt; Spanish.] 1. Nice point

of ceremony. Bate*, a. The poiDt in fencing

Shaktjp.

PU'NCTUAL. a. [pumcluel, Fr.] I. Comprised

in a point ; consisting in a point. Mi/to* i

Exact; nice; punctilious. Bacon, Atterbury.

PUNCTUALITY J- [trom/i.»ct«a/.ONicety

scrupulous exactness. HtvitU

PUNCTUALLY, adv. [from punflual.] Nice

ly ; exactly ; scrupulously. Raleigh, Ray.

PU NCTUALNESS./[from/K»ct«a/.] Exact

ness; nicety. Felton.

PUNCTUATION./ [ pnnclum, Lat.]The act

or method of pointing. Addijtn.

PUNCTURE./[/»«»ct»r,Lat.] A small prick;

a hole made with a very sharp point Brrian,

Wiseman.

To PUNCTULATE. v. n. [punclnlnm, Lat]

To mark with small spots. Woodward.

PU NDLE /• A (Wt and fat woman. Ainsta.

PU'NGAR./ [pagtrut. Lat ] A filh. Aiujv).

PUNGENCY./, (from pnngenl.] 1. Power or

pricking Arbutbnot. i. Heat on the tongue ;

acridnel's. 3. Power to pierce the mind.

Hammtnd. 4. Acrirr.onioulr.css; keennest.

Stillingflcet.

PUNGENT, a. [pungent, Lat.] I. Prick ng.

Fope. 1 . Sharp on the tongue ; acrid. Neva*.

3. Piercing; (harp, o'toi/r. 4. Acrimonious;

biting D'jden.

PU'NICE. s. A wall-louse ; a bugg.

PUNICEOUS a. . pumceui, Lat] Purple.

PU'NINKSS./. [from pnny.] Pettiness ; small

ness.

To PUNISH, v.a. [/>aw'»,Lat.] 1 To chastise;

to afflict with penalties. Lev. xxvj. iS. a. To

revenge a fault with pain or death.

PU'NISHABLE.a.^mri/ji/r, Fr. from punish.]

Worthy of punishment ; capable of punish

ment. Hooker, Taylor.

PU NISHABLENESS/ [Uom punishable ] The

quality of deserving or admitting punishment.

PUNISHER / [from pun,Jb.] One who inflicts

pains for a crime. Milton.

PUNISHMENT./ [puniffemenl, Fr.] Any

infliction imposed in vengeance of a crime.

Spenser, a Mac. vii. 36. Job xxxi. 3. Drydcn,

Lode.

PUM'TION./ [pnnitio*, Fr. »Wr>», Lat.]

Punislimenl. Amsvjorth.

PUNITIVE.a. [from pnnio, Lat.] Awarding

or inflicting punishment. Hammond.

PU'NITORY. a [from pnnio, Lat.] Punishing;

tending to punishment.

PUNK. / A whore; a common prostitute.

Hud: braj, Drydcn.

PU'NSTER s [from **».] A quibbler; a low

wit who endeavours at reputation by double

meaning. Arbutkntt, Addistn.

To PUNT v. n. To play at basset and ombre.

Addtstn, Pope.

PU NY a. [pnii »', Fr.] 1. Young, a. Inferior;

petty ; of an under rate. Shake/p Milton.

HU NY. / A young unexperienced unseasoned

wretch. South

To PUP. v. '». [from puppy ] To bring forth

whelps : used of a bitch bringing young.

PUTIL./, [pupilla. Lat.] 1. The apple of the

eye. Bacon, Ray, Nevvtcn. a. A scholar ; one

tinker the care of a tutor. .Shake/p. Fairfax,

Lccke. 3. Award; "re under the caie of his

guardian- Dryden, Tickell.

PUPILAGE./ [from pupil.] 1. State of be.

log
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ingt scholar. Locke. %. Wardship; mino

rity. Spenser.

PUPILLARY, a. [pupillaire, Fr. pupillarii,

Lat.] Pertaining to a pupil or ward.

PUPPET./ [poupit, Fr. pupil, Lat.l I. A

small image moved by men in a mock drama ;

a wooden tragedian. Pope, i. A word of

contempt. Shakefp.

PUPPF.TMAN./ [poppet and man.] Master

of a puppet-show. Swift.

PU PPF.TSHOW. / [poppet and Jbcw ] A

mock drama performed by wpoden images

moved by wire. Snvift, Arbuthnot.

PUPPY./, [ponpe'e, Fr] I. A whelp i pro

geny of a bitch. Shakefp. Gay. a. A name of

contemptuous reproach to a man. Shakefp.

To PU PPY. v. n. [from the noun ] To bring

whelps

PURBLI'ND. a. Nearsighted j shortsighted

Shakefp Biyle.

PURBLl'NDNESS./ [frompurblind.) Short

ness of sight.

PURCHASABLE, a. [from purchase.) That

may be purthafcd or bought. Lccke.

To PURCHASE. *>. a. [ pourchaffer, Fr] 1

To buy for a price. Shakefp. Gen. xav. *■

To obtain at any ex pence, as of labour or dan

ger. Milton. 3. To expiate or recompenle by

a 6oe or forfeit. Shakefp.

PURCHASE./, [ponrehas, old French] 1.

Any thing bought or obtained for a pt'ict.Locke.

£. Any thing of which possession is taken. Sha

PURCHASER./ [from purchase.] A buyer i

one that gains any thing for a price. Bacon,

South, Addifou.

PURE, a [pur, pure, Fr. purui. Lat] I. Not

filthy ; not sullied. Prov in. 2. Clear ;

not dirty ; n .t muiJJy. Sidney. 3. Unming

Jed; not altered by mixture; mere. Taylor

4. Not connected with any thing extrinsick.

Wilimi, Wattt. 5. Free; clear. Philipi. 6

Free from guilt; guiltless; innocent, from

xx. 9. Milton. 1 Incorrupt ; not vitiated by

any bad practice or opinion. Tickets 8. Not

vitiated with corrupt modes of Cpetxit.Ascham

9. Mere: as, a pure villain. Clarendon.

L'Eflrange. 10. Chaste j modest.

PURELY, adv. [from^ar*.] 1. In a pure

manner; not dimly; not with mixture. Ijai.

i. 25. ». Innocently j without guilt. 3

Merely. Clarendon.

PU-RENESS./. [hompure.] 1. Clearness;

freedom from extraneous or foul admixtures

&dmey. Temple. 2. Simplicity; exemption

from composition. Raleigh, Dryden. 3. lnno

ceoce; freedom from guilt Common Prayer

4 Freedom from vitious modes of speech.

Afcham.

PU'RFILE./ [poursilee,Fr.] A sort os ancient

trimming for womens gowns. Bailey.

To PU'RFILE. v. a. [pourfiler, Fr. prefi/are,

Ital.] To decorate with a wrought or flowered

border. Spenjer.

PURFLE. I f. [ pturfite, Fr] A border of

PsVRFLEVV J embroidery.

PU'RGATION./. [purgation, Fr.] I. The

act of cleansing or purifying from vitioat mix

tures. Buruet. a. The act of cleansing the

body by downward evacuation. Baton 3.

The act ofclearing from imputation of guilt.

Shakefp.

PURGATIVE, a. [purgatif, Fr. purgativui,

Lat] Cathartick; having the power to cause

evacuations downward. Bacon, Donne, Wifem.

PURGATORY./ [purgatorium^tt JA place

in which fouls are supposed by the papists to be

purged by fire from carnal impurities, before

they are received into heaven. Stillinrfieet.

To PURGE. *. a. [purge, Lat.] 1. To

cleanse ; to clear. Bacon. 2. To clear from

impurities. Shakefp. Woodward. 3. To clear

from guilt. Shakefp. Heb ix. 14 4. To clear

from imputation or gnilt. Shakefp. Bacsn. 5.

To sweep or putawayimpuritie6.D«\s/7Y«y.

6. To evacuate the body by stool. Camdcn,

Bacon. 7. To clarify ; to defecate.

To PURGE, v. a. To have frequent stools.

PURGE./ [from the verb.] A cathartick medi

cine; a medicine that evacuates the body by

stool Shakefp. Arbuthnot.

PU'RGKR./ [from purge.] 1 . One who clears

away any thing noxious. Shakefp. 2. Purge ;

cathartick. Bacon.

PURIFICATION./ [purification, Fr. purifi-

catio. Lat.] 1. The act of making pure.

Boyle. 2. The act of cleansing from guilt.

Taylor. 3. A rite performed by the Hebrews

after childbearing.

PURIFICATIVR. 7 a. [from purify.] Hav-

PURIFICATORY J ing power or tendency

to make pure.

PU RIFIER. /: [from purify] Cleanser 1 rt-

finer. Mai.

To PUR I FY. v. a. [purifier, Fr. ^«rr/«,Lat.)

I. To make pure. 2. To free from any ex

traneous admixture. Buruet, Dryden. 3 To

make clear. Sidney. 4. To tree trom guilt or

corruption Tilui, South 5. Tofreefrom pol

lution, as by lustration, yohn. 6. To clear

from barbarisms or improprieties. Sprats.

To PURIFY, v.n To grow pure. Burnet.

PURIST./, [purifte, Fr.] One superstitionfly

nice in the use ot words.

PURITAN./ [from/«re.] A sectary pretend

ing to eminent purity of religion. Sanderson.

PURITA'NICAL. a. [imnpuritau] Relating

to puritans. Walton.

PURITANISM. / [from puritan.] The ao«

tions of a puritan. Walton.

PURITY. / [purile, Fr. puritai, Lat.] 1.

Cleanness; freedom from foulness or dirt.

Prior, Thomson. 2. Freedom from guilt ; in

nocence. Wake. 3. Chastity; freedom from

contamination of sexes. Shakefp.

PURL / [from purfie.] 1. An embroidered

and puckered border. Sidney, Bacon. 2, A

kind of medicated malt liquor, in which worm

wood and aromalicks are infused.

To PURL. v. ». To murmur ; to flow with a,

gentle noise. Bacon. Milton.

To
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To PURL. v. a. To decorate with fringe ot

embroidery. Ben. Jihnson.

PURLIEU./ The grounds on the borders of *

forest ; border ; inclosure. Sbakesp. SpeSator.

PURLINS./ In architecture, those pieces of

timber that lie acros. the rafters on the inside,

to keep them from sinking in the middle.-oWry.

To PURLOIN v. a. To steal; to tike b)

theft. Milton, Denbam.

PURLOINER./ [lrom^«r7«i'»] A thief ; one

that steals clandestinely. VEsirauge.

PURPARTY./ [psurtai parti, Fr ] Share;

part in division. Davits.

PU'RPLE.a. [pourpre, Fr. purpureus, Lat.j

i . Red tinctured with blue Sbakesp. Wetton.

». In poetry red. Dryden.

To PU'RPLE. v. a. [purpurt, Lat.] To make

red ; to colour with purple. Donne, Milton.

PU'RPLES./ (without a singular.] Spots of a

livid red, which break out in malignant le

vers; a purple fever.

PU RPLISH. a. [from purple ] Somewhat pur

ple. Boyle.

PURPORT./ [pcurpiirte,Vt.] Design* ten

dency of a writing or discourse. Norris.

To PU RPORT. v. a. [from the noun.] To

intend; to tend to (how. Bacon, Reive.

PU RPOSE./ [prepos, Fr. proprfiium. Lat J I

Intention ; design. Sbaktjp. Knolls, i. Ef

fect ; consequence Collier, Baktr. 3- In

stance j example. VEflrange.

To PU RPqSE *. a. [from the noun ] To in

tend ; to design ; to resolve. Hooker, Prior.

PU'RPOSELY. adv. [itompurpose.] By design ;

by intention. Hooker, Pope.

PURPRISE / f pturpns, old Fr. purprisum,

low Lat] A close or inclosure ; as alib the

whole compass of a manour Bacon.

PURR./ A lea lark. Ainj'viortb.

To PURR v. a. To murmur as a cat or leo

pard in plea tire

PURSE. /. [bourse, Fr. pwri, Welsh.] A small

bag in which money is contained. Sbakesp.

KnoJ'es, Addifon.

To PURSE, v. a. [from the noun ] 1. To put

into a purse. Dryden. ». To contract as a

purse. Sbaktsp,

PURSENET./ [ purse and net. ] A net o

which the mouth is drawn together by a string

Mortimer.

PU'RSEPROUD. a. [purse and prtud.] Puffed

up with money.

PU'RSER. /. [troro pnrse.] The paymaster of a

ship.

PUTtSINESS. ? / [from pursy.] Shortness

PURSIVENESS.J of breath.

PU'RSLfWN.s. [portulaca, Lat.] A plant./fi/i

PURSU ABLE, a. [from pursue] What may

be pursued.

PURSU'ANCE / [from pursue.] Prosecution;

process.

PURSUANT a. [from pursue.] Done in con

sequence or prosecution of any thing.

To PURSU'E. v.a.[ peursumrt, Fr] 1. To

chafe; to follow in hostility. Sbakcsp, ». To

prosecute. Frev. 3. To imitate; to follow as

an example. DryJen. 4. To endeavour to

attain. Prior.

To PURSU'E. v. a.Togo on; to proceed. Boylt.

PURSU h R./ [from pursue] One who follows

in hostility. Milton, Denham.

PURSU IT./ \poursuite,Ft] 1. The act of

lollowing with hostile intention. Miltn. X.

Endeavour to attain. Dryden, Rogers. 3. Pro

secution. Clarendon.

PURSUIVANT / [p.ursuiv.ut, Fr] A state

messenger; an attendant on the heralds. Sptn.

Dryden.

PURSY, a [pousPf, Fr] Shortbreatbe<I and

fat. Sbakesp. Hudikrat.

PURTENANCE./. [ apptrtenance, Fr ] The

pluck of an animal. £jr. Hudibrat.

To PURVEY.*, a. [fourvoir, Fr.] 1. To

provide with conveniences. Spenser. 1. To

procure. Tbtmfem.

To PU RVEY. v. n. Tobuy in provisions. Milt

PURVEYANCE/ [from purvey ] 1. Provisi

on. Spenser. I. Procurement of victuals. Bac.

PURVEYOR./ [from purvey] 1. One that

provides victuals. Raleigb. 1. A procurer ;

a pimp Dryden, Addifon.

PURVIEW./ [p<urveu,Vt.] Proviso ; pro

viding classc. Hale.

PURULENCE. Is. [from purulent.] Cenera-

PU'RULENCY. $ lion ot put or matter Arb.

PURULRNT.a.[/.«r».V»r,Fr>:irir //«/«,, Lit ]

Consisting os pus or the running of womnd;.

Bacon, Atbutbnoi.

PUS / [Lat.] The matter of a well digested

fore. Arbutbnct.

To PUSH. v. a. [ pnjsrr, Fr] 1 To strike with

a thrust. Exodus. 1. To force er drive by

impulse of any thing. J;b. 3. To force not

by a quick blow, but by continued violence.

Shake/p. Psalms 4 To press forward Dryi.

Addijcn. 5 To urge ; to drive. Aidisn. 6.

To enforce; to dt ive to a conclusion. Svcist.

7. Tc importune ; to teaze.

To PUSH. v.n. 1. To make a thrust. Dryden,

Ray. 2. To mike an effort. Dryden. 3. To

make an attack. Daniel.

PUSH./ llrom the verb j 1. Thrust ; the act

of striking with a pointed irstrument- Kxzlies.

1. An impulse; force impressed AJJiJim. 3.

Assault j attack. Shak'lp Watts. 4. A forci

ble sirujgle ; a strong ersint Sbakesp Addisru.

5. Exigence; trial VEflranrr, Attcrbmry. 6.

A suduen emergence. Shakejp 7. A pimple;

an efflorescence; a wheal. Bttcen.

PU SHER./ [from push.] He who pasties fut-

ward

PUSHING. a [from/>«/£.] Enterprising; vigo

rous.

PUSHPIN./ [pus, and pirn.] A child's pliy,in

which pins are pulhed alternately. L'Ejtrange

PUS!l.LANI'MlTY/[^«>7/.«i««i«,Fr]Cow-

ardice ; meanness ot spirit. Shakejp. S*utb.

PUSILLANIMOUS, a. [pujUetim*^ Fr. ]

Mcaa spirited; narrow-minded; cowardly.

Bacon, SpeUatnr.

FUSIL-
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PUSILLA'NIMOUSNESS./ [Hii puJUaxt-

.. «»«/.] Meanness of spirit.

PUSS /. i . The fondling name of a cat. L'EJir.

Watts. 1 The sportlman's term for 1 hare.

Gay.

PUSTULE / [pustule, Fr. pusiula, Lat] A

fmill swelling} a pimple; a pulh; an effloies-

cence. Arbuthnot.

PUSTULOUS, a. [from pustult.] Full of pus

tules; pimply.

To PUT. v. a. I. To lay or repofit in any

place. Milton, 'Mortimtr. 1. To place in any

situation. Milten, VEstrangt. 3. To place in

any state or condition. Sbaktjp. Gin. Susan

4. To repose, 2 Kings, 1 Cbrin. ; To trust :

to give up Exodus. 6. Toexpofe; to apply

to any thing. Lcckt. 7. To push into action.

Milton, Sviist. 8. To apply. 1 Sam. Dryden.

9. To use any action by which ihe place or

Hate of any thing is changed. Sbakejp. Taylor,

Wake. 10. To cause ; to produce. Lcckt.

11. To comprise ; to consign to writing. 2

Cbrtm. Ii. To add. Eccl. 13. To place in

a reckoning. Lcckt. 1 4. To reduce to any

state Sbaiesp. 15 To oblige ; to urge. Baccn,

BeyIt. 16. To propose; 10 state iChrcn.

Svsift. 17. To form; to regulate. "8. To

reach to another. Hab. 19. To bring into

any state of mind or teinper. Kncliti, Clarend

Lcckt. 10. To offer; to advance. Dryd.Atttrb.

zi. To unite; to place as an ingredient.

Locke. 22. ToPxn by. To turn off; to

divert. Taylor, Grevi. 23. To thrust aside.

Sidney, Ctviity. 14. To Put down. To baf

fle; to repress; to crush. Sbakejp. 25. To

degrade. Spenser, 2 Cbrcn. 26. To bring into

disuse. Baccn, Dryden. 27. To confute. Shake.

28. To Ptnforth. To propose. Judges. 29

To extend. Genesis. 30. To emit, at a sprout

ing plant. Bacon. 31. To exert. Milton,

Taylor. 32. To Put in. To interpose. Collier.

33 To Put in praflict. To use; to exercise.

Drydtn. 34. To Put iff. To divest ; to lay

aside. Nebem. Exoduj, Addison. 35. To de

feat or delay with some artifice or excuse.

Bacon, Boyle. 36. To delay; to defer; to

procrastinate. Wake. 37. To pass fallaciously.

fiegers. 38. To discard. Sbakcsp. 39. To

recommend ; to vend or obtrude. Bacon, Swift

40. To Put on or upon. To impute 5 to

charge. 41. To invest with, ascloaths or cover

ing. Shakesp.Ben Johnson, KnoIles,L'Estrange

42. To Put en. Toforward; to promote; to

incite. Sbakejp. 43. To Putm or upsn. To

impose;. to inflict. 2 Kings, VEstrange. 44.

To Put o/r. To assume; to take. Sbakejp

DryJen. 45. To Pvrever. To prefer. Sbakejp

46. To Put 011/. To place at usury. PJalms

47. To extinguish. Judges, Milton. 4^. To

emit, as a plant. Bacon. 43. To extend > to

protrude. Genesis. 50. To expel; to drive

from. Spenser, Bacon. 51. To make publick.

Dryden, Addison. 52. To disconcert. Baccn.

53. To Put /o. To kill by; to punish by.

Uncon, Clarendon. 54. 7» Put /» if, To adit-

tresr ; to perplex ; to press \\nrd.DryJtn.AJdis.

55. To Put ro. To assist with. Sidney,Knelles.

56. To Put « o/rafi. To kill. Bacon, Haytu.

57- ToPvt together To accumulate into one

sum or mass. Burnct. 58! To Put*/*. To

pass unrevenged. VEstrange, Beyle to. To

emit; tocause to £erm*naie as piants. Baccn.

60 To expose publickly. 61 . To start. Addis.

62. To hoard. Spelman. 63 To hide Sbakejp.

64 ToPuTB^on. To incite; to instigate.

Clarendin, Tilbtson. sit. To impose; to lay

upon. Sbaiesp. 66 To Put upon trial. To

expose or lummon lo a solemn and judicial

examination. Lode; Arbutbne:.

To PUT. v. n. 1 . To go or move. Baton, a.

To shoot or germinate. Bacon. 3. To steer a

vessel. Addison. 4 To Put forth Toleavea

port. Shaie/p. 5. To germinate; to bud ; to

shoot out. Sbakejp. Bacon. 6. To Put in. To

enter a haven, ft/if 7. To Put in for. To

claim; to stand cindidate for. /.or**. 8. T»

Put i». To offer a claim. Sbaiesp. Brown.

9. ToPvTcff To leave lind Addison. \6.

To Put ever. To sail across. Abbot. 11. T»

Put fo/a. To set sail; to bepin the course.

Bacen. 12. TaPvTup. To offer one's self a

candidate. VEstrange. 13. To advance ; to

bring one's felt forward. Swift. 14. To Put

ii/> with. To suffer without resentment.

PUT./, [from the veib] 1. An action of distress.

VEstrange 1. A ruftick; a clown. Bramstm.

3. Put »/! Excuse; shift. VEstrange.

PUTAGE./ (>■!»«<«, Fr.] In law, prostitution

on the woman's part,

PU'TANISM / [futanisme, Ff.] The manner

of living, or trade of a prostitute. Did.

PUTATIVE, a. [putattf, Fr. from/*/o, Lat.]

Supposed j reputed Ayliffe.

PUT ID. a. [putidus, Lat.] Meant low;

worthless.

PU TIDNtSS./ [from putid.] Meanness ; vile-

ness.

PU'TLOG./ Putlogs are pieces of limber or

short poles about seven feet long; to bear the

boards they stand on to work, and to lay bricks

and mortar upon. M.xon.

PU'TREDlNOUS. a. \ from putrede, Lat, ]

Stinking; rotten. Floycr.

PUTREFACTION./ [putresaclion,Pr.] The

state of growing rotten ; the act of making

rotten, S>uincy, Thomson.

PUTREFACTIVE, a. [from putresacii, Lat.]

Making rotten. Brown, Wiseman.

To PU'TREFY. v. a [putnsier,Fr. putresacii.

Lat.] To makerotien; to corrupt '.vith rot

tenness. Sbaiesp. Bacon, Temple, Arbuthnot.

To PUTREFY, v. n. To rot. Isaiah, Bacen.

PUTRE SCENCE. / [from putresco, Lat.] The

state of rolling. Brown.

PUTRE SCENT, a. [putrescent, Lat.]Growiji,;

rotten. Arbuthnot.

PUTRID a.[/&rr<oV,Fr.^i/rri'slVs,Lat.]Rotter .

corrupt. Waller, futridftvzr is thai kind if

fever, in which the humours, or partofiheiT>,

have lo, litile circulatory moti»n,tslai they fat

4 I Waw
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Inco an intestine one, »nd falsify, which is

commonly the case after great evacuations,

great or excessive heat, i^uincy.

PUTRIDNESS./ [from putrid] Rottcnnes,.

Floyer.

PU'TTER. / [from put ] 1 . One -who puts.

L'Fsrange. J. Futtsim. Incilei•; instiga

tor. Sbakesp.

PUTTINCSTONV./ In some parts of Scot

land, stones arc laid at the gates oi great

houses, which they ci\\ puttingJims for trials

of strength, tilt.

PU'TTOCK. j. [derived, by Minjbev\ from

butts, Lat.] A buzzard. Shaiejp* Peacl.am.

PU'TTY. /. i A kind of powder on which

glass is ground. Kcv/leu. 2. A kind oi cement

used hv i.Uziers.

To PU ZZLE t> a [for p'jtle, from soft, Shiner.]

To perplex ; to confound; to embarafs; lo

entangle Sbakejp. Claren<Ln

To PU ZZLE. v. n. To be bewildered in one's

t-wn notions; to he awkward. UFJtrnno-e.

PUZZLE./', [from the verb.] Embarallment ;

perplexity. Bacon.

PUZZLER./ \\rom purzle.} He who puzzlus

PY'GARG J. A bird Amfnaortb.

PYGMEAN, a- [from pygmy ] Belonging to a

pygmy. Milton.

PYGMY. /. [ fygmci, Fr m,>,uii©-. ] A

dwarf \ one ot a nation fabled to be only

three spans high, and after long wars to have

been destroyed by cranes. Beutley.

PYLORUS./ [,ru*««e.] The lower orifice of

the stomach.

PY POWDER. SeePiEPOWDEK.

PYRAMID. /( pyramid.; Fr. ni/aptc.] In

geometry, is a solid figure, whose base is a

polygon, and whi.fe sides are plain triangles,

their several points meeting in one. Harris.

PYRAMIDAL. 7 / [from pyramid".] Hav-

PYRAMI'DICAL. J ing the form of a pyramid.

Locke.

PYRAMIDICALLY. adv.\ftompyramidical]

In form of a pyramid. Broome.

PYRAMIS. s. A pyramid. Bacon.

PYRE./ \pyra. Lat.] A pile to be burnt.

DryJen, Pope.

PYRITES. / [from m(.] Firestone TVoodviard.

PYROMANCY. / [wtppxmU. ] Divination

by fire Ay'fse.

PYROTE'CHNICAL. a [ pyreteebnique, Fr.

from pyrotecbniiit,] Engaged or skilful in fire

works.

PYROTECHNICKS / [irS. and «*»}.] The

art of employing fire lo use or pleasure; the

art of fireworks.

PYROTECHNY./ \pyrtttcbnie, Fr.] The art

of managing fire. Male.

PY'RRHONISM./ [from Pyrrbt.] Scepticism;

universal doubt.

VYX.s.[pyxii, Lat.] The box in which the

Romanists keep the host.

0,U A

0,
CLU A

QIs a consonant borrowed from the Latin or!

French, for whith the Saxons generally

used i f • the name of this Letter is cue, from

qneu, French, tail : its form being thai of an

O with a tail.

QUAP,./ A fort offish.

To QUACK, v. a. [quacken, Dutch.] I. To cry

like a duck. King. 1. Tochatier boastingly;

tobragloudly ; totalkostentatioufly.//«<i7Ar<if.

QUACK./ (trom ihe verb] l. A boastful pre

tender lo arts which he does not understand.

Felton. a. A vain boastful pretender to physick;

one who proclaims his ov.'n medical abilities in

publick pLces. AdJiJon, 3 An arttul tricking

practitioner in physick. Pope.

QUA'CKLRY../. [from quack.] Mean or bad

acts in physick.

QUACKSALVER s. [quaek andsalve] One

who brags of medicines or salves j a medicas

ter-, a charlatan Burton

QUADRAGESIMAL a. \quadragesimal, Fr.]

quadratesima, Lat.] Lenten ; belonging to

lent Sanderjeu.

QUA'DR ANGLE, s. \quadratut and axgulut.

Lat.] A square ; a surface with sous right

angles. Hovel.

QUADRANGULAR, m. [from quadrangle]

Square; having four right angles. kVtodward.

QUA'DRANT./ {quadram. Lat] I. The

fourth part; the quarter. Brtmn. ». The

quarter of a circle. Holder. 3. An instrument

with which altitudes are taken. Gay.

QUADRA NTAL. a. [from;«<i</rd»r.]Include4

in the fourth part of a circle. Derbem.

QUA'DRATE. a. [quadratui. Lat.] 1. Square ;

having four equal and parallel sides. 2. Divisi

ble into four equal parts. Hakevoill. 3. [is*jf«-

drani, Lai ] Suited; applicable. Harvey.

QUA DRATE./ A square; a surface with four

equal and parallel sides. Spenser.

To QUA'DRATE. v. n. [quadro. Lat. quadrer,

Fr.] To suit; to be accommodated. Addison.

QUA'DRATICK. a. Four square; belonginj

to a square. Di3.

QUA DRATICK equation,. Such as retain, on

the unknown side, the square of the roc-toi

the number ought. Hamt.

I QUADRATURE / [quadrature, Fr.] 1. The

act os squaring, li'att,. 2. The first and last

quarter of the moon. Locke. 3. The state of

being square; a quadrate ; a square. Mtlfm.

QUADRENNIAL, a. [quadrieuuium. Ut.] t.

Comprising
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Comprising four years. a. Happening once in

lour year*.

QUA'DRIBLE. a [ from quadr; Lit.] That

may be squared. Derlam

QUA'DRIPID. a. [quadrifjii, Lat.] Cloven in

to four divisions.

QUADRILATERAL, a. [qnatucr, and latui,

Lat.] Having four sides. rVegdward.

QUADRILA'TERALNESS./ [from qua,!,,

lateral ] The property of having lour right

lined sides. Di3.

QUVDRU.LE. / A game at car's.

QUADRIN. J. [quadrinu,, Ut] A mite ; a

lma'.l piece of money, in value about a lar-

thing. Bailey.

QUA'DRINOMICAL. a \qun!uir and »tmf«,

t.at.) Consisting of four denominations. DiH.

QUA'DRIPARTITE a fquatusr and partitas,

Lat ] Having four parties j divided into lour

|'i 15. I

QUADRIPARTITELY. adv. [from quadri

part te] In a quadripartite distribution.

QUADRIPARTI'TION./ A division by four,

or the taking the fourth part of any quantity

or number. DiS.

QUADRIPHY LLOUS. a.[quatuir and fuV

*»». | Having four leaves

QUADRITIEME./ [qtadriremis, Lat.] A gal

ley with four banks of oars.

QUADRISY'LLABLE. / [quatutr and sylla

ble ) A word of tour syllables.

QUADRIVA'I.VES. /. [quatuir and valva,

Lat.] Doors with four folds.

QUADRI'VI AL. a. [quadrhium, Lat.] Having

four ways meeting in a point.

QUADRU PED./ [quadrupede,tr quadrif.fi,

Lat.] An animal that goes on lour legs, at

pe'haps all beasts. Arbhthntt.

QUADRUPED, a. Having four feet Watts.

QUADRUPLE, a lquadruflu,,Lu.] Four

fold ; four times told Raleigh.

To QUADRU PLICA'I E. v . a. {quadruplet,

I.i' ] To double twice ; to make fourfold.

Ql'A'JRUPLICATION. J. [from quadrupli

cate. ! The taking a thin£ four ti 1 es

QUADRU PLY. adv. [from quadruple.] To a

fourfold quint ity. Swift.

QUÆRE. [Lat.J Enquire; seek.

ToQUAFF.v «.[frumi##r,Pr. to be drunk]

To drink ; to fA;!lov. in Urge draughts. Shak

To QUAFF, v.n To drink luxurioully. &*.'{/.

QU A FFER f. [from quaf] He who quaffs.

1 o QU.VFFER. v. m. To leelout. Dertam.

QUAGGY, a. Foggy; soft; not solid.

QUAGMIRE./ [that is, quakemue] A shak

ing marsh. Mire

QUAID. part. Crushed ; dejected; depressed.

Spenser.

QUAsL. / [quaglia, Ital] A bird of game.

Ray.

QUAILPIPE./ {quail aid pipe ] A pipe with

which fowler? allure quails Addifon.

To QUAIL, v.n [quelen, Dutch J To languish ;

to link into dejection. Knolles, Herbert.

To QUAIL v. a. [rpdlan, Sax.] To crush ; to

quell. Daniel.

QUAINT, a. [c.;nt, Fr ] i. Nice; scrupu-

luusly, minutely : lupcifluouily exact Siduej.

2. Subilc ; artful. Obsolete Chaucer. 3.

Neat ; pretty ; exact. SI akefp. 4. Subtly

excniritaud ; sinel'pun. M.ltrn, 5. Affected ;

foppilh Swift.

QUAl'NTLY.a</V [from quaint.] 1. Nicely ;

exactly; wiih petty elegance. Ecu. 'fahnjin.

- Artfully Shake/p.

QUAINT NESS / [from quaint.] Nicely;

petty elegance. P:fe.

To QUAKE, v. u. (epacan, Saxon.] r.To

shake with cold or fear ; to tremble. Evekiel.

a. To shake; not to be solid or firm. l'?pe.

QUAKE. f. [from the verb.] A shudder, tt

uemulous agitition Suckling.

QUAKING-GLASS./ Anhe.b.

QUALIFICATION./ [qualfi.athn, Fr. from

qualify.] 1. That which makes any person or

thing sit for any thing. Swift, a. Accomplish

ment. Attcrbury. 3. Abatement; diminution.

Raleigh

To QUALIFY, v. a. {qualifier, Pr.] 1 . To sit

for any thing. Szttift. 1. To furnish with qua

lification | to accomplish. Shakesp. 3. To

make capable of any employment or privi

lege. 4. To abate , to loiten ; to diminish.

Raleigh. 5. To ease ; to assuage. Spenser. 6.

To modify ; to regulate. Rroviu.

QUA'LITY. / [quality. Lat.] 1. Nature

relatively considered linker. 1 Property ;

accident. Shakesp. L'cntley. 3. Particular effi

cacy. Shakesp. 4. Difposn ion ) temper. Shakes.

5. Vi cue or vice. Dryden. 6. Accomplish

ment; ruilisica'i in.C.arend:n. j. Character,

Bacen. 8. Comparative or relative inrk Tem*.

9. Rank ; superiority o birth or station. Shak.

10. Persons or high rank. 1't/*.

QUALM. J. Icp.-alm, Sax.J A sudden fit of

sickness ; a suJdr»» seizure of sickly languor.

Dcme, Rolc.mman, Calawiy.

QUA'LMISH. a. from qualm ] Seized with

sickly languor. Drydtn.

QUANDARY./ [qu\n dirai je, Fr. Skinner.]

A doubt ; a difficulty.

QU A NTIT1VE. a [quantities. Lat ] Estima

ble according to quantity. Digby.

QUANTITY./ [quaulite, Fr. quantitai,Lil ]

I. That property of any thing which may he

encreased er diminished. Cbryne. a. Any in-

determinat: weight cr measure. 3. Bulk or

weight. Dryien. 4. A portion ; a part. Shakes.

5. A large portion. Arbutlnot. 6. The mea

sure of lime in prr.noum.iig a syllable. Holder.

QUANTUM, f. [Lat.] 1 he quantity ; the

amount. Svtift.

QUA'RANTAIN. 7 / [quararlaiu, Fr] The

QUARANTINE. J space of 'orty davs, being

the time which a ship, lulp.cted of infection,

is obliged to forbear intercourse or commerce.

Swift.

QU A'RREL. / [querellc, Fr.) 1 . A brawl ; a

petty fight ; a scuffle. Shake/p. z. A dispute ;

a contest. Hetker. 3. A cause of debate.

Fairfax. 4. Something tLat gives a right to

4 ! % mischief
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mischief or reprisal. Baton, e. Objection ;

ill '.vill. Fella*. 6 In Shakespeare, it secm<

to .signiiy any one peevish or malicious. 7.

[quadrella, has] An arrow with a square

head. Camden.

To QUARREL, v. n. [qutrellcr, Fr.] I. To

dtbate; to scuffle ; to squabble. Shabesp. 2.

To till into variance. Shake/p. 3. To sighs,

to combat. Dtyden 4. To rind fault j to pick

objections Bramball.

QJJA'RRELLER. J. [from quarrel] He wh<

quarrels.

QllA'RRELOUS. a. [qneretli ux, Fr.] Petu

lant i easiiy provoked to enmity Shakelp.

QUARRELSOME a. t'rom quarrel] Inclined

to biawb i easily irritated : irascible; chole

rick > petulant. Bacen, VEjb a*ge.

QUA'RRELSOMELY. adv. [from quarrel

Jeme.\ In a quarrelsome manner ; petulantly ;

cholerickly

QUARRELSOMENESS. / [from quarrel

Itme J Cholericknels j petulance.

QUARRY flqua'te', Fr.J 1. A square. *W

2. [<^«a </*-*■.-!«, Fr I An arrow with a square

head, tiaudyt. 3. Game flown at by a hawk

Sandyi. 4. A Hone mine ; a place where they

dir; stones. Cliaveland.

To QUA'RRY. sv. n [from the noun] To prey

upon 1 'Ejlrangc.

QJ.IARKY.V1AN. /. [quarry Hid m«.] One

who digs in a quairy. Woodward.

QUART / .quart, Fr.J 1 1 he fourth part .

a quarter Spmjer. 2. The ioui th part of a

gallon. Sbakejp. 3 [S>uarte, Fr.] The vessel

in which strong drink is commonly retailed.

Shatelp

QJIA RTAN. /. [/(*m f«jr/j«j, Lat.] The

fourth day cgue. Brew*, Cea. eland.

QUART ATION / I from quartui, Lat] A

chyn kal opeiation Beyle.

QUARTEK. /. ^trom quart, qunrtier, Fr.] 1.

A fourth part. Burnet 2. A region of the

ikies, as referred to the seaman's caid. Addis.

3. A particular region o1 a town or country

Spratt. 4. The placcwhere soldiers are lodged

or stationed. Speculator, e; Proper station

or interest is paid. Addis.-*.

QU A RTF.RD1 CK / [quarter and deck.] The

fh'>rt upper deck

QUA RTERLY. a. [from quarter] Contiiainf

a fouith part Holder.

QUARTERLY, adv. Once in a quarter ef a

ytar.

QUARTERMASTER. /. [f«<inVr'and mas

ter.] One who regulates the quarters of iol-

diers Tat'.er.

QUA RTERN. s A gill or the fourth part o! i

pint.

QUARTERSTAFF./ A sUfTofdesence.Dr,/

QUA'RTILE./. An aspect of the planets, when

they are three signs or ninety degrees distant

from each ether. Hat tit.

QUARTO./, [quartui. Lat] A book in which

every sheet, being twice doubled, makes four

leaves. Watts.

To QUASH, v. a. [quafen, Dutch] I. To

crush ; to squeeze. Waller. 2. To subdue

suddenly Rejctsmen. 3. To annul ; to nulli

fy -. to make void.

To QUASH, v. n. To be shaken with a noise.

Ray.

QUASH. /. A pompion. Aiufviortl.

QJ-'A TERCOUSINS Friends. Simmer.

QJ'ATF. RNARY. /. [quatet nattui. Lat.] The

number four. Beyle.

QUATK RNION s. [quaternio, Latin.] The

number four Holder.

QUATE'RNITY. J. [quaternui, Latin.] The

number four. Brtvin.

QUATRAIN. / [quatrain, Fr.] A sttnxa of

four lines rhyming alternately

To QUAVER*. «. sepavan, Saxon.] 1. To

snake the voice ; to speak or sing with a tre

mulous voice. Boon. 1. To tremble > to vi-

Ivaie Nlviton.

QUAY / [quai, Fr.] A key ; an artificial hank

to the lea or river.

QUEAN./! Icpean, Sax.] A worthless woman,

generally a strumpet. Dryden.

QLT.ASINESS / [frem queasy] The fick-

ueis of a nauseated stomach.

QUE A SY. ». [of uncertain etymology.] 1 Sick

6 Remission of lite; mercy granted with nausea. 2. Fastidious ; squeamish. Shade.

3. Causing hauseouthess. Sbakejp.

To QUECK. v. a. To shrink;' to show pain.

Bacen.

QUEEN./ [epen, Saxon.] The wife of a king.

Sbakefp.

T> QUEEN, v. n. To play the queen. SeSaitf.

QUKhN-APPLE./ A species ot apple. Men.

QjJEK'NINO./ An apple. AUrtimer.

QIEER .a. Odd; strange; original; particu

lar. Sjetfattr.

QUEE'RLY. adv. [irom queer.] Particularly;

eddrv.

QUEE' RNESS. / [from queer.] OJdness ; par

ticularity.

QUEFST. / [from quejlui. Lat. Skinner.] A

ringdove ; a kind of wild p geoo.

Tj QUELL, v. a. [cpellan, Sixon] Tocrurh j

to subdue ; originally to kill. Aucrburj.

Milt,

ky' a cenqueror. Clarendon. 7. Treatment

ihown by m enemy Co tier. 8. Friendship ,

amity ; ccnc>rd. Sbakejp. r. A measure o'

eighi bushel*. Mortimer 10. False quarter is

a clef or chink in a quarter of a horse's hoof

from top to bottom

Tc. QUARTER. „. „. [f „m ,he noun.] I. To

divide into lour put;. Sbakejp. %. To divide :

to break b Juice S'oke,p. 3. To divide into

distinct regions. Dryden. 4. To station or

lodge soldiers Dryden. c. To lod^e ; to fix on

a temporary dweiling. Sbdkcjp. 6. To d;et.

Hudibrai. y. lo bear as an appendage to the

hereditary arms. Veactam.

QjJA'iiTERAGi-.. ). [from quarter] A quar

terly ailowence. Hudibrai

QUAR fERUAY. /. .quarter and day.] One

us the four days in ihe year, os which rent
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To QUELt v. ». To die. Spenser.

QUELL. / [from the verb.] Murder. Not in

use. Shakesp.

QUELLER / ssrom quell.] One that crushe-

or subdues Milton.

fUELSiyECHOlSE. [French.] A trifle ; ■

kickshaw. Dcnue.

ToQUEME. v. a. To please.

To QUENCH, v. a. i.To extinguish fire

Sidney. z. To still any passion or cerrmotien

Shakesp.. 3. To allay thust. Smth. 4. To

destroy. Daviei.

To QUENCH, v. m. To cool i to grow cool

State!/,.

QUE NCHABLE. m. [from quench ] That may

be quenched.

QUENCHER. / [from quench ] Extinguisher

QUENCHLESS, a. [(com quench.] Uncxtin

guishable. Crasbavo.

QUERELE /. [querrela, Lat quereile, Fr.]

A complaint to a court Aylijse.

QUE RENT / [querem, Latin.] The com

plainant; the plaintiff.

QUERIMO'NIOUS. a. [querimouia, Lat.]

Querulous \ complaining.

QUERIMO'NIOUSLY. adv. [from querimo-

uieut.J Querulously; with complaint. Denh.

QL'ERIMO NIOUSNESS /. [from queriment-

aac] Complaining temper.

QUE'RIST. / [from quart. Lat.] An enquir

er; an afleer of questions. Svtist.

QUERN. / [epeopn, Sax.] A handmill. Sheik

QUEUPO./ [corrupted from euerpe, SpaniOi.]

A drtfs close to the body ; a waiitcoat. DryJ

QUERRY. for equerry, f. [ecuyer, French j A

groom belonging to a prince, ox one conver

sant in the king's stables. Bailey.

QUERULOUS, a. [queru «j. Lat.] Mourning;

habitually complaining. ILvrel.

QUERULOUSNESS./ [from querulous .] Ha-

bitor quality of complaining mournfully.

QU KEY./, [from quxre. Lat.) A question ;

an enquiry to be resolved. Newton.

To QUi/RY. *>. a. [from the noun.] To ask

questions Pipe

QUEST./, [ame/le, Fr] 1. Search ; act of seek

ing. Sbakejp. 2. An empanelled jury. Sbak.

3. Searchers. Collectively. Shake/p. 4. En

quiry ; examination. Shake/p. 5. Request ;

desire ; scilicitation. Herbert.

To QUEST, v. a. [quitcr, Fr from the noun.]

To go in search.

QUESTANT. / [(com quester, Fr.] Seeker;

endeavourer after. Shakejp.

QL'E'STION. /. [quorsiio. Lat.] t. Interroga

tory ; any thing enquired. Bacon. 2. Enqui

ry; disquisition. Bacon. 3. A dispute ; a sub

ject of debate Johnson. 4. Affair to be ex

aminer1. Swift. 5. Doubt ; controversy j

dispute. Tiliorson. 6 judicial trial. Hotter.

7. Examination by torture. Ay isfe. 8. State of

being rhe subjtct os present enquiry. Hctktr.

5. Erdeavour; search. Shakesp.

To QUESTION, v. u. [from the noon.] 1.

To enquire. Bacm. 1. To debate by interro.

gatories. Shakesp.

To QUESTION, v. a. [questioner, Fr.] 1. To

examine one by question Brcivn. 2. To

doubt to be uncertain of. Prior. 3. To have

no confidence in ; to mention as not to be

trusted South.

QUESTIONABLE, a. [ from rurstieu.] 1.

Dpubtiul ; disputable. Bates. 2. Suspicious;

liable to suspicion ; liable to question Shakes.

QUF.'STIONARY. a. (from questions Enquir

ing; asking questions. Pope.

QUESTIONABLENESS / [from question]

The (jualitv of being questionable.

QUESTIONER. / [from question.] An en

quirer.

QUESTIONLESS, adv. [from qurstiou] Cer

tainly; without doubt. South

QUESTMAN. ? / Starter of lawsuit, or

QL'ESTMONGF.R. J preseculions Bacon.

QUE'STRIST. /. [from quest.] Seeker; pur

suer. Shahfp.

QUESTUARV. a. [qursiui, Lat.] Studious of

profit. Brcvin.

QJ-'IB. s A sarcasm; a bitter taunt. Aius-wtrth.

To QUI'BBLE. v. n. [from the noun.l To

pun ; to pfly on the sound ot words. ISEstrau.

QUI'BBLE./[lrom?i</V/<irr, Lat] A low con

ceit depending on the sound of words ; a pun.

tVattt.

Ql'IBBLER./ [from quiUle.] A punster.

QUICK, a. [epic, Saxon.] t Living; not dead.

C-rtmen Prayer. 2. Swift; nimble; done

with celerity. Hooker. 3. Speedy; free from

delay. Milton. 4. Active; spritel) ; ready.

Clarendcn.

QUICK. a,h. Nimbly ; speedily ; readily. Dray.

QUICK / 1. A lireanimal. Spenser. 2. The

living flesh ; sensible parts. Sharp. 3. Living

plants. Mortimer.

QUICKBEAM.or quiikentree. s Aspcciesof

wdd ash. Mortimer.

To QUICKEN. v. a. septecan. Sax] 1. T«

make alive Psalms. 2. To hasten; lo accele

rate. Hayzcard. 3. To soarpen ; to actuate ;

to excite. South.

To QUICKEN, v. ». 1. To become alive : as,

a tveman quickens wish child. Sandyi. z. To

move wiih activity. Pope.

QUI CKENER. s. [from quicken J 1. One who

makes alive. 2. That which accelerates ^

that which actuates. Mire.

QUTCKLIMt./ [calx viva. Lat. quick and

lime.) Lime unquenched. Hid.

QUICKLY, adv. [from quick] Nimbly ; spee

dily; actively. Shakesp.

QUICKNESS./, [Itomquick.] I. Speed; ve

locity, celerity. Soutl-. 2. Activity; brisk

ness. kVttf.n. 3. Keen sensibility. Locke.

4. Sharpness; pungency. Dryden.

QUICKSAND./ [quicjk and sand.] Moving

sand ; unsotid ground. Dryden.

To QUICKSET, v. a. [quick and set] T«

plant with livlnj plants. Tusser.

QUICKSET./. [quick andyrr ] Living plan:

let to grow. L--:hn.

QJ'ICiv
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QT'ICKSI CHTED. a. [quid laisi^bt.] Hiv

ing a sharp fiytu Bcntley.

QJJl'CK.SI>.HTEDNhSS. / [from quidsirbl-

rd.) Sharpness of sight.

QUICKSILVER./ [quid taisilver] S>jid-

siher, called mercury by the chjmists, is a

naturally fluid mineia!, and the heaviest of all

known bodies next to gold, and is the more

heavy and fluid, as it is more pure ; its na

ture is lo homo^ene and simple, that it is a

question whether gob! itl'elfbe more lo : it pe

netrate! the parts of all the other metals, len

ders them brittle, and in part dit!'.i!vcs them :

it is wholly volatile in the site, and may be

driven up in vapour by a depree ot heat very

little greater than that of bulling water : it it

the lcift tenacious ot al! bsdiet, and every

smaller drop may be again divided by the

lightest touch into i multitude of i thers, and

is the most divisible of all bodies i the speci-

sick gravity of pure mercury is to water as

J40-0 to teco, and as it is the hcavit st of all

fluiiis, it is also the coldest, and whenhiated

the hottest : of the various ores, in which mer

cury is found, cinnabar is the richest and most

valuable, which is extremely heavy, and of a

bright and beautiful red colour : the ancients-

*U esteemed quicksilver a poison, nor was it

brought into internal use till about two hun

dred and twenty years ago, which was first

occasioned by the shepherds, who ventured l<

give it their sheep to kill wires ; and as they

received no hurt by it, it was soon concludes,

that mm might take it safely : in time, the

diggers in the mines, when they lound ii

crude, swallowed it in vail quantities in or

der to sell it privately, when they had voided

it by stool : but too tree a use of so powerful

» medicine cinnit be always without danger

Hi I.

QU'ICKSILVEREP. a. [homquiersiher.] O

verlaid with quicksilver Nevitcn.

QUIDAM. si. I Latin ) Somebody. Sj infer.

QIJIDDANY./ [quiider, German, aquinc».j

Marmalade ; coniccl.on of quinces made with

sugar.

QUIDDIT. f. A subtitty ; an equivocation.

tltUlDDITY. /. t- Essence-, that which is a

proper answer to the question, quid rfi T a

scholastick term. Hudtbrai. 1. A trifling

nicety ; a cavil. Camden.

QUI ESCENCE. / [from {««/«, Lat.] Rest ;

rerofe. GlanviUc.

QUIESCENT, a. [quiesicems, Lat.] Resting

not being in motion •, not movtnt ; lying at

repose. Helier.

QUIET, a. [quiet, Vt.quietui, Lat.] I. Still

tree from liifiurbance, Spenser.' a. Peacea

ble; not tuibulent. 1 set. 3. Still; not ii

motion, j'udgct 4. Smooth ; not luffled. Shai,

QUIET. J. [quiii, Lit] Rest 1 repose ; Iran

quillity. Hughes.

To QUIET, v. a. [from the noun ] 1. To

calm 1 to lull ; to pacify ; to put :o reft

series. *. To still. JL-.ckc.

QUTETER. / [ from quiet. ] That person or

thing that quiets.

QUI'ETISM./ Tranquillity of mind. Temple.

QUIETLY, adv. [from quiet.) 1. Calmly;

without violent emotions. Taylir. 2. Peace

ably ; without offence. Bacen. 3. At rest;

without agitation

QUIETNESS./ ffromc«<Vr.] 1. Co"lrtfs of

temper. Sidney. I. Peace ; tranquillity. Siai.

Haywari. 3. Stilness ; calmness.

QUIETSOME. a. [from quiet.] Calm; still;

undisturbed. Spenser.

QUI ETUDE. / [quietude, Fr. from quiet.]

Rest; repose. IVettsn.

QUILL./ 1. The hard and strong feather of

the wing, of which pens are made. Bac:*.

2. The instrument of a writing. Garth. 3.

Prick or dart of a porcupine. Arbuttuut. ' 4.

Reed on which weavers wind their threads.

Spensiir. 5. The instrument with which mu

sicians strike their strings Dryden.

QUl'LLET./ [quidlibet, Lat.j Subtilty ; nice

ty. Dirty

QUILT./ [iulclt, Dutch; culcitra. Lat.] A.

cover made by stitching one cloth over another,

wiih some soft substance between them. Pipe.

Ty QUILT, v. n. [from the noun.J To stitch

one cloth upon another with something soft

between them. Spensier.

QUI'NARY. a. [quiuariut, Lat] Consisting of

five. Bay le.

QUINCE./ [quiddew, Cerman ] 1. The tree.

Miller, a. The fruit. Peacbam.

To QUINCH. v. n. To stir; to flounce es in

resentment or pain. Spjusitr.

QtMNCU'NClAL. a. (from quiueux.] Having

the form of a quincunx. Kay.

QUINCUNX. I. [Latin] ^«/«»■«■ order is a

plantation of trees, disposed originally tn£

squaie, consisting of five trees, one at each

come;, and a filth in the middle, which dispo

sition, icpeatrd a^ain ar.d again, forms a re

gular r;rovr, wood or wilderness.

QUINQUAGESIMA [Latin] Quinquagesima

suns'ay, so called because it is the fiftieth day

b-fore Easter, reckoned by whole numbers i

shrove funds y. Dicl.

QUINQUA NGULAR. a. [qtineue and a»j«-

lur. Lat ] Hiving five corners. eVsaJioard.

QU1NQUARTICULAR a. [quiuque and ar:,.

culu), Lat.] Consisting of five articles Sanders.

QUI'NQUEFID. a. [quiuque and siuA, Ut.]

Cloven in five.

QUINQUEFOLIATED. a. [qu nque and si-

Hum, Lat I Having five leaves.

QUINQUENNIAL. a. [quinquenuii, Latin.]

Lasting five years ; happening ence in five

years.

QIU NSY./ [corrupted fiomsiruincucj ] A tu

mid inflammation in the throat Drydeu.

QUINT./, [quiut, Fr] A set o' five. Huithrat.

QUINTAIN./ [qututaiu, Fr.] A post with a

turning top Sbaiesip.

QUINTESSENCE. / [qu:*ta effeulia, Ltt.]

1. A fifth being. Da-jiei. 1. An extract from
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any thing, containing ail its virtue* in a sitiill

quantity. Donne, Beyle.

QUINTESSENTIAL. ". [ from quintessence:

Consisting of quintessence. Hakevull.

QUl'NTIN. / An upright post, on the top of

which a cross post turned upon a pin, at one

end of the cross post was a broad board, and

at the other a heavy sand bag ; the play was

to ride against the broad end with a lance,

and pass by before the sand bag should strike

the tilter on the back. Ben Johnson.

QUINTUPLE. / [quintuple, Lat.] Fivefold.

Granit.

QUIP. / A (harp jest ; a taunt ; a sarcasm.

Miltn.

To QUIP. v. a. To rally with bitter tarcasms.

Amjviortb.

QUIRE. / [eheeur, Fren. chore, Italian.] 1. A

body of singers ; a chorus. Sbaiefp. z. The

part of the church where the service is fung.

Cleaveland. 3. [Cabier, Fr.J A bundle of pa

per consisting of twenty-four sheets.

To QUIRE, v. n. [from the noun.] To sing in

concert. Sbnitjp.

QUI RISTF.R. J. [from ja/'rv.],Chorister t one

who sings in concert, generally in divine Icr-

vice. Thomson.

QUIRK./ 1. Quick stroke ; (harp fit. ». Smart

taunt. 3. Subtilty ; nicety ; artful dis

tinction Decay of Piety. 4. Loose light tune.

lo QUIT. v. a. part. pass, anil % pret. I have

quit or quilted, [quiter, Fr.J 1 . To discharge

an obligation ; to make even. Dcham. x

To set free. Taylor. 3. To cany through ; 10

discharge ; to perform Daniel. 4. To clear

himself of an iffair. Milton. 5. To repay ;

to requite. Sha-esp. 6. To vacate nbligitions.

Ben. "Johnson. 7. To pay an obligation ; to

clear a debt ; to be tantamount. Temple. 8.

[Contracted from acquit.} To absolve; to

aequit. Fairfax. 9. To abandon ; to forsake

Ben. Johnson. 10. To resign j to give up

Prior.

QUI TCHGRASS./ [epice, Saxon.] Dog graf:.

Mortimer.

§UITE adv. Completely! perfectly. Hooter.

UI TRENT. / [quit and ret.] Small rent

reserved. Temple

QUITS, interj. (from quit.] An exchmation

used when any thing is repayed and the par^

ties become even.

QUITTANCE./ [quittance, Pr.] I. Discharge

from a debt or obligation 1 an acquittance.

Sbaiefp. x. Recompencc j return ; repay

ment. Sbaiefp.

To QUITTANCE, v. a. [from the noun.] To

repay; to recompense. Shjkefp.

QUI TTER. f. A deliverer.

QUITTERBONE. / A hard round swelling

upon the coronet, between tha heel and the

quarter. Carrier's Dict.

QUI'VER./ A case for arrows. Spenser.

QUIVER. «. Nimble; active. Sbakejp.

To QUI'VER. v. n. 1. To quake; to play with

a tremulous motion. Gay. x. To shiver; to

Ihudder. Sidney.

QUIVERED, a [from quiver.] 1. Furnished

with a quiver. Milton. 1. Sheathed as in a

quiver. Pope.

To QUOB. v. n. To move as the embryo doea

in the womb. Did.

%1/ODLIBET.f. [Latin] A nice point ; a sub

tilty. rrior.

QUODLIBE'TARI AN./.s?»s<J 'ibet, Lat] Onr

who talks or disputes on any subject.

QUODLIBF.TICAL. a. [quodlibet. Lat.] Not

restrained to a particular subject. D;8.

QUOIF./ \cotffe, Pr.] 1. Any cap with which

the head is covere-1. See Coir. Shjkejp. x.

The cap os a serjeant al law.

To QTJOIF. t. n. [ceeffir, Fr ) To cap •, to

dress with a head-dress Addijon.

QUOI'FFURE./ [coefure, Fren.l H.al dress.

Addis.n.

QUOIL./ SeeCoi-..

QUOIN. / [rti«, Fr.) A corner. Sandyt.

QUOIT. / [ coete, Dutch. ] 1 Something

thrown to a great distance to a certain point.

Arbuthnot. x The discus of the ancients is

sometimes called in Engl (h quoit, but impro

perly.

To QUOIT, v. n. [from the noun.] To throw

quoits ; to play at quoits. Dryden.

To QUOIT, v. a. To thtow. Sbaiefp.

$$//) NDAM. [Latin.] Having been formerly.

Shake/p.

QUOOK. preterite of quake. Obsolete. Spenser.

QUORUM, f. (l.atin.J A bensh of jultices J

such a number of any officers as is sufficient

to do business Addifsn.

QUO TA. / [quetut Lat.] A (hare ; a propor

tion as assigned to each. Addiftu.

QUOTATION. /. [from quote] 1 . The ail of

quoting ; citation. a. Passage adduced out if

an author as evidence or illustration Locke.

To QUOTE, v. a. \quoter, Fr.J To cite an

author ; to adduce the words of another.

Wbitrifte.

QUO TER. / [from quote.] Citer ; he that

quotes. Atterbury.

QUOTH, verb tmperf.-n. (cpÆan, Saxon.]

Snoth I, lay I, or laid Ij qutth he, fays he,

or slid he. Hudihral.

QUOTIDIAN, a. [quotidien, Fr. quetidianm,

Lat.] Daily ; happening every day. Donne.

QUOTIDIAN./. Ifebrii quotidian,. Lat.] A

quotidian fever ; a lever which returns every

day. Shakejp.

QUOTIENT./ [quotiei. Lat.] In arithmetic,

quotient is the number produced by thedivisi n

of the two given numbevi the out by the o-

ther. Cocker.

R.
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RU calif J the canine letter, because it is

uttered with some resemblance to the

prowl or snail of a cur : it has one constant

found in linplifH ; as red, rust, mire, mnria-

tich : in words derived from the Greek, it is

followed by an h, rhapsody.

To RA'BATE. v. n [rabatre, Fr.] In falcon

ry, to recover a hawk to ihe fist again. Aim]

To RA'BBET i>. it. [rabatre, Fr.] To pare

down pieces of wood so as to sit one another.

Moxon

RA'BBET. / ssrom the verb! A joint made

by parinp two pieces so that they wrap over

one another. Moxon.

RA'BBI. 7 s A doctor among the Jews.

RABBIN, \ CamJem.

RABBIT./ [roobbekm, Dutch] A furry animal

that lives on plants, and burrows in the ground.

Shakes/*

RABBLE. / [rabnla, Latin.] A tumultuous

crowd i an assembly of low people Raleigh.

RA'BBLEMENT.y. [from rabble.) Croud ; tu

multuous assembly ol mean people. Spenser.

RA'BID. a. [rabidni, Lat.] Fierce j turious ;

mad.

RA'BIWET. / A kind of smaller ordnance.

Atnfu/crlh.

RACE./ [rare. Fr. from raJice, Lat] I. A fa

mily ascending. 1. Family descending. Milt.

3. A generation ; a collective family. Shake.

4. A particular breed Miltin. 5. Race es

ginger. A root or sprig ol ginger. 6. A par

ticular strength or taste of win?. Temple. 7.

Contest in running, Milton. 8. Course on the

feet. Bacon. 9. Progress; course. Milton. 10

Train ; process. Bacon.

RACEHORSE / [race and horse.] Horse bred

to run for prizes. Addtson.

RACEMA'TION. / [racemns, Lat] Cluster

like that ot grapes. Brcvn.

RACEMl'FEROUS. a. [racemns xnisero, Lat.]

Bearing clusters.

RACER. / [from race.] Runner j one that

contends in speed. Dorset.

KA'CINESS./ [from racy ] The quality of be

ing racy.

RACK. /. [racte, Dutch, from racten, to

stretch.] I. An engine to torture. Taylor . ».

Tortyre ; extreme pain. Temple. 3. Any in

strument by which extension is performed,

tVilktni. 4. A distaff; commonly a portable

distaff, from which they spirUiy twirling a ball.

Dryden. 5. The clouds as they are driven

by the wind. Shake/p. 6. A neck of mutton

cut for the table 7. A grate. 8. A wooden

grate in which hav is placed for cattle. Mart.

9. Arrack; a spirituous liquor.

To RACK. •». n. flrom the noun.] To stream

as clouds before the wind. Shakesp.

To RACK. v. a. [from the nouo.] t. To tor-

merit by the rack. Dryden. X. To torment ;

RAF

to harass. Milton. 3. To harass by exaction.

Spenser. 4. To screw ; to force to performance.

Tillets. 5. To stretch ; to extend. Shakesp. 6.

To defecate; to draw off from the lees Baton.

RACK-RENT. / [rack and rent.] Rent railed

to the uttermost. Smist.

RACK-RENTER /. [rack and renter.] One

who pays the ut'.ermost rent. Locke.

R.VCKET. s. 1. An irregular clattering noise.

Shakesp. i. A confused talk, in burlesque

language. Sviist. 3. The instrument with

which players strike the ball. Digby

RA'CKING. / Racking pace of a horse is the

fame as an amble, only that it is a swifter

time and a shorter tread

RACKOON. / A New England an:mal, like

a badger, having a tail like a fox, being cloath-

ed wiih a thick and deep furr.

RACY, a Strong; fiavorous; tasting of the

foil. Coivley.

RAD. the old pret. of read Spenser.

RAD. red and rod, differing only in dialect, sig

nify counsel ; as Conrad, powerful or uclllul

in counsel ; Ethelred, a noble counsellor.

Gibson.

RA'DDOCK, or ruddeck.s. A bird. Shakesp.

RADIANCE Is [radiare, Lat.] Sparkling

RADIANCY. J lustre; glitter. Brown.

RA DIANT. a. [ radians, Latin.] Shining j

brightly sparkling ; emitting rays Milton

To RADIATE, v. n. [radio, Lat.] To emit

rays ; to shine. Boyle.

RA DlATED.a. [radiatm. Lat.] Adorned with

rays. Addtson.

RADIATION./ [radiatie, Lat.] t. Beamy

lustre; emission of rays Bacon, a. Emission

from a center every way. Bacon.

RADICAL, a. [radical, French.] 1. Primitive}

original. Bentley. 1. Implanted by nature.

kVilkim. 3. Serving to origination.

RA'DICALITY. / [from radical.] Origina

tion. Brown.

RA DICALLY. adv. [from radical] Original

ly ; primitively. Prior.

RADICALNESS. / {from radical] The state

of being radical.

To RA DICATE. v. a. [radicalnt. Lat] T«

root ; to plant deeply and firmly. Hammond.

RA'DICATION. / [from radicate.] The act

of fixing deep. Hammond.

RADICLE./ [radicule, Fr. from radix, Lat.]

That part of the seed of a plant, which, upoa

its vegetation, becomes its root. S^nincy.

RADISH. /. [rsedic, Saxon.] A root which ia

commonly cultivated in the kitchen-gardens.

RADIUS. / [Latin.] t . The semi-diameter of

a circle, a. A bone of the fore-arm, which

accompanies the ulna from the elbow to the

wrist.

To RAFF. v. a. To sweep ; to huddle. Carrtr.

To RAFFLE, v. n. [raster, to snatch, Frcu.j

To cast dice for a prixe, Tatitr.

RAFFLE.
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RA'FFLE./ [rafle, Fr.] A species of game or

lottery, in which rr.any (lake i small part of

the value of some single thing, in consideration

of a chance to gain it. Arbuthnot.

RAFT. / A frame or float made by laying

pieces of timber cross each other. Shakefp.

RAFT. part. oass. of reave or raff. Spenjer

Tom •, rent.

RA'FTER. / [rtx-rxert, Sax. rafter, Dutch]

The secondary timbers of the house , the tim

bers which are lei into the great beam. Diane

RAFTERED, a [from rafter.] Built with

rafiera. Pipe.

RAG. s. [hrtacofee, torn, Saxon ] i. A piecr

of cloth torn from the reft ; a tatter. Milton

i. Any thing rent and tattered) worn oui

ctoaths. Sandyt. 3. A fragment of dress. Hud.

RAGGAMUFFIN. / (from rag.] A paltr)

mean fellow.

RAGE./ [rage, Fr.] 1. Violent anger, vehe

ment fury. Shakefp. » . Vehemence or exa

cerbation of any thing painful. Bacon.

To RAGE. e. «. [from the noun.] I. To be in

fury ; to be heated with excessive anger. Milt

1. To ravage ; to exercise fury. Waller. 3.

To act with mifchievous impetuosity. Milt:*

RAGEFUL. a. [r«£< and/««.] Furious j vio

lent. Hammond.

RA'GGED a. [from rag.] 1. Rent into tat

ters. Arbuthnot. 1. Uneven ; consisting of

pans almost disunited. Shakefp. 3. Dressed

in tatters. Drydem. 4. Rugged; not smooth

Vf-Jlranre.

RA'GGEDNESS. / [from ragged.] State of

being dressed in tatters. Shake/p.

RACINGLY. adv. [from raging) With ve

hement fury.

R'AGMAN. / [rag tai man] One who deals

in rags.

RAGOUT f. [French.] Meat stewed and highly

seasoned. Addisen.

RAGWORT. / [ rag and ■wort. ] A plant.

Miller.

RA'GSTONE. / [rag and stone) 1. A stone

lo named from its breaking in a ragged man

ner. Woodward, i. The stone with which

they smooth the edge of a tool new ground

and left ragged

RAIL./ [rugel, German ] I. A cross beam

fixed in ihe ends at two upright posts.

Moxon. 1. A series of posts connected with

beams, by which any thing is inclosed Bacon.

3. A kind of bird. Careiv. 4. A woman's

upper garment.

To KAIL. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To inclose

with rails. Addifon. 1. To range in a line.

Bacon.

To RAIL, v n. [ralkn, Dutch ] To use info-

lent and reproachful language. Shakefp.

RAl'LER. J. [from rail.] One who insults ot

delames by opprobrious language. South.

RAI LLERY. / [railtierie, Fr.J Slight satire ;

satirical merriment. Ben. Johnson.

RAIMENT. / Vesture; vestment; cloathsj

dress 1 garment. Sidney.

To ft AIM. v. n. [rteniau, Saxon ; regenia

Dutch.] t. To fall in drops from the cloud*.

Lotke. 1. To fall as rain. Milton. 3. It

Rains. The water falls from the clouds.

Shakefp.

To RAIN. v. a. To pour down as rain. Shakes.

RAIN. s. [pen, Sax.l The moisture that falls

from (Vie clouds, Waller.

R AINBOW / [rain and how.] The iris j the

semicircle of various colours which appears in

showery weather. Shakefp Newton

RATNDEER. [hpanaj-, Saxon ; rangifer. Lat.}

A ilecr with large horns, which, in the

northern regions, draws fledges through the

snow.

RAININESS./ [from rainy.] The state of be

ing showery.

RAINY, m. [from rain.] Showery; wet.

Prtv. xxvii.

ToRAlSE.«.«. [relfr, Danisti.] l.Tolift;

to heave. Pope. 1. To set upright; as, be

raised a mast. 3. To erect ; to build up.

Jos. vlii 4. To exalt to a state more great

or illustrious. Bacon. 5 To amplify; to en

large. Shakefp. 6. To increase in current

value. Tetnple. 7. To elevate ; to exalt.

Prior. 8. To advance •, to promote ; to pre

fer. Clarendon, a. To excite ; to put in

action. Milton 10. To excite to war or tu

mult , to stir up. Shakefp. A3i xxxiv. 1 1. To

route ; to stir up. Job. 1 a. To give beginning

to: as, he raised the family. 13. To bring

into being. Amoi ii. 11. 14. To call into

view from the state of separate spirits. Sandyt,

1 5. To bring from death to life. Rom. iv. 15.

16. To occasion -. to begin. Brown. 17. To

setup; to utter loudly. Dryden. 18. To col

lect; to obtain a certain sum. Arbuthnot.

1 9. To collect j to assemble ; to levy. Milton,

lo. To give rife to. Milton, at. Tt R»'st

paste. To form paste into pies without a

dish. Spectator.

RAi'SER. /. [ from raise. ] He that raises.

Taylor.

RAl'SIN./. [racemut, Lat. raisin, Fr.] Raijint

are the fruit cf the vine suffered to remain on

the tree till perfectly ripened, and then dried

either by the sun or the heat of an oven :

grapes of every kind, preserved in this man

ner, are called raifine, but those dried in the

fun are much sweeter and pleafanter man

those dried in ovens.

RAKE./ (pace, Saxon; racehe, Dutch.] 1.

An instrument with teeth, by v.hich the

ground is divided. Dryden. 1. [Rckel, Dutch,

a worthless cur dog.] A loose, disorderly, vi

cious, wild, gay, thoughtless fellow. Pipe.

To RAKE. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To ga

ther wish a rake May. X. Toclearwith a

rake. Thomson. 3. To draw together by

violence. Hooker 4. To scour ; to search

with eager and vehement diligence. Swift.

5. To heap together and cover. Suckling.

To RAKE. *. ■• I. To search) to grope.

South. X. To pass with violence. Sidney.

RAKER./ [from rake.] Ont that rakes.

4 K RAKE-
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RAKEHELL. / [racaille, Fr. the rabble ;

from rekel, Dutch, a mongrel dog ] A wild,

worthless, dissolute, debauched, sorry fellow.

Spenser.

RAKEHELLY. adv. [from rakibeli] Wild )

dissolute. Ben. Jehnsen.

RA'KISH. a. [from rake .] Loose j lewd ; dis

solute.

ToRA'LLY. v. a. [rallitr, Fr.] i. To put

disordered or dispersed forces in order. Atter-

bnry, a. To treat with flight contempt ; to

treat with satirical merriment. AditJen.

To RALLY. v. ». i. To come together in a

hurry, lilhtsen. %. To come again into

order. Dryden. 3. To exercise satirical mer

riment.

RAM./, spam, Saxon; ram, Dutch] 1. A

male sheep ; in some provinces, a tup

Peacbam. 1. An instrument with an iron

head to batter walls. Shakesp.

To RAM. v. a. i. To drive with violence,

as with a battering ram. Bacen. 1. To

fill with any thing driven hard together

HaywarJ.

To RAMBLE, v. ». [ rammelen, Dutch. ]

To rove loosely and irregularly ; to wander

Lecke.

RA'MBLE. / [from the veib.] Wandering > ir

regular excursion. Swift.

RA'MBLER. /■ [from ramble] Rover ; wan

derer.

RA'MBOOZE.? A drink made of wine, ale,

RA MBUSE. $ eggt and sugar. Baily.

RA MENTS. / [ramenta, Lat ] Scrapings ;

shavings. Dill.

RAMIFICATION./ [ramificatjen, Fr.] Di

vision or separation into branches ; the act of

branching out. Hale,

To RAMIFY, v. a. [ramifier, Fr.] To sepa

rate into branches Beyle.

ToRA'MIFY. v. n. Tobe parted into branches

Arbntbnet.

RAMMER. / [from ram.] 1. An instru

ment with which any thing is driven hard.

Mexen. a. The stick with which the charge

is forced into the gun. Wijeman.

RAMMISH, a. [from ram.] Strong scented.

RAMOUS. a. [from ramm, Lat J Branchy.

consisting of branches. Nruten.

To RAMP. v. n. [ramper, Fr.] I. To lea|

with violence. Sptnjer. 1. To climb as a

plant. Ray.

RAMP./, [from the verb.] Leapt spring.

MiItem.

RAMPA LLIAN./. A mean wietch. Shakesp.

RA MPANCY./ [from rampant. I Prevalence

exuberance. S.ntb.

RAMPANT, a. |r«»^»(,Fr] 1. Exuberant,

overgrowing restraint. Smth. a. (In hciaMry j

Rampant is when the lion is reared up in the

escutcheon, a!>it were ready to combittc with

his. enemy. Peacbam.

To RAMPART. ? v. a. [from the noun j

ToRAMPIRE. J Tosuility with tampan

Hajviard.

.? /. [rampart, Fr.J I.

J platform of the wall behind

Fr.] I. The

■ wal

round fortified

RA'MPART.l

RA'MPIRE.

the parapet. ». The wall

places. Ben. Jebnsen.

RA MPIONS. / [rapnncnlnt, Lat.] A plant.

Mertimer.

RA'MSONS./ An herb Ainsvertb.

RAN. preterite of run. Addijtn.

To RANCH, v. a. [from vreneb.] To sprain -,

10 injure with violent contortion. Garth

RA'NCID. a. [lanciJui, Lat.]- Strong scented.

Arbntbnet.

RANCIDNESS. 7 /. [from rancid.'] Strong

RANCIDITY. J (cent, as of old oil

RA NCOROUS. a. [ Irom ranconr. J Malig

nant; malicious; spiteful in the utmost de

gree. Shakesp.

RANCOUR. s. [rancaenr, eld Fr.] Inveterate

malignity ; malice ; Itedfast implacability ;

standing hate. Spenser.

RAND. s. [rand, Dutch.] Border; scam.

RA NDOM. /. [randen, Fr ] Want of direc

tion 1 want of rule or method; chance -, ha

zard ; roving motion. Milten.

RANDOM, a. Done by chance ; roving with

out direction. Dryden.

RANG, preterite of ring. Grevi.

To RANGE, v a. [ranger, Fr.] i.Ts place

in order; to nut in tanks. Clarenden. a. To

rove over. Gay.

To RANGE. •».».!. To rove at Urge. Skakesp.

a. To be placed in order. Sbakejp.

RANGE. / [rangee, Fr] I. A rank ; any

thing placed in a lipe. Neviten. 1. A class ;

an ort'er ; Hale. 3. Excursion ; wandering.

Senth. 4- Room for excuision AJdisen. 5.

Compass taken in by any thing excursive Pepe.

6. Step of a ladder. Clarenden. 7. A kitchen

grate. Spenjer.

RA'NCER./ (from range.] 1 . One that ranges ;

a rover ; a robber. Spenser. ». A dog that

beats the ground. Gay. 3. An officer who

tends the game of a forest. Dryden.

RANK. a. [pane, Saxon] 1. High growing ;

strong; luxuriant. Spenser. 1. Fruittul ; bear

ing strong plants. Sandyt. 3. [Rancidm, Lat.]

Strong scented > rancid. Shakesp. 4 High

tasttd ; strong in quality. Ray. 5. Ram

pant ; high grown ; gross ; coatte. Statft.

7. The iron of a plane issctraaf, when its

edge stands (> flat below the sole of the plane,

that in woiking it will take off a thick (hav

ing. Moxen.

RANK. / [rang, Fr.] 1 Line of men placed

a-breast. Shatejp. a. A row. Mi. ten. 3.

Range ossuboidination. Luke. 4 Class; order.

Antriury. 5. Degree of dignity . Addifen. 6.

Dignity; high place: Xi,beit aman »/rank.

To RANK. v. a. [ranger, Fr"] 1. To place

abreast. Milun. a. To range in any pam-

cular class. Shakes. 3. To arrange methods

cally. Miitan.

To RANK. v. n. To be ranged ; to be placed.

Tate.

To RANKLE. vf »■ [from rank.] To fester;

• to
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to breed corruption ; to be Inflamed in body

or mind. Spenser, Sandjt.

RANKLY adv. [from rank.] Coarsely j gros-

Iv Shallsp.

RA'NKNESS./ [ from rank. ] Exuberance;

superfluity of growth Shaktsp.

RA'NNY. s. Theshrewmouse. Bronvn.

To RANSACK, v. n. [pin, Saxon, and saka,

Swedish, to search for or seize.] 1 . To plun

der j to pillage. Dryden. 2. To search nar

rowly. Weodviard. 3. To violate ; to de

flower. Spenser.

RA'NSOME. / [men, Fr] Price paid for

redemption from captivity or punishment.

TiBuJn.

To RA'NSOME. t- a. [rancenner, Fr] To

redeem from captivity or punishment.

RANSOMELESS a. [from ranstnu] Free

from tansome. Sbakesp.

To RANT. v. n. [ranJen, Dutch, to rave.]

To rave in violent or high sounding language.

Stillingsleit,

RANT. / [from the verb.] High sounding lan

guage. Granxittc.

RANTER. / [from rant.] A ranting fellow.

RA'NTIPOLE. a. Wild) roving; rakish

Cinrrne.

To RA NTIPOLE. v. n To run about wildly

At butbnot.

RANULA. s. A soft swelling, possessing the

lalivals under the tongue. Wiseman.

RANUNCULUS./ Crowfoot. Mirtimer.

To RAP. v n [hrixppan, Sax.] To strike with

a quick smart blow Ailisn.

To RAP. v. a 1. To affect with rapture ; to

strike with extasy ; to hurry out of himself

Htoker, Popi. 1. To snatch away. Milton.

To R A P anJ rend Toseiieby violence.

RAP. f. [from the verb J A quick smart blow.

Arbntbnot.

RAPACIOUS, a. [rapace, French j rapax.

Lat.] Given to plunder ; seizing by violence

Pope

RAP \ CIOUSLY aiv. [from rapacitm ] By

rapine ; by violent robbery.

RAPA CIOUSNESS./ [from rapaciom] The

quality of being rapacious

RA'PACITY./. [rapaciias, I .at ] Addictednesi,

to plunder ; exercise of plunder; ravenous-

n*s» Strati.

R \PE./ [rapim, Lat ] 1. Violence; defloration

os chastity. Stakes 2. Privation ; act of raking

away. Chap 3. Something snatched away.

Sanjyi. 4. Whole grapes plucked from the

cluster. Raj. 5. A plant, fiom the feed of

which oil is expressed.

RAPID, a. [rapide, Fr. ] Quick ; swift

Drjden.

RAPIDITY./ [rapidite, Fr.] Celerity; ve

locity ; swiftness. Addison.

RA'PIDLY adv. [from rapid.] Swiftly; with

quick motion.

RATIDNKSS./ [from rapid.] Celerity j swift

fkcia.

RA PIER / A small sword used only in thrust

ing. Pest.

• RATIER FISH./ Thefijb called xiphias: the

sword which grows level from the snout

ofthesifli, is about a yard long; he preys 00,

fishes, having first stabbed them with his sword.

Grew.

RAPINE./ [rapina, Lat.] 1. The act of

plundering. Kin£ Ckarlti. 2. Violence; force.

Mihen.

RA'PPER. s. [horn rape.] One who strikes.

RAPPORT / [rapport, Fr.] Relation j re

ference. Temple.

To RAPT. v. n. To ravish ; to put in ecstasy.

Cbapman.

RAPT./ [from rap ] A trar.ce.

RA'PTURE./ 1. Ecstasy ; transport; violence

of any pleasing passion. Atldtson. 2. Rapidity ;

haste. Milton.

RAPTURED, a. [from raptnre] Ravished j

transported A bad word. Thomson.

RAPTUROUS, a [from raptnre] Eqstatick ;

transporting. Cosier.

RARE. a. [rarnt, Lat] 1. Scarce; uncommon.

Sbakesp. 2 Excellent ; incomparable ; valua

ble to a degree seldom found. Conolej. 3.

Thinly scattered. Miltm. 4. Thin; subtle ;

not dense. Newton. 5. Raw ; not fully sub

dued by the sire. Dryden.

RAREESHOW. / A show carried in a box.

Gay.

RAREFACTION. / [raresaBion, Fr.] Ex

tension of the parts of a body, that makes

it take up more room than it did before.

kVittin.

RARE FIABLE. «. [from rarefy] Admitting

rarefaction.

To RA'RKFY. * a. [raresier, Fr.] To make

thin : contrary to conrienle. Thomson.

Te RA REFY. v. n. To become thin. Drjden.

RARELY, adv. [from rare.] 1. Seldom; not

often; not frequently. 1. Finely; nicely;

accurately. Sbakesp.

RA'RKNESS. / [ from rare. J 1. Uncom-

rncnncls ; state of happening seldom; io-

trequency. 2. Value arising from scarcity.

Baan.

RA RITY. / [rariti, Fr: raritai. Lat.] I.

Uncommonness ; infrequency. Spectator. 2.

A thing valued for its scarcity. Sbakesp. 3.

Thinness , subtlety : the contrary to density.

Bentley.

RA'SC AL. / spar-cal, Saxon, a lean beast ] A

mean fellow; a scoundrel. Dryden.

RASCALION. / One of the lowest people.

Hudibral.

RA'SCALITY./ [ from rascal] The low

mean people. South.

RA'SCALl.Y. a. [from rascal.] Mean; worth

iest. Stvist.

To RASE. v. a. i.Tofkim; to strike on the

surface. South. 2. To overthrow -, to destroy ;

to root up. Milton. 3. To blot out by rasure }

to erase. Milton.

RASH. a. [rasch, Dutch.] Hasty ; violent}

precipitate. Ajcbam.

RASH / [rascia, Italian] 1 . Satt'tn Minjbeea.
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2. An efflorescence on the body ; a breaking

out

RA'SHER / A thin (lice of bacon. Bacon.

RA SHLY. adv. [fiom rajb.) Hastily ; violent

ly; without due consideration Sonlb.

RASHNESS./, [from rap.} Foolish contempt

of danger. Dryden.

RASP. / [rajpo, Italian] A delicious berry

that grows on a species of the bramble ; a rasp

berry Pbilipt.

To RASP. v. a. \rafptn, Dutch.] To rub to

powder with a very rough file. Moxon.

RASP./ A large rough file, commonly used to

wear away wood. Maxon.

RA'SPATORY. / [raspatoir, Fr.j A chirur-

geon's rasp. Wiseman.

R A'SPBERRY,or Rasberry. s. A kind of berry

Mortimtr.

RA'SPBERRY-BUSH / A species of bramble

RA'SURE. / [rasura, Lat J I. The act of

scraping or shaving, i. A mark in a writing

where something has been rubbed out. Ayliffe.

RAT./ Wain, Dutch ; rat, French; raita,

Spanish.] An animal of the mouse kind that

infell houses and (hips. Brevin, Dennis

To smell a RAT. To be put on the watch by

suspicion. HuJitrai.

RATABLE, a. [from rate.] Set at a certain

value. Camdtn.

RA'TABLY. adv. Proportionibly. Raleigh.

RATA FIA./ A fine liquor, prepared from the

kernels of apricots and spirits. Bailey.

RA'TAN./. An Indian cane. Di<9.

RATCH 7 / In clock-work, a fort of wheel,

RASH, i which serves to lilt up the detentb

every hour, and thereby make the clock strike.

Bailey.

RATE. / I Price fixed on any thing. Ltcke,

Dryden. a. Allowance fettled. Addison 3.

Degree-, comparative height or valour. Stake.

Calamy. 4. Quantity assignable, Sbakesp. 5.

That which sets value. Atterbury. 6. Manner

•f doing any thing ; degree to which any thing

is done. Clarendon. 7. Tan imposed by the

parish Prior.

To RATE. v. a. I. To value at a certain price.

Boyle. 1. To chide hastily and vehemently

South.

RATH. / A hill Spenser.

RATH. adv. Early. Sptnjer.

RATH. a. [pat!, Saxon, quickly. ] Early;

coming be ot e the tima. Milton.

RA'THER. adv. 1. More willingly 1 with bel

ter liking. Common Prayer. 1. Preferably >•

the other ; with better reason. Locke. 3. In a

greater degree than otherwise. Dryden. 4

More properly. Stakes 5. Especially. SbakeJ.

e. Tebavc Kaiuiis, To desi e in presc

ience. Rogcrr.

RATIFICATION. /. [from ratify] The act

01 ratifying , confirmation.

RA'TIFU'.R. / Ifrom ratify ] The person or

thiue; that raiisiei Sbikejp

To RATIFY. «. a. [«/«« /im, Lai] To

confirm; to settle. Dryden.

RA'TlO.s [Lat.] Proportion. Cbeynt.

To RATIOCINATE. *>. n. [ratiociner, L»t.]

To reason ; to argue.

RATIOCINATION./ s ratiocinatio, Lat.]

The act of reasoning; the act of deducing

consequences from premises. Brevn.

RATIO'CINATIVE. a. [from ratiocinate] Ar

gumentative ; advancing by process of dis

course. Hale.

RATIONAL. a.[rationalis, Lat] I. Having

the power of reasoning. 1. Agreeable to

reason. GlanvilU. 3. Wise; judicious ) as,

a rational man.

RATIONALE./ [from ratio. Lat ] A detail

with reasons: a>. Or. Sparrow'; Rationale ej

the Common Prayer.

RATIONALIST./: [from rational] One who

proceeds in his disquisition* and practice whol

ly upon reason. Bacon.

RATIONALITY./ [from rational] I. The

power of reasoning. Gov. of the Tonga*. a.

Reasonableness. Brovtn.

RATIONALLY, adv [from rational] Rea

sonably ; with reason. Scntb.

RATIONALNESS. / [from rational] The

state of being rational.

RATSBANE. / [rof and bane] Poison sot

rats ; arlenick. ShakeJ'p.

RA'TEEN./ A kind of stuff. Swift.

To RATTLE, v. «. [rate/an, Dutch.] 1. To

make a quick sharp noise with frequent repe

titions and collisions. Hayooard. a. To speak

eagerly and no, lily . Siaift.

To RA'T I'LE. v. a. 1. To move anything

so as to make a rattle or noile. Dryden. *.

To stun with a noile; to drive with a noise.

Shakes. 3 To tcold ; lo rail at with clamour.

Arbntbnol.

RATTLE. / [from the verb.] 1. A quick

noise nimbly repeated. Prior. I. Empty and

loud talk. Hake-wilL 3. An instrument, which

agitated makes a clattering noise. Raleigb. 4.

.A plant.

RATTLEHEADED, a. [ rattle and bead. ]

Giddy ; not steady.

RATTLESNAKE. / A kind of serpent.

Grenv.

RATTLESNAKE R:ot. s A plan'; a native

el Virginia; the Indians ule it as a certain

remedy against the bite of a raitlelnakc.

U,ll

RATOON / A West Indian fox. Baley.

To RAVAGE, v. a [ravager, F..J so lay

v. ..lie | in sack ; to ranlack ; to spoil \ to

pillage; to plunder .Addison

RA V AGE./ [ravage,Fr.} Spoil ; ruin ; waste.

Dryden.

RA'VAGER. / [ from ravage. ] Plunderer ;

spoiler. Svjist.

UAU CITY.y. [rancmi, Lat.] Hoarseness; loud

rough noise. Bacon.

To RAVE. v. n. Ireven, Dutch : river, Fr.] t.

To be delirious ; to talk irrationally Gov. os

tbe 'sengne. 2, To burst out into furious ex

clamation*
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clamations as if mid. Sandyt. 3. To be un- 1

reasonably fond. Licit.

To RAVEL, v. a. [ravelin, Dutth.] I. To

entangle ; to entwist one with another; to

make intricate ; to involve ; to perplex. IVall.

a. To unweave ; to unknit: as, 11 ravel out a

rvi/i. Sbakejp. 3. To hurry over in confusion.

D.giy.

To RA'VEL. v. n. 1. To fall into perplexity

or confusion. Milton, 2,. To work in per

plexity ; to busy himself with intricacies.

Decay of Pitty.

RAVELIN, f. [French.] In fortification a work

that consists of two faces, that make a salient

angle, commonly called halt moon by the

soldiers.

RA'VEN./ [hpœpn, Sax.] A large black fowl.

Biyll.

To RA'VEN. w. a. [pxrian. Sax. to rob ]

To devour with great eagerness and rapacity.

Sbakefp.

To RA VEN. tt. ». To prey with rapacity.

Lmke.

RAVENOUS, a. [from rows.] Furiously vo

racious ; hungry to rage. Sbakejp.

RAVENOUSLY, adv. [from ravenout.] With

raging voracitv.

RA VENOUSNESS. / [from ravenout.] Rage

for prey ; furious voracity. Hale.

RAUGHT. the old pret. and part. pass, of reach.

RAVIN./ I. Prey •, food gotten by violence.

Milton %. Rapine; rapaciousness Ray.

RA'VINGLY. adm. [from rove.) With frenzy ;

with distraction. Sidney.

To RA VISH. v. a. [ravir, Fr.] 1. To constu-

prate by force. Sbakejp. a To take away by

violence. Sbakejp. 3. To delight; to lapture;

to transport. Cant.

RA'VISHER. /". [ravijsiur, Fr.J I. He that

embraces a weman by violence. Taylor, a.

One who takes any thing by violence Pose.

RAVI'SHMfcNT. j. [ ravissement, Fr. Irom

ravi/b] 1. Violation; forcible constupration

a. Transport; rapture: ecllacy ; pleasing vi

olence on the mind Milton.

RAW. a. [hpeap, Sax. reuv>, Dutch.] 1. Not

subdued by the fire. Spenser. 1. Not covered

with the slein. Sbakejp. 3. Sore. Spenjer.

4. Immature; unripe. 5. Unseasoned ; un

ripe in skill. Raleigb. 6. New. Sbakefp. 7

Bleak ; chill. Spenser. 8. Not concocted

Bacon

RA WBONED. a. [ram and tee ] Having

bones scarcely covered with Besh. L'Eftrange.

RA'WHEAD. / [raw v>d bead.] The name

of a spectre. Dryden.

RA'WLY.ooV [trom rate.] 1. In a raw man

ner. ' a. Unflcilfullv. 3 Newly. Sbakejp

RAWNESS. / [from row] 1. State ot being

raw. Bacon. ». Unlkil.ulueli. HaiewiU. 3.

Hasty manner. Sbakefp.

RAY / [rait, Fr. radtut. Lat] I. A beam of

lighr./Vfr/reri, Newton. *. Any lustre corporeal

or intellectual. Milton. 3. [Raye, Fr. raiay

Lit j A fish. Ainsmrtb. 4. An herb. Ainjnu.

To RAY. <e. a. [rayer, Fr] To streak j to

maik in lon^ lines. Shake]p.

RAY. for array,

RAZF . s. [rayz., a root, Spanish.] A root of

ginger Sbakejp.

To P A ZE. v a. [rasut, Lat] I . To overthrow;

to ruin ( to subvert. Sbakefp. a. To efface.

Milton. 3. To extirpate. Sbakefp.

RA'ZOR./ [rasor, Ut] A knife with a thick

blade and fine edge used in shaving Dryden.

RA'ZOURABLE. a. [from raatr.) Fit to be

shaved. Sbakefp.

RA ZORFISH. / A fish. Carena.

RAZURE./. [ra/nre, Fr.J The act of erasing.

Sbakefp

RE. Is an inseparable particle used by the

Latins, and from them borrowed by us to de

note iteration or backward action : as, return,

to come back ; repercussion, the act of driving

back.

REACCESS./ [re and accest ] Visit renewed.

Hakenvill.

To REACH, v. a. [p*can, Saxon] 1. To

touch with the hand extended. Cengrnc. a.

To arrive at ; to attain any thing distant.

Mi/ton. 3. To fetch from some place distant,

and give. 1 EJ'drat. 4 To bring forward from

a dist.rnt place. Jobn. 5. To hold out; to

stretch forth. Hooker. 6. To attain; to gain ;

to obtain. Cheyne 7 To transfer. Rome. 8.

To penetrate lo.Lrlt. 9. To be adequate to.

Locke. 10. To extend to. Addison. 11. To

extend ; to spread abroad. Milton.

To REACH, v.n 1. To be extended. Boyle a.

To be extended far. Sbakefp. 3. To penetrate.

Addifeu. 4. To make efforts to attain. Locke.

5. To take in the hand. Milton.

REACH / [from the verb ] 1 . Act of reaching

or bringing by extension of the hand. a.

Power of reaching or taking in the hand. Lee.

3. Power of attainment or management.Lake.

4. Power; limit of faculties. Addison. 5.

Contrivance ; artful scheme ; deep thought.

Hay-ward. 6. A fetch; an artifice to attain

some distant advantage Bacon. 7. Tendency

to distant consequences. Sbakefp. 8. Extent.

Milton.

To REACT, v. a. [rr and act] To return the

impulse or impression. Arbuthnot.

REACTION./. [reaSion, Fr ] The reciproca

tion of any impulse or force impressed, made

by the body on which such impression is made:

adicn and reaction are equal.

READ./". [pxe, Sax] 1 . Counsel. Sternbtld.

*. Saying; saw. Spenser.

To READ. v. a. pret. read, part. pass. read.

[p-xb, Sax.] 1 . To peruse any thing wiitten.

Sbakejp. Pope. a. To discover by characters or

marks. Spenser. 3. To learn by observation.

Sbakejp. 4. To know fully. Sbakejp.

To READ. v. n. 1. To perform the act of pe

rusing writing Deuteronomy, a. To be ttu-

riioui in books. 'sayUr. 3. To know by read

ing Swift.

READ ' parlieip. a. Skilful by reading. Dryden.

READING.
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REA'DING./ [from retJ.] i. Study in books;

perusal of books. fValts. 2. A lecture ; a

prelection. 3. Publick recital. Hooker. 4.

Variation of copies. Arbutknot.

RF.ADE PTION./. [re anJ adeptut, Lat ] Re

covery ; act of regaining. Bacon.

REA'DER. /' [from read.] 1. One that peruses

any thing written, /fr*. j*objtjon. a. One

studious in books. Dryden. 3. One whose

office is to read prayers in churches. Swift.

READERSHIP./ [from reader.] The office

of reading prayers. Swift.

READILY. aJv [from ready] Expeditely ;

with little hindrance or delay. South.

READINESS./, [from ready.] 1. Expedite-

ness; promptitude. South, 2.1 he sta'e of being

ready or sit tor any thing Clarendon. 3. Faci

lity; freedom from hindrance or obstruction

Holder. 4. State of being willing or prepared

Addifen.

RKADMISSION./ [re and admission.] The

act of admitting again. Arbuthnot.

To READMIT, v. a. [re tod admit.] To let

in again Milton.

To RtADORN, v. a. [re and adorn ] To de

corate again ; lo deck a-new. Blackmore.

READY, a. I rede, Swedish ; hpabe, nimble,

Saxon] 1. Prompt 1 not delayed, temple. 2.

Fit for a purpose , not to seek. Shakejp. 3

Prepared; accommodated to any design. Mitt.

4- Willing; eager. Spenser. 5. Being at the

point; not distant; naar. Milton. 6. Being at

hand ; next to hand Dryden. 7. Facil; taly ;

opportune i near. Hooker, i. Quick; not

done with hesitation Clarijsa. 9. Expedite \

nimble ; not embaralfcd ; not flow. rVatti.

10 To make Ready. To make preparation;.

Mark.

READY, adv. Readily ; so far as not to need

delay. Numberj.

READY./ Ready money. A low word Arhut.

REAFFIRM ANCE. /. [re and affirmance.]

Second confirmation Ajliffe.

RE'AL a. [reel, Fr. reaks, Lat.] 1. Relating

to things not persons ; not personal. Bacon. 2.

Not fictitious ; not imaginary ; true : genuine

C/aniiille. 3. In law, consisting ot things im-

moveable, is laud. Child,

RE'ALGAR. / A mineral. Bacon

REALITY./ [realm; Fr ] 1. Truth; verity;

what is, not what meieiy seems Addison. 2.

Something intrinsically important. Milton.

To REALIZE, v. a. [rcalijer, Fren.] t.To

biing into being or act. Olar.11. It a. To

convert money ir.to land.

RK ALLY, adv [from real] 1. With actual

existence. Smth. 1. In truth ; truly ; not

seemingly. Sentb. 3. !t is a slight corroboratiou

of an opinion. Young.

REALM./ [rotaulme, Fr.] 1 . A kingdom ; a

king's dominion Milton, a. Kingly govern

ment. Pope.

REALTY./ Loyalty. Milton.

REAM. / [rame, Fr. nem, Dutch.] A bundle

of paper containing twenty quires, test.

To REANIMATE. ». a. [retfuianme, Lst.]

To revive ; to restore to life GlanriHe.

To REANNE'X v. a. [ re and annex. ] To

annex again. Bacon.

To REAP. v. a. [pepan, Saxon] 1. To cut

corn at harvest Skakesp. 2. To gather ; to

obtain. Hooker.

To RKAP. v. «. To harvest. Psalmi.

REAPER. /. (from reap.) One that cuts corn

at harvest Sand

REAPINGHOOK / s reaping and hook.] A

hook used to cut corn in harvest. Dryden.

REAR./ [arriere, Fr ] 1. The hinder troop of

an army, or the hinder line of a fleet. Knollet.

2. The last class. Peacham.

REAR. a. |hpepe, Saxon. I 1. Raw; half

roasted ; half sodden. 2. Eaily. A provincial

word. Gay.

To R E A R. v. a. [a|v pan, Saxon] 1 . To raise

up. 1 Kjdrai. 2. To lit up from a fall Specs.

3. To nfove upwards. Milton. 4. To bring

up to maturity. Bacon. 5. To educate ; to

instruct. Southern. 6 To exalt ; lo elevate.

Prior, j. To rouse; to stir up. Dryden.

REA'RWARD. / (from rear.] 1. The last

troop. Sidney. 1. The end ; the tail ; a train

behind. Shakesp. 3. The latter pan. Shakes.

REA RMOUSE. / [hpepemur, Sax.) The

leather-winged bat. Abb.t

ToREASCE'ND. v. n. [re and ascend.] To

climb again Spenser.

ToREASCE'ND. 1. a To mount »e»in. Addis.

REASON. / [raisen, Fr.] 1. The power by

which man deduces one proposition from

another, or proceeds from premises to conse

quences Mi. tot. 2. Cause, ground or princi

ple. Til/ots 3. Cause efficient. Hale. 4 Final

cause Locke. 5. Aigument ; ground of per

suasion ; motive. Til otjon. 6. Ratiocination ;

discursive power. Davies. 7. Clearness of

faculties. Shakesp. 8. Right; justice. Spenser.

9. Rea!onable claim ; just practice. Toyhr.

10. Rationable ; just account. Boyle 1 1. Mo

deration ; moderate demands. Addson.

ToREA'SON. v. n. [ra-.jonner, Fr.) 1 To ar

gue rationally; to deduce consequences justly

from premises. Locke. 1. To debate ; 10 dis

course ; 10 talk; to take or give an account.

Shakesp. 3 To ra.se disquisitions; to make

enquiries. Milton.

ToREA'SON. v. a. To examine rationally.

Burnet.

REASONABLE, a [raison, Fr] 1 Having

tbe faculty of realbn ; endued with reason.

Sidney. 2. Acting, speaking or thinking rati

onally. Hayw. 3. Just; rational; agreeable

to reaton. Swift. 4. Not immoderate. Shake.

5. Tolerable; being in mediocrity. Sidney,

Abbot.

REASONABLENESS./ [from reasonable] 1.

The faculty of reason. 2. Agreeableness to

reason. Clarendon. 3 Moderation.

REASONABLY, ad-o. [from reasonable] 1.

Agreeably to reason Dryden. z. Moderately j

in a degree reaching to mediocrity Bacon.

REASONER./ [raifonneur, Fr.] One who

reasons , an arguer, Blackmore. Rli A.-
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REA'SONING. / [from reasons Argument.

Addisuu.

RE A SONLESS. a. [from rtaseu] Void of rea-

son. Shakesp.

To REASSEMBLE, v. a. [re and aJimble.]To

collect inew. Miltn.

To REASSERT, v. a [rt and ajstrt.) To as

sert anew. Attcrbury.

To REASSU ME v. a. [reafsnmt. Lat.] To

resume; to take again. Denham.

To REASSURE, v. a. [reaffurer, Fr] To free

from fear ; to sestore from lerroar. Dryicn.

REATE s. A kind of long small grass thai

grows in water, and complicates itself toge

ther. Walt:..

To REAVE, t. a. pret. rest, [risepan, Saxon.J

To lake away by llealih or violence. Carenjj

To REBA'PTIZE v. a. [rebaptiser, Fr. rt tod

baptise] To baptize again Aylisse.

REBAPTIZATION. / [ rebaptisatieu, Fr. ]

Renewal of baptism. VUtk'r.

ToREBA'TE. v. n. [rebattie, Fr] To blum ;

to beat to cUusciids , to deprive of keenness

Creech.

REBECK s. [rebec, Fr. nbecca, Italian] A

three stringed tidole. Miltn.

RE BEL. s. [rebelie, Fr. rebelln. Lat ] One who

opposes lawful authority. Stakejp. Fenian.

To REBEL, v n. | rebellc, Lat J To rile in op

position against lawful authority. Shakefp.

RKBE'LLER. /. [from rebel] One that rebels

REBELLION./ [rebellion, Fr. rebelui, Latin,

from rebet.] Insurrection against lawrul autho

rity. Mitten.

REBELLIOUS a. [from rebel] Opponent to

lawful authority. Dent. ix. 7.

REBL'LLIOUSLY adv. [from rebellint.] In

opposition to law'ul authority. Camden.

REBE LLIOUSNLSS. /. [from rebellmt ] The

quality of being rebellious.

To REBELLOW, v. » [re and bellev ] To

bellow in return > to echo back a loud noise

Dry4m.

REBOA'TION / [rein, Lat] The return of a

load bellowing sound.

To REBOUND. v. n. [rebendir, Fren. re and

binnd.\ To spring bjck ; to be reverberated ; t.

fly back, in consequence of motion imprclsed

and resisted by a jjeater power. Ncviteu.

To REBOU ND. v. a. To reverberate ; to beat

back. Prir.

REBOU'ND. / [from the verb] The act ol

flying back, inconsequence of motion resisted;

rcsilit.on. Drydin.

REBUFF. /. irebuffade, Fr. rebuff,, Italian.]

Ret>erculsion j quick and sudden resistance

Miltn.

To REBU FF. v. a. [from the noun.] To bear

back ; toopp fe with sudden violence.

To REBUILD, v. a. [re and build J To re

edify ; to restore from demolition i to repair.

REBU K. ABLE, a sfrom rebuke] Worthy of

reprehension. Sbaiejp.

To RLBUK.E. i> a [-<■*.-• 'her, Fr.] To chide;

to reprehend , to rcpieis oy oDjurgalion. Hib

REBUKE./ [from the verb.] 1 . Reprehension ;

chiding expression \ objurgation. Pepe. 1. In

low language, it signifies any kind of theck.

UEjirtnre.

REBU'KER. / [from rebuke.] A chider ; a

reprehender. Hojea v-

REBUS. / [rebm. Lat.] A word represented

by a picture. Peacham.

To REBUT, v n. [rebuter, Fr.] To retire

back. Spenser.

REBUTTER. / An answer to a rejoinder.

To RECALL. v. a. [re and call.] To call

back ; to call again ; to revoke. Hjktr.

RECA LL./ [from the verb ] Revocation ; act

or power os calling back. DryJen.

To RECANT, v. a. [recantc. Lat.] Tore-

tract; to recall; to contradict what one haa

once said or done. Swift.

RECANTATION. /. Ifrom recant ] Retrac

tation ; declaration contradictory to a former

declaration. Stilling flat

RECANTER. / [from recant.] One who re

cants. Shatesp.

RECAPITULATE, v a. [recmpitnltr, Fr.]

To repeat again distinctly ; to detail again.

Mire.

RECAPITULATION /. [from recapitulate]

De ail repeated j distinct repetition of the

principal points. South.

RECAPITULATORY, a. [from recapitulate.]

Repeating again.

ToRECA'RRY v. a. [re and carry.] To car

ry back Walt'.u.

To RECEDE v. n. [recede. Lat.] 1. To fall

back ■. to retreat. B.'nt. 1. To desist. Claim.

RECEl'PT.y. [receptum. Lat] 1. The act or'

receiving. Wtjeman. 1 The place of receiv

ing. Matthew. 3. A note given, by which

money is acknowledged to have been receiv

ed. 4. Reception; admission. Masker. 5. Ri-

ception ; wckome Sidney. 6. Prescription of

ingredients for any composition. Shaiejp.

RECEl VA ISLE, a. | from receive.] Capable of

being received.

To RECEIVE, v.a. [recevtir, Fren. recipie,

Lat.] 1. To take or obtain ant thing as due.

Skakesp. a. To take or obtain from another.

Daniel. 3. To take any thing communicated.

L:ce. 4 To embrace intellectually. Leckr.

c. To allow. H.ckei . 6. To admit. PJaiun,

hVatti. 7. To take as into a velsel. Adi.

8. To take into a place or state. Mark. c.

To conceive in the mind; to take intellec

tually. Stakejp. 10. To entertain as aguii'.

Miltn.

RECtIVEDNESS / [from received] Gene

ral allowance. Bojte.

RECEIVER/ \ieccvenr, Fren.] 1. One to

whom any thing is communicated by another.

Dome. 1 One to whom any thing is given

or paid Spratt. 3 One who pai takes 01 tie

blclled sacrament. Tayhr. 4. One who co

operates with a robber, by taking the goo. s

which j>e steal* Spenser. 5. The velsel 1010

which spiriu arc emitted irom the still Blutt.

t. The
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6. The vessel of the air pump, out of which I

the tir is drawn, and which therefore receives

any body oo which experiments are tried.

Bettley.

To RECE'LEBRATE v. n. [re and celebrate.]

To celebrate anew. Ben. Johnson.

RECENCY. s. [recent, Latin] I. Newness;

new state. kViseman.

RECE NSION. f. [recenfe, Lat.] Enumeration ;

review. Evelyn.

RE'CENT. a. [recent. Lat.] 1. New j not of

long existence. rVotJvtard. X. Late-, not

antique. Bactn. 3. Fresh; not long dismissed

from. Pope.

RECENTLY adv. [ from recent. ] Newly;

freshly. Arhntknot.

RECE'NTNESS. / [from recent.] Newness;

frefhnefi-. Hale.

RECEPTACLE./, [receptacnlum, Latin] A

vessel or place into which any thing is re

ceived Spct.str.

RECEPTIBI'LITY. s. [reeeptnt, Lat.] Possibi

lity of receiving. Glanville.

RECEPTARY. /. [reeeptnt, Lat ] Thing re

ceives Brevin.

RECE'PTION./. [reeeptnt, Lat.] 1. The act of

receiving Brivrn X. The state of being re

ceived. 3. Admission of any thing communi

cated. Locke. 4 Readmission. Milton. 5. The

act of containing. AJdison. 6. Treatmeat

at first coming) welcome; entertainment

Hammond. 7. Opinion generally admitted

Lode. 8. Recovery. Baton.

RECEPTIVE, a. [reeeptnt, Lat.] Hiving the

quality of admitting what is communicated.

Glanville.

RE'CEPTORY. a. [reeeptnt. Lat] Generally

•r popularly admitted. Breton.

RE'CESS./ [recessnt. Lat.] 1. Retirement; re

treat; withdrawing) secession. Prier. x. De

parture. Glanville. X. Place of retirement ;

place of secrecy ; private abode. Milttn. 4

Perhaps an abstract. 5. Departure into privacy.

Milttn. 6. Remission or suspension of any

procedure. Bacon. 7. Removal to distance.

Brown. 8. Privacy -, secresy of abode. DryJen.

9. Secret part. Hammond.

RECE'SSION / [recejsr., Lat] The act of re

treating.

ToRECHA'NGE. v. a. [reckanger,Tr] To

change again. DryJen.

To RECHARGE, v. a. [recharger, Fren ] t.

To accuse in return. Hooker, x. To attack

anew DryJen.

R1XHEAT./. Among hunters, a lesson which

the huntsman winds on the horn, when the

hound* have lost their game Shakesp.

RECIDIVA'TION / [recidivm, Lat] Back-

Hiding; falling again Hammond.

RECIDI VOUS. a. [reetJivnt, Lat ] Subject to

tall attain.

RECIPE. / [recipe, Lat.] A medical prescrip

tion. Suckling.

RECI PIENT. / [recipient. Lat] 1 The re

ceiver) that to which aej tnjog ia cornraWui-

tated. Glanville. X. The vessel into which

spirits are driven hy the still. Decay tf Piety.

RECIPROCAL a [rec,precnt,\M] 1. Acting

in vicissitude; alternate. Milton. X. Mutual;

dune by each to each. L'Efirange. 3. Mutually

interchangeable. kVatts. 4. KtciprocM pro

portion is, when, in four numbers, the fourth

number is so much lesse. than the second, as

the third is greater than the first, and vice

versa. Arbntknct.

RECIPROCALLY, adv. [ from recipneal. ]

Mutually; interc harvelH . NetsIt*.

RECIPROCALNESS. / ifrom recipreeal]

Mutual return ; alteroaten^ss. Decay tfPiety.

To RECI PROCATE. v. 3. [recipreens, Lat.1

To act interchanpci/ly ; to alternate. Sergei.

RECIPROCATION./ [reciprocate, from re.

eiprecut, Latin] Alternation; action inter

changed Brovjn.

RECISION. / [rtcisnt, Latin.] The act of

cutting oss.

RECI'TAL. / [from recite.] 1. Repetition;

rehearsal. Addistn. x. Enumeration Prier.

RECITA'TION. / [from recite.] Repetitions

rehearsal Hammond.

RECITATIVE. I s. [from recite] A kind of

RECITATI'VO. J tuneful pronunciation, more

musical than common fpetch, and less than

song; chaunt. DryJen

To RECITE, v a. [recite. Ut.] To rehearse-,

to repeat ; to enumerate; to tell over. AJJif.

RECI'TE. / Recital. Temple.

To RECK. v. n. [pecan, Saxon ] To enre ; to

heed; to mind; to rate at much. Spenser,

Milttn.

To RECK. v. a. To heed ) to care for. Shakesp.

RECKLESS, a. [ftecceleaf, Saxon] Careleiii

heedless; mindless. Stakcip. Cra ley.

RECKLESSNESS, f. (from reck.] Careless

ness ; negligence. Sidney.

To RE'CKON. v. a [rtecran, Saxon.] 1. To

number ; to count. Crajbanv. X. To esteem I

to account. Hooker. 3. To assign in an account.

Romant.

To RE'CKON. v. «. 1 . To compute ; to calcu

late. AJJifen. X. To state an account.Stakeip.

3. To charge to account. Ben. 'Johnson. 4. To

pay a penalty. Sandersen. 5 Tocall to punish

ment Tilletjou. 6. To lay stress or dcDcndancc

upon. Temple.

RECKONER./ [from rtcktn.] One who com

putes; one who calculates cost Cam-Jen.

RECKONING. /. [from recken.] 1 . Computa

tion ) calculation. 1. Account of lime. Sandyt.

3. Accounts of debtor and creditor. Daniel.

4. Money charged by an host- Shakesp. t.

Account taken. 1 tXingi. 6. Esteem ) ac

count ; estimation. Hooker.

To RECLAIM, v. a. [reclame, Lat ] 1 To

reform; to correct. Brew. ». \_Reeiamer, Fr ]

To reduce to the state desired. Bacon. 3. To

recall ; to cry out against. DryJen. 4. To

tame. DryJen.

To RECLINE v. a. [recline. Lat] To lea«

back j lo lean sidewile. AJJiJm.

To
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ToRECLI'NE. v. n. To rest; to repose; to lean.

RECLI'NE. a. [reclinii, Lit.] In a leaning

posture. Milton.

To RECLO'SE. v. a. [re and close.] To dose

igiin. Pope.

To RECLU'DE. v. «. [reclndo, Lit.] To open.

Harvey.
RECLUSE, o [■.•"«*». Fr. rechsnt, Lit.] Shut

op; retired. Duay cf Pitty.

RECOAGULA'TION / Second coagulation

RECO'GNISANCE / [recognisance, Fr.] I.

Acknowledgment of 1 person or thing. 1.

Badge, r/niirr, Sbakejp. 3. A bond of record

testifying the recognisor to owe unto the re

cognises a certain sum os money acknowledge'

in some part of the record CowcL

To RECOGNI SE. v. a. [rtcognosco, Lit ] 1

To acknowledge; to recover and avow know

ledpe of any person or thing. Dryden. 2. To

review , to examine. S'tttb.

Rf.COGNISEE'./ He in whose favour the bond

it drawn.

RECOGNISOR. /. He who gives the recogni

sance.

RECOGNITION. / [recegnitit, Lat.] 1. Re

vcw ; renovation of kn-wledge. He*<er. a.

Knowledge confessed. Grew. 3. Acknow

ledgment. Boon.

To KECOI L. f. n. [recnler, Fr] 1. To rush

back in consequence of resistance Milton. "..

To rail back Spenser. 3. To fail; to shrink

Sbaktsp.

To RLCOI'N. v. a. [re and turn.] To coin over

again. Addison.

RECOt'NAGE. / [re and «t'ii«£<\] The act of

coining anew. Bacon.

To RECOLLE'CT. v. a. [recolleSns, Lat.] 1

To recover to memo- y. PVatti. 2. To recover

reason or resolution. DryJen. 3. To gather

what is scattered ; to gather again Boyle

RECOLLECTION /. (from reel/left.) Reco

very of notion; revival in the memory. Locke.

To RECO'MFORT. v. a. [rrand comfort. \ 1

To comrort or console again Sidney, i. To

give new strength Bacon.

To RECOMME NCE. v. a. [recemmencer, Fr.]

1 o begin anew.

Xo RECOMMEND v. a. [recommender, Fr

t. To praise to another. 2. To make accep

table. DryJem. 3. To commit with prayers

A3t.

RECOMME NDABLE a. [recommenJable,Vc.']

"Worthy os recommendation or praise. Gfanvtl.

RECOMMENDATION j. [recommendation.

fr] 1. The act of recommending. 2. Tha

vfc-hich secures to one a kind reception iron",

another. DryJen.

RECO«ME'NDATORY.(i.-srora«««i»i«</..

That which commends Cd another. Swift

R.ECOMMENDER./ [trom recommend.] One

•who recommends. Atterbury.

XoRECOMMIT.n.a. [re and Kiail ] To

crjmmit anew. C'arendon.

Y» RECOMPA'CT. v. a.»[re and ctmpaS.}

1"o join anew. Donne.

To RECOMPENSE, v. a. [recompnser, Fr.]

1. To repay ; to requite. 2. Cbron. 2. Ta

give in requital, stem. 3. To compensate;

to make up by something equivalent. Knillei.

4. To redeem ; to pay for. Numb.

RE'COMPENSE./: [mm^/i, Fr] Equiva

lent; compensation. Clarendon.

*ECOMPl LEMENT./ [retaic:mfikment ]

Njw compilement. Bacon.

ToRECOMPOSE. v. a [reams/er, Fr.] 1.

To settle or quiet anew. Taylor, z. To form

or adjust anew. Boyle

RECOMPOSI'TION./: Composition renewed.

To RECONCILE v.a [reconcilier,Fr] 1. To

make to like .igain Shakesp. 2. To make

to be l.ked again. Clarcnd-.n. 3. To rruke

any thinp consistent. Locke. 4. To restore to

favour. F.zekiel

RECONC1LEABLE. a. [rectnciliable, Fr ] I.

Capable of renewed kindness. 1. Consistent ;

possible to be made consist nt. Hammond.

RECONCI LEABLENr.SS./: [from rcconciUa-

b e.] 1 . Consistence ; poAnility to be reconciled.

HammonJ. 2. Disposition to renew love.

RECONCILEMENT. / [from reconcile] i.

Reconciliation; renewal of kindr*-1"-. Sv^'*-

restored. Milton. 2. s v r.'1 •

RECOvCl'LER / > v - -. .

who renews friendship o .we. . 2.

One who discovers the consilience Between pro

positions. Norrit.

RECONCILIATION, s. [reconciliatit, Lat.]

1. Renewal of friendship. 2. Agreement of

things seemingly oppoiue. Rogers. 3. Atone

ment; expiation, llebr.

To RECONDE'NSE. v. et. [re and condense.}

To condense anew.

RECONDITE, a. [rennditus, Lit] Secret;

profound { abstruse. Fellsn.

To RECONDUCT. v. a. [reeendnit, Pr.] To

conduct again

ro RECONJOIN. v. a. [re and conjoin] To

jiia anew. Beyle.

To RECO'NQLER. v. a. [recenquerir, Fr.]

To conquer again Daviet.

To RECONVE NE. v. a. [re and convene.] To

assemble anew. Clarendon.

To RECONSECRATE v. a. [re and conse

crate] To consecrate anew. Aylissc.

To RECONVE Y. v a. [re and convey.] Ta

convey again. Denham.

To RECORD, v.a [recorder, Lit] 1. To

register any thing so that its memory may not

be lost. Shakesp.. ». To celebrate; to cause

to be remembered solr mnly. Fairfax.

RECORD. J. [record, Fr] Register j imhcn-

lick memorial. Sbakejp.

RECORDATION. / [reeordatit, Lat.] Re

membrance Sbakejp.

RECO'RDER. /. I. One whose business i<. tr>

register any events. Donne. 2. The keeper <*<

the rolls in a city Swift. 3. A kindof rlutc ,

a wind instrument. Sidney.

To RECOU CH. v. n. [re and aucb.] To lie

rlowa again. kVotttn.

AU To
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Te-RKCO'VER. v. a. [recenrtr, Pr.] 1. To

restore from sickness or disorder. Sidney, a.

To repair Robert. 3. To regain. Kaolin. 4.

To release. a Tim. j. To attain ; to teach ;

to come up to. Sbakcfp

To RECOVER v. «. To grow well from a

disease, Milton.

RECOVERABLE, a. [reeou-vraHe, Fr.] 1.

Possible to be restored from sickness, i. Possible

to be regained. Clarendon.

RECOVERY / [from recover.] 1. Restoration

from sickness. Taylor. X. Power or act o'

rega;nir.g. Sbakejp. 3. The act of cutting oft

anentail. Sbakejp.

To RECOUNT, v. a [recenter, Fr] To relate

in detail; to tell distinctly. Sbakcfp.

RECOU'NTMENT. / [from recount.] Rela

tion > recital. Sbakcfp.

RECOU'RED, forR»cova»ED.

RECOU'RSE. (.[recurfm. Lat] t. Frequent

passage. Sbakejp. 1. Return; new attack

Brvwn. 3- Application a* for help or pto-

tection. Wotton. 4. Accesa. Shake;/-.

RECREANT, a. [r«rfa«f,Fr.] 1. Cowardly ;

meanspirited ; subdued; crying out for mercy.

Spen/er. I. Apostate; false. Milton.

To RECREATE. v.a.[recrec. Lat.] 1. To

refresh after toil; to amuse or divert in

weariness. Taylrr, Dryden. I. To delight;

to gratify. Mure. 3. To relieve ; to revive

Harvey.

RECREATION. / [from recreate ] 1. Relic!

after toil or pain ; amusement in sorrow or

distress. Sidney, a. Refreshment; amusement:

diversion. Holier.

RECREATIVE, a. [from recreates Refresh

ing; giving relief alter labour or pain; a-

musing ; diverting. Taylor.

RECREATIVKNESS / [from recreative.}

The quality of being recreative.

RE CREMENT./ [ncremention, Lat] Dross ;

tpume; superfluous or uselefc parts. Beyle.

RKCREME'NTAL. 7 a.llromr«,v«.r»/ 1

RECRF.MENTITIOUS.i Drossy.

To RECRIMINATE, v. m. [re and criminer.

Lat. J To return one accusation with another

Suingfleet.

ToRECKIMINATE. v. a. To accuse in re-

turn. Siurb.

RECRIMINATION. /. [recrimination, Fr

Return of one accusation with another, ilov

ofthe Tongue.

RECRIMINA'TOR. / [from recriminate.] He

that re:urns one ca:rge with another.

RECRUDE'SChNT. a. [recrudejeem, Lat.]

Growing painful or violent again.

To RECRUIT, v. a. [recruter, Fr ] 1.T0

repair any thing wasted by new supplies

Dryden, Newton. 1. To supply an arrry with

new men Clarendon.

To RECRUIT. «. «. To raise new soldiers.

rfdAifen.

RECRUIT./ [from the verb.] I. Supply o

any thing wasted. Ctarendtn. a. New soldiers

Dryden,

RECTANGLE. / [redangle, Fr. rtHangnlnts

L»t.] A figure which baa one angle or nwro

of ninety degrees. Locke.

RECTANCULAR. a. [reBm, and angulut.

Lat.] Right angled j having angles of ninety

degrees. Wottcn.

RECTA NGULARLY. adv. [from rcUa.ru-

lar.] With right angles. Brvwn.

RE CTIFIABLE. a. [from reHify.] Capable to

be set right. Brtvin.

RECTIFICATION. / [reBisication, Fr.] I.

The act ot setting right what is wrong. Foibn,

i. In chymislry, reilification is drawing any

thing over again by distillation, to make it yet

higher or finer. S^uinty.

To RECTIFY, v. a. [reSifler, Fr] 1. To

make right; to reform; to redress. H ttrr a.

To exajt and improve by repeated distillation.

Greno.

RECTILINEAR. ? a. \rectu, and linea, Lai_]

RECTILINEOUS J Consisting of right lines-

Newton,

RECTITUDE./ [reflitnde,?r.] I. Straitness;

not curvjty. a. Rightness; uprightness;

freedom from moral curvity or obliquity King

Cbarlet.

RECTOR. / [reSeur, Fr.] 1. Ruler ; lordj

governour. Ayhfse. a, Parson of an unimpro-

priated parish.

RE CTORSHIP. /. [reSerat, Fr. from rrct.r }

The rank or office of rector. Sbakcfp.

RE'CTORY./ [from reclor.] A reSory or par

sonage is a spiritual living, compos d of land,

tithe and other oblations of the people, separate

or dedicated to God in any congregation fox

the service of his church there, and for the

maintenance of the minister thereof. Spelma*.

RFX UBA'TION. / [reenie, Lat] The act of

lying or leaning. Bronvn.

RECULK, for Rscoil. [reculer, Fr.]

RECUMBENCY./ [from recumbent.] 1. Tt«

posture of lying or leaning. Brrwn. X. Rest ;

repose. Lccke. •

RECU'MBENT. a. [recumbent, Lat.] Lying ;

leaning. Arbntknot.

To RtCU R. v n. [renrro, Lat.] 1. To came

back to the thought ; to revive in the naiad.

Calamy. i. [Recourir, Fr.] To have recourse

to j to take refuge in. Locke.

To RECU'RE. ".: a. [re tad enre] To recover

Irom sickness or labour. Spenser.

RECURE. / Recovery ; remedy. Kne'let.

RECURRENCE.} /. [Irom recurrent.] R*.

RECURRENCY.J turn. Bi evin.

RECURRENT, a. [reenrrent, Yt.recurrm,

Lat] Returning from time to time. Har-cej

aECU RSION.y. [recursui,\.u ] Reto.rn.Bcyj

RECURVA'TION.?y. [rrr«r-M,Lsi] F'caurc

RECURVITY. J back wards. Brrum.

RECU RVOUS. a. [lecurvut, Lat.] Bent back

ward Oeniiam.

RECUSANT. / [recusant, Lat ] One that re

sults any terms o communionor society. Clorr.

To RI.CUSE. v. n [reenjo, Lat ] To refo:

A juridical word. Cigby.

RED
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refute. Hakraill.

RE-DBERRIEDJftruict^f. / A plant.

REDBREAST. / A small bird, so mmcdfrom

the colour of its breast. Thomson.

REDCOAT, s. A name of contempt for a

soldier. Dryden.

To RE'DDEN. >» «. [from red.] To make red

Dryden.

To RE'DDEN. V. n. To grow red. Pipe.

REDDISH. / sfrotti red.] Somewhat red. Lev.

RRT>DiSHNESS. /. [from reddish ] Tendency

to redness Biy)e.

REDDl'TlON./[sromM<iV,>,Lat.] Restitution.

Honvel.

RE DDITIVE. a. [rtJdithm, Lat] Answering

to an interrogative.

REDDLE. /. A sort of mineral of the metal

kind, of a tolerable close and even texture : it

is soft and unctuous to the touch, remarkably

heavy, and its colour of a fine florid, though

not very deep red Hill.

REDE./; [pate, Sax.] Counsel ; advice Shakesp.

To REDE, v. a. '.pcfean, Sax.] To advise.

Spenser.

To REDEEM, v. a. [redimo. Lat] i. To

ransom; to relieve from any thing by paving a

price. Rath. 2. To rescue; to recover. Slake!.

3. To recompense; to compensate; to make

amends for. Shakesp. 4. To pay an atonement.

Shakesp. 5. To save the world from the curse

cffsin Milton.

REDEEMABLE.*, [from redeem ] Capable of

redemption.

REDEEMABLENESS. / [from redeemable.]

The slate of being redeemable.

REDEEMER, / [from redeem.] 1. One who

ransoms or redeems. Spenser. 1. The Saviour

ofthe world. Shakefp.

To REDELIVER. v. a. [re and deliver ] To

deliver back, Ajhffe.

REDELl'VERY. J. [from redclivor.] The act

of delivering back.

To REDEMAND v. a [redemander, Fr.] To

demand back. Addijon.

REDE MPTION./. [redemption, Fr. redemptit,

Lat.) 1. Ransom; release Milton. 1. Purchasc

of Ccl'i savour by the death of Christ. Shaies

REDEMPTORY. a [from redemptu,, Lat j

Paid lor rar.sum. Chapman.

RE'DHOT. a. [red and hit.] Healed to redness.

Bacoi, Nt<wton.

REDl N1ECRATE. a. [redintegralni. Lat]

Restored; renewed ; made new Bac:n.

REDINTECRA'TION.y. [from redmterale ]

1. Renovation ; restoration. Decay os Piety

X. Redintet\ra:t:n, chymists call the reft-irine.

any mixed body or matter, whose form li?.s

been destroyed, to its former statute and con

stitution. Bey e

Rt: DLkAD. / [red anJ lead.] Minium. Teach.

RE. DNE6S./ [from red } The quality of being

ltd. Stakejf.

RED. a. sped, Sat. rh.d, Welsh.] Of the co^nr; RETXH.EVCE. J s. ffrom redolent^ Sweet

of blood; one of the pr mitive colours Newton. \ RE DOLENCY. J scent. Boyle

ToREDA'RGUE. v.a. [redargno, Lat.] To REDOLErTT. a. [redolent, Lat.] Sweet of

" scent Sandy1.

To REDOU BLE. v. a. [recUnbkr, Fr] t. To

repeat often. Speiser. x. To enercase by addi

tion of the same quantity over and over. Addi.

To REDOUBLE, v. n. To become twice ft

much Ad.lison.

REDOU'BT./. [redente, Fr. ridotta, Ital.] Thfc

outwork of a fortification ; a fortress. Bacon.

REDOU'BTABLE a. [rednbtabU, Fr.] For-

midab'e; terrible to foes. Pope.

REDOUBTED a. [redo.bte, Fr.] Dread; aw

ful ; formidable. Spenser.

ToREDOUND.-t- n [rednnde, Lat.] l.Tobfe

lent back by reaction. Milton, l To Conduce

in the consequence Addison. 3. To fall in

the consequence. Addisen.

to REDRESS.tr. a. [redrefer,Vr.] 1. Toses

right; to amend. Mi tin. a. To relieve ; to

remedy; to ease. Sidney.

REDRESS./ [from the verb] Reformation}

amendment Hooker, a. Relief; remedy Bacon.

3 One who gives relief. Dryden.

REDRE'SSIVE. a. Succouring; affording res

medy. Tbom/in.

To RliDSE'AR v. n. If iron *e too hot, it will

redsear, that is, break under the hammer.

Moxon.

REDSHANK /. [red inijhani.] A birH.

REDSTREAK /. [red and streak.] 1. Aa

apple ; cyder fruit Mertimrr. a. Cyder pres

sed rrom the rc.istreak Smith.

To REDUCE v a [reAw.Lat] 1. Tobrinfc

back Sbahsp. a. To bring totSe former state.

Milton. 3. To reform from any disorder*

Clarendon. 4. To bring into any state of

diminution Boyle. 5. Todegrade; to Impair

in dignity. Tillotlcn. 6. To bring (rito any

state of misery or meanness. Arbntbnot. 7.

To subJue M lion £. To bring into any state

more within reach or power. 9 To redairh

to order. Milton. 10. To subject to a rule ;

to bring into a class.

REDUCEMENT./ The act osbringirrgblck,

subduing, reforming or diminishing. Bacon.

REDUCER./ [from reduce] One that reduces.

Sidney.

REDU CIBLE. a. [from rednee.] Possible to be

reduced South.

REDU CIBLtNF.SS./ [from redncible ] Qua

lity of being reddcible. Bryle

REDU'CTION /. jeduann, Fr] 1 . The act of

reHuci.*£. Hale. a. In arirhmetick, reducl'on*

brings two or more numbers or ilitreVenViieno-

minaiions Into one denomination.

RLDU'CTIVE. a [rednaif, FrJ Waving the

p^wer of reducing Hate.

RtDU'CTlVELY. adv. By redaction; by c66- .

sequence. Hammond.

REDUNDANCE.? / [redandnntia,\At.]Si-

REDU'NDANCY. i perf/aUy ; superaibundroce.

Bacon

REDU NDANT. a. [rederrrdant, Lat.] i. Sc-

4 L » }>«r»ba»iJ»ai )
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perabundant; exuberant; superfluous Arbnth.

a. Using more words or images than are ulctul.

Watts «

REDUNDANTLY, adv. [from redundant.]

Supeistuoufiy ; superabundantly.

To REDUPLICATE, v. a. [re and duplicates

To double.

REDUPLICATION, f. s from reduplicate. J

The act ofdoubling Digby.

REDUPLICATIVE, a. [niuplicatif, Fr.]

Double. Watts.

REDWING./ A bird.

To REE. v. a To riddle; lo fist. Mirtimer.

To REE'CHO. «». n. [re and ech* ] To echo

back Pope.

RF.E'CHY. a. [from rat.) Smoky j sooty ;

tanned. Sbakesp.

REED. / [pe..b. Sax. ried, Germai] I. An

hollow knotted stalk, which grows in wet-

grounds. Ra'e.gb. i. A small ppe. Sbatisp.

3. An arrow. Frier.

To REEDIFY. v. a. To rebuild; to build

again. Sbakejp.

REE'DLESS. a. [from reed] Being without

reeds. May.

REE DY. a [from reed.] Abounding with reeds.

Blackmore.

REEK., f. spec, Sax.] 1. Smoke; steam;

vapour. Sbakejp. a. A pile of corn or hay.

Mortimer.

To REEK. v. a. [pecan, Sax.] To smoke; to

steam ; to emit vapour Sbakesp

REEKY, a. (from reek.] Smoky i tanned;

black. Sbakesp.

REEL. / [peol, Sax.] A turning frame upon

which yarn is wound into ikeins trom the

spindle.

To REEL. v. a. [from the noun ] To gather

yarn off the spindle. H'tlkins.

To REEL. v. n. [rel!eny Dutch :_ra*la, Sued ]

To stagger; to incline in walking, first to one

side and then to the other. Sbakejp. Sandyt.

REELE'CTION./ [re and eUcl'tu.] Repeated

election Swift.

To REEN A CT v. a. [re and enacl.] To enact

anew. Ar 'onthnot.

To RKENl'O RCE. •». a. [re and enforce!] To

strengthen with new assistance. Collier.

REENFO'RCEMENT./ [/-/and enforcement.]

Fresh assistance. Ward.

To REENJO'Y. *>. a. [re tnAenjy.] To enjoy

anew or a second time. Pope.

To REE'NTER. v. a. [re and enter.] To enter

again; to enter anew. Milton.

To REENTHRONE. v. a. To replace in a

throne. Soutberne.

PsEF.'NTRANCE./ [re anJ entrance.] The act

ot entering again. Gl nvtlle.

REK'RMOUSE. / [hpepemur-, Sax] A bat.

To REESTABLISH v. a. [re tad establish]

To establish anew. Smalriigc.

RLESTA'BLISHER./ [from rcestal-lijh.] One

that reestablishes.

REESTA BLISHMENT. /. [from reestablish.]

'J be act of reestablifliing; the state of being

reestablished; rcstauration, Addiftn.

REEVE. /. [jepepa, Sax.] A steward. Drjdew.

To REEXAMINE. t.. a. [r, and exam,., }

To examine anew. Hooker.

To REFE'CT. „. a. [refeclns. Lat.) To refredi ;

to restore after hunger or fatigue. Brown.

REFECTION./, [refeai; Lat.] Refreshment

aster hunger or fatigue Scntb.

R E F E'CTORY. f. [refefloire, F r.] Room of

reireshment; eating room. Dryden.

To REFE'L. v.a. [refelie,L*i] To refute ; to

repress. Ben Johnson.

To REFER, v.a. [refero, Lat.] 1. To dismiss

tor information or judgment. Bnrnet. a. To

betake for decision. Sbakejp 3 To reduce to,

as to the ultimate end. Baciu. A. To reduce,

as to a class. Beyle.

To REFER, v. n. To respect; to hare relation.

ttur net.

REFEREE'. / [from refer.] One to whom any

thing is referred. L'EJlrange.

RE'FERENCE. /. [from rrfer.] ,. Relation!

respect ; view towards ; allusion to. Ra'cign.

a. Dismission to another tribunal. Sic ft

REFERF/NDARY. / [referenda, L«t J One

to whose decision any thing is referred Ban

ToREFERME'NT. v. a. [re and ferment ]

To ferment anew. Blackmore.

REFE'RRIBLE. a. [from refer] Capable ca

bling considered as in relation to something

else. Brtnvn.

To REF I'N E. v. a. [rajfmer, Fr] 1 . To purify ;

to clear from dross and recrement. Zecb. 1.

To make elegant ; to polish. Peacbam

To REFINE, v n. 1. To improve in point of

accuracy or delicacy. Dryden i. To grow

pure Jdd/on. 3 To affect nicety Atlerbnry.

RLI'l NEDLY adv. [irairrji,,.] with affec

ted elegance. Dryden.

REFINEMENT. / 1[from refine] 1. The act

or purifying, by clearing any thing from dross.

Worrit. 4. Improvement in elegance or parity.

Swift. 3. Artificial practice. Refers. 4. Affec

tation o' elegant improvement, slddijtn.

REFINER, /[from refine] 1. Pansier ; one

who clears from dros> or recrement. liartn. a.

Improver in elegance Swift. 3. Inventor 0*

superfluous subtilties Addifat.

To REI'I T. v. a. [rrfait, Fr. re xr,d fit ] T«

repair; to restore after damage. H'teJœarJ.

Dryden.

To REFLECT, v a. [rrjliclir, Fr. rtficSe,

Lat] To throw back. Alrltin.

To REFLECT. « .. 1. To throw back !':;h.

Sbakejp. 1. To b?ni back. BtrntUy. 3. To

throw back the thought* upon the past or on

themselves. Duspa, fay lor, 4. To consider

attentively. Prior. 5. To throvr reproach or

censure. Swift. 6. To bring reproach. Drjju

REFLECTKNT. a. [refiedens, Lat.J Bemiio;

back; flying back. Digby

REFLECTION./, [from refie3] t.Theaslof

throwing back. Cbtyne. 1. The act of bfnoirj

sack. Bentley. 3. That which is reflected.

Sbakesp. 4. Thought thrown back upon the

cast. Dcnham. 5. The ictioa of the mini
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upon itself. Licit. 6 Attentive consideration.

South. 7. Censure. Prior.

REFLECTIVE, a. [from resic3.] 1. Throw

ing back images. Drydtn. ^. Considering

things past ; considering the operations of the

mind. Prior.

REFLECTOR. / [from rested.] Considers.

Boyle.

REFLE'X. a. [reflexui, Lat.] Directed back

ward. Halt, Bentley.

REFLE'X./ [rtfltxu,,Ltt j Renection.//«*w.

REFLEXIBI'LITY. / [from reflexible.] The

quality of being reflexible. Nrwtoit.

REFLE'XIBLE a. [from reflexui, Lat.] Capa

ble to be thrown back. Cheyne.

REFLE'XIVE. a. [reflexui, Lat.] Having re

spect to something past. Hammond.

REFLEX1VELY. adv. [from reflexive.] In a

backward direction. Gov. of tht Tongue.

REFLOA'T ./. [rt and float] Ebb; reflux. Bac.

ToREFLOURlSH. v. a. [re *ad fleuri/b] To

flourish anew. Milt;*.

To REFLO'W. v. m. [refiner, French} re and

flow.] To flow back.

REFLU'ENT.a. [refluent, Lat.] Running back

Arbutbnot.

REFLU'X. y. [reflux, Fr] Backward course of

water. Brovjn.

REFOCILLA'TION. /". frefeci/lo. Lat.] Rest

ration of strength by refreshment.

To REFORM, v. a. [refermo, Lat.] To change

from worse to better. Hocktr,

ToREFO'RM v. n. To make a change from

worse to better. Atltrbury.

REFO'RM. f. [Fr.] Reformation.

REFORMATION. / [reformation, Fr.] 1.

Change from worse to better Addijon 2. The

change of religion from the conuptions of

popery to its primitive state. Atttrbuiy.

REFORMER. / [from reform.} 1. One who

makes a change for the better ; an amender.

King Charles, Sfiratt. a. One #f thole who

changed religion from popish corruptions and

innovations. Bacon.

To REFRACT v. a. [rtfraclus, Lat.] To

break the natural course of rays. Cktynt.

RLFRA'CTION. /. [refraction, Fr J The in-

curvation or change ot determination in the

body moved: in dioptricks, it is the variation

ot a ray ot' light from that right ltr.c, which it

would have passed on in, had not theiienliiy

of the medium lurnrd it aside Newton.

REFRACTIVE, a. [from rr/raS.j Having the

power of refract <on Ntivtsn.

RETKACTORINESS. /.. f trom refractory. J

, Sullen obstinacy. Sounderson.

RKFRA'CTORY. a. [refraRoirt, Fr.] Obsti

nate ; perverse \ contumacious. Bacon.

RE'FRAGABLE. a.[refragabtln, Lat. J Capa

ble of contutation and conviction.

To REFRAl'N *>■ n. [rrfrener, Fr] To hold

back ; to keep from action. Mth:n.

ToRr.FRAIN. v. n. To forbear ; to abstain .

to spare. lLoh.tr.

REFRAiNGlCILITY. /. Refrangibi'ity 0: the

rays oflight, is their disposition to be refract

ed or turned out of their way, in passing out

of one transparent body or medium into ano

ther. Netuto*.

REFRANC1BLE. a. Turned out of their

course, in passing from one medium to ano

ther Locke.

REFRENA'TION./ [rt and/r*«, Lat.] The

act of restraining.

To REFRESH, v. a. [refraischer, Fr ] 1.

Tc recreate ; to relieve a!ter pain Shakesp. 1.

To improve by new touches any thing im

paired. Dryden. 3. To refrigerate ; to cool.

Eccluf.

REFRE'SHER. / [from refresh ] That which

refreshes. Thomson.

REFRESHMENT./ [from refresh.] 1. Relief

after pain, want or fatigue a. That which

gives relief, as food, rest. South, Spratt

REFRIGERANT, a. [refrigerant, French j

from refrigerate.] Cooling ; mitigating heat.

Wiseman.

To REFRIGERATE v. a. [refriger: Lat.]

To cool. Brctvn.

REFRIGERA TION. / [ refrigerath. Lat. ]

The ait of cooling; the state of being cooled.

rVttiint.

REFRI'GERATIVE. ? a. [ nfrigeratorius,

REFRIGERATORY. J Lat.J Cooling ; hav

ing the power to cool.

REFRIGERATORY. / I. That part of a

distilling vessel that Is placed about the head

ot a still, and filUrd with water to cool the

condensing vapours Sluincy. 2. Any thing in

ternally cooling. Mzrtimer.

REFRl'GERIUM.f. [Lai.] Cool refreshment •,

refrigeration. South-

REFT. part. pret. of reave. |. Deprived ; taken

away. Ajcham. %. Preterite of reave. Took

away. Sptnjer.

RE'FUGE./ [rtfuge, French; refugiutn, Lat.]

1. Shelter from anv danger or diltreW ; pro

tection. Milton. a. That which gives shelter

or protection. Dryden. • 3. Expedient in di-

strels. Shakefp. 4. Expedient in general.

IVotUn.

To REFUGE v. a. [refugier, Fr.] To shelter ;

to protect. Dryden.

REFUGEE'. s[refugie\ Fr] One who flies to

shelter or protection. Dryden.

REFULGENCE. / [from refulgent.] Splen

dour ; brightness.

RL'FULGENT. a. [refulgent, Lat] Bright;

ih'mirg ; glittering ; Iplendid. Boyle, Dryden.

To REFUND, v, n. [refunds, Lat.) 1. To

pour back. Ray. a. To repay what is receiv

ed ; to restore. VEstronve.

REFUSAL./ prom refuse.] 1. The act of

reusing; denial of anything demanded or

solicited. Rogers, a. The pre-emption ; the

right ot having any thing beioie another ; op

tion Swift.

Vo REFUSE v . a [refuser, Fr.] 1 . To deny

whit ie solicited or required. Shakesp. %. To

reject; to dismiss wiiLout a giant. Sbakejp.

To
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To REFU'SE. «■.« Not lo accept. Milton.

RE'FUSE. a. Unworthy of reception ; left when

the rest it taker). SpeSator.

RE'FUSE /. That which remain* disregarded

when the rest is taken. Dryden.

REFUSSR. f. [(torn refuse] He who refuses.

Taylor.

REFU'TAL./ [from refute [ Refutation.

REFUTATION /'. [rtfutath. Ut.] The act of

refilling ; the act of proving false orerrorrtous.

Benlley.

To REFUTE v. a. [refute, Ut.] To prove

false or erroneous Milton. .

ToRECAl N.v.a. [rcgagner,Vr.] To recover j

to gain anew. DryJtn.

REGAL, a. [regal, French; rtgtlis, Lat.]

Royal j kingly. Milton.

RE GAL / [regale, Fr.J A musical instrument.

Bacon

REGA'LE. f. [Lat ] The prerogative of mo

narchy.

To REGALE, v. a. [regaler, Fr ] To refresh ;

to entertain i to gratify. Philips.

REGALEMENT. /. [regalement, Fren] Re

ar frcfhment; entertainment. Philips.

REGALIA f. | Ut.] Ensigns of royalty.

REGA'LITY./ [regain, Lat.] Royally; sove

reignty i kingship Bacen.

To REGARD, v. a. [rtgarder, Fr] I. To

value; to attend to as worthy ot notice. Shake.

a. To observe ; to remark. Shakes. 3. To mind

»« an object of grief or terrour. » Mae. vii. 4.

To observe religiously. Rim.xW 6. 5. To pay

attention to. Proverbs. 6. To respect ; to have

relation to. 7. To look towards. Sandyt.

RF.GA'RD./ [regard, Fr ] 1. Atlentionas to

a matter ot importance. Atterbnry 2. Respect j

reverence. Milton. 3. Note \ eminence. SpenJ.

4 Respect ; account. Hooker. 5 Relation ;

reference. Watts, 6. Look ; aspect directed

to another. Dryden. 7. Piospect j object ot

fwht. Shakelp

RECARDABLE. a. [(torn regard.} i.Ob-

lervable. Brrwn. 1. Worthy of notice.

Carenu.

REGA'RDER. / [from regard ] One that re

gards.

REGARDFUL, a. [regard and full.} Atten-

live i taking notice of. Hayviard, South.

RKGA'RDFULLY. adv. [ from regardful. ]

1. Attentively ; heedfully. 4. Respectfully.

Shakes/).

REGARDLESS, a. [from regard. ] Heedless;

negligent • inattentive. Spenjer.

REGARDl.KSLY. adv. [from regardless. ]

Without heed.

REG VRDI.ESNESS. / [from regardless.]

Hecdlefiiess ; negligence ; inattention.

REGENCY. / [iroca regent.] 1. Authority;

povarnment. Grem. 1. Vicarious government.

'temple. 3 The district governed by a vice

gerent Milton. 4. Those to whom vicarious

regality is intrusted.

To KEGE NERATE. •». a. [regenero. Lat] 1.

To reproduce ; to produce shw. Bkekmore.

a. To fnafte to be born anew ; to renew ty

change of carnal nature to a christian lite.

Addifon.

REGENERATE, a. [regentrvtus. Lat.] 1 . Re

produced Shairfp. 2. Born anew by grace to

a christian lie. Milton, Wake.

REGENERATION. / [regneerathn, Pr. ]

New birth ; biith by grace from carnal affec

tions to « christian lite. TVs iii. 5.

REGE'NERATENESS / [from regenerate.]

The state of being regenerate.

REGENT, a. [regent, Vt. regent, I.at.] 1. Go

verning ; ruling. Hale. 1. Exercising vicarious

authority. Milton.

REGENT. / 1. Govemnor ; ruler. Milton.

l- One invested with vicarious royalty.

Shake/p. ' '

Rfc'GENTSHIP./ [from regent ] 1 . Power of

governing. 1 Deputed authority. Shakefp.

RECERM'NA'TION./. [re and ^r«ii»arr«.]

The act of sprouting again.

RE GUSLE, a. Governable. DiVJ.

REGICIDE./ [rtgieda, Lat] I. Murderer

of his king. Dryden. 2. Murder of his king.

Decay ef Piety.

REGIMEN f. [ I.at ] That care in diet and

living, that is suiisble to every particular

course of medicine Swift.

REGIMENT./, [regiment, old Fr ] 1. Esta

blished government; polity. Hooker. 2. Rule;

authority Hale. 3. A body of soldiers under

one colonel Waller.

REGIMENTAL a. [from regiment.} Belong

ing to a regiment ; military.

RE'CIOM./ {regun, French ; regie. Lat ] 1.

Tract of land ; country ; tract ofspace. Shake.

5. Part of the body. Shakejp. 3. Place ; rank.

Shaifjp.

REGISTER. / [regiftre, French; rtgistmut,

Lat.] 1. An account of any thing regularly

kept. Spenser. Bacon. 2. The officer whole

buliness is to keep ihe register.

To REGISTER v. a. [regijlrer, Fr. ] To

record ; to preserve by authentick accounts.

Addifon.

RE'GISTRY. / [from registers 1 . The act

of inserting in the register. Groimr. 2 The

place where the register it. kept. 3. A seric:

or tacts recorded. Temple.

REGLEMENT.s. [Fr.J Regulation. Bacon.

RE'GLET. s. [ rcglette, Fr ] I.eilgeof wood

exactly planed, by which printers separate

their lines in paces widely printed.

REGNANT, a. [Fr.] Reigning -, predominant;

prevalent j hav.ng power Wilton.

ToREGU'RCE * . a. [re and gorge . J 1 . To

vomit up; to throw back. Hayaard. 1. To

swallow eagerly. Miltin. t.Tu swallow back.

Dryden.

To REGRA'FT. v. a. [regrefer, Fr] To graft

again. Bacon.

ToREGRA NT. v.a. [re and gran!.] Togrant

back.^vAJ,.

ToP.EGRA'TE. v. a. I. To offend; to shock.

Dtrhatx.
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thrharn. I. To engross i to forestal. Sputser.

REGRATER. s. [regratitr, Fr.] EorttUUer ;

engrosser.

ToREGREE'T. «. a. To tejaluttf ; to.gr.eeta

second time. Shahsp.

REGREET. / Return or exchange of saluta-

tion. Shakes*.

REGRESS /. [regrcssui, Lat \ Passage back ;

power of passing back. Burnet.

To REGRESS, v. n.[regrefsui, L»t.] Togo

back; ton. cum. Brown.

REGRESSION. /. [rtgressut. Lat] The act of

returning or going back. Brawn.

REGRE'T. J. [regret, F i ench •, regretto, Ita

lian] 1 Vexation at something past ; bitter,

ness of reflection. Smth. av. Grief; sorrow.

Clarendon. 3. Pistike; aversion. Decay tj

Hilts.

To REGRE'T. t>. a. [regretter, Fr] To re

pent ; to grieve at. Boyle

REGUERDON./. [re and guerdon.] Reward;

recompense. Sbaiesp.

To REGUERDON. v. a, [from the noua.] To

reward. Shakcsp,

RE'GULAR. a. [rtgujarii, Lat.] I. Agieeatlc

to rule ; consilient with the mode prescribed

Addison. ». Governed by strict regulations

Pepe. 3. In geometry, regular body is. a solid,

whose surface is complied of regular ami

equal figures,, and whole solid angles are all

equal: there are five, sorts t. A pyramid

comprehended under four equal and equila

teral triangles. %. A cube, whose surface i

composed of six equal squares. 3. That which

its bounded by. eight equal and equilateral tri-

angles. 4. That which is contained under

twelve equal ar.d equilateral pentagons. 5. A

body consisting of twenty equal and equila

teral triangles. 4. Instituted or initiated ac

cording to established terms.

REGULARS./, [regulier, Pr.] In the Roroisn

church, ail perk>D±> are bid to \>e 1 egulan,

that do proles'* and follow a ccrtainrulc of lite,

and observe the three vows ot poverty, phalli

tv and obedience. Aylijsc.

RICULA'RITY./ \_'egula>ite, Fr] 1. Agree

ableness to rule. *. Method , certain order

Grew

RE'CULARLY. adv. [ from regular. J lo a

manner concordant to rule- Prior.

To REGULATE. f. a. [tegula. Lat-] 1 To

adjust by rule or method Ltcke. %. To direct

h'rjevoan.

REGULATION./ [from 1 erulate ] 1. The

act of regulating. R..y. a. Method; the effect

of regulation.

REGULATOR./, [from regulate] 1. One that

regulates. Greta, i. 1 hat part of a machine

which makes the mo'ion equable.

RtGULUS. /.[Latin; regule, Ft.] The finer

and molt weighty part or metals. Qutncj.

To REGURGi 1 ATE. v. a. [re and gurges,

Lat.] To throw back ; to pour back. Bentlcy

To REGURGITATE. V. h. To fee poured

fcack, Harvey.

REGURGITA'TION. / [from rtgnrptati.}

Relorption ; the act of swallowing back.

To REHEAR, v. «, [r*apd hear.] To hear *-

gain. Addison.

RF.H.E.VRSAL. /. [from rehearse.] 1. Repe

tition ; recital. South, a. The recital of any

thing previous to publick exhibition.

To REHEARSE, v. a. [from rehear.] SHnter.

1 . To repeat ; to recite. Swift, i. To relate ;

to tell DryJcn. 3. To recite previously to

public exhibition. Dryden,

To REJECT. ■». a. [rejecluj, Lat.] 1. To

dismiss without compliance with proposal or

acceptance of offer. KnolUi. 1. To cast off; ta

make an abject. Ijaiah. 3. To refuse; not

to accept. Locke. 4. To throw aside.

REJECTION./ [rejetho. Lat] The act of

casting ofsor throwing aside. Bacon.

RE1GLE./ [regie, Fr.] A hollow cut to guide

any thing. Caicw.

To REIGN, v. n [regno, Latin ; regner, Fr.]

I. To enjoy or exercise sovereign authority.

Cowley. 1. To be predominant ; to prevail.

Bacon. 3. To obtain power 01 dominion.

Romans.

REIGN / [reruum. Lat.] 1. Royal authority •

sovereignty. Pope. 1. Time ofa king's govern

ment. Thcmjen. 3. Kingdom ; dominion*.

P'pe-

To RlilMBCDY. v. ». [re and imtWy*] To

embody again. Boyle.

To REIMBURSE, v. a. [re, im, wd bourse

French, a purse] To repay ; to repair lose or

expence by an equivalent. Stvift.

REIMBURSEMENT /. [from reimburse. ]

Reparation or repayment. Ayjsjse.

To RKIMPRL'GNATE. v. a. [re loAimpreg-

n.ite.] To impregnate anew. Brown.

REIMPRESSION. / [re and impiefsten,] A

tecond or repeated impression.

RYin.J.[reJuei, Fr.] 1 The part of the bridie,

which extends from the horse's head to. the

driver's or ruler's hanJ Stakes, a. Used as sn

instrument of government, or for government.

Shakesp. 3. To give tie Runs. To give

license. Milton.

To REIN. v. a [from the noun ] 1. To govern

by a bridle. Milton. 1 To restrain ; to con-

troul. tihakesp.

REINS. / [rtuei. Lat] The kidneys; the

lower part of the back "Job xix.

so REINSERT, v. a. [re and infrt.] To in

sert a secor.d time.

To RhlN.SPI Rli v. a. [«and inspire] To in

spire anew. Dryden.

To REINSTA'L. it. a. [re and injlal.] i.T-j

seat again Milton. 1. To put again in polTefr

sion. Shakejp.

To REINSTATE. w. a. [re and instate] To

put again in possession. Addijon.

ToREl'NTEGRATE. v a. [re tad integer.]

Lat.) To renew with regaid to any state or

quality. Bacon.

To REINVEST, v. a [» r and invejl.] To in

vest anew.
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To REJOICE, v. ». [rejouir, Ft.] To be glad;

to joy ; to exult. Miltn.

To REJOICE, v. a. To exhilarate ; togUdden.

Fnor.

REJOl'CER./ [from rejoiee.]Oat that rejoices.

Taylor.

ToREJOI'N. v. a. [rejrinirt, Fr.] I. To join

again. Bret"*. 2. To meet one again Pope

To REJOIN, v. n. To answer to an answer.

Dryden

REJOINDER./ [from rejoin.] I. Replyto

an answer. Glanville. a. Reply ; answer

Shakesp.

REJO LT./ [rejaiBrr,fx.] Shock ; succession.

Sutb.

REIT s. Sedge or sea- weed Bailey.

To REITERATE, v. a. [re and itert, Lat.]

To repeat again and again Milton, Smalridge.

REITERATION./. [reiteralion,Frtach; from

reiterate.} Repetition. Bryle

To REJU'DCE. v. a. [re and judge] To re-

examine ; to review ; to recal to a new trial

Pope.

To REKINDLE, v. a. [re and kindle.] To set

on 6re again. Cheyne, Pope

ToRELAPSE. v. n. [relapse, Lat.] i.Toflip

back ; to slide or fall back. *. To fall back

into vice or errour. Taylor. 3. To tail back

from a state ot recovery to sickness. Wijeman

RELAPSE /. [from the verb.] I. Fall into

vice or errour once foisaken. Milt:*, Robert.

2. Regression from a state of recovery to

sickness. Spenser. 3. Return to any state.

Shakesp.

To RELATE, v. a. [relatui. Lat ] 1 . To tell ;

to recite. Bacon. 2. To ally by kindred. Pope.

3. To bring back; to restore Spenser.

To RELATE v «. To have reference) to

have respect. Locke.

RELATER./. [from relate.] Teller; narrator.

Brown.

RELATION, f. [relation, Tr.] 1. Mannerof

belonging to any person or thing. Waller,

South. 2. Respect; reference; regard.

Locke. 3. Connexion between one thing and

another. Shake/p. 4. Kindred ; alliance ol

kin. Dryden. 5. Person related by birth or

marriage; kinsman; kinswoman. Swift.

6. Narrative ; tale ; account ; narration.

Dennis. '

RE'LATIVE. a. [relatival. Lat.] 1. Having

relation ; respecting. Locke, 2. Considered not

absolutely, but as respecting something else.

South 3. Particular; positive; close in con

nexion Shakejp.

RE LAT1VE. /. 1. Relation ; kinsman. Taylor.

2. Pronoun answering to an antecedent.

Afcham. 3. Somewhat respecting something

else Locke.

RE'LA'IIVELY. adv. [from relative) As it

respects something else ; not absolutely .Spratt.

RELATIVENESS./ Ifrom relative.] The

state of having relation.

To RELAX, v a [rilaxe. Lat] I. To

slacken; to make less tenle. tiacen. 2, To

remit j to make less severe or rigorooa. Swift.

3. To make less attentive or laborious, sanity

of Wifhet. 4. To ease; to divert. 5. To

open ; to loose. Milton.

To RELA'X. v. n. To be mild; to be remiss;

to be not rigorcus. Prior.

RELAXATION./, [relaxation, Fr.] 1. Di

minution of tension ; the act of loosening.

Arhnthnot. l. Cessation of restraint. Burnet.

3. Remission; abatement of rigour. Hooker.

4- Remission of attention or application.

Addifon.

RELAY. / [relaii, Fr.] Horses on the road to

relieve others.

To RELEASE. ». a. [relafcher, Fr] 1. To

set free from confinement or servitude. Mat

thew. 1 To set free from pain. 3. To free

from obligation. Milton. 4. To quit ; to

let go. Dryden. 5. To relax ; to slacken.

H-.oker.

RELEA'SE. / [relasche, French, from the

verb.) 1. Dismission from confinement, ser

vitude or pain. Prior. 2. Relaxation of a

penalty. 3. Remission os a claim. Bacon.

4- Acquittance from a debt signed by the cre

ditor.

To RELEGATE, v. a. [releguer, French, re-

lego. Lat.] To banish ; to exile.-

RELEGATION./ [relegatio, Lat.] Exile 5

judicial banishment. Aylffc.

To RELENT, v. n. [relentir, Fr] 1. To

soften; to grow less rigid or hard. Bacon. 2.

To melt; to grow moist. Boyle. 3 To grow

less intense. Sidney, Dighy. 4. To soften in

temper ; to grow tender ; to feel compassion.

Milton.

To RELENT, v. a. 1. To slacken; to

remit. Spenser. 2. To soften ; to mollify.

Spenser.

RELE'NTLESS. a. [from relent.] Unpitying;

unmoved by kindness or tenderness. Prior.

RELEVANT, a [Fr.] Relieving.

RELEVA'TION. /. [relevatio, Lat.] A rising

or lifting up.

RELl'ANCE.f sfrom re/y. ]Trust; dependance;

confidence. Woodward, Rogert.

RE'LICK. / [reliquiæ, Lat.] t. That which

remains ; that which is left after the loss or

decay of the rest. It is generally used in the

. plural Spenser. 2. It is often taken for the

body deserted by the soul. Milton, Pope.

3 That which is kept in memory of an

other, with a kind of religious veneration.

Addifon.

RE'LICKLY. adv. [from relick.] In the manner

of relicks. Donne.

RELICT./ [reticle, old French] A widow;

a wife desolate by the death ol her hulband.

Spratt, Garth.

RELIE'F. / [relief, Fr.] 1. The prominence

os a figure in stone or metal ; the seeming

prominence ot a picture. Pope. 2. The re

commendation ot any thing, by the interposi

tion of something different. 3. Alleviation

of calamity j mitigation of paip or sorrow.

Milan.
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'Milttn. A- That which frees from ptin or

sorrow. Dryden. 5. Dismifficn of 2 sentinel

from his post. Sbakesp. 6. [Relevium, law,

Lat.] Lefjai remedy of wrongs.

RELIE'VABLE. a. [from relieve ] Capable of

relief. Hale.

To RELIEVE.*', a. [relevo, I.at.] r. To recom

mend by the interposition of something dis

similar. Stepney. 2. To support ; to assist.

Br:tvn. 3. To ease pain or sorrow. 4. To

succour by assistance. DryJen. 5. To set

a sentinel ac rest, by placing another on his

post. State/p. 6. To right by law.

RELIEVER./ [from relieve ] One thit re

lieves. Rogers.

RELIEVO, s. [Italian ] The prominence of a

figure or picture. DryJen.

To RELIGHT, v. a. [te and light.] To light

anew. Pipe.

RELIGION./ [religio, Lai.] 1. Virtue, as

sounded upon reverence ot God, and expec

tation of iutuie reward* and punishments.

lien. Johnson, i. -A lystem of divine faith and

worship as opposite to others. Mire, Tilhtsn.

RELIGIONIST. / [from relirion.] A bigot to

any religious petsuasion. Swijt

RELl'GIOUS a. [religttsus, Latin] 1. Pious i

disposed to the duties ot religion Milton. 1.

Teaching religion. Wotton. 3. Among the

Romanists, bound by the vows of poverty,

chastity and obedience. Addison. 4. Exact ;

strict

RELIGIOUSLY. adv. [from religious.] I.

Piously ; with obedience to the dictates of re

ligion, a. According to the rites of religion.

SbaJtesp. 3. Reverently-, with veneration.

Dufpa. 4, Exactly; with strict observance.

Bacon.

RELIGIOUSNESS. / [from religions.] The

quality or state of being religious.

To RELINQUISH, v. a. [relinano, Lat] 1.

To forsake ; to abandon; to leave 1 to desert

Davies. a. To quit ; to release; to give up

Scutb. 3 To forbear ; to depart from Hooker.

RELINQU1SHMENT. /. [from relinqnijb.]

The act of torfaking. Scutb.

RELISH. f. [from releehtr, Fr. to lick again.]

1. Taste ; the effect of any thing on the pa

late -, it is commonly used of a pleasing taste

BeyU. 2. Taste; Imall quantity just percep

tible. Shakejp. 3. Liking ; delight in any

thing AdJijon. 4. Sense ; power of perceiv

ing excellence ; taste. Seed's Serm. 5. De

light given by any thing ; the power by whxh

pleasure is given. AaViJon. 6. Cast; manner

Pope.

To RELISH v.a. [from the noun.] 1. To

give a taste to any thing. Dryden. a. To

'aite ; to hive a liking. Siaiejp. Baker.

To RELISH. v.st.l. To have a pleasing taste.

Hateviul. l. To give plea'.ure. Slatcjp. 3.

To have a flavour. Woodward.

RELISHABLEv a. [from rebjl] Gustable ;

hiving a taste.

ToRELIVE. v. n. [re and Jive] To revive ;

to live anew. Spenser.

ToRELOVE. v. a. [re and live.] To love in.

return. Boyle.

RELU'CENT. a. [relncens, Latin.] Shinin;;

transparent. Thomson.

Te RELUCT, v. n. \reln3or, Lat ] To strug

gle again. Decay os Piety.

RELUCTANCE. \ s. sretnilor, Latin.] Un-

REL'UCTANCY. i willingness.; repugnance.

Boyle, Rogers.

RELUCTANT, a. [r</»Æa»j,I.at.]UnwUling;

acting with repugnance. Ticicll.

To RELUCTATE, v. n. [reluclor. Lat.] To

resist ; to struggle against. Decay of Piety.

RF.LUCTA'TION. / [reluctor, Lat.] Repug

nance ; resistance. Bacon.

To RELU'ME. v. a. To light anew } to re

kindle. Pope.

To RKLU'MINE. v.a. To light anew. Shales.

To RELY. v.n. [re and eye] To lean upon

with confidence; to put trust in ; to rest up

on ; to depend upon Senth, Rogers.

To REMAIN, v.n. [remaneo. Lat.] 1. To an

left out of a greater quantity or number. Job.

xxvii 2. To continue ; 10 endure ; to be

left. Milton. 3. To be left after any event.

LecJte. 4 Not to be lost. Spenser. 5. To be

leit as not comprised. Locke.

To REMA'IN. v. a. To await ; to be lest to.

Spenser.

REMAI'N. s. [from the verb ] 1. Relick ; that

which is left. Generally used in the plural.

Pope. 2. The body left by the foul. Post. 3.

Abode; habitation. Sbakesp.

REMAINDER, a. sfrom remain.] Remain

ing ; refuse ; left. Sbakesp.

REMAINDER. / 1. What is lest. Bacon, i.

The body when the soul is departed ; remains.

Shakejp.

To REMAKE, v.a [re tad make] Tomake

anew. Glanville.

To REMAND, v.a. [re and mando, Lat.]

To fend back ; to call back. Davies.

RE'MANENT. /. [remanens, Lat.] The part

remaining. Bacon.

iEMA'RK. / [remarauer, Fr ] Observation ;

note ; notice taken. Caliier.

To REMA'RK. v. a. [remarauer, Fr.] I. Te

note; to obfcerve. Locke. 2. To distinguish ;

to point out ; to mark.

HEMA RKABLE. a. [rema'quahk, Fr.] Obser

vable ; worthy of note. Raleigh, Watts.

rlEMA RKABLENESS./ [from remarkable.]

Obseivablenef* ; worthiness of observation.

REMA'RKAB^. adv. [from remarkable ]

Observable ;™ a manner worthy of observa

tion. Milton, Watts.

REMA'RKER. / [remarener, Fr.] Observer;

one that remarks. Watts.

REMEDIABLE, a [from remedy.] Capable of

remedy.

REMEDIATE, a. [from remedy.] Medicinal ;

affording a remedy. Shakejp.

REMEDILESS, a. [from remedy.] Not admit

ting remedy; irreparable; cureless. Rak'gh.

4 M REME Ul-
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REME'DILINESS. / [from rtmedilesi.) In-

curablenels.

REME'DY. / [remedinm, Lit.] I. A medicine

by which any illness is cured. Sviist. x. Cure

ot' any uneasiness. Dryden. 3. That which

counteracts any evil. Locks. 4. Reparation ;

means of repairing any hurt. Shakejp,

To REME'DY v. a. [remeiier, Pren.] 1.T0

cure; to heal Hooker. 1. To repair or re

. move mischiefs.

"To REMEMBER, v. a. [remembrare, Ital.] I.

To bear in mind any thing ; not to forget.//**.

2. Torecollccti to call to mind. SiJm. 3. To

keep in mind ; to have present to the atten

lion. Licit. 4. To bear in mind, with intent

of reward or punishment. Milton. 5. To

mention; not to omit. Ayltsse. 6. To put in

mind ; to force to recollect j to remind. Sidn.

KEME'MBERER. f. [from remember.) One

who remembers. IVottcn.

REMEMBRANCE./ [remembrance, Pr.] 1

Retention in memory. Denbam. X. Recollec

tion; revival of any idei. Lsckt. 3 . Honour

able memory. Out of use. Shakesp. 4. Trans-

million of a fact from one to another. Addijon.

c. Account preserved. Hale. 6. Memorial.

Dryden. 7. A token by which any one i&

ke^it in the memory. Shakesp. 8. Notice ot

something absent Shake/p.

REMEMBRANCER. / [from remembrance.)

1 One that reminds; one that puts in mind

Tayltr. 1. An officer ol the exchequer. Bacon

ToREME'RCIE. v. n. [remercier, Fr.] To

thank. Sfen;er.

To RE MIGRATE. ». n. ['emigre, Lat ] To

remove back a<!nin. Botle.

REMIGRATION. / [from remigrate.] Re

mrval back again. Hale.

To REMI'ND. v. a. [re and mind.) To put in

mind ; to force to remember. South.

REMINI SCEWCE./ [remtuifccni. Lat ] Re

Cf|lecti«n ; rWovc-ry of ideas. Hale.

REMINISCE NTIAL. a. [from reminiscence.)

.Relating to reminiscence. Biota*.

RKMI SS. a. [rerr.11, Fr. remiffut, Lat.] 1. Not

viperous; flack. Woodward, a. Not care-

lul; slothful. Shakesp. 3. Not intense. Rose.

REM1 SSIBLE. a. [irom remit.) Admitting

forgiveness.

REMISSION./ [remission, Fr. remissto. Lat.]

►. Ab tement ; relaxation | moderation. Bac.

x. Ccfiation or intenienels. Woodward. 3.

In phyiiek, remssm ii when a distemper a-

bates, but does not go ejuite off before it re

turns again. 4. Release Add^n, Swift. 5.

Forpivenefs ; pardon. TaylorW

REMISSLY. aJi: [from remise.) Carclesty ;

negligently ; without close attention- Heoker.

x. Not vigorously ; not with ardour or eager

ness ; fhikly. Clarendon.

RRM ISSN ESS. /. [from remise .) Carelessness;

neeliftence ; coldnH's; want of itdour. Rogers.

'] o UEM'IT. v. a. [remitto, Lat] 1 Tore-

lax ; to make lets intense. Milton. X. Tosor-

give a punifl'rr.ent. Lryden. 3. [Remettre,

Fr.] To pardon a fault. Shakesp. 4. To gi«»

up; to resign. HaywarJ. 5. To defer ; to

refer. Cev. osthe Tongue. 6. To put again

in custody. Dryden. 7. To send money to«

distant place. Adiiso*. 8. To restore. Ha/w.

To REMIT, v.n. 1. To slacken; to grow les*

inlease. Broeme. x . To abate by growing leia

eager. 5.-*/*. 3. In physick, to grow by inter

vals lest violent.

REMITMENT. / [from remit.) The ad of

remitting to custody.

REMITTANCE./, [from remit) 1. The act

of paying money at a distant place, a. Sam

sent to a distant place. Addisen.

REMITTER. /. [remettre, Fr.] In common

law, a restitution of one that hath two title* to

lands or tenements, that is seized of them by

his latter title, unto his title that is rnorean-

tient, in cafe where the latter is defective.

Cewel.

RE'MNANT. / [from remannt) Residue ;

that which is left. Shakesp.

REMNANT, a. Remaining; yet left. Trier.

REMO'LTEN. part, [from remelt.) Melted 1-

gain. Bacon.

REMO'NSTRANCE./ [renunstrance, Fr.] I.

Show ; discovery. Shakesp. 1. Strong repre

sentation. Hooker.

To REMONSTRATE, v. «. [rtmnfit; Ut]

To make a strong representation ; to (ho*

reasona.

REMORA. f. [Latin.] t.A let or obstacle.

*. A fisti or kind osworm that sticks to (hip',

and retards their passage through the water.

Grew.

To REMO RATE, v. a. [remenr, Ut-] To

hinder.

REMORSE./ [remersus. Lat] I. Pain of

guilt. Clarendon. 1. Tenderness ; pity ; (j">-

palhetick sorrow. Spenser.

REMORSEFUL, a. [remorse and/.sl] Ten

der ; compassionate. Sbokejp.

REMORSELESS, a. [from remorse] Unpit)-

ing; cruel 1 savage. Milttn, Sjutk.

REMOTE, a. [remetus. Lat.] 1 . Distant ; out

immediate. Locke, x. Distant ; not at band-

3. Removed far off ; placed not near, its*'-

4 Foreign. 5. Distant ; not closely connect

ed Glanville. 6. Alien; not agreeing Leek'.

7. Abstracted.

REMOTELY, adv. [from remate) Not near

ly I at a distance. Brown, Smith.

REMOTENESS./ [iromremete.) State of be

ing remote | distance ; not nearncti. Bttle.

REMO TION / [from remotnt, Lat-J The act

of removing; the state of being removed to

a distance. Brown.

REMOVABLE, a [from remrve.) Such,*"

may be removed. Spenser.

REMOVAL / [fromr«.«-e].i. The acto!

putting out ot any place Hooker. J. The aS

of putting away Arbutbntt. 3. Disinitfi!"1

from a post. Swift. 4. The state ot being re

moved. Locke.

To REMOVE, v. m. [rtmecee, Lat] 1. T»

gat
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pot from its place; to take or put away

Shakesp. l. To place at a distance. Ltcke.

To REMOVE, v. n. i To change place. »

To go from one place to another. Dryin.

REMO VE. / [from the verb.] i. Change of

place, i. Susceptibility of being removed.

Glanville. 3. Translation of one to the place

of another. Sbaktsp. 4. State of being re

moved. Lack:. 5. Act of moving a chelman-

or draught. 6. Departure ; act of going a-

way. Waller. 7. The act of changing place.

Bacm. 8. A stop in the scale of gradation.

Ltcke. 9. A small distance. Rogers. 10 Act

of putting a horse's shoes upon different feet.

Sen/b.

REMOVED, panicip. a. Remote ; separate

from others. Shakesp.

REMO'VEDNESS. / s from removed. ] The

state of being removed; remoteness. Shakesp.

REMOVER. / [from remove.] One that re

moves. Bacon.

To REMOUNT, v. n. [remnter, Fr.] To

mount again. Dryden.

REMU'NERABLE. a. [from remunerate.] Re-

wardable.

To REMUNERATE, v. a. [remunere, Lat ]

To reward; to repay ; to requite. Biyle.

REMUNERATION./ [remunerate. Lat.]'

Reward j requital ; recompense ; repayment.

Brevrn.

REMUNERATIVE, a. [ from remunerate. }

Exercised in giving rewards. Boyle.

To REMU'RMUR. «,. a. [re and murmur.)

To utter back in murmurs j to repeat in low

hoarse sounds. Pope.

ToRZMURMUR. v. n. [remurmuri, Latin.]

To murmur back ; to echo a low hoarse sound.

Dryden.

RENA'RD. s. [renard, a fox, Fr.] The name

of a fox. Dryden.

RENASCENT, a. [renascent, Lat.] Produced

again; rising again into being

RENA'SCIBLE. a. [renascor, Lat.] Possible to

be produced again.

To RENA'VIGATE. [re and navigate] To sail

again.

RENCOU'NTER./ [rencontre, Fr.] 1. Clash;

collision. Oilier 1. Personal oppose ion. /WaV/.

3- Loose or casual engagement. Addiftn. 4.

Sudden combat without premeditation.

To RENCOU'NTER. -v. a. [rencontrer, Fr.] I.

To clash ; to collide. 1. To meet an enemy

unexpectedly. 3. To skirmish with another

4. To tight hand to hand.

To REND. v. a pret. and pret. pass, rent

ffienoan, Saxon] To tear with violence ; to

lacerate. Ptpe.

RE'NDER. / [(turn rend] One that rends ; a

tearer.

To RE'NDER. v.a. [mire. Pr.] 1.T0 return ;

to fay back. Locke. %. To restore ; to give

back. Addis. 3. To give upon demand. Prtv.

4. To invest wiih qualities; to make. South.

5. To represent; to exhibit. Shakesp. 6. To

•Uanslate. B*rt<t. 7. To surrender j to yield;

\

to give up. Clarendon. 8. To offer; to give

to be used. Watts.

RENDER./ [from the verb.] Surrender. Shake.

RE"NDE'ZVOUS. s. [rendeumns, Fr] 1. As

sembly; meeting appointed. Raleigh. I. A

sign that draws men together. Bacm. 3. Place

appointed for assembly. Clarendon.

To RENDEZVOUS, v. n. [from the noun.]

To meet at a place appointed.

RENDITION./ [from renders Surrendering;

the act of yielding.

RENEGADE. \ s. [renegad,, Spanish.] 1. One

REN EGA'DO. $ that apostatises from the faith ;

an apostate. Aidiftn. 3. One who deserts to

the enemy ; a revolter. Arhutbntt.

To RENE'GE. v. a [renegi, Lat. renter, Fr.]

To disown. King Charles.

To RENE'W. v. a. [re and mvt] 1. To re

novate; to restore the former state. Hebrews.

1. To repeat; to put again in act. Dryitn.

3- To begin again. Dryden. 4. In theology.,

to make anew ; to transform to new lu«.

Romans.

RENEWABLE, a. [from renew ] Capable to

be renewed. Swift.

RENEWAL. / [from renew ] The act of re

newing; renovation. Forbes.

RENITENCY. / [from remitter.] That resis

tance in solid bodies, when they press upon, otr

are impelled one against another Sfuincy.

RENl'TENT. a. [reniuns, [.at. j Acting against

any impulse by elastick power. Ray

RENNET. /. A putredinous ferment. Fhyer.

RE'NNET. ?/■».., , .. ■

RENE TING, f J' of apple. Mortimer.

To RE NOVATC •». a. \renrvt, Lat.J To

renew; to restore to the first state. Thomson.

RENOVATION./, [rmndo, Lat ]Renewal ;

the act of renewing Bacon.

To RENOU NCE. v. a. [renencer, Fr. renuncit.

Lat.] To disown ; to abrogate. Dryden.

To RENOU NCE. v. n. To declare renuncia

tion Dryden.

RENOU NCEMENT. / [from renounce] Act

of renouncing ; renunciation. Shakesp,

RENO WN./ [renemmic, Pr.] Fame; celebri

ty ; praise widely spread. Waller.

To RENOWN, v. a. [renommer, Fr. from the

noun.] To make famous. Pope.

RENOWNED, particip a. [from rMsn>».] Fa

mous; celebrated; eminent; famed. Dryden.

RENT. s. [from rend.] A break; a laceration.

Addiftn.

To RENT. v. a. [ralher to rend.] To tear j to

lacerate Ecclus

To RENT. v. n. To roar; to bluster. Hudiirat.

RENT./, [rente, Ft.J i. Revenue; annual

payment. Pope. ». Money paid for any thing

held of another. Waller.

To RENT. v. a [renter, Fr ] 1. To hold hy

paying rent. Addij'.n. a. To set to a tenant.

RE'NTABLE. a. [from rent.] That may be

rented.

RE NTAL. / [from rent.] Schedule or account

of rent. . »

4 M z RE'NTER.
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RENTER./ [from rent.] He that holds b)

paying rent. Locke.

REN VERSED.' a. [renverse', Fr.] Overturned.

Spenser.

RENUNCIATION / [rammtUti; Ut.] Tht

act of renouncing. Taylor.

To REORDATN. v. a. [retrdiner, Fr] To

ordain again, on supposition of lome defect in

the commission of ministry.

RECRUINA'TION.y. (from recrdain.] Repe

tition of ordination. Atterbnry.

ToREPACIFY. v. a. [re and pac-fy.] To

pacify again. Daniel

REPAID, part, of repay.

To REPAl R. v. a. [reparo. Lat. reparer, Fr.]

I. To restore aster injury or dilapidation.

Clarendon, i. To amend any injury by an

equivalent Milton. 3 To fill up anew, by

something put in the place of what it lost.

Miltn.

REPAIR. / [I'rcm the verb] Reparation!

supply of loss , restoration after dilapidation

Wiikim.

To REPAIR, v.n. [repairer, Fr.] Togo; to

betake himself. Pope.

REPAl '■■/■': repairs, Fr.] 1 . Resort ; abode,

a. Act of betaking himilf any whither

Clarendon

REPAIRER. / [iromrepair.] Amender ; re

storer. South.

REPA N'DOUS. a. [refandut, Lat ] Bent up

wardv SrcvJn.

REPARABLE a. [reparabilis. Lat.] Capable

ofne.n£ rimen.ied; retrieved. Bat-tn.

REPARABLY. aih. [from reparable.] In a

manner capable of remedy by restoration, a

mendir.cnt or supply,

REPARATION / [reparatio, Lat.l t. Tht

actosreparmg. Arbuthnot. 2, Supply of what

is wasted. Arbuthnot. 3. Recompence for any

injury ; amend}, Drydcn.

REPVRATIVE. / [imm repair.] Whatever

makes amends. rVotton.

REPARTEE'. J. [separtit, Fr] Smart reply.

DryJen.

To REPARTEE'. «. a. Tomake smart replies

Frier.

To REPA'SS. v. a. [repair, Fr.] To past

again 1 to pass back. Raleigh.

To REPA'SS. v. «. To go back in a road.

Dryden.

REPAST, s. [re and p'fl's, Lat.] 1 . A meal ;

act of taking food. Denhatn. x. Food ; vic

tuals Sbakejp.

To REPAST. si. a. [rtpaijlre, Fr. from the

noun] To feed ) to feast. Shakefp

REPA'STUKE. / [re and fajlure.] Entertain

inert Shakejp.

To REPAY v a. [repayer, Fr] 1. To pay

back in return, in requital, or in revenge

Bacon. 1. To recompense. Milton. 3. To

requite either good or ill. Pope. 4. To reim-

butlc with what is owed. Sbakejp.

REPAYMENT./ [(com repay] 1 The act

of repaying. ». The thing iroaid. Aibnthnot

lo REPEA'L. v a. [repeller, Fr.] 1 . Te rfca'l.

Shake/p. x. To abrogate ; to revoke. Oryden.

REPEAL. / [from the verb ) 1 . Recall from

exile. Shakefp. x. Revocation ; abrogation.

Daviet.

To REPEAT, v a. [/ «pefj, Lat.] 1. To iterate;

to use again; to do again. Arbnthnot 1. To

speak again. Hsoker. 3. Totry again. Drydem.

4- To recite; to rehearse Milton.

REPEATEDLY, adv. [horn repented.] Over

and over -, more than once. Stephens.

REPEATER./, [fiom repeat.] 1. One that

repeats; one that recites a. A watch that

strikes the hours at will, by compression os a

spring.

To REPEL. «. a. [repelli. Lat.] 1. Todiive

back any thing. Hooker. 1. To drive back an

assailant. Dryden.

To REPEL, v. m. 1. To act with force contrary

to force impressed. Newton, x Inphysick, to

repel is to prevent such an afflux of a fluid to

any particular part, as would raise it into a

tumour. ££uincy.

REPELLENT./ [repellent, Lat.l Anapplica-

tion that has a repelling power kVifemat.

P-EPE LLER. / [from repel.) One that repels.

ToRLPENT. v.n. {repentir, Fr ] i.Tothink

on any thing past with sorrow. King Charles,

South, x. To express sorrow frr something past.

Shakefp. 3. To have such sorrow for sin, as

produces amendment of life. Matthew.

To REPENT v. a. 1. To remember with

sorrow. Shake;p :. To remember with pious

sorrow. Donne. 3. It is used with the reciprocal

pronoun. Frier.

REPE'NTANCK. / [repentance, Fr. from re

pent.) 1. Sorrow for any thing past. x. Sorrow

for sin, such as produces newness of li.e ;

penitence. tVbit'ifte.

REPE'NTANT. a. [repentant, Fr.] 1. Sorrow

ful for the past. 1. Sorrowful for sin. Mdtim.

3 Expressing sorrow for sin. Shakefp.

so RKPEO'PLE. v a. I re tad fesple) To stock

with people anew. Hale.

To REPERCU SS v. a. [rtptrcuifns,l^t] To

beat back ; todrive back. Bacon.

REPERCUSSION. / [rtpercnffio. Lat] The

act of driving back ; rebound. Bacon

REPERCU'SSIVE. a. [rtptrcnjftf, Fren.] 1.

Having the power of driving back, or causing

a rebound. X. Repellent. Bacon. \. Driven

back; rebounding.

REPERTITIOUS. a. [repertut, Fr.] Found ;

gained by finding.

REPE'RT ORY. / [repertories,. Lat ] A trea

sury ; a magazine.

REPETITION./ [repetit'n. Lat] 1. Iteration

of the same thing. Arbnthmt. x. Recital of the

same words over again. Hooker. 3. The act of

reciting or rehearsing. Sbakejp. 4. Recital

from memory, as distinct from reading.

To REPINE, v ». [re and pint.] To tret ; to

vex himself ; to be discontented. Ttntp/c.

REPINER. / [from repine] One that fretr. or

murmurs.
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To REPLA'CE. *>. a. [replaces, Fr. re and

place] i . To put again into the former place.

Bacon, x. To put in a new place. Dryden.

To REPLA'NT. v. a. [replanter, Fr.] To plant

anew

REPLANTATION. / [from replant.] The

act os planting again.

ToREPl.AIT. v. a. [re ir,A plait] To fold

one part often over another.

To REPLENISH i>. a. [re and plenus. Lat]

t. To stock; to fill. Mi/ton. i. To finish;

to consummate ; to complex. Sbakejp.

To REPLENISH, v n To be stocked. Bacon.

REPLETE, a [repletus. Lat ] Full ; complete

ly filled. Bacon.

REPLETION. / [rep'etin, Fr] The state of

being overlull. Arbuthnct.

REPLE'VIABLE. a. [replegiabilit, barbarous

Latin.] What may be replevied.

ToREPLE'VIN. 7 v. a. Spenser, [rephgio

To REPLE'VY. S low Lat ] To like bad

or set at liberty any thing seized uponllcurity

given.

REPLICATION./ [replico. Lat] I. Re

bound ; repercussion. Sbakesp. x. Reply ;

answer. Breeme.

To REPLY', v. n. [rcpliqutr, Fr.] To answer)

to make a return to an answer. Atterbury

To RE PLY. v. a. To return for an answer

Mitten.

REPLY. /. [replirue, Fr.] Answer; return to

an answer. Watts.

REPLY ER. / [from reply ] He that makes a

return to an answer. Bacon.

To REPO'LISH. v. a. [repelir, Fr. re and/^

li/h] To polish again. Donne.

To REPORT, v. a. [rapporter, Fr.] I. To

noise by popular rumour. Sbakejp. %. To

give repute, i Tim. 3. To give an account

of. 4. To return ; to rebound ; to give back.

Bacon.

REPORT./, [from the noun] 1 Rufour;

popular fame. 2. Repute;' publick character.

Sbakesp. 3. Account returned. 1 Mac. 4.

Account given by lawyers of cafes. Wattt. e.

Sound j loud noise ; repercufllm Bacon.

REPO'RTER. / [from report] Relater j one

that gives an account. Haytvard.

REPORTINGLY adv. [from reporting.] By

common fame. Sbakejp.

REPOSAL, f. [from repose ] The act of repo

sing. Sbakejp.

To REPO SE. v. a. [repono. Lat.] 1. To lay to

rest. Mi/ton. X. To plate as in confidence or

trust Rogers. 3. To lodge; to lay up.JfWw.

To REPO SE. v. n. [rep;Jer, Fr. | 1 . To sleep ;

to be at rest. Chapman. 2. To rest in confi

dence. Sbakesp.

REPOSE / [repot, Fr.] 1. Sleep; rest ; quiet

Sbakejp. Pbitipi. 1 Cause of rest. Dryden.

REPO'SEDNEbS. / [from reposed.] State of

being at rest

To REPO SITE. f. a. [repisitui, Lat.l To lay

up; to lod^e as in a place of safety. Derham.

REPOSITION./ [from refojite.] The act ot

replacing. IViseman.

REPOSITORY. / [repesitirium, I.at.] A place

where any thing is safely laid up. Rogers.

To REPOSSESS, v. a. [re and possess.] To

possess again. Spenjer.

To REPREHEND. v. a [reprehends. Lat ] I.

To repiove; to chide. Sbakejp. 1. To blame |

to censure. Philips. 3, To detect of fallacy.

Bacon. 4. To charge with as a fault. Bacon.

REPREHE'NDER./[from«/>«*«</JBIamer;

cenfurer. Hooker.

REPREHENSIBLE, a. [reprehensible, Fr.]

Blamcable; culpable; censurable.

REPREHENSIBLENESS./. [from reprehen

sible] BlameableneiY

REPREHENSIBLY. adv. [from reprehensible."]

Blamcably ; culpably.

REPREHENSION. / [reprehensio, Ut.] Re-

proot ; open blame. Hammond.

REPREHE'NSIVE. a. [from reprehend.]GUta

to re pi oof.

To REPRESE NT. v. a. [represents. Lat] 1.

To exhibit, as if the thing exhibited were

present. Milton 2. To describe; to show in

any particular character. Addtson. 3. To fill

the place of another by a vicarious character.

4 To exhibit; to show. Decay os Piety.

REPRESENTATION / [reprejcntatien,?r.]

1. Image; likeness. Stillingfleet. 1. Act of

supporting a vicarious character. 3. Respectful

declaration.

REPRESENTATIVE. a.[representatis, Fr.]

1. Exhibiting a similitude. Atterbury. X,

Bearing the character or power of another.

Swift.

REPRESENTATIVE./ 1. One exhibiting

the likeness of another Addtson. 1. One ex

ercising the vicarious power given by another.

Blunt. 3 That by which any thing is shown.

Locke.

REPRESE'NTER./ [from represent] i.One

who shows or exhibits. Brown. 2. One who

bears a vicarious character. Swift.

REPRESE'NTMENT. / [from represent.]

Image or idea proposed, as exhibiting the like

ness of something. Taylor.

To REPRESS, v.a. [repress™, Lat.] I. To

crush j to put down ; to subdue. Htyjtard,

2. To compress. Not proper.

REPRE SS. / [from the verb.J Repression; act

of crushing. Gcv. os the Tongue.

REPRESSION./, f from repress] Act of re

pressing. King Charles.

REPRE SSIVE. a. [from repress ] Hiving pow

er to repress ; acting to repress.

To REPRIEVE, v. a. To respite after sen

tence oi death ; to give a respite. South.

REPRIEVE/, [from the verb.] P.espite after

sentence of drith. Clarendon.

To REPRIMAND, v.a. [reprimander, Fr.]

To chide ; to check ; to reprehend ; to te-

prove Ar but 'met.

REPRIMAND, /.[rtpnmande, Fr ] Reproof ;

reprehension Addijon.

To REPRINT, v. a. [r« and print.] I. To

renew
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' the impression of any thing Smth. l.

To print i new edition. Pose.

REPRISAL. J. [reprisalia, low Lat] Some

thing seized by way of retaliation lor loUbery

or injury. Pope.

REPRISE, s. [reprise, Fr.] The act of taking

something in retaliation of injury. Dryden. .

ToREPROA'CH. v. a. [reprecher, Fr ] i. To

censure in opprobrious terms, as a crime.

Dryden. 2. To charge with a fault in severe

language. Milieu. 3. To upbraid in general.

Revert

REPROACH./ [reprecher, Fr.] Censure

infamy ; (lime. Mitten.

REPROA'CHABLE. a. [repreacbable, Fren.]

Worthy of reproach.

REPROA'CHFUL. a. [from reproach.]

Scurrilous ; opprobrious. Shakesp, 2. Shame

ful; infamous', vile. Hammond.

REPROACHFULLY, aiv [from reproach.]

1. Opprobrioufly ; ignominioufly; scurriloufly

Sbakcfp. 2. Shamefully; infamously.

REPROBATE, a. [reprobus, Lat ] Lost to vir

tue ; lost to grace ; abandoned. Smth.

REPROBATE./ A man lost to virtue; a

wretch abandoned to wickedness. Taylor.

To REPROBATE v. a. [reprobo, Lat.] 1. To

disallow; to reject. Ayliffe. 2. To abandon to

wickedness and eternal destruction. Hammond

3. To abandon to his sentence, without hope

of pardon. Southern.

RE'PROBATENESS./ [from reprobate ] The

state of being reprobate.

REPROBATION s[reprebatiou,Vr.] i.The

act of abandoning, or state of being abandoned

to eternal destruction. Shakesp. Maine. 2. A

condemnatory sentence. Dryien.

To REPRODUCE, v. a. [re iniproduce.] To

produce again; to produce anew. Newton.

REPRODUCTION./ (from reproduce.] The

act of producing anew. Boyle.

REPROOF./, [from reprove.] 1. Blame to the

face, reprehension. Pope. 2. Censure-, slimier.

Psalms.

RliPKO'VABLE. a. [from reprove] Culpable;

blameable ; worthy of reprehension. Taylor.

To REPROVE, v.a. [repreuver, Fr.] t. To

blame; to censure. 2. To charge to the face

with a fault; to check; to chide; to repre

hend. Whtgifte, Taylor. 3. To refute ; to

disprove Shakesp. 4. To blame for. Cariva.

RlfPRO'VER. / [from reprove.] A reprehen-

der ; one that reproves. South.

To REPRU'NE.i>. a. [re tad prune.] To prune

a second time. Eio'yu.

RE'PTILE. a [reptile, Lat.] Creeping upon

many feet. Gay.

RE I'TILE./. An animal that creeps upon many

feet. Locke, Prior.

REPUBLICAN, a. [from republick.] Placing

the government in the people.

REPU BI.1CAN. s [from republick.] One who

thinks a commonwealth without monarchy

the best government. Adiison.

REPU BLICK. /. [rejmblica, Lat.] Common-

wealth ; state in which the power is lodged in

more than one. Ben. "Johnson.

REPU Dl ABLE, a. [from repudiate.] Fit to be

rejected.

To REPUDIATE, v. a. [rep.di,, Lat] To

d,vorce j to reject 1 to put away. Bentley.

REPUDIATION./ [from re/i.aVa/e.] Divorce;

rejection. Arbuthnet.

REPUGNANCE. ? / [rep.gna.ee, F,.] 1.

REPUGNANCY, i Inconsistency; contrariety

Bentley. 1. Reluctance ; unwillingness ; strug

gle ol opposite passion*. South.

REPUGNANT. a. [repugnant, Fr.] 1. Disobe

dient; not obsequious. Shakesp. 2. Contrary ;

opposite. Woodward.

REPUGNANTLY, adv. [from repugnant.]

Contradictorily. Br:vtu.

To REPULLUl.ATE. v. n. [re and pultulo.

Lat] To bud again. Hovel.

REPU LSE. / [repulse, Fr. repulsa. Lat.] The

condition of being driven off or put aside frora

any attempt. King Cbarlei.

To REPU LSE. v. a. \repuls„, Lat] To beat

back ; to drive off. Kittles.

REPULSION. / [rophlsn,. Lat] The act or

power ot driving off-from itself. Arbuthnet.

REPULSIVE, a. [from repulse] Driving off;

having the power to beat back or drive off.

Netaton.

To REPURCHASE, v. a. [rt and purchase]

To buy again. Shakesp.

REPUTABLE, a. [from repute.] Honourable;

not infamous. Rogers.

RE PUTABLY. adv. [(Tomreputable]W«hctt.

discredit. Atterbury.

REPUTA'TION./ [reputation, Fr] Cred t ;

honour; character of good. Addison.

To REPUTE, v. a. [repute. Lat.] To hold -, to

account j to think. Donne.

REPUTE. / [from the verb.] I . Character ;

reputation. 2. Established opinion. Milieu.

REPU'TELESS. a. [from r^«rr.]Disrepuubl«;

disgraceful. Shakesp.

REQUEST./, [requejle, Fr ] 1. Petition;

entreaty. Shakesp. t. Demand -, repute >

credit ; state of being desired. Byie.

To REQUEST, v. a. [requester, Fr.] To ai ;

tosolicite; to entreat. Knellts.

REQUESTER./ [from request.] Petitioner ;

solicitor.

To REQUICKEN. v. a. [re and juicieu ] To

reanimate. Shakesp.

RE-QI/IEM. s. (Lat.] 1. A hymn in which

they implore for ihe dead requiem or re:i.

Shakejp. 2. Rest; quiet; peace. S^njyi

REQU1RABLE. a. [itom require] Fit to be

required. Hale.

ToREQyi'RE. v. a. [require. Lat] 1. To de

mand; to ask a thing a* os" right Speinoan. a.

To make necessary; to need Drydtu.

REQUISITE, a. [requisite. Lat ] Necessary ;

needful; required by the nature os things.

Wake.

REQUISITE./ Any thing neceflVy. BryJeu.

RE.
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Rl'QMSiTELY. adv. [from requisite] Neces

sarily •, in a requisite manner. Btjle.

RE QUISITENESS. / [from requisites Neces

sity j the state of being requisite. Boyle.

REQUITAL./, [from requite] i. Retumfor

any good or bad office; retaliation. Hither, z.

Reward ; recompense. Seutb.

To REQUITE, v. a. [rlquiter,?r.] To repay ;

to retaliate good or ill ; to recompense. Pipe.

RE REWARD./. The rear or last troop.

RESALE./ [re andsale.] Sale at secondhand

Baetu.

To RESALUTE. v. a [resaluto. Lat. resaluer,

Fr.] To salute or greet anew. Chapman.

To RESAI'L. v. a. [re loAsail] To fail back

Pope.

To RESCIND, v. a. [rescinds. Lat. resciuder,

Fr.] To cut off; to abrogate a {zv.Hammond,

Drydeu.

RESCISSION./. [resciffitu,?t. resciffui. Lat.]

The act of cutting off; abrogation. Bacon.

RESCI SSORY.a [rescijsoire, Fr. reseifui,L*t.]

Having the power to cut off.

ToRESCRIBE. v a. [rescribo, Lat] I. To

write back. Aysifft. ». To write over again

Hm.-L

RE'SCRIPT/ [rescriptum, Lat.] Edict of an

emperonr. Bacon.

To RE'SCOE. v a. [rescorre, old Fr] To set

free from any violence, confinement or dan

ger. Sbaiefp.

RE'SCUE./. [reseouse, old Fr.] Deliveranqe

from violence,danger,or confinement. Shakes.

RE'SCUER./ [from rescue] One that rescues.

RESEA'RCH. s. [recherche, Fr.] Enquiry

search Robert.

To RESEA'RCH. v. a. [rechercher, Fr.] To

examine ; to enquire. Wttton.

To RESEAT, v. a. [ re tadseal. ] To scat

again. Dryden.

RESEI ZER./ One that seize, again.

RESEI'ZURE. / [re tnd seizure] Repeated

seizure; seizure a second time. Bacon,

RESEMBLANCE.,/, [resemblance, Fr] Like

ness; similitude; representation. Hooter

To RESEMBLE, v. a. [rejembler, Fr ] l.To

compare; to rrprtsent a-> like something else.

Raltigb. z. To be like; to have likeness to.

AdJi/on.

ToRESEND v. a. [re ind send. ] To send

back i to send again. Sbatesp.

To RESENT, v. a. [rejentir, Fr] i. To take

well or ill. Bacon, a. To take ill; to consider.

as an injury or affront. Miton.

RESE'NTER./ [from resent.] One who seels

injuries deeply. Wottou.

RESE N'TFUL.a. [resent tad full ] Malignant;

ezsily provoked toanger, and lorg retaining it.

P.ESEN (lNGLY. adv. [from rejenting.JWilh

deep sense ; with strong perception ; with

anger. Mure.

RESENTMENT. / [rejseutiment, Fr] i.

Strong perception of good or ill. Gimuvilk. 1.

Dei p tense ot injury. Sviist.

RISERVA'TION.y. [reservation, Fr.] i. Ue-

serve; concealment os something in the mind.

Sanderson, z. Something kept back ; some

thing not given up. S-aist. 3, Custody ; state

of being treasured up. Sbatesp.

RESE'RVATORY./ [reservoir, Fr.] Place in

which any thing is reserved or kept. ffuJvt

To RESE RVE. v. a. [reservt,Ut.j 1 . To keep

in store ; to save to some other purpose Sptns.

z. To retain; to keep; to hold. Sbatesp 3.

To lay up to a suture lime. Decay os Piety.

RESE'RVE / [from the verb ] 1. Store kept

untouched. Lode. z. Something kept for exi

gence. Tiihtson. 3 Something concealed in

the mind. Addisen. 4 Exception; prohibi

tion. Milton. 5. Exception in favour. Rcreri.

6. Modesty ; caution in personal behaviour.

Prior.

RESE'RVED.a.[srom reserve.] 1 . Modest ; not

loosely free. Walsh, z. Sullen* not open; not

frank. Dryden.

RESERVEDLY, adv. [ from reserved.] i

Not with frankness; not with openntfs; with

reserve. Woodward, z. Scrupulously ; coldly.

Tope, *

RESE'RVEDNESS./ [from reserved.] Close

ness ; want of frankness ; want of openness.

Ben. Johnson.

RESERVER. / [horn reserve.] One that re

serves.

RESERVOIR./ [resrvoir, Fr] Placewhere

any thing is kept in store. Pope.

To RESETTLE. v. a. [re zoisettU.] To settle

again. Sviist.

RESETTLEMENT./ sfrom resettle.] ,.The

act of settling again. Norris. z. The state of

settling again. Mortimer.

RESl'ANCE. J [ from rejiant ] Residence.

abode; dwelling. Bacon.

RESI'ANT. a. [refea.t, Fr.] Resident ; present

in a place. Kuolles.

To RESIDE v. n [re/dee, Lat .] 1. To have

abode : to live; to dwell; to be present. Mill

a. [ Reside, Lat.] To sink ; to subside ; to fall

to the bottom. B;yle.

RESIDENCE../. [ residence, Fr. J ,. Act of,

dwelling in a place. Ha'e. z. Place of abode •

dwelling. Mihen. 3. That which scutes au

the bottom of liquors. Bnvin.

RESIDENT, a. [reside.,, Lat.] Dwelling oi

having abade in any place. Burnt!

RESIDENT./ [from the adj.] An agenf, mi

nister, or officer residing in aey distant p|,Ce,

with the d.gnity of an ambassador. Add, ion

RESIDENTIARY, a. [\10mrejident.] Holding.

residence. Mere.

RESIDUAL. I a. [ from residuum. Lat 1

RESIDUARY.s Relating to the residue; re

lating to the part remaining. Aylife

RESIDUE./ [residuum. Ut] '1 he remaining

part; that which is left. At cut I- >t

To RESIE'G E. v. a. [re tadsi^e, Ir ] To scat

again. Spenser.

To RESIGN. •». a. [resgno, La(.] To give up

a claim or polscflion. Denbam. z. To vitld uj..

Luke. 3. To give up in confidence. Tilt.tjm.

4. To
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4. To submit; particularly to submit to pro

vidence. Dryden. 5. To submit without re

sistance or murmur Sbakefp.

RESIGNATION./, [resignation, Fr] I. The

act of resigning or giving up a claim or pos

session. Hayvja^d. 2. Submission; unresisting

acquiescence AJJifon. 3. Submission with

out murmur to the will of God

RESl GNER { [iromresign.) One that resigns.

RESIGNMENT./ [from rcsru.) Act of re-

signing.

RESILIENCE. ? / [from rrsitio, Lat. ] The

RESILIENCY, J act of starting or leaping

back Bacon.

RESILIENT, a. [resilient, Lat. J Starting or

sprineing back.

RESILITION. / [resilit, Lat] The act of

springing back ; resilience.

Ris'SIN./ [restna. Lat.] The fat sulphurous part

of some vegetable, which is natural or pro

cured by art, and will incorpotate with oil or

spirit, not an aqueous menstruum/ Gluincy.

RESINOUS a. [from resin; rrfineanx, Fr. ]

Containing resin •, consisting of resin. Boyle.

RE'SINOUSNESS./. [from <-'/««'.] The qua

lity of beine resinous

RES1PI SCF.NCK./ [respifcence,?i.] Wisdom

as'er thr fact ; lepentance

To RESl ST. v. a. [resist:, Lat.] 1. To oppose;

to act against. Sbakijp. 2. To not admit im

pression or force. Milton.

RESISTANCE.? / [resistance, Fr] 1. The

RESISTENCE. J act of resisting ; opposition.

1 Mac. 1. The quality of not yielding 10

force or external impression. Bacon.

RESlSTIBILITY.y. [from resist, lit.] Quality

of resisting. Lode.

RESISTIBLE, a. [from resist.) That may be

resisted. Hale.

RESl STLESS. a. [from refst ) Irresistible ; that

cannot be opposed. Raleigh.

RKSO'LVABLE.u [fr'-m ™/e.W] 1. That may

be analysed or separated. Ssutb. 1. Capable ut

solution or of being nia.lt iefsobscure Bn^vn.

RESOLUBLE, a. [rejcluble, Fr.] 'I hat may be

melted or dissolved.

ToRESOLVE. v. a. [rejoh-o, La' | t. Tn

inform; to free from a doubt or difficulty

Sbakefp. 2. To solve: to clear. Roger 1 3. T o

settle in an opinion SbakeJ/r 4 ~i o six in

determination. Dryden. 5. To six in con

stancy ; to confirm. Sbakefp 6. To melt; to

dissolve. Aihmhnol. 7. T» analyse. Tillotscn.

ToRLSOLVE v. *. 1. To determina; to de

cree within one's self. Milton. 2. To melt ; tc

be dissolved. Sbakefp Sou tbern. 3. To be fensed

in opinion. Lode

RESOLVE./ Resolution; fixeddetermination.

Denbam.

RESOLVEDLY adv. [from resolved ] With

firmness and constancy. Grew.

RESOLVEDNESS./ [from resolved.] Resolu-

tion; constancy; firmness Decay of Piety.

RESOLVENT./ [resclveni,l.*t.] That which

hit the power of causing solution, ff'iseman.

RESOLVER. / [from resolve.) 1. One that

forms a firm resolution. Hammond. 1. One

that dissolves; one that separates parts. Boyle.

RESOLUTE, a. [resold, Fr. ] Determined}

fixed; constant; steady; firm. Sbakefp.

RESOLUTELY ad-J.[icom resolute.JDetermi-

nately . firmly ; constantly; stead ly. Rofcsm.

RESOLUTENESS. /! [from tcfilute.) Deter-

minaieness; state of being fixed in resolution.

Boyle

RESOLUTION./rnr/i/Wrc.Lat.] 1. Act of

clearing difficulties Brcion. 2. Analysis ; act

of separating any thing into constituent parts.

Hale. 3. Dissolution. Digby 4 Fixeddetermi

nation; settled thought. King Cbarlei 5 Con

stancy; firmness; steadiness in good or bad.

Sidney 6. Determination of 1 cause in courts

of justice. Hale.

RE SOLUTI V E. a. [resclutus,hxi.tes,lutif,?c]

Having the power to dissolve.

RESONANCE./, [from rejeno, Lat.] Sound;

resound. Boyle

RF; SONANT, a. [resonant, Fr.] Refunding.

Milton.

To RESORT -.;, n. [refrtir, Fr.] 1. To have

recourse. Clarendon. 2. To go publicklv.

Milton. 3. To repair to. tope. 4. To tall

back Hale.

RESO RT. s. [from the verb ] 1. Frequency;

assembly ; meeting. Dryden. 2 Concourse}

confluence. Swift. 3 Act o'. visiting. Sbakefp.

4 Movement; active power; spring. Bacon.

To RESOU ND. v. a. [rejone,\.u] 1 . To echo ;

to found back ; to celebrate by found.Peacbam.

2. To sound; to tell lo as to be heard tar.

Pcf-c. 3. To 1 etui n founds; to sound with any

noise. Milton.

To RESOU ND. v. n. Tobe echoed back.&./A.

RESOURCE. / [resource, Fr.] Son- e new or

unexpected mean* that offer ; resort; expe

dient Dryden.

To UliSO W. v.a. [reir.dsi<w ] To sow anew.

Bacon.

To RESPEA'K.f.a. [re itxA speak.] To answer.

Sbaktsp.

ToRESPF.'CT v a.[respeSut, Lat] 1. To

regard* to have regard to. Bacen. a. To

cor.lider with a lower deprec of reverence.

Sidney. 3. To have relation to. 4. To look;

toward. Lroian.

RESPECT. /. [reffeSus, Lat] t. Regard -.

attention. Sbeikesp. 2. Reverence; honour.

Priir. 3. Awiul kindness, Locke. 4. Good

will. Sbakejp. <,. Partial regard. Prtvrrbt. 6.

Reverend character. Sbakefp. 7. Manner of

treating otlie-ii. If'ettcn. b. Consideration • rno-

live. Iho'kcr. o. Relation; te^aid. Ti//er/#«.

RESPECTER/. (Irora re/pea.) One thai ha-,

partial regard. Svjist.

RliSPF.'CTFUL. a. [refprcl and /«-'/} Ceremo

nious, fullof outward civility. Prior.

RESIT/CTFULLY. adv. [ lrom respedsml. ]

With some degree of reverence. Dryden.

RESPECTIVE a [irom rejfetl.] 1. Particu

lar; relating to particular cettens or thinps.
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Burnt!, l. Relative; not absolute. Regert

3. Worthy of reverence. Shahs/'. 4- Accu

rate; nice; careful ; cautious. Hooker.

RESPECTIVELY, adv. [from respective^ 1 .

Particularly ; as each belongs to each. South.

1. Relatively; not absolutely. Raleigh. 3.

Partially ; with respect to private views. Ob

solete. Hooter. 4. With great reverence.

Shakesp

RESPE RSION./ [resperjie, Lat.] The act of

sprinkling.

RESPIRATION./ [respiration,??, respiratie,

from respire, Lat.] 1 . The act of breathing

Bacon. 1. Relief from toil. Milton.

To RESPIRE, v. n. [respire, Lat.] I. To

breathe. Dryden. 1. To catch breath. Milt.

3. To rest ; to take rest from tail. Pope.

RESPITE./ [respite, Vr.] 1. Reprieve; sus

pension of a capital sentence. Milton, Prior

a. Pause; interval, Raleigh

To RESPITE. v. a. [from the noun.] t. To

relieve by a pause. Milton. 1. [Rejpiter, old

Fr.] To suspend ; to delay. Clarendon.

RESPLENDENCE. ? / [from resplendent^

RESPLENDENCY. J Lustre; brightness;

splendour Boyle.

RESPLE NDENT.a.[r^/«</«/,Lat.1 Bright;

stiining; having a beautiful lustre. Nrviton.

RESPl.K'NDENTLY. adv. [from resplendent.]

With lustre; brightly; splendidly.

To RESPOND, v. n. [rejpndeo, Lat. respen-

dre, Fr] I. To answer. 2. To correspond i

to suit. Broome.

RESPO'NDENT./ [respondent, Lat.] I. An

answerer in a suit. Aylijse. a. One whose

province in a set disputation, is to refute ob

jections. Watti.

RESPO'NSE./ [respensnm. Lat.] 1. An an

swer. Hammond a. Answer made by the

congregation. Addison. 3. Reply to an ob

jection in a formal disputation. IVatti.

RtSPOW'SIBLE. a. [itom responsui. Lat] 1.

Answerable ; accountable. Gov. oj thcTongue.

Capable of discharging an obligation. Locte.

RESPONSIBLENESS. / [from responsible.]

State of being obliged or qualified 10 answer.

RESPO'NSIUN./ [respenjie, Lat.] The act ol

answering.

RESPO'NSIVr. a \resp:nf.f, Fr] 1. Answer

ing; making answer, slyhffc. a. Correspon

dent; suited to something else. Fenton.

RESPONSORY. a. [rejponjerini, Lat] Con

taining anlwer.

REST / Inept:, Sax rufle, Dutch] 1. Sleep,

repose. Vopc. 1. The final steep; the quiet

ness of death. Drjden. 3. Siilnel*. ; cessation

of motion. Bacon. 4. Quiet; peace; cessa

tion from disturbance. Daniel. 5. Cessation

from bodily labour. Job. 6. Support; that

on which any thing leans or rests. Fairfax.

7. Place of repose. Milton. 8. Final hope.

Clarendon. 9. Remainder ; whit remains.

Dryden.

REST. a. [resits, Fr. quodresiat, Lat.] Others;

those act included in any proposition. Stilling.

To REST. v.n. [from the noun ] I. Tosleept

tobeafleep; to (lumber. Milton. 1. Tofleep

the final Deep; to die. Milton. 3. To be at

quiet; to be at peace. Milton. 4. To be

without motion j to be still. Milton. 5. To

be fixed in any state or opinion. Drjden. 6.

To cease from labour. Taylor. 7. To be sa

tisfied ; to acquiesce. Addison. 8. To lean ;

to be supported. Waller. 9. To be left ; to

remain. Bacon.

To REST. v. a. 1. To lay to rest. Drydcn. 1.

To place as on a support. •.

RESTA'GNANT. a. [rejlagnam, Ut.] Re-

maining without flow or motion. Boyle.

To RESTA'GNATE. v ». [,e tod stagnate.] _

To stand without flow. Wiseman.

RESTAGNA'TION./ [from rejlagnate.] The '

state of standing without flow, course, or mo

tion.

RESTAURATION./ [rejiaur,. Lat.] The

act ol recovering to the former lla'.e. Hooker.

ToRESTE'M. v a. [retndstem.] To force

back against the current. Shatesp.

RESTFUL, a. [re// and/.//.] Quiet; being at

rest. Shakesp.

RESTHA'RROW./: A plant. Miller.

RESTIFF. a. [restif, Fr. restive, Ital] 1. •

Unwilling to stir ; resolute against going for

ward; obstinate; stubborn. DryJen a. Be

ing at rest ; being less in motion. Brown.

RESTl'FNESS / [from rests] Obstinate re

luctance. KinrCharlei.

RESTI NCTION./ [restinctus, Lat.] The act

of extinguishing.

RESTITUTION./ Westitutit, Lat.] 1. The

act of restoring what is lost or taken away.

Taylor, Arbnthnot. a. The act of recoverirg

its former state or posture. Grew.

RESTLESS a. [from rrft.] 1. Being without

sleep. 1. Unquiet ; without peace. Prior.

3. Unconstant; unsettled. DryJen. 4. Not

still ; in continual motion. Milton.

RESTLESSLY, adv. [from restleji.] Without

rest; unquietly. South.

RESTLESSNESS./ [from rcstlesi.] 1. Want

of sleep. Hancy. 1. Want of rest ; unquiet-

ness. Herbert. 3 Motion; agitation. B?yit.

RESTORABLE. a. [from restore.] What may

be restored. Sivist.

RESTORATION./! [from restore, restaura-

tiort, Fr.] 1. The act of replacing to a former

state. Dryden. 1. Recovery. Rorert.

RESTO RATIVE. a. [ from restore. ] That

which rm the power to recruit life. Milton.

RESTO RATIVE./ [from restore.] A medicine

that has the power of recruiting life. South.

To RESTO'RE. v. a. [restaurc. Lat] 1. To

give back what has been lost or taken awav.

Dryd.n. 2. To bring back. Dryden. 3. To

retrieve; to bring back from degenera*i< n,

declension, or ruin, to its former state. Prior.

4. To recover passages in books from corrup

tion.

RESTO'RER./ [from restore.] One that re

stores. Swift.

4 N To
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To RESTRAIN, v. a [restreindrt, Vt.] I.

To withhold; to keep in. Sbakesp. z To

rerrels; to keep in awe. Lode. 3 To sup-

picls; to hinder; to repress. Milton. 4. To

abiidge. Chreni n. 5. To hold in. Sbakesp.

6. To limit, to confine. 5:«;A.

RERTRAINABLK. a [from restrain.J Capa

ble to be restrained Brown.

RESTRAINF.DLY. auV [from restrained.]

With restraint; without Ulilude. Hamwnd

RESTRAINER. / from r(/rr<./n.] Out that

rtfti ain- 1 one that wi hhu'.ds Brown.

RESTRAINT. J. [from restrain, r'fireint,

Fr ] 1. Abridgment of liberty. Sbakesp

a. Prohibition Milton. 3. Limitation; re

flection. Brown. 4. Repression; hindrance

of will; act of withholding. oV«//>.

To RESTRICT i> a. [restraint, Lat] To

limit ; to confine, yl butbnot.

RESTRICTION ./ [lestnilion, Fr.] Confine

ment ; limitation. Temple.

RESTRICTIVE, a. [from restria.] 1. Ex

pressing limitation. Stillinrjleet. 2. Slyptick,

astringent, li'ijeman.

RESTRI'CTIVELY. an1;', [from rest-alive]

With limitation. Get* 0/* rAe 'Tongue.

To RESTRINGE. -.'.a '["stringo, Lat.] To

limit; tocordinc.

RESTRI NGENT./ [restrinrent, Lat] That

wltith hath the power of restraining. Harvey.

RE STY. a [re/Jijft Fr.J Obstinate'in standing

still. Swift.

To RESUBLlIvlE. 11. a. We md sublime.] To

sublim? another time. Nrwtcn.

ToRESU IT. v. n [re/nlter, Fr. resulto, Lat j

I. To fly back. Po'e. z. To rile as a conse

quence ; to be produced as the effect of causes

jointly concurring. Bacon. 3. To arilc as .1

conclusion from premises.

RESULT./, [from the verb ] 1. Resilience;

ait of flying back. Bacon, l. Consequence;

effect produced by the concurrence of co-ope-

rating causes. King Cbarlei. 3. In'ercnce

from premises. Soutb. 4. Resolve; decision.

Swft.

RESISTANCE./. [resuliance,Tr.] The act os

resulting.

RESUMABl.F,. a. [from resume] What may

be taken back. Hale

To RESUME, t. a. [relume, Lat.] 1. To take

back what has 'jeen given. IVaiUr. -.To take

back what has been taken away.Shakes 3.To

take ac.ain. Dryden. 4 To begin again what

was broken off; as, to resume a dijccu.se.

RESU MI'TION./ I resempticn, Vr.rejumpius,

Lat.] The act of resumirg. Denbam.

RESU MPTIVE. a. [rcjumftui, Lat] Taking

back.

RESUPINATION./. [re/nfini, Lat.] The act

of Iving on the back.

To RESURVEY. v. a. [re xniisurvej. j To

review; to survey again. Sbakcip

RESURRECTION./ [rcsurreiliin, l~r. r-snr-

reMum, Lat.] Rev'ual sioro the dead, return

from the grave. /• atti.

To RES'USCITATE v. a. [res.scin, Lat]T.

11 ir up anew ; to revive.

RESUSCITA TION / [from rr/i/W,are.]The

act of stirring up anew; the act of reviving,

or state of being revived Pose.

To RETAPL. *> a. [retailltr, Fr] 1. To di

vide into small parcels. Sbakesp. 2. To fell

in Iniall quantities. Locke. 3. To fell at se

cond hand. r,pe. 4. To sell in broken pant.

ctlateip. '

RETAIL./ [from the verb.] Sale by small

quantities. S-wtfl.

RETAI'LER./. [from retail] One who fells by

small quantities Hakewill

To RETAI N. -,. a. [retiree. Lat ] ..To keep;

not to lole Locke 2. To keep ; not to lay

'«%' B'"WH- 3 To keep; not to dismiss.

Mtlto,. 4. To keep in pay . to hire. Aidihu.

To RETAI N. v. n. 1. To belong to; to de

pend on. Beylt. z. To keep; to continue.

i-'Qnnc.

RETAINER./, [from retain.] ,. An adhe

rent; a dependant; a hanger on. Swift, a.

In common law, retainer signifieth a servant

nr.t menial nor familiar, th-u is not dwcljicg

in hit house, but only using or bearing his

name or livery. Cowel. 3. The act o! keep

ing dependants, or bebg in depe ldioce.

Bacon.

ToRRTA'KE. v.a. [re and take.] To take

again. Clarendon.

To RETALIATE, v. a. {re and faf», L«u.]

To retain by giving like lor like; to repar ;

(o requite, swift.

RETALIATION, f. [ from retaliate. ] Re-

quiiak retuinof like tor like. Calamj.

To RtTARD. -..a. [retard.. Lat retard,*-,

Fr.] 1. To hinder; to obstruct in swiftness

of course. Denbam. i. To delay ; to pot off.

Dryd.n.

To RETARD, v. n. To sty back. Brmn.

RETARDATION./: [retardation, Fr. from

retard ] Hindrance; the act of de!i\iog.

Bacon.

RETA RDER. s. [from retard] Hinderer ; ob-

structer. Glanville

To RETCH, v. n. [hrurcan, Sax.] To force up

something bom the stomach.

RhTCHLKSS. a. Careless. Drydeu

REJECTION./ [retain,, Lat.] The act of

discovering 10 the view. Boyle

RETE'NT ION./ [rit.ttun, Fr. retentu, from

retcniLj, Lat j 1. The act of retailing. Bar.

z. •Rettntion and retentive faculty U that stare

oscuntracti n in the solid parts, which make*

them hold all their proper con.enit gniucj.

3. Memory. S utb. 4. Limitation Stakes

;. Custody ; confinement ; restraint. Sbtie-p.

RETENTIVE a. [retentm, I .at.J 1. Havine-

the power r.f retention. JbiJipj. 1. Havic-

memory Glanviilf*

RETE NTIVENLS!-. / [iiomrcttnuvc] Hir

ing the quality of retention.

RETICENCE / [reticence, Fr r«r7f*.-i\r.froia

rcticee, Lat ] CoL^taimtnl by silence. Did.

KLT1CLB.
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1. Retirement'-, place o

[from retire.] Sec'Ct |

RETICLE./ [reticulum, Lat.] A small net.

ma.

RET1CULAR a. [from retnulnm. Ut.] Hav

ing the soim of a small net.

RETICULATED, a. [reticnlatnt. Lat.] Mach

os network ; formed with interstitial vacuities.

Woodward.

RE'TIFORM. a. [retifirmis, Lat] Hiving the

form of a net Ray

RF.T1 NUE.y [retain, Fr.] A number attend-

ing upon a principal peifun ; a train; a meiny.

Rog.-rt.

To RETIRE, v ■ [retire,, Fr.] I. To re

treat i to withdraw i to go to a place ot pri

vacy. Daiies. 1. To retreat from danger

1 Sam. xi. 3. To go from a publick station.

1 Mac. v. 4. To go off iiom company

Atbntbnot.

To RETIRE, t. a. To withdraw; lo take

away. Sidney, Clarendon.

RETIRE. /! [irom the verb] 1. Retreat; re

cession. Shakefp,

piivacy. Milton.

RETIRED, fart a.

ptivate. Ben. J.bnson.

RETI REDNESS./ [from reined.} Solitude ;

piivacy ; secrecy. Donne.

RETIREMENT./ [from reti re ] 1. Private

abode; secret habitation. Dem'an. 2. Private-

way of li!e. Thomson. 3. Act os wit drawing

Locke.

RETO'LD. part, pass of retell. Related ortold

again. Sbaicjp.

TokETORT. v. a. [retortm, I.aL] 1. To

throw back. Milton. 1. To return any argu

ment, censure, or incivility. Hammond. 3

To curve back. Bacon.

RETORT. /'. [retortnm. Lat] 1. A "-ensure

or incivility returned. Sbahcfp. z. A chymi

cal glass velsel wi.h .' bent neck lo which the

receiver is fitted. Arbutbnot.

RETO'RTER. f. [Irom retort.] One that re

torts.

RETO RTION / [from retort ] The act of re

toning.

To RETOSS. v. a. 're and toft.] To toss back.

To RE ['OUCH. v. a. [letcucher, Fr.] To im

prove by new touches. Pope .

To RETR A CE. v. a [retracer, Fr.] To trace

back. Drydem

To RETRA CT.tr. a [rctraaus,\.iX.rclralUr,

Fr.] 1. To recall; to recant. Sbakejp. 1.

To take back -, to resume. Woodward.

RETRACTATION. / [retra&atii,Lu.] Re

cantatiun; change of op.nion. S:»tb.

RETRACTION./ (from retracl.} 1. Act of

withdrawing something advanced. #rtf:</wj~ii

%. Recantation; declaration of change 01

opinion. Sidney. 3. Act of withdrawing a

claim. KmgCharlcs.

RETRACT / Spenser, [retraitte, Pr.] 1. Re

treat. Obsolete. Baton, 1. A cast of the

countenance. Obsolete. Spenser.

RETREAT./: [retraitte, Fr.J 1. Placed

nriyacy j retirement. VEJlrange. 2,.' Place of

RETRI'KUTORY.7

RETRIBUTIVE. S

[ from retrive. ] That

security. Milton. 3. Act of retiring before a

superiour forte. Bacon.

To RETREAT v. n. [from the noun.] 1.

To go to a p.ivate abode. Milton, z. To lake

shelter; to go to a place of security . 3. To

retire iiom a superiour enemy. 4. To go out

of the former place. Woodward.

RETREATED, fart. adj. [from retreat ] Re

tired; gone to privacy.

To RE FRENCH v. a [rttrancher, Fr.J I.

To cut off; to pare away. Dryden. z. T»

confine Addijon.

To RETRE'NCH. •» ». To live with less mag

nificence or expence. Pose.

RETRENCHMENT^ [rrtraicbtment, Fr}

The act of lopping away A'.terbnry.

To RETR1BUTE. v. a [r-«ni.,j,Lat.]Topay

buck ; to make repaymtnt of. Locke.

RETRIBUTION./: [retribution, Fr.] Repiy-

-rtnt ; return accommodated to the action.

Hall, South.

a. [from retribute] Re

paying; making repay

ment.

RKTRIE'VABLE. a.

mav be retrieved.

To RETRIEVE, v a. [retrouver, Fr ] 1. To

recover; to restore. Rogers z. To repair.

f\:r. 3 To regain. Dryden. 4. Torecalj

to bring back Bekley.

RETROCESSION./, [retroerjs.m, Lat] The

act oi going back.

RETROCOPU LATION./, [retro andfc/Wa-

tion.) Post-coition. Bryion.

RETROGRADA'TION./[rrtr«^-a«a/»>»,Fr.

from retrograde] The act of going back

ward. Ray.

RETROGRADE a. [retrograde, Fr.] 1. Go

ing backward. Bacon. 1, Contrary j oppo

site. Shaie/p.

To RETROGRADE v. n. [retro and gralhr,

Lat ] To go backward. Bacoi.

RE 1 ROGRE'SSION./ [retro inc\Srrfnr,\.t-.]

The act o' going backwards- Brown.

RETROM1 NGENCY. / \retie and minro,

Ln.jT'hc quality 01 staling backward.Brown.

RETROMI NGENT. a. ' retro and mingem,

Lat] Stjline backwa-d Brown.

RETROSPECT./. ( retro and sptcio. Lat]

Look throv.n uiiuii thiog* b.hmd or things

past. Addisrn.

RETROSPECTION./, [from retrcsfecl.]\(l

rr 'acuity of locking backwards. S<wst.

RETROS!'E'CTlVF.«.[iiomrf/r*,<JM«.]Look-

in~ backwards. J'eJ>'. ,

To RKTUND. v. a. [retu*do,\M..] To blunt ;

in turn. Rny.

To RETURN, v. «. [r«.-«r«r,-Fr.] 1. T>

come lo the sa<ne pi ice. Proverbs. 1. To

tome back to the feme slate. Locke 3. To

go back. Lode 4 To make answer. Tcfe,

5. To come back; to come again; to revisit.

Milton. 6. After a periodical revolution, to

begin the tame again. Mili-.n. 7. To retort |

torcc.imiuatc. D'ydcn.

iHl Tt»
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To RETU"RN. v. a. i. To repay; to givein

requital. Milton. 1. To give back. 1 Chris .

3. To send back. Milton. 4. To give account

of. Graunt. 5. To transmit. Clarendon.

RETU RN. / ' s from the verb. ] I. Act of

coining back to ihe same place. Dryden. ft.

Retrogression. 3. Act of coming back to the

same state. 1 Kings xx 4. Resolution; vi

cissitude. Bacon. 5. Repayment of money

laid out in commodities for sale. Baton. 6.

Profit; advantage. Tay'or. 7. Remittance;

payment from a distant place. Sbaktsp. 8.

Repayment; retribution; requital. Dryden

9 Actof restoring ot giving back i restitution.

, South, to. Relapse. SvJift.

RET U'RNABLE. a. Allowed to be reported

back. Hale

RETURNER s [from return.] Onewho pays

or remits money. Locke.

RE*VE /. The bailiff of a franchise or manour

Dryden.

ToREVEA'L. v. a. [revel; Lat.] I. To

show; to discover; to lay open; to disclose a

secret. Waller. I. To impart from heaven

R:mans.

REVEA LER / [from reveal.] 1. Discoverer!

one that (hows or makes known Altcrbnry.

». One that discovers to view. Dryden.

To REVEL v n. [raveeltn, Dutch J T»feist

with loose and clamorous merriment.

REVEL. / [from the verb ] A leal! with loose

and noisy jollity. Shakejp.

To REVEL, v. j. [revelio, Lat ] To retract ;

to draw back. Harvey.

REVEL-ROUT. J. A mob; an unlawful as-

sembly. Ainsviorth, Rovai.

REVELATION./^ Discovery j communicaii-

on ; communication ot sacred and mjsterious

tru hs by a teacher from heiven. Sprctt.

REVELLER./ [from level.] One who feasts

with noisy jollity. Pope.

RE'VELRY /. [tiom revel.] Loose jollity | fes

tive mirth. Milton.

To R s.VENGK.i>.«. [revancher, Fr ] t . To re

turn an injury. Shake. 1. To vindicate by pu-

rishmentot anenemy. Dryden. 3. To wreak

one's wrongs on him that inflicted ihem.Siaij.

REVE NGE./. [revanche, Er.] Return of an

injury. Bacon.

REVENGEFUL fl.[''romrtt>«£<.]Vind'ctivr;

full or revenge ; full ot vtn;eance. Denhatn.

REVENGEFULLY adi.Jtom revengeful]

' Vindictively. Dryden.

REVENGER s |><m revenge.] 1. One who

revenges; one who wreak* his own or ano

ther's tuj :ries. Sandal, a. Onewho pinitihcs

crimes. Bentley.

REVE'NGEMENT /. Vengeance; return of

an injury. Raleigh.

REVfe'NGlNGl.Y.onV With vengeance ; vin

dictively. Shakesp.

REVENUE f. [r,venn, Fr.] Income; annual

prolits received irom lamisor other funds. Spin.

To REVE RB. v. a. [revertrr.-,Lat.] To strike

against j to reverberate Shakejp.

REVERBERANT, a. freverbereni, Lat.] Re-

tonnding; beating back.

To REVE'R BERATE, v. a. [revertero, Lat ]

I. To beat back. Shakesp. a. To beat in an

intense furnace, where the flame is reverbera

ted upon the matter to be melted or cleaned.

Brsnan.

To REVERBERATE, v.n. 1. To be d'riveai

back : to bound back. Hovel, a. To re

sound.

REVERBERATION / [reverberation, Fr.

from reverberate.] The act of beating or

driving back. Addifen.

REVE'RBERATORY. a.[ren,eberatoire, Fr]

Returning; beating back. Moxon.

To REVE RE. v. a. [revereor, Lat.] To reve

rence; to honour; to venerate; 10 regard

with awe. Prior.

RE'VERENCE./ [reverentia, Lat] I. Ve

neration; respect; awful regard Bacon. 2.

Act of obeisance; bow; courtesy. Dtyden.

3. Title of the clergy. Shakejp. 4. Poetical

title of a father. Shakesp.

ToREVF.Rl.NCE. v. a. [from the noun. J To

regard wiih reverence.; to regard with awful

respect. Dryden, Rogers.

RE VERENCER./[frcmrrn«-«irf.] Onewho

regards with reverence. Swift.

RE'VEREND a. [reveend, Fr.] I. Venera

ble ; deserving reverence ; expecting respect by

his appearance. Pope. 1. The honorary epi

thet of the clergy. Milton.

REVERENT a. [reverent. Lat.] Humble;

expiessing submission , testifying veneration.

Pope.

RF.VERF.'NTIAL. a. [reverentielle, Fr.] Ex

pressing reverence; proceeding from awe and

veneration. Donne.

REVERL'N I I ALLY. adv. [homreverential]

With sti >w of reverence. Brown.

RI/VERF.NTLY adv. [from rcveient.) Re-

spectiully ; with awe; with reverence Shake/.

RF.VE'RER./ [from revere.] One win vene

rates; one who reveies. Gsv.of thcTongnc

REVERSAL./, [iromreverje J Change ol sen

tence. Bacon.

To REVERSE, v. a [reversut, Lat ] 1. To

turn upside down. Temple, a. To overturn ;

to subvert. Pope. 3. To turn back. Milf.n.

4 To contradict ; to repeal. Hooker. 5. To

turn to the contrary. Pope 6. To put each in

the place of the other. Rogers. 7. To recall I

to renew. Spenser.

To REVERSE v.n [revertere,reversnstl.u)

To return Spinjer.

REVERSE./ llrom the verb ] 1. Changet

vicissitude. Dryden, 1. A contrary; an op

posite. Roreis 3. [Rivers, Fr] The side us

the coin on which the head is not impressed.

Camden.

REVERSIBLE, a. [reversible, Fr. from «.

verje] Capable of being reversed.

REVERSION./ [reversion, Fr. from reverse.]

1 . The state os being to be possessed after the

death
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death os the prefect possessor. Ham. 1. Suc

cession; right of succession. South.

REVERSIONARY, a. [from reversion.] To

be enjoyed in succession. Arbuthnit.

To REVERT, v. a. [revtrtc, Lat ] I. To

change ; to turn to the contrary. Prior. 1.

To reverberate. 7lnmf.it.

To REVERT v. n. [revertir, old Fr ] To

return; to fall back. Bacon

REVERT./ [from the veib] Return) re

currence. Peacbam.

REVERTIBLE. a. [from revert.] Return

able.

REVE RY. / [resverie, Fr.] Loose musing;

irregular thought. Addison.

To REVE ST. v. a [revrjler, retetir, Fr. re-

vestio, Lat.] I. To clothe anatn. Ssense;/

a. To reinvest \ to vest again in a possession

or office.

REVESTIARY. f. [reveflioire, Fr ] Plac.

where dreffe-. are reposi'ed. Camden.

REVICTION. J. [reviaum, Lat. J Return to

lite. Brfwn.

To REVTCTUAL. v. a. [re and virtual ] To

stock with victuals again. Raleigh.

To REVIE'W. v. a. [retaAweio.] t. To

leok back. Deitham. x. To lee again.

Shakesp. 3. To consider over again; to re

trace j to re-examine. Dryden. 4. To survey ;

to overlook * to examine.

REVIE'W. / [reveu'e, French, from the verb.]

Survey ; rce'amination. Atterbury.

To REVI LE. v. a. [re and vile] To re

proach; to vilify ; to treat with contumely

Spenser.

REVILE. / Reproach; contumely; exproba-

ti- n Afilten,

We•'.'; LER. s. [from revile] One who reviles

Gov cs the Tongue.

REVI LINGLY. adv. [from mile.] In an op

probrious manner; with contumely. Maine.

REVISAL. /. [from revi, <] Review; re-exa

mination. Pope.

To REVISE, v. a. [revisus, Lat.] To review ;

to overlook. Pope.

REVISE./ [from the verb] I. Review,

reexamination. Boyle, a. Among printers, a

fecund proof of a sheet corrected.

REVISER./", [reviseur, Fr.] Examiner; su

perintendent.

REVISION. / [revision, Fr] Review.

To REVISIT. t>. a. [revisit). Lat j To visit

attain. Milton.

REVIVAL./, [from revhe.] Recall from a

slate of langour, oblivion, or obscurity.

To REVI VE. v n. [revivre, Fr.] 1. To re

turn to life. 1 Kings. 2. To return to vi

gour or fame ; to rile from languor or obscu

rity Mtttin,

To REVIVE, v. a. I. To bring to life again.

Milton, a. To raise from languor, insensibility,

or oblivion. Spenser. 3. To renew; to recol

lect j to bring back to the memory, Locke.

4. To quicken ; to iou:e. Shakesp.

REVI VEK./ [from revive.] That which invi

gorates or fevives.

ToREVIVl'FICATE. v. a. [reviii/er, Pr.]

To recal to life.

REVIVIFICATION. / [from revivisicate.]

The act 01 recalling to life Speflator.

REV1VISCF.NCY./. [revvifco,reviviscentia,

Lat.l Renewal of life. Burnet.

REUNION. / [reunion, Fr ] Return to a !hte

of juncture, cohesion, or concord. Dunne.

To REUNITE, v a. \re and unite] 1 To

join ai-atn ; to make one whole a second time ;

to join what is divided shakesp. a. To re

concile ; to make those at variance one.

To REUNITE, v. m. To cohere again.

REVOCAIILE. a. [revocable, Fr ] 1. That

ma be recalled. Bacon. x. That may be re

pealed.

RE VOC ARLENESS. f. sfrom revocable.] The

quality of being revocable.

To RE'VOCATE. v a. \revoco. Lat-] To re

call ; to call back. Daniel's Civ. I'/ar.

REVOCATION. / [revocatie, Latin.] 1.

Act of recalling. Hooker, a State of be

ing retailed. H-.vicl. 3, Repeal; reversal.

A,,fe.

To REVOKE, v. a. [rettqucr, Fr. revcce.

Lat] 1. To repeal ; to reverse. Dryden.

a. To check ; to repress. Spenjer. 3. To draw

back. Davtes.

REVOKEMKNT. / [from revoke.] Revoca

tion; rt peal ; recal. Sbakefp.

To REVOLT, v. n. [revolter, Fr ] 1. To

fall off from one to another. Slake/p. a. To

change. Shake/p.

REVOLT./ [rtvelli, Fr] 1. Desertion;

change of sides. Ralugb. 1. A revolter ; one

who thaoeet sides. Shakesp. 3. GiUs depar

ture from duty. Shakesp.

REVOLTED, part. adj. [from nvelt.] Having

swerved fr.-mduty. Milton.

REVO LTF.R. J. [ from revolt. ] One wb»

changes sides ; a deserter. Milton.

To REVOLVE, v. n. [revolve. Lat.] 1. To

roll in a circle; to perfor/n a revolution.Cheyne^

H'atis. x. To tail in a regular course of

changing possessors; to devolve. Aylijsc.

To REVO'LVE. 1. a. [revolve. Lat.] 1. Te

roll any thing roui-d. Milton, x. To consider;

to meditate on. Shakesp.

REVOLUTION. / [revolution, French j re.

votutus, L.9.t.] t. Course of any thing which

returns to the point at which it bet-in to move.

Milton, x. Spate measured by some revolu

tion. Milton. 3. Change in the Hate of a go

vernment or country. 4. Rotation in general ;

returning motion. Milton.

To REVO MIT. v. a. [re and vomit.] To vo

mit; to vomit again. HakevoilL

REVU'LSION./ [revnlsns, L»i.] The act 0:

revelling or drawing humours from a remote

part of the body. Bacon.

To REWA RD. v. a. [re and award ] i. To

give in return. 1. Sam. xaiv. 1. To repay 1

to recompense for something good. Milton.

REWARD./ [from the verb.J I. Recom

pense given for good, Dryden. 2. It is ibm«-

limM
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times used with a mixture of irdry, for pu

nishment or recornpence ot evil.

REWA'RDABLE. a. [from reward.] Worthy

of reward. Tayhr.

RE WARDER s, [from reward.] One that re-

wvids ; one that recompenses. Swift.

To REWORD, v. a. [re and -word] To re

peat in the lame words. Sh.illejp.

RHABA RBARATE. a [from rhabarbara,

i.iit.J Impregnated or tinctured with rhubarb.

1' byer.

RHMIUOMANCY. / [fig*©- and paSt*.]

Divination hy a wold. Brttun.

RH "v PSODIS 1\ J. [trom rhapsody.} One who

w .riles without tegular depenueoce ot one part

Uji>n another. kVatti.

RH.lPSODY. J. [pa4a!it] Any number oi

parts joined together, without necessary de

pc rdc-nce ornatuial connection. Hammtnd.

RHHTOKl-K.. J. [ri>«t«».] I. The act oi

fp'taking not merely with propriety, but with

an: and elegance. Baker, z. The power ol

.pcttualion; oratory. Srakesp.

RHETORICAL, a. [rhetorical, Latin] Per-

taaung lo rhc-toiick; uiatorial; figurative.

n.'tit.

RHH TO RIC ALLY. adv. [ from rhetorical ]

Like an orator; figuratively ; with intent to

move the passion?.

TullHETORICATE. f. n. [rhetirieir, low

I ot] To play the orator ; to attack, the pal-

tmns. Decay '.f^l'icty.

RH ETORlt. I \H.J. [, Wmo.Fr.] One who

leaches the science of rhetorick. Baker.

RHETORICIAN a. Suiting a mailer of rhe

torick. B/acimore.

RHLUM. J. [p;-f««.] A thin watery matter

oozing tl.r.>ut,,i the glands, chicly about the

iT.outD. ^uincy.

RHEUMATIC It. a. [fiu/tA ■*<&-.] Proceed-

in;; trom rheum or a peccant wateiy humour

shyer.

RHEU MATISM. /. [/rjt«J«/*Jc.] A painful

tliltemptr supposed to proceed trom acud hu

mours

RHEUMY, a. [from rheum] Full of (harp

moisture. Oryaen.

RHINOCEROS. J. f/fvand xi;ar.] A vast beast

io ihe Eall-Indies armed with a horn in hii

front. Shake;/}.

RHOMB. J. [riembe, French; fV=®*-] A

parallelogram or quadrangular figure, having

les four sines equal, and confuting ot parallel

lines., wiih two oppotite angles acute, and iwo

obtule. Hams.

RHOMBICK. a. [from rhemb.] Shaped like a

rhomb.

RHOMBOID. / {(CfiSctih; ] A figure ap

proaching to a rhomb, (rrevj.

RHOMBOl li AL. a. [from rl cmbciJ.] Approach

ing in ihape to a rhomb. H*\cd<wartl.

RHU'BARB /. [rhabarbara, Lat.] A medi

cinal root slightly purgative, referred by bo-

tanills to the dock. W-iJnun.

RHYME. J. [futf/ue?.] I. An haimonicil sue.

cession of sounds, i. The consonance os verses;

the correspondence os the last sound of ooa

verse to the lad found or syllable of another.

Denham. 3 Poetry; a poem. Sfxnjtr.

RHY'ME or reafin Number or sense. Sfnser.

To RHYME, v. *. i. To agree in sound.

DryJm. %. To make verse. Shakes*.

RHYMER. 7 / [trom rhyme ] One who

RHY'MSTER. J makes rhymes; a versifier.

Shakefp.

RHYTHMICAL, a. |>V*3<-.] Harmonica!;

having proportion of one found lo another

RIB J. [fliLbe, Saxon.] A bone in ihe bedv.

i Of tin fe there are twenty-four in number,

•/« twelve on each side the twelve veneHrs

of the brek; they a^e segments of a circle.

S^uinty. i. Any pice: or timber or other

nutter which strengthens the side. Staicip

Rl BALD. / [r«fe«/a\ Fr. ribalds, Italian. j A

loose, much, mean, biutal wretch. Sptxser.

RIBALDRY./, [nbaudie, old Fr.] Mean,

lewd, brutal laneuagc. Drydea.

RIBAND. /. [ribaade, mban, Fr ] A file: of

silk ; a narrow web of silk, which U worn for

ornament. Glaaville.

RIBBED, a. [from rii ] t. Furnished wTth

r-O'. Sandyi. 2. Inclosed as the body by ri>s.

Shakefp.

Rl BBON. s. SccRibakd.

To Rl BROAST. v. «. [rib and reast.] To beat

soundly Batler.

Rl P. WORT. / A plant.

RIC. s. Æ'rdenotes a powerful, rich, or valiact

man. Gibioa.

RICE. /. [ervaa, Lat.] One of the esculent

grains.

RICH. a. [riebe, Fr pica, Saxon] t Wealthy }

abounding in wealth; abounding in mortev or

p'liTossions. Seed. 1. Valuable; estimable;

piccious; splendid Mihca. 3. Having any

ingredients or qualities in 3 great quaniiiy or

decree. Waller. 4. Fcitile; fruitful. Prilipi

RICHED. a. [from rich] Enriched. Obsolete.

Stai-jp.

RICHES / [richejset, Fr ] 1 . Wealth ; rr.c-

ncy or poise ssi.in. Hair.m. 2. Splendid sump

tuous appeaiance. Milten.

RICHLY, adv. [from ricA] 1. With riches j

wealthy , splendidly ; magnificently. Minn.

2 Plenteously. Br:*>*. 3. Truly; abua-

danlly. /l.ldljaa.

RICHNESS j. [from rich.] 1. Opulence 1

wealth. Sidney. 2. Finery ; splendour. 3*

Fertility; fecundity; fruittulr.ess AAiifrt.

4. Abundance or perfection of any quality.

Sprtlaitr. 5. Pampering qualities. Pryjra.

RICK. J. 1. A pile ot corn or hav regularly

heaped up in the open fie Id, and Iheltered from

wet Sviift. 1. A heap of com or hay piled

by the gatherer. Affrrtmer.

RI'CK.E'1 S /. [raciirij, Lat ] A name given

to the dilltinper at its appearance by CZ/sfm.]

The rictets is a diflcr.iper in children, trusn

an unequal distribution ol^ nourishment, where-
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by the joints grow knotty, and the limbi un

even. is^tiiHcy.

RICKETY, a. [from richlt.] Diseased with

the rickets. Arbuthnot.

RI CK.LUS. /. A plant. Ainswtrth.

Rl'CTURE. / [riaura, Lat.] A gaping. Did.

RID. pret. ol ride.

To RID. v. a. [from hpifehan, Saxon.] I.

To set free; to redeem. Exodui. z. To clear;

to disencumber. Hooker, Ben Johnson, AJdijon

3. To dispatch. Shakesp. 4. To drive away ;

to press away ; to destroy. Shakejp.

RI'DDANCE. / [from ri'Z] 1. Deliverance.

Hooker. 1. Disencumbranoe ; loss of some

thing one is glad to lose. Shakesp 3. Aa ot

clearing away any incumbrances. Milton.

RIDDEN, the particle of ride. Hale.

RIDDLE./ [riifcclf-, Saxon.] 1. An enigma ;

a puzzling question; a dark problem. Milton

*. Any thing puzzling Hudibrai. 3. A

coarse or open sieve. Mortimer.

To RIDDLE, v. a. 1. To solve; to unriddle.

Dryden. %. To separate by a coarse sieve.

Mortimer.

To RIDDLE, v. it. [from the noun.] To speak

ambiguously or obscurely. Skahsp.

RIDDINCLY. adv. [from riddle] In the

manner of a riddle. Donne.

To RIDE. v. n. pnter. rid. or rode; part, rid

or ridden, [riifean, Saxon j rijden, Dutch]

I. To travel on hoiscback. Stake/p. z. To

travel in a vehicle ; to be borne, not io walk.

Burnet. 3. To be supported in motion. Shak.

4. To manage an horse. Dryden.. 5. To be

on the water. Knolles, Hay-wad. 6. To be

supported by something su servient. Shakesp.

To RIDE. v. «. To manage insolently at will

Sttrft.

RIDER. / [Tom ride.] 1. One who is car

ried on a horse or in a vehicle Prtir. z One

who manages or breaks hoiscs. Iirumflon. 3.

An inserted leaf.

RIDGE. /. [hro.55, Saxon ; rig, Danish ; rn<re,

Dutch.] 1. Ihe top of the lick. Hud.brai.

i. The rough top of any thing. M.lton, Ray.

3. A steep protuberance. Dryden 4. 1 he

graund thrown up by the plow. VJnlw.i, Wood-

nvnrd. ;. The tep of the roof rising to in

acute angle Moxon. si. Ridgei os a horse's

mouth are wrinkles or risings ot the flesh :n the

roof of the mouth, running across from one

side of the jaw to the other. Farrier'i Dia.

To RIDGE, v. a. [from the noun.J To l.rni a

ridge. Miltn.

RI DOLING. 7 / [ovisrejic.la. Lat. A-nfnv .]

KIDGIL. 5 A ram halt castrated. Dryd.

RIDGY, a. [from ridge.] Rising in a ridge.

Dryden.

RI DICULE. / [ridiculum, Lat.] Wit of that

species that provokes laughter. Swift.

To RIDICULE, v.a. [ftom the n'^un .] To

expose to laughter; lo treat with contemp

tuous merriment. Temple.

RIDICULOUS, a. [ridiculus, Lat] Worthy of

laughter j exciting contcromuoui merriment

Miltn, South.

RIDICULOUSLY, adv. [from ridicubu,.] lo

a manner worthy of laughter or conteonpt.

RIDI CULOUSNESS. f. [from ridicuhui ] The

quality of being ridiculous. Stitlinffleet.

RIDING, particip. a. Employed to" travel on

any occasion. Aylifjc.

RIDING. /.' [sromriVfr.] A district visited by

an officer.

RIDINGCOAT./ [riding and coat ] Acm

made to keep out weather. Swift.

RIDINGHOOD /. [riding lnA hod.] A coat

uled by women, when they travel to hi ar off

the rairiV Arbuthnot.

RIE. j. An esculent grain.

RIFE. a. [pyre, Saxon; riif, Dutch] Pre

valent ; abounding. It is now only usi:d of

epidemical distempers. AHuthnot.

RIFELY, adv. [from rise] Prevalently; x-

bundan'ly. Kmllei

R1TENESS. / [from rife.] Prevalence; a-

bundance. Arbuthnot

ToRI'PLE. v. a [riser, Fr. rife/en, Dutch.}

To rob; to pillage; to plunder. South.

RI'FLER. / Lfror.ir,/,.j Robber; plunderer >

pillager.

RIFT. /. [fromr/w] A cleft; a breach; aa

opening. Bacon, Dryden.

To RIFT. v. a. [from the noun.] Tocleave;

to I pi it. Pope

To RIFT. v. n. To burst; to open. Bacon.

*. [Raover, Danish.] To belch; to break

wind.

RlF';/-X's> ridSe> (eem* to siSnify the top of »

hill tailing on each side ; from the Saxon

hp^; and the Iflandick, bniggnr, both siE-

miyingaback Gibson.

To RIG. v. a. [from rig or ridge] 1. To

dress; to accoutre. L'Ejirange. z. To fit

with tackling. South

RIGADOON. J. [ngaden. Fr.] A dance.

RIGA TION. J. [ngatio, Lat ] The act of wa

tering. Ei.1.

RI'GGER./ [from rig] One that riga or

drefles.

RIGGINC. f. [fromnV] The fails or Uckline

oft ship. Creech.

RIGG1SH. a. [from rig, a whore] Wanton:

whorilh. Shakesp.

To RlGGLli. 1, a [properly to wriggle.] T»

move backward and forward.

RIGHr. a. |p,jr, Saxon, recht, Dutch.] 1.

Fit, proper; becoming; souabic ; true j n.-.t

erroneous. Holder, z. Not mistaken ; pasting

a true judgment Shakes. 3. Jult ; honest;

equitable. I'Jatm,. 4. Harry ; convenient.

1<i'tj°n. 5. Not left. Brown. 6. Strait;

not crooked. Locke. 7. Perpendicular.

RIGHT, mterjea. An expieslion 01 approbation.

rope.

RIGH r. adv. t. Properly , justly; exact|y.

according to truth. Rojcemmon. a. In a diract

line. 3 In a great degree; very. B.J.hnfn.

4- lti» stillulcd in titles: as, right honourable;

right reverend. Viathaa .

RIGHT.
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RICHT. / I. "Justice; n»t wrong. Baon,

Ti'htsen i. Freedom from erruor Prior. 3.

Just claim. Milton. 4 Th»t which justly be-

iones to one. Temple. 5. Property ; interest

Dnden. fi. P«wer; prerogative. Tillotsou

7. Immunity; privilege. Clarendon. 8. The

side not lest. Milton. 9. To Rights. In a

direct line; straight Woodward. 10. Deli

verance irom errour. Woodward.

To RIGHT, v a To do justice; to establish

in possession justly claimed; to relieve from

wropg Taylor,

RIGHTEOUS. n. [pthtir-e, Saxon I. Just;

hontll; virtuous; uncorrupt . Genejis. 1. E

quicable Dijdn.

RICH FEOUSI.Y. mdv. [from righteous ] Ho

nestly; v rtuoufly. Dryden.

RIGHTEOUSNESS. /. [from righeout.] Jus

lice; h:>ncsty ; virtue; goodness, tinker.

RI'GHTFUL. a. [right and full.] 1. Having

the right j having ihe just claim. Shakejp. 1.

Hnni'lt : just Prior.

RI GHTFULLY. adv. [from rightful.] Accord

ini> to richt; according lo justice. Drydtn.

RIGHTFULNESS./ [from rightful.] Moral

rectitude. Sidney.

RI GHT-HAND. / Not the left. Shakejp.

RIGHTLY adv (from right.] 1. According

totruthj properly; suitably; not erroneously ■

Milton, a. Honestly; uprightly. Shakejp.

3. Exactly. Dryden 4. Straitly ; directly

/9\chatn.

RIGHTNESS. [from right ] 1. Conformity

to truth; exemption from being wrong ; recti

tude Robert. 2. Siraitnesi). Bacon.

RIGID. a. [rigidus, lat.] 1. Stiff; not to

be bent; unpliant. Rjy. 1 Severe , inflexible.

Denham. 3. Sharp i cruel. Philips.

RIGIDITY. / [rigidite, Fr. ) 1. Stiffness.

Aihuthmt. 1. StiiTnessof appearance; want

of easy or airy elegance W otton.

RI'GIDLY. adv. [from rigid.] 1. S.iffly ; un

pliantly. 1 Severely ; inflexibly

RIGIDNESS. / [from rigid J Severity; in

flexibility.

RI GLET./ (rcgulet, Fr.] A flat thin square

piece of wood. Moxon.

R1GGI.. /. A circle. In Shakeffeart, a

diadem.

RI'GOUR./ [rigor. Lat] 1. Col..' ; stiffness

Milton. %■ A convulsive shuddering with

senscof cold. Arhuthuot. 3. Severity ; stern

ness; want of condescension toothers. Demam

4 Severity of conduct. Spratt. 5. Strictness;

unabated exactness. Glauvtlle, 6. Rage

cruelly; furv. Spinier. 7. Hardness; no*

flexibility ; solidity; not (brines:. Dryden

RIGOROUS, a [trom rigour.] Severe; allow

ing no abatement. Rogers.

RI GOROUS1.Y. adv. [srotnr/jj»r»«i.] Severe

ly ; without tenderness or mitigation. Alilton.

RILL. f. \_rivulus. Lat.] A small brook; a little

streamlet. Milton.

To RILL. v.n. [from the noun.] To ran in

Lnall streams. Piior.

RI'LLET. / [corrupted from ritulet.] A small

stream. Carew.

RIM. f. friirna, Saxon.] 1. A border; a mar

gin Canto, x. That which encircles some

thing else Brown.

IUMF. f f hrum, Saxon.] 1. Hoar frost. Beau.

a. A hole; a chink. Brown.

To RIME. v. u. (from the noun.] To freete

with hnar frost. Bacon.

To RI MPLE. v. a. To pucker ; to contrast

nto corrugations. rVilemau.

KI MY. a. [irom rime.] Steamy j foggy ; misty.

//. vey.

RIND /. [pink, Saxon : rinde, Dutch] Bark;

hulk Boyle, Milton, Drydcn.

To KIND. 1. a [irom the noun.] To decorti

cate ; 10 bark; tohufir..

RING./, [hftir.5. Saxon] I. A circle; an

orbicular line. Newton. 1. A circle of g^W

or 1"me other matter worn as an ornament

Adiiijon. 3. A circle of metal to be hrld by.

Gulliver. 4. A circular course. Suoitb. 5.

A circle made by persons staneiine rouno.

Hajward. 6. A number of bells harmoni

cally tuned. Prior. 7. The sound of belli or

any other sonorous body. Bacon, Mtlttm. 8,

A found of any kiad. Bacon.

To RING. v. a. pret. and part pass. ruug.

[hriir,5an, Saxon ] 1. To strike beiU or any

other sonorous- body, so as to make it found.

Shakifp. 1. Ucocoriug.] Toencircle. Shake.'p.

3. To fit with rings Shakefp. 4. To restrain

a hog by a ring in his nose.

To RING, v u 1. To sound as a bell or so

norous metal. Drydeu. 1. To practise the art

of making tnusick with bells. Holder. 3. To

iound ; 10 resound. Locke. 4. To utter as a

bell. Shakejp. c To tinkle Drydeu. 6. To

be filled with a bruit or report. South.

RING-BONE /. A hardcallous substance grow

ing in the hollow ciicle of the I tile pastern of

a horse; it sometimes goes quite round like a

ring. Fjrrier't DiS.

RING-DOVE. / [rhingeUuyve, German.] A

kind of pigeon Mortimer.

RI N< iER. j. [from ring.] He who ring-s.

RINGLEADER. /. [ring and hooter.] The

Lead ot a ri- lous body. Bacon.

RI'NGLET./ [diminutive of ring.) 1. A

small ring Pose. 1. A circle. Staktf/X 3.

A curl. Milton.

Rl'NGSTREAKED. a. [ring and Jireakcd.]

Circularly II leaked. Genesis.

RINGTA1L. J. [ring and tail.] A k:nd of

kite. Bat ley

RINGWOKM./. [ring and w:rm.] A circalir

tetter IVtfcmau.

To RINSE n. a. [from rein, German] 1. To

wash; to cleanse by washing. Shakejp. a. To

wash the leap out ot cloaths. eXmg.

RI'NSER. f [irom rinse.] One that wastiea or

rinlca; a washer.

RIOT./ [riotte, old Fr.] 1. Wild and loose

festivity. Miltou. 1. A sedition ; an uproar.

MiUm.
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Jltihin. 3. 7# r«» Riot. To move or act

without controul or restraint. Swift.

To RIOT. v. u. [riotlir, old Pr.] 1. To revel ;

to be dissipated in luxurious enjoyments.

Daniel, a. To luxuriate -, to be tumiltuous

J'ofe. 3. To banquet luxuriously. 4. To raise

a sedition or uproar.

RIOTER. / [from riot] 1. One who it dissi

pated in luxury. 1 . One who raises an uproar.

RI'OTISE./. [fromrfjr.J Dissoluteness; luxury.

Spenser.

RIOTOUS, a. [rieteux, Fr.] 1. Luxurious;

wanton ; licentiously festive. Brown, a. Se

ditious ; turbulent.

R I'OTOUSLY. adv. [from rioteui.] 1 . Luxuri

ously ; with licentious luxury. Ecclus. a. Se

ditiously ; turbulentlv.

RIOTOUSNESS. J. [from riotous.] The state

of being riotous.

To RIP. v. a. [hpypan, Saxon.) 1. To tear;

to lacerate ; to cut asunder by a continued act

of the knife. DryJen. a. To take away by

laceration or cutting . Otwuj. 3. To disclose;

to search out; to tear up; to bring to view.

U:eker, Clarendon.

RIPE. a. [pipe, Saxon; rijfi, Dutch.] 1

Brought to perfection i 1 growth ; mature.

Milton, a. Resembling the ripeness of fruit.

Shalefp. 3. Complete ; proper for use.

Sbakefp. 4. Advanced to the perfection of

anv quality. Dryden. 5. Finished; consum

mate, fleeter. 6. Brought to the point of taking

effect; fully matured. Addijon. 7. Fully qua

lified by gradual improvement. Dryden.

To RIPE. v. ». [from the adj.] To ripen; to

grow ripe ; to be matured. Dnne.

To RIPK. v a. To mature; to make ripe.

Sbokefp.

RIPELY, adv. [domripe.] Maturely) it the

tit time. Sbakefp.

To RI'PEN. v. m. [from rife.] To grow ripe.

Beecou.

To RI'PEN. v. a. To mature; to make tipe.

Popt, Swift.

RI PENF.SS. / [from ripe ] 1. The state o

being ripe ; maturity. Sharp, a. Full growth

Dtnbam. 3. Perfection; completion, tinker

4- Fitness ; qualification. Sbakefp.

Rl PPER. / (from rip] Ooe who rips; one

who tears ; one who lacerates.

To RIPPLE, v. u. To fret on the surface, as

water swiftly run-ling.

R 1 PTOWELL. /. A gratuity given to tenants,

after they had leaped their lord's corn. Bailey.

To RISE. v. n. pret. rs;e\ part, risen, [pipan,

Saxon; ret/en, Dutch.] 1. To change a jacent

cr recumbent, to an erect posture. Shukefp.

• ■ To get up from rest. Daniefi Civil if ar

3. To get up from a fall. Milan. 4. To

spring ; to grow up. Milieu. 5. To gain

elevation of rank or fortune. Otway. 6. To

swell. Leviticus. 7. To ascend; to move up

wards. Newtou. 8. To break out from below

the horizon, as the fun. Miltan. 9. To take

beginnings to come into existence or notice.

10. To begin to act. Milton, Drydm. if.

To appear in view. Addiftn. II. To change

a station; to quit a siege. Knellet. 13. To be

excited; to be produced. Otway. 14. To

break into military commotions; to make in

surrections. Ptpe. 15. To be roused; to be

excited to action. Eccl. iS. To make hostile

attack. Dent. 17. To grow more or greater in

any respect. Milten. 1 8. To increase in price.

Ltcke. 19 To be improved, latter. 10. To

elevate the style. Refcommen. 11. To be re

vived from death. Matthew, ax. To come by

chance. Spencer. 13. To be elevated in

situation. Dryden.

RISE. /. [fromthe verb.] 1. The act of tiCnp.

2. The act of mounting from the ground.

Bactn. 3 Eruption; ascent. Beet*. 4. Plate

that favours the act of mounting aloft. Cretcb,

Lickc. 5. Elevated place. Denbam. 6. Ap

pearance of the fun in the east. fValler. 7.

Encrease in any respect. 8. Encrease of price.

Temple. 9. Beginning ; original. Locke. 10.

Elevation; encrease of sound. Baceu.

RISER, s. [from rise.] One that rises. Chabmar..

RISIBILITY, s. [from nf.il,.] The quality of

laughing. Arbutbuot.

RISIBLE, a. \rifibilii. Lat.] 1. Having the

faculty or power of laughing. Gtv. of the

Tongue, a. Ridiculous; exciting laughter.

RISK / [rif.ue, Fr. riefge, Spanish ] Haiarda

danser; chance of harm Seuth.

To RISK. t>. a. [risquer, Fr.] To haiard ; to

put to chance ; to endanger. Addiseu.

RI'SKER. j. [from rist.] He who rifles. Butler.

RITE. /. [rit, Fr. rilut, Lat.] Solemn act of

religion; external observance Hammond.

RITUAL, a. [rituel, Fr.] Solemnly ceremoni

ous ; done according to some religious institu

tion. P'itr.

RITUAL./ [from the adj.] A book in which

the rites and observances of religion are set

down. Addijon.

R ITU A 1. 1ST. / [from ritual.] One (killed in

the ritual.

RlVAGE.s. [Fr.] Aback; a coast. Sbakefp.

RIVAL. _/. [rivalii, Latin ] One who is in

pursuit of the same thing which another man

pursues; a competltour. Dryden. a. A com-

petitour in love. Sidney.

RIVAL, a. Standing in competition; making

the fame claim; emulous Sbakefp.

To RI'VAL. v. a. [from the noun. J 1. To stand

in competition with another ; to oppose. South.

1. To emulate; to endeavour to equal or

excel. Drydeu.

To RI VAL. v. u. To be competitour. Stalest.

RIVA'LITY.J /. [rivalitas. Lat.] Competi-

RI'VALRY. $ tion; emulation. Addiseu.

RIVALSHIP./ [from rival.] The Hate or

character os a rival.

To RIVE. v. a. part, riven, [pyfr, broker,

Saxcn; rijven, Dutch.] To split; toclcava;

to divide by a blunt instrument. Hewcl.

To RIVE, v n To be split; to be divided by

violence. Hreodward.

4 O T«
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To RIVE, for derive or JinS. Shatefp.

To RI'VF.L. v. a. [jepiplc*), Six ] To contract

intowrinkles and corrugations. Dryden.

RIVEN, part, of rive.

RIVER. / [riviere, Fr.] A land current of

water bigger than a brook. Addissn.

RIVER-DRAGON. /. A crocodile. A name

given by Milttn to the king of Egypt.

U1VER-GOD. /". Tutelary deity of a civa.Arb.

RIVER-HORSE. /. Hippopotamus. Mittem.

Rl'VET. J. A fastening pin clenched at both

ends. Shake/p. Dryden.

To Rl'VET. v. a. [from the noun. i. To

fasten wiih rivets. Ben. Jebnfen. 1. To fasten

strongly ; to make immoveable. Cengreve.

Rl'VULET. /. | nvuUt, Lat.] A small river;

a brock ; a streamlet. Bentley.

RIXDO'LLAR./ A Cirman cnin, worth about

four shillings and sin-pence sterling.

ROACH. / A fish : he is accounted the water

(heep, for his simplicity and foolishness. Walt

ROAD. / [rade, Pr.] I. Large way j path

Suckling. 1. [Bade, Fr.] Ground where ships

may anchor. Sandyi. 3. Inrode; incursion.

Kr,tills. 4. Journey. Aliltm.

To ROAM.u. a [rcmigare, Italian ] To wander

without any certain purpose; to ramble; to

rove ; to play the vagrant. Frier.

To ROAM. *. a. To range ; to wander over.

Mitten.

RO.VMER./ [frem ream.] A rover ; a rambler ;

a wanderer.

ROAN. a. [men. Fr.] Bay, sorrel, or black,

with grey or white spots interspersed very

thick. Farrier's Dift.

To ROAR. v. a [p^pan, Sax.] 1. To cry as a

honor other wild Leal! Dryden. a. To cry in

distress. Shakejp. 3. To luupd as the wind or

sea. Pepe. 4 To make a loud noise. Miltn

ROAR. / [from the verb.] 1. The cry of the

lion or other beast. 1. An outcry of distrrli

3. A clamour of merriment. Waif/jf. 4. The

sound of the wind or sea. 5. Any loud noise.

Dryden.

ROA*RY. a. [better rery; nrei, Lat.] Dewy.

Fairfax.

To ROAST, v. a. [rejlen, German i XeporTac!,

Saxon, roasted] I. To dress meat, by turning

it round before the fire. Stvifi. 1. To impart

dry heat to fltih. Svuft. 3. To dress at the

fire without water, Bacon. 4. To heat any

thing violently. Shakejp.

ROAST, a. for reafted. frier.

Te rule the ROAST. To govern j to manage ;

to preside. Shakejp

ROB. / Inspissated juites. Arbnthnet.

To ROB. v. n. [r eber, old Fr. rebbare, Italian.]

I. To deprive ol any thing by unlawful force;

to plunder, Addijon. x. To set free ; to deprive

ot something bad. Siajlr/J>. 3. Totakeaway

unlawfully. Bacon.

RO hBER./ [from reb.] A thief ; one that robs

by loice, or steals by secret means. Shakejp.

RObBKRY / [reierie, old Fr ] Thclt perpe

trated bj fotce or with privacy Temple.

ROBE. /. [retle, Fr. roMa, Italian ] A gown

of state ; a dress of dignity. Shake/p.

To ROBE. v. et. fftom the noun] To dresi

pompously ; to invest. Pept.

ROBERT, f. An herb.

ROBERSMAN. \ / In the old statotea, a

ROBERTSMAN, J sort of bold and stoat rob

bers or night thieves, said to be so called from

Robinhood.

ROBIN. I / [r.le„U, Lat]

ROBIN-RED BREAST. J A bird so namJ

from his red breast. Suckling.

ROBOREOUS. a. [rebnr. Lat.) Made of oak.

ROBU ST. ? a [rebnftns. Ut] 1 . Strong;

ROBUSTIOUS, j sinewy; vigorous; forceful.

Miltn. 1. Boisterous; violent; nnwialdy.

Dryden. 3. Requiring strength Lecke.

ROBUSTNESS J. [from rebmfi.] Strength;

vigour. Arbnthntt.

ROCAMBOLE./. Afortofwildearlick. Ariel.

ROCHE-ALUM./ [reche, Fr.aro.kJ A purer

kind of alum.

RO'CHET./ [reehet, Fr. r~n,, low Lat] 1 A

surplice ; the white upper garment ofthe priest

officiating. CUaveland. %. A fisti. Ainjverti.

ROCK. / [rec, reche, Fr.] 1 . A vast mass of

stone. Pcpe. t. Protection ; defence. A scrip

tural sense. 3. A distaff held in the land,

from which the wool was spun by twirlioc a

ball below. Bern. Jehnsen.

To ROCK. f. a. [rtcqner, Fr ] 1. To (hake;

to move backwards and lorwardv. Beyle, t.

to move the cradle, in order to procure Deep.

Dryden. 3. To lull ) to quiet. Shake/p.

To ROCK. v. n. To be violently agitated ; to

reel to and fro. Tnng.

ROCK-DOE. /. A species of deer. Gren*

ROCK RUBY. J. The garnet, when it is of a

very strong, but not deep red, and has a fair

cast of the blue. Hill.

ROCK SALT. / Mineral salt. tVeOnxetrJ.

RO'CKER. / [from reck] Oce who rocka the

cradle Dryden.

ROCKET./ [rechette, Italian ] An artificial

firework, being a cylindrical cafe ofpaper hlfed

wih nitre, charcoal, and sulphur, and which

mounts in the air to a considerable height,

and there bursts Addism.

ROCKET. / A plant. Miller.

ROCKLESS. a. [from rid] Being without

rocks. Dryden.

ROCKROSE. / [R:ck and rose ] A plant.

RO CKWORK./ [reck and »*-*.] Stones, ti.ed

in mortar, in imitation of the asperities of

rocks. Addifen.

ROCKY, a. [from w*.] 1. Full of rocks.

Sandyj. i. Resembling a rock. Mitem. y

Hard ; stony ; obdurate. Shake/p.

ROD./ \tee.U, Dutch ] t. A long twi»- BejU 1.

A kind ot sceptre. Shakejp. 3. Any thiog lorg

and (lender. Granville. 4. An instrument for

mealuring. Arbnihnet. 5. An instrument 01

correction, made of twigs. Spenjer.

RODE. pret. of ride. Mittn.

RODOMONTA'DE./. [from a herons Arioftc,

called
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called Rodenume.] An empty noisy blaster or

bold i a rant. DryJem.

To RODOMONTA'DE. v. n. [from the noun.]

To brag thrasonically ; to boast like Rodo-

monte.

ROE./ [rta, |\a-beo[\. Sax.] I. A species of

deer. Arbnthnot. a. The female of the hart.

Sandyt

ROE. / [properly roent orrui) raan, Danish.]

The eggs of filh. Shakes.

ROGATION. /. [rogation, Fr.] Litany; sup

plication. Hooker, Taylor.

ROGATION-WEEK /. The week immediate

ly preceding Whitsunday; the Monday, Tues

day, and Wednesday, called rogation days,

because of the extraordinary prayers and pro

cessions then made for the fruits of the earth,

or as a preparation for the devotion of holy

Thursday. Dia.

ROGUE. / [of uncertain etymology.] i. A

wandering beggar; a vagrant; a vagabond.

Baccn. a. A knave; a dishonest fellow; a

villain; a thief. Sufi. 3. A name of flight

tenderness and endearment. Scai. 4. A wag.

To ROGUE, v. m. [from the noun.] 1. To

wander ; to play the vagabond. Ca*. 1. To

play knavish tricks.

R« GUERY. / [from regie] 1 . The life of a

vagabond. Donne, a. Knavish tricks. Shakesp

3 Waggery ; arch tricks.

RO'GUESHIP. / [from rogue.] The qualities

or personage of a rogue. Dryden.

ROGUISH, a [from rogue.] 1. Vagrant ;

vagabond .Spenser. 1. Knavish; fraudulent.

Swift. 3. Waggish j wanton; (lightly mis

chievous. Addisou.

ROGUISHLY, adv. [from roguish.] Like a

rogue; knavifhly ; wantonly.

RO'GUISHNESS. / [from roguish.] The qua

lities of a rogue.

RO'GUY. a. [from rogue.] Knavish; wanton.

UEslrange.

To ROIST. 7 v. ». [rijfer, Hlandick, a

ToROI'STER.J violent man] To behave

tutbulently ; 10 act at discretion ; to be at

free quarter ; to bluster. Shakejp.

ROISTER, or roisterer, s [from the verb ] A

turbulent, brutal, lawless, blustering fellow.

To ROLL, v a [rouler, Fr. rollen, Dutch ] 1.

To move any thing by volutation, or successive

application or the different parts of the surface

to the ground. Mark. a. To move any thing

round upon its axis Milton. 3. To move in a

circle. Milton. 4. To produce a periodical

revolution. 5. To wrap round upon itself.

6. To enwrap; to involve in a bandage

Wiseman. 7. To form by rolling into round

masses Peacham. 8. To pour in a stream or

waves. Pipe.

To ROLL. v. n. i.Tobe movtdhy the successive

application of art parts of the surface to the

ground. Temp'e. 2. To run on wheel*. Dryden.

3. To perform a periodical revolution. Dryden

4. To move with appearance of circular

direction. Milton, Dryden. 5. To float in

tough water. Pest. 6. To move as waves or

volumes of water. Pipe. 7. To fluctuate ; to

move tumultuously. Prior, Pope. 8.Torevolvo

on its axis. Saudyt. 9. To be moved tumultu

ously. Mi/tun.

ROLL. / [from the verb ] 1 . The act of roll

ing; the state of being rolled. ». The thing

rolling. Thomson. 3. Mass made xotuA.Addison,

4. Writing rolled upon itself. Spenser. 5. A

round body rolled along. Mortimer. 6. [Re-

tulut, Lat.] Publick writing. Ezra, Hale. 7.

A register; a catalogue Sidney, Davies. 8.

Chronicle. Dryden. 9. Warrant. Shakesp. 10.

Part; office. VEfirange.

ROLLER / [from roll.] 1 Any thing turning

on its own axis, as a heavy stone to level

walks. Hammond. Ray. 1. Bandage; fillet.

Sharp.

ROLLINGPIN. / [rilling and pin.] Around

piece of wood tapering at each end, with

which paste is moulded Wiseman.

ROLLYPOOLY. / A fort of game, in which,

when a ball rolls into a certain place, it wins.

Arbuthmt,

RO'MACE /[rema^Fr.] A tumult; ahustle;

an active and tumultuous search for any thing,

Shakesp.

ROMA'NCE. / [roman, Fr. remanza, Ital.]

1. A military sable of the middle ages; a tale

of wild adventures in war and love. Milton,

Waller, Dryden. %. A lie ; a fiction.

To ROMA'NCE. v. n. [from the noun. J To lie j

to forge.

ROMANCER./ [from romance.] A lier; a

lorger of tales Tate.

To ROMANIZE, v. a [from Reman, Fr ] To

latiniie; to (ill with modes of the Roman

speech. Dryden.

ROMANTICK. a. [from romance.] 1. Re

sembling the tales of romances; wild. Keil.

2. Improbable; false. 3. Fanciful; full of

wild scenery Thomson.

ROMISH, a. [from Romr] Popish. Ay!,fe.

ROMP / 1. A rude, awkward, boisterous, on-

taught girl. ArbuthnU. 1. Rough rude play.

Thomson.

To ROMP. v. n. To pliy rudely, noisily, and

boisterously. Sviist.

RO NDEAU./ A kind of ancient poetry, com

monly consisting of thirteen vyi'es, of which

eight have one rhyme and {We another: it is

divided into three couplets, and at the end of

the second and third, the beginning of the

rondean is repeated in an equivocal sense.

Trevoux.

RONT. / An animal stinted in the growth.

Spenser.

RONDLES. / [from round.] A round mass.

Peacham. \

RO NION. / A fat bulky woman* Shakesp.

ROOD. /. [from rod ] 1 . The fourth part of an

acre in square measure. Snvist a. A pole; a

measure 01 sixteen ieet and a half in lon^ mea

sure in England, but in Ireland it is a measure

ofiwenty-onc feet. Milton. 3 The cross. Shak.

ROOF. j. [hriir:, Saxon ] 1. The cover of a

4 O J. house.
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house. Sidney. 1. The vault-, the inside of

the arch that covers a building. Hotter. 3.

The palate; the upper part of the mouth.

Bacen.

To ROOF. v. a. [from ihe noun] 1. To cover

with a roof. Creech. X. To inclose in a house

Slates/,.

ROOTY, a. [from rets.) Having roofs. Dryden.

ROOK.. / [hrioc, Sax.) A bird resembling a

crow: it feeds not on carrion, but grain. Dryd.

2. A mean man at chefs. Dryden. 3. A

cheat; a trkkifh rapacious fellow. rVytherly

To ROOK v. n. To rr.b; to cheat Hudibrai

ROOKERY./ [fromrw*.] Anuisery of rooks.

l'epe.

ROOKY, a. Inhabited by rooks Shatesp.

ROOM./! [pum, Sax. r»m/, Goth.) 1. Space!

extent "of place Mils* 1. Space or place un

occupied. Kentl. 3. Way unobstructed Creech.

4. Place of another; stead. Calamj. 5. Un-

cbstiucted opportunity Addi(:n. 6 \n apart

ment in a house. Suttlinr, Slillingjiect.

ROO'MAGE. / [from reem.) Space; place.

tVetten.

ROOMINESS./ [from rsemy ] Space; quan

tity of extent.

ROOMY, a. [from rum ] Spacious j wide,

large. Dryden.

ROOST. / [hport, Saxon] 1. That on which

a bird sits to sleep. Dryden. 1. The act o:

sle<-pine Denham.

To ROOST, -j. n. [retllen, Dutch; res! ] 1.

To sleep as a bird L'EJlrange. 1. To lodge

Tn burlesque.

ROOT./ [ret, Swedish ; reel, Danish ] i.That

part of the plant which relU in the ground,

and supplies the stems wiih nourishment

Evelyn, Bacen. z. The bottom; the lower

part Millcn. 3. A plant of which the root is

esculent. IValts. 4- The original; the first

c«ul"e Daviet. 5. The first ancestor. Shatesp.

6. Fixed residence. Dryden. 7. Impression;

durable effect. Hotter.

To ROOT, v. n. [from the noun] 1. To fix

the root; to strike far into the earth Sbakefp.

z. To turn up earth.

To ROOT. v. a. [from the noun ] 1. To fix

deep in the eaiih Dryden. a. To impress

deeply. South. 3. To turn up out of the

ground i to radicate ; to extirpate Raleigh.

4. To destroy; to banish. G'anviUe.

ROO'TED a. f from r«M.] Fixed; deep; radi

cal. Hammind.

ROO'TEDLY. adv. [from retted) Deeply ;

strongly. Shatesp.

ROOTY, a. [from rttt.] Full of roots.

ROPE./ [pap, Sax. tetp, net,, Dutch.] I. A

cord; a string; a halter. Hudibrai. 1. Any

row of things depending : as, a rope tf eniii,.

To ROPE v. n. [from the noun.) To draw oui

into viscosities-, to concrete into glutinous fila

ments. Dryden.

RO I'EDANCER. /. [rtse and dancer.] An

ari'st wh'» dances on a rope. IVtlkiw.

R.J'PlNtSS /. [from repy] Viscosity-, gluii-

oc-jlneta.

RO'PEMAKER, or refer, s. [repe and maters

One who makes ropei to sell. Shatesp.

ROPERY./ [from repe.] Rogue's tricks Slat.

ROPETRICK. / [repe and trict ] Probably

rogue's tricks; tricka that deserves the halter.

Shatesp.

RO PY. a. [from repe.) Viscous,; tenacious ;

glutinous. Dryden.

RO^UELAURE. s. [Fren.] A cloak for men.

Gay.

RORA'TION./ [rerii, Lat] A falling of dew.

RO'RID. a [rendui. Lat.] Dewy Brevjn

RORTFEROTJS. a. fret tndsere. Lat ] Produ

cing dew. Did.

RORI FLUENT, a [ret toAjtne, Lat ] Plowing

with dew. Dill.

ROSARY. / [rosarium, Latin] A hunch of

beads, on which the Romanists number their

prayers. Cleaveland, Taylor.

RO'SCID. a. [rescidut. Lat.] Dewy; abounding

with dew. Bacsn.

ROSE. /'. [rese, Fr. rtsa, Lat.] A flower. IVisi.

To fpeat under the Rose. To speak any thing

wiih sasety, so as not afterwards to be disco

vered. Brivju.

ROSE, pr't of rise. Milton.

ROSEATE, a. (from rese ] I. Rosy; full oC

roses. Repe. a. Blooming, fragrant, purple,

as a rose.

ROSED. a, [from the noun ] Crimsoned; flush

ed Shaielp.

ROSEMARY./ [rismarinui, Lat.] A plant.

Miller.

ROSE NOCI.K. / An English gold coin, in

value anciently sixteen shillings. Camden.

ROSEWATER. s. [rise and -water.) Water

distilled irom roses. Wiseman.

RO'SET./ [from rese) A red colour for pain

ters. Peaebam.

ROSIER. / [refer, Fr ] A rosebush. Spenser.

ROSIN, /.[refine, Fr. resina, Lat ] t. Inspis

sated turpentine ; a juice of the pine. Garth.

a. Any inspissated matter of vegetables that

dissolves in spirit. Arbuthnet.

To ROSIN. v. a. [from the noun.] To rub

with rosin. Gay.

ROSINY. a I from rest*.] Resembling rosin.

RO'SSEL. J. Light laiid. Mortimer.

ROSTRATED a [restrain,, Lat ] Adorned

with beak-, of ship-*. Arbuthnet.

ROS-1RUM s. [l.aiin.J 1 The beak of a bird.

I. Thebtak of a (hip 3. The scaffold whence

orators harangued. Addisen. 4. The pipe

which conveys the distilling liquur into it» re

ceiver in the comrmin alembicks. ®nincy.

ROSY. a. [resrut. Lat.) Resc-nbling a rose in

bloom, beauty, colour, or tragrance. Dryden,

II, ter.

To HOT. •». *. fpotan. Sax. retten, Dutch ]

To puirify; to lose the ohclim ot" its parts.

ti'icdioard.

To ROT. v, a. To make putrid; to bring to

corruption. Dryden.

ROT./ [from the verb.] 1. A distemper a-

miDg ilircp, in which their lunga are wa:ie-L
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Btw.Jthusn. I. Putrefaction; putrid decay.

Philips

ROTARY, a. [ nla, Lat.] Whirling as a

wheel. Di£l.

ROTATED, a. [retains. Lat.] Whirled round.

ROTA'TION. / [relation, Fr. rttati:. Lat.]

The act of whirling round like awheel. New.

ROTATOR, f. [latin] That which gives a

circular motion. Wiseman.

ROTE./-, (poe, Saxon, merry.] I. A harp;

a lyre. Speu\er. a. Words uttered by mere

memory without meaning ; memory ot words

without comprehension ot the fense. Hudibras,

Swift.

To ROTE. 11 a. To fix in the memory.without

informing the understanding. Shakefp.

ROTGUT./. Bad beer. Harvey.

ROTHER-NAl LS. / Among shipwrights, nails

with very full heads, used for fastening the

rudder irons of (hips. Bailey,

ROTTEN, a. ffromref.] i. Putrid ; carious j

putrescent. SanJyi. a. Not firm ; not trusty.

Sbakejp. 3 . Not sound j not hard. Knelles.

ROTTENNESS./, [from rotten.] State of be

ing rotten ; cariousness ; putrefaction. kVife.

ROTUND, a. [retnndns, Lat.] Round; cir

cular ; spherical. Addifen.

ROTU NDIFOLIOUS a. [rotunduttadfeUntn,

Lat.] Having round leaves.

ROTU'NDITY./lr»;«»</i/ar, Lat. retondi'.i,

Fr. from r'.tund.) Poundnefs; sphericity ; cir

cularity. Bentley.

ROTUNDO /. [rettnde, Italian.] A building

formed round both in the inside and outside ;

such as the Pantheon at Rome. Trrvenx.

To ROVE. v. «. [rtffvcr, Danish] To ramble;

to range; to wander. Watts.

To ROVE. v. a. To wander over. Milten, Guy

ROVER./ [from me) I. A wanderer ; a

ranger, a. A fickle inconstant man. 3. A

robber; a pirate. Baetn. 4. At Rovtpb.

Without any particular aim. South.

ROUGE./ [rouge, Fr.] Red paint.

ROUGH, a. [ hsiuh, hriuhje, Saxon; reuw,

Dutch] 1. Not smooth; rugged; having in

equalities on [he surface. Burnet. a. Aultere

to the taste : as, rough wine. 3. Harsh to the

ear. J'cpe. 4. Rugged of temper ; inelegant

of manners; not soft. Cewley. 5. Not gentle ;

not proceeding by easy operation. Chi endcn.fi

Harsh to the mind; severe. Locke. 7. Hard

featured ; not delicate. Dryden. 8. Not polish

ed ; not finished by art. 9. Terrible; dreadful.

Milton. 10 Rugged; disordered in appearance;

coarse. Pipe. 11. Tempestuous; stormy;

boisterous. Shakefp.

ToROUGHCAS I . v. a. [rough and cast] 1.

To mould without nicety oreiegancei to form

with Asperities aud inequalities Ctcaveland. 2

To tormanv thing in its first rudiments. Dryd

ROUGHCaSI' /. [ronehind, aft .] 1. A rude

model; a Urm in iu rudiments. Dtgby. 2.

A Kind of plailer mixed with pebbles, or by

lorne other caule verv uneven on the surface

SLalrJp.

ROU CHDRAUGHT./ [rsn^Aand draught.]

A draught in its rudiments. Dryden.

To ROU'GHDRAW. v. a. [rough and draw]

To trace coarsely. Dryden.

To ROUGHEN, v. a. [from rough.] To make

rough. Swift.

To ROUGHEN, v. n. To grow rough.Tbomsen.

To ROU GHHEW. v. a. [rough and hew.) To

give to any thing the first appearance of form.

Hndibrat.

ROU GHHEWN. particip. a. 1. Rugged ; un

polished; uncivil; unrefined. Bacon, a. Not

yet nicely finished. Howel.

ROUGHLY.adVs/rom rengb.] 1. With uneven

surface ; with asperities on the surface, a.

Harshly; uncivilly ; rudely. Spenser. 3. Severe

ly ; without tenderness. Dryden. 4. Austerely

to the taste. 5. Boisterously; tempestuously.

6. Harshly to the ear.

ROU'GHNESS./ [from raj*.] i. Superficial

asperity; unevenness of surface. B:yle. a. Au-

stereness to the taste. Brewn. 3. Taste of

astringency. Spctlater. 4. Harshness to the ear.

Dryden. 5. Ruggedness of temper; coarseness

of manners j tendency to rudeness. Denbam.

6. Absence os delicacy. Addiftn. 7. Severity 1

violence of discipline. 8. Violence of operation

in medicines. 9. Unpolished or unfinished

state. 10. Inelegance of dress or appearance.

1 1. Tempestuoulhess j storminels. ia. Coarse

ness nf features.

ROUGHT. old pret. ofreach. rleicned.Sbakefp.

To ROUGHWORK. v. a. [rengb and work.]

To work coarsely over without the least nice

ty. Mexou.

ROU'NCEVAL./ See Pea. Tusser.

ROUND, a, [rend, Fr. rondo, Italian.] 1.

Cylindrical. Miltin. 1. Circular. Milts, 3.

Spherical ; orbicular. Mi/ten. 4. Smooth ;

without defect in sound. Peacham. 5. Not

broken. Arbttbnet. 6. Large; not inconside

rable. Addijen. 7. Plain; clear; fair; candid;

open. Bacen. 8. Quick; brisk. Addiftn. 9.

Plain ; free without delicacy or reserve ;

almost rough. Bacen.

ROUND./ 1. A circle; a sphere; an orh.

Sbakejp. a. Rundle ; step »f a ladder. Gov. es

tbeTcngue. 3. The time, in which anj thing

has pasted through til hands, and comes !•.>.:-

to the first. Prier. 4. A revolution; a courle

ending at the point where it began. Smith.

5. A walk performed by a guard or officer to

survey a certain district.

ROUND, adv. 1 . Every way ; on all sides. Gem.

2. In a revolution. Addijen. 3. Circulailv.

Mihen. 4. Not in a direct line. Pepe.

ROUND. prep. 1. On every side of. Miltin. a.

About; circularly about. Dryden. 3. All

over. Dryden.

To ROUND, v. a. I. To surround; to encircle.

Prier. X. To make spherical or circular. Chey.

3. To raise to a relief. Addifen. 4. To move

about any thing. Miltin. 5. To mould into

lin.t'iihneU. Swift.

To ROUND, v. a. I. To grow round in form.

Sbakejp.
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Shakefp. 4. To whisper. Bacin. 3. To go

rounds. Milton.

ROUNDABOUT, a. I. Ample; extensive.

Locke a. Indirect; loose. Fclten.

ROU'NDEL. \s. [Rondelet, Fr] I. A

ROUNDELAY. J kind of »ncient poetry.

Spenser. X. A round form or figure Hovtel.

ROUNDER./ [from round.] Circumference ;

inclosure. Shakefp.

ROUNDHEAD./ [round ind head] A puri

tan, so named from the practice once preva

lent among them of cropping their hair round

Spectator.

ROUNDHOUSE./ [round and house.] The

constable's prison, in which disorderly persons,

found in the street, are confined. Pope.

ROUNDISH, a. [ from round. ] Somewhat

raund ; approaching to a roundness. Boyle.

ROUNDLY, adv. [from round.] I. In a round

form ; in a round manner. i. Openly, plainly;

without reserve. Hayvtard. 3. Briskly ; with

speed. Locke. 4. Completely ; to the purpose ;

vigorously; in earnest. Davit1.

ROUNDNESS./: [from round.] t. Circularity;

sphericity ; cylindrical form IVatti.x.Smooth

ness Spenser. 3. Honesty; oppeuness; vigo

rous measures.

To ROUSE, v. a. 1. To wake from rest. Pipe.

X. To excite to thought or action. Addison,

Attertury. 3. To put into action. Spenser. 4.

To drive a beast from hislaire. Shakefp.

To ROUSE. ». ». 1. To awake from slumber.

Pipe. 2. To be excited to thought or action.

Shakefp.

ROUSE./ [rusch, German.] A dose of liquor

rather too large. Shakefp.

ROU'SER./ [from rouse'] One who rouses.

ROUT./ [ret, Dutch.] I. A clamorous multi

tude; a rabble ; a tumultuous crowd. Roscom.

4. Confusion of any army defeated or dispers

ed. Daniel.

To ROUT. f. a. To diflipateand put into con

fusion by defeat. Clarendon.

To ROUT. v. n. To assemble in clamorous and

tumultuous crouris. Baeen.

ROUTE./ [rente, Fr.] Road; way Gay.

ROW. /. [reih, German.] A rank or file; »

number of things ranged in a line. Spenser.

To ROW. •». a. [ftopan, Saxon.] To impel a

vesstl in the water by oars. Gay.

To ROW. v. a. To drive or help forward by

oars Milton.

ROWEL. /. [renelU, Fr.] !. The points of a

spur turning on an axis Penchant. 1. A seton ;

a roll of a hair or silk put into a wound to

hinder it from healing, and provoke a dis

charge.

To ROWEL, v a. To pierce through the (kin,

and keep the wound open by a rowel. Mert.

RO WEN. s. A field kept up till alter Michael

mas. Tejftr.

RO WER / [from row.] One that manages an

oar. Addison.

FO YAL. a. [roial, Fr] I. Kingly ; belong

ing 10 a king j becoming a king; rcjal

Granville. 2. Noble; illustrious. Shakefp.

ROYALIST./ [from royal.] Adherent to at

king. South.

To RO YALIZE v. a. [from royal.] To make

royal. Shakefp.

ROYALLY, adv. [from royal.] In a kingly

manner; regally; asbecomesa king. Drylew.

ROYALTY. / [reialti, Fr.J 1. Ki.iglhip i

character or office of a king. Shakefp. Leckf.

4. State of a king. Prior. 3. Emblems of

royalty. Milton.

Ta> ROYNE. v. a. [rogner, Fr.] To gnaw ; to

bite. Spenser.

RO YNISH. a. [rogneaux, Fr.] Paltry j sorry {

mean ; rude. Shakefp.

To RUB. v. a. [rhubio, Welsh; reiben. Germ.

to wipe ] 1 . To clean or smooth any thing by

passing something over it ; to scour , to wipe ;

to perfricate. l. To touch so as to have some

thing of that which touches behind. Addison.

3. To more one body upon another. Arbntb.

4- To obstruct by collision. Shakefp. 5. To

polish ; to retouch South. 6. To remove by

friction. Collier. 7. To touch hard Sidney. 8.

Te R u ■ down. To clean or curry a horse.Drjr.

4. To Rub up. To excite; to awaken. Senth.

1 o. To polish ; to retouch.

To RUB. v. n. 1 . To fret; to make a friction.

Dryden 4. To get through difficulties VEftra.

RUB./ [from the verb J 1. Collision ; hin

drance; obstruction. Shakefp. Crajbanv. 4.

Frication > act of rubbing. 3. Inequality of

ground, that hinders the motion of a bowl.

Shakefp. 4. Difficulty: cause of uneasiness.

Shake/p. "

RUB-STONE./ [rub tad Jleue.] A stone to

scour or sharpen. Tuffir.

RU'BBER./[fromr«»] 1. One that rnbs. 4.

The instrument with which one rubs. Swift.

3. A coarse fie. Mcxert. 4. A game ; aeon-

test ; two games out of three. Collier. 5. A

whetstone.

RUBI'CAN. a. [rubican, Fr.] Rubicon colour

of ahorse is one that is bay, sorrel, or black,

with alight, grey, or white upon the flanks.

Farrier"t Dict.

RU'BBAGE.7 / [from rub.] 1. Ruins of

RU'BBISH. 5 building; fragments of matter

used in building. rVotton,Dryden. 1. Contusion;

mingled mass. Arbnthnot. 3. Any thing vile

and worthless

RUBBLE-STONE./ Stones rubbed and worn

by the water, at the latter end of the deluge.

Wood-ward.

RUBICUND, a. [rubicoude, Fr. rnbicnndut,

Lat.] Inclining to redness.

RUBIED.a.ifromracy.JRed as a ruby. Milieu.

RUBIFICK.a [ruber o.aifacie, Lat.] Mak

ing red. Grevi.

To RU B1FY. v. n. To make red Brown.

RUBIOUS, a. [rubeui, Latin.] Ruddy j red.

Not used. Shakefp.

RUBRICATED, a, [from rubrica, Latin]

Smeared with red.

RUBRICK./ [rubrijur,TT. rnbiica, Latin]

Direction"
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Directions printed in bookt of Uw tnd in

prayer books ; so termed, because they were

•riginally distinguished by being ia red ink.

Siilhngpet.

RUBRICK, a Red Newton.

To RUBRICK, v a. [from the noun.] To a-

dorn with red.

RU BRIFORM. a. [ruber, L»t. and form.]

Hiving the form of red. Nemoten.

RU BY./ [from ruber, Latin.] I. A precious

stone of a red colour, next in hardness and

value to a diamond. Ptacham. z. Redness.

Shakesp. 3. Any thing red. Mitten. 4. A

blain; * blotch j a carbuncle.

RU'BY. a. [from the noun.] Of a red colour.

Sbmkesp.

RUCTATIOK./[r«fl», Lat.] A belching

arising from wind and indigestion.

To RUD. v. a. [rtuou, Sax.] To make red.

Spenser.

RUDDER./ {ruder, Dutch] t. The instru

ment at the stern of a vessel, by which its

course is governed Raleigh, z. Any thing

that guides or governs the course.

RU DDINESS./. [from ruddy] The quality of

approaching to redness. Wiseman.

RUDDLE./ [rudul, lflandick.] Red earth.

WeedtaarJ.

RUDDOCK./ [rubecula, Latin] A kind of

bird. Careva.

RU DDY. a. [pufcu, Saxon.] 1. Approaching

to redness.; pale red. Ofæay. ». Yellow.

Drjden.

RUDE. a. [pete, Saxon; rndit, Latin.] 1.

Rough; savage; coarse of manners; uncivil)

brutil. Shakes/). 2. Violent; tumultuous ;

boisterous; turbulent. Beyle 3 Harfli ; in

clement. Waller. 4. Ignorant ; raw ; un

taught. Wctten. 5. Rugged; uneven; shape

less. 6. Artless ; inelegant Spenser. 7. Such

as may be done with strength without ait.

Drjden.

RUDELY adv. [from rude ] 1. In a rude

manner. Shakejp. x. Without exactness ;

without nicety ; coarsely. Shakesp. 3 Un-

slc 1 u!!y Drydem. 4. Violently; boisterous

ly. Stenjer.

RUDENESS./ [rudejfe, Fr] 1. Coarseness of

manners; incivility. Swift, a. Ignorance;

unslciltuloess. Hayvrard. 3. Artlessness; in

elegance; coarseness. Spenser. 4. Violence,

buisteroulnefs. Shakesp. 5. Storminess ; ri

gour. Evelyn.

RU DERARY. a. [rudera, Lat ] Belonging to

rubbisiS. Diil.

RUDERA'TION./ In architecture, the laying

of a pavement with pebbles or little stones.

RUDESBY. /. [from rude] An uncivil turbu

lent tcllow Shakesp.

RUDIMENT./ [rudimentum, Lat.] 1. The

first principles; the first elements of a science

Milten. z. The first part of education. Witt.

3. The 6rst, inaccurate, unsliapen beginning.

Pbilipi.

RUDIMENTAL, a [from rudiment ] Initial;

relating to first principles. SptBattr.

To RUE. v. a. [rteopfian, Sax.] To grieve for ;

to regret ; to lament. Denne.

RUE./ [ruta, Latin.] An herb called herb of

grace, because holy water was sprinkled with

it. Mere.

RUEFUL, a. [me and full.] Mournful; wo-

ful; sorrowful Drjden.

RUETULLY. adv. [from rueful] Mournful

ly ; sorrowfully. Mere.

RUEFULNESS./ [from rueful.] Sorrowful

ness; mournfuluefs.

RUELLE.f. [French] A circle ; an assembly

at a private house. Drjden.

RUFF./ A puckered linen ornament, formerly

worn about the neck. Drayten. a. A small

river fish. Walien. 3: A state of roughness.

Chapman. 4. New state. VEstranre.

RUFFIAN./ [ruffian,, Italian.] A brutal, boi

sterous, mischievous fellow ; a cut-throat; a

robber; a murderer. Hajnvard, Addiftn.

RU FFlAN.o. Brutal ; savagely boisterous.iW

To RUFFIAN, v. n. [from the noun.] To

rage; to raise tumults; to play the ruffian.

Shakesp

To RUFFLE, v. a. [ruyffilen, Dutch, to

wrinkle.] 1. Tod.sorder; to put out of form ;

to make less smooth. Beyle, z. To discom

pose; to disturb; to put out of temper. Glanv.

3. To put out of order; to surprise. Hudib.

4. To hrow disorderly together. Chapman. 5.

To contract into plaits. AJdisen.

To RUFFLE v. n. 1. To grow rough or tur

bulent. Shakesp. z. To be in loose motion t

to flutter. Drjden. 3. To be rough ; to jar 1

to be in contention. Shakesp.

RUFFLE./ [from the verb] .. Plaited linen

used as an ornament. Addisen z. Distur

bance ; contention ; tumult Watts

RU FTERHOOD./ In falconry, a hood to b.

worn by a hawk when she is first drawn. Bail.

RUG./, [rugget, Swedish.] 1. A coarse nappy

woollen cloth. Peacham. z. A coarse nap

py coverlet used for mean beds. Swift 3 A

rough woolly dog. Shakesp.

RAGGED, a. [rugget, Swedish.] 1. Rough 1

lull of unevenntls and asperity. Bentlej. %

Not neat ; not regular. Shakesp. 3. Savage'

of temper ; brutal ; rough. Seutb. 4. Stormy •

rude; tumultuous; turbulent; tempestuous

Shakejp. 5. Rough or harsh to the ear. Dryd

si. Sour; surly; discomposed. Shakesp. 7

Violent , rude ; .boisterous. Hudibrai %

Rough; shaggy. Fairfax.

RUGGEDLY, adv. [from rugged.] In , rn£.

ged manner. *

RUGGEDNESS./ [from rugged] ,. The

state or qual.ty of being rugged, z. Rough

ness ; asperity. Ray.

RUGIN/ A nappy cloth. Wiseman

RUC1NE./. lrug.ua, Fr.j A chirurgeon'.

nip. Sharp,

RUCO SE. a. [rug.su,, Lat.] Full of wrinkles.

Wiseman.

RUlN./.[r«i«, Fr.r«/««, Lat.] 1. The fall
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•r destruction of cities or edifices. *. The

remains of building demolished. Pritr. 3.-

Destruction; loss of happiness or fortune ; o-

verthrow. Dryden. 4. Mifchief; bane. Milt.

To RU IN. v. a [miner, Fr. I 1 . To subvert ;

to demolish. Dryden. x. To destroy } to de

prive of felicity or fortune. Wakt. 3. To

impoverish. Addifon.

To RUIN. v. n. 1. To fall into ruins. Milton.

x. To run to ruin. Sandy). 3. To be brought

to poverty or misery. Locke.

To RU'IN ATE. v. a. [from ruin ] 1. To sub

vert; to demolish. Skakefp. x. To bring to

meanness or misery irrecoverable. Bactn.

RUINA'TION. / Subversion; demolition.

Camden.

RUINOUS, a. [m'ayii, Lat. ruineax, Fr.]

1. Fallen to ruin; dilapidated; demolished.

Hayward. x. Mischievous; pernicious; bane

ful; destructive. Swift.

RUINOUSLY, adv. strom ruinous] I. In a

ruinous manner. x. Mischievoufly ; destrue

lively. Decay ef Piny.

RULE./ [rcgula. Lat. J I. Government; em

pire ; sway •, supreme command. Philips. x.

An instrument by which lines are drawn. Sob.

3. Canon; precept by which the thoughts or

actions are directed. Tillotfon. A- Regularity j

propriety of behaviour. Shakefp.

To RULE v. a. [from the noun.] I. To go

vern; to controll; to manage with power and

authority Dryden. 1. To manage. 1 Mac.

3. To settle as by rule. Atterhury.

To RULE, v. n. To have power or command.

Locke.

RU'l.ER./ [from rule.] 1. Governour; one

that has the supreme aommand. Raleigh. ».

An instrument, by the direction of which lines

are drawn Mcxon.

RUM. f. I. A country parson. Swift. X. A

kind of spirits distilled tiom moloflcs.

To RUMBLE, v. n. [rommelen, Dutch] To

make a hoarse low continued noise. Shakefp

Suckling, Refcemmou.

RUMBLIiR./ [from mi mi/f.] The person or

thing that rumbles.

RUMINANT, a. [rumhans, Lat.] Having the

property of chewing the cud. Ray.

To RUMINATE.*. ».[»««<««, Ut.] 1. To

chew the cud. Arbulhnct. «. To muse) to

think again and again. Fairfax, H'atts.

To RUMINATE, v. n. [rumino, Lat. J I. To

chew over again, x. To muse on; to medi

tate over and over again. Shakefp.

RUMINA'TION./ [rnminatio, Lat. from ru

minate.] I. The property or act of chewing

the cud. Arbuthnot. a. Meditation; reflec

tion. Skakefp. Thomson.

To RUMMAGE, f. a. [ranmen, German;

rimari. Lat.] To search > to plundei ; to e-

vacuate.

To RU'MMAGE. v.n. To search places. Swift

RU'MMER. / [rcemer, Dutch.) A glass; a

drinking cup. Philips.

RVMOVR. J. [rumeur, Ft. rumir, I.at.] Fly

ing or popular report ; bruit ; fame. Miltsx.

Dryden.

To RUTvIOUR. v. a. [from the noun.] To

report abroad ; to bruit. Dryden.

RUMOURER / [from rumour.] Reporter ;

spreader of news. Shakefp.

RUMP./ [rumps, German] 1. The end of the

backbone. Spenser, Swift. 1. The buttocka.

Shakefp.

ToRU'MPLE. v. a. [rempelen, Dutch.] To

crush or contract into inequalities and corru

gations Blackmore.

RU'MPLE./ [hrtympelle.Sax.] Pucker; rode

plait. Dryden.

To RUN. v. n pret. ran. [ypnau. Sax. renntu,

Dutch.] 1. To move swiftly ; to ply the legs

in such a manner, as that both feet are at e-

very step off the ground at the fame time; to

pass with very quick pace. Dryden, Swift, x.

To use the legs in motion. Locke. 3. To

move in a hurry Ben. Jihnfon. 4. To pace

on the surface, not through the air. Extins.

5. To ruth violently. Dryden, Bumet. 6. To

take a course at sea. Alls. 7. To contend in

a race. Swift. 8. To fly; not to stand. Shalt.

9. To stream ; to flow. Bacon, Miltn. 10.

To be liquid; to be fluid Bacon, Addifon. 1 1 .

To be fusible ; to mrrt. Moxtn. 1 x. To pass ;

to proceed. Temple, Locke. 1 3. To go away ;

to vanish. Addifon 14. To have a legal

course; to be practised. Child. 15. To have

a course in any direction. Addifon. 16. To

pass in thought or speech. Feltsn 17. To be

mentioned cursorily or in few words. Arbulb.

18. To have a continual tenour of any kind.

Sanderson. 19. To be busied upon. Swift.

xo. To be popularly known. Temple. XI. To

have reception, success, or continuance. XX.

To go on by succession of parts. Pipe. 13. To

precced in a train of conduct Shakefp. X4.

To pal's into tome change. Tillotfon. 15. To

proceed in a certain oiJcr. Dryden. 16. To

be in force. Bacon. 27. To be generally re

ceived. Knolles. 18. To be carried on in any

manner. Ayiffe. 19. To hive a track or

course. Boyle. 30. To pass progressively. Cirjr.

31. To make a gradual progress. Pipe. 3*.

To be predominant. IVood-ward. 33. T» lend

ingrowth. Felton. 34 To excern pus or mat

ter. Level, xiii. 3; To become irregular -,

to change to someiliing wild Granville. 36.

To get by artifice or fraud. Hudibras. 37. To

fall by haste, passion, or lolly into fault or mis

fortune. Knolles. 38. To fall ; to pal's. IVatts.

39. To have a general tendency. Swift. 40.

To proceed as on a ground or principle. Alter.

41. To go on with violence. Swift. 41. To

Rvs ajter. To search for; to endeavour al

though out of the way. Lake. 43. To Run

away with. To hurry without consent. Locke.

44. To Run in with. To close ; to comply.

Baker. 4;. TiRusii. To be continued.

Hooker. 46. To Run over. To be so full as to

overflow. Dryden. 47. To be so much as 10

overflow. Dishy. 48 TsRdsjb: To be at
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•t to end. Swift. 49. To spread exuberantly.

Hammond, Taylor. 50. To expatiate. Breome.

51. To be wasted or exhausted. Ben. Johnson,
Sw.st. J J

To RUN. v. a. 1. To pierce ; to stab Shakesp.

1. To force ; to drive. Locke. 3. To force

into any way or form. Felton. 4. To drive

with violence. Kntllet. 5. To melt. Felton

6. To incur. Calamy. 7. To venture ; to

hazard. Clarendon, DryJen, 8. To import or

export without duty. Swift, a. To prosecute

in thought. Collier, Felton 10. To push. Addi

■ 1 To Run donvn. To chase to weariness

VEftrange ta. To crusts; to overbear. Smth.

13. To Rv w over. To recount cursorily. Ray.

14. To consider cursorily. Wettsn. 15. To

run through. Smth.

RUN. f. [from the verb ] I. Act of running.

L'EJlrange. %. Course; motion. Bacon. 3.

Flow ; cadence. Btecmc. 4. Course; process. |

5. Way of management ; uncontrolled course.

Arknthnot. 6. Lonj reception ; continued

success. Addistn. 7. Modish clamour. Swift

8. At tie long Rv H. In fine ; in conclusion ;

at the end Wiseman.

RU'NAGATE/ [renewal, Pr.] A fugitive;

rebel ; apostate Sidney, Ra'eigb.

RUNAWAY./ [run and away. | One that flies

from danger; a fugitive Shakes*.

RU'NDLE./: [of round] 1. A round ; a step

of a ladder. Dnpfa. 1. A peritrochium ;

something put round an axis. Wilkimi.

RUNDLET./. A small barrel. Baan.

RUNG. pret. and part. pass, of ring. Milton.

RUNNEL. / [fromra..] A rivulet; a small

brook. Fairfax.

RU NNER./ [from ran.] 1. One that runs

* A racer. Drydeu. 3. A messenger. Swift.

4 A (hooting sprig. Mortimer. 5. One of

the stones of a mill. Mortimer. 6. A bird.

Ainsworth.

RU NNET./ [jepunnen, Sax. coagulated.] A

liquor made by steeping the stomach of a calf

in hot water, and used to coagulate milk for

curds and cheese. More.

RU'NNION./ A paltry scurvy wretch. Shakesp.

RUNT./, [rnnte, in the Teutonick dialect,

signifies a bull or cow.] Any animal small be

low the natural growth of the kind.CleavelanJ.

RU PTION./. [ruptus, Lat.] Breach; solution

ot continuity Wiseman.

RU PTURF,./ [rnptnre, Fr. fromr«^/«r,Lat]

' 1 . The act of breaking ; state ol being broken;

solution of continuity. Arbuihnot. 1. A breach

of peace; open hostility. Swift. 3 Bursten-

nesa; hernia; preternatuial eruption ot the

gut Sharp

To RUPTURE, v. a. [from the noun ] To To RUSTICATE.'

bteak ; to burst ; to suffer disruption. Sharp'. country. Spetlator.

RU'PTUREWORT. /. [hernia, ia, Lat. J A

plant. Miller.

RU'RAL a. \rnral,Fr. ruralii, Lat.] Country ;

existing in the country, not in cities; suiti

RURA'LITY. 7/fsromr.rai.] The quality

RU'RALNESS. i of being rural. DiS.

? f. [from r»

J of being r_

RU'RICOLIST f. [ruricola, Ut.] An inhabi

tant of the country. DiS.

RU RIGENOUS a srara andean, Lat.] Born

in the country. DiS.

RUSE.s [French.] Cunning ; artifice ; little

stratagem Ray.

RUSH./ [pipe. Sax.] 1. A plant: they are

planted with great care on the banks of the

sea in Holland, in order to prevent the water

from washing away the earth ; for the roots of

these mjbet fasten themselves very deep in the

ground, and mat themselves near the surface,

lo as to hold the earth closely together.Æfi'/Vrr,

Dryden. a. Any thing proverbially worthless.

Arhntbnet.

RUSH CANDLE./ [rust and candle.'] A small

blinking taper, made by stripping a rush. Milt.

~o RUSH, v.n [hpeor-an, Sax ] To move with

violence ; to go on with tumultuous rapidity.

Spratt. V '

RUSH. / [from the verb.] Violent course.

Cra/baw.

RUSHY, a. [from rust.] 1. Abounding with

rushes. Thomson. 2. Made of ruihes. Ticket.

RUSK./ Hard bread for stores Raleigh.

RUSMA./. A brownand light iron substance to

take ofF hair. Grew.

RUSSET, a. [roufet, Fr. rujs.t. Lat.] 1. R«d-

dilhly brown. 1. Newton seems to use it for

grey. 3. Coarse; homespun; rustick. Shakesp.

RUSSET./. Country dress Drydtn.

RUSSET. 7 /. A name given to several

RU SSETING. i sorts of pears or apples from

their colour. Mortimer.

RUST./ [nurc, Sax.] 1. The red desqua-

mationot old iron. Hooker, May. 1. The

tarnished or corroded surface os any metal.

Dryden. 3. Loss of power by inactivity. 4.

Matter bred by corruption or degeneration.

Kmg Charles.

To RUST. *>. u. [from the noun] l. To ga

ther rust > to have the surface tarnished or

corroded. Dryden. a. To degenerate in idle

ness.

To RUST. v. a. t. To make rusty. Shakesp.

». To impair by time or inactivity.

RUSTICAL, a. [rnsticui, Lat. ru/Hfut, Fr.]

Rough; savage; boisterous; brutal ; rude.

Brown.

RU STICALLY. adv. [from rustical] Savage

ly ; rudely ; inelegantly. Dryden.

RUS TICALNESS./ [from rustical.] The qua

lity ot being rustical; rudeness, savageoefs.

To RUSTIC ATE. v. n. [rusticor, Lat.] Tore-

side in the country. Fope.

To banish into the

RUS1 IcTtV./ [rufliciti, Fr. rnsticitat, Lat.]

1 Qualities of one that lives in the countrv ;

simpl city; artlessnes- ; rudeness; sivagenei's!

Wosdward. x. Rural appearance.

the couotry j resi.mblcng the countty. Sidney, |RU'STICK. a. [rusticm, Lat.J 1. Rural; coun-

Tbemjon. j try, Sidney. 1. Rude ; untaught } inelegant.
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Want. 3. Brutal; savage. Pope. 4. Art

less; honest; simple. 5. Plain; unadorned

Milan.

RU'STICK./ A clown ; a swain; an inhabi

tant of the country. South.

RU STINESS./ [trom rusty. 1 The state of be

ing lusty.

To RUSTLE, v. n [hprj-elan, Sax.] To make

a low continued rattle. Sbakesp.

RU'STY. a. [from rust.'] 1. Covered with

rust i infected with rust. Hoviel. 1. Impaired

by inactivity. Sbakesp. ,

To RUT. v. m. [mir, Pr.] To desire to come

together. Used of deer.

RUT./ [rut, Pr.] 1. Copulation os deer.

Bacin. 1. The track of a cart wheel

RUTH./ [from rut.) Mercy; pity; tender

ness; sorrow for the misery of another. Fairs.

Milton,

RUTHFUL. a. [ruth and full.] Rueful; %o-

sul ; sorrowful. Carno.

RU THFULLY. adv. [from rutljul] 1. Wc-

fully; sadly. Knollei. 1. Sorrowfully; mourn

fully. Spenser. 3. Wofully. In irony. Chap.

RUTHLESS. a. [from ruth.] Crnel ; pit! les. ;

uncompafsionate ; barbarous. Sandyi.

RU'THLESSNESS. / [from ruthkfi.] Want

of pity.

RU'THLESSLY. adv. [from ruthleft.] With

out pity ; cruelly ; barbarously.

RU TTIER./ [reutiere, Fr.] A direction of

the road or course at sea.

RU'TTISH. a. [from rut.] Wanton; libidi

nous; salacious 1 lustful; lecherous Sbakesp.

RYE./ [py£e, Sax] A coarse kind of bread-

corn. Arbutbnot .

RYE'CRASS./ A kind of strong grafs. Mtrt.

s.

SAB SAC

SHas in English the fame hissing found as in

, other languages.

In the beginning of words it has invariably its

natural and genuine found; in the middle it

is sometimes uttered with a stranger appulse

of the tongue to the palate, like sk > as rose,

roseate, rojy ,>fier, nosel, restdent, bnfy,businese.

In the end of monosyllables it is sometimes s, as

in thu, and sometimes n, as in ar, has', and

generally where et stands in verbs for eth, ab

gives,

SABBATH. / [ an Hebrew word signifying

rest; sabbatum, 1 at ] t. A day appointed by

God among the Jews, and from ihem esta

blished among Christians, forpublick worship;

the seventh day set apart from works of labour

to be employed in piety. Milton. 1. lnter-

miflion or pain or sorrow; time of rest. Da

niel, Dryden, Pope.

SA'BBA'IHBKEAKER/s/iMafAandJrrai.]

Violator of the sabbath by labour or wicked

ness. Bacon.

SABBA'TIC Al.. f.[fabbaticut. Lat.] Rcsem

blips; the salbath ; enjoying or bringing inter-

miflion of labour. Fe/ bet.

SA'BBATISM. /. [from sabbatum. Lat.] Ob

servance os the sabbath lupcrstiiiously rigid

SA'BINE./; [Jabiite, Fr.sabiua, Lat.] A plant.

Mortimer.

SABLE. / [nibella. Lat.] Fur Knollet.

SA'BI.E. a. [French ] Black. Waller.

SA'BLltRE.s. [French.] 1. A sandpit. Bailey.

a. [In carpentry.] A piece of timber as long,

but not so thick, as a beam. Bailey.

SABRE./, [sabre, Fr.] A cytnetar; a short

sword with a convex edge; aMaulchion. P^pe

SABULO'SITY. f. [from /.*»/<.:.] Grittioel's ;

sandioets.

SA'BULOUS a. [fabulum, Lat.] Critry; sandy.

SACCA'DE. f. [French.] A violent check the

rider gives his horse, by drawing both the reins

very suddenly. Bailey.

SA'CCHARINE. a. [Jacebarum, Lat] Having

the taste 01 any other of the chief qualities »f

sugar. Arbuthnot.

SACERDOTAL, a. [sacerdetalit, Lat.] Priest-

ly.'belonging to the priesthood. Atterbury.

SACHEL./. [saccului, Lat] A small sack or

bag.

SACK. /[£!£?, Hebrtw; a-anuO-; faecut. Lat.

pec, Sax] 1. A bag; a pouch; commonly

a largebag. Knollet. 1. The measure of three

bushels. 3. A woman's loose robe.

To SACK. v. a. [from the noun.] I. To put

in bags. Betterton. 1. To take by storm ; to

pillage; to plunder. Fairfax, Denham, S:utb.

SACK. / ( from the verb.] 1 . Storm of a town;

pillage ; plunder. Dryden. 1. A kind of sweet

wine, now brought chiefly from the Canarie*

Stvift.

SACKBUT. / [sacahuebe, Span] A kind ot'

pipe. Sbakesp.

SACKCLOTH./ [Jack and cloth] Cloth

of which lacks ace made ; coarse cloth some

times worn in mortification. Sandyi.

SA'CKER. / [from /or*.] One that takes a

town.

SACKFUL./ [sack and/.//.] Top full. Swift.

SA'CKPOSSET./ [sack unipojset.] A posset

made of milk, sack, and some other ingredi

ents. Swift.

SACRAMENT./ [fact amentum. Lat-] 1. An

oath; any ceremony producing an obligatit*

1. An outward and visible sign of an inward

and spiritual grace. Hnker. 3. The eucharist;

the holy communion. Addihn.

SACRAMENT-
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SACRAME'NTAL. a. [sacramental. Fr. from

Jncrament.] Constituting * sacrament; per

taining to a sacrament. Tay/ir.

S\CR\MK"NTr\LLY.adv.[homsacramental.]

After the manner of a sacrament. Hammond.

SACRED, a. \sacre, Fr. facer, Lat.) I. De-

roted to religious uses; holy. MUtn. *..

Dedicated; consecrate ; consecrated. Milton.

3. Inviolable. Dryden.

SACREDLY, adv. [from sacred.) Inviolably ;

*! religiously. South.

SACREDNESS./ [fromsacred] The state of

being lacred; state of being consecrated to re

ligion! uses; holiness; sanctity. VEstrange.

SACRITICK, a. [sacrifice, Ut 1 Employed

in sacrifice.

«ACR1 FlCABLE.a.[srom/asr//t«r, Lat ] Ca

pable of being offered in sacrifice. Brovin.

SACRIFICA'TOR./. [sacrificateur,Fr. from

sacrificer, Lat] Sacrificer; offerer of sacrifice.

Breton.

SA'CRIFICATORY.a. [from/arr>/«r, Lat.]

Offering sacrifice.

To SACRIFICE. v. a [sacrister, Fr. sacrifice,

Lat.] 1. To offer to heaven; to immolate.

Milt. 1. To destroy or give up for the sake

of something else. Brocne. 3. To destroy;

to kill. 4. To devote with loss, frier.

To SACRIFICE, v. %, To make offerings ; to

offer sacrifice. Milton.

SACRIFICE./ [sacrifice, Fr. sacrificium, Lat.]

1. The act of offering to heaven. Milton. 1.

The thing offered to heaven, or immolated.

Milan. 3. Any thing destroyed, or quitted

for the sake of something else. 4. Any thing

destroyed.

SA'CRIFICER. / [from sacrifices One who

offers sacrifice; one that immolates. Addifon.

SACRIFI Cl AL. a. [homsaerrfice.] Performing

sacrifice ; included in sacrifice. Tayhr.

SACRILEGE./ [sacrilege, Fr. sacrilcgium,

Lat.] The crime of appropriating to himself

what is devoted to religion; the crime of rob

bing heaven. Sidney, South,

SACRI LE'GIOL'S a. [sacrikgnt. Lat] Vio

lating things sacred ; polluted with the crime

of sacrilege. Pope.

SACRlLK'G10USLY.aav.[srcm /arriAg/W.]

With sacrilege. Smth.

SA'CRING./arf. Consecrating. Shakrsp.

SACRIST. \s.[sacnstain, Fr ) He that

SA'CRISTAN.J has the care of the utensils

or moveables ol the churth Aybsse.

SA'CRISTY. /. [sacriflie, Fr.] An apartment

where the consecrated vessels or moveables of

a church arereposited. Addis*.

SAD. a. 1. Sorrowful; full of grief. Pope. 1.

Habitually melancholy; heavy ; gloomy; not

gay. Raleigh, Pcpe. 3. Serious; not light;

not volatile ; erave. Spenser, Herbert. "4. Af

flictive ; calamitous. 5. Bad; inconvenient;

vexatious. Addtjon. 6. Dark coloured. kValttn.

7. Heavy ; weighty ; ponderous. 8. Cohe

sive; not light ; firm ; close. Mar.

To SADDEN, v. a. [fiom /></.] 1. To make

SADDLEMAKER ? / [from saddle.] One

^VDDLER. i ' '

saddles. Digby.

fad. %. To make melancholy; to make

gloomy. Pept. 3. To make dark coloured.

4- To make heavy; to make cohesive. Mart.

SA'DDI.E./". Ipabl, Sax. fade!, Dutch.] The

seat which is put upon the horse for the ac

commodation of the rider. Dryden.

To SA'DDLE. v. a. [from the noun.] I. To

cover with a saddle. Cleavel. Prior, 1. To

load; to burthen. Dryden.

SADDLEBACKED. a. [saddle and back. ]

Horses, saddlebacked, have their backs low,

and a railed head and neck Farrier'i Did.

whose trade is to make

SA'ULY. adv. [from/aJJ 1. Sorrowfully;

mournlully. Dryden. a. Calamitously ; mi

serably. Smth.

SADNESS./ [from/aa*.] 1. Sorrowfulness:

mournfulness ; dejection of mind. Dryden. 1.

Melancholy look. Milton. 3. Seriousness ;

sedate gravity.

SAFE, a [sans, Fr. sahm, Lat] 1. Free

from danger. Dryden. %. Free from hurt.

VEftrange. 3. Conferring security. Milton.

4- No longer dangerous . reposited out of the

power 01' doing hum. Shakesp.

SAFE. / [from the adjective.] A buttery; a

pantry. Ainsviortb.

SAFECONDUCT./ [saufemduit, Fr.] 1.

Convoy ; guard through an enemy's country.

Clarendon i. Pal's ; warrant to pass.

SAFEGUARD./ [safe and guard.] 1. De

fence; protection; security. Shakesp Atterb.

a. Convoy ; guaid through any interdicted

road, granted by the possessor. 3. Pass ; war

rant to pal's. Clat endan.

To SA FiiGUARD. v. a. [from the noun.] To

guard; to protect. Shakesp.

SAFELY, adv. [iromjaje.] 1. In a safe man

ner; without danger. Locke, Dryden. z.

Without hurt. Shakesp.

• A FENLSS. /. [iromjase.) Exemption from

danger. South.

SA FLTY./ [trom fast.] 1. Freedom from

danger. Prior, a. Exemption from hurt. 3.

Prelervationfrom hurt. Shakesp. 4. Custody;

secuiity Irom escape. Shakesp.

SA FFLOVV./. A plant. Mortimer.

6A FFRON.y \sasran, Fr ] A plaDt. Miller.

SAFFRON. Bastard. s. [cartbamut, Lat.] A

plant. Miller.

SA FFRON. a. Yellow ; having the colour of

fassron. Chapman.

To SAG. m. n. To hang heavy. Shakesp.

To SAG. v a To load ; to burthen.

SAGACIOUS, a [ jagax. Lat] 1. Quick of

(cent. Dryden. 1. Qjick of thought j acute

in making discoveries. L:cke.

SAGACIOUSLY, adv. (from sagacieui.] 1.

With <juick scent. 1. With acutenefs of pe-

netraii'in.

SAGACIOU3NESS./. [from/a^oojar.J The

quality ut being i'agac ous.
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SAGA'CITY./ [/afar/tar, Lit.] I. Quick

ness of scent. %. Acuteness of discovery

South, Locks.

SAGE./. [sange, Fr. sahia, Lit.] A plint

Militr.

SAGE. a. {fee, Fr./a^i'»,ltal.]Wise i grave

prudent. ' fPalUr.

SAGE./, [from the tdjective.] A philosopher i

a man of gravity and wisdom. Sandys, Pope

SAGELY, aiis. [Irom Jage. ) Wisely ; pru

dently.

SAGENE«S f. [from sage.) Gravity; pru

dence. Amswirtb.

SAGI TTAL. a. , (torn sagitta, Lat. an arrow]

I. Belonging to an arrow. 2. [In anatomy]

A future so called from its resemblance to an

arrow IVi/eman.

SA'GITTARY f [ sagittarimi, Lat] A cen

, taur ; an ar.imal half man half horse, armed

with a bow and quiver Sbakesp.

SA'GO./ A kind of eatable grain Bailey.

SA ICK../ [saica, Ital.] A Turkish vessel pro

per for the carriage of merchandise.

BAID. preterite and part. faff, ofsay. I. Afore-

sad Hale. 2. Declared j (hewed

6AM../ [rcT,l, Sax. Jeybel,seyl, Dutch] i

The expand* d lluet which catches the wind,

and carries on she vessel on the water. Dryden

». Wings. Spenser. 3. A (hip ; a vessel

Addison. 4. Sail is a collective word, noting

the number of (hips. Raleigb . 5 To strike

Sail. To lower the fail. A{li xxvii 6. A

proverbial phrase for abating of pomp or su

periority. Sbakesp.

ToSAlL. v.n. [from the noun ] 1. To be

moved by the wind with sails. Mortimer. 2.

To pass by sea. Acts. 3. To swim. Dryden

4. 'Jo pass smoothly along. Slakejp.

To SAIL. v. a. 1 . To pais by means of fails.

Dryden. I. To Hy through. Pope.

SAl'LER. ? / [fromsail) A seaman; one who

SAILOR i practises or underltands navigati

on. Arbntbnct, Ptpe.

SAILYA'RL)./ {sailtndyard) The pole

which the fail is extended. Dryden.

SA1M./. [suime, Ital.] Lard.

6ATNF01N. / [Jain/tin, Fr ] A kind of herb.

SAINT./ [Jamt, Fr ] A person eminent lor

piety and virtue. Sbakesp.

ToSAINT. v. a. [from the noun] To number

among faints ; to reckon among faints by a

pubiiek decree; to canonize. Add/son, Pope.

ToSAINT. v. h. To act with a sliuw oi piety.

Pope.

SA I NTED. a. [from faint ) 1. Holy ; pious :

virtuous. Sbakesp 1. Holy; sacred. Shakelp.

SAINT J,hn'i rVcrt /\ A plant Miller.

SA'INTLIKE../ [faint imi like.) t. Suiting

a saint; becuming a saint. Dryden. 2. Re-

sembling a iaint. Bacon.

SA'INTLY. adv. Jrom faint.) Like a faint ;

becoming a faint. Miltsn.

SA'INTSHIP./ [trom faint ) The character or

qualities ot a faint. Souths Pope.

SAKE'./ [pc, Sax. J'aeiki, Dutch.] 1. Final

cause ; end ; purpose. TiBotson. 2. Account;

regard to any person or thing. Sbakesp.

SAKER./fSaiw, originally signifies an hawk]

Artillery ; cannon.

SA'KERET. / [iromsaker.) The male of 1

laker-hawk. Bailey.

SAL.s. [Latin, salt.] A wotd often used in

pharmacy. Floyer.

SALACIOUS, a. [salacii. Lat. salace, Fr.]

Lustful t lecherous. Dryden, Arbntbmt.

SALACIOUSLY. adv. [from sataciui] U-

cherously ; lustfully.

SALA ClTY./[/a£jrira/,Lat. from salacitu.)

Lust; lechery. Brown, Floyer.

SA'LAD./. [J'alade, Fr. salaet. Germ] Food

of raw herbs Sbakesp Ben. Johnson, kPnm.

SALAMANDER./ [salamaadre, Fr. jtlf

mandra, Lat.] An animal supposed to live ia

the fire, and imagined to be very pnisoooiu.

Ambrose Parey has a picture of the salaman

der, with a raccipt for her bite; but there 11

no luch creature, the name being now giro

to a poor harmless insect. Bacon, Brown.

SALAMANDER'/ Hair 7 / A kind of is-

SALAMANDER'rWW J bestos Bacon

SALAMA'NDRINE. a. ( from salamander.]

Resembling a salamander. Spectator.

SALARY. / [salaire, Fr. salan.m. Lit]

Silted hire ; annual or periodical paytneO.

Svoift.

SALE./ s/aa/, Dutch] 1. The actof sellicj.

2. Vent; power of selling; market. Spnjrr.

3. A publick and proclaimed exposition ot

goods to the market; auction. Temple. -■

State ot being venal ; price. Addijen. 5 It

seems \n Spcnjer to signify 1 wicker bats ;

perhaps fromJalhw, in which fish are caugbi.

Spenser.

SALEABLE a. [(romsale.) Vendible; fit for

sole; marketable. Carev, Locke

SALE ABLENESS.7: [irorn>/«a4<V.] The (late

of being saleable

SALEABLY. adv. [from sahabk.) In » Wr

aL»Ie manner.

SA'LEBROUS a [sateonsou. Lat] Roujb;

uneven; rugged.

SA LE9MAN / [sale and «a«.] One whofelU

cloaths ready made. Swift.

SALEWORK / [sale and work.) Work for

tale; work carelesly done. Sbakesp.

SA'LIENT. a. [salient. Lat] 1. LeapWJi

bounding; moving by leaps Brown, t. Beat

ing; panting, blackmore. 3. Springing 0:

shooting widi a quiek motion. Pope.

SALINE. I a. [satmni, Lat ] Consisting 0!

SA'LINOL'S. i lilt ; constituting falt./fc™-7>

Newtom.

SA'LIGOTS. /'. A kind of thistle. Amswtrtk.

SALIVA.s. [Lat ] hvery thing that is if" »P»

but It more strict I v signilies that juice which u

separated by the glands called lalival. eoijem.

SA LIVAL. 7 a. [lrom/a£ea,Ut| Rfla.ins

SALIVARY S tolpittle. Gre^,Arb'iboH.

To SA LIVATE. v a. \sxom saleva. Lat.] To

purge by the iair.-il c lands, Wiseman.

' * SALIVA-
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SALIVATION./ [from salivate.] A method os

cure much practised in venereal case*. Grew.

SALrVOUS. a. [from saliva.] Confining of

spittle; having the nature of spittle. Wisem.

SVLLETING. } / [corrupted (romsalad.j

SALLIANCE. /. [from sally.] The act of if

suing forth ; sally. Spenser.

SA'LLOW. / r/a/i*, Lat.] A tree of the genus

ofwillow. Dryden.

SA'LLOW. a. [salt, German, black, foul.]

Sickly \ yellow Ravae.

SA'LLOWNESS./ ffrom/a//«».] Yellowness ;

sickly paleness. AdJisen.

SA'LLY. [ sallie, Fr.] I. Eruption ; issue

from a place besieged ; quick egress. Bacon

2. Range ; excursion. Luke. 3. Flight ■■

volatile or sprightly eiertion. Stillingfl. 4.

Escape-, levity; extravagant flight ; trolick

Wetton, Snvi/t.

To SA'LLY. v. m. sfrom the noun.] To make

an eruption ; to issue out. Tale.

SALLYPORT. / [ sally and peri.] Cate at

which sallies are made Denham.

SALMAGUNDI./ [selen men gent, or sale a

man gent] A mixture of chopped meat and

pickled herrings with oil, vinegar, pepper,

and onions.

SALMON. / s salmi. Lat] The salmon is ac

counted the king of fresh-water fish, and is

bred ic rivers relating to the sea, yet so far

from it as admits no tincture of brackifhnefs.

He is laid to breed or cast his spawn inmost

rivers in the month of August. They in a

sate place in the gravel place their eggs or

spawn, and then leave it to their Creator's

protection. Sir Francis Bacon observes the

age of a salmon exceeds not ten years ; his

growth is very sudden, so that after he Is got

into the lea he becomes from a samlet, not so

big as a gudgt-on, to be a salmon, in as short

a time as a gulling becomes a goose. tValien.

SALMONTROUs. /. A trout that has some

resemblance to a salmon ; a samlet. Walton.

SA'LPICON. / A kind of farce or fluffing.

Bailey.

SALSAMENTARIOUS. a [Jafsamentarint,

Lat] Belonging to salt thing'.

SA'LSIFY / [Latin.] A plant. Goatsbeard.

Mortimer

SALSOAC1D. a. [sals'" ind ««</«/, Lit.] Hav

ing a taste compounded of saltnets and sourness.

Finer.

SALSUGINOUS. a. [salJuro,\.il.] Saltish;

somewhat IaIi. Boyle.

SALT./ [ salt, Gothick ; reilt, Sax.] I.

Salt is a body whose two essential properties

seem to be dissolubility in water, arid a pun

gent sapor : it u an active incombultib!*: lub-

stance. There are three' kind, ol s»!u, fixed,

volatile, and eisential : fixed salt i< drawn by

calcining the matter, then boiling the ashes in

a .good deal of water. F.ifeniisl salt is that

drawnchielly from the pare of animal-, and

io~c pu-iiht'l par'.s of vc^etJblc*. H^'rtt

•■ Taste ; smack. Shahsp. 3. Wit ; mer

riment.

SALT. a. Having the taste ofsalt : usalt fish.

Bacon. 1. Impregnated with salt. AJdison.

3- Abound ng with salt. Mortimer. 4. [Sa-

lax, Lat. J Lecherous; salacious. Shakesp.

To SALT. v. a. [from the noun ] To season

with salt. Brevjn.

SALT-PAN. 1 s [salt and pan, or pit ] Pit

SALT-PIT. J where salt is got. Bacon.

SA'LTANT. a. [saltant, Latin.] Jumping;

dancing.

SALTATION. / [saltalie. Lat.] 1. The act

of dancing or jumping. Breton. %. Beat ;

palpitation. Wiseman.

SA'LTCAT. / A lump ofsalt. Mortimer.

SALTCELLAR. /. [salt and cellar.] Vessel of

salt set on the table. Swift.

SA'LTER. /: [from salt] 1. One who salta.

». One who sells salt. CamJen.

SALTERN. / A salt-work. Menimer.

SALTINBANCO./ [saltareinbance, to climb

on a bench.] A quack or mountebank Broken.

SA'LTIER./ AJaltier is made in the form of a

St. Andrew's cross, Peacham.

SA'LTISH. a. [from salt.] Somewhat salt.

Mortimer

SA'LTLESS. a. [from/a/f.] Insipid j not tasting

os salt.

SALTLY. aJv. [from/a//.] With taste of salt;

in a salt manner.

SA'LTNESS. s. [from salt.] Taste ofsalt. Bacen

SA LTPETRE. / (sal petra, Lat. sal pare*

Fr.] Nitre. Luke.'

SALVABI'LITY./ [horn salvakle.] Possibility

of being received to everlasting lite. Decay of

Piety.

SALVABLE a. [from/a/vj, Lat.] Possible to

be saved. Decay os Piety.

SALVAGE, a. [Jaulvage, Fr. selvagie, Ual.]

Wild-, rude; cruel. Waller.

SALVATION./ [from salve. Lat.] Preserva

tion from eternal death ; reception to the hap

piness of heaven. H:eker, Milton.

SA LVATORY. / ffclvateire, Fr.] A place

where any thing is preserved. Hale.

SALU'BRIOUS. a [/a/«4r;»,Lat.] Wholesome,

healthful ; promoting health Philips.

SALUBRITY. / [from salubriem] Whole-

. somencss -, healthfulness.

SALVE, s. [sealF, Sax. (romsalvni, Lat] 1.

A glutinous matter applied to wounds and

hurts ; an emplaster. Denne. 2. Help, reme

dy. Hammena.

To SALVE, v. a. [salvo. Lat.] I. To cure

with medicaments applied. Spenser. 2. To

help ; to remedy. Sidney, Spenser. 3. To

help or save by a salvo, an excuse or reserva

tion. Iheker. 4. To salute. Spenser.

SALVER. /. A place on which any thing is

presented sepe.

SALVO, s. [from salve jnrt. Lat.] An ex

ception ; a reservation •, an excuse. Addtsen.

SALUTARINKSS./ [from salutary ] Whole-

lometict i ;
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someness ; quality of contributing to health

or safety.

SALUTARY, a. [salntaris. Lat.] Whole

some ; healthful; safe; advantageous; con

tributing to health or safety. Btnt,ey.

SALUTATION./ [salntau,, Lat.] The act

or style of filming ; greeting./T/i7/»»,J Taylcr.

To SALUTE v. a. [salnte, Lat.J t. To

greet; to hail. Sbakesp. i, To please; to

gratify. Sbakesp. 3. To kiss.

SALUTE./ [from the verb.] i. Salutation ;

greeting. Brenvn, Smth. j. A kill. Rts-

ctatmen.

SALUTER. /. [from salute ] He who salutes.

SAI.UTIFEROUS. a. [salnttfcr, Latin.]

Healthy ; bringing health. Dennit.

SAME. a. [same, Gothick, samme, Swedish.]

I. Not different ) not another ; identical ;

being of the like kind, sort, or degree. Ar-

bntbmt. a. That which was mentioned be

fore. Daniel.

SAMENESS. / pom/o«.] Identity; the

Irate of being not another ; not different.

Snvift.

SAMLET. /. Ifahuntt, or salmnht. ] A

little salmon. SValln.

SAMPHIRE./ [saint Pierre, Fr.] A plant

preserved in pickle. Sbakesp.

SAMPLE. / [from example.] A specimen ; a

fart shown, that judgment may be made ot

the whole Addtsen, Pricr.

To SAMPLE, v. a. To shew something simi

lar. Ains.

SA'MPLIiR. s. [exemplar, Lat.] A pattern of

work ; a piece worked by young girls for im

provement. Sbakesp.

SA'NABLE. a. [sanabilii, Lat.] Curable ;

susceptive of remedy ; remediable.

6A NATION./ [Janata, Lat J the act of

curing. Wstman.

SANATIVE, a. [from fane, Lat.] Powerful to

cure ; healing. Bacon.

SANAT1VENESS. / [fromsanative.] Power

to cure.

SANCTIFICA'TION. sUsanaisvatien, Fr.]

I . The state of being freed, or act of freeing

from the dominion os sin for the time to come.

Hciier. i. The act of making holy j conse

cration. Stillingfleet.

SA'NCTIFIER./ [from sanSify] He that

sanctifies or makes holy. Derham.

To SANCTIFY. v. a. [sanclifer, Fr] I.

To free from the power of sin for the time to

come. Heb. ». To make holy ; to mike a

rr.escs of holiness. Htskcr. 3. To make free

from guilt. Dryden. 4. To secure from vio

lator:. Pipe.

BANCTIMO'NIOUS. a. [from sanclimmim,

I. a'. J Saintly; having the appearance of

Unctity. L'hjhange.

SANCTIMONY./ [sanaimenia, Lat.] Ho

liness ; Icrupulous austerity ; appearance of

holiness. Raieigb.

SANCTION. J. [sanaien, French ; /a«c7i»,

L«i J 1. The act of confiimaiioa which

gives to any thing its obligator? power '

ratification. Ben. Jtbnsin, Dryitn, Si.ll,

Watte, Baker. ». A law; a decree ruined.

Denham.

SANCTITUDE./ [from /a.ct.r, Lat] ..

Holiness ; goodness ; saintlinels. Aliltn.

SA'NCTITY. / [sanS-ta,, Lat.J 1. Holi

ness ; the state os being holy. MiHn. »■

Goodness ; the quality ot being good; pu

rity; godliness. Addisen. 3 . Saint ; holy be

ing Milton.

To SA'NCTUARISE. v. n. [from sanSier,.]

To shelter by means of sacred privileges

Sbakesp.

SANCTUARY. / [sauanarium,Ul.) ■• A

holy place; holy ground. Rsgert. a. A place

of protection; a sacred asylum. Aiilxn. 3.

Shelter; protection. Dryden.

SAND. / [fanJ, Danish and Dutch ] 1. Ar

ticles of stone not conjoined, or stone broken

to powder. kVcednvard, Biyle, Priir. t. Bar

ren country covered with sands. Kntllei.

SANDAL. / [sandale, Fr sandaU.m, Ut]

A loose Ihoe. Mtlten, Pipe.

SA'NDARAK./ [fandaraca. Lat.] 1. A mi

neral of a bright light colour, not mach M-

like to red ailenick. 1. A white gum ooiiog

out of the juniper-tree.

SA'NDBLIND. a. [sand tad blind.] Hiviaji

defect in the eyes, by which small particles ip-

pear before them. Sbakesp.

SANDBOX Tree. s. [ bnra, Lat] A pUnt.

Miller.

SA'NDED. a. [horn sand] 1. Covered »»»

sand ; barren. Mertimer. ». Marked witn

small spots j variegated with dusty speck.

Sbaiejp.

S.VNDERLINC./. A bird. Carenv.

SANDERS./ [fantalnm, Lat.) A precious

kind of Indian wood, of which there are tbr«

sorts, red, yellow, and green. Baxlty.

SA'NDEVER. / That which our Eogluli

glalTmen ci\\ sandever, and the French, of

whom probably the name wjs borrowed,

snindever, is that recrement that is made

when the materials of glass, having been first

baked together, the mixture casts up the su

perfluous fait. Beyle.

SA'NDISH. a. [from sand.] Approaching to

the nature of land ; loose ; not close ; not

compact. Evelyn.

SANDSTONE./. [sand tod Jl:ne] Stooe ot" 1

loose and friable kind. fFndvtard.

SANDY, a. [from sand.] 1. Abounding »■*

sand; full of sand. Pbilipt. 1. Consisting of

sand ; unlblid. Bacen.

SANE. a. [sann,, Lat ] Sound ; healthy.

SANG The preterite ofsing. Milan.

SANGUI FEROUS., a. [fangniser, Lat.] Con

veying blood. Der'bam.

SANGUIFICATION, s. [sangni, and/«<".

Lat.] The production of bioed ; the conver

sion ofthe chyle into blood. Arbmtbnu

SA'NGUIFIER. J. [Jangnu and /MI, Lat-]

Producer of blood, t'byer.

T»
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To SA'NGUIFY. v.n. [sanguit and/ane, Lit.]

To produce blood. Halt.

SA'NGUINARY. a. [sanguinariui,Ltt.] Cruel;

bloody; martherous. Broeme.

SA'NGUINARY. / [sanguit, Lit.] An herb.

Ainswortb.

SANGUINE, a. [sanguine*!, Lat ] i . Red ;

having the colonr of blood. Dryden. *. A-

^ bounding with blood more than any other hu

mour j cheerful. Gtv. if the Tongue. 3

Warm ; ardent ; confident. Swift.

SANGUINE./ [from/«»i»i'r.] Blood colour.

Spenser.

SA'NGUINENESS.? / [(mm sanguine.] Ar-

SA'NGUINITY. J dour; beat of expecta

tion ; confidence. Decay of Piety, Swift.

SANGUINEOUS, a. [Jangninent, Lat] 1.

Constituting blood. Brown, a. Abounding

with blood. Arbutbnet.

SANHEDRIM./, [fjneiriun, Latin ] The

chief council among the Jews, consisting of

seventy elders, over whom the high priest pre

sided.

SA'NICLE./". [faniele, Fr. fauicula, Lat.] A

plant. Miller.

SANIES, f. [Lat.] Thin matter ; serous excre

tion. Wiseman.

SA'NIOUS. a. [from sanies.'] Running a thin

serous matter, not a well digested pus.

Wiseman.

SANITY./ [sanitat, Lat.] Soundness of mind.

Sbakesp.

SANK.. The preterite ofsmb. Bacon.

SANS prep [Fr] Without Shakejp.

SAP. / [pepe> Saxon ;fap, Dutch.] The vital

juice of plants; the juice that circulates in

trees and herbs. Waller, Arbntbntt.

To SAP. v. a. [z.appare, Italian.] To under

mine; to subvert by digging; to mine. DryJen.

To SAP. "P. n. To proceed by mine; to pro

ceed invisibly. Taller.

SA'PPHIRE./ [sapphiru,, l.tt.] A precious

stone of a blur colour. Woodward, Blackmire.

SA'PPHIRINE. a [ sappkirinui. Lat] Made

of sapphire; resembling sapphire. Donne, Boyle.

SA'PID. a. [sapidui. Lat.] Tasteful ; palatable;

making a powerful stimulation upon the palate.

Brown.

SAPI'DITY. ? / [hamsapid] Tastefulnefs ;

SA'PIDNESS. J powerful of stimulating the

palate. Btyk.

SAPIENCE /. [sapience, Fren.sapientia, Lat ]

Wisdom j sageness ; knowledge. Wetun,

Raleigh.

SA'PIENT. a. [sapient, Lat, ] Wife ; sage.

Milton.

SA'PLESS. a. [saplnt, Dutch.] 1. Wanting

sap ; wanting vital juice. Swift, a. Dry ; old ;

husky. Dryden.

SA'PLING./. [from sap.] A young tree; a

young plant. Swift.

SAPONACEOUS? a. [ from sapi>, latin,

S* PONAUY. J i'cip] Soipy ; resem

bling soap J having the qualities of luap

Arbnthnot.

SAPOR, s [Lat] Taste ; power of affecting or

stimulating the palate. Brown.

SAPORITICK. a. [saperisique, Fr. sapor and

facia. Lat.] Hiving the power to produce

tastes.

SA'PPINESS./ [horn sappy ] The state or the

quality of abounding in sap ; succulence ;

juiciness.

SAPPY, a [from sap.] 1. Abounding in sap ;

juicy } succulent. Pbilipt. x. Young j not

firm ; weak. Hayward.

SA'RABAND./ [ carabande, SpaniOi. ] A

Spanisti dance. Arbntb. and Pope.

SARCASM. / [sarcasmui, Lat.] A keen re

proach ; a taunt ; a gibe. Rogcri.

SARCASTICALLY, adv. [ iromsarcastick. ]

Tauntingly ; severely Scnth.

SARCASTIC AL.? a. [fromfareafm] Keen ;

SARCA'STICK.. 5 taunting ; severe. South.

SA'RCENET./ Fine thin wovensilk. Brown.

ToSARCLE. v a. [farcler.fi. ] To weed

corn. Ainswortb,

SARCOCE'LE. / [o-if£ and xix,.] A fleshy ex

crescence of the testicles, which sometimes

grow so large as to stretch the scrotum much

beyond its natural size. S>uiucy.

SARCOMA./ [rafxxita.] A flelhy excrescence,

or lump, growing in any part of the body, es

pecially the nostrils. Bailey.

SARCOPHAGOUS a. [ri.fJ and fayoo.] Flesti-

eating; feeding on flesh.

SARCOPHAGY./ [ «fj and ?=ye. ] The

practice of eating flesh. Brown.

SARCO'TICK../ [from (rip£.) Medicines which

fill up ulcers with new flelh ; the fame as in-

carnatives: Wiseman.

SARCULATION. /. [sarculut, Lat.] The act

of weeding. Did.

SA RDEL. ? /■ » r

SARDINE Stcne.i-J- A s'r,' n» r^">us stone.

SA'RDIUS. \ Rc«e.at.

SA'RDONYX / A precous stone Woodward,

SARK. /. [ fovsik, Saxon] I. A (hark or

(hirk. a. In Scotland it denotes 1 shirt.

Arbnthnot.

SARN./ ABritilh word for pivement or stepping

stones.

SA'RPLIER / [fa'piliiere, Fr ] Apiece of

canvas for wrapping up wares. Bailey.

iA'RRAISlNE / I in botany J A kind of

birthwort. Bailey.

SA'RSA. ? / Both a tree and a

SARSAPARE'LLAJ plant. A:nswirth.

SARSE. / A fort ot fine lawn u»ve. Bailey.

To SARSE. «. a. [safer, Fr.] To sift through

a sarse. Bailey.

SASH./ 1. A belt worn by way of distinsVion ;

a silken band worn by officers in the army.

a. A window so formed as to be let up and

down by pullies. Swift.

SA'SHOON. / A kind of leather stuffing put

into a boot for the wearer's ease. Atnjworth

SASSAFRAS. /'. A tree : one of the species of

the cornelian cherry.

SAT
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SAT. The preterite of//. DryJen.

SATAN J. The prince of hell ; any wicked

spirit. Locke.

SATANIC AL. 7 a. [from Satan.] Devilish j

SATA'NICK. J internal Miltor,

SATCHEL. / [s'ckel, German; saccnlnt,

Lat.] A little bag used by schoolboys. Swift.

To SATE. v. a. [satio. Lat. ] To satiate; to

glut ; to pall; to feed beyond natural desires.

tbilipt.

SATE LITE./ [satellet, Lat.] A small planet

revolving round a larger. Btntley.

SATELLITIOUS. a. (from saulllt, Lat.] Con-

silling of satellites. Cheyne.

ToSA'TIATE. v. a. [/o/r»,Lat.] I.Tosatisfy;

to fill. Philips, i. To glut; to pall ; to 611

beyond natural desire. Norrii. 3. To gratify

delire. King Charles. 4. To saturate ; to im

pregnate with at much as can be contained or

imbibed Newton

SATIATE, a. [from the verb.] Glutted \ full

to fat ety. Pope.

SATIETY. J. [fatietat, Lat] Fulness beyond

desire or pleasure ; more than enough ; state of

being palled. Hakewill, Pope.

SA'TIN./ [satin, Fr.J A soft, close and shining

silk. Swift.

SATIRE. / [satira, Lat.] A poem in which

wickedness or folly is censured. Proper satire

is distinguilhed, by the generality of the re

flections, from a lampoon which is aimed at

against a particular person. DryJen.

6ATIRICAL.7 a. [satiritns, Ut.] i.Belong-

SATI RICK J ing to satire ; employed in

writing of invective. Rejcimmsn. a. Cen

sorious ; severe in language. Swift.

SATIRICALLY, adv. llrom satirical] With

invective; with intention to censure or vilify.

DryJen*

SA'TIRIST. / [from satin.] One who writes

satires. Pope.

To SATIRIZE, v. a. [ saliriour, Fr. from

satire] To censure as ia a satire. DryJen,

Swift

SATISFACTION. / [ sotiifaaie, Lat. J 1

The act of pleasing to the lull. Lode. I The

slate ot being pleased. Locke. 3. Release from

luspense, uncertainty, or uneasiness. Shakrjp

4. Gratification ; that which pleases. Smth.

5. Amen.ls j atonement tor a crime ; recom

pense ior an injury. Milton.

SATISFACTIVL. a. [jaiiifaclm, Lat] Giv

ing satis actiou Brown

SATISFA C IORILY. aJv [fromfaliifaclerj.]

To satisfaction. Digby.

SATISFA CTORINESS./ [from sati fa3ory ]

Power ot satisfying i powerof giving content.

Boyle.

SATISFACTORY, a. [satiifadoirt, Fr.] I.

Giving satisfaction; giving content. Locke, a.

Atoniug ; making amends. Sanderson.

To SATISFY, v a. [saliisncio, Lat. ] 1 To

content; to plea'e to luclr a degree as that

nothinj mote is desired. Ahiten. 1. To tetd

tothi nil J>i. 3- To recompense; to pay

to content. Shakesp. 4. Tn free from doaht,

perplexity, or suspense Locke. 5. To convince.

DryJen, Atterinry.

To SATISFY, v. n. To make payment.

Locke.

SAT IT R ABLE. a. [from saturate.] Impregna

ble with any thing 'till it will receive 00 more.

Grew.

SATURANT. a. [fromsaturant, Lat-] Im

pregnating to the fill.

To SATURATE. v. a. [salnro, Lat. ] To J

impregnate 'till no more can be received or

imbibed. Cheyne.

SATURDAY. /. [petefirfees, Saxon] The r

last day of the week. AJJiion.

SATUR ITY. / [satnritai, from satnn, Lit- ]

Fulness ; the state of being saturated; reple

tion.

SATURN./ [ Satnmns, Lat] 1 . The remotest

planet ot the solar system : supposed by astro

logers to impress melancholy. Bently. a. [lo

chymistry.] Lea-i.

SATURNINE a.[fatnrninni, Lat] Notlifht;

not volatile; gloomy; grave ; melancholy ;

severe of temper AJJifen.

SATURNINE, a. [fatnrnmnt. Lat. ] Happy i

golden. Pope.

SATYR. J. [fatirni, Lat. ] A sylvan god.

Penchant.

SATYRIASIS. / An abundance of seminal

lymphas. Flcyer.

SA'VAGE a. [jehaggie, Italian. ] i.WiM;

uncultivated. DryJen. z. Untamed ; cruel.

P'pf. 2. Uncivilized; barbarous ; untaught.

Raleigh, Milton, Spratt.

SAVAGE. / [frnm the adjective.] A mao

untaught and uncivilized ; a barbarian. Raid'

Bentley.

To SA'VAGE. v. a. [from the noun.] To make

barbarous, wild, or ciuel. Thimlon-

SA'VAGELY adv. [Uomfava »e.]Barb«roullji

cruelly. Shake/p.

SA.VAGENSES. / [tram savage.] Barbaroas-

ness ; cruelty ; wildnefs. Brecme.

SA VAGERY. / I (torn savage ] 1. Cruelty i

barbarity. Shakesp. a. .Wild growth. Shniesf.

SA VAN'NA./ Annpen meadow without wood.

Locke.

SAUCE./ [fanls', French -.salsa. Italian.] 1.

Something eaten with food to improve hi

taste. SiJney, Cowlej, Taylor, Baker, i.fo

serve cne the fame Saucs. A vulgar pV.rsse

to retaliate one injury with another.

To SAUCE, v.a. \ irom the n un.J 1. Toac-

company meat with something cs higher

relilh. 1. To graii y with rich tastes. Shktjf-

3. To intermix or accompany with any

thing food, or, ironically, with any thing bad.

Sbalcfp.

SAUCLliOX. / [from sauce, or rather from

fancy.] An impertinent or petulant fellow-

AJJson.

SA'UCLTAN. / [fence and pan ] A final

slallet with along handlr, in which faece -t

small things are b.iled. Svxft.

SAC-
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SAU'CER./ [sanciere, Fr. from sante] I.ISA'VOUR./ [/<n««r, Fr.) I. Ascent;

A small pan ot platter on which sauce is let

on the table. Hndibraj. a, A piece or platter

oschina, into which * tea-cup is let.

SA'UCILY. adv. [from /wiry ] Impudently:

impertinently ; petulantly j in a saucy man

ner. Addiftn.

SAUCINESS. f. [from saucy] Impudence ;

petulance -, impertinence ; contempt of supe

riors. Dryden, Collier.

SAUC1SSE s- [ French ] In gunnery, a long

train ol powder sewed up in a roll of pi -hetl

cloth, about two inches diameter, in ordi to

site a bomnchelt Bailey.

SAUCISSON.s. |Fr.] In military architecture,

faggots or fascine:s made of large boughs ol

trees bound together. Baity.

SAUCY, a [Jalsni, Lat.] Pert ; petulant j

contemptuous of superiors; insolent. Sbaktsp.

Roscem Dryden, Add; son.

To SAVE. v. a. [sauver, salver, French ;

s'tv, Lat ] i To preserve from danger or

destruction. Milton, Dryden. z. To preserve

finally from eternal deaih. Miltn, Rogers. 3.

Not to spend ; to hinder Irom being spent.

Dryden. 4. To reserve or lay by. Job. 5.

To spare i to excuse. DryJen. C. To salve ;

to reconcile. Milton, j. To take or embrace

opportunely, so an not to lose. Swift

To SA VE. v. m. To be chaap. Bacon

SAVE. adv. [this word adverbially used, is,

like except, originally the imperative of the

verb] Except; not including;, Uaan, Milton.

SA'VEALL.y. [save and all] A small pan in

serted into a candlestick to save the ends ol

candles.

SAVER./ [Uomsave.] I. Preserver . res

cuer. Sidney, z. One who escapes loss, though

wiihout gai.i. Diyden, Swift. 3. Ago.il

hulband. 4. One who lays up and grows rich

Wotten.

SA VIN./ [sahina, Latin » savin, sabin, Fr.]

A tree. Miller.

SA VING. a. [fromsave] 1 Frugal ; parci-

monious; not lavish. Arbutbnet. 3 Not turn

ing to loss, though not gainful. Addijon.

SA VING. adv. With exception in favour of.

Heoker.

SAVING./, [from save.] 1. Escape of ex-

pence ; somewhat preserved from being

spent. Addifn. a. Exception in favour.

ISEstrangc.

SAVINGLY, adv. [from saving.] With par-

cimony.

SAVINGNESS./ [from saving] I. Parci-

mony ; frugality. 1. Tendency to promote

eternal salvation.

SA'VIOUR./ [fauvnr, Fr.] Redeemer; he

that has saved mankind from eternal death.

Milton, Addison.

To SA'UNTER. t>. n [aller i lafainte terre]

To wander about idly ; to loiter ; to linger.

Lode, Prior, Ticitl.

SA'Vf)RY./. [favorte', Fr. satitreia, Ut.] A

plant. Miller.

dour. Arbntbuot. 1. Talle; power ol affect

ing the palate. Milton, Sontb.

To SAVOUR, v. n. [/avonrer, Fr.] I. To

have any particular smell or laste. 2. To be

token; to have an appearance or taste of

something Walton, Denbam

To SAVOUR, v a. 1. To like. Sbahsp. I.

To exhibit taste of. Milton.

SA VOURILY. adv (from /«?>«-..] 1. With

gust: with appetite. Dryden. z. With z

pleasing relish". Dryden-

SA'VOURINESS./[from/».»«r,.] 1. Taste

pleasing and pienuant z. Pleasing smell.

SA'VOURY. a [savourenx, Fr from savenr.]

>. Pleasing to the smell. Milton. Z. Picquant

to the taste Genesis.

SAVOY, s.[bra£icasabandica, Lit.] A sort of

(olwort.

SAUSAGE. / [ sanc'jse, French ; salsnm,

Latin.] A roll or ball made commonly of

pork or veal, minced very small, with saltand

spice.

SAW The preterite ofsee. Milton.

SAW../f/iwf, Danish; -f-aja, Saxon] I. A

dentated instrument, by the attrition of which

wood' or metal is cut. 2., [Saji, Sax. saegbe,

Dutch. ] A saying ; a sentence j a proverb.

Sbatefp. Miltn

To SAW. part, sawed and fawn, [feier, Fr.]

To cut timber or other matter with a saw.

■ H<br. mfds Ry, Collier, Mcxon.

pAWPUST./-, 1 Jaw and dust.} Dull made by

. the Attrition of the law. Mortimer.

SA WFISH./. [saw naif/b.] A fort of silh.

Atefwartb.

SAWPIT. / [saw and pit.] Pit over

which timber is laid to be fawn by two men.

Mortimer.

SAW-WORT./, [setratula. Lat.] A plant.

Miller.

SAW-WREST. /. [saw and wrest] A sort of

tool. With ih* saw-wrest they let the teeth

of the saw. Moxtn.

SAW ER. Islscienr, Fr. from saw.] One

SA WYER. J whose trade is to law timber into

boards or beams. Moxn.

saxifrage / \saxfraga. Lat ] a plant.

SA'XIKRAGE Meadow J. [Jilaum, Lat.] A

plant.

SA XIFRAGOUS.a. [saxnm nadfrago, Lat.]

Dissolvent of the Itone Brown.

To SAY. v. a. pretcr. said, [peejan, Sax,

J'lK", Dutch.) i. To speak ; to utter in

words; to tell. Spenser. 2. To alledge. Tillot-

son, Alter but y. 3. To tell in any manner.

Spenser,

To SAY. v. as. 1 . To speak ; to pronounce ;

to utter. 1 Kings, Clarendon, z. In poetry,

fay is often used before a question; tell.

Swift.

SAY./, [from the verb. ] 1. A speech that

one has to say. L' Estrange, z. [For assay ]

Sample Sidnej. 3. Trial by a sample. Boyle.

4Q. 4. Silk.
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4- Silk. Obsolete. 5. A kind of woollen

fluff.

SAYING./. ffrom say ] ErprerW ; words-,

opinion ser.tentioufly delivered. TiUst Aitir

SCAB./ ijcxb, Saxon; jeabbia, Italian; s'*

but, Lat. J 1. An incrustation formed over

t sore by dried m«tier. Dryie*. *. 1 he itch

or mange of horses. J. A paltry fellow, so

named from the itch. L'Eferamgi. •

SCABBARD./ \scbof, German, j"**i<" ]

The flirath of a sword. Fairfax.

SCABBIO *. [from ftab.\ 1. Covered or

diseased with scabs. Bat;n. 1. Paltry, sorry

DryJin.

SCA BBEDNESS /. [from scabbeJ ] The stall

ot being scabbed

SCABBINESS./ [from /«*»*•] The quality

of being scabby.

6CA BAY./ [from /»«*.] Diseased with I'cib-

Drytien.

SCABIOUS a. [ fcabhsai, Lat] Itchy 1 le

prous Arbrtb»?t.

SCABIOUS s.[frabie*/e, Pr. scabitja. Lit.]

A plant. Miller.

SCABROUS/ [scahr, Lat] I. Roagh :

rugged; pointed on 1 he surface. Arbetbnot.

*. Karsli j unmusical. Ben. Johnson.

SCA'BROUSNESS./. [from Jcabron:] Rough

ness; rugptdnefs.

SCA BWORT./. A pl.nt. Ainswortb.

SCAD. J A kirtdoffiso. Cartm.

SCA FFOI.D./ [r>.h«f,ut, Fr /*<r«Jr,Dmch,

from /eleven, to (hew ] 1 . A temporary gsl-

Jery or flage railed either for (hows or tpecta-

tors. Milton 1. The gallery rased for exe

cution of great malefactor* Sidney. 3-Primes

of timber erected on the lide of t building tor

die workmen Sviifl.

To SCA FFOI.D. •. a. ffrom tbe noua] To

furnish with frames of timl er.

SCA FFOLDAfJE./ [from/"/'*''! Gallery;

hollow floor. Sbatefp.

SCA FFOLDING./ [from/«#W] Building

slightly erected Prior.

SCALa'DE ) f [French j /«W», Spanish,

SC A LA DO. 5 (romjrah. Lat.) A storm gi

fen to a place by raising ladder! against tht

walls A'bntlnot

SCA'f.ARY a. [ 1 rern /<•»/«» Lat] Procaedinf.

by steps like thi-fc ot a ladder Brown.

To SCALD, v a. [fcalJare, Italian] To burn

with hot I qnor. 3!>~ktjf D< yJen, Sv'ft

SCALD./ [uom the veib.] ScurfTon the head

Spemfer.

SCALD.a Paltry, sorry. Sbaiesp.

SCALLHEAD /. [ftal/adnr, bald, Iflandick..

A loathsome disease; a kind of lical lepro

fy in which the head is covered with a scab

Flayer.

SCALE./ sj-cale, Saxon; ftha'A, Dutch] 1.

A balance; a vessel suspended by a beam a-

gainst another. Shakijp. 1. The sign Libia it

the Zodia^k. Creech. 3. [Æfeail/e, Fr jane-

nre>. Lat. J The imall soelUcr ciufla whuh 1; •

jog one over anoLUer make the (.oats o: fithc:

Dreyton. 4. Any thing exfoliated or desqua

mated; a thin lamina, Peacbam. a. Ladder ;

meant of item. Mi/tin. 6. The act of

stotmingby larkleiv Milton 7 R'guUr grada

tion; a regular series risirg like a ladder.

/iJJtjtn. 8. A figure subdivided by lines like

lie Jteps of a ladder, which is used to mea-

surr proportion? between picture? and the thing

represented. Graft. 9. Tbe series of har-

monick or musical proportions. Tempi*.

10. Ar.y thing marked at equal distance*.

S/vie/p.

To SCALE, v. a. [fea'are, Italian.] ». To

cl mb ac by ladders. Knellei. i. Tomeafiare

or compare; to weigh Sbaiesp. 3. To take

off a thin lamina. Tib. 4. To pare off S

surface Barnet.

To SCALE, v. m. To peel off in thin particlea.

Haeen.

SCALED, a [from settle ] Squamour.; having

scales like fishes. Shaie/'p

SCALENE, s. i French ; Jcaknmm, Lat.] Irs

geometry, a triangle that ba« three fides un

equal to each other. Bailey .

SCA LINESS./ [homscafy] The state of be

ing scaly.

5CALL./[/U//ea/«r, bald, Iflandick.] Le

prosy ; morbid baldness Lev.

SCA LLION./. [Jtalajna, Italian.] A kind tat

onion.

SCALLOP./ 'tsealhp, Fr] A 6 so with a hol

low pectini'cd shell. Hniibras, Mammer.

To SCA LLOP. v a. To mark on the edge with

segments of circles.

SCALP./ [schelfe, Dutch] 1. The soull «

the cranium; the bone that encloses, the

brain, Phtlifi. a. Tl,e integuments of the

head.

To SCALP, v. a. (from the noon.] To deprive

the scull of its integuments. Sharp.

SCALPEL f. [French; fcalpellmm, Lat. ] An

inftiument used to fe: ape a bone.

SCALY a. [b(KtiJtalt.\ Covered with soalea.

Milton.

I'oSCA'MBLE. v. n. \. Tg be turbulent and

rapacious; to scramble 1. to get by struggling

with others. IVaitn. X. To shift aukwartily.

More.

\'o SCA MBLE. «. a. To mangle ; 10 maul.

Mot timer.

SCAMBLKR./ [Scottiso] A bold intruder

upon one's generosity or table

SCAMBiINCLY. aj-m (from feamiSmg.]

Witii tuibulence and noise; with intiulive

auddcioulness

JCAMMO'NIATE. a. ffrom fcamm:*j] Made

with svamtnony. H "i/rmum.

SCAMMONY./ [Latin.] A concreted resinom

juice, liahi, tinder, triable, of a greyiso-

brown colour and disagreeable odour. It

slews upon incision of the root of a kind as

convolvulus, ^re^ohx.

ToSCAMPKR. v. ». [fchaoMfi*, Dutch;

Janpare, Italian.] To By v. ith speed and tre

pidation. Addijyn.

le
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T» SCAN.-*, a. [scande. Lit.] I. To examine

a verse by counting the feet. Waljb.i. Toex-

amine nicely. Mian, Calamy, Addisen, Alter.

Prier.

SCANDAL, s. [mtit&iXor.] I. Offence given by

the faults of others Mils*, i. Reproachful

aspersion ; opprobrious erasure) infamy Rogers.

To SCANDAL, v. a [train the noun.] To

treat opprobrioufly j to charge falsely with

faults. Sbaktsp

To SCA'NDaI.IZE. v. a. [«u«»aXir>.] I.

To offend by some action supposed criminal.

Hammond, Clarendtn. 1. To reproach ; to

disgrace, to defame. Danitl.

SCr\'iiOt\lA>VS.a.[ scandalenx,Vt] i Giving

pnblick offence. Hooktr. 1. Opprobrious ; dis

graceful. 3 Shametul; openly vile. ftps.

SCANDALOUSLY, adv. \-r~mscandaloni.] i.

CenlWioufly ; opprobrioufly Pope. I. Shame

fully i ill to a degree that gives publick of

fence. Sviifi

SCANDALOUSNESS / [ from scandalous. ]

The quality of giving publick offence.

SCA NSrON. / | scanfii, Lat.J The act or

practice of scanning a verse.

<«>SCANT. v. a 'Trtvnaii, Sax.] To limit,

to straiten. Glauvtltt.

SCANT, a. [from the verb] I. Wary; not

liberal j parcimonious Sbaktsp. ». Not plen

tiful ; scarce ; lei's than what is proper or com

petent Donne, Milton.

SCANT. adv (from the adjective] Scarcely ;

hardly. Camden, Gay.

SCA'NTILY aJv. [item sranty.] I. Sparingly;

niggardly. Sbaktjp. a. Narrowly ; cot plen

tifully.

SCANTINESS./ ['torn scanty.] i. Narrow

ness; want of space ; want of compass

Dryden. x. Want of amplitude or greatness.

South.

SCANTLET. / A f.nall pattern; a small

quantity i a little piece Hale.

SCA NTLING/ [escbautilten, Fr. tiantellino,

Italian.] !. A quantity cut for a particular

purpose. VEstrange, l A certain proportion.

Sbakesp. 3 A small quantity. Taylor, Locke.

SCA' N'TLY. adv. [from scant.] 1. Scarcely;

hardly. Camdtn a. Narrowly ; penuriously ;

without amplitude Drydtn.

SCANTNESS/ [from scant] Narrowness ;

meannrt' ; smallness. Hnyzjerd.

SCAN TY. a: [the fame vmhscant ] 1 . Nar

row -, small ; wanting amplitude; short ofquan-

tity sufficient. Locke. S. Smalli poor; not

copious; not ample Locke. 3. Sparingly;

niggardly; parcimonious. Watts.

To SCAPE, v. a. [contracted from escape] To

escape; to avoid; to shun; nut to incur; to

fly. Milton.

ToSCAl'K. v. n. To get away from hurt or

danger. Drydtn.

SCAPE./, [from the verb.] 1. Escape ; flight

ftjam hurt or dar.jor. Sbakesp. a. Mean* of

escape ; evasion Donne. 3. Negligent Iresk

Sbakesp. 4. Loose act 0; vise or lev, Jacls Mill.

SCAPULA./, [Latin.] The shoulder blade.

Wiseman.

SCAPULAR. \ a.r scafinlaire,Tr.fTnmscn-

SCATULARY.J p*'°, Lat.] Relating or be-

longin? to the shoulders. Wiseman.

SCAR./ [leryiiia ] A mark made by a hurt or

sire ; a cicatrix. Arbntbntt.

To SCAR. v. a. [from the noun] To mark at

with a trie or wound. Sbakesp.

SCA'RAB./ [scaraiie, Frcrxh ; scarabieui.

Lat] A beetle; an insect with sheathed wings.

Dei bam

SCA'RAMOUCH/.r^0,«a»si,,Fr.]Abufsoon

in motley dress Collier.

SCARCE, a. [scarse, Italian.] 1. Not plentiful.

2. Rare; not common. Addistn.

SCARCE. 1 adv. [from the adjective.] 1.

SCARCELY. S Hardly ; scantly. Hooker, a.

With difficulty Dryden.

:a'rcene~-

SCARCITY. i nessof quantity ; not plenty;

Uryetei

from scarce] 1. Small-

penury. Sbakesp Addiscn. %. Rareness; in-

frequency; not commonness. Ctl'aer.

To SCARE, v. a. [scerart, Italian, Skinner]

To frig 1 1 to frighten ; to affright ; to ter-

r fy ; to strike with sudden fear. Hayv-ard,

Calamy.

SCA RECROW. /. [scare and cre-w. ] An

image or clapper set up to fright birds.Raleigk.

SCA'REFIRE./. [scare t-nisire.] A fripht by*

sire ; a fire breaking out ib as to raise terrour.

Holder.

SCARF./ [escarse, Fr.] Any thing that hariga

loose upon the shoulders or dress. Stake/*.

Siv-.sl.

To SCARF, v. a. [from the noun] I. To

throw loosely on. Sbakesp. 1. To dress in any1

loose vesture. Sbaktsp

SCA'RFSKIN./. [scarftoifiin.] The cuticle-}

the epidermis. Cbcyne.

SCARIFICATION./ [ starisvatie, Lat.J In-

cilion of the Ccin wish a lancet, or such like

inftrumen*. Arbutbnot

SCARIFICATOR./ [from/rarr/v.j One wh«

scarifies.

SCA RIFIF.R./ [from scarify.] 1. He who

scarifies. ». The instrument with which sca

rifications are made.

To SCARIFY. * a. [scarifies, Lat] To

let blood by incisions ot' the skin, com

monly after the application of cupping-gltists.

Wiseman.

SCARLET./ [escarlatt, Fr.] A colour deeply

red, but not fhin'ng; cloth dyed with a sear-

let colour Loctt.

SCA KLKT. a. [from the noun.] Of the cclc-ur

oflcarlet; red deeply dyed, t'laktsp. uaesn

Dryden.

SCA'KLETHEAN. / [scarlet and bean.] k

plant Mortimer.

SCA'RLETOAK./ The ilex. A species o

oak.

SCARMOGy/^^^'^^]

SCARP.,', [escurpe, Fr.] Tie Hope on ihuside

4Q_* «rf
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of a ditch which is next to * fortWied place,

and lool^ towards the fields.

SCATE. / [ stidir, Swedish; stid, Island-

ick.) A kind ot wooden shoe on which thev

sl.de.

To SCATE. v. n. [from the noun.] To slide

on s-ates.

SCATE. /. [ squatus, Lat] A fish of the species

■ of thnrnhick.

SCA'TEISROUS. a [from scatebr*, Ut.] A-

bounding with Iprtng*

ToSCATH.f. a [j-ceaftin, pcaftan, Saxon :

si-racden, Dutch.] To waste ; lo damage; to

destroy Miltm.

SCATH / [sceaS, Sax.] Waste; damage j

mischief. Spenser, Knollts, Fairfax-.

SCA'THFUL. a. ( from scatb. J Mischievous ;

destructive. Shakesp.

ToSCA'TTER v a. [ pcarepan, Saxon:

schatteren, Dutch.) i. To throw loosely a-

bout | to sprinkle Afilln,TbtmJn. ». Tr

dissipate; to disperse. Prtv. 3. To spread thin

ly. Dryden.

To SCATTER- v. «. To be dissipated; to be

dispersed. Bacon.

SCA'TTERINGLY. adv. [ from scattering. ]

l.onfclv; dispersedly. Abbot

SCA'TTERI.ING./ [from /rartfr] A vaga

bond ; one that has no home or fettled habita

tion. Sr>enjcr.

SCATURIENT.a. [ fcatnrieni, Lat] Spring

ing as a fountain. P ■'•'

SCATirRIGINOUS a. [from scaturigo, L»c]

Full of springs or fountain*. DiSl.

SCA VENGER. /: [fro* pcapan, to shavt.] A

petty magistrate, whole provinceisto keep the

streets clean. South, Bqynar.l.

SCtLERAT.s. [Trench; sceleratnt. Lat.] A

villain ; a wicked Wretsh. Cheyut.

SCE'NERY / [from /««.] 1. The appear

ances of placet or things. AJdifen. *. The

representation oc the place in which an action

. is performed. P^pe. 3 The disposition am)

consecution of the scenes of a play. Dryden.

SCENE, s. [srena, Latin; e-mail.] 1. The

stage; thetheafcofdramatick poetry. Milton

■ 1- The general appearance of any action ;

. the whole contexture of objects ; a display ;

a fcr;es ; a regular disposition. Miltou,AddiJeu,

Frier. 3. Part of » play. Sravv:llr. 4. So

much of an act of a play as passes between

she fame pes.ns in the lame place. Dryden.

c. The place represented by the stage Shakes/)

6. The hanging of the theatre adapted to the

plav. Bacon.

SCE NICK. a. [sceniqne, Fr. from scene.] Dra-

mntick; theatrical.

fCKNOGRA'PHICAL. a. [rum and stipe.]

I >tawn in perspective.

SCENOORA'PHICAI.LY. adv. [fiom scene-

grapHcal] In perspective. Mortimer.

SCENOGRAPHY./. [mn and n*4*.] The

art os perspective.

SCENT J \ fentir, Co smell, Pr.] 1. The

sOMr ut liitclllnf ) the smell, rf'etti, a.

The object of smell; odour good or bit!.

Sbaiesp Penham, Prior. 3. Chase followed

by the smell. Temple.

To SCENT, v a. [from the noun.] I. To

smell ; to perceive by the note. Miltn. a. To

per;ume;'©r to imbue with odour good or bad.

Jiddson.

SCENTLESS a, [from scent.] Inodoroot;

hjv:nc no smell

SCEPTRE./ [ seeptrnm, Lac] The enftgnof

royalty borne in the hand Decay of Pitty.

SCEPTRED, a [from scestre] 'Bearing I

sceptre. Mi/ten

SCEPTICK./ SeeSae»Tici.

SCHEDULE./ [/<■*«/»/*, Lat.] t A small

scroll. Hiohr % A little i-< entory Sbattlf.

SCHEMATISM ./ [r.tvalirw) Combi

nation of the aspects ot heavenly bodies.

Creech.

SCHE'MATIST./ [from scheme.] A projec

tor; one given to forming schemes.

SCHEME./ {irvSua.] 1. A plan; a com

bination of various things into one view, de-

sign, or purpose. Alterbury. 1. A project;

a contrivance; a design. Rene, Swift. 3. A

representation of the aspects of the celestial

bodies; any lineal or mathematical diagram.

Hudibrat.

SCHEMER./ {bamscheme] A projector;!

contriver.

SCHE'SIS. / [^xic-ic] An habitude; state

of any thing with respect Co other things

Nerrii.

SCHISM/ [rxle/ta ; s hisme, Fr ] A separa

tion or division in the church. Sprett.

SCHISMA'TIC AL. a. [from/r*./i»a/iVi ] Im

plying schism ; practising schism. £»/

Charles.

SCHISMATICALLY. adv. [fnmsUfnuti-

cal ] In a schismatical manner.

SCHISMATICK / [from schism.] One who

separates from the true church. Been,

Butler.

To SCHISMATIZE v. a. [froro/ri/ai ] To

commit the crime of schism; to makeabreack

in the communion of the church.

SCHOLAR. / [scholar,,. Lat.] ■■ One

who learns of a master; at disciple. Better.

1. A man of letters Locke 3. A pedaot ; a

man of books. Bacon. 4. One who has a let

tered education. Shakesp.

SCHOLARSHIP / [fromsettlor.] 1. team

ing ; literature; knowledge. Pope. a. Li

terary education. Milton- 3. Exhibition or

maintenance for a scholar. Ainsve.

SCHOLA'STIC AL. a. [scholastic**. Ut] Be

longing to a scholar or school.

SCHOLASTICALLY. adv. [fromscktlifi"']

According to the niceties or method ot the

schools South.

SCHOLASTICS., a. [from schola, Ut.] 1.

Pertaining to the school; practised in school!.

Bnrnet. l. Befitting the school ) suitable to

the school ; pedant ick. Stiilingfitet.
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SCHOLIAST. J. [scheliastet, Lit.] A writer

of expltnttory notes. Dryden.

SCHO'LION \ / [Ltt.] A notes tn explana-

SCHO'UUM. I tory observation. Watts.

SCHO'LV./ [scholium, Lit.] An expiratory

note. Hooker.

To SCHO'LY. v. n. [from the noun ] To write

expositions. Hooker.

SCHOOL. / [stbela. Lit. ] t. A house of dis

cipline ind instruction Dryden. t. A place

us literiry education. Digby. 3. A state of

instruction. Dryden. 4. System of doctrine

is delivered by particular teachers. Davits,

Taylor. 5. The age of the church, and form

of theology succeeding that of the fathers.

Sanderson.

To SCHOOL, v. a. [from the noun] 1. To

instruct ; to train. Spenser. ». To teach

with superiority ; to tutor. Shakesp. Drydtn.

Atttrbury.

SCHOOLBOY./ [school and hey. ] A boy thai

is in his rudiments at school. Svsist.

SCHOOLDAY./. [/vrWand Jay.] Age in

which youth is lent to school. Shakesp

SCHOOLFELLOW./ [school and fellow. ]

One bred at the same school. Locke.

SCHO'OLHOUSE./ [school and bouse.] House

of discipline and instruction. Spenser.

SCHOOLMAN. / [schetUoi man. ] l.One

versed in the niceties and futilities of acade

mical disputation. I' se 1. One skilled in

the divinity of the school. Pepe.

SCHOOLMA'STER. /. [school and master. )

One who presides and teaches in a school. Bac

Sontb.

SCHOOLMISTRESS. / [/r/W and mistress)

A woman who governs a school. Gay*

SCHREIGHT./ A fish. Ainjwcrtb.

SCIAGRAPHY. / [faegrapbie, French

aHiayea^ia.] 1. [In architecture. J The pro

file or section of • building, to shew the in

side thereof Bailey. ». [In astronomy.] The

art of finding the hour of the day or night by

the shadow of the sun, moon or stars. Bailey

SCI'ATHERICAL.7 a. [sciaterii/ne, Fr a<ua-

SCI ATHERICK. J &»{«*#<.] Belonging to

a sun-dial. Did. Brown.

SCIATICA. Is. [sciatiqne, French-, ischia-

SCIA'TICK i die* paste. Lat.] The hip gout

Brown, Pepe.

SCIA'TICAL. a. [ from sciatica. ] Afflicting

the hip. Arhntbnot.

SCI'ENCE. /. [science, French; scientia.

Lat.] 1. Knowledge. Hammond. 1. Certain

ty grounded on demonstration. Berkley. 3

Art attained by precepts, or built on princi

ples. Drydtn, 4. Any art or species of

knowledge, /inker, GknvilU 5. One ofthe

seven liberal arts, grammar, rhetorick, logick,

arithmetick, mulick, geometry, astronomy

Pepe.

SCIENTIAL, a. [from science] Producing

science. Milton

monstrative knowledge ; producing certainty.

Sjnth

SCIENTIFICALLY, adv. [ from fcienlifcal.]

In such a manner as to produce knowledge.

Licit.

SCIMITAR./ A short sword with a convex

edge. Shakesp.

SCINEYC/i/f / A species osviolet. Ains.

SCINK. f. A cjstc.lf. Ains

To SCINTILLATE v. n. [feittillo, Lat.]

To sparkle ( to emit spatks.

SCINTILLATION, s. [scinri/latit, Latin,

from scintillate] The act of sparkling ;

sparks emited, Brcwn.

SCIOLIST. / [sciehee, Lit ] One who knowa

things superficially Glanxille

SCrOLOUS. a I Jaelns, I.at] Superficially or

imperfectly knowing. Hovutl

SCIOMACHY./ [rxia and jua^*.] Battle with

a shadow. Cewlty.

SCION./ [Jcien, French.] A small twigtakea

from one tree ta be engrafted into another.

Shakesp.

SCIRE FACIAS, s [Lat] A writ judicial, in

law, most commonly to call a man to shew

cause unto the court, why judgment passed

should not be executed. Cewelt.

SCIRRHUS. J [from rnlfftc.] An indurated

gland.

SCIRRHOUS. a, [from scirrhns] Having a

gland indurated. Wijcman.

SCIRRHOS1TY/ [from/or*..,, An indu

ration of the glands. Arbuthnet.

SCrsSIBLE. a. \ fromJeifns, Lit. ] Capable

of being divided smoothly by a slurp edge.

Bacen.

SCi'SSILE... [feistk, Tc.s.istl.e, Lit.] Cap

able of being cut or di video smoothly by a

sharp edge Arhnthnet.

SCISSION. / [fasten, French; fast,. Lat ]

The act os cutting. Wiseman.

SCISSOR./. A pair of small sheers, or blades

moveable on a pivot, and intercepting the

thing to be cut Arhntbnot.

SCrSSURE./ [scij.m. Lit.] A crack ; a rent,

a fissure becay es Piety.

SCLERO'TICK. a. [«*%«>.] Hard ; tn rp;.

thet of one of the coats of the eye Rt<

SCLERO'TICKS. / Medicines which ha, den

and conlblidate the parts they are applied lo.

fQvincy

To SCOAT. \ v. a. To stop a wheel by

To SCOTCH. J putting a stone or piece ot

wood under it before. Bailey.

To SCOFF. *.». [schpprn, Dutch] To treil

with insolent ridicule , to treat with centume-

lious language. Bacon, Tilletsen.

SCOFF. J. [trom the verb] Contemptuous ri-,

dicule; expression of scorn ; contumelious

language Hooker, IValts.

SCO'rFER. f. [fromfees]- Insolent ridiculei ;

saucy scorner i contumelious reproacher.

Bumet.

SCJENTI'FICAL.? a. f scientia and seo.JSCOPFINGLY. adv. (from sceffwr ] In con-

SCIENTiFiCK. J Lit.] Producing de.l tempt j in ridicule. Brtrme.

To
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To SCOLD, ti. >. [schlJtn, Dutch.] To quar

rel clamorously and ludcly. Shake],

SCOLD. s. A clamorous, rude, mean, low,

foul mouthed woman Svfl.

SCOLLOP./. A pectinated (hell-fish.

SCOLOPENDRA j. [e-xtMvnita.] I. A fort

of venonn-Ui serpent. 2. An herb. Amvj.

SCOMM. / A buffoon. L'Efiranre.

SCONCE, /.[fibant*, German.] I. A fort;

■ bulwark. Shakejp. X. The head. Shakesp.

3 A pensile candle-Hick, generally, with •

looking-glass to reflect the light. Swift.

To SCONCE, v. a. To mulct; to fine.

SCOOP, s. [Jchepe, Dutch] I. A kind of

large ladle ; a vessel with a long handle used

to throw out liquor. Stars. 2. A sweep; a

stroke. Shake's,.

To SCOOP, v. a. [febtepen, Dutch] I. To.

lade out. Dryden. 2. To empty by lading

Addijtn. 3. To carry off in any thing hollow.

SpeBatcr. 4 To cut hollow, or deep. Arint.

Fbilipi, Pipe.

SCO'OPER./ [from fas.] One who scoops.

SCOPE../. I fitpai, Lit.] I. Aim ; intention,

drift. AJJi/en. 2. Things aimed at ; mark :

final end. Hetker, Milin 3. Room ; space -.

amplitude of intellectual view. N,vitin 4

Liberty , freedom from restraint Sbakejp

et. Liberty beyond just limits; licencei Shake.

6. Act of riot; sally. Shakejp. 7. Intended

quantity. Daviei.

SCOPU'LOUS. a. [feefmlas, Ut.] Full ot

rocki. Diff.

SCORBUTI6AL.7 /. fftirbat que, Fr. from

SCORBC'TICK. 1 fctrbntui, Ut] Diseased

with the scurvy. Arbuihmt.

SCORBUTICALI.Y. adv. \ bom fit, butica!.]

With tendency to the scurvy. Wiseman.

SCORCE./ This word is uled by Spenjer for

discourse. Fairy Ojrt*

To SCORCH, v. m. |i-c«ricneb, Sax. burnt]

I. To burn superficially. Dryden. 2. Tc

burn Fairfax, Smth.

To SCORCH, v. ». To be burnt superficially 1

to U- dried up. Rojcsmtntn.

SCORCHING Ftnntl.f. A plant.

•fCO-RDlUM./llM.] An herb. A,ns-mtrtb.

SCORE / {Jhra, Id.indick. J I. A notch or

longincifion. 2. A line drawn. 3. An account,

which, when writing was less ct.rr.mon, wa

kept by marks on tallies. &ntb. 4. Account

kept; ot something past. Ti/lti/tn. 5. Debt im

puted Denne. 6. Reason ; motive. Collier.

7. Snke ; account ; reason referred to some

one. Swift. 8. Twentv. Pose. 9. Ajtng in

Seoul-. The words with the musical notes ol

a lonj annexed

To SCORU. «.«. I. To set dowa at a debt.

Stvift. 2. To impute ; to charge. Dxyde*.

3. To tnaik by a line Sandyi.

SCO'R1A. J. [Lit.} Dross; recrement. Nraitu.

SCO'RIOUS. a. [from/rtna, Lat.] Drossy ; re-

crementirjous. lirtwu.

To SCORN, v. a. [Jehermn, Dutch.] To de

spise ; to flight ; to revile ; to viiily j to con

temn. Jtb.

To SCORN, v. «. To scoff. Craflom.

SCORN./ Contempt; scoff ; slight ; lct of

contumely. Tilittfem.

SCORNER / [from /V»r«.} 1. Contemnor -.

d.spifer Spemjtr. 1. Scoffer tridiculer. Prior-.

SCO'RNFDL. a. [snrntaAfnU.: 1. Contemp

tuous ; insolent. Drydiw. 2. Acting in deta

inee. Fritr.

SCORNFULLY adv. [from sctmfal J Con

temptuously ; insolently. Alterbnry.

SCOkPION ./. \jctrp„, l.at.] 1, A reptile

much resembling 1 small lobster, with a very

venomous Hine Luke. 2. One of the tifni

of the Zodiack. Oiyden. 3. A scourge fo call

ed trom its cruelty. 1. Kmei. 4. A sea sifiV.

Ainfnjotrtb.

SCORPION Status, [emernt. Lat.] A plant.

M,ller.

SCORPION Grafts

SCO RPION's Tail. S- /. Heibs. Ainswtt.

SCORPION rVtrl. \

SCOT. [Sett, Pr.] 1. Shot; payment. I.

Scot and Lit. Parish payment Fritr

To SCOTCH, v. a. To cut with shallow incisi

ons Shake/p.

SCOTCH./, [from tre verb] 1. A flight cut ;

a shallow incision. Walttu

SCOTCH Cclfu, or Sett, heJ Cellists. Veil

cut into small pieces.

SCOTCH Htppcri.s, A play in which boyl

hop over lines in the ground. Lttkt.

SCO TOMY./ [mwTqu*.]A d'mineis or swim.

mi: e in the head, causing dimness of light

Ainlvitrlb.

SCO'VEL. /'. f fitfia, Lat ] A fort of mop of

c outs, for sweeping in oven ; • mao'kio. Ata.

SCOUNDREL / [Jctndtrmtl,, Itil.] A mean

rascal; a low petty villain Ptpe.

lo SCOUR v. a. [fearer, Dan* \sektatrn,

Dutch.] 1.To ruhhard with any thing rough,

in order to clean the surface. Dryden, Arbatb.

2. To purge violently. 3. To cleanse; to

bleach , to wh ten ; to bfanche kVa/ttn. 4.

To remove by scouring. Stakes. 5 To range

io order to cauh or drive away something;

to clear away. Sidney, f. To pass swiftly

over. Dryden.

To SCOUR, v. a. 1. To perform Use office of

cleaning domestick uvnsils. Staiesp. 1. To

clean. Baetn. 3. To be purged or lax. Count.

4. To rove; to range. hCntiles 5. To run

here and there. Sbaktfp. 6. To run with

great eagerness and swiftness; to scamper.

Sbakejfi. CtUitr

SCOURER. /. (from fttar.] 1. One that

cleans by rubbing. 2. To purge. 3. Otic

who runsswi'tly.

SCOURGE. / [rfetnrrt'e, Fr. setrtfgta,

It a I ] 1. A whip; a lash , in insliumi.it of

discipline. Milun. 2. A punishmrnr ; a vin

dictive affliction Sbakesp. $i One that aSicts

harasses or iL-llroys. Atterbnrj. 4. A whip

for a top Ltekr.

To SCOURGE. •.«. [from the noun] 1. To

Lib with a whip ; to whip, rf'attt. 1. To

punish 1
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•un'fh ; to chastise \ to chasten i to castigate.

z. Mae.

SCOU'RGP.R. / sfrom scourge.] One that

fcouree* ; t chastilcr.

To SCOURSE v. a. To erchange one thing

for another ; to swap. Ainjworth

SCOUT./, [escont, Fr ftomesomUr.'] One who

is lent privily to observe the motions of the

enemy. fVijkiut.

To SCOUT, v. n. [from the noun ] To go out

i n order to observe the motions of the enemy

privately. Oryden.

To SCOWL, v. m. [r-cyian, to squint, Sax.]

To frown -, to pout ; to look angry, sour or

sullen. Sidney, Crasbaw.

SCOWL,. /. [rrom the verb] Look of sullen

nels or discontent ; gloom. Crafbavt.

SCOWLINGI.Y adv. (from strati] With a

frowning and fallen look.

To SCRABBLE, v n. [kraiicUu, scrafelcn,

ti scrape, or scratch, Dutch.] To paw with

the hands. 3. Sam.

SCRAG. s.Jcragbe, Dutch] Any thing thin

or lean.

SCRAGGED, a. Rough; uneven-, full of pro

tuberances or asperities. Benlley.

SCKA'GGEDNESS. ? / 1. Leanness! æar-

SCRA'OGINESS. J cour. 1. Uncvenneis;

roughness ; ruggednefs.

SCR.VOGY./ [irom scrag.] I. Lean; mar-

cid; thin. Arbuthaot. 1. Rough; rugged;

uneven.

To SCRA MBLE. v. n. [The fame w-th scrab

ble i scrasse'tn. Putch.] To catch at any

thing eagerly and tumultunuily with the

hands ; to catch with haste preventive of an

other. */'//. 1. To climb by the help of the

hands

SCRAMBLE. / [from, the verb.] 1. Eager

contest for something Locke. 1. Act of climb

ing by the help of the handis.

SCRA'MBI.EU./: [from/cramWe ] I. That

scrambles. AdJisen. 1. One that climbs by

the help of the hands.

To SCRANCH v. a{schramttitr,T>mch]To

grind somewhat crackling between the teeth.

SCRANNEL, a Grating by the sound Milttn.

SCRAP./[from scrape, a thing scraped or rub

bed off] 1. A small particle; a lit t te piece;

a I'ra lament. L'Fjlraugc. ». Crumb; small

panicles of meat left at the table. Bacon,

Glanville. 3. A small piece of paper fife.

To SCRAPE, v. a. [r-erteopan, Sax. fchrapeu,

L'uich ] t. To deprive of the surface by the

l.,.U action os a (harp instrument. Mixen. ^.

To take away by scraping; to eraje. Swift.

3. To act upon any furnee with a harsh noise.

Pcpe. 4. To gather by great efforts, or penu

rious or trifling diligence. South. 5. To

Scraps Acquaintance. A low phrase. To

gurry favour, or insinuate into one's familiarity.

To SCRAPE, v. n. 1. To make a harsh

noise. 1. To play ill on a fidJIe. 3. To

truke an aukward bow. Ainsuertb.

SCRAPE./ [strap, Swedish.] Difficulty; per

plexity ; distress

SCRAPER. /. [(torn scrafe.] 1. Instrument"

*. Arai-

getting money ; •

which any thing is scraped. Swift.

fer; t man intent on

scrapepenny. Heiberl. 3. A~ vile fiddler. Cent

SCRAT. s. [r-cpirca. Sax ] An hermaphrodite.

To SCRATCH, v a. [krattun, Dutch.] 1.

Totearormark with flight incisions ragged

and uneven. Grew. 11 To tear with (he

nails. Mere. 3. To wound slightly 4. To

hurt slightly with any thing pointed or keen.

Sbakcjp. 5. To rub with the nails. Cam-

den. 6. To write or draw aukwardiy. Swift .

SCRATCH. /. [from the verb.] An incision

ragged and shallow. Newton, a. Laceration

with the nails. Prior 3. A flight wound SiJm.

SCRA'TC'HER. J. [from scratch.] He that

scratches.

SCRATCHES. / Cracked ulcers or scabs in a

horse's loot Ainjworth.

SCRA'TCHINGLY adv. [from scratching.]

With the action of scratching. Sidney.

SCRArV.f. [Irish and Erse.] Surface or scurf.

Swift.

To SCRAWL, v. a. To draw or mark ir

regularly or clumsily. J. To write unskilfully

and inelegantly. Swift. 3. To creep like a

reptile. Ainjworth.

SCRAWL./, sfrom the verb] Unskilful and

inelegant writing. Arbntbnot.

SCRA'WLER. / [from scrawl.] A clumsy

and inelegant writer.

SCRAY s. A bird called a sea • swallow..aVe/w.

SCR'KABLE./ [sereabili,, Lat.] That which

may be spit out. Bailey.

To SCREAK, v. n. [creat otshriek.] To make

a shrill or hoarse noise. Bailey.

To SCREAM v. n. [rifleman, Sax.] 1. To cry

out shrilly, as in terrour or agony. Swift. a.

To cry shrilly . Shaitsp.

SCREAM/, [from the verb.] A Ihrill quick

loud cry of terrour or pain Pope.

To SCREECH v. n. [jtrotiia, to cry, Ifland-

ick.] t. To cry out as in terrour or anguish.

Bacon. 2. To cry as a night owl.

SCREECH./, [from the verb J 1 . Cry of ter

rour and anguish a. Harsh horrid cry. Post.

SCREE'CHOWL. / An owl that hoots in the

night, and whose voice is supposed to betoken)

danger or death Drayton.

SCREEN /. [tscrau, Fr] 1. Any thing that

affords shelter or concealment. Bacon 1. Any

tiling uled to exclude cold or light. Baan. 3.

A riddle to silt sand.

To SCREEN, v. a. [from the noon,.] 1. To

shelter; to conceal 1 to hide, Rowe. z. To

silt; to riddle, i'velyn.

SCREW. \Jcrme, Dutch] One of the me,

ohanical powers, which is defined t right cy

linder cut into a furrowed spiral ; osthis there

are two kinds, the male and female ; the for

mer being cut convex 1 but. the Utter chan

nelled on its concave side. Shinty, kVilkmt.

To SCREW, it a. [from the nouu] I. To

turn by a screw. Philips, x. To fasten with

a screw. iVloxou. 3. To deform by contor

tions. Cewley. 4. To fotcjB | to bring by vio

lence.
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A small

A i'cho

lence. Hevjel. 5. To squeeze ( to press. 6.

To oppress by extoition. Swift.

SCREW Tree), [is" a, Lit.] A plint of the

Indies.

To SCRIBBLE v. a. [scribelle. Lit.] 1. To

till with inlet's or worthless writing. Milton.

1. To write without use or elegance.

To SCRI BBLE. •"• ». To write without lire

or beauty. Bentley, Pope.

SCRIBBLE /. [Irom the verb.] Worthless

writing. Beyle.

SCUI BBLf.R. / [from scribble.} A petty'au

thor ; 1 writer without worth. Granville.

SCRIBE./, [seriba, Lat.J I. A wiitcr Greta

I. A publick nomy.

SCRIMFR. / [escnwieur, Fr.] A gladiator

Shaiejp. ...

SCRINE (. [serinam. Lit.] A place in whxh

willing or curiosities ire reposiled. Sfenjer

SCRIP./ \fir*p*e, IfUndick]

buej a satchel. Shakefp. Milton

dulev • small wii'ing. Shake's.

SCRl'PPAGE. (■ [fiom serif.} Thit which is

contained in alcrip

SCRI PTORY. a. [seriftoriui. Lit] Written;

not orally delivered

SCRIPTURAL, a [fromscripi/rt] Conttin-

ed in ibe Bible ; biblical. Aite, bury.

SCRIPTURE, s t s'riftara, Lat] '-Wri

ting, x. Sacred writing ; the Bible. Hooker,

Sbnlesf. South, Seed.

SCRIVENER./ [sarnano, Lit ]i. One who

draws contritis Sb.kesf. I. One whose bu

siness is to place money at interest. Dryden.

SCROTULA /. [Uomjerosa, Lat J A deprava

tion of the humoursofthe l».dy, which breaks

out in fores commonly called the king s evil.

Wiseman.

SCROFULOUS a. [from scrofula.] Diseased

with the scrofuli Arbuthnot.

SCROLL./ A writing wrapped up. Stake)p.

Knellei, P>i-r.

SCROYLE./. A mean fellow, 1 nscil ; a

wretch Shaktjp.

To SCRUB w. a. [fchrobbrn, Dutch.] To rub

har'd with something coarse and rough Swst.

SCRUB. / [sn-m ihe verb] 1 . A mean tellow,

either « he is supposed to scrub himlelf tor the

itch, or a* he is employed in the mean of

fices of scouring. *. Any thing mean or de

spicable. Swft. 3- A worn out broom.

SCRUBBED.? a. [Jcrubel, Danish] Mem ;

SCRUBBY. J vile; worthless; dirty;

sorry. Shakes

SCRUFF, s The same I suppose with scurf.

SCRU'PLE/. (from /«-•/«/*, Fr. scrupulus.

Lat ] 1 ". Doubt ; difficulty of determinati

on ; perplexity : generally about minute

ihings. Taylor, Leeki. 1. Twenty grams;

the third part of a dram. Baa*. 3. Prover

bially, any small quantity Shakesp.

ToSCRU'i'LE. f. »• l'r"m lh« noun] To

doubt j to hesitate. Milton

SCRU l'LLR. /• [irom scruple J A doubter ;

one who his scruples. Gi aunt.

SCRUPULOSITY. / [fcom fernsuhu,.} 1.

Doubt ; minute and nice doubtfulness. Seutt.

1. Fear of acting in any manner ; tender

ness of conscience. Decay es Piety.

SCRUPULOUS, a. [scrupuksns. Lat.] 1.

Nicely d: ubttnl ; hard to satisfy in determi

nations of conscience. Lccke. 1. Given to ob

jections 1 captious. Shaiejp. 3. Nice; doubt

ful. Bare*. 4. Careful ; vigilant; cautious.

Wood-ward.

SCRUPULOUSLY, adv. [from scrmfeelaut.\

Carefully ; nicely ; anxiously. Taylor

SCRUPULOUSNESS. / [from Jcrupuhmil

The state of being scrupulous.

SCRU TABLE, a. [scruter. Lat.] Discove

rable by inquiry. Decay os Piety.

SCRUTA'TION./ s femur. Lit.] Search*

examination ; inquiry Did.

SCRUTATOR./. {Jcrutateur, Pr.]frora/cr»-

tor, Lat. I Enquirer ; searcher ; examiner.

SCRU'TINOUS. a [srom/cru/raj.] Captious ;

full of inquiries. Denhane.

SCRUTINY./, [scutinium, Lat] Enquiry ;

lean h ; examinalion. Taylor.

To SCRUTINIZE. 7 v. e. [from scrutiny.]

To SCRUTINY. i To seuch; to examine.

Ayliffe.

SCRUTOI'RE./ [for scriteire, or tscritaire,

Fr] A cafe of drawers for writings. Prior.

To SCRUSE. v. a. To squeeze; to compress.

Spenser.

To SCUD. v. n. [ stutta, Swedish] To fly ; t*

run away with precipitation.

SCUDDLE. v. n. [from send.] To run with 1

kind ol'afftcted haste or precipitation.

SCUFFLE./. A confused quarrel ; 1 tumultu

ous broil. Decay os Piety.

To SCUFFLE, v n. [from the noun] T«

fight confusedly and tumultuously. Drayton.

ToSCULK v. h. [stulke, Danish.] To lurk in

hiding places ; to lie dose. Prior.

SCULKER./. [from sculker.] A lurker ; one

that hides himlelf for shame or mischief.

SCULL / [stela, Istandick ] 1. The bone

which incases and defends thebrain ; the i.-ch-

ed bone of the held. Sharp. 1. A small bolt |

a cockboat. 3. One who rows a cockboat.

Hudihiai. 4. A shoil of fish Milton.

SC U'LLC AP /. [fromJ cull ind cas.} 1 . A head.

piece. 1. A nightcap.

SCULLER./ I. A cockboat ; a boat in which

there is but one rower. Drydtu. I. One that

rows a cockboit.

SCULLERY. /. [fromstiola, a vessel, Iflao-

dick] The place where common utensils, as

keitlas or dishes, are cleaned and kept \Peacb.

SCULLION. /. [from escueilie, Fr. a dish]

The lowest domestick servant that walhes the

kettles and dishes, in the kitchen. Shakesf.

To SCULP, v. n. [Jculpe, Lit.] Tocarve ; lo

engrave. Saudyi,

SCULPTILE a. [scnlftilii, Lat.] Mlde by

carving. Brcvin.

SCU LPTOR./. [sculptor, Lat ] A csrverVone

who cuUwood or stone into images. Addijet.

SCU'LPTURE
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SCULPTURE./ [sculpture Lat.] The art of

carving wood, or hewing stone into images.

1. Carved work. Dryden. 3. The act of en

graving.

To SCU LPTURE. v. a. [from the noun] To

cut ; to engrave. Pope.

SCUM/[(/(««, Tr.sihuym, Dutch] i.That

which riles to the top ot' any liquor. Bacon.

2. The dross; the refuse; the recrement.

RaUi^h, Rofcemmon, Addison.

To SCUM. v. a [from the noun.] To clear off

the scum Lee.

SCU'MMER./ [tscnimir, Fr.] A vessel with

which liquor is li ummed.

SCU PPER Holes s. [schoepen, Dutch, to draw

off] Inafhipfmall holes on the deck, thtough

which water is carried into the lea

SCURF./ Ijcupp, Sax. scurf, Danish; fiers,

Swedish ;schorst, Dutch.] 1. A kind of dry

miliary scab. Sviist. X. A soil or llain adhe

rent. Dryden 3. Any thing sticking on the

surface. Addis

SCURF1NESS./ [from/«r/.] The state of

being scurfy.

SjCU'RRIL a. [sckrriiii, 1.11] Low ; mean j

grosly opprobrious. Ben. Johnson.

SCURRI UTY.s[(currilitai, Lat] Grosnessof

reproach ; loudnel's of jocularity. Shakcsp.

SCURRILOUS, a. [scurrilii, Lat] Grosly op

probrioun ; using such language as only the li

cence of a buffoon can warrant. Hooker.

SCURRILOUSLY. adv. [ from scurrilout.]

With gross reproach; with low buffoonry.

Tillotson.

SCURV1LY. adv. [ from fenny. ] Vilely;

basely ; coarsely. South.

SCURVY./[from/r«r/.] A distemper of the

inhabitants of cold countries, and amongst

thole such as inhabit marshy, sat, low, moist

soils. Arbuthnot.

SCU RVY. a. [from/ar/, scurfy, scurvy.] 1.

Scabbed ; covered with scabs ; diseased with

the scurvy. Lev. xxi. 1. Vile; bad | sorry ;

worthless ; contemptible. Snvist.

SCU RVVGRASS / UcurvJ tad graft] The

Ipoonwort. Miller.

'SCUSES. For excuses. Sbalesp.

SCUT./ [stotl, Islandick.) The tail of those

animals whose tails are very (hort. Svoist.

SCUTCHEON./ [Jcuccione, Ital.] The shield

represented in heraldry. Sidney.

SCUTE'LLATED.y. [Icutcth, Lat] Divided

into small surfaces. Pi oodtvard.

SCU'TIFORM a. [sculisormli, Lat.] Shaped

like a shield.

SCU'TTLE. / [scuiella, Lat] 1. A wide

shallow balket, so named from a dish or plat

ter which it resembles in form. Hakcvjttl 1

A small grate. Mortimer. 3. [F rom scud J

quick pace; a (hort run j a pace of affected

'precipitation. Spectator.

To SCUTTLE, v.n. [from/ma1 or scuddle. }

To run with affected precipitation. Arbuthntt.

Tr^eJIJElGN.f.a [Sdegnare, Ital. for disdain]

SDE IGNFUL a CoatracteJ tor dijdamsul.

Spenser.

SEA./ fpe, Sax. see, or z.ee, Dutch.] I. The

ocean ; the water opposed to the land. Daviei,

Milton, a. A collection os water; a lake.

Mat.iv. 18. 3. Proverbially for any large

quantity. King Char/et. 4. Any thing rough

and tempestuous. Milton. 5. Hals Se as over.

Halfdrunk. Spoliator.

SE'ABEAT. a. [sea and beat.] Dashed by the

waves os the sea Pope.

SEABO AT./ [sea and boat.] Vessel capable

to bear the sea. Arbutbnot.

SEABORN, a. [sea and born ] Born of the

lea ; produced by the sea. IVa'Jcr.

SEABO Y / [sea and boy.] Boy employed on

shipboard.

SEABRF. ACH./ [sea and breach.] Irruption

of the sea by breaking of the banks. VEflrange.

SEABRI^EZE. / [sea and breeze. ] Wind

blowing from the sea. Mortimer.

SEABUILT. a. [sea and built] Built for the

sea Dryden.

SE'ACALF./ [sea laicals] Theseal. The

seacals, or seal, is so called from the noise he

makes like a calf: his head comparatively not

big, shaped rather like an otter's, and musta

che like those of a cat: his body long, and all

over hairy : his forefeet with fingers clawed,

but not divided, yet fit for going: his hinder

feet, more properly fins, and fitter for swim

ming as being an amphibious animal. The

female gives fuck. GrcA.

SE'ACAP. / [sea and cap.] Cap made to be

worn on shipboard, thalejp.

SEACHART. f. [sea and chart.] Map on

which only the coasts are delineated.

SEACOA'L./ [sea and coaQ Coal, so called,

because brought to London by sea. Bacon.

SE ACOAST / [sea and coast.] Shore, edge

of the lea. Mortimer.

SEACOMPASS. / [/wand compost.] The

card and needle of mariners. Camden.

SEACOW. s. [sea and cstv] The manatee,

a very bulky animal, of the cetaceous kind.

It grows to fifteen feet long, and to seven or

eight in circumference; its head is like that

of a hog, but longer, and more cylindrick :

Its eyes are jmall, its hearing is very quick.

Its lips are thick, and it has two long tusks

standing out. It has two fins, which Hand

forward on the breast like hands. The female

has two round brealls place! between the pec

toral fins. The skin is vtrry thick and hard,

and net scaly, but hairy. This creature lives

principally about the mouths of the large ri

vers, and feeds upon vegetables Its flesh ig

white like veal, and very well tafl.'d Hill.

SEADO'G./ [sea and dog.] Perhaps the shark.

Rojcommon.

SE A FA R KR. / [sea and/ar<] A traveller by

lea ; 1 mariner. Pope

SEAFARING, a. [sea andfare.] Travelling

by sea Shakesp.

SEAFliNNliL. The fame with Samphire,

which lee.

4 R SEA.
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SF.'AFIGHT./. [sea znAsgkt.] Battle offhips

battle on the lea IViseman.

BEAPO'WL. / [ sea xaAsrml ] A bird that

lives at tea. Derham.

SE'AGIRT. a [sea and girt.] Girded or en

circled by the sea. Milan.

SE'AOREEN a. [ sea and green ] Resembling

the colour of the dillant sea ; cerulean, fife.

SE'AOREEN./ Saxifrage. A plant.

SEAGULL /. A sea bird. Ainswtrth.

SE'AHEDOKHOO. s. [sea, hedge and big] A

kindoffea shell-fish. Carenv.

SE A HOC, s. (_/raand hig.] The porpus.

SE AHOLLY./ [erynpum, Lat.] A plant j a

kind of seaweed Careiv.

SE'AHOLM / [sea and him ] A small un

inhabited island.

SEAHORSE./ [sea and birse.] I. The/ca-

hirse is a fish of a very singular form; it U a-

bout four or five inches in length, and nearly

half an inch in diameter in the broadest part.

1. The morse. fVi:dtnard. 3. By the lea-

horse Dryden means the hippopotamus

SEAMAID. / [sa and maid.] Mermaid.

Shakesp.

SE'AMAN. / [sea and man.] I. A sailor } a

navigator) a mariner. Evelyn, Dryden. a.

Merman; the mar* of the mermaid. Lirie.

SEAMA RK / [sea and mark ] Point or con

spicuous place distinguished at sea. Bactn.

SEAME'W./ [sea and mev>.] A fowl that fre

quent* the sea. Pjpe.

SE'AMONSTER./ [sea and mJiyfrr.jStrange

animal of the sea. IVlUten.

SE'ANYMPH. / [/wand nymph.] Goddess

of the sea Brume.

SE AONION./ Anhetb. Ainswirth.

SE'AOOSE./ [sea and ease.] The mud in the

lea or shore. Mtrtmer.

SE APIECE./ [sea and ;!>('««.] A picture re

presenting any thing at sea. Addijon.

SIVAPOOL. / [ sea and pill.] A lake of salt

water. Spenser.

SF.'APORT.y [sea and part.] A harbour.

SEARISQUE./ [sea and / isant ] Hazard at

sea. Arbntbmt.

SEA ROCKET./ A plant. Miller.

SL AROOM./ [ sea and rum] Open sea; spa-

ciou- main. Paejn.

SEAROVER./. [sa andrwr] A piiale.

SEASHARK. /: [ Jea and shark ) A raveious

sean:'h. Shakesp.

SE ASHr.I.I, /. [sea and shell. ] Shells found

on thr ihire. Mcriimer \

RK ASHORE. /. [ sea laAsbnc] The coast of

the sea. Dryin

SE'ASICK. a. [sa and sick] Kick, as new

vovajers on the sea. Kn^Uei.

SI ASIDE. / [jea uvSside.] The edge of the

sea. Jud vii i».

-*.r. AShRPENT./ [sea za6se>ptnt ] Serpent

geneiited in the nater.

SEASERV1CK. J. [sa zaiser-.i;e] Naval

war.

fitASUR CEON./ I sea and snrgem.] A clii

rnrgeon employed on shipboard Wiseman.

SEASURRO'UNDED a. [sea tad surround.]

Encircled by the sea. Pipe.

SEATE'RM./ [sea and term.] Word of art

used by the seamen. Pipe.

SEAWA'TER. / [sea and water ] The salt

water of the sea. ffiseman.

SEAL./ (j-col, rele, Sax. seel, Danish.] The

seacalf. Carevj.

SEAL./ [f/njel, Sax.] 1. A stamp engraved

with a paiticclar impression, which is fixed

upon the wax that closes letters, or affixed aa

a testimony. Pipe. z. The impression made

in wax. Kmlles. 3. Any act of confirmation.

Miltm.

To SEAL. v. a [from the noun.] I. To fasten

with a seal. Shake;p. x. To confirm or at

test by a seal. Shakesp. 3. To confirm ; to

latisyj to fettle. Rim. xv. 4. To shut ; to

close. Bacm. 5. To mark with a stamp.

Shakesp.

To SEAL. v. n. To fix a seal. Neh. ix. 38. 1

SEALER, s [homseal.] One thatseals.

SE'ALINGWAX /. [/ra/ and wax., Hard wax

made of rosin, used to seal letters. Beyle.

SEAM. f. [seam, Sax. smsib, Dutch.]. 1 The

edge of cloth where the threads are doubled ;

the suture where the two edges are sewed to

gether. AJdiJm a. The juncture of planks

in a ship. Dryden. 3. A cicatrix j a scar. 4.

A measure 1 a vessel in which things are held .

eight bushels of corn. 5. Tallow ; grease ;

hog's lard.

To SEAM- v. a. [from the noun] 1. To join

together by suture, or otherwise 1. To mark -,

to scar with a long cicatrix. Pipe.

SE'AMLESS a. [iromseam.] Having no seam.

SE'AMRENT. / [sam tad rent] A separa

tion of any thing where it is joined ; a breach

of the stitches

SEAMSTRESS./ [reamer-trie, Sax.] A wo

man whose trade is to few. Ctea-vetand.

SE'AMY. a. [from seam.] Having a seams

shewing the seam. Shakesp.

SEAN./ [reyne, Sax.] A net.

SEAR. a. [feapian, Saxon, to dry.] Dry; not

any longer green. Shakejp.

To SEAR. v. a. [feartian, Sax.] To burn $ to

cauterize. Rotue

SL'ARCLOTH./. [pmcl»3. Sax] A plaster »

a large plaster. Mortimer.

To Si-.ARCE. v. a [safer, Fr.] To sift fine

ly. Byie.

SEARCE./ A sieve; a bolter.

SEARCKK. s. [Irom fearce ] He who fcarces.

To SEARCH. 1/. a. [chircher, fr.] 1. To ex

amine ; to try ; to explore ; to look through.

Milt™ 2. To inquire; to seek Mtttim. 3.

To probe as a chirur^eon. Shakesf 4. si

Sk \rc h out. To find by seeking. IVatte.^

To SEARCH. v. n. 1. Tomake a search Mik.

1. Tomake inquiry. Licke. 3. Toietk; t>

try to siud. Licke. _

SEARCH./ [from the verb.] 1. Inquire-by

looking iuto every suspected place. M.lljn. 1.

Inquiry ;
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Inquiry; examination ; act of seeking Addis. SE'COND./ fsecond, Fr. secundnt, Lat. ] '.

3. Quest i pursuit. Dryden I The next in order to the first; the ordinal of

SE'ARCHER. / [ftomjtarch ] t. Examiner j j two. Dryden. x. Next in value or dignity}

enquirer ; trier Prior. x. Officer in London inferior. Addisn.

appointed to examine the bodies of the dead, SE'COND-HAND./. Possession received from

and report the cause of death Grants. I 'he first possessor.

SE'ASON. s. [saison, Fr ] 1. Oneofthe four SECOND HAND, [used adjectively.] Not ori-

parts ofthe year, Spring, Summer, Autumn,! ginal ; not primary. Swift.

Winter. Addison. X. A time as distinguished .^/Second-hand. In imitation; in the second

from others. Miltn. 3. A fit time; an op- I place of order ; by tranf-niflion ; not primari-

portune concurrence. Philips. 4. A time not ly ; nor originally. Sivist.

very long. Shakejp. 5. That which gives a SECOND / [second, Fr Irom the adjective.]

high relish. Shakesp

To SE'ASON. v. a. {assaijsonner, Fr ] 1. To

mix with food any thing that gives a high re

lish. Brean. X. To give a relish to. Dryden,

'Tilhtson. 3. To qualify by mixture of ano

ther ingredient Shakesp. 4. To imbue ; to

tinge or taint. Taylor. 5. To fit for any use

by time or habit ; to mature. Addison.

To SE'ASON. v. n. To be mature ; to grow fit

for any purpose. Moxin.

SEASONABLE, a. [saifin, Fr] Opportune;

happening or done at a proper time Smth.

SE' ASONABLENESS./ [from//a/W/s.] Op

portuneness of lime ; propriety with regard to

time. Addison.

SE ASONABLY. adv. [from seasonable.] Pro

perly with respect to time. Spratt.

SE'ASONER. / [from To season ] He who sea

sons or gives a relish to any thing.

SE'ASON 1NG. / [from season.] That which is

added to any thing 10 give it a relish. B. Johns.

SEAT. / [sett, old German. | 1. A cluir,

bench, or any thing on which one may sit.

DryJ.n. X. Chair of (late ; throne ; post of

authority ; tribunal. Hakrwill 3. Mansion ;

residence ; dwelling ; abode. Raleigh. 4. Si

tuation ; site. Raleigh.

To SEAT. v. a. [from the noun] 1. To place

on fents ; to cause 10 sit down Aibuthnot. x.

To place in a post of authority, or place of

distinction Milton. 3. To fix in any particular

pUce or situation ; to fettle. Raleigh. 4. To

fix ; to place firm. Mitten.

SE AWARD, adv. f sea and peapfe, Sax ] To

ward* the sea. Pope

SE'CANT./ [secani, La'., secavte, Fr] In geo

metry, the right line drawn upon the centre

os a circle, cutting and meeting with another

line, called the tangent without it. Pifl.

To SECEDE, v n. [ secede, Lat] To with

draw from fellowship in any affair.

SECL'OER / [from secede] One who disco

ver* hi*, disapprobation of any proceedings by

withdrawing himself.

To SECK'RN. v. a. [ secerno, Lat.] To sepa

rate finer from ertfser rm.lter ; 10 make the

separation os substance* m the body. Bacon.

SECESSION. J. [ freest, I.at j 1. The act

0 of departing. Brown, x. The act of with

drawing '"rom councils or actions.

SE'C1-E./ [ seculum. Lat.) A century, fsamm.

Te SECLUDE, v. a. [seclude. Lat.] To con-

" fine from ; to shut up a^au ; lo cxcludi

tVlilfsl..

One who accompanies another in a duel to

direct or defend him. Drayton. x. One who

supportb or maintains ; a supporter; a main-

lainer. kVo!t-n. 3. The sixtieth part of 1

minute. IVilkini.

To SE'COND. 1: a. [seconder, Fr] 1. To

support ; to forward ; to assist i to come in af

ter the act as a maintained Roscomnton. x.

To follow in the next place. Raleigh

SE CON D Sight, s The power of seeing thines

future, or things distant : supposed inherent in

some of the Scotch islanders Addison

SECONDsighted a. [from secondsights Hav

ing the second fight. Addison.

SECONDARILY, adv [irom secondary.] In

the lecond degree; in the second order; not

primarily; not originally Digby.

SECONDARINESS./ [from secondary.] The

state of being secondary Ncrr.

SECONDARY, a [ frcondariui, L»t.] I. Not

primary ; not ofthe first intention; not ofthe

first rate. Bentley. x Acting by transmission

ordeputation. Prior. 3 A secondary fever is

that which a ises after a crisis, or the discharge

ot some moil.id matter, as after the declension

o'the small pox or measles, Quiney.

SECONDARY / [from the adjective] A de-

lepate ; a de.mty.

SI'CONDLY. adv. [fromsecond] Inthele-

cond place. Swiss

SECO.M ORATE. / [second and rate] 1. The

second order in dignity or value. Addison. a.

It it sometimes used adjectively. Dryden.

SECRECY./, [irom secret.] 1. Privacy ; state

of being hidden. Shakesp. x. Solitude; re

tirement. South. 3. Furbearance dl' discovery.

Hooker. 4. Fidelity to a seciet j taciturnity

inviolate ; close silence

SECRET, a. [seerttm. Lat.] I. Kept hidden )

not revealed ; concealed ; private. Dent. 1.

Retired; private; unseen Miiton. 3. Faith

ful to a secret entrusted. Shakesp. 4. Un

known; not discovered ; as, » secret remedy.

5. Privy ; obscene

SE'CRET./ [secret, Yt.sccrctum, Lat.] 1.

Something studiously hidden. Sbakefp. X. A

thing unknown ; something not yet discover

ed. Molten. 3. Privacy ; secrecy. Miiton.

To SE CRET. v. a. [from the noun ] To keep

private. Bacon.

SECRETAIUSHIP s. [ secretaire, Tr. from

secretary ] The office of a secretary.

SECRETARY./

4 R i

icla. ;«.', low Lat] One

entrusted
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entrusted with the management of business ; |To SECU'RE. v a. [from the adjective.] I.

to mike certain ; to put out of hazard ; to

ascertain Dryin. •-. To protect ; lo make

safe. iVatts. 3. To insure. 4. To nuke last.

SECURELY, aiv. {from secure] V, iihout

fear ; carclcsty ; without danger ; lately. DryJ.

SECtJ'REMENT./ [from /cure] The cause

of lately; protection; defence. Brew*.

SECU'RITY. f [stturitai, Lat ] 1. Careless

ness ; freedom trom fear. Haywari. 1. Vi-

tious carelessness ; confidence ; want of vigi

lance. Staiesp. Davm. 3. Protection ; de

funct. Tillclje*. 4. Any thing given as a

pledge ot caution ; insurance. Arbutkust. 5,

Sa'ety ; certainty. Swift.

SEDA'N./ A kind of a portable coach ; a chair.

Arbulbnct.

«EDA'TE. a. [seiatui. Lat ] Calm; quiet;

still; unruffled; undistuibed. serene Wain.

SEDATELY, aiv. [from /cijte.] Calmly ;

without disturbance. Licit.

SED A'TENESS /. [from seiatej] Calmness ;

tranquillity ; serenity ; freedom from distur

bance.

SEDENTARINESS./ [from/denary.] Tbe

state or l»eing sedentary ; inactivity.

SEDENTARY, a. [seientarie, Ital. seiette-

rial. Lat ] 1. Passed in lilting still ; wanting

one who writes for another. Chretien.

To SECR'ETE. v . a. [ secret*!, Lat ] 1 . To

put aside j to hide. 1. [In the animal ceco-

mony.l To secern ; 10 separate.

SECRETION /. [ hornsecret*!. Lat ] 1 That

part of the animal ceconorny that consists in

leparatingthe various fluids of the Ljdy. a.

The fluid secreted.

SECRETITIOUS. a.fsrom secret*!, Lat.] Part

ed bv animal 1'ecieMon. Fhyer.

SECRETIST./ [from/«vrr.'.] A dealer in st-

crets. Beyle

SE'CRETLY. aiv. [from secret] Privately :

privily ; not opcnlv ; not publickl y . /liiijen

SE'CRETNESS./ fsrom /ee,e;.\ 1. State ot

being hidden. 2. Quality of keeping a secret

Dcnr.e.

SE'CRETORY. a [from secret*!. Lat] Per

forming the office of secretion. Ray.

SECT./ s/cta. Lat I A body ol men follow

ing some particular master, or united in some

tenets. Dryicn.

SECTARI'M /. [from seel.] Disposition to

petty sect-, in opposition to things establiflied.

Kinr CharUs

SECTARY./ [siclairt, Fr.] 1. One whodi

vides from publick establishment, and join>

with those distinguished by some particulai

whims. Bacon. 1 A follower; a pupil Spent

SF.CTATOR./ Isolator, Lat] A follower ,

an imitator ; a disciple. Raleigh.

SECTION/ [Jctlie, Lat.] 1 The act 01

o.it!ing ordtviding. tVtrtt:* 1. A part divid

ed from the rest. 3. A small and d.stinct part

of a writing or book Biy >.

SE CTOR./ [ secleur, F, ] In geometry, an

instrument mule ot wood or metal, with a

|oint, and sometimes a piece to turn out to

make* true, square, wiih. the lines of sines,

tangents, secants, equal part;, rhumbs, poly

gons, hours, latitudes.

SECULAR a. [ scculam, Lat.] 1. -Not spiri

tual t relating to astairs of the present world :

not holy 1 worldly. lloikcr. 2. [In the

church of Rome J Not bound by monastick

rules. Temple. 3. Happening or coming once

in a sec.'e or century. Aiiilia.

8ECULA RITY. s. '[from secular■] V.'orldli

nets; attention to the tilings of the present

life. Bumet.

To SECULARIZE, v. a [seculai iser, Fr.]

from secular.] i. To convert from spiritual

appropriations to common use. 1. To make

worldly.

SE CULARLY. aiv. [howseeular.] In a world

ly manner.

Sli'CULARNESS./. [{torn secular.] Wo.ldli

ness.

SECUNDINE / The mtmbrane in which th

embryo is wrapped ; the after-b rth. Ciiyley.

SECURE, x. [jeeurus, Lat] 1 Free from

fear; exempt fromterrour; easy ; assured

Milan. 1. Carestss ; '.vanting caution

wanting vigilance. 3. Free from danger

fase. Aiiiun.

TpiC
motion .<r action. Arbutbnot.

active; sluggish ; motionless Miltt*'.

SEDGE, j. Ifec^, Sax ] A growth of narrow

flats ; a narrow flag. San.lys

SE DGY. a [from Jeige] Overgrown withoir-

rowr1*gs Sbakejp.

SEDIMENT, j. f seiimemtum, Latin ] Tint

which lubiides or leitles at the bottom Witi's.

SEDITION./, [seiitu. Lat.] A tursult 1 aa

insurrection'; a popular commotion. Sbthcjp.

SEDI TIOUS. a. [jeiitirsus, Latin ) r'actiou*

with tumult ; tuibulent C/areni-u.

SEDI TIOUSLY. aaV [from seiitnui] Tu-

multnoully : with factious lurbulcnce.

SEDITIOUSNESS / [from seiitnui.] Tur

bulence; disposition to sedition.

To SEDUCE, v. a [seine}, Lat.] To draw 1-

side from the right , to tempt ; t-a corrupt; w

deprave ; to mislead ; to deceive. Sbairsp

SEDUCE VI ENT./ [from seiuce] Practice of

seduction ; art or means used in order tu se

duce. Pipe.

SEDU CER. /. [from seiuce. ] One who draws

aside rioin the right j a tempter ; a co.rupttr.

Staiesp.

SEDUCIBLE a. [horn seiuce.] Corruptible ;

capable of being drawn alid-. Bnui*.

SEDUCTION./ [seiujlui, Lat.] These* of

seducing; the act os drawing aside. Hamvui.

SEDULITY./ [siiu'utai, Lai.]Diiieentasi-

duity ; labor io usnes, ; induiL y ; applitatioo.

South. ,

SEDULOUS a. [ seiu'ui. Lat] AfuJuoa< ; in

dustrious ; laborious; diligent; painiul-./ri.''.

SEDULOUSLY, aiv. \icom seiubw ] M&?

oust/ ; industrioufly; laboriously ; uiligcntirV

painfully, tlilipt.
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8E DULOUSNESS./. [ftomsedul,*!.] Assiduity,

assiduousness ; industry; diligence.

SEE. /. [sedei. Lit. J The feat of episcopal

power j the diocese of i bishop. Slakejp.

To SEE. v. a. prefer. I fate ; part, pass. seen,

[peon, Sit.Jten, Dutch.] I . To perceive by the

eye. Le-cke. 1. To observe ; to find. Milts*. 3.

To discover ; to descry. Shakejp. 4 To con

verse with. Lake. 5. To attend ; to remark.

Addison.

To SEE. v. n. 1. To have the power of sight ;

to have by the eye perception ostlungs distant.

Dryden. z. To discern without deception.

Tillot/o*. 3. To enquire; to distinguish. Shake.

4. To be attentive. Sbakesp. 5. To llherr.e ;

to contrive. Shakejp.

SEE. interjeClton. Lo j look ; observe ; behold.

Halifax.

SEED./ [p.o, Sax. faed, Dutch] 1. The orga

nised particle produced by plant*, and animals,

from which new plants and animals are gene

rated More. 1. First principle -, original.

Hi:ker. 3. Principle c production. Waller. 4.

Progeny ; offspring; descendants. Spenser. 5.

Race ; generation ; birih. rVailir.

To SEED. v. m. [from the noun ] To grow to

perfect maturity so as to shed the seed. Swift.

SEEDCAKE./ [seed xai cake.] A sweet cake

interspersed with warm aromatick seeds Tusser.

SEEDLIP. 7 / A vessel in which the lower

SEEDLOP. i carries his feed. Ainsviirth.

SE EDPEARL. J. \ seed and pearl. ] Small

grains of pearl. Boyle.

SE EDPLOT./. [ Iced and plot ] The ground to

which plants arc lowe. I to be afterwards trans

planted. Bern Jibnfin, llamm.nd, Clarendon.

SEEDTIME./, [seed and time. J The season of

sowing. Bacon, Atlet bury.

SEEDLING. /". (from seed.] A young plant just

risen from the seed. Evelyn.

SEEDNESS / [from/r*,/] Seed'.ime; the

time of lowing. Sbakesp.

SE EDSMAN. /: [seed and ma-,.] The sower ;

he that scatters the feed. Shakejp.

SEEDY, a. [from feed] Abounding with seed

SEE'ING./ [from fee.] Sight ; vision. Sbakesp.

SliE'lNG. ? adv. [irom/iv.] Since; sith ;

SEEING, that. I it bein^ lo that. Mill:*.

To SEEK.. v. a. pret. Ij'cught ; part. pats, souths.

[fecin, Six.secicn, Dutch ] 1 To lo k for ;

to search for. Clarendtn, Herbert. a. To

solicit; to endeavour to gain. Milton. 3. To

go to fin 1 Dryden. 4. To pursue by secret

machinations, tbakesp.

To SEEK, v. n 1. To make search ; to mike

ir.Cjuiry; to endeavour. Milton, t. To m.ke

pursuit. Dent. 3 To appl, to ; to use sol:uia~

tion. Dent. 4. To endeavour aster. KuolUs.

To SEEK. At a loss; without measures, kaow-

U.-ijeor eiperier.ee. Milton, R.jcommon.

SEEK.r.R ._/. [from seek.] One that leeks ; an

inquirer Glanti le.

SEE (.^SORROW, s. [seek and secrete.] One

>o*rio contrives to give himsell vexation. Sidney

To SEEL, v.a [scel/er, tg lea!, Fr.J To dole

the eyes. A term of falcorry, the eyes of a

wild and haggard hawk being for a time fee),

ed. Sidney, Bacon.

To SEEL. v. . [pyllan, Sax.] To lean on one

side. Raleigh.

SEE LY. a [from peel, lucky time, Sax] 1.

Lucky ; happy. Spenser. ». Silly ; foolish «

simple. Spenser.

To SEEM, v n. [sembler. Fr.] 1. To appear;

to make a shew ; to have semblance. Dryden.

a. To have the appearance of truth. Dryden.

3. In Shakespeare, to be beautilul. 4. It

Seems. There is an appearance, though no

reality. Blackmore. 5. It is sometimes a flight

affirmation. Atterbnry. 6. It appears to be.

Biewn.

SEE MtiR / [from seem] One that carries an

appearance. Sbakesp.

SEEMING, s. [from seem.] 1. Appearance ;

show; semblance. Sbakesp. 2. Fair appea

rance Shjkcsp. 3 Opinion. Milton.

SEE'MINGLY. adv. [from seeming.] In ap

pearance ; in (how ; in semblance. G/anville

SEEMINGNESS / [iromje.mmg] Plausibili

ty ; fair appearance. Digby.

SEE MLINESS./ [ item Jeemly. ] Decency ;

handsomeness ; comeliness ; grace ; beauty.

Camden.

SEE MLY a. [scimmelight, Danish ] Decent ;

becoming ; proper ; lit Hooker, Philips.

SEEMLY, adv. [from the adjective] In a de

cent manner ; in a proper manner, Ptfe.

SEEN. a. [from/«.j Skilled; versed.

SEER. J. llrom fee.] 1 . One who sees. AJJis:*.

a. A prophet ; one who foresees future event*.

Prior.

SEE'RWOOD /. See Searwood. Dry wood.

Dryden.

SEE SAW./ [from /aw. J A recipreciting mo

tion. Pose.

To SEE'SAW. v. n. [from /air.] To move wiib.

a reciprocating motion Arbuthnrt.

To SEETH. v. a preterite, / Jed or seethed :

part, pass sodden [fcoban, Sax. [eoden, Du' j

To boil ; to decoct in hot liiiuor. Spenser.

To SEETH. v n. To be in a Itate 01 ebullition j

to he h t. Sbakesp.

SEETHER./ [homseeth.] A boiler ; a pot.

Dryden.

SECMENT. /. [segment**, Lit] A figure

contained between a chord and an auh ol the

circle, or so much of the circle as i« cut of? by

that chord. Brovj*.

SE GNITY./ [homsigui, Lat] Sluggllhnes* ;

inact:vity. Di3.

To SEGREGATE, v.a [ftfreg; Lat.] To

set apart ; to separate fromotnei'..

SEGREGATION./, {fromfegrtgatt.] Sera-

ration frem others. Shakejp.

SEIGNEURIAL. a. (from /«£«/«•.] Invested

with lar;re powers; ir.dependant. Temple

SEIGNIOR./ [fcamjcnior. Lat seigneur, Fr]

A lord. The title o. honour given by Italian...

SEIGNIORY / [feiguciirie,Vr. (comjeignur.]

A lordship ; 1 territory. Sfenjcr, Davtei.

SE 1GNO-
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SE'IGNORAGE. /. [feigneuriage, Fren. from

seignior.] Authority j ackaowledgment of

power. Locke.

ToSEI'GNORISE.ti. a. [hcmfeignior.] To

lard over. Fairfax.

SEINE./. [rejne, Sax.] A net used in fishing.

Carcw.

SEINER. / [from seine.] A fisher with neu.

CartVt.

To SEIZE. ■». o. [faijir, Fr.] !. To take pos-

lession os ; to grasp ; to lay ho'd on *, to fallen

on. Pope. 1. To fake forcible possession of by

law. Camden. 3 To make possessed. AdJifon.

To SEIZE, v. n To fix the gr'sp or the power

on any thing. Shake/p

SE'IZIN./ [faifine, Fr.] 1. Tin law.] Seisin in

fact, is when a corporal possession is taken :

seisin in law, is when something is done which

the law accounteth z seisin, as an inrolmeni.

This is as much as a right to lands and tene

ments. Crwel. x. The act of taking possession.

Decay of Piety. 3. The things possessed. Hale

SE'IZURE./ [from/ir'xv.] I.The act of seizing.

1. The thing seized Milton. 3. The act of

taking forcible possession. kVotton. 4. Gripe ;

possession. Drjden. 5. Catch. Wattt.

SELCOUTH. a. [fe'k, rare, Sax. and ceutb,

known.] Uncommon. Spenser.

SELDOM. aJv. spelean, Six. fe/dan, Dutch.]

! Rarely ; not often ; not frequently. S:utb.

5EI.DOMNF.SS/ [fromselJcm.] Uncommon-

ness; infrequency ; rareness; rarity. Hooker.

SE'LDSMOWN. a. [slid and/W..] Seldom

exhibited to view. Sbakefp.

ToSEI.ECT. i>. <». [/*/*<7«», Lat] To chuse

in preference to others rejected. Kncllct.

SELECT, a. Nicely chosen ; choice ; cu' led out

en account of superiour excellence, frier.

SELECTION. / [sehaci, Lat. domselecl. ]

The act os culling or chusing ; choice. Brovin

SELE'CTNESS./. (.from feleil.] The state of

being select.

SELECTOR./ sfrom>/*<Sf] He who selects.

SELENOGRA PH1CAL. ? a. \f-Acvographiaue.

SELENOCRAPHICK. J Fr.] Belonging to

selenography.

SELENOGRAPHY./ [«Xnm and ,(*<&.] A

description of the moon Bronvn.

BELF.f!-»<«■. r>\ar.fehei. [rj\r,Six..felf,seke,

Dutch] 1. Its primary signification seemt to

b'thit o an adjective : very; particular ; this

a';.ve others. Dryden. 1 It is united both to

the personal pronoun*, and to the neutral pro

noun rr, and is always added when they are

ii.ts! reciprocally : a.s I did not hurt him, be

r*r: liimilis; the pecple htfs me, but I clap

m'.l'elr. L.cte. 3. Compounded with him, a

pit. noun ful'ilaiice, jelj is in appearance an

a.'jective : joined 10 my, thy, our, jour, pro-

r"un ailjtCiu'es, it seems a substantive. 4. It

is rrech u'cd in compesiticn.

SE'LFHEAL./ [beunilU, L»t] A plant. The

fame with Sa N 1 c L E.

SKI FISH * strom/*//'.] Attentive only to

ox-'' own interest ; void ©1 rtgaid for others.

Au.itJ in.

SE'LFISHNESS. / [ hamselfish. ] Attention to

his own interest, without any regard toothers;

self love. Boyle.

SELFISHLY, adv. [from selfish] With regard

only 10 his own interest; without iove of

others. Pope.

SE'LFSAME. a. [selftad same] Numerically

ih-: fame. Mi/ton.

SE LION./ [Jelie, low Lat.] A ridge of land.

Ainstuortb.

SELL pronoun, [htsels. ] Ben Johns,:

SELL./ [Jellc, Fr fella, Lat.) A saddle. Spew.

To SELL v a. [j-yllan, Sax.] To give for a

pnee. Sivift.

To SELL. v. n. To have commerce or trassick

with one Sbake.

SE'LLANDER./ A dry scab in a horse's houfi;

or pastern. Ainftsonh.

SE'LLEU. / [Uomfell] The person that sells ;

vender. Sbakefp.

SE LVAGE / The edge of cloth where it is

closed by complicating the threads Exodus.

SELVES. The plural of/*// Locke.

SE MBLABLE. a. [femblable, Fr ] Like ; re

sembling. Sbakefp.

SEMBLABLY adv. [from femblable.] With

semblance. Sbakefp.

SE'MBLANCE./ [ /emblancr, Frcn. frony/r™-

blant..] 1. Likeness; resemblance j similitude ,

representation Asih:n,Hrood-ward, Roger t. a.

Appearance ; show ; ti»ure. Fairfax.

SEMBLANT. a. [fembant, Fren.j Like; re-

semblirg; having the appeaiance of any thing.

Little used. Prior.

SEMBLANT. / Show; figure ; resemblance.

Spenser.

SEMBLATIVE. a. [from femblant.] Suitable;

accommodate; fit; relemb'irg. Sbakefp.

ToSE'MBLE. v. n. [fembler,?r,] To rt pie-

sent ; to make a like:. ess. Prisr.

SEAll.f [Latin.] A word which, used in corn-

pifilion, signifies half.

SE'MIANNULAR. a [ semi and annmlnt, a

ring] Hair round. Grevj.

SEMIBREF / [femibreve, Fren.] A note in

musick relating to time Donne

SEMICI'RCLE./ [femicircu.'ui. Lat.] A half

round ; part of a circle divided by the diameter.

SEMICTRCLED. \a [fernland circular ]

SEMICIRCULAR. I Hah round.

SEMICO LON./ [jemi and xi-Xn ] Half * co

lon ; a point made thus [ ; ] to note a greater

pause than that of a comma.

SEMIDIA'METER. / ( semi and diameter]

Hall the line, which, drawn through the centre

ol a circle, divides it into two equal pair*.

More.

SEMISJlAPHANE'lTY. /. s stmi and diatha.

nenj ] Hals transparency ; impei sect transpa

rency.

SEMIDIA'PHANOUS. a. [semi ard diafba-

ruut.) Halt transparent. Weodnvard

SE'MIDOUHLE. /. [semi and dcubte] la the

Romilh breviary, such offices and teast^a* aie

CUtblTJLid
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celebrated with less solemnity than the dou

ble ones. Bailey.

SEMIFLUID, a. [semi and fluid.] Imperfect

ly fluid. Arbnthnot.

SF.MII.UNAR. } a. \ semihnaire, Fr.] Re-

SEMII.U'NARYJ' sembliog in form an half

mown. Grenv.

SEMIMETAL. / [semi and metal.] Half me

tal j imperfect metal

SEMINA-LITY / [from semen. Lat.] The

niture of seed. Brown, x. The power of be-

in£ produced. Broiva.

SEMINAL, a. [ seminal, Fr. seminis, Lat.] I.

Belonging to feed. i. Contained in the feed ;

radical Swift.

SEMINARY./ [seminaire, Fr. seminarinm,

Lat.] I. The ground where any thing is sown

to be afterwards trnfplanted. Mortimer. 1.

The place or original stock whence any

thing is brought. Weodward. 3. Seminal

state. Brown 4, Original; first principles

Harvey, 5. Breeding plate t place of educa

tion, from whence scholars are transplanted

into life. Swift.

SEMINA'TION. / [from semino, Lat.] The

act of sowing.

SEMINICAL. ? a. semen and /««'«, Lat.

SEM1N1TICK.J Productive of feed. Brown.

SFMINIFICATION / The propagation from

the feed or seminal parts. Hale.

SEMIOPACOUS a. [ semi and opacus, Lat.1

Hal: dirk Boyle

SEMIPE'DAL. a. [semi and pedis, Lat.] Con

taining half a foot.

SRMIPERSPICUOUS. a. [semi and serfs i-

cnns, Lat.J Half transparent j imperfectly

clear. Grew).

SEMIO'RDINATE./ [In conic sections ] A

line drawn at right angles to and bissected by I

the axis, and reaching from one fide of the

axis to another. Harris. \

SE.MIPEI.LUC1D. [semi and pellncidus,

'•at. j Half clear; imperfectly transparent.

Woodward

EEMIQUA'DRATE. ? / [In astronomy.] Ad

SEMIQUA RTILE. J aspect of the planets

when distant from each other forty five de

grees, or one sign and an half. Bailey.

SEMIQUAVER s [In mulick.] A note con

taining hal the quaver. Bailey.

SEMIQyi'NTILE. [In astronomy ] An aspect

ot the planets, when at the distance of thirty-

fix degrees from one another. Bailey.

SEMITE XTILE./ [In astronomy I A scmi-

sixth j an alpect of the planets when they are

distant from each other one twelfih part of a

circle, or thirty degrees.

SEMISPHER1CAI-. a [semi and spherical.]

Belonging t-i Haifa square.

SEM ISPH E RO'I I> A L a semi andspheroidal ]

Eormed like a half spheroid.

SEMITfc'RTIAN / [/emi tni tertian.] An

aq«c composed of a tertian and a quotidian.

+A'buthnrt

SEMIVOWEL/ [semi and fivr/J Ac?nso-

nant which makes an imperfect found, or

does not demand a total occlusion of the

mouth. Brume.

SEMPERVIVE. / A plant. Bacon.

SEMPITERNAL a. [ sempiternut. Lat.]

Eternal in futurity ; having beginning, but

no end. Hale. 1. In poetry it is used sim

ply for eternil.

SEMPITERNITY. s [ sempitemitas. Lat.

Future duration without end. Hale,

SEMPSTRESS, s. rrearner-epe, &ir j A ws_

man whose businels is to few ; a woman who

lives by her needle. Gnlliver.

SE'NARY. a. [senarivs. Lat.] Belonging to

the number fix ; containing fix.

SE NATE. / [ senatns, Lat.J An assembly of

councellors ; a body of men set apart to con

sult for the publick good. Denham.

SE NATEHOUSE / [senate and house.] place

of publick council. Shakesp.

SE'NATOR. /. [ senator, Lat.] A publick

councellor. Granville.

SENATORIAL.? a. [senatorius. Lat.] Be-

SENATOR1AN. i longing to senators j besit-

ing senators.

To SEND. v. a. [fenfcjn, Stx.senden, Dutch]

I. To dispatch from one place to another.

Genesis, Mill:*, Dryden, Swift, a. Tocora-

miflion by authority to go and act. Shakesp.

3. To grant as from a distant place. Gen. 4.

To inflict as from a distance. Deuteren. 5.

To emit ; toimmit; to produce. Cheyne, 6".

To diffuse; to propagate. Pope.

To SEND. v. n. 1. To deliver or dispatch a

message. Clarendon. 1. To Send sir. To

require by message to come, or cause to be

brought. Dryden.

SENDER./ [tr.m/M</]He that sends Shakes.

SENESCENCE, j. [Jenesce, Lat.JThe state of

growing old ■ decay by time, ff'oedward.

SENESCHAL. s.\ seneschal, Pr.] One who

bad in great houses the caie of feasts, or do-

meslick ceremonies. Milton.

SENOREEN./ A plant. Ainswerth.

SENILE, a. [senilit, Lat.] Belonging to oU

age ; consequent on old age. Boyle.

SENIOR. / [senior, Lat J 1. On; c lder than

another; one who on account of longer time

his lome superiority. Whitgiste. a An aged

p-rlon. Dryden.

SENIO RI I V.J. [homsenior.] Eldership; prio

rity o' bir. h. Brceme.

SE'NNA. / [Jena, Lat.] A physical tree. Shakes.

SENNIGHT./. Contracted from sne might.\

The Ipace ot seven nights and days ; a week.

Shakcjp.

SENOCULAR. a f seni and eculnt, Lat] Hav

ing six eyes Derham

SENSA'TION./: [snsatio. Lat.] Perception

by means of the lenses. Rogers.

SENSE./ \senjus, I. at. J 1 Faculty or powerby

which external objects are perceivec*. Davit*.

*. Perception by the senses ; sensation. Dryd.

3. Peiception by intellect; apprehension of

mind AU'.: m. 4. Scalability ; quickness or

keeonefc
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keenness os perception. Shalesp 5. Under-

Handing ; soundness of faculties ; strength of

natural reason. Poje. 6. Reason ; reasonable

meaning Dryden 7. Opinion; notion;

judgmen'. Rr/emmin. 8. Consciousness; con

viction. DryJtn. 9. Moral perception LE-

strange. 10. Meaning; import.TilhisonWatti

SENSED part. Perceived by the fenses. Glanv.

SE'NSEFUL. a. [ham sense and /«//.] Reason

able ; judicious. Norris.

SE'NSELESS.«.[srorn/r»/'.]i. Wanting sense;

wanting life ; void of all life or perception

Locke, a. Unfeeling ; wanting perception

Ravoc. 3. Unreasonable; stupid; doltish;

blockish. Clarendon. 4. Contrary to true

judgment ; contrary to reason. Smth. 5

Wanting sensibility; wanting quickness 01

keennels of perception. Peacham 6. Wanting

knowledge \ unconscious. Southern.

SENSELESSLY. adv. [from senfelesi.] In a

fadeless manner ; stupidly ; unreasonably

Lecie.

SENSELESSNESS./, [from stnselest.) Filly;

unreasonableness ; absurdity ; stupidity.Gre-w.

SENSIBILITY. / [sensibilit/, Fr.) 1. Quick

nest o! sensation. Addison. 2. Quickness 01

perception.

SENSIBLE a. [sensible, Fr.] Having the pow

er of perceiving by the senses. Raleigh. 2.

Perceptible by the senses. Umber. 3 Per

ceived by the mind Temple. 4. Perceiving by

either mind or fenses ; having perception by

the mind or fenses. Diyden. ;. Having mo

ral perception ; having the quality ot being

affected by moral good or ill. Shakefp. 6 Ha

ving quick intellectual feeling ; being easily

or strongly affected. Dryden. 7. Convinced

persuaded AJdifon. o In low convcrlation

it hi-> lomctimci , the sense os rcalbnable ; ju

dicious ; wife dJdtjon

SE'NSIBLEN ESS. J.[irom/ensib!e,Fr. ] 1 .Possi

bility to be perceived by the senfe. a. Actual

perception by mir.d or body. 3. Quickness

of perception ; feasibility ; Sharp. 4. Pain

ful conic mushes". Hammond.

SENSIBLY, adv. [from sensible.] 1.Perceptibly

to the senses, 1. With perception of cither

mind or bodj. 3. Externally by imprcfilon on

the lenses. H:skcr. 4. With cuick intellectu

al peiception. 5. In low language, judici

ously ; reasonably.

SENSITIVE, a. (sensifis, Fr ] Having sense

or perception, but not rcaton. Hammond.

SENSITIVE Plant. J. [m,mosa, Lat.] A plant

Ofthis plant the humble plants are a species,

which -are so tailed, because, upon beiDg

touched, the pedicle osthe leaves falls down

ward; but the leaves of \\\tsensitive plant are

only contracted. Miller.

SENt-lTIViiLY. adv. [from sensitive ] In a

sensitive manner. Hammond.

SENSORiUM J /". [I,»t. )i. The part where

$E NSORT'. 3 the senses Iran "mil their per

ceptions to the mind ; the feat of the sense.

Baton, 2. Oigan of leos-iion. Bintl.j

SENSUAL, a [sensnel, Fr.] 1. Consisting 'in

scnle ; depending on sense ; affecting the sen

ses. Pof.e 2. Pleasing to the senses ; carnal ;

not spiritual. Hoiker. 3. Devoted to sense ;

lewd ; luxurious. Milton, Atttrbnrj.

SENSUALIST./ [ from/m/aa/. ] A carnatl

person ; one devoted to corporal pleasure*.

South.

SENSUA'LITY./[from /"«/.*/.] Addiction to

brutal and corporal plealure*. Daviet.

To SENSUALIZE, v. a. [from Jensnat) To

sink to sensual pleasures; to degrade the mind

into subjection to the lenses. Pope.

SENSUALLY, adv. [from senjnal.) In a sen

sual manner.

SENSUOUS, a. [from sense\ Tender; pathe-

tick ; full of passion Mittin.

SENT. The participle passive tf[end Vej-a.

SENTENCE./ [ lenience, Fr.]i. Determu-a-

lion or decision, as of a judge civil or crimi

nal. Httberf Atlerbury. l. It is usually spo

ken ot condemnation pronounced by the

ju.'gc. Milton. 3. A maxim ; an axiom ;

generally moral. Bromc. 4. A short p&t*.-

giaph; period in writing. Daniel.

To SENTENCE, v. a. [sentencier, Fr ] 1.

To pass the last judgment on any one. Mtl-

ton -a. To condemn Temple.

SENTEN 1 IO SI r Y. I from seutentiui] Com

prehension in « sentence. Brown

SENTENTIOUS, a. [ sentencienx, Fr.] A-

bounding with short sentences, axioms, aski

maxims sho:t an'.l energetick. Crafb&w.

SENTE'N nOL'SLY.oa/*./[trom/*»/»»«t«J ]

In short sentences ; with striking brevity .Bait.

SI.NTE'NTIOUSNESS / [from sentemtunu.]

Pithiness of sentences; brevity with strength.

Dryden.

SENTERY. s. One who is set to watch io a

gairiibn, orin ihcouilir.cos the army. ^Vsi//**.

SENTIENT a. [jtntiem, Lit] Perceiving;

having perception Hale.

SE NTsENT. / [from the adjective.] He thatt

has perception. Glanvtlle.

SENTIMENT.[/rn(i«i»r, Fr ] 1. Thought;

notion ; opinion- Lscke. a. The senfce consi

dered distinctly from the languige or thioga ;

a striking sentence in a coroposiiion.

SENTINEL. / [Jentinelle, Fr. ] One who

watches or keeps guaid to prevent surprise.

Davies

SENTRY./ 1. A watch; a sentinel; on*

who watches in a garrison, or army. DryJtn.

2. Guard; watch; the duty of a fenny.

Brcwn.

SEPARABILITY / [from separable ] The

quality ot admitting disunion or dilcerpttotv.

Ntirit.

SEPARABLE, a [separable, Fr. septrmMit,

lat.] i. Susceptive ot disunion ; dissupnl-lc.

2 Possible to be disjoined from fomeifrt^

Albulhnst. .

SP. PAKARLENESS. / [from seMrab^] Ca-

piblenefs of being separable. ttsjkt. >.
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To SETAR ATE. v. a. [stpare. Lat. separer,

Fr.] i. To break ; to divide into part-. 1.

To disunue; to disjoin. Milton. 3. To lever

from the rest Boyle. 4. To fat apart; to l*e-

gre-Mte. Adi. 5 To withdraw. Genesis.

To SEPARATE, v.n. To part; t« be disunit

ed. Ltcit

SEPARATE.*, [from the v»rb.] 1. Divided

from th? rest Burnt!. 1. Disunited from

the body: disengaged from corporeal nature.

Lockt.

SEPARATELY, aiv [from separate ] Apart ;

singly not in union; distinctly. Dryitn.

SE'PAF.ATENESS / [from/r/ararv.] The

state of being separate.

SEPARATION./ [stparatio, \M.separation,

Fr.] t. The act of separating; disjunction

Abbot. 2. The state of being separate; dis

union Bacon 3. The chyir.ical analysis, or

operation of disuniting tilings mingled. Bacon.

4. Divorce; disjunction from a married state

Sbakesp.

SEPARATIST./ [separatists, Fr.frnmsepa-

ratt ] One who divides from the church) a

schilinatick. South.

SEPARATOR./ [from/yam/*.] One who

divides; a divider.

SE'PARATORY. a. [from separate.] Used in

separation Cbeynt.

SEPELIBLE. a. [stpeSt, Lat.] That may be

buried. Bailey.

SE'PIMENT./ [stpimtntum, Lat] A hedge ;

a fence. Bailey.

SEPOSITION./[/y«»», Lat.] The act of

setting apart j segregation.

SEPT. j [septum, Lat.] A clan 5 a race; a

generation Boyle.

SEPTANGULAR, a. [septet ind anrnlus,

Lat.] Having seven corners or sides.

SEPTEMBER /. [Lat.J The ninth mc.ih 1

the year ; the seventh from March. Pead.am

SE'PTENARY a. [sefteuariui, Lat.] Consist

inr» of seven Wattt.

SE'PTENARY./ The number seven. Brown

SEPTENNIAL, a. [septennii, Lat.J 1. Last

ing seven yean. 2. Happening once in levcn

years. Homes

aEPTE'NTRION/[French.] The north Shah

SEPTE'NTRION. ? a. [ s-ptentrinalu,

SEPTENTRIONAL j Lat.]NcrtherD.Wi7//i

SEPTENTRIONAL1TY / [fromjcptrntr,,

nal.] Northerhnef..

SEPTE NTRIONALLY aiv. [iromscpteiftri-

tnal.] Towards the north; northerly Broien

ToSEPTENTRIONATE -v. n. siamjtp-

ttntrh, Lat.] To tend northerly. Braiun.

SE'PTICAL. a. [rim-Mxo? ) Having power to pro

mote or produce putrefaction. Broomt.

SEPTILATERAL, a. [septem ac< latcri,.

Lit ] Having seven fides. Bro-wn,

SF^TUA'CENARY.a. [Jeftuagenariu/,Lit.]

Consisting of seventy. Broicr.

SEPTUAGESIMAL. a [septnaresmui, Lat]

Ojnhsting of seventy. Brown.

SrsPTUACINT./ [fef>t»a,,nta, Lat] The

old Creek version of ihe Old Testament, so

calLa, . beirrj supposed the work of seveoty-

two inter. .eUrs. Burnt!

SE'PTUPLE. a [sftuplex, Lat.] Seven times

a? much.

SEPULCHRAL, a. [ spuUbralit, from stpml-

ckrum, Lat.] Relating to burial; relating to

the grave ; monumental. Donne.

SE'PULCHRE./ [stpulchrnm, Lat.]A grave;

a tomb. Saniyi, Dryien.

To SE'PULCHRE. v. a. To bury ; to entomb.

Ben. Johnson, Prior.

SE PULTURE./ [stpnltnra, Lat.] Iatermenti

burial Dryien.

SEQUACIOUS, a. \stquacit. Lat.] 1. Fal

lowing; attendant. Dryitn. 2. Ductile 1

pliant. Kay

SEQUA'CITY./ [fromsea*,*, Lat.] Ductili

ty ; toughness. Bacon.

SEQUEL./ [seq.ellt, Fr. sequela, Lat.] r.

Conclusion ; succeeding part. South. I. Con

sequence; event. Milton. 3. Consequence

inferred ; consequentialoefs. IVhitiistt.

SEQUENCE./ [from/f«r, Lat.] 1. Ordar

of succession. Sbak'Jp. 2. Series ; arrange

ment ; method. Bacon.

SE'QJJENT.a. [sequent, Lat] 1. Following,

succeeding. Sbakesp. Milan. % . Consequen

tial, v-

St'QUENT. / [frotufthe adjective] A follow

er. Shake lp

To SEQUE STER. -a. «. [ sequester, Tr.stfues-

tr$, low Lat.] 1. To separate from othcra

for the fake of privacy Milton. 2. To put

afidej to remove. Bac;*. 3. To withdraw j

to segregato. Htoker. 4. To set aside from

the use of the owner to that of others. 5. To

deprive ot posfesil ins. South.

SEQUESTRABLE, a. [from sequestrate.] I.

Subject tc- privation. 2 Capable ofseparation.

Boyle.

To SEQUESTRATE -v. n. To sequester; to

sepim'e fiom coroniny. Arbuthnot.

SEQI.FSTRA'TION s. [sequestration Fr.] ,.

Sensation; retirement S.-uth I Disunion ;

disjunction. Boyle. 3. Si ate of being set aside.

Sbai.sp. 4 D'ep; ivulon of the use and pro

fits of a poucfiion. £wi/;.

SEQUESTRA-TOR./, [hemsequestrate.] One

v.-ho 'ikes from a maa the profits of his pof-

iessiins Tayl r.

SER A CLIO./ A house for women kept for

.iebaochery Nsrrit.

SE' RAit!. J. [ g-Vey j One of the orders of aa-

(fels. Locks, P:pz.

SE'RA'P;MCAJ..'7 a. [strapbiqut, Fr

SERAI-HICK. I seraph] Angt

lical. Taylor

SU'ltAPHIM s. Vjelsof one of the heavenly

orders. Mil'.n.

SERF, a frcrwin, Sax. to dry.] Dry; wither

ed; no longer green. MiHcn.

SERENADE./ f Jertnni, Lat.] Mustek or

songs with which ladies ire entertained by

their lovers in the ni^ht. Cow/ey.

from

angc-

4S To
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To SERENADE, v. a. [from tti« noun.] To

entertain with nocturnal mufick SfeUatir.

SERENE. a.[serenns, Lat] I. Calm-.pla

cid, quiet. Pipe. i. Unruffled * undistuib

ed; even of temper. Millm.

To SERE NE V a. f serener, Fr. sera, Ul.,

I. To calm; to quiet, a. To clear; to

blighten Philifs.

gERE'NELY.adV [from serene.] I. Calmly

quietly Pipe. I. With unruffled temper .

coolly. Locke

SERENENESS./ [fromserene.) Serenity.

SERENITUDE / ! homserene.] Calmness ;

coolness o' mind IVmiti*

SERE'NITY / [fereniU, Fr ] Calmness,

temperature. Bentliy. i. P.ace; quietness

not disturbance. Terns le 3 EveBnesa of

temper ; coolness ol mint! Lscie

SERGE./, [xerga, Spanish.] A kind of cloth

Hale.

SERGEANT./ ffergente, Ital J 1. An oi-

ficer whose business is to execute the com-

roaodt of magistrates. Sbakesp A3s. ». A

petty officer in the army. Shakejp. 3 A law

yer of the highest rank under a judge Bacn.

4. It it a title given to some of the king's ser

vants: as, serteant cbirnrgens.

SE RGEAN1 RY / Grand Jergeantry is that

where one holdeth land* ot the king by service,

which be ought to do in his own person unto

him: as to bear the king's banner orhisfpear,

or to blow a horn, when he eeth his enemies

invade the land ; or lo find a man at arms to

fight within the four seas, or else to do it him

self Ptlilsirgeantry is where 1 man holdeth

land of the king, to yield him yearly some

small thing towards his wars : as a sword, dag

ger, bow, knife, spear, pair of gloves of mail,

a pair of spurs, or such like. Cevel

SERGEANTSHIP./. [from/er£r««r.] The

office of aft geani.

SERIES./ [series, Lat.] t. Sequence; or

der. Ward. 1. Succession; course. Ptpe.

SERIOUS «. [serins, Lat.) 1. Crave » so

lemn; net volatile; not lijht of behaviour,

a. Important; weighty; not trifling Sbakejp

SERIOUSLY aJv. [from serins.} Gravely;

solemnly ; in earnest; without levity Smb.

SERIOUSNESS / [from/Msi./.] Cravity j

solemnity ; earnest attention Atterbnry.

BERMOCINA'TION./ [sermccmaut. Lat.]

The act or practice of making speecnes.

SERMOCINA'TOR./. [ Jermumer, Lat.] A

preacher; a speechmakcr. Html

StfRMON./ [sermem, Yi.serm; Lat] A dis

course of instruction pronounced by a divine

for the edification of the people Hitktr,Crash

To SERMON.*, a [sermner, Fr.] I. To

discourse as in a sermon. Spenser, i. To tu

tor; to ttach dogmatically ; to lesson. Sbakejp.

SE'RMOUNTAIN, or Sejeli.s. {/lex, Lat.] A

plant. Miller.

ShKO SITY. /. Iseristli, Fr.] Thin or watery

nan of the blood. Arb'ntknst.

SEROUS, a. U>"s*>, Lat.] 1. Thin ; watery

> >. Adapted ta the leruna. Arlinihnit.

SERPENT/ \serptmt, Ut.] An animal tlat

moves by undulation without legs They are

divided into two kinds; the viper, which

brings young, and ine snake, that laya eggs.

Spenser, Mills.

SK'RPKNTINE «. \strptntinut. Lat.] 1. Re-

ambling a serpent. Sidney, a. Winding like

a serpent anfractuous. SanJys.

SERPENTINE./ An herb. Ainsmrti.

SE RPKNTINE Stne.s There were three spe

cies o' this stone, all of the marbc kind. The

ancients tell us, that it waa a certain remedy

against the poison ot the bite of serpents ; bat

it is now justly rejected Hill.

SFRPKNT6 ?"«£«/ An herb. Aimsvtcrth.

SE'RPET./ K basket. Ainjmrtb.

SIRPIGINOUS a. [from serfage, Lat-] Dts-

ea ed with a serpigo. Wiseman

SERrsGO.s.[L*i.i A kiod of tetter Wisrm.

To SERR. v. a. [serrer, Fr ] To drive hard to

gether ; to croud into a little space Bacn.

SERRATE. \a [serratns, Ut-] Formed

SERR ATI D. i with jags or indentures like

the edge of a saw. Derbam.

SERRA TION / [from/rrra, Ut] Formation

in the shape of a saw.

SE'RRATURE. / [from/«-r«, Lat.] Indenture

like teeth of saws.

To SERRY v. a. [ serrer, Fr] To press close ;

to drive hard together. Miitn.

SE'RVANT./ [servant, Fr.] 1. One who at

tends another, and acts at his command. Milt.

1. One in a state of subjection. Unusual. Skak.

3. A word of civility used to superiourt or

equals Swift.

To SE'RVANT. v. a. [from the noun.] To

subject. Not in use. Sbaktfp.

To SERVE, v. a. [Jtrvir, Fr.servi; Lat.] 1.

To attend at command. Mtltn. 2. To obey

servilely or meanly Dtnbam. 3. To supply

with food ceremoniously. Drjatn. 4. To

bring a> a menial attendant. Bacn, TayUr.

5. To be subservient or subordinate to. Miltm.

6. To supply with any thing. 7. To obey in

military actions. 8 To be sufficient to. Licit.

9 To be of use to; to assist. Tajbr. 10. To

promote. Miltin. 11. To complywith. Huitr.

1 a. To satisfy; to content. Smth. 13. To

stand instead of any 'hing to one. Ptpt. >4.

ft Stava himself tf. To make use ot. Dighy,

DryJen. 15. To requite : as, heserved me

ungratefully, l*. [In divinity ] To w rlhip

the Supreme Being. Millm 17. T» Saliva

a warrant. To seize an offender, and carry

him injustice.

To SERVE, v. n. 1. To be a servant, or slave.

His. Genesis, a. To be in subjection. Ijatak.

3. To attend ; to wait. Lnke 4- To act in

war. Kmllet. 5 To produce the end desired.

Sidney. 6. To be sufficient for a purga^c.

Dryden 7. To suit ; to be convenient. DryJet.

8. To conduce , to be of use. Hebseve. 9,

To officiate or minister. *

SERVICE./, [service, Fr. servitinm, Ut>i.

M«nial office ; low business done at the com

mand
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ratnd oft. master. Sbakesp. *. Attendance

of » servant. Sbakesp. 3. Pltce t office of a

servant. Sbakesp 1. Any thing done by way

of duty to a superior, Sbakesp 5. Atten

dance on a superior. Sbakejp. 6. Proses

fion of respect uttered or lent. Sbakesp. 7.

Obedience ; submission. Sbakesp Tilbtson. 8.

Act on the performance of which possession de

pends. Daviet. 9. Actual dnty; office. Reg.

10. Employment; business. Swift. II. Mi

litary duty. Wetten. 1 1. A military achieve

ment. Sbakesp. 13. Purpose-, use. Spelm.m

1 4 Useful office ( advantage Pipe 1 5 Fa

vour Sbakesp 16 Publick office of devotioa

Hooker. 17. Course » order "f dishes Hakewill

18. A tree and fruit, [serbm, I.at.] Peacbam.

SERVICEABLE.*. [ Jervisaber old Fr ] 1

t Active, diligent: officious Sidney. 1. Use

ful j beneficial. Atterbury.

SERVICEABLNESS s. [from serviceable]

1. Officiousnes$ ; activi y •, Sidney, a. Useful

ness; beneficialnest. Ntrrit.

SERVILE a [Jervitis, Lat.) 1. Slavish; de

pendant ; mean. Milan. 1. Fawning; cring

ing. Sidney.

SERVILELY adv. [from servile.'] Meanly ;

slavishly Swift.

SE RVILENESS. ? / [from servile.] 1 . Slavish

SERVI'LITY J ness ; involuntary obedi

ence Gev. es the Tongue. 1. Meanness ; de-

pendance; baseness. West. 3. Slavery > the

condition of a slave. Sbakesp.

SERVING-MAN. s. [ serve and man.] A me

nial servant. Sbakesp.

SERVITOR./ [servitenr, Fr.] I. Servant;

attendant. Daviet a. One of the lowest or

der in the university Swift.

SERVITUDE. / [servitni, Lat.] 1. Slavery

state of a slave i dependance. Stntb. X. Ser

vants collectively. Milten.

SERUM./ [Lat] I. The thin and watery

part that separates from the rest in any liquor.

». The part of the blood, which in coagulati

on separates from the grume. Arbntbnet.

SESOJJIALTER. so. f seftniaher, Lat.

SESOJJI ALTER AL. i In geometry is a ra

tio, where one quantity or number contains an

other once and half as much more; as 6 and 9.

SESQUICIPATE. a. [In mathematicks J If

the proportion one quantity or number has to

another, in the rations one half. Cbeyne.

SE'SQUIPEDAL. ? a.[/es}niped<lii,l.it.\

SESQUIPEDALIAN. J Containing a foot

and jn half. Arbuthnoi.

SESQUITE'RTIAN. / [In mathematicks

Having such a raiio, as that one quantity 01

'number contains another once and one third

part more ; as between fix and 8.

SESS /. [for ojseft, cesi, or cenJe.'jRue ; cess

charged ; tax. Daviet.

SESSION. /. [ftffien, Fr.srfe, Lat] I. The

act 01 sitting, itrcvjn. I. An assembly of ma

gistrates or senators. Cbafman, Milton. 3

Tlfe space for which an assembly sits, without

'ipterruission or recess. Stiibmslcet. 4. A

netting of justices: as, the/e$»»Joftbe peace.

SESTERCE / [srftertium, Lat.1 Among the

Romans, a sum ol' about 81. is. 5 d. halfpenny

fierling, Addison.

To SET. v. a preterite lset\ part pass. / am set.

[r-ecran, Snx.settrn, Dutch] 1. To place J

To pat into any situation or place; to put J.ir..

4, To put into any condition, state or pos

ture. Hooker. 3. To mike motionless t to fix

immovrably. Gartb. 4 To fix ; to stale by

some rule Addison 5. To regulate : to ad

just Snckling. Lacks, frier. 6. To fit le

mufkk : to adipt with notes Drjden. Denne.

7. To plant, not sow Bacon. 8. To inter

sperse or mark with any thing. Dryden 9.

To reduce from a fractured or dislocated state.

Herbert 10. To fix the affliction ; to deter

mine the resolution Mi ten. 11. To prede

termine; to settle. Hooker, n. To esta

blish ; to appoint ; to Ex Baeon. 13. To ex

hibit ; to display ; to propose. Boon. 1 4. To

value; to estimate; to rate. Locke 15. To

stake at play 1'riir. 16. To offer a wager

at dice to another. Sbakesp. 17 To fix in

metal. Dryden. 18. To embarrass; to dis

tress ; to perplex Addtstn. k... To fix in an

artificial manner, so as to produce. a particular

effect Psalms, ac To apply to something.

Dryden. 11. To fix the eyes. Jeremiah. al.

To offer for a price. Ecclns. 23. To place in

order ; to frame. Knollet. 14. To station ; to

place. Dryden. 15 To oppose. Sbakesp. i6.

To bring to a fine edge : as, to set a lazor,

17 Te Sit about. To apply to. Lode. j,8.

To Set again/1 To place in a state of en

mity or opposition. Duppa. 29. To oppose ;

to place in rhetorical opposition. Bnrtet. 30.

To Sit apart. To neglect for a season. Kniller.

31 7» Set aside. To omit for the present.

Tilletson. 31. To reject. Woodward. 3.3.

To abrogate; to annul Addison. 34. TV Set

by. To regard ; to esteem. ■ Sam. 35. To

reject or omit for the present. Bacon. 36. T»

Set down. To mention ; to explain ; to re

late in writing Clarendon. 37. To register or

note in any book or paper ; in put in writing.

Sbakesp. 38. To fix on a resolve 39. To

fix ; to establish. Hooker. 40 To Set forth.

To publish: to promulgate; to make appear.

Sbakesp. 41. To raise; to send out. Abbot,

Kneltei. 41. To di play : to explain. Dryden.

43. To arrange; to place in order. Sbakesp.

44. To show j to exhibit. Brown. 4;. Te.

Serserward To advance ; to piomore. Job.

46. To Sit i» To put in a way to begin.

Collier. 47. Te Set off. To decorate ; to re*

commend; to adorn ; to embellish. kVolltr.

48. To Set •« or upon. To animate ; to insti

gate 1 to incite. Clarendon. 49. To attack ;

.to assault. Taylor, to. To Sit en To em

ploy as in a task. Sbakesp. 51. TjSiTenor

upon. To fix the attention ; to determine t-»

any thing with settled and fu.l resolution. SiJn.

51. To Set out. To assign to allot SpenJ' r.

53. To publish. Swift. 54. To mark by

4 S a b»undaris .
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boundaries or distinctions of (pace. I.trke. 55-

To idorn, to embellish. Dryden. 56". To

r»ise ; to equip. Addison. 57. To (how ; 10

display ; to recommend. Attirbury. 58. To

stiow ; to prove. Atterbnty. 59. To Sit up

Toerect ; to establish newly Atteibury. 60.

To build ; toerect Ben. Jehnjen. Si. To

raise ; to exalt ; to put in power. Suckling

Si. To place in view AJdisen. S3. To place

in repose i to fix \ to rest. Wake 64. To

raise with the vi ice Dtyden. S5. To ad

vance; to propose to reception Burnt 66

To raise to a sufficient fortune L FJIrangt.

ToSET. v.n. 1. To fall below the horizon,

as the fun at evening. Brown ^. To be fixed

bard Bacon. 3 To be extinguished or daA -

ened, at the fun it night. 1 Kings. 4. To

fit musick to word* Xbake'p. 5. To became

not fluid. Boyle. 6. To beg n a journey. Shake,

y. To go or pas'* or put one's felt into any

state or postu'C. Dryden 8. To catch bird*

with a dog that/if/r them, that is, lies down

and points them out. Beyle. • . To plant, not

(bw. 10. It is commonly used in conversa

tion for fit. Skakejp. 11 To apply one's

self. Hammond 11. To Set about. To fall

to; to begin. Calamy. 13. Ti Set in. To

fix in a particular Hue. Addison. < 4. To Set

in on upon. To begin a march, journey, or

coterpriae Locki. 15. lo Siren To make

an attack. Brocme, Shakefp. \6 To Sit our

To have beginning. 17. To begin a journey.

Bacon. Hammond. 18. To begin the world

Siutft. 19. To Set to. To apply himself to

Cev. cj the Tiugue. 10. To Set up. To be

gin a trade openly. SnoiJ't. 11. To begin a

project of advantage. Arbnthntt. 11. To pro

fess puhlickly. Dryden.

PET. part. a. [from the verb ] Regular ; not

lax ; made in consequence of some formal

rule. Knelles, Rtgeri.

SET. f. [from the verb.] 1. A numberof things

suited to each other. Brccme. t. Any thing

not sown, but in a state of some growth into

the ground. Mortimer 3. The fall of the sun

below the horizon. Shake]p. 4. A wager at

dice. Dr\eUn. 5. A game. Shak.

SE'TACEOUS. a. [seta. Lat.] Bristly) set

with strong hairs. Derham.

EETON. s. fijeton is made when the skin is ta

ken up witii a needle, and the wound kept o-

per. by a twist ot' silk or hair, that humours

may vent themselves. Farriers call this ope

ratic n in cattle rowellinp Wiseman.

SETTE'E.y: A larg. I ng leal with a back to it-

SETTER. J [rromyW.j 1. One who sets

Ascham. t. A dog who beats the field, and

points the bird for the sportsmen. 3. A

man who per ...rms the office of a letting Jog,

or po<nt> .ut persons tobeplundered or arrest

ed South.

gE'TTERWORT./. Au herb; a speciesof hel

lebore.

SE'TT 1 NG Dog. s.[cane sentaccione, Ital] A

dog taught to find game, &nd point it out to

tlicIpcrtUuau. AJJiJn. '

SETTLE./ [retol, Sax] A feat j a bench-

En.ekiel.

To SETTLE, v. a. [from the noun] 1. To

place in any certain state after a time of fluc

tuation or disturbance Ezekiel. 1. To fix in

any way of life. Dryden. 3. To fix lo any

place. Milton. 4. To establish •, to cr>nfiim.

Prior. 5. To determine; to affirm ; to free

from ambiguity Addijm. 6. To fix ; to make

(ertain or unchangeable. Dryden. 7. To fix;

not to suffer to continue doubtful in opinion,

or desultory and wavering in conduct. S^sift.

8. To make close or compact. Mortimer. 9.

To fix inalienably by legal sanctions Addifen.

10. To fix inseparably. Beyle. 1 1 To affect

so as that the dregs or impurities sink to the

bottom. Duviet n. To compose; to put in

to a stale of calmness Dufpa.

To SETTLE v.m. 1 . To subfile ; to fink ta

thebottom and repose there. Milton. 1. T»

lose motinn or serrne. ■- tion. Addison. 3. T»

fix one'sself •, toestabl Ih a residence. Arbnjb.

4. To chuse a method ot li:e ; to efiablisti a

domestick state. Prior. 5. To become fixed

so as not to change. Bacon. 6. To quit an ir

regular anddelultury tor a methodical life. 7.

To take any lasting stale. Bnrnet. t To rest ;

to repose. Pipe 9 To grow calm. Shau 10.

To make a jointure for a wife Garth. 11.

To craik a« work sinks. Mortimer.

SETTLEDNESS. /. [srom/};/.'r.J The state

of being lettlcd; confirmed state K Charier.

SE TTLEMENT./ \itomJettlt.) 1- The act of

settling ; the state of being settled. 1. The

act ol giving pctTelfion by legal sanction Dry-

Jen. 3. A jointure settled on a wife. Snris:.

4. Subsidence ; dregs. Mortimer. 5. Act of

quitting a roving for a domestick and metho

dical life. VEflrange. 6. A colony; a place

where a colony is est»b!i(hed.

SETWAL/ An herb. DiS.

SEVEN. a.Jreopan, Sax.] Four and three ; one

more than six. Gen/Jit, Raleigh.

SEVENFOLD, a. [seven nnd fold.) Repeated

seven times; having seven doubles. Dznne.

SEVENFOLD, adv. Seven times. Gene/s

SE VENNIGHT. /[seven and night.] I. A

week ; th» time from one day of the week 10

the next day of ths fame denomination pre

ceding or following. Sidney. 1. It happened

on Monday wtsjevenuighr, that it, m /re

Menday before lajl Monday ; it will be done

on Monday sevennigkt, that is, 0* tbt AUndjy

aster next Monday. Addijen.

SEVENSCORE. a. (/«« indscore ] Seven

times twenty. Bacon.

SEVENTEEN, a. [reopontyne, Sax ] Seven

and ten-

SEVENTEENTH a.sj-eopnteopa.Sax ] The

seventh alter the tenth. Hale.

SEVENTH a. [peoropa. Sax ] 1. Tbe.or-

dinal of seven ; the first alter the sixtk. Dryden.

a. Containing on.' part in je^en. Shnbsp-

SEVENTHLY, adv. [irom y««/AJ la ^ho

evemh place. Bacin.

SEVENTIETH.
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SEVENTIETH, a. fsrom sevtnty.] The tenth

seven times repeated.

SE'VENTY. a. [ Hanoreopnri*,, s" 3 Seven

times teo. Tayler.

To SEVER, v. a [sts art. Lat] i. To part

by violence from the rest. Granville. a. To

divide ; tn pa;t v to foree asunder. Sbakesp.

3. To seaar.ie ; to r>ut in ilirferent orders or

places Dryden. 4 To seprate by chemical

operation latcn e,. To d' (.join ; to disunite.

Boyli 6 To keep distinct ; to keep apart.

ShakeIp.

To Sl'.'VER. v. n. To make a separation } to

make a partition. King Cbariet.

SEVERAL. a. (from sever.'] 1. Different ; dis-

SEX./. [stxt,Tr sexat, Lat.] I. The pro

perty by which any animal is male or female.

Miln,. 2, Womankind ; by way ofemphasis.

Dryden.

SEXAGENARY. a. [sexagtnarint, Lat.] Aged

sixty years.

SEXAGESIMA/ [Lat.] The second Sunday

before Lent.

SEXAGESIMAL... [(romsexagesimtnr, Lat.]

Six-ieth ; numbered by sixties.

SEXANOI.ED. 7 a. [from sex and angnlui,

SEXA'NGL'I.AR. J Lat ] Having six corners

or angles ; hexagonal Dryden.

SEXA NGULARLY. adv. [from saxangnlar.]

With six angles ; hexagsnally.

tinct; unlikr one ar uher. Davits, a. Divers j| SEXENNIAL a. [sex and annul, Lat.] Lasting

many. AdAij** ' "articular: single. Drydeu.

4. Distinct ; appropriate. Mils*.

SE VERAL./. [from the a.] 1. A state of sepa

ration ; or partition. Tnsftr. 1. Each particu

lar singly taken Hammond. 3. Any inclosed

lix years ; happening once in six years.

SEXTAIN. /. [froin sextan,, sex, Lat.] A

stanza of six lines.

SEXTANT./! [sextant, Fr.] The sixth part

of a circle.

or separate place. Hciker. 4. Inclosed ground.: SE'XTARY./ A pint and a half.

Macau.

SEVERALLY, adv. [(nm several.] Distinct

ly ; particularly ; separately. Hooker, Newton.

6EVERALTY / [trom several] State of se

paration from the rest VVotton.

SEVERANCE, s. [from sever.] Separation)

partition. Carenv.

SEVERE, a. [severnt, Lat.] 1. Sharp; apt

ts punish i censorious ; apt to blame , hard ;

rigorous. Taylor. %. Rigid ; austere ; morose j

harsh; not indulgent. Milton. 3. Cruel;

inexorable. rVijdom. 4. Regulated by rigid

rules ; strict. Milton. 5. Exempt from all

levity of appearance ; grave ; sober ; sedate.

Waller. 6. Not lax; not airy ) close; stiictly

methodical; rigidly exact. Milton. 7. Pain

ful ; afflictive. 8. Close , concise ; not luxu

riant. Dryden

SEVERELY, adv [fromsevere] 1, Painfully;

afflictively. Sv/ist. i. Ferociously ; horridly.

Dryden.

SEVE'RITY. / [severitar, Lit.] 1. Cruel

treatment ; sharpness of punishment. Baton.

ft. Hardness ; power of distressing, hale.

3. Strictness ; rigid accuracy. Dryden. 4,

Rigour , austerity ; harshness ; want of mild

ness.

SEVOCATION./ [stvoto, Lat.] The act of

calling aside.

To SEW, for/ar. Spenser. To follow.

To SEW. v. n. [sno. Lat.] To join any thing by

the use of the needle EttlnJ.

To SEW. v . a. To join by threads drawn with a

nei-tlr Murk

To SPW up. To inclose in any thing sewed.

Sbakesp.

ToSKW. v a. To drain a pond for (he fish

Amivortb.

•efiiW ER / ['Jsttnr, old Fr.] 1. An officer who

strv«s up a feast Millon. 1. [from iffnt

{tin J A passage for water to rHn through

n"«• roirnnteJ to (here, liacn. 3. He that

cUi » nccalf.

same as sacristy j aSE'XTARY. ? / The sam«

SEXTRY. J vestry. Dift.

SE'XTILE.a. [stxtilit, Lat.] la a position or

aspect of two planets, when 60 degrees distant,

or at the distanceof two signs from one another.

Milstn, GlanvilU.

SE XTON. s. [corrupted from satrislan.] Aa

under-officer of the church, whole business ia

to dig graves. Grannt.

SE'XTONSHIP. / [fram stxttn.] The office as

a sexton. Swift.

SEXTW PLE. a. [stxiuphu, Lat.] Sixfold ; sijt

times told. Brown.

To SHAB. v. n. To play men tricks.

SHABBILY, adv. [from shabby.] Meanly;

reproachfully ; despicably.

SHABBINESS. / (from shabby] Meanntss;

paltriness. Addtfen.

SHA BBY. a. Maan ; paltry. Swift.

To SHA'CKLE. v. a. [sboeckelen, Dutch ] To

chain ; to fetter ; te bind. Smitb.

SHACKLES./ Wanting the singular, [feacul,

Saxon ; scbaeckles, Dutch ] Fetters-, gyves;

chaina. Sentb.

SHAD. / A kind of fish.

SHADE./ [scaou, Saxon \ftbadt, Dutch.] I.

The cloud or opacity made by interception of

the light. Milton. 1. Darkness; obscurity.

Rostcmmon. 3. Coolness made by interception

of the fun. Milton. 4 An obscure place, pro

perly in a grove or close wood by which the

light is excluded. Milton. 5. Suecn cauling

an exclusion of light or heat ; umbrage.

Arbutbnot. 6 Protection ; shelter. 7. The

parts of a picture not brightly coloured.

Dryden. 8. A colour; gradation ot ligh».

Lcike. 9. The figure foimed upon any sur

face corresponding to the body by which the

light Is intercepted. Pop.-. 10. The soul se

parated from the body ; so called as supposed

by the ancients to be perceptible to the sight,

not to the touch ; a spirit j a ghost ; manes'.

iicitll
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ToSHACE. v. a Tlrom thenofln] I. Tnover-

fpreal with opacity. Aftlts*. 1. To cover from

the light or heat ; to overspread. Ilryiltn. 3.

To shelter; to hiJe. Shakejp. 4 To protect ;

to cover ; to screen. Milttn e. To mark with

different giadarions of colours. Afilten. 6. To

paint in obscure colours.

SHA'DINSSS. s. [immstady] The state of

being fhsdy, unbrageouspess

SHADOW. /. ( rca*>3, Saxon 1 sebadme,

Dutch] 1. The representation of a body by

which (he light it intercepted Shaktsp

Opacity ;dai lines.; shane. .'ddistn. 3. Shell er

made by any thing that intercepts the light,

heat, or influence of the air. Shji-Jp 4 Ob

scure place. Dtyden. c. L/ark part of a

picture Peachatn. 6 Any thii.p perceptible

enly to the fight. Shake/p. 7 An imperfect

and taint representation : oppofVri to sub

stance. Raleigh. 8. Inseparable e mpanioo

Milan, p. Type ; mystical representation

MtltiH. 10. Protection ; shelter ; favour.

Psalms.

To SHADOW v. a. [from the noun.] I. To

cover with opacity Emekiel. a. To cloud ;

ridtikcn. SlakrJ'p. 3. To make cool or

gently gloomy by interception os the light or

heat. Sidney. 4, To conceal under cover ; to

hide j to screen. Shakejp. 5. To protect j

to screen from danger ; to shroud. Shakejp.

«• To mark with various gradations of

colour, cr light, jiddijin. 7. Te paint in

obsuire colours Drjden. 8. To represent

im|.er ectly. Milttn. 9. To represent typical

ly Hcthcr.

SHADOWY, a. f from fiadevj. ] 1. Full of

shade 1 glonmy Fenian, a. Not brightly lu-

mineus. yV//K». 3. Faintly representative)

typical, Miltcn. 4. Unsubstantial; unreal.

Mrlijcn. 5. Dark; opake. Milttn.

SHADY a. [hem/hade] 1 . Full of shade ;

mildly gloomy Dijden. 1. Secuie from the

glare of light, or sultriness oi heat. Bacon.

SHAFT. / j-ceajrr, Saxon.J 1 An arrow 1 a

missive we p n. Waller 1. [Shaft, Dutch.]

A narrow, di <p, perp< ndicular pit. Ji bnihnct.

3- Any thing [trait} the spire of a church.

Peacham.

SHAG. / [j-ceaeja, Saxon] 1. Rough woolly

hair. Greta 1 A kind ofcloth.

EH/.G./ \ soa bird. 1 arevi.

SHACGi'.D } a. 1 sum stag.] I. Rugged;

6HACGY. J l.aiiy D-yden. t. Rough ;

rugged Miltttt

SHAGRE'F.N./ \clag,n, Fr."| The flein of a

kind ot 6lr, cr ik.n made roubh in imitation

of it.

To SHAGRF.F.M v. a. [chapiter, Pr.] To

iirirate; 10 provoke.

ToSHAIL v n. To walk sideways; a low

\vnrd. VEJtran^e.

To SHAKE, v. a preterit, stack ; part. pass.

Jhaken, or Jheoi. [ jieocon, Sax. Jbecke*,

Dutch] 1. To put into a vibrating motion ;

t« rasve with quick returns backwards and

forwards ; to agitate Shaktsp Neb. 1. To

make to totter or tremble. Riteemmtn. j.

To throw down by a violent motion Tatlcr.

4,. To throw away ; to drive off Shnkelp. 5.

To weaken-, to put in danger jitter hury 6.

To drive from lesi.lution . f depress ; to

make ai'raid 1. The/ 7 Tt Sr ac r hands.

This phrase, from the action used among

friends at meeting and parting, signifies lo

j"n viith, to take leave cf. Shale/p. King

Charlei. 8. T, Shiii rff. To rid himself

o'; to free from ; to devest of. /sailer.

Stillingfleet.

To SHAKE, v. ■ 1. To be agitated with a

vibratory motion Jib. z. To totter. 3 To

tremble ; to be unable lo keep the body still.

Shakrjp 4 To be in terrour to be dcpriveal

of firmness. Dryien.

SHAKE. / [from the verb] I. Concuffiei.

Herbert 1 Vibratory motion Aiitsen. 3.

Motifin given and received Addifen,

SH \ KF.R /. [from stake.] The person er thing

that shakes. Pepe.

SHALE./ ( Corrupted for fiell] Abaft; the

cafe ef feeds in siliquous plants Shakejp,

SHALL, v dejeflive. [fceal. Sax j It haste

tenses bntsta/l future todstenld imperfect.

SHALLOON /. A flight woollen staff. Snri/t.

SHA'LLOP. / [ebaltnpe, Fr ] A small boat.

Raleigh.

SHALLOW, a. 1. Not deep; having the bottom

at no great distance from the surface. Bat?:

*. Not intellectually deep; and profound;

trifling; futile; silly. Milttn. AdJiJen. J. Net

deep of sound. Bacon.

SHA LLOW. / A shelf ; a sand ; a Sat j

a shoal ; a place where the water it not dee?.

Bentley.

SH.VLLOWBRAINED a [Jhallrw and train]

Foolish; futile; trifling. Stnth.

SHA LLOWLY. adv. [from stallra.) 1. With

no great depth. Cartte. a. Simply ; foolishly.

Shakesp.

SHA LLpWNESS / [from^ttw.] i.Waat

of depth. 1. Want of thought ; want ot"

understanding; futility. Herbert.

SHALM.y. [German.] A kind of musical pipe.

Kntf/et.

SHALT. Second person o{staU,

To SHAM v. n. [sbcmtt:, Welsh, to cheat]

I. To trick ; to cheat ; to tool with a

fraud ; to delude with false pretences.

VEftrtKge. a. To obtrude by fraud or folly.

VEftrange.

SHAM./ [from the verb.] Fraud; trick; de

lusion ) false pretence ; imposture. L'Ffirangr.

SHAM, a False; counterfeit) fictitious; pre

tended. Gay.

SHA'MHLE£j./[cT.-<i».^ia, Ital] The place

where butchers kill or fell their meat ; a but-

chary Shakejp. *km<

SHA MBL1NG a. Moving aukwatdly ,mJ irre

gularly. Smtlb.

HAML. /. I feeam. Sax. fthaemte, DutcrT] f.

The pinion sell when reputation is supposeS
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to be loft. Licit i. The cause er reason o>

fliame ; disgrace} ignominy. S.ntb. 3. Re

proach. Ecclnf.

To SHAME, v. a. [from the noun.] I. To

mike ashamed; to fill with flume. Shakes?.

Cleaveland, Dryden. To disgrace, Spenser.

To ?H \ME. v. n. To be ashamed. Spenser,

RaUteb.

SHA MEFACED a. '.shame andface] Mod-ft ;

ba(hsnl; easily put out of couotenance. Sidney,

AJJifm

SHAMEFA'CEDLY adv. [fnmshamefaced.}

Mod Sly; bash uMy

SH.AMEFACEDNKSS s [from Jbim fact!

Modesty; ba(Vul*es» : timdiv Dryrtm.

SHAMEFUL, a [Jbame and full Dilirice-

full; ignominious ; in'amous: reproach ul

Miltn.

SHAMFFULLY adv. [from si am -fnl\ Dis

grace'ully; ignuminioufly ; infamnufiy Sen/h

SHA'MELESS a [irom 5am ) Want! 'gfhamt;

wanting modesty ; imp.dent \ trontlels; im

modest, audacious S.utb.

SHA'MELESSl.Y. adv [ifmfiamekst] Irn

pudently ; audacioufly ; with'-ut shame Hal.

SHA'MELKSSNESS./. Ifrom same'ejr.<. lr.,-

pudence , want of shame ; immodesty Tayh*.

SHA'MMER. / [from sham.] A cheat, an

impostor

SHA MOIS / [ cbamtit, Fr. ] See Chamois

A kind os wild goat. Shakejp.

SHAMROCK, s The Irish name for three

leaved grass. Spenser

SH \NK./. fj-ceanca, Saxon ; schneiel, Dutch. j

1. The middle j not of the leg; that pan

wLich reaches Irom the ankle to the kn«e

L'Esiranre. 1. The bone of the leg. Shaiejp

3. The long part of any i strument M:xen

SHANKED, a. [from/6a»* ] Having a shank

SHA NKER. /. [chancre, Fr.j A venereal ex

crescence.

To SHAPE v. a. pretcr. shaped ; part, pals

shaped indjvapen .[rcyppir., S-.xon; jcbeppen,

Dutch ] 1 To form ; to m->uld lith re pect

to external dimenfio is. Tb.mjen. V Tonviuld

to cast ; to regulate ; tr. aojuil frier. 3 To

image; to conceive Sbaiijp. 4- Vo m*ke '.

lo create Psalms

SHAPE, f. [from the veib ] 1 . Form ; extciral

appearance. Staiejp z. M;ke of the tiunk

of the body Adoijen. 3. Beiuf, as mould

ed into shape. Mtltete. 4. Idea; pattern

MUtm.

SHAPELESS, a. [fromJhape] Wanting rerru

larity of form , wanliug symmetry 01 dno.cn

siocs. Dtnme.

SH A PESMITH. s. [shape laismitb 1 One wh

undertake* to impiove the iorm Garth.

SHAPELINESS. ./'. [frun/ia/'^ j Beauty or

^|ir^po:tion of torm.

SH A PELY. a. [from shape.] Symmetrical ,

welt formed

SHA*D. J. [sckaerJe, Frisick.] 1. A fmgmen'

, of an earthen vessel brakeip I. A plant

Pry dm. 3. It stems is Spencer to signify

t frith or strait. Fairy £;«*. 4. A fort of

fish

SHARDBORN. a. [shard and hern.] Bora

or produced among broken stones or oot».

Shakes?.

SH \RDED. a. [homsbard] Inhabiting shards.

Skaitlp.

To 3HAi(f.. v. m. [r-ceafin, fcyrian, Saxon.]

I. To divide; to pait among many. Carrot.

7. To paitake with others. Spenser. 3. T»

cut: ro separate; to sheer Dryden.

ToGrlARE. v.n. To have part; to have a

divide- d Dryden.

M \RE. / [toiti the verb] 1 Part . allotment;

dividend. T.mple. 1. A part. Brevrn. 3. f Sceapi,

Saxon J The blade of the plow that cuts the

;rr »u«ri Dryden.

■HVRiiBONB. /. [share and tine. ] The oa

P'jbis ; the bone that divides the trunk from

the limb* Derbam.

ZH.\'A KR / [fromyiar*.] 1. One who divides,

01 apportions to others ; a divider. 2. A par-

nk^r, one who participates any thing with

cihe,, Daniel.

■■•HA UK. J. [canii earebariat, Lat.] 1. A

vo- icious sea-fish, tbunsen. %. A greedy artful

How ; one who fills his pockets by fly tricks.

S «»A. 3 Tr.ck ; fraud ; petty rapine. Smth.

Vo SHARK, v. a. To pick up hastily or slyly.

Sbaresp. '

Vo SHARK, v. n. 1. To play the petty thief.

VEstrange, a. To cheat ; to trick. Stntb.

SHARP a. [j-ceapp, Saxon, seberpe, Dutch]

1. Keen; piercing; having a keen edge;

havi gan acute pjint. Mixen. a. Terminating

in a point or edge; not obtuse. Mere. 3. Acute

of mind ; witty ; ingenious; inventive. Sidney.

4. Quick, as of sight or hearing. Daviet.

5. Sour without altringency ; sour but not

austere; acid. Dryden 6. Shrill ; piercing

the ear with a quick noise ; not flat. Bacen,

Ray 7. Severe; harsh; biting; sarcastick.

Snth 8 Severe; quick to punish ; cruel;

severely rigid. Shakesp. 9. Eager ; hungry ;

k»»n upon a quest. Millen. 10. Painful a

afflictive Kntllei, Tilletstn. 11. Fierce; ardent;

tWy. Dryden. n. Attentive; vigilant Celher,

Svrrst. 13. Acrid ; biting; pinching ; piercing,

as the cold Ray. 14. Subtile; nice; witty;

acute. Heeker,Digby. 15. [Among workmen.]

Hard. Mexen. 16. Emaciated; lean. Mrlttu.

SHARP./ I from the adjective.) 1. A (harp or

acute found. Sbakesp. z. A pointed weapon;

small sword; rapier. Cellrer.

so SHARP, v. a [from the noun.] To make

keen. Ren Jibnsen.

Vj bHARP. v ». from the noun.] To play

thievilh trick* L'Eslrange.

iooHA'RPEN. ». a. ^irom fiarp.] 1. T»

mak; keen; to edge ; to p.. it. on;/' 1. To

make quick, ingen ous, or acute. Ajcham.

3. To make qui-ker .: sense. Afiltin. 4. To

make eager or hjiiL'y Trlletjen. 5. To make

tierce or angry, jib, xvi. o. 6. To make

biting
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biting or farcastick. Smith. 7. To make less

fl»t j more piercing to the ears. Bacn. 8. To

make four.

SHARPER / [fromstarp] A tricking fellow;

a petty thief ; a rascil. Pope.

SHARPLY, adv. [fromstarp] 1. With keen

ness ; with good edge or point. ». Severely ;

rigorously { roughly. Spencer. 3. Keenly;

acutely; vigourously. Ben Johnson. 4. Af-

flictively ; painfully. Hayioard. 5. With

quickness Baa*. 6. Judiciously ; acutely;

wittily.

SHARPNESS./ [from ./Jar*.] I. Keenness

of edge or point. Dryden. 2. Not obtusenefs.

Wetton. 3 Sourness without austerenesi.

Wattt. 4. Severity of language ; satirical

sarcasm. Spratt 5. Painfulnefs; afflictiveness.

South. 6. Intel'ectual acutenefs ; ingenuity;

wit. Dryden, Addison. 7 . Quicknese of sense!.

Hooker.

SHARP-SET. a.[fiarp and/rr.] Eager; vehe

mently desirous. Sidney.

SHARP-V1SAGED. a. Having a sharp coun

tenance.

SHARP-SICHTKD. a. [start indstgbt] Hav

ing quick sight. Davici, Clarendsn, Denham,

VEfirange.

To SHATTER, v. a. [schetteren, Dutch.] I.

To break at once into many pieces; to break

so as to scatter tbe parts. Beyle. I. To dissipate ;

to make incapable of close and continued at

tention. Norrit.

To SHATTER, v. n. To be broken, or to fall,

by any force, into fragments Bacon.

SHATTER. /. (from the verb] One part

of many into which any thing is broken at

once.

SHA'TTERBRAINED. 7 a. [from /batter

SHA'TTERPATED. J train and pate.)

Inattentive; not consistent.

SHA'TTERY. a. [from statter] Disunited ;

not compict ; easily falling into many parts.

Woodnoard.

To SHAVE. *. a. preterit, staved, part

staved orstaven, [j-ceapan, Saxon, schaeven,

Dutch ] 1 . To pare off with a raaor. Knellei

a. To pare close to the surface Milton.

3. To (kin by passing near, or slightly

touching. Mitten. 4. To cut in thin slices.

Bactn. 5. To strip ; to oppress by extortion •,

to pillage.

SHAVELING. / [homstave] A man (haved,

a friar, or religious Spenser.

SHAVER /". [from stave.] 1. A man that

practises the art of staving 1. A man closely

attentive to his own interest. Sviift. 3. A

robber, a plunderer. Knollet.

SHA'VINO . / [from stave] Any thin slice

pared off from any body. Mortimer.

SHAW./. Irxna, Saxon ; schav/e, Dutch. ] A

thicket ; a small wood. A tuft of trees near

Litchfield is called CenlWstava.

SHAW BANDER. / [among the Persians.] A

great otsiccr > a viceroy. Bailey.

SHA'WFttWL./ [jw«isd/iw/.] Anarti-

Gcial fowl made by fowlers on purpose to

(hoot at.

SHAWN./ [sromsehawme, Teutonics] A

hautboy ; a cornet Psalm.

SHE. pronoun. In oblique cases her. [Ji, Go-

thick; j-eo, Sax. febe, old English.] 1. The

female pronoun demonstrative : the woman i

the woman before mentioned. Donnt. a. It

is sometimes used for a woman absolutely.

Shakes. 3. The female, not the male. Bacn,

Prior.

SHEAF. / steavet, plural, [sceir, Saxon ;

schoof, Dutch] 1. A bundle of stalks of corn

bound together, that the ears may dry. Fair

fax. 1. Any bundle or collection held toge

ther Locke.

To SHEAL. v a. To shell. Shakes.

To SHEAR, preter. store, 01 steared, part. pass.

stirn. [j-ceapan, feyf*") Saxon.] I. To

clip or cut by interception between two

blades moving en a rivet. Bacon. 1. To cut

Grevt.

SHEAR. 7 /. [from the verb ] 1. An instru-

SHEARS \ ment to cut, consisting of two

bladas moving an a pin. Shakesp %. The de

nomination of the age of sheep. Mertimrr. 3.

Any thing in the form of the blades ofsteers.

4. Wings, in Spenser.

SHEA'RED. /. (rceario, Saxon.] A fragment.

I/a. xxx.

SHEARER. / [from shear.'] One that dips

with shears, particularly one that fleeces thttp.

Rogert.

SHEAR'M AN. s. [stear and atas.] He that

steari. Shakesp.

SHEA'RWATER. s. A fowl, Ainsnwerlb.

SHEATH./ [pcæSe, Saxon] The cafe of any

thing ; the scabbard of a weapon. CleaveUnJ,

Addison

To SHEATH. 7 *>. a. [from the nona ] 1.

To SHEATHE. J To inclose in a steatb ar

scabbard ; to inclose in any case. Bijle. a.

To fit with a steatb. Shakesp. 3. To da-

send the main body by an outward covering.

Raleigh.

SHEATHWI'NGED. a. [steatb and ««£.]

Having hard cafes which are folded over the

wings Brevun.

SHEA THY. a. [horn steatb.] Forming a

sheath. Brevrn.

To SHED. v. a. [(-ceban, Saxon.] 1 . To effuses

to pour out; to spill. Daviet. x. To scatter ;

to Itt fall. Prior.

To SHED. v. n. To let fall its pirts. Mirtimtr.

SHED. / 1. A slight temporary covering. Saw

s','. X. In composition. Effusion ; as, blood-

sted.

SHE'DDER. /. [from sted.] A spiller; one

who sheds. Ezek.

SHEEN. 7 a. Bright ; glittering ; ftewr.

SHEENY, j Shakejp. Fairfax, Milton. •«,

SHE'EN. / [from the adjective.] Brightness;

splendour. Milton.

SHEEP.
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SHEEP, s. plural likewise./J«p. sfceap, Saxon j

Jihaep, Dutch.] I. The animal that bears

wool, remarkable for its usefulness and in

nocence. Locke. ». A foolish sill)' fellow.

Atnswortb.

To SHEEPBITE v. n. [steep and bite.] To

use petty thefts. Shakesp.

SHEE'PBITER. /. [fromsteepiite.] A petty

thief. Infer.

SHEE'PCOT./ [steep and cot] A little inclo

sure for (heep. Milton.

SHEEPFOLD./ [steep andfold.] The place

where (heep are enclosed, trier.

SHEE'PHOOK. / [steep and *»«*.] A hook

fastened to a pole, by which shepherds lay hold

on the legs of their sheep. Dryden.

SHEE'PISH. a. [fromsteep] Bashful ; over-

modest ; timorously and meanly diffident.

Lccle.

SHEEPISHNESS. s. [bomsteepist.] Bashful-

ness ; mean and timorous diffidence. Herbert

SHEEPMASTER. s. [steep tod masters An

owner of sheep. Bacon.

SHEEPSHEARING. / [steep and stear. }

The time of shearing sheep ; the feast made

when sheep are (horn. South.

6HEEPS-EYE. / [steep and eye.] A modest

diffident look, such as lovers cast at their mi

stresses. Dryden.

SHEEPWALK./ [steep and walk. ] Pasture

for (heap. Milton.

SHEER, a. [fcyri, Saxon.] Pure j clear; un-

. mingled. Atterbnry.

SHEER, adv. [from the adjective.] Clean ;

quick ; at once. Milton.

To SHEER, w. a See SHEAR.

To SHEER off. v. n. To steal away ; to (lip off

clandestinely.

SHEERS. / See SHEARS.

SHEET. / [sceac, Saxon.] I. A broad and

large piece of linen. Aci'.i.. It. a. The

linen of a b;d. Dryden. 3. [echoten, Dutch.]

In a ship are ropes bent to the clews of the

fails, whic^i serve in all the lower tails to hale

or round off the clew of the fail ; but in top

sails they draw the fail close to the yard arms.

Dt:! . 4. As much paper as is made in one

body. Newton. 5. A single complication or

fold of paper in a book. 6. Any thing ex

panded. Dryden.

SH E ET-ancbor. s. [fieet and anchors In a (hip,

is the largest anchor.

To SHEET, v. a. s [ from the nrun. ] 1. To

lurnilh with steels, a. To enfold in zsteet.

3. To cover as.with isteet. Shakesp.

SHE'KEL. / VfiiU)] An antient Jewish coin

equal to four At'tick drachms, in value about

as. 6d. Ccwley.

SHELDRAKE. / A bird that preys upon

fishes.

SrTE LDAPLE. /. A chaffinch

SHELF.. / [ rcylr, Saxon ; seels, Dutch. ] 1 .

A b'jard fixed against a supporter, so that any

^thing may be placed upon it. Swift, a. A

find bank in the sea j a rock under shallow

water. Beylt. 3. The plural is analogically

stehei ; but Dryden htsstelfi.

SHE'LFY. a. [ from stelf. ] Full of hidden

rocks or banks ; full of dangerous (hallows.

Dryden.

SHELL. / [j-cyll, rxeall, Saxon; scba!et

scbelle, Dutch.] 1. The hard covering of any

thing; the external crust. Locke. ». The

covering ofa testaceous or ersstaceous animal.

Ben. Jobnson. 3. The covering of the seeds

of siliquous plants. Arbutbnet. 4. The co

vering of kernels. Donne. 5. The covering

of an egg. Shakesp. 6. The outer part of an

house. Addi/on. 7. It is used for a musical

instrument in poetry. Dryden. 8. The super

ficial part. Ayliffe.

To SHELL, v. a. [from the noun] To take

out of the (hell ) to strip of the (hell.

To SHELL, v. n. 1. To fall off as brtken

shells, Wiseman, a. To cast the (hell.

SHE'LLDUCK. / A kind of wild duck.

Mortimer.

SHELLFISH / [stett and^S.] Fish invested

with a hard covering, either testaceous, as oys'

ters, or crustaceous, as lobsters. Woodward.

SHE'LLY. a. [from steU.] 1. Abounding

with shells. Prior, a. Consisting of (hells.

Bentley.

SHELTER. /. [rcylfc, a shield, Sax. ] • <

A cover from any external injury or violence.

Dryden. a. A protector ; a defender ; one

that gives security. Psal. lxi. 3. 3. Tho

state of being covered ; protection; security.

Denbam.

To SHL'LTER. v. a. [from the noun.] t. To

cover from external violence. Milton. 1. To

defend ; to protect ; to succour with refuge a

lo harbour. Dryden. 3, To betake to co

ver. Atterbnry. 4. To cover from notice.

Prior

To SHE'LTER. v . n. i. To take shelter.

Milton, a. To give shelter. Thomson.

SHt'LTERLESS. a. [fiomfoelter.'i Harbour*

less j without borne or refuge. Rowe.

SHELVING, a. [fromstels] Sloping; inclin

ing; having declivity Shakesp.

SHE LVY. a. [fromstelf] Shallow; rocky;

full of banks. Sbakesp.

To SHEND. v. a. preter. and part. pass, stent.

[feenban, Saxon ; scenden, Dutch.] I. To

ruin , to spoil. Dryden. 1. To disgrace ; to

degrade , to blame. Spenser. 3. To jover-

power ; to crash, to surpass. Spenser.

SHE'PHERD. s. [rxeap, (heep, and byri*, a

keeper, Saxon, rxcapahypb.j 1. One who

tends (heep in the pasture. Milton. 2. A

swain-, a rural lover, safe'sA. 3. One who

tends the congregation ; a pastor. Prior.

SHEPHERDESS. / [from fiepberd] A wo

man that tends (heep ; a rural lass. Dryden.

SHEPHERDS Needle./, [scandax, Lat.] Ve

nus-comb. An herb.

SHEPHERDS Purse, or Pouch, s. [bursa pa-

Jlerit, Lat.] A common weed,

4 T SHE'P*
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ne laws, l^aion,

3 of»

rom fierif.] The

ce or jurisdiction

sheriff.

kind of sweet Spanish

SHETHERDS R,i.s. Teisel, of which pl»at

it is a species.

SHE PHERDISH. a. [ from shepherd. ] Re

sembling a shepherd ; suiting a shepherd ;

pastoral; rustick. Sidiry.

SHERBET./ [Jbarbat, Arabick] The juice

os lemons or oranges mixed with water and

sugar.

SHERD./ [recap's, Saxon.] The fiagmentof

broken ware. Dryden.

SHERIFF. / [|-cy>er:eriej:a, Saxon, from

|-cype, a shire, and peve, a steward. J An of

ficer to whom is entrusted in each county the

execution of the laws. Bacon,

SHE'RIFFALTY.

«HE'RIFFDOM

SHERIFFSHIP

SHER1FFWICK..

SHE RRIS. ) / [from Xeres, a town of

SHE RRIS oVk*. t Andalusia \a Spain.] A

SHERRY. ■>

wine. Shakesp.

SHEW. See Show.

SHIDE./ [from peeafean, to divide, Saxon.] A

board ; a cutting

SHIELD./ [pcylo, Saxon.] i-A buckler ; a

broad piece of defensive armour held on the

lest arm to ward off blows. Shakesp. 2. De

fence ; pro:ection. 3. One that gives pro

tection or security. Dryden.

To SHIELD, v. a. [from the noun.] I. To

cover with a shield. 1. To defend; to pro

tect ; to secure. Smith. 3. To keep off ; to

defend against. Spenser.

To SHIFT, v. n. [ftipla, Runick, to change.j

1. To change place. Woodward. *. To

change ; to give place to other things. Locke

3. To change cloaths particularly the linen

2'onng. 4. To find some expedient ; to act

or rive though with difficulty. Daniel. 5. To

practise indirect methods. Raleigh. 6. To

take some method of safety. L'Eftrange.

To SHIFT, v. a. I- To change ; to alter

L'Eftrange, S-wift. a. To transfer from place

to place. Tujser. 3. To put by some expe

dient out ot the way. Bacon. 4. To change

in position. Raleigh. 5. To change, as cloaths

Shakesp. 6. To dress in fresh cloaths Shakejp

7. To Shift off. To defer ; to put away by

some expedient. Rogers.

SHIFT. / [from the verb.] t. Expedient

found or used with difficulty ; difficult means

More. a. Indirect expedient; mean refuge ;

last recourse. Baton. 3. Fraud ; artifice ;

stratagem Denham. 4. Evasion ; elusory

practice. South. 5. A woman's linen.

SHIFTER/ [from shift] One who plays

tricks; a roan of artifice. Milton.

SHI'FTLESS a. [from Jhift J Wanting er

pedients ; wanting means to act or live

Derhftm.

SHI'LLINO. / srcyllinj, Saxon and Erse ;

sche/liug, Dutch.] A coin of various value

"in different times. It is now twelve pence.

Locke. '

SH1LL-I-SHAI.L-I. A ctrrnpt reduplication of

Jballlt To stand /bill I-Jhall- 1, it toconiitM

hesitating. Cougreve.

SHILY. adv. [from Jhy ] Not familiarly -,

not frankly.

SHIN./ [pema, Si%on; schie*, German.] The

forepart ofthe leg. Shakesp. Hudibrat.

To SHINE, v. n. preterite / Jbene, 1 hemt

stone; sometimes I Jhined, I have Jh:ued.

peroan, Saxon ; schijnen, Dutch] 1. T»

have bright resplendence ; to glitter ; to

glisten; to gleam. Denham. a. To be with

out clouds. Bacon. 3. To be glossy. Jer. v. 18.

4 To be gay ; to be splendid Spenser. ;.

Ta be beautiful. Dunciad. 6. To be eminent

or conspicuous. Addisou. 7. To be propitious.

Numbers. 8 To enlighten corporeally and

externally. Wisdom.

SHINE. / [from the verb.] 1. Fair weaUifr.

Locke. a. Brightness j splendour; lustre.

Decay os Piety

SHI'NESS. s. [ftom fiy.] Unwillingness to he

tractable or familiar Arbutbnot.

SHINGLE./, [schmdel,. Germ] Aihinboini

to c»ver houses. Mortimer.

SHI NGLES. / [cingulum, Lat] A kind ot

tetter or herpes that spreads itself round the

loins. Arbutbnot.

SHINY, a. (from Jbiue.] Bright} splendid;

luminous. Dryden.

SHIP, [scip, peyp, Saxon ; sebap, Dutch.] A

termination noting quality or adjunct, it

liidjhip; or office, isftenvardjbip.

SHIP. / [pap, Saxon ; schippen, Dutch.] A |VP

may be defined a large hollow building, made

to pass over the sea with fails.

To SHIP. v. a. [from the noun.] I. To po:

into a ship. Knolles. l. To transport in a snap.

Shakesp

SHIPBOARD./ [fiip and board] 1. This

word is seldom used but in adverbial phrases :

ajbipboard, onjbipboard, in a ship Dryden.

%. The plank of a ship. Ezek.

SHI'PBOY./ \Jh,p and boy] Boy that serve*

in a ship Sbakejp.

SHIPMAN. / [Jhip and man.] Sa;lor-, sea

man. Shake/p.

SHIPMASTER. / Master ofthe ship J;*oj.

SHI'PPINC. / [fromjbip] 1. VetUL •: na

vigation. Raleigh. 1. Passage in a (hip.

John.

SHIPWRECK. / [Jbif and wreck] 1. Tie

destruction of strips by rocks or shelve*.

Arbutbnot. a. The pans of a shatieicd

ship. Dryden. 3. Destruction- j miscarriage.

1 . Tim.

To SHIPWRECK, w a. [from the noun.) 1.

To destroy by dashing on the rocks or shallows.

Shakesp. a. To make to suffer the c'anger*

of a wreck. Pri;r. 3. To throw by lots of

the vessel Sbate/p.

SHIPWRIGHT."/: I fiip and or:rkL A

bulkier of ships. Shakejp.

SHIRE./, [pap, from pcipan, ta divide. Sax.]

A division of the kingdom j a couciv. Sf>nje'.

Priir.

SHIRT.
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SHIRT, s. [stiert, Danish; ytjric, rc)T"c>

Saxon] The under linen garment of a man.

Drydew.

To SHIRT, v. a. [fr»m the noun ] To cover ;

to clothe as in a shirt. Dryden.

SHIRTLESS, a. [from fiirt.] Wanting a (hirt.

Post.

SH1TTAH \ s. A sort of precious wood, of

SHITTIM. J which Mo/et made the greaust

part of the tables, altars, and planks belong

ing to the tabernacle. The wood is hard,

tough, smooth, without knots, and extremely

beautiful. -It grows in Aiabia. Calmet.

SHITTLECOCK./ A cork stuck with feathers,

and driven by players trom one lo another

with battledoors. CMcr.

SHIVE. s. [febyve, Dutch.] I. A slice of bread

Sbaktfp. i. A thick splinter, or lamina cut

off from the main substance. Boyle.

To SHIVER, v. ». [fcbavjren, German.] To

«,uake; to tremble; to (hudder, as with cold

or fear. Bac;n, CLavelaml.

To SHIVER, v ». [homstive.] To fall at once

into many parts or (hives. Woodward.

To SHI VER v. a To break by one act into

manv parts ; to (hatter. l'hilipi.

SHIVER./ [from the verb.] One fragment

of many into which any thing is broken.

Shakejp.

SHIVERY, a. [fromstiver J Loose of -cohe

rence; incompact; easily falling into many

fragments. Woodward.

SHOAL./ [f-cole, Sax ] I. A croud ; a mul

titude ; a hrong. Waller. ». A (hallow; a

sand bank. Abbot.

To SHOAL, v. n. [from the noun ] I. To

croud; to throng. Chapman, a. To be (hal

low; to grow (hallow. Milton.

SHOAL, a. Shallow ; obstructed or incumbered

with banks.

SHOA'LINESS / [from fioaly.] Shallowness ;

frequency of (hallow pi ices.

SHOA'LY. a. [from./W] Full of shoals; full

of shallow places. Dryden.

SHOCK./ [choc, French; febecken, Dutch]

I. Conflict; mutual impression of violence ;

violent concourse. Milton. 2. Concussion;

external violence. Hale. 3. The conflict of

enemies Milton. 4 Offence; impression of

disgust, young. 5. A pile of sheaves of corn

fob, Sandyi. 6. A rough dog. Lode.

To SHOCK, v. a. [ Jckockn, Dutch.] 1 . To

(hake by violence. Sbakrfp. X. To offend j

to disgust. Dryden.

To SHOCK. v„. To be offensive. Addifon.

To SHOCK, v. n. [from the noun.] To build

up piles of (heaves. Tusser.

SHOD, iorstoed, the preterite and participle pas

sive of \ostee. Tujser.

SJJ'SE. /. plural/>sr>, anciently stun, [fceo,

fcoe, Saxon; feboe, Dutch] The cover of

the foflt Boyle.

To SHOE, v. a. preterite, \(bod\ participle

•paffiveyfo<J* [from the noun. J ] To tit the

foot with ifioe. Sbakelp 1. To cover al the

bottom. Draytn,

SHOE'BOY./. [stoe and boy.] A boy that cleans

stoei Swift.

SHOEING-HORN. / \stoe and torn.] 1. A

horn used to facilitate the admifliin of the foot

into a narrow stoe. 1. Any thing by which

a transaction is facilitated. SptBator.

SHOEMA'KER. / [stoe and maker.] One

whole trade is to make (hoes.

SHOE'TYE./ [fine and tye] The ribband with

which women lyestoei Hudtbrat.

SHOG. s. [ itamsteck. ] Violent concussion.

Bentley.

To SHOG v. a. To (hake } to agitate by sud

den interrupted impulses. Carew.

SHONE. The preterite ofseine. Milton.

SHOOK. The preterite, and in poetry participle

passive, otstake. Dryden.

To SHOOT, v. a preterite, \stet; participle

stet or stotten. [feeotan, Saxon ] 1. To dis

charge any thing so as to make it fly with

speed or violence. Milton, z. To discharge

from a bow cr gun. Sbaiesp. 3. To let off.

Abbot. 4. To strike with ariy ihlngstot Exod.

5. To emit new parts, as a vegetable. Eaekiel.

6 To emit; to dart or thrust forth. Addifon.

7. To push suddenly. Dryden. 8. To push

forward. Psalms, o. To fit to each other by

planing; a workman's term. Moxon. 10. To

[ask through with swiftness. Dryden.

To SHOOT, v. n. 1 . To perlorm the act of

stating. Temple, 1. To germinate ; to in

crease in vegetable growlh. Cleaveland. 3.

To form itscii into any shape. Bnrnet. 4. To

be emitted. Watts. 5. To protuberate ; to

jet out. Abbot. 6. To pass at an arrow.

Addifon. 7. To become any thing suddenly.

Dryden 8. To move swiftly along.. Dryden.

9. To foel a quick pain.

SHOOT. / [from the verb.] 1. The act or

impression of any thing emitted from a di

stance. Bacon. 1. The act of striking, or

endeavouring to strike wilh a mislive weapon

discharged by any instrument. Shake/p. 3.

[Scbenten, Dutch. J Branches issuing from the

main stock. Mi/ton, Evelyn.

SHOOTER./ [Uomstoot.] One that (hoots j

an archer ; a gunner. Fairfax, Herbert.

SHOP./ [fceop, Sax] 1. A place where any

thing is fold. Shakejp. 1. A room in which

manufactures are carried on. Bacsn.

SHOPBOARD./ [ /bop tnd b,ard] Bench on

which any work is done. Sonth.

SHO PBOOK./: [stop and book.] Book in which

a tradesman keeps his accounts. Locke.

SHOPKEEPER./ [stop todkeeper.] A trader

who (elk in a shop ; not a metchant who only

deals by wholesale. Addtfon.

SHO PMAN./ [stop and man.] A petty trader.

Dryden.

SHORE. The preterite otstear. Sbakefp.

SHORE./ [prorie, Saxon.] t. The coast of

' the sea. Milton. 1. The bank of a river.

Spenjer. 3. A drain j properly fewer. 4.

[Jclooren, Dutch, to prop.] The support of %

building ; a buttress. Wetttn.
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T» SHORE, v. a. [sebum, Dutch.] i. To

prop; to support. IValls. j. To set on stWe

Not in use. Sbakefp.

SHO RELESS. a. [ hornfieri. ] Hiving no

coast. Beyle.

SHORN. The participle passive ofshear. Dryd.

6HORT. a. [ j-ceort, Saxon.] I . Not long \

commonly not long enough. Pope, a. Not

long in space er extent. Pose. 3. Not long in

time or duration. Dryden. 4. Repeated by

quick iterations. Smith. 5. Not attaining an

end) not reaching the purposed point I not

adequate. South, L:cke,Addif;n, Ntvit:n 6

Not far distant in time. Clarendon. 7. De

festive ; imperfect. 8. Scanty ; wanting

fiaynvard. 9. Not fetching a compass

Vcftrange. 10. Not going so far as was in

tended. Dryd. 11. Defective as to quantity.

Dryd. 1 1. Narrow 1 contracted. Bnrnet. 13,

Brittle ; friable. W alien. 14. Not bending

Drjien.

SHORT./ [from the adjective.] A summary

account. Sbaltst>.

SHORT, adv. Not long Dryden.

To SHORTEN, v a. [from fieri.] I, To

make short, either in time or space. Hteker

a. To contract ; to abbreviate. Suckling. 3

To confine ; to hinder from progression

Sbakefp. 4. To cut off) to defeat. Sfenser

5. To lop. Drjdtn.

SHORTHAND. / [fieri tniband.) A me

thod of writing in compendious characters.

Dryden.

SHORTLIVED. a. [fieri and live.] Not liv

ing or lasting long. AJdisen.

SHORTLY, adv. (from>«-f.] 1. Quickly;

soon ; in a little time. Calamy. ». In a few

words; briefly. Pope.

SHORTNESS./. [fromJ&.rr] 1. The quality

of being short, either in time or space. Bacon,

X. Fewness of words) brevity ; conciseness.

linker. 3. Want of retention. Bacon. 4. De-

Science ; imperfection. Glanville.

SHO'RTRIBS./ [fieri and nil.] The bastard

rib*. Wiseman.

SHORTSIGHTED, a. [fiirt and/rif.] 1.

Unable by the convexity of the eye to fee far.

Newteu. x. Unable by intellectual sight to

fee far. Denbam,

SHORTSIGHTEDNESS./ [fieri ladfigbl.]

1. Defect of fight proceeding from the son-

vexity of the eye. a. Defect of intellectual

sight. Addistn.

SHCRTWAISTED. a. [fieri and v-afi.] Hav

ing a short body. Dryden.

SHO RTWINDED. a. [fieri and mind] Short-

breathed; asthmatkk ; breathing by quick

and faint reciprocations. May.

SHO RTWINGED a. [fieri and vitg.] Hav-

ing short wings. So hawks are divided into

long tadfijrt vjinged. Dryden.

SHOKY.a. [iroxafiere.] Lying near the coast,

fiamd.

SHOT. The preterite and participle passive of

sheet. Spenser.

SJtOT./. [fiber, Dutch.] 1: The act of (hoot

ing. Sidney. 1. The flight of a (hot. Genefie-

3. [Escet, Fr.] A sum charged; a reckoning.

Sbakefp. Dryden.

SHOTE./ [peeora. Sax.] A fish. Careva.

SHOTFREE. a. f fiet and free] Clear of the

reckoning. Sbakefp.

SHO'TTEN. a. [iromfieet.] Having ejected

the spawn. Sbakefp

To SHOVE, v. a. (pcupan, Saxon •, sehnyvan,

Dutch.] 1. To posh by main strength Shaie/p.

1. To drive a boat by a pole that reaches to

the bottom of the water. 3. To push; to

rush against. Arbutbnet

To SHOVE, v.n. 1 . To push forward before

one Gulliver. %. To move in a boat, not by

oars but a pole Gartb.

SHOVE./ [from the verb ] The act of shov

ing 1 a push. Gulliver.

SHO VEL/ srxoFl.Sax./JMjff/, Dutch.] Au

instrument consisting os a long handle and

broad blade with raised edges. Glanville.

To SHO VEL. v. a [from the noun] 1 . To

throw or heap with a (hovel. Sbakefp. x. To

gather in great quantities. Derbam.

SHO VELBOARD./ [fitvel and beard ] A

long board on which they play by sliding me

tal pieces at a mark Dryden.

SHO'VELLER, or Sbevelord.s. [from fireel j

A bird. Grew,

SHOUGH./ [forfeit.] A species of shaggy

dog ; a (hock. Sbakefp.

SHOULD, [sende, Dutch; peeosoan, Saxon.]

This is a kind of auxiliary verb used in the

conjunctive mood, of which the significance

ia not easily fixed Bacon.

SHO ULDER. / [pcutone, Saxon \ sehaldtr,

Dutch] I. The joiot which connects the arm

to the b«dy Sbakefp a. The upper joint of

the foreleg. Addisen. 3 The upper put of

the back. DryJen. 4 The shoulders are used

as emblems of strength. Sbakefp. 5. A rising

part ; a prominence. Afexen.

To SHOULDER, v a. [from the noun/] 1.T0

pulh with insolence and violence. Sbakefp. 1.

To put upon the shoulder. Glanville.

SHOULDERBELT./ [fienlder and belt ] A

belt that comes acrols the (boulder. Dryden.

SHOULDERCLAPPER. / [ /bnUer and

clap.] One who affects familiarity. Sbakefp.

SHO ULDERSHOTTEN. a [fienlder and

fiet] Strained in the (houlder. Sbakefp.

SHO'ULDERSLIP./ [fienlder xacislip.] Dis

location oi the (houlder. Sviist.

To SHOUT, v. n. To cry in triumph and ex

ultation, kValter.

SHOUT. /-Aloud and vehementcry of tt iurr.fi

or exultation Kneltei, Dryden.

SHOUTER./ [\texnfieut.] He who shouts

Dryden.

To SHOW. v. a. r>iet.firu>ed and sbcxwrn t car.

pass fiewn [peeapan, Sax. Jchetaen, Duftwi

I . To exhibit to view. UEfirange. X. T«

give proof of; to prove. Dryden. 3^ Ti

publish ; to make publick , to procla.ro.

I Peter. 4. To make known. Mtltam. 5. Tlf

foot
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point the way ; to direct. Swift. 6. To of

fer-, to afford. ABi, Denser. 7. To explain ;

to expound. Daniel. 8. To teach ; to tell.

Milt»».

To SHOW, v n. 1. To appear ; to look ; to

be in appearance. Dryaen, Philips. 1. To

have appearance. Shakefp.

*HOW. / [from the verb.) I. A spectacle)

something publjckly exposed to view for mo

ney. Adaijcn. ' a Superficial appearance.

Mitten. 3. Ostentatious display Granvilte.

4. Object attracting notice. Addison. 5.

Splendid appearance. Mihtn 6 Semblance ;

liktneU. Milton, y. Spaciousness j plauflbi

lity. Wbitgiftt. 8. External appearance.

Sidney, o. Exhibition to view. Shakesp. 10.

Pomp; magnificent spectacle. Bacon. 11.

Phantoms; not realities. Dryden. II. Repre*

sentative action. Addison.

6HOWBREAD, or Shevibread f. [show and

tread.] Among the jews, they irrus called

loaves of bread that the priest of the week

put every Sabbath-day upon the golden table

which was in the sanctum before the Lord

They were covered with leaves of gold, and

were twelve in number, representing the

twelve tribes of Israel. They served them up

hot, and at the same time took away the stale

ones, and which cotild not be eaten but by the

priest alone. This offering was accompanied

with frankincense and salt. Calmct.

SHOWER. /. [fchenre, Dutch.] 1. Rain ei

ther moderate or violent. Bacon. 1. Storm of

any thing falling thick. Pipe. 3. Any very li

beral distribution. Shakefp.

To SHO'WER. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

wet or drown with rain Miltm. %. To pour

down. Milton. 3. To distribute or scatter

with great liberality rVoiton.

To SHO WER. v. n To be rainy.

SHO'WERY. a. [from fbotver.] Rainy. Bacon,

Addison.

SHO'WISH, or Showy, a. [from show.] I.

Splendid ; gaudy. Sviist. ». Ostentatious,

Addison.

SHOWN, pret. and part. pass, of Tofbivi. Ex

hibited. Miltm.

SHRANK.. The preterite of /brink. Gen.

To SHRED, v. a yirtl.Jbred. [pepeaban, Sax.]

To cut into small pieces. Hooker.

SHRED. / [from the verb) 1. A small

piece cut oil". Bacon, Pot>c. 1. A fragment.

Shakefp.

SHREW. / [febreyen, German, toclamour.]

A peevilft, malignant, clamorous, spiteful,

vexatious, turbulent woman. Shakefp

SHREWD, a [Contracted ftomjbretued.] 1.

Having the qualities of a shrew; malicious;

troublesome. Shakefp. i. Maliciously fly ;

. gunning. TiliolJ'on. 3. Bad; ill-betokening.

• South. 4. Painful; pinching; dangerous;

miscUievous- South.

SHREWDLY, adv. [stem shrewd.] ,. Mis-

, thievously; destructively. kVetttn. t, Vexa-

tioufly. Ssutb. 3. With strong suspicion. Locke,

SHREWDNESS, s. [smmjbrewj.] ,. Sly'nes.t

cunning ; archness. Shake/p. a. Mifchievous-

nefs; petulance

SHREWISH, a. [from strew.) Having the

qualities of a shrew ; forward ; petulantly

clamorous Shakefp

SHR EWISHLY. adv. [fromstrewist.) Petu

lantly ; peevishly ; clamoioufly ; frowardlv.

Shakefp '

SHRE'WISHNESS / [from>-«£,,/*.] The

qualities of a threw; frowardness; petulance-

clamorousnefb Shakefp

SHREWMOUSE. / [perteap,, Saxon.) A

mouse of which the bite is generally sup

posed venomous : which is false, her teeth

being equally harmless with those of any other

moulc

To SHRIEK, v. n. [firiekar, Danish; feric

ciolare, Italian ] To cry out inarticulately

with anguish or horror | to scream. Drvden

SHRIEK./. [strieg, Danish; ferieeiesu^.}

An inarticulate cry of anguish or horror.

DryJen.

SHRIFT./ rrcp.Fr, Sax.] Confession made to

a priest. Rome.

SHR1GHT, for shrieked. Shakefp.

SHRILL. a.Sounding w.th a piercing, tremulous,

or vibratory found. Shakefp.

To SHRILL, v. n. [from the adjective.) To

perce the car wiih quick vibrations of sound

Spencer, henlon.

SHRILLY, adv. [from shrill.} With a shrill

noise.

SF!!''L?snSS'y: l*«>*] The quality of

being shrill. ' '

SHRIMP / [fchrnmpe, a wrinkle, German.!

I. A small crustaceous vermiculaled fish

dwarf Shakefp. '

SHRINE./ [j-epin, Saxon; scrinium, Lat 1

Awse in which something sacred is repofited.

To SHRINK, m. «. preterite, I shrunk, „

shrank ; fUUafle,strunkstrank,orstru,ken.

Ircpincan, Sax.J 1. To contract itself i„to

lels room ; to shrivel ; to be drawn together

by lome internal power. Bacon. 1. To with

draw as from danger. Dryden. 3. To exprest

fear, horror, or pain, by shrugging, or con

tracting the body. Shakefp. 4. To fall back

as trom danger. South.

To SHRINK, v. a. participle pass. strnnk,

JVL™T? °lJb,ru*1"*- To make to shrink.

shakefp. Taylor.

SHRINK./ |frora the verb ] 1 . Corrugation •

contraction into less compass. Wood-ward. %

Contraction of the body from fear or horror!

Daniel.

SHRINKER. / [ from shrink. ] He who

shrinks.

To SHRIVE. v. a. srepiran, Sax ) To hear

at confession. Cleaveland.

To SHRIVEL, n,. n. ifcbrompebn, Dutch.]

To contract itself into wrinkles. Arbuthntt.

T«
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To SHRIVEL. t>. m. To contract into wrinkles.

Dryden.

SHRIVER. / [ from strive. ] A confessor.

Shakefp.

SHROUD./ fpcriub, Saxon.] i. A dieker; »

cover. Milieu. a. The dress of the dead ; a

winding-sheet. Shakefp. 3. The fail ropes.

Shakejp. Pise.

To SHROUD v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To (hel

ler j to cover from dinger. KnilUt, Raleigh,

kValler. -. To dress tor the f;rave. Venue

3. To cloarh ; to dress. 4 To cover or con

ceal, Dryd. Aidij. 5. To defend; to protect.

To SHROUD, v. m. To harbour ; to take shel

ter. Miltem

SHROVETIDE. 7 / [(torn streve, the

SHROVETUESDAY. J preterite o( strive]

The time of confession ; the day before AsiV

wednelday or Lent. Tujfcr.

SHRUB /. fr-epibbe, Saxon] 1. A bush; a

fmali tree. Lake. 1. Spirit, acid, and ugar

mixed.

SHRUBBY.* [homstrub] 1. Resettling a

shrub Minima, z. Full of shrubs ; bushy.

M1 Item.

To SHRUG, v. n. [schrickea, Dutch, to trem

ble.] To express horror or dissatisfaction by

motion of the shoulders or whole body. Dcnne,

Swift.

To SHRUG, v. a. To contract or draw up.

Hudlbral.

SHRUG, s. [from the verb.] A motion of the

shoulders usually expressing diflike or aversion.

Cleavr/and, Swift.

SHRUNK. The preterite aid part, pass, of

strink. 1 Maccabees

SHRUNKEN The part, passive ofstrink. Bac.

To SHUDDER, v. a. [Jchndren, Dutch ] To

quake with sear, or with aveision. Dryden,

Smith.

To SHU FFLE. v. a. rj-ypeling, Saxon, a buaie,

a tumult.] 1.T0 throw into disorder; to a-

gitate tumultuous! y , Ib as that one thing takes

the place of another. Blackmere. i. To re

move, or put by with some artifice or fraud.

Lecke. 3 To shake ; to deveil. Shakes/). 4

To change the position of caids with respect lo

each other. Bate*. 5. To form tumultuous!) ,

or fraudulently. Hituel.

To SHUFFLE, v. n. I. To throw the cards into

a new order. Granv. ». To play mean tricks ;

to practise fraud; to evade fair questions Scull:

3. To struggle ; to shift. Shakejp. 4. To

move with an irregular gait. Shakefp.

SHU'FFLE. f. [from the veib] 1. 1 he act of

disordering things, or making them take con

fusedly the place of each other. Bentley. z

A trick j an artifice. L'EJirange.

SHUFI'LECAP. /. \ stujti ioti cap.] A play

at which money is shaken in a hat Arbnthnet.

SHUFFLER. J. [tiomstijie.] He who plays

tricks or shuffles.

SHU FFLINGLY. adv. [fromstuffle] With an

irregular gait. Dryden.

To SHUN. v. a. [aj-cuniaD, Sax.] To avoid ;

to decline; to endeavour to escape; toes-

chew. Waller.

SHU'NLESS a. [srorn./r>«».] Inevitable •, una

voidable Shakefp.

To SHUT, v a, preterite, lstnt ; part, passive,

fi*t. ircirtin, Sti.Jchuttcn, Dutch] 1. To

close lo as to prohibit ingress or regress ; to

make not open. Millm. 1. To inclose •, to

confine Cat. 3 To prohibit ; to bar Milt.

4. To exelede. Dryden. 5. To contract ; not

to keep expanded. Dent. 6. Te Shut ent. To

exclude; to deny admissioa. Lecke. 7. Te

Shut np To close ; to confine. Raleigh. 8.

To conclude. Kntllet.

To SHUT. v. n. To be closed ; to close itself.

SHUT. Participial adjiHivc. Rid; clear; free.

L'EJlr ange.

SHUT. / [from the verb.] 1. Close; act of

(hutting. Dryden. 1. Small door or cover.

ffilkini.

SHUTTER. / [fromjbnt.] 1. One thai shuts.

1. A cover ; a door. Dryden.

SHU'TTLE. / [fchietfpeele, Dutch; fintnl,

lllandick ] The instrument with which the

weaver shoots the cross threads. Sandyt.

SHUTTLECOCK. /. [See Sh ittlecocx]

A cork stuck with feathers, and beaten back

ward and forward. Spenjer.

SHY. a. [fchev/e, Dutch; fchifi, Italian] 1.

Reserved; not familiar; not free of behavi

our. Addifon. 1. Cautious; wary ; chirr.

lindthras. 3 Keeping al a distance ; un

willing to approach Nerrit. 4. Suspicious;

jealous; unwilling to suffer near acquaintance.

Somhem.

SIBILANT « [/bilant, Lat.] Hissing Helder.

SIBIl.A'TION. f. {horn/bile, Lat] A biffing

found Bacen.

SI CAMORE. /. [fcanurnt, Latin.] A tree.

Peacham.

ToSITCATE. v. a. [fece, Lat.] To dry.

SICCATION./ [from fecate.] The act ot

drying.

SICCIFICK. a. [ ficcui and>, Lat.] Causing

driness

SICCl'TY. / [steciti, Fr. ficcitas, from ntem.

Lat] Driness; aridity; v.ar.t of moisture.

kViJeman.

SICE./ I fx, French ] The number six at dice

DryJen.

SICH. a. Such. See Sue 11 Spenser.

SICK. a. freoc, Six.feck, Dutch] 1. Affficteo

with disease. CleavelanJ. z. Disordered in

the organs of digestion ; ill in the stomach. 3.

Corrupted. Shakejp. 4 Disgusted. Pipe.

To SICK. v. n. [from the noun] To sicken j

to take a disease. Shakejp.

To SICKEN, v. a. [from/f*.] I. To make

sick; to disease. Prier. z. To weaken ; to

impair. Shakefp. »%

To Sl'CKEN. v.n. I. To grow sick; to fall

into disease. Bacen. z. To be satiated ;' to be

filled to disgust. Shakejp. 3. To be disgusted

or disordered with abhorrence. Dryden. 4.-

To grow weak ; 10 decay ; to languish. P*p*.

SICKER.
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SICKER, a. [siccer, Welsh ; seker, Dutch.:]

Sure; certain , firm. Spenser.

SICKER, adv. Sorely ; certainly. Spenser.

SICKLE. / [pcol, Sax. sickel, Dutch, from

steak, or sicula. Lit] The hook with which

corn is cut; a reaping hook. Spenser, Sonlh.

SICKLEMAN. 7 / ['ram sickle.] A reaper.

SI'CKLER. J Sbakcsp. Senth.

SI'CKLINESS. / [from sickly] Disposition to

sickness ; habitual disease. Sbakesp. Grannt.

SI CKLY. adv. [from/si.] Not in health. Shak.

SI'CKLY. a. [from sick.} Not healthy; not

found ; not well; somewhat disordered. Shak.

Dryden 1. Faint ; weak ; languid. Prior.

To SICKLY, v. a. [from the adjective.] To

make diseased j to taint with the hue of dis

ease. Shakejp.

SICKNESS./ [srom/ri.] i. State of being

diseased Shakejp. I. Disease; malady Mat

Watts. 3. Disorder in the organs ot digestion.

SIDE. / (pfee, Stx.sijde, Duich j 1. Theparts

of. animals fortified by the ribs. Spenser. 2.

Aay part of any body opposed by any other

part. kVilkins. 3. The right or left. 4. Mir-

gin f edge; verge. Roscommon. 5. Any kind

of local respect. Milton. 6. Party ; interest ;

faction ; sect. Shakejp. Spratt 7. Any part

placed in contradiction or opposition to another.

Knolles, TiUotfi:

SIDE. a. [from the noun.] Lateral; oblique ;

not direct; being on either side Hoiker, ktxcd.

To SIDE. v. n [irom the noun.]To tike a par

ty ; to eogage in a faction. King Charles,

Dishy, Snntfi.

SIDEBOARD / [fide and heard.] The side

table on which conveniencies are placed for

thole that eat at the other table. Dryden

SI DEBOX [side and box.) Seat for the ladies

00 ihe side osthe th. aire. Pope.

SI DEFLY./ An insect. Dirham.

To SI DLL. v. n [f.om side ] To go with the

l>ody the narrowest way. Stoift.

SI DELONG. a. [ side and long.) Lateral ; ob

lioue; not in front ; not direct. Dryden,

Like

SIDELONG, adv. 1. Laterally; obliquely;

not in pursuit; not in opposition. Dryden. a.

On the side. Evelyn.

SIDER./ See Cider.

SIDERAl.. a. [fromsiJns, Lat.] Starry ; as

tral. Milton.

SI DERATED, a. [from sideratui, Lat ] Blast

ed 1 plir.et struck. Brcvin.

SI DERATION. J. [sideratitn, Fr. sideratio,

I. at. J A sudden mortification ; a blast ; or a

sodden deprivation ot ienle Ray.

SIDESADDLE. J. [side and Jadd.'e.] A wo

man's feat on h rk-back.

SIDESMAN./ [fidewA man]} An assistant

to the church-warden. AfljJ'e.

SIDEWAYS.? adv. [frurr. jidc and way, or

^I'DEWISE. J «">•] Laterally ; on one

bdcoNevten

SIEGE. / [siege, Fr.] 1. The act osbesetting a

. fortified placej a leaguer. Knolles. i.Any co»

tinned endeavour to gain possession. Drjdew.

3. [Siege, Fr.] Seat; throne. Spenser. 4.

Place ; class ; rank. Shakejp. 5. Stool. Bran:

To SIEGE, v. a. [ sieger, Fren ] To besiege.

Spenser.

SIEVE, [(torn sift.] Hair or lawn strained upon

a hoop, by which flower is separated from

bran ; a boulter ; a scarce. Dryden.

To SIFT. v. a [ppcan, Sax. sisun, Dutch.] I.

To separate by a sieve. kVotten. z. To sepa

rate ; to part. Dryden. 3. To examine; to

try. Hooker.

SI FTER./ [from///.] He who sifts.

SIG was used by the Saxons for victory : as,

Sighert famous for victory ; Sigvsard. victo

rious preserver. Gibson.

To SIGH. v. a [pean, or peerran. Sax sneb-

ten, Dutch.] 'so emit the breath audibly, as

in grief Mark, Prior, Arbutbnot, Pope.

To SIGH. v. a. To lament; to mourn. Prior.

SIGH. / [from the verb.] A violent and audi

ble emission of the breath which has been long

retained. Tayler.

SIGHT /ijepSe, Saxon -.siebt; gesiebt, Dut.]

1. Perception by the eye ; the fense ot seeing.

Bacon. 2. Open view ; a situation in which

nothing obstructs the eye. Dryden. 3. Aft

ot feeing or beholding. Dryden. 4. Notice ;

knowledge. Wake. 5. Eye; instrument of

seeing. Dryden. 6. Aperture previous to the

eye, or other point fixed to guide the eye : as

thesighti of a quadrant. ShaAcfp. 7. Spectacle;

(how ; thing wonderful to be seen. Sidney,

Exedns.

SI GHTED. a [from sight.] Seeing ia a parti

cular manner. It is used only in composition,

as qnicksigblcd, shortsighted. Clarendon.

SIGHTFULNESS. / [from sight and /«//.]

Perspicuity; clearness ot sight. Sidney.

SIGHTLESS, a [from sight.} 1. Wanting

sight ; blind. Pope. 2. Not sightly j offensive

to the eye ; unpleasing to look at Shakejp. .

SIGHTLY, a. [from sight] Pleasing to the

eye j striking to the view. Addisin.

SI'GIL. / [sigillnnt, Lat] Seal. Dryden.

SIGN./ [ signe, YTr.signum, Lat] 1. A to

ken of any thing ; that by which any thing

is shown. Hooker, Holder. %. A wonder ; a

miracle. Ezik. Milton. 3 A picture hung

atadoor, to give notice what is loll within.

Donne. 4. A monument; a memorial. Nnmb.

5. A constellation in the zodnek. Dryden. 6.

Note ol resemblance. 7. Ensign. Milton. 8.

Typical representation ; svmbol Brercwood..

9. A subscription ol one'b name: as, nsign

manual.

To SIGN. v. a. [sigio. Lat] 1. To mark.

Shakesp.i. \signer, Fr ]To ratify by hand or

leal. Dryden. 3. To betoken; to signify ;

to reprelent typically. Taylor.

SIGNAL. / [signal, Vr.sennalc, Spanish.] No

tice given by a signal ; a sign ih.-t gives no

tice. Dryden.

SI'GNAL. a. [signal, Fr.] Eminent ; memora

ble i remarkable. Clarendon.

SICNALiTY.
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SI'GNALITY./[from/f»a/.]Qnility of some

thing remarkable or memorable. Granville.

To Sl'GNALIZE. v. a. [ signaler, Fr.) To

make eminent ; to make remarkable. Swift.

SI'CNALLY. adv. [from signal. ] Eminently ;

remaikablys memorably. South.

SIGNATION./ [ from/r«, Lat.] Sign giv

en; act of betokening. Brtwn.

SI'GNATURE. /. [signature, Fr.] I. A sign

or mark impressed upon any thing ; a stamp ;

■ mark, rrattt. a. A mark upon any mat

ter, particularly upon plant*, by which their

nature or medicinal use is pointed out. Mure.

3. Proof-, evidence. Rogers. 4. [Among

printers.) Some letter or figure to distinguish

different sheets

SI'GNATURIST./. [fromsignature.] One who

holds the doctrine of signatures. Brown.

Si'GNET./[/g»r//«,Fr.]A seal commonly used

for the seal manual of a king. Dryien.

SIGNIFICANCE. ? j. [Item signify-} 1

SIGNl'FICANCY. J Power ot signifying |

meaning. Stillingfeet. 1. Force; energy*

power of impressing the mind. Swift. 3. Inv

portance ; moment; consequence. Addifon.

SIGNIFICANT, a.signifiant, ?r.]signsicam,

Lat.] 1 . Expressive of something beyond the

external mark. Shakesp a. Betokening;

standing as a sign of something. Raleigh. 3

Expressive or representative in an eminent

degree. Hooker. 4. Important; momentous.

SrLENT. «. [ film. Lat.] 1. Not speaking J

mute. Pfalmi. 1. Not talkative ; not loqua

cious. 3. Still ; having no noise. Milton. 4.

Wanting efficacy. Milton. 5. Not mentioning.

Milton.

SI'LENTLY. ah. [from silent.] 1. Without

speech. Dryden. x. Without noise. Dryden.

3. Without mention. Locke.

SII.ICIOUS. a. [from cilicinm.] Made of hair.

Brown.

SILI'CULOSE... [silicula, Lit.] Hulky 5 full

of hulks. Diet.

SII.IGINOSE. a. [JlUginofut, Lat.] Made of

fine wheat. DiS-

SILI^UA [. [Latin] t. A carat of which si «

make a scruple, a. The seed vessel, hustc,

cod, or shell of such plants as are of the pulte

kind Dia.

SILIQCJOSE. 7 / [Itomsiliqua, Lat. ] Having

SILIQl'OUS. I a pod, or capfula. Arbutbnt.

SILK. / [peolc, Sax.] 1. The thread of the

worm that tuins afterwards to the butterfly.

Shakesf>. 1. The stuff made of the worm's

thread. Knollei.

SILKEN, [from//*] 1. Made of silk. Mihem.

x. Soft j tendar. Dryden. 3. Dressed in silk.

Shakesp.

SILKMERCER./ [silk and mercer.] A dealer

in silk.

SILKWEAVER. /. [silk and weaver.] One

whole trade is to weave silken stuffs Drydn

SIGNIFICANTLY, adv. [from significant.] Sl'LKWORM / [silk jnrl worm.] The worm

With force of expression. South.

SIGNIFICATION./ [signisicatio, Lat.] 1.

The act ot making known by signs. South 1.

Meaning expressed by a sign or word. Holder.

SIGNI FICAT1VE. a. [siguisicatif, Fren. from

signify.] 1. Betokening by an external sign.

brerewood. a. Forcible ; strongly expres

sive. Camden.

SIGNl'FICATORY. a. [Item signify.] That

which signifies or betokens Taylor.

To SIGNIFY, v. a. [signifies. Lat] 1. To

declare by some token or sign. Dryden. ».

To mean; to express. Shakesp. 3. To im-

to weigh. Taylor. 4. To make known
port;

Swift.

ioSI'GNIFY. v. a. To express meaning with

force. Ben Johnson.

SI'GNIORY.7 [feigntria, Ital.] Lordship;

dominion. Daniel.

SIGNPOST. / [ sign and post.] That upon

which a sign hangs. Ben Johnson.

SI'KER. adv. The old word forsure or Jnrety

Spenser.

SIKERNESS. / [froro/*/r.] Soreness) safety.

SILENCE. / [ filenct, Fr. filentium. Lat]

1 The state of holding peace. Milton, a.

■ Habitual taciturnity ; not loquacity. Shakesp.

3. Secrecy. 4. Stillness } not noise. Pope. 5.

Not mention. Milton.

61 LENCE. inters. An authoritative restraint of

speech. Shakesp.

ToSI'LENCE. v. a. [from the noun ] To still j

to oblige to hold peace. Shakesp Clare*Jin.

that spins silk. Dryden

SI'LKY a. [from//*.] 1. Made of silk. «.

Soft ; pliant. Shakesp.

SILL, [pyl, Sax. Julie, Dutch-l The timber or

stone at the foot of the door. Swift.

SILLABUB, s. Curds made by milking upon

venegar. fVotton

SILLILY, adv. [from ./My.] In a silly manner ;

simply, foolishly. Dryden.

SILLINESS. / [from///».] Simplicity ; weak

ness ) harmless folly. L'Ffirange.

SILLY :[selir, German.) 1. Ham-le* ;

innocent; inoffensive; plain; artless, a.

Weak j helpless. Spenser. 3. Foolish ; wit

less. Watte.

SILLYHOW. / [pelrj, happy, and heorx.)

The membrane that covers the hcaJ or the

foetus. Brown.

SILT./ Mud; (lime. Hale.

SI LVAN. a. [homsiha, Lat ] Woody ; full of

woods. Dryden.

Sl'LVER. reolFfP> Sax] //err, Dutch] r.

Silver is a white and hard metal, next in

weight to gold. kVattt. a. Any thing of Ibtt

splendour. Pope. 3. Money made of silver.

SILVER, a. I. Made of silver Genesii. 1.

White like silver. Spenser 3. Having a pale

lustre. Shakesp. Sott ot voice. Spenjer.

To SILVER, v. a. [from the noun J t. *ft>

cover superficially with silver. Siokefp. x. To

adorn with mild lustre Pope. «

SI'LVERBEATER. f. [silver and heat.] One

who foliates silver. Boyle.

SILVERLY
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S'LVERLY. adv. [from silver] With the ap

pearance of silver. Sbakesp.

SILVERSMITH./, [silver m& smith] One

that works in filter Acts,

S1LVERTHISTLE.7 s pl ,
SI'LVERWEED J. J runts-

SI'LVERTREE. s [contcarfulenJnn, L«t.] A

plant. Milltr.

SILVERY, a. [from /her.'] Besprinkled with

silver. Duntiad.

SI MAR. / [from simarre, Fr.] A woman's

robe. Dryden.

SIMILAR. ? a [simi!aire,Frta.homsimi-

SI'MILARY. J ft, Lat] |. Homogeneous;

having one part like another. Boyle, z. Re

sembling; having resemblance. Hale.

SIMILARITY. /. [from similar] Likeness

Arbntbnot.

SIMILE. / [smile, Lat. ] A comparison by

which any thing is illustrated or aggrandized

Sbakesp

MMI'LITUDE. / [similitude, Lat] I. Like

ness ; resemblance Bacn, Stub. 1. Compa

rison ; simile. Wcttm.

SI MITAR./ A crooked or falcated sword with

a convex edge.

To SI'MMER. v. n. To boil gently } to boil

with a gentle hissing. Boyle.

SI MNEL./ [simnellus, low Lat] A kind of

sweet bread or cake.

SIMONY. /. [simonie, Fr.simonia, Lat] The

crime of buying or selling church preferment.

Garth.

To Sl'MPER. v. n. [from fymbelan, Sax. to

keep holiday. Skinner] To smile ; generally

to smile foolishly. Sidney.

SIMPER. / [from the verb ] Smile ; generally

a foolish smile. Pope.

Sl'MPLE. a. [simplex. Lat.] I. Plain-, artless;

unskilled ; undesigning ; sincere ; harmless.

Hooker. z. Uncoropounded ; unminglcd .

single j only one ; plain; not complicated.

Wattt. 3. Silly ; not wife j not cunning

Proverbs.

Sl'MPLE./ [simple, Fr.] A single ingredient

in a medicine ; a drug ; an herb. Temple.

To Sl'MPLE. t>. n. To gather simples. Garth

SI MPLESS / [simplejfe, Fr.] Simplicity ; sil

liness; folly. Spenser.

SI MPLENESS. /. [fromsimple ] The quality

ofbeing simple. Sbakesp. Digby.

SIMPLER. / [from simple] A simplist ; an

herbarist.

SIMPLETON. / [Uemwsimple] A silly mor

tal ; a triBer ; a - olifh fellow. L'Eflrange.

SIMPLICITY./ [simplicitas, Lat.J I. Plain

ness ; artlefsoess ; not fubtilty ; not cunning ;

not deceit. Sidney, z. Plainness ; not fubtil

ty ; not abfl rulenefs. Hammond, 3 Plain

ness; not finery. Dryden 4. Singleness;

m* 'not composition ; state of being uncompound

ed. Brown. 5. Weakness; silliness. Hooker,

Prgverbs.

SI'MPLIST. / [from simple] One skilled in

" simples. Brown.

SI'MPLY. adv. [from simple] 1. Without art*

without fubtilty; plainly; artlessly. Milton-

z. Of itself; without addition. Ihoker. 3-

Merely i solely. Hooker. 4. Fooliflily ; sil-

SIMULAR / [from smul,, Lat,] One that

connterler.s. Sbakesp.

SIMULATION/ [simnlath, Lat.] That part

of hypoenly which pretends that to be which

is not. Bacen.

SIMULTANEOUS, a. [sm.ltan.evs, Latin]

Acting together; existing at the same time.

Glanville.

SIN s tryn. Six ] 1. An act against the laws

of God; a violation of the laws of religion.

Sbakesp. z. Habitual negligence of religion.

Daniel, kVatts.

To SIN. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To neglect

the laws of leligion ; to violate the laws of

religion. Psalms. z. To offend against right.

Sbakesp.

SINCE, adv. [formed by contraction from si-

thence, or sith thence, from pfe, Sax ] 1. Be

cause that. Licke, z. From the time that.

Pope. 3. Ago ; before this Sidney.

SINCE, preposition. After; reckoning from some

time past, to the time present. Dryden.

SINCERE, a. [sincerus, Ltt.sincere, Fr.] 1.

Unhurt ; uninjured. Dryden. I. Pure ; un-

mingled Atterbury. 3. Honest j undissem-

bling j uncorrupt. Milton.

SINCE'RELY. adv. [from/««rf.] Honestly ;

without hypocrisy. kVelts.

SINCE REN ESS. 7 / [sincerit'e, Fr.] 1 . Ho-

SINCE'RITY. I nesty of intention ; purity

ofmind. Rogers, z. Freedom from hypocri

sy. Pope.

SI NDON / [Latin] A fold ; a wrapper. Bac,

SI'NE./ [sinus. Lat.] A right sine, in geome

try is a right line drawn Irom one end of an

arch perpendicularly upon the diameter drawn

from the 01 her end ot that an h. Harris.

SI'NECURE./ [sine, without, and enra, care,

Lat.] An office which has revenue without

any employment Garth.

SINEW./ l/enpe, Sax. feuewen, Dutch.] 1.

A tendon; the ligament by which the joints

are moved. Dryden. 1. Applied to whatever

gives strength or compactness : as, money is

the sinews of war. Dryden. 3. Muscle or

nerve. Davies.

To SI'NEW. v. a. [from the noun] To knit as

by sinews. Not in use. Sbakesp.

SINEWED, a [from sinew] 1. Furnished

with sinews. Dryden. z. Strong ; firm ; vi

gorous. Sbakesp.

SI NEWSHRUNK. a. {sinew inisbruuk] A

horse is said to be sinewsbrunk when he has

been over-ridden, and !o fatigued that he be

comes gaunt-bellied. Farrier's Di3.

SI'NEWY. a. [from/««».] 1. Consisting of *

sinew ; nervous. Donne, z. Strong; nervous ,

vigorous ; forcible. Sbakesp. Hale.

SINFUL a. [sin and full.] 1. /Uien from

God ; not holy ', unsanctified. Milton. 1

4U Wicked;
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Wicked; n»t observant of religion } contrary

to religion. Mi'tsn, Seutb.

SI'N FULLY. aJv. (from sinful.} Wickedly;

not piously ; n;>t according to the ordinance of

C« Smb.

SINrUl.r.f.SS. / [ from sinful ] Alienation

from God : neglect or violation of the duties

of religion ; contrariety to religious goodness

Miltsu, Wake.

To SING. v. n. preterite //an;, ax fung ; par

ticiple p:lT funs., irinjan, Six. siugia, Ifland.

singhs, Dutch ] l . To form the voice to me

lody ; to articulate musically. Dryden. a. To

utter sweet sounds inarticulately Cant. 3.

To make any small or sh: ill noise. Shaitfp. 4.

To tell in poetry. Pr::r.

ToslNO v. a. 1. To relate or mention in

poetry. Milton, j. To celebrate; to give

praise? to. 3. To uuer harmoniously. Shakejp.

To SINGE v. a. srxn;an. Six-fenghen. Dut]

To fetch; to bum (lightly or superficially.

L'EJlrange.

SI NGLR f [from sing ] One that sings ; one

whise 1 to »fsion or Dullness is to sing. Waller

SINGINGMASTER. / [sing and masters

One who teaches to sing. Addifon.

SINGLE, a. [singnl.s, Lat.] 1. One ; not

double ; not more than one. Smth. a. Par-

ticu'ur . ''^dividual. Watts. 3. Not com-

pou it'ed Walts. 4 Atone; having no com

panion .having no assistant. Dentam. 5. Vn

married Dryden. 6. Not complicated ; not

dupli.-itcd Bacon. 7. Pure; uncorrupt .

not double minded; simple. A scriptural

sense. Mr.tt. X. That'in which one is opposed

to one DryJin

To SINGLE. i'. a. [from the adjective ] 1. To

chuse out from among oihers. Brown, Milton.

4 To sequester ; to withdraw. Hooker. 3

To take alone. Hsrler. 4. To separate Sidn

SI NCLF.NESS. / [from single.] Simplicity

sincerity ; honelt plainnels Hooker.

SI NGLY. adv. [tiumsingle J I. Individually;

particularly. Taylcr. a. Only ; by himself.

Shakefp. 3 Without partners or associates

Pose 4. Honestly; simply j sincerely.

SINGULAR a. \singulicr, Vr.singula'ris, Lat.]

' I. Single; not complex; not compound

Wattl. 2. [In grammar.] Expressing only

One; not plural L eke 3. Particular; uc.

exampied. he-ham, Ftmalc Quixote. 4. Hav

ing something -i t common to others. Tillotfcn.

5. Alone ; that ot which there is but one

Add. /"■».

SINGULARITY / s singularity Fren.] 1

Snme cl'nracter or quality by which one i:

disti.i. uishrd fro it others. Iijetjct. a Aay

thine remarkable ; a cutiosity, Shakejp. 3.

Particular privilege •■: prerogative, hkiker 4,

Character or manners different from those ot

1 .v others Scutb.

To"SlNGJJLARIZE. v. a. [fe singnlarifer,

Fr.) To make single.

SI'NGULARLY. adv. [item singular] Parti

cularly ) in 1 manner not common to others

Smtb.

SWGULT./ [singultus. Lit] A sigh. Spenser.

SINISTER, a. [sinister, Lat.] I. Being on the

last hand ; left ; not right ; not dexter. Dryi.

a. Bad ; perverse i corrupt ; di>vrating from

honesty ; unfair. South. 3. Unlucky ; inau

spicious. Ben Jobnjjn,

SINISTROUS a. [/mister, Lat.] Absuid,;

perverse ; wrong headed. Bentley.

SI'NISTROUSLY. adv. [from finifirnme.] t.

With a tendency to the left, Brown.. 1. Per

versely; absurdly.

To SINK., v. n. pret. / funk, anciently sank |

put. funk or sunken, [fencan, Saxon v Jenken,

German.) I. To fall down through any me

dium ; not to swim; to go to the boltam.

Milan. 1. To fall gradually. I King. 3 To

enter or penetrate into any body. 1 Sam. 4.

To lose height ; to fall to a level. Addistn. ;.

To lose or want prominence. Dryden. 6*. To

be overwhelmed or depressed. Milton. 7. To

be received ; to be impressed. Lceke. 8. To

decline ; to decrease ; to decay. Addisen. y.

To fall into rest or indolence. Addiion. 10.

To fall into any state worse than the former ;

to tend to ruin. Dryden.

To SINK. v. a 1. To put under water; to

disable from swimming or floating. Baa: *.

To delve ; to make by delving. Beyle. 3.

To depress; to degrade. Prior. 4. To plunge

intodeltruction. .Shakefp. 5. To make to fall.

Woodward. 6 To bring low ; to dirmnisti

in quantity. Addissn. 7. To cruih ) to over

bear ; to depress. Pose. 8. To lessen ; to di

minish. Rigeri. 9. To make to decline.

Riwe. 1 o. To suppress ; to conceal ; to in-

tervert. Swift.

SINK./ [poe, Saxon.] A drain; a jakes.

Shakefp. a. Any place where corruption is

gathered. Ben. Jebnfom.

SINLESS, a. [from /».] Exempt from sin,

Milton, Rogers.

Sl'NLESSNESS./ [from sinless.] Exemption

from sin. Beyle.

SINNER./ [from/n ] 1 . One at enmity with

God ; one not truly or religiously good. Salt.

1. An offender; a criminal. Pepr.

SI'NOFFERING./ f/» and efering.] An ex

piation or sacrifice for sin Exedns.

Sl'NOPER, or Sinetle.f. A species of earth;

ruddle. Amfwertb.

To SINUATE, v. a. [sinno, Lat ] To bend in

and out. Woodward.

3INUA TION. / [from/a»a/f ] A bending i»

and out Hale.

SINUOUS, a. s/»«*, rr. from /•«/, Lat]

Bending in and out. Brown.

SINUS. /. [Latin.] I. A bay of the sea ! «D

opening of the land. Burnet. a. Any fold or

opening.

To SIP. v. a sppan, Sax. fippeu, Dutch.] t.

To drink by small draughts. Psfe. 1. "IW

drink in small quantities. Milten. 3. Todrink

out ot Dryden.

To SIP. v. a. To drink 1 small quantity. Dry's-

sip:
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SIP./ [from the verb.] A (hull draught; as

much as the mouth will hold. Milttn.

SI PHON./ [riser.] A pipe through which li

quors are conveyed. Thomson.

SI'PPER./ f from/ft.] One that sips.

SIPPET./ {(tomfip.] Asmallsop.

SIR {fire, Ye. seignior, Ital sener, Spanish.] I.

The word of respect in compeUtlion.Skatrffr.

i. The title of a knight or baronet. Bacon. 3.

It is sometimes used for man. Sbakesp. 4. A

title given to the loin of beef, which one of

our kings knighted in a fit of good humour.

Addson.

SIRE./ [fire, Fr. senior, T.at.] 1. A father,

in poetry. Prior, a. It is used of beasts : as,

the horse had a good fire. 3 . It is used in

composition : as, grand-/rf.

Sl'REN./ [Lat] A goddess who enticed men

by singing, and devoured them. Sbakesp.

S1R1 A'SIS./ [ rifi-jtci;. ] An inflammation of

the brain ana its membrane, through an ex

cessive heat of the fun Did.

SIRlUS.s [Lat] Thedogstar.

SIROCCO./ [Italian.] The south-east or Syri

an wind. Milton.

SI'RRAH./ [fir, bo I Minjbenv] A compi

lation of reproach and insult. L'Eftrange

SI'ROP. 7 / [Arabick.] The juice of vegeta-

SrRUP.j bles boiled with sugar. Sidney.

SI RUPED. a. [Uomfirup.] Sweet j like sirup;

bedewed with sweets. Drayton.

SI'RUPY. a. I Iromfirup. J Resembling sirup.

Mortimer.

SISE./ Con: racted from assize. Donne.

SISKIN./. A bird; a green finch.

SrSTER./sppeorTert, Sax. muster, Dutch]

I. A woman born of the .ame parents ■, cor

relative to brother. Job. a. One of the fame

faith ; a christian. One of the fame nature,

human being. Jamis. 3. A woman of the

same kind. Slakesp. 4. One of the same

kind; one os the same office. Pope.

SISTER i« lavi.s. A husband or wife's sister.

Rnth.

SISTERHOOD./ [fromfisler.] 1. The office

or duty of a sister. Daniel, a. A set of sisters.

3. A number of women of the fame order.

Addijou.

SISTERLY, a [from/for.] LiUe a sister; be

coming a sister. Shatefp.

To SIT. v. n. preterite, //ar. [fitan, Gothick;

petan j Sax. setten, Duuh.] 1. To rest upon

the buttocks. May. a. To perch Benrd. 3

To be in a state of rest, or idleness. Milton.

4. To be in any local position. Milton. 5.

To rest as a weight or burthen. Taylor. 6.

To settle ; to abide. Milton 7. To brood; to

incubate. Bacon. 8. To be adjusted; to be

with respect to fitness or unfitnefs. Shakesp

9. To be placed in order to be painted. Garth.

• 10. To be in any situation or condition. Baton.

II. To be fixed, as an assembly. It. To be

placed at the table. Luke. 13. To exercise

Authority. Milton. 14. To be in any solemn

assembly as a member. 1 Mat. 15, To Sit

down. To begin a siege. Clarendon. 16. To

rest; to cease satisfied. Regers. 17. To set

tle j to fix abode. Spenser. 18. To Snout.

To be without engagement or employment.

Saunderson. 19. TeSnup. To rise from ly

ing to sitting. Luke. 10. To watch ; not to

go to bed. Ben. Jcbnseu.

To SIT. v. a. 1 . To keep (he feat upon. Prior.

a. To place on a seat. Bacon. 3. To be set

tled to do business. Addison.

SITE / [film, Lat.] Situation; local position.

Bent'ey.

SI TFAST./ [fit tndsajl.] A hatd knob grow

ing under the saddle.

SITH adv. [p<5e, Sax.] Since ; seeing that.

Hooker.

SITHE./ [pSe, Sax.] The instrument of mow

ing ; a crooked blaifc joined at right angles to

a long pole. Peactam, Crasbaiv.

SI THENCH.aaV Since; in latter times. Spent.

SITHES. f. Times. Spenser.

SITHNESS. adv. Since. Sponsor.

SITTER./ [from//.] I. One that sits. Bacon.

2. A bird that broods. Mortimer.

SITTING./ [from //.] 1. The posture of

sitting on a seat. a. The act of resting on a

feat- Psalm. 3. A time at which one exhi

bits himself to a painter. Dryden. 4. A meet

ing of an assembly. Bacon. 5. A Course of

study unintermitted. Locke. 6. A lime for

which one sits without rising. Dryden. 7. In

cubation. AdJiJon.

SITUATE, par: a. [hamsitut, Lat.] r.

Placed with respect to any thing else. Bacon.

1 Placed; consiling Milton.

SITUATION./ I fromfitxatc.] 1. Local re

spect j position. AJdijon. a. Condition; state.

Rogers.

SIX./ [fix, Fr.] Twice three; one more than

five. Brown.

SIX andseven,s. To be atfix andseven, is to

be in a state of dilbrder and confusion. Sbakesp.

SI'XPENCE./ [fix mi pence.] A coin ; halt"

a shilling. Pope.

SIXSGOKE a. [/* and score . ] Six times

twenty. Sandyt

SI XTFEN.a ipixrjne, Sax.] Six and ten. Tay.

SIXTEENTH a. |pxteopa, Sax.] The sixth

after the tenth. 1 Chron.

SIXTH a. (pxra, Sax] The first aster the fifth;

the ordinal of six. Bacon.

SIXTH./, [from the adjective] A sixth part.

Cbeyne.

SIXTHLY, adv. [fromfix ] In the sixth place.

Bacon.

SI'XTIETH. a. [pxteojora, Six.] The tenth

six times repeated Digby.

SIXTY a. [pxti5,Sax.j Six times tta.Brttvn.

SIZK. J 1. Bulk; quantity of superficies ;

comparative magnitude. Raleirb. a. A set

tled quantity. Sbakesp. 3. Figurative bulls

condition. Stvist. 4. Any viscous orj '

substance. ~mmmmmmm\

To SIZE. v. a. [from the noun.) 1. To adjust,

or arrapga according to size. Dryden. 1. To

4U1 settle ;
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settle; to fix. Bacen. 3. To cover with gla-\ a. To differ; to mike difference ; to interest

tinous matter; to besmear with size. I to milter. Hnktr.

SIZED, a. [from fixe.] Having a particular! SKILLED, a. [from./W'] Knowing; dextrous;

magnitude f-!*akesp. I acquainted with. Mihi

SIZEABLE, a. [from/z*] Reasonably bulky.

At■ buthnot.

SIZER, or Servitor. s. Acertain rankof students

in the universities. Ccrbit.

SIZERS s See Sossars.

SI'ZINESS./. [from/fay] Glutioousoess ; vis

cosity. F/oyer.

SI'ZY a.[from/ee.]Viscous; glutinous. A'bnth

SKA'DDLE./ [fceaSnirrc, Sax.] Hurt; da

mage Bi{l.

SKADDONS. / The embryos of bees. Bailey

SKEIN./ [escaigne, Fr.] A knot of ihread or

silk wound. Ben. Johnftn.

SKAI'NSMATE j. A messmate Sbakefp.

SKATE./ [rcafcbi, Sax] I. A flat lea fistv

SKI LLESS.a.sfrom./*n'/.]Wanting art Sbakefp.

SKILLET./. [escucllette, Fr.] A small kettl«

or boiler. Sbakefp.

To SKIM v. a. [properly toscum ] I. To clear

off from the upper part, by pasting a vessel a

little below the surface. Prior. 1. To take by

skimming. Addistn. 3 To brush the surface

slightly ; to pis* very near the surface.Dryden.

4. To cover superficially Dryden.

To SKIM. v. n. To piss lightly ; to glide along.

Pope.

SKIMBI.ESKAMBLE. a. Wandering; wild.

Sbakefp.

SKIMMER./ [homfiim] A stialW vessel

with which the scum is taken off. ATortiner.

a. A fort of (hoe armed with iron, for sliding SKl'MMILK. / [Jiim and milk. J Milk from

on the ice. Tbgmsnn.

SKE/4N. s. A short sword ; a knife. Bec»«.

SKEG./. A wild plum.

SKE'GGER./ Skeggeri, art bred of such sick

salmon that might not go to the sea. Waim.

SKELETON / [s-juXtllf, Greek ] 1. 1 he

bones of the body preserved together,** much

as can be, in their natural situation. Dryden

a. The compages of the principal parts. Halt

SKE'LLUM / [fielm, Germ.J A villain ; a

scoundre'. Skinner.

SKEP./ [j-cephen, lower Sax to draw.] Skef

is a fort of basket, narrow at the bottom, aud

wide at the top, to fetch corn in Tusir.

SKE'PTICK./ [«EjrVa..J One who doubts,

or pretends to doubt, of every thing. Decay cj

Pitty, Blackmire.

SKE'PTICAL. a [(romsteptick.] Doubtful ;

pretending to universal doubt. Btnllty.

SKE'PTICISM./ Universil doubt i pretence or

profession of universal doubt. Bentley.

SKETCH./ [sclednla, Lat.] An outline ; a

rough draught; a full plan. Addijen.

To SKETCH, v. n. [from the noun. ) 1. To

draw, by tracing the outline, a. To plan, by

giving the first or principal notion.

SKEWER./, [fierc, Danish] A wooden or

iron pin, used to keep meat in form. King.

To SKEWER, ca [romthenoun] To fasten

with Ikewera.

SKI'FF./ [(false, Fr. scapha, Lat.] A small

light boat. Brown, Swift.

SKILFUL, a. \JkilUfAsnll.] Knowing; qua

lified with flcill. 1'atler.

SKILFULLY, adv. [from /W/a/.] With skill-,

with art ; with uncommon ability ; dexter-

ousty. Broeme,

SKI'LFULNESS./[srom;ii7/"«'] Art; ability;

dexterousnrss, Psalvu.

SKILL./ [fill, IDandick.] 1. Knowledge 01

any practice or art \ readincls in any practice ;

knowledge; dexterity. Aliltt*. 1. Any par

ticular art. H::ker.

To SKILL, v. ». [ stilt*-, Iflandick.] 1. To be

knowing in j to be dexterous at. Wbitrifte,

which the cream has been taken. Ktng.

SKIN. /' [stind, Danish] 1. The natural

covering 01 the stesti It consists of the entitle,

outward ikin, or tears Ikin, which is thin aad

insensible, and the cutit, or inner ikin, ei-

tremely sensible. Dryden. x. Hide; pelt; that

which is taken from animals to make parch

ment or leather. 3. The body ; the person.

VEftrangt.

To SKIN v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To flay 1

to strip or divest of ihe Ikin. Ellis, a. To cover

wiih the skin Dryden. 3. To cover superfi

cially Addijen.

SK1NK./. If-cenc, Sax] 1. Drink; anything

potable 1. Pottage. Bacon.

ToSKINK. v. m. [peencan, Sax.] To serve

drink.

SKl'NKER / [from stink.] One that servea

drink. Dryden.

SKl'NNED. a. [from _/*!».] Having the nature

of Ikin or leather. Sharp.

SKINNER./ [fromjSti..] A dealer in 4ms.

SKI NNINESS./ [from>».j ] The quality of

being skinny.

SKINNY, a. [from/fiY] Consisting only of

skin; wanting flesh. Sbakefp.

To SKIP. v. n. [sanittire, fill.] I. To fetch

quick bounds; to pass by quick leaps; to

bound lightly and joyfully. Draytin.HsJiirsi.

t. To pass without notice. Ban*.

To SKIP. v. a. [ esquirtr, Fr.] To mise 5 to

pass. Sbakefp.

SKIP./: [from the verb.] A light leap or bound.

Sidney, Mere.

SKIPJACK./ Istip and jock.] An upstart.

VEstrangt.

SKI'PKENNEL/ [stip and kenmtL] A lackey 1

a footboy.

SKIPPER./ [febipper, Dutch.] A shipmaster

or (hipboy. Congrevt.

SK1PPET. / [ probably from stiff. ] A small.

boat. Spenser.

SKl'RMISH./ [fromjpr and tana, Welsh, the

tliout of H4r; ejiurmiucte, Fr.] I. A flight

frrbt;'
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fight; lest than* set battle. PbiKpt. 1 A

contest; a contention. Decay es Piety.

To SKIRMISH, v. n. [ escarmeneber, Fr.] To

fight loosely ; to fight in parties before or after

the (hock of the main battle. Alterbnry.

SKIRMISHER. / [ from stirmisb.] He who

skirmishes.

To SKIRRK. v. a. [This word seems to be de-'

rived from pcift, Sax. pare, clean] To scour }

to ramble over in order to clear.

To SKIRRE. v. n. To scour ; to scud ; to run

in haste. Stakesp.

SKl'RRET. /. [ fisarnm. Lat ]A plant. Miller

SKIRT s.[ftierte, Swedish.] I. The loose edge

of a garment ; that part which hangs loose be

low the waist. Sbatesp. a. The edge of anj

part of dress. Addisin. 3. Edge ; margin ;

border ; extreme part. Spenser.

To SKIRT, v. a. [from the noun] To border;

to run along the edge Addijen.

SKITTISH, a. (Danish ssebra, /Jyr.Dutch.]

I. Shy ; easily frighted. VEstrange, a. Wan

ton ; volatile ; hasty ; precipitate. Hudibras.

3. Changeable ; fickle. Sbakesp.

SKITTISHLY. «<k.[from/i//r;/&.]Wantonly ;

uncertainly -, sickly

SKI'TTISHNESS. / [horastitlist.] Wanton

ness •, fickleness.

SKONCE./ [See Scowci.]

SKREEN./ [ escrien, Fr.] 1. Riddle or coarse

sieve. Tnsser. a. Any thing by which the sun

or weather is kept off. 3. Shelter ; conceal

ment. Drydem.

To SKREEN. v. a. [from the noun.] I. To

fiddle j to sift. 1. To shade from fun or light

ar weather. 3. To keep off light or weather.

Drydem. 4. To shelter ; to protect. SpeSater.

SKUE a Oblique; sidelong. BemlUy.

To SKULK, v. m. To hide j to lurk in fear or

malice. Dryden.

SKULL./ (sti'la, Iflandick.] i. The bone

that incloses the head : it is made up of seve

ral pieces, which being joined together, form

a considerable cavity, which contain the brain

as in a box, and It is proportionate to the big

ness of the brain. S^aincy, Sbakcsp. i. [Sceole,

Sax. a company ] A shoal. kValun.

SKULLCAP. / A haad piece.

SKU LLCAP.y: [cafida, Lat.] A plant. Miller.

SKY./ [sty, Danish.] 1. The region which

surrounds this earth beyond the atmosphere.

It is taken from the whole region beyond the

earth. Roj'cemmen. 1. The heavens. Dames

3. The weather. Sbabesp.

SKYEY, a. [fromsty.) Etherial.o\6a*</>.

SKY'COLOUR. / [sty and celenr.] An azure

colour t the colour of the fley. Beyle.

SKYCOLOURED. a. [sty and cehnr.] Blue ,

azure; like the fley. Pipe.

SKYDYED. a.[sty and </yf.]Coloured like the

• slty. Pise.

SKY'ED. a [from/Jy.] Enveloped by the (kies

TbeAfin.

SKY ISH a. [from j»y] Coloured by th« ather

• Sbakesp.

SKYLARK / [ sty and lark.] A Ink that

mounts and sings. Spec!alar.

SKYLIGHT. / [sty and light.] A window

placed in a room, not laterally, but in the

ceiling. Arbutbnct and Ptpe.

SKYROCKET. / [sty and recket] A kind

of firework, which flies high, and burns as

it flies. Addiscm.

SLAB. / 1. A puddle. Ainsviirtb. a. A plane

of stone , as a marble slab.

SLAB, a Thick; viscous; glutinous. Sbakesp.

To SLABBER. v.n.[stMenJlabberen, Dutch ]

I. To let the spittle fall from the mouth: tu

drivel, a. To (bed or pour any thing.

To SLABBER, v. a. To sinesr with spittle.

Arbutbnet. a. To shed ; to spill Tafir.

SLA'BBERER. / [from slabber.] He wha

slabbers.

SLA'BBY. et. [ the fame mithstab.] 1. Thick-,

viscous. Wiseman. a. Wet ; floody. Gay.

SLACK. a. [fine, Sax] 1. Not tense; not

hard drawn ; loose. Arbntbmt. 1. Remiss ;

not diligent ; not eager linker. 3. Not

violent; not rapid. Mertimer. 4. Relaxed j

weak ; not holding fast. Miltin.

To SLACK. 7 «. ». from the adjective.]

To SLA'CKEN. J 1 . To be remiss ; to neglect.

Deuteroncmy. a. To lose the power of cohe

sion. Mtxen. 3. To abate. Miltin. 4. To

languish ; to fail ; to flag. Ainsmertb.

To SLACK. 7 v. m. To loosen ; to make

To SLA'CKEN. J less tight. Dryden. a. To

relax ; to remit. Davitt. 3. To east ; to mi

tigate. Spenser, Pbilipt. 4. To remit for

want of eagerness. Ben. Jebnsen. 5. To cause

to be remitted. Hammnd. 6. To relieve, to

unbend. Denbam. 7. To with-hold ; to use

less liberally. Sbakesp. 8. To crumble; ta

deprive of the power of cohesion. Mertimer.

9. To neglect. Daniel le. To express;

to make less forcible. Addifin.

SLACK. / Small coal ; coal broken in small

parts.

SLACKLY. adv. [irom stack ] I. Loosely ; not

lightly ; not closely, a. Negligently ; re

missly. Sbakesp.

SLA'CKNESS.y. [homstack. ] I. Loosely; not

tightness, a. Negligence ; inattention ; remiss-

ness. Hooker. 3. Want of tendency. Stars. 4.

Weakness ; not force ; not intenseness Brerev.

SLAG./ The dross or recrement of metal. Beyle,

SLAlE. / A weaver's reed. Ainsvurtb.

SLAIN. The participle passive ofsay. Isaiah.

To SLAKE, v. a. To quench ; to extinguish.

Crasbatu.

To SLAKE, v. «. To grow less tease ; to be

relaxed. Daviet.

To SLAM. v. a. [siblagcn, Dutch.] To daugh

ter ; to orulh.

To SCA'NDER. v. a. [esclanndrie, Fr] To

censure falsely ; to belie. IVbitgiste.

aLA'NDER./ strom the verb.] 1. False invec

tive. B.Jebnsen.%. Disgrace; reproach. Shake.

3. Disreputation ; ill-name. Sbakesp.

SLA'NDERER./ [ from slander.] One who

belies
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ly ) not perpendicularly ;

belies mother ; one who ltys false imputa

tions on another. Taylor.

SLA'NDEROUS. a (from flander ] Uttering

reproachful falsehoods. Sbaiesp. I. Containing

reproachful falsehoods; calumnious. Seuth.

SLANDEROUSLY, adv. [from standerent ]

Calumnioufly j with false reproaqh- Daniel.

SLANG. The preterite of fling- ' Sam,

SLANK. / An herb.

SLANT. 1 a [from flanghe, a serpent,

SLA'NTING J Dutch. SiiWr JOblique; not

direct ; not perpendicular. Blackmere.

SLANTLY. 7 adv. [from siant.) Oblique-

SLA'NTWISE. J

(lope. Tnfer.

SLAP./ [fchlap, German.] A blow.

SLAP. adv. [from the noun] With a sudden

and violent blow. Athulhnot.

To SLAP. v. a. [from the noun.] To strike

with a slap. Prior.

SLA'PDASH. inter], [immstap and dajh] All

at once, friar.

To SLASH. ». «. [ flafa, to strike, Island.]

I. To cut ; to cut with long cuta. ». To

lash. Slash is improper. King.

To SLASH, v. n. To strike at random with a

(word. Pope.

SLASH./ ffrom the verb.] i.Cut; wound

Clarendon, l. A cut in cloth. Shakejp,

SLATCH./ [A sea term ] The middle part of

a rope or cable that hangs down loose. Bailey.

SLATE. / (from/if .■ state is in some coun

ties a crack ; or from esclate, a tile, Fr ] A

grey fossil stone, easily broken into thin

plate9, which are used to cover houses, or to

write upon. Grew.

To SLATE, v. a. [from the noun.]To cover

the roof ; to tile Swift.

SLATER. /. [from /are] One who covers

wiih slates or tiles.

SLATTERN. / [staettl, Swedish.] A woman

negligent, not elegant or nice. Drydtn.

SLATY a. \ frrmstate.] Having the nature

of- slue. Woodward.

SLAVE, f. [e/clave, Fr ] One mancipatftl to

a master ; not a freeman ; x dependant. South.

Addisn.

To SLAVE, v. ». [from the noun.] Tourudgc ;

to moil; to toil. Swift.

SLAVER./. [fatna. Lat. stafa, Islandick.J

Spittle running from the mouth, drivel. Brow.

TO SLAVER, v. n. (from the noun.] i. To

Le smeared with spittle. Shakejp. i To e-

mit spittle. Sidney.

ToSLA'VER v. a. Tosmearwtthdrivel.Dry/

SLAVERER / (stabbaerd, Dutch; from

starer. ] One who cannot hold his spittle; a

driveller ; an idiot.

SLAVERY./ I from stave.] Servitude; the

condition of a slave ; the stale ol a slave. King

Chariot.

Sl.A UGHTER / [from onrlaujc, Sax ] Mas

sacre; destruction by the sword. Dryden

To SLAUGHTER, v. a. [from the noun.] To

massacre) to slay; to kill with the sword

Shake p.

SLAUGHTERHOUSE/t/aaj/^randif's./,.]

House in which beasts aie killed for the but

cher. Shake]p.

SLAUGHTERMAN./ [stanghter and nun]

One employed in killing. Shakefp

SLAUGHTEROUS, a. [Worn stanghter.] De

structive; murderous Shakejp.

SLAVISH, a. [from stave.] Slavish; mean;

base ; dependant. Milton.

SLAVISHLY, adv. [from stavist,.] Servilely ;

meanly.

SLA V1SHNESS. / [from siavifb.] Servility ;

meannesr.

To SLAY. v. a prerer. stew, part. pass, stain.

[_/7a/ja«r,Gothicki ]-|ean.Sax statehen, Dutch;

to strike.JTo kill ; to butcher; to put to death'

Genesis, Prior.

SLAYER./ [from stay] 'Killer; murderer;

destroyer. Abbot.

SLE'AZY. a. Weak; wanting substance.

SLED. / [ stad, Danish; stedde, Dutch.] A,

carriage drawn without wheels. Dryden.

SLEDDED, a [from/W.] Mounted oo a fled.

Shakejp.

SLEDGE. / [r-leej, Sax. steggia, Islandick]

I. A large heavy hammer. Mixen. 2. A car

riage without wheels or w'tn verv 'ow

wherU. Mortimer.

SLEEK./ [steych, Dutch ] Smooth ; nitid ;

glossy. Ben. Jehnstm, Drayton.

To SLEEK, v. a. [from the adjective.}1 I. To

comb smooth and even. Milton. a. To render

soft, smooth, or glossy. Beyle.

SLEEKLY, adv. [from steek.] Smoothly;

glossily. Sbasefp.

To SLEEP, v. ».[|-lccpan,Sax. staepan, Dutch ]

I . To take rest by the suspension of the men

tal powers. Shakefp. Crajbaw. x. To rest ;

to be motionless. Shakefp. 3. To live thought

lessly, titterhnry. 4. To be dead; death

being a lljiefrom which mat) will sometime

awake. 1. The/f. Ayliffe. 5.To be inattentive;

not vigilant Shakefp. 6. To be unnoticed, or

unattended. Shakefp.

SLEEP./. I from the verb] Repose , rest ; sus

pension of the mental powers; slumber; Barn.

SLEE PER/ [homsteep ] 1. One who sleeps j

one who is not awake. Shakefp. 2. A laiy in

active drone. 3. That which lies dormant, or

without effect. Bacon. 4. A fish. Ainfwerth.

SLEEPILY, adv. [from/agp.] I. Drowsily;

with desire to sletp. 2. Dully ; laiily. Raleigh.

3. Stupidly. Atterbury.

SLF.t.'PINESS./ [from fieepy.) Drowsiness;

disposition to sleep; inability to keep awake.

Aib nthnot.

SLEE PLESS. a. [domsteep.] Wanting sleep.

Milton.

SLEK'PY. a. [fromsteep.] 1 Drowsy ; disposed

to sleep, a. Not awake. Dryden. 3. Sotxjri-

ftrocs ; somniferous i causing sl^ep .'GmlUt/er.

SLEET./ [Perhaps from the Danisti,*/"-] A
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kind of smooth small hail or snow, not silling

in flakes, but single particles. Dryden, Cbtyne.

To SLEET, v. u. (from the noun. J To snow in

small particles, intermixed with rain.

SLE'ETY. a. [from the noun] Bringing fleet.

SLEEVE./ [j-hF.Sax.] l. The part of a gar

ment that covers the arms. Spenser, x.

Sleeve, in some provinces, signifies a knot or

fleein of silk. 3. A fish. Atnsviortb.

SLEEVED, a. \S\amsteeve.\ Having sleeves.

SLEEVELESS, a. [irom/<wr] 1. Warning

sleeves ; having no sleeves, a. Wanting rea

sonableness ; wanting propriety ; wanting lo-

lidity. Hall.

SI.E1GHT./ [stagd, cunning, Islandick] Art

ful trick ; cunning artifice, dextrous practice.

Hooker, Shakesp. Cbapn. Swift.

SLE'NDER. a. s flinder, Dutch. J 1. Thin;

(mall in circumference compared with the

length; not thick. Milton. 1. Small in the

waist ; having a fine shape. DryJen. 3. Not

bulky ; flight ; not strong. Pope. 4 Small;

inconsiderable ; weak. Ti.Utftn. 5. Spiring ;

less than enough. Arbnthn. 6. Not amply

supplied. Philips.

SLENDERLY. adv. [fromfinder.] 1 . With

out bulk. x. Sightly ; meanly. x Mae.

SLE'NDERNESS. / [(com stender .^ 1. Thin

ness; smallness of circumference. jVevsten. X.

Want of bulk or strength. Arbntbntt. 3.

Slightnefs ; weakness ; inconsiderablenefs.

Whitgiste. 4. Want of plenty.

SLEPT. The preterite of flees. Pipe.

SLEW. The preterite offlay. Knolles.

To SLEY. v.n. [See 10 Sit ave.] To part or

twist into threads. Shake/p.

To SLICE, v. n. [flican, Sax.] 1. To cut in

to flat pieces- Sandys. x. To cut into pans.

Cleaveland. 3. To cut off. Gay. 4. To

cut ; to divide. Burnet.

SLICE, s. [j-lite, Sax] 1. A broad piece cut

off". Swift, x. A broad piece. Pipe. 3. A

broad head fixed in a handle ; a peel ; a spa

tula. Hakevjill.

SLICK, a. [stiett, Dutch. See Sleek.] Breton.

SLID. The preterite of slide. Dryden.

SLl'DDEN. The participle oifCi'.e o'stide. Jer.

ToSLI'DDER. v. n. [flidderen, Dutch] To

Aide with interruption. Dryden.

To SLIDE, v. 9. slid, preterite ;stidden, particip

pass, [flifean, flifcenfce, Six.flijden, Dutch]

1. To pass along smoothly; to slip; to glide

Bacon, x. To move without change of the

foot. Milton. 3. To pass inadvertently. EccluJ

A' To pass unnoticed. Sidney. 5. To pass a-

long by silent and unobserved progression. Sba

6. To pass silently and gradually from good to

bad. South. 7. To pass without difficulty or

obstruction. Pope. 8. To move upon the ice

by a single impulse, without change of fee

0 Waller. 9. To fall by errour. Bacon. 10.

To be not firm. Thomson. 11. To pass with

1 fr* and gentle course or flow.

To SLIDE, v. a. To put imperceptibly. Walts

•6LIDE./ [from the verb,] 1. Smoeth and easy

passage. Baa*. 1. Flow ; even course. Bae.

SLIDER./ Jhomflide) He who slidea

SLIGHT, a. [sticht, Dutch ] 1. Small ; worth

less ; inconsiderable. Dryden. x. Not impor

tant ; not c--»gent ; weak. Lecke. 3. Ne^li-

g»*nt ; not vehement ; not done with effect.

Alilttn. 4 Foolilh : weak of mind. Hudib. 5.

Not strong; thin : as nflifht silk.

SLIGHT / [from the adjective.] 1. Neglect ;

contempt ; act of scorn, x. Artifice ; cun

ning practice. Arbutbnct.

To SLIGHT, v a. [from the adjective] 1.

To neglect ; to disregard. Locke, x. To throw

carelesly Shakesp. 3. To overthrow • to de-

molifh. Junint. 4. To Slight ever. T»

treat or perform carelesly Bacon.

SLI'GHTER./ \_f,omfl<ght ] Onewhodisre-

gards.

SLIGHTINGLY, adv. [from flighting ] With

out reverence ; with contempt. Boyle.

SLIGHTLY, adv. (from flight] I. Negli

gently ; without regard Hotter, x. Scorn

fully ; contemptuously. Pbibpi. 3 Weakly;

without force. Milton. 4. Without worth.

SLl'GHTNESS./ {(comflight.] 1. Weakness;

want of strength. 1. Negligence ; want of at

tention. Decay of Piety, Dryden.

SLIM adv. Slender ; thin of (nape. Addiscn.

SLIME./ [slim, Stx.flifm, Dutch] Viscous

mire ; any glutinous substance Raleigh.

SLIMINESS./ (from fllmy ] Viscosity ; gluti

nous matter. Fleyer.

SLIMY, a. [fromflime ] I. Overspread with

slime. Shakesp. x. Viscous: glutinous. Milt.

SLI NESS./ [liamfly.] Designing artifice. Add.

SLING, (rlinjan, Szx.flingen, Dutch.] I. A

missive weapon made by a strap and two

strings 1 the stone is lodged in the strip, and

thrown by loosing one of the strings, fob. x.

A throw; a stroke. Milton. 3. A kind of

hanging bandage.

To SUNG. v. a f.'rom the noun.] I. T»

throw by a sling, x. To throw ; to east.

Addis'.n. 3. To hang loosely by a string.

Dryden. 4. To move by means of • rope.

Dryden.

SLPNGER s. [fromfling.'] One who flings or

usis the fling* x Kings.

To SLINK, v. n. preter.flunk, [rltr.^an, Sas.

to creep] To sneak ) to steal out of the way.

Milton.

To SLINK.*, a. To cast ; to miscarry of. Mori.

To SLIP. v. n [plipan, Sax stiffen, Dutch.]

1. To slide 1 not to tread firm. South. X To

slide ; to glide. Sidney. 3. To move or fly

out of place. Wiseman. 4. To sneak ; t»

slink. Spenser. 5. To glide; to pali unex

pectedly or imperceptibly. Sidney. 6. To sail

into fault or errour. Ectluf. 7. To cretp by

oversight Adv. to Duucicd. 8 To escape;

to fall away out of the memory. Hooker.

,'o SLIP, v. a. 1. To convev secretly. Arbntl.

x. To lose by negligence. Ben. fohrsen. '•■

To part twijjs irom the main booy by lacera

tion. Mortimer. 4. To escape sra;-.-. , ta le»ve

r, iv
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ffily. Sbakesp 5. To let loose. Dryden. 6.

To let a dog loose Dryden. 7. To throw off

any thing that holds one. Sni/l. 8. To pass

q,ver negligently. Alterbnry.

SLIP / [from the verb.) 1. The »ct of slipping)

a false step. 1. Errour; mistake ; fault. Witt.

3 . A twig torn from the main stoik. Heeker.

Sbakesp. Bacin, Milts; Dryden, Ray. 4 A

leash or string in which a dog is held. Bratr.h

5. An escape ; a desertion. Hndibrai. 6. A

long narrow piece. Add/fen.

SL! PBOARD./ [flip and beard] A board

sliding in grooves. Gulliver.

SLl'PKNOT./ [flip and knit.] A bow-knot ;

a knot easily untied. Mtxon.

SLl'PPER, or Slipsbee. s [fromflip] A 'shoe

without leather behind, into which the foot

flips easily. Raleirb.

SLIPPERINESS/ [hom slippery.] 1. State or

quality of being slippery ; smoothness ; glib-

ness. Sbarp. x. Uncertainty ; want of firm

footing.

SLI'PPERY. a. [slipup, Stx.fliperig, Swedish ]

1. Smooth; glib, Arbntbnst. a. Not affording

firm footing. Civilty. 3. Hard to hold ; hard to

keep. Dryden. 4 Not standing firm. Sbakesp.

5. Uncertain t changeable) mutable; in-

stable. Shakesp. 6. N»t certain in its effect.

VEstrange. 7 . Not chaste. Sbakesp.

SLIPPY, adv. [from flip.] Slippery; easily

sliding. Fleyer.

SLI PSH©D. a. [flip nniflnd.] Hiving the shoes

not pulled up al the heels, but barely flipped

on. Svift.

SLIPSLOP. /". Bad liqnor.

SLISH./. A low word formed by reduplicating

flash. S'akefp.

To SLIT v. a. pret. and part, flit tniflitted.

f r-|rCan,Sax ] To cut long wife Bre>wn,Nevit

SLIT. / [flic, Sax.] A long cut, or narrow

opening.

ToSLI

ToSLI

longwise. Sbakesp,

SLI VER./, [from the verb] A branch torn off.

Sbakesp.

SLOATS. / Of a cart, are those underpieces

which keep the bottom .ogetlakr. Bailey.

SLOBBER./. [glaieerie, Welln] Slaver.

To SLOCK v. ». [Jlicien, to quench, Swedish

and Scottish ] To slake; to quench.

SLOE. /. [sla. Sax] The frtiil of the black

thorn. Blackmtre.

SLOOP./. A small ship.

To SLOP. v. a. [horn lap, hp, flip.) To drink

grosly and greedily.

SLOP./ [from the verb.] Mean and vile liquor

of any Kind. L'Estrange, Dryden.

SLOP./, [flop. Stx.Jfowe, Dutch, a covering.]

Trowters ; open breeches Sbakesp.

f LOPE. a. Oblique ; not perpendicular. Bactn.

SLOPE./, [from the adjective.] 1. An oblique

direction ; any thing obliquely directed

Declivity ; ground cut or iorrsed with decli

vity, ttje.

.IVE 7 v. a. [fliran. Sax.] To splits

I'V'tR. J to divide longwise ; to tear off

SLOPE, adv. Obliquely; not perpenJiculsrit.

Milttm.

To SLOPE, v. a. [from the adjective.] To form

to obliquity or declivity ; to direct obliquely.

P'pe.

To SLOPE, v. m. To take an oblique or decli

vous direction. Dryden.

SLO'PENESS./. [tromflepe.] Obliquity ; decli

vity ; not perpendicularity. fVctttw.

SLOPEW1SE. a.[siepetaivjise] Obliquely;

not perpendicularly Careva.

SLO'PINGLY. adv. [fwmfl'ping] Obliquely;

not perpendicularly. Digiy.

SLO'PPY. a. [iromflepT] Mi7 and wet.

To SLOT. v. a. [flnghen, Dutch] To flrikeor

clash hard.

SLOT./, [fled, Iflandick.] The track of a deer.

SLOTH./. [rlicpfc, rlep«, Sax] 1. Slowness;

tardiness. Sbakesp. x. Laziness ; sluggishness ;

idleness. Sbakesp. 3. An animal of Ib slow a

motion, that he will be three or four days al

least in climbing up and coming down a tree.

SLOTHFUL a. [fletb and/.//.] Idle ; laiy ;

sluggish ; inactive ; indolent ; dull of motion.

Preverb:.

SLO'THFULLY. adv. [from sietbsnl] With

sloth.

SLO'THFULNESS./ [from flelbfnl.] Idleness j

laziness; sluggishness; inactivity. Hi'ker.

SLOUCH. /. [flef, Danish, stupid.] I. A

downcalt look; a depression of the head Snnift.

2. A man who looks heavy and clownish.

Gay.

To SLOUCH, v. n. [from the noun.] To have

a downcast clownish look.

SLOVEN./ [sites, Dutch ;yilyvm, Welsh] A

man indecently negligent of cleanliness ; a

man dirtily dressed. Herbert.

SLOVENLINESS./ [from sievenly ] Indecent

negligence of dress; neglect of cleanliness.

IV'Uen.

SLO'VENLY. : [from sieve,.] Negligent of

dress ; negligent of neatness ; not neat ; not

cleanly. L'Estrange.

SLOVENLY, adv. [from./7#vrt.] In a coarse

inelegaat manner. Pope.

SLO VENRY./ [fromfleve:] Dirtiness ; want

of neatness. Sbakesp.

SLOUGH./ [f loj, Sax] 1. A deep miry place;

a hole full of dirt. Hayward. a. The skin

which a serpent casts off at his periodical reno

vation. "Sbakesp. Grew. 3. The pan that

separates from a foul fore. kViseman.

SLOUGHY, a. [fromflengb.] Miry ; boggy;

muddy. Sviist.

SLOW. a. [rlap, rleap, Sax fleenn, Frisick.] 1.

Not swift; not quick of motion ; not speedy ;

not having velocity ; wanting celerity. Letke.

1. Late; not happening in a short time. Milt.

3. Not ready ; not prompt ; not quick.

Addistn. 4. Dull ; inactive; tardy ; fluggisi

Dryden. 5. Not hasty ; acting with delibera

tion ; not vehement. Crania Prayer. k^Dull ;

heavy in wit. P'pe.

SLOW.
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3LOW, in composition, is an adverb, flvealy.

Denmt, Popt. _

ToSLOW.u.a. [from the adjective.] To omit

bv dilatoriness; to delay ; to procrastinate

Sbakesp.

SLOWLY. adv. [from /lota] I . Not speedily ;

not with celerity ; oot with velocity. Pope 1.

Not soon ; n--t early; not in a little time

Dryden. 3. Not hastily ; not rashly A Mot

promptly; not readily. 5. Tardily ; Hoggishly

jiJJiJen

SLOWNESS. / [fiom/<ra> ] 1. Smallness of

motion ; not speed; want of velocity ; ab

sence ot celerity or swiftness kVattt. ».

Length of time in which any thing acts or is

broupht to pass j not quickness. Hooker. 3-

Dulness to admit conviction or affection. Bent

4- Want of promptness ; want of readiness

c. Dt lil>eration ; cool delay. 6\ Dilatoriness;

procraitination.

SLO WORM /. fr-Upyp-n, Sax] The blind

worm ; a small viper, venomous, but sca.cel)

mortal Brrwn.

To SLUBBER. t>. a [Probably from luh ter.]

1. Todo any thing la-ily, imperfectly, or with

idle hurry. Sidney 1. To stain ; to daub

Sbakesp. 3. To cover coarsely »r carelcsly

Wttton.

SLU BBERDEGULLION. /. A paltry, dirty,

sorry wretch. Huditrat.

SLUDGE./ Mire; d rt mixt wi h water Mirt.

SLUG./ [sing, Danisli, and/cci, Dutch, signi

fy a glutton.J 1. An idler ; a drone; allow,

heavy, steepy, lazy wretch. Sbakesp. 1. An

hindrance; an obstruction. Bacon. 3. A kind

of flow creeping snail. 4. [SletJ, an hammer

head, Sax] A cylindrical or oval piece of me

tal shot from a gun. Pepe.

To SLUG. v. n. [from the noon.] To lie idle ;

to play the drone; to r..ovc slowly- Spenser

SLUGGARD./, [from fug. An idler} a

drone; an inactive lazy fellow. Drjden.

To SLUGGARUIZE v. a. [from Jmggard.]

To make idle; to make dronisti. Sbmkejp.

SLUGGISH, a. [from slug.] Dull ; drowsy ;

lazy . slothful Waller.

SLUGGISHLY, adv. [from stuggijb] Dully ,

not nimbly; lazily; idly, (lowly.

SLUGGISHNESS./ [irumstaggist,.] Dulne.s;

sloth ; laziness; idleness ; inertness. Locke.

SLUICE./ {stuyse, Duich; tselujt, Pr.Jclusa

Ital.] A wat'.rgzie; a floodgate ; a vent tor

water. Milton.

To SLUICE. V.S. [from the noun] To emit

by floodgates. Mtl'.sn

SLU ICY. a [bomsluice ] Fall ng in streams as

trom a sluice or floodgate. Dryden.

T» SLU MBER. v- n ^flumcriiii, Sax . Jliymr

ren, Dutch J 1 I'o lleep lightly j to Le no:

awake nor in profoun.1 sl«tp. Mt, ton. 2. Tr

•sleep: to repose. Sleep and stumper are oltcn

con onnd-d J3i. 3. To be in a state or neg

Itgt/ 1 andlupmeness.

To SLU MBER. v. a. I. To lay to sleep 2

" To stupiry ; to stun Sptnfer.

SLUMBER./, [from the verb.] 1. Light sleep;

sleep not profound. Pipe. t. Sleep ; repose.

Dryden.

SLUMBEROUS.* a. [from /«■*«-.] 1. In-

SLUMBERY. J viling to sleep; soporife-

roos s causing sleep. Pope. 1. Sleepy ; not

wiking. Sbakesp.

SLUNG. The preterite and participle passive of

c •f'"e

SLUNK. The preterite and participle passive of

stink. Milton.

To SLUR v. a. {stfng, Dutch, nasty, steore,

a slut] 1. To lull y ; to soil ; to contaminate,

a. To pass lightly ; to balk ; to mil's. Cudnv.

3 To cheat ; to trick. Huditrat.

Sl.UR. / [irom the verb.J Faint reproach;

slight disgrace. Seutb.

SLUT./ [stvdde, Dutch] I. A dirty woman.

AVirg. z. A word ot slight contempt to a wo

man. VEftrange.

SLU'TTF.RY. J. (From/»/] The qualities

or practice of a slut. Sbakesp. Draytn.

SLUTTISH a. | from >/*».] Nasty, not nice;

not cleanly ; dirty ; indecently nagligent of

cleanliness. Raleigh.

SLU'TTISHLY. adv. [from flnttifi.] In a slut-

tilh manner; nastily; dirtily.

SLUTTISHNESS./ ((comsluttish] The qua

lities or practice of a flut; nastinefs; dirti

ness Sidney, Ray.

SLY. a [j-liB, Sn.stergur, Iflandick.] Meanly

31 -sal; secretly insidious. Fairfax, fVattt.

SLYLY. adv.'Uomsty] With secret artifice ;

insidiously.

To SMACK, v n. [pmarckan, Sax. smacks*,

Du ch ] 1. To have a taste ; to be tinctured

with any particular taste. 1. To have a tinc

ture or quality infused Shakesp. 3. To make

a noise by separation of the lips strongly pressed

together, as atter a taste 4. To kits with a

close compression of the lips. Gay.

To SMACK, t 1. I. Tokift. Demote. 1. To

make any quick smart noise.

SMACK,/ [Imr.eck, Dutch] I. Taste; sa

vour a. Tincture; quality from something

mixed Spenser. 3. A pleasing taste. Tusser.

4. A finals- quantity ; a taste. Dryden. 5.

The act of pasting the lip audibly, as after a

pleasing talle 6. A loud kiit Denne. 7.

[Snacca, Saxon 1 A small (hip.

SMALL, a. [pmali, Saxon; Jrnal, Dutch] 1.

Little in quantity, not great Dryden. a.

Slender; ex.lc; minute. Dcuteron. 3 Lit

tle in decree Aclt 4. Little n importance;

petty : minute Geuestr 5. Litt.e iu the prin

cipal quality, tsjvtall beer ; not strong ; weak.

Swift.

SMALL. / [from the adjecti'•-.] The small or

narrow part of any thing Sidney.

SMA'LLACE. / A plant. It is a species of

parsley. Miller.

SMALI.COM. / [/«.'/ and aal] Little

wood coals used to l.trht tires. Spectator.

iSVIA'LLCRAFT./ [Jnfall nnd craft.] A little.

vessel helow the decoruinatiun 0; fliip- Dryden.

4X SMALL.
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SMALLPOX./, [small im\ pox.] An eruptive 1

distemper of great malignity; variola. Wifem\

SMA'LLY. adv. [from/mail ] i.In a little quan- I

tity ; with minuteness-, in i little or low de

gree. Ascham.

SMA'LLNESS./ ffrom/«ia//.] I. Littleresc;

not greatness. Bacon. 2 Littleness; wantof

bulk) minuteness; exility. Bacon. 3. Want

of strength; weakness.

SMaL.T. / A beauti'ul blue substance, two

pans of zaffre being fused with three parts

common salt, and one part pMash. Hill.

SMARVGD1NE. a. [soaragdinm. Lit.]

Made of emerald; resembling emerald.

SMART./ ipneorita, Sax. smert, Dulch ;

Jmarta, Swedish.] 1 Quick, pungent, live

ly pain Sidney, a. Pain; corporal 01 intel-

lectua: Attlibnry

To SMART, v m. [fmeoptan, Sax smerten,

Dutcli] 1. To feel quick lively pain. South,

Arbuthnot. 1. To feel pain of body or mind.

Proverbs, Pope.

SMART, a. [from the noun] 1. Pungent;

stiarp; causing smart. Shabejp. 2. Quick j

vigorous; active Clarendon. 3. Producing

any effect with force and vigour. DryJ. 4.

Acute; wi'ty. TilUlson. 5- Brilk ; vivacious;

lively AddiJ on

SMART. /. A fellow affecting briskness and

vivacity.

SMARTLY. aJv. [f om smart.] After a

smait manner; sharply ; briskly ; vigorously.

Clarendon.

SMARTNESS. / from smart.] I. The

quality of being smart; quickness j vigour.

Boyle, a. Liveliness; briskness j wittiuets

Swift.

SMATCH. / [corrupted from smack.] 1

Taste ; tinctures twang. Holder. 1. A

bird.

ToRMA'TTER. v.n. 1. To have a flight

taste ; to have a flight, superficial, and imper

fect knowledge. Watti. a. To talk super

ficially or ignorantly. Hudtbrai.

SM A'T TER. / [from the verb.] Superficial or

slight knowledge. Temple.

SMATTERER [from_/i««/f«\]. One who has

a slight < r superficial knowledge. Swift.

Tu SMEAR *>. a. [j-mtfun, Sax. /meeren,

Dutch] . To overspread with something

viscous ard adhesive; to besmear. Milton. 1.

To soi I ; 10 contaminate. Sbakesp.

SMEARY a. [(ram jmear.] Dawby ; adhe-

■ live. Reive.

SMEA TH. / A lea fowl.

.To SMEETH. or smutch, v. a. [[-miWe,

Savn 1 To imoke ; to blacken with smoke.

SMEGMAT1CK.. a. [tr^oa.] Soapy; deter

sive. Ditt.

To SMP.I L v.a from ismoel, warm. Dutch,

because s.nells areencrcal'ed by hen. Simner.]

1. '] o parecce by the nole dllter. 1. To

find out by mental sagacity L'Eftr.

•Jo SMELL. *. ». ■ To strike the nosttils

Mann. t. To have any particular scent.

Brown. 3. To have a particular tincture or

smack of any quality. Sbakefp. 4. To prac

tise thfact of smelling. Addison.

SMELL. /. [from the verb.] 1. Power os-

smelling ; the sense of which the nose is the

organ. Daviei. a. Scent; power of affect'uJJ

the nose. Bacon.

SMELLER. / [from /we//.] He who smells.

SMELLFEAST. /. [smell and feast ] A para

site 1 one who haunts good tables. L'Estrange.

SMELT. The preterite and participle pass, os

tmell.

SMELT. / [smelt, Saxon ] A. small sea-fid.

Carcvi.

To SMELT, v. a. [smelten, Dutch.] To reek

ore, so a« to extract the metal. WaeAnsard.

"ME'LTER /. [from smelt.] One who melts

ore. Woodward.

To SMERK. v. a. [rmercian, Saxoo.] To

smile wantonly. Snatft.

SMERKY. \ a. Nice; (mart; jaunty.

SMIRK. i Spenser.

SME RUN. /. A fish. Atnputrtb.

SMl'CKET. /. The under garment of a wo

man

To SMIGHT. For smite. Spenser.

To SMILE, v. n. [smnylen. Dutch] I. T»

contract the face with pleasure ; to express

gladness by the countenance. Taller, a. To

express flight contempt. Camden. 3. To look

gay or joyous. Milton. 4. To be favourable;

to be propitious. Milton.

SMILE s. [tr»m the verb.] A flight contrac

tion of the face , a look of pleasure, or kind

ness. IVotton.

SMILINGLY, adv. [from smiling.] With a

look of pleasure.

To SMIRCH, v.a. [from murk, or marks]

To cloud; to dulk ; to soil. Sbakesp.

SMIT. The participle passive of smite. TJckelL

so SMITE, v. a. preterite smite ; participle

pjss smit, smitten, [j-roitan, Sax. jmttuw,

Dutch ] 1 . To strike ; to reach with a blow.

Ezekiel. X. To kill ; to destroy. I. Sanutl

3. To asflct ; to chasten, ffaie. 4. T»

blast, e,. To affect with any passion. Milton.

To SMITE, v. n. To strike; to collide.

Nabnm.

SMITER. / [from smite.] He who smites.

Isaiah.

SMITH./ sr-miS, Saxon; south, German;

/mid, Dutch J 1. One who forges with his

hammer ; one who works in metals. Tate. x.

He that makes or effects any thing. Drjata

SMl'THCRAFT. / [jrnÆtri2:r.T:, Sax. The

art of a smith. Raleigh.

SMI'THERY. / [i'rom/atirtV] The (hop of a

smith.

SMITHING./, [from y«M'i ] An art manual.

by which iron is wrought into an intended

shape. Mcxen.

SMI'lHY. / [rraitoc, Saron.] The (hop 61'

a smith. Dryden. \

SMITTEN. The participle passive ejf smite.

Exodni . .

SMOCK.
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SMOCK./ [prise, Sax.] The under garment

of a woman ; a shift. Sandyr.

SMOCKFA'CED. a. [smock and fact.] Pale

faced; maidenly. Frm-.n.

SMOKE./, fpmoec, Sax. smack, Dutch.] The

visible effluvium, or fo'oty exhalation from any

thing burning. Ctnvley.

To SMOKE, v. ». [from the noun.l I. To

emit a dark exhalation by heat. Milton. X.

To burn; to be kindled. Dealer. 3. To

move with such swiftness as to kindle. Dryd

4. To smell, or hunt out Hndibroi. 5. To

use tobacco. 6. To suffer ; to be punished

Shakesp

To SMOKE, v. a. 1. To scent by smoke, or

dry in smoke, Arbulbntt. 1. To smell out ;

to find out. Shakesp

To SMOKE dry. v. a. [smtkt and dry.] To

dry by smoke. Mortimer.

SMOKER./ [horn smoke] 1. One that dries

or perfumes by smoke. ». One that uses to

bacco.

SMOKELESS, a. [from smth.'] Having no

smoke.

SMO'KY. a. [horn smth.] 1. Emitting smoke 1

fnmid. Shakesf. 1. Hating the appearance

or nature of smoke. Harvey. 3. Noisome

with smoke. Milton.

SMOOTH, [fmefc, pnoeo1, Saxon ; mviyth,

Wellh ] 1 . Even on the surface ; not rough ;

level. Milieu. 1. Evenly spread ; glossy.

Pope. 3. Equal in pace; without starts or

obstruction. Milton. 4. Flowing} soft; not

harsh. Milton. 5. Bland; mild; adulatory.

Mtltn.

To SMOOTH, v. a. [from the adjective.] 1.

To level ; to make even on the surface

Shakesp. a. To work into a soft uniform

mass. Raj. 3. To make easy ; to rid from

obstructions. Popt. 4. To make flowinp ; to

free from harshness. Milton. 5. To palliate ;

to soften. Shakesp. 6. To calm ; to mollify.

Milton. 7. To ease. Dryden. 8. To flatter ,

to soften with blandishments. Shakesp.

T« SMOOTHEN. v. a. To make even and

smooth. Mcxzn.

SMOOTHFACED, a. [smooth and face.] Mild

looking; having a soft air Shakejp..

SMOOTHLY, adv. (from smooth ] 1. Not

roughly j evenly. a. With even glide. P.pe

3 Without obstruction; easily; readily. Hook

4. With lost and bland language.

SMOO IHNESS. / [from smooth.]' 1. Even

ness on the surface ; freedom from asp«rt<y

Bacon, x. Softness or miMnefs on the 1 alate.

Phiiipi. 3. Sweetness and softness of numbers.

Dryd. 4. Blandnes. and gentleness ot speech.

Shakesp.

SMOTE. The preterite ofsmite. Milton.

To SMOTHER, v. a. [pnr-fian, Saxon] 1

• To suffocate with smoke, or by evclusiono

the iir. Sidney, l. To suppress. Hooker.

SMOTHER./, sfrom the verb ] 1. A state

of suppression. Bacon. *. Smoke; thick dusk.

". CtUer.

To SMOTHER, v. n. sfrom the noun] 1. To

smoke without vent. Bacon. 2. To be sup

pressed or kept close Collier.

SMO ULDERINC. ? [pnop-an, Sax. to smo-

SMOULDRY. j ther ; smoel, Dutch,

hot.) Burning and smoking without vent.

Dryden.

SMUG. a. {smacks dress, smnrken, to dress,

Dutch.] Nice; spruce ; dressed with affecta

tion of nicenesc. Speclattr.

To SMUGGLE, v. a. [smocle'en, Dutch ]

To import or export goods without paying the

customs.

SMU'CGLER. / [from fmnggle] A wretch

who imports or exports goods without pay

ment of the customs.

SMUGLY, adv. [fromsmug] Neatly •, spruce

ly. Gay.

SMUGNESS. / [from smng.] Spruceness;

neatness.

SMUT./, [pnitra, Sax. smette, Dutch ] I.

A spot made with soot cr coal. «. Must or

blackness* gathered on corn -, mildew Morti

mer. 3. Obscurity.

To SMUT. v. a [from the noun.] 1. To stain;

to mark with soot or coal. Addison. 1. To

taint with mildew. Bacon.

To SMUT. v. n. To gather most. Mtrtimer.

To SMUTCH v. a. (from sail J To black

with smoke. Ben. Jihnson.

SMUTTILY, aiv 1 from /»»(/».] 1. Blackly,

smnkily. a. Obscenely.

SMUTTINESS /. [from smntty.] I. Soil

from smoke. Temple. 2. Obscenencss

SMU'TTY. a. [from Jmnt.] 1. Black with

smoke or coal. Svust. 2. Tainted with

mildew. Locke; 3. Obscene; not modest.

Collier.

SNACK. / [from snatch ] A share; a part

taken by compact. Dryden.

SNA COT. / A fish. Ainfaorth.

3NAFFLE. s. [snave . Dutch, the nose.] A

bridle which crosses the noi'e. Sbnlesp.

To SNAFFLE, v. a. [from the noun] To

brdle; lo hoid in a bridle; to manage

SNAG./ 1. A jag or sharp protuberance.

Spenser. 2. A tooih left l>y itself, or standing

beyond the rest. }'r::r.

SNAGGED. \a. [from snag.] PuM of snags;

SNAGGY 5 full of shai p protuberances ;

shooting into thup points. Mtr*e.

SNAIL / [freejl, Saxon, s'egel, Dtrch ]

1. A flimv animal, which erreps on plants,

some wish shells o. their backs Donne, a. A

name given to a drone irom the llow motion

of a snail. Shakrsp.

SN A'lL-CLAVER, or Snail trefoil s. An herb.

AinfnjJOi th.

SNAKt. / [pnjca, Saxon; snake, Dutch ]

A serpent of the oviparous kind, distinguish

ed from a viper. The sonke's bite is haim-

less. fibahjp.

SNAKEROor. / [snate and roof.] A spe-

I cie s oi uirthwurt growing in Virginia anj Va-

ruiitia.

I 4X1 SNAKES
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SNA'KESHEAD Irit. [HermtJaSlylui, Lat.] A .To SNATCH, v, ». To bite, «r e*tch eagerly

plant. Milkr,

SNA KF.WEED, or Bi/?,»rr. / {bistorta, Lat.]

A plant.

SNA KEWOOD. / The smaller branches of

the root of a tall strait tree growing in the

island of Timor, and other puts of the East.

It hat no remarkable l~ro»||; but is ol an in

tensely bittertaste.

SNAKY, a. Wromsnake] 1. Serpentine; be

longing to a snake-, resembling a snake. Mil

ton, a. Hiving serpents Ben. Johnson.

To SNAP, v a. [the lame wiih k*a/' ] i To

break at ence ; to break short Bramhall,

Digby. 2. To strike with a knack!: g noise,

snap, orshaipknap Post. 3. To Iriie Wise

man. 4 To citch Suddenly and unexpectedly.

Wotton, CryJen. 5. To treat with (harp lan

guage. Cranville.

To SNAP v.m. 1. To break short; to fall a-

sunder. Dunne 2. To make an esfoit to bile

with eagerness. Shakes}

SNAP. / [from the verb.] I. The act of

breaking with a quick motion, a. A giecdy

fellow. L'Ejlrange. 3. A quick eager bite.

Careiv. 4. A catch , a theft.

SNA'PDRAGON. 7" i. A plant, a. A kind

of play, in which brandy is set on fire, and

raisins thrown into it, which those *hu aie

unused to the sport are afiaid to take out;

but which may be safely snatched by a quick

motion, and put blazing into the mouth,

which being closed, the fire is at once extin

goislied.

SNAPPER. / [from snap.] One who soaps

ShakeIp.

SNAPPISH, a. [from snap] 1. Eager to bite

Spectator. I. Peevish; (harp in reply.

SNAPPISHLY, adv. [from snappish] Pee

vishly j tartly.

SNA PPISHNESS. adv. [horn snappish.] Pee

Tidiness i tartness.

SNA PSACK. / [snappsack, Swedish ] A sol

dier'sbag.

SNARE. / [snara, Swedish and ltlandick ;

Jnoor, Dutch.) 1. Any thing set to catch an

animal; a gin: a net. Milton. 2. Any

thing by which one is entrapped cr Intangled.

Taylor.

To SNARE, v. a. [from the mun] Toin-

trap ; to ii. tangle. Milton.

To SNARL, v. n. [snarren, Dutch] 1.T0

growl av an angry animal; to gnarre. States.

a. To speak roughly; to talk in rude terms.

Ctngrexe.

To SNARL v. a. To intangle j toembarrasi.

Decay is Piety.

SNA KLER. J [U^m snarl] One who snails ;

a growling, surly, quarrelsome, insulting fel

low. Swift.

SNA'RY. a [fiem/»««] Intangling •, insidi

ous. PryJen.

SNA ST. s. The snuff of a candle. Bnc:n.

To SNATCH, v. a. [ fnacken, Dutch. | 1 . To

seize any thing hastily. Hccker. 2. To tran

sport ot carry suddenly. Clarendon.

I at semething. Shakesp.

SNATCH./ [from the verb ] 1. A hasty catch,

a. A short fit of -vigorous action, suffer. 3.

A imall part of any thing ; a broken part.

Brown. 4. A broken or interrupted action ;

a short fit. Wi/kint. 5. A quipj a shuffling

answer. Shakesp.

SNATCHED, s. [from snatch] One that

snatches. Shakesp.

SNA'ICHINGLY. aiv. [from snatching.]

Hastily, with interruption

To SNEAK v. n. fpmean, Saxon; snige, Da

nish ] 1. To creep llily; to come or go as if

a, raid to be seen DryJtn, Watti. 2. Tobe-

have with meanness and servility ; to crouch.

South, Pope.

SNEAKER / A large vessel of drink. Sped.

SNEAKING, participial, a [from/nroi.] 1.

Servile ; mean ; low. 1. Covetous ; nig

gardly; meanly parcimonious.

SNE'AKINGI.Y. adv. [fiom, sneaking] Mean

ly ; servilely. Herbert.

SNE'AKUP / [from/ami.] A cowardly, creep

ing, insidious scoundrel. Shaiesp.

ToSNLAP. v a 1.T0 reprimand; tocheck

J. To nip. Shak.sp.

SNEAP. j. [from the verb.] A reprimand ; t

check. Shaiesp

To SNEB v. a [Properly to fmit. Set

Shiap.] To check ; to chide ; to reprimand.

Sfenser.

To SNEER, v. n. 1. To (hew contempt by

looks. 2. To insinuate contempt by covert

expressions. Pope. 3. To ulcer with gri

mace. Congreve. 4. To (how aukward mirth.

Taller.

SNEER. / [from the verb ] 1. A lock of con

temptuous ridicule. Pope. 2. An expression

of ludicrous scorn. Haiti

To SNEEZE, v. n. [mepn, Saxrn ; m'esex,

Dutch] To emit wind audibly by tie note.

Wiseman.

SNEEZE s [from the verb.] Emission of wiaJ

audibly by ihe nose. Brtnan.

SNEEZEWORT. / [ptarmica, Lat.] A plant.

SNET. / [Among hunters ] The tat of 1

deer.

SNEVV. The old preterite of T. /"«.-«.

ToSNIB. v a. | Jnibbe, Danish J To check;

to nip , to reprimand. Spenser.

SNICK and Snee. s A combat with knivea.

Wist man.

To SN1 CKER, or Snigger, v n. To laugh

fitly, wantonly, or csniemptucuily.

To SNIFF, v.n. [smffa, Swedish J To draw

breath audibly up thenote. Smft. •

To SNI GGLE. v. n Sn^glm* it thus per-

foimed : lake a strong small hook, tied to x

string about a yard long, and then into one

of the holes, where an eel may hide herfe!"'^

with the help of a short stick put in your

bait leisurely: if within rhe sight ofwt, thej

eel will bite: pull him cut by degrees.

Walton.

To
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To SNIP. v. a. [snippet, Dotch.] To cut at

once with a fcissars. Arbntbnot.

SNIP. / [from the verb.] i. A single cut with

scislirs. Sbaiesp. z. A small (hred. Wiseman.

3. A (hare ; a snack. VEstrange.

SNIPE, s. [sneppe, German; rota, Saxon]

1. A small sen fowl with a long bill, finer.

i. A fo»l ; a blockhead. Sbakesp

SNIPPER./ [from/.;/.] One that snips.

SNIPPET. / [srom/»>.J A small parti a

(hare. Hndibras.

SNIPSNAP./ Tart dialogue Pipe.

SNITF. / [snica, Sax.] A snipe. Cartw.

To SNITE. v. a. [j-syran, Saxon] To blow

the nose. Grew.

SNl'VEL. /. [sieve!, German] Snot ; the run

ning of the nose.

To SNl'VEL. v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To

run at the nose. *. To cry as children.

VEstrange.

SNI'VELLER. s. [from snivel ] A weeper j a

weak lamenter. Swift.

To SNORE. t». n. [fiorcken, Dutch.] To

breathe hard through the nose, as men in

deep. Roscemmsn, Stillingstict.

SNORE. / [ fncrta, Sax.] Audible respiration

of sleepers through the nose. Shakesp.

To SNORT, v. n. [snircten, Dutch] To

blow through the nose as a high mettled horse.

Jeremiah.

SNOT./, [piote, Saxon j snot, Dutch.] The

mucus of the nose. Swift.

SNOTTY, a. [from Jnot.] Full ot snot,

Aibuthnot.

SNOUT./, [finyt, Dutch.] 1. The nose of

'a beast. DryJen. a. The nose of a man in

contempt. Swift. 3. The nosel or end of any

hollow pipe.

SNOUTED, a. [from snout] Having a snout.

Grew.

SNOW. / [j-nap, Saxon i snee, Dutch ] The

small particles of water frozen be.'ore they

unite into d. ops. Locke, Sandyi.

To SNOW. v. n. [ fnapm, Sax, snetwen,

Dutch.] To have snow fall.

To SNOW. v. a. To scatter like snow. Donne

SNO WBALL / isnew and kail] A round

lump of congelated snow. Hayward.

SNOWBROTH / [/ko and broth.] Very

cold liquor. Sbakesp.

SNO WDROP. / [narcissolencoium, Lat.] An

early flower. UyU.

SN'OW-WHITE. a. [snev, and white] Whhe

as snow. Dryden.

SNO WY. a. [ from fiew ] t. White like

snow. Rowe. 1. Abounding with suow

Mi tin.

SNUB./, [from sntbbe, Dutch, a nose, or knnbtl,

a joint of the finger.] A jag; snag; , k:io.

in wood. Spenser.

.To SNUB v a. 1. To check j to reprimand.

a. To nip Ray.

To S/UB. v. n. [snutfen, Dutch] To fob

with convulsion.

To SNUDGE. v. n. \fiiger, Danish.] To lie

idle, close, or snug. Herbert

SNUFF. /. [/.,/, Dutch, snot.] 1. Snot. *.

The useless, excreslence of a candle. Donne.

3. A candle almost burnt out. Sbakesp. 4.

The fired wick of a candle remaining after

the flame. Addifon. 3. Resentment expressed

by foisting perverse resentment. L'Efirange. S.

Powdered tobacco taken by the nose. Pope

To SNUFF. v. a. [snnffcn, Dutch.] s. To

draw in with the breath. Addifon. %. To

scent. Tickell. 3. To crop the candle.

Taylor.

To SNUFF, v. n. 1. To snort ; to draw breath

by the nose. Dryden, K„g. t. To snift ia

contempt. Mai. ii.

SNUFFBOX, f. [/,,/and hex.] The box ia

which snuff is carried. Pest.

SNUFFKRS. / [from fins] The instrument

with wh ch the candle Is clipped. Swift

To SNUFFLE, „. «. [fi.ffelen, Dutch.'] To

speak through the nose j to breathe hard

through the nose Sidney, Dryden.

To SN UG. v. n. [sniger, Dutch.] To lie close ;

to snudge. L'Efirange.

SNUG. a. [from the verb.) r. Close; free

from any inconvenience. Prior, z. Close •

out of notice. Sw,st. 3. Slily or insidiously

dole. Dryden.

To SNU'GCLE. v. n. [from fing] To lie

close j to lie warm.

SO. adv. frpa, Sax. fe,, Dutch ] 1. In like

manner. It answers to at either preced

ing or following. ». In such a degree. Ben.

Johnson. 3. In such a manner. 4. In the

same manner. Milton. 5. Thus; in this

manner. i*f;7, 6.Therefore ; for this reason} in

consequence of this. Hammond. 7. On these

terms ; noting a conditional petition. Rowe. 8.

Provided that ; on condition that. Attetbury^.

9 In like manner; noting concession of one

proposition and assumption of another, an

swering to at. Swift. 10. Thus it is ; thia

is the state. Dryd. 1 1. At this point; at thi»

time. Sbakesp. 1 1. It notes 1 kind ot abrupt

beginning. Vlcll Be,,. Johnson. 13 It some

times is hale more than an expletive, though

it impliet be latent or surd comparison.

i''?"*?"■ „'4 A word os assumption; thu.

• ™ "-Sbaie'p. 15. A form os petition. Stake.

16. So Jo. An exclamation asier some thine

done or known. Skakesp. ,y.So so. Injii-

teiently ; not much amiss nor well. Fe/tor,

18. SoreM. Thus then it is that; therefore.

Bac:n.

To SOAK. v. n. sr-ocian, Saxon.] 1. To lie

steeped in moisture. Shakesp. i. To enter by

decrees into pores. Bacon. 3. To drink glu'-

tonoully and intemperatelv. Locke

To SOAK., v. a. 1. To macerate in any

moisture ; to steep ; to keep wet till moisture

is imbibed ; to drench. Dryden. i. To drain 1

to exhaust Baton. *

SOAP.
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SOAP. s. [rape, Sax. safe, Lat.] A substance

used in wishing, made of a lixivium of ve

getable alkaline ashes and unctuous sub

stance. Nenotin.

SOAPBOl LER. / [siap and tW] One whose

trade is to make soap.

SOAPWORT./ Is a species of campion.

To SOAR. v. n. [snare, Italian J I. To fly

aloft; to tower i to mount; properly to fly

without visible action o: the wiogs. Miltot.

a. To mount iatellectually; to tower with

the mind. Addifin. 3- To rile high. Milton

SOAR. / [from the verb.] Towering flight.

Miltm. ....

To SOU. v. a. (feob, Sax.] To heave audibly

with convulsive sorrow ; to sigh with convul

sion. Fairs.

SOB. /. [from the verb.] A convulsive sigh ;

a convulsive act of respiration obaructed by

sorrow. Swift.

To SOB. v. a. To soak. A cant word. Mir-

timer. ,

SOBER, a. [fibrim, Lat. fibre, French.] i

Temperate, particularly in liquors; not drun

ken. Tayhr. 1. Not overpowered by drink.

Hooker. 3. Not mad ; right in the under

standing. Dryden. 4- Regular; calm; free

from inordinate passion. Abbot. 5. Sen

solemn -, grave. Shakrsp.

To SO'BER. v. a. [from the adjective.] To

make sober. Pope.

SOBERLY, adv. [from fiber) 1. Without

intemperance, 2. Without madneis. 3

Temperately ; moderately. Ban*. 4- Coolly

calmly. Luke.

SO'BERNESS. / [from fiber.] I. Tempc

ranee in drink. Commtn Prayer, 2. Calm

nek ; freedom from enthusiasm ; coolness.

Dryden.

SOBRIETY, s. [fibrin, Latin] t. Tempe

rance in drink > soberness. Taylor. 2. Pre

sent freedom from the power of strong liquor.

3. Ceneral temperance. Hooker. 4. Free

dom from inordinate passion. Robert. 5 Calm

ness) coolness. Dryden. 6. Seriousness ; gra

vity. Derham.

SOCCAGE /. [/". French, a plough-share.]

A tenure of lands for certain inferior or hus

bandly services to be performed to the lord of

the fee. All services due for land being

knight's services, officiate ; so that whatever

is not knight's service, \%ficcare. Cornell.

SOCIABLE, a. [sociable, French; ficiabiti,

Latin.] 1 . Fit to be conjoined. Hooker.

Ready to unite in a general interest. Addifin.

3. Friendly ; familiar. Milten. 4. Inclined to

company. JVetto*.

SO'CIABLENESS. / [from sociable] 1. In

clination to sompany and converse. Mire. t.

Freedom of conversation ; good fellowship.

Hayward.

SOCIABLY, adv. [fromfieiable.] Coaversibly;

as a companion. Mitten.

SOCIAL, a. [ficialit. Lat.] t. Relating to

a general or pubiiek interest. Lake. ».

Easy to mix in friendly gaiety, toft. 3.

Consisting in union or converse with another.

Miltm.

SO'CIALNESS. /. [from ficia!.] The quality

of being social.

SOCIETY./ [seciete, French 5 societal. Lat.]

1. Union of many in one general interest.

2. Numbers united in one interest ; com

munity. Tilhtfin 3. Company ; converse.

Shake/p. 4. Partnership t union on equal

terms. Dryden.

SOCK./ [ fxcui, Lat. |-occ, Snx.ficke, Dutch.]

1. Something pat between the foot and shoe.

Bacon. 2. The shoe of the antient comick

actors Miltm.

SOCKET./ [senebette. Fr.] 1. Any hollow

pipe ; generally the hollow of a candlestick.

Collier. 2. The receptacle of the eye Dryden.

3. Any hollow that receives something insert

ed. Bacon.

SO'CKETCHISEL./ A stronger sort ofchad.

Moxn.

SO'CLE. / [with architects.] A flat square

member, under the bases of pedestals of sta

tues and vases. Bailey.

SOCMAN, or Soccager. f. r|-ocaj-ma«. Sax.]

A fort of tenant that holds lands and tene

ments by soccage. Cvatll.

SO'COME. f. A custom of tenants being o-

bliged to grind their corn at their lord's milL

Bailey.

SOD. J. [fi'd, Dutch.] A turf ; a clod. Col-

lint

SOD. The preterite of seethe. Chapman.

SODALITY. / [sodalitai. Lat.] A fellow

ship ; a fraternity. Stitttnrfleet.

SODDEN. [The particle passive of srrth.]

Boiled ; seethed. Diyden.

To SO DER. v. a [finder, French ; finderen,

Dutch.] To cement with some metallic*

matter. Isaiah.

SO'DF.R / Metalllck cement. Celher.

SOE. / A large wooden vessel with hoops, for

holding water; a cowl. More.

SOE'VER. adv. [ so and ever] A word pro

perly joined with a pronoun or adverb, as who

soever; whatsoever; howsoeveT. Temple.

SO'FA./ [1 believe an Eastern word.] A splen

did seat covered with carpets. Gnard-an.

SOFT. a. [fop:, Sax fast, Dutch.] I. Net

hard. Bacon. 2. Not rugged ; not rough.

Matthevi. 3 Ductile ; not unchangeable of

form. Milton. 4. Faole ; flexible ; rot reso

lute ; yielding. Kinr Charlei 5. Tender ;

timorous, test. 6. Mild ; gentle ; kind ;

not severe. Miltn. 7. Meek; civ I; com

plaisant. Shakesp. 8. Placid; still; easy.

Milton. 9. Effeminate; viciously nice Davies.

10. Delicate ; elegantly tender. Milan, it.

Weak; simple. Glanville. ti. Gentle; not

loud; not rough. Dryden. 13. Smooth T

flowing. Pope. 14. Not forcible ) opt vio

lent. Mtltin. V

SOFT, inters Hold ; stop ; not so fast. S..-*-

itnt.

T»
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To SOFTEN. *. a. [from fist.] I. To

make soft , to make lest hard. Bacon, t. To

intenerate ; to make less fierce or obstinate.

Addtfin. 3. To make easy ; to compose ; to

make placid. Pope. 4. To make less harsh.

Dryden.

To SO'FTEN. v. n. 1. To grow less hard.

Bacon. 2. To grow less obdurate, cruel, or

obstinate Sbmlesp.

SOFTLY, adv. [from fist.] 1. Without

hardness, ft. Not violently ; not forcibly.

Bacon, 3. Not loudly, Dryden. 4. Gent

ly ; placidly. Dryden. 5. Mildly | tenderly

Drydtm.

SOFTNER. / [from///. ] 1. That which

mikes fit. X. One who palliates. Sviift.

SOTTNESS. / [from//r.J 1. The quality

of being soft. X. Quality contrary to hard

ness. Bacn. 3. Mildness; kindness. Watti

4. Civility -, gentleness. Dryden. 5. Effemi

nacy; vicious delicacy. Taylor. 6. Timo

rousnefs ; pusillanimity. Grew. 7, Quality

contrary to harshness. Bac»n. 8. Facility 1

gentleness ; candour ; easiness to be as-

fected. tinker. 9. Mildness ; meekness-

kValier.

SOHO. interj. A form of calling from a distant

place.

To SOIL. v. a. [plian, Sax. finiller, Fr.] I. To

foul ; to dirt; to pollute; to slain; to sully.

Bacon, x. To durg ; to manure. South.

SOIL./, [from the verb ] 1. Dirt; spot j pol

lution; foulness. Sbakesp. 2. Ground; earth,

considered with relation to its vegetative qua-

lilies Bacn 3. Land ; country. Milton. 4

Dung ; compost. Ma timer.

SOIL1NESS. / [from/«/J Stain; foulness.

Bactn.

SO ILURE. / Prom /"/•] Stain ; pollution

Sbakesp.

To SOJOURN, v. n. [sejonrner,Vr.] Todwell

any where for a time ; to live as not at

home ; to inhabit as not in a fettled habitation.

Denne.

SOJOURN./. [sejeur, French ; from the verb.'

A temporary residence ; a casual and no set

tled habitation. Milton.

SO JOURNER./ [srom/e/W«.J A temporary

dweller. Milten.

To SO' LACE. v. a. [filacier, old French

stlax,XMre, Italian \jolatmm, Cat.] Tocomfon;

to cheer ; to amuse. Milton.

To SO LACE. v. n. To take comfort. Sbatesp

SO'LACE. /. [solatium, Lat.] Comfort; plea

sure ; allevia* ion -, that which gives comfort or

pleasure. Hooker, Milton.

SOLA'NDER. /. {finlandrei,Fr.] A disease in

horses DiS.

SOLAR. ? a. [solaire, French ; sofarii,

SOLARY.JT Lat] 1. Being of the fun.

Boyle. 2. Belonging to the fun. Brmyn. 3.

* Born under or in the predominant influence of

the fun. Dryden. 4. Measured by the fun.

Htltr.

SOLD. The preterite and participle passive of

SOLD. / [finldee, old FY] Military pay

warlike entertainment. Spenser.

SO LDAN. / (for snltan ] The emperor ef the

Turks Milttm.

SOLDA NFL. / [fildaneVa, Lat] A plant.

To SOLDER, v. a. [fonder, Fr. soldare, Ital.

fihdare. Lat] See Soder. i. To unite or

fasten with any kind of metallick cement.

Nev/ton. z. To mend j to unite any thing

broken. Hiekir.

SO'LDER. / [from the verb.] Metallick ce

ment. Stuifi.

SO LDERER. / [from filder.] One that sol

ders or mends.

SOLDIER./ {filidari.,, low Lat.] i.A fighting

man ; a warriour. Sbakesp 1. It is generally

used of the common men, as dillinafrom the

commanders.

SOLDIERLIKE.? a. [soldier and «/.] Mar-

SOLDIERLY. $ tial ; warlike ; military ;

becoming a soldier, darenden.

SOLDIERSHIP. / [from soldier) Military

character; martial qualities; behaviour becom

ing a soldier. Shake/p.

SOLDIERY. / [from soldier.] 1. Body of

military men ; soldiers collectively. Swift. X.

Soldiership ; martial (kill. Sidney.

SOLE. / [solnm, Lat J 1. The bof.om of the

foot. Sbakesp. 2. The foot. Spenser. 3. The

bottom of the (hoe. Arbuthnot. 4. The part

of any thing that touches the ground. Moxou.

5. A kind of sea-fish. Carew.

To SOLE. v. a. [from the noun.] To sor-

ni(h with soles : as, tosole a pair of (hoes.

Grew.

SOLE. a. [si, old French; film,, Ut] t.

Single; only. Raleirh. x. [In |aw.j Not

martied. Ajbffe.

SOLECISM./ [roXoHurvLo; ] Unfitness of one

word to another. AJdistn.

SOXELY. adv. [ from file ] Singly j only.

Broion.

SOLEMN, a. [solemn!,, Lat.] 1. Anniversary j

observed once a year. Stilhnefleet. 2. Religi

ously grave. Mihcn. 3. Aw'tiil ; str'king with

seriousness. Spenjer. 4. Grave; affectedly

serious. Swift.

SOLEMNNEbS? / [fromfilemn] t.Cere-

SO'LEMNITY. J mony or rite annually per

formed. Pope. 2. Religious ceremony. 3. Aw-

fol ceremony or procession. Bat en. 4. Manner

of acting awfully serious. Sidney. 5. Gravity;

steady seriousness. Addifin. 6. Awful gran«eurs

grave statelincss ; sober dignity. kVotttn. 7.

Affectedly grave. Sbakesp

SOLEMNIZATION. / [hcmfilemnize ] The

act of solemnizing; celebration. Bacon.

To SOLEMNIZE, v. a. [\romJclev.n.\ 1. To

dignify by pinkular formalities ; to celebrate.

Hooker. 2. To perform religioufly once a year.

Hooker.

SOLEMNLY, adv. [from solemn] I. With

annual religious ceremonies. 2. With formal

gravity and statelinels. Bacon. 3. With for

mal lU:e. Sbnkejp. 4. With affected gra

iiy.
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vity. Dryden. 5. With religioua seriousness, j Shaltsp. 3. Gloomy j dismil. Job. 4. Single,

twist.

To SOLICIT, v. a. [selicito. Lat] 1. To

importune; to intreat. Milton. a. To call to

action j to summon ) to awake; to excite.

Kogert. 3, To implore | to alk. Sidney. 4.

To attempt; to try ta obtain, Pope. 5. To

disturb ; to di<q«iet. Milan.

SOLLICITA'TION. / (from solicit.] I. Im

portunity ; act of importuning. Milton. 1.

Invitation; excitement. Locke.

SOLICITOR./ [from fittil.) 1. One who

petitions for another. Addison. X. One who I

does in Chancery the business which is done

by attorneys in other courts. Bacon.

SOLI'CITOUS. a. [solicit*,, Lat.] Anxious;

careful ; concerned Taylor, Clarendon.

SOLICITOUSLY, adv. [fromsolicitem] Anxi

ously ; carefully. Boyle.

SOLICITUDE./, [slicilnde, Lat.] Anxiety;

carefulness. Tilhtjon.

SOLl'CITRESS./ (Feminine of solicitor.] A

woman who petitions for another. Dryden.

SOLID, a. [Jolidm, Latin; solide, Fr.] I.

Not liquid; not fluid. Milton. 1. Not hol

low ; full of matter; compact ; dense- Dryden

3* Having ail the geometrical dimensions

Arbutbnot. 4. Strong ; firm. AdJison. 5.

Sound j not weakly. Wattt. 6. Real ; not

empty ; true ; nut fallacious. King Cbarlci.

7. Not light ) not superficial ; grave ; pro

found. Dryden.

SOLID./ (in physick.] The part containing

the fluids. Arbutbnot.

SOLIDITY./ [from solid] 1. Fulness of

matter j not hollnwoefs. 2. Firmness-, hard-

Bess ; compactness ; density. Woodward

3. Truth; not fallaciousness; intellectual

strength ; certainty. Aidifon, Prior.

SOLIDLY, adv. [from solid.] I. Firmly;

densely ; compactly. *. Truly ; on good

grounds. Digby

SO LIONESS, adv [from/.M.] Solidity ; firm

ness; density Hcivel.

SOLIDU NGULOUS. a. [filiJm and nngnla,

Lat ] V.'holehoofed. Brown

SOLhFI'DlAN./. [ film and side. Lat.] One

who fuppoles only faith, not works, necessary

to justification. Hammind.

SOLILOQUY./. [Jelm aod loquor, Latin.] A

discourse made by one in solitude to himself.

Pr ior.

SOI.IPEDF-. / [solm and peJei, Lat.| An ani

mal whese feet are not cloven. Brown.

SOLITA IRE. /. {jo'ita.rc, Fr.] 1. A recluse;

a hermit. Pose. 1. An ornament lor the

neck.

SOLITARILY, adv. [from solitary] In soli-

tnde ; witu loneliness; without company Mic.

SOLITARINESS / [domjolitary. j Solitude ;

forbearance of company ; habitual retirement

Donne.

SO'LITARY. a. {solitaire, Tr.soUlarim, Lat.]

1 Living al->re ; not having company. Milton.

Dryden. », Retired j remote from company.

Brovm.

SO LITARY./ [from the adjective.] One that

lives llone ; an hermit. Pope.

SOLI'TtyDE./ [solitude, Lat.] 1. Lonely

life ; ttxte of being alone. Bacon. a. A lonely

place ; a desert; a place fit for contemplation.

Addson.

SOLO, s [Italian ] A tune played by a single

instrument.

SO LOMON'i Loaf. s. A plant.

SO LOMONV Seal, s [polygonatnm, Ut.] A

plant.

SOLSTICE./. [selstitiuM, Lat.] 1. The point

beyond which the fun does not go ; the tropical

point; the point at which the day is longest

in summer, or shortest in winter. ». It i»

taken os itself commonly for the summer

solstice. Brevtn.

SOLSTITIAL, a. [fnmselstlee.] 1. Belonging

to the solstice. Brown, z. Happening at the

solstice Pbilifi.

SO LVIBLE. a. [from sehe.] Possible to be

cleared by reason or inquiry. Hale.

SOLUBLE, a. [solnbilii. Lat.] Capable of dis

solution 01 separation of parts. Arbutbnot.

SOLUBI LITY / [rVorn/Wni/V ] Sufceptivenesa

of separation of parts. Glanvitle.

To SOLVE, v. a. [ folio, Lat] To clear;

<o explain ; to untie an intellectual knot.

Ticket.

SOLVENCY. /. [ from solvent. ] Ability tt>

pay.

SO LVENT. a. [solvent, Lat.] 1 Having the

power to cause dissolution. Boyle 1. Able la

pay debts contracted.

SO LUND GOOSE. / A fowl in bigness ,0!j

feather very like a tame goose, but his bill

longer ; hi* wings also much longet. Greve,

Cleaveland.

SOLUTION./ [solntio. Lat] 1. Disruption!

breach ; disjunction ; separation. Bacon, a.

Matter dissolve* , that which contains ary thing

dissolved Arbutbnot ■$. Resolution of a doubt;

removal of an intellectual difficulty. Milton.

SOLUTIVE a. [from Jelvo, La-..] Laxative j

causing relaxation. Bacon

SOMATO LOGY. /. [ripa. and Xty».] The

doctrine of bodies

SOME. A teemination of many adjective*,

which denote quality or property of any thing :

it gamesome, [saam, Dutch.]

SOME. a. [j\>m, yum. Sax. soon, semrnig,

Dutch] 1. More or less, noting an indeter

minate quantity. Raleigh, a. More or fewer,

noting an indeterminate number. Bacon. 3.

Certain persms Some is often used abso

lutely for some people. Daniel. 4. Snoe

is opposed to some, or to otberi, Spenser.

5. One, any without determining which.

Milton.

SOMEBODY./ [some and My.] 1. One ;

not oouuJy j a person indiscriminate and un-

dutctmtnate.
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•felermined. Baa*. 2. A person of consi

deration. Afts

SO MEDEAL. adv. [rumoeal, Sax.] In some

r!'.*pree Spenser.

SOMERSAULT. \ s. [Simmer, a b=am, and

SO'MERSET. 5 fault, French, a leap,]

A leap by which a jumper throws himself

srnm a beam, and lurns fiver his head.

SOMEHOW a. [_/;■».< and /»«,.] One way or

other. Ch'yne.

SOMETHING. / sr'um'&.-.S fax.] I. Noi

nothing, though it appears not whit ■, a thine

indeterminate. P:p:. 2. More or lets. Pose

J. Pait. IVatts. 4. Distance not great

Sbaiesp.

SO METHINC adv. In some d-gicc. Temple ;

SOMETIME, adv. [fae and //nr J Once,

formerly". Sb.ikesb.

SOMETIMES, adv. [some and r.'wM.] 1.

Not never; now and then; at one time or

other, Taylor. 2. At one time, opposed to

sometimes, or to another lime Burnet.

SOMEWHAT./! [some and -ahal.) 1. Some

thing; not nothing ; though it b^ uncertain

what. Atterbury. 2. More or lesb. Grew. 3

Part greuer or bss. DryJen.

SOMEWHAT a-lv. In some degree. /"Vy/Y.

SOMEWHERE. adV [yW and where.] In

one place or other ; not nowhere. Newton.

SOMEWH1LE / [feme and wiise ] Once;

for a time. Spenser.

SOMNI FEROU3. a. [ somnifer, Eat] Causing

sleep; procuring sleep; foporiserous ; dormi-

tive. Waken.

SOMNIFICK. a. [somnus and /at-|», Lat.]

Causing sleep

SO'MNOLENCY. f. [scmnolentia, U»] Slee

piness ; inclinaiion to sleep.

SON. s. [Juntil, Gothick ; rar.i, Saxon;

s.bn, German ; Ion, Swedisli ; /one, Dutch ;

Jyn, Sclavonian.J 1. A mile born of one er

begotten by one , correlative to father or mo

ther. Sbaiesp. 2. Descendant however di

stant. sjaiah. 3. Compellatiun of an old to a

young man. Sh.ikesp. 4. Native of a country

Pope. 5. The second pei son of the Trinity

Matthew. 6. Product of any thing. Brown

7. In scripture, Jem of pride, and/our of light,

denoting some quality.

SON-IN-LAW. J. One married to one's daugh

ter. Dryden.

SO'NSHIP. / f/rom/im.] Filiation. Dec. Piety.

SONA T.I. J\ [Italian. J A tune. Prior.

SONG. s. [from 5*-j-unjen, Sax.] 1. Any

thing modulated in the utterance. Milton. 2.

A poem to be mudulate.l by the voice; a bal

lad. Sbaiesp. 3. A poem; lay; strain

Dryden. 4. Poetry; poesy. Pose. 5, Notes

ofbirds. Dryden. 6. An eld Son g. A trifle.

More.

SONGISH. a. [from song.] Containing songs ;

consisting of fungs. Dryden.

SONC^TER./[from>«^] A finger, ffiror/

SO!\CfSTRESS./ [fromsmz] A female sing-

, er. Thomson,

SONNET. / [sonnet, French ; s.nnen,, hi! ]

I. A sliort poem consisting of (Wteen linev,

ot which ihe rhyme; are adjusted by a particu-

l»rrule. It has not teen used by any man of

eminc.-ue since Milton, 2. A final I poem,

o* liesp, '

EONNE l'TF:V.K.s.(s:,.,ti,r, Fr srom/».«/.]

A l.nall pc-t, in coniemp' Dryd-n

SONIFEROUS, a. 'J-,,,., a,d />,,, Latin.]

G1v.n1 or brr.qi g sound. Derhr.m

SONORIFICK. a. [hnorni ar.d s.cie, Lat.]

P.-"1 i**Jcins> I ,und. Watts.

SONO'LOUS.a. [senorn,. Lat.] 1. Loud found-

'"5; piv,n<» loud or shrill found. Mitten. I.

Hi»h s. unking; iragnificent of sound. Mdif.

SONO ROUSLY. adv. [ from sonoront. } With

Iii:;h l-und; with maanincente of found.

SO^ OROUSN ESS. s (from sonorous.] t.

The qu.liy of giving found. B,yl:. 1. Mag-

n licence of found.

SOON. ajv [,-ona, Fax /"am,, Du'ch ] 1 Be-

fere long time be past; shortly after any time

assigned. Dryden. 2 Early: before any time

suppoled : opposed to late. Bacon 3. Readily •

willingly. Addisn. 4. Soon ar. Immediately!

Ex-.dui, '

WO NLY. adv. [from soon.] Quickly ; speedily

More ' '

SOOPBERRY. / \sasmdui, Lat.] A plant.

Miller.

SOOT. / [for, Sax. soot, Isl-ndr'cl: ; soil,

Dutch.] Condensed or embodied smoke.

Howel

SOOTED, a. [from sou.] Smeared, manured,

or covered wirh soot. Mortimer.

SO'OTERKIN / A kind of false birth fabled

to be produced by the Dutch women from sit

ting over their stoves. Swift.

SOOTH /. [roi, Sax.] Truth; reality.

Sbaiesp.

SOOTH, a. (pÆ, Sax ] Pleasing ; delightful

Mih-.n

To SOOTH v. a sl.-r-o.5ian, Sax] 1. To

flatter; to please. Dryden. 2. To calm ; to

soiten; to molli'y. Dryden 3. To gratify ;

10 plea!'e. Dryden.

SOOTHER J. Ifrom /«/*.] A flatterer j one

who gains by blandishments Shaie/p.

To SOOTHSA'Y. v. n. [sooth and say.] To

predict ; to foretell. Ails.

SOOTHSA'YER.y. [from soothsay.] A foretel

ler; a predicterj a prognosticator. Sbaiesp.

SOOT1NI.SS. / [\1amJ00ty.] The quality of

being sooty.

SOO'TY. a [from soot] 1. Breeding foot.

Milton. 2. Consisting o- fool. H'dkms. 3.

Black j daik; dulky. Milton.

SOP. / [pop, Sax. fe/ps, Dutch.] 1 Any

thing stteped in liquor to be eaten. Dryden.

2. Any th^ng given to pacify. Swift.

To SOP. v a. To steep in liquor.

SOPE. j. [JeeSoAP.]

SOPH. / [from Jophijli, Lit.] A young man

who has bi-eo two years at the university

Post.

4 Y SO'PIII.
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Cowley. ». Nastines- ; Do*60'PHl. / [Persian] The emperor of Persia. I nest; baseness.

Fr. Uomsipbisi. Conrreve. | neatness. Ray.

SOPHISM / \sopbisma, Lat.] A fallacious] SORE. / [part. Sax.] A place lender and pstio

argument , an unsound ulnikv- Watts.

SOTHi-T. / \Jiphfta, Lat ] A professor of

philosophy. Temple.

SOPHISTER. f. [Jophiste, Fr 1 i. A di 'pulant

fallaciously subtle ■, an artful but insidious lo

gician Rortrj. 1. A professor of philoso

phy : a soph i IV Holier.

SOPHISTICAL, a [fopbi/liame, Pr. from

sot-hisi ) Fallaciously subtle ; logically deceit

ful. Sttllivlji.'tt.

SOPHi'STICAU.Y. aJv. [from [tphistital\

Wnh fal'acious subtilty. Swift

To SO PHI STIC A il. v. a. \siphiftiquer, Fr.

from I'pbiji j To adulterate ; to corrupt with

something spurious. Sbakcp. Beyle.

SOPHISTICATE, part a. (from the verb]

A-luUeraie ; riot genuine. GlumiUe.

SOPHISTICATION, f [sophistication, Vr

AduUeration •, not genuineness. G'.anvtUe. \

SOPHISTICATOR. / [from s-pbifticatf]

A ^Iterator ; one that makes things not ge

nuine.

SO'PHISTRY. s. [from fcptijl } Fallacious ra

tiocination. Sidney.

To SC/PORATE. v. k. [s'poro, Lat] To lay

asleep.

SOPOKI TEROUS. a. [sop-r and sen ] Pro

ductive of sleep; causing sleep ; narcotick ;

op ate luuon.

SOPORl'FEROUSNESS./ [fmrass/urifimt.}

Thi- qualty of causing sleep.

SOPOKI PICK., a [Je/or and sacit.] Causing

sleep ; opiaie ; narcotick. Locke.

SO'PPE.'. / [from ftp.] One that steeps any

thinir in Iquor.

SCMB.LE, a. [from Jorbe:^ Lat.]. That may

be d.'i;:iK • lioped.

SORUI TION. y [sorbttio, Lat.] The aa of

drinking or sipping.

SORBS. I. tsorbnm, Lat.] The berriea of the

sorb or service nee.

SORCERER. /. [forcer, Fr.] A conjurer

an enchanter v a magician. Sbakssp

SO RCKRESS. s. [Female of/ir«rer.] A fe

male magician; an enchantress. Bac™.

SORCERY, / Magick; enchantment) con-

juraiion. 'Taller.

SORD. / [from sward.] Turf j grassy ground.

Sba'.sp.

SO ROES./. [Latin.] Foulness; dregs. Wood

ward.

SORDET. 7 / [sourdine, French \ sirdina.

SORDINE, j Italian.) A small pipe put in

to the mouth of a trumpet. Bailey.

SORDID, a. [srdidui, Lat] t. Foul;

gross; filthy ; dirty Dryden. t. [Sor-

dide, Frcnc'i.l Intellectually dirty •, mean;

vile . base. oV«/4. 3. Covetous : niggardly.

Det, > tin

5,0'RDIDLY. adv. [from fordid.] Meanly,

I-'-o-i . . ;l usly.

SC'RDIDNESS. / [from sordid.] 1. Man

ful ; a p'ace excoriated , an ulcer. Bentlty.

SORE, a. Tirom the noun.] 1. Tender 10 the

touch. Locke. 1. Tender in the mind ; ea

sily vexed. Tillotson. 3. Violent with pain ;

afflictively vehement. Common s^ra^er. 4.

Criminal. Sbakesp.

SORE adv. With painful or dangerous vehe

mence. Common Prayer.

SOREHON. If [Irlh and Scottish] A kind

SORNr. i of arbitrary exaction or servile

tenuie, formerly in Scotland, as likewise in

Iteland; whenever a chieftain had a mind to

revel, he came down among the tenants with

his followers, and lived on free quarters When

a person obtrudes himself upon anether. for

bed and board, he is slid to Jam. Macbra*.

SO REL. /. The buck is call, d the first year a

fawn; the third a fore}. Sbakejp.

SO'RELY. adv. [f-om/«c] 1. With a great

degree of pain or distress. Sbiiesp. 1. With

vehemeijce dangerous or afflictive. Shake/p.

SO'Rl'NESS. J. [from jere.\ Tcnderoeh. of a

hurt, Temple.

SORITES./. [fl-ae.;ftTJi,-, properly an heap.] An

argument where one proposition is accumu

lated on another. Watts.

SORO kICIDE./ [jeror and cetdj] The mur

der • a sister.

SO RR \C,h. j. The blades of green wheat or

barlev. Dia

SO'KRtL. / [r^fu. Sax. sorel, Fr ] A plant

like dock, but hiving an acid taste Miller.

SO'RRANCE. / [In farriery.] Any disease or

sore in horses. Did.

SORRILY, adv. [from f'rrj.] Meanly;

poorly ; despicably ; wretchedly ; pitiably.

Sidney.

SORRINESS./ [from sorry ] Meanness i

wrechedoefs ; pitiablenefs, despicableneia.

SORROW./. (/•£, Danish] Grief; pain

lor something past; sadness ; moutning.

Milton.

To SORROW, v. * [fopsan. Sax.] T«

_ritve; 10 be fad ; to be dejected. Milton.

SORROWED, a [from/«rr«w.J Accompanied

with sorrow. Shakejp.

SORROWFUL, a. \sorrov and /«//.] I. Sad

for someihipg past; mournful ; grieving. Tob.

2. Deeply seiious. 1. Sam. 3. Expreniag

grit*: accompanied with grief Job.

SO'RRY. a. [rafuj, Saxon ) I. Grieved for

something past. S-wst. 1. Vik; wonhlclsj

vexatious Glanvilie, Milton.

SORT, s [forte, Fr.] 1. A kind ; a species.

Tillotsn, IVaIJb. 1 A manner ; a lorm of

being or acting. Spenser. 3, A degree of any

quality. Rom. Drydin. 4 A class, or order

of person1*. Hooker, Atterbnry 5. A company's

aknu of people. Sbakesp 6. Raak; condi

tion above the vulgir. Sbakesp. y.^A lot.

Sbakesp. 8. A pair) a set. Milton.
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To SORT. v. a. [strtiri, Lat.] I. To sepa

rate into distinct and proper classes. Ih-.kcr.

». To reduce to order from t ft»te of conru-

fion. Shakesp. 3. To conjoin ; to put toge

ther in distribution. Davits, 4. To coll ; to

chose ; to select. Chapman.

To SORT, v n 1. To be joined with others

of the seme species. IVaedviard. z. To con

sort ; to j in. Bactn 3 To fait i to fit.

Ptfx- 4. To terminate ; to issue. Baccn. 5.

To have success Abhtt. 6. To sell out

Shake/p.

SORTANCE. / [from/w/.J Suitableness;

agreement. Shakesp.

SORTILEGE./ [firtiUginm, Lat.] The act

of drawing lots.

SORTMENT. / [from strt.] 1. The act of

sorting j distribution. 2. A parcel sorted or

distributed.

To SOSS. v. n. s A cam word] To fa'l at once

into a chair Svrift.

SOT. / [for, Sax./ir, Dutch] I. A block

head j a du. I ignorant stupid fellow ; a doll.

Sntb. 1. A wretch stupified by drinking.

Rescommm.

To SOT. v. a. To stupify ; to besot. Dryden.

To SOT. v. n. To tipple to stupidity.

SO'TTISH. a [from/»r.| I. Dull j stupid i

senseless; infatuate; doltish. Hayward. a.

Doll with intemperance.

SOTTISHLY. adv. [from sttti/b] Stupidly ;

dully i senselefly. Bentley.

SOTTISHNESS. /. [from settijb.} Dullness;

stupidity ; insensibility. Smb.

SOVEREIGN, a. [stuveratn, Fr ] 1 Su

preme in power ; having no superiour. Dryd.

». Supremely efficacious. H.oker.

SOVEREIGN, s. Supreme lord. Dryden

SOVEREIGNLY adv. sfrom sovereign J Su

premely ; in the highest degree. B.yle.

SOVEREIGNTY.s\stnverainete, Fr.] 1. So-

preroacy ; highest place; highest degree of

excellence. Daviet.

SOUGH. /. [fromyi«r, Fr.] A subterraneous

drain. Ray.

SOUGHT. The preterite and participle pass, of

sttk. Isaiab.

SOUL. /. [sapel, Sax si-el, Dutch.] 1. The

immaterial and immortal spirit of man.

Daviti 2. Vital principle. Shakesp 3 Spi

rit; essence; quintessence; principal part.

Shakejp. 4. Interior power Shakejp e,. A

familiar appellation, expressing the qualities of

the mind hVatti. 6. Human being. Addijcn.

7. Active power. Dryden 8 Spirit; fire;

grandeur of mind. 9. Intelligent being in

general. Milan.

SOULED. a. [from/**/] Furnistied with mind.

Dryden.

SOU LLESS. a. [from_/««/.] Mean; low; spirit-

left. Shakesp.

«OULSHOT / [/«/ and Jttt.] Something

paid tor a soul's requiem among the Ro-

maefsts. Ayliffe.

SOUND, a. fj-uos, Saxon.] 1. Healthy ;

hearty; not morbid. Dryden. 1. Rig*, , not

erroneous. /looker. 3. Stout ; strong, lusty.

™" 4- Valid; not (ailing. Siener a

Fast ; hearty. MiUtn. 5

S0"N?- "*'■ Soundly; heartily; completely

fast. Spenser. ' '

SOUND. / [sc.de, French.] A (hallow sea,

5j?,M m»v be sounded. Carnden, Ben.

SOUND"/. [ so.de, Fr] A p.obe, an inst™ -

ment used by chirurgeonr. to feel what is out

of reach of the lingers. Sharp.

To SOUND, v. a. 1. To 'earch with a plum

met; to tri depth. Sbakesp. a. To try; to

e>.a-nine. AddJJn.

To SOUND v. n. To try with the founding

line Aai, Locke. b

SOUND. / The cuttle fish Ainsvotrtb.

SOUND, j. [s.nm, Lat ] i.Any thing audible ;

a noise; that which is pe-ceived by the air.

Been. ». Mere empty noise opposed to

meaning. Locke.

To SOUND «..».!. Tomake a noise; to emit

a noise Mill-. 1. To exhibit by likeness

of a found Shakesp. Ben J bnstn.

To SOUND, v. a 1. To cause to make 1

noise ; to play on. Miiln. 1. To betoken

or j.rect by a ound. fVal. 3. To celebrati!

by f.und Milttn. '

SOUNDBOARD s [sound and board] Board "

which propagates the found in organs. Milttn.

SOUNDING, a. [bomsnud.) Sonorous; hav

ing a magnificent found. Dryden.

SOUNDLY, adv. j itomsin.d) 1. Healthily;

heartily. a. Lustily ; stoutly ; strongly.

Chapman, Sv,sr. 3. Truly ; rightly. Boon.

4. Fast; closely. Locke.

SOUNDNESS./ [from found.] 1. Health,

heartiness Shakesp 2. Truth; rectitude;

incorrupt state. Hioker. 3. Strength j soli

dity Hotter.

SOUP. /. [stupe, Fr.] Strong decoction of flesh

lor the table. Svtist.

SOUR. a. [j-tp. Sax] 1. Acid; austere I

pungent on the palate wiihastringcncy Dryd.

2. Harlh 01 tsmpi.-; craSbed; peevistt.

Taller. 3. Antitive; painful. Shakesp. 4,

Expressing discontent. Swift.

SOUR. / j ttom the adjective ] Acid substance.

Spenjer.

To SOUR. v. a. I. To mal-e ac d. Decay of

Pi'ty. Dtyder. 2. To make harli. Mctimtr,

J. To make uneifv ; A ir.kc U :'» pleasing.

Dryden. 4. To make discontented. S'ak.sp.

To SOUR. v. n. 1. To bee .me acid. Ar.

bw.h'.f.. 1. To grow peevisn or crabbed.

Addistn.

SOURCE./ [source, Fr ] 1. Spring; foun

tain head. Addis*. 1. Original; first course*

Milton. 3. First producer. HroLcr.

SOURISH, a. [from Jou, ] Soi.icwhat four.

Boyle.

SOURLY, adv. [from Jnr.] I. With acidity.

2. With acrimony. Dryden.

SO'URNESS. /. [from Jcur.] 1. Acidity ,

4 Y a austcreaese
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auftercnes* or taste. Denbnm.

hardiness of Lemper. Addtson.

fO URSOP. /. Cultard ap.le. MtlUr.

SOL'S./ [/'«', Fr.] A small denomination of

money.

SOUSE. / [/••/, salt, Dutch ] i. Picklemade

of salt. t. Any thing kept parboiled in a salt

pickle. Tusser.

To SOUSF.. v. a. [from the noun.] I. To

parb-.il, and sleep in pickle. Pipe. i. To throw

-int > water. Stafusp.

To SOUSE, i/. «. To fail as a bird en its prey.

Prydeu.

To SOUSE, r. a. To 11. ike with sudden vio

lence, as a biul flukes his prey. Shakfsb.

SOUSL. adv. With sudden violer.ee. A low

w.ird

SOUTERRAIN. s [scultrrain, Fr.] A grotto

or cavern in the ground A> butknzt

SO'UTH. /. fpuS, Sax./iya, Hutch.) I. The

patt where the fun is 10 us at no>n. Baa*.

'-*. 1 he .uuthern te^ionso. the g'obe. :Mi:tc*.

3. The wind that blows from lha south.

Sbabejp.

SOUTH, a strom the noun] Southern j mt

ridicnal. 'fab.

SOUTH, ad-.: i. Towards the south. Skahsp.

2. From the south. Bacct

SOUTHING, a. [from the noun.] Coing to

wards the south. Dryden.

SOUTHEAST. / [south snd east.] The point

beween the eat! and south. Baa*.

SOUTHERLY, a [from scut h. j i. Belonging

to any of the points denominated from the

south; not absolutely southern, l Lying to

wards the sooth. Oraur.t. 3. Coming Iroin a

bout the smth. Skulc'p.

SOUTHERN a. IpÆtpie, Saxon; from

fin'tb.) 1. Btlnn^in? to the south •, m-ridional.

Shalejp. a. Lying towards the south. 3.

Coming 'ram the louth. Dryde*.

SOUTHERNWOOD./ sfu'Stnrpubu, Sax]

A plant which agrees in molt paits with the

wormwood Mitltr.

SOUTHMOST. a [from smth.) Farthest to

wards the south. Mills*.

SO'UTHSAY./ [properly/W/J/oy.] Prediction.

Speu.er.

To SO'UTHSAY. *>. m. [See Soothsay ] To

p:tii;ct Cnmde*.

SOUfHSAY'r.R. / [propei \j siethsajer] A

p. 'dip er

SOT :s WARD, adv. [from scuib.] Towards

1.. 1" • h R.,hSb.

JOliVH .V V.'Sr. .. [ south and wst.] Point be-

twte. pti" t tuh ar. well. Baczn.

■% t . I .\'...\'CF. /. [V'r.j Remembrance; me

mory, Sj e~<e - .

'W I ,-i.Tr, 1, Six s'tr, same, Dutch] 1

A trsc.ve •* ^ , the 'emnle 01 a fe»oar. D-\dt*

1. An t bioi)£ mass of lead. 3. An insect ;

r- m I e(vde.

'..' ,:<!.AD. / [cyclamet, I. at.] A plant.

vV. v. *. jpapan, tixon ; [<*'jt

1 ' itch ; To scatter seed iu cider to a laaivc

LciiUiut.

:--

'.

M'peiity ; iTo SOW. t>. a. part, pass sum*. 1 . To scat

ter in the giound in order to crowth liae.m.

a. To spread; to propagate. Aiiltou. 3. To

impiegnate or stock with seed. Ijaiab. 4. To

besprinkle. M-.ltou.

To SOW v. a. Vox sin.

ToSOWCE. v. a. To throw into the waiter.

L'Ejhange.

SOWKR. / sfrom/w.] 1. He that sprinkle*

the seed. Matlhe%u. 2. A scatttrer. Hake**.

3. A breeder; a promoter. Baton.

SO WINS. s. Flummery, somewhat sowed tod

trade os oatmeal Svt-si.

To SOWL. v. a. To pull by the etrs. Sbaiesp.

SOWN. The participle of stno.

SO WTHISTLE. / A weed. Ban*.

SPAAD /. A kind of mineral. Wotiw.

SPACE. /. [spalium, Lat] 1. Room; loctl

extension. Lithe. 1. Any quantity of place.

Bujnet. 3. Quantity of t:me Wiling. 4.

A small time ; a while. Spenser.

SPACIOUS a. [sphinx, Fr. spades*', Ltu]

Wide ; extensive ; roomy ; not narrow.

Cz<wley.

SPA'CIOUSNESS. / [homspaci:*,] Roomi

ness ; wide extension.

SPA DDI.E / [diminutive of spade.) A little

spadr. Mortimer.

SPADE./ sj-.eo, Saxon j /fade, Dutch] 1.

The instrument of dicing. Br.-.:* 1. A

deer three year* old. AtuJiiDrth. 3. A suit

of cards.

SPA'DICIOUS. a. [spaduett, Lit.] Light

red. Brow*.

SPADILLE. / [spadiBe, or espadille, Fr.]

The ace of Ipides at ombre.

SPAGYRICK. a [spagjric*!, Lat] Chy-t

mical

SPAGYR1ST. s. A chymist. Bcyk.

SPArvE. The old preterite of speak. Afilit*.

SPALL /. [espaule, Fr] Shoulder. Fairs.,*.

SPAI.T, ot Spelt, s. A white, scaly, shining

stone, frequently used to promote the fusion os

metals Bailey.

SPAN. / [span, fpnnne. Saxon ; spanna,

Italian ; Jpan, Dutch.] 1. The space from

the end of the thumb to the end of the little

finger extended, linker, a. Any short dura

tion. rValirr.

To SPAN. Tv a. 1. To measure by the hand

extended. Ticiell a. To measure. Herbert.

SPAN. The preterite of Jp.i*. Drajtm.

SPA'NCOUNTER ? / [from spa; entter,

SPANFARTHINO i znAsarihitg } A play

at which money is thrown within a span or

mark. Donne.

SPA'NGLE. / [spange, German, t locket]

1. ^ small plate or boss of shining metal. 1.

Any thing spafkling and uSintntt. Glan%tlie.

To SPANGLE, v. a. [from the noun] To

befpi inkle « iih spangles or shining bodies. Dtn,

S?ANIEL./ [bijfaniolm. Lat ) 1 A dvg uteJ

for spott in the field, remarkable for Atgaciy

and obcdlenc*. Drjde*. 1, A lov.'f mtat

sneaking fellow. Sbakesp.

Ta

■
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To SPA N1EL. v. «. [from the noun.] To saw.

on ; to plav the spaniel. Shakesp.

SPA'NISH Broom s A plant so called.

SPANISH Nut. / [sjjrincbinm, Latin] i

plant. Milltr.

SPANKER./ A small coin Denbam.

SPA'NNER. / The lock of. fusee or caibim

Hotvel.

SPAR. / i Marcafite. Kewto*. 1. A sms

beam ; the bar os a sate.

To SPAR, v ■ To fight with prelusive stroke:

To SPAR, v a [ppappin, fcaxon ; Jperrer.

German ] To shut ; to close ; to bar. SkaktJ;

Spenser.

SPARABLE./ [j-pappan, Saxon, to fasten.

Small mils.

SPA RADRAP./ [In pharmacy.] A cerecbir

IFisemcn.

To SPARE v. a. [spapan. Sax spaeren, Du-

efpartner, Fren.J i. To use frugally ; not t

waste ; not to consume. Milan. I. To hav

unemployed ; to save for any particular u!<

Kncltet 3. To do without ; to lose willing'v

Btn "Johnson. 4. To omit; to forbear. Dry*

5. To use tenderly ; to forbear •, to treat wit!

j'ity. Common Prayer. 6. To grant ; to allow

to indulge. Roscommon. 7. To forbear 10 in

flict or impose. Dryden.

To SPARE. V. n. 1. To live frugally; to b.

parcimoninus \ to be not liberal. Otvtay. 1

To forbear ; to be scrupulous. Knollei. 3. Tt

use mercy ; to forgive j to be tender. Bacsn.

SPARE j. 1. Scanty; not abundant ; parci

monicus. Bacon. 1. Scpeifluous ; unwanted

Batcn. 3. Lean; wanting flclh; macilcm

Mils*.

SPARE./, [from the verb.] Parcimony; frugal

use ; husbandry. Bacon.

SPA'RER. f. [from/pare.] One who avoid

expence. Wotton.

SPA RERIB / [ spare and rib.] Some part cui

off from the ribs.

SPARGEFACTION. / [sparge, Lit] The

act of sprinkling.

SPARING a. [from spare.] i.Srarce; little.

Bacon, a. Scanty ; not plentiful. Pope. 3.

Parcimoaious ; ootliberal Dryden.

SPA'RINCLY. adv. [itemsparing.] 1. Not

abundantly. Bacon. 2. Frugally; parcimoni-

oufly ; not lavishly. Hayuard. 3. With ab

stinence. Alterhnry. 4. Not with great fre

quency. Atterbury. 5. Cautiously ; tenjcrly.

SPARK, s. [ppeapea, Six.sfarke, Dutch , 1

A small particle ot sire, or kindled matter.

Sbakesp. t. Any thing shining. Locke. 3.

Any thing vivid or active. Shake/p. 4. A live

ly, Ihowy, splendid, gay man. Lcl.'ter.

To SPARK, v. ». [from ihc noun J To emit

particle* nssire ; to sparkle. Spenjer.

6PARKFUL. a. [spark and full.] Lively ;

, brilk ; airy. Camden.

SPA'RKISH. a. [nom/park.] 1. Airy s pay

rV^IJb. 2. Showy ; well dressed -, fine VEstr.

SPARKLE./ [Item /park] 1. A spark; a

imill particle of fire. Prjdtn. 1. Any turn

nous particle. Hooker, Daiiei, Pope.

To SPARKLE, v. n. [from ihc- n un] 1. To

emit sparks St. To issue in fpaiks. Milton. 3.

To shine; to glitter. Watti.

5PARKI.INGLY.arfV [from sparking .] With

vivid and twinkling lustre. Boyle.

PA'RKLINGNESS. / [from sparkling ] Vi-

v d :\nd twinkling lustre Boyle.

iPARROW. / Ippeappa.Sax] A small bird.

Watti.

?A RRO\VH\WK, or sparhank.s [ppeap-

rafoc. Sax j The female of ihemulket hawk

iPA RROWGRASS. / [Corrupted from ajsa-

rigut.] King

PARRY, a. [from spar ] Consisting of spar.

rVocdward.

JI'ASM j. [i-Trio-fts.] Convulsion; violent and

involuntary contraction Aibuthnot.

:PA SMODICK a. [JpasmoJiqne, Fren ] Con

vulsive

'PAT The preterite ofspit. Gsptl.

SPAT. / The young of shell -si Ib. IVoodvoard.

lo.SPATlATE. t;. n. [sfalior, Lat J To rove ;

to range ; to ramble at large. Bentley.

so SPATTER, v a. [r-pat, spit, Saxon] 1.

To sprinkle with dirt, or any thing offensive.

dddism. 1. To throw out any thing offen

sive. Shake/p. 3. To asperse; 19 defame.

To SPA TTH.R. v. m. To spit ; to sputter as at

any thing nauseous taken into the mouth.

Milm.

iPA'TTERDASHF.S. / [spatter and dnsb]

Coverings for the legs by which the wet is

kept off.

SPA TTLING Popfy.s. White behen. A plant.

Miller.

3PVTULA./ A spattleorflice, usrd by apo

thecaries and surgeons in spreading pia-.sters or

stirring medicines. Quincy.

SPAVIN./ \fsi-arent, V rcn. spa-.ano, Italian.]

This disease in hoists is a b<>ny exertfeence or

crult as hard as a bone, that -;rows on the in

side of the hough. Farrier's Di3.

SPAW./ A place famous for mineral waters;

any mineral water. ■

To SPAWL. v. n. [[-peoclian, to spit, Saxon ]

To throw moistuie outos the maulh. Swift.

SPAWL./: Ipparl, Sax. J Spittle; moisture e-

jected from the mouth Dryden

SPAWN. /. [ fpene ipenrr, Dutch] 1. The

eggs of fish or of sr"f;. Stale//,, i. Any pro

duct or cff,prirg. li'.Utson.

ToSPAWX. v. a. [Iron the noun] 1. To

produce as fishes do egf s. S'llrip. 1. To ge

nerate ; to bring torih. 6*1: :'>

To SPAWN v «. 1. To nioe as e?^, srem

filh. i. To issue; lo proceed. Locke

SPA'W'NER./ [itomjpa'wn.] Ths fuiute fish.

rValtm.

To SPAY. -a. a. [spado, Lat.] To c-!;i:t fe

male animals. Mortimer.

To SPCAK. v.m. | Prtterite, ft.ok.; c _'/. '■■ ;

participle passive, spoken ; piicfn. :. iv.n j

Jprcken, Dot.] 1. To utter ar::tu.a;c : :.: ~ :

tu express thoughts by woii!» J.'-U.r. 1. 'lo

kirir.fLt- ;
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haraneue; to make a speech. Clarendon 3.

To talk for or against ; to dispute. Shakrsp. 4

To discourse ; to make mention. TiU.tson. c.

To give sound. Sbakesp. 6. To Spe*k viilb.

To address ; to converse with. Knillti.

To SPEAK v a 1. To utter with the mouth ;

to pronounce. Jndrrt. 1. To proclaim i to

celebrate. Shaktsp. 3 To address | to accost.

Ecclus. 4. To exhibit. Miitcn.

SPE'AKABLE. a ifrom />«>.] I. Possible to

bespoken, 2. Having the power of speech.

Milton.

SPEAKER./ [from sprat.] 1. One thai

speaks Watte, a. One that speaks in any

particular matter. /Vi'sr. 3. One that cele

brates, proclaims or mentions. Sbakcjp. 4. Th«

prolocutor 0! the commons. Drydsn.

SPEAKING Tiumfet. / A stentornphonick

instrument •, a trumpft by which the voice

may be propapaed to« great distance Dryd.

spear./ [rrine> s,:t- )?"'> Dutch] '• A

long weapon with a (harp point, used in thrust

ing ot throwing; a lance Cm 'fy. a. A lance

generally wiih prongs to kill fisti. Carcvr.

To SPEAR. 'J. a. [from the noun.] To kill or

pierce with a Ipear.

To SPEAR. «. n. To shoot or sprout. Mortimir.

SPEA'RCP.ASS. /. [spear tad graft] Long

stiffgrass. Sbakesp.

SPEARMAN. / s friar and man. ] One who

uses a lance in sighi. Prior.

SPEARMINT. J. A plant ; a species of mint

SPEA'RWORT. /. An herb. A.njnvertb.

SPECIAL, a. [special, Fr. /aVrratfj, Lat ] 1

Noting a fort or species Wzlti. a. Particu

lar; peculiar Hooker, Atterbury. 3. Appro

priaie ; designed for a particular purpose. Dav

4. Extraordinary ; uncommon. Spratt. 5

Chief in excellence. Shake/p.

SPECIALLY, adv. (from special] '.Particu

larly above others. Dtuitrtn. a. Not in

common way ■, peculiarly. Hale.

SPECIALTY. 7/ \specialise, Fr. from fp:-

SPE'CIALITY J cial\ PsrlicHlaritv Hooter.

SPECIES / [species, Lat] 1. A sort; a sub

division of a general term. IVaHs. 1. Clas

of nature ; single order of beings. Renttey. 3.

Appearance to the fenses ; any visible or sen

sible representation. Ray. 4. Representation

to the mind. Drydcn. 5. Show} visible ex

hibition. Bacon. 6. Circulating money. Art*.

7. Simples that have place in a compound.

SPEC! FICAL.7 a \ speefyne, Fr.) 1. That

SPECI'FICK. J which nwkti » thing of the

sptficsof which it is. Nenxten, Norm a. Ap

propriated to the cure of some p-rticular dis

temper. Wiseman.

SPECIFICALLY, adv. [Uom specifick .] In

such a manner as to constitute a spscics ; ac

cording to the nature of the species. Btntley.

To SPECIFICATE, v. a. [team speeiei r.nti sa

dr.] To mark by notation of distinguishing

particularities. Hate.

SPECIFICATION./ [Cram specific* ; specs

laliew, French. 1 1. Distinct notation ; deter

mination by a peculiar mark. Waits. 1. Par

ticular mention. Aybsst,

To SPECIFY -u m. [from species; spec:siert

Fr.] To mention ; to (hew by some particu

lar marks of distinction. Pope.

SPECIMEN, j {specimen, Lat] A sample;

a part o! any thin;; exhibited that the rest may

bu' known. AuJi'cn

SPECIOUS a.'spcdeux.Trea speciosns,l.*u]

1. Showy; pleasing to the view. Milton, x.

Plausible ; superficially, not solidly light. Dry.

R;pers, Alter bury.

SPECIOUSLY aJv [ttomsceciens] With fair

appearance. Hammond.

SPkCK./ rpreer. Sax] A small discolora

tion ; a spot Drydtn.

To SPECK., v a. To spot ; to stain in drops.

Milton

SPECKLE. / [tramspeck.] Small speck ; little

spot.

To SPECKLE, t a [from the noun.] To

mark with small foots. M.lton.

SPECKT, oTJpeigbt.s A woodpecker Aimfnv.

SPECTACLE / [ fpeaaelc, Fr. spcclacilnm.

Lat ] 1 . A show ; a gazing stock ; any iiinj

exhibited to the view as eminently remarka

ble. Sbakesp. a. Any thing perceived by the

sigh'. Dtnkam. 3. (In the plural.] Glasses to

assist th. sight.'Bacen.

SPECTACLED a. [from the noon.] Furnished

with spectacles. Sbakcfp.

SPECTATION./ [Jpe8atii, Ut] Regard;

lespect. Harvey.

SPECTATOR./ [speclatenr, Frea spfSattr,

Lat ] A looker on ; a beholder. Sfiakesp.

SPECTATORSHIP / [homspttlaior ] Act

cf beholding. Sbarejp

SPECTRE./ [speBre, Tr.speftrum,L.t ] Ap

parition ; appearance of persons dead Stttlingf.

SPECTRUM./ [Latin j An image; a visible

form. Newton.

SPE'CUI.AR./. [sptcnlaris, Lat.] t Having

the qualities of a mirrour or looking glaja.

Donne. 1. Assisting sight. Pbibps.

To SPECULATE, v. n. [specuUr, Fr. speen-

lor. Lat.] To meditate ; to contemplate , to

take a view of any thing with the mind.

Digby.

To SPE CULATE. v. a. To consider attentive

ly ; lo look through with the mind Brcnrn.

SPECULATION./ [speculation, Fr homspe-

cnlale] 1. Examination by the eye; view,

a. Examiner , spy Sbakesp. 3. Meuul

view ; intellectual examination ; contempla

tion. Hooker. 4 A train of thoughts formed

by meditation. Tempts. c. Mental scheme

not reduced to practice. Temple. 6. Power

os sight. Shakcsp.

SPECULATIVE, a. [fromspecnlatt] 1. Given

to speculation ; contemplative. Hooker. 1.

Theoretical ; notional ; ideal ; not practical.

Bacon 1

SPE'CULATIVELY. adv. [fromspecnlatne.]

1. Contemplatively j with meditations *.

Ideally t
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Ideally j notionally; theoretically, cot 'prac

tically.

SPECULATOR. /. [from specnUte ] . 1. One

who forms theories. Mart. a. [Ssieenlatenr,

French.] An observer; a coctemplator. Bre

3 A spy i a watcher Broome.

SPECULATORY. a. [ ftorn spec nlate ] Exer

cisini: speculation.

St'k'CULUM.s. [Latin ] A mirrour ; a Icokinj

glass. Beyle.

SPED. The preterite and part. paÆvc cisfetd.

Knelles.

SPEECH / [from speak.] i. Th: power of

articulate utterance; the power of ex [vesting

thoughts by vocal words IVr.ni. 1 l.t:.gua{re

words considered a» expreffiug thoughts Milt

3. Particular language a6diiVtnct !rom others

Cemmin Frayer. 4 Any thing spoken Sbakejf .

J- Talk; mentis). Bacs*. 6 Oration; ha

rangue. Swift. 7 Lil-crty to speak. - .-'/.;.

SPEECHLESS a [iromjfierch.; 1 Deprived r.f

the power of flaking ; made mute ur dumb

Raiei^h. 1. Mute ; dumb. Sbakesp.

To SPr.LD. v n. prtt and part pass sped and

speeded I spuds*, Dutch I 1. To make haste,

to move with celerity. Millen, fbilifi. t.

To hare !'oi. ess. Shakrfp. 3. To h-ve any

condui<i;i g.Wi or bad. Waller.

To SPEED, v. a. 1. To dil'pauh in haste

Fairfax 1. To furnish in haste. 3 To d s-

pairh , 10 destroy; to kill. Dryden. 4. To

mischief; to ruin c To hasten ; to put into

quick motion. Shakejp. 6. To execute; to

dispatch. Ayltffe. 7.To aslist ; 10 help lorwarr!

Dryden. 8. To rr.ake prosperous. St. Paul.

SPEED./ [spied, Dutch.} 1. Quickness;

celerity. Mire. t. Halts | hurry; dispatch.

De.cy sj forty. 3. The course or pace of a

horse. Sbaittjp 4. Success; event. Shakejp.

SPEEDILY adv. [tmmfpecdj.] With haste*

quickly. Drjden.

SPE 1 D1NESS./ [fromspeedy.) The quality of

being speedy

SPE EDWELL. / [vereniea, Lat ) Fiueltin

A plant. Milter.

SPEEDY, a. [from speed. ] Quick ; swift ;

nimble ; quick of dispatch. Diyiien.

SPELL / ispel, Saxon, a word. j 1. A charm

consisting of some word* of occult power.

Miitsn. 1. A turn of work. Carrv.

To SPELL. ». 0. [Jpellen, Dutch.] 1. To wrier

with the proper letters. Dryden. 1. To rcai

by naming letters singly. Shakejp. 3. To

charm. OryJtn.

To SPELL •». ». 1. To form words of letters

L.ikc. 1. To read. Milun. 3. To read un-

skilfully. Sentb

ToSPELT. v. n. Tosolit; to break. Mertimer

SPELTER./ A kind of semi-metal. Ncwit-

To SPEND, v. a. [ppenoan, Sax.] 1. To

' consume; to exhaust; to lay out. Miltt*.

To bellow as expence ; to expend. Boy'.:. 3

To' effuse Shakejp. 4. To squander ; to livii;

IVake. 5. To pass. Job. 6. To waste ; tc

wear out. Buriel. 7. To fatigue ; to ba.a

AJJifn.

To SPEND, v n. 1. To make expense. Sntb.

a. To prove in the use Temple. 3. To be loft

or wasted. Bac:*. 4. To be employed to any

use. Bate*.

SPENDER. / [ from spend. ] 1. One who

spends. Tar '«•. a. A prodigal ; a laviihcr.ÆacM.

SPENUTHRII- r / I spend and thrift.]. A

pro.l.gal, a lavishes Swift.

■SPK'RABLE. a \jperabihi, Lat.] Such as may

be hoped. Bac n.

SHERM j [ sperms, French ; sferma, Latin]

Stt'd; thai by which the l"p< cits is continued.

Racin.

WRMACETl.f. [Latin] Corruptedly pro

nounced farmacitty. An oil which com<s

from the head of a particular fort ot whale,

improperly called sperma. Qutncy.

iPERMAl ICAL / a. ispermatiane, French,

SPERM.VT1CK. J lrom/>*rm] 1 Seminal;

confillingof feed Mire. a. Belonging to the

lperm. Ray .

soSPERMATIZE. v. n. [izomsserm.] To

yield feed Brivin.

fPERMATOCELE./ [emtn* and x>*n ] A

rupture caused by the contraction of the semi-

aal vessels. Baity.

SPERMO'LOCIST. /. [ cmifpaXC;®*. ) One

who gathers or treats of feeds.

ToSPERSK. v. a. [ss-erfns, Lat ] To disperse j

to scatter. Spenser.

To SPE f. v. a. To bring or pour abundantly.

To SPEW. v. a. [ppepan, Sax. fpenvaen, Dut.]

1. To vomit ; to eject from the stomach.

Spenser, a. To eject ; to cast forth. Dryden.

3 To eject w'.th loathing. Bacen.

To SPE W. v. n. To vomit ; lo ease the stomach.

Ben Johnsen.

To SPHACELATE, v. a. To affect with a

gangrene. Sharp.

To SPHACELATE v. n. To mortify ; to suffer

the pangi ene. Sharp.

SPHA C ELUS./ [tr^uuxe-.] A gangrene; a

mortification. Wiseman

SPHERE./, [spbara. Lat.] 1. A globe J an

01 b . j : 1 , b dy : a body of which the center is

at th« lame distance from every point of the

circum'erence. Miltn. 1. Any globe of the

mumlane fyllem. Spenser. 3. A globe re

presenting the earth or sky. Drydtn. 4. Orb ;

circuit ot motion. Afi.'/«». 5. Province; Com

paq of knowledge or action. Sbakesp.

ToSPHiiRE. v. a. [fr an the noun. J 1. To

place in a sphere. Sbakesp. 1. Tofotmrinto

roundness. Miltm.

SPHERICAL.? a. [fromsphere] 1. Round;

SPHLR1CK. J orbicular ; globular. Keil. x.

Planetary; relating to orbs of the planets.

St-jkrsp

SPHERICALLY, adv. [ from sperical. ] 111

firm of a sphere.

SHHr.'RICALNESS.?/. [Uomsphere.] Rtrund-

SPHEKICITY. i ness ; rotundity.D/^fr.

SI'Hl'. ROID./ [o-f?i;a and isiSh; Jpbermae,

Pr.] A body oblong or oblate, approaching to

the lorm cf a sphere. Cbiyne. SPHE-
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SPHEROIDICAL, a. [fromspherei d.] Having

ihe form of a spheroid. Cheyne.

SPHERULE./ [spha-rnla, Latin.] A little

- t;lube Cheyne.

SPHINX../ W$y$.] Thtsphinx was a famous

monitor in Egypt, having the lace of a virgin

and the body ol a lion. Peatham.

SPIAL./. [espial, Fren.] A spy; a scout; a

watcher. Obsolete. Fairfax.

SPICE./, [espitet, Fr.] i. A vegetable produc

tion, fragrant to the smell and pungent to the

palate; an aromatick substance used in sauces.

Ttmp'e. i. A small quantity, as os spice to

the thing seasoned, Urtnvn.

To SPICE, v. a. [from the noun.] To season

with spice Donne.

SPI'CER. / [from spice.] One who deals in

spice Camden.

SPICERY./ [espiteriet, Fr.] I. The commo

dity of spices. Raleigh, i. A repository ot

spices. Addijm.

SPICK, ar.d SPAN. Quite new •, now first used.

Burnet.

SPICKNEL./ The herb maldmony or bear-

wort.

SPICY, a. [from spite.] I. Producing spice ;

abounding with aromaticks. Dryden. a. Aro

matick ; having the qualities of spice. Pope.

SPICOSITY./ [sfiita, Lat.] The quality of

being spiked like ears of corn; fulnels of ears

SPIDER./. The animal that spins a web for

flies. Drayton.

SPIDERWORT./ [phalangnim, Latin.] A

plant with a lily-flower, composed of six pe

tals. Miller.

SPICNEL. s. [onenm. Lat.] A plant. Miller.

SPl'GOT./ [spijtktr, Dutch. J A pin or peg

put into ihe faucet to keep in the liquor

Shakesp.

SPIKE./, [spita, Latin.] I. An ear of corn.

Deiham. 1 A long nal of iron or wood ; a

long rod of iron sharpened. Addison.

SPIKE, s. A smaller species of lavender. Hill

To SPIKE, v. a. I. To fasten with long nails.

AUxon, Mcrlimer. i. To set with spikes.

ip' ijewnn.

SPIKENARD./, [spita narJi, Lat] There

are three forts of spikenard, whereofthe Indian

spikenard is most famous: it is a congeries of

fibrous substances adhering to the upper part

o: the root, of an agreeable aromatick and

bitterish taste: It grows plentifully in Ja a

It has been known to the medical writers of

all ages Hill.

SPILL./ [spijlen, Dutch.] I. A small shiver

of wood, or thin bar ot iron. Mortimer, a. A

small quantity of money. Ayitsje.

To SPILL 11. a [rpillan, Sax. Jptllen, Dutch.]

1. To shed; to lose by shedding. Daniel's Civil

War. 2. Todt st.oy ; tomi/chief. Daviet. 3.

To throw away. Iitkell.

To SPILL, v. n. 1. To waste; to be lavish.

Sidney, 2. To be (tied ( to be loll by being

shed eVatti.

SPI LLER. y. [I know not whence derived.]

A kind of fishing line Carets.

SPILTH / [from spill.] Any thing poured out

or waited. Shakesp.

To SPIN. v. a. preter. spun or span \ part. spun.

[fpinnan, Sax. spinnen, Dutch.] 1. To draw

oul into threads. Exodus. 2. To form threads

by drawing out and twilling any filamentous

matter. Dryden. 3. To protract; to draw out.

Collier, Addijcn. 4. To form by degrees; to

draw out tediously. Digby.

ToSPIN. v. ». 1. To exercise the ait of spin

ning. More. 2. To stieam outin a thread or

small current. Drayton. 3 To move round as

a spindle. Milton.

SPINACH 7 / fspinachia, Lat.] A plant.

SPINAGE. J Miller.

SPINAL, a. [Jpina, Latin.] Belonging to the

baok bone. Philips.

SPINDLE./. I fpinbl, rpmfcel. Sax.) 1. The pin

by wh.ch the thread is formed, and on which

it is conglomerated. Dr. Jajper Maine. *.

A long slender stalk. Mortimer. 3. Any thing

flenner. Dryden.

To SPINDLE *■. n. [from the n un.] To (hoot

into a long small stalk Baton.

SPINDLESHA NK.ED. a [JpiudlcioAstank.]

Having small legs Addison.

SPINDLETREt:/. Piickwoed A plant.

SPINE./ [sfina, Lat.] The back hone. Dryden.

SPINEL./ A Pirt of mineral. Woodward.

SPI NET. / [espinette, Pren.] A small harpG-

coid, an instiument with keys. Sivift.

SPIMFEROUS. a. [Jfma taA J'ero, Latin]

Bearing thorns.

SPI NNER./ [from spin] I. One (killed in

fanning. Graunt. a. A garden spider with

long jointed leg*. Sbakejp.

SPINNING Wheels, [fromspin.] The whe.-l

by which, since the disuse of the rock, the

thread is drawn. Gay.

SPINO'SITY/ [spinosui, Lat.] Crabbedncss j

thorny or briary perplexity. Glanitlle.

SPI NOUS. a. [spinojut, Lat.] Thorny, full of

thorns.

SPINSTER./ [from spin] I. A woman that

spins. Shakesp. a. The general term for a girl

or maiden woman. Sbakejp.

SPINSTRY. / [from spi'Jler] The work of

spinning.

SPI NY. a. [spina, Latin] Thorny; briary;

perplexed. Digby.

SPI RACLE./ [Jpiratnlnm, Lat.] A breathing

hole; a vent; a small aperture. Weedvrara.

SPI RAL. a. [homjpira, Lai.] Curve* wind

ing ; circularly involved. Blatkmore.

SPIRALLY, adv. [from spiral] In a spiral

inrru- Hay.

SPIRE./. [J'pira, Lat.] I. A curve line -, any

thing wreathed or contorted; a curl; a twist}

a wreath. Dryden. x. Any thing growing up

taper ; a round pyramid ; a steeple. Hale. 3.

The top or uppeimost point Shakesp.

To SPIRE, v. n. [from the noun.] 1. To (hoot

up pyramidically, Mortimer. 1. To breathe.

Spenjer.

SPIRIT.
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SPIRIT./ I spiritus. Ut.] I Breath; wind

in motion. Baa*, z. An immaterial substance.

Davies. 3. The soul of man. Bible, Sbaiefp.

4. An apparition. /."•<'. <■ Temper j habi

tual disposition os mind. Mi!l'i<,Tillitsm. 6.

Ardour; courage; elevation; vehemence of

mind. Sbakefp. 7. Genius; vigour of mind.

Tempk. 8. Turn of mind; power of mind

moral or intellectual. Cevr'ey. 9. Intellectual

powers distinct from the body. Clarendon. 10.

Sentiment ; perception. Sbakefp. II. Eager

ness; desire. Siuth. I*. Man of activity ;

man of lite. Sbakefp. lj". Persons distin

guished by qualities of the mind. Dryden. 14.

That which gives vigour or cheerfulness tothe

mind. Sbakefp. 15. The likeness ; essential

qualities. Wotttm. 16. Any thing eminently

pure and refined. Sbakefp. 17. That which

hath power or energy. Bacen. 18. An in

flammable liquor railed by distillation. B yle

1 9. In the old poets, jpirit was commonly a

monosyllable. Spenjer.

To SIM RIT. v. a. 1. To animate or actuate a;

a spirit. Mile*. I. To excite ; to animate;

to encourage. Swift. 3 T# draw ; to entice

Bm^vn.

SP1 RITALLY. adv. [(mmspiritm. Lat.] By

means of the breath. Holder.

SPIRITED, a. {from /juris.] Lively, vivaci

ous; full of fire. Pope.

SF1RITEDNESS./ [ from fpiriteJ.\ Disposi

tion or make of mind. Addijon.

SPI'RITFULNESS. / [from spirit tnifaO.]

Sprightliness; liveliness. Har-vey.

SPIRITLESS, a. [ icomjpirit.] Dejected;

low ; deprived of vigour ; depressed. Smith.

SPIRITOUS. ... [from spirit.)| I. Refined,

defecated; advanced near to spirit. Milton. 1

Fine ; ardent; active.

SPIRITOUSNESS./. [from//>i'r/s»iu.] Fine

ness and activity of parts. Byte.

SPIRITUAL, a. [fpintuel, Fr. fromspirit.]

1. Distinct from matter ; immateiial; incor

poreal. Bate*, i. Mental 1 intellectual. Scutb.

3. Not gross; refined from external things ;

relative only to the mind. Calamy. 4. Not

temporal; relating 10 the things of heaven

Hooker, Svitft.

SPIRITUALITY./, sfromspiritual.} 1. In-

corporeity ; immateriality ; essence distinct

from matter. 1. Intellectual statute. Stutb

3. Acts independent of the body ; pure acts

of the foul; mental refinement. Svulh. 4.

That which belongs to any one as an eldest-

atlick. AyUse.

SPIRITUALITY./: [fromspiritual] Ecclesi

astical body. Sbakesp.

SPIRITUALIZATIOM./. ['rcmspriluaHe.]

The act of spiritualizing.

To SPIRITUALIZE, v. a. To refir e the in

# tcLlectj to purity trom the seculencies of the

world. Jljptmind, Rigeri. •

SPIRITUALLY. adv. \\tom spiritual] With-

out corporeal grouWss ; with attention u>

t , r.hi!*ss purely intellectual. Taylor.

SPIRI'TUOUS.a. [fpiritueur, Fr. Unmspiri't 1

1. Having the quality of spirit, tenuity and

activity of pan«. A,buthn:t. i. Lively; pay;

vivid; airv. Wottin.

SPIRITUOSITY. 7 / [from spirit.,,,, 1

SP1R1TUOUSNLSS.J The quality of being

spiiituous; tenuity ami activity.

To SPIRT, v. n. [spruylen, Dutch.] Tn fprinj

out in a sudden stream ; to llicarn out by in

tervals. P.pe

To SPIRT, v. a To throw out in a jet Dr\d

ToSPIRTLE. i' «. [a cotrupuoii oijpirt J

To dissipate Derbam.

SPI'RY. a [firom/jwrr.l 1 . Pyramidal, sepe.

a Wreathed ; curled. Pryden.

SPISS. «. [f;,£us, Lat.] Close; firm; thick.

Bret eivont .

SP1 SSITUUR./[srrn./«;;""w,!.M.] CroiT.ef.;

thickness, Barcn.'

SPIT./ Iniran, Sa-t spit, Dutch.] A Ion?

prong on which meat ti diivcn lo be tutnut

before fe Uie. Wtlk.fu a. £uJ-. a dep.h u:

earth as is pierced by one action or the inauV.

Mortimer.

To SPIT. v. a. preterit; spat, participle, pals.

spit, or Jjittej. 1. To | u' upon a spit. Sbak.

x. To thrust tHrouKh. DryJen.

To SPIT. v. a [j-pottaii, Sax. Jpytter, Danish.]

To eject from the mouth Slaletp.

To SPIT. v.l. '1 o throw out spitltt or moisture

of the mouth. Smth.

SPI'TAL./ [corrupted from hospital.] A cha

ritable foundation,

ToSPlTCHCOCK. v a. To cut an eel in

pieces and roast him. king.

SPITE./ ispijt, Dutch.) 1 Malice; ranc-.nr;

hate; maiigniiy; malevolence. Sidney.

Spite »/,or ln;riTi is. Not withstanding .

in defiance ot. ll.ive.

To SPITE. •». a. [from the n-un] 1. To mis

chief; to treat maliciously; to vex; to thwart

malignantly Shake]p. i. To till with s,.ite j

to offend Tempi*.

SPITEFUL a. [ spite and full.) Malicious;

malignant. Hooker. .

SPITEFULLY. a,iv. {'torn spiteful] Malici-

oufly; malignantly. IV'alter.

SPl'TEFULNESS '/'. [from spiteful] Mal;gci-

ty ; desire ol vexing. Keil.

SPITTED, a. [:rom //«.'. J Shotout into length.

Bacon.

SPITTER. / [from spit.] 1. One \sho puts

nvat on a spit. a. One who spits with 11. »

mouth. 3. A young deer. Ainfrjtorth.

SPITTLE./, [corrupted trom fojfital.} Sbak.

■ Clecvetand.

SIM'T I'LL. s. srpœrlian, Saxon] Mo'ilu.e os

iIk' mouth, strtuihnst.

SP1TVENO.V1 J. I //((and «»■».] Poti'i 11

ejected trom the niou b tinker.

SPl.ANC UNO LOG \' J\evn k;y*t and >£>C ]

I A treatise or description of the bowels.

To SPLASH, v a [ptnjt a, S-.ve.l.lh. j To daiffc

with i-it in ttic-at i.pl j m ;t-.tr*.

4 /. SPLASHY.
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SPLASHY, a. \fromsshJb] Fu" of dirt? wx

icr i apt to daub.

SPLA'YPOOT. a. Having the foot turned in-

'v.ard Pa/'-t.

SPLA'YMOUTH /. [fpl°y »nd mtuth.) Mouth

wi 'end by design. Dryjcn.

SPLEEN./. [Jplen, Lit.] i. The milt ; one

of the viscera. It is supposed the scat of an

ger and melancholy Wiseman. * Anger;

spit:; il! humour. Donne. 3. A fit of anger.

Staitsp. 4. Melancholy, hypochondriacal va

pours. P:pe.

SPLE F.NED, a. [(romsplca.] Deprived of the

spleen. Arbuthnot.

SPLEENFUL, a. [sfJtn Ind/uft] Angry;

peevilh; t'reti'ul. Shakesp

S/LLLNLK.SS a luomspleen ) Kind; gen

tle ; tnt|t;. Chapman.

SPLEENWORT./! [spleen and vtert] Milt-

waste. A plant.

SPLE'ENY. a. [itamspletn.] Angry ; peevish.

States*.

SPLE NDENT. a. [splendent, Lat.] Shining »

glossy. Newton.

SPLK'NDID. a. [splnJiJni, Lat.] Showy ;

magnificent; sumptuous. Pope.

SPLE'NDIDLY. adv. [from IpknJiJ.] Magni

ficently, sumptuously Tayler.

SPLENDOUR / [splendor. Lat.] I. Lustre

power of shining. Arbulhmt, 1. Magnificent;

pomp. £ff».'Æ

SPLE'NETICK a.[spleneti;ur, Fr.] Troubled

with the sp'een j fretlul ; peevilh Taller.

SPLE MtK.o. ( Ip.'eniqut, Fr yjw«, Lat.]Be-

lor.ging to the spleen liarmey.

SPLE N1S1I. ». [Irom/ja.'^-*.] Fretful i peevilh.

SPLE'NITIVE. a. [from _/>/«■*.] Hot; fiery;

p-fi:or.aic. Not in use. Shakesp.

SPLEN 1'./ A", /»' U a callous hard substance,

0/ an insensible iwellu-g, which breeds on or

auheres f> the shank bunc, r.nd when it grows

liii*. Spoils the shape ot tha leg. l'ir. Dt3.

ToSl'i.ICE. v. a. \Jp!ifi:i, Out plica, Lat.]

To join the tw j ends of a rope without a knot

SPLINT s. [splinter, Dutch. J A thin piece 01

\v. oJ or other matte1 i used by chiiugcoa* to

hiilil ihebouc newly let. Wiseman.

To SPLINT. 7 v ■ ,1. [from tiie noun ] 1

Tu SPi.l NTF.R. J To it-cure by ipliots. Sba*.

1. To sluver; t" tieak into fra.'menu.

1; >, Dutch] 1. A frag

biaken with violence.

irr c o! v.'.-r.d Grew.

1 ! 1 om the uuuu.J To be

, split u

Si-Li'NTI.R./. f /

rr.v.it of uuy thru-

DryJ:t. 2. A thin j

To ::i'LI NTl'.K. v n.

biUt.C i. to :t;w tlvtl.ti.

1 u 01'iA T. v.a pi ct. split, [spittle

Du.lh ] 1 luiiti.t ; i.i live j tc;

giiciiiiailv iu two C!isvla*ti 1 To.ii*ii'c;

tip.it AHerhnry. 3. To c-fli i-.r.d hre-il; on

a m^c i\»wy 4/ AV.'y. 4. To divide ^ to

b;e?[. ir.tn - iicord. ctutr.

1; .j'.'.IT. ■./.». 1. To burst in sunder ;

cia.it ; t.i sjss.-i d'srup-.iun. Style. 2, To

biol.'.r. 3,:!;.;^ roci»i. dJJi.cn.

SPLITTER. /. [from /plit.] One who spirts-

Svi ft.

SPLUTTER./ Bustle; tumult. A low woid.

To SPOIL, v a. [spoilt, Lat] 1. To rob; to

take away by force. Mititn. a. To plunder ;

to strip of goods. Pipe. 5. To corrupt j to

mir; to make useless Ctl^ant.

To SPOIL, v. n. 1. To practise rabberv or

plunder. Spenser. 2. To grow useless; to be

corrupted. Locke.

SPOIL, s. [spolinm, Latin ] 1. That which is

taken by violence ; plunder; pillage; booty.

2 The art of rcbl-ery Shakrsp. 3. Corrup

tion ; cause of corruption. Shaktsp. 4. The

Hough; the cast-off skin of a serpent. Bacam

SPOILER./ [from Jpeil. } 1. A robber; a

plunderer; ■ pilbger. Ben Jihnjen, 1. Oct

who mar., or eorrunu anv thing.

SPOILFUL a. [sp'sil and/«iV.j Wasteful; ra-

picmus.

SPOKE,/ [)-paca, Saxon] The btr of 1 wheel

that pisses from the nave to the felly. Shekels.

SPOKE. The preterite oc.s["ak Spratt.

SPOKEN. Participle passive ai freak. H,!ir.

SPO KESMAN./ [Jf»ie and "<a».J One wbo

speaks for another. Exejui.

To SPOLIATE v. a. [Jpelie, Lat.] To rob;

to plu-der. DiJi

SPOLLVTION./ \spe'iati,, Lat ] The act of

robbery or privation. Ayliffc.

SPONDEE. [. IJp^Jee.,, Lat,] A foot of two

long syllables. Brttnte.

SPONUYLE . / [e-u'c**©..] A vertebra; a

joint of the loine. Bman.

SPONGE./ [fpiupa. Lat] A soft porous sub-

Ihance supposed by some the niuu> of animal?.

It is remarkable lor sucking up water. 5^-i'y .

To SPONGE, v. a. [from the noun.] To blot;

to wipe away as with a Ijionge. Husk.

To SPONGE, v. n To fuck in as a sponge ;

to gain by mean an:.. Swift.

SPONGER/ [srora/. nge] One who hangs

for a maintenance on oLhers ISEflranre.

SPO'NGINESS /: [i'rom/»»«^x] Sound's and

lulneL of cavities like a sponge. Iljrvcj.

SPO NGIOUS. a. [from sponge] Fuil ot sinill

cavities like a sponge Chejne

SPONGY a. [from sp:»g'-] 1 Soft and full

of small interstitial holes. Bacan. 1. Wet;

drenched; soaked. Shakesp.

SPONK./ Touchwoo.1.

Sl'O'NSAL a. [sponsalu, Latin ] Relating to

muriage.

SPONSION./ [//>«>, Lat.] The act ot be

coming lurcty for another.

SPONSOR./ [Latin J A suiet) ; one who

makes a piomise or gives I'eeurity foi ano-

th'.r. AyUf:.

SPONTANEITY./ [ slanteneitat, ljt.1 Vo-

lun'.arincls; w^lingncs..; accjid u^CuT.ipdled?

lirtimh.til

SPONTA'NEOUS.a. [sr mfi.-itc, r.stic ] Vo-

lun'ary ; not compelltj ; icing v. ■;. .ut cum*

pulfioi). ll^le. *

srox-
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SPONTANEOUSLY, aJv [fromsftntancini.]

Voluntarily: of its own accord.

SPONTA'NPOUSNESS./. [inmjpntantcnt ]

Voluntariness; freedom of will; accord un

forced. Hale.

SPOOL./ [sf-okl, Dutch.] A small piece os cane

or reed, with a knot at each end ; or a piece

ot wood turned in that form to wind yarn up-

pon •, a quill.

ToSPOOM. v.n. To pass swiftly. DryJen.

SPOON, s. [spam, Dutch] A concave vcss-1

with a handle, used in eating liquid?. Sbatesb.

SPOONBILL / (spec, and bill.) A bird. The

end of i:s bill is broad. Dirham.

SPOONFUL./ [spm, and/.//.] I. As much

as is generally taken at once in a spoon Bacon.

*. Any small quantity of liquid. Arbuthnct.

SPO'ONMEAT. / [spnn and mat.] Liquid

food; nourishment taken with a spoon DryJen.

SPO'ONWORT, or Scurvygrasi s. A plant

To SPOON, v. n. In sea language, is whon a

ship being under sail in a slorm cannot bear it,

but is obliged to put right before the wind.

Bailey

SPORVDICAL. a. [rtrep^raj ] A sferaJiral

disease is an endemial disease, what in a parti

cular season affects ljut a few people. Arbutb.

SPORT./ i. Play; diversion; game; frolick

and tumultuous merriment. Sidney, i. Mock :

contemptuous mirth. Ttlhtsan. 3. That with

which one plays. DryJen. 4. Flay; idle jin

gle. Breme. -. Diversions of the field, as ot'

towling, hunting, fining. ClartnJn.

ToSPORT. v. a. (from the noun ] 1. To di

vert; to make merry. SiJney. 1. To repre

sent by any kind of play. DryJen.

To SPORT, v. n. 1. To play; to frolick ; tc

game; to wanton. Brume. 1. To trifle.

SPO RTFUL. a. [sport and/-//] Merry, fro

lick; wanton; ludicrous; done in jell. Bent

SPORTFULLY. aJv. [(romjpiristl.] Wan

tonly; merrily.

SPORTFULNESS./. [from/fitrisnl.] Wan-

tonn*s»; playj merriment ; frolick. SiJney.

SIO'tyriVE. a. [iioras'crt.] Gay; merry;

frolick; wanton; plaviul; ludicrous. Pipe.

SPCRTIV ENESS./ [horn jp,r:ite.) Gaiety;

play. IVall.':.

EPO'RTSMAN./" [sport and «a».] One who

pursues the recreations ot the field. AJJiscn.

SPu'kTULE./. [spertule, Fr. sportula, Lat-j

An alms; a dole. Aybffe

SPOT. f. [spate. Danish; spette, Flemish ] 1

A blot ; a mark mane by discoloration. DryJ

i. A taint; a disgrace; a reproach 3. A

scar.dalous woman Shakejp. 3. A small ex

tent of place. AJi:j:n. 5. Any particular

place Otiaay. 6. Immediate!)' ; without

changing place.

•To SPO 1 . ». «. [from die noun ] 1. To mark

with discotorations; to muculate. Tate. 3.

locoirupt; todifVrace j 10 taint. Abb.t.

SPOTLESS, a [froT:iy>»/.] 1. Free from spots.

* a. F:ee irom reproach or impurity; imrnacu-

l«te; pure. Waller.

SPO'TTER. f. [from ./>»/.] One that spots; os»

that maculates.

SPOTTY, a. [trom spot.) Full of spots; ma

culated. Milttn.

SPOUSAL, a [from //»«/>.] Nuptial; ma

trimonial; conjugal; connubial ; i.ridal. Crajb.

SPOUSAL./ [espeufaillei, Fr. Jponsaha, Lat.]

Marriage; nuptials DryJen.

SPOUSE, s. [ spenfa, Latin ; es-ouse, Fr.] One

Joined in marriage; a husband or wire. Sbak.

SPOUSED, a. [from the noun. J Wedded; es

poused; joined tegethe'r as in matrimony.

Milttn.

SPOUSKLF.SS. a [ from spnse. ] Wanting a

husband or wife. Pope.

SPOUT./ [from spuyt, D'^tch.] 1. A pipe, or

mouth of a pipe or vtflelout of which any

ihing is poured. Bnion 1. Water falling in

a body ; a cataract. B<pwn.

To SPOUT, v. a. [from the noun ] To pcur

with violence, or in a collected body as from

a spout.

To SPOUT, v. n. To issue as from a spout.

li'ecJwra'J.

To SPRAIN, v. a. [corrupted (ramjlrain.] Ta

stretch the ligaments of a joint without dislo

cation ot the bone. Gay.

SPRAIN./ [from the verb.] Extension o' spa-

ment.s without dislocation os the io'ni. lens.

SPRAINTS /. Thedungof anotier Di.. .

SPRANG. The preterite ofspn*£ Tilht'.tn.

SPRAT./, [sprat, Dutch J A small lea fish.

SiJney.

To SPRAWL, v. n. [spraalt, Danish; sparte-

len. Dutch ] 1. To llruggle as in convul.io.-.s

of death. Hujibrat. 1. To tumble with agi

tation. DryJen.

SPRAY / 1 . The extremity osa branch. Dry.!.

4. The foam of the sea, commonly wti:;cn

sp-y Arbutbnot.

ToSPR! AD. v. a. [pprufcan, Sax. Sp-rJ-r, \

Duich] 1. To extend; to expand; lonutt;

to cover or fill a larger space. Bacon. I. To

over by extension. Granvillt. 3. To co-rr

over. Ijaiab. 4. To ttre-tch j to evcvd. IK: it.

*.. To publish; to divuJpe ; to d iTcminare.

Matthew. 6. To emit as effluvia or emana

tions Mihcn.

To SPREAD. -J. n. To extend or expand itself.

Bacon.

SPREAD./ ssrom the verb] 1. Extent; c.m-

pafs. AriJifon. i. Expansion o( parts. ZW-

SPREADER./ [from /;.•«./.) ,. One .rat

spreads, Hooter _ t. Publisher ; divn:..Jr; „;,-.

Jcmmator. Swift.

SPRENT. fart, [pppenan, Saxon; sprenrtn,

Dutch.] Spiinf. led. SiJney

SPRIG./ lyJb>iS, VVeisl,.J A small Irfnch :

a spray. Be. ten.

SPRIG Chjsial.s. Chryslal sound m f.;rm ,-f

an hexangular column, adher rt; -1 1;:e end

lo the stone, and near the other I. lump ; ■ti.

dually, till it terminitts in a po:r-t. /; V,.'i»

4^ * SP.U OGi'.
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JPRI GGY. a. [ from sprig.] Full of small |

branches.

M'RKiHT. / [contraction of spirit, fpir: tut.

l.at.J I. Spirit -, shade ; saul ; incorporeal a-

pent. Spenjer , Pope, a. \^ alkin^ spirit ; ap

parition. Lo. le. 3 Power which gives cheer

tulnels or courage. Sidney. 4. An arrow. Bac.

ToSPRIGHT. i.a. To hauor, at a fpright

S-aitsp.

SPRIGHTFUL a. [slight ami/*//.] Live

ly ; britk ; izav ; vigorous. O/tfsly.

SPRIGHTFLLLY. adv. (ftom sprightsnl. J

Briskly ; vigorously. Shakesp.

SPRl'GHTI.INESS./ [fromy>r.^//»] Live

I'rtesi; briikness; vigour; gaiety j vivacity.

Aadison.

SPRIGHTLY, a. [from fpright.] Gay ; brisk ;

lively; vigorous; airy; vivacious. Prior.

To SPRING, v. n. ycuttwesprnngotsprang,

anciently sprang. |ppfun5an, Sax. spi mgen,

Dutch.} 1. To arise out of the ground and

prow by vegetative power. Peps. 1. To begin

to grow. Ray. 3. To proceed as from feed

Miitcn 4. To come into existence; to issue

forth, tape. c. To raise j to appear, 'judges.

6. To issue with effect or force. Pope. 7. To

proceed as from ancestors. Ben. Johnson. 8

'so proceed as. from a ground* cause, or rea

son. Milton. 9. To gro* ; to thiivr. Dryden.

10. Tobouna; to leap; to jump. Blachmire.

11. To fly with elastick power. Mortimer.

\x. To rile from a covert. Otioay. 13. To

issue from a fountain. Gen-Jit. 14. To ( ro-

ceed as from a source. Crajbaiv. 15. To

'.hoot; to issue with speed and violence. Oryd.

To SPRING, v. a 1. To Hart ; to rouse game

Donne, z. To produce to light. Dryden. 3.

To make by starting a plank. Dryden. 4. To

discharge a mine. Addison. 5. To coutrive

as a sudden exjedient; 10 osser unexpectedly.

Stost 6. To produce hastily.

SPRING./ (tiom she verb ] 1 . The season in

which plants spring and vegetate. Shakcjp x.

An elastick body; a body winch worn distort

ed ha« the power of restoring itself. Maxon. 3.

Elastick force. Newton. 5. Any active (tower;

any cause by which motion is produced or

propagated. Rymer 5. A Icip; abound; >

jump j a vioitnt effort; a ludiien struggle.

Adiiisn. 6. Aleak; a stait of a plack. Lien.

Jtl'njtn.. 7. A fountain j an issue of water

imin the earth Datiiei. 8. A source; thai

i-v which any tiling if. luppiied. Dryatn, o

Kile; beginning. 1 Cm. 10. Cour.e ; Ori

ginal. Sviijt.

M'ivtNG adv. f.'rcm the noun.] With elastick

vigour Spen.'er.

SPK'l NUAU/ A youth. Spenser.

SPRINGE. / [from spring J Agin; moot

whuh catches by a lpr:ng or j.-ik. Dryden.

SPRl'.NGER./ [fiurnj/-»<*£.J One who rouses

trame.

Si'tU NGINESS./. [iVoin/eri.'y.] Elasticity,

p.'wtr ol restoring itltlf. Boyle.

<iikl NUHALT / [spring ai:d ra.'t ] \ Iame-

ness by which the horse twitches rrarmlc'i

Shake/p.

SPRINGTIDE./ [spring,od rid,.} Tides:

the new and full moon; high tide. Grea.

SPRINGLE. f. [fromspring.] A springe; 1=

elastick noole. Careno.

SPRINGY, a. [from/*ri«w.] 1. Flasiiti;

having the power of restoring itself. A'rti.'n,

Bentley. a. [ From spring J Full os spring.

or fountain*. Mortimer.

To SPRINKLE.**, a. { spririelen, Dutch ] 1

To scatter; to disperse in small masses, EfJ.

*. To scatter in drops. A'nmheri. 3. T»U-

sprinkle; to wash, to wet, ot dust by sprint-

linj.'. Dryden.

To SPRINKLE, v. n. To per'orm the act 0:

scattering in small diops. Ayliffe.

To SPRIT.*, a. (rpp.yr.Ean, Saxon; spnjtn,

Dutch. J To throw out; to eject with forte.

To SPRIT, v. n. [rppytran, Saxon; .Iproj'-a.

Dutch.] To shoot ; to geiminate; tosprcrit.

SPRIT, f. [ from the veib. ] Kboot; sptot

Mortimer.

SPRITSAIL. / \ sprit ,nd soil] Tbe fa3

which belongs to the bolti'pritmast. Hsijtn-

SPRITE, s. [contracted from //k/r. /.] A Iporic r

an incorporeal agent. Pope.

SPRI'TEFULLY. adv. Vigorously j witalii

and ardour. Chapman.

SPRONG. The preterite ofspring. Obsolete.

tlooker.

Tr SPROUT, v. n. [fpnyxran, Sax. sprop'.

Dutch.) 1. To (hoot by vegetation: to ru

minate. Prior, i. To (hoot into rarniCciuOi.

Æanm. 3. To grow. Ticiell.

SPROUT./ [from the verb.] A (hoot or' 1 ve

getable. Bacon.

SPRUCE, a. Nice; Uim; neat. Denne,Mi!n\

B'yle, Tatter.

To SPRUCE, v. n. [from the noun ] T« dies

with affected nearness.

SPRL'CEBEER./ [frora^r.rr, , kind of 6r.J

Beer tinctured with branchea of fir. Arttlii.

SPRUCKLEATHER./. [corruptcJ for /f>j-r-

an leather.] Dryden.

SPRUCENESS. / [iiom spruce] N'cat;c:.

without elegance.

SPRUNG. The preterite and participle paffi«

ofspring, fc-pc.

SPRUNT./ Aoy thing that i» dor: aid wiil

not easily bend.

SPUD./ A Ihort knife. Jv,/|.

SPU LLERS oft'arn. s. Are such as are em

ployed to lee that it be well spun, mi fit to

the loom. Did.

SPUME./ [spuma. Lat.] Foam ; froth Brtor.

To SPUME, v. «. [7/-J..713, Lat.J Toioaro; u

froth.

SPUMOUS? a. Isfnmeai, Lat.] FrottV. .

SPUMY. j" seamy. Brevn. •

SPUN'. The preurile and pait, piss. ol^N«.

Aidtsn.

SPUNGE. s. [>»ij,Lb.] A(pccse.S!-iie

ToSPUNGii. ■». m. (rnher 7. sponge) ~i*

has ; "0 others i'or maiata:Blccc. Svift.

si'ust;-
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SPU'NGINGHOUSE / [spuuge and hoists A

house to which debto.. are taken before com

mitment to prison.

SPU'NGY. a. (Irom />»*^.] I. Full of small

holes, tnd soft li-e a spunge. Dryden. a. Wet ;

moist 5 watery. Shakejp. 3. Drunken ; wet

with liquor. Shakejp.

SPUNK./ Rotten "wood; touchwood. Brown.

SPUR. /. [fpurta. Sax. spore, Dutch] ^ 1. A

(harp point fixed in the rider's heel. Knolles.'*

a. Incitement ; instigation. Bacon. 3- A sti

mulus; a prick ; any thing that galls aud

teazes. Sbakrsp. 4. The (harp points on the

legs of a cock. Ray. 5. Any thing standing

out ; a saag. Sbakesp.

ToSPUR. f. a. [from the noun.] I. Toprick

with the spur ; to drive with the spur. Cillier.

%. To instigate; to incite ; to urge forward

Licit. 3. To drive by force. Siakejp.

To SPUR. v. a. 1. To travel with great expe

dition. Dryden. 1. To press forward. Grew.

SFU'RGALLED. a. [jpur and gall.} Hurt

with the spur. Sbakesp.

SPURGE. / {tspurgt, Fr. spurge, Dutch.] A

plant violently purgative. ,

SPURGE, Laurel, or Mtaereon. s. [thymeUa

Lat] A plant. Miller.

SPURIOUS, a. [spuriu,, Lat.] t. Not genuine ■,

counterfeit ; adulterine. Swift. 1. Not legi

timate ; bastard. Addifon.

SPURING. / Ufperla*, Fr.] A small sea-

fi*. r.jfr.

To SPUKN. v. a. [sporiaan, Sax.] I. To kick;

to strike or drive with the foot. Sbakesp. a.

To rrject ; to scorn ; to put away with con

tempt ; to disdain. Siakejp. 3. To treat with

contempt. Lccke.

To SPURN. -u.K. 1. To make contemptuous

opposition. Shskesp. 1. To toss up the heels;

to kick or struggle. Gay.

SPURN. /. [irom the veib.] Kick 1 insolent

and contemptuous treatment. Sbakejp.

6PURNLY./ A plant.

SPURRER. / [from spur.} One that uses

(pars.

SPU'RRIER./ [from spur] One who makes

spurs;.

SPU RRY. / [ sperguh. Lat.] A plant. Mir:.

To SPURT, v. n. I See 'To Sp 1 KT.j To fly out

wiih a 'm'ck stream. Wiseman.

SPU RWAY. s. [ [pur and way] A horseway )

a bridie- rud ; dillinct from a road tor carri

ages.

SPUTA'TION /. [sfutum, Lat ] The act of

Ipitting. Harvey.

To SPUTTER. * n. [ [put; Lat.] 1. To emit

moisture in small flying drops. Dryden. a.

To fly out io (mall particles with lime noise.

Dryden. 3. To speik hastily and oUi-utely.

C.urrcie.

To SPU T 1*ER. v. a. Tc throw out with noise.

Swift.

SPU'TTERER. / [ Uomsputter.] One that

sputters.

6PY. /. {jsp-, Welsh i 'spiiu, French, spie.

Dutch.] One sent to watch the conduct or

motions ofothers. Clarendon, A'.terbury.

To SPY. v. a. [See Sf Y.] t. To discover by

the eye at a distance. Donne, a. To discover

by close examination. Decay e[ Piety. 3. To

search or discover by artifice. Humbert.

To SPY. v. u. To search narrowly. Shakefp.

SPY'BOAT. s. [spy and hat.] A boat lent out

for intelligence, Arbutbnot.

SQUAB, a. i. Unfcithered ; newly hatched.

King. %. Fat ; thick and stout ; aukwardly

bulky. Betterttn.

SQUAB./ A kind of sofa or couch; a stuffcJ

cushion. Swift.

SQUAB, adv. With a heavy sudden fall. L'EJlr.

SQUA'BPIF./ [squab andjf>«.] A pic made

of many ingredients. King.

To SQUAB. *. n. To fall down plump or flat.

oQUa'BBISH.o. [from/?««*.] Thick ; heavv ;

fleshy.

To SQUA'BBLE. v. m. [iiabla, Swedish ] To

quarrel j to dibate peevishly ; to wrangle.

Collier.

SQUA'BBLE./ [from the verb.] A low brawl ;

a petiy quarrel. Arbutbnot.

SQUA'BBLER. /. [trom [quabble.] A quarrel

some fellow ; a brawler.

SQUADRON./ [escadron, T.squadrone, Iral]

i. A body of men drawn up Iquare. Mtl:;n.

1 A part of an arrny ; a troo". Knotlet. 3..

Part of a sleet, a certain number of (hips.

Arbutbnst.

SQUA'DRONED. a. (from squadrnt.] Formed

into squadioas. Milton.

SQUALID, a. [squaliJui, Lat.] Foul ; nasty ;

filthy. Dryden.

To SQUALL, v. n. [f/uah, Swediflv] T»

scream out as a child or woman frighted.

Swift.

SQUALL./ [from the verb] t. Loud scream.

Swift, a. SuuJen gullos wind.

SQUA'LLER./. [xxornsquail \ Screamer ;one

that 'creams.

S^sALOR. s. [Latin] Coauents* ; nastines;.

Burtn.

SQUALLY, a. [from squall.] Windy; gusty.

SQUA'MOUS. a. [squameui, Latin. j Scaly ;

covered with scales. rVoedward.

To SQUANDER, v. u. [yersebweden, Tcut ]

I. To scatter lavishly 1 lo spend profusely.

Savage. 2. To scatter ; to uitsipate, to du

pe, se. Dryden.

SQUANDERER. [ [homsquamjer .] A spend-

tnnft; a prodigal ; a witter. Luie.

SQUARE, a. fy/^wV, Welsh ;i,uadratui. Lat.]

1. Cornered; having right angles Prior. 2.

Forming a right arg e. Mcxiu. 3, Cornered ;

having angles ot wliatevtr content. IVtseman.

4. Parallel ; exactly suitable. Sbakrsp. 5.

Strong ; stout ; well set. o. Equal ; exact .

honclt ; fair. Sbakesp. 7. [lu geometry.}

Square root of any number is that which,

multiplied by itself, produces ihtsquart, as 4

is the squat t root o; 16.

SQUARE./ [quadra, Lat] I. A figure w!t'j

right
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right anples and equal sides. Milton. 4. An

lira of lour fides, with houses on each side.

Addiftn. 3. Content of au angle. Brown. 4.

A rule orinstrument by which workmen mea

sure or form their angles 5. Rule s regulari

ty ; exact proportion. Spenser. 6 Squadron -,

troops formed square. Shakejp. '. Quater

nion ; number four. Shakcsp. 8. Level ; e-

quality. Drydin. c). Quartile ; the astrologi

cal situation of planets, distant ninety degiees

from each other. Milton. 10. Rule; confor

mity LEstrange. 11. Sq.ua a es I'- The

pame proceeds. L'FJlrange.

To SQUARE, v. a. Uuadrs, Lat ] I. To form

with right a-.gles. Boyle. J. To reduce to a

square. Prior. 3. To measure; to reduce to

a measure. Shakcsp. 4. To adjust; to rtgu

late ; to mould ; to shape Shakejp. 5. To

accommodate ; to fit. Milton. 6. To respect

in quartile. S:utb.

To SQUARE, v.n. 1. To suit with ; to fit

with. Woodward. 1. To quarrel ; to go to

•pposite sides. Shakejp.

SQUARENESS./ [fiomfynarc ] The state

ot being square. Moxon.

SQUASH. / [fromf««/Z>.] 1. Any thing so"!

and easily crushed. ShaUsp. 1. [Melepepo.] A

plant. Beyle . 3. Any thing unripe j any thing

loft Shakejp. 4. A sudden fall. Arbmhnot.

5. A shock of soft bodies. Swift.

To SQUASH, v. a. To crush into pulp.

To SQUAT, v.n. [qnattare, Italian.J To sit

cowering ; to sit close to the ground.

SQUAT, a. [from the verb] 1 . Cowering •,

close-to the ground. Swift, a. Short and thick ;

having one part close to another, as those of

an animal contracted and cowering. Gr^ia.

SQUAT./ 1. The posture of covering or lying

close. Dryden. 1. A sudden fall. Herbert.

SQUAT. / A sort of mineral. Woodward.

To SQUEAK, v n. [fa-waka, Swedish.] 1. To

set up a sudden dolorous cry. 2. To cry with

a shrill acute tone. Shakejp. 3. To break si

lence or secrecy for fear or pain. Dryden.

SQUEAK. / [from the verb.] A shrill quick

cry. Dryden.

To SQUEAL, v. n. [ftwala, Swedish. ] To

cry with a shrill sharp voice ; to cry with pain.

SQUEA'MISH. a. [lor enamijb or qualmish.

from qualm.] Nice ; fastidious; easily disgust

ed j having the stomach easily turned. Sidney's

Southern.

SQUEAMISHNESS./ [srom/yaram./y] Nice-

ness ; delicacy ; tastldioufnels. Stillingfleet.

To SQUEEZE, v. a. [cpipan, Sax.] 1. To

press ; to crush between two holies. Dryden.

a. Toopprese; to crush ; to harass by extor

tion. L'LJlrange. 3. To force between close

bodies.

To SQUEEZE. «. ». 1. To actor pass, in con

sequence os compression. Newton, a. To force

way through close bodies.

SQUEEZE. / [from the verb ] Compression 1

pressure. Fhilipi.

SQUELCH./ Heavy fall. Hud,brai, VEstr.

SQUIB./ [ febieben, German J 1. A Imall

pipe of piper filled with wildsire. Beta*. 1.

Any petty fellow. Taller.

SQUILL. / [squilla. scilla. Lat] 1. A plant.

Kssctmmsn. 1. A fish 3. An insect. Gretr.

SQUI NANCY./ [sq,i»ancie, Fr.J An in

flammation in Ihethroat; a quinsey. Bacon.

SQUINT, a. [sqninte, Dutch.] Looking ob

liquely ; looking not directly ; looking suspi

ciously, /liilton.

To SQUINT, v. n. To look obliquely 5 to look

not in a direct line of vision Bacon.

To SQUINT, v a. 1. To form the eye to ob

lique vision. Shakejp. 1. To turn the eye ob

liquely. Bacon.

SQI I NTEYED. a [squint and eye.} I. Hav

ing the sig-lit directed oblique. Knewlei. x. In

direct ; oblique ; malignant. Deubam.

SQyiNTIFr.CO a. Souinting.ZVj.</«.

To SQUINT. v.n. To' look asquint. Shakes?.

SQUIRE. / [Contracted of esqnire ; tfenyer,

I' rench.] 1 . A gentleman next in rank to a

knight. Shakejp. 1. An attendant on a noble

warriour. Dryden. 3. An attendant at court.

Shakejp.

SQUl-RREL./ [escurueil. French: sciwu,.

Eat] A small animal tli-t lives in woods,

leaping from tree to tree. Drayto*.

To SQUIRT, tr. *. To throw out in a qoick

stream. Arbnthnst

To SQUIRT, v. n. To prate j 10 let fly, LUr.

SQUIRT. / [from the verb ] 1. An instrument

by which a quick stream is ejected. Pope, i.

A Imall quick stream Bacon.

SQUIRTER./. (from /fair/.] One that plies a

liiuirt. Arbnthnot.

Tu STAB. «. «. \staren, old Dutch] 1.T0

pierce with a pointed weapon Shakcsp. 1.

To wound mortally or mischievously. Philips.

STAB./ [from the verb ) t. A wound w'th a

sharp pointed weapon. Shakejp. 1. A dark

injury ; a fly mischief. 3. A stroke ; a blow.

South.

STA BRER . f. [from A*-] One who stabs ; a

privy murderer.

STABI'LIMENT./ [from /?«£;/.,, Lat] Sup

port ; riimi'th.-, net of making firm. Derham.

STABILITY./ [JlabiJit/,Fi.] 1. Stablenels ;

steadiness ; strength to stand. B.'ackm. Cotton.

a. Fixednesi j n<u fluidity. Bejle. 3. Firm

ness and resolution.

STABLE, a. [Jiabilii, Latin.] 1. Fixed v. able

to stand. 2 Steady ; coniUnt. Davia. 3

Strong ; fixed in state. Rc^cri*

STABLE. /. [Jiabutnm, Latia/J A house for

beasts. Ezra.

Tc STA I5LE. v. n. [slabmk, Lat ] To kennel >

to dwell as l>ealH. Milton.

STA BLKBOY. 7 /. [Jiablc and boy, or man)

STABLEMAN, j une v.ho aiunds in the

stable. Swift.

STA'BLENESS./ [frnmjlablc.) 1. P.iwer to,

stand 2. Steadiness; constancy, stability.

Shakcsp.

STA BLESTAND. / [In law. 1 Is one of the

four evidences or pi esuroptiouv, whereby a»

nua
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I. To reel; not to stand or walk steadily.

Biylt. 1. To faint ; to begin to give way.

Addi/cn. 3. To hesitate ; to fall into doubt.

Bacon.

man is convicted to intend the stealing of the ]

king's deer in the forest: and this is when

a man is found at his standing in the forest

with a cross bow beu», ready to shoot at any I

deer; or with a lon^ bow; or else standing : To STA GGER. v. a 1. To make to stagger ;

close by a tree with grey-hounds in * leash. «o make to reel. Shakcsp. a. To shock ; to

Civ/el. alarm. L'Estrcnre.

To STA'BLISH. v. a. [estailir, Fr] To esta- STAGGERS /. [from the ve.b ] 1. A kind of

blilh; to Hx ; to fettle Donnt. horse apoplrxy. Sbakelp. 1. Madncs, ; wild

STACK. / [ftacca, I alian. ] 1. A large I conduct. Shakcsp.

quantity of hay, corn, orwood Wj//n,iV:«i. j STAGNANCY. /. [Ucm stagnant ] The slate

/-"». a. A Darner of chimneys or funnels, j ot being without motion or ventilation.

H'iscman. i STAGNANT a. [stagnant, I. al] Motionless;

To STACK, t. a. [from the noun ] To pile up: still ; not agitated ; not flowing; not running.

regularly in ricks. Mort. \ kVcodnvard.

STACTE. / An ar<-maii«jt ; the gum this To STAGNATE v. n. 'stagnm, Lat] To

distills from the tree which produces- myrrh, j lye motionlets ; to have no course or stream.

Exodut. Aibuthnot.

STA'DLE. /. [ptaiel, Sax.] 1. Any thin;; STAGNATION./ [fromfl.tgnatr ] Stop ot

which serves tor support to another. 1. A; course; cessation of motion. Addi/cn.

stars; a crutch . Spenjer. 3 A tree suffered lo : STAID, fart. adj. [from/r<y\] Sober ; grave;

prow for coat le and common use*, as a foil or

rails. Bann.

To STA'Dl.E v a [from the noun] To fur

nish with stadles. 'Tuffrr.

STA'DTHOLDER. / [stadt and t-tuden,

Dutch ] The chief ma;;i!lr_te of the United

Provinces.

STAFF. / plur. staves. [ rr-r, Sax si»f,

Danish ; ftaf, Dutch ] 1. A Hick with which

1 rMn '"Pi10"* himself in walking a. A

prop; 1 In)."0''. Shakcsp. 3. A stick used as

• weapon; a club. PEstrangc. 4. Any long

piece of wood. Addis.* -■ An ensun of au

cCice Hayaard. 6. { Si's, JiUndicSc. ] A

slinia ; a series of verse". r.'gtt!irtv Htlpoled,

lo as that, when the stanza is C9nclu«!e*i, the

same order begins again. DryJ'n.

STA'FFISH. a. [from staff \ Stiff; ha.ll.

Aschum.

STAFFTREE. / A fort of evergreen privet

STAG./ The male red lieer; tin. rualc or the

hind. Mihn.

STACK./ [cstage, Fr.] 1. A floor raise! f.

view en which any snow is exhibited. 1. Th<:

theatre ; the p'ace of feenick entertainments

Knellcs. 3. Any place where any thins is

fmblickly transacted or performed Skakclp.

4. A place in which rest is taken on a jourr.ey

Hammond, c. A single step of gradual process.

Rogers.

To STAGE, v a [from the noun ] To exhibit

publickly. Shake/p.

STA GECOACH /: [stage and each.] A coach

that keeps it*, stages; a coach that passes and

repaiTes 00 ce:tain days for the accommoda

tion ot pafsenge;s. Gay.

STA'CEPLAY./ [stage xniplay] Theatrical

entertainment. Drydcn.

• STAGER./ [from stage] 1. A player Ben

"sohnjsn. a. One who has long acted on the

I'.age of lite ; a piactitioner. Swift.

S VA GF-VIL. / A disease in horses.

" S r A'GCAP.D./ [item stag.} A four years old

tl^2- A:ns<worlh.

1; b!V GGF.R. V. n. [ staggers, Dutch ]

regular. Milton.

STAIDNESS. / [homstaid.] Sobriety; gra

vity ; regularity Dryde*.

To STAIN, v. a. [jfiacnio, Weifh I 1. To

blot; to spot; to maculate. Sl*ikeff>. a.

To diLrrace; to soot with guilt or infamv-

M.ltOH.

STAIN./ 1. Blot; spot; discoloration. Adds/on,

I'ope 2. Taint of guilt or infamy. Broemc.

3 Cause os icproach ; ihame. Sidney.

STAl'NER. / [from Jhm.] One who stains ;

one who blots

STA'INLKSS. a [from stain] 1. Free from

blots or spots S.dney. a. Free from sin or

reproach. Shakcsp.

S 1;A1R. sj-r-jcri, Saxon; steghe, Dutch ] Steps

by which we rife ; an ascent from the lower

part <>I a building to the upper. Clarendon,

Milan.

STAl RCASE. / stair led cas;.] The part of

a l-ibrickthat contains the |U![.;.

STAKE. / [rraca, Saxon; staeck, Du(cH.]

I. A poll or strong stick fixed in the ground.

Ilsoker. a. A pitce of wood. Drydcn. 3.

Any thing placed as a palisade or fence. Milt.

4. The p It to which a bea'l is tied to be

baited. Shakcsp. 5. Any thing pledged or

wagered Coviley. 6. The lliteof being ha

zarded, pledged, or wagered. Hndibrat. y.

The Jiike is a lmall anvil, which stands upon

a small iron foot on the work bench, to

remove as occasion offers ; or else w luth a

strong iron spike at the bottom let into some

place of the work bench, not to be removed.

Moxon.

To STAKE, f. a. [from the noun] 1 To

fasten, support, or defend with polls tl-t up

right. Evelyn, a. Towagrr; to hazard; to

put to haiard. Sonth.

STALACTITES./, [from c-aXaiV] StaUc

lues it only spar in the shape of an ict.:e.

Woodward.

STALACTICAL. a. RcscmHIp* an ici'-lc.

Dtrham

JTALAC
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STALAGMITES. / Spir formed into the

stupe of drops. Woodward.

STALE, a. \fti)li, Dutch] r. Old j long kept;

altered by time. Prior, Specifier, z. Used 'till

it is of no use or esteem. Hayward.

STALE./ [from r-rslin, Sax. to steal.] I.

Something exhibited or offered as an allure

ment to draw others to any place or purpose.

Sidney, 1. In Shakespeare it seems to signify

a prostitute. 3. [Fn>my»We, adj.] Urine ; old

urine. 4 Old beer ; beer somewhat acidulated.

5. [S.-ilt, Dutch, a stick.] A handle Mori.

To STALE, v. a. [from the adjective.] To

wear ont ; to make old. Shakefp.

To STALK, v. n. [from the noun.] To make

water. Hudtbrat.

STA'LEl.Y. adv. ['torn stale.] Of old; long

time /?. J:hnson.

ETA LENtSS./. [from/?"/' ] Oldneft ; state of

being longkejt; state of being corrupted by

t'rne. Bacon.

To STALK., v. a. ff-cealcin, Saxon.] 1.T0

walk with high and superb steps. Dryden,

Addison. 1. To walk behind a stalking horse

or cover. Bacon.

STALK. / [from the verb] 1. High, proud,

wide, and stately step. Addison. 1. The stem

on which flowers or fruits grow. Dryden. 3.

The stem of 1 quill. Greta.

STA LKINGHORSE. /. [stalking and horse.]

A horse either real or fictitious, bt which a

fowler stwlters himself from the sight of the

game ; 1 maile Hakenoill.

Sf A'LKY. a. [from./«V*.] Hard like a stalk

Mortimer.

STALL./. [s""l, Saxo/;./?,.//, Dutch ;/?a//a,

Italian.] 1. A crib in which an ox is fed, or

where any horse is kept in the stable.

Chapman. -. A bench or form where any

thing is let to file Swift. 3. A (mall house

or shed in which certain trades ire practised.

Spenser. 4. The seat or 1 dignified clergyman

in the choir. IVarinnon.

Tn STALL, v. a. 1. To keep in a still or

stable. Dryden. 1. To invest. Shakefp.

To STALL, v n. 1. To inhabit; to dwell

Shake/p. 1. To kennel.

STA'LLFED. a. [flail tndfed] Fed not with

graf, but drv food. Arbuthnot.

STALLION.' 7: [yfdalwyn, Welsh; estallion

French : fialhingst, Dutch ] A horse "kept foi

mares. Temple.

STAMI\'A. f. I Lit.] t. The fust prircipletof

iny thin^. 2. The solids of a human body. 3.

Those little fine threads or capillamrnts which

grow up within die flowers of plants encom

passing round the style, and on which the

apices grow at their extremities.

STAMINEOUS a. ( ftaminem. Ut] i.Con-

sillint; of threads. 1. Stamineous flowers ate

so far imperfect as to want those coloured

leaves which are cilted prtala, and consist

only of the stylus and the stamina ; and

such plants as these constitute 1 lirge genus of

plants.

To STA'MMER. v. > [rramfp, Saxon;

flamehn, flameren, to stammer, Dutch.] To

Ipeak with unnatural hesitation; to tittrr

words with difficulty. Sidney, Shake/K

STAMMERER. / [from stammer] Oik who

speaks with hesitation. Tayhr.

To STAMP. n>. a. [stamprn, Dutch.] 1. To

strike by pressing the foot hastily downward"

Dryden. 1. To pound; to beat at in a mortar.

Bacon. 3. To impress with some mark cr

figure. Smth. 4. To fix a mark by iarrorts-

sing it. Sonth. 5. To make by impreflinf a

mark. Locke. 6. To mint-, to form; to coin.

Shakefp.

To STAMP, n>. ». To strike the soot seiienl.

downward. Dennis.

STAMP, f. [ejlampw, Fr. flamta, lulim.] 1.

Any instrument by which 1 hollow impreSii"

is made. kVatler. 1. A mark set 00 am

thing ; impression. Locke. 3. A thing mark

ed or stamped. Shakefp. 4. A picture cot in

wood or metal. Addijtn. 5. A mirk set upon

things that pay custom* to the governTfc".

Swift. 6. A character of reputation ;xd

or bad Stuth. j. Authority; currency ;

vi.lue. L'EJlranre. 8. Make; cast; fork

Addison.

STA'MPER. s [stomp to] An instrunKc:

ot pounding. Cnrew.

STAN, amongst our forefather?, was the termi

nation of the superlative degree: fo Athtlfii'.

most noble ; Betftan, the best ; Wtfltn, the

wisest. Gibson.

To STA NCH. v. a. [estancher, Fr.] To shy

blood ; to hinder from running. Bacon.

To STANCH, nj. ». To stop. Lnke.

STANCH, a. 1. Sound; such as will not ran

out. Boyle. 1. Firm; sound of principle;

irafly; hearty; determined. Addifm. }■

Strong ; not to be broken. Licit.

TANCHION. / [eflanctn, Fr.J A prop; 1

support.

STA NCHLESS. a. [ftomsianch.] Not to be

stepped. Shakefp.

To STAND, v. at. preterite, 1 JfcoJ, I here

stood, [f-ranoin, Saxon.Jlaen, Dutch] t. Tn

be upon the feet ; not to sit or to lie down. ».

To be not demolished or overthrown. Miltm.

3. To be placed as an edifice. Addifon. i-

To remain erect a not to fall. Milton. 5. To

become erect. Dryden. 6. To stop; tohalt;

not to go forward. Siaktsp. 7. To be at a

stationary point without progress or regression.

Pope. 8. To be in a state of fomoefs, out

vacillation. Davits. 9. To be in any postaro

of resistance or defence. Shakefp. 10. Tor*

in a state of hostility. Hayward. 1 1. Net t')

yield; not to sty; not to give way. Bacn.

11. To stay ; not to fly. Clarendon. 13. To

be placed with regard to rank or order. Ar-

bnthnot. 1 4. To rems n in the prelaw state. •

t Cnrin. 15. To be in any particular slate.

Milan. 16. Not to become void; to retna'n

in force. Hscier. 17. To consist; to have

its »
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its being or essence. Hebrent. 18. To be

with respect to terms of a contract. Caret*.

19. To have a place. Clarendon, ao. To be in

may state at the time present. Clarendon. 21.

To be in a permanent state Shakesp. i». To

be with regard to condition or fortune DryJen.

«3. To have any particular respect. Smth.

14- To be without action. 15. To depend ;

to rest j to be supported. WHtgifte. if. To

be with regard to Bate of mind. Galat. 17.

To succeed ; to be acquitted ; to be safe.

Addifon. 18. To be wiih respect to any par-

ticuhr. Sbakefp. 19. To be resolutely of a

party. Pfalmt. 30. To be in the place ; to

be representative. Luke. 31. To remain;

to be fixed. Milton. 31. To hold a course

Pope. 33. To have direction towards airy

local point. Beyle. 34. To offer as a candidate.

35 To place himself 1 to be placed. Knollei.

36 To stagnate ; not to flow. Dryden. 37.

To be with respect to chance. Rent. 38. To

remain satisfied Sbahefp. 39. To be with

out motion. Sbakefp. 40. To make delay.

L.cke. 41. To insist; to dwell with many

words, i Maccabeei. 41. To be exposed.

Sbakei'p 43. To persist ; to persevere. Taylor.

44 To persist in a claim. Sbakefp. 4;. To

adhere; to abide. Daniel. 46. To he con

sistent. Fe/t): 47 To Stand by. To sup

port ; to defend ; not to desert Calamy. 48.

To be present without being an actor. Hbaief

49. To repose on ; to rest in. Pipe. 50. To

Staid/it. To proprscone's self a candidate.

Dene. 5 1 To maintain ! to pro es- to sup

port. Ben. Jibnfon. 51. To Stand off To

keep at a distance Dryden. 53. Not to com

ply. Sbatt/p. c4 To forbear trienCQiip or

intimacy Atterbnry 55 To have relief ; 10

apptar protuberant or prominent. Wotton

56. To Stand tut. To hold resolution: to

hold a post. Rogeri. 57. Not to comply ; to

secede. Dryden 58. To be prominent or pro

tuberant. Pjafai 59. To Stand to. To plv •.

to persevere. Dryden. 60 To remain fixed

in a purpose. Herbert 61. 7« Stand unJ-r.

To undergo ; to sustain. Sbakefp. 61. To

Stand up. To arise in order to gain notice.

Adi. 63. To make a party. Sbakefp. 64

To Stakd upon. To concern ; to interest.

UmJibiai. tfj. To value ; to take pride. Ray

66. To insist J

To STAND, v a. 1. To endure ; to resist

without flying or yielding. Smith. 1. To

await ; to abide ; to suffer. Addijan. 3. To

keep j to maintain with ground Dryden.

STAND./ [iiom the verb J 1. A station; a

place wheie one waits Itanjing. Addifon. a.

Rank; post ; fiatioo. Daniel. 3. A It. p; a

halt. Clarendon. 4 Slop ; interruption. Wood-

nrard 5 1 he act or opposinj. Sbakefp. 6.

Highest mark . stationary point. Drydcn. 7.

A point beyond which one cannot proceed.

Prior. 8. Lissiculty ; perplexity; embanass-

mrnt; hesitation. Lake. 9. A Irame or table

en which vessels are placed, Dryden.

(STANDARD. / festandart, Pr.] ... An enffg

in war, particularly the ensign of the horse.

Molten, i. That which is of undoubted autho

rity ; that whith is the test of other things

0 the seme kind Spratt. 3. That which has

br-en tried by the proper test. Sxaft 4. A

settled rate. Bacon. j. A standing stem or tree.

b.veljn.

STa'NDARDBEARER. / {standard and

*""-.] One who bears a standard or ensieo.

Speflator. "

STA'NDCROP. / An herb

STA'NDEL / IsromyW] A tree of long

standing Hovel.

STA'NDER/ [frorn/W.] I One who stands.

»• A tree that has stood !c ng Asbam. 3.

Sta'ndis by. One present; a mere spectator.

Shake/p.

STAN DF.RCR ASS./ An rerb. Ainfwortb.

STANDING part a. [from stand.} , Settled;

established. Temple 1. Lasting ; not transitory.

AdJi/n. 3. Stagnant, not 1 unning Milton.

4- Placed on feet. Shakefp.

STANDING./ [from/W] 1 Continuance*

long possession of an rffice Woodward 1.

Station; place to stand in. Knoilet. 5 Power

to stand. Piaimt. 4. Ra-k; condition Sbak.f.

«• Competition; candidate (hip. Walton.

STANDISH./ l/tanJtndd.jo.l A case for

I pen and ink. Addtjon.

5IA?!G s- ■ ft*'*, Saxon] A perch. Swift.

STANK. a. Weak j worn out. Spenser.

STANK. The preteiiieo 'stink. Ixodui.

STANNARY, a. itromsiannum^xi.} Relating

to the tinwoiks Carenv

STA'NZA. / [/area, Ui\. stance, Pr.] A

number 01 lines regularly adjusted to each

other ; so much of a poem as coma ns every

variation of measure or relation of rhyme.

Dryden. '

STA PLE. / [estape, Fr stapel, Dutch.] A

"ettlcdmart; an established emporium. Ar.

butbnot.

STA PL!".. a. [from the noun] 1. Settled;

established in commerce. DryJen. 1. Accord

ing to the laws o' commerce. Swift.

STA PLE./ [ycapul, Saxon, a piop ] A loop of

iron ; a bar bent ai d driven in al both ends.

Pcucham.

STAR / srrerppa, Saxon ; sterre, Dutch]

1 One of ;hc luminous bodies that appear La

the nocturnal sky. Wattt i. The pie star.

Shakejp. 3. Cor,fi,urati<n of the planets lup-

p< lid to influence fortune. Sbakejf. 4. A

mark of re eience. Watts.

STAR, of Beth'ehem.f. [„ u.thora'um, Lat ] A

plant It hath a lily-tWer, composed of six

petals, or leaves ranged cncularly, whose

cenire is poflcssLdliy the pointal, wnch after

wards turns to a roundilh Iruit Miller

STARAPPLK. J. A plant. M,Uer.

STARBOARD. / (j-ccopbopb, Saxrn ] Is

the right hand tide of ihe (hip, as larboard is

the left Harm, Brauiball.

S A STARCH.
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STARCH. / [ from stare, Teutonics stiff.]

A kind of viscous matter made of flower

or potatoes, with which linen is stiffened.

Fletcher.

To STARCH, v. a. [from the noun] To stiffen

with starch. Gay.

STA RCHAMBER. / [camera stellata. Lat.]

A kind of criminal court ol equity. Sbalesp.

STARCHED, a. [from starch ] I. Stiffened

with starch. 1. Stiff; precise •, formal

Svjtst.

STA'RCHER. / [from starch.] One whose

trade is to starch.

STARCHLY, adv. [from starch,} Stiffly;

precisely.

STARCHNESS. / [from starch] Stiffness;

precifenefa

To STARE v. n. [ rrapian, Saxon, stem*,

Daich] i. To look with fiied eyes; to look

■with wonder,impudenceconfidence,stupidity,

horrour. Spenser. 2. To Stare in the face.

To be undeniably evident. Luke. 3. To fund

out. Afirlimer.

STARK. J. ( from the verb. ] 1. Fixed look.

Drydtn. t. [Sturmut, Lat] A starling.

STA'RER.y' [(torn stare.] One who looks with

fixed eyes Pipe

STARFISH./ [startnasist,.] A fish branching

out into several points. hVeodvuard.

STARGA ZER. / [star and gaze] An astro

nomer, or astrologer. VF.Jirange.

STARHAWK. / [astur, Lat] A sort of

hawk. Ainjvurib.

STARK, a. [pti-fic, rxap.c, Saxon; flerck,

Dutch. ] 1. Stiff; strong; rugged. Ben

Jebnstn. a. Deep ; full. Ben. Jtbnsn. 3

Mere-; simple; plain; gross. C.liter.

STARK adv. la used to intend or augment

the signification ot a word : as stark mad,

mad in the highest degree. Abhit.

STARKLY, adv. [from stark.] Stiffly

strongly. Shakes/).

STARLESS, a. [from star.] Having no light

of stars. Mi/ten.

STA'RLICHT./ [star and light. ] Lustre of

the lt»rs. Mt/ten.

STARLIGHT a. Lighted by the stars. Dryden

STA RLIKE a [star and like. ] 1. Stellated ;

having various points resembling a star ir

lustre. Mortimer. X. Bright j illullrious

Boyle.

STA RUNG. s. [ rtxplmg, Sax. ] A small

singing bird. Sbakejp.

STA'RPAVED. a. [star and save ] Studded

with stars. Milton.

STA'RPROOF a. [star mifrees.] Impervious

to starlight. Miltm.

STAR-READ /. [star and read.] Doarineof

the stars.

STARRED, a. [from ./far.] 1. Influenced by

the stars with respect to fortune. Sbakejp. 1.

Decorated with stars. Milton.

STARRY, a [fromyrV.] 1. Decorated with

Oars. Pope. 1. Consisting of stars j sttliar

Drydett. 3. Resembling llan.

STARRING, a, [ from Jtar. ] Shining with

stellar light. Crajbavo.

STARSHOOT./. [siarinistvit.] An emission

from a star. Beyle.

To START, v. n. [starttun, German.] I. To

feel a sudden and involuntary twitch <r m ~tion

of the animal frame. Bactn. a. To rife sud

denly. Rojccmmm. 3. To nar-ve with sudden

quickness. Clraveland. 4. To shrink ; to

winch. Sbakejp. 5. To deviate. Creech. 6.

To set out fri mthe barrier at a race. Denbam.

7. To set out on any pursuit tVallrr.

To START, v. a. 1. To alarm; to dstixrb

suddenly. Shaiesp. a. To make to starter

fly hastily frern a hiding place. Shakesp. 3.

To bring into motion ; to produce V* view or

notice. Spratt. 4. To discover ; to bring within

pursuit. Temple. 5. To put suddenly 001 of

place IVisemat.

START./ [i'rom the verb] 1. A m^tio-ra of

terrour ; a sudiien twitch or contract! n of the

frame. Drydi*. a. A sudden rousing t > action;

excitement. Sbakejp. 3. Sally ; vebemeat

eruption ; sudden effusion. VEitram^e. 4.

Sudden fit ; intermitted acti-n. Bin. JiknJiK.

5 A quick spring or moti' n. Grev. 6 First

emission from the barrier ; act of setting out

Bactn. 7. To gel th: Start. To begin

before another ; to obtain advantage over

another. Bactn.

STA RTER. / [from start.] One th«t Oirinkx

from his purpose. Hxdxbrat.

STA'RTiNGLY. adv. [ from parting. 1 By

l'uoden tits ; with frequent inierrtmTi n-

Shaiejp.

To STARTLE. *• n. [i'r»m start.] To sttnnk ;

to move en feeling a sudden impretfi-n.

Addijen.

To STA RTLE. v. a. To fright ; to flvxV; to

impress with sudden terrour.

STA RTLE. / s firm the verb ] Sudden a-

larm ; shock ; hidden impression of terrour.

SpeSattr.

STA RTUP./.[//3r/»nd«^. ] One that ccmri

suddenly into notice. Sbakejp.

To STARVE v. n. [rteipr:an. Saxon : sierrm,

Dutch, to die] 1. To perish ; t-> be detlr yed.

Fairfax. 1. To pirilh with hunger. Licit,

3. To be killed with cold. Sinayt 4. To

suffer extreme poverty. Pnpe. j. To be de-

tlroyed wilh cold. tVsedviard.

To STARVE, v. a. 1. To kMl with honker.

Prior, a. To subdue by famine. Arl-ntnst.

3. To kill wilh c.ld. Mils*. 4. Tj deprive

of force cr vigr.ur. Lickr

STARVELING. / [(torn starve.} An animal

thin and weak (cr want of n.-uriihmez:.

Dsnne.

STA'RWORT./ [Jter, Lat.] Elccarrpine.

STATARY. a. [ fr.in slutni, Lat. ] Fixed;

settled. .

STATE. / [/>«'«', Lat] 1. Condition ; cir-

cumstances ot nature (t fortune. Aftitt*. a.

Modification of any thsng By'.e. 3. Sta

tionary point ; crisis; hciehL ff'ijrman. *

Est««i
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Estate j Cgniory ; possession. Daniel. 5. The

community) the public; the commonwealth.

Hhakesp. 6 A republick ; a government not

monarchical. Temple. 7. Rank; condilionj

quality. Fairfax. 8. Solemn pomp ; appear

ance of greatness. Rostotnmon. 9 Dignity ;

grandeur. Miltm. 10. A feat of dignity.

Stakejp. 1 1 . A canopy ; a covering of dig

nity. Bacon it. A person of high rank. Lalym.

13. The principal person in the government.

Milton. 14. Joined with another word it sig

nifies publick Bactn.

To STATE, v. a. (ccnfiater,fr] I. To set

tle; to regulate Cllier. ». To represent in

all the circumllances of modification. Hanm.

STA'TELINESS / [from stately.] 1. Gran

deur; majestick appearance ; august manner;

dignity. Afore x. Appearance of pride ; af

fected dignity. Betierlon.

STATELY adv. [from slate ] 1. August -,

grand ; lofty ; elevated. Raleigh. 1. Elevated

in mind or seotiment DryJtn.

STATELY, adv. [from the adjective.] Ma

jestically. Milton.

STATESMAN / [state and man.] I. A po

litician ; one versed in the art of government.

Ben. Johnson. 1. One employed in publick

affairs. Smth.

STA TESWOMAN. /. [state and woman.) A

woman who meddles with publick affairs.

Ben Johnson.

STATICAL.? a. [from the noun] Relating

STATICK.. _J to the science of weighing.

Arbntbnot.

STATICKS. s. [ralwn.] The science which

consider* the weight of bodies. Bent'ey.

STATION, f. [static, Latin] 1. The act of

standing. Hooker. 1. A state of rest Brrwn

3- A place where any one is placed. Hayw

Creech. 4. I'oR assigned j office. Miiten. 5.

Situation ; position Frier. 6. Employment ;

office. Swift 7. Character; state. Milan. 8.

Rank; condition of lite. Dryden.

To STATION, v a. [from the noun] To

place in a certain post, rank, or place.

STATIONARY, a. [homstation] Fixed; not

progressive. Newton.

STATIONER./ [ sromstathn ] !. A book

seller. Dryden. 1. A seller of piper.

STATIST, / [from state.] A statesman ; a

politician. Milton.

STATUARY./ [from statna. Lat.] 1. The

art of ctrving imiges or representations of life.

Temple. 2. One that practises or professes the

art of making statues Swift

STATUE. / [statua, Lat. J An image j a so

lid representation of any living being. IVilkmi

To STATUE v a. [from the noun] To place

aa t statue. Slakesp.

STATURE./ [statnra,hit] The height o

any animal. Brewn.

•STATUTaBLF...*. [from statnte.) According

in statute. Add.son.

STA TOTE. /. [statntnm. Lat] A law ; aa

e-dict of the legislature. Shakesp. Ti'htsn.

To STAVE, v. a. [horn staff.] 1. To break In

pieces Dryden. 1. To push off la with 1

staff. Ben. Johnson. 3. To pour out by break

ing the cask. Sandyt. 4. To furnish with

rundles or staves. JCnollet.

To STAVE v n. To fight with staves. Hudib.

To STA VE and Tail. v. a. To part dogs by in

terposing a staff, and by pulling the tail.

STAVES. /. The plural of staff Spenser.

STA VESACRE. Larkspur. A plant.

To STAY. v.n. [staen, Dutch] 1. To conti-

nue in a place; to forbear departure. Shake/p.

» To continue in a state. Dryden. 3. To

wait ; to attend. Dryden. 4 To stop ; to

stand still. Bacon. 5. To dwell ; to belong.

Dryden 6. To rest confidently. Isaiah.

To STAY, v a. 1. To stop ; to withhold ; t<J

repress. Raleigh, a. To delay ; to obstruct ;

to hinder from progression. Spenser. 3. To

keep from departure. Dryden. 4. To prop |

to support,; to hold up. Hooker.

STAY./ [esiaye, Fren.J t. Continuance in a

place ; forbearance of departure. Bacon. S.

Stand; cessation of progression. Hayward. 3.

A flop ; an obstruction ; 1 hindrance from

progress. Fairfax. 4. Restraint ; prudence a

caution. Bacon. 5. A fixed state. Donne. 6.

A prop; a support. Milton. 7. Tackling.

Pope 8. Bodoice. 9. Steadiness of conduct.

STAYED, fart. a. [from stay.] I. Fixed }

settled ; serious ; not volatile. Bacon. ».

Stopped.

STA'YEDLY. adv. [homstayed.] Composed

ly ; gravely ; prudently } soberly.

STAYEDNESS./ [domstayed] 1. Solidity 5

weight. CamJen. 1. Composure; prudence:

graviiy ; judiciousness.

STA YER./ [homstay.] One who stops, holds

or supports. Pbilipi,

STA YLACE. / [stay and lace.] A lace with

which women fasten boddice Swift.

STAYS./ Without singular. 1 Boddice; a

kind of stiff wai!!coat worn by ladies. *.

Ropes in a ship to keep the mast from falling

Sidney 3. Any support ; any thing that keeps

anoiher extended. Dryden.

STEAD. / [j-tib, Saxon] 1. Place Spenser.

2. Room ; place which another had or might

hive 1 Chron 3. Use ; help. Atterbnry. 4.

The frame of a bed. Dryden.

STEAD, fled, heing in the name of a place that

is dillant from any river, comes fr»m the Saxon

J"teb, j-ryb, a place ; but if it be upon a river

or harbour, it is to be derived from ftafce, a

shore or station for ships. Gibson.

To STEAD, v a 1. To help; to advantage 5

to support ; to assist. Sidney, Rowc. %, To

fill the place of another. Shaielp.

STEADFAST, a. [stead tad fast] 1. Fast in

plice ; firm; fixed. Spenser. 1. Constant}

resolute Fcc/nJ.

STEADFASTLY adv. [Unmfleadfafl.] Firm

ly ; constantly. tVake.

STEA DFASTNESS. / [from steadfast"] 1.

5 A 1 Immuta-
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Immutability ; fixedness Spenser. ». Firm

ness: constsncy ; resolution.

STEADILY aiv \ (mm steady.] I. Without

totterng ; without shaking. Seulb. 1. With

out variation or irregularity.

STEADINESS / [(rorasteady.] I. State us

being not tottering nor easily (haken- a

Fir nessj constancy. Arbutbmt. 3. Con

sistent u ivaried enduct. Cellicr

STEADY a frcœtej. Sax] t.FIrm; fixed;

not tottering Pope, 1. Not wavering; not

fickle •• Dot changeable with regard to resolu

tion or attention. Lccke

STEAK./, \ltyck, Iflandick.] A slice os flesh

br.iled or fried ; a collop. Swift.

ToS'EAL. . a. preterite I Jts'r, part, pass

ft leu, j-cclan, Sit. stelen, Dutch.] i.Te

take by ihc't; to take clandestinely ; to take

without ripht. Sbakesp. 1. To draw or convey

without notice Spenser. 3. To gain or ef

fect by private means. Calamy.

To STEAL, v. n 1. To withdraw privily ; to

pass filen ly Sidney, a To practise theft ;

to play the thief Sbakesp.

STE A'LER. /. ffrotn Jleal ] Oce who steals ;

a thief. Slate p

STEALINGLY adv. [t<om stealing] Slily ;

by invisible motion Sidney.

STEALTH / [from/W.] 1. The act of steal-

ing; theft. Sbakejp. a. The thing stolen

Raleigh. 3. Secret act ; clandestine practice

Dryden.

STEA LTHY. a. [from/(«///;.] Done clandes

tinely ; perlormedby st- alth Sbakesp.

STEAM / [fteme, Saxon j The smoke or va

pour of any thing moist and hot Dryd. PVttd

To STEAM, v n. [rrerrun, Saxon.] 1. To

smoke or vapour with mni'i heat. DryJen. 1

Tn send up va| ours. M.l:.n. 3. To pass in

vapours B yie

STEAN for Irene..

STEATOMA s srE»V"«] Matter in t wen

composed o sat. Sharp.

STEED./ r-cebi, Sixon.] A horse for slate or

war sept.

STEEL./, [r-ral, Saxon; siael, Du:ch ] 1.

Steel is a kind of iron, refined and purified by

the fire with other ingred ents, which renders

it white, and its grain closer and finer than

common iron Steel, of all other metals, is

that susceptibleof the greatest degree of hard

ness, when well tempered * whence its great

use in the making oi tools and inlli uments of

all kiidr Chambers 1 It is oit'-n used fer

weapons «r rm«ur. DryJen. 3. Chalybeate

medicines. Arbnthnot. 4. It is used proverbi

ally lor hardness : as, heads o! steel.

To STEEL v. a [from the noun.] 1. To

point or edge with Keel. Sbakesp. a. To

make hard or firm AJ.iisin.

STEELY, a [from )itel. J 1 Made of steel.

Gay a. H ird ; firm. Sidney.

STEELYARD. / [ steel and yard ] A kind

ol balance, in which the weight i* moved

long an iron rod, and grows heavier as it is

removed farther from the fulcrum.

STEEN, or Stean s A factitious veffel of clay

or stone. Ainsnaertb.

STEEP m. [rxeap, Saxon.] Rising or defeend-

ing with little inclination. Addijen

STEEP. /. Precipice; ascent or descent ap

proaching to perpendicularity. Dryitn.

To STEEP, v. a. [stippen, Dutch] To soak j

to macerate . to imbue 1 to dip. Bare*.

STEE'PLE./ fpreopl, rtypel, Saxon.) A tor-

ret of a church, generally furnished with bells.

Sbakesp.

STEE'PLY. aiv. [from steep.} With precipi

tous declivity.

STEEPNESS./. [from./?**/.] Precipitous de

clivity. AJdisen.

STEE'PY m. [iiomsteep ] Having a precipitou

declivity.

STEER./, sr-type, Sax slier, Dutch.] A younf

bullock. Spenser.

To STEER, v. a. [r-teorian, rryrtan, Saxon 1

friersn, Dutch.] To direct) to guide in a pas

sage. Spenser.

To STEER, v. ». Todirect a course. Ltrke.

STEE'RACE. / [from freer ] 1. The act or

practice of steering, t. Direction t regula

tion of a course Sbakesp. 3. That by which

any course is guided. 4. Regulation or ma

nagement of any thing. Swift. 5. The stem

or hinder part of the (hip.

STEERSMATE. 7 /. [steer and male, or

STEERSMAN $ nan.] A pilot; one whj

steers a ship L'Lstrange.

STEGANO GRAPHY. /. [pry.se; and yH>».]

The art of secret writing by characters or cy

phers Bailey.

STEGNOTICK a. rnywUc;.] Binding; ren

dering costive. Bailey.

STELE./. Irrela, Saxon; stele, Dutch.] A

stalk; a bandle.

STt'LLAR. a. [from Jlella.] Astral; relating

10 the stars. Milrcn.

STELLATE, a. [stellatai, Latin] Pointed in

the manner of a painted star. Beyle.

STELLA TION / [srem Jlella.] Emission of

light a* from a star.

STELI.l'FEROUS. a. [ste.'la and fern] Hav

ing stars. Dill

STL'LLION. / [stellie. Lat] A newt. Jinsm.

STELLIONATE./ [srel/imatae. Lain] A

kind of crime which is committed by a de

ceitful felling of a thing otherwise than it

really is: as, if a man should fell that for his

own estate which is actually another man's.

Bacon.

STEM. s.[sremma. Lat] I . The stalk ; the

twig. IVatier 1. Famly; race; generation.

Sbakesp 5. [Srammen, Swedish] The pro*

or forepart of a ship, Dryden.

To STEM. v. a. [Jreemma, Islandick ] To op

pose a current , to pasa cross or forward not'

withstanding the stream. Dryitn.

STENCH./. |trom rxencan, Saxon.] A stink;

a bad smell. Bate*.

Tr
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To STENCH.*-. a. [from the noun.] To make

Co (link. Aftrlimer.

STENOGRAPHY /. [fiKjtnd rp^] Short

hind Clrav l:rd

STENTOROPHONICK. a. [from Steutir, the

Homerical herald.] Loudly speaking or sound

ing. Deriam.

To STEP. v n [j-totppin, Sir. ; stappen,

Dutch J I. To move by i single chinge or tht

placeof the foot tVilkmi. 1. To advance b\

» sudden progression. Shakesp. 3 To movt

mentally. IVatti 4 To po , to walk. Shake/

$. To tike 1 short wa k. Stake p. 6. To

walk grively and slowly Kn.llet.

STEP./ [rxzp, Saxon; flap, Dutch 1 1

Progression by one removal of the foot. AJdi-

/»■ 2. One remove in climbing Kuellct 3

Quantity of space pissed or measured by one

removal of the foot Arbutbait. 4. A small

length ; 1 small space. 1 Sam. 5. Walk ; pas

sage. Dryd. 6. Progression ; act of advanc

ing. Ntnpte* 7. Footllep print of the foot.

Dryde*. 8. Gait ; manner of walking. 9

Action; instance of conduct. Pipe.

STEP,io composition .signifies one who is related

only by marriage llioker, Diydem, Arbuthnot

STEPPINGSTONE./ [step and sine ] Stone

laid to catch the foot, aud save it from wet or

dirt. Svaift

5TERCOKACEOUS a. [ siercireceut, Lat..1

Belonging to dung. Abuthnet,

STERCORATION. /. [from siercera, Lat

The Act of dunging Evelyn, Hay.

STEREOGRAPHY. / [r«fn: and yt*$>

The art of drawing the forma of solids upon a

plane. Harris.

STEREOMETRY. / sripi.; and (ulfix.

The art of measuring all Ions o! solid bodic

Harris.

STERIL. a. {sterile, Fr sterilit. Lat.] Barren

unfruitful; not productive; wanting fecun

dity. Shakesp. Bacon, Brovon, Mere.

STERI Lll Y./ [stenhtas, Lat ] Barrenness ;

want of fecundity ; un:ruiirulnels Beutify

To STERILIZE, v.a [fromsteril ] To make

barren ; to deprive of fecundity Savage

STERLING a. [from the Easterlingj, who

were employed as coiner* ] 1. An epithet b)

which genuine English money is difenminat

ed Bactn. 1. Genuine ; having past the tell.

Snifi.

STERLING. [sterlingnm, low Lat.] I. En

Ishcoin; money. Garth, a. Standard rate

STERN./ [rcypn, Sax ] 1. Severe of coun

tenance; truculent or aspect. Kneilet. a. Se

vere oi mann r« ; harsh ; unrelenting. Drjd.

3. Hard; afflictive. Shake/p.

STERN / [ rreor. Sax.] 1 The hind part of

the ship wh>;re the rudder is placed IVatti. a.

Post or management; d rrction Shakesp. 3

The hinder part of any thin^. Spenser.

STERN AGE ./. \\tomstsrn J The lieerage or

stern. Shake/p.

STERNLY, adv [srom^rrit.] lu 1 slern man

ner j severely Millm.

STERNNESS./, [from stem.] I. Severity of

look. Spenser. 1. Severity or harslinesa of

manners. Drydt*.

STERNON /" [,-•»«».] The breast-stone. Wise.

ST'ERNUTA'TION. / [ Jiemutatit, Latin.]

The act of sneezing- Quincy.

STERNUTATIVE a [flern*tatis,Vt from

stern*!-. Lat ] Having the quality of sneezing.

STERNUTATORY./ [stemntatiire, Fr.]

Medicine that provokes to sneeze. Brevon.

jTE'VEN. / [j-«ren, Sax.] Aery, or loud

clamour. Spenjer.

To STEW. v. a. [estnver, Ft.sieve; Dutch.]

To seeth any thing in 1 flow moill hrat. Sbak.

To STEW. v. * To be seethed in * flow moilt

heat.

STEW, s [esfve, Fr. stafa, Italian ; estnsa,

Spanish.] 1. A bagnio ; 1 hot-house. Abb t.

a. A brothel; 1 house of proOitution. Ascham.

3. A storepond; A small pond where firh are

kept for the table.

STEWARD./ frripartfc, Saxon.] I. One whe

manages the affairs of another. Svi.Ji a. An

officer of state Sbakesp.

STEWARDSHIP / [from//e««rtt ] The of-

siceof a P.eward.

STIBIAL. [from stibium, Lit.] Antimonial.

Harvey.

STICADOS. /. [sticadit, Ut.j An herb.

Ainfviartb.

STICK../. [ rticci, Sax. fleece, Italian \ fleck,

Dutch.) A piece of wood, small ind long.

D,yJen.

I o STICK, v. a preterite, stuck ; particip'e

pass, slack [j-ticcan, Saxon.] To tillen en

so that it miy a.here. Addijta.

so SI 1CK. *. m. I. Te adhere ; to unite it-

sel'byits tenacity or penetrating power. Ra

leigh. 1 To be inseparable ; to be united with

any thing. Sandersin. 3. To rest upon the

memory painfully. Bac:n. 4 To step : to

lose motion. Smith. 5. To resist emission.

Shakesp. 6. To be conllant ; to adhere with

firmness. Hammond. 7. To be trou'jlesome

by adhering, sept. 8. To remain ; not to be

lost. rVatti. 9. To dwell upon; not to for

sake Locke, la). To cause difficulties or scru

ple. Swift 11. To scruple ; to hesitate. Ba-

cin. i». To be stopped ; to be unab'e to pro

ceed Clarendon 1 3. To be embarrassed j to

to be puzzled. Walts 14- TsStici »»s.

Te be prominent with deformity. Job. 15.

To be unemployed.

To STICK. ■». a [r-ticun, Szx.fiecke; Dutch]

I. To stab; to pierce with 1 pointed instru

ment Crevs. a. To fix upon 1 pointed body. 3.

To fasten by transfixion. Dr/den. 4. To set

with something pointed. Drjden.

STICKINESS. / [frora/fiti*.] Adhesive qua

lity ; vi' cofity ; glutinousness ; tenacity.

To STICKLE v. n I. To take put with

one side or other. Hndibras. x. To con-el1 »

To altercate ; to contend rather with »b 11-

nacy than vehemence. Cleaveland. 3. lo

play flit and loose. Drydet.

STI'CKLE-
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STICKLF.BAG./. [Ptoperly./7ir>MJ«r*.] The

smallest of frefli water fish. Walton.

STICKLER. /'. [Uomjlicklc] i. A sidesman to

fencers; a second to a duellist Sidney, a. An

obstinate contender about any thing. Swift

STICKY a. [from stick] Viscous; adhesive j

glutinous. Bacon.

STIFF, a. [|-tir, Saxon \ stiff, Danish ; stiff,

Dutch] i. Rigid; inflexible ; relisting fle

lire; not flaccid. Mtittn 2. Nut sot: not

giving way ; not fluid. Burnct. 3. Strong

not easily resisted. Drnbam. 4. Haidy ; stub

bjrn j not easily subdued. Sbakejp 5. Ob

Uinate ; pertinacious. Toylsr. 6 Hiifh; not

written with ease 1 constrained. 7. Formal

rigorous in certain ceremonies Addijan.

To STIFFEN, *•. a [itipsn, Saxon.] 1. To

make stiff j to make inflexible ; to make un-

pliant Sandy*. 2. To make obstinate. Dryd

To STIFFEN, v. ». 1. To grow stiff; to grow

rigid ; to become unpliant. PryJen. 1. To

grow hard ; to be hardened DryJen. 3. To

grow less susceptive of impression j to grow

obstinate. DryJen.

STIFFHEA'RTKD. a [stiff and heart] Ob

stinate; stubborn; contumacious. Fzck.

STIFFLY adv | from stiff.] Rigidly | inflexi

bly; stubborn'y. Hooker.

STl'FFNECKED. a {stiffuv\ »«-*.]Siul>born ;

obstinate; contumacious. Spenjer.

STIFFNESS. /. [fmmjhff] 1' Rigidity; in

flexibility ; hardness ; ineptitude to bend

L*Estrange. 1. Ineptitude to motion Den-

tarn. 3. Tension; not laxity. DryJen. 4. Ob

it inacy ; stubbornness , contumacioulhels.

Locke. j.Unpleasing formality ; constraint

Attcrhnry. 6. RigoroulnelV ; hanhneis

Spenser. 7. Manner of writing, not easy but

harsh and constrained. Film.

To STIFLE. *>. «.[</?»»/<r, Fr.] 1. To oppress

or kilt by closeness ol air ; to suffocate. Mil-

ton, Baker, a. To keep in ; to hinder from

emission. Newton 3. To extinguish by hin

dering communication. 4 To extinguish by

artful or gentle means. Addijsn. 5. To sup

press , to conceal Otveay.

STIGMA./ [st-gma, Lat.] t*. A br-and ; a

mark with a hot iron. 2. A mark of intamy

STIGMATIC'AL? a. [from/%»a ] Braml-

STIGMA1ICK. i ed or marked with liime

token of infamy Sbakejp.

To STIGMATIZE, v. a. [stigmatiser, Fr]

To mark with a brand ; to disgrace with a

note osreproach. Siost.

STl LAR. / [homstile.) Belonging to the stile

of a dial f.lsxtn.

STILE /sr-ri5ele,t'romi-trJan,Sax. To climb ]

I. A let ot Heps to pass trom one enclosure

to another L"Estrange 1. A pin to cast the

shadow in a fun dial. Mcxtn.

STJLF.no J. I Italian : Jtilet, Frcn.] A small

dagger, of which the blade is not edged but

roUQ.I, wit'i a Qiarp point. Hakeveill.

To STILL, v a. [sCillan. Sax stilt*, Dutch.]

j. To silence > 10 make silent. Sbakejp ».

To quiet ; to appease Bacen. 3. To make

motionless. IVc:Jv/ard.

STILL, a. \ flil, Dutch ]i. Silent j uttering ne»

noise. AJJison. 2. Quiet; calm. D.nse,

Smth. 3 Motionless. Ltcle.

STILL. / Calm ; silence. Bacon.

STILL. aJv. [j-tille, 5ax.]i. To thistime; till

now. Bacm. 1. Nevertheless; notwithstarKi-

ing. Addisin. 3. In an encreasing degree.

Atlerbnry. 4. Always; ever; continually.

Ben. Jihnfon. 5. After that. rVbitgistt. 6.

In continuance. Shakes/).

STILL, /[from distil. \ A vessel for distillati

on ; an alembick- Cleavcland. Nenatsn.

To STILL v . a [from distil.]To distil ; to ex

tract or operate upon by distillation.

To STILL, v n. [st,/l,, Lat.]Todrop; to fall

in drops. CiaPauo,

STILLATI'TIOUS. a[stilh>itiwi, Lat.]FaIl-

ing in drops ; drawn by a still.

STILLATORY. f. {(rowjll or distil.) 1. An

alembick ; a vessel in which distillation is

performed Bacon. 2. The room in which

stills are placed ) laboratory. kPtlttu.

STILLBORN, a. [still and born ] Born life

less ; dead in the birth. Grannt.

STII.LICIDE. / [stilHcidimm, L«.J A succes

sion of drops Bacen.

STILLICI DIOUS. a. [ft om./MWf.] Falling

in drops. Brcnjon.

STILLINF.SS.y [from./W'] I Calm ; quiet.

DryJen %. Silence ; taciturnity Sbakesp.

STI'LLSTAND./ [sttll and Jla.J.) Absence

os motion. Shake/p.

STILLY, adv [from still.) t. Silently; no

loudly .Shakesp. 1. Calmly ; not tumultuously.

STILT S./[/i>/f«i,Duich.] Supports on which

boys raise themselves when they walk. More.

To STIMULATE, v. a. [ ftimm'o, Lat] 1.

To prick. 2. To prick forward ; to excite

by some pungent motive. 3. I In physick.)

Toexcitea quick sensitinn, with a derivation

towards the part. Arbutbnot.

STIMULATION / [ Ihmulatio, Lit.] Ex

crement ; pungency. Watti.

To S 1'ING. v. a. preterite, / stnng, participle

pxtRvestatng, and ./?«»£. [ pemsan, Sax.] 1.

To pierce or wound with a point darted out,

as that of walps or scorpions. Brown. 2. To

pain acutely Shakesp.

STING. / strom the verb.] 1. A shaip point

with which some animals are armed Drayttn.

1 Any thing that gives pain, sorbet. 3. The

point in the last verse. Dryden.

STINGILY, adv [<mm stingy ) Covetously.

STI NGINESS. a [iromstingy.] Avarice j Co

vetousness ; niggaidliness

STINGLESS. a. i/rom _//>»£] Having no sting.

Decaf os Fiery.

STt'NGO / Old beer.

STINGY, a. Covetous ; niggardly ; avirici-

out. A'bntbnot.

To STINK. t> S preterite I stnnk arstank.

[stinian, Sax. stmeien, Dutch.] To emu an

•ssenJjTt)
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•flensivc smell, commonly a smell of putre

faction. Ltckt.

STINK. / [from the verb.] Offensive smell.

DryJtm.

STI NKARD./[from/ri«* ] A mean stinking

paltry fallow.

STINKER/ [frora/rW.] Something intend

ed to offerd by the smell. Harvey.

STl'NKINGLY. adv. [ham slinking.) With a

Rink. Sbakefp.

STINKPOT./ [slink *na pet.) An artificial

composition offensive to the smell. Harvey.

ToSTINT v.m. [Jtynta, Swedish] To buund

to limits to confine; to restrain-, to stop

Hooker, Dryden, Addison.

STINT.)', [from the verb.] 1. Limit j bound;

restraint, linker, Dryden. 2. A proportion ; a

funnily afligned. Denbam, Swift.

STIPEND./ [stiptndinm. Lat.) Wages; set

tled pay. Bern. Jehu/et, Taylor.

STIPE NDIARY. a. [flipendiariui, Lat.] Re

ceiving salary; performing any service for a

stated price. Knollei, Snvft.

STIPENDIARY. / One who performs any

service for a fettled payment Abbit.

STIPTICK. \ a. [ cimluic ] Having the

STiPTICAL. J power to staunch bloe-d ; as

tringent Beyle, IVifeman.

To STIPULATE, v. n. [stipuhr, Lat] To

contrast ; to bargain: to fettle terms. Arbuth.

STIPULATION.J. [from stipulate.) Bargain.

Refers.

To STIR. v. a. [rtirnan. Sax.//««», Dutch.]

I. To move; to remove from its place. Temp

Blackmtre. 2. To agitate ; to bring into de

bate Bacon, Hale. 3. To incite; to inf. i-

gate; to animate. Sbakefp. 4. To Stir tip.

To incite ; to animate; to instigate. Spenjer.

5. To stir up; to put in action. Ijaiab.

To STIR, v y 1. To move one's fe!f; to go

out of the place; to change place. Clarendon.

a. To be in motion ; not to be still. Addifsn.

3. To become the object of notice. Wattt. 4

To rife in the morning. Shake/p.

STIR./ [star, Runick, a baitle.] t. Tumult ;

bustle. Bramball, Somb, Tilktson, Locke. 1

Commotion; publick disturbance; tumultu

ous disorder. Abbot, Davies, Milton. 3. Agi

tation; conflicting passion Sbakefp.

STl'RlOUS.c • from ftiria, Lat.] Resembling

icicles. Brown.

STIRP.f. [stirs', Lat] Race; family; gene

ration. Bacon.

STI'RRER./ [from stir.) 1. Onewhoisin

motion; one who puts in motion. St. A riser

in the morning. Sbakefp. 3. Aninciter; an

instigator. 4. Stijhh^. An incites; an

instigator. Raleigb.

STIRRUP./ (rrirtap, Saxon] An iron hoop

suspended by a strap, in which the horseman

fcls his foot when he mounts or rides Camrlen

To STITCH v. a. [sticks, Dutch.] 1. To

few; to work on with a needle. 2. To join.

to unite. kVo'ton. 3. Tj Stitch ■/>. To

mend what was rent. kYifeman.

To STITCH, v. m. To practise needle-work.

STITCH, s. [from the reib.J 1. A pass of the

needle and thread through any thing. X. A,

sharp lancinating pain. Harvey.

STI TCHRRY./. 'hemstitch.) Needle-work.

Sbakefp.

STITCHKRY /. Camomile. Ainfatrtk.

STITHY / [rEiS hard, Saron.J An anvils

the iron boHy on which the smith serges his

work Shake]p.

To STIVE v. a. 1. To stuff up close. Sandjt.

2. To make hot or sultry. kVolion.

STOAT./ A small stinking animal

STOCAH./ [Irish; Jtecbk, Erse] An atten

dant ; a wallet-boy ; one who runs at a horse

man's foot. Spittjer.

STOCCA'DO./ [from facet, a rapier, Ital.J

A thrust with a rapier Sbakefp.

STOCK./ [r-coc, Six flick, Dutch: effort,

Fr.] 1. The trunk; the bo.ly of a plant Jcb.

2. The trunk into which a grift is inserted.

Bacon, Pope. 3. A log ; a post. Prior. 4.

A mao proverbially stupid Spenser. 5. The

handle of any thing. 6. .A support o: a ship

while jt is building. Dryden. 7. A thrust; a

stoccado. Sbakefp. 8. Something made of

linen; a cravat; a close neckcloth Anciently

a flocken. Sbakefp. 9. A race; a lineage ;

a family. Hraller, Henbam. 10. The princi

pal ; capital store, fund already provided.

Ben J:hnfon,Bacon. 11. Quantiiy; store;

body. Dryden, Arbutbnet. 12. A fund esta

blished by the government, of which the value

rises and Talks by artifice or chance. Pose.

To STOCK, v. a. [from the noun.] 1 . To store;

to fill sufficiently. Stntb. 2. To lay in store.

3. To put in the stocks. Sbakefp. 4. T»

Stock np. To extirpate. Decay of Piety.

STOCKDOVE. s. A rtngdove: Dryden.

STOCKFISH./ [/>«*«>■/*, Dutch] Dried

cod, Ib called from its hardness.

STOCKGI LI.IFLOWER. / [leucoim, Lat.]

A plant. The flowers, a.-e specious andfwett

smelling. They are commonly biennial plants,

and of many different specie?, including the

various sorts ofwall-slower?, of which the com

mon sort girow on the walls of ruinous houses,

and is used in medicine Hill.

STOCKING./. The covering of the leg C/«.

rcnd:n, More, Sveift,

To STOCKING v. a. [from the noun.] To

dres- in stockings. Dryden,

STOCKJOBBIiK. /. [Jhck and;'o4.] Alow

wretch v.ho gets money by buying andfelling

in the funds. Swift.

STO'CKISH a. [homsioct.) Hard; blockia.

Sbai-fp.

STOCKLOCK./ [flock and bet.) Lock fixed

in wood. Jlhxon.

STOCKS/ Prison forihe legs. Peach am,Locke.

STOCK6TILL. a. Motionless. Addison.

STO'ICK./ [ra<9-; stoiane, Fr] A philoso

pher of the sect of Zeno, holding the neutra

lity of external things Sbakefp.

STOKE,
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STOKE, steak, seem to come from the Saxon

ptocce, the body of a tree. Gibson.

STOLE./ [Jiela, Lat] A long vest Spensrr.

STOLE The preterite of steal Pipe.

STOLEN. Pirticiple piffive of steal. Prrverbi

STOLIDITY./ [stolidite, Fr.J Stupidity;

want of ser.se. Btntlry

STOMACH./ [estemacb, Fr. stomachal, Lit]

'. The ventricle in which food is digested

Pope. 2. Appetite; desire of food. Scattjp

Hammond. 3. Inclination ; liking. Bacon,

L'Eslrange. 4. Anger; resolution. Spenser,

Butler, e,. Sullcnnets; resentment. Hooker,

Locke. 6. Pride; haughtiness. Stakesp.

To STOMACH, v. a, [ stomacher, Lit.] Tr

resent ; lo remember with inger and milig

nity. Sbakesp. Hall, L'Estrange.

ToSTO'MACH. if. a To be ingry. Hooker

STOMACHED. a. Filled with piffions us re

sentment. Sbakesp.

STOMACHER. / ['nmsttmacb.] An orn»

mental covering worn by women on the bread

IJaiab, Donne.

STOMACHFUL. m. [stemaeb tad/nil.} Sul

len ; stubborn ; perverse. L'Estrange, Locke

STOMACHPULNESS./ Stubbornness ; ful

lenness; obstimey.

STOMACHICAL.7 a. [stomacbiqne, Frcn.1

STOMA'CHICK. J Relating to the stomach .

pertaining to the stomach. Ha Tien,

SI OMA CHICK../ [from //.wo.*. J A medi

cine for the stomach

STO'MAtHOUS. a. [from stomach.] Stoot

ingry ; sullen ; cbstinite. Spenjer.

STOND./. [for /fa»/J 1. Post ; station. SpenJ

2. Stop; indisposition to proceed Bacon.

STONE./ [ft", Smx.steen, Dutch.] I. Stonet

ate bodies insipid, hard, not ductile ormallea-

ble, nor soluble in water. H'eodviaod 2

Piece of stone cut for building Zech. 3.Gem

precious (tone. Sbakesp. 4 Any thing made

of stone. Sbakesp. 5. Calculous concretion in

the kidneys or bladder. Temple. 6 The cast

which in feme fruits contains the seed Bacon

7. Testicle. 8. A we grit containing fourteen

pounds. Swift. 9. Stone is used by way o;

exaggeration j is, stone still, stone deict.Sbaii

Huatbras. 10, To leave no Stow z unturned

To do every thing that can be done. DrjJen

STONE « Made of stone Sbakesp.

ToSTONE. *. a. [from the noun. J I. To prli

or beat or kill with stones. Stffben'i Strm. 1

To harden. Sbaltesp.

BTONEBREAK / An herb. Ainstoerth

6TONECHATTER / A bird. Amfworth

STONF.CROP/ A sort of tree. Mortimer

STONECUTTER. / One whose trade is f

hew stones, ow./r

6TONKFKRN / A plant. A'ms-wortb.

STONF.FI.Y. /. Aninlest. Ainsieortb.

STONEFRUIT./ [Jiont.nAsrnit] Fruit ol

vvhvch the feed i» cove, ed iih a hard stitl!

envel peri in the pulp Boyle

STO Nl HAWK J. A kindothiwk. Ainsxa.

SiO'NFHOKSt s [/tenemadbtrje.] Aboil.

nucastiaitd. Mortimer,

STO'NEPIT./. [stone and pit.] A qntrryv *

pit where stones are dng, Woodward.

STONBPITCH / Hard inspissated pitch. Bac.

STO'NEPLOVKR./ A bird. Amsaortb.

STONRSMICK.LE s. A bird. Ainsworth.

STONEWORK, s [stone and «iri.] Building

of stone. Mortimer,

STO Nl NESS J [from/«•?.] The quality us

having many stones. Heame.

STO NY. a [from stone.] 1. Made of stone

Milton, Dryden 1. Abounding with stones

Milton. 3. Petrifick Spenser. 4. Hard j in

flexible; unrelenting. Hooker, Swift.

STOOD. The preterit* of Tostand Milton.

STOOL./ frrol, Six.stecl, Dutch.) 1. A felt

without a back, so distinguished 'rom a chair.

Prior 2. Evacuation by purgative medicines.

Arbntbnoi. 3 Stool cA Repentance, or cutty

stool, in the kirks of Scotland, is somewhat

analogous to the pillory. It is elevated above

the congregation. In seme places there may

be a feat in it; but it is gem rally without,

•nd the person stands thetein who his been

guilty of fornication ; for three Sundays in

the forenoon; and a ter sermon is called upon

by name and surname, the beadle or kirk offi

cer brir-ging the offender, if refractory, for

wards to his post ; and then the preacher pro

ceeds to adnv.niti n. Here too are set to pub-

lick view adulterers, in a coarse canvis, ana

logous to a hairy vest, with a hood to it, which

they call the sack or sackcloth, and th?t every

Sunday thr ugh. ut 1 yeir.

STO'OLBALL / 'jWind ball] A play where

balls are driven Irom stool to stool. Priory t

To STOOP, v n [rcupian, Sax Jtnyptn. Dut]

1. To bend down ; to bend forward Ra tig b.

2. To lean forward standing or walking.

Slilbngfeet 3. To yield to bend; to sub

mit Lrydrn. 4. To descend from rank or

dignity. Boyle, Baron. 5. To yield ; to be

inferior. Milton, AdJifin. 6. To fink 'rom

resolution or superiority ; to condescend Hook.

7 To come down on prey as a falcon. 8.

To alight from the wing. Milton, Dryden. g.

To sink toi lower place. Mi:ton.

STOOP./[from the verb ] 1. Acting of stooping;

inclination downward 2. Descent 1 rom dig

nity or superiority Dryden. 3. Fall ol 1 bird

upon his piey. rf alter, L'Estrange. 4. A ves

sel of Lquor. Sbakesp. Denb^m.

STOOP1NCLY. ai-u. [from stooping] With

inclination downwards kf'otton.

To STOP v a [ Jt.ppare, It a I. sttppen, Dut]

1 To hinder from progressive motion Stake).

Dors. 2. To hinder from any change ot state,

whether to better or worse 3 To hinder trom

action. 2 Cor. 4. To put an end to the mo

tion or act on of any thing. Dryden. t. To

suppress Senib. 6. To regulate musical Bring*-

w.ih the fingt rs Baton. 7. To dole any a-

perture. 1 Kings, K Cbarlei, Arbutbnoi. 8. '

To obstruct , to encumber. Ahlfn.

To STOP, v. h. To ceile to go fciwiri. Locke.

Gay,

STOP
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STOP./, [from the verb.] I. Cessation of pro

gressive motion. Cleaveland, VEstrange. *.

Hindrance of progress ; obstruction, tinker,

Graunt. 3 Hindrance of action. Lteke. 4.

Cessaiionof action. Shakes/). 5. Interruption.

Sbakes/>. 6. Prohibition of sale. Temple. 7.

That which obstructs ; obstacle; impediment.

Spenser. 8. Instrument by which the sounds

of wind musick are regulated. Shakesp. 9.

Regulation o' musical chords by the fingers.

Bacon. 10. The act of applying the stops in

musick. Daniel. 11. A point in writing, by

which sentences are distinguished Crajbavi

STOPCOCK / [stopmAcock J A pipe made

to let out liquor, stopped by 1 turning cock

Grenv.

STOt'PACE./ [from ./?•*•.] The act of stop

ping ; the state ot' being stopped Arbutbnet.

STO PPEL, or Slipper, s. That by which any

hole or the mouth of any vessel is filled up.

Bacon, Ray.

STORAXTREE./ [ftyrax, Lit.] I. A tree.

^. A resinous and udoriierous gum. Kctlus.

STORE./. [stir, Runick, much] I. Large

number j large quantity ; pi: my. Baeon, Milt.

Dryden. 2. A stock accumulated ; a supply

hoarded. Dryden, Addifon. 3. The state of

being accumulated ; hoard. Denterm. Dryd.

4. Storehouse; magazine. Mi/ten.

STORE, a Hoarded^ laid up j accumulated.

Baetn.

To STORE, v.a. [from the noun.] I.Tofur-

nilh; to replenish Denham Prior. 2. To

stock against 1 future time. Knitles, Locke. 3.

- To lay up ; to hoard Bacon.

STOREHOUSE./', {store and house] Maga

line; treasury, tinker, Genesii, Daviei,Stuth.

STORER./ [froin/rjrrj One who lays up.

STORIED, a. | from jfrVy. J Adorned with his

torical pictures. Milton, Pope.

STORK../ (rX'T'c, Sax.] A bird of passage fa

mous tor the regularity «f its departure. Calm

An herb. Ainfwertb.STORK.SBILL.J

STORM. / {ystorm, Welsh ; rzosim, Saxon ;

storm, Dutch] 1. A tempest i 1 commotion

of the elements. Shakesp. Milton. 1. Assault

on 1 fortified place. Drjden. 3. Commotion ;

sedition ; tumult ; clamour ; bustle. Shakes.

4 Affliction ; calamity ; distress. 5 Vio

lence ; vehemence; tumultuous force, tinker.

To STORM, v a. [from the noun.] To attack

by open rorce. Drjden, Pope.

To STORM, v.n. t. To raise tempests. Spens

1. To rage . to fume; to be loudly angry.

Milton, Swift.

STORMY, a. (from /wm.] 1 Tempestuous.

Philips 2. Violent ; psÆonare. Irene

STORY./, f.rtcen. Six stone, Dutch ] 1. His-

; account oi things past. 1 Ejdr Temp/e,

STORYTELLER./ [st,r, Md ,,//.] One

who relates talea ; 10 historian. Dryd Swift.

STOVE. / {sin, Mandick, a fire-place -.stove,

Dutch] 1. A hot house; 1 place artificially

made warm. Caren, kVndward. 2. A place

in which fire is made, ind by which he»t i»

communicited. Evelyn.

To STOVE, v. a. [from the noun] To keep

warm in 1 house artificiaily heated Bacin

ToSTOUND.*... {fin.de, I grieved, Mand.]

I. To be in pain or sorrow. 2. For stand.

Spenser.

STOUND. / [from the verb.] 1 Sorrow ; grief;

mifliap Spenser 2 Astonishment 1 amaxe-

ment. Gay. 3 Hour ; t ime ; season Spens.

STOUR ./ {/mr, Runick, 1 battle.] Assault;

incursion ; tumult Obsolete. Spenser.

STOUT, a. {stem, Duuh] 1. Strong; lusty;

valiant. Shakesp. Drjden. *. Brave ; bold a

intrepid. Pjalmi, Clarendon. 3. Obstinate 1

pertinacious; res, lute; proud. Daniel. 4.

Strong ; firm. Drjden.

STOUT s. A cant name for strong beer. Swift.

STOUTLY adv. [irom/(s«r] Lustily 5. bold

ly ; obstinately.

STOUTNESS./ [from stout.} 1. Strength;

valour. 2. Boldness ; fortitude. Asciam. 3,

Obstinacy; stubbornness. Shakesp.

To STOW. v. a. [stop, Sax. sloven, Datth.]

To lay up ; to reposite in order ; to lay in the

proper place. Addifon, Pope.

STOWAGE./ [from //««.] 1. Room for lay

ing up Addifon. 1. The state of being laid

up. Shakesp.

STOWE. Jtoe The fame with the Saxon, pro",

a place. Gibjen't Camdeu.

STRABISM. {strabi,me, Fr. ce-CtrpJf.] A

squinting . ict of looking ifquiot.

To STRADDLE. » « To stand or walk with

the leet removed fir from eich other to the

right ind let. Arbutbnot noA Pope.

To STRAGGLE. 1. To wander without any-

certain direction j to rove ; to ramble. Sack/.

». To winder dt'pcrsedly. Clarendon, Tate.

3. To etcuberate ; to shoot too fir. Mortimer.

4. To be dispersed; to be apart from any

main body. Dryden.

STRAGGLER. / [from straggle.] I. A wan

derer ; 1 rover ; one who forsakes hit compi-

ny. Spenser, Pope, Swift. 2. Anything that

pushes beyond the rest, or stands single. Dryd.

STRAIGHT, a. \slraek, old Dutch.j 1. Not

crooked ; right. Bacon, Dryden 2 Narrow ;

dote This should properly b.' strait. Baetn.

STRAIGH V adv. Jtrax, Danish ; strati,

Dutch.j Immediately > directly. Shakejp. Bat.

Addijtn.

To STRA'IGHTEN. v. a. (from straight ] To

mike not crooked ; to make stra ght Hooker.lory , account ot things pall. 1 j^jar < emp, j

South 1. Small tile; petty narrative 3. STRA'IGHTNFSS. / [from straight. 1 Rccts-

An idle or trifling tale ; a petty fiction Shak.' tude; t he contrary to crookedness Bacon

• Denham, Swift. 4. A floor; anight Otroomt. j STR.V1CHTWAYS adv. [JtraigbtinAwayt ]

rVetten. lmroedia ely, straight. Spenj. Shakesp. Kntlitt.

To STO RY. v. a [from the noun.] 1 . To tell Baetn, rVtodward.. To tell

' in history ; to relate. rVilklm, Pope. «. To

range one under anather. Bentley.

5 B To
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To STRAIN, v. a. [estreiudrt, Fr.J Y To

squeeze through something. A'buthnct. l.

To purify by filtration. Bat;*. 3. To squeeze

in an embrace. Drayten. 4. To sprain , to

weaken by too much violence Spenser. 5.

To put to us utmost strength. Drjd. Adjison.

To make strait or tense. Burin. 7. T«

push beyond the proper extent Swift. 8. To

iurce; to constrain ; to make uneasy or unna

tural. Shakejp.

To STRAIN, v.n. 1. To make violent efforts

P/intfl. 1. To be filtered by compression. Bac.

STRAIN./ [from the vetb.J 1. An injury by

too much violence. Grew, l. Race j gene

ration 1 descent. Chapman 3. Hereditary

disposition. liHiiJin. 4. A stile or manner of

speaking Tilhtjon c. Song; nrle: sound.

Pipe 6. Rank ; character. Dryden. 7

Turn 1 tendency. Hayward. 8. Manner ot

violent speech or action Bacon.

STRAl'NF.R. / (from />rar» ] An instrument

of filtration. Bacon, Blackmire.

STRAIT, a. [eflrt.it, Fr. Jlretto, Int.] 1. Nar

row 1 close ; not wide. Hudtbrai. a. Close;

intimate. Sidney 3. Strict ; rigorous, Psalmt,

Shakefp. 4. Difficult ; distressful Sbaiejp.

5. It is .used in opposition to crooked, but is

then more propeily written straight. Newton

STRAIT. / A narrow pats, or frith. Shakejp

"Judith, a. Distress; difficulty. Clarend.n.

To STRAIT v. n. (from the noun] To put

to difficulties. Shakefp.

To STRAITEN, v.a. [fron strait.) 1.T0

make narrow. Sondyt. 1. To contract ; to

confine. Clarendsn. 3. To make tight

intend. Dryden. 4 To deprive of necessary

room. Clarendon, Addtsen. 5. To distress ; lo

perplex. Ray.'

STRA1T1.Y. adv. [from strait.] 1. Narrow

ly. 1. Strictly; rigorously. ILik.r. 3. Close

ly ; imimitely

dersul ; in 1 way to cause wonder. Spra.T,

Calamy.

STRANGENESS/ [frora/zra.^*.] 1.F0-

reignness; the state of belonging to another

country. Sfratt. 1. Uncommunicstivenesc ;

distance of behaviour. Shakejp. 3. Remote

ness from common approbation. South. 4.

Mutual dislike. Bacon 5. Woodcrfuloefs ;

power of raising wonder. Bacon.

STRA'NGER./ [estranger, Fren.] I. A fo

reigner; one of another country. Shakesp.

Swift. 1. One unknown Pope. 3. A guest ;

one not a domestick. Milton. 4. One unac

quainted. Dryden. 5. One not admitted to

any communication or fellowship Stake;'p.

To STRA'NGER. v. a [tr. m the noun j To

•strange ; to alienate. Shakefp.

To STRA NGLE. v a. [Jtrauguh, Lat.] 1.

To chosk ; to suffocate ; to kill by intercept

ing the breath. Nehcmiah, Ay.'tffe. 1. To sop-

press ; to hinder from birth or appearance

Shakefp.

STRA NGLER. / [from strangle.] One who

strangles. Shakefp.

STRANGLES./ [from strangle.] Swrliirc

in a horse's throat.

STRANGULATION./, [(comstrangle] The

act of strangling; suffocation. Brenon.

STRA'NGURY. / [cc<.s>V] A difficulty of

urine attended with pain.

STRAP/ [stroppe, Dutch ] A narrow Ions

slip of cloth or leather. Addisen

STRA PPADO / Chastisement by blows. Shak.

STRAPPING a Vast; laige ; bulky.

SIRAJA. f. [The plural of stratum, Latin.]

Beds ; layers. Woodward.

STRATAGEM./ [c-^yn^.] i.Anartifice

in war ; a trick by which an enemy is dtceW-

ed Shakefp. 1 An artifice ; a trick Pipe.

To STRATIFY, v. a. [strafser, Fr. from

stratum, Lat ] To range in beds or layers.

STRAITNESS. s. [from strait.] 1. Narr»w- XSTRATUM J. (Lat] A bed* a layer. kVcodw.

Ki'Z Charlfi. %. Strictness ; rigour.

3 Distress ) difficulty. 4. Want; lear

nt ss.

Hale.

cuy. Locke.

E'l RAITLACF.D. et. [Itrait and lace] Stiff ;

constrained ; without freedom. Lode.

JTRAKE.Theobtblete preterite of strike SpenJ

1.TRAKU. f. [ptpinb, Sax.] fti entle, Dutch.,

The verge ot the fraor any water. Pr. 01'

To STRAN'1). v. a. ffmmihe noun ] Todiive

or force upon the thal'aw. IVetdward, frier

STRANGE, a. [tjtranne, Pr J 1. Foreign; 0

another country. Ajcham. Bacon. 2. Notdo

mcltick. Davui. 3. Wonder; u I ; causirg

. wonder. Mt tin. 4. Odd; irregular. Suckl

' "5. Unknown; new. Milton. 6. Remote

STRAW, [ptrieop. Sax. fire:, Dutch] 1.

The stalk on which corn grows, and from

which it is thrashed Bacon, Tickelt. 1. Any

thing proverbially worthless. Hndtbrat.

STRAWBERRY./, [sragaria. Lat.] A plant.

The species are seven. Miller, Dryden.

STRAW BERRY Tree. s. It is ever green, the

fruit is of a fleshy substance, and very like a

strawberry, Miller.

STRA'WBlTLT. a. [straw and built.] Made

up of straw. Milton.

STR VWCOLOURED. a. [strom and colour.]

Of a light yellow. Shakefp. •

STRAW WORM. /. [straw anas wirm ] A

worm hred in straw.

.' kakrsp. 7. Uncommonly good or bad TiV.'e.y STRAW Y. a (from straw.] Made of straw;

15. Unacquaim. J Bacon.

STRANOi.. inter;. Au expression .of wonder

H'alUr.

1 o STRA NCE. v. at [from the adj;ct;ve.] T,

vvondcr ; to be astonished. Gianvitle.

JTit/TsGELY.aA-. [irom strange.) I. With

. iume u lii.oa to foreigners, Stake's, a. Won-

consilling os straw. Shakefp. Boyle.

To STRAY, v. n. [stroe, Danish, to scatter ]

1. To wander; 10 rove. Pope. S. To revr

out of the way. Spenjer, DryJfu. 3 To err;

to deviate from the right. Cimmtn Prayer _'

STRAY./". Ifrorrt the verb] 1. Any creiture

wardering beyond its limits} any thing loil bj^

wudeiicr.
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wandering. Hadihrat, Dryden, Addisen. 1.

Act of wandering;. Shakesp.

STREAK, s srxpice. Sin. stroke, Dutch.] A

line ofcolour different from that of the ground.

Milton, Dryden.

To STREAK v. a. [from the noun ] I. To

stripe; to variegate in hues; to dapple.

Sandyi, Pritr. t. To stretch. Chapman.

STREAKY, a. [fnmflteak ] Striped; varie

gated by hues. Dryden.

STREAM. /. [rrpeam, Sax. stream, Dutch]

I . A running water ; the course of running

water; current. Raleigh, Dryden. a. Any

thing issuing from a head, and moving for

ward with continuity of parts. Dryden. 3.

Any thing forcible and continued Shakesp.

To STREAM *. ». [ftrejma, Iflandick.) 1.

To flow ; to run in a continuous current. Pope.

X. To flow with a current { to pour out water

in a stream Pope 3 To issue forth with con

tinuance. Shakesp

To STREAM, v. a. To mark with colours or

embroidery in long tracks Bacon.

STREAMER./ [from stream ] An ensign •, a

flag; a pennon. Dryden, Frier.

STRE'AMY. a. [from stream] t. Abounding

in running water. Frier, .a. Flowing wuh a

current. Pete.

STREET./ fj-rp't, Sax.frail, Dutch] 1.

A way, properly a paved way Sandyi %. Pro

verbially, a public place. AJdison, Rogers.

STREETWALKER. / [sireel and -walk]

A common prostitute that offers herself to sa'i .

STRENGTH / [ rtperX», Sax. ] 1. Force;

vigour: powerof the body. Dryden. a. Power

of endurance; firmness ; durability. Mitten

3. V.gour of any kind. Addiscn. 4. Power ot

mind; force of any mental faculty. Locke, c.

Potency of liquors. 6. Fortification; fortress

Ben J-.hnfon. y. Support; maintenance of

power. Spratt. 8. Armament; force; pow

er. Clarendw. 9 Persuasive prevalence ; ar-

. gumentative force. Hooker.

To STRENGTH v a. To strenethen. Pathl

To STRENGTHEN, f . a. [uom ftreigth ] 1

To make Itror.g. 2. To confirm ; to esta

blish, Temple. 3. To animate ; to fix in re-

iolutira. Dimirin. 4. To make to increase

. in power or security. S'.akejp.

To STRENGTHEN, v. n. To grow strong.

Olnray.

STRENGTHENED. 7 / [from strengthen.]

STRENGTHNER. J i. That which give.

strength; that which makes strong, temple.

a. [lo medicine.] Strenpthentrs ad I to the

bulk and firmness of the solid-; Qu;ncy.

STRE'NGTHLESS. a. 1. Wanting strength;

deprived of strength Shakifp. i. Wii»iin|

, potenev ; weak. Beyle.

STRENUOUS, a [stmnns, Lat.] 1. 15, ave (

m bol'l; active; valiant. Millan. 2. Zealous;

vehement. Swift.

STRENUOUSLY adv. [fromst'inneut ] 1.

Vigorously ; actively. Brenvn. 1. Zealously ;

vehemently; with ardr.w. Sviist.

' STREPi-ROUS. a. [Jitefe^u.] Loud j D»i-

fy. Brovin.

STRESS / [j-tece, Sax] 1. Importance-, irr-.

portant part. Locke, a Violence ; force ; ei

ther acting or suffered. Dryden.

To STRESS, v a. To distress ; to put to hard

ships. Spenser.

To STRETCH, v. a. [ststecan, Sn.strecken,

Dutch.] 1 . To extend ; to spread out to a

distance. F.xedut. a. To elongate, or Drain to

a greater space. 3. To expand ; to display.

'fillets™. 4. To strain to the utmost. Shake/p,

5. To make tense Smith. 6. To carry by vio

lence farther than is right.

To STRETCH v. at. 1. To be extended.

Whitgtfte, Cm-liy a. Tobear extension wiihr

out rupture. Boy/e. 3. To filly beyond the

truth. Gev. of the Tongnt.

STRETCH. J. [from the verb.] I. Extension; •

reach ; occupation of more space. Ray. ».

Force of body extended. Dryden. 3. Effort ;

struggle ; from the act of running Addijin.

4 Utmost extent of meaning. Alterbnty. 5.

Utmost reach of power Gi anville.

STRETCHER / [from stretch.] I. Any

thing used for extension. Mexen. 1. The

timber against which the rower plants his feet.

Dryden.

To S PREYV. v s. 1. To spread by being scat

tered. Spenser, Pope. a. To spread by scat

tering. Shakesp. 3. To scatter loosely Exod.

STREWMENT. / [from flrev,.] Any thing

lca'tered in decoration. Slake/p.

STRIÆ.s [Latin ] Small channel* in the sheila

os cockles and scolhps. Ihylt.

STkl'ATE. ? a. [mm iriæ, Lat ] Formed

STRIATED. I in stri= Ray, Wood-ward.

STRI ATURE./ [from /lri*,Jtruirt, Frcn.]

Disposition of tlriT, IVcodward.

STiUCK. /. [;>>£.] A bird of bad omen.

Spenser

STRI CKEN. The ancient participle of strike.

Sidn'y, Genesis.

STRI CKLE. or Strictest.s. That which strikea

the corn to levt. 1 it. A njiuor th.

STRICT, a. [/frictui, Latin.] 1. Exact 5 ac

curate; rigorously nice. Milan, a. Severe;

rigorous ; not mild. Milton, Locke.. 3. Cora-

fined , not extensive. Hooker. 4. Close ; tight.

Dryden 5. Tense ; n^i relaxed. Arhnthntl.

STRICTLY, adv. [frosiyr/-<c7.] i. Exactly 1

with rigorous accuracy. Unmet a. Rigorous

ly ; severely j without rcmifSoa. Hogert. 3.

Ciofrly ; with tenseness.

STRICTNESS./. [from/rrrV?.] 1. Exactness;

rigirousaccuiacy ; nice regularity. Senth,Rog.

1. Severity; rig.or. £««■. j^. Cloieneu ;

t'srlitnefs ; not laxity

STRI CTURE./. [itotastr irlnra, I.at ] 1. A

stroke; a touch. Hale. i. Contradiction ; clo

sure by contraction Arbnlhnct 3 A slight

touch upon a subject ; net a set discourse.

STRIDE./ [f-tn,a.5>c. Sax.] A long stcs; ,

step taken with great violence; a wide diva

rication of the leg«. Shakesp. Miltcn, Stvift.

To STRIDE *.■. preter. Jjtrt.If, at find;

5 & *- part
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plrt pass, stridden, i. To walk with long!

slept. Drydcn. i. To stand with the legs far 1

from each other. '

To STRIDE v «. To pass by * step Arbutbn.

STRlDUl.OUS.a. [findulus, Lat.J Making a

small noise. Brevan

STRIKE s. [from strive] i. Contention ; con

test; discord. Judges. ». Opposition of nature

or appearance. Sbakesf Ben Jtbnsin.

STRIFEFUL. a. [strife and full. j Content!

ous ; discordant. Dr. Maine.

STRl GMENT / [flrigmentum, Lat ] Scrap

ing ; recrement. Brim.

To STRIKE, v. a preter. Istruck or strut ,

part pits struck, stride*,stride*, [arxmcan,

Saxon; ftricker, Danish. J I To act upm

by a blow ; to hit witii a blow. Sbakesf. i-

To dash ; to throw by a quick motion. Ex»d

* 3. To notify by the sound of a hammer on a

bell. Cesier. 4. To stamp ; to impr< ss. Lecke

fj. To punish ; to afflict. Prevcrbs. 6 T*

contract ; to lower : as, to Jtrtkc

sail, or to strike a flag. y. To alarm -, to

put into emotion. Waller. 8 To make a

bargain Drydcn. 9. To produce by a sudden

action Bacen. 10. To affect suddenly in any

particular manner Ctllief. 11. To cause tu

sound by blows. KntUcs. It. To forge j it

mint. Arbutbnet. ij. It is used in the par

ticiple lor advanced in years. Sbakejp. 14-

7s Strike iff. To erase from a reckoning 01

account Ppt 15. To separate as by a blow

Huker, KnilL-s, Haketu. Burnet. 16 7c

Strikes'!' To produce by collision DryJ

17. To blot j to efface. Brnan. 18. To

bring to light, 19. To form at once by a

quick effort. Pipe.

To STRIKE, v. n. I. To make a blow

Sbakesf Drydcn. t. To collide , to clash

Bacen. 3. To act by repeated percussion

li a. in-. 4 To sound by the stroke of a

hammer. Grevt. 5. To make an attack

Dryd. 6 To act by external influx. Loeke

7. To sound with blows Sbakesf. 8. To be

dashed upon shallows; to be stranded. Knellet

9. To pasa with a quick or strong effect

Drydcn. 10. To pay homage, as by lowering

the fail Sbakesf. II. To be put by some

sudden act or motion into any state. O'. v ot

the Tengue. n. Te Strike in 101th To

conform, to suit itself la. Hirris. 13. T

STRiKKeaf. To spread or rove , to make a

sudden excursion. Burnet

STRIKE j. A bushel ; a dry measure of capa

elty. Tusser.

STRl KEULOCK / Is a plane (hortei tlian the

jointer, used for me shooting of a thou joint.

Moxsn.

STRIKER./ [horn strike.] One that strikes.

Sandys, Dtghy.

STRIKING part. a. [(rom strike] Affecting ;

surprising.

STRING /. [rr.fiin5, Saxon 1 streng, German

and Danish J 1. A (lender lope •, a small

Cotd , any (lender and flexible bir.d. Wt tins.

i. A thread on v.hica any ttii:. ljl a»re filed.

Stilbugflett. 3. Any set of things file* or a

line. Addisen 4. The chord of a musical in

strument. Rivet. 5. A small fibre. Boat. i.

A nerve ; a tendon. Sbaktsp Mark. 7 The

nerve of the bow. Psalmt. 8. Any concate

nation or series, as, a string esfreptstmi 9.

'7 1 have tve St R 1 K e s it tie beve. To hive

two views or two exped ents. Hndtbraj.

To STR1NC. v. a. Preterite / strung, part,

pass strung, [from the noun. J 1 . To fur

nish with strings Gay. a. To put a stringed

instrument in tune. Addisen. 3 To file

on a string. Spedater. 4 To make teak.

Dryden.

STRl NGED a. [(rom string.] Having strings) j

produced by strings. Psalms, Msltsu.

STRINGENT.*, [stnngene, Lat.] Binding i

contracting.

STRl NGHALT. / [string and bah ] A sad

den twitching and snatching up of the bin

der leg of a horse much higher than the other.

Farrirr"j Dicl.

STRI'NGLESS. a. [siom string.] Having as

strings. Sbakrsp.

STRINGY, a [hamstring.] Fibrous; conH-

ing of Imall threads. Grew.

To STRIP, v. a. [strufen, Dutch.] I. To

make naked ; to deprive of covering Ssdnej,

Hayvtard. ». To deprive ; to devest Dtfpe,

3. To rob ) to plunder -, to pillage Sceib. 4-

To peel ; 10 decorticate Brcwm. 5. To de

prive of all. 6#«<* 6. To take off coveting.

Ifjlij. ;. To cast off". Sbakrsp. t. To

separate from something adhesive ar connect

ed. Lecke.

STR I P. /. [Probably for stripe.] A nsrro*

shred. Svirst.

To STRIPE, v. a. [ftreftn, Dutch] Ton-

riegate with lines of different colour.

STRIPE./ [strefe, Dutch] 1. A li""?

variation of colour. Bacen. a. A Hired 01 a

different colour. Arbntbntt. 3. A weil, «

discoloration made by a lash or blow fkemjne.

4 A bl W) a lash. Hayward.

ST Rl PLING./. lOf uncertain etvmoloay) *

youth . one in the state of aduletcence Oryi.

Arbntbnot.

To STRIVE v- » Preterite Istrert, Mtieat-

ly Istrived ; part, pass striven. [./<""*•

Dutch.] 1. Tollruggle; to labour; f nsi»«

an effort. Hieicr, Remans *. ToctW-rt;

to contend ; to struggle iu opposition to ano

ther. L-Estr. TUbtfin %. To vie; to »

comparable to ; to emulate. Minn.

STRlVr.R./ I Tom /trier] One who Uboon)

one who contends. . ,

STROKAL. ./. An inOruraent ttsedbyjl""

makers. Bailey. , .
STROKE or Strut. Old preterite of )*•">

now commonly Jtruci. . r

STROKE. J. [ixota Jtrnk, tlie pretrnw .

strike. J I. A blow t a kunck; ■|l»** \

of one body upon another, ^"''s^jif.

hostile blow. Bacen, Svjist.

ease or aiifistioa. Slakejp,

A:udce°

m
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the clock. Shakesp. 5. The touch of a pencil.

Pope. 6. A couch ; 1 masterly or eminent

effort. Dryden, Baker. 7. An effect suddenly

or unexpectedly produced. 8. Power; efficacy.

Haynuard, Dryden.

To STROKE, v. a [j-rpacan, Six.] 1 . To rub

gently with the hind by way of kindness or

endearment Ben. Johnson, Bacon. a. To rub

gently in one direction. Gay.

To STROLL v. n. To wander ; to ramble ;

to rove. Pope. Swift.

STROLLER. / [from stroll] A vagrant; a

wanderer j a vagabond Swift.

STROND. /. (from strand.) The beach; the

bank. Shakesp

STRONG, a. (rrriinT,, Sax ] 1. Vigorous;

forceful ; of great ability or .body PJalmi. 2.

Fortified ; secure from attack Bacon. Lode.

3. Powerful 1 mighty. Bacon, South. 4. Sup

plied with foices Bacon, Ticket ;. Hale;

healthy. Ecclus. 6. Forcibly acting in the

imagination Bacon 7 Ardent ; eager ; po

sitive; zealous. Addison. 8. Full; having

any .qujlity in a great decree. Newton. 9.

Potent ; intoxicating. Swift. 10. Having a

deep tincture. King Charles. 11. Affecting

the smell powerfully. Hndibrai. tl. Hard of

digestion ; not easily nutrimental. Hebrews.

13. Furnished with abilities for any thing.

Dryden. 14. Valid; confirmed Wisdom. 15.

Violent; vehement; forcib'e. J. Corbet. 16.

Cogent; conclusive. Shaktfp. 17. Able;

skilful i of great force of mind. Shakesp 18.

Firm; compact; not soon broken, fipe. 19.

Forcibly wri ten.

STRONGFI STED. a. [strong and/j/r.]Strong-

handed Arbuthn.

STRONGH A ND. s [strong and hand] Force ;

violence Raleigh.

STRONCLY adv. | fromstrong. ] I. Power

fully ; forcibly Bac;n. a. With strength ;

with firmness; in such a manner as to last.

Sbakelp. 3. Vehemently ; forcibly ; eagerly.

Shale/p.

STRONGWATER. s. [strong and neater.]

Distilled spirit*. Bacon.

STROOK. The preterite ofstrike, »(ed in poe

try tor struck. Sandy s.

STROPHE. / [cf»f» ] A stanza.

STROVE. The preterite ofstrire Sidney.

To STROUT. i>. n [ strussen, German.] To

swell with an appearance of greatness ; to

walk with affected dignity.

To STROUT. v a. To swell out; to puff out

Bacen.

ToSTROW. v. n [ See to Strew.] i. To

spread by being scattered. Milton, a. To

spread by scattering ; to besprinkie. Dryden.

3 To spread Swift. 4. To scatter ; to throw

at random. Waller.

, ToSTROWL. v. n. .To range; to wander.

Gay.

To STROY. v. a. [for drsiroy.] Tulsrr.

STRUCK. The pretiritc ani paiticiple pafTive

olstriie. 1'ese,

STRU'CKEN. The old participle pafure of

strike. Fairfax.

STRUCTURE. / [stnclnre, Fr. struBura,

Lat.] I. Act of building; practice of building.

Dryden. a. Manner ef building ; form a

make. Woodward. 3. Edifice ; building.

Pope.

To STRU'GCLE. v. n. t. To labour; to act

with effort. X. To strive ; to contend ; to

contest. Temple. 3. To labour in d fficultiet ;

to be in agonies or distress. Dryden.

STRUGGLE/ (front the verb. J 1. Labours

effort, a. Contest ; contention. Atterbnry. 3.

Agony; tumultuous distress.

STRUMA.s. [Latin.] A glandular swelling :

the king's evil. Wiseman.

STRUMOUS. a. [from />r««w.] Having swel

ling in the glands. Wiseman.

STRUMPET. / A whore; a prostitute.

L'Ejtrange. Dryden.

To STRU'MPET. v. a. To make a whore j to

dtbauch. Shakesp

STRUNG. The preterite and participle pass, of

string. Gay.

To STRUT, v. n. [strussen, German.] I. T*

walk with affected dignity. Ben. Johnson, a.

To swell ; to protuberate. Dryden.

STRUT./ [from the verb] An affectation of

stateliness in the walk. Swift.

STUB / [rteb, Sad, ftob, Dutch.] I. A

thick short stock lest when the rest is cut

off Sidney, Dryden. a. A log ; a block.

Miller.

To STUB, v a. [from the noun ] To force up;

to extirpate. Grew, Swift.

STUBBED, a. [Uomftub.] Truncated ; short

and thick Drayten.

STUBBEDNESS / [from stubbed ] The state

of being short, thick, and truncated.

STUBBLE. / [estouble, Fr. Jtoppel, Dutch]

The (talks of corn left in the field by the

reaper. Bacon.

STUBBORN, a [from stub] 1. Obstinate;

inflexible; contumacious. Shakesp. ClarenJ.

a. Persisting ; persevering ; steady. L«cke. 3.

Stiff; not pliable; inflexible- Dryden. 4.

Hardy ; firm. Swift. 5. Harlh; rough; rug

ged. Burnet.

STUBBORNLY adv. [frqro stubborn.] Obsti

nately; contumaciously ; inflexibly. Garth.

STUBBORNNESS. / (from stubborn.) Obtti-

nary ; viooui stoutness; contumacy. Locke,

Swift.

STUBBY, a. [from stub.) Short and thick ;

short and strong. Grew.

STUBNA1L. / [/»«iaod.»fli7] A nail biokeo

off.

STUCCO s [Italian ] A kind of fine plaster

for walls. Œipe.

STUCK. The preterite and participle pass, oi

stick. Addijcn.

6TUCKLE./ A number of sheaves laid toge

ther in the field to dry.

STUD. /I (r-Xufcu, Sax.] 1. A post; a stake.

2. A nail with, a large head diivea for orna

ment
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ment. 3. rrcufcei Sax-J A collect'00 of

breeding horses and marts. Temple.

To STUD, v. a. [from the noun ] To adorn

with studs or knobs Shakesp.

STUDENT./ 1/fJetu, Lat.] A man given to

hooks; a bookish man. bVaUt.

STUDIED, a. [from /■«<>/) 1 l-earned; veiled

in any study ■, qualified by study. Shakesp.

Bacon. 1. Hiving any particular inclination

Slakesp.

STU DI F.R. /. [from siudy.] One whjj studies

Tillotson.

STUDIOUS, a. 1 studrenx, French \studiosuiy

Lat ] 1. Given to broks and contemplation .

given to le^rnititr. Locke. ». Diligent; busy.

Tukell 3. Attentive to; caretul. Dryden

4. Contemplative -, suitable to meditation.

Milton.

STU DIOUSI.Y. adv. [from studies] 1. Con

templatively ; with close application to litera

ture. *. Diligently; carefully ; attentively.

Atterbury.

STU DIOUSNESS /. [from ftndiem.] Addiction

to study.

STUDY./ [slniilam. Lat.] 1. Application 0'

mind 10 books and learning. Temple, Waits.

a. Perplexity ; deep cogitation. Bacon. 3 At

tention; ineditatian ; contrivance. Shakesp

4. Any particular kind of learning. Baa*

t . Apartment set off for literary employment.

H'etton, Clarendon.

To STUDY v n [stndie, La,t.) l.Tothink

with very close application ; to muse. SvJiJt

a. To endeavour diligently, l.lbessql.

To STUDY, v. a 1 To apply the mind to

Locke To consider attentively. Dryden. 3

To learn by appl cation. Shakesp

STUFF /. (./<■#, Dutch.) 1. Any matter or

bwly Daviet. a. Materials out of which any

thing is made Resammon. 3. Furniture ;

goods Hayv-ard, Coialey. 4. That which

fills any ihing. Shakesp. 5. Essence ; ele

mental part. Shjkcjp. 6. Any mixture or

medicine. Shakesp. 7. Cloth or texture of

any kind. 8. Textures of wool thinner and

slighter than cloth. Bacon. 9. Mattel or thing

Dryden.

To STUFF, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To fill

very fall with any thing. Gay. 2. To fill

uneasiness. Shakesp. 3. To thrust into any

thing Battn 4. To fill by being put into

any thing. Dryden. 5. To swell out by

something thrust in. Dryden. 6. To fill with

lcmothing itrptcpcr or superfluous. Clarendon,

j. Ta obstruct the oi?ans of scent or respira

tioa. Sbakefp. I*. To till meat with something

of hith relish, i^ng. 9. To form bv fluffing

Suist.

To STUFF, v. n To seed gluttonously. Sivlsl

STIFFING./ [it"mstn]f] 1. That Uy whic 1

an? thing is tilled. Hale. a. Ralifhing Ingre

s' ents put into m* at. Mortimer.

.TL'KE, or Si-.ck J. [jlncco, Italian.) A com

position of lime and marblr, powdered very

£ac, ccmmoi.! v Cil'eJ plaster us Puril. Bailey.

I. A trip

a failure.

Oue that

STULTI'LOQUENCE./ [stuhu and /»f«/i-

tia, Lit] Foolish talk.

STUM / [//««, Swedish.] I. Wiue yet unfer-

menled. Addtsen. 1. New wine used to raile

fermentation in dead and vapid wines. Ben.

Jchnjen. 4 Wine revived by a new fermenta

tion. Hudibrae.

To STUM. v. a. [from the noun.) To renew

wine by mixing fresh wine and raising a new

fermentation. Fl-yer.

so STUMBLE, v. ». [from tumble.] 1. To

trip in walking, frier. 1 To flip ; to err; to

side into crimes or blunders. Milton. 3 To

strike ugainst by chance ; to light on by chance.

Ray.

To STUMBLE, v. a. 1. To obstructs pro

gress ; to make to trip or stop. z. To make to

boggle; to offend. Locke.

STUMBLE./ [from the verb]

in walking. 2. A blunder ,

L'Ej trange.

STU M£LliR. s. [from stnmble ]

stuHioles Herbert.

STUMBLINGBLOCK.7 / [from ftnmiU.]

STU MBLINGSTON E. J Caule ot stumbling,

caule ol offence. 1 Cer. Burnet.

STUMP. / [stempe, Duich.] The part of any

solid body remaining after the rest is lakeu

away. Drayten.

STUMPY, a |irom stump] Full of stumps;

l.ard; stiff. Mcrtimer.

To STUN v. a. [ftunan, Saxon] I. To

confound or dizzy with noize Cheyne, Svnjt.

a. To make senseless or dizzy with a blow.

Dryden.

STUNG. The preterite ami participle pass, of

sting. Shake]p.

STUNK. The preterite of stink.

To STUNT, v. a. (/•<■•'«, Islandick.] To

hinder from growth. Fepe.

STUPE./ [stnpa, Lat. ] Cloth or flax dipped

in warm medicaments, and applied to a hurt

or fore, rVrJeman.

To STUPE.v'a. (Irom the noun.) Tofomeot;

to drtfs with stupes. IViJiman.

STUPEFA'CTION./ {siupesaRn,, Lat ] In

sensibility ; dulnefs; stupidit) South, Pope.

STUPEFA'CTIVE. a. [uom /Itpesacln), Lat]

Causing insensibility ; dulling ; obstructing tte

senles. Bacon.

STUPENDOUS, a. [sfftnjni, La..] Wonder

ful ; amazing; astonisliing. Ciarendin.

STUPID, a. [Jinpidm, Litin.) 1. Dull)

wanting sensibility ■ wanting ajiprchinsuo >

heavy; llufgilri of understanding. Dry*'.

2. Perfotmed without fk.ll or ptnius.

Swst.

STUPIDITY. slstupiJitai, Lat.] Du!ocl«;

heaviness ot mind; sluggistintli of urKici-

Handing. Drydem.

STUPIDLY, adv. [ from stupid ) 1. Wiih

suspension or inactivity of underslanding.

Mi\te*. S. D11!!)" ; v.-ithoui apprekeof""'-

D?i:* STU.
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STITPIFIER. / [from stipify.] That which

causei stupidity.

To ST U PI FY. v. a. [ftnpesacio. Lit.] To mike

stupid ; to deprive of sensibility. Bacon, South,

Collier.

STtirOR. s [Las. 1 Suspension or diminution of

sensibility, Arbulbnot.

To STU'PRATE. v. a. [stnpre, Lat.] To ra-

vllh ; to violate.

STUPRA'TION. / [smpratio, from stnpre,

Lat.] Rape^ violation. Brovin.

STURDILY, adv. [frmjhrjj.] i . Stoutly ;

hardily, i. Obstinately ; resolutely. Donne.

STUHDINESS./ [iromstnrdy.] I. Stoutness ;

hardineli. Luke. l. Brutal strength.

STURDY, a. [esionrdi, Pr.] i. Hardy;

stout ; brutal ; ohslinaie. Dryden. »■ Strong j

forcible. Sidney 3. Stiff; stout. fVotton.

STURGEON. / A sea fish IVeedwari.

STURK. f. [rryp.c, Saxon] A young ox or

heiter.

To STUT. \ v. n. [stntttn, to hinder,

To STUTTER J Dutch J To speak with

hesitation ; to stammer. Bac*.

STU TTER. I J. [from stnt.] One that

STUTTERER, J speaks with hesitation ; a

stammerer. Bacsn.

STY./ [rTiJe, Saxon.] I. A cabin to keep

hogs !n Gay, King. ». Any place of bestial

debauchery. Milton.

To STY. v. a. [from the noun ] To shut up in

a sty. Stair/fy.

To STY. v. n. To soar ; to ascend.

STYGIAN, a. [stygitu. Lat] Hellish ; in

fernal j pertaining to Styx, one of the pottical

rivers. Milton.

STYLE./ [J'yln,, Lat] 1. Manner of writ

ing with regard to language. Snvift. 1. Man

ner of speaking appropriate to particular cha

racters Sbaktsf. 3. Title ; appellation.

Clarendon. 4. Course of writing. Dryd. 5.

A pointed iron used anciently in writing on

tables of wax. 6. Any thing with a (harp

point, as a graver ; the pin oi a dial. Brovin.

7. The stalk which rises from amid the leaves

of a (lower Ray. 8. Style tf Court, is

properly the practice observed by any court in

its way of proceeding Ay'afst.

To STYLE v. a. To call ; to term ; to name.

Clarendon, Locks, Swift.

STYPTIC*, a [<-ur1.«,-.J The fame *5 astrin

gent ; but "t.nerally expresses the most essi

cacious lort of astringents, or those which are

applied to stop hemorrhages. S(*incy, Ar

tnthnot.

STYPTICITY./ [Properly//>f,Vi/r.] The

power of stanching blood. F.oytr.

To STY I HY v.a [See Stithy] To forge-

on an anvil. Shake/p.

SUASIlil.". a. [fromfnadeo. Lat] Easy to be

persuaded.

SUA SIVE. a. { from snader. Lat. ] Having

power to persuade. Sottb.

SUASORY. a [s.afirini, Lat] Hiving ten

dency to persuade.

SUA-VITY./ [flumtms, Ut.] 1. Sweetness

to the senles. Brovj*. ». Sweetness to the

mind.

SUB, in composition, signifies a subordinate de

gree

SUBA'CID. a. [sub and acidn,, Lat.] Sour in

a small degree. Arbuibnet.

SUBACRID. a. [sub and acrid ] Sharp tod

puneent in a sm:il degree Fltyer.

To SUBA'CT. v a [fibaclui, Lat.] To re

duce ; to subdue Bacon.

SUBACTION. /. {snbaSnt, Lat.] The act of

reducing to any state. Bacon.

SUBA LTLRN. a. [fibalteme, Fr ] Inferiour;

subordi:iaie; that which in different respects

is both fuperiour and inlenour. Prior, Swift,

H'atti.

SUBALTERNATE. a. ssubalterns. Lat.]

Succeed-np by turns. Did.

SUBAsTKfNCliN s a | tub an.l astringent]

Astringent in a small degree.

SUBBK'ADLK. /. [fib and beadle.] An under

beadle. Ayliffe

SUBCELKSTIAL a. [snb and celestial] Placed

beneath the heavens Glanvttle.

SUBCHANTER. s. [Jnb and chanter; sue-

center. Lat] The deputy of the precentor in

a cathedral.

SUBCLAVIAN. a. I fib and elavut. Lat.]

Under the armpit or Ihoulder- Qniucy, Brown,

Arbnthntt.

SUBOONSTELLA'TION./ [snb ivdeonstel-

lation.] A subordinate or secondary constella

tion. Brovin.

SUBCO'N 1 RARY. a. Contrary in an inserianr

degree. Watts.

SUBCONTRACTED, part. a. [fib and con-

traded.] Contracted after a former contract.

Shake/p.

SUBCUTANEOUS, a. [fib and Ottawa?.]

Lying under the Ikin.

SUBDEACON. /. [fibdiacevni. Lat.] In the

Romish church, is the deacon's servant.

JjHffe.

SUBDtiAN. / [snbdecannt, Lat.] The vice

gerent of a dean.

SUBDECUT-LE. a. [snb and Jecnplni, Lat.]

Containing one part of ten,

SUBDKRIbORIOUS. a. [snb and devisor]

Scoffing or ridiouling with tenderness. More.

SUBDUTTIOUS. a. [ snbdititim, Lat.] Pat

secretly in the place of something else.

To SUBD1VERS1FY. v. a. [fib and diver.

Jiff. ' To diversijy again what is already diver-

lifyed. Hale.

To SUBDIVIDE, v. a. [snb and divide.] To

divide a part into yet more parts. Roscommon.

SUBDIVI MON / [fibdiv/on, French ; from

subdivide] 1. The act of dividing. rTattt.

a. The pans distinguished by a second division.

Adit]en.

SU'BDOLOUS. a. [snbduns, Lat.] Cunning j

subtle; sly.

ToSUBDUCE. ? v.a. [snbjnn, fnbdnSnt,

To SUBDUCT. i Lit, t. To withdraw;

to
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to tike away. Milts*. x. To (abstract by ■-

rithmetical •perition Halt.

SUBDUCTION. /. [srom/«W«ct.] I. The

act: of liking away. Hale. a. Arithmetical

substraction. Halt.

To SUBDU'E. v a. i . To crum ; to oppress ;

to sink. Miltn. a. To conquer ; to reduce

unjer a new dominion. Genrjii, Spralt. 3.

To tame ; to snbtct. May.

SUBsWMENT. / Conquest. Sbaktsp.

SUBDU ER. s. [from JubJmt.) Conqueror ;

timer Pbilipi.

SUBDU'PLE. 7 a. [sub and iuplut.

SUBDU PLICATE. J Lat. j Containing one

part of two. Nivitsn.

SUBJACENT, a. [subjacent, Lat. ] Lying

under.

To SUBJECT, v. a. [subjeSut, Lat.] 1. To

put under. Pope, a. To reduce to submis

sion ; to make subordinate ; to make submis

five. Drjrlrn 3. To enflave ; to make ob

noxious. Lccbt. 4. To expose ; to make

liable. Arbutbnot. 5. To submit i to make

accountable. Licit. 6. To make subservient

Miltn.

SUBJECT, a. [subjectus, Latin.] 1. Placed

or situated under. Sbaktjp. ». Living under

the dominion of another. Locke. 3. Ex

posed ; liable; obnoxious. Dryiem. 4. Be

tog on which any action operates Dryd.

SUBJECT./ [Jujet, Fr) 1. One who lives

under the dominion of"another. Shakesp. a

That on which any operation either mental

or material is performed. Men. 3. That in

which any thing inheres or exists. Bacs*. 4

[In Grammar.] The nominative cafe to a

verb, is called by grammarians thesubject al

the verb. Clarke.

SUBJECTION./ [from/ntyrfl.] t. The act

of subduing. Hale 1. The state of being un

tier government. Spenser.

SUBJECTIVE, a. Relating not to the object

but the subject. H'atti

SUB1NCRE SSION./ [/•£ andM£r//«, Lat.]

Secret entrance. Btylt.

To SUBJOI N. v. a. [subjungo, Lat.] To add

at the end ; to add auerwards. South

SUB1TANEOUS. a. [snbitaneus, Lat.] Sud

den ; has? y.

To SUBJUGATE. v.a. [subjugo. Lat.] To

conquer ; to subdue ; to bring under domi

nion by force. Pritr.

SUBJUGA TION /. [frora/«*/»£a/».] The act

of subduing. Halt.

SUBJUNCTION./. [from /»*;■»£<•, Lst] The

state of being subjoined ; the act ot subjoining

Clarbe.

SUBJU NCTIVE. a. [subjunctivui, Lat ] Sub

joined to something else.

SUBLA'PSARY. a. [Jub and lapsui, Latin ]

Done after the fall of man.

SUBI.A'TION. /. [Jublatie, Lat] The act ol

taking away.

SU8LEVATION./ [sublet, Lat.] The act

of raising on high.

SUBLI MABLE. at. [f.ora/«W«.] Possible to

be sublimed.

SUBLI MABLENESS. / s from /iM'uUi.]

Quality of admitting sublimation. Baylt.

SUBLIMATE. / [from subbme.) 1. Any

thing raised by fire in the retort. Bact*. a.

Quicksilver raised in the retort. Nexuttn.

To SUBLIMATE, v. a. [from sublrnu] I.

To raise by the force of chemical fire. 1.

To exalt ; to heighten ; to elevate. Decay »/

Piety.

SUBLIMA'TION. /. [sublimation, Fr-1 1. A

chemical operation which raises bodies in the

vessel by the force of Are. Sublimation differs

very little from distillation, excepting that in

distillation, only the fluid part of bodies are

rjiled, but in this the Iblid and dry ; and that

the matter to be distilled may be either solid

or fluid, but sublimation is only concerned a-

bout solid substances. <%umcy. z. Exalta

tion ; elevation ; act of heightening or im

proving. Davies.

SUBLIME, a. [sublimis, Lat.] 1. High ia

place ; exalted alolt Dryieu. 1. High ia

excellence; exalted by nature. Mi In*. 3.

High in stile or sentiment ; lofty ; grand. Pritr.

4 Elevated by joy. Milan. 5. Haughty ;

proud PVctlon.

SUBLIME. / The grand or lofty stile. Ptpt.

To SUBLI ME. v a . [subiimer, Fr.J t To

raise by a chemical fire. Dcnut. 1. To raise

on high. Deubam. 3. To exalt) to heighten ',

to improve. Glanvitle.

To SUBLIME v. n. To rise in the chemical

vessel by the force of fire. Arbutbnot.

SUBU'MbLY. ait. [from sublime.) Loftily;

grandly. Pipe.

SUBLI'MITY. /. [sub/imitat, Lat.] I. Height

of place j local elevation z. Height of na

ture ; excellence. Raltigb. 3. Loftiaess of

stile or sentiment. Adiistu.

SUBLI NGUAL. a. [Jub and lingua, Lat]

Placed under the league. Haney.

SUBLUNAR ? a. [sub and Una, Ut.]

SUBLU NARY J Situated beneath the moon,

earthly ; terestrial. Sncist.

SUBMARINE, a. [/«4 and mare.] Lying or

acting under the sea. kVilkim.

To SUBMERGE, v a. [submerge Lat] To

drown ; to put under water. Sbakesp.

SUBMERSION./ [submersui. Lat.J The act

ot drowning ; state of being rUowned. Hale.

To SUBMlNISTER. ? v. a. [subminiftrt.

To SUBMINl'STRATE.J Lat.] To sup

ply ; to arVord, Hale.

To SUBMlNISTER. v. n. To subserve.

VEstrange.

SUBM I SS. a. [homsubntissui. Lat.] Humble ;

submissive; obsequious. Mi ton.

SUBMISSION. / [from submijsut, Lat.] I.

Delivery ofhimsel! to the power of aoother.

Shaifsp. 1. Acknowledgment of inferiority

or dependance. Halifax. 3. Acknowledge

ment of a fault ; confession of errour. Shakejp.

4 Obiequioulacsi j resignation; obedience.

TemfU. SIB- '
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SUBMISSIVE, a. [snbmiff.,,Ut.) Humble

testifying submission or inferiority. Priir.

SUBMISSIVELY, adv. [from submissive.]

Humbly; with confession of inferiority. Pas".

SUBMISS1VENESS. / [from submissive. ]

Humility; confession of fiult or inferiority

Hirbert.

SUBMI'SSLY. ad:: [homsubmis,.] Humbty ;

with submission Tajlir.

To SUBMI'T. v. a. {submits. Lit. ] I. To

Ut down : to sink. Dryden. z. To sub

ject; to resign to authority. Milton. 3. To

leive to discretion; to refer to jud -mem.

Swift.

To SUBMI'T. v. n. To be subject; to ac

cjuiel'-ie in the authority of mother ; to yield.

Riger,

SUBMULT1PLE. / A submit pi, number er

quantity is that which if. contained in an-'ther

number, a certain number of times exactly :

thus 3 is submuttip'le of 1 1 . Harris.

SUBOCTA VE. \ a [sub and effawi. Lat.

SUBOCTU PI.E. j and oSuple.] Containing

one pirt of eight Ajbuthr.ot

SUBORDINACV. \ s. [from subordinate]

SUBORDINANCY. J 1. The state of being

subject. Spectator, z. Series of subordination.

Temple,

SUBO RDINATE. a. [sub and ordin.itur, I.at.]

1 Inferiour in order. Addiso'n. z. Descending

ia a regular series, Bacon.

To SUBORDINATE v a [sub and ordino,

Lat.) To rar.ge under another. Wotton.

SUBORDINATELY. adv. from subordinate.]

In a series trgulaily descending. Decay cs

Piety.

SUBORDINATION, s. [suhrdiuaticn, Fr. ]

1 . The state os being in'eiiour to another

Prjden. z. A series regularly desceuding

Swift.

To SUBORN, v a. [suborner, French ; sub-

e-rao. Lat., 1. To procure privately, to pro

cure by secret collusion. Hnicr, Prior. 1

To procure by indirect means.

SUBORNATION. / [subornation, French

from juborn J The crime of procuring any t<

do a bad action Sfenjer, Swift.

SUBO RNER. / : jubomeur, Fr. from sub-

cry,.] One that procuiesabad action to be

done,

SUBl'OENA./ [sub and feena. Lat.] A writ

commanding attendance in a court under a

penalty.

SUliQUADRUPLE. a. [sub and quadruple.'

Containing one part of four. IViIktm.

SUBQL'INTU'PLE a. [sub and quintuple ]

Containing one part of rive. rVitktns.

SU3RF/CTOR. / [ sub and rector. ] Th<

rector's vicegerent. IValtin.

SUBREPTION. / [subrrptui. Lit.] The act

01 outlining 1 favour by surprize or unfair re

orelentaiiun.

SUBRF.pri'TIOUS. a. [furreptiliu,, Lat.

Fraudulently obtained, bailey.

To SUBSCRIBE. ■». a. [J.bjcrih, Lat] 1

To give consent to, by underwriting the

name. Clarendon. 1. To attest by writing the

name Whitgifte. 3. To contract 1 to limit.

Slalesp.

To SUBSCRIBE, v. «. 1. To give consent.

Hoiber, Mi/ton. z. To promise a stipulated

sum for the promotion of any undertaking

SUBSCRIBER./ [from subscript,,, Lift ,.

One who subscribes. z One who contribute*

toanv undertaking Swift.

SUBSCRIPTION./ [from subscript,;, Lat.]

I. Any thing underwritten. Bacon, z. Con

sent or attestation given by underwriting the

name. 3. The act or state of contributing so

any undeitaking Pope. 4. Submission; obe

dience Sbaiesp.

SUBSECTION./ [sub ind sectio. Lat.] A

subdivision of a larger section into a lesser. A

section of a section. Dict.

SUBSEQUENCE. / [ from s.bsequor, Lit.]

The state of following; not precedence.

Grew.

SUBSECUTIVE. c. [ from subfeq.or, Lat.]

Following in train.

SUBSEPTUPLE. a. [sub inisepiuplu,. Lat.]

Containing one of seven parts. IVilkm,

SUBSEQUENT, a. [substqua, Lat. j Fol

lowing in ttarnj not preceding. Bacon,

Prior.

SU BSEQUENTLY. adv. [from subsequent.)

Not so as to go before ; so as to follow in train.

South.

To SUBSERVE, v. a. [ snbservio, Lai.] To

stive in subordination ; to serve inttrUmen-

tally. Waljb.

SUBSERVIENCE \s [from subserve.] l„.

SUBSE'RVIENCY J Itrumental fitness or use.

Bentley.

SUBSE RVIF.NT. a [subservient. Lat.] SmV

oidinate ; instrumental^ useful. Newton.

SUBSE XTUPLE. a. [sub tndsexluplu,, Lat]

Containing one part of six fVilkint

To SUBSIDE. «. ». [fubjii,, Lat] To sink;

to tend downwards. Pope.

SUBSI DENCE } s. [Trom subside] The act of

SUBS1DENCY.J sinking, tendency down

ward. Arbuthnot.

SUBSIDIARY, a. [suhjidiarsn,. Lat.] Assist

ant ; brought in lid. Arbuthnot.

SUBSIDY./ [Jubfid,um,\.*r] Aid, commonly

such as is given in money. Add-.fn.

To SUBSI CN. v. a. [Juhfon,, Lat.] To sign

under, (cmJen.

To SUUSI ST v. 0. [subsist,. Lat ] T. To con

tinue; to retain the present state or condition.

Milan, Swift, l. To have means of living;

to be maintained. Alter bury. 3. To adhere;

to have existence. Scutb.

SUBSI STENCE, or Subjistencj.f. [from subsist ]

1. Real being. Stillmgstcet z. Competence;

mea-:s ot support ng li:e Addiso'n.

SU BSISTENT. a. [subsist,*,, Lat.] Having

real being. Bcntley.

SUBSTA-NCE./. jubstmtia, Lat.] 1. Being;

5 C iomi-
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something existing; something of which we

on say that it is. Davitt. 2. Thit which sup

ports accidents. Watti. 3. The essential part.

AJdison. 4 Something real, not imaginary \

something solid, not empty. Drydeu. 5. Body ;

corporeal nature. Nenutlu. 6. Wealth; means

of life. Swift. J

SUBSTANTIAL. a. sftom substance.] 1. Real;

actually existing. Bentley. 2. True ; solid ;

real; not merely seeming. Detham. 3 Cor

poreal ; material. iVatli . 4. Strong ; stout ;

bulky. Milan. 5. Responsible ; moderately

wealthy. AJdison. •

SUBSTANTIALS. s. [Without singular.] Es

sential parts Aylissc.

SUBSTANTIALITY. /. [from substantial.}

I. The state of real existence. a. Corporeity,

materiality. Glauii'k.

SUBSTANTIALLY. adv. [from substantial]

1. In manner of a substance ; with reality of

existence. Milton. ». Strongly ; solidly.

Clarendcn. 3. Truly, solidly; really; with

fixed purpose. Tillttsen. 4. With competent

wealth.

SUBSTA NTIALNESS. / [from substantial]

1. The state of being substantial, a. Firm-

ncs ; strength ; power of holding or lasting

Welten.

To SUBSTANTIATE, v. a. [snot substance]

To make to exist. Aylifft.

SU'USTANTIVE. /. [subflantivui. Lat] A

^noun betokening the thing, not » quality.

Drydeu.

SUBSTANTIVE, a. [subflantivm, Lat.] 1.

Solid; depending only on itself. Bacon. 2.

Betokening existence. Arbutbuet.

To SUBSTITUTE, v. a. [substitutut, Lat]

To put in the place of another. G:v. cs the

Tongue.

SU BSTITUTE./. One placed by anorher to act

with delegated power. Sbahtsp. Addistn.

SUBSTITUTION. /. [from substitute.] The

act of placing any person or thing in the room

of another. Bncen.

To SUBSTRA'CT. v. a. [seubstraclUn, Fr.] 1.

To take awiy part from the whole. ». To

take one number from another.

SUBSTRA'CTION. / [siubstraire,soub/lrac-

ti-.n, French] 1. The act of taking part

from the whole. Denbam. a. The taking

of a Itfler number out 1 f a greater of like

kind, whereby to lind out a third number.

Cocker.

SUBSTRUCTION. /". [substruBU, Lat.] Un

derbuilding, ffeltll.

SUBSTYLAR. a. [sub and ftjlui.] [Subsiylar

line is, in dialing, aright line, whereon the

gnomon or style of a dial is erected at right

angles with the plane. Moxon.

SUBSULTIVE. 7 a. [subsultui, Latin. ]

SUBSU LTORY. J Bounding ; moving by

SUBSU'LTORILY. adv. [from subsultery.] In

abounding manner. Bacon.

SCBTA'NGENT. /. In any curve, is the line

which determines the intersection of the tin.

gent in the axis prolonged. Di3.

To SUBTEND, v. a. [sub and tetdt, Lat]

To be extended under. Creech.

SUBTE'NSE. / [sub and teusui. Ut] The

chord of an arch j that which is extended, un

der any thing.

SITBTER. [Latin] In composition, signifin

under.

SUBTERFLU'ENT.7 a. [subterfiuo, Lat]

6UBTERFLUOUS. J Running under.

SUBTERFUGE. / [subterfuge, French]

A (hist; an evasion; a trick. Gltmlk,

rVattt.

SUBTERRA'NEAL. , a. [ suh and tern,

SUBTERRA'NEAN. ( Lat.] Lying on&f

SUBTERR'ANEOUS. C the earth; pfacei

SUBTERRA'NY. ■* below the surface.

Baten, Milton, Nerrit,

SUBTERRA'NITY. /. [sub and terra, Ut]

A place under ground. Brmn.

SUBTILE, a. [subtilit. Lat.] 1. Thin)««

dense; not gross. Ntwtsn. I.Nice; tut-

delicate; not coarse. Da-viee. 3. Piercing.

acute. Pritr. 4. Cunning ; artful ; fly; I*-

dolous Heeler, Fairfax, Prrverbt, Milta.^

Deceitful. Shaiesp. 6. Refined; acute beyoad

exactness. Milan.

SUBT1LELY. adv. [(romsubtile.] t. Fiotlj.

not grossly. Bacn. a. Artfully; cuoninjl;.

Tillotson.

SU'BTILENESS. / [sromsubiile] 1. Fineness;

rareness. 2. Cunning; artfulnels.

To SUBTILIATE. v. a. [from subtile.] To

make thin Harvey.

SUBTILIATION. / [subtilatiiu, Fr.] Tfe

act of making thin. Beyle.

SU'BTILTY. /' [subtibi, Fr] 1. Thioneis 1

fiueness; exility of parts. Daviei. ». Nicety-

Bacon. 3. Refinement-, too much acoteael*

Beyle. 4. Cunning; artifice} llynesi. G't

Charlet.

SUBTILIZA'TION. /. [from sutflru.) '■

Subtiliiation is making any thing so volatile i>

to rife readily in steam or vapour. Cbejti-

1. Refinement ; superfluous acotenrfs.

To SU'BTILIZE. v. a. [subtilizer,ft.] '■ «

make thin ; to make lei* gross or coarfe **/■

2. To refine; to spin into useless nictuo-

Glanville.

To SUBTILIZE, v. u. To talk with too ntna

refinement. Digby.

SU'BTl.E. a. Sly 1 artful ; cunning. Sf^J^

Sprats.
SUBTLY, adv. [from subtile.] 1 Silly; art

fully ; cunningly. AMnw. *■ Nicely i**"

cattlv. Pipe. _

To SUBTRACT v. a. [subtra3i', Lat] ">

withdraw pan from the rest. Hale. .,

SUBTRA'CTION. / See SUBSTR .VCTIO.v

SUBTRAHEND. / [subtrabeudu; Latin i.

The number to be taken from a larger nun

ber. , • 1

SUBTRIPI.E. a. [sub and Irish", "WM
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Containing a third, or one pirt of three

Wilkins.

SUBVENTA'NEOUS. a. [subrentaneus, Lit.]

Addle; windy. Brawn.

To SUBVERSE v. a. [subversus, Lit.] To

subvert. Spenser.

SUBVERSION, s. [subversion, French; sub

versus, Lat.l Overthrow | ruin; destruction

Sbakefp. K Charles, Burnet.

SUBVERSIVE, a. [ from subvert. ] Having

tendency to overturn. Rogers.

To SUBVERT, v. a. [ subverts, Lit] I. To

overthrow ; to overturn ; to destroy ; to turn

upside down. Milieu, a. To corrupt ; to con

found, a. Tim.

SUBVERTF.R. / [from subvert. ] Over-

thrower; destroyer. DryJen.

SU'BURB. / [suburbmm. Lit.] i. Building

without the wills of » city Bacon, a. The

confines ; the out part. Cleaveland.

SUBURBAN a. [Juburbanui, Lit.] Inhibiting

the suburb Dryden.

SUBWO'RKF.R. / [sub ind marker] Under-

worker j subordinate helper. South.

SUCCEDA NF.OUS. a. [succedaneus, Lit. ]

Supplying the place of something else. Brewn,

Beyle

SUCCEDANEUM. / [Latin] That which is

put to serve for something else.

To SUCCEED, v. n. [ succeder, French; sue-

cede. Lit.] 1. To follow in order. Milttn. a.

To come into the plice of one who has quitted.

Dighy. 3. To obtain one's wish; to terminate

an undertaking in the desired effect. Dryden

A To terminate according to wish. Dryden

-5. To go under cover. Dryden.

To SUCCEED, v. a. 1. To follow; to be

subsequent or consequent to. Brown. 1. To

prosper; to make successful. Dryden.

SUCCE'EDER. /. [from succeed] One who

follows ; one who comes into the place of ano

ther. Daniel, Suckling.

SUCCESS./ [success*,, Lit.] 1. The termina-

tion of any affair happy or unhippy. Mtltan.

1. Succession. Spenjer.

SUCCESSFUL, a. Prosperous; happy; sortu

nate. South, Prior.

SUCCE SSFUI.LY. adv. [iromsuccessul] Pros

perously ; luckil) ; fortunately. Hammond,

Atttrbury.

SUCCE'SSFULNESS. /. [ from succrssul ]

Happy conclusion ; desired event ; series of

good fortune. Hammond.

SUCCESSION./, [successio. Lat] t. Conse

cutitm ; serie* of one thing or person following

another. Locke, a. A scries of thirr^ or persons

following one another. Bacon, Newton. 3. A

lineage ; an order of descendants. Milton. 4.

The power or right of coming to the inheri

tance of ancestors. Dryden.

SUCCESSIVE, a. [success, Tr] t. Follow

ing in ori'er : continuing a curse 01 consecu

tion uninterrupted Daniel, a. Inherited by

succession. Raleigh.

SUCCESSIVELY, ado. {succssivment, Fr.

from successive.'] In uninterrupted order ; one

after another. Bacon, Newton.

SUCCESSIVENESS. / [(torn successve.) The

stite of being successive. Hale.

SUCCESSLESS, a. [from faces,.] Unlucky 1

unfortunate; sailing of the event desired.

Dryden.

SUCC'ESSOUR. / [succefeur, French ; suc

cessor, Lat ] One that follows in the place or

character of another; correlative to prede-

cessour. Clarendon, Dryden.

SUCCINCT, a [~succin{lus. Lat.] 1. Tucked

or girded up ; having the cloaths drawn up.

Rope. a. Short; concise; brief. Ben. John-

sen, Rcscemtnon.

SUCCINCTLY, adv. [hamsuccincl] Briefly j

concisely. Beyle, Rosammon

SUCCORY. /. [cicharium, Latin ] A plant.

Miller.

To SU'CCOUR.r. a. [s.ccurre. Lat.] To help 1

to assist in difficulty or distress; to relieve.

I.'EJIrange.

SUCCOUR./ [from the verb] I. Aid; as

sistance ; relief of any kind; help in distress.

Shakesp. a. The person or things that bring

help. Dryden.

SU'CCOURER. /. s from succour. ] Helper;

assistant; reliever. Romans.

SU'CCOURLESS. a. [from succour.] Wanting

relief; void of fiiends or help Thomson.

SUCCULENCY. /. [from succulent.] Juici-

SU'CCldfil a. [succulent, French ;/««-

/«.'■"', L Hjuicy; moist. More, Philips.

ToSUCEmi. v ' n. [sueeumbo. Lit ] To

yield; to sink under any difficulty. Hudibras.

SUCCU'SSATION./ [succufo. Lat] A trot.

Brown.

SUCCU'SSION. /. [soccussio. Lat.] 1. The act;

of fluking, a. [In physick.] Such 1 fluking

cf tlje nervous parts as is procured by strong

stimuli.

SUCH, prer.euu [sulk, Dutch ; r-pilc, Saxon ]

1 Of that kind; of the like kind. Whitgiste,

Stillingfieet, Tillat/'en. a. The fame that.

With as, KnoVes. 3. Comprehended under

the term premised. South. 4. A manner of

expressing a particular person or thing. Shake.

Clarend.n.

To SUCK. v. a [fncan, Sixon • suga, sulium.

Lat.] 1 . To draw by miking a rarefaction of

the air. a. To draw in with the mouth. Dryd.

3. To draw the teit of 1 female. Locke. 4.

Todraw with the milk. Shakesp et. To empty

by sucking. Dtyden. 6. To draw or drain.

Burnet.

To SUCK. v. ». 1. T" draw by rarefying the

air. Mortimer, n. To draw the breast. 'Job.

3. To draw; to imbibe. Bacon.

SUCK. / [from the verb J 1. The act os

sucking. Bcyte. a. Milk given by females.

Diyden.

SU'CKbR. s. fsucrur, Fr.] t . Any thing that

driws. a. The err.bofus of a pump. Boyle.

3. A round piece of leather,, which laid wet

S t 3, oa
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en i stone, and drawn up in the middle, rare

fies the air within, which pressing upon it>

edges, hold? it down upon the stone. Crrw

4- A pipe through which any thing is sucked.

Pbilips. 5. A young twig (hooting from the

stock. Bacon, Ray.

SUCKET. s. [ from suck. ] A sweet meat

Cleaveland-

SU'CKINGBOTTLF.. /. \ suck and bottle ] A

bottle which to children sup| lies the want of a

pap. Locke.

To SU'CKLE. v. a. [hamsuck ] To nurse at

the breast. Drydm.

SUCKLING./ [from such. ] A young creature

yet fed by the pap. Arbulhmt.

SUCTION./, strom suck •,/««<«, Fr] The

act of sucking. Boyle.

SUDATION. / [Jud:, Lat.] Sweat.

SUDATORY. /. [sudi, Lat.] Hot house

sweating bath

SU'DDIiN. a. [studain, French ; r **n> s»*l

I. Happening without previous notice ; coming

without the common preparatives Shaetsp

Milton, z. Hasty ; violent) rash; passionate ;

precipitate. Shakesp.

SU'DDEN s. i. Any unexpected occurrence

surprise, kVttteu. 1. On a Suddin. Sooner

than was expected. Baktr.

SU DDENLY. adv. [fromsudden.] In an unex

pected manner; without preparation i hastily

Drydin

SU DDENNF.SS. / [ from /k^SjJ State of

being sudden; unexpected \_Æ Bk man

ner of coming or happcniq^| ^BcteJIy

Temple. TuWmW

SUDORI'FICK. a. \sudor and fact; Latin]

Provoking or causing sweat. Bacon.

SUDORI'FICK./^ A medicinepromoting sweat

Arbuthnct.

SUDOROUS, a. [fromsvdtr, Lat] Consisting

of sweat. Brown.

SUDS. / [from rro'ban, to seeth.] 1. A lixi

vium of spap and water, a. To be in lit

Subs. A familiar ptaase for being in any

difficulty. ~

To SUE. v. a, [suivre, Fr.] 1. To prosecute

by law. Matt. 1. To gain by legal procedure,

Calamy.

To SUE. v. n. To beg; to entreat; lo petitior

Knollet.

SUET./. [ An old French word.] A hard

fat, particularly that about the kidneys.

Wiseman.

SU'ETY. a. [srom/o«] Consisting of suet;

resembling suet Sharp.

To SUFFER, v a [Juffero, Lat] I. To bear;

toundergo; to feel with sense ot pain Mark.

2. To endure ; to lupport ; not to link under.

Milton. 3. To allow; to permit; not to

hinder. Locke 4. To pass through « to be

affected by. Milton.

To SUFFER, v. n. 1. To undergo pain or

inconvenience. Locke, a. To undergo pu

nishment. ClarenJctt. 3. To be injured

SUTFRRAGLE. a. [homs.ffr.] Tolerable;

such as may be endured IVottn.

SU'FFERABLY. adv. [from sufferabje.] Tole

rably ; I'o as to be endured Addisen.

SUFFERANCE. / [stfrar.ee, Fr.] I.

Pain ; inconvenience ; misery. Locke. 1.

Patience | moderation. Tayhr, Ottcay. 3,

Toleration ; permissian ; not hindrance.

flitter'.

SU'FFERF.R. / [from safer.] 1. One who

endures or undergoes pain or inconvenience.

Addisen, 1. One who allows ; one who

permits.

SUFFERING. s. [from suffer.] Pa,in sufeied.

Atterbury.

To SUFFICE, <a. n. s snfxte. Lat] To he

enough; to be sufficient; to be equal to the

endor purpose. L'-cke.

To SUFF'ICE. v. a. '1 . To afford ; to supply.

Drrden. i. To satisfy. Ruth, Drydin,

SUFFICIENCY, s. [from sufficient ] i. State

of being adequate to the end proposed. Btylt.

'. Qualification for any purpose. Tempi.'. 3.

Competence ; enough. 4. Supply equal to

want. 5. It is used by Temple for that conceit

\ which makes a man think himself equiln

things above him

SUFFICIENT, a. [ sufficient. Lat ] 1. Equal

to any end or purp fe ; enough ; compe

tent 1 not deficient. Lccke, Swift. a. Qua-

lifted for any thing by fortune or cthervme.

I Stairsp.

SUFFICIENTLY, a/fo ssrom sufficient.] To a

sufficient degree ; enough- Rortri.

■SUFFl SANCE. [French. ] Excess; plenty.

Spenser.

ToSUFFOCATF.. v. a. [ suffice. Lat.] To

choak by exclusion, or interception of air.

Collier.

SUFFOCA'TION./[/it/.ra/i»», French -.from

Juffocate.) The act of chcaking; the l^lteof

beIn£ choaked. Cbcyne.

SUFFOCATIVE a. [hemsussxatt\ Having

the power to choak. A> bu'.bnot.

SUFFRAGAN./ [suf, araueni, Lalia.] A

bishop considered as subject to his metropoli

tan. Aylffc.

ToSUFFRAGATE. v. n. [suffrage. Lat.]

To vote with ; to agree in voice with, stale.

SU FFRAGE./. [fufra^um,\.ui ] Vote; voice

given in a controverted point. Ben. Jebnsn,

A'.terbury.

SUFFRA'GINOUS. a {suffrage, Latin ] Be

longing to the'knee joint ol beasts. Brecon.

SUFFUMIGA'tlON. /". [suffumiro. Lat ] Ope

ration of fumes railed bv firr. Wtjemtiu.

SUFFU'MIGE. /! [Jufumigt, Lat.J A medicil

fume. Harvey.

To SUFI- USE. v.a [suffusu,. Lat] To spread

over with something expansible as with a va

pour or a tincture. Fcpe.

SUFFUSION. /. [fromjuffus,.] 1. The act' as

over!peatling with anv tl-iint:. 2. That which

is infused or spread. Drydtn.

SUC
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SUC / A kind of viena like » clove, or. pin.

'Wtttn.

SUGAR. s.[suere, French.] I. The native silt

of lhe/«/«r-c»ne, obtained by the expression

and evaporation of its juice. Crajbav). a. Any

thing proverbially sweet. Sbakesp. 3. A chy-

mical dry chrystallization. B-ytt.

ToSUCAR v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

impregnate or season with sugar. Crajbav-

a. Tc, sweeten. Fairfax.

SU'GARY. a. [(rom/ngar.] Sweet; tatting cf

sugar. Spenier.

To SUGGEST, v. a. [suggeflum, Lat] I

To hint ; to intimate ; to insinuate good or

ill. Locke. 1. To seduce; to draw to ill by

insinuation. Sbakesp. 3. To inform secretly

Shnkesp

SUGGESTION./ [fromsuggest ]Private hint:

intimation; insinuation; secret notification

Sbakesp. Locke.

To SU'GGILATE. v. a. [figgilh. Lat] To

beat black and blue; to make livid by a bruise.

Wiseman.

SUICIDE / [snicidium. Lat] Self-murder;

the horrid crime of destroying one's self.

Salvage.

SUI'LLAGE. / Isnillagf, Fr.] Drain of filth.

IVetlon

SUING./ The act of soaking through any

•hing. Bacn.

SUIT./ [/•'"» Fr.] 1. A set; a number of

things correspondent one to the other. Dryjtn.

a. Cloaths made one part to answer another.

Donne. 3. Consecution ; series: regular order

Bacon* 4. OutcsSvns Having no corres

pondence. Sbakesp. ;. Retinua; company

SiJmj. 6 A petition ; an address of entreaty.

Shakffp. Donne. 7. Courtship. Stakes. 8. Pur

suit ; prosecution. Spenser. 9, [In law.} Suit

is sometimes put for the instance of a caul'.-,

and sometime^ tor the cjule itself deduced in

judgment. Aylisse, Taylor.

To SUIT. v. a., [from the noun] 1. To fit; to

adapt to something else. Shake/p. a. To be

fitted to ; to btcomc. DryJen. 3. To dress ;

to clothe. Stakesp.

To SUIT. v. n. To agree ; to accord. DryJen.

SUITABLE, a [from suit.] Fitting; accord

ing with; agreeable to. Tillotfon.

SUITABLENESS / [fromy«i7aMr.] Fitness;

igreeableness. Glanvittr, Ssutb.

SUITABLY, adv. [irttmjuitable.] Agreeably;

according 10. South.

SUIT Covenant. [In law] Is where the ancestor

of one man has covenanted v.-iih the ancestor

of an ther to sue at his court. Bailey.

SUIT Court [In law.) Is the court in which

tenants owe atien.lance to their lord. Bailey.

SUIT Seriue [In law] Attendance which

tenants owe to the court of their lord. Bailey

• SUITER. 1 J. [tvmjnit] 1. One that faes;

SUITOR. 5 aperitioner; a supplicant. Heiker,

Denban, Reive, a. A wooer; wie who courts,

a mistress. Wtttou, Pope.

SUITR1.SS. / [froinju ;t .] A Ser.aX- ;u 'pli

cae!. Rivie.

SU'LCATEp. a. [sulcm, Latin] Furrowed.

WoiJwarJ.

SULL. /. A plough. Ainstvtrtb.

SULLEN, a. 1. GUomy ; angry; sluggishly dif-

cor tented. ClarenJtn. a. Mischievous; malig

nant. DryJen. 3. Intractable ; obllin te. Titles.

4. Gloomy; dark; cloudy; dismal. Pope. 5.

Heavy; dull; sorrowful. Sbakesp.

SU'LLENLY. aJv. [ from sullen. ] Gloomily )

malignantly; intractably. More.

SULLENNhSS. / [itotasutten.] Gloominess;

morosenefs ; sluggish anger; malignity. Donnr.

SU'LLENS. / Morose temper; gloominess of

min.J. Sbakesp.

SU'LLAGE. / [from sully.'] Pollution; filth;

stain of dirt; foulness. Gent, of the Tongue.

To SU'LLY. v. a. [souiller, Fr.] To foil; to

tarnish ; to dirt ; to spot. Roscommon.

SU LI.Y./ [from the verb] Soil ; tarnish; spot.

AJJisen.

SULPHUR. s. [Latin.] Brimstone. Milton. ■

SULPHUREOUS. I a. [Julpburem, Latin.]

SULPHUROUS. J Made of brimstone ;

having the qualities of brimstone ; containing

sulphur. Newton.

SULPHUREOUSNESS / [from/*^i«r««r.]

The state of being sulphureous.

SULPHURWORT./ The lame with Hoc s-

r.IHHEL.

SULPHURY, a. [from sulphur.] Partaking of

sulphur.

SU LTAN^^rfArabick.] The Turkish empc-

rour. :^k k

SU I.T.W H/. [from su'tan.] The queen of

SU I.TaMHt an Eastern emperour. Ciea-.l.

SULTANRY. / [from/«//a«.] AntEastern

empire. Bacon.

SULTRINESS./ [tromsultry.] The state of

being lultry.

SULTRY- a. Hot without ventilation ; hot and

close; hot and cloudy. San. AJJisrn.

SUM./ [/nmma, Latin.] I. The whole of any

thing : many particulars aggregated to a total .

Hoiker. 2. Quantity As money. Sbakesp. 3.

Compendium; abridmient ; the whole ab

stracted Hooker. 4. The amount ; the result

of reasoning or computation. Ttltjtjcn. 5.

Height ; completion. Milton.

To SUM. ». a. [ s.mmer, Fr ] 1. To compute ;

to collect particulars into a tout. Bacau,Scuil.

a. To comprise; to comprehend; to collect

into a narrow compass. DiyJen. 3. To have

feathers full grown. Milton.

SUMACH-TREE./ The flows rs are used in

dving, and the branches for tanning, in Ame

rica. Miller.

SU'MLLSS. a, [fromsnm.] Not to be computed.

P,pe.

SU'MMARILY. aJv [fromsummary] Briefly;

the shortest way. Hioker.

SUMMARY, a. Short; briaf; compendious.

Swift.

SUMMARY./ [from t^e adjective.] Com.

peoJiutBj abrid^roea;. listen.

SUMMER.
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SU'MMER./ [pimep, Saxon; somer, Dutch.]

i. The season in which the sun arrives it the

higher solstice. Shakesp. I The principal

beam of a floor. tVettor., Herbert.

To SU'MMER. v. ■ [from the noun.] To pise

the summer. Isaiah.

To S'UWMER. v. a. To keep wirm. Shakesp.

SU'MMERHOUSE./ [fromsnmmer and Aw/*.]

An apartment in a garden used in the summer.

Wattt.

SUMMERSAULT.? / [seubresault, Fr.] A

SUMMERSET. J high leip in which the

heels are thrown over the head. kValttn.

SUMMIT. / [summitat, Lat.] The top ; the

utmost height. Shakesp.

To SU MMON. v. a. (summoneo. Lat.] I . To

call with authority; to admonish to appear;

to cite* Bacon, Pcpe. i. To excite ; to call

up ; to raise. Shakesp.

SUMMONER. / [from summen.) One who

cites. Shakesp.

SUMMONS./. A call of authority; admoni

tion to appear ; citation. Hayvoara, Milton.

SUMPTER. / [fommier, Fnn.somare, Ital]

A horse that carries the cloaths or furniture.

Shakesp. Drydm.

SU MPTION./ [homsnmptni, Lit.] The ict

of taking. Taylor.

SUMPTUARY, m. [sumptnariui, Lat.] Re

lating to tx pence; regulating the cost of life.

Bacon.

SUMTUO'SITY. / [from fajfcfr] Expcn-

siveness; costliness. R>iltii>^^

SUMPTUOUS, a. [ sumpiuoJjJtKjumptus,

Lit.] Costly; expensive; sp len3trT Atterbury.

SU MPTUOUSLY. adv. [fromsumptuout.] Ex-

penlivelv; with great cost. Bacon, Swift.

SU'MPTUOUSNESS./! [trom/i.i«/>/»»i.j.]Ex-

pensivenefs ; costliness. Boyle.

SUN./ [pinne. Sax. fin, Dutch ] I. The lu

minary that makes the day. Locke. 1. A sun

ny place; a place eminently warmed by the

sun. Milton 3. Any thing eminently splen

did. King Charlci. 4 Under the Sun. In this

world. A proverbial expression. EccUs.

To SUN. v. a. [from the noun.] To insulate }

to expose to the sun. Qryden.

SU'NBKAM. / [Jnn and beam.] Ray of the

fun. Shake/p. Smth.

SU NBEAT part. a. [/«» and beat.] Shone on

by the fun. Dryden.

SUNERIGHT. a. [/«« and bright] Resem

bling the sun in brightness. Milton.

SUNBl'RNINi;. J. [JunmA burning.] The

effect of the fun upon the face. Boyle.

SU'NBURNT. part a. [sun and turns.) Tan

ned ; discoloured by the sun. Cleaveland.

SU NCLAD. part. a. [sun and clad.] Clothed

in radiance ; bright.

SUNDAY./ The day anciently dedicated tc

the sun ; the Christian sabbath. Shake/p.

Tc. SUNDER, v . a. [rynopiin, Saxon] Tc

part; to separate; to divide. Donne, Granv.

SK NDER, J. [j-unbert, Sax] Two ; two pans.

I'stilml.

SI' NDtW. / An herb. Ainstairth.

SUN'DIAL / r<tV«/tod/».] A marked plate

on which the shadow points the hour. Donne.

SU'NDRY. a [runfcert. Sax] Several, more

than one. Hooker, Sanderson.

SU NFLOWER. / [corenaselii, Lit.] A plant.

Miller.

SU'NFLOWER,£,</r&./ [helianthemum, Lit.]

A plant. Miller.

SUNG. The preterite and participle passive of

sing. Pope.

SUNK. The preterite ind participle passive of

Jink. Prior.

SU NLESS.. a. sfrom/««.] Wanting fun; want

ing warmth. Thomson.

SUNLIKE a. [/«» and like.] Resembling tie

sun. Cheyne.

SU'NNY. a. [from /"«».] 1. Resembling the

sun | bright. Shakesp %. Exposed to the son j

bright with the sun. Addisn. 3. Coloured by

the sun. Shakesp.

SU NRISE. ? / [snn and rising.] Morn-

SUNRI'SING. J ing ) the appearance of the

fun. Walton, Bentley.

SUNSET./ [/..and/*/.] Close of the day j

evening. Raleigh, Pope.

SU'NSHINE./ [/«» tndshine] Action of the

fun ; place where the heat and lultre ot' the

fun are powerful. Clarendon.

SUNSHINY, a. 1. Bright with the s«n. Beyle.

*. Bright like the fun. Spenser.

To SUP. v. a. fpupan, Sut.soepeu, Dutch ] To

drink by mouthluU; to drink by little it a

time. Crashato.

To SUP. «. n. [sonper, Fr.] To eat the even

ing meal. Shakesp. Tob. Dryden.

To SUP. v. a. To treat with supper. Shakesp.

Chapman.

SUP. /. [from the verb.) A small draught ; a

mouthful of liquor. Svfif't.

SUPER ; in composition, notes either more than

another, or more than enough, or on the top.

SU'PERABLE. a. [snperabilii. Lat.] Conquer

able ; such as may be overcome.

SU'PERABLENESS. s. [from/.per able ] Qoa-

lity of being conqueiable.

To SUTERABOUND. v. n. [super and a.

bound] To be exuberart ; to be st red with

more than enough. Hotv.-l.

SUPERABUNDANCE /. [super and a*««-

dance] Mre than enough; great quantity.

IVeedvsard.

SUPERABUNDANT, a [super and abun

dant.] Being more than enough. Svrift.

SUPERABUNDANTLY, adv [from super

abundant] M>re than sufficiently. Chfyue.

To SUPERA'DD. v. n. [JupiradJo, Lat.) To

idd over ind ab >ve ; to join any thing lo as to

make it more. South.

SUPERADDI'TION. /. \snper and moUitieu ]

1. The act of adding to s>meihing else. More. t

1. That which is ad,led. Hammind.

SUPERADVE'NIENT a. [smseradveuieui.

Lat ] 1. Crming to the increase or afliltinte

of something. More, l. Coming unexpectedlj

To SUPERANNUATE, v. a. [/user and"- \

ail, I
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»»r. Lat.] To impair or disqualify by «ge or

length of lite. Brown.

To SUPERANNUATE, v. n. To list beyond

the year. Bacon.

SUPER ANNUA'TION/[srom/i^er<i««i<a/r.]

The slate of being disqualified by yean.

SUPE'RB. a. [suberbut, Lat.) Grand j pom

pous ; lofty ; aucust •, stately.

SUPERB LILY./ [mtthonica, Lat] A flower.

SUPERCA'RGO./ [super ami cargo.) An of

ficer in the (hip whole business ib to manage

the trade. Ptpi.

SUPERCELESTIAL. a. [super and celestial.)

Placed above the firmament. Raleigh.

SUPERCILIOUS, a. [from supercilium. Lat.]

Haughty ; dogmatical ; dictatorial ; arbitrary.

South.

SUPERCILIOUSLY, adv. [fromsufercilicui]

Haughtily ; dogmatically ; contemptuously.

Clarendon .

SUPERCI LIOUSNESS./ [from supercilious.)

Haughtiness ; contemptuoumeR

SUPERCONCEPTION. / [super and con

ception.) A conception nude alter another con

ception. Brown.

SUPERCO'NSEQUF.NCE. / [super and con

sequence) Remote con equence. Bnwn.

SUPERCRE'SCENCE. / [super and cresa.

Lat.] That which grows upon another grow

ing thing. Brcvin. •

SUPERE'MINENCE. ? / [super and emi-

SUPEREMINENCY. J »«, Lat.] Uncom

mon degree of eminence. Aylisst.

SUPERE'MINENT. a. [super and eminent.)

Eminent in a high degree. Hooker.

To SUPERE'ROGATE. v. n. [super and ert-

gatio. Lat.] To do mote than duty requires.

Cleavtlaud.

SUPEREROGATION./, [fcomsupererogate ]

Performance of more than duty requires. Til/o.

SUPEREROG\TOR'Y.a.[frvmjuperercgate)

performed beyond the strict demands of duty.

Hovel.

SUPEREXCELLENT. a. [super and excel

lent.) Excellent beyond common degrees of

excellence. Decay oj Piety.

SUPEREXCRE SCENCE. / [super and ex

crescence.) Something superfluously growing

Wiseman.

To SUPERFETATE. v. ». [super and satui,

Lat.] To conceive after conception. Grew.

SUPERFET.A TION. / [supersetatin, Fr.]

One conception following another, so that

both are in the womb together. Brown.

SUPERFICE. / [supersce, Fren. sufafaes,

Lat] Outside; surface. Dryden.

SUPERFICIAL, a. [s.persic.el, Vr. from su-

ptrftilt, Lat. J t. Lying on the surface ; not

reaching below the surface. Burnet, Bentley

a. Shallow ; contrived to cover something.

Sbattsp. 3. Shallow ; not profound ; smat

tering ; not learned. Dryden.

SUPERFICIA L1TY./ [fromsuperfiiial.) The

quality of being supeificial. Brown.

SUPERFICIALLY, adv. [from /ufers,ia!) 1

On the surface ; not below the surface. 1.

Without penetration ; without close heed.

Milton. 3 Without going deep; without

searching. Shakesp.

SUPERFIClALNESS / [from superficial] 1.

Shallowness ; position on the surface. "■ Slight

knowledge ; false appearance.

SUPERFICIES. J. (Latin] Outside; surface",

superfice. Sandyi.

SU PERFINE. a [super and/«.] Eminently

fine. L'Estrange.

SUPERFLUITANCF.. / [super and suit),

Lat ] The act of floating above Brown.

SUPERFLUITANT. a. [suferfluitant, Lat.]

Floating above. Brown.

SUPERFLUITY, s. [superfiuite, Fr ] More

than enough •, plenty beyond use or necessity.

Staiesp. Suckling.

SUPE RFLUOUS. a. [super and Jlut, Latin.)

Exuberant ; more than enough ; unnecessary.

Holier, Roseommin.

SUPE RFLIOUSNESS./ [from supcrfiucui.)

The state of being superfluous.

SUPERFLUX./ That which is mo.e than is

wanted Shakesp.

SUPERHUMAN, a. [super and humanui.

Lat.] Above the nature or power of man.

SUPERIMPREGNA'TION. s. [super and

impregnation ] Superconception ; superteta-

tion.

SUPER INCU'MBENT. a. [fifty and incum

bent. Lat.] Lying on the top of something

else. Woodward.

To SUPER1NDU CE. v. a. [super and induct,

Latin] 1. To bring in as an addition to some

thing else. Locke. 1. To bring on as a thing

not originally belonging to that on which it

is brought. South.

SIPERINDUXTION./ sfrom_/tyfr and in

duce) The act of luperinduciug. South.

SUPERINJECTION./ [super and mjeclien.]

An injection succeeding upon another. Diet.

SUPERINSTITU'TION./ [super and institu

tion.) [In law.] One institution upoa another.

Bailey.

To SUPERINTEND v. a. [super and intend]

To oversee ; to overlook ; to take care os

others with authority. Bacon, Watts.

SUPERINTENDENCE.? /. [fromsuper tod

SUPERIVTENDENCY. J intend.) Superiour

care ; the act of overseeing with authority.

Crew.

SUPERINTENDENT. / [superintendan!,

Fr. from superintend.) One who overlook"-

others authoritatively. SttWnrstcct.

SUPERIORITY./ Pre-eminence; the quali

ty of being greater or higher than another in

any respect. Stillinp fleet.

SUPERIOUR. a. [fmferitur, Ft.superior. Lat]

1 . Higher ; greater in dignity or excellence ;

preferable or preferred to another. Tay'.er. 2.

Upper; higher locally. Newton. <. Free from

emotion or concern ; unconquered Miltin.

SUPL'RIOUR / One more excellent or digni

fied thau another. Addi/hg.

SUPER
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SUPERLA TION./ [superlatio, Lat,] Exal

tation ot any thing beyond truth or propriety.

Ben, Jo'tnson.

SUPERLATIVE.*, [superlativut, Lat.] 1.

Implying or expressing the highest degree.

tfattt. i. Rising to the highest, degree. Bac.

Glanville, Souti.

SUPERLATIVELY, adv. [from superlative]

i. In a manner of speech expressing the high

est degree. Bacon. 1. In the highest degree.

Xmtt, Bentley.

SUPERLAT1VENESS. / [from/n^rWa/rV.]

The Hate of being in the highest degree

SUPERI.U'NAR. a. [ Juper and /«m, Latin 1

Not sublunary ; placed above the moon. Pope.

SUPERNAL, a. [supernut. Lat.] i. Hiving

an higher position ; locally above us. Rateith

». Relating to things above ; placed above :

celestial. Shaielp.

SUPERNATANT, a. [supernatant, Latin J

Swimming above Boyle.

SUPERNATAl ION./ [from/a^ma/j, Lat ]

The act or' swimming on the top of any thing.

Bacon,

SUPERNATURAL, a. [super and natural.]

Being above the powers oi nature. 'siUetJon

SUPERNA'TURALLY. adv. [Iromsuperuatu-

rat.] In a manner above the course or power

of nature. South.

SUPERNUMERARY, a. [super and nume-

rnt. Lac] Being above a stated, a necessary,

an usual, or a round number. Haider.

SUPERPLANT. f. [super »nd p'—i] A plant

growing upon another plant. Baton

To SUPEKPONDERATE. v. a. [super and

ptndero. Ut] To weigh over and above Di3.

SUPERPROPO'RTION. / [super and proper-

tit, Lat.] Overplus of proportion. Dighy.

SUPERPURGA'TION. / [super and purga

tion.] More purgation than enough. Wiseman.

SUPERREFLE'XION/ [super and reflexion.]

Reflexion of an image reflected. Bacon.

SUPERSAL1ENCY./ [super tadsalit, Lat.]

The act of leaping upon any thing. Bronnn.

To SUPERSCRIBE, v.a. [super and sa-Ho,

Latin.] To inscribe upon the top or outside

Adits-.n.

SUPERSCRIPTION. /. [super and scriptio.

Lat.] I. The act of siiperlcribing. a. That

which is written on the top or outside. Suctl.

To SUPERSE DE. v. a. [super and sideo.

Lat.] To make void or inefficacious by supe-

riour power ; to set aside. Bcntlej.

SI:PERSE'DEAS. [In law. J Is a writ which

lieth in divers and sundry cases ; in all which

it signilies a command or request to stay or

forbear the doins oi that which in appearance

of law was to be done, wcie'ii not for the

cause whereupon the writ is granted : for ex

ample, a man regularly is to have surety ot

peace against him of whom he will swear that

he is aliaid ; and the justice required hereun

to cannot deny him : yet if the party be for

mally -.bound to the peace, in chancery or

elsewhere, ihii writ lieth to Hay the justice

srofn doing that, which otherwise he might

not deny. Convell, Carevt,

SUPERSERVICEABLE. a. [super inA ser

viceable.] Over officious. Shalejp.

SUPERSTITION./, [superst.tio, Latin.] I.

Unnecessary lears orscruples in religion; reli

gion without morality. Drjdeu. a False re

ligion i reverence ot beings nut pr per objects

of reverence. Aclt. 3. Over-nicety ; exact

ness too scrupulous.

SUPERSTI TIOIW. a. [Jnprrstitiesu , Ut] 1.

Addicted to luperstition; lull of idle until- >r

scruples with regard to religion. Aftlton. 1.

Over accurate i scrupulous beyond need.

SUPERSTl'TIOUSLY. adv. [from Jupersiiti-

cut. 1 In a superstitious manner.

To SUPERSTRAI N. v a. [super ttvistrain.]

To strain beyond the just stretch. Bacon.

To SUPERSTRU'CT. v. a. [superstruclu,,

Lat ] To build upon any thing. Hammond.

SUPKRSTRU'CTION. s. [from superstruS]

An edifice raised on any thing. Deuham.

SUPERSTRUC TIVE. a. (from Juf-erstruB.]

Built upon something else. Hammond.

SUPERSTRUCTURE / [super and struc

ture.] That which is raised or built upoa

something else. Tillotson.

SUPERSUBSTA'NTIAL. a [super andsub

stantial] More than substantial.

SUPERVACANEOUS, a. [fupervactueui,

Lat.) Superfluous; needMs ; unnecessary ,

serving to no purpose. Dicl.

SUPERVACA NEOUSLY. adv. [from the ad

jective.] Needlcsty.

SUPERVACA'NEOUSNESS./ [from the ad

jective.] Needleffnels.

To SUPERVENE 11. «. [superveuio, Latin.]

To come as an extraneous addition. Bentley.

SUPERVE'NIENT. a. [supervenient, Latin.]

Added; additional. Hammond

SUPERVENTION. /. [{,om s.perveue.] The

act of supervening.

To SUPERVISE v. a. To overlook; to over

see ; to intend Congreve.

SUPERVISOR/ [ttom supervise ] An over

seer ; an inspector. IVattt.

ToSUPERVIVE v.n [ super and vive. Lat ]

To overlive ; to outlive. Claris.

SUPINATION. / [supmatitu, Fr] The act

of lying with the lace upward.

SUPI'NE. a. [supinut, I .it] 1 .Lying with ibe

face upward. Dryden. 1. Leaning backwards

with exposure to the fun. Dryden. 3 Negli

gence ; careless; inJolent ; drowsy. Tatlfit

Woodward.

SUPINE./ [supinut. Lat.] In Grammar 1

term signifying a particular kind of veibil

noun.

SUPINELY, ad'.: [from s'.pine.] I . With the

face upward. 1 Drowsily j thoughtletil) I

indolently. Sandyt.

SL'Pl NENESS. J. idom supine.] 1. Posture

with the face upward. 1. Drowfinels ; care-

IclTnes. ; indolence. Svttst.

SUEISITY/ [liom/w;rif] i. Fostnreoflv
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ing with the face upwards. I. Carelessness ;

indolence v thoughtlessness. Brown.

SUPPEDA'NEOUS. a. [sub and fe,, Lat.]

Placed under the feet. Bronvn.

SUPPER / [souper, Pr. See Sep.] The

last meal of the day ; the evening repast.

tifakefp. Mi tin.

SU'PPERLRSS. a. [from supper) Wanting

supper; lasting at night. Pope.

To SUPPLANT, v.a. [subinAplanta, Lat.] I.

To trip up the heels. Milton J. To displace

by stratagem; to turn out. Sidney 3. To dis

place ; to overpower; to force away. Sbaiesp.

SUPPLA'NTER / [from fusphnt.) One that

supplants; one that displaces.

SUPPLE, a. [s,uple,Yr] 1. Pliant-, flexible.

M-lton. *. Yielding; soft; not obllinate.

Dry<i 3- Flattering; fawning; bending. Ad-

diftn. 4 That which makes supple Shakes.

ToSU'PPLE. v. a. 1. To make pliant; lo

make sift; to make flexible. Arbutbnot. 1.

To make compliant. Lecke.

ToSU'PPLE. v ». To grow soft; to grow

pliant. Dryden.

SUPPLEMENT. /• [snpplemtntum. Lat. |

Addition to any thing by which its delects

sre supplied. Rogers.

SUPPLLMB'NTAL. 7 a [(mm supplement.)

SUPPLEMENTARY. J Additional ; such as

may supply the place of what is lost C'.areud.

SU PPLENESS / [foubkffe, Fr.. from supple ]

1. Pliantness; flexibility; readiness to take

any form. Bac. 2. Readiness of compliance;

facility. 'Temple.

SU PPLETORY / That which is to fill up

deficiencies. Hammond.

SUPPLIANT. a.[ suppliant, Fr.) Entreating:

beseeching ; precatory. Drydeu.

SUPPLIANT./, [from the adjective] An

humble petitioner Shakefp. Dryden

SUPPLICANT. / [r'rom supplicate) One

that entreats or implores with great submis

sion. R-gers.

To SUPPLICATE v n.[suppbco. Lat] To

implore; to entreat; to petition submissively.

AJdisin.

SUPPLICATION./: [(r^msupplicate.) I. Pe

tition humbly delivered ; entrea'y. Shakefp

1. Petitionary worstiip; the adoration or a

sup-pliant or petitioner. Stitltn?J!cet, Tifp.tsn

To SUPPLY v. a. [supple; Lat.] t. To sill

up as any delicienc'cs hippen Speis. ^. To

t»ive something wanted . to yield; to assnd

Dryden. 3. To relieve. Shakefp. 4. To seive

instead os. Waller. 5. To giw or bring,

whether ^ood or bad. Prior 6 To sill any

room made vacant. Dryden. 7. To accom

modate ; to furnish IVctton.

SUPPLY'./ Relict os want; cure of defici

encies. 1. Cor.

ToSli

tare.

tes. 1. ( tr.

UPPO'RT. v a [su'pcrter,Fr sufpor-\

e, hat ) 1. To sustain; to prop ; 10 bear j

SUPPO'RT. / [support, Fr] 1. Actnrpower

of sustaining. Lode. a. Prop; sustaining

power. 3 Necessaries of life. 4. Mainte

nance; supply.

SUPPORTABLE, a. [supportable, Fr.] To

lerable : to be endured. Pope.

SUPPO RTABLENESS/ [irom supportable.)

The state of being tolerable.

SUPPORTANCE. Is [from snpptrl. Main-

SUPPORTATION. 1 tenance; support. Sbat.

Bacon.

SUPPORTER./ [from support.) 1. One that

supports. Locke. 2. Prop; that by which any

thing is borne up from falling. Camden. 3.

Sullainer; comforter. South. 4. Maintaincr ;

defender Soutb.

SUPPO SABLE, a. [from suppose.) That may

be supposed. Hammond.

SUPPO'SAL./ [fromsuppose.) Positionth-

out proof; imagination; belief. Shakefp.

To SUPPOSE v. a [supp-.no, Lat.J I. To lay

down without proof j to advance by way ot*

argument without maintaining the position.

Locke. J. To admit without proof. TillotsoH.

3. T« imagine; to believe without examina

tion. Milton. 4. To require is previous to

itself. Hale.

SUPPOSE. / Supposition; position without

proof; unevidenced conceit. Dryden.

SUPPO SER. / [irom suppose) One that sup

poses. Shakefp

SUPPOSITION./ [supposition, Fr.] Position

laid down ; hypothesis; imagination yet un

proved. Titloljon.

SUPPOSITITIOUS a. [ssspfosttilitu. Lat]

Not genuine ; put by a trick into the place or

character belonging to another. Addijm.

SUPPOSIT1TIOUSNESS. s [from Jupposti-

tirus I State of being counterfeit

SUPPO SITIVELY adv. [hornsuppose.) Upon

supposition Hammond.

SUPPOSITORY./ [suppositorium, Lat.) A

kind of solid clyster. Arbutbnot.

To SUPPRESS, v a. [suppressui. Lat] I. To

crush; to overpower; to overwhelm; tosub-

due ; to reduce from any Itate of activity or

commotion. Daviei. 2. To conceal ; not to

tell; notto reveal Breeme. 3. To keep in;

not to let out. Shakeip.

SUPPRESSION./ [lupprejftin, Fr. {ufpreffit.

Lat] 1. The act os suppressing. 1. Not

publication. Pope

SUPPRESSOR./ [from suppress.) One that

suppresses, crushes, or conceals

To SUPPURATE, v. a [from fur purii, Lat ]

To generate put or matter. Arbutbnot.

To SU PPURATE. v n. To grow to pui.

S UPP U RATIO N. /. [from [up inrate J 1 . The

riperung or change ot the milter ot a tumour

into pus. Wiseman, -i. The matter suppurated.

South.

SU ITURATIVE. a [from suppurate] Di£es-

up Dryden. 2. To enJuie any thing pjinrul j live; generatng matter.

without being overcome Milton. 3. To en- SUPPU 1 A 1 ION )\jupputation,\~r.suppntl,

eWe Dry.let. 4. To sustain; to keep frum j 5 D ut]

faimin". Milton.
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LaL] Reckoning; account; calculation; com

putation. IVest.

To SUPPU TE. v. a. [(romsu/pnto, Lit.] To

reckon ; to calculate.

SUPRA. [Latin] in composition, signifies ab;ve,

or hisore.

SUPRALA'PSARY „ [fif ra and lafsut, Lat.]

Antecedent to the fall of man.

SUPRAVULGAR. a [supra and vulgar. ]

Above the vulgar. Ci/litr.

SUPREMACY. / [ from supreme. ] Highest

place; hiphcst authority j state of being su

preme. H-.cker, Rtgert.

SUPRE'ME. a. [jupremus, Lat.] I. Highest in

dignity; highest in authority. Hither, Milan.

z. Highest; most excellent. Dryden.

SUPREMELY, adv. [from the adjective.] In

the highest degree. Pope.

SUR. \Jur. Fr.J In composition, means ufou

or over aud ahoie.

SU'RADDITION /. [/.rand addition] Some

thing added to the name. Stakesp.

SU'RAL. a. U'rrmsura, Lat ] Being in the call

of the leg Wiseman

SU RANCH./ [from/urr.] Warrant ; security.

Shakesp.

To SURBATE. v. a. [ (olbatir, Fr.] To bruise

ami batter the feet with travel ; to harass ; lo

fatigue. Clarendon.

SURBE'T. The participle passive of surbate.

Spenser.

ToSURCE'ASE. v.u. [sur and cesstr, Fren.

crffo. Lat.] I. To be at an end; to stop; to

cease ) to be no longer in use. Donne, i. To

leave off; to practise no longer. Ho.ker.

ToSURCEASE. v. a. To stop > to put to an

end Spenser.

SURCEASE. / Cessation ; stop. Hooker,

SURCHARGE./ [surcharge, Fren from the

verb] Ovrrburthen; more than can be well

borne. L"h~strange.

T» SURCHARGE. v.a. [surcharges Fr.] To

overload ; to nrcrburthen. Knollei, Milton.

SURCHA'RGER. / [from surcharge.} One

that overburthens.

SURCINGLE. / [sur and cingnlum. Lat] I.

A girth with which the burthen is bound upon

ahorse, a The girdle of a cassock. Marvel.

SURCLE./ [jurcului, Lat.] A shoot | a twig j

a sucker. Brcwn.

SU RCOAT. / f surest, old French.] A short

coat worn over the rest «f the dreli. Camdtn,

Drydeu.

SURD, a. [Jurdue,],*..] t. Deaf; wanting the

sense of hearing. 1. Unheard; not perceived

by the ear. 3. Not expressed by any term.

ft'KE a. [ I'euie, Fr.) 1. Certain; unfailing;

inulhblr. Pjainu. a Certainly doomed Luke.

3 ConliiVnt ; undoubting ; certainly knowing.

Penham. 4. Sase ; firm ; certain ; past dnubt

or danger. Temple, 5. I'irm ; stable; nut liable

in latlure. Re/common. 6. Te be Sure. Cer

tainly. AlUtbury.

51 RP adv. [lu.cmeut, Fr.] Certain!)' ; wi'h-

<ut Joutt ; ilvuHleia. Shnkejp.

SUREFOOTED, a. [sure and sett."] Treading

firmly 1 not stumbling. Herbert.

SURELY, adv. (from sure] 1. Certainly;

undoubtedly ; without doubt. South. 1. Firm

ly ; without hazard.

SU'RENESS. / [ftomsure ) Certainty. Weti.

SURETISHIP. / [from surety.] The office of

a surety or bondsman ; the act 01 being bound

for another. South.

SU RETY./ [Turtle', Fr ] I . Certainty ; indu-

bitableness. benefit. 1. Foundation of stability;

support. Milton. 3. Evidence ; ratification ;

confirmation. Shakesp. 4. Security against

loss or damage ; security for payment. SbakeJ.

5. Hostage ; bondsman ; one that gives secu

rity for another Herbert, Hammond.

SURFACE./ [fur and/art, Fr.] Superficies;

outside ; superfice. Newton.

To SURFEIT, v. a. [from/rr and fairs, Fr.]

To feed with meat or drink to satiety and

sickness. Shakesp.

To SU'RFEIT. v. n. To be fed to satiety and

sickness. Lake, Clarend-.n.

SU'RFEIT. / ( from the verb. ] Sickness or

satiety caused by overfulnest. Sbakesp. Ben.

Johnson, ();v>ny.

iimr "RFEITER./ [from/«r/«/.] One who riots;

a glutton. Shakesp.

SU'RFEITWATER / [surfeit and water. ]

Water that cures surfeits. Locke.

SURGE. /vA swelling sea ; wave rolling above

the geneial surface of the water. Sandy s.

To SURGE, v. n. [itomsurgo, Lat] To swell j

to rife high. Spenser, Milton.

SU'RGEON./ [Corrupted by conversation from

chirurgevu.) One who cures by manual opera

tion. Taylor.

SU'RGEONRY. 7 / [for chirurgery] The act

SU'RGF.RY. J of curing by manual opera

tion. Shakesp.

SU'RGY. a. [from surge ] Rising in billows.

Pope.

SURLILY, adv. [ from surlj. ] In a surly

manner.

SU'RLINESS./ [from surly ] Gloomy morose-

ness; four auger. Drydeu,

St'RI.ING / [ from swfy- ] A sour morose

fellow. Camden.

JU'RLY. a. [from riirx, four. Sax.] Gloomily

morose; rcugh ; uncivil ; sour. Dryd Swift.

To SURMl'SE. v a. [surmise, Fren. J To

suspect; to image imperfectly; to imagine

without certain knowledge Hooker, 1 Tim.

SURMI SE./ [surmise, Fr.] Imperfect nation ;

suspicion. Hotker, Mi ton.

To SURMO'UNT. v. a. [surmonter, Fr.] I.

To rife above. Raleigh, a. To conquer ; to

overcome. Hajward. 3. To surpass j to ex

ceed. Milton.

SURMO UNTABLE. a. [fromsurmtunt] Con

querable ; luperable.

SURMt'LI.IiT./ [mugil. Lat] A sort of fish.

Ainftrorlh.

SU RN AME. / [surnim, Fr ] 1. The name of

the family ; the aamc which one has over and

those
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above the Christian name. KntUet. z. Ab ap

pellation added Co the original name. Shakesp.

To SURNAME, v. a. [ suratmmer, Fr. from

the noun] To name by an appellation added

to the original name. Afiltia.

To SURPASS, v. a. [sarpajser, Fr.] To ex

cel ; to exceed; to go beyond in excellence

Drydea.

SURPA'SSINC. part. a. [from surpass.] Ex

cellent in a high degree. Ca'awiy.

SURPLICE./ [sarpeli,,snrplit, Fr. fuptrptl-

licium, Lat. J Thew ite garb which the clergy

wear in their acts of ministration.

SURPLUS. ? / [/«rand^'«», Pr.] A

SURPLUSAGE, j supernumerary part; over

p'ut; what remains when nfe is satisfied

Bayk.

SURPRISAL ? / [surprise Fr.) I. The act

SURPRISE, i of taking unawares : the

state of being taken unawares. Wetton. a.

Sadden confusion or perplexity.

To SURPRISE, v a. [surfrii, Fr.] I. To

take unawares; to fall upon unexpectedly.

Bern. Jebasea. 1. To astonish by something

wonderful. L'EJlraage. 3. To confuse or per

plex by something sudden. Milton.

SURPRISING, fart. a. Wonderlul ; raising

sudden wonder or concern. Addisoa.

SURPR1 SINGLY, adv. \fnm sarprsiag.] To

a degree that raises wonder > in a manner

that raises wonder. Addison.

SU RQUEDRY./ Overweening; pride.S/wa/rr,

T>anne.

SURREBUTTER. / [In law.] A second re

batter ; answer to a rebutter.

SURREJOINDER. / [snrrejoiadre, Fr. ]

[In law.] A second defence of the plaintiffs

action, opposite to the rejoinder of the de

fendant. Bailey

To SURRE'NUER. v. a. [sarrendre, old Fr ]

1. To yield up; to deliver up. Hooker, a. To

deliver up to an enemy. Fairfax.

To SURRENDER, v. n. To yield; to give

one's self up Glanvil!'.

SURRENDER 7 s. isrom the verb] 1. The

SURRE NDRY. j actos yielding. Wood-ward.

1. The act ot resigning or giving up to ano

ther. < larenden.

SURRE'PTION./ [sarreptat, Lai.] Surprise:

sadden and unperceived invasion. Hammond.

SURREPTITIOUS, a. [ lurreputin,, Latin ]

Done by stealth; gotten or produced iraudu-

lentlv. Brtnvn.

SURREPTITIOUSLY adv. [ item surrepti-

//«ari ] By stealth ; fraudulently Gtv. osl'-e

Te*z*e.

To SU RROGATE. v. a. s surrogo, Lit.] To

put in the slice of another.

SURROGATE./ [sn,rcgatai, Lat.] A de

puty ; a delegate; the deputy ot an ecclesi

astical judge.

* To SURROU ND. v.a. [ surrt-der, Fr 1 T<.

environ; 10 encompass ; to enclole on ill fides.

Milton.

SUKSO'LID. [In algebra.] The fouith mulii-

plication or power of any number whatever

taken as the root.

SURTOU'T./ [French.] A large coat worn

overall the rest. Prior.

To SURVENE. v. a. [survenir, Fr.] To su

pervene ; to come as an addition. Harvey

To SURV EY. v. a. [s.rveoir, old Fr] 1 To

overlook ; to have under the view Milt:*,

Deaham. a. To oversee as one in authority.

3. To view as examining. Drydea.

SURVEY s. [from the verb] View j prospect.

Milton, Deaham, Drydea.

SURVEY OR. / [sr.m/«re.er] 1. An over

seer j one placed to superintend others. Bacoa.

2. A measurer of land. Arbutbnet.

SURVEY'ORSHIP. / [from sarvejor.] The

office of a surveyor.

ToSURVI'EW. v a [sarv/oir, o'd Fr ] To

overlook; to have in view. Spenser.

To SURVIVE, v.a. [sapervix; Lit.] ,. To

live after the death of another. Denbam j.

To live arter any thing. Spenser, Drydea'

Watts. 1. To remain alive Pipe '

To SURVIVE, v. a. To outlive Shaiest,

SURVI'VER./ sfrom s.rvive.} One who out-

lives another. Deaham, Swift.

SURVrVERSHIP. /. [from survivtr.] The

state of ouiliving another. Ayliffe

SUSCEPTIBI LITY./. [irow/njceptible ]Qua-

lity of admitting ; tendency to admit. Hale

SUSCEPTIBLE, a. Capable of admitting

SUSCE'PTION. /. [snsepm,, Latin ] Act of

taking. Aylffe.

SUSCEPTIVE a. [from saseeptat. Lat ] Ca-

pable to admit Watts.

SUSCl'PIENCY./ liroms.spicieat.] Recep-

tion ; admission.

SUSCl'PIENT / [saspiti,.,. Lat.] One who

take» ; one that admits or receives.

To SU'SCITATE. v. a. {sascitrr, Fr. sascittt

Lat.l To rouse; to excite Brown

SUSCITA'TION./. [Ji.Jatat.oa, Fr. from/./,

citate.] The act of rousing or exciting

To SUSPECT, v. a. [suss,Hum, I. it. | 1. To

imagine wiih a degree ot fear and jealous);

what is not known Mi.tjv. 7. To imagine

guilty without proof. LicU . 3. To hold un

certain Adiijin.

To SUSI'K CT. v. « To imagine guilt. Sbithes.

SUSPECT, part. a. [s»spe&, Fr.J DoubUul.

GlanvilU.

SUSPECT. / Suspicion. Sidney, SncUiug.

To SUSPEND, v a. [jnjpendre, Vt.Julj-ead:,

Lat.] 1. To hang ; to make lo hang bv ar.y

thing D-nat. 2. To make to depend upon.

Tuloisca. 3. To interrupt; to make to stop

for a lirr.c Deal am. 4. To delay ; to hinder

sum proceeding Shakesp. fan tax. 5. To

debar tor a tune from the exrcuticn of an

office or e.rjoymtot of a revenue Sander/.-»,

Staist.

SUSPENSE, s. {sus/eas*,, Latin] 1. Uncer

tainty; delay of certainty nr determination.

Hooker,, Loci.1. a. Acl ot withholding the juti<-

meni. Lute. 3. Privation mr.a lime; impri'i-
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4. Stop in the midst of two jTo SWA'DDLE. v. a. [rpebio, Six ] t. To

swathe; to Wind in cloaths generally used of

binding new-born children. SanJjt. » To

bett; to cudgel. Huiibrat.

WADDLE./, [from the verb] Cloatht bouod

rrand ihe body. Aiiijm.

SWA DDLINGBAND. ■) / [ftomsvaJJlt ]

SWA'DDLINGCLOTH. \ Cloih wnpjxd

bWADDLINGCLOUT. i roonJ * newborn

child. Shakrfp.

To SWAG. •». ■. [p5in. Six] To sink do*:

by its weight; to lay heavy. Otvta-e.

roSWAGGER.v.ir. [rpe;can,S«x.}Tob![ita;

to bully ; to be tuiliulcntly and tuniuitooirfy

proud. TilUijan, Cdlut.

WA'GGERER. / [from si*ag£tr.[ A Nis-

terrr ; a bully ; a turbulent noisy felloe- •

Shakesp.

WAGGY. ». [from/t»a£.] Dependent bj1 if

weight. Brmau.

SWAIN./, [ppem, Saxon and Runick ] 1. A

youngman Spenser. I. A country-fetruttr-

ployed in husbandry. Shatejp. 3 A tullen'

youth. /':/*.

SWA1NMOTE. /'. A court touching mitJrn

of>the forest, kept by the charter or one fore:

thrice in the year. Cavieit.

ToSWALE.7 v. a. [fpeUn, Saxoti, loto-

To SWEAL J die.] 1 o waste or blaw«".'i

to melt.

SWALLET. / Among the tin-miners. «w

breaking in upon the miners at iheirwnrk

SWA'LLOW./ im/lcre, Sa*on 1 A <h»'.^

of pillage, or, as some lay, a biiJthatiit- 'i".

and flieps in the winter. Mare.

To SWA I,LOW v a ./j-ptlXin, S«v /•rfp-

Dutch. I 1. To take down the threat. £*•'

1. To receive without examination. /-'•'"

3. To engross; to appropriate. 1'ift. 4 1"

alMorb; to tike in i to fink in any ar-yi-i l*

engulph. Seasesp. 5. lo devour ; to deflrot-

Licit. 6. To be loll io any thing; '»**

git cu up. Ijaiah.

SvVA'uLOW. /'. [from the verb] TheuVtw:;

voracity. Stutb.

SWALLOWTAIL, s. A fpecie«of willow- E«-

SVVA'LLOWWORT. / A plant.

SWAM. The preterite ot /ww.

SWAMP./ [j<u>am[>, SwediihJ A mt.fr i •

b*-g ; a fen.

SWAMPY, a. [from /wan*.] Boggy; !'«"!•

l7 bsmsgi

ment for a time,

opposite?. Pose.

SUSPENSE a. [suspensut. Lat.] 1. Held from

proceedirg Milt™. 1. Held in doubt ; held

in expectation. Milton.

SUSPENSION/ [suspensin,Vt fromsuspend]

I. Act of making to hang on any thing. St.

Act of miking U> depend on any thing. 3.

Act of delaying. IValler. 4. Act of with

holding or balancing the judgment Grew. 5

Interruption; temporary cessation. Clarendon.

SUSPF.'NSOP.Y. a [susptmsoire, Fr.susptusui,

Lat ] That by which a thing hangs. Ray.

SUSPI'CION. / [suspien. Lat.] The act of

suspecting; imagination, of something ill with

out proof. Mi.'ion

SUSPICIOUS a \ suspichsut,Lit.] 1. Inclined

to suspect; inclined to imagine ill without

proof. Sviist. 1. Liable to suspicion; giving

reason to imagine ill. lhoktr, Brcvm.

SUSPICIOUSLY, adv. [stoat smspiemi.] I.

With suspicion. 1. So as to raise suspicion

Siiney.

SUSPi'ClOUSNESS s [ftomsuspicieut.]Tt.ttA-

ine to suspicion. S-iuey.

SUSPIR A TION. / [ /uspiralio from suspire,

Lat. J Sigh; act ot fetching the breath deep

M;re.

To SUSPIRE. <t>„. [suspire, Latin] 1. To

si(jh ; to fetch the breath deep. i. It seem

in Shakespeare to mean only, to begin to

breathe.

To SUSTAIN, v a. [suflinei, Latin] 1 . To

bear; to prop; to hold up. More J. To

support; to keep from linking ur.der evil.

H-Uer, Itlhtjin. 3. To maintain; to keep

Da*.iei 4. To help; to relieve; to assist.

Sb.itesp. 5. To bear; to endure Mitten. 6

To bear without yielding, ll'aller. 7. To

suffer; to bear as inflicted. Shakesp.

El'STAI N ABLE, a [seufiinab.'e, Fr. srom/«/-

tnin ] That may be sustained

SUSTAINER./ [from sustain] 1. One that

prrps ; one that supports, a. One that suffers;

a lu.'serer. Chapman.

SU'STENANCE. /. [sustenance, Fr ] 1. Sup

port ; maintenance AJJijon. I. Ncceslirit*

of life; victuals. Temple.

SUSTENTATION./ [ from smftento. Lat ] 1.

Support; preservation from falling. Boyle. 1.

Support or life; use of victuals. Brtivn. 3.

Maintenance. Bonn.

SUSURRATION./ s from susurrt, Latin.]

Whisjerj soft murmur.

SUTLER./ \smeltr, Dutch; sailer, Cerm]

A man that ulls provisions. Dtyden.

SUTURE / [jutura. Lat ] 1. A manner of

sewing or stitching, particularly wounds. Sharp.

2. Suture ii- a part cular articulation. <^uittry.

SWAB. / [Jrjuabb, Swedish.] A kind of inop

to clean flcors

To SWAB. v. a [yfAbitt, Saxon] Toclcan

with a mop. Skehttk.

SWABBER./ [s-wabber, Dutch. A jV.eepcr

c! the deck. Denr.it.

SWAN, y: [f-pan. Sax /'««», Danilh ; fcv<

Dutch] The swan v a luge water-fowl. 'M

has a lung and verv straight neik, trdis^t.

white, excepting when it is you.a; lr> let"

and feel are black, «t it in bill, » hid: » ' tc

that o! a goule, but something raundrr, awl«

iittle hooked at the lower end ot it S*.o

use wings like fails, which catch the «:»-'. ''"

that they arc driven along in the wit" '' t

was consecrated to Apollo the god of rrns-cx.

because it wit la.d to ling melodiously «+rt

it was near expiring; a tradition generi •

received, but labuluus. Sbaktfp. L eh.
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S WA'NSKIN. / [swan and fiin.] A kind of

soft flannel.

SWAP. adv. Hastily ; with hasty violence: as,

he did it swap.

To SWAP. v. a. To exchange.

SWARD./. [sward, Swedish] I. The (kin

of bicon. z. The surface of the ground. A

Philip,.

SWARE. The preterite of swear.

SWARM. / r-Pe*r>"i) Sax swerm,] Dutch]

i . A great body or number of bees or other

small animals. Dryden. 2. A multitude ; a

crowd. Sbakesp.

To SWARM v. n. [rpeariman, Six swermen,

Dutch ] I. To rise as bees in a body, and

quit the hive Dryden, Gay. 2. To appear in

multitudes ; to croud ; to throng. Alt.'ton. 3.

Tobecroudedj to be over-run; to be throng

ed. Howel. 4. To breed multitudes Milieu.

SWART. 7 a. [/war/i, Gothitk ; j-prapr,

SWARTH J Sax. swart, Dutch J 1. Biatk ;

darkly brown ; tawnty. Spenser, x. In Mil

ton, gloomy ; malignant.

To SWART, v a. [irom the noun] To

blacken ; to dufle Brown.

SVVA RTHILY. adv. [from swarthy.] Blackly ;

duskily, tawnily.

SWA'RTHINESS. / [from swarthy.'] Dark

ness of complexion ; tawnincss.

SWARTHY a. [See Swart.] Dark of com

pletion; black ; dusky ; tawncy Rjsc:mm

SWASH./ [A cant word] A figuie, whose

circumference is not round, but oval ; and

whole mouldings lie not at right angles, but

oblitjue to the a-ii.s of th- work. Moxtn.

To SWASH v. n. To make a great cbttcr

or noise Sbakesp.

SWASHER. / \stomswast.] One who makes

a fh"W of valour or lo:ce Shakesp.

SWATCH./ A swathe. Tnjser.

SWATH. /. [swade, Dutch.] A line of graf,

cut down by the mower. Tnspr. 2. A con

tinued quantity. Shaiej'p. 3. A band ; a fiilet.

Addijom.

To SWATH"., v. a To bind as a child with

bands and rollers. Abb:t, Prhr,

To SWAY v a [slwcben, Ccrm to move]

1 To wave in the hand; to move or wield

wiih facility. Spenser, 2. To b ai ; to direct

to either side. Sbakesp. 3. To govern ; to

rule; to overpower; to influence. Milton,

Dryden.

To SWAY, v n. t. To hanq heavy ; to be

drawn by weight. Bacin. 1, To have weight \

to have influence. Hooker, 3. lo bear rule;

to govern. Milton.

SW<»Y. / [from the vnb ] I. The swing or

Iwcep os a weapon. Milton, 2. A«y thing

moving with bulk and power. Shale:/. 3

Power ; rule ; dominion, linker, 4. Influ

ence ; direction. Dryden.

To SWEAR. ■» •>, pretrr swire, or fcjrc ;

part. pass, jw.rn. [j-p.pun, Sax. su'erm,

Dutch J 1. To obtest iorre Uiperiour power ;

to ut:er an oath. Jickill. 2. To declare or

promise upon oath. Peacham. 3. To give e-

vidence upon oath. Shakesp. 4. To obtest

the great name profanely. Tilhlsm.

To SWEAR, v. a 1. To put to an oath.

Drydm. a. To declare upon oath. 3. To

obtest by an oath. Shakesp.

SWF.ARER. / [from /war] A wretch who

obtests the great name wantonly and profane

ly. Herbert, Swst.

SWEAT./, [fpcac, Six. sweet, Dutch] 1.

The matter evacuated at the pores by heat or

labour B:y.'.; 2. Labour ; toil ; drudgery.

Denhant 3. Evaporation of moistuie Mori.

To SWEAT, v. n. praerite/aiM, sweated;

participle pass, sweaten. 1. To be moist on

the body with heat or labour. Shakesp. Cowley.

2. To toil i lo labour ; to drudge. Waller, 3.

To emit moi'iure. Mirtimer.

To SWEAT, v. a To emit as sweat. Dryden.

SWEATER. / [from sweat] Oue who

sweats.

SWEATY, a. [from sweat] 1. Covered

with svi-at; moi:t with sweat. Miltn. a.

Consisting of sweat. Sws:. 3. Laborious •,

toilsome. Prior.

To SWEEP. v. a. [r-j>ip3n, Sax] 1. To drive

away wilh a besom. 2. To clean with a be

som. Lake 3. To carry with pomp Shatejp.

4. To drive or carry oft" wilh celerity and

violence. Knolles, Fenton. 5. To pals over

with celerity and force. 6. To rub over.

Dryitn. 7. To strike with long strokes.

Pipe

To SWEEP, *>.' n. 1. To pass with violence,

tumult, or swiftness Shakesp. 2. To pass

wih pomp; I" pass with an cquil motion.

Shake/p. 3. To move with a lone teach.

Dryden.

SWEEP./ [from the verb] t. The act rf

sweeping. 2. The compass of any violent rr

connnued motion. I'hlift. 3. Violent ri< -

Ibuthoo. Graunt. 4 Direction 0; any mo

tion not rectilinear. Sharp.

SWEEPINGS / [Uom J-weep J That which is

swept away. South,

SWEE I'NET /. [,W^aod net ] A nee that

tr.kes in a great compass Camden.

SWEE PSTAKF. / s sweep and/.a/e] A man

that wins all. Shakesp.

SWEETY n [hemjweep] Pasting with gnat

speed and violence. Dryden.

SWEET a. [fpere, Saxon ; seel, Dutch.] 1,

Pleasing to any fense. I'/atti. 2. Luscious

to the taste. Daviei. 3 Frag: ant to the smell.

I* a.':;n, Gav- 4- Melodious to the ear.

Walter 5 Fleafog 10 the eye. Shakes. 6.

Not salt. £jc:n. 7. Not lour, liaron. 8.

Niild ; !ort ; gentle. M/llon, Waller. 9.

Gia'.el'ul ; pleasing. Dryden. to. N,ot stale;

noi stink!oi> : ar, that m;at ii sweet.

oWEET j. 1 . Swectnvli. i sunctinn;; pleasn p.

Pen, j.hnssn. -. A word <>I cndcaunci.t.

Shakesp. ■ 3. A prrsume. Dryden.

S ,VKE' l'lv\F.AD. J. iiu. pincreas ot the c; I'".

Hj'vey, Svost.

SWEET-
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SWEETBRIAR./", [sweet and briar.} A fra

grant shrub Baccn.

SWEETBROOM. / An herb. Aims.

SWEE'TCICELY. / [Myrrhni] A plant.

Mnler.

To SWEETEN, v. a [from sweet.] I. To

make sweet. Swift. 1. To make mild or

kind. Snath. 3. To mike less painful.

AJJison. 4. To palliate ; to reconcile.

L'EJlrange. 5. To make grateful or pleasing

Bex. Jibxfon. 6. To setien ; to make deli

cate. OryJen.

To SWEETEN. ». n. To grow sweet. B.ecu

SWEETENER./ sfrom /W/f«.] 1. One iha

pilltates ; one that represents things tenderly

Sivst. 1. That which ecutemperates acri

mony. Temple

SWEETHEART./ [sweet and heart ] A

lover or mitlreis. Shakes ClcavelanA.

SWEETING. / (from /«■«;.] 1. A sweet

luscious apple. Ajcham. 2. A word of en-

dc.rmeat, ^hakejp.

SWEETISH, a. [trom/w«/.] Somewhat swee:.

Fhyer.

SWEETLY. adv. [from sweet.) In a sweet

mariDer ; with sweetness. Swift.

SWEETMEAT. / [swift and meat.] Dc-

licacies nude of fruits preserved with sugar.

L:cke.

SWEE'TNI'SS. /. [Uem sweet] The quality

of being sweet in any of its fenses. Ajckam.

R.jconimin.

SWEF.1 WILLIAM. / A plant. It is a species

ot cilliflower.

SWEETW1LLOW./ Gale or Dutch myrtle

Milkr.

To SWELL, v. n. participle pass. swillen.

fr-pellun, Saxon ; swollen, Dutch.] 1. To

grow bigger; to grow turgid 1 to extend the

pans. DryJen. %. To tumify by obstruction.

Nrhrmiah, DryJe*. 3. To be exasperated.

State'p. 4 To look big. Shakcfp. 5. To

proiu'jerate Vniah. 6. To rise iqto arro

gance i to be elated. DryJen. 7. To be in

flated wilh anger. Fsalmi. 8. To grow upon

the view. Stutrsp.

To SWELL v. a. 1. To cause to nse or en

crease ; to make lumid. Sbakesp. X. To

raise to arrogance- Cla>enden.

SWILL. /. [from the verb.] Extension osbulk

Oryjen

SWELLING./ [from swell] 1. Morbid tu

mour r. Protuberance j prominence. Newton

3. Effort fora vent. Taller.

ToSWRLT. v. n. Tn nuRs in sweat Spenser.

To SWELTER, v. m. To be pained with heat

Walton.

To .'WL'LTER v. a. To parch, or dry up

with Le *t Be«ll:y.

i-W!''I.T«Y. a. [Iran swelter:] Suffocating

w i'h heat.

SWEPT. Tiie participle arrl preterite nfswrrp.

'lo HVl'RD -j. r. To breed a green turf.

> cr.tner.

To SWERVE, v. m. [swtrvem, Saxon and

Dutch.] 1. To wander 1 to rove. Drydtm.

1. To deviate | to depart from rule, custom

or duty. Hooker, Common Prayer. 3. To

ply -, to bend. Miltom. 4. To climb on a

narrow body. DryJem.

SWIFT, a. [fpif-t, Saxon.] 1. Moving far

in a short time ; quick \ fleet ; speedy 1

nimble. Bourn, Ray, Dtrjet. ijleady.

Milton.

SWIFT./ [from the quickness of theif flight.]

1. A bird like a swallow; a martinet. Deri.

*. The current of a stream, ff'altim.

SWl'FTLY. adv. [from swift ] Fleetly ; ra

pidly j nimbly. Bacon, Frier.

SWI FTNESS. /. from swift. J Speed ; nimble-

ness; rapidity ;'quickneis ; velocity > celerity.

Dc-.bam.

To SWIG. v. n. [swiga, Ifhndxk.] To drink

by laigc draughts.

To SWILL, v. a. sfpiljan. Sax ] 1. Ta

d:ink luxuriously and grossly. Sbakesp. 1.

To wish •, to drench. Fhilipi. 3. To ine

briate. Drydtn.

SWILL./, (from the verb] Drink luxuriously

poured down. Mortimer

SWILLER. / [iron, swill] A luxurioua

drinker.

To SWIM v. m. preterite/ii'Bw, sworn, or

/van. [rpimman, Sax. Jwtmmem, Dutch]

1 . To float on the water i not to fink. Bacon.

2. To move progressively in the water by

the motion of the limbs. Kmllei, 3. lobe

conveyed by the stream. Dryden, 4. To gliHe

along with a smooth or dizzy motion. Smith.

5. To be dizzy ; to be vertiginous. Sw-st. 6.

To be floated. Addison. 7. To have abun

dance of any quality 1 to flow. Miitom.

To SWIM v. a. To pals by swimming. Dryitn.

SWIM. / [from the veib J The bladder of

fishes by which they are supported in the wa

ter. Grew.

SWIMMER. / [from swim ] One who

swims Bac:n. 2. The swimmer is situated

in the fore legs of a horse, above the knees

and upon the inside, and almost upon ihe

back pits of the hirri legs a little below ihe

ham : this part is witbou' hair, and resemble*

a piece of hard dry horn. Famer'i Did

SWIMMINGLY. adv. [from swimming]

Smoothlv ; without obstruct ion. Arbutbntt.

SWINE. /: [f-pm, Saxon ; swyn, Dutch ] A

hog; a pig. Shtitelp. Prior.

SWINEBREAD. /. A kind of plant ; truffles.

SWINEHERD /[spin and hyno, Se*.J A

keeper of hogs. Brcome.

SWI NEPIPE. / A bird of the thrush kind.

To SWING v. m. [spijan. Sax] i.lowive

to and fro hanging loosely Boyle. 2. To fly

backward and forward on a rope.

To SWING, v. a. preterite jwang, swung 1.

To make to play loosely on a liiin^. I. To

whirl round in the air. Bac.n. Muten. 3 To

wave loosely. Dryden.

SWING.
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SWING. /. [from the verb ] i. Motion of

any thing hanging loosely Loch. X. A line

on which any thing hangs loose. 3. In

fluence or power of a body put in motion.

Brown. 4 Course ; unrestrained liberty.

Chapman. 5. Unrestrained tendency. Glanv.

Sonth.

To SWINGE, v. a [ppinjan, Sax] 1. To

whip ; to baltinade ; to punish. Swift. 1.

To move as a lash. Milton.

SWINGE./ [from the verb ] A sway; a sweep

of any thing in motion. Walitr.

SWl'NGEBUCKLER /.[fwingt tnd buckler.]

A bully ; a man who pretends to feats of arms.

Shakefp I

SWINGER / [ftomfwing.] He who swings ;

a hurier.

SWINGING a. [(torn swinge.] Great; huge.

L'Eftrange.

SWI NGINCLY. adv. [from ftai.giwg^VMy,

greatly. Stuift.

To SWrNGLE. v. m. [ from swing. ] 1.

To dangle ; to wave hanging. I. To swing

in pleasure.

SWINISH a. [from faint.] Be6tting swine;

resembling swine ) gross. Milton.

ToSWINK. v n [rpincan. Sax.] To labour;

to toil ; to drudge. Sponsor.

ToSWINK. v. a. Tooverlabour. Milton.

SWINK. j. [rpinc, Sax] Labour ; toil ; drud

gery. Spenjer.

SWITCH. / A small flexible twig. Shakefp.

AdoUltn

To SWITCH, v. a. [from the noun.] To

lash ; to jerk. Chapman.

SWIVEL./ Something i.- ed in another bod)

so as to turn round in it.

SWOBBER./ [See SwAtiti.] 1. A sweeper

of the deck. Dryden. 1. Four privileged cardt

that are only incidentally used in betting at

the game of whist. Swift.

SWOLLEN.? The participle passive of swell.

SWOLN. J Sponsor.

SWOM. The preterite of swim. Dryden.

To SWOON. V. n. (appunan. Sax ] To suffer

a suspension of thought and lensalion ) to

faint. Baccn, Prior.

SWOON, s. [from the verb.] A lipothymy ; a

fainting fit-

To SWOOP, v. a. f I suppose from the sound.]

1. To fall at once, as a hawk upon hi-

prey. Dryden. l. To prey upon ; to catch

Up. Glanvitle.

SWOOP. / (from the verb ] Fall of a bird ot

prey upon his quarry. L?k.Jlrangc.

To SWOOP, v. a. Tn change , 10 exchange one

thing so: another. Dryden.

SWORD. /. [rpi-orpS, Sax siveerd, Dutch.]

1. A weapon use*! cither io cutting or [limit

ing; the usual weapon 01 fights hand 10 hand.

Breemc. 2. Drfliucticn by war. Deuter. 3

Vengeance ot juslica. 4. Emblem of autho

rity. Hndibia*.

SWORDKD. a. [from surd] Gi.t wiJi a

sword. Jl'ilH*.

SWO'RDER. / [from>W.] A cut-throat a

a soldier. Stake/p. * *

SWORDFISH.;; A- fish with a long sharp bone

issuing from his head. Spenjer.

SWORDGRaSS. /. A kind of sedge ; ghtder.

Ainfwerth.

SWORDKNOT./. [>)rrf „d i,(/.] Rib_

band tied to the hilt of the sword Pitt

SWO RDLAW./. Violence. M.llon.

SWO'RDMAN./[/W„;d man.] Soldier;

fighting man. Shake/p

SWOROPLeWER. J.\ fwrdtad player. ]C\t-

diator; tencer Hakewill.

SWORE. The pretenie ofswear. Milton.

SWORN. The participle paffive of {wear.

S'akejp.

SWUM. Preterite and participle passive of

Jwim. Milton.

SWUNG. Preterite ard participle, passive of

jwmg. Addijon.

SYB. a. [Properly/4 ; r,b, Sax] Related by

blood. Spenjer.

SYCAMINE. 7 / A tree. Mortimer,

SYCAMORE I /fallen.

SYCOPHANT./ [««.*«*■«.] A flatterer; *

parasite S Jury, South.

To SY'COPHANT. v. n [rvaya.l.V] To

play the sycophant. Gm. cf the Tonrne

SYCOPHANIICK. a [Uowf,„plu.t] Flat

tering; parasitical.

To SYCOFHANTISE. 1: .. [fromy>/>iW]

To play the flatterer. Diit

SYLLABICAL a. [homjyllable] Relating to

lyllables ; consisting of syllables.

SYi.LAIllCALLY. adv. [from fytUbieal.] la

a lyllahical manner.

SY'LLABICK. a. [fyllalicne, French; from

syllable J Relating to syllables.

SYLLABLE./ [c-AXzin ] 1. As much of a

word as is uttered by tie help of one vowel or

one articulation. Holder, a. Any thing pro

verbially concise. Shakejp.

To SYLLABLE, v. a. [trom the noun] To

utter ; to pronounce ; 10 articulate. Milton.

SYLLABUii / [Rightly Siliabub, which

lee.] Mil* and acids, liraumont.

SY'LLABUS./ [eriXXa&c] An abstract; a

compendium containing the heada ot a dis

course.

SY I.LOGISM. /. [rif.\oyirixl;] An argument

composed of ih^ee propositions ; as, every

nan thtnki ; Peter is a man ; therefore Peter

thmki.

SYI.LOGISTICAI..7 a. [rt*.Xy<.«J,-.] Per-

SYLI.OCl STICK J laining to a syllogism;

consilling of a sj llogi'm. tVatti.

SY Ll.UGISTICALLY adv { from/y Uogi/lieaL]

In the form of a syllogism. Luke

To SY LLOGIZE. v. n. [cv^o}^,,: ] To rea

son by syllogism. IVattt.

SY l.VAN. a. Woody ; shady. Milun.

SYLVAN. /. [Jyiiam, Ft.]' A wood rcJ, or

latyr. Pope.

SYMBOL. / [symbol, French j <n!,«C,xw. ]

1. An abstract ; a compendium; a compro

healivo
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henfive form. Baktr. I. A type j th»t

which comprehends in its figure a repre

sentation ot something else. Broome, South,

Addisq*.

SYMBOLICAL, a. [e~jaa£eXix:,-.[ Represen

tative ; typical ; expressing by signs. Breton,

Tayhr

SYMBOLICALLY, adv. [from symbolical]

Typically; by representation. Taybr.

SYMBO'LIZATION. / The ad of symbolii-

ing; representation ; resemblance. br*njjn.

To SYMBOLIZE, v. n. [from Jymbel.) To

have something in common with another by

representative qualities. Bacon, Boyle, Howl,

More, Syuth

To SYMBOLIZE, v. a. To make represent

tive of something. Brovtn.

SYMME'TRIAN. / [from symmetry] One

eminently studious of propoition. Sidney.

SYMMETRICAL, a. [from symmetry.] Pro

portionaie ; having parts well adapted to each

other.

SYMME'TRIST. / [ from symmetry. ] One

very studious or observant of proportion.

Wetto*

SYMMETRY./ [ mt and fJ-ir^t.] Adapta

tion of parts, to each other-, proportion ; har

mony j agreement of one part to another.

Ooniie, Waller, M-re, Dryden.

SYMPATHET1CAL 7 a [ [ymfathetiqne,

SYMPATHETIC. J Fr ] ' Having mu

tual sensation t beins: affected by what hap

pens to the other. Risrommon.

SYMPATHETICALLY, adv. [from sympa-

thetici.] With sympathy ; in consequence of

sympathy.

To SYMPATHIZE, v. rt. [simfauser, Fr.

sympathy ] To feel with another ; to feel

in cooler] uence of what another reels ; to feel

mutually. Milton. Locke.

SY'Ml'ATHY./ [n,i««iJi.H, ] Fellow-feel

ing ; mutual Lnlibility ; the quality of be

ing affected by the affection of another.

South, L-cie

SYMPHONIOUS a. [from symphony.] Har

monious ; agreeing in found. Milton.

SYMPHONY./ [ri> and fmh. ] Concert of

instruments; harmony of ming!ed sounds.

Wclton, Dryden.

SY'MPHYSIS. / [rvyand tf*.] Sympkyst is

meant ot thole b.-nes which in young children

are distinct, but alter some years unite ai:d

consolidate into one bone. Wijrrpan.

SYMPO'SlACK. a. [ c-uft-n?»s-iaiti,-. J Relating

to meny makings Arhu'.knot.

£Y M I' IOM. / [ oWapus. J i. Something

that happens concurrently with something

else, nut as the original cause, nor as the nc-

cissary effect, a. A sign -, a token Swift.

SYMr'TOMATICAL. 7 a. [from sym'tim]

SYMPTOMA'TICK. J Hap^oing concur

rently, or occasionally fViieman.

SYMPTOMA'TICAL'lY. adv. [from symf-

tom.itical ] In the na'ure os a symptom.

li ijeman.

SYNACO'GICAL. a. [from sjnapgue.] Per

taining to a synagogue.

SYNAGOGUE. /. [av/ayvyh] An assembly of

the jews to worship. Gospel.

SYNALEPHA. / [rtraXwpi. ] A contrac

tion or excision of a syllable in a latin verfia,

by joining together two vowels in the scan

ning or cutting oss the ending vowel : a ,

iir egt. Dryden.

SYNARTHRO'SIS. / [o-i* and Sc^*» ] A

close conjunction of two bones. Wiseman.

SYNCHONDRO-SI3. / [mind x"*?*-- 1

Synchondrejis is an union by gristles of the

fternon to the ribs. Wiseman.

SYNCHRO NIC AL. a [r» and JCc"^-] Hap

pening together at the fame time. Boyle.

SYNCHRONISM./ [ mt and X&&-- ) Coa-

currence of events happening at the lame tirce.

Hale

SYNCHRONOUS, a. [ mt and xxVsV] Hap

pening at the fame time

SYNCOPE. / [ mynom. ] I. Fainting fit.

Wiseman. 1. Contraction of a word by cat

ting off part.

SYNCOPIST. s [from //»«,*.] Contractor

of words. Spectator.

To SYNDICATE, v. n. [ mt and Slri J To

judge ; to pass judgment on j to censure.

Holeivifl

SYNDROME. / [«»Jj»,uS.] Concurrent ac

tion j concurrence trlanvi/le.

SYNECDOCHE./ [waWi] A figure by

which part is taken tor the whole, or the whole

for part. Taylor

SYNtCDOCHICAT., a. [ from syntcixht. ]

Expressed by a synecdoche ) implying a sy

necdoche. Bojle.

SYN NEUROSIS. / [ait andwvjw] The eve

ned ion made by a Igamer.t. H'ijeman.

SYNOD./, [mteto;. J i. An assembly, par

ticularly ot eccleliastick*. Shake/p, Cleatc-

land. l. Conjunction of the heavenly bodies.

3 a. [synidiaue, Fr. si

•f Jyma' J '■ Relating t

J lyn d ; transacted in a

or.e

Crajbato,

SYNODAL.

SYNO'DICAL.

SYNODICK.

nod. Stillmsfieet a. Reckoned from

conjunction o, the fun to another. Lode.

SYNO DICALLY. adm. [fr. m fynodical] By

the authority of a syaod or publick assembly.

Sounders*.

SYNO'.x YMA. / sfrom rxx-.u/it;. ] Names

which signify the same thing.

ToSYNONOMISfi. v a l from synonyma )

To express the fame thinj in. chd'crect words.

Cemden.

SYNONYMOUS, a. [ synonyme, French;

mnmfu; J Impressing tuc la.;.e thing by dif

ferent words. 'Hent.'ey.

SYNO'NYMY. s [ nra-nyaia. ] Theqaalttv

of expressing by disscrent words tie laani

thing.

SYNU PSTS./. [e~:-.tii:] A general view, all

the pans brought under one view.

SYKOf-
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SYKOVTICAL. a [from synefsn ] Affording a

Ariew of many parts ac oner. Evelyn.

SYNTACTICAL, a. (from fyntaxit, Lat ] I.

Conjoined ; fitted to each other, a. Relating

to the toad ruction of speech.

SY'NTAX. ? / [<n.'-.T<tf.,-.] I. A system;

SYNTVXIS J a number of thing! joined

together Gtanville. z. That part of Gram

mar which teaches the construction of words.

Swift

SYN'I HE SIS / t>i'.?t.-.r.] The act of joining,

opposed "10 amalyjis. Nenvtsn

SYNTHETICS a. [trv&trmit] Containing;

compoundirg j forming composition Watti.

SYPHON. / [ *■<$*>. J A tube ; a pipe

Mortimer.

SYRINGE./ [<"&£.] A pipe through which

any liquor is squiited. Ray.

To SY RINGE. v. a [from the noun] 1 . To

spout by a syringe. PViftmau. a. To wafli

with a syringe.

SY'RINGOTOMY. /. [d(lyt and tst..«*. ]

The act or practice of cutting fistulas or hol

low fores.

STRTIS. / [Latin] A quicksand 1 a bog.

Mil'ten.

SY'STEM. /. [eirnfjui.] 1. Any complexure

or combination of many things acting toge

ther, a. A scheme which reduces many

things to regular dependence or co-operation.

3. A scheme which unites many things in or

der. Baker.

SYSTEMATICAL, a. s<rooiu<iTi«of.] Me

thodical ; written or formed with regular

subordination of one part to another. Bentley.

SYSTEMATICALLY, adv. In form of a

" system. Biyle.

'SYSTOLE, f. [sysiele, Fr. e-ve-M.] 1. [Fn

anatomy ] The contraction of the heart.

Pay. a. In Grammar, the shortening of a

long syllable.

T.

TAB TAB

TA consonant, which, at the beginning

4. and end ot words has always the fame

y (bund nearly approaching the d ; but

before an* 1, when -olluwed by a vowel, has

the found of an obscure 1 : as nation, salvati

on ; except when/ precedes t: as, ebriftian,

mnejiion.

TABBY./. [ta'i, tabiae, Italian; lain, Fr.]

A kind of waved silk Staist.

TA BBY. a Brim-ed ; brindled. AJJifem.

**i AW F A CTIUN J. [tabejaat, Lat,] The act

o: willing away.

ToTABKFY. v.n.[tabefaeii, Lat.jTo waste j

to be ex'enuated by disease, harv.

TABARD. 7 / [taberda, low Latin; U-

1 A BIRD, J bat d, Fr.] A long gown; a

herald's coat.

TA'BKRDER. / [from laterJ.] One who

wears a long gown.

TABERNACLE. / [talernacle, Fr. taberna-

eulum. Lat] 1. A temporary habitation ; a

casual dwelling. Ahlu*. 1. A sacred place ;

a place ot worship. Addifan.

To TA BERNACLE. v n. [from tbe noun];

To enshrine; to house Jib*

TABID a.[tabidnt, Lat J Wasted by disease ;

consumptive. Arbntbn.'t.

T A BI DN ESS. / I Horn /aW.] Consumptive-

wrls ; state of being wasted by dileafe.

TA BI.AVURE. / [hum table] Painting on

walls or ceilings.

TA'BLE. /. [tabula, Lat.] 1. Any flat or le.

vel surface. Sa*dyt a. A horizontal surface

raised above the ground, used tor meaU and

achcr purposes Lstle, Addijen. 3. The per

sons Cuing at table. Shakes. 4. The fare or

entertainment illelf : as, be keeft a good table.

5. A tablet; a surface on which any thing is

written or engraved. Htoker, Daviei, Drydtn,

Bentley. 6. A picture, or any thing that ex

hibits a view of any thing. Sbakesf. Addisen.

7. An index; a collection of heads. Evelyn.

8. A ynopsis ; many particulars brought into

one view. Ben. Juhnscn 9. The palm of the

hand. Ben. Jibn/n. 10. Draughts ; small

pieces of wood shifted on squares. Toy.'er. 1 1 .

ft turn the Tablxs. To change the condi

tion or fertune of two contending parlies*

VEjlrange, Dryden.

To TABLE, v. ». [frrm the noun.] To

board , to live al the table of another &nth,

Ftlton.

To TA BLE. v. a. To make into a catalogue ;

to set down. Sbakefp.

T.VBLF.BEF.R./ [table toi bter] Beer used

at victuals; small beer.

TA Bi.EBOOK.. / [table and book.] A book on

which aoy thing is graved or written wiibouc

ink. $,hakejf>.

TA BLECLOTH./. [ table and cletb. ] Lined

fpiead on a ti'>le. Camden.

TA BLl MAN /. A man at draughts. Bacon.

TABLE R. J. [from table.) One who boards.

Ain/taar rb.

TABLETALK / [table and ta'k.) Conversa

tion at meaU or entertainments* &kakcsp.

Drydtn, Atterbury.

TABLET. / [from table.] 1. A small level

surface, a A medicine in a rqusreform. Boat.

3 A surface written vo ft- flirt*.!. Dryjen.

iE TtXidtK.
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TA'BOl'R./ [taU*rim, tabour, o'd Fr.] A

(mall drum ; a drum beaten with one stick to

accompany a pipe. Shake/p.

To TA BOUR. v n. [tabiror, old French.] To

strike liphtly and frequently. Nab

TA'BOURER / t from tabour. ] One who

beats the tabour. Sbakesp.

TA'BOURET./ [from /o««r.] A small dram

or tabour Speflator.

7ABCURINE J. [French] A tabour; a. small

drum. Shairfp

TA RUF.RE. /: Tab-urer. Spens.r.

TA'BRET. / A tabour. Genesit.

TA'BULAR a. [tabularn, L»t.] I. Set down

in the form of tables or synopses. l. Formed

in square? ; made into laminæ. Woodviord.

To TA'BULATE. v. a. [tabula, Lat.] To

reduce to tables pr synopses.

TABULATED, a. [tab»lay Lat.] Having a

flat surface. Grew.

TACHE. / [from tack. ] Any thing taken

"oM of; a catch t a loop j a button. Exodm.

TA'CHYCRAPHY. /. [ 7aXu; and >•{»>>. ]

-The art or practice of quick writing.

TA'CIT. a (tacits, Fr tacitui, Lat.] Silent ;

implied ; not expressed bywords. Baa*, Locke

TA'C'tTLY. adv. [tiom tacit. Silently; with-

. out oral expression. Add?,:n, Rogtrs

TACITURNITY/: iaciturn>ta<. Lat.] Ha

bitual silence. Donne, Arbutbnot.

To TACK. v. n. \tacher, Breton] I. To

fasten to any thing. Herbert, Grew, Snvift. 1.

To join j to unite ; to catch together. Dryd.

S-wij't.

To TACK. t>. ». [probable from tackle] To

turn a ship. Brewn, Tevsple, Addifon.

TACK. /. [from the verb) I. A small nail,

i. The act of turning (hips at sea. Dryde*.

3. To bold Tack. To last; to hold out.

Tusser, Nudibrat.

TACKLE. / [tact!, Welsh.] 1. An arrow.

I. Weapons; instruments of action. Butler.

3. The ropes of a (hip. Spenser, Sbakejp.

Milton, Dryden, AJaU/on.

TAC KLED. a. [from tackle.] Made of ropes

tacked together Sbakejp.

T '. CKLING. /". [from tackle.] 1. Furniture

ot the mast. Abbot, Bacon, Gartb. a. In

struments of action. Walton.

TACTICAL 7 a. -raafcxoc, tAttm ; tadique,

TA'CTICK J French] Relating to the

art of ranging a b.Utle.

TA'CTICKS /. [t-*"iim.] The art of ranging

men in the held of battle. Drydtn.

TA'CTILE a. [taflilh, taclam. Lat] Suscep

tible of touch Hj/e.

TACT! LITY./. [from taclile.] Perceptibility

by the touch.

T ACTION, f. [taclicn, Fr. tactio. Lat ] The

act os touching

TA'DPOLE./ [Ti*, fad, and pola, a yonng

one ] A young shapeless frog or toad, consist

ing only of a body and a tail; a porwiggle.

shakelp. Ray.

TA'iiN* The poetical contraction of take*.

TA'FFETA. /. [taffetat, Fr. taffetar'Span.}

A thin silk. Sbakejp.

TAG./ [tag, Iflandiih] 1. A point of me

tal put in the end of the string. a. Any

thing paltry any mean. Wbigifte, Sbakejp.

L'EJIrange,.

TA'CTAIL. /. [/«;andr<»7.] A woman which

has the tail of another colour. Caress, Walt**.

To TAG. v. a. 1. To sit anv thing with an

end : as, to tag a lace. a. To append one

thing to another. Dryden. 3. To join : thia

ir. properly to tact. Sioift.

TAIL /. [tæjl, Sax.] 1. That which termi

nates the animal behind ; the continuation of

the vertebra of the back hanging loose be

hind. Wall More. z. The lower patt. Denser.

3. Any thing hanging long ; a catkin.

Harvey. 4. The hinder part of any thing.

Butler. 5. To turn Tail. To fly ; to ran

away. Sidney.

To TAIL. v. a. To pull by the tail. Hndibras.

TA FLED a. [from tail.] Famished with a tail.

Greta.

TAILLAGE / [tailler, Fr.] A piece cut out

of the whole ; a share of a man's substance

paid by way of tribute. Cornell.

TaILLE./. The fee which ia opposite to fee-

simple, because it ia so minced or pared,

that it ia not in hit power to be disposed

of who owns it ; but is, by the first giver, cut

or divided from all other, and tied to the issue

of the donee.

TAILOR./ [taille*r, Fr ] One whose bufineft.

is to make cloaths. Sbakejp. Camdm, Hovel,

Collier. *

To TAINT, v.a. [teindre, FrJ <• To im

bue or impregnate with any thing. Tbsmsiw.

I, To stain; to fully. Sbakejp. Chapman,

Mi/to*. 3 To infect. Harvey, Arbutbnot,

Pope. 4 To corrupt. Svaift. 5. A corrupt

contraction ctf attaint.

T» TAINT, v m. To be infected ;• to be

touched. Sbakesp.

TAINT./ [teinte, Fr] I. A tincture; a

stain. ». An insect. Bronvn. 3. Infection.

Locke, frier. 4. A spot ; a soil ; a bkm.fh.

Sbakesp. Mtltoa.

TAINTLESS, a. [from tai*t. ] Free from in

fection. Svtist.

TAI'NTURE./ [tei*ture, Pr.] Taint ; tinge;

defilement. Sbakejp.

To TAKE. v.a. preterite t:ek, part pass, taken.

sometimes took, [taka, iflandish.] 1. To re

ceive what is offered. Dryde*, Pbibpt t.

To seiie what is not given. Dryde*. 3. To

receive. Deitter. 4. To receive with good or

ill will. Sbakejp. Knollet, Clarendon, Swift, 5.

To lay hold on ; to catch by furprue or arti

fice Ecclrf. Clarendon, tope. 6. To snatch 1

to liiae. Hale 7. To make prisoner. Sbakesp.

Knollti. 8. To captivate with pleasure -. to

delight ; to engage. Sbakesp. Decay os Piety,

Locke, Wake. 9. To surprize ; to catch.

Collier. 10. To entrap ; to catch in a snare.

» Cant. 11. To understand in any particular

seal's
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inse or manner. Raleigh, Bate; Wall. It.

'To exist. Leviticae 13. To get; to have;

to appropriate. Genesti. 14. To use ; to em

ploy. IVatli. 1 5. To blast ; to infect. Shakefp.

16. To judge in favour of. Dryden. 17. To

admit any thing bad from without. Huiitrai.

1 8. To get ; to procure. 1 Mac. 19. To turn

to j to practise. Bacon. 10. To close in with ;

to comply with. Dryden, Rowe, Locke, ti.

To form; to fix. Clarendon, at. To catch in

ihe hand; to seize. Ezekiel, Dryden. 23.

To admit; to suffer. *Dryden 14. To per

form any action, a Sam Bacn, Hakewill,

Dryden, Prior, Addifeu, Tatter, Swift. 15.

To receive into the mind. Bac:*, Watts. 26.

To go into. CamJtw, Hale. 17. To go along;

to follow; to pursue. Dryden. a8. To swal

low ; to receive. Bacn, Brown. 19. To

swallow as a medicine. South, Locke. 30

To choose one or more. Milton, Locke. 3 1 .

To copy. Dryden. 31. To convey ; to carry ;

to transport. Sbakejp. Judges. 33. To fasten

00 ; to seize. Mark, 'Temple, Dryden. 34

Not to refuse ; to accept, DryJen, Locke. 35.

To adopt. ExoJnt. 30". To change with re

spect to place. L*ke, Ray, Addifen. 37. To

separate. Locke, BUckmore. 38. To admit.

1 Timothy, Snpift. 39. To pursue; to go in

Milton, DryW. 40. To recei/e any temper

or disposition of mind Ifaiab, Dryden. 41

To endure ; to bear. L'Estrange, Swift. 41.

To draw; to derive. Tillotfen. 43. To leap;

to jump over. Shakefp. 44. To assume

Sbakejp. Locke. 4c/' To allow; to admit

Locke, Beyle. 46. To receive with fondnesi,

DryJen. 47. To carry out for use. Mark,

48. To suppose; to receive in thought; to

entertain in opinion. Bacon, Clarendon, Tale.

Locke, Pope. 49. To direct. DryJen. 50.

To separate for one's self from any quan

tity. Ij'aiah, Gene/ii, Dryden. 51. Not to

leave; not to omit Locke, Arbntbnot. 52

To receive payments; Shakefp. 53. To

obtain by mensuration. Camden, Swift. 54

To withdraw. SpeSator. 55. To seize with

a transitory impulse. Arbntbmt. 56. To com

prise ; to comprehend. Atterbnry, Locke

57. To have recourse to. /.'Estrange. 58

To produce ; or suffer to be produced.

Upenj'er. 50. To catch in the mind. Locke

60. To hire; td rent. Pope. 61. To encage

in 1 to be active in. Shakefp. 61. To suffer :

to support. AdJifon, Dryden. 63 To id

mit in copulation. SanJys. 64. Toca'.ch eager

ly. Dryden. 6§. To use ac an oath or ex

pression End. 66. To seize as a discale

Bacon, Dryden. 6-j. To Take away To de

jirive of. Clarendon, Dryden. 68 To let alVle ;

10 remove Locke. 69 To Tuki care. To

be carelu' ; to be solicitous tor ; to ftxperin

tend. 1 Cor. 70. To Tax x course. To have

recourse to measures. Bacon, Hamm:nd. 71.

To Takf dovin To crulh ; to re.luce ; to

suppress Spenser, AdJij en. 71. To swallow:

to take by then^mb. bacon. 73. V 1 Take

from. To derogate ; to detract. Dryd. 74. To

deprive of. Locke, Stakefp 7 ; . To T a k e teed.

To be cautious ; to beware. Milren, Dryd.

76 To Take heed to. To attend Eccluf.

77. To Take in. To comprise; to compre

hend. Bnrmt, Addtfn, Derram. 78. To

admit. Sidney, Bacon, Wotton, Dryden, Locke.

79. To win. Knolles, Suckling. 80. To re

ceive. Afls, Tillotfen. 81. To receive men

tally. Hale, Watte. 81. To Tax e oath To

swear. Ez.ek Bacon. 83. To T \ ut off. To

invalidate; to dell roy ; to remove Shakefp.

Saunderjcn. 84. To withhold; to withdraw.

Bacon, Wake. 8; To swallow. Locke. 86.

To, purchase. Lode, Swift. 87. To copy.

AdJifon. 88. To find place for. Bacon. 89.

To remove. Bacon, Wake. 90 To Take

order nvith. To check; to take course with.

Bacon. 91. siTuta/. To remove from

within any place. Shakefp. el. To Take

pare. To stiare. Pope. 93. To Take place.

To prevail; to have effect. DryJen, Lode.

9t. ToThKt up. To borrow upon credit or

interest. Shakefp. Swift. 9;. To be ready for ;

to engage with. Shakefp. 96. To apply to the

use of. Addifen. 97 To begin. Ex.ek South.

98. To fasten with a ligature passed under.

Sharp. 99. To engross ; to engage. Drjden,

Dupfa. 100 Vo have final recourse to.

Addijon. lot. Toseize; to catch ; toarrest.

Spenser, Sbakejp. 102. To admU. Bacon.

103. To answer by reproving ; to reprimand ;

L'Eftrange. 104. To begin where the former

left of. Dryden, Adduon. 10;. To lilt.

Shakefp. Kay. 106. To occupy, Haytvard,

Hammond, Clarender, South. 107. To accorn-

nvdate; to adjust Shakefp. L Estrange. 108.

To comprise. Dryden. 109. To adopt; to

assume. Hammond, Tempi:, South, Alterhury.

110 To collect; toe- act a tax Kuollee. \\\ .

7*Ta kk upon. To appropriate to ; toaiTume;

to admit to be imputed to. i-'h/ikejp. Heb.

Bacon, DryJen. 112. To assume; to claim

authority. Shakefp. Ftlton.

To TAKK. v n. 1. To direct the court ;

lo have a tendency to. Bacon, Drjden. 2.

To please i to gain reception. South, Bentley.

3 To have the intended or natuial effect.

Bacon, Dryden. 4. To catch ; to fix. Bacen.

5 ToTakk after To learn of; to resemble ;

to imitate. Hudihi at, Atterbury. 6.ToTa kk

in To inclose. Mort. 7. To UlTrn ; to con

tract a*, he took in his sails. 8. To cheat; to

gull; 9 TiTjile in hand To undertake.

Clar io To Take in 101th. To resort to.

Bacon. 1 1. To Take m. To be violently af

fected. Shakefp. Bacon. 11. To grieve; 10

pine. Sbakejp. 13. JiTim to. To apply to;

to be fond of. Locke. 14 To betake to: to

have recourse. Dryden. 15 To Tax. tup To

stop. Glanv South, 16. To reform, l.orke.

17 TiTAtt up with. To be contented with.

South. Bentley. 18. To lodge; lo il*eil.

L'Estrange, S;uth. 19 To Ta kk with. To

ple-se. bacon,

■5 E * TAKEN.
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TA'KEN. the pirticiple p»ss. of take. Seuth,

Denham.

TAKER./; [from take.] He that tikes. Denh

TAKING./ (from tall.] Seizure; distress.

Butler.

TALE. / stile, Sixon.] I . A narrative ; •

story. Waits X. Onl relation. SbakcJ'p. 3.

Number reckoned. Hooker. 4. Reckoning ;

numenl account. Carew, Butler. e,. In

formation! dilclosure of my thing lecret

Shakesp. Bacon.

TALEBEARER. / [tale and tear.) One

who gives officious or malignant intelligence.

L'Ejirange, South.

TALEBE'ARING. / s tale ind har.] The

•ct of informing. Arbuthuct.

TA'LENT. / [talentum, Ut] 1. A talent

signified so much weight, or 1 sum of money

the valoe differing according to the different

»?cs anJ countries. A-buthnot, Sbaiesp 1.

Faculty ; power ; gift of nature. Clarendon.

DryJru. 3. Quality ; nature. Clarendon.

StLl/t.

TA'LIRMAN. s. A magical character. Pose

TALISMA'NICK. a. [from tabjman] Magical

AilJt son.

To TALK., v. u. [taelen, Du'ch.] 1. To speak

in conversation; to speak fluently ind hi'mi-

liirly. Shakes/. Waller, Addis™ X. Te

prattle; to speak impertinently Milton. 3.

To give account. Milton, Addison. 4 To

speak ; to reason ; to confer. "Jeremiah, CJlitr,

Walt,.

TALK. f. [from the verb. J 1 . Oral conversa

tion; fluent and familiar speech. KnoV.es, Lee.

*. Rcjwrt; rumour. Locke. 3. Subject os

discourse. . I fill. -

TALK./, [talc, Fr] Stones composed of

plates generally parallel, flex ble, ind elastick

Woodward

talkative, a. [item talk ] Full of put* ;

loquacious- Sidney, AdJison.

Talkativeness./. itrom talkative] Lo-

cjuacity ; garrulity Gov. osthe Tongue, Swift

TA'LKER. f. [from talk ) 1. One who talks.

Wain. 1. A loquacious person ; a prittler.

Shakesp. Locke. 3. A bolster ; 1 bragging

fellow. Taylor.

TA'LKY. a [from tali.] Consisting of talk.

Woodward.

TALL. a. [til, Welsh] 1. High in stature.

Shakesp. Milton. 1. High; lofty. Milton

3. Sturdy ; lusty. Shai/sp.

TA'LLAGE. /. [taillage, French] Impost ;

excise. Bacon.

TALLOW./, [talge, Danish.] Thcereiscor

fat of in mimal ; suet. Abbit, Swift.

To TA'LLOW. v ». [from the noun] To

grease ; to smear with tallow.

TA'LLOVSCHANDLER./ [mllcnv and chan

delier, Fr.J One who makes candles of tallow.

Harvey.

TA'LLY. / [from lailler, to cut, Fr ] I A

stick notched or cut in a conformity to another

stick. Garth, friir. 1. Any thing made to

suit another. Drjden,

To TA'LLY. v. a. [from the noun] To Sr,

to suit ; to cut out for any thing Prior, fist

To TA'LLY. v.n To W fitted; w confirm;

to be suitable. Addifon.

TA'LMUD. 7 /. The book contiining the

THA'LMUD. J Jewfh tnditiioi, the n!>-

binicsl constitutions and explications of the

law.

TA'LNESS. /. [from tall.) Height of stature ;

procerity. Spenser, Hayward.

TA'LON / [taltn, Fr] The claw of a bird of

prey. Bacon, Prior*.

TAMARIND tree. f. \termariniui, Latin ]

The flower of the tamarind tree become!

» flit pod, contiining many flat angu.ir

feeds sun-unded with an »cid blackish pu!j.

Milter.

TA'MARISK/ [tamarifee. Lat.l The flow::

of the tamarisk are roheeous. MiHer.

TA MBARINL./ {tamkamrim, Fr] A taboo:;

a small drum. Spenser.

TAME. a. (rame, Saxon ; tana, Dutch.) 1.

Not wild; domefhek Aidif-n. «. CrosW-

fuMu<-d; depressed dej.ct ed Shaielp. ttfesu.

3. Spiritless ; unanimued.

so TAME. v. n. [cemcan, Fai.l I. To re

duce from wildness ; to reclaim; 10 make

gentle Shale/p. 1. To siibiiM; to cruftj •->

depress ; to conquer, Ben. 'jWnftu.

TA'MEABLK. a. (from tame.} Susceptive ct

taming. Wilims.

TA'MEI.Y. «J» [from tame.) Not wildly:

meanly; fpiritUsly Shair/t, DiyJ Snosi

TAMENEbS / ifrom tame 1 i.Theqaali'V

of being time; nnt wildness. 1. Want "'

spirits; timidity. liewet t.

TAMER, f. [>iomtarn} Conqueror; sah

duer. Pipe.

TA MINY. / A woollen stuff.

TAMKIN. /. The stable, os the m-sth 0! 1

great gun.

To TAMHF.R v. a. r. To he busy ««h

phylick. L'Ejlrange. l. To meddle t to hi"

to df without fitness or necessity. Rscem*"<

Addifm. 3. To dcil ; to practise witt.

Hudibras.

To TAN. v. a. [tanntu, Dutch 1 1 To ;»'-

pregmte or imbue with biik Crete, So'J:.

2 To imbrown by the sun Dsnne, Lteottk''-

TANE for taken, ta'en. May.

TANG s. [tanZhe, Dutch ] 1 A straff ud«;

1 talle left in the mouth, 1. Relish; isfe

Allcrbury. 3. Something thai leaves a ilirj

or pain behind it. Shair/p. 4. Sound ; loot

Holder.

To TANG. v. *. To ring v.i'.h. Stakes}.

TANGENT. / [ranrent, French; layru.

Lat ] Is a right line perpendicularly nilW °»

the extremity of 1 ridtus, which touches*

ciroir 'o as not to cut it.

TANGini 1.11 Y. /. (from /<■»;»•] T-{ 1*

lity of being prrieived by the tonch.

TA'NGIBLK. a. [from lanio, Lat.J PercentiM«

by the touch Bscru, Lode.

To TA'NGLE. «. a. [See enUegle] 1 T«

iixifl.catc,
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Implicit* ; to krit together. ». To ensnare ;

to entrap. Sbakefp Mills. 3. To embroil ; to

embarass Crafiavi.

ToTA'NGLE. v.a. To be entangled

TA'NGLE. / [from the verb.] A knot r,f

things mingled in one another. Miltn.

TA'NISTRY. / The Irish hold their lands

by lantjtry, which it no more than a per-

i nil ellaie for his li*e time that is tamft, by

reason he it admitted thereunto by clecti n.

Spenser.

TANk./.[ra»f«, Fr.] A Ivgecislern or b»P n.

Drydem

TANKARD / [laniaerd, Dutch] A laige

vessel with m cover, lor strung di ink. B:n

J:hnfan, Swi/f.

TANN ER /. [from tan] One whose trade is

to tan leather. Mil:en.

TA NSY s A plant. Mil er.

TA'NTALISM /. [from lanlal.re] A punish

ment like that of Tantalum. Addtf>n.

T.> TA'NTALIZE. v. a. To torment by the

iliow of pleasures wh.ch cannot be reached

Addisn.

TA'NTLING. / [from TantaUt ] One seized

with hopes os pleasure unattainable. Shakesp

T/1STAMOUNT, a. [French] Equivalent

Lech.

To TAP. v.a. [tappen, Dutch.] 1. To t"och

lightly; to strike gen'ly. 2. To pierce a vessel ;

to broach a vessel. Sbakefp. AM/cn.

TAP. f [irorn the verb] 1. A penile blow.

sftljisjw. Gay. 2. A pipe t which ihe liquor os

the vessel is let out. Dtrham.

TAPROOT. / The principal stem of the root

AUrtimer.

TAPE. J. [trcppin, Sax ] A narrow fi'let or

band. Gay, Pipe.

TA PER. / [tipep, Sax.] A wax candle ; a

liaht. Tayhr.

TA PER. a. Regularly narrowed 'Vom the. hot-

cm to the lop j p)ramldal } conical. Drydcn,

Grew.

To TA PER. v. m. To grow smaller Kay.

TA'PESTRY. /. [taftlitrie, tapijpiie, tapii,

French; la/finm, Lai | Cloth woven in regular

figures. DryJen, Addistn.

TA'PET. / [lapetia, Lat.] Worked or figured

stuff. Spenser.

TAPSTER. / [from rap J One wh-se husinef'

is to drtw beer in an alehouse Si' akrJp.Hnuel,

Smnft.

TAR / [r.<pe. Sax. lam, D*ch ] Liquid

pilch. Cai.:<t n

TAR. /. A Lilor ; a seaman, in centempt.

*e»./r.

To TAR. v. a. [from the noun ] !. To smear

over with tar. 2. To te»ze j to provoke.

Shck'i'f.

TARANTULA, f [Italian 1 An ir.s.■$ wh .se

bite in on'v cured bv rmi'itk oV/urr, l.jtlte.

TAKDATl'oN. J. yard:, Lct.j 'she aft cl

hindering "r dealing.

TA RDlGRADObS. a [tard;-t =&•, l.st ;

{►loving flow1;'. Br.n/i.

TARDILY, adv. [from tardy.] Slowly j slug

gishly. Shakes/)

TA'RDITY. J. [tarditat, Latin ] Slowlinese t

want of velocity. Dirby

TARDINESS/, [(romtardy] Slowness, slug

gishness ; unwillingness to action or motion.

Sbakefp.

TARDY, a [tardm, L»t.] 1. Slow ; not swift.

Sandyi. 2. Sluggish ; unwilling to action or

motisn. Drydcn, Prhr. 3. Dilatory; late;

tedious. Waller, Dryden. 4 Unwary. Hmdit.

5. Criminal ; offending. Cslitit .

To TARDY, <v. a. [larder, Fr.J To delay , to

hinder. Sbakefp.

TARE./, [from Herin, Dutch.] A weed that

grows among corn. Hceker, Dec. c-s Piety, Licie.

TARE f. A mercantile word denoting the we-ght .

of any thing containing a commodity ; also the

allowance made lor it.

TARL', ptctei.ic of tear. Dryden.

TARGE. ? /. [tspja, Saxon] A kind of

TARGET, J buckkr or (hield borne on the left

arm Spenser, Milisn.

TA RGl'M. /. A paraphrase on the pentateuch

in the Chaldee language.

TARIFF./ A cartel oi'commerce. Addisna.

TARN. / A bog ; a fen ; a marsti.

ToTA'KNISH v. n. [lernir, Fr.] To sully,

to soil ; to make not bright. Csllier, Themi'.n.

To TARNISH, v. n. To lose brightness. CMier.

TARPA'WLING. / [from tar] 1. Hempen

cloith smcc.eJ with Ur. Drydea. 2. A sailor

in contempt. Dennit.

TA'RRAGoN. / A plant called herb dragon.

TA RRI ANCE / sfrom tarry] Stay 1 delay j

perhaps (bj >urn. Slakejp.

TAKRiER. / 1. A sort of small dog, that

hunt; the fox or otterout of hi* hole. Dry.lt*.

2. One that tariies or stays.

To TARRY, v. n. [targir, Fr ] 1 . To stay ; to

continue in a place Sbakefp. 2. To delay; 10

be long in co ning. Psalm, Drydr*.

To TA KRY. v. a. To wait tor Shakesp.

TARSKL / A kind ol hawk. Sbakefp friir.

VA RSUS f The space 'ictwixt the lower end

os the soul bones of the leg, and the beginning

ot the five l->ng bones tint aie jointed with,

and b;ar up, the toes. kFtscv.a:

TART. a. iteape, Six. taerng, Dutch] I,

Sour j acid; acidulated; (harp of talle. 2.

Sharp j keen j severe. Shale/p. IVtttn.'

TART. / [tartr, Fr. tarta, iial.J A small pie

of fruit. Baesn.

TARTANE./ [tarlnna, Ital] A vessel much

tiled in the Mediterranean, with one mill and

a thiee cornered sail, yiddijit.

TA'RTAR / [tartan.1, Lat j 1 .HM.SMrsp.

2. 'Tartar is what sticks Lo wine calks, l.ke a

hard llonr, either white cr red, as the colour

of tl.e wide rrom whence it comes: the white

is pie erible, the beK is the tartar of the

rhcr.Mli wine. Q-iiity, B:yU.

TARTA RF.AN. ■<. [<artaruix Latin] Hellish.

.if.;.-...

TAR-
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TARTA'REOUS. a. [from tartar.'] i . Consisting

of tartar. Grenv . I. Hellish Milton.

To TA'RTARIZE. v. a. [from tartar] To

impregnate with tartar.

TA'RTAROUS. a. [from tartar] Containing

tartar; consisting of tartar.

TA'RTLY. aav.[fr>m tart.] i, Sharply; sourly;

with acidity, a. Sharply ; with poignancy

with severity. Waller. 3. Vi ilh sourness of

aspect. Sbakesp.

TARTNESS. / [from tart] 1. Sharpness ;

' sourness ; acidity. Mortimer, x. Sourness of

temper ; poignancy of language. Sbakesp.

TASK / [tajchc, Fr. taffa, Ital.J 1. Something

to be done imposed by another. Miltm. X.

Employment ; business. Atterbury, Pope, 3.

Is take to Task. To reprove ; to reprimand.

VEstrange, Addison.

To TASK. v. a. [from the noun] Toburthen

with something lo be done. Sbakesp. Dryden.

TA'SKER. I s. [task noi master.) One

TASKMASTER. J who imposes itks.Milten.

Stutb.

TASSEL. / [tap, Fr] An ornamental bunch

of silk, or glittering substances Spenser, Sandyi.

TASSEL.? r ..... r —1
TAZEL f '" Ainjmrti.

TA'SSELLED. /. [from tafil] Adorned with

tassels Milttn.

TA SSES./ Armour for the thighs. Ainsnaortb.

TA'STABLE. a. That may be tasted j savoury.

Beyle.

To TASTE, v. a. [taster, to try, Fr ] I. To

perceive and distinguish by the palate. Jtbm. t.

To try by the mouth j to eat at least in a small

quantity. Mitten. 3. To essay 6rst. Knollei.

Dryden. 4. To feel ; to have perception of

Hebrevi.

To TASTE. v. n. 1 . Totry by the mouth ; to eat.

Milton l. To have a smack ; to. produce on

the palate a particular sensation. Bacen, Sviift.

3. To distinguish intellectually. Sviift. 4. To

relish intellectually ; to approve. Milieu. 5.

To be tinctured, or receive some quality or

character. Sbakesp. 6. To try the relish of any

thing. Daviet. 7. To have perception of. rVisd.

8. To take enjoyment. Milton. 9. To enjoy

sparingly. Dryden.

TASTE./ [from the verb] 1. The act of

tasting; gustation. Milten. a. The sense by

which the relish os any thing on the palate is

perceived. Bacon, Waller. 3. That sensation

which all things taken into the mouth give par

ticularly to the tongue. Locke. 4. Intellectual

relish or discernment. Hooker, Milton 5. An

essay; a trial ; an experiment. Sbakesp. 6. A

small portion given at a specimen. Bacon.

TA STKD. a. [fr<-m taste] Having a particular

relish. Bacon.

TASTER./ [tastnr, Fr] 1. One who take-

the first essay of food. Crajhavi. a. A dram

cnp. Atnsvortb.

TA STEFUL. a. [taste andjnil] High relished;

lavoury. Pose.

TASTELESS, a, [from taste ] i. Hiving no

power of perceiving taste, t. Having no relish

or power of stimulating the palate. Beyle 3.

Having no power of giving pleasure ; insipid.

Rogert. 4. Having no intellectual gust. Addis.

TA'STELESSNESS./ [from tastelest.] ■ . Insi

pidity i want of relish a. Want of perceptioa

of taste. 3. Want of intellectual relish.

To TATTER, v. a. [totxrian, Sax.] To tear;

to rend; to make ragged. Sbakesp. Pope.

TA'TTER. / [from the verb.] A rag ; a flut

tering rag. L'Estrange.

TATTERDEMALION./ A ragged fellaw.

VEstrange.

To TATTLE. V. n. [tateren, Dutch.] To

prate ; to talk idly. Spenser, Locke, Addiln

TA'TTLE /: [from the verb) Prate; idle

chat ; trifling talk. Sviift, tVattt. .

TATTLER. /. [from tattle.] An idle talker;

a prater. Taylor.

TATTOO. / The beat of drum by which

soldiers are warned to their quarters affisr.

TAVERN./ [taverne, Fren. taberna, Lat.) A

house where wine is fold, and drinkers arc

entertained Sbakesp.

TA'VERNER. ) s. [from tavern aunt*

TAVERNKEEPER. > keep-, tavernier.Tm)

TAVERNMAN. J One who keeps 1 ta

vern, Camden,

TAUGHT, preterite and part, passive of /«'*

Milton.

To TAUNT. «. a. [tanser, Fr. lander, Dutch]

■ . To reproach : to insult ; to revile ; to

ridicule. Sbakesp. Rcvie.l. To en probate ; to

mention with upbraiding. Sbakejp.

TAUNT. / [from the verb.] Insult; scoff,

reproach. Sbakesp. Prior.

TA UNTER / [from taunt.] One who tatuit,

reproaches, or insults.

TAUNTINGLY, adv. [from tannting.] Wrtb.

insult ; scoffingly 1 with contumely and eipto-

bati"n Sbakejp. Prior.

TAURICO RNOUS a [tanrn,, and cw««,L«l]

Having horns like a bull.

TAUTOLOGICAL, a. [from tantaltgj.] Re

peating the fame thing.

TAUTO LOGlST./[from tautology ]Onc»bo

repeats tediously.

TAUTOLOGY./. [radtXoyia.] Repetition of

the fame words, or of the lame sense in diffe

rent words Dryden, Addison.

To TAW. v. a [tmen, Dutch ; rapiin, Sat 1

To dress white lea'her commonly calM alu™

leather, in contradistinction from tan leather,

that which is dnssed with bark.

TAW. s. A marble to play with Svris:.

TAWDR1NESS. / |trom tawdry.} Tiaftl

finery; finery too osteniations,

TAWDRY, a. [from Saint Awdrey, or Saint

Etheldred; as, the things hnught at 3aint F-

theldred's fair. J Meanly showy ; splenic wh

om cost. Spenser, L'EHrange, Dryden, Additi' •

TAW ER. / [from t<rw,\ A dresser ot «hue

leather.

TAWNY, a. [lane, tanne, Fr.] Ycll-w, !''«'

things tanned. 1'caibam, Milts, Brcwn.AJd'i

TAX
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TAX. / [taxe, French, taxe, Dutch] !. An

import; a tribute imposed; in excise; a ul

lage. Drydeu, Arbutbuot. a. Charge ; cen

sure. Clarendon.

To TAX. v. a. [taxer, Fr ] i. To load with

imposts. a Kings, a. To charge ; to censure ;

to accuse. Sbakefp. Raleigh, Millet, Decay

»f Piety. Dryden, Addison.

TA'XABLE. a. (from tax.] That may be taxed.

TAXATION./ [taxation, Fr.] I. The act of

loading with taxes; impost ; tax. Sidney, a.

Accusation ; scandal. Sbakefp.

TA'XER. / [from lax.] He who taxes. Bacon.

TEA. /. [French.] A Chinese plant, of which

the infusion has lately been much drunk in

Europe. Waller, Addison, Spectator, Arbutb

uot, Swift.

To TEACH, v. a. preter. and part. pass, taught,

sometime* leached, which is n«w obsolete.

[Czcan, Sax.] I. To instruct ; to inform. Isa.

Al, lien a. To deliver any doctrine or art, or

words to be learned. Miltou, 3. To (how ; to

exhibit so as to impress upon the mind. Sbak.

Stmtb. 4. To tell , to give intelligence. suffer.

To TEACH v. ». To perform the office of an

instructor. Sbakefp. Mie.

TE'ACHaBLE. a [from teich.] Docile; sus

ceptive of instruction. kVatti.

TEACHABLENESS / [from teachable^ Do

cility ; willingness to learn; capacity to learn.

TE'ACHER. / [from teach] 1. One who

teaches ; an instructer ; preceptor. Hooker,

Milton, South, II 'ac- more. 1. A preacher ; one

who is to deliver doctrine to the people. South.

TEAD or tede A torch ; a flambeau. Spenser.

TEAGUE. s. A name of contempt used for an

Irishman.

TEAL. /. [teelingb, Dutch] A wild fowl

Carena.

TEAM./, [cyme, Saxen, ayrke.] 1. A number

of horses or oxen drawing at f nee the fame

carriage. Spmmser,RoJcommen, Drydeu. 2. Any

number passing in a line. Drydeu.

TEAR. /. [teart, Sax. taare, Danish] 1. The

water which violent passion force* from the

eyes. Bacon, Milton. 1. Any moisture trick

ling in drops. Drydeu.

TEAR. /. [from the verb.] A rent 5 a fissure.

To TEAR. pret. tore, anciently part. pass. torn.

[tzrtan. Sax] 1. To pull in pieces , to lace

rate; to rend Sbakefp. Gen. Arbutbuot. 2. To

laniate ; to wound with any sharp point dnwn

along. Shake/p. Jer. 3. To break by violence.

Drydeu, A. Phitipi. 4. To divide violently ;

to shatter. Locke. 5. To pull with violence;

to drive violently. Drydeu. 6. To take away

by sudden violence. IValter, Addison.

To TEAR. v. u. [tieren, Dutch ] To fume; to

rave -, to rant turbalently. L'EJirange.

TE'ARER. / [from /• tear.] He who rends cr

tears.

TE ARFALLING. a. [tear and fall.] Tender ;

shedding tears. Sbakefp.

TEARFUL, a. [tear and full] Weeping) full

of tears. Sbakefp. Pope.

To TEASE, v. a. [tn-sin, Sax.] 1. To comb

or unravel wool or flax. *. To scratch cloth ia

order to level the nap. 3 To torment with

importunity. Addifit, Prior.

TE'ASEL. / [r*rl- Sax. dipsacu,, Lat] A

plant of singular use in raising the knap upon

woollen cloth. Milton

TEASER, / [from tease] Any thing that tor

ments by incessant importunity. Collier.

TEAT. /. [teth, Welsh ; Cir, Sax. telte, Dut.]

The dug of a beast. Brown, Locke, Prior.

TE CHNICAL. a. [te^hho-.J Belonging to arts;

not in common or popular use. Locke.

TECHY, a. Peevish ; fretful ; irritable. Shakes.

TECTO'NICK.. a. [ntfiau;.] Pertaining to

building.

To TED. v. a. [teaoan, Sax] To lay grass

newly mown in rows. Milton, Mortimer.

TEDDER, or tether, s. [tudder, Dutch.] 1. A

rope with which a horse is tied in the field that

he may not pasture too wide. 1. Any thing

by which one is restrained. Bacon, Child.

TE DEUM.s. An hymn of the church, so called

from the two first words of the Latin. Shakes.

Bacon.

TE'DIOUS. a. [tedirux, Fr. tadium. Lat] 1.

Wearisome by continuance 1 troublesome ;

irksome. Milton, z. Wearis me by prolixity.

Hooker. 3. Slow. Ainsworth.

TEDIOUSLY, adv [from tediout] lo such a

manner as to weary.

TE'DIOUSNESS. s. [from tedioui.] 1 . Wear

someness by continuance, a. Wearisomeness by

prolixity, linker. 3 Prolixity ; length. Sbai.

4. Une siness ; tiresomeness ; quality of weary

ing. Hooker, Donne, Davit.

To TF.EM. v. n. (team, Saxon, offspring.] t.

To bring young. Sbakejp. a. To be* pregnant ;

to engender young. Drydeu. 3. To be full a

to be charged as a breeding animal Addison.

To TEEM. v. a.i. To bring forth ) to produce.

Sbakefp a. To pour. Swift.

TEEMFUL. a. [reamful, Saxon] i.Prtgnant;

r/olifick. *• Brimful. Ainsworth.

TEEMER. / [from teem ] One that brings

young.

TEEMLESS. a. [from teem.] Unfruitful } not

prolifick. Drydeu.

TEEN, [rinan. Sax. Ann, Flemish, tt vex.]

Sorrow ; grief. Spenser, Sbakefp.

To TEEN. v. a. [from cinan, to kindle, Sax.]

To excite ; to provoke to do a thing.

TEENS. / [from teeu foi ten.] The Fyeara

reckoned by the termination teen j as, thirteen,

fourteen. Granville.

TEETH, the plural of tooth. Job.

To TEETH, v. u. [from the noun.] To breed

teeth. Arbutbuot.

TEGUMENT./ [tegamentum, Latin.] Cover;

the outward part. Brown, Wiseman, Ray.

To TEH-HE. v. u. To laugh ; to litter. Hudib.

TEll.-tree. f. Linden or lime-tree* Isaiah.

TE1NT. / [tciute, Fr.] Colour ; touch of the

pencil Dryden.

TE'LARY. a. [te!*, a web, Latin j Spinning

web B'onvn.

TELE-
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TP.'IKSCOPE. / s-rivS. ind nmiu] k long

glass hy which distant objects are viewed.

ri'att,

TELESCOPICAL a [from trleshfe ] Belong

ing to a telekope ; feeing at a distance.

To TELL, v. a. preterit* ami part, pass tsld.

[cellan. Sax. laden, tills*. Dot. tele*, Dan J

I. To utter; to express j to speak Milti*.

*. To relate ; to rehearse ; to Ipeak. Milten,

Dryden, Pipe. 3 To teach ', to inform. Sbaicl

Sander/en. 4. To discover ; to betrav. Nnmb

c, To c*unt ; to number. Waller, Piior. 6.

To make excuses A lew word. Sbakefp.

To TELL. v. n. l. To pive an account; to

make report. Psaltni, Miltiu. 1. T-> Till en.

To inform of. 1 Sam

TELLTALE./ [/>// ami tale] One who give!

malicious information ; one who carries ofsi

cious intelligence. Shaiesp Fairfax, Millm

TELLER. J [iromtell] 1. One who tells or

relates. 1 One who numbers. 3 A teller is

an officer of the exchequer, of which there aie

lour in number : their bulinrfs is to-receive all

ironies due to the king, and give the clerk of

the pell a bill to charge him therewith : they

also pay all persons any monies payat le to them

by the king, by warrant Irom the author of the

receipt. Ceviell

TEMERARIOUS, m. [temrraire, T"ren. feme-

rarint. Lat j Rash; heady. L'Estranff. a.

Careless; heedless Ray.

TEMERITY. J. \temeut,.), Lat.] Rashness :

■nreafonahte contempt of danger. Civtlry.

To TEMPER, v. n. [temtere. Lat] 1 To mix

lo as that one part quahfiu the other. Mils*

x. To compound ; to form by mixture. Sbaie

3. To mingle. Lzjltel, AJm'tjjn. 4. To beat

together to a proper consistence. fVifdem. 5.

To accommodate ; to molli y. 6. To soften;

to mollily j toassuage ; to sooth. Spenser, Ska

Ottvay. 7. To foim metal*. 10 a proper degree

of hardness. Miltm, Beyle, Dryden. 8, To

govern Spenser.

TEMPER. J. [from the verb J 1. Due m'xture

ot contraiy qualities. Rabtgh, Arbnthnol. a

Mii'dle obuil'e \ mean or medium. Snvift. 3

Constitution of body. B*r*et. 4 Disposition 01

mind. Ltckt. e>. Constitutional frame of mind

Shakelp. C. Calmness of mind ; moderation.

*'». jibrfin. 7. State to which metsh are

reduced Sbabrjp. Shaip.

TEMPERAMENT./, \tenpernmenttin. Lat.)

1. Constitution ; state with respect to the pre

dominance of any quality, l.scke. a. Medium :

due mixture or opp: sues. Hale.

TEMPERAMENT A I . a\Uomtempcrai*e*t ]

Contiuuuoiiit. Brilun.

Tr. MPERANCE. / [ temperantia, Latin ] 1 .

Model at ion i opposed loglutt-ny anddiunker

nets Mtlun, ''temple. 1. Patience i calmness \

seditenels ; moderation ot passion. Spenser .

TEMPERATE, a. [irmptralul. Lat] I.K'I

excessive ; moderate in degree of any quality

tiav*. l. Moderate in meat and drink

h i/ema*. 3. Fiee from ardent passion. Sbaf.

bi *<un.

TE MPEDATELY. adv [from trmpereJe] I.

Moderately ; not excessively. Aibtet. 1

Calmly; without violence of passion Sbetfs.

3. Withou gluttony or luxury Tajhr.

TEMPP.RATENESS. f. [from'rc«i^ro/f] 1.

Freedom from excesses; mediocrity. 1. Calm

ness ; coolness ofmind. Daniel.

TEMPERATURE. / { temperclira, Lat ] 1.

Constitution of nature; dejreeofany qcife'.

Abbet, rVatn. t Mediocrity; duebilmcrn

contrarieties. Daxit 3. Moderation ; freedom

from predominant passion Spenser.

TE'MPERED. a. [from ttn-.per } Di sposed «iti

regard to the passions. Sbaiejp

TEMPEST /. [tempeflai. Lat.] 1 . The traW.

violence of the mind Abbet, D;**e. a. Aej

tumult; commotion* pertntbation-

To TEMPEST, r. a. ^from the neon] Ti

disturb as by a tempest. Miltem.

TK MPEST-BEATEN. v. a. [icmfffinttletl]

Shattered with storms Dryden.

TV. MPKST-TOST a.\tcmpest,vA It*.] Dm"

about bv storms Shabetp.

TEMPESrt VITY./. [te*,pefitv*i. Lat.] Set-

for.ableness. Brevin.

TEMPESTUOUS, a. [ ttmpeftinx, Fr. frn

tern/ est ] Stormy ; turbult nt. Miltn, Otto-

TEMPLAR, / [from the Temple.} A Iteater:

in the law. Pipe.

TE MPLE. / [temp >, Fr trmfkr., Lit ] « ■ *

p^ace appiopriated to acteot religion. sbihly

a. The upper part ot the sides ot ttetol

Arb*th*et, Pife.

TE'MPLET./ A piece of tirebrr in biikS«|i

Asoxen.

TE'MPORAL. a. [temperclii, Latin.] i.Mn-

lured by lime ; not etemal. Huts. »• ■*'

cular , net ecclesiastical Sbairfp. Svfi- -■

Not spiritual. Tayl'.r, Rsgeil. 4 Pl"*)-J

the temples. Arbnxhnot.

TEMPORALITY 7 / [/e-»r;r<:.ri.-;, F" f*»

TEMPORALS. i ttmpital) Srmlir pd-

sessions; noteio'esiastick r-t^ts Cnritf.fc"*'

TEMPORALLY, cdv [from temp»*l\ *»

respect to ihL li*e. Senth

TE'MPORALTY. / Ifrom tcmfcrel] ' T*

laity ; secular people. Abb.t. I. Se:ii!ir f"*'

sessions. Aylijje

TEMPORANEOUS a. [rempiris, 1 sLjTBf

ponry .

TerMPDRARINF-SS/r/rom temper*}]™

Itate ot beinc tempoiarv.

TEMPORARY, a. [um'fms. Lat.] Lasting «•?

(of a limited time r>ac.-n, AiUtje*.

To TEMPORIZE, v. *. [temptnfr, Fr.' '

To delay ; to procrastioate Sba t.p. » •''

comply with tl* times or occasions.

TEM POR1 ZER / [im«r'/»r, Fr frm'r*

^nr/ise] One th.t c.mriies with iin-ciw<-<-

caliuas ; a trimrrer o.fftf*'^'* ,

TEMSE-BREAD. ? .' \temsn, Jt«,r*> '

TEMSF.D BREAD. J Br.ad nuie ol &■"•

better sifted than cr.rnrr.o'i- .

To TEMPT, v. a [?n«J, Lat. tntf. f'! '

To loilicit to ill; to iulicc by pufeatiw^
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pleasure or advantage to the mind. Shakesp

I. Cor.'Taykr. St. To provoke. Shakesp. 3.

To try ; to attempt. DryJen.

TEMPTAT ION./(/«fe/i«», Fr. from tempt ]

I. The act of tempting; sollicitation to ill ;

enticement. Miltiu. a. The state of being

tempted. Duppa. 3. Thit which is offered to

the mind as a motive to ill. Shakesp Dryden.

TE'MPTABLE. a. [from tempt.] Liable to

temptation ; obnoxious to bad influence. Swift.

TEMPTER. / [irom tem/t.} 1. One who

sollicits to ill ; an cnticer. Shakesp. Tilltfn.

a. The infernal lot citor to evil. Hammond.

TETvtULENCY./ \timuUntia, Lat] hiebria-

tion ; intoxication by liquor.

TE'Ml'LENT a.[lm&ilu,Ut] L.ebriat-

ed ; intoxicated.

TEN. a. [ryn. Sax r/rt, Du'ch ] The decimal

number ; twice ^ve. Broivn, Dryden.

TE'NABLE. a. [tenable, Fr } Such as may be

maintained against opposition: such as may be

ht Id again!) attacks Bacon, Clarendon, Addis.

TENA'CIOUS a. [tenax. Lat.] 1. Grasping

hard; inclined to holdfast; not willing to

let go. South. 1. Retentive. Locke. 3. Having

parts disposed to adhere to each other ; cohe

sive. Newt. A. bathnot.

TE NANCY. / Temporary possession of what

belongs to another. Wotton.

TENANT. / [r/»a»r, Fr.] 1. That holds of

another ; one that on certain conditions has

temporary possession and uses the property of

another. Pope, Swift. 1. Ono who resides

in any place. 1Vhomfon.

ToTE'NANT. v. a. [from the noun.] To

hold on certain conditions. Addijon.

TENANTABLE, a [it >m tenant. \ Such as

may be held by a tenant. Suckling, D. of Piety.

TE'NANTLESS. a. [irom tenant.] Unoccupi

ed ; unpossessed Stakesp.

TENANT-SAW.y [corrupted Uomtenen-sa<w \

TENCH. [. [tince, Sax. tinea, Lat.] A pond

h. Hale.fisia

To TEND. v. a. [contracted from attend.) 1 .

To watch ', to guaid ; to accompany as an

assistant or defender. Spenser, Pope. l. To

attend; to accompany Alt (ton. 3. To be at

tentive to. Milltn.

To TEND. v. n. [tend; Lat.] I. To move to

wards a certain point or place. kPotton, Dryd.

1. To be diiected to any end or purpose.

Temple, Tillotscn 3. To contribute. Hamm.

4. To wait ; to expect. Shakrsp. 5. To at

tend ; to wait as dependants or servants. Sbak.

6. To attend as something inseparable. Shake.

TE'NDANCE. s. [from tend.] I. Attendance ;

state of expectation. Spenser. 1. Person ; at

tendant. Shakesp. 3 Attendance ; act of

-waiting. Shaksp. 4 Care ; act of tending

Shakejp. Milton.

TE'NDANCE. 7 /. [from tend.] 1 Direction

TENDENCY, i or course towards anyplace

or object. Taylor, a. Direction or course to

ward any inference or result ; drift. Locke.

TENDER, a. [tendre. Fr.] 1. Soft; easily im-

ptessed or injured. Milton. ». Sensible , ca-

si/> pained ; soon sore. L'EjIranre, Locke. 1

Effeminate; emasculate ; delicate Sjenser-

4- Exciting kind concern. Shakesp. 5. Com

passionate ; anxious for another'- good, Honker,

TilUtJen. 6. Susceptible of soft passions. Spen.

7. Amorous ; lascivious. Hudibrai. 8. Ex

pressive of the softer passions. 9. Careful not

to hurt. Tillotsn. 10. Gentle; mild, un

willing lo pain. Shakesp. 11. Apt to give

pain. Bacon. 11. Young; weak: as, lender

are. Shakesp.

To TE'NDER. •». a. [tendre, Fr.] 1 . To offer ;

to exhibit; to propose to acceptance. Hooker,

Milton. 1. To hold ; to esteem. Shakesp.

3. To regard with kindness. Shakesp.

TENDER j. [from the verb] 1. Offer; pro

posal to acceptance. Dryden, South, Add sm.

1. [From the adjective.J Regard ; kind con

cern. Stakesp.

TENDER-HEARTED, a. [tender mdheart.}

Of a lost compassionate disposition.

TE'NDERLING / Ifrom tender] 1. The

first horns of a deer. 1. A fondling.

TE NDERLY. adv. [from tender.] In a tender

manner ; mildly ; gently; softly; kindly;

without harshness. Shak. Milt. Garth, Pope.

TE'NDERNESS. s[tendreffe, Fr from lender.]

1. The state of being tender ; susceptibility of

impressions. Bacon, Arbuthnot. St. State of be

ing easily hurt ; soreness. Locke, Addis Bentl.

3. Susceptibility of the softer passions. Shakes.

Addijon. 4. Kind attention ; anxiety for the

good of another. Bacon. 5. Scrupulousness;

caution. Wotton, South. 6. Cautious care.

Gov. os the Ton. 7. Soft pathos of expression.

TENDINOUS, a. [tendineux, Fr.] Sinewy 1

containing tendons ; consisting of tendone.

Wiseman.

TE'NDON./ [tende, Lat.] A sinew ; a liga

ture by which the joints are moved. Blackmo.

TENDRIL./ [tendrilhn, Fr.] The clasp of a

vine, or other climbing plant. Afrit. Dryd. Ray.

TENEBRICOSE. \ a. [tenebticosus, tenebro-

TE NEBROSE. J /•/, Lat.] Dark ; gloomy.

TENEBRO'SITY./ [/«Kar«, Lat.] Darkness;

gloom.

TE'NEMENT. / [tenement, Fr. teuementnm,

low Latin ] Any thing held by a tenant. Locke,

Pope

TENENT. s. See Tenet.

TENE'RITY. / [teneritai, tenor, Lat.] Ten

derness. Ainjwcrlb.

TENE'SMUS./. Needing to g» to stool. Arbuth.

TENET. / [from tenet. Lat. he botdi] It is

sometimes written tenent, or they hold] Posi

tion ; principle; opinion. Dec. ofPiety, South,

Prior.

TE'NNIS./ A play at which a ball ii drivea

with a racket. Shakejp. Hovel. '

To TENNIS, v a. [Irom the noon.] To drive

as a ball. Spenser.

TENON. f. [French ] The end of a timber

cut to be fitted into another timber. Moxon.

TE'NOUR. /. [tenor. Lat. incur, Fr.] 1. Con

tinuity of stale; constant mode ; manner of

5 F ceBiou'.ty.
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continuity SiJttt,Cra.';,:v>, Sprdll. i. Scnlc J

contained; gener 'I c >u:le or dri't Skakej'p.

Lech. j. A sounl in inusick. Br:ivn.

TENSE, a. \tinjMi, L»t.j Stretched; stiff;

not lax. Hnl.hr.

TENSE /. [tempi, Fr temt-nt. Lat.] A varia

tipn o> the v rb to figni y time L'arke.

TENSENESS./, [tic.m ten t.) Co..tiaction

tension ; theconfary to bx'ty.

TE'NSIBLE. a [ttsj»it Lat ] Capable of being

extended Bac:*.

TENSILE, a. [tn/itit. Lat.] Capable of exten

lion. Bacen

TENSION./ Utnsm, F.er. fra'M, I.at.] Th<

act of stretching . pot laxuirn. the Kate 01

being stietched ■. not laxity. Biackmire.

TENSIVE, a [r.'n'n., I.at 1 Giving a lenfatior-

of stiffness or cor.ti ict on b'h\er.

TE'NSURE./ [teijm, Lat j The act osstretch-

ing, or Ita'co! b.-ii:g strtiched . the contrary

to laxation or laxity. Bac:n.

TENT./ [tette. Vr'lmuriym, Lat.] I. A sol

diet's muveabie hdi-i^g place, common1)' madi.

of canvas extended on pults. Knelki 2.

Any ten-p.-ra'y habita:i.>n ; a iiavili-in. M'L

3 [Ter.lt, Fr ] A roll ot lint put into a fore

Sbakefp H'iftman. 4 A specie, ot wine deep

ly red, chicriy from Galiicia in Fpain.

To TENT, v . 11. [irom the noun j Te lodge a:

in a tent ; to tabernacle.

To TENT. 1*. a. To search as with a medical

. tent. Si'ak-jp. IVi.it/tan,

TENTATlON. /. \tent.ttii, Lat.] Trial

temptjtion. Htcivn.

TENTATIVE, a, (teHAihe, Vr.tenU, Lat.J

Ti ying ; cssavii.*.

TE NEED, a. [iio'ru lint] Covered with ter.ts.

Sbaiclp. Vipc.

TE NTER. /. (/««&, If ut, Lat ] 1 . A hook

on which things are I. retched a. Tt be en tit

TtBiEKS. Tube on the stretch ; to be in

difficulties Hul-.brai.

To TE N I'ER. f . a. [from the noun ) T«

stretch by hock;. Bacon. '

To TE NTER. v. n. To admit extension, Bac.

TENTH. « ^ceopi. Six < Fit It alter the ninth,

ordinal often. Bjyle.

TENTH. /. [Irom the adjective.] 1. The tenth.

Dryden," Licke. I. Tithe PH.ipi. 3 Tenths

are 1h.1t yearly portion or tribute which all

livings ecclesiastical yield to the king. Cwe.'l

TENTHLY. adv. [i.omtenth] In the tenth

place.

TLNTIGINOUS. a. luttighh, Lat J Sift";

fheiclled.

TE NTV/ORT. /. A plant. Ainfviorth.

' TENUFOLIOUS.a [tennii tstojihum, Lat.]

li^v ng thin haves.

TEN'L !TY / {Itnnitai, Lat] Thinness, exi-

. lity ; smallness) minutenels ; nut grusstie-ts.

K. Charles, Bcntliy.

TENUOUS, a. [tenmn, Latia.] Thin; fatal! ;

minute. Brown.

TE'NURE. ( [tenure, Fr ] Tenure is the man

ner whereby tenements ate hulden et then

lord-. Pt'.reb, DryJen.

TEPEPAVTION. / I te'cfacio. Lat ] The act

ot wirmmg tr a tmall degiee.

TEPID a \lefiJm, I.at | Lukewatm ; wattn

in a small decree Mitten,

TEPIDITY /. [srona, t p J ]■ Lckewarmnes..

Ainstnirlh.

TE FOR. /. srr/-cr, I.at ] 1 ukewarronese ; gen

tle heat. A bntrntt.

T ERATO LOGY, f [t«pJ-&- and Xfj*.] Bom

bast.

' I'.RCE. /. \t'erce, Fren.j A vessel containing

forty-two qallop.s ot wine ; the third part of a

butt '"T pipe.

i'l.Rl BI NTHINATF..? a. \trrebintH'e, Fr

sEREHlNTHINE. 1 terebtntHam, Lar]

Consisting of turpentine i mixed with turpen

tine F'ytr.

To TE'Rl BRATE. v. a. ll.rehe. Lat ] To

b»re t to perforate; to pierce Brcvif, Derb.

TERF.BUA11UN. / [trim ter, brale) Tke

act o! boring or piercing. Bac:n.

I'EUGE MINOUS.a. [tergemiitni, Lat.]Thret-

foM.

! ERCIVFRSATION. / ["'.?"" and «r/>,

Lat] 1. Shift; subterfuge; evasion Bramb.

z. Chjnee ; fickleness. ClarenJin

TERM f. [teimmvt. Lat] 1. Limit ; boun.li-

ry. E^tcn. 1. 1 he word by which a thing is

expiclTed. Bacon, Burnet, Svijt. 3. W»ids ;

lan;ua?e. Shabefp. Mi ton. 4. Condition ;

stipulation PryJen, Smiley 5. Time for

which any thir" lasts. AtlJism. 6 |ln law]

The time in which the tribunals, or places ot

judgment, are open to all that list to complain

of wioog, or to seek their right by courle of

law or action ; the rest of the year is called

vacation Or" these terms there ate four in e-

very vear, during which matters ot justice are

dispatched : on- is called Hillary term, which

' begins the twenty-thiid ti January, or tl that

be Sunday, ih? next day following, and ends

the twelith ot February ; another is called

Easier - term, which begins eighteen days

after Ealier, and ends the Monday next a ter

Ascension-day.; the third is Trinity tern, be

ginning the Ktiday next a ter Trinity Sunday,

and ending the Wednesday fortnight after ;

the louilh is rVli.hselmas rrr», beginning the

sixth of November, or, is that beSunday. the

next day after, and ending the twenty-eighth

of November, llule.

To TERM. v. a. [from the noun] To name;

to c^ll. Liche.

TE'RMAGANCY/. [from termagant.] Tur

bulence; tumultuousncls tSarier.

TERMAGANT, a [typ and majan. Sax] I.

Tumultuous ; tutlulenl Slahjp 1. Qrtar-

rehbme ; scclditg » furious. At entbnet.

TERMAGANT./ A scold ; a brawling tur

bulent woman. HnJibrat, Tatter.

TERMER./ [liom term.) One who travels up

the tcim. Btm. Jihnsen.

TERMINABLE a. (trom terminttt.] Limita-

bie ; tint admits 0; bounds.

T.
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To TERMINATE, v a. [termini. Lat. termi-

ner, Fr. ] i. To bound ; to limit. Locke, a

To put an fnil to.

To TERMINATE v. n. To be limited ; tr

end i lo have an end ; to attain it e d. Seuth,

DryJen.

TERMINATION./ ssrom terminate ] i Th«

act of limiting or abounding I. Bound ; !•

mit Brtnon. 3-Endi conclusion. 4 End

words as varied by their significations. IVatt

5. W.xdi term. Shaiesp.

TERMINTI-U'S. /'. [Tffvu>0$- ] A tumour

Wtfemin.

TE'RMLE.-S. a. [from turn] Unlimited,

bouadlel's Raleigh.

TE'RMLY. aJv [from term.] Term by term.

Bnctn.

TE RN \RY. 7 / ternarius, terni:, Ut] The

TERNION. 5 number three. Hlder.

TE'RR ACE./ \terratt, Fr. terraccia. It nl ] A

small mount of earth covered with ^roWTemp

Dryden.

TERRAQUEOUS a [terra mA "qua. Lat]

Composed of land and water. H'ooJwarJ.

TERRE'NF.. a. [terrrnui. Lat.] Earthly ; ter-

relttial. Hooker, Milton.

TE'RRE-Bl.UE./. [terre and bleu, Fr ] A son

of earth, IVsodwarJ.

■TER RE-FERTF. f. [French.] A sort os earth.

Dryden.

TEKREOUSu [lerreai, Lat.] Earthly ; con

sisting of earth. GUnville, Briton.

TERRESTRIAL, a. [t:rrestris,\M.] 1. Earth

ly ; not celc'>ial. Spenser, Dryden. 1 Con

sisting <>i earth ; terrecus. rVoodvtard.

ToTER#fc'STRIFY. v a Uerrestrii r.nd fa

cie, Latin] To reduce to the sta e of eanh

Bronun

TERRE'STKIOUS a [terresirh, I .at.] Ter

reous-, earthly ; consisting of earth. Brown

TERRIBLE. a [ terrib /<,Fren. from terr ibili.

Lat.) (.Dreadful ; formidable ■, causing lear

Milton, Prior. 1. Great, so as to oili nd : 1

colloquial hyperbole Clarendon, tlllotfon.

TE KkIBLENESS / \Uor\ttrrible ] Formida

bleness ; the quahty or being terrible ; dreaJ

fulne's. Sidney.

TE'RRIBLY.y. [from terrible] 1. Drcadrully

formidably-, so as to raise tear. Dryden. a

Vio'cntly \ vc.-y much. Swift.

TERRIER-/ {terrier, Fr. from terra, enlh.1

1. A do-" that follows, hia game under gmur-d

Drjdm. l. A suivey or register ot lands.

Ay'-fse 3. A wimble , au::.r 01 borer.Au, "M.

TI'-RRI fit-'K a ifrstem. Lvt„ j Dreadful:

causi.ii ttrr.oir. Miifn, I'huipi.

Xo '1 E K'i IrY f "• [terror and /cr/r, T.al'n ;

To fn.'ht ; to stircK with fe^i ; to mAc a-

fraid. Kno:'ei, South, Blajmore

TERRITORY /. \te-ril.num, low Latin "j

Land; country; domin on ; A strict. Hijiv

Denham.

TERROUR / [terror, Lat t.rrenr, Fren] 1.

Fear communicated Milton. 2. Fear receiv

ed. Knoll". Bl.icimire. 3 The cause of fear.

friar, Miltin.

TEP.SE. a [tirfur, i_,at.] 1. Smooth Brown

a Cleanly written; neat. DryJen, Swift.

TERTIAN / uerti.ina. Lat] Is an ague in

termitting but or.e day, lo that there are two

fits in three -'ay ;. Ilaivey.

To TE RT! ATE. v. a. [i-rtio, tertiui, Latin.]

To do any thirf; the third time.

TESSELLATED, a. \tfel!a,\M.] Variegated

by squares. Wiedwa' J.

TEST. /. [tejl, Fr. t If.,, lul ] 1. The cupel by

which refi'irs try their metals. :. Trial;

exioii.iaiii.ii: ar, by the cupel. Shalt. Clarend.

3 M-snso. trial sl.'n J.hnscn. 4 That with

whicii aa. t'i:n^ 1. compared in order lo prove

its g--iiu'm nets ¥-.pe. 5 Discriminative ; cha-

raciuilKk. Dryden 6 J ..Israeli-, d st'nc-

tian Dryden. j It ssetna to si.;mty any ves

sel that i.ol Is s.c. D>y Iih.

['ESI A'i"iii)L'.\ n \t/w laeeicy, Latin.] 1 Con-

si, 1 rg o\ nielli; comnosed of 'hells. ^ Hav

ing tnrmiou, n-.l j linted lh:ll;. ; opposed to

cru!la*;eo'ir, II o:dw.ird

I'ES I'AMi.N !". /. , <r/! intent, Fr. te'inmmlnm.

Lat.) 1. A will , .r.v writiig tii : <?^ t-i. -r^ the

^ disposal os t!.e pus.. :lioii» 9! a man d.-e.ased.

M;:'er, Dryden 2.. T-ic name oi caeh ot the

v. lurncs os t'.t- ii .ly scripture.

TESTA M E NT Alt Y. sl I tejlamentaritt, Lat]

Given by will . contained m wills /lltrib.fy.

TESTATE, a [fej.atnt, L..t J Having made a

will. Ay -fe.

TESTATOR /. {testator, Latin] One who

leaves a w 11. Hotter, la.Ur.

TEHA'TRIX.j [Latin.] A woman who leaves

a will.

TESTED, a. [ ft om /•'/.] Tried by a test. Mo*.

ri-.'STER.y. [tep, French, ahead ] 1 A six

pence I.:cJ:e, Pose. I. t he c w er ot a bed

TI'.S I ICLE./ uejUculm, Lat j Stone. B/own,

If'isema:

TESI IFICA'TIOM / {te.'-fieatie. Lat. from

testify.] The act of wi' lulling H o'er. South.

sESnriCA'TOR. J. [Irom tjlfutr, Lain]

One who v/ilHLtle ,

TESIII'IEK. J. [:rom testify.] One wholes-

tiftes.

To TESTIFY, v n. {leftist or. Lat.] To wit-

r.et« ; to pr-.ve ; to give evidence. John, M..:.

To TE'SlMFY.w. a. Towitne.s; to give evi

dence of any point. J.hn.

TESTILY, adv. {torn testy] Fretfully; pee-

vi'>tl v ; morclely.

TESTIMONIAL, /. {testimonial, Fr. ffiimoni.

urn, Lat.J A wriiini; produced by any one ij

an evidence for himself Burnet, Ayhp

TESTIMONY../', [testimonium. Lat. j 1. Evi

dence given , proof. Ssenjer, Dryden. a Puii-

lick evidence. Milton. 3. Open attestation ;

profession AUl:.m.

To TESTIMONY, t a To witness. Sbal.efp.

TESTIN'ESS. /. i from tep.y ] Motol'eneli,. Lie

TESTU'DINATLD a. sjejtudo, Lat.] Roofed ;

TESTUDINEOUS. a. [testuj,, Lat.] Resem

bling the (hell of a toitoile. 1

5 F j TE'STY
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TE STY. a [tesiie, Fr. uftmrit, Tt»l.l Fretful ;

peevish i apt to be angry. Locke.Tattler .

TETCHY a. Forward; peevish. Skake'p

1ETE A'TETE.s. [French] Cheek by jowl.

Prior.

TETHER. / [See Tidd«r] A string by

which horses are held from pasturing too wide.

Skoktlp. Swift.

To TE'THER. v. a. [from the noun.] To

tic up

TETRA'GONAL. a. [-rtlfuy.*©-.] Four cor

nered. Brenrn.

TETRAPE'TALOrjS. a. [wrest; and wlra-

»/.] Are soch Homers as consist of lour leaves

round the style MtVer.

TE'TRARCH. s. [tttrarcha, Lat] A Roman

governor of the tourth part of a province

Ben. Jcbnfon.

TETRA'RCHATE. 7 / [tSoaffrU.] A R°"

TE'TRARCHY. J man government.

TETRA'STICK. / [Ti7?ir'X'f] An epigram

or stanza of lour Verse?. Pipe.

TETRICAL. 7 a. [tetriem, Lat] Froward :

TETR1COUS. J perverse , four. Knolles.

TETTER /. irrr.n, Sax.] A scab ; a (prf;

a ringworm Shake's}. Dryden.

TEW / [tovie, a hempen rope, Dutch] I.

Materials tor any thing. Skinner, a. An iron

chain. Atnsnpoi tb.

To TEW. v. a [repian, Sax.] To work

TE'WEL s. [luyan or tuyal.] In the back

of ihc forge, against ln* fire place, is fixed a

thick iron plait;, and a taper pipe in it above

five inched long, called a tevre!, which comes

through the luck of the forge. Moxon.

To TE VVTAW. ■». a. To beat i to break

Mortimer.

TEXT. J. [textnt. Lat.] i. That on which a

comment is written Waller. %. Sentence of

scripture. South.

TEXTILE, a. [textilis," Lat.] Woven; capa

ble o! bent: woven. fVilktns.

TE'XTM AN. / {text and man ] A man rea

dy in quotation of texts Sanderson.

TEXTKINE. a. [ttxtrma, Lat. Relating lo

weaving. Derh.im

TEXTUARY.a. [from text.] i. Contained in

the text. Brown. 1. Serving as a text; au

thoritative. G'.anv He.

TEXTUARIST.7/ [textnaire, Fren] One

TE XTUARY. J ready in the text of scrip

ture i a divine v. ell versed in scripture.

TEXTURE. f. [lextm, Latin] l. The act of

weaving Brecon, i. A web; a thtner woven

'] bomJcM. 3 Manner of weaving with respect

either lo rorm or matter Mihon, Pope. 4.

Disposition or the pans ot bodies. Milt. Neivt.

THAN, adv [chnne. Sax ] A pirticle placed

in cotnpziifjn alter the comparative adjective

Ben. yohnjon. Czugreve.

THANE, j. [3«sn, Saxon ] An old title of ho

nour, perhaps equivalent to baron. Hhakefp.

To THANK, v. a. jftanctan, Saxon: dencen,

Dutch. ] 1. To return acknowledgments fvr

a,ny savour or kindness. Shake/p Dryden. 3.

It is used often in a contrary or ironical sense

Milton, Drydtn.

THANK. 7/ fcancar, Sax. dancke, Dutch]

THANKS. 3 Acknowledgment paid for favour

or kindness ; expression of gratitude. Shakrjp.

Bacon, Milton.

THA'NKFl/L. a. [Sancpul, Sax.] Full of gra

titude ; ready to acknowledge good received.

Bacon, Dryden.

THA'NKFULLY. adv. [from tiawkfml] Wiih

lively and grateful sense or ready acknow

ledgment ol good received. Shake/p. Toylcr.

THANKLESS, a [from thank] t. Us-

thanksul ; ungr teful ; making no acknow

ledgment. Spenser, Pope. ». Not deserv

ing, or not likely, to gain thanks. H'nttsn,

Crajbavj.

THANKLESSNESS. /. sfrom thank',/,.] la-

gratitude ; failure to acknowledge good re

ceived. Donne.

THANKO FFERING s. [thank and tftri,t\

Offering paid in acknowledgment ot mercy.

ff'atti.

THANKSGIVING. / [tkanki and give ] Ce

lebration of mercy, H.sker, Neb. TiUnisn.

THANKWORTHY, a [thank and <a,rtto ]

Deserving gratitude. Davies.

THARM. J. [fcearun, Sax darm, Dutch, the

[gut] Intestines twisted for several uses.

THAT; pronoun, [tba'a, Gothick ; ftxt. Sax.

dat, Dutch ] 1. Not this, but the other. Sis'.

1. Whxh. ; relating to an antecedent thing.

Shake/p. Cotuley. 3. Who; relating to an an

tecedent person. Tickell. 4. It sometirtti

serves to save the repetition of a wflrd or words

foregoing Conulty. 5. Opposed to this, at the

other 10 one. Cowley. 6 When this and that

relate to foregoing words, this is referred like

ire or cecy to the latter, and that like ilk a-

cela to the former. 7. Such a-. Tillstsem. (

That which ; what. Shaie/p 9 Thethioz.

Numbers. 10 The thing which then was.

Cowley. 1 1. By way of eminence. Cavity, it.

/•That. As bein?. Hooker.

THAT, conjuncluu. 1. Because. hVclUr, Cool.

t. Not a consequence. Locke. 3 Noting in

dication. Bacon. 4 Noting a final end. Cud

THATCH / [tSace, Sax. ftrav. Stiawr]

Straw laid upon the top of a house to keep oat

the weather. Swift, Watts.

To THATCH, v. a. I^icaan, Sixon.] Toco-

ver as with straw. Bacon, Dryden.

THATCHER, j. [from thatch ] One wh?ie

tiade is to caver houses with straw, coifs

To THAW. v. ». [B.pin, Sax. difcn. Dnwi]

l To grow liqqid aficr congelation; to melt

£>-«»?, Milton, Bijle. i. To remit the coU

wh cii had caused tro!f .

To 1 KA W. v a. To melt what was congealed.

Shake/p. Cxrenvtl e.

THAW./, [from the verb] Liquefaction of any

thing congealed ; warmih luch as liquifies

congelation Shakesp kf'ilkint, Dryden.

THE art. cle. [aV, Dutch] 1 . The article no

thing a particular thing. Shaftejf, Coyley. 1

Bctott)
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;K. ? a. [theatrum. Lat ] Sce-

;.\L. J nick; suiting a theatre;

Before a vowel e is commonly cut off in verse.

3. Sometimes he is cut off. Cpwley.

THEA'TRAL. a [thcatral, Fr. tbeatralii.

Lat.] Belonging to a theatre

THEATRE. / [theatre, Fr theatrum, Latin ]

1. A place in which (hews are exhibited; a

playhouse. Shakcfp. Bacon. 2. A place rising

by steps like a theatre. Milton, Diydcn.

THEATRICS.

THEATRIC

pertaining to a iheatre. Decay of Piety, Pip

THEATRICALLY, adv {from theatrical]

In a manner suiting the stage. Swift.

THEE, the oblique singular os thou. Convlcy.

THEFT./ [from thief] 1. The act os stealing

CovjcII. z. Thr tiling stolen Exodus.

THEIR./' [Seopi, rf them. Sax.) 1. Of them:

the pronoun puisussive from they Diydcn. z

Theirs is used wh< n any thing tomes, between

the p' sfefsiveanrt subl'.antive. Hwier, RJiomm.

THEM, the ob:ique ot they. rVilkim.

THKME. / [theme, Fr itui. I 1. A subject on

which one speaks or writes. Shahefp. B.siomm.

2. A short dissertation written by boys on any

topick. 3. The original word whence others

are derived. Watts

THEMSELVES, f [See Tiixv and Self.] i

These very persons Hooker. 1. The oblique

Cileof they aud selves Locke

THEN adv. [than, Gothick; ftan, Sax «/o»,

Dutch.] 1. At that ttme. Clarendon

Afterwards ; immediately afterwards ; loon

afterwards Bacon 3 In that cafe; in con

sequence. Dryden. 4. Therefore; for thi

re.isun. Aldan. 5. At another time : at new

and then, at one time aud ojier. Milan. 6

That time Milton.

THENCE, adv. 1. From that place. Milton. 1

From that time, ljaiah. 3. For that reason

Milton.

THENCEFORTH, adv. [thence and firth]

From that lime Spenjer, Milton.

THENCEFORWARD, adv [thence andfor-

•ward."] On trem that time.

THI OCRAC Y. /. [theocratic, Fren. Zi&- and

»p«>.) Government immediately superin

tended by God. Bur net.

THEOCRATICAL. a [thcocratin ue, Fr. from

theocracy] Relating to a government admini-

Itred by God. Burnet

THEODOLITE. / A mathematical instru

ment for taking heights and distances.

THE'OGONY. / [Smjow.J The generation of

the gods.

THEOLO'GIAN. / thiob^us. Lat ] A divine;

a professor of divinity. Milton.

THEOLO'GICAL.a [thcoto^a, Lat ] Relating

to th^; fe e;ice of divinity. Svi.ft.

THEOLOGICALLY- adv. [from theological]

According to the principles of iht-ology.

THEOLOGIST. }J.[theo/cgust\.n J A divine;

THEO LOGUE. j one studious in the science

nf divinity. Bacon, Dryden.

THEOLOGY. J. [theoiogie, Fren. St.A^ia.]

Piyioitv. Hiiywaidy l.t'otjon.

terns 1 consisting io

Fren.

THEORICAL.

THEORICK

7 r [theoretiaue,

THE OMACHIST. / He who fights against

the goils.

THE'OMACHY. / [St®. and a»x>-] The

fight against the gods by the giants.

THEORBO J. [tioiba, Italian.] A large lute

for playing a thoiough bass, uled by the Ita

lians BaiUy

THEOREM f. [?tx;r,fAa] A position laid dowa

as an acknowledged truih. Hooker, Graunt.

THEOREMATICAL. la [from theorem. ]

THKOREMATICK. > Comprised in ihe»-

THEOREMICK.

theorems Grt<w

THEORETICAL

THEORETIC K..

7 ' ) [tbieriaue, Fr from

i L S-wjM.] Specula

tive; depending on theory or speculation ;

terminating in theory or speculation. Shaiefp.

Boyle, Burnet.

THEORICK. /: [from the adjective.] A spe-

tulatist; onewho knows only speculation, not

practice Shake:p.

THEORETICALLY, adv. (from theorick.]

Kpeculatively ; not practically,

THl.ORlCALLY adv (from theorick.] Spe-

culat'ively ; not practically.

THEORIST. / Ifrom theory] Aspecul.tistj

one given to speculation. Addtfen

THI.'ORY. J [tbeeite, Fr bixfU.] Specula

tion-, not practice; scheme; plan or system

yet subsisting only in the mind. Hooker, Bacon,

South.

THER APE'UTICK.a. [itfaon.lixi; .] Curative;

teaching or endeavouring the cure of diseases,

/fa/n.

THI.RE. adv. [lhar, Cothick ; Sen, Six daer,

Dutch j 1. In that place. Pope. 1. It it

opnoled to here. Locke, Milton. 3. An ex

clamation directing something at a distance.

D.ydtn.

THEREABOUT. \adv. [there and about ;

THEREABOUTS. 5 thereabout! U therefor*

lels proper.] 1. Near that place. Sbakesp. Z.

Nearly ; near that number, quanti'y, 01 stale.

Daviet, Suckling, Nnvtin. 3, Concerning

that matter. Luie

THEREA FTLR, adv. Vhere ar.d aster] Ac

cording to that ; acco d ngly, I'eacham

THEREAT, a [there and at] 1. At that ; on

that account. Hooker, z. At that plate. Matt.

THEREBY, adv. [there and by.] By that; bj

means ot that. Herbert

THEREFORE adv. [there and/.;] i.Fir

that; for this; tor this reason; in consequence.

Lucai, iVejt. 1. In return for this ; in lecurhr

penle tor this or for thai. Matthew.

THEREFROM adv. 'there and from] From,

that; from this Jos.

THEKlil N. adv. \_there and in.] In that ; in

this B.ocon.

THEREINTO', adv. [theretnd into.] Into that;

into this.. Lu 'ze. Bacon.

T. I EREOF. adv [there and «/j Of that; of

this. Hooker, SviiJ'.

THEREON.
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THEREON. *J-o. [there and on] On that.

Marl, kVssd'ward.

THKREO'UT. adv. [there and tut] Out of

that. Spenser.

THERE TO'. ? adv. [there and to, or unto]

THEREUNTO'. J To that. Hooker y Ttllotfon.

TH&RRUPO'N. adv. [there and upon] i Upon

that; in canseqnenceof that //? her. Shale/p*

Duties, L:ele, S-w ft 1. Immediately.

THEREUNDER, adv. [there and under.] Un

der that. Ralet£h.

THEREWITH, ad-.: [thereto nvuh ] l.Wi b

that H;oker, D.uiei. X Imme.iutt-ly.

TH.'-REW.TIl VL adv. [there and withal]

I. Over and ab.-.v*.*. Daniel i. At the same

time Sh.tkejp. 3 With that. £, (■■?/>/-.

THKRI'AC\L. a. ['•^•uk*J Medicinal; phy

sical Baeia.

THERMO METTR. f [therm»metrr, Fren.

?fwa; anj /xir,? v j An inltru runt for mea-

suni^ the he! 1 of the ai,, or 01 any matter.

Brazm.

THERMOME' TRICAE a. [from thermontter]

Relating to the tn-'3'ii;e ot heat. Lheyne

THERMOSCOPE. /. \th<rmofcope, Pr. ^e?/uo;

and c-k:tt:v.] An inurnment by which the de

green ot" heat are discovers! A'buthnot,

THESE, pronoun, the plural os this. 1. Opposed

10 thife. Drydsn. a. 7bc/e rclitis to the per

sons or thirg< hi\ mentioned; and thoje to the

first. Woodward.

THESIS./, [these, Fren. $txi; ] A position;

something laid down affirmatively or nega

tively, tnor.

THESMOTHETE. / [^r^-r.:] A law

giver

THEURGY, s. (*»-'?}«] The power os doing

supernaiuial things by Uw.ul means, a. by

prayer to God

THEW. / (fce-tp, Saxon] 1 Quality ; manner.

Sf>e»fe'. ■}.. In Shahspeare it Jccms to signify

brawn, or bulk

THE WED. a. [from thew.] Educated ; habi

tuated. Sprmjer.

THEY. / In the chlique cafe thrift, the plural

of he or/'*, \%\% Saxon ] 1 . The me;. . the

women ; the person*. Skakisp. Ben. y.hnjin.

1. Thole men \ thole women ; opposed to

t>me others Prior,

THICK, a. [3cce, Sax </r'r*, Dut<h.] i.Not

thin- 1. Dcnsi; not rare , grc.'s; eras*.. Rj.'ei.

jfr Putt/not. 3. Not clear \ not tranlparent ;

muddy; Sculent. Temple 4. Great 'n circum-

stsence ; not slender. Deute-on. 5. Frequent*,

in qu!i_k succeflion; wi.h little intermission

KnoUes, ti'ctt:n,Sp Imart, R.sctmm. 6. Close;

rc»t divided by much space , crowded. Drydett,

Addifzn, 7 N>t easily pervious; la with

linn-- . close In c;jch t ther. Dryden. 8. Coat se ,

ni:th*n Bicvn »> Without pioper intervals

01 ,t. ii.-d!*ti.»n. $' i'e'f>.

TrIU is. j [:i ■ 11 il.r adjc&ive 1 I. The thicU.-

e'l ( irt or H.. e wiu-n at.y thi.i;*, i:- ib- kd' .

r\ii tet, 2. 'Cm ■■ i_ k rt-»i i/m \\ i,.ii cvvi- i* in (

th-» »• w //«../*-■./.

"1 Hi', rs . „-rfy. i. i-'l(- ■■•-,■ iv , sa'V D.n' im. 1

Closely. DryJeK, Norrit. 3 To a great drpth-

Addij:n. 4. Thick and tbretj"jIJ. In quick

succession; in great numbers. L'Ejhange.

To THICKEN, v. a. ['ram thick ] ;. To

make thek. a To make close; to fill ap

interlaces. Hrosd"xsrd. 3. To condense; t»

concrete. Aibutknot. 4 To slienerrun ; to

confirm &kakerf>. 5. To make tretjuent. 6.

To make close or numerous.

To THICK1 N. v. r, 1. To Krow thick. l.To

grow dense or muddy. ShoUfp. 3. To can-

Crete , to be con olirtated. Frier. 4. To grow

dole or numerous. Tatler. 5. To grow quick.

s3d>!ison.

THICKET./ [Siccetu, Saxon] A cl se knot or

lust os trees; a clcse wood.C^. sma*, RaUt^b.

THICKLY adv. [from thick. 1 Deeply ; to a

great quantity. Baylc.

THICKNKSS. / [from thick] 1. The flate of

being thick ; density, a. Quantity of matter

interpo^.d; space nkcn up by matter inter-

poled Reytc. 3 Qu*.nt:ty Uid on quanti-v

to some Cftistdei abie depth B-c:u. 4 C02-

siitence; urolsness ; not rareness sf.issituic.

Bacon 5. Imperviousnels ; closeness. Addt\'.%.

6. Waul ol (harpntls ; want of quickness.

Holder.

THICK SCUI.LF.D a Dull ; (fupid. Pryden.

THI'C KSKT. a. [thick »nd/«.J Close planted.

Drydcn^ Grew

THiCKSKIN s. [thick and film ] A coat fe

tires, man. Shake/p.

THItF /. i«Stfti, Saxon: das, Dutch ] 1. Ok

who takes what telongs to another Sbalejf.

John. l. A n excrescence in the snuff of a

candle May

THH-.F-CATCHLR ) C \tbtrf and catch]

THIEF LtADF.R >s. 1 'thus and l,*J.)

THIKF TAKER. ) ( [rhrf and takt ]

One whuse business is to detect thieve».i'£/:r.

Bramjitn.

To 1 HI1.VF.. v. m. [from thief] To steal; ro

pract fe theft

THIEV1RY. f. [from thieve.] 1. Thcr.ra.3ice

of Healing Sfenjer, Sentb. I. That which 11

stolen. ShaktJ'p.

THIEVISH a [from thief] 1 Given to steal

ing ; practising thell. Sbakesp. 1. Secret; Of.

THIEVISHLY aifVfsrorr.fri'.'ri/ilLik- a th.V.

THIEVISHNl.SS./[lromr/iieti/J.JDisrx>£ii<«

to Heal , halm ot stealing

THIGH / ;fceuh, Saxon: die, Dutch] The

tr-tgh includes all between the buttock" ar.d

the knee 'I he tb:gb bone is the longc.l ol »U

the tx.iies id the burly. Qtinty, GteeJ'i.

TH1I.K.. pioncun. L^Srlc, Saxuo.] That fame

LibiMete. Sfenler.

THILL. / i>lle, Saxon ] The Sn:U ti a

waego'i Mortimer.

THILL HORSE. 7 / [/W.VanJ hsr/e ) The I-.-1

Till I.LF.K. J horse, the hciie ib.t $-«.•

Uiwien the shafts Tuff:', Sitkijp.

Til! MULE./ |srom/it'«iiiA lre'1] A tnt'iltw

by wli cli women secure thcii singer* ': in 11?

licc'.le. ^i.ak.-jp.Citjnt. "lit v:?
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TIIIME. s [iJtm;, Lat. thym, Frcn.] A fra

grant herb fiom wh.ch the bets are luppiled

to draw hor.ey. Spenser.

THIN. a. l^in, Saxon ; </«»», Dutch 1 1. Not

thick Exodni, 2. Rare, not dens". Wisdom,

Baton. 3 Not dole; separate by large Ipaccs.

Xoj\omixcn 4. Not c'.f se I) compact r.r accu

mulated Milton. 5. Exile ; small. Drydcn.

6. Not coarse j notgrossinsubstar.ee 7. Not

abounding, bacon. 8. Not fat ; not bulky ;

lean ; slim ; slender. L'EJlranre

THIN. ad-y. Not thickly. Mili'on.

To THIN, v a. slmm the adjective. 1 1 To

make thin or rare ; net to thicken. Ai buthnot.

». To m?ke less ch fe or numerous. Drydcn

3 To attenuate lilackincre

THINLY, adv. [from tbi:] N»t thickly ; not

closely Brown.

THINE. preninn. [thein, Gothick; Bin, Sax

dijn, Dutch ] E.'onging or relating to thee

Shakesp.

THING. /". [t5inj, Saxon; Jing, Dutch.l 1.

V\ hatever is ; not a person. Shakcfp. 2. It is

used in contempt. Swift. 3. It is used ot

persons in. contempt, or sometimes with pity.

Shaiesp Congreie. 4 It is used by Sha*.e-

spear once in a sense ot honour.

To THINK v. (i. pitter. thought [eScncean,

Sax. denizen, Dutch. J ». To have ideas; to

compare terms or things ; to realon j to cogi

tate. L-ckc, Drydcn 1. To judge; to con

clude; to determine. Daniel. 3. To intend.

Shnkelp. 4. To imagine; 10 fancy. Burnet.

5. To muse; to meditate. Drydrn. 6. To

recollect; to ob erve Shaiesp. 7. To judpe ;

to conclude. S-wJt 8. To consider; to doubt

Bentley.

To THINK, v. a. 1 To imagine; to imape in

the mind; to conceive. Sbaiejp. 2. To be

lieve ; to esteem. Sidney 3 To Think

much. To grudge. Alillen, Tillct/em. 4 To

Think /corn To tii'diin Esther.

THINKER / [from tbmlt.] One who thinks

in a ceitain manner. Locke.

THINKING j. [Imm ttinl ] Imagination ;

cogitation; judgment Shaiesp. Add fen

THINLY, adv. I trom thin ] ' 1. Not thickly.

». NotcloleJy; not numerously Dtyden

THI NNI'.SS J. slrf-m tbin.] 1 The contrary

to thickness; exility; tenuity Donne, Nctit.

a. Paucity; scarcity. Drydcn. 3 Rareness;

not spiffiuide South.

THIRD a. : fcruWSa, Saxon] The first after the

seo-nd. Shaktjp.

THIRD / from the srljectivc] 1. The third

part. Addi/on. 1. The sixtieth part of a se-

C-tid ll»'.drr.

THI'KDBOROUGH. / [third mi borough. ]

An uiirier-contlable.

THI'RDLY. adv. ifrom third.] In the third

place, ilrucn

To THIRL v. a [fctphan, Saxon. To pierce ;

to cwrsotate Atn\vi:rtb.

THlKST./ |*yrrre. Saxon; dor/1, Dutch ] 1.

The pain fullered for want of dfink; want of

drink. Den/am, Arhuthnot. 2. Esrerness ;

vehement desue. Fairfax. 3. Draueht.

Milton.

To THIRST, v. n. [ttyprtan, Sax. Jeifien,

Dutch] 1. To seel want os drink ; tube

thirsty or athirst. Exodus, Milton, 2. To have

a vel emrnt desire tor any thing Fia'ms

To THIRST, v a. To want to drink. Frier

THIRSTINLSS f. [trom tktrj!.] The slate os

beint; thirsty. fVitton.

THI RSTY. a. ifcupjxtS, Sax ] ,. Sufiv.ing

want of drink ; pained for want of drink.

Shaiesp. fudges, Rj-we. 1 PuslelTed with any

vehcmei l detne : as, b/cod thirsty.

THIRTEEN a [Speoctne, Sax.J Ten and

three. Bait-n.

THIRTEENTH, a [from thirteen ; %y.t.

oceccia, Saxon ] The third after the tenth.

Graunt.

THIRTIETH a [from thii ty ; 8pi*WS<*«a

Sax.] '1 he tenth thrice told. Hale.

THIRTY a. [ttptttiS, Saxon. J Thrice ten.

Shaiesp.

THIS, pronoun !Sij-, Sax ] 1. That which is

present ; what is now mentioned. Shaiesp. 2.

The next suture. Genesis. 3. Tl it is uted fir

this time. Drydcn. 4. The last pa!L Drydn.

5 It is.often opposed to that. Ftp*. 6 When

this and that respect a former sentence, thii ri -

lates to the latter, that to the former member.

Hiokcr. 7. Sometimes it is opposed to lie

ether. Drydcn.

THISTLE. / [Siptel, Sax. Jieflef, Dutch;

cardans. Lat] A piickly weed growing in

corn fields. Miller, Shake/p.

THISTLE, golden, f. A plant Miller.

THl'STLY. a. |fr<.m tbij/le.} Overgrown with

thistles. Thomjen.

THITHER, adv. [tttthep. Sax] 1. To that

place : it is opposed to hither. Dcnham. a. To

that end; to that point.

THI'THERTO. adv. {thither and le.] To that

end ; so lar.

THI'THERWARD. adv. [thither and -ward]

Towards that place. Milton.

iTHO. ad-j. i^Sonne, Saxon] 1 . Then, Spenftr.

1 Tha' contracted for though.

I To THOLE, v. ». To wait a while. Amstvor.

THONG. / [Xpan3, Bpong, Sax ] A firap or

I'ringof leather. Addl/on, Drydcn.

THORACICK. a [from thsrax] Belonging

j 10 the breast Arlnthnot.

THORAL. a. I from tlirni, Lat] Relatinp to

I the bed. Aylijfe.

THORN. J. [thanrm, Gothick.) 1. A prickly

tree of several kinds. Genef.s. %. A prickle

growing on the thorn bush. Milton. 3. Any

thing troublesome. Southern.

THORNAPPLE./ A plant. Mortimer.

THORNBACK. / A sea-fish. Arbnttm/.

p HORN BUT. / A sort of lea fish Ami-worth.

THO'RNY. a. [trom thorn ] 1. Full ot thorns \

spiny; lough ; prickly. Rand;Ifb, Dryden. 2.

Pricking ; vexatious. Sha.lcjp. 3 Dfficult,

letplexing. Spenjer.

THO ROUCH.
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THOltOUOH. prefiis. [the word through ex

tended into two syllable*..] i. By way of

making passage or penetration. 2. By mean:-

of Shake/p.

THOROUGH, a. t. Complete; sullipeisect

Sptnjer. Clarendon. 1. Passing through. liarsu.

THO':'.OUGHFARE. / I through ami hire.)

A passape through ) a passage without any llop

or let Skaif/f*

THOROUGHLY, adv. [from thorough.] Com

pletely i sully. Shakelp. Drydeu.

THO ROUGHM'ED. a. [through and sped '

Finisltcd in principles \ thorou^hpjced Svii/t.

THOROUGHPACED. a. [thorough and face.)

Perfect in what it undertaken ; compkte

Swift.

THO'ROUGHSTITCH. adv. [through and

Jlitcb.) Completely ; fully I.T.jliange

THORP./ From the Saxon 55unp, signifies a

village. Gibson.

THOSE, pro*. The plural of that. Sbakesp.

Den bam.

THOU. / ffcu, Saxon; du, Dutch; in the

oHrquc cafes singular the, cSe, Saxon ; in the

plural ye, ye, Saxon; in the oblique cafe*

ptu:aljr«, eap. Saxon ] I. The second pro

noun personal. Shakisp. ». It is used only in

very familiar or very solemn language.

TO THOU 11. a. [from the noun.] To treat

with familiarity. Sbakesp.

THOUGH. ccujuuaion. [fceah, Saxon. thaub,

G&thick.] i. Notwithstanding that; although

Waller, rVatlt. a. Al Though. As if;

like as if Genesu. 3. It is used in the end ol

a sentence in familiar language : however ;

yet DryJem.

THOUGHT, the preterits and part, pas of

tbinl. Addisou.

THOUGHT. /. [from the preterite of It think.)

1. The operation of the mind j the act ot

thinking. 1. Idea; image formed. Milan.

3. Sentiment; fancy; imagery. Drydeu. 4

Reflection . particular consideration- Shakejf.

5 . Conception ; preconceived notion. Milts*.

6 Opinion ; judgment. Job, DryJem, Ftpe. 7

Meditation \ serious consideration. RoJ'cemmen,

8. Design; purpose. "Jeremiah. 9. Silent

contemplation. Sbakejp. 10. Sollicitude;

ore ; concern. Milton, it. Expectation.

Sbakejp. 11. A small degree) a small quan

tity. Swift.

THO UGHTFUL.a [thug! t mifull.) 1. Con

templative •, full ol reflection ; lull ot medita

tion. Drydeu. 1. Attentive ; careful. Pbihpt

3. Promoting meditation; favuurab'e to mu

ling. Vote. 4. Anxious; lollicilous. Friar.

THOUGHTFULLY, adv. [from thughisul]

With thought or consideration ; with sollici

tude.

THO UCHTFULNESS. / [from thugbtful.)

1. Deep meditation. 1. Anxiety; sollici-

lud

1 HOTTOHTLESSLY. adv. { from thought J

\\ ithout thoueht ; carrlesly ; stupidly.Garib.

THf) UGHTLESSNK.SS. / (from tl augbtjest]

Want ot th.iufht ; ab.ence of thought.

THO UCHi SICK., a [tb.ugbt uadstek.) Un

easy with reflection. Sb-iielp.

THOUSAND a. or J. fcuj-eiA, Saxon ; day-

send, Dutch] 1. The number o: ten hun

dred. *. Proverbially, a great number.

Stonier.

THOUSANDTH a [ from thu'ind ] The

hu.iilreilth ten times told; the ordinal of a

thousand Drydeu, Swi't.

THOWL /. A piece of tinfbfr by which

oars are kept in their places when a rowing.

A w*vs* tb.

THRALL / ISrixl, Saxon] 1. A slave ; one

whe is in the power of another Shait/p Dm.

M-Itn. 1 Bondage; date of slavery or coa-

fitiemenl. Hud:braj.

To THRALL i.a To enslave; to bring into

the power ot an.jthet. Shake/p. D.mme.

THRALDOM / [tiom tkrall\ Slavery ; ser

vitude. Sidney, Sjndyi.

THRA PPLK. / Thf windpipe of any animal.

ToTHRASH. v. a ;3artrvin, Saxon .derjihem,

Dutch. ] 1 . To biat corn to free it from lot

cha'.T tbaiejp. Ray. a. To beat} to drab.

Sbakesp.

To THRASH. v. n. To labour; to drudge.

Dtydeu.

THRASHER./ [from thra/b] One who

thrashes corn Lscke.

THRA'SHINGFLOOR. /. An area on which

corn is beaten. Dryden.

THRASONICAL, a. [from Tbraft, a boaster

in old comedy] BoaDtuI ; bragging. Shaken.

THRAVE. / (Briar., Saxon] 1. A herd';' a

drove. Out of use. a. The number oi 1**

dozen.

THREAD./. [Spa*, Sar. draed, Dutch.] t

A small line; a small twill. Boyle, South, t.

Any thing continued in a course ; Uniterm

tenour. Buruet, Arbuthuct.

THREADBARE, a [/*rW and i«rrr.] 1. De

prived of the nap ; worn to the naked threads.

Spenser, Sbakejp. 1. Worn out 1 trite. Svifl,

Chid.

To THREAD, v. a. (from the noun] 1. la

pass through with a thread. Sharp. %. Ta

pa'..-, thrcuijh ; to pierce through. Shakefp.

THRE/ADKN. a [from thread. ] Made as

thread. Sbakesp.

To 1 HRE A P. v. a. A country word denoting

to argue much or contend. Aiusvforth.

THREAT. / [from the verb.] Menace; de

nunciation of ill.

To THREAT. ? V. a. [Srteaaan, Sai ] 1.

ToTHRE'ATEN.j To menace j to dcoouacc

evil. Milton, 2. To menace ; to terrifv, «r

attempt to terrify Milton, Fepe. 3. Tomeiact

by action. Drydeu.

THO UGHTLF.SS. a [from tlnght.] 1. AiryLTHRE'ATENER./.[from(irM/e, ] Meaaceri

gay f ditlipatrtl. 2. Negligcut; careless /fsjrrv. one that threatens. Sbakejp Milton.

3. Stupid ; dull. Drydeu. I THRE'A
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THRE'ATENINGLY adv. ssrom th-tmtn.]

in a threatening manner.With menace

Shakesp.

thre/atful

threats ; minac out. Sf.enfer.

THREE, a [ISrut, Saxon ; dry, Dutch.]

Two and one. Cre.ch, Pipe. i. Proverbially

» small number. Shale .

THREEFOLD, a. Rjrier.Feift>, Sax ] Thrice

repeated . consisting of three Rakish, P.pe

THREEPENCE. / [three and since.] A

small silver coin valued at thiiee a penny.

Wiseman.

THRE EPENNY. a. [trhhlaris, Lat.] Vulgar ;

mean.

THRE EPILE. / [three and fib.] An old name

for good velvet. Shakejp.

THREEPI LED. a Set wth a thick pile ; in

another place it seems, to mean piled one on

another. Sh/ike'p.

THREESCORE a. [three ltd score] Thrice

twenty; sixty. Shaktsp. Brown, Dtydei.

THRENODY./ [V"*"».] A lo. g of lamen

tation.

THRESHER / properly thrasher

THRESHOLD. / l?5p<-p,raic., Sax ) The

ground or step under the do r; entrance;

gate; door. Shakesp. Union, DryJen.

THREW, preterite of thnw Pise.

THRICE, adv. [from three ] I. Three times.

Spenser, a. A word of amplifications. Shakesp.

Dryden.

To THRID. v. a. [this is corrupted srom

thread.] To slide through a narrow passage.

Pest

THRIFT./ [from thrive.] i. Profit; gain;

riches gotten. Sidney, Sbakrsp. 1. Parsimony;

frugality; go«d hulbandry. Raleigh, Dryden.

3. A plant Miller.

THRIFTILY adu [from thrifty.] Frugally t

parsimoniously. Swift.

THRIFT'NESS. / [from thrifty,] Frugality ;

husbandry. Spenser, H'otton.

THRIFTLESS, o. [from thrift.] Profuse; ex

travagant. Spenser.

THRIFTY, a. "[from thrift] 1. Frugal

sparing ; not profuse. Shakejp. Swift x. Well

husbanded. Shakesp.

To THRILL. « a '^yriliin, Sax] To pierce ;

to bore . to penetrate. S/ en/er, Miitm

To THRILL. V n. 1. To have the quality of

piercing. Sfcnjer. X. To p.erce or w/und the

ear with a shup sound. Spe-j'ir. . To reel a

sharp tingling lensatiun. Shikrsp, 4 To pass

with a tingling sensation. S ukejp, Aldijan.

ToTHUIVfc' v. n. pri't. thrive, thri-.ed,

part, thriven To prol'oer ; 10 grow rich ;

to tdvanci in any thing desired. Sidney,

Watts.

THR I'VER./ [from rfrrt>r.]One that prosper,.;

one that gn.-ws rich HaywarJ

THRIVINGLY, adv. [from thriving.] In a

prosperous way

THROAT. J. [Spore, Saxon] 1. The fore

part of tbe neck. Shakesp. 1. The main

road of any place. Thmfon. 3. T» cut tit

Throat. To murder; ;o k; II by violence.

L'Eilranre.

[threat and full.] Full of THRO1 ATPIPE. / [threat and pipe.] The

r wealon ; the windpipe.

THRO'ATWORT./ [threat and w,rl] A

plant.

To THROB v ». 1 To heave; to beat; to

rile as the breast Mdifoi, Smith. 1. To beat-,

to pa'pitate. Wiseman,

THROB / [from the verb.) Heave ; beat

stroke of palpitation. AdJifon.

THROE./, [fromfcrv.juan, to suffer. Sax.] t.

The pain of travail; the anguish of bri»ging

children. Milton, Dryden, Robert. i. Any

extreme agony ; the final and mortal struggle.

Spenser, Shakesp.

To THROE v. a. [from the noun ] To put in

agonies. Shakesp.

THRONE./ (i*r5f,i,j, Lat. ?wv©-.] 1. A royal

le t; ihe feat of a king Milton, Dryden. 1.

The feat of a bilhop Ay'.tsse.

To THR'ONE. v. a. [from the noun] To en

throne ; to let on a royal feat. Shakesp Milton.

Pipe.

THRONG, s. SrunJ, Sax] A croud ; a mul

titude prefling againlt each other. Crashaw,

Waller.

To THRONG. *. «. [from the noun.] To

emud ; to come in tumultuous multitudes.

Shakesp. Taller.

To THRONG, v. a. To oppress or incom

mode with crouds or tumults Shakesp Luke.
Milien. Jr

THROSTLE. / [SriorTle, Sax.] The thrush j

a small singing bird. Shakejp. Wall:*

THROTTLE./ [from threat.] The windpipe.

Brown.

so THROTTLE, v. a. [from the noun.] To

thoak j to suffocate; to kill by slopping the

I reath Diyden, Swift.

HRO'-E, the prcteriic of th'ive. Lotkc

rHROl'CH prep, [barih, Saxon : <W,Duich.]

1 From end to end ot. Dryden z Notin»

passafe Dryden, Newton 3 B .' transmifliarf.

Temple, Cbejne. 4. By means ot Ecc.us.

Whitgifte, Prior. J

iHRO'JGH adv 1. From one end or side to

the other Bncn, Otdham. 2. To the end of

any th<ng Smth.

THRO UGHBRED. a [through and hred.]

Completely educated ; completely tau--hc.

Gre<W

THAOUCHt.IGHTED. a. [through anl

light.] Lighted on both sides. Wttten.

THROtGHLY adu [from through ] ,,

Comp etely ; lully . entirely; wholly, ipe-str.

Tilptson 1. Without reserve . sincerely.

Ttsot/on.

THROUGHOUT, prep [through and ««/.]

Quite through , in every part of. Hooker.

Iiac.n, Ben sohv/en.

THROUGHOUT adv. Every where, in

every pail. Dryden,

5 O THROUGH-
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THROUCHPA'CED. a. [through and pace

Pt'frct . complete. Afore.

To THROW, prttrr. threw, part, passim

thn-wn v a [^f:pjn S?y. ] I. To fling: y

call ; to lend to a distant place by any projectile

force Knttlet. i. To t"s> ; to put witli an)

violence or tumult AJdiJcn, Berkl'y. 3. To

lay carelefly, or in haile. Clarendm. 4 I ^ ?

venture at dice; Shakesp el. To call • to strip

oft". Shake's. r 6. To emit in any mariner

Addijoi, Halts. 7. To spread in haste. Fcpe

8. To overturn in wrel'.ling Smth. 9 To

drives to fend by force. Dryden, AJd.sn.

10. To make 10 act at a distance. Stake/p.

1 1. To repose Taybr. 11. To change by

any kind of violence AJdison. 13. To turn

14. 7a Th».ow away To lose ; to spend ir.

vain Olvay, Denham. 15. To reject. Taylor

16. Ts Throw by. To reject ; to lay a'"de

as of no use. Ben. Jihxjcn, L:i ie. 17. Ti

Throw down. To I" bvert ; to overturn

Add.Jcn. iS To Throw iff. To e«pcl

A'buihnot. to,. To reject ; to renounce

Dryden, Spratl. ao Is Throw tut. To

exert; to bring forth into act. Sptnjer. Aidij

II. To dh'ance ; to leave behind Addijon

2». To eject i to expel. Swift. 13. To reject

to exclude Sun/t. 14. Ti Til R<-w up T<

resign angrily Coilirr. 15. To emit; to eject

to bring up. Arbulhmt.

To THROW, v. n. 1. To perform

of casting. 1. To cast dice. 3- 'T° Throw

abut. To call about j to try expedients.

Spenser.

THROW./ [from the verb.] 1. A cost; the

act of casting or throwing. Addijon. 1. A call

of dice; the manner in which the dice fall

when they are call. Shakesp Ssuth, Bentley

3 The space to which any thing is thrown

Skaktfp, Addijon. 4 Stroke; blow. Spetjer

5. Effort; violent sally. Addiftn. 6. The

agony ot childbirth : in this fense it is written

three Smth., Dryden.

THROWER, j. [from tbr;v>.] One that

throws Shakesp.

THRUM./ [tbraum, Mandick] 1. The ends

of weavers threads. a. Any coarse yarn

Sbakejp. Bacon, King.

To THRUM, v. a. To grate ; to play coarsly.

Dryden. . .

THKUoH. / [fcn>re> s«-l '■ A stiu11 '"/g,n6

bird. Careta, Fife. 1 Small, round, lupcr-

ficial ulcerations, which appear first in the

mouth; but as they proceed from the ob

struction of the en-usuries of the laliva, by

the lentor and viscosity of the humour, they

may affect every pait of the alimentary duct

except the thick guts: the nearer they ap

proach to a white colour the less dangerou

Arbntbnit.

To THRUST, v. a. [trust; Lst.J i To push

any thing into matter, or between bodies.

Revelation,, i. To push; to remove with

violence ; lo drive. Spenser, Shakesp. Dryden.

3. To Uab. Numbers. 4 Tocorr.prcsi Judges.

5. To impel | to urge. Shakesp. 6. To ob-

tru'ie; to intrude. Shakesp. Licit.

To THRUST v . n. 1. To make a hostile pesh.

*. To squeete in ; to put himseli into may

place by violence. Dryden. 3 ^*° intrude

Rotoe. 4 Topulh forward ; 10 come violently;

to throrg Chapman, Kmltej.

THRUST. / [from the verb J 1. Hostile attack

with any pointed weapon. Sidney, Dryden. t.

Assault; attack. M:re.

THRU'STER ./. [from thrust.] He that thrus.s.

Gay.

To THRYFALLOW, v. a. [tbriet arid /J-

Ito] To give the third plowing in lumœcr,

Tusser.

THUMB. / [Suma, Sax] The short strong

linger answering 10 the other four. Dryden,

Bt time.

THU MB BAND./ [thumb and band.] A rw-ft

of any materials made thick as a man's thurab.

M rtimir.

To THUMB, v ir. To handle aukardly-

THI. MBSTAL. / [thumb and/a'/.] A thimble.

THUMP. / [th.nib:, Ital.an 1 A hard, heasj,

dead, dull, blow with something blunt- HuMb.

Dryden, 'Taller.

To THUMP, v. a. To beat with dull hcity

blow?. Shahsp.

To THUMP, v. ». To fall or strike with adall

heavy bl w. Hudibras, Swift.

i: a THUMPER./ [bom thump.] The persoa or

thing that thumps.

THU NDER./ [Sunbert.SunorvSaxon; denier,

Dutch.] 1. Thunder is a most bright flame ri

sing on a sudden, moving with great violence,

and with a very rapid velocity thrcojh the air,

according to any determination, and common y

ending with a loud noise or rattling. Statist-

Milton. 1. In popular and poetick language

thunder is commonly the noise, and /if£m>{

the flash ; though thunder n sometimes taken

for both. Shakesp Mills. 3. Any luud oole

or tumultuous violence. Spenser, Rrve.

ToTHUNDLR. v. n. [from the noun.) To

make tWund, r. Shakesp. Sidney, fepe.

To THU NDER. v a. 1. To emit with »oii

and terrour. Dryden. 2 . To publish «ay de

nunciation or threat. Aybffe

THUNDERBOLT s. 1. Lightening; the ar

rows of heaven. King Charles, Denham. t.

Fulmination; denunciation: properly eccle

siastical HalewiH.

THU NDERCLAP./ [thunder and clap] Ex

plosion of thunder. Spenser, Drydrn.

THU NDERER./ [from thunder] The power

that thunders. Waller.

THU'NDEROUS a.[from/i«iii/"-.] Prodaanj

thunder. Milton. .

THU NDERSHOWER/ [thunder aod/^rf ]

A rain accompanied with ihuuder.S.'Wie'Rirf.

THU'NDr'.RSTONU./ A st nc fabnloofi) mp- '

posed to be emittetTby thunder; thundeibolu

Shakesp.
ToTHUNDERSTRIKE. v. a. {thunder *r.

Jlrike ] To blast or hurt with lightening &*•

AddtsL THVW-
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THURIFER0U6. a. [ibnriser, Lit.] Bearing

frankincense.

THURIF1CATION f. [tbnrii tnd/a«», Ut.]

The act of fuming with incense ; the act of

burning incense- Slill-ncfleet.

THURSDAY. / [tbsrfgday, Danish Tbir

was the son of Odin, yet in some of the nor

thern parts they worshipped the supreme deity

under htK name. Slil/in, fleet.] The si lh day

of the week.

THUS, aAi. ittup, Sax] i. In this manner i

in this wife Hctker, Hale, Diyden 1. To

this degree; to this quantity. Baccn, TiHotjcn,

Wake.

To THWACK, v. a [Saccian, Sax ] To strike

with something blunt a::d heavy ; lo thresh ;

to bang. Shake/p. Arbutbnst.

THWACK. f. [from the vcib.] A heavy hard

blow. Hndlbras, Addifem.

THWART, a [fcpysi, Saxon >dwars, Dutch ]

i . Transverse -, cross to something else

Millet i. Perverse, inconvenient j mis

chievous.

To THWART, v. a. i. To cross; to lieor

come cross any thing. Milton, Tillitfi*. ^.

To cross ; to oppose ; to traverse. Sbaktsf

Scuth, AdJifon, B.pc

To THWART, v. ». To be opposite. Locke.

THWARTINGLY. aJv. [from tbmarthg.]

Oppositely ; with opposition

THY. pronoun. [Bin, Sax ] Of thee ; belong

ing to thee. Cmilcy, Mill)*.

THYINE wood.J. A precious wood. Revelation!.

THYSELF, pronoun reciprocal, [thy tnc\sclf]

1. It is commonly used in the oblique cases,

or following the verb. Sbakesp a In poetical

or solemn language it is sumetimes used in the

nominative. Dryden.

THYME.s.[tbyM,Tr.tbymus, Lat.] A plant.

Miller.

TI AR. 7 / [tiara. Lit.] A dress for the

TI ARA. J head ; a diadem. Milton, Dryden,

ftp*.

To TIC E. v. a. [from «/i«.J To draw ; to

allure. Herbert.

TICK. / I. Score; trust. HuJibrai, Locke

2* The louse of dogs or sheep. Sbakesp.

3. The case which holds the feathers of a

bed.

To TICK. v. n. [from the noon.] I. To

run on score, a. To trull; ; to score. Arhutb.

T1CKU.N. J / The same with tick A

TICKING. 1 sort of strong linen far bedJing.

Bailey.

TI'CKET./ [clique!, Fr.] A token of any

right or debt upon the delivery of which

a^milli n is granted, ora claim acknowledg

ed Spenser, Ce/lier.

To TICKLE, v a. [titillo, Lat] i. To af

fect with a prurient sensation by flight touches.

Bacon, Dryden i. To please by slight grati

fications. Sidney, Dryden, Locke

To TI CKLE. ii. n. To feel tilillation. Spenser.

Tl'CKLE. a. Tottering j unfixed; unstable.

Spenser, Sbakesp,

TICKLISH, a. [from tickle] I. Sensible ">

titillation , osily tickled. Dacca i.Totiering i

uncertain ; unfixed, /f'otdward. 3 Difficult!

nice. S<wift.

TICKL1SHNF.5S/ [from tickisi .] The stale

ofbeii.gt cklifh.

TICKTACK. J. [triclac, Fr.] A game at

tables. Bailey.

TID. a tybbefi, Sax.] Tender s soft; nice.

To TI'DDLE ? •■ <•• (from tid.] To use ten-

To TI'DDER. J derly ; to 'ondle.

TIDE f. [cyb, Saxon; tijd, Dutch and II-

landick.] 1. Time ; seison ; while. S/enfer,

Wctteu. 1. Alternate ebb and flow of the

sea. That motion of ihe water called tides

is a rising and falling of the sea : the cause of

this is the attraction of the Moon, whereby

the part of the water iu ■ he great ocean which

is nearest the Moon, beir.fc must strongly at

tracted, is raised higher than the rest ; and

that part opposite to it being least attracted,

is also higher than ihe rest 1 and these two

opposite rises of ihe sur'ace of the water in the

great ocean following the motion of the Mocn

from east to wilt, and striking against the

large coasts of the continents, from thence

rebound back again, and so make floods and

ebbs in narrow seas and rivers. Lccke. 3.

Flood Ba.cn. 4. Stream j cousc. Sbakesp,

Mtif.n, I'Hlipl.

To TIDE v a. [from the noun.] To drive

with the stream. Dryden

To TIDE. v. r. To pour a flood j to be agitated

by the tidr. fhiUps.

TI'DEGATE./ [tidcir.A sale.] A gate through

which the tide paises into a bason.

Tl'DESMAN./ [tide and mam] A tidewaiter

or customhouse officer, v/ho watches on board

of merchanlships till the duty of goods be paid.

Bailey

TI'DE WAITER, f. [tide and «w'/.] An officer

who. watches the landing of goods at the

customhouse Swift.

Tl'blLY. adv. [from tidy.] Neatly j readily.

TIDINESS./! [from tidy.] Neatness; readi

ness.

Tl'DINGS.y! [tiban, fax. to happen.] New^ ;

an account of something that has happened.

Spenser, Milan, Rogers.

TIDY. a. [ tidt, Iflandick. ] I. Seisonable.

lufftr. 2. Neat; ready. Gay

To 'HE. v. a. [tian, tri^an, Saxon.] 1. To

bind; to fasten with a knot. Knollts. X. To

knit j to complicate Unmet. 3. To bold ; to

fallen. Fairfax. 4. To hinder ; to obstruct.

Shake Waller. 5. To oblige *, lo constrain;

lo restrain ; to confine. Hooker, Stillin^jhet,

Atterbury .

TIE. /! |lrom the verb ] I. Knot; fastening.

a. Eond ; ob'iga'ion. Bacon, Waller.

, TIER / [Here, old Fr. layer, Dutch ] A row j

I a rank. Knollet.

I T IERCE. / [tiers, tieraer, Fr ] A vessel homi

ng the ihird part us a pipt. Be* 'f:hnJon.

5 G 1 TI EKCET
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triplet :

». A fit

Ti'F.RCF.T. s. [item lien, Pr.] A

three lines

Tl!f- / (. Liquor; dtinW Philips.

o iwtvititnts'- or lullenncs^ : ipel

Tr> '1 II T t. n To be in * pet ; to quarrel

TIFFANY /. Use- to dress up, old Fr.]

V< i y thin file Brii/n.

Tk.\ / L lo arcYuecture. ] The sr.art ef

• column Irotfi the »ft-.^al to the capital

B.l'I.J

TIGER./ [.'/,;. c. French, tin", t,«] A

in..:'- beast n.'tht ieonine kind. Stakes; rare,

Peact am

TIGHT, a. l diebt*. Dutch 1 t. Tei.fe ;

close j noiliu.se. Mcx'.n, Smift. i. Fi.e

from fluttering rags ; less, than neat. Gays

AW/'/.

To Tl GHTEN. V. a. [from figir ] To strai-

test j to make close.

TIGHTER (. [from tighten) A ribband r,

siting by which women ilraitrn their deaths.

TIGH1LY adv. \-roni tight ] t. Closely:

not loosely, a NeaMv ; not idly. Dryiiin.

TI'GHTNLSS. /" |trom tight] Closeness,

not looseness Woodward.

TIGRESS. / (from tiger.) The female o

the tiger. Addijon.

TIKE /". [nit, Dutch] I. The louse of dogs

or sheep Bacon, i. It is in Shakejpcaie tin

name ot a dog.

TILE. J. .'trj-le, Sax. Itgel, Dutch] Thin

plates of baked clay tiled to cover hou.'u.

Mlitln, M:xtsn.

To TILE. i> a. [from the noun.] I To cover

with tiles Baton, Swift a. To cover

tiles Dcnne

Ti'LER. / 'tnilier, Fr from tilt.] One whose

tia.lc istoever houses wiih tiles. Bacon,

Tl LING /. [from tile.] The rooi coveied with

tiles. Luke

TILL./. A money box. Swft

TILL. prep, [ril, Sax. j To the. time o*.

Ceviley.

Tut «jw. To the present time. Milton.

Till then T< that time Milion.

TILL, conjnrilicn. I. To the time

Drjdtn. 2. To the degree that

Pop.

To TILL. 'a. a. [tyltan. Sax. lenten, Dttib

To cultivate, to husband : comrmnly used ol

the husbandry osihe plough. Mi.ton.

TI'I.LAIJLE. a [trom I'll.] Arable; fit fc

the plough Cnrevi

Tl LLAGE. /. [-.row till] Husbandry ; the act

or practice of pluwing or culture. Bacorn

/{'csJ'warJ.

TILLER. / [ ham till ] I Husbandman;

ploughman. Cartnv, Genesis, Prior, i A till :

a small.iiawer. DryJtm.

TILLV.FALLY. J a. A word used for-

Tl'LLYVALI.EY. J meily when any thing

said was rejected as trifling or impertinent

Shaltsp.

TI'LMAN s- [ti'l and man.] One who tills ;

an husbandman. Tcjstr.

Afilton

Tayloi

TI'LT./. [ry'fc, Saxon. 1 I. A tent ; any ee-

venng over head. Denhim 1 The cover of

a boat. Sarjyr, Gay 3 A military game at

which thee mbaiants run against each other

with lances on horseback. Sbakejp KnolUt.

4. A ihru'V Addijon

10 TIL V. f a. [ir.m 'he noun] i. T-> co

vet like a tilt of a beat a. To carry as in

tilts or lourn-ments I'htlpi 3. To point as

intiits. PhiUpi. 4 [Tn/Va, Dutch. J To turn

up lu .1; to run out.

To slLT. v. n. I To inn in tilts. Milton.

2. To fi^ht with rapiers Skazefp Collier. 3.

To rush as in cmSat. Collier. 4. To play un

steadily. Ai.i.-t, Pope. 5. T u fall on one side.

Gr/w.

Tl LTl'.R. /. [from tilt i One who tilts ; one

who fights Hudibrai, Grantiie.

TILTH / [from till] Husbandry ; culture.

SUi-fp.

TILTH a. [from till] Arable; tilled. Milltn,

Tl MBER. / sryml rttan, Saxon, to build] 1.

Wood til ror bui'Iin^'. Bac^n, rV'.ednvard 1.

The main trunk of a tree. Sbakejp. 3 The

main beams of a fabric. 4. Materials ironi

cally. Bacon.

ToTTMBF.R.v. ». [from the noun.] To light

on a tree VEJIrange.

ToTT MBLR. v. a. Tofurnish with beams or

timber.

TIMBERED, a. [from limier; timhi,

French.j Built ; formed ; contrived. IVott:;

Brvwn.

I I MBERSON. / A worm in wood. Bacs*.

TIMBREL / [timbre, French, i A kind of

musical instrument played by pulsation. Sandyi,

Pop,.

TIME, nma, Saxon, tjm, Erse.] I. The

measure os duration. Lzcie, Grew. X. Space

ot' time. Daniel, Aitltsn, Sivtft. 3. Interval.

Bacon. 4 Season ; p oner time. Ecclmj e. A

considerable sp ce ot duration ; continuance ;

prxesso time. Dryder., IVoodnvarA. 6. Age;

particular part of time. Brsnun, Dryden. 7.

l'all time. Shakrfp, 8. Eailytimc. Bacon,

Rjgeri 9. Time considered as affording op

portunity. Clarendon. 10. Particular quality

of the pteser.t South 11. Par icular time.

DryJen, Addijon 11. Hour ot childbuth.

Clarmdon. 13 Repetition of anything, of

mention with reference to repetition. AJilion.,

Bentley, Svitft. i4.Mulical measure. Sbakejp.
rfraller, Denbam.

so TIME. v. a. [from the noun ] t. To

adapt to the time ; to briog or do at a pro

per rime. VEjirange, Addijon. 1. To regu

late as to time. Addijon. 3. To measure bar*

monically. Sbakejp.

ITMI'/iUL. a Seasonable; timely; early.

Raieigb.

TIMELESS a. [from lime,) 1. Unseasonable }

done at an improper time. Pope. a. \Jottree -

ly ; immature > done before the proper time

Sbakejp,

TIME.
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TsMELY. a. [from tint.] Seasonable; suf

ficiently early Shakesp. Dryden.

Tl'MEl.Y. adv. [from time] Early, soon

Shakes/). Prior.

TIMKPl.EASER. /. [lime and fleas'.] One

who complies with prevailing notions what

ever they he. Sbakejp.

TIMESERVING a. [time mAserve .] Meanly

complyiog with present power. South.

Tl'MlD a {timid:, Fr. timidni. Lat] Fearful;

timorous ; wanting courage Thomson.

TIMIDITY. / [timidit/, Fr. from timid.]

Fearfulness; timorousnefs; habitual cowardice

Brno*.

TIMOROUS a. [timer, Lat 1 Fearful} full

of fear and scruple. Brevity frier.

TIMOROUSLY, adv. [from timorous 1 Fear

fully | wi'.h much fear Shairss. A Philips.

TI'MOROUSNESS. s. [from timorous^ Fear

fulness. Swift.

Tl MGUS. a. [ from time. ] Early ; timely

Bacon.

TIN./ [ten, Dutch] I. One of the primi

tive metal* called by the chemist", of Jupiter

Woodward, a. Thin plates or iron cuvered

with tin.

To TIN. v. a. [from the noun.] To cover

with tin. Boyle.

TINCAL. / A mineral; whst our borax it

made of. Woodward.

To TINCT. t>. a. [tinfius. Lat- teint, Fr.] I.

To itain ; to colour; te spot; to dye Bacon,

Beyle, a. To imbue witiit taste. Bacon.

TINCT. / 'from the verb J Colour; (lain;

spot. Sba'-esp Thomson.

TINCTURE./ Itemture, Fr. tinclura, from

tmclm. Lat ] i. Colour or taste superatlilec

by something IVetton, South, Dryden, Prior,

Pope. l. Ex'ract of some drug made in spi

rim; an iniusion Boyle

To TINCTURE, v. a. [from the noun] 1.

To imbue or impregnate with some colour

or taste. Blacimsre. a. To imbue the mind.

Atterbury.

To TIND. v. a [tendgan, Gothick ; renban,

Saxon. 1 To kindle ; to set on sire.

TI'NDER. / [tyibpe, Sax ] Anything

eminently inflammable placed to catch fire.

Atterbury.

TINE. /. [r/W, Iflandick ] i. The tooth of a

harrow ; the spice of a roik. Mortimer. 1.

Trouble ; dillreli.

To TINE. v. s. [tynan, Sax ] i. To kindle ;

to light; to set on fire Spenser. 1. [ tuun,

Saxon, tojhut.] To flint.

To TINE, ii . *. i. Terage; to smart. Spenser.

a. To fight. Spenser.

To TINGE, v. a. [lingo. Lat ] To impregnate

or imbue with a colour or taste. Addijo

Tl'NGENT. a. \tmgent, Lat.J Having the

power to tinge. Boyle.

TINGLASS. / [tin and glass.] Bismuth.

To TINGLE, v. n. [imgeien, Dutch.] i.

To seel a sound, or the continuance cf a

t'.uad. Ut. vin. X. Tu leel a fluup quick

pain with a sensation of motion. Pose. 3. To

feel either pain or pleasure with a sensation of

motion. Arbuthnot.

To T INK., v. it. [tints, Latin ; tineiau, Welsh.]

to make a sharp slirill n^ise.

TI'NKER. s. s from link. ] A mender of old

brass. Shakesp.

To TI'NKLE. -v. n. [tinter, Fr. timnio. Lat]

I. To make a sharp quick noise ; to clink.

Isaiah, Dryden. 1. To hear a low quick

noise. Dryden.

TINMAN. /'. [tin and man ] A manuracturer

of tin, or iron tinned over. Prior.

TI NPENNY. s. A certain customary duty aav-

tiently paid to the tithing men. Bailey.

TINWORM./ An insect. Bailey.

TINNER./ [from tin ; nn, Sax.] One who

works in the tin mines, bacon.

TINSEL. / [etincelle, Fr.] I. A kind of

shining cLth Fairfax, l. Any thing stiining

with false lu'>re; any thing showy and of

little value. Dryden, Nirrij.

To Tl'NSI L. v. a. [from the noun.] To de

corate with chi-ap ornaments ; to adorn with

lustre that ha* no value. C/eaielanJ.

TINT. s. [tiinte, Fr. tinta, Italian.] A dye;

a colour. Pope.

TINY, a [tint.tynd, Danish] Little; small;

puny. Shakejp, Swift.

TIP. / [tip. tipken, Dutch] Top; end;

pr.int: extremity. Sidney, South, Pope

lo TIP. ■». a. [irom the noun ] i. To top;

to end ; to cover on the end. Milton, ffudi-

bras, Pcpe. I. To strike slightly ; to tap.

Dricten, Svift.

TITPET. s |ræ-net, Sax.] Something worn

abiut the neck. Bacon.

i'o TIPPLE, v.n. To drink luxuriously; to

wa"e li!e over the cup. Shak fp

To TIPPLE v. a To drink in luxury or ex

cess Cleaveland.

TIPPLE. /. [from the verb ] Drink ; liquor.

L'EJlrange

TIPPLED, a. [from t/ple] Tipsy ; drunk.

Dryden.

Tl'PPLER. / [from tipple] A sottish drun-

kaid.

TIPSTAFF / [tip inistaff.] i. An officer

with a ftaff tipped with metal. 1. The staff

itself so tipt. Bacon.

TIPSY, a. [from tipple] Drank Shakes/*.

Milton.

TI'PTOE. / [tip and toe ] The end of the toe.

Shakesp Her beil

TIRE. y. s/ayr, Dutch.] i. Rank; row. ».

A head dres*. Shakesp. Crajbaw. 3. Furni

ture ; apparatus Philips.

To TIRE. v. a. [ttnian, Sax] I. To fa.

tigue; to make weaty ; to harass. Dryden.

a. It has often out added to intend the signi

fication Bacon, Ticket. 3. To dress :hc head.

x Kings.

To TIKE. v. n. To fail with weariness.

TI'REDNESS. / [from tired.] Stale of being

tired; weariness. HakewiU.

TIRE-
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TONGS./ stanj, Saxon; tang, Dutch.] An

instrument by which hold is taken of any thing.

Drylen, Moi timer.

TONGUE./ [runs, Sax. to'ghe, Dutch] I

The instrument of speech in human beings

Shakejp. Milton, Dryden. 2. 'i he organ by

which animals lick. Milten. 3. Speech;

fluency of words. Dryden, Locke 4. Speech,

ss well or ill used. Shakesp. Milton. 5. A

language. Milton, (Vane. 6. Speech as op

posed to thoughts. 1 John. 7. A nation di

stinguished by their language. Isaiah. 8. A

small point : a', the tongue of a ballance.

0. To bold the Tonoue. To be silent

Addrson.

To TONGUE, v. a. [from the noun.] To

chide ; to scold Shakesp.

To TONGUE. v. ». To talk; to prate.

Shakesp.

TONGUED, a. [from tongue.] Having a tongue.

Denne.

TONGUF.LESS «. [from tt«r«.] 1. Want-

ing a tongne; speechless. Shakesp. a. Un

named , not Ipoken of Shakesp.

TONGUF. PAD. / [tongue tad paJ.] A great

talker. Tathr.

TONGUFT1KD. a. [tengue and/if] Having

an impi-diment of speech. Shakesp. Ihlder.

TO NICK. 7 a. [fwifw, Pr.] 1. Being

TO'NICAL. J extended; being elastick

Btown. 2. Relating to tones or sounds.

TO'NNAGE / (from to*.) A custom or im

post due tor merchandise after a certain rate in

every ton Coweti, C at en Jen

TONSIL./ [/»///*•, Lat] TensIt or almonds

are two round glanJs placed on the sides o

the basis of the tongue, under the common

membrane of the fauces, with which they

are covered , each of them hath a large oval

sinus, which opens into the 'auces, and in it

there are lesser ones, which discharge them

selves, through the great sinus, of a mucous

and slippery matter, for the moistening and

lubricating these parts, S^umcy.

TONSURE. / [tensura. Lat J The act of

clipping the hair. Addijcn.

TOO. adv. [to, Sax.) 1. Over and above:

overmuch; more than e ough. Spratt,H alti

1. Likewise; also. Oldham

TOOK. The preterite, and sometimes the par

ticiple passive of /aie. South, Swift.

TOOL. / [tot, cool, Saxon.] 1 Any instru

ment of manual operation! Baan, AdJi/cn

a. A hireling i a wretch who acts at the com

mand of another. Swift.

To TOOT. V. n. To pi y ; to peep ; to search

narrowly and Oily. SptnJ'er.

TOOTH / plural te.th. [t'Æ, Saron ; land,

Dutch.] The teeth are the hardest and Imoothest

bones of the body ; they are formed into the

cavities of the jaws, and about the seventh or

eighth month after buih they begin to pierce

the edge os the jaw, tear the periosteum and

gum«, which being very sensible create a vio

lent pain; alout the seventh year of agi

they are thrust out by new teeth wh'ch tbett

bei;in to sprout, and if these teeth be lost they

ne\ er grow again ; but some have been ob

served to shed their teeth twice; about the

ont-and- twentieth year the two last os the

molares spring up, and they are called dentee

fapteuli*. Sluincy, Shakesp. Kay. a. Taste }

palate. Dryden 3. A line, prong, or blade.

Newtn. 4. The prominent part of wheels.

Moxon, Ray t. Tooth and nail With

oae's utmost violence. VEflrange. 6 To the

Teeth. In open opposition. Shakesp. Dryden.

6. To cast in the Teeth. To insult by open

exprobation. Hoeker. 8. In spite of the

Teeth Notwithstanding any power ot in

jury or defence. Shakejp. L'EJlrange.

To TOOTH, v a. [>om the noun. J 1. To

furnish with teeth; to indent. Grew, Mtrt.~

1. To lock in each other. Moxeu.

TOOTHA'CH /. [teeth and ach.] Pain in the

teecb. Shakejp. Temple.

TOOTHDRAWER.y. [tooth and draw] On*

whose business is to extract painful teeth.

C/eaveland, IViJtman.

TO'OTHED. a. [from toeth.] Havi ig teeth.

TOOTHLESS, a. [from tooth.] Wanting

teeth; deprived of teeth. Dryden, Ray.

TOOTHPKK. 7 J. [tooth and pick.] An

TOOTHPICKER.J instrument by which

the teeth are cleanlod Howel, Sandyt.

TOOTHSOME, a. (from tooth.] Palatable;

pleasing to the taste. Carew.

TOOTHSOMENESS. / [from toothsome.]

Pleasantness to the taste.

TO'OTHWORT./ [dentaria, Lat.] A plant.

Miller.

TOP./ [topp, Welsh ; cop, Saxon; top, Dutch ]

I. The highest part of any thing. Shakesp.

Cowley. a. The surface; the suferficiea.

Bacon. Dryden. 3 The highest place. Locke,

Swift. 4 The highest person Shakesp. 5.

The utmost degree. Spratt. 6. The highest

rank. Locke 7. The crown of the head. Shak.

8. The hair on the crown of the head ; the

forelock. Shakesp. 9. The head of a plant.

rt'atti. 10. An inverted conoid which chil

dren 'et to turn on the point, continuing ita

motion with a whip. Shakejp. 11. Tip a

sometimes used as an adjective to express ly

ing on the top, or being at the top. Mortimer.

To TOP. v. n. [from the noun] 1. To rile

aloft; to be eminent. Derham. x. To pre

dominate Locke. 3. To do hit bett.

Dryden

To TOP v . a. t. To cover on the top; to

tip. Waller, Addifon. a. To life above.

L'EJlrange. 3 To outgo; to surpass. Shakejp.

Collier. 4. To crop. Evelyn. 5. To rife to

the top of. Deuham 6. To perform emi

nently : aB, he tops hie part

TOPFUL. a. [toptnAfuti] Full to the lop I ,

full to the btim Shaie^p. ff'attt, Sncift.

TOPGALLANT. /. Hip and gallant) 1.

'1 he highest fail. a. It is proverbially applied

to any thing elevated. Sean.

TOP-
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TOPHE'AVY. a. [up and heny.] Having

the upper part too weighty for the lower.

Wetton.

TO'PKNOT. /. [top and inet] A knot worn

by women oa the top ol the head VFftrange.

TO PMAN. /. [top and *-».] The sawer at

the top. Mcxen.

TOPMOST. / Uppermost ; highest. DryJen,

AAdifin.

TO'PROl'D. a. [lop and proud.] Proud in

the highest degree. Sbakesp.

TOPSAIL./ [top ta\ Jail.] The highest sail.

Kmllet, Dryden.

TOPA RCH / [t«t©- and afX'. ] The prin

cipal man in a place. Brovin.

TO PA RCHY. / strom nparcb.] Command

in a small district.

TOPA'Z. / [topase, Fr. ftntasiai, law L.at ]

A yellow gem. Bacon, Sandyr.

To TOPE. v. n. [topiw, Dutch; liper, Pr.]

To drink hard; to drink to excels. Dryden.

TOPER./ [fromr^*.] A drunkard.

TOPHA'CEOUS. a. [irom tofhut, Lat.] Grit

ty ; stony. Ar/nihnot.

OPHET./ipcpl Heb) Hell; ascriptu.a

name. Milton, Burner

TO'PICAL. a. [from -rr^.] i. Relating to

some general head. a. Local; confined to

some particular place. Brovin, Hale 3. Ap

plied medicinally to a particular part. Ar-

bntbnot.

TO'PICALLY. adv [from topical] With ap

plication to some particular part. Brown.

TO PICK.. / [lofiqne, Fr. riirS-] I Age

neral head; something to wheh other thing

are reterred. South, Dryden", Swift 1. Thing*

that are externally applied to any particular

part. kViJeman.

TOPLESS, a. [from top.] Having no top.

Chapman.

TOPOGRAPHER. / [tmt®. and yff]

One who writes descriptions of particular

places.

TO POGRAPHY. / [topographic. Fr. t«t©-

and ;/>•>*.] Description or particular placet.

Cromvtell.

TOPPING, a. [from top.] Fine; noble; gal

lant. Taller.

TO'l'PINGLY. a. [from tofping] Fine) gay;

gallant. Tujscr,

To TO PPLE. v. n. [from top.] To fall for

ward ; to tumble d-jwn. Sb*»esf>.

TOPSYTURVY, adv. With the bottom up

ward. Sf infer, Sonth, Sviift.

TOR. / [top., Sax ] 1. A tower; a turret.

1. A high pointed rock or hill.

TORCH. /. [torchc, French; torcia, Ital. in-

t:rtitium, low Lat.) A wax t.ght bigger than

a candle. Sidney, Milton, Drydcn.

TORCHBEAKfcR. / [torch and bear.] One

whose office is to carry a torch. Sidney.

TORCHLIGHT. / [torch and light.] Light

kindled to supply the want of the sun. Bacon.

TOKCHER. /. [from torch.] One tbat gives

light. Sbakesp

TORE. Freterite, and sometimes participle pas-

five of tear. Spenjer.

T> TORMENT v. a. [tonrmenter, Fr.] I. To

put to pain ; to harass with anguisti ; to excru

ciate. Sbakesp. a. To teaae ; to vex wilh

importunity. 3. To put into great agitation.

Milion.

TORMENT. / [tonrment, Fr ] I. Any thing

that gives pain. Matthew, x. Pain; mi

sery; anguish, j. Penal anguisti; torture-.

Sandy:, Drydcn.

TORMENTOR / [from torment.] 1. Oaa

who tormens; one who gives pain. Sidney,

Milton, South 1. One who inflicts penal

tortures.. Sandyi.

TO RMENTIL. / [tornunlilla, Lat.l Septfoil,

A plant. The root has b^en used for tanning

of leather, and accounted the best astringent

in the whole vegi table kingdom. Milter.

TORN. part, pass of tear Exodni.

TORNA DO / ^tornado, Spanisti.] A hurri

cane Garth.

TORPEDO / [Lat.] A fish which while alive,

ii touched even with a long stick, benumba

the hand that so touches it, but when dead ia

eaten safely.

TORPENT. a. [torptnt, Lat] Benumbed 1

struck motionless; not active. E-.cyn

TORPID, a [f.rp,dui. Lat.] Numbed; mo

tionless; flupgisti; not active Rat.

TO RP1DNLSS./ [from torpid.} The state of

being torpid. Hale.

TO'RPITTUDE./ [from torpid.] State of be

ing motionless. Dei bam.

TO R/' OR. J [Latin.] Dulness •, numbnesi.

Bacom.

TORREFA'CTION./. [terrefacie, Lat.] The

act of drying by the tire. Boyle.

soTORRIFY. v. a. [torrifier, Fr. terrefacie.

Lat.] To dry by the fire Brovin.

TORRENT. / [torrent, Fr. torrent Lat,]

t . A sudden stream raised by summer showers.

Sandyi. 1. A violent and rapid stream ; tu

multuous current. Raleigh, Clarendon.

TORRENT, a. [toireni, Lat.) Rolling in a

rapid stream. Milton.

TORRID, a. [torr-.dm, Lat.] 1. Parched;

dried with heat. Haivey. %. Burning; vio

lently hot Milton. 3. It is particularly ap

plied to the regions ol the zone between the

tropicks. Drydcn, Prior.

TORSEL. / [torse, Fr] Any thing in a

twilled form. Mcxon.

TO RSION. / [to/10, Lat ] The act of turn

ing or twisting.

TORT. j. [tort, Fr. tortnm, low Lat ] Mis

chief; injury ; calamity. Fairjax.

TORTILE, a. [tertiiit, Latin] TwiRed I

wreathed.

TORTION. /. [from lortui, Lat] Torment 1

pain.

TORTIOUS. a. [from tort.] Injurious; doing

wreng Spcnfcr.

TOR'IIVE a [from /«-/«/, Lat.) Twisted;

wreathed. SbakeJ'p.

S H TOX-
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TORTOISE./ [tortur, Fr] I. Aa tear.

covered with • hard (hell : there are tortoi

both of land and water, a. A form into

which the ancient soldiers used to throw their

troops by bending down and holding their

buckler* above their heads so that no darts

could hurt them. Dryden.

TORTUOSITY./ [from fcrftm.] Wreath ;

flexure Brew*.

TORTUOUS, a. [from tertuesut. Lat] I.

Twisted i wreathed; winding. Milton, Boyle.

1. Mischievous. Spenser.

TO'RTURE. (toriura. Lar.] t. Torments

judicially inflicted : pain by which guilt is

punished, or conscslion extorted. Diyden. 2

Pain ; aneuish ; pang. Shatcfp.

To TO'RTURK.t. a prom the noun.] I.

To punish with torrure<;. Mi'tcn z. To vex;

to excruciate ; to torment. Addis-n, Ba on

TORTURER / [from tenure.] He who tor

tures -. toimentor. Shakejp Baron.

TO'RVITY. / [toriitai, Lat.] Sourness-, se

verity of countenance.

TO'RVOUS. a. [torvut, Lat ] Sour of aspect :

stern ; severe of countenance.

TORY./. [A cant term, an Irish wot d signify

ing a savape.] One who adiirres to the an-

tient constitution ot' the state, and the apo

stolical hierarchy of the church of England,

opposed to a whig. Swift

T« TOSE. ». «. [Of the fame original with

t.ir.e ] To corr.b wool.

To TOSS v. a [tafen, Dutch] I. To

throw with the hand, as a ball a: play

Dryden. 2. To throw with violence. Weed

ward. 3. To lift with a sudden and violent

motion Dryden, Addssn. A. To agitate ; to

put into violent motion. Proverbs. 5 To

make restless, to d si|uiet. Spenser, Milton 6

To keep in play; to tumble over. A\chan.

To TOSS v. a. 1. To fling: to winch ; to be

1.1 violent cortimo'ien A/i/ten, Harvey, 77.'-

letson, Addijon. 1. To be tossed. Stakesp.

3 To Toss up. To throw a coin into the air,

ard wager on what fide it fliall fall Bramflsn

TOSS / [Tom the verb] I. The act of

tossing. Addis, 2. An affected manner o!

raising the head. Dryden, Swift.

TO SSER / [from toss.] One who throws ; one

who flings and writhes.

TOSSPOT./, [toss and set] A toper and

drunkard

TOST, preterite *nd pirt. pass of list. Mills*.

TOTAL, a. \totut. Lit. tola', Fr ] I. Whole

complete-, full Milton, Prior. 2. Whole

not divided. Milton.

TOTA'LITY s[tota!it!, Fr] Complete sum

whole quantity

TO TALLY,ad-i> [from total.] Wholly; fully;

completely. Atterbury

T'OTHER contracted (it the other.

To TOTTER *. a. [tateren, Dutch ] To

(hake so as to threaten a fall. Staiesfi. fsalmi,

Dryden

TOTTERY. 2*. [from rotter] Shaking; on-

TO'TTY. J steady ; d.azy. Spenjcr.

-al I To TOUCH v. a. [toucher, Fr. /arr/ra,Dutch 1

ses I. To reach with any thing, ib as that there b*

no space between the thing reached and th*

thing brought to it. Spenser, Genesis, %•

To come to ; to attain. 1. Jihn, Pef-t. 3-

To try as gold with a stone. Shakes*. 4. To

affect ; to relate to. Hnkrr, Milton. 5. To

move ; to strike mentally; lo melt. Ceu-

(>re*ve. 6. Todelireateor mark out. Pefe. 7.

To censure -. to animadvert upon. Hjywar-.

!. To infect ; to seize slightly. Bacon. 9.

To bite; to wear; to have an effect ca.

Mtxon. to To strike a musical instrument.

Pope. 11. To influence by impulse; to iœ-

pel forcib'y. Milton, it. To treat of per

functorily. Milton. 13. TiTotcn up. To

repair, or improve by slight strokes Addijon.

To TOUCH, v. n. 1. To be in a sta-.e of

jurcttn so that no space is between them.

a To fasten on ; to take effect on. Bacon. 3.

To Touch at. To come to without stay.

Ce-wley, Locke. 4. ft Touch on. To roea-

tion slightly. Locke,Addis. 5 To TotJCH e» or

upon. To go for a very (herttirae. Aidts-.n.

TOUCH /. [from the verb] I. Reach of

any thing, so that there is no space between

the things reaching and reached a. Tbe

fense of seeling. Bacon, Daviet. 3. The

act of touching Sidney. Shakesp. Milton. 4.

Examination as by a stone Shake/p. Haynuard.

5. Test; that by which any thing is examin

ed Careta 6 Proof, tried qualities Stakes*.

7. S ngle act of a pencil upon the pictant.

Dryd.n. 8. Feature; lineament Shakesp.

Dryden 9 Act of the hand upon a musical

instrument. ShaLesp 10 Power ol exciting the

affections Shaksp Milton. 1 t. Somethtagaf

passion or affection Hooker. 1 z. Particular rela

tion-, sensible relation. Bac-n. 13. A stroke.

Addiscn, P'ior, S-uist. 1 4. Animadvetfico,

censure. K Char let. 15 Exact performance

of agreement. Mere, L'Efiraugr. 16. A

small quantity intermingled Shakesp Holder.

17. A hint; slight notice given. Bacon. iS.

A cart word far a flight essay Swift

TOUCHABLE, a. [from tench ] Tangible;

that may be touched.

TOUCHOLE / [touch and hole.] The hole

through which the fire is conveyed to lie

powder in the gun. Bacon.

TOUCHINESS. / [from touching] Peevai-

ness; irascibility. King Charles.

I'O'UCHINC. prep. With respect, regard, of

relation to. Hieler, South.

TO ULHING. a. [from touch.] Pathetick ; af

fecting -, moving.

TO'UCHINOLY. adv. [from l«ri] With

seeling emotion j in a pathet.ik manner.

Gart/y

TOUCHMENOT./ An herb.

TO'UCHbTONE./ [tench aa.ifene ] 1 Stone

by which metals are examined Bacon, Collier.

:. Any test or criterion Dryden

TO'UCHWOOD /. [touch and vied.] Rottee

wood used to catch the fire (buck troro the

flint. tUwl. TOUCHY.
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TO'UCHY.ar. [from touch ] Peevish j irritable;

irascible j apt Co take fire. A low word. Collier.

TOUGH, a. [coh, Sax] I Yielding with

out fracture; not brittle. Bacon. 1. Stiff;

not easily flexible. Dryden. 3. vot easily in-

j 111 ed or broken. Shakefp. 4. Viscous j clam

my ; ropy.

To TO'UGHEN. v. ». [from tough.] To grow

tough Mortimer.

TOUGHNESS./ [from tough. ] I. Not

brittlenefs; flexibility. Bacon, Dryden. 1.

Viscosity ; tenacity ; clamminess ; glutinous-

nes. Arb. 3. Firmness against injury. Shakes.

TOUPE'T. s [Fr] A curl ; an artificial lock os

hair. Swift.

TOUR. s. [tour, Fren 1 1. Ramble; roving

journey. Addifon, Arhuthuot. X. Turn ; re

volution. B'ackmore.

TO URNAMKNT. \ s. [ touruamentup,, low

TOURNEY. J Lat.] 1. Tilt; juit ;

military sport | mock encounter. Daniel,

Tentsle. 2. Milan uses it limply for encounter.

ToTO'URNAY. v. a. [from the noun.] To

tilt in the lids. Spenjer

TOVRNI$JJKT.J. [Fr] A bandage used in

amputations, straitened or relaxed by the turn

of a handle. Sharp.

To TOUSE. v. a. To pull ; to tear ; to haul ;

to drag ; whence toujer. Spenser, Swift.

TOW./ [cop, Sax. j Flax or hemp beaten and

combed into a filamentous substance.

To TOW. v. a. [teon, eeohan, Sax, tog,hen,

old Dutch.) To draw by a rope, particularly

througli the water. Shakefp.

TOWA'RD. 7 prep, [tepan>, Sax ] 1. In

TOWARDS, i a direction to. Numberi,

Mt-tjn. %. Near to; as, the danger now

comes towards him. 3. With respect to;

touching; regarding. Sidney, Milton. 4. With

tendency to. Clarendon. 5. Nearly ; little

less than Swift.

TOWA'RD. ? adv. Near; at hand ; in a

TOWARDS, J (late of preparation. Shake.

TOWA'RD. a. Ready to do or learn ; not Iro-

wartl.

TOWARDI.INESS / [from tewai J'y] Do

cility ; compliance , readiiiel!, to do or to

learn. Raleigh.

TO WARDLY. a [from toward.) Ready to d

or learn : d'>cile ; compliant with duly Barm

TOWARDNESS/ [trom /«irar</.J Docility.

South,

TOWEL / [touaille, Fr. t-.uaglio, Ital ] A

c'oth on which the hands are wiped. Dryden.

TOWER. /. |cop. Sax. /aarr.Fr.] 1. A hip-h

budding ; a builning railed above the main edi

fice Gen. -. \ fortress ; a ciladil. 3. A hi t;h

henWrel's. Hudib. 4. High flight ; elevation

To TO vVER. «. a. To soar ; to fly or rise high.

Dryden.

TO W ER MUSTARD . / [turrili't. Lat.] A

plant. Al'ller.

TO WI'RED. a. [ from towr.] Adorned or

defended by towers Milton.

TO'WF.RY. a [from tiwet\ Adorned or

giiaichtd: with towers, (opt.

TOWN. / stun, Saxon t tuyti, Dutch.] t.

Any walled collection of houses. Jos. 2.

Any collection of houses larger than a village.

Shakefp. 3. In England, any number of

houses to which belongs 1 regular market

and which is not a city sr fee of a bishop.

4. The court end of Londoa. Pope- 5. The

people who live in the capital. Pope.

TO'WNCLERK./ [town and clerk ] An of

ficer who manages the publick business of a

place. Adi.

TOWNHOUSE./ \towu and houses The hall

where publick business is transacted. Addifon.

TOWNSHIP./ [town and /*>>.] The corpo

ration of a town. Raleigh.

TOWNSMAN. /. [town and man.) I. An in

habitant of a place. Shakes. Da via, Clartud.

2. One of the same two.

TOWNTALK / flown and talk.] Common

prattle of a place. VEflrange.

TO'XICAL. a. [toxicum. Lat] Poisonous}

containing poison.

TOY./ \toyen, loogheu, Dutch.] I. A petty

commodity ; a trifle ; a thing of no value.

Abbot. 2. A plaything ; a bawble. Addifon.

3. Matter of no importance. Shakefp. 4.

Folly ; trifling practice; silly opinion. H'oker.

5 Play; i'ttori ; amorous dalliance. Milton.

6 Odd story ; silly tale. Shakefp. 7. Frolickv

humour; odd fancy. Hooter, Shakefp.

To TOY. v. n. [from the noun] To trifle ; to

dally amorously; to play.

TO Y1SH a. [from toy ) Trifling 1 wanton.

TOY ISH NESS. / [from teyijb.] Nugacity J

wantonness. Glanv.

TO'YSHOP./ [toy toifhop.] A (hop where

playthings and little nice manufactures are

fold. Pope.

To TOZE. v. a. [See Towsg and T«asi] To

pull by violence or impetuosity Shakefp.

TRACK. /. [trace, Fr. traccia, Italian.] >.

Mark left by any thing passing ; footsteps.

Mil/on. 2. Remain; appearance of whal

ha« been. Temple. 3 [fiom ttrajser, Fren]

HiroeU for beasts of d aught. Milton, Pope.

To TRACE, t. a. s tracer, Fren. nacaare,

lolian.] 1. To follow by the footsteps, or re-

miining marks. Bur, Tern 2. To follow with

exa'ttnels. Den. 3. To mark out. Locke,Swift.

TRA'CER J. 'Jrora trace.)One ihaUraces.Hsw.

TRACK./ [Irac, old French ; traccia, Ital.] 1.

M^rk let upon the way by the foot or other

wise. Milt. Dryd. Bent. 2. A road ; a beaten

path, Drydeu

To TRACK., v. a. [from the noun ] To follow

by the footsteps or marks left in the way.

Spenser, Dryden.

TRACKLESS a. [sr«rr track ] Untrodden |

maiked with no footsteps. Prior.

TRACT. / [traaui, Lat.] 1. Any kind of

extended substance. 2 A region j a quantity

ot land. Rahigh, Mi/ton 3 Continuity ;

any ih«ng protracted, or drawn out to length.

Howel. 4. Cou. fe; manner of process,

Sikakefp. 5. It seems to be used by Shake-

5 H 1 fpeare
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sfieare for tract, 6. A treatise ; t (mil! book

Swift.

TR A CTABLE a. [traflahilii. Lat. traitahle.

Fr.] i. Manageable ; docile ; complii' t

obsequious; practicable; governable. Shahs

Tiilotson. \. Palpable ; such as may be

handled. Holler.

TRACTABI.ENF.SS/ [from traSMt ] The

state of htim; tractable; complince; oble-

. quioufnefs L:cke.

TRACTATE. /'.[traSatui. Lat] A treatise ;

a tract ; a small book. Bremu, Hale

IV ACTION. /. [from trailui, Lat.] The

act ot drawing ; the slate ot being drawn

Holder.

TRACTILE, a [tratlui. Lat] Capable to

be drawn out or extended in length) ductile

Bacin

TRACT! LITY / sfrom traaile.) The quality

os being tractile. Derham.

TRADE / [ttatta, Italian.] t. Traffitk ■,

commerce j exchange Ral'igh, Templt. a

Occupation; particular employment whe

ther manual or mercantile. Spenjer, Drydeu.

Arbuthuot. 3 Instruments of any occupation.

Dryden. 4 Any employment not manual ;

habitual exercise. Bacm

To TRADE, v. n [from the noun ] t. To

trasfkk ; to deal ; to hold commerce. Luke,

Arbuthnot. 2. To act merely for money

'Shakesp 3. Having a trading wind. Milton.

To TRADE, v. a. To sell or exchange in com

merce. Ezeiiel

TRADE WIND. / {trade and wind.) The

monsoon ; the periodical winrf between the

troptcko. Dryden, Arbuthnot, Cheyne

TRA DEI), a strom trade.) Versed; practised.

Shakesp.

TRA DER s [from tt ade.] 1 One engaged

in merchandise or commerce. Slakesp. Dryd

Child. 2. One long used in the methods ot

monty getting; a practitioner

TRADESFOLK. / [trade and/«/».] People

employed in trades. Sviift.

TRADESMAN../! [trade and man ) A shop

keeper Frier, Swift.

TRA'DEFUL a. [trade tadfull.] Commercial.

busy in trassick. Spenser.

TRADITION / [tradition. Fr. traditie. Lat.]

1. The act or practice of delivering account!

from mouth to mou;h without written me.

morials. Hooker. 2. Any thing delivered orally

from age to age. Milton, Pope.

TRADITIONAL, a. [from tradition]

Delivered by tradition ; descending by oral

communication Tillttfn. 2. Observant of

traditions, or idle rites. Shakesp:

TRADITIONALLY, ado. [(mm traditional

1. By transmission from age to age. Bui net

a. From tradition without evidence of wriue.

memorials. Brovtn.

TNADI TIONARY a. [from tradition) De

liveifdby tradition. DryJen, TilUt/on.

TRA'DlilVE. a [homtradc, Lat] Trans

mitted or transmissible from age to age Dryd

To TRADUCE, v. a. [traduct, Lit. tradkitc,

Fr.] f. To censure; to condemn; to re

present is blameable ; to calumniate. Hotker.

Gev. of the Tongue. 1. To propagate ; to

encrease by deriving one from another. Daviet,

Hah

TRADtfCEMENT / [from traduce.] Cen

sure ; obloquy. Shakesp.

TRADU'CER. /. [from traduce] A false eel-

surer ; a calumniator.

TRADUCIBLE. a. [from traduce.) Such ai

may be derived. Hale.

TR ADU CTION. /. (from traduce ) 1. Deri-

vati n from one of the same kind; propaga

tion Glanville, Drydeu. 2. Tradition : trans

mission from one to another. Hale. 3. Con

veyance. Hale. 4. Transition Bare*.

TRAFFICK./ [trafque, Fr. traffice, leal.] I.

Commerce; merchandising ; large trade.

Shakesp. AJdifou. a. Commodities; subject

of trassick Gay.

To TRA'FFICK. v. n. [trafijutr, Fr. trof-

scare, Italian] 1. To practise commerce;

to merchandise Bacon, 2. To trade meant.

or mercenarily. Shakes'?. Riwe.

TRAFFICKER / [trafi ueur, Fr from trof-

fick.\ Trader; merchant. Shakesp.

TRAGA'CANTH / [tragacantha, Lat.] A

sort ot gum ; it proceeds from the incision of

the r .ot or trunk of a plant so called.

TRAGEDIAN /. [tragced.t. Lac) 1. A

writer of tragedy. Stillmrftett. a. An actor

of tragedy. Drydeu.

TRA'GEDY. / [tragadia, Lat ] A dn-

matick representation of a serious actioc

Taylor, Rymer. 2. Any mournful or dread

ful event. Shakesp. K. ( harlei.

TRAGICAL? a. \ tragical. Lat] t. Re-

IRAGICK. J lating to tragedy. Spcmier.

a Mournful , calamiteus; sorrowful > dread

ful. Shakesp. Sandys, Revue.

TRAGICALLY, adv. [icam tragical) 1. h

a tragical maaner ; in a manner befitting tra

gedy Drydeu. 2. Mournfully ; sorrowfully;

calamitously.

TRa'GICALN'ESS /[from tragical^ Mourn-

fulness ; calamitousnelV. Decay of Piety.

TRAGICOMEDY. /. [tragecetiedie, Fr.] A

drama compounded of merry and serious e-

vents. Di-nkaus, Gay.

TRAGICOMICAL, a. [ tragicomicue, Fr. ]

1. Relating tottagicomedy Gay.i. Consisting

of a mixture of mirth with sorrow.

TRAGICOMICALLY adv (from tragicomi

cal.) In a tragicomical manner Bacou.

To TRAjb'Cr. v. a. [trajetfui. Lat.] To

cast through ; to throw. Glauville, Grev,

Newteu .

TRAJFCT. / [trojctlur. Lat ] A ferry J a

passage for a water-carriage. Shakejp

TRAJE'CTION. /. [trajc<3:$, Lar_J I. The

act of darting through. B:ylc. a. Erniiiioa,

Brevin.

lo TRAIL, v. a. [trailler, Pr.] 1. To hcr.t

by the track. 1 To daw along the greuni.

Shakesp. DiyJen. 3. To draw after in a leoj

fioiu-i
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slotting or waving body. Pope. 4- To draw 5 1

to drag. Milton, Swift. '

To TRAIL., v. n. To be drawn out in length.

Spenser, Swift.

TRAIL, f. [from the verb) t. Track fol

lowed by the hunter Sbakefp. *. Any thing

drawn to length. Dryden, Row. 3- Any'

thing drawn behind in long undulations.

Spenser, Pope.

To TRAIN, v. a. [trainer, French.) I. To>

draw along. Milton, a. To draw ; to entice ;

to invite. Sbakefp. To draw by artifice or

stratagem. Shakejp. 4. To draw from act to

act by persuasion or promise. Sbakefp. 5. To

educate ; to bring up : commonly with up.

Sbakefp. 1. Mac. Tilhtfen. 6. To breed, or

form to any thing Genesis, Dryden.

TRAIN./ [train, French.] 1. Artifice-,

« stratagem of enticement Spenser, Fairfax.

1. The tail of a bird. Biown, Hakewill, Ray.

3. The part of a gown that falls behind upon

the ground. Shakes?- Ban*. 4. A series ; a

consecution. Lickc, Addijon, Wattt. 5. Pro

cess j method j state of procedure. Swift.

6. Aretinue;a number of lollowers Shakejp.

Mills, Dryden, Adjtfiu, Smalridge. 7. An

orderly company ; a procession. Dryden. 8

The line of powder reaching to the mine

Butler. 9. This cfartillery. Cannons ac

companying an army Clarendon.

TRAINBA'NDS. /. The militia) the part

of a community trained to martial exercise.

Clarendon.

TRAINOIL./ [train toi oil.] Oil drawn by

coction from the fatof the whale.

TRATNY: a. [from train.] Belonging to train

oil. Gay.

To TRAIPSE, v. a. To walk in a careless or

sluttish manner. Pipe.

TRAIT./ [traite, Pr.] A stroke; a touch.

Brosmc.

TRAITOR. / [traitre, Fr. tradittr, Lat]

One who being trusted betrays Dryden, Swift.

TRAITORLY. a. [from traitor] Treacherous;

perfidious. Shakejp.

TRAITOROUS, a. [fr»m traitor.] Treache

rous ; perfidious. Daniel, Ben. Johnson.

TRAITOROUSLY, adv [from traitoront.]

In a manner suiting traitors; perfidiously.

Donne, Clarendon.

TRAI TREES / [from traitor.] A woman

who betrays. Dryd. Pope. •

TRALATITIOUS. a. [from trauflatns. Lat.]

Metaphorical . not literal.

TRALATI'TIOUSl.Y.flaVffromrraJari'/r'jifr.';

Metaphorically; not literally. Holder

To TRALl'NEATE. v. n. [trans and line.]

To deviate from any direction. Diyden.

TRAMMEL./ [trammail, Fr.) I. A net in

which birds or fish are caught. Cariw. 1

Any kind or net. Spenser. 3. A kind ot

(hn-kles io which horses are taught to paLc.

Dryden.

To 1 RAMMEL. v. a. [from the noun.) To

catch ; to intercept. Skakefp.

To TRAMPLE, v. a. [tiamj>c, Dani.1i Tc

trend tinder foot with pride, contempt, or ele.

vuion. Matthew, Milton.

To TR.A'MPLE. v. n 1 . To tread in contempt.

Gov. cf the Tongue, x. To tread quickly

and loudly Dryden.

TRAMPI.ER. / [from trample.] One that

tramples

TttANA riON. / [tramo, Lat] The act of

swimming over.

TRANCE./ [tranfe, French ; tranftm. Lat.]

An ecslacy; a state in which the soul it

wrapt into visions of future or distant things.

Sidney, Milton.

TRANCED, a. [from trance.] Lying in a

trance ar ecllasy. Sbakefp.

TRA'NGRAM. / f A cant word An odd in

tricately contrived thing. Arbntbnot.

TRA NNEL./ A sharp pin. Moxtn.

TRANQUIL, a. [trangnille, Fr. tranqnillui.

Lat] Quiet; peaceful ; undistnibed. Sbakefp.

TRANQUILLITY, f. [tranquiliit.it, Lat.j

Quiet; peace of mind; peace of condition;

freedom from perturbation Pope.

T0TRANSACT.11. a. \tranfactns. Lat] 1.

To manage; to negotiate; to conduct a

treaty or affairs. ». To perform ; to do; to

carry on. Addifon.

TRANSACTION./: [from tranfaS ] Nego

tiation , dealing between man and man ; ma

nagement Clarendon.

TRANSANIMAT ION. / [trans and anima]

Conveyance of the foul from one body to ano

ther. Brown.

To TRANSCE'ND v. a Uranfcende, Lat]

I. To pass j to overpass. Bacon, Davies z.

To surpass; to outgo; to exceed ; to excel.

Waller, Denham. 3. To surmount ; to rise

above. Howel

To TRANSCEND v n. To climb Broton.

TRANSCENDENCE 7 / [from tranjeend]

TRANSCENDENCY! 1. Excellence ; un

usual excellence ; supereminence. a. Exag

geration; elevation beyond truth. Bacon.

TRANSCENDENT, a. [transcendent. Lat]

Excellent ; supremely excellent} passing o-

thers. Cra/lavi, Bp. Sanderson, Rogers.

TRANSCENDENTAL, a. [tranjeendentalit,

low Lat.) I. Ceneral ; pervading many

particulars, z. Supereminent ; passing others.

Grew.

TRANSCENDE'NTLY. adv. from tranfetn-

dent.] Excellently ; supereminently. South.

To TRA'NSCOLATE. v. a. [trans and coo.

Lat.] To strain through a sieve or colaoder.

Harvey.

To TRANSCRIBE v. a. [transcribe. Lat.

tranferire, French.) To copy \ to write from

an exemplar. Clarendon, R. ret s.

TRANSCRIBER. / (trum transcribe] A co

pier ; < nc who writer Irom a c-py. AdJijen.

TRANSCRIPT. / [trayferittum. Lat. | A

copy; any thing Written trom an original.

South.

TRANSCRl'PTION. / [from tranferiptns.

Lat J The act ol co(»ing. Brown, BrerewocJ.

TRAN
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TRANSCRI'PTIVELY, adv. [from trans-

cript ] lo manner of a copy. Brno*.

To TRANSCUR t>. «. ^ra./i.rr,, Lat ] To

run or tove 10 and fro Bacan.

TRANSCU'RIOM /" [from trauscursus, Lit ]

Ramble; passage through; passage beyond

certain limits. Bscon, IVotton.

TRANSE. /. A temporarj absence of ihc soul;

an ecstacy Milt!*.

TRANSEl.l;.MENTA'T!ON. /. [trans and

element.] Change ofone element into another.

Burnet.

TRANSK XION. / [trans and fixms. Lit.]

Chan^* from one ter to another. Brow*.

To TRANSFER, v a [transfero. Lat.] «■

To convey, or make over from one to mo

ther, Spenser, Dryden, Atterbury, Prior, n.

To remove ) to transport. Baon, DryJe*.

TRANFIGURATION. / [tra*isiZuration,

Fr. | I . Change of form. Brovsn 1. The

miraculous change of our blessed Saviour's ap-

fteannee on the mount. Blackmore.

To TRANSFIGURE, v. a. [trans and fora.

Lat.] To transform ; to change with respect

to outward appearance. Boyle.

To TRANSFI X. v a [trantfixus, Lit.] To

pierce through. Dryden, Fenton.

To TRANSFORM, v. a. [trans ind forma,

Lat ] To metamorphose i to change with re

gard to external form. Sidney, Davies.

To TRANSFORM, v. n. To be metamorphos

ed. Addtson.

TRANSFORMATION. / [from transform.]

Change of Oiape ; state of being changed with

regard to form. Shakesp. IVatts.

TRANSFRETA'TION./ [trans taA freturn,

Lit ] Passage over the sea

To TRANSFU'SE. v. a. [tramsusus. Lit.]

To pour out of one into another. Milton,

Dryden

TRANSFUSION. /. [transfnfus. Lat] The

act of pouring out of one into ano'hcr. Boyle.

Denham, Dryden, Baker.

To TRANSGRESS v. a. [transgressui. Lat.]

i . To pass over; to pass beyond. 1. To vio

late; to break. Hooker, H'ake.

To TRANSGRESS v- «. To offend by violat

ing a law. rVisdom.

TRANSGRESSION /. [transgrejitn, Fr from

transgress] I. Violation of a law; breach

of a command. Miltsn, South, i. Offence;

Crime; fault. Shake/p.

TRANSGRESSIVE. a. [from transgress]

Faulty; culpable; apt to break laws. Bronvn.

TRANSGRESSOR.;, [from tra*jgrtff;r,Yt\

Lawbreaker; violator of command; offender.

Clarendon.

TRANSIENT, a [transuns. Lat ] Soon past j

soon passing; (hoit; momentary. Milton,

Swift, Po/ie.

TRANSIENTLY, adv. [from transient ] lo

passage ; with a (hort passage j not extensive

ly. Dryden.

TRAN'SIENTNESS./. [from /^,1!l>/*,l^]Sho^t-

fleis>of continvunce } spee.ly pissage.

TRANSPLIENCE. 7 / [from transit. Lat.

TRANSILIENCY J Leap from thing to

thing Granville.

TRANSIT. / [tranfitut, Lit] In Astrono

my, the passing of any plane just by or un

der any fixt stir; or of the moon io particular,

covering or moving close by any other plane?.

Harris.

TRANSITION. / [transit!,, Lit.] I. Re-

moval ; passive. Woodnoa^d. 1. Chinge ;

IVoodivard, P.-pe 3. Passage in writing or

conversation trom one subject to another.

Mills*, Dryden.

TRANSITIVE, et. [traujltrwu, Latin.) 1.

Having the powt^r of passing. Bacen. %. [la

grammar., A verb transitive ia that wh ca

signifies an action conceived it having u

ess-ct upon s.me object : it, I strike the

earth. Clarke

TRANSITORILY, adv. [from tra.gtnry]

With speedy evanescence, with (hort coa-

ti nuance.

TRA'NSITORINESS. / [from transits]

Speedy tvanescence.

TRANSITORY./ [iransif.ri.i, from transit,

Lat.) Continuing but a short time; speedily

vanishing Donne, Tiliatson.

To TRANSLATE, v. n [tranjlatms. Lat]

1 . To transport ; to remove Hebmes. t.

It is particularly used ot the removal of a

bishop from one fee to another. Camdeu. 3.

To transfer from one to another ; to cor.ver.

l Sam Eccluf Peaeham 4 To chaage.

Shake/p. 5 To interpret in another lao-

guige. Roscommen, Duke 6. To cxplara.

Shakesp

TRANSLATION, f. \transiatio. Lat, tran

slation, Fr.) 1 Removal; act o! removing

Harvey, Arbuthnzi. 1. The removal of a

bishop to another see Cij'endi*. 3. The act

ol turning into another language Denham.

4 Something made by translation; version.

H.eker.

TRANSLATOR. / [trom translate] Ox

that turns any thing into another language.

Denham

TRANSLA'TORY. a. [from translate ] Tnul-

ferring. Arbuthnot.

TRANSLOCATION./ 'ira.stnd hen1, III]

Removal oi things reciprocally to each others

places. kVeidnoord.

TRANSLU C&NCY. / [ from tranf.ncen! ]

Diaphaneity ; transparency Beyit.

TRANSLUCENT.? f [tram aad Ucens or

TRANSLUC1D. f Incid.s, Ui.J Tran

sparent; diaphanous} clear, Btcn, Pete,

TRANSMARINE, a. [Iranimarmus. Lat]

Lying on the other-side of' the sei ; fooiki

beyond set. Hansel.

To TRA'NSMEW v. a. [tram/mner, Fr ]

To liantmute ; to transform ; uitnet ib>j>

pholc ; to change. Spenser.

TRANSMIGRANT./, [transmigramt. Lat;

PalTicg into another country or tUte. Bse-n

la
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To TRANSMIGRATE, v. n. [transmign,

Lat.] To tuts from one place or country into

another Vrydtn

TRANSMIGRATION./ [from transmigrate ]

Passage trom one place or state into another.

Hooker, Denbor-, Dryden.

TRANSMISSION / [trmsm-ffin, Fr. trans-

mrjsui, Lat'n.] The act o' sending from one

place to another Bacon, Hale, Nttvten

TRANSMI SSIVE. a [from trarsmifsut. Lat ]

Transmitted : derived from one to another.

Prtor, I'ope, Granville.

TRANSMI TTAL /. [from transmit ] The

act of transinitting ; transmission. Swift.

TRANSMU TABLE, a. t Iran mutable, Fr.

from transmute.} Capable of change ; possible

to be changed into another nature or substance.

Brttun, yirbulhnot

TRANSMU TABLY adv. [from transmute.

With capacity of being changed into anothe.

fubltance or nature.

TRANSMUTATION. / [transmutation, Fr

from traujmuta. Lat.] Change into another

nature or substance. The great aim of alchemy

in the transmatatio; of base metals into gold.

Bacon, Nevitcn. Bentlty.

To TRANSMUTE v n. [transmits. Lat ]

To change from one nature or substance to

another Raleigh.

TRANSMU TER./ [from transmute.] One

that transmutes.

TRA'NSON./ ftransenna, Lit] I. Athwart

beam or lintel over a door a. [Among ma

thematicians | The vane of an instrument

called a cross staff, being a piece of wood

fixed across with a square locket up.^n which

it Hides.

TRANSPARENCY. / [ from transparent. )

Clearness*, diaphaneity ; tranfluience , power

of tran milling light* Addison, Arbutb-at

TRANi-PA'RKN I'. a. [Iran parent, French.]

Pervious to the light; clear; pellucid ; di

aphanous; translucent} not opaque. Dryden,

Add,sn, Vise.

TRANSPICUOUS, a. [tram xn& specie, Lat]

Transparent , pervious to the light. Miltm

Philips.

To TRANSPI'ERCE. v n. [transpiercer, Fr.

To penetrate ; to make way through ; to

permeate Releigb, Dryden.

TRANSPIRATION../. ( transpiratien, Fr. .

Emission in vapour. Bronvn, Sharp.

To TRANSPIRE, v. a. ^traujpin, Lat.] To

er it in \ apour.

To TRANSPIRE, v. n. [tranlfirer, Fr. ]

i. To be emitted by insensible vapoui

11"e: '«! ir J. a. To escape from secrecy to

Stoticc

To TRANSrLA CF.. v. a. [ rr<j«r and place.

To remove ; to put into a new place

tWWut.

To TRANSPLANT, v. a [tram and plants.

Lat. J i. To remove and plant in a new

place Roscim. Baton. 2. To remove. Milt.

Clartndn,

TRANSPLANTATION, s. [transplantation,

Fr.] I. The act of transplanting or removing

to another foil Suckling, a. Conveyance from

one to anether Baker 3. Removal of men

from ont- country to anothrr Brecme.

TRANSPLA NTER./ [from transplant.] One

that transplants

To TRANSPORT, v. a ( tram and pert,,

Lat] 1. To convey by carriage from [lace

to place. Raleigh, Dryden. a. To carry into

banishment : as a felon. Sioift. 3. To sentence

as a felon to ba.ifhment. 1. To hurry by

violence of passion. Dryden, Swift. 5. To

put into ecstacy ; to ravish with pleasure.

Mi ton. Decay efPiety.

TRANSPORT / [ transport, Fr. from the

veib.J 1. Transportation; carriage; con

veyance. Arbuthnot. 1. A vessel of carriage ;

particularly a vessel in which soldiers arc con

veyed. Dryden, Arbuthnot. 3. Rapture ;

ecllacy. South.

TEANSPO R TANCE. / [ from transfers ]

Conveyance i carriage ; removal. Shaktsp.

TRANSPORTATION./ [f.om Iran fort.]

1. Removal ; conveyance ; carriage. K'otton.

I. Banishment for felony. 3. Ecstatick violence

of passion. South.

TRANSPORTER./ [from transport.} One

that transports Carevf.

TRANSPOSAL./ [from transpose.] The act

of putting things in each othir's pl*ce. Swift.

To TRANf-PO'SE. v. a. [transposer, Fren.]

1 . To put each in the place of other. Camden.

^. To pu: out of place. Shakesp.

TRANSPOSITION / [transputer, Fren]

1. The act of putting one thing in the place

of anwther. a. The state of being put tut of

one place into another. H'eodiva~d.

To IRANSSHAPE v. a. [liar., and /.a/y ]

To tranform j to bring into another shape.

Shakesp.

To TRANSUBSTA'NTIATF.. v.a.Uranfub-

fiantiir, Fr.] To change to mother subllance.

Donne, Milton.

TRANSUBSTANTIATION./ [tr ansnbsian.

tiation, Fren] A miraculous operation be

lieved in the Romish church, in which the

elements o: theeuchatist ate supro'ed to he

changed into the real b dy aud blood ef

Ch1: 1st. L:cke

TRANSUOATION". / [from transude.] The

act of passing in sweat, or pe.spirable vapour,

through any 'ntegument. Boyle.

To TRANSUDE, v. n. [tram ami sudt, Let.]

To pais through in vapour. Hari-ey.

TRANSVF.'RSAL. a. [transversal, Fr.] Run

ning crosswise. Halt.

TRANSV.'.'RSLLY adv. [from transversal.]

In a cross direction. kVilkiut.

TRANSVERSE, a [transversm, Lat] Being

in a cross direction. Blackrtirr, Bentley.

TKANSVE'RSELY. adv [irom t. ansverse.]

In a cross direction. Stillinpseet.

TRANSU'MPTION./ [tram ia& s.mt. Ut.]

The act of taking from one place to another.

TRAP.
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TRAP, /[tpappe. Six. !rape, Fren. trappoh,

Italian ] I. A snare set for thieves or vermin.

Taylor. I. An ambush •, a stratagem to betray

or catch unawares. Calamy. 3. A play it which

a ball is driven with a stick. Kng.

To TRAP. v.a. [truppan, Saxon.] I. To

ensnare ; t» catch by a snare or ambusli.

Sbakcsp DryJem. i. To adorn ; to decorate.

Stenfer, Shakesp.

TRAPDOOR. /: T trap and door. ] A door

opening and shutting unexpectedly. Kay.

ToTRAPE. v. m. To run idly and sluttistily

about.

TRAPES. [I suppose from trape ] An idle slat

ternly woman. Gay.

TRATSTICK / [traptnAflick] A stick with

which boys drive a wooden ball Sf editor.

TRAPE'ZIUM / [Tjam&av ; trapefi, Fren 1

A quadi ilateral figure, whole four sides rrajnot

equal, and none of its sides parallel rVoodvua,

TRAPHZO'ID./. [T{-«7r.f.ay and i»»;.] An irre

gular figure, whose lour sides are not parallel.

TRAPPINGS / 1. Ornaments appendant to

the saddle. Milton. 1. Ornaments; dres. ;

embellishments Shakesp Dryden, Swift.

TRASH. / [trie, Ifland.ck 1 dm/en, German .]

• ■ Any thing worthless ; dross ; dregs. Shakes.

Donne. 1. A worthies), peison. Shakejp. 3.

Matter improper tor food. Garth.

To TRASH v a 1. To lop ; to crop. Stakes.

1. To crulh ; to humble Hammond

TRASHY, a [from trafi.] Worthies. ; vile;

useless. Dryden.

ToTRA'VEL.*. a. [travailler. Ft.] 1.T0

labour ; to toM. 2. To be in labour; to suffer

the pains ot childbirth. IJatab, Smth.

To TRAVAIL, v. a. To harass; to tire

Ifayivard, Milton.

TRAVAIL s. [from the verb ] I. Labour;

toil\ fatigue, jfooker, Sfenjrr. 1. Labour ir.

childfiHth. Bacon.

TRAVH, TRAVEL, or TRAVISR. / A

woolen fume for (hoeing unruly horses.

To TRA'VKL. v. n. I. To make journeys

Mill.*, Dryden. ». To pass ; 10 go 1 to

move. Sbakelp. Pope. 3. To make journeys

ol curiosity. rVatn. 4. To labour; to toil

Hooker, Shakejp.

To TRA'VKL v. a I. To pass •, to journey

over. M.ltan. 2. To force to journey. Spenjer

TRAVEL. / [travail, Tiench ] 1. Journey ;

act or passing irom place to place. Dryden,

Prior. 1. Journey or curi sity or instruction.

B.u.n, Adaison. 3. Labour ; toil. Daniel,

Milton. 4. Labour in childbirth. Dryden. 5.

Travel?. Account ot occurrence! and ob

servations of a journey. Brown, ktrattt.

TRA VI LI.ER.y [lraiailleiir,Tr.] 1. One who

goes a journey ; a way arcr Spenjer. 1. One

who visit* 1 reign countrie*. Baco , Locke.

TRA'VEI.TAINTKD. a. [travel and tainted]

Hjralfed; taiigued with travel. ShaUfp

TRlr'hRS. adv. [FrenchJ Athwart; across_

Shakesp.

Tka VLRSE. adv. [a travtrt, Fr] Crosswise;

athwart. Baa*, Haynvard.

TRA'VERSE.^ref. Through; crosswise Mih.

TRAVERSE, a. [tranversui. Lat. traverse,

Fr ] Lying across ', Lying athwart. Hayvoa'J,

rVttto*.

TRAVERSE./ 1 . Any thing lad or htrilt cross. .

Bacon. 1. Something that thwarts, cre-ffes, oc

obstructs; cross accident ; thwarting cbftack.

Dryden, Locke

To TRAVERSE, v. a. [traverser,¥r] 1. To

cross ; to lay athwart. Skakefp. Drydrm. %. To

cross by way of opposition ; to thwart with

obstacles rVotten, Drydcn. A: bntbmtt 3 Ta

oppose so as to annul. Baker. 4. To waoder

over ; to cross. Milton, Prior. 5. To fumy;

to examine thoroughly. Scntb.

To TRAVERSE v. n. To use a posture of

opposition in fencing Shakesp.

TRA'VKSTY. a. [travtjit," Fr.] Dressed so it

to be made ridiculous.

TRAUMVTICK.. a. [-rpu^Jut-ic ] Vulnerary.

rfij.mam.

TRAV. / [tray, Swedish ) A shallow woodra

vessel in which meat or fish j b carried Mexto,

Gay.

TRA Yl RIP./! A kind os play. Shakesp.

TRE'ACH) ROUS a. [from treachery j Faidi-

less ; perfidious j guilty of deserting or be

traying. Swift.

TRl■ ACHtROUSLY. advjjrom trtceberom, ]

Faithlessly ; perfidiously ; by treason : by stra

tagem. Donne, Olway.

TRE'ACHEROUSNLSS ( [homtreackcmt ]

The quality of being treacherous ; perfidioU-

ness.

TREACHERY./ [tricberie, Fren ] Perfidy ;

breach of faith,

TREA'CHK.TOR.7 / [from tricher, trUbenr,

IRE'CHOUR. J Fr.] A traitor; onr*

betrays ; one who violates his faith au* allegi

ance Spenjer.

TRE'ACLE.y. [Iriacle, Fr. tberiaca. Lat-] 1.

A medicine made up of many iogred'eot*.

B-.yle,, Fuyer. a. Molcslesj the spume ot'

sugar.

Co TREAD *). *. pret. trtd ; part pass

trodden [truden, Goth, tfuoan, Saxoo ; .Tf-

den, Dutch.] 1. To set the loot. Sbektjf.

AUlttn. 1. To trample; t» set the feet ia

scorn or malice Sbakejf. 5. To walk wi'b

form or Hate. Shakcfp Milton. 4. To copolaie

as birds Bacon, DryJen.

To TREAD, v. a. 1. To walk on; to feel 10-

dei the foot. Sbakejt>, Prur. 1 To press •«-

dir the t»ot. Sviift. 3. To beat ; to track.

Shakesp 4. To walk on in a formal or stately

manne*. e. To crush under foot ; to trvEp'e

in contempt or hatnd. Ijalmt. 6. To pat ia

adion by the feet. 'Job 7. To love as tbt

male bird the female Drydem.

TRtiAD / [from the verb.] I. Footing ; step

with the tam.Sbuk.jp Milton, Drydrm. 1.

Way; track; path. Shakejp. 3. The cock's

part m the egt.

TRE'A.
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TRF.'ADER./. [from tread.] He who treads. .TREAT, s. [from the verb.] I. An entertaifl-

I'aiab. ment given. DryJet, CMer. z. Something

TREADLE. / [from trend ] t. A part of an j ei-en as an entertainment. Drydcn.

engine on which the feet act to put it in mo- jTRE'ATABLE. a [traitable, Fr.J Moderate %

tioo. Mix* z. The sperm of the cock. not violent. Hnker, Temple.

Brown, Derham .TREATISE /. [traSui, Latin] Discourse;

TRF.'ASON. s. [trahisi*, Fr.] An oTencecim- | wiitten tractate. Shakefp. Dryden.

mitted against the dgnit) and majesty of the ; TREATMENT / [traitmenl, Fr ] Usages

ommonwe.lth : it is divided into hir;h trea-

f'n and p-tit t-ea'on. High treason is an of

fence against the security of the comm'-ri-

wealth, or of the king'* majesty, whether by

imagination, word, or deed ; as to compif= or

imagine season, or the e'eath of the prince,

or the queen consort, or his son and heir ap

parent; or to deflower the kind's wiie, nr his

eldest daughter unmirried, or his eldest son's

wife; or levy war against the kin^ in his

reilm, or to adhere to his enemie by aiding

them, or to counterfeit the king's great seal,

privy sea!, or m »ney ; or knowingly to bring

false money into this rea'm counterfeited likj

ma-ner of using gcd or bad DryJen.

TREATY./. [Irani, Fr.] i . Negotiation ; act

of treating Spenser, z. A compact of acedra-

modatiun relating to publick affairs. Bacon.

3 For entreaty j supplication; petition. Spent.
Shakefp. V ^

TRh RLE. a. 'trifle, Fr triplnt, triplex. Lat. J

I Threefold; triple. Shake/p. SanJjt. 1.

Sharp of sound*. Bacon.

To TREBLE, v. a. [tripler, Fr.] To multiply

by three; lo make thrice as much. Spen/ert

Creech.

To TREBLE v. n. To become threefold ..Snmift.

TREBLE. /! A (harp s und Bacon, DryJen.

the money os KnplanJ, a.vd to utter 'he sine . I TRE'Bl.KNESS. f. [from treble.] The state of

or to kill the king's chancellor, treasurer, jus- i being treble. Bacon.

TRE'BLY. "d-o. [from treble ] Thrice told S in

threefold number or quantity. DryJen, Ray.

tice of the oneoenoh or of the other; justice

in eyre, justices of asfiie, justices of over and

terminer, when in their place and d >ing their

duty; or forging the king's seal manual, or

privy signet ; or diminishing or imputing the

current money: and in such treason, a man

forfeits his laods and goods to the king : and

it is called treason paramount. Petit treason

is when a servant kills his master, a wife her

husband, secular or religious kills his prelate:

TREE / [trie. Islandick ; tree, Danish.] i.A

large vegetable rising, with one woody stem,

to a considerable height. Bnrnet, Locke, Z.

Any thing branched out. DryJen.

TREIv gcrnand;r . s A plant.

TREE ef life.s. [lignum vit.r, Lat.] An ever

green : the wood is esteemed by turners.

ITREE primrose, s. A plant,

this treason give* forfeiture to every lord within TREkN. old plur of tr'e. Ben. Johnson.

. hisownfee: both trea out are capital. Coxuti iTREEN. a Wooden; made of wood. Camden,

TREASONABLE. } a.' (from treason.) Hav- j TRl.F FOIL. /. [tnfoiium, Lat.] A plant.

TRE'ASONOUS. J ing the natuie or guilt ] Pcacham.

of treason Shakes? Clarendon. \TREILLAGE. s. [French] A contexture of

TREASURE./, [tresor, Fr.| Wealth hoarded; I pales to support espaliers, making a distinct

riches accumulated. Shake)p. Bacon. Locke. I inclosure of any part of a garden. Trtvoux.

To TREASURE, v. a. [fr»m the noun] To \TRE LLiS. f. [French] Is a structure of iron,

hoard; to reposit ; to lay up. Sonth, Rowe. wood, or osier, the parts crossing each other

TREASURER./ [from treasn-e, trestriirA like a lattice. Trevoux

Fren.] One who has care of money; one who ,To TRE MBLE. v.n [trembler, Fren. treme,

has charge of treasure. Shakefp. Raleigh.

TRE'ASURERSHIP./. [from treasures Oince

or dignity of treasurer Haketvtll.

TRK'ASURKHOUSE. s. [treasure and bouse.]

Place where hoarded riches are kept. Hooker,

Taylor.

TREASURY./ [from treasure, trrsirerie, Fr ]

A place in which riches are accumulated.

IVotttn, Temple, rP'atll.

To T REAT. v. a. [trailer, Fr trasto, Lstin.]

I. To negotiate ; to fettle. DryJen z. \Trac-

to. Lat.] To discourse on 3 To us; in any

manner, good or bad Spectator 4. To handle;

10 manage ; to carry on. DryJen. 5. To en

tertain with expence.

To TREAT, i'. 11. [frailer. From crtihrun,

Sax] 1. To discouise; to make dikusii <ns

M,lion, Aldison. z. To practise negot ation.

1 Mac. 3. To come to terms of accommo

dation. Sot//, \. Tj make gratuitous ecier-

tain.ncrus.

Lat.] 1 To shake as with fear or cold; to

shiver; to quake j to shudder. Shakefp. Clar.

Rotre. l. I'o quiver ; to totter. Burnt!. 3,

To quaver ; to ("hake as a found. Bacon.

TREMBLINGLY, adv. (from trembling.] So

as to fluke or quiver. Pope.

TRE'MENDOUS a [tremenJu,, Lat] Dread

ful ; horrible ; astoaistiingly terrible. Pose.

TKLMUUR. / [tremor. Lat] 1. The state of

trembling. Harvey, Arbuthnol. z. Quiver

ing or vibratory motion. Nev/ton.

TRKMULOUS. a [trcnaln,. Lat.] 1. Trem

bling; tearful : Dec. cf Pietj. %. Quivering -,

vibiatoty. Holder

TRK'MUi.OUSNESS s. [from tremuUo) The

state of quivering.

TREN. / A fish Ipear.

To TRENCH, v. a. [iremchtr, Fr ] 1. To cut.

Shakefp. z. To cut or dig iruo pits or tl ubes.

Mllltn, Lveljn.

5 1 TRENCH.
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TRENCH / [tranche, Pr.] i. A pit or ditch.

DryJ;i, Mtrt.ir.tr. i Earth thrown up Co

deicn.l 1 .Miers in their approach, to a town, or

In guarl a tamp Shakes, Prior.

TRENCH \NT. a. {trenchant, ft.] Cutting;

lharp Burl/r.

TkE'NCH..R. / [from trench ; trnchoir, ft.}

I. A piece o> wood on which meat is cut at

table Shakelf, AUre. Dryden. a. The tabli

Sbik 5 food, pleasures of the tabli- Siutb

TRKNCHERPLY / [trencher xt.djl/.} One

that haunts tables ; a parasite. L'E/trange.

TRE NCHERMAN../. i trenchir and man.] A

tee.ier ; an eaier. Sidney, Shake/p.

TRENCHERMATE. /. [rreacr-fr and wo/f.]

A table compani n; a parasite Hoiker.

To TREND v. m. To ten. I ; to lie in any par-

ticuUr direction. Dryden

TRE NTALS. / [trentf, Fren ] A number of

masses, to the tale ot thirty. Ajlffe.

TRE'NDLB. / [trienbel, Sax.j Any thing

Hlrne.l round.

TREPAN./ [trepan, Fr ] i. An instrument

bv which chirurgi-cns cut out round pieces of

the skull, l. A snare; a stratagem. Riscm

South.

To.TKEPAN v. a. i. To perforate with the

trepan. fVijemai, Arbuthnot, 2. To catch ,

to ensnare Butter, South.

TREPHINE. y: A small trepani a smaller in

strument or pirsora'.iun managed r?y one hand.

tVifemau

TREPIDATION./", [trepidatio, Lat ] i. The

siaie of trerr.blinc Bac:n, Vcnne, Milton. 2.

£:aleof teirour. H'cttcu.

To TRESPASS v. n. [trcspaff.-r, Fr.] t. To

transgress; to ^ sl'end Lev. Nor rit x. To en

ter unlawluity on another's ^rourd. Frier.

TRE'M'ASS J [ trespass, V\ en J I. Transgres

sion; offence. Sbak-sp Ali'ton. 2. Unlawful

entrance on anothei's ground.

TRK'SPASii-R I. [!tom trej',ast]i An offen

der ; a traiilKic-ili-r. 2. One wKi enters un-

law'ully on an.-.ihei't ground Walt?*.

TRl'.'SSI'.D. a [!,om tr.Js:, Prcn.] Knotted or

cm led Sp'y.'r.

TRESSES. / without a singular, [trrft, Fr.]

A knot cr carl o: hur. Shaktjp. M:t::n.

TRK'SVLE.y. [tr-.i<av, Fr J i. The frame of

a table A r.i>v^ab!e form by which any

thing is sunpoilrd

TRET. /. | r'r bab'v from fr/'f»r. Lit.] An al

lowance made by mcichants to retailers, which

is tour pound* in cveiy hundred weight, and

four p^umis tor waste or relul'e ot a cora-

mo.!i:v ISat'y.

T-IETHINGS /.Taxes; imposts.

'iUEVE I". I. fiSj-iiepcr, bas tietied, Tt ] Any

thii g that llai.ds on ihrte legs.

TREY J tret, I.at. trus, Kren ] A three at

carilv Sbatelp.

TRi'Ai'.LK. i. [from try] Possible to b: ex

perimented c«piblc ot trial. Byte 2. Such

asr^v be juli'ualiy examined .-.ytjsr.

TRI AD. J. [trim, Lat. tnade, Fivu.J Tarff

urn cu.

TRFAL./ [from try] i.Test; examination.

Shakefp. l. Experience; act of examining

by experience. Bacon. 3. Experiment . expe

rimental knowledge. Hebrenvt. 4. Judicial

examination. C'.tvel, Shaktjp. 5. Temptation ;

tell of virtue Milton, Risers. 6. State of

being tried. Shakei'p.

TRIANGLE. / [irid,[k, Fren.] A figure or

three angles. Locke.

TRIANGULAR, a [triamgmlarh, L»t.] Hav

ing three angles. Spenser, Ray.

TRIBE / [trio,,. Lat J 1. A distinct body of

the people as divided by family or lorxuQe, or

any other characteristics. Bete J;bmjtm. i. I:

is often used in contempt. Rofegtnm^n.

TRFBLET, or TRi'BOUI.r.T./. A goldsmitt's

tool <or making rirg*. Amfivcrtb.

TRIUULA'TION J. [//-io«/d/i..,Fr.J Persecu

tion i distress; vexation; disturbance of lite.

H:;ker, Afiltoa, Atterbury.

TRIBUNAL/ ,/n*«.a/, Lat- and Fren] 1.

The feat of a ju.lge Sbakesp. H'alitr. 2. A

court of justice Milton.

TRIBUNE /. [tribunal Lat.] 1 An officer 01

Rome chosen by the people. Sbakesp. 2. Tbe

commander of a Roman Ugion.

TRIBUM'TIAL \a. [tribMnitint, Latin]

rRlBUNTTIOUS. i Suiting a tribune; re

lating to a tribune. Bacon.

TRTBUTARY. a. [tribntaire, Fr trthutarius.

Lat] • Paying tribnteas an acknowledgment

of fubmiiTion to a ma!ter. DryJen . 2. Sub

ject ; subordinate. Prior. 3. Paid in tubute.

FRI'llUTARY. / [s,om tribute.) One who

pays a stated sum in acknowledgment of fub-

je.-iton. Daiiei.

TRIBU TE./ [/Wo«a,Fr. tributum. Lit ] Pay

ment made in acknowledgment j subjective.

Xumberi, Rliltin

TRICE / A short time; an instant ; a stroke.

Sucki.ng, Suiifty Bentley.

TRICOMA'NLS / A plant.

TRICHOTOMY./ Division into three parts.

Watti.

TRICK., s. [treck, Dutch.] I. A fly fraud.

Raleigh, Siuib. 2. A dexterous artifice- P.fe.

3. A vicious practice. DryJen. 4 A juggle;

an antick-, any thing done 10 cheat jjcofely.

Prior, 5 An unexpected effect Shaiejf.

6. A practice; a manner; a ha' i". Sbakejp.

7. A number ot cards laid regulaily up is

play.

To TRICK, v. a. [from the noun; fritter,

Fr.] 1. To cheat; toimpoleon; to de :acc.

Stephent. 2. To drela ; 'O d-corate ; to a-

dorn Dr/iyten, SI a-tejp. SanJyl. 3. To per-

loim by sight of hand, or with a light touch.

P.fie.

To TRICK. *. «. To live by fraud Dryit..

1RTCKER. / The catch whi.h being pulled

llengages the cock of the gun, that it may

give hre, Bojle.

TRI CK1NG./ Isrom trick) Drela ; ornamer.:

Shale'p.

TRI'CKISH. a [from trick) KniviWy srt-

tu!;
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fnl; fraudulently cunning ; mischievously sub

tle. Pipe.

To TRl'CKLE. v. n. To sill in drops; to rill

in 1 slender stream Bacon, Dryden, Pipe.

TRICKSY, a. (from trick.] Pretty . Shakesp

TRICO RPORAL. a. [tricorpirus, Lat ] Hav

ing three b dies.

TRIDE. a [amor g hunters ; Iride, Lit.] Short

and ready. Bailey.

TRl'DENT. s. [trident, Fr. triden,, Lat] A

three forked sceptre of Neptune. Sandys, Add.

TRTDRNT. a. Having three teeth.

TRl'DING / [tpflinja, Six. j The third part

of a country or (hire.

TRI'DUAN. a [trom triduum, Lat ] I. Last

ing three days a. Happening every third

day.

TRIE'NNIAL a. [triennil, Latin; triennal,

Fr.] i. Lasting three years K. Char, llonael.

1. Happening every third year

TRI KR / strom try] i. One who tries expe

rimertally. B:yle. i. One who examines ju-

dicisily. Halt. 3. Tell ; enc who brings to

the tut Shake/p.

To TR1 FALLOW, v a To plow land the

tSr.l time before sowing Mart mtr.

TRI FID. a Cut or divided into three parts.

TRIFI'STULARY. a. [trei iaifjlula, Lat.J

Ha' in? three pipes.

To TRI FLE v » | /ry/t.'w, Dutch.] i.Toaa

or tilk wiih&ut weight or dignity ; to act with

levity. H-oker. i To mock ; to play the fool.

Sbaklsp. 3. To indulge in light amuk-ment.

4. To be of no trrportar.ee. Sscnler.

To TRfFLE. v. a. To make »sno impoitance.

Sbakesp.

TRIFLE, s. [from the veib] A thing of no

monr-nt. Draytzn

TRITI.F.R. / [trifelaar, Dutch] One who

acts with levity ; van who talks with folly

B,:con, ifalti

TRI FLING, a. from trifle.] Wanting worth;

un'mpotiant; wanting we;ght. Rogers.

TRi'FLINGLY adv [trom trifling | Without

weight : without dignity ; without import

ance Lecfe.

TRI'PORM. a. [trisormis, Lat ] Having a tii

pie fhnpc. Milan.

TKI'GGER j I. A catch to hold the wheel on

lleep trround. -. The catch that being pulled

lool-s the cock of the gun. L-cie.

TRI'GIN 1 ALS / A number of masses to the

(ale o: thirty. Ayhffe.

T'sI'GLYPH /. I In architecture] A member

ot the frize of the Dorick order set directly

over every j-illnr, and in certain spaces in the

interc !umn.itions. Harris.

TRI'GON / [trigone, Fr] A triangle .Hale.

TRIGONAL, a. [from trigtn.] Triangular j

havir e three corners. IVooi-ward.

TRIGUNO'MKl RY. /. [t:i/en:metrie, Fren j

'/> r^crrzrtry is the art of measuring triangles,

nr oi calculnirg the sides of any triargles

f,-v.;-h', ir.d this <s pl-.in or sphrrical Hartu.

TRIUONOM/.TUICAL. <•• i.'r. m trigon-me

try ] Pertaining to trig nometry.

TRI LATERAL, a [trilateral, Fr. trti and

htus. Lat. j Hiving three tides.

TRILL./ [it ill,, Ital ] Quaver; tremul ul-

nel's f'f rausick. Addiscn.

To TRILL v a (from the noun ] To utter

Thomson.quavering.

To TRILL v. n 1. To trickle; to fall in drops

or slender streams. Shakesp. 1. To play in

tremulous vibialions ot found Dryden.

Tkl'! LION/ A million of millionsc! millions.

I'RILU'MIN'AR. ? a \t,i <umin.ru. Latin.]

TIMUI'MINOL'S

? a [trtlumii

1 H.iving ihg three liyht

TRIM. a. Jetpymtiu'S, Pax. J Isice; lxugj

dressed up Tusf.r, Dryden.

ToTHIM v a. [tftm.nan, Sax to build.]

1. To fit out. Sbakifp. a. To dress ; to de

corate Bac-n, H'.tton, D-fden. 3 To (have;

to clip 1 Sam Il;vel. 4 To make neat ;

to adjust. Shak-Jp. Bin. Johnson c. To ta-

lancc a vessel S. idutor. 6. It hn often up

cmphnical. Zhni.iip.

To I RIM. v. n. To balance; to fluctuate be

tween iw* parties South, Drydi'u.

TRIM./ Dress; geer ; ornaments. Shake'p.

TRIMLY adv. [irem trim.] Nicely t neatly.

Spusir, Afchani.

TRI'MMER / , from trim ] 1. One who changes

sides to balance parties; a turncoat. L'F.flra.

Siiift. 1 A piece of woed inserted. Mcxiv.

TRI'MMING./ [from trim ] Ornamental ap

pendages to a coat or gown Gartb.

TRI NAL a [trinui. Lat.] Threefold Spenfrr.

TRINE. / [trine, Fr. trinm. Lat] An afp-ct

ot planetsplaced in three angles of a trgon, in

which the j are supposed by astrologers to be

eminently benign Miltin, Creech.

To TRINE v. a strom the noun.] To put in

a trine aspect DryJen.

TRl'NITY J. [trir.itai, Lat. Irinite', Fr.] The

incomprehensible union of the three persons in

the Godhead Lxke.

TRINKET./ i.Toysj ornaments of dress.

Sidney, Swift. 2. Things of no great value ;

tackle ; tools. L'EJlraige.

L'RlDliOLAR. a. Ktriibs/arii, Latin.] Vile j

mean ; woithless. Cheyne.

To TRIP, v a. [t-eper, Fr. trippen. Dutchl 1.

To supplant; to thrrw by linking the feet

from the ground by a sudden motion. Shakes.

». To catch ; to detect. Shakesp.

To TRIP, v.n 1 To fall by losing the hold of

the feet . Dryden. 2. To fall ; toerr^tobe

deficient H:cker, South, Addt/en. 3 To stum

ble ; to titubate. Locke. 4. To run lightly.

Shale[p. Crcjkav), Dryden, Prior. ;. To

take t (hort voyage.

TRIP. J. [siora the verb ] 1. A stroke or catch

by which the wrestler supplant* his antagonist.

Dryden, Add']:n a. A liun.b'cby which tho

foothold is lost. 3. A failure ; a mistake.

Drydm. /j. A siio.t v.yage or journey. Pipe.

TRIPARTITE, a. [tripartite, Fr. tr-parti-

5 ' 1 tut,
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tut. Lat ] Divided into three pirls ; hiving

three correspondent copies. Shake/p. •

TRIPE / [tripe, Tt. nippa, Ital. »odSptn.l

I. The intestines; the guts. Kivgt. a. It is

used in ludicrous language lor the human

belly.

TRI PEDAL, a. [trei ind pel, Lat.] Havinij

three feet.

TRI'PETAI.OUS. a [trti and «it»>.w.] Hav

ing a flower conlillirg oi three leaves.

TRIPHTHONG. J [ ri/htingne, Fren. trei

and «J> - 5j;->! ] a coilici**n of thiee. vowels to

form one lound : as, fan ; eye.

TRI PLE. a. \triple, Fr. triplex, trip!*;, Lat.l

t. Threefold; carrfilVine of thiee conj-.ining

Milton, IVmlhr. i. Treble; three times re

pcated Buruet.

To TRTPLE v a. sfmm (he adjective ] i.To

treble ; to mib three as much, or a* many.

H-.oker, Svjift. a. To make threefold Dryd.

TRI'PLET./. ffrom triple.) i. Three of a

kind. S-w'ft. a. Three verstS rhyming toge

ther Dryjeu.

TRIPLICATE, a. sfrom triplex, Ut.] Ma.Je

thnee us much Harris.

TR I PLICA TION. / [from triplicate ) 1 he

act 01 tnbl in,, or adding three together. GUnv.

TRIPLI CITY. / (tripheite, Fr from /r/>/e.r,

Lat.] Trebleness ; Hate of being threefold

Bacon, IVattt.

TRIPMADAM. / An herb M;rtimr.

TRIPOI1. / [tnpu,, Lit.] A seat with three

sect, such as that from which toe priceless o.

Apollo delivered oracles.

TRI POLY. / A sharp cutting find Nc-wtm.

TRIPOS /.' A tripod Ben. Johns?,.

TRI PPI R /'. [from trip] One who trips.

TRIPPING, a. [from trip.] Quick; nimble

MlltOU.

TRIPPING./ [from trip] Lieht dance Mitt.

TRIPTOTE. /. [triptoton. Lat.] Triplet u x

noun used in but in three cases C!ari.

TRIPU DIARY, a. [tripudium, Latin.] Per

formed by dancing. BroKvn.

TRIPU IMATION. J. [tripudium, Latin.] Act

of dancing.

TRIPPINGLY, adv. [from tripping] With

agility ■, with sw-i»t motion. ShaJtejp.

TRIRE ME. / [tritemn. Lit.] A galley with

three benches ot oars on a side.

TRISE'CTION / [tm and /«#/», Latin] Di

vilion into three equal parts.

TRISTFUL, a. [tristii, Latin] Sad; melan

choly; gloomy Skakefp.

TRISU'LC./ [trijuleui, Lat.J A thing of three

points. Btctvit.

TRISYLI.A BICAL. a. [from trisyllable.] Con-

fisting of three syllables.

TRISY 1.1. ABLE. /. [trisylUba, Lat ] A word

consiiiing of three syllables.

TRITE a. [tritui, Latin.] Worn out; stale;

common ; not new. Rogert*

TRITENESS, s. [from trite. J Etaleness ;

commonness.

TRITHEi.-M/ fTj>e"V ind $»;.] The opinion

vbich holds three distinct gods.

rRI'TURABLF.. a \triturahte,Tl ittm tri

turate.] Pofl:blc to be pounded or ce-um.nut-

ed Br: vju

sRITURA'TIOK./ srrrr.ra. Lit.] Reduction

o! any lulistances to powd<r iijvm a stone witll

a muller, as colou.-s arc p.r~.und Br:<wn.

rRl'VET. / A«y thing supported by three

left. Chapman.

TRI VIAL a {trivial; Lat.] i . Vile ; worth

less ; vulgar. Rjscjmmou. a. Light; trifling;

unimportant; inconsiderable DrytUm. Borer:

TRI VlALLY. adv. (from trivial.) i. Com

monly; vulgarly. Baton. X. Lightly ;- iccosv-

siderahlv.

TRI VIALNEES. / [from trival.) i. Cora-

momyefs j vulgarity, a. LightntU ; unim

portance.

TRIUMPH./ [tri.mphu,, Latin,] l. Pom?

with which a victory is publickly celebrae^.

Bacon. 1. Slate of being victorious. ASiVre,

Drydert. 3. Victory, conquest Milton, ftfn

4. Joy for success. Milxom. 5. A conquers?

card now called trump.

To TRIUMPH ». ». {tri.mpbe, Lat J 1. To

celebrate a victory w:th pomp : to rejoice for

victory, Job, Dryden. 2. To obiain victory.

Kf.il et. 3. To intuit up-.n an advantage

pained Skakefp.

TRIUMPHAL, a [triumphal,!, Luin ] Llia

in celebrating victory. Bacon, Suotft.

TRIUMPH^!../, [triumphaiia. Lat.] A token

of victorv. Milt:*.

TRi'UMPHANT. a [triumphant, \.\x,] i.Ce-

lebrating a victory. Shakejp Smth. a. Re

joicing as for victory. Milton. 3 Victorious;

graced with conquest. Tcpe

TRIUMPHANTLY, adv. (from trinmprant)

I. In a f iumpharit manner in token of vic

tory; joviully as sot victory. Cranvi/ie. 1.

Victoriously; with success. Shake]p. 3. With

inioKn exultation. South.

TRIU'MPHI'R. /. [from triumph.] One who

triumphs. Shaksfy. Peacham.

TR!U'MVIR\TE. ? j. [tnumviraUt or tri-

I'RIUMVIRI. I umviri, Lat. lAc aotr^B

or concurrence of three men S'hakefp. Svi'Jt.

TRIUNE, a. [tret and *»«/, L11.J At once

three and one. Burnet.

To TROAT. v. a [with huntera ] To try n

a buck does at rutting time.

TROCAR./ [/rn/y«ar/, Fr] A chirurgtil

instrument. Sharp.

TROCHAIC AL. a \trichaique, Fr Ireihaicmi,

Lat.] Consisting ot trochees

1 ROCHA NTF.RS / [^-s^.lsi;.] Tveo pro

cesses of the thigh bone, called totitor msjar

and minor, in which the tendons of many

mule'es terminate.

TROCHE. 7". [trccbsui, Lat. t»-*Si*-.] A

foot used in Latin pottry, consiiiing of 1 long

and Ihort syllable.

TROCH1X1CK.S. / [t^c] The science of

rotatory molron. Brrvjn.

TKOCHINCS. / The branches on ■ deer's

head.

TRQCK.SCH
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TROCHI'SCH. /. [tto^xGk] A kind of ttb

let or 1'Menge. Bacon,

TRODL, the preterite of /r/a*/. Judges

TRODE. / [from*/-*/, pret. of trtad.] Foot

ing. Spenser.

TROD. 7 Participle passive of tread.

TRODDEN. J Luke, Milton, Addison.

TROGLODYTE./. (t^XoWh*.) One who

inhabits caves of the earth drbuthnot.

To TROLL, v. a. [trollen, to roll, Dutch ] To

move circularly *, to drive about. Sen. J;b*j.

To TROLL. *y. *. I. To roll; to run round.

Swift, i To fish fort pike with a rod which

has a puliy toward* the bottom. Gay.

TRO LLOP / A slatternly, loose woman.

TROOP-/, \trcope, Dutch. J I. A company; a

number of people collected together. Skakesp.

Locke. %. A body of soldiers. Dryden. 3. A

small body of cavalry.

To TROOP, v. n. I from the noun.] t. To

march in a body. S-akesp. Mist**. 4. To

march in hi'te. Sbalejp. Cba/rtan. 3. To

march in company Skakesp.

TROOPER. / [from troop.) A horse soldier.

Grew.

TROPE / f-r^V^] A change of a word from

its original signification i as, ihecloudt f:retel

rain, (or forejbeva. Hudtbras.

TROPHIEB. a [from trophy \ Adorned with

trophies. Pete.

TROPHY. j. [trcpbaumy Latin.] Something

taken from an enemy, and ihe.vn or treasured

up in proof of victory. Sbaiejp. Pose \

TROPICAL, a. [fr*m trope ] i. Rhetorically

changed from the original meaning. Brown,

Ssutb. i. Pljccd near the tropick , belong-!

in^ to th^ tr pick.

TRO PICK. / [tropicmt, Latin.] The line at j

which the fun turni back, of which the Nonh

has the tropick <>f Cancer, and the South the

tropick or Capricorn. Dryden.

TROPOLOGICAL a (t6«0* and yi-,&.')

Varied by tropes; chaoge from the original

import of the words

TROPOLOGY./ [Tfc'r-e- and Xcy©-.] A the-

tortcal mode of speech including trepes, or a

change o! some word from rhe original mean

ing Brown.

TROSSERS./, [trcujsa. Fr ] Breeches; hose.

Shakefp

To TROT. v. n. [trotter, Fr. trotten, Dutch]

1 . To move with a high jolting pace Shake />.

DtKMt To walk fait, im a ludicrous or

contemptuous sense.

TROT./ s/r»r, Fr J 1. The jolting high pace

ofc a \i-jxiz. a. An old woman Sbakesp.

TROTH./ [rpeufc, Sjx ] Truth; iaith; fi

delity. Sbakesp. Daniels MJ'son.

TROTHLESS. a strom ttotb] Faithless;

treacherous. Fairfax

TRO'THPLIOHT. a. [trotb and thgbt.] Be

trothed ; affianced. Shake/p.

To TRO IBLK. i» a. [tre'nbler Fr.] 1. To dis

t«ib ; to pcrp'ex. Shakejp. Lack*. 1 To a-

siictj logrjeve. Sidney, Tih'Jcn. 3. To dil-

tress ; lo make uneasy. Milt. i. Mae. 4.

To busy, to engage overmuch. Luke. e,. T»

give occasion of labour to. L?ckt. 6. Toteize;

to vex Sbakesp. 7. To disorder ; to put into

agitation or commotion. Sbikcsp. Jabn, Dav.

8. To mind with anxiety. Clarcndan. 9. To

sue for a debt.

TROUBLE, s [trntlt, Fr/) 1 . Disturbance •,

perplexity. Mi/tan. i. Affliction; calamity.

Sbakesp. 3 Molestation; obstruction; incon

venience. Miltin. 4. Uneasiness; vexation.

Mils*.

TROUBLE-STATE, / [treble and Jlate]

Disturber osa community ; publick make-bale

Daniel

TRO'UBLER. / [from treble.] Disturber;

confoundcr. Spenser, lValler, Atterbury

TROUBLESOME, a [from »r.«4iir.] 1. Full

of raoleslation ; vexatious; uneasy ; afflictive.

Sbakesp. Tillttfen. 1. Burdensome ; tiresome j

wearisome. Pipe 3. Full of teizing business.

Sidney. 4. Slightly harassing. Mtitm, ibak.

5. Unseasonably engaging ; improperly impor

tuning. S/enJer. 6". Importunate; truing.

jSrbuthnot.

TRO UBLESOMELY. adv. [from trnblejemt.]

Vexatioufly ; wearisomely; unseasonably ; jm-

pttunaicly l.ocke

TRS'UBJ.ESOMENESS s. [from trnbltsme.]

I. Vexitioufhess; uneasiness. Bacan. a. Im

portunity ; u.-ileasunableness.

TKOTBLOUS. a (from ;r«»Mr.] Tumultu

ous; confused; disordered; put into commo

tion. Spenser, Darnel.

TRO'VLR. s. \trcu*er, Fren 1 In the common

law, is an action which a roan has against one

that having found any oi hit go- ds re:ukih to

deliver them.

TROUGH./, [rpiyr,, rrioh, Sjt tr.cb, Dutch.]

Any thing hollowed and ooen longitudinally

on the upper fide. Abbot. Dryden.

To TROLL vn [tralle,, 10 roll, Dutch] 1.

To move volubly. AUlten. a. To utter vo

lubly Sbaie/p.

To TROUNCE v a. To punish by an indict

ment or information. Dryden.

TROU3K. 7/. [lenffe, Fren trmlb, Else]

TROUSERS j Breeches; h.l'e. Spenf rVifen.

TROUT./ [tpuhe, Saxon.] 1 Delicate spot

ted filh inhab.ung brocks anV quick firearas.

Carev>. t. A familiar phrase for an honest, or

perhaps for a silly fellow. Sl-aiiefp.

To TROW. f. » [rpet^ian, Saxon; tree, Dan 1

10 think; to imaeme; to conceive. Sidney,

H'jtker, Sbakesp. Gay.

TROW, interred. An exclamation of enquiry.

Sbakesp

TROW EL./ [trnelle, Fr. trnlta. Lat.] A tool

to take up the moi tar with, and spread it on

the briiks. A^xs*

TROY WEIGHT ? s from True,, French]

TRWY. i A kind of weight by

wh'ch g< Id, silver, cVc are weighed, coniilhng

ot these der.em 1 nation*. : a pound = 12.

ounces; ounce =iO p-.nny-wcightt ; pennv-

wcif.ht
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weight = "4 grains. The English phyGcitns

r.iake use of trey weight alter ihc following

manner.

Grains

_io

60 3 Drachm

_48o_

5760

Scruple

3.

»4

SO

, Dot. j

neg-

?ound.

TRU'ANT./ [rraW.'old Fr mnol,

An idler; one who wanner* idfy about

lecting his duty or employment To pity th

truant is, in school*, to stay irom school with

out leave. Mere.

TRU'ANT. a. Irfie; wandering from business;

laay ; loitering. Sbakesp.

To TRU'ANT. v. n. To idle at a distance

from duty 1 to loiter ; to be lazy Shakes..

TRUANTSHIP. / [from truant.] Idleness;

negligence; neglect of study or business. Ascb.

TKU'BFAIL J A short squat woman. Ainsv>.

Trll'BS. s. [tuber Lat] A s.rtof herb. Ainsvi.

TRUCE. / [t'uga, low [.at ] 1. A temporary

peace; a cess* ion of hostilities. Hmk. Shak

« 'Tim. Dryden. ^. Cess. lion ; intermission ;

short quiet Mtlteu.

TRUCllMTION. / [from trtcide, Lat] The

aft of -.illing.

To "1 RUCK. v. n. \trequer, Fren. truceare.

lul i To t-alTick by exchange-

To TRUCK, v. a. To give in exchange; to

exchange. L'Elirange. Swift.

TRUCK. / [irom the verb.]. 1. Exchange;

trmTick by exchange. L'Ejhaugc, Dryden. 2.

Wooden wheels tor carriage ot cannon.

TRLVM.EBED, or truudlebed. j [properly

ttn.tbed ; from troebiea. Lat. or Tfo^or.] A

bed tint inns on wheels under a higher bed.

Shak.-J'p Hudtlrtv.

To TRUCKLE, v. m. To be in a stale of subjec

tion or inferiority. Cleaveland, Nerrie.

TRU'CULI.NCi:. / [trncmlentia. Lat.],i. Sa-

vagecjli of manners. 1. Terriblenese of as

pect.

T RUCULF.NT. a. [tmculentui, Latin ] 1. Sa

vage ; baibarous. Hay. 1. Terrible of aspect.

3 Destructive; cruel Harve\..

To TRUDGE. *. «. [trutgielare, Ital ] To

travel laboriously ; to jog on ; to march heavi

ly on. Shakesp. Dryden, Leike.

TRUE. a. jrpeopa, rriupi, Sax] 1. Not false';

not eironeous; agreeing with fact. Spenjer,

Ccvrley. z.Notlaise; agreeing with our own

thoughts. 3. Pure from the crime of false

hood ; veracious. 4. Genuine ; not counter

feit. Mtltan. /Utet bury. c. Faithful; not per

fidious ; steady, •'•h.i.h.'p Rojccmm. 6. Honest i

slot Iraudulci.t. Shukefp. 7. Exact ; truly con-

ormable to a rule. Frier. 8. Rightful. Milt.

TR'ULBORN. n. [true »i;d ism] Having a

right by birth. Sbahjp.

TR'UUBRKD. a. [true and bred.] Of a right

breed Shatejp Dryden.

TR'UEHP.ARTED. a. [true aed heart] Ho

neft : :2.1b: ul. Shahrjp.

TRU'ELOVE. / An herb, called berba Tori

TRU1XOVEKNOT. If. Irne, bve, aoc

TRUELOYERSKNOT. J knee j Lioea draws

through each other with many involutions,

considered a- the emblem 01 interwoven in

fection Hud: brat

TRUENESS. / [irom true.] Security ; us-

artfulness. Baan.

TRUEPENNY /. [fr»« and frn.y ] A taau-

liar phrase ror an honest felow. Sbakesp.

TRU FKLE.y. [fpfie, f-ffe, Fr] In Italy, the

usual method lor the rinding oitmffi-t, or set

tesianeous mushroc-nu, called by the I aliacx

tanusali, and in Latin tuleraierix, isbytyi-5

a cord to a pig, and driv ng him, oUcritti

v.hrre he begins to root. Ray.

TRl'G. /. A hod tor mortar.

TRULL./, [trnlla. Italian] A low whore; a

v.'grant strumpet Shake/p.

TRU LY adv. j from true ] 1 Accord: n< .3

truth; not falsely; laithl'ully. Sidney, tinker.

2. Really; without fallacy. 3. lixactlj ;

justly South. 4. Indeed. H'ttt-.n.

TRUMP /". [trempe, Dutch, aud o'd Freochi

tr-.mba, lui ] 1 A trumpet; an instrument

of wailikc niufiek Skakejp. rfejiey 1 A

winning card; a card thit has particular p.-n,-

vilege in a game fuse, Sv>:ft 3 Ts put :i

or uten the Titmrt. To put lo the iall exr--

dient. Dryden.

To TRUMP v a (from the noun.] 1. To wia

with a trump cud 1. It llcui up. To de

mise ; to sortie.

VRU MPERY. / [tremterie, Fren.] 1 . Some

thing fallaciously spler.d d Shatf/p. a False

hood; empty talk. Raleigh. 3. Someth.ti£

of no value; trifles Miltm.

TRUMPET. /. [trempette, Fren and Doub ]

1. An instrument or m-rtia! muliik f.'ur*>e i

by the brea I) Miltin, ics/caeirt.-s t. In o.-

luary stile, a tiumpeter Claren.an. 3. Ore

who celebrates ; one wh-> praises. Bac DryJ.

TRUMPET-FLOWER./ [bignema, La:in.J

A luhuh us flower. Miittr.

To TRU MPET. v. a. 'trtmpetter, Fren ) T>

publish by luund of trumpet; 10 proclaim.

Skakejp Bacan.

TRUMPETER f [from trumpet] 1. One

who sounds a trumpet. Shake/p. Hc\*v*rd. r.

One who proclaims, publishes, or uenouoces-

Baren, Seuth. 3 A hfh.

TRU MPET-TO.nGHEU. a. [trumpet and

lenfue ) Having a tongue vociferous as a trura-

pet. Sbakejp.

To TRUNCATE, v. a [trmca, I itin ] To

maim; lo lop; to cot sooit.

TRUNCATION./ [fr;n truncate j The act

of lopping or maiming

TRUNCHEON./ [rr.asrpi, Fren,] 1, A short

staff i a club; a cudgel. Shakrjp. Hajraard.

1. A staff of command. $hake:p

ToTRUNCHiON. v. a. [:10m the ixwn]

To beat with a truncheon. <cake;'p.

TRUNCHEONER. / [ Tom tru.'.been ] Otc

armed with a truncheou. Sbakejp.
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To TRUNDLE, v. «. [rjvenW, a *#w/, Stx.]

To rowl; to bowl along Addison.

TRUNDI-E /. [tsienfcl, Stx.] Any round rol

ling thing.

TRTJ NOLK-TAIL. / Round nil Shah/p.

TRUNK./ f/'KusB/, Ut. trancy Fr.] .."The

body of a tree. BentUy. 2. The Sody without

the limbs of an animal. Shakes*. 3. The

mam body of any thing. R.ry 4 A cuest for

t loath s ; a small chest commonly lined with

paper. Dryien, 5 The proboscis of an ele

phant, or other animal. Afi//0«, Drydcn 6.

A long tube through which pellets of clay are

blown. Bacon.'

To TRUNK, v a. [trance, Lat ] To truncate,

to maim ; to lop. Spenjer.

TRU'NKED. a. [horn trunk.] Having a trunk.

Hoivel,

TRUNK-HOSE./ {trunk and h/e] Large

breeches formerly worn. Prior.

TRUNNIONS./, [trognent, Pr.] The knobs or

bunchings of a gun, that bear it on the cheeks

of a carnage. Ha.Uy.

TRUSION /. [truds, Lat.] The act of thrust

ing or pushing BentUy.

TRUSS./ [treuf% Fr.l 1. A bandafe by which

ruptures are irltraine.l from lapsing. fVifem.

«. Bundle; any thing thruft close together.

Spenser^ Addijon. 3. Troule -, breeches.

To TRUSS, v. a [trcujser, Fr J To pack up

close togc ther Spenjer.

TRUST./ [traust, Runick.] 1. Confidence;

reliance on another. Shakesp. 2. Charge re

ceived in confidence. Dryden. 3. Confident

opinion of any event. 4. Cred't given with

out examination Licke. 5. Credit without

payment Knits gh. 6. Something commii ted

to one's faith. Bacon, y. Deposit ; something

committed 10 charee, of wh'th an iccnunt

mu't be given. Swft. 8. Fidelity; supposed

Hinesly. Tibit. 9. State of him to whom iome-

thing is entrutttd. Clarendon, Dtnham.

To TRUST, v. a. [from the noun] 1. To

place conr.dence in ; to confide in. Ben. Johns

a. To believe j to credit Sbaiejp. 3. To ad

mit in confHence to ihe power over any thing.

T.iyter 4. To commit with confidence. Dryd.

5. To venture confidently. Milton. 6, To sell

upon cred t.

To TRUS T. v. m. 1. To be confident of some

thing future. 2 *]ohn 2. To hive confii-nce ;

t-j rely; ta depend without doubt. l',ntahx

Milton, 3. To be credulous; to be won to

confidence. Shake/p. 4. To expect VEstr.

TRUSTEE' j. (.from trust.) i.One entrusted

wiih any thing. Taylor, a. One to whom

something js commuted tor the use and behoof

of another. Drydei.

'] One ho trusts.TRUSTKR. s. [from tr*J

Shakesp.

TRU ST1NESS./ sfrom trusiy ] Honesty ; fi

delity; faithfulness t?r«7.

TRUSTLESS, a. (from trust] Unfaithful:

unconstiat \ not to be trusted. Spenser.

TKU'STY. d. [from trust. J i. Honclt ; faith- i To TLF V. v

i

sul ; true ; fit to be trusted Shalefp, AJdiscn.

1. Strone; stout ; such as will not fail. Spins.
Dryden ' J

TRUTH./ [tpeopSi, Sax] I. The contrary

tofalfhood; conormity ot notions to things.

Lccke 2. Con's rmily of words to thoughts.

Millm. 3. Purity from falsehood. Shakesp.

4. Fidelity! constancy. Sing. c. Honesty;

virtue. Shakesp. 6. it is used sometimes by

way of concession. Matthew, y. Exactness;

cnni'ormilv to rule. Mortimer. 8. Reality.

Hosier. 9. Of a Tkuth, or in Truth. la

reality. 2 Kin^s.

TRUTINA'TION7. [[trntina. Lit.] The act

of weighing; examination by the scale. Brova.

To TRY. f . a. [trier, Fr.] 1. To examine ; to

make experiment of. Shakesp. 1. To expe

rience! to assay 1 10 have knowledge or expe

rience of Drydcn. 3. To examine as a judge.

4- To biing before a judicial tribunal. 5.

To bring to a decision, with out emphatic.il.

Dryden, 6. To act on as a test. Shake/p. 7.

To bring as to 1 test. AJUfn. 8. To essay ;

to attempt. Mils*. 9. To purity ; to rctine.

Mils.

To TRY v ». To endeavour ; to attempt.

TUB s. [flit, tubhc, Dutch. J 1 A large open

vessel of wood. Alilton. X. A state of saliva

tion. Shaiejp.

TUBE./ [lubui, Latin] A pipe; a siphon ; a

long body. Risczmnvn.

TU'BERCLE / [inhere* '»«., Ltiio.] A small

swelling or excrescence on the b» uy ; a pimple.

Harvey.

TU'BEROSF../ A fl-wer Alortimf.

Til BEROUS a. {tubtreux. Fren. from tuber,

I. at.] Hiving prominent knotsor excrescence*.

tVo'dtvard.

TUBLLM< a. [sr-m tului, Latin.] Re'em-

blinj; a pipe or trunk ; cunlitling of a pipe j

long and hallow ; fiilular. Greta.

TU'BULK. / [tuhuUt, Lat.] A small pipe, cr

listulsrbodv. IVeUxuard.

TU BULATED. \ a. [frem tubulm. Lit ] Fil-

TUBULOUJ. i tular j longitudinally hol

low. Derham.

TUCK../ 1. A long narrow sword. Shak. Hud.

V A kind of net. Careen.

TUCK. v. n. [from truriet, Germ.] I. To

crulh together; to hinder from spreading.

j4JJijon, Prior, z. To inclose, by tucking

clothes round. L:cle.

To TUCK, v n. To contract. Sharp.

TUCKER / A s.rull piece of linen that shaJea

the breall of women. /.Jd'-jon.

TU'EL./ [tmyeam, Fr] The inu?. Skinner.

TUESDAY./, (rueffeas, Saxon; tuv, Saxon,

it Mirs.) 1 he thiul day ci the week

TU'FTAFFin Y / [from tujted and taffetj )

A villous kind of silk. Done

TUFT./ [tjffe, Fr ] 1. A number osthrenii

or ribbands, flowery leaves, or »oy snail bo

dies joined together. Muc, Drydcn. l. A

clu'.lrr ; a plump. Sidny, Milton.

To ad lira with » tuft Thir-r.

TUFTLU.
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TUFTED, a. rsrom tmft] Growin; In tufts or

clusters. Milton, Pite.

TU'FTY- a. [from tufted ] Adorned with toTts.

To Tl'G. v. a. [teojan, Sax.] i. To pul with

strength lontr c ntinusd in the utmost: exertion.

Chapman, Roscommou. 2. To pull i topluck.

Mititibrat.

To TliG v. n. i. To pull; to draw. Sandyt.

Boyle. X. To labour; to contend j to strug

gle. Shakrfp. Hsu>% Crafhanu.

TUG. f. [from the verb] Pull performed with

the utmost effort. Dryden.

TUGGER/ [from tug. j One that tugs or pulls

htrd.

TUITION./ [/writ, from tneor, Lit.] Guar

dianship; superintendent care Sidney, Locke

TULIP [ [tu.'ipe, Ft. tultpa, Lat.] A fl.iwer.

Haimill.

TUUPTREE./ A tree.

To TUMBLE ii. n. [timber, Fren. tsmmelen,

Dutch ; Hmhlare, Ital.J I. To fall ; to tom<-

fuddenly l« the ground. Shake p 1. To fall

in great quantities tumuttuousty. Prior. 3. To

roll about. Sidney. 4. To p!iy tricks by vati

ous 'ibrations ot the body. Rjve,

To TUMBLE, v. a 1. To turn ov«*r to throw

about by wiy of examination. Ctller 1. To

throw by chance or violence. Ltcke. 3. To

throw down. Dryden.

TUMBLE / [from the verb ] A fall. UEftr.

TUMBLER./ [irom tumble.} One who shews

postures or scats ot* activity. hVilkim.

TUMBREL / [t.mbtreo*, Fr.] A dung-cart

Csnrreve.

TUMtFA C riON / [tumefacli»,\.iua ] Swel

ling A' bufhmt

T0TUV..FY. v. a. [tum'facit, Latin.] To

sw'll ; to make lo swell. Sharp.

Tli MID. if. tmmidui. Lat.] 1 Swelling: puff

ed up ?. Protubetanl ;• rV.sed a- ove the le

vel. Miltm 3. Pompous; boastful ; puffy

falleiy lublime Beyle.

TU MOL'R /Wtumor, Lat] A mnrb.d fwel

ling Wijcman. 1. AHVcted pomp; ta!fc

rmgnihcence ) puffy grandeur. VEjli ange.

TUMOROUS. a [from tmtnomr } 1. Swelling :

protuberant. ll'attsn a EaMuous ; vainly

pompous ; false' y magnificent. IVottcn.

To 1 L'MP, >nw g gaidcuers, to seme trees a-

bout with earth.

To TUMLLATE. v. ». [tumu.'o, Lat] To

swell Esy/e.

Tl'MULOSE.a. [tumnbsut, Lat.] Full of hills

Hat ley.

TV MULT / {lumulte, Fr. tumultm, Lat] 1

A promiscuous commotion in a trultitudi-

t:l>c 2. A multitude put into wild cornmo

lion 3. A stir; an irregular violence i a

vs i'd commotion Milton, Adiltsen.

TL'MU'LTUaKiLY. adv. [!rm tumultuary.]

lu a tumultuaiy manner.

TIMULTUAP.lNIiSS.y. [from tumultuary. ',

Tu-bulence; inclination or disposition 10 tu

mults or com - otiona. K. ('hat let.
TUMUvLTUARY.«.['««i*/''«BriV,Fr. fiom It-

>»«//.] 1 . Disorderly ; promiscuous ; coofascl

Bacon, Glanville. ». Restless-, pat into ir-

rezular comma ion. Atfrbury.

To TUMU'LTUATE. v «. [tumaltmtr. Lat]

To rruk? a utmult.

TUMULTUATION. f. [from tumuUmate,] Ir

regular and confused agitation. B-y/e.

TUMlTLTUOUi. a. [irom tumult ; r.aa.lr.

c*x, Fr ] 1 . Put into violent commotim ; it-

reguUily and confusedly agitated Aiilt.Adii,

». Violently ca-ried on by disrderly muki-

tud't. Spenser 3. Turbulent ; vi- lent. Sbaitff-

Kn-llet. 4. Full of tumults. Sidney

TUMU'LTUOUSLY adv l"trom r»«f*/r«ail

fly act of ihe multitude; with conuG n aa.

violence. Bacon.

TUN / scunne, Sax. tonne, Dutch ] t. A larrr

calk Milton. 1. Two pipes ; the measure c

tour hogsheads. 3. Any larpe quantity pr>

verbially Sbat'sp. 4. A drunkard. In bur

lesque. Dryden. 5. The weight of two lh:»-

land pounds. 6 A cabick spice in a fiir,

supposed to contain a tuo_

To I'UN v a. [from the n«un ] To put isu

casks i to barrel Been.

TUN'ABLE. a. [from tune"] Hirrnoatona; taa-

Ccal Shakesp M,lt>*% HiUer.

TU'NABLENF.SS / [from /«««*/<] Harmoaj ;

melodiousness.

TU'NABLY adv [from tunable] Hirmooi-

oudy ; melodiously.

TUNE, s [/«.», Dutch.] 1 Tune is a diverfitj

of notes pu' together Licit, M Itom, DryJem.

a. Suur.d i note, ilbakesp 3. Harmony ; or

der ; concert, of parts K Char lei 4 State of

giving the due founds: as the stdA* n i»

tune. 5. Proper llae 'or use or applications

right difixjsition ; fit temper ; proper humour.

Ltche 6 State of any thing with refpeilro

order. Shake/p.

To TUNE, v a [from the noun.] 1. To pot

into such a state, as that '.he proper (bunds may

be produced Drydtu. a. To sing harmotu-

ously. Miltin, hpe.

To TUNE. v. n. 1 . To form one found to ano

ther Droj/jir, f.tilt:n. a. To utter with tie

voice inaitkulatr harmony.

TU'NEFUL a. f /«.» and/a//] Musical; h«r-

m-nious. Afn't?*, Dryden.

TUNELESS, a. [from tune] Uuharmaaion? ;

unmulicAl. spense^, Co^vfey.

TUW'ER./ strom lu-e] One who tunes SA«».

TU'NICK./'[;«.i«'.f, Fr. t..,ca, Lat J 1. P.n

of the Ronan dress Arhatbnot. i Covering;

integu:nent; tunicle. Harvey, Derbam.

TUNICLE. / [from tumid ] Cover; imejo-

ment. Ray, Bemt'ey

TU'NNAGE /. !from/«»] 1. Content of a

u-iTel raeisured by the tun. Afbuthnot. X.

Tix hid on a tuu ; as to levy tunnagi aod

rotin.la^c.

TUNNEL./ 1. The shaft of a chimney; the

passage lor the fmoak. S^en'er, Wtttou. I. A

tuancl , a '.■ e by wl'.ich l'C^oor is poured ioto

reft.!-
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vessels. Bacon. 3. A net wide at the mouth,

»nd ending in a point.

To TU'NNSL. ti. a. prom the noun] 1. To

form like a tunnel. Derbam. 2. To catch in

a net.

TU'NNEY. / [tonnen, Ital. tbynnut, Lat] A

sea-fish. Carevy.

TUP./ A ram. This word is yet used in Staf

fordshire.

To TUP. v. n. To but like a ram.

TU'RBAN. ff. [A Turkish word.] The cover

TU'RBANT. 5. worn b. the Turks on their

TU'RBAND. J heads. Bacon, Hoviel, DryJen

TU'RBANED. a. [from turban.] Wearing a

turban. Sbakefp.

TURBARY J [turbana, low Lat ] The right

of digging turf.

TU'RBID. a. [turbtdui, Lat.] Thick; muddy ;

not clear. Bacon, Pbilifs

TU'RBIDNESS. / [from turbid.] Muddiness ;

thickness.

TURBINaTED. a. [turbmatu,. Lat] 1

Twisted; spiral. Bentley. 2. Among bota

nists plants are called tutbinated, as some

parts of them resemble, or are os a conical

figure. Di8.

TURBINATION. / [horn turbiuated] The

art of spinning like a top.

TU'RBH H. J. [turpetbur, Lat] Yellow pre

cipitate. Wiseman.

TURBOT j. \turbot, French and Dutch ] A

delicate fish. Peacbam, Dryden.

TURBULENCE. 7/ \ turbulence, Fr. tur-

TDRBULENCY $ bmltmlia, Lai] 1. Tu

mult ; contusion. Milton, Dryden »

Tumuhuousuesi, ; liab'.encl's to confuficn

Swift

TURBULENT, a. [turbulrniui, Lat.] 1

Raising agitation *, producing commotion

Jrfi/ton 1 Exposed to commotion ; liable

to agitation. Milton. 3. Tumultuous; vio

lent. Dryden, Benl'ey

TU RBULENTLY. adv. [from turbulent.] Tu-

multuoufly ; violently.

TU'RCISM. / [tnmjmur, low Lat.] Thereli-

gion ofihe Turks. Dr. Maine, Atterbnry.

TURCOIS. /. [turctii, Dutch.] A precious

Hone.

TURD. / [ropfe, Sax.] Excrement.

TURF. J. |tyrtr, Sax. turf, Dutch.] A

clod covered with grafs; a part of the sur

face of the ground. Sbakefp. Bacon, Milter,

Dryden, Pope.

To 1 UKF. v. a. [from the noun.] To cover

with turfs. Mortimer.

TURFiNESS. / Ifrtm turf.] The state of

abounding with turfs.

TURFY, a. (from turf.] Full of turfs.

TU'RCKNT. a. [turgent, Lat.] Swelling;

protuberant ; tumid. Tbomjon.

TUKCESCENCE. ? /. [turgescence. Las]

TU RGESCENCY. J The act ot swelling ,

the state of being s.vollen. Brown.

TURC1D. a. [turgidui. Lat.] 1. Swelling;

bloated) filling more room than before. Beyle.

PhiUpt. 2. Pompous j tumid; sasluouij

vainly magnificent. fVattt.

TURGI'DITY. s. [f,om turgid] State of be

ing swollen. Arbutbnot.

TU'RKEY. / [rallma luricca, Lat.] A large

domestick fowl brought from Turkey. Bacon,

Gay.

TUR KOIS. /. [turquoise, French ; from tur

key.] A blue stone numbered among the

meaner precious stones, now dilcovered to be

a bone impregnated with cupreous particles.

Woodward.

TU'RKSCAP. /. Anhe.b. Ainfwortb.

TURM. / [turmæ, Lat ] A trosp, Milton.

TURMERICK. / [lurmerica. Lat.] An Indian

root which makes a yellow die.

TU RMOIL / Trouble ; disturbance ; harassing

uneasiness. Spenser, Dan.

To TURMOIL, v a [from the noun.] 1.

To hiral's with commotion. Spenser, Dryden.

a To weary j to keep in unquietness.

Milton.

To TURN', v. a. [rupnao, Sax. tenrner, Fr.

Irom ti-n:, Lat] 1. To put into a circular

or vertiginous motion. Sbakefp. Milton. 1.

To put the upperside downwards. Addifm. 3.

'1 o change with respect to position. Milton.

4. To change the state of the bal lance.

Sbakejp. 5. To bring t'.ie inside out. Sbakefp.

Milton. 6. To chaoge as to the posture of

the body. Milton, Pope. 7. To form on a

lathe by moving round. 8. To form j to

shape. Taller. 9. To transform, to meta

morphose ; to transmute. Tnyler. 10. To.

make of another colour, Fhyer. 11. To

change ; to alter Sbakefp. 12. 'so make a re

verse of fortune. Dryden. 13 To translate.

Pope. 14 To change to another opinion, or

party, worse or better ; to convert ; to per

vert. 15. To change with regard to inclina

tion or temper. Pfaimi. 16. To alter from

one effect or purpose to another. Hooker.

Taylor, Tillotfon. 17. To betake. Temple.

18. To transfer. 1 Cbren. 19. To fall upon.

Bacon. 20. To make to nauseate. Pope. 21.

To make giddy. Pipe. 22. To infatuate; to

make mad. Dryden. 13. To direct to, or

from any point. Milton. Locke. 24. To direct

to a certain purpose or propension. Addifon,

Prior, Pope. 15. To double in. Swift. 26.

To revolve; to agitate In the mind, kfatti.

27. To drive from a pe-pendicular edge ; to

blunt. Afcbam. IS. To driva by violence s

to expel. Knoilei. 29 To apply. Milton,

Temple. 30. To reverse j to repeal. Dtuter.

31. To keep passing in a course of exchange

or trafhek. Terns It, CoLier. 32 To adapt the

mind. Addifon 33. To put towards another.

Exodus. 34. To retort; to throw back.

Atterbnry. 3;. ToTurs aruay. To dismiss

from service; to dikatd. Sidney, Arbuth.

36. To Turk back. To return to the hand

from which 11 wat received. Sbak'fp. 37. To

Tu a s off.To dismiss contemptuously Sbakejp.

38. To give over ; to religa. Dec. of Piety.

5 K 39- '*'•
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39. To deflect. Addiscn. 40. T» Tuitw ever.

To transfer. SiJury. 41. To Turn ti. To

have recourse to a book. Grew, Locke. 41.

7» if TutsiD 0/. To advance to an age

beyond Atldison. 43. KU Turn «ffr. To

refer. Knollei, Dryden. 44 To examine one

leaf ot a book after another. Swift. 45. To

throw off the ladder. Butler.

To TURN. -v. b. 1. To move round; to

have a circular or vertiginous motion. Ben

fohujcn. 1. To (how regard or anger, by di-

rect-r£ the look towards any thing. Bacon,

Lake. 3. To move the body round. Milton,

VryJcn. 4. To move from its place. Wiseman.

5. T.) change posture. Chryne. 6. To have a

tendency or direction. Addijon. 7. To move

tt.e face to another quatter. DryJen. 8 To

depnt from the way ; to deviate. Dryden.

9. To al'er; to te changed; to be trans

formed AUltcn, Taylor. • 0. To become by

a change. Bacn, Uoyle. II. To change

side-. VryJen, Swijt. it- To cliaoge the

mTin, conduit, ©r determination Prcveibj.

Mutant 13. To change to acid. Shakeff..

Baton. 14. To be brought eventually. Locke,

AJJ:fon. 15. lo depend on, as the chiel

p^ini. Sviijt, Pipe. 16. To grow giddy

Shjki's. -7 To have an unexpected conle

Cjuence or tendency. Wake. 18. To TuRfs

away. To deviate irorrt a proper course. Pro

wrbi, Bjcoit. 19. To return; to recoil

Milieu, ao To be directed to or from any

point. Mi'tn. 11. T» Tots r/. To diven

Or.c-'s course. Norrtj.

TURN./ [from '.he verb.] 1. The act ol

turning; gyration, a. Meander; winding

way. Dryden, AdJifeu. 3. A walk 10 and

fro. Sbaiejp. 4. Change; vicissitude; altera

tion. Hceher. c. Manner of proceeding;

change from the original intention or firll

appearance. S<w-jt. 6. Chance ; hap Col. 7

Occasion; incidental opportunity. K1Estrange

8. Time at which any thing is to be had or

done. Bacon, Denbam. 9. Actions of kind

ness or malice. Fairfax, South. 10 Reigning

inclination. Swift. 1 1. A step of the ladder

at the gallows Butler. 11. Convenience

Sfcnjer, Clarendon. 13. The form ; the call

(hape; manner. Dryden, AJdiJcn, Watts

14. The manner ot adjusting the words 0

a sentence Addifin, Arbuthnet. 15. By

Turns. One a'ter another. Dryden, frier.

TURNBENCH./ I tut n and bench J A teim

of turners. Moxon.

TU RNCOAT./ [turn and cent.] One who for

fakes his party or principles , a renegade Shak

TUilNl'.R / [from turn.) One whose trade is

to turn in a lathe. Dryd. Mcxen,

TU'RMNG. / [from r«r».jFltxure; wind

ing ; meander. Milton.

TURNiNCNfcSS. / [from turning.] Qualit;

ot turning; tergiversation ; lubtenuge. Sidney

TU'RNIl'. J. A white elculent root. Miller.

TURNl'I K.I'.. / [turn and fiie, or pique.',

1. A cress of two bars armed with pikes a

itt, end, and turning on a pin, fixed to hn

der horses from entering, i. Any cite 07

which the way is obstructed. Atbutkout.

TURNSICK. a. [/«r. and/,*.] Vertiginou. t

giddy. Bacon.

TUÆSO'U f V"U""P'"m' Utl A P'«nt-

TU'RNSPIT./ [turn nad spit.] He that an

ciently turned a spit, instead of which jacki

are now generally used. Swift.

TURNSTILE./ [turn and stole.] A turnpike.

butler.

TURPENTINE./ 'turpentina, Italian: u-

rebmthtna, Lat.] The gum exuded by the

pine, the juniper, and other treea of that

kind. Eccluf. Peacham.

TURQUOISE./ SeeTu«»oi6. Sbakefp.

TU'RPI rilDE. / [turpitude, Lat.] Essential

de.ormity of words, thoughts or actions j in

herent vilenefs; badness. Shake,p. South.

TURRET. / [turrh, Lat] A small emi

nence raised above the rest of the building ;

a little tower. Fairfax, Pope.

TURRETED. a. [from turret] Formed like

tower; rising like a tower. Bacon.

TURTLE. 7/ cupde, Saxon } ter-

TURTLEDOVE.; tsrella, Italian, turlur,

Lat] 1. A speciea pf dove. Sbakefp. Gen.

Wijeman. a. It is used among sailers and

gluttons fora tortoise.

TUSH.ni-sr;. Anexpreriionofconteinpt.i7"a/a«r,

Ccmden.

TISK s.[*jut, Saxon-, listen, old Frisick.)

The li ng tooth ot a pugnacious animal 1

the lang ; the holding tooth. Bacn, Dryden,

Smith.

TUSKED \ a. [frem tust.] Furnished with

TU'SKEY. $ tusks. Dryden, Grrm.

I USSUCK. / (diminutive of /««;«!.] A tuft of

grals cr twiggs Grew.

TUT. interj. A particle noting contempt.

Shake/p.

TU'TANAC./ The Chinese name for spelter.

Woodward.

TUTELAGE / [tutelle, tutelage, sr. tuteln.

Lat] Guardianship ; state of being under a

guardian. Diummoud.

TUTELAR. 7 a. [luttla. Lat] Having the

TU'TELARY. i charge or guardianship of

any person or thing 1 protecting; defensive;

guardian. Tern. Dryd.

TUTOR. J. [tutor, Lat; tuteur, Fr] One

who has the care of another's learning axtd

morals. Skalefp. Butler.

To TUTOR, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To

instruct j to teach ; to document. Shalt;*.

Hale. a. To treat with superiority or seventy.

AJdifin.

TUTORAGE./ (from tutir.] The autho

rity 01 lolemuity of a tutor. Government if

the 7 engur.

TUTORESS / [from tutor.] Directiesa; in-

stiuc"! rdst governcls.

rU'TTY. / [tutia, lew Latin; tutlin, Fr.]

A futlimatc of zinc or cilaœiue collected ib

the lurnacc, Ainlwtrih.

TLT-
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TUTSAN, or parhleavit. s. A plant.

TUZ. / A lock or tuft of hair. Drydin.

TWAIN, a. [tpejen, batpa, both twain, Sax.]

Two. Shaiesp. Dryien.

To TWANG, v. m. [A word formed from the

found J To found with a quick sharp noise.

Sbatesp. Philips, Pope

To TWANG, v. a. To mike to sound (harply.

Shaiesp.

TWANG. / [from the verb. ] I. A (harp

quick sound. Butler, Pipe. 1. An affected

modulation of the voice. South, Arbuthnot.

TWANG, imterj. A word making a quick acti

on, accompanied with a (harp found. Prior.

TWANGL1NG. «. [from twang. ] Con

temptibly noisy. Shaiesp

To TWANK. v. n. To make to sound. Addison.

'TWAS. Contracted from it wat. Drydeu.

To TWA'TTLE. v. u. [schwatzen, Ger.] To

prate ; to gabble ; to chatter. LT.stracge.

TWAY. For Twain. Spenser.

TWAYABLADE./ [Ophrit, Latin.] A paly-

petalous flower. Miller.

To TWEAG.7 v. a. To pinch; to squeeze

To TWEAK. J betwixt the fingers. Butler.

TWEAGUE.7 / Perplexity; ludicrous di

TWEAK. J stress. Arbuthuot.

To TWEEDLE. v. a. To handle lightly.

AAdison,

TWEE'ZERS. / [etuy, Fr.] Nippers, or small

pincers, to pluck off hairs. Pope.

TWELFTH, a [rpelrxa, Saxon] Second

after the tenth j the ordinal of twelve

I Kings.

TWfl.FTHTIDE./. The twelfth day after

Christmas. Tusser.

TWELVE, a. |tpelp, Saxon,] Two and ten

Shaiesp DryJeu.

TWELVEMONTH. / A Y'»r, as consisting

of twelvemonths. Holder, Evelyn.

TWE'LVEPENCE. / [twelve and sett ] A

shilling.

TWELVEPENNY a. [twelve and ptunj.]

Sold for a shilling. Drydeit.

TWE'LVESCORE. / [ twelve and score. ]

Twelve times twenty. Dryden.

TWENTIETH, a. [ tr-enr.e05.S1, Saxcn. ;

Twice tenth. Bet. Job*J,u

TWE'NTY. a. [tpentj, Saxon] 1 Twice

ten. Swift. 2. A proverbial or indefinite

number. Bacon.

TWI BIL. \twy for two and hill] A halbert.

Ai'fworth.

TWICE, adv. frp;5fX, Six. twees, Dutch j

1. Two times Spenser. 2. Doubly. Dryder

3. It is often used in composition. Shaiesp

Creech.

ToTWIDLF.. v. a. To touch lightly. ff'isem.

TWIG /. |rpij, tpjja, Sax. twyg, Dutch]

A small shoot ot 1 branch ; a switch tough

and Ion*. Raleigh, Sandji.

TWl'GGLN. a. [irora twig.] Made of twigs.

Sh"'efp. Grew,

TV. I'OUV.a. [from fci'j.] Full oftwigv

'1 W 1'LIGHT. / [twcelicht, Dutch > tpeo-

neleoht, Sax] The dubious or faint light be

fore sunrise, and aster sunset 1 obscure light ;

uncertain view. Donne, Cleareland

TWILIGHT, a. 1 . Not clearly or brighly il

luminated ; obscure ; deeply (haded. Miilou,

Pope. 1. Seen by twilight Miittn.

TWIN./ srpinn, Sax. twtelingen, ITutch.] I.

One of several children born at a birth.

Cteaveland, Oiway. 2. Gemini, the sign of

the zodiack. Creech.

To TWIN. v. n. ffrm the noun.] I. To

be born at the same birth. Shaiesp. 1. To

bring two at one Tujser. 3. To be paired ;

to be suited Shaiesp. Sand

TWINBO'RN. a. I twin tad horn.] Born at the

same birth Shaiesp.

To TWINE, v a. [tpinan, Saxon ; twynan,

Dutch] 1. To twist or complicate so as to

unite, or form «me body or substance cut of

two or more. Exodus. 1. To unite itself.

Crajh.iw.

To TWINE, v u. 1. To convolve itself; to

wrap itself closely about. Post r. To unite

by interposi.ion of parts. Shaiesp. 3. Towind;

to make flexures. Swift.

TWINE./ (from the verb] 1. A twisted

thread. Spenser, Drydeu. 2. Twist; convo

lution. Milt. 3. I'.mbrace ; act of convolving

itself round. Philips.

To TWINGE, v. a. [twingcn,C,crmin.] I.

To torment with sudden and short pain.

L'Fjlrangc. 1. To pinch j to tweak.

Hudibras.

TWINGE /. [from the vetb] I. Short, sud

den, sharp pain Drydin. 2. A tweak; at

pinch. L'Ef:ran«e.

TWINK./ [See TWINKLE] The motionof

an eye ; a m"ment. Shaiesp.

ToTWI'NKLE. v. n. [cpinclian. Sax.] I.

To sparkle i to rla(h irrt-gularly ; to quiver.

Shaiesp. Fairfax, Boyle, Newton. 2. To open

and shut the eye by turns. VEfirange. 3. To

play irregularly. Donne.

rWi'NKI.E. 7 / [from the veib ] 1.

TWI NKLING J A sparkling, intermitting

light ; a motion of the eye. Sptnstr, Drydeu.

2. A short space, such a-, is tal.-n up by a mo

tion of the eye. Spenjer, Dryden.

TWI'NLING. /. [diminutive of twin] A twin

lamb : a Iamb of two broueht at a birth.

Tusser.

TW1NNF.K. / [from twin.] A breeder of

twins. Tujser.

To TWIRL, v. a. [from whirl] To turn

round { to move by a quick rotation. Bacon.

TWIRL. / [fr m the verb] 1. Rotation;

circular motion. ». Twist ; convolution.

rVoodicard.

ToTWloT. v. a. [jerpipri, Saxon; twislen,

Du'ch' J 1. To form by complication ; to

form by convolution ShAesp. Taylor, Prior,

Litllet. 2. To con"-rf, to writhe. I'cpe. 3.

To wreath; to wind; to encircle by something

round about. Burnet. 4 To form ; to

weave. Sha.'tsp. 5. To unite ty rntniexure

5 & 1 mi
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•f part? Waller. 6. To unite ; to insinuate.

Decay of Pitty.

To TWIST, v. n. To be contorted j to De

convolved Arlulhnct, Pipe.

TWIST /. [from the verb] i. Any thing

made by convolution, or winding two bodies

together Addiscn. a. A single string of a

cord. ."loxon. 3. A cord ; a string Herbert,

Drydc- . 4. Contortion; writhe Addijcn.

5 The manner of twisting, Arbuthnot.

TWIoTKR / [from twist.] Oae who twists ;

a ropemaker.

To TV. IT. -,■. a. [et>p;tan. Sax.] To sneer;

to Rout j t" reproach Spenser, Ttllotsen.

To TWITCH, v. a. [ttpccian. Six ] To vcl

licate : to pluck with a quick motion; to

snitch. Drydtn, Pope.

TWITCH./: [from the verb.] 1. A quick

pull ; a sudden veliication. Hndibrar. 2. A

painful contraction of the fibres. Blacktnore.

Prior.

TWI'TCKGRASS. s. A plant. Mortimer.

ToTWI'TTER. v. n. 1. To make a sharp

tremulous intermitted noise. Dryden. 1. To

be suddenly moved with any inclination

L'Estrattgc.

TWITTER./ Any motion or disorder of pas

sion Hudibraj.

TWITTLETWATTLE. / Tattle; gabble

Li'[strange.

'T W1X T. A contraaion of betvtixt. Miltn.

TWO. a. [swat, Cothick ; tpu, Sax.] One

end one. Shakesp.

TWO'fcDGED. a. [two and edge.] Having an

edge on cither side Pipe.

TWOFOLD a. { t-wo and fiU. ] Double.

Hsoker, Prior.

TWOFOLD, adv. Doubly. Matth.

TWOHAN'DED. a. [two and hand] Large;

bulky ; enormous ot magnitude. Dryden.

TWOPENCE. / A small coin. Shakesp.

To TVE. v. a. To bind. See Tie.

TYE. / See Tie. A knot; * bond or obli

gation.

TYGER. s. SeeTicta.

TYKE, s A dog, or one as contemptible and

vi le as a doc. Shakesp.

TYMBAL. J. [tjmbal, Fr.] A kind of kettle

drum. Prior.

TYMPANI'TE.S. / [to^ov.'tbc] That parti

cnlar fort of dropsy that swells the belly up

like a drum, and is often cured by tapping.

TYMPANUM. /. A drum; a part of ihr

ear.

TY'MPANY. / [from tympanum, Lat] A

kind of obstructed flatulence that swell? the

body like a drum. Hamiiind, Suckling, Rsf-

effmmim.

1 V NY. a. Small. Shakesp.

TYPE /. [type, Fren. typtil, Lit. -r.V5>- ]

1. Emblem; mark or something. Shaiesp.

Prior. _ 1. That by which somethirg ra-

ture is prefigured. Mtlttn, TitU:ftn j.

A stamp; a mark. Shakesp. 4. A primiar.

letter.

TYPICK. 7 [tyfiant, Fr tyficui. Ut.]

TYPICAL. j fcmb'ematical ; figurative of

[ ■ something else. Atierhury.

TV PICALLY. adv. [from typical] In a typ-

J ral manner. No'rit.

TY PICALNESS f. [from typical.] The Ri*

of being typical.

ToTY'PIFY. v a [from type] To figure,

to sliow in emblem. Hanm'.nd

TYPOGRAPHER./ [ Tib©- and >~i}*. ]

A printer.

TYPOGRAPHICAL, a. [from typography)

1. Emblematical; figurative. a. BeSccglsj

to the printer's art.

TYPOCRA'PHICALLY adv. [from tyfsgr*.

phicaL] 1. Emblematically; figuratively.

1 Alter the manner of printers

TYPOGRAPHY, s. [typographic, French;

typographic, Latin.] 1. Emblematical, b-

gurative, or hieroglyphical representation.

Rr.Tvn. 1. The art of printing.

TY'RANNESS./ [from tyrant. j A she tyrant.

Sfenscr.

TYRANNICAL.? a. [rv!an.ni;] Suiting a

TYRA'NNICK. J tyrant; acting like a

tyrant j cruel ; despotick ; imperious. Shakesp,

Fojccmmon, Taylor, Denham.

TYRA'NNICALLY. adv. [from tyrannical]

In manner of a tyrant.

TYRA'NNICIDE. s. [tyrannm, and «i,Lat.]

The act of killing a tyrant.

To TY'RANNISE. v. n. [tyraniscr, Fr. from

tyrant J To play the tvrint ; to act with ri

gour and imperioufness Hooker, Leckc.

TYRANNOUS, a. {from tyrant.] Tyran

nical ; despotick ; arbitrary ; levere. Sidney,

Temple.

TYRANNY. / [/yrj»»if, Lat. ngmi.-.] 1.

Absolute monarchy imperiously arjmini tired.

Milton. • 1. Unretitted and cruel power.

Sbazrsp. 3. Cruel government ; ripx>ro*u

command. Shakesp. Bacon. 4 Severity ; ri

gour ; inclemency. Shak.sp.

TYRANT. /. [ru;»»t>. ; tyrannm, Latin]

I. An absolute monarch governing impe

riously, l. A cruel despotick and severe

master Sultry, Smth.

TYRE./ [Properly tire.] See Ti at ILlcvil.'.

TYRO./ [Prunerly s/r; ] One yet not master

of his art , one in h.s rudiments Ga* th.

V.
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VHas two powers, expressed in modern

} English by two characters, lr~ consonant

and U vowel, U, the vowel, has two founds -,

one clear, expressed at other times by fa, as

ebtuje ; the other close, and approaching to

the Italian n, or English oo, as sbtund f, the

consonant, has a found in English, uniform

It is never mute.

VACANCY / [from -vacant.) i. Empty

sj ace ; vacuity. Sboktsp. 2. Chasm ; space

unfilled IVatts. 3. State of a post or em

ployment when it is unsupplied. Ayliffe. 4.

Relaxation ; intermission ; time unengaged

fVatts. 5. Liitltstness ; emptiness of thought,

Wotun.

VACA'NT. a. [vacant, Fr. vacant, Lat] 1 .

Empty) unfilled; void. Boyle, t. Free;

unencumbered ; uncrowded. Mirt. 3. Not

filled by an incumbent, or possessor. Swift

4. Being at leisure ; disengaged. Clarendon

5. Thoughtless ; empty of thought ; not busy

Iftttn.

To VA'CATE. v. a. [vaco. Lat.] 1. To

annul; to make void > to make os no autho

rity. 1. To make vacant) to quit possession

of. 3. To defeat ; to put an end to. Vryden.

VACATION, f.[yacalio. Lat.] i. Intermis

sion os juridical proceedings, or any other stat

ed employments ; recess of courts or feuates

Ctwil. 2. Leisure; freedom from trouble or

perplexity. Hammond.

VA'CCARY./ [vacca, Lat] A cowhouse.

VACl'LLANCY. / [vaciltant, Lat.] A stare

of wavering ; fluctuation ; inconstancy.

More.

VACI LLATION. / [vacillatio. Lat.] The act

or state of reeling or staggering. Dtrham.

VA'CUIST. / (!iom wiiin.] A philolbphei

that hold* a i-acuum. Boyle.

VACUATION./ [vacum, Lat] The act o

emptying. Dig.

VACO ITY. /. [from vacant, Lat.] I. Emp

tiness; state of being unfilled. 1. Space un

filled; space unoccupied. Hammond, Mtiton,

Bcntltj, Rogcri. 3. Inanity; want of reality

Gla nit He.

VACUOUS, a. [taennt, Lat. vacuc, Fr.]

Emp'y; unfilled Milton.

VACUl'M. / [[.at in.] Space unoccupied by

metier. IVatlt.

To VADE. f. ». To vanish ; to pass away.

VAOABOND. a. [varabmd, Fr.] 1. Win

tiering without any fettled habitation; want

ing a home. 2. Wandering; vagrant.

Sbaiefp.

VAGABOND. /. [from the adjective.] 1. A

variant; a wanderer, commonly in a fense ot

r-.pioach. Raleigh, AJdtjon. 2. One that

w Anders illegally, without a :ettled habitation.

rt'alll.

VAGARY. /. [from vagnt, Lit.] A wiM

freak ; a capricious frolick. Milton, Locke.

VACIKOPENMOUS. /. (vagina and pinna.

Lat. ) Sheath-winged ; having the wings co

vered with hard cafes.

VAGO'US. a. [vagitt, Latin; vague, Fr.]

Wandering; unsettled. Ayiifse.

VA Gl< ANCY. / [fron vagrant.) A state of

wandering ; unsettled condition.

VA GRAN T. a. Wandering i unsettled ; va

gabond. Prior.

VAGRANT./ Vagabond; a man unsettled in

habitation. Prior, Atttrbnry.

VAGUE, a. [vagne, Fr. vagvt, Lat.] 1.

Wandering ; vagrant ; vagabond. Hayiuard.

2. Unfixed ; unsettled ; undetermined.

Lode.

VAIL f. [voile, Fr.] A curtain; a cover

thrown over any thing to be concealed. kVif-

dom. 2. A part of female dress, by which the

face Is concealed. 3. Money given to servants.

See Vali.

To VAIL. v. a. To cover.

To VAIL. v. a. [avaller, Fr ] To let

fall; to suffer to descend. Carevi. Fairfax.

2. To let fall in token of respect Kno let. 3.

To fall ; to let sink in (eat, or for any other

interest. Sbakejp.

To VAIL. *. n. To yield j to give place.

Smth.

VAIN. a. {vain, Fr. vaunt, Lat] 1. Fruit

less ; ineffectual. Drjd. 2. Empty ; unreal ;

shadowy Dryd. 3. Meanly proud ; proud

os petty things Dryd. Swift, Pope. '4.

Showy; ostentatious. .Pope. 5. Idle; worth

less ; unimportant. Denbam. 6. False ; not

true. 7. In Vain, [en vain, Fr. invano,

leal.] To no purpose; to no end; ineffectually.

Milton, Locke, Addifon, West.

VAINGLORIOUS, a. [vanut and ghriofnt,

Latin ; vanaglortifo, Italian.] Boasting with

out performances; pride in disproportion to

desert. Milton.

VAINGLORY./, [vanacloria, Latin.] Pride

ab.ve merit; empty pride, Taylor.

VAINLY, adv. [from van.] 1. Without ef

fect; to no purpose; in vain. DryJen. 2.

Proudly; arrogantly. Delany. 3. Idly; foolish

ly. Grew.

VAINNESS./ [from vain.] The state of be-

fcig vain. Sbakefp.

VA1VODE./ [waivrod, a governor, Sclava-

nian.] A prince of the Dacian provinces,

VA LANCE. J. [from Valencia. Skinner.] The

fringes or drapery hanging round the teller anJ

stead of a bed. inuift.

To VAL'ANCE. v. a. To decorate with dra

pery. Sbahefp,

VAJ.E. / [««.', Fr] A low ground; a

valley. Spenser, Dryden. 2. [F««n avail,

fiotk ;
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profit ; or vale, farewcl. Money given to

servants. DryJen.

VALEDICTION. / [valediu, Lit] A fare-

Wei. Denue.

VALEDICTORY, a. [from valedici, Lit.]

Bidding sarewel.

VA'LEN i'lKE. s A sweetheart chosen on Va

lentine s day. IVctun.

VALERIAN. /. [vaUrtana, Lat. valiria*,

Fr.] A plant

VALET, s. [French] A waiting servant.

Addisn.

VALETUDINARIAN. ? a. [valeludinaire,

VALETUDINARY. J Fr. w/(/iA, Lat.

Weakly ; sickly; infirm of health. Brevi*.

Derham.

VA'LIANCE. s.vaiUance, Fr.] Valours per

sonal puissance j bravery. Spenser.

VALIANT, a. [vaillant. French.] Stout;

persona' I y puissant; brave. I Sam.

VA LIAKTLY. adv. |from valiamt.] Stoutly ;

with personal strength. Knollet.

VA'LIANTNESS. /. [from ea/i'<»«r.] Valour;

personal bravery; puissance. Knollet.

VALID, a. [valide, Fr. validul, Latin] I.

Strong; powerful ; efficacious; prevalent.

Milln. 1. Having force j weighty ; con-

clulive Stephens.

VALIDITY, f. [validite', Fr. from valid]

I. Force to convicce; certainty. Pope. 1.

Value. Shaic/p.

VALLANCY."/ A Urge wig that shades the

face. Dryden.

VALLEY. / [vallie, Fr. vallii, Latin]

A low ground between hills. Raleigh, Milton

VA LOROUS. m. [valorojo, Italian; from va-

tir.] Brave ; stout j valiant. Spenser.

VA'LOl R. /: [valenr, Fr. valor. Lat.] Per

sonal biivery; strength ; prowess ; puissance,

stoutness, h.viel, Temple.

VALUABLE, a. [valuable, ft.} I. Precious;

being of great price, i. Worthy ; deserving

regard. Atterb*ry.

VALUATION. / Ifrom value.] i. Value set

upon any thing. Bactn. a. Tire act of setting

a value ; appraisement. Ray.

VALUATOR./, [from va'u:.] An appraiser •,

one who sets upon any thing its price. Swift.

VALUE./ [value, Fr. valor. Lat.] i. Price;

worth. Jib. a. H.gh rate. Arisen. 3. Rate;

price equal to the worth as the thing bought

Dryden.

To VALUE, v. a. [valiir, Fr] 1. To rate

at acer.ain price. Spenser, Milan. %. To rate

highly; to have in high efleem. Af.trbury,

fesr. 3. To appraise ; Lo estimate. Lev. 4

To be worth; to \>e equal in worth to Shaiesp.

5 To take account ot. Bacon. 6. To reckon

at. Shaiesp. 7 . To consider with respect to

importance; to hold important. Clarendon

8. To equal 'in value; to countervail. Jib. 9

To raile to estimation. Temple.

VA'LUELKIiS. a. [from values Being of no

value. Shaiesp.

VA'LUXR./ [from value.] He that values

VALVE s. [vaha, Latin.] t. A folduw

d vor. Pope. Any thing that opens oeer tie

miuthof a vessel Beyle. 3. [In anatomy.)

A fund of membrane, which opens in certaj

veil Vis to admit the blood, and (huts to preveaa

its r tgres.. At buthnot.

VA'LVULE. /. [vahnle, Fr.] A small valve.

VAMP, s The upper leather of a shoe.

l'oVA.r<P. v. a. To piece an old thing witi

some n tw part Benlley.

VA'MPi:. K. /. [from lamp.] One who pieces

out an oid thing with something new.

VAN. s. [trom avant, Fr. or vamgarje.] 1.

The front of an army ; the first line Dryden.

a. [Van ibj, Lat.] Any thing spread wide ty

which a wind is raised; a fan. Brseme. 3.

A wing uith which the wind is beaten. Mih.

Dryden.

VANCOURIER. /. [avant courier, Fr.] A

harbinger ; a precursor.

VANE. /. [Wk, Dutch] A plate hung ca 1

pin to turti with the wind. Shaiesp.

VANGUARD. / [avant garde, Fr.] The

front or fi rii line of the army. MtUsn.

VANILLA . /". [van-He, French] A pita.

The fruit ot those plants is used to scent cho

colate. Miller.

To VANISH- v n. [vanesco, l,a« ] I. Ta

lose pi rceplibl: existence. Sidney, x. To

pats away from the sight ; to disappear.

Shaiesp. Pipe. 3. To pass away; to be lost.

Atterbury.

VA'NITY. / [vanitai, Lat] 1. Emptiness;

ilnctruinty ; inanity, a. Fruitless desire;

fruitless endeavour. Sidney 3. Trifling la

bour. Raleigh. 4. Falfhsod ; untruth. Daviet.

<,. Empty pleasure; vain pursuit; itlle (how.

H:oker, Pcpe. 6. Ostentation ; arrogance.

Raleigh. 7. Petty pride ; pride exerted apofl

slight groan'ls. Snvist.

so VAN. i\ a. [from fannut. Lat, venner,

Pr.] To fan; to winnow. Boon.

ToV.VNQUlSH. v. a. [vaiucre, Fr ] 1. To

conquer ; to overcome. Clarendon, v Ta

confute. Aster bury.

VANQUISHER. /. [from vanish.] Cs-

queror; fubduer. Shaiesp.

VANTAGE / [from advantage.] 1. Ca:c;

prosit; Sidney. X. Superiority. Siutb. 3 Op

portunity ; convenience. Shaiesp.

To VANTAGE, v. a. [from advantage] To

profit. Spenser.

VA NTBRAS5. / [avant brai, Fr.] Armour

for the arm. Mthon.

VAPID, a. [vapid*/, Lat] Dear! ; haviag

the spirit evporated; spiritless. Arhu.'hua.

VA'PIDNESS./. [Irom -vapid.] The state of

being spiritless or maukifn.

VAPORA1ION. /. [vaperath, Lat ] The act

of escaping in vapours.

VA'POURLR./. [iroir, v,rf.-tr.] A boaster; a

braggart. Gov. of the Tongue.

VAPOURISH, a. [from vapour] Vapourous;

spienetick; humoursome. Snvift.

VATO'JROCS.
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VA'POUROUS. a. [vaporeaux, Fr] I. Foil of

vipours or exhalations * fumy. Sandys. a.

Windy ; flatulent. Arbutbnot.

VA'POUR./ [vapor, Lat.] I. Any thing ex-

halable : any thing that mingles with the

air. Milieu. Wind; flatulence. Bactm. 3,

Fume ; lleam. Newton. 4. Mental fume ;

vain imagination. Hammond. ei. Disease,

caused by flatulence, or by diseased nerves;

melancholy ; spleen. Addison.

To VAPOUR, v. n. [vaporo. Lat.] 1. To

pass in a vapour or fume , to emit fumes; to

fly off in evaporations. Donne, a. To bully ;

to brag. G!ar.<vjUe.

To VA'POUR. v. a. To effuse, or scatter in

fumes or vapour. Donne,

VARlAEI.lv a. [variable, Yt.varial>iUs, Lat.]

Changeable; mutable', inconstant. Sbaiejp.

Milton.

VARIABLENESS. / [from variable.} 1.

Changeablenels ; mutability. Addijon. a. Le

vity , inconttanev.

VARIABLY, adv. [from variable.] Change-

ably r mutably; inconstantly ; uncertainly.

VA'RIANCE. /. [from vary.] Discord; disa

greement ; dissection. Sprat.

VARIATION f. variant. Lat] 1 . Change :

mutation; difference from itself. Bcntley. a.

Difference; change Irom one to another.

Woodward. 3. Successive charpe. Shakefp

4. [In grammar.] Change of termination ol

nouns. Watts. 5 Change in natural pheno-

menons. Wcltcn. 6. Deviation. Dryden. 7

Variation ef the cempa/s ; deviation of the

magnetick needle from parallel vvi.h the

meridian.

VARICOUS. a. [-.-ariccf.s, Lat] Discas.'

with dilatation. Sbarpe.

To VA'RItGATF.. v. a. [verlegatus, school

Lat ] To diversify ; to stain with different

colours. Woodward.

VA KIEGATION. (. [from variegate.] Diver

sity of cdoU'S. E-irlyn.

VARIETY / [vartetas. Lat] 1. Change;

succession ot one thing to another; intermix

ture. Newton, a. One thing of many bj

which variety is made. Kuleigb. 3. Diffe

rence ; diflimilitude. Atterbury. 4. Varia

tion; deviation, chanyc from a former Hate.

Hale.

VARIOUS, a. [varins, Lat.] t. Different;

several; manituld. 1. Changeable ; un

certain I unfixed. Licit. 3. Unlike each

other. Dryden. 4 Variegated; diversified

Milton.

VARIOUSLY, adv. [from various.] In a va

riou* manner. Bacon

VARIX. [Lat. varice, Fr.] A dilatation of the

vein. Sbarpe.

VA RLET./ [varlet, old Fr ] 1. Anciently

a servant or footman. Spenjer. a. A scoundrel ,

a rascal. Dryden.

VA'RLETPY. /. [from varlet.] Rabble;

croud; populace. Sbal.ejp.

VA RKlbH J. Xvernts, it. verm'x, Lat.]

A matter laid upon woed, metal, or otfier '

bodies, to make them shine. Bac:n, Pope. a.

Cover ; palliation.

To VA'RNISH. v a. [vernifer, Fr.] I.

To cover with something shining. Sbaiejp. a.

To cover j to conceal with someihing orna

mental. Dryden. 3. To palliate; to hide

with colour olihetoncb. Denbavt.

VA'RNISHER. s. [from varnijb] I. On 1

whole trade is to varnish. Biylt. a. A dil-

guiler; an ad-irner. rope.

VA'RVELS. s. [vervellei, Pr.] Silver rings .-

bout the lep; of a hawk.

To VARY. v. a. [vario. Lat.] 1. To change;

to make unlike itself. Mitt, a. To change

to something else. Waller. 3. To mske 'nf

different kinds. Bro-un, 4. To diversity ; to

variegate. Miltom.

To VA'RY. v. n. 1. To be changeable; to

appear in different forms. Milton. 1. To b«

unlike each other. Collier. 3. To alter 1 to

become unlike itself. Pcpe. 4 To deviate ;

to depart. Lode. 5. To succeed each other.

Addijon. 6. To disagree ; to be at variance.

Davics. 7. To shift colours. P.pe.

VA'RY. / [from the verb.] Change ; altera

tion, iibakesp.

VASCULAR, a. [from vasculum, Lat.] Con

sisting of vrssels ; lull 01 vessels. Arbntbnot.

VASCULI FEROUS. a. [vasculum and fere.

Lat.] Such plants as have, beu.les the corn-

men calix, a peculiar vessel to contain th*

feed. S^uiucy.

VA'SE. / [vase, Fr. vaja. Lat.] A vessel.

Pope.

VASSAL./ [vassal, Fr. veffalo, Italian ] r.

One who hold* by the will of a luperiour

lord. Addison. a. A subject; 1 dependent.

bho'ktr, Davics, Raleigh. 3. A servant ;

one who j;h hy the will of another. Sbaiesp.

4. A (lave ; a low wretch. Stait/p.

VASSALAGE. / l-vafelage, Fr'.j The state

of a vassal ; tenure at will; setvitude ; sla

very

VAST

DryJ,yarn.xa.i.gti,

t. [vajsc, Frtn. vaflus, Lat.] t. Large;

great. Clarendon. 2, Viciously great; enor

mously extensive. Ben. John/on, Milton.

VAST. /. [vallum. Lat.] An cm|>ty walle. Milt.

VASTA'l ION. s. [v:flatio,i.u.\ Walle ; de

population. Decay of Piety.

VASTl'TY. / [vcstttas, Lat] Widened, ; im-

■mcr.sity Shakejp.

VA'STLY. adv. [from vast.] Greatly; to at

great degree. South.

VA'STNESS. / [from vast.] Immensity ; enor

mous greatness.

VASTY, a. [from vast.] Large. Sbaiesp.

V'AT.y. [vat, Dutch; par. Sax.] A vessel in

which liquors are kept in the immature llate.

lbilipt.

VATICIDE./. [vata and cædt, Lat.] A mur

derer of poets. Pope.

To VATICINATE, v.n. [vaticincr, Latin]

To proj.-b.esy, toprachre ricdiitiaw. Jhwrl.

VA'VA-
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VA'VASOUR. / [vavafeur, Fren.] One who

himself holding of a superiour lord, has others

holding under him.

VA'UDEViL./ [vaudeville, Fr.] A song com

mon among the vulgar; a ballad) a trivial

strain.

VAULT./ [multe, Fren. villa, Iialitn.] I. A

continued arch. Burnt x. A cellar. Sbahesp.

3. A cave ; a cavern. Sandy:. 4 A repository

for >he dead. Sbakesp.

To VAULT, v a. [y-uier, Fren.) 1 To arch )

to shape as a vault. Sbakesp. x. To cover with

an arch. Milieu.

To VAULT, v u.[velliger,Fr] 1. To leap;

, to jump. Addijiu. 1. To play the tumbler,

or potture-master.

VAULT./ rfrom the verb] A leap ; a jump.

VAU'LTAGE.y. [from vault.} Arched cellar.

Sbakesp.

VAULTED, a. [from vault] Arched j con

cave. Psfe.

VA'ULTER./ [from vault.] Aleaper; a jum

per ; a tumbler.

VA'ULTY. a. [from v««//.] Arched; concave.

Shakefp.

VAUNMURE./. [avantner, Fren] A false

wall. Camden, Kuellet.

To VAUNT, v a. [vanter, Fr.) To boast ; to

display with ostentation. Spenser.

To VAUNT, v. u. To play the braggart j to

talk with ostentation. Milton.

VAUNT./ [irom the verb.] Brag; boast ; vain

ol'entation. Sfenjer, Granvtit*.

VAUNT/ [from avaunt, Fr.] The first part.

Sbakesp.

VA'UNTF.R (■ [vanteur, Fr.] Boaster; brag

gart. Oryden.

VA'UNTFUL. a. [vaunt and full.] Boastful ;

ostentatious. Speujer.

VA'UNTINGLY. adv.['romvauutiu£ ] Boast

fully ; ostentatiously. States'*.

VA'WARD / van and ward.] Fore part.

Sbakejp Kncllet.

U'BERTY. / [ubirtat, Latin] Abundance;

fruitsulncfs.

UBICA'TION. ? / sfrom ubi. Lat.] l.ocal re-

UBIETY. 5 ' »(ip"i wherenels. Glanville.

UBI'QUITARY./ (from ubique, Lat.] Exist

ing every where. Hew.

UBIQUITAKY./ [from ubique, Latin.) One

tlm exitH every where. Hall.

UB1 Ql'ITY. I. (from ubique, Lat.] Omnipre

sence ; exil'eiice atihe fame time in all places.

Hater, lieu Jsbnjen, S,mh.

U'DDKR.y. (uberi, Sax. uder, Dutch.] The

breast or due ot a cow, or other large animal,

/'rirr.

VEAL. /. [leel, a calf, old Fr.] The fleso ola

call killed lor tli« table. Gay.

VECTIUN. I 1. [vi.'ne, veSite, Lal.j

VECTITATION J "The act of carrying or

being carried. Ai bulhnet,

VECTURE. / ['irfitrd, Lat.) Carriage. Baccn.

'!'• VEER. v. n. (war, Fr.] To tifM about.

To VEER. v. a. 1 . To let out. Ben. Jefasew.

a. To turn ; to change. Brcvtu.

VEGETABI'LITY./ [from vegetable.] Vege

table nature. Brewu.

VEGETABLE. / [vegelabili,, school Latin]

Any thing that has growth without sensation,

as plants. Ltcie, Watts.

VEGETABLE, a. [vtgeiabilii, Latin ] t Be-

longing to a plant. Prur. X. Having the nature

of plants. Milieu.

To VF/GETATB. v. n. [vegele. Lat ] To grow

as plants; to (hoot out ; to grow without lea-

lation. kVttdward, fepe.

VEGETATION./ [from vegett, Latin.] 1.

The power of producing the growth of plants.

tVeedward. a. The power of growth without

sensation. Ray.

VEGETATIVE, a. [vegetal!/, Fr.) 1. Having

the quality of growing without life. Raleigh.

«. Having the power to produce growth in

plants. Breeme

VE'GETA T1VENESS. / [from vegetative.]

The quality of producing growth

VE'GETE a. [from vigetni, Lat.] Vigorous ;

active; spritely. Siuib

VEGETIVE. 0. [iromvegetc. Lat] Vegetable.

suffer.

VE'GETIVE./ [irom the adjective) A ve

getable.

VEHEMENCE. ? (■ tvehemestia, Latin] 1.

VE'HEMl NCY. J Violence j loice. Miltn.

x. Ardour ; mental violence; ttrrour. Heater.

Clarendon.

VEHEMENT. 11. [vtbemeut,Tt.vebew>rut,\jK.]

1. Violent; forcible. Grew. z. Aictent; ea

ger ; fervent. Milton

VEHEMENTLY, adv. [from vehement.] 1.

Forcibly. x. Pathetically; utgently. Tiikr'.

VE HICLE. (. [vehicular*, Latin | 1 . That 10

which any thing If carried. /i<Uiin t. That

part of a medicine which serves to make the

principal ingredient p table. Srewn 3. Thai

by means ot which any thing is convened.

To VEIL. v. n. [veh. Lat.] 1. To cover with a

veil, or any thing which conceals the face.

heyte. 2. To cover ; to invest. Mijtm, 3.

Toiiide; to conceal. Pipe.

VEIL./. [ie!um. Lat.] 1. A cover to conceal

the tace. Water, x. A covet ; a u:l'gorte,

Oryden.

VEIN./; \veimt, Fr. vna. Lat.] 1. The veins

a.e only a continuation of the extreme capilla

ry arteries reflected back agim tewatds the

heart, and uniting their channels as thev ap

proach it. S^uincy. X. Hollow ; cavity. J^ew:.

3. Course ot metal in the mine. Swift. 4.

Tendency or turn of the mind or gemu*.

Oryden. 5. Favourable moment, fi'ertn.

ft. Humour ; temper. Baccn. 7. Continued

dil|<>liuoo. temple. S. Current; continued

production. Svotft. 9. Strain; quality. Spent.

10. Streak; variegation.

VEINED. J a. [vtiuc.x, Fr] 1. FuU of veins.

VEINY, i X. Screaked; variegated. Tbemj.

VELLE'lTY.



V E N V E N

"VELLEITY. / [velleitat, from velle, U]

The lowest degree os desire. Locke.

To VELJ.ICATE. v. a \vellico, Utin.] To

twitch ; to pluck i to act bjr stimulation. Bac.

VELLICa'TION./ [veticatio, Ut.] Twitch

ing; stimulation. kVattt.

VELLUM./ [«</<», Fren ] The skin of a calf

dressed for the writer. Wiseman.

VELOCITY. / [«/«fi/a,. Ut.] Speed; swift

ness ; quick motion. Btnt/ey.

VELVET. / [villut, Lat. vehnrt, Fr.] Silk

with a short far or pile upon it. Locke.

VELVET, a. 1. Made otVelvet. Sbakefp. ».

Soft ; delicate. Sbakefp.

To VE'LVET. v. ». To paint velvet. Peacham.

VE LURE. /. [velouri. Fr.] Velvet. Sbaiejp.

VE'NAL. a. [vital, Fr.l venmlit, Lat] I. Mer

cenary; prostitute, rope. a. Contained in

the veins. Ray.

VENALITY./ [fromv«a/.] Mercenarioess >

prostitution.

VENA'TICK. a. [venaticut. Latin.] Used in

hunting.

VENA'TION./ [c«a/;», Latin.] The act or

practice of hooting. Umax.

To VEND v. a [vendre, Fr. •/»</», Lat.] To

sell ; to offer to sale. Beyle.

VENDEE'. /. [from vend.] One to whom any

thing is sold. Aylife.

VENDER. /: [vendeur, Fr] A seller. Graunt.

VENDIBLE, a. [vendibiln, Lat.] Saleable;

marketable. Carets.

VE'NDIBLENF.SS. / [from venJibie.] The

state of being saleable,,.

VENDITA'TION. / [venditatir, from vendi-

tt, Lai.] Boastful display. Ben Johnson.

VENDI'TION. s. [vendmon, Fr. venditio. Lat.]

Salei the act of selling.

To VENE'ER. v. a. To make a kind of mar

quetry or inlaid work.

Vi'NEFICE./ [««</>«'»», L"J The pr*ct'«

of poisoning.

VENEFI CIAL a. [from veneficinm, Lat] Act

ing by poison ; bewitching. Brevin.

TENEFl'CIOUSLY. adv. [from veneficinm,

Lat.] By poison. Brow.

VENEMOUS. a. [from «»'*, Fr.] Poisonous.

ABi.

To VENE'NATE. v a [veneno. Lat.] To poi

sen; to infojt with p ison. Woodward.

VENENA'TION./[frora venenaie. ] Poison :

venom. Broven.

VENENE. ? a [ventneux, Fr ] Poisonous;

VENENO'SE. 1 venomou,. Harvey, Kay.

VENERABLE, a. [tenerahilis. Lat.] To be

regarded with awe ; to be treated with reve

rence. Hosier, Fairfax, DryJem .

VE'NERABLY adv. [from venerable] In a

manner ihit excites reverence. AdJijcn.

T« VENERATE v. a [yenerer, Fr. veneror,

Lat ] To reverence ; lo treat with venetati

on ; to regard with awe. Herbert.

VENERA'TION/ [veneration, Fren. mtnira-

lio. Lat] Reverend regard; awiul re:pec\

Addif,n.

VENERATOR./ [from venerate.] Reveren-

cer. Hale.

VENEREAL, a. [veuereui. Lat.] t. Relating

to love. Aidifen. a Consisting of c< pper,

called venut by chemists Biyle

VENE'RIOUS. a. [from *r«ry.] Libidinous j

lustful. Derham.

VE'NERY. / [venerie, from ventr, Fren.] I.

The sport of hunting. a. The pleasures of

the btd. Grew.

VE'NEY./ A bout; i turn Sbakefp.

VENESEC TION. s- [vena and ,/*«», Latin.]

Blood-letting ; the act of opening a vein ;

phlebotomy. Wiseman

To VENGE. v. a. [venger, Fr.] To avenge a

t punish. Sbaitsp.

VE'NGEABLE. a. [from venge.] Revengeful a

malicious. Sfenser.

VE'NGEANCE./. [vengeance, Fr.] I. Punish

ment ; penal retribution : avengement King

Cbarlei, Dryden, AJJisim. a. It is used in

familiar language. To do vjitb a vengeance,

is to do with •vehemence ; vibat a vengeance,

emphatically what?

VENGEFUL, a. srrom vengeance and fnIL]

Vindictive; revengeful Milton, Pritr.

VE'NIABLE.7 [veniel, Fren. Orora venia,

VE'NIA. j Lat.] i Pardonable > suscep

tive of pardon ; excusable Shairsp Brtnvn,

Roscommon. a. Permitted; allowed Milton.

VENlALNESS/ [frosn venial.] State of be

ing excusable.

VENISON /I [venaison, Fr.] Game; beast of

chase ; the flesh of deer Sbakefp. Dryden.

VE'NOM / [van, Fr.] Poison Dryden.

To VENOM, v a. To insect with venom.

VENOMOUS, a. [from ventm ] i. Poiso*.

ous. 1. Malignant i mischievous. Addison.

v'E'NOMOUSLY. adv [irom venomone. ]Poi-

fmoufly ; mischievously ; malignantly. Dryd.

VENOMOUSNESS./ [from venemom.] Poi-

sonoufnesi, ; malignity.

VENT./ [van, Fr.] I. A sma<* aperture ;

a hole; a spiracle Sbakefp. /Hilton a. Pas

sage out of iccrecy to publick notice. Wottom.

3 The act of opening, ib lipi. 4. Emission ;

passage Addi,on. 5 Discharge; mean; of

discharge. Milton, Mortimer. 6 Sale. 'Tem

ple, Pope.

To VENT. v. a. [venter, Fr] 1. To let out a*

a small aperture, a. To let out , to give way

to. Denbam. 3 To utter ; to report Stepb.

4. To emit ; to pour out. Sbakefp 5. To

publish. Raleigh. 6. To fall ; 10 carry to sal*.

Carevj.

To VENT, v.n To snuff

VENTAlL. / [from vantail, Fr.] That part

ot the helmet made to lift up

VKKTA'NNA.I. j Spanish ; A window. Dryd.

CENTER./ [Latin.) 1 Any cavity of the bo

dy, chiefly applied to the head, breast, and ab

domen, wtveh are called : y anatomists the

three vfnlert. a Womb ; mother. Hale.

VENTIDUCT./ [ventui and Jb3us, Lat j A

passage for the wind B.y «.

5 L To
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T*o VE'NTILATE. v. a. [ventile. Lat.] I. To

fan whh wind. Harvey, Woodveard. X. To

uinnow; to fan. 3. To examine ; todtscuss

VENTILATION/, {lentilatio. Lat. from ven-

lilate.] 1 The act of fanning ; the state cs

being fanned. Addistn. x Veni ; utterance

tVcttou. 3 Refrig-ration Harvey.

VENTILATOR./ [from ventilate.] An in

strument contrived by Dr. Hale to supply close

placet, with fresh air.

VENTRICLE./ [ventt ienle, Fren. ventrienlm.

Lat) 1. The stomach Hale. X. Any small

eavity in an animal body, particulaily those of

the heart Donne

VENTRILOQUIST./ [ventrilmue, Fr. ten-

ter and lequer, Lat J One who speiks in such

» manner as that the found seems to issue frum

hit belly.

VE'NTURE./ [aventnre, Fr.] t. A hazard

an undertaking of chance and daager. South,

Licle. x. Chance; hip. Bacon. 3. Thr

thing put to hazard; a state. Sbakesp. 4 At

aVtNTux, At hazard; without much eon

sideration i without any ihing more than the

hope of a lucky chance Spenser, Hudihrai.

To VE'NTVJRb. v. n. [from the noun] 1. To

dare. Bac.*, Adiisn. t. To run hazard

D'yden. 3. so Vibtoii at, n or nptn. To

engage in or make attempts without any fe

curity of success. Bacon, Atterbury.

To VE'NTURE. v. a. 1. To ex pose to hazard

Sbakesp. X. To put or send on a venture.

Carrvo.

VENTURER./ [from venture.] He who ven

tures.

VENTUROUS, a [from venture.] Daring,

bold 1 "earless ; ready to run hazards. Bacon,

Temple.

VE NTUROUSLY. adv. [from vtnturtui j

Daringly ; tearle sly ; boldly Baton.

VENTUROUSNESS. J. [trom venturtui.^

Boldness : willingness tu hazard, liiy-e.

VENUS' oafin. ~]

VENUS' ami. I

VENUS' hair. V /.Plant*.

VE'NUS' Ming- 'loft. I

VE NU5' «««;-«ir/. J

VERACIlY.y. [verax. La'.] 1 . Moral truth ,

honesty ol rtpuit a Phylical nuth j cuiisit

lency of repoit with tact. Addijoa.

VtR A ClOUS. a. {verax, Latin.j Observant o

truth.

VERB. / [vette, Fr. vertnm, Lat] A part o

speech lignilying existence, or lome modirka-

tion thercor, as action, passion. Clarke.

VERBAL, a. [verbalu, l.at.] 1. Spoken, not

written, z. Oral ; uttered by mouih. Shake/

3. Consisting in mere words. Milan, Gtanv

X'.uth. 4. Veibose; full of wards. Shairjp

5. M nutcly exact in wolds. 6. Litrral ; hav

ing w>rd aniwerirg to word. Denham. 7. A

verbal uoun 1. a noon dei ived trom a verb.

VERBA'LITV. yl [troiu «»*«/.) Mere bare

words Biott-n.

Vli S'.fiALLY.Wr. [from verbal J t* In wads ;

itiUy. South. X. W are! lor wurd. Dryden

VERBATIM, adv. [Ut.] Word for word. Hah.

To VE'RBERATE. v. a. [verbere. Ut.] To

beat ; to strike.

VERBERA'TION./[from«r»erarf ]Btow:;

beating Arbnthntl.

VERBOSE, a. [verbefm. Lit.] Exuberant in

words ; prolix ; tedious by multiplicity of

words. Prior.

VERBO'SITY./ [from verbese.] Exuberance

of words ; mu'h empty talk. Broevte.

VL'ROANT.y. [viridano, Lat.] Green Milt.

VE'RDERER./ [ve> dier, Fr.) An officer in

the forest.

VERDICT / [vernm diffum. Ut] I. The

determination of the juty declared to the judge,

Spenser, x Declaration ; decision i judgment;

opinion. Hooter, South.

VE RDIGRISE J The rust of brass. Peach .m.

Vh'RDlTURE./ The faintest and palest green.

Peacbum.

VERDURE / [lerdure, Fr] Creen-, greeu

colour. Milton.

VE RDUROUS a. [from verdure] Greets : co

veted with green ; decked with green. Milt.

VERECU'ND. a. [verecundui, Latin.) Model);

bashful.

VERGE./ [verge, Fr. virgo, Lit. J A rod,

or something in form of a rod, carried as an

emblem of authrrity. The mace of 1 dean.

Svrift. x. The brink ; the ertg* ; the utmost

border. Shakefp. 3. In law, verge is the corn-

pal's about the king's cou.-t, bounding the ju

risdiction of the lord steward ot the king's

houfhold Ctvoel.

To VERGE, v n. [verge. Lat ) To tend ; to

bend downward. Holder, Pope.

VE RGER. /. [from verge j He that carries

the mace befWe the dtan. Farqnbar.

VERI'DICAL a. [veridicut, Latin.) Telling

truth. Di3.

VERIFICATION/ [from verify.] Cocfinra-

tion by argument or evidence. B:yU

To VERIFY, v. m. {verifier, Fr J To justify a-

gainst the charge of 'aXhood ; to courirro ; to

prove true. Hooker, Svjift.

Vh'RILY. adv. [from very.] I. In truth ; cer

tainly. Shak. i. With great c nfidence. Snmtt.

VERISIMILAR, a [wr/faaiAj, Lat .Piobable;

likely.

VERISIMILITUDE. 7 / \veromJw,uit,J.,\*:]

VERISIM1 LITY. J Probability, likelihood,

resemblance <>l truh Htovin, Drydem.

VE RITABLE. a. [veritable, Fr. j 1 rue ; a-

greeabte to tact. Brcnvu.

VERITY./ [r/riraj, Lat.] I. Truth; con

sonance to the reality o: ihing*. W»/rr, Stnth.

z. A true assertion , a true tenet. Stdm. Dav.

3 Moral truth ; agreement os the words with

1 he thought*

VE R IL'lLE.y. [verjut, Fren ] Aci«I liquor ex-

pielVed 'romcrabapplts. Drydeu.

VERMICELLI.) lltalian.) A paste rolled an4

biokcn ir.to the form 01 worms Piter

VERMICULAR, a. [vermituiui. Lit] Acting

like a worm ; continued irom one pan to an

other of th» lame b-dy. Cheynt. T»



VER V E S

To VERMfCULATE. v. a. [vermieulalus,

Lit.. To inlay; to work in chequer work.

Bailey.

VERMICULA'TION / sfrom vermiculate.\

Con inuilion of motion from one part to ano

ther Halt.

VE RMICULE./ (vermicului,vermis, Latin.]

A link- grub Derbam.

VERMICULOUS a. [vermicnlosni, Lat] Full

of ci'ubs

VE'RMIFORM. a [vermstime, Fren. vermii

andforma. Lat. ] Having the stupe of a worm

VERMIFUGE./, [(romvermii trdsure. Lat |

Any medicine that destroys or expels worms

VE'RMIL. 7 / [vermeil, vermilhn, Fr.]

VERMILION. J i. The cochineal . a grub

of a particular plant, l. Factitious or native

cinnabar; sulphur miied with mercury Peacb.

3. Any beauti-ul red colour Spenj.r.

To VERMILION «. a. [frorn the noun ] To

die red Granville

VE'RMINE. / [vermine, Fren. vtrmh, Latin 1

Any noxious animal Sbaiefp Bacon Tayiir

To VE'RMINATE. v. a. [from vtrmite ] T

breed vermine

VERMINA'TION. / (from verminate] Ge

neration of vermine Derbam.

VE'RMINOUS. a. [from vermine.] Tending

to vermine ; disposed to breed vermine Harv

VERMI'PAROUS a [vermii and pario, Lat.J

Producing worms. Brovon.

VERNA'CULAR. a [virnaculus, Latin] Na

tive! of one's own country. Addijon.

VE'RNAL a. \vernus, Lat'] Belonging to the

spring Mills.

VE'RNANT./ [veruani, Lat] Flourishing as

in the spring Milton.

VERNI'LITY. / [vcrna, Lat.] Sen-ile car

riage. Bai'ey.

VERSABII.ITY. 7 /. [ver/MRi, Ut.] Apt-

In.'ness to be turned orVERSABI.ENESS

wound any way

VE'RSAL. a [A cant word fr universal] To

tal j wh le. Hudibras.

VE'RSATII.E. a. [vtrsatilii, T.»-in ] 1. That

m«y be turned round. 1. Changeable j variable.

Glanville. 3. Easily applied to a new talk.

VE'RSATI LENESS. 7 / [from versatile] The

VERSATILITY. i quality ot being versa

tile.

VERSE. / [vers, Fr. versus. Lat] 1. A line

confiding of a certair succession of founds, and

number of syllables Sbakeff. X. [verses, Fr.]

A section or paragragh of a book. Bumet. 3

Poetry ; lays ; metrical language. Donne,

Prior. 4. A piece of poetry 1'tpe

ToVKRSE. i> <i. [from the noun.] To tell in

verse ; to relate poetically. Sbakesp.

To be VERSED, v . n. [versr, Latin ] To be

skilled in; to be acquainted wi;h Bronn,Dryd

VE'RStM AN. /. \yerje and man] A poet j a

wiiter in verse, Prior.

VE'RSICLE/ [versuulus, L«t.] A little verse.

VERSIFICATION. J. [vtrffieatin. Fr. f.om

vet Hfy ] The an or practice us making vei ft s.

Drjti'U, Ciaxville.

VF.RSIFICA'TOR.7 / [vrrsficater, T.at.] A

VERSIFIER. J versifier a maker of

verses with or without thesnir it of poetry rYatts.

To VF RSI FY. v n. [vcrfis,cor,\M.] To make

verses Sidney, Asckam, Pryden.

To VK'RSIFY. v'. a. To relate in verse. Dan.

VE RSION /. [version, Fren vers,,, Latin.] I.

Change; transformation Bacon. I. Change

oi direction. Bacon. 3 Translation. DryJ.n.

4 The aO of translating.

VERT. /. [vert, Fr ] Every thing that grows

and hears 1 green leaf within the forest.Cornell.

VE'RTEBRAL. a. [from vertebra. Lat] Re

lating to the joints of the spine Ray

VE'RTF.BRE. / [ve-tebre, Fr. vertebra, Lat.]

A joint of the back Ray.

VERTEX s [Latin.) 1. Zeniths the point

over head. Creccb. a. A top of a hill.

Derbam.

VERTICAL, a. [vertical, French.] I.

Placed in the aenith. Tbomson. *. Placed

in a direction perpendicular to the horizon.

Cbeyne.

VER TIC A'LITY. /". [from vertical] The state

of bein» in the aenilh. Brown.

VERTICALLY, adv. (from vertical] In the

aenith Broken.

VERTI'CII.ATE. a. Verticilate plants are

such as have their flowers intermixt w'th small

leaves crowing in a kind of whirls. §>viney.

VERTICITY. / [from vertex] The pnwar

of turning; circumv Union; rotation. Glanv,

VERTIGINOUS, a [vertigines*!. Lat. J 1.

Turning round \ rotaiory. Beutley. 1. Giddy.

IVoodivard.

VERTIGO, s. [Latin.l A gid.inese; a sense

of turning in the head Arlulbnct.

VERVAIN? J [verbena, Latin.] A plant.

VERVIMF. J Drayten

VERVAIN malUv, /'. A plant. Miller.

VERVELESS. s [virvcli; Fr.] Labels tied

to a hawk Amstoortb.

VERY a. [vrai, Fr] i.True; real. 1 Sam.

DryAen. a Having any qualities commonly

bad, in an eminent decree. Davies. 3. To

ncre the things emphatically, or eminently.

Sbaiefp. 4. Same Spratt.

VF'RY. adv. In a great degree; in an eminent

degree. AJdijon.

To VESICATE, v. a. [vsics, Lat] To blister.

H'ifeman

VF.S1 CATION. / ffr^m vesicate.] Blistering.;

separation of the cuticle IVijtman.

VESICATORY J. [vrficaterimm, technical

Latin.) A blistering medicine.

VESICLE./, [vestcula, Latin] A small cuticle,

Piled or inflated. Ray.

VESICULAR a. ( from w/m/a.Lat.] Hollow;

full o> smill interstices. Cbeyne.

CESfER. J. 'Latin.] The evening star; the

eveninu. Shaktlp.

VESPERS. J. [without the sing'.i'ar, from vcf-

perm, La1. 1 The evening service.

VK'SPERTINE a \vejpe, tmui, Lat ] Hippen-

iog or coming luihe evening.
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VE'SSEU /. [vessel's, Fr.] I. Any thing in

which liquids, or ether things, 1 re p ut Barm I.

a. The containing parts of an animal body.

Arbuthnct. 3. Any vehicle in which men or

goods are carried on the water. Raleigh 4.

Any capacity; any thing containing. Milttn.

To VE'SSFL v. a. [from the noun.] To pot

into a vessel to birrel. Bactn.

VF.'SSETS. / A kind of cloth cmmonty made

in Suffolk.

VE'SSICNON. / [Among horsemen] A wind-

gall. DiB.

VEST./ [vesiit, Lat.] An outer garment. Smith.

To VEST v a. f from the noun] 1. To dress:

to deck : to enrobe. Dryd %. To dress in a

long garment. Mdlon. 3. To make possess r

of: to invest with Prior. 4. To place in pos

session Clarendon, Ltc'e.

VF.'SI Al. /. A pure virgin Tope.

VESTAL a. \vestalit, Lat] Denoting pure

virginity Shaktjp

VESTIBULE. /. [vrflibulum, Lat.] The porch

or first entrance "'' « house.

VESTIGE./. [vf#jri»K,Lat.] Footstep j muk

le't behind in pasting Harvey.

VESTMENT / [vr/Jiswiriajsa.Ltt.] Garment -,

part o' dress Waiter.

VESTRY I [vefiiarinm. Lat.] I. A room

apperdant to the church, in which the sacer

dotal garments, and consecrated things are

repofiicd Dryden. 1. A parochial assembly

commonly convened in the vestry. Clarendon.

VESTURE / !«f/?»r«,oldFr.] 1. Garment |

robe Fai'fax, Shakesp. 1. Drese; habit; ex

ternal !orm. Shakesp.

VETCH. /. \vicia. Lat ] A plant with a papi

lionaceous flower. Dryden.

VETCHY. a. [irom vetch] Made of vetches ;

abounding in vetches. Spenser.

VETERAN./ [veleranut, Lat.] An old sol

dier; a man long practised. Hitler, Addistn

■ VETERAN a. Long practised in war 1 long

experienced. Bactn

VETERINA RIAN./ [««ri«ar;«x,Lat] One

(killed in the diseases of cattle. Brevin.

To VEX.v. a. [vixo, Lit.] 1. To plague; to

torment; to harass, frier, x. To disturb; to

disquiet. Pipe. 3. To trouble with (light pro

vocation*.

VEXATION. / [hem vex ] I. The act of

troubling. Shakesp 2. The state of being

troubled) uneasiness : sorrow. Temple 3. The

cause of trouble or uneasiness Shakesp. 4. An

act of harassing by law. Bactn. 5. A slight

teazing trouble.

VEXATIOUS, a. [from vexetien.] 1. Afflc-

live ; troublesome ; causing trouble. S:nth,

Pritr. 1. Full of trouble; fu'l of uneasiness.

Q'ffy- 3- Teazing; (lightly troublesome

VF.XATIOUSLY. adv. [from vexaiitnt. ]

1 rooblefomely ; uneasily.

VI'XATIOUSNESS. / [from vexatitnt. 1

Troublesomeness ; uneasiness.

VE XF.R. J. (from -rex ) He who veses.

UGLILY, adv. [from ngly. J Filthily ; with de-

foimity.

U'OLINESS. / [from nr'yl I. Deformity;

contrariety to beauty. Pryden. t Turpitude;

loathsomeness ; moral depravity. Smth.

U'GLY. a Deformed . offensive to the sight 1

contrary to beautiful. Shakesp. Milttn.

VIAL. / [faXi. I A small bottle. Shakesp.

rVillint, Addistn.

To VIAL. v. a. To inclose in a vial Milttn.

VIAND./ vend; Fr. vivenda, Ital.] Food;

meat dressed. Shakesp

VIATICUM, s [Lat] 1 Prov'sion for a jour

ney, a. The last rites used to prepare the

pafline soul f"r its departure.

To VIBRATE, v a. [vihrt. Lat] I. To

brandish; to move to and fro with quick mo

tion 1 To make to qirver. Helder.

ToVI'BRATE. v ■■, ' Ti play up *nd d^wn,

or to and fro. Beyle, Nemttn. 1 To quiver.

Pose.

VIBRATION. /. sfrem tiAr-s, I at] The act

of moving, or being moved with quick reci

procations, or return* Senth, Nenvt 'Thomson.

VI'CAR. / 'vitariut. Lat] 1. The incum

bent of an appropriated or impmpriated bene

fice. Dryden, Swift a. One whoperf-rms the

functions of another; a substitute Atlsse

VICARAGE s. [from vicar-.J The benefice

of a vicar. Svrist.

VICA'RIOUS. a [vicarint, Lat.] Deputed i

delegated, acting in the place of another.

Hale, Ntrrit.

VI'CARSHIP. / [from vicar.] The office of

a vicar.

VICE./ \vitinm, Lat] 1. The course of act:n«t

opposite 10 virtue Milan, Lzcle. 1. A fauh ;

an offence. Milton. 3, The fool, or punchi-

nello of old shows Shakesp. 4 [I'tjt, Dutch]

A kind of small iron press with screws, used

by workVnen ;. Gripe ; grasp. Shakesp 6. It

is used in composition for one who perform*,

in his stead, the office of a fuperiour, or who

has the second rank in command: as, a vice-

roy, vice-chancellor.

To VICE. v. a. [from the noun.] To draw.

Shakesp.

VICEADMIRAL./". [vi'«anda»f'iiifr-y] i.The

second commander of a fleet Ktcllct. a. A ea-

val officer of the second rank.

VICEADMIRAl.T Y. / [from vice-admiral.]

The office of a vice admiral Careiv.

VICE'AGENT. / [vice and agtnt ] One wt»

acts in the place of another. Hnker.

Vlf^ED a [from vice.] Vitious; corrupt. Shak.

VICEGERENT f. [vicem gerent, Latin 1 K

lieutenant , one who is entruiled with the

p~wer of the fuperiour. Bacon, Spratt.

VICEGERENT, a [v-cegertni. Lat-! Havitaj

a delegated power ; acting by substituuoo.

Mi!in.

VICIGERENCY s .[(torn vicegerents The

office of a vicegerent ; lieutenancy ; (irr-utfO

power. Smth.

VICECHVNCE1.LOR. /. [ vicecnmteitMri.1,

Lat.] The second magistrate of the unive:ii>.'e»

VI'CENARY. a. [viiaarint. Ut ] Bdrv.-g:-;

to twenty. VICEB.OT
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VTCEROY. / [vicerei, Fr.] He wh» governs

in .place of the king with regal authority.

Bacon, Svoift.

VI'CEROYALTY./ [from vicerey] Dignity

of a viceroy. Addison.

Vl'CETY /".Nicety; exactness. Ben "Johnson.

VICINITY./, (wri.it/, Lat.] i. Nearness;

state of being near. Hal*, z. Neighbourhood ;

Risers.

VICINAGE./ vicinia, Lat.] Neighbourhood;

pi act adjoin ng.

VICI'NAL. Is. [vicinti. Lat.] Near 5 neigh-

VICI'NE. > b uring. Granville.

VICIOUS, a. [from vice.) Devoted to vice;

not addicted to virtue. Milton.

VICISSITUDE. f. [viciffitndo, Lat] I. Re

gular chirve ; return of the fame things in

the fame succession. Newton. ». Revolution ;

change. Aturvnry, Gijsard.

VI'CriM. /• •viHima, Lat.] A sacrifice;

something (lain 'oi a a*.rihce Verham. Dryden,

AJJijtn * Something destroyed. Prior.

VICTOR./. [vi3ir, Lat.l Conqueror; van

quish r. he that gains the advantage in any

ctntelt. Sidney, Shakes*. AdiUjon.

VICTORIOUS, a [viHorienx, Fr.] i.Con

quering , having obtained conquest ; fuperiour

in contest Milton. 1 Pioducing conquest.

Pope. 3 Bel kening conquest. Shakesp

VICTORIOUSLY a</i>.irronni«c7»W«/.]With

conquest; luccessfully ; triumphantly. Hamin

VICTO'RIOU.SNESSt/ [fromiM"ct«r«w.]The

Pate or qualify of being victorious.

VI CTORY j [iifioria. Lat J Conquest ; sue

cefa in contest ; triumph. Toylor.

VICTRESS, f. ' from v:iler.] A female that

conquers. Shakesp.

VICTUAL. lj.(rianaille:, Fr. vittonagla,

VI'CrUALS. J Italian] Provisions of food,

store, for the support of life; meat. Stakejp

Kn-ll.l, K ng Charles.

To VIC 1 UAL v.a. [(to .. the nouo.] To store

with pr* visi >n for 'bod. Shakesp.

VI'Cl UAI.LER /. sfrom viSnalt] One who

provides victuals. Hayioard.

VIDE LICET adv (Lat ] To wit ; that is.

Generally written, trial.

To VIE v a To show or practise in compe

tition. I.'EJlrange.

To VIE. v n To contest ; to contend. Sviist.

ToVL.W v. a. [ren, Fr ] I. To survey; to

look on by way os examination. Prior, Pope.

1. To see ; to perceive by the eye. Mt/ten.

VIEW./ [from the veibj I. Prospect. IVotton,

Dryden. i Sight ; power of beholding. Dryi

Locke. 3. Act of feting Denham, Locke. 4.

Sight; eye 5 Survey ; examination by the

eye Dryden 6. Intellectual survey. Locke. 7,

Space that may le taken in by the eye; reach

ot light. Dryden 8 Appearance; (how

IVaiicr 9 Display ; exhib.ti- n to the sight

vt mind Locke 10. Prospect of interest.

Locke. 1 1 Intention ; design. Arbnthn:t.

VI'EWLESS a. I Irom view] Unseen; not

dilcern.blc by the light. Pope.

Vi CilL J [vigilia, liai.] I. V,'a;ch; devotions

performed in the customary hours of reft fv,

». A last kept before a holiday, Shake/p. 3

Service used on the night before • holiday.

Stilhngstett. 4. Watch ; forbearance of sleep.

trailer.

VIGILANCE. If. [vigiUntia, Lat] ,. For-

VlGILANCYj bearance of sleep. Broom. ,.

Watchfulness; circumspection; incessant care

IVotton. 3. Guard; watch. Milton.

VI'GILANT.a. [vigilant, Lat] Watchful ; cir

cumspect ; diligent •, attentive. Hooker Claren,

VI'GlLANTLY.ai/*. [from vigil—t.) Watch.

fully; attentively; circumspectly. Hayward.

VI GOROUS. 0. [from vigor, Lat.] Forcible 5

nr°} weakened; full of strength and life,

fr alter, Atterbury.

VIGOROUSLY, adv. [from vigonr ] .With

force ; forcibly; without weakness Dryd Scutb

VI GOROUSNESS./. [from vigonr]] Force;'

strengh. Taylor.

VIGOUR./, (vigor. Ut] 1. Force; strength.

Milton. 1. Mental force } intellectual ability.

3. Energy ; efficacy. BUclmere.

VILE. a. \yil, Fr. vilit, Lat.] i.Base; mean;

worthless; sordid; despicable. Shakesp. Abbot,

Fairfax 1. Morally impure; wicked. Milton.

VI LED. a. [from vile, whence revile.] Abusive;

scurrilous. Hayward.

VILELY adv. [from vile.] Basely j meanly ;

shamefully. Shakesp. '

VI'LENESS / [from vile.] 1. Baseness ; mean

ness; despicableness. Drayton, Creech. 2.

Moral or intellectual baseness. Prior.

To VILIFY, v. a. [from vile.) To debase; to

defame ; to make contemptible. Drayton.

VI LL. / [villa, Lat.] A village) a small col

lection of houses. Hale.

VILLA. / [villa, Lat.] A country feat Pope.

VI LLAGZ.s. [village,?!.] A small collect on of

houses, less than a ima.Shakesp. Knollei, Pope.

VILLAGER. J. [from village.] An inhabitant

of a village. Milton, Locke.

VI'LLAGtRY. s. (from village] District of

villages. S. akep.

VI'LLAIN./. [iilain, Fr.] 1. One who held

by a bale tenure. Daviei 1. A wicked wretch.

Shakesp. Clarendon, P-.pc.

VI LLANAGE./. [from villain.] 1. Thestateof

a villain; base servitude. Davies. i Baseness!

inlamy. Dryden.

To Vl'LLANIZE. v. a. [from villain.] To de

base ; to degrade. Dryden, Btntky

VILLANOUS. a. [from villain.] 1. Base;

vile ; wicked, z. Sorry Shakesp

VTLLANOUSLY. adv. (from vilUinont 1

Wickedly ; ba!\ly. Knolle,.

VI'LLANOUSNESS./. [from vilkmni.] Baso

ness , wickedness.

VILLAK'Y. / [from villain.] 1. Wickrdncse ;

baleness , depravity. Shake/p. 2. A wicked

action; a crime. Dryden.

VILLAT1CK. a. [lilliticni. Lat.] Belonging

to villages. Milton.

VILL1 J [Latin.] In ana omy. are the fame ac

sibres, ar.d in botany, small sum like the grain

ol pluii. vi sl.ag. Sinmcy. VI LLOL'i
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VI LLOUS. a. [villtfit, Lat.] Shaggy ) rough.

Arbutbul.

VIMINliOUS a. [vimiimu,] Ut.] Made of

twigs. Priir.

VI NCI BEE. a. [from «i'«s», Lat.] Conquerable;

superalile Nirrii.

V1NCIBLENESS / [from vincible.] Liable-

nes» tn be overcome

VIVCTURE. / [vinflnra. Ut] A binding.

VINDF.'MIAL. a- [vi*d,mia, Ut ] Belonging

to • vintage.

To VINDE'MATE * » [vinJcmia, Lat] To

gather the vintage Evelyn.

VINDEMIATION / [vmdemia, Lat.]Crape-

^aihrring-

T» VINDICATE, v. a. [nfhdic; I at ] I. To

juliifv; to support} to maintain. Watti. a.

To revenge ; lo avenge Utia*, fearje*. 3

Toisseit; 10 claim wiih efficacy. Drydn. 4

To clear; to protrct. UarnmimJ

VINDICATION.s. {vindicatio*,Tr ftomvin-

dicate ] De:ence ; asstuion ; justification

Broeme

VINDICATIVE.*, [from*iaaYrar*.] Revenge

ful; given to revenge. Hive', Sp< alt.

VINDICATOR./ [from vindicate.] One who

vindic-Uee . an assertor. Drydt*

VI NDICATORY.a. [fmm»i».fcj/ir.] 1 ru-

nilorv ; pel forming the office of vengeance.

RramhaU 1. Desensory ; justificatory.

VINDI'CTIVK. a [fiom v.ndiaa. Lat j Given

to levengc ; revengeful. Pry-Jen

VINE./ {vinea, Lat.j The plant that bear;

the grape. Fepe.

VINEGAR / [vinaigre, Fr.] 1. Wine grown

four. Bacen, sip*, i. Any thing really or

metaphorically four. Shakelp.

VI K N EW ED, or Vinniy.aM»M'j.AinsviTlP.

VINEYARD /. [pinjeapb, Saxon.J A g"""1'1

planted wi'h vines. State/p.

VI NOUS o.Ifronwi««i*,Lat.]Having the jualt

liesofwine-confilling ot wine Btyte, rbil'f

VI'NTAGE. / [vnlage, Fr] The produce o

the vine lor the year; the time in which

grapes are gathered Bate*, kfaler.

VI NTAGER. / [trom vinum, Lat ] One who

ga hers the vintage. _

VI N'l NlR / [from «/»»*, Latin] One whr

fills wine Hmoth .

VI'NTRY./. The place where wine la loW

Afhocrth. . .

VIOL, s [««», Fr. «.fa, Italian] A stringed

instrument ol mnsick S*o*e/> B««», 7,c""'

VI'OI.ABLR. a. [from vislabtlii, Latin.] Sn.h

as may be violated or hurt.

VIOLACEOUS, a. [from viola, Lat.]Resem-

blineviotets. , . .

To VI OLATE. « a .[*»/.-, Lit.) 1 . To injure ;

to hurl Mill!', ripe. iTouilringeitobreak

»n> thi.ig venerable, linker. 3. To injure by

irreverence. Brrwn. 4- To ravish; todtflowei.

VIOLATION./. [cr./arra, Lat] I. Infringe-

rslf n- '.: i"! " " of something sacred Addije*.

1 V-w- t'/»ctof deflowering. Shake/p.

VUCA'TO*! : \'.':i!atir, Latin J 1. One who

A

injures or infringes something sacred. Stali.

2 A ravisher. Shakejp.

VIOLENCE./ [vielentia, Latin] 1. Force;

strength applied to any purpose Stake. Mik.

1. An attack ; an assault; a murder. Sbakeff.

3. Outrage; unjust force Mi/ti*. 4 Eager

ness; vehemence. Sbakej'p . c. Injury 1 in

fringement Bnrnet. 6 Forcible defloration.

VIOLENT a. [viile*tni, Latin.) 1. Forcible;

acting with strength. Mills* *. Produced or

continued by force B*r*et. 3. Not natural,

but brought by sorce. Milli*. 4 Unjust!)-

assailant ; murderous. Sbakej'p. Millen 5. Uo-

seasonably vehement, Ihtler. 6- Extorted;

not voluntary. Milts*.

VI OLENTLY. adv [from viehnt.] Wiih force;

soicibly ; vehem ntly Sbitiejp. Tayltr.

VIOLET. / [viit.lle, Fr *>/a/j, Laiin.] A

flower. Shakrsp. AUlte*. Lteke.

Vi'OlJN. / [«!.'«, Fr. from viil] A fiddle j

a stringed instrument. Sirndyt.

VI OL1ST s (from viil ) A player en the vioL

VIOLONCELLO, s. [Italian J A stringed ia-

I'rument of musick.

VI'PI.R./. [vi/era, Latin.] I, A serpent of that

species which brings its young alive. Sjgdyt.

1 Any thing mifcHievou.. shakesp.

VI FERINE, a [piptrinu, Lat] Belonging t*

a viper

VI PLROUS. a [viferinui. Lat from *'prr.]

Having the qualities of a viper. Da*iel

VIPER's bu^hjs.f. [ecbi*m, Latin.] A plant.

Miller.

VIPER's graft / [fcmiKCra, Lat] A plant.

Miller.

VIRAGO. /. [Lat] A female warriour; a wo

man with the nullities of a man. I'cutk im.

VI'RELAY./ [vireUj, tirelai, Fr J A sou of

anlienl French poem, that consisted only of

two rhymes and short verses. Drjde*.

VI'RENT- a. [fire*i, Lat] Green ; not fadrd.

Brew*.

V1RGE. / ['-irga, Latin] A dean's mace.

Smifi.

VI'RGIN./. [virge. Lat ] 1 . A maid ; a woman

unacquainted with men. Gexrfi. a. A woman

not a mother. Milti*. 3- Any thing untouched

or unmingled. Derbam 4. The fijjn oftbe^

aodiack in which ihesunts in August Mils*.

VIRGIN, a. Befitting a virgin> tunable to a

virgin; maidenly. Cwoley.

To-VIRGIN. v. n. [a cant word] To play the

virgin. Sbakej'p.

VI RGINAL affront virgin.] Maiden t maid

enly ; pertaining to a virgin. Himmnd.

To VI'RGINAL. *>. *. To pat; to strike as on

the virginal. Sbakifp.

VIRGINAL./ [more usually lirgimah.] A

musical instrument lo called, because nsed by

young ladies. Bae«*.

VIRGI'NI TY. /. {virgi*ira>, lat.] Maiden

head ; unacquaintance wiih man Tajltr.

VIRILE / [mirilis, Lat ] Belonging to man.

VIRILITY./ [virililai. Lat] 1. Manhood)

character of a man. Ramblu. •■ Power o:

proettation. Brtvit.
y V1RMI-
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VIRMILION. / Properly vermiUm.

VIRTUAL, a. f from virtue.} Having the effi

cacy without the sensible part. Bacon, Milton,

Stillinffiect.

VIRTUAUTY. / [from virtual] Efficacy.

Brovon.

VI RTUALLV. adv. [from virtual] In effect,

though not tbrmallv. Hammznd.

To VI-RTUATE. v. a [from virtue] To

make efficacious. Ha<vey.

VIRTUE./, [virtui, Lat. J t. Moral goodness

Pope, a. A particular moral excellence. Addis.

3. Medicinal quality Race*. 4. Medicinal ef

ficacy. Addijon. 5. Efficacy: power. Atterh

6 acting power. Mart. 7, Secret agency

efficacy Daviei 8. Bravery, valour. Raleigh

9- Fxcellencc; that which gives excellence

Ben. Johnson. 10. One of the orders ot the ce

lestial hierarchy. Tickcll.

VI'RTUF.LESS. [from virtue.) Not having

efficicy; without operating qualities. Raleigh,

Fairfax, Ilakewtll.

VIRTUOSO, f. [Italian! A man (killed in an

tique or natural curiosities; a man studious o;

painting, statuary, or architecture. Taller

VI'RTUOUS a. [trom virtue] 1. Morally good.

Shakejp. 1 Chaste. Shakijp. 3. Done in con

sequence ofmoral goodness. Drjden. 4. Effica

cious powerful. Milton. 5 Having wonder

ful or eminent properties. Spenser, Milt on. 6

Hav ng medicinal qualities. Baron

VI RTUOUaLY adv. [iromvirtum] la * vir

tuous manner H;oker, Dent-am

VI'RTUOUSNF.SS. / [from virtuni) The

state or character ot being virtuous. Spenser.

VIRULENCE.? / [from virulent) Mental

VIRULENCY.J poison; malignity; acrimo

ny of temper; bitterness. Addijon, Swift.

VI RULENT, a. [virulentui, Lat.J Poisonous ;

venomous x. Poisoned in the mind; bitter ;

malignant.

VIRULENTLY adv. [itamvirulent] Malig

nantly; with bitterress.

VISAGE. J. \visatg.o, Italian] Face; counte

nance; look $hakesp. Milton, Wal'.er.

To VI CERATE, v. a. [vijcera, Latin] To

embowel, to exenterate.

VISCID, a. [viscidui, Lat,] Glutinous) tena

crus.

VISCIDITY./ [from viscid] 1. Glutinous-

ness ; tenacity, ropiness. Arhuthnct. x. Glu-

t'nous concretion. Floycr.

VISCOSITY./, [vijcosite, Fr.] 1. Glutinous

nelV; tenacity; Arbuthntt. x. A glutinous

substance. Brown.

VISCOUNT. J. [victenta, Lat ] Flstuul fig.

nisies a drgree ot nobil-ty next to an earl,

which is an old name 01 office, but a new one

ol dignity, nt-ver heard ot amoogil us till

Henry VI. his da;s Convell.

VISCOUNTESS./ The lady of a viscount

VISCOUS, a pitscosui, Lat.J Glutinous ; sticky;

tenacious. Bacon.

VlblbULI i'Y. /. [visibilite, French ; from v-

Jib!e\ 1 . The state or quality of b< in,; perct p-

u'.ie by the eye. Bojlc. 1, State ot being apr*

rent or openly disco rerable Stillingfiee-, Robert.

VISIBLE / |«./*/e,Fr. vifiM t, Lat.J imper

ceptible by tte eye. Bacon, Dryden. x. Dis

covered to the eye. Shakejp. 3. Apparent,

open; conspicuous Clarend.

VISIBLF.NliSS /. [iromvisiHe] State or qua

lity of being visible.

Vl'SIBLY. adv. [.Torn visibh) In a manner per-

cep ible by rhe eye Dryden.

VISION /.[vision, Fr. vis,,. Lat ] t. Sight;

th: faculty o seeing. Ncviton x The act of

soring. Hanm 3. A lupemarural appearance;,

a spectre ; a 1 runton-i. Miltot 4. A dream;

something shown in a diram Locke

VISIONARY a (v.sionaire, Fr] ,. Affcte*

by phantoms; dil'p sod to receive impressions

on the imagination Pope, z Imaginary j noc

real, leen in a dream Swift

vls!oNi\RTY^y;|r^'''Frenchl0ne
VISIONIST. 5 whole imagination is dis

turbed.

To VI SIT v. a [visitor, Fr visit,. Lat,] t. To

go to see^ Pope X. To send good or evil judi

cially. Jud.th, Sw.fi. 3. To salute with »

preient Judge,. 4. To one to a survey, with

judicial authority. Afliffe.

To VI SIT. v. n. To keep up the intercourse -s

ceremonial salutations at the houses of each

other.

VISIT, f. [visile, Fr from the veib.j The at

of going to lee another IVaili.

Vl'rSlTA1LrV- [srom *-/f'J Liable to be ri-

litid. Aylisfe.

VI SITANT./1 [from visit] One who goes t.

lee another. South, P,p,

VISITATION, /' [visit,, Lat] ,. The „st„r

visiting Shakejp. x Object of v-.sits M,it,n

3. Judicial vilit or perambula.'son. Ayhfe .

Judicial evil sent hy Cod. Taylor. -. Com-

niunic.liionnfd.vine love. Hooker

VISITATORIAL „ [trom v.siter. .Belonging

to a judicial V'siier A,Use. b "

VISITER. f. [irom visit j 1 One win comes to

see another. Haivey, Swift, x An occasional

JJU^e Garth.

VI SNOMY. / [cor.upted from phys.ogromj ]

I* ace. countenance. Spenser. "

V1SIVF. a. [visis, Frj VormeJ in the act of

lee.cg Brcnvn

Vl'SOH.. s {t-sire, Fr] A mafc used to disfii

_ gure and ill guise. Sidney, Bro'.me.

t\S$RED" ' irom "'firi Mafcrd Milton.

yiSTA J .lulianj ^ iew ; protpect through aa

avenue Ajd:J;n.

VI'SUAL.«. v.j.cl, Fr.] Use I insight; exer-

c sing the power o. su-ht. Milton.

VITAL, a. ^ita.i,. Lat] 1. tontributirs ta

lite; oecelsary to Wie.Sidney, Pope 1. Relat

ing 10 life Shakes?. * Containing |i-e.'Mikn

4- Bciri^ the leat ol lise. Pop,. 5. So disused

as i. live. Uroirn. 6. tlsemial , chieHy ne-

cefiarv. Carbt;.

VITALITY./ urom vital] Power of lubsist-

mg in life Raleigh, R ij

VITALLY, zdv [trom v tai] !n such a mi

ner it to giv« life. Bent!j. Vl'TALS.
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VITALS. / [Without the CngoUr.] Parts es

sential to life. Philips.

VITELARY./ [from «i7r//«, Lat] Theplace

where the yolk of the egg swims in the white.

To VITIATE. *. a [vita, Lat] To deprave ;

to spoil ; to make less pure. Evelyn, Garth.

VITIATION. /". [from vitiate.] Depravation;

corruption. Harvey.

To VITll.l TIGATE. ■». ». Tocontend in law.

VITILITIGA'TION./Contention;cavillation.

Hudtbras.

VITIOSITY / [from vitiosui. Lat ] Depravi

ty; corruption. South.

VITIOUS.a. [v>7»/w,Lat ]i.Corrupt; wicked

opposite to virtuous. Milton, Pope. a. Corrupt;

having physical ill qualities. Ben. Johnson.

ITIOUSLY.arf*.

oufly ; corruptly.

VITIOUSLY.arf*.. [from viciems] Not virtu-

VI TIOUSNESS./ [from visions'] Corruptness;

(late of being vitious. Shakesp. South.

VITREOUS, a. [vitreus. Lat.] Glassy; con-

silling of glass; resembling glass. Arbuthuot.

VITREOUSNESS./ [from vitreous] Resem

blance of glass.

VITRIFICABLE. a. [from vitrisicate.] Con

vertible into glass.

To VITRIFI'CATE. v. a. To change into

glass. Bacon.

VlTRIFICA TION./ \yitr,jication, Fr. from

vitrificate ] Production of glass ; act ofchang

ing, or state of being changed into glass. Bacon

To VI'TRIIY. v. a. [vitruui and faeio, Lat.]

To change into glass. Bacon.

To VITRIFY, v. n. Tobecome glass Arbuth.

VITRIOL. [. [viorulum. Lat.] Vitriol is pro

duced by addition of a metallick matter with

the fossil acid silt. Woidviard.

VI'TRIOLATE. r a. [vitrielitc, Fr. from

striking. Boy/e, Newton, B,pe. 1. Spriteifi

active. South, Watts. *

VI'VIDLY. adv. [from vivid] With lises with

quicknels ( with strength. Beyle, South.

VIVIDNESS. / [Irom vivid.] Life j vigour:

quickness.

VIVI CAL. m. [viviens, Lat] Oaring life.

To VIVI'FICATE. v. a. [vivifies, Lat.] i. T.

make alive; to inform with life; to animate.

». To recover from such a change of form u

seems to destroy the properties.

VIV1FICA TION./ ideation, Fr] The act

of giving life. Bacon.

VIVIFICK.. a. [vivifieni, Lat.] Giving life;

making alive. Bay.

To VIVIFY, v. a. [vivns and faeio. Lat] Te>

make alive; to animate; to endue with life.

Bacon, Harvey.

VIVIPAROUS. ... [vivws and part,, Latin]

Bringing the young alive ; opposed to uvip**-

rsus Mure, Raj.

VI'XEN./ Vixen ia the name of t (he for. ;

and applied to a woman, whose nature ia

thereby compared to a (he fox. Shakesp.

VIZ. a4v. To wit t that is llud.br as.

VIZARD. / [vifiere, Fr.] A malk used see

disguise. Roscomnun.

To VI'ZARD. v. a. [from the noun] To mask.

Shakesp.

VIZIER./ The prime minister of the Turkish

empire. Knolles.

U'LCUR. / [,Uere, Fr. ulc.s. Lat.] A sore os

continuance, not a new wound. Sandys, Milt.

To ULCERATE, v. a. [ukerer, Fr. «/«r».

Lat.] To disease with sorei. Arbuthuot.

ULCERA TION./ [ulteratio, from .Aer#,Lat]

I The act of breaking into ulcers, i. Ulcer;

sore. Arbutbuet7 a. [vttriolite', Fr,

VI'TRIOLATED. J vilrioium, Lat] Impreg-j ULCERED, d. [ulcer'e, Fr. from ulcer.] Grow*

nated with vitiiol > consisting of vitriol. Beyle.i Dy time Irom a hurt to an ulcer. Tenple.

VITRIOI.1CK. \ a. [vitrioliane, Fr. from vi- ULCEROUS, a. [ulcerelus, Lat. J Afflicted with

VITRIO'LOUS I tritium, Lat] Resembling! (ores. Shakesp.

viiriol;containin;;vitriol.#r»'a>»,(7rrOT,f/;yw. U LCEROUSNESS. / [from «/.fr»sj.] The

VI TULINE. a. [vttulnus. Lat ] Belonging to

a calf. Bailey.

VlTUPERAlE. a. [vituferabiiii, Latin.]

Blameworthy. Amsworth.

To VITU PERATE. v. a. [vimperer, Fr. vi-

tupero. Lat.] To blime; to censure

VITUPERATION. /. [vituptratu, Latin]

Blame; censure. Aylijj'e

VIVACIOUS, a. [vhax. Lat] I. Long-lived.

Betitley l. Spritcly; gay; active; lively.

VlVAClOUbNLSS. \ J. [vivacite', Fr. from

VIVACITY. i vivacious.] I . Liveli

ness; spiitelinefa. Boyle. ». Longevity ; length

ol life. Broun.

VI VARY / [viva> ium, Lat] A warren.

VIVE. a. [vis. Er. J Lively; forcible j pietling

Bonn.

VI VENCY./. [vivo, Lat ] Manner of support

ing or continuing lite. Brsittn.

state of being ulcerous.

ULIGINOUS, a. [nlii-inssus. Lat.] Slimy *

muddy. Woodward.

U'LTIMATE. a. [ullimus. Lat] Intended ia

the last resort. Addison, Rogers.

ULTIMATELY, adv. [from ultimate] In the

last consequence. Attcrbury, Rogers.

ULTI'MITY./ [ultimns. Lat.] The last stage i

the last c msequence. Bacon.

U'LTRA MARINE./ [ultra and mari.us. Lat.]

One of the n-.blest blue colours used i.i paint -

in", produced by calcination from tac stone

called lapis Isauli. Hid.

ULTRAMARINE, a. [ultra marinus] Ijtin.]

Being bound the sea; foreign. Aiujxns.th.

ULTRAMONTANE. a. [ultra «»nn, Lat ]

Beii'.e, be)ond the mountains.

ULTRAML'NDANE. a. [ultra and muudus,

I.atinj Be-in*; bevond the worM

VIV*: 8./ A distemper among horses, much' ULTRONtOUS. a. [ultrt. Lat] Spootaueou-.

like the strinple?. farrier's Did. I voluntary.

ViVTDi «. [sbWm, Lat] i. Lively; quiek; U'MBLL.y In botanv, the c'rtn»it> of a iit



UNA UNA

or branch divided into several pedicles or rayr,

beginning from the fame point, and opening

so as to form an inverted cone. Dict

UMBELLATED. a. lo botany, is said of

flov ers when many of them grow together in

umbels. Dis.

UMBRLLI FERGUS a [umcl tndfero, Lat ]

Used of plants that bear many flowers, grow

ing upon many footstalks. DiS

UMBER s. i. A colour. Peacham. 1. A fish.

The umber and grayling differ in nothing but

their names. Walton

V MBERED. a. [from umb:r or umbra, Latin]

Shaded ; clouded Shalefp

UMBI'LIC AL a. | from umbilicus, Lat.] Belong

ing lo the navel Ray

UMBI.ES/f««i*t/,Fr I A deer"s entnila Di'S.

V' MRO j (Lat ! Th" point, or prom nent part

of a buckler. Swift

UMBRAGE s.[imbrage,Vr] I. Shade; (kreen

of trees Philips a. Shadow ; appearance.

BramhaU, IVoodinall. 3 Resentment ; offence ;

suspicion of injury Bacs*.

UMB^ A GEOUS. a. [ombragieux, Pr.] Shady ;

yielding shade. Harvey.

UMBRA'GLOUSNESS / [from umbrageous ]

Shadinefs. Ra'eigh.

UMBRA'TILE. a. \umbrotlilsi, Lat] Being in

the (hide.

UMBRE'L. ? / [from umbra, Lat ] A Ikreen

UMBRELLA J used in h't countries to ke*p

off the fun, and mothers to i ear off the rain

Gay.

UMBRIE'RE /". The visor of thehcWt Sfenf.

UMBROSITY./. [«»*«/«/, Ut ] Ehad.nefs-

exclusion of light Brovjn.

UMPIRAGE. f. [from umpire.] Arbitration;

friendly decision of a controversy.

U'MPIRK./. An arbitrator; one who, as a com

mon friend, decides disputes. Shak'fp Boyle

UN. A Saxon privative or negative particle

answering to in of the Latins, ard a of the

Gieeks, «, Dutch. It is placed aim It at will

before adjectives and adverb".

UN A B A S H IS D a [from abafi -d.] Not ashamed ;

not confused by modesty. Pope

UNA'BLE.a. (from a*/'.] 1. Not havingability.

Raleigh, Milton, Rogeri. 1. Weak ; impotent.

Shake/p.

UNABOLISHED, a. [from ahlijlcd] Not

repealed ; remaining in force. Hjoker.

UNACCEPTABLE, a. { from acceptable ] Not

pleasing ; not luchas is well received Ad.lijeu,

Rogerx.

UNACCE'PTABLENESS. / [from unaccept

able.} State o' not pleasing. Ce'lier.

UNACCE SSIBLEN ESS/ ; from atceffiblenefs }

Slate of not being to be attained or approach.

ed. Hale

UN ACCO'MMODATKD a [^.accommodated J

l*n urnifhed with txiernal convenience. Sbak.

UNACCOMPANIED, a [:rom accompanied.}

Not attended. Hayward.

UNACCOMPLISHED, a [from aectmplijlej.]

Unfinished ; incomplete. Dryien.

UNACCOUNTABLE, a. [Irom accountable.)

I • Not explicable ; not to be solved by realon ;

not reducible to rule. Glanvi le, VEstrange.

sfddijen, Rogers.!. Not subject; not controlled.

UNACCOUNTABLY. adv Strangely. Addis.

UNA'CCURATE a. [from accurate.) Not

exact. Boyle.

UNACCU'STOMF.D. a. [from accusiomed j 1.

Not u.ed ; not habituated. Boyle. z. New •,

no' usual Philips.

UNACKNOWLEDGED, a. [from acknow

ledge.] Not owned. Ciarendon.

UNACQUAINTANCE / [from acquain

tance.] Want of familiarity. South.

UNACQUAINTED, a. [from acquainted.) I.

Not known; unusual; not familiarly known.

Spenser 1. Not having familiar knowledge.

Denham, IVake.

UNACTIVE a [from active ] 1 Not brisk 1

not lively. Locke. ». Having no employment.

Milton. 3. Not busy; not diligent. Souib. 4.

Having no efficacy Milton.

UNADMIRliD.a.Notregardedwithhonour.Fr^r.

UNADORED. a Not worshipped. Milton.

UNADVISED a. 1. Imprudent, indiscreet.

Shakefp t. Done without due thought ; rash.

Hayluard, Glanvilie.

UNAtFECTED. a. I. Real ; not hypocritical.

DryJen. a. Free from affectation ; open (

candid ; si*. cere. Adiison. 3. Not formed by

too rigid observation of rules Milton. 4. Not

moved; not touched.

UNAFFECTING. a. Not pithetick ; not mov

ing the passions.

UNAIDLD a. Not assisted ; not helped.

Blackmore.

UNALLI KD. a. 1. Having no powerful rela

tion. 2. Having no common nature; not con

genial. Collier.

UNANIMOUS, a. [immr, Fr. unanimii.

La M Being of one mindj agreeing in design

or opinion. DryJen.

UNANOINTED. a. 1 . Not anointed. *. Not

prepared for death by extreme unction. Shai.

UNANSWERABLE, a. Not to be refuted.

Glanvilie.

UNANSWERED, a. Not opposed by a reply.

1. Not confuted. 3. Not suitably returned Dry.

UNAPPA'LLED. a. Not daunted) not im-

press'd by fear. Sidney.

UNAPPEA SABLE, a. Not to be pacified ; im

placable Raleigh, Milton.

UNAPPREHENSIVE, a [from apprehend]

1 . Not intelligent ; not ready of conception-

South. 1. Not suspecting.

UNAPPRO'ACHED. a. Inaccessible. Milton.

UNAPPROVED. a. [from approve.] Not ap

proved. Milton.

UN APT. a. [from apt ] 1. Dull ; not apprehen

sive, a. Not ready ; not propenfe. Shakefp 3.

Unfit ; not qualified. Taylor. 4. Improper ;

unfit ; unsuitable.

UNA PTNESS. / [from utapt.] 1. Unfitness;

unsuitableiiess. Spenser. 1. Dulness; want of

apprehension. 3. Unreadiness; disqualifica

tion; want of nropenjjju,

5 M WNA'Re
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b'NATlCUED. a. [from argue.] I. Not dis

puted. Milton. 2 Not confuted.

UNA'RMED. a. [from unarm ] Hiving no

armour ; having no weapons.

UNARTFUL, a. i. Having no art, or cunning.

DryJen. l. Wantine skill Cheyne.

UNASKED n Not"f..ugJriibv solicitation.

UNASPIRING, a Not ambitious. R.gert.

UNASSA'lLED.a Not attacked; not atUulted.

Sbakesp.

UNASSl'STED a. Notpulped Rogtrt.

UNASSI'STING. a. Giving no help DryJ.n.

UNASSURED, a. I. Not confident. Glauville.

2. Not lo be trusted. Spenser.

UNATTAINABLE, a. Not to be gained or

obtained ; being out • f reach. Dry-Jen.

UNATTAINAliLENESS.y. Stated beingout

of reach.

UNATTEMPTED, a. Untried; not assayed

Skakejp.

UNATTENDED, a Having no retinue, or

attendants. DryJen.

UNAVAILABLE, a. Useless; vain with respect

to any purpose Hooker.

UNAVAILING, a. Useless i vain. DryJen.

UNAVOIDABLE, a. i. Inevitable j not to be

shunned. Rogers. 2. Not to be milled in

ratiocination. 'Tillotscn.

UNAVOI'DED. a. Inevitable.

UNAUTHORISED, a. Not supported by au

thority ; not propeily commissioned. Dryden.

UNAWA RE. 7 adv. i. Without thought;

UNAWARES. I without previous meditation.

Sbaktsp. Prpe. 1. Unexpectedly; when it is

not thought of; suddenly. Boyle, Wake.

UNA'WED. a. Unrestrained by lear or reve

rence. Chrendfn.

UNBACKED, a. l. Not tamed; not taught

to bear the rider. Suckling, i. Not «ounte-

nanced ; not aided. Daniel.

To UNBA'R v. a. [from bar.] To open by-

removing the bars ; to unbolt. Denham.

UNBA'RBED *.(iWA<j,Lat.]Not shaven. Sbak.

UNBA'TTERED.a Net injuredby blows. Sbak.

UNBEA'TEN. a. I. Not treated with blows.

Corbet. 2. Not trodden. Rcfczmmou.

UNBECO MING, a. Indecent j unsuitable ; in

decorous. Milton, DryJen.

To UNBE D v a. To raise from a bed. Walt.

UNBEFITTING, a. Not becoming ; not suit

able. Milton.

UNSE'GOT. ? a. [from beg t .] i. Eter-

UNBEGOTTEN. J ual ; without generation.

Stillingjleet. I. Not yet generated. S*utb.

UNBELl'EF. / i Incredulity. DryJen. ».

Infidelity ; irreligion.

ToUNEELIEVE . v. a. i. To discredit ; not

lo trust. Wilton. I. Not to think real or true.

DryJen.

UNBELIEVER. /. An insulcl ; one who be

lieves not the scripture ai Gi'A.HsokersTillotjou.

UNBENDING, a i. Not suffering, flexure.

Rope. 2. Devoted to relaxation. Rave.

UNUENE VOI.ENT. a. Not kind. Rogers.

UNBE NEF1CED. a. Not preferred t« a bene

fice. DryJen.

UNBENI GHTED. a. Never visited by datk-

ness. Milton.

UN liENI GN a. Malignant; malevolent. Mitten

UNBENT, a. i. Not drained by the striq

D/yJen. i. Having the bow unstrung. Skaierp

3 Not cruthed ; not subdued. Dryden. i-

Relaxcd ; not intent Denbatn.

UNBESEEMING a Unbecoming K Crarki.

UNDESO UGHT. a. Not intreated. MUtzu.

UNBEWA ll.ED. a. Not lamented. Shakefp.

To UNBI'AS. v. a. To free from any exter

nal motive; to disentangle from prejudice.

Atterbury, Snaist, Pope.

UNBID. 7 a. l. Uninvited. Sbaiesf. t.

UNBI DDEN 1 Uncommanded ; IpoDta-itcÆ*

Milton.

UNBI'GOTTED.a. Free from bigotry Addistt,

ToUNBIND. -.■ a [Irom htnJ.\ To loose; ra

untie. DryJen.

To UNBI SHOP. v. a [from bjbcf.] To de

prive of episcopal orders South.

UNBITTED a strom bit.] Unbridled} s«-

restrained. Sbakesp.

UNBLAMABLE, a Not culpable. DryJen.

UNBLEMISHED, a. Free from turpitudes

free from reproach. Waller, DryJen, Addiii*.

UNBLENCHID. a. Not disgraced j oct is-

jured by any foil Milton.

UNBLEST. a. I. Accursed; excluded from bene

diction. Bacon, a. Wretched ; unhappy. Frier.

UN BLOODIED, a. Not stained with blood. Sr*

UNBLO'WN. a Having the bud yet unexpind-

ed Sbakesp.

UNBLU NTED. a. Not becoming obtuse C.-wZ

UNBO'D.ED a. i. Incorporeal; immaterial

Watts. 2 Freed from the body. DryJen.

To UNBOLT v a. To set open; to unb«r Sink.

UNBOLTED, a. Coarse; gross; not refined.

Shakesp.

UNBONNETTED. a. Wanting a bat or

bonnet. Sbakesp.

UNBOOKISH, a. i. Not studious of book;.

*. Not cultivated by erudition. Sbakesp.

UNBORN, a. Not yctbroughtintol.se; fu

ture. Shakesp. Milton, Dryden.

UNBO RROWED. a. Genuine ; native; one't

own. Ltcke.

UNBO TTOMED. a. i. Without bettoto ; btt-

tomlep. Milton. 2. Having no solid founda

tion. Hammond.

To UNBOSOM, v. a. t.To reveal in cotft-

dence. Milton, Atterbury. a. To open j to

disclose. Milton.

UNBOUGHT. a. I. Obtained without moret.

Dryden. 2. Not finding any purchistr. Lute

UNBOUND, a. I. Loose; not tied a. Wast

ing a cover. Locke. 3. Preterite of unkind.

UNBOUNDED, a. Unlimited j unrestrained.

Shakeip. Decay of Pitty.

UNBOUNDEDLY adv. Without bound 1 ;

without limits Gov. cj tbe Ttugue.

UNBOUNDEDNESS./ Exemption from li

mits. Cbeyne.

UNBOWED a. Not bent. Sbakesp.

To UNBO WEL. v. n, To ejtcjitciatc j to evis

cerate. Hakivitll. In
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To UNBRA'CE. v. a. I. To loose ; lo relax

Stenser, Prior, t. To mike thi- clothes loose

Sbalesp.

UNBRE ATHED.a. Not exercised. Sbakefp.

UNBRE'D. a. I. Not instructed in civility

ill educated. Lecke, C:„grrve. I- Nottaught

Dryden.

UNBREECHED. a. Hiving no breeches.

Sbakefp.

UNBR1 BED. a. Not influenced by money or

gifts. DryJem.

UNBRIDLED, a. Liotntious ; not restrained

Spratt.

UNBRO'KE. 7 a. [from break] I. Nol

UNBROKEN, J violated. Taylor, i. Not

subdued i not weakened. Dryden. 3. Not

tamed. Adjison.

UNBROTHERLIKE. \ a. Ill suiting with

UNBROTHERLY. J the character of a

br-nher. Decay os fitly.

To UNBU'CKLE. v. a. To lo se from buikles

Milton, Pipe.

To UNBUl LD. v. a. To rare ; to destiny

Mill,,,

UNBUILT, a. Not yet erected Dryden.

UNEURIED. a Not interred ; not honoured

w'th the rites of funeral Bacin, Pipe.

UNBURNED. 7 a. I. Not consumed; not

UNBU'RNT. J wasted ; not injured by

fire. Dryde*. 1. Not heated with fiV.

Bacon.

UNBURNING. a. Not consuming by heat.

D.rbj.

To LNBU'RTHEN. -v. a. 1. To rid os a

load. Sbakefp. a. To throw off". Shake/p.

3. To disclose what lies heavy on the mind.

Sbakefp

To UNBUTTON, v. a To loose any thing

buttoned. Harvey, Addisom.

UNCALCINED. a. Free from calcination

Beyle.

UNCALLED, a. Not summoned ; not sent

for ; not demanded. Sidney, Milten.

To UNCA'LM. v a. To disturb D-ydcn.

UNCA'NC'ELLED. a. Not erased; notabroga-

ted. Dryden.

UNCANONICAL. a. Not agreeable to the

canons.

UNCA'PABLEn. Unsalable, Fr incapax, Lat.]

Not capable ; not susceptible. Hammond.

UNCA'RED/w. a. Not regarded; not auend-

ded to,

UNCA'RNATE. a. Not fleshly. Brecon.

To UNCASE. 1/ a. 1. To dtstntjafe from any

covering AJdifon. 1. To fly. Spenser.

L'NC'AUUHT.a. Not yet catched Sbakefp.

G ay

UNCAU SF.D a Having 00 precedent cause.

UNCA UTIOUS. a. Not wary } heedless

Dryden.

UNCERTAIN, a Uncertain, Fr. incertut,

l.at.) 1. Doubt: ul ; not certainty known

Denhum. z. Doubtful; not having certain

knowledge. TitUtjon. 3. Not sure in the

consequence. Dryden, Gay, Vtfe. 4. Vo-

settled ; unregular. Hjoker.

UNCERTAINTY/. 1. Dubiousness; want oi

knowledge Denbam, Licke %. Contingency -,

want of certainty. South. 3. Something un

known. VE'lrange.

le UNCHAIN, v. a. To free from chains.

Prior.

UNCHANGEABLE, a. Immutable. Hooker.

UNCHANGED, al. Nft altered Taylor. 1.

Not alterable Dryden, Pope.

t-NCHA'NGEABLENESS. / Immutability.

Neiv ten.

UNCHANGEABLY, adv. Immutably; with

out change. South.

UNCHANGING, a. Suffering no alteration.

Pope.

To I NCHA'RGE. v. a. To retract an accusa

tion. Sbakefp.

UNCHVRITABLE. a Contrary to charity ;

contrary to the universal love preenbed by

Christianity. Drrbam, Addrftn.

UNCHA RITABLENESS. / Want of charity

Atterkury,

UNCHA'RITABLY. cJv. Ini manner contrary

to chr.rity. Spenser, Spratt.

UNCHA RY. a. Not warv ; not cautious.

Shekelp

UNCHA'STE. «. Lewd j libidinous ; not con

tinent. Sidney, Taykr.

UNCHA'STITY. /. Lewdnesi. j incontinence.

IV::£<v:2rJ, Arbuthnot.

L'NCHEKRFULN ESS./ Melancholy ; gloonv-

ne!s ol temper. A.'.dtfon.

UNCHECKED, a. Unrestrained; not fluctated.

Sbakefp. Milton.

UNCHHWED. a. Not masticated Dryden.

To UNCHI LD. v. a. To deprive of children.

Sbakefp. t

UNCHRI STIAN. a i.Contrjry to the laws of

Christianity. Soutb, Norrii. a. Unconverted ;

infidel. Hooker.

UNCHRI'STUNNF.SS /Contrariety to Chri

stianity-. King Charles.

UNCIRCUMCI'SED. a. Not circumcised;

not a Jew.

UNCIRCUMCISION. / Omission of circuro-

ciston. Hammznd.

UNCIRCUMSCRIBED. a. Unbounded; un-

limittd Addif.n.

UNCIRCIMSPECT. a. Not cautious ; net

vigilant. Haytvard.

UNCIRCUMSTA NTIAL a. Unimportant.

B,,rvn

UNC1 VIL. a. [incivil, Fr. incivilit, Lat.] Un-

polite ; not agreeable to rule* of elegance, or

complaisance. Whitest.

UNCI VILLY. adz-. L'np .litcly ; not complai-

santly Bronnn.

UNCIVILIZFD. a. 1. Not reclaimed from

barbarity. 2. Coarse ; indecent.

UNCLA'RIFIED. a. Not purged; not purified.

Baczn.

To UNCLA'SP. 'j. a. To open what is shut

with clasp*. Sbakefp. Taylor.

UNCL.VSSICK.. «. Notclassick. Pope.

,M« UNCLB.
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U'NCLE. / [enele, Fr.] The father's or mo

ther's brother.

UNCLE A'N. a. i Foul ; dirty ; filthy. Dryitn.

2. Not purified by rituil practice*. 3. Foul

with sin. Miit'.n. Roger s. 4. Lewd j unchaste

Shakespeare, Milion

UNCLEANL1NESS. / Want of cleanliness

Clarendon.

UNCLEANLY, a. 1. Fool; filthy; nasty

Sbaielp. t. Indecent j unchaste Warn.

UNCI.EA'NNESS. / 1. Lewd ness ; incon

tinence. Granni. I. Want of cleanliness ■

nasteness. Taylor. 3. Sin; wickedness. Eiceiiel

4 Want of ritual purity.

UNCLE ANt ED. a Not cleansed. Bac*.

To UNCLE'W v. a. [trom elite.] To undo

Sbafefp.

To UNCLENCH, v. a. To open the closed

hand G rib,

UNCLl'PPED a Whole; not cu1. letkt-

To UNCLOATH v. a. To strip j to tnakc

naked Raltitb, Altirbury.

To UNCLOG v. a. 1. To disenenmber :

to exonerate. Sbakesp. t. To set at liberty

Dryde*.

To UNCLOPSTER. v. n To set at large

Nsrrit

To UNCLO'SE v. a To open Pepe.

UNCLOSED, a Not separated by enclosures

Clarendon.

UNCLOUDED a. Free from ckuds ; clear

from obscurity; not darkened. Rofarnmon.

UNCLO'UDLDNESS. / Openness ; freedom

from gloom. Boyle.

UNCLO UDY. a. Free from a cloud. Gay

To UNCLl/TCH. v. a. To open. Decay ej

Fiety.

To UNCOIF. v. a. To pull ike cap eft'.

Aibutbnot.

ToUNC'DI'L. 'J. a. [from nil.] To oper

from being coiled or wrapped one part upon

another.

UNCOI NED. a Not coined. SJ,aiesp. Loch:

UNCOLLE'CTED. a. Not collected , not re

collected frier.

UNCO LOURED, a. Not stained with any co

lour, or die. Bacan.

UNCO'viBED. a Not parted or adjusted by the

comb Crastiav/.

UNCO'MEATABI.F. a. Inaccessible; nnat-

tainable.

UNCO MELINESS. / Want of grace ; want

of beauty Sj enjer, IVctlcn, Licit.

UNCOMELY, a. Not comely; want ofgrace.

Sidntv, Clveniion

UNCOMFORTABLE a. 1, Affording no

romfurt; gloomy ; dismal; miserable, tinier,

Wake, a. Receiving no comfort j nieiao-

choly.

UNCO'MFORTABLENESS. /. Want of

cheerlulness layier.

UNCOMFORTABLY, adv. Without cheer-

fulress.

UNCOMMA'NDED. a. Not commanded.

S'.atb,

UNCOMMON. 0. Not frequent ; not o<tti

found or known. AJdifn

UNCO-MMONNESS, f. Infrequency. MAf*.

UNCOMPACT a. Not compact ; not cfcki,

cohering. AJJiitm.

UNCOMMUMCATED a. Not commons

ted ILokcr.

UVCOMPANIED a. Having 00 compact*

ran fax

^COMPELLED, d. Free from c« moults

Doyle, Pepe.

UNCOMPLETE, a. Not perfect > ik* £ni4»i

ripe

UNCOMPOUNDED. a. 1. Simple . „

mixed. Ne*,,„. 1. Simple; not intriort

Hammond

UNCOMPREHE'NSIVE a. , Unable to re

prehend, t. In Shakespeare it seems to 61. \

• ncorntrebensible.

UNCOMPRE SSED. a. Free from eompreSe*

UNCONCEIVABLE, a. No. to be ooderBootl;

not to be comprehended by the mind Locke,

a/aeimore,

UNCONCEIVABLENESS./ IncomprebeaS-

biltty L:cie.

UNCONCEIVED. a. Not taught; not inn-

gined. Creed.

UNCONCERN./. Negligence ; want of »

lerclt , ftcedom rom anxiety } freedom fron

pertuibaiion. Svuft.

UNCONCERNED a. ,. Having no iMereS.

Jqyter. 1. Not anxious; not disturb*! ; we

affected Deebam, Retire

UNCONCERNEDLY. adv. Without interest

or affection. Dcnbatx, Bentley

U.NCONCERNEDNFSS. /. Freedom from

anxiety or perturbation. &»/*

UNCONCE'RNINC. a. No. interesting; ok

affecting AJdifon.

UNCONCfRNMENT./ The state of havir*

no (hare. Scntb

UNCONCLU DENT 7 a Notdecrfire; a-

UNCONCLUD1NG J ferrint no plain «

certain conclusion. Bale, Locke

UNCONCLU'DINGNESS./ Qualit.osbehx

uuconcluding.

I VCO UNSELLABLE, a. Not to be ad.-.i-i

Clarend'n.

UNCOUNTABLE, a. Ir.r.umer.Me. J.fo.r.

UNCOUNTERFEIT. a. Genuine; 00. lp«-

nous sprats.

To UNCOUPLE, v. a. To lo=se dog, froo

.heir couples. Sbjiisp. P,j.Un

UNCO URTEOUS. a Uncivil; nnpolite AA.

UNCO'URTLINESS./. Unsuitable*!', otcan-

ners to a court. AAdisen.

UNCOURTLY. a. Inelegant of manners; u3-

civil. Swift.

UNCOUTH [uncuX, Sax] Odd} flracc:;

unusiial. Fairfax. Baia.

To UNCREA'TE. v. a. To annihibue ; to

reduce to nothing; to depute ot uxistn**

Afiitsi.

V*
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TJNCREA'TED. a. 1. Not yet created, i.

[Incre'e, Fr ] Nut produced by creation-

Biackmore, Lecke.

UNCRED1"BABLENESS. /. Want of reputa

tion Decay ef Piety.

UNCRO'PPED. a. Not cropped j not gathered

Milto*

UNCROSSED, a. Uticancelled. Sbakesp.

TJNCRO'UDED. a. Not llraitened by want of

room. AJJij * .

To UNCROWN v. a. To deprive of a crown :

to drprive of sovereignty DryJen.

UNCTION./ [«»<»«■, Fr.] i. The act of

anointing. H»ker. 1. Unguent ; ointment

DryJen. 3 The act of anointing medically.

Arbutl net. 4. Any thing sottrnirg or leni

tive. Sbakesp. 5. The rite of anointing in

the lad hours. Hamm:nJ. 6. Any thing that

excite* piety and devotion.

VNCTUOS1TY. / [from hiiSliui.] Fatness ;

ottiness. Bacon.

U'NCTUOUS. a. Fat ; clammy ; oily. Sbakrsp.

DryJen.

TJ'NCTUOUSNESS. / Fatnesi j oiliness ;

clamminess , greasinesa. Beyle

UNCU LI.ED. a Not trathered. Milton.

UNCULPABLE. a. Not b.ameable. lU-.kcr.

UNCULTIVATED, a. [incnltnt, Latin , 1

Not cultivate : n<t improved by tillage.

Lode. a. Not instructed ; not civilized

Roscemmgn

UNCUMBERED. a. Not burtheoed ; not em

barrassed DryJen.

UNCU'RBABLE a. That cannot be curbed, or

checked. Sbakesp.

UNCU'RBED. a. Licentious ; not restrained.

Sbakesp.

To UNCU'RL. v. a. To loose from ringlets,

er convolutions. DryJen.

To UNCU RL. v. n.To fall from the ringleK.SA.

UNCU RRENT. a. Not current ; not passing

in o mmon payment Sbakesp.

To UNCU'RSE. v. a To free from any exe

cration. Sbakesp.

UNCUT, a. Not cut. Waller.

To UNDA'M. v. a. To open ; to free from the

restraint of m und«. DryJen.

UNDA MAGED. a. Not made worse ; not im

paired, tbihpi.

UNDAUNTED, a. Unsubdued by sear; not

depressed. Sbakesp. DryJen

UNDAUNTEDLY, adv. Boldly) intrepidly ;

without fear. Sontb.

UNDAZZLED. a. Not dimmed, or con.used

by splendour. Bsyle.

To UNDE'AF. v. a. To free from deafness.

Sbak.sp

UNDEBA UCHED. Not corrupted by dtbau

chery. DryJen.

UNDECAGON. / [from nnJtcim, Lat. and

■yn-a, Gr.J A figuie of eleven angles, or

sides.

UNDECA'YING. a Not severing diminution

or declension. Blachmoie.

UNDECA'YED. a. Not liable to be diminished.

' fffn.

To set free from the

Roscemmon

a. Not liable to deceive.

Not cheated ; not im-

ToVNDECE'IVE.

influence of fallacy.

UNDECE1VABLE.

Holder.

UNDECEIVED

posed on DryJ. 1

UNDECI DUD. a. Not determined ; not settled.

Relcenmin

To UNDK'CK.. «• a. To deprive of ornaments.

Shakeip.

UNDECKED, a. Not adorned) not embel

lished. Milton.

UNDECI SIVE. a. Notdecisive ; not conclude.

GlanviIJt.

UNDECLI NED. a. Not grammatically varied

by tertnination. X Not deviating 4 not turn

ed from the ri^ht way. SanJyt.

UNBEDICATED. a. 1. Not con'ecraed ;

not Hevoted. 1. Not inlcribed 10 a patron.

Boyle.

U.*DEE'DED. a. Not signalized by action.

Skake'p.

UNDtFA'CED. a. Nrt deprived of its form j

not disfigured. Granville.

UNDEFE ALIBLE a Not defeasible; not to

be va< ated or annulled.

UNDEFi LED. a. Not polluted; not vitiate I;

not Ct rrupted rVijihm, Millen. DryJen.

UNDEFINED, a Kot-circurnstnbed, or ex-

plaiiu'd by a d-nnition. Locke.

UNDEFI'NABLE. a Not to be marked out,

or cii cuinlci ilied by a der.nition. Locke.

UNDKFO'RMED. a. Not dcfoimed; not d !"-

figured Po/t

UNDEFINED, a. Not set at defiance ; not chal

lenged. Spenser, DryJen.

UNDEL1 BERATED, a. Not carefully consi

dered. ClarenJon.

UNDELIGHTED a Not pleased ; not touch

ed with pleasure. Milton.

L'NDELI'GHTFUL. a. Not giving pleasure.

C/arenJm.

UNDEMO LISHED. a. Not razed ; not thrown

down. Pbtlist.

UNDEMO'NSTRABLE. a. Not capible 0;

fuller evidence Hcoier.

UNDENIABLE, a Such as cinno: be gainsaid.

SiJnry.

UNDENI'ABLY. aJv. So plainly, « to x.?mit

no contradiction. Bravn

UNDEPLO'RED. a. Not lamented. DryJen.

UNDEPRA'VED. a. Net corrupted. G/a'n-itt,

UNDEPRI VED. a -Not diverted By authority ^

not stripped q any p sscllion. DryJen.

U N'DER. prepifttcn. [ nnjar, Gothi-k ; unfcap,

Saxon i cnJt-r. Dutch] t. In a Hate of sub

jection to. DryJen. z in the state ot pupilage,

to. Der.bcnt. 3. rjcnc-Aih, su as to be covered

or hidden. Bacon, Eurnet, DryJen, Licit. 4.

Below in place ; not above. Stjnt), Bncon.

5 In a lel'j degree than, ihsker, DrjJtn. 6.

For lei% than. Ray. 7. I.ela than ; rxkw.

Sontb, Collier. 8' By the (hew of Sbakejp.

Baker. 9. With IcK than. Swift. 10 lr

the (Uts of interiority _lo : ailing rank
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order of precedence. AdJifin. it. In a state

of being loaded with. Shakcsp. i». In a

state of oppression bv, or subjection xo.^tiVotsm,

Locke, Collier, Addisen, 13* In a stale in

which one is seized or (overborne. P:pe. 14 In a

staie of being liable to, or limited by. Hooker,

South, Loch. 15. In a statcof depression, 01

dejection by. Sbaktsp, 16. In the state of

bearing. Swift. 17. In the state of. 18

Not having reached or arrived ti: noting

time. Spenjer 19. Represented by. Addison.

»o. In a state of protection. Collier. 11

With respect to. Feinn, ii. Attested by

Locke. »3 Subjected tf>; being the subject

of Burner, Locke, Addison. 14. In the next

stage of subordination. Lock,-. 15. In a state

of relation that claims protection.

U'NDER. adv. 1. In a state of subjection,

z Cbran. z. Less : opposed to over or mere.

Addijon. 3. It hss a signification resembljng

that of an adjective; inseriour ; su'ject :

subordinate. Stale/p.

UNDERACTION./. Subordinate action; ac

tion not elsenttal to the main (lory. Drydm.

To UNDERUEAR. v. a. [under and hear.]

I. To support; to endure. Shake/p. a. To

line; to guard. Skakejp.

UNDERBEARER. /. [under and b/arer]

In funeral*:, those that sullain the weight ot

the body, distinct from those who are bearers

of ceremony.

To UNDERBI'D. v. a. [under and bid.] To

offer for any thing les*, than its worth.

UNDERCLE'RK. /. [under and cleri. ]

A clerk subordinate to the principal clerk.

Stvift.

To UNDERDO', v. n. [under and do j 1.

To act below one's abilities. B n Johnson.

t. To do less than is requisite Grew.

UNDERFA'CTION. / [under and faBion.]

Subordinate faction; subdivision of a faction

Dec. of Pitts.

UNDERFE'LLOW. / [under and/W/W ] A

mean man ; a lorry wretch. Sidney

UNDERFILLING./, [under im\ Jill.] Lower

part of an edifice. Mutton.

To UiMDERFONG v a. [under and fanjan,

Sax.] To take in hand. Spenser.

To UNDERFURNISH. v. a. [ under and

furntjb ] To supply with less than enough.

Collier.

To UNDERGIRD. v . a. [under and gird.]

To hind r"iind the bottom. AHi.

To U NUl'.RGO. «. j [uair and gt.] 1 . To

suffer j to sustain ; to endure evil. Dryden

z. To support; to hazard. Not in use. Stall

Daniel. 3. To sustain; to be the bearer of;

to possess. Sbaktsp. 4. Tosullain; to endure

without fainting; Shake/p. 5. To pass through

Bumet, Arbuthmt. 6. To be subject to.

Shakcsp,

UNDERGROUND. /. [under ar.d ground.)

Subterraneous space, Milton.

UNDERCRO'WTH. /. [undtr ar.d growth ]

J'hat which grows under the tall wood

UNDERHAND, adv. [under and hand] i.

By means not apparent; secretly Hooker.

1. Clandestinely; >ith fraudulent secrecy.

Sidney, Hudibras, Dryden, Swift, Addi/om.

UNDERH.VND. a. Secret; clandestine V fly.

Shakcsp Addtson.

UNEERLA'BOURER. / [under and labourer]

A subordinate workman. kVilkint.

UNDERI'VED. a. [from domed] Not bor

rowed. Locke

To UNDERLAY, v. a [under tod lay] To

strengthen by something laid under.

UNDERLE'AF. / [under and leaf] A specie*

of apple M:rtimcr,

To UNDERLI NE <u. a [under and lime] To

mark with lines below the words. kVotton.

UNDERLING./ [ from under. ] An inse

riour agen: ; a lorry mean fellow. Sidney,

Spenser, Pope.

To UNDF.RMl'NE. v. a. [under and awa*]

1. To dig cavities under any thing, lo that it

may fall or be blown up ; to sap. Denbam,

Pope. x. To excavate under. Addison. 3.

To endure by clandestine means Dryden,

Locke

UNDERMI'NF.R. / [ from undermine] 1 He

that lips j he that digs away the support*.

Bacon. 1. A clandestine enemy Smth.

UNDERMOST. «. 1. Lowest in place

Boyle. 1. Lowest in state or condition

Attfrbury.

UNDERNE ATH. adV.[Compsunded from »»-

der and neatb.] In the lower place ; beWw ;

under ; beneath. Addison.

UNDERNE'ATH. prep. Under. Ben. Johnson,

Sandys.

UNDEROFFICER. / [under tad officer.] An

inseriour officer ; one in subordinate authority.

Ayliffe.

To U NDERPIN'. v. a. [under and pin.] To

prop •, to support. Hale.

UNDE ROG ATORY. a. Not derogatory. Boyle.

UNDERPART./ [under and part] Subordi

nate or unessential part. Dryden.

UNDERPETTICOAT. s. [under and petti

coat J The petticoat worn next the body.

Spedator.

UNDERPLOT./ [under and plot.) 1 A se

ries of events proceeding collaterally with the

main story of a play, ami subservient to it.

Drydtn 1. A clandestine scheme. Addison.

To UNDF.RPRA'ISE. v. a [under and praise.]

To praise below desert. Dryden.

To UNDERPRIZE v. a. [under and prise.]

To value at less than the worth. Sbakesp.

To UNDERPROP v a [under and prep J

To support ; to sustiin Baton, Dryden.

UNDERPROPORTIONED. a. [under and

proportion] Having too little proportion.

Collier.

UN'DERPU'LLF.R. / [under and puller ] In

seriour or subordinate puller. Colitcr.

To UNDERRATE. v. a. [under and rate]

To rate too low.

UNDERRA' I E,/ strom the verb ] A price

les: than is usual. Dryden. To
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To UNDERSA'Y. v. n. [under and say.] To

fay by way of derogation. Spenser.

UNDERSECRETARY. /. (muder toAstcrt

tary.\ Ab inseriour or subordinate secretary-

Bac:n.

To UNDERSELL, v. a. [under and sill.) To

de'eat, by felling for less; to fell cheaper than

another. Child.

UNDERSE'RVANT. / {under and servant )

A l"i rvant of the lower class. Grew.

To UNDERSET, v. a [under and /</.] To

prop j to support. Bacon.

UNDERSKTTER./ [from underset.-] Prop;

pedestal; support. I Kingt.

UNDERSETTING./, [from underset.] Lower

part; pedestal. Wotten.

UNDERSHER1FF. / [under and sheriff.]

The deputy of the sheriff, deair/cud.

UNDERSHE'RIFFRY. / [from under/beriff]

The business ar office of an undersheriff. Bac

UNDERSHOOT, fart. a. [under and sheet.]

Moved by water passing under it Canto

UNDERSONG./, under and sinr.] Chorus ,

burthen of a song. Spenser, Dryden

To UNDERSTAND, v. a. preterite under

stood, [unoeppranban, Saxon] t. To com

prehend fully; to have knowledge of. Dryden

a. To conceive. Stillingfleet.

To UNDERSTAND, v. n. 1. To have use

of the intellectual faculties; to be an intelli-

gent or conscious being. Chronicles. *. To be

informed Nchemiah, Ben. "Johnson.

UNDERSTANDING. /. [from understands

I. Intellectual powers j faculties of the

mind, especially those of knowledge and

judgment. Daviei. a. Skill. Swift. 3

Intelligence; terrna of communication

Clarendon

UNDERSTANDING, a. Knowing; skilful

Addijon.

UNDERSTA'NDINGLY. adv. [from under

stand.] With knowledge. Miltiu.

UNDERSTOOD, pret. and part, passm of

understand.

UNDERSTRAPPER. / under and strap.]

A petty fellow; an inseriour agent. Swift.

To UNDERTA KE. v. a. preterite undertook ;

part. pass, undertaken, [undefangen, Ger.j

1. To attempt; to engage in. Roscomm. i.

To assume a character. Shakesp. 3 To en

gage with i to attack. Shakesp. 4. To have

the charge of. Shakesp.

To UNDERTAKE, v. .. ,. To assume any

busioels or province. Milton, a. To venture,

to hazard Shakejp. 3. To promise ; to stand

bound to some condition. Woodward.

UNDERTA KEN. part, passive of undertake.

UNDERTA KER./ [from undertake.] 1. One

who engages in projects and affairs. Clarendin.

a. One who engages to build for another at a

certain price. Swift. 3. One who manages

funerals.

UNDERTAKING./ [from undertake.) At

tempts enterprise; engagement. Raleirh,

Temple. * '

UNDERTENANT. / A secondary tenant.

one who holds from him that holds from the

owner. Daniel.

UNDERTOOK, patt. passive of undertake.

UNDERVALUATION. /. [under and value]

Rate not equal to the wuith. rVctton

To UNDERVA LUE v. a. [under and value.]

1. To rate low; to esteem lightly; to treat

as ef little worth. Atterhnry. a. To depress

to make low in estimation j to despise. Drid

Addiscn. J

UNDERVA LUE./ [from the verb.] Low ratej

vile price. Temple.

UNDERVA LUER./. [from undervalue.] One

who esteems lightly. rValton.

UNDERWENT. Preterite of underr,

U'NDERWOOD. /. [under and wood] The

low trees that grow among the timber.

Mortimer.

UNDERWORK./ [under and work.) Subor

dinate businels; petty affairs Addiion.

To UNDERWORK. «, a. preterite under-

•worked, or under-wrought ; participle pass «»-

derwerked, or under wrourbt. 1. To destroy

by clandestine measures. Shakesp. 1. To la

bour less than enough. Dryden

UNDERWO RKMAN. /. [under and w.rk-

man.] An inseriour, or subordinate labourer.

Swift.

To UNDERWRITE, v. a. [under and write ]

To write under something else. Sidney,

Saundersou '

UNDERWRITER./ [from underwrite.) An

insurer; lo called from writing his name un

der the conditions.

UNDESCRIBED a. Not described. Hooker,

Collier. '

UNDESCRIED. a. Not seen; unseen; un-

dilcovered.

UNDESERVED, a. ,. Not merited ; not ob

tained by merit. Sidney, a. Not incurred by

fault. Addistn. '

UNDESERVEDLY, adv. [from undeserved]

DrdeV dCkrt' Wh"her ofS°od or '»■ "«<*""»

™^SE'RVER. / One of no merit. Shakesp.

UNDESERVING, a. ,. Not having merif;

not having any worth. AJdison, Atterhnry. i.

Not meriting any particular advantage or

hurt. Sidney, Pipe.

UNDESIGNED, a. Not intended, not pur

posed. South, Blackm.re.

UNDESIGNlNG.u. ,. Not acting with anv

let purpole. Blackmere, a. Having no artlul

or fraudulent Ichemes ; sincere. Smth.

UNDESIRABLE, a. Not to be wilhed; nor

pleasing. Mutou.

U Or^»RED' "' N<" Wisl*di DOt sol'cited-

U^£'R,NG- «■ Negligent; not wishing.

UNDESTROYABI.E. a. Indestructible; not

lulceptive ot destruction Boyle

rvnr?,TRO YKD- " N" ^!lr'°ycd- Locke.

UNDETERMINABLE. .. rn^ornbl. ,. be
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UNDF.TF.'RMINATE. a. I Not settled, not

de ided ; contingent. &«rA *■ Not fixed.

UNDETF.'RMINATFNESS.? / [from nnde

UNOETERMINATION. 1 terminate] i

Uncertainty; indecision. Hale a. The 1'ate

oc not being fixed, or invincibly diructed

More

UNDETERMINED, a i. Unsettled; unde

decided .Locke Mils*, t. Unlimited! not

regulated. Ha.e.

UNDE.VO rFD. a. Not devoted Clarendon.

UNDIATHANOUS. a. Not pellucid, not

transparent. Boyle

UNDID The preterite of anas Rojammon.

UNDIGESTED, a Not concocted. Denbam,

UN'DIGHT. Preterite put cff. Sfenjer.

UNDINTED. a. Not impressed by » blow

SbakesfK. . , . ,-

UNDIMINISHED. a Nt impaired; not lei

lened K Char. Addison

UNDIPPED a [»» «nd dip.] Not dipped;

not plunged. Dryden

UNDIRECTED a Not directed Apenjer,

Blacy more. ,.r

UNDISCRRNF.D a Not observed! not dil

coveted i no' descried Broivn, DryJen

UNDISCE'RNEULY. adv So »s to be undil-

covered Beyle

UNDISCEUNIBLE. a Not to be discerned ;

invisible Shakes?. Roger!

UN1MSCLVRNIBLY. adv. Invisibly, imper

ceptibly Senth.

UNDISCE'RNING. a. Injudicious: incapable

ot making due distinction. Donne, Clarend.

UNDISCIPLINED a. i. Not subdued t re

julariiy and order fay'er. 2 Untaught;

uninstructed. K. Charles.

UNDISCO VERABLE a. Not tobeTounduut.

Retert.

UNDISCOVERED, a. Not seen; not del

ciit-d Sidney, DryJn.

UNDISCREE'T. a. Not wise; imprudent

EecUs.
UNDISGUISED, a. Open ; artless; plain

Dryden, Rogers.

UNDISHONOURED. a. Not dishonoured

Shakes? , . .

UNE'ASINESS / Trouble; perplexity; state

oCdiCiuirt. Rege" . .

UNEASY, a. I- Painful; giving disturbance.

Taylor. I. Disturbed; not at eale. filUtpn,

Roriri 3 Constraining: cramping. Rojcom

a. Not unconst.ained; n, t disengaged Lute

e. Peevish; difficult to pleale. Addijm. 6.

Difficul. Out of use. Shakesp Boyle

UNEATEN, a Not devoured. Clarendon.

UNF'ATH. adv. \itom eath ea«, Saxon ; easy]

, Not easily. Shakejp. %■ " s«ms m

Spenser lo signify the lime as beneath.

UNED1FY1NG. a. Not improving in good

life. AtUib. t

UN ELECTED, a. Not chosen. Shakejp.

INELIGIBLE^ a. Not worthy to be chosen

R-.gt's.

UNEMPLOYED a. l. Not busy ; *t le sine;

idle. Milton, Locke, a. Not engaged in ut

particular work. Dryden.

UNE MPTIABLE. a. Not to be emptied ; in

exhaustible. Hooker

UN ENDO WED a. Not invested ; not grace!

Clarendon.

HNRNGA'GED a. Not engaged ; not appro

priated Snaift.

UNEN JO'YED a. Not obtained j not posietTec.

Dryden.

UNENJOYING a. Not using j having ot

fruition. Creech.

UNENLI'GHTENED. a. Not illuminates!

Atterknry

UNENLARGED. a. Not enlarged; narreox;

contracted Watts.

UNENSLA'VED- a. Free; not enthralled.

Addison.

UNENTERTAINING a Giving no delict;

giving no entertainment. 1' f e

UNEN VIED, a Exempt from envy. Bacen.

UNEQUABLE, a Different from itselt; di

verse Ben I ley

UNEQUAL, a. [innrqnalii. Lat.] e. Not eren.

Shakrsp. Dryden. a. Not equal; interiotu.

Milton, Arfnthnot. 3. Partial ; not beltoir-

ing on both the fame advantages. Dnb a.

Disproportionate; ill matched. Milton, tope.

5. Not regular; not uniform.

UNE'QUALABLG a Not to be equalled ; not

to be paralleled. Boyle.

UNE'QU\LrD. a. Unparalleled; unrivalled

in excellence. Boy/e, Rojcom.

UNEQUALLY, adv In different degrees ; in

disproportion ore to the other.

UNEQUALNESS. / Inequality; state of be

ing unequal.

UN E QJJ1TABLE. a. Not impartial ; not just.

Decay of Piety.

UNEQUIVOCAL, a Not equivocal. B,ivn.

U NE'RRA BEEN ESS./ Incapacity of errear.

Decay of Piety.

UNERRING a [mrrra.r, Lat] 1. Coœ-

mitting no mistake. Rogers, 2. Incapable trf

failu e ; certain. Denham.

UNLHRINGLY. adv. Without mistake.

Glanville

UNESCHE'WABLE. a. Inevitable; unavoid

able; not to be escaped Cam*.

UNESPI ED a. Not seen; uodilcovered ; ua-

described. Hooker, Milton

UNLSSE'Nl IAL. a. 1. Not being of the

last fimportance : not constituting elTeoce.

Addffen %. Void of real being. Mtltcn

UNESTA'BLISHED a. Not established Breven.

UNEVEN, a. t. Not even , not level. Seal.

Knsllet. 2. Not su.ting etch, ether; oat

equal. Peacham.

UNE'VENNl-SS / 1 Surface not level; in

equality of surface. Ray, iVcwten. a. Turbu

lence i changeable stale Hale. 3. Not fcnocto-

nesa. Bumet.

UNE'VITABLE. a. [iftvitahut, Lat.Jla-

evitablej not W be cK»ped. Sidney.
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UNEXA'CTED. a. Not existed; not taken by

force. Dryien.

UNEXA'MlNED.a. Not enquired ; not tried (

not discussed. Ben. Johnson.

UNEXAMPLED, a. Not known by any pre

cedentor example. Raleigh, Boyle, Denham,

Philip,

UNEXCEPTIONABLE, a. Not liable to any

objection. Atterbniy.

UNE XCOGITABLE. a. Not to be found out.

Raleigh.

UNEXECUTED, a. Not performed ; not done.

Shakesp.

UNEXCTSED. a. Not subject to the payment

of excise.

UNEXEMPLIFIED, a. Not made known by

instance or example. Beyle, South.

UNEXF.RCl'SED. a. Not practised \ not ex

perienced. Dryien, Lecke.

UNEXE'MPT. a. Not free by peculiar privi

lege. Milton.

UNEXHAJKTED. a. \inexhanftm, Lat] Not

spent i rraanlrained to the bottom. Aiiifen.

UNEXPA'NDED a. Not spread out. Blackm

UNEXPE CTED. a. Not thought on ; sudden

not provided against. Hooker,Milton, Denham,

.stryien, Sviifl.

UNEXPECTEDLY, aiv. Suddenly; at a

time unthought of. Milton, Wake

UNEXPECTEDNESS. s Suddennesa ; un

thought of time, or manner Walts.

UNEXPERIENCED, a Not versed 5 not

acquainted by trial or practice. Milton.

Welkins.

UNEXPE DIENT. a. Inconvenient > not fit.

Milton.

UNEXPE.RT. a. [incxpertus, Lat] Wanting

(kill or knowledge. Prior.

UNEXPLORED, a. 1. Not searched out

Pope z. Not tried ; not known. Dryien.

UNEXPOSED, a. Not laid open to censure

. Watts *

UN EXPRESSIBLE, a. Ineffable; not to bt

uttered. Tillotjon.

UNhXPRESSIVE. a 1. Not having tin

power of uttering or expressing z. Inexprel'

iible ; unutterable ; ineffable. Shakesp Milt

UNEXTENDED. a. Occupying no aflignabl

space ; having no dimension!* Locke.

UNKXTTNGUISHAWLE a. \unextinruibl..

-Pr. j Unquenchable ; not to be put out

Milton, Bentlry.

UNEX1INGUISHED a [iMr/mtVau, Lat,

j. Not quenchtd ; not put out Lyttleton. -

Not exunguifhable Dry.ien

UNFaDED. Not withered. Dryien.

UNFADING Not liable to wither Pope.

UNFAI LING.* Certain; not miffing South

UNFAIR a. Disingcnu us ; tubdeluus , not

honest Swift.

UNFAITHFUL.* t. Peitidious; treacherou

Shakesp. Pope a. Impious; infidel. Milton

UiNFAtTHFULLY.aaV Treacherously, per

fidioufly. Bacon.

UNFA'ITHFeLNESS. / Treachery 1 perfi-

aiioiiiaeu. Boyle.

UNFA'LLOWED. a. Not fallowed. Philips.'

UNFAMILIAR, a. Unaccustomed; such as if

not common. Hooker.

UNFASHIONABLE, a. Not modish ; not ac

cording to the reigning custom. Watts,

UNFA'SHIONABLENESS. / Deviation from

the mode. Locke.

UNFASHIONED. a. 1. Not modified by

art. Dryden. z. Having tip regular form.

Dryien.

UNFaSHIONABLY. adv. [from nn/a/bion-

able.] Not according to the fashion. a.

Unartfully. Shakesp.

To UNFA'STEN. v. a. To loose ; to unfix.

Sidney.

UNFATHERED, a. Fatherless; having no

father. Shakesp.

UNFA'THOMABLE. a. 1. Not to be founded

hyaline. Aiiison. 1. That of which the

end or extent cannot be found. Bentley.

UNFA'THOMABLY. aiv. So as not to be

sounded. Thomson.

UNFA'THOMED. m. Not to be sounded.

Dryien.

UNFATPGUED. a. Unwearied; untired.

Philips.

UNFAVOURABLY, adv. 1. Unkindly; un

propitiously 2. So as not to countenance, ot

support Glaevilte.

UNFE A RED. a. 1 . Not affrighted , intripid ;

not terrified. Ben. 'Johnson, i. Not dreaded}

not regarded with terror.

UNFEASIBLE, a. Impracticable.

UNFisA'THERED. a. Iropluraous ; naked of

leathers. Dryien. t

UNFE'ATURED a. Deformed, wanting re

gularity of features. Dryien

UNFED a Not supplied with food. Roscomm.

UNFEED, a. Unpaid. Shakesp.

UNFEELING a Insensible ; void of mental

sensibility. Shakesp. Pope.

UNFEIGNED, a. Not counterfeited; not hy

pocritical : real; sincere Milton, Spratt.

oNFEIGNEDLY aiv. Really sincerely;

without hypocrisy. Common Prayer.

UNFE L V. a. Not felt ; not perceived. Shakesp.

Milten.

UNFENCED. a. 1. Naked of fortification.

Shakesp. z. Not surrounded by any inclo

sure

NFERME'NTED. a. Not fermented. Arbnt.

■ <: PI.'RTU.F. a. Not fruitful j not prolihek.

Decay as Hiety.

Vo UNFL TTER. v. a. Te unchain ; to free

from truckles. Dryien, Aiiifon, Thomson.

UM'lGURhD. a. Representing no animal

form. Wotton.

UnFI'LLED. a. Not filled; not supplied.

Taylor, Boyle, Aiiison.

UNF1RM a. 1. Weak; seebre. Shakesp. %.

Not stable Dryien.

JNFl LI AL. a. Unsuitable to a son. Shakesp.

Boyle.

UNFINISHED, a Incomplete; not brought

to an end; not brought to perfection 1 im-

[ 5 N perfect.
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perfect ; wanting the last hind. Miltn,

Sv/-ft

UNFI T a. i. Improper; unsuitable. Uuker.

a. Unqualified rVatts.

To UNFIT, v. a. To disqualify. Gevernment

if the TcMrae.

UNFI ! TING a. Not prooer Camden.

UNFITLY adv. Notpropetly; not suitably,

Hjaker.

UNFI TNF.3. / I. Want of qualifications

Muter, a. Want of propriety.

To UNFIX, v. a. i. To beien; to make less

fall Sbakejp. a. To make fluid Diyd-.n-

UNFl'XKD.' 'a i. Wandering) erratick; it

conltani j vagrant. Dryden. i. Net de;ermin

ed. Dryden.

UNFLE'DGID a That has not yet the full

furniture ol feathers ; young Shakejp.

UNFLE SHED a Net lieshed ; not seasoned

to bloo.1 ; raw Cn-wlty.

UNFOILKB. a. Uuiu'bdue.l ; net put to the

worst. Temple. ,

To U.NFO'LD. v. a. l. To expand; to spread (

to open. Milten. a. To telli to declare,

Skakesp. Ri/ctm. 3. To discover j to reveal.

Skaiejp. Nevitn. 4. To d.splay 1 to set to

view. Burml.

UNFOLDING, a. Directing to unsold. Sbak

To UNFOO L v a. To restore from lolly. Sbak

S^EN } Not prohibited.^,

UNFORBI DDENNESS /The aate of being

unforbiitden. Beyle.

UNFORCED, a. 1. Not compelled; not con

strained Dryd «. 1 Not impelled. Ds»»r

3. Not feigned llaywarJ 4- Not violent.

Denham. c. Not con'rary to ease. Dryden.

UNFO RCIBLE. a Wanting strength. Htiker.

UNFORBODING. a. Giving no omens Pipe.

UN'FOKEK.NO WN. a. Not foreseen by pre

science. Miksn.

U.N'FORKFKINKD. a. Circumcised. Miltsn.

UNFORESEK'N. a. Not known before it hap

pened Dryden.

UNFOKFfcll'TED. <i Not Forfeited. Roger'.

UNF(JIU;OT I F.N.a.Nut lost to memory. Knt.

U.'-FORGl VTNG. a. Relentless; implacable.

DrjJtm.

UNTORMI'.D. a. Not modified intu regular

shape. Spe^ater

UNFORS.VKKN. Net deserted Hammond.

UNFOR! 1FIED. a. 1 Net secured by walk

or bu'warks. Peps a. Not ttreogthened; in

firm; feeble. Skaiejp. 3. Wanting securi

lies. Coditr.

UNFORTUNATE, a. Not successful ; un-

prosperous ; wanting luck. Hioker, Raleigh,

Tayhr.

UNFORTUNATELY, a. Unhappily. w'th"

wilhout pood luck Sidney, kVilknt.

UNFO RTUNATENLSK^ [from unfortunate ]

III luck Sidney.

UN FO L GHT. a. [un ladfagkt.] Not sought.

Kneilei

UNFOU LED a. Unpolluted ; uncorrupled ;

not soiled. Ature.

UNFO'UND. a. Not found; not met »&

Dryden

UNFRA'MABLE.a Not tobernoulded AV

UNFRAMLD a. Not formed; nac f»miooet

Dr.de,.

UNFREQUENT. a. Uncommon; not Su»-

perin^ often. firenon.

To UNfRFQUE'NT. v. a. To leave 1 10 ceai

to frequent. Philips.

UNFREQUF. NTED. a. Rarely visited ; rarclt

entered Rofcommou.

UNFREQUh'NTLY.aMotcomrronly.Br.BT,

UNFRIENDED, a. Waning friend.; uaena-

tenanced, Skakesp.

UxN'FRIEN'DLINESS. / [from unfriends]

Want of kindness ; want of favour. BryU.

UNFRIE'NDLY. a t Not benevolent ; not kiii

Rogers.

UNFROZEN, a. Not congealed to ice, BijJe,

UNFRUI'TFUL. a. 1 Not prolifick. ftps.

i. Not fructiierous. Waller. 3. Not fenik.

Merttmcr. 4 Not producing eaaal effects.

UNFULFILLED, a. Not iu\i\\kwMtboa.

To UNFURL, v. a. To expand; to noiok!;

to open. Addifon, Prier.

ToUNFURNISH. i>. a. 1. To deprive; a

strip, to divest S ai. a. To leave nakec SJai.

UNFURNISHED, a 1. Not accommodated

with utensils or decorated with ernameccj.

Licke. i. Unsupplie.1.

UNGA'IN >a. Lunjen;, Sat.] Awkward;

UNGAINLY, i uncouth. Swift.

UNCALLED a. Unhurt; wounded Skaiejp.

UNGA RTERF.D. a. Being without gutcik

Sbaiefp.

UNGA l'HERED. a. Not cropped; not picked.

Dryden

UNGENERATF.D. a. Uobegotten; having »

beginuing. Raleigh.

UNGE NERATIVE.a Begetting nothin;. Siai.

UNGENEROUS, a. 1. Not noble; not inee-

nuous ; not liberal. Pope. 1. Ignacmatoax.

Addijem.

UNGLN1AL. a. Not kind or favourable to na

ture. Sviij't.

UNGENTLE, a. Harsh; rude; rupared. S.Nii.

UNGENTLEMANLY. a. Illiberal; dch be

coming -a gentleman. CUreuden.

UNGKNTLENESS. /. 1. Harshnes. ; rude

ness; severity. Tmjfer. 4. Unkindnesi; ino-

viiity. Sbakejp.

UNGhNTI.Y. adv. Harshly, rudely. Sieiktfi.

UNGLOMETR1CAL. a. Not agreeable to tie

laws of geometry. Ckeyne.

UNGILUKD a. Not overlaid with gold. Dryl

loUNGIRU. v. a. To loose any thing bound

with a gir.'le. Genesis.

UNGs RT. a. Loosely dressed. Walttr.

UNGLOR1F1ED. a. Not honoured ; -not «-

alted wiih praise and adoaiton. tinker.

UNGLO Vl.D.a.Hav'mg the hand naked. Safer.

UNGI'VING. a. Not bringing gitts. Drytlrm.

To UNGLUE. v. a. To loose any iKiag ce

mented. Harvey.

To UNGOD. f. a. To divest os divinity Dense.

u Ncoa-
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UNGODLY adv Impioufly ; wickedly. Go

vernment of the I'cnpu.-.

UNGODLINESS/. Impiety j wickedness;

neglect ol God. Tillotsen.

UNGODLY, a. i. Wicked ; negligent of God

and his laws Rogen. a. Polluted by wick

edness. Shalesp

UNGO'RKD. a Unwounded i unhurt. Shut.

UNCO RGLD. a. Noi filled ; not sued. Dryd

Smith

UNCO Vr.RNABLE a I . Not to be ruled ;

no-, to be restrained GlanvilU. a. Licentious ;

wild uibnc'l'-d Atterbnry

UNGO W.RNi.D. a i Lrir.g withou' govern

ment. Shakejp. a. Not regulated; unbridled

licentious, Alilton, Dryden.

UNO )'T. a. I. Net gained; not acquired

1. Not oegoiten Shalesp. kVa'.ler.

XJNGRA CtFUL. a Wanting elegance ; want

ing beauty. Lee^-e, Addijsn.

UNGRA CEFUI.NLSS / Inelegance; awk

warclnets L'd-e.

CNGlvACIOUS a. i Wick, d ; odious; hate-

ful. Spenser. I. Offensive : unpltasing Dryd

3 Unacceptable not :avoured. Clarendon.

UNGl<ANTELX e Not given; not yielded ,

not bellowed Diyden.

UNCK VTLFUL. a t Making no returns, 01

making ill returns Smth. 1. Making no re

turns >or culture. DÆjtn. 3. Unpleising

Clarendon, Attetbury .^kw

UNGRA TLFUI.LY.cc/t/. 1 . With ingratitude

Granvillt. a. U acceptably; unpleafing

UNGRATEFULNESS. /. Ingratitude ; ill

return for good. Sidney, z. Unacceptablemss

UNCRA'VF.LY. adv Without seriousness. Sjt.

UNGROU'NDEDa Hiving no foundation Lee.

UNGRUDGINGLY. adv. Without ill will .

willingly ; heartily ; cheerfully. Donne.

UNGUARDED, a Careless; negligent. Prior

UNHANDSOM'".. a. 1. Un-raceful-, not b-jau-

tisul a Illiberal; disingenuous.

UNHA'NDY. a. Awkward; n^t dexterous.

UNH.VPPY. a. Wretched; miserable; un

fortunate; calamituus; distressed. Miltm.

UNHARMED, a. Unhurt ; not injured. Liele

UNHVRMFUL a. Innoxious innocent Dryd.

UNHARMO MOLLS a. 1. Not symmetrical ;

disproportionate. Milton, a. Ur.muu.cal ; ill

founding Swft.

To UNHA RNKSS. v. a. 1. To lo< le from the

tra.'.s. Dryden. a. To disarm ; to divest ol

armeur.

UNHAZaRDPD. a. Not adventured; not

put in danfer Milton,

UNH.VTCHLD. a. 1 Not disclosed from iht

eg[}i. 2 Not brought to light. Shakejp.

UNHEALTHFUL. a. Moibi.l . unwholesome.

Grcavt.

UNHEALTHY a. Sickly: wanting health Lee

To UNHEA'RT. f a. To discourage j to de-

rr.ft Shakesp.

Ui-HLA'RD. a 1. Km perceived by the ear

,: film. a. Not vouchsat* J an audience. Dryd

1 Unknown in celebration Milton. 4. Ln-

I.U1P of. Ob.caie ; not known by jtme

Granville. 5. CsM»r.D t/. Unprecedented.

Sviift.

UNHKATED. Not made hot Boyle.

UNHEEDED, a Disregarded; not thought

worthy of notice. Beyle

UNHEE'DING a. N.glipent; careless. Dryd.

INHF.EDY. a. Precipitate; sudden. Spenser.

To UNHE'LE. v. a. To uncover , toexpole to

view. Spenser. . .

UNHK'LPED a. Urussined ; having no auxi

liary ; unsu, ported Dryden.

UNHE LPFUL. a. Giving no assistance Shak.

LNHE'WN part. a. Not hewn. Dryden

UNHI'DEROUND. a. Lax of maw; capaci

ous Milan

To UNHINGE, t. a 1 . To throw from the

hinges, 1 To Hi place by violence. Blackmore,

3. To d fcover ; 10 con use. /sailer.

UNHOLINFSS /; Impiety; profanenefs t

wickedness Ralegh.

UNHOLY a 1. Profane ■ not hallowed.

• Hnker. a Impirus; wicked Holler.

UNHONOURED a 1. Not regarded with

veneration ; not celebrated Drydin. ». Not

trcate.l wiih respect. Post.

To UNHOOT. v. a. To di. est of hoops. Addis.

UNHOPiil). 7 a. Not expected ; greater

UNHO'PED/jr. j than hope had promised,

Dryden.

UNHOTKFUL. a. Such as leaves no room to

hope. Shakefp.

TO UNHO'RSE. v a To beat from an hnrfe;

lo throw from the saddle. Knollei, Dryden.

UNH(/SPITABLE. a. [inhojpilalis. Lat] Af

fording no kindness or entertainment to stran

gers. Dryden.

UNHO STILE, a Not belonging loan enemy.

Philip,.

To UNHOU'SE. v. a. To drive from the habi

tation Donne.

U, HOUSED, a. 1. Homeless; warning a

house. Shakefp a. Having no settle;: habi

tation. Shakes* Southern.

UNHOU SLLLD. a Having not the sacrament.

Shakefp.

UNHUMBLED. a Not hurrbled ; not touched

with shame or consusun. Milton,

UNHU'RT. a. Free from harm. Bacon.

UNHURTl'UL. a Innoxious) harmless; do

ing no harm. Biaclmtre.

UNHU RTFULLY. adv. Without harm; in-

noxioiifly. Pope.

UNICORN. f.[unut and nr», Lat. ] I A

beast ih.it has only one hvrn. Sbalejp. Sandyi.

:. A bird G.eiv

UNIFORM, a. [uinr andform*.] (.Keeping

i"> tenour ; similar ti irfel'. iVoedw. i. Cun-

orming to one rule. Il::ier.

UNIFORMITY./, {untpimiie", Fr.] i.Re-

semblance 10 itself; even tenour. Diyden.

a. Con!ormiiy t ■ one pattern ; relemblance of

one to another Ihoket .

U'NIFOUMLY. adv. jrom uiifyrwi ] I. Wi'.h-

out variation i in an even tenour. Hosier,

Nflcton. 1. Withcul diversity ofone sroin ?n--

thcr. j N % ' UNIM-
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UNIMA'GINABL':. a. Not to be imagined by

the fancy. Miltm, Tillotjon.

UNIMA'GINABLY. adv. To » de^ee not to

be imagined Boyle

UNIMITABI E a. [inimitable, Tcinimitabihi,

Lat] Not 10 be imitated Burnt!

UNIMMO'RTAL. a. Not immortal : rooita'.

Milieu.

UNIMPA'IRABLF. a. Not liable to wade or

diminution Hckewill.

UNIMPORTANT, a. Assuming no air» o'

dignity. Pipe.

UNIMPORTU'NFD a. Not solicited; not

t' ait d 10 compliance. Donne.

UNIMPROVABLE, a. Incapable of meliora

tion.

UNIMPRO VEABLENESS. s. [from nn.mf.ro-

vable.\ Quality of not being improvable

Hammond.

UNIMPROVED, a I. Not made more know

ing Pole. i. Not taught j not mdi rated by

instruction Gtanvilie.

UNINCREA'SABLE. a. Admitting no increase.

Boyle.

UN'NDIFERENT. a. Partial; leaning to a

side. Hooker. ■ ' • . .

UNINDU'STRIOUS. a. Not diligent ; not la

borious. Decay *f Piety.

t'NINFLA'MMABLE. a. Not capable of be

ing let on fire. Boyle.

UNINFLA'MED a Not set ou fire. Bacon

UNINFO'RMFD. a I. Untaught: uninstruct-

ed. Pope. 1. Unanimatcd , not enlivened.

UNINGENUOUS. a Illiberal : disingenuous.

Decay of Piety

UNINHA'BITABLE. a. Unfit to be inhabited

Raleigh, Blackmore.

UNINH.VBITABLENESS /. Incapacity of

being inhabited B:yle.

UNINHABITED a. Having no dwellers. San

UNINJUR'-D. a Unhurt; suffering no harm

Prior.

UNINSCRI'BED. a. Having no inscription.

Pope

UNINSPIRED a Not having received any

supernatural instruction or illumination Locke.

UNINSTRUCTl-'.D <= Nut taught ; not help

ed tv inltruction Locke, Aidijon.

UNINSI'RUCriVE. a Not conferring anj

improvement Addifen.

UNINTELLIGENT, a. Not knowing; not

(kiliul. Blackmore, B<ntley.

UN INTELLIGIBILITY./ Quality of not be-

in? intelligible. Glanvtlle, Bumet.

UNINTELLIGIBLE, a. [inintclliribk, Fren."

Nr.l such as can be understcod. Swift, Robert.

UNINTELLIGIBLY, adv. In a manner not to

be understood Lccke.

UNINTENTIONAL, a. Not designed; hap

pening without design. Boyle.

UNINTERESSiD. 7 a. Not havrj interest

UNI NTERESTED. J Dryden.

I NINTERMl'TTED. a Continued; not in

terrupted ''ite.

UN INTERMIXED, a. Not mingled. Daniel.

UNINTERRUPTED, a. Not broken } nef

interrupted. Rescemmen.

UNINTERRUPTEDLY, adv. Withont inter

ruption. Lode

UNINTRF/NCHF.D.a. Not intrenched Pete.

UNINVE'STIGABLE. a. Not to be fearcbr

■>U'. Ray.

UNINVITED, a. Not afleed PbiBpt

UNJOINTED a. i. Disjoined! separate*

Milton, i. Having no articulation Grenx

UNION./ [..,., Lat.] ,. The »ct ofj«»^

two »r more. Milt. t. Concords conjuncttea

ot mind oi interests. Taylor. 3. A pearl. Sick.

4. [In law.} Union is a combining or corier-.

dation of two churches in me, which is cW

by the consent if the bishop, the patron, u4

incumbent. Union in thit significar ion -i per-

tonal, and that is lor the life os the incumbent;

or real, that it, perpetual, whosoever is in

cumbent. Cornell

L'NIPAROUS „ [„.., .nd ^ar,V] Bringb*

ne at a birth Brecon.
UNISON, a .•,.« and /«.«/, L«.] Soondiae

alone. .'Wilton.

U'NISON. /. 1. A string that has tl- fame

sound with another. Glar.villc. %. A fin-le

unvaried note. Pope.

UNIT. / [«««/, »«i,or, Lat ] One ; the leai

number, cr the root ttnumb.-r.,. Beat Watt,.

To UNITE %.. a. [juitns. Lat.] ,. To join

tW" or more into S. Spenser. z. To make

to agree Clarendon. 3. To make to adhere.

Wiseman. 4. To join. Dryden. 5. To join a

intrust Genesu.

To UNITE v. n. 1. To jiin in an act j to

concur; to act in conctit. Slakes 1. T«

Coalesce; to be cememed ; to be consolidated.

3 To grow into one.

UNIMT.DLY adv. With union ; so as to join.

Dryden

UNI'TER. / The person or thing that uuiun,

Gianni 'le.

V N 1 TION / [nnion, Fr.] The act or power

of uniting; conjunction.

U'NITI VE. a [from unite.) Having the power

ot unilti.g Norrii.

L'NU'Y. / [umtai. Lat.] 1. The stare os be

ing «ne Hamm. Brown. 1. Concord ; con

junction. Spratt 3. Agreement; uniformity.

Hooker. 4. Principle ot dramatic* writing, by

which thetenour o! the llory, and propriety of

representation is preserved Diyden

UNJU'DGED. 0. Not judic.aily determine!

Prior.

UNIVE'RSAL. a. [nniversalit, Lat ] 1. Gene

ral ; extended to all. Spenjir, St-.ii. 1. To-ai;

whole. Dryden 3. Not pait cular ; comprising

all particul.its. David, Aibnlbmt.

UNIVERSAL. /. The whole; the grceral

system. Ralet'k.

UNIVERSALITY. /. [nnivtrfalitat, school

I.at.J Net partiniiaiit) ; generality ; exten

sion to the wh'le. Somtb, Woodward.

UNIVERSALLY, adv. [ sr.*n nntvrrfal. 1

Throughout the whole ; without except**!.

Hnktr, DryJ:n. UNIVLRit.
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UNIVERSE. / [ univeri, Fr. auiversum,

Lit.) The general system of things. South,

Pr,,r.

UNIVERSITY./ [univer/las, Lat ] A school,

where all the ans and iacultics are taught and

stodied. Clarendon.

UNI'VOCAL. a. [univocui. Lat.) I. Having

one meaning. Wattt i Certain ; tegular ;

pursuing always one tenour. Brawn.

UNI'VOCALLY. adv. [ir'm univical] I. In

one term , in one fense. Hall. a. Io one te

nour. Ray.

UN]OYOUS. a. Not gay; not cheerful.

Thomson.

UNJUST, a. [injufle, Fr. injustui, Lat.] Ini

quitous ; contrary to equity . contrary to

justice Sbalnfi. K Cbarlu.

UNJUSTIFIABLE, a Not to be defended,

not to be justified 4rbutb*ot, Dryden.

UNJUSTIKIaBLENESS. /. The quality of

not beingjustifiable. Clarendon.

UNJUSTIFIABLY adv. In a manner not to

be d fended.

UNJ USTLY. a. In a manner contrary to right

Deiham, Swift

UNK'-. MP 1 . a. Not combed. Synser.

To UIIKF'NNEL. v. a. I. To drive from his

hole Shakesp. Drfden. t. To rouse- from its

sfwrecy, or retreat Shakesp.

UNKENT. a. [«» and ken, to know.] Un-

kn » n Obsolete. Spenser.

U^'KK PT. e. i. Not k-pt ; not retained. X.

U:'ooscsved t uoobeyed. Hanker.

UNKIND.*. N't 'avourabie; not benevolent

Shak-st .Locke.

UNKINDLY a \un and iimJ.) I. Unnatu

ral ; contrary to nature SprnJ'tr. *. Malig

nant ; unfavourable 'Milton.

UNKINDLY, ad* Without kindness t with

out affection. Denham.

UNKI'NDNF.SS. / rrom unkind } Malignity :

ill-will ■ want ot affection. Clarendon.

To UNKING, v. a. To deprive of royally

Southern.

UNKI'SSED. a. Not kilT'H. Shakesp.

UNKMGHTLY. a. Unbecoming a knight

Sidney.

To UNKNI'T. v. a I. To unwea.'e: to se

parate Shakesp. z. To open. Shakesp.

UNKI.E. / [oncle, Fr] The brother of a fa

ther or mother. Dryden.

To UNKNOW. v. a. To cease Us know.

Smith.

UNKNOWABLE, a. Not to be known Watt*.

UNKNO'YVING. a. 1. Ignorant; not know

ing Decay tf Fitly. 1. Not practised; net

qualified.

UNKNOWINGLY, adv. Ipnorantly ; wih

out knowledge. Addi;cn.

UNKNOWN, a. i. Not known. Shakesp

Rsctmmon. X. Greater than is imarined.

Bacon. 3. Not having cohabitation ShakeJ.

4. Without communication. Addifon.

UNI.A'BOURF.D. a. 1. Not produced by la

bour. VijJcn, 1. Nut cultivated by /-

bour. Blackm'.re. 3. Spontaneous ; volun

tary TickelL

To UNLA'CE. v. a To loose any thing fasten

ed with strings. Spenser.

To UNLADE, v. a. 1 To remevo- from the

vessel which carries. Denham. i. To exone

rate that which carries. Dryden. 3. To put

out Aili.

UNLA'ID. a. t. Not placed; not fixed.

Hooker, 1. Not pacifip.l. not stilled Milt.

UNLAME'NTED. a. Not deplored. Clarendon.

To UNLA'TCH v. a. To open by lifting up

the latch. Dryden:

UNLA'WFUL. a. Contrary to law, not per

mitted by the law. Shake/p. South.

UNLAWFULLY, adv. 1. In a manner con

trary to law or right. Taylor. 1. Illegitimately ;

not by marriige. Addisn.

UNLAWFULNESS, j. Contrariety to law.

Hooker, South.

To UNLEA RN. v. a. To rorget. or disuse

what has been learned. Holder, Philips, At-

terbury, Robert.

UNLE AR.'-F.D. a. 1. Ignorant ; not inform

ed; not instructed D'arenant. a. Not gain

ed by study, not known. Mi/ton. 3. Not

suitable to a learned man. Shakesp.

UNLEARNEDLY adv. Ignorantly ; grossly.

Brown.

UNLEAVENED, a. Not fermented ; not mix

ed with fermented matter. Exodui.

UNLE'ISUREDNESS, s. Business; want of

time; warn of leisure. Boyle.

UNLESS, conjunct. Except; if not; supposing

that not. Hooker, Milton, Dryden, Swst.

UNLF/SSONF.D. a. Not taught. Shakesp.

UNLETTERED, a. Unlearned; untaught.

Hooker.

UNLF/VF.I LED. a. Notcutevea. TicieS.

UNLIBl'DINOUS. a. Notlustful. Mi lorn.

UNLICENSED, a Having no regular permis

sion Mih-.n.

UNLICKED. a. Shapeless; not formed Donne.

UNLICHTED. a. Not kindled; not set on

fire. Prior.

UNLIKE- a. 1. Dissimilar ; having no re

semblance Hooter, Denham. a. Improbable ;

unlikely; not likely Bacon.

UNL.I KELIHOOD. ? / [from unlikely.] Im-

UNLIKKLINESS J probability. South.

UNLIKELY, a. 1. Improbable; not such aa

tan be r«asonably expected. Sidney, z. Not

promising any particular event. Denham.

UNLIKELY adv. Improbably. Pope.

U.N'Ll KLNESS. /. Dissimilitude ; want of re

semblance. Dryden.

UNLIMlTABLE. a. Admitting no bounds.

Locke.

UNLIMITED, a. 1. Having 00 bounds;

having no limits. Boyle, Tillotjon. I. Unde

fined, slot bounded by proper exceptions.

li:oker. y Uuconsined ; not • restrained,

Taylor, ft-ren

'JM.IMIT. :')1.Y adv. BoundleUly ; with ut

bounds. Decay of Piitj.
J UN-
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T'NLl'NEAL. a. Not coming in the order os

succession Sbakesp.

To UNI. I NK. v. a. To untwist i to open.

Shakelp. ,

UNMODIFIED, a. Unmelted ; undissolved.

Addljem,

To UNLO'AD. v. a. I. To dilborthen •, to

exonerate. Sbakesp Crttcb. 2. To put off

any thing burther.some. Sbakesp.

To UNLOCK *■ a i . To open wh«t is (nut

with a lock Sbakesp. 2. To open in general.

Mitten

tTNLOOKF.D. ? a. Unexpected, not fore-

UNLOOKI'D/.r. J seen. Sidney, Shakelp.

UNLOOSABLE a [A word rarely used J Not

to *>e loosed Beyle.

To UNLOOSE, v. a. To loose. Sbakesp.

To UNLOOSE, v. n. To fall in pieces j t<<

loseall union and connexion. Celhcr.

.UNLOVED.* Not hved Sidney

UNLO'VELINESS. /. Unamiablenes; ; inabi

1-ty to crcatclovc Sidney.

UNLOVELY, a. That cannot excite love.

UNLUCKILY, adv. Unfortunately; by ill

luck. /tJJisen.

UNLUCKY, a. I. Unfortunate j producing

unhippinesi). Bsy'e 2. Unhappy; miserable;

subject to frequent misfortunes. Ssenjtr. 3.

Sightly mischievous; misehievoufly wag

gish T»J[tr. 4. Ill omened; inauspicious.

Pryden.

UN LUSTROUS a. Wanting splendour ; want

ing lull re. Sbakesp.

To UNLUTE. v a To separate vessels closed

with cbymical cement. Beyle

UNMA'DE. a. I. Not yet formed; not ere

ated. Spenser. 2. Deprived ot form or qua

lities ff'eidvtard. 3. Omitted to be niaJt

Blackmzre.

UNMA'IMED. a. Not deprivedof arjy essential

ptrt. Pep-.

UNMA'KEABLE. a. Not poflible to be made

Grt*aJ.

To UNMAKE, v. a. To deprive of former

qualities before possessed. SI akrsp. Drydai,

To UNMAN, v. a. To deprive os the consti

tuent qualities ot a human being, as reason

Sentb. 2. To emasculate. 3. To break into

irresolution ; to deject. Dryden.

UNMANAGEABLE a 1. Not manage

able; not easily governed. Clanvil.'e, Lukt

2. Not easily wielded.

UNMANAGED a 1. Net broken by horse.

r-anfliip. 'laylcr. 2. Not tutored; not edu

cated. Feltrn

UNMA'NLIKE. 7 a. t. Unbecoming a hu-

UNMANLY. J man beinq. Sidney, Celher

2 Unsuitable to a man; .effeminate. Sidney,

Addijtn.

UNMANNERF.D a; Ruiie; brutal; uncivil

Pen. Jrbns n.

INMA NNERLINF.SS. / Breach oscivility :

ill tehaviuur. Latie.

TNMANNERLY. a. lllUeJ; notcivil. Slak.

Swift.

UNMA'NNERLY. adv Uncivilly. Sbakesp.

UNMA'NURED.a Not cultivated. Sfenjer.

UNMA'RKLD a. Not obseived; oat regardol

Sidney, safe.

UNMA RRIED. a. Having no husband, ci »

wise ftacm.

To UNM ASK. v. a. I . To strip off a raii.

2. To Itrip off any disguise Recemmc*

To UNMASK v. n. To put "off the maze.

Sbakesp.

UNMASKED, a. Naked; open u the vie*.

Dryden

UNMASTERABIE a. Uncenqucnbie; net

to be subdued. Br -. r.

UNMASILRED. a. 1 N»t luhrlaed. i.

Not conquered Sbakejp, Drfdrn.

UNM\Tt_HABLK. a/Unparailel. J . uneqaal-

led II eier, Shakejf

UNMATCHED a Matchlef. , having ee

match, or equal. Drydtn.

UNMEANING, a Expressing no meaning.

I'epe.

UNMEANT, a. Not intended. Cryden.

UNMi: ASURABLE a. Boundless ; unbound

ed. Shjkesp

UNMEASURED, a. 1. Immense- cfinte.

B ackmare. 2. Not measured ; plcttihjL

Mintn.

UNME'DITATFD. a Not formed by previou

thcrught. M.iten.

UNMI-s I/LED v,,tb. a. Not touched; not al

tered Carena.

UNMEE T a. Not fit ; not proper ; not v. rthy.

Spenjer, Shake p Mi!ten

UNMF.'LI.OVVED. a N t tu!!y t^jcji.

Shakeip

UNMF.'i TED a Undissolved by heat.

UKME'N i IONED. a Nut to'.d ; uct naeced.

Clareniitn.

UNMERCHANTABLE, a. Unsaleable ; got

vendible. Cotevit.

UNMERCIFUL, a. I. Cruel, severe; a*

clement Kegeri 2 Uncoufc;cnable ; exor

bitant. I'cpe.

UNME'RCIFUl i.Y. adv Without mercy;

' wiihou- terdcrneii AJdijtn.

UNME RCH'ULNESS./ Inclemency ; crueltj.

ToyI r.

UNMt'RITED. a Not deserved ; not obubed

otherwise than by lavour. Sxmawar ef tbt

T.ngue

UNMERITABLE. a. Having no desert- State.

UNMi.'RITFDNLSS. /. State of being unde

served B:yle.

UNMELKED a. Not milked Pipe.

UN'MI'NDF.D. a. Not headed ; not regarded.

Shakelp Milttn.

UNMINoFUL a Not heedful ; cot rcg*rdfal ;

negligtnt . inattentive. Sf enrert Bsjle, Mitt.

Dryden, Sviijt.

To liNMl'NGLE. v. a. To separate things

mixed. Bac>n.

UNMI'NGLED. a Pur- ; r.c: vitiated by

anything mingled. S; aiejp. Baet', 'Tay'n,

lift. p.V
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UNMI'NGLEABLE. a. Net susceptive of any

mixture Not usr.l. Boyle

UNMi RY a. Not fouled with dirt Gay.

UNMITIGATED a. Not softened. Shakesp.

UNMI XED? a Not mingled with any thing;

UNMl'XT J pure Baccn, Rssccmmon.

UN MOANED a. Not lamented Stair/b.

UNMO 1ST. a. Not wet. 'Philips.

UNMUI'STKNED. a Not made wet. Beyle

UNMOLESTED, a. Free from disturbance.

Rogers.

To UNMOOR, v. a To loose from land, by

taking up the anchors Five.

UNMORAL1ZLD. a. Untutored by morality.

Norrii.

UNMORTGAGED, a Not mortgaged. Addis.

UNMORTIFIED a. Not subdued by sorrow

and se.'eri'ies Rogers

UNMOV1.ABLE. a. Such as cannot be re

muved ot ahertd Lode.

UNMO'VCL) a. i. Not put out of one place

into an-ther. May, Licit i Not changed

in resolution Milton, 3 Not affected; not

touched with any passion Pope. 4 Unaltered

by passion. Dryden.

UNM'AING a. 1. Having no motion. Cheyne.

2. Having no power to raise the pnslijns.

unaffecting.

To UNMO ULD. v. a. To change as to the

form. Milltn

UNMOURNED. a. Not lamented; not de

plored. Senthern

ToUNMUZZLE.v. a. To loose from a rani-

ale. Statesp

To UN'MUFFLE. t a To put off a covering

from the lace. Milltn.

UNMU SICAL. a. Not harmonious ; not plea

sing by found. Ben. fohmst*.

UNNA'M ,D. a Not mentioned Milton

UNNATURAL, a 1. Contrary to th.> law",

ofnatme; contrary to the coiomon instincts

ISEstrangc a Acting without the affections'

imphnted l>y nature. Dmham. 3. Freed,]

not agreeable to the real state. Drjdt

Addison.

UNNA TURALNESS. s. Contrariety tor.ature.

Sidney.

UNNATURALLY. adv. In opposition to na

ture. Till'tsen

UNNAVIGABLE. a. Not to be passed by

vessels; not to e navigated Coivlcy

UNNECESSARILY, adv. Without necessity

without need. Hooker, Breome

UNNE'CESSARINESS./ Needlessnef. Decay

of Puts.

UNNECESSARY, a. Needless; not wanted ;

useless. Hooker, AJdison.

UNNE'IGHBOURLY. a. Not kind/; not suit

able to the duties of a neighbour. Garth

UNNE'IGHBOURLY. adv. In a manner not

suitable 10 a neighbour; with malevolence.

Shakesp.

UNNERV'ATE. a. Weak; feeble. Broome.

To UNNE RVE. v. a. To weaken j to enfee

ble. Addison.

UNNE'RVED. a. Weak; feeble. Shakesp.

UNNE'TH. I adv. [This is from «« ,nrl

UNNE'THES.J ra3, Saxon, easy; and ought

therefore to be written uneath] Scarcely;

hardly ; not without difficulty. Spenjer.

UNNOBLE. a. Mean; ignominious; ignoble.

Shake/p.

UNNOTED, a. Not observed ; not regarded.

Shakesp. sepe.

UNNUMBERED, a. Innumerable. Shakesp.

Raleigh, Prior.

UNOBSEQUIOUSNESS. /. Incompliance t

disobedience. Breton.

UNOBE'YED a. Not obeyed Mi/tut.

UNOBJE CTED. a. Not charged as a fault,

Attlrbury

UNOBNO XIOUS. a. Not liable ; not exposej

to any hurt. Donne.

UNOBSE'RVABLE. a. Not to be observed.

Boyl,

UNOBSE'RVANT a. 1. Not obsequious. 1.

Not attentive. Ghnxillt.

UNOBSERVED, a. Not regarded not at

tended to Bacon, Glanvilte, sitter bury.

UNOBSERVING. a. Inattentive; notheedsul.

Dryden

UNOBSTRUCTED, a. Not hindered; not

stopped. Bl'ckmore.

UNOBSTRU'CTIVE. a. Not raising any ob-

stacle. Blackmore.

UNOBTAINED. a. Not gained; not acquired.

U.-.ker.

UNOBVIOUS. a. Not readily occurring.

Boyle.

UNOCCUPIED, a Unpossessed. Gre-w.

UNO'FFi RED. a. Not proposed to acceptance.

Clarendon.

UNOFFENDING a. t. Harmless; innocent.

Dryden. z. Sinless; pure fiom fault Rogers.

To UNO'IL. v. a To f,ee from oil. Dryden.

UNO'PKMNG. a. Not opening. Pope.

UNO'PERATIVE. a. Producing no effects.

South *»

UNOPPOSED, a. Not encountered by any

hostility or obstruction. Dryden.

UNO'RDERLV. a. Disordered ; irregulir.

Sander/on.

UNORDINARY. a. Uncommon; unusual.

Locke. ,

UNORGANIZED, a. Hiving no parti in

strumental to the nounlliinent of the rest.

Grevr.

UNORIGINAL. ? a. Havng no birth 1

UNORI'GINATF.D. J ungenerated. Stephens.

UNO'RTHODOX. a Not holding pure doc

trine Decay of Piety.

UNO WED. a Having no owner. Shakesp.

UNOWNED, a. 1 Having no owner. %, Not

acknowledged. Milton.

To UNPA'CK. v. a. 1. To disbunhen; to

exonerate. Shakesp. 1, To open any thing

bound tope'her. Boyle.

UNPAXK.ED. a. Not collected by unlawful

artifices. HuJih, as.

UN-
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UNPA'ID. a. I. Not discharged. Mills*, 1.

Not receiving dues or debts. Collier, Pope.

3. Usp aid fir. That for which the price is

not given. Shakesp.

UNPA INF.D a Suffering no pain. Milto*.

UNPA'INFUL a. Giving no p»in. Locke.

UNPALATABLE, a. Nauseous; disgustirg

Drydi*

UNPA RAGONED. a. Unequalled*; unmatch

ed. Shakesp.

UNPARALLELED a. Not mitched; not

to be mitched; hiving no equal. Shakesp.

/iddifi*.

UNPARDONABLE, a. [impardsnable, Fr.]

Irremiffible. Hioker.

UNPA'RUONABLY. adv. Beyond forgiveness

yftterl*ry. \

UNPA'RDONED. a. 1. Not forgiven. Roger,.

a. Not dischirged ; cot cincellcd by 1 legal

pardon. Raleigh.

UNPA'RDONING a Not forgiving. Drjd.'n.

UNPA'RLIAMENTARINESS./. Contrariety

to the usige or constitution of parliament

Clarendon.

UNPARLIAMENTARY, a. Contrary to the

rules of pirliament Swift.

UNPARTED. a. Undivided; not separated.

Prior

UNPA'RTIAL a Equil t honest. Sanderson.

UN PA'RTI ALLY. adv. Equally indifferently.

Hooker

UNPASSABLE. a. Admitting no passage.

Temple, Watti.

UNPA SSIONATE. ? a. Free from passion t

UNPASSIONATED.'J calm; impartial

Wotti*, Locke.

UNPaSSIONATELY. adv. Without passion

King Charter.

UNPA'THED. a. Untracked; unmarked by

passage. Shake/p.

UNPA WNED <i. Not give* m pledge. Pope.

To UNPA Y. v. a To undo. She esp.

UN'PE'ACEABfcE a Quarrelsome, inclined to

disturb the tranquillity of others Hammond,

Tilletftn.

To L'NPE'G. ■». a. To open any thing closed

with a peg Shakesp.

UN PENSIONED, a. Not kept in dependance

by a pension. Pope.

To UNPEOPLE, v. a. To depnpulate ; to

deprive ot inhabitants Dryden, Jditijcn.

UNPI'RCE'IVID a. Not perceived; not heed

ed ( not lensibjy discovered ; not known Bacon,

Dryden.

UNPERCE'lVEDLY. adv. So as not to be

perceived. Boyle.

UNPE'RFECT a.impatfait, Fr. imperfeSat,

Lat] Incomplete Peacham.

UNPE'RFECTNESS.y. Imperfection-, incom-

pletrnels. Asham.

UNPERFORMED, a. Undone; net dqne.

'lay lor.

UNPERISHABLE. a. Lasting to perpetuity

Hammund.

VNfK'RJURED. a. Free srcm perjury. Drjd

UNPERPLE'XED. a. Disentangled 1 not es-

birrassed. Locke.

UNPERSPI'RABLE. a. Not to be errata*"

through the pores of the tin. Arb*th*$t.

UNPERSUADABLE, a Inexorable; not taie

perfuaded. Sidney.

UNPE'TRIFIED. a. Not turned to floe.

Brevjn.

UNPHILOSO'PHICAL. a. Unsuitable to the

rules of philosophy or right reason. Cskaer.

UNPHILOSO'PHICALLY. adv. In a roas-

ner contrary to the rulea of right reife.

Semth.

UNPHILOSOPHICALNESS. / locongtx r.

with philosophy. Norrij.

ToUNPHILOSOPHIZE. v. a. To oVerade

Irora the character of a philosopher. /V*f.

UNPIE RCED. a. Not penetrated ; not pierced.

Milt:*, Gay.

UNPI'LLARED a. Divested os pillar?. Pose.

UNPI'LLOWED, a. Wanting a pillow Milts*.

To UNPI'N.w. a. To open what is (hut, or

fastened with a pin, Donne, Herbert.

UNPINKED. a. Not marked with eyelet halts.

Stake/p.

UNPI'TIED a. Not compassionated j not re

garded with sympathetical sorrow Sbaktfp.

Bp. Cot bet, Rofcommj*

UNPi'TlFUI.I.Y. adv. Unmercifully; without

mercy. Shakesp.

UNPI'TYING. a. Having no companion.

GranvilU.

UNPLACED, a. Having no place of depea-

dmce. Pope.

UNPLA GUED. a. Not tormented Shakesp.

t-'NI'LA NTED. a. Not planted; spontaneoas.

Walter.

UNPLA'USIBLE. a Not plausible ; not such it

has a fait appearance. Clarendon.

UNPLAUS1VE. a. Not approving. Shakesp

UNPLEASANT, a Not delighting ; trouble-

seme ; uneasy. Hooter, Woodward.

UNPLEASANTLY. aaV Not delightfully,

uneasily. Pope.

UNPLE'ASANTNESS /. Want of qualities

to give delight. Hioker, Gra»*t.

UNPLEA'SED. a. Not pleased ; not delicti**.

Shakesp.

UNPLEASING. a. Offensive .disgusting ;gi'-

in? no delight. Milto*.

UNPLIANT. a. Not easily bent; cot cm-

forming to the will Wetio*.

UNPLO WED. a. Not plowed. Mtrti**cr.

To UNPLU'ME v. *. To Itiip of pliunea; t»

degrade. Gla*ville.

UNI'OETICAL 1 a. Not such as becomes a

UN POE TICK. J poet. Bp Corbet.

UNPOLISHED, a. 1. Notfmoohed; c«

brightened by attrit:on Wottc*, SttJfgfi"'-

1 Not civilized ; net refined Dryde*.

UNPOLITE a. [tapili, Fr impontni, Lit-1

Not elegan ; not refined* not civil Walt'.

UNPOLLUTED.a. (i»if.-//«r«j,Lat.j Notcor-

tuotedi notdehled. Sbakejp. Mutt*.

VNPO
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UNPOPULAR, a. Not 6ued to pletse the peo

ple. Addisn.

UNPORTABI.E. a. \un and portahlt ] Not to

be carried. Raleigh.

UNPOSSESSED, a. Not hid; not obtained.

Sbaktsp.

UNPOSSE'SSING. a. H»viog no possession

Sbaktsp.

IMPRACTICABLE. a. Not feasible. Btyli

UNPRACTISED, a. Not fltilful by use tod

experience. Mills, Pritr.

UNPRAI'SED. a. Not celebrited ; not praiied

Spenser, Mills, Dryiltn.

UNPRECA'RIOUS. a. Notdependant on mo

ther. Blackmort.

UNPRECEDENTED, a. Not justifiable by

any eximple. Swift.

To UNPREDICT. v. a. To retrta prediction.

Miltn.

UNPREFERRED. a Not advanced. Collier

UNPRE'GNANT. a. Not prolific. Shake/p

UOTREJUDICATE a. Not prepossessed by

any settled notions. Taylor.

UNPREJUDICED, a. Free from prejudice

TilUtson.

UNPRELA'TICAL.a. Unsuitable to a prelate

Clarendon.

UNPREMEDITATED, a. Not prepared in

the mind beforehand Milton.

UNPREPARED, a. I. Not fitted by previou

measures. Milton, Dappa. a. Not made fit

for the dreadful moment of departure.Skaktjp.

UNPREPA REDNESS. /. State of being un

prepared. King CharUi.

UNPREPOSSESSED, a. Not prepossessed j

not pre-occupied by notions. S.uih.

UNPRESSED. a. Not pressed. Sbaktsp. Titkell

*. Not inforced. Clarendon.

UNPRETENDING, a Not claiming any

distinction'. Pope.

UNPREVA ILING. a. Being of no force. Sbak.

UNPREVENTED. a. I. Not previously hin

dered. Stake/p, 1. Not preceded by any thing

Milton.

UNPRl'NCELY. a. Unsuitable to a prince

Aj'it£ CharIts.

UNPRI NTED. a Not printed. Pope.

UNPRINCIPLED, a. Not settled in teneu

or opinions. Milton.

UNPRI SABLE, a. Not valued; not of esti

mation. Sboke p.

UNPROCLA IMED. a. Not notified by a pub-

liik declaration. Milton.

UNPROFITABLE, a. Useless ; serving no

purpose. Hooker,

UNPK1 SONED. a. Set free from confinement

Donne.

UNPRI ZF.D. a Not valued. Shake/p.

UNPROFA'NLD a. Not violated.' Dryden.

UNPROFITABLENESS./ Ulelessnels siddj

VNPRO'FITABLY. adv. Uselessly , without

advantage. Ben. Jehnjon, Addijon.

UNPROFI TED. a. Having no gain. Sbalejp.

WNPROLIF1CK. a. Barren; not productive.

Unit.

Not favourable ; in-

. Not suited to some-

UNPRONO'UNCED. a. Not uttered} not

spoken, Milton.

UNPRO'PER. a. Not peculiar. Sbaktsp.

UNPRO'PERLY. adv. Contrarily to propriety;

improperly. Sbaktsp.

UNPROPITIOUS. a.

auspicious Pope.

UNPROPOUTIONED.

thing else. Sbaktsp.

UNPRO PPED. a. Not supported 5 not upheld.

Milton^ Dryden.

UNPROPO'SRD. a. Not proposed. Drydtn.

UNPRO SPEROUS. a. [improsptr. Lat.] Un

fortunate ; not prosperous Clartnden.

UNPRO SPEROUSLY.eaV.Unsuccessfully.T*.

UNPROTECTED, a. Not protected ; not sup

ported. Hioker.

UNPROVED, a. Not evinced by argumenta.

Spenser, Biylt.

To UNPROVIDE. v. a. To divest of resolution

or qualifications. Sbaktsp. Sentbtrn.

UNPRO VI'DED. a. I. Not secured or qualified

by previous measures. Sbak. Drydtn. ». Not

furnished. King Cbarltt, Sprats.

UNPROVOKED, a. Not provoked. Drydtn.

UNPRUNED. a. Not cut; not lopped. Sbak.

UNPUNISHED, a. [impnnni, Lat.) Not pu

nished ; suffered to continue in impunity.

UNPU'RCHASED. a. Unbought. Denham.

UNPU'RGED. a. Not purged. Sbaktsp.

UNPU'BLICK. a. Private-, not generally

known. Taylor.

UNPUBLISHED, a. I. Secret; unknown.

Shakesp. 1. Not given to the publick. Ptpt-

UNPURIFIED. a 1. Not freed from recre

ment Not cleansed from sin D. of Piety.

UNPURSU'ED a. Not pursued. Miltin.

UNPUTRIFIED. a. Not corrupted by rotten

ness. Baton, Arbuthmt.

UNQUALIFIED, a. Not sit. Sniff.

To UNQUALIFY, v. a. To disqualify; to di

vest of qualification Addisin,Atterbnry,Svnft.

UNQUA'RRF.LABLE. a. Such as cannot be

impugned. Broken.

To UNQLIKE N. v. a. To divest of the dignity

of queen. Shake/p.

UNQUE NCH ABLE, a Unextinguisliible.AfiVf.

UNQUENCHED. a. 1 ."ot extinguished.

ftacon. 2. Not extinguistiable Arbntbnot.

UNQUF.'NCHABLENESS. J. Unextinguilh-

ablcnel's. rlakew>ill

UNQUESTIONABLE, a. 1. Indubitable ; not

to be doubted. IV-.ttin. a. Such as cannot bear

to be questioned without impatience. Shakesp.

UNQL't'S IONABLY. adv. Indubitably 1

without doubt. Spratt.

UNQUESTIONED a 1 . Not doubted ; passed

v. itr.t ut doubt. a Indisputable; not to bo

oppoled Urn. Johnson. 3. Not interrogated r

r.ot examined. Drydtn.

UNQ^ICK. a. Motionless Daniel.

UNQUICK.ENF.D. a. Not animated ; not ri

pened to vww'.ity Blackmore.

UNQyi'ET. a. [inqniet, Fr inqnietnt, Latin.]

1 . Moved with perpetual agitation j not calm j

5 © a»i
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not BUI Afilttn. » Disturbed ; full of pet-

tarbitioa ; not it peace. Sbakefp. 3- Restless ".

unsatisfied. Pt/e I

UNQUIT. il.Y adv. Without reil Shalrlp.

UNQU'I'.TNESS. /. 1. Want of tranquillity.

Dr- lam. ». Wart of "face. Spin er. 3 Rest

lessness turbulence DryJ. 4. Perturbation;

nnciflm'sk. Sl.aLetp Taylor

UNRACKED a. Not pound from ,he lees-

Bacon

UNKAKFD a Not thr. wn together and co

vend. Sbakefp.

UNRA'NSACKED. a. Not pillaged. Kntllet

To UNRAVEL, v. a. I To disentangle ; t

extricate ; t- clear At butbnet. i. . edi/order

to throw out oi the present constitution. L Est

Dryden, 'Ttiiot/cn. y To clear up the intrigue

of a play, Pope.

iUNR \ ZORl U. a Unshaven. Af»//»«

I'NRE'ACHFD. a. Not attained. DryJe*.

UNREAD «• ' Not read-, not publickl)

pronouncHl tinker. X Untaught; not learned

in books Drydem.

UNREADINESS./ I. Want of readiness i

want of promptness, linker. *. Want ol

prepaialinn Taylsr

UNREADY, a i Not p-epired , not fit.

Shakejp. I. Not prompt , not quick. Brew*.

3 Awkard; ungainly Bacon.

UNRE'. L. a. Insubstantial Sbakefp.

UNREASONABLE, a l. Exoibitant ; clum-

in?, or insilfng on more thin is fit DiyJe*

i. N«.t agn eir.j t ■ reason. Hitler. 3 Greater

• than is fit) immoderate. Atterbury.

UNREASONABLENESS /. Exorbitance; ex

cessive demand King Lharlee 1. Inconsistency

with reason. Hanmi'd

UNREASONABLY, aii'j 1. In a manner con

trary to reason. *. Moie than enough. ShakeJ

To UNREAVli w. a To unwind j to tiiien-

tangle. Spenjtr.

UNREBATED a Not blunted Hakem.

UNRLHUKABLE « Otn xious to no cen

sure 1 Tim.tbv.

UNRECK'IVL.i") a. Not received. Hooker.

UNRECLAIMED, a. 1. Not turned Sbakefp-

I. Not rearmed. Rogers

UNRKCONCl'LEABLE. a. 1. Not 10 be ap

peased ; implacable Hammond ». Not to

be mail.- consilient with Sbakefp.

UNRECONCILED, a. Not reconciled Shak.

UNiiEl O ItDKD. a Not kept in remembrance

by publ .'k monument. Milton, Pep*.

, UNRECO'UN tED. a. Not told ; not related

Sbak./p.

UNRECRU ITAliLE a. Incapable of repair

ing (ht dthcienues ot an army. Asi/fm.

UNRECU1UUNG a Irremediable. Shakejp.

UNrt:-DUCED a Not reiuced Davirs.

UNIU'.FORMABLE. a. Nut lobe put tnlo a

new form. Hummind.

UNRFFORMED. a 1. Not amended, not

corrected Davit:. 1. Notfciought lo newness

ot lite. Hammond, Milton.

UGRLFRACTED. a. Not redacted. Nevltn.

UNREFRE*SHED. a. Not cheered ; oat it-

lieved. Arbmhnct.

UNREGARDED, a. Not heeded , not re

spected. Spenser, Snckkng.

UNREGENERATE. a. Not brought to a on

lite. Stephent.

UNRE INED. a. Nbt restrained by the brick

Milln.

UNRELE'NTING. a. Hard; creels seeliaj

no pit). Sbakefp Smith.

UNREULV ABLE. a. Admitting no facœsr.

Beyle.

UNRELIEVED, a. 1. Not succoured. Dryda

a. Not eased Beyle.

UNREMARKABLE, a. 1. Not capable «?

being observed. Digby. ». Not worthy of no

tice.

■..'> KI'.ME UIABLE. a. Admitting no remedt.

Sidney.

UNREME'MBERING. a. Hiving no merrier..

DryJen.

UNREME MBRANCE./ Forgetfolnesa ; was

of remembrance. Walti.

UNREMOVABLE, a. Not to be taken away.

Sidney, Sbakefp.

UNREMO VABLY adv. In » m»nner tba: ad

mits no removal. Shake/p.

UNREMOVED. a 1. Not taken »way. Heatm.

1- Not capable of being rem.vcd. Mitten.

UNREPA'ID a. Not recompensed; not com

pensated Diyden

UNREFE'ALED. a. Not revoked ; not abro

gated Dryden.

UNREPENTLD a. Not regarded with pet-

tenrial sorrow. Haoker.

UNRF.PENTING. 7 a. Not repenting; not

UNREPTNTANT. J peniieot. R:jecmm*t.

UNREPI NING a. Not peevishly compsaiaiafr

Renve.

UNRh-PLENISHF.D. o. Not silled. Beyle.

UNREPRIEVABLE. a. Not to be respited

trem penal death. Shokelp.

UNREPRO'ACHED. a. Not upbraided; sol

t censured rw*g Charlei.

UNREFRO VABLE. a. Not liable to blame.

Cclcff.

UNRr.PR'OVED. a. 1. Nrt censured. S*ndj>.

z. Not luble to censure. Mtlten

UN'REl-UGNANT. a. Not opposite. Heeler.

UNRE PU t ABLE. a. Not creditable. R'gt"

Ur.'REQ: EhlED a. Not asked. Kmeffej.

UNKFCU I TABLE, a. Not to be retaliated.

Beyle

UNRESE'NTED. a. Not regarded with anger.

Rogers.

UNRESERVED a. 1. Not limited by my pri

vate convenience. Regeri. a. Open; frank i

concealing nothing.

UN R ESE'RVEDN ESS/.Unlimitcdnesi ; slack

ness i largeness. Beyle.

UNRESERVEDLY, adv. 1. Without limitt-

trons. Boyle. 1. Without concealment ; openli.

fepe.

UNRESE'RVEDNESS. / Openness j frank

ness. Pipe.
r UNRE-
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UNREStSTED. a. i. Not opposed. Beutify-

I. Resistless; such as cannot be opn -fed.

Dryden, Pcpe.

UNRESISTING, a. Not opposing ; not mik

ing resistance. Bentlty.

UNRESOLVABLE. a. Not to be solved . in

soluble. Ssntb.

UNRESO'LVED. a. I. N>t determined; hiv

ing made no resolution. Shakes. %. Nit solved ;

not cleared. Luke

UNRESO'I.VING a. Not resolving. Dryden

IRRESPECTIVE a. Inattentive, taking lit

tle notice Shake/p.

UNREST. / Disquiet; want of tranquillity ;

unquietnes* Spenser, Daniel, Wotton.

UNRESTO'RED a 1 Not redored. 1. Not

cleared siom an attainder. Collier.

UNRESTRAINED, a i. Not confined ; not

hindexd Dryd. 1 Licentious; loose. Shake

3 Not limited Brwin.

UNRETRA'CTED. a. Not revoked i not re

called Ciller.

UNRIiVE ALED. a. Not told or discovered.

Spevser.

UNREVE'NGFD a. Not revenged. Fairfax.

UNR.VE'REND. a Irreverent; disrespectful.

Shalf'p.

UNRE VERENDLY. adv. Disrespectfully. Ben.

Jvhmson.

UN REVERSED, a. Not revoked! not re

pealed Stakes/).

UNRKVOKED. a. Not recalled. Miben.

UNREWARDED, a. Not rewarded ; not re

compeosed. L'EJlrange, Fope.

To UNRI DDLE v. a. To solve ao enigma;

to explain a problem Suckling.

UNRIDICULOUS. a. Net r.diculous. Brown.

To UNRI G. i. a. To strip of (he tackle. DryJ

UNRl'GHTEOUS. a. Unjust; wicked; sin

sul ; bid Spenser.

UNRI OHTEOUSLY adv. Unjustly ; wicked

ly ; sinfully Collier.

UNRIGHTEOUSNESS./ Wickedness; in

justice. Hall.

UNRIGHTFUL. a Not rightful ; not just

iha lesp.

To UNRI'NG. t>. a. To deprive of a ring

Hndibrat.

To UNRIP, v.a To cut open. Taylor.

UNRI'PE. a. i . Immi'ure ; not full) concocted

Waller. ». Too eaily. S.dney

UNRl'PENED. a. Not matured Addison.

UNRIPENESS. s. Immaturity ; want or ripe

ness Bacsn.

L'NKl'VALI.ED. a. i. Having no competitor.

P:pe. Having no peer or equal.

To UNRO'L. •». a. To open what is rolled

or convclved. Dryden.

UNROM ANTIC K. a. Contrary to rorrance

Stoisr.

To UNROOF, v. a. To strip off the roof cr

covet ing of houles. Shak sp.

UNROOSTED, a. Diivea from the roost

Shakei'p.

U.NRO'UCH. a. Smooih. Shake/p.

To UNROOT. « „ To tear from the roots,

to extirpate. Shakesp.

UNRO'UNDF.D. a. Not shaped, not cut to a

round. Donne.

UVKO'VAL. a Unprincely; not royal. Sidney.

loUNRLFFLE. v n To cease from commo-

tion, or ag'tation Dryden.

UNRUFFLED a. Calm; tranquil j not tu

multuous Addison.

L'NRU"LRD. a. Not directed by any superiour

power. Spenser.

UNRU L1NT.SS./ [from nnrnly) Turbulence,

tu-nultu-iufnels. Scnth.

UNRU'I.Y a. Tu-bulent; ungovernable; li

centious. Spenser, Shakesp. Ro/commin.

UNSA'FF. a Not secure ; hazardous ; dan

gerous Hooker, Dryden.

UNSA'FELY. adv. Not securely ; dangeroufly.

Dryden, Grevt.

UNSAI'D. a. Not uttered; not mentioned.

Dryden, Felion.

UNSA'LTED. a. Not pickled or seasoned with

salt. Arbuthnot.

UNSA NCTIFIED. a. Unholy ; not consecrat

ed. Sbakesp.

UNSA'TIABLE. a. [insatiabilit, Latj Not to

be satisfied. Raleigh.

UNSATISFA'CTORINESS./. Failure of giv

ing satisfaction. Boyle

UNSA'TISFA'CTORY. a. Not giving suit-

faction j not clearing the difficulty. Stilting-

fleet.

UNSA'TISFIEDNESS. /. [ from unsathsied. ]

The state of being not satisfied ; want of ful

ness. Beyle.

UNSATISFIED, a. t. Not contented; not

pleas-xl. Bacon. I. Not filled; not gratified Ut

the full Sbakesp. Rigert.

UNSATISFYING, a. Unable to gratify to the

full. Addi/en.

UNSA'VOURINESS / [from nnsavMtry.] I.

Bad taste, i Bad smell Brrvin.

UNSAVOURY, a i. Tasteless, Jcb. 1. Hav

ing a bad ta'e. Milton. 3. Hnving an ill

Imell; fetid, firovin. 4. Unpleasinc : disgust

ing. Hooker.

i'O UNSA Y. -J. a To retract •, to recant. Shak.

UNSCA'LY. a. Having no scales. Gay.

UNSCA KRRD. a. Not marked with wounds.

Shake p.

UNSCHOLA'STICK. a. Net bred to litera-

tur- L'.eke.

UNSf'HiH) LED. a. Uneducated; not 1-arned.

Iloo. er

UNSI.O'RCHED. a. Not touched by tire.

Sh 1 'eft

UN'CRKENED. a. Not coveted ; not pro-

t cttd Beyi'

UNS.CKI'P i URAL, a Not defensible bj scrip-

fire Alterbury.

V' t'.\SK'AL. v. a. To open any thing sealed,

D y,/ ..

UNS! M.FD. a. t. Waning a seal. Shalesp.

1. H'vi'i.' •?•*. Iral Srk'-n

To UNSE'AM v a. To tip; to int «.pen Shak.

5 O 4 UNStiARCH
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UNSEARCHABLE, a Inscruuble ; not to be

explored. Milton.

UNSEA'RCHABLEN'ESS. / Impossibility to

be explored. Bratnhall.

UNSEASONABLE. a. " . Not suitable to time

or occasion; unfit; umimely ; ill rmrd

Clarendon. 1. Not agreeable lo the time ■ f

the year. Shakes, 3. Late: at, unseasonable

time os ni^bt.

UNSFZaSONABLENESS. / Disagreement

with time or place. Hale.

UNSEASONABLY, adv. Not seasonably ; not

agreeably to lime or occasion. H:oker.

UNSEASONED. a. 1. Unsealonable ; untime

ly; ill timed. Out of use. Shakesp. 1. Un

formed; not qualified by use. Sbakejp. 3 Ir

regular; inordinate Haynvard. 4. Not kept

till fit for use. 5. Not salted: as unseasoned

meat.

UNSE CONDFD. a. I. Notsupported Shakes/,.

1. Not exemplified a second time Breton.

To UNSE'CRET. v a. To disclose; to divulge.

Bacon.

UNS'i'CRET. a. Not close; not trusty. Shak.

UNStCU'RH. a. Not safe. Denham.

UNSEDUCED. a. Notdrawnto ill .Shaiesp.

UNSEE'ING. a. Wanting the power of vision.

Shakesp

To UNSEE'M. v. n. Not to seem. Shakesp.

UNSEE'MLlNKSS /.Indecency; indecorum.

uncoirelhcsi. liockc.

UNSEE'MLY. a. Indecent; uncomely; un

becoming. Hooker.

UNSEE'MLY. adv. Indecently; unbecomingly.

1 Cor.

UNSEL'N. a. I. Not seen ; no* discovered. Bac.

R:/ctmnon 1. Invisible ; ^discoverable. H.ik.

Milt. 3. Unlkilltd; unexjierienced. Clarendon

UNSE LKISH. a. Not addicted to prwate in-

lerest. Spectator.

UNSE'NT. o. 1. Not sent. t. UNsENT/;r.

Not called by letter or messenger, Taylor.

UNSE'PARABLK. a. Not 10 be parted; not.

to be divided. Shakesp.

UNSE'PARATED. a. Not parted. Pope.

UNSERVICEABLE a. Uleler. ; bringing no

advantage. Spenser, Bentley, Rogiri.

UNSE'RVICEABLV.aaV. Without use; with

out advantage. kVoodvjard.

UNSET, a. Nstsetj not placed. Hnker.

To UNSETTLE, v. a. 1. To make uncertain.

Arbutbnot. 2. To move from a place. L'L'flta

3. To overthrow.

UNSETTLED, a. 1. Not fixed in rcsolmirn ;

Not determined j not steady. Smth. ». Un

equable, not regular; changeable. Bent'iy.

3. Not established. Dryden. 4. Not fixed in a

place of abode. Hooker.

UNSE'TTLLDNESS. / 1. Irresolution ; un

determined state of mind. 1 Unceruioty ;

8uctuati^n. Dryden. 3. Want of fixity. South.

UNS'EVERED. a. Not parted; not divided.

Shakesp.

To UNSEX v. a. To make omerways tlian

the sex commonly U. Sbakejp.

UNSHA'DOWED. a. Not clouded ; not dark

ened. Gtanville.

UNSHA KEABLE.a. Not subject to coocoffica.

Shaiesp. '

UNSHAKED. a. Not shaken Shakesp.

UNSHA'KEN. a. 1. Not agitated , not tn^tet

Shaiesp. Beylr i. Not lubjett to concuiEa:

3. Not weakened in resolution ; not m<K

Spratt.

To UNSHA'KLE. v. a. To loose from beak

Addison.

UNSHA'MED. a. Not shamed. Dryden.

UNSH.VPEN. a. Milhapen ; Reformed. Btmei.

UNSHARED, a. Not partaken; not bad a

common. Mi ton.

To UNSHE'ATH v. a. To draw from the

scabbard. Shakrsp. Denham.

UNSHE'D. a. Not spilt. Mtlten.

UNSHF. l.TERED. a. Wanting protection. De

cay cs Piety.

To UNSHIP, v. a. To tike out of a (hip

UNSHO'CKED. a. Not dilgusted; not ofieo:-

ed. Ticiell.

UNSHOD, a. [from nnjhied.] Having no shea.

Clarendon.

UNSHOO'K. part, a: Not Ihiken Pope.

UNSHORN, a. Not clipped. Milton.

UNSHCT. part. a. Not hit by lljot Waier.

To UNSHO UT. v. a. To annihilate, or re

tract a shout. Shaiesp.

UNSHO'WERED. a. Not watered by fl^wen.

Milton.

UNSHRI'NKING. a. Not recoiling Shaieln.

I'XSUV'Sr.MlLV.. a Inevitable Sbakejp.

UNSi'FTKD. a 1 . Not parted by a sieve. Xaj.

a. Not tried. Shaiesp.

UNSI'GHT. a. Not"seeing Hadihrai.

UNSI'GTKD. a. Invisible ; not seep. Sncltinr.

UNSI'CHTLINESS s. [irom *.J,£biiy.] De

formity i dil'agreeablcness to the eye. kfi'em

UNS'IGHTLY.a Dil'agreeib e tothe >tht *i

UNSINCE'RE. a. \injincerut, Latin. J i.Ja'u

hearty; not faithful. 1. Not genuine ; im

pure: adulterated. 3. Not soued ; not solid.

D, yden

UNSINCERITY. a. Adulteration ; cheat Seym.

To U'.SI XliW. v. a. To deprive of ttreefit

Denham.

UNSI NGF.D. a. Not scorched ; not touched fcj

fire. Stephent.

UNSI INKING, a. Not sinking. Addis:,.

UNSINF.'V.'RD a Nerveless; weak SbMf.

UNSI'NNING a. Impeccable. Ro-trt.

UNSCA'NNtD. a. Not measured ; nal com

puted, Shaiesp.

UNSKILLED, a. Wanting (kill -, wintiDS

knowledge. Dryden, Blackmore.

UNSKI'LFIL. Wanting art; wanting nwt-

led,;e. Shakesp.

UNSKl'LEL'LLY. adv. Without knowledge ;

without srt. Shakesp.

UNSKl'LFULNESS. / Want of art j wasui

knowledge. Sidney. Taylr.

UNSLAlN a. Net killed Sidney.

UNSLAKED.*. Not m^ciei D-ydn.

LaSLEE*
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Ever wakeful. Mills*.

not liable to flip ; fast-

Unpolluted ; not stainad

•fcNSLEE'PING.

UNSH'PPINO.

Shaktsp.

TJNSM1 RCHED.

Shahsp.

UNSMO'K.ED. a N. t smoked. Swift.

UNSOCIABLE, a. [insociabilis, Ut.] Not

kind; not communicative of good. Raleigh.

UNSO'CIABLY. adv. Not kindly. L'Ejlrange.

UNSOl'LED. a. Not polluted) not Hinted ;

not fttined. Ray.

UNSO LD. a. Not exchanged for money. Pipe.

UNSO LDIERLIK.E. a. Unbecoming a soldier.

Brume.

UNSO'LID. a. Fluid ; not coherent. Luke.

UNSOO'T, for unj-wtet. Spenser.

UNSOPHISTICATED, a. Not adulterated

Mire.

UNSOLVED, a. Not explicated Watts.

UNSO'RTED. a. Net distributed by proper se

paration ffattS.

UNSO'UGHT. a. I. Had without seeking

Milton, Ftnton. ». Not searched. Shaktsp.

UNSOUND, a. I. Sickly; wanting health

Denham, Arhuthnot. x. Not free from cracks

3. Rotten; corrupted. 4. Not orthodox. Hooier

5. Not honest; not upright. Shaiefp 6. Not

true; not certain. Spenser. 7. Not fast; not

calm. Daniel. 8. Not close, not compact.

Mortimer. 9. Not sincere ; not faithful. Gay

10. Not solid; not mat. rial, "jpenser. 11.

Erroneous; wrong. Fairfax, Milton. n

Not fast under foot.

UNSOUNDED, a. Not tried by the plummet.

Shahsp.

UNSO'UNDNESS. / 1. Erroneous of belief,

want of orthodoxy. Hosier. 2 Corruptness o'

any kind, tinker. 3. Want of strength; warn

of solidity. Addison.

UNSOU RED. a. 1. Not made sour. Bacon. 1.

Not made morose. Dryden.

UNSO WN. a. Not propagated by scattering

seed. Bacon.

UNSPARED. a. Net spared Milton.

UNSPARING, a. Not sparing 1 not parsimo

nious. Milton.

To UNSPE'AK.. v. a. To retract; to recant

Shaiefp.

UNSPEAKABLE, a. Not to be expressed

Hooker.

UNSFE'AKABLY adv. Inexpressibly ; inaffa

bly. SpeSlcf.r.

UNSPECI PIED. a. Not par icu!arly mentioned.

Bro".'jn.

UNSPE'CUI.ATIVE. a. Not theoretical. Gtv.

ef the f.ngue.

JJNSPE'D. a. Not dispatched; not performed.

Garth.

UNSPENT, a. Not wasted; not diminished ;

n^t weakened Bacon.

To UNSPHK RE. v. a. To remove from its o.-b

Shaiefp.

UNSP! ED. a. Net discovered; not seen. Ticiell

UNSPILT. a. 1. N"t shed Denbim. 1. Not

I'poiltd; act marrid. lnpr.

a. Contrary to statute*

Not stopped ; not staved.

To UNSPl'RIT. v. a. To dispirit; to depress .

to deject. Temple, N:rris

UNSPOILED, a. Not plundered; not pil

laged. Spenser, Drydtn. a. Not marred

UNSPO'TTED. a. Not marked with any stain.

Dryden. Immaculate; not tainted with guilt.

Shaiefp. Apocrypha, Rogers.

UN9QUARED. a. Not formed 5 irregular.

Shaktsp.

UNSTABLE, a inflabilii, Lat] 1. Not fixed -,

not fast Temple. 1. Inconstant ; irresolute.

Jamei.

UNSTA'ID. a. Not cool; not prudent; not

fettled into discretion; nut steady; mutable.

Spenser, Sandys.

UNSTA'IDNESS. / Indiscretion; volatile

mind. Sidney.

UNSTAINED, a Not stained ; not died; not

discoloured. Hooker, Rsfcommon.

To UNSTA'TE. v. a. To put out of state.

Shaiefp.

UNSTATUTABLE.

Swift.

UNSTAUNCHED. c

Shahsp.

UNSTEADILY, adv 1 Without any certainty.

a. Inconstantly ; not confidently. Loth.

UNS TE'ADINESS./ Want of constancy ; irre

solution ; mutability. Addison, S<wrst.

UNSTE'ADY. a. 1. Inconstant j irtesolute,

Dtnhan, L'F.Jlrange, Rvwe. X Mutabie ;

variable; changeable. Loch. 3. Not fixed;

not settle!.

UNSTE'ADFAST.a. Not fixed; not fast. Shak.

UNSTEE'PED. a. Not soaked. Bacon.

To UNSlTNG. v. a. Todilirm of a sting.&nf*.

UNSTINTED, a. Not limited. Skelton.

UNSTIRRED, a. Not stirred; not agitated.

Boyle.

To UNSTITCH, v. a. To open by picking the

stitches. Collier.

UNSTOO PING. a. Not bending; not yielding.

Sbtkesp.

Po UNSTOP, v. a. To free from stop or ob

struction. Boyle.

UNSTO PPED. a. Meeting no resistance. Dryd.

UNSTRA INED. a. Easy ; not forced. Hakeia.

UNSTRA'ITENED. a. Not contracted. Glanv.

UNSTRE'NGHTHENED. a. Not supported ;

not assisted Hool.tr.

ToUNSTRI'NG *>■ a" a. To relax any thing

strung "■■ to deprive of strings. Prior, Smith.

1. To loose ; to untie. Dryden.

UNSTRUCrt. a Not moved; not affected.

Philipi.

UNSTL'DIED. a. Not premeditated } not la

boured. Dryden.

UNSTUFFE.) a Unfilled ; unfurnished. Shah.

UNSUBSTA'NTIAL. a. 1. Not solid; not pal-

' pable. Shaktsp. Milton, x. Not ical. Adjtjsn.

UNSUCCEEDED. a. Not succeeded. Milton.

UNSUCCESSFUL, a. Not having the wilhed

event. Clarendon.

UNSUCCESSFULLY, adv. Unfortunately -,

v.iihout i'ucctss. i'etlh.

UNSUC
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UNSUCC E'SSFULNF.SS. s. Want of success ; \ UNTA'MED. «. Not subdued ; not suppressed.

event contrary to wish. Hamvcnd. Spfnjf

UNSUCCE Ski VE. a. Not proceeding by flux of (To UNTA'NGLE. -v. a. To loose from intricacy

parts. Brcwn.

TJNSUCrvED

Mil:-*.

a. Not havi

or convolution. Frior.

ig the breath diawn. |UNTA'STED. a. Not tatted i

palatK li'ailer.

not tried by the

UNSU FFF.RABLE. a. Not supportable; into- UNTA STING, a. i. Not perceiving any taste.

lerarle. Milton.

UNSUFFTC1ENCF../. Utifufifamee Fr] In

ability to answer the end pi ^;-"lV-d. Rurvey.

UNSUFFI'CIEN'T. a. \t»;afi.aut Fr.) Unable;

inadequate. Locke.

UNKUGARED. a. Not sweetened with fug ar.

Bacon*

UNSUITABLE ». Nnt coniiL«-us. not equal

not propottnnale. Shake p Tiil-tjon.

UNSUiTABLENhSS. / Incongruity ; unfit-

ness. South.

UNSU'llING a. Not fittiag; not becoming.

Sfrjitsf. Dryden

UNSU I.I.I ED a. Net rou!ed ; not di graced ;

pur»*. Shj/rsp. Sprait.

UNsU'NG a i N<t celebrated in verse; not

recited in verle. Milt n. •

UNSU'NNEH.e. Not exposed to thesun. Milton,

UNSU'PERFl.UOUS. a.Nut more than enough.

Mil:*.

UN3UPPLANTED. a. Not forced, or thrown

Irjrn under that which supports ft. FhilipJ.

ft. Not de'eattd by lliatagem.

UNSU PPQRTABLE. a. [insupportable, Fr]

Intoletab'e ; such as cannot be ensured. Boyle.

UNSUPPORTED, a. i. Not sustained ; not

held up Milton, ft. Not assisted Brown

UNSU'RE a. Not fixed ; notcertain Fairfax.

INSURMOUNTABLE, a. [iufnrmonntaUe,

Fr.] Insuperable ; nut to be overcome. Locke.

UNSUSCE'PTIBLE a. Incapable ; not li.ble

to admit. Swift.

UNSUSPE'CT. 7 a. Not considered as likely

UNSUSPE'CTED. J to do or mean ill. Mill—.

Swift

UNSUSPECTING, n. Not imagining that any

ill is designed. Fife.

UNSUSPICIOUS a. Hiving no suspicion. Milt.

Smith.

UNSUSTATNED e. Not supported ; not held

np. Aft Item.

UNSWA'YABLE. a Not to be governed or in

fiuencedbv another. Shakefp.

UNSWA'YtD. a. Not wielded. Shaiesp.

To UNSWE'AR.w. n. Net to swear; to recant.

any thing sworn. Sfenfer.

To UNSWEAT. v. a. To ease aster fatigue.

M< to*.

UNSWORN, a Not bound by an oath Sh.ikrff-

UNI A INTED. a I. Net sullied ; a t polluted.

Rijummcn. ft. Not charced with any ci ime

states,'' 3 Not CTiupttd by mixture smith.

I'NTAKEN. a. N. t tak.n. Uyward. a.

U»T»tiai'?. N t illicit Fcyic.

I'NTA'l.K.! D es. a. Not mentioned in the

world. Drydcn.

INT A MEAELF. a. Not lo be tamed ; not to

be subdued tf'iJtim, Crcv.

th. i. Not trying by the palate.

UNiaUOHT. a i. Uninstructcd; uneducat

ed ; ignorant; unlettered. Dryden 7'cnng.

ft. Debarred ip»m instruction Loeke. 3- Un

fit, !I-H; new; not having use or piacttce.

Siaicfp

To U.\ t E'ACH. t! a. To make to quit, or

forget whai has been inculcated. Brecon.

UN'TE Mt't.Rt'.D. a. i.Nct lempered. Exuitel.

UNTEMPTs.D a. I. Not embarrassed by

lemptaeicTr ^Tiiylcr. ft. Not invited by ary

•Lwmg' allure. g. Cotton.

UNTENABLE, a. Not to be held in po£

session, ft. Ni capable of defence Clarendin.

UNTL NANTED, a Having nu tenant. Temp-'e.

UNTE'NDED. a Not having any attendance.

Thomscn

UNTENDER. a. Wanting softoes-; wanting

affection. Shaiesp.

UNTE'NDF.RED. a. Not offered. Shaitsp.

To UNTE'NT. v. a. Tobting cut of a tent.

Shaiesp.

UNTE NTED. u [from tent.] Hiving no me>

rJicamtnts applied Shaiesp.

UNTI.RRIFIED a. Not affrighted; not struck

wi'h Tear. Miito*.

UNTHA NKED. a i. Not repaid with acknow

ledgment oi a kindness. Dryden. 1. Not re

ceived with thankfulness. Dryden.

UNTHVNKTUL a. Ungrateful; reiurning no

acknowledgment. Luke, 'Taylor.

UNTHA NKFULLY. adv. Without thanks.

Boyle.

UNTHA'NKFULNESS./ Neglect or omission

of acknowledgment lor good received. Hayno.

AY//*.

UNTHA WED a Not dissolved after frost. F:pe.

ToUNTHINK. v. a. To tecal, or dismiia a

thought Shale/p.

UNTHINKING a. Thonghiles.; ootgivento

refliclim. Lrcke.

UNTHORNY. a. Not obstructed by prickles.

Bt svin.

UNTHO'UGHT ef. a. Not regarded} Mt

he.de.1 Shaiesp.

To I NTHRE'AD. v a. To loose Milton

UN'i'HRE ATENED. a. Not menaced. Ktr[

( harlei.

UNTHR1FT. / An extravagant ; a prodigal.

Shaiesp Herhirt.

UNTHRI'FT. a. Profuse; wakeful; prodi^sl

extravagant Shakejp \

L'N IHSI FTILY edv Withoutsrueality.r,/i.

UM HRI'FTY. a. I Prodigal, pro'use. iavit;

waste'ul. Sidney, a Not casil) made to thrive

or fatten. Mortimer.

UNTHHIVING a. Not thriving; not pro'per-

irg. dv. if tit t:ntne.

To
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To UNTHRONE, v.a To pull down from t

throne. Milton.

To UNTIE v. a. i. To unbind ; to free from

bonds. Sfenfer 1. To loosen from convolution

or knot Waller. 3. To set tree from any

obstruction. Taylor. 4. To resolve; to clear.

Dtmham,

UNTI'ED. a. 1. Not bound j not gathered in a

knot. Frier. 1. N.t fattened by any binding,

or knot. Shakefp.

UNTI'L. adv 1 lo the time that. Denbam.

%. To the place that. Dryden

UNTI'L. pnp. lo. Used f time. Spenser.

UNTI LLED. a. Not cultivated. Blatkm-re

UNTI MBERED. a. Not lurnished with timber.

weak Shakefp.

UNTI Ml LY a Happening befere the natural

t'nre. Dryden, Pipe.

UNTIMELY, adv. Before the natural time.

Spenser, Waller

UNT1NGI.D. a. t. Not stained; not disco

loured. Boyle. 1 Not in ected. Svjist.

LNiiMiiU. j. Ldeiatigable; unwearied.

Stairsp.

UN II RED. a. Not made weary Dryden.

UNTI'TLED. a- [wand litlt.j Having no title.

Shakefp.

UNTO prep [It was the old wort! for to ; now

obsolete.] To. Hacker, Brcivn, Temple.

UNTOLD, a 1. Not related. Waller. I. Not

revealed Dryden.

UNTO'UCHED. a 1 . Not touched , not reached.

Stephens 1. Not moved ; not affected. Sidney

3. Not meddled with. Dryden.

UNTOWARD, a. 1. F reward, prrverse; vexa

tious; not easily guided, or taught. Shakefp

Hndtbt al, South, Woodward. 1. Aukward ;

ungraceful Creech.

UNTO-WARDl.Y. a. Aukward; perverse;

froward Lsckc.

UNTO WARDI.Y. a. Aukwardly ; ungainly .

perversely. Ti!lotf:n.

UNTRA CEABl.E. a. Net to be traced. Ssutb

UNTRACED a. Not marked by any lootlleps

Denbam

UN'TRACTABLE. a. [intriclab-lit, Lat] 1.

Not yielding to common mealuies arid ma

nagtment. Hayward. %. Rough; difficult

Milton.

UN I RACTABLENESS./ Unwillingness or

unfuneli to be regulated or managed. Locke

UNTRA DING. a. Nut engaged in commerce

Locke

UNTRAINED, a. 1. Not eduoated; not in

structed ; not disciplined. Hayward. a. Irre

gular*, ungovernable. Hsrbert.

UNTRANbFERRABLE. a. Incapable of being

given fro.n one to another. Hvwel.

UNTRANbt'A RENT, a Not diaphanou

opaiiue Byle.

UNTKA VELLED a 1. Never trodden \>j

pass.igeis. Brovtn 1. Having never leeii

foreign countries. Addffon.

To UNTKE'AD. v. a. lo tread back; to go

back in the fame steps. Shakefp.

UNTRE ASURED. a. Not laid up; not repo-

sited Shakefp.

UNTRE'ATABLE. a Not treatable; not prac-

ti able. Decay of I'tety.

UNTRIED a. 1 . Not yet attempted. Milton.

a. Not \et experienced. Aiterbury, Collier. 3.

Not having passed trial. Mi ton.

UNTRIUMPHABLE. a. Which allows no

triumph. Hndibrat.

UNIRO'D. ? a Not passed; not marked

UNTRODDEN J by the toot Waller.

UNTROLLED a. Not bowled ; not rolled

along Diyden.

UNTRO UBl.F.D. a 1 Not disturbed by care,

sorrow, or guilt. Shakefp. i. Not agitated j

not contused. Miltm 3. Not interrupted in

the natural course. Spenjer. 4. Transparent;

clear. Bacon.

UNTRUE, a. 1. False; contrary to reality.

Hooker. 1. False; not faithful. Suckling.

UNTRULY, adv. Falsely; not according ta

truth Raleigh.

UNTRU STIN KSS./Unsaith'ulness.iVaywar,/.

UNTRUTH./ I. Falsehood; contrariety to

reality, a. Moral falsehood ; not veracity.

Sandyi. 3. Treachery; want of fidelity. Shak.

4. False * ssertion. Atterbury.

UNTU N ABLE. a. Unharmooious ; not musical.

Bacon.

To UNTUNE, e. a. 1. To make incapable of

harmony Shahefp. a. To disorder. Stales/-.

UNI U RNED a. Not turned U'o.dio.rd.

UNTUTORED, a. Uninltructed , un.au-ht.

Shakefp.

To UN 1 WI'NE i-.a 1. To open what is held

together by convolution. Waiter. 1. T« open

what is wrapped on itself. Bacon. 3. To sepa

rate that wh ch clasp* round any thing Afcham.

ToUNlWIbT v a. To separate any things

involved in each other, or wrapped up on

themselves. Taylor.

To U.NTY'. v. a. [Se» Unth.] To loose.

Shakefp.

To UN VAIL. v. a. To uncover ; to stiip of

a veil. Denhum.

UNVALUABLE. a Inestimable; being above

price. Atterbury.

UNVALUED, a. 1. Not prized; neglected.

Shake/p 1. InefUn^able; ab'.ve price. Si'akejp.

UNVA'NQpiiHED. a. Not conquered; not

overcome. Shakefp.

UNVARIABLE a. [invariable, Fr.] Not

changeable ; not mutaUe. Norris.

UNVA R1ED. a. Not changed ; not diversified.

Locke.

UNVA'RNISHED. a. 1. Not overlaid with var

nish. 1 Not adorned ; not dee ira< ed. Shakefp.

UNVARYING, a Not liable to change. Luke.

To UNVEIL, v. a. To dilclose ; 10 (now .

Shakefp.

UNVEsLEDLY. adv. Plainly) without dis

guise. Ittjie.

UNVE'N
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CNVETJT1LATEB. a. Not fanned by the wind.

Blackmsrt.

UNVERITABLE. a Not true. Brmn.

UNVERSED, a. Unacquaioud; unskilled.

Blackmere.

UNVEX ED. a. Untroubled; undisturbed. Sbak.

UNVI OLATED. a. Not injured ; not broken

Clarendon.

UNVIRTUOUS, a. Wanting virtue. Sbakefp.

UNVI'SITED. a. Not resorted to. Milltn.

CNU N1FORM. a Wanting uniformity. Decry

es Pitty.

UNVO'YAGEABLE a. Not to be pissed over

or voyaged. Mi'-'.-n.

UNU RGED. a. Not incited ; not pressed.

Stakes/).

UNU'SFD. a. Not put to use ; unemployed.

Sidney. I. Not accustomed. Sidney.

UNU'SEFUL. a. Useless; serving no purpose.

Glanville, Metre.

UNUSUAL a Not common; not frequeat ;

rare. Heeker, Refcemmen, Fellen.

UNUSUALNESS / Urtcommonness ; infre-

quency Brume.

UNU'TTER ABLE. a. Ineffable ; inexpressible.

Milton, Smitb

UNVU'LNERABLE a. Exempt from wound ;

not vulnerable. Sbakefp.

UNWA'KENED. a. Not roused from sleep.

Millew.

UNWA'LLED. a. Having no walls. Kntllei.

UNWA'RES. adv. Unexpectedly ; before any

caution. Fairfax.

UNWA'R'LY. adv. Without caution; care

lessly Dighy.

UNWARINESS / [from »»«ary.] Want of

caution ; carelessness. Spoliator

UNWA'RLUCK. a. Not cautioned; not used

to war Dryde*.

UNWARNED, a. Not cautioned j not made

wary. Locke.

UNWARRANTABLE, a. Not defensible;

not to be justified ; not allowed. Sentb.

UNWARRANTABLY, adv. Not justifiably ;

rot desenfibly. IVakt.

UNWARRANTED, a. Not ascertained ; un

certain. Baton.

UNWARY, a. i. Wanting camion; impru

dent; hasty; precipitate. Milton. *■ Unex-

pefled Spenser.

UNWA'SHED. 7 a. Not washed; not cleaol-

UNWA'SHEN.l ed by washing. Shakejp

UNWASTED, a. Not consumed; not dimi

nished. Blackmere.

UNWA STINC. a. Not growing less. tope.

UNWA'YED. a N i used to travel. Suckling

UNWE'AKENED. a. Not weakened. Beyle.

UNWE APONED a. Net turnilhed with of

fensive arms. Raleigh.

UNWE'ARl ABLE. a. Not to be Hied. Keeker

UNWEARIED, a. I. Not tired; not fatigued.

Waller. 1. Indefatigable ; continual; not to

be spent. Denbam.

To UNWE'ARY. v. a. To refresh aster wean

ness. Temple.

UNWED, a. Unmarried. Sbatejp.

UNWE'DGEABLE. a. Not to be cicvta

Sbakefp.

UNWEtTJED. a. Not cleared from wetda.

Sbakefp.

UNWEE'PED. a. Not lamented. Now aa-

nuepl. Milten.

UNWEE'TING. a. Ignorant ; unknowing.

Spenser, Milan.

UNWE'ICHfcDa. I. Nnt examined by tit

balance, i Kings, a. N»t considered j negli

gent. Sbakefp.

UNWEIGHING. a. Inconsiderable; thought-

Ks«. Slaiefp.

UNWELCOME, a. Not pleasing; not grate

ful. Denbam.

UNWE'PT. a. Not lamented j not bemcased.

Dryden.

UNWE'T. a. Not moist. Dryden.

UNWHI'PT. a. Not punished ; not corrected.

Sbakefp.

UNWHOLESOME, a. I Insalubrious; rni£

chievous to health. Bacen, Sentb. I. Corrupt;

tainted. Sbakefp.

UNW1ELDILY. adv. Heavily; with *Sea*

motion. Dryden.

UNWI'ELDINESS /Heaviness; d rSculty to

move, or be moved. Glanville.

UNWIELDY, a. Unmanageable; not easily

moving or moved ; bulky ; weighty ; pon

derous Clarenden.

UNWILLING, a. Loath; net contented; not

inclined ; not complying by inclination Hiker,

Dryden.

UNWILLINGLY, adv. Not with goodwill;

not without loaihntss. Denbam

UNWILLINGNESS./ Loathnese i diGncliaa

tion. Rjleigb.

To UNWIND, v. a. pret. and part, paffive ai-

vimnd I. To separate any thing convolved;

to untwist ; to untwine. Sidney a. To dilee-

tangle ; to loose from entanglement. Hosier.

To UNWIND, v. n. To admit evoluuot.

Mortimer.

UNWI'PED. a. Not cleared Sralefp.

UNWt'SE. a Weak; defective in wiCoœ.

Slakrfp. Tillttsen.

UNWl'SELY. adv. Weakly; not prudea:N ;

not wifely. Sidney.

ToUNWISH. v. a. To with that which a,

not lo be. Sbakefp.

UNWISHED, a. Not fought-, not decree.

Sidney.

UNWIST a Unthoughtof; not known. Stfe.

To UNWI'T. v. a. To deprive of under llandiar.

Shakes?.

UNWITHDRA'WING.a. Conucoally liberal.

Milten

UNWITHSTOOD. a. Not opposed. Fbihft.

UNWl'TNESSED.a Wanting evidence ; wast

ing notice Heeker.

UNWITTINGLY, adv. Without knowledge*

without consciou&aess. Sidney, Btutlty. a

UNWO'NTED. a. i. Uncooamon ; uousinl;

rart)
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rtre; infrequent. Shalesp. Glanvitte. t. Un

accustomed; unused. Maj.

UNWO'RKINC.a.Living without labour. Lecke.

UNWORSHIPPED. a. Not adored. Mils*.

UNWORTHILY, adv. Not lccording to desert.

Brume.

UNWORTHINESS s. Wtnt of worth ; wtnt

•f merit Sidney, Shakesp Wait.

UNWO RTHY. a I. Not deserving, tinier. %.

Wanting merit rVhitgifte. 3. Mean. Sidney.

4. Not suitable; not adequate Sveift. 5 Un

becoming 1 vile. Drydcn.

UNWOUNB. part. pals, and pret. of nnnind.

Untwisted. Mortimer.

UNWOUNDED, a. 1. Not wounded. Milt,..

1. Not hurt. Pipe.

To UNWRE'ATH. v. a. To untwine. Byte.

UNWR1TINC. a. Nnt assuming the character

of an author. Arbnthnot.

UNWRI'TTEN. a Not conveyed by writing;

oral 1 traditional. Sen/b, Halt.

UNWRO UGHT. a. Not laboured; not manu

ractured. Fairfax.

UNWRUNG. a. Not pinched. Shakesp.

UNYIKLDED. a. Not given up. Drydc.

To UNYO'KE.-v. «. 1. To loose from the yoke.

Shakesp. I. To part ; to disjoin. Shakejp.

UNYO K.ED. a. 1 . Having never worn yoke.

Drydcn. 1. Licentious; unrestrained Sbmkesp.

UNZO'NED. a. Not bound with a girdle frier

VOCABULARY, s. 'vocabularium, Lat. voca-

bnlaire, Fr.J A dictionary; a lexicon ; a word

book. Breviu.

VO'C AL. a. [vocal, Fr. -.nala. Lat.] 1 . Having

a voiae. Crajha-w. 1. Uttered or modulated

by the voice, linker.

VOCA'LITY./ [from vocal] Power of utter

ance ; quality of being alterable by the voice.

Helder.

To VOCALIZE. ». a. [from vocal,] To form

into voice. Holder.

VO CALLY. adv. [from vocal ] In wordi ; ar

ticulately. Hale.

VOCATION./ swa/iVa, Fr. vecatie, Lat.] i .

Calling by the will ot God. Hiektr. X. Sum

mons Drydcn 3. Trade ; employment. Sidmey.

VOCATIVE. / [vtcatif, Fr. vocativ.,, La:.]

The grammatical cafe ulcd in calling or speak

ing to.

VOCIFERATION. / [vociscratio, vocifere,

Lat J Ciamour; outcry. Arbnthnot.

VOCIVEROUS J. \yteiftre, Ut.] Clamorous;

noisy. Pope.

VOGUE. J. [veiae, Fr.] Fashion ; mode. South,

Riscemmen.

VOICE. / [veix, Fr. vicii, Lat.] 1. Sound

emitted by the mouth, a. Sound ot the mouth,

a-, diltinguilhed from that uttered by another

mouth. Bacon. 3. Any sound made by breath.

Addijon. 4 Vote; suffrage j opinion expressed.

Knellet.

To VOICE, v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To ru

mour ; to report. Bacon. 2. To vote. Shakejp.

To VOICE, v. n. To clameur ; to make out

cries. Obsolete Si* ib.

VO'ICED. a. [from the noun.] Furnished with

a voice. Denham.

VOID. «•[««*, Fr.] ..Empty; vacant:

Genes,, Shakesp. ,. v»i„ ; ineffectual; null

vacated. Hooker, Clarendon. 3. Unapplied

unoccupied Camden. 4. Wanting , unfuroifhl

ed ■ empty. kVbug.fte. 5. Unsubstantial j un

real, rope.

VOID./ [from ,he adjective.] An empty space ;

vacuum, vacancy. Pope.

''V^'1'-- "• [from the "djectivea vnidtr,

rr.j i. To quit; to leave empty. Shakesp.

«. To emit; to pour out. kVilkint 3 To

em.t as excrement Bacon. 4. T. vacate;

to nullify ; to »nnul. Clarendon.

VOIDABLE^ a. [from void) Such as may be

annulled. Ayliffe J

VOIDER. / [from void.] A basket, in which

vn"mDn,.cc*tJ5r<;i,"i,:d from ,he uble- a"*'l-

VO lDRL-bS. / [from -void.] , . Emptiness 1

?,h»Uy-- I.l-N°llit^ 'efficacy. 3. Want of

substantiality. Hakmill

VOLANT, a. [vtUne, Lat. volant, French.]

1. Flying, passing through the air. rVilkim.

a. Nimble, active. Milton, Pbilipi.

VOLATILE. .. [volatile. Lat] .. Flying,

pasting through the air. Bacon. 1. Having the

power to pass off by spontaneous evaporation.

%'%'ur3- LTlV nckle> changeable of

mind. IVattt, Swift.

VB™"'E/: t9tUHb' Fr] A "'W*™™!-

vo'Sntv88-.7 cr*,"i?'/' Fr-i ■••"*

VOLATILITY. J quality of flying away by

evaporation j not fixity. Bacc, stale, Nnote.\

Arbnthnot. 1. Mutability of mind

VOLATILIZATION./ (from volatilize.-] The

act of making volatile. Boyle.

To VOLATILIZE. .. a. [/olatil.fer, Fr. from

"u u ':] J° ra»ke volatile; to subtUia. ,<,

the highest degree. Nevjttn.

VOLE. /[»,/,, French] A deal at card., that

draws the whole tricks. Stvift.

y°BtCnflN°' ^ A butnin« m»»««'o. Bre-w.,

V0^ERY-/. [W^r.Fr.] A flight of birds.

VOLITA'TION./ [v.l,„. Lat.] The act or

power or flying. Brytun

VOLITION /. l„A„,,I..t ]The act „, Wi||ing.

the power 01 choice exerted. South, Lock,

ZW^iVT1; "; H,7'Dg ,he p°we' to »•»• ""''.

**/„£». 1 A burst; an emiflion of mss

at once. Shake/p. "

To VO'LLEY. «. n. To throw out. Shakes!,

VOLLIED. a (from *.//«.] U.sploded, dis

charged with a volley. Philip,.

VOLT./. [„/„, F,.| A rounij or , circi)|]r

traad , a e.„ of two „tli], mai!e b , h ^

going hdeways roun.l 1 center

VOLUBILITY./ [volute, Fr. vo/nbiUtat,

Lat] .. rheacttvpowrrof r-lling. ><-_,.•,

a. Activity ot to.n.usj fluency of s,*ech,'.

5 r ChrtU,-.
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Clarendon. 3. Mutibility j liablenei's to revo-

lotion. VEJlrange.

VOLUBLE, a. [volubiE,, Lit.] 1. Formed so

as to roll easily j formed so a* ta be easily put

in motion. Hammond, Boyle. 1. Rolling; baring

quick motion. Miitin. 3. Nimble; active.

fTalti. A. Fluent of word.. Shakes*.

VOLUME./, [vohmen, Ut.] 1. Something

rolhd, or convolved. ». As much as seems

convolved at once. Drydew, Fewtiw, Cheyne. 3.

A book. Spenser.

VOLUMINOUS a from velume.] 1. Consist

ing of many complications. Mills. ^. Con-

filling of many volumes, or books. Milton.

3- Copious; diffusive. Clarendon.

VOLUMINOUSLY, adv. [from vohnhnt.)

In many volumes or books. Glanvillt

VOLUNTARILY, adv. [voluntier,, Fr from

voluntary.] Spontaneously ; of one's own ac

cord j without compulsion. Hooter

VOLUNTARY, a. [volntaire, Fr. voluntariu,,

'■•t j 1. Acting withoutcompulsion; acting by

choice. HooUr. 2. Willing; acting with wil

lingness. Pope. 3. Done without compulsion.

•Seed. 4. Acting of its own accord. Milton.

VOLUNTARY. /. [from the adjective] 1. A.

volunteer; one who engages in any affair of

his own accord Daviei. i. A piece of musick

played at will. Cleveland.

VOLUNTEER. / [volonlaire, Fr ] A soldier

who enter; into the service of bis own accord

Collier.

To VOLUNTEE'R. *. ». To go for a soldier.

Drjden.

VOLU PTUARY./ [volnptuaire, Tcvoluptu

arias, Lat J A man given up to pleasure and

luxury. Atterbury.

VOLUPTUOUS a. [vcluftuofut, Lat.] Given

to excesses pleasure) luxurious. Spews. Bent.

VOLU PTUOUfcLY. adv. {from voluptuous]

Luxuriously ; with indulgence of excefliv

pleasure. South.

VOLUPTUOUSNESS./ sfrom voluptuous.]

Luxui-iuusncli ; addictedneli to excels of plea

sure. Diane.

VOLUTE. / [volute, Fr.] A member of a

lolumo. 1 hat part ot the capitals of the

lonsck.Corinthian, and composite orders, which

i- luppoled to represent the bark of trees twis

ted aud turned into spiral lines, or according

to others, the head d idles ot virgins in their

long hair. 1 i.ese vflutet are more especially

remarkable in the Innick capital, representing

a pillow or cushion laid between the abacus

and echinus, ll.11 ris.

PO'MICA. J. [Latin] An encysted humour in

tbe lung*. Aibutllwot.

VOMICK NIT. / The nucleus of a fruit of

an Fait- Indian tree, the wood of which is* the

lignum Lolubrinum, or li.akewoodof the shop;.

It is certain poison; and in small doles, it

diitutbs the whole human frame, and brings

on convulsions. Hill.

To VOMIT, -j. w. (wise, Latin.] To cast; up

the contenti..ol the itomath More.

To VOMIT, v a ['.owiir> rr.] k. .To throw

tip from the stomach. Jonah, Arhwth. ». Ti

throw up with violence from any hollow.

VO'MIT. /. [from the verb.] 1. The matter

thrown up from the stomach. Sawdjs. 1. A:

emetick medicine ; a medicine that caoia

vomit. Arbuthnct.

VOMITIOK. / [from vowu, Latin.] TheiS

or power of vomiting. Grcwjo.

VOMITIVE, a. [vemitif, Fr.] Emendi

causing vomits. Brovon.

VOMITORY, a. [vomitoire, Fr. vowutoms,

Lat.] Procuring vomits ; emetick Harttj.

VORA'CIOUS. a. [vorace, Fr. v.-rax. Lit;

Greedy to eat; ravenous ; edacious Gev. -

the Tongue.

VORACIOUSLY. adv. [from vtroeini.) Cret-

dily ; ravenously.

VORA'CIOUSNESS.?/ [voracite, Fr.]Gt«-

VORA'CITY. J dines*} ravenoB&eis

Sawdyt.

VORTEX. {. (hi the plural vertices. Lat] Asj

thing whirled round. Nevatow, Bewllej.

VO'RTICAL. a. [from vrtex.] Harioji

whirling motion Nevottw.

VOTARESS. /. [temale of vertry] A warn

devoted to any worship or state. Cltwvelni

sept.

VOTARIST. / [elevotti. Lat] One derate

to any person or thing. Shikefp. Milton,

VOTARY. / One devoted, as by a vow, to

any particular service, worship, (tody, 0' u*

of life. Crapawn, Roger1.

VOTARY, a. Consequent to a vow. Been-

VOTE./ [vttum. Lat.] Suffrages voice give,

and numbered. Rojammom.

To VOTE. v. a. t. To chuse by suffrage ; in

determine by suffrage. Bacn. t.Togivebf

vote. Swift.

VOTER./ (from vote ] One who his the riiat

of giving his voice or suffrage. Swi/r.

VO'TlVE.«.[w/r'tiw,Ut.]Given by ront.frirr.

To VOUCH, v. a [vowcher, Norman Fr.]i.To

call to witness; to obtest. Dryd. 1.T0 tueft;

to warrant ; to maintain. Licit, Atterbury.

To VOUCH, v. w. To bear witness ; to ippeu

as a witness. Snsift.

VOUCH. / [from the verb ] Warrant; sues

tation. ShakeJ'p.

VOU'CHER. v. a. (from vouch] One who p«

witness to any thing. Pop*.

To VOUCHSAFE, f. a. [vouch tnd/ef'] '•

To permit any thing to be done widmot

danger. ». To condescend to grant. Sktieff.

To VOUCHSAFE, v. n. To deign; to coo-

descend; to yield. Sidwey, Drjden.

VOUCHSAFEMENT. J. [from vncbsnft]

Grant ; condescension. Boyle.

VOW / [ior», Fr. votwm, Lat \ I. Any prom*

made to a divine power; an act ot derotw"

Htzmnuwd. I. A solemn promise, comrnonli

used for a promise of love or matrimoo;.

Drjden.

To VOW. v. a. [veuer, Fr. verer, Latin] To

consecrate by a s lemn dedication , to glW "

a divine power, Hooker, Spelmmn.
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To VOW. v. ». To mike vows of solemn pro

mises. Suckling.

VOWEL./ [voytllt, Fr. vocalit, Ut.] A letter

which can be uttered by itself. Holder.

VOWFE'LLOW. / [ vow and feline. ] One

bound by the same vow, Shaiesp.

VOYAGE. / [voyage^ Fr ] i. A travel by sea

Bacon, Prior, a. Course j attempt ; undertak

ing. Sbaktsp. 3. The practice of travelling.

Baton,

• To VOYAGE, v. n. [voyager, ?r.] To travel

by.sea. Pis*.

To VO'YAGE. v. a. To travel ; to pass over.

Mihn.

VO'YAGER./ [from voyagt.] One who tnvelt

by sea. Donnt, Pipe.

UP. aJv. [up, Saxon; op, Dutch and Dan.]

1. Aloft ; on high) not down. Knollti. a. Om

of bed; in the state of being risen from rest.

Wotton. 3. In the state of being risen from a

seat. Addison. 4. From a state of decumbiture

or concealment. DryJe*. 5. In a state ot

being built. Shaiesp. 6. Above the horizon

Judges. 7. To a state of advancement. Alter

8. In a state of exaltation. Spenser. 9. In a

(late of climbing. 10. In a state ot insur

rection. Sbakesp. 1 1. In a stale of bring

increased, or raised. DryJen. IX. From a

remoter place, coming lo any person or place.

ISEfti ange. 13. From younger to elder years.

Psalmi. 14. Up and anon. Difpersedly t here'

and there. Addison. 1 5. Up and down. Back

ward and forward. 16. Up to. To an equal

height with. AdJison. 17. Up to. Adequately

to. Atterbnry, Rogeri. 18. Up with. A phrase

that signifies the act of railing any thing to

gi»e a blow Sidney

UP interjec3. I. A word exhorting to rife from

bed. Popt. a. A word 01' exhortation, exciting

or rousing to action. Spenser.

UP. prep. From a lower te a higher part ; not

down. Bacon.

To UPBE'AR. *. a. preter. upbore ; part, pass

upborne. \np and bear.] 1. To sustain aloft ; to

support in elevation. Milton. a. To raise alatt

Tope. 3 To support irora filling. Spenser.

To UPBRA'ID ii. a. [uf5-bfiœcun, upjebrie-

ban, Saxon] I. To charge contemptuously

with any thing disgraceful. Sandyi, Blackm

a. To object as matter of reproach. Bacon,

Spratt. 3. To urge with reproach. Decay it

Piety. 4. To repioach on account of a benefit

received from the reproacher. 5. To bring

reproach upon *, to show fault by being in a

state of comparison. Sidney. 6. To treat with

contempt. Spenser.

UPBRA'IDINCLY. adv. By way of reproach

Ben. Johnson.

To UPBRA Y. v a To flume. Spenser.

UPBUO'UGHT. part. pass, of upbriug. Edu

cated ; nurtured Spenjcr.

UPHA'ND. a. [up and band.] Lifted by the

hand. Moxon.

UPCAST. Thrown upwards. Drydtn.

UPCAST. /. A term ot bov>ling j a throw ; a

«st. Sbfiiesf.

ToUPGATHER. v. a. [up and gats er ] T„

contract. Spenser.

UPHE'LD. pret. and part pass of uphold. Main

tained t sustained. Milton.

UPHI'LL. er. [up and bill.) Difficult, like tbe

labour of climbing an hill. Clarissa.

To UTHO ARD. v. a. [*p and hoard.) To

treasure ; to store j to accumulate in private

places. Sponsor.

To UPHO'LD. v. a. preter. upheld-, and part,

pass, upheld, and nnbolden. [up and bold ) 1 .

To lift on high. Dryden. 1. To support; to

sustain ; to keep from falling. Shaiesp. 3. To

keep from declension. Bacon. .4. To support

in any stale of life. Kaleigb. 5. To continue;

to keep from defeat. Hooker. 6. To keep

from being lost. Sbakesp. 7. To continue

without failing. Holder. 8. To continue in

being. Haiewtll.

UPHOLDER./ [from uphold.] 1. A supporter.

Swift, a. A sustained in being. Hall. 3. An

undertaker ; one who provides for funerals.

Gay.

UPHOLSTERER./ One who furnUheshouses;

one who fits up apartments with beds and

furniture. Swift, Pope.

U'PLaND. / [up and land.) Higher ground.

Burnet.

UPLAND, a. Higher in situation. Careio.

UPLA^'DlSH.a. [from upland.) Mountainous;

inhabiting mountains. Chapman.

TeUPLA'Y. -v. a. [up and lay.) To hoard;

to lay up Donne.

To UPLI FT. v. a. [up and lift.) To raise aloft.

Shake/ p. AdJison.

UTMOST, a. [an irregular superlative formed

from up.) Highest; topmost. Dryden.

UPON. prep, [up and ««.] 1. Not under;

noting being on the top or outside. Sbakesp. a.

Thrown over the body, as clothes. Sbakesp. 3.

By way of imprecation or infliction. Skakcjp.

4 It expresses obtestation, or protestation. Sb.

5. It is used to express any hardship or mischief.

Burnet. 6. In consequence of. Bacon, Hay-si.

Clarendon. 7. In immediate consequence of.

Tillitscn. 8. In a state of view. Shaiesp.

Temple 9. Supposing a thing granted. Burnet.

to. Relating to a subject. Tsmpt'e. 1 1. Wiih

respect to. Dryden. 12. In consideration of.

Post. 13. In noting a particular day. AdJison.

14. Noting reliance or trust. Shaiesp. 15.

Near t» ; nctir.g situation. Clarendjn. 16. On

pain of. Sidney. 17. At the time of; on

occasion of. Swift. 18 By inference from.

Locke. 19. Noting attention Locke. 20. No

ting particular place. Dryden. 21. Exactly;

acci.rdmg to. Shaiesp. ii. J'.y j noting the

meant of support. W'cstlward.

UPPER.*, [a ccmraritivc trom up ] 1. Su

perior in place ; hosier. I'eacham. a. Higher

in power. Heekcr.

U PPERMOST. a [superlative from upper.]

1. Highest in ulace. Dryden. a. HiRhclt in

poweror au'lv my GUniilie 3. Piedoimnant;

most poniilul Drydi,

e. P I UPPISH.
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UPPISH, a. [from up.] Proud ; arrogant.

To UPRAISE, v a. [up\*& raise] To nise

up; to exalt. Milton.

To UPRR'AR. v a [up and rear] To re»r on

high Gay

UPRIGHT, a. i Straight up ; perpendicularly '

erect. Jtrem. Bacon. 1. Erected i pricked up. '

Spenser. 3 Honest; not declining from the 1

right. Milieu. \

UPRI'GHTI.Y. aiv \ from upright ] I. Per

pendicularly to the horizon. 1. Honestly )

without deviation from the right. Taylor.

UPRIGHTNESS s jfrom upright] 1. Per

pendicular erection. fValler. 1. Honesty j

integrity. Atterhury.

To UPRISE, v.n. [up and rise.] 1 . To rife

from dtcumbiture 1Vsalmi. x. To rife from

below the horizon. Cowley. 3. To rife with

acclivity. Shakefp.

UPRl Sli. /. Appearance aho»e the horizon.

Skikesp.

V PROAR / [opreer. Dutch ] Tumult; bustle;

distuibaoce; c n ulion Raleigh, fhilipt.

ToU PROAR. « a [from the noun ] To throw

ih'o confusion. iihakesp.

To U'PROO T. <v. a. [up and rut] T^o tear up

by the rcot.

To UPROTJSE. v a [up and rouse ] To waken

from fle ep ; to excite to action. Shakefp.

UPSHOT./ [up in&Jbet] Conclusion; end;

last amount ; final event. Shakefp. More,

L'ffirange, Bnrnet, Arhuthnot, Pope.

UPSIDE licitn. (an adveibial form of speech ]

With total reversement; in complete disorder.

Raleigh, South

U'PSI'RING. /. A man suddenly exalted.

Shohtjp.

To UPSTA'ND. v.n. [up •.■ai stani] To be

erected May. '

To IPSTA'Y v. a. [up inAstay] To sustain :

t«> support. Mitten.

To l< PSTART v. n. [up and start.] To spring

up suddenly. Dryien.

UPSTART./ [up %.ti& start] One suddenly

railed to wealth, power, or honour. Bactu,

Milton

To UPSWA'RV. <•• ". [up andswarm ] To

raile in a swarm. Shakrjp.

To UPTAKE, v. a. [up and take] To take

. into the hands. Spenser.

To UPTRAIN .v. n. [upini tram.] Tobiing

up; 10 educate . Spenjer.

To UPTURN, v . a [up and turn ] To throw

up ; to furrow. Milton.

UPWARD, a. [up and peapb, Saxon.] Direc

ted to a higher part. Dryien.

■ UPWARD. / 1 he top Shakefp

UPWARD. 7 adv. [up and peapfe ] 1. To-

UPWARDS. J wards a higher place. Dryien.

1. Towards heaven and God. Hooker. 3.

With respect to the higher part. Milttu. 4.

More than > with tendency 10 a higher or

greater number. Hooker. 5. Towards the

louicc. Pope.

To UPWIND f. a. pret. and pass. upvjsunJ.

[yp and viini.} To convolve. Spenser,

URBANITY./, [urbauite, Fr. urhaullat. Ut]

Civility ; elegance ; politeness -, mertin>etit ;

facetioufness. Dryieu.

URCHIN. / 1. A hedge-hog. Shakefp. 1. A

name of (light anger to 1 child. Prior.

URE / Practice ; use, Hooker.

URETER / [nretere, Fr] Uretera are twa

long and small canals from the bason a»f the

kidnies, one on each side. Their use u to

carry the urine from the kidneys to tbe blad

der Wtstman.

URETHRA./ [uretre, Fr] The passage of

the urine. Wiseman.

To URGE. v. a. [wres. Lat.] 1. To incite;

to pusti. Shakefp. Ttt'etsn. %. To provoke -,

to exasperate. Shakefp. 3. To follow close,

so as to impel. Pope. 4 To labour vehe

mently. 5. To press ; to enforce Dryien.

6. To press as an argument. Shakefp. 7.

To importune; to sollitit. Spenser'. 8 To

press in opposition, by way of objection.

Ti/lolson.

To'URGE. v. n To press forward. D—ut.

U RGENCY. / ( from urgent. ] Pressoie of

difficulty. Swift.

U'RGENT. a. ["r^faf, Fr urgent, Lit] 1.

Cogent ; pressing ; violent. Hooker, Rairtgh.

1. Importunate , vehement in solicitation.

Exoiut

URGENTLY adv. sfrom urgent.] Cogently ;

violently ; vehemently ; importunately.

U'RGER. /. (from urge.] One who pressea.

U'RGEWONDER. /. A sort of grain. M-.rtim.

U'RINAI.. / [urinal, Fr J A bottle in which

water is kept sor inspection. Shakefp.

URINARY, a.- (from ariae.] Relating to the

urine. Brown.

URINAT1VE. a Working by urine; pro

voking urine. Bacon

URINA'TOR / [unnateur, Fr.«ri»aMr,Lit]

A diver. tVilkim, Ray

URINE./ [urme, Fr. «n«a. Lat] Animal

water. B> .<*■•*.

To URINE v.n. [uriner, Fr.] To make water.

Breton.

UR1NOUS. a. [froni»ri« ] Partaking ofurine.

At buthmet.

URN. / [urne. Fr. urna. Lat] 1. Any vessel,

of which the mouth is narrower than the body.

Dryien. a. A water pot Creech. 3. The

vessel in which the remains of burnt bodies

were put. fVilkint

UROS'COPY. / [«i'? and ranrlar.] Inspection

of urine. Brown.

U'RRY. / A mineral. A blue or black c'sy,

that lies near the coal, which is an unripe

coal.

US. The oblique cafe of we.

USAGE.'/ [usage, Fren ] 1. Treatment;

Dryien. a. Cui.om; practice long con

tinued. Hooker. 3. Manners j behaviour.

Spenser.

USAGER./ [ufaer, Fr. from usage ] One who

has the use of aDy thing in trull for another.

Daniel.

USANCE.
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USANCE, s. [usance, Fr.] I. Use* proper

employment. Spenser, a Usury ; interest

paid for money. Sbakesp.

USE. /. [usus. Lit.] i. The ict of employing

•ny thing to any purpose. Lech. *. Qualities

ihit make a thing proper for iny purpose.

Temple. 3. Need of; ocdsion on which a

thing can be employed. A. Philips. 4. Ad

vintage received; power of leceiving advan

tage. DryJen. 5. Convenience ; help. Licks.

«. Usage; customary act. Ltckc. 7 Practice;

habit. Waller. 8. Custom ; common occur

rence. Skakcsp. 9 Interest i money paid for

the use of money. Taylor, Soplb.

To USE. v. a, [user, Fr. •/«/, Lit] 1. To

employ to any pui pose. I Chrtn. 1. To ac

custom; to habituate. Rescemm. 3. To treat

Knelles, Addifiu. 4. To practise. 1 Peter

5. To behave. Sbakesp.

To USE! v.u. 1 . To be accustomed ; to prac

tile customarily. Spenser. 1. To be customa

rily in any manner ; to be wont. Bacon, May.

3. To frequent Miltn.

U'SEFUL. a. [use tadsuU.] Convenient ; pro

fitable to any end ; conducive or helpful to

iny purpose. Mere, Locke, Sviist.

USEFULLY, adv. [from useful.) In such a

manner as to help forward some end. Beutley.

USEFULNESS./ Conduciveness or helpful

ness 10 some end. Addisou.

USELESSLY, adv. [srcra useless] Without the

quality of answering any purpose. Locke.

USELESSNESS. / rrom useless.] Uu6tnes« to

any end. VEflrauge.

VSBLESS a. [from use.] Answering no par-

pose ; having no end. Waller, Beyle.

USER./ [from «/*.] One who uses. Sidney.

Wetten.

USHER / [bu'fter, Fr.] i.One whose busi

ness is 10 introduce strangers, or walk before a

person of high rank. Sbakesp. Sviist. a. An

under-teacher. Drydeu.

To U'SHER. v. a (from the noun.] To intro

duce as a forerunner or harbinger; to forerun.

Milien, Pope

UBQUEBA'UGH. / [An [risti and Else word,

which signifies the water of life. J A com

pound distilled spirit, being drawn on aro-

maticks. The Highland lort, by corruption,

they call mbiskry.

U STION. / [u/tieu, Fr. ustus, Ut.] The act of

burning ; the state of being burned.

US IO RIOUS. a. \uftnm, Lat.] Having the qua

lity ot burning Walts.

USUAL, a [usueJ, Fr.j Common; frequent;

customary. H:oier. '

USUALLY, adv. [from usual] Commonly;

frequently ; customarily. Seuib, Swift.

USUALNESS. J. ifrom usual ] Corhmunnels ;

frequency.

U3UGAPTION. / [usus and tapie, Lit ] In

the civil law, the acquisition of a thing, by

possession thereof a certain term of years. Dicl.

USUFRUCT. / The temporary uie ; enj-.y-

nient of the profits, without power 10 aliciute.

Assist.

USUFRU'CTUARY / [ususruBuariut, Ut]

One that has the use and temporary profit, not

the property of a thing Aylifle.

To USURE. •». n. [usura, Lit.] To practise

usury ; to take interest for money. Sbakesp.

U'SURER./. [usura, Lat.] One who puts mo

ney out at interest. Sbakesp.

USU RIOUS. a Given to the practice of usury •,

exorbitantly greedy of profit. Deuue.

To USURP, v. a. [usurps. Lat] To possess by

force or intrusion) to seize, or possess without

right. Hsokcr, Ben. Jebuseu.

USURPATION./ [from usurp.] Forcible,

unjull, illegal leisure 01 possession. K. Cbarlst,

Drydeu.

USURPER./ [from usurp.] One who seizes

or possesses that to which he has no right.

Spenser, Drydeu.

USU'RPINGLY. adv. [from usurp.] Without

just claim. Sbakesp.

USURY. / [uju,i, Fr. usura, Lat.] 1 Mo

ney paid for the use of money ; interest.

Spenser, Walton. 1. The practice of taking

interjst. Baceu.

UTENSIL./ [utenjile, low Lat] An instrument

for any use, such as the vessels of the kitchen,

or tools of a trade. Seutb.

UTERINE, a', [utsriuus, Lat.] Belonging to

the womb. Ray.

UTERUS. [Lat.] The womb.

UTILITY / [ulittas, Lat.] Usefulness; pro

fit ; convenience i advantlgeoufhefs. Bacsn.

UTMOST, a. [ucmœr-c, Saxon; from

uttep. ] 1. Extreme; placed at the ex

tremity. Milieu, 1. Being in the highest; de

gree. Sbakesp

UTMOST. J. The most that can be j the .

greatest power Sbakesp. Scntb.

UTTER, a [uxteri, Sax,] 1. Situate on- the

outside, or remote from the center. MiUeu.

1. Placed without any compass ; out of any

place. M.lten. 3. Extreme; excessive; m-

anolt Milieu. 4. Complete; irrevocable.

Clarendon.

To UTTER", v. a. 1. To speak; to pro

nounce; to express. AJJiscn. i To dis

close; to discover; to punish. Dryden. 3.

To sell ; to vend. Abbot, Carets. 4. To dis

perse; to emit at large. Stvift »

UTTERABL.E. a. (from utter.) Expressible,

such as may be uttered. t

U'TTERANCE./ [from utter.] t. Pronun

ciation; manner of speaking. Spenser. 1.

Extremity ; terms of extreme hostility. Shjil.

3. Vocal expression; emiflion fromthe mouth.

Holder.

U VTERER. / [from utter.] 1. One who .

|. enounces. 1. A divulger; 1 disclose:.

Drydeu. 3. A seller; 1 vender.

UTTERLY, adv. [from utter.] Fu'ly j com-

|ileic!y ; perfectly. Hooker, Clarendon.

UTTERMOST, a. [from utter.) 1. Extreme -,

being in the highest degree. Milttn. 2. Molt

remote. Abbst.

UTTERMOST. / The greatest degree.

H:iktr. UVEOU3
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UVEO'US. a. [from uva, Lat.] The metis

coat, or, itis of the eye, huh t mulculous

power, and can dilate and contract that round

hole in it, called the pupil Say.

yVLCANO.s. | Italian.] A burning mountain;

volcano. Arbuthnot.

VULGAR, a [vulgarit, Lat.] I. Plebeian;

suiting to the common people ; practised a-

mong the common people, a. Mean; low;

being or' the common ra'e. South, Brooms. 5.

Publick , commonly bruited. Sbakesp.

VU'LGAR. /. [vulgaire, Fr.J The common

people. K Charlit, Swift.

VULGARITY./, [from vulgar ] 1. Mean

ness; state of the lowest people. Brown.

a. Particular instance or specimen of mean

ness. Dryden.

VULGARLY, adv. [from vulgar.] Common

ly; in the ordinary manner; among the com

mon people. Hammond, Brew*.

VULNERABLE, a. [vulnerability Lat.] Sus

ceptive of wounds j liable to external inju

ries. Sbakesp.

VU'LNERARY. a. [vuUerariu,, Lit,] Useful

in the cure of wounds. Wiseman.

To VU'LNERATE. v. u. [vubtere, Lat,] To

wound 1 to hurt. Glauville.

VULPINE, a. [vmlpiuue, Lat.] Belonging to s

fox.

VU'LTURE. / [vultur. Lat ] A large *trd of

prey remarkable for voracity. Sbakejp.

VU LTURINE. a. [vulturium, Lat ] Belong-

i"g to a vulture.

UVULA. / [uvula, Ut] In lomtoany, *

reund soft spongeous body, suspended from the

palate near the foramina of the nostrila over

the glottis. Wiseman.

UXORIOUS, a. uxoriut, Lat.] Submissive!,

fond of a wife ; infected with connubial do

tage. Brown, Milton.

UX^RIOUSLY. adv. [from uxeriiae.] With

food fubmiflion to a wise. Drydeu.

UXORIOUSNESS. / [from uxtriiut] Con

nubial dotage ; fond submission to u, wife.

w.

W A F

WIs 1 letter of which the form is not to

1 be found in the alphabets of the learn

ed languages.

/sis sometimes improperly used in diphthongs as

a vowel, for ar, vievi ; ftrevi : The sound of

vj consonant ia uniform.

To WA'BBLE. v. n. [A low, barbarous

word] To (hake ; to move from fide to side.

M:xou.

WAD. /. speoe, hay, Saxon.] A bundle

of straw thrust close together. ». Wadd, or

black lead, is a mineral of great use and va

lue, ll'estiwjrd.

WA'DDING /. [from wad, lad, Iflandick.]

A kind ot soft stuff loosely woven, with which

the llcirts of coats are stuffed out.

To WA'DDLE. v. m. [waghilen, Dutch]

To shake, in walking from side lo side ; to

deviate in motion from a right line. Spell.

Pope.

To WADE. v. *. '[from vadum. Lat.] I. To

walk ihrough the waters; to pass water with

out swimming. Kncl et. More. a. Topassdis-

ficultlj and Uborioufly. Htoker, Addifiu.

WAFER. / [wa/el, Dutch]. I. A thin

cake. a. I he bread given in the eucharist by

the Romanists. Hall. Paste made to dose

letters.

To WAFT. v. a. I. To carry through the air,

or on the water. Brewu. 1. To beckon ; to

inform by a sign of any thing moving.

To WAFT, v n. To float Drydtn.

WAFT. s. [from the verb) r. A floating

butty, 'rtomjom. 1. Motion of 1 streamer.

WAG

WA'FTAGE. /. [from wast.] Carriage by

water or air. Sbakesp.

WA'FTER. /. [from waft.] A passage boat.

Aiuswertb.

WATTURE. s. [from vast.] The act of wav

ing. Sbakesp.

To WAG. v. a. [papan, Saxon ; nwagger,

Dutch.] To move 'lightly j to rtiake slightly.

Swift.

To WAG. v. ». t. To be in quick or ludi

crous motion. Sbakesp. 1. To go; to be

moved. Dryden.

WAG. / [pajan, Saxon, to cheat] Any

one ludicrously mischievous ; a merry droll.

Addtjou.

WAGE./ the plural wagee is now only used.

[vj.igm, German.] 1 Pay given for service.

Sbakesp. a. Gage; pledge. Aiuswertb.

To WAGE. v. a. 1. To attempt ; to venture.

Sbakesp. z. To make; to carry on Drydeu.

3. [ From usage, wagei.] To set to hire. Spins.

4. To take to hire ; to hire for pay ; to

hold in pay. Raleigb, Daviei. 5. (In law.]

When an action of debt is brought against one

the defendant may wage his law a that is

swear, and certain persons with him, that he

owes nothing to the plaintiff in manner as

he hath declared. The offer to make the oath

is called wager of law. BUnt.

WAGER. / [from wage, to venture.] t. A

bett ; any thing pledged upon a chance or per

formance. Spenjer, BentIts. a.J [In law ]

Ao offer to make oath.

T»
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To WAGER, v. a. from the noun.] To !»y ;

to pledge as a bett. Sbakesp.

WAGES./ See Waoi.

WA GGERY. / [from wag.] Mischievous

merriments roguilh trick i saicaltical gaiety.

Licit.

WA'GGISH. a. [from wag.] Knavifhly merry ;

merrily mischievous ; frolickfome. L'Estrange,

WA'CGISHNESS. /. [from waggisb] Merry

mischief. Bacon.

To WA'CCLE. w. n. fwaggbeleu, Germ.l To

waddle ; to move from side to side. Sidney.

WA'GCON. / [pœjan, Saxon-, waegbeni,

Dutch; vagn, lllamlick ] 1. A heavy car

riage for burthens. Knottei. x. A chariot.

Spenser.

WA CCONER. s. [from waggon.] One who

drives a waggon. Dryden, Ainswortb.

WAGTAIL./ A bird. Ainswortb.

WAID. v. a Crushed. Sbakesp.

WAIF./ Goods fouad, but claimed by no body.

Ainswortb.

To WAIL. *. a. [gualare, Italian.] To moan ;

to lament; to bewail. Pope.

To WAIL. v. n. To grieve audibly; to ex

press sorrow. Ezekiel.

WAIL./ Audible sorrow. Thmson.

WA'ILINO. / [from «ui/.] Lamentation;

moan ; audible sorrow. Knolla.

WAILFUL, a. Sorrowful; mournful. Sbakesp.

WAIN./ A carriage. Spenser.

WaI'NROPE. /. A large cord, with which the

load is lied en the waggon. Sbakesp.

WA'INSCOT./ [wagescot, Dutch ] The in

ner wooden covering of a wall. Arbnthnot.

To WAI'NSCOT to [«>«f£«/iri«f/r»,Duich.]

:. To line walls with boards, x. To line in

general Grew.

WAIR./ A piece of timber two yards long,

and a foot broad Bailey.

WAIST./ [gwase, Welsh.] i. The smallest

part of the body ; the part below the ribs.

Milton, x. The middle deck, or floor of a

(hip. DryJen.

To WAIT. v. a. [wacbnwn, Dutch.] I. To

expect ; to stay for. Sbakesp. x. To attend ;

to accompany with submission or respect.

Dryden. 3. To attend as a consequence of

something. Rtvie. 4. To watch as an enemy.

Jib.

To WAIT. t> n. 1. To expect; to stay in ex

pectation Job. x. To pay servile or submis

sive attendance. Milton, Denbam 3 To at

tend. Sbaiesp. 4. To flay; not to dcpait

from. Seu:h. 5. To stay by reason of some

hindrance. 6. To look watchfully. Bacon.

7. To lie in ambush as an enemy. Milton. 8,

To follow as a consequence. Decay of iiety.

WAIT. / Ambush ; insidious and secret at

tempts. Numbers.

WAITER. /. [from wait.] An attendant;

one who attends tor the accommodation of

other*. Ben. Johnson.

WA'ITING gentleman. ~i '/ {from trait]

WATTING mui'i/. > An upper ser-

WA'ITING woman. \ vaat v»ho at-

tends on t lady in her chamber. Sbakesp.

Swift.

To WAKE. v. n. [pacran, Saxon; waecken,

Dutch.] 1. To watch ; not to lleep. Ecclns.

Milton, x. To be roused from deep. Milton.

3. To ceafe to sleep. Sidney, Denbam.

4. To be put in action ; to be excited.

Milieu.

To WAKE. v. a. [peccian, Saxon; weclen,

Dutch.] 1. To rouse from steep. Dryden.

x. To excite ; to put in motion or action;

Frier. 3 To bring to life again, as if from

the sleep of death Milton.

WAKE./ [from the verb.] 1. The feast of

the dedication of the church, formerly kept by

watching all night. Tnffir, Dryden, King. x.

Vigils; state of forbearing sleep. Milton.

WAKEFUL, a. [wake and /»//.] Not sleep

ing ; vigilant. Spenjer, Crajbaw

WA'KRFULNESS. / [from wakeful] 1.

Want of sleep. Bacon. 1. Forbearance of

sleep.

To WA'KEN. v. n. [from wake.] To wake s

to cease from sleep; to be roused from sleep.

Dryden.

ToWAOrfrv.a. 1. To rouse from sleep.

Spenser, x. To excite to action. Rofcommtn.

3. To produce ; to bring forth. Milton.

WA'KEROBIN / A plant. Miller.

WALE./ [pell, Saxon, a web.] A rising part

in cloth.

To WALK. v. a. [waleu, German ; pealcan,

Saxon, to roll.] 1 . To move by leisurely Heps,

so that one foot is set down, before the other

is taken up. Clarendon, x. It is used in the

ceremonious language of invitatk-n, for come

or go. 3. To move for exercise or amusement.

Mitten. 4. To move the slowest pace. Not

to trot, gallop, or amble. 5. To appear as a

spectre. Davies. 6. To act on aay occasion.

Ben Jobnjon 7 To be in motion. Spenser.

8. To act in sleep Sbakesp. 9. To range ;

to move about. Sbakesp. 10. To move off.

Spenser. 11. To act in any particular man

ner Denter. u. To travel. Denser.

To WALK. v.n. 1. To pals through. Sbakesp.

X. To lead out, for the fake of air or exer

cise.

WALK./", [from the verb.] I. Act of walk

ing tor air or exercise. Milton, x. Gaits

step; manner of moving. Dryden. 3. A

length ot space or circuit through which ont

walks. Milton. 4. An avenue let with trees.

Miiton. 5. Way; road; range; place of

wandering. Sandyi. 6. ['turbo, Lat.] A

fish. Ainswortb. 7. Walk is the slowest

or least raised pace, or going 01 a horse.

Farrier 1 Did.

WA'LKER. / [from waft] One that walks.

Swift.

WA'LKINCSTAFF. f. A stick which a man

holds to support himself in walking. Grauville.

WALL. / [wal, Welsh; lallnm. Lat. pall,

Saxon; walle, Dutch] t. A series of brick

or stone carried upwajds, and cemented with

mortar )
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mortar; the sides of i building. Wttttn. *

Fortification \ workt built for defence. Shakes.

3. Tt takt the Wall. To take the upper

place ; not to give place. Priir.

To WALL. v. a. [from the noun.] I. To

inclose with walls. Dryden. X. To defend by

wjlK. Bacon.

WA'LECREEPER. /. A bird.

WA LLET./ speallian, to travel, Saxon] 1.

A bag, in which the necessaries of a traveller

are put; a knapsack. Addistm. 1. Anything

protuberant and swagging. Skakfsp-

WALLEYED, a. [wall and eye.} Having white

eyes. Sbakesp.

WALLFLOWER. / See Stockgilli-

r LOWER.

WALLFRUIT./. Fruit, which to be ripened

must be planted against: a wall. Mtrtimer.

To WALLOP. v. ». [pealan, to boil, Sax.]

To bail.

WALLOUSE. / [cimtx. Lat.] An insect

Ainfviertb.

To WALLOW, v. n. [mametlgan, Gothick 1

palpian. Sax.] t. To move heavily and

clumsily. Milttm. 1. To roll himself in mire,

or any thine filthily. Kmellet. 3. To live in

any state ot filth or gross vice. Stttb.

WA'LLOW./ (from the verb.] A kind of rol

ling walk. Dryden.

WALLPEPPER. / Houleleek.

WALLRU'E./ An herb

WA'LLWORT. /. A plant, the fame with

dwarf-elder, or danewort. See Elder.

WALNUT./ spalh hnura, Sax.] The species

are, 1. The common walnut, i. The large

French walnut. 3. The thin-lhell'd walnut.

4. The double walnut. 5. The late ripe

walnut. 6. The haid-fhell'd walnut. 7. The

Virginian black walnut. 8. The Virginian

black walnut, with a long furrowed fruit

9. The hickery, or white Virginian walnut

•o. The small hickery, or white Virginian

walnut. Aftlltr.

WA'LTRON / The sea-horse. fTecduiard

To WA'MBLE. v. » [uicmmelcn, Dutch.]

To roll with nausea and sickness It is used of

the stomach. L'EJhange.

WAN. a. [pann, Sax.] Pair, as with sickness ;

Imguid of look Spenser, Suckling.

WAN, for v»n. The old pret. of writ. Spenser.

WAND./ [(Taand, Danish ] A small Hick, cr

twig 1 a |i ng rod. Sbakesp Bacon. 1. Any

stafF of authority or use. Sidney, Milttm. 3.

A charming rod. Milttm.

To WA'NDER. v. m. [panoruan, Sax. wiam-

delem, Dutch.] 1. To rove; to ramble here

and there, to go, without any certain course.

Sbakesp. Hebrew, a. To deviate; to go a-

stray. Psalmi.

To WA'NDER. v a. To travel over, without

a certain course. Milttm.

WA'NDERER. / [from viander.] Rover ;

rambler. Hen. Jibnjim.

WANDERING. /. [from wmaVr.] 1. Un

certain peregrination. Addistm. X. Aberration ,

mistaken way. Decay if Piety 3. Incertaic-

ty ; want of being fixed. Lccke.

To WANE. v. n. [paman, to grow less. Sax.]

I. To grow less; to decrease. Hakemiiill. a.

To decline ; to sink. Sbakesp. Brae.

WANE./ [from the verb.] 1. Decrease pf the

moon. Bacn. 1. Decline; diminution;

declension. Samtb.

WANNED, a. [from eoan.] Turned pale and

faint coloured. Sbakesp.

WANNESS. / [from ««».] Paleness j lan

guor.

To WANT. v. a spana, Sax] t. To be

without something fit or necessary. Ecclmf, 1.

To be defective in something Lttke. 3. T«

fall short os) not to contain. Milttm. 4. To

be without; not lo have. Dryden. 5. To

need; to have need of j to lack. Helder. 6.

To wish for ; to long for. Sbakesp.

To WANT. *. a. I. To be wanted , to he

improperly absent. Milttm, Denbam a. To

sail ; to be deficient. Milttm. 3. To be missed ;

to be not had. Dryden

WANT./ I. Need. Milttm. x. Deficiency.

Addistm. 3. The state of not having. Pipe,

4 Poverty, penury ; indigence. Stuist. 5.

[panb, Sax.] A mole

WANTON, a. 1. Lascivious; libdinoos.

Milttm. x. Licentious ; dissolute. Sbakesp.

Btsctmmtn. 3. Frolicklbme ; gay ; sportive;

airy. Sbakesp. Raleigh. 4. Loose ; unre-

strained. Addistm. 5. Quick and irregular

of motion. 6. Luxuriant; superfluous.

Miltn. 7. Not regular ; turned fortuitously.

Miltn.

WANTON./ 1. A lascivious person ; a strum

pet; a whoremonger. Stntb. z. A trifler;

an insignificant flatterer. Sbskesp. 3. A word

of flight endearment. Bern. Jtbrsim.

To WANTON v. m. [from the noun] i.

To play lasciviously. Pner. X. To revel*

to play. Ottvay. 3. To move nimbly and

irregulaaly.

WANTONLY, adv. [from wamttm] Las

civiously ; trolick(j>mely ; gayly ; sportively.

Dryden.

WA NTONNESS. / [from mvamttm.] 1. Las-

civiousnessi lechery. Sbakejp X. Sportive-

ness j frolick ; humour. Sbakesp 3. Li

centiousness : negligence of restraint. King

CharI,-,, Miltn.

Wa'NTVVIT./. [ont and •//.] A fool ; aa

idiot. Shakejp.

WANTY/ [I know not whence derived.] A

broad girth of leather, by which the n.a.i ia

bound upon the horse. Tnjser.

WA'PED. a. Dejected; uufhed by misers.

Sbakesp.

WA PENTAKE / [from wœpun, Saxon, and

take. 1 Wapcntake\m all one with what we call

a hundred: as upon a meeting for that pur

pose ihey touched each viher's weapons in

tt ken of their fidelity and allegiance Others

think, that a naaptntakt wl. teg hundreds, or

boroughs. Spenser.

war
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WAR./ [werre, old Dutch.] I. The exercise

of violence under sovereign command. Raleigh.

2. The instruments of war, in poetical lan

guage. Prior. 3. Forces ; army. Milton. 4.

The profession of arms. c. Hostility 1 state

of opposition , act of opposition. Sbakesp.

To WAR. v. n. [from the noun.] To make

war j to be in a state of hostility. 1 Tim.

To WAR. v. a. To make war upon. Spenser,

Daniel.

To WARBLE, v. a. [wervelen, Cerman] 1 .

To quaver any sound, a. To cause to quaver.

Milan. 3. To utter musically. Milton.

To WA'RBLE. v. n. I. To be quavered Gay

a. To be uttered melodiously. Sidney. 3. To

(tag. Mttttn, Dryden, Pope.

WARBLER. / [from warble] A singer; a

song!! er. Ticteil.

WARD. A syllable much used ar an affix in

composition, as heavenward, with tendency

to heaven ; bttberward, this way j from

pearo, Sixon. Sidney.

To WAB<D. v. a. Ipeartbian, Sax. warm,

Dutch ; garder, French] I. To guard; to

waith. Spenser., a. To defend ; to protect.

Sbaktfp. 3. To fence off; to obstruct, or

turn aside any thing mischievous. Fairfax,

Daniel.

To WARD. v.n. 1 . To be vigilant ; to keep

guard. 1. To act upon the defensive with a

weapon. Drjden.

WARD./ [from the verb] 1. Watch ; act

of guardiUg. Spenser, Drjden. 1. Garrison ;

those who are intrusted to keep a place.

Spenser. 3. Guard made by a weapon in

fencing. Sbakesp. 4. Fortress ; strong hold.

5. District of a town. Dryden. 6. Custody ;

confinement. Hooker. 7. The part of a lock,

which, corresponding to the proper key, hin

ders any other. Miltm, Grew. 8. One in the

hands as a guardian. DrnmmtnJ, Otway.

9. The state of a child under a guardian.

Baton. 1 z. Guardianship; right over orphans.

Spenser.

WARDEN./, [waerden, Dutch] 1. A keeper;

s guardian, a. A head officer. Gartb. 3.

Warden of the cinque ports. A magistrate

that has the jurisdiction of those haveni in the

cast part of England, commonly called the

cinque ports, or five havens, who has there all

that jurisdiction which the admiral of England

has in places not exeaipt. 4. A Urge pear.

May, King.

WARDER / [from ward] 1. A keeper; a

guard Spenser, Dryd;n. 2. A truncheon

by which an officer of arms forbade bght.

Sbakesp.

WA'KDMOTE / (peapo and mot, or 5emot,

Saxon.J A meeting ; a court h Id in each

waid or district in London tor the dnection of

their affiiis.

WARDROBE. / [garderehe, French] A

room where clothes are kept. Sfcnser,

Addifcn.

WARDSHIP. /. [from ward.] 1, Cuardian-

ship. Been. 1. Pupillage; state of being

under ward. K. Cbarlei.

WARE. The preterite of wear, more frequently

were. Luke.

WARE, a [For this we commonly fay aware]

1. Being in expectation of; being provided

against. Matthew, a. Cautious ; wary.

Spenser.

To WARE *. ». To take heed of; to beware.

DryJen .

WARE. / [papn, Saxon ; waere, Dutch]

Commonly something to be sold. Sbakesp,

Ben. Jcbns.

WA'RLFUL. a. [ware and snll.] Cautious;

timorously prudent.

WA REFULNESS / [from waresnl] Cautious

ness. Obsolete. Sidney.

WA'REHOUSE. / [ware and bense ] A store

house of merchandise. Locke, riidison.

WA'RELESS. a. [from ware.] Uncautious; un

wary. Spenser.

WARE'LY. adv. [from ware] Warily; catt-

tioufly ; timorously. Spenser.

WARFARE. / [war and/are] Military ser

vice; military life. Milton, Dryd. Atterbnry,

Rogers.

To WARFARE, v. n. [from the noun] To

lead a military life. CamJen.

WA'RHABLE. a. [war and babile.] Military >

fit for war. Spenser.

WA'RILY. adv. [from wary.] Cautiously; with

timorous prudence; with wife forethoughu

Hooker, South, Spratt.

WARINESS./ [from wary.] Caution; pru

dent forethought ; timorous scrupuloutncls.

Donne, Spratt.

WaRK. f. Building. Spenser.

WA'RLIKE. a. [war and like.] 1. Fit for

war; disposed to war. Sid. Phil. I. Military;

relating to war. Milton.

WA'RLING. / [from war.] One often quar

relled with.

WA RLOCK. 7 / rperilos, Sax.] A witch ;

WA RLUCK. I a wizard.

WARM. a. [warm, Gothick ; peapm. Sax.

warm, Dutch.] 1. Not cold, though not

hot; heated to a small degree, a Kings,

Milton. 1 Zealous; ardent. Pope. 3 Vio

lent; furious; vehement. DryJen. 4. Busy

in action. Drjden. 5 Fanciful ; euthusiastick.

Locke.

To WARM. v. a. [from the adjective.] I.

To free from cold ; to heat in a gentle de

gree. Isaiah, Milton. 2. To heat mentally ;

10 mike vehement Dryden

WA'KMINGPAN./ [warm and pan.] A co

vered brass pan for warming a bed by means

ot hot coals.

W'ARMINGSTONE. / [warm and stone.]

The ivarming-Jione is digged in Cornwall,

which being once healed at ihe tire iciains it*

warmth a great while. Ray.

WARMLY, adv. [from warm.] 1. With

gentle heat. Millon. a. hsjcily; ardently.

j Prior, Pipe.

5 0. WARM-
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ill. f- -♦<• ». Pievius notice , in a sense

irui iT-rent Pr ^n

W Rp / poapp, Saxon; TOtrf, Dti'ch ] Thst

i"'tr o irneadina h:ng woven that croflcs

the won- Bacon

To ■'. -\ it I', v n. fpeippjn, qax. wtrstn, Dut 1

To change ficn the [ru- fit u-ai ion o intestine

motion : to change the position trom one part

to ar-other Shahrsfy Mtxtn. V To lose it*

proper course or direction. Shakrjp. Norm.

3 To turn Miitrn.

To WAP I" v a To contrast) to shrivel

1. To tarn aside from the true direction. Dryd

Wattr 3. 'f '5 usrd by Mai*//), lo express

the c-sfVct o> soft: .«,

Freeze, fieezi', hru bitter slcy,

Th -ugh thou the waters 'JKirp

To WA KRANT. v. n [garantir, Fr ] I . To

support or maintain ; to a'test. Hiahtr, I.ecke

a. To give authority Shakrsp. 3. To just fy

Stuth 4 To exempt; to privilege ; lo secure.

Sianty, Mttton 5 To declare upon surety.

L'Ellrangr^ Drydtn.

WARRANT. / [from the verb.] I. A writ

ro-.'erriug some right or authority. Shaktsp

Clirend:n l. A writ giving the officer o!

jti'.:ict- the power o* caption Drydtn. 3. A

l'»rt tiettory commission or testimony, shaker,

Raieighy Scuth. \. Right-, legality. Sbaie/p.

V RltANTABI.E. a. 'nm "warrant ] Jus

tif.ile, detensi'jle. S-'tds, Smth.

WARRANTABLE NESS. /. [hxm warran

I .."■« t Juftisiinlei ess. SiJnry.

ffft KRANTABi.Y adv. [rom warranljblt j

j-ist-.l.abi-. H'ake.

W 'rtkANTI-R. /'. [ -rom warrant.] I. One

wb it; ves authority, i One whogives security

WAfRANTLh. f. [wa/rantijc, law Latin.]

* mhoiUy -. freurtty Shakt.p.

WA'RRANTY /, [wariaitta, law Lat ] i.[[r

the comm-n law A promts- made in a deed

by one man u'.to another for himself and his.

h 111, ag?iort all men, tor the et-j <ying of any

thin? agre-d between them Ctvll. a. Au

th.irity , justiticatory mandate. Shait p 'Icy-

ttr. 3. becurity. Lic/rr

ToWARRAY v. a. [trem mar ] To make

war upon. FairsiX.

WARRE a. [pcepri, Saxon] Worse, tyrnfer.

WA RREN. /. [tiaerande, Dutch; ;u«jm,

Fr ] A kind of park lor rablits. L'tJ-rangi.

V.' A RRENliR. J. [from viar'tn ] The keener

v\ a v.iiicn.

WA'RRIOUR. /. [from war.] A soldier; 1

military man Sbaitjp. Drydt*

WART, f [peap-c, Saxon; verte, Dutch.] •

corneous excrescence) a small protuberaatt

on the flesh Bactm.

WARTWORT. / [wart and t»rr.] Spnrp

WA RTY. a. [from wart.] Grown over wai

warts

WA RVVORN.o. [œarand «rr».] Worn vA

war. Shaktsp.

WARY. a. [pœp, Saxsn.] Cautious; scrapi-

lous , limoroufly prudent. Hiairr, Data.

/Iddifm.

WAS The preterite of T, BE. Gnt/t.

To WASH, v a. [par-can, Saxon ; vafthtt,

Dutch] 1. To cleanse by ablation Slck/Jf,

L'EJIrangt 1. To moisten. 3. To affect ij

ablution. A3i. Tayhr, iVatts. 4. Tocoloi-

by wash-ng Calber.

To WASH v a. 1 To perform the act of ab

lution. 1 Ki*£t, Pipt. a. To cleanse clothe.

Shairsp.

WASH / ssrom the verb ] 1. Alluvion; aof

thingcoMccted by water. Mtrtimer. %. Aboji

a marsh i a fen; a quagmire. Sbakcfp. 3 A

medical or cosmetick lotion. Bndibrai, Sntt,

Svirst. 4. A superficial stain or colour GMifr.

5 The seed of hogs gathered from walW

dishes Sbakcfp. 6. The act of washing tbt

clothes o' a family ; the linen washed at aw.

WA'SHBALL./ \wajb and ball.} iiWaaic

or s>ap Stoijst

WA'SHER / [from rvajb] One that v.»ihec

Shaktsp

WASHY, a rfrom ■wajh'] 1. Watry;ttop-

Mtllin. 2. Weak ; not solid ff'ttln.

WASI> / [peapp, Saxon; vtspa, Latin, f«#.

Fr ] A brisk stinging insect, in form relcœb-

lingabee Sbaiejp. Draytsn.

WAbPl-jJ a. (from wasp.} Peevish; malig

nant; irritable Shaktsp StiPsn.'flat

WA SPI3HLY. adv. \ from tvaspiji] PecvilMt-

WASP1SHNES. /. [from vasfijb) Peevi*-

nets; irritability.

WASSAIL./ (from pip hœl, your httlii,

Saxon. J 1. A liquor made ot apples, fuS"'

and ale, anciently much ul'ed by Englid g"**"

iellows 1. A ilrunken bou:. Shaktsp.

WA SSAILER /. [irom wassail.] A toper; •

drunkard Mtittn.

WAST The second person of wot, from 7V«.

I'o WASTE -v. a. [apepran, Saxon; «"/"•

Dutch; t*aP* t, lialun; la/iart, UtioJ

I. To diminish. Dryd 'Temple 1. Todeftpr

wantonly and luxuriously fiiikrr. Bat. 3- To

destroy; to drlolate Alilttn, Drydn. 4 To

wear out. Miltm. 5 To fiend ; to coo.""*

A-iitn

To WASTE t/ «. Todwindle; tobeunst««

of consutnpt on. Drydt*.

WASTE, a [lV"m the verb.] I - Destroy" i

ruined. Mill. Litkt, Pncr. 1. Desolate ; «'-

cultivatep. Ahiit. 3. Superfluous . Ma*"***

lull for want of occopiers. Miltn 4 WoKJ

less ; that of which none but vile uses'"*

tna*
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nude. 5. Thtt of which no account is taken,

or value found. DryJen.

WASTE. /". sfrom the verb] 1. Wanton cr

luxurioui destruction : consumption ; loss

Hooter, Mill. Ray. 2. Useless expence. Dryd.

Watts. 3. Desolate or uncultivated grounH.

JLecke, Spenser. 4. Ground, place, or space

unoccupied. Milieu, Waller, Smith. 5. Re

gion ruined and deserted. DryJ. 6 Mischief j

destruction Shakesp.

WA'STEFUL. a. | waste and/*//.] 1. Defec

tive •, ruinous. Milieu, i. Want nly or d'ff -

lately consumptive Sbak. Ban*. 3 Lavish;

prodigal i luxuriantly liberal. Addijm. 4 De

solate, uncultivated; unoccupied S.eilrr.

WASTEFUI.LY. adv. [from waflrsu!.\ With

vain and dissolute consumption Drydeu.

WA'STEFULNESS /. [from nasiefml] Pro

digality.

WA'STENESS. /. [from waste.] Desolation

solitude. Spenser.

WA'STER./. [irom waste] One that consum.-t

dissolutely and extravagantly, a squanderer ;

vain consumer. Ben Jehnsen.

W.VSTREI.../. [from waste'] Commons. Careir

WATCH / [pecce, Saxon 1 1. Forbearance

ot sleep i. Attendance without deep Add !

3. Attention -, close observation. Sb.ikesf

4. Guard ; vigilant keep. Spenler. 5. Watch

man; men set to guard UpcnJ'er. 6. Place

where a guard is set. Sbakdp. 7 P»st 01

office of a watchman. Shakesp. 8 A period ot

the night Dryd. 9 A pocket-cl^ck \ a small

clock moved by a spring Male

To WATCH, v n. [pactan. Saxon] 1. Nol

to sleep ■, to wake. Shakesp. Ecclus. ' 2. To

keep ;iurd. Jer. Milton. 3. To look with

expectuion. ffalmi. 4 To be attentive ; l<'

be vigihnt. 1 Timtthy. 5. To be cautious! .

observant Taylor. 6. To be insidiously atten

live. Millin.

To WATCH, t. a. 1. To guard; to have In

keep Mi ten. 1. To observe in ambush. Walt.

Milan. 3 To tend Br.ome. 4. To observe

in order to detect or prevent.

WATCHER./ [from waff*.] t. On- wh-.

watches. Shakesp. 1. Diligent overlooker 01

observer.

WA TCHET. a [pœceb, Saxon ] Blue ; pale

blue Oryden.

WATCHFUL, a, {witch and /u.71 Vigilant |

attentive; cautious; nicely cb.ervant. Sbai.

R.'velotien.

WA TCHFULI.Y. adv [from watchful.] Vi

gilantly; cautiously ; attentively; with cauli

oas observation. Beyle.

WATCHFULNESS s [from watchful ] 1. Vi

gilance; heed , sul'ni:i»us attention; cauli

out regard Hamm Arhnth. Watte. 1. Ina

bility to sleep Arbutbiot.

WA TCHHOUSE. / {watch in&boafi ] Place

win re the watch is set. Gy

WATCHING./, [ftomwalsh] Inability::.

fli-en. Wiseman.

WATCHMAKER. /• [ watch and maker, j

One whose trade is to make witches or pocket-

clocks. Msxsn.

WATCHMAN. /. [•watch and a***.] Guard;

cent'ocl; one set to keep ward Sac Taylor.

WaTCHTOWKR./. [watch and tower ]

Tower on which a centine' is placed for the

s*ke os prosnect Dcnne, Milton^ Ray.

WATCHWORD./ [watch and word.] The

word given to the centinel to know their

friend*. Ss.enser. Sjndyt.

WATER /. [«f«*s/r, Dutch; peetert, Saxon.]

I. Sir Iliac Newton deliues «m/.-', when

pure, to be a very fluid salt, volatile, and v d

o! all favour or taste; and it seems to consist

of small, smooth, hard, porous, sphericnl par

ticles, of equ-A, d amet rs, and os equal sp<xi-

6tk gravities, as Dr. Cheyne ohscves. Their

snethness account s"r their fl:d.ng easily

over en-* anothe''-' sur'aces: their sphericity

keeps them alfa from touching one anothe: in

mnrr points than ore ; and hy b.th these their

friclion in fl ding over one another, is ren

dered the least p> tTible. Thrir hardnt fs ac-

c onts for iheiocornpTelTtbility o. wai.-r, when

it is free from the in ermixture of air 1 he

pjrosny os water is so very great, that there

ir, ar least forty times as much space as mat

ter in it. £>ut*cy, Shakesp. -. The sea Cimm

mm Prayer 3. Urine. Shakesp 4 Ti b,\d

Water. To be found •, to b? tight. L*E':ra~..

5 It is used 'or the lustre of a dia.vtond Si- nk,

6 Wat an. is much used n Lomp-ifu n s>r

things m-.de witii water, bein^ in water % or

giowine in water : js, water sp.niel, wafer-

flood, f^iVr-courses, water -pntj,, witc ■ x,

water Hake ', wa'i,'-qud1, weter-m- \ \ Si4nm

tj. I atah, J tVat.n, .Way, Dry,!. Utrh.

1'oWATfc.R. v a [trom the num. ; ■. To

irrigate: to supply with moisture <J<jo*,'7'a/-

ler , Temple, 1.T0 lupply w;th water .or -Iriuk.

Sfttijer, Kntllti. 3 To trrti izf ot »cc »m-

mortite with streams AAJtj. 4, ro diveilii'y

as with waves. Luke.

To WA'lLR v. n. 1. To shcl rroiflurC.

Srak South, a. To get or t k-- in water \ 10

be us'd in supptyn g water Gtn K<-ol'es. 3 xl kt

mouth WiTfcRs The man Ion., s Comdex.

WATERCOLOURS f Paintus make colours

into a fort consistence with waters, those they

ca < I iva ter -colours. Boyle.

WATl.RCRKSSF.S. / [fifymbritm, Latin.]

A plant. There aie five Ipci s. Miller.

WA sliRER. s. [tram water.j One who wa

ters. Cirtiv.

WATF.RFAL. /. [water %nd fall.} Cataract;

Ci'cade. Raletgh.

WA TEkFOWL J. Fov.1 that live, or get their

fo>.d in water. Hale.

WATERGRUEL./ ,w^.*rard ruel] Food

made wish oatmeal ana wter l.izke.

WA'TERINESS./. [trom ^ai.ry.j Humidity;

moisture Ariuthn-.r

WATfcKISH. a. [ :t^n -..it.r] 1. Resembling

wa:er Uydem. 2. M it; indp d. //.;/.-.

kVA Ti-RlbHNKSS ) .:r«m w*cr ft> j TLin-

nc.'s, rtsc.nbian'.': c% w-.'er. t.-j r.

5 Q^% WA-
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WA'TF.RLEAF . / A plant. MiVtr.

WA'TERLILY./ \nympb<ta, Lit.] A plint.

Miller.

WATERMAN./ [wolf and mat.] A ferry-

mtn ; a boatman. Dryden, Addison.

WA'TERMARK. / [water and war*.] The

utmost limit of ihe rise of the flfod. Dryden.

WATERMELON./. A plant Milkr.

WA'TERMILL. s. A Mill turned by water. Sp.

WA'TERMINT / A p'ant.

WA'TF.RRADISH/ A species of watercresses,

whit h fee.

WATERRAT. / Aral that makes holes in

binks. ffalltr.

WATERROCK.ET. / A species of water

cresses.

WA'TF.RVIOLET./ [hettonia, Lat] A plant

Milton.

WATERSATPH1RE. / A fort of stone. The

occidental sapphire is neither so bright nor so

hard as the oriental. Woodward.

WATERWITH./ [«wMrtnd with] A plant

of Jamaica growing on dry hills where no wa

ter is to be met with ; its trunk, if cut into

pieces two or three yards long, and held by

either end to the mouth, affords plentifully

water, or lap, to the droughty traveller. Deth

WATERWORK. / [water and work] Play

of fountains s any hydraulick performance

Wilims, AdJifon.

WATERY . a. (from water.} i. Thin; liquid .

like water. Arbuthnot. a. Tasteless ; insipid

vapid ; spiritless. Shakeff. 3. Wet ; abounding

with water. Prior. 4. Relating to the water

Dryden. 5. Consisting of water. Milton.

WA'TTLE./ [from wtightlen, to (hake, Ger

man J I. The barbs, or loose red flesh that

hangs below the cock's bill. Walton. a. A

hurdle.

To WATTLE, v. a. [patelas. Sax.] To bind

with twigs; to form, by platting twigs Milt

WAVE. /. [p*T,e, Saxen; waegh, Dutch. j

1 Water railed above the level ot the surface :

bllow. Wolton. a. Unevcnness; inequality

Newton.

To WAVE. v. m. [from the noun.] I. To play

loose v ; to float. Dryjen. a To be moved a

a sipnal. Ben Jebnfon. 3. To be in an unset,

tied Hate-, to fluctuate. Hooker.

To WAVE. v. a. [from the noun] I. To raise

into inequalities ot surface Shake/p. 1. Tc

wait! to remove any thing floating. Brown

3. To beckon; to direct by a waft or motion

of any thing. Sbahesp. 4. To put off. Wottm

5. To put aside for the present, Dryden.

To WAVER, v. n. [papan, Saxon.] 1.T0

play to and fro; to move loosely. Boyle, l. To

be unsettled ; to be uncertain, or inconstant ,

to fluctuate ; not to be determined. Shaieff.

Daniel, Atterbnry.

WAVERER. / [from waver.'] One unsettled

and irresolute. Shakejp.

AVY. a. [from wave.] t. Rising in waves.

VDryden. a. Playing to and fro, as in undu

lations. IbiUps.

WAWES, or waet. /". For wave*.

ToWAWL. «. ». To cry} to howl. Shatesp.

WAX / [psexe, Saxon ; wex, Danish ; waeii,

Dutch.] 1. The thick tenacious matter ga

thered by the bee. Roscommon. ft. Any tena

cious mass, such as is used to fasten letters.

More.

To WAX. v. a. To smear; to join with wax.

Dryden.

To WAX. v. n. pret. «i«r, waxed, part pass.

waxed, waxen, [peaxan, Saxon. J 1 . To grow;

to increase ; to become bigger, or more.

Hakewill. a. To pass into any state j to be

come ; to grow. Hooker, Gen. Fai fax, Alterb.

WA'XEN. a. [from wax.] Made of wax.

Denbam, Gay

WAY./. [p*5, Saxsn.] t. The road in which

one travels. Sbakesp. Milton, Prior. %. Broad

read made for passengera. Shakesp. 3. A length

of journey. L'EJlrange 4 Course; direction

of motion. Dryden, Locke. 5. Advance in

life. Spectator. 6. Passage; power of pro

gression made or given. Waller, Temple.

7. Local tendency. Sha.iefp. 8. Course ; re

gular progression Dryden. 9 Situation where

a thing may probably be fjuod Taylor, le. A

situation or course obstructive and obviating.

Duppa. 1 1. Tendency to any meaning, or act.

Atferhury. xl. Access; means ot admit

tance. Raleigh. 13. Sphere of observation.

Temple. 14. Means; mediate instrument;

intermediate step. Dryd Tillotftn. 15. Me

thod ; meins of management Dame', Stntb.

16. Private determination. Ben J.hnfn. 17.

Manner ; mode. Sidney, H:eker, Add/Jon.

if. Method; nimet of piaTice. Sidney.

19. Method or plan of li!e, conduct, or action.

Bacon, Milt. "o. Right rre.hodto act or know.

Locke, Rowe 11. Central scheme o: acting.

Clarijfa. al. By the way. With'.itt any oe-

ceiTary connection with the main design. Bac.

Spectator, ij. Togo, or come one'% WAY,"

ways; to come along or depirt. Sbacejp.

VEstrange.

WAYBREAD./ A plint. Ainfoenh.

W/vYFA'RER./ [^ay undfare, u> go] Pas

senger! traveller, taisw.

WAYFARING a Travelling; pissing ; beii>6

on a journey. Hamire-id.

WAYFA'RINGTREE / [vibnrnsm. Lat ] A

plant.

To WAYLAY, v a [way and lay ] To watci

insidiously in the way ; to btlct by «mbulh

Bacon, Dryden.

WAYLA'YER. f. [from wrylaj J One who

waits in ambush tor another

WAYLESS. a. [from way.] Pathless; no-

tracked. Dryden.

WAYMARK. / [way and msri.] Maik to

guide in travelling Jeremiah.

To WA'YMENT. v. a. (pa, Sixon] To la

ment, or grieve. Spenser.

WAYWARD a. Frowaid ; pecvtsii ; morale*

vexalioua. Sidney, Fairfax.

WAV
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"WAVWARDLY. adv. [from wayward.] Fro-

wardly; perversely. Sidney.

WAYWARDNESS./, [from wayward] Fro-

wardneh; perversenefs. rVotten.

WE. prenenn. [See I.J The plur*l of I. Shaiesf.

WEAK., a. pæc, Saxon; wece, Dutch.] i. Fee

ble; not strong. Milts*, Leeke, *. Infirm; not

healthy. Sbakesp. 3. Soft; pliant; not stiff.

4. Low of sound. Afcbam. 5. Feeble os mind ;

wanting spirit. Hitter. Swift. 6. Not nvirh

impregnated with any ingredient- 7 Not

powerful ; not potent. Shake 'p Senth. Swift.

8. Not well supported by argument. Hnker.

9. Unfortified. Addiftn.

To WEAKEN, v. a. To debilitate; to enfeeble.

Haker, Ray.

WEAKLING./, [from meal.] A feeble crea

ture Shake/p.

WEAKLY, adv [from weak ] Feebly ;. with

want of strength. Bacn, Dryden.

WEA'KLY.a. [sromwrai.] Not strong; not

healthy. Raleigh

To WEAR. v. a. preterite wire, participle wv

[p-riao, Saxon.] 1. To waste with use or time.

feaeham. 1. To consume tediously. Carew.

3. To carry appendant to the body. Sbakesp.

4. To exhibit in appearance. Dryden. 5. To

affect by degrees. Licke. 6. To Wear ent.

To harass. Daniel. 7. To waste or destroy by

use. Dryden.

To WEAR. v. n 1. To be wasted with use or

time Exiduj. -. To be tediously spent. Mi tin.

3. To pas* by degrees. Ropert

WEAR. /. [from the verb ] 1. The act of wear

ing ; the thing worn. Hndibrai. 1. fpxfi,

Saxon, a lei; war, German, a mound.] A

dam to shut up and raise the water ; often

written weir Walten.

WEARD. / Weard, whether initial or final,

sign ri-s watchfulne^ or care, from the Saxon

peapban, to ward or keep. Gib.

WEA'RKR. /. [from wear] One who has any

thing appendant tohisperson Dryden, AdJiJt*.

WKA RING./ [irom wear.] Clothes. Shakes".

WEAKNESS./, [from vital.] 1. WantoF force; WRA'RINESS / [summary.] 1. Laffiiu.de-,

feebleness. Regert. ». Infirmity ; unhealthy

ness. Temple. 3. Want of cogency. Tilcifm.

4. Want of judgment ; want of resolution ;

foolishness of mind Mtltn. 5 Defect; failing.

Bacen.

WEA'KSIDE. /. [weak and side] Foible ;

deficience; infirmity. Temple'.

WEAL. / [pelan, Saxon; tceaUfi, Dut] 1

Happiness; prosperity ; flourishing state Sbak.

Mtittn, Temple, z. Republick ; (late; pablick

interest. Pope.

WEAL./ [palan, Saxon.] The mark of a

stripe. Denne.

WEAL away, interj. Alas. Spenser

WEALD, IValdWatt. Whethersingly or jointly

signify a wood or grove, from the baxo 1 pealfe

Gibstn.

WEALTH. spaleS, rich, Saxon.] Riches;

money, or precious goals. Cnhet, Dryden.

WEALTHILY, adv. [from wealthy.] Richly.

Sbakesp.

WEA'LTHINESS. / [from wealthy.] Rich

ness.

WEA'LTHY. a.[fromwa//A] Rich, opulent;

abundant. Spenser, Shakesp.

To WEAN. v. a. (penan, Saxon] 1. To put

from the breast; to ablactate. Kay, Mirtimer.

a. To withdraw from any habit or deGf.

Spenser, Stillingfieei.

WBA'VEL. If. [item man] I. An ani-

WEA'NLINC. i mal newly weaned. Spenjer,

Milten. a. A child newlj we ned.

WEAPON./ [peapon, Saxjo.J Instrument of

offence. Shakesp. Daniel.

WEA PONED. a. [from wrap:*.] Armed for

offence; furnished with arms. Sidney, Haynv.

WEAPONLESS, a. [from weaptn ] Hiving

no weapon ; unarmed. Milten.

WEA PONSALVE. /. [weafun *nd salve] A

salve which was supposed to cure the wound,

being applied to the weipun lint made it.

Heyle.

Hale of being spent with labour. Sbakesp.

Hale, Stutb. 2. Fatigue ; cause os lassitude.

Clarendm. 3. Impatience of any thing. 4.

Tei iousness.

WEA'iUSH. a. [I believe from pæp, Sax. a

quagmire. ] Bog^y ; watery. Carew.

WKA'RISJME. a. | from raeary .]Troublesome;

tedious; causing weariness. Haoier, Breton,

Denhum.

WEA'RISOMELY. adv. [from warisme]

Te liously ; so a* to cause weariness. Raleigh.

WI.VR1SOMENESS./ [from weartfime.] i.

The quality of tiring, a. The llate of being

easily tired. Afcbam.

To WKA RY. v. a. [from the adjective.] t. To

tire ; to fatigue ; to harass ; to subdue by

labour. Drfder., Addifen. a. To make impi-

tiertof erntnjance. Shakesp. 3. To subdue

cr harass by any thing irksome. Miitsi.

WEA'RY. a. ipervx,, Saxon ; w<ieren, to tire,

Dutch.] 1. Sutxlued by fatigue; tired withla-

bur Spenser, DrydczA. Impatient oslhecor-

tinuance os any thing pain: ut. Cla-■ enden. 3.

Desirous to discontinue. Shakesp. 4. Causing

weariness ; tiresome. Shakejp

WEASEL, f. [perel, Sax-n; wefel, Dutch.]

A small animal thai eats corn and kills mice.

Pipe.

WE SAND./ sprtren, Saxon] The windpipe t

the passage through which the breath isdrawn

and emiued. Spenser, Wiseman, Dryden.

WEA THER./[pebep, Saxon ] 1. State of air,

respecting either cold or heat, wet ordriness.

Shakesp. L Estrange, z. The change of the

state of the »ir. Bacin. 3. Tempest ; storm.

Dryden.

To WEA'THER. v. a. [from the noun.] I.

To expose to the air. Spenser. 1. To pasa

withdifficully. Garth, Hale. 3. Te Wrathek

a punt. To gain a point against the wind.

Addisn. 4. Tt Weather cm. To endure.

Addif-.n.

WEA'-
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WEA'THERBEATEN.-: Harassed and season

ed by h?rd weather. Sidney, Suckling,

WEA'THERCOCK / walker and ceci.] I.

An artificial cock, set on the top of a spire,

which by turning (hows the point from which

the wind blows, Breton, a. Any thing ficklt

and inconstant Dryden

WE\THERDRlVEN./>ar7. Forced by storms

orcintraiy winds, Caievt.

W."A' rHEROAr;E / [nveathennAgage] Any

thing that shews the weather. H^dibras

WEATHERGLASS /. \meather and glass J

A barometer A'butlnet, Benley

WEATHERS^Y' / i «-«/*«- and //>>.] A star

gazer; an a''r<'.loger. Denne.

WF.A'THERWIST. a. [vtraih'r and «;'/<;

Sk:l ul in fore'ellirg the ".eather.

WEA'THF.RWISFR. / [m.,titr an<« w'/ea

Dutch, o (how ] Any thing thattoreshuws th'

weath' r. Derham

To WEAVE v. a. prererif v<:ve, ivta'.ed ■

part pass, <wtxen,iv:titvtd\ 'p'pan, Sax tutsan,

Dutrh ] i to form by texture Shake/p. l'ryd

a. To unite by intcrmixtu.e- Addijen 3. IX

interpose ; to irsert. Shake p.

To WEAVR. v n. ■ o work with a loom.

WF.A'VER. /'. [from vacate j One who make

threads 1 -:t- cloth. Shakes)*. J b

WE A V! RFISH. /. [araz.eut ft/c 1, Latin ] A

fin, ,r,M-a<:!h

WKIi. /. p< Llj', Sari -. Texture: any 'hin»

wven Ss,r v% Havel. 1 A kind o* rii'fk\

fi'tr ih;t h;'deit. iht litht S> ar.rjp.

WF/BBED a. [iromw**] Jointd by a ri.rr

Dei ham.

WEBFOOTFD a [web and/«/ ] Palmip;

dous ; having fi!ms b<t ween the toes Ray

WE BST ER. /. (rehstpe. Sax.] A weave.

Obsolete Camden

To WED. v a. [tefcian, Saxo0 ] 1. Tr

rr an y ; tn take for husband or v« 1 re Sbaktsp.

Pope. 1. T" join in marriage, tha tsp. 3 lo

unite lor ever. Shakesp 4. To take for ever.

Cartitdcn. 5. To unite by love or fondnelt

Tilletjen.

To WED. * ».To contract matrimony. Suckling

WF'DDING./. [from -wee!.] Marri'ge nuptial.-, :

the nuptial ceremony. Shaketp Grannt.

WEDGE / j vtgge, Danish ; -wegge, Dutch]

1. A body, which having a sharp ed^e. con-

' tinually growing thicker, is used to cleave

timber. .Spenser, Arbnthn:! a. A mils o1

irutttl. i/.tnstr, Jcfita. 3. Any thing in the

form of a vmige Milieu.

To WFDGE v.a [trom the noun.] To fasten

with w.i.. es-.to stia;;e.n with wedges-, to cleave

w:tliiHu".i Shake p Dry.ic^l'hlpt,Beatley

WLDI OC K. ( spr> and lac, pax ] Marriage ;

matrnpt' y Shakesp. iTIen- eland.

.WiCDNI SDAY / Ip-.i-e)-*':!;, Saxon; W«-

day, buich.j The tourtlulay of 'he week, so

named by the Go'.hick nations 11cm hftJen or

Odin Shakejp.

■ VVl.E. a [iveemg, Dutch] Little , small. ShaicJ.

WL1.CHELM./ A sptcies 01 elm. Btctn.

WEED, s speob. Sax] 1. An herb noxious or

useless. Clarenden, Merlin. X. pretea, Saxoct

•aaed, Dutch j A garment ; clothes ; habit.

Sidney, Hieker.

To WEED, v a ssrnm the noun ] 1. To rid

of noxious plants. B.icon, Mortimer, a. To

take away noxious plants Shaketp 3. To free

from any thins; huit-'ul Hitvel. 4. To root

out vice. Ajiham, Lecke.

WEE'DF.R. / strom -weed ] One tbat takes

away anv thing n«xi us. .'hakefp.

W£.'EDHOOK..y. {-weed and he»i ] A hook ^

w ch weedsarecu, away r r extirpated. Tejer.

Wl-. EDLESS a. [from wJ.] Free fr m wreJsi

free fr-m any thiDg uelcss or ncxijUn. Dsatr,

Dryden.

Wt'F.DY. a. [from weed'.] Free from vtei-i

free from any thing useless or noxious. Dm:,

Drydtn.

WEEK s. [peoc, 9axon w'e, Dutch trrri.-,

Swed sn ] The space of seven diys Ge-r/n.

*E KK.DAY s Anv day not Sundav Ptfe.

Wr.'KLY. a. Happeuiny, pr^iu.ed, or done

once a week v hebdomads r*. .

WE'FKLY. adv [from trees.] 0.-:ce a ireek;

by hebdrmidtl per'ids A^l'ffr,

^EEL. / [pee :, Saxon . A whtlp ol. J.A

twiggen fnai€ or nap fur hih.

so WEEN. - «. [penan. Sax.) To think: «

imagine to f-,rm a natijn ; to fancy Spf-]f\

SI'a t/r Mi. tin

I'oWiKP. v a preter. and part pass «m'i\

reteped (peopan, Sax^n.] 1 To show t'wro-i

b> 'ca... /.' nter.nem, x. To shed tears from

•iy affion Shaiejp 3 To lament j toewn-

p'ain A/umbers.

lo Wl fr. v a 1 To lament with tea'?;

to hew tl to bemnan. Drydtn 1 To M

moisture. P'pt. 3. To abound with wet

/!-/. 1 timer.

WEEFER / Tsrem «•«,*] 1 One who frees

tears, a mourner, a. A white border on t..e

steve ot a mourning coat

WE E.RISH a. Insipid, four; surly- Ajrht:

To WF.ET. v n. preterite -fjt, or vale, f^1"-

Saxon; v>cten, Dutch ] To kncw;or to be ,c

formed ; to have knowledge. Spenser, Frier.

WF.F.TI.ESS a. [from lotet.) Unknowing.

WE'EVIL /. [pitrel. Sax. vevtl, Uut ] A grofc.

WEZEL. / [See Weasel.]

VVEET. The old preterite and pirt. pass. Irom

Tt have. Sfen;er. ,
WF.FT. /. That of whicli the tlaini is »ener«itT

waved; any thin? wandering wiibcut aa

owner. Ben. Jjbujcn.

WEFT, s IPeF*1- S"* The v.cof of clotb.

WEFTAGE./ [iron w/r.J Texture t"™'

To WEIGH. ■». a [rorcan, Saxon; ^0">

Dutch] I. To ex.mme by the °.a.«.

Milt. a. To bt equivalent to 111 weight. "'J'

3 To pay, fllot, or ukcbv weight- SM'lr

Zeet. i Tor.ile; to take up the «*£! the »cch»-'

"kntlltl "* 5. To examine; to balance in di'

mind. Claiend.n. 6. Te «',|M d:"'j

overbalance. Daniel 7. Ti v.tio» "*
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To overburden j to oppress with weight. DryJ.

Addifon

Xo WEIGH v. n. l To hive weight. Brown,

a T*. be conuder-d a", important. Addis. 3.

To raise the anchor. DryJ. 4. To bear hea

vily ; to press hard. Shakefp.

WE'ICHED. a. [from weigh] Experienced.

Bars*

WEIGHER / ssrorn weigh] He who weighs.

WEIGHT / rpihr. Sax ] 1 Quantity mea

sured by the balance. Arbuth. a A mass by

which, as the standard, other bodies are exa

mined. Swift 3. Ponderous mas*. Bacon.

4. Gravity , heaviness ; tendency to the cen

tre rVilkms. 5. Pressure; bunhen . over

whelming power Shakefp. 6. Importance:

power : influence; efficacy. Locke.

WEIGHTILY aaV [from weighty ] 1. Hea

vily : ponderously. V Solidly; importantly

Brume

WE 1CHT1NESS / [from weighty ] 1. Pon-

deroGty ; gravity, heaviness. 2 Solidity ; force

Locke 3 Importance. Hayward

WV 1GHTLESS a. [from weight.] Light;

having ne gravity. Sandys.

WEIGHTY a. [ rom weight ] 1. Heavy;

ponderous. Dryd. 2. Important; raomtrn

tous: efficacious Shakefp. Prior. 3. Rigo

rous; feve-e Shalefp.

WE LAWAY inter) Alas Spenser.

WELCOME, a [pilculmr.Sax. •wf'/tsm.Dut]

1. Receivetl with gladness; admitted wil

lingly; grateful: pleasing Ben Jvbnfen, Locke.

a. To bid Wnco«E To receive with pro

sessions ot kindm Is. Bacon.

Wb'LCOME tntery \ form of salutation used

to a new comer. Dryden.

WELCOME./ 1 Salutation of a new corner

Shakefp. a. Kind reception of a new comer.

Sidney, South.

To WELCOME, v. a To salute a new comer

with kindness Bac:n.

WELCOME tooarbonfe.f. An herb. Ainfwortb.

WELCOMKNLSS.J. [t'rora welcome } Grate

fulness. Beyle.

WELCGMER./ [from •welcome.'] The saluter

cr receiver of a new comer. Shakefp.

WELD, or H'ould.f. Yellow weed, or dyets

weed. Miller

To WELD, for To t-trld. Spenser.

To WELD v. a. To beat one mals into ano

ther. Moxon.

WELFARE. / {well and fare ] Happiness;

success; prosperity. Addijon.

To WEI K. v a To cloud ; to obscure.- Spens.

WEl.KKD. aWrinkled; wieatlied. Shale/p.

WE'LKIN./. [from pralcan, to roll, or pclccn,

cloud:.. Sax j The vitible regions ol the air.

Mi/t.n, Philips.

WELL. / [pelle, peel I, -ax.] 1. A spring ; a

lcuntiin; a source. Dunes, a. A ileep nar

row pit of water. Dryden. 3. The cavity in

which stairs are placed. Moxon.

To WELL, v a. (peallan, Sax] To spring;

10 issue as from a Ipi log. Spenjer, Dryden.

To WELL. v. a. To pour any thing forth. Spens.

WELL a. 1. Not lick; not unhappy. Shakefp,

Taylor, a Convenient ; happy. Spratt. 3.

Being in favour Dryd. 4 Recovered from

any sickness or misfortune Collier.

WELL, adv 'pell, Sax wel, Dutch.] I. Not

ill; not unhappily. Prior, a. Not ill; not

wickedly Mi,ton. 3 Skilfully; properly.

kVotton. 4. Not amiss; not unsuccessfully.

Knswles. 5. Not insufficiently; not defec

tively. Bacon. 6. To a degree that gives

pleasure. Bacon. 7. With praise; favour

ably. Pope. 8 Ai will as Together with |

not less than Arbuth 9. Well is him or

me; he is happy. F.ccl. 10- Wbll nigh.

Nearly ; almost. Milt. 11. It i- used much

in composition, to express any thing right,

laudable, or nit defective.

WI.'LLADAY. intcrjeil. [A corruption of

welaway.) Alas.

WELLBEING /. [well and be] Happinesi,

presp-rity. Taylor.

WELLBORN a.Not meanly descended. Jfa/7«-.

WELLBRE'D. a. [well and bred ] Elegant of

manners ; polite. Rojcommon.

WELLNATURED. a. [well and nature]

Good-natured; kind.

WELLDO'NE. interim. A word of praise. Mat.

Ws LLFA'VOURFD. a [well and favonr]

Beautiful ; pleasing to the fye Shakefp.

WELLME'T. interj [well and met.] A term

of salutation. Shakefp Denham.

WELLNIGH. adv. [well iad nigb.] Almost.

Davies, Spratt.

WE'LLSPENT. a. Passed with virtue. Calamy.

WE LLSPRING / [|>œlrjerpr»i5, Sax.] Foun

tain; sjurec Hoiker.

WELLW1 LLER f. [well 10A wilier. ]One. who

means kindly. Sidney, Hooker.

WEl.LHISH. /. [well and wist.] A wish of

happiness. Addifon.

WELLWISHER. / [from wellwifi.] One

who wishes the good of another. Pope.

WELT. /. A border j a guard; ao edging.

Ben jfohnfn.

To WELT, v a. [from the noun.] To few

any thing with a border.

To WE LTER. v. n. [pealcan, Sax. welteren,

Dutch.) 1. To roll in water or mire. Mill.

Dryd. I. To roll voluntarily j to wallow.

AJcham.

WKMM. f. [pem, Sax.] A spot; a scar Brerew.

WEN / [pen, Sax ] A fleshy or callous ex

crescence, or protuberance. More, Dryden.

WENCH. /'. pencle, Sax.] 1. A young wo

man. Sidney, Donne, a. A young woman in

contempt. Prior. 3. A strumpet. Speclatir.

WE'NCHER. /. [from wench.] A fornicator.

Grew.

To WEND. v.n. [penoan, Sax.] 1. Togo;

to pass to or from. Arbntb. a. To turn round.

Raleigh.

WE'NNEL. / An animal newly taken from

the dam. Tusser.

WENNY.
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Wf.'flNY. a. I from •win.] Having the nature

ot a wen. lYiscman.

WENT.^rrt, See Wend and Go.

WEPT, pret. and part, of weep. Milan.

WEP*.. pret ot the verb to be. Daniel.

VVliRK ./. A dam See Wear. Sidney.

WERV. the second peison singular of the prete

rite ut to be. Ben. Johnson.

WERTH wcorib, wyrth. f. In the names of

places, signify a farm, court, or village, from

the Saxon peopÆiJ Ginson.

WE'SIL. / See Wssand. Bacon.

WEST. J. [perx, Saxon; wtft, Dutch! The

region where the fun goes below the horiaon

at the equinoxes. Milton, Pope.

WEST. a. Being towards, or coming from, the

region of the setting fun. Exodui, Numbers.

WEST. adv. To the welt ol any place Miltin

WESTERING a Passing to the weft Milton

WESTERLY, a. [from nnrjl J Trndmg or be

ing towards the west. Graunt.

WESTERN a [from wtfi.\ Being in the well,

or toward the part whete the fun fete. SpenJ.

Aditfin.

WE'STWARD adv. sperte papb, Six.] To

wards, the west. Addtjon, Prior.

WE'STWARDLY adv. With tendency to the

west. Denne.'

WET. a. [peer, Sax ] i. Humid j having

some moisture adhering. Bac. a. Rainy;

watery. DryJen.

WET. / Water > humidity ; moisture. Bacet,

Evelyn.

To WET. v. a. [from the nrun.] i. To hu

mectate ■, to moisten SpenJ. Milt. a. To

drench with drink. bP a:tm

WE THf.'R f. Iptfcep, Saxon ; w.der, Dutch ]

A ram castrated, tir:*jjn, Graunt.

WETNESS / [irom-u.'«] The state of being

wet; moiiture. Mortimer.

To WEX v. a. To grow ; tu increase Dryd.

WE ZAND./ [lee ■we/and.] The wind pipe

Brown.

WHALE./ [phale. Sax.] The largest of fish;

ihe largest us the animals lhat inhabit this

globe. Genesis, Swift.

WHAME./! Burrel fly. Drrkam.

V. HA LY.'a. [See weal.] Marked in streaks.

Spenser.

VHAUF. f. [war/, Swedish i vers, Eut.] A

per| endicularbink or mole, railed or the con-

veuter.ee or lading or emptying vessels. Child.

WHA'RFACE. [. [from wharf.] Dues lor

landing ata wharf.

WHA'HNOER. / [from wharf] One who

attends a wharr.

TuWHARR v u. To pronounce the letterr

with loo much :orce. Did

WHAT pronenn. [hp.'.X, Saxon ; wat, Dutch.]

I. That which. Dryd. Addij. i. Which

part. Locke. 3. Something lhat is in one's

mind indt finitely Shaicjp 4. Which of se

veral. Bac Arbuth. 5. An interjection by

way of lurpiife or question. Dryd. 6. What

ibin^h. H Lat imports a tkiuih t notwith-

standing Hsoker. 7. What Time, Witt

Day. Al the time when; on the day when

Milt. Pope. 8. Which of many ? interroga

tively. Spens. Dryd. 9. To how great a de

gree. Dryd. 10. It is used adverbially for

partly; in pare. Kntllei, Nerris. n.Wmr

be. An interjection of calling. Dryden.

WHATEVER. } pmouns [from what and

WHA'TSO. £• soever.'] 1. Having one

WHATSOEVER \ natureoranother ;bein|

one or another either genetically, specifically

or numerically. Milton, Denbam. a. Any

thing, be it what it will. Holier. 3 The

fame, be it this or that Pipe. 4. All that)

the whole that; all particulars that. Shale-

Ipeare.

WHEAL./. [See Wial ] A pustule; 1 fmaU

swelling rilled with matter. Wiseman.

WHEAT./ [hpeate, Saxon; vieydt, Dutch]

The grain of which bread is chiefly made.

Sbakesp. Genrfit.

WHEA TEN. a. [from«ij5#a/.] Mide of wheat.

Arbnthnot.

WHEA TEAR. / A small bird very delicite.

Swift.

WHEAT'PLUM / A fort of plum, Ainsworlb.

To WHKE'ELE v a. To entice by soit words;

to flatter ; to persuade by kind words. Hudib.

Locke, Riwe. I

WHEEL./ [hpeol, Saxon; wiel, Dutch ] 1.

A circular body that turns round upon an axis.

Dryd. 2. A circular body. Sbakesp. 3. A

carnage that runs upon wheels. Miltin 4.

An instrument on which criminals are tortur

ed. Shalesp. t,. The instrument of spinning.

Giffard 6 Rotation; revolution. Baa:

7 A 1 -..r pass- about j a tract approaching to

circularity. Miltin.

To WHEEL, v n. 1. To move on wheels.

a. To turn on an axis. Bentky. 3. To re

volve; to have rotatory motion 4. To

turn ; to have vicissitudes. 5. To fetch a

compass. Shatefp. Knil. 6 To roll forward.

Shaielp.

To WHEEL, -j a 1. To pat into a rotatory

motion ; to make to whirl round. Mitten.

WHEELBARROW. /. [wheel and barrrv]

A carriage driven forward 00 one wheel.

Bacon, Ktng.

WHEELER. / [from wheel.] A maker ot

wheels. Camden.

WHEELRIGHT. / [wheel and wriftl.]

A maker of wheel carriages. Mertimer.

WHEELY. a. [from wheel] Circular; suit-

ab.e to rotation. Philips.

To WHEEZE, v. n. (hpeoson, Sax.] Te

breathe with noise. Floyer.

WHELK.. /. [See w Witt ] 1. An ine

quality ; 1 protuberance. Shakespeare, a. A

pustule.

To WHELM, v. a. [aphilpan, Saxon; tr.-A",

Istaodick ] 1. To cover with something »*

to be thrown off; to bury. Sbakesp. Pis-

1. To throw upon something so as to cover ut

bury it. Milts*.

WHELP-
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WHELP./ [<welp, Dutch.] r. The young os

a dog ; a puppy. Bacany Brvwn. 1. The

young of any beast of prey. Donne. 3. A son.

Sbakesp. 4 A young man. Ben. Jebnsen.

To WHELP, v, m. To bring young Milton.

WHEN. adv. \>wbany Go; hick ; rpænne, Sax

•wannter^ Dutch] 1. At the time that.

Camden, Addis. X. At what time Addis. 3.

What time. Sbakesp. 4. At which time

Daniel. 5. After the lime that. Government

es tbe Tongue, 6. At what particular lime

Milt. 7. When at. At the time when:

what lime. Milton.

WHENCE, adv. 1.

From what person.

prtmiles. Dryd. 4

person. Milt. 5. For which cuuie

6. From what source. Lzehe.

From what place-

Prior 3. From what

From which place 01

Arbu:h

7. Ftcv

7 adv. [where and wit*,

i or withal] With which.

1. To hurry ; to

To give a box on the

rivers.

Whenc e. A vitious mode of speech Sfensei

8 Of Whence Anolu-r baibarilVn. Drjdcn

WHENCESOEVFR. adv. [whence and ever.

From what place loever Lzcke

WHENEVER. \adv. At whatsoever time

WHENSOEVER J Lute, Rorer,.

WHERE, adv. [hpœp, Kaxon j wacr, Dutch]

I. At which place or places. Sidney, Hooker.

a. At what place. Pope 3 At the p'ace in

which. Shakefp, 4 Any Wh?rk. At any

place Burnet e. Where, hke tire, has in

compo!iiion a kind of pronnminal signification

6. It has the na:ure of a noun. Spenser.

WHEREABOUT, adv [where and about.']

1. Near wha1 place, z. Near which place

Sbakesp. 3. Concerning which. H.oktr.

WHEREA'S. adv. [where anJ at] I. When

on the contrary. Sprats. a. At which place

Shakejp 3. The thing being so that. Baker

WHERE AT. adv [where and at.] At which.

tinker.

WHEREBY, adv. [where and fy.] By which

Holier, Taylor.

WHEREE'VER. adv. [where and ever.] Al

whatsoever place. Milton, Waller, Atterb.

WHEREFORE, adv. [where and /jr.] 1.

For which reason Hooker. a. For what rea

son. Shakejp.

WHEREl'N. adv. [where and in.] In which

Bacon. Swift.

WHERE1NTO adv. [inhere and into] Into

whtch. Bacon, Woo^ii'jrd.

WHE'RENESS. /.

Grew.

WHEREOF, adv.

Davtet.

WHERF.O'N adv.

Hooker, Milton.'

WHE'RESO.

. WHERESOE'VER

Spenser.

WHEKETO'. \adv. [where and

WHEREUNTO'i «»/« J To v hich,

Milton.

WHEREUPO'N o^ [where and us en ] I'por

which. Clarendon, Davici.

[from where.] Ubiety

[where and cf] Of which

[where and on.] On which

dv. [whet e and soever

In what p. ace soever

WHEREWITH.

WHEREWITHAL

Shakefp. Wycherley.

To WHERRET. v.

• trouble ; to teaze.

ear. Atnswortb.

WHERRY./. A light boat used

Drayton.

To WHET. v. a [hpertan, Sax. wetten,

Dutch) 1. To shaipen by attrition. Boyle.

2. To edge ; to make angry or acrimonious.

KnoHct, Donne, Dryden.

WHF.T. /. [from the veib.] 1. The act of

sturpening. a. Any thing that makes hungry,

as a dram. Dryden.

WHETHER, adv. [hpocSep, Sax 1 A particle

exp:efTmg one part or a disjunctive question

in oj pofiu nslo the other. Hooker, South,

Tilktfa.

WHETHER. pronoun. Which of two. Matt.

Bentley.

WHETSTONE./ [whet and sione.] Stone on

which any thing is whetted, or rubbed to make

it (harp. Hooker, Faitfax.

WHE TTER / [from whet.] One that whets

or sharpens. More.

WHEY. /. [hpcej, Saxon; wey, Dutch. ■ ]

The thin or serous part of milk, from which

the cleose or grumous part is separated. Shak.

Hariey. 1 It is used of any thing white

and tbln. Shake/p.

WHE'YEY. 7 a '[from whey ] Partaking of

WHEYISH S

Philip,

WHICH, pnn hpilc, Saxon; welck, Dutch]

t. The pronoun relative, reining to things.

Bacon, South z. It formerly was used Wx

who, and relating likewise to persons : as i:i

the first words of the Loid's prayer. Shake/p.

WHICHSOEVER, pt on. [which tad finer.]

Whether one or the other. Locke.

WHIFF./ [chwvtb, Wellh.] A blast; a puff

of w:nd Shakcfp.

ToWHI'FFLE. v. n. [from whiff.] To move

inconstantly, as if driven by a puff ol wind.

L Cfiranre. IVatts.

WHI'FFLRR. /. [from whffle ] 1. One that

blows strongly. Sbakesp.. z. One of no conse

quence ; one moved with a whiff or puli.

spectator.

WHIG./ [bpœj, Sanon] 1. Whey. 1. The

name us a (action Swift.

WHIGGISH a. [from whir.] Relating to the

wh:gs. ?W'ft.

WHI'GGISM. / [fromwb;g.] The actions of

a whig. Swtjt.

WHILE. /. [weil, German; hpile, Saxon]

wheyj resembling whey. Bacon,

to, c

Hooker

me , spice of time. 3en. j hnfon, Tillotfon.

VVHII.K. 1 adv. iipiie, Saxon.J 1. Duung

WHILES. > the time that. Sbakesp. z. At

WHILST ) long as Watt,. 3. At the fame

lime that. Decay cf Pietf

To WHILE, v n. [from the noun] To loiter.

Spielaar.

5 R WU1LERE.
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WHT'LERE adv. \v>Mt and ere, or hefere] A

little while ago. Raleifh.

WHTLOM. adv. Ihpilo'm, Saxon.] Formerly;

once ; of old Spenser , Milttn.

WHIM / A freak ; an odd fancy ; a caprice.

Swift.

To WHI'MPKR. v. m. [wimmeren. Germ]

To' cry with ut any loud noise Knot,

WHIM PLED a. This word leems to mean

distorted with crying. Shaktsp.

WHIMSEY / A Ireak; a caprice! an odd

fiicy. f-'E/lrange, Priir, King.

WHIMSICAL, a [from vhimsn] Freakish;

capricious; oddly fancitu). Addijin.

WHIN s [chv.jn, Welsh] A weed, furze

Tnffr, Hacen.

To WHINE, v. ». fpanian, Saxon | metntn,

lint, h.] To lament in low murmurs; to

make a plaintive noise: to moan meanly and

effeminately. Sidney, Suckling.

WHINE / [from the verb.] Plaintive noise ;

mean or affected complaint. South.

To WHi'NNY. v. «. To make a noise like a

horse or colt.

WHI'NYARD./ A sword, in contempt. BUU.

To WHIP. v. m. [hpeopan, Sax wippen. Dot.]

I . To strike with any thing tough and fle-xi

ble. Addijen a. To sew (lightly Gay. J

To drive with lashes. Shake p Leckc. 4. To

cou'ct with lashes. Smith. 5. To lash with

sarcalm Shake/p. 6. 'so inwrap. Mexon

To V. HIP v. a. To take any thing nimbly.

L'EJlrange, Swift.

To WHIP. v. m. To move nimbly. VEstramge,

Taller.

WHIP. / [hpeop, Saxon.] An instrument of

correction tough and pliant. Dryden. Past.

Y/H! PCORD. /I [whip and ctrd \ Cord of

which lashes are made. Dryden.

WHIPGRAFTING. J IVhtgrafting is thut,

performed : first, cut off the heat) of the Hock,

and smooth it ; then cut the graft from a knot

or bud on one fide sloping, about an inch and

a half long, with a shoulder, but not deep,

that it may rest on the top of the stock : the

graft must be cut from the shouldering smooth

and even, sloping by degrees, lhat the lower

end be thin : place the shoulder on the head

of the stock, and maik the length of the cut

part of the graft, ar.d with your knnile cut

away lo much ot the stuck as the graft did co

ver : place both together, that the cut part of

both may join, and the sap unite the one to

the other , ami bind them close together, anV

detend them trom the rain with tempered clay

or wax, at- before. Met timer.

WHI'PHANU. / [whip and hand] Advan

tage over Drydem.

WHl PLASH. J The lain or small end of a

whip. 'Iiijjcr.

WHIPPIk /. [from whip] One who punishes

with whipping Shake/p.

WHl'PPINGPOST. J. , whip and pest ] A pil-

lar to wlvch criminal aie bcuiid when the)

are Ull.nl. Iludibrai.

WH'IPSAW. / [whip and saw.] The •aibip-

saw is used by joiners to saw such great pieces

of stuff that the handfaw will not easily reach

through Mexen.

WHIPSTAFF. / [On Ihipboard.] A piece of

wood fasteaed to the helm, which the steers

man holds in his hand to move the helm aux)

turn the (hip. Bailey.

WHIPSTER./ [frornwiitv] A nimble fellow.

Prier.

WH1PT. for whipped. Tusser.

To WHIRL, v. a. (hpyrxrjan, Sax. whirhe/ew,

Dutch] To turn round rapidly. Dryden,

Granvtlfe.

To WHIRL, v. at. To run round rapidly.

Spenser, Dryden, Smith.

WHIRL. / [from the verb] 1. Gyration;

quick rotation, circular motion; rapid cir

cumvolution. Dryd. Creech, Smith, a. Any

thing moved with rapid rotation. Addifem.

WHIRLBAT. / [eoiiWand hat] Any thine;

moved rapidly round to give a blow. LEj-

trange. Creech.

WHl RLBONE. / The patella Ainfwvtb.

WHIRLIGIG. / [whirl and gig.] A toy

Wwhich children spin round. Prior.

WHIRLPIT. ?/ [hpynfpole, Saxon.] A

WHIRLPOOL.} place where the water moves

circularly, and draws whatever comet within

the circle towards its center , 1 vortex Sandji,

Bentley

WHIRLWIND. / [werbehwind, German.]

A stormy wind moving circularly. Drydem.

WHIRRING, a. A word formed in imitation

of the found expressed by it : as, the wiir-

rimg pheasant. Pope.

WHISK. /. [wifehem, to wipe, German.] 1.

A small besom, or brush. Beyle, Swift. 1. A

part of a (human's dress. Child.

To WHISK., v. a. [wifeben, to wipe, German.]

1. To sweep with a small besom, a To

move nimbly, as when one sweeps Hudihrae.

WHISKER./ [Uamwbtfk.] The hair grow

ing on the cheek unshaven ; the mustachio.

Pipe.

To WHISPER, v. m. [wisperen. Dutch.] To

speak with a low voice. Sidney, Swift.

To WHISPER, v. a. I. To address in a low

voice. Shake/p. Taller. 1. To utter in a low

voice. Bentley. 3. To prompt secretly. Shot.

WHISPER. /. [Irom the verb.] A low ibft

voice South.

WHl SPERER. / [from whisper.] 1. Out

that speaks low. 1. A private talker. Bactm.

WHISV rarer;. I. Be silent. Shakejp. a. Still,

silent Mi.i. « 3. Be still.

WHIST,/ A |i:tne at cards, requiring close

attention and filei.ee. Swift

To WHI'STLE. i.. n. hpirclan, Sax] I To

form a kind of musical found by an inarticu

late modulation of the breath. Shakejp Milln.

a. To make a found with a small wind in

strument 3. To souad thrill. Dryden, Pipe.

To WHl STLE. v. a. To call by a wh.llle.

Seuth.

WHITS-
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WHISTLE. / [hpirrle, Saxon.] I. Sonnd

mide by the modulation of the breath in the

mouth. Dryden ». A sound made by a small

wind instrument 3. The mouth ; the organ

of whistling. Walton. 4 A small wind in

strument. Sidney . 5. The noise of wind;..

6. A call, such at sportsmen use to their dogs.

Hudibral.

WHI'STLER. s I from vihstle. ] One who

whistles. Addison.

WHIT / [piht, a thine, Saxon.] A point; a

jot. Sidney, Davtet, Tillttsen
■WHITE, a. [hpit, Saxon; -mit, Dutch.] I.

Having such an appearance as arises from the

mixture of all colours ; snowy. Nevoten. a.

Having the colour os Tear; pale Shakesp. 3.

Having the colour appropriated to happiness

and innocence. Milion. 4. Grey with age.

Stakes/) 5 Pure ; unblemished. Pipe

WHITE. /. 1 Whiteness, any thing white;

white colour. Keviton x. The mark at which

an arrow is Ihot Dryden, Southern. 3 The

albuginecus part of eggs. Boyle. 4. The white

pan of the eye. Ray-

To WHITE, v. a. [from the adjective.] To

make while ; to dealbate. Mart.

WHITELE'AD. / rV bitelead ib made by tak

ing sheet- lead, and having cut it into long and

narrow flips, they make it up into rolls, but

so that a small distance may remain between

every Ipiral revolution. These rolls are put

into earthen pi ts, so ordered that the lead

may not sink down above hal' way, or some

small matter more in them: these pots have

each of them very sharp vinegar in the bottom,

lo full as almost lo touch the lead. When the

vinegar and lead have both been put into the

poi, it is covered up dole, and so left for

a certain time; in which space the corro

sive fumes as the vinegar will reduce the

surface of the lead into a mere white calx,

which they separate by knocking it with a

hammer. $>uiucy.

WHTTELY. a. (from white.] Coming near to

white Southern.

WH1 TEMEAT. / [white and meal.] Food

made of milk. Spenser.

To WHI TEN v. a. [from vbite] To make

white. Temple.

To WHI'TEN. v. n. To grow white. Smith.

WHl'TENER. J- (fr«m nbllen J One who

makes any thing white.

WHI TENESS. J. I from ■white.] 1. The state

ot beirg white; freedom from colour Newt.

1. Paleness ; Sbakejp. 3. Purity 1 clean-

n-lb. Dryden.

WHI' rtPoT. / A kind of food. King.

WHITEl'HORN /. A species ot thorn, Beyle.

WHITEWASH / [white anil tu.iji J Awash

to make th< Ikln seem lait. Atldtjon.

WHI'ThVWlNE. ]■ [white and trine.] A spe

c.es of' wi.,e produced trom the white grapes..

Wiseman

WHI I HER a. [ hpybep, Sjxon. ] 1. To

what place; inveriugitivily %. lo what

place: absolutely. Milton. 3. To which

place : relatively. ( Intention. 4. To what

degree. Ben. Johnson.

WHITHERSOEVER, adv. [whither laise.

ever] To whatsoever place. Taylor.

WHITING. / [fitting, Dutch; aliurnul,

Lat] 1 A small seafilh Carevi. a. A soft

chalk, [from wiitf.] Boyle.

WHI'TtSH. a. (from white.] Somewhat white.

Boyle.

WHl'TISHNESS./ [from whitish] The qua

lity of being somewhat white. Boyle.

vV'HITl.EATHER. / [white and leather]

Leather dressed with alum, remarkable lor

toughness Chapman

WHITLOW. / [hp,t, Saxon, and hup, a

wolf Skinner.] A swelling between the cu

ticle and cutis, called the mild whitlow, or be

tween the perioiieum and the bone called the

malignant whitlow IVtseman.

WHITSOTJR./ A kindosapple. See Apple.

WHITSTER, or Whiter.s [trom -white.] A

whitener. Shakesp.

WHITSUNTIDE / [-white misunday ; be-

caule ihe converts newly baptized, appeared

from taller to Whitsuntide in white. Skinner]

The least of Pentecost, drew.

WHI TTENTREE. / A sort of tree. Ainfn.

WHITTLE. / (hpyrel, Saxon.] , . A white

dress for a woman. i. A knife. Ben.

Johnson.

To WHITTLE, v a. [from the noun] To

cut with a knife. Hakewill.

To WHIZ. v. n. To make a loud humming

noise. Shake/p.

WHO. pronoun, [hpa, Saxon; -wie, Dutch.]

I A pronoun relative, applied to persons.

Abbot, Larke. 1. Ai who JbeuU say, elhpti-

cally for ai one whoshouldJay. Cottier.

WHOEVER pronoun [-.vho and ever] Any

one, without limitation or exception. Spenser,

Pose.

WHOLE, a. [pal;, Saxon; heal, Dutch] t.

All; total; containing all. Sbakejp. 2. Un

injured . unimpaired, z Sam. 3. Well of any

hurt or sickness. J;s

WHOLE /. The totality j no part- omitted,

Ecclns. Breome.

WHOLESALE./, [whole and sale.] Sale in

the lump, not in separate small parcels Addis.
Wattt J

WHOLESOME, a. [beelsam, Dutch ] 1,

Sound. Shake/p. I. Contributing to health.

3. Preserving; salutary. Psalmi. 4. Kindly ;

pleating Sbjkesp.

WHO LESOMELY. adv. [from -wholesome.]

Salubriously ; falutit'eroufly

WHO LESOMENESS J. (from whotesme.] I.

Quality of conducing to health ; salubrity.

Gramnt, Addtjtn. %. Salutai inel's ; conduene-

nel's to good.

WHOLLY adv [from ■whole ] 1. Com

pletely ; perfectly. Dryden, Addison. 1 Tu-

tally ; in ail the parts 01 kind? Bacon.

5 R i WHOM.
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WHOM. The accusative of vabi, singular and

plural Ltcke.

WHOMSOEVER.^, [wbo tadsoever.] Any

without exception. Lode.

WHOO HUB. /: Hubbub Sbakesp.

WHOOP [See Hoof.] i. A shout -f pur

suit. Hndibrat, Addlson. 1. \Upnpa, Lat ]

A bird. Dia..

To WHOOP, v. m. [from the noun ] To lliout

with malignity Sbakesp

To WHOOP, v. a. To insult wiih shout".

Drydcn.

WHORE. / [lip, Saxon; inert, Dutch ] i

A woman who converses unlawfully with

men t a sornicatrel's, ; au adultrrl's ; a llrum

pet. Bett Jjb-.jon a. A prostitute ; a wo

mon whj receives men for money. Drydcn,

Pi ior.

To WHORE v.n [from the noun ] To con

verts unlaw ully with the other sex. Dryden.

To WHORE, v. a. To corrupt with regard lo

chistily

V.'H' ; RLDOM /. [from wbirc] Fornication.

Hill

WHOP.F.MASTFR. ? / [wborc and ma/let

WHO'1, F.MONGF.R. J . r monger.] One wh-

ki-ep whoret., or conversed with asornicatres-.

Ma',ft,

WriOREoON. / [«>Awf and /"•>«] A baltart1.

SlaL-p.

WHORISH. a [from wborc.] Unchaste; in

cvn^inent. Shakefp.

WHOR.rLtBF.RRY. /. [hcortTbtruin, Sax.]

I ilbeuy. Miller.

V.HOSr. i. Genitive of wbo. Sbakesp. 2

Grni'i e of vtbicb. Pri:r.

W'HO'SO. "i pronoun [irbo and soever.]

WhOSOtt'VER. J Any, without restriction.

Baton, Milton, Soul)

WHURT. / A whorilcu rry ; a bilberry.

Catcw.

WHY aiv. [hpt, p-rthpi, Sax.] 1. For what

reason * Interrogatively Swst. 1. For which

reason. Relatively. Boyle. 3. For what rea

li'ii. Relatively Shak.ip. 4. It i$ sometimes

used emphatically. Sbaiesp.

WHYNO T. adv. A cant word for violent 01

peremptory procedure. Hudtbrat.

WIC, H'tcb. Come;, from the Saxon pic,

which according is the different naiure and

ct n lition o1 j.Uccs, h '.t!i 1 threefold significa

tion ; 'n'plyii.R eiil.er a village, or a bay

maoe by the v. in.iii.ej banks of a river, or a

castle. Grb'on.

V ICK. / [pcoce, Saxon ; ii/iecke, Dutch ]

The suhthnee round which is applied the

w^fx cr laJiaiw ot a torch or candle. Sbakesp.

V, ! CK'.D a. 1. Civen to vice; not goed \

fitgi tous -, morally bid. It is a word ot

luoitrou' or lii^l.t blame. Sbakejp. 3. Cur'-

i.l , bj-c:ul ; pernicious ; bad in effect.

Sf'tt'cr, Sbaiejp.

V. I CkEDl.Y. adv. j from wicked ] Ciiminally :

cciuptcd. Ben. 'Jthnr.n, Ctarendcn.

V, IC KED.^ESb. j. [irom wicked \ Coiruj-

lion of manneri.; guilt; moral ill. Skshsjt

Milton.

WI'CKER. a. Made of small sticks. Spenser.

WICKET./, [nuked, Welsh; gnicbet, Fr.

wicket, Dutch ] A small gate. S/enscr, Da-

viet, Milton, Drjden, Svtst.

WIDE. a. [pifee, Saxon; viji, Dutch.] 1.

Broad ; extended far each way. Pope. 1.

Broad to a certain degree : as tbree toebtt

wide. 3. Deviating ; icmote. Raleigb, Horn-

MO-x/.

WIDE, adv 1. At a distance. Temple, t.

With great extent. Milton.

WIDELY, adv. (from wide.] 1 With ernt

extent each way. Bcntley. x. Rem 'tely ; far.

Locke.

To WI'DF.N. v. a. 'from -wide] To mike

wide ; to extend. Sbakesp.

To WI'DEN. *. «. To grow wide; to extend

itself. Locke.

WI'DENKSS. / [from vide] r. BreiAh ;

large extent each way Drjden. 2. Compara-

live breadth. Bent ey.

WTDGEON./ A water fowl not unlike a wild

duck, but not so la ge. Carevt

WI DOW. /. tpifepi, Sixon . t-ed.'-e, notch ]

A woman whole husband is c!ead Staktjf.

Sandy1.

so WIDOW, v. a. [from the nona) 1.T0

deprive ot a bufbind Sbakesp DryJci.

1. To endow with a wdow-right Sbaktjp.

3. To strip of any ih.a? good. Drjd. Fbiitpo.

WI'DOWER. / (fiomW.-w.] line who has

lost his wife. Sidney, Sbakejp. 2 EsJ.

» I'UOWHOOU. J i'r-.m tpiJi-w.] 1. The

Hate of a widow Sidney, 3 enfer, Carev,

H'otun, Milton, z. Eltaie fettled on a wi-

d >w c*b:ile[p.

WIDOW HU'NTER. / [widota and bmter.]

One who count widows l*r a jointure.

Ad.ltl-n.

W'lDOVVM.VKER. / \nxii-.tv and maker]

One who depiivet women of ir.eir huftartds.

Sbakesp

W IDOW WAIL / [widow and vail.] A

plant

WID'I H. / [from vide ] Breadth j wideness.

Dry/lVi?

1> WIELD, v. a. [peilbin. Sax ] To use

with lull conjirurd, a a thing not too heavy.

Milton, tValtet. Dyden.

Wl'ELDY. a [iron -;.,./] Mirageable.

WIERY. a [fr-jm wit.: | 1. Made ot »;rj:

it were better written wiry. Dime. I.

Drawn tnto wire Peacbam. 3. Wet. v.ca-

nlh ; moist. Sbakesp.

WIFE. / plural wives, [pis, Saxon | «"/i

Dutch ] 1. A woman that ha» a hulbaid.

Sbakesp. Milan 1. It it used tor a woman

ot low employment. Baion.

WIG. s. being a leirriioatiun in ihe name* ot

rren, signifies war, or else a heto Irorc f J"-

Gibson.

WIU. / [Contracted from periwig] 1. False

hair w<rn on ihe head. Swift, 1. A sort ot

cake. Ainj*.:rtb. WIGHT.
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WIGHT./ [pihr, Saxon] A person; a being.

Daviei, Milton, Addifon.

WIGHT.a.Swit; nimble. Sheuser.

WI'GHTLY. adv. [from wight ] Swiftly:

nimbly. Spenser.

WILD. a. [jnlb, Sixon; mild, Duich.] i.

Not tame ; not domed ck. MiMu. ' Pro-

psgired by nature ; not cultivated. Mortimer,

Grew. 3. Delart •, uninhab'tfd. 4. Ravage ;

uncivilized. Sbakesp. Bacon, Waller. 5. Tur

bulent; tempestuous ; irregular Addijon.

6. Licentious-, ungoverned. frier. 7 In

constant i mutable ■ fickle. Pipe. 8 Inor

dinate ; loose. Sbakesp. Drydeu. 9. Un

couth ; strange. Sbakesp. 10. Done or marlr

withoat any confistent order or plan. Mt!t:n,

Woodward 1 1 Mee"rly imaginary. Srvst.

WILD. / Adesart; a tract uncultivated and

uninhabited. Drydeu, Adtlijon, Pope.

WILD Basil s. [actnut. Lat. J A plait.

WILD Cucumber. J [eiatertum, Lat. j A plant.

Miller

WILD Olive, s. [deajrnut. Lat.] from tXnia,

in olive, and *^«', ritex j A plant. Milter .

WILDijK'RVICE / {cratag-ui, Lit.] A plan'.

To WILDER, v. a. [Irom -wild ) To lose or

puzzle in an unknown or patliless tract

Drydcn, Pipe.

WILDERNESS./ [from w/7/] I. A ill-

sirt ; a tract of solitude and savsgencO.

Spen;er, Waller. 2. The state of being wild

or disoiderly. Milieu.

WI'LDFIRE./ [wiVind/-*.] A composition

01 inflammable materials easy to take fire, and

hard to be extinguished. Sbakesp.

WILDGOOSECHASE. /. A pursuit of some-

thng unlikely to be caught. L'E/liange

Wl'LDlN'G. /. ■wildelingbe. Dutch. j A wild

sour apnle. Pbiiipt.

WYLDLY. adv. \\tomvti'd] 1 Without

cultivation. More 1. With disorder ; with

pertrirbation or detraction. Sbakesp. 3. With

out attention ; without judgment. Sbak?jf<

A- Irregularly. Drjden

.Vr"! LDN ESS /. [from w'/</.] 1. Rn'enesj;

d-sorder like that of uncultivated ground.

Bacou. %. Inordinate vivacity ; irregularity

ef manners Sbakejp. 3 Savagenefs ; b. u:a

lily. Sidney, Prior 4. Uncultivated Hate

D'ydeu 5 Deviation from a fettled ccui/c;

irregularity. Watts. 6. Alienation of mind

Sbakesp.

WILE, (. [pile, Sax] A deceit ; a fraud; a

trick j a Itmagem; a practice artiul, 11).

Daniel, Rljcsmmln.

WILFUL, a [wr// a-d /«//.] 1. Siubb-rn;

coiiLUTiacioui; perverse; inflexible. 2. Don;

or suffered by design. Milton, Dryden.

WILFULLY, adv. [from wilful J 1. Obsti

nately, stubbornly. Sidney, 'itiletsou. 1. By

deli^n; on purpole. tlammJnd, tip. 'Tailor.

Wl LFULNfcSS. J. Obllinicy; H ubboi nnese ;

perverlV ness, tinker, Srakttp.

Wl LILY. adv. (from tei.j.] By stratagem ;

1,-audulcr.tiy. J»s.

WI'LIKESS. /. [from wfyj] Cunning j gni!c#

Pja/ms, Hrtutl.

WILL./ [pills, Saxon; wj&, Dutch] U

Choice, arbitrary determination. Lecke^Htoker.

l. Discretion \ choice. Pipe. 3. Command;

direction. Eccles. 4. Disposition; inclina

tion i desire. Sbakesf. Drummsxd. §. Power;

government 6. Divinedetermination Sbakesp.

7. Testament; disposition of a dying mans

effects Stephens. 8. GccJWill, Favour;

kindness. Sbakesp. 9. Ri^ht intention. 10.

///Will. Malice; malignity. 11. Will

with a wisp, Jjck with a lanthorn. /f7//with

the wisp u of a round figure, in bigness like

the flame of a car.d!e ; but lometiroei. broader,

and like a bundle ot twigs set on fire. H

sometimes gives a brighter light than that of a

wax-candle \ at other times more obscure and

of a purple colour. When viewed near at

hand, it Ihines less than at a diltance. They

wander abou: in the air, not far from the sur

face of the earth ; and arc more frequent in

places that are unctuous, mouldy, marih>,

and abounding with reeds. They haunt bury

ing places, places of execution* and dunghills.

They c< ■mnvnly appear in summer, and atthe

beginning of aatumn, and are generally ai the

height of about six feet from the ground. They

follow those that run away, and fly from those

that follow them. Some that have been catch-

ed were observed to consul of a shini -g, vis

cous, and gelatinous matter, like the spawn

of froge, not hot or burning, but only shining;

to that the matter seems to be phosphorus

prepared aud railed Irom putritied plants or

carcasses hy the heat of the fui.

To WILL. v. a {ivtlgany Golhick ; pillin,

Saxoe ; tottlen, Dutch.] 1. To dtsite that

any thing Ihouid bv, or be done, Ilookery

tiammsnd. 2. T» be inclined or refolded to

have. Sbakejp. 3. To cunmand ; to direct.

Hooker, Sbafiej'p. Knollei, Clarendon, Dryden.

WILLI and fr>/ry among the kiiglish Sjxoos *•

•vtefe at this day among the Germans, signified

many. Gtbjim.

V/1'LLING. a. [from toils] 1. Inclined to

any thing PVttjim, Afitton, Bentley, I.

Pleased; desirous. 3. Favourable; well dis

posed to any thing. Exodus, 4 Ready j com

plying. Hatker, Mslttm 5 Chosen. Afilt.

6 Spontaneous. Dryden. 7. Consenting.

Mt ItOH.

WILLINGLY, adv [from W/] I. With

one's own consent; Without dillike; without

reluctance. Hooker, Milton. % By cue's own

desire. Addtftm.

WILLINGNESS. / [from it>i!Hng.] Onsent i-

freedom from reluctance, ready compliance.

Be*. 'JjhmoUy Calamy

WILLOW j. peiie, Saxon; jfw7«, Welsh]

A tree warn by lor! ^rn levers. SLahefp.

WrLLOWlSH. a Rti'cmb ing the colour of

willow.

Wl LLOW \VOR r. /. A phnt. AUlktr.

V.l'LY.
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WILY. m. [from wile.} Canning ; fly ; foil of I To WIND. v. n. To turn; to chupr. Drjla-

111 ata gem. Spenser, Stub.

WIMBLE, s. [wimpel, old Dutch, from we-

melen, to bore.] An instrument with which

holes ire bored.

WIMBLE, a. Active t nimble. Spenser.

WI'Ml'LE. / If'imU, Fr.] A hood j a vest.

Bible

To WI'MBLE v. et. To draw down is a hood

or veil. Spenser.

To WIN v a. pret. wan and wen; part. pass.

v»n. [pinna, Sax winn, Dutch] I. To

gain by conquest Kntllei, Milten, Dryden. %

To gain th •_■ victory in a conttst. Denbam. 3

To gain fumething withheld. Pepc. 4. To

obtain. Sidney 5. To gain by play. Addisen.

6. To gain by persuasion. Milten. 7. To gain

by c >ui tfhip. Sbakesp. Gay.

To WIN. v n. 1. To gain the victory. Mill.

a To gain influence or favour. Dryden. £.

To gain ground. Sbakesp 4. To be conque

ror or gainer at play. Sbakesp.

To WINCE, v. n. [gwmge, Welsh] To kick

as impatient of a rider, or of pain. Sbakesp

Ben. Jebnjen.

WINCH. / [gnineber, French, to twist] A

windlass; lomcthing held in the hand by

wi.ich a wheel or cy limier is turned. Mir timer

To WINCH, v. a. To kick with impatience,

to shrink from any uneasiness. Sbakesp.

Hndibrat.

WI'NCOMPE. / A small red flower in the

stubble fields. Bacan.

W IND./ pine, Sax. wind, Dutch.] I. Wind)

is when any tract of air moves from the place

it is in, to any other, with au impetus that is

sensible 10 ut, wherefore it was not ill called

by the antients, a swifter course of air; 1

flowing wave of air. Mnscbenbrtek . a. Di

rection ot the blast from a particular paint

Sbakejp 3 Breadth; power or act of respira

tion Shatejf. 4. Air caused by any action.

Sbakesp Milten. 5. Breath modulated by an

instrument. Bacen, Dryden. 6. Air impreg

nated with scent. ' iwi/'i. 7. Flatulence;

windinels Milten 8. Any thing insignificant

•r light as wind. Milten. g.Dewn the Wind

To decay. VEfirange. 13. Te take er bai.e

//•f Wind. Togainor have the upper-hand

Bacon.

To WIND. v. a. [pinoan, Sax. winden, Dutch.]

I. To blow j to found by inflation. Spenser.

Dryden. 2. To turn round -, to twist. Bacen

h'etion 3. To regulate in action. Sbakesp.

Hndibrai. 4. To nose; to follow by scent.

5. To turn by shifts or expedients Hndibrai

6. To intiiduce by insinuation. Sbakejp. 7

To change. AJdiJtn. 8. To entwill; to en

fuld; to encircle. Shakes. 9. TiWisom

To extricate. Clarindtn. 10. Te Wind np

To bring to a final 1 compafi, a- a bottom 01

thread. Ltcki 11. To convolve the- spring.

Sbakfjp. IX To raise by degrees Hayward.

13 To sttaiten a string by turning that on

which it is tolled j to putin tuue. i'/alter.

I *. To turn; to be convolved. Mixen. j.

To move round. Denram. 4 To proceed ia

flexures. Sbakesp. Milten. ;. To be erui-

cated ; to be disentangled. Milten.

WI'NDBOUND. a .[wiWaod bennd.] Consul:i

by contrary winds. SpeSater.

Wl'NDEGG. /". An egg not impregnated; c

egg that does not contain the principles of lit

Betnvm.

WINDER/ [from wind.] 1. An iufi rentes

or person by which any thing is turned roan:

Swift. 1. A plant that twiiU itself roue:

others. Bacen.

WTNDPAL. / [wind and fall.\ Fruit blow

down from the tree. Evelyn.

WI'NDFLOWER./ The anemone. A fewer.

WINDGALL. f. rTindgalli are loft, yieldiat,

flatulent tumours or bladders, full ot conut4

jelly, which grow npon each side o! the fet

lock joint*, and are lo paint ul in hot wettkr

and hard ways, that they make ahorse 10 tuii.

Farrier'! Dic3.

Wl'NDGUN. / [ntrWtnd^ri.] AGunwhiA

discharges the bullet by means of wind com-

pressed. U'tlkini, Pope.

Wi'NDINESS. J. [from windy.] I. FolceAot

wind , flatulence. Fteyer. a. Tendency to

generate wind.fiana. 3. Tumour; pofftud-

Brereweed.

Wl'NDING [from wind.} Flexure, meio

der. Addisen.

Wl NDINGSHEET. / [mud and Jbctt.) A

sheet in wb.ch the dead areenwupoed. ■&««

Bacen.

Wl'NDLASS. / [wind and lace] A handle

by which a rope or lace is wrapped together

round a cylinder. 1. A handle by waicj

any thing is turned. Sbakejp

Wl'NDLE./. I from te wind'.] A spindle.

WINDMILL. / [windnad miu \ A mill tura-

ed by the wind. Waller, Wilkint.

WINDOW. / [vindne, Danish. J 1. An tpo-

ture in a building by which air and light are

inttomitted. Sptnjcr, Swift, i. The iraœe

of glass "r any other materials that coven the

aperture Ntwttn 3 Lines crossing eicti

other. Kmg. 4. An apeituie rtiemUiogs

window.

To WINDOW, v. a. [from the noun] '•

To furnish with window . rVettit. t. To

place at a window iihakcjp. .. To break inn

openings. Sbakejp.

WINDPIPE. J. [wind taipipe.] The p'J'P

of the bieath. Brewn, Hay, Arbutbmt.

WINDWARD, adv. llrom wmd.\ Toward

the wind.

Wl'NDY. a. [from v»i.] 1. C"it«iog «'

wind. Bacen. z. Next the win.!. JTjiejp }■

Empty; aiiy. Milieu, Sent. 4. Temper.""

ous ; molested with wind. Aiilien, S.-mtb. <•

Pussy ; flatulent. Arbmbnit.

WINE. J. Ipin, Saxon; ifair, Du'ch.) <•

The fermented juice of the grai e. Cbret.

Ijaubj Jus. 4'an.vj. a. Prt|<ara|iot!> »' ""

geublei
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getables by fermentation, called by the ge

neral name of winet.

WING. s. ssebpinj, Sax. winge, Danish] 1.

The limb of a bird by which she flies. Sidney.

a. A fan to winnow. Tnsser. 3. Flight ;

passage by the wing. Shake/p. 4. The motive

ef flight. Sbakesp. 5. The fide bodies, of

an army. Kntllei, Dryden. 6. Any fide piece.

Mortimer.

To WING. v.a. [from the noun.] 1. To fur

nish with wings ; to enable to fly. Fuse. 1.

To supply with side bodies. Shake/p.

To WING. v. m. To pass by flight. Sbakesp.

Prior.

WINCED, a. [from wing.] Furnished with

wings ; flying ; swift ; rapid. Milton, Waller.

WINCEDPEA'. / [ ocbrnt, Ut. 1 A plant

Miller

WI'NCSHELL. / [wing vAsbell] The (hell

that covers the wing of insects. Grew.

WI'NGY. a. [ from wing. ] Having wings.

Addison.

To WINK. v. n. (ptncxan, Saxon-, wincken,

Dutch] 1. To (hut the eyes. Sbakesp TilbtJ.

a. To hint, or direct by the motion of the

eyelids. Swift. 3. To close and exclude the

light. Dryden. 4. To connive ; to seem not

to see ; to tolerate. rVbilgiste, Rescommm.

5. To be dim. Dryden.

WINK./, [from the verb.] 1. Act of closing

the eye. Sbakesp Denne, Temple, a. A

hint given by motion of the eye. Sidney.

Swift.

WI'NKER. / [sr. m wink.] One who winks.

Wi'NKINGI-Y. adv. [from winking J With

the eye almost closrd. Peacham.

WINNER, s. [from win.] One who wins

Spenser, Temple.

Wl'NNING. participial a. [from win.] At

tractive; charming. Milten.

WI'NNiNG. s. [from win] The sum won

Addison.

To Wl NNOW v. a. fpinbruan, Saxon.]

To separate by means of the wind ; to part

the grain from the chass Sbakesp. Dryden.

To Ian; to beat as with wings. Mi/ten. 3. To

sift ; to examine. Dryden. 4. To sepaiate ,

to part. Sbatejp.

To WINNOW v. n. To part corn from chaff.

Ecclnf.

WINNOWER. / [from winniw. ] He who

winnows.

WINTER./, [pmtep, Sax ] The cold season

of the year Sidney, Pope.

ToWI'NTER.* ». [from the noun.] To past

the winter. Isuiah.

To WINTER, v. a. To feed in the winter

Temple

WINTERBEATEN. a. [winter and beat]

Harassed by severe weather. Spenser.

Wl'NTERCHERRY. /. [alkekengi] A plant

Wl NTERCITRON. / A sort ot pear.

V/INTERCRKEN. / [fyrela. Lat ] A p/ant

Wl NTKRLY. a. [ winter and like. ] Such

aa is suitable to winter j of a wintry kind.

Sbakesp.

WI'NTRY. a. [from winter.] Brumal ; hyemal.

Dryden.

WINY.*, [from wine.] Having the taste or

qualities of wine. Bairn.

To WIPE. v. a. sptpen, Sax] 1. To cleanse by

rubbing with somethrre Ssst. Sbakesp. Milieu.

a. To take away by tersion. Decay es Piety.

3. To strike off gently. Sbakesp. Milten. 4.

To clear away. Sbakesp. 5. To cheat; to

defraud. Spenser. 6. TjWih ««/. To efface.

Sbakesp. Locke.

WIPE. / [from the verb.] 1. An act of clean

sing, a. A blow; a stroke; a jeer; a gybe; a

sarcasm. Swift. 3. A bird.

WI'PER. /. [Irom wipe.] An instrument or

person by which any thing is wiped. Be*.

Jobnson.

WIRE. s. Metal drawn into (lender threads.

Fairfax, Milten.

To WIREDRAW, v. a. [wire and draw]

1. To spin into wire, a To draw out into

length. Arbatbnot. 3. To draw by art or vio

lence. Dryden.

Wl REDRAWER / [wire and draw.] Oca

who spins wire. Locke.

To WIS. v. a. pret. and part. pass. wist, [wjsen,

Dutch ] To know Ascbam.

WISDOM./, fpirfeom, Sax] Sapience; the

p' wer of judging rightly. Hooker.

WISE. a. [pip, Saxon; wiii, Dutch.] I, Sa

pient; judging rightly, particularly of matters

of life; having practical knowledge. Romans.

a. Skilful; dextrous. Tillotjom. 3. Skilled in

hidden arts. Sbakesp. 4 Grave ) becoming

a wife man. Milton.

WISE. /. [pise, Sax. wyfe, Dutch.] Manner;

way of being or acting. T is word, in the

modern dialect, is o!lcn corrupted into ways.

Sidney, Dryden.

WISEACRE. [. [wiseggber, Dutch.] 1. A

wife, or sententious man. Obsolete. 1. A fool ;

a dunce. Addijon.

WISELY adv. [from wise.] Judicioufly; pru

dently. Milton, Rogers.

Wl'SENESS./ [fri m wije.) Wifiiom; sapience.

Spenser.

To WISH. v. n. spifcian, Saxon.] 1. To have

strong desire ; to long. Arbuthnot. a. To be

disposed, or inclined. Addijon.

To WISH. v.a. 1. To desire; to long for.

Sidney 2. To recommend by wishing.

Sbakesp. 3. To imprecate. Sbakesp. 4. To

afle C.arendsn.

WISH. J. [from the verb ] 1 . I.on -.ing desire.

Milton, Semh a. Thing desired. Milton. 3.

Desire expresstd Pape.

WI'SHEDLY. adv. [from wijled.] According

lo drsire. Not used Knellee

WTSHER /. [fromwjb] 1. One who longs.

*. One who expresses wishes.

WISHFUL, a. [from wijb and/.;/.] Longings

fhuwing desire. Shakcsp.

WTSHKULLY. adv. [from wifisni] Earnestly ;

with longing.

WISKET. f. Abaiket.

WISP.
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WISP. f. [wisp, Swedish, and old Dutch] A

small bundle, a- of hay'or draw. Bacon.

WIST, prrt and part, of «r»j.

WISTFUL, a. Attentive; earnest; full of

thought. Gay.

WI'STFULLY. adv [from wijlsnl.) Attentive

ly; earnellly. Hudibras.

WI'STLY. adv. [Irom vis.) Attentively ;

earnellly. Shakes).

To WIT. v. n. Ipitan, Saxon] To know.

Spemser, Sbaiesp.

WIT. /. [r5eprc, Saxon; from yxm, to know ]

I. The powers of the mind; the mental fa-

cullies; the intellects, x. Imagination;

quickness of fancy. Sbakesp. Locke. 3. Sen

timents produced by quickness of fane/. Btit.

John/cn, Spratt. 4. A man of fancy: Dryden,

l'tpt. 5. A man of genius. Dryden, Past

6 Sense; judgment. Daniel, Hen. Jchn/on

7 In the plural Sound mind. Sbakesp 'Iilht

8. Connivance; stratagem; power of expe

dients. Hooker, Miltj*

WI'TCRAFT./". [wit and cast.) Contrivance

invention Camdtn.

Wl'TCRACKER. / [vis and cracker.) A

joker; one who breaks a jest. Sbakesp.

WITWORM / [vil ami warn ] One thai

feeds on wit. Brn J^hnjsn.

WITCH ,/. [piece, Sax.) 1 A women given ti

unlawful ans. Bacai, AdJison. x. A winding

sinuous bank. Spenser.

To WITCH, v. a (trom the noun] To fee

witch; lo ei chant Sf-enjcr, Shaktsp

WITCHCRAFT./", [witch and craft.) The

practices o: witches. Denhcm.

WITCHERY j liiom «ii'/<A.] Enchantment

Raleigh.

ToWITE. v. a. [piran, Sax.] T» blame; t'

reproach.

WITE. f. from the verb] Bhme; reproach

Spenser.

WVTH.prcptjit. [pift, Sixon] i.By. Noting

the cause. Shakrjt Riwe. x. Noting the

means. Diyden 3. Noting (he instrument

Rcwe, Wildcard 4. On the side of; for

Shake/p. e. In npposiucn to; in competition 01

congest Shale/f, 6. Noting corrpaiison Sandyi

7. In society Stillinf fleet. 8. In company of.

Sbakesp. o. \v appendage; nothing conse

quence, ot concomitance. Ltcke 10 Inmu'.ual

dealing. Shake/p. 1 1. Noting connection. Dryd.

n. Immediately a'tcr. Sidney, Garth. 13

Amongl!. Bacon, Rymer. 14. Upon. Addijcn.

15. In consent. Fast.

WITHAL, adv. '.with and all.) 1. Alfng wi'I

the rest ; I ktwile; at he l»m' time Ihe. c< ,

Shakes*. Davics, Milan, South, Dryden. x, It

is sometimes used by writera whete we now

use with. Daniel, TiHatJen.

To WITHDRAW, v. a. [with ar,d draw)

1. To take back ; to deprive of H'sier

To call away; to make to retire Bran

ToW I THDR A W. v. a. To ittite; to retreat.

Mllten, Taller

WITHDRA'WINCIIOOM./. [willJraw and

ream.) Room behind another room for retire

ment. Mortimer.

WITHE./ 1. A willow twig. Bacon. 1. A

band, properly a band of twigs. Mtrlimtr.

To Wl THER. v. it. [jeptBertoe., Saxon ] I. To

fade; to grow sapless; to dry up. Meeker,

South, x. To waste, or pine away Temple.

3. To lose or want animal moillure Dryden.

To WITHER, v a. 1. To make to fade

fames x. To make to shrink, decay, or

wrinkle. Sbakesp Miltn.

WI'THEREDNESS / [from withered.) The

stale of being withered ; marcidity. Mortimer.

WITHERBRAND. /. A piece ot iron,- which

is laid under a saddle, about fout fingers above

the horse's withers, to keep the two p eces of

wood tight.

WITHERS./ Is the j lining of the shoulder-

bone* at the boitom of the neck and mane.

Farrier's Dic7

Wl'THL KRUNO {■ An injury caused by a bite

o.ca horse, or by a saddle bein,; unfit, especially

when the bows are too wide ;. lor when they

are so, they bruise the flesh against the spinel

os the second and third vertebra: of the back,

which !oim that promintnee that rles above

their shoulders. Farrier's DiH.

Co Wl THHO'LD. f a. [withimi hold.) With

held, or wukhildcn, pret and part. 1 To

retrain; to keep ftom action ; to hold back.

Shakesp. Dryden. X. To keep back ; to refuse.

Hooker.

WITHHO'LDF.N part, passoiwuhbold Speho.

WITHHO'LDER./ [from withb.ld j He who

withhold*.

WITHIN, prep. [pSinnan, Saxon ] I. In the

inner part ot. Spratt. TiHeis-n. a. In the

compals of; not bryond; used b-th of place

and time. rVe-tttn 3. Not lonjer ago than.

Sbakejp. 4. Into the reach 01. Otwiy c. la

the reach os Milton. 6. Into the heart ot

confidence of S;nth 7. Not exceeding. Sw.-ft.

8. In the inclosute ov Bacon.

vVI I HfN. adv. 1. Inthe inner parts ; inwardly;

in'ernally Daniel. 2. In the mind. Dryden,

WITHINSIDE adv [within and/Je.J In the

inferiour parts. Sharp

VVI 1 HO UT prep. I pftuttn, Saxon.] 1. Not

with. Hall. x. In a state of absence from.

Tat.'er. 3. In the state of not having Bacon,

Hammond. 4 Beyond , not within the comruts

of. flume/. 5. In ihe negation, or omirTicn ot.

Addifcn. 6. Not by; not by ihe oleo'; not

bv the help os. Baan. 7. On ihe outside of.

Dryden. 8 Nol within. AdJij.n. 9. Wirk

exemption from. Ltcke.

W ITHOUT. adv. 1. Sol on the inside. Baton,

Grew, x Out of dooit. Hrttton. 3. fc.xter»

nally ; not in the mind.

W1THO UT. c;njur,cl. Unless ; if not i except.

I Sidney

WITHOUTEN. pref. (piButan, Sax] W.l»-

out Spenjer.

To WITHSTAND v a. \mitb nriftand.) T»

gainHand , to oppose ; to resist. Stdm, H.tler

WIIH-
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WlTHSTA'NDER. /". [from withhlaad.] An

opponent ; resisting power. Raleigh.

WI'THY. / (pi&5, Sax.] Willow.

WI'TLESS. a [from oil.] Wanting under

standing. Donne, Fairfax.

WITLING./ A pretender to wit; a man of

petty fmaitnefs. Addijon, Pope

WITNESS. / [pirnerse, Six] I. Testi

mony ; attestation. Shakefp. John. 2. One

who gives testimony. Genesis. 3. With a

Witness. Effectually; to a great degree.

Prior.

To WITNESS, v. a. [from the noun.] To at

test. Shakefp. Donne.

To Wi TNESS. v. n. To bear testimony. Sidn.

Unmet.

Wl'TNESS. interj. An exclamation, signifying

that person or thing may attest it. Milton.

WITSNAPPER. / [■wit and snap.] One who

affects repartee. Shake/p.

WI'TTED. a. (from mt] Having wit: at a

quick wilted boy .

WI'TTICISM. /. [from mitly] A mean at

tempt at w.t VFstrange.

WITTILY adv. [Irani »«(».] I. Ineeniouslv;

cunningly ; artfully. Dryden. 2. W'iih flight

of imagination. Hen. Johnson.

WI TTINESS. s. (from witty ] The quality of

being witty. Spenser

WI'TTINGLY. adv. (piran, Saxon, t» weetor

know.] Knowingly; not ignorantly ; with

knowledge ; by design. Hooker, tVest.

WITTOI../ [pirtol. Sax.] A man who knows

the falsehood of his wile and seems contented

Cleaveland.

WI'TTOLLY. a. [from wittol] Cuckoldly.

Shale/p.

WI'TTY. a. sfrom wit ] 1. Judicious; inge

nious. Judith. 2. Full of imagination. South.

3. Sarcastick; full of taunts. Addijon.

WITWAL. / A bird. Ainjwerth.

To WIVE. f. n. [from m/(.] To marry ; to

lake a wife. Shakejp. IVailer.

To WIVE. v. a. 1. To match to a wife. Shak.

2. To take for a wife. Shakejp.

WI'VELY. adv. [from wii/ti.] Belong'ng to a

wife. Sidney.

WIVES. / The plural of vise. Speijer.

WIZARD./ [from wije] A conjurer; an

inchanter. Milton.

WO / (pa, Saxon.] 1. Grief; sorrow; misery;

calamity. Shaktjp. Milton, Pipe. 1. A Jenun

ciation of a calamity; a curie. South. 3. kYo

is used by Shakejp lor a stop or cessation.

WOAD. / [pab, Sax. J A plant cult.vaied in

England for the use os dyers, wb<» ule it lor

laying the foundation ol many colours MilUr.

WOBEGONE. /. [-a/o and begone.] Loll in wo.

Shakrfp.

WOFT. The obsolele participle passive from

To Watt. Stakefp

WOFt'L. a. [wo and/«/'.] I. Sorrowful ; af

flicted ; mourning. S:dney, Dryden. x. Ca

lamitous ; afflictive. 3. Wrtithed ; paitry ;

iiitry. Pope.

WO FULLY, adv. [from cm/W.] 1. Sorrow

fully; mournfully. 2. Wretchedly: in a sense

of contempt. South.

WOLD./ IVeld, whether singly or jointly, in

the names of places, signifies a plain open

country ; from the Saxon polb, a plain and

a place without wood Gibson.

WOLF./ [palp, Sax. -wolf, Dutch] 1. A kind

of wild dog that devours sheep. Shakejp. 3. Aa

eating ulcer. Brown.

WOLFDOG. / [wj/and Jog.] 1. A dog of

a very large breed kept to guard flteep. Tickell.

2. A dog bred between a dog and wolf.

WOLFISH, a. [from wolf] Resembling a

wolf in qualities er form Shakejp. VEstrange.

WO'LFSBANB. / [wolfinA bane.] A poison

ous phnt ; aconite. Miller.

WO'LFSMILK. / An herb. Ainswerth.

WO'LFISH. a. [of »)// Resembling a wolf.

Itowtl.

WOMAN. / fpif-man, pimman. Sax] 1. The

female of the human race. Shakejp. Otway.

2. A female attendant on a person of rank.

Shakefp.

ro WOMAN, v. a [from the noun.] Tomake

pliant like a woman. Shake/p.

WO MANED. a. (from woman.] Accompanied;

uoited with a woman Stake/p.

WOMANHATER / [woman and hater.] One

that has an aversion from the female sex.

Swift.

WOMANHOOD. 7/ [from woman.] The

WO MANHEAD. j* character and collective

qualities of a weman. Spenjer, Donne.

WOMANISH, a. [ftom woman.] Suitable to a

woman. Sidney, Aj.kam

To WOMANFSE v. a. [from woman.] To

emasculate; to effeminate ; to soften. Pro

per, but not used. Sidney.

WOMANKIND./ [woman and Had] The

female sex : the race ot women. Sid. Swift.

WOMANLY, a [from wtmaa \ 1. Becom

ing a woman ; suiting a woman; feminine.

Shakejp. Donne. 2. N t childish j not girlish.

Afhuthntt.

WOMANLY, adv. [irom wimaa.] In the

manner os a woman -, effeminately.

WOMB. / [wemba, Goth, pamb, Sax. wamb.

Iflandick.] 1. she place ot the foetus in the

mother. Shake/p. Addijon. 2. The place

whence any thing is produced. Milt. Dryden.

To WOMB. v. a. [from the noun.] To inclose ;

to breed in secret. Shakejp.

WO'MBY a. (from womb ] Capacious. Shak/Jp.

WOM EN. Plural ot woman Milton.

WON. The preterite and participle passive of

win. Dryden.

To WON. v. n. [punian. Saxon; wenen, Ger

man, j To dwell; to live; to have abtde.

Spenjer, Fair/ax.

WON J. (ftom the verb.] Dwelling; habita

tion. Obtblete. Spenjir.

To WONDER ■:■. ». [punbpian, Saxon;

wonder, Dutch] To be lliuck with admira-
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tinn; to be pleased or surprised so »s to be ! WOODLATRK. / A melodious sort of wild

astonished. Suffer, Smth. I l«rk.

WONDER./ fpiinoop, Saxon; winder, WOODLOUSE. / [«W and Inst] Ao insect

Dutch] I. Admiration; astonishment ; a-

miiernent. Baan. 2. Cause of wonder ; a

strange thing. Carew. 3. Ar.y thing menti

oned with wonder. Milton, IVa'tt.

WONDERFUL, a [wonder tad full] Admi

rable ; strange ; astonishing. Job, AsHtm,

Shaktsp. ilhstraltd

WONDERFUL adv. To a wonderful degree.

2 Chron.

WONDERFULLY, adv. [from wonderful.)

In a wordcrful manner; to a wonder. ul de

gree. Bac-.r, Ailjrscn.

WONDERMENT. / [from winder.] Asto

nishment ; amazement. Spenser.

WO'NDERSTRUCK.. a. [wonder and strike.]

Amazed. DryJen.

WO'NDEROUS. a. Admirable; marvellous;

strange j surprising. M-.lton, Dryden.

WO'NDEROUSLY adv. [sr»m wonderoui ] To

a strange degree. Shakesp. Drayton.

To WONT. 2 1/. n. preterite and partici

yTo be WONT. 3 pie ivent. [puman, Saxon :

grwo'-nen, Dutch.] To be accustomed; tc

use ; to be used. Spenser, Bacon.

WONT./ Custom; habit; use. Hooker, Mill

WONT A contraction of wilt net.

WO'NTED. /art. a. [srrm the verb.] Accus

tomed ; used j usual. Milton, Dryden.

WONTEDNESS./ (from wonted] State of

being accustomed to. Kmg Charles.

WONTLESS. a. [from itunf.] Unaccustomed ;

unusual. Spenser.

To WOO. v. a. [,r 5 *>, courted, Sax.] I. To

court ; to sue to lor love. Shakesp. Prior, Pcpe.

2. To court solicitously ; to invite with impor

tunity. Daviet.

To WOO. v. n. To court; to make love. Dryd.

WOOD, a [m>odi, Gothiik ; pob, Saxon ;

woed, Dutch] Mad; suricut,; raging. Tusser.

WOOD./ 'pub.-, Saxon; wo.d, Dutch.] 1 A

large and thick plantation of trees. Spenser,

Dryden. 2. The substance of trees ; timber.

Boyle.

WOO'DANF.MONE./ A plant.

WOODBIND,? / Ipufcbind, Sax.] Honey-

WOODB1NF...J sockle. Stakes/,. Peacbam

WOO DCOCK / [p^bucoc, Saxon.] A bird of

passage with a It ng bill : his food is not

known. Shakes/,.

WOODED, a. Lfrcm -wood] Supplied with

wood, drbntl.net.

WOO'DDRINK./ Decoction or infusion of

medicinal woods, as sassafias. shyer.

WOODEN, a. (from wood ] 1. Ligneous;

made of wood; timber, ibaktsp. 2. Clumsy;

awkward. Collier.

WOODFKE'TTLR./ \lerei, Lat] An insect ;

a wood worm. Ainf<viorth.

WOO DHOLE, s. [vWinl lilt."] Place where

wood is laid up. Phitipt.

WOODLAND./ [wood and /mi.] Woods

grounds covered w.th woods Dryd Licitsent.

of an oblong 6gure, about half an inch in

length, and a fifth of an inch in breadth ; of

a dark blueifh or livid gray colour, and hav

ing its back convex or rounded : notwithstand

ing the appellation of millepea, it has only

fourteen pair of short legs ; it is ■ very swift

runner, but it can occasionally roll itself up

into the form of a ball, which it frequently

does, and suffers itself to be taken They

are found in great plenty under old logs of

wood cr large stones, or between the bark

and wood of decayed trees. Hill, Ccng. Swift.

WOODMAN./ [weed and mas.] A sportsman;

a hunter. Sidney, Pope.

WOODMONGER. / [weod and mincer.] A

woodseller.

WOODNOTE./: Wildmufick. Mils.

WOODNY'MPH. /. [need and nymph] A

Dryad. Milton.

WOODOFFERING. s. Wood burnt on the

altar. Nebemiah.

WOODPECKER. /, [wood and peck ; pient

martini, Lat] A bird. The structure of the

tongue of the woodpecker is very singular,

whether we look at its great length, or at its

sharp horny bearded point, and the gluey

matter at the end of it, the better to stab and

draw little maggots out of Wood. Derbam.

WOODKl'GEON er rVudcubeer. s. A wtU

pigeon.

WOODROO'F./ An herb. Ainswertb.

WO'ODSARE./ A kind of spittle, found upon

herbs, as lavender and sage. Bacon.

WO'ODSERE / [wood nai sere] The time

when there is no sap in the tree.

WOODSORREL. / [exyt, Lat] A plant in

closing feeds, which often start from their

lodges, by reason of the elastick force of the

membrane which involves them. Miller.

WOODWARD. /. [wood and ward] A

forester.

WO'ODY a. [from wood ] 1 . Abounding with

wood. Milton, Addison. 2. Ligneous ; consist

ing of wood. Grew, Locks. 3. Relating to

woodi. Ssen/er.

WOOER./ [fr»m w] One who courts a

woman. Chapman, Creech*

WOOF. / [from ww.] 1 . The set of threads

that crosses the warp; the weft. Bacon. 2.

Texture; cloth. Milton, Pope.

WOO INGLY adv. [from wooing.] Pleasingly;

so as to invite stay. Shakesp.

WOOL / [pul, Saxon; widen, Dutch] 1. The

fleece of sheep ; that which is woven inu

cloth. Sidney, Raleigh. a. Any (hart thick

hiir. Shakesp.

WOOLFEL. / \w»l and/*//] Skin not strip

ped of the wool. Daviei.

WO'OLLEN. a. [from wool.] Made of wool 1

not finely dressed. Shakesp. Bacon.

WOOLLEN./ Cloth made »f wool. lUdihrai,

Swift.

WOOL-
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WO'OLPACK.?/ [met, fact, and sad.]

WOOLSACK. S i. A b»g of wool; a ban

dle of wool. z. The seat of the judges in the

house of lords. Dryden. 3. Any thing bulky

without weight. Cleaveland.

WO'OLWARD. [adv. wool *nd varj.] In

wool. Skaktsptare.

WOOLLY, a. [from imei] 1. Consisting of

wool ; clothed with wool, Shakesp DryJen

2. Resembling wool. Sbatesp. fhilpt

WORD. / (p po Saxon ; weerd, Dutch.] t. A

single part of speech Boa*. Pipe. I. A short

discourse Sm b,Tillotfen. 3 Talk ; discou-se.

Stake/p D.nham. 4. Dispute; verbal con

tent on. Sbakisp. 5. Language. Sbaiesp.

Clarendon. 6. Promise. Dryden, Sbakesp 7.

Signal; token. Sbaiesp. 8. Account; tyd-

ings; meflige Sbaiesp. Frier, o. Declara

tion. Dryden. 10 Affirmation. Decay es

Piety, Dryden 1 1 Scripture ; word of God.

Whitg. 11 The second person of the ever

adorable Trinity. A s.ripture term. Alilten.

To WORD, v . n. [from the noun ] To dispute

VEfironge.

To WORD v. a. To express in proper words.

South. Addisen.

WORE. The preterite of wear. Dryden, Reive

To WORK v. «. prer. worked, or wreurbl

f fzorx-.ia, Saxon ; wrrken, Du'ch.J 1. To

lib'Ur; to travel; to toil Sbaiesp. Daviei.

2. To be in action ; to be in m n'on. Sbaiesp.

Dryden. 3. The act ; to carry on operation .

]. Sam. 4 To act as a manufacturer. I a ah

5 To ferment Bacen. 6. To operate j to

five effect Ren. Bacen, Clarendon. 7. Toob-

tiin by d ligeoce. 1 Sam. 8. To act internal

ly ; to operate as a purge, or other physick.

Brown. Grew, g To act, as on an object

L'Ejirarge. Swift. 10. To make way. Milt.

1 1 . To be tossed or agitated. Addisen.

To WORK. v. m 1. To make by degrees

t Milton, AJJisen . ». To labour ; to manufac

ture. Raleigh, Tatltr. 3. To bring by action

into any state. Addisen 4 To inHuenje by

sjeceffive impulses Bacin. 5. To produce ; to

tssect. Spenser, 2 Cor. Drummond. 6. To ma

nage Arbutbnot. 7. To put to labour ; to

exert Addis. 8. To embroider with a needle.

9. 'se Work tut. To effect by toil. Decay of

fiety. Addis. 10 Toeraze; to effjce. Dryd

1 1 . 7# Woa k up. To raise. Dryd Addisen.

WORK. /". fpeortc. Saxon j verk, Dutch.]

I. Toil; labour ; employment. Ecclus 2, A

One of labour Temple. 3. Bungling attempt.

Stillingfleet. 4. Flo.vers or embroidery of the

needle. Spenjer, Sbaiesp. 5. Any fabrick or

compages of art. Pope. 6. Action ; feat v

deed. Hamm 7. Any thing made; Outre

8. Management; treatment Sbakesp. 9. Tt

set en Won. To employ j to engage

Hooker.

WORKER / [fnmiwrl.] One that works.

Spenser, 1 Kings, Smth.

WORKFF.LLO W. /. [work tnislhw ] One

engaged in the lame woik with another.

If. [from wtri and
se. jj„ ■

WORKHOUSE.

WORKIN'GHOUSE. J h.se.) 1. A place i„

which any manufacture is carried on. Dryd,

2. A place where idlers and vagabonds are

condemned to labour. Atterbnry

WO'RKINGDAY./ [work and day.} Day on

which labour is permitted; not the sabbath.

Shakespeare.

WORKMAN./. r«..r* and ««] An artificer,

a maker of any thing, Raleigh, Addisen.

WORKMANLY. a [from workman,] Skil-

ful; well performed ; workmanlike.

WORKMANLY. adv. Skilfully : in a mxn-

ner b -coming a workman. Tuffcr, Sbaiesp.

WORKMANSHIP./ [from iverkman.] 1. Ma

nufacture; something made by any one. Spens.

Ti/lttsen. 2. The (kill of a worker Spenser.

3- The art of working. Weed-ward.

WO'RKMASTER. /. [work and master.] Th«

performer of any work. Spenser, Ecclns.

WORKWOMAN. / Iwork indm«.,]i. A

woman (killed in needle-work. Spenser. 2. A

woman that works for hire.

WORKYDAY s. [Corrupted from weriing-

day] The day not the sabbath. Shaielp.

Herbert.

WORLD. / [p.p!b, Saxon; wereld, Dutch.)

1 . rVerld is the great collective idea of all bo

dies whatever. Lode. 2. System of beings.

Nicene Creed 3. The earth; the terraqueous

globe Milton. 4. Present state of existence.

Sbakesp. 5 A secular life. Waller, Rogers,

6 Publick life. Sha'.ejp. 7. Business of life;

trouble ol life Shale,ip. 8. Creat multitude.

Raleigh, Sanderson. 9. Mankind ; an hyper

bolical expression for many, linker, Clarenden.

10. Course of life n. Universal empire.

Mt/ten, Frier 1 i.The manners of men. Dryd.

13. A collection of wonders; a wonder. Ob

solete. Knolles. 14. Time. 15. /. the world.

In possibility. Addis. 16. Fsr all the world.

Exactly. Sidney.

WO'RLDLINESS./ [from werldly.] Covetous

ness ; addictednefs to gain.

WORLDLING. / [fr»m world] A mortal set

upon profit. Hseler, Rogers.

WORLDLY, a. [from world.] 1. Secular;

relating to this life, in contradillinction to the

lifetoewne Sbaiesp. Rich. Atterbnry. 2.

Bent up»n this world; not attentive lo a su

ture state Milton. 3. Human; common;

belonging to the w«rld. Heeler, Raleigb.

WORLDLY, adv. [from world J With relation

to the present life. Ra!e:gh, Milten, Smth.

WORM / (pypm, Saxon; worm, Dutch;

lermis, Lat.J 1. A small harmless serpent

that lives in the earth Sbaiejp. Saidys. 2. A

poisonous serp-nt. Shakesp. 3. Animal bred

in the bxfy. Hirvry 4. 1 he animal that

spins silk Shalesp. c. Grub' that gnaw wood

and furniture. Sba'etp. 6. Se-mcthing tor

menting. Shahesp. Milttn 7. Any thing ver-

miculucd, or turned round ; any thing spiral.

Mexen.

ToWOKM v. n. [from the noun.] To work
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slowly, secretly, and graduilly. Herbert. I

To WORM v. a. To drive by (low »nd secret !

mean? Swft.

WO'RMEATEN. a. I moron ,nd eaten] 1. 1

GnawH hy worms Shaiejp. %. Old j worth- ;

lei's. Ralt'zk Dunne. |

WORMWOOD. /. [from its viitue to kill

worrrjs in the b dy] Or this plant there are

thirty-two species, one of which, the common

vermmtd, grows in the roads. Miller ,

Fley er.

WO'RMY. a. [from vitrno.] Full or v.crmi.

Millon.

WORN. part. pats, of wear. Dryden, l.'ek'

WO RNIL. /. In the back* of cows in the tu ri

mer, are mafgou, which in Elscx we oil

worntU. Derbain.

To WO'RRY. v. a. sporujen, Saxon] I. To

tear, or mangle, ac a beast tears its prey.

K nr Charles, L'EJlranre. 1. To haras', or

persecute hrutal y Sh Milt. South, Southern,

Add/in, R.we, Swift.

WORSE, a The comparative of bad. f p pp,

Sax.] More bid i more ill Daniel, Locke.

ORSE. adv. In a manner more bad. Shake/p

The WORSE, /. [from the adjective.] I. The

lot's; not the advantage-, not the better.

Spenier. i. Ktngi. 1. Something less good

Chriffa

To WORSE, v a. [srem the adjective.] To

put to di la,1vantage. Milton

WORSHIP./ I par p^ype. Sax.] i Dignity;

eminence; ex*el ence. Psalms, i. A charac

ter of honour, states/). DryJen. 3. A term

ot ironical respect. Pope. 4. Adoration ; reli

gious act of revxrence. Miltan. Til.'itsin e,.

Honour; respect; civil deference. Luke

6 Idolatry of lovers. Shakesp

To WO RSHIP. v. a. [from the noun.] t. To

ad. re ; so honour or venerate with religion*

rites Exod. Milton, Randolph. 1. To respect;

to honour ; to treat wilIi civil reveience

Shakesp

To WORSHIP, v. n. To perform acts of ado

rn ion. Genesis.

WO'RSHIPFl'L. a. [worship and /«//.]

Claiming respect by any character or dignity

Smth. 1. A term ot ironical respect. Stilling-

fleet.

WORSHIPFUL1.Y. adv. [from worfiipsul.)

Rcspectiullv. Shakesp.

WORSHIPPER. / [iVom worship] Adorer j

one that worships. Stutb, Addijcn.

WORST, a. The superlative of bad. Most bad;

most ill. Sba^eip. Locke.

WORST. / 1 he most calamitous or wicked

Hate. Shakejp. Di%by. Dryden.

To WORST, v a [from the adjective.] To

defeat; to overthrow Suckling.

WO RSTF.D. /. [Item rTorjled, a to. in Nor

folk, famous for the woollen manufacture.]

Woollen yarn; wool spun. Shakesp. Pope.

WORT./lpipt, Saxon; wort, Dutch ] 1. Ori

ginally a gtnetnl name lor an herb. 1. A

plant ol lb.c_cabu.ige kind. 3. New beer cither

unsermented, or in the act of fermentation.

Bacon.

WORTH erkVartb, v. n. [peoprSan, Saxon.]

To tv- Spenjer.

WORTH In the termination of the names of

places comes trom popfc, a court or taint, or

p. pSlJ, a street or road. Gihj'cn.

WORTH./. Ipe'pS, Saxon.) 1. Price; value.

Uooi.er, Woodward. 2. Excellence; virtue.

Sidney, lhokcr. Donne. 3 Importance; valu

able quality, hooker, South.

WORIII a. 1. Equal in price to ; equal in

value to. Shakejp. Addison. 1. Di serving of.

Clirendon, Berkeley, rVatls, 3. Equal m por*

seflions ti , Sandys.

WO RT HI l.Y. ach: [from worthy ] 1 . Suita

bly ; not hi low the rale of. Ray, I. Deserv

edly. Dryin. 3, Justly; not wiihiut cause.

Hooker, S.nlb.

WORTHINESS, s.[\mm worthy] 1. Desert.

Hooker, z. Excellence ; dignity ; villUf. Sidney.

Holder. 3. State of being worth) ; quilit) of

deserving Sidney

WORTHLESS, a [from worth ] 1 Hivinj

no virtues dignity, or excellence. Shake, t\

R fe mmon. 1. Having no value. Prior, A&h\.

WORTHLi:SSNESS./[from wtrthleji jWant

<f excellence ; want ot dignity j want of va

lue. Aytre.

WORTHY, a. [from w-rth ] 1 Deserving;

such as merits. Sidney, Shakejp. 1 Valuable ;

noble ; illullrious. Hooker, Daviei 3 Hiving

worth; having virtue. Dighy, 4. Suitablelcr

any quality good or bad; equal in value.

Dryden 5 Suitable to any thing bad. Sialclp.

6. Deceiving of ill. Dcuteremmy.

WORTHY./ [Irom the adjective) A roan

laudable for any cmireit quality, particularly

for valour. Brown, 'fatter.

To WO RTHY. v. a. [trom the adject.ve ] To

rerdcr worthy ; to a^randife ; lotxalt Sbak.

To WOT v. n [pitan, Saxon.] To know) to

be aware. Hacker, Shakesp.

WOVE. The preterite and participle passive 0-

tveave. Milton.

WOVEN The participle fossne of mutt.

WOULD. The preterite ot lotll. 1. It is gene

rally utVd as an auxiliary verb with an infini

tive, to which it gives the force ot the tob-

junctive mood. R»y 1. W a or am relblven;

with or w shed to. Sidney. 5. It is 1 lamiliM

term for wish to do, or to have. Shairip.

WO'ULDINU. /. (from mould.] Motiouo!'*-

sire; disposition .to any thing; propcouo^ i

incl nation ; incipient |ui|M)le. HttmunnJ

WOUND. /. [puoe-, Saxon; ftwaidV, Dutit J

A hurt eivtn Dv vi. tenet. Shakejp SvhJ*.

To WOUND, i.a. [stum the noun J To bml

by violence. Shaiejp Dcnter. 1 Sum tjalt't

1/3 I Ccr. Milton'.

WOUND. Theprcteiite and participle pal"«

ot wind. Acli, kVtlkint.

W'OU'NDLESS. a. [from wound } Exempt from

wounds.

WOU'NDWORT. /. [xubtetaria,] Ut'm *

plant. U0*'
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7 The preterite of wax. Became

I. i Obsolete. Spenser.

wox.

WOXE

WOXEN. The partic:ple of to wax Spenser

WRACK /. [wrack, Dutch; pp»xcce. Six. J

i. Destruction ot a (hip. Dryden. 2. Ruin;

destruction. Afilton.

To WRACK. v. a i . To destroy in the water;

lo wreck. X. It seems in Mill, to mean to n«,

lo shake. 3. To torture, to torment. C-wley.

To WRANGLE, v a. strom wranghrfenr.

Dutch.] To dispute peevishly ; to quarrel per

versely. Lode, AdJifon, Pope.

WRA'NCLE. /. [from the verb.] A quarrel ;

a perverse dispute. Swift.

WRA'NGLER /. s from laran^/e ] A perverse,

peevish, disputative man. Herbert.

To WRAP, v a. [hperftpian, Saxon, to turn;

wreffler, Danish ] 1 . To roll together ; to com

plicate. 'John, Fairfax 2. To involve; to

cover with something rolled or thrown round.

Dryden. Etcekiel 3. To comprise ; to contain.

Addif'.n. 4. To Wrap up. To involve totally.

Knolles. 5. To transport) to put in ecstasy.

Ccwley.

WRA ['PER. /. ffrom wrap.] 1. One that

wraps. 2. That in wh ch any thing is wrap

ped. Addison.

WRATH./. (psiaS, Saxon; wreed, cruel,

Dutch ] Anger ; lury ; rage. Spenser.

WRATHFUL, a. [wrath nadjull] Angry )

furious ; raging. Sptnjcr, Spratt.

WRATHFULLY adv. (from wrathful] Fu

riously -, passionate1^' ■ Shake'p.

WRATHI.KSS a. (from wrath.] Free from

anger. IVal'er

To WREAK v. a. Old preterite and part pass,

of IVroke. [pp^can. Sax. wrecken, Dutch]

1. To revenue S/.enfer, Fairfax, 2. To exe

cute any violent design. Dryden, Smith.

WRKAK. [from the verb.] t. Revenge; ven

geance. Sbakejp. 2. Passion ; furious fit.

Shate;p

WRE AKFUL a. [from wreak.] Revengeful ;

angry. Shakefp. Chapman.

WREATH /. [pr-eoft, Sax.] Any thing

curled or twisted. Bacin, Milton, Smith. 2. A

garland ; a chaplet. Rojcommon.

To WREATH w. a. preterite wreathed, part,

pass, wreathed, wreathtn. 1. To cuil; to

twist; to convolve. Hhak.Bac. 2. To inter

weave; to entwine one in another. o\ u:\O1yc1,

3- To encircle as with a garlaid Prior. 4

To encircle as with a garland. Dryden, Prior.

WRE ATHY a. [from wreath.] Spiral j curl-

ed ; tv. isted. Brown.

WRECK f. [pri-xu', Saxon, a miserable per

son -, wracke, Dutch, a ship broken] 1 . De

struction by being diiven on rock* or (hallows

at sea. Spenser, Daniel. 2 Dissolution b)

violence. Milton. 3. Ruin; destruction,

Shakefp.

To WRECK, v. a [from the noun] 1. To

destroy by dashing on rocks or sands. Spenser,

Woodward 2. To ruin. Daniel.

To WRECK v. n. To suffer wreck. Milan.

WREN./ [ppenna, Saxon.] A (mall bird.

Shakefp. Brown.

To WRENCH v. a. sppinjan, Saxon, wreng-

hen, Dutch ] 1 . To pull by violence : to wrest ;

to force. Shake/p. Bacon. 2. To sprain; to

distort. Shakefp. Swift.

WRENCH s. [from the veib ] 1. A violent

pull or twist. 2. A sprain. Ltcke.

To WREST, v. a. [ppr-rptan, 5axon ] 1. To

twilt by violence; to extort by writhing or

force. Afcbarr., Dryden, Addtjon. 2. To

distort; to writh; to force, linker, Shake

speare.

WREST, s. [from the verb.] Distortion ; vio

lence. Hooker.

WRESTER./ [from*?™/?.] He who wrests.

To WRESTLE. <v. n. [from wrest.] 1. To

contend who shall threw the other down. Sbak.

%. Tostrupgie; to contend. Clarendon.

WRESTLER /. [from wrestle.] 1. One who

wrestles ) one who professes the athletick art.

Denh. 2. One who contends in wrestling.Wat.

WRETCH / [prtecca, Saxon.) i.A miserable

mortal Accidence. 2. A worthless forty crea

ture. Sidney. 3. It h used by way of slight,

ironioal pity, or contempt. Drayton

WRETCHED, a. [from wretch ] 1. Miserable;

unhappy. Hooker, t. Calamitous , afflictive ;

3. Sorry ; pitilul ; paltry ; worthless Hooker,

Rofcammon. 4. Despicable; hatefully con-

temptib'e. Sidney

WRETCHEDLY adv. [from wretched] 1.

Miserably ; unhappily. Clarendon. 2. Mean

ly; despicably. South.

WRE'TCHEDNESS./ [from wretched.] 1.

Misery ; unhappiness ; afflicted state. Sidney,

Raleigh. 2, P.tifulnel's ; defpicablenefs.

WRE TCHLESS. a. Careless ; mindless ; heed

less. Hammond.

To WRI GGLE. v. n. [pprjan, Saxon ; rug-

gclen, Dutch.] To move to and fro with short

moiions. Moore, Swift.

To WRI GGLE. v. a To put in a quick reci

procating motion. Hudtbrat.

WRIGHT. / [ppthta, pysihta, Saxon.] A

workman; an artificer; a rr.aktr; a manu

facturer. Cheyne.

To WRING, v. a. preter. and pirt. puss.

wringed anJ wrung, [ppinjan, Saxon.] 1. To

twilt; to turn round with violence. Lev. 2.

To force out ofany body by contortion. hVotton.

3. To squeeze; to press. Shakefp. 4. To

writhe. Sbakejp. 5. To pinch Bacon, ClarenJ.

6. To force by violence; io extort Shakefp.

Aft.'ton. y. To harass; to distress; to torture.

Shakefp. Rcfcommen. 8. To distort; to turn ta

a wrong purpose. Afcham, Whttgifle. 9. To

persecute with extortion. Hayward.

To WRING, v. n. To writhe with anguish.

Shakefp.

WRINGKR. / [from wring.] One who

squeezes the water out of clothes. Shakefp.

WRl'KKLE. / [ppincle, Saxon; wrinkel,

Dutch ] 1. Corrugation or furrow ol the skirt

or the face. HoweI, Swift. 1. Any toughness.

DrydtH, To



W R O WRY

To WRI'NKLE. *. a. [pn,inchan, Saxon.] J.

To corrugate; to contract into furrow* Bac.

Pipe, a. To make rou^h or uneven. Miltn.

WRIST s. [pyrirx, Saxon.] The jiint by which

the hind is j >ined to the arm. Sbakrsp.

Teachatn.

WRISTBAND./ [wrist and b<ni\ The fas

tening of the shirt at the hand.

WRIT. / [from write ] t . Any thing written;

s.rip'ure. This sense is now chiefly used in

soeiking of the Bible Knellet, Adtissn. i A

judicial process. Prtir. 3 A legal instmment.

WRIT The preterite of write Prior.

To WRITE, v a. preterite writ or write;

part pslT witsen, writ, or wrate. [ppitan,

app-itan, Savon J 1. To express by m*ani of

letter*. Shakefp. Prut a. To engrave , to

imptels L.eeke. 3. To produce ai an author.

Grannule 4 To rei! hy letter Vrie-r.

To WRITE v. »r. 1. To per'orm the act of

writing. Shakefp. a. To play the author

AJdtfm. To tell in books. Sbakcjp 4. To

fend letters ! E/drat. 5. Tocall one\ sell" :

lo be entitled; to ute the (lile of. Shakefp

P;n. fsbnjet. C. To compos.* ; to form com

position', k'/alltr, Fellin

WRI'TP.R. /• Ifrom write ] r.Onewhoprac

tiles tht- art of writing a. An author. Bacen

Add-fm, Swft.

To WRITHE v a. [pp.San, Sixon ] 1. To

distort; to d form with distortion, Shakelp

ffiltir, Dryin. a. To twist with violence

/fi//M, Addifn, 3 To wrest % to force by

violence Itcokrr. 4. To twist Dryden.

To WRITHF v. n. To be convolved with

agnr.y or torture. A.llifen

To W'RITHLIi. -v. a. [from writhe.] To

wrinkle ; to corrugate. Spenser.

WRITING /. [from -tor/r] 1 A legal inflru-

irient. a. A composure ; a bo«K. H oxer,

Addf-.n. 3 A written paper ot any kind

Sr-aUl'p.

WRI TINGM ASTER. / One who teaches to

v.-nte Dryden.

WRITTEN. The partic pie piÆve of write.

Spinier.

WR /KEN. Th- part. pass of Ta wrtak

WRONG. (. [pninj', Sixon) 1. An injury :

* designed or known detriment. Sidney. Spenf.

Panitl, Drydm. a Errour j not right. ReJ-

iimm;*, kVattl.

WRONG. a. [from the noun ] I. Not moriff

right ; not agreeable to propriety or truth.

Sidney, Addijon. a. Not physically right ; os-

fit ; unsuitable. Swift.

WRONG, adv. Not rightly ; «mis». Utkt

Pipe.

To WRONG, tt a. [from the nouo.l To in

jure ; to use unjustly. Hioker, Spenf Addijtt.

WRONGDO'liR. / [wrong and dier.) M

injuriou< person. Sidney, Ajtifse.

WRU'NGER. /. (from wrong.] He tint ii

jures ; he that does wrong. Shakefp Ratei-?.

WRO'NCFUL. a. [wring and/W/] Injurious,

unjust. Shakefp. Dryden

WRONGFULLY, adv. [Uomwrtngfnl) In

justly Sidney, Speclattr.

WRO'NGHEAD. la [wrtng and had] .

WRONGrlK'ADSD. J Having a perverse ua-

d-rst ir.d'nr*; Pipe.

WRO'NGI.Y adv. [from wrong] Vaji'Xh •

amiss. S' akfip. Ltcke

WRONCI.ESSLY. adv. I" from wrngkfi]

Withnut~injuiy to any. Sidney.

WROTI■'.. prs-t and pirt. of w—.tt Sinlb

WROTH, a [pp b. Sax. vrod, Danistt.) Angi)

Out of use. Grnljil.

WROUGHT, (pp .5©, Saxon The pret. ar>!

pan. pass, as it leems, of srirk ; as the Duttr

wereken, mikes gerstbt j 1. Effected; per

formed. J'bn, Stephens, a. Influenced ; pre

vailed oil Sbaiilp Mitt.n. 3 Piodacrc,

caused. Milt. Addis. 4. Worked ; libour'<!.

Bar. Milt 5. Gained; sttaiged, Stakes-

6. Opera-ed. Miltn, Pbilipi 7. WwkrJ

Dealer. Baren 8. Actuated. l)ry,l. 1. Mwn-

factuied Ralrigb. Afiit. 10 Formed. 1. tV-

It Excited by degrees Addis. S-æift. I'.

Guided; managed. Milten. 13 Agitared:

diCurhed. Shake]p

WRUNG. The preter and part psfliveoftrui;

L'Ejlrarge, Tbitscn.

WRY. a tr'rom wrt'he] 1. Crookrd. ft^'

ating from the rig'st of direction Sid Stars.

a. Distorted. A,b. T.pt. 3.Wiung; r°-

verted ; wrested Atterbury.

To WRY. v ». (from the adjective ] To be

contorted and withered, to deviate fi.«n tbe

right direction Sandtrjm.

To WRY v. a- [irorp the aljective.] To nv'«e

to deviate; to distort Sidn-y.



~ X.
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» , It i letter, which, though sound in Saxon words, begins no word in the English

. language.

Y.

YEA Y E R

At the beginning of words, is a consonant ,

") at the end, and when it follows a cons"

int, is a vowel, and has the found of i. It

- used at the end of words, and whenever two

i"a would come together ; ard in words de

; "■ ved from the Gretk, to express the v, T wai

inch used by the Saxor.s, whence y is found

ir i in the eld English writers.

- CHT. / A small ship for carrying passen-

era. '

. RD. /. fsearte, Sax.] I. Inclosed ground ad

orning to an house Brown, Drydin. %. [jepb,

iax.] A measure of three feet Bacon, Holder.

j. The supports of the fails. DryJrn.

i'RDWAND / [ yard and viand.] A mea-

- sure of a yaid. Collier.

ARE. a. (jeappe, Sax.] Ready-, dextrous)

eager. Shake/p.

A'RELY. adv. [fromjure ] DextrouJIy; flcil

fully. Shakesp.

ARNs.y (jeapn, Saxon] spun wool j woollen

thread. Sbakejp. simple.

„ o YARR- v. n [from the found ; iirrio, Lat]

To prowl, or snarl like a dog.

ARROW. J. A plant which grows wild on

dry banks, and is used in medicine.

.'AWL / A little vessel belonging to a Clip,

for convenience of palling to and from it.

so YAWN. v. n. [jtonan, Saxon.] i. To gape;

to oscitate ; to have the mouth opened in

voluntarily. Union, Dryden. 1. To open wide.

Sandyt, Prior. 3. To express desire by yawn

ing. Hacker.

YAWN./ [from the verb] 1. Oscitaticn. Pope.

2. Cape; hiatus. Addison.

YAWNING, a. [from jm«>».] Sleepy; num

bering. Shakesp.

YCLAD part, for chd. Clothed. Shakesp.

YCLEPED. Called; termed; named. Milton

YDREA'D. Theoldpret. of to dread. Spenjtr.

YE. The nominative plural of thon. Lake.

YEA. adv. [ea, or Jea, Sax j ja, Dutch.J Yes

Shakf/p. Matthevi.

To YEAD, or YEDE. v. n. preterite yede. To

go; to march. Spenjer. \

To YEAN. v. n. I carman, Saxon.] To bring

young. Used of sheep. Shakesp. Dryden.

YEANLING./. [lrom;«».] The young of

sheep. Shakesp. \

YEAR./. [Seap, Sax] Twelve months. Sbak.

a. k is often used nlurajly, without a pluial

termination. Shakesp. 3. In the ploral, old

age. Bacon, Dryden.

YE'ARLING. a. [irom year] Being a year old.

Pope.

YE'ARLY. a. [from year.] Annual; happen

ing every year; lading a year. Prior.

YE'ARLY. adv. Annually ; once a year. Dryd

To YEARN, v. n. (eapnan,Sax ] To feel grea

internal uneasiness Spenjer, Gene/it.

To YEARN, v. n. To grieve; to vex. Shakesp.

YELK./ [from %tihfc, yell *a, Saxon] The

yellow part of the egg. It is commi nly pro

nounced, and often written^sW, Brovin,Dryi.

To YELL. v. n. To cry out with horreur and

agony. Spenjer, Drayten, Milton.

YEI.L / [from the verb.] A ciy of horrour.

Shakesp. Dryden.

YELLOW. «. lyealepe, Saxon ; ghc.'envre,

Dutch.] Being of a bright glaring colour, aa

gold. Milton, Nf-wton.

YlOXOWBOY. s A gold coin. Arbutbnet,

YE'LLOWHAMMKR. / A bird.

YE'LLOWISH. a. [Ircm yelUvi.] Approaching

to vellow. Woodward.

YE'LLOWISHNESS. /. [from yellcwilh ] Tho

quality of approaching to yellow. Byte.

YELLOWNhS'S. /. [from yellcva.] t. The

quality of being yellow. Bacon, Arhuthnot. 1.

It is used in ShaAeiscare for jealousy

YE'LLOWS. / A disease in hoists. It owe< its

original to obstructions in the gall-pipe, which

are caused by Din-y or gritty matter ; or to the

stoppage of tbe roots of thole little ducts open

ing imo thai pipe, by the like matter.

To YELP. v. n fsealpan. Sax.] To bark as a

beagle-hound astir his prey. Shakesp.

YE'OMAN. / (the Hue etymology items lo be

from jrwi, Frisiot, a villager] 1. A man of

a final! ellateinland ; a farmer; a gentleman

farmer. Locke, Addison. 2. It seems to have

been anciently a kind of ceremonious title

given to I'uldlccs : whence we have Itill yeomen

ol the guard. Bacon, Sviist. 3. It was probably

a freeholder not advanced to the rank of a

gentleman. Shakesp.

YEOMANRY./ [trom yeoman.] The collec

tive body of yeomen. Bacon.

To YERK.. v. a. To throw out or move with

) a spring. A leaping horse is said loyerk, or

strike out his hind legs, wijcn he tltng> and

kitk<. with hlv whole h.'od ouaittrs. I'air.er'i

i Di.'hsnary. YLKJk



YOK Y U X

YEHK. s. [from the verli.] A quick motion.

To YF.RN. v. a. See Yiasn. Sbakesp.

YES. adv. \%<re, Sa* ] A term of affirmation;

the affirmative p-rtide opposed to no. Baczn,

Pope.

YEST. / [x,erz, Saxon.] i. The foam, spume,

or flower of beer in fermentation ; barm.

Undibras, Gay. 2. The spume on a troubled

sirl Shakes}.

YE'STER. a. \ghifler, Dutch.] Being next

before the present d-y. Dryden.

YESTERDAY./. [5ip:anb*5, Sax ] The day

last pall j the next day before to day. Sbakej.

Prior.

YESTERDAY adv. On the day last past Bacon.

YE STF.RNIOHT/The night before thisnight.

YE'STERNIGHT. adv. On the night last past.

Shakesp.

YE STY. a. ffrom^'Al Frothy ; spumy Sbai

YET ctnjnnct. (Jyc, jet, Sera, Sax.] Never

theless; notwithstanding; however. Daniel,

S.ntb, Tillotfon.

YET. adv. i. Beside ; over and above. Atterbnry.

a. Still; the state still remaining the lame.

Addij'cn. 3. Once again. Post. 4. At tlii.s

time ; so soon ; hitherto : with a negative be

fore it- Bactm. 5. At least. Baker. 6 It note;,

incitise or extension of the fense of the words

to which it is joinid. Dryden. 7. Still ; in a

new decree. L'bjlranee %. Even; after all.

kVhunste, Bactm. 9. Hitherto, linker.

YK'VEN. for given. Spenser.

YFW. / [ij>, Saxon.] A tree of tou^h wood

Fairfax. Frier.

YE WEN. a. [from jwv] Made of the wood

of yew.

YFERE. adv [ypepi-, Sax.] Together. Spens

To YIELD v. a. [5elban, Sax. to pay.] 1. To

produce ; to give in teturn for cultivation or

labour. Arbuttnot. 2. To produce in general

Shakesp. Atbnthnot. 3. To affoid ; to exhibit

Sidney, Lake. 4. To give, as claimed of right.

Milan. 5. Toalkw j to permit Milton. 6. To

••mit; to expire. Genesis. 7. To resign.; to

give up. Walts. 8. To surrender KnMes.

T" YIELD. i> 1. 1. Give up the conquest ; to

submit Daniel, Walton. 2. To comply with

any persm. Pro-verbs. 3. To comply with

things. Bacon, Milton. 4 To concede ; to

admit; to allow; not to deny. HaAcztrtlt. c

To give place as inseriout iu excellence or

■ny other quality. Dryden.

YIELDER. / [from yieid.] One who yields.

Stake/f.

YOKE /. [jeoe, Saxon; jock, Dutch.] 1. The

bandage placed on the neck ol draught oxen.

sXumbtri, Pt/e. x. A mark ol servitude ;

slavery. Dryden. 3. A chain ; a link ; A bond.

Dryden 4. A couple ; two ; a pair. Shakejp

Dr yden, lirotme.

To YOKE. v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To bind

by a yoke or carriage. L'EJlrange, Dryden 2.

To join or couple with another. Dryden. 3.

To enslave j to subdue. Shakejp. 4. To re-

fliain; to cor.iiae Bacon.

YO-KE-ELM. / A tree. Amsmrtb.

YO'KEFELLOW. ? / [yte and seH.es, or

YOKEMATE. J mate.'] 1 . Companion ia

labour. Sbakesp. 1. Male; fellow. Hudibras,

Stepney.

YOLD, foryielded. Obsolete. Spenser.

YOLK. s. [See Yin] The yellow part of ia

egg. Ray.

YON. f a. sseone., Saxon] Being at at

YOND. S- distance within view. Sbakesp.

YONDER. \ Ben JohnJ:., Pope.

yON. J ■ , .... . .. .

YOND > *' * ail'ance within view.

YONDER \ Milton, Arbuthnot.

YOND. a. Mad; furi us ; perhaps transported

wi h rage ; un«er alienation of mind. Spenier.

YORE, or of fere, adv. IjeoS-tpa Saxon. 1 1.

I-ong. Spens. 2. Of 01M time ; long age Pipe.

YOU pren [ecp, luh. Sax] 1. The oblique cafe

of ye Epb. a. It is used ;n the nominative.

Sbakesp. 3. It is the ceremonial word for

the second person singular, and is always used

except in solemn language. Pope.

YOUNG, a [tong, yeonj. Six. jrnr, Dutch.]

1. Llciii,: in the first part of lif: ; not old.

Sbakesp. Chapman, Cvw'iy. 1. Ignorant;

weak Sbakesp. 3. It ; 1. nunrr.es applied to

vegetable life. Bacon.

YOUNG. /. Tbe offspring of animals collec

tively. Milton, More.

YOUNGISH, a. [ from _)■»«»*;. ] Somewhat

young *satUr,

YOUNGLING. /. [from young ; yeorrjlinT,,

Six ) Any creature in the first part of life.

YOUNOLY. adv. [immyonn*.] 1. Early ia

life Sbake;p. 2. Ignorantly ; weakly.

YOUNGSTER.? / [from ynng.) A Young

YOUNKER. i person. Sbakesp. Creech.

Prior.

YOUNGTH s. [from yenng.] Youth. Spenser.

Y'OUR. prenonn. [eopep, .'ax ] 1. Reloading to

you. Shakejp 2. Yours is used when the

iubstantive goes beiore or is undc stood; asthic

\T.y:ur book, this book is yont s Shakejp. Pepe.

YOURSELF /. \yonr and jelf. ] You, eve*

you ; ye, not others. Shakejp.

YOUTH./. [>-e<-S"S, Sat.] 1 . The part of life

succeeding to childhood and adolescence. Shok.

Milton, Arbutbmt 2. A young man Shaitspm

/Wilton, Dryden. 3. Yi ung men Ben. Johnsn*

YOUTHFUL, a [yontb and/a//] 1 . Y'oung.

Dryd. 2. Suitable to the first part of life. Mill.

Dryd. Pose. 3- Vigorous as in youth. Bentley.

YOUTHFULLY, adv. [iromysmlbstl] In a

youthful manner.

YOU THEY, a [fromyntb.] Young j early ia

'i e Spenser.

YOU'THY. a. [homyonth.] Young; yauthfuJ.

SpcSlator.

YHI'GHT. part, [y and pigbt, from pitch.]

Fixed. Spenser.

YUCK./ [ jocken, Du!«ih ] Itch.

YULE /. r^e'^1, yeol, yehul, Sax.] The time of

Christmas.

YUX. / [yeox, Sax.] The bicoougtt.



Z E U ZOO

Z.

ZIs found in the Saxon alphabets, set down

, by Grammarian-, but is read in no word

originally Teutonick : its sound is uniformly

that of an hard S.

ZAFFAR. 7 /. Powder the calx of cobalt, ve-

ZAFFIR. $ ry fine, and mix it with three

times its weight of powdered flints, this be

ing wetted with common water, the whole

concretes into a solid mass called zaffre, which

from its hardness has been mistaken for a na

tive mineral. Hill.

ZA'NY./ One employed to raise laughter by

his gestures, actions, and speeches; a merry

Andrew ; a buffoon. Shakesp. Dime.

ZA RNICH. s. A solid substance in which or-

piment is frequently found ; and it approach

es to the nature of orpiment, but without its

lustre and foliated texture. The common

kinds of zarnicb are green and yellow. Hill.

ZEAL. / [£>•*■«, zeht, Lat] Passionate ar

dour for any person or cause. Hacker, Milton,

DryJen, Tilhtsn, Spratt.

ZEA'LOT. / [ zeletenr, Fr.Jn1.mic.] One pas

sionately ardent in any cause. Generally used

in dispraise. Spratt.

ZEA'LOUS. a. [from zeal.] Ardently passionate

in any cause. Taylor, Spratt.

ZEA LOUSLY. adv. [from acaleui.] With pis- 1

sionite ardnur. Swift. I

ZEA'LOUSNESS / [from «*«/«/] The qua

lity of being zealous.

ZE'CHIN./ [So named from Zecha, a place in

Venice where the mint is settled for coinage J

A gold coin worth about nine shillings sterling

ZEDO'ARY. / [zedoaire, Fr.] A spicy plant,

somewhat like ginger in its leaves, but of a

sweet soent.

ZED. / The name os the letters. Shakesp.

ZENITH./ [Arabick] The point over head

opposite the nadir. Daviet. Brs,<wn.

ZE'PHYR. ? j. [aepbyrut. Lat. J The west

ZE'HHYRUS. i wind; and poetically any

calm soft wind. Peacram, Milton, Thomjon.

ZEST. /. i. The peel of an orange squeezed

into wine. 1. A relish; a taste added.

To ZEST. v. a. To heighten by an additional

relish.

ZKTETICK. a. [from JuTtV] Proceedinj by-

enquiry.

ZEUGMA, /![from. J«5y,««.] A figure in Gram

mar, when a verb agreeing with divers noun*,

or an adjective with divers substantives, is

referred to one exprefly, and to the other by

supplement ; as lust overcame shame, bold

ness fear, and madness reason.

ZOCLE./ [In architecture.] A small sort of

stand or pedestal, being a low square piece or

member, serving to support a busto, statue, or

the like.

ZO'DIACK./ [ {•*«*.] The track os the sun

through the twelve signs ; a great ci rele of the

sphere, containing the twelve signs. Be*.

Johnson, Bntlej.

ZONE. J. sc>M; Tina, Lat] I. A girdle.

Dryin, Granvisle. 1. A division of the earth.

The whole surface of the earth is divided into

five nonet : The first is contained between the

two tropicks, and is called the torrid nine.

There are two temperate zones, and two frigid

zones. The northern temperate z»»e is ter

minated by the tropick of Cancer and the

arctick polar circle : the southern temperate

zone is contained between the tropick of Ca

pricorn and the polar circle: the frigid zonet

are circumscribed by the polar circles, and

the poles are in their centres. Suckling, Dry-

den 3. Circuii ; circumference. Milto*.

ZOO GRAPHER. /. [f«4 and yo*v») One who

j describes the nature, properties, and forms of

animals. Brown.

ZOO'GRAPHY / [of eT-n and y^ifoo. ]A de

scription of the forms, natures aud properties

of animals. Glamiille.

ZOO'LOGY./ [of {im and Xoy®-.]' A treatise

concerning living creatures.

ZOOPHYTE./. [^ftjwTm] Certain vegetables

or substances which partake of the nature bath

of vegetables and animals.

ZOOPHORICK. Column, s. [In architecture]

A statuary column, or. a column which bears

or supports the figure of an animal.

ZOO'PHORUS. / [ c>«?o{«c.] A part between

the architraves and cornice, so called on ac

count of the ornaments on it, among which

are the figures of animals. Dili.

ZOO'TOMIST./ [of cWsfiia.] A dissector of

the bodies of brute beasts.

ZOO'TOMY. A [ imrifJa.'] Dissection ostht

bodies of beasts.

5 T

FINIS.
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